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Newly released 1956 Nielsen Coverage figures reveal
KMTV serves an 84 county area with 412,250 TV homes
MINNESOTA

— a $2l/2 billion market area. KMTV reaches into 71 per
cent of these homes each week, 75 per cent each month.
That's why leading national and local advertisers all choose
KMTV to sell this giant midwest market. See your Petry
representative today!

FACTS*
EFFECTIVE BUYING INCOMEMARK
. . . ET
$2,655,682,000
POPULATION
1,752,900
FAMILIES
542,400
AVG. INCOME PER FAMILY
$4,896
AVG. INCOME PER CAPITA
$1,502
RETAIL SALES
$2,067,514,000
FARM GROSS INCOME
$1,521,250,000
FARM POPULATION
505,300
GEN'L MDSE. SALES
$220,684,000
FOOD SALES . .
$364,925,000
DRUG SALES
$59,714,000
AUTO SALES
$411,400,000
* Compiled from "Survey of Buying Power" and SRDS
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Broadcasting

• Telecasting

closed

AIR DROP • Another major air personnel change in ABC was to take place
quietly over weekend. John H. Mitchell,
who has been vice president and special
assistant to AB-PT President Leonard H.
Goldenson since latter assumed direction
of subsidiary ABC, was to fly into San
Francisco to relieve James H. Connolly
as vice president and general manager of
KGO-AM-FM-TV. Mr. Connolly will
leave ABC with substantial severance.
B«T
MIKE WALLACE, currently most talkedabout tv personality in New York because
of his lively interviews with frank celebrities on WABD (TV) Nightbeat (see
story, page 76), has been signed as performer by ABC. In past few weeks, Mr.
Wallace — veteran radio-tv figure — has
been wooed for several big jobs, but it's
authoritatively learned ABC has closed
deal.
B«T
JUNE IN JANUARY • Barring unexpected, FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey now plans to remain on FCC at
least until his current term expires June
30, feeling he is committed to administration that long. He later will determine
whether he will seek reappointment or return to law practice in Columbus, Ohio, and
possibly Washington. He likes job but has
family considerations to take into account.
B«T
IF Mr. McConnaughey remains, status quo
as to other membership may prevail for
foreseeable future. But if chairman does
elect to leave, there might be others disposed to follow, depending on climate.
Appointment of "outsider" as chairman
might have bearing on attitudes of other
Republican members. Comr. Rosel H.
Hyde already has held chairmanship, and
has no notion of leaving. Other GOP
members are Comrs. John C. Doerfer and
Robert E. Lee.
B»T
McCONNAUGHEY APPOINTMENT •
There was new appointment in McConnaughey family last week. Mrs. George
C, wife of chairman, was named an official hostess for Eisenhower-Nixon inauguration Jan. 21 — an honor accorded only
at top level in official family.
B»T
AMONG

hotel men, NARTB annual convention is regarded as most desirable in
country. Broadcasters (and convention exhibitors) spend more per capita than any
other sizeable annual convocation (last
year 4,500 attended NARTB convention
in Chicago), according to number of hotel
executives who have handled recent conventions.

Broadcasting

• Telecasting

BUMPS THAT GRIND • Though they
aren't saying much publicly, at least some
major cigarette advertisers are concerned
about what effect Brown & Williamson's
buy of half of NBC Radio's forthcoming
hourly newscasts will do their own spot
campaigns on NBC Radio stations. Normal protection to B&W would mean that
on stations carrying B&W NBC business,
time available for competing cigarette
spots would be cut to 25 minutes in each
hour. In early-morning time especially,
number of stations already have three or
four cigarette accounts within hour, with
result that B&W protection would "bump"
one or two of these. Some cigarette advertisers say informal canvasses reassure
them that good number of stations either
will not clear prime station time for NBC
or at least will bump some other competitor, ifbumping is necessary.
DESPITE

B«T
apparent feeling on part of

agencies that many stations won't clear
early-morning and possibly other strong
station time for NBC newscasts, network
authorities maintain they already have
clearances representing 78 to 80% of rate
card, effective with Jan. 14 starting date
of series, and predict this will be up to at
least 90% by June 1. They concede there
are "problem areas" where stations have
long-standing contracts that cannot be
moved or cleared overnight, and at present say they cannot give percentage of
clearances in early-morning (7-9 a.m.) time
specifically. But they repeat that they have
assurances that these problems will be
cleared up gradually — and that they have
no thought but to launch newscasts Jan.
14 as originally planned.
B»T
NEW MEXICAN CLEARS • U. S.-Mexican broadcast agreement (NARBA bi-lateral) tentatively to be signed Jan. 16 in
Mexico City, will contain two actual
changes from provisions originally drafted
in 1949. Mexico acquires 1-A (clear)
status on 540 kc and clear status on 800
kc. These would necessitate changes for
KFMB San Diego, which presumably will
move to its old assignment on 550 kc, and
KINY Juneau, Alaska, which has pick of
several assignments in those wide-open
spaces.
B»T
TREATY was negotiated with Mexican
communications authorities by FCC Comr.
Rosel H. Hyde, with concurrence of FCC
and State Dept. Save for two new assignments, all other treaty provisions are reinstated and all other remaining controversies settled, bringing all North American nations within purview of NARBA.
Comr. Hyde has been poised several times
in two months for Mexico City trip, only
to see dates postponed because of routine
changes in Spanish-English translations.

circuit.

INFLATED ESTIMATE • That figure of
$100 million being bandied about as return to Treasury on 10% excise tax on
television set sales may be sky-high. While
Treasury will not release specific figures,
lumping excise tax returns on radio, television, components and phonographs, gross
figure for quarter ending last Sept. 30 was
$26,602,000. While estimate may have
been correct in last year or two, decline
in sale of black and white consoles and
emergence of portable set, with average
cost in $100 area, has sharply reduced tv
excises. Phenomenal developments of hi-fi
and phonograph units made up substantial
portion of excise field.
FLUSHED with lastB»Tweek's victory in appeals court (see story, page 44), FCC is
set to take up multiple ownership rule
liberalization today (Monday). Commission will not only have Broadcast Bureau
and General Counsel's recommendations,
but — for first time — report from FCC's
network study staff. Just what position
latter takes isn't known. Storer petition to
reconsider its request for waiver of five
vhf rule in order to acquire ch. 3 KSLMTV Salem, Ore., also probably will be
considered at same session.
B»T
DELAY EN ROUTE • Plan of Time Inc.
to transfer Wayne Coy, president-general
manager of KOB-AM-TV Albuquerque to
Indianapolis as head of WFBM-AM-TV
upon approval of transfer of Consolidated
(Bitner) properties may be held up because of former FCC chairman's health.
Mr. Coy suffered another slight heart
seizure fortnight ago in Albuquerque after
rigorous negotiations for Bitner properties.
B«T
TIME Inc. officials this week will decide
on disposition of Albuquerque properties,
offers for which have been received from
number of organizations. Now licensee of
three vhf stations, Time Inc. must sever
one tv property with Bitner acquisition, to
keep within multiple ownership regulations
limiting vhf stations to five. It's expected
KOB properties will go to highest bidder
on all-cash basis, with bidding in area of
$1.2 to $1.5 million.
B«T
EXTENDED TRANSACTIONS • Storer's
interwoven transactions involving purchase
of ch. 9 WMUR-TV Manchester, N. H.,
and sale of Storer-owned WAGA-AM-FMTV Atlanta to Washington Post Co. were
extended last week — so deadline for FCC
approval for both transactions now runs
to April 7. Contract with Manchester owners was up Jan. 7, with Storer having privilege of extending; this extension in turn
automatically extended contract with Washington Post Co. Manchester situation
scheduled to be reheard by Airspace Panel
in New York Jan. 15.
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Top programming . . . top personalities
. . . top-ratings keep WISH-TV on top
. . . the dominant station in Indianapolis
In 1957— as in years past— all Indianapolis
will keep its eye on WISH-TV

. . . where

top-flight entertainment is an
every day, every hour occurence . . .
See the Boiling Company for Availabilities

WISH-TV

WISH-TV

. . . STILL

"Tops in Indianapolis"

at

ASCAP

HAS

SCORE

OF

24,

BMI

HAS

deadline

11

OF TOP
TUNES
ON
RADIO-TV
IN 1956
ASCAP had 24 and BMI 11 of 35 hit songs
"My Prayer" (ASCAP). "Ivory Tower"
most played on radio and tv networks in 1956,
fASCAP), "Hound Dog" (BMI). "Cindy Oh
according to analysis of top 35 as released
Cindy" (BMI), "Can You Find It in Your
Friday in Peatman annual survey by Office of Heart" (ASCAP).
Following are standards, in descending
Research Inc., New York. Of 35 most-played
order according to Peatman survey, most heard
standards, ASCAP had at least 33, according
to B«T check with BMI and ASCAP sources.
on radio-tv in 1956 (where BMI and ASCAP
sources differed as to source of song, this difHere is Peatman list of 35 song hits with
ference isreflected by question mark.)
largest radio and television audiences in 1956
"Autumn
Leaves" (ASCAP), "Tea for Two"
(Office of Research spokesmen explained that
ranking is in descending order of times played
(ASCAP), "Happy Birthday to You" (ASCAP),
"Easter Parade" (ASCAP). "Just One of Those
on network radio-tv). Designation as ASCAP
Things" (ASCAP).
or BMI is based on checking by B»T with both
'"S Wonderful" (ASCAP), "Tiger Rag"
ASCAP and BMI.
"White Christmas" (ASCAP), "Alex(ASCAP),
"I Could Have Danced All Night" (ASCAP),
ander's Ragtime Band" (ASCAP), "My Blue
"On the Street Where You Live" (ASCAP),
Heaven" (ASCAP).
"Poor People of Paris" (ASCAP), "Lisbon An"I Got Rhythm" (ASCAP), "Winter WonderCorner"
land" (ASCAP), "In a Little Spanish Town"
(ASCAP).tigua" (ASCAP), "Standing on the
(ASCAP), "Santa Claus Is Coming to Town"
Theme from "Three Penny Opera" (ASCAP),
fASCAP), "Granada" (?).
'Rock and Roll Waltz" (BMI), "Canadian
"April in Paris" (ASCAP), "Tenderly"
Sunset" (BMI), "Hot Diggity" (ASCAP), "True
(ASCAP),
"I've Got the World on a String"
Love" (ASCAP).
(ASCAP),
"Stars
Dust" (ASCAP). and Stripes Forever" (?), "Star
"I've Grown Accustomed to Your Face"
(ASCAP), "Memories Are Made of This"
"Somebody Loves Me" (ASCAP), "From
(BMI), "Mr. Wonderful" (ASCAP), "Allegheny
This Moment On" (ASCAP), "On the Sunny
Moon" (ASCAP), "No Not Much" (ASCAP).
Side of the Street" (ASCAP), "Side by Side"
"Whatever Will Be Will Be" (ASCAP), "Six(ASCAP), "When the Red Red Robin"
(ASCAP).
teen Tons" (BMI), "Wayward Wind" (BMI),
"Friendly Persuasion" (ASCAP). "Too Close
"St. Louis Blue" (ASCAP). "Taking a Chance
for Comfort" (ASCAP).
on Love" (ASCAP), "Birth of the Blues"
"Great Pretender" (ASCAP), "Blue Suede
(ASCAP), "September Song" (ASCAP), "Take
Shoes" (BMI), "Love Me Tender" (BMI),
Me Out to the Ball Game" (ASCAP).
"Band of Gold" (BMI), "Picnic" (ASCAP).
"Twelfth Street Rag" (ASCAP), "God Bless
America" (ASCAP), "You Do Something to
"Tender Trap" (ASCAP), "Tonight You Belong to Me" (ASCAP), "Just Walking in the Me" (ASCAP), "Ain't She Sweet" (ASCAP).
Rain" (BMI), "How Little We Know"
"I've Got My Love to Keep Me Warm"
(ASCAP).
(ASCAP), "Happiness Street" (ASCAP).
Nestle Lines Up Network Tv,
Spot Schedules for '57 Campaign
NESTLE Co., White Plains, N. Y., today
(Mon.) announced details of 1957 advertising
program, highlighted by sponsorship of six network tv programs on more than 300 CBS and
NBC stations, and is reported to be based on
"diversification technique" new to advertising
and on scale "never before undertaken by a
food manufacturer."
CBS-TV programs on behalf of various
Nestle products are Gale Storm Show, Lone
Ranger, Garry Moore Show, Valiant Lady and
Our Miss Brooks, and NBC-TV show is
Blondie. Supplementing network sponsorship
will be intensive tv spot campaign in 55 markets
and schedule of spot radio announcements. Entire plan was developed by Bryan Houston Inc.
(Nescafe instant coffee); McCann-Erickson
(chocolate products and Nestle's instant coffee)
and Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample (Decaf).
KERO-TV Going for $2.15 Million
AFTER over month of negotiations, WratherAlvarez Broadcasting Co., operator of KFMBAM-TV San Diego, Calif., this week is expected to conclude contract with Gene DeYoung and associates for purchase of KEROTV Bakersfield, Calif., for $2.15 million, subBroadcasting
• Telecasting

ject to FCC approval. Mr. De Young will continue with KERO-TV under six-year, $250,000
management contract. Wrather-Alvarez is
owned 39% each by Jack Wrather and Maria
Helen Alvarez, and 22% by Edward Petry Co.
Petry became KERO-TV representative, effective Jan. 2.
WICC-TV Slams Conn. Governor
For Stand on Hartford Ch. 3
POSITION of Connecticut Gov. Abraham Ribicoff strongly urging retention of ch. 3 in Hartford met fire Friday of Manning Slater, vice
president of WICC-TV Bridgeport (ch. 43),
who charged in letter that governor placed himself "squarely in opposition" to deintermixture,
while striking "direct blow" at "aspirations" of
four operating uhfs and three uhf permittees
in state. WICC-TV seeks FCC approval to add
ch. 3 to Bridgeport as well as Providence, R. I.
Noting deintermixture "theory" has "unqualified endorsement" of Senate Commerce Committee and tentatively adopted by FCC "as the
only possible way to insure that tv will become
the servant of the community rather than the
private province of the networks," Mr. Slater
found
governor's
statement
"directof benefit"
to
Travelers
Insurance
Co. of(owner
WTIC
holding grant for ch. 3) but against uhf interests.

• BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

Late-breaking items about broadcast business; for earlier news, see Advertisers
& Agencies, page 35.
SPOT SPLURGE • American Tobacco Co.
(Lucky Strike cigarettes), N. Y., buying eightweek spot announcement radio campaign starting Jan. 14 in more than 100 markets. BBDO,
N. Y., is agency.
P & G PLANNING • Procter & Gamble
(Crest toothpaste), Cincinnati, planning television spot announcement campaign to run on
usualton 'til
forbid N.contract,
& Bowles,
Y., is starting
agency. Jan. 27. BenTO BE SURE • Carter Products (Arrid men's
deodorant), N. Y., planning 11 -week radio spot
announcement campaign starting Jan. 14 in
top markets. Schedule will run about three announcements perweek. Ted Bates & Co., N. Y.,
is agency.
EIGHT WEEKS FOR L & M • Liggett &
Myers filter cigarettes preparing eight-week
radio campaign to start sometime in February.
Schedule will be saturation type with requests
for availabilities including 6, 13, 24, and 36
announcements per week, running Mon.
through
is
agency.Sat. Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y.,
KNOUSE CONSIDERING • Knouse Foods,
Peach Glen, Pa., considering radio campaign
starting Jan. 28 for 13 weeks in approximately
12 markets. Agency: N. W. Ayer, N. Y.
VANILLA CAMPAIGN • American Home
(Burnett's vanilla), N. Y., starting radio spot
campaign week of Jan. 28 for 13 weeks in 24
markets. Company also scheduling additional
spots for eight or nine weeks in six additional
markets starting sometime in March. Geyer
Adv., N. Y.. is agency.
RAMBLER LIKES 'MONITOR' • Rambler
Div., American Motors Corp., expected late
February to place its largest single concentrated
network participations order for individual program with NBC Radio. It's slated to purchase
20 participations per weekend on Monitor for
39 continuous weeks. Rambler has taken strong
liking to NBC Radio's weekend service since
last summer when it ran highly successful "testrun" campaign. Agency: Geyer Adv., N. Y.
BUY ON ABC • Bon Ami Co. (Jet spray and
Bon Ami), N. Y., and Perkins Products Co.,
N. Y., General Foods Corp. subsidiary (KoolAid), to sponsor segments of ABC Radio's
morning block. Bon Ami has purchased segments of My True Story, When A Girl Marries
and Whispering Streets on varying schedule
beginning Jan. 24. Perkins will start sponsorship May 27 of five segments weekly of Breakfast Club. Agencies: Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.,
for Bon Ami, and Foote, Cone & Belding for
Perkins.
MJ&A GETS NOXZEMA • MacManus, John
& Adams, N. Y., appointed advertising agency
for full line of Noxzema medicated shaving
preparations.
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The

Meredith

Stations

Present:

Hottest
TV
in 4 key
cities accounting
for
of

nearly
U.

3

S. retail

billion

Property

dollars

sales!

Feature films are altering the program pattern of TV, we need
hardly remind you! MGM Feature Films — the biggest and
best "package" in the feature field, are now an exclusive with
Meredith stations in 4 of the "class" markets in the U.S. — al
in the top 25%. Do your clients know about the opportunity
presented by this unusual combination? Availabilities going fast!
Get in touch with your Meredith representative as soon as
you can for details.
MEREDITH

RADIO

affiliated with Better Homes
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DOLLAR VOLUME OF METROPOLITAN COUNTY AREAS
Estimates, 1955, for TOTAL RETAIL SALES
AREA AND STATE
Total for United States
$132,669,192,000 100.000%
(260 Markets)
Kansas City. Missouri 15
1.360.225.000 1.025
Phoenix, Arizona
51
525.567.000 .396
Omaha, Nebraska
55
502.402.000 .378
Syracuse, New York
57
475,635.000 .358
Total four cities
$2,863,829,000' 2.158%

TELEVISION

and Gardens

STATIONS

and Successful Farming

magazines

Broadcasting

• Telecasting

PEOPLE

at

NBC Sets Up Godwin Award,
Honors Late Washington Newsman
ESTABLISHMENT of Earl Godwin Memorial
Award and award scholarship was announced
Friday night by NBC President Robert W.
Sarnoff in memory of newscaster who died at
75 in September after more than two decades
of broadcasting from NBC, Washington.
Award, consisting of six-months overseas news
service with NBC, will be open to local radio
station newsmen.
Award announcement highlighted dinner at
Plaza Hotel, New York, concluding conference
of nearly 100 news editors from NBC affiliated
radio stations, and was part of special news
(also
program, Forecast: '57, on NBCgo Radio
to newsman
see story page 62). Award will
demonstrating "greatest degree of initiative,
enterprise, judgment and professionalism in
a news or feature story" for NBC
covering
Radio.
Earl Godwin Memorial Award Scholarship
will aid man or woman selected to further
journalistic studies at accredited school of
journalism. Committee of judges for memorial
award includes Herbert Bayard Swope, journalist and former editor of old New York World;
Edward Barrett, dean, Columbia School of
Journalism and former assistant secretary of
state; Wayne Richardson of AP and president,
Overseas Press Club; Ben Grant, president, National Press Club; Sol Taishoff, editor and
publisher, B»T, and president, Sigma Delta Chi,
honorary journalistic fraternity; H. V. Kaltenborn, NBC news commentator; Davidson
Taylor, NBC vice president in charge of
public affairs, and William R. McAndrew, NBC
director of news.
Mr. Sarnoff said advertisers gave "greatest
vote of confidence any network radio news
operation has ever received" when they invested $4,250,000 to sponsor hourly five-minute
newscasts which start on NBC Radio 17 times
daily next Monday [Jan. 14].
Ownership Bill Up Again
BILL (HR 365) to amend Communications
Act to forbid ownership by one person or firm
of more tv stations than will cover 25% of
U. S. population was introduced Thursday by
Rep. Joseph P. O'Hara (R-Minn.), member of
House Commerce Committee's Transportation
& Communications Subcommittee in 84th Congress. Bill is identical to HR 10,524 introduced
last year by Rep. O'Hara and which died in
committee. It also is identical to S 3859, introduced bySen. John W. Bricker (R-Ohio) in
84th Congress. O'Hara bill also would prohibit
FCC from setting up numerical limitations on
tv station ownership.
KVDO-TV Corpus Christi Sold
SALE of ch. 22 KVDO-TV Corpus Christi,
Tex., by Gabriel Lazano and associates to
group of local businessmen for approximately
$200,000 reported Friday. Station, NBC affiliated, went on air in 1954, competes with two
vhf outlets— ch. 6 KRIS-TV and ch. 10 KS1XTV. Purchase is subject to usual FCC approval.
Neither seller nor attorney for buying group
would divulge names of buyers.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

deadline

PACKAGE FOR SALE
YOUNG & RUBICAM, which made
pilot for Rob Roy film series, is now offering series to package producers for
original $50,000 investment. Offer includes 35 mm color print and 16 mm
black-and-white pilot film plus 39 story
lines, contracts for all players in series
and studio space. Agency made offer to
nearly dozen packagers.

No Room for Additional Tvs
In Honolulu, KULA-TV Says
PROTEST filed Friday with FCC against Dec.
5 grant without hearing of Honolulu ch. 13 to
Kaiser Hawaiian Village Television Inc. (Henry
Kaiser interest) by ch. 4 KULA-TV also
Honolulu. KULA-TV claimed Honolulu cannot
support four television stations and that both
KULA-TV and KONA (TV) are operating with
heavy deficits ($161,000 current liabilities and
$590,000 long term debts for KULA-TV and
$473,142 for KONA). Pointing to FCC's 1955
financial data [B«T, Dec. 31, 1956], KULA-TV
said Honolulu is much like Phoenix, Ariz.,
where four tv outlets suffered combined $450,000 loss. Even in Des Moines, better market,
KULA-TV said, FCC's figures disclose overall loss where only three stations operating. If
four tv stations operate in Honolulu, KULATV said, one of them will have to operate as
independent, and non-network-affiliated tv outlets face rough going. KULA-TV, owned by
Television Corp. of America (Zugsmith-HoganOxarart interests) and ABC-TV affiliated, asked
FCC to reconsider grant, schedule hearing to
determine economic potential of Honolulu.
Papers Defend Radio-Tv Access
PRESIDENT of New York State Society of
Newspaper Editors was on record Friday with
protest against Gloversville (N. Y.) City Council's ban on broadcasting of its meetings (story,
page 80). "This action deprives the electronic
segment of the communications industry in
Gloversville area from reporting the public's
own business," said Charles King HI, head of
New York society and editor of Utica ObserverDispatch. "Radio and television should have the
same rights as newspapers and on an equal basis,
in telling the story of municipal government."
UPCOMING
Jan. 7-10: National Retail Dry Goods
Assn., Hotel Statler, N. Y.
Jan. 11: Annual banquet, Federal Communications Bar Assn., Sheraton Park
Hotel, Washington, D. C.
Jan. 15-18: ABC Radio & Television
c&o meeting, Balmoral Hotel, Miami
Beach.
Ian. 18-19: Board of Governors, ABCTV Affiliates Assn., Balmoral Hotel,
Miami Beach.
For other Upcomings see page 116

STURGES DORRANCE, chairman, Brooks,
Smith, French & Dorrance, N. Y., retired last
week after 55 years in advertising. Mr. Dorrance has served as president of New York
agency and chairman of parent organization in
Detroit, New York and San Francisco for the
past 23 years.
EDWARD J. CORBETT, vice president, Geyer
Adv., Detroit, Friday appointed creative director of Detroit office, new assignment being
made in move to integrate agency's creative
services. Before coming to Geyer in 1953, Mr.
Corbett was with Detroit offices of Maxon Inc.,
N. W. Ayer & Son and Campbell-Ewald.
THOMAS R. COX, DOUGLAS J. MURPHEY
and EDGAR B. VAN WINKLE, account
executives, Young & Rubicam, N. Y., named
vice presidents, Sigurd S. Larmon, president,
announced Friday. Mr. Cox joined agency in
1947 in traffic department; Mr. Murphey in
1954 as account executive and Mr. Van Winkle
in 1953 also as account executive.
GEORGE L. KILLION, president of American
President Lines Ltd. and one-time treasurer of
Democratic National Committee, and FRANK
PACE JR., former Army secretary and since
1953 vice president and director of General
Dynamics Corp., elected directors of Loew's
Inc., filling vacancies created by recent resignations of Nicholas Schenck and Richard Crooks.
Mr. Pace has resigned from beard of Loew's
Theatres to take new directorship. His successor: GEORGE THEODORE BAKER, chairman and president, National Airlines.
1 5% of Stations Are Short
In Answering Gore Questions
SENATE Election Subcommittee Chairman
Albert Gore (D-Tenn.) said Friday 660 am stations and 44 tv stations have not answered
questionnaire sent last Nov. 23 asking for
amounts spent with each station for political
broadcasting time. Subcommittee originally
mailed out 3,936 station questionnaires and
answers had been filed by about 85% of stations as of last week, staff member said.
Sen. Gore said delinquent stations again are
being notified, and added, following subcommittee meeting
that not
group
"unanimous
in hope
thatFriday,
we will
haveis to
use our
subpoena
power
even threaten
use it."
Stations not
filingorreplies
by Dec. to
7 deadline
were notified again by letter Dec. 15.
In addition to ams and tvs, 173 fms of total
of 567 sent questionnaires have not answered,
staff member said, but added that subcommittee
is not pressing fm stations for answer since
early replies indicate most fms duplicate programming of am affiliates and payment is included in amount paid for am time.
Staff, which has made no compilations based
on returns received up to now, reported it
must make its final report to subcommittee by
Jan. 15 to give time for issuance of final report
by parent Senate Rules Committee by Jan. 31.
Weinbach Named ABC Legal Head
MORTIMER WEINBACH, vice president in
charge of labor relations for ABC, named ABC
vice president and general counsel, Leonard
H. Goldenson, president of parent American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, is announcing today (Mon.). Mr. Weinbach will succeed
James Stabile, who has resigned to go to NBC
(story, page 59).
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MOVE

week

in brief

TO FREE FILMS FOR TV

Republic Pictures hits right of musicians union to license tv showings and
to grab heavy share of sales price.
Suit challenges 5% royalty of AFM
33
ANTITRUST RULING SOUGHT
Recording trust fund group asks N. Y.
court for decision covering validity
and effectiveness of agreements . .34
COMMERCIAL'S TWO-WAY STREET
Motivation research expert points out
that some commercials do more harm
than good — and what to do about it
37
EXECUTIVE POWER

OVER FCC HIT

House Small Business Committee
charges monopoly exists in broadcasting; wants FCC chairman named by
Commission. Minority refuses to
agree with report
43
FCC OWNERSHIP

RULES UPHELD

Appellate court turns down Storer attack on 1% rule on ground no injury
was shown. Ruling points out that
applications can always be submitted
for waiver of rule
44
RADIO-TV TIES IN CONGRESS
Twenty members of House and 10
Senators have interest in commercial
or educational radio and tv stationsapplications through their own or
family ownership
46
THREE NAMED

Maury
Long Edwin
H. James
Vice President
Vice President
B. T.Treasurer
Taishoff Irving
C. Miller
Comptroller

ABC MEETINGS SET IN MIAMI
Network officers and managers of
owned stations to hold Jan. 16-18 session. Board of Governors of ABC
television affiliates will meet Jan. 19
60
NBC'S MOST SUCCESSFUL YEAR
Dollar sales at all-time high, 22%
above previous year. Number of advertisers increased to 251. Color now
shown on nightly basis; new facilities
used
62
TELERADIO O&O's INCOME

RISES

Station gross in 1956 exceeded previous year by $5.6 million, according
to report by Chairman Thomas F.
O'Neil. Radio stations up 12% over
1955 figure
66
A $25,000 TV STUDIO PROJECT
WSVA-TV Harrisonburg, Va., constructs office-studio building by combining ingenuity and do-it-yourself
urge. Station now produces live programs 70
WABD

(TV) HUNTS TIMEBUYERS

Interview
uses "hard
technique program
to tell agency
peoplesell"
at
home about station's merits
76
HOW

TO HELP STATION REPS

Daniel Denenholz of Katz Agency
finds lack of efficient communication
between station and national rep. List
of check points is offered
78
EDITORIALS GIVE IDENTITY

NBC VPs

James E. Denning, Thomas W. Sarnoff and Richard H. Graham elevated
by President Robert W . Sarnoff . 59

Joseph L. Brechner of WGAY Silver
Spring, Md., explains how broadcasters can get close to community by taking stand on public issues
90
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IN REVIEW
AN INTERVIEW

WITH CHOU

EN-LAI

YEARS AGO. so the story goes, when Edward R. Murrow first took to the air as
European correspondent for CBS (this was
before there ever was such a thing as CBS
News) he was given some sage advice:
"When coming face-to-face with the Great
or Near-Great," Murrow was told, "look at
them as if they were dressed in nothing but
underwear." That the formula obviously still
works is attested to by Mr. Murrow's past
discussions with South Africa's Johannes
Strijodom. Egypt's Gamal Abdel Nasser,
and, last week. Red China's Chou En-Lai.
Several weeks ago, Mr. Murrow arranged
through the good offices of his friend. Burma's U Nu, to talk to Chou during the
latter 's '"good-will visit" to Rangoon. Unlike
the case of Nasser, who talked freely, but
like that of Strijodom's, See It Now had to
submit its questions in advance. Of 39 submitted. Chou answered 10 of the least significant (e.g. "Do you welcome U. S. correspondents inChina?" ) in his most evasive
manner. Though Chou reportedly speaks
perfect English, he chose to deal through
an interpreter who read off the lengthy replies in a manner akin to that of reading
aloud the front page of Pravda. Chou, Mr.
Murrow pointed out, was obviously not at
his churlishly charming best, as he was duryear's countries
Bandung when
Conference
of small
Asianing lastneutral
he buttonholed
delegates with a toothy smile and a worn
copy of Dale Carnegie's How to Win
Friends and Influence People. After the
filmed interview, Mr. Murrow turned to the
defense, as it were, by asking for comments
from the Philippines' Gen. Carlos Romulo
and Chiang-Kai-Shek's Ambassador to the
U. N.. Dr. T. F. Tsiang. Both did their utmost to spike the oft-quoted myth that eventually. China will turn on Big Brother in the
Kremlin, but more significant than that exposure was the fact that television scored a
clean beat over all rival news media, and
that Mr. Murrow is still a reporter's reporter.
Special sustaining presentation on CBS-TV,
Sun., Dec. 30, 11:15-12 midnight EST.
Produced and edited by Edward R. Murrow and Fred W. Friendly; assoc. producer: Palmer Williams; asst. producer:
Ed Jones; cameraman: Bill McClure; director: Don Hewitt; film editors: William
Thompson, F. Howard O'Neill, Mili
Lerner.
TRUTH

OR

CONSEQUENCES

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES is back on
NBC-TV, people are wading through pools
trying to catch goldfish with sieves, Ralph
Edwards is in his heaven and all's right with
this zany old electronic world.
For the show's daytime debut. Mr. Edwards introduced new m.c. Bob Barker,
smiling replacement for Jack Bailey who
has gone on to make other housewives happy
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

on Queen for a Day, also an Edwards production. Mr. Barker seems to be the only
new element. There's still the "Mr. (or Mrs.)
Hush" feature which offers the world and
its goods to whoever guesses the mystery I
voice's identity. There are still the nonsense
riddle questions and the inevitable high
hilarity of the penalties for missing. People
still get a Sunbeam percolator — a perfect
cup of coffee everytime — for going along
with the gag. It seems as if the giggles and
forced gaiety Mr. Edwards started 16 years
ago will go on forever.

Use
blanket

the
coverage

WFLA-TV

Production costs: $12,000 per show.
Sustaining on NBC-TV, Mon.-Fri., 11:3012 noon EST, originating from Hollywood.
Executive producer: Ralph Edwards; producer: Ed Bailey; asst. prod.: Charles
Lyon; director: Bob Lehman; idea men:
Bill Burch, Cal Howard, Jack Houston;
announcer: Charles Lyon.
AT YEAR'S

END— 1956

THERE could hardly have been an idle hand
at CBS News for the year's last weekend considering the size and scope of its programming on Sunday (Dec. 30). Network television once again lived up in full to its
reputation as a purveyor of the hyperbole as
CBS-TV dished out a three-hour block of
news coverage, all devoted to 1956 headline
events.
There were three separate programs. The
first — concerning itself with the year's top
stories in the areas of physical, social and
biological sciences — was called The New
Frontier, and covered such diverse topics as
the advancement in supersonic space travel,
the man-made earth satellite, the discovery
of Taconite, tranquilizers and new polio
vaccines. Surrounded by a bleacherful of
representatives from the American Assn. for
the Advancement of Science were reporters
Ned Calmer. Bob Trout and Doug Edwards,
who in turn called on the scientists and
doctors for some personal observations in
major scientific developments. As narrator
of this program, Will Rogers Jr. gave every
appearance of feeling as much out of place
as, say, anthropologist Margaret Mead might
have felt as femcee of CBS-TV's Good
Morning program.
Hard on the heels of Frontier came
Charles Collingwood and The Big News of
'56, a thorough but loosely-jointed wrap-up
of such news events as the Andrea Doria
disaster and Grand Canyon aircrash, the
southern integration problem, the KellyRainier nuptials. de-Stalinization and the
subsequent Polish and Hungarian revolts, to
name but some. Our only reservation: the
producers never could seem to make up their
minds whether to handle the news chronologically or by news significance, with the
result that the Cypriote muddle that began
early in 1956 was crammed in between last
autumn's Egyptian and Hungarian situations.
Last, but far from least, was the eighth
annual Years of Crisis roundtable discussion

America's

Retail

36

th

Market-

PLUS

Florida's richest
trade area!
In the ten year period, 1945-55,
the Tampa — St. Petersburg Metropolitan Market total retail sales increased 169% — Population 63% —
Food Sales 166% — Automotive Sales
81% —and Drug Sales 64%.
WFLA-TV covers this vital, grow— Florida's
marketing —marketPLUS
30 countiesSECOND
packed
with year 'round buying power from
rocketing industrial and agricultural
expansion.
Consult your BLAIR-TV man for
top-rated availabilities on this sales
Westarea
Coastof
—powerhouse
blanketingof aFlorida's
rich sales
402,695 families and 330,000 TV Sets!
(Figures from SM Survey ot
Buying Power — 1956)

wfla:ty

SL

^ NBC Basic /itrrucoNwcrioi ■ — #
National Representative-BLAIR-TV Inc.

by Edward R. Murrow and his "boys" —
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Glad

to hear

a Storz
Makes

In any

they

Station
buying

have

there.
that

of these

5

much

simpler.

important

markets

. . .

you talk to the big audiences with the "Storz Station!
MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL . . . with WDGY.
vertisers proves dynamic sales power. See
JOHN BLAIR or WHB GM GEORGE W.
It's very nearly unanimous. Hooper, NielARMSTRONG.
sen, Pulse and a host of Twin Cities advertisers agree : WDGY has the big audience
NEW ORLEANS . . . with WTIX. Still rockfor those big results ! See JOHN BLAIR or
eting, still in first place, with increasing
WDGY GM STEVE LABUNSKI.
margins all the time, per latest Hooper. And
wait 'til you see that newest Pulse. Ask
OMAHA . . . with KOWH. Now in its sixth
Adam Young Inc., or WTIX GM FRED
year of first place dominance. Latest Hooper
BERTHELSON.
— 47.7%. First on latest Pulse and latest
Trendex, in all time periods. Contact ADAM
MIAMI . . . with WQAM. It's happened ! In
YOUNG INC. or KOWH General Manager
less than 3 months of "Storz Station" proVIRGIL SHARPE.
gramming, WQAM has leaped to first in the
KANSAS CITY . . . with WHB. First
Hooper, first per Area Nielsen, first
Area Pulse, first per Metro Pulse. 87%
newal rate among Kansas City's biggest

per
per
read-

morning (26.6% average share . . .) afternoon (32.6%) . . . and all day! Covering all
of Southern Florida with 5,000 watts on 560
kc. See JOHN BLAIR or WQAM GM JACK
SANDLER.

WQAM

....

Station
Station
Station
Station
Station
Station
Station
Station
Station
Others

"A"
"B"
"C"
"D"
"E"
"F"
"G"
"H"
"I"
....

29.8%
19.5%
16.3%
9.5%
6.4%
5.9%
4.7 %>
4.6%
1.5%
1.5%
to

* Hooper, Nov.-Dec, 1956 1.0^
7 a.m.-6 p.m., Mon.-Sat.

Newest
out

Hooper

front

32.6%

with

puts
26.6%

afternoon

WQAM

even

morning

. . . 29.8%

further

. . .

all day!

The force of Storz programming is dramatized by the swift,
convincing change in Miami radio listening. WQAM leaped to
first place after less than 3 months of Storz programming.
Latest Hooper finds WQAM even further ahead. This has been
accomplished without a single give-away, and without a single
contest requiring participants to be tuned in ... in order to win.
Already a fine buy to begin with — WQAM is now the buy in Miami.
Talk to the Blair man— or WQAM General Manager JACK SANDLER.

IN REVIEW

OPEN MIKE

CBS News' staff of foreign correspondents.
Flown in specially for the occasion were
Howard K. Smith (London), Richard C.
Hottelet (Bonn), David Schoenbrun (Paris),
Daniel Schorr (Moscow), Winston Burdett
(Rome), Robert Pierpoint (Tokyo) and
Eric Sevareid (Washington). All, save Sevareid, had spent the year traveling extensively around and through the globe's hot
spots, and thus were superbly equipped to
analyze the news in depth with both intelligence and wit. Led on by Mr. Murrow, the
"team" reviewed the past year's happenings,
gauged the past, present and future course
of world events, found us closer to peace
than war (Moscow's Schorr abstaining), and
occasionally, displayed a keen interpretative
sense of history, as in the case of Mr. Smith,

Can You Top This?
editor:
Maybe the biggest laugh at the NBC Convention in Miami Beach was over Harry
Bannister's remark about NBC returning to
Florida so it could break into the top ten, as
the story in your Dec. 24 issue goes. But
certainly running it a close second for
laughs was the reply of the old colored attendant in the men's room at the Americana, who said each time he sadly refused
a tip, "Compliments of the National Broadcasting Company."
Harold
Essex, V. P. & Gen. Mgr.
WSJS-AM-TV Winston-Salem, N. C.

who felt that (to twist Wellington's dictum
on Waterloo) the battle for Suez was lost
on the playing fields of Eton.
The New Frontier: Sun., Dec. 30, 3-4 p.m.
EST. Producer: Michael Sklar; director:
Mel Ferber; writers: Robert Allison and
Nell King; featuring: Will Rogers Jr.,
Doug Edwards, Robert Trout and Ned
Calmer.

The Old Is News
editor:
What with recent FCC decisions and
Congressional investigations, it occurs to
me that some of your subscribers (both new
ones and those with short memories) might
get a kick out of the Sid Hix cartoon in your
June 3, 1946 issue (page 14).
Dave Mackey
Pennsylvania State U.
University Park, Pa.

The Big News of '56: Sun., Dec. 30, 4-5
p.m. EST. Executive producer: David
Zellmer; director: Ted Marvel; writers:
Jack Casserley and Phil Lewis; featuring:
Charles Collingwood.
Years of Crisis: Sun., Dec. 30, 5-6 p.m. EST.
Executive producer: John Day; supervisors: David Zellmer and Robert Skedgell; director: Don Hewitt; featuring: Edward R. Murrow, Eric Sevareid, Howard
K. Smith, David Schoenbrun, Winston
Burdett, Richard C. Hottelet, Daniel
Schorr, Robert Pierpoint.
AIR TIME '57
PEACETIME appeals in behalf of Armed
Services often are depressing, as are radio
and tv shows plugging the forces. But
Vaughn Monroe and a team of competent
designers and musicians don't seem to suffer any Monroe,
such handicap
Air Time and
'57. his
Mr.
Elliotton Lawrence
men, and guests Buddy Hackett and
Dorothy Collins are all performers of considerable charm. The format of the opening
half hour of Air Time '57 gave them scope
enough to sell their wares as well as the Air
Force Reserve. Director Hal Davis' camera
treatment of instruments and musicians was
tasteful, with only one exception: the drumbeat mood at the opening of "Temptation"
was upset by the horn-rim spectacled face
of a scholarly-looking drummer. But in the
long view, Mr. Davis' direction must be put
down as one of the show's strong points.
Another appealing note of the premiere was
Mr. Monroe's closing medley of old songs.
Production costs: Approximately $7,500.
Telecast on ABC-TV Dec. 27, 10-10:30
p.m. EST.
Producer: Allan Stanley; director: Hal
Davis; writer: Harvey Orkin.
Page 20
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Drawn for BROADCASTING • TELECASTING by Sid Hix
"Senator, the networks are demanding equal
NABET
editor:

Takes Exception

In its Dec. 24 issue, B»T editorially attime!"
tacked NABET [National Assn. of Broadcast Employes & Technicians] with a blast
entitled, "Union or Goon Gang?"
The same issue which carried the antiNABET editorial printed a story involving
NABET's strike against WKBN-AM-TV
Youngstown [Ohio]. Key elements of that
story were either untrue or misleading and
one-sided, deliberately or otherwise.
For example, B»T said IBEW [International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers]
employes were honoring NABET picket
lines. The truth is that IBEW was on strike
itself against the stations on the day the alleged beatings took place. B»T said the court
order covers attempts to coerce advertisers.
The truth is that Judge Doyle's temporary
restraining order contained voluntary removal of advertising.
[B»T] declined to report the following:
that Judge Doyle's order specifically stated
that the station's management and its nonstriking employes must drive their vehicles
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

The newly formed Health Insurance Institute has just
opened its doors at 488 Madison Avenue, New York.
It has been established as a central source of information

income — written by insurance companies. By mid '56,
figures show that 60 million people have hospital protection, 57 million surgical protection, 25 million protection

for the public by the insurance companies of the nation
who write health insurance policies.

against medical expenses, and 30 million have loss-ofincome insurance ... all covered by insurance companies.

The need for some such centralized source of information springs from the amazing growth of voluntary health
insurance in recent years. A single example will serve to
document this mid-century phenomenon.

This is a big story, a dramatic story, reflecting the determination ofthe American people to help protect themselves against the expenses and financial losses incurred
through illness and injury. Because insurance companies
have played such an important part in this story, we
hope to interpret their role not only in the striking
advances that have been made, but in the equally exciting

In 1946, just ten years ago, only about 14 million
Americans were protected by any of the four types of
health insurance— hospital, surgical, medical, or loss-of-

THE

HEALTH

NSURANCE

JL
488

Broadcasting

MADISON

Telecasting
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progress ahead.

INSTITUTE
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NEW
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Fasten your seat belts! The new

adventure

series,

WHIRLYBIRDS
television: 85 markets
(47 markets),

Laura

"W hi rly birds," is off to the fastest take-off in all
sold after only 6 weeks on the market! Advertisers like Continental Oil

Scudder

Foods

start. "Whirly birds" is the dramatic
of the men

who

fly them.

Now

(16 markets),

Nabisco

(8 markets)

story of aviation's most

amazing

available: 39 adventure- packed

Television Film Sales by Desilu Productions,

creators of some

are set for immediate
aircraft ""copters -and

half-hours, produced

for CBS

of television's biggest hits. High-

flying "Whirlybirds" will bring in solid sales returns. Act fast for the best choice of remaining
markets.

For a briefing, contact

Los Angeles,

Detroit, San

CBS

Television

Film

Sales, Inc. -New

York, Chicago,

Francisco, St. Louis, Dallas, Atlanta. In Canada:

Boston,

S. IV. Caldwell, Ltd.

CBS

TELEVISI

FILM

SALES,
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Station

Sales

KIDDER,
PEABODY

CO.—
• Has an established relationship with most
of the important
sources of investment
capital in the country.
• Maintains close con tact with all phases
of the Television and
Radio industry.
We invite the
station owner to
take advantage of
this dual coverage
when considering
the sale of his
property.

KIDDER,
3 CO.
PEABODY
FOUNDED 1865
NEW YORK
BOSTON PHILADELPHIA
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
Offices and correspondents in thirty other
principal cities in the United States .
Address inquiries to:
ROBERT E. GRANT
Kidder, Peabody & Co.
First National Bank Building
Chicago 3, Illinois
Telephone ANdover 3-7350
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at a safe rate of speed when they seek entrance to the station property. It was Messrs.
Williamson's and Wilson's reckless speeding
through the legally constituted picket lines,
exposing union members to possible serious
injury or fatality, which led to the fight
Dec. 15. B»T did not state that the company
is specifically prohibited from interfering
with the lawful picketing of its property and
the B»T story makes no mention of the fact
that the company was ordered to post $500
bond whereas the union and the individuals
involved were not ordered to post bonds.
Even more serious, B*T's news story ignored the fact that no NABET employe or
striker was involved in the so-called beating
of Williamson and Wilson — a fact which was
reported by the press in Youngstown.
George W. Smith, International Pres.
NABET AFL-CIO-CLC
[EDITOR'S NOTE: The identity of the persons
who attacked and beat WKBN-AM-TV PresidentGeneral Manager Warren P. Williamson Jr. and
Farm Director Stu Wilson is not known, except
that they were situated in picket lines at the stations. B«T'sand
storyitsdideditorial
not identify
them as stated
union
members,
specifically
"Whether the attackers were members of, hired
by or merely sympathetic to NABET is not
known." occurred
The editorial
went onpicket
to say
violence
on a NABET
line, "The
and
NABET
must
be
held
responsible."
B«T
holds to
that contention.]
Background from WTVR
editor:

(TV)

The story "Buying from RCA Doesn't
Help Gain NBC-TV Tie, Figures Show,"
published in your issue of Dec. 17. 1956.
stated in part,
"The subcommittee [House Antitrust (Celler)] asked this information as a follow-up to
allegations by Wilbur M. Havens of WTVR
(TV) Richmond, Va., that NBC switched
its affiliation from WTVR to WXEX-TV
Petersburg, Va., after WXEX-TV decided
to buy RCA equipment instead of DuMont
equipment
going
on the air."before the
In May before
of 1956
I appeared
Senate [Commerce] Committee, after receiving an invitation to do so from Sen.
Magnuson. I have never appeared before
the Celler Committee. In the course of my
statement before the Senate Committee I
stated that the WTVR television affiliation
contract had been cancelled without NBC
giving any reason for doing so and that it
was the feeling of our company that this
action was taken as a reprisal for our independence inrefusing to clear every NBC
television and radio program and for our
insistence upon a rate increase which we
deserved because of our new facilities and
investment. I also said, "There may have
been an additional reason."
I asked the question, "Was it a coincidence
that WXEX cancelled its $500,000 order
for DuMont equipment and purchased RCA
equipment at $750,000 just before obtaining its affiliation agreement with NBC?" I
said, "I do not know, but I feel this committee or the Dept. of Justice or the FCC could
reason the question was raised was
findTheout."
because Dr. Allen DuMont called me on the
phone and stated that the very day the story
broke of the cancellation of WTVR's affiliation contract, he received a cancellation of
the order for his equipment. Later Dr. DuMont's attorney called me with substantially

the same information, and still later Dr.
DuMont's sales representative for this area
visited my office and told me the same story.
What concerns me now is the effect articles
such as the one mentioned herein have upon
our business with advertising agencies. I
know from evidence already introduced at
the NBC Celler hearings that several agencies
through misunderstanding have removed our
station from their schedules, apparently under the impression that we did not fulfill
our contract with NBC, when as a matter
of fact we did. We carried every NBC show
until 3:00 a.m. June 1, 1955, when the
contract expired, in accordance with the
terms of the contract.
Wilbur M. Havens, Pres.
WTVR (TV) Richmond, Va.
Paul Kesten
editor:
Paul Kesten's passing [B«T, Dec. 10,
1956] deserves more than passing mention.
In the early days of radio, you will recall when most of us were selling "the blue
sky,"
daredCanto radio
ask thesellquestion
others
feared Paul
to ask:
merchandise?
He was confident of the answer of the
first MIT studies.
And next, throwing all caution to the
wind, he dared ask another question: Is
radio advertising equal to or superior to
printed advertising?
If any mercial
man development,
made possible
radio's
the name
of comPaul
Kesten is at the top of the list.
But he did more than that. When NBC
became the network because it was there
"fustest with the mostest" powerful stations,
and CBS had to take the then low-powered
stations, he was not dismayed by the failure
of others, or the dominance of sheer power.
He set a program philosophy that made
CBS possible, that ABC employs so well today. "Nobody," said Paul, "listens to a watt.
They listen to a program. Let's make ours
I don't
good
and know
better."how you go about etching
epitaphs for people like Paul Kesten. There
are many today who have found careers,
and markets, because Paul Kesten found
answers to questions he himself asked.
There are perhaps many today who never
even heard his name- before. But it's implicit
in every rate card published, and in every
survey made.
I'm certain that to whichever Elysian
Field he has been assigned, Paul is now
busy making his heavenly measurements, too
busy to look back over his shoulder at mere
earthly things.
Ed Kirby
Washington, D. C.
BTA in for ROS
EDITOR:
Idea. In this mad whirl of words, how
about dropping ROS (run of schedule) for
BTA (best time available).
another word for "spot" and we've
gotNow,
it whipped!
Morton J. Wagner
Executive Vice President
The Bartell Stations
Telecasting
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Watching
the
only

channel
they

can

get

SAPf FRANCISCO .
• ».
'. -. Stockton
' «uL y- >*'
r
.
1 / J>

M,

4 Modesto - . J

No need for a survey here. This prosperous
rancher, his neighbors and thousands more
families who live in the foothills and mountains of Central California watch KFRE-TV.
It's the only channel they can get!
The powerful KFRE-TV signal reaches above
and beyond the mountains to bring these
families for the first time the television programs their friends in the Valley have been
enjoying for years.
KFRE-TV is the only station that covers the
rich San Joaquin Valley and families who
live in the one-third of Central California
containing the nation's most rugged and
beautiful mountains.
It's your most productive
television
buy.

KFRE

-TV

FRESNO

Paul R. Bartlett, President

Ed Freeh, Manager

Bob Klein, Sales Manager

BLAIR -TV
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Long,
You

meet all kinds of people in this wonderful

Tally

advertising- merchandising

ours. All kinds of people with all kinds of problems — some
but regardless of the problem
the Hollingbery

man

simple, some

world of
complex —

and regardless of the person beset with the problem,

can help. He knows

in those markets. His mission is more

markets.

He

knows

than just to "sell" Radio
New York

•

Chicago

how

to reach people

and Television time.
•

Los Angeles

• Atlanta

Short

or

He is geared to help you whether
him. You

you are LONG,

Fat

TALL,

SHORT,

OR

FAT.

So call

will find it pays.

Geo.

P

Hollingbery

Co.

Representing "Top" Radio and Television Stations in "Top" Markets Throughout the Country
San Francisco

•

Seattle

• Detroit

NORTH

So

y

our

respects

to HUGH KENDALL BOICE JR.

ST
I A
°*

WtST

• "The reception is wonderful and
I just can't express the thrills we
have because you are affiliated with
CBS."

Bluefield, West Virginia

• "... .You are certainly putting
a beautiful picture down here."
Randleman, North Carolina
• "I thought maybe you would like
to know that I am getting a perfect
picture, and we're 96 miles from the
city limits of Roanoke."
Waynesboro, Virginia
• "Your picture by far exceeds any
we have ever had here."
Rupert, West Virginia
• "The reception is real good.
We live 100 miles from Roanoke."
Adkins, Virginia
• "Your signal here is excellent."
High Point, North Carolina
CBS

AFFILIATE

TOP
POWER
316,000 Wolts
TOP
ELEVATION
2000 feet above average terrain —
3936 feet above sea level
Ask Peters, Griffin, Woodward!

WDBW

ROANOKE,
Owned
the

and

VA.

operated

Times-World

by

Corp.

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
National Representatives
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THE concepts underlying the successful
operation of WEMP Milwaukee since Hugh
Boice became general manager 10 years ago
are music, news and sports — but not the
typical format in independent programming
evidenced the past few years. Popular, familiar music is the watchword of WEMP, with
a balanced mixture of the "top 40" tunes and
old standards geared for the "mature" audience, complemented by community identification in news and aggressive promotion.
Mr. Boice, now vice president as well as
general manager of the 5 kw outlet, also is
high on local news and low on the concept
of newsmen as "second class" citizens in
local station operation. As a result, he's considering a news expansion.
As networks underwent readjustment, Mr.
Boice believes sports became a kind of
franchise worth having and gave the local
station a character it could not otherwise
have assumed with music and news alone.
As a result, WEMP has been active in sports
play-by-play for the past 16 years, including
coverage of major Milwaukee area sports
events.
At 46, Hugh Boice has made varied contributions toan industry served by his father
(a pioneer network executive and CBS vice
president from 1930 to 1938). The younger
Boice has given his services on such activities as those of the Radio Standards of Practice, NARTB district directorship and Wisconsin Broadcasters Assn.
Hugh Kendall Boice Jr. was born in LaGrange, 111., Dec. 15, 1910. After attending
Deerfield Township High School in his
home state, he moved at the age of 14 to
Little Silver, N. J., and later Wallingford,
Conn. He graduated from Princeton U.
in 1933 with a Bachelor of Science degree
after earning five major athletic letters and
working his way through school.
After graduation, young Boice worked for
American Can Co.'s sales department for a
year and joined Benton & Bowles in 1934.
He was employed initially in the agency's
media copy department and later in radio,
numbering among his production assists the
Palmolive Theatre and Maxwell House
Showboat. Eighteen months later, he was
appointed national sales manager of WNEW
New York. From 1938-40 he was on the
staff of Free & Peters Inc., station repre-

sentative firm. (While in New York he also
was associated briefly with Trans-American
Broadcasting & Television, another station
representation firm.)
Mr. Boice returned to the Midwest in
1941, joining the staff of WMBD Peoria,
111., as national sales manager. Successively,
he became commercial manager and assistant to the president and general manager.
At WMBD he worked with Edgar Bill,
another broadcasting veteran. And Mr. Boice
is quick to credit Mr. Bill with teaching him
the ropes of station management.
On May 1. 1946, Mr. Boice was appointed general manager of WEMP. He became assistant to the president of Milwaukee
Broadcasting Co. six months later and was
elected a stockholder in March 1953 and
vice president of the licensee corporation the
following September.
Recently WEMP was cited by Mathisson
& Assoc., Milwaukee agency, as one of two
stations doing the best promotional job for
1956 Milwaukee Braves baseball broadcasts,
sponsored on WEMP (and WTMJ) by Miller Brewing Co. and Clark Oil & Refining
Co.
Another milestone at WEMP under Mr.
Boice was the move last March from 710 N.
Plankinton to the station's new executive
offices and recording studios in the city's
Equitable Bldg.
Mr. Boice has held various positions with
NARTB committees and in local community
groups. He was NARTB Dist. 9 director and
active in Radio Standards of Practice Committee work in 1954-55 as well as chairman
of NARTB's Sales Managers Committee
1944-45. This past summer, he was elected
president of Wisconsin Broadcasters Assn.
He also has been active in such local groups
as Assn. of Commerce, Kiwanis Club, Travelers' Aid Assn. and in charity and fund
drives. He is a member and past president of
the Princeton Club of Wisconsin.
Mr. Boice married the former Jean Fennell and they have two children — Kendall,
14, and Peter 15. His hobbies are golf, hunting, fishing — and the Milwaukee Braves and
He belongs to the MilGreen Bay Packers.
waukee Athletic Club. Mr. Boice and his
family live in suburban Whitefish Bay.
Broadcasting
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ADVERTISERS

BIG

TIME

GET

RESULTS

I
with

WFAA-TV!

Viewers may find it hard to pinpoint science from fiction
in the popular "Science Fiction Theatre" (now in its second
year on WFAA-TV),

but not so with the sponsor.

There's no fiction when it comes to the results Continental
Oil Company and its dealers in the greater Dallas-Fort Worth
market have witnessed. New stations . . . new sales impetus
. . . new customers every week attest to a big, big
audience of Saturday night viewers to this outstanding series.

WFAA-TV
CHANNEL
8
DALLAS
N B C - A B C
Covering 564,080 North Texas Television Homes
Call your PETRYMAN for availabilities, market data, and complete coverage information. It's the way to BIG-TIME RESULTS
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WKHM's

CASS

Gives

KAID

FIRST

AID

to

Advertisers!

JACKSON

Cass Kaid's a sure-cure
for a sales sag in Jackson!
This Disk Jockey favorite
brings rosy cheeked smiles
all the while from all
of his consistent advertisers.

jke
fi
A RARE MAN in Hollywood is the producer who can sell a new television series
without a pilot film.

The

SMILE

on

The

Irving Asher, executive in charge of production for TCF Television Inc., 20th Century-Fox subsidiary, is that rare man. He
hasn't needed one and he doesn't believe in
pilots. Quality of product over a period of
time and a solid background of experience
in the entertainment business rank high over

DIAL

Kaid'sora old,
household
word
.Cass
. . young
they love
him in! Jackson |
NOBODY even comes close to his rating,
he tops them all by 3 to 1 .

Has
a

the

LIFT

GIFT

to

in sales

put

I

. . . and what Cass doesn't sell, WKHM's
other outstanding NEWS and SPORTS
programs do! In the home or out . . . morning,
noon, night ... 7 days a week, it's WKHM.

WKHM
Jackson, Mich.
Fred A. Knorr, President • John O. Gilbert, Managing Director
Represented by Headley-Reed
By Buying 2 or More of These Powerful Stations
up

|

KNORR
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WKMH WKMF WKHM WSAM
Dearborn-Detroit Flint, Mich. Jackton
Jackson,Broadcasting
Mich. Saginaw, Mich.
& Television Corp.
BUY ALL 4 STATIONS SAVE 15%
BUY ANY 3 STATIONS SAVE 10%
BUY ANY 2 STATIONS SAVE 5%

to
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Corp.

Affiliate

any one-shot pilot film on Mr. Asher's list.
He has proved it.
TCF-TV's 20th Century-Fox Hour on
CBS-TV for General Electric Co. was sold
without a pilot as was My Friend Flicka on
the same network for Colgate-Palmolive Co.
and this season's Broken Arrow on ABC-TV
for alternate sponsors GE and Miles Labs.
Now, TCF-TV under Mr. Asher's supervision ispreparing four new series for National Telefilm Assoc. under a new tie-up
between NTA and the Hollywood movie
major, arranged two months ago [B»T, Nov.
5, 1956]. Mr. Asher has three more tv series
in the works just for good measure and "to
beat the law of averages," he says.
The television audience is "far more vocal
than the movie audience," Mr. Asher notes,
"because, I guess, the program is in the
home." For this reason he feels tv shows
will never attempt themes found controversial or borderline in feature films. "Sponsors are just too sensitive, too," he says.
Born Sept. 16, 1903, at San Francisco,
Irving Asher started in the movie business
right after graduation from Los Angeles
High School in 1919. He joined Warner
Bros, and learned every facet of the moviemaking business, becoming a production
manager in
1923. In the
early
he
switched
to Universal
where
he 1930's
met and
married
the Jill,
studio's
top
star.
TheyLaura
have LatwoPlante.
children:
20, and
Tony, 17. Just before World War II he
built new London facilities for Warners.
After Far East duty with the U. S. Army
during the war, Mr. Asher was a producer
with MGM and later Paramount before
going to 20th Century-Fox and TCF-TV.
His only avocation: watching tv.
Telecasting
Broadcasting
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winning!

1956
NIELSEN
Shows

WSPA
holds leadership over 30 competitive
tions in Spartanburg-Greenville

sta-

Piedmont

area.

NCS

CIRCULATION

IN

ONE

DAYTIME
WSPA
Station

B

Station C

WSPA

THE

OF

MARKETS

NIGHTTIME

(Weekly)

(Weekly)

85,990

47,350

73,920

41,420
Off at night

Station

D

55,310
28,960

Station

E

22,150

15,640

Station

F

21,930

16,290

Se rves 21 Counties in the Thickly

Populated Carolina Piedmont Section —
252,710 Radio Homes.

13,149

WSPA

WSPA-AM
950-KC
ROGER SHAFFER

Holds Its Vast Audience

Despite

Competition from 6 Tv Stations, 13 New
Radio Stations in Area Since '52 Nielsen

CBS

WSPA-TV

CBS

98.9-MC
MANAGER

REPRESENTED
• Telecasting

NATIONALLY

_

CHANNEL

WSPA-FM
for the

BY— GEO.

i

Spartanburg-

Greenville

RADIOCASTING
SPARTAN
WALTER
BROWN
Pres.
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TOP

NATION'S

Area

CO.
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WPTF

4

Jhm

Bettot

MORE

LISTENERS

Im

GREATER

MORE

!

SHARE

TUAKJ

DOUBLE

AUDIENCE*
ITS
OFNEARE
ST COMPETITOR,

A LOCAL

BIGGER

NETWORK

!

MARKET

Population
Households
Spendable Income
Retail Sales
Food Sales
Drug Sales

3,065,600
746,740

$3,304,021,000
$2,355,862,000
$530,006,000
$63,459,000

Gen. Merchandise

$304,263,000

Apparel Sales
Home Furn. Sales
Automotive Sales

$124,228,000
$138,186,000
$517,228,000

Gas Station Sales

$206,042,000

Farm Population
1,208,500
Gross Farm Income
$1,002,864,000

*Area Pulse Covering 32 Counties
SRDS — November, 1956

WPTF
NCS MARKET
COVERAGE 1956
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ill

50,000

Watts

680 KC

NBCandAffiliate
Raleigh-Durham
EasternforNorth
Carolina
R. H. MASON, General Manager GUS YOUNGSTEADT, Sales Manager
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., National Representatives
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Republic

challenges

•

Antitrust

suit against

•

Success

would

NEW IMPETUS for speeding release of the
movie capital's feature product to television,
including films made since 1948, was seen
in Hollywood last week, as Republic Pictures Corp. challenged in federal court the
right of the American Federation of Musicians to "license" the tv exhibition of old
movies and to bite off such a big hunk of
the dollar when the films are sold to the
electronic medium.
Although Republic officials refused to
speculate on the possible outcome or significance of the major studio's $6 million
treble damage antitrust suit against James
C. Petrillo and AFM, they were candid in
admitting that the time had finally come for
someone to take a stand against what have
often been described as Mr. Petrillo's dictatorial policies.
At issue is the 5% royalty AFM collects
on the gross earned when a movie is sold
to tv plus the $25 to $75 per man paid for
the original musicians playing in the films,
all of which goes to the Musicians Performance Trust Fund and none to the individual
musician who performed. This policy, and
others of Mr. Petrillo, also have prompted
multi-million dollar damage suits against
AFM by insurgent members of the union's
Hollywood Local 47 [B»T, Dec. 3, Nov. 26,
1956].
Republic Pictures Corp. filed its complaint Wednesday in the U. S. District
Court at Los Angeles on behalf of itself and
two subsidiary firms, Republic Productions
Inc. and Hollywood Television Service Inc.
The latter distributes films to tv. In addition to AFM and Mr. Petrillo, the complaint
names as defendants Samuel R. Rosenbaum,
the trust fund trustee, and AFM International Executive Board members C. L.
Bagley, Leo Cluesmann, Harry J. Steeper,
Herman D. Kenin, George V. Clancy, Stanley Ballard, William J. Harris and W. M.
Murdoch.
Should Republic be successful in breaking the industry-wide contract with AFM on
release of movies to tv, observers feel the
economic differential would spur producers
to tap even deeper the tv market potential.
They also note that should the court
rule that the musician once paid for his
original work has no further right in a
property owned by the studio or distributor,
this legal precedent could establish a basis
Broadcasting • Telecasting

Petrillo-AFM
union

asks

be first break

FILMS
hold
$6

on

feature

million

in clearing

for the major producers to settle their negotiations with the various other creative
guilds in Hollywood which have faced the
Motion Picture Producers Assn. with demands for substantial hunks of any income
from the eventual release of post- 1948 films
to tv.
These negotiations, between MPPA for
the major studios and representatives of the
Screen Actors Guild, the Screen Directors
Guild and Screen Writers Branch of the
Writers Guild of America West, began just
after Labor Day and have been held inter-

FOR

TV

movies

in damages

post-' 48

product

that these groups also would like to get in
on the tv windfall if the traffic would bear
it and their bargaining position were
strong enough.
Republic's court history in controversy
over the release of old films to tv brings
an optimistic view for its AFM contest.
William Saal, executive assistant to President Herbert J. Yates, explained that Republic won both suits brought by Roy
Rogers and Gene Autry for extra pay when
the cowboys' old features were packaged
for tv and that the courts ruled that tele-

JAMES CAESAR PETRILLO
ALREADY UNDER ATTACK FROM AFM MEMBERS, HE FACES NEW ADVERSARY
mittently since then. These talks stem from
the
provision
the studios
guilds' in
motion
contracts
with inthe
1948 picture
which

vision was a form of theatrical exhibition.
He said Mr. Rogers brought the first suit
over 8 1 westerns and Mr. Autry followed on

specifically said that if and when such films
were released to tv new negotiations would
be required on extra compensation for such
right. No such condition was attached to
the pre- 1948 contracts and all the unions
except AFM abandoned any claims to tv
money from features made before Aug. 1,
1948, the cutoff date.
A court ruling favoring Republic also
was seen smashing any claims which the
innumerable craft guilds and unions might
press for extra pay from tv release. There
have been frequent rumbles in Hollywood

his pictures,
but taken
Republic's
position
held in actions
as far
as thewasU. up-S.
Supreme Court.
Mr. Yates, commenting on the suit
against AFM, said "it is no longer possible
for Republic to sustain the illegal and intolerable conditions which AFM has forced
upon it in connection with our marketing
our pictures on television and it has therefore become necessary for us to appeal to
the federal court for relief."
the Hollywood
other hand,observers
should speculated
Republic's
suitOn fail,
January 7, 1957
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and distributors have been restrained from
FEATURE
FILM
FORTUNE
TOLD
IT is highly possible that each of the production and planning of the pilots for
three television networks will be pro- the new series, he added. Among the programming feature films in prime time
jected series, some of which had been announced earlier, are: Here Comes the
during the 1957-58 season, according to
John Mitchell, vice president in charge of Showboat, The Shape, The Face and the
Brain, The Book of Books (based on
sales for Screen Gems, New York.
Mr. Mitchell voiced this opinion last dramas from the Bible), Dr. Mike, Casey
Jones, Shore Leave, Ivanhoe, Danger Is
week at a news conference in New York
My Business, Western Ranch Party,
on Screen Gems' plans for 1957. He
claimed that feature films may well re- Johnny Wildlife, Johnny Nighthawk, Clipper Ship, University Award Theatre, The
place "high-budget" live dramatic shows
that have been staple programming on Leathernecks, Standing Room Only, and
You Can't Take It with You.
the networks over the past five years, asMr. Mitchell replied to a question on
serting that such shows have not held
Screen Gems' intention to enter the tv
their ratings and advertisers are considerstation field by saying the company did
ing feature films of "top quality" as substitutes. Screen Gems distributes the pre- not plan to acquire interest in outlets
1948 features of its parent company,
through so-called "barter deals." He said
Columbia Pictures, and is also active in Screen Gems would invest money in stations and obtain either part or full ownerthe tv film program field.
ship. Mr. Mitchell reported that Robert
For 1957-58, Mr. Michell said, Screen
Salk, who recently was named to head
Gems is producing pilots for 18 new
station operations for Screen Gems curseries and believes that "at least nine"
rently isexamining "all propositions" but
will go on the air next fall. The company
said the company has not yet been involved in any specific negotiation.
has invested more than $1 million in the

that this action by a major studio, coupled
with the legal complaints of the rebel musicians within AFM Local 47, might serve
as further stimulus for some sort of a new
legislative leash on Mr. Petrillo's music policies in the radio-tv, phonograph recording
and movie fields. A House labor subcommittee, which held an investigation of the
dispute at Local 47 last year, already has
recommended that Congress take legislative
steps to protect union members in the trust
fund dispute with Mr. Petrillo. Such congressional interest would not be the AFM
president's first brush with Capitol Hill.
The Republic complaint, filed by the Los
Angeles law firm of Loeb & Loeb, charged
that the major film studio and its two subsidiaries "were coerced and compelled by
economic necessity to execute" agreements
with AFM and had such agreements not been
made "the plaintiffs would not have been
able ... to employ or obtain the services
of professional musicians, would thus have
been unable to produce any motion pictures,
continue in the business of producing or
distributing motion pictures, or distribute
and license motion pictures for exhibition
on or by television."
Republic charged that the agreements it
was "forced" to sign, plus the ensuing trust
fund policies of AFM, have enabled Mr.
Petrillo and his union "to restrain, monopolize, control and dominate interstate commerce and trade in the distribution and licensing of motion pictures for exhibition on
tv." Further, Republic claimed, "by means
of such restraint" and "domination," AFM
has been able to compel "all other producers
and distributors similarly situated to pay
large sums of money to the [AFM] trust
fund."
The suit charged that the trust fund policies have enabled the defendant AFM officials "to continue and perpetuate their
domination and control of the federation and
its members, of the professional music busiPage 34 • January 7, 1957

ness and industry in the U. S., and of the
distribution and licensing of motion pictures
for exhibition on or by television."
Republic said that to date it has paid
$826,810.99 into the AFM trust fund and
its last payment of $50,789.27 was in February 1956. Republic claimed it has been injured in business and property and sustained
damages of not less than $2 million.
Republic has released some 500 features
to television, virtually all of its pre- 1948
product. Since 1935 the studio has made
a total of 890 pictures.
The antitrust complaint charges that
"some time prior to 1946 — and continuing
to the present time the defendants combined, conspired and agreed to restrain,
monopolize and attempt to monopolize interstate trade and commerce in the distribution and licensing of motion pictures for
exhibition on television." The suit held that
Republic and virtually all other producers

puttingcept their
into of,
the and
tv market
"exwith themovies
consent
upon such
terms and conditions as may be required or
imposed by" Mr. Petrillo and the AFM.
The complaint recalled that about April
1, 1946, AFM made a collective bargaining
agreement with the major movie producers
which provided that no movie or movie
sound track would get television exposure
without the prior consent of AFM. All subsequent agreements included this provision,
it was noted, with the result "it was and is
impossible and impractical to distribute or
license or sell or otherwise dispose of any
of said motion pictures for exhibition on or
by television without the consent of the
Republic charged that it repeatedly and
defendants."
frequently asked for the tv release rights
from AFM and could not obtain consent
until about May 1951 when the trust fund
5% royalty policy and a so-called television
film labor agreement was made. This tv
film pact called for the musicians to make
a new sound track for each film released to
television. But when this was acknowledged
to be impractical, another agreement was
made, in September 1952, whereby the
original musicians would receive $25 to $75
each for television pay and the original
sound track would be retained and used.
This agreement has been renewed through
January 1958. Republic charged, however,
that AFM in mid- 1955 "required" the studio to agree to an amendment to the agreement whereby the money due the individual
musician
instead. would be paid to the trust fund
The complaint noted that Republic in
making movies does not have the choice of
professional musicians other than AFM
members and in particular Local 47 members. Republic said it cannot employ any
musician except upon such terms and conditions as AFM "may impose or agree to."
The complaint observed that the trust
fund money is dispersed by AFM to musicians all over the U. S. generally, and even
to non-member musicians, although "only
about 1% of its members have been or are
regularly employed in the motion picture
industry."

COURT
SOUGHT

RULING
BY

ON

MUSIC

TRUST

AGREEMENTS

PERFORMANCE

AS AN OUTGROWTH of suits filed against
the American Federation of Musicians with
respect to trust funds (see story, page 33),
the Music Performance Trust Funds of the
Recording Industries last week applied to
the Supreme Court of the State of New York
for a declaratory judgment on "the validity
and effectiveness" of the trust agreements.
Samuel R. Rosenbaum, trustee of the Music Performance Trust Funds, filed the complaint through his attorneys, Satterlee, Warfield & Stephens, New York, naming as defendants agroup of musicians who perform
for records and films, a group of producers
of both records and films, and the American Federation of Musicians, among others.
The complaint noted that the defendants
were named "in order to present an issue to

GROUP

the court, but this does not imply an issue
with the defendants, but only as to the trust
All of theitself."
trust agreements, the complaint
agreement
asserted,
a provision
that "this agreement andcontain
the trust
created thereunder
shall
be governed, construed and regulated in all
respects by the laws of the State of New
York" and "all payments and other communications from each first party to the trustee shall be made to the trustee at his office
referred to action started
in Mr.
New Rosenbaum
York."
in California by a group of musicians there
who asked the court to rule that the trust
agreements are not valid and that monies
paid into the trust funds should now be paid
to the musicians who actually perform for
Broadcasting • Telecasting

the phonograph records and for films. He
continued:
"I therefore deem it my duty as trustee
to apply to the courts of the State of New
York for a ruling that the trust agreements
are valid and effective, as my office is in
New York and the laws of the State of New
York must govern the construction of the
trust agreements. I therefore have instructed
my counsel to apply on my behalf as trustee for a declaratory judgment in order to
avoid the confusion, uncertainty and irredeemable damage to the trusts which might
otherwise arise and to guide me in the continuance of public services required by the
trust agreements."
Among others named as defendants in
the complaint were CBS Inc., RCA, RKO
Teleradio Pictures Inc., Loew's Inc., Repub-

North

Plans

lic Pictures, Allied Artists Pictures Corp.,
National Telefilm Assoc., Associated Artists
Productions Inc., Atlantic Television Corp.,
C&C Television Corp., Flamingo Films,
Walt Disney Productions, United Artists
Corp., Decca Records, Mercury Records,
Dot Records, Simon & Schuster and Bell
Records.
Mr. Rosenbaum declared that several
thousand corporations and individuals who
are producers of phonograph records and
producers or distributors of television films
or theatrical motion pictures have, since
1948, entered into trust agreements with
Mr. Rosenbaum as trustee. The agreements,
he said, created the trust funds, which he
has designated as the music performance
trust funds of the recording industries, and

added:
"While they were created as a result of
collective bargaining between the producers
and the American Federation of Musicians,
as a condition of employment of its members for such product, the trust funds are
independently administered by a trustee,
designated by the signatories.
"The trust funds are devoted to a rendering of a music public service distributed by
a percentage system geographically all over
the United States and Canada. The performers must work to be paid and when
they play in projects arranged by the trustee, they are paid for their services at local
union wage scales, as they would be by any
other employer. The trustee gives employment, where possible, to non-union as well
as to union performers."
ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES

to Double

Spot Tv in '57
Use ofADV.
NORTH
Inc., Chicago, expects to
boost its spot tv pace in 1957 by at least
100% on behalf of three of its clients — the
Toni Co., Lanvin Parfums Inc. and Englander Co. — according to estimates contained in the agency's yearend report released Wednesday.
North reported an approximate 33%
acceleration in its billing rate since it initially
assumed the Toni Co. accounts (Toni, TipToni, Tonette, Silver Curl home permanents,
Deep Magic cleansing lotion and spin curlers) 13 months ago. These products were a
nucleus of formation for the agency in December 1955. Bulk of these products represented about $7.5 million in overall billings
lost to North by Weiss & Geller, which itself
has reported a successful year, with estimated $12.3 million in revenue [B«T, Dec.
31, 1956].
The agency, headed by Don P. Nathanson
as president and Cyrus H. Nathan as executive vice president, noted that it ranked 30th
among all agencies in national billings during 1956 (with an estimated $9 million in
radio-tv outlays accounting for about 80%
of all billings, confirming figures in B«T's
fifth annual agency survey, published Dec. 3,
1956). North this past year also acquired
Toni
Co.'sBurnett
Prom Co.
home permanent account
from Leo
A "conservative" estimate of $1 million
in spot tv for present clients during 1957
was given for North by Richard Page,
media director. For 1956 North attained tv
spot billings of $400,000 (with nothing in
radio) and combined radio-tv network billings of $8.6 million ($7.6 in tv). It also was
revealed North is shopping for network
properties for both Lanvin Parfums and
Englander Co., heretofore leading spot advertisers. North also said that in recent
months it has been using "both network and
spot radio to extend the mass and frequency
of its tv impressions."
Mr. Nathanson anticipates another onethird increase in billings this year. Along
with staff expansion and perhaps other new
accounts, plus heavier use of broadcast
media, North is expected to introduce, on
behalf of Toni Co., two new brands with
"national potential" — Adorn hair spray and
Broadcasting • Telecasting

DENTIFRICES

IN PHILADELPHIA

WHOSE COMMERCIALS

TV

GET MOST EXPOSURE?

Hooper Index Of Broadcast Advertisers (Based on Broadcast Advertisers Reports' monitoring)
NATIONAL

(NETWORK) INDEX

Network
Product and Agency Shows

Rank
1.
(Compton)
"
11
2. Gleem
Ipana (Doherty, Clifford ,Steers &
Shenfield)
7
4.
Colgate (Ted Bates)
7
7
3. Crest (Benton & Bowles)
Brisk (William Esty)
4
6.
5. Pepsodent (Foote, Cone & Belding) 1
7.
Dr. Lyons's Tooth Powder (DancerFitzgerald-Sample) 1
PHILADELPHIA (NETWORK

1.
Rank
2.
3.
4.
6.
5.
7.
In

PLUS SPOT)

"Commercial
Total
Networks
3
2
1
2
1
1
1

Hooper
Index
of Broadcast
Advertisers

i4y3
10
7%
4V2
8%
1
Units"
1

205
186
90
115
55
24
5

"Commercial

Hooper
Index
of Broadcast
Total
Network
Advertisers
Stations
Product and Agency Shows
3
14V3
240
10
Gleem (Compton)
11
Ipana (Doherty, Clifford, Steers &
178
2
224
Shenfield)
7
2
10%
Colgate (Ted Bates)
2
8%
73
Crest (Benton & Bowles)
7
1
4Vi
50
Brisk (William Esty)
4
ts"
i
n
U
Dr. Lyon's Tooth Powder (Dancer1
7
33
Fitzgerald-Sample) 1
1
1
16
Pepsodent (Foote, Cone & Belding) 1
the above summary, the monitoring occurred the week ending Nov. 16, 1956.

The Hooper Index of Broadcast Advertisers is a measure of the extent to which a
sponsor's commercials are seen or heard. Each commercial is assigned a number of
"commercial units," according to its length.* This number is then multiplied by the audience rating attributed to that commercial.** When each commercial has thus been evaluated, the results for all commercials of each sponsor are added to form the HIBA. For
further details of preparation, see the basic reports published by C. E. Hooper Inc., Broadcast Advertisers Reports Inc. and American Research Bureau Inc. Above summary is
prepared for use solely by Broadcasting • Telecasting. No reproduction permitted. .
♦ "Commercial Units": Commercials are taken from the monitored reports published by
Broadcasting
Reports but
Inc. usually
A "commercial
exposure of moreAdvertisers
than 10 seconds
not more unit"
than isonedefined
minuteas ina commercial
duration. Four
"commercial units" are attributed to a 30-minute program, and in the same proportion for
programs of other lengths. A "station identification" equals one-half "commercial unit."
** Audience
ratings for
local,of are
published
American Research Bureau
Inc. television,
Those for both
radionational
are the and
ratings
C. E.those
Hooper
Inc. Inby the
case
of station breaks, the average of the ratings for the preceding and following time periods is
used wherever feasible: otherwise, the rating is that of either the preceding or foUowing time
period, normally the preceding.
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Sof-ning conditioning lotion, both now in
the developmental stage.
Additionally, besides new broadcast media
plans for Lanvin (Arpege, My Sin products),
the Englander Co. is expected to extend advertising and promotion activities in 1957.
North itself is planning to move to larger
quarters in Chicago's Merchandise Mart.
U. S. Population 169.6 Million,
Up 2.8 Million, Census Reports
POPULATION of the U. S., including the
Armed Forces overseas, as of Jan. 1, 1957,
has been estimated at 169.6 million by the
Census Bureau. This represents an increase
of 2.8 million people in one year, with metropolitan population growing at four times
the rate of other sections.
The civilian population of 168 standard
metropolitan areas was estimated at 96.2
million, up from 83.8 million in 1950. The
population of other sections is an estimated
SPOT REVIEW:
KLEENEX

ASKS

PUBLIC

TO MIND 'MANNERS'
TRICK photography was put to use
recently by Kimberly-Clark Corp. in
preparation of commercials currently
being shown on its Perry Como and
Danny Thomas shows — thanks to efforts of its agency, Foote, Cone &
Belding, and Cascade Film Studios in
Hollywood.
Key character is a butler named
"Manners," portrayed by Actor Richard Cutting, who demonstrates the use
of Kleenex table napkins. Actually six
feet in height, Mr. Cutting is made to
appear two feet tall in the commercials through utilization of oversized props.
The commercials are designed to

impress upon American families that
Kleenex table napkins are proper for
every occasion, according to Eugene
A. Olson, marketing manager for
Kimberly-Clark. "We think the way in
which 'Manners' demonstrates this in
the commercials will be most effective,
and his height will add dramatic emphasis."
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68.1 million, compared to 65.8 million in
1950.
The South continues to lead four major
regions in natural population increase and
in export of population. The West leads in
substantial gains due to natural increase and
immigration. The largest net gain in population was shown in the north central region.
Women were found to outnumber men,
84.7 to 83.4 million, a ratio of 100 women to
98.4 men. Estimates by color show 149.8
million white and 18.3 million nonwhite persons. About 14.4 million persons are 65
years old or over. Children under five years
number 18.7 million. School and college enrollment has gone up 1.6 million per year
since October 1953, the bureau found.
A larger proportion of suburbanites are
married than is the case with city or country
adults, the bureau reported. Six out of 10
families own their homes, an increase of 5
million since 1950. The total number of
households was estimated at 48.8 million in
April 1956. The bureau cited earlier figures
showing three of four households had tv sets
last February and added: "Christmas 1956
doubtless raised this."
Long Illness Fatal to Sloman,
Head of Mumm, Mullay & Nichols
MICHAEL H. SLOMAN, former chairman
of Mumm, Mullay & Nichols advertising
agency, Columbus, Ohio, died Dec. 31 in
a Columbus hospital following a long illness.
Mr. Sloman started his career in advertising and public relations with the U. S. Dept.
of Information in World War I and after
service with various firms joined Mumm,
Mullay & Nichols as chairman in 1954.
He is survived by his wife, two sons, two
daughters, and 10 grandchildren.
Bristow Heads

BBDO

Cleveland

Fox Retires, Prell Elected
To Head South Bend Agency
RETIREMENT of Horace W. Fox as president of Lamport, Fox, Prell & Dolk Inc. advertising agency, South Bend, Ind., and the

MR. PRELL

MR. FOX

election of Carl F. Prell to succeed him was
announced last week by the agency. Mr.
Fox's retirement was effective Jan. 2.
Mr. Fox had been president of the agency
since 1945 and joined the company in 1918
as an account executive. Mr. Prell joined
LFP&D in 1919 and became vice president
in 1929.
Other officers elected Jan. 2 were Irvin S.
Dolk, formerly secretary-treasurer, who was
named vice president-treasurer, and Alfred
J. Denniston, named secretary.

Nestle
Co-Sponsor
NESTLE to CO.
(Nescafe, 'Blondie'
Decaf), White
Plains, N. Y., through Bryan Houston,
N. Y., has signed as alternate sponsor of
NBC-TV's new Blondie series that began
last week. The other sponsor is the Toni
Div. (Bobbi Pin-Curl permanent and Pamper shampoo),
Gillette Co., through Tatham-Laird,
Chicago.

JACK M. BRISTOW, vice president and account supervisor in BBDO's Cleveland office,
Friday was named office manager, succeeding Elmore E. Haring, who retired Dec. 31,
after 22 years with the agency, 11 of them
in the Cleveland office. With BBDO since
1948, and before that in the advertising department of Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.,
Mr. Bristow was formerly with BBDO's Buffalo office, serving as account supervisor on
Easy Washing Machine Corp., BarcaLounger Daystrom furniture and the Wildroot
Co.
Davis, Markey Join H&J Agency
CHARLES V. DAVIS, manager of the Los
Angeles office of Barnes Chase Advertising,
and John R. Markey, San Francisco manager and new business director for the same
firm, have joined Hixson & Jorgensen Advertising, Los Angeles, in the food and
package account group.
Mr. Davis for many years was associated
with Sunkist Growers of California and also
was with the Leo Burnett agency.
Mr. Markey has been in the food and
package goods field in Canada, the British
Isles and the United States and was at one
time merchandising director for the Roy
Durstine agency.

AL BUFFINGTON (r), associate radio-tv director for Dan Miner Co.,
Los Angeles, explains the fine points
of Santa Fe wine to Herb Johnson,
Mercury-International film producer, and Colleen Drake, talent in
Santa Fe spots now being filmed for
tv. DiGiorgio Wine Co., distillers of
Santa Fe, has increased its 1957 advertising budget and will make a
pitch slanted toward the daytime
women's audience. The spots will
start on the West Coast in early
1957.
Broadcasting
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COMMERCIAL'S

TWO-WAY

THE interesting possibility that a commercial may drive away
more customers than it attracts was raised by Dr. Ernest
Dichter, president of the Institute of Motivational Research,
in an address before the eastern conference of the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies in New York. His remarks bear
repeating; here is a condensation.
MOST tv testing, as it has been practiced up to now, seems
to have proceeded on the following premise: television commercials, or radio commercials for that matter, represent a
stimulus; the viewer is exposed to this stimulus, something
registers in his mind. This registration has been researched
in terms of the attention that was aroused, the recognition
that was created, the recall that was brought about.
All these approaches assume that the process of viewing is
a one-way street, where the audience represents passive and
captive subjects; in one way or another these techniques try
to measure the depth of the groove made by the stimulus represented bydifferent types of tv commercials.
Our experience, and what really happens in the living rooms
in front of the tv screens of America, challenges this assumption because it violates everything we know in modern psychology about how perceptive processes truly take place.
Perception is not a one-way street, but a two-way continuous interchange between stimulus and response.
In the course of this perceptive process, which is an interchange between the stimulus and the respondent, something
happens that modifies the basic structure of the tv commercial, that adds to, subtracts from, multiplies elements of the
commercial. Studying these patterns of distortion, these motivating response patterns, is the key to understanding the
real communication process between today's commercial and
today's viewer.
As a matter of fact, our experience in the tea study was
a dramatic example of a case study where the higher the
recognition and recall the worse the effect on sales. In that
case, as you may recall, skillful and creative pictures and
copy dramatized the fact that "when you are feeling tense
or jittery, drink tea." The ad testing that went beyond recognition and recall probed for the motivating response patterns to these ads, revealed that they were reinforcing the
very stereotype conceptions that were limiting tea sales, reinforcing the concept of limited occasions of use, reinforcing
the feeling that tea was not an everyday drink for average
normal healthy Americans.
Creative practical application of these findings has helped
to create an 1 1 % industry sales advance in its first year.
We have found these four major dimensions to consumer
response patterns — interaction, integration, inter-relation, activation.
Interaction
We need to measure not the groove a commercial has made
in the mind of a passive respondent, but the number and the
types of interactions that have taken place between the viewer
and the commercial. Those commercials that leave the viewer
passive, that do not get him emotionally involved, are generally least effective.
Without this two-way communication, the commercial is
very much like a blind-folded man talking to a gagged audience. He cannot see their reaction to what he is saying, and
they cannot tell him how they feel.
Our study of Saran Wrap found response to many earlier
commercials being blocked by overlooking the problem in
the minds of many viewers who had bought a roll of Saran
Wrap, tried it, and found some difficulties in its manipulation and use. Saran Wrap immediately changed its commercials to anticipate the viewers' reaction, to read her mind as
they were talking, and then to explain why it was worth taking the time to learn how to handle the wrap. The result: a
Broadcasting
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barrier to communication and interaction between the consumer and
the commercial was broken.
Integration
A commercial does not consist of
loosely linked separate items of
themes, it represents a totality of its
own. It creates a total impression.
Too much current testing involves
a microscopic analysis of detailed
DR. ERNEST DICHTER
elements of a commercial, but
totally fails to study the total impression which even more frequently nowadays is all that is left in the mind or the feeling
of the viewer.
We found both the dimensions of interaction and integration expressed in an interesting way in our study of Ry-Krisp.
At the time of the study, both the ads and packaging showed
slim young people and stressed the low calorie content of
Ry-Krisp, but the response pattern was not to the logical content of the ad or the package. The consumer looked at the
ad and the package and still perceived a total impression
that they were not talking to his kind of person — they were
talking to "fat ladies." And not just fat ladies in general, but
the most rejected kind of fat lady image — the kind most
women least wish to identify with.
Once we understood these real response patterns, we recognized the need to search for new symbols to create a new
image and a new identification for Ry-Krisp. We found these
buried in associations of consumers with eating a Ry-Krisp
type of cracker in Swedish restaurants when they had gone
out for a Smorgasbord treat. Probing revealed that Sweden
and Smorgasbord suggested healthy, vital, young people, skiing outdoors in fresh air and sunshine, really enjoying living.
Developing verbal and non-verbal symbols, promoting RyKrisp as the "Smorgasbord treat" cracker in both advertising
and packaging produced a new response pattern and a new
sharply upward sales curve, first in test markets and then on a
national scale.
Inter-relation
You, the advertiser, or the agency, tend to look at one
commercial, in close focus. Most testing does the same. But
the viewer doesn't see one commercial, he sees one hundred;
he perceives your commercial within the framework of four
inter-relations. He sees your commercial in relation to (a)
the program in which it is placed, (b) in relation to your
other brand commercials; he perceives not an individual commercial but your commercial campaign, (c) in relation to
other commercials for the same product, and (d) in relation
to other commercials in the past few months in that media.
The first commercial of the new campaign requires different consideration than commercials scheduled for the middle
or end of a campaign. Such factors as fatigue, the negative
effects of repetition, the positive effects of familiarity, the
study of what can almost be called a viewer "etiquette," a
set of viewer expectations of commercials for different types
of products, needs to be taken into consideration.
Activation
Of course, the final concern of everyone active in the field
of tv programs, particularly in tv commercials, is whether a
commercial helps sell or not, whether it evokes response patterns that lead towards a purchase motivation. Our studies
have revealed that purchase action has to be preceded by a
sequence of small steps leading from the commercial towards
the purchase, a process of activation that, often, either is or
is not started in the very process of watching the commercial.
Testing whether a commercial evokes a rehearsal in the
mind of the viewer in one form or another either of the use
or actual purchase of the product is, of course, the most direct and most desirable goal and measure of the true and
final effectiveness of a tv commercial.
January 7, 1957
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LATEST

RATINGS

ARB
Rank Program
1 . I Love Lucy
2. Ed Sullivan
3. $64,000 Question
4. You Bet Your Life
5. Perry Como

6.
7.
8.
9.

What's My Line
Jack Benny
Alfred Hitchcock
Disneyland

10. Jackie
I've GotGleason
a Secret
Lawrence Welk
People Are Funny
Lassie

TOP 10 TV SHOWS (DEC. 1-7)
[NO. Or
Grey Agency
work Stations
Sponsor
General
Foods
CBS
Procter & Gamble Young & Rubicam
160
Net175
165
CBS
Lincoln-Mercury
Kenyon
BBDO & Eckhardt
Revlon
128
NBC
155
DeSoto
BBDO
NBC
Gold Seal
Campbell-Mithun
Foote, Cone & Belding
Kimberly-Clarke
Noxema
Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles
Sunbeam
Perrin-Paus
RCA
Kenyon & Eckhardt
S&H Green Stamps Sullivan, Stauffer
Colwell & Bayles
Jules Montenier
Earle Ludgin
CBS
Remington
Rand
Young
American Tobacco BBDO & Rubicam
CBS
110
CBS
Bristol-Myers
172
Young
&
Rubicam
87
ABC
176
American Motors
Geyer and Brooke,
Smith, French &
Dorrance
McCann-Erickson
Derby Foods
170
William Esty
180
CBS
R. J. Reynolds
Lennen & Newell
P. Lorillard
Bulova
ABC
McCann-Erickson
193
Grant Adv.
Dodge Div. of
85
Chrysler
Wm.
Esty
NBC
140
R. J. Reynolds
North Adv.
Toni
CBS
Campbell Soup Co. BBDO
Copyright by American Research Bureau

Rating
Mon., 9-9:30
Day & Time
Sun.,
10-10:3C
8-9
Sat.,
Thurs
,8-98-8:30

Sun.,
Sun.,
Sun.,

49.0
45.8
38.4
41.7
36.8

/onn\
Viewers
44,150
45,980
32,640
36,810

36.6
35.8
35.1
35.2

35,580
31,570

Sat.,
Wed.
9:30-10 35.0
Sat., 8-9
9-10
Sun.,
Sun., 7-7:30
7:30-8

31,430
34,050
31,730
31,710
31,430

10:30-11
7:30-8
Wed. 9:30-10
7:30-8:30

PULSE
TOP 20 REGULARLY SCHEDULED ONCE-A-WEEK
(Oct. -Nov.)
of
No.
Agency
Stations
Oct.
Rank Program
Sponsor
work Nov.
165 165
1. Ed Sullivan
Lincoln-Mercury
Kenyon & Eckhardt CBS
Net- 94
RCA, RCA Whirlpool Kenyon & Eckhardt NBC
2. Producer's Showcase Buick
Kudner
BBDO
155
NBC
155 165
CBS
DeSoto
3. Groucho Marx
BBDO
175
Revlon
4. $64,000 Question
CBS 165 175
William Esty
5. Phil Silvers
R. J. Reynolds
Amana
Maury,
Grey
CBS 160
MarshallLee &
Refrigeration
160
6. I Love Lucy
Young & Rubicam
General Foods
Procter & Gamble
NBC
7. Perry Como
Gold Seal
Campbell-Mithun
128
Foote, Cone & Beldin> 9
Kimberly-Clarke
Noxzema
SSC&B
Sunbeam
Perrin-Paus
RCA
Kenyon & Eckhardt
155
SSC&B
S&H
Green
Stamps
148
CBS 153
8. Climax
McCann-Erickson
Chrysler
170
148
BBDO
CBS
9. G. E. Theatre
General Electric
Lennen & Newell
CBS 170
10. Jackie Gleason
P. Lorillard
McCann-Erickson
Bulova
CBS 110 110
11. Alfred Hitchcock
Young
Bristol-Myers
Brorby& Rubicam
Needham,
Louis & NBC 101
12. Robert Montgomery S. C. Johnson
Presents
Warwick & Legler
Schick
NBC 128
132 132
Procter & Gamble Compton
13. Jane Wyman
Brorby Louis & NBC
Needham,
Quaker Oats
14. Caesar's Hour
Babo
Dancer-FitzgeraldSample
Knomark
Emil Mogul
Fitzgerald Adv.
Wesson Oil
Carter Products
SSC&B
J. Walter Thompson NBC 170 175
15. George Gobel
Armour
Pet Milk
Gardner
BBDO
CBS 175 170
NBC
16. Your Hit Parade
Richard Hudnut
Leo Burnett
188
17. Playhouse 90
Philip
Morris
188
American Gas Assn. Lennen & Newell
Ronson
Norman,
Craig
&
Kummel
BBDO
Bristol-Myers
111
Singer Sewing
Young Ludgin
& Rubicam
87 161
Earle
Jules Montenier
18. What's My Line
Young & Rubicam
Remington Rand
CBS Cunningham & Walsh NBC
Liggett & Motors
Myers
19. Dragnet
ABC 161
180 180
American
Geyer & Brooks,
20. Disneyland
Smith,
French
&
Dorrance
American Dairy
Campbell-Ewald
McCann-Erickson
Derby Foods

SHOWS

AULTI-WEEKLY
of
No.
work Nov.StationsOct.
Sponsor Agency
Rank Program
94
94
ABC
1. Mickey Mouse Club segmented sponsors and various agencies NBC
2. NBC News
participating sponsors and agencies
Net- 116
132 132
NBC
3. Queen For A Queen multi-sponsored and various agencies
99
99
CBS
participating sponsors and agencies
4. Arthur Godfrey
NBC 107
5. Eddie Fisher
Coca-Cola McCann-Erickson
Planters Lynn-Fieldhouse
CBS 105 105
6. Art Linkletter
participating sponsors and agencies
113
Procter & Gamble Compton
7. Guiding Light
125 113
8. CBS-TV News
Leo Burnett
CBS 153 125
9. Search For Tomorrow Procter & Gamble Ted
Bates
153
10. Love of Life
American Home
CBS
Products

SHOWS
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Day & Time
Sun., 8-9
Mon.,
o-y:JU
Thurs., 8-8:30
Tues., 10-10:30
Tues., 8-8:30
Mon., 9-9:30
Sat., 8-9
Thurs., 8:30-9:30
Sun., 9-9:30
Sat., 8-9
Sun.,
Mon., 9:30-10
9:30-10:30
Tues., 9-9:30
Sat., 9-10

Rating
Nov. Oct.
39.7 40.4
35.3
34.3
32.5 29.5
32.8
25.6
30.1
29.6 38.7
29.4
27.8 29.3
29.2
28.9
27.7 30.5
27.2
27.0
30.1
26.6 27.9
26.4

Fromherz Dies on New Year's Day
FUNERAL SERVICES were held on Friday in Barrington, 111., for Gene E. Fromherz, 53, media director of Aubrey, Finlay,
Marley & Hodgson, Chicago. He died New
Year's Day in St. Theresa's Hospital, Waukegan, 111., after a brief illness.
Mr. Fromherz formerly was associated
with the old Blackett-Sample-Hummert
agency, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample and I.
Walter Thompson. He is survived by his
wife, Dorothy, a timebuyer for Foote, Cone
& Belding, Chicago, and a sister, Florence
Heineman.
A&A SHORTS
McCann-Erickson, Dallas, has moved to
1900 N. Akard. Tel. Riverside 1-4571.
Sink & Sons Adv. Agency has been formed
by Gene Sink, manager of Charlotte office,
James S. Ayers Co. Address: 1205 Johnston
Bldg., Charlotte, N. C.
SPOT NEW BUSINESS
World Green Stamps, N. Y., (trading
stamps), considering use of radio and television spot announcement campaign for first
time, after first of year. Seymour Blum, N.
Y., agency for World, working out details.
NETWORK

NEW BUSINESS

Vitalife Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa, will sponsor The John J. Anthony Show on ABC
Radio Calif, network (Mon.-Fri., 6:156:30), effective Jan. 14. Contract runs for 52
weeks. Agency: Pardee Co., Hollywood.
Sterling Drugs, N. Y., for Dr. Lyon's tooth
powder, through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
has purchased series of participations in
Yankee Network program lineup. Dr. Lyon's
signed for two segments of The Yankee
Network News, Tuesday, 8 a.m., and Saturday, 9 a.m.
AGENCY

APPOINTMENTS

Greyhound Corp. appoints Maxon Inc., Chicago, Div.
for its newly-formed Greyhound UDrive It

Sat., 10-10:30
Sat.,
Thurs.,10:30-11
9:30-11

25.8
25.8
26.4 24.7
25.8
25.1

Sun., 10:30-11
Thurs., 8:30-9
Wed., 7:30-8:30

25.9
25.3 24.8
25.1
24.4
24.4

Knox Co. (pharmaceuticals) and Richard
Warren Pharmaceuticals, both L. A., appoint Ted Gotthelf & Assoc., N. Y.
George Master Garment Co., Ligonier, Ind.,
appoints Bozell & Jacobs, Chicago.
Re-Dan Packing Co. (Cadet dog food) appoints Paris & Peart, N. Y.
First Natl. Bank of Arizona appoints Advertising Counselors of Arizona, both Phoenix.

Rating

17.0 Oct.
Day & Time
Nov.
9.4
15.6
Mon.-Fri., 5-6
10.9
Mon.-Fri., 7:45-8 10.2
Mon.-Fri.,
Mon. -Thurs.,4:30-5
10-11:30 9.5 8.9
Wed., Fri., 7:30-45 8.8
8.9 8.2
Mon.-Fri., 2:30-3
9.2
Mon.-Fri., 12:45-1 8.7 9.0
Mon.-Fri.
8.6 9.2
Mon.-Fri., 4-4:15
Mon.-Fri., 12:15-30 8.5 8.7

A&A PEOPLE
Judson H. Irish, vice president-copy chief of
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, N. Y., appointed
senior vice president and member of agency's executive committee.
Kenneth Runyon, research director, Gardner Adv., St. Louis, appointed director of
department of marketing. Edwin J. Gross
succeeds Mr. Runyon and Dr. J. R. Miller
Broadcasting
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to
chairman of Gardner's industrial plans
board.
Donald N. Preuss, publicity director, Weil
Clothing Co., St. Louis, to Frank Block
Assoc., same city, as account executive.
Charles J. Allen, vice president-merchandising director at Gardner Adv., St. Louis, to
McCann-Erickson, Chicago, as vice president-director ofmarketing services.
C. B. McClelland, treasurer of John Morrell Co. (Rival dog food), Chicago, elected
vice president.
Paul Hay, art director, Gordon Best Co.,
Chicago, elected vice president.
Paul H. Jeynes, formerly with Morey, Humm
& Warwick, N. Y., as account executive, to
Lennen & Newell, same city, in similar capacity.
Ted Lord, assistant to president, Outdoor
Adv., N. Y., to Daniel Starch & Staff, Mamaroneck, N. Y., as account executive.
Ralph M. Watts, Post Cereal Div., General
Foods, to Stokely-Van Camp, Indianapolis,
as advertising-merchandising manager. Other changes at Stokely include: William H.
Rehm, assistant advertising manager, to advertising manager; Russell Holm, Ketchum
MacLeod & Grove, Pittsburgh, named market research manager; S. M. Medaris, east
central region sales manager of Stokely, to
private label and institutional sales manager,
and David C. Krimendahl, east central region district sales manager, succeeds Mr.
Medaris.
Gustave L. Saelens, production manager,

The Next 10 Days
Of Network Color Shows
(All times EST)
CBS-TV
Jan. 7 (3:30-4 p.m.) Bob Crosby
Show, participating sponsors (also
Jan. 11, 14, 15).
Jan. 9 (8-9 p.m.) Arthur Godfrey
Show, participating sponsors (also
Jan. 16).
Jan. 10 (8:30-9:30 p.m.) Shower of
Stars, Chrysler Corp. through McCann-Erickson.
Jan. 13 (5:30-6 p.m.) The McBoingBoing Show, sustaining.
Jan. 15 (9:30-10 p.m.) Red Skelton
Show, S. C. Johnson & Son through
Foote, Cone & Belding and Pet Milk
Co. through Gardner Adv.
NBC-TV
Jan. 7-11 (3-4 p.m.) Matinee, participating sponsors (also Jan. 14-18).
Jan. 7 (9:30-10:30 p.m.) Robert Montgomery Presents, Schick through
Warwick & Legler and S. C. Johnson
& Son through Needham, Louis &
Broadcasting
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New
TELEPHONE

VERSUS

TV

A SPECIAL REPORT has been released by Pulse indicating that nontelephone homes view "considerably
more" television than do telephone
homes. The special tabulation, based
on the October 1956 Telepulse, covered Monday-through-Friday viewing.
From 7 a.m. to midnight, the tabulation revealed, tv sets-in-use in phone
homes averaged 23.6 as compared with
28.4 in non-phone homes, described as
a 20% variation. The difference was
said to be "even more marked" during
the daytime hours, with viewing by
non-phone homes 38% above the level
of phone homes during the 8 a.m.noon segment and 51% above the
phone homes from noon to 5 p.m.
Geyer Adv., N. Y., to production traffic
manager.
Carl Gylfe, timebuyer, Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, to Cunningham & Walsh, same city, as
media director.
Elinor Fahrenholz promoted from writerproducer to radio-tv director.
John J. Nelson, research sociologist at Stanford Research Institute, to Honig-Cooper
Co., S. F., as director of research.
James K. Martindale, senior vice president,
Lennen & Newell, N. Y., to Ruthrauff &
Ryan, same city, as creative group supervisor in copy department.

Brorby
on alternate weeks (also Jan.
14).
Jan. 8 (8:30-9 p.m.) Noah's Ark, Liggett & Myers through McCann-Erickson, and Max Factor through Doyle
Dane Bernbach on alternate weeks
(also Jan. 15).
Jan. 8 (10:30-11 p.m.) Break the
$250,000 Bank, Lanolin Plus through
Russel M. Seeds (also Jan. 15).
Jan. 9 (9-10 p.m.) Kraft Television
Theatre, Kraft Foods Co. through J.
Walter Thompson Co. (also Jan. 16).
Jan. 10 (10-11 p.m.) Lux Video Theatre, Lever Bros. Co. through J. Walter
Thompson Co. (also Jan. 17).
Jan. 11 (approx. 10:45-11 p.m.) Red
Barber's Corner, State Farm Insurance
Co.
Brorby.through Needham, Louis &
Jan. 12 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Como Show,
participating sponsors.
Jan. 13 (1:30-4 p.m.) NBC-TV Opera
Theatre, "War and Peace", sustaining.
Jan. 13 (9-10 p.m.) The Chevy Show,
starring Dinah
Shore, Chevrolet
through Campbell-Ewald.
[Note: This schedule will be corrected to
press time of each Issue of B«T)

TPA

Productions

To Cost $10.5 Million
TELEVISION Programs of America has
earmarked more than $10.5 million for the
production of eight half-hour tv film series
during the first half of 1957, it was announced last week by Edward Small, chairman, and Milton A. Gordon, president, in a
yearend review of TPA activities.
The production budget includes 26 new
episodes on Private Secretary and on Fury,
plus six new series — The Adventures of
Charlie Chan, New York Confidential,
Waldo, Tugboat Annie, Mr. Digby and an
outdoor action series, as yet untitled.
Michael M. Sillerman, executive vice
president of TPA, said the company had
made "substantial gains in sales" during
1956. He reported that more than $2 million
in sales were achieved by Susie, the re-runs
of Private Secretary and expressed the belief
this represented "the largest first-run-off-network sales scored by any program."
Another highlight of 1956 singled out by
Mr. Sillerman was the establishment of the
TPA International Div. with Manny Reiner
as sales manager. TPA, he said, is optimistic
about sales prospects abroad and is in the
process of setting up offices in Canada and
Latin America, in addition to Europe.
Roach Produced 110 Tv Films
At $4.8 Million Cost in '56
HAL ROACH STUDIOS, Culver City,
Calif., produced 110 half -hour television
films during 1956 for a total production expenditure of $4,867,000, according to a
yearend report released by Sidney S. Van
Keuren, Roach vice president and general
manager.
Although the production figures for the
past year are less than those accrued in
1955, they represent investments made by
Hal Roach Jr. in which he has sole or proprietary interests. In past years, a large portion of the Roach production outlay included filming for independent production
companies, networks and syndication companies, according to Mr. Van Keuren. The
trend to "house packages" will continue in
1957, he said.
A breakdown of production statistics revealed that some 11 million feet of both
positive and negative film were exposed at
Roach during the year; an average of 3V2
Roach companies were actively engaged in
production during 540 stage days; 2,286
actors were employed, excluding extras, and
Roach personnel increased 18% during
1956.
Roach properties filmed during 1956 include Screen Directors Playhouse, Charlie
Farrell Show, Code 3, "Stories of John
Nesbitt" for Telephone Time, Oh! Susanna
and the new Blondie series. An additional
$1,104,000 was expended in filming the remaining 18 Life of Riley and 20 Great
Gildersleeve tv episodes for NBC Film
which are not included in the overall figure.
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Warner Bros., ABC-TV Pact
To Start With Amazon Series

KONO-TV San Antonio General Manager James M. Brown signs for the
majority of Guild Films' products in
the presence of Bruce Collier (1),
Guild southwestern manager, and Bob
Stuart, Clarke Brown representative.
Included in the purchase are Liberace,
Floritn Zabach, Frankie Laine, Paris
Precinct, Molly, Janet Dean, Flash
Gordon and Looney Tune cartoons.
KONO-TV has a January target.
Ziv Salesmen Aid Tv Stations
With $3,263,000 in Film Sales
AS an added effort to their normal sales
activities,
Zivassisted
Television
salesmen in 1956
their Programs'
tv station clients
by arranging for about $3,263,000 in time
and program sales on about 200 stations
without any immediate profit to Ziv Tv.
This sidelight was reported by Len Firestone, manager of Ziv Tv's New York office,
in discussing the subject of tv film distributo stations.
belief tors'
thatrespensibility
since salesmen
visit He
the voiced
offices the
of
advertising agencies throughout the country
as part of their duties, they often can arrange for sales of programs on stations
where they are unsponsored. He said that
it is "usually an easy matter" for Ziv salesmen to point out to agencies the availability
of Ziv properties on client stations.
"Actually, it isn't a purely philanthropic
gesture," Mr. Firestone acknowledged.
"We've helped a number of stations to
expand their telefilm program structures by
helping to line up national spot tv advertisers as sponsors of Ziv shows the stations
have bought. This starts a chain reaction:
The station buys more film and gets more
spot revenue, and buys more film — and we
benefit in that respect.
"There's no competition between our
salesman and the usual buying channel of
timebuyer-to-rep-to-station. We make no
percentage on these deals and consider it a
service to our stations when we act as a
catalyst in initiating spot deals."
Katz Resigns from Guild Films
AARON KATZ, vice president and treasurer of Guild Films Co., New York, has resigned, effective last Tuesday. Mr. Katz,
who will continue as a member of the
board, said that pressure of personal affairs
was the reason for his resignation.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

WARNER BROS. Pictures Inc. for ABCTV will produce Amazon Trader, a halfhour weekly series filmed in the Amazon
jungle. The new show is the first of a new
program series to be filmed for the network
under the agreement announced in November between American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc. and Warner Bros.
Also blueprinted for ABC-TV are two
full-hour weekly adventure series, and, like
Amazon will be scheduled for fall showing.
ABC-TV now programs two Warner Bros,
produced shows, Cheyenne and Conflict,
which alternate in the Tuesday, 7:30-8:30
p.m. EST, time period. The new program
production will be supervised by James T.
Aubrey Jr., who heads programming and
talent at ABC-TV, and William T. Orr, who
is the executive producer of Cheyenne and
Conflict.
According to ABC last week, Leonard
Goldenson, president of AB-PT and acting
president of the ABC Div., and Jack L.
Warner, president of Warner Bros., have
agreed to have Warner's full facilities made
available to producers of ABC-TV film programs, 'with new cutting rooms, offices and
projection rooms constructed to accomodate the producers. It is expected that many
of ABC-TV's independently-produced profilming. grams will be moved to Warner studios for
RKO Television, London Firms
To Produce New Al Capp Series
RKO

Television will produce a new animated comedy-mystery series in association
with cartoonist Al Capp and Anigraph Productions Ltd. and Graphic Animation For
Television Inc., both London, it was announced last week by C. R. Manby, RKO
Teleradio Pictures vice president in charge
of RKO Television.
The new series, which will consist of fiveminute "cliff-hanger" type episodes designed
for five-day-per-week programming, will be
produced at the studios of Anigraph and
Graphic Animation, using an animation
technique conceived by Anigraph. Both
companies are controlled by Collie Small,
writer-producer for British television. Mr.
Capp will provide script material and production supervision will be by Mr. Capp's
brother, Jerome Capp. RKO Television will
distribute the series, starting in late spring.
Wilding, Henderson

Merge

FORMATION of Wilding-Henderson Inc.
was announced by Wilding Picture Productions last week following acquisition of the
capital stock of A. J. Henderson Assoc.,
Detroit sales promotion, training and merchandising firm. Lang S. Thompson, who
continues as executive vice president of
Wilding Picture Productions in Chicago, will
be president of the new organization, which
will headquarter in Detroit. A. J. Henderson
and Norman B. Terry will serve as vice presidents, with the former also heading creative
services for Wilding-Henderson, according
to C. H. Bradfield Jr., Wilding president.

ROYAL

TALENT

SCOUT

A FIVE-WEEK-OLD elephant sent
to America by India's Maharajah of
Mysore will be used in the tv series,
Sabu, which is being filmed in Hollywood by Interstate Television Corp.
The script for the color series called
for a young elephant, according to
Interstate. When none was available,
Sabu, the star, telephoned his friend,
the maharajah, who responded with
the unusual gift.
Zoom Productions Formed in L. A.
EDDIE SMARDEN, account executive at
Henry Garstenkorn Adv., Los Angeles, and
Dal McKennon, who portrays Capt. Jet in
tv, have announced formation of Zoom Productions at Walter Lantz Studios, Hollywood, to produce the new Capt. Zoom quarter-hour series. The firm plans 260 episodes
for the children's outer-space series.
FILM PEOPLE
Ed Lieberthal, programs operations manager, DuMont Broadcasting Corp., to Barry
& Enright Productions Inc., N. Y., in similar
capacity.
Paul G. Rosenau, Jam Handy, Detroit, in
creative and sales capacity, to sales staff of
Kling Film Enterprises Inc., Chicago, as
account executive.
Edward M. Warnecke, assistant chief engineer, Motion Picture Film Dept., Eastman
Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y., named national membership chairman of Society of
Motion Picture and Tv Engineers for 195758.
FILM SALES
Sterling Television Co., N. Y., has reported
sales on Bowling Time to KGNC-TV
Amarillo, KHAD-TV Laredo, Tex., KPRCTV Houston, XETV (TV) San Diego-Tijuana, WGLV (TV) Easton, Pa., WNOW-TV
York, Pa., WPTV (TV) Palm Beach, Fla.,
WCTV (TV) Tallahassee, Fla., WJBF (TV)
Augusta, Ga., WTAP (TV) Parkersburg, W.
Va., and WMUR-TV

Manchester," N. H.

FILM RANDOM

SHOTS

Screen Gems, N. Y., has entered into agreement with UPA, under which Screen Gems
will solely license Gerald McBoing-Boing
merchandise and will jointly control merchandising on the Magoo properties with
UPA. CBS-TV, which premiered McBoingBoing series on Dec. 16, has merchandising
rights to new characters introduced into aniBoing. mated series but not to Gerald McBoingAlexander Film Co., Colorado Springs,
Colo., announces expansion to include production of long-length industrial, educational and public relations films.
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A YEAR'S contract for sponsorship of
newscasts on KTVH (TV) WichitaHutchinson, Kan., is signed by Southwest-Citizens Federal Savings & Loan
Assn. of Wichita. Present are (1 to r)
seated: S. G. Hatfield, vice president of
the bank; L. W. Bauerle, the bank's
president; Preston Huston, vice president of Associated Advertising Agency
THE Merchants National Bank of Boston has signed with WEEI Boston to sponsor
locally CBS' News With Allan Jackson Monday through Friday. Discussing the
contract are (1 to r) : standing, Thomas Y. Gorman, WEEI general manager; Mark
C. Wheeler, the bank's vice president; William D. McKinnon, vice president-comptroller of the bank; O. S. Morrill, also a vice president of Merchants National, and
seated, CBS newsman Allan Jackson; Edward V. Hickey, the bank's director of public relations and advertising; Frank S. Christian, vice president-regional manager of
Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc., bank's agency. WEEI pioneered in bank advertising.

GENERAL RETAIL Corp., for its Hardy
Shoe Stores, Tampa, Fla., has signed
to sponsor the Elvis Presley six-daysweekly show on WALT Tampa. Completing final arrangements are (1 to r)
Wendell Pedigo, Hardy manager; Bob
Butner, General Retail sales promotion manager and George Fee, WALT
national sales manager.
DR. FORREST
(PHOG)
ALLEN >
(seated, c), who retired last summer
after 39 years as Kansas U. basketball
coach, has signed to do color on Big
7 basketball broadcasts on WDAF
Kansas City, plus a weekly sports commentary on WDAF-TV. With Dr.
Allen as he signs (1 to r): seated, E.
Manne Russo, WDAF-AM-TV commercial manager; Robert Hogan, district sales manager, Safeway stores (tv
sponsor); Merle P. Smith, Elbel Construction Co. sales manager (radio
sponsor); V. S. Batton, WDAF manager; standing, Orville Washburn,
Washburn Adv. Agency, (Safeway);
Jay Barrington, WDAF-AM-TV sports
director, and John Lawson, Carl Lawson Adv. Agency (Elbel).
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MAJESTIC Savings & Loan Assn.,
Denver, has signed to sponsor the
10 p.m., seven-days-a-week newscasts
on KLZ Denver for 52 weeks. Present
at the contract signing (1 to r): John
Lantz, Majestic president; John McEniry, KLZ local sales manager; Ward
Crowly, KLZ salesman, and John
New, account executive, Max Goldberg Adv. Agency.

of Wichita; standing, Robert O. Paxson, KTVH local and regional sales
manager, and Ollie Thompson, KTVH
newscaster for the show.

DALE ALEXANDER, advertising manager for Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of
Oregon, signs for nine newscasts
weekly on KG W.Portland. McCannErickson Account Executive Duane
Heathman ( 1 ) and KGW Sales Manager Bob Prigmore enjoy the sponsor's
product in the background.
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• Report charges monopoly in broadcasting industry
• Wants

FCC chairman

elected by Commission

itself

• GOP minority says it cannot 'agree to the report'
the laws which implemented the various
A REPORT charging monopoly in broadgovernment reorganizational plans for each
casting and other industries and recommending that Congress consider legislation
agency recommended by the Hoover Commission. (The report notes that the Comto remove the "centralized power of the
munications Act of 1931 itself gives the
Executive Branch" over federal regulatory
man.)
agencies by giving their complete control
President power to appoint the FCC chairto Congress, was issued last week by the
House Select Small Business Committee.
2. That the FCC and other regulatory
agencies be allowed to submit their own
The document was agreed to by the combudget estimates directly to Congress, withmittee's six Democratic members. Appended
out prior approval by the Budget Bureau or
"minority views" by the group's five Repubany other agency of the Executive Branch.
licans said GOP members "cannot in good
The Budget Bureau still would get copies of
conscience agree to the report." However,
agency requests for appropriations, howthe minority statement indicated the report's
ever, so the bureau could be informed and
"revised recommendations were accepted by
the minority because they are now offered
"in a position to take appropriate action if
only for consideration by the 'appropriate
it so
3. desires."
That the FCC and other regulatory
legislative committees'," although "the miagencies be allowed to obtain such factual
nority isnot as yet persuaded that the recommended changes are sound or in the in- data and information as they think necessary
from private industries and individuals to
terest of better government."
The committee report, which recomcarry out the agencies' statutory responsibilities. This would be done by exempting
mended five measures described as designed
the agencies from the Federal Reports Act
to remove federal regulatory agencies from
White House control or influence, was
by legislation which also would make "appropriate safeguards against onerous and
almost identical to a "draft" prepared and
released last October [At Deadline, Oct.
unreasonable reports and other informa22, 1956] by Rep. Joe L. Evins (D-Tenn.),
tion." The report said that the Federal Rechairman of a three-man subcommittee
ports Act, which requires that an agency
which held hearings in the 84th Congress
wishing to secure data from 10 or more
firms get clearance through the Budget
on allegations of White House influence on
Bureau, was passed during World War II,
decisions by government regulatory agencies
[B»T, March 26, 1956].
was intended to protect companies from unnecessary harassment by temporary wartime
Network 'Reprisals' Cited
agencies and should not be applied to federal regulatory agencies.
Rep. Evins opened the two-day session in
March with charges that FCC Chairman
4. That the FCC and other agencies not
George C. McConnaughey did not want to be required to submit their views on legislafurnish the subcommittee with names of
tion affecting the respective agency to the
FCC staff people involved in Commission
Budget Bureau or any other agency of the
Executive Branch before submitting them to
decisions because of fear of reprisals by networks against FCC people who had figured
Congress. Copies of such views, however,
would be furnished at the same time to the
in decisions unfavorable to networks.
Budget Bureau for its information and
Chairman McConnaughey denied saying
action as it sees fit.
this in a statement entered in the subcom5. That Congress should consider whether
mittee's hearing
Instead,
he activities
said, the
subcommittee
wasrecord.
told that
if staff
the FCC and other regulatory agencies
were made public they might be subject to should be relieved, and the circumstances
under which they should be relieved, from
"pressure" by "affected regulated industries
the present requirement that they secure
. . . through recourse to members of Conprior
approval of the Solicitor General to
gress or otherwise." During its two days of
petition the U. S. Supreme Court to review
hearings, the subcommittee subpoenaed several thousand documents from RCA-NBC
rulings or decisions made against such agenand CBS Inc. involving business by those
cies by appeals courts. The report noted
firms with the FCC. It also questioned prin- this does not constitute a recommendation
that the Solicitor General be precluded from
cipals of WXEX-TV Petersburg, Va., on
representing any federal regulatory agency
whether alleged White House influence was
before the Supreme Court.
used in securing its grant of ch. 8.
The language of the report last week was
The
committee's
report
last
week
recommended:
not as strong as that employed in the Oc1. That the power to name a chairman
tober Evins "draft." For instance, it calls for
of the FCC or other regulatory agencies be "amendment" of the Hoover Commission
given to the membership of the commission
laws rather than "repeal." Also absent from
itself, acting as a body, instead of to the last week's report was a CBS record of a
1954 telephone talk between CBS Inc. PresiPresident. This would be done by amending
Broadcasting
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dent Frank Stanton and FCC Comr. Robert
E. Lee, subpoenaed from CBS files in
March 1956.
The report in general maintained that the
Constitution confers upon Congress the right
to regulate trade, but that gradually, through
legislative enactment or usurpation of authority bythe Executive Branch, this power
has been centralized in the Executive Branch
in a policy "designed to attain a sort of
assembly-line efficiency at all costs."
Republicans
signingproposed
the "minority
statement
said some
revisionsviews"
were
not made and that only 12 days were given
for submission of minority views.
Other points in the minority statement:
the report cites testimony taken by the
House Antimonopoly Subcommittee before
its parent House Judiciary Committee had
made its own findings and conclusions; it
attacks past Congresses, both Democratic
and Republican, in questioning motives and
methods of
of laws;
"unjustly"
criticizes
twopassage
Presidents
of theit U.
S. and
other officials, including members of Congres ; itcontains "opinions, conclusions and
assertions" which appear to be "self-serving" and unsupported by testimony before
the committee and also contains "many errors of fact"; it demonstrates a lack of "objectivity," reflecting "personal and political
bias rather than impersonal analysis;" it
appears to advocate "free-wheeling regulatory agencies which could ultimately mean
the regimentation of all business"; its "intemperate language and choice of words connoting wrongdoing (without proof) is a reflection on the membership of the commitThe "minority views" statement was
signed by Rep. William M. McCulloch (ROhio), only GOP member of the Evins subcommittee, and agreed to by the other four
Republicans, Reps. William S. Hill (Colo.),
R. Walter Riehlman (N. Y.), Horace SeelyBrown Jr. (Conn.) and Timothy P. Sheehan
tee."
(111.).
Democratic members of the parent committee are Reps. Wright Patman (Tex.)
(chairman); Abraham J. Multer (N. Y.), who
served on the subcommittee during hearings;
Sidney R. Yates (111.), who has served on the
subcommittee since the hearings; Tom
Steed (Okla.); James Roosevelt (Calif.), and
Rep. Evins.
Committee

Heads

Stay

As Congress Convenes
CONGRESS convened at noon Thursday
and the Democrats, as expected, took control of both the House and Senate. Thus, no
changes are seen in leadership of congressional committees active in broadcast affairs
with the exception of the House Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committee, which is
expected to be headed by Rep. Oren Harris
(D-Ark.), succeeding the late Rep. J. Percy
Priest (D-Tenn.) [B«T, Dec. 31, 1956].
Sen. Carl Hayden (D-Ariz.) was elected
president pro-tem of the Senate. Sen. Lyndon B. Johnson (D-Tex.) remains as majority leader and Sen. William Knowland
(R-Calif.) as minority leader. Both Sens.
Johnson and Knowland are identified with
January 7, 1957
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GOVERNMENT
broadcast interests (see story, page 46).
Rep. Sam Rayburn (D-Tex.) was reelected House Speaker and Reps. John W.
McCormack (D-Mass.) and Joseph W.
Martin Jr. (R-Mass.) were named majority
and minority leaders, respectively.
The Senate met again Friday and both
the House and Senate met jointly Saturday
to hear an address by President Eisenhower
on the Middle East crisis.
The House reappointed Democratic holdover members to five committees, none with
primary broadcast jurisdiction: Foreign Affairs, Ways & Means, Armed Services, Rules
and Appropriations. No Republican Committee members were named Thursday.

FCC'S
OWNERSHIP
RULES
UPHELD
• Storer plea denied by Court of Appeals

• Unanimous decision also backs 1% provision
A FEDERAL court last week upheld all understood, to resume consideration of the
subject today (Monday).
elements of the FCC's multiple ownership
rules — including the controversial one perMeanwhile, Storer has had pending before the Commission a request for a waiver
cent provision.
of the limitations on vhf station ownership.
The decision followed by seven months
a decision of the U. S. Supreme Court in It has asked permission to purchase ch. 3
KSLM-TV Salem, Ore., and move it nearer
the Storer Broadcasting Co. case upholding
Portland, Ore. This was denied once by the
the FCC's right to limit ownership of broadFCC, but a petition for reconsideration was
cast properties.
filed by Storer several weeks ago. Storer
In a unanimous decision, written by Cir- owns ch. 27 KPTV (TV) Portland, but will
cuit Judge David L. Bazelon (for himself
surrender this license if its Salem $27,277
and Judges E. Barrett Prettyman and Wilbur
'Unique Programming' Protection
purchase
Approval will give
K. Miller), the U. S. Appeals Court held that Storer six isvhfapproved.
On Way Out Under FCC Proposal
stations.
the attack on the 1 % rule was without merit
A 17-year-old rule — providing protection
since Storer failed to show any injury has
from interference beyond the normally proFCC Moves Ahead on Flint,
resulted from the application of the rule.
tected contours of standard broadcast staOrders
Hearing Begin Today
The
court
also
said
that
applications
can
altions (500 uv/m) for stations transmitting
ways be submitted for waiver of that rule
IN a rare exercise of its powers, the FCC last
a "unique
program service"
is on issued
the waya and in any event the rule provides that ownout.
The Commission
last— week
week ordered that the Flint, Mich., ch. 12
ership of 1% or more does not necessarily
case get underway today (Monday) with the
notice of rule-making which would abolish
constitute control.
Sec. 3.182 (c) and (v) of the am rules. It
taking of testimony. The ruling came despite
asked for comments by Feb. 1 .
The court also held that Storer's objec- various pleadings made to postpone comtions to the specific numerical limitations on
mencement of the hearing pending a court
The rule was put into the am standards of
ownership by a single* person or company
decision
regarding
hearing issues framed by
good engineering practice in 1939. Its purcould not be upheld, since the prohibitions
the Commission.
pose was to afford educational stations proThe Flint ch. 12 grant was made to
are
based
viding a special service greater protection
in this
field.on the Commission's experience
WJR Detroit in 1954. After WJR modified
than that afforded regular commercial stations. Throughout the years, however, the
its construction permit to relocate its WJRT
The Commission's multiple ownership
rules prohibit any single person or company
FCC has never denied an application on
(TV) transmitter (north of Flint instead of
this account, although many educational sta- from owning more than seven properties in south as proposed in its application), the
tions and some commercial stations have
either the am, fm or tv fields. In tv the prounsuccessful applicants, WFDF Flint and
hibition does not permit common ownership
W. S. Butterfield Theatres Inc., appealed
attempted to use this provision to ensure
of more than five vhf outlets. In estimating
greater protection than the rules call for.
to court. The appellate court remanded the
control, the rule provides that ownership
The Commission said that this provision
case to the FCC for further hearing. This
hearing was opened last month but was
is too vague and indefinite to be of as- interests as low as 1% may be considered.
The Supreme Court last year upheld the
sistance indetermining when a unique proalmost immediately continued to today's
gram service was involved. It also said the FCC's right to establish ownership limitadate to allow opposing attorneys to study
documents. This followed an unsuccessful
tions, particularly since there are provisions,
regulation gave rise to much uncertainty as
to the protection to be afforded to and by the Supreme Court said, to seek exceptions
move by WFDF and Butterfield to have the
hearing stayed.
for good cause [B*T, May 28, 1956].
broadcast stations. .\
A separate hearing, based on protests
Storer challenged the FCC's authority to
limit ownership in 1953 when it appealed
against the WJRT move, filed by WKNX-TV
Poole Says KEUQ Owners
Saginaw, WTOM-TV Lansing and WWTV
from an FCC refusal to accept its applicaViolated Verbal Agreement
tion for ch. 1 0 in Miami. Storer at that time
(TV) Cadillac, all Michigan, already has been
CHARGES that the owners of KEUQ Phoeheld. An initial decision recommending
owned the then permissible five television
nix, Ariz., breached a contract were made
that the FCC affirm its modification grant
stations. In 1955, the appeals court reversed
last week by John Poole Broadcasting Co. the FCC, holding that Storer should have
was issued last April. Oral arguement on
The allegations were made in a protest been given a hearing before its application
this was held before the FCC last June and
against the Dec. 4, 1956, grant of the new
was refused. The government asked the a final decision is awaited.
Phoenix facility (1 kw on 740 kc).
Supreme Court to review this decision, and
According to the protest document, Poole
in May last year the high court upheld the
Commission Asks for Comments
had an application ready for filing for the
Commission's right to fix the maximum
On
Ch. 2 Longview Proposals
same facility in October-November last year.
number of stations which may be owned by
Before filing, Poole officials opened converperson. The Supreme Court's de- COMMENTS on two conflicting rule-maksations with Frank Bare Jr., president- the same
cision was based among other points on the
ing proposals were called for by the FCC
majority owner of KEUQ, concerning a fact that provision existed for waivers of last week with a deadline of Feb. 1. These
merger of interests. Poole averred an in- FCC regulations. Justice Felix Frankfurter
proposals are a request to assign ch. 2 to
formal agreement was reached but that be- dissented.
Longview, Wash., in lieu of ch. 33, and a
fore the necessary papers were completed,
request to
the same facility to Vancouver,assign
Wash.
Last week's circuit court decision was on
the FCC granted the Bare application. This
the
narrow
elements
of
the
justification
for
The Commission also invited comments
came after the KEUQ application was
making seven the numerical limit on sta- by Feb. 1 on a proposal to shift ch. 9 from
amended to eliminate potential interference
tion ownership and whether the 1% proto KBIG Avalon, Calif., owned by Poole.
Rome, Ga., to Chattanooga, Tenn. (WROMvision was arbitrary.
Poole claimed that it was informed KEUQ
TV operates on ch. 9 in Rome). ChattaIn recent months there have been indicanooga is50-odd miles south of Rome.
did not intend to honor the purported agreetions that a Commission majority favored
In one rule-making request, WMTM
ment. Poole asked the Commission to reMoultrie, Ga., asked the FCC to add ch. 8
scind the 740 kc grant and to investigate the liberalizing the multiple ownership rules.
character and financial qualifications of After several series of discussions on the to Moultrie (the only Moultrie assignment
matter, the Commission is scheduled, it is is ch. 48).
KEUQ's owners.
Broadcasting
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FIRST in audience appeal . . . rated top syndicated film in Portland (31.7*) and San
Diego (27.4**), FIRST in time period in San Francisco (13.0**), Spokane (27.4**),
Seattle (15.7**), Kalamazoo (15.5*), Wichita (52.7*) and St. Louis (18.2*).

FIRST in excitement, presenting thrilling
"Front Page" dramas based on actual
police cases taken from the files of worldfamous Sheriff Eugene W. Biscailuz, of
Los Angeles County .. .

in advance . . . excitement and recognition for you and your product.

FIRST to dramatize the personality of the group
of law enforcement officers in action, with
thrilling stories of arson, air, sea and mountain
rescues, murder, robbery, juvenile crime. Stirring case histories to build audiences of all ages!

FIRST with top advertisers . . . making headline news in sales . . .
Miller Brewing, National Biscuit
Co., Safeway, General Electric,
General Tire, Petri Wine, etc.

screaming sirens ... be your signal for action,
Write, wire, phone for complete details.

ABC
FILM
SYNDICATION,
Inc.
to East 44th St., New York City, Oxford 7-5880
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GOVERNMENT
30

MEMBERS

OF

85th

CONGRESS

HAVE
RADIO-TELEVISION
TIE-INS
TEN senators and 20 House members of the and owns 11,141 sh. common voting stock
upcoming 85th Congress have interests in in WEEK-AM-TV and 172 sh. Class A
commercial broadcasting or educational ra- common voting stock in KVOO-TV. Geraldio and tv stations or applications for sta- dine H. Kerr (wife of T. M. Kerr) owns
tion grants — either in their own right or 3,235 sh. common voting stock of WEEKAM-TV. WEEK-AM-TV licensee is apthrough their immediate families — according to FCC records.
plicant for ch. 35 in LaSalle, 111.
WEEK: NBC; WEEK-TV: NBC; KVOOTheir stock interests range from small
token shareholdings to sole ownership of TV: NBC
radio and tv outlets. One senator and one
Sen. William F. Knowland (R-Calif ),
representative are board members of educaPiedmont, Senate Minority Leader — holds
tional stations and the mother of one repre400 of 1,800 sh. common voting stock in
sentative isa board member of a third.
KLX Oakland as voting trustee. Sen. KnowThe 30 congressmen represent 29 am
land, J. R. Knowland (father) and J. R.
broadcast and 2 educational am stations,
Knowland Jr. (brother) are voting trustees
seven fm broadcast and one educational fm
for
1,800 outstanding sh. of family-owned
station and 20 commercial tv and 2 educaKLX.
tional tv outlets, plus applications for one
commerical am outlet, one educational am
Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.),
station and four commercial tv stations.
Seattle, chairman of Senate Commerce
The list, showing network affiliations
Committee — owns 10,186 of 257,048 sh.
where they exist, follows:
common voting stock of KIRO-AM-FM
Seattle.
Sen. Clinton P. Anderson (D-N.M.), AlKIRO: CBS.
buquerque— is a director and owns 62Vi
of 1,190 sh. common voting stock in
Sen. Joseph C. O'Mahoney (D-Wyo.),
KGGM-AM-TV Albuquerque and KVSF
Santa Fe.
Cheyenne — his wife Agnes V. O'Mahoney
owns 15 of 3,051 sh. common voting stock
KGGM: CBS; KGGM-TV: CBS; KVSF:
in Cheyenne Newspapers Inc., which in turn
CBS.
owns 1,650 of 6,336Vi sh. common voting
stock in KFBC-AM-TV Cheyenne and
Sen. John W. Bricker (R-Ohio), Columbus, former chairman of Senate Commerce
KSTF-TV Scottsbluff, Neb. Licensee is applicant for ch. 13 at Alliance, Neb.
Committee (83rd Congress) — member of
KFBC: ABC; KFBC-TV and KSTF-TV:
board of trustees, Ohio State U., licensee of
CBS, ABC, NBC.
WOSU-AM-FM-TV Columbus, educational
outlets.
Sen. W. Kerr Scott (D-N. C), Haw River
Sen. Lyndon B. Johnson (D-Tex.), John— his brother Ralph H. Scott is vice president-director and owns 40 of 473 sh. comson City, Senate Majority Leader — his wife
Claudia T. (Lady Bird) Johnson is board
mon voting stock in WBBB-AM-FM Burchairman and director and owns 376 of 579
lington.
WBBB: MBS.
sh. common voting stock in L.B.J. Co., licensee of KTBC-AM-TV Austin and holder
of 450 of 1,550 sh. common voting stock of
Sen. John J. Sparkman (D-Ala.), HuntsKWTX-AM-TV Waco and 300 of 600 sh. ville — his wife Ivo H. Sparkman is partner
and owns 49% of WAVU-AM-FM Albertscommon voting stock of KRGV-TV Wesville.
laco. She is a director and represents
L.B.J. Co. on the board of the Waco and
Weslaco stations.
Rep. Alvin M. Bentley (R-Mich.),
KTBC: CBS; KTBC-TV: CBS, ABC,
Owosso — is vice president-director and
owns 300 of 900 sh. common voting stock
NBC; KWTX: MBS. KWTX-TV: ABC,
CBS; KRGV-TV: NBC.
in WKNX-AM-TV Saginaw.
WKNX-TV: CBS, ABC.
Sen. Olin D. Johnston (D-S. C), Spartanburg— his wife Gladys A. Johnston is vice
Rep. Frances P. Bolton (R-Ohio), Lyndpresident-director and owns 125 of 500 sh. hurst — owns 5,020 of 100,000 sh. common
common voting stock of WFGN Gaffney.
voting stock in WHK-AM -FM-T V Cleveland, which owns 40% of WKBN-AM-FMSen. Robert S. Kerr (D-Okla.), Oklahoma
TV Youngstown, Ohio. Holds proxies to
City — president-director and owns 50,611
of 100,000 sh. common voting stock of vote with three other individuals.
WHK: NBC. WKBN: CBS. WKBN-TV:
WEEK-AM-TV Peoria, 111.; is vice presiCBS, ABC.
dent, assistant secretary and director and
owns 327 of 2,500 sh. Class A common
Rep. J. Floyd Breeding (R-Kan.), Rolla
voting stock of KVOO-TV Tulsa. Grayce
B. Kerr (wife) owns 11,488 sh. of WEEK— is director and owns 1 of 1,570 sh. common voting stock in KTVC (TV) Ensign,
AM-TV, 371 sh. Class A common voting
stock of KVOO-TV and 223 of 750 sh. Kan.
preferred voting stock of KRMG Tulsa.
Rep. Joel T. Broyhill (R-Va.), Arlington
T. M. Kerr (brother) is secretary-director
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— his father and two brothers are principals
in M. T. Broyhill & Sons Inc., which owns
5 of 485 sh. common voting stock in WFTR
Front
Royal. Rep. Broyhill's status with firm
is
inactive.
WFTR: MBS
Rep. Alvin R. Bush (R-Pa.), Muncy —
owns 400 of 7,500 sh. common voting stock
in WWPA Williamsport and WARC Milton.
WWPA: CBS.
Rep. Elford A. Cederberg (R-Mich.),
Bay
City —voting
director
84.5'City.
sh.
common
stockandin owns
WWBC3 ofBay
Rep. Thomas B. Curtis (R-Mo.), Webster
Groves — is member of board of trustees of
Dartmouth College, Hanover, N. H., applicant for 1490 kc, 250 w unlimited in Hanover.
Rep. Lawrence H. Fountain (D-N. C),
Tarboro — is secretary-treasurer-director and
owns 86 of 300 sh. common voting stock
in WCPS-AM-FM Tarboro. His brother
V.
is president-director and
ownsE.107Fountain
sh.
Rep. Peter Frelinghuysen Jr. (R-N. J.),
Morristown — owns 25 of 203.5 sh. common voting stock and 50 of 405 sh. preferred non-voting stock in Broadcasters Inc.,
applicant for 1590 kc, 500 w, directional
antenna, daytime at South Plainfield, N. J.
Rep. Porter R. Hardy Jr. (D-Va.),
Churchland — is director and holds 150 of
8,107 sh. Class B common voting stock in
a voting trust of 11 voting trustees in
WAVY-AM-TV Portsmouth; owns 150 of
8,107 sh. Class B common voting; owns 150
of 8,107 sh. Class A common non- voting.
WAVY: NBC; WAVY-TV; ABC.
Rep. Chet Holifield (D-Calif.), Montebello — with his wife Vernice Holifield jointly owns 10 of 525 sh. Class A preferred
voting stock in KXLA Pasadena.
Rep. Paul C. Jones (D-Mo.), Kennett — is
president-director and owns 100 of 480 sh.
common voting stock in KBOA-AM-FM
Kennett. Other ownerships in stations: Paul
C. Jones Jr. (son) 28 sh., Mrs. Joe D.
(Betty Ann) Cash (daughter) 25 sh. and Mrs.
sh. B. (Nell Jones) Mobley (daughter) 25
Tom
Rep. Melvin R. Laird (R-Wis.), Marshfield — his mother Mrs. Melvin R. Laird is a
member of the board of regents, U. of Wisconsin, licensee of WHA-AM-TV Madison,
educational stations.
Rep. Lee Metcalf (D-Mont.), Helena —
owns 50 of 684 sh. common voting stock in
KCAP Helena.
KCAP: MBS, KBS.
Rep. Leo W. O'Brien (D-N. Y.), Albany
—director and owns 4,039 of 112,500 sh.
Class A common voting stock in WROW
and WCDA (TV) Albany and WCDB (TV)
Hagaman. Licensee, Hudson Valley Broadcasting Co., is applicant for ch. 10 at Vail
Mills and has application pending for FCC
approval of purchase of ch. 19 WMGT
(TV) Pittsfield, Mass. (see also Rep. Dean
Broadcasting • Telecasting

YOUR

Q

FOR

COLOR

The big news in Chicago today is News in big color.

more than doubles the impact of commercial messages!

WNBQ COLOR cameras focus on Len O'Connor for
5-minute late news digests (7:25, 7:55, 8:25 and 8:55)

Number of viewers? Len O'Connor averages a 50.6
share of audience, reaching an average of 200,000 viewers per program ... at an average cost per 1,000 of just

every morning during the NBC Network TODAY program. Now, WNBQ adds the thrill of living COLOR to
the compelling draw of local news and Len O'Connor's
authoritative reporting.
It's a doubly effective combination, for Len O'Connor
is, traditionally, first on the scene of action in Chicago.
And a recent BBD&O-NBC study found that COLOR
doubles the audience among COLOR set owners and

$1.39. And they're the kind of thousands you want most
to reach. They're 95% adults.
In compatible COLOR and black and white, a complete
Len O'Connor 5-minute news program costs only $265.
And since the big news in advertising is News in big
color, take your "Q" from WNBQ and make your own
headlines in Chicago with Len O'Connor!

levision leadership station in Chicago

SOLD BY

SPOT SALES

WNB

Broadcasting
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GOVERNMENT
P. Taylor).
WROW: CBS; WCDA
WMGT: ABC.

and WCDB: CBS;

Rep. Alvin E. O'Konski (R-Wis ), Mercer
— is president-treasurer-director and owns
500 of 500 sh. common voting stock in
WOSA Wausau and WLIN (FM) Merrill.
His wife Veronica H. O'Konski is vice
president-secretary-director.
WOSA: ABC, MBS.
Rep. Albert Rains (D-Ala.), Gadsden — is
first vice president and owns 36 of 120 sh.
common voting stock in WGSV Guntersville.
Rep. Paul G. Rogers (D-Fla.), West Palm
Beach — owns 800 of 250,000 sh. common
voting stock of WPTV (TV) West Palm
Beach.
WPTV: NBC, CBS.
Rep. Dean P. Taylor (R-N. Y.), Troyboard chairman and owns 2,105 of 112,500
sh. Class A common voting stock and 4,735
of 25,000 sh. Class B common voting stock
in WROW and WCDA (TV) Albany and
WCDB (TV) Hagaman. Licensee, Hudson
Valley Broadcasting Co., is applicant for
ch. 10 at Vail Mills and has application
pending for FCC approval of purchase of
ch. 19 WMGT (TV) Pittsfield, Mass. (see
also Rep. Leo W. O'Brien).
WROW: CBS; WCDA and WCBD: CBS;
WMGT: ABC.
Rep. William M. Tuck (D-Va.), South
Boston — is director and owns 450 of 2,000,000 sh. common stock of Jefferson
Standard Life Insurance Co., parent firm of
Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co. and
other subsidiaries which in turn own 10,000
of 10,000 sh. common voting stock in WBT,
WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C, WBTW (TV)
Florence, S. C; 500 of 500 sh. common
voting stock in WBIG Greensboro, N. C,
and 1,505 of 9,070 sh. common voting
stock in WFMY-TV Greensboro.
WBT: CBS; WBTV: CBS, ABC, NBC;
WBTW: CBS, NBC, ABC; WBIG: CBS;
WFMY-TV: CBS, ABC.
FCC Commissioners, Top Aides
Visit Sarnoff Research Center
FCC members and top staff aides visited
RCA's David Sarnoff Research Center,
Princeton, N. J., last Thursday and Friday
as guests of RCA. Among other developments, the commissioners were shown improvements inoffset carrier — precision off-

DO-IT-YOURSELF ADVERTISING
ANNOUNCEMENT FROM TPA
see page 57
Page 48
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set which has promise of permitting closer
mileage separations between stations on the
same and adjacent channels [B«T, Sept.
17, 1956]. The commissioners and their
staff were scheduled to return to Washington
Friday night.
Attending the tour and demonstrations
were all commissioners except John C.
Doerfer and Robert E. Lee. The commissioners were accompanied by Broadcast
Bureau Chief Edward F. Kenehan, Assistant Chief James E. Barr, Chief Engineer
Edward W. Allen Jr. and Safety & Special
Services Chief Curtis B. Plummer.
USIA

Reports

Pace

Quickened in 1956
THE U. S. Information Agency created and
distributed abroad more than 75 original tv
programs during 1956 as 58 new foreign
tv stations went on the air in the Free World
bringing the total to 191, Arthur Larson,
USIA director, reported last week.
Mr. Larson's statement was based on a
yearend report by Robert Button, director
of USIA's Broadcasting Service (Voice of
America). The USIA director said television's emergence in 1956 as a "major and
powerful medium" in the U. S. government's overseas information program was
one of the most significant developments of
the year.
Radio continued to be USIA's most effective method of communicating with people
behind the Iron Curtain, Mr. Larson said.
Additional VOA facilities were used for
around-the-clock news on developments in
Hungary and the Middle East, he added,
with live programs beamed behind the Iron
Curtain nearly doubled and Arabic language
programs increased 13 hours daily.
Other radio activities: initiation of programs in four new languages — Uzbek, Gujarati, Telugu and Malay alam — bringing to
43 the number of languages aired by VOA
programs; expansion of the two-hour Music
— USA jazz program on a world-wide basis;
special programs on the agency's "People's
Capitalism" theme through special programs
recorded at American industrial concerns,
and production of an international radio
symposium, The Frontiers of Knowledge
and Humanity's Hopes for the Future*
Enlarging on USIA's tv activities, Mr.
Larson said one of the agency's tv programs
had been requested and telecast by a Warsaw
tv station — the first use of USIA tv material
behind the Iron Curtain. The film was a
report on the U. S. election process.
The USIA director said tv is now viewed
by as many as five out of 10 adults in some
Free World countries. Foreign viewers of
the agency's weekly "current events documentary" are estimated at 50 million, he
said. It now is regionalized in three versions
to tv stations in Western Europe, Latin
America and the Far East.
During 1956, 12 programs in the Report
From America tv series were produced and
telecast in English and are being made available in six other languages : French, German,
Italian, Spanish, Portuguese and Japanese.
USIA worked with individual tv stations
and networks and such organizations as the

European Broadcasters Union to step up its
production of special events and feature
programs, he continued, and made added use
of adapted versions of the best of tv programs prepared for American audiences,
through the cooperation of the U. S. broadcasting industry.
KSLA-TV Wants Supreme Court
To Review Lower Court Decree
KSLA-TV Shreveport, La., asked the U. S.
Supreme Court last week to review the October 1956 action of the U. S. Court of Appeals in Washington in ordering the FCC to
reopen
Oct. 8]. the Shreveport ch. 12 case [B*T,
The lower court told the Commission to
take into account the death of Don George,
KSLA-TV majority stockholder, last June.
The Commission granted the vhf Shreveport
facility to what is now KSLA-TV in May
1955. This was appealed by unsuccessful
applicants KRMD and KCIJ in December
1955. While the appeal was pending, Mr.
George died. A motion by KCIJ to have the
case remanded because of this was granted
from the bench by the three- judge appeals
court.
It is KSLA-TV's position that the lower
court exceeded its powers in remanding the
case back to the FCC. KSLA-TV holds that
the case was decided 19 months ago and is
final, except for the appeal. Mr. George's
death — more than a year after the final decision— should have no bearing on the Commaintains. mission's May 1955 decision, KSLA-TV
FCC attorneys sought to persuade the
Solicitor General to permit them to ask for
a Supreme Court review of this appellate
court ruling, but, it was learned, the Solicitor
General declined to agree [Closed Circuit,
Dec. 24, 1956]. The FCC can only ask the
Supreme Court to review a lower court's
ruling through the Solicitor General.
Request for Beeper Relaxation
Gets Negative Reply from FCC
PROTECTION against invasion of privacy
is the primary purpose of the FCC rule
requiring the use of a beep tone during recorded telephone conversations, FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey has informed Jock Laurence, Washington news
17].
correspondent, who requested that the beeptone requirement be amended [B*T, Dec.
Mr. Laurence, Washington correspondent
for several radio stations, delivers news
stories to these stations via long-distance
telephone. He complained that the beep tone
detracted from his news reports and that it
should not be required when stations are
taping their own stories for later broadcast
because both parties to the conversation are
aware of the recording.
In his answer to Mr. Laurence, Mr. Mcwrote, ".use. . of
although
therewhere
may
be instances Connaughey
of the
recorders
the beep tone is not necessary for such
purpose, you will appreciate the impracticability of attempting to provide in the tariffs
for exceptions to the general rule in order
to accommodate these individual situations."
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Bruce Robertson, senior editor, takes over as chief of

B*Ts staff of 60, the largest in the field, tells the

our Hollywood bureau this month. Twenty-four year

whole story on time. Readers get first-hand informa-

member of B»T's staff, dean of radio-television reporters, Radio Pioneer, and penetrating analyst, Bruce
will cover the world's film capital at a time when film
news and tv news are practically inseparable.
Bruce has watched radio grow, falter, and grow again.
He has observed as television became the nation's
dominant entertainment and advertising medium. He
has reported what he saw in forceful, informed prose.
He writes with authority. He knows Madison Avenue,
Michigan Blvd., Pennsylvania Ave., Hollywood and
Vine, and Main Street.
Men like Bruce Robertson help make B»T essential
weekly reading for the radio-teievision fraternity.

tion and advertisers get their money's worth.
Executive and Publication Headquarters
B»T Bldg., 1735 DeSales St., N. W.,
Washington 6, D. C.

GOVERNMENT
FTC Approves Consent Order
On Anahist Co. Ad Allowances
THE Federal Trade Commission last week
adopted a hearing examiner's initial decision
and approved a consent order prohibiting
Anahist Co., Yonkers, N. Y., from giving
special allowances to some of its customers
for radio-tv advertising without making such
allowances available to all customers.
Anahist Co. originally was charged alon<?
with Bymart-Tintair Inc. and Johnson &
Johnson (the latter two also have entered
into consent agreements) for giving special
allowances to United Cigar-Whelan Stores
for advertising on the drug firm's tv programs without making comparable allowances available to other customers [B«T,
March 12, 1956]. Consent orders are for
settlement purposes only and do not constitute admissions of law violations.
Tele-Broadcasters' Fifth Buy
Among Three Sales Authorized
AMONG station sales approved by the FCC
last week was the $302,536 purchase of
KALI Pasadena, Calif., by Tele-Broadcasters Inc. KALI is 1430 kc with 5 kw. TeleBroadcasters (H. Scott ■ Killgore) owns
WKXL Concord, N. H.; WKXV Knoxville,
Tenn.; WPOP Hartford, Conn.; KUDL
Kansas City, Mo.
Other transfers approved last week:
WYZE Atlanta, Ga. — from Greater
South Broadcasting Co. to Atlanta Broadcasting Co. Price: $125,000. Daytimer
WYZE is 1480 kc with 5 kw. Atlanta
Broadcasting Co. is a newly formed company mainly comprised of local businessmen.
WATG-AM-FM Ashland, Ohio, to Radio
Ashland Inc. for $112,000. WATG is 250
w outlet on 1340 kc. WATG-FM is Class
B outlet on 101.3 mc. Radio Ashland is
comprised of Charles D. Calhoun, former
chief engineer, WLOH Princeton, W. Va.;
Charles Winick, Queens College, N. Y., instructor, and Lewis Clarkin Roche, electronics technician.
Three Parties Reach Agreement
For Port Arthur, Tex., Ch. 4
WAY was cleared for the Port Arthur, Tex.,
ch. 4 grant to be made — after more than
four years of competition for the vhf channel— when agreement was reached among
three applicants for the grant to go to Port
Arthur College (KPAC).
Arrangements, filed with FCC last week,
call for Jefferson Amusement Co. and Smith
Radio Co. (KPBX Beaumont) to withdraw
applications. Following the grant, half of the
new tv license will be turned over by Port
Arthur College to Jefferson Amusement Co.
Smith Radio Co. (Joe B. Carman and James
K. Smith) are to be paid $75,000 for expenses. The protracted prehearing controversy— involving court appeal — -was over
eligibility of Jefferson Amusement Co. to
participate in the hearing. Port Arthur College and Smith Radio claimed Jefferson filed
too late to be a party, but the court ruled
otherwise.
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Tropospheric Comments
CONSENSUS that specifics about
tropospheric forward scatter, using uhf
frequencies, should be aired in the
FCC's above-890 mc allocation study
was inherent in comments filed last
week in answer to an FCC request for
ideas on how forward scatter might be
used. Comments on allocations above
890 mc are due Feb. 4, with a hearing
scheduled for April 1.
In discussing possible scatter uses,
several of those filing indicated the circuits would be used where economics
dictate — overwater, to traverse forests
or jungles, and in remote areas of the
world. Filing comments were RCA,
Federal Telecommunication Labs.,
Motorola, Eitel-McCullough, National
Committee for Utilities Radio, Central
Committee on Radio Facilities of
American Petroleum Institute and
Aeronautical Radio Inc.

Jack Benny Loses Court Appeal
To Allow 'Gaslight' Skit on Tv
ACTOR Jack Benny lost his appeal from a
ruling of the Federal District Court in Los
Angeles which restrained him from telecasting a satire on the MGM movie "Gaslight."
He had planned to use the skit on his CBSTV program four years ago and did it once
on CBS Radio.
The U. S. Court of Appeals at San Francisco ruled "a burlesque presentation is an
infringement of copyright" and explained
"that a serious dramatic work . . . copied
practically verbatim and then presented
with actors walking on their hands or with
other grotesqueries does not avoid infringeWillow Springs, Mo., Am Granted
ment."
AN am grant for Willow Springs, Mo., was
made by the FCC to Robert F. Neathery
last week after more than a year's deliberation. The grant is for 1330 kc, 500 w daytime. Mr. Neathery filed for the facility
in October 1955 with the application under
consideration ever since because of possible
duopoly. Other Neathery Missouri stations
are KWPM-AM-FM West Plains, KALM
Thayer and 50% of KBHM Branson. Commissioners Hyde and Bartley dissented from
the Willow Springs decision. Both favored a
hearing.
KVNU
KVNU

Files for Logan Ch. 12

Logan, Utah, last week filed a television application with the FCC requesting
ch. 12 in that city. The proposed tv station
would operate with an effective radiated
power of .955 kw (directional antenna), antenna height of 760 ft. below average terrain (250 ft. above ground). Estimated costs:
$49,000 for construction, $30-$40,000 for
first year operation. KVNU principals include Herschel and Reed Bullen, the former
a real estate broker, the latter general manager of KVNU.

FCC Stays KOVR (TV) Grant
To Move Location of Transmitter
KCCC-TV Sacramento, Calif., which had
protested a proposed transmitter site move
by ch. 13 KOVR (TV) Stockton, Calif.
[B«T, Sept. 24, 1956], was ruled by the FCC
last week to be a party in interest, and the
Commission stayed its Nov. 8 grant of
KOVR's application to move pending a hearing on the protest.
KOVR proposed to move from its present location on Mt. Diablo to Butte Mt.,
about 40 miles farther away from San
Francisco, and said it would afterwards
secure ABC affiliation. Ch. 40 KCCC-TV
charged among other things that the move
would deprive Stockton of its only tv station causing about three million people to
lose KOVR's Grade A and B services.
KCCC-TV said it would gladly take
KOVR's channel at its present location and
filed an application (returned by the FCC)
for the Stockton facility. KCCC-TV, an
ABC affiliate, said that if the move is allowed to take place it will lose its affiliation
to KOVR and be forced to go off the air.
Daly Appeals Equal Time Ruling
LAR DALY, Chicago presidential candidate
on an America First platform, has filed an
appeal in the U. S. Appeals Court in Chicago
against FCC actions last April and October
denying him equal time rights under Sec.
315 of the Communications Act. Mr. Daly
claimed he was a legally qualified candidate
in Illinois, Indiana and Montana during the
primaries and afterward and that the FCC
failed to rule that he was entitled to equal
time on radio and tv stations. He asked that
the FCC rulings be set aside. The Commission last year told Mr. Daly that as far as
it could learn he was not a legally qualified
candidate and therefore could not demand
equal time on broadcast outlets under the
Sec.
Act. 315 provisions of the Communications
WRUL

Now

Stands Alone

THE FCC has announced that with the discontinuance byGeneral Electric Co. of its
international' broadcast station KGEI San
Francisco, only one privately-owned international station — WRUL Boston — is still operating in the U. S. KGEI terminated operation as of Dec. 1, 1956.
Other privately-owned international stations are under lease to the Voice of
America. These stations (owners in parentheses) are: WLWO Bethany, Ohio (Crosley); WNBC Bound Brook, N. J. (NBC);
WDSI, three transmitters in Brentwood,
N. Y., three in Wayne, N. J. (CBS); WGEO
Schenectady, N. Y. (GE); KCBR Delano,
Calif. (CBS), and KNBH (formerly
KRCA) Dixon, Calif. (NBC) . Stations on
the east coast broadcast VOA programs to
Europe; west coast stations to the Far East.
WRUL, with transmitters at Scituate, Mass.,
is underwritten by foundation funds and
some of its time is leased by the VOA.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

WE'RE

i

STAKING

MAXIMUM-POWER

OUT

OUR

RICHEST

CLAIM

YET!

is the word! MAXIMUM-

POWER from our half-mile high tower
to our entire Puget Sound area . . . reaching into
the homes of over 300,000 people who
I

boast of one of the highest per-capita incomes

KV0S

TV

in the World! (and we're not counting over
1,000,000 of our British Columbia Cousins

I,
3

who like us fhe most.*)
We'll "Placer with Power" ... so stake your claim
now in our entire Puqet Sound Area.

ij

'International Surveys Inc.
REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY

FORJOE

studios in Bellinghom, Washington

id
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TRADE ASSNS.

The

S^^}

paid

of

circulation

The surest barometer of reader acceptance of any publication
is its paid circulation. Special
people read business and trade
journals for hard news and for
ideas — tools of their professions
or trades. They get their entertainment elsewhere (mostly
from radio and television) .
A paid subscription immediately establishes a contractual
relationship between the subscriber and the publisher. The
subscriber pays his money because he needs the publication
to keep pace with developments
in his own business. He is too
busy to read those publications
which do not meet his requirements, even if they come to him
gratis. Thus, if reader interest
is not sustained, paid circulation
is promptly affected.
B»T for the Jan.-June, 1956
audit period averaged a paid
weekly circulation of 16,401.
This is the largest paid circulation in the vertical radio-tv field.
B*T in fact distributes more paid
circulation annually than the
combined annual paid of all
other vertical magazines in this
field.
B*T is a member of the Audit
Bureau of Circulations — the only
paper in our field to enjoy this
privilege. The symbol below is
your guarantee of integrity in
reporting circulation facts to
buyers of space.
There is no blue sky or unverified claims in B»T. That is
why B»T is the basic promotional medium in the radio-tv
field, with 25 years of loyal readership and paid circulation to
back it up.

Program

Ethics

Bronson

Tells

Rise,
Meeting

SELF-REGULATION by broadcasters has
brought station and network programming
to a higher ethical level but the industry still
welcomes criticism by educators, clergy and
others, delegates to the Speech & Theatre
Conference in Chicago were told.
Edward H. Bronson, NARTB director of
tv code affairs, told the conference that
more than 17,000 hours of tv time were
monitored in 1956, covering the three networks and 104 individual stations. He said
tv criticism is more often aimed at quantity
rather than quality of commercials, with a
relatively few stations responsible for most
of the "chronic departures" from code advertising provisions. Mr. Bronson spoke at
the Dec. 28 session of the conference.
Stockton Hellfrich, NBC continuity acceptance manager, said radio and tv broadcasters by and large are doing a conscientious job of self -regulation. Gordon Davis,
manager of KYW Cleveland, said tv as a
growth medium is naturally marked by "excesses as well as triumphs." He deplored
audience apathy toward public service programming.
RCA-NBC executives told a panel session
that color tv's impact has opened broad
new horizons in programming, advertising
and sales. Elmer Nichols, advertising and
promotion manager, RCA Victor Distributing Corp., Chicago, said color tv has "advanced as far in two years' as black and
white television did in five" and reported
there are more than 8,000 sets in use in
metropolitan Chicago at present. He predicted increases in local color tv set sales and
programming.
Advertisers have evidenced a "growing
awareness" of color, not alone in television
but also in their product lines, Howard W.
Coleman, color sales development manager
of WNBQ (TV) , reported.
Betty Ross West, public affairs and education supervisor of WNBQ-WMAQ, said that
"the advent of color brought new dimension,
new scope, and new excitement to our public and educational service programming,"
with a new look in thinking, attitude and delivery of participants.
Alliance of Tv Film Producers
Now NARTB Tv Code Affiliate
MEMBERS of the Alliance of Television
Film Producers last week became affiliates
of the NARTB Tv Code, bringing a substantial portion of tv film producers into
the code structure. The action followed
several months of negotiations [Closed
Circuit, Dec. 17].
G. Richard Shafto, WIS-TV Columbia,
S. C, Tv Code Review Board chairman,
said the action "extends significantly our
industry's voluntary effort to provide program fare consistent with the preferences
and tastes of millions of American television
Maurice Morton, vice president of Mchomes." Corp. and chairman of the alliance's
Cadden
ethics committee, said the action was taken
"to insure unanimity of ethical standards
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throughout the television industry and thus
avoid possible confusion of multi-codes at
various
The levels."
agreement specifies that alliance
members will have a non-voting representative sitting at code board meetings when
tv film production problems or code changes
are scheduled for review. Alliance members
will use the tv code as a guide in future
productions and will have a special seal indicating voluntary compliance. This seal
does not remove broadcaster responsibility
to preview film product before scheduling
but offers assurance that special care has
been taken in the original production. The
seal can be removed for code violation.
NARTB's code staff, directed by Edward
H. Bronson, will serve affiliates in an advisory capacity, a function performed for
station-network subscribers. Mr. Morton has
been named by the alliance for code liaison.
Indoctrination meetings for affiliates will be
scheduled.
The code board will meet Jan. 15 in New
York.
Department Store Tv Technique
To Be Topic of Chicago Ad Meet
SELECTION of the "right formula" for department store use of television as a major
medium and effective downtown store promotions will be discussed by agency and
client representatives at the fifth annual Retail Advertising Conference in Chicago's
Palmer House, Jan. 19-20.
Various facets of retail advertising will be
explored during the two-day meeting, cofounded by Budd Gore, retail advertising
manager of the Chicago Daily News, and
Ralph Heineman, head of the advertising
service firm bearing his name.
Successful use of tv will be covered by
John Green, advertising manager of Fowler,
Dick & Walker, Wilkes-Barre, Pa., who will
summarize his store's experience with the
visual medium, using slides, films and figures.
Effective downtown store promotion in Detroit and Chicago, including utilization of
radio, will be canvassed by George B. Bogart,
vice president and Chicago office manager of
Calkins & Holden Inc., advertising agency.
Among other speakers scheduled are T.
H. Strauss, president of Strauss, Goldman &
Goldman Inc. (gift wraps) and former Dallas
radio sales executive; G. Herbert True, assistant professor of marketing at U. of Notre
Dame and creativity specialist, and James D.
Gershman, vice president in charge of New
York
office
relations
firm.of Harshe-Rotman Inc., public
Georgia Institute Jan. 23-25
THE 12TH ANNUAL Georgia Radio &
Television Institute will be held Jan. 23-25
at the Henry W. Grady School of Journalism, U. of Georgia, Athens, Ga. The Grady
School and the Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters are sponsoring the event.
W. Newton Morris, WMLT Dublin and
first vice president of the GAB, is institute
chairman. Members of the institute committee are George Patton, WBML Macon;
W. C. Woodall, WDWD Dawson; A. D.
Willard, WGAC Augusta, and, ex-officio,
John E. Drewry, dean of the Grady School.
Broadcasting
Telecasting
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KMGM-TV

The sensational MGM-TV success story has made trade
headlines and station history from L.A. to N.Y. No matter
where you put the M-G-M features, they skyrocket ratings
right up to the skies.
In Minneapolis-St. Paul all the odds were against the
M-G-M features coming up with a top rating. They were
programmed on an independent channel— against top network competition— and in a time-slot with a previous rating
history of only 2.4 (Nov. ARB).
Nevertheless, on December 8th, when KMGM-TV

kicked

off with Clark Gable and Lana Turner in "Honky-Tonk", the
average Trendex was 25.3 — topping the second station by
more than ten points! Average share: 48.8%.
If you are statistic-minded, this is about equal to all three
of the competing stations combined. And if you're billingconscious, it means that now is the time to make inquiry
about the availability of the M-G-M library in your area.

LOEWS INCORPORATED
Write, wire or phone
Charles C. Barry, Vice-President, 1540 Broadway, New York

TRADE ASSNS.
Industry to Observe
Farm Broadcasting Day
FARM SERVICES offered by radio and
television stations will be given recognition
by the industry with the first Farm Broadcasting Day, to be held Feb. 2 under the
joint sponsorship of NARTB, National
Assn. of Tv & Radio Farm Directors and
the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture.
such annual
a "day"convention
was first discussed
at Idea
the for13th
of the
NATRFD last November in Chicago [B»T,
Dec. 3]. The farm directors appointed a
committee to plan the day, composed of
Chairman C. W. (Jack) Johnson, KCMO
Kansas City; Donald G. Lerch Jr., Washington agricultural specialist, and Layne Beatty,
chief of the Dept. of Agriculture radio-tv
service. President Harold Fellows of the
NARTB and Joe Sitrick, NARTB manager
of publicity and informational services, are
working closely with this committee.
Mr. Lerch said that a definite effort is
being made to tie in the farm directors' program with station management in promoting
Farm Broadcasting Day. He stressed the
three important services which farmers want
most and receive from radio and tv stations— weather, farm news and market reports.
"We hope to broaden the basis of understanding and appreciation of the important
services provided (to farmers and the general public alike) by farm broadcasting," Mr.
Lerch said in pointing out that Farm Broadcasting Day would be directed as much
toward city dwellers as the rural population.
President Fellows sent a letter, dated Dec.
28, to radio and tv stations announcing
NARTB's participation in Farm Broadcasting Day and urging stations to participate in
any way they see fit. The letter offered a free
promotion kit containing a sample news release, sample proclamation for mayor or
other officials, list of program and promotion
ideas, sample scripts, spot announcements,
free films, laudatory statements from industry and government leaders and background data.
Judging from the response by stations to
the letter — with the NARTB receiving over
300 requests for the kit in "the first few
days" following the letter — the first Farm
Broadcasting Day will be an "outstanding
success," according to Mr. Fellows.
NATRFD President Jack Timmons,
KWKH Sheveport, plans a similar letter to
all members of his organization to promote
the special observance.
NBC Radio plans to participate with a
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special program on its Saturday National
Farm and Home Hour. Among prominent
persons who will participate in Farm
Broadcasting Day through recorded statements are Secretary of Agriculture Ezra
Taft Benson, congressional agricultural committee chiefs, national farm organization
heads, a commissioner of the FCC and possibly President Eisenhower.
Appropriately enough, Farm Broadcasting
Day will fall on Ground Hog Day, which according to custom, gives an insight on the
type of weather (of vital interest to farmers)
for the next six weeks.
March IRE Convention Shortens
Long Distance to Its Exhibitions
AT LEAST 50,000 radio engineers and
scientists are expected to attend the mammoth annual Institute of Radio Engineers'
national convention and engineering show
to be held March 18-21 in New York, and
for which plans already are underway.
The sessions next spring will mark the
end of the long trek by subway and bus
which engineers have had to make from the
Waldorf-Astoria in midtown Manhattan to
the Kingsbridge Armory in the Bronx, as
they shuttled between technical sessions and
exhibits. The March 18 convention-exhibit
will be held at the Waldorf-Astoria and the
huge
away. New York Coliseum less than a mile
The IRE's technical program committee
is setting up 55 technical sessions, 33 to be
held at the Waldorf and 22 at the Coliseum.
All four floors of the Coliseum will be available for the 840 exhibitors. Registration
will be handled on arrival at either the hotel or the Coliseum. Fees are $1 for IRE
members and $3 for non-members.
NARTB Membership Now 2,126,
Fellows Reports at Yearend
MEMBERSHIP of NARTB reached a new
high as the association entered 1957, rising
to 2,126 members, according to President
Harold E. Fellows. A net gain of 117 am
stations brought that total to 1,354, with 42
tv additions bringing that group to 320 members. Six fm stations were added, for a total
of 328. There are four am and three tv network members plus 117 associates.
Mr. Fellows termed an 8% increase in
radio advertising over 1955 the "greatest
percentage advance since 1948." He found
further evidence of radio's good health in the
sharp increase in set purchases, especially
portable transistorized types, fm sets and
clock radios.
Tv viewing has reached nearly 1.5 billion
home hours per week, according to Mr. Fellows. He said viewing now occupies more
time than any single activity except working
or sleeping for the average viewer.
Ruth Jones Before RTES Seminar
RUTH JONES, broadcast media supervisor
at J. Walter Thompson, New York, is scheduled to speak on the topic of working with
station representatives and managers from
the timebuyer's viewpoint tomorrow (Monday) at a timebuying and selling seminar to
be held by the Radio & Television Executives
Society at the Shelton Hotel in New York.

FCBA Announces 1957 Officers,
Executive Committee Nominations
THE committee on nominations of the Federal Communications Bar Assn. has announced nominations for officers and executive committee memberships for 1957.
Nominated for FCBA officers were George
S. Smith, for president; William C. Koplovitz
for first vice president; Leonard H. Marks,
second vice president; Norman E. Jorgensen, secretary; J. Roger Wollenberg, assistant
secretary, and David S. Stevens, treasurer.
Harold Mott and Verne R. Young were
nominated for three-year terms on the FCBA
executive committee. The nominations will
be submitted at the FCBA's annual meeting,
Jan. 11, 1957.
The FCBA annual banquet will be held
that night at the Sheraton Park Hotel with
Neville Miller toastmaster and with members of the FCC, Congress and the judiciary
as guests. Entertainment, furnished by BMI,
will include Pearl Chertok, CBS staff jazz
harpist Betty Johnson, Don McNeill, Breakfast Club m.c; Eddy Arnold, country music singer, and Joe Venuti, accordionist.
Film Council Nominee

Slate

Headed by Alfred Goldsmith
NOMINATION of Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, consultant to RCA, NBC, and other
companies, as president of the National
Television Film Council for 1957 has been
announced by John J. Schneider, vice president of Lennen & Newell, New York, and
incumbent NTFC president.
Others nominated for offices were Lou
Feldman, Du Art Film Labs, executive vice
president; Sydney A. Mayers, Regent Productions, executive secretary; Sally Perle,
Central Casting Corp., general secretary;
Marvin Rothenberg, MPO productions, production vice president; Saul Turrell, Sterling
Films, distribution vice president; David
O'Shea, Weed Television, station vice president; Marshall G. Rothen, Kenyon & Eckhardt, agencies vice president; William J.
Reddick, W. J. German Co., laboratories
vice president, and Stan M. Cole, Mel Gold
Productions, membership vice president.
Curry to Manage RAB Division
JOHN T. CURRY JR., on the sales staff of
Radio Advertising Bureau since April of last
year and before that sales promotion manager at WEEI Boston, has been named
manager of RAB Station Services, succeeding James F. Baker, who resigned Dec.
31, it was announced last week by RAB
Station Services Director Arch L. Madsen.
S. C. Assn. to Meet Jan. 16-17
THE ANNUAL convention of South Carolina Radio & Tv Broadcasters Assn. will be
held Jan. 16-17 at Hotel Columbia, Columbia, S. C. Wallace Martin, WMSC Columbia,
and Charles Pittman, WCOS Columbia, are
co-chairmen of the convention. Harold R.
Krelstein, WMPS Memphis, will be a
speaker. Broadcasting
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Unlike this gentleman, we consider it foolhardy to
plunge into anything without first having all
the facts in hand.
When

we make sales calls, intelligent advance

preparation stands behind them. It's a ruling premise of
successful representation for successful television stations
Knowledge of advertisers' problems and station
background is not only important, but necessary to the
salesman eager for and interested in getting the
most for the stations he represents.
All this — plus hard work and conscientious effort for a
limited group of stations — add up to an outstanding
calibre of performance. What it means in profitable
results is, we think, worthy of examination by others.
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and
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Inc.

television — the only medium
New York
Chicago
San Francisco
Atlanta

WCDA-B
WFMY-TV
WDAF-TV
WMTW

Albany

WAAM

Baltimore

Greensboro/ Winston-Salem
Kansas City

Mt. Washington

WHAS-TV
WRVA-TV

W BEN-TV
JVTPA
Louisville
Richmond

Buffalo

WJRT

we serve
Flint

Harrisburg
WTMJ-TV
WSYR-TV

Milwaukee
Syracuse

TRADE ASSNS.
New York Chapter of ATAS Urged
To Back Tv Workshop for Writers
A PROPOSAL that the New York chapter
of the Academy of Television Arts & Sciences sponsor a tv workshop that would develop and encourage new and young writers,
actors, directors and technicians in the tv
field has been made by Nat Hiken, creatorproducer-writer-director of You'll Never Get
Rich, on CBS-TV.

Television
brings

you

Mr. Hiken noted that there now are only
an estimated 250 working comedy writers in
tv today and that inevitably a "drying up"
process will take place. The creator of the
Phil Silvers' filmed comedy series was one
of three speakers on Dec. 7 to take up the
subject of a tv talent shortage before members of the New York chapter.
Tv writer Rod Serling said his colleagues
create in the narrowest scope of any writers
in the U. S. today because of taboos im-

Programs
your

off

posed by sponsors, agencies and networks.
Other problems for the tv writer, he said, are
those of identity and economic status. Actor
Sydney Blackmer added his plea for the development of a workshop to teach tv acting
techniques. Lawrence Langner, producer of
U. S. Steel Hour on CBS-TV. said he looked
forward to the time when tv would reflect
the status of the legitimate theatre wherein
"its health derives from the freedom to deal
freely with all subjects."

America,

Inc.

first
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ADVERTISING
with the complete materials on the opposite page, you
can make up an advertising announcement for a success
story series ... a new television film program — America's
first "Eastern"— from
^ 'jjm £j

g man or woman can put the campaign together in
lO -18 seconds. Just tear out the opposite page, and separate it
into four sections as perforated. Arrange the four sections which
are lettered Q so that they make up the first page of the announcement. Turn these same sections over, and they will
form a second page.
Advertisement
"MOST
IN

MEMORABLE

AMERICAN

CHARACTER

FICTION"
NOW
FOR TV
TV the melodrama of the early EastTelevision's first "Eastern", Hawkeye and the Last of the Mohicans,
ern frontier days. It was filmed on location in authentic French-Indian
based on James Fenimore Cooper's
famed Leatherstocking Tales, is the war territory.
new action drama available to TV
Heralded by amusement critics as
sponsors. Hawkeye, called by The
having excellent "potential for all
Cambridge History of American Lit- ages," (Billboard, December 22,
1956), Hawkeye and the Last of the
"the most
memorabjte
charactererature,
American
fiction
has given
to Mohicans presents a hero who is
the world," faithfully recaptures for known and loved by all ages, described

by The Saturday
as "the
most
famous
character Review
the world
over,
in
American fiction." Because of the TV
series' attention to historical detail
and' its adult scripting, it is critically
acclaimed as all-family fare, "not a
juvenile show, but a good show for
It stars John Hart as Hawkeye and
youngsters."
Lon
Chaney as his faithful Mohican
friend, Chingachgook, and is distributed by TP A (Television Programs
of America, Inc.), 488 Madison Avenue, New York City.
Advertisement
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NETWORKS
DENNING,
NAMED

SARNOFF,

NBC

VICE

GRAHAM

PRESIDENTS

• Denning continues to administer talent, show pacts
• Thomas Sarnoff leaves film branch for Pacific Div.
• Graham

promotion caps long tenure as Pacific counsel

ELECTION of three NBC executives to vice
presidencies was announced Friday by Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC president.
Elected were James E. Denning, director
of the talent and program contract administration department at NBC since November
1955, to vice president, talent and program
contract administration; Thomas W. Sarnoff,
who resigns as vice president of California
National Productions (NBC film subsidiary)
to become vice president, production and
business affairs, Pacific Div., and Richard
H. Graham, RCA's Pacific coast counsel, to
vice president, law, Pacific Div.
After association with a law firm from
1939 to 1944, Mr. Denning served for three
years as secretary and general counsel for
Press Wireless Inc. and affiliated companies.
Later he joined RCA Communications Inc.
as director of industrial relations, moving in
1951 to NBC's legal department as a senior
attorney and in January last year was named

manager of talent and program contract
administration.
Thomas W. Sarnoff, the youngest son of
Brig. Gen. Sarnoff, RCA board chairman,
and Mrs. Sarnoff, was associated with ABC
in Los Angeles in 1949, starting as a floor
manager and subsequently becoming assistant director and then assistant to the production manager. He later served as supervisor of sales operations. His next move was
to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, where he gained
film production experience. After joining
NBC in 1952, Mr. Sarnoff was assistant to
the director of finance and operations in the
Pacific Div., advancing to complete responsibility for the post, the title of which was
changed to director of production and business affairs.
Mr. Graham was first employed by RCA
as an attorney in Febraury 1933. Nine years
later he was appointed RCA's Pacific coast
counsel. He served with the Navy during
World War II.

STABILE

Formerly with the Authors League of
America and with the William Morris Agency legal department, he moved to ABC's
legal department in December 1951. In January 1953 he was named administrative
manager of the program department. In
March 1954 he became director of business
affairs and in January 1956 was named vice
president in charge of business affairs. He
became vice president and general counsel
last May, meanwhile also becoming assistant
secretary of AB-PT.
Mr. Stabile is the second ABC ranking
official to move to NBC since former ABC
President Kintner signed as an NBC executive vice president, but Mr. Stabile's move,
it was understood, was not related to Mr.

TO

TAKE

LEAVES
NBC

ABC

POST

JAMES A. STABILE has resigned as vice
president and general counsel of ABC, and
as assistant secretary of the parent American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, to join
NBC's talent and
program contract
administration department.
He agreed to remain at ABC temporarily pending
selection of a successor but hopes to
report for his new
NBC duties between Jan. 15 and
Feb. 1.
MR. STABILE
Meanwhile, reports were circulating anew last week that John H. Mitchell,
vice president and special assistant to ABPT President Leonard H. Goldenson, would
move almost momentarily to the West Coast
to take up new responsibilities there [B«T,
Nov. 19, 1956]. Mr. Mitchell was vice president in charge of the ABC television network until Robert E. Kintner resigned in a
policy dispute with Mr. Goldenson in October when the AB-PT chief took active
command of ABC and installed Oliver
Treyz, former TvB president, as television
network head [B*T, Oct. 22, 1956].
Talent and program negotiations and contracts— the field in which Mr. Stabile will be
working at NBC — also came under his direction during his ABC tenure.
Broadcasting
Telecasting

Kintner's presence at the other network.
The other ABC executive to move to NBC
was Robert Lewine, former vice president
in charge of programming and talent, who
took up his new duties in NBC's tv program
department in mid-December. Mr. Kintner
assumed his duties as NBC executive vice
president last Wednesday.
Crane-Mounted Tv Camera
To Cover Inaugural for CBS
CBS NEWS, which introduced a number of
new devices into its electronic coverage of
last year's convention and election night
round-ups, is slated to unwrap a giant hoistlift crane-mounted camera and a completely
self-contained mobile tv transmitting station
to the industry two weeks from today (Monday). At that time, CBS-TV will join the
other two tv networks in covering the 48th

Biggest Twin Cities traffic jams
are in store aisles —
; ( downtown, uptown, wherever
WLOL's Big 5 disc jockeys
say "Go!" Local businessmen
know that. That's why they
buy WLOL in preference
to any other station.
The local businessman will
li tell you too that WLOLi delivered crowds reach first
nn
for WLOL-sold brands.
It's a merchandising fact that
m

will work for you! Let B-5
selling impact send the aislejammers your way

.:..■>

Top Independent Radio in
MINNEAPOLIS • ST. PAUL
1330 on the dial
5000 watts
LARRY BENTSON, President
Wayne "Red" Williams, Mgr.
Joe Floyd, Vice-Pres.
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presidential inauguration [B»T, Dec. 17,
1956].
The huge crane operations will be located
in front of the Treasury Bldg., to allow the
network to give viewers an overhead, onemile view along Pennsylvania Ave., to the
Capitol. The transmitter (including camera
and power) is housed in a streamlined 1947
stock car that will precede the Eisenhower
caravan down Pennsylvania Ave., again giving aunique close-up of the parade. Eighteen
other cameras will be scattered throughout
the route area to follow the inaugural procession from beginning to end. Ten top CBS
newsmen, including Ed Murrow, Eric Sevareid, Charles Collingwood, Doug Edwards
and others, as well as 100 technicians, have
assigned to the project. The network's
been
coverage begins at 11:30 a.m. and will last
through that night's inaugural balls.
Philip Morris Country Music
Carried Regionally on MBS
PHILIP MORRIS Inc. (for Philip Morris
cigarettes), New York, was to sponsor a
special 15-state regional lineup of MBS sta.tions last Friday (9-9:30 p.m.), featuring
The Philip Morris Country Music Show that
the firm will have on tour in the South and
Southeast.
The first broadcast was to originate from
Richmond. Subsequent shows are slated for
Fridays, 9:05-9:30 p.m., and will be limited
to a 200-station MBS group in West Virginia, Virginia, the Carolinas, Georgia,
Alabama, Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi,
Louisiana, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Florida,
the eastern half of Texas and the southern
half of Missouri. Philip Morris touring
country music shows will open in the South,
later expanding to other parts of the country
[B«T, Dec. 10, 1956].
N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia-New
York, is the agency.
Unsuccessful Quiz Contestant
Claims She Was 'Cheated', Sues
SUIT seeking $103,000 in damages was
filed last week in the U. S. District Court
in New York by a west coast night club
dancer and student of astronomy against
Entertainment Productions Inc., New York,
producers of The Big Surprise quiz (NBCTV, Tues., 8-8:30 p.m. EST) and The Speidel Corp., show sponsor.
Dancer Dale Logue, charged in papers
filed by her attorney, Dino Cerutti of New
York, that as a contestant on The Big Surprise, she was asked "deliberately" a question the producers knew she could not
answer and thereby was "cheated out of a
chance" to win the show's $100,000 prize.
Miss Logue claimed she missed a $10,000
question on the program Nov. 6 after she
first had missed it in a "warm-up session"
preceding the telecast.
The suit alleged that the "true purpose"
of such "warm-up sessions" is to give the
producers "a device by which they can
eliminate any contestant" by asking questions before the show until they find one the
contestant cannot answer. That question,
Miss Logue continued, is then used again
on the show and the contestant is eliminated.
As an alternative to the $103,000 in damPage 60 • January 7, 1957

ages, Miss Logue asked for a court directive
restoring her as a contestant on the program.
Steven Carlin, executive producer of Entertainment Productions Inc., described the
allegations as "ridiculous and hopeless." He
said the question asked of Miss Logue after
she had reached the $3,000 level had been
written in cooperation with the Encyclopedia Britannica two and a half weeks before
Miss Logue's second appearance. He said
the purpose of the "warm-up sessions" is to
help contestants feel at ease by providing an
opportunity to them to discuss, their subjects
"in a general way." He added that if these
discussions touched on a question later asked
on the program, "it would be coincidental."
ABC

Execs,

Affiliates

Plan Miami Meetings
ABC NETWORK officials and managers of
the nine ABC-owned radio and television
stations will meet Jan. 15-18 at Balmoral
Hotel in Miami Beach for an exchange of
ideas on programming, sales methods, and
general improvement of station operations.
Leonard H. Goldenson, president of the
parent American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres, will open the four-day meeting on
Jan. 15. James G. Riddell, president and
general manager of WXYZ Inc. (WXYZAM-FM-TV Detroit), will preside throughout the sessions.
Network representatives slated to attend
are Mr. Goldenson; Simon B. Siegel, ABC
treasurer; Oliver Treyz, vice president in
charge of the tv network, and Don Durgin,
vice president in charge of the radio network. Messrs. Goldenson, Treyz, and Durgin also will outline the radio and tv networks' plans for the 1957-58 season.
Station representatives include Mr. Riddell; John Pival, vice president in charge of
WXYZ-TV; Harold L. Neal Jr., vice president in charge of WXYZ Radio; Robert
Stone, general manager of WABC-TV New
York; Stewart Barthlemess, general manager of WABC Radio; Sterling C. Quinlan,
vice president in charge of WBKB (TV) Chicago; Matthew Vieracker, general manager
of WBKB; Selig J. Seligman, general manager of KABC-TV Los Angeles, and John
S. Hansen, general manager of KABC
Radio.
The board of governors of the ABC
Television Affiliates Assn. will meet with
ABC executives in Miami on Jan. 19, it was
announced last week by Fred Houwink,
WMAL-TV Washington, chairman of the
affiliates group. Mr. Houwink said that
preceding this meeting, the board would
convene in a closed session on Jan. 18.
All members of the affiliates board will
attend the board's meetings in Miami, said
Mr. Houwink. Other members include
Joseph Bernard, WGR-TV Buffalo; Donald
Davis, KMBC-TV Kansas City; Joseph
Drilling KJEO (TV) Fresno, Calif.; Joseph
Headky, KCRG-TV Cedar Rapids, Iowa;
Joseph Herold, KBTV (TV) Denver; Harry
LeBrun, WLWA (TV) Atlanta; Robert
Lemon, WTTV (TV) Bloomington, Ind., and
Willard Waldbridge, KTRK (TV) Houston.
Purpose of the affiliates board meeting,

according to Mr. Houwink, is to develop
plans "tovisionfurther
strengthen
the ABC
telenetwork and
the ABC
television
affiliates." He said that the meeting dates
had been selected to enable the affiliate
group to participate in ABC program and
sales planning activities now underway for
next season. He added that the meetings
would provide a means for "ABC's new top
executive team, headed by Leonard Goldenson and Oliver Treyz, to get a firsthand reaction from the television affiliates."

'Tribune' Color Photographs
Taken From NBC-TV Telecast
CHICAGO TRIBUNE last week took advantage of color television in publishing a
series of Tournament of Roses pictures recorded off a color tv receiver in cooperation
with NBC-TV, a few hours after the actual
Noting that time and space precluded
parade.
use of film exposed on the scene, the
Tribune claimed that while the framed
horizontal images "served to remind viewers
that they were seeing a picture of a picture,"
they only served to "emphasize rather than
obscure the pioneering nature of this
feat." The newspaper lauded work of its
photographers, engravers, stereotypers and
pressmen and expressed gratitude to NBC
for cooperation, but the pictures left something to be desired in clarity.
As far back as Jan. 2, 1954, the Minneapolis Star ran a five-column, front-page color photo of a scene from the New Year's
Day Pasadena Tournament of Roses as received over a \1Vi-m. monitoring screen in
the studios of KSTP-TV Minneapolis-St.
Paul from the NBC-TV colorcast of the
event. [B«T, Jan. 11, 1954].
NBC-TV

to

Pay

$3

Million

For Additional 'Dragnet' Films
ACTOR-PRODUCER Jack Webb last week
revealed that despite his differences with
NBC-TV over advertising and promotion of
his Dragnet and Noah's Ark programs, he
has agreed to produce another 78 Dragnet
programs for the network for $3 million.
To the
be produced
Mr. increase
Webb's Mark
VII
Ltd.,
new filmsby will
the total
Dragnet episodes to a total of 276. Reruns
of the NBC-TV show are being syndicated
nationally as Badge 714 by NBC-TV Films.
Dragnet currently is in its sixth season on
NBC-TV and is sponsored by Liggett &
Myers Tobacco Co., for Chesterfields on
Thursday, 8:30-9 p.m. Agency is McCannErickson, New York. Noah's Ark began this
past fall on NBC-TV in the Tuesday 8:30
to 9 p.m. spot. L&M shares sponsorship with
Max Factor Inc. Latter's agency is Doyle.
Dane and Bernbach, New York.
NETWORK

PEOPLE

Robert Rafelson, former news editor of Far
Eastern Network in Tokyo, U. S. Armed
Forces Radio & Television Service, to CBS
Radio program promotion as copy writer.
Lawrence M. Klee, 42, radio-tv writer, died
from a heart attack at his home in Westport,
Conn., on New Year's Day.
Broadcasting
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NETWORKS
NBC

FIGURES

SHOW

RECORD-TOPPING
'56
• Tv sales dollars up 22%
• Year's highlights stressed
"MOST SUCCESSFUL" year in the network's history was the verdict stamped on
1956 by NBC in a yearend review of activities that is being released today (Monday).
Among the report's highlights:
• Celebration of NBC's 30th anniversary
featuring a special convention in Miami
Dec. 12-15.
• Total dollar sales volume up for NBCTV to an all-time high, gaining 22% in
the year.
• Number of advertisers on NBC-TV
increasing to a new peak of 251.
• Scheduling of major color tv programs
on a regular nightly basis; completion of a
$12 million color facilities program including a $3.5 million color expansion program
authorized for this year.
• Inauguration of NBC Radio's "hot
line" news service and a new pattern of
five-minute news broadcasts on the hour;
an all-time monthly record in net sales,
chalking up $7 million in December alone.
• Disclosure by NBC President Robert
W. Sarnoff last month that NBC in 1957
will provide national live programming
especially for educational tv stations.
• Realignment of its executive structure,
creating a new NBC executive council consisting of four new executive vice presidents
and a staff vice president.
Also mentioned in the report were the
creation of tv's first touring opera company; abroadcast unit (actually in 1955) to
coordinate network activity in supplying
radio and tv facilities for sponsored political telecasts; programming that included 90minute color spectaculars, "hit programming," public affairs, educational, news and
sports shows.
NBC emphasized a major improvement
in its tv business during the daytime hours;
its coverage of the political campaigns,
conventions and the election, and various
milestones in world news coverage including
the top action points around the globe . . .
the Middle East, Russia and Hungary.
In sales, NBC-TV noted a greater number of advertisers using color, with 36 advertisers sponsoring regular color shows by
the year's end, or nearly twice as many as
in 1955. Daytime sales were topped by nearly $7 million in new business between Oct.
1 and mid-November, with especially big
gains in afternoon program sales noted
throughout the year. Sponsored hours in the
daytime (7 a.m. -6 p.m. weekdays) increased
in their total by 50% between January and
December of 1956 (from 12 hours to 18
hours weekly).
The participating programs — Today,
Home and Tonight — had all-time high billing levels. A record total of 137 different
advertisers bought participations during the
year, one fourth of them using network
tv for the first time. As of November, more
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than $6 million in billings for the three programs had been signed for 1957 — representing advance orders of nearly 1,000 participation announcements.
Sale of NBC programs to affiliates for resale to local advertisers rose 50% from last
January to more than 80 stations. NBC
TeleSales produced 183 special kinescoped
and closed-circuit presentations for both
prospects and regular advertisers on NBC.
NBC's Program Extension Plan — for national advertisers to buy time on designated
smaller market stations at favorable rates

The rating of all special shows on NBCTV, including spectaculars, is shown as up
16% this year over last. For the spectaculars alone, the gain is placed at 18% and
for other specials, 11%. Among individual
series, the Bob Hope show is credited with
the largest gain 47%. Among the others,
it ranges from 1% in the case of Monday

with no decrease in the stations' compensation— completed its first year last November, increasing its total sponsored network
time by over 50% on the more than 40
stations participating and with virtually
every evening sponsor on NBC-TV taking
advantage of the plan.
NBC also noted that 21 advertisers on
NBC-TV have sponsored evening programs
continuously for the past three years or
more. These include Gillette and Kraft
Foods, both of them original advertisers on
NBC-TV in 1947.

NBC

NBC Radio had 74 different sponsors during the year, an increase of nine over the
preceding year. The radio network had 199
affiliates, 10 of them outside the continental
limits of the U. S. In tv, the number of
affiliates grew from 193 to 201 during the
year. affiliates
At the were
year's able
end, to132rebroadcast
of the NBCTV
the

During the morning session, news editors
were briefed on the network's new "hot
line" service and the new hourly five-minute
newscasts which begin Jan. 14.
Discussing the new look in radio network
news were NBC's Vice President of Public
Affairs Davidson Taylor, Director of News
William R. McAndrew and News Manager
Joseph O. Meyers. Demonstrations of hot
line were shown in the afternoon.
Announced on the eve of the conference,
was the designation of all such newsmen at
188 NBC Radio affiliated stations as "accredited correspondents for NBC News."
At 9:30 p.m. EST, NBC News commentator Chet Huntley was to moderate a special radionews
program
titled,
Regional
editors
for"Forecast:
NBC and'57."
its

network's daily color program schedule,
while 49 have equipped themselves for some
form of local color broadcasting and 21 for
local live color programming.
Combined radio and tv sales of its owned
stations increased 19% during 1956 compared with the previous year — radio sales
alone increasing 14%. Total radio-tv billings
of NBC Spot Sales rose 24% .
NBC also noted the formation of a testmarket research laboratory — "Colortown"
— in cooperation with BBDO, New York;
expansion of its tv network identification
from a traditional 5 seconds to 10 seconds
during the daytime hours and use of IDS
in both prime evening and daytime periods.
In October 1956, the average sponsored
evening program on NBC-TV was carried
by 118 stations, compared to an average of
101 in October 1955.
NBC-TV Reports 42% Increase
For Spectaculars, Special Shows
THE SPECIALS are better than ever this
year, NBC-TV reported last week in an
analysis showing its spectaculars and special one-shot programs enjoying higher ratings this season than either last year or the
year before, when the spectacular concept
was introduced.
The special shows — spectaculars and
nighttime "one-shots" injected into the
regular schedule — also are averaging 42%
higher rating than the average of all nighttime shows scheduled on a regular basis on
the three networks, NBC asserted. Of 69
NBC-TV spectaculars presented during the
last three seasons, the analysis continued,
40% made the Nielsen top ten.

spectaculars (when the top-drawing "Peter
Pan" is counted among last year's Monday
shows) to 17% in the case of Saturday
spectaculars.
Holds Radio News

Seminar,

Emphasizes World-Wide Coverage
A CONFERENCE was held Friday in New
York by NBC Radio and attended by 75
radio news editors from affiliates across the
nation with emphasis on world-wide news
coverage as the main topic.
The day's activities were to be closed with
speeches
by NBC's Vice
President
Robert
W.
Sarnoff, Executive
President
Charles
R. Denny and Vice President Matthew J.
Culligan.

affiliates were to predict the big stories upcoming in their areas in the new year.
Among those slated to take part in the
program: John Thompson, NBC News,
Hollywood; Jack Shelley, WHO Des
Moines; Frank Eschen, KSD St. Louis; Jim
Clark, WWJ Detroit; Frank McGhee,
WSFA Montgomery, Ala., and Tom Eaton,
WTIC Hartford.
Wanamakers

File Five Suits

Against Commentator Lewis
FIVE more libel suits asking damages from
MBS and Fulton Lewis jr., commentator,
were filed last week in connection with a
Jan. 6, 1956, MBS broadcast by Mr. Lewis.
Plaintiffs are Mrs. Pearl A. Wanamaker,
former Washington state superintendent of
public instruction, and her husband, Lemuel
Wanamaker. Suit against KVI Seattle was
filed last month [B«T, Dec. 17, 1956].
MBS affiliates named in three Maryland
suits were WCBM Baltimore, WBOC Salisbury and WJEJ Hagerstown. Damage claims
asked in federal court totaled $500,000. In
Oklahoma the Wanamakers filed suits totaling $300,000 against KOCY Oklahoma City
and KGWA Enid.
Broadcasting
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PERSONNEL RELATIONS
NABET

Utilizes

Tv

To Tell Strike Story
NABET negotiators in Youngstown, Ohio,
stalemated in contract discussions with
WKBN-AM-TV, turned to television last
Wednesday to present the union's story to
the public. The union bought time on
WFMJ-TV Youngstown, with which it has
a contract negotiated last April 30.
The NABET telecast, heard 10:20-10:30
p.m., took a dramatized format as two
characters on a park bench discussed issues
in the WKBN-AM-TV negotiations.
NABET struck the stations some weeks
ago. It represents announcers, newsmen.

floormen-cameramen and directors. IBEW
technicians at the stations also are on strike
pending outcome of negotiations.
The telecast characters included a mythical person who told the NABET story of
negotiations to an average union member,
who in turn described the advantages of
belonging to a union.
In a temporary restraining order handed
down Dec. 20, Judge Harold B. Doyle laid
down strike rules for both union and management. The order had been requested by
WKBN-AM-TV after Warren P. Williamson Jr., president-general manager, and Stu
Wilson, farm director, had been attacked
and beaten Dec. 15 when they attempted to

drive through a large group of pickets and
loiterers.
The order by Judge Doyle in Mahoning
County Common Pleas Court calls on the
union to conduct peaceful picketing at two
specified station entrances, with no more
than three pickets at each entrance at any
one time; bans threats against station personnel or persons doing business with the
stations, and forbids trespassing on station
property as well as congregating or loitering
at entrances.
The court directed the plaintiff stations
to use ordinary care and reasonable speed
in entering or leaving the premises; restrained them from interfering with lawful
picketing or lawful activities incidental to
the strike and ordered plaintiffs to post $500
bond.
Engineers' Strike Threatened
By WQXR-IBEW Disagreement
WQXR New York was threatened by a
strike of 15 engineers last week after a
session with a federal mediator on Wednesday failed to resolve a dispute centering
around the insistence of Local 1212, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers,
that two engineers be assigned at the stabasis. tion's transmitter on an around-the-clock

f

^^^\mi0mm\lu

LOUISVILLE'S

WAVE-TV

CHANNEL 3
FIRST IN KENTUCKY
Affiliated with NBC
|n»c| spot
salesRepresent;
Exclusive National
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with thcat
KENTUCKY

FLAIR!

Here you see Dave Garroway driving up to
Kentucky's magnificent new $16,000,000 State
Fair and Exposition Center — where for two days
in September he originated his Today show.
In a State that's known for showmanship, Kentuckians look to WAVE-TV for the best in
television showmanship. Here's the proof:
PROGRAMMING: Two 1956 Surveys* show that
WAVE-TV gets audience preference!
COVERAGE: WAVE-TV has 66% greater coverage
than the second Louisville station because of its low Channel 3, full power
and greater tower height (914' above
sea level) ! 2,437,000 people are served
by WAVE-TV in 70 mid-Kentucky and
Southern Indiana counties!
EXPERIENCE: WAVE-TV was first on the air in
Kentucky, in 1948. Its experienced
crews have the know-how to help your
programs and your commercials sell!
Let NBC Spot Sales give you all the facts !
''Metropolitan ARB, March, 1956
-ARB Louisville, Feb.. 1956

The station management currently assigns
a single engineer at the transmitter in
Maspeth, Queens. When the station changed
from 10 kw to 50 kw last spring, an arbitrator rejected the union's request for an
extra engineer. With the expiration of the
present contract on New Year's Eve, the
union again sought to have an additional
engineer employed at the transmitter, citing
reasons of safety as the basis for the demand,
but the station demurred.
The union had not implemented its strike
threat by late Thursday. There was speculation that if the engineers struck, it might
affect the operations of The New York
Times, which owns and operates WQXR,
located in the newspaper building. Other
unions at the newspaper and the station have
indicated that their members would not cross
the engineers' picket lines.

WNBF-AM-TV, NABET Dispute
To Go Before N. Y. Mediators
REPRESENTATIVES of WNBF-AM-TV
Binghamton, N. Y., and of local 26, National
Assn. of Broadcast Engineers and Technicians were scheduled to hold a meeting in
New York late last Friday before the state
Mediation Board in an effort to settle the
five-week old strike at the stations [B«T,
Dec. 24, 10, 1956].
Some 34 announcers, engineers and technicians went on strike against the stations
Dec. 1 after a dispute that centered mainly
around wages and fringe benefits. The stations have maintained their broadcast schedules without interruption, using supervisory
personnel initially and later employing replacement personnel, according to George
Dunham, general manager of WNBF-AMTV.
Broadcasting
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WHIO-TVNow

With

Place (market-type):
Three states, 41
counties, 747,640 TV
homes. Retail sales
(Sales Management) —
$3,361,973,000.

FoupP

Added!

Check your schedules for a place
for WHIO-TV, now fortified with
the secret additive FourP.

Plaque:
As evidence
of our merchandising
muscle, Wiedemann
Brewing Co., a very
Pace: WHIO-TV shows
set the hottest pace
around. Pulse consistently rates us with 13,
14 and even 15 of the
top 15 weekly shows.

Independent scientific research
laboratories attest that FourP
sells much more than. See
scientific breakdown

Power: Maximum, with
1104 ft. tower makes
us Number 1 station
in area.

(right).

big beer
in this
market, actually
awarded
us their plaque for
"Outstanding MerNice!
chandising Service!"

Add these four items up and you get FourP, and National
FourPster George P. Hollingbery will add it up or break
it down for you at the sound of the bell. Just ask him.

CHANNEL
Broadcasting

DAYTON,
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OHIO

whio-tv

One of America's
IIgreat area stations
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TELERADIO
O & O'S
UP
$5.6
MILLION
GROSS time sales on RKO Teleradio Picat all parts of the day."
tures' owned and operated stations — six tv,
Mr. O'Neil described the 23% average
seven am — in 1956 exceeded the preceding billing gain among the three independent
year's total by $5.6 million, Board Chair- stations as particularly significant, pointing
man Thomas F. O'Neil reported in a state- out that all three rely on feature films for
ment for release yesterday (Sun.).
bulk of their programming. "If anything
The radio stations averaged a 12% gain, the
more were needed to demonstrate the comwith some of those in larger markets up as
petitive programming power of high-quality
much as 30% above 1955, he asserted. He feature film product, the record of these
foresaw an even greater upsurge for radio
three
serted. stations certainly supplies it," he asgenerally in 1957.
He did not give a precentage figure for
Part of the reason for the average 12%
the tv stations, but said all showed "sub- gain in radio billings, he said, stemmed from
stantial" increases in national spot and local a 15% average rating increase for all netbillings and that the three independent outwork-owned stations in 1956.
lets—WOR-TV New York, KHJ-TV Los
"The great upsurge of advertiser interest
Angeles and CKLW-TV Windsor-Detroit—
averaged a 23% increase for the year. in radio," he continued, "is testimony to the
continuing growth and vigor of the medium
Among network affiliates, he said WNACas a uniquely effective advertising instruTV Boston "made the outstanding showing,"
ment, and indicates that next year should
leading its local competition in billings in all
see
an
even greater acceptance of radio at
sales categories and also, he said, "in ratings

'WORKING WONDERS' DOES JUST THAT
BALTIMORE school-age children (and
The Saturday morning 30-minute telecasts cover a wide range of subjects with
grown-ups, too) have become hobby conlive demonstrations, film clips and all
scious the past few months, and Working
Wonders on WBAL-TV that city has been
manner of gimmicks and gadgets to anthe motivating force, borne out by the
swer such queries as "What causes volsales successes of its sponsor, the Read
canoes?" "What makes jet plane vapor
Drug Co.
trails?" "Why is piloting a ship through
The program, produced by Brent
the Suez Canal so hazardous?" "How
Gunts Productions, Baltimore, is used
does a telephone work?" An abundance
of explosions, flashing electricity and the
exclusively to promote hobby and craft
like are carried out by host Mac Davies
items offered by Read's 56 retail outlets.
to illustrate the answers to the above and
Working Wonders pulled over 1 ,000 mail
other questions.
orders for paint-your-own Christmas card
sets in five days. Other sales results:
Mr. Davies has an extensive backOne commercial produced a complete
ground in science to help answer the
questions his viewers send in. He holds
sell-out of the 720 "Martin Sea-Masters"
the sponsor had on hand. Commercials
both B.S. and MA. degrees and currently teaches physics and geography at
on a crystal radio kit caused Read's to
Baltimore Junior College. All demonstrations and explanations presented on
Working Wonders are prompted by questions from the viewing audience.
The whole motif of the show is that
of a friendly meeting in a basement
workshop, with all elements of the classroom or laboratory eliminated. The subject of science is approached from the
modern application of scientific principles
that is easily understood by the layman.
Shunning the use of expensive laboratory equipment, Mr. Davies builds his
own demonstrations, using items which
would be available in almost every home
MR. DAVIES demonstrates a principle on — balloons, hairpins, umbrellas, etc. Richard Dix serves as straight man on the
'Working Wonders.'
program,
asking questions and summing
send an urgent wire to the distributor for
up significant points of the various demmore kits. Five gross oil paint sets were
onstrations. He also gives the sponsor's
quickly sold (all that Read had on hand),
commercials, using films, completed modwith five gross more ordered far ahead
els and live shots of children actually at
of the usual time for reordering. Brisk
work with various models and kits.
sales of a wide variety of other items
have resulted during the initial weeks of
As Mr. Fleishman puts it: "We like
the wonders that Working Wonders is
the series, according to Frank Fleishman,
buyer for Read Drug.
working for us."
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all levels — national, regional, and local."
RKO Teleradio stations are WOR-AMTV New York; KHJ-AM-TV Los Angeles;
WNAC-AM-TV Boston; CKLW-AM-TV
Windsor-Detroit; WHBQ-AM-TV Memphis;
WEAT-AM-TV West Palm Beach, and
KSRC San Francisco.
Don

Roberts

Forms

Representation Firm
FORMATION of a new radio station representation firm to service local stations exclusively was announced Wednesday by Don
Roberts, formerly director of radio for ABC
Central Div.
The new firm, to
be known as W.
Donald Roberts,
with headquarters
at 203 N. Wabash
St., Chicago, will
be confined to local
low power outlets
in a midwest sevenstate area including
Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Illinois,
Missouri, Indiana,
and Michigan, according to Mr. Roberts, and will sell stations
individually and collectively. In making the
announcement, Mr. Roberts expressed belief
that representatives cannot properly "sell
power on one hand and local stations on the
He reported he has signed an undisclosed
number of stations and anticipates commitments by others in the next few weeks.
Mr. Roberts was a member of the NBC
other."
Spot Sales staff in New York beginning in
1937 and was appointed western sales manager of CBS in 1 942. He was a vice president
of Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles from
1950-52, when he was named director of
Central Div. radio for ABC. He resigned
that post early this past year.
Five New

Additions Made

To Katz Agency Sales Staff
NEW additions to the sales staff of The
Katz Agency, representation firm, have been
announced by Eugene Katz, president. They
are John Gray Bolton Jr., Jack F. Beauchamp and John R. Ginway to tv sales in
New York; Allen Hundley to tv sales in
Dallas,
and Howard J. Stasen to radio sales
in
Chicago.
Messrs. Bolton, Beauchamp and Ginway
will form a new group of "sales trainees" at
Katz, obtaining a 12-to-18 month orientation.
Mr. Bolton formerly was a program service representative with CBS-TV in New
York, Mr. Beauchamp was a freelance radio and tv announcer in New York and Mr.
Ginway was a tv sales service representative
with NBC-TV Sales Service. Mr. Hundley
joins Katz from MBS, New York, and Mr.
Stasen was formerly a media supervisor,
Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee. Mr. Stasen
replaces Nick Bolton, who leaves the Katz
firm to become commercial manager of
WNAX Yankton, S. D.
Broadcasting
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both
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STATIONS
Burke-Stuart Adds 5,
Kerr Heads New Office
IN THE FiRST of a series of expansion
moves planned at Burke-Stuart Co., station
representative. Ted Oberfelder, president,
last Monday announced the opening of a
branch office in Detroit and the addition of
five executives to the company's staff.
Allan W. Kerr was named manager of the
Detroit operation. He formerly was manager
of NBC Spot Sales in that city and earlier
had been with the Hollingbery Co. and
WCBS New York.
Gene Alnwick, formerly chief timebuyer
with C. J. LaRoche Co., New York, and
Lionel Furst, previously media buyer at
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York, have
been added to the New York office as account executives. In line with the expansion
program, Burke-Stuart has established a research-promotion department in New York
under the direction of Robert Braver, formerly chief statistician for The Pulse Inc.
In addition, Mr. Oberfelder said, the company's Chicago office is moving into larger
quarters on Ian. 2 at 35 E. Wacker Dr.
Stephen Kelly, formerly on the sales staff of
KMOX and KXOX St. Louis, has been appointed an account executive in Chicago.
Mr. Oberfelder also announced that
Burke-Stuart has been named national representatives ofWAKR-AM-TV Akron, KTRN
Wichita Falls, KXLA Los Angeles and
WIMR New Orleans.
Lamb Sells Erie, Pa., Newspaper
To His Opposition in That City
THE Erie (Pa.) Dispatch has been bought
by the opposition Erie Times, it was announced last week. Price was reported as
$1,250,000 for the assets of the Edward
Lamb-owned newspaper, but the transaction
also includes a 15-year building lease which
brings the aggregate total close to $2
million. Neither Mr. Lamb's WIKK nor ch.
12 WICU (TV) Erie was involved in the
purchase.
Erie Times owners John J. Mead Jr. and
George J. Mead said that the "needs of this
450,000 population area could be best
served by a morning and evening newspaper." Both the Dispatch and the Times
are evening and Sunday newspapers. The
Times, it was announced, will start a morning newspaper this week. It will be called the
Erie Morning News. The Meads are also
major stockholders in ch. 35 WSEE (TV)
Erie. Pending before the FCC is a WSEE
proposal to move ch. 12 from Erie to
Cleveland and to change the educational
reservation from ch. 41 to 66.
Besides WIKK and WICU, Mr. Lamb
holds a grant for WMAC-TV Massilon,
Ohio; WTOD and WTRT (FM) Toledo,
Ohio, and WHOO-AM-FM Orlando, Fla.
Sale of WTOD and WTRT to Booth Radio
& TV Stations Inc. is pending FCC approval.
Mr. Lamb was the object of an intensive
FCC investigation in 1954-55 on alleged
leftist leanings. An initial decision, issued in
December 1955 recommended that Mr.
Lamb be cleared of these charges. The ComPage 68
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RADIO

ALONE

FOR MIAMI

ROBERT BLAIR CLOTHES (men's
clothing) opened its doors for business in
Miami in November 1952, fully intending
to use newspaper advertising exclusively,
according to partners and brothers Ben
and Henry Kamen. At the last minute, the
brothers decided, through the urging of
account executive Ed Trent, to supplement their opening promotion with a
limited spot schedule on WGBS Miami.
Now, two months into its fifth year,
Blair Clothes uses radio exclusively. The
Kamen brothers spent $10,000 in radio
alone during their fourth year of operation and also used three other Miami
stations — WQAM, WINZ, and Negroprogrammed WFEC — on a limited basis.
The $10,000 figure grew from a $350
outlay for radio the first year Blair
Clothes was in operation. The second and
third years the firm spent between $6,000
and $7,000 in radio.

RETAILER

sonality. .. . You can't beat the "personal
approach' in selling, plus the large circulation, frequency of message and low cost
which only radio can give you. Results on
WGBS radio have proved that to us," is
the way the brothers sum up their use of
radio.
Mr. Trent first sold the Kamen brothers
with the idea of using radio and has been
handling the account and writing all copy
ever since. The store features two pairs of
pants with every suit and is billed as the
"home of 2-pants suits in Miami." The

To quote
Ben from
Kamen:
"WeWegotspent
immediate results
radio.
much more in newspapers [at the start]
than we did radio, yet radio did a better
selling
job sales
for us."
Direct
results for Blair Clothes
immediately after its opening were traced
to the Don Butler Show, WGBS' earlymorning program. Mr. Butler told his
listeners to "Say hello to Ben and Henry
for me." Many customers asked to meet
"Ben and Henry," which impressed the
two brothers and they were easily persuaded to give radio serious consideration
in their advertising plans.
Shortly thereafter newspapers were
dropped and the schedule on WGBS was
expanded considerably. Customers come
from such places as Nassau and Cuba
saying that they had heard about "Ben
and Henry's store" on WGBS, which
operates with 50 kw days and 10 kw
nights. Blair Clothes now uses participating announcements in "personality" programs at early morning, late afternoon
and late evening hours. The personality
gives the Blair commercials himself,
which is responsible for Blair's success on
radio, according to the Kamen brothers.
"The thing that sells best for us is the
'personal approach' by a known air permission has taken no further action at this
time.
The Erie newspaper purchase was handled
by Blackburn-Hamilton Co., radio-tv and
newspaper brokers.
KFBK

Building New

Studios

A $160,000 third-story addition has been
started on the Sacramento (Calif.) Bee
building which will house KFBK Sacramento, owned by McClatchy Broadcasting Co.
KFBK will occupy 6,000 sq. ft. of the 13,000
sq. ft. addition, with the remaining space
reserved for expansion of other McClatchy
newspaper activities.

THE Kamen brothers, Ben (c) and Henry
(r), sign for their fifth consecutive year on
WGBS, calling for a budget expected to
exceed $10,000. WGBS account executive Trent is at left.
copy
like extra
this: pair
"Youfrom
get
double goes
the something
wear with that
About a year ago, the Kamens got the
Robert Blair."
television
bug, but after 10 weeks
dropped tv in favor of an expanded radio
schedule. They also have experimented
with "jingle" commercials but discontinued them in favor of the "personal
Perhaps the best testimonial of the
success of WGBS and radio in selling
Robert Blair Clothes is the fact that when
approach."
the
store first opened Ben and Henry
Kamen handled the sales with only one
tailor for alterations. Today, the brothers
employ two fulltime salesmen, in addition
to themselves, and keep two tailors and a
presser busy.

WKYB-TV Plans Spring Start;
Orders Complete Equipment
WKYB-TV Paducah, Ky., with a spring
target date, has ordered complete telecasting equipment, including a 500-ft. Ideco
tower and RCA 10 kw transmitter, six-bay
superturnstile, transmission line and studio,
control room and camera equipment. The
station has taken title to its 8.6-acre location
on the south edge of Paducah. Officers of the
planned ch. 6 outlet include E. J. Paxton Jr.,
president and general manager; Sam Livingston, assistant general manager, and Ernest
Pell, technical director.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

Here is equipment with which you can give your
public the best in color. To develop it, GPL adapted to
TV the world-famed equipment of an affiliated GPE
Company— the SIMPLEX Projector Mechanism and Sound
Head, standard of the motion picture world.
Run your eye down this list of GPL 35mm. projector
features . . . then take a look at your present equipment.

#
#
#
#
%
#
#
#
9

Flatness of illumination greater than 90% of high level
Jump and weave less than 0.15% of picture width
Resolution in excess of 500 lines
40% nominal application time
Relay condensing optics for field lens or direct-in operation
Dual lamp system for completely reliable operation
Standard motion-picture sound specifications
Permits still-frame operation
Designed for 3-vidicon color or monochrome chain
CAN

YOU

AFFORD

TO

WAIT?

Write, wire or phone for detailed information.
General Precision Laboratory Incorporated
A SUBSIDIARY OF GENERAL PRECISION EQUIPMENT CORPORATION Pleasantville, New York

STATIONS

A

$25,000,

WSVA-TV

parlays

DONE-BY-THEMSELVES

imagination,

WANT to build a television studio-office
building for less than $25,000?
With 2,240 feet of space?
And a special type of economical concrete flooring that appears to solve one of
televisions most acute studio problems?
The formula is simple — a little do-it-yourself urge, some ingenuity and an FCC construction permit.
The result is a completely practical, if not
glamorous, structure that now is housing
everything but sales and management personnel for a small-market tv station that has
just added live telecasting.
This structural feat has just been achieved
by WSVA-TV Harrisonburg, Va. The project was directed by an ex-NBC vice presi-

ingenuity

and

a cp

sure that his new studio facilities are performing up to expectations. He is especially
happy about the concrete floor, a low-cost
job that combines hardness, easy dollying,
desirable thermal traits and probably long
life.
And "Ham" Shea is providing the Shenandoah Valley and contiguous areas with
live programs that emanate from a 28x32
ft. studio equipped with flexible production
facilities.
Last July, when Mr. Shea took over
WSVA-AM-FM-TV, he looked out his corner window at a 28x80 ft. galvanized building shell that had been put up in three days
by a crew of five — 15 man days. As 50%
owner and president-general manager of the

FROM the office end, WSVA-TV's new metal studio-office building looks like this. At
extreme left is the old metal garage used for storage. At rear is the studio end of the
building, with higher ceilings to accomodate props and lights. Inset shows the original
WSVA plant, which includes both radio and tv executive offices.
dent, Hamilton Shea, now WSVA-AM-FMTV 50% owner and general manager, and
his chief engineer, Warren L. Braun, who
put the tv station on the air in 1953.
A "sidewalk superintendent" of attainment who had watched many a New York
skyscraper creep upward, from his vantage
point in a Radio City office, Mr. Shea
watched his own building project develop
in three months from building shell to completed tv headquarters. Mr. Braun, who
draws blueprints and dabbles in architecture
as a hobby, watched the first live program
come out of his galvanized-iron building a
fortnight ago.
While no engineer is ever satisfied with
anything, Mr. Braun concedes under presPage 70 • January 7, 1957

properties (Transcontinent Tv Corp. owns
the other half), he decided WSVA-TV
should go ahead with the live tv project
conceived by Frederick L. Allman, former
owner.
Mr. Shea called in Mr. Braun, who
brought along some blueprints and figures
he had compiled while the transfer was
being worked out. The plans looked good,
and the cost figures made sense, so the goahead signal was given. At this point Architect Braun changed hats and became Contractor Braun.
The first step was to lay the floor. Here,
again, Mr. Braun's architectural hobby provided an answer. Last February he had read
an advertisement in House & Home that de-

into

practical

scribed a new
developed by
Alpena, Mich.
Mansour Jr.,
Harrisonburg.

TV

studios

light-weight concrete process
Elastizell Corp. of America,
The company sent Alex E.
of its engineering staff, to

Mr. Braun explained what he wanted in
a floor. Mr. Mansour said the relatively new
Elasticrete process developed by his company would meet the specifications for the
main body of the floor, providing a strong,
light-weight base with low thermal conductivity plus minimum danger of cracking.
He took some soil samples and returned
to Michigan.
When Mr. Shea gave the green light,
things started to happen out on the hill west
of Harrisonburg. Rounding up local labor
and equipment, Mr. Braun went to work on
the floor. First he put down a layer of river
sand, as recommended by the Elastizell
people. On top of the sand he put a layer of
copper sheets to isolate the building from
the am and fm emissions put out from the
adjacent towers.
The copper was covered with Visqueen, a
polyethylene sheet that helps prevent curing
cracks in concrete. Reinforcing steel, with
built-in bolsters to keep it in place, was installed and the floor was ready for its basic
Elasticrete mix.
This form of cement includes hydrolized
protein, producing a fluffy sort of aerated
concrete akin to lemon-pie meringue. The
mixture included a liberal portion of air
along with water, sand, cement and hydrolized protein, and some emulsified asphalt to
make it water-resistant. Conduits and plumbing had been placed before the pouring beAtop the four-inch layer of Elasticrete
went a two-inch layer of conventional concrete, poured a day later. As soon as this
concrete was poured, a layer of Hydroment
gan.
was trowled on as a hardener. The Hydroment, made by Upco Chemical Co. of
Cleveland, provides a surface about four
times as hard as concrete and gives the floor
its permanent green color.
In a brief time WSVA-TV had an economical floor that met Mr. Braun's first
specification — hard enough to stand a hammer dropped from the roof. Thermally it's
meeting another specification — suitable for
the office end of the building where a cold,
concrete floor would be uncomfortable. No
sign of a crack has appeared since the floor
was completed just after Labor Day.
While the floor cost is about 25% higher
than normal concrete, no insulation or surface material such as asphalt tile is necessary. Said Mr. Braun: "It's rock-hard. There
isn't a sign of a scratch. It's easy to dolly
over. It's what we wanted. And it's permanent, judging by four months experience."
Telecasting
Broadcasting

PROJECTION ROOM

STUDIO and production functions of WSVA-TV are efficiently housed, facilities. The new building adjoins the original WSVA
This skeletonized layout depicts the office unit (left) and studio
where executive offices are located.
The studio-office building is similar to the
galvanized steel transmitter house Mr.
Braun had built in 1953 on a mountain
spine. He had used Armco, with the structure fabricated at the American Rolling
Mills plant, Middletown, Ohio. The sheets
had been easily hauled up the rugged mountain trail.
Armco, with the building skin providing
built-in superstructure and requiring no interior finishing, offered a simple, low-cost
answer to the studio housing problem when
Mr. Allman, former owner, decided last
spring to go ahead with plans for live production, Mr. Braun said.
Having built a number of radio stations,
with a year as engineering director of
WAAM (TV) Baltimore while that station
was being constructed and put on the air,
Mr. Braun had some practical ideas. He
loves beautiful buildings in the manner of
the architect, but contends that "esthetic

features show up as debits at the end of
the year." So he asked himself these questions, "How often would esthetic features
influence a salable program?" and "How
much would they affect public opinion of
the
station?" The answers were supplied by
Armco.
From Highway 33, three miles west of
Harrisonburg, the functional studio building
is partly hidden by the original radio headquarters— an attractive one-story masonry
office structure that houses executive, sales
and other personnel not directly concerned
with the routine tv studio operation.
Hence the original management decision
to concentrate on an efficient functional and
low-cost tv structure. This decision was
proved sound when the building was formally opened Dec. 15. The quality of the
live service, management felt, justified the
concentration on studio facilities rather than
exterior charm.

CONSTRUCTION
July 15:

Aug. 5:
Aug. 10:
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

15:
20:
25:
7:
8:
10:
15:
17:

TIMETABLE

Installed basic electrical entrance.
Installed plumbing, furring installation; placed earth
fill and compacted.
Installed electrolytic ground system under building.
Placed sand fill, vibrated and wetted to compact.
Placed copper sheet floor and soldered to building
frame.
Placed plastic sheet over copper floor.
Placed electrical duct work and slab reinforcing.
Prepared level gauges, etc.
Poured # 1 floor of Elasticrete.
Prepared reinforcing (steel) for top floor.
Poured top floor; surfaced with Hydroment topping.
Placed partitions for office areas.
Installed Neoprene surfaced glass wool in studio on

Broadcasting

• Telecasting

ON

structure,

There's more than building shell and
flooring to the story of the WSVA-TV construction project. The interior finish was
planned with equal attention to economy
and efficiency. Take insulation, for example.
The main studio walls and ceiling were covered with Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp.
blankets, finished on one side with a Neoprene surface that can be spray painted.
The blankets are held in place by Graham
Insulpins, nails electric-welded to the building skin. Disc clip-heads about an inch in
diameter are attached to each nail. The
glass wool is nailed to the roof by the same
method.
The roof, incidentally, is made of the
same U-shaped galvanized panels used for
the sides except that the ribs are faced outward. Another feature of the Armco panels
is the ability to drive Hylex nails into the
panel joints. This permits easy fastening of

WSVA-TV

PLANT

Graham Insulpin system.
Sept. 25: Started installation of studio control room walls.
Sept. 28: Hung doors; started installation of heat pumps.
Oct. 1: Installed acoustical ceiling.
Oct. 15: Installed equipment racks and initial wiring for equipment.
Oct. 20:

Started installation of above-floor, plumbing and darkroom equipment.
Started dry wall tapping.
Oct. 25:
Nov. 1: Started installation of studio lighting system.
Nov. 20: Started installation of studio technical equipment.
Started installation of camera chains.
Nov. 25:
Completion
of camera chains, etc.
Dec. 1:
Rehearsal.
Dec. 3:
Dec. 15: On air.
January 7, 1957
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BEFORE: Looking from office end of WSVA-TV building through
studio area prior to live telecasting.
props, braces and other studio gear to the
joints, similar to wooden studding.
Whereas the large studio is finished on
the interior by glass-wool blankets, the office
part of the building uses conventional dry
wall, U. S. Gypsum Sheetrock. Celotex
sound-absorbent ceilings are attached to
metal furring. Ordinary 34 -inch wooden
furring is used on the walls. Offices are comfortable due to rock-wool bats, low thermal
conductivity of the special concrete floor
and a heat-pump system.
The Westinghouse heat pumps, which use
no fuel, draw heat from the outside air
even in winter and provide cool air in
summer. The thermostat directs the pumps
to provide heat if the indoor temperature
drops below 70 degrees and to provide cool
air if the temperature rises over 73. Two
five-ton units are installed in outdoor metal
bins. Plastic underground wiring is used to
prevent vibration from reaching the building. Two five-ton units are adequate since
the system uses the flywheel effect of the
walls and fixtures — their ability to absorb
heat.
The building includes art room, 10x11;
film preview room, 11x19; dark room,
11x11; projection room, 7x9V/2; L-shaped
office adding up to 280 sq. ft.; program director's office, 9xl01/2, and two combination
dressing-rest rooms. Outside is a former
garage, used for storage.
All this for less than $25,000, including
the studio fixtures (except lighting system),
flooring, ball-bearing sliding door, wiring
ducts, toilets, conduits and air pump.
Installation of lighting was simplified by
the Armco support beams. Roll-O-Matic
Stage Corp., Temple, Pa., used 10 Century
18-inch scoops and 10 Fresnelite combination spot-floodlights. Since no secondary
supporting was needed, costs were held
down.
Mr. Braun's diversified experience in construction and electronics started in his high
Page 72
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AFTER: Live programming looked like this upon dedication of the
new WSVA-TV studio Dec. 15.

school days when he and a partner operated
a radio service shop and mobile p. a. system.
They rented out the p. a. unit for dances in
west central Illinois towns, supplementing
the rent by selling p. a. spot announcements
at 25^ each to merchants. After some schooling at Valpariso Technical Institute he went
to Virginia in 1941, joining Mr. Allman.
After Pearl Harbor he became a section head
of the World War II Engineering Scientific
Management War Training Program. At the
age of 19 he found himself teaching electronics at Virginia Polytechnic Institute's
extension course, held at Shenandoah College. He had advanced students and even

LIGHTING flexibility in the WSVA-TV
studio is shown by Warren L. Braun,
chief engineer, who piloted the Virginia project from the blueprint stage
to final furnishing.

doctors of science in his classes.
After brief service in the infantry as a
draftee, he helped build WTON Staunton,
Va., out of any spare gear he could round
up in the era of postwar shortages. The station operated until recent years with the
original gear. Later he built WJMA Orange,
Va., and WSIR Winter Haven, Fla., for Mr.
Allman. He went to WAAM (TV) Baltimore in 1948 with Mr. Allman, a stockholder, to help construct that station and
get it on the air, remaining until proof-ofperformance tests were complete.
When Mr. Allman was adding tv to the
WSVA-AM-FM operation back in 1953, Mr.
Braun picked a remote transmitter site on
Big Mountain, a half-hour's drive northeast
of Harrisonburg. The Armco transmitter
house has a low-cost front, ornamental in
the southern tradition. It provides cover out
to the shale parking space and looks like the
front porch of a plantation manse, an esthetic touch that often gives this functionalminded engineer a quiet chuckle.
The planning and sweat that went into
WSVA-TV's studio project after Mr. Shea
and Transcontinental took over brought their
reward the weekend of Dec. 15 when over
7,000 people from points up to 75 and
more miles from Harrisonburg appeared for
the dedication. Mr. Shea discovered once
again the intimacy of relations between
small-market broadcasters and the populace
they serve.
After a half-year as a businessman in the
heart of the famed Rockingham turkey
country he is deeply convinced that the ulcerated metropolitan pace is for the birds —
the office birds — nesting at skyscraper desks.
He'll take life in a small town any day,
and every day, looking out the window frequently atthe lush valley and distant mountains and watching activity in the adjoining
galvanized shell.
It's no Taj Mahal but it does the job and
does it well — for less than $25,000.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
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HIS

Your client, your idea, your planning,
your spot ... all are dependent upon
the move this hand makes now
At WNCT this is an "old hand" skilled
through experience in precise production. With Emily Post-ish exactness,
this hand "does the right thing at the
right time" hundreds of times a day,
completing work initiated and developed by people he's never seen.

FINGERTIP

This final move is the most important
one for it vitalizes your efforts, delivering your message to Eastern North Carolina. You needn't worry. The move will
be the right one. WNCT advertisers
know that!

REPRESENTED

Broadcasting

Telecasting

jS^jfaeHvau ★ 7b e.
channel 9 primary c»s *ff.
316,000 Campbell,
win full0«n.
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WSYR

CUTS ELVIS

THE WSYR Syracuse, N. Y., policy
of banning Elvis Presley records has
been backed "practically without exception" bythe station's listeners, according to E. R. Vadeboncoeur, president and general manager.
The station received a "flood of correspondence" after it cut away from
a network (WSYR is an NBC affiliate)
program during the playing of a Presley recording. "It is our belief that we
have an obligation to our listeners to
bring them the best and the finest in
programming and I feel that we would
be neglecting a trust if we failed to ban
the Presley
recordings," Mr. Vadeboncoeur stated.

KGDM

Now

Independent KRAK

KGDM Stockton, Calif., dropped its CBS
affiliation and changed its call letters to
KRAK Jan. 1, the 13 th anniversary of the
5 kw clear channel station. In announcing
the changes, co-owners Gene Chenault and
Alan Torbet also said that Mark Fidler has
joined KRAK as news editor and Elaine
Torres has been added as sales service director.

Killeen, Tullock to New Posts
At WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee
JOSEPH W. KILLEEN has been named
assistant sales manager of WTMJ Milwaukee and William O. Tulloch has been named
assistant sales manager of WTMJ-TV in a
reorganization of sales activities at the Milwaukee Journal stations. Neale V. Bakke
continues as sales manager for both radio
and tv.
Mr. Killeen, who began his broadcasting
career as an announcer in 1932, became a
radio salesman and was sales manager of
WSAU Wausau, Wis., when the Journal Co.
bought that station in 1947. He has been a
member of the WTMJ sales staff since 1947.
Mr. Tulloch joined the WTMJ sales staff
in 1944 and in 1949 became the first fulltime tv salesman for WTMJ-TV.
Mr. Killeen's staff of salesmen includes
Fred Kunz, Al Buettner, Maurice Kipen and
William Moylan. On Mr. Tulloch's staff are
Earl Millar, James Templeton and Tom
Ericson.
WMEN

Boosts Power

Tallahassee, Fla., on Jan. 1 increased power from 1 kw to 5 kw. Gov.
Leroy Collins threw the switch for the boost.
The station held a phone contest to determine the new area covered. Calls reportedly
were received from as far as 175 miles away.

me,

deal,

WWJ-AM-FM

Issues New

Rates

WWJ-AM-FM Detroit has issued a new
rate card, No. 35, which became effective
Jan. 1. In general, Classes A, B and C program rates remain the same as in Rate Card
34, with small increases reflected in Classes
B and C announcement rates, for participations in Monitor, in Music Over the Weekend, and in personality shows and for special
announcement plans by the station.

to 5 kw

WMEN

" ^So^tell

AGREEING on the contract calling for
Simmons Assoc., New York, to represent KVOD Denver and the Colorado
Network are Doug Taylor (1) of KVOD
and Dave Simmons of the representation firm. The Colorado Network consists of KVOD, KRAI Craig, KBUC
Montrose and KSLV Monte Vista.

jv&t

uduf,

Whether you've lived in America,
Canada or most any country overseas,
chances are you've depended on Toledo, home of the Toledo Scale Company. And in addition to the worldfamous scale manufacturing, Toledo is
listed among the leaders in 11 of the 19
industrial classifications!
Along with Toledo, only WSPD-TV
gives you maximum 316,000 watt
power for complete saturation of Northwestern Ohio's
23 county billion dollar
market! Call
Katz!
m

STORER

WSPD
T b
L E D
O
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WATCH
. . . where

WTCN-TV
BIG

things

are

happening!

WTCN-TVCUmte£l1
ABC

Network

MINNEAPOLIS

Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency, Inc.
Affiliated with WFDF, Flint; WOOD AM & TV,
Grand Rapids; WFBM AM & TV, Indianapolis
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316,000
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CONVINCED
TO CONVINCE a clothing store for
young men that it could reach a large
teenage audience by nighttime radio,
WSAI Cincinnati used an unorthodox
but highly successful approach.
Tom Clay, new personality at the
station, on his 9 to 10:30 p.m. show
spoke of a new sports jacket he had
purchased earlier in the day at Squire's
Shop for Young Men. The manager of
the shop, Mr. Clay related, had expressed interest in nighttime radio advertising but said he felt that few of the
younger set listened. Mr. Clay then
asked his listeners to prove the store
manager wrong and gave the manager's home phone number.
Within 15 minutes the telephone
company supervisor called in to the
station to ask that Mr. Clay request
his listeners not to call — the entire exchange had been jammed. The WSAI
personality Complied with the request,
but the calls continued and even
started up again at 7 a.m. the next day.
The Happy Ending: Mr. Clay now
presents a program from 8 to 9 p.m.
six nights a week for Squire's Shop
for Young Men.
WABD
(TV) Pursues
Timebuyers at Homes
WABD (TV) New York is directing its
"pitch"
name andstraight
on the atair.agency timebuyers — by
The practice was started to promote
Nightbeat, an interview program conducted
by radio-tv veteran Mike Wallace, whose
frank questions have produced some unusually frank replies from celebrity interviewees. Ted Cott, WABD vice president
and general manager, said he found that
Nightbeat had developed a strong following
among agency and advertiser people (Paul
G. Gumbinner of Lawrence C. Gumbinner
Adv. told him, according to Mr. Cott, that
"every agency man in town is pounding
Nightbeat) . So he decided to cash in on the
response. For the past two weeks WABD
audiences have been hearing station breaks
of this sort:
"This is WABD . . . ch. 5, where interesting things keep happening. Trendex Inc. conducted aspecial survey on Nightbeat. The
question asked: 'Have you or a member of

DO-ITYOURSELF
ADVERTISING
ANNOUNCEMENT
FROM f
pa
see page 57

Page 76
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your family watched Nightbeat within the
past two weeks?' Here are the results: 24%
contacted indicated they have seen Nightbeat within the two week period. Note to
Evelyn Jones at Donahue & Coe : the figures
prove what the rest of New York knows
already — Nightbeat is the most talked about
show in town."
(Actually, with Nightbeat scheduled at
11 p.m.- 12 midnight, somewhat too late for
coincidental Trendex calls, WABD (TV)
asked Trendex Inc. a week ago to survey
two separate samples in the 6:30-8:30 p.m.
time block on Wednesday and Thursday.
The average was 24.2%.)
WABD (TV) has extended this type of
commercial into other shows. During its
Warner Bros. Premiere feature film program, for example, it will "tell" Les Dunier.
radio-tv vice president at Emil Mogul Co.,
that Premiere's audience makes "this" the
"best buy of any film presentation in New
York," then will ask him to catch Bette Davis
in "All This and Heaven Too." Or it may
alert its "friends at Foote, Cone & Belding"
to the rating for Looney Tunes.
How do non-agency viewers look at this
new "hard sell?" Replies Mr. Cott: "The
audience has become used to ratings and research material as editorial filler. They know
what we're talking about. It gives those on
the outside a feeling they're on the inside."

Peters, Griffin, Woodward Inc.
Honors Two Account Executives
HONORS for outstanding achievement in
1956 to an account executive in tv and in
radio were to be announced today (Monday)
by Peters, Griffin,
Woodward
Inc.,
station representative firm. Each person is presented
with
the award
of
"Colonel
of the
Winners for
1956 are John A.
Cory,
vice president
of PGW's
Chicago
office, for tv, and
John A. Thompson,
MR. CORY
Year."
assistant sales manager for radio, PGW's New York office, for
radio. Mr. Thompson is PGW's first repeat
winner — he was named a "Colonel of the

Time Clearance Problems Cost
Young Stations $500,000 in '56
AN INABILITY to clear time caused radio
stations represented by Adam Young Inc. to
turn down business worth more than $500,000 in billing last year. This emphasis on
time clearance difficulties was made last
week by Adam Young, president of Adam
Young Inc. and Young Television Corp.,
station representatives, in presenting a yearend statement.
Mr. Young reported, however, that radio
billings handled by Adam Young increased
28% over 1955, and tv billings during the
year were up 38% over the preceding year.
He noted that availabilities in tv also have
become scarcer, with an accompanying move
toward longer contracts to guarantee good
time slots.
In the yearend report, Thomas F. Malone,
head of Canadian Station Representatives
Ltd. (a Young-controlled firm), pointed to
a 1956 billing that was more than 20%
above the previous year, and Stephen A.
Mann, head of Young International, reported business up 46%.
Willim to Coordinate HPL Shows
APPOINTMENT
of John S. Willim
WCBS New York account executive, as
fashion feature coordinator for the Housewives' Protective League programs at CBS
Radio Spot Sales development, is being
jointly announced today (Monday) by
Edward W. Wood, Jr., HPL general sales
manager, and CBS Radio Spot Sales manager, Ray H. Kremer. Named to succeed
Mr. Willim at WCBS was Joseph R. Cox,

JOHN A. THOMPSON (c), assistant sales
manager for radio, Peters, Griffin, Woodward Inc., receives citation naming him
"The Radio Colonel of 1956." Making the
presentation is Russel Woodward (r), PGW
executive vice president and director of
radio. Witnessing the ceremony is the
president of the station representation
firm, H. Preston Peters.
Year" in 1953. The award includes a bonus
and a "substantial" salary increase.
Next year, PGW will initiate three additional awards — "colonelettes"— for a secretary in tv sales or promotion, and a secretary
in radio sales or promotion and another for
those in other assignments. These award
winners also will receive a bonus and salary
hike.

'PELICAN' PREVAILS
EARLE C. ANTHONY, president
and general manager of KFI Los Angeles, returned to his alma mater, U.
of California, at Berkeley, to dedicate
the $100,000 building which he donated to the Pelican, student humor
magazine. He founded the Pelican in
1903 on a $100 bet it wouldn't last a

manager
of CBS Radio Spot Sales' mail
order
department.
Broadcasting
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A FREQUENT LAMENT among station representatives is that too often there
seems to be a breakdown in communications from their clients. This is not a
physical breakdown, but a failure of the station to communicate important
information quickly, accurately, and completely. One particular area where
this failure is felt is that of sales promotion. At The Katz Agency, Research Promotion Director Daniel Denenholz has attempted to forestall such lapses by
preparing a digest of dos and don'ts for submission to promotion managers when
their stations join the Katz list. Here it is:
HOW can a station promotion department
help the national representative do an effective job?
STACKS

OF

Smokestacks have always been
a symbol of activity in our Ohio
River Valley. They came to us
first aboard the picturesque
sternwheelers that opened this
region to phenomenal growth.
They stayed to multiply and multiply above busy mills and factories whose industrial worth today — in the HuntingtonCharleston heart alone — exceeds one billion dollars!
Nowhere in America is there
such a panorama of business under full steam as in the 100-plus
counties served by the four-state
span of WSAZ-TV. Here live
nearly a million families with annual buying power close to /our
billion dollars — a symbol of
booming productivity making
this America's 23rd TV market.
Your advertising cuts a smart
bow wave when you consign it
to WSAZ-TV, only TV station
covering the whole area. Any
Katz office can write the ticket.

HUNTINGTON-CHARLESTON, W. VA
Affiliated with Radio Stations
WSAZ, Huntington & WGKV, Charleston
LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT
Represented by The Katz Agency
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All too often, the work of the promotion department becomes dissipated and
loses its impact because, in the preparation
of information for both the "rep" and the
advertiser, a number of basic and simple
points are overlooked. These are matters of
standard operating procedure which can be
easily remedied and corrected with significant gain.
Over the years, The Katz Agency has developed alist of check points which have
proven to be helpful in enabling a station
to maximize the effectiveness of materials
supplied by its promotion department. They
may at first glance seem rather trivial, but
our experience has shown that ignoring them
can seriously detract from the value of this
information and the time and effort that
goes into its preparation.
Here they are:
1. Identify all information as to station
source. This means call letters and location
of the station. It is remarkable how this bit
of basic data gets lost in an important and
ambitious piece of station promotion. Make
sure that it's easy for representative, agency
or advertiser to know just where the material
comes from. Taking care with this fundamental principle frequently means the difference between a mysterious missive and an
effective, productive expenditure of time and
effort.
2. Be sure to indicate date of issuance.
All too often, it is crucially important to
know whether a specific bit of information
or policy was issued before or after a particular date. This problem become particularly
obvious when agencies and advertisers receive copies of internal station memoranda
which may be un-dated. If station material
is not prominently dated, the representative
has to make an arduous and time-consuming
check of his files — time that could be better
spent taking action on the subject matter of
the information.
3. Separate radio and tv material. Don't
combine information concerning radio and
tv operations in one release. Since most
agencies as well as station representatives
handle both radio and tv, their organizations have been developed along highly departmentalized lines. When, for example,
a report on promotional activities that
covers both radio and television in one
memo is received, it usually means that the
rep must separate the two areas for circula-

tion
to the pertinent departments and individuals.
4. Provide full documentation. Specific
and useful information is the backbone of
station representation. To this end, the representative needs complete documentation
concerning sources, dates, methods of arriving atestimates, etc.
The successful representative must base
his sales activities on adequate, precise and
intelligently presented information. He cannot do the job efficiently and effectively
without the complete story — the raw material of selling. Since the careful timebuyer
will frequently want to check the data with
which he is provided by the representative,
this area of station cooperation becomes an
even more vital factor.
5. Avoid odd-sized material. A piece of
information is only as useful as its availability and "file-ability." Documentation, illustration, attractive design — all are worthless if the informational format is inconveniently handled by that universal receptacle, the filing cabinet. Don't automatically
pre-consign
dataready
to thereference
"circularsizefile";
keep it closeyour
to the
of
8V2 x 11 inches. It will pay off abundantly.
6. Let the rep know — "before the fact."
Perhaps an obvious, but nevertheless, important point. When a decision is made in
any one of the areas that in one way or
another affects the "picture" of the station's operation that the representative presents, be sure to let him know before the
fact, not after it happens.
7. Report activities to agency and advertiser. One extremely important direct station function which is a vital aid to the representative isthe rapid and effective reporting of merchandising and promotional
efforts to the agency and regional office of
the advertiser. Copies of these reports not
only make it easier for the rep to constantly
"sell from strength" for his station but give
him the materials for building bigger and
better schedules with current advertisers. In
this connection, it's particularly helpful to
the rep if the station remembers to . . .
8. Provide details of material distribution. It is always helpful and frequently very
necessary for the representative to know
exactly where station information has been
distributed. This pattern of distribution is
important, not only within the framework
of regional office representation, but as a
briefing technique in terms of agency awareness of station developments.
In order to facilitate the constant flow
of specific information, The Katz Agency
has prepared a set of questionnaires for all
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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A fine wool sweater oioes much of its lovely look to a special oil developed by Esso Research.
By lubricating the threads during knitting, it helps them mesh together smoothly and
evenly. After knitting, the oil is easily removed. Without oils like this,
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the springy texture and intricate designs of today's fashionable woolens
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wouldn't be possible. Again ESSO RESEARCH
works wonders with oil.
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STATIONS
basic stations functions. The questionnaire
on merchandising, promotion and publicity
functions, for example, covers questions
such as these:
a. Is merchandising cooperation automatic or extended only upon request?
b. What are minimum requirements for
merchandising cooperation?
c. Do you offer services such as courtesy
announcements newspaper promotion,
schedule listing in papers in outlying areas,
publicity cooperation from local newspapers?
d. Do you place movie trailers; use billboards, car cards or outside vehicle posters?
e. Do you have arrangements with retail
outlets for guaranteed point-of-sale merchandise displays? If so, which ones? What kind
of displays are used? What types of outlets?
f. Do you regularly mail bulletins to the
trade; describe distribution?
g. Do you make calls on jobbers, wholesalers and retailers? Indicate average number
per month.
h. Can you conduct field surveys among
retailers and wholesalers in your market?
This story of station promotion and merchandising iof
s vital importance in the sales
arsenal of the representative. But it can't
be told by the representative unless he knows
it— from A to Z.
To sum up this kind of station-representative liaison: remember that the representative needs specifics, not generalities; facts,
not
"blue
sky." And he needs it yesterday,
not tomorrow.

KFMB-TV Goes to Court
In Protest of News Ban
FOURTH

appellate division at San Bernardino, Calif., took under submission
Thursday the request of KFMB-TV San
Diego for a writ of mandate to overturn a
ruling by a San Diego Superior Court judge
which forbids the tv station to take shorthand notes during the Ruth Latham kidnaping-attempted murder case [B«T, Dec. 17,
1956, et seql.
The appeals court's temporary restraining
order permits KFMB-TV to take shorthand
notes of the proceedings, although Judge
John Hewicker earlier in the week said he
would decide where reporters will sit in the

courtroom, if at all. He said he is thinking
of charging KFMB-TV with conspiracy to
obstruct justice and may include program
sponsors as defendants.
In court Wednesday Judge Hewicker
blocked further interviews of excused witnesses by announcing he would not excuse
any witnesses in the future until the trial
is completed. Addressing Harold Keen,
KFMB-TV newsman, he said the station
owners, witnesses and possibly sponsors
might be parties to a conspiracy to obstruct
justice, with grand jury action possible, if
witnesses were interviewed on the air.
Judge Hewicker said if presence of witnesses led to an overflow, reporters might
have to relinquish their special table and
some might have to leave the courtroom.
"Of course, I can decide what reporters
would be excluded," he said, adding that
since KFMB-TV news shows could not use
witnesses, any shorthand notes obtained
"would be pretty old by the time this case is
completed but you might cut them up into
Gloversville
paper dolls." Council Mike-Shy
CITY COUNCIL of Gloversville, N. Y.,
adopted a resolution last week banning
further radio broadcasts of its meetings.
The action was based on a declaration that
members had suffered "mike fright" and
fear they would make grammatical errors.

*HOOPER shows it, WICE is the hottest buy in Providence. In two months WICE moved from sixth place to
a challenging third, and is moving up fast. Check
WICE before you buy!
wwi
C e--f290
on your radio
Providence, Rhode Island
affiliated with WCUE, Akron, Ohio.
Tim Elliot, President
National Rep. The John E. Pearson Co.
Exclusive Community Club Awards Station in Providence
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WIDE COVERAGE
A WTMJ Milwaukee newscast will be
used to fight communism — not in Milwaukee but in British Guiana, S. A.
WTMJ covered the arrival of 73
Hungarian refugees in Milwaukee on
its Today's
Events
programof and
interviewed several
members
the party.
Lloyd Searwarinformation
of the British
Colony's
government
service
heard
the broadcast and requested the interviews for rebroadcast in his country.
He said that these stories of communism at its "oppressive worst" would
help British Guiana in its fight against
communism. The interviews will be
rebroadcast over a state controlled
station.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting
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TELEVISION
16 mm FILMS
Starring
Eartha Kitt
The Baird Marionettes
Lauritz Melchior
Ames Brothers
Lucille Norman
and others

Static

All Star Quarter
Julie London
The Mariners

One-Minute Spots with Eddie Fisher, June Havoc, Keith Andes,
Susan Strasberg, Frank Lovejoy, Carroll Baker, Ann Blyth,
Captain Kangaroo, Marilyn Maxwell, Buster Crabbe, Otto
Krueger, Rocky Graziano, Dick Powell, Rock Hudson, Mel Allen,
Gene Autry, Tommy Noonan.

Transcriptions
Eddie Fisher
Lawrence Welk
and his Orchestra

Judy Garland
Pat Boone

Gogi Grant
Eydie Gorme
Allan Jones

Plus

Hour

Plus
Five Minute

Disc Jockey

Elvis Presley
Mills Broth ers
Plus

Interviews
Jill Corey
Andy NA/illiams

20 One-minute Spots • 20 Thirty-second Spots
by Other Stars

2-31
January
DIMES
OF
MARCH
1957
floitt THE
THE NATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR INFANTILE PARALYSIS • franklin d. roosevelt, founder
120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 5, N. Y. • HOWARD J. LONDON, Director • Radio-TV and Motion Pictures • TELEPHONE BEekman 3-0500
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STATIONS
Taddei Named General Manager
Of WNHC-AM-FM-TV New Haven
EDWARD D. TADDEI, with WNHC-AMFM-TV New Haven, Conn., since 1944, has
been named general manager of the properties by Triangle Stations, Radio & Television
Div. of Triangle Publications Inc. Triangle
bought WNHC-AM-FM-TV last August
from Elm City Broadcasting Corp.. which
Mr. Taddei had served as executive vice

i
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APPOINTMENT of Forjoe & Co. as
national representative for Sir Walter
Tv Co. (WKIX-AM-FM, WNAO-TV
Raleigh, N. C.) was the occasion for
this get-together. L to r: Roger Bower,
executive vice president-general manager, WKIX; John Bone, executive
vice president-general manager,
WNAO-TV, and Joe Bloom, Forjoe
president.
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Proposed Md. Assembly Rules
Would Admit Radio-Tv Coverage
LIVE radio and tv coverage of Maryland
General Assembly sessions would be permitted under amended rules to be proposed
this month by the Assembly's legislative
council. A study of the problem has been
completed by the council, which also will
urge amendment of a new law requiring that
all final actions by state, county and municipal bodies be taken in public session. This
amendment would admit radio-tv along with
newspaper reporters and photographers.
Senate President Louis L. Goldstein, publisher of two Calvert County weeklies and
sponsor of the liberalized coverage, predicted the changes would be approved at the
legislative session opening this month. Robert Cochrane, WMAR-TV Baltimore program director and president of MarylandDistrict of Columbia Assn. of Radio & Tv

president.
Aldo DeDominicis, retiring general manager, will serve as consultant to the new
management.
Free Children Die in Fire
THE California home of James L. Free,
Jr., son of the co-founder and former principal in the representative firm of Free &
Peters (now Peters, Griffin, Woodward),
burned Jan. 1, killing four children. Mr.
Free, his wife and one other child suffered
only minor burns.
The 20-room house in Montecito, suburb
of Santa Barbara, was reported to have burst
into flames about 3:30 a.m. Martha Free, 7,
roused her parents, but they were unable to
reach the other children in second-floor bedrooms. Dead are James L. Ill, 6; Robin, 4;
Sarah. 2. and David Free, 1.
WITH Sales Appoints Watson
APPOINTMENT of William W. Watson to
the sales staff of WITH Baltimore has been
announced by station Vice President Robert
C. (Jake) Embry. The appointment became
effective Jan. 1.
Mr. Watson has served in various public
relations posts during the last 10 years. He
directed the combined public relations staffs
of the Community Chest and Red Cross in
Baltimore during the 1955-56 campaigns.

Broadcasters, said some of the Assembly's
special events might be picked up by broadcasters, either live or recorded.
SUCCESSFUL
Film-Minded WATV (TV) Newark
Separates Radio-Tv Operations
WATV (TV) Newark, N. J., one of the
seven operating vhf stations in the New
York market and a heavy user of film
shows, has spent a total of $533,564 in film

AHlENE
TEXAS
'D-SWEETWATER,
UB - AM
BBOCK, TEXAS >tt]

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:

THE BRANHAM COMPANY

Pr«»id«nt and G«n. Mgr., W. O. "DUB" ROGERS
National Sale* Mgr. E. A. "Buzz" Hauott
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product, according to the station's balance
sheet of Sept. 30, 1956. The station has been
on the air since Jan. 28, 1948. The balance
sheet was included in an application filed by
Bremer Broadcasting Corp. (WAAT-WATV)
seeking FCC approval to a separation of the
radio and tv entities. A newly formed corporation, Atlantic Television, will operate
WATV, Bremer WAAT. Irving R. Rosenhaus remains president of both companies.
Atlantic Tv pro forma balance sheet (Sept.
30) showed total assets of $1,426,083 ($857,005 current) and total current liabilities of
$743,083. -

UNION

WHEC-TV and WVET-TV, which
share ch. 10 in Rochester, N. Y., combined forces to make a success of a
concert in that city for the benefit of
the local musician's union.
Ticket sales to the concert were
slow, so the stations put on a two-hour
telecast, from 1 a.m. to 3 a.m., to
plug the event. WHEC-TV's Ed
Meath and WVET-TV's Bob Mills
emceed the telecast, featuring various
types of music, from the WVET-TV
studios and Bob E. Lloyd of WHECTV and Tom Decker of WVET-TV
were in charge of WHEC-TV.
Thomas McCarthy, head of the
musician's union, reported "a tremendous surge at the box office" the
following day, and later reported that
the stations' efforts made the benefit
concern a success.
Broadcasting

Telecasting

Frank P. Downey, Vice-President. American Machine & Foundry Co., says:
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"The pin boy has been replaced in over 20.000 bowling alleys
by our Mr. Pinspotter.'
"He's the symbol for AMF"s completely automatic unit
that sets the pins up and returns the ball in a matter of
seconds !
"In many places 'Mr. Pinspotter' works 24 hours a day!
"He's always on the job for one good reason— Air Express !
"When an AMF automatic pinspotter needs spare or re-
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placement parts, they leave our Shelby, Ohio, factory for every
state in the country— even Hawaii and Alaska— by Air Express.
Radio-controlled trucks cut pick-up time, often in half. Air
Express private teletype 'keeps an eye' on the shipment.
"Yet, with all this speed and service, AMF actually saves
money with Air Express. A typical 15-pound shipment goes
from Shelby, Ohio, to Philadelphia for S3. 71. That's $3.94
less than any other complete air service!"
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STATIONS
Three Radio Stations Sold,
$227,000 Total Consideration
TWO am station sales — WFPR Hammond,
La., and WAGR Lumberton, N. C, both
negotiated by broker Paul H. Chapman Co.
— were announced last week.
Airweb Inc., owned by Baton Rouge, La.,
businessmen Robert S. Boeker, Jesse L.
Webb Sr. and John E. Judd, manager of
WEND there, is buying the 1400 kc, 250 w
Hammond facilitiy for $52,000. Sellers are
multiple station owners Cyril W. Reddoch
and Ralph L. Hooks (KDLA De Ridder and
KREH Oakdale, both La.)
D. M. Shaver and Albert Kahn, sales supervisor and program director, respectively,
of WCAR Pontiac, Mich., will pay $50,000 for WAGR. Southeastern Broadcasting
Corp. (Hector MacLean, president) is selling the 1480 kc, 1 kw outlet.
Both sales are subject to FCC approval.
Purchase of WPET Greensboro, N. C,
by Guilford Adv. Inc. there, was disclosed
in an application filed last week seeking
FCC approval to the transaction. Purchase
price: $125,000. Seller is individual owner
Wayne M. Nelson. Principals in the advertising agency are Hugh E. Holder, president, CBS announcer and former owner of
WTIK Durham, N. C; William P. Mitchell,
formerly with WBIG Greensboro, and Robert L. Montgomery, WBIG announcer. Daytimer WPET, which began operation in
1954, is on 950 kc with 500 w.
Rogers Seeks KBST-TV Control
Via Five-Year $500,000 Rental
EXTENSION of Texas Telecasting Inc.
(W. D. [Dub] Rogers) to Big Spring, Tex.,
through lease-purchase of ch. 4 KBST-TV
there, was announced last week. An application was filed for FCC approval of the arrangement, which provides for $300,000
rental for five years with an option to purchase 50% of KBST-TV at the end of that
time.
Texas Telecasting owns KDUB-TV Lubbock and KPAR-TV Sweetwater-Abilene,
both Texas. Operation of CBS-affiliated
KBST-TV will extend coverage of KDUB
group in west Texas to 1 million people, Mr.
Rogers said. The Big Spring station will be
programmed from KDUB-TV over existing

Gates
NEW
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day's showing of "Citizen Kane" (five
SRO performances) were equal to receipts of the entire previous week;
total business for the four days of
"Kane" more than tripled that of any
other motion picture ever shown by
Casa Linda.
The radio promotion was watched
with special interest by southwestern
theatre circles since, during its first
Dallas run in 1941, "Kane" had been
a complete box office "turkey," according to KLIF.
microwave facilities, although the station
will initiate local programs and serve local
advertisers. KBST-TV hours will be upped
from current eight per day to 17. KDUBTV threesome will be sold in combination
to regional and national advertisers, Mr.
Rogers announced.
Nov. 30, 1956, balance sheet showed
Texas Telecasting with total assets of $1,138,548 and earned surplus of $136,285.
KBST-TV balance sheet as of Dec. 12, 1956,
showed station with total assets of $325,099
and a deficit of $4,900.
Colleges Form Ivy Network
THE Ivy Network Corp. has been formed
by seven Ivy League college stations and will
function as sole national sales representative
for the member stations. Yale senior Richard
A. Lumpkin is president of the network,
with headquarters at 242-A, Yale Station,
New Haven, Conn. Member stations are
WBRU (Brown U.) Providence, R. I.,
WVBR (Cornell U.) Ithaca, N. Y., WDBS
(Dartmouth U.) Hanover, N. H., WHRB
(Harvard U.) Cambridge, Mass., WXPN
(U. of Pennsylvania) Philadelphia, WPRU
(Princeton U.) Princeton, N. J., and WYBC
(Yale U.) New Haven, Conn.

Company,
OFFICES IN

YORK, WASHINGTON,
•

KLIF REVIVES 'TURKEY'
DALLAS' Casa Linda Theatre ordered
its usual small ad in a local newspaper to promote a re-run of "Citizen
Kane" and, in addition, ordered 10
spots daily for four days on KLIF
Dallas. Result: Receipts for the first

ATLANTA,

quincy, Illinois, u.s.a.

HOUSTON,

and LOS ANGELES

WTVT (TV) Tampa to Construct
New Office, Studio Buildings
PLANS for a new office and studio for
WTVT (TV) Tampa, Fla., were announced
last week. Contracts for the new buildings,
to be located at the station's present location,
2313 Grand Central, probably will be
awarded this month, according to an announcement byP. A. (Buddy) Sugg, WTVT
executive vice president.
A new office building is to be built adjoining the east side of the present structure,
and later a new studio will be built on the
west side. The new additions will more than
double the size of the tv station's present
facilities.
STATION SHORT
KVAL-TV Eugene, Ore., reports it will
transmit compatible network color, starting
Jan. 8.
KFSD-TV San Diego reports national revenues are up 72% from last year, while
radio increases are more than 81%.
WSAU-TV Wausau, Wis., has installed
coast-to-coast Associated Press Photofax
service.
KBIG Catalina, Calif., staff members have
received $26,053.76 in its yearend profit
sharing plan. Bonus is reported highest in
five-year history and 20% more than last
year. Gross income of station is expected
to be 15% ahead of 1955.
KBIG Hollywood has given two-way radio
system to local police department as New
Year's gift.
REPRESENTATIVE APPOINTMENT
KTSA San Antonio appoints John Blair &
Co., N. Y.

MICKEY MANTLE, star center fielder
for the New York Yankee baseball
team, joins with Harry D. Burke, vice
president-general manager of ch. 12
KODE-TV Joplin, Mo. (formerly
KSWM-TV), to switch that station to
maximum 316 kw power. The new
power increase (the station was operating on 58.9 kw) took place Dec.
23. Mr. Mantle visited the KODE-TV
studios to make an appearance with
Johnny Holmes, the station's sports
director, just as engineers were making
preparations for the power boost.
Broadcasting
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ANACONDA
more than copper

as important
to steel as iron!
A world without steel is difficult to States must be imported, and twopicture — but that's pretty much the thirds of the world's reserves of highkind of world we'd have if it weren't grade ore lie in countries behind the
for manganese.
iron curtain. The strategic importance
of manganese is plainly evident. AnaNo matter by which of the modern
processes steel is made, eleven to fourconda's importance in manganese production isquite clear, too. Currently,
teen pounds of manganese go into
every ton. And no satisfactory substi- over half of the domestic production
tute for manganese has yet been found.
of manganese comes from the "Emma
Manganese is important, too, in Mine" in Butte, Montana.
This vital metal is just one of
the chemical industry. And modern
dry-cell batteries, like steel, could not many in Anaconda's line of non-ferbe easily made without it. Most of
rous metals and metal products — the
the manganese used in the United most extensive offered industry today.

AnacondA
Company

The American Brass Company
Anaconda Wire & Cable Company
Andes Copper Mining Company
Chile Copper Company
Greene Cananea Copper Company
Anaconda Aluminum Company
Anaconda Sales Company
International
Smelting and
Refining Company

56280-A
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SHORT CUT TO
DUYING GOOD WILL!
by

Harold F.
Walker

Greatest Audience in History
How'd you like to stand on a stage and
look out at 8,000 faces in an audience?
With will
8,000
GoodRevue paid
drew admissions,
the biggestWDIA's
crowd in
the
history of the Memphis Municipal Auditorium! WD I A has staged its Goodwill Revue
for seven consecutive years, '49-'56 ...
and the '55 show attracted a greater attendance than the Harlem Globe-Trotters,
Shrine Circus, Metropolitan Opera, Liberace, or Holiday On Ice!
WDIA did it without posters, billboards,
or editorials! How? By WDIA's personalized communications system! Securing
nationally famous Negro entertainers,
gratis, the WDIA Staff donated its services, publicizing the Goodwill Revue on
the air. As a result, two days in advance,
reserved seats were sold out. Two hours
before curtain time, a crowd lined up for
general admission tickets — by 8 o'clock,
even standing room was gone!
Negro Children Benefit
Proceeds went to Negro Children in
Memphis. Most funds went to handicapped
ones — -to run WDIA-operated buses that
convey them to Crippled Children's School
daily. Some funds went to healthy ones —
to buy uniforms and equipment for the
WDIA Baseball league, first outfit of its
kind in Memphis.
Drawing Power of WDIA
Now, what is the significance of this
■enormous drawing power of WDIA's Goodwill Revue? It means, first of all, that
Negro tots in braces will get to school—
and Negro boys on the sandlots will have
uniforms and bats. Next, it means, there
is a vast Negro market in Memphis. Third,
it assuredly means, there is not another
single medium reaching these folks with a
fraction of the coverage of WDIA — or its
appeal.
Income and Acceptance
Memphis has one of the heaviest concentrations of Negro population in the
U. S. . . . and these Memphians have the
highest income, relative to white income,
per capita, of any Negroes in the nation.
They buy over half the shortening, flour,
blankets, laxatives, deodorants, and hosiery sold here . . . and these Negro consumers are reached through one medium
only— WDIA— 50,000 watts!
Write on your letterhead for convincing facts and figures which apply to
your business. Request, too, your' bound
copy of "The Story of WDIA! "
WDIA is represented nationally by John
E. Pearson Company.

JOHN 1'EPPER. President
BERT FERGUSON, Central Manager
"WkJUkjHAROLD 4^*^-U
F. WALKER,
Commercial. Manager
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FORMULA

FOR PROSPERITY

ED DYER, general manager of
KCRV CaruthersviLle, Mo., carried
a nickel around in his pocket for four
years, thinking his pocket piece was
just the one-time equivalent of a cup
of coffee.
Mr. Dyer innocently showed the
coin to Horace Dunagan, executive
vice president of the First State Bank,
Caruthersville, who thought it might
be worth a "few dollars." However,
when Ralph Baker, local coin collector, saw the coin, he knew it was worth
much more. A final appraisal by
Ralph Cooley, vice president of the
first National Bank, Memphis, set the
value of Mr. Dyer's 1913 liberty head
nickel at $7,000.
REPRESENTATIVE PEOPLE
Robert W. Faselt, account executive, Peters,
Griffin, Woodward Inc., Chicago, transferred
to N. Y. office. William W. Keup, formerly
on sales staffs of several industrial magazines, to PGW account staff.
STATION PEOPLE
William E. Goetze, general manager, KFSDAM-FM-TV San Diego, named vice president.
Richard M. Klaus named vice president of
WERE Cleveland.
Mr. Klaus has been
with WERE since
1950 and is presently general manBob
Chrystie,
sales
ager.
manager, WPAL
Charleston, S. C,
named general
manager of Speidel-Fisher Broadcasting Corp.
MR. KLAUS
(WOIC Columbia,
WPAL and WQOK Greenville).
Joseph B. Epperson, chief engineer, WEWS
(TV) Cleveland, elected vice president of
engineering for Scripps-Howard Radio Inc.,
licensee.
Richard K. Millison, promotion-research director for Portland
Oregon ian , to
KRTV Hillsboro,
Ore., as manager,
effective Jan. 1.
Judd Sturtevant,
sales manager of
KMOD Modesto,
Calif.. appointed
national sales manager, and Larry
Shields, sales manager, KETV (TV)
MR. MILLISON
Tijuana-San Diego,
named local sales manager of KMOD.
Robert Miller, assistant sales manager,
KOOL-TV Phoenix, promoted to sales manager.

Jean Lovell named traffic manager for
KVAL-TV Roseburg, Ore., succeeding Tru
Vosberg who has moved to Los Angeles.
Alyce Rogers Sheetz, Jaffe Publications,
L. A., to KVAL-TV as promotion manager
and Betty Jo Knoll named continuity manager, succeeding Marge Hardie, resigned.
Paul F. Miller, special events manager,
WCKY Cincinnati,
named
rector. program diClayton A. Roehl,
production
tor, WWTV direc(TV)
Cadillac, Mich.,
named program director.
Dale E. Hart, director of opera-

tions-program ing MR filler

for KARK-TV Little Rock, Ark., to KOTV (TV) Tulsa, Okla.,
in similar capacity.
Kenneth Chernin, Triangle Publications Inc.
promotion department, named promotion supervisor
dio-tv
division. raof company's
John M. Brigham,
salesman, WATV
(TV)
Newark, (TV)
N.J.,
to WHCT
Hartford, Conn.,
as account executive.
supervisory auditor, General Accounting
CHERN,N
Office
oface
U. S. Ke
Government,
to Westinghouse
lly, MR
J. Wall
Broadcasting Co., N. Y., as assistant auditor.
Ray Owen, sales manager, KVOA Tucson,
Ariz., named station manager.
Ansley D. Cohen Jr., account executive,
WUSN-TV Charleston, S. C, to WTAL
Tallahassee, Fla., as manager. Chet Pike,
account executive, WTMA Charleston, to
WTAL as operations manager.
W. L. Woods, national sales manager,
WCTV (TV) Thomasville, Ga., appointed
national sales manager for both WCTV and
WPTV (TV) West Palm Beach, Fla.
HERE'S A SWITCH
WHILE some tv stations proclaim
they are now carrying comparatively
new feature films, WRCA-TV New
York has disclosed plans to present
"the old, old movie" (Monday-Friday,
12:30 a.m.-l a.m. EST). The program
consists entirely of film product released without sound or spoken words
between 1 896 and 1 926 and stars such
oldtime personalities as Rudolph Valentino. Theda Bara, Mack Sennett,
Wallace Beery, Mary Pickford, Mae
Busch, Buster Keaton and Douglas
Fairbanks, Sr.
Broadcasting
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Ad

Age

brings

advertising

and

merchandising

into

for

focus

the

picture

me"

says DON CADY
Vice President of Advertising and Merchandising
The Nestle Company, Inc.
DON CADY
"Every new development

of any significance in

advertising and merchandising

is reported

completely each week in Advertising Age. I find
the publication's tv analyses and thorough
coverage of fast-breaking news in this important
field of particular value. Each week, Ad Age
brings the countrywide
merchandising

advertising and

picture into focus for me."

Mr. Cady knows selling from the viewpoints of both
buyer and seller. After an early job of foreign and
domestic buyer for Jordan Marsh Company, the
Boston department store, he subsequently became
special sales representative for Butler Brothers
and sales manager of grocery products for Lamont
Corliss & Co.
Appointed to his present position in December, 1953,
Mr. Cady is responsible for all Nestle's point-of-sale
merchandising material, and supervises its national
and regional advertising in all media. This includes
radio, television, magazines, newspapers, car cards
and outdoor.

It takes facts to make sound decisions in any business, but in the fast-moving advertising-marketing
field, it takes something more: facts that are up-to-the-minute and in perspective. That's why you'll
find the news, trends, and developments in Ad Age getting such an intensive, "every Monday" readership in the homes and offices of the executives who are important to you. No other journal in the
field delivers so much to so many so quickly — and it's AA's unique editorial eye that brings today's
events into sharp focus next week — not only for those who activate, but those who shape the
important market and media decisions.
For example, take The Nestle Company, one of the top broadcast advertisers. Among the top 29
tv-spot advertisers, Nestle's placed an estimated $1,541,000* in spot-tv during the first nine months
of 1956, and $1,309,000** in network tv during the first six months.
Every week, six paid subscription copies of Ad Age help focus the week's developments for advertising,
marketing and merchandising executives at Nestle's. Further,. 317 paid subscription copies get similar
readership at the major agencies handling its advertising: McCann-Erickson; Dancer-Fitzgerald Sample; and Bryan Houston Co.
Add to this AA's 35,000 paid circulation, its tremendous penetration of advertising with a weekly
paid circulation currently reaching over 10,000 agency people alone, its intense readership by top
executives in national advertising companies, its unmatched total readership of over 131,000 — and
you'll recognize in Advertising Age a most influential
medium for swinging broadcast decisions your way.
*N. C. Rorobaugh Co. for Television Bureau of Advertising
"Publishers' Information Bureau
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STATIONS
Robert T. Schlinkert, general sales manager,
WKRC-TV Cincinnati, named assistant general
manager in addition to his present
duties.

Tex.

Bert Metcalf , director of operations
and local sales,
KVDO-TV Corpus
Christi, Tex.,
named Rio Grande
MR. schlinkert Valley manager for
General Broadcasting Co. with headquarters in Brownsville,

Guy Harris, program manager, WOWO
Fort Wayne, Ind.,
to KDKA Pittsburgh in similar
capacity. Mr. Harris succeeds Tom
K. Bennett who
has resigned to devote full time to
development of
new radio-tv program production
service for advertisers, public service agencies and
MR. HARRIS
broadcasters.

Heyward Siddons, KOA-TV Denver, promoted to television program manager. Si
Palmer named KOA-TV production supervisor and Bob Murphy appointed night operations supervisor.

Donald Ansel transferred from sales department of WMAQ Chicago to that of WNBQ
(TV), same city, and Joseph Lutzke, sales
service supervisor for both stations, appointed sales representative for WMAQ.

Howard Kaufman named local sales manager of KCMJ Palm Springs, Calif.

John Slocum, account executive and radiotv director, Carvel Nelson & Powell Adv.,
Portland, Ore., to KGW-TV, same city, sales
staff.
Herb Edelman, formerly with Tilds & Cantz
Adv., L. A., and Bob Fox, KFWB, same
city, to KDAY Santa Monica, Calif., sales
staff.

Ralph Radetsky, Ford Foundation, N. Y.,
to KOA-AM-TV Denver as assistant general manager-tv station manager.
Warren J. Stevens, WEEI Boston engineering staff, named chief engineer.
Carl Harold, regional sales manager, WTVJ
(TV) Miami, appointed assistant to national
sales manager.
Charlie Fitzgerald, sports director, WMOO
Milford, Mass., named assistant sales manager, and Joe Hyder appointed program director. Ben Summers and Ed Broughey
named news director and disc jockey, respectively, for WMOO.
John Klemek, sales executive, WLS Chicago,
named sales development manager and Miss
Perry Hamilton, assistant in sales promotion
department, appointed promotion-publicity
manager.

Cal (Stewart) Bollwinkel, director of newsspecial events, WOWO Fort Wayne, Ind.,
named program manager.

NO

Wally Blake, promotion director of KWWLAM-TV Waterloo, Iowa, to KIVA (TV)
Yuma, Ariz., as manager of station's Imperial Valley operations.
Robert A. Lazar, assistant manager, WBEE
Chicago, to WEBB Baltimore in similiar
capacity.
Rick Sklar, WINS New York copywriter,
named promotion manager.

All

—

Four

IK

Power
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Shirley J. Spiegel, traffic-program coordinator, WMIE Miami, to KCUL Ft. Worth,
Tex., in similiar capacity. She is succeeded
by Mrs. Enelle Pfluke.
Roy L. Forman, announcer, KEPO El Paso,
Tex., to KSET, same city, as chief announcer.
Dick Provensen, ABC, Hollywood, and Walt
DeSilva join KGFJ, same city, announcing
staff.
George Cobb, WHIO Dayton, Ohio, to KOA
Denver, Colo., announcing staff.

Paul Stoddard, account executive, KABCTV Los Angeles, to KTLA (TV) Hollywood
in similar capacity.

IK

Art Thorsen appointed director of program
development at WBBM Chicago, effective
Jan. 1, and John Mies promoted from continuity writer to editor.

CINCINNATI
OHIO

William E. Sheehan, WJR Detroit, named
chief news editor, succeeding Jack White,
resigned to become public relations director
of Oldsmobile Div., General Motors Corp.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

Audience

CINCINNATI
OHIO

Joe Kronovich, WCCO-TV Minneapolis
sales staff, to WTCN, same city, as local
account executive.

Robert C. Flaherty, WCKY Cincinnati, to
KFXM San Bernardino, Calif., as account
executive.

Personalities
Ratings

50,000 WATTS

Howard Zuckerman, production manager,
KWWL-TV Waterloo, Iowa, to WAFB-TV
Baton Rouge, La. R. Dwight Wheeler, operations manager of KWWL-TV, resigned.

Richard E. Jungers, formerly district representative for consumer aluminum foil products, named to handle food product sales
service for radio clients at WGN Chicago.

said it."

Cincinnati
Get

HERE

SILENCE may be golden, but sometimes garrulousness pays a dividend
too. At least that was the theory of
WQAM Miami which offered $100 to
the first parakeet saying, "I like the
new WQAM, 5-6-0 on your radio."
Many tried unsuccessfully to capitalize
on the offer, including a Mrs. Harold
Painter. She brought a bird into the
station the first day of the contest, but
her parakeet stayed mum. This didn't
stop Mrs. Painter though. She returned three weeks later and proved
that "Billy Boy" could say the phrase
"as clear as any person could have

Harry Foster, sales manager, WCAE Pittsburgh, to WBMS Boston as sales promotion
manager.

In

BIRDBRAIN

Charles C. Badger, public relations director
for Brookley Air Force Base, Mobile, Ala.,
to WALA-AM-TV, same city, as promotionmerchandising manager. He will be assisted
by Chuck Thompson.
Herb Buck, account executive, WTVT (TV)
Tampa, Fla., to WWTB, same city, as program director-operations manager.
Perry M. Beaumont, account executive,
WMBD Peoria, 111., named program director.

OF

SALES

POWER

. . . INVESTIGATE

TODAY

joins staff of KMGM-TV Minneapolis, as
program m.c.
Helen Lane, KOIN-TV Portland, Ore., to
KGW-TV, same city, as film librarian.
Phil Rizzuto, former shortstop of N. Y.
Yankees, signed as play-by-play announcer
for all Yankee baseball games to be carried
on WINS New York and WPIX (TV), same
city. Mr. Rizzuto replaces Jim Woods, resigned.
Ed Joyce, announcer, WBBM Chicago, resigned. He plans to freelance in N. Y.

BILL McLAUGHLIN, media director for
Lynn Organization, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
agency, signs for Wise potato chips to
sponsor Sheriff of Cochise on WBRETV Wilkes-Barre. The onlookers are
(1 to r) Franklin D. Goslett, the station's operations manager and announcer for Wise; Matt Field, Don
Smith, and Bill Skrinak, Lynn Organization executives.
Joe Phipps, night news editor, WWDC
Washington, named director of news operations. Thomas Stinkard and Robert Carey
both appointed news editors for WWDC.
Harry K. Smith, veteran tv performer, to
WCAU-TV Philadelphia, as program m.c.
Texas Bill Strength, Capitol recording star,

Jf

Dick Drury, disc jockey, WHHH Warren,
Ohio, to WBRB Detroit in similar capacity.
WBRB is scheduled to go on air Feb. 1.
Tom Chauncey, vice president-general manager, KOOL-AM-TV Phoenix, elected president of Phoenix Metropolitan Broadcasters
Assn. for 1957. Dick Lewis, president of
KVAR-AM-TV, named vice president of
PMBA and John Hogg, general manager of
KOY, appointed secretary-treasurer. Those
elected to board of directors include: John F.
Box Jr., exec, vice president-general manager of KRUX; Howard Stalnaker, manager
of KPHO-TV; Howard Loeb, general manager of KRIZ, and Roger Van Duzer,
KTVK (TV).
Ward L. Quaal, vice president-general manager of WGN-AM-TV Chicago, elected
chairman of U. of Michigan's alumni board
development council, fund-raising group for

CHATTANOOGA

Anything Can Happen
ANYTHING can — and often does —
happen on a live tv show. For instance,
"Babytz," a pet monkey, died a fortnight ago while performing on
WAFB-TV Baton Rouge, La.
Babytz was sitting on the shoulder
of his master, WAFB-TV personality
Buckskin Bill, when it fell limp into
Buckskin Bill's arms during the reading of a toy commercial. "Of course,
it's just a coincidence that it happened
during a commercial," he says.
support of scholarships, fellowships and
student aid not covered by state appropriations.
James M. LeGate, manager of WCKT (TV)
Miami, re-elected chairman of Third Army
Advisory Committee.
John J. Dixon, general manager of WROK
Rockford, 111., elected president of local
Chamber of Commerce.
Dave Maxwell, manager, KBIF Fresno,
Calif., father of boy, Michael Joel, Dec. 11.
Richard P. Leutters, merchandising representative, WEEI Boston, father of girl.
Floren Thompson, assistant to business
manager, KNXT Hollywood, father of girl,
Sheila Marie, Dec. 24.
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STATIONS

RADIO
WGAY

NEEDS

finds

that

A

broadcast

RADIO not only must sing and talk and
amuse, it also must think, according to Joseph L. Brechner, general manager of
WGAY Silver Spring, Md. In the following article, Mr. Brechner tells how frequent
broadcasts of editorials has given WGAY
an identification as "the community's station" by listeners.
By Joseph L. Brechner
HERE and there around the United States,
broadcast stations are beginning to assert
themselves through editorials. The Freedom
of Information Committee of the National
Assn. of Radio & Tv Broadcasters has been
discussing the pros and cons of radio and
television editorials and one of these days
may come to some definitive conclusions on
the subject. Members of the Federal Communications Commission have been urging
broadcasters to step deeper into controversial issues editorially and otherwise.
Here at radio station WGAY, we've been
broadcasting editorials occasionally for the
past several years, and by this time, we've

THOUGHT'

editorials

add

stature,

come to some conclusions about the effectiveness of editorials and management opinions. We've felt some of the
pressures.
We'veto
been
sensitive
determine whether
or not the reactions
affected us audience-wise ordollarwise.
Our station is a
"*W^W

good
laboratory.
Although
we are

... .^irF
i

located in the suburbs v> ■ ; i ■ ,- ■
ton, D. C, our

news and Program
policy is directed
toward the more
than 608,000 people who live in the two suburban counties adjacent to the Nation's Capitol. Except for coverage of routine national
news off the radio wire, we concentrate on
suburban Maryland news coverage. Our
noonday local news program, The Community Reporter, sponsored by The Hecht
W( M JBH
MR. BRECHNER

DIMENSION
excitement

to medium

Co.. a Washington department store which
has a major suburban outlet in Silver Spring,
won the national grand award of the National Retail Dry Goods Assn. several years
In the intervening years, we have built
ago.
up a news staff under Chuck Dulane, our
news director, which includes stringers and
tipsters to help us cover local news within
a reasonable budget.
Among the subjects on which we have
editorialized or reflected a management opinion have been police pay, a local hospital
bill, public school textbooks and roads.
Here are some of the questions we asked
ourselves, questions which discouraged
broadcasters from editorializing.
"Doesn't a serious talk of any kind lose
"Since you necessarily have to disagree
audience?"
with one side or another, don't you make
enemies and even lose audience?"
"What about pressure or recrimination
from political groups, sponsors, and wellmeaning friends or dissident elements?"
'What about tying up valuable time both
for your own editorial and equal time to
"How do you know what to editorialize
about
when?"
opponents?"
"Howandmuch
staff time does it use up?"
"What effect does a 'radio editorial' have,
particularly when you're only one station
in a multi-station market?"
"Does anybody care what your opinions
If I've left any other questions out, it's
oversight and not because I'm being evasive.
Here are some of the conclusions we've
reached
WGAY: as the result of our experiences at

THESE

PEOPLE

ARE LISTENING!

THEY ARE LISTENING to a stereophonic tape demonstration
at the first annual WDOK HI Fl FAIR
THEY ARE AMAZED at the sounds they hear
THEY ARE LISTENING to WDOK and WDOK-FM more and
more
THEY ARE AMAZED at the sounds they hear
ITEM: On November 17th and 18th WDOK
sponsored The First Annual WDOK High
Fidelity Fair at the Hotel Cleveland.
ITEM: Since November 1st, a strike at the
three major Cleveland dailies forced the
newspapers to suspend publication.
★ YET, 10,000, YES, TEN THOUSAND PEOPLE, TEN
THOUSAND NORTHERN OHIOANS OF EVERY AGE,
CLEVELAND 15, OHIO
EVERY SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CLASS, ATTENDED
THE FAIR.
5000 Watts 1260 Kc
* AN IMPARTIAL SURVEY ON THE SPOT REVEALED
music, music, music and news
THAT BETTER THAN THREE OUT OF EVERY FIVE
See H-R Reps or call Main 1-2890
PERSONS THERE HEARD ABOUT THE FAIR OVER
WDOK-FM 102.1 MC
WDOK AND WDOK-FM (500 were polled).
THIS IS DEMONSTRATED PULLING POWER.
WDOK: 19 hours of top deejays, fast news and sports. Ronnie Barrett, Big Chief Norman Wain
WDOK-FM. Pioneer broadcaster of "Music Unlimited in Hi-Fi." Unduplicated good music service.
MORE AND MORE CLEVELAND'S FAVORITE STATIONS FOR MUSIC AND NEWS.
Page 90; •
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Although much broadcast material disappears into the ether without a station
beingare?"
aware of a reaction, we have never
yet broadcast an editorial without someone
stopping us the next day ... or even six
months later and commenting favorably or
unfavorably on our stand.
Although we seriously try our very best
to clarify an issue and express an opinion
in our editorials, we are less concerned with
the wisdom of our judgment than in crystallizing at least one viewpoint on a current
problem . . .
The rules of fair-play and the FCC guide
us. We actively seek out the opposition by
sending out mimeographed copies of our
editorial or notifying the opposition, to
which we are ready and eager to offer equal
time. Nothing pleases us more than to receive a demand from a legitimate opposition group for equal time. Radio can stand
the excitement of controversy.
How do we handle an editorial on the
air? It starts out something like this (usually recorded in an unidentified voice) :
"Here is a WGAY editorial in the public
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

interest entitled, "To Be or Not to Be a
Hospital." Our editorials run about three
minutes or so. At the conclusion, we say:
"You have just heard a WGAY editorial
in the public interest entitled 'To Be or Not
to Be a Hospital.' Equal time will be offered
to qualified opposition views. This broad."
cast will be repeated at
Generally, we start our editorials at midday and repeat them approximately six times
within a 24-hour period.
Recently, we added two innovations to
our editorial coverage of the hospital bill.
We planned the editorial a week or more
in advance and set a date simultaneous with
the issue of the weekly newspapers. We
then notified the opposition and invited them
to prepare a rebuttal for broadcast immediately following our editorial. We thereupon released our story to the press with
a future release date. Several days before
the editorial was broadcast, we carried brief
promotional spots stating that on Thursday
and Friday WGAY would broadcast an
editorial concerning the hospital bill, but
did not indicate what our position would

In

the

lap

be.
This particular editorial was very successful from a promotional point of view. Several of the papers carried top stories on our
position, as well as photographs taken and
furnished by the side we happened to support . . .
Do you lose or gain audience? I don't
know and don't think you can directly measure the impact of the editorial from that
point of view. I do know that the prestige
of the station as a significant and influential
community medium was never higher. . . .
People generally refer to WGAY as "our
station" or "the community's station." We
have identified ourselves with them, and
they, apparently with us — for which we're
grateful.
What about pressure and negative reactions to editorials? We once broadcast an
editorial concerning a road construction
project which in our opinion was being handled haphazardly and negligently to the
detriment of local businessmen and residents who had to drive through the area.
Soon after the editorial was first broad-

of luxury

all the

cast, Ireceived an angry telephone call from
a leading and respected merchant and
WGAY advertiser. His argument was that
by publicizing the difficulties, we were emphasizing the almost impossible road conditions in the shopping area and thereby discouraging trade. We tried in vain to defend
our position but told him it represented the
considered judgment of our "editorial
board." We didn't retract nor change our
schedule of broadcasts.
He had hardly hung up when the phone
rang again. It was another business man,
a gas station operator who said. "Joe, I
heard what John So-and-So said to you, and
I told him I didn't think it was right to put
pressure
on you.
wasn't democratic
to interfere
with That
your itopinions.
Keep up
the good work. I think you're right."
Incidentally, in this instance, additional
machinery was added to the road project
and Sunday work began almost from the
following week on.
Also, on one of our road editorials, we

way

This is United's Red Carpet* Service:
softly spacious seats, soothing music before
takeoff. Cocktails and superb meals
with the compliments of United's
own master chef. Club lounge, games,
delicious snacks. Service that's
thoughtful and swift. And you're
there before you know it, in the
magnificent DC-7, world's fastest
airliner. (A final friendly Red Carpet
plus : extra fast luggage delivery.)
Next time, pamper yourself with
Red Carpet Service. It costs
not a cent extra. For reservations,
call United or an authorized
travel agent.

Red Carpet Nonstop Service coast-to-coast and
to 15 cities including Honolulu.
■
*"Red Carpet" is a service mark used and owned by United Air Lines,M .Inc.
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the CALIF.-ORE.
TV

TRIO

The SmulUn

I
If
RVATI I
KIEM
KBES

TV Stations

CHANNEL 2
Klamath Falls, Ore.
CHANNEL
Eureka, Calif.
CHANNEL
Medford, Ore.

Three markets — one billing
MARKET FACTS
POPULATION
337,550
FAMILIES
149,981
TV FAMILIES
93,405
RETAIL SALES
$446,231,000
CONSUMER SPENDABLE INCOME $565,162,000
"The Calif-Ore. TV TRIO bridges
the gap between San Francisco &
Portland with EXCLUSIVE VHF
Coverage on Channels 2, 3 & 5."
for CALIF.-ORE. TV TRIO
call Don Telford, Mgr.
Phone- Eureka. Hillside 3-3123 TWX EKI6

ftr „l blair»/<4«w national
or as* associates me. representatives
New York, Chicago, Sen Francisco, Seattle, Lot Angeles.
Dallas, Detroit, Jacksonville, St. Louis, Boston.
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got strong complaint and demand from the
State Roads Commisison seeking equal
time. We were glad to arrange it. They
never showed up.
How do we decide what to editorialize
upon? Actually, we feel like beginners feeling our way. Usually, it's some subject that
is "hot" and controversial. Between our
news department and myself, we act on impulse when we feel there is a subject of considerable interest.
We have
developed
"editorial
board"
which
includes
several an
of us
at the station.
We discuss the subject pro and con, determine our point of view, and let it go. The
editorials do not represent a personal opinion but rather the station's opinion. The
editorial board also serves as a protective
barrier for individuals against outside criticism or complaints. Also, we feel that an
editorial is less effective when it represents
an individual point of view as compared to
the station's point of view . . .
How to measure the impact of an editorial? Strangely enough the impact of an
editorial is not measurable in quantity of
listeners who hear it or are influenced by it.
The editorial by its mere broadcast assumes strength of public interest and criticism or support which is interpreted as at
least reflecting the viewpoint of some considerable portion of the community. Obviously, management and staff are not living in a vacuum and their reaction in formulating an opinion must have come as a
reaction or encouragement of some group
opinion or problem, or public discussion.
Its broadcast — like publication of a newspaper editorial — is a concrete, public expression which must be studiously ignored
or acted upon. Reproduced in mimeograph,
it is self perpetuating as a helpful tool or
an obstacle by those directly involved in
the problem. ... It is, in other words, a
catalyst for action.
Recently we were involved in a problem
affecting a certain textbook banned by our
county school board by a four to three vote.
Our news department invited both sides of

'SOUNDTRACK'
AFTER just five weeks of broadcasts,
KTRK-TV Houston's Soundtrack (7-9
a.m. EST), has proved to be a highlysuccessful advertising vehicle, according
to the station. For instance:
The local RCA distributor ordered two

the school board to express their views. We
then analyzed the book, I expressed my
personal support to a minority member
of the board. He asked me to write him
a letter of my views.
At this point, no one dared to speak out
for fear of being charged with unpatriotic
views. When we sent my letter to the school
board member we decided then to release
the letter to the local press with our analysis
of the book showing that the criticisms of
the book were based upon statements taken
out of context. Since it was likely that the
letter would be published in whole or in
part by the press, we thereupon broadcast
our letter in full over my own signature.
All the local papers as well as the Washington Post and Evening Star carried stories
stating "Radio Executive Criticizes School
Meanwhile, I received a visit from a
neighbor late one evening the day of our
broadcast. She wanted to know if she could
have
a copy of our letter. She was a member
Board."
of the League of Women voters.
We received other requests. Later the
League and the local chapter of the American Assn. of University Women pressed
the board on the problem and persuaded
the board to pass a resolution stating that
their prior action was in no way intended
to reflect upon the patriotism of the teachers and school officials who had approved
the book. Later, on a vote of a book by
the same author, the board voted unanimously to table opposition to the book. The
matter may still be alive; it's too early to
determine. But again the broadcast opinion
served as a catalyst — and a public reaction
to a problem that few individuals cared to
become involved in — particularly in an area
where many are government employes.
We wondered if any agencies or sponsors
would be concerned about this issue. Several commented on it, having seen the material published or heard about our participation. We were complimented and praised.
Local citizens' words filtered back. One
night, a woman I'd never met walked up
to me and shook my hand: "Mr. Brechner,
SOUNDS

OFF

plugged had to be changed before the
next commercial.
Red Head Boat Co. extended its contract on the basis of 100 new customers
attracted by Soundtrack.
Soundtrack is designed to appeal to an
audience
that cannot watch the screen at
spots per day for one week on Soundtrack to advertise a combination radioall times. It offers a "maximum of music
phonograph. The advertiser had several
with a minimum of talk," plus latest
hundred on hand and no advertising was
news, weather and frequent time checks,
according to Willard E. Walbridge, vice
used except the Soundtrack announcements. At the end of one week, all of the president and general manager of KTRKcombinations had been sold and dealers
TV. "We believe the tremendous success
were getting calls for more. The dis- of Soundtrack is due to the fundamental
tributor renewed for four spots -per. day. .idea * of - enabling -viewers „ to enjoy - teleto run 13 weeks.
vision in those early morning hours withA local department store reported re- stated.
out having to sit in front of the set," he
sults were so good after it ran one anSoundtrack features Ted Nabors,
nouncement advertising a bicycle that
its stock was depleted. The item being Houston radio personality for 25 years.
Broadcasting
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MANUFACTURING
Philco Names Gilles, Hardy,
I want to compliment you on your letter —
you're a champion." There's always a first Woods Exec. Vice Presidents
time — and this was it. I felt I had joined
PROMOTION of three vice presidents to
the historical champions of free speech.
newly-created positions as executive vice
Does a strong editorial position affect
presidents of Philco Corp. was announced
business? I'd say yes. So far we have never
Dec. 30 by James M. Skinner Jr., Philco
lost an account that we know of for having
an opinion. On the other hand, I am firmly
president.
Joseph H. Gilles was named executive
convinced that we do get business because
vice president-operations. He has been
we're the "significant" station in this par- I with Philco since 1929 and formerly was
ticular market.
In the case of the hospital bill, we also vice president-manufacturing. Promoted to
executive vice president-consumer products
received business not only from the side we
was Larry F. Hardy, who joined Philco in
advocated, but the opposition side prepared
1932 and formerly was vice president in
a folk type propaganda song and bought
charge of consumer products divisions. Dr.
spots on WGAY — the only station its Leslie J. Woods, formerly vice president in
budget could afford. And we did our very
charge of research and engineering, was
best to give our best professional advice in named executive vice president of the same
recording the spot as well as recommending
activities.
the best availabilities. As proponents we
Under the new administrative set-up,
had one attitude — as a radio station selling John M. Otter, who has been an executive
time, we wanted to get the best results posvice president of Philco since 1954, becomes
sible for our sponsor. It seems ridiculous,
executive vice president-marketing with full
but that's how we behaved here . . . and I responsibilities in the fields of distribution,
believe the opposition sensed and undermerchandising and advertising.
stood that there was a firm line between
editorial judgment and professional judg- Electronic 'Miracle Kitchen'
ment— as well as accepting unquestionably
Announced by RCA Whirlpool
our integrity — if not our editorial wisdom.
What will we do in the future? More
DEVELOPMENT of a "completely funceditorials, whenever we have the time and
tional" RCA Whirlpool "Miracle Kitchen,"
patience and staff to develop one for a equipped with a rotating tv monitor and
screen for standard tv broadcasts as well as
worthy issue. We won't try to broadcast
a
wall projection surface for color television
editorials every day on each and every subreception,
was claimed last week by Whirlject the way the newspapers do. It is unlikely we will directly editorialize on polit- pool-Seeger Corp. as an advance research
ical candidates or become too deeply inDesigned for remote and automatic space
project.
volved in a clear cut political issue as such.
control,
the new kitchen shows mechanical
We will, however, discuss any local issue
innovations now in various stages of develwhich local residents are considering across
party lines. But we seemed to have found
opment in W-S' engineering-research labs.
the formula which is fair and meets any Among the features are air conditioning and
indirect lighting, a battery-powered mobile
FCC requirements. We may not always have
the time to await simultaneous rebuttal — and floor cleaner and dishwasher cart, movable
refrigerator and food storage shelves, autowe won't. But we will send out copies and
matic cooking facilities and an electronic
seek out the opposition to offer them time.
fan.
Meanwhile, we have learned much from
Heart of the Miracle Kitchen is a semithese radio editorials. We have learned that
circular range and planning center. Included
radio not only must sing and talk and amuse,
but it also must think. We believe that this are controls for aural and visual communication and food selection in addition to the
thought will add stature to the medium and
features
named above. The rotating tv monearn greater respect for those of us assoitor at the planning center permits a glance
ciated with the industry. We feel that lis- at activity at the front door, nursery, game
teners will admire the medium more and
room and other locations. Standard television
lean upon it even more heavily. We feel transmission also may be received on the
that our community and the country — and
screen.
each individual involved as broadcaster or
Other kitchen features include color proas citizen — gains by the widest discussion
jection of recipes on the wall, a large wall
of public issues.
projection surface for color tv reception,
food inventory panel and canned food disOW
DO-ITYOURSELF
ADVERTISING
ANNOUNCEMENT
FROM tpa
see page 57
Broadcasting
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penser.
Sirmons to CBS Inc. Labor Post
APPOINTMENT of James F. Sirmons,
manager of the CBS Radio network operations department, to the labor relations department of CBS Inc. is being announced
today (Monday) r by- William C. - Fitts Jr.,
vice president in charge of labor relations.
In his new post Mr. Sirmons replaces Fred
Ruegg, who has been transferred to the west
coast to manage CBS-owned KNX Hollywood and the Columbia Pacific Radio Network [B«T, Dec. 24, 1956].
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OREGON Gov. Elmo Smith (e) inspects aGates RDC-10 remote control
unit at dedication ceremonies for
KWRO Coquille, Ore. Features of
the unit are being pointed out to the
governor and KWRO General Manager Lynn Thomas (r) by Jan King,
Gates regional representative.
Special RCA Tv System Speeds
Research on Live, Cancer Cells
RCA has developed a special ultra-violet
closed circuit tv system that provides "immediate" comparative data of chemical activity within live normal and cancer cells, it
was reported last week by Arthur L. Malcarney, vice president and general manager,
RCA Commercial Electronic Products.
Mr. Malcarney said the new technique,
made possible by a developmental RCA ultraviolet-sensitive tvcamera tube, is undergoing experimental examination at the National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Md.
The tv system is being used with a highpower microscope and an electronic oscilloscope to obtain direct observations and oscillographic measurements of the metabolism
of living cells, according to officials at the
institutes.
The ultraviolet television system, according to Mr. Malcarney, utilizes a standard
RCA black-and-white tv camera (type TK21), which is widely used throughout the tv
broadcast industry. The camera's standard
monochrome vidicon tube has been replaced
with the experimental RCA ultraviolet-sensitive vidicon camera tube. The pickup tube
and its circuitry were developed originally
at RCA's David Sarnoff Research Center

by A. D. Cope and L. E. Flory, under the
supervision of Dr. V. K. Zworykin, and
were made available to Dr. George Z. Williams, chief of the NIH clinical pathology
dept., for the cell-research program.
The system, Dr. Williams said, makes it
possible for the first time for researchers to
observe and take motion pictures simultaneously ofchemical activity within the living cells; makes possible microscopic study
and analysis of hundreds of living cells in
only a fraction of the time formerly required, and enables direct observation, and
rapid and accurate measurement and identification of certain chemical changes within
the cells.
Portable Tv Dominance in '57
Predicted by Admiral President
NEARLY HALF of all tv receivers produced in 1957 will be portable models and
color television should continue to grow
"steadily," Ross D. Siragusa, president of
Admiral Corp., has predicted.
Mr. Siragusa estimated industry output
at nine million units for the new year, with
color tv sales at nearly 500,000 units. He
also sees more business and greater profits
ahead for "sound, well-financed" companies
which survived the "shakedown" pressures
of the past year. Portable 10-, 14- and 17inch tv sets should sell well, he felt.
"Radio sales were excellent in 1956," Mr.
Siragusa reported, "and we foresee an increase of 5% next year, due largely to the
popularity of the new pocket transistor
models. The movement of high fidelity
phonographs should continue to show relatively sharp gains because the market still
has low saturation."
McGraw Electric, Edison Merge,
Firm Plans Five-fold Expansion
ACQUISITION of assets of the Thomas A.
Edison Inc. by McGraw Electric Co., representing a merger of the electronic-electrical interests of both firms, was consummated
Wednesday, with emergence of a new firm
to be known as McGraw-Edison Co. Stockholders have approved arrangements involving a stock exchange and splitting of shares.
The new organization is expected to represent about $250 million in combined sales.

Standard Super Sound Effects
a Must—
Areyour
If you want
commercial "spots" to
command attention. Special "Best sellers"
- 25 of our most popular discs— available
at package price.
Free catalog and "cue teasers" (spots
cued to sound effects) sent on request.
fej

STANDARD
RADIO TRANSCRIPTION SERVICES, INC.
360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, 111.

Also send for details on the new Lawrence Welk Library Package
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PHILCO Corp. has offered a fiveyear guaranteee on its all-transistor
'cordless" home radio, the first such
guarantee in history, according to the
company. The 7x4V4x2 in. radio may
be returned to the factory for repairs,
at no cost, anytime within five years
of the date of purchase. The guarantee covers all parts as well as service.
In addition, Philco dealers will replace, free of charge, the two ordinary
flashlight cells which power the transistor radio if they fail within one
According to James J. Shallow, general
of Philco's
division, themanager
guarantee
is maderadio
possible
byyear.
the long-life of seven transistors
used to replace vacuum tubes and by
the printed wiring panels and high
quality components used in the chassis.
Products of the new firm include electronic
instruments and small home appliances. McGraw Electric Co. includes the Toastmaster
and other divisions. McGraw stock closed
at $80 and Edison at $40 before formal
transfer of assets Wednesday. Firm said it
acquired Edison for its research and development lab, which is credited with producing important electronic and other developments during the past three years. New
company plans a five-fold expansion of research and development for its combined
divisions. In a two for one stock split, Edison stockholders receive one share of McGraw for each one of Edison common held.
In the new alignment, Max McGraw will
be president and chief executive officer and
Charles Edison, former governor of New
Jersey and son of the famed inventor, will be
chairman.
ORRadio Reports Record Sales;
Booming Tape Market Predicted
A 1956 SALES RECORD of ORRadio Industries. Opelika, Ala., is indicative of a
booming market for tape and tape recorders,
according to John Herbert Orr, president of
the manufacturing concern.
Mr. Orr said last week that sales of the
Irish Brand magnetic recording tape which
his company manufactures "for the 1956
calendar year were 58% ahead of 1955" and
that "our 1956 fall quarter showed an increase of 65% over the previous year." He
added that "there was no slackening of business even in the normally slow summer
months. August sales were 90% over the
same month in 1955."
Chicago Home
Show Opens
NEW radio-tv lines and features, with emphasis on portable tv and transistor radio
models, will be unveiled at the International
Home Furnishings Market in Chicago, starting today (Monday) and running for 12 days.
Electronics manufacturers will display their
wares at the Merchandise Mart, with some
45,000tend.buyers
and sellers
expected
to atColor tv models
also will
be shown.
Broadcasting
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plastic cabinet reportedly is unbreakable and
has chassis and speaker compartments in two
separate sections.

PRESENTING checks to RCA's Paul
Berguist for construction of a community tower are these representatives
of three Baltimore tv stations. L to r:
Mr. Berquist; John Wilner, WBALTV; C. G. Nopper, WMAR-TV, and
Ben Wolfe, WAAM (TV). The presentation followed approval by the
FCC for construction of the tower,
which will support all three transmitting antennas spaced at 100-ft. intervals atop a candelabra-type structure.
The tower will be 735 feet tall and
1,045 feet above sea level.
MANUFACTURING

PEOPLE

G. W. WalMn, executive vice president. Bell
& Howell Co.'s TDC Div., appointed president of firm's Electronic Products Div.
Lawrence H. Pexton, controller. General
Radio Co., Cambridge, Mass.. and John D.
Quackenbos, personnel department manager, elected treasurer and secretary, respectively.

Eccles Sound Studios, Pantages Bldg., Hollywood, has been acquired by Gene Norman organization and completely remodeled to provide all audio services to radio-tv
commercial producers. Ted Kloba, formerly
with Capitol Records, has been named engineering supervisor.
Majestic International Sales Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y., is distributing miniature tv camera small enough to be held in palm of hand.
It comes equipped with variety of lenses
and mirror attachments. Camera is manufactured by Grundig in West Germany,
measures 5Vz in. x 2 in.
Printed Circuit Lab of Federal Telephone &
Radio Co., IT&T subsidiary located at Clifton, N. J., has announced complete "from
design to manufacture" printed circuit and
modern packaging service, designed to permit manufacturers to cut costs and speed up
production of wide range of electronic products. Details may be obtained from Federal
Telephone & Radio Co's. Electronic Systems Sales Dept., 100 Kingsland Rd., Clifton.
New Jersey.
Newark Electric Co., Chicago electronics
and high fidelity equipment distributor, has
announced plans for new west coast office
in Inglewood, Calif., as part of general expansion program. Ground-breaking for new
building is scheduled for February.

Hungarian

Aid

Appeals

Continue on Stations
RADIO AND TV stations are continuing
their efforts to aid Hungarian refugees, both
those still in Europe and the ones who already have reached this country. Many of
the stations have reported their activities on
behalf of the Hungarians to B«T.
WITH Baltimore, through its "Big Seven"
disc jockey personalities and in answer to an
International Rescue Committee appeal, has
found jobs for several refugees in Baltimore.
In addition, money, medicine and food has
been collected, and one large storeroom has
been filled with clothing as a result of the
station's efforts. WITH's drive has been going on several weeks and will continue "inAlso in Baltimore, WBAL-AM-TV redefinitely."
ceived offers of jobs, money and homes after
17 refugees were interviewed by News Editor Keith McBee and News Manager Galen
Fromme on both stations. Although contributions were not solicited by WBAL-AMTV, response to the interviews was "immediate and overwhelming."
WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul Associate
Farm Service Director Jim Hill spearheaded
a drive for farm homes for refugees sent to
that area. As a result, 160 WCCO listeners
pledged homes.
WABD (TV) New York held a special
90-minute program. Salute to Hungary, to

William G. Urbon, manager of salary, wage
and benefits administration for GE's Knolls
Atomic Power Lab., Schenectadv. N. Y..
named manager of employee relations. GE's
Technical Products Dept.
Dr. Erwin F. Lowry, 65, manager of Salem,
Mass., research engineering labs, lighting
Div., Sylvania Electric Products, died at
his Danvers, Mass., home, last Wednesday.
Eugene M. Kinney appointed assistant general manager of Zenith Radio Corp.'s hearing aid division.
MANUFACTURING

SHORTS

RCA's
Commercial
Electronic Products,
Camden, N. J., has sent to broadcasters second edition of catalogue, "Broadcast Transmitting Equipment for Uhf-Vhf Television,"
giving details and specifications for transmitters with power ranging from 100 w to
1 00 kw, and information on input and monitoring equipment, transmitting consoles,
crystals and accessories. Companion price
list also is available.
Sylvania Electric Products Inc. has introduced new all-transistor portable radio said
to be of "radical design" to its western regional distributors. New radio. "The Thunderbird,"
seven 1/4
transistors
measures operates
3 3/4x5 with
5/16x6
inches. and
Its
Broadcasting
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"SOUND

-FACTOR

"help
you start a new life."
KABC-TV
Los Angeles, in a promotional
tie-in with RKO's Debbie Reynolds-Eddie
Fisher movie, "Bundle of Joy," held a three
hour telethon titled Operation Bundle of Joy
to aid Hungarian relief. Top Hollywood stars
participated to ask for contributions of new
clothes, blankets, toys and other articles.
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Frank Coulter, jr.
Associate Director
Media Relations,
Young & Rubicam, Inc.
New York, New York
"I've
felt inthat
paid circulation
magazirie
must
be a little
more always
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its aeditorial
policy to the
needs of
its readers.
By paying for his subscription, the reader voluntarily puts his name
on the subscription list.
He can just as easily knock off his name if he does not feel that the
magazine is doing a conscientious editorial job.
Since ABC audits only paid circulation, by and large, thi.t becomes an
important measure of reader response".
B«T is the only paper in the vertical radio-tv field with A. B.C.
membership . . . your further guarantee of integrity in reporting circulation facts. B»T, with the largest paid circulation in its field,
is basic for subscribers and advertisers alike.
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help raise funds for the International Rescue
Committee. Burgess Meredith, Rita Gam,
Ella Logan and other entertainers participated and a 15-minute film, "Revolt in
Hungary," was shown through the courtesy
of CBS-TV.
WIBW-AM-TV Topeka, Kan., greeted
the first three Hungarian refugees to reach
that city by putting a station car at their
disposal and arranging a meeting for them
with Kansas Gov. Fred Hall. WIBW-AMTV general manager presented the three
with checks from the station and staff to

Service

Step-up
At NBC Owned Stations
NBC owned stations will strive for a 15%
growth in public service activities in 1957,
which will be accomplished largely through
a new programming technique to be known
as "Impact Public Service."
As explained in an announcement yesterday (Sunday) by Thomas B. McFadden, vice
president of NBC Owned Stations and NBC
Spot Sales,a station
"Impact Public Service" is a plan
whereby
periodically places its full
resources behind a single public service endeavor, incontrast with the "shotgun" effect
usually associated with public service broadcasting inbehalf of a multiplicity of causes.
Don Bishop, director of publicity and community services, was credited with having
devised "Impact Public Service" and the
project will be coordinated by him, according
to Mr. McFadden.
As an example of the approach to be used
to an "Impact Public Service" project, Mr.
McFadden said that a station would have its
interview and feature programs cover the
selected activity; its regularly-scheduled public service programs — where suitable — would
deal with the subject; all available public
service announcements would be devoted to
it; talent would make personal appearances
in support of the undertaking, and the stations' promotional devices would be mobilized on behalf of the effort. He added
that individual NBC owned stations will
select their own projects for impact treatment, although from time to time, the stations as a .group may join forces in a single
undertaking
Mr. McFadden revealed that "Impact
Public Service" projects already reported to
him as in preparation for 1957 include a
special effort in behalf of the San Francisco
Symphony at KNBC San Francisco; an extensive campaign at WRCA-AM-TV New
York in behalf of the New York City Police
Dept., covering juvenile delinquency, narcotics, traffic safety; a highway safety campaign on KRCA Los Angeles, and a fundraising effort for the Women's Medical College and Hospital, Philadelphia, by WRCVAM-TV Philadelphia.
Broadcasting
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PIGGY-BANK DONATIONS
IF the Edward R. Murrow-Fred
Friendly-Danny Kaye See It Now
program, "The Secret Life of Danny
Kaye" [Dec. 2, 5-6:30 p.m.] on CBSTV was meant to be a money-raiser
for the U. N. International Children's
Emergency Fund, it has succeeded
admirably.
So reports CBS-TV in announcing
that more than $25,000 in cash and
checks has been received in the course
of going through bags full of fan mail.
Much of the money came from $ 1 donations from small children who, according to the network, "rattled their
piggy-banks." The $25,000 on hand
will provide two million children daily
with a glass of milk for seven days, or,
will vaccinate 2.5 million youngsters
with anti-tuberculosis serum, or, enable UNICEF to purchase enough
DDT to protect 200,000 against malaria, or treat 25,000 lepers for three
years with sulfone tablets.
Heart Fund Lines Up Discmen
SUPPORT of the nation's disc jockeys was
enlisted last week by the American Heart
Assn. and its 1957 Heart Fund campaign
that will get underway next month. A national committee has been set up with Art
Pallan, KDKA Pittsburgh, and Dick Whittinghill, KMPC Los Angeles, serving as cochairmen, according to Eddie Cantor, honorary chairman of the disc jockey group and
"America's heart ambassador." Mr. Cantor
noted that in last year's drive, stations reported more than 70,000 special heart fund
programs and messages broadcast by disc
jockeys alone.
Relief for Fire Victims
KAAA

Kingman, Ariz., collected approximately $1,000 and several hundred dollars
worth of furniture, linens, canned goods and
appliances in a drive to provide assistance to
a family whose home burned there.

Network Christmas Special
Brings in Quick $1 Million
WHEN an advertising agency and radio and
television put their all behind a charity
project the results can be fabulous. On
Christmas Day, George Wolf, vice president
in charge of radio and television for Ruthrauff & Ryan, put on a special hour-long
spectacular with an all-star cast from 6 to 7
p.m. on behalf of Hungarian relief. In what
is considered a direct result of the program,
which was carried by 365 television stations
and 1,300 radio stations of all seven radio
and tv networks, approximately $1 million
poured into the Red Cross on the day after
Christmas, normally a poor day for contributions. And more money is still flowing
into CARE and the three religious organizations mentioned on the show.
Bartell Stations Launch Drive
To Aid Seven Orphaned Children
"OPERATION HOPE" has been launched
by the Bartell stations to aid seven children
orphaned three weeks ago. The children's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Victor Alires, were
two of the 12 killed when a car in which
they were passengers crashed into the side
of a Southern Pacific passenger train near
Phoenix.
A spokesman said that part of the money
collected was used "to give these children the kind of Christmas they should
have." One of the Alires children, 20-monthold Crucita, was the only survivor of the
wreck. The Bartell stations are KRUX
Phoenix, KCBQ San Diego, WAKE Atlanta,
WAPL Appleton, Wis., WMTV (TV) Madison, Wis., and WOKY Milwaukee.
Jewish Group Plans C-C Appeal
FIRST USE of closed-circuit television by a
national charity was announced last week by
Theatre Network Television Inc. (TNT).
New York, which will effect a special 28-city
hookup for the United Jewish Appeal Jan.
15. This TNT TeleSession will kick off
UJA's 1957 $100 million Emergency Rescue
Fund campaign, with funds slated to go
towards relocation of over 100,000 European and Near East refugees.
Hospitals Get WBZ Records
WBZ Boston, which late last year began
overhauling its vast record library, last week
announced it had disposed of over 10,000
phonograph records by donating them to
hospitals in the Greater Boston area capable
of putting the discs to use.
Fellows Renamed

"Our KRIZ Phoenix special— they're
guaranteed to do the work of transistors!"
Broadcasting
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HAROLD E. FELLOWS, NARTB president, has been reappointed chairman for the
seventh consecutive year of the 1957 March
of Dimes national radio-television committee, it was announced last week by Basil
O'Connor, president of the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis. The committee's functions will once again consist of
reminding nationwide audiences of the Jan.
2-31 drive for $46.9 million needed to continue the anti-polio campaign.
Other radio-tv executives named to the
January 7, 1957
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AWARDS

committee as co-chairmen: CBS Radio Vice
President Howard G. Barnes; NBC Radio
Vice President Jerry Danzig; ABC Radio
Vice President Don Durgin; NBC-TV Executive Vice President Thomas A. McAvity;
CBS-TV Executive Vice President Hubbell
Robinson Jr.; MBS Program Director Brad
Simpson, and ABC-TV Vice President Oliver
Treyz.

Deadline of Feb. 11 Set
For Lasker Award Entries
DEADLINE of Feb. 11 was set last week
by the Albert & Mary Lasker Foundation,
New York, for the eighth annual Albert
Lasker Medical Journalism Award competition for the top radio-tv programs, newspaper stories and magazine articles dealing
with medical research or public health during 1956. Inaugurated in 1949, the awards
(honoring the late Albert Lasker, head of the
former Lord & Thomas agency, now Foote,
Cone & Belding) have been increased from
$1,000 to $2,000 each. Last year's radio-tv
winner was Smith, Kline & French Labs'
March of Medicine on NBC-TV.
Radio-tv programs aired during the calendar year 1 956 are eligible for the award. Details and entry blanks may be had from the
Foundation. 405 Lexington Ave., New York
17, N. Y.

March of Dimes Campaign Adds
Ex-Agency, Network Employes
SEVERAL former agency and network
writers, directors and producers have been
added to the radio-tv-films division of the
National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
to help the 1957 March of Dimes meet its
goal of $46.9 million by Jan. 31, according
to
Howard J. London, the department's director.
Added to the staff: Karl Hoffenberg, former NBC-TV producer; Cyril Armbrister,
previously with ABC Radio as producerdirector; Paul LaPorte, formerly with CBSTV as producer-director; Philip Young and
Woody Price, former copywriters with McCann-Erickson and Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
respectively; Mildred Wilkerson. former
Herbert Baker Adv., Chicago, copywriter,
and others. Frank Young, former Screen
Gems Inc. publicity director, and Pete McGovern, an ex-Young & Rubicam publicity
specialist, will handle national public relations, and in Hollywood, John Swallow, former NBC program manager for the West
Coast, is heading radio-tv-and-motion picture production.

Headliners Club Accepting
Entries For Annual Awards
NATIONAL Headliners Club has announced its 23 rd annual Headliner awards
for outstanding achievement in news reporting, writing and pictures in both the printed
and the broadcast media. Awards are offered
for consistently outstanding news coverage
by a radio station and by a tv station, consistently outstanding radio network news
broadcasting, outstanding network television
coverage of a news event and outstanding
public service by a radio station and by a
tv station. Stations and networks should
make only one entry in each category, sub-

1957 'Dimes' Chairmen Named
NAMES of personalities who have accepted
chairmanship posts on the 1957 March of
Dimes committee for the campaign Jan. 231 have been announced by Basil O'Connor,
president of National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis. They are Eddie Cantor,
lifetime chairman of "March of Dimes of
the Air"; Bob Hope, national armed forces;
Robert Trout, news commentators; Lawrence Welk, national band leaders, and
Howard Miller (WIND Chicago), disc
jockeys.

United

United

Press

Press

WINNING AD-LIB
KMOX St. Louis personality Curt Ray
has been chosen by Management Assoc. of Connecticut. Stamford, agency
for Slenderella International, as grand
winner of Slenderella s Commercial-ofthe-Year contest. Winners are given
one-week vacations in Nassau, B.W.I. ,
for having consistently delivered the
best ad-lib Slenderella commercials.
The contest is conducted in Slenderella's 35 markets via 250 radio stations.

Facsimile

Newspictures

Movietone Newsfilm
d
| an
ri_b

Build Ratings

A. V. TIDMORE (1), owner of WPPA
Pottsville, Pa., presents a plaque to
Charles A. Domson, president of the
C. D. Kaier Co., in appreciation of
that firm's 10 years of sponsorship of
Ed Romance's Kaier's Sport Show
on WPPA. The presentation took
place at a banquet hosted by the
sponsor following the 3,000th program
in the series.

mitting an explanation of the entry and, if
desired, a recording or film clip of not more
than five minutes playing time. Entries for
public service awards should explain what
the goal of the broadcast or series was and
how successful it was in accomplishing that
Entries should be submitted by March
purpose.
15, 1957, to Mall Dodson, executive secretary. National Headliners Club, 2307 Boardwalk, Atlantic City, N. J. Winners will be
announced April 20. Awards are to be presented at the 24th Headliners awards meeting in Atlantic City, April 27.
AWARD

SHORT

Bruce Barton, chairman of board, BBDO,
N. Y., named recipient of 1957 Franklin
Award for distinguished service, to be presented
on Jan. 15 at Commodore Hotel, N. Y., at
dinner celebrating printing week.
Phil Silvers, star of CBS-TV You'll Never
Get Rich, received special award from
AMVETS on Dec. 14 for his contributions
to entertainment of the armed forces and
public through personal appearances and
his tv show.
WKMH Dearborn, Mich., and John J. Carroll, managing director of station, received
plaque from American Cancer Society for
its "notable assistance in the Crusade to ConWBAP-AM-FM-TV
Fort Worth cited by
quer Cancer."
Continental Air Defense Command's Ground
Observer Corps for voluntary services in
support of the Air Defense of the United
States.
Edgar A. Mosley, program director of
KREM Spokane, Wash., received U. S. Air
Force Appreciation
for "his
tinuous cooperation Award
and work
with conthe
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Ground Observer Corps."
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KXLA
Van Patrick, WKMH Dearborn, Mich.,
sportscaster, given Ford Hall of Fame award
for "outstanding contributions to professional baseball and football as well as stimulation of interest in sports."
KLAC Los Angeles honored by local police
department and Junior Chamber of Commerce for its safety slogan contest which
"helped keep traffic accidents down to minimum this year."
Del Moore, KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, cited
by Israel Friedman, national executive director of Jewish National Home for Asthmatic Children, for "fostering the ideal that
the cause of the child is the cause of humanity."
KCMO-TV Kansas City, Mo., has received
special citation from Government Public Relations Assn. in recognition of its program,
Profile, half-hour weekly documentary presentation about Kansas City from cultural,
industrial and governmental standpoints.
Ray Forrest, host on WRCA-TV's Children's
Theatre, was presented with award of merit
from YMCA of New York last week for his
efforts in interpreting the aims of the YMCA
on his programs.
Francois Pope, star and chef of WBKB (TV)
Chicago Creative Cookery, honored with
first annual "Dairy Helpfulness" citation by
Illinois Dairy Products Assn. He was cited
for "outstanding services to dairy industry
in Illinois."
WBCM Bay City, Mich., awarded Certificate
of Appreciation from Michigan Heart Assn.
for its "distinguished service in the fight
against heart disease."
KGHL Billings, Mont., on its silver anniversary, was awarded plaque by NBC for its
"25-year meritorious service in the public
interest."

EDGAR T. BELL, general manager of
KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City, is congratulated byMaj. Gen. T. E. deShazo
upon the presentation to Mr. Bell of a
certificate of appreciation "for patriotic civilian service to the Dept. of the
Army." The certificate with citation
and lapel button were presented in
recognition of the Bruce Palmer Reports From Europe series, in which
716 Oklahomans stationed at military
installations in France and Germany
were interviewed on film by KWTV
News Director Bruce Palmer.
Broadcasting
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MODEL

108
WIN*

Phase
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WPON
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KOGL
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WMAY
WM1C
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WGGH
CKMR

The Model 108 Phase Meter is an instrument designed to provide
an indication of the phase relations in directional antenna systems.
Each instrument is tailored for the particular installation and usually
incorporates provision for indicating the relative amplitudes of the
currents in the various antennas, as well as the phase relation. The
\S1
Model 108 Phase Meter has found its principal use in broadcast
stations employing directional antennas, but its wide frequency range
makes it readily adaptable for other applications.
The popularity of the Model 108 Phase Meter is
proven by the vast number now in use.
/---^
NEMS
• CLARKE
Incorporated
919
SILVER

WEMP

JESUP-BLAIR DRIVE
SPRING. MARYLAND

Write Dept.

OA AL
KIWM
KURV
WXIW
WHLM
KNOX

WMYR
WFIG
WTTM
KQV

F -1 for further information
KATZ
KC
AQ
WTHJ

KWEW

Goat for safe
If you got any loose goats you want to turn into cash, or a polygonal monitor
that needs a new home,- or a void where a d.j. ought to be, or an analog
computer you want to exchange for an old UV 201 A . . . or, on the other
hand . . if you want a job that pays off in money instead of custard,
or if you have tape recorder, will travel . , . stop languishing this minute.
Take steps. Be a man of action. Tell B»T's readers all about it in the
Classified Section.
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AWARDS

EDUCATION

Ziv Tv, producer of Men of Annapolis
series, has received special commendation
for "the splendid manner"
Navy Dept.
by
in which
it is portraying young men of
Annapolis.

CBS FOUNDATION
INC.
SETS
FELLOWSHIPS

George Vicas, CBS Radio public affairs producer, and Walter Wager, CBS writer, cited
by Dennis J. Metcalfe Post 542 of VFW for
their "distinguished public service" in connection with network's Update program of
Nov. 14 on Hungarian situation.
WRCV-TV Philadelphia cited by local Medical Society for its weekly half-hour series,
The Human Body, and its "interesting and
unusual approach to presenting medical information to laymen."
Jane Pickens, NBC Radio personality, was
cited by Newsday, Long Island daily, as
"Woman of the Year" in recognition of her
work on behalf of United Cerebral Palsy,
Salvation Army and Girl Scouts of America.
WSUN-AM-TV St. Petersburg, Fla., cited
by Mayor Sam Johnson and City Manager
Ross E. Windom for its efforts in collecting
new toys and $5,000 to aid underprivileged
children in St. Petersburg area.
Melville Eastham, founder and honorary
president of General Radio Co., Cambridge,
Mass., received Armstrong Medal from
Radio Club of America in recognition of his
"outstanding contributions to the art of
precision measurements in the radio and
electronic field."
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* To aid radio, tv newspeople
• Program to be at Columbia U.
A NEW annual fellowship program to be
established at Columbia U. in New York
for persons working in radio and tv news
and public affairs is being announced today
(Monday) by CBS Foundation Inc., agency
which makes educational and charitable
grants on behalf of CBS Inc. and its divisions.
Fellowships will average about $8,000
apiece with eight granted yearly. The money
will cover tuition, transportation and maintenance in New York during the fellowship
AID

TO

RELIGIOU

THE THOUGHT that religious broadcasting could be improved prompted the
organization of Church Broadcasting
Assn., San Anselmo, Calif., nondenominational organization, to begin a project
designed to "make religious broadcasting
what
it oughtforce
to be."
Guiding
of CBA is its president,
Henry B. Adams, head of the department
of Speech & Broadcasting at San Francisco Theological Seminary, San Anselmo.
Mr. Adams first saw the need for such
a service while attending an NBC summer
workshop in Hollywood eight years ago.
CBA was incorporated Feb. 4, 1955, and
has been busy fulfilling its mission for
churchmen and broadcasters ever since.
CBA tries to improve religious programming by supplying professionallyproduced, high-quality resource material
and tools that the local broadcaster is unable to produce himself. Some of these
tools:
A weekly radio news script with more
than enough material for a 15-minute
broadcast. The news script is prepared
by CBA News Editor Robert Jeambey,
former newsman for KOLN-AM-TV
Lincoln, Neb.
A 26-week series of five-minute devotional talks, titled Food for Thought.
They are written especially for radio and
contain original, unpublished material.
A radio drama series, This Is My
Country, consisting of 15-minute, truestory accounts of prominent men and
women. They are designed for amateur
production groups.
Things to Remember, a 30-minute
television series that stresses use of visual
demonstration and illustration.
A library of tv art, reproduced on
4x5 telops and 2x2 slides, designed to provide the visual portion of local church
announcements.
Other resource materials, such as records of religious music, spot announcements, etc.
Assistance to religious organizations in
producing specific broadcasting projects
to meet industry standards.
CBA's work is not all production. It

year. The program is being undertaken to
broaden and strengthen background of the
individuals to permit them to meet "their
growing responsibilities in electronic journalism." Fellows as a group will hear invited
speakers and discuss with them subjects
relating to the news-public affairs field and
will have access to CBS Radio and CBS-TV
studios to observe techniques and procedures.
CBS Foundation believes this to be the
first time such a plan has been set up in the
radio-tv field. A similar fellowship program
has been conducted in the newspaper field
for some years at Harvard U. under the
Nieman Foundation.
Fellowships will begin next fall (applications close March 1 with selected recipients
> BROADCASTING
provides training and helps ministers and
churchmen appreciate the necessity for
high-quality programming.
At one time or another, most Protestant groups, Roman Catholic organizations, Eastern Orthodox churches and
Armed Forces chaplains have used CBA
materials. Other CBA customers include
the Mutual-Don Lee Network and KSEW
Sitka, Alaska.
At the present time, 100 eastern and
midwestern television stations are using
slides produced by CBA for the United
Church Women. The CBA news radio
script goes to almost 40 radio stations in
18 states.
CBA derives its revenue solely from
the sales of its services and receives no
outside financial help from any group.
CBA rates and prices are determined primarily by costs and what the customer is
able to pay. Organization officials say
they feel that by keeping prices nominal,
they can stimulate local religious broadcasting by getting the church-group on
the air that doesn't have the time for
adequate preparation or money for expensive projects.
A state-wide survey released last summer by the Ohio Council of Churches
registered concern for the quality of religious programs. The survey found that
most of the station managers questioned
asked for more programs of religious
news, panel discussion, interviews, music
and quizzes, instead of live church services. They recommended that churches
make
their programs entertaining as well
say.
as informative. These are some of the
faults CBA is working to correct, officials
Mr. Adams has one rule-of-thumb that
he gives as free advice to any and all
religious broadcasters who will listen:
"Contribute as much effort-wise as the
station contributes in time-value.
"Every religious program ought to feel
its responsibility not only to retain audience but to build audience. We feel that
if a religious program does not build an
audience, over what it inherited, it has
not measured up to its obligation."
Broadcasting
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announced about May 1) with recipients arranging with employers to take leave of absence from their regular jobs for the year.
Eligible will be staff employes in news and
public affairs at CBS Radio and CBS-TV
and of the 1 1 CBS-owned radio and tv stations; similar employes of all stations affiliated with either network and of non-commercial radio and tv stations licensed to
colleges and universities as well as to teachers in the field.
A seven-man committee, made up of
three public figures, two Columbia U. and
two CBS Foundation officials, will select
the fellows. The group will include Lewis
W. Douglas, former U. S. Ambassador to
Great Britain; Joseph E. Johnson, president
of Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace, and Byron Price, former executive
news editor of AP and assistant-secretary
general of the United Nations, all representing the public; Dr. Jacques Barzun, dean of
graduate faculties, and Dr. John A. Krout,
vice president and provost, both representing Columbia; Sig Mickelson, CBS vice
president in charge of news and public
affairs, and Edward R. Murrow, CBS newscaster, both representing the foundation.
Dr. Barzun, historian and author who has
appeared also on radio and tv discussion
programs, will have general direction of the
fellowships.
The program will permit fellows to pursue
credit or non-credit courses of their own
choosing from the Columbia U. curriculum,
encouraging them to build up their knowledge of particular subjects while increasing
an understanding of radio-tv potentiality in
news and public affairs programming.
The fellowship plan was announced by
Ralph F. Colin, a member of Rosenman,
Goldmark, Colin & Kaye, CBS' counsel,
who is president of the foundation. Mr.
Colin said the foundation believed radio-tv
personnel in the news-public affairs area
"will play increasingly important roles in determining the growth of radio and television
as informational media." He added the
foundation feels it can make "a real contribution to the industry" by encouraging the
fellowships. Columbia U. President Grayson
Kirk noted the plan was indicative of the
"ever-increasing sense of responsibility
which our important news and information

People
Look

are

ing^f OPE

at
W
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[Alabama's ^B^t^
Broadcasting

organizations are bringing to their work in
these days when national and world events
move at an almost bewildering pace."
Both Mr. Colin and Mr. Mickelson are
board members of the foundation. Other
members: Dr. Leon Levy of Philadelphia;
Millicent C. Mcintosh, president of Barnard
College, and Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS Inc.

coverage

president.

people who spend

Y&R Increases Scholarship Fund
A SECOND $100,000 grant by Young &
Rubicam, New York, to the Y&R Foundation, established a year ago, has been
announced by agency president Sigurd S.
Larmon. The money will go towards fouryear scholarships at privately-endowed liberal arts colleges for relatives of Y&R employes. Scholarships range from $200 to
$2,000 a year and are determined by the
need of the applicant. Scholarship awards
are made upon recommendation and advice
of a scholarship selection committee manned
by educators nominated by the Educational
Testing Service, Princeton, N. J.

1,102,500

$1,339,059,000

Receiving the grants were the U. of Wisconsin, San Bernardino (Calif.) Valley College, Florida State U., U. of Minnesota, U.
of Michigan, Lowell Institute Cooperative
Broadcasting Council, Boston, and the Pacifica Foundation, Berkeley, Calif. Radio
programs to be developed under the grants
cover subjects from a sociological study of
American women to an exploration of Sigmund Freud's theories and writings.
College Graduates Have Pick
Of 100 Electronic Occupations
ACCORDING to a booklet published by the
National Assn. of Mfrs. Advisory Committee on Educational Aids, there are nearly
100 different electronics occupations open
for college graduates.
The NAM booklet notes that the tv industry alone has moved up from only about
10,000 sets sold in 1947 to today's production at a rate of 7 million sets per year,
with 75% of U. S. homes having one or
more sets. "Color is now on the way and
may even replace our black-and-white system. Tv screens for face-to-face telephone
conversations could become a reality a few
years hence," predicts the NAM. Transistors
and their anticipated revolutionary effect in
electronics also are prominently mentioned.
EDUCATION SHORTS

BIRMINGHAM

General Electric Co. will make available to
schools 30-minute educational film, consisting of 10 commercial segments, known
as "Progress Reports," which have been carried on company's General Electric Theatre
(Sundays, 9-9:30 p.m. EST).

• Telecasting

area has

Educational Center Grants Seven
$44,920 for Radio Programming
GRANTS-IN-AID, totaling $44,920, to five
schools and two other organizations for
educational radio programs have been
awarded by the Educational Television &
Radio Center, Ann Arbor, Mich., according
to center President H. K. Newburn.

BT
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DETROIT

FIRST IN DETROIT
• PROGRAMMING
• EXPERIENCE
• SALES RESULTS
ASK DETROITERS!
WORLD'S FIRST RADIO STATION
Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS
National Repersentatives:
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.
January 7, 1957
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INTERNATIONAL
Private Ownership Best for Tv,
Thomson Tells Canadian Viewers
TELEVISION will be more profitable in
Scotland than in Canada, Roy H. Thomson,
president of Scottish Television Ltd., Edinburgh, Scotland, and part-owner of CHEXTV Peterborough, Ont, and CKWS-TV
Kingston, Ont., stated during a Dec. 28 interview on the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
tv network.

COMBINED
COMPETITION

BV

77%

99
AT
says Harry
A. LA
Binford,NT
Jr.
IN
Bearden, Thompson, A
Frankel
& Eastman, Scott • Atlanta, Georgia
Details upon request

1501 Broadway, New York 36, LA 4-5050
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Mr. Thomson, interviewed by Joseph McCulley on a program somewhat similar to
Edward R. Murrow's Person to Person, said
that on Scottish Television there are no controls by the British Broadcasting Corp. He
said that since television is primarily an entertainment medium, private enterprise can
do a better job than government operated
television. His remarks had special significance since the program originated on a
government-owned station, CBLT (TV)
Toronto, Ont., and was carried by a network
composed of both government and independent stations.
Nominations Being Accepted
For Rogers Engineering Award
APPLICATIONS are being accepted by the
Canadian Assn. of Radio and Television
Broadcasters, Ottawa, for the Col. Keith S.
Rogers Memorial Engineering Award. The
award is made each year by the Canadian
General Electric Co., Toronto, "to stimulate
interest in technical development contributing to the betterment, in any way, of Canadian broadcasting; and to increase recognition of the value and essential function of
radio broadcasting and television broadcasting technical personnel."
The award can be made for outstanding
service to broadcasting in the engineering
and technical field, for development of operating techniques, for service in emergencies
and for service of CARTB member stations.
Award will be presented at the annual
CARTB meeting at Quebec City, March 2527, 1957.
CARTB

Sets Jan. 17 Tv Seminar

A GROUP of local, regional and national
advertisers will be featured at the annual
television seminar sponsored by the Canadian Television Representatives Assn. and
Canadian independent tv stations at the
Boulevard Club, Toronto, Jan. 17. Among
speakers other than advertisers will be Norman Cash of Television Bureau of Advertising, N. Y.; Holland Blaine. Saskatchewan
Government Travel & News Information
Service, Regina, Sask., and Don Jamieson,
general manager of CJON-AM-TV St.
John's, Nfld. Between 400 and 500 advertisers and advertising agency executives are
expected to attend the seminar.
INTERNATIONAL

SHORTS

Tooke Bros. Ltd., Montreal, Que. (shirts),
plans to start film commercials on 19 Canadian television stations in both French and
English next spring. Agency: Harold F. Stanfield Ltd., Montreal.

DURING time-out at the Inter-American Announcers Congress in Panama
City, Panama, NBC announcer Jack
Costello (r), U. S. representative to
the congress and also a member of its
board of directors, interviews Panama
President Don Ernesto La Guardia
Jr. The interview was carried on NBC
Radio's Monitor service. The announcers' congress, composed of announcers from all North and South
American countries, was formed in
1952 to promote hemispheric good
will and discuss matters of interest
with an eye to improving announcing
standards. It meets every two years.
Mr. Costello, elected to the three-man
board in 1954, officiated and discussed
the announcer's role in U. S. radio-tv
at several sessions during the meeting,
held Dec. 12-16.
All-Canada Insurance Federation, Toronto,
has started cartoon safety campaign for various types of insurance firms. Cartoons are
20 seconds and 60 seconds in length and will
be used by all Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
stations. Agency: Advertising Associates
Ltd.. Montreal. Que. Cartoons were produced by Cinemation Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Cardon. Rose Ltd., Montreal, Que., advertising agency, enfranchised by Canadian
Assn. of Radio & Television Broadcasters,
bringing total enfranchised agencies for current year to 86.
CHFI-FM commercial fm station at Toronto, Ont., on 98.1 mc, plans Feb. 1 air date
with 282 w. Equipment consists of two 250
watt RCAF fm transmitters, one being a
standbv unit.

ow
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS
Details
$1.5

Given

Million

on

MBS

Quizzes

DETAILS of Mutual's new quiz game programming series offering m6re tnan $1.5
million in prizes were revealed last week by
Brad Simpson, MBS programming director
[Closed Circuit, Dec. 31, 1956]. Programming isdesigned to "utilize fully the
142 million radio sets in the U. S."
Mr. Simpson reported that two programs
— Million Dollar Quiz and National Quiz
Championship — will provide 17 broadcasts
per six-day week for radio listeners, and
said there will be no prerequisite fees or
special entrance conditions. A printed game
card, serving as the entry for each programgame broadcast, will be made available
throughout the country by the network's
affiliates via free distribution at large and
small retail establishments, terminals, hotels
and other public gathering places.
It is planned to present two 10-minute
network programs each day, Monday
through Saturday, under the Million Dollar
Quiz title. Each midnight, Monday through
Friday, the 25-minute National Quiz Championships will be broadcast. Mr. Simpson
disclosed that a test of the new programming will be conducted on WJOC Jamestown, N. Y., the last of this month, adding
that the exact day the programs will be
launched on the network will be determined
by an analysis of the Jamestown results.
In order to play the games, the listeners
must listen to the programs on the air, note
the answers on the card and fill in the code
number for the program-contest being
played. An entrant must send his card to
his local MBS affiliate. Mr. Simpson claimed
the projected series would be "the largest
quiz and gift giveway in the history of
broadcasting."
WGN-TV

to Give

Decision

On 'Luther' Film Tuesday
WGN-TV Chicago, target of protests against
its withdrawal of the "Martin Luther" motion
picture film from its Dec. 21 schedule [B«T,
Dec. 24] will announce tomorrow (Tuesday)
whether it will or will not show the film.
The decision will be revealed at a meeeting
with a group comprising representatives of
the Church Federation of Greater Chicago
and the Northern Illinois District of Lutheran Church, Missouri Synod.
The church group had deferred action on
its effort to persuade WGN-TV to reinstate
the film to its schedule following a meeting
with Ward L. Quaal, vice president and
general manager of WGN Inc. Spokesmen
for the Lutheran group had said they were
convinced of the "good-will of Mr. Quaal
and his associates" and their "genuine concern" over the issues involved. Protests from
Catholics over the scheduled showing had
come from individuals rather than the
church itself.
The Chicago Daily News, which has
twitted WGN-TV for its action, said in a
series by Jack Mabley, reporter, that "censorship isa touchy issue in Chicago today."
He agreed with the Catholic Church position in not protesting the proposed film
showing and agreed too on that church's
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

THE W. Gordon Allen stations in the Northwest are well equipped to cover mobile
events, as pointed up by this lineup of mobile units. The Allen stations are KGAY
Salem, Ore.; KB AM Longview, Wash.; KTDC Seattle, and KGAL Lebanon, Ore.
The Cessna 172 made coverage of a recent forest fire possible on all four.

stand against the film "Baby Doll", now
being released to theatres.
Free-Plugging Comedian Learns
Generosity's Price Tag: $675
AN APPROACH to the problem of free
plugs on radio and television was attempted
by WRCA-TV New York, which docked a
comedian $675 for mentioning the names of
three products during station programs, despite several advance warnings. The station
contracted to pay comedian Gene Baylos
$1,000 to appear the week beginning Dec.
17 on the late evening, five-minute Punchline program. Since he plugged three products on the unsponsored show, a station spokesman said, $675 (the cost of three
10-second announcements) was deducted
last week from his pay check.
Mr. Baylos was warned several times

expert

after he mentioned Smirnoff's vodka on one
program, the spokesman said. Nevertheless,
the comedian proceeded with free plugs for
Reindeer boots and Early Times bourbon
on subsequent shows, according to the station official. At week's end, no complaints
were registered to the station either by
Mr. Baylos, American Federation of Radio
& Television Artists or The William Morris
Agency, the comedian's agent.
To Use WCKT (TV) Film in Trial
MIAMI police permitted Dave Wilner, news
photographer for WCKT (TV), same city, to
take a picture of the re-enactment of a
triple killing which the station presented on
Headlines With Harrison. Following the
broadcast, police asked for the film which
it then planned to use as legal evidence at
the murder trial.
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS
WPFH

(TV) Promotes WIBG

Show

IN conjunction with WIBG Philadelphia's
new show, Top o' the Morning, which
is emceed by Tom Donahue, WPFH (TV)
Wilmington, Del., signs off with a reminder
to its listeners to set their radio dial at 990
(WIBG) every morning. WPFH is an affiliate of WIBG. The program was launched in
connection with a change in listener habits.
Previously, the 6-10 a.m. segment was directed to a selected audience. By opening
this time period to the general listening
public, the station believes that the interests of many additional listeners will be
served.
Hepburn, Ferrer Make Tv Debut
THE husband-and-wife team of Audrey
Hepburn and Mel Ferrer, whose joint credits include Broadway's Ondine and Hollywood's War and Peace, will make their tv

THERE'S ONLY ONE LEADER...
KM,F-TV4 MONTANA
THE CONTINENTAL DIVIDE STATION , BUTTE

debut Feb. 4 (8-9:30 p.m. EST) on the
NBC-TV Producers' Showcase version of
"Mayerling." Screen and stage producer
Anatole Litvak will produce the famous
story of love and tragedy in the Austro-Hungarian, empire of 1880. Also to be featured
are Raymond Massey and Judith Evelyn.
The program will be sponsored by RCA,
RCA Victor and RCA Whirlpool (through
Kenyon & Eckhardt) and John Hancock
Mutual Life Insurance Co. (through McCann-Erickson).
KOSI Offers $10,000 Weekly
KOSI Aurora-Denver, Colo., is offering
$10,000 each week to the listener that can
name in the exact order top tunes that will
be used on KOSI's Top Forty Songs program. The money is being offered every
week until a winner is found. It is a week
to week contest and a new entry is possible
each week.

A FOUR-FOR-ONE
RETURN
WJOB-AM-FM Hammond, Ind., has in- form of future business, public recognition, and promotional value are of course
creased its annual business in nearby
Whiting, Ind., from less than $5,000 to intangibles. Since more than 100,000
entry blanks were picked up at participat$30,000 by means of a 20-week campaign
ing stores, we are certain both of public
promoting the neighboring community as
a shopping center, according to Joseph
R. Fife, the station's commercial manA total of 32 Whiting merchants, each
ager.
paying $300, participated in the promotion, which Mr. Fife describes as "making a dynamic impact on shoppers in the
"We took in a grand total of $9,600
for a package of newscasts, football
games
spot announcements that we
area." andwould
normally
have sold at rate card
for $8,500," he said.
Each commercial was preceded by the
following jingle set to music:
Downtown
Whiting has many fine
shops,

Vocation*
Televisions

$2,000,00
me hubs!

tops,
Assortments are large and values are

HE'S "DOING

A

FINE JOB" FOR
OSCAR MAYER IN
CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE,
and other midwest markets
117 half hour TV films
Complete sponsor list and other data on request.

10 E. 44th St., New York 17. OXford 7-5880
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You'll get what you want and save
your dough,
Downtown Whiting is the place to go.
To give zip to the promotion, a contest
was held in which $2,000 worth of prizes
— including Florida vacations, television
and radio sets — was given away.
Expenses were itemized by Mr. Fife
as being $900 to the Whiting Chamber
of Commerce Christmas Fund; $250 for
posters, streamers and entry blanks; $300
to a prize service for prizes, and $500 for
talent and production.
"Consequently, after all expenses we
had a net revenue of $7,550 to cover 30
five-minute newscasts per week for 20
weeks, 10 high school football games,
and 10 spot announcements a week for
20 weeks," the WJOB commercial manager explained. "Since we normally spend
from 5 to 10% of all revenue on promotion, this project fell within our established pattern and as a result is profitable
to us.
"The additional values to us in the

*£*disf $lanfa kete
POSTER which WJOB used to lure
customers into stores participating in
campaign promoting downtown Whiting, Ind., as a shopping center.
acceptance for our promotion and inWhiting. creased store traffic for downtown
"At present, a conservative estimate
would seem to be that we will wind up
with at least $30,000 annually of permanent business from Whiting, a city
from which we haven't averaged $5,000
annually in the past. Moreover, we already have had requests from seven other
shopping centers to submit similar prposals to them."
Broadcasting
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'Birds of a Feather'
IN A contest sponsored by WOL Washington, listeners will be asked to guess what
disc jockey Milton Q. Ford's parrot Richard
is saying. Mr. Ford has been trying to teach
the bird to say a certain phrase. Part of
what he says is reported clearly intelligible,
but the rest isn't. Richard's remarks have
been recorded and listeners are invited to
send in their guesses as to what the phrase
is. The person sending in the closest guess
first will win a 1957 MG sports car. The
parrot's actual words will be placed in a
sealed envelope and deposited in a bank
vault.
NBC Plans 'Bill Goodwin Show'
NBC RADIO has signed Bill Goodwin, freelance radio-tv announcer-m.c, to star in a
new 55-minute daytime series, The Bill
Goodwin Show, starting Jan. 14. The program, which will precede a two-hour block
of dramas, two of them still being worked
out, will be heard Mon.-Fri., 1:05-2 p.m.
EST.
WTOP's 'Foreign Viewpoint'
SHORTWAVE news broadcasts from the
various world capitals are featured in
WTOP Washington's new weekly program,
Foreign Viewpoint, which started Dec. 30.
The broadcasts come from Radio Moscow
and Russian satellite countries, Italy, West
Germany, Sweden, the Netherlands and
England.
CBS-TV Has 'The Last Word'
A NEW program on words in the English
language, The Last Word, was scheduled to
begin on CBS-TV yesterday (Sunday, 2:303 p.m. EST). Host Dr. Bergen Evans appears with guests on the show and he answers questions sent in by viewers. According to the network, aim of the program is to
increase viewers' word power, vocabulary
and usage.
International 'Disneyland'
WALT DISNEY's Disneyland program,
dubbed in Spanish, is being telecast in Mexico, Venezuela, Guatemala and San Salvador. The program also has been dubbed in
French, Italian and German. The Mickey
Mouse Club now is being prepared in all
four languages and will be released soon on
a weekly basis.
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HALF-HOUR WAY TO SUCCESS
SUCCESS of the half -hour news show
is being told by KOMO-TV Seattle,
which last month received a Sylvania
Television Award for its daily 6:30-7
p.m. Deadline program. The KOMOTV news show was ranked best by Sylvania in the outstanding local news and
special events category [B«T, Dec. 10,
1956]. Herb Robinson, editor of Deadline, received the award from Washington Gov. Albert D. Rosselini at a
Seattle Chamber of Commerce banquet attended by 35 state legislators
early this month.
The half-hour news format, KOMOTV points out, allows the station
to provide more complete news and
film coverage, particularly when stories
break near air time. Equipped with
two RCA color cameras, KOMO-TV
telecasts Deadline in both black-andwhite and color. All live portions of
the show and certain film portions are
colorcast, the latter depending on
pictorial value.
The first 15 minutes of Deadline
cover all important stories, local, national and worldwide, followed by
a short weather story. The last 15
minutes cover stories in depth, unusual
features, sports and a weather report.

HIGH-GAIN
omnidirectional
VHF

TV transmitting

ANTENNA

The Lure's for Shorthairs
IF "good" music frightens many people
away, why not entice by kidding them into
it? Apparently this — or something like it—
is what's behind Classical Music For People
Who Hate Classical Music, a new weekly
show that goes on NBC Radio Jan. 14 (9:3010 p.m. EST). Host will be George R.
Marek, vice president of Record Albums
Dept. of RCA Victor Record Div. In addition to playing classical selections, Mr.
Marek will peel off humor, anecdotes and
informal information about the music and
composers in an effort to "break down the
intellectual fence "around classical music."
WNAC Looks Back 34 Years
THE 34th anniversary of the first network
radio broadcast was noted last Friday by
WNAC Boston which on Jan. 4, 1923,
broadcast jointly with WEAF (now WRCA)
New York, NBC's Flagship, a musical program 7:55-8 p.m. The stations were connected by special long distance telephone
wires. The program format was a saxophone solo by Nathan Glanz of "Lovelight
in Your Eyes"
operatic recalled
arias and that
instrumentaland
music. WNAC
members of the Massachusetts Banking Assn.
listened to the program as a highlight of an
annual banquet held at Boston's Copley
Plaza Hotel, and that "though the reception
was not perfect, it satisfied listeners that
there were distinct possibilities in the new
idea." WNAC observed that six years later
(Oct. 12, 1928), the Yankee Network— New
England's tablished
first
regionalandnetwork
eswhen WNAC
WEAN— was
became

AMCI
TYPE 1046
Channels 7 through 13
Shown above is the five-bay
array recently installed for Station
witn . Channel 7. in Washington,
North Carolina. With a gain of 19.4,
a single 6-V&" coaxial transmission
line feeder and in conjunction with
a 20 kw transmitter, the antenna
radiates an ERP of 316 kw AMCI
Type I null fill-in assures proper
coverage even in close to the tower.
Write for Bulletin B-105
ANTENNA SYSTEMS - COMPONENTS
AIR NAVIGATION AIDS - INSTRUMENTS
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FOR THE RECORD
Station

Authorizations,

Applications

(As Compiled by B • T)
December 27 through January 2
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
an- night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification,
directional
permit. DA —
CP — construction
ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — trans. — transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc —
tenna.
aucommunications
kilocycles. SCASSA— —subsidiary
high frequency.
ultra
uhf — vis.
frequency,
very— high
authorization,
special service
kw — kilo- thorizations.
— visual,
aur. — aural,
antenna,
an*.
STA — special temporary authorization.
watts, w — watt mc — megacycles. D — Day. N —
Am-Fm Summary through ingJan.
Appls.
On
PendAir
Licensed Cps
342
Am
3,005
2,975
181
45
Fm
534
517 47

2 ing
In
Hear131
0

FCC Commercial Station Authorizations
As of November 30, 1956*
Am
Tv
246
Fm
515
Licensed (all on air)
13
Cps on air
2,954
12133
265
22 628
117
Cps not on air
550
Total authorized
3,108
166
1
122
Applications in hearing
7 30
55
New station requests
288
114
0 78
New station bids in hearing
156
6
Facilities change requests
Total applications pending
8960 792 3590
Licenses deleted in November
1
0
1
Cps deleted in November
* Based on official FCC monthly reports. These
are not always exactly current since the FCC
must await formal notifications of stations going
on the air, ceasing operations, surrendering licenses or grants, etc. These figures do not include
noncommercial, educational fm and tv stations.
For current status of am and fm stations see
"Am and Fm Summary," above, and for tv stations see "Tv Summary," next column.
New

Tv

Stations . . .
APPLICATIONS
Glendive, Mont. — Glendive Bcstg. Corp., vhf ch.
5 (76-82 mc); ERP 4.62 kw vis., 2.49 kw aur.; ant.
height
above
average construction
terrain -93 cost
ft., $59,400,
above
ground 125
ft. Estimated
first
year
opera-ting
cost
$64,250,
revenue
$87,500.
P. O. address c/o Radio Station KXGN Glendive.
Studio and trans, location Kendrick Ave. and
Valentine St.. Geographic coordinates 47° 06' 26"
N. Lat.,counsel
104° 42'Harry
36" W.J.Long.
and ant.D.GE.C.
Legal
Daly, Trans,
Washington,
Consulting
engineer
John
H.
Mullaney,
Washington. Sole owner is Lewis W. Moore, who
owns
KXGN, and
has
theatre
and
realty
interests.
Announced Dec. 28.
Ogden,
Utah—
Jack
A.
Burnett,
vhf
ch.
9
(186192 mc); ERP 1.745 kw vis., .814 kw aur.; ant.
height above average terrain -668 ft., above
ground 165 ft. Estimated construction cost $71,812,
first year operating cost $120,000, revenue $125,000.
P. O. address Box 1479, Honolulu, T. H. Studio
and trans, location Washington Blvd. & 25th St.
Geographic coordinates 41° 13' 12.6" N. Lat., 111°
58' 8.1" W. Long. Trans. Gates, ant. Prodelin. Con-

Tv Summary through Jan. 2
Total Operating Stations in U. S.:
Vhf Uhf Total
Commercial
378 91 469*
Noncomm. Educational
17
5
222
Grants since July 11, 1952:
(When FCC began
after tvprocessing
freeze) applications
Vhf
Uhf Total
Commercial
340
320 6601
Noncomm. Educational
25
21
462

KHVH-TV Honolulu, T. H. — Kaiser Hawaiian
Village Television Inc., ch. 13.
KMAU-TV Wailuku, T.H. — Hawaiian Bcstg.
System Ltd., ch. 3. Changed from KMAU (TV).
APPLICATIONS
WEAR-TV Pensacola, Fla. — Seeks cp to change
ERP to 100 kw vis., 50 kw aur., change trans,
location to State Hwy. 99, about 2.2 mi. N of
Barrineau Park, Fla., change type trans., make
ant. and other equipment changes. Announced
Dec. 27.
WYES (TV) New Orleans, La. — Seeks mod. of
cp (which
tional tv) to authorized
change ERP non-commercial
to 50.775 kw vis.,educa29.06
kw aur., change trans, location to 916 Navarre St.,
change type ant. and make other equipment
changes. Announced Dec. 21.
WTRI (TV) Albany, N. Y. — Seeks mod. of cp to
change ERP to 460 kw vis., 234 kw aur., change
type trans., install new DA and make other
equipment chamges. Announced Dec. 27.
Translators . . .
APPLICATIONS

Flagstaff, Ariz. — Coconino Tv, ch. 71 (812-818
mc) to rebroadcast ch. 3 KTVK (TV) Phoenix,
Ariz. Post office address Box 1677, Flagstaff. Trans,
output 10 w, ERP to community 32 w. Estimated
population struction
to costbe$3,200,
served
first10,000.
year Estimated
operating concost
$500. Announced Jan. 2.
Needles, Calif.; Gas City, Ariz. — Needles ComTelevision, ch.Henderson,
72 (824-830 Nev.
mc) toPost
rebroadcast ch.munity
2 KLRJ-TV
office
Applications Hied since April 14, 1952:
address % Paul C. Griswold. pres.. Box 617,
(When FCC began
processing
applications
Needles. Trans, output 10 w, ERP to community
after tv freeze)
387.5 w. Estimated population to be served 6,000.
337
Vhf
construction cost $5,610, first year
New Amend.
Total Estimated
820 Uhf
operating cost $1,350. Announced Jan. 2.
Commercial 1,051
Noncomm. Educ. 63
Pagosa Springs, Colo. — La Plata Electric Assn.,
56727
ch. 74 (830-836 N.mc)M. toPost
rebroadcast
ch. 4 %KOB-TV
Albuquerque,
office address
George
85636
Total
1,114
Granger,
Box
180,
Durango,
Colo.
Trans, output
337
594
10 w, ERP
community
w. Estimated
population to beto served
1,450. 62.4
Estimated
construction
1 175 cps (33 vhf, 142 uhf) have been deleted. 1,3883
2 One educational uhf has been deleted.
cost $7,117,
first
year
operating
cost
$1,580.
Announced Jan. 2.
3 One applicant did not specify channel.
4 Includes 44 already granted.
Joplin, Mont. — Joplin Tv Club Inc., ch. 78 (8545 Includes 707 already granted.
860 mc) to rebroadcast ch. 7 CJLK (TV) Leth1,451s bridge, Alta., Canada. Post office address % E. K.
Poppler, pres., Joplin. Trans, output 10 w, ERP
to community 288 w. Estimated population to be
served 2,500. Estimated construction cost $4,712,
suiting
engineer
Ronald
T.
Miyahira-,
Honolulu.
first
* year operating cost $400. Announced Jan. 2.
63La
Mr.
Burnett
is
exec,
v.p.-gen.
mgr.-25%
owner,
Grande, Ore. — Grande Ronde Television
KULA-AM-TV Honolulu. Announced Dec. 27.
Assn., ch. 7 (806-812 mc) to rebroadcast ch. 6
KHQ-TV Spokane, Wash. Post office address %
Harlow Speckhart, Rte. 1, La Grande. Trans, outExisting Tv Stations . . .
put 10 w, ERP to community 415 w. Estimated
population struction
to costbe$9,900,
served
first15,000.
year Estimated
operating concost
ACTIONS BY FCC
$700. Announced Jan. 2.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
Roseburg, Ore. — Eugene W. Roelle, John T.
Pierce d/b as Teleservice Co., ch. 88 ( 844-890 mc)
to rebroadcast ch. 6 KOIN-TV Portland, Ore. Post
KDPS-TV Des Moines, Iowa — Independent
School
District
of
Des
Moines,
non-commercial
office address % Mr. Roelle. Rte. 2, Box 349, Roseeducational ch. 11.
burg. Trans, output 10 w, ERP to community 619
KODE-TV Joplin, Mo. — Air Time Inc., ch. 12. w. Estimated population to be served 20,000. Esticonstruction
cost $6,050,
Changed from KSWM-TV.
ing costmated
$10,000.
Announced
Dec.first
20. year operatWSOC-TV Charlotte, N. C— Radio Station
WSOC Inc., ch. 9.
KRSD-TV
Rapid City,
Black
Hills Stations,
ch. 7. S. D.— Heart of the
New Am Stations . . .
KBTX-TV Bryan, Tex. — Brazos Bcstg. Co., ch.
3. Changed from KGTX-TV.
ACTION BY FCC
KUTA (TV) Salteducational
Lake City,ch.Utah—
non-commercial
7. U. of Utah,
Abilene,
Tex.—
Application of Earle E. Smith,
TvKWAB
Co., ch.(TV)
8. Walla WaUa, Wash.— Walla Walla
R. R. Shipman, O. E. Shelton and A. W. Stewart
KTWO-TV Casper, Wyo. — Harriscope Inc., ch. 2. d/b as Key City Bcstg. Co. seeking new am on
D, dismissed (per Sec. 1.381.) An930 kc, 500nounced wDec. 28.
APPLICATIONS
Montgomery, Ala. — N. H. Bowman tr/ as Bowman Bcstg. Co. 1300 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address 3039
Montgomery.
Woodley Terrace,
struction cost $13,670,
first year Estimated
operating concost
$40,000, revenue $65,000. Mr. Bowman is underwriternouncedwithDec.Montgomery
insurance firm. An28.
Orange Park, Fla. — Dan Richardson, 550 kc, 1
kw D. P. O. address Rte. 9, Box 400, Jacksonville,
Fla. Estimated construction cost $15,309, first year
operatingardsoncost
$36,000, revenueoutdoor
$48,000. advertising
Mr. Richowns Jacksonville
agency, is editor-publisher of Good Tidings
Broadcast there, pastor of Kings Highway Church,
Jacksonville,Dec.
and 28.applicant for Jacksonville am.
Announced
Alma, Ga.— C. N. Todd, 1480 kc, 1 kw D. P. O.
address
72, Douglas,
Estimatedcostconstruction costBox
$12,336,
first yearGa.operating
$36,000,
revenue
Mr. Todd
tire firm. $48,000.
Announced
Dec. 28.owns Douglas retail
Livonia, Mich. — Theodore A. Kolasa, Henry J.
Kolasa, Mitchell A. Kolasa and Alphonse R.
Deresz d/b as Livonia Bcstg. Co., 1240 kc, 100 w
Continues on page 115
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present and planned tv stations
and television network shows

B-T

January 1957
Total U. S. Stations on Air: 491
(Commercial: 469; Educational: 22)
Total Cities with Tv Stations: 310
Total Tv Homes: 35,495,330
(Advertising Research Foundation, March, 1956)
HOW TO READ THIS LISTING
Each station or grantee is listed in the
city where licensed.
Triangle (►): station on air with regular programming. Date of grant is
shown for permittees, followed by
planned starting date when known.
Channel number is in parentheses, followed by national network affiliations
and sales representatives, estimated sets
in coverage area and station's highest
one-time hourly rate.
Set figures are provided by stations.
Queries on set figures should be directed
to stations.
Asterisk (*): non-commercial outlet.
Dagger (t): not interconnected.
Data on station color equipment: N,
equipped for network color; LS, local
color slides; LF, local color film; LL,
local live color.
ALABAMA
ANDALUSIAf—
► WAIQ (»2)
BIRMINGHAM—
► WABT (13) NBC, ABC; Blair; 370,000; N; $800
► WBIQ (*10)
► WBRC-TV (6) CBS; Katz; 370.000; N; $850
W.TLN-TV (48) 12/10/52-TJnknown
Birmingham Tv Corp. (42) 11/29/56-Unknown
DECATUR—
► WMSL-TV (23) NBC, CBS, ABC; McGMvra;
34,000; N; $150
DOTHAN—
► WTVY (9) CBS, ABC; Young; 42,500; N; $150
MOBILE—
► WALA-TV (10) NBC, ABC; H-R; 192,000; N;
$450
► WKRG-TV
(5) CBS; Avery-Knodel; 167,000;
N; $450
MONTGOMERY—
► WCOV-TV (20) CBS, ABC; Raymer; 78,600; N;
$200
► WSFA-TV (12) NBC; Katz; 146,969; N; $450
MUNFORDf—
► WTIQ (»7)
SELMAf —
WSLA (8) 2/52/54-Unknown
ARIZONA
FLAGSTAFF —
KOLF-TV (9) 5/29/56-Unknown
MESA (PHOENIX)—
► KVAR (12) NBC; Raymer; 148,880; N; $450
PHOENIX—
► KOOL-TV (10) CBS; Hollingbery; 175,000; N;
$500
► KPHO-TV
(5) Katz; 148,280; N; $450
► KTVK (3) ABC; Weed; 175,000; N, LF, LS; $400
TUCSON—
► KDWI-TV (9) Headley-Reed; 69,500; N, LF, LS;
$300
► KOPO-TV (13) CBS; Hollingbery; 58.839; $300
► KVOA-TV (4) NBC, ABC; Branham; 58,829;
N; $300
YUMA—
► KTVA (11) CBS, NBC; Raymer; 30,000; $200
KYAT (13) 1/25/56-Unknown
ARKANSAS
EL DORADO—
► KRBB (10) NBC, ABC; Pearson; 54,000; $200
FORT SMITH—
► KFSA-TV (22) NBC, ABC; Pearson: 40,600; $200
► KNAC-TV (5) CBS; H-R; 60,000; $250
HOT SPRINGS—
KSPS (9) 2/16/56-Unknown
JONESBOROf—
KBTM-TV
1/12/55-Unknown (Satellite of
KATV Pine(4)Bluff)
LITTLE ROCK—
► KARK-TV (4) NBC; Petry; 159,904; N; $450
► KTHV (11) CBS; Branham; 160,322; N; $450
► KATV (7) (See Pine Bluff)
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

situation report on

PINE BLUFF—
► KATV (7) ABC; Avery-Knodel; 161,080; N;
TEXARKANA—
► KCMC-TV
(6) (See Texarkana. Tex.)
$450
CALIFORNIA
BAKERSFIELD —
► KBAK-TV (29) ABC, CBS; Weed; 110,000; $300
► KERO-TV (10) NBC; Petry; 154,720; N; $500
(SAN FRANCISCO)—
►BERKELEY
KQED (*9)
►CHICO—
KHSL-TV
900; $250 (12) CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel; 70,CORONAf —
KCOA (52) 9/16/53-Unknown
EUREKA
► KIEM-TV
35,000; $250(3) CBS, ABC, NBC; Blair Tv Assoc.;
►FRESNO—
KFRE-TV (12) CBS; Blair; 252,300; N, LF, LS;
► KJEO
$650 (47) ABC; Branham; 178,000; N, LL, LS;
► KMJ-TV (24) NBC; Raymer; 178,000; N, LF, LS;
$550
$500 (27) (See Tulare, Calif.)
► KVVG
KBID-TV (53) See footnote
LOS ANGELES
► KABC-TV (7) ABC; Katz; 2,620,775; $2,000
► KCOP (13) Petry; 2,620,775; $1,250
► KHJ-TV (9) H-R; 2,620,775; N; $1,500
► KNXT (2) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 2,620,775; N,
LS, LF, LL: $3,200
► KRCA (4) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 2,620,775; N,
LL, LS, LF; $3,600
► KTLA (5) Raymer; 2,620,775; N, LS, LF, LL;
$1,500 (11) Blair; 2,620,775; $2,000
► KTTV
KBIC-TV (22) 2/10/52-Unknown
MODESTOf—
KTRB-TV (14) 2/17/54-Unknown
OAKLAND (SAN FRANCISCO)—
Channel Two Inc. (2) Initial Decision 6/20/56
►REDDING—
KVIP (7) NBC; Branham; 65,000; N; $225
SACRAMENTO
► KBET-TV (10) CBS; H-R; 366.550: N, LF, LS;
► KCCC-TV
(40) ABC; Weed; 158,000; $450
$700
► KCRA-TV (3) NBC; Petry; 354,401; N, LF, LS;
KGMS-TV (46) 3/2/56-Unknown
SALINAS
$750 (MONTEREY)—
► KSBW-TV
(8) CBS. ABC, NBC; H-R; 349,924;
N, LL, LF, LS; $350
SAN
DIEGO—
► KFMB-TV (8) CBS; Petry; 449,928; N; $900
► KFSD-TV (10) NBC; Katz; 400,000; N; $800
SAN
FRANCISCO—
► KGO-TV
(7) ABC; Blair; 1,206,717; $1,700
► KPIX-TV (5) CBS; Katz; 1,206,717; N, LF, LS;
► KRON-TV (4) NBC; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
$1,700
1,206,717; N, LL, LS, LF; $1,500
► KSAN-TV (32) Stars National; 325,000; $225
KBAY-TV
(20) 3/11/53-Unknown
Plaza Radio & Tv Co. (26) 12/20/56-Unknown
JOSEf—
►SANKNTV
(11) Boiling; 140,000; $250
SAN
LUIS
► KVEC-TVOBISPO—
(6) ABC, CBS; H-R; 102,966; $200
SANTA
BARBARA—
► KEYT (3) NBC, ABC, CBS; Hollingbery; 227,918; $450
STOCKTONf—
► KOVR (13) Avery-Knodel; 1,131,891; $800
► KWG (27) Bernard; 150.000; $325
TULARE—
COLORADO
COLORADO
SPRINGS—
► KKTV (11) CBS, ABC; Boiling; 68,820; $250
► KRDO-TV (13) NBC: Pearson; 44,000; $175
►DENVER—
KB TV (9) ABC; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
410,174; $650
► KLZ-TV (7) CBS; Katz; 410,174; N; $750
► KOA-TV (4) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 410,174; N;
$650
SAVE this monthly Telestatus section
which is perforated for your convenience.
Additional copies are available. Write
Readers Service Dept., Broadcasting •
Telecasting, 1735 DeSales St., N. W.,
Washington 6, D. C.

KRMA-TV
(»6) Tv Assoc.; 410,174; N; $500
► KTVR
(2) Blair
GRAND JUNCTION!—
► KREX-TV (5) NBC, CBS, ABC; Holman; 19,205;
Junction) (10) (Satellite of KREX-TV Grand
►MONTROSE—
KFXJ-TV
$120
►PUEBLO—
KCSJ-TV (5) NBC; Pearson; 56,312; $155
CONNECTICUT
BRIDGEPORT—
► WICC
ABC; Young; 72,340; $200
ing) (43)
WCTB
(*71) 1/29/53-Unknown
HARTFORD—
► WHCT (18) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 351,581; $650
WCHF (*24) V29/53-Unknown
WTIC-TV
(3) 7/25/56
(construction prohibited
until completion
of deintermixture
rulemakBRITAIN—(30) NBC; Boiling; 380,071; N; $600
►NEW
WKNB-TV
NEW HAVENf—
► WNHC-TV (8) ABC, CBS; Katz; 948,702; N. LF
LS; $800
WELI-TV (59) H-R; 6/24/53-Unknown
NEW LONDONf —
WNLC-TV (26) 12/31/52-Unknown
NORWICHf—
WCNE (»63) 1/29/53-Unknown
STAMFORDf —
WSTF (27) 5/27/53-Unknown
►WATERBURY—
WATR-TV (53) ABC; Stuart; 217,554; $200
DELAWARE
WILMINGTON—
► WPFH (12) Raymer; 2,051,000; N; LS, LFDISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
$1,000
WASHINGTON—
► WMAL-TV (7) ABC; H-R; $1,200
► WRC-TV (4) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 754,000; N;
► WTOP-TV
(9) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 644,000- N
LF, LS; $1,800
$1,250
► WTTG
(5) Weed; 700,000; $660
WOOK-TV (14) 2/24/54-Unknown
FLORIDA
DAYTONA BEACHf—
► WESH-TV (2) Petry; 60,000; N; $200
FORT LAUDERDALE—
► WITV (17) ABC; Forjoe; 283,000; $500
FORT MYERSf —
► WINK-TV (11) CBS, ABC; McGiUvra; 23,500;
FORT PIERCEf—
WTVI (19) 4/19/55-Unknown
JACKSONVILLE—
► WJHP-TV
(36) NBC, ABC; Petry; 107,750; N;
$150
► WMBR-TV
249,643; N; (4)
$850 CBS, ABC; CBS Spot Sis.;
WQIK-TV (30) Stars National; 8/12/53-Unknown
WFGA-TV
(12) 8/31/56; Unknown
$300
376,000; N,
► WCKT
(7)
NBC; NBC Spot Sis.;
LF, LS; $950
►MIAMI—
WGBS-TV (23) CBS; Katz; 278,869; N
Woodward;
► WTHS-TV (*2)
► WTVJ
Griffin,
388,000;(4)N, CBS;
LL, LF,Peters,
LS; $1,000
► WITV (17) See Fort Lauderdale
WMFL (33) 12/9/53-Unknown
MIAMI
WKATBEACH—
Inc. (10) Initial Decision 3/30/55 $350
► WDBO-TV
(6) N;
CBS,$300ABC, NBC; Blair Tv AsORLANDO—
soc.; 173,692;
WEAL-TV (18) 9/21/55-Unknown
WORZ Inc. (9) Initial Decision 8/10/55
PANAMA
CITY—
► WJDM (7)
ABC, CBS, NBC; Hollingbery; 30,100;
►PENSACOLA—
WEAR-TV (3) ABC, CBS; Hollingbery; 174,500;
WPFA-TV
N;
$300 (15) See footnote
$150
PETERSBURG—
►ST.WSUN-TV
(38) ABC; Venard; 215,900; $400
TALLAHASSEE—
► WCTV (6) See Thomasville, Ga.
►TAMPA—
WFLA-TV (8) NBC; Blair; 350,000; N, LF, LS;
► WTVT (13) CBS; Katz; 330,000; N, LF, LS; $600
WEST PALM BEACH—
► WEAT-TV (12) ABC, CBS; H-R; 139,000; $250
► WPTV (5) NBC, CBS; Venard; 98,300; $275
GEORGIA
ALBANYf—
$750
► WALB-TV (10) ABC, NBC; Venard; 45,000; $200
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ATHENSf—
WGTV (*8) 9/5/56-Unknown
ATLANTA—
► WAGA-TV (5) CBS; Katz; 578,000; N, LS, LF;
$1,000
► WLWA (11) ABC; WLW Sales; 542,599; $900
► WSB-TV (2) NBC; Petry; 514,120; N, LS, LF;
$1,000
WETV (*30) 3/21/56-Unknown
WATL-TV (36) See footnote
AUGUSTA—
► WJBF (6) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; 212,505; N;
$325
► WRDW-TV
(12) CBS; Branham; 182,100; $300
COLUMBUS—
► WDAK-TV (28) NBC, ABC; Headley-Reed; 136,959; N; $300
► WRBL-TV (4) CBS, ABC; Hollingbery; 186,407;
N; $400
MACON—
► WMAZ-TV (13) CBS, ABC; NBC (per program
basis); Avery-Knodel; 117,778; N; $300
ROMET
► WEOM-TV (9) McGillvra; 174,330; $150
SAVANNAH—
► WSAV-TV
150.501: N; (3)
$275NBC, ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.;
► WTOC-TV (11) CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel; 153,352; N; $300
THOMASVILLE—
► WCTV (6) NBC, CBS, ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.;
101,065; $250
IDAHO
BOISEf—
► KBOI-TV ward;(2)
67,950;CBS,
$250 ABC; Peters, Griffin, Wood► KIDO-TV (7) ABC, NBC; Blair Tv Assoc.; 85,000; N; $250
IDAHO FALtSf —
► KID-TV (3) CBS, ABC, NBC; Gill-Perna; 55,021; $200
LEWISTONf—
► KLEW-TV (3) CBS, ABC, NBC; Weed; 21,000;
$150 (satellite of KIM A -TV Yakima, Wash.)
POCATELLOf —
KSEI-TV (6) 4/25/56-TJnknown
TWIN FALLSf—
► KLIX-TV
21,000; $150(11) CBS, ABC, NBC; Gill-Perna;
KHTV (13) 11/9/55-TJnknown
ILLINOIS
BLOOMINGTON—
► WBLN (15) ABC; McGillvra; 54,000; $120
CHAMPAIGN—
► WCIA (3) CBS, NBC; Hollingbery; 403,370; N;
$800
CHICAGO—
► WBBM-TV (2) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 2,397,500;
N; $3,900
► WBKB (7) ABC; Blair; 2,397,500; $2,400
► WGN-TV (9) Petry; 2,397,500; N, LF, LS; $1,800
► WNBQ (5) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 2,397,500; N,
LL, LS. LF; $4,000
► WTTW (*11)
WHFC-TV (26) 1/8/53-Unknown
WIND-TV (20) 3/9/53-Unknown
WOPT (44) 2/10/54-Unknown
DANVILLE—
► WDAN-TV (24) ABC; Everett-McKinney; 50,000; $150
DECATUR—
► WTVP (17) ABC; Boiling; 196,000; $350
EVANSTONf—
WILE (32) 8/12/53-Unknown
HARRISBURGf—
► WSTL-TV (22) ABC; Walker; 30,000; $150
PEORIA—
► WEEK-TV
(43) NBC; Headley-Reed; 244,420; N;
$475
► WTVH (19) CBS, ABC; Petry; 244,420; N; $500
WIRL-TV (8) 6/27/56 (Construction prohibited
until completion of deintermixture rulemaking.)
QUINCY (HANNIBAL, MO.)—
► WGEM-TV (10) NBC, ABC; Young; 155,170; N;
$250
► KHQA-TV
(7) See Hannibal. Mo.
ROCK ISLAND (DAVENPORT, MOLINE)—
► WHBF-TV (4) CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel; 321,619; N; $800
ROCKFORD—
► WREX-TV (13) CBS, ABC; H-R; 278,004; N,
LF, LS; $450
► WTVO (39) NBC, ABC; Headley-Reed; 166,270;
N; $300
SPRINGFIELD—
► WICS (20) ABC, NBC; Young; 103,580; $250
W MAY-TV (2) 6/27/56 (Construction prohibited until completion
making.) Pearson of deintermixture ruleURBANAf —
► WILL -TV (*12)
INDIANA
ANDERSONf —
WCBC-TV (61) 3/16/56-Unknown
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BLOOMINGTON—
► WTTV (4) ABC; Meeker; 523,825; N; $1,000
ELKHART (SOUTH BEND)—
► WSJV (52) ABC; H-R; 215,814; $300
EVANSVILLE—
► WFIE (62) NBC, ABC; Venard; 140,000; N; $350
► WEHT (50) See Henderson, Ky.
► WTVW (7) ABC; Hollingbery; 175,200; N, LF,
LS; $350
FORT WAYNE—
► WKJG-TV (33) NBC; Ravmer; 164.364; N; $450
► WINT (15) CBS, ABC; H-R; 139,625; N; $400
INDIANAPOLIS—
► WFBM-TV (6) NBC; Katz; 702,000; N, LL, LF,
LS; $1,200
► WISH-TV (8) CBS; Boiling; 660,000; N; $1,200
► WTTV (4) See Bloomington
Mid- West Tv Corp. (13) Initial Decision 6/7/55
LAFAYETTE—
► WFAM-TV (59) CBS, NBC; Rambeau; 115,900;
N; $200
►MUNCIE—
WLBC-TV
(49) ABC,
Walker; 107,250;
N; $225 CBS, NBC; Holman,
PRINCETONf —
WRAY-TV (52) See footnote
ROANOKE—
WPTA (21) 9/6/56-Unknown; Meeker
SOUTH BEND (ELKHART)—
► WNDU-TV (46) NBC; Petry; 186,000; N; $500
► WSBT-TV (34) CBS; Raymer; 206,363; N; $400
TERRE
HAUTE—(10) CBS, ABC, NBC; Boiling; 251,► WTHI-TV
970; N; $400
IOWA
► WOI-TV (5) ABC; Weed; 325,000; N; $500
AMES—
CEDAR RAPIDS—
► KCRG-TV (9) ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.; 325,977;
N; $425 (2) CBS; Katz; 344,380; N; $625
► WMT-TV
DAVENPORT (MOLINE, ROCK ISLAND)—
► WOC-TV
NBC; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
317,902; N;(6)$800
MOINES—(8) CBS; Katz; N; $700
►DESKRNT-TV
► WHO-TV (13) NBC: Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
294.000: N, LF, LS; $700
KDPS-TV (11*) 12/12/56-Unknown
KGTV (17) See footnote
►FORT
KQTVDODGE—
(21) NBC; Pearson; 42,870; $150
MASON
CITY—
► KGLO-TV (3) CBS; Weed; 135,932; $350
►OTTUMWA—
KTVO (3) (See Kirksville, Mo.)
SIOUX
► KTJ.VCITY—
(4) NBC; Hollingbery; 204,317; N; $350
► KVTV (9) CBS, ABC; Katz; 179.521; N; $425
►WATERLOO—
KWWL-TV (7) NBC; Avery-Knodel; 324,866;
N; $500
KANSAS
ENSIGN—
KTVC (6) 1/25/56-Jan. 15; $100
GOODLANDT —
KWGB-TV (10) 5/11/55-Unknown
►GREAT
KCKT BEND—
(2) NBC, ABC; Boiling; 186,097; N; $250
HUTCHINSON (WICHITA)—
► KTVH (12) CBS; H-R; 251,135; N; $575
► KAKE-TV (10) See Wichita
► KARD-TV (3) See Wichita
MANHATTANf—
KSAC-TV (*8 ) 7/24/53-Unknown
PITTSBURG—
► KOAM-TV (7) NBC, ABC; Katz; 161,851; $300
► WIBW-TV (13) CBS, ABC; Capper; 596,682; N;
TOPEKA—
WICHITA (HUTCHINSON)—
► KAKE-TV
(10) ABC; Katz; 260,000; N; $500
$550
► KARD-TV (3) NBC; Petry; 265,430; N, LL, LF,
LS;
$550
► KTVH (12) See Hutchinson
KEDD (16) See footnote
KENTUCKY
ASHLANDf
WALN-TV— (59) Petry; 8/14/52-Unknown
HENDERSON (EVANSVILLE, IND.)—
► WEHT (50) CBS; Young; 150,000; N; $400
LEXINGTONf—
► WLEX-TV (18) NBC, ABC, CBS; Boiling; $218
WLAP-TV (27) 12/3/53-Unknown

New

Tv Stations

THE following tv stations started regular
programming within the past month:
KGW-TV (ch. 8) Portland, Ore., and
WRAL-TV (ch. 5) Raleigh, N. C.

►LOUISVILLE—
WAVE-TV (3) NBC, ABC; NBC Spot Sis.; 506,966; N; $1,025
► WHAS-TV (11) CBS; Harrington, Righter &
Parsons
(last; N;reported
was 205,544)
$1,000 set count in July 1952
WQXL-TV
1/15/53-Unknown
WKLO-TV (41)
(21) Forjoe;
See footnote
NEWPORTf
—
WNOP-TV (74) 12/24/53-Unknown
OWENSBORO—
WKYT (14) 3/14/56-TJnknown
PADUCAHf
— Pearson; 11/14/56-Unknown
WPSD (6)
LOUISIANA
ALEXANDRIA—
► KALB-TV (5) NBC, ABC, CBS; Weed; 136,400;
BATON
ROUGE—
► WAFB-TV
104,000;
$250(28) CBS, ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.;
► WBRZ
$250 (2) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; 224,430; N;
WCNS (40) 7/19/56-July
►LAFAYETTE—
KLFY-TV (10) CBS; Venard; 99,244; N; $250
LAKE CHARLES
► KPLC-TV
NBC, ABC; Weed; 104,000; $250
$300 (25)(7)CBS;
► KTAG
Young; 68,648; $150
► KNOE-TV (8) CBS, ABC, NBC; H-R; 305,000;
MONROE—
N; $400
KLSE (*13) 12/14/56-February
ORLEANS—
►NEW
WDSU-TV
(6) ABC, CBS, NBC; Blair; 410,477;
N, LF, LL; $900
► WJMR-TV (20) CBS, ABC; Weed; 300,000; N;
WCKG
4/2/53-Unknown
ing.) (26) Gill-Perna;
WWEZ-TV
(32) 9/26/56-Unknown
WWL-TV (4) 7/13/56 (Construction prohibited
until completion of deintermixture rule mak$300 (*8) 2/17/56-February
WYES
►SHREVEPORT—
KSLA-TV
(12) CBS, ABC; Raymer; N; 170,000;
$400
► KTBS-TV (3) NBC, ABC; Petry; 209,695; N;
MAINE
WPTT
$500 (10) 11/14/56-Unknown
AUGUSTA—
►BANGOR—
WABI-TV (5) ABC, NBC; Hollingbery; 106,000;
► WTWO (2) CBS; Venard; $300
N; $300
WLAM-TV (17) See footnote
LEWISTON—
POLAND SPRING—
► WMTW
CBS, ABC;
Parsons;(8)250,000;
$400 Harrington, Righter &
►PORTLAND—
WCSH-TV (6) NBC; Weed; 190,200; N; $400
► WGAN-TV (13) CBS; Avery-Knodel; 185,000;
N; $400ISLE—
►PRESQUE
WAGM-TV
(8) CBS; Venard; $150
MARYLAND
►BALTIMORE—
WAAM sons;
(13)702,606;
ABC;
$1,275Harrington, Righter & Par► WBAL-TV (11) NBC; Petry; 702,606; N, LL, LS,
LF; $1,500
► WMAR-TV (2) CBS; Katz; 702,606; N, LF, LS;
WITH-TV (72) Forjoe; 12/18/52-Unknown
WTLF
$1,500 (18) 12/9/53-Unknown
SALISBURY!
—
► WBOC-TV
590; $200 (16) ABC, CBS; Headley-Reed; 56,MASSACHUSETTS
► WBZ-TV (4) NBC: Peters. Griffin, Woodward;
1,420,106; N, LS, LF; $2,400
►BOSTON—
WGBH-TV (*2) N, LL, LF, LS
► WNAC-TV (7) CBS, ABC; H-R; 1,420,106; N:
► WMUR-TV (9) (See Manchester, N. H.)
WXEL (38) 10/12/55-Unknown
WJDW
3/12/53-Unknown
Greater (44)
Boston
Tv Corp. (5) Initial Decision
$3,000
1/4/56
BROCKTONf —
WHEF-TV (62) 7/30/53-Unknown
CAMBRIDGE
WTAO-TV (BOSTON)—
(56) See footnote
GREENFIELD—
WRLP (58) 7/5/56-January (Satellite of WWLP
Springfield, Mass.)
PITTSFIELDf
— ABC; Walker; $250 (Temporarily
WMGT
off air (19)
because of wind damage.)
SPRINGFIELD—
► WHYN-TV (55) CBS; Branham; 225,000; N; $400
► WWLP (22) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; 240,000;
N, LS; $600
WWOR-TV
WORCESTER— (14) See footnote
MICHIGAN
►ANN
WP AG-TV
ARBOR— (20) Everett-McKinney; 31,000; $150
WUOM-TV (*26) 11/4/53-Unknown
Broadcasting • Telecasting

BAY CITY (MIDLAND, SAGINAW)—
► WNEM-TV (5) NBC, ABC; Petry; 580,536; N,
LF, LS; $690
CADILLAC—
► WWTV (13) CBS, ABC; Weed; 388,305; $350
DETROIT—
► WJBK-TV (2) CBS; Katz; 1,600,000; N, LL, LF,
LS; $2,600
► WTVS (-56)
► WWJ-TV (4) NBC; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
1,600,000; N, LF, LS; $2,400
► WXYZ-TV (7) ABC: Blair; 1.600,000: N: $1,800
► CKLW-TV
(9) Ont.)
CBC; Young; 1,600,000; $1,100
(See Windsor,
WBID-TV (50) 11/19/53-Unknown
EAST LANSINGf—
► WKAK-TV (»60)
FLINTf—
WJRT (12) 5/12/54-Unknown
GRAND RAPIDS—
► WOOD-TV (8) NBC, ABC; Katz; 583,788; N;
$1,175
WMCM (23) 9/2/54-Unknown
IRONWOOD—
WJMS-TV (12) 11/30/55-Unknown
KALAMAZOO—
► WKZO-TV
(3) CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel;
675,000; N; $1,100
LANSING—
► WJIM-TV
NBC, CBS,
ABC; Peters, Griffin,
Woodward;(6) 451,000;
N; $1,000
WTOM-TV (54) See footnote
MAROUETTEf—
► WTJMJ-TV (6) Weed
PORT HURON—
WHLS-TV (34) 11/14/56-Unknown
SAGINAW (BAY CITY, MIDLAND)
► WKNX-TV
N: $375 (57) CBS, ABC; Gill-Perna; 160,000;
TRAVERSE CITY—
► WPBN-TV (7) NBC;
Holman; 61,923; $144
MINNESOTA
AUSTIN—
► KMMT (6) ABC; Avery-Knodel; 115,126; $200
DULUTH (SUPERIOR, WIS.)—
► KDAL-TV
127.500; $400(3) CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel;
► WDSM-TV
Superior, Wis.
WFTV (38) (6)
See See
footnote
MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL—
► KMGM-TV (9) Branham; 632,000; $600
► KSTP-TV
(5) NBC; Petry; 688,558; N, LS, LF;
$1,550
► WCCO-TV
(4) CBS; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
N, LL; $1,600
► WTCN-TV (11) ABC; Katz; 615,000; $800
KTCA (*2) 6/20/56-Unknown
ROCHESTER—
► KROC-TV (10) NBC, ABC; Meeker; 110,000; N;
$250
MISSISSIPPI
BILOXlf—
WVMI (13) Initial Decision 6/5/56
COLUMBUSf—
► WCBI-TV (4) CBS, NBC; McGillvra; 45,000;
$150
HATTIESBURG—
► WDAM-TV (9) NBC, ABC; Pearson; 76,500; N;
$175
JACKSON—
► WJTV (12) CBS, ABC; Katz; 155,000; $360
► WLBT (3) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; 181,000; N;
$360
MERIDIAN—
► WTOK-TV
(11) N; CBS,
Reed; 85,120;
$250 ABC, NBC; HeadleyWCOC-TV (30) See footnote
TUPELO—
WTWV (9) NBC; MISSOURI
Young; $150; Jan. 15
CAPE GIRARDEAU—
► KFVS-TV
(12) CBS, NBC; Headley-Reed; 155,400; N; $600
COLUMBIA—
► KOMU-TV (8) NBC, ABC; H-R; 101,864, $250
HANNIBAL (QUINCY, ILL.)
► KHQA-TV (7) CBS; Weed; 174,880; N; $350
► WGEM-TV (10) See Quincy. 111.
JEFFERSON CITY—
► KRCG (13) CBS, ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.; 108,051;
$250
JOPLIN—
► KODE-TV
N; $300 (12) CBS; Avery-Knodel; 118,700;
KANSAS CITY—
► KCMO-TV (5) CBS; Katz; 600,268; N; $1,200
► KMBC-TV (9) ABC; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
600,268; N, LS, LF, LL; $540 (half-hour)
► WDAF-TV (4) NBC; Harrington, Righter &
Parsons; 600,268; N, LS, LF; $1,060
KIRKSVILLE—
► KTVO (3) CBS, NBC; Boiling; 222,954; N; $300
ST. JOSEPH—
► KFEQ-TV (2) CBS; Blair Tv Assoc.; 170,185;
ST. $350
LOUIS—
► KETC (*9)
► KSD-TV
(5) LS,
ABC,LF;CBS.
967.002; N,
$1,200NBC; NBC Spot Sis.;
► KTVI (36) ABC. CBS; Weed; 422,422; $400
► KWK-TV
(4) CBS, ABC; Katz; 850,000; N; $1,500
SEDAUAf—
►SPRINGFIELD—
KDRO-TV (6) Pearson; 57,000; $200
► KTTS-TV (10) CBS; Weed; 111,146; N; $250
Telecasting
Broadcasting

► KYTV (3) NBC; Hollingbery; 108,396; N; $275
MONTANA
BILLINGSf—
► KOOK-TV (2) CBS, ABC, NBC; Headley-Reed;
23 500* $150
KGHL-TV (8) 11/23/55-Unknown
BUTTEf—
► KXLF-TV (4) ABC; No estimate given; $100
GREAT FALLSf—
► KFBB-TV
31,000; $150(5) CBS, ABC, NBC; Blair Tv Assoc.;
KALISPELLt —
KGEZ-TV (8) Cooke; 7/19/56-Unknown
MISSOULA—
► KMSO-TV
32,000; $150(13) CBS, ABC, NBC; Gill-Perna;
NEBRASKA
HASTINGS—
► KHAS-TV (5) NBC; Weed; 81,220; N; $200
HAYES
CENTERf—
drege)
► KHPL-TV
(6) (Satellite of KHOL-TV HolKEARNEY (HOLDREDGE)—
► KHOL-TV (13) CBS, ABC; Meeker; 125,000
(Includes satellite KHPL-TV); N; $300
LINCOLN—
► KOLN-TV
157,350; $400(10) ABC, CBS; Avery-Knodel;
► KUON-TV (*12)
►OMAHA—
KMTV
NBC, ABC; Petry; 412,000; N, LL,
LS. LF;(3)$900
► WOW-TV (6) CBS; Blair; 412,000; N; $900
KETV (7) 4/27/56-Unknown
SCOTTSBLUFFf —
► KSTF (10) (Satellite
KFBC-TV Cheyenne)
NEVADA
HENDERSON (LAS VEGAS)—
► KLRJ-TV (2) NBC, ABC; Pearson; 30,525; N;
LAS $225
VEGAS—
► KLAS-TV (8) CBS; Weed; 35,000; $250
► KLRJ-TV (2) See Henderson
► KSHO-TV (13) Forjoe; 27,900; $200
►RENO—
KOLO-TV (8) CBS, ABC, NBC; Pearson; 54,010;
KAKJ (4) 4/19/55-ITnknown
NEW HAMPSHIRE
$300
KEENEf
—
WKNE-TV (45) 4/22/53-Unknown
MANCHESTER (BOSTON)—
► WMUR-TV
(9) ABC
(CBS,$600
NBC per program
basis); Forjoe;
1,127,959;
MT. WASHINGTON!—
► WMTW (8) See NEW
PolandJERSEY
Spring, Me.
ASBURY PARKf—
WRTV (58) See footnote
ATLANTIC CITY—
WOCN (52) 1/8/53-Unknown
WHTO-TV (46) See footnote
CAMDENf—
WKDN-TV (17) 1/28/54-Unknown
NEWARK (NEW YORK CITY)—
► WATV (13) Fojoe; 4,730,000; $2,000
NEW BRUNSWICKf—
WTLV (»19-) 12/4/52-Unknown
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE—
► KGGM-TV (13) CBS; Weed; 81,973; N; $300
► KOAT-TV (7) ABC; Hollingbery; 87,774; $300
► KOB-TV (4) NBC; Branham; 81,973; N; $300
►CARLSBAD—
KAVE-TV (6) CBS, NBC; Branham; 30,000;
CLOVIS—
$150
► KICA-TV
(12) Pearson; $150
ROSWELl—
► KSWS-TV (8) NBC, ABC, CBS; Meeker; 34,687;
$250
SANTA
KVIT FE—
(2) 1/25/56-February
NEW YORK
ALBANY (SCHENECTADY, TROY)—
► WCDA
CBS;N; Harrington,
Righter & ParSons; (41)
200,000;
$400
► WTRI (35) ABC; Venard; 180,000; $400
WPTR-TV (23) 6/10/53-Unknown
WTVZ (*17 ) 7/24/52-Unknown
►BINGHAMTON—
WNBF-TV (12) CBS, ABC, NBC; Blair; 457,500;
N: $1,000 (40) 9/29/54-Unknown
WINR-TV
WQTV (*46) 8/14/52-TJnknown
►BUFFALO—
WB EN-TV (4) CBS; Harrington, Righter &
Parsons; 558,036 (plus 663,446 Canadian coverage); N, LS, LF, LL; $1,050
►WBUF (17) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 178,100; N;
► WGR-TV (2) ABC; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
557,953 (plus 597,256 Canadian coverage); $950
$650
WNYT-TV
(59) 11/23/55-Unknown
WTVF
C*23) Tv
7/24/52-Unknown
Great Lakes
Inc. (7) Initial Decision 1/31/56
CARTHAGE (WATERTOWN)—
► WCNY-TV (7) CBS. ABC (NBC per program
basis); Weed; 79,761 (plus 118,840 Canadian
coverage); $200
►ELMIRA—
WTVE (24) ABC, NBC; Forjoe; 35,000: $150
► WSYE-TV (18) NBC; Harrington, Righter &
Parsons (Satellite WSYR-TV Syracuse)
HAGAMAN—
► WCDB (29) (Satellite WCDA Albany, N. Y.)

ITHACAf—
WHCU-TV (20) CBS; 1/8/53-Unknown
WTJET (»14) 1/8/53-Unknown
LAKE PLACID (PLATTSBURG)—
► WPTZ (5) NBC, ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.; 150,000
(plus 350,000 Canadian coverage); $300
►NEWWABC-TV
YORK— (7) ABC; Blair; 4,730,000; $4,150
► WABD-TV (5) Weed; 4,730,000; N, LL, LF, LS
► WCBS-TV
(2) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 4,730,000, N,
$2 200
LS, LF, LL; $8,000
► WOR-TV (9) WOR-TV Sis.; 4,730,000; $2,000
► WPIX (11) Peters, Griffin, Woodward; 4,730,000;
► WRCA-TV (4) NBC; NBC Spot Sis; 4,730,000;
N,
LS, (13)
LF, See
LL; Newark,
$9,200 N. J.
$2,000
► WATV
WREG (*25) 8/14/52-Unknown
WNYC-TV (31) 5/12/54-Unknown
POUGHKEEPSIE—
WKNY-TV (66) See footnote
►ROCHESTER—
WROC-TV
(5) NBC, ABC; Peters, Griffin,
Woodward;
coverage); N;337,500
$800 (plus 75,000 Canadian
► WHEC-TV
327.000; N; (10)
$700 CBS, ABC; Everett-McKinney;
► WVET-TV (10) CBS, ABC; Boiling; 327,000; N.
LF, LS; $780
WCBF-TV (15) 5/10/53-Unknown
WROH (*21) 7/24/52-Unknown
(ALBANY,
►SCHENECTADY
WRGB (6) NBC;
NBCTROY)—
Spot Sis.; 503,000; N;
►SYRACUSE—
WHEN
$1,350 (8) CBS, ABC; Katz; 380,000; N; $850
► WSYR-TV (3) NBC; Harrington, Righter &
Parsons; 457,770; N, LS, LF; $900
WHTV (*43) 9/18/52-Unknown
► WKTV (13) NBC, ABC, CBS; Cooke; 212,000;
N; $550 NORTH CAROLINA
UTICA—
►ASHEVILLE
WISE-TV (62) CBS, NBC; Boiling; 38,000; $150
► WLOS-TV— (13) ABC, CBS; Venard; 342,000; N;
CHAPEL HILLf —
► WUNC-TV (*4)
— CBS, ABC, NBC; CBS Spot Sis.;
►CHARLOTTE
WBTV
$400 (3)
523.210; N, LL, LS, LF; $1,000
WSOC-TV (9) 12/13/56-Unknown
WQMC (36) See footnote
► WTVD (11) ABC; Petry; 282,543; N; $550
DURHAM—
►FAYETTEVILLEf—
WFLB-TV
51,600; $120(18) ABC, CBS, NBC; Biern-Smith;
GASTON IAf—
WTVX (48) 4/7/54-Unknown
►GREENSBORO—
WFMY-TV
CBS, ABC;
& Parsons;(2)454,234;
N, LF,Harrington,
LS; $650 Righter
GREENVILLE—
► WNCT (9) CBS, ABC; Pearson; 179,908; N; $350
NEWWNBE-TV
BERNf — (13) 2/9/55-Unknown
►RALEIGH—
WNAO-TV (28) CBS, ABC; Forjoe; 140,125; N;
► WRAL-TV (5) NBC; H-R; $600
WASHINGTON—
► WITN (7) NBC; Headley-Reed; 163,564; N; $325
$325
WILMINGTON—
► WMFD-TV
(6) NBC,
Assoc.; 123,238;
$250 ABC, CBS; Wagner-Smith
WINSTON-SALEM—
► WSJS-TV (12) NBC; Headley-Reed; 586,384; N;
► WTOB-TV (26) ABC; Venard; 133,720; $200
NORTH DAKOTA
$600
►BISMARCK—
KBMB-TV (12) CBS; Weed; 24,800; N; $150
► KFYR-TV (5) NBC, ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.;
31,650; $200
DICKINSON—
► KDLX-TV (2) CBS, ABC, NBC; Holman; 19,000; $150
► WDAY-TV
NBC, N; ABC;
Woodward; (6)92,679;
$400 Peters, Griffin,
FARGO—
► KNOX-TV
(10) NBC; Rambeau; 37,000; N; $200
GRAND
FORKS—
► KCJB-TV (13) CBS, NBC, ABC; Weed; 30,000;
MINOT—
KMOT (10) 10/5/55-Unknown
WILLISTONf—
KUMV-TV
(8) 7/19/56-Jan. 20 (satellite of
KFYR-TV Bismarck)
$250
► KXJB-TV
VALLEY
CITY—(4) CBS; Weed; 130,000; N, LF, LS;
OHIO
► WAKR-TV (49) ABC; Weed; 174,066; $300
AKRON—
ASHTABULAf
—(15) See footnote
$500
WICA-TV
CANTONf
— 3/22/56-Unknown
WTLC (29)
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ABC

SUNDAY
NBC
CBS
ABC
Let's
Take
A Trip
Kellogg
Wild
HickokBill
F
The Heckle
and Jeckle
Cartoon Show
Color Co.
Sweets
AW— F

Johns
Hopkins
File 7
L
College Press
Conference
L

No Net.
Service

OurBrooks
Miss
F

Youth or
American
Forum
L

Art
House Party
Linkletter's
Footnote)

Face the
Nation

Outlook
L&F

(See
Colgate
Big Payoff

CBS
Sunday
News

Mutual
(alt.ZooSun.)
Parade
L&F

Odyssey

CIBA
Medical
Horizons
L
Dean
Pike
CornPress
Prods.
Conference
L

Skippy
Peanut
Butter
You Asked
For It
F
Pharmaceuticals
Ted Mack
Amateur
Hour

Co-op
It'sTime
Polka
L

Aluminium,
Ltd
Union
Carbide
Omnibus
L

Frontiers
of Faith
L

MONDAY
ABC
CBS
NBC
StandTJrand!
Valiant Lady
Tic
Tac
Dough
Amer. Home
Products
L
LovePSS
of Life
Search for
Tomorrow
ItBe Could
You
P&G
GuidL
ing Light
L
W. Cronkite
1:10 Slandup
$ Be Counted
S
P&G
As The
World
Turns

Mama

Gen. Motors
Wide Wide
World
L
ALT
H. Curtis
Wash. Square
&
Topper

Heinz
The McBoing
Boing Show Capt. Gallant
Color Film
F
Bell
Telephone
System
Telephone
Time

JohnsvilleManPan Amer,
Meet the
Press
L

Prudential
Air
Power
T

Gen. Foods
Boy Bogers
F

Am. Tobacco
Private
Secretary
(Alt.
wks.)
Jack Benny

General
Foods
Bengal
Lancers
F
Beynolds
Metals
Circus Boy
F

Mercury
Div. of
The Ford
Motor
The Co.
Ed Show
Sullivan
L

U. S. Time
Polaroid
Jergens&
Brown
Williamson
Steve Allen
Show
L

Soup
Campbell
Lassie F

Gen. Elect.
G E
Theatre
F
BristolMyers
Hitchcock
Theatre
F
P. Lorillard
(Alt.
wks.)
Bevlon
The $64,000
Challenge
Jules
Montenier
(Alt. wks.)
Bemington
What's

Goodyear
Corp.
(alt. with)
Alcoa
TV
Playhouse
L
P&G
Young
Loretta
F
White Owl
National
Bowling
Champions
Cigars'

Afternoon
Film
Festival
F&L
Participating

Mickey
Mouse
Club
footnote)
F
(see

Tennessee
Ernie Ford
Show
L
NBC
Matinee
Theatre

Afternoon
Film
Bob Crosby
notes)
Festival
or
ol
L
(ParticiF&L
Participating
(SeeDayFootDay
P&G
The Brighter
Am. Home
ForSatAing)
Pr.Storm
Secret Participating
Queen
P&G
The Edge
of Night
Modern
Bomances
L
Comedy
Mickey
Time
F
Mouse
Club
footnote)
F
(see

TUESDAY
CBS
NBC
Wesson Lady
Oil
Dough
Valiant
Tic Tac
Amer. Home
L
Products
Love
of Life
Search for
You Be
Tomorrow
It Could
L
P&G
Gulding Light
W. Cronkite
1:10 Standup
$ Be Counted
S
AsWorld
The
Turns
Sus
Best Foods
(alt. wks.)
Our
Miss
Brooks
F
Art
Tennessee
House Party Ernie
Ford
Show
Footnote)
Linkletter's
L

Jay_
Big (See
Payoff
(Sus.)
Bobnotes)
Crosby
(See FootDa
The Brighter
Hoi
Am. Home
Pr.Storm
Secret
TheP&GEdge
of Night

NBC
Matinee
Theatre
Day
pating)
Color L
(Partici-

WEDNESDAY
CBS
NBC
Dough
ABC
Valiant
Lady
Tic Tac
Gen. Mills
Amer. Home
Products
L
Love
of Life
P&G
Search
for
Tomorrow
It Could
Be You
Light
P&G ingGuidF
W. Cronkite
1:10 Slandup
4 Be Counted
AsWorld
The
P&G
Turns
Gerber
(alt.
wks.)
Brooks
Our
Miss
F
HouseArtParty
Footnote)
Linkletter's
(See
Colgate
Big Jay
Payoff
Afternoon
Film
Festival
F&L
Participating

(See FootThe Brighter
Am. Home
Pr.Storm
Secret

For A
Participating
L
Queen
Modern
Romances
L
Comedy

t&h —

Time
F

Bobnotes)
Crosby

TheP&GEdge
of Night
Mickey
Mouse
Club
footnote)
F

Da-

(see

Whitehall
News
L

( iordon Bkg.
Gordon Bkg.
Kukla, Fran
Kukla. Fran
& Ollie
& Ollie
Genl.
Cigar
Whitehall
Genl. Cigar
News
Daly-News
Daly-News
L
Carter
(Alt.)
Nat King
Johnson &
Johnson
Purina
Cole
wks.) Studebaker
Gen. Electric
BoldBalstonJourney (Alt.
Wildroot
F
News
Cheyenne
Bob. Hood F Caravan
(Alt.
wks.)
Chesebrough
Armour
Int.
B.F.Goodrich
Showcase
Danny
Conflict
(Alt.
wks.)
Cellucotton
Carnation
(8-9:30
1Producers'
wk.
of 4) (Alt. wks.)
Burns
&
F
Thomas
Whitehall
Allen F
Show F
Lever F
Pond's
Lvr.-Lptn.
Sir Lancelot Gen. Mills
Firestone
P&G
(Alt.
Voice of
Toni wks.)
Co. Amer. Tobco (Alt.
Stanley
Toni
Firestone
Wyatt wks.)
Earp
Talent
L
F
L
Scouts
Co-op
Miles
Labs
P&G
(Alt. wks.)
Bevlon
(Alt. wks.)
Life Living
Is Worth Gen.
Gen. Electric
CanL Do
I Love Foods
Lucy
Broken
Arrow
F
F
Dodge
General
duPont
Johnson
Foods
Wax
December
Plymouth
duPont
Bride
alt.
with
Theatre
Lawrence
Welk
F
F
Schick
Robert
Top and
Tunes
Montgomery
New Talent
Presents
L
Westing(L)
house
Studio One
L

Whitehall
News L
(Alt, wks.)

km. Hm. Pd.
Newswks.)
L
Gordon Bkg. (Alt.
Kukla, Fran
Step
& Ollie
Genl. Cigar Am. Hm. Pd.
(Alt.
Newswks.)
L
Daly-News

Whitehall
News
KelloggL
(Alt, wks.)
Whitehall
HoweLewisL
(Alt. wks.) Vicks,
Dairy
J. Winters
American
Name That
News
Tune
Motors
American
R.J.
Beynolds
Williams
Co.
Derby
Foods
Disneyland
(Alt. wks.)
F
Purex
Speidel
Amana, Phil
Big
Surprise
L
Silvers F
P&G
Tobacco
L & Myers Am.
(Alt.
wks.)
Log
Sheaffer
U.Navy
S. Rubber
Max
Factor
The Brothers Noah'sF Ark
F
(F)
P&G
Eastman
Pharmaceu.
Kodak
Jane
Tell
Adv. of Ozzie
TheTo Truth
L
F
& Harriet
Wyman
F
S.C. Johnson Armstrong
(Alt.
wks.)
Ford
Pet Milk
Armstrong
Ford Theatre
T,
Cork
F
Bed Skelton
L
Kaiser
Revlon
Aluminum
HourTh'tre
The $64,000 Circle
Pabst
L
Brewing Co.
Mennen
Co.
Question
Wednesday
Lanolin
Plus
Liggett
& M.
Do You
Break
Wife?Your
Trust
Night ^Fights
The Bank

General Mills
The Giant
Bristol Myrs.
Godfrey
(Alt.
wks.)
Arthur
Kellogg
Show
Pillsbury
(alt.)
Colgate
The
Millionaire
F
I've Got
R. J.
Reynolds
A Secret
L
General
Electric
20th Cntry.
Fox Hour
wks.)
U.(Alt.
U.S. Steel
S.
Steel FHour

1

THURSDAY
ABC
CBS
(Alt. wks.)
Valiant Lad;
Amer.~P Home
&<T
Products
Love of Life
Search for
Tomorrow
P&G
Guiding Light
W. Cronkite
1:10 Slandui
4 Be Couniec
S
As The
World
Turns
(Sus.)
Nestle
(Alt. wks.)
Our Miss
Brooks F
Art
Linkletter's
House
Party
Footnote)
(See

i
V '
III
tij Li Afternoon
Film
1 1 'J Festival
F&L
Participating

Colgate
Big Payoff
Bob Crosby
Foot—(Seenotes)
rar
The Day
Brighter
Am. Home
Pr. Secret
Storm
TheP&GEdge
of Night

I
Mickey
Mouse
Club
(See
Footnote)
F

NBC

ABC

CBS
Gen. Mills
Valiant
Lady
Amer. Home
Products
Love of Life
T&7T
Search for
Tomorrow
P&G
diding Light
W. Cronkite
1:10 Standup
4 Be Counted
S
P&G
AsWorld
The
Turns

Tic
Tac
Dough
L
II Could
Be You
L

J 'son & J'son
Our Miss
Brooks F
Art
Tennessee
Ernie Ford
Show
L
NBC
Matinee
Theatre
pating)
(ParticiColor L

House
Party
Linkletter's
Footnote)
(See
Colgate
Big Payoff
Afternoon
Film
Festival
F&L
Participating

Day
For A
Queen
Participating
L
Modern
Romances
L
Comedy
Time
F

Mickey
Mouse
Club
footnote)
F
(see

NBC
Dough
Tic
Tac
L

ABC

SATURDAY
CBS

NBC
Cowboy
Theater
F

II Could
Be LYou

Wizard
L
Mr.
Gen. Mills
(Alt.)
Nestle
Co., Ranger
The
Lone
F

Tennessee
Ernie Ford
Show
L

Noon
12:15
12:30
12:45
1:00
1:15
1:30

Carling
Rrewing

1:45
2:00

Hockey
Professional
concl.)

2:15

(2 p.m. to

NBC
Matinee
Theatre
pating)
(Partici-L
Color

Bob Crosby
Footnotes)
Day
M5~
Day
(See
The Brighter
For A
Am. Home
Pr. Secret. Participating
Queen
Storm
L
TheP&GEdge
Modern
of Night
Romances
L
Comedy
Time
F

2:30
B&W

2:45

Carter
B. Myers

3:00

Pro.
Basketball
Games

3:15
3:30
3:45
4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45

5:15
5:30

6:00
6:15
6:30

Gordon Bkg.
Kukla, Fran
& Ollie
Genl. Cigar
Daly-News
Gen. Mills
Swift & Co.
The Ix)ne
Ranger
F
Jet
Bon-Ami
Hartz
Circus
L
Miller
Brewing
Co.
R. J.
Reynolds
Wire Service

'57
Air Time
L

Whitehall
News
L
Quaker
Oats
ofSgt.thePreston
Yukon
F
Hoy
nolds
(alt. wks.)
Colgate
Bob
Cummings
Show F
Chrysler
Motors
Climax
L

Bristol Myi
(Alt. wks.)
Singer
Ronson
Philip Morris
(Alt. wks.)
Am. Gas Assn
Playhouse 90
L

News
L

NBC: Pinky Lee Show, 1010:30 a.m.; I Married Joan,
10:30-11 a.m.; Fury (General
Foods), 11-11:30 a.m.; Uncle
Johnny Coons, 11:30-12 noon.
SUNDAY AM
CBS: Lamp Unto My Feet, 1010:30 a.m.; Look Up And Live,
10:30-11 a.m.; Camera Three,
11:30-12
11-11:30 noon;
a.m. UN In Action,
MONDAY-FRIDAY AM
CBS: Good Morning, 7-8 a.m.;
Captain Kangaroo, 8-9 a.m.
(participating sponsors);
Garry Moore, M-Th., 10-10:30
a.m.; Fri., 10-11:30 a.m.; Arthur Godfrey, M-Th., 1010:30; (see footnotes); Strike
It Rich, 11:30-12 noon.
NBC: Today, 7-9 a.m. (participating sponsors).

5:00

5:45

Whitehall
News
L

SATURDAY AM
CBS: Capt. Kangaroo, Brown
Shoe Co., Bauer & Black,
Ludens, Ideal Toy, MightyMouse
Playhouse,
10:30-11
a.m., General
Foods,
alt.
weeks; Colgate; Winky Dink
and You sus. 11-11:30 a.m.;
Tales of Texas Ranger, General Mills, alt. weeks Sweets
Co., 11:30-12 noon.

Skippy

Gordon Bkg
Peanut
Hazel Bishop
Kukla, Fran
ButterIs
This
& Oilie
Beat The
News
Galen LDrake
Genl. Cigar
L
Clock
L
Coca-Cola
Chevrolet
Planters
Dinal Shore Daly-News
Eddie
Fisher
National
Show L
L
Biscuit
Colgate Co
The
Sylvania
Palmolive
Rin
Sperry-Rand
Miles
Buccaneers
News]
(Alt.)
Miles
News
Tin F Tin
F
MyFlicka
Friend Caravan L
Caravan L
Participatinj
Toni (Alt.) Chesebrough
Bobbi
Gen. Foods
Pamper&
Famous
DeSotoAm. Chicle
Lorillard
Plymouth
FestivalFilm P. Bulova
West
Point
Blondie
You Bet
Jim Bowie
F
(F)
F
F
Your Life F
Pond's
Jackie
Riley
Gleason
Schick
Gen. Foods
Gulfof
Chevrolet
Show
(Alt.
wks.)
Chesterfield
Life
Crossroads
Ford
Dragnet
Zane Motor
Grey
F
F
F
Theatre F
P&G alt.
R.J.Reynolds Chevy Show
Borden Co. Mogen
Davie
(1-25)
(Alt. wks.)
Dodge
Nestle
Treasure
Campbell
C'gate
P'olive
GaleShow
Storm
Div.
Hunt
Lever
Mr. Adams
TheChoice
People's
L
F
On FTriil
and FEve
The
Lawrence
Drug
Welk
Sterling
Hey I
Ford
P&G
Am.
Tobacco
Brewing
Schlitz
Show
Tenn. Ernie
Vicks
L
Ford Show
The FVise
The Schlitz
Big Story
Jeannie
L
L
Playhouse
F
L&M
Brown
&
American
Ray
Williamson
Gillette
Alt. wks.
Chicle
Remington
Cavalcade
(Alt.
wks.)
Ozark
Lever
Line
Up
P&G
Plymouth
Bros.
Rand ]
Jubilee
Anthony
Lux
Gunsmoke
of Shorts
L
F
Video
Show
Amer.
Hazel Bishop
Theatre
L
Hamm Oil State Farm
L
You're on
Time
Your Own
Person To
Corner L
Red Barber'

6:45
7:00
No Net
Service
R"7T
Toni
Reynolds
Funny Are
F
People

7:15
7:30
7:45

8:00
Sunbeam
Gold Seal
Noxzema
Kleenex
RCA
8:15
S &Stamps
H Green 8:30
Perry Como
L
8:45
Olds,
RCA,
Whirlpool
9:00
Sat.
Spec.
(9-10:30)
9:15
1 wk. of 4
B.Quaker
T.
Babbitt
Oats
Knomark
9:30
Wesson
Hour
L
9:45
Armour
10=00
(alt.)
Caesar's
Pet Milk
GeorgeL Gobel
:loi15_
Am. Tobacco
Warner
Lambert
Your
Hit

FOOTNOTES:
Explanation: Programs in
italics, sustaining; Time, EST,
L, live; F, film; K, kinescope
recording; E, Eastern network; M, Midwestern.
ABC — Mickey Mouse Club
Mon.-Fri. 5-6. Am. Par.,
Armour, Bristol-Myers, Carnation, Coca-Cola. Gen. Mills,
Mattel, Miles Labs, Minnesota
Mining,
Peter ShoeSOS,
Co. Pillsbury Mills,
CBS — Garry
Mooresponsored
M.-Pri. by15
min.
segments
Campbell Soup, Lever Bros.,
Toni, Best Foods, Yardley, Staley, Chevrolet, SOS, Swift &
Co. Hoover, Nestle, Johnson &
Johnson.1
Arthur
Godfrey sponsored
M.-Thure. by15
min.
segments
Bri stol Myers, Standard
Brands, Norwich Pharmacal,
Pillsbury, Kellogg, Simoniz,
American Home, General Foods,
Scott Paper, Shermin Williams.
House Party — 15 min. segments
sponsored by Kellogg, Lever.
Pillsbury, Swift, Campbell
Soup, Simoniz, Standard
Brands.
Bob Crosby — 15 min. segments
sponsored
Gerber General
Prod..
Procter & byGamble,
Mills, Wesson Oil, Best Foods,
Toni, Brown & Williamson,
SOS, Swift & Co., Mentholatum.
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CINCINNATI—
► WCET (*48)
► WCPO-TV (9) ABC; Blair; 850,800; N; $1,200
► WKRC-TV (12) CBS; Katz; 662,236; N; $1,000
► WLWT (5) NBC; WLW Sis.; 487,000; N; $800
WQXN-TV (54) Forjoe; 5/14/53-Unknown
CLEVELAND—
► WEWS (5) ABC; Blair; 1,200,000; N; $1,000
► KYW-TV (3) NBC; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
I, 174,004; N; $1,800
► WJW-TV (8) CBS; Katz; 1,146,150; N; $2,000
WERE-TV (65) 6/18/53-Unknown
WHK-TV (19) 11/25/53-Unknown
COLUMBUS—
► WBNS-TV (10) CBS; Blair; 539,480; N; $825 i
► WLWC (4) NBC; WLW Sis.; 361,000; N; $800
► WOSU-TV (*34)
► WTVN-TV (6) ABC; Katz; 381,451; $600
DAYTON—
► WHIO-TV
(7) CBS; Hollingbery; 637,330; N;
■fiROO
► WLWD (2) ABC, NBC; WLW Sis.; 332,000; N;
$800 (22) See footnote
WIFE
ELYRIAf—
WEOL-TV (31) 2/11/54-Unknown
LIMA—
► WIMA-TV (35) NBC, CBS, ABC; H-R; 76,487;
$150
MANSFIELDf—
WTVG (36) 6/3/54-Unknown
MASSILLONf —
WMAC-TV (23) Petry; 9/4/52-Unknown
OXFORD—
WMUB-TV (*14) 7/19/56-Unknown
STEUBENVILLE (WHEELING, W. VA.)—
► WSTV-TV
045,580; N; (9)
$500CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel; 1,► WTRF-TV (7) See Wheeling
TOLEDO—
► WSPD-TV (13) CBS, ABC, NBC; Katz; 406,000;
N; $1,000
WTOH-TV (79) 10/20/54-Unknown
YOUNGSTOWN—
► WFMJ-TV (21) NBC; Headley-Reed; 202,771; N;
$400
► WKBN-TV
(27) CBS, ABC; Raymer; 202,534;
N; $450
WXTV (73) 11/2/55-Unknown
ZANESVILLE —
► WHIZ-TV
000; $150 (18) NBC, ABC, CBS; Pearson; 50,OKLAHOMA
ADA
► KTEN (10) ABC (CBS, NBC per program
basis); Venard; 95,639; N; $225
ARDMORE—
► KVSO-TV (12) NBC; Pearson; 47,000; N; $150
ENID—
► KGEO-TV (5) ABC; Pearson; 264,510; N; $600
LAWTON—
► KSWO-TV (7) ABC; Pearson; 71,000; $150
MUSKOGEE—
► KTVX (8) ABC; Avery-Knodel; 287,137; $500
OKLAHOMA CITY—
► KETA (*13)
► KWTV (9) CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel; 402,213;
N; $800
► WKY-TV (4) NBC, ABC; Katz; 402,213; N, LL,
LF, LS; $920
KTVQ (25) See footnote
TULSA—
► KOTV (6) CBS; Petry; 319,312; N; $750
► KTVX (8) (See Muskogee)
► KVOO-TV (2) NBC; Blair; 319,312; N, LF, LS;
$700
KOED-TV (*11) 7/21/54-Unknown
KSPG (17) 2/4/54-Unknown
KCEB (23) See footnote
OREGON
EUGENE—
► KVAL-TV (13) NBC, ABC (CBS per program
basis); Hollingbery; 67,880; N; $300
KLAMATH FALLSf—
► KOTI (2) CBS, ABC, NBC; Blair Tv Assoc.;
II, 500; $150
COOS BAY—
KOOS-TV (16) 9/4/56-Unknown
MEDFORD—
► KBES-TV (5) ABC, CBS, NBC; Blair Tv Assoc.;
39,550; $200
PORTLAND—
► KGW-TV (8) ABC; Blair; $700
► KLOR (12) Hollingbery; 340,000; N; $700
► KOIN-TV (6) CBS; CBS Spt Sis.; 385,000; N;
$700 (27) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 356,442; N, LF,
► KPTV
LS; $700
ROSEBURGf—
► KPIC (4) Hollingbery; 12,000; $150 (satellite of
KVAL-TV Eugene, Ore.)
SALEMf—
KSLM-TV (3) 9/30/53-Unknown
PENNSYLVANIA
ALLENTOWNf—
WQCY (39) Weed; 8/12/53-Unknown
WFMZ-TV (67) See footnote
ALTOONA—
► WFBG-TV (10) CBS, ABC, NBC; Blair; 448,500;
$750
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►BETHLEHEM—
WLEV-TV (51) NBC; Meeker; 89,307; N; $200
EASTONf—
► WGLV (57) ABC; Headley-Reed; 94,635; $175
► WICU (12) NBC, ABC; Petry; 223,500; N; $700
ERIE—
► WSEE (35) CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel; 164,000;
►HARRISBURG—
WCMB-TV
(27) Forjoe; $200
$250
► WHP-TV
(55) CBS; Boiling; 241,449; $325
► WTPA (71)
ABC;N; Harrington,
Righter & Parsons; 242,000;
$350
HAZLETONf—
WAZL-TV (63) Meeker; 12/18/52-Unknown
JOHNSTOWN—
► WARD-TV (56) ABC, CBS; Weed; $200
► WJAC-TV
(6) NBC, ABC; Katz; 1,042,014;
N, LL, LS, LF; $750
LANCASTER (HARRISBURG, YORK)—
► WGAL-TV (8) NBC, CBS; Meeker; 917,320; N,
LS. LF: $1,200
WLAN-TV (21) 11/8/56-TJnknowh
LEBANONf
WLBR-TV— (15) See footnote
NEW
CASTLE—(45) See footnote
WKST-TV
►PHILADELPHIA—
WCAU-TV (10) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 2,094,852;
N, LF, LS; $3,250
► WFIL-TV (6) ABC; Blair; 2,235,000; N, LL, LS,
LF; $3,200
► WRCV-TV (3) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 2,900,000;
N, LL, LF, LS; $3,200
WHYY-TV (*35) 3/28/56-Unknown
WPHD (23) 9/28/55-Unknown
WSES (29) 3/28/56-Unknown
►PITTSBURGH—
KDKA-TV (2) NBC, CBS, ABC; Peters, Griffin,
Woodward; 1,200,000; N; $2,000
► WENS (16) ABC, CBS, NBC; Branham; 435,000;
► WQED
$450 (11)(*13)CBS; Blair; 7/20/55-Unknown
WIIC
WTVQ
12/23/52-Unknown
Tv City (47)
Inc. Headley-Reed;
(4) Initial Decision
4/23/56
WKJF-TV (53) See footnote
READING—
WEEU-TV (33) See footnote
WHUM-TV (61) See footnote
SCRANTON—
► WARM-TV (16) ABC; Boiling; 250,000; $225
► WGBI-TV (22) CBS; H-R; 310,000; N; $500
WTVU (44) See footnote
SHARONf—
WSHA (39) 1/27/54-Unknown
SUNBURYf
— (38) 2/9/55 -Unknown
WKOK-TV

FALLS—(11) NBC, ABC, CBS; H-R; 185,934
►SIOUX
KELO-TV
(includes satellite KDLO-TV Florence); $450

— NBC; Headley-Reed; 306,000; N;
►WILKES-BARRE
WBRE-TV (28)
► WILK-TV (34) ABC; Avery-Knodel; 306,000; N;

► KRLD-TV
DALLAS—
► WFAA-TV
$1,000
► KILT
(13)
EL
PASO—
► KROD-TV
► KTSM-TV
N; $450

WILLIAMSPORTf
—
$450
$300
WRAK-TV
(36) 11/32/52-Unknown
► WNOW-TV (49) Keller; 137,500; $200
►YORK—
WSBA-TV (43) ABC; Young; 138,480; $200
RHODE ISLAND
PROVIDENCE—
► WJAR-TV (10) NBC, ABC; Weed; 1,404,202; N;
► WPRO-TV (12) CBS; Blair; 1,404,202; $1,100
WNET
$1,200 (16) See footnote
SOUTH CAROLINA
ANDERSON—
► WAIM-TV (40) ABC; Headley-Reed; 127,550; N;
CAMDENf
— (14) 6/3/53-Unknown
WACA-TV
$150
►CHARLESTON—
WCSC-TVward;(5)
136,329;CBS,
N; ABC;
$300 Peters, Griffin, Wood► WUSN-TV (2) NBC, ABC; Weed; 202,000; $300
►COLUMBIA
WIS-TV —ward;
(10)220,873;
NBC,N; ABC;
$400 Peters, Griffin, Wood► WNOK-TV (67) CBS, ABC; Raymer; 110,000;
$200 (8) CBS, NBC, ABC; CBS Spot Sis.;
►FLORENCE—
WBTW
148,000; N; $300
GREENVILLE—
► WFBC-TV (4) NBC; Weed; 330,402; N; ?450
WGVL (23) See footnote
SPARTANBURG—
► WSPA-TV (7) CBS; Hollingbery; 286,765; N;
SOUTH DAKOTA
$450
KDHS
DEEN'}"(9)— —8/30/56-Unknown
ABER
DEADWOODf
KDSJ-TV (5) 8/8/56-Unknown
►FLORENCE—
KDLO-TV
(3) (Satellite of KELO-TV Sioux
Falls)
RAPID
CITYf —(3) CBS, ABC, NBC; Headley-Reed;
► KOTA-TV
18,422; $150
KRSD-TV (7) 12/20/56 -Unknown
RELIANCEf
—
Midcontinent
Broadcasting Co. (6) 12/20/56Unknown

SEE Va.)
►BRIS
WCYB-TV
Bristol,
TENNES
TOL (5) (See
►CHATTANOOGA—
WDEF-TV (12) CBS, ABC; Branham; 218,252;
► WRGP-TV
N; $500 (3) NBC; H-R; 197,390; $400
► WDXI-TV
(7) CBS, ABC; Headley-Reed; 103,500; N; $200
JACKSON—
JOHNSON
CITY—
► WJHL-TV
(11) CBS, ABC, NBC; Pearson; 185,316; $250 (film)
►KNOXVILLE
WATE-TV— (6) NBC; Avery-Knodel; 178,660; N;
► WBIR-TV (10) CBS; Katz; 178,664; N; $600
► WTVK (26) ABC; Pearson; 156,400; N; $360
$600
► WHBQ-TV (13) ABC; H-R; 469,222; $800
MEMPHIS—
►► WMCT
WKNO-TV
(»10) Blair; 469,222; N; $900
(5) NBC;
► WREC-TV (3) CBS; Katz; 469,222; $900
►NASHVILLE—
WLAC-TV (5) CBS; Katz; 305,000; N; $750
► WSIX-TV (8) ABC; Hollingbery; 380,000; $575
► WSM-TV (4) NBC; Petry; 276,046; N, LF, LS;
TEXAS
►ABILENE—
KRBC-TV (9) NBC; Raymer; 58,800; $225
KAMT-TV
(12) 8/30/56-Unknown
$825
ALPINE—
► KFDA-TV (10) CBS, ABC; H-R: 90,738; $300
►AMARILLO—
KGNC-TV (4) NBC; Katz; 90,738; N; $340
► KTBC-TV (7) CBS, ABC, NBC; Raymer; 165,976; N; $400
AUSTIN—
►BEAUMONT—
KFDM-TVward; (6)
ABC; Peters, Griffin, Wood127,900;CBS,
N; $350
KBMT (31) See footnote
SPRING— 48,453;
►BIGKBST-TV
(4) CBS$150(ABC per program basis);
Pearson;
BROWNWOOD—
KNBT-TV (19) 6/6/56-Unknown
KBTX-TV (3) 11/5/56-March 15
BRYAN—
CORPUS CHRISTI—
► KRIS-TV
(6) N;
NBC,LF,ABC;
Peters, Griffin, Woodward; 80,000;
LS; $300
► KSIX-TV (10) CBS; H-R; $250
► KVDO-TV
(22) NBC
basis); Young;
59,300;(ABC,
$200 CBS per program
(4) CBS; Branham; 590,000; N; $1,100
(8) ABC, NBC; Petry; 590,000; N;
ABC; Young; H-R; $250
(4) ABC, CBS; Branham; 101,555;
(9) NBC; Hollingbery; 95,545; N;

WORTH— (5) ABC, NBC; Peters, Griffin,
►FT.WBAP-TV
Woodward; 590,000; N, LL, LF, LS; $1,000
► KFJZ-TV (11) H-R; 540.930; $600
(HOUSTON)—
$325
►GALVESTON
KGUL-TV
(11) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 500,100;
N; $1,000 (BROWNSVILLE, McALLEN,
HARLINGENf
WESLACO)— (4) CBS, ABC; H-R; 85,817 (plus
► KGBT-TV
8.000 Mexican coverage); $300
► KPRC-TV (2) NBC; Petry; 510,000; N; $1,000
►HOUSTON—
KTRK (13) ABC; Hollingbery; 510,000; N, LF,
LS: $850
►► KUHT
(*8) (11) See Galveston
KGUL-TV
KNUZ-TV (39) See footnote
KXYZ-TV (29 ) 6/18/53-Unknown
►LAREDOt—
KHAD-TV (8) CBS, NBC, ABC; Pearson; 14,348;
► KCBD-TV (11) NBC, ABC; Raymer; 134,052; N;
LUBBOCK—
$150
► KDUB-TV (13) CBS; Branham; 139,398; N, LS,
LF; $350 (film)
► KTRE-TV (9) Venard; 55,325; $225 (Station receives NBC shows from KPRC-TV Houston.)
LUFKIN—
$350
► KMID-TV (2) NBC, ABC; Venard; 78,000; $200
MIDLAND—
► KOSA-TV (7) CBS; Pearson; 78,500; $250
►ODESSA—
SANKTXL-TV
ANGELO—(8)CBS, NBC, ABC; Venard; 44,622;
► KCOR-TV
(41) O'Connell; 70,000; $200
ANTONIO—
►SANKENS-TV
ward;(5)
344,211;CBS,
N; ABC;
$700 Peters, Griffin, Wood► WOAI-TV
(4)
NBC,
$200 LS, LF; $700 ABC; Petry; 339,583; N,
LL,
KONO-TV (12) H-R; $560; 5/23/56-January
►SWEETWATER
KPAR-TV (ABILENE)—
(12) CBS; Branham; 62,469; $200
(satellite of KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex.)
Broadcasting • Telecasting

TEMPLE (WACO)—
► KCEN-TV (6) NBC; Hollingbery; 155,162; N;
$300
TEXARKANA (ALSO TEXARKANA, ARK.)—
► KCMC-TV (6) CBS, ABC; Venard; 100,000; N;
$260
TYLER—
► KLTV (7) NBC, ABC, CBS; H-R; 108,000; $300
WACO (TEMPLE)—
► KWTX-TV (10) ABC, CBS; Pearson; 139,600; N;
$250
WESLACO (BROWNSVILLE, HARLINGEN,
McALLEN)—
► KRGV-TV (5) NBC; Pearson; 85,817 (plus 8,000
Mexican coverage) ; $250
WICHITA FALLS—
► KFDX-TV (3) NBC, ABC; Raymer; 107,000; N;
$300
► KSYD-TV
(6) CBS; Blair Tv Assoc.; 107,000; N;
$300
UTAH
SALT LAKE CITY
► KSL-TV (5) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 212,000; N;
$600 (4) NBC; Katz; 212,000; N, LS; $600
► KTVT
► KUTV (2) ABC; Avery-Knodel; 212,000; $450
KUTA (7*) 12/13/56-Unknown
VERMONT
BURLINGTON—
► WCAX-TV (3) CBS; Weed; 151,048; $350
VIRGINIA
ARLINGTON —
WARL-TV (20) 10/10/56-Unknown
BRISTOL—
► WCYB-TV (5) NBC, ABC; Weed; 368,870; N,
LF, LS; $300
DANVILLEf—
WBTM-TV (24) See footnote
HAMPTON—
► WVEC-TV (15) See Norfolk
HARRISONBURG—
► WSVA-TV (3) ABC, CBS, NBC; Peters, Griffin
WoodwaTd; 139,617; $250
LYNCHBURG—
► WLVA-TV (13) ABC; Hollingbery; 308,675; N;
$300 (film)
NEWPORT NEWS—
WACH-TV (33) See footnote
NORFOLK—
► WTAR-TV (3) CBS, ABC; Petry; 418,016; N, LS,
LF; $875
► WTOV-TV (27) McGillvra; 210.000; $380
► WVEC-TV (15) NBC; Avery-Knodel; 185,000;
N; $350
PETERSBURG—
► WXEX-TV (8) See Richmond
PORTSMOUTH—
WAVY-TV (10) ABC; H-R; 5/30/16-January
RICHMOND—
► WRVA-TV (12) CBS; Harrington, Righter &
Psrsons*
$700 Blair; 503,317; N, LF, LS; $875
► WTVR
(6) ABC;
► WXEX-TV (8) NBC; Forjoe; 415,835; N, LF,
LS; $750
ROANOKE—
► WDBJ-TV (7) CBS: Peters, Griffin, Woodward
► WSLS-TV (10) ABC, NBC; Avery-Knodel; 479,222; N, LF, LS; $675
WASHINGTON
LINGHAM—
►BEL
KVOS-TV
(12) CBS; Forjoe; 256,088; $300
EPHRATAf —
KBAS-TV
(43) 5/4/56-Unknown (Satellite
KIMA-TV Yakima, Wash.)
PASCO—
► KEPR-TV (19) (Satellite KIMA-TV Yakima)
SEATTLE (TACOMA)—
► KCTS (*9)
► KING-TV (5) ABC; Blair; 544,800; N, LF, LS;
$1,100
► KOMO-TV
(4) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 544,800; N,
LL, LF, LS; $1,125
► KTNT-TV (11) CBS; Weed; 544,800; N; $900
► KTVW (13) Hollingbery; 544,800; $600
Queen City Bcstg. Co. (7) Initial Decision
4/5/55
SPOKANE—
► KHQ-TV
LS. $550 (6) NBC, Katz; 204,783; N, LL, LF,
► KREM-TV (2) ABC; Petry; 204,783; N, LF, LS;
$450
► KXLY-TV (4) CBS; Avery-Knodel; 204,783; N;
$600
VANCOUVERf—
KVAN-TV (21) Boiling; 9/25/53-Unknown
WALLA WALLA—
KWAB
(8) 10/24/56-Unknown (Satellite of
KIMA-TV Yakima, Wash.)
YAKIMA —
► KIMA-TV (29) CBS, ABC, NBC; Weed; 81,000;
$450
WEST VIRGINIA
BLUEFIELD —
► WHIS-TV (6) NBC, ABC; Katz; 173,684; N; $200
CHARLESTON—
► WCHS-TV
LS; $550 (8) CBS: Branham; 540,340; N, LF,
WKNA-TV (49) See footnote
CLARKSBURGf —
WBLK-TV (12) Branham; 2/17/54-Unknown
FAIRMONT! —
WJPB-TV (35) See footnote
HUNTINGTON—
► WHTN-TV (13) ABC; Petry; 365,005; N; $450
Broadcasting • Telecasting

► WSAZ-TV
LS: $1,000 (3) NBC; Katz; 357,620; N, LL, LF,
OAK HILL (BECKLEY)—
► WOAY-TV (4) ABC; Pearson; 357,230; $200
PARKERSBURG—
► WTAP (15) NBC, ABC, CBS; Pearson; 40,502;
WHEELING (STEUBENVILLE, OHIO)—
$150
► WTRF-TV
(7) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; 312,640;
N; $500 (9) See Steubenville, Ohio
► WSTV-TV
WLTV (51) 2/11/53-Unknown
►EAUWEAU-TV
NBC,CONABC;
SIN Hollingbery; 122,- WIS
000;
$350(13)
CLAN;IRE
BAY— (2) CBS; Weed; 247,000; $500
►GREEN
WBAY-TV
► WFRV-TV
(5) ABC. CBS; Headley-Reed; 245,000; N; $300
► WMBV-TV (11) See Marinette
LA CROSSE—
► WKBT (8) CBS, NBC, ABC; H-R; 130,000; $360
MADISON—
► WHA-TV (*21)
► WISC-TV
CBS;LS;Peters,
309,275; N,(3)LF,
$550 Griffin, Woodward;
► WKOW-TV (27) ABC; Headley-Reed; 130,500;
N; $250(33) NBC; Young; 132,000; N; $280
► WMTV
MARINETTE (GREEN BAY)—
► WMBV-TV (11) NBC, ABC; Venard; 220,826;
MILWAUKEE—
► WISN-TV
(12) ABC; Petry; 700,000; N, LF, LS;
$250
► WITI-TV (6) Branham; 630,000; N, LL, LF, LS;
$800
► WTMJ-TV
(4) NBC;
Righter &
Parsons; 781.222;
N, LL.Harrington,
LF, LS; $1,150
$500
► WXIX (19) CBS, CBS Spot Sis.; 384,000; N; $800
WFOX-TV (31) 5/4/55-Unknown
WMVS-TV (*10) 6/6/56-Unknown
WCAN-TV (25) See footnote
SUPERIOR (DULUTH, MINN.) —
► WDSM-TV
NBC, N; ABC;
Woodward; (6)128,200;
$400 Peters, Griffin,
► KDAL-TV (3) See Duluth, Minn.
►WAUSAU—
WSAU-TV (7) CBS, NBC, (ABC per program
basis); Meeker; 99,400; $350
WHITEFISH BAY—
► WITI-TV (6) See Milwaukee
KTWO-TV (2) 10/17/56-Unknown
WYOMING
CASPER—
►CHEYENNE—
KFBC-TV
(5)
CBS,
ABC. NBC; Hollingbery;
70.972; $150
RIVERTON—
KWRB-TV (10) 9/26/56- June
ALASKA
ANCHORAGEf—
► KENI-TV (2) ABC, NBC; Fletcher, Day; 25,000;
► KTVA (11) CBS; Alaska Radio-Tv Sis.; 25,000;
$100
FAIRBANKS!—
$150
► KFAR-TV
(2) NBC, ABC; Fletcher, Day; 9,600;
► KTVF (11) CBS; Alaska Radio-Tv Sis.; 10,300;
$150
►JUNEAU!—
KINY-TV (8) CBS; Alaska Radio-Tv Sis.; $60
$130
GUAM
►agana!—
KUAM-TV (8) NBC, CBS; Young; 4,500; $120
lulu)
► KHBC-TV
(9) (Satellite
HAWAII of KGMB-TV HonoHILO!HONOLULU!—
► KGMB-TV (9) CBS: Peters. Griffin, Woodward;
104,500 (includes Hilo and Wailuku satellites);
► KONA
NBC Spot$472.50
Sis.; 98,385 (in$350 (2)
cludesNBC;
Wailuku satellite);
► KULA-TV (4) ABC: Young: 91,800; $250
KHVA-TV (13) 12/6/56-Unknown
wailuku!—
► KMAU-TV (3) (Satellite KGMB-TV Honolulu)
► KMVI-TV (12) (Satellite KONA Honolulu)
RICO
S! (9) PUERTO
CAGUA
WSUR-TV
4/25/56-Unknown
MAYAGUEZ!—
► WORA-TV (5) CBS, ABC; Young; 27,000; N;
ponce!—
WKBM-TV (11) 5/3/36-Unknown
SAN
JUAN!—
$150
► WAP
A -TV (4) ABC, NBC; Caribbean Networks; 130,000; $250
► WKAQ-TV (2) CBS; Inter- American; 110,000;
WIPR-TV (*6) 2/2/55-March, 1956
$375
CANADACanadian Ltd.: 36,870
ONT.—
►BARRIE,
CKVR-TV
(3) Mulvihill,
BRANDON, MAN.!—
► CKX-TV (5) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; 14,800;
$170
CALGARY,
► CHCT-TVALTA.!—
(2) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; 45,000;
CHARLOTTETOWN,
P.E.I.—
$280
► CFCY-TV
(13) CBS; All-Canada, Weed; 20,000;
$190

EDMONTON, ALTA-!—
► CFRN-TV (3) CBC; Canadian Reps., Oaks, Tv
Reps. Ltd.; 58,000; $325
HALIFAX,
N. CBC,
S.!— CBS; CBC; 40,000; $300
► CBHT (3)
►HAMILTON,
CHCH-TV
(11) CBC; All-Canada, Young; 542,116; $550 ONT.—
►KINGSTON,
CKWS-TV ONT.—
(11) CBC; All-Canada; 52,000; $280
KITCHENER,
ONT.—
► CKCO-TV
311,413; $400(13) CBC; Hardy. Hunt, Weed;
LETHBRIDGE, ALTA!—
► CJLH-TV (7) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; 14,200;
LONDON,
ONT.—
► CFPL-TV
(10) CBC,
ABC,
Canada, Weed;
109,920;
$450 CBS, NBC; AllMONCTON,
N.(2)B.—CBC, ABC, CBS, NBC; Canadian
► CKCW-TV
$160
Reps.; $60,000; $200
MONTREAL,
► CBFT (2) QUE.—
CBC (French); CBC; 494,000; $1,000
► CBMT (6) CBC; CBC; 484,000; $750
BAY, ONT.—
►NORTH
CKGN-TV
(10) CBC; Canadian Reps.; 13,500;
OTTAWA,
► CBOFT ONT.—
(9) CBC (French); CBC; 82,000; $300
► CBOT (4) CBC; CBC; 98,000; $400
PETERBOROUGH,
ONT.—
$160
► CHEX-TV
(12) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; 36,000
ARTHUR,(2)ONT.—
►PORT
CFPA-TV
CBC; All-Canada, Weed; 17,202
QUEBEC
$260 CITY, (4)QUE.—
► CFCM-TV
CBC; Hardy, Hunt, Weed; 30.000
$350
REG $170
IN A, SASK.!—
► CKCK-TV (2) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; 38,000
RIMOUSKI, QUE.!—
► CJBR-TV (3) CBC (French); Stovin, Canadian
Reps.; 30,000; $240
$260 N. B.!—
ST. JOHN,
► CHSCanada,
J-TV Weed;
(4) CBC,
CBS, U.NBC;
70,554ABC,
(including
S.); All$300
ST.
JOHN'S,
NFLD.!
—
► CJON-TV
18,560; $200(6) CBC, CBS, NBC, ABC; Weed;
SASKATOON, SASK.!—
► CFQC-TV
CBC,Ltd.;
ABC,30,000;
CBS, $230
NBC; Canadian
Reps., Tv (8)Reps.
SAULT STE. MARIE, ONT.—
► CJIC-TVada, Weed;
(2) CBC,
17,000; ABC,
$170 CBS, NBC; All-CanQUE.t
— Young, Hardy; $400
►SHERBROOKE,
CHLT-TV (7)
CBC;
ONT.—
►SUDBURY,
CKSO-TV
(5) 19,590;
CBC, ABC,
ada, Weed:
$220 CBS, NBC; All-CanSYDNEY, N. S.f—
► CJCB-TV (4) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; 46,690;
TIMMINS,
$240 ONT.!—
► CFCL-TV
(6) CBC; Renaurd, McGillvra; 10,600;
TORONTO,
► CBLT (6)ONT.—
CBC; CBC; 480,000; $1,000
VANCOUVER,
B. C.!—
$160 (2) CBC;
► CBUT
CBC; 159,000; $580
VICTORIA,
C— CBC; Tv-Reps. Ltd, Forjoe; 30,► CHEK-TVB. (6)
000; $210
WINDSOR, ONT. (DETROIT, MICH.)—
► CKLW-TV (9) CBC; Young; 1,568,000 (includinf
U. S.); $1,100
WINGHAM,
ONT.—
► CKNX-TV
000; $235 (8) CBC; All-Canada, Young; 25
WINNIPEG,
► CBWT (4)MAN.!—
CBC; CBC; 75,000; $400
MEXICO
JUAREZ! (EL PASO, TEX.)—
► XEJ-TV (5) National Times Sales, Oakes; 71,944; $240
TIJUANA
DIEGO)—
► XETV (SAN
(6) ABC;
Weed; 409,420; $700
The following stations have suspended regular
operations
have WPFA-TV
not turned Pensacola.
in CP's: KBIDTV Fresno,butCalif.;
Fla.;
WATL-TV Atlanta, Ga.; WHUM-TV Reading, Pa.;
WRAY-TV Princeton, Ind.; KGTV (TV) Des
Moines. Iowa; WKLO-TV Louisville. Ky.; WWOETV Worcester, Mass.; WLAM-TV Lewiston, Me.;
WFTV Duluth, Minn.; WCOC-TV Meridian. Miss.;
WHTO-TV Atlantic City, N. J.; WRTV (TV) Asbury Park, N. J.; WICA-TV Ashtabula, Ohio;
WGVL lotte.(TV)
WQMC Ohio;
(TV) KTVQ
CharN. C; Greenville.
WIFE (TV)S. C;
Dayton,
(TV) Oklahoma City, Okla.; KCEB (TV) Tulsa,
Okla.; WFMZ-TV Allentown. Pa.; WLBR-TV
Lebanon, Pa.; WKST-TV New Castle, Pa.; WKJFTV Pittsburgh, Pa.; WEEU-TV Reading, Pa.;
WNET (TV) Providence, R. I.; KNUZ-TV Houston, Tex.; WBTM-TV Danville, Va.; WACH-TV
Newport News, Va.; WKNA-TV Charleston, W.
Va.: WJPB-TV Fairmont, W. Va.; WCAN-TV
Milwaukee; WTAO-TV Cambridge, Mass.; KEDD
(TV) Wichita, Kans.; WTVU (TV) Scranton, Pa.;
WTOM-TV Lansing, Mich.; KMBT (TV) Beaumont, Tex.; WKNY (TV) Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
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How to get more hours from an RCA-833-A
• Clean glass bulb regularly— especially in area between anode and
• grid
With posts.
forced-air cooling, keep blower in proper working order (40
cfm from 2" dia. nozzle). Max. bulb temp, between anode and grid
seals not to exceed 145° C.
• load,
At fullfilament
plate load,
keep can
filament
voltage as"onmuch
the as
nose".
voltage
be reduced
5% Atforreduced
longer
life. Reduce filament voltage to 80% of normal during standby
periods of less than 15 minutes; remove voltage when longer standby periods are anticipated.
• Watch line-voltage fluctuation; compensate for them to avoid exceeding maximum ratings.
• Operate new tube for 50-100 hours before storing it. Operate spare
tubes periodically.

FOR THE RECORD
Continues from page 106
unl. P. O. address % Mr. Kolasa, 19639 Van Dyke,
Detroit 34, Mich. Estimated construction cost S16,146, first
year operating
cost S36.500,
S40,000.
Theodore
and Mitchell
Kolasa revenue
own Detroit
roofing and heating retail appliance business.
Henrv Kolasa owns Detroit funeral home. Mr.
Deresz is Detroit medical doctor. Announced
Dec. 28.
Amsterdam, N. Y. — Walter T. Gaines, 1570 kc,
1 kw D. P. O. address Box 520. Amsterdam. Estimated construction cost S23.435, first year operating cost $45,000, revenue 560,000. Mr. Gaines
owns WLFH Little Falls, N. Y., and has chinchilla
farm. His earlier application for Amsterdam am
on 1280 mitkc
was hasreturned
by FCC.
He has resubed it and
petitioned
for reconsideration
of Commission's
action
in
returning
his Springs.
application and in granting 1280 kc in Saratoga
N. Y., to Radio Saratoga [B-T. Nov. 26], If this
petition
is grantedhehe wishes
will decide
whichconsidered.
Amsterdam application
to have
Announced Dec. 27.
— Herbert204 P.Texas
Michels,
kc.
500Auburn,
w D. P.N.O.Y.address
Lane, 1220
Ithaca.
N. Y. Estimated construction cost $11,361, first
year operating cost S43.000, revenue S48.000. Mr.
Michels is chief
WHCU-AM-FM Ithaca.
Announced
Jan. engineer,
2.
Syracuse,
1220
kc, 1 kwN.D. Y.P.— Entertainment
O. address 3627 Service
Hudson Inc.,
Dr..
Youngstown, Ohio. Estimated construction co^t
329,739, first year operating cost $67,500, revenue
379,700. Principals include Jacob J. Bolotin
<33.3%), retired pres. of Bolotin-Drabkin Furniture
Youngstown;
Myron and
H. and
Barbara D.Co.,Bolotin
(21.3%),Pres.
insurance
furniture
interests, and Frederic D. Bolotin (v. p. -13.7%),
employe ofstructionCleveland,
Ohio, Dec.
engineering
and confirm. Announced
27.
Dallas, N. C— Fred H. Whitley, 960 kc, 1 kw D.
P. O. address Box 997, Kannapolis, N. C. Esticost S22,350.
firstMr.vearWhitley
operatingmated
cost construction
S36.000, revenue
$60,000.
owns WGTL Kannapolis. Announced Dec. 27.
Burns, Ore. — Howard J. McDonald and James
P. Ward d/b as Radio Burns, 1230 kc, 250 w unl.
P. O. address 2220 Frederic St., Boise, Idaho. Estimated construction cost $8,884. first vear operating cost $22,524, revenue S30.000. Mr. McDonald
is oic. mgr., KGEM Boise. Mr. Ward is engineerannouncer.
KRKO Everett, Wash. Announced
Dec.
31.
Lewisburg, Pa. — Wireless Radio Inc., 1010 kc,
250 w D. P. O. address % William R. DeWire, College
Park $15,621,
Rd. —1, first
Lewisburg.
Estimatedcostconstruction cost
year operating
$30,874,
revenue $36,000. Principals include Mr. DeWire
(gen. mgr.-32.39%), college student and employe
of Reading. Pa., contracting firm, and Donald H.
Ross (treas.-20.29%).
owner store.
of Lewisburg
photography studio and camera
Other stockholders are Lewisburg merchants. Announced Dec. 26.
Madison. Term. — Central Bcstg. Corp., 1430 kc,
1 kw D. P. O. address % Walter A. Duke, Box
464, Springfield, Tenn. Estimated construction
cost S28.434, first year operating cost $60,000.
revenue S8O.0O0. Principals are half owners H. C.
Young Jr., former owner of WSOK Nashville.
Tenn., and WIOK Tampa, Fla., and Mr. Duke.
% owner,Statesville,
WDBL Springfield,
Tenn., Dec.
and 27.100<v.
WDBM
N. C. Announced
Numacao, P. R. — Antonio L. Ochoa, 1240 kc, 250
w unl. P. O. address Figueroa St. 613, Santurce.
P. R. Estimated construction cost S9,000, first year
operating cost $17,570, revenue $32,544. Mr. Ochoa
owns Santurce recording firm. Announced Jan. 2.
APPLICATIONS AMENDED
LaFayette, Ind.— Application of 3. E. Willis
seeking cp for new am on 1410 kc, 1 kw DA-D
(requesting waiver of 3.28 [c]), amended to redescribe trans, location. Announced Dec. 28.
Duluth-Superior, Wis.— Application of Philbar
Bcstg. Co. seeking new am on 1320 kc, 1 kw D.
amended to specify studio locations as Belknap &
Susquehana Ave., Superior, and Torrey Bldg..
Duluth. Announced Dec. 28.
Existing Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC

. . .

CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WBLO
1470
kc. Evergreen, Ala. — Evergreen Bcstg. Co.,
KUEQ Phoenix, Ariz. — Q Bcstg. Co., 740 kc.
1050KVWM
kc. Show Low, Ariz.— Peak Bcstg. Co.,
KMOP
1330 kc. Tucson, Ariz. — Bamray Bcstg. Co..
KVOY Yuma,
Ariz. — KYMA Yuma Inc., 1400 kc.
Changed
from KYMA.
WAJN
Atlantic
Beach, Fla.— Voice of the Sea.
1600 kc.
WBRD
Bradenton. Fla.— Sunshine State Bcstg.
Co.,
1420 kc.
WSKP Miami, Fla.— WSKP Inc., 1450 kc.
Changed from WWPB.
WWTB Tampa, Fla.— Tison Bcstg. Co., 1300 kc.
Telecasting
Broadcasting

Changed from WEBK.
KIKS Sulphur,
La.— Lake Bcstg. Co., 1310 kc.
Changed
from KSUL.
WMPL
Co.,
920 kc.Hancock, Mich. — Copper Country Bcstg.
KODE
Joplin,KSWM.
Mo.— Air Time Inc., 1230 kc.
Changed from
KRAC Alamogordo,
N. M. — Lyman Brown Enterprises, 1270 kc.
WSRA
Saratoga
Springs,
N. Y. — Radio Saratoga,
1280 kc.
Franklin, N. C. — Macon County Bcstg.
Co.,WFSC
1050 kc.
WOUB Athens, Ohio — Ohio U., 1340 kc.
WZYX
1440
kc. Cowan, Tenn. — Cumberland Bcstg. Co.,
WTRO Dyersburg, Tenn. — Southern General
Bcstg. Co., 1450 kc. Changed from WDBG.
kc.WCMT Martin, Tenn. — Jones T. Sudbury, 1410
Corpus Christi,
Tex. — Broadcasters Inc.,
1030KATR
kc. Changed
from KWBU.
KWEL Midland, Tex. — Great Western Radio
Co., 1580 kc.
KIRT Mission, Tex.— Pool Bcstg. Co., 1580 kc.
KDXU
1450
kc. St. George, Utah— St. George Bcstg. Co.,
WELK Charlottesville, Va. — Lawrence Lee Kennedy, 1010 kc. Changed from WBFY.
WILA Danville, Va.— S. L. Goodman, 1580 kc.
Va.— S. L. Goodman, 1420
kc.WDDY
ChangedGloucester,
from WRIP.
kc.
WYTI Rocky Mount, Va.— S. L. Goodman, 1570
WWW Grafton, W. Va.— WWW Inc., 1260 kc.
1600WCWC
kc. Ripon, Wis. — Central Wisconsin Co.,

HOTEL
NewWetion
MADISON AT 50TH
English Lounge
Meeting place
of show business

APPLICATIONS
WDMG Douglas, Ga. — Seeks mod. of cp t which
authorized change hours and install DA-N) to
increase D power from 5 kw to 10 kw; changed
from DA-Nnounced Jan.to 2.DA-2 and install new trans. AnKVFD Fort Dodge, Iowa — Seeks authority to
determine
power by direct
ment of ant.operating
power. Announced
Jan. 2.measureKRCT Baytown, Tex. — Seeks cp to change station location from Baytown to Pasadena, Tex.,
change ant. -trans, location, operate trans, by recontrol from
Palestine and Mercury " Sts..
JacintomoteCity,
nounced Jan. 2.Tex., and install new trans. An-

MADISON AT 52ND
Barberry Room
Where
the celebrities
go after
theatre ;^_oT?y

APPLICATION AMENDED
WFCR Fairfax, Va. — Application seeking cp to
increase power from 500 w to 1 kw, install new
trans, and change ant. -trans, location, amended
to make changes in ant. system. Announced
Dec. 28.
New

Fm

Stations
APPLICATION

Pasadena, Calif. — Pasadena City Junior College
District, 89.3 mc, .196 kw unl. P. O. address % Dr.
W. B. Langsdorf, 1570 Colorado Blvd.. Pasadena.
Estimated construction cost $1,067, first year operating cost $2,000. Proposed grant is for noncommercial educational purposes. Announced
Dec. 28.
Existing Fm Stations . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WWPB (FM) Miami, Fla. — Paul Brake, 101.5
mc. Changed from WWPB-FM.
Macon, Ga.— Macon Bcstg. Co..
96.9WNEX-FM
mc.
WFHA-FM
Red
Bank, N. J. — Frank H. Accorsi.
100.3 mc.
KSFM (FM) DaUas, Tex.— Metropolitan Bcstg.
Corp., 105.3 mc.
KBFM Bcstrs.,
(FM) Salt
Lake City, Utah— Rocky
Mountain
93.9 mc.

MILESTONES
for February
BMI's series of program continuities are full half-hour
presentations . . . simple to
do, saleable, excellent listening. Each script in the February package commemorates
a special event of national importance :
"ABE LINCOLN— FAMILY MAN"
Born: February 12, 1809
"THE STRIKING ARM OF FREEDOM"
Freedom Week
February 12-22, 1957
"VALENTINE'S
DAY'
February 14, 1957
"AMERICA'S FIRST ADMINISTRATION'
George
Washington
Born:
February
22, 1732
"Milestones" is available for
commercial sponsorship — see your
local stations for details.

Ownership Changes . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
WNPT Tuscaloosa, Ala. — Granted transfer of
control from W. P. Thielens, W. M. Jordan and
T. H. Gaillard Jr. to Mrs. Edna Ruth L. Harris
and Mrs. Allie W. Todd, who will own respectively 22.9^ and 36.1%. Mr. Thielens sold 17% to
corporation for $20,000, reducing stock outstanding. Mrs. Harris own 16%% of WJBB Haley ville,

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
589 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N.Y.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD • TORONTO • MONTREAL
January 7, 1957
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FOR THE RECORD
Ala. Announced Dec. 13. (Corrected item.)
KFWB Hollywood, Calif. — Granted assignment
of license from KFWB Inc. to KFWB Bcstg. Corp.
Corporatenouncedchange.
Dec. 31. No change in control. AnKOLR Sterling, Colo. — Granted acquisition of
positive control by Russell M. Stewart, Byron R.
Joachim and John R. Jirdon (as group) through
purchase of y3 of outstanding stock from Anna
C. Petteys, Alonzo Petteys and Robert Petteys
for
Buyers will own total 2/3. Announced
Dec. $13,000.
31.
WDZ Decatur, 111. — Granted assignment of license from WDZ Bcstg. Co. to Mid-States Bcstg.
Co. Corporate change. Announced Dec. 31.
WLBJment of license
Bowlingfrom
Green,
Ky. — Granted
Greenwood
Bcstg. assignCo. to
Bowling Green Bstrs. Inc. Corporate change. No
change in control. Announced Dec. 31.
Winnsboro, La. — Franklin Bcstg. Co. granted
1570 kc, 500 w D. P. O. address % James H. Martin, Delhi, La. Estimated construction cost $14.725, first
year operating
revenue (48%),
$45,000.
Principals
include cost
Pres.$27,000,
Mr. Martin
livestock interests; Vice Pres. W. Gordon Allen
(48%), pres., 70% stockholder of KGAL Lebanon,
Ore., pres. of KEED Springfield, Ore., pres. of
KGAE Salem, Ore., 50% stockholder of KBAM
Longview, Wash., and sole proprietor of KTIX
Seattle, Wash. Announced Dec. 20. (Corrected
item.)
WCHB Inkster, Mich. — Granted assignment of
cp from Dr. Haley Bell tr/as Bell Bcstg. Co. to
Radio Station WCHB of the Bell Bcstg. Co.
Corporate change. Announced Dec. 31.
WKOZ Kosciusko, Miss. — Granted assignment
of license from Cy N. Bahakel to Kosciusko Bcstg.
Co. Corporate change. Announced Dec. 31.
KLCB Libby, Mont. — Granted acquisition of
positive control by Oliver G. Coburn through
inheritance of stock from Mary Elizabeth Coburn,
deceased. Mr. Coburn, former 35.56% owner, will
hold 75.96%. Announced Dec. 31.
KUVR Holdrege, Neb. — Granted acquisition of
positive control by William C. Whitlock through
gift oflock.oneThey are
sharesoleof owners.
stock from
Betty RaeDec.
WhitAnnounced
31.
KHOL-TV Kearney, KHPL-TV Hayes Center,
both Neb. — Granted transfer of control from
Brewster Hospital Inc. to F. Wayne Brewster
through sale of 222 shares held by hospital to Mr.
Brewster and Donald E. Brewster for $22,200. F.
Wayne Brewster, at present 44.4% owner, will
own
55.5% and his brother 11.1%. Announced
Dec. 31.
APPLICATIONS
KFWB Hollywood, Calif.— Seeks assignment of
license from KFWB Inc. to KFWB Bcstg. Corp.
Corporate change. Announced Dec. 27.
KDAY Santa Monica, KCOA-TV Corona, both
Calif. — Seek
of license
and cp
KOWL
Bcstg.assignment
Co. to Radio
California
Inc.from
for
$650,000. Latter is 100% owned by Gotham Bcstg.
Corp. (WINS New York, N. Y., and 50%, KTVRTV
Denver,McCaw
Colo.) who
Pres.also
-75% owns
owner50%,
of Gotham
J. Elroy
KYA Sanis
Francisco; 50% KELA Centralia; 33.3% KALEAM-FM Richland; 25%, KAPA Raymond; 33.3%.
KYAK Yakima, all Wash.; 100%, KORC Mineral
Wells, Tex.; 25%, KONA-TV Honolulu, T. H;
100%, KTVW Seattle, Wash., and applicant for
ch. 5 tv, Walla Walla, Wash. Announced Dec. 28.
KVORment of Colorado
Springs,
Seeks Inc.
assign-to
license from
RiggsColo.
& —Greene
Dunbar Bcstg. Inc. for $142,001. One-third partners in latter are James Dudley, freelance anFurth,
sales representative,nouncer;
Berne,George
Ind.,
andfurniture
Pres. Charles
Dunbar,
sales manager,
WERE
Cleveland,
Ohio. Announced Dec. 28.
WFNM De Funiak Springs, Fla. — Seeks assignment of license from Clayton W. Mapoles tr/as
Walter Bcstg. Co. to Gulfport Bcstg. Co. for
$27,200. Gulfport is licensee of WEAR-AM-TV
Pensacola, Fla. Mel Wheeler, gen. mgr.-25%
owner, WEAR-AM-TV, is applicant for am in
Panama City Beach, Fla\, and is gen. mgr. of

31.
WJDM (TV) Panama City, Fla. Announced Dec.
WLBJ Bowling Green, Ky. — Seeks assignment
of license from Greenwood Bcstg. Co. to Bowling
Green Bcstrs. Inc. Corporate change. Cy N. Bahakel remains 100% owner. Announced Dec. 28.
WINN
— Seeks
transferCorporate
of control from Louisville,
WINN Inc. Ky.
to Emil
J. Arnold.
change. No change in control. Announced Dec. 31.
KLCB Libby, Mont. — Seeks acquisition of positive control by Oliver Ct. Coburn through inheritance of stock from Mary Elizabeth Coburn, deceased. Mr. Coburn, former 35.56% owner, will
hold 75.96%. Announced Dec. 28.
WATV (TV) Newark, N. J.— Seeks assignment
of cp from Bremer Bcstg. Corp. to Atlantic TeleVision. Corporate
Announced
Jan. 2. change. No change in control.
KASA Elk City, Okla.— Seeks assignment of
license from Southwest Bcstg. Co. to Leo R.
Morris, Jackson R. Webb and Carl Stephens,
partnership d/b as WSM Bcstg. Co. for $50,000.
Mr. Webb (25% of applicant) and Mr. Stephens
(25%) are partners in Lawton, Okla., beer distributing firm. Latter also has real estate interests. Mr. Morris (50%), is former manager.
KSWO-AM-TV Lawton. Announced Dec. 28.
KBST-TV Big Spring, Tex.— Seeks assignment
of cp from Big Spring Television to Texas Telecasting Inc. No consideration except rent for use
of facilities. Texas Telecasting is licensee of
KDUB-TV Lubbock and satellite KPAR-TV
Sweetwater, both Tex. Announced Jan. 2.
Hearing

Cases . . .
INITIAL DECISION
WKMF Flint, Mich.— Hearing Examiner Hugh
B. Hutchison issued initial decision looking toward grant of application of Knorr Bcstg Corp.
to increase D power of WKMF from 1 kw to 5
kw and change from DA-1 to DA-2, operating on
1470 kc with 1 kw-N. Announced Dec. 27.
Routine

Roundup

. . .

December 28 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FDLING
Modification of CP
WGBS-TV Miami, Fla.— Seeks mod. of cp to extend completion date to 7-20-57.
KBOI-TV Boise, Idaho— Seeks mod. of cp to
extend completion date to 7-20-57.
KCRG-TV Cedar Rapids, Iowa— Seeks mod. of
cp to extend completion date to 7-5-57.
KQED (TV) San Francisco— Seeks mod. of cp
(which authorized non-commercial educational
tv) to extend completion date to 7-24-57.
RENEWAL OF LICENSE
KRWC Forest Grove, Ore.; KWNW Wenatchee,
Wash.
December 31 Decisions
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By the Broadcast Bureau
Actions of December 28
KBAL San Saba, Tex. — Granted license for am
station.
WJBD Salem, 111. — Granted license for am station.
KBNZ La Junta, Colo. — Granted license covering change ant.-trans. location.
WDDS-FM Syracuse, N. Y.— Granted license for
fin station.

WFCRandFairfax,
— Granted cp to move ant.trans.
studio Va.
location.
Following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown : WKBM-TV Caguas, P. R., to
6-30-57; KBOI-TV Boise, Idaho, to 7-11-57;
WDAM-TV Hattiesburg, Miss., to 1-31-57; WTVY
(TV) Dothan, Ala., to 3-1-57
Following were granted authority to operate
trans, by remote control: WDDY Gloucester, Va.;
WCVS Springfield, 111.
Actions of December 27
Following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: KDLS The Dalles, Ore. to
3-30-57, conditions; KGMS Sacramento Calif, to
3-26-57,
3-30-57, conditions;
conditions. WPCF Panama City, Fla. to
Actions of December 26
WHLM-FM Bloomsburg, Pa.— Granted mod. of
cp to temchange
(ant. 650 ERP
ft.). to 8.8 kw and change ant. sysDecember 31 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WTVY
(TV)
Dothan,date.
Ala.— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion
WDAM-TV Hattiesburg, Miss.— Seeks mod. of
cp to extend completion date.
KSWM-TV Joplin, Mo.— Seeks mod. of cp to
extend completion date to 8-1-57.
RENEWAL OF LICENSE
KQFM (FM) Portland, Ore.
REMOTE CONTROL
WCVS Springfield, 111.; WDDY Gloucester, Va.
January 2 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
WPRP-FM
Ponce, date.
P. R. — Seeks mod. of cp to
extend
completion
WEHT (TV) Henderson, Ky. — Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 5-3-57.
WTVE completion
(TV) Elmira,date.N. Y.— Seeks mod. of cp to
extend
WKBM-TV San Juan, P. R.— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 6-30-57.
RENEWAL OF LICENSE
KUGN-FM Eugene, KGPO (FM) Grants Pass,
KPFM (FM) Portland, KPOJ-FM Portland, all
Ore.; KING-FM Seattle (and SCA), KDXO-FM
Seattle, KREM-FM Spokane, all Wash.
UPCOMING
Jan. 7-10: National Retail Dry Goods Assn., Hotel
Statler, New York.
Jan. 11 : Annual banquet, Federal Comrnunica'tions Bar
ington, D. C.Assn., Sheraton Park, Hotel, WashJan. 16: Joint luncheon, Radio & Television Executives Society
— American
in Radio
& Television,
Hotel
Roosevelt,Women
New York
City.
Jan. 16-17: South Carolina Radio & Tv Broadcasters Assn., Hotel Columbia, Columbia.
Jan. 17 : Canadian Assn. of Radio & Television
Broadcasters Tv Clinic, Boulevard Club, Toronto.
Jan. 18-20: Midwinter conference, Advertising
Assn. of the West, Miramar Hotel, Santa Barbara, Calif.
Jan. 19-20: ference,
FifthPalmerannual
Advertising ConHouse, Retail
Chicago.
Jan. 19-21: Atlanta Chapter, American Women in
Radio & Television, Dinkier-Plaza Hotel, Atlanta.
Jan. 23-25: 12th annual Georgia Radio & Television Institute, U. of Georgia, Athens.
Jan. 31:ner.Sports
Broadcasters
Hotel Roosevelt,
New Assn.'s
York. annual dinFebruary
Feb. 6-8 : NARTB Board, Hollywood Beach Hotel,
Hollwood, Fla.
Feb.
15-17: New England Chapter of American
Women
Boston. in Radio & Television, Somerset Hotel
March
March
18-21: Annual convention and engineering
City.
show, Institute of Radio Engineers, WaldorfAstoria and New York Coliseum, New York
March 20-22: Continental Advertising Agency
Network, Rickey's Studio Inn, Palo Alto, Calif.
April convention, Conrad
April
7-11:Chicago.
NARTB annual
Hilton,
Broadcasting • Telecasting

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
1735 De Sales St., N. W. ME. 8-5411
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave.. N. W
Washington, D. C.
ADams 4-2414
Member AFCCB *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE '

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE '

Member AFCCE *

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
D». 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
f> O SOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE *

A. D. RING & ASSOCIATES

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C

Member AFCCE '

Member AFCCE '

WELDON & CARR
Consulting
Radio & Television
Washington 6,Engineers
D. C.
Dallas, Texat
1001 Conn. Ave.
4212 S. Beckner Blvd.
Member AFCCE*

PAGE, CREUTZ,
STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
710 14th St., N. W.
Executive 9-8470
Washington 3, D. C.
903 White Henry Stuart Bldg.
Mutual 3280 Seattle 1. Washington

KEAR & KENNEDY

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE'

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRestview 44721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. MofTet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Comm u nica tions-E lectronics
let* Eye St., N.W., Washington. D. C
Imcutlve 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE'

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago Suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash, D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924
Member AFCCB "

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

A. E. TOWNE ASSOGS., INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

RUSSELL P. MAY
Sheraton BMf .
711 14th St., N. W.
Woshingten S, D. C.
REoublle 7-3984
Member AFCCE •

JOHN

30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

B. HEFFELFINGER

1401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
>316 S. Kearney Slater 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

SERVICE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
k FULL TIME SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
Broadcasting

Member AFCCE '

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence courses.
Write For Free Catalog, specify course.

o Telecasting

Lohnes & Culver

1302 18th St., N.W.
Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER AM-FM-TV
4806 MONTGOMERY LANE
WASHINGTON 14, D. C.
OLIver 2-8520
ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
821 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

Member AFCCE'
LOWELL R. WRIGHT
Aeronautical Consultant
serving the radio & tv industry
on aeronautical problems created
by antenna towers
Munsey District
Bldg., Wash.
7-1740 4 D. C.
(nights-holidays telephone
Hemdon, Va. 114)

DIRECTORY

COLLECTIONS
For the Industry
ALL OVER THE WORLD
TV — Radio — Film and Media
Accounts Receivable
No Collections — No Commissions
STANDARD ACTUARIAL WARRANTY CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
LO 5-5990

Member AFCCE
January 7, 1957
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday
preceding publication date.
Situations Wanted 20# per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25tf per word —
$2.00 minimum.
All other classifications 30tf per word — $A.OO minimum • Display ads $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 1735 DeSales St. N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance
separately,
please).expressly
All transcriptions,
etc., sent
to box numbers
at owner's
risk. BrovdcastTelecasting
repudiates photos,
any liability
or responsibility
fox are
theirsentcustody
or return.
RADIO

RADIO

Help Wanted

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Managerial
Looking for 50kw management and big city
management?
Then
skip this.
wheels"
needed
. . . just
program,
salesNoand"big
community
relations station manager for new mountain
country CP. Radio management plus hunting
and fishing in Great Smoky Mountain area. Opportunity for pleasant living, good money. No
floaters or drunks. Write, call Graves Taylor,
Tryon, N. C.
Salesmen
Top salesman, car and coffee money. Southwest
station. Send complete details, references, first
letter. Excellent compensation for proven producer. Box 805C, B«T.
Are you ready to step-up in sales work? Here
is an opportunity. Texas. Box 759C, B-T.
Wanted: Salesman-announcer for California 5000
B-T. music and news station. Reply Box 103E.
watt

Managerial
Somewhere there's a program director or chief
announcer who wants to step into management.
He's
aggressive,
married,
owns wants
a car, tois
willingyoung,
to start
as assistant
manager,
settle permanently in a multiple station organization at extremely good pay. He has a good announcing background and is willing to work hard
to
provea year.
worthy
of manager's
probablyof
within
He has
a thorough post,
knowledge
all phases of independent station operation and
can report to work before the end of the year.
Send tape, resume and photo to Box 675C, B«T.
Radio station manager with proved sarles ability,
for network station in southwest competitive
television market. Good living conditions. Real
opportunity for permanent capable man. No
floaters. Complete details including snapshot
and beginning salaTy. Box 783C, B«T.
Unusual opportunity for hard hitting sales manager or station manager in metropolitan area.
Box 148E, B»T.
Experienced salesman-announcer with ambition,
ideas, personality, ready to earn more as assistant
manager. Interview required. KBUD, Athens,
Texas.

RCA
MICROWAVE
INSTALLATION
COORDINATOR
Here is your opportunity to join RCA in
a responsible, permanent assignment!
You will supervise the installation of microwave equipment at field locations, as
RCA's representative for coordination ol
the activities of local contractors. In addition, you will be in charge of final tune up
and test of equipment.
You should have 6 years' experience in
communications, with 2 years' in frequencies above 1,000 megacycles. Some knowledge of construction preferred.
You'll enjoy: good starting salary, paid vacations, retirement plan, liberal companypaid benefits for you and your family, relocation assistance.
Please send resume of experience and education to:
Mr. E. W. Taylor
Employment Coordinator, Dept. E-1A
Radio Corporation of America
Bldg. 5-1, Camden 2, New Jersey
RADIO
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Large midwest network affiliate needs radio salesman now. Must be experienced and aggressive.
Number 1 station in market. Good guarantee and
opportunity. Send full resume, first letter to Box
106E, B«T.
Experienced salesman: Best small-city opportunity in the middlewest. Kilowatt daytimer in
single-station market offers $400 per month guarantee for three month minimum. Incentive plan
assuresafter
minimum
$300match,
per month
even
guarantee"salary"
period. ofWill
dollar
for dollar, up to $1,500 in new sales. Commission
setup pays up to 40%. Box 113E, B«T.
Salesman-announcer, small market experience,
southeastern location, lkw single market station.
Emphasis on sales, $100.00 weekly salary plus
percentage. Send details. Box 136E, B»T.
Immediate opening for experienced salesman
who can also call football and basketball. $75.00
per week starting salary plus commissions. Send
complete details, tape, photo, resume to KOCA,
Kilgore, Texas.
Radio salesman. Expanding sales staff. Must
have proven sales ability. Salary plus good commission set-up in 250,000 market. Send full resume plus picture in first letter to Jack B. Chapman, KTSM-Radio, El Paso, Texas.

RADIO
Help Wanted—
Announcers(Cont'd)
Top eastern independent now auditioning announcer-DJ's.
Several
imminent.
Good
salary plus talent
large openings
market. Send
tape, photo
and resume to Box 101E, B»T.
Wanted: Announcer to the qualified man $350
start with advancement. 250 watt music-news station in college town. Box 105E, B»T.
Wanted: Combination announcer with first class
ticket. Straight announcer, good news. Starting
salary. $92 weekly. Ideal place to live. Airmail
tape and complete background direct to Box
107E.
B-T. for kilowatt station in Wyoming.
Announcer
First phone, selling ability desirable; must have
car. Top salary, plus. Send tape, resume. Box
118E, B'T.
Announcer-engineer,
1st phone, lkw daytimer,
southeast location. Emphasis on announcing,
B-T.
$85.00 weekly to start. Send details. Box 137E,
Immediate opening for experienced personality
morning man in small upper midwest market.
Ideal
working low-cost
living conditions
much opportunity
for advancement.
Will paywith
up
B-T.
to $80 for 40 hour week, overtime, paid vacation.
Car essential. Send resume and tape. Box 140E,
Five kw station will give chance to young man
16-18 interested in learning radio. Box 142E, B«T.
Announcer-engineer, 1st class ticket for new station in city of 27,000. Write, wire or phone Manager, KAGE. Winona, Minnesota.
Can you sell on-the-air? Second largest countrywestern audience demands country-western disc
jockey with
of who
countrywestern
music.thorough
We want konwledge
a disc jockey
can
sell on-the-air. Immediate opening. Write: Bob
Kaye, c/o KEVE, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Combination announcer-salesman, announcerengineer. Send full information first letter.
WDAT, South Daytona, Fla.
Immediate opening for experienced announcer,
strong on news and records. Good salary, talent.
Send audition, photo, background information
to Station WFDF, Flint, Michigan.
Combo man with first class ticket for daytime
station. Excellent condition, routine maintenance,
announcing ability important. Send complete
resume, photo and tape immediately. Kersh Walters, WKDL, Clarksdale, Mississippi.
Announcer
— experienced
deejay ofwhowords.
can "intro"
top
40 selections
with minimum
Strong
on commercials. Excellent working conditions.
Send complete
information
with
tape.
Will
arrange personal interview later. Write Program
Director, WOC, Davenport, Iowa.
$100 weekly guaranteed plus commission for 2
top
popmarket
deejay-combination-salesmen
Florida
(emphasis on sales). Thisforis top
no
draw but a guarantee. Contact Larry Glick, Radio
Station WQHC, Jacksonville, Florida. Also naed
announcer-engineer combination with first class
ticket for an affiliate station.

Combination-salesman-announcer,
neer. Send full information first salesman-engiletter. WDAT.
South Daytona, Fla.

WSIV Radio needs an experienced announcer
able to operate control board. Send audition and
information to WSIV, Pekin, Illinois.

Money making opportunity at western Michigan's most powerful
independent,
from Chicago
and Detroit.
Prefer some equidistant
announcing experience. Write WKNK, Muskegon, Michi-

Technical

gan.

Announcers

Announcer for kilowatt independent. Opportunity
to learn news reporting if interested. $325 start.
Box 666C, B-T.
Immediate opening for man with minimum six
months experience. Will pay up to $75 per week
to start. 40 hour week, overtime pay, vacations
etc. Must have car. Excellent opportunities for
advancement within chain. Send tape, resume
and photo. Box 678C, B»T.
Opening for smart continuity girl— top rated station in Ohio metropolitan market. Good salary,
employe benefits. Send sample material, photo,
background. Box 755C, B-T.
One of nation's leading independents in city market of half-million
needs outstanding
youngComair
salesman
with enthusiasm
and brightness.
edy material, gimmicks accepted, but emphasis
on audience service with fast-paced music-newssports format. Top paying job for top personality. Send background, picture off-air audition.
Box 808C, B«T.

Experienced engineer for position of chief engineer at modern, well equipped 250 watt fulltime independent station in Pa. Will have complete
purchasing,
repairs andresponsibility
operation.for Good
workingmaintenance
conditions,
good pay. No air work required. Box 742C, B-T.
Engineer-announcer, 250 watt, 100 from New
York. Good pay. Box 8liC, B«T.
First class engineer for 250 watt network station
in eastern Pennsylvania. RCA transmitter with
automatic
control.
Duties
consist and
of remotes.
maintenance of studio
console,
transmitter
Starting salary $70.00 weekly with 6 month raises.
Vacation and paid hospitalization. Car necessary.
Write full particulars. Box 100E, B«T.
Engineer, firstdle-Atlantic
classstates.radio-television
midIdeal working station
conditions.
Good pay. liberal benefits. Box 143E, B>T.
First nhone engineer, experienced remote control. Want to learn sales. Box 151E, B-T.
Immediate opening for chief engineer for one fm,
two 500 watt am stations — one remote controlled,
eastern Long Island. WALK, Box 230. Patchogue,
N. Y.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

RADIO

RADIO

Heln Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd )
Announcers

Combination
engineer-announcer,
man. Send full
information first engineer-salesletter. WDAT,
South Daytona, Florida.

Top personality, salesman, on and off air. 13 years
experience. Need larger market. Start $110.00
week. Virginia or nearby. Box 102E, B'T.
Personality-DJ — strong commercials, gimmicks,
etc., run own board. Steady, eager to please. Go
anywhere. Box 109E, B-T.
Experienced c & w deejay humorist, singer. Have
recording contract, veteran, married, sales experience. Box. 110E, B'T.
Announcer - salesman — ambitious, experienced,
college, vet. married, employed. Strong commercials, news, good voice. Box 115E, B'T.
DJ staff — 1V2 years experience — presently employed— prefer northeast. Box 116E, B'T.
Employed, married,
veteran7 years
announcer-illustrator-engine r, first phone
desirescollege.
good
music or educational
radio or tv near
Box 121E, B-T.
Good announcer, easy-dealing DJ, 6 years experience. No fancy dan or gimmicks. 26, married. Studio voice, college, dramatic school. Desire radio-tv station. Current salary $90. 175,000
market. vision.
Confident
make the
gradeBoxin 122E,
teleB-T.
Only sincereI can
inquiries,
please.

Wanted: Experienced engineer-announcer for
250 watt daytimer with emphasis on announcing.
Must have pleasing voice, sober — no drifters
please. $100.00 for 48 hours, rush, picture, tape
and experience. Raymond L. Prescott, Jr., WJTG,
Tullahoma. Tenn.
Help wanted: Operator with first phone. WSYB,
Rutland, Vermont.
Programming-Production, Others
News director — challenging local news job open
in extremely active news market. Outstanding
kilowatt Independent offers real news opportunity and good salary to experienced, aggressive,
mature newsman. Box 570C, B'T.
News reporter-copywriter, lkw small market
station. $60-$75 weekly salary, man or woman.
Will consider beginner with journalism training.
Send details. Box 138E, B'T.
A fulltimegressiveexperienced
for proMass. daytimer,newsman
who willneeded
also head
up
public service and special events. Self -starting
mature-minded men only will be considered.
Announcing secondary to news gathering ability. WESO. Southbridge, Mass.
Program
Here's
an ideal
opportunity
supervise director:
programming
under
conditionsto
in strong station in medium market. Excellent
opportunity for advancement in progressive
organization. Send all resume information on
tape with sample of air work, plus evidence of
air speciality, to WIZE, Springfield, Ohio.
Immediate opening for experienced newsman
who can gather, rewrite and broadcast. Must
have a good voice and ability to sell commercials.
Top station in major market. Contact Martin
Giaimo, Station WJEF, Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Gal for DJ, copy, general radio work. WSHE.
Sheboygan, Wisconsin.
Immediate openings — all radio and tv personnel.
Choice locations — east, west, north, south! Contact us for the good positions! Commercial Employment, 652 Chestnut, Gadsden, Alabama.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Mr.
Owners!
Your station
realizingwillit'saccept
full
potential?
Experienced
broadcasters
flexible management, on year to year guaranteed
basis. Offer made possible by experience in
everyful year
typewith
situation.
successstationCompleted
that just second
for triple
the
owner's
price
two
years
ago.
Prefer
station
losing money. Confidential. Box 114E, B»T. now
Background to duplicate in executive under 35.
Presently
managingwithsuccessful
station. Experience
national metropolitan
rep firm. Sound
and progressive programming know-how. Family
man, excellent education, good references. Available for sound proposition with sound organization. Reply. Box 130E, B'T.
Manager/sales manager: Cash to purchase substantial interest in single station market. Now
selling
localized
"competitive"
station market. 18ideas
years inexperience,
sales,, single
programming, promotion, civic minded. Want station operation and market with good future
potential. Box 131E, B'T.
Radio manager — 14 successful years experience,
all phases. Excellent sales know-how. Modern
program formula. Desire permanent connection.
Box 146E. B'T.
Salesmen
Salesman — experienced. Announcer with good
voice. First class license. Emphasis on selling.
Box 139E, B-T.
A nnouncers
Lousy DJ but good on news, commercials. Eight
years experience. Box 769C, B'T.
DJ-copywriter, 34, eight years experience, presently employed. Desires combination copy and
air work schedule. Any offers? Box 773C, B'T.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

Sportscaster: Excellent play-by-play. Top rated
radio and television sport shows. Special events.
10 years radio and television. Top references.
Box 125E. B-T.
Commercial DJ — two years experience — presently employed — wish to relocate northeast. Box
133E, B«T.
DJ, vet, presently employed 1000 watt station.
Combo man,
classstrict
license,
good news,
commercials,3rd
experience,
production.
Available
2 weeks. Jack Davis, 421 Crown Street, Brooklyn,
N. Y. HY 3-5994.
Announcer
— deejay
withcoast
one station.
year's experience
seeks position
in east
Salary no
problem if location is as desired. News, board
and third class ticket. For tape, resume, photo
write: Milano, 375 Knickerbocker Avenue, Brooklyn, New York. Telephone Glenmore 6-2164.
Directionals attention. Announcing school graduate with 1st phone, looking for first job. $75
minimum, no car. Berkshire 7-6721 after 6:00
p.m. Walter Piasecki, 2219 N. Parkside, Chicago.
Three months experience. Call in Manasquan,
N. J. Castle 3-1540. Box 122.
Night man. College education. Five years radio
experience. Box 2123, Delray Beach, Florida.
Phone CR 6-7348.
Programming-Production, Others
Program director! Also experienced promotion,
sales. Idea, hard worker, permanent, good! Box
768C. B-T.
Newsman — university journalism graduate, 29.
Radio-television news (report write, edit, some
photography),
advertising
experience. considered.
$75 minimum. Prefer west,
but everything
Box 108E. B'T.
Radio-tv newsman, native Californian, 30, degree, world-travelled. Seven years news, three
radio-tv. Producer-writer network shows. Beep
phone specialist. Knows news Aachen to Xanadu.
Will voice. Far west only. Box 129E, B'T.
Newsman, thoroughly experienced: Ten years
in broadcasting includes major metropolitan
operations. Outstanding references. Thirty, married, veteran. Box 132E, B'T.
Writermer radio
(male)
presentlyandradio
copywriter,
fornewswriter
newspaper
reporter.
29, married, English major. Seek opportunity
New York, eastern area preferred. Any airwork
absolutely out. Box 134E, B'T.
Looking for help? Contact us for the best in
radio and tv personnel. No charge to employer.
Commercial Employment. 622 Chestnut, Gadsden,
Alabama.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted
Salesmen
Television salesman. Aggressive, dependable
salesman needed,
preferably
televisionother
experience. Individual
with tv with
background
than selling will be considered. This local sales
opening is an opportunity to advance in experience and through
income. takeover
Substantial
billings account
alreadyavailable,
of current
list. CBS-TV network station, east, with new
facilities in excellent market, include photograph
and full details with reply. Box 147E, B-T.

TELEVISION
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Salesmen
Time salesman, experience necessary. Salary,
commission and expenses. Letter only. Write to
Sales Manager, WGLV-TV, Easton, Pennsylvania.
Announcers
Tv announcer — experienced, mature delivery.
Leading station, competitive midwest market.
Immediate opening. Send picture, resume. Box
126E, B'T.
Technical
Help west
wanted:
Expanding
maximum
midNBC affiliate
needs two
1st classpower
engineers
who are familiar with a switcher, and two 1st
class transmitter men. Salary commensurate
with ability
and experience. Opportunity to adB-T. vance to supervisor. Only top 1st class engineers
considered. Contact Chief Engineer. Box 765C,
Transmitter supervisor for maximum power vhf
television station in southeast. Must be thoroughly aquainted with high power transmitter tuning
and test procedures, all phases. References required. Box 123E, B'T.
Kinercording engineer, send experience, recent
snapshot, salary expected, references. KRMATV, 12th and Welton Streets, Denver, Colorado.
Wanted: Television engineers for studio and/or
transmitter operation or maintenance. Requires
first class telephone license. Contact Chief Engineer, WJIM-TV, Lansing, Michigan.
Tv studio engineer wanted. Fine opportunity
with RCA equipment for recent technical school
graduate vision.
or Senda resume
radio manof wanted
to getandintorecent
telebackground
snapshot. R. R. Owen, P. O. Box 1640, Columbus,
Georgia.
Programming-Production, Others
Producer-director needed by large mid-U. S. tv
station.ence.
Must
least three and
yearsminimum
experiPlease have
state atexperience
salary required. Box 120E, B'T.
Experienced
film editor
head 3-man Midwest
department. Excellent
workingto conditions.
NBC affiliate. State experience. Box 127E, B'T.
Creative mind for tv copywriting. Tv and/or radio experience essential. Successful station,
beautiful Ohio Valley. Send sample copy, resume.
Box 128E, B'T.
Situations Wanted
Salesmen
Good sales record, top references. Nine years
radio, one television. Three years sales-manager.
B-T.
With present employer over five years. Box 112E
Programming-Production, Others
Sharp producer-director seeking employment
picture with ample "head-room." Box 117E, B'T.
Art director, experienced all phases tv production, will consider creative, responsible position.
Fast with ideas. Box 135E. B'T.
EXECUTIVE
POSITION
Owner of Eastern-station group
needs young, aggressive, capable station executive to assist
owner in management and coordination ofexpanding operations. We need creative ability
and hard work. This is a permanent job with a tremendous
to
future. Send all information,
complete references and photo
Box 144E, B»T
January 7, 1957
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FOR

SALE

Stations
For sale: Kilowatt am in northwest college town.
Full
784C, price
B-T. $50,000.00, \<z down, \'2 terms. Write
Long established 1000 watt daytime station making small
with station.
good future.
easternprofit
market. Only
Price Small
$45,000southwith
substantial down payment. Box 124E, B-T.
Two profitable, single station markets in Kentucky-Ten es e area. Each priced under $100,000
and terms
can Chapman
be arranged
for responsible
parties.
Paul
H.
Company,
84 Peachtree.
Atlanta.
Southern Appalachian Mountain area station.
$70,000 pany,with
some terms.
Paul H. Chapman Com84 Peachtree,
Atlanta.
Regional station in market which has just grown
into metropolitan status. Centrally located. Profitable. $250,000 total price. Purchasable 29% down.
Paul
Atlanta.H. Chapman Company, 84 Peachtree,
The Norman Company, 510 Security Bldg., Davenport, Iowa. Sales, purchases, appraisals, handled
with care and discretion, based on operating our
own stations.
Write now for our free bulletin of outstanding
radio and tv buys throughout the United States.
Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 6381 Hollywood Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Equipment
Raytheon limiting amplifier, model RL-10 with
rack panel; now in use; excellent condition, $175.
KSIB, Creston, Iowa.
Four RCAdition.44BX
microphones.
All in good
Three factory
reconditioned,
one connew
past year. Studio used. Price $90.00 each. Lot
price $335.00, cable included. Write Chief Engineer, WCUE, Akron 8, Ohio.
Microwave equipment, excellent condition. One
Raytheon KTR unit with 6 foot dishes, one Raytheon MTR unit with 10 foot dishes, $6,000.00 each.
WILS, Lansing, Michigan.

SALE

INSTRUCTION

Equipment
Ampex
600/620
recorder-reproducer.
Magnecorder
PT6R. Write for price and details. P.O.
Box 5025,
Jacksonville, Florida.
For sale at a bargain, one 310 ft. Lingo tower with
lighting mitterequipment.
is standing byat buyer.
transsite and mustTower
be dismantled
United States Tower Co., 210 Union Trust Building, Petersburg, Virginia.
Commercial Crystals and new or replacement
crystals for RCA, Gates, W. E. and Bliley holders;
regrinding. repair, etc. Also A.M. Monitor service.
Nationwide unsolicited testimonials praise our
products and service! Send for catalog. Edison
Electronic Co., PR3-3901, Temple, Texas.
WANTED

TO

FCC first phone in 12 weeks. Home study or residentwood,training.
Ourandschools
are located
California,
Washington,
D. C. inForHollyfree
booklet, write Grantham School of Electronics,
Desk H-B, 1505 N. Western Avenue, Hollywood
27, California.
FCC first phone license. Start immediately.
Guarantee coaching. Northwest Radio & Television School, Dept. B, 1627 K Street, N. W., Washington, D.C.

BUY

I

Stations
Wanted: Radio station by experienced owner.
Give complete financial facts. Confidential. Box
760C, B«T.
Experienced Georgia broadcaster with $10,000
B-T.
wants to buy or lease Georgia station. Box 141E,
Desire to lease with option to buy or to purchase
station in small or medium market on terms. We
will
operate asin practical,
broadcaster
not interested
investment resident
or speculation.
Write—
Box 145E, B-T.
Stations wanted. Texas and Louisiana. Ralph J.
Erwin. Broker. 1443 South Trenton, Tulsa, Okla.
Equipment
Wanted to buy: One used lkw AM transmitter
for standby for cash. Send details and price.
Box 907A, B-T.
Am daytimer
fm. Like
bids 320
on feet
following used: 4 considering
bay side tower
antenna;
feed; am isolator; transmitter, fm monitor. Quote
asking price and availability. Box 111E, B>T.
Want 3 or 5kw fm transmitter or 3 kw amplifier
with power supply. Call Floyd Hall, KPOL, Los
Angeles, Capitol 5-7011.

OVER

16,000

IDEAL

OPPORTUNITY
For top-flight salesmen, who want a salaried position, plus commissions in one of the fastest growing markets in the United States. We need and
want only the best. Our need is brought about by
the tremendous growth of this city and market.
You will find our community offers ideal living
conditions, and your only financial limitation will
be your ability. This is a chance of a lifetime.
Write, wire or call
Earl Boyles
Exec. V.P. & Gen. Mgr.
WLEX-AM-TV
- Lexington, Kentucky

SQ.

FEET

DEVOTED TO THE PROPER TRAINING OF TV PERSONNEL. FOUR
SCHOOLS— NATION-WIDE— EQUIPPED WITH 6 COMPLETE CONTROL
ROOMS, FIVE COMPLETE IMAGE ORTHICON CAMERA CHAINS. IN
THESE MODERN FACILITIES, STUDENTS RECEIVE PRACTICAL TRAINING,
PARTICIPATING IN CLOSED CIRCUIT PRODUCTIONS UNDER THE GUIDANCE OF PROFESSIONALS WHO ARE PRESENTLY WORKING IN THE
INDUSTRY.
HOME

OFFICE

PORTLAND,
OTHER

OREGON

SCHOOLS

ANYONE

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD

who would like to receive our national
publication, TELEVIEWS, please let us
know and we will be happy to send it
to you at no cost or obligation.

IT'S NO WONDER MORE AND MORE BROADCASTERS
NORTHWEST FIRST FOR QUALIFIED TV PERSONNEL.

|
A

D IO

&

SCHOOL
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TE

LEVI

HOME OFFICE-

SI

ON

1221 N. W. 21st Avenue
Portland, Oregon ♦ CA 3-7246

HOLLYWOOD,

D. C.

ARE CALLING
FOR PROMPT,

PERSONAL ATTENTION, WHY DON'T YOU WRITE, WIRE
COLLECT — JOHN BIRREL, EMPLOYMENT COUNSELOR?

NORTHWEST
R

WASHINGTON,

OR

PHONE

1440 North Highland
HO 4-7822
CALIFORNIA
540 N. Michigan Avenue
DE 7-3836
1627 K Street N. W.
RE 7-0343
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

TELEVISION

RADIO
Help Wanted
Announcers

Television

ONE OF THE NATION'S
GREAT STATIONS NEEDS DJ
In Jim Winters, I've got one of the really top
boys in the East. I need his double and don't
think Bangor is East Lynne — It's a balling
town. This is a real sharp operation and if
you're a real sharp guy with both feet on
the deck, we can get together. Send information, tape and photo to
Lee Gorman
Vice President & General Manager
WABI & WABI-TV
Situations Wanted
Managerial
OOUQOOQOOUUOOUUOOOOUOOUUOOOOOUO
o
O
o
O
o
Available
O
o
O
o
O
o
O
o
Manager
o
o Sales
o
u
8 Presently employed as Sales Man- o
o
g ager of Large Eastern VHF Televi- oo
q sion Station. Young, aggressive, oo
Q
o
O fully qualified.
o
o
o
Box 104E, B*T
o
O§
o
O
gQQQOQOOOOOQOOQQQOQQQQOQQQQQQQ
(
CAN YOU OSE THIS MAN? \
\ He's been with this station for several *
I years under a number of different own* erships and in every case has proved
\ himself to be a superior employee. He
I has been a Chief Engineer of a 5kw
L directional station but, in addition, he
has had
than five
years'Manager,
experi- I
f\ ence
as anmore
Assistant
General
\ with full background in nearly all
*. phases of station operation. Also, he
J is well qualified for station manage\ ment or other top executive responsif bilities. He is leaving our organization
I because of unusual circumstances, and j
J we want to help him get something as I
• good or better. Write or wire Box I
J 119E, B»T, and then we will phone 1
f you with more details.
I
» ■^fc. « » ^fc. « %
t*
«♦
«»
« » ^ «'
Programming-Production, Others

"Something New in Radio"
That's the opinion of Broadcasting. Editor
& Publisher called it "a new adventure in
making friends."
It's a unique personality combining a program of humor and common sense timed
for today's news. It's adaptable for many
radio and tv formats. Its listener interest
is proven in top markets. It's drawn fan
letters from many outstanding people.
It's quotable material that brings chuckles
and nods of agreement and lives beyond
broadcast time. It's prestige building and
ahead of the times.
For details regarding the availability of
this personality and program write Box
150E, B-T.

TELEVISION

Help Wanted
Salesmen

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
ON-CAMERA NEWSMAN

Sales

PERSONALITY-PLUS
DIG IT FAST
WRITE IT EARTHY
TV EXPERIENCE PREFERRED
Illinois TV station will accept well grounded newspaper or radio reporter with lightning-fast comprehension, powerful personality, well organized work habits. This
in preference
to a more
experienced
mediocre TV newsman.
Salary
range $500-$600
monthly.
TAPE,
PHOTO,
RESUME,
WORKING REFERENCES on first reply.

Opportunity
Local and regional sales opening
with basic CBS station, upper Piedmont area, North Carolina-Virginia. This sales position has enjoyed top billing on our staff under
the present man. Salary and substantial incentive arrangement. TV
or radio sales experience required.
Send resume with full details, including photo to

Box 761C, B-T
EMPLOYMENT SERVICES

Joe Lake
Commercial Manager

PLAN AHEAD
You never know when you'll need a new
copywriter, announcer, sales or technical
advisor. We have the BEST in our files.
All
checked — Call on Barney
— thereferences
matchmaker.
BARNARD EMPLOYMENT
Suite 1116
202 S. State Chicago
Wabash 2-2306

WFMY-TV
Greensboro, N. C.
Programming-Production, Others
PROMOTION MANAGER
Television Station Promotion Manager good Western VHF market.
Successful applicant must combine
knowledge all sales promotion
statistical and accounting procedures, competitive costs, local and
national advertising, merchandising and publicity, make-up, layout, and copy. State minimum
salary required and availability.
Box 67 1C, B«T
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
„
_
♦♦
♦♦ A
^
♦ Opportunity
Station expansion demands more first
class personnel. Wanted immediately:
Continuity Director
Announcer
Director-Announcer
Salary open all positions.
Write, wire or phone
Tom Matthews
WNEM-TV
Bay City, Michigan
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

INSTRUCTION
SELECTED
ANNOUNCERS
AVAILABLE
Trained, reliable men and women, graduates of the Paulin-Newhouse School of Announcing are interested in acquiring experience. Complete information including audition tapes sent on request. Let us help
you find the right man for your staff.
There
or
phoneis no charge for this service. Write
PAULIN-NEWHOUSE
SCHOOL OF ANNOUNCING
5840 Second Blvd.
Detroit, Mich.
BR 3-0001
96; OF ALL GRADUATES OFFERED
POSITIONS IN RADIO OR TV!
Courses in Announcing, Acting, Writing,
Production. 1 year of intensive training.
Founded in 1934. Professional teachers with
national network background. Term starts
January 28th.
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF
BROADCASTING
3338 16th Street, N.W. Washington, D. C.
Dept. B

THE BUS I NESS WEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
TELECASTING
PLEASE START MY
g
3
5
5

□
□
□
□

52
52
52
52

weekly
weekly
weekly
weakly

1735 De Sales Street, N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
SUBSCRIPTION

WITH THE NEXT

ISSUE.

issues of BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
$7.00
issues and BROADCASTING Yearbook-Marketbook 9.00
issues and TELECASTING Yearbook-Marketbook 9.00
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EDITORIALS
Thou Shalt Not—
FOR the past two weeks, a leading topic for argument in Chicago
has been WGN-TV's cancellation of a scheduled showing of
"Martin Luther," a feature film endorsed by Lutherans and some
other Protestants but objectionable to Catholics.
The station's decision and its aftermath have significance beyond
the range of WGN-TV's signal and the narrow question of dogmatic
rivalries. The Chicago incident involved a basic problem which confronts all stations and all communications media.
WGN-TV purchased "Martin Luther" for playing in one of its
regular feature film periods under local sponsorship. When the
playdate was announced, protests poured in by letter, telegram and
telephone.
Four days before the scheduled showing. WGN-TV cancelled
the film. This provoked an answering deluge of protests against the
station's yielding to pressure. These protests were, in turn, answered
by others siding with the station's decision, and so the storm grew.
WGN-TV found itself in the middle of a controversy from which
graceful exit was impossible.
The timid broadcaster may take this as a lesson that embarrassment could have been avoided if WGN-TV had not booked a
program with a controversial theme. This line of reasoning is based
on a higher regard for personal security than public good.
WGN-TV did not create its problem by buying "Martin Luther"
but by scheduling the film without investigating fully the sectarian
antagonisms it could be expected to arouse and attempting to
satisfy them in advance of scheduling. If the station regarded "Martin Luther" as a vehicle worthy of airtime, its only course was to
confer with competent religious leaders and arrange for future
presentation of differing points of view.
If television is to develop to its full potential, it must seek out
rather than avoid the presentation of issues and ideas which are
not universally embraced. It will be an inadequate program structure which is based on themes favoring subjects that are no more
controversial than the sanctity of home, flag and mother love.
To engage in the presentation of controversial subjects does not
entail engagement in controversy itself — if the presentation is
managed with judgment based on wisdom and experience and if
advice from various points of view is sought.
It is regrettable that the "Martin Luther" quarrel happened at
WGN-TV. In recent months, under new management, the station
has conspicuously improved both its programming and business
standards and is now taking a position of real responsibility in its
community. In a sense, WGN-TV did the rest of broadcasting a
service in precipitating, inadvertently, a conflict which others may
study and so rearrange their own procedures.

Farm

Broadcasting

Day
T> EFORE broadcasting became an American way of life a genera-D tion ago, the farmer was the butt of most jokes. He was depicted
as a gangling, unsophisticated person with a piece of straw between
his teeth who could be taken in by any city slicker.
Today the farmer is a business man. He is as well informed on
domestic and international affairs as his urban brother. He is an
important, conscientious figure in our electorate, to be contended
with in elections at local, state and national levels. He is scientific
and mechanized. The word "rube" has vanished from our language.
The farmer has gotten that way to a large degree through broadcasting—largely radio. In addition to being exposed to the same
programs heard by his city-dwelling cousin, he has benefited
from
the specialized farm programs broadcast by many stations. There
are more than 1,300 radio stations and 82 television stations broadcasting market news, according to the Dept. of Agriculture.
This constitutes public service, the American way, about which
the general non-farm public hears little. Farmers and ranchers
could not function without the information on weather, market
prices and conditions they now receive on broadcast schedules.
On Feb. 2 Farm Broadcasting Day will be observed for the first
time. It is being co-sponsored by the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture,
the NARTB and the National Assn. of Television & Radio Farm
Directors. It is an opportunity afforded all stations to tell their
audiences of the job being done by radio and television for them
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Drawn for BROADCASTING'TELECASTING by Sid Hix
"But even in educational television, Professor, we must entertain as we
as a service to agriculture. Because weather and market reports and
enlighten!"
farm news help to increase the efficiency of agriculture production,
the entire population benefits.
We suggest, also, in this era of occasional chiding of broadcasting
for purported programming excesses, that Congress be invited to
tune in on Feb. 2.
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nation's press has widely applauded the many stars who appeared Christmas night on a special radio and television program in behalf of Hungarian relief.
We join in the praise for such prominent performers as Julie
Andrews, Danny Thomas, Sammy Davis Jr., Charles Laughton,
Mary Martin, and many others. May we suggest, however, that even
greater praise is due the seven radio and television networks which
arranged the show and footed the bill?
All the performers, technicians, stagehands — indeed the whole
working crew numbering scores if not hundreds — were paid minimum union wages. The total money paid to performers and
crews was at least $50,000, according to knowledgeable sources.
This was paid by the seven participating networks.
The value of the time contributed by the networks and their
affiliated stations can be calculated precisely. It is $287,000.
So the contribution of the radio and television networks added
up to $337,000 by conservative estimate.
It is not to depreciate the services of the performers, without
whose presence there would have been no show, to say that generosity that evening was not confined to them.
The networks put a much bigger nickel on the drum.
Freedom

for

Moss

Committee

ONE of the most effective committees of Congress during the
last session was the House Government Information Subcommittee, headed by the able Rep. John E. Moss (D-Calif.). A temporary committee, it has been functioning under mandate of the
House Government Operations Committee, and has performed
valuable service in ferreting out the facts on suppression of nonsecurity information by various government agencies.
Involved in the subcommittee's work is not only the people's
right to know, but also the related question, even more important
to the broadcast media than to the printed page, of freedom of
access to information. The Moss Committee's work has won the
approbation of such journalism groups as the American Society
of Newspaper Editors and Sigma Delta Chi.
The subcommittee will continue its hearings at the new session,
since many agencies of government are yet to be heard. There is
considerable support for a permanent status for the subcommittee
so it can continue its significant work without requiring new authorization ateach session of Congress. We hope, as do all media
interested in freedom of information, that the Moss Committee i
will be given this status.
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Katz Has The Facts On ThatVery Highly Audience Rated,
Sales Results Premeditated,
CBS Affiliated
Station in Des Moines!
Channel

8 in Iowa
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RATINGS FROM THE LATEST PUBLISHED
DALLAS AND FORT WORTH TELEPULSE REPORTS

KRLD-TV

Channel

4

PRESENTS 14 OUT OF THE TOP 15 ONCE-A-WEEK
DALLAS METROPOLITAN
AREA.
Dallas is served by four television stations, but
most television homes in this booming metropolitan area are tuned more of the time to KRLD-TV,
Channel 4. Alert local programming, plus stellar
CBS presentations frequently build for Channel
4 more audience than the next two stations combined, and at times more than all three put
together.

KRLD-TV
DOMINATES
DALLAS

AND

THE

FORT

WORTH

KRLD-TV
COVERS

MORE

AREA

METROPOLITAN

ANY

The lower the channel, the greater the power
and the higher the tower, the farther a station
can project television satisfactorily. Channel 4
is the lowest in Dallas or Fort Worth, and this
far-reaching signal is beamed at the maximum
power allowed by the Federal Communications
Commission from atop the second tallest man-

AUDIENCES

OF

THE

AREAS

of the 68 Sunday quarter hours of telecasting.
On Sunday evenings, when the largest TV audience of the week gathers before Dallas-Fort
Worth sets, more people watch Channel 4 than
any other station 90 % of the time . . . often
more than all three other stations put together.

Channel
THAN

4

TELEVISION

The combined Dallas and Fort Worth audience
of KRLD-TV is greater than any other station's
during 45 of the 72 quarter-hour periods from
6 a.m. to midnight weekdays.
KRLD-TV dominates 30 out of the 68 Saturday
quarter hours in this four-station market, and 42

IN THE

For news, adventure, mystery, variety, comedy
and all the other fascinations of television,
Dallas viewers know they can tune to KRLD-TV
and get the very best. Consistently, all or nearly
all of the top fifteen weekly television programs
are presented over the facilities of KRLD-TV,
Channel 4.

Channel
COMBINED

SHOWS

OTHER

4
TV

STATION

IN TEXAS

made structure in the world ... 1 ,685 feet
above average terrain.
KRLD-TV goes clearly into nearly 600,000 television homes in Texas and Southern Oklahoma,
reaches more than one-fourth of all the people
in Texas . . . one-third of all Texas Television
sets.

closed

SOME OTHER TIME • FCC indefinitely
deferred action on proposed changes in
station multiple ownership rules after discussing last Friday confidential memorandum of Roscoe L. Barrow, director of special Network Study Staff. Barrow report
urged FCC to postpone multiple ownership
action until final report of his staff is ready
— presumably by June 30 — but made no
secret of his personal feelings that present
rule limiting tv ownership to five vhf and
two uhf stations be kept or even tightened.
(For full story of Barrow report, see page
27.)
B»T
IT WOULDNT be surprising to see name
of Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver, former NBC
president, appear on ABC-TV's air credits
so'netime soon. Since his severance from
NBC last year, Mr. Weaver has not announced plans but he may be retained as
programming consultant by AB-PT and
also may package several shows for fastmoving "third network."
B«T
PARAMOUNT AND TV • Acquisition
by Paramount Pictures Corp. of Randy
Wood's Dot Records has revived speculation about tv future of Paramount. Insiders
generally have figured that if fourth network project is revived, it will surround
DuMont's operation but under Paramount
Pictures' auspices. KTLA (TV) Los Angeles
is owned by Paramount which holds nearly
one-third interest in DuMont Laboratories
Inc., licensee of ch. 5 WABD (TV) New
York and ch. 5 WTTG (TV) Washington.
These three stations, it's generally surmised,
could serve as neucleus of fourth network,
possibly founded on Paramount feature
films. Paramount is only major which has
not yet put its film products into syndicated
market.
B»T

ONE of broadcasting's toughest problems
— standard circulation measurement — faces
NARTB directors Feb. 6-8 at Hollywood
Beach, Fla., with reports to be made
on unpublicized radio and tv projects. Field
work in four-year tv circulation study will
be reviewed late this month by special subcommittee. Similar radio group, still in
early stages of developing standard formula, will go over list of proposed plans
for all-industry radioB»Tmeasurements.
RE-RUN IN OKLAHOMA • One name
being mentioned prominently as candidate
for 1958 Democratic nomination for governor of Oklahoma is cattleman-broadcaster (president and 25% owner of KWTV
[TV] Oklahoma City) and former Governor Roy J. Turner. He reportedly is strongly considering making race and, if successful, would become first person ever to serve
two terms as chief executive of Oklahoma,
which has constitutional provision prohibiting a governor from succeeding himself.
Mr. Turner, governor from 1947-51, made
unsuccessful attempt to unseat Sen. Robert S. Kerr (D-Okla.), also former governor
and president and just over 50% owner of
WEEK-AM-TV Peoria, 111., in 1954 primary election.
B»T
IN CONTROVERSY over WGN-TV Chicago's decision to cancel "Martin Luther"
film — and not reschedule it— may be factor
not generally
understood
actual
decision publicized.
was made It's
at top
level of
parent Chicago Tribune and that Ward L.
Quaal, vice president and general manager
of WGN Inc., was merely carrying out
wishes of newspaper licensee.
B»T

properties in markets with "growth potentials," such as Albuquerque.
B»T

ISLAND HOPPER • FCC Comr. Robert
T. Bartley leaves Jan. 18 for Hawaii on official mission which will include implementation on Conelrad system to conform to
continental pattern of operation, wherein
radio silence is imposed except on two
Conelrad frequencies. While strategic Hawaii has alerting system, geography has
prevented coordination with U. S. pattern.
Comr. Bartley also will participate in Coast
Guard safety-of-life communications sessions and return to Washington Feb. 4.

UNDER WRAPS • Look for House Antitrust Subcommittee to go along with ABCTV's plea that network's list of billings and
discounts to advertisers not be put in public
record. Subcommittee staff is known to be
sympathetic to ABC request that discounts
be kept secret because network was in
"past" at competitive disadvantage with
CBS-TV and NBC-TV and was forced to
sell time to some advertisers at discounts
greater than those listed on rate card in
1955 and first six months of 1956 [B«T.
Dec. 31, 1956].

B»T
TWO other members of FCC will be away
on special assignments at end of January,
which would indicate minimum action on
important pending matters during that period. Comr. Rosel H. Hyde tentatively is
scheduled to return to Mexico City to
formally close bi-lateral agreement under
NARBA on standard broadcast operations
[Closed Circuit, Jan. 7] and Comr. Robert E. Lee is due to attend safety arid special
services meetings in Miami beginning
Jan. 27.

WITH acquisition of KOB-AM-TV Albuquerque (subject to customary FCC approval), President-principal owner Stanley
E. Hubbard, of KSTP Inc., has announced
intention
procure stations.
"maximumHe quota"
of
radio
and totelevision
will seek
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PITCH FOR PLYMOUTH • Several ad
vertising agencies understood to be soliciting Chrysler Corp. for Plymouth Motors
Div. account, now serviced by N. W. Aver
& Son, Detroit. Agencies reportedly pitching for automaker (whose broadcast billing
is said to be highest of all Chrysler divisions) are Grant Adv., Detroit (Dodge Div.
agency which last fall assumed responsibility for Plymouth's share of Ray Anthony
and Lawrence Welk shows on ABC-TV):
D'Arcy Adv. (which resigned Packard
Motors Div. of Studebaker-Packard Corp.
last October); Cunningham & Walsh
(which under recent expansion, looms large
among top 15 agencies, with $50 million
billing), and Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance (which in December resigned Hudson Motors after 22 years continuous service to resolve "potential competitive account"). Possible agency switch is attributed
to
Plymouth's
newBuick
"management
team" three
and
its desire to edge
out of number
auto supremacy position.
B»T
WHILE color tv is not entirely conspicuous
by absence from this week's National Appliance & Radio-Tv Dealers Assn. convention agenda, it seems to have taken back
seat. Despite situation, NBC-TV Chicago
color authorities are convinced, with predicted slackening of 1957 monochrome set
sales and small profit margin of portable tv,
dealers eventually will climb bandwagon
as simple dollars-and-cents consideration.
RELIEF RECORD B«T
• All-network Hungarian Relief program Christmas Day may go
down in records as most successful campaign fund raising effort in broadcast and
other annals. Red Cross has reported that
immediate and dramatic response to show
resulted intributions
"more
in conwithin 24than
hours$1 ofmillion"
broadcast
and
that goal of $5 million is being exceeded.
More than 365 tv stations and 1,300 U. S.,
Canadian and overseas radio stations carried relief program. "This should make the
program the greatest one-time combined
broadcast in history," reported George
Wolf, vice president and director of radio
and television of Ruthrauff & Ryan, voluntary agency for program.
B»T
IN MOVE aimed at diversification of activities, National Telefilm Assoc., New
York, understood to be completing plans
for entering theatrical distribution field.
NT A presumably will begin with package
of feature films acquired when it bought
Rainbow Pictures from Paramount, obtaining all rights to such films as "Bells of
St. Mary's," "Gulliver's Travels," "Encore"
and "Trio" and subsequently intends to obtain other features for theatres. NT A completing negotiations to employ well-known
theatrical distributor to head new operation.
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METRO PULSE
WHB first all day and
night. WHB first 360 out
of 360 quarter-hours. In
and out of home, Mon.Fri., 6 a.m. -midnight.

at

WHB

. . . 87%

renewal

SI r/c of WHB's largest billing local accounts
in 1955 . . . have renewed in 1956 . . . with
several contracts yet to come up for renewal!
Sure, WHB dominates Kansas City on every

Latesf
AREA PULSE
WHB first all day. WHB
first 263 out of 288 quarter-hours. 25 second place
14's, none lower. Mon.Sat., 6 a.m.-midnight.

national survey. Sure, Storz Station programming quality attracts tremendous audiences
— which in turn attract advertisers. But
it takes results to make local advertisers
come back for more. And WHB

Latest
AREA NIELSEN
WHB first all day and
night, with 42.7% share
of audience. WHB first
every time period. Mon.Sat., 6 a.m.-6 p.m.

is Kan-

sas City's results station. So much so.
that WHB has a higher percentage of renewals
for both local and national advertisers than
any other Kansas City radio station. Talk to
the man from Blair, or WHB General
Manager, GEORGE W. ARMSTRONG.

Latest
HOOPER
WHB first all day with
42.2% of audience. JuneSept., 4-month average
Mon.-Fri., 7 a.m. -6 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.

WHB
10,000 watts — 710 kcs.
Kansas City, Missouri

TODD STOR
President
Today's

Radio

WDGY
Minneapolis-St. Paul

for

Today's

WHB
Kansas City

Represented by John Blair & Co.
Page 6
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Selling
WQAM
Miami

KOWH
Omaha

WTIX
New Orleans

Represented by Adam Young Inc.
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Warner Set to Start Work
On $600,000 Expansion Plan
WARNER BROS, will start early next month
on $600,000 construction of first building at
Warner Bros. Studios, Burbank, Calif., as part
of major building program to provide additional office space and production facilities for
its expanding tv activities. Jack L. Warner,
president, announced Friday.
Initial building, located in northeast section
of vast studios and fronting Warner Blvd., will
have 26 office suites with 130 offices. 26 fully
equipped film editing rooms and four complete
projection rooms. It will accomodate independent producers of filmed ABC-TV programs and
provide
facilities
for studio's
own andtv
division added
currently
producing
Cheyenne
Conflict tv series.
Structure will rise above steel piers with parking underneath for 100 automobiles. Warner
also plans to enlarge present tv and laboratory
building on north side of Warner Blvd.
Warner Bros, noted its tv division early this
year will have more than tripled its production
schedule. Warner and AB-PT have working
agreement for use of facilities.
Hurleigh Heads Executive Board
Of Radio-Tv Correspondents
ROBERT F. HURLEIGH, MBS news commentator and director of Washington operations.
Friday was elected chairman of executive board.
Radio & Tv Correspondents Assn.
Other officers elected to executive board at
association's organizational meeting: Edward
P. Morgan, ABC, vice chairman; Julian Goodman, NBC, secretary; Lewis Shollenberger.
CBS, treasurer. Elected as delegates at large:
Bryce W. Burke, United Press Movietone; Ann
M. Corrick, Corrick Productions: Leslie Higbie, MBS staff correspondent.
It's Official on KERO-TV Sale
PURCHASE of KERO-TV Bakersfield, Calif,
by Wrather-Alvarez Broadcasting Co. for
$2.15 million [At Deadline, Jan. 7] concluded,
subject to FCC approval. KERO-TV will be
under direction of George Whitney, vice president and general manager of Wrather-Alvarez;
Art Mortenson, manager of KFMB, WratherAlvarez station in San Diego, will be general
manager of KERO-TV, and Gene De Young,
president of Kern County Broadcasters, present
owner of station, will remain as executive
director. No change in KERO-TV personnel
contemplated.
KFMB-TV, Keen Backed
RULING that a tv reporter is in same category
as a newspaper in rights to freedom of press,
II
California Fourth District Court of Appeals at
San Bernardino Thursday made permanent order requiring Superior Judge John A. Hewicker
to allow all news reporters or their agents to
[i take notes in courtroom [B«T, Jan. 7]. Writ
{restraining Judge Hewicker from barring taking
of shorthand notes was sought by KFMB-TV
San Diego and Harold Keen, newscaster on sta1 tion, after judge had twice refused Mr. Keen
permission to have stenographic aides take
shorthand notes of testimony and other proce dings in Ruth Latham kidnap trial.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

deadline

BING'S AVAILABLE
IS IT TRUE that networks will neither
sing nor sign with Bing? Bing Crosby bid,
through agent, reportedly got nowhere
with NBC for either tv guest or one-shot
appearances, or radio series. Radio executives felt Mr. Crosby's talents would not
fit network's current needs; tv executives
did not have opening for guests or specials. ABC has been approached, has
made no which
decision.
contract,
ran outMr.withCrosby's
CBS on radio
Dec.
20, 1956, was not renewed.
Levitt Elected President
Of Calif. Natl. Productions

•

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

Late-breaking items about broadcast business; for earlier news, see Advertisers
Agencies, page 29.
DIRECTORY SPOTS • General Telephone
Corp. (telephone system), to promote directory,
is preparing radio and television spot announcement campaign in about 30 radio and 10 tv
markets, starting Feb. 25. Contract for 26 announcements will run for four or five weeks.
H. B. Humphrey, Alley & Richards, N. Y., is
agency.
FARM CAMPAIGN • Armour & Co.. Chicago,
through N. W. Ayer & Sons, N. Y., planning
radio spot announcement campaign near early
morning farm shows, starting Feb. 4 for 13
weeks in about 14 markets, on behalf of product for animals.

ELECTION of Robert D. Levitt, vice presidentgeneral manager of California National Productions Inc.. to president and board member
announced
Friday at NBC subsidiary's board
meeting.
Mr. Levitt, with CNP since July 1956, has
been operating head since Oct. 23, 1956, when
he was named chief executive officer succeeding
Alan W. Livingston, who became head of NBCTV programs originating on West Coast. He
joined CNP as general manager after having
been director of national sales at Screen Gems.
His background also included vice president and
director of Hearst Publishing Co. (1951-1955)
and executive posts with Hearst promotion
enterprises and Selznick productions.
CNP, acccording to Mr. Levitt, concentrating
on supplying first-run film series for world
syndication, with production in Hollywood
starting on The Silent Service and arrangements
being completed in England for Capt. Horatio
Hornhlower series.

L & N FOR BORDEN • Borden Food Products
Div., Borden Co.. N. Y., Friday appointed
Lennen & Newell to service new product, which
client and agency both decline to name.

WSFA Changes Call, Now WHHY
NEW call letters for WSFA Montgomery, Ala.
— sold by WKY Television System Inc. for
$175,000 to Charles W. and Connie I. Holt
and Robert N. Robinson [B«T, Dec. 10, 1956]
— is WHHY. Mr. Robinson, 20% owner, has
taken over as manager.

BUYS ON ABC • Grant Co. of Chicago
(M-O-Lene, woolen fabrics, cleaners) buys 10
5-minute segments weekly on ABC Radio's
My True Story, When A Girl Marries, and
Whispering Streets, all for 13 weeks effective
Chicago.
Feb.
25. Grant's agency is Leeds & York, Inc..

IS IT ALL THERE?
IN PROJECT to determine how much
of transmitted picture is seen on average home tv screen, WRCA-TV and
Screen Gems, both New York, will cooperate in special test on WRCA-TV
Thursday (6:30-6:45 a.m. EST). Test
will consist of transmission for 15 minutes of lined and numbered charts, outer
edges of which represent limits of areas
scanned and telecast by station. Interested
viewers will be invited to participate in
test by dropping card to WRCA-TV listing numbered limits of their particular

'CRISIS' IN FOR 'ARK' • Noah's Ark, sponsored by Chesterfield and Max Factor of Hollywood in Tues. 8:30-9 p.m. spot on NBC-TV,
will be replaced by Crisis starting in February
and running through September, it was learned
late Friday. Chesterfield agency is McCannErickson;
Doyle Dane Bernbach
(see Max
early Factor's
story pageis 38).

picture.
Peter Keane, Screen Gems technical director, who is credited with having stimulated interest in project, will analyze
returns to determine if steps are needed
to avoid pictures and credits which bleed
off screen, or if information now is
needlessly crowded into middle of screen.

BEHIND THE STORY • There's more than
meets eye in National Board of Fire Underwriters' decision to go into radio and tv on paid
basis
(early
story page
45). perhaps
It's largelymore
test so
effortin
in each
medium,
though
television (10 stations) than radio (116 stations).
Radio Advertising Bureau and Television Bureau of Advertising, working separately, figured
prominently
NBFU'sTv decision
invest in
their
respectivein media.
campaignto pegged
at
$300,000. No figures out on radio.

C&CtoW&G«C&C Super Corp. has appointed Weiss & Geller, N. Y., to handle advertising for all divisions effective immediately.
William F. Vinicombe, C & C advertising manecutive.ager, moves to W & G agency as account exMAY CHANGE MIND • C. H. Masland &
Sons (carpets), Carlisle, Pa., which only few
months ago declared it was going solely into
print media, may change mind. Last in broadcasting 15 months ago (as participating sponsor
of Garry Moore Show on CBS-TV), Masland
Continues on page 9
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PEOPLE

at

NCAA

KEEPS

ITS

TIGHT

ESTIMATED 350-400 NCAA delegates in St.
Louis Friday adopted resolution for continued
televised football controls and association's tv
committee report, marking seventh straight year
of restrictions (see earlier story, page 88). Lone
dissenter during convention floor vote was U.
of Notre Dame (as in 1956). Tv program becomes effective for 1957 with approval by main
referendum of two-thirds of schools voting.
National Opinion Research Center Report
No. 8 released by committee showed 5% gain
in 1956 college football attendance, over half
a million tickets sold and total paid admissions
over $15 million for first time since 1950 (within
2% of pre-television levels). "Harmful effects"
of even limited tv not finally eliminated, but
figures suggest they are being neutralized by
prosperous, growing economy, committee concluded.
Average Nielsen rating for eight national tv
dates hit 30.5 in 1956 compared to 28.4 previous year, and NCAA games showed sectional
coverage factor of 97.4%, report said. Total
of 177 stations carried games on five occasions;
peak of 179 hit for one contest. NCAA
permitted nine telecasts under "sellout" rule
and four under 400-mile provision, plus closedcircuit rights to Notre Dame, Yale and Ohio

deadline

GRIP ON FOOTBALL
TV
State. Committee reported 150 separate team
exposures and 67 participating schools in
NCAA program.
Tv committee also felt, despite lack of definite developments on toll tv in 1956, it can
become actuality within a relatively short period if authorized by FCC and will have farreaching effects on university and college athletic programs.
NCAA control program survived sixth successive year "without adverse legal incident," it
was noted, and committee felt NCAA need not
worry as
as it provides
"reasonable"
gram. Tvlong
committee
each year
proceeds proon
assumption United States antitrust laws are apserved. plicable to NCAA operations, committee obOther tv committee conclusions: (1) Games
facing no tv competition have 8% better attendance than games facing tv football competition or non-regional tv competition; (2)
regional tv "hurts the most" with average attendance off 16% from average game facing
no tv; (3) attendance at games facing local tv
is high but number of games are few and are
generally most attractive contests. Patterns
hold true for both large and small colleges, report said.

Slenderella Set to Sign Deal
For Tex & Jinx Radio Series

•

SLENDERELLA International (figure proportioning chain), Stamford, Conn., expected this
week to announce signing with NBC Spot Sales
to sponsor syndicated Tex and Jinx (Falkenburg)
McCrary strip of New York Close-Up 10-minute
programs on four NBC Radio affiliates [Closed
Circuit, Dec. 24, 1956]. Deal, through Management Assoc. of Connecticut, Stamford, reportedly calls for strip of McCrary celebrity
interviews (condensed version of McCrary's
nighttime WRCA New York programs) to be
placed Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday evenings for 13 weeks starting Jan. 21 on WRCV
Philadelphia, WMAQ Chicago, KSD St. Louis
and KOA Denver. Slenderella also was granted
exclusive option for placing Close-Up in 35
other markets.
It also was understood that new Tex & Jinx
syndication office, headed by former executive
producer Jerome M. Landay, will offer shorter,
five-minute "interview nuggets" to stations outside Slenderella advertising orbit. Sponsorship
of these shows — integrated or separate — would
be limited to advertisers in non-Slenderella
markets only.

reportedly is weighing radio-tv spot test campaign in some 20 markets later in spring.
Agency: Anderson & Cairns, N. Y.

Friends Not Party to WGMS
FCC Chief Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham Friday denied petition by Friends of
Good Music to intervene in protest hearing on
sale of WGMS Washington to RKO Teleradio
Pictures Inc. on grounds Good Music is not
interested party (story page 74). Also denied
was Good Music request to postpone hearing
to Jan. 20. Hearing began as scheduled before
Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman. Sale has
been protested by minority stockholder Lawrence M. C. Smith.
Broadcasting
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BUSINESS BRIEFLY
Continues from page 7

FULL O' PLANS • Chock Full O'Nuts Corp.,
N. Y., which just signed Jackie Robinson as its
vice president in charge of personnel, reportedly
considering sponsorship of half-hour show featuring Guy Lombardo and Mr. Robinson. Advertiser, through Grey Adv., N. Y., is negotiating for Wed. 10:30 p.m. or Sun. 10:30 p.m. on
WRCA-TV New York and in other markets.
CHRYSLER LIKES 'CLIMAX' • Chrysler
Corp. late Friday was reported to have signed
three-year renewal contract effective next fall
for sponsorship of Climax, Thurs. 8:30-9 p.m.
on CBS-TV. McCann-Erickson, N. Y., is
agency.
JELL-O IN 80 • General Foods (Jell-O pudding), N. Y.. planning radio announcement
campaign to start Feb. 6 for seven weeks in
more than 80 markets. Young & Rubicam,
N. Y., is agency.
DRIVE ON FOR FAB • Colgate-Palmolive
Co. (Fab), N. Y., through newly appointed
agency for that product, Ted Bates & Co.,
N. Y., placing 52-week radio and television
spot announcement campaign to start Jan. 21.
TWO BUY 678 • Nestle Co. (semi-sweet morsels), White Plains, N. Y., through McCannErickson, N. Y., and Russell-Miller Milling Co.
(Occident all-purpose flour), Minneapolis,
through John W. Forney Adv., Minneapolis,
launching tie-in spot campaign cn 18 radio stations in five midwest states during February.
Total of 678 spot announcements to be used.

DWAYNE L. MOORE, account executive on
Colgate-Palmolive, Ted Bates & Co., N. Y.,
elected vice president of agency. Elected assistant vice presidents at Bates: WINSTON
W. KIRCHERT, media group supervisor, and
JOHN DOHERTY, account executive.
H. A. KENT, retired board chairman, P. Lorillard Co., N. Y., returned as director on board
filling vacancy created by retirement of J. J.
BLACKNALL. Kent cigarette brand was
named after him.
WILLIAM STOLLOWITZ, production manager, Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, N. Y.,
Friday elected vice president of agency.
HOWARD HOMAN, general sales manager of
KXOA Sacramento, Calif., for past six years,
named station manager. EWALD BERGER,
chief engineer, appointed director of operations
for KXOA and KCCC-TV Sacramento.
Ewing, Others Promoted
In shifts at RCA Labs
NEW RCA appointments — including advancement of Dr. Douglas H. Ewing, RCA Labs
vice president, to RCA vice president, research
and engineering— are being announced today
(Mon.) for firm's research and engineering
organizations by Dr. E. W. Engstrom, RCA
senior executive vice president.
Three other executives promoted were Dr.
James Hillier, chief engineer of RCA commercial electronic products, who becomes general
manager of RCA Labs; Dr. George H. Brown,
RCA Labs' director of systems research lab, to
chief engineer of RCA commercial electronic
products, and Humboldt W. Leverenz, from
director
Labs' physical
research oflabRCA
to assistant
directorandof chemical
research
at RCA Labs.
In new alignment, Dr. Ewing assumes responsibility for RCA Labs, RCA's engineering
services. He will report to Dr. Engstrom. Except for Dr. Brown, whose office will be in
Camden, N. J., all newly-appointed executives
are to be headquartered at David Sarnoff
Research Center in Princeton, N. J.
Group Asks ASCAP Probe
GROUP of nine composers and publishers Friday asked congressional investigation of operations of American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers, complaining that ASCAP
regulations "penalize" new writers and small
publishers by permitting more money to be collected for replaying old songs than for creating
new ones.
Group, represented by Arnold Malkan, New
York lawyer, presented complaint to Rep. James
Roosevelt (D-Calif.), member of House Small
Business Committee, asking for legislation to
change a "weighted" voting system in ASCAP
which they feel gives too much control to big
publishing firms.
Rep. Roosevelt asked the group for additional information and said he would review it
and submit it to Small Business Committee.
RCA-NBC Has 'til Feb. 9
U. S. District Court in Philadelphia continued
to Feb. 9 deadlne for RCA-NBC to answer
Justice Dept.'s December antitrust suit that
RCA-NBC "coerced" Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. to swap its Philadelphia am and tv stations for NBC's Cleveland am and tv stations
plus $3 million [B»T, Dec. 10, 1956].
January 14, 1957
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Confidential memo by [ Barrow study
staff urges delay in changing multiple
ownership rules, foresees need of further limitations
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Drops 'Phil Silvers Show' on CBS-TV,
charging rate inequities on basis of
House antitrust subcommittee reports,
rising costs, low viewership 29
RETAILERS ASSESS RADIO-TV
NRDGA convention in New York told
of television's value to retailers and rising cost of newspaper lineage. Jordan
29
Marsh buyer praises radio
ADVERTISING WEEK PROMOTED
Cunningham & Walsh prepares messages for tv and radio stations designed
to show public importance of advertising to listener-viewer
30
TIMEBUYERS AIR THEIR GRIPES
Peter Bardach, of Foote, Cone & Belding, cites agency complaints; John
Hurlburt, of Peters, Griffin, Woodward, supplies station answers ... 36
RADIO-TV ON CONGRESS AGENDA
Celler antitrust bill would clip wings of

BROAI

FCC STICKS TO STATION SWAP
Defends approval of NBC-Westinghouse exchange in Philadelphia and
Cleveland; states policy concerning
Justice Dept. liaison
68
TV EXCISE TAX MAY STAND
Sen. Knowland says Administration
will seek to continue all excise and corporation levies beyond April 1 expiration date
70
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COVERAGE

Radio and tv networks set up vast facilities and large crews to bring Eisenhower ceremonies to U. S
78
NEW

NBC RADIO SERVICE READY

'Revitalized' program schedule will include hourly newscasts and drama.
Network solving clearance problems
as reps, affiliates cite objections . . .82
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UP

Television Bureau of Advertising predicts advertisers will spend nearly 1.5
billion in television this year (time,
talent, production)
87
COLLEGE GRID LIMIT STANDS
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television formula used last year; urges
study of fee tv systems
88
MUSICIANS TRUST FUND HIT

federal agencies in cases where 'expertise' is given high recognition by
federal courts
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Group of AFM members tells court
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should not be paid into trust fund
controlled by union
92

NATIONAL MONITORING NEAR
Trade Commission prepares to put
crew of 125 on task following month
of trial monitoring
64

HUBBARD BUYS KOB-AM-TV
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Time Inc. properties as magazine prepares for $15.7 million purchase of
Bitner station group
96
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You can cover more of Wisconsin with Channel 5, Green Bay.
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Sheboygan to Upper Michigan
. . . from Stevens Point to
Lake Michigan.
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IN REVIEW
CALL TO FREEDOM

Couple this with KTTV's acknowledged lead in feature films -the
nightly MGM Million Viewer
Theatre, the Colgate Theatre (No.
1 in L.A. Nov. Pulse among all
programs, local or network) and
20th Century-Fox Theater.
Add the extra strength of KTTV's
local selling personalities and its
unmatched News and Special
Event coverage.
It adds up to dominance . . .
Yes, Southern California is different, and the difference is KTTV!

I Los Angeles Times -MGM
. Represented nationally
by 8 LAIR-TV jj
Television r~~l
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NBC-TV's Project XX played Beethoven
last Monday night. It lost.
In attempting to give its audience a nutshell history of Austria, from the Hapsburgs
to the Figls — a 440-year period — by interlacing newsreel and feature film footage with
on-stage shots of the Nov. 5, 1955, performance of Beethoven's "Fidelio" at the rebuilt,
$10 million Vienna Opera, and punctuating
this with overly-poetic narration by Alexander Scourby, Project XX came up with an
interesting — but often tasteless — souffle that
collapsed for lack of sufficient cohesive ingredients.
Whereas a 90-minute tv presentation of
Beethoven's great opera would have evoked
our most enthusiastic reception, "Call to
Freedom" as a "departure in visual journalism" left us stunned by its ineptness. Henry
Salomon & staff simply couldn't make up
their minds whether to give us opera or history or both, and the result was indeed a
sad one. Sad, because we had come to expect
so much from Project XX that last Monday's venture was a keen disappointment.
Operatically, Project XX should be credited with skillful camera work during the
actual "Fidelio" sequences and for bringing
to television the voices of Dermota, Moedl
and Seefried. But on the other hand, it
should be held liable for some of the worst
juxtaposition in the history of documentary
film which, in its abruptness, confused not
only the issue but the audience as well. To
quote humorist Peter De Vries: "Each film
should have a beginning, a muddle and an
end." This one did.
Production costs: Approximately $175,000.
Sponsored by RCA, RCA Victor and RCA
Whirlpool-Seeger Corp., through Kenyon
& Eckhardt, N. Y., on NBC-TV, Mon.,
Jan. 7, 8-9:30 p.m. EST.
Producer: Henry Salomon; asst. producer:
Donald Hyatt; writers: Richard Hanser,
Philip Reisman Jr. and Mr. Salomon;
editor: Isaac Kleinerman; score: Robert
Russell Bennett; narrator: Alexander
Scourby; asst. film editor: Silvio D'Alisera;
researchers: Dan Jones, Mel Stuart, Judith
Greene; "Fidelio" sequence with Martha
Moedl, Anton Dermota, Paul Schoeffler,
Irmgard Seefried, Ludwig Weber, Waldemar Kmentt, Karl Kamann and the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra directed by
Dr. Karl Bohm.
ODYSSEY
ALTHOUGH its initial offering — a visit to
fabulous Virginia City, Nev. — occasionally
slowed to the pace of a prairie schooner,
there were more than enough compensating
factors to give promise of a bright future
for Odyssey, which premiered Jan. 6 on
CBS-TV.
Among plus values as the story of the
lusty western boom town unfolded was general technical excellence, particularly evident in the special effects department and
in the skillful interweaving of live and filmed
sequences. Add to this some standout performances, notably Beatrice Kay's portrayal
and Charles Collingwood's
Langtry
of Lily
stint
as the narrator, and it is easy to overV

look the fact that the script sometimes dwelt
too long on seemingly unimportant matters
and too briefly on the more exciting elements
in the history of the Nevada silver mining
community. Lacking, too, was a clearcut
explanation of Virginia City as it is today
despite the fact that there was a brief appearance byLucius Beebe, the bon vivant,
who currently owns the local newspaper.
Odyssey in future performances will continue to deal with man's outstanding adventures from prehistoric to modern times. The
series should be a welcome addition to a
somewhat lacklustre tv season of new shows.
Production costs: Approximately $55,000.
Sustaining on CBS-TV, Sun. 4-5 p.m.
Narrator: Charles Collingwood; producer:
Charles Romine in cooperation with
American Assn. of Museums; asst. producers: Frank de Felitta, Ted Sack; director: Roger Englander.
YOU'RE

ON

YOUR

OWN

THERE apparently is no end to the number
of quiz shows that the Barry & Enright team
can create. The latest entry, You're On Your
Own, borrows from other successful programs but incorporates at least one new
wrinkle: the contestant need not know much
about a particular subject, but he should
know where to find the answer.
The contestant has access to a large number of reference books on this program and
also may call on anyone he knows who may
provide the answer. It has a This Is Your
Life touch as contestants are described by an
off-stage voice who mentions little-known
facts about their life. Since participants must
search frantically through books, hastily telephone friends or relatives or perform some
chore (like measuring a necktie to ascertain
its length), it tends to resemble several audience participation shows. Though Steve
Dunne is a likable master of ceremonies and
the program sequences are amusing on occasion, You're On Your Own appears to be
'"lightweight" in dramatic content as compared to several other successful quizzes.
Production costs: Approximately $25,000.
Sponsored by Hazel Bishop Inc. through
Raymond Spector Inc. on CBS-TV, Sat.,
10:30-11 p.m. EST.
Producer: Barry & Enright Productions;
master of ceremonies: Steve Dunne.
BLONDIE
BACK in June 1949, NBC Radio performed
a real public service when it yanked the Arthur Lake-Penny Singleton Blondie series
and assigned it to limbo. Almost seven years
of peace ensued, a period that must now be
viewed as merely a truce, since Blondie is
back with us again on NBC-TV.
From what we were able to gather during
the initial Hal Roach Jr. program a week
ago last Friday — and the gathering wasn't
easy considering the amount of noise emanating from the Bumstead household — age
hasn't improved Blondie's klan one bit. They
are just as loud, childish and frantic as
ever.
Here is a visual burlesque that leaves absolutely nothing to the imagination. Mr.
Broadcasting
Telecasting
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IN REVIEW

OPEN MIKE

Lake is with us again, running down the
mailman, making those fabulous Dagwood
sandwiches, tripping over Daisy and her
astounding canine brood and screaming
"Blond-i-ieee!" when things go wrong. Fortunately for Miss Singleton, she's been
spared all this; her place has been taken' by
the winsome Pamela Britton.
Production costs: approximately $40,000.
Sponsored by Toni Div., Gillette Co. (Bobbi
Pin-Curl permanent, Pamper shampoo),
through Tatham-Laird Inc., Chicago, on
NBC-TV, Fri., 8-8:30 p.m. EST.
Producer: William Harmon; director: Hal
Yates; executive producer: Hal Roach Jr.;
writer: John L. Greene; production supervisor: Sidney Van Keuren; director of
photography: Lothrop Worth; production
coordinator: William M. Sterling. Based
on Chicstrip.
Young's King Features Syndicate
comic

Radio Hero of Fire

SEEN

Salt lake City

takes4-year!
xsFor some time now
ARDEN MEADOW
GOLD CREAMERIES,
has sponsored sThe
Cisco Kid' and it has
always done an excellent job for them,"
reports Ross Jurney &
Associates. "Cisco won
everybody — men,
women and children
— from the governor
and his lady down to
the littlest orphan. It
would be impossible to
estimate the amount of
good Cisco is doing for
us here in Utah,"
Ask to see more success stories of
THE WORLD'S GREATEST SALESMAN!
"THE

CISCO

KID"

& HEARD

CBS-TV's Air Power series let go with a
blockbuster a week ago Sunday. The eyeopener: how the U. S. Army Air Force committed one of the most tragic blunders in the
history of military aviation in the first of
four massive sorties against the Rumanian
oilfields of Ploesti.
Telling the Ploesti story may not have
been good public relations or the sort of stuff
that recruiting drives are made of, but it was
public service at its best, and we salute Air
Power producers Perry Wolff and Jim
Faichney for having managed to lift a 13year-old security blackout on film.
Incidentally, sharp-eared broadcasters in
the audience may have spotted the voice of
the briefing officer as that of Tex McCrary.
then an Air Force intelligence colonel, now
part of the highly-successful Tex & Jinx husband-and-wife team on WRCA-AM-TV
New York.
MILESTONES
► JESS SLUSSER, director of engineering,
KOA Denver, Colo., observes 32nd year
with station.
► EDWARD HITZ, NBC vice president in
charge of Central Div. Tv network sales, observed 28th anniversary with NBC.
► ART KIRKHAM, KOIN Portland, Ore.,
has celebrated 28th year with station.
► ART BROWN, WWDC Washington, has
observed 21st anniversary at station.
► WWSW Pittsburgh sportscaster Joe Tucker marked 20th year with station.
► WQXR
day.

New York observed 20th birth-

► KTLA (TV) Hollywood celebrates its
10th anniversary, Jan. 21.
► WAVE-TV Louisville, Ky., observed
eighth anniversary.
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EDITOR:
Radio rendered heroic service during our
recent Malibu brush fire. . .
Always radio was first with the latest,
hours ahead of the daily press, ahead of tv.
Radio reporters were on every front, 24
hours a day. What they saw and heard was
on the air within one to 15 minutes.
It was largely due to radio that there was
no panic during the five or six days of suspense when thousands of homes in an area
of more than 300 square miles were on the
alert. Instead of abandoning their homes to
potential looters and choking the highways
with civilian traffic, homeowners, with their
radios on, stood by their guns, confident
that, in a crisis, radio would get a warning
to them in time.
G. L. Price
George Logan Price Inc.
Radio Productions
Malibu, Calif.
Commendation
EDITOR:
Just a note to commend you on the annual survey of agency spending for spot
radio and tv. Thought you handled the story
very well.
Emil Mogul
Emil Mogul Co.
New York
'Queen' is Morgan's
editor:
In your Jan. 7 issue you mentioned that
Queen for a Day was "an Edwards production." This seems to be slightly in error, because Ioriginated Queen for a Day myself
and have been producing the program for
the past 1 1 years.
Ralph Edwards is a great guy and I give
him all the bows for Truth or Consequences.
But when it comes to Queen for a Day,
that's Raymond R. Morgan.
Raymond R. Morgan
Raymond R. Morgan Agency
Los Angeles
[EDITOR'S
B-T didn't tell the truth, so
hereby
pays NOTE:
the consequence.]
Two Cents on Hooper
EDITOR:
I can't resist putting my two cents in concerning the 1956 Nielsen survey controversy.
It is of
my date
opinion
Nielsen's methods were
out
even that
in 1952.
Back in the 30's most medium sized communities had but one station, and that station's
call
name of theletters
city. were synonymous with the
Today, Grand Rapids has four regional
stations and two locals. But in the outlying
areas, listeners who tune to any of these
Grand Rapids stations are still most likely
to report that it's WOOD, because WOOD
has been here twice as long as any other
station. This is not supposition. Hooper
finds that in many areas up to 50% of the
people surveyed report the wrong station
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
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OPEN MIKE
prior to rechecking their tuning dials. This
points up the by
factcorrespondence.
that you can't get accurate
information
I don't know of anyone that listens to any
station "by the day." Most people listen to
several stations every day. This is borne out
by the latest Hooper Share of Audience Reports (November-December 1956). According to this report, the station that Nielsen indicated having three times as many listeners
as any other station ranges from second to
fourth place in the various time categories.
Two-year-old WMAX, which trails all others
according to Nielsen, leads all competitors
by as much as 1 1 % in some time categories
according to the Hooper survey.
Both surveys can't be right, but I believe
that Hooper's methods are most likely to
produce authentic data.
Charles A. Sprague, Gen. Mgr.
WMAX Grand Rapids, Mich.
UNHEARD

Tut Tut
editor:
re your profile [on all accounts] on
winifred therese harris dec. 31. very
interesting but tut tut all network
shows mentioned are on abc-tv, naturally, tut tut.
Vincent A. Francis
ABC-TV Sales
San Francisco
[EDITOR'SYouNOTE:
Bold
Journey,
AskedMr.forFrancis
It and refers
Galen toDrake,
which B»T erroneously identified as NBC-TV programs.]

OF

"Teen"
Daytime Ratings

One Man's Way
EDITOR:
It looks as though the clear-channel situation may come to a head shortly, and the
question becomes whether the big monopolies will become even bigger or if the pressing need for local radio frequencies (already
scarce as a hen's tooth) will be met. As a
solution to the problem, I propose the following:

11:30 to 1:00 PM

Clubhouse

Gang

Jill Ferris
sells the
women's
audience

Clubhouse
Gang sells
the children's
audience

• MINUTES NOW AVAILABLE
Call JOHN HENRY at KSTV for HOT
AVAILABILITIES to self the booming
Denver ma rkett
TV
»
n
a
B

1080 BANNOCK

m

• TAbor 5-6386

John C. Mullins, President
Joe Harold, Station Manager
Representee! by Peters, Griffin,
Woodward, Inc.
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Twelve of the 24 1-A clear channels
would be boosted to 750 kw, being selected
by their geographic location. The other 12
1-A's would become 1-B's and would be
absorbed in with the current 21 1-B's, directional antennas used where necessary. To
eliminate the daytime skywave "problem"
(which actually is not as serious as the
clears make it), no further daytime grants
would be allowed on any of the 1-A or 1-B
channels. Of the 12 evacuated 1-A channels, six would be used as local frequencies
(250 w) and the remaining six would be
used as regional frequencies, but with 1 kw
as maximum daytime power, and 500 w
maximum at night.
The FCC no doubt must realize two important developments. Firstly, the early
necessity for clear channels to serve the public has long been eliminated by the development of local radio, and secondly, the importance of nighttime radio has been radically reduced with the development of television. Furthermore, radio today is effective and a public service primarily on the
local level. It no longer can compete on a
purely entertainment basis, for television

more adequately serves that function. Today radio means local news, local sports,
and local activities in general. It is this
personal service that gives radio its contemporary importance and allows it to compete effectively with television, as well as
supplement
television.
I must admit
the above proposed plan
for frequency alteration would create a
spectacular battle among the clear-channel
stations, particularly over the decision as to
what 1-A's would become superpowered
and which would become relegated to 1-B
status. It would take all the strength and
integrity a government agency could generate to innovate such a plan, but it could
be done!
John Paveska
U. of Redlands
Redlands, California
Radio Enters the Act
editor:
way.I'd like to answer Mr. Arch Crist of
BBDO [Open Mike, Dec. 10, 1956] another
It may be true that the reader can be exposed to all of the newspaper ads . . . but
at what cost per one thousand for the firm
advertising? In Flint, using Starch's ReaderStudys,station
it's $22.09
one the
thousand.
With ship
radio
WFDF,per with
papers
own coverage only, it's $1.51. Newspaper
(Flint Journal) covers 73.2% of homes in
our trading zone, according to ABC figures;
radio covers 98.6% and reaches out many
times further in the hinterlands. Also remember the auto listeners and you can reduce radio's cost by 20% more.
Thus while listening or viewing is only
to a small segment of the entire programming, the firm using these media can buy
multiple spots for the same money and get
many, many times the impressions with radio or tv, i.e., in the Flint Journal one full
page is noted by 18,105 (11%) of the
homes, while for the same expenditure on
WFDF, your message will be heard 297,060
times in this same area (60 spots each heard
4,951 times).
To each his own, depending on the separate kinds of services offered. Papers are
catalog sheets and used as such by the reader.

Radio and/ or tv offer persuasive messages, reaching people who are now, or may
one day be, interested in your product. Thus,
a customer having heard your story many
times is familiar with your product or service when he is ready to buy.
I might ask Mr. Crist what advertising

over not
the one
last newspaper
20 years he
I'll
bet
ad; remembers.
but how many
Pepsi, HFC, Kools, Duz, Pepsodent, etc.,
jingles can he recognize? And from where
but the greatest of all media — radio.
Glenn H. Allen Jr.
Sales Executive
WFDF Flint, Mich.
[EDITOR'S
Mr. Allen
to a letterof
by Mr. CristNOTE:
questioning
a TvBrefers
comparison
newspaper reading and television viewing, which
appeared
B>T Nov.Dec.19.10.]TvB's answer to Mr.originaUy
Crist alsoinappeared
Broadcasting • Telecasting

^hen you want to confer about the vagaries of the Washington
market, get in touch with WTOP Radio. WTOP gives you
(1) the largest average share of audience (2) the most quarter-hour wins
(3) Washington's most popular personalities and (4) ten times
the power of any radio station in the Washington area.
by The Washington Post Broadcast Division
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

CASE HISTORY — FURNITURE

our

respects

to ROBERT PERRY PATRICK MOUNTAIN

The WORLD'S LARGEST HOME
FURNISHING STORE, Barker Bros.,
ends a two-year test of Southern California radio and finds it good.
A pioneer in the medium, Barker's had
used it effectively, but never as substantially as when President Neil
Petree and Advertising Director Kenneth Pelton called on Mays & Co.,
their agency, for radio promotion of
the firm's Diamond Jubilee Year.
Using the new radio, they put jingle spots
on eight major stations. (Largely responsible for the move was. a survey of
new suburban areas, proving nearly half
the residents were not reachable by more
traditional media.)
Results: "Radio has proved its usefulness to us," says Mr. Petree. "Best
confirmation is our continued use."
With a 1956 increase of 18%, and
volume in its 18 stores still climbing,
Barker's is now refining its radio techniques with tests of items, days and
times.
KBIG is happy at Mr. Mays' report
that "the merchandise items on your
station had fine response . . . thanks
to the boys at KBIG who have been
giving the copy their own slant and
adding to its 'sell'."
Huge, sprawling Southern California
is reached best by radio; KBIG plus
other fine stations for complete saturation; KBIG alone for greatest coverage at lowest cost-per-thousand.

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6S40 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeles 28, California
Telephone: Hollywood 3-320S
Nat. Rep. WEED and Company
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ROBERT PERRY PATRICK MOUNTAIN
is the top man in radio and television at the
top radio and television agency in America.
As vice president in charge of broadcast
activities at Young & Rubicam he directed
the spending of $82 million in am and tv
last year.
A towering man in all respects — he is 6'4"
and weighs 214 pounds — Bob Mountain has
spent his adult life unsuccessfully resisting
plays on his surname, dating from the time
a newspaper in Westport, Conn., reported
his imminent marriage to Barbara Child as
"Mountain Boy to Wed Child Girl."
With less invention perhaps, but with
somewhat more personal data to document
his imagery, a colleague who has known Mr.
Mountain since his outdoor-advertising days
puts the case squarely: "Bob Mountain is an
eminence, there's no getting around it."
Indeed it was in outdoor advertising that
Mr. Mountain first made his name at the
agency he still serves. Joining Y&R in 1938
as manager of that department, he formalized
the comparatively random operation and
embarked on a study of supermarkets that
for years was looked upon as the classic of
its kind in the outdoor field.
Subsequently he moved indoors to the
contact department of the agency, servicing
Westinghouse, Owens Corning, Ansco and
Jell-O among other accounts in an expanding portfolio.
In 1947 his efforts were rewarded officially with a vice presidency and stock in the
organization.
In his new capacity he became supervisor
of the Jell-O and Birdseye business, eventually taking over the entire General Foods account.
In October 1955 he was named by the
Y&R management to head television and
radio with the designation vice president and
director of radio and television.
A devout convert to the newest medium,
he regards his work in television as a public
responsibility. He has gone on record to
emphasize the agency man's obligation to
keep high the quality of television programming as the best method of maintaining the
medium
effective and "believed-in"
instrumentas ofansales.
Born in Middletown, Conn., Feb. 6, 1910,
the son of a doctor, he attended Middletown
High School and St. John's Parochial School

there, where he was president of the class,
captain of the basketball team and "one of
the best altar boys ever to hear his voice
change in the middle of a mass."
Stricken with tuberculosis at the age of 22,
while working for the Wall Street firm of
M. J. Meehan, he spent the next five years
successfully fighting the disease in Saranac,
N. Y.
Returning to Middletown to build his life
again, he took up golf as therapy and developed into an expert player.
Strong enough to face New York again,
he took work with Cavanaugh Hats, then
moved to General Outdoor Advertising in
sales promotion. It was there that his talents
caught the attention of Chet La Roche, then
president of Y&R, who offered him the
newly-created post of manager of the agency's newly-created outdoor advertising deThe television department under Mr.
partment.
Mountain's stewardship billed $74 million
last year to lead the nation and increase its
own previous year's total-tv by $14 million.
In the area of tv spots, Young & Rubicam
shared supremacy with an outlay of $30
million, an advance of 14 million over its
1955 figure.
Currently Mr. Mountain averages a monthly trip to California, where half of the Y&R
properties originate.
Among the accounts and programs which
Mr. Mountain oversees for the agency are:
Bristol-Myers Co.'s Alfred Hitchock Presents; General Electric's Broken Arrow;
Goodyear Tire's Goodyear Playhouse; General Foods' / Love Lucy; Johnson & Johnson's The Adventures of Robin Hood; Gulf
Oil
Corp.'s
Life
of Riley;
General
Foods'
Adventures of
Hiram
Holiday,
and General
Electric's The 20th Century-Fox Hour.
No longer a golfer, Mr. Mountain, characteristically defying the traditional cycle,
now is a rabid tennis player, as well as a
salt water fisherman. He also is a do-it-yourself man of the paint and garden persuasion
and a frustrated pianist who sings better
than he plays. He has won several cups in
swimming.
He and his "Child bride," Barbara, a
former fashion designer, share the rearing of
four children, Elizabeth, 16 years; Suzan,
14; Robert, 12, and Charles, 10. The family
lives in Wilton, Conn.
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A. C. NIELSON

IN

PROVES

IT

*JS THE "MOST LISTENED-TO"
STATION
THE ENTIRE STATE OF TEXAS I

...And with some 217 radio stations in Texas,
that #1 ranking takes on an even greater
importance to advertisers. Adjacent Dallas and
Tarrant counties comprise the nation's
12th ranking metropolitan market

(in terms

of retail sales ) . Add to this WFAA'S

popularity

throughout all North Texas and broad areas
of Louisiana, Arkansas, Oklahoma, and you've got
the BIGGEST
Why

single buy to ever come along.

not get the complete Nielson story

(as well as market facts and figures) from
your PETRYMAN

right away?

WFAA
50.000 WATTS

5000 WATTS

DALLAS
NBC

•

ABC

•

TQN

^shares time with WBAP.
Broadcasting
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A clear channel service of
the Dallas Morning News.
Edward Retry & Co.
National Representatives
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WIBC-

Leads

in

Indiana

DIXON L. HARPER
on

For the sixth consecutive year, among other public service awards, WIBC has received the National Safety Council's Public Interest Award for
Exceptional Service in the field of Farm Safety.
WIBC is still the only radio station in Indianapolis
ever to receive this coveted award.
WIBC not only leads the way in public service
among Indianapolis radio stations, but WIBC
programs lead the audience ratings, too. In the
31 county Indianapolis trading area, WIBC programs rank first during 447 out of 504 rated quarter hours each week*
*Pulse Area Study, Sept.-Oct., 1955

FIRST

IN

AUDIENCE

Chiefly responsible for WIBC's success in community service, and in building big audiences, are
the station's well known personality salesmen . . .
Harry Andrews, Easy Gwynn, Jim Shelton, Al
Brooks and many others. These same personalities are available on a "first come, first serve"
basis to help you sell your product or service.
To Sell Indianapolis, and Indiana,
the Best Buy. . . the Only Buy Is . . . WIBC!

1070 KC
WIBC
The Friendly
Voice of Indiana
JOHN

BLAIR

& COMPANY

L
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2835 N. Illinois Street
Indianapolis 8, Indiana
Richard M. Fairbanks,
President and General Manager

• NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES

all accounts

ACKNOWLEDGED as one of the outstanding farm broadcasters in the country, Dix
Harper is now working the other side of the
street — he handles the International Harvester Co. account and also is radio farm
director at Aubrey, Finlay, Marley & Hodgson Inc., Chicago.
Mr. Harper is responsible for copy, contact and merchandising on IH, which currently uses spot radio on 85-plus stations to
promote its farm products. Overwhelming
majority of programs and spots utilize services of— quite naturally — radio farm directors, of whose organization (NATRFD)
Mr. Harper is still a member.
"We use RFDs because of the respect they
have built up with farmers over the years,
the priceless asset of their personalities and
the enthusiasm and confidence they inspire
in Harvester products," he explains.
Dixon L. Harper was born Nov. 29, 1922,
on a farm near Ames, Iowa. As a youth
he was engaged in farm and 4-H activities.
Mr. Dixon's schooling at Iowa State
College was interrupted by military service;
he enlisted in the Air Force in 1943.
Out of service, he farmed for two years,
then majored in agricultural education at
Iowa State College. At WOI Ames he was
sports announcer, continuity writer and disc
jockey. In 1947, on a farm radio scholarship,
he became assistant to Chuck Worcester,
farm director at WMT Cedar Rapids, and
moved to WIOU Kokomo in 1948 and
WIBC Indianapolis in 1951 in RFD capacities. He joined WLS Chicago on Jan. 28,
1953, remaining for three years before joining AFM&H.
Mr. Harper has been prominent in
NATRFD circles for years (retired secretary-treasurer, of
former editor
of itsPromotion
"Chats")
and is a member
its Sales
Committee. Additionally he has won awards
from the National Safety Council and Ohio
State U's Institute for Education by RadioTelevision and is currently active in civil
and other groups, including board membership in National Farm City Week.
Mr. Harper lives with his wife, the former
Shirley Thevenin, and their two children,
Sue, 5, and Tod, 3, in Wheaton. His hobby
is photography.
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MORE

national

because

WKMH

prefer

local

MORE

advertisers

For the real answer
"Which

advertisers

do!

to

is Detroit's best

radio buy TODAY?"...
just remember . . . LOCAL

advertisers

prefer WKMH!
Ask any retailer what makes him buy any medium with
consistency and he'll tell you, "Results . . . next day,
cash register results!" WKMH delivers just that kind of
results ... for local and national advertisers! Month-in,
month-out use of WKMH by local and national advertisers proves that listeners buy what's sold by WKMH's
top newscasters, disc jockeys and sportscasters ! Forget
"old" buying habits... because TODAY WKMH cost per
thousand is lowest of all Detroit-area stations at all hours!*
*6 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Fred A. Knorr, Pres.
John Carroll, Mg. Director
Represented by Headley — Reed

WKMH
DEARBORN-DETROIT
5000

WATTS

by using 2 or more of these powerful KNORR

Save
up to

15%r0

stations

WKMH
WKMF
WKHM
Dearborn- Flint,
Jackson, Mich.
Detroit
Mich.
Jackson Broadcasting & Television Corp.

WSAM
Saginaw,
Mich.

Buy all 4 stations, save 15% . . . buy any 3 stations, save 10% . . . buy any 2 stations, save 5%!
KNORR
Broadcasting
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JAMES LUCE
Associate Media Director
J. Walter Thompson
"Paid circulation, as measured by A.B.C., is the
only measurement of reader interest and reader
responsiveness. Paid circulation is self-purging and
the man who pays his money intends to read
the periodical. This is the principle behind
A.B.C. and it's the sound way to buy space."

FRANK COULTER, JR.
Associate Director, Media Relations
Young & Rubicam, Inc., New York
"I've
feltmore
that responsive
a paid circulation
magazine
must always
be a little
in its editorial
policy to the needs of its readers . . . (the reader)
can just as easily knock off his name if he
does not feel that the magazine is doing a conscientious editorial job. Since A.B.C. audits only
paid circulation, this becomes an important
measure of reader response."

ROGER C. BUMSTEAD
Media Director, New York
MacManus, John & Adams, Inc.
"B»T's admission
to the milestone
Audit Bureau
of Circulations is a significant
in your
history.
A.B.C. membership is perhaps the most meaningful and significant yardstick of a publication's
standing in its field."

porta

DR. E. L. DECKINGER
Vice President, Charge of Media Strategy
Grey Advertising Agency, Inc.
"A.B.C. reports are to the agency space
buyer what a law library is to the attorney —
indispensable for the efficient exercise of his professional function. Paid circulation is a vital
dimension -in the measurement of publication
acceptance. We who grew up in the era of A.B.C.
find it hard to understand how advertising
even managed to function without it."

EDWARD A. FONTE
Director of Media
The Joseph Katz Company
"A.B.C. is the accepted source of circulation
figures and
stands
the publication field.itsAn prestige
advertiser
can alone
buy aninA.B.C.
publication with more confidence because
every subscription is a paid subscription."

FRANK KEMP
Vice President and Media Director
Compton Advertising, New York
"I'm highly in favor
of AuditthatBureau
of Circulations, and believe
all trade
papers
should be audited."

it Media

Audit

B*T

Buyers

of

Bureau

is

the

vertical

only

Bureau

on

Circulations

magazine

field

radio-tv

membership

Audit

Rely

in

the

with

the

in

of

Circulations

Here's a cross-section of media buyers — and what they say about
the Audit Bureau of Circulations. Their remarks were stimulated
by Broadcasting-Telecasting's

recent admission

to A. B. C.

B«T has the largest paid circulation in its field. B»T
distributed more paid circulation in four months than all others
in the field combined

distribute in a year.

Subscribers use B»T because it fills a need. Ditto advertisers.

Plaza 5-8355

Central 6-4115

Hollywood 3-8181

IX. »
DOES

The big, 50,000-watt voice of KWKH

SHARP

W
JOB

W
IN

l\

I

I

SHREVEPORT

BLADE/

cuts a clean swath

through our 80-county daytime S.A.M.S.
area. KWKH

reaches over 2x/4 million people

in hundreds of cities and towns — including
Blade (La.) for example, more than 100
miles away in La Salle Parish.

Back home in Shreveport and Bossier City, the March,
1956 Pulse shows that KWKH
in 55%
100%

gets top rating

of all daytime quarter hours — in

of all nighttime quarter hours!

Your Branham man will be glad to give you the whole
KWKH

story.

KWKH
A Shreveport Times Station
I TEXAS
SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA
ARKANSAS

Nearly 2 million people live within the KWKH daytime SAMS area. (Area includes additional counin Texas,
shownties in
map). Oklahoma and New Mexico not

50,000
The Branham Co.
Representatives

Watts
• CBS Radio
Henry Clay
Fred Watkins
Commercial Manager
General Manager
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WARNS

confidential
Commission

possibility

that

THE DIRECTOR of the FCCs Network
Study Staff last week submitted his first report— a confidential memorandum which
added up to a warning against growing concentration of power in television station
ownership.
In the memorandum, Roscoe L. Barrow,
who has headed the special FCC staff in addition to his duties as dean of the U. of Cincinnati Law School:
• Urged the Commission to defer consideration ofchanges in the existing multiple ownership rules until the Network Study
Staff has completed its final report. This is
by next June 30, when the staff's
expected
$221,000 appropriation runs out.
• Traced recent trends in multiple ownership, including the acquisition of stations by
"large interests" such as investment banking
firms. Dean Barrow also spoke of major
film producers who "are now laying plans to
enter the television industry."
• Predicted that unless the FCC imposed
limitations, "there will be substantial problems of undue concentration of control"
leading to a transformation of telecasting
into a "multiple unit industry" and the loss
of community identification of stations.
• Said the solution to the problem "may
well require further limitation, rather than
relaxation, of the existing rules."
Dean Barrow closed his report by quoting
testimony of Victor Hansen, assistant attorney general in charge of the Antitrust
Div. of the Dept. of Justice, before the
House Antitrust Subcommittee last September. Dean Barrow pointed out that Mr.
Hansen had said that liberalization of the
FCCs multiple ownership rules "would
definitely be inconsistent with antitrust objectives" and had recommended that the
rule should be, if anything, "tightened, not
relaxed."
The Barrow memorandum was considered
by the FCC last Friday at a meeting devoted
to discussion of possible changes in the
multiple ownership rules. Several commissioners were understood to have looked
upon the report as a proposal for radical
j cutbacks in station ownership limits. Others
felt the report charted a moderate course.
The latter viewpoint was held by those who
would prefer to retain the present rule limiting ownership to five vhf and two uhf stations or tighten it to lower limits.
Here are the main points in Dean
Broadcasting
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FCC

report
hold

limits

OF

sees

off on

should

TV

MONOPOLY

concentration
multiple

ownership

be tightened,

Barrow's report, which consisted of 30-odd
pages of single-spaced text plus several
tables.
Dean Barrow recommended deferment of
multiple ownership changes because his
study of networks, which are multiple
owners, was not complete. "Network ownership of stations," the report said, "is so
interwoven with the study of networks and
their relations with stations that it is not
feasible to 'spin off' this aspect of the multi-

of control

not

rule

changes

lifted

pie ownership problems for consideration
isolated from the basic body of the study."
To extend a multiple ownership rulemaking proceeding to ownership of stations
by networks "would of necessity open up
the major questions which are the focal
pointsHence,
of theheoverall
study," he
said.
asked network
the Commission
to
await his final report before going on with
the ownership question.
Dean Barrow reviewed past FCC decisions and policies favoring local ownership
of stations and diversification of control.
He said, however, that "the basic principle
of maintaining the local institution aspect
of broadcasting and telecasting has been
compromised with other objectives of the
Commission. In comparative hearings a
proven record of past performance has frequently been given preference over the
factor of local ownership."
This, he said, had led to growth of multiple station ownership since "past performance" in television must perforce have been
obtained in markets other than the one involved in the comparative hearing.
"Indeed," the report said, "in most large
markets the image of a single-station owner
with strong local ties giving his individual
attention to a particular community is more
myth than reality.
. . In terms both of FCC policy statements and in actual fact, the community institution concept has been seriously eroded
if this latter concept is defined to mean
that television stations are usualy locally
owned and operated, devote themselves
principally to serving local advertisers, and
follow a program schedule which affords
ample opportunity of access of local entertainment talent and other participants.
"It is clear that the present industry structure and operation does not conform closely
with this definition of the local institution
concept, although the present combination
of
policies
in theprobability
Commission's
opinion,
offer may,
the highest
that
individual stations will render the best practicable service to the community reached.
"In any event, a re-examination and restatement of the individual station's responsibility to the community served is needed
in connection with any reappraisal of the

ROSCOE L. BARROW
THE DEAN IS ALARMED ABOUT OWNERSHIP

multiple ownership rules."
Dean Barrow said a "statistical profile" of
the growth of multiple ownership in teleJanuary 14, 1957 • Page 27

vision "clashes with the Commission's policies of the community institutional character
and diversity of ownership of stations."
As of last Nov. 3, he said, there were
468 tv stations. Of these, 203 were controlled by 81 multiple owners and 265 controlled by single-station owners.
Of the 81 multiple-station owners, he said,
one owns seven stations, three own six stations each, four own five stations each, five
own four stations each, 22 own three stations each, and the remaining 46 own two
stations each.
"Probably more multiple owners would
have reached the maximum ownership of
stations" he added, "were it not for the current unattractiveness of the uhf stations. Five
multiple owners have the maximum number
of vhf stations in the continental U. S., the
bulk of which are located in the top 100
markets."
In big markets, he said, tv stations are
"typically — almost entirely — multiply
owned."
Multiple ownership also extends into
other communications media, Dean Barrow
said.
"The one multiple station owner that
controls seven tv stations and has a radio
interest also has an ownership interest in
newspapers,"* the report said. "The three
six-station owners include one ownership
interest in motion pictures, the four fivestation owners include two newspaper interests, one magazine interest and one motion
picture interest; the five four-station owners
include one newspaper interest and two
magazine interests; the 22 three-station
owners include seven newspaper interests
and two magazine interests; and the 46 twostation owners include 17 newspaper interests, one magazine interest, and one motion
picture interest.
"In total, the 81 multiple tv station owners control 203 tv stations and represent 28
newspaper interests, 74 radio interests, six
magazine interests and three motion picture
interests. All the multiple-media owners,
except for six of the 28 newspaper and 19
of the 74 radio interests, are those who
operate in the top 100 markets. The 58
multiple tv station owners in the top 100
markets account for 155 tv stations and represent 22 newspaper, 53 radio, six magazine
and three motion picture ownership interests."
Dean Barrow said that about one out of
three multiply-owned stations has been
acquired by its multiple owners through
purchase rather than original application.
He pointed to the growth of multiple
ownership in the past two years (from 84 to
119 stations in the top 100 markets) and
said that "significant increases in station
ownership . . . were by firms having other
media interests."
What are the effects of multiple ownership
on competition?
Said Dean Barrow: ". . . The large multiple owners enjoy discernible advantages in
their relations with networks, with national
spot representatives, and with film suppliers.
. . . The advantages accruing to multiple
owners are sufficiently important to place
*This refers to Storer Broadcasting Co. whose
president, George B. Storer, has an interest in
the
Miami Beach Sun a paper of about 10,000
circulation.
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single owners, in the same markets, in an
unfavorable competitive position with respect both to network and spot business."
He added: "Among the more important
competitive advantages obtained by some of
the larger and more significant multiple owners are those in the area of network relations.
"These may include obtaining a primary
affiliation with CBS or NBC, a more favorable basis of compensation from the network, ahigher station rate for network sales,
network representation in the national spot
field, or inclusion in the network's must-buy
Dean Barrow said that some multiple
owners are able to obtain national representation at low commissions by combining
list."stations to achieve high volume. Comtheir
missions to representatives are frequently
based on a sliding scale which decreases in
proportion to increases in total volume.
"At least five of the largest multiple ownFCC Chairman

Sees Tv Growth

As Virtue of Free Enterprise
THE growth of television as an example of
the virtues of a free enterprise system was
stressed last week by FCC Chairman
George C. McConnaughey in a speech to
the Committee of 100 of Miami Beach, Fla.
In a little more than 10 years, Mr. McConnaughey said, tv has grown from zero
to almost 39 million receivers — 75% of the
people. Tv can be received by more than
90% of the American homes he said and
this is nearly 80% of the world figure. Four
out of five city homes and half of the farm
homes have tv sets, he said.
Color tv is the next great advance, the
FCC chairman prophesied. He spoke of
predictions that within the next 20 years
there will be regular, world-wide all color
telecasts.
The FCC chairman also said that the
FCC is doing all in its power to encourage
the development and use of equipment that
will make more tv channels available to
the public. He added: "We are confident
that in time the great inventive genius of
our fellow Americans will make it possible
for more and more communities to have
their own television stations as they have
local radio stations."
ers," he said, "are able to combine their stations for compensation purposes. How important this competitive advantage may be
is indicated by the fact that the saving to
these owners was close to 25% in 1955."
He said that although "it cannot be established conclusively" that multiple owners
can buy film on a more favorable basis than
single-station owners, there is "a strong presumption inthis direction."
"While none of the foregoing discussion
of advantages of multiple owners has been
considered in the context of the Sherman
[antitrust] Act or the Robinson-Patman
Act," he said, "it is interesting to note that
the assistant attorney general, Antitrust Division, stated to the Antitrust Subcommittee,
House Judiciary Committee, that 'Ownership
of a large number of stations by a single

interest raises antitrust problems' because
multiple
ownersto are
in of
a position
use
tactics similar
those
Griffith, 'to
Schine
and Crescent motion picture circuits by
capitalizing on mass purchasing power and
by combining their outlets in single-station
markets with their outlets in multiple-station
ship?
What are the merits of multiple ownerDean Barrow could find few.
markets'."
It is argued, he said, that multiple owners
constitute a countervailing force to the networks' power to bargain. However, he said,
the remedy for undue exercise of power by
networks "would seem to lie in changing
the terms of the network-affiliate relationships rather than through a relaxation of the
multiple ownership rules."
It is argued, he said, that multiple owners
are in a better position to provide better program service than single-station owners.
"These are sweeping assertions which by
their nature are not susceptible to empirical
proof," he said.
"Perhaps one of the most persuasive arguments that has been made on behalf of
multiple owners," Dean Barrow said, "is
that such combinations offer the only available source of capital for the development
of the uhf portion of the spectrum . . . The
fact is, however, that relatively few of the
large multiple owners (NBC, CBS and Storer)
have acquired uhf stations and some of the
multiple owners that acquired uhf stations
have already disposed of them or are in the
process of doing so."
In summary, said Dean Barrow, "There
has been little evidence adduced which confirms the proposition that multiple owners,
per se, serve the public interest with greater
effectiveness than do single owners."
Dean Barrow turned then to the two principal suggestions which have been advanced
for changes in the existing rules.
The suggestion to base an ownership limit
on population coverage: Not feasible, said
Dean Barrow. The 25% of total population
which has been proposed in Congress [B*T,
Jan. 7] would result in a substantial increase
in the number of stations multiply owned.
Excluding the first five markets, a multiple
owner could own stations in the next 20
markets and be within 25% of the total
population. Even with considerably smaller
population percentage limits, say 10%, the
opportunity for increases in the number of
stations to be multiply owned would exist.
Also, lemspopulation
would
create probof eventual changes
divestiture
for owners
with
stations in expanding markets.
The suggestion that multiple ownership
be determined case by case: Full of problems, said Dean Barrow. "Given meaningful
standards, the full factual background provided by an administrative hearing, and the
personnel necessary to inquire thoroughly
into the issues, such a rule should be workable. ... In practice, however, the tendency
has been to rely on the numerical limitation,
hearings have been few, and no application
by a multiple owner for a television station
has been denied on the ground of undue
concentration." If the present numerical
ceiling were eliminated, he said, the case by
case procedure could not work effectively
without hearings in "substantially all cases."
Broadcasting
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AMANA
DROPS

SAYS
PHIL

NETWORK

SILVERS

WHAT

appeared to be the first public instance of a national advertiser dropping a
network tv property after network billing and
discount disclosures by the Celler House
Antitrust Subcommittee was disclosed in
Chicago last week amid charges of high tv
costs and alleged rate card inequities involving discount systems.
George C. Foerstner, executive vice president of Amana Refrigeration Inc., charged
that network discount methods in general —
and those of CBS-TV, specifically — were
"morally wrong and legally wrong."
Mr. Foerstner blamed rate "inequities"
and rising costs, plus low viewership, for his
company's
of the Phil
Silvers
Show.
He cancellation
said other network
advertisers
with whom he had talked have expressed
concern over network rate methods under
which advertisers receive varying discounts,
depending upon the particular plan and
other business placed with the network involved. He said he felt conformance with
established rate cards "is no defense," and
hinted Amana
discount
issue. may "take action" on the
In New York, a CBS-TV network spokesman said that "Despite Mr. Foerstner's
statement, the Phil Silvers Show continues
to be one of the most popular on television.
Such astute advertisers as R. J. Reynolds,
J. B. Williams, and Procter & Gamble immediately purchased the alternate week periods relinquished by Amana.
"CBS-TV advertisers can earn discounts
on the terms and conditions set forth in
CBS-TV's published rate cards. These terms
and conditions are applied uniformly to all
CBS-TV advertisers."
While not citing the Celler subcommittee
disclosures per se} Mr. Foerstner made plain
that release of the figures "probably brought
it (Amana's decision to cancel) to a head."
He said his complaint was based on the
proposition that R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Co. had paid 20% less for the same package
(Silvers Show) because of discounts it enjoyed with CBS-TV and felt this was "illegal." He said he arrived at the 20% figure
on the basis of data published in B»T last
fall [B«T, Nov. 19, 1956], which showed
Reynolds receiving a 25% discount and
Amana 5% for the period January-June
1956. The data was submitted by the networks, released by the Celler subcommittee
and published by B»T as public record.
Mr. Foerstner said he had some knowledge of the discount variances last October,
before their public disclosure, but did not
know the exact amount of the discounts. He
claimed that CBS-TV's rate cards are complex and noted some advertisers have received as much as 25% discounts under
different rate plan provisions, which he described as "confusing."
Multi-product advertisers enjoy substantial discounts which are unfair, he declared.
As an example, he cited Toni and Paper Mate, which he said receive larger discounts because of their absorption by GilBroadcasting
• Telecasting

UNFAIR,

SPONSORSHIP

lette Co. Mr. Foerstner reported the cost of
the Phil Silvers Show had risen from $170,000 per month in 1955, when the company
first bought the series, to $270,000 per
month when Amana dropped it.
If Amana were to follow network practices within its own industry, Mr. Foerstner
added, the company would find itself
"hauled up before the Federal Trade Commission for violation of the Robinson-Patman Act." Amana may return to television
this fall, he said, but intends to increase its

Weiss

Named

In LW&S

President

Realignment

A TOP-LEVEL executive realignment at
Lewin, Williams & Say lor Inc., New York
and Newark, moving up Executive Vice
President Sidney Matthew Weiss to presidency of the agency, was announced Thursday.
Mr. Weiss'
been expected
for several
weeks election
after A. had
W. Lewin
assumed
the board chairmanship [Closed Circuit,
Dec. 31 J.
Mr. Lewin has been succeeded by Walter
T. Pollock, formerly senior vice president,
who now becomes executive vice president.
Daniel J. Connolly, secretary and assistant
treasurer was named treasurer, and Wray
D. Kennedy, a vice president and account
supervisor, was elected secretary-assistant
treasurer. At the same time, the board announced that Mr. Kennedy and Leonard
Newsteder, vice president and general manager of the Newark office, have been added
to the board. In another move to broaden
LW&S management and ownership, the
number of stockholders was increased to
provide ownership to more than 20% of the
agency's employes.
In an unrelated step, Lewin, Williams &
Saylor also last week announced overseas
affiliation with a British agency, Dudley
Turner & Vincent Ltd., London.
Mr. Weiss joined A. W. Lewin Co. in
1941 to establish the New York operations,
and was elected executive vice president and
treasurer ,in 1950. Mr. Pollock came to the
agency the following year, when Williams &
Saylor Inc.. of which he was a principal,
merged with the Lewin organization. He
became senior vice president in 1955. Mr.
Kennedy, a vice president since 1954, joined

MR. WEISS

MR. POUACK

print advertising in 1957.
Amana is a relatively small company, Mr.
Foerstner pointed out, with an annual advertising budget of about $4 million. Rather
than continue spending $3 million of that
sum
tising.in network tv, he said, Amana will intensify its magazine and newspaper adverIn the past, Amana has sponsored NCAA
football and basketball on television and
purchased participations in other programs.
Its products include freezers, refrigeratorfreezer combinations and air-conditioners.
Amana agencies are Maury, Lee & Marshall
for tv and MacFarland, Aveyard & Co. for
consumer and trade magazines.
LW&S in 1947 after an association with J.
Walter Thompson Co. Mr. Newsteder has
been with the agency since 1944 and vice
president and general manager of the Newark office since 1947.
According to Mr. Weiss, the agency"s
billing has grown "tenfold" since 1941, with
1956 representing a 20% growth of that
of 1955. He expects the agency to reach the
$10 million category this year.
RADIO-TV
AT

NRDGA

ASSESSED
MEETING

• Three groups hear TvB pitch
• Store men

compare media

THREE separate retail buying
in conjunction with the 46th
ing of the National Retail Dry
in New York last week heard

sessions held
annual meetGoods Assn.
a Television

Bureau of Advertising message that "television is a must-buy medium for retailers."
The speaker making the rounds of the individual retail buyers' groups — Arkwright
Buying Office, Frederick Atkins Buying Office and the Independent Retails Syndicate —
was Howard P. Abrahams, director of retail
sales at TvB. Among those attending the sessions were sales promotion and advertising
directors and store managers as well as the
retail buyers.
Mr. Abrahams reminded the retailers that
tv as a "must-buy" was of particular imonly those
in reaching
customers portance
but not also
moving to"in-town"
the suburbs in increasing numbers. He said, "the
department stores' best customer — the young
housewife, large-family household — is, happily, television's largest consumer as well."
He also pointed to tv's flexibility and use
for special events, sales and other promotion,
but emphasized that "tv should be used on a
continuing basis to be most effective."
In a strike against the "myth" of "complexity" in tv commercials, Mr. Abrahams
declared: "this plain just ain't so. With available materials and tools, with available talent
anybody in advertising can successfully develop hard-hitting, effective television comDepartment store tv success stories, case
histories and a demonstration of how the
mercials."tv commercial develops from its
finished
rough beginning on storyboard, completed
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his presentation.
At the NRDGA convention, William J.
McLaughlin, sales promotion manager of
McCurdy & Co., Rochester, N. Y., and
chairman of NRDGA's sales promotion division, speaking on cooperative advertising,
emphasized that an item in a store's co-op
plan could be featured on radio or television.
He suggested:
"Let each store form its own cooperative
advertising policy. Let each store by carefully computing all production costs plus
linage establish a total cost. Once you have
set the true total cost, put it in writing. Your
resource will recognize your honest efforts
to work with him in complete harmony. He
will have a comprehensive picture of your
promotional program."
A. H. Kindler, treasurer and controller
of G. M. McKelvey Co., Youngstown, Ohio,
told a group of controllers and sales promotion executives at the session, of the rising
cost of newspaper linage. He noted that as
of Dec. 31, 1956, retailers were paying about
38% more per milline than ten years earlier.
"Now when you compare that," he asserted, "with the movement of department
store sales and the department store average
sale, you can understand that if the controller does develop a too serious case of
slide rule amnesia, somebody else is going
to develop insomia. Department stores do
have stockholders. They have been pretty

EAST

patient about retail profits, which have been
too low too long."
Switching quickly to tv, Mr. Kindler observed:
"We have another fellow fighting for a
share of the budget — Mr. Tv. Controllers

MEETS

ADVERTISING is a two-way street — it's
important to the listener-viewer as well as
to the advertiser.
That's the theme of commercials which
have been prepared by Cunningham &
Walsh for use on tv and radio stations
throughout the country during Advertising Week, starting Feb. 10. C&W is
the task force agency for Advertising
Week, which is co-sponsored by Advertising Federation of America and the
Advertising Assn. of the West. Thomas
D'Arcy Brophy, board chairman of Kenyon & Eckhardt, is chairman for the observance.
The tv spot, financed by the three national tv networks and said to be the first
ever produced for Advertising Week, is
a one-minute commercial which combines live-action and animated film in
such fashion that the animated portion
introduces the live sequence and also may
be used separately throughout the year by
itself as a 20-second commercial.
The animated segment features a little
girl and her doll house in illustration of
the accompanying jingle: "Life is the
easiest, housework the breeziest, foods
are the freeziest, prices the pleasiest —
living standards rise, when products advertise— for your home."
The live-action portion features Hit
Parade dancer Cynthia Scott in choreography to illustrate the theme, narrated by
announcer Cy Harrice, that advertising
"makes you the best prepared shopper in
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DRY

GOODS

DOLLARS

VOLUME of the typical department
store last year was 5% above 1955 in
dollars and 1 % above in sale units, according to a National Retail Dry
Goods Assn. survey in which approximately 300 department and specialty
stores throughout the country took
part. Dollar sales for the first half of
this year should increase about 3%
over the corresponding period of a
year ago, with dollar operating profits
expected to hold steady.
NRDGA in compiling survey data,
found 23% of the 300 stores covered
intend to spend more for radio and tv
this year; 54% will spend the same,
while another 23% will spend less. In
other media: newspapers — 26% more,
58% same and 16% less; direct mail
— 27% more, 62% the same and
11% less, and display — 25% more:
68% the same and only 7% less.

WEST

FOR

AD

WEEK

the world because it keeps you alerted to
the best features of any product. . . ."
C&W's radio-tv department, under vice
president Ed Mahoney, conceived the tv
commercial and supervised production;
Tv Spots Inc., Los Angeles, designed the
animation, and Ellio;t-Unger-Elliott filmed
the live-action portion in New York. The
sets were designed by Manny Girard to
retain the flavor of the animated "introduction"; Tom Hanson of Hit Parade
handled the choreography, and Jean
Vaughn, costume designer for "Inherit
the Wind," fashioned Miss Scott's costume. C&W's Tom De Huff, writerproducer; Dave Garner, writer; Martin
Nodell, art director, and Pete Eterson,
Hollywood tv representative, served as
supervisors and contact men. Music was
arranged by Ralph Burns for a 14-piece
orchestra and two female voices.
C&W's radio-tv vice president Mahoney traced the coast-to-coast genesis of
the commercial:
"Beginning with Cunningham & Walsh
on the East Coast, the creative phase of
writing and storyboarding was followed
by musical scoring. Representatives of
the west coast animation firm, and the
east coast live producer, were present.
Storyboard and track then went to the
west coast where Sam Nicholson and the
creative animation staff of Tv Spots Inc.
drew their ideas from the musical track.
A style was developed and forwarded to
the East Coast where E-U-E's studio

won't argue the case for or against tv. Undoubtedly ithas it's place, but only that. As
a general proposition, I have seen little in the
nature of retail tv that quite measures up to
newspapers in displaying a panoramic personality ofthe store. Good as it is in item or
event promotion, it is still supplementary,
often providing good interference for the
guy carrying the ball, your faithful paper
Radio got a brief but favorable shake
from Paul Jenkins, a silk fabrics buyer of
Jordan Marsh Co., Boston, who spoke at
a piece goods session. He reviewed the buying of piece goods for the branch store.
In suggesting that the branch be included
withboy!"
the main store in advertising, Mr. Jenkins pointed out that larger city newspapers
and radio stations are generally read and
listened to "quite extensively" in suburban
areas.
Turning to local newspaper and/or local
radio for placement of suburban store advertising, radio received Mr. Jenkins' most
favorable recommendation.
"Our experience," he said, "has shown
that local newspapers, because of their limited circulation, have not met with desired
results. We use them occasionally, but in
most cases just to notify of special events and
store hours.
"On the other hand, local radio has proved
to be quite effective and is used frequently."

COMMERCIAL
scenic designer, costume designer and
cameraman evolved live backgrounds
based on the animation. When the live
portions had been filmed, the answer
print was screened in the presence of
both west coast and east coast firm representatives and the track re-mixed and
edited to complete the print.
"The success of this east coast-west
coast supervision proves that there need
be no conflict or problems on transcontinental commercial production — provided that the agency sets up pre-production planning with both companies and
maintains continuous production control."
For radio, C&W produced nine announcement scripts — two 60-second, three
30-second, three 14-second, and one 9second announcement — all pointing up
advantages the public gets from advertising (including the benefits of radio itself).
These were written by Messrs. De Huff
and Garner of C&W, and recorded by
Mr. Harrice.
Because the tv commercial was financed
by the tv networks, it is being distributed
by them to their affiliates and is available
to independent stations, at no cost, upon
request to Jim Proud, campaign coordinator, Advertising Federation of America, 250 W. 57th St., New York 19. Scripts
of the radio commercials, and one transscription containing all nine spots, are
being offered by AFA and AAW to radio
stations at $1.50 per platter, to defray the
cost of the transcription.
Broadcasting

Telecasting

Your life is the
easiest

Your housework the
breeziest

Your foods are the
freeziest

f

When
products advertise

1 For your home.

Shop
Check
thewisely!
advertising
before you buy!

1^

And

prices the

pleasiest

Yes, living
ards rise stand-
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LIVE PORTIONS of the Advertising Week commercial went
together on the East Coast under the hands of (1 to r) : standing,
Ed Mahoney, Tom De Huff, and Martin Nodell, Cunningham
& Walsh; choreographer Tom Hansen; Virginia Quinn, C&W;
seated, Mike Elliott of Elliott-Unger-Elliott and dancer Cynthia
Scott.
January 14, 1957
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B&B
Names Sidnam,
Hesse to New Posts
Alan Sidnam and William R. Hesse, both
vice presidents of Benton & Bowles, New
York, have been appointed executive vice
president and senior vice president, respectively, Robert E. Lusk, president of the
agency, announced last week.
Mr. Sidnam has been with the agency

MR. SIDNAM

IN CHICAGO

WHOSE COMMERCIALS

Grove Labs Tries New

Tack

With 'Reason Why' Commercials
GROVE LABS, St. Louis, obviously believes in practicing what its executives
preach.
Two months after its marketing vice president, Gene K. Foss, told that city's sales
executives club that proprietary drug advertisers were missing the boat by cramming
their advertisements full of generalities, failing to explain the "reason why" [B«T, Nov.
12, 1956], Grove has revamped its copy and
devised an approach to proprietary drug advertising that it describes as "not only unusual . . . but radical, too."
It is making direct reference to a specific
medical journal article which reaffirms what
Grove has been saying all along about its
new Citroid bioflavanoid compound.
In the cold preparation's current tv spot
campaign, placed by Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone, New York, last week in about 95
coast-to-coast markets and scheduled to run
through the end of March, announcer Milton
Cross cites the 1,600 clinical case studies
conducted by Grove on office and industrial workers and quotes Industrial Medicine
and Surgery, a medical trade journal.
Credited with this new copy approach are
Edmund F. Johnstone, DR&J executive vice
president, Gene McMasters, account executive on the Clayton Labs Div. of Grove, and
Mr. Foss' marketing team.
Duffy Still on Critical List
BEN DUFFY, president of BBDO, New
York, who was stricken with a cerebral
hemorrhage early in December, was still on
the critical list at Harkness Pavilion in New
York last week. His doctors said he was no
longer in a coma and was progressing as
well as could be expected.
• January 14, 1957
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GET MOST EXPOSORE?

Hooper Index Of Broadcast Advertisers (Based on Broadcast Advertisers Reports' monitoring)
NATIONAL

(NETWORK) INDEX

"Commercial

Network
c l_
Product and Agency
onows
Rank
1. General Mills Inc.
11
2. Kellogg Co.
6
1
National Biscuit Co.
3
4.
3. General Foods Corp.
1
Quaker Oats Co.
1
6.
5. Ralston-Purina Co.
SPOT)
CHICAGO (NETWORK PLUS

Total
Networks
2
1
1
2
1
T

Network
Shows
11
5
3
1
1
1

Total
Stations
2
2
3
1
1
1

MR. HESSE

since 1945 and a vice president since 1950.
Mr. Hesse has been with the firm one year
and before that was with BBDO, New York,
for eight years as a vice president and account supervisor.
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Rank
].
2.
3.

Product and Agency
General Mills Inc.
Kellogg Co.
General Foods Corp.
National Biscuit Co.
Quaker Oats Co.
Ralston-Purina Co.

Units
17
17'/3
4
4%
V/z
1%
"Commercial

17V3
21
10
23%
T/3

Hooper
Index
of Broadcast
Advertisers
193
316
79
25
80
15

Hooper
Index
of Broadcast
Advertisers
219
401
18
177
149

4.
1%
7
5.
"
6.
s
In the above summary, the monitoring occurred the week ending Nov.Uni3,t 1956.
The Hooper Index of Broadcast Advertisers is a measure of the extent to which a
sponsor's commercials are seen or heard. Each commercial is assigned a number of
"commercial units," according to its length.* This number is then multiplied by the audience rating attributed to that commercial.** When each commercial has thus been evaluated, the results for all commercials of each sponsor are added to form the HIBA. For
further details of preparation, see the basic reports published by C. E. Hooper Inc., Broadcast Advertisers Reports Inc. and American Research Bureau Inc. Above summary is
prepared for use solely by Broadcasting • Telecasting. No reproduction permitted.
* "Commercial Units": Commercials are taken from the monitored reports published by
Broadcasting
Reports but
Inc. usually
A "commercial
exposure of moreAdvertisers
than 10 seconds
not more unit"
than isonedefined
minuteas ina commercial
duration. Four
"commercial units" are attributed to a 30-mlnute program, and in the same proportion for
programs
of other
lengths.
A "stationboth
identification"
unit."
** Audience
ratings
for television,
national andequals
local,one-half
are those"commercial
published by
American Research Bureau Inc. Those for radio are the ratings of C. E. Hooper Inc. In the case
of station breaks, the average of the ratings for the preceding and following time periods is
used wherever feasible: otherwise, the rating is that of either the preceding or following time
period, normally the preceding.
Advertising to Help Increase
Food Sales 50%, Says Strouse
A 50% INCREASE in food sales was predicted by Norman H. Strouse, president of
J. Walter Thompson Co., New York, in an
address before the annual sales meeting of
the Minneapolis Star and Journal in Minneapolis.
He told the group that a $15 billion advertising volume will be necessary to sell
the output of a $600 billion gross national
product which is generally predicted for
1965 or shortly thereafter. This would represent a ratio of 2.1% of national advertising to personal consumption.
"There is no question but that we can
produce the goods and services to meet this
goal," he said. "The challenge to us engaged
in selling is to maintain the velocity of consumption. The next eight years will represent
the most critical test of our talents. If we
succeed, it may well represent the finest contribution to American democracy we will
ever have the opportunity to make."
In order to increase food sales by 50% .

Mr. Strouse said that within the next 10 years
the problem is to teach people to want not
more but better foods. Three factors, he
said, will determine the success or failure
to attain this objective: (1) innovation, which
brings out of the research laboratory new
and exciting products to make housekeeping
an art rather than a burden; (2) personnel,
planned well in advance and (3) advertising,
harnessed strategically to the growth plans
of companies, building a fundamental asset
into the corporation just as real as plant
Geyer
facilities."Names Happ to Post
LEWIS H. HAPP, acting media director
and senior buyer, Geyer Adv., has been appointed media director of the agency's New
York, Detroit and Dayton offices, Sam M.
Ballard, Geyer president, announced last
week. Media directors in the local offices
will continue, and will report to Mr. Happ.
With Geyer since 1954, Mr. Happ previously served in various media posts with
Lynn Baker Inc., BBDO, Pedlar & Ryan
and other agencies.
Broadcasting
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WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
TOPS

In

Showmanship!

WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO

IAKE finest television facilities, add an experienced,
staff with a real flair for "Iowa Barn Dance Frolic"
showmanship, and the result is a station with some of

WHO

the Nation's best local programming — WHO-TV !

WHO

FACILITIES! Largest studios in Mid- West. Studio One
is 50' x 90', Studio Two is 35' x 70'. Complete kitchen
also available. Equipment includes two 16 mm. movie

WHO

projectors, one 35 mm. slide projector, one 4" x 5"
opaque projector and one rear-screen projector with
automatic 4" x 5" slide changer and 9' x 12' screen.
Also big Mobile Unit, excellent Art and Photo Depts.,
plus complete color facilities, including two 16 mm.
color movie projectors and one 35 mm. color slide
projector.

WHO

PERSONNEL: A tremendous pool of Iowa Barn Dance
Frolic talent, plus an imaginative, 35-man staff,
headed-up by TV Program Director, Production
Manager and 4 Television Directors. 525 cumulative
years of show-business experience assure really professional local programming.

WHO

Yes, WHO-TV is "tops in showmanship" — another big
reason why Iowans watch WHO-TV, respond to
WHO-TV, with an enthusiasm and loyalty accorded to
few television stations in America.
WHO-TV is part of
Central Broadcasting Company,
which also owns and operates
WHO Radio, Des Moines
WOC-TV, Davenport

WHO

WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO

WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO

-TV

WHO
WHO
WHO
WHO

WHO-TV
Channel 13 • Des Moines
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
National Representatives

Affiliate

first in a series of 12 ads

ENTERPRISING

enthusiasm

of youth

by "know-how"
The
young

"average"

with 13 years

of experience.

Meeker-man

is 35

business.

penetration

into each

individual sales

the

meeker

years

in the broadcasting

PERSEVERANT
with more

balanced

man

hours

available

company,

problem

per station.

inc.

radio and television station representatives
new
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york

- Chicago

- san francisco

- los angeles

- Philadelphia
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
Advertisers
Top Ten Tv Network 1956
During October,
1. Procter & Gamble
$3,864,708
2. Gillette
2,522,437
1,772,238
3. Colgate-Palmolive
4. General Foods Corp
1,513,013
5. American Home Pro ds 1,461,921
6. Chrysler
1,347,880
7. General Motors
1,023,861
8. Lever Bros.
1,001,132
960,614
9. Ford Motor
938,423
10. R. J. Reynolds

m
I
i

TV

BUYS

NETWORK

AND

TOP TEN'S COMBINED
HOW much of a dent in total network
tv billing
the so-called
"top 10" national do
advertisers
make?
According to figures based on Publishers Information Bureau reports, the answer in rough statistics is staggering.
Procter & Gamble last October spent
more than $3.8 million gross in the medium. Gillette's outlay that month was
more than $2.5 million, or, a combined
total of over $6.3 million.
This sum is nearly $3 million under
the total in network tv placed that month
by all advertisers of toiletries and toilet

BUYERS

GROSS

SURPASSES

ALL

goods, only a little over $1.5 million less
than all expenditures by network tv advertisers of food and food products.
It was almost double the total chalked
up in the medium by smoking materials
advertisers and, in fact, a higher expenditure than that made in total for each of
any of the other product categories.
The 10 top advertisers combined spending in total represents roughly 35% of
the more than $45.5 million gross billing
in network tv by all advertisers in the
month of October.
Each of the main product categories

GROSS TV NETWORK TIME SALES BY PRODUCT GROUPS FOR
OCTOBER AND JAN.-OCT. 1956 COMPARED TO 1955
October
1956
Agriculture & Farming
$
Apparel, Footwear & Access.
Automotive, Auto Equip. & Access.
Aviation, Aviation Access. & Equip.
Beer, Wine & Liquor
Building Materials & Equipment
Confectionery & Soft Drinks
Consumer Services
Drugs & Remedies
Entertainment & Amusements
Food & Food Products
Gasoline, Lubricants, Etc.
Horticulture
Household Equip. & Supplies
Household Furnishings
Industrial Materials
Insurance
Jewelry, Optical Goods
& Cameras
Office Equipment, Writing
Supplies & Stationery
Political
Publishing & Media
Radios, Tv Sets, Phonographs,
Musical Instruments & Access.
Retail Stores & Direct by Mail
Smoking Materials
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes
Sporting Goods & Toys
Toiletries & Toilet Goods
Travel, Hotels & Resorts

705,539
381,771
598,644
241,356
3,920,479
12,299
7,872,991
357,382
2,930,803
346,884
1,090,113
548,490
642,602

October
1955

436,943

Broadcasting

• Telecasting

showed great advances in time purchases
over the Jan. -Oct. period, the most noticable exception being smoking materials,
nearly $1 million under. Some of the
comparative gains were tremendous. For
example, drugs and remedies bounded
ahead from about $18.1 million to more
than $31.6 million; automotive was up
over $10 million, foods increased by more
than $7 million, household equipment by
nearly $3 million, soaps by a whopping
$13 million and the toiletries category
chalked up a healthy increase of over
$7.8 million.

Best Foods Inc.
Chrysler Corp.

104,721
1,347,880

Joseph Schlitz Brewing G d. 211,296
132,033
Edison Electric Institute
Coca-Cola Co.
309,367
American Tel. & Tel. Co. 241,356
American Home Prods. 1,282,776
Paramount Pictures Corp.
12,299
General Foods Corp.
1,513,013
Gulf Oil Corp.
175,488
Westinghouse Electric
Armstrong Cork Co.
Kaiser Alum. & Chem.
Prudential Insurance Co.

709,482
237,348
174,051
229,878

3,692,489

Bulova Watch Co.
Hallmark Cards Inc.
Stevenson-Kefauver
Campaign
Committee
Time
Inc.

236,882
148,455

279,442
1,638,061

3,343,269
2,074,546

388,430

4,634,443

230,587

1,485,757

59,851

605,522

640,372

9,954,865

630,685

3,357,926
5,420,863
185,126
9,114,721
43,290

33,546,413
50,184,913
626,627
69,533,555
472,398

3,651,582
4,326,245
142,248
7,254,636
40,350

6,845,874
10,392
34,488,294
37,124,659
232,097
61,765,959
421,200

310,757

OCTOBER

Jan.-Oct.
1955

70,618
1 116,013
30,928 ;t 2,407,790
2,915,324
494,292 «
47,023,583
36,724,728
4,936,341
113,105
20,700
6,219,265
6,143,896
603,742
959,938
124,153
2,848,172
739,843
6,176,404
7,152,917
116,196
1,022,691
2,074,891
31,677,015
2,198,212
18,147,741
84,281
13,141
72,686,813
65,434,715
7,128,723
561,123
4,115,966
3,395,416
211,185
111,710
3,219,808
28,899,074
26,003,738
165,412
2,648,589
2,008,890
5,654,541
804,949
8,676,402
1,561,865
259,637
3,868,264
4,892,739

IN

LEADING ADVERTISERS IN
PRODUCT GROUPS DURING
OCTOBER, 1956

252,198
2,203,435
2,415,402
TOTALS
$45,548,015 $399,330,598 $38,208,948 $328,771,210
Source: Publisher's Information Bureau

Miscellaneous
^

429,610
4,247,907

Jan.-Oct.
1956

OTHERS

Admiral Corp.

442,610
201,159
264,195

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. 938,423
Procter & Gamble Co.
3,389,900
Mattel Inc.
46,583
Gillette Co.
2,522,437
Pan American World
43,290
Airways Inc.
Quaker Oats Co.
97,087
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BARDACH
HURLBURT

AIRS

TIMEBUYER

ANSWERS

A SESSION dealing with the "gripes" and
needs of agency timebuyers was featured
in New York Tuesday at the timebuying and
selling seminar held at the Shelton Hotel by
the Radio & Television Executives Society.
Speaker was Peter Bardach, broadcast
account executive, Foote, Cone & Belding,
New York, substituting for Ruth Jones,
broadcast media supervisor at J. Walter
Thompson, New York, who was unable to
attend.
Mr. Bardach ran through a collection of
complaints and suggestions he said he had
gathered from other timebuyers. They covered ratings, rate cards, rate increases, availabilities, post-buy practices, merchandising,
calls to clients, and projecting a buy against
competition.
John Hurlburt, director of tv sales promotion and research, Peters, Griffin, Woodward, as director of the session presenteu
the stations' viewpoints or "gripes."
This week (tomorrow), a luncheon session
is slated to explore "Network and/ or Spot,"
with George Abrams, vice president of RevIon Inc., the speaker scheduled.
Summed up, these were the high points of
Mr. Bardach's discussion:
Rating services: Time salesmen should be
aware that when an agency subscribes to a
service other than the one the salesman or
the station it represents uses, the timebuyer
is following the decision of the research or
media head. Thus, a representative or station manager is wasting time if he is selling
against the rating figures of the timebuy
He also warned against salesmen using "outdated" ratings and a "negative" approach.
Rate cards: As rate cards — particularly irt
radio — become "more complicated," time
salesmen should be well acquainted with
the changes and keep the timebuyer informed, especially wherein the rate change
can be of advantage to him. Stations ought
to publish all special packages and discounts.
Buyers should be told of rate increases — if
he has a schedule on the station, drop him
a personal note.
Availabilities: Timebuyers prefer a listed,
typewritten sheet of availabilities, but not
"cluttered" with extra information (the latter
can be attached). When a certain number of
availabilities is sought, don't come up with
the exact number nor too many — approximately double the amount sought is preferable. Let the timebuyer know when his
schedule adjacency or program changes. In
any
event, avoid "old" or "non-existent"
availabilities.
After the buy: The timebuyer ought to be
informed on possible improvements of his
schedule. The better offers should go to
those already with accounts on stations
rather than to new clients. Unfortunately,
some timebuyers do not hear from stations
again until it is time for renewal. A must:
Notify the agency of any "discrepancies"
in the schedule, that is, omissions, makegoods etc.
Merchandising: Timebuyers today are priPage 36 • January 14, 1957

FOR

GRIPES;

STATIONS

marily interestedisin considered
"a good media
buy."
Merchandising
secondary,
though buyers would "like to know about
it." Radio, in particular, can be sold well
on the basis of media efficiency. When the
timebuyer is promised something via merchandising, however, the station ought to
report on results. Merchandising was one of
the ways radio fought back during its
"decline" — and now has remained as a
"hangover" from those years.
Calls to agency and client: While agencies
practice
sellers, the
seller at an
least"open-door"
should call policy
well into advance
of
his appearance. Direct sales calls on clients
are okay with the agencies, but the agencies
ought to be told about it by the caller rather
than be informed about it later by the visited
client.
Against
shouldn'thisbe pitch
necessary forcompetition:
the seller toIt project
against the competition. If he has the best
buy, why not tell the story?
Mr. Hurlburt teed off with statements
that took the form of questions: Do timebuyers know their stations? Do they visit
them? Is there more a failure of "communication" between agency and station rather
than selling "faults" alone? Are not agencies

HOT

only?
too prone to cancel on the basis of ratings
He also emphasized that the broadcast
business "is as perishable [a commodity]
as a bunch of bananas." Mr. Hurlburt deplored an agency practice of demanding a
quick list of availabilities and then failing
to come through with an answer to the station representative with comparable speed.
He was critical, too, of an attitude among
some agency
of "looking down the
nose"
at stationpeople
executives.
Near the session's conclusion, Mr. Bardach took adata
critical
at "too to
much"
marketing
sent swipe
by stations
the
agencies. He suggested broadcasters concentrate "on what they are selling: circulation
and personalities." Market information so
far as selling time, while of some interest,
actually can be considered to be "superfluous." Many a timebuyer's file literally
"bulges" with such data, he said.
Gillespie Named K&E Director
DAVID J. GILLESPIE, vice president and
senior account executive in the Detroit office,
Kenyon & Eckhardt, has been elected a director of the agency and has been named
manager of the Detroit office. He started
with K&E in 1936 as office boy, broke into
media the following year as a space buyer
and successively rose through various other
departments. In 1954 he transferred to Detroit.

OFF THE GRIDIRON

DESPITE head-shaking that "it can't be
done," Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield successfully tackled the problem of
telecasting an on-the-scene, live commercial at a "bowl" football game.
With ex-gridiron star Doak Walker
(extreme right above) and sportscaster
Bud Palmer (with him) set to deliver
Vitalis commercials during the Cotton
Bowl game Jan. 1 DCSS felt the spots
would attract stronger viewer interest if
done directly from the Dallas, Tex.,
event.
Facilities were the big headache — how

to get power lines and tv cables into the
bowl for the commercials. DCSS's Tv
Producer Russ Armbruster and Account
Executive Payson Fairchild studied the
stadium for the best sites, technically and
photographically, and chose one at the
rear of the great sunken arena. Then a
complete remote unit was rented from
WBAP-TV Fort Worth solely for use on
the commercials.
Thus millions of viewers of NBC-TV
got their Vitalis message with real Cotton
Bowl atmosphere as Texas Christian beat
Syracuse by one point on New Year's Day.
Broadcasting
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
New

Trademark

Media Plans Not Affected
By Latest Chrysler Change

Drive

Set by Chesterfield
LIGGETT & MYERS Tobacco Co., New
York, which last week launched a heavy
schedule in newspapers and magazines for
its new king-sized Chesterfield trade-mark
character, "The Chesterfield King," last
week signed for three programs in the
Hey, Jeannie situation-comedy series on
CBS-TV (Sat., 9:30-10 p.m. EST) to introduce the "King" to the tv audience.
Procter & Gamble Co. (through Compton
Adv., New York), regular sponsor of Hey,
Jeannie, will step aside for these three shows
only — reportedly Feb. 9, 23, and March 2 —
and is expected to return to fulltime sponsorship March 9.
Liggett & Myers, through McCannErickson, New York, will also supplement
print media ads featuring "King Chesterfield" with a special 13-week radio announcement campaign starting Feb. 4 in more than
100 markets. No budget figures were disclosed.

Undecided was the fate of Noah's Ark,
the filmed color series on NBC-TV. Officials
of both agencies concerned — McCann-Erickson for Chesterfields, Doyle Dane Bernbach for Max Factor of Hollywood (cosmetics)— met late in the week with their
clients to decide whether to beach Ark.
Though no decision had been made on Friday, the program probably will be dropped
either after the Feb. 26 telecast or midway
in the second cycle. In any case, however,
indications pointed to retention of the Tuesday, 8: 30-9 p.m. EST time slot by the present sponsors. It was learned that one of the
programs under study as a possible replacement is a new packaged 30-minute filmed
suspense program originally titled Impact
and redubbed Crisis.
U-l Begins Tv Spot Campaign
UNIVERSAL-International (Universal Pictures Co., N. Y.), through its agency, Cunningham &Walsh, last week began what it
termed its "largest tv spot campaign" to presell "Battle Hymn," a new Cinemascope
color motion picture on the life of Col. Dean
E. Hess, the "flying parson" of the Korean
war, which premieres today (Monday) in
Marietta, Ohio.
The campaign, running through Feb. 2,
calls for a lineup of 260 spots in 19 coastto-coast markets. Copy is slanted for appeal
to woman audiences.

BANDSMEN Lawrence Welk (1) and
Ray Anthony (c) join Lee F. Desmond
(r), vice president in charge of sales
for Dodge, and Jack W. Minor, vice
president in charge of sales for Plymouth, to view the results of the New
Year's Eve four-hour telecast on ABCTV, which the two musicians and
their orchestras joined forces to present on 72 hour notice. B»T Dec. 31
erroneously listed Leo Burnett Co. as
agency instead of Grant Adv.
Ford Maps Campaign for Edsel;
Plans to Use $12-15 Million
NETWORK tv, possibly a series of four or
five shows, figures in 1957 advertising plans
of the Edsel Div., Ford Motor Co., which
is expected to introduce its new mediumpriced automobile next fall.
Edsel and its agency, Foote, Cone & Belding, are currently mapping advertising strategy for a media campaign to be set in motion
a few months before the new car is unveiled.
Under study is a series of special programs
on a once-a-month basis, it was understood.
Specific media plans have not been formulated yet. Edsel is expected to spend approximately $12-$ 15 million on advertising
during the 1957-58 season, with a sizable
sum for broadcast media.
Discussions were held in recent weeks by
Edsel, FC&B and ABC-TV for possible alternate-week sponsorship of the new Frank
Sinatra series this fall but fell through. Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. (Chesterfields)
and Lambers-Hudnut Div. of Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co. are now set as cosponsors.
Meanwhile, Foote, Cone & Belding is
presently in the process of staffing media and
other departments in its new Detroit office,
which it opened last summer.
Carroll Adv. Formed

DO-IT-YOURSELF ADVERTISING
ANNOUNCEMENT FROM TPA
see page 57
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in Texas

A NEW advertising agency with more than
20 clients, Carroll Adv. Inc., has been
formed in San Antonio, Tex., with Brooke
Carroll as president and general manager.
Other principals include Ernie Brant, account executive and marketing director;
Catherine O'Neill, creative director; John
Nord, art director; Estelle Gindorf, media
director, and Frank Weinholt, auditor. All
formerly were associated with Thomas F.
Conroy Inc., also San Antonio.

NO "pronounced" increase or change in
advertising placement or media emphasis is
anticipated by Chrysler Corp. as a result of
its decision to abandon dealer co-op program
assessments and absorb the costs of all national and local advertising, according to a
company executive.
Assumption of direction of all advertising
by Chrysler for its four divisions — Dodge,
Plymouth, Chrysler and DeSoto — became effective Jan. 2., with the factory eliminating
co-op contributions and revising upward the
cost of automobiles to its dealers.
James Cope, vice president in charge of
public relations for Chrysler, told B»T the
new practice of administering national and
local advertising monies would merely "simplify bookeeping and increase efficiency in
placing copy." He said it's unlikely there
will be any substantial boost in amount of
actual advertising placed through agencies.
Mr. Cope declined to say, however, how
particular media would be affected, if at all,
by the dropping of dealer co-op programs —
or specifically whether this presages a reappraisal of national vs. local media and network-spot vs. local radio-tv. The plan is expected to have little effect on various large
city automotive dealer groups which place
their own advertising with relative autonomy.
Chrysler spokesmen indicated that "no
substantial change" in media emphasis between national and local is foreseen. However, station representatives contacted by
B»T in Chicago reflected the general reaction that national media, including radio-tv
and particularly spot, would benefit in the
long run. They pointed out that local co-op
money traditionally has been untouchable
by station representatives.
Notwithstanding the new policy, Chrysler
reportedly will maintain separate national
and local co-op funds for advertising at the
factory level and add local costs (formerly
contributed by dealers) to the final price
of each car delivered to its dealers. General
Motors instituted a similar plan last December. Ford Motor Co. and others are exahead. pected to adopt some variation in the months

TWO-HOUR SPECTACULAR
GENERAL MOTORS reportedly is
considering the sponsorship of a twohour spectacular on NBC-TV next
fall that would be used to introduce
the 1958 model of one of its automobile divisions. The report comes shortly after release of NBC-TV's analysis
showing that its spectaculars and special one-shot programs have been enjoying higher ratings this season than
either last year or the year before
[B»T, Jan. 7]. Show under consideration for GM is "Annie Get Your
Gun." NBC-TV is said to be negotiating for Mary Martin to play the lead
role. No date for the program has
been set as yet.
Broadcasting
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Louisville's
BEST

KNOWN

FIGURE

He's the WHAS-TV Channel 11 figure, reminding viewers in this
instance of WHAS-TV's popular 6:00-6:15 pm, Monday through
Friday interview program, "Small Talk". At other hours he
addresses a typewriter and becomes a sportscaster to promote
another WHAS-TV production, "Sportraits".
Many local and national advertisers recognize the value of
participating schedules on these and other well-produced
WHAS-TV shows. The Channel 11 figure constantly reminds
viewers of WHAS-TV's excellent programs.
He should remind you that for selling results, individual
and distinctive treatment, your advertising deserves the impact
of programming of character. In Louisville, WHAS-TV
programming PAYS OFF!
Are

you

participating?

VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director
NEIL CLINE, Station Mgr.
Represented Nationally by Harrington, Righter & Parsons
Associated with The Courier-Journal and Louisville Times

BASIC CBS-TV Network

Broadcasting

Telecasting
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
Fire Underwriters Schedule
Initial Radio-Tv Spot Drive
NATIONAL Board of Fire Underwriters,
New York, will make its first use of spot
broadcasting on a paid basis for 13 weeks
starting March 1. Through J. M. Mathes
Inc., New York, NBFU — which has about
220 capital stock member insurance firms —
will blanket 116 markets (using 116 radio
and 10 tv stations) with the message: "Do
you have sufficient fire insurance?"
The campaign was formulated by Lewis
A. Vincent, NBFU general manager, Lan
Miller, public relations committee chairman
of the National Assn. of Insurance Agents,
James R. Mathews, NAIA assistant manager,
and David C. Gibson, Mathes vice president
and account executive.
Lotus' New Holiday Campaign
Slated For Test Down East
LARUS & BROTHER Co., Richmond, Va.,
will market-test in New England beginning
Feb. 4 a new premium and filter campaign
on behalf of Holiday cigarettes. The drive,
using radio and tv spots in addition to print,
will be used nationwide after the regional
test.
According to Charles Dallas Reach, board
chairman, Reach, Yates & Mattoon, New
York and Newark, N. J., agency for Larus,
the premium gift plan is based on the installment theory. Gifts will be obtained after

a downpayment of 15 Holiday coupons (one
to a pack) with the balance paid thereafter by the smoker in additional coupons.
Along with this premium offer, Holiday will
take on a new look. The cigarette has been
redesigned with a "jet flow" filter and is
packaged in a king-sized, flip-top box.
Gold

Seal

Co.

New

Record

Reports

for Sales

WITH a tip of the hat to television's selling
prowess, Gold Seal Co., Bismarck, N. D.,
last week reported company sales in November 1956 were 178% greater than in
the same month of 1955, setting an all-time
record. In addition, incomplete compilations on last month show it to be nearly
30% ahead of December 1955, according to
Gold Seal President Harold Schafer.
Sales of the firm's Glass Wax (cleaner)
was the principal reason for the surge, he
said, pointing out that an idea worked out
with its agency, Campbell-Mithun Inc., to
use Glass Wax with Christmas decoration
stencils provided the greatest impetus.
After testing the stencil idea in certain
markets before Christmas 1955, a fullfledged campaign was laid out for last
Christmas. Stencils were promoted on the
NBC-TV Perry Como Show for six weeks
and on the ABC-TV Mickey Mouse Club

OLORCA
The Next 10 Days
Of Network Color Shows
(All times EST)
CBS-TV
Jan. 14-15 (3:30-4 p.m.) Bob Crosby
Show, participating sponsors (also Jan.
18, 21, 22).
Jan. 15 (9:30-10 p.m.) Red Skelton
Show, S. C. Johnson & Son through
Foote, Cone & Belding and Pet Milk
Co. through Gardner Adv. (also Jan.
22).
Jan. 16 (8-9 p.m.) Arthur Godfrey
Show, participating sponsors (also
Jan. 23).
Jan. 20 (5:30-6 p.m.) The McBoingBoing Show, sustaining.
NBC-TV
Jan. 14-18 (3-4 p.m.) Matinee, participating sponsors (also Jan. 21-25).
Jan. 14 (9:30-10:30 p.m.) Robert
Montgomery Presents, Schick through
Warwick & Legler and S. C. Johnson
& Son through Needham, Louis &
Brorby (also Jan. 21).
Jan. 15 (8:30-9 p.m.) Noah's Ark,
Liggett & Myers through McCannErickson, and Max Factor through
Doyle Dane Bernbach on alternate
weeks (also Jan. 22).
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Jan. 15 (10:30-11 p.m.) Break the
$250,000 Bank, Lanolin Plus through
Russel M. Seeds (also Jan. 22).
Jan. 16 (9-10 p.m.) Kraft Television
Theatre, Kraft Foods Co. through J.
Walter Thompson (also Jan. 23.)
Jan. 17 (10-11 p.m.) Lux Video
Theatre, Lever Bros. Co. through J.
Walter Thompson.
Jan. 18 (approx. 10:45-11 p.m.) Red
Barber's Corner, State Farm Insurance
Co. through Needham, Louis & Brorby.
Jan. 19 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Como Show,
participating sponsors.
Jan. 19 (9-10 p.m.) Saturday Spectacular, "The Jerry Lewis Show," RCA
and Whirlpool-Seegar through Kenyon
& Eckhardt and Oldsmobile through
D. P. Brother.
Jan. 19 (10-10:30 p.m.) The Ernie
Kovacs Show, RCA and WhirlpoolSeegar through Kenyon & Eckhardt
and Oldsmobile through D. P. Brother.
Jan. 20 (9-10 p.m.) Alcoa Hour,
Aluminum Co of America through
Fuller & Smith & Ross.
Jan. 20 (4-5:30 p.m. Wide, Wide
World, 20-minute color segment, various divisions of General Motors
through various agencies.
[Note: This schedule will be corrected to
press time of each issue of B«T]

FILM commercials are discussed by (I
to r): Art Lund, of Campbell-Mithun,
Minneapolis-Chicago-Hollywood agency;
Ellsworth Polfuss, of Reid H. Ray Film
Industries Inc., St. Paul, and Harold
Schafer, president of Gold Seal Co.,
Bismarck, N. D.
commencing Nov. 28. All this was supplemented by tv spots in New York, Chicago,
Los Angeles and Detroit over a six-week
Anheuser-Busch,
for New Beer,
period.
Buys KMOX Baseball Package
ALL BASEBALL games of the St. Louis
Cardinals will be broadcast this year on an
11 -state radio network of about 90 stations,
keyed from KMOX St. Louis. Busch
Bavarian, new beer being introduced by
Anheuser-Busch, that city, will sponsor half
of
the package.
Last yearthethefullcompany's
Budweiser
beer sponsored
package.
All broadcasts will be live. Announcers
will be Harry Caray, Joe Garagiola and
Jack Buck. The contract marks the third
year KMOX has carried the Cardinals.
KTVI (TV) St. Louis will telecast Cardinals
road games, also under Busch Bavarian
sponsorship. Agency for Anheuser-Busch is
Gardner Adv. Agency, St. Louis.
Spot Report Changes Format;
Product Grouping Offered
CHANGE in format of the Spot Radio Report, effective with the January issue, was
announced last week by Executives RadioTv Service, Larchmont, N. Y. The most
notable change will be that the spot radio
schedules of advertisers will be grouped
alphabetically under specific product categories, whereas previously the information
had been listed under individual advertising
agency headings.
The new format, according to James M.
Boerst, publisher, will "greatly facilitate the
finding of specific product listings and make
the report considerably more useful to advertisers, agencies, stations and station representatives." The monthly report contains
approximately 400 listings of spot radio advertisers, asprovided by a total of 87 advertising agencies active in radio and television.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting
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Atlanta is the hub of a 60-county market that is covered thoroughly by WAGA-TV. Compared with other TV stations in
Atlanta you reach over 17% more people with more than
$300-million in spendable income. WAGA-TV gives you a
bigger lick at this bigger market with its taller tower, full power,
CBS-TV and highest ARB and Pulse ratings.
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
LATEST

RATINGS
1956)

NIELSEN
iTotal
(TWO WEEKS ENDING DEC. 8,
Grey
Audience
Sun.,
Tv Homes
Reached
(000)
No.
of
Agency
9-9:30
CBS
work Approx.
Stations
160
Program
Rank
18,360
Sponsor
Lincoln-Mercury
8-9& Time
165
1. 1 Love
Mon.Day 9-9:30
Sullivan
Sun.,
Kenyon & Eckhardt
17,908
Sat.,
Lucy Show
General Foods
2. Ed
CBS
Procter & Gamble
Young
&
Rubicam
General
CBS
148
3. G.E. Theatre
BBDO
16,060
Gold SealElectric
NBC
121
4. Perry Como Show
15,118
Campbell
-Mi
thun
Kimberly-Clarke
Foote,
Cone
&
Belding
Noxzema
NetSullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles
Sat., 8-9
Sunbeam
Perrin-Paus
RCA
Kenyon & Eckhardt
S&H Green Stamps
Sullvan,
ColwellStauffer
& Bayles
176
P.
Lorillard
Lennen & Newell
170
5. Jackie Gleason Show Bulova
CBS
14,892
McConn-Erickson
14,703
American
Motors
Wed.
ABC
Disneyland
Geyer & Brooks
8-97:30-8:30
,
Smith,
French
&
Dorrance
6.
American Dairy
Sun.,
Campbell-Mithun
Derby Foods
McCann-Erickson
BBDO
Revlon
Tues.
7. $64,000 Question
CBS
Sun., , 10-10:30
14,326
129
8. Alfred
Hitchcock
Bristol-Myers
CBS
14,401
Young & Rubicam
Presents
9:30-10
175
Peck
Adv.
9. Steve Allen Show
NBC
U. S. Time
110
8-9
Robert W. Orr >
14,213
Jergens
Ted Bates
Brown & Williamson
CBS
Polaroid
Doyle
Bernbach
Benton Dane
& Bowles
General Foods
10. December Bride
183
13,798
udience,
1.
*Total
Audience,
%
Mon.* Average Audience, %
^Average
A
Tv Homes Reached
,of 9:30-10
Rank
Rank I Love Lucy
46.3
of Tv Homes Reached
(000)
Tv Homes Reached
4.
Rank
I Love Lucy
50.2
Ed
Sullivan
Show
I
Love
lucy
4.2.1. G.
17,040
2.
2. G. E. Theater
E. Theater
48.7
14,778
41.2
44.7
38.1
3. G. E. Theater
3. Ed Sullivan Show
Ed Sullivan
Show
9.3. Alfred
1
3,949
13,421
41.7
4.
Hitchcock
Perry
Como
Show
$64,000
Question
Alfred Hitchcock
5. Jackie Gleason Show 41.0
5. $64,000 Question
13,308
36.3
35.3
12,893
40.7
6. December Bride
Disneyland
37.5
1. December Bride
Alfred
Hitchcock
7.
7.
7.
12,102
Perry
Como
Show
Godfrey
Scouts
5.8. Jack Benny Show
39.0
8.
12,064
40.4
$64,000Allen
Queston
Perry Benny
Como Show
Show
9. Godfrey Scouts
32.9
39.0
Steve
Show
33.6
Jack
11,951
33.4
Cavalcade of Sports
I've Got a Secret
32.9
10. Gunsmoke
11,913
6.
Sun.,
37.9
10.
172
[Details on Programs in Preceding Tables Not Listed in Top6. 163
Table] Fri.,
American Tobacco
BBDO
CBS
Jack Benny Show
Wed
CBS
Godfrey Scouts
Mon.
Young Adv.
& Rubicam
Lipton Tea
Sat.,
North
Toni
William
Esty
I've Got a Secret
CBS
180
R.Gillette
J. Reynolds
8:30-9
10-10:45
7:30-8
Maxon
NBC
167
Cavalcade of Sports
10-10:30
Gunsmoke
Cunningham & Walsh CBS
Liggett & Myers
, 9:30-10
(t) Homes reached by all or any part of the program, except for homes viewing only1451 to 5 minutes.
(t) Homes reached during the average minute of the program.
(*) Percented ratings are based on tv homes within reach of station facilities used by each program.
Copyright 1957 By A. C. Nielsen Company
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TOP RADIO SHOWS, TWO WEEKS ENDING NOV. 24, 1956
Wed.,
No. of
Homes
Agency
8-8:30
Rank Program
(000)
Stations
Approx.
8-8:30
workPrograms)
Tues.,
Day
&
Time
Sponsor
(524)
All
Evening, Once A Week
(Average
Ted
Bates
Mon.,
Anahist
NBC
188
1. People Are Funny
8-8:15
Anahist
Ted Bates
for NBC
2. Dragnet
Mon., 9-9:30
Ted Bates
Carter
Kudner
General
Motors
Wed.
NBC
188
3. Henry J. Taylor
1,428
456
1,095
Brown & Williamson
Ted Bates
NBC
4. News From NBC
188
Net1,238
N. W. Ayer
Thurs
188
Bell Telephone
905
5. Telephone Hour
1,048
6. True Detective
Participating sponsors and agencies
MBS
Sun.,
NBC
Mon.,
,
8-8:30
1,048
1,000
7. Gunsmoke
Thurs
Mysteries
Cunningham
Liggett & Myers
CBS
Ted Bates & Wals h NBC
Sat., 8:55-9
905
8. Great Gildersleeve Anahist
188
7-7:05
MacManus,
194
809
Pontiac
CBS
9. Mitch Miller
Adams John &
198
, 8-8:30
Miles
Labs
NBC
188
809
Geoffrey
Wade
10. News
6:30-7
8:05-9
AllCBSPrograms)
(762)
(Average
Evening, Multi-Weekly
1. Lowell Thomas
United Service Div.
Campbell-Ewald for
General Motors
Fri., 6:45-7 1,619
NBC
Geoffrey
2. News of The World Miles Labs
198
Ted Bates Wade
Brown & Williamson
196
CBS
Fri., 7:30-45
7-7:30
Fri.,
3. Amos
'n'
Andy
188
Mon.1,286
WeekdayMusic Hall
1,190
(Average for All Programs)
(1,238)
Wed., Wk 2,
Mon.J. Walter Thompson CBS 186
1. Young Dr. Malone
Mentholatum
Mon.- Wed.,
(2nd Trent
half)
Mon.,
Ted Bates
CBS 188
2. Helen
Carter
1:30-45
Mon.,
Wk 2,
1,952
(1st half)
12:30-45
J. Walter Thompson CBS 186
Mentholatum
3. Young Dr. Malone
Fri.,
Wk
1,
1,905
(1st Ithalf)Rich
Dromedary
Lennen & Newell CBS 193
4. Strike
1 :30-45
1,857
Thu.,
Wk
2,
2:15-30
BBDO
CBS 188
Arthur Godfrey
Intl. Min & Chem.
Alt. Times
Wed.,
Fri.,
North
CBS 186
Young Dr. Malone Toni
1,857
Ted Bates
CBS 194
Mon.,
Tues.,
Our(1stGalhalf)Sunday
1,762
1
:30-45
1,714
Standard
Brands
Fri.,
Wk 12:45-1
2,
half)
Thurs.,
1,714
Our (2nd
Gal Sunday
J. Walter Thompson CBS 188
Mentholatum
Toni
1,714
(2nd Trent
half)
Tues, Thurs.,
North Adv.
CBS 188
9. Helen
12:45-1
(1st
half)
12:30-45
Ted Bates
CBS 188
10. Our Gal Sunday
Alt. days, 12:45-1 1,667
Sun.,
Colgate-Palmolive
(1st half)
(Average
for
All
Programs)
(381)
Day, Sunday
1,667
10-10:05
Lynn Baker
CBS 209
1. Woolworth Hour
1-2
F. W. Woolworth
905
2. Robert Trout News General
Campbell-Ewald
CBS
154
Motors
Sun.
Ratings Continue on Page 46
1,048
Broadcasting
Telecasting

MATURITY

Maturity makes
We

haste slowly.

like quick sales, too. But if... from our

years of experience ... we feel too hurried
action endangers
We've
choose

future success, we say so.

found it pays to help clients
between

hasty decisions ... and wise ones.

AVERY-KNODEL
INCORPORATED
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NEW
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LOS

ANGELES
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" 'Requiem For A Heavyweight '
by Rod Serling presented
last night on 'Playhouse 90'
was a play of overwhelming
force and tenderness . . .
an artistic triumph."
— The New York Times
"A dramatic knockout."
— New York Daily News
"A masterful contribution to
TV Drama."— BroadcastingTelecasting
" ' Playhouse 90' in its opening
month produced four plays of
distinct merit and widcprowling freshness.
— Newsweek

As television ended its first decade
two programs eloquently testified to
its boundless vitality: the regularly
scheduled weekly dramatic series
Playhouse 90 and the hour-and-a-halt
one-time special broadcast, 11 The
Secret Life of Danny Kaye."
Each presented a great actor in a
stunning performance, won
vast audiences and unstinted
praise as a major television
contribution, took infinite pains
to produce. One yielded its producers
tangible financial reward; the other
nothing but critical acclaim.
It would be difficult to say which was
more profitable to television.
In these two programs the medium
again brilliantly demonstrated its
unique capacity to respond to the
varied needs, interests and aspirations
of the American people. Broadcast on
CBS Television, they were produced
with the enthusiasm and imagination
that characterize the entire program
schedule of the network.
This kind of programming for profit
helps explain why Americans spent
more time watching television during
1956 than during any previous year,
"Moving, heartwarming and
funny . . . Kaye. Murrow and
Friendly did their work for
nothing: the money that would
have gone to them went to
UNICEF."-New York Post
". . . Not only grand television . . .
. . . great statesmanship."
—outVariety
"In months to come it will
probably win all the awards,
scrolls and citations there
are. It will deserve every last
one of them."— New York
World-Telegram and Sun

and why they spent as much time
watching CBS Television as the other
two networks combined.
CBS

TELEVISION

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
RATINGS

(Continues from page 42)

Rank
Program
Evening, Once A Week
3. Robert Trout News
Day, Saturday
1. Notre Dame Football
Gunsmoke
Robert Q. Lews

Net- No. of
Agency
work Approx.
Stations
(Average for All Programs)
Campbell-Ewald CBS 154
(Average for All Programs)
MacManus, John &
MBS 530
Adams
Cunningham & Walsh CBS 200
Dancer-FitzgeraldCBS 198
Sample

Sponsor
General Motors
Pontiac
L.Liggett
Howe & Myers

Day & Time
Sun., 12-12:05
Sat., to
concl
Sat.,
Sat., 12:30-1
11:50-55

Copyright by A. C. Nielsen Co.

Homes
(000)
(524)
714
(762)
1,428
1,381
1,381

VIDEODEX

Ran
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
7.6.

k Program
1 Love Lucy
Jackie Gleason
Dragnet
Ed Sullivan Show
$64,000
DecemberQuestion
Bride
Red Skelton
8. Climax
9. Gale Storm
10. G. E. Theatre
George Gobel
I've Got A Secret
Seaboard

TOP TELEVISION SHOWS (DEC. 1-7, 1956)
Grey Agency
work Approx.
StationsNo. of
Sponsor
General Foods
160
CBS
Procter & Gamble Young & Rubicam
Lennen & Newell
P. Lorillard
170
CBS
NetBulova
NBC
McCann-Erickson
McCann-Erickson
Liggett & Myers
165
Warwick & Legler
Schick
171
CBS
Kenyon
Lincoln-Mercury
BBDO & Eckhardt
183
Revlon
CBS
175
Benton & Bowles
General Foods
S. C. Johnson & Son Foote, Cone & Beldinc
100
153
Gardner
Pet Milk Co.
1 CBS
McCann-Erickson
Chrysler Corp.
Nestle Co.
170
CBS
Bryan Houston
BBDO
General Electric
CBS
170
148
Armour
J.
Walter Thompson NBC
Gardner
Pet Milk
CBS
William Esty
180
R. J. Reynolds
Copyright 1956 by Videodex
Plea

Denied

In Franco Litigation
A MOTION by Seaboard Drug Co. (Mericin), New York, to vacate a $45,000 warrant
of attachment placed against it by Carlos
Franco Assoc., New York, in the agency's
$356,718 breach of promise suit, was "denied in all respects" Thursday by New
York Supreme Court Justice Vincent A.
Lupiano.
The drug manufacturing concern is
charged with having broken, without notice,
a one-year contract that was due to expire
next July 3. Its present agency, Grant Adv.,
New York, is accused of promoting the alleged breach. Franco seeks $200,000 from
Grant [B»T, Dec. 10, 1956, At Deadline,
Dec. 24, 1956].
This second motion by the defendant,
filed Dec. 7 by Seaboard President Harry
Patterson (the first, calling upon Franco to
put up a $200,000 bond to protect Seaboard's interests and stockholders, was denied Dec. 2) asked that the court vacate the
$45,000 warrant of attachment or reduce it
to $3,000. In his affidavit, Mr. Patterson
said, "even if we were to assume for the
purpose of argument that plaintiff was not
properly dismissed for cause ... it is apparent that (he) could be dismissed without
cause, at any time, upon 90 days notice."

Mon., 9-9:30
Day & Time
Sat.,
8-9
Thurs
Sun.,
Mon., 10-10:30
Tues. ,8-9
8:30-9
Tues.,
9:30-10
9:30-10
Sat.,
9:309-9:30
Thurs
9-9:30
Sun.,
Sat., , 8:3010-10:30
Wed.,
9:30-10

Homes
33.4
% Tv
33.3
32.3
31.9
30.7
27.9
28.1
27.4
26.6
26.4

No. Tv
Homes
(000)
11,243
11,314
10,953
10,766
10,478
9,700
9,187
8,639
8,635
8,606

Franco Assoc., which seeks to recover
from Seaboard 15% of the more than $1
million in billing that would ordinarily have
been placed between the time the contract
was breached and its actual expiration date,
Mr. Patterson said, was "willfully and maliciously" setting forth "fabrications to create
theoretical
damages
(itself)."asserted,
All Franco
could demand,
Mr. to
Patterson
was
15% of the billing that would have been
placed in the 90-day period following notification of dismissal. Thus, instead of the
$156,718 demanded by the plaintiff, Mr.
Patterson continued, only 15% of $125,000— or $18,750— could be asked.
Chirurg Promotes Costello, Welch
SCOTT COSTELLO, account executive at
the James Thomas Chirurg Agency, Boston
and New York, has been promoted to general manager of the Boston operations and
becomes a vice president, and Hillard W.
Welch, also a Chirurg account executive,
has been named supervisor of technical ac-

lift
MR. COSTELLO

DO-ITYOURSELF
ADVERTISING
ANNOUNCEMENT
FROM tpa
see page 57
Page 46
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MR. WELCH
counts of the Boston office.
Mr. Costello was associated with the Griswold-Eshelman Co., Cleveland, Ohio, and
wtih Mumm, Mullay & Nichols, Inc., Columbus, Ohio, before joining the Chirurg
agency in 1954.
Mr. Welch joined the agency in 1951
after several years with a candy manufacturer.

Scholts Advertising to Become
Division of Heintz on Feb. 1
ACCOUNTS and personnel of Scholts Advertising Service, Los Angeles, will move
intofi the offices of Heintz & Co. in that city,
Feb. 1, when the
Scholts organization becomes a division of Heintz in
a merger of these
two veteran Southern California
Tom Scholts,
agencies.
operator of the
agency founded by
his father in 1923,
N

will bedenta andvice
presimember
of the executive
committee of the merged agencies. Other
key Scholts personnel involved in the move
include Luther Myhro, creative man, and
Kenneth Higgins, tv specialist.
Carl M. Heintz Jr., Heintz executive vice
president, told B»T that the merger will
make the Heintz organization, which was
founded in 1933 and maintains offices in
both Los Angeles and San Francisco, among
the leading agencies in placement of food
try.
advertising in the western part of the counMR. SCHOLTS

SPOT NEW BUSINESS
Drewrys Ltd. (beer, ale), South Bend, Ind.,
extending MCA-TV's Dr. Hudson's Secret
Journal to five markets by next May, through
MacFarland, Aveyard & Co.. Chicago, with
addition of WNEM-TV Bay City, Mich.,
and WSPD-TV Toledo. Renewals include
WTHI-TV Terre Haute, Ind.; WKZO-TV
Kalamazoo and WWTV (TV) Cadillac,
Mich., both Mich. Contracts for 52 weeks.
NETWORK

NEW BUSINESS

Benrus Watch Co., N. Y., has signed to
sponsor one-third of eight NBC-TV's Caesar's Hour (three out of four Sat., 9-10 p.m.
EST), starting Feb. 9 and ending June 15.
program now is on sold-out basis until
June. Agency: Lennen & Newell, N. Y.
Ralston Purina Co. (new Purina Dog Chow),

j
j
j
j
1

St. Louis, will sponsor NBC-TV's Big Story
(Friday, 9:30-10 p.m. EST) three out of four
Fridays on alternate weeks, starting March
8, selling out program through next year.
Agency: Gardner Adv., St. Louis.

j
|
j
1

Royal Typewriter through Young & Rubicam, N. Y., expected to pick up half-hour
portion of Playhouse 90, taking over from
one of present advertisers, starting Feb. 14
to run through rest of season's cycle. Program is presented on CBS-TV, Thurs., 9:301 1 p.m. EST.
Paint Div., Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.,
through Maxon Inc., N. Y., has signed for
15-minute
FridayShow.
participation
Garry
Moore
Segment,in CBS-TV's
scheduled

1
1
1
I
I
I

11-11:15 a.m., is on behalf of rubberized
Wallhide and Sun-Proof paints.
Charles Pfizer Co. (animal feed, livestockpoultry remedies), N. Y., buys 29 five-minute segments on ABC Radio's Breakfast Club
Telecasting
Broadcasting
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Now eight months after the introduction of VHF competition into this formerly all
UHF television market, the Nov. 1956 ARB proves the audience flows with the shows
and not to any one particular type of transmitting equipment. Habit and top program
ming again keep KJEO in a dominating first position with station B (also UHF) in
second place and the VHF following the pack. (The three former surveys during
this eight month period also showed the same UHF dominance).
T
T
11
\
> I
0.7
STATION
Other
STATION
KJEO
NOVEMBER 1956
C
B
1+.0
ARB
SHOWS
1+3.8
21.3
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
31.5
18.0
1+0.3 1.0
Sign-on to 9:00 AM
9:00 AM to 12:00 Noon
75-9
28.3
1+6.1
29-3
Sign-on
to
Noon
KJE
19.5
CHANNEL

47

LEADS
MORNINGS AFTERNOONS
&
THREE
KJEO

NIGHTS

SiOmSOHS
IS YOUR
X
X

BEST
I

WttY
BUY

m BIGGEST AUDIENCE
First place sign-on to sign-off! Fifteen KJEO
non-network half hours rated 20.0 or better.
(Station b had 5, station c had none).
T— r
'
' '

Noon to 3:00 PM
3:00 PM to 6:00 PM

37-1

Noon to 6:00 PM

22.2
35.1
27.1+

6:00 PM to 9:00 PM
9:00 PM to Midnight
6:00 PM to Midnight

32.7
28.9

27.1+
1+0.8
51.2
28.7
39.2
26.8
32.1
31-5

26.1+

6.1
23-3
37.5
32.6

SATURDAY
Sign-on to 6:00 PM

6.1

2k.O

E
J
6.0
l+.O
53.6
A

E

5.1

r

7.9

X
r

X

SUNDAY
Sign-on to 6:00 PM

38.7

SUNDAY THRU SATURDAY
6:00 PM to 9:00 PM
9:00 PM to Midnight
6:00 PM to Midnight

Vf flLOWEST RATE CARD
I ' y ' M $25
Examine
carefully.
save up
to
SIGN- ON TO SIGN- OFF
on a your
KJEOS.R.D.S.
chainbreak
— up You
to nearly
$100
on a half hour.
T
i— r T
3
T
EE
~ r
A6E
C0VERr
^COMPLETE
' /% No station can cover more of this market, be0 J cause KJEO covers it all, with a GRADE A
signal.
I
T
1
r
1
r T
— 1— T
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» I ! CHANNEL
TELEVISION
1
1— ,— ,
~ 1
1 <— I
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30.3
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30.7
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WIND

Support the Ad Council Campaigns

most-bought station — has joined Westinghouse Broadcasting Company, the nation's
largest independent station-owner.
And, as WIND joins WBC, five great names in radio are added to the
personalities who spark the bright new, all-local Music, News and Service formats
on all WBC stations: Howard Miller, Milo Hamilton, Jack Quinlan,
Gene Elston and Jay Trompeter.
Now, WBC radio and TV deliver top audiences in seven of America's
great markets, all across the map.
Now, more than ever, no selling campaign is complete without the WBC
For further information, call A. W. "Bink" Dannenbaum, WBC
at MUrray Hill 7-0808, New York.

stations.

VP-Sales,

WESTINGHOUSE
BROADCASTING
COMPANY,
INC.
RADIO
. BOSTON-SPRINGFIELD, WBZ + WBZA . . . PITTSBURGH, KDKA . . CLEVELAND KYW . . .
PORT WAYNE, WOWO CHICAGO, WIND
. . PORTLAND, ORE., KEX
TELEVISION . . . BOSTON, WBZ-TV . . . PITTSBURGH, KDKA-TV . . . CLEVELAND, KYW-TV . . .
SAN FRANCISCO, KPIX
WIND REPRESENTED BY A M RADIO SALES
KPIX REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
ALL OTHER WBC STATIONS REPRESENTED BY PETERS. GRIFFIN. WOODWARD. INC.

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
for 13 weeks starting Jan. 20. Agency: Leo
Burnett Co. Chicago. Beltone Hearing Aid
Co., Chicago, extends present contract to
include four additional one-per-week announcements on same program beginning
Jan. 17. Agency: Olian & Bronner Inc.,
Chicago.
NETWORK RENEWAL
Sweets Co. of America, Hoboken, N. J., has
extended its current alternate-week quarter-

Television
brings

you

hour sponsorship of NBC-TV's Howdy
Doody (Sat., 10-10:30 a.m. EST) and Cowboy Theater (Sat., 11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
EST) for 26 weeks. Renewal contract, effective May 18, brings total gross value of
Sweets Co. of America's recent daytime purchase to about $1.5 million. Agency: Henry
Eisen Adv., N. Y.
A&A PEOPLE
James C. Robertson, Arndt, Preston, Cha-

Programs
your

of

pin, Lamb & Keen, Phila.. vice presidenthead of art department, elected to board of
directors. Norton J. Bond, Bernard T. Converse, Earle C. Thompson, Bertram A.
Tunnell and Howard Ed Walpert, all of
account staff, also named directors.
David Kaigler, general manager, WPFH
(TV) Wilmington, Del., to W. S. Roberts
Inc., Phila., as vice president and account
executive.

America,

Inc

first

ANNOUNCEMENT

AD

DO-IT-YOURSELF

ADVERTISING
with the complete materials on the opposite page, you
can make up an advertising announcement for a success
story series ... a new television film program — America's
first "Eastern"— from
£
£g

Any advertising man or woman can put the campaign together in
10 - 18 seconds. Just tear out the opposite page, and separate it
into four sections as perforated. Arrange the four sections which
are lettered Q
form

so that they make up the first page of the announcement. Turn these same sections over, and they will
a second page.

Advertisement
"MOST
IN

MEMORABLE

AMERICAN

CHARACTER

FICTION"
NOW
FOR TV
TV
the
melodrama
of the early EastTelevision's first "Eastern", Hawkeye and the Last of the Mohicans,
ern frontier days. It was filmed on location in authentic French-Indian
based on James Fenimore Cooper's
famed Leatherstocking Tales, is the war territory.
new action drama available to TV
Heralded by amusement critics as
sponsors. Hawkeye, called by The
having excellent "potential for all
Cambridge History of American Lit- ages," (Billboard, December 22,
erature, "the most memorable char- 1956), Hawkeye and the Last of the
acter American fiction has given to Mohicans presents a hero who is
known and loved by all ages, described
the world," faithfully recaptures for

by The Saturday
as "the
most
famous
character Review
the world
over,
in
American fiction." Because of the TV
series' attention to historical detail
and its adult scripting, it is critically
acclaimed as all-family fare, "not a
juvenile show, but a good show for
It stars John Hart as Hawkeye and
youngsters."
Lon
Chaney as his faithful Mohican
friend, Chingachgook, and is distributed by TP A (Television Programs
of America, Inc.), 488 Madison Avenue, New York City.
Advertisement
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Introducing television's
first "Eastern"
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
William Patten, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
account executive, west coast office, Betty

MISS O'HARA

MR. DUNHAM
O'Hara, head of
Hollywood office,
and Lawrence D.
Dunham, account
executive - merchandising manager, named vice
presidents for
firm's West Coast
offices.

E. Thomas McBreen, director of
MR. PATTEN
mechanical production, and L. H. Ingwensen, art director, both with J. Walter
Thompson, Chicago, elected vice presidents.
Val S. Bauman, general merchandising manager of National Tea Co., elected vice president in charge of national advertising and
merchandising.
Robert Willemin, chief patent attorney for
Whirlpool-Seeger Corp., elected secretary,
succeeding Edward C. Cudmore, who continues as controller and assistant treasurer.
William F. Vincombe, advertising manager,
C & C Super Corp., to Weiss & Geller,
N. Y., as account executive.
W. F. McMahon, assistant general sales
manager, Thomas J. Lipton (food products),
Hoboken, N. J., named general sales manager, succeeded by E. L. McMenamy, general field supervisor. O. J. Nickel, assistant
advertising director for Lipton, appointed
general advertising manager.
Henry Peterson, former vice president-general manager of Olin-Mathieson Chemical
Corp's Lentheric Div., which was sold last
year to Helene Curtis Industries, to Grey
Adv., N. Y., as business manager. Also new
at Grey: Catherine Z. Pitts, former executive
tv producer at William Esty Co., to tv
production staff.
R. Allan Gardner, assistant director of advertising, Monsanto Chemical Co., St. Louis,
to Young & Rubicam, N. Y., as account
executive.
Wesley J. Loveman, 46, vice president-art
director, Geyer Adv., N. Y., died Jan. 8 at
North Shore Hospital, Port Washington,
N. Y., after extended illness.
Broadcasting
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In Portland, Maine, Pulse area study Nov. 11-17
WCSH-TV LEADS 365 QUARTER HOURS TO 78
Yes, dependable Channel 6 improves
with age in full-time viewer acceptance.
Compare quarfer-hour leadership figures of June (ARB) and November (Pulse) 1956.
Monday thru Friday
7:00- 12 Noon
12 Noon - 6:00
Sunday thru Saturday
6:00- 11:00 p.m.
Saturday

June
Nov.
June
Nov.
June
Nov.
June
Nov.

10:45-6:00
9:30-6:00
Sunday
11:30-6:00
12:00 - 6:00

June
Nov.

WCSH-TV
67.5
85
85.5
110

32.5
15
34.5
76
10
Sta. "B"
34 (1 tie)

105
64
18
27

11
6 (1 tie)

16

0
8

24

WCSH-TV
PORTLAND,
MAINE

Affiliate
WEED

channel
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FILM
Goodson-Todman

Plans

Entry Into Film Field
GOODSON-TODMAN Productions, New
York, which has been exclusively in the live
television packaging field until recently, last
week announced plans for production of two
half-hour and one one-hour tv film series.
G-T's initial venture into the film field, centers around The Web, currently being produced in association with Screen Gems.
In line with the company's expansion into
tv film activity, Bill Todman, partner, left
New York for Hollywood last week for a
two-week stay to iron out production and
casting details on the one-hour Landmark
(dramatizations around historical landmarks,
such as Plymouth Rock) and the half-hour
Ethan Allen and Buckley (adventurers of a
sophisticated butler). Mr. Todman will confer with CBS-TV executives in Hollywood,
according to a G-T spokesman, since both
Ethan Allen and Landmark are planned as
co-production projects with the network.
Tv-Movie News Service Firm
Announced by Bruce Balaban

ONE

WILL

Just one station . . . WBNS

DOf

Radio . . . will

fatten your sales average in Columbus and
Central Ohio. WBNS delivers the most listeners .. . twice as many as the next biggest
station. The most and also the best. With
28 top Pulse-rated shows, WBNS puts push
behind your sales program. To sell Central
Ohio

CBS

FOR

. . . you've got to buy WBNS

CENTRAL

The number one Pulse station
covering 1,573,820 people with
2 Billion Dollars to spend.

•
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Falstaff Show in 71 Markets
FALSTAFF Brewing Corp., St. Louis, will
begin half-hour
sponsorship
month
MCA-TV'sin
new
film this
series,
Stateof Trooper,
71 markets within the advertiser's distribution area. Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, according to MCA-TV, managed to clear 91%
Class A time for the series despite "pre-emption of prime time by feature films and new
network blockbusters."
Marx to MGM Tv Production Post

OHIO

Ask John Blair

Page 54

Radio.

AS an outgrowth of the current high interest in feature films on television, Bruce Balaban, former tv film producer, last week announced the establishment of Tv-Movie
News Service to provide stations free of
charge with information and supplementary
program materials on feature films and their
stars. Mr. Balaban said he has "the closest
cooperation" on the project of the major
Hollywood studios.
Tv-Movie News Service will provide stations with background information on their
own feature films libraries (stills, production notes), short films on current releases
of major studios, records from current movies, information on feature films to be released each month so that stations can arrange for sale of spot time and for merchandising tie-ins.
Mr. Balaban has set up headquarters at
219 E. 44th St., New York, and will distribute his program materials through Modern Teleservice Inc. facilities in New York,
Chicago and Los Angeles.

radio
COLUMBUS, OHIO

SAMUEL MARX, former 20th CenturyFox Tv executive, last week was named to
the post of executive in charge of all tv
production at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. He
will report to Charles (Bud) Barry, vice
president in charge of tv operation for
MGM.
Broadcasting
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CBS
News

Foundation
and

Public

Fellowships
CBS Foundation Inc. announces the establishment at Columbia
University in New York of a group of one-year CBS Foundation
Fellowships, to begin in September 1957, for eligible persons
engaged in news and public affairs in the radio and television
field. The Fellows will have all University expenses paid and
in addition will receive a stipend designed to cover living and
other necessary costs during the fellowship year. Eight fellowships are offered for 1957-1958.
Purpose of the Fellowships
CBS Foundation Inc. has established the fellowships to offer a
year of study for men and women engaged in Radio-TV news and
public affairs who show promise of greater development and who
seem most likely to benefit from the study year provided.
The fellowships make it possible for a holder to pursue credit
or non-credit courses of his own choosing from the wide curriculum of Columbia University. The courses chosen should be those
which, in the opinion of the Fellow and with the advice of a University representative, can contribute most advantageously to a
broadening and strengthening of his background for continued
work in news and public affairs. The courses would not, therefore,
be limited to any general field; they might range across such varied
fields as diplomatic history, economics, modern languages, Far
Eastern affairs, political science, labor relations, nuclear science, etc.
In addition to the study program, CBS Foundation Fellows will
meet from time to time as a group to hear invited speakers on subjects related to the news and public affairs field and to discuss these
subjects with them; and they will be invited from time to time to
observe and discuss news and public affairs programs and techniques at CBS Radio and CBS Television studios in New York.
The Fellowship Year
While Fellows will be expected to meet the attendance standards
of the courses in which they enroll, no final examination or paper
or report will be required. The year is intended to be one in which
promising people can, through detachment from their routine
work, find both formal and informal opportunities to build up
their knowledge of particular subjects and, at the same time, increase their understanding of the potentialities of radio and television as media for news and public affairs programming.
The first year of the fellowships will be the academic year 19571958, starting in September 1957.
Address request for an application or other correspondence to:
William C. Ackerman
Executive Director, CBS Foundation Inc.
48; Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
Applications must be received not later than March 1, 1957.
The Selecting Committee will announce its selections about May
1, 1957-

for

Inc.
Affairs

1957-1958

Requirements for Applicants
1. Qualification in one of the following categories:
A. News and public affairs staff employes of (1) the CBS Radio
Network and its six owned stations; (2) the 197 U.S. stations
affiliated with CBS Radio, but not owned by it; (3) the CBS
Television Network and its five owned stations; (4) the 184
U.S. stations affiliated with CBS Television, but not owned
B. by
Regular
it. members of the staffs of non-commercial radio and
television stations licensed to colleges and universities who
are engaged for a substantial portion of their time in news
and public affairs programs.
C. Teachers of courses in radio and television news and public
affairs techniques at colleges and universities.
2. A statement by the applicant's employer promising the applicant his present job, or an equivalent job, at the end of the
fellowship year.
3. A statement covering the applicant's personal history; educational background; experience in news and public affairs; and
the studies the applicant desires to pursue and the relation of
these studies to work performed or contemplated.
The Selecting Committee (for 1957-1958)
On Behalf of the Public:
Lewis W. Douglas, former American Ambassador to Great Britain; former
Member of Congress and Director of the Budget; Chairman of the Board,
Mutual Life Insurance Company of New York.
Joseph E. Johnson, President, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace;
former Professor of History, Williams College; former officer of U. S. Department of State and adviser to U.S. delegations to the U.N.
Byron Price, former Executive News Editor, Associated Press; Assistant Secretary-General, United Nations; U.S. Director of Censorship, World War 11;
awarded special Pulitzer citation for creation and administration of press and
broadcasting wartime codes (1944 )■
On Behalf of Columbia University:
Dr. Jacques Barzun, Dean of the Graduate Faculties
Dr. John A. Krout, Vice President and Provost
On Behalf of CBS Foundation Inc.:
Sic Mickelson, Vice President in Charge of News and Public Affairs, CBS,
Inc., and a member of the Board of CBS Foundation Inc.
Edward R. Murrow, News and Public Affairs broadcaster
The Selecting Committee will consider, among other factors,
whether the stipend offered each applicant will be sufficient to
meet living and other necessary expenses to the applicant. In
cases where an applicant has above-average living expenses because
of the size of family or above-average travel and transportation
expenses because of the distance of his city or town from New York,
consideration will be given to the possibility of a special allowance.
All expenses at Columbia University (including tuition and special charges in connection with the fellowship program) will be
paid in full for each Fellow.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

FILM
N. Y. Film Producers Combine

ACQUISITION by Robert Lawrence Productions, New York, of Loucks & Norling
Studios, New York, industrial film producers, was announced last week by Robert
Lawrence, president of the firm bearing his
name. The Lawrence organization specializes
in the production of tv film commercials.
Mr. Lawrence said that the studios and
production staffs will remain separate, with
the consolidation only on the administrative
level. Loucks & Norling, he added, has produced more than 1,000 industrial motion
pictures over the past 30 years, and its 1956
clients included Bell Telephone, Reynolds
Aluminum Co., Revere Copper & Brass,
American Cyanamid and numerous government agencies.
Three New Offices for Schubert
ESTABLISHMENT of three regional offices
in Dallas, Chicago and San Francisco to
handle sales, distribution and promotion of
Tv Readers Digest, Topper, Mr. and Mrs.
North and other filmed programs, was announced last week by Bernard L. Schubert
Inc., New York.
The Dallas office, at 9842 Webb Chapel
Rd., will be headed by Ken Rowswell.
Named as manager of the offices in Chicago
(333 N. Michigan Ave.) and San Francisco
(75 Casa Way) were John Nilson and
Charles Morin.

FILM PEOPLE
Lester A. Weinrott, executive vice president
in charge of sales at Kling Film Productions,
Chicago, resigns effective Feb. 1. He plans
to enter advertising agency field.
James E. Anderson, director of tv, Atlas
Film Corp., N. Y.,
to Hal Roach Studios, same city, as
midwest operations
director for its

Weldon & Carr Changes Name,
Alberts Joins as Associate
WELDON & CARR, Washington consulting
engineer firm, has changed its name to L. H.
Carr & Assoc. and added William S. Alberts
as an associate member, according to Lester
H. Carr. Mr. Al^^^^
^■pPBk
*
1^

commercial division.
Max Landow appointed head of
Filmack Studios' tv
production
ment in New departYork.
MR. ANDERSON

Irving Kleinfeld,
formerly with editing and servicing departments, Sterling Tv Corp., N. Y., to TransLux Tv Corp., same city, as sales service
manager.
John B. O'Connor, audio-visual project supervisor, advertising & sales promotion department, General Electric Co., appointed
national sales representative, Tele-Sessions
Inc., affiliate of Theatre Network Tv Inc.

berts formerly was
director of general
Crosley Broadcastengineering for
ing Corp. He is a
graduate of Ohio
State U. and had
been with Crosley
for 22 years.
Mr. Carr said
that James O.

Weldon had withdrawn from the
firm because of increased activity at Continental Electronics
Manufacturing Co., Dallas, of which he is
president and joint owner with Mr. Carr.
Continental is engaged in the manufacture
of superpower transmitters for communications, broadcasting and radar use.
MR. ALBERTS

Bellamy, Wiegers Form PR Firm
RICHARD K. BELLAMY, formerly with
Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, has joined
Joseph P. Wiegers, head of his own public
relations firm, to form a new public relations
organization, the Wiegers-Bellamy Co., located at 24 W. 40th St., New York City.
Mr. Bellamy was with K&E from 1954
until the end of last year as associate director
of the promotion department. Mr. Wiegers
was with Macy Westchester papers, New
York World Telegram and MacFadden
Publications before he formed his own company.
Natl. Radio Reps Suspends
NATIONAL Radio Representatives, Div.
of NRR Inc., Glen Falls, N. Y., has shut
its doors after ten years of operation. Service to more than 400 radio station clients
stopped as of Dec. 31, 1956, Frank A.
Sause, general manager and co-owner of
the firm announced. The organization
specialized in regional sales campaigns
throughout the country.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES PEOPLE
Richard Borwick, Merle Colby and Robert
S. Cramer became partners, Jan. 1, in Newmyer Associates, Washington, D. C, legal
firm.
A. Quentin Orza Jr., executive staff of Look
magazine, appointed head of creative department. Career Blazers (personnel agency),
N. Y.
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Gabe Sumner, formerly with publicity department of Paramount Pictures Corp.,
N. Y., has formed Gabe Sumner Assoc.,
publicity and public relations firm specializing in radio-tv and industrial accounts. Address: 200 W. 57th St., New York. Telephone: Circle 5-7922.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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From 7 a. m. to 5 p. m. Clear Channel 3 has 190
quarter-hour "firsts" out of a possible 200. In
Share of Audience, KCRA -TV has more than twice
that of the second station:

KCRA-TV

ToSign-on
Noon
60.0%

Station "B" 37.7%
Station "C"
1 .3%
Station "D"
(On Air at 2 p.m.)

Call
The

5Noonp. m.
67.2%
18.0%
3.1 %

Avg. Daytime
Share
Audience
27.9%
63.6%
2.8%

13.9%

Petry
Highest

for

1

13.9%

more

Rated

NBC

KCRA-TV has 21.3% more audience than
the second station in the big Sacramento
TV Market from Sign-on to Signoff, Sunday through Saturday:
Total Share
of Audience
KCRA-TV
43.8%
Station "B"
36.1 %
Station "C"
12.9%
Station "D"
9.2%

information
Station

* A 11 figures from Sacramento Television Audience.
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GOVERNMENT
RADIO-TV
AS

85TH

STILL

HIGH

CONGRESS

TWO bills of interest to or affecting broadcasters and the FCC were part of a fourbill package introduced last week by Chairman Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.) of the House
Antitrust Subcommittee, which held hearings in the last Congress in a hunt for alleged
monopoly among networks.
HR 2142, called by Rep. Celler the
"Primacy of Free Enterprise Bill," would
amend the Sherman Antitrust Act by inserting a "declaration of policy" aimed
chiefly against government regulatory agencies, which, Rep. Celler says, have made
ruling and decisions which have "unduly
expanded exemptions from the antitrust
law." The courts, he said, have "withheld
their powers in these cases out of deference
to superior technical experience, commonly
referred to as 'expertise,' of the regulatory
agencies."
The bill, identical to HR 9762 introduced
by Rep. Celler in the 84th Congress, held
new significance to broadcasters because of
the subcommittee's hearings through last
year up into September and testimony regarding the respective jurisdictions and roles
of the FCC and the Justice Dept. in enforcing the antitrust laws, and especially since
the Antitrust Division has brought an antitrust suit against RCA-NBC for a transaction
approved earlier by the FCC.
The question of whether an FCC decision
might preclude subsequent action unfavorable to the decision by the Justice Dept.'s
Antitrust Division was brought up at hearings last year by both the House Antitrust
Subcommittee and the Senate Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee, with both
the FCC and the Antitrust Division testifying on the subject.
Rep. Celler's second bill, HR 2141, would
exempt from income taxes all amounts recovered, in excess of damages sustained,
from suits arising under the Clayton Act,
including pending suits. This means a private
litigant, who is entitled to treble damages
when injured in business or property by a
person or firm in violation of the antitrust
laws, would not have to pay income taxes
on two-thirds of the amount recovered.
Among pending suits to which this bill
would apply, if enacted, is the suit by the
Songwriters of America, a group of 33 members of ASCAP who in November 1953
asked $150 million damages and disposal of
broadcast-owned stock in Broadcast Music
Inc., charging broadcasters with entering
into a conspiracy to keep all but BMI music
off the air [B»T, Nov. 16, 1953].
Rep. Celler's "Primacy of Free Enterprise
Bill" declared that it is the U. S. policy that
all government officials and agencies shall
discharge their statutory responsibilities in
a manner to give maximum effect to the
policy of free private enterprise embodied
in the antitrust laws.
No agency authorized to approve arrangements involving exemption from antitrust
laws shall approve such an exemption unless
the agency finds it impracticable to discharge
Page 58
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its statutory responsibilities in a manner consistent with the antitrust laws, the bill states.
Where Congress has authorized an agency
to "restrict entry into an industry," the
agency shall use its authority in a way to
give maximum effect to antitrust law objectives, it continues. The declaration concludes:
"Unless any provision of law expressly
provides otherwise, no proceeding instituted
by the United States in the courts of the
United States charging violation of the antitrust laws shall be barred or stayed for the
reason that any official, agency, board, or
commission has jurisdiction or is exercising
jurisdication over some or all of the activities
included in the alleged antitrust violation."
Justice Dept. Antitrust heads have testified both before the Celler subcommittee
and the Senate Commerce Committee that
the department is restricted to some extent in
enforcing the antitrust laws by the FCC's
decisions [B»T, Sept. 24, March 5, 1956].
RCA-NBC has answered the Justice
Dept.'s civil antitrust suit on the Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.-NBC ClevelandPhiladelphia radio-tv stations swap by saying that RCA-NBC should not be prosecuted because the transaction was approved
by the FCC [B*T, Dec. 10, 1956].
The FCC, in a letter to the Senate Commerce Committee revealed last week (see
story page 68), said the Commission takes
the stand that its grants in the broadcast
field do not insulate such transactions "from
further challenge by the (Justice) Department under the antitrust laws," although
FCC admits certain "rulemaking powers"
authorizing certain activities "might make
the successful prosecution of such an action
more difficult."
Seeks A Guide
In discussing the bill, Rep. Celler said
its purpose "is to establish a guide for administrative agencies, regulatory bodies and
the courts in the exercise of their powers
over business and arrangements involving
exemptions from the antitrust laws. It
creates a presumption in favor of free enterprise which will assure that our antitrust
policy favoring competition is not subordinated unless this is found necessary to attain other objectives established by Congress. The bill makes it clear that Congress,
in authorizing administrative bodies to regulate business and industry, intended such
regulation to supplement and not to supersede our system of free competitive enter"Rulings by administrative bodies and
prise.
judicial decisions have unduly expanded
authorized exemptions from the antitrust
laws," he added.
Rep. Celler said courts have declined to
give relief against "allegedly unlawful restraints of trade" under the doctrine of
"primary jurisdiction," where agencies have
been given authority to approve "some or

all of the activities challenged as illegal,"
with the result that the Attorney General
"has been ousted from his prescribed duty
to enforce the antitrust laws." In regulated
industries, he said, business firms involved
in activities illegal under antitrust laws have
been given "a greater immunity than intended by Congress."
Bills Affecting Broadcasters
Re-Introduced During Week
BILLS and resolutions which affect broadcasters, and which have been introduced in
the 84th or previous Congresses, were reintroduced last week among the thousands
of bills which hit the legislative hopper as the
new 85th Congress went into gear.
Below, in capsule form, are bills of broadcast interest:
HR 265, Rep. Kenneth Keating (R-N. Y.)
— Prohibit broadcasts of gambling or lottery
information. Identical to House and Senate
bills introduced in 84th Congress.
HR 284, Rep. Kenneth Keating (R-N. Y.)
— Prohibit simultaneous broadcasting of
horse racing on a regular basis, allowing
broadcasts of such races only as special
events, but allow broadcasts of one race per
day on a delayed basis. Similar to House
and Senate bills introduced in 84th Congress.
HR 369,— HR
370, Rep.
P. O'Hara
(R-Minn.)
Amend
the Joseph
Daylight
Saving
Time Act to prohibit the use of any but
Standard Time throughout all time zones
and to make Standard Time the measure of
time for business in interstate and foreign
commerce. Identical to his HR 6721 and
HR 5341 respectively, 84th Congress.
HR 586, Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.)
— Prohibit charging of a fee to view telecasts in the home (pay tv). Identical to his
HR 6899, 84th Congress.
HR 1913, Rep. E. Y. Berry (R-S. D.)—
Require the FCC to license tv booster facilities and vhf tv translators. Identical to
his HR 10,944, 84th Congress.
HR 2013, Rep. Carroll D. Kearns (R-Pa.)
— Reduce the federal excise tax from 10%
to 5% on tv sets capable of receiving 50 or
more uhf channels. Identical to his HR 10,424, 84th Congress.
HR 2225, Rep. Don Magnuson (D-Wash.)
— Identical to HR 1913 above and to Rep.
Magnuson's HR 10,944, 84th Congress.
HR 2242, Rep. Tom Steed (D-Okla.)—
Authorize auxiliary network of "ham" radio
operations for military radio operations.
Identical to his HR 11,278, 84th Congress.
H Res 22 and 84, Rep. Emanuel Celler
(D-N. Y.) — Authorize House Judiciary Committee to conduct investigations and studies
for 1957 and provide $200,000 for that purpose. (House Antitrust Subcommittee spent
about $50,000 in its probes last year, including hearings on alleged monopoly among tv
networks.)
H Res 26, Rep. Isidore Dollinger (DN. Y.) — Authorize House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee to conduct "full
and complete investigation and study" of
"false, fraudulent, misleading and deceptive
advertising" on radio-tv. Similar to his H
Broadcasting • Telecasting

NEW NAME — From KSWM-TV
January 1, .1957.

to KODE-TV, effective

NEW MAN AGE ME NT— Now affiliated with The Friendly Group,
headed by Jack N. Berkman and John J. Laux of Steubenville, Ohio.
New Vice President and General Manager is Harry Burke, former
Vice President and General Manager of KFAB, Omaha, Nebraska.
HIGHER TOWER — 710 ft. above average terrain —
22% higher than any other station in KODE's 4-state coverage area.
HIGHER POWER - 316,000 watts of designed power - 71,000
watts more than any other station in this growing 4-state market.
166,705income.
TV homes — out of range of "big-city" television.
%Covering
billion dollar

HARRY

BURKE

yovCll have more luck ivith
KODE-TV

JOPLIN, MO.
FORMERLY KSWM-TV

CBS-ABC

Harry Burke, Vice President and General Manager
A member of HWjjSftH The Friendly Group
WSTV-TV & AM, Steubenville, Ohio • WBMS, Boston, Mass. • KODE-TV & AM, Joplin, Mo. • WPIT, Pittsburgh, Penna,
Rod Gibson, National Sales Manager • 720 Fifth Avenue, New York • JUdson 6-5536
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Res 127, 84th Congress [B»T, Feb. 7, 1955].
Rep. Dollinger said last week he introduced
proposal in 1955 because of wide publicity
given to such practices at that time and
that he re-introduced the resolution this time
in hopes the committee can determine the
current status of fraudulent radio-tv advertising.
H Res 31 and 32, Rep. Martha W. Griffiths (D-Mich.) — Lift ban in House on radiotv access to House chamber proceedings and
House committee hearings, respectively.
Identical to her H Res 449 and 450, 84th
Congress.
S 167, Sen. Russell B. Long (D-La.)—
Authorize a $7 excise tax credit on tv sets
which receive all uhf channels. Identical to
his S 1898, 84th Congress.
S 376, Sen. John W. Bricker (R-Ohio)—
Provide for FCC regulation of radio and tv
networks. Identical to his S 825, 84th Congress.
S 426, Sen. Thomas C. Hennings Jr. (DMo.) — Revise upward the legal limit of
money political candidates may spend in
election campaigns. Identical to his S 636,
84th Congress.
S Res 26, Sen. John O. Pastore (D-R. I.)
for Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.) —

Authorize Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee to conduct investigations,
including the continuance of its probe of
tv networks and uhf-vhf allocation problems,
with funds of $250,000.
Investigation of Boxing
Proposed by Rep. Lane
A PROPOSAL that the House Judiciary
Committee investigate boxing to determine
if the sport has been taken over by persons
in the illegal narcotics trade and racketeering was made last week by Rep. Thomas
J. Lane (D-Mass.).
Rep. Lane's resolution (H Res 45) asked
that the committee determine, among other
things, "whether or not the people of the
United States are being denied the viewing
of boxing matches on television by unreasonable restraint." The resolution must
clear the House Rules Committee.
Measures Proposes Ending
Hotel Music Royalty Fees
THE reception of radio and tv programs
and the playing of phonograph records in
hotels would not be considered "performance for profit" under the provisions of a

February
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bill (HR 673) introduced last week by Rep.
Robert Hale (D-Me.). This would exempt
such performances from royalty fees.
Rep. Hale's staff said he had received
complaints from rural resort hotels in his
state that they are undergoing hardships
by the requirement that they pay royalties
for such broadcasts and performances.
Sen. Hennings Would Amend
Law Enacted in Year 1789
FEDERAL executive departments which
want to keep information from the public
by leaning on a law originally enacted in
1789 will have to get another leg to stand
on
way.if Sen. Thomas C. Hennings Jr. (D-Mo.)
and Rep. John E. Moss (D-Calif.) have their
Both announced last week that they are
introducing bills to amend Title 5, United
States Code, Sec. 22, which gives authority
to the head of each federal executive department to prescribe rules for the "custody,
use and preservation" of official records.
They also intend to introduce bills to revise
Title 5, U. S. Code, Sec. 1002, the public
information section of the Administrative
Procedure Act, which, Rep. Moss says
"many federal agencies have claimed as

13th at the Waldorf-Astoria
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to restrict information." The
added authority
American
Bar Assn. has been preparing such
an amendment, it was understood.
Sen. Hennings is chairman of the Senate
Constitutional Rights Subcommittee and
Rep. Moss heads the Public Information
Subcommittee of the House Government
Operations Committee.
Sen. Hennings said executive departments
have cited the 1789 law in keeping secret information "to which we believe the people
are entitled." The law would be amended to
read: ''This section does not authorize withholding information from the public or
limiting the availability of records to the
public." Thus, he said, executive heads would
have to seek other statutory warrant or presidential directives of "indisputable constitutionality" tocontinue withholding information, if the bills are enacted.
Rep. Moss said Reps. Dante B. Fascell
(D-Fla.) and Clare Hoffman (R-Mich.), the
two other subcommittee members, and Rep.
William L. Dawson (D-Ill.), parent committee chairman, will offer similar bills.
SENATE

COMMITTEE

MADE
ASSIGNMENTS
• Two new to Magnuson group
• Mrs. Hobby likely addition
FOUR shifts were made in the membership
of the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee last week as the Senate
gave senators their committee assignments.
Freshman Sen.
Frank J. Lausche,
(D-Ohio), former
governor, was appointed tofill a vacancy created
when Sen. Sam J.
Ervin Jr. (D-N.
C.) gave up his
membership for a
berth on the Senate Judiciary Committee.
SEN. LAUSCHE
Sen. Norris Cotton (R-N. H.) was
appointed to fill the GOP vacancy created by
the defeat of Sen. James H. Duff (R-Pa.).
Sen. Strom Thurmond (D-S. C), a former
member of the committee, returned to fill
the vacancy created by Sen. Thomas A.
Wofford (D-S. C). Sen. Thurmond was
elected Nov. 2, 1954, on a write-in vote to
fill an unexpired term ending Jan. 3, 1961.
He resigned last year to seek the seat as a
regular candidate in the 1956 elections. Sen.
Wofford was appointed to fill the vacancy
and did not seek the seat in 1956.
Sen. Lausche has served five two-year
terms as Ohio governor (1945-46 and 194956), was mayor of Cleveland for two terms
(1941-44) and served in the thirties as a
municipal court judge and common pleas
court judge. He served as chairman of the
Governors Conference. Popular with both
Democrats and Republicans in Ohio, he is
considered a conservative and there was
talk up to Jan. 3 that he might vote with
Republicans to organize the Senate.
Sen. Cotton was elected to the Senate in
Broadcasting
Telecasting

Pat

in

delivers

person...

Not by mail. Pat Lattanzi never mails answers
to questions. He takes them around himself—
right away. Availabilities; market

informa-

tion; local tie-in ideas— never by mail, always
in person. Why?

Simply because Pat really

wants to be of help. He's bought time himself
and he knows how important good service can
be. Plus ideas. Ideas supported by all the information regarding Burke-Stuart

station rates

and coverage; information that is absolutely
accurate with never a misleading or exaggerated claim. No

wonder

Pat Lattanzi is a

candid camera fan. His hobby is making trueto-life pictures, pictures that clearly reflect
human interest. Maybe that's one of the reasons
why Pat is never at a loss for ideas— thoughts
that are honest, human, and helpful. Why not
put your questions to Pat? You

can be sure

he'll try his best for the answers that will help.
Our phone is PL 1-4646. If Pat is away from
his desk at the moment, ask for our President,
Ted Oberfelder. He'll be glad to pinch-hit.

BURKE-STUART

CO

., INC.

Radio and ^leleiudion Station Repnedentatiu&i
60 East 56 Street, New York 22, New York
Chicago • Detroit • Los Angeles • San Francisco
Representing , among others: W CFL, Chicago, Illinois, WAKR

&

VAKR-TV, Akron, Ohio, W IVY, Jacksonville, Florida. WINS, N.Y.
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No date had been set last week for the
committee's first meeting.
Others, all members in the 84th Congress:
Democrats: Sens. John O. Pastore (R. I.),
chairman of the Communications Subcommittee, and A. S. Mike Monroney (Okla.),
George A. Smathers (Fla.), Price Daniel
(Tex.) and Alan Bible (Nev.).
Republicans: Sens. Andrew F. Schoeppel
(Kan.), John M. Butler (Md.), Charles E.
Potter (Mich.), William A. Purtell (Conn.)
and Frederick G. Payne (Me.).
An additional Democratic vacancy will
be created on the committee tomorrow
(Tuesday) upon the resignation of Sen.
Daniel to become governor of Texas. He
won the office in the 1956 elections.

1954 to complete the unexpired term ending
Jan. 3, 1957, of the late Sen. Charles W.
Tobey (R-N. H.), who was head of the Senate Commerce Committee, upon his death in
July 1953. Sen. Cotton was re-elected last
November. Before entering the Senate, he

SEN. THURMOND

It has been understood present Gov. Allan Shivers, before leaving office, will make
an appointment to fill the vacant Senate seat
until an election sometime in the spring. It
also was understood Mrs. Oveta Culp Hobby, broadcaster-publisher with her husband
W. P. Hobby (Houston Post-KPRC-AMFM-TV Houston), was slated to be the
Shivers appointee. She was wartime commander of the Women's Army Corps (WAC)
and was the first Secretary of Health, Education & Welfare. It is uncertain whether
she would be appointed to the Senate Commerce Committee vacancy.

SEN. COTTON

served four terms in the House (1947-54)
and earlier was a member of the New
Hampshire House of Representatives where
he served one term as majority leader and
one as speaker. He also has served as secretary to a U. S. senator, prosecuting attorney, municipal court justice and clerk of
the state senate.
Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (D.-Wash.) remained as chairman and Sen. John W.
Bricker (R-Ohio), chairman in the 83d Congress, as ranking Republican.
SCHARFELD

PLOTS

WAY

OUT

A WAY OUT of what broadcasters consider to be the lamentable Sec. 315 muddle— at least as it concerns presidential
elections — was suggested last week by
Arthur W. Scharfeld, a partner in the
Washington communications law firm of
Scharfeld & Baron.
Mr. Scharfeld's suggestion was a paragon of simplicity when compared to the
numerous other measures which have
been offered in Congress to alleviate the
rigidity imposed by the "equal political
time" requirements of Sec. 315.
Why not, Mr. Scharfeld wrote the
Special House Campaign Expenditures
Committee, amend the present Sec. 315
(a) of the Communications Act to define
a "legally qualified candidate" as one
subject to the direct vote of the electorate?
"This would, of course, exclude presidential elections from the direct impact
of Sec. 315 (a) since the President is
selected by the electoral college rather
than by the direct vote of the electorate,"
Mr. Scharfeld said. He continued:
"While presidential campaigns are undoubtedly the most important single campaign of all, they constitute the greatest
problem under Sec. 315 (a) of the Communications Act because of the so-called
fringe or splinter-party candidates. Direct
application of Sec. 315 (a) leads to the
absurd result of requiring broadcast time
for every minor, self-appointed or even
lunatic fringe candidate with the resulting
restriction on the time made available to
the major candidates."
To exclude presidential campaigns from
Sec. 315 would not relieve broadcasters
Page 62
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of their responsibility to provide a fair
and balanced presentation of controversial issues, Mr. Scharfeld declared. As
such issues are presented during presidential campaigns, nominees for President
could call on stations for use of their
facilities, with stations determining to
whom they would have to give time under
the public interest mandate of the Communications Act. Stations would follow
the policy established by the FCC through
decisions and "policy-making investigation and report." This would give ample
assurance of full discussion of public
issues in presidential campaigns, Mr.
Scharfeld said.
The Washington attorney even felt Sec.
315 (a) could be "administratively and
judicially interpreted to exclude presidential 'candidates'," but thought it seems
"expedient" at present to accomplish the
result by amending the law.
It was Mr. Scharfeld's opinion that
there is no expression on record of congressional intentions regarding applicability of Sec. 315 (a), or its prototype,
Sec. 18 of the Radio Act of 1927.
He felt that although it could be maintained Congress was aware from the
beginning that party nominees are not
actually "candidates" and that Sec. 315
applies only to candidates elected by direct
vote, it is "unlikely" that the FCC or the
courts would interpret it that way at
"this late date" because such an interpretation apparently has not been urged
since the Communications Act was
adopted in 1934.

Rep. Harris Named New Chairman
Of House Commerce Committee
DEMOCRATIC members of the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee
were appointed last week, but Republican
appointments were not made.
As expected, Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.)
succeeded the late
Rep. J. Percy Priest
(D.-Tenn.) as
chairman. Whether Rep. Harris also
will retain his
chairmanship of
the group's Transportation & Comcommitteemunications
was notSubannounced. He
headed the subcommittee in the
REP. HARRIS
84th Congress and
is known as a congressional expert on broadcast legislation.
The committee's next-ranking Democrat,
Rep. John Bell Williams (Miss.), who
sesthe subcommittee's
at some ofmatters
presided
sions on broadcast
in the 84th Congress as next-ranking Democrat on that
unit, would be the most likely choice to head
the subcommittee in the event Rep. Harris
does not take the post.
Six additional Democrats were appointed
to the full committee, bringing the Democratic membership to 18 with the 12 holdovers who served in the 84th Congress, an
increase of one over the 17 Democrats who
served in 1955-56. GOP will name 15.
The new Democratic committee members
are George M. Rhodes (Pa.), John Jarman
(Okla.), Leo W. O'Brien (N. Y.), John E.
Moss Jr. (Calif.), John D. Dingell (Mich.)
and J. Carlton Loser (Tenn.). Rep. Loser
filled the 5th District seat vacated by the
death of broadcast
Rep. Priest.
Rep. [B»T,
O'Brien
radio-tv
interests
Jan. holds
7].
The Democratic holdovers: Reps. Harris,
Williams, Peter F. Mack Jr. (111.), Kenneth
A. Roberts (Ala.), Morgan M. Moulder
(Mo.), Harley O. Staggers (W. Va.), Isidore Dollinger (N. Y.), Walter Rogers
(Tex.), Martin Dies (Tex.), Samuel N.
Friedel (Md.), John J. Flynt (Ga.) and
Torbert H. MacDonald (Mass.).
FCC Names Miller Conelrad Head;
Sloane Succeeds as Bartley Aid
THE FCC last week announced the appointment of Kenneth W. Miller, engineering
assistant to Comr. Robert T. Bartley, as
U. S. supervisor of Conelrad, effective Feb.
15. He will succeed Ralph J. Renton, whose
promotion to FCC assistant chief engineer
was announced last November [B«T, Dec.
3, 1957].
Mr. Miller will be succeeded on Comr.
Bartley's staff by Horace E. Sloane, assistant
chief in charge of engineering for the Office
of Opinions and Reviews.
Both Mr. Miller and Mr. Sloane joined
the FCC in 1940. Mr. Miller took time out
for
war service and rejoined the Commission
in 1946.
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FTC,
GETS

AFTER
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SET

MONITORING,

FOR

REAL

THING

• Staff of 125 investigators will comb U. S. commercials
• Object: To spot fraud, crack down on misleading ads
THE Federal Trade Commission has completed amonth of "trial and error" monitoring of radio and tv commercials in three
geographical regions. It now is working out
instructions for its

THE

EYES

HAVE

IT!

Here are the results of another election with fourteen counties reporting.
WREX-TV wins with a tremendous
plurality. Here is the vote.
1 4-COUNTY PULSE SURVEY
SEPTEMBER, 1956
All 53 of the top 53
Programs are on WREX-TV
63 of the top 65
Programs are on WREX-TV
•
COMPARATIVE
QUARTER HOUR
RATINGS
100%Quarter Hours or
WREX-TV-440
STATION B—0 Quarter Hours or 0%
Serving over a Quarter
Million T-V Sets
•
WREX-TV Dominates all Quarter
Hour Periods Sunday thru Saturday
8:00 A.M. — Midnight
This unanimously re-elects WREX-TV as the
No. 1 TV buy in a billion-dollar market.
Get on a bandwagon full of sales ... in the
next-to-the-biggest Illinois market.

WR6**TV
ckonnfil
(tOCKFOHD,
ILLINOIS
CBS-ABC AFFILIATIONS
telecasting in color
REPRESENTED BY
H-R TELEVISION, INC,
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125 attorney-investigators ineight regional offices in
preparation for the
"imminent" inauguration of the monitoring system on a
nationwide basis.
T. Harold Scott,
who heads the FTC
monitoring unit as
legal adviser and
SCOTT
assistant for radiotv advertising to
the chief project attorney, Sherman Hill, declined to reveal the three FTC regional offices where the trial monitoring setup has
been in operation a month. But he indicated
results have been so satisfactory that it
"soon" will be put into operation in all eight
regional offices.
Concurrently with the FTC's revelation
last week that it has had the trial system in
operation, Harry Babcock, director of the
agency's Bureau of Investigation, served
notice that the Commission is not going off
half-cocked.
"The principal monitoring will be done
by Mr.
the Scott
public,"
explained.
saidhethat
during the trial period
most of the stations which have been monitored are those that have carried commercials which were the subject of complaints
from listeners and viewers. This is the policy
the FTC intends to follow when monitoring
goes into full nationwide operation, he emphasized.
Complaints to the FTC about false, misleading and deceptive radio-tv commercials
have increased "very substantially" since
creation of the commission's new monitoring plan has been publicized, Mr. Scott said.
The radio-tv unit was set up in the FTC last
October [B»T, Oct. 15, 1956] after criticism
of deceptive radio-tv advertising arose last
year on Capitol Hill and among other highplaced government officials.
The matter came up at one point last year
during the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee's hearings on uhf-vhf allocations problems, when several senators
criticized radio-tv commercials [B«T, Feb.
27, 1956]. Sen. Warren G. Magnuson CDWash.), chairman of the committee, was
instrumental in restoring a $100,000 cut
from the FTC fiscal 1957 budget in his capacity aschairman of a Senate appropriations
subcommittee with jurisdiction over funds
for independent federal agencies and commissions. The latter group restored the

$100,000 and it was approved by the House
and Senate with the understanding that the
FTCadvertising.
would increase its monitoring of radiotv
Mr. Scott, in describing last week the
FTC monitoring plan soon to be put into
operation, declined to reveal the number of
stations or cities where the FTC has carried
out its monitoring. He also refused to elaborate on the total number of commercials
which have been monitored and the total
number of complaints the FTC has received.
How FTC Will Monitor
The monitoring system works like this:
Mr. Scott, as head of the monitoring unit,
assigns each of the FTC's regional offices a
specified number (undisclosed) of listener or
viewer monitoring hours monthly. The attorney in charge of each regional office
makes individual assignments to attorneyinvestigators on his staff. There are a total
of 125 attorney-investigators in regional offices available for this work in addition to
their other duties.
These attorney-investigators, in the course
of their visits to cities in the respective region on investigative business, put in time,
not otherwise taken up, in monitoring local
radio and tv stations that have carried
commercials about which complaints have
been made. Normally, an attorney-investigator will not make a special trip to a city
for the sole purpose of monitoring there
unless there has been an excess of complaints about the commercials of one or
more stations in that city, according to Mr.
Scott, who added that in such cases "time is
of The
the essence."
attorney-investigator not only checks
the allegedly offensive commercial, but also
other commercials on the same station.
He records the commercial both in the
case of a radio and a tv station. He then
records his own lead-in to the commercial,
identifying the station, time and other pertinent information. He forwards the recorded evidence to Mr. Scott's office in
Washington, together with a written report.
In the case of the video portion of each
tv commercial, he writes his impression of
whether he feels visual deception has been |
used,tivedescribing
technique. the allegedly visual decepMr. Scott noted that the FTC feels the
audio portions of some tv commercials are j
perfectly proper, but in the video portion
deceptive advertisers employ visual techniques that are questionable. As an example,
he cited the unfavorable comparison of other
products with the advertised product through
appearance, demonstrations of performance
or use and other techniques. Thus, he in- I
dicated, while the script for a tv commer- I
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Latest

speed

Bell

System

accurate

New Bell System control unit permits network
switches to be set up and double-checked in advance.

control

network

switching

Network switches can be set up in
advance and double-checked, thanks
to new Bell System control units.
Ten or 15 minutes before actual
switching time, buttons representing
incoming and outgoing circuits are
punched on the control panel. Then,
at the appointed split second, one
master button is pushed and all
switches are performed at once.
The first new operating center
utilizing the control unit began operBELL

TELEPHONE

units

ation in Chicago during the summer
of 1956, followed by similar installations inLos Angeles and New York.
In the near future, operating centers
will be addecl in Des Moines, Dallas
and Washington, D. C.
This, development, which makes
switching faster and more accurate,
is another example of how the Bell
System is constantly finding new and
better ways to serve the broadcasting
industry.

SYSTEM

Providing intercity channels for network radio and television throughout the nation
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rial may be harmless the visual part is deceptive or misleading.
Reports on all commercials recorded,
whether the regional office considers them
questionable or not, are forwarded to the
radio-tv unit in Washington. Here they are
re-examined and those felt "worthy" are
transcribed and assigned to a project attorfor "preliminary
consideration."
Thea
FTC neyhas
not yet issued
a complaint as
result of its new monitoring setup.
In the unit headquarters, these studies of
reports are assigned to one of Mr. Scott's
staff of four attorneys, who are the FTC's
experts in spotting deceptive or misleading
advertising claims, or to one of the 12 other
attorneys who work in antideceptive practices under the chief project attorney, Mr.
Hill. After these studies, the FTC issues
complaints against those advertisers it believes are engaging in fraudulent and misleading advertising on radio-tv.
Mr. Scott feels that this system also will
cover network commercials, since the attorney-investigator ithe
n field will be monitoring any and all commercials on affiliate
stations, including those on network programs. This will provide evidence that a
given network commercial is being "disseminated" tovarious parts of the country,
Mr. Scott said.
Discussing some of the reports turned in
from regional offices during the month trial
period, Mr. Scott said one attorney-investigator reported on 14 radio or tv commercials, of which five were "of interest" to the
FTC. Of another report on 12 commercials
three were "of interest" and a third report
on 10 commercials turned up six "of interest" to the FTC, he said.
This does not mean the commercials "of
interest" will result in FTC complaints. The
complaints the FTC considers most significant, Mr. Scott says, are those which come
from a listener or viewer who has bought

Carolyn
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the product advertised and had an "adverse
experience"
it. has a regional office
Although with
the FTC
in Washington, Mr. Scott and Charles J.
Connolly, senior project attorney in the radio-tv monitoring unit, have done all the
monitoring in the District of Columbia because of their interest in the new program.
Their monitoring has been confined to local
Washington stations, he said.
Meanwhile, the monitoring unit continues
to examine two full days' scripts of commercials furnished each year at FTC request
by every commercial radio and tv station
in the country. Dates are staggered for the
scripts from each station and are requested
for a date specified in advance by the FTC.
Mr. Scott said the radio-tv monitoring
unit will be expanded, although he did not
reveal how much, with new attorneys taking over the script-reading tasks from the
present crew, which then will give more time
to examining the radio-tv monitoring reports
from regional offices. This four-man group
also examines magazine, newspaper and
other advertising.
The FTC's regional office locations, and
the territories they cover are:
Chicago: Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin,
Minnesota, extreme eastern part of Iowa and
Telecasting
Broadcasting

Chicago, Chicago,
that High-Flyin' TownNumber One
Air Travel Center
in the Worldl

. . . AND
CAPITAL
SELLS

TICKETS

WITH
WMAQ's
In July 1955, Capital called on Henry Cooke to
tell Chicago about its new Chicago-Washington
Viscount non-stop passenger service. By October
of this year, Capital had tripled its service and
had increased its share of the greatly-expanded
Chicago-Washington market from 17% to a walloping 60%!
That's the kind of result Henry Cooke delivers.
WMAQ favorite since 1940, and "Communicator"
on "Chicago Calling" (Monday-Friday, 6:00-8:45
am) since 1953, Henry brings his audience onthe-scene news reports, music, sports round-ups,
and vital service features. And all the while he

AIRLINES
IN

CHICAGO

HENRY

COOKE
sells! In addition to Capital Airlines, he sells for
such sponsors as: Clark Super 100 Gasoline; Consolidated Royal Chemical Corp.; Coty, Inc.; R. R.
Donnelly & Sons Co.; Ford Motor Co.; General
Foods Corp.; Parker Brothers, Inc.; The Quaker
Oats Co.; R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.; Shulton,
Inc., and Standard Brands, Inc. ... to upwards of
275,000 listeners for as little as 22^-per-thousand!
To get your sales off the ground in Chicago, ask
NBC Spot Sales about Henry Cooke. In New
York, a call to your NBC Spot Sales representative brings you an immediate Radio-Phonic Spot
Buying audition by telephone.

Radio leadership station in Chicago
WMAQ

SOLD BY IN SCI SPOT SALES

GOVERNMENT
all of Michigan but the Detroit-Flint area;
Cleveland: Ohio, West Virginia, Kentucky,
western half of Pennsylvania, extreme western part of New York state, Detroit-Flint
area of Michigan; Kansas City: Missouri,
most of Iowa, northwestern half of Arkansas, South Dakota, Nebraska, eastern half
of Wyoming, Kansas, Oklahoma, Colorado,
New Mexico and about a fourth of Texas
in the north including the Panhandle.
New Orleans: the rest of Texas, Louisiana, southeastern half of Arkansas, Mississippi, Alabama, Tennessee; New York City:
most of New York state, Maine, Vermont,
New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut and northern half of New
Jersey; San Francisco: California, Nevada,
Utah and Arizona.
Seattle: Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
Montana and western half of Wyoming;
Washington, D. C: District of Columbia,
eastern half of Pennsylvania, southern half
of New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia and the Carolinas.
North Dakota is joint territory for the
Kansas City and Chicago offices. Georgia
and Florida are joint territory for the Washington and New Orleans offices.
Attorneys from the FTC's Wool and Fur
Labeling Act administrative offices in Boston, Dallas, Philadelphia and St. Louis also
are available for monitoring in their respective areas upon request, Mr. Scott said.
Mr. Scott said the FTC realizes that radio-tv stations cannot go over commercials
"with a fine-tooth comb" to weed out fraudulent and deceptive advertising. Broadcasters, he said, are a "fine group of people"
and the FTC hopes to have good relationships with the industry.
Value Not in Numbers
The FTC realizes, he said, that "our value
is not measured by the number of complaints
we can issue." He felt that broadcasters,
with help from the FTC's monitoring unit,
will be able to "clean their own house."
The FTC, of course, can take no action
against a station if it broadcasts fraudulent
commercials. Complaints are directed
against the advertiser.
Sen. Magnuson has asked the FCC to exchange information with the FTC in a liaison effort to detect those stations which
might accept for broadcast an excessive
number of fraudulent and misleading commercials. The FCC reluctantly agreed to
set up such a plan in cooperation with the

DO-ITYOURSELF
ADVERTISING
ANNOUNCEMENT
FROM f
pa
see page 51
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FTC, its main objection being that it has no
authority to censor either programming or
commercials. No announcement has come
from either agency on when a liaison system
will be inaugurated. Mr. Scott said last week
the plan still is being formulated by the FTC
and FCC staffs.
FCC

Iterates

Defense

On Station Swap Stand
THE FCC stuck to its guns last week in defending its position in approving the NBCWestinghouse Broadcasting Co. radio-tv stations swap and in stating its policy regarding
liaison with the Justice Dept.'s Antitrust
Division.
The Commission stated its views in a letter dated Jan. 3 to Chairman Warren G.
Magnuson (D-Wash.) of the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, in
answer to questions put by Sen. Magnuson
in a letter to the FCC dated July 26, 1956.
The FCC said the letter represented the
Commission's official views, with the exception of Comr. Robert T. Bartley, "who was
unable to approve this letter," and Comr.
John C. Doerfer, who was absent when the
letter was written.
The Commission statement said the FCC
believes "in general" that the fact Justice is
holding a separate investigation "does not
necessarily make advisable the holding of a
hearing by the Commission before it takes
any formal action in any adjudicatory proceeding." In this obvious reference to the
FCC's approval of the NBC-WBC transaction without a hearing, the Commission said
this is particularly true where Justice's investigation concerns conduct by a proposed
or existing licensee which is "not directly related to their operation as a licensee . . .
but . . . might have a significant relationship to their character and other qualifications to be a Commission licensee." But even
if Justice's study is "more directly related to
the communications field," FCC said, "we
do not believe that a separate Commission
hearing is always necessary or even approFCC said Justice's probe of the NBCWBC transaction was begun on information
initially
priate." furnished by the Commission. After
Justice brought suit, FCC was faced with
NBC's proposal to acquire a uhf station in
New Britain, Conn. The Commission determined agrant to help uhf would serve
the public interest and that nothing would
be gained by conducting a hearing on antitrust questions that would duplicate proceedings "more appropriately heard by the
District Court," or in deferring FCC approval until the antitrust questions had been
resolved. FCC made clear, however, the letter said, that its approval of the transfer was
made without prejudice to any action arising
out of the antitrust case.
The FCC said it did not believe a Commission adjudicatory action in the broadcast
field "insulates" the transaction from "further challenge" by Justice under antitrust
laws, since the Communications Act makes
all antitrust laws applicable to broadcasting.
It was acknowledged that "express" authori-

zation of certain types of activities by rulemaking under Sec. 303 of the Communications Act, "while not precluding" Justice
from adopting a "contrary position" in an
antitrust action, "might make the successful
prosecution of such an action more difficult." Consequently, in this rulemaking area,
FCC always seeks the advice of Justice and
other interested government agencies before
taking action, the FCC letter explained.
FCC saw no need for "working out or
publishing"
a policy
of liaison
the
Comission and
Justice
and feltbetween
that such
action would be "unwise" because certain
problems might be overlooked or new situations develop that would not fit "preconceived categories." The FCC saw no need
for legislation on the subject and asked that
the status quo be maintained.
The FCC letter said the recognized overlap of responsibility on antitrust and other
monopoly questions between Justice and the
Commission, assuming proper liaison, should
not deter either agency from fulfilling its
respective obligations. Noting its belief that
great strides have been made in coordination between the two in recent years, FCC
said the Commission's and Justice's "dual
responsibilities" should be carried out more
fully than if either had the entire responsibility. Justice can handle some problems
better and the Commission others, the letter
continued.
The FCC general counsel's staff maintains
liaison with Justice's Antitrust Division, with
the general counsel keeping the Antitrust Division informed on matters of interest to the
latter, the FCC said. But nobody on the
Commission staff is authorized to advise
Justice that a particular FCC proceeding
"appears to present antitrust questions" until
the matter has been considered by Commission members.
Once liaison has been established on a
particular proceeding, however, the general
counsel needs no additional approval by
Commission members, but will keep Justice
advised of future developments as they occur, the FCC explained. The Commission
added that while it is impossible to determine
at what stage in an FCC proceeding information on antitrust questions is made available to Justice, every effort is made to pass
along the information early enough so that
Justice can intervene in the Commission
proceedings if it so desires.
But even when Justice is advised of possible antitrust questions, the FCC does not
believe this is grounds for deferring Commission action any more than it believes
Justice should defer an investigation or court
action pending the outcome of an FCC proceeding, the letter stated.
GOP Wants Tv Set Excise Tax
To Be Continued Beyond April 1
THE Republican Administration and GOP
congressional leaders announced last week
they will seek to continue beyond the April
1 expiration date about $3 billion dollars
in excise and corporation taxes. This would
include the 10% federal manufacturers excise tax on all television and radio sets.
This move was discouraging to broadBroadcasting
• Telecasting
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GOVERNMENT
casters, who have called for removal of the
excise tax from all-channel uhf tv sets, as a
major move to help the plight of uhf broadcasters, in testimony before a House Ways
& Means subcommittee on excise taxes
headed by Rep. Aime J. Forand (D-R. I.).
Rep. Forand's report on excise taxes is due
to be issued today (Monday) in connection
with a news conference.
The GOP stand was announced at the
White House by Senate Minority Leader
William F. Knowland (R-Calif.) as having
high priority in the Republican program.
No announcement was made of any proposed exceptions to the excise tax stand.
Treasury Dept. officials have opposed removing the tax on tv sets.

Meanwhile, the 11 -man House Select
Small Business Committee headed by Rep.
Wright Patman (D-Tex.) announced that it
is recommending repeal of all excise taxes
imposed during World War II and the
Korean War. This would include the tv set
tax. The five GOP members of the committee dissented from these and other committee recommendations.
The committee also is asking, in its final
report for the last session of Congress, for
amendment of laws to provide that the
members of the FCC and other government
regulatory agencies select their own chairman instead of having him named by the
President, and that such agencies make requests for appropriations directly to Con-
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gress instead of submitting requests to the
Budget Bureau. These two recommendations
were contained in the committee's report on
hearings in the 84th Congress by its Evins
Subcommittee [B«T, Jan. 7].
National
Worries

Airlines
Sen.

Tv

Bid

Monroney

SEN. A. S. Mike Monroney (D-Okla.) has
asked the FCC to defer action in the contested Miami ch. 10 case in which, he said,
he understands "there is a strong likelihood
of a grant of a television license ... to NaAirlines." made public, for release
Sen. tional
Monroney
today (Monday), a letter he wrote Dec. 28
to FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey. In his letter the senator said grave problems would be created by the grant of a tv
permit to an airline.
He asked that the FCC defer action until
the Senate Commerce Committee's Aviation
Subcommittee, of which he is chairman,
could investigate. The subcommittee, he
said, would solicit the views of the Civil
Aeronautics Board as to the propriety of an
airline operating a tv station.
National Airlines through a wholly owned
subsidiary, Public Service Tv Inc., is one of
four applicants for ch. 10 Miami. The others are L. B. Wilson Inc. (WCKY Cincinnati), North Dade Video (group of Miami
businessmen) and WKAT Miami. An FCC
examiner in an initial decision favored
WKAT.
"Certificated airlines present a far different
type of business setup than is found in the
usual corporation," Sen. Monroney wrote
Chairman McConnaughey. "Certainly, no
one could complain if the FCC saw fit to
grant to a stockholder of the airline or to a
separate corporation such a license, but
whether it could properly be a part of a
business operation of a certificated airline is
open to question.
"All certificated airlines enjoy the security
of a guarantee of a fair return on their investment— whether they are now in a position to require subsidies or not. Fortunately,
the National Airlines is not in a subsidy position, but the guarantee of a fair return still
is available in the event of a decline in air
traffic.
"In such a case, the combination of the
operation of extraneous business enterprises,
disassociated from the job of handling air
passengers, could present a troublesome
problem with which to deal and could endanger the system of guaranteed earnings
of Sen.
the schedules
Monroney airlines."
also spoke of intensifying
competition between airlines.
"Certainly," he wrote, "the ownership of
a television station by one airline would
eventually lead either to the insistence on
the part of its competitor that it be given a
television license or that it might find it necessary to make an expensive investment to
purchase an existing one to maintain its
competitive
position."
Sen. Monroney
said he did not know
"whether the law permits the operation of a
television station as a part of the business of
an airline." The question, he said, ought to
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
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SYLVANIA

In 1955, WBZ-TV received the Sylvania Award
for local news and special events. And now, in
1956, we have again been honored for Big Brother
Bob Emery's Show, the outstanding children's
television program in the nation on a local level.
Awards are meaningful to the people at
WBZ-TV for it is our belief that broadcasting is
most effective on those stations which have earned
the respect and confidence of the communities
they serve.
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The new Polarad Color TV Film and Slide Scanner System make
it possible for the smallest TV installation to transmit a color
signal utilizing the established black and white transmitter.
In addition to the film and slide scanner system, Polarad has
designed fully integrated Color TV units for studio and laboratory. These units provide maximum stability and ease of
operation without additional power units or accessories.

ELECTRONICS

CORPORATION

43-20 34th Street • Long Island City 1, New York

■REPRESENTATIVES: Albuquerque, Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, Cleveland, Dayton, Denver, Fort Worth, Kansas City, Los Angeles, New York, Philadelphia, Portland,
St. Louis, San Francisco, Schenectady, Syracuse, Washington, D. C, Winston-Salem, Canada; Arnprior, Ontario. Resident Representatives in Principal Foreign Cities
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be discussed by his subcommittee.
"Until the Aviation Subcommittee can
hear from the Civil Aeronautics Board, and
perhaps from your Commission," he wrote
Mr. McConnaughey, "it would seem prudent not to take final action and thus set a
precedent which may be detrimental to the
certificated carriers.1'
Dr. Town

Takes

As

Director

TASO

Over

A VERMONT yankee — college professor
and practical electronics engineer — has been
officially ensconced as executive director of
the Television Allocations Study Organization.
Dr. George R. Town, on one-year leave
of absence from his post as associate director of Iowa State College's Engineering Experimental Station and professor of electrical engineering at the same institution —
and erstwhile manager of engineering and
research, Stromberg-Carlson Co., Rochester,
N. Y. — was established last week with an
office and a staff (one girl) in Room 808,
Warner Bldg., Washington.
There last week he prepared to supervise
a $50,000 study of uhf s potentialities, underwritten bybroadcasters and manufacturers in answer to an FCC plea for both an
evaluation of uhf and its potential as compared to vhf.
TASO was organized in answer to a plea
last year by FCC Chairman George C. Mc-

Connaughey for a "crash" study of uhfs
future — with particular emphasis on the possibility ofupgrading transmitters and receivers. Founders of TASO include NARTB,
RETMA, Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters, Committee for Competitive Tv, and
the Joint Council on Educational Television.
At a TASO board meeting last week, a
final draft of objectives and procedures was
formalized. It was agreed, it was learned,
that five panels would be established. These
are: transmitting equipment, receiving equipment, field tests, propagation and an analysis
and theory group to evaluate the results submitted by the four working groups.
Dr. Town was chosen for the $25,000 a
year job last month.
Examiner Hears Citizens' Bid
To Intervene in WGMS Protest
HEARING on a request for intervention in
the protest hearing on the $400,000 sale of
WGMS-AM-FM Washington to RKO Teleradio Pictures Inc. was held last Friday before FCC Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman. Making the request to intervene was
the Friends of Good Music, Washington,
which also asked that the hearing be postponed until Jan. 30 as "the earliest possible
date that would permit effective presentation of our position."
The Friends of Good Music, composed of
Washington area devotees of classical music,
was organized to insure that WGMS "hon-
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ors its explicit commitments to the Commission to continue to provide and expand its
good music services to our area." The group,
which has over 3,000 petitioners, stated that
it did not care who owns WGMS as long as
the station continues to carry classical music.
The WGMS sale had been approved by
the FCC last spring but the Commission was
ordered to reassign the station to its original
owner by the Court of Appeals, Washington,
last November. The sale was protested by
minority stockholder Lawrence M. C. Smith
(16%%) on the grounds that another buyer
offered a better price, that Washington listeners would be deprived of the good music
format and an objection to an arrangement
with majority stockholders M. Robert Rogers and wife (who with Pierson Underwood
own 83%% of station). Mr. and Mrs. Rogers are to be retained by RKO as general
manager and station manager, respectively,
at $30,000 a year for five years.
Meanwhile, Mr. Smith returned to the
appeals court seeking a ruling that all of
WGMS be returned to its original owners.
It is claimed that a leasing agreement —
whereby RKO Teleradio owns the equipment and leases it to the original owners —
does not follow the court's decision ordering
reversion of the station's ownership. The
FCC turned down this contention, and the
appeal and motion is from this Commission
decision.
$333,154 KALB-TV Transfer
Tops Six FCC Sale Approvals
THE $333,154 sale of ch. 5 KALB-TV
Alexandria, La., from Alexandria Bcstg. Co.
to Lanford Telecasting Co. was the largest
of six station sales approved last week by
the FCC. Others included WINR-AM-TV
Binghamton, N. Y., WFTC Kinston, N. C,
WHRV Ann Arbor, Mich., WBLR Batesburg, S. C, and KENL Areata, Calif.
Principals in Lanford are T. B. Lanford,
president and 51% owner, and Bill L. Fox
49% owner. Mr. Fox is general sales manager of KFMB-TV San Diego. Mr. Lanford
owns KRMD-AM-FM Shreveport, La.;
98% of KRRV Sherman, Tex.; 33%% of
KPLC-AM-TV Lake Charles, La., and
13.8% of WSLI-WJTV (TV) Jackson, Miss.
Mr. Fox's family owns KSYL Alexandria
and the sale is conditioned on Mr. Fox'
disposing of this interest.
Mr. Lanford owned 99.2% of Alexandria
Bcstg. and the sale is the result of a merger
agreement between the competing applicants
for ch. 5. KALB-TV has been operating
with all three networks since 1954.
WINR-AM-TV was sold by Southern I
Tier Radio Service Inc. (Donald W. Kramer,
president 27.6%
owner) ot Binghamton I
Press Co. for $165,000. The new owner is I
a wholly-owned subsidary of Gannett Co. i
(WENY Elmira, WHDL Olean, WHECAM-TV Rochester, all N. Y., WDAN-AM- j
TV
Danville, 111., and New York state
newspapers).
Town & Country Worldwide Productions
Inc. received Commission approval for the
purchase of WFTC from Kinston Bcstg.
Co. (J. Harold Vester and associates) for
$145,000. Town & Country is 100% owned
Broadcasting
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by Washington country music impressario
Connie B. Gay, who also owns WTCR Ashland, Ky., and KLRA Little Rock, Ark.
WHRV was sold by Huron Valley Bcstrs.
Inc. (John R. Chapman, president) to M. W.
Bcstg. Inc. for $110,000. Charles H. Mayne,
president and 50% owner of M. W., has
Detroit manufacturing firm, automobile sales
and investment interests. Vice president and
5% owner Donald T. Wattrick is sports
director of WXYZ Detroit.
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THE FCC has informed the Senate Commerce Committee that the Commission is not
warranted at present in acting to reduce
AT&T tv transmission service charges,
"based on our reviews and analyses" of
studies submitted by AT&T and "the level
of The
earnings
indicated
conclusion
was thereby."
contained in a letter,
dated Jan. 3, to Committee Chairman Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.), in answer to a
letter from Sen. Magnuson dated July 19,
1956, regarding testimony by J. W. Boler,
president of North Dakota Broadcasting Co.
(K B M B-T V Bismarck, KCJB-AM-TV
Minot, KXJB-TV Valley City and KSJB
Jamestown, all N. D.). Mr. Boler asked that
tv stations be allowed to build and maintain
their own private relay systems, regardless of
the availability of common carrier facilities.
The FCC said that for "some time" it has
been granting applications by tv broadcasters
to build and operate their own relay systems
where common carrier facilities are not
available and where it is shown the broadcaster "can more quickly provide such facilities for himself." This has enabled small
stations to obtain network programs on an
economical basis, FCC said, adding that the
Commission intends to continue making
such authorizations case-by-case pending
outcome of its rule-making proceeding
(Docket 11164) on the question.
The Commission said it has no "first
hand" knowledge of Mr. Boler's "alleged
difficulties in dealing" with AT&T regarding
his application for a private relay from Minneapolis to Fargo, but that the FCC rules
"presently contemplate" the authorization of
private systems only where common carrier
facilities are not available.
Triangle's WLBR-TV Purchase
Argued Before Full Commission
ORAL ARGUMENT was held before the
FCC en banc last Monday on the purchase
of ch. 15 WLBR-TV Lebanon, Pa., by Triangle Publishing Co. Protesting the purchase, originally approved by the Commission in November 1955, are WHP-TV,
WTPA (TV), WCMB-TV, all Harrisburg,
Pa., uhf stations, and the Broadcast Bureau.
Main points of contention made by the
protestants were charges of concentration
of control (Triangle owns WFIL-AM-FMTV Philadelphia, 50% of WHGB Harrisburg, WFBG-AM-TV Altoona, Pa., WNHCAM-TV New Haven, Conn., WNBF-AMTV Binghamton, N. Y., Philadelphia Inquirer and several magazines), purported
overlap of coverage between WLBR-TV and
WFIL-TV and that WLBR-TV would be op-

erated as a satellite of WFIL-TV. In denying the charges, lawyers for WLBR-TV and
Triangle asked for an immediate ruling to
provide the people of Lebanon (population
28,000) with local tv service.
Fisher Throws Another Wrench
Into Storer's Salem V Plans
MORE TROUBLE in Storer Broadcasting
Co.'s quest for FCC approval of its purchase
of ch. 3 KSLM-TV Salem, Ore., and its
move closer to Portland, Ore.: Last week
C. H. Fisher, Oregon broadcaster, resubmitted his application for the Salem, Ore.,
facility, asking also that the FCC revoke the
1953 ch. 3 Salem grant to Glenn E. McCormick because no construction has begun.
Mr. Fisher first submitted his application
for the vhf channel in Salem last spring.
It was refused by the Commission last July
on the ground that an application could not
be filed for a facility already granted.
Storer has bought the Salem facility for
$27,277 and has asked FCC to waive the
multiple ownership rules to permit it to own
six vhf television outlets. Present rules limit
single ownership to not more than seven tv
outlets — not more than five of which may
be in the vhf band. Storer also has asked
permission to move KSLM-TV nearer Portland, where Storer owns ch. 27 KPTV (TV).
Also opposing Storer's request for a
waiver of the rules — actually this is the
second such request (the Commission denied
Storer's petition for a waiver last November—was KGW-TV Portland, Ore.
It is belieyed that the Storer petition for
reconsideration of the Commission's November denial was to be taken up at the
FCC Friday session on ownership rules.
Approval of Sale Applications
Sought by KVDO-TV, KOAT-TV
AGREEMENT for sale of ch. 22 KVDOTV Corpus Christi, Tex., by Gabriel Lazano
[At Deadline, Jan. 7] was filed with the
FCC last week disclosing names of two of
the purchasers. They are E. J. Healy and
Hubert Schmidt, who, with other local businessmen, are buying NBC-affiliated KVDOTV for $195,000 including $100,000 in
liabilities. Following the drawing up of a
contract, an application will be filed, listing all buyers.
Also filed with the FCC last week was
the sale of ch. 7 KOAT-TV Albuquerque,
N. M., to Clinton D. McKinnon.
It is planned to call in all outstanding
stock and issue debentures in the amount
of $156,000 for them. Mr. McKinnon will
then purchase stock in the amount of $12,500 and assume obligations for the debentures and about $550,000 in liabilities.
KOAT-TV, one of three Albuquerque
vhf outlets (others are ch. 4 KOB-TV and
ch. 13 KGGM-TV), showed total assets of
$544,622 ($81,351 current); total current
liabilities of $176,887; deficit to Dec. 31,
1955, of $366,824, and loss for 1956 of
$192,883. Balance sheet was as of Oct. 31,
1956.
Mr. McKinnon owns 75% of weekly San
Diego North Shores Sentinel; 51 % of weekly
Coronado (Calif.) Journal, and holds 25%
interest in KVOA-AM-TV Tucson, Ariz.
Broadcasting
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WKNB-TV

A basic affiliate of NBC since October, 1955, WKNB-TV has
parlayed its network program lineup, local shows, top caliber
news and public service features, NBC Spectaculars and special events into ratings that have made it the best advertising
bet in the whole Connecticut Valley. Now, as NBC-owned
WNBC - NBC-TV in Southern New England - Channel 30
stands, more than ever, as the outstanding buy for advertisers
who want to sell in this rich industrial-agricultural area.
Blanketing four of Connecticut's populous counties plus a good
part of a fifth, WNBC's signal also covers Hampden and
Hampshire Counties in neighboring Massachusetts. Total:
428.500 homes; 365,370 TV homes, 91.6% UHF-converted!
Here's a market with a population of IV2 millions, an Effective

Buying Income of close to 3 billions, and an annual retail sales
figure of nearly 2 billions!
The same management that has made WKNB-TV so dynamic
a factor in local business and civic affairs remains at the helm.
Add the resources, the experience, and the marketing knowledge
of the National Broadcasting Company to the enviable sale
record already established by this station, and it's easy to see
why now, more than ever, the way to reach this prosperous,
fast-growing market is . . .
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INAUGURAL

COVERAGE

• Seven networks, staff of 350 will put events on air
• Pre-emptions will set chains back $380,000 in revenue
RADIO AND TV networks last week were
in the midst of completing extensive arrangements for comprehensive coverage of President Eisenhower's inaugural ceremonies in
Washington next Monday.
ABC, NBC, CBS and Mutual planned to
assign up to a total of 350 employes to capture for radio and television audiences the
pomp and pageantry of various activities of
the day, including parades, motorcades, ceremonies, addresses and balls. Although schedules varied from network to network, television coverage will run approximately four
hours and radio coverage about three hours.
Networks reported a total of more than
$380,000 in pre-emptions as a result of
scheduling inaugural proceedings in place
of regular programs. CBS-TV headed the
list with $250,000, followed by NBC-TV,
$110,000; CBS Radio, $20,000 and Mutual,
$2,200. ABC Radio, ABC-TV and NBC
Radio reported they were able to reschedule
programs and avoid pre-emption losses.
Sponsored CBS-TV programs pre-empted
and their advertisers are: Strike It Rich and
Big Payoff (Colgate-Palmolive); Search for
Tomorrow, Guiding Light and As the World
Turns (Procter & Gamble); Valiant Lady
(Standard Brands); Love of Life (American Home Products); Art Linkletter's House
Party (Campbell Soup and Lever Bros.) and
Bob Crosby Show (Brown & Williamson
Tobacco). CBS Radio shows dropped for
the inaugural broadcasts are: Howard Miller
Show (Wrigley); Wendy Warren and the
News (Tide and Slenderella) ; Backstage
Wife (Colgate-Palmolive); Romance of
Helen Trent (Lever Bros., Scott Paper);
Our Gal Sunday (Colgate); Young Dr. Malone (Lever, Campana); Road of Life (Salada, Listerine).
NBC-TV pre-emptions include Price Is
Right, Truth or Consequences, It Could Be
You, Tic Tac Dough, Tennessee Ernie, NBC
Matinee Theatre, and Tonight, all of which
are presented on a multiple or participating
sponsorship basis.
Mutual reported that two news programs,
sponsored by Kraft, would be pre-empted
for inaugural coverage.
The only sponsorship arrangement for
the inaugural broadcasts was made by CBSTV, which announced last Thursday that
Maybelline Co. (toilet preparations), Chicago, had signed for coverage of the inaugural balls (11:15 p.m.-12 midnight). The
agency is Gordon Best Co., Chicago.
Approximate time-table of the coverage
is as follows: 11 a.m. -12 noon pre-inauguration ceremonies, including following President Eisenhower to the Capitol and the
platform where the oath is to be administered; noon-12:20 p.m. — administering of
the oath; 12:20-12:45 p.m. — inaugural address; 12:45-1 p.m. — pickup of crowds and
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dignitaries as President enters the Capitol
for lunch; 1 p.m.-l:30 — cut-ins for news
reports or for color commentary on ceremonies and on crowd; 1:30-3 p.m. — parades
and motorcades reviewed by President from
the reviewing stand; 3-4 p.m. (where scheduled)— interviews with dignitaries and local
citizens and parade color commentary;
1 1 : 30-midnight — inaugural balls.
Television networks intend to install
cameras at various vantage points to provide
panoramic scenes of Washington, overhead
views of the parade and the presidential reviewing stand, scenes in and around the
Capitol and a detailed picture of the parades. In the evening the cameras will visit
the inaugural balls, being held simultaneously around the city.

To enable network coverage of the inauguration events, AT&T will set up 60
microwave dishes at key points around
Washington (including 25 microwave systems and 25 amplifiers borrowed from Bell
companies from as far as Los Angeles) .
Other facilities required for the coverage:
50 tv circuits, 28 miles of special television
cable, 150 radio channels, 350 central office
lines, 12 switchboards, 125 private lines, 30
tie lines and 700 telephone instruments (requiring 1,500 miles of exchange wire). To
activate the equipment, AT&T said, 200,000
sary.
individual wire connections will be necesNBC's tv coverage will run from 11 a.m.
through 3 p.m. EST and from 11:30 p.m.
until midnight and on radio from 11:30
a.m. until 2:30 p.m. EST. Overall supervision will be by William R. McAndrew,
director of news for the network. Julian
Goodman, manager of NBC news and special events for Washington, is in charge of
production.
David Brinkley will serve as anchor man
for NBC. Other reporters and commentators assigned to tv coverage include Chet
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that every smart timebuyer must know about every station
he buys. Power, height of tower, lack of interference, and
general data on terrain make up the coverage story . . .
the basic story of every buy.
TED BATES & COMPANY, Inc. timebuyer, Bill Kennedy,
and Edward Kenefick, George P. Hollingbery Co. man,
national representatives for KTRK-TV, discuss channel 13
coverage in the Gulf Coast market.

KTRK-TV OPERATES AT FULL POWER,
316,000 watts, from the most rugged tower and antenna
ever built for television, and at a height of 1,049 feet
above sea level. A permanent, steel-frame, concrete building houses transmitter equipment, complete facilities, sets,
and studio space for extended temporary emergency operation, and the transmitter supervisor and his family.
Located just the proper distance from metropolitan
Houston, channel 13's transmitter insures a non-saturated
city signal and clear, powerful, reliable picture farther
to the outer fringes of the Gulf Coast area.
Complete lack of freedom from over-lapping channel
interference . . . Diesel-driven auxiliary power supply . . .
continual dual-Microwave signal — these features assure
the viewer a quality picture and advertisers the fullest
market coverage. Add the KTRK-TV plusses — exceptional
local programming and ABC's big, BIG plans — and you
have the permanent, lasting factors that have made
KTRK-TV

the best television buy in Houston!
KTRK-TV
The Chronicle Station, Channel 13
P. 0. Box 12, Houston 1, Texas — ABC Basic
Houston Consolidated Television Co.
General Manager, Willard E. Walbridge
Commercial Manager, Bill Bennett
National
Geo.
500
New
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Fifth Avenue
York 36, New York
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CBS-TV's mobile transmitter goes through its paces in preparation for next Monday's
inaugural coverage (newsman Bill Downs is holding microphone). The self-contained
unit is complete with camera, transmitter and power generator. It's microwave dish
(between the technicians) will relay signals to a series of pickups as the unit moves
ahead of the President's automobile up Pennsylvania Ave.

FOR

ACTION
PLAN

your cost is based
on your own
many

rate card —

stations already

delighted
low-cost
because

with this
plan —

the station's

profit is guaranteed*
clear your decks

for

action — wire, write,
PHONE

FOR

DETAILS

*Ask us how!

10 E. 44th St., New York 17, OXford 7-5880
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Huntley, Ray Scherer, Bill Henry, Jack
Chancellor, Merrill (Red) Mueller, Richard
Harkness, Bryson Rash and H. V. Kaltenborn. Radio commentary will be provided
by Ben Grauer, Robert McCormick, W. W.
Chaplin, Herb Kaplow, Art Barriault, Stuart
Finley, John Bachelder and Frank Blair.
CBS-TV will be on the air from 11:30
a.m. to 4 p.m. and from 11:15 to midnight
for the inaugural balls and CBS Radio
11:30 a.m.-l p.m., 1:30-2 p.m. and 11:30
p.m. -midnight. Sig Mickelson, vice president in charge of news and public affairs,
will direct activities for the event. Paul Levitan, CBS-TV director of special events, will
be executive producer for television. Robert
Skedgell, executive producer of news, CBS
Radio, will supervise radio production.
Walter Cronkite will be anchor man for
CBS-TV coverage. On-the-scene reports will
be provided by Edward R. Murrow, Charles
Collingwood, Douglas Edwards, Charles
Von Fremd, Richard C. Hottelet, Bill
Downs, Bill Schadel and Dallas Townsend.
Anchor man for CBS Radio will be Robert

January 14, 1957

AFM'S $100,000 TRIBUTE
AMERICAN Federation of Musicians
has alloted approximately $100,000
to cover the cost of a dozen top-bands
to play for all inaugural functions and
of a 40-foot float depicting "Live
Music for All America." In an announcement, AFM President James
C. Petrillo said last week the move
was in tribute to President Eisenhower,
who "has always welcomed" Mr. Petrillo to the White House. Among the
bands scheduled to appear at functions,
starting this Saturday, are those of
Lawrence Welk, Guy Lombardo,
Meyer Davis, Louis Armstrong, Emil
Coleman, Lionel Hampton and Phil
Spitalney.

Trout, with commentary by George Herman, Grifnng Bancroft, Eric Sevareid and
Wells Church.
John Daly, ABC vice president in charge
of news, sports, special events and public
affairs, will direct inaugural coverage, assisted by Thomas Velotta, administrative
vice president for news. Don Coe, director
of special events, will supervise production.
Mr. Daly will serve as anchor man on
radio and television. Other ABC newsmen
who have drawn inaugural ceremony assignments are Richard Rendell, Paul Harvey, John Secondari, Ted Malone, Arthur
Van Horn, Edward P. Morgan, Quincy
Howe, Erwin Canham, Martin Agronsky
and John Edwards.
John D. Whitmore, director of news for
Mutual, will serve as executive producer and
director of Mutual's inaugural broadcast
activities. He will be assisted by Jack Gertz,
Washington White House coordinator. MBS
newsmen who will describe the ceremonies
are John B. Hughes, William Hillman, Cedric Foster, Fulton Lewis jr., Robert Hurleigh, Bob Siegrist and Mr. Whitmore.
Although networks had intended to broadcast the "private" inaugural oath ceremony
for President Eisenhower this Sunday, the
White House last Wednesday cancelled plans
for television and radio coverage. It was
explained by Press Secretary James Hagerty
that requests to attend the ceremony in the
East Room of the White House were excessive, and it was decided to revert to the
original plan for a private oath-taking.
McCauley to NBC Chicago
APPOINTMENT of William McCauley as
business manager of the NBC Central Div.
was announced by the network last Tuesday.
He transfers to Chicago from New York,
where he was NBC tv program unit manager, and succeeds James Troy, who was promoted last month to network program manager.
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Standard Rate and Data Service, Inc.
1740 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, 111.
Sales Offices: New York • Evanston • Los Angeles
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NBC

RADIO'S

READY

TO

GO

NEW

PROGRAMMING

DESPITE

NBC RADIO officials reported late last week
they were all set to go into operation today
(Mon.) with their revitalized program schedule— including the controversial five-minute
newscasts on the hour.
Despite objections of Station Representatives Assn. and a number of affiliates, network
officials said they had a "more than adequate"
number of station clearances to put the newscast plan into effect under the shared sponsorship of Bristol-Myers and Brown & Williamson.
They had maintained almost from the
beginning they were assured of enough station acceptances even though spokesmen for
a number of major-market affiliates said
privately that for both economic and programming reasons they would not clear the
time [B»T, Dec. 10, 1956, et seq]. Chief opposition was on the ground that station time
NBC wanted cleared for the newscasts is
much more profitable in local and national
spot sales.
These objectors were still holding to their
guns late last week, though conceding NBC
probably was in position to proceed with the
plan on schedule. It calls for five-minute
newscasts on the hour, 7 a.m. to 1 1 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
At least some cigarette advertisers, like
the hold-out stations, also were concerned
about the effects of the plan. On many stations now carrying three or four tobacco
commercials within an hour — in early-morning time, for example — normal protection
of the Brown & Williamson business on
NBC would bump one or two of the competing spot advertisers out of their current
positions.
William Esty Co., for R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., was known to have cautioned a
number of station representatives last week
that if the B&W business on NBC bumped
any Reynolds spots, then the Reynolds
schedule would be cancelled — unless the
bumping led to even better positioning for
the Reynolds business.
Estimates of the number of affiliates that
have cleared the strong station periods for
NBC — the 7, 8 and 9 a.m. periods especially
— were neither clear-cut nor official. Some
sources estimated it as low as 50 to 75 stations.
NBC spokesmen said they were in no
position to give such a breakdown — that is,

;

OBSTACLES

the number which had cleared early-morning periods — at this time. But overall, they
reiterated, they would start the newscast
series with clearances representing better
than 78-80% of the rate card, and predicted
this would be up to 90% by June 1. They
acknowledged there are "problem areas"
where stations have long-standing local and
spot contracts that cannot be moved imthey behadcleared
affiliates'
assurances mediately,
thatbut repeated
these would
up
as soon as possible.
A situation involving one of NBC's own
stations
mightWashington
typify thesehas
"problem
areas":
O&o WRC
been carrying
a 7-7:15 a.m. newscast for some time under
sponsorship of Bond Clothes three times a
week. While NBC was developing the hourly
newscast project, WRC faced renewal of
the Bond contract — and renewed it for 13
weeks, effective the first of the year. But
WRC made clear that at the end of this
13 -week period it will go along completely
with the network newscasts. Meanwhile
WRC plans to tape its 7 a.m. Bryson Rash
network feed and carry it locally at 7:30
a.m.
In addition to the hourly newscasts, NBC
Radio for several weeks has been maintaining a direct wire to all affiliates for immediate "Hot Line" newscasts that will interrupt local programming, if necessary,
when news of major importance breaks.
Other blueprint
program phases
of the network's
overall
for revitalizing
NBC
Radio, announced last November [B*T,
Nov. 12, 1956], will go into effect today
with none of the controversy that has surrounded the hourly newscasts. Where the
network heretofore has been silent from the

NOTE

TO FLATBUSH

PERHAPS baseball's stars of 1977
will cultivate their voices to salute the
bleachers in high C. According to NBC
President Robert W. Sarnoff, writing
on "New Horizons for an Old Art"
in the January issue of Opera (theatre
arts magazine), Americans in another
20 years will be spending more money
to attend their favorite opera performances then they will to attend baseball games. The article details the story
behind the NBC Opera Co. (both on
cities).
tv and on its tour of major U. S.

end of the two-hour Bandstand program
at 12 noon until 3 p.m., the midday silence
now will extend only from the end of the
noon newscast to 1 p.m.
Starting today (Monday) the Bill Goodwin
variety show goes in, Monday through Friday, at 1:05-2 p.m. (EST). True Confessions, a new dramatic series, will run from
2:05-2:30. Woman in My House, moved up
from 4 p.m., will go into the 2:30-45 period,
and Affairs of Dr. Gentry, a new series starring Madeleine Carroll, will follow at 2:453. Then will come the regular afternoon lineup: Five Star Matinee, 3:05-30; Hill Top
House, 3:30-45, and Pepper Young's FamInily,addition,
NBC Radio will start a new
3:45-4.
feature tonight: George Marek with Classical Music for People Who Hate Classical
Music. The weekend Monitor service, which
heretofore has started on Saturday morning,
will be extended to include part of Friday
night. Every fourth Friday night, in cooperation with Sports Illustrated magazine,
NBC Radio plans to present a sports feature
on this Monitor segment.

DO-ITYOURSELF
ADVERTISING
ANNOUNCEMENT
FROM fpa
see page 57
Page 82
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BACKING UP NBC Director of News William R. McAndrew (foreground) at the
network's news conference Jan. 4 [B«T, Jan. 7] are 75 editors from affiliate stations.
These and others representing NBC's 188 radio affiliates have been named accredited
correspondents,
becoming
part theof network.
the new In"hot
to keep
stations in constant
touch with
New line"
York service
newsmendeveloped
were briefed
on
this and the new hourly five-minute newscasts beginning today (Monday). Another
meeting highlight was announcement of the new Earl Godwin Memorial Award.
Broadcasting
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Put

your

money

where

Broadcasting to beavers gets you nowhere—
but pleasing people makes

cash registers sing

with joy.

WWJ's new Hi-Fi signal, personalities, news
coverage, and feature programming concentrate

the

people

Seventy per commanding
cent of Michigan's
population
75 per
cent of the state's buying income
is within WWJ's daytime primary area. In the Detroit area
alone, over 3Vi million people
drive nearly 1Y3 million cars and
spend over $5 billion annually
for retail goods.
AM AND FM

on people— the big-earning, big-spending folks
in southeastern Michigan to whom
constant companion

WWJ

is a

and trusted friend.

are

WWJ

RADIO

WORLD'S FIRST RADIO STATION
Owned and operated by The Detroit NeWS

Bow
WWJ

to beavers when
when

you're on a holiday. Use

NBC Affiliate

you're bidding for sales.
National Representatives: Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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ABC

EXECUTIVE
• Appointments,

Couple this with KTTV's acknowledged lead in feature films— the
nightly MGM Million Viewer
Theatre, the Colgate Theatre (No.
1 in L.A. Nov. Pulse among all
programs, local or network) and
20th Century-Fox Theater.

a

i

Add the extra strength of KTTV's
local selling personalities and its
unmatched News and Special
Event coverage.
It adds up to dominance...
Yes, Southern California is different, and the difference is KTTV!

Los Angeles Times-MGM
Television \
)
Represented nationally by BLA1R-TV j
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CHANGES

MADE

promotions, resignation are involved

• Shifts include Mitchell, Wyatt, Cohen, Abry, Aubrey
ABC went through another series of execuoperation of KABC-TV and KABC . . ."
He said operation of the San Francisco
tive changes last week, encompassing apstations under Mr. Hudson will continue to
pointments, promotions, resignations.
be "autonomous and independent of divi• John H. Mitchell, vice president and
special assistant to
sional headquarters in the area."
Mr. Hudson, he said, will have superviLeonard H. Goldenson, president
sion of "the extensive $10 million expansion
plan of ABC's network television center in
of the parent ABLos Angeles, scheduled for completion
PT, was named
general manager of within the next three years."
Messrs. Hudson and Mitchell both "have
ABC-owned KGObeen associated as executives with United
AM-TV San FranParamount Theatres, prior to the acquisition
cisco, taking over
of ABC by UPT in February 1953, and
immediately from
Vice President
both fully understand my plans and hopes
James H. Connolly
for expansion of our west coast stations and
[Closed
the regional
television network," Mr. GolJan.
7]. Circuit,
denson asserted.
MR. MITCHELL
• Eugene C.
Mr. Connolly's plans were not disclosed.
It was understood he would receive subWyatt, formerly with ABC and other radiostantial severance benefits.
tv organizations but more recently in private
Mr. Mitchell joined the AB-PT (UPT)
business in Tennessee, was named to the
organization through Balaban & Katz in
newly created post of ABC-TV national pro1931. After several years in the theatre end,
gram sales manager in an appointment being
announced today (Monday).
he was named general manager of Balaban
& Katz' WBKB (TV) Chicago in 1948.
With the UPT-ABC merger he was named
vice president and general manager of
WBKB. He transferred to New York in
mid- 1953 to head ABC's WABC-TV and
subsequently became vice president in
charge of ABC-TV, the post he held until
Oliver Treyz was moved into that spot in
the top-level reorganization last October.
Mr. Wyatt, newly named ABC-TV national program sales manager, will assume
his duties March 4, according to the announcement bySlocum Chapin, sales vice
MR. WYATT
president. Mr. Wyatt currently is president
MR. AUBREY
of Midstate Inc., an appliance firm in Dick• Harold D. Cohen resigned as director
son, Tenn., but has had wide experience in
broadcasting.
of business affairs for the ABC legal department to join Ashley-Steiner, New York proHe was one of ABC-TV's first account
gram and talent agency, and Charles R. executives, serving from 1948 to 1951, and
Abry resigned as ABC-TV national sales
is credited with some of that network's
manager.
pioneer sales.
Mr. Cohen, who resigned as the legal
• James T. Aubrey Jr., named head of
ABC-TV programming and talent last department's business affairs director, will
month [B*T Dec. 17, 1956], was elevated to be agent and negotiator of talent contracts
vice president in charge of programming
for Ashley-Steiner, starting Jan. 21. A vetand talent.
eran of some seven years in talent represenIn announcing the appointment of Mr.
tation, he was with Ashley-Steiner before
Mitchell to succeed Mr. Connolly in San
joining ABC in February 1956.
Francisco, Mr. Goldenson said there would
Mr. Abry, resigning as ABC-TV national
be "close cooperation" between Mr. Mitchell
in the bay city and Earl J. Hudson, vice
NEWSY
president in charge of the ABC western
NEIGHBORHOOD
division and the ABC-owned KABC-AMTV Los Angeles.
In Port Huron let WHLS the community-minded station — featuring 4 M
"This intensified cooperation will make
full time newsmen — deliver your
possible a greater interchange of local promessage
between
newsbreaks.
gramming between our Los Angeles and
San Francisco stations and will give added
strength to ABC's regional television net^^^F H
ML
work on the West Coast," he asserted. "The
appointment of Mr. Mitchell in no way
Where local "know-how" delivers the heal touch.
PORT HURON, MICHIGAN
affects bilities
Mr.for our
Hudson's
or responsitelevisionposition
and radio
network
Represented Nationally by GiU-Peraa
For Detroit — Michigan Spot Sates
headquarters in Los Angeles or for the
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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6-COUNTY PULSE REPORT
KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK AREA— MARCH, 1956
SHARE OF AUDIENCE — MONDAY-FRIDAY

WKZO
Station B
Station C
Station D
Others
Sots-ln-Use

6 a.m.
12 noon
37%

12 noon
6 p.m.
34%

6 p.m.
midnight
32%

19
8
7
29
23.0%

19
9
7
31
23.0%

19
9
7
32
19.4%

NOTE: Battle Creek's home county (Calhoun) urns included
in this Pulse sampling and provided 30% of all interviews.
The other five counties: Allegan, Barry, Kalamazoo, St.
Jdseph and Van Buren.

WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
Associated with
WMBD RADIO — PEORIA, ILLINOIS

NEED
COVER

IN

AN

WKZO

HOUR

*—

RADIO

GROUND

IN KALAMAZOO-BATTLE

CREEK

AND

MICHIGAN!

GREATER

WESTERN

Coverage that's persistent and consistent — that's what you
can expect from 5000-watt WKZO, CBS Radio for Kalamazoo-Battle Creek and Greater Western Michigan.
Pulse figures show that WKZO leads in all 72 daily quarter
hours — actually gets more listeners than any other TWO
stations combined!
Ask your Avery-Knodel man for full details.

CBS

Radio for Kalamazoo-Battle Creek
and Greater Western Michigan

Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

Emil Zatopek of Czechoslovakia ran 12 miles and 809 yards in one hour in 1951.
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NETWORKS
sales manager, reportedly was offered another post with the network but declined.
He joined ABC in 1951 as an account
executive, became eastern sales manager the
same year, and was named national sales
manager in February 1953. He formerly was
with the DuMont tv network and, before
that, was associate producer of Young
America Magazine and an officer of Young
America Films.
Mr. Aubrey's election to a vice presidency
was not unexpected. Plans for his elevation
to that post were announced when he was
named head of ABC-TV programming and
talent last month to succeed Robert F.
Lewine, who had resigned to join NBC.
Mr. Aubrey moved to his new post from
that of manager of network programs for
CBS-TV in Hollywood.
Four Elected to Represent
ABC Radio Affiliates Districts
RESULTS of balloting in four districts for
representation on the ABC Radio Stations
Affiliates' Advisory Board are being announced today (Monday) by Edward J. DeGray, national director of station relations
for ABC Radio.
J. P. Williams of WING Dayton, and T. B.
Lanford of KALB Alexandria, La., were reelected asrepresentatives of Districts 2 and 4
respectively. J. S. Younts of WEEB Southern Pines, N. C, was named to succeed
A. D. Willard Jr. of WGAC Augusta, Ga.,
in Dist. 8, and William C. Grove of KFBC
Cheyenne, Wyo., was elected to succeed

Frank C. Carman, KLUB Salt Lake City,
in Dist. 6. The elections are for two years
ending Dec. 31, 1958.
Representatives of uneven numbered districts were chosen a year ago, also for twoyear terms. They are: Simon Goldman of
WJTN Jamestown, N. Y., Dist. 1; Ben A.
Laird, WDUZ Green Bay, Wis., Dist. 3;
C. B. Locke, KFDM Beaumont, Tex., Dist.
5, and James W. Wallace, KPQ Wenatchee,
Wash., Dist. 7.
NBC-TV

Syndication

Of 'Project* Pondered
NBC-TV, pleased by the sales success at
the local level of its Victory at Sea filmed
"telementaries," is looking into the possibility of syndicating its Project XX series in
somewhat similar manner, B»T learned last
week.
California National Productions, the NBC
subsidiary handling film production and
distribution including the Victory series, is
considering the distribution of six of the
Project XX programs to local stations for
participating sponsorship. The six are
"Nightmare in Red," "The Twisted Cross,"
"The Great War," "The Jazz Age," "Call
to Freedom" and the as-yet-to-be networkexposed "The 'Thirties," which will complete the "Great War-Jazz Age-'Thirties"
trilogy. Cost of the series would probably
be determined market-by-market, it was reported, with kick-off date planned for late
this year or early next year.

The idea of syndicating Project XX, according to the staff's programming and promotion director, James Nelson, would be
to prove that so-called "prestige documentaries" can prove to be salesworthy at a s
very low cost to stations that would ordinarily not be able to afford high-priced pro- !
gramming. "In effect," Mr. Nelson notes, i
"low-budget stations could then go after local business with a network calibre proThe Project XX series, heretofore shown
on NBC-TV under sponsorship of such clients as Armstrong Cork Co., RCA Victor
and North American Philips Co., is currently being placed in such foreign markets
as Denmark, Holland, Sweden, Japan, Austria,gram."
Germany, Australia and Italy through
NBC's newly-established International Div.,
headed by Romney Wheeler out of London.
Much of the syndication planning now
underway, however, hinges on several previous considerations. Among them: the
possibility that NBC-TV may take five of
the six programs and repeat them as a sustaining summer replacement series or under additional network sponsorship. "The
idea," said Donald Hyatt, Project XX's associate producer, "is to get as much network
mileage out of the series as possible."
ABC
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u
:
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Said to Be in Line

To Get Wallace's Services

THE STATUS of Mike Wallace's future in j
television became the tic-tac-toe diversion \
of the entertainment business in New York
last week.
Mr. Wallace reportedly is signing with
ABC-TV after having achieved nightly tv
success on Night Beat, program on WABD
(TV) New York featuring Mr. Wallace's
lively interviews of celebrites [Closed Circuit, Jan. 7].
ABC withheld official comment, but it
was understood Mr. Wallace's contract
would call for his exclusive services to the
network. News articles last week hinting
that Night Beat along with Mr. Wallace
would go over to the network (ABC owns
and operates WABC-AM-TV in New York)
brought a "clarification" Wednesday by Ted
Cott, vice president and general manager
of DuMont Broadcasting Corp. (WABD).
Mr. Cott stated Night Beat was "conceived and created by the staff of WABD"
and was DuMont's property. He explained
that Mr. Wallace has been under a two-year
contract since October 1955 and was "selected for this program." Producer is the
station's news and special events department
headed by Ted Yates Jr.
The contract, which also includes Mr.
Wallace's handling of a 7 p.m. news show,
calls for his services on Night Beat for another five months. "In recent weeks," Mr.
Cott said, "there has been a great deal of
interest in Mr. Wallace's services, and Mr.
Wallace is free to discuss his future with
any organization, subject to his present
commitments
WABD."intends to continue
Mr. Cott saidto WABD
the program on the station with Mr. Wallace i
if he chose to remain, or with some other
"personality."
Broadcasting
• Telecasting 1

TRADE ASSNS.
RAB

SALES

CLINICS

A SERIES of area sales clinics for member
stations of the Radio Advertising Bureau
will get underway Jan. 21 and conclude
March 1, with six bureau executives conducting sessions in 52 cities across the counIn announcing the 1957 clinics, RAB
try.
predicted that more than 2,500 radio salesmen from 600 local stations would attend
the cross-country swing.
On the clinic tour will be RAB President
Kevin Sweeney, John F. Hardesty, vice
president and general manager; Sherril
Taylor, vice president and director of promotion; Arch L. Madsen, director of station services; James H. Shoemaker, manager
of membership, and Warren J. Boorom,
manager of promotion.
A six-part program, including case histories, abasic presentation, a "station sales
manual," success stories, a treatment on
local level selling and a presentation on
"What Is RAB?", has been scheduled.
Two clinics will be held on Jan. 21 — one
in Miami, Fla., and the other in Raleigh,
N. C. The clinics are scheduled to end on
March 1 with sessions that day at Phoenix,
Ariz., and Seattle, Wash. The full schedule,
dates and cities, follows:
Jan. 21, Miami, Fla., and Raleigh, N. C;
Jan. 22, Tampa, Fla., and Charlotte, N. C;
Jan. 23, Atlanta, Ga., and Charleston, W.
Va.; Jan. 24, Birmingham, Ala., and Knoxville, Tenn.; Jan. 25, New Orleans, La., and

START

JAN.

21

Memphis, Tenn.; Jan. 28, Portland, Me.,
and Albuquerque, N. M.; Jan. 29, Albany,
N. Y., and San Antonio, Tex.; Jan. 30,
Syracuse, N. Y., and Houston, Tex.; Jan. 31,
Buffalo, N. Y., and Fort Worth, Tex.; Feb.
1, Oklahoma City, Okla.; Feb. 4, Minneapolis, Minn.; Feb. 5, Milwaukee, Wis., and
Cincinnati, Ohio; Feb. 6, Chicago, 111., and
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Feb. 7, Peoria, 111., and Scranton, Pa.;
Feb. 8, St. Louis, Mo., and Boston, Mass.;
Feb. 11, Wichita, Kan., and Indianapolis,
Ind.; Feb. 12, Kansas City, Mo., and Fort
Wayne, Ind.; Feb. 13, Omaha, Neb., and
Detroit, Mich.; Feb. 14, Des Moines, Iowa,
and Grand Rapids, Mich.; Feb. 15, Davenport, Iowa, and Cleveland, Ohio; Feb. 18,
Philadelphia, Pa.; Feb. 19, Washington,
D. C; Feb. 20, Richmond, Va.; Feb. 21,
Norfolk, Va.; Feb. 25, Portland, Ore., and
Denver, Colo.; Feb. 26, San Francisco,
Calif., and Salt Lake City, Utah; Feb. 27,
Fresno, Calif., and Boise, Idaho; Feb. 28,
Los Angeles, Calif., and Spokane, Wash.;
March 1, Phoenix, Ariz., and Seattle, Wash.

related industries on the program.
tion co-chairmen are Charles
WCOS, and C. Wallace Martin,
both Columbia.
Tom McGee, board chairman of

Aug. W.

Smith Co., one of the South's large department stores and a radio user, will tell how
the store puts most of its budget into the
medium [B«T, Oct. 18, 1954]. Wilson
Wearn, WFBC-AM-TV Greenville, will report on workandof John
the association's
wage-hour
committee
G. Forsyth,
of the
Dept. of Labor, will answer wage-hour
Arthur C. Schofield, vice president of
questions.
Storer Broadcasting Co. in charge of advertising and sales promotion, will speak on
"The Schofield Seven." Other speakers include John F. Meagher, NARTB radio vice
president, and Elmo Ellis, WSB Atlanta, the
latter discussing the station's Nite Beat news
show.
TvB
IN

PREDICTS

VIDEO

AD

RISE
OUTLAY

• '57 forecast: $1,475,000,000
• Made

Broadcasters, Others to Speak
At South Carolina Assn. Meet
ANNUAL convention of South Carolina
Radio and Tv Broadcasters Assn. will be
held this Wednesday and Thursday (Jan. 1617) at the Columbia Hotel, Columbia, with
a number of broadcasters and speakers from

ConvenPittman,
WMSC,

at presentation in Dallas

ADVERTISERS this year will spend an estimated $1,475,000,000 in television, including time, talent and production.
This prediction was made Tuesday by
Television Bureau of Advertising before
Dallas Advertising League members, telecasters and agency executives at a meeting in
that Texas city. The estimate was revealed

f

m

Paul H. Raymer Co., National Representative
Broadcasting
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TRADE ASSNS.
in advance of TvB's wide-screen presentation
of "Beyond the Motion Barrier," similiar to
the one given last November at the WaldorfAstoria in New York.
According to the TvB breakdown, tv advertisers can be expected to spend $720 million in network, or 12% more than last year;
$389 million in spot, or 20% more, and
$366 million in local, or an increase of 36%.
At the Texas meeting were TvB's President Norman E. (Pete) Cash and Vice President Gene Accas.
Mr. Cash, in introducing the presentation
to the Texans, pictured spot tv as of growing importance to Texas national and regional advertisers.
Said Mr. Cash:
"In the four quarters that we have covered
thus far in TvB's regular quarterly reports
(October 1955 through September 1956), we
find that nearly $18.5 million was invested
in the Texas market, or Texas stations, for
spot television advertising. The figure is for
time costs only. This figure, of course, does
not include either local television investments, or the pro-rated Texas share of network tv investments.
"In addition to being the number one oilproducing state in the country, as all good
Texans know, Texas stands high in the
activity of gasoline and oil advertisers in spot
television.
"Eight different gasoline and oil advertisers were represented in spot tv during the
four quarters we have studied, with Humble
Oil spending nearly 20% of all this money
in the state."
Setting his focus on "Main Street" or the
area of local advertising, Mr. Accas observed
that this was where "some 40% of the advertising budgets are decided." He noted
that "education" of the retailer in the "why
and how" of tv use was one of the bureau's
"prime activities," that there are definite
signs that tv will "make great strides [in
1957] in securing larger proportions of these
local budgets."
W. D. (Dub) Rogers Jr., of KDUB-TV
Lubbock and KPAR-TV Sweetwater-Abilene, who is TvB board chairman, introduced the speakers. TvB's wide-screen presentation compares tv's effectiveness with
that of other media, principally newspapers.
Oscar Elder Joins RAB
As Press Information Chief
OSCAR ELDER, account executive with the
Washington, D. C, public relations firm
of Robert K.
Richards, will join
Radio Advertising
Bureau on Feb. 1
as director of press
information, RAB
President Kevin
B. Sweeney announced last week.
Mr. Elder will
serve as liaison between RAB and the
broadcasting and
business trade
MR. ELDER
press. He reports
to RAB Vice President and General Manager John F. Hardesty.
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TV

LIMIT

RULES

NCAA

• Tv unit favors '56 plan
• Approval considered sure
CONTINUATION of controls over the nation's college football tv diet seemed assured
Thursday on the basis of recommendations
by the outgoing television committee of the
National Collegiate Athletic Assn. at its annual convention in St. Louis.
Prospect of a restrictive tv program for
the seventh consecutive year needed only the
formality of a convention voice vote Friday
to become a reality. If adopted, a new tv
committee will work out actual details of
the plan, expected to be similar to that in
operation last fall which called for national
and regional tv playing dates.
Possibility of opposition by the Big 10,
and perhaps other conferences, failed to
materialize Thursday, though a Western
Conference representative said that the Big
10 will seek changes once the new committee is installed. The conference formally will
press one restriction by NCAA within the
framework of general controls — a limitation
on number of appearances (3) by any one
school, whether national, regional or local.
According to William Reed, assistant Big 10
commissioner, schools or conferences would
be free to negotiate their own rights with tv
networks [At Deadline, Dec. 10, 1956].
The combination national-regional plan has
been in effect the past two years.
Expresses Satisfaction
The 1956 NCAA tv committee reported
it was generally satisfied with the football tv
program this past year and recommended
that all "forms of possible programming
should be explored." It also urged the new
committee to study closely new developments involving pay tv and closed-circuit
television and give them serious consideration. Recommedations and conclusions are
virtually the same as those made by the 1955
tv unit. Howard Grubbs, Southwest Conference, headed the 1956 group.
In its report, the committee concluded
that "sponsor reaction upon completion" of
this fall's series was "most favorable" in
terms of games selected for the schedule and
"methods of presentation." The "absence of
complaints" was taken by the committee to
mean that NCAA's control program made
"good
progress" this past year, the committee added.
The group also claimed public acceptance
of the 1956 plan to an even greater extent
than was the case for NCAA programs in
previous years. The public recognized the
need for controls, liked the schedule and accordingly approved, the committee claimed.
The schedule comprised eight national and
five regional Saturday telecasts.
The new NCAA tv committee was to be
appointed this past Saturday, setting the
wheels in motion for a mail referendum
vote, creation of the 1957 plan, committee
hearings for member schools and discussions with networks on rights and scheduling of games.

Another NCAA committee reported its
conclusion that "there doesn't seem to be
any need" for controls over televising
basketball.
George Severn Smith
New FCBA President
A one-time clerk in the old Federal Radio
Commission was elected president of the
Federal Communications Bar Assn. Friday.
He is George Severn Smith, of the Washington law firm of
Segal, Smith &
Hennessey. Mr.
Smith succeeds
George O. Sutton
as president of the
communications
bar group.
*
Other officers
~ jf
elected
at the
FCBA annual
meeting Friday afternoon were WilHam C. Koplovitz,
first vice president;
Leonard H. Marks, second vice president;
Norman E. Jorgensen, secretary; J. Roger
Wollenberg, assistant secretary, and David
S. Stevens, treasurer. Harold Mott and
Verne R. Young were elected to the executive committee, succeeding Robert M. Booth
Jr. and Jeremiah Courtney. Remaining
members of the executive committee are
Donald C. Beelar, Henry G. Fischer, W.
Theodore Pierson and Thomas W. Wilson.
Mr. Booth, nominated from the floor for
second vice presidency, was defeated 37 to
29 by Mr. Marks.
^Hfel
ft
jipPf
ft
ft 45S> ftl
MR. SMITH

Engineers' Session to Discuss
Color, Translators, Satellites
COLOR tv, translators and satellites and
automatic program control for tv stations
are among the subjects to be discussed at
the winter general meeting of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers Jan. 21-25
at New York's Hotels Statler and Sheraton
McAlpin. All tv papers will be presented
Friday, Jan. 25, with Oscar B. Reed Jr.,
Jansky & Bailey, and J. B. Coleman, RCA,
presiding
at the morning and afternoon sessions respectively.
Program calls for following papers: "Color Television Switching System," Edward
Pores, NBC; "Color Tv Recording Employing Lenticular Film," R. D. Kell, RCA
Labs.; "Color Television Picture Reproducers," Peter C. Goldmark, CBS Labs.; "Tv
Translators and Satellites," Edward Galuska, Adler Communications Labs.; "Transistorized Television Cameras Using the Miniature Vidicon," Leslie E. Flory, RCA Labs.;
"Control of Spurious Radiation from Fm
and Tv Broadcast Receivers," Richard J.
Farber, Hazeltine Research Corp., and
"Automatic Program Control for Tv Broadcasting," A. C. Angus, GE.
AAW Sets Conference Jan. 18
THE MIDWINTER conference of the
Advertising Assn. of the West has been
scheduled Jan. 18-20 at the Mirimar Hotel,
Santa Barbara, Calif.
Telecasting
Broadcasting

MANUFACTURING
Systems

Dept.

Formed

By RCA; Jolliffe Head
RCA has established a special systems and
development department devoted to the
planning and development of broad electronic systems for future military needs, it
Was announced last week by Theodore A.
Smith, executive vice president, RCA Defense Electronic Products. Dr. C. B. Jolliffe,
-vice president and technical director, has
been named manager of the new department.
Others appointed to executive posts in the
new unit are A. W. Vance, chief systems
engineer; G. L. Dimmick, chief development engineer; A. C. Gay, manager, projects
engineering, and Dr. E. W. Pritchard, administrative engineer.
The new department, Mr. Smith said,
will embrace systems engineering groups of
the David Sarnoff Research Center, the general engineering development section of the
Defense Electronic Products organization,
an RCA advanced development engineering
group which has concentrated on new electronic techniques and on mechanical and
optical devices associated with electronics.
Mr. Smith pointed out that RCA long
has maintained groups devoted to such electronic projects as airborne fire-control and
missile launching systems, communications
and data handling and said the special systems and development department will enable RCA to "continue its research and development activities in these areas and to
increase significantly its capabilities for new
electronic
systems
of anactive
advanced
nature."
Dr. Jolliffe
has been
in electronics

W. H. Taft, Aerojet-General advertising
manager. Narrator for the series is Lowell
Thomas Jr.
According to Mr. Taft, if the Washington
showing seems to indicate sufficient viewer
interest, a second group will be made by
Aerojet.
Aerojet's president is Dan D. Kimball,
former Secretary of the Navy (1950-53).
TelePrompTer,

GPL

Sign

Large-Screen Contract
TELEPROMPTER Corp., New York, has
arranged a long-term contract with General
Precision Labs amounting to more than $1
million for large-screen, closed-circuit tv
projection equipment, it was announced last
week by Irving B. Kahn, TelePrompTer
president.
TelePrompTer entered the closed-circuit
field recently with the acquisition of Sheraton Closed-Circuit Television Inc. The contract with GPL calls for the purchase of 100
units immediately and additional units to be
procured by TelePrompTer at a later date.
The companies also concluded a separate
transaction under which TelePrompTer will
become the only national distributor for the
GPL projection systems and allied closed
circuit equipment.
GPL's large screen projection systems are
scheduled for delivery beginning this week.

engineering for many years, and served
early in his career as acting chief, radio
section, U. S. Bureau of Standards and as
chief engineer of the FCC. He joined RCA
in 1935 and progressed to such posts as
chief engineer of the RCA labs, executive
vice president in charge of RCA labs and,
in 1951, to vice president and technical
director. He also is a member of the board
of directors of RCA, NBC and RCA Communications Inc.
Aerojet-General Produces Film,
Sponsors First Station Showing
AN UNUSUAL arrangement was made
known last week whereby a manufacturer
that produced a series of film tv programs
is sponsoring the first 13 weeks on a Washington, D. C, station and then releasing the
films for general sponsorship throughout the
country.
Aerojet-General Corp., Azusa and Sacramento, Calif., maker of rocket engines (and
a subsidiary of General Tire & Rubber Co..
Akron, Ohio — which in turn owns RKO
Teleradio Pictures Inc.), is the company. It
produced a 13-episode series entitled On
Guard, on the military services which it is
sponsoring on ch. 9 WTOP-TV Washington,
D. C. The series began yesterday. After the
initial series has completed its run on WTOPTV it will become available for sponsorship
on other stations throughout the country.
The films (each costing from $20,000 to
$25,000) were made under the direction of
Broadcasting
Telecasting

THIS is one of 100 large-screen,
closed-circuit tv units purchased by
TelePrompTer from General Precision
Labs. The equipment is demonstrated
for Irving B. Kahn (c), TelePrompTer
president, by James W. Murray (I),
executive vice president and general
manager of GPL, and Hermann G.
Place, president and chairman of GPL
parent organization, General Precision
Equipment Co.
Mr. Kahn said TelePrompTer then will commence '"full-scale network operation in the
group communications field." The systems
will be deployed strategically through the
United States, he added, so they can be set
up speedily for use in all types of closed circuit television sessions in hotels, theatres,
auditoriums
and other places of public assembly.

Functional

Video

Sets

Star at Chicago Show
INNOVATIONS in functional design of
receivers, with emphasis on portable radiotv set models, were of major interest at the
International Home Furnishings Show in
Chicago last week as manufacturers unveiled their new lines.
A current trend toward furniture stylings
in receivers and increased interest in high
fidelity combinations also was evidenced at
the market, which opened in the Merchandise Mart last Monday. Set-makers seemed
to agree the tv set has moved from the
decorative to the functional stage, partly because of remote control devices. Transistor
radios also captured public fancy along with
the new RCA Whirlpool electronic kitchen.
[B«T, Ian. 6].
With refinements and new developments
came predictions that tv set sales will hold
up well, if not sensationally, during 1957.
Color tv received its heaviest exposure
yet for any Home Furnishings Show in
Chicago, with five set manufacturers receiving direct closed-circuit feeds from
NBC-owned WNBQ (TV) and buyers viewing actual network and local programming.
Special service was fed to showrooms of
RCA Victor, Motorola. General Electric,
Westinghouse Electric Corp. and Admiral
Corp. Service was coordinated by Howard
W. Coleman, manager of WNBQ color sales
development, and equipment was installed
by RCA Service Co. Feeds are being made
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. daily during the 12dayL. show.
C. Truesdell, vice president in charge
of sales, Zenith Radio Corp., told a news
conference that present tv inventories are
overly heavy but will be reduced this year.
He claimed set prices are at least 10%
too low now and will be upgraded with
the benefit of hard selling. He reported a
rise in sale of high fidelity equipment.
Mr. Truesdell also charged that the
Dept. of State is building up industries in
foreign countries with American money to
the detriment of U. S. firms, particularly
in the case of fm receivers.
Over-production and price-slashing resulted from actions of some manufacturers
who failed to operate in a "mature" manner,
Mr. Truesdell further observed, pointing
out that well over a dozen companies
creased tv production last year.
Distributors to Hold Seminar
LEADING

manufacturing executives will

participate in a distributors' seminar, to be
held Ian. 18-20 in Hollywood. Fla. Plans
for the three-day sessions, sponsored by National Electronic Distributors Assn. and
Electronic Industry Show Corp., include
talks by representatives of RCA, Raytheon
Mfg. Co., Sylvania Electric Co., General
Electric Co., CBS-Hytron and other firms.
Regional conference will discuss electronic
trends, credit pools, inventory control and
financial planning.
January 14, 1957
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Galvin Expects Portables, Color
To Boost Motorola 10% in '57
MOTOROLA Inc. expects to improve upon
its $220 million sales peak by about 10%
in 1957, with emphasis on portable radio-tv
receivers and stimulated color television activity, President Robert W. Galvin told a
distributors meeting in Miami Beach Jan. 4.
Claiming that Motorola held its own in
tv sales during 1956, Mr. Galvin predicted
his company would have a "strong program
in portable television" this year, perhaps
ahead of the industry trend. Portables will
account for some 2.5 million of a total 6.8
million receivers (slightly down from the

7.1 million in 1956) in 1957 and last year's
150,000 color set sales will be doubled, he
estimated.
"Motorola is producing and moving color
sets daily," he reported. "We can build to
the market demand as it grows. I expect
that our production will be in the thousands
during the winter months."
Olympic Reports Sales Increase
OLYMPIC Radio and Television Corp. announced last week that sales in 1956 were
approximately 22% over those in 1955, and
attributed the increase to expanded distribution and to concentration on units that are

profitable to dealers.
Morton M. Schwartz, Olympic vice president in charge of sales, explained that in
1956 the company directed its sales efforts
toward the sales of large radio-televisionphonograph units and to three-way combinations. Based on the company's growth to
date, he continued, the target for 1957 is
sales amounting to from 20 to 25% over
1956.
Ampex Appointment of Sackman
As General Manager Announced
ROBERT SACKMAN, vice president and
manager of instrumentation division, Ampex
Corp., Redwood
City, Calif., has
been elected general manager of the
corporation, according to an announcement by
George I. Long,

SAMSON

$ets

a

president cording
of the
reequipment
firm.
The new general merly
manager,
head offor-a
Defense Dept.

haircut

mr. SACKMAN

branch devoted to research and development of recorders and data-processing systems, joined Ampex in 1953 to establish
and manage the firm's Washington district
office.
RCA

Appoints Eight

Poor soil conductivity can make a coverage weakling
out of the most efficient 50 KW transmitter. On the other

NEW managers for eight service regions
have been announced by Technical Products
Service Dept., RCA Service Co. Managers
will be responsible for all field service and
installations of technical products department encompassing broadcast station equipment and two-radio systems. Appointees
are: B. D. Bachin (New York), M. E.
Wheaton (Philadelphia), C. L. Swinney (Atlanta), W. W. Gilreath (Dallas), E. D. Van

hand, top soil conductivity can turn a lower powered station
into a coverage GIANT.

Duyne (Kansas City), F. W. Hamre (Chicago), H. M. Madison (Hollywood) and F.
E. Fisbie (Cleveland).

Located in America's highest rated conductive soil,
WIBW's 5 KW signal smashes out 200 miles in every
direction — over twice as far as 50 kilowatts could reach
grounded in poor soil.

Furlong Joins DuMont Division
ROBERT G. FURLONG, North Atlantic
Div. district manager of Philco
York, has been
named
in New
Corp. marketing
*"v jj B.
DuMont Labs
manager of Allen

Moral: Power Alone Is Not Enough

Receiver Div., ClifTOPEKA,
KANSAS
Ben Ludy, Gen. Mgr.
WIBW & WIBW-TV
in Topeka
Rep: Capper Publications, Inc.
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Association of American Railroads
TRANSPORTATION
BUILDING
Washington

6, D. C.

WILLIAM T. FARICY
PRESIDENT
To Editors

and Commentators:
Subject:

TAX RELIEF

WITHOUT

LOSS OF TAX REVENUE

An official of the United States Treasury Department was asked at a Congressional hearing on December 10 whether his department would oppose any reduction
in federal taxes in 1957.
He replied, "Involving a net loss of revenue, yes."
There are two taxes which could be repealed without substantial net loss
to the government and with even the possibility of a net revenue gain.
These are
the excise taxes on transportation which add 10 per cent to passenger fares and
3 per cent to freight charges.
These taxes — levied during World War II, partly
to discourage the use of overburdened public transportation facilities — are on
the users of transportation, not the carriers.
The taxes now yield about $700 million annually in revenue.
This does
not mean, however, that the government collects $700 million more than it would if
the taxes were repealed because:
(1)

A major part of the transportation
business expense and hence reduces
government would otherwise collect

taxes is deductible as
the amount which the
through income taxes.

(2)

The transportation taxes are a heavy drag on commerce,
reducing the flow of business and thereby decreasing
further the amount of net income subject to income tax.

What the government would gain in tax revenue as a result of the benefits
to the entire economy which would come from repeal of these taxes cannot be estimated exactly.
These benefits would be cumulative in their effect.
They would be
felt in lower mark-ups and prices at each stage of the movement of goods, through
production, wholesaling and retailing.
They would flow from the act of simple justice in removing the manifold discriminations inherent in these taxes — discrimination against the shipper and passenger who must use public transportation and in
favor of those who can provide their own; discrimination against the long-haul
shipper seeking to compete with the short-haul shipper in common markets; discrimination against United States shippers and in favor of foreign shippers, to whom the
tax does not apply.
While these taxes bear unevenly upon some, they are paid, directly or
indirectly, by all.
Their repeal would, therefore, benefit more people than almost
any other conceivable form of tax relief.
Repeal of the taxes
Conference for Repeal of Taxes
by shippers and travelers, and
groups and organizations.
It
all — truly deserving of the

on transportation is supported, through the National
on Transportation, by all forms of transportation,
by numerous other national, regional, and local
is a measure that is truly in the best interest of
support of all Americans.
Sincerely

Broadcasting

•

yours,

Telecasting

.
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Walter Channing, manager, Industrial Electronics Div., D. E. Makepeace Co., Attleboro, to Browning Labs., Winchester, both
Mass., as vice president, treasurer and
■director.
Jon B. Jolly, formerly semi-conductor sales
manager for CBS-Hytron, appointed eastern
regional sales manager for semi-conductor
products division of Motorola Inc., with
headquarters in northern New Jersey.
John W. Griswold, former planning-development manager, General Motors Corp. in
France, recently reassigned to GM Overseas
home office in N. Y., named public relations
director of GM Overseas Operations Div.
He succeeds Wesley M. Oler, retired.
Max E. Markell, senior salesman, eastern
equipment sales district, RCA Tube Div.,
and former broadcast engineer, WNEW,
WHOM and WHN (now WMGM), all New
York, to manager of equipment sales, RCA
Components Div.
Donald T. Valentine to merchandising promotion section, electronic products sales
dept., Sylvania Electronic Products Inc.,
N. Y.
Raymond W. Durst, former president of
Hallicrafters Co., Chicago, elected director
of Notre Dame Alumni Assn. board for
three-year term.

'OLD,
FAMILIAR
SCORE'
REPLAYED
IN AFM
PETITION
ON
TRUST
FUND
THE

SAME

arguments advanced by the

recording companies in the late 1940's
against the then-new demands of the American Federation of Musicians for royalty
payments made not to recording musicians
but to a union trust fund were heard again
last Thursday in Los Angeles Superior
Court. The text was the same. The only
difference was that this time the source was
not
bers. employers but a group of AFM memThe case, being heard by Judge John J.
Ford, concerns the petition of a group of
members of AFM Local 47, Hollywood,
that a temporary injunction be granted and
a receiver appointed to prevent royalty
payments by recording companies and
motion picture producers from leaving
California until after a trial has been held
to determine whether these payments should
continue to go to Samuel R. Rosenbaum,
trustee of the Music Performance Trust
Fund, or should be paid directly to the
musicians who made the records and films,
as plaintiff contends.
Arguing for the rebel Hollywood musicians, attorney Harold A. Fendler stated
that the basic principle of collective bargaining is that the employer has an obligation

ABC's of ABC

to bargain with his employes or their representatives, but under no circumstances is he
required to bargain with non-employes.
Similarily, the bargaining agent of the employes must bargain for them alone and not
for others. So, Mr. Fendler argued, when
the AFM required the recording and motion
picture companies to make payments into a
fund for all musicians, including the great
majority not employed by those companies,
it was violating its responsibility to the
musicians who were the company's emThe total employment of musicians adds
ployes.
up to 53,000 man years, Mr. Fendler said,
yet musicians employed in recording and
motion pictures total only 1,700 man years,
or less than 3%. The total income of all
musicians from musical services is $353,000,000 a year, of which only $11,000,000
goes for services in recording and films,
again less than 3%. Yet, Mr. Fendler declared, AFM as bargaining agent for this
less than 3%, requires employers to make
substantial payments for the benefit of those
who are employed elsewhere in music. The
contention of the Hollywood musicians who
make the records and films, he asserted, is
that if a benefit arises from services performed, itbelongs to the man who performs
the services.
'Neutral Defendants'
Argument that the Los Angeles court has
"no jurisdiction to proceed in these actions
until Samuel R. Rosenbaum, trustee, is personally served in California or until he voluntarily appears," was presented at the
opening session of the hearing on Tuesday
by Homer Mitchell of O'Melveny & Myers,
attorneys for CBS, NBC, RCA, California
National Productions, Paramount Pictures
and Capitol Records. These companies are
all so-called "neutral defendants" in the suit,
which seeks to halt the payment of fees for
the use of theatrical motion pictures on television to Mr. Rosenbaum, as trustee of the
Music Performance Trust Fund, on the
ground that they properly should be made
to the musicians who performed for the
films.

V3

There are more than 3,740 members of ABC— the Audit Bureau of Circulation. Its job: To
verify the accuracy of publishers' statements of paid circulation.
About 10% of the membership is made up of specialized business
publications.
Broadcasting • Telecasting is the only news magazine specializing in radio-television coverage with membership in ABC.
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Calling Mr. Rosenbaum an "indispensable party" to the case, Mr. Mitchell's memorandum states that "to proceed without
him would violate the rights of the defendant
companies under the 14th amendment to the
United States Constitution for it is conceivable that this court might render judgment in favor of the plaintiffs and that a
New York court, in an action brought by
Rosenbaum against the defendant companies [B»T, Jan. 7], might render judgment in favor of Rosenbaum. Then the defendant companies would be required to pay
twice.
"If there is to be a contest between
plaintiffs and Rosenbaum as to which is the
obligee under the contracts wherein defendant companies are the obligors, then
Broadcasting
Telecas ting

both plaintiffs and Rosenbaum must be
parties to the contest," the memorandum
says, suggesting that the proper place to
litigate the question as to whether payments
should be made to Mr. Rosenbaum or to
the Local 47 members employed by motion
picture companies is New York, "where the
plaintiffs can make personal service on
Rosenbaum and on most, and probably all,
of the defendant companies."
The memorandum notes that "the plaintiffs have attempted to impute dishonesty
to the union in negotiating this type of an
agreement. If such is the fact, then their
cause of action is against the union. They
certainly cannot transfer this alleged dishonesty into a contract for their benefit and
sue to enforce it. The provisions for payments to Rosenbaum, as trustee, were not
for the benefit of the plaintiffs."
Yet,tiffs the
"the radical
plainseek toargument
have thiscontinues,
court make
changes in these contracts. They want this
court to require the defendant companies to
pay plaintiffs instead of Rosenbaum as
trustee. They want this court to permit
plaintiffs to use these funds as they please
rather than to devote them to the uses to
which Rosenbaum argreed to put them.
"In other words, plaintiffs want this court
to impose upon the defendant companies obligations towhich they have not agreed. This
is not permissible in an action for declaratory relief. Moreover, plaintiffs do not state

I

Movies

any facts upon the basis of which this court
could 'reform' the existing contracts to impose obligations upon the defendant companies which they have not agreed to asThe hearing is the second to be held by
Judge
sume." Ford on the dispute between Local
47 and its parent organization. Last month
[B»T, Dec. 10] Judge Ford granted the
Hollywood rebels a temporary restraining
order prohibiting phonograph recording
companies from making payments into the
Music Performance Trust Fund in excess of
the basic recording royalty. In addition to
the injunctive relief, the plaintiffs in that
action also ask "recovery" of $8,587,900
alleged
have C.been
"diverted"
by AFM
PresidenttoJames
Petrillo
to the trust
fund.
The action concerning fees on motion pictures made originally for showing in theatres
but subsequently released for tv use, also
seeks to acquire for the Hollywood musicians
$4,668,950 already received by the trust
fund in payment of fees for old movies heretofore released to television.
"Neutrals" Seek Dismissal
Affidavits filed on behalf of other "neutral" defendant companies, including NBC,
California National Productions, CBS, Paramount Pictures, Warner Bros. Pictures and
20th Century-Fox Film Corp., ask to be dismissed from the suit on the ground that they
have not agreed to make any payments into

on

the trust fund and are not signatory to the
four agreements with which the action is
concerned. These are the television film labor agreements of 1952 and 1954, which
called for payment of $25 to each musician
employed in the making of a theatrical film
at the time of that film's release to television;
the Hollywood film trust agreement, stipulating that the trust funds shall be paid 5%
of the gross time charges or gross take of
stations or networks broadcasting such films,
and the 1955 letter amendment to the labor
agreement transfering the $25 payments
from the individual musicians to the trust
funds. That change, effected by President
Petrillo and the AFM International Executive Board, is considered the prime motive
of the Hollywood local's revolt.
In line with the arguments of the defendant companies for dismissal as not proper
parties to the action, an affidavit submitted
by Leo Cluesmann, AFM International secretary, states that of 100 such companies
named as defendants, only 11 have entered
into agreements to make payments to the
trustee. Since June 1955, he says, payments
to the trust fund instead of to individual
musicians have amounted to less than $125,000. On the other hand, he said, since the
trust fund started making disbursements for
live music in 1950, the earnings of Local 47
musicians have increased progressively. Figured at minimum scale, their combined earnings from all musical services have risen
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-Television

NOMINATIONS

INVITED

Deadline Feb. 1, 1957
Radio or Television Newswriting:
For a distinguished example of newswriting or commentary for radio or television; nominations consisting of either
a partial or complete script, broadcast or
telecast- during the year.
Radio
Radio Reporting: For the most distinguished example of spot news reporting of a single news event, scheduled or
unscheduled, broadcast by radio during
the year; exhibits consisting of a typewritten summary and recordings or tapes,
not exceeding fifteen minutes running
time.
Public Service in Radio Journalism:
For an outstanding example of public
service by an individual radio station or
network through radio journalism, the
test being the worth of the public service,
the effectiveness of the presentation by
the station or network, and the unselfish
or public-spirited motives, bearing in
mind that the broadcasts must be journalistic in nature, not entertainment;
commercially sponsored radio programs
not being eligible unless produced and
controlled by the broadcasting station;
exhibits consisting of disc recordings (no
tapes) and a typewritten summary mentioning running time of exhibit, not to
exceed fifteen minutes.
Television
Television Reporting: For the most
distinguished example of spot news reporting of a single news event, scheduled
or unscheduled, broadcast by television
during the year; exhibits consisting of
typewritten summary and if available, a
segment or summary of 16 mm. film or
kinescope, not longer than fifteen minutes.
Public Service in Television Journalism: For an outstanding example of
public service by an individual television
station or network through television
journalism, the test being the worth of
the public service, the effectiveness of
the presentation by the station or network, and the unselfish or public-spirited
motives, bearing in mind that the broadcasts must be journalistic in nature and
not entertainment; commercially sponsored programs not being eligible unless
produced and controlled by the broadcasting station; entries consisting of •
typewritten summary and if available, a
segment or summary of 16 mm. film or
kinescope, not longer than fifteen minutes.
Nomination blanks and further information may be secured from:
Victor E. Bluedorn, Director
SIGMA
DELTA
CIII
Distinguished Service Awards In Journalism
35 E. Wacker Dr., Chicago 1
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from $16,205,000 in 1950 to $20,356,000
in 1955, he testified.
Mr. Cluesmann states that it was the union and not the individual musician that
brought about the payment of additional
fees for musicians employed in scoring motion pictures when those pictures were sold
for tv use. Before this, he says, the musician
negotiated a rate of pay for himself, he did
the work, he was paid, and his nexus with
the film was over. The employer had the
right to exhibit the motion picture on television without any further payment to him."
These payments, the affidavit says, become
"unearned, unexpected windfalls" to relatively few musicians, so, in June 1955, the
union reallocated them to the trust funds as
in the best interests of all AFM members.
When the hearing resumed Thursday
morning after a recess since Tuesday, Mr.
Fendler continued his argument for an injunction restraining film and phonograph
record companies from making payments to
the AFM or the trust fund until after the
$13,000,000 damage suit of the Hollywood
musicians against the AFM has been tried.
He quoted from the 1952 film agreement the
clause in which producing companies agreed
not to release their old movies for television
without making re-use payments to the musicians for the original films, and he pointed
out that the same language would carry over
into the 1954 agreement which is still in
effect. But, he said, in 1955 Mr. Petrillo
changed the rules, ordering the payments to
be made to the trust fund rather than to the
individual musicians. Stating that these
agreements are still being negotiated, he declared: "We don't want the companies to
make contracts to pay AFM or Rosenbaum
or anyone but the musicians themselves until the trial is held."
Default to Be Requested
Referring to Mr. Mitchell's claim that the
Los Angeles court had no jurisdiction over
Mr. Rosenbaum, Mr. Fendler said that this
was an attempt to turn the action solely into
the re-formation of a contract. To the contrary, he said, the basis of the action is the
payments to the fund through Mr. Rosenbaum but which actually belong to the plaintiffs. He reported that all necessary papers
had been served on Mr. Rosenbaum in New
York on Dec. 10 and that, since the 30 days
for answering have expired, a default would
be requested of Judge Moore. The attorney
for the Hollywood musicians also stated that
of the companies named as defendants in the
suit, those doing 95% of all business in their
industries, plus any others, are located in
Hollywood and that the Los Angeles court
has complete jurisdiction to appoint a receiver and prevent the funds in dispute from
leaving California until the final determination as to who shall have them.
John te Groen, president of Local 47,
called as witness by Mr. Fendler, testified,
over frequent objection of AFM counsel,
that after Mr. Petrillo had announced the
change in film re-use payments at the AFM
1955 convention, he told members of the
union's International Executive Board that
taking these payments from the Hollywood
musicians who had been receiving them

Te GROEN MISQUOTED JIMMY
JOHN te GROEN, former president
of AFM Local 47, testifying in Los
Angeles Superior Court Thursday admitted that he had misquoted AFM
President James Petrillo in a statement
made last May before a special investigating committee of the House
Committee on Education and Labor
[B»T, Nov 28, 1956]. Describing a
phone conversation he had had with
Mr. Petrillo, Mr. te Groen testified
that the union president had actually
said that "it was a mistake to have paid
the money to the men in the first
place." But in his testimony before the
House Committee, te Groen said, he
had misquoted Mr. Petrillo as saying
it was a mistake to take the money
away from the men after having once
given it to them.
would cause serious repercussions and that
it was "nailing me to a political crucifix."
He quoted Mr. Petrillo as saying that the
change was made to benefit all AFM members, not just a few in Hollywood.
Writers

Guild

to Vote

On Post '48 Film Deal
SCREEN Writers Branch of Writers Guild
of America, West, will vote on the guild's
recent deal with Matty Fox and C&C Television Corp., on a group of post '48 pictures
released to tv. The vote will be taken at a
special membership meeting to be held Jan.
24 in the Beverly Hilton Hotel, Los Angeles.
Mr. Fox reportedly has offered lump sums
of $235,000 each to the Screen Directors
Guild and the writers organization for the
release of 82 RKO feature films and about
50 short subjects for tv [B«T, Dec. 24,
1956]. General question of a formula for
the
for writers on post '48 films
also right
will befeesconsidered.
The Writers Guild board is studying the
first draft of a new tv film contract with networks, while contracts with the major film
tv subsidiary companies and the alliance and
independent tv film producers are about
ready for signing.
The television-radio writers branch of the
Writers Guild is voting on a proposal of the
guild's council that a previously adopted
regulation on the apportionment of residuals
between screen and tv writers, where their
combined work is involved, be rescinded.
This move is being made so that the problem of residual sharing may be considered
on an overall basis regarding radio, screen
and writers of live as well as film tv proAt a meeting of the television-radio branch
executive
board in Hollywood last Monday,
grams.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

BELL

&

HOWELL

Versatile

Originally produced to meet
rigid JAN (Joint Army-Navy)
specifications, this Bell &
Howell projector is noted for
its ruggedness, trouble-free
performance, simplicity and
ease of servicing. It includes
the following special features:
Optical and magnetic sound
reproduction • Fixed-axis
framing • Easy threading
Built-in loop setter • Forward and reverse • Operating
hour meter • Single-phase
operation «600-ohm balanced
line output.

Broadcasting

• Telecasting

VIDtCON

Programming

PROJECTORS

. . . Low

Initial Cost

As an integral part of Vidicon film chains, this new 16mm
Bell & Howell projector provides many unique advantages. For example, you get complete manual control,
plus connection for remote control. At the push of a
button, you can change from picture and sound on one
projector to the same set-up on the other.
This Bell & Howell projector also conforms to proposed new ASA standards for placement of magnetic
sound. All in all, the full potential of versatile programming is in direct proportion to the creativeness of your
production people.
Talk to your Systems Supplier soon. His quotation
will be a pleasant surprise. Or write for specifications on
Design 614 CVBM projector. Bell & Howell, 7139
McCormick Road, Chicago 45, 111.
FINER PRODUCTS THROUGH IMAGINATION
Bell

&

Howell
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STATIONS

PERSONNEL RELATIONS
Evelyn Burkey, executive director of the
Writers Guild of America, East, reported
on a study of trends in program popularity,
designed to guide the writer in efforts to
supply the kind of program material most
in demand. The western branch of the guild
is now joining in the study, which has been
carried on in the East for some time.
AFTRA Strike Against KROW
Marks Third Bay Area Dispute
KROW

Oakland, Calif., last Tuesday became the third of four Bay Area independents to be struck by AFTRA announcers. Previously KSFO and KYA San
Francisco were struck by the union. With
KLX Oakland, the four stations are bargaining as a unit through Lawrence P. Corbett,
Oakland attorney. The unit is called Bay
Area Independent Broadcasters Assn. [B*T,
Dec. 31, 24, 1956].
J. G. Paltridge, KROW vice presidentgeneral manager, told B»T Thursday the
station had lost one account and gained six
new ones during the first three days of its
AFTRA strike, bringing $1,600 added
revenue.
The strike developed after management
refused to accept what was described as a
package including a fee system, health-welfare benefits and other clauses that could
bring pay for staff announcers up to around
$275 a week ($165 weekly base pay).
AFTRA contended it merely wants parity
with the new network-tv contract operative
at seven Bay Area stations since Nov. 1.
Basic wage scale for announcers at the four
independents has been $150 under a oneyear contract that ended last Nov. 1 .
NLRB

Rules on CBS Composers

COMPOSERS employed by CBS on a contract basis are not employes, according to
a National Labor Relations Board decision,
upholding a hearing officer's recommendation. NLRB's ruling Jan. 9 was made on a
petition by Composers & Lyricists Guild of
America.

Cincinnati's

SELLS

STANLEY HUBBARD'S KSTP Inc. bought
KOB-AM-TV Albuquerque, N. M., for $1.5
million cash from Time Inc. and KOB President Wayne Coy last week, as Time cleared
the decks for its $15,750,000 acquisition of
the Consolidated Radio & Television Broadcasters properties [B»T., Dec. 24, 1956].
The sale, like Time Inc.'s purchase of the
Consolidated properties from President
Harry M. Bitner Sr. and other stockholders,
is subject to the customary FCC approval.
Neither application has been filed yet, the
filing in the Consolidated case awaiting Consolidated stockholders' final approval of the
sale.
The projected new owner of the Albuquerque stations also owns KSTP-AM-TV
St. Paul-Minneapolis and has a 23% interest in KWK-AM-TV St. Louis (which in
turn owns WGTO Haines City, Fla). Since
one of the properties Time Inc. is buying
from Consolidated is WTCN-AM-TV Minneapolis, buyer and seller in the KOB transaction will be direct competitors in the Minnesota market. KSTP is on 1500 kc with
50 kw and KSTP-TV is on ch. 5 with NBC,
while WTCN is on 1280 kc with 5 kw day
and 1 kw night and WTCN-TV is on ch. 1 1
with an ABC affiliation.
By selling the KOB stations, Time Inc.
assured itself of compliance with FCC's multiple ownership requirements when it takes
over the Consolidated properties. But the
Albuquerque transaction does not depend on
the Consolidated deal going through.
In addition to KOB-AM-TV, which it
owns equally with Mr. Coy, former FCC
chairman, Time Inc. owns CBS-affiliated
KLZ-AM-TV Denver and has 80% of NBCaffiliated KDYL and KTVT (TV) Salt Lake
City. In the Consolidated transaction it is
acquiring WFBM-AM-TV Indianapolis and
WOOD-AM-TV Grand Rapids as well as
WTCN-AM-TV, plus two Consolidated subsidiaries, Lansmore Corp. (real estate firm)
and Artists Inc. Since all six of these tv stations are vhf, one had to be dropped in

Powerful
Radio

watts of SALES

Station

POWER

KY

STATION

On the Air everywhere 24 hours a day— seven days a week
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STATIONS

• Clears way for Time acquisition of Consolidated

CINCINNATI,

WC

KOB-AM-TV

• $1.5 million cash purchase is made by KSTP Inc.

Most

Independent
50,000

TIME

OHIO

order to meet FCC's multiple ownership
requirements.
Mr. Coy, who has been president and general manager of Albuquerque Broadcasting
Co., licensee of the KOB stations, will continue to serve Time Inc. as a radio-tv consultant, according to their joint announcement of the sale. It had been expected that
Mr. Coy eventually would move to Indianapolis as head of WFBM-AM-TV. He suffered another slight heart attack after the
rigorous Consolidated negotiations, however, and although he is now reported to be
satisfactorily on the mend, the health factor may defer that original plan.
In the Albuquerque sale Howard E.
Stark of New York was broker for Time
Inc., as he was also in the Consolidated
transaction. Mr. Hubbard had no broker.
The entire transaction was handled by
telephone
and telegram
fromMr. Miami
Beach's
Racquet Club,
where both
Hubbard
and
Mr. Stark had been stopping, and from Mr.
Hubbard's yacht off the Florida coast.
Mr. Hubbard's financing — through a loan
from Mellon National Bank & Trust Co.,
Pittsburgh — was negotiated in the same fashion. The Mellon bank had backed Mr. Hubbard with a loan several years ago when he
bought control of KSTP, in which he held a
minority interest up to that time.
KOB-TV, which went on the air in 1948
and claims to have the highest transmitter in
the U. S. (atop Sandia Mountain, 10,833 ft.
above sea level), is on ch. 4 and is affiliated
with NBC. The radio station, on the air
since 1921 and also an NBC affiliate, is on
770 kc with 50 kw day and 25 kw night.
Time Inc. and Mr. Coy acquired them in
1952 for $900,000 from T. M. Pepperday
(Albuquerque Journal).
Under Orders to Directionalize
At the present time KOB is under orders
to directionalize its 770 kc antenna to protect Class 1-A WABC New York. KOB has
been operating under a temporary FCC authorization on 770 kc since 1941 and has
been engaged in litigation with ABC since
that time over its use of 770 kc. A Washington, D. C, federal court recently ordered a
solution be found for its situation. KOB
officially is licensed on 1030 kc.
Mr. Hubbard said that a thorough investigation of the Albuquerque-Santa Fe
market potential had been made. The market
study was made by Stanley E. Hubbard Jr.,
vice president in charge of research and development for KSTP Inc., and Dr. Hugh
Francis, U. of Minnesota research consultant
to KSTP Inc.
"Both KOB radio and tv have been leaders
in southwest broadcasting and have grown
steadily with the booming economy of the
Albuquerque market," Mr. Hubbard asserted. "We feel that our experience and record of public service programming in Minneapolis-St. Paul will help us in maintaining
and strengthening the tradition of commuBroadcasting
• Telecasting

nity service which Time Inc. and Wayne
established at KOB.'"
-CoyRoyhave
E. Larsen, president of Time Inc..
made clear that the Albuquerque sale was
not conditional on FCC approval of the Consolidated transaction. "However," he pointed
out, "The sale of KOB will enable Time Inc.
to conform with the FCC's mutiple ownership regulation limiting a company to five
vhf stations."
Andres, Dodson Assume Posts
As WKY, WSFA Station Managers
TWO top management promotions were announced last week by P. A. Sugg, executive
vice president of WKY Television System
and manager of WTVT (TV) Tampa, Fla.
Hoyt Andres, manager of WSFA-AM-TV
Montgomery. Ala., was named manager of
WKY-AM-TV Oklahoma City. Eugene B.
Dodson, acting manager of WKY-AM-TV,
moves to WSFA-AM-TV, replacing Mr.
Andres as manager. Promotions are effective
in February.
Mr. Andres joined WKY in 1946 as radio
program manager, becoming assistant manager in 1951 and moving to the Montgomery
post when WKY bought the stations in February 1955. Mr. Dodson joined WKY in
1949 as promotion manager, moving up to
the post of assistant manager and being
named acting manager in July 1955.
I

Rochester, N. Y., and Mid-Atlantic Broadcasting Co., owner of WMID Atlantic City,
charging that copyrighted songs were performed bythe stations without authorization.
The suits against the two stations sought
to have the outlets "restricted from publicly
performing the songs in the future and to
award damages of not less than $250 for
each unauthorized performance, together
with court costs and attorneys' fees." The
suit against Federal Broadcasting was filed
in the U. S. District Court for the Western
District of New York and the one against
Mid-Atlantic Broadcasting in the U. S. District Court for the District of New Jersey.
The songs involved in the suit against
Mid-Atlantic and the plaintiffs are "True

and plaintiffs: "Ain't Misbehavin' " (Mills
Music); "Yesterday" (T. B. Harms Co.);
"Skylark" (George Simon Inc.); "If I Loved
You" (Williamson Music Inc.); "Sunnyside
Up" (DeSylva, Brown & Henderson Inc.);
"There Goes My Heart" (Leo Feast Inc.);
"Have You Ever Been Lonely" and "By
The Beautiful Sea" (Shapiro, Bernstein &
Co.); "On The Street Where You Live,"
"I've Grown Accustomed to Her Face,"
"Get Me to Church on Time" and "Wouldn't
It Be erick
Loverly"
Loewe). (Alan Jay Lerner and Fred-

fi£lf<

WHEC
with

MR. ANDRES

Love," (Buxton Hill Music Corp.); "I've Got
You Under My Skin," and "It's All Yours"
(Chapell & Co.). The suit against Federal
Broadcasting involves the following songs

MR. DODSON

Out

Rates

Rochester

of 360

Quarter-Hours

In Competition
KOSA-TV Maximum Power Switch
Planned to Take Place Tomorrow
TOMORROW (Tuesday) is the date set by
ch. 7 KOSA-TV Odessa, Tex., for its switch
to maximum power (316 kw), with a complete new set of remote equipment on tap,
according to an announcement by Cecil
Trigg, president-general manager. The station says it has spent almost a quarter of a
million dollars to upgrade its wide-area service. KOSA-TV has bought a 50 kw GE amplifier and component parts, a new custom
GMC truck for remotes, carrying two new
GE field camera chains and related equipment to send the signal home via a new
color-corrected microwave relay link. The
KOSA-TV antenna reaches 1,000 ft. above
average terrain.
Unauthorized Music Use
Charged to Two Stations
SUITS were filed last week by members of
the American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers against Federal Broadcasting System Inc., owner of WSAY
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
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BUY WHERE THEY'RE LISTENING . . . ROCHESTER'S TOP-RATED STATION

NEW YORK
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5,000 WATTS
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STATIONS
FCC

PROTEST

.
POSED

IN 'LUTHER'
RHUBARB
• Protestants criticize WGN-TV
• Say Catholics swayed station

WVET has five men
who have proved
they can charm Adults
into hearing and acting
on sales messages . . .
with Melody and News
plus Personality.
Backed by new local
advertising , they're
spear-heading WVET
into Top Ratings
all day and all night.
In Rochester, your best
radio buy is the New •
WVET music-and-news
format .

CHARGE that WGN-TV Chicago violated
its public interest responsibility by permitting "de facto censorship" in the cancellation of the "Martin Luther" film will
be the basis of a formal protest to be filed
with the FCC by a Protestant action
committee.
Promising a last ditch fight to have the
motion picture rescheduled, the committee
authorized the action and voted to retain
Frank Ketcham, Washington, D. C, as its
counsel before the Commission and to consult with Chicago attorneys. The committee
also will explore other channels of public
opinion for filing protests and "to inform
appropriate
congressional
committees."
The
Church
Federation
of Greater
Chicago,
BOB TREBOR

WILL MOYLE

whose executive vice president heads the
action group, and other inter-church agencies
were urged to mobilize their members over
the alleged "threat to freedom" involved in
cancellation of the film. It was not immediately known when the protest would be filed
with the FCC.
The Protestant action committee stated
it intends to establish the principle that all
television stations shall interpret their federal licenses to broadcast in the public interest, convenience and necessity; to require
them to conform to the First Amendment of
the Constitution, providing freedom of expression in religion as well as in politics.
The group charges that WGN-TV cancelled
the motion picture as a result of Roman
Catholic pressure [B»T, Dec. 24, 1956, et
seg.].
Charges Moral Obligation

TOM DECKER

KEN POWELL

BOB GLACY

* MELODY
FIDELITY
Good music for listening pleasure
* NEWS
COVERAGE
every hour on the hour.
5000 WATTS
1280 KC

ROCHESTER,

N.Y.

Represented Nationally by
THE BOLLING COMPANY
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Lutheran Church Productions Inc. producer of the "Luther" film served notice it
will "pursue to satisfaction the ultimate television showing in Chicago and throughout
the nation" because of public response. The
organization noted that "while any station
ordinarily is completely free to accept or
reject those motion picture titles it would
broadcast, the station made its decision only
after careful deliberation and, as a result,
has a moral obligation to fulfill its originally
announced intentions."
Announcement that WGN-TV "has no
present intention" of rescheduling the controversial film was made Tuesday by Ward
L. Quaal, vice president and general manager
of WGN Inc., after meeting with representatives of the Church Federation of Greater
Chicago and National Lutheran Council. He
stated:
"We acted in good faith originally in cancelling the showing of this film during the
Christmas holiday and we are acting in good
faith now in an effort to prevent further misunderstanding, ilwill, or controversies from
being injected into the homes of families we
are licensed to serve by the Federal Com-

ONE MINUTE'S OPINION
WWDC Washington will comment
editorially on major civic problems in
the Greater Washington area, President Ben Strouse announced Thursday. The editorials will be one minute
in length and will be repeated up to a
dozen times per day.

munications
Commission."
Lutheran Church
Productions originally
was authorized by its board to sell the feature film in Chicago only with the purpose of
making "an evaluation" as to whether it
should be extended to other cities, Robert
A. E. Lee, executive secretary of LCP, told
B»T Wednesday. Eventual objective is to
obtain "general and comprehensive coverage" throughout the nation, he added.
Mr. Lee said Lutheran Church Productions has been considering such coverage on
a local station-to-station or network basis or
perhaps "putting the film on the shelf for a
couple
of years."
No thought
has been given by Lutheran
Church Productions to actually buying time
for the motion picture, because of the fact
it originally was a theatrical release, Mr. Lee
said. He said WGN-TV initially bought the
film on the basis it had been a "successful
dramatic motion pictures" shown in theatres
during 1953-54. Mr. Lee noted that many
stations, including WGN-TV, maintain a
policy of not offering purely religious programs for time sale but schedule them as
public service features. He felt "Martin
Luther" did not fall in this category.
After the meeting Tuesday Dr. Harms described the issue as one of "freedom and the
committee intends to press for recognition of
this basic American issue on Chicago airways." The Rev. V. C. Rickman, of St.
Philip's Lutheran Church, Chicago, an
action committee member, felt Mr. Quaal
had given a "pre-determined decision."
Westinghouse Combines Charity
In Marking Ownership of WIND
AGENCY and client executives were feted
by Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. last
Wednesday at a reception marking its new
ownership of WIND Chicago [B*T, Dec.
24, 1956].
The Off-the-Street Club of the Chicago
Federated Adv. Club shared in proceeds
raised during a special ticket promotion at
the Ambassador East Hotel. Acting through
Donald H. McGannon, its president, WBC
donated more than $1,000 in company tvradio receivers and appliances for a prize
drawing. Free tickets accompanied each
invitation to the reception. WBC and WIND
matched, dollar for dollar, all proceeds
raised from sale of additional tickets, with
the entire fund contributed to the Off-theStreet Club.
A similar reception was held for civic officials, broadcasting and newspaper executives and radio-tv entertainers Thursday.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

THE
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BIGGEST

Produced for United Press by
Sherman H. Dryer Productions

NEWS

STORIES

Recorded at WOR Recording Division, N.Y
Lateral type • 33 1/3 RPM • Start Outside
PART 1

"Sold it to first prospect
approached."
KNGS manager
M.
L. Offenbach, - Hanford,
Calif.
"Such good comment from listeners
we're using it three times."
- KOA news director Ken White,
Denver, Colo.
"Sold It and ran it again as a public
service." - KOOS program director
Patsy Barkwell, Coos Bay, Ore.
"Many calls from listeners telling
how much they enjoyed it."
- WERD newscaster Jack Gibson, program
director Albert Saddler, Atlanta, Ga.
"Used New Year's Day, with sponsor."
- KPMC program director
Paul Bierman, Bakersfield, Calif.
"Excellent; blended well with our
local tapes and year-end report."
- WMBI news director Don Turner,
Chicago, III.
"Reached great and appreciative
audience. 30 promotional
announcements preceded it."
- KATY sales promotion manager
Dale Kirk, San Luis Obispo, Calif.
"Well-handled, dramatic program
re-living one of our best newt
years." - WOR news manager
George Brown, New York, N. Y.
"Much comment on it. Another
reason for satisfaction with your
service." - WKOY program director
Edward S. Erb, Bluefield, W. Va.
"Well received. One of the
finest services from U P.''
- KOHL news director Dick Biddick,
Fairbault-Owatonna, Minn.
"Found
acceptance."
- KOMW wide
news editor
Stan Pennington, Omok, Wash.

Cavalcade

of Acclaim

' have joined in a coast-to-coast cavalcade of
Broadcasters
i
n
acclaim for U.P.'s recorded dramatization of the biggest
news stories of the year, "Cavalcade of 1956."
The typical reports and comments here show this annual
bonus feature a smash hit again with listeners and sponsors alike.
More stations— some
U.P. news produces.
U. P. News
Produces

1800— prefer United Press. Because

UNITED

PRESS

STACKS

OF

I
Smokestacks have always been
a symbol of activity in our Ohio
River Valley. They came to us
first aboard the picturesque
sternwheelers that opened this
region to phenomenal growth.
They stayed to multiply and multiply above busy mills and factories whose industrial worth today — in the HuntingtonCharleston heart alone — exceeds one billion dollars!
Nowhere in America is there
such a panorama of business under full steam as in the 100-plus
counties served by the four-state
span of WSAZ-TV. Here live
nearly a million families with annual buying power close to four
billion dollars — a symbol of
booming productivity making
this America's 23rd TV market.
Your advertising cuts a smart
bow wave when you consign it
to WSAZ-TV, only TV station
covering the whole area. Any
Katz office can write the ticket.

NBC Rechristens WKNB-TV
To WNBC(TV) West Hartford
CEREMONIES today (Monday) will mark
of NBC's WKNBcall letters
the change
TV
to WNBCin (TV)
in West Hartford, Conn.
Ownership of the uhf ch. 30 station, which
went on the air Feb. 11, 1953, was assumed
by NBC on Dec. 13, 1956. Studios are located in West Hartford and the transmitter
at Farmington, Conn.
A 20-minute telecast, featuring Tex and
Jinx McCrary, will be seen on both WNBC
and WRCA-TV New York. Following this
telecast, a 10-minute local program will include the presentation of the new call letters
from Thomas B. McFadden, vice president
of NBC owned stations and NBC Spot Sales,
to the station's general manager, Peter B.
Kenney. Also scheduled are brief talks by
government and civic leaders, including the
mayors of communities in the area. A portion of the ceremonies will be shown on
NBC-TV's Today tomorrow morning.
Charles R. Denny, executive vice president
of operations, will be among the top NBC
executives on hand.
A luncheon for 200 advertising agency
executives and civic leaders will follow at
the studio building. Along with the ceremonies, an extensive promotional campaign
will get underway including air announcements, newspaper advertising and displays
in tv stores.
The WNBC call letters first belonged to a
radio outlet in New Britain, Conn., and
from November 1946 to Oct. 18, 1954, was
used for NBC's flagship stations in New
York (now WRCA-AM-TV).
Hoffman to Head Promotion,
Planning for WOR Stations
ADVANCEMENT of Robert M. Hoffman
to the newly-created post of director of
promotion and planning for WOR-AM-TV
New York was announced last week by
Gordon Gray and Robert Leder, general
managers, respectively, of WOR-TV and
WOR.
Mr. Hoffman joined WOR in 1948 as
director of research, and in 1954 was promoted to director
of sales planning
and development
for WOR-AM-TV.
In his new post,
he will be largely
concerned with
planning on a management level for
both stations. In
addition, he will
continue to direct
the activities of the

HUNTINGTON-CHARLESTON, W. VA.
Affiliated with Radio Stations
WSAZ, Huntington & WGKV, Charleston
LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT
Represented by The Katz Agency
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promotion, advertions and research departments. tising, public relaIn another move, James A. Yergin, a
writer in the WOR-AM-TV promotion department, has been named manager of
presentations for the stations. Robert J.
Sullivan continues as director of advertising
and Richard A. Jackson as director of public
relations.

NATIONAL representation for WCOVAM-TV Montgomery, Ala., is arranged with Young Television Corp.
handling tv and Adam Young Inc.
am, effective Feb. 1. At contract signing (1 to r) : Hugh Smith, WCOV-TV
general manager; Adam Young, head
of the representative firms, and Joe
Petranka, WCOV station manager.
James S. Ayers represents both stations in the Southeast.

WBBM-TV Reinstates Hockey
WBBM-TV Chicago announced Tuesday it
will carry remainder of the 10-game national Hockey League CBS-TV schedule,
starting this past Saturday — after complaints
from the local Blackhawks' management
against Chicago being blacked out on Saturday afternoon telecasts. Earlier, station
spokesmen explained the initial contest (Jan.
5) was not carried because of lack of sponsorship. The Blackhawks believe the telecasts will help stimulate hockey interest in
that city.

Lanphier to Head WHFC Cicero
CHARLES J. LANPHIER has been named
general manager of WHFC Cicero, 111. He
formerly owned WFOX Milwaukee and at
one time was with WEMP Milwaukee.
Shaver, Kahn Buy WAGR Lumberton
WAGR Lumberton, N. C, has been sold by
Hector McLean and associates for $50,000
to local businessmen D. M. Shaver and Albert E. Kahn. The sale, subject to FCC approval, was negotiated by Paul H. Chapman
Co. of Atlanta. The Lumberton station
operates on 1480 kc with 1 kw.
PROGRESS

IN PA.

HISTORY was made at the opening
of the 1957 session of the Pennsylvania General Assembly as WGBI-TV
Scranton became the first station in
the state, it reports, to take sound
cameras into the legislative halls. Film
of the opening ceremonies and excerpts of the governor's
the
Commonwealth
message State
were of
shown
on WGBI-TV news shows the day
they were shot. Coverage also included
a special quarter-hour report highlighting the governor's speech and
comments by majority and minority
sembly.
leaders from both houses of the as-
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• F»r live camera work, the VIDICON
CAMERA fits into this VIEWFINDER, for
use on tripod or bracket. Weight — only 50
pounds. Turret operates from rear, with other
rear controls for focus, brightness, and gain.

THE

that

ONE

CAMERA

does

General

Electric

Versatile

Vidicon

Camera

The Vidicon is a hard-working "one man band"— low in cost, too.
ONE Camera For SIX Jobs.
This highly adaptable, easy handling camera fills the bill as:
1 . Film Camera
4. Rehearsal Camera
2. Remote Pickup Camera
5. Experimental Operations Camera
3. Emergency Camera 6. Closed Circuit Camera
You use the VIDICON any where... where maximum range is not
required such as sports events and conventions coverage.
Speedy Change Between Film and Live Work.
The VIDICON CAMERA is only 9 inches long, 7 inches highweighs 10 pounds. It mounts directly on the Optical Multiplexer
—handles four film sources that interchange through fixed mirrors and adjustable beam splitters. Or, the VIDICON CAMERA
fits into the VIEWFINDER for live camera work . . . you have a
four lens camera turret operated from the rear, with only three
other controls: for brightness, gain, and camera focus.
Delivers Sharp Performance — with Only Ten Tubes.
There are only ten tubes in the VIDICON CAMERA'S amazingly
simple circuit— yet the VIDICON gives a camera resolution of
500 lines (400 lines in corners). Chassis components are plug-in
type for easy maintenance, with all elements readily accessible.
Its Automatic Gain Control maintains constant output through a
wide range of light levels with no need for constant adjustment.
The General Electric VIDICON CAMERA fills the need for
expanding camera operations without burdensome capital outlay. Call the G-E representative for details on every problem requiring peak telecasting oerformance. Or, write General Electric
Company, Section Bl '17-14 Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Multiplexer...
For film work, VIDICON CAMERA mounts directly on the
Optical Multiplexer for immediate correct alignment on four
film sources — two 16-mm projectors, 2x2 slide projector, and
ID emergency slide projector
for Auto Programmer use.

Monitor Assembly...
The picture monitor, wave form
monitor, and camera control are
all compactly assembled in this
desk-mounted cabinet, 29 inches
high and 20 inches deep. The
entire tube complement, for the
monitors as well as the camera,
contains only 45 tubes.

Progress Is Our Most Important Product

GENERAL

A

ELECTRIC
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Sandeberg, Coleman Elected
Avery-Knodel Vice Presidents
DAVID H. SANDEBERG, west coast
manager, and Charles C. Coleman, southern manager, Avery-Knodel Inc., have been
elected vice presidents of the radio-tv station
representation firm, it was announced last
week by Lewis H. Avery, president. At the
same time, J. W. Knodel, a vice president,
was named executive vice president.
Promotions
were made, Mr. Avery

radio

APPLIANCE

MOVER

O'CONNOR & MOODY, Kankakee,
111., appliance store, used 180 spot announcements on WKAN that city to
promote a "fire sale." In the weekend
sale, the store sold 145 major gas and
electric appliances and over 500 small
appliances, making it necessary to
place a hurried call to the distributor
for more appliances.
The fire sale was held when a
fire destroyed an adjoining supermarwith resultant
damage to O'Connorket,& Moody
appliances.
REPRESENTATIVE SHORTS
Headley-Reed, Atlanta, moves to 800 Peachtree St., Suite 673.
REPRESENTATIVE PEOPLE

MR. SANDEBERG

MR. COLEMAN

pointed out, to increase operating efficiency
"through broadening the corporate executive
ne quarter-hours*

Mi
IS
t in 20

I
id in 18
H
JG AN AVERAGE
*
,313 HOMES*
UARTER
HOUR

pared to our next
3 competitors
lependerrt)— 25,326 homes
lependerrt) — 20,671 homes
JRTHER PROOF
DETERMINE
M'S BEST BUY?

WOV Expanding Facilities
base."
WOV New York is celebrating its 30th year
on the air as a combined English-Foreign
language station by expanding its office and
studio facilities at its 730 Fifth Ave. headquarters as well as its transmitting site at
Carlstadt, N. J. At the New Jersey site, WOV
this month is installing a new 10 kw RCA
transmitter, and is adding studios, a newsroom, offices and an employes lounge. In
New York, WOV is moving from the 12th
floor of the Hecksher Bldg. to the sixth floor,
providing greater physical as well as more
efficient operating space.
Sixth Rate Card for KNXT

Clare Leonelli, traffic department, WABC
New York, to Adam Young Inc., same city,
as manager of firm's newly-established traffic
department.
Charles Grim, formerly on sales staff,
Woman's Home Companion, to Chicago
office of Paul H. Raymer Co.
STATION PEOPLE
Joe Miller, local sales manager, KFMB San
Diego, promoted to general sales manager,
effective Jan. 15.
W. D. Swanson, local-regional sales manager, KTVX (TV) Muskogee-Tulsa, Okla.,
named commercial manager and Robert
Norris, program director appointed operations director. Mr. Norris succeeds Ben January, resigned.

(TV)

KNXT (TV) Hollywood has published a
new rate card (No. 6) effective tomorrow
(Tuesday). In announcing the change, Clark
B. George, general manager, said current advertisers will get customary six-month rate
protection in spite of an "upward adjustment" of the discount structure reflected in
the new rate card. Basic rates remain the
same.
STATION SHORTS
WOR-AM-FM-TV New York has appointed
DArcy Adv., N. Y. Stations are division of
RKO Teleradio Pictures Inc. DArcy also
handles advertising for parent company,
General Tire & Rubber Co.

MR. NORRIS

Norman Glenn, general manager of WJWL
Georgetown, Del., for past
and onehalffiveyears,
to
WCHI Chillicothe,
Ohio (which he
bought recently), as
president. He plans
to take active part

Indiana radio and tv stations were guests of
Tony Hulman, president, Indianapolis Motor
Speedway, at cocktail party in connection
with buildup of this year's race which is to
be held on May 30.
WBMS Boston is increasing its news periods
to half-hour every hour as most Boston
stations are on hourly news schedule.
Weather forecasts remain on hourly basis.
Page 102
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MR. SWANSON

in station's
manage-to
ment. Additions
present staff and
programming
contemplated. are
H. A. Bridge Jr.,
Tex.,

KMHT
Marshall,of
general manager
MR. GLENN
and director of Harrison County
Broadcasting • Telecasting

Most

Complete

Line

Available

6,000

Raytheon

KTR

Series TV Microwave

Relays

Your specific requirements are sure to be satisfied with the industry's largest
and best-selling line of microwave relay equipment— Raytheon KTR links.
For broadcast, common carrier, industrial and government TV, these portable or rack mounted relays provide highest quality NTSC color transmission with simultaneous program audio. All KTR units offer low initial,
operating and maintenance costs, plus unequalled reliability and flexibility.
Raytheon provides complete television microwave engineering services —
surveys, systems and planning. Complete accessory complement available
includes: antennas, passive reflectors, tripods, racks, waveguides, alarm
and control units.

Excellence in Electronics
-S9
A-3015

RAYTHEON

For complete information, please write
RAYTHEON

MANUFACTURING

Commercial Equipment Division, Dept. 6120

Broadcasting
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COMPANY
•

Waltham 54, Mass.
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STATIONS
NEW

HAMPSHIRE

IN

CALIFORNIA

Broadcasting Co., named vice president.
Bill Martin, KCLA Pine Bluff, Ark., joins
KMHT as news editor and commercial salesman.
Larry H. Lau, account executive, KVAN
Vancouver, Wash., named general sales
manager.
Daniel S. Jacobson appointed account executive for WAAM Baltimore.

The

Mexican-

American

population

of Greater
Los Angeles
about

George Inghram, accountTV
executive,
WISNMilwaukee,
named WISN sales
manager. He was
general manager of
WFOX, same city,
before joining
WISN-TV.
Charles W. (Chad)
Mason, production
manager,
WSUNTV
St. Petersburg,
Fla., named sales

is

the same

as the total
MR. INGHRAM
population
New

of

Hampshire.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

560,000

MEXICAN-AMERICANS
IN LOS ANGELES

550,000

This is why KWKW
Speaking Market

Spanish
is a

Must for Sponsors like these:
DEXTROSE
REGAL PALE
EASTSIDE
LUCKY STRIKE
J. C. PENNEY CO.
WRIGLEY'S GUM
CAMELS
EX LAX
CHEER
7-UP
LYDIA PINKHAM
J. J. NEWBERRY
A-l PILSNER
PEPSI-COLA
CARNATION MILK BURGERMEISTER
CHOOZ
WHITE KING SOAP CO.
FOLGER'S COFFEE QUAKER OATS
COCA-COLA
REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
ITALIAN SWISS
HILLS BROS. COFFEE
FEENAMINT
COLONY WINE
MAYTAG
SALEM CIGARETTES
BUICK DEALERS
COCOMALT
ASSOC.
WINSTON CIGARETTES
You can reach ALL
550,000 through one station!

mm
PASADtMA • LOS AM GILES i
V
Spcnish Language i
- Station j/
L.A. — RYan 1-6744
San Francisco — Broadcast Time Sales
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promotion vertising
and manager
ad-

for WSUN-AM-TV.
James F. Baker, manager of station services,
Radio Advertising Bureau, to WPTR Albany
as sales manager.
Charles I. Knab, production department,
KLOR (TV) Portland, Ore., named sales
representative.
Ogden Bowman, with NBC for 25 years,
recently as supervisor of master control,
WRCA-TV New York, promoted to supervisor of technical operations for station.
Herbert J. Teison, publicity-promotion director, Schwerin Radio-Tv Research Corp..
to WPTR Albany-Troy-Schenectady, N. Y.,
in similar capacity.
John Z. Miller, previously with various stations in N. D. and Fla. in advertising and
promotional capacities, appointed promotion
director of KROC-TV Rochester, Minn.
Fran King, traffic-continuity, KLOQ Yakima, Wash., named program director and
Frosti Fowler, disc jockey, appointed operations manager.
Jack Petersen, formerly with KRNT Des
Moines, to KOA-TV Denver as director.
Bernard T. Maloney, space salesman, Boston
office, House Beautiful magazine to WBZTV, same city, as time salesman.
Russ Barnett, news editor, WFAA Dallas,
to KFOX Long Beach, Calif., in similar
capacity.
Murray Marder, Washington Post reporter,
assigned to cover foreign situation for
WTOP Washington and WMBR Jacksonville, Fla. (both Washington Post stations),
headquartering in London.
Boyd Fellows, radio-tv director at Loyola
U., Chicago, and Rolf Forsberg, radio-tv
actor-director-writer, to staff of WTTW (TV)
Chicago, non-commercial, educational station, as producers-directors. Gerald Smith,
recently with WOOD-TV Grand Rapids,

LIMB SNAPS

UNDER

GUEST

IT MAY take some persuasion before
visiting British Member of Parliament
Peter Smithers makes another advance
radio interview. In Cleveland last
week on a speaking engagement, Mr.
Smithers, KYW there reports, dropped
into the studios to appear on its transcribed Press Club Presents panel
show. During the course of discussing
Anglo-American
said Mr. Smithers),relations
the M. P.("Rotten,"
confided
that "Anthony Eden probably won't
resign as Prime Minister." The show
went on the air at 8:30 p.m. EST.
Around that time, KYW carried London's dispatch on Mr. Eden's resignation.

Mich., and Joseph Pelletiere, head of tv
servicing business, to same station as engineers.
Suzanne Hart to continuity department of
WIL St. Louis.
Paul Hallett, newsman, WTOP-TV Washington, author of syndicated cartoon strip,
"Merry Washington."
Len Libman, WORL Boston, to WFEA
Manchester, N. H., as announcer-disc
jockey. Julie Laverne joins her husband,
Gene, on WFEA's Showcase as disc jockey.
Bob Sanders, KSD St. Louis, to KCMO
Kansas City as disc jockey.
L. A. Blust Jr., former general manager of
KTUL Tulsa, named managing director of
Downtown Tulsa Unltd. community association.
William E. Leider, cameraman, WMBR-TV
Jacksonville, Fla., married Carolyn Courreges, Dec. 29.
Dale Moudy, vice president-director of engineering, Mid Continent Broadcasting Co.,
Omaha, father of boy, Kevin Leigh, Dec. 1 1 .
Harold Andrews, station manager, WGHM
Skowhegan, Me., father of boy, Paul Duane,
Dec. 31.
Bob Wery, disc jockey, WGTO Haines City,
Fla., father of boy, Scott Reid, Jan. 5.
Jim Bennett, weathercaster, KLZ-TV Denver, father of girl.

OW
FROM
DOIT- tpa
YOURSELF
ADVERTISING
ANNOUNCEMENT
see page 57
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PROGRAM SERVICES
BETTER
Paramount Announces Pact
For Acquisition of Dot Records
PARAMOUNT PICTURES Corp. is acquiring Dot Records as a wholly-owned subsidiary, according to an agreement announced
last week by Barney Balaban, Paramount
president, with Randy Wood, president of
the record company. Upon consummation,
Mr. Wood will continue to direct the operations of Dot Records and will be elected a
vice president of Paramount.
Purchase price is reported to be around
$3 million.
According to Paramount's announcement, Dot Records led the recording industry last year in sales of single records, its
gross business in 1956 exceeding $6 million.
Paramount does not expect to make any
structural personnel changes in the company.
In addition to its motion picture activity,
Paramount has interests in electronics (principally substantial stock in Allen B. DuMont
Labs), in tv stations — KTLA (TV) Los Angeles iswholly owned by its subsidiary, Paramount Tv Productions Inc., and Paramount
hold substantial interest in DuMont Broadcasting Corp. (WABD [TV] New York and
WTTG [TV] Washington) — color development via its Chromatic Television Labs and
pay tv, through International Telemeter
Corp., also a Paramount subsidiary.
Olmsted Sees More Tape Shows,
Increased Automatic Operation
AN increase this year in the number of radio shows wholly or partly recorded in advance is predicted by Richard Olmsted,
executive vice president-chief engineer, Olmsted Sound Studios, New York. Mr. Olmsted also sees a rise in semi-automatic radio
stations which use automatic tape machines
for continuous transmission; one machine
broadcasting music, the other announcements, station breaks and commercials.
Pointing out that more than a million
homes in the U. S. now have their own tape
recorders, Mr. Olmsted looks for still new
developments in the field of home taped music and entertainment. Also on the immediate horizon, he predicts, is taped background music in transportation — trains,
ocean liners and planes. In his yearend preview, Mr. Olmsted asserted that the year
ahead
appears
to be "another banner year"
for audio
achievements.
Cheyefsky Tv Series Planned
By American Psychiatric Assn.
TV-MOVIE writer Paddy Cheyefsky and
the American Psychiatric Assn. will collaborate on preparation of a tv program series
this year dealing with psychiatric topics, it
was announced by Dr. Francis J. Braceland,
APA's president, and Robert Stanford and
Herb Jaffe, the writer's representatives.
The association will provide Mr. Cheyefsky with consultation on psychiatric concepts and practices, giving professional review and advice in script preparation. Dr.
Braceland said that APA for some years had
hoped through a combination of artist and
doctor to enlighten people via television on
some of the mechanisms underlying human
behavior as viewed by the psychiatrist.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

BALANCED
MUSIC
PROGRAMMING
William R. Vogel, Gen. Mgr.
of KLOV, Loveland,
Colorado writes:
". . . KLOV uses the SESAC
Library to form its broad base
for both sales and programming.
The "A" section is the hub
around which our "C & W
Jamboree"ligiousrevolves
. . . SESAC
the remusic of the
Library is in constant demand
by the Ministers of all Faiths
who are on KLOV . . . the popular music shows "Moods in
Music" and "Musical Grabbag"
artists and
music
. . . secthe
make tion
heavy
use of
the "N"
Farm Hour is basically programmed with SESAC band
music . . . most of our themes
are from the SESAC Library.
"KLOV is able to offer a better
balanced musical menu to its
audience because of its basic
use of the SESAC Library . . .
good, well balanced programming makes sales easier.
SESAC is responsible for the
good programming that makes
KLOV tops in its sales field.
We look forward to many years
of better balanced programs
with SESAC at KLOV."
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HEY,

TONI

IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST

. . .
Story

WHICH
HAS

JOE

A

FULL

WAVE?

TIE-IN SELLS WELK SHOW
RCA Thesaurus has reported that its
promotional tie-in with Dodge Div. of
Chrysler Corp. on The New Lawrence
Welk Show has been successful with
80% of subscriber stations having sold
the radio program and Dodge dealers
constituting one-half of the sponsor
list. In addition to regular promotion
devices, RCA Thesaurus provided stations with audition discs aimed directly at Dodge dealers. Dodge sponsors
The Lawrence Welk Show on ABCTV (Sat, 9:30-10:30 p.m. EST).
'56 Advances Cited
By Columbia Records
COLUMBIA RECORDS Inc., subsidiary of
CBS Inc., which a year ago set for its dealers
a new long-range program, themed "Your
Future is Sound," last week reported "the
future came more quickly than we antici-

If your research department is
on its toes, it will tell you that
there are some pretty good Joes
who run radio stations. It
also will tell you that what
distinguishes one of these Joes
(last name of Floyd) from
the others is his full wave. It's
in his great new

FT.

TOWER

The midwest's biggest radio
tower, equivalent to 13,600 watts,
gives KELO RADIO new regional
market impact. KELO rates,
plus this tremendous power, make
it your best regional buy— your
miraculous doorway to a vast
new regional market!

SIOUX FALLS, S. D.
One of the Midwest's Leading Radio
Stations Affiliated with NBC
JOE FLOYD, President
Evans Nord, Gen. Manager. Larry Bentson, V.P.
Represented by H-R
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In a yearend report, CRI President Goddard . Lieberson indicated that 1956 was a
"boom year" for the record and phonograph
pated."
firm,
outstripping an earlier prediction of
steady growth "leading to a volume increase
of 50% in five years," to achieve "more than
its 50% sales increase in just one year —
Mr. Lieberson said long playing records
(first introduced by CRI just eight years ago)
1956."
accounted
for 60% of all world wide record
sales, Columbia alone last year realizing an
107% sales gain over 1955. Though it cut
back production of single shellac discs last
year, CRI reports that three of its popular
cuttings — by Doris Day ("Quy Sera"), Johnnie Ray ("Walking in The Rain"), and
Guy Mitchell
("Singing
released toward the
end ofThe
the Blues")
1956, —each
achieved 1 million (unit) sales totals, with
the Mitchell disc alone exceeding 2 million
copies. Columbia's phonograph division,
which manufactures the "360" set line, exceeded its 1955 sales volume by 32% in
1956, it was reported. Also making "a
notable success:" Columbia Transcription
Service's orders for merchandising and product publicity as in the case of Gillette Safety
Razor Co.'s use of over 1 million seven-inch
discs containing excerpts from CRI's Greatest Moments in Sports album, which served
as a premium for Gillette razors last year.
Other hot items in CRI's stable: the album
of "My Fair Lady" which topped in sales the
actual
sales. dollar intake of the play's boxoffice
PROGRAM SERVICE PEOPLE
James P. Hackert, Associated Press, Bureau
head at Trenton, N. J., transferred to N. Y.
membership department at AP headquarters.
His is succeeded by John N. Kolesar.
BUI Snyder, pianist, has been signed by RCA
Thesaurus. First transcribed program featuring Mr. Snyder and his quintet will be sent
to stations this month.
Robert Burton, vice president, Broadcast
Music Inc., named chairman, radio-tv division of Legal Aid Society's annual fund
raising drive.

of Hungarians

Told in 25-Min. Film
TV STATIONS in the U. S. and Canada will
be contacted by the United Nations Radio &
Television Section, Dept. of Public Information, in the near future on behalf of a 25minute, black-and-white 16mm film on Hundisplaced persons,
titled
At a
special garian
screening
last week
in "Out."
New York,
it was disclosed that the film was scheduled
to receive its first nationwide showing on
Omnibus (ABC-TV) last night (Sunday).
The film, a documentary study of the dilemma faced by Hungarian exiles, was produced by the U. N. and written by novelist
and former Life and New Yorker war correspondent John Hersey. It was filmed on
the Austro-Hungarian border and in the
Austrian refugee camp at Traiskirchen.
U. N. Production Supervisor Thorold
Dickinson said that while his organization
was not looking for funds, the "prohibitive
cost" of making the film would not allow
free distribution of prints. Mr. Dickinson
added the U. N. will leave it up to each station to decide what it would want to pay for
the film. Eventual theatrical release also is
contemplated.
Hungarian Refugees at Kilmer
Get Daily WCTC-FM Broadcasts
HUNGARIAN refugees at the Camp Kilmer, N. L, Refugee Reception Center are
hearing two-hour radio programs in their
own language daily because of a public service series WCTC-FM Brunswick, N. J., has
conducted since Thanksgiving Day.
Every day from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. refugees
gather around 14 fm sets bought by the
Army so they could hear the WCTC-FM
Hungarian language service. Direct line
Hungarian language news and commentary
come in from Voice of America studios in
Washington at the same time they are being
broadcast overseas.
Programming continues on WCTC-AM
as usual. The fm service provided the refugees, however, is entirely sustaining.
Radio-Tv-Adv. Mobilize for AHA
RADIO-TV-advertising representatives contributing their time and services to the American Heart Association's radio and television
committees met last Wednesday in New
York to discuss media plans for the 1957
Heart Fund campaign. Presiding at the
luncheon meeting,
held Sylvester
in New York's
Ambassador Hotel, was
L. Weaver
Jr., former NBC board chairman and current
chairman of the association's public relations
committee. Others attending were John F.
Meagher, vice president for radio, NARTB,
and chairman of the fund's radio committee;
Ted Bergmann, vice president, McCannErickson, New York, and chairman of the
fund's
television committee, and tv singer
Dinah Shore.
$73,000 for Hospital
THE Wilkens Amateur Hour, KDKA-TV
Pittsburgh, established a new record when
its annual benefit drive for Children's Hospital netted $73,000 in pledges. Each year
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
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WHILE

more than 1,000 fans applauded in the lobby of Salt Lake
City's Hotel Utah, Ray Briem, KLUB
Salt Lake City disc jockey, set a new
marathon broadcast mark of 150 consecutive hours on behalf of the Hungarian Refugee Fund. More than
$8,000 in cash and pledges was collected during the campaign.

Lewis L. Silberman, president of Wilkens
Jewelry Stores, donates the entire show to
the drive. Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.,
owner of KDKA-TV, donates another hour.
Co-operates With Denver U.
KLZ-TV Denver opened the third year of a
public service series in cooperation with the
U. of Denver Jan. 13. The two shows, Focus
and Perspective, are produced and directed
by the university's radio and tv faculty.
Supplies Blood Needs
KWBW Hutchinson, Kan., pledged all the
blood necessary to care for any accident
victim in the 48-hour holiday preceding and
including New Year's Day. The station performed this service to bring attention to and
supplement that city's safety program.
WHLI Gives Records
WHIL Hempstead, N. Y., is contributing
more than 5,000 records to various children's homes and veterans' hospitals, preparatory tomoving to its new Radio Center.
Most of the records are duplicates of selections regularly used on the station.

People

Listen

AfffPf

BIRMINGHAM
; THt Voice
Broadcasting
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Awards
Feb.

Deadline

1 Announced

NOMINATIONS for Sigma Delta Chi's
1957 journalism awards are now being accepted by the professional journalistic fraternity until Feb. 1, it was announced last
week.
SDX will award medallions and placques
for excellence in 15 fields, including radio
or tv newswriting, radio and tv reporting,
news picture, and public service in radio
and television journalism. Competition is
for accomplishments in 1956, with all, save
public service awards, offered to individuals
(members and non-members) for specific
examples of work performed by Americans
and broadcast or published in the country.
Separate awards will be made for spot
news reporting in each medium as well as to
the radio and tv station or network contributing the "outstanding example" of public
service in electronic journalism. A radio or
tv newswriter or commentator also will be
honored.
Other award categories are general reporting, editorial writing, editorial cartooning, Washington correspondence, foreign
correspondence, public service in newspaper
journalism, public service in magazine journalism, magazine reporting and research
about journalism.
Nominations should be made on specific
entry forms, which may be obtained with information from the Director (Victor E.
Bluedorn), Sigma Delta Chi Distinguished
Service Awards in Journalism, 35 E. Wacker
Drive, Chicago 1, 111.

that its board had appointed six members as
directors for 1957.
The new award, consisting of a certificate
and cash, will be given annually to the
author of the best paper published in Transactions of IRE professional groups. The
1957 award will go jointly to R. J. Kircher,
Hughes Aircraft Co., and to R. L. Trent and
D. R. Fewer, both with Bell Telephone Labs.
The cash award is comprised of income of
a fund donated to IRE by Dr. Baker, General Electric vice president and chairman
of IRE's professional groups committee.
At its January meeting, the board of directors reappointed Dr. Baker as treasurer;
Haraden Pratt to his 15th term as secretary,
and Donald G. Fink, director of research,
Philco Corp., as editor. Also appointed as
directors; Alfred N. Goldsmith, consulting
engineer; A. W. Graf, partner, Graf, Nierman and Burmeister law firm, and William
R. Hewlett, vice president of Hewlett-Packard Co.
'Peace in Our Town' Awards
Again Open to Radio Stations
CONTEST for the best 15-minute local radio program on the theme of Action for
Peace in Our Town will be repeated this
year. Mailings are underway to stations explaining the contest that will award $2,100
in prizes, with two special awards (for college-sup orted and operated stations) added
this year.
Cooperating community groups share the
prize money with the winning station. First
prize is $400; second, $200; third, $100;

NBC Radio, Tv to Carry
Emmy Nomination Ceremony
NOMINATION ceremony for television's
Emmy awards, conducted by the Academy
of Television Arts and Sciences, will be held
for the first time this year and will be presented from New York and Los Angeles
on NBC Radio and NBC-TV in color on
Feb. 16 (9-10:30 p.m. EST) under co-sponsorship of General Motors Corp. (Oldsmobile Div.), RCA and Whirlpool-Seeger
Corp., which also will sponsor the annual
awards ceremonies March 16 on the same
networks.
In a joint announcement of the 1957
Emmy program last week by Thomas A.
McAvity, NBC-TV executive vice president,
and Johnny Mercer and Ed Sullivan, Los
Angeles and New York chapter presidents,
respectively, for the academy, it was pointed
out that NBC and the academy had signed
a three-year agreement for exclusive radio
and tv rights to the annual awards nominations and presentations through 1959. The
1957 Emmy programs will mark the third
consecutive year that NBC has covered the
award ceremonies and the second year that
Oldsmobile has sponsored the event.
New

Baker Award

Established;

IRE Names Six '57 Directors
A NEW annual W. R. G. Baker Award has
been established by the Institute of Radio
Engineers, which last week also announced

10 E. 44th St., New York 17, OXford 7-5880
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INTERNATIONAL

fourth, $50 and the special college awards,
$25 each. The Institute for International
Order, New York, sponsor of the awards,
also reported last week that it is offering to
stations a limited number of 16-inch pressings of first and second prize winning programs in last year's competition (first,
WJAN Spartanburg, S. C, and second,
WGAR Cleveland).
The institute is a non-profit educational
organization that seeks to promote support
of the United Nations "and of measures to
strengthen it to maintain peace." Its board
members and officers are made up of industrial leaders, attorneys and educators..
Although the contest closes May 31, entries will be continued to be received until
lune 15. Station and community organization
must cooperate in presenting the show (any
format is permitted) with the station required
to send a script and a tape to the institute at
11 W. 42nd St., New York 36, where additional information on the contest can be
obtained.
Education Awards

Deadline Set

THE

Education Writers Assn. has announced aFeb. 1 deadline for entries in its
1957 competition for best coverage of education in all media. One category has been
set aside for the outstanding television or
radio program on education for the period
ending Dec. 31, 1956. Entries should be sent
to Joseph Deitch, association secretary-treasurer, 525 W. 120th St., New York 27.
AWARD

SHORTS

Don Belding, who recently retired as chairman of executive committee, Foote, Cone
& Belding, and head of agency's Los Angeles
office, will be honored Jan. 21 by awards
banquet given by Western States Advertising
Agencies Assn. at Statler Hotel in Los Angeles. Awards banquet will become annual,
honoring top western advertising figure each
year, according to WSAAA President James
Christopher, owner of advertising agency
bearing his name.
Earl J. Glade Sr., public relations executive,
former mayor of Salt Lake City and pioneer
station operator (KSL Salt Lake City), now
president, Advertising Assn. West [B«T, July
2, 1956], will be honored by testimonial
dinner to be given Jan. 16 at Advertising
Club of Los Angeles.

Italians
Taste

to Be

Given

of Commercial

Tv

A DAILY commerical segment is to be incorporated into the existing Italian television
schedule starting Feb. 3. This follows the
pattern set by Bavarian Radio, Germany. BR
as well as the Italian broadcasting organization, RAI, is generally non-commercial but
has set aside a small portion of its schedule
for commercial operation.
Italian plans call for a daily ten-minute
commercial segment, 8:50-9 p.m. It follows
the news show and is considered in peak
viewing time.
There will be four short films, each of
130 seconds in length. Each of the four can
carry 20 seconds of advertising. The rest
of 1 10 seconds must be devoted to entertainment. There will only be one ad for each
product or service per week. The 130-second films must not be repeated.
Number of tv sets in Italy is now 330,000.
CBC Approves Three Boosts
At First 1957 Meeting
TWO

radio and one tv station were recommended for power increases at first 1957
meeting of the Board of Governors of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. held Jan. 4
at CBU Vancouver, B. C. CFPA-TV Port
Arthur, Ont., was recommended for increase
on ch. 2 from 5.1 kw video and 2.55 kw
audio to 28 kw video and 15 kw audio.
CHUM Toronto, Ont., daytime 1 kw station on 1050 kc was recommended for a
boost to 2.5 kw fulltime. CFOR Orillia, Ont.,
was approved for an increase from 5 kw
daytime to 10 kw daytime, with 1 kw nighttime on 1570 kc.
P&G Signs for Ziv Intl. Shows
PROCTER & GAMBLE has signed to sponsor five Ziv Television Programs' series on a
"daytime strip" basis in Caracas and Maracaibo, Venezuela, it was announced last
week by Ed Stern, head of Ziv Tv's Internatonal Div. P&G will sponsor on weekdays Spanish-language versions of The Man
Called X, The Unexpected, Boston Blackie,
Yesterday's Newsreel and Favorite Story
(sharing co-sponsorship of the latter program
in Caracas with Corning Glass Co.).
Mr. Stern revealed that also in Caracas,

BABY,

ITS COLD

FOUR Canadian companies are sharingcastadaily
morning
on three
Floridaquarter-hour
radio stationsnewsfor
the fourth year, to give Canadians
vacationing in Florida during the winter months news from home. The
newscast is sent by conference telephone at midnight from Toronto by
newscaster Dave Price, taped at
WGBS Miami, WDBO Orlando, and
WFLA Tampa, and broadcast each
morning at 9 a.m., from Dec. 31 to
April 2 1 . The program is jointly sponsored by Dominion Stores Ltd., Toronto (chain grocers), O'Keefe's Ltd.,
Toronto (brewers), Shirriff-Horsey
Ltd. Toronto (food processors), and
Nesbitt Thomson Co. Ltd., Toronto
(investments).
General Motors has renewed Mr. District
Attorney for the second year. In Cuba, he
added, the CMQ-TV Network has signed for
three-program lineup of Dr. Christian, The
Man Called X and Science Fiction Theater.
Scottish Tv Issues Rate Card
For Station This Year
A RATE CARD for Scottish Television Ltd.,
Edinburgh, whose tv station is scheduled to
go on the air this year, was released last
week.
In the dollar equivalent of the pound,
weekday one minute announcements range
from $140 to $700; Saturday, from $112 to
$560, and Sunday, $280 to $840.
The rates are to be in effect from Aug. 3 1
to Dec. 3 1 of this year, but during this initial
audience development period time "will be
subject to a reduction of 20%."
West German

Tv Count Soars

THERE were an estimated 660,000 television sets in operation in West Germany at
the end of 1956. Set sales during the months
of November and December 1956 were so
fast that distributors were unable to meet
the demand. German manufacturers aim at
a 1957 television set output total of 750,000 sets.
INTERNATIONAL
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in stock at ALLIED
Keter to your complete
ALLIED Buying Guide
for station equipment
and supplies. Get
what you want when
you want it. Ask to
be put on our
1 "Broadcast Bulletin"
mailing list.
ALLIED RADIO
100 N. Western Ave.
Chicago 80
Phone: HAymarket 1-6800

OUTSIDE

PEOPLE

Frank deB. Walker, executive vice president
of Ronalds Adv. Agency Ltd., Montreal,
to president, succeeding R. C. Ronalds, who
becomes chairman of board.
Don Wright, salesman, Radio & Television
Sales Inc., Toronto, Ont., to general manager
of CHFI-FM Toronto, which is to begin
operations soon on 98.1 mc.
J. Stanley Moore, senior producer, Crawley
Films Ltd., Ottawa, Ont., to production
supervisor of radio-tv department of McKim
Adv. Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS
Sunday 'World News Roundup'
Gets Underway on CBS-TV
A NEW weekly news show on Sundays,
3:30-4 p.m., was to premiere on CBS-TV
starting yesterday (Sunday). Called World
News Roundup, the show is designed to integrate overseas spot news reporting, according to John F. Day, CBS' director of
news.
Mr. Day said that Roundup "will bring
television coverage of world news to the
point where the next development could
only be 'live' transoceanic broadcasts from
overseas news centers." Features of the program include transoceanic telephone reports;
film shot with a special two projector technique that will be delivered and processed
as "late" as possible; use of the electronic
key insertion ("window-on-the-world")
utilized during the political conventions.
The show will feature Eric Sevareid, CBS,
Washington, as anchorman and will originate in New York City. The weekly CBS
Sunday News, Sundays, 3:30-3:45 p.m., will
be dropped.
To Explore 'America After Dark'
NEW format of the Tonight show on NBCTV (Mon.-Fri., 11:15-1 a.m. EST, 11 p.m.midnight CST and 11:30 p.m.-12:30 a.m.
PST), starts Jan. 28 with six columnists in
New York, Chicago and Hollywood covering "America After Dark." [B»T, Dec. 10].
The program will have entertainment features and will include coverage of events and
specialties in the night world with backstage
visits to theatres and nightclubs. Columnists:
In New York, Hy Gardner, syndicated with
New York Herald-Tribune; Earl Wilson,
New York Post and Hall Syndicate, and
Bob Considine of INS; in Midwest, Irv
Kupcinet, syndicated with Chicago SunTimes, and in Hollywood, Paul Coats of Los
Angeles Mirror-News and Vernon Scott of
UP.
Something Fishy Here
THE "super-sure laugh-em-to-death," "custom built giant sucker hook" and the "U
bite 'em" lures were among the fishing bait
received by WTMJ-TV Milwaukee in a
fishing contest. It all began when a sponsor,
Bob Lepper, visited the Gordon Thomas
Show and was ribbed about his hobby of
fishing by Gordon Thomas and weatherman
Bill Carlsen. The personalities asked their
listeners to send in lures and baits which
might help Mr. Lepper become a more successful fisherman. Only restriction was that

N. Y.
NEW YORK 22,

\AH Inquiries Confidential F
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TV KIBITZER
IN WHAT is claimed to be the first
time a world bridge tournament has
been telecast, WOR-TV New York
carried a championship match between
U. S. and Italian bridge teams from
New York's Biltmore Hotel Friday (910 p.m. EST). Since contestants played
in an isolation booth, the J. Walter
Thompson Co. television workshop
used its projection system to enable
the audience at the hotel to view proceedings on a large screen.
the entries could be anything but useful.
The contest drew 234 entries and is credited
by the station with increased interest and
listenership for WTMJ-TV in general.
WOR's Jean Shepherd Inspires
'People's Premier' of Movie
NIGHT PEOPLE everywhere — especially
in New York — can claim another victory.
Led on by their champion, WOR New York
m. c. Jean Shepherd, they managed last
Tuesday to have MGM's publicity department stage a special midnight "People's
Premiere" of the studio's "Edge of the City,"
the film version of Robert Alan Aurthur's
"A Man Is Ten Feet Tall," which originally
appeared in 1955 on the old Goody earPhilco Playhouse on NBC-TV.
Why was MGM so accommodating? It
seems Mr. Shepherd, on his regular Sunday
night program on WOR last week, blasted
star-studded premieres as "undemocratic"
and called for a premiere for "us people."
David Susskind, president of the tv packaging firm of Talent Associates Ltd., and
producer of "Edge of the City," heard the
broadcast and made arrangements. Just to
keep those of the Shepherd's flock who
didn't catch the premiere informed about
who was there and why, WOR put on a
special hour-long program starting at 2 a.m.
Wednesday wherein Mr. Shepherd interviewed Mr. Susskind, director Martin Ritt
and others involved with the movie.
White Sale Suggestions
NEW PROMOTION brochure, "How to Put
Starch in Your January White Sales," was
mailed last week to affiliates by NBC Radio
in an effort to "sell" local department stores
on "imagery transfer." Designed to attract
white sales advertising revenues to radio, the
brochure got an extra push by Allied Stores
Inc., which told its 83 members prior to the
start of the campaign of the "full advantage"
of using radio to attract more store traffic.
NBC Radio intends to set aside a different
merchandising theme each month of the
forthcoming year.
'Lone Ranger' Rides Again
GENERAL MILLS Inc., Minneapolis, will
sponsor a special hour-long program of The
Lone Ranger on CBS-TV Feb. 16 (1-2 p.m.
EST), commemorating the 24th anniversary
in broadcasting of the program. It is regularly carried on CBS-TV on Saturday, 11:30 p.m. EST, General Mills agency is Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York.

The

7-Up

Bottling

Company
"WLAG

writes:

is responsible for

the most successful advertising campaign we have ever
conducted — the '1956 7 -Up
Scoreboard\
"You

can be sure we

will

want

this feature again in

WLAG
1957:'
LaGrange,

Georgia

NATIONAL

REPS:

Indie Sales
Dora-Clayton

BOOK

Agency

PARADE

America's Most Widely
Listened-to Book Program
In Current Release
THESE BOOKS:
"Rendezvous With Destiny" — Eric F.
Goldman
"Men To Match My Mountains" —
Irving Stone
"Don Quixote" — Miguel de Cervantes
"Further
Thurber Fables For Our Time" — James
"Earth Abides" — George R. Stewart
"Lions, Tigers and Me" — Roman Proske
"Marianne Thornton" — E. M. Forster
"Mary
Scotland and The
Isles" —Queen
Stegan ofi//eig
"The
Voyage of the Beagle" — Charles
Darwin
"The Call of the Wild" — Jack London
THESE REVIEWERS:
Earl Schenck Miers; Robert O. Foote;
Sylvan Meyer; Richard Armour; Nina
Brown Baker; Alice Dixon Bond; Donald Elder; Elizabeth Byrd; David Duncan; Lydia Davis.

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
589 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N.Y.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD • TORONTO • MONTREAL
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KTTV

(TV)

SHOWS

ITS

METTLE

IN

COVERING

FIRE

DISASTER

p.m. Dec. 26, mobile equipment began
on-the-spot telecasts using a tv relay atop
2,500-ft. Mt. Castro. Four times the relay unit prepared to abandon the position in the face of menacing flames, but
each time the wind shifted at the last
moment. On one occasion, flames surged
to within 10 feet of the KTTV mobile
unit. Quick playing of hoses on equipment and men saved the unit.
When heat caused air inversions that
frequently bent the tv signal away from
the receiving dishes, KTTV engineers

established a special relay unit at a Venice
pier. Signals went over water along the
coastline and then were relayed back to
the station's Mt. Wilson transmitter site.
At one point during the firelight the station's remote generators supplied power
to fire department headquarters when
flames destroyed power lines in the area.
The special telecasts were presented on
KTTV by General Petroleum Corp. as
a public service.
State and local authorities joined viewers in lauding KTTV's effort.

A sudden shift in wind send the crew scurrying to move equipment to safety

Cameraman sights through the monitor

WHEELING its cameras onto the firefighters' line, KTTV (TV) Los Angeles
provided dramatic live coverage of the
holocaust that devastated large areas of
Southern California a fortnight ago. Following the outbreak of the forest fire at
Malibu, KTTV telecast a film report at
11:15 a.m., Dec. 26 — a "first" among
the Los Angeles tv stations, according to
station spokesmen. For more than 24
hours the station pre-empted regular programming to broadcast interviews, bulletins and public service notices. At 4:15

'Harlem After Dark'
A NEW series of 13 half-hour tv programs,
Harlem After Dark, available both in color
and black-and-white, has been announced
by Jack Goldberg, director of distribution,
Studio Films' theatrical division. The series
was produced especially for late evening
presentation and co-stars such entertainers
as Count Basie and his band, Sarah
Vaughan, Nat King Cole, Lionel Hampton
and his band, Cab Calloway and others.
KAYO's New Year's Resolutions
KAYO Seattle recently sent a list of its programming resolutions for the new year to
local agencies and national representatives.
The station resolved: that there shall be no

double spotting of any sixty-second commercials (the first person to catch it breaking this resolution will be given $100); better
music will be heard; to deliver the finest
local news coverage that has ever been featured by Pacific Northwest Radio, and more
music, more news, more sales, and more
public service in 1957.
Daniel Webster vs. Fire
WHEN the Daniel Webster Special, making
a test run with members of the press, caught
on fire just outside of New York, WBZ-TV
Boston's news supervisor, Francis W. (Dinny) Whitmarsh and news cameraman, Al
Kaye were aboard the train. Mr. Kaye was
the only photographer in the group of newsmen. He filmed the fire and WBZ-TV

aired it the same night on its 1 1 p.m. news
program.
NBC-TV Revives 'Vic & Sade'
WNBQ (TV) Chicago revived an oldtime
NBC Radio daytime serial, Vic And Sade,
Jan. 10 as a regular weekly live color series.
Art Van Harvey and Bernardine Flynn, who
played the featured roles on the network
radio series from May 1932 to September
1944, have returned for the tv adaptation,
which is written by Paul Rhymer, author of
the original series. The program is telecast
on Thursdays (10:30-45 p.m., CST), with
David Barnhizer as director.

NBC Plans 'True Confessions'
THE radio version of real-life romances
^m>>>>>m>m>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>(L>«^5>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>»>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>«
from True Confessions magazine will be the
*
i substance of NBC Radio's True Confessions,
a new daytime drama series which the network begins today (Monday) at 2:05-2:30
I
7?. C. CRISLER
&
COMPANY,
INC.
I p.m. to serve as a companion program to
Five Star Matinee (Mon.-Fri., 3:05-3:30
|
R. G. CRISLER — PAUL E. WAGNER
I p.m. EST) . The program is packaged by Roy
Winsor Productions. Mr. Winsor was radioI
BUSINESS BROKERS SPECIALIZING IN
| tv vice president of the former Biow Co.
I
RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
1
$
5 Sylvania's Hospitality
SYLVANIA Electric Products announced
last week that a tv hospitality cart (retail
| Fifth-Third Bank BIdg.,
41 E. 42nd St., % value of $24.95) will be offered free to pur1 Cincinnati 2, Ohio
New York, N. Y. I
chasers of any table model tv set with Halolight,
as
the first of Sylvania's "Promotion
$
Dunbar 1-7775
Mur. Hill 7-8437 $v of the Month"
A
The cart will be given
'i
v during January gifts.
and in succeeding months
V other items will be
£
offered.
?<<<<<<<<<<«<«<<«<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<«««««««««««<«««««<««<««««««««««««««««««««««««<<
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'Cochise' Stars Tour 13 Cities
A five-week personal appearance tour has
been set by National Telefilm Assoc. for
two principal stars appearing in NTADesilu's Sheriff of Cochise tv series (on
ABC-TV). John Bromfield and Stan Jones
will visit 13 cities, beginning Jan. 17 and
ending Feb. 15. They will attend dealers'
meetings, make tv appearances and meet
news people.
CBS-TV Carries Hockey Telecasts
CBS-TV Network has started a weekly telecast of the National Hockey League games,
said to mark the first time that big league
hockey games have been carried by tv on a
nationwide scale. The games, which are
presented on Saturday afternoon from 2
p.m. to conclusion, are described on tv by
commentators Bud Palmer and Fred Cusick.
The telecasts will be carried through
March 9.
From Baton Rouge to Ceylon
WHEN WLCS Baton Rouge, La., made
an offer to award a ten-minute long-distance call to the local mother whose child
was the farthest from home, it did not
realize what the results would be. The station's disc jockeys conducted a search during the Christmas holidays for the winner
and came up with people in China, Germany, the South Pole and various places
around the world. The mother of a boy
attending St. Michael's College in Batticaloa,
Ceylon, got the prize.
RAB Mails Testimonials
FIFTH in a series of first-person testimonials on the effectiveness of radio advertising has been sent by Radio Advertising
Bureau to member stations, representatives
and networks. The mailing contains the talk
made at RAB's national radio advertising
clinic last November by Fred M. Jordan,
manager of advertising and sales promotion
for Richfield Oil Co. on the Richfield Reporter, 26-year-old regional network program (West Coast).

CHARLES McCOY (c) vice president of
the City National Bank & Trust Co.,
Columbus, Ohio, looks at a reel of one
of the 13-week series of Warner Bros,
feature films which the bank will sponsor over WTVN-TV Columbus. With
him are Jim Kelso (1), Byer & Bowman Advertising, and Bill Zimmerman,
WTVN-TV sales staff. The films will
be run without interruption on Saturday evenings.
THERE'S ONLY ONE LEADER...
CBS Expands 'Amos 'n' Andy'
CBS Radio has added Saturdays to its current daily (Mon.-Fri., 7-7:45 p.m. EST)
schedule of Amos 'n' Andy Music Hall. The
strip replaced Romance, a weekly dramatic
series. Howard G. Barnes, vice president in
charge of network programs, CBS Radio,
noted that this was the second recent expansion for the program, the first being an
increase from a half-hour to 45 minutes.

KM.F-TV4 MONTANA
THE CONTINENTAL DIVIDE STATION , BUTTE

'Report from Albany'
WHLI Hempstead, N. Y., last week launched
a weekly Report From Albany series (Sat.,
12:45-1 p.m. EST), featuring interviews
with state legislators from Long Island on
important legislative developments of the
past week and on upcoming bills that may
affect the Long Island area. The series will
continue throughout the current session of
the New York state legislature.
RCA's Pilferage-proof Sets
HOW can retailers sell their customers on
transistor radios and still insure against
pilferage of the tiny sets? RCA Victor Radio
& Victrola Div., Camden, N. J., seems to
have come up with an answer to that problem
by. perfecting a 16x9 inch coral and grey
counter display stand that actually locks the
radios into place, but allows the prospective
customer to hear, touch and examine them

WHBF
Mffi
coverage

area has

1,102,500
people who spend
$1,339,059,000
(Total Retail Sales.
S. M. Buying Power)

closely. The "pilferage-proof" stand is now
being made available to RCA dealers
throughout the country.
hi* il'.ih

"Oh, him— he's the brother of a disc
jockey on KRIZ Phoenix!"
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CFGP's Sells 'Theatre News'
CFGP Grande Prairie, Alberta, has a nightly program Theatre News, which gives lists
of showings in 20 small town theatres in its
rural listening area. Since most of these
towns have only weekly newspapers or no
newspapers, listeners depend on CFGP for
theatre news. The station charges the theatres for the announced listings.
January 14, 1957
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HOT PROPS
PROPS left over from the old NBCTV Atom Squad show got a good
going-over in the studios of WRCVAM-FM-TV Philadelphia after a phone
caller warned that a bomb had been
planted in the building.
The bomb scare, which spread from
New York to other cities, hit Philadelphia Jan. 2 at night when the WRCV
switchboard operator received an anonymous call warning that a bomb had
been hidden in the NBC building.
Police and newspaper reporters
swarmed over the building, while local
shows went on as scheduled. A twoblock area was cordoned off by police
as the building was painstakingly
searched.
However, after hours of nervewracking search throughout the night
the police declared the building bombfree and labeled the telephone call a
"crank episode."

Viewers Versus Censorship
AS an aftermath to the controversy stirred
by the motion picture, "Baby Doll," NBCTV's Home program (Mon.-Fri., 10-11 a.m.
EST) last week invited viewers to participate
in a contest on the subject of censorship or
guardianship of public taste with regard to
films. Viewers were asked to express their
opinions in a letter to their neighborhood
theatres and to send a carbon to Home.
First prize is a trip for two to Stockholm.
From Horse Race to Wildcat Hunt
NBC RADIO reported last week it will
devote 110 minutes to sports news and
features on its Monitor program every fourth
Friday, starting this week. In conjunction
with Sports Illustrated magazine, NBC Radio
will fill the 8:05-9:55 p.m. EST segment of
Monitor with such sports features as a horse
race from the Santa Anita track, intermittent
live reports of basketball games, and transcriptions ofa wildcat hunt in Maine. Westbrook Van Voorhees and Don Russell will
be the communicators on the Friday night
segment.
Explores British Commonwealth
SIX quarter-hour programs on various aspects of the British Commonwealth are being
carried by Canadian stations. The series,
which started Jan. 13 on CBLT (TV)
Toronto, consists of interviews with a number of prominent British and Commonwealth
personalities. It is designed to bring Canadians up to date on events and conditions in
Great Britain and various parts of the Commonwealth. The series includes such items as
the British atomic energy developments,
town planning, Southeast Asia, and developments in other countries of the Commonwealth similar to Canada. The series was
prepared for the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. by the United Kingdom Information
Service in London, England.
Page 112
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BOOKS
BRITISH BROADCASTING, by Burton
Paulu. U. of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis 14, Minn. 457 pp. $6.
SCHOLARLY but not pedantic, sympathetic but not prejudiced, Dr. Paulu's report
on radio and television in the United Kingdom as they are, how they got that way and
what the results have been is guaranteed to
provide one or more evenings of interesting
reading for any American broadcaster. If
nothing else, he will learn enough facts to
bolster up his arguments for the competitive
system of broadcasting and will unlearn some
beliefs about broadcasting in Britain that,
although widely held, just aren't so. For instance, the Independent Television Authority, although commercial, is "subject to the
same policy controls" as the tax-supported
BBC and although both are licensed and
closely regulated by the government, neither
is in any sense a government department,
any more than AT&T (like BBC, a monopoly with government consent) is.
Dr. Paulu's section on political broadcasting in England would not make a U. S. station operator, no matter how disgruntled with
Sec. 315 or state libel laws, want to change
places with his British confrere. But here,
as elsewhere is this volume, he'll be amazed
and fascinated at how differently two democracies have approached their mutual
goal of guiding the development of broadcasting in the best interest of the general
American broadcasters — and critics of
public.
broadcasting — will also be interested in Dr.
Paulu's careful conclusion that "the standards of discrimination among listeners and
viewers in the United Kingdom were no
higher after 30 years of monopoly operation by the BBC than they are in the United
States with its competitive system of broadcasting." In both countries, most people
pick programs that are light and entertaining in preference to those that are serious
and demanding. The BBC schedules serious
talks and full-length symphonies at top evening hours, yet the audience for that sort
of programming is proportionately no larger
than in the U. S., where prime time is commercial time. The evidence indicates, he
says, "that the problems of building audiences for serious programs are not necessarily any easier with a public-serviceminded monopoly than with a competitive
system which has many commercial and a
few educational stations."
MORGAN BEATTY'S YOUR NATION'S
CAPITAL. Farrar, Straus & Cudahy, 101
Fifth Ave., New York 3, N. Y. 234 pp.
$3.50.
SINCE Farrar, Straus & Cudahy is a successful publisher, presumably not given to
spending money on elaborate practical jokes,
it can hardly have been deliberate sabotage
that led the firm to issue a guidebook without
one illustration, to bind it in a dull brown
cover and to wrap it in a billious tan jacket
of the type that used to enclose third grade
arithmetic books. Yet it's hard to imagine
any other reason for the excessively unattractive manner in which Mr. Beatty's
detailed
of Washington's
historic descriptions
shrines and other
tourist attractions

have been packaged. An excellent reference
book, it will tell you beforehand what you
want to see or afterwards what you have
seen, but it's better left home while you're
rubbernecking.
NEW WORLD WRITING: "Notes on Television," byGore Vidal. 10th Mentor selection, New American Library of World
Literature, 501 Madison Ave., New York
22. 50 cents.
GORE VIDAL tells in a six-page chapter
how he turned from novelist to tv playwright on "discovering" the medium in 1953
and has written or adapted 30 plays for tv
in two years. This came about after the $4
novel was "stunned" by tv and the flood
of paperback books. Mr. Vidal finds tv a
challenge
to on
the the
writer
who can't
say must
what
he
wants to
medium
and thus
say it by indirection and association. Adapting is as tough as original writing, he finds,
and good play-writing not necessarily literature but a form of cleverness: the writer's
art only a small part of that required to
put aontva repertory
satisfying system
tv drama.
He'd like
to
see
for redoing
good
tv plays and thinks subscription tv may
give the writer his "own" audience instead
of that of an advertiser.
VISIT TO A SMALL PLANET and Other
Television Plays, by Gore Vidal. Little,
Brown & Co., 34 Beacon St., Boston 6,
Mass. 278 pp. $4.
THE eight plays included in this volume
were telecast during 1954 and 1955 on
such major dramatic series as Studio One
and Goodyear Playhouse. They were telecast
live and are collected in book form, the
author writes, "in the parental hope that
eventually . . . certain plays will be done
again from time to time, saving one's efforts
from total oblivion."
FOUR THEORIES OF THE PRESS, by
Fred S. Siebert, Theodore Peterson, Wilbur Schramm. U. of Illinois Press, Urbana, 111. 153 pp. $3.50.
USING the word "press" as a generic term
for all media of mass communications, this
scholarly volume examines four types of
presses. First and oldest was the Authoritarian theory that truth is the product of a
few wise men. Functioning from the top
down, this was a strictly controlled press,
used by the rulers to tell the people what the
rulers thought they should know. Then came
the Libertarian theory, conceiving man as a
rational being capable of discerning between
truth and falsehood and the press as a partner in the search for truth. The Authoritarian
press was a tool of government, the Libertarian press a check on government.
In recent years, as rising costs of media
ownership tended to concentrate control of
communications into the hands of the economically powerful, a new theory arose, the
Social Responsibility theory, that "the power
and near monopoly position of media impose
on them an obligation to be socially responsible, to see that all sides are fairly presented and the public has enough information to decide; and that if the media do not
take on themselves such responsibility it may
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
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be necessary for some other agency of the
public to enforce it."
As, in the United States, the Social Responsibility theory of the press grew out of
the Libertarian theory that was written into
our Bill of Rights, so in Russia, the Soviet
Communist theory evolved from the Authoritarian theory. Operating as a tool of
the state, the Soviet Communist press is
probably the most tightly controlled the
world has ever known, "yet Soviet spokesmen think of their press as free because it
is free to speak the 'truth' as the Party sees
the truth. The American press is not truly
free, the Soviets say, because it is business
controlled and therefore not free to speak
the Marxist 'truth'."
These four theories of what the press
should be and do are examined in four essays by three authors. Fred S. Siebert, who
describes the Authoritarian and Libertarian
theories, is director of the U. of Illinois
School of Journalism and Communications.
Theodore Peterson, who writes on the Social
Responsibility theory, is associate professor
of Journalism and Communications at the
U. of Illinois. Wilbur Schramm, who tackled
the Soviet Communist theory, was formerly
dean of the U. of Illinois Communications
Div. and is now professor of Journalism and
Communications at Stanford U.
Four Theories of the Press demands concentrated study of its readers, but anyone
who is seriously interested in the communication of information and ideas and in the
modern media of communication will find
this study a rewarding experience.
ESSENTIALS OF TELEVISION, by Morris Slurzberg, William Osterheld, Elmo
N. Voegtlin. McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
330 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y.
687 pp. $8.50.
WRITTEN for servicemen and calling for
no more than high school mathematics, this
book begins with the basic principles of tv,
then describes in detail the operation of the
various sections of a tv receiver, concluding
with three chapters on (a) complete circuit
analysis of three commercial monochrome
sets, (b) color tv theory and receiver circuits,
and (c) uhf tuners.
EDWIN HOWARD ARMSTRONG, Man
of High Fidelity, by Lawrence Lessing,
J. B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia and
New York. 320 pp. $5.
THIS is a friend's version of the life of Maj.
Armstrong, as strongly sympathetic as the
sub-title implies. It is in the classic Greek
tradition — the indomitable hero, the inexorable series of events which ends, as all
tragedies do, in destruction.
Edwin Howard Armstrong was an inventive genius in the American tradition of
Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Alva Edison,
Alexander Graham Bell, Samuel F. Morse
and others whom Mr. Lessing equates with
the "inspired artisans and tinkers" of earlier
years. It is for this kind of scientist that Mr.
Lessing strikes his most significant blows,
individual vs. corporate research team.
In these pages the author paints a vivid
life story of Armstrong — the attic tinkerer,
the inventor of the feedback circuit, the
World War I major, the developer of the
Broadcasting
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superheterodyne circuit and the father of
fm. It is the story of a dedicated scientist
who found himself hailed for his inventions by engineering collegues, but felt himself jilted by commercial interests and by
some fellow scientists. By far the most
graphic writing is the account of the historic feuds between Maj. Armstrong and
Lee DeForest and, in later years, between
him and RCA.
SCATTER PROPAGATION by Ira Kamen
and George Doundoulakis; Howard W.
Sams & Co. Inc., Indianapolis 5, Ind.; 197
pp. $3.00.
WE'RE going to be hearing a lot about scatter propagation in the next few years and it
is good that the Sams organization has put
its talents to an explanation of this phenomenon which is on the threshhold of major
usage. Geared for the technician, as are
most Sams publications, this book brings
down to the practical level the more abstruse dissertations on scatter which have
in the past year or more filled the journals
of professional societies. The plusses of
scatter are detailed here, as are its drawbacks. The book is well illustrated and
should be in the library of every serious
technician, professional or otherwise.
1957 OFFICIAL Registry of Radio Systems
in the Industrial Services, Communication
Engineering Book Co., Radio Hill, Monterey, Mass. 152 p. $5.
IT was not many weeks ago that the FCC
in its yearend report indicated how many
non-broadcast transmitters are on the air
(342,000 to 7,000). Those who have an interest in who these operators are and what
their frequencies and powers are can turn to
the registries put out by Communication Engineering Book Co. (Milton B. Sleeper, publisher). The latest in this series is the 1957
registry of radio systems in the industrial
services — a 152-page listing of all users by
category (power utility, special industrial,
petroleum and gas, low power industrial,
forest products, relay press, motion picture
and vhf maritime. Not only are the names
and addresses of licensees given, but also
such other information as location of each
fixed transmitter, number of mobile and
portable units, and make of equipment.

New

Tv

Stations . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
Elmira, N. Y. — Applications of Elmira StarGazette Inc., Television Assoc. of Elmira Inc. and
Veterans Bcstg. Co., all seeking ch. 9, dismissed
1-7-57. (Request of attorney.) Announced Jan. 9.
APPLICATIONS
Fargo, N. D. — Marvin Kratter tr/as Fargo Telecasting Co., vhf ch. 11 (198-204 mc) ; ERP 1.6 kw
vis., 0.82 kw aur.; ant. height above average terrain 241 ft.,structionabove
ground
ft. Estimated
cost $57,333,
first250year
operating concost
$113,580, revenue $130,000. P. O. address 521 Fifth
Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Studio location to be
determined. Trans, location 12th St., 2V2 mi. W.
of city
coordinates
46° 53' ant.
35"
N.
Lat, limits.
96° 51'Geographic
0" W. Long.
Trans. Gates,
Prodelin. Legal counsel Bernard Koteen, Washington, D. C. Consulting engineer Dawkins Espy,
Los Angeles. Mr. Kratter is N. Y. real estate
investor
office
AnnouncedandJan.
8. building syndicate operator.
Logan, Utah — Cache Valley Bcstg. Co., vhf ch.
12 (204-210 mc); ERP 0.955 kw vis., 0.477 kw aur.;
ant. height above average terrain -760 ft., above
ground 250 ft. Estimated construction cost $49,600,
first year operating cost $30-40,000, revenue $3050,000. P. O. address 1393 N. Main St., Logan.
Studio and trans, location 1393 N. Main St. Geocoordinates
0" N. Consulting
Lat., 111° 50'engi03"
W. Long. graphic
Trans,
and 41°
ant.45'Philco.
neer Clayton & Evans, Salt Lake City. Principals
include Herschel Bullen (pres.-41.6%), Logan real
estate broker, and Reed Bullen (sec.-treas.31.5%), gen. mgr., KVNU Logan. Applicant is
licensee of KVNU. Announced Jan. 3.
Existing Tv Stations . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
KOVR (TV) Stockton, Calif.— FCC by memorandum opinion and order postponed effective
date of Nov. 8 grant of KOVR application to
change trans, site, pending hearing of Dec. 3
protest of KCCC-TV Sacramento, Calif., at which
time Commission will act on KCCC-TV petition
for reconsideration. Announced Jan. 3.
WINT (TV) Waterloo, Ind.— Granted mod. of
cp to change station location (ch. 15) from
Waterloo to Fort Wayne, Ind., pursuant to FCC
action of Nov. 14 in shifting ch. 15 from Angola
to Fort Wayne. Announced Jan. 3.
APPLICATIONS
WJBF (TV) Augusta, Ga.— Seeks cp to change
trans, location to Pinelog Rd., near Beech Island,
S. C, install new ant. system and make other
equipment changes. Announced Jan. 7.
WFAM-TV Lafayette, Ind.— Seeks cp to change
frequency to ch. 18 (494-500 mc), change vis.
ERP to 22 kw, change type ant. and make other
equipment changes. Announced Jan. 7.
WXTV (TV) Youngstown, Ohio— Seeks mod. of
cp (which authorized new tv) to change ERP to
20 kw vis., 10.7 kw aur., change studio and trans,
location to corner of Homestead St. and Indianola Ave., Youngstown, install new trans, and ant.
system andnounced make
Jan. 7. other equipment changes. AnWLAC-TV Old Hickory, Term.— Seeks cp to
change station location from Old Hickory to
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Station

Authorizations,

Applications

(As Compiled by B*T)
January 3 through January 9
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
CP — construction permit. DA — directional an- night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification,
tenna. EBP — effective radiated power, vhf — trans. — transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc —
very high frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency. kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications auant. — antenna, aur. — aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilo- thorizations. SSA — special service authorization,
watts, w — watt, mc — megacycles. D — Day. N — i STA — special temporary authorization.
ing
9
In
Hear131
0

Am-Fm Summary through ingJan.
Appls.
On
PendAir
Licensed Cps
346
Am
3,010
2,974 177
46
Fm
535
517 48

FCC Commercial Station A uthorizations
As of December 31, 1956*
Am37
Licensed (all on air)
Cps on air
2,971
117
Cps not on air
Total authorized
3,125
164
Applications in hearing
291
New station requests
114
New station bids in hearing
Facilities change requests
154
917
Total applications pending
2
Licenses deleted in December
1
Cps deleted in December

Fm
516
14
554242
5
0
6
86
0
0

Tv
265
246
59
120
631
10945
72
386
0
2

* Based on official FCC monthly reports. These
are not always exactly current since the FCC
must await formal notifications of stations going
on the censesair,
ceasing
or grants,
etc. operations,
These figuressurrendering
do not includelinoncommercial, educational fm and tv stations.
For current status of am and fm stations see
"Am and Fm Summary," above, and for tv stations see "Tv Summary," next column.
Nashville, Tenn. Announced Jan. 4.

Grants since July 11, 7952:
(When FCC began
after tvprocessing
freeze) applications
Vhf
Uhf Total
Commercial
340
320 6601
Noncomm. Educational
25
21
46"
Applications filed since April 14, 7952:
(When FCC began
after tvprocessing
freeze) applications
New Amend. Vhf Uhf
Total
822
Commercial
1,053 337
Noncomm. Educ. 63
567
85836
594
27
337
1 175 cps (33 vhf, 142 uhf) have been deleted. 1,390=
2 One educational uhf has been deleted.
3 One applicant did not specify channel.
4 Includes 44 already granted.
1,453s
6 Includes 707 already granted.
Total

1,116

KAMS (FM) Mammoth Spring, Ark., and 50%,
KBHM Branson, Mo. Announced Jan. 3.

Translators . . .
APPLICATION
Green Biver, Wyo. — Bobert B. Laird, ch. 70
(806-812 mc) to rebroadcast ch. 5 KSL-TV Salt
Lake City, Utah. P. O. address Box 1211, Salt
Lake City. Trans, output 10 w, ERP to community 45 w. Estimated population to be served 4,000.
Estimatederating construction
cost $4,865,
cost $800. Announced
Jan. first
3. year opNew

Tv Summary through Jan. 9
Total Operating Stations in U. S.:
Vhf
Uhf Total
Commercial
378 91 469i
Noncomm. Educational
17
5
22'

Am

Stations . . .
ACTION BY FCC
Willow
Springs,
Station
K granted
1330 kc, 500 w D. Mo.
P. —O.Radio
address
Radio
Station
KWPM-AM-FM West Plains, Mo. Estimated construction cost $11,567, first year operating cost
$32,000, revenue $36,000. Principals are Bobert F.
Neathery (95%), and Bobert Neathery Jr. (5%),
owners of KWPM-AM-FM, KALM Thayer, Mo.;

APPLICATIONS
Lake Worth, Fla. — Garland C. Burt and Sam
C. Phillips d/b as Gold Coast Bcstg. Co., 980 kc,
500 w D. P. O. address % Mr. Burt, 822 Carleton
St., Lakeland, Fla. Estimated construction cost
$15,246, first year operating cost $29,000, revenue
$36,000. Mr. Burt is program director, WLAK
Lakeland. Mr. Phillips owns recording and music
firms phis.
in Memphis,
Tenn.,8. and y3 of WHEB MemAnnounced Jan.
Palmetto, Fla. — E. D. Scandrett, 800 kc, 250 w
D. P. O. address 423 S. Elm St., Kewanee, 111.
Estimated construction cost $15,000, first year
operating cost $36,000, revenue $40,000. Mr.
Scandrett
is one-third
owner-pres.-gen.
mgr.,
WKEI Kewanee,
111. Announced
Jan. 4.
Bainbridge, Ga. — Joseph M. Grollman, 1360 kc,
1 kw D. P. O. address Box 146, Bainbridge, Ga.
Estimated construction cost $21,117, first year operating cost $40,000, revenue $48,000. Mr. Grollman is manager of Bainbridge dry goods store.
Announced Jan. 4.
Soda Springs, Idaho — Caribou Bcstg. Co., 540

kc, 500 w D. P. O. address % Hugh A. Wagnon,
305 S. Arthur,
Pocatello,firstIdaho.
struction cost $23,278,
year Estimated
operating concost
$36,000, revenue $41,200. Principals include Mr.
Wagnon
(pres.-20%),
publisher-gen.
mgr.,
Pocatello Tribune -Journal; Wendell P. and Glen S.
Marshall (20%), Pocatello real estate-insurance
agents; Paul W. Croney (20%), classified adv.
mgr., Tribune-Journal; C. Ed Flandro (20%),
Pocatello automobile agency, and Bobert L.
Montgomery (20%), sr. v. p., Idaho Bank &
Trust Co. Announced Jan. 8.
Winchester, Va. — James B. Holder, 720 kc, 1 kw
D. P. O. address 434 W. Leicester St. Estimated
construction cost, $16,400, first year operating
cost, $35,000, revenue, $60,000. Mr. Holder is employe ofnounced
WINC-WKFL
(FM) Winchester. AnJan. 9.
APPLICATIONS AMENDED
Camden,
Bcstg.
Co. seeking Ark.
new — amApplication
on 1370 kc,of1 Southern
kw D, amended
to
change
ant.-trans.
and
studio
location,
make
changes in ground system and change type trans.
Announced Jan. 7.
Westfield, Mass. — Application of Albert L. Capstaff tr/as Westfield Bcstg. Co. seeking new am
on 1220 kc, 250 w D, amended to change frequency to 1570 kc, power to 1 kw and change
type trans. Announced Jan. 9.
Bucyrus,
— Application
prises Inc.Ohio
seeking
new am of
on Bucyrus
790 kc, Enter500 w
DA-D, amended to change frequency to 1420 kc,
power
to
100
w,
change
from
DA-D
to
non-DA,
change hours to unl. change type trans., decrease
ant. height
nounced Jan.and
4. change ground system. AnBellevue,
of 1Bellevue
Bcstrs.
seekingWash.
new— Application
am on 1330 kc,
kw D.
amended to install DA and make changes in
ground system. Announced Jan. 4.
Existing Am Stations . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
WHGBcrease power
Houghton
Lake, Mich. — Granted inon 1290
Announced
Jan.
3. kc from 1 kw D to 5 kw D.
KLOK San Jose, Calif. — Seeks cp to increase
D power
5 kw tonew10 kw,
from DA-N
to
DA-2 from
and install
trans.change
Announced
Jan.
9.
WESO Southbridge, Mass. — Seeks cp to increase
power from 500 w to 1 kw and install new trans.
Announced Jan. 9.
63*WJMJ Philadelphia, Pa. — Seeks cp to change
frequency from 1540 kc to 1550 kc, increase
power from Jan.
1 kw 9.to 5 kw and install new trans.
Announced
KOKD Pasco, Wash. — Seeks cp to increase
power from Jan.
500 w9. to 1 kw and install new trans.
Announced
APPLICATION AMENDED
WCMR Elkhart, Ind. — Application seeking cp
to increase power from 500 w to 5 kw, make
changes in DA (decrease height and add one
tower) and install new trans, amended to make
changes in DA system. Announced Jan. 4.
New

Fm

Stations . . .

ACTION BY FCC
Lockport,
N.
— Lockport
Journal Inc. granted Y.99.3
mc, 750 wUnion
unl. P.SunO. &address
142 Main St., Lockport. Applicant (licensee,
WUSJ Lockport) was licensee of WUSJ-FM
Jan.
3.
Lockport,
deleted Nov. 14, ' 1952. Announced
APPLICATIONS
Los geles
Angeles,
— Bible
Institute
Los An-%
Inc., 107.5 Calif.
mc, 19.6
kw unl.
P. O. ofaddress
James R. Allder, pres., 558 S. Hope St., Los Angeles. Estimated construction cost $23,935, first
nounced Jan. 3. cost $6,000, revenue $7,000. Anyear operating
Biverside, Calif.— Leslie Morgan Wills, 102.7 mc. 1
68.985 kw unl. P. O. address 495 W. 25th St., San I
Antonio Heights, Upland, Calif. Estimated construction cost $30,664, first year operating cost
$18,600,
revenue
$16,400.
Mr. Wills is former v. p.- ' I
gen.
mgr.,
Standard
N. J. Announced
Jan.Motor
4. Freight Inc., Secaucus,

Gates

Radio

Company,
OFFICES IN
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quincy, Illinois, u.s.a.

ATLANTA, HOUSTON,

and LOS ANGELES

Existing Fm Stations . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
WGHF Brookfield, Conn.— Granted mod. of cp
to change(500frequency
to 95.1 mcJan.
and 8.change ant.
system
ft.). Announced
KLON (FM) Long Beach, Fla.— Granted cp to
change ERP to 1.2 kw, specify ant. height as 425
Continues on page 126
Broadcasting
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
I Executive Offices
1735 De Sale* St., N. W. ME. 8-5411
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 4-2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE*

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE '

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1 P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE *

A. D. RING & ASSOCIATES

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*
KEAR & KENNEDY

30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

RUSSELL P. MAY
Sheraton Bids.
711 14th St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE '

L. H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1001 Conn. Ave. Leesburg, Va.
Member A FC.CE *

PAGE, CREUTZ,
STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
710 14th St.,
N. W. 5, Executive
3-4670
Washington
D. C
303
White
Henry
Stuart
Bide.
Mutual 3280 Seattle 1, Washington
Member AFCCE *

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE'

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
161* Eye St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
kecutive 3-1230 Executive 3-3851
Member AFCCE *

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Read — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago Suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash, D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924
Member AFCCE*

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

A. E. TOWNE ASSOCS., INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

JOHN

Member AFCCE*
LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER AM-FM-TV
4806 MONTGOMERY LANE
WASHINGTON 14, D. C.
OLIver 2-8520

Member AFCCE*

B. HEFFELFINGER

I4B1 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VI R N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

SERVICE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
ft O. Box 7837 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
Broadcasting

1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence courses.
Write For Free Catalog, specify

Telecasting

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
821 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

J. G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

Member AFCCE*
RALPH
BITZER,Bldg.,
Consulting
Suite 298,J. Arcade
St. LeuisEngineer
1, Mo.
Garfield 1-4954
'Tor Retuffi in Broadcott Engineering"
AM-FM-TV
Allocations • Applications
Petitions • Licensing Field Service

DIRECTORY

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 77,440* Readers
—among them, the decision-making
station owners and managers, chief
engineers and technicians — applicants
far am, fm, tv and facsimile facilities.
•1956 ARB Continuing Readership Study
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday
preceding publication date.
Situations Wanted 20<i per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25tf per word —
$2.00 minimum.
All other classifications 30tf per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 1735 DeSales St. N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance
separately,
please).expressly
All transcriptions,
etc., sent
to box numbers
at owner's
risk. Broadcasting • Telecasting
repudiates photos,
any liability
or responsibility
for are
theirsentcustody
or return.
RADIO

RADIO

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Help Wanted
Announcers
New Pacific northwest medium market music station. Sales manager, salesmen; traffic gal, 1st
phone, DJ's male-female. Experienced, honest,
Immediate opening for man with minimum six
sober, aggressive, willing worker. References, au- months
experience. Will pay up to $75 per week
ditions. Box 216E, B»T.
to start. 40 hour week, overtime pay, vacations,
etc. Must have car. Excellent opportunities for
advancement within chain. Send tape, resume
Managerial
and photo. Box 678C, B'T.
Unusual
for hard
hitting sales manTop eastern independent now auditioning anager or opportunity
station manager
in metropolitan
area. nouncer-DJ's.
Several
imminent.
Good
Box 148E, B-T.
salary plus talent
large openings
market. Send
tape, photo
and resume to Box 101E, B-T.
Pennsylvania kilowatter needs an assistant manager with a solid announcing background. Job Wanted: Announcer to the qualified man $350
pays excellent salary with commission bonus. start with advancement. 250 watt music-news staLast tion
manmanager.
to hold
job wasfor just
promoted
station in college town. Box 105E, B»T.
Looking
young,
marriedto man
with nity
a atcar.
Position
is
permanent
and
opportuAnnouncer
for kilowatt station in Wyoming.
managership soon. Send tape, resume,
phone, selling ability desirable; must have
photo and salary requirements to Box 219E, B»T. First
car. Top salary, plus. Send tape, resume. Box
118E, B-T.
Salesmen
Announcer-engineer, 1st phone, lkw daytimer,
southeast location. Emphasis on announcing,
$85.00 weekly to start. Send details. Box 137E,
Are you ready to step-up in sales work? Here B«T.
is an opportunity. Texas. Box 759C, B«T.
Wanted: Salesman-announcer for California 5000 Five kw station will give chance to young man
watt music and news station. Reply Box 103E, 16-18 interested in learning radio. Box 142E, B»T.
B-T.
Immediate opening for good reliable announcer.
Prefer man with first class ticket or combinaExperienced salesman: Best small-city opportution copywriter or announcer and salesman. Send
nity in the middlewest. Kilowatt daytimer in complete
information, tape. Box 167E, B«T.
single-station market offers $400 per month guarantee for three month minimum. Incentive plan Can you do a good staff job, emphasis on hillbilly?independent,
Are you dependable,
assuresafter
minimum
per month
watt
Carolinas,experienced?
looking for Kiloyou!
even
guarantee"salary"
period. ofWill$300match,
dollar
Full details, including salary, first letter. Box
for dollar, up to $1,500 in new sales. Commission
171E, B-T.
setup pays up to 40%. Box 113E, B«T.
Experienced
DJ-sportscaster. Established large
Salesman-announcer, small market experience,
midwestern station wants family man. Send tape
southeastern location, lkw single market station.
and
photo.
Box
212E, B'T.
Emphasis on sales, $100.00 weekly salary plus
Minneapolis radio desires man with first class
percentage. Send details. Box 136E, B»T.
ticket able to handle early morning show and
maintenance. Start $400.00 month.
Salesman with imagination, ambition, experi- preventive
Send tape and resume to Box 229E, B-T.
ence, some announcing. $325.00 plus commission.
KBUD, Athens, Texas.
Immediate opening for combination announcerfirst class license for independent fulltimer. UpRadio salesman. Expanding sales staff. Must
per New York State. Good starting salary to
have proven sales ability. Salary plus good comright man, opportunity
for tape
advancement
in or-to
ganization. Mail audition
and resume
mission set-up in 250,000 market: Send full reBox 244E, B»T.
sume plus picture in first letter to Jack B. Chapman, KTSM-Radio, El Paso, Texas.
Midwestern daytimer offers $350 per month for
a 48 hour week. Minimum 2 years experience.
Salesman-announcer. Experienced local sales and Married men only. Send all details plus tape and
board. WLDB, Atlantic City.
references. Box 247E, B-T.

YOUR

KEY

EXECUTIVE & STAFF LEVELS
CONFIDENTIAL CONTACT
NATIONWIDE SERVICE
It's simple prudence to place your
future in the hands of an organization exclusively dedicated to the
broadcast industry.
This is a specialized professional
service that taps wide resources,
headed by a man of long experience
in TV-Radio . . . Howard S. Frazier.
BROADCASTERS
333 Trans-Lux Bldg.
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SUCCESS
WE

ARE NOW

WELL

QUALIFIED PLACEMENT CLIENTS OF GOOD

CHARACTER FOR ALL EXECUTIVE & STAFF POSITIONS WITH RADIO AND
TV STATIONS

EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT
724 Fourteenth St., N. W.
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SEEXING

SERVICE, INC.
Washington 5, D. C.

RADIO
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcer-engineer, 1st class ticket for new station in city of 27,000. Write, wire or phone Manager, KAGE, Winona, Minnesota.
Wanted: Announcer. Midwest 250 watt independent. Must do some news, can do some sales if
desired. Call details to Paul Benson, Manager,
KAYL, Storm Lake, Iowa.
Can you sell on-the-air? Second largest countrywestern audience demands country-western disc
jockey with
of who
countrywestern
music.thorough
We want konwledge
a disc jockey
can
sell on-the-air. Immediate opening. Write: Bob
Kaye, c/o KEVE, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Top
pay Send
for two
firstKJAY,
class
license.
tape top
and announcers
letter to Bob with
Rohrs,
Topeka, Kansas.
Announcer with first class license, car for amfm in good music operation. Rush tape, resume
to WCRB, Boston 54, Mass.
Wanted: Experienced announcer. Strong on news.
Good salary. Excellent working conditions. Immediate opening. WCPS, Tarboro, North Carolina.
Immediate opening for experienced announcer,
strong on news and records. Good salary, talent.
Send audition, photo, background information
to Station WFDF, Flint, Michigan.
Immediate opening for good night announcer.
Warm,
friendly,
tape
and resume,
Johnsincere
Paras,delivery.
WFLB, Airmail
Fayetteville,
North Carolina.
WISH Radio and WISH-TV have immediate opencommercialbackground.
staff announcer.
Must ing,
haveexperienced
solid announcing
If you
can
qualify
contact
Bill
Frosch,
1440
N. Meridian,
Indianapolis.
Immediate opening for pop morning personality
man, preferably with first phone ticket. Top
salary to right man. Contact J. C. Johnson at
WJEM, Valdosta, Georgia.
Combo man with first class ticket for daytime
station. Excellent condition, routine maintenance,
announcing ability important. Send complete
resume,
and tape immediately.
ters, photo
WKDL, Clarksdale,
Mississippi. Kersh WalAnnouncer-salesman. Experienced board and
local sales. WLDB Mutual, Atlantic City.
Announcer
— experienced
deejay ofwhowords.
can "intro"
top 40 selections
with minimum
Strong
on commercials. Excellent working conditions.
Send complete
information
with
tape.
Will
arrange personal interview later. Write Program
Director, WOC, Davenport, Iowa.
WPAZ, Pottstown, Pennsylvania needs morning
man. Also service and selling, earn over $100.00
week.
Experienced announcer wanted for Washington,
D. C, area independent. Send audition or call
Jack Moran, WPIK, Alexandria, Virginia.
Expanding independent wants permanent staffers.
Staff tor,announcer,
production-newsman,
news men
edinews reporter,
salesman. Experienced
only. Personal
interview
required.
Contact
Assistant Manager, WSDR, Sterling, Illinois.
Just lost North Carolina's top disc jockey to Florneed a man
to replace Must
him onbeCarolina's
finestida andfulltime
independent.
mature,
friendly, experienced top quality jock. Salary
$400.00 monthly.
you're
more say
sonews
and
we'll
it over.If Air
mailworth
adlib
and talk
commercials.
WSSB,
Box tape
1168,with
Durham,
North Carolina. All tapes promptly returned.
Announcer with first phone, 42 hour shift, salary
open. Call, wire or write Jim Luck, Manager,
WTVB Coldwater, Michigan. Open January 15th.
Experienced, versatile staff announcer, genuine
opportunity for advancement. Prefer married
man. Include seven and one-half tape, photo,
experience, salary requirement with your reply.
WVSC, Somerset, Pennsylvania.
Experienced
negro Norfolk,
announcer,
strong Send
on spirituals, for WRAP,
Virginia.
tape
to Tim Crow, Rollins Broadcasting, Wilmington,
Del.
Combination announcer-engineers! Openings in
top stations with top starting salaries. Alabama
$95 . . . California $100 . . . Georgia $90 . . . also
Michigan, South Carolina, Texas and Louisiana
at top starting salaries. Shield, Box 630, Palm
Beach, Florida.
Broadcasting
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RADIO

RADIO

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
A nnouncers

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Programming-Production, Others
Gal for DJ, copy, general radio work. WSHE,
Sheboygan, Wisconsin.

Announcers: Georgia . . . $90 . . . Pennsylvania
$85 . . . Colorado $75 . . . Texas S100. Other choice
jobs in all 48 states. Shield, Box 230, Palm Beach,
Florida.
Technical
Experienced engineer for position of chief engineer at modern, well equipped 250 watt fulltime independent station in Pa. Will have complete responsibility for purchasing, maintenance
repairs and operation. Good working conditions,
good pay. No air work required. Box 742C, B-T.
Engineer-announcer, 250 watt, 100 miles from New
York. Good pay. Box 811C, B-T.
Engineer wanted for transmitter work. Only
qualifications first class ticket. Experience unnecessary. Send replies to Pat Uliano, Chief Engineer, WICC, Bridgeport, Connecticut.
Wanted:
Experienced
engineer-announcer
for
250 watt daytimer
with emphasis
on announcing.
Must have pleasing voice, sober— no drifters
please. $100.00 for 48 hours, rush, picture, tape
and experience. Raymond L. Prescott, Jr., WJIG,
Tullahoma, Tenn.

Immediate opening for newsman; gather, write
and broadcast news. Commercial and disc show
experience necessary. Starting salary $290, plus
fringe benefits. Send photo, tape and background
to WTTH, Port Huron, Michigan.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Young man to manage. Wife completes team to
produce top rated shows. Experienced. Four
children. Must be permanent. Desire southeast.
Minimum $200.00 for team. By first of June. Box
193E, B'T.
Station manager — long thoro experience. Strong
on sales,
good hard
business
builder.
Middle
age,done.
settled energetic
worker
who gets
things
Efficient management. Rough on competition.
Non-drinker,
good in character.
Knowor and
southern markets
cities of 8,000
more prefer
only.
B'T.
Send full details about your station. Box 214E,

Help wanted: Operator with first phone. WSYB,
Rutland, Vermont.

Salesman, sales manager or manager, depending
on your requirements. Resume. Box 224E, B'T.

Am-fm chief engineer, experienced in installation, construction, maintenance in both equipment, servicing of studio and directional arrays.
Photo, background and — salary first. Address all
correspondence to: Corporacion Radio Fonica
Nacional, P.O. Box 347, Maracaibo, Venezuela.

Salesman

Programming-Production, Others
Opening
for smart
continuitymarket.
girl — top
station in Ohio
metropolitan
Goodratedsalary,
employe benefits. Send sample material, photo,
background. Box 755C, B'T.
News reporter-copywriter, lkw small market
station.
$60-$75beginner
weekly with
salary,
man or training.
woman.
Will consider
journalism
Send details. Box 138E, B'T.
50kw midwest network affiliate desires to secure
assistant
Program
to supervise
tion of music
and doDirector
minor air
work. Alsoselecwill
be Director of Public Relations. Must have experience as Music Librarian or assistant Program
Director with music and news station. Box 250E,
B-T.
Copywriter, okw radio and vhf tv combination.
Good salary plus insurance benefits including
Blue Cross-Blue Shield. If you are a good writer,
and like the midwest, let us know. Box 200E, B'T.
Top radio
Must complete
have localresume
news coverage newsman.
experience. Send
and
tape
"to
Conrey
Bryson,
KTSM,
801
N.
Oregon,
El Paso, Texas.
Best news
station
in non-metropolitan
New York
State
wants
combination
newsman-announcer.
College and newswTiting experience desirable.
Write full details on experience, education and
references to WALL, Middletown, N. Y.
Newsman — gather, write, edit and broadcast local news. Handle tape recorder. Good pay.
Profit sharing plan. WCOJ, Coatesville, Pa.
A fulltime experienced newsman needed for progressive Mass. daytimer, who will also head up
public service and special events. Self -starting
mature-minded men only will be considered.
Announcing
secondary to Mass.
news gathering ability. WESO, Southbridge,
Program director-announcer: This man will recurrentowned
PD whostation.
is beingPrefer
promoted
man-is
ageplacesecond
man towho
looking for a future and who we can promote
to manage next station. This man must be strong
on news and staff announcing, have ability to
prepare and type logs, and be able to look after
manager-owner's
interests
insidebutstation.
not
required in this
position,
will paySelling
20%
commission on all sales. Send tape, picture, complete resume giving each job held, starting and
ending date, salary received, reason for leaving.
WKUL, Cullman, Alabama.
WOKJ, Jackson, Miss.— KOKY, Little Rock, Ark.
— Top rated negro stations have immediate openings for white program director/office manager
to supervise personnel-production-traffic-copy.
Salary commensurate with ability and experience. Advance with a progressive organization.
Send resume, photograph. Interview necessary.
John M. McLendon, Box 2667, Jackson, Mississippi.
Broadcasting

Telecasting

Complete seeks
reorganization.
Station's
announcersalesman
new position.
Sober.top Dependable.
Box 181E, B'T.
Two aggressive salesmen with executive experience desire to move into American tv-radio market. Both have proven sales records in radio and
tv wth sales, production and announcing ability.
Have sold medium Canadian market for eleven
years. Both married with families. Each presently
earning $10,000 yearly. Box 204E, B'T.
Salesman. 8 years radio, last two in sales. Young.
Energetic. Box 210E, B'T.
Salesman-DJ, newsman. Hard worker. Completely experienced. Interview preferred. Box
227E, B'T.
Experienced radio-saleswoman, also traffic-copygood air voice. Mari Garr-Lester, Leonia, New
Jersey, LE 4-9038.
Announcers
Personality-D J — strong commercial, gimmicks,
etc., run own board. Steady, eager to please. Go
anywhere. Box 109E, B'T.
DJ staff — IV2 years experience — presently employed— prefer northeast. Box 116E, B'T.
Sportscaster: Excellent play-by-play. Top rated
radio and television sport shows. Special events.
10 years radio and television. Top references.
Box 125E, B'T.

RADIO
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Commercial DJ — two years experience — presently employed — wish to relocate northeast. Box
133E,
B'T. news. 3 years experience. Currently
Disc jockey,
employed east coast. Box 170E, B'T.
Prefer job as program director-news announcer.
8 years
of inradio
and television capacity.
announcing.Am Desire work
an administrative
29,
married, veteran, $800 a month. Box 172E, B'T.
Employed
sportscaster
play schedule.
Former wants
player,heavier
coach, play-byofficial.
Organized service athletic programs. 10 years
radio andketball.
tv Prefer
broadcasting
football,
baseball,
baslocation with
organized
baseball
Excellent baseball re-creations. College graduate, married, family, steady. Box 176E, B'T.
Announcer, ropolitan
experienced
pop DJ.
metarea. Own show
top Employed
rating. Salary
$100.00. Box 177E, B'T.
Staff announcer. Some experience. Vet. Tape.
Box 180E, B'T.
Available — top morning personality. Employed
midwest metropolitan area. Inquiries answered.
Personal interview. Box 184E, B'T.
Beginner announcer. White, female. Will start
at bottom. Location optional. Box 185E, B'T.
"Look!" Here's two bright young men with
proven performance who can have your station
on top in audience and billings. This team ha-s
the "new
radio for friendly
all important
morning hours sound"
. . . fastin moving,
DJ; coupled
with top newsman will give you a bigger piece
of the
pie. ... andIf you're
in a market of 100,000;
want theprogressive,
best . . . write,
wire
not to Box 186E, B'T.
B'T.
Announcer
—perience.
nowSeeks reliable
employed organization,
with 2\'2 years
expossibly
eastern. Copywriter, production, DJ. Box 187E,
Radio announcer — 6 months experience. Strong
on commercials, news and play-by-play. Experienced in copywriting, college graduate. For tape
and resume write Box 188E, B'T.
Top
DJ inin America's
6th leading Excellent
market wants
to settle
or top
southwest.
sonality.west
Five years
experience doing perown
three hour show daily on big network station.
Only top markets wanting good rating and top
air salesman reply. Box 189E, B'T.
Experience announcer — play-by-play — football,
basketball, baseball, news, commercial, board.
Seek aggressive sports station. Prefer midwest
or southwest. 36, family, sober. Box 191E, B'T.
Baseball,
basketball, football, play - by - play
B-T.
sportscaster. Seven years experience. Box 195E,

Radio stations throughout the country are
rapidlypaceconverting
ANNOUNCERS
Keep
with the to
trend"combo
— protectoperation".
your security— get your first class F.C.C. license without delay. Put yourself on the preferred list for better, higher-paid positions. A first class
F.C.C. license gives you the advantage over otherwise equally qualified applicants. We have
trained thousands and can prepare you, too, for a first class F.C.C. license in a minimum
of time. Our 32 page booklet, Opportunities in Electronics, explains how you can prepare for
this
all-important
is free.
Write for itlicense
today. quickly, through home study or in resident classes. This booklet
Our Guarantee
If you should fail the
FCC exam after finishing
our course, we guarantee
to give you additional
training at
NO ADDITIONAL COST.
MAIL

COUPON

FCC-Type Exams
FCC-type tests are used
throughout
the Grantham
course. Constant
practice
with these FCC-type tests
helps you
for the
actual
FCCprepare
examination.
SCHOOL

NEAREST

YOl

GRANTHAM
SCHOOLS,
Dept. 2-C
1505 N. Western Ave., Hollywood 27, Calif.
821 19th St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
OR
Please send me your free booklet, telling how I can get my FIRST CLASS
FCC license quickly. I understand there is no obligation and no salesman
will call.
Name
.City.
Address,
.State,
I am interested in: □ Home Study □ Resident Classes
January 14, 1957
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Situations Wanted — ( Cont'd )
Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Experience, versatile staff announcer, presently
employed, wants to move to large market — preferably in east or midwest. 28, single, college
graduate, 27 months announcing experience. Box
198E, B'T.
Announcer . . . strongest as newsman. Eight yeaTS
experience. Will cost you! Box 210E, B'T.

Announcer with 1st ticket. In radio for two
years. Presently
250. Wants toD. relocate in vicinity managing
New York small
or Washington,
C,
Available about February 1st. Box 195E, B'T.
Wanted: Music, news, sports station. Four years
experience. Family man. RonKoziol, 3824 West
55th Place, Chicago. Phone Ludlow 5-7351.
Attention middle northeastern progressive station.andLooking
for interesting
sellingexperience,
commercials
authoritative
news. DJ,1 year
married and vet. JE 6-0211, 215 East 164th Street,
Bronx, N. Y. Lee Sherwood.
Technical

Start '57 right with experienced announcer,
sportscaster, news, record shows. Family. Employed. Box 225E, B'T.
Announcer, experienced, dependable; would like
to move up. Desires job with progressive station
in North Carolina,, Virginia' area. Box 228E, B'T.
Sports announcer, experienced play-by-play
baseball, basketball, football, interviews. Box
230E, B'T.
Announcer, experienced all phases. Dependable,
good background, prefer east coast. Box 231E,
B'T.
Young woman . . . five years radio experience
. . . prefer on-mike, production . . . eastern
metropolitan area. Tape, photo, resume available. Box 233E, B'T.
Experienced announcer — DJ — news — sports. 25,
married. Tape, resume. Box 234E, B'T.
Will invest money — radio-tv station. Presently
employed staff announcer, 5 years experience
all phases — family — excellent references. Will
locate anywhere U. S. . . . tape, personal interview. Box 237E, B'T.
Top-flight announcer, radio-tv. Strong news.
Mature delivery. Currently employed. Box 241E,
B'T.
Successful DJ — twenty three years in radio and
television. Desires change — no prima donna, married, non-drinker, radio is a career, not a game.
Have salesman also if desired. Have all top rating in present market. Reply. Box 243E, B'T.
Baseball announcer — top southeastern sportscaster desires permanent position beginning with
baseball season. After seven years airing AA
league baseball another station bought rights.
Ten years top-flight experience. A proven record for being able to satisfy: The ball club, the
fans, the sponsor. Also thoroughly experienced
play-by-play
Box
245E, B'T.football and basketball. References.

WANTED!

and

TOP

Studio engineer — 33 — 5 years experience, first
phone, good references. Married, will travel.
Looking for permanent situation. Box 235E, B'T.
First phone engineer, experienced. Cripple with
crutches, has car. Board work, light maintenance.
Prefer north midwest. Box 238E, B'T.
Experienced engineer. John Nagy, 244 Belmont,
N.E., Warren, Ohio.
Programming-Production, Others
Woman, experienced, programming, secretarial.
3rd class ticket. Permanent location, small midwest town. Box 169E, B'T.
Copywriter — 6 years experience. Radio and tv.
On-camera and on-mike training included. Box
174E, B'T.
Sports director — ■ radio play-by-play and tv
sportscast ... all sports. Six years experience.
Married. . . . WWII vet. Desires larger market.
Steady . . . reliable. Available after basketball.
Box 175E, B'T.
Want ism),
radio
work, experience.
tv opportunity.
BS (Journalseven years
Presently
director
news-sports.
Gather,
air
news.
Play-by-play.
Will work radio. Learn tv techniques on my time.
Box 196E, B»T.
Program director . . . hard worker. Lots of ideas,
plus sales, promotion. Box 211E, B'T.

at KLIF,

KTSA,

CREATIVE

AND

Engineer, 1st phone. Nearly 3 years experience
in am and tv. Good maintenance. Responsible.
Box 194E, B'T.
Chief engineer-announcer-copywriter. Fully qualB-T.
ified and experienced. Southeast only. Box 251E,

SAN

DALLAS

ANTONIO

COPYWRITERS

DISC

JOCKEYS

If you are a really sharp copywriter, with imagination and excellent
language command, these two top McLendon radio stations want to
hear from you immediately. And if you're a good disc jockey, fire
us an audition tape immediately.
Gordon McLendon
2104 Jackson St.
Dallas, Texas
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RADIO
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Programming-Production, Others
Young woman,
DJ, top
continuity work
and
traffic;
1 year 2\'2
PD.years
Desires
combination
independent vicinity Detroit. Excellent on console. Box 215E, B'T.
Program director-announcer for small station.
Many years experience. Travel. Box 226E, B'T.
B'T.
News, sports
One yearBoxexperience. Collegeeditor-announcer.
grad. East preferred.
239E,
A proven PD, operations director and manager.
Tired of promises to let station advance. Wish
to join progressive station or ad agency. Have
a great deal to offer. Top news delivery and
director,Long
top and
DJ successful
on women'sexperience
shows, excellent
voice.
in writing and spot production, sales brochures and
public service programs. Can do anything in
radio except engineering. High morals, good
family man. Willing to travel. Box 242E, B'T.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted
Salesmen
Time salesman, experience necessary. Salary,
commission and expenses. Letter only. Write to
Sales Manager, WGLV-TV, Easton, Pennsylvania.
Announcers
Expanding physical facilities and programming
requires additional announcers for CBS affiliates
in northeastern Pennsylvania. Write direct to
WGBI Radio-Television, Scranton, Pennsylvania.
Technical
Engineer,filiate.
first
for network
vhf not
afStudio class
and license
transmitter
experience
necessary. Contact W. M. Greeley, KHOL-TV,
Holdrege, Nebraska.
Immediate opening for tv engineer. Network vhf
station.
KKTV Colorado Springs, Colorado. Willis Shanks.
Kinercording engineer, send experience, recent
snapshot,
salary
expected,
KRMATV, 12th and
Welton
Streets,references.
Denver, Colorado.
First class maintenance engineer for position of
assistant chief.
opportunity for
for right
advancement in a Excellent
growing organization
man.
Send
particulars.
E.
N.
Greene,
KSHO-TV,
Fremont Hotel, Las Vegas, Nevada.
Florida vhf television station has immediate
opening for engineer. Car and first phone necessary. Forward resumes to Chief Engineer, WEATTV, P. O. Box 70, West Palm Beach, Florida.
Wanted engineer to work in tv. Experience not
necessary. First class license required. Contact
Chief Engineer, WINK-TV, Fort Myers, Florida.
Tv engineers! Two outstanding openings in
South Carolina and Idaho; Shield, Box 630, Palm
Beach, Florida.
Immediate opening for experienced engineer with
first class phone. Contact H. E. Barg, 1015 N.
6th Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Programming-Production, Others
Producer-director needed by large mid-U. S. tv
station. Must have at least three years experience. Please state experience and minimum
salary required. Box 120E, B'T.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Top-flight manager or sales manager available
over 8 kets.
yearsThorough
of tvknowledge
experience ofin operations,
top major marsales
and management. Presently manager in major
market. Confidential. Box 190E, B»T.
Manager-sales manager. Experience large and
small markets. Strong local, national, network
sales. Excellent background all phases station
operation.
familyB'T.man, strong communityResponsible,
interests. Box 213E,
Broadcasting
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TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — ( Cont'd )
Salesmen
Salesman-announcer, 5 years radio, one tv. Prefer sports announcing-sales
references,
27, college grad, combination.
hard worker. Best
Box
647C, B-T.
Announcer-salesman, married, sober, good appearance, with southern daytimer, wants television opportunity. Box 182E, B»T.
Announcers
On-camera adlib.
salesman
Excellent
Eight with
year executive
backgroundexperience.
includes
production, promotion, programming. Desire
responsibility, advancement. Age 31, college
degree, top references. Box 183E, B«T.
On-camera salesman with executive experience.
Excellent adlib. Eight year background includes
news, production, promotion, programming. Desire responsibility, advancement. Age 31, college degree, top references. Box 236E, B«T.
Technical
One of the better engineers. Twelve years building and operating. As chief will handle your
engineering problems and efficiently and economically. Permanent position only. Box 202E,
B-T.
Programming-Production, Others
Tv station film supervisor, 6 years experience,
wants opportunity to learn programming, management, production, ad agency, etc. B.A. degree.
Box 650C, B-T.
Television-director-announcer, 6 years experience in eastern vhf station. Desires metropolitan area. Preferably eastern U. S. Excellent
background and experience. Box 166E, B»T.
Assistant tv weatherman. Desire position as
weatherman, plus other duties. Box 192E, B-T.
Tv
newscaster:
yearsTwoas years
news inproducerdirector
at top tenThree
net vhf.
smaller
stations in every capacity from talent to traffic.
Own and operate sound and silent movie cameras. Thorough knowledge all phases of film
production from shooting thru processing. Winner of three national awards for public service
films. Want chance to prove myself as one man
news-staff. Can go out and dig the story, film it,
write it up and then deliver it on-the-air. Salary secondary
to an college.
"on-the-air"
Married,
29, veteran,
Resume,opportunity.
tape and
references gladly. Box 197E, B'T.
Promotion manager. Young man looking . . .
permanent tv promotion spot in northeast. Television and newspaper experienced, 28, family.
Box 208E, B-T.
FOR

SALE

Stations
For sale: Kilowatt am in northwest college town.
Full price $50,000.00, V2 down, J/2 terms. Write
784C, B«T.
Two-thirds interest in 1000 watt daytime station.
Located
world's206E,
richest
industrialheart
area. of Box
B-T. agricultural and
Carolinament.small
market $50,000
station.andNeeds
manage-on
Priced under
available
terms.
Paul
H.
Chapman
Company,
84
Peachtree, Atlanta.
Florida metropolitan market station modestly
profitable, $240,000 total, 29% down. Paul H.
Chapman Company, 84 Peachtree, Atlanta.
$185,000,
midwest,resort
large area,
market,
day, terms;
$45,000,
California,
isolated;
Minnesota,
$75,000. Day, terms; $75,000. Mountain region,
$40,000 down; $275,000. Mountain states, $90,000
down; CP, Illinois, The Norman Company, 510
Security Building, Davenport, Iowa,
The Norman Company, 510 Security Bldg., Davenport, Iowa. Sales, purchases, appraisals, handled
with care and discretion, based on operating our
own stations.
Write now for our free bulletin of outstanding
radio and tv buys throughout the United States.
Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 6381 Hollywood Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Broadcasting

Telecasting

FOR

WANTED

SALE

Equipment
Microwave reflectors, 6 ft. by 8 ft. made by Tower
Construction Company, new, in original crates.
Make offer. Pete Onnigian, Chief Engineer,
KBET-TV, Sacramento, California.
Blaw-Knox 325 foot type N-28 self-supporting
tower. Will support 6 bay tv antenna. Radio
Station WJPG, Green Bay, Wisconsin.
For sale or trade : Cubcorder, model A, used less
than five hours . . . need Western Electric 23C
console . . . will buy or trade cubcorder for . . .
contact Clovis Sadler, Manager, WKAY, Glasgow,
Kentucky.
Two Gates CB-11 turntables, no cabinets. Need
rebuilding; just replaced. 2-speed, 33V3 and 78.
Write N.cash
ford,
C. offer as is, where is. WWGP, San-

TO

BUY

Equipment
Used 500 watt transmitter consolette; turntable;
frequency modulation monitors; other used
equipment. Box 240E, B'T.
Want 3 or 5kw fm transmitter or 3 kw amplifier
with power supply. Call Floyd Hall, KPOL, Los
Angeles, Capitol 5-7011.
Wanted to buy: 1 kw am transmitter, as auxiliary,
for cash. State condition, price. Contact Martin,
WTUX, Wilmington, Delaware.
Wanted: Used closed-circuit tv equipment. Dage,
other. Reply Vic Ives, 2785 Center Street, Oroville, California.
INSTRUCTION
FCC first phone in 12 weeks. Home study or resident training. Our schools are located in Hollywood, California, and Washington, D. C. For
free booklet, write Grantham School of Electronics. Desk H-B, 1505 N. Western Avenue,
Hollywood 27, California.
FCC first phone license. Start immediately.
Guarantee coaching. Northwest Radio & Television School, Dept. B, 1627 K Street, N. W., Washington, D.C.

For sale at a bargain, one 310 ft. Lingo tower with
lighting equipment. Tower is standing at transmitter site and must be dismantled by buyer.
United States Tower Co., 210 Union Trust Building, Petersburg, Virginia.
WANTED

TO

BUY

Stations
Wanted: Radio station by experienced owner.
Give complete financial facts. Confidential. Box
760C, B-T.
Experienced
broadcaster with $10,000
B-T. to buy Georgia
or lease Georgia station. Box 141E,
wants

RADIO
Help Wanted
Salesmen

Desire to lease with option to buy or to purchase
station in small or medium market
on terms. We
will operate as practical, resident broadcaster—
not interested in investment or speculation. Write
Box 145E, B'T.

Radio

Stations wanted. Arkansas and Missouri. Ralph
Erwin. Licensed Professional Broker. 1443 South
Trenton. Tulsa.

bright men who are rarin' to go
with a real opportunity. Earnings $5500-8000 up to you. Advancement potential with a great
outfit. Write or wire
§
i

Field intensity meter, WX-2C or D in good shape.
Send details and price. Box 201E, B'T.

|

5kw leader in major inland
market wants immediately two

Equipment
Am daytimer considering fm. Like bids on following used: 4 bay side tower antenna; 320 feet
feed; am isolator; transmitter, fm monitor. Quote
asking price and availability. Box 111E, B'T.
Wanted 1 to 3kw fm transmitter. State make,
condition and price. Box 173E, B»T.

Salesman

Box 221E, B«T

Wanted 3 or lOkw fm transmitter, RCA, Collins
or Gates. Specify price, age, condition and availability. Box 203E, B'T.
Wanted: Used 5 or lOkw fm transmitter. Will
buy accessory station equipment if available.
Box 222E, B'T.
Wanted to buy: One used lkw. Late model am
transmitter
for use as alternate. Also could use
limiting amplifier, modulation and frequency
monitors. Must be in excellent condition. Send
details and cash price to Box 223E, B'T.

I Want top-notch radio time salesman
\ at top-notch wages
! AN
Send"resume,
SM
SALE
1I\photograph
to
"Salesman,"
98, Newport News, Virginia. P. O. Box

WANTED

$10,000

REWARD

A SALARY UP TO $10,000 WILL BE AVAILABLE to the right man with the
right ideas at the right time, plus executive ability, initiative, and experience to reorganize, revitalize, and deliver the goods as Director of Promotion-Publicity Department for top-rated pioneer TV-Radio operation
noted for its performance both on-the-air and off. No one without experience and full qualifications need apply. No hurry; we want only the right
man. Send fullest particulars to
Box 220E, B«T
January 14, 1957
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RADIO

RADIO

RADIO

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

ANNOUNCER-DJ-COMBO OPR.
Midwest 5000 watt radio net. affiliate opening for versatile announcer who is a

Nationally-known metropolitan network sta-

fast-paced DJ with original ideas and can
do creditable newscast. No less than 3
years experience. Salary commensurate
with ability.

Situations Wanted
Managerial
A RADIO STATION MANAGER
WHO LOVES GOD
Young (38), God-loving (Regular Communicant), with this Radio-TV background: TV(7News
Director
8 mos.),DJ Ra-(6
dio News
years),
Top (Radio
years), TOP TV DJ (Hour daily), TV Panel
Head,
Continuity
Writer, (7y2
andyears).
Radio-TVAdv. Agency
Announcer
Now
have own Adv. Agency (Public relations
for 3 majortomotive
brands
cigarettes;
auaccounts)ofand
presentlyplusNews
Director and Continuity Man for highly
successful Radio Station in a million plus
market in Southwest. Want to Manage a
station (preferably an Independent in a
metropolitan
area).
Ask only
1 yearof
tohuge
prove
that a station,
literally
stripped
the present materialistic, almost Godless
programming
is today'sof Service,
norm, canLove
be
made
into an this
Instrument
and Interest to ANY community. Can
package shows for sale, and work actively
with a Good Staff, service accounts, and
seek billings. Am healthy, have priceless
wife, 5 children, thousands of friends.
Salary $160 week, relocation allowance,
chance to advance. Can begin 2 weeks
after I hear from you. Address
Box 162E, B«T
Salesman

tion with a 24 hour "Radio Active" schedule,
needs another TOP-NOTCH ANNOUNCER
with personality-plus, who has experience,
character and ability to establish local prominence, determine to fulfill this opportunity
successfully and profitably now. Send back-

Box 232E, B»T

ground, photo and audition tape.
Box 249E, B«T
STAFF

ANNOUNCERS

We are looking for a full staff of announcers
for a new 1000 watt, independent operation now under construction at Laurel, Mississippi. Ours will be a music-news type of
operation in a highly competitive market.
If you are a personality type disc-jockey
who knows the pop field thoroughly and are
production minded, we would like to hear
from you. We are experienced operators who
will expect you to learn OUR method of operation. You will be expected to work hard
but you will be well paid. We have no room
for prima donnas or opinionated ideas about
music. You must have a warm, friendly delivery and be adept at ad lib (but know
when to stop). Send complete resume, tapes
and photos to
VOICE OF THE NEW SOUTH
P.O. Box 1245

ON'S
OF THE
ONE
T STAT
IONS NATI
NEEDS DJ
GREA
In Jim Winters, I've got one of the really top
boys in the East. I need his double and don't
think Bangor
Eastsharp
Lynne operation
— It's a balling
town.
This is ais real
and if
you're a real sharp guy with both feet on
the deck, we can get together. Send information, tape and photo to
Lee Gorman
Vice President & General Manager
WABI & WABI-TV
P.S. Remember— This is Radio only. I can
get all the TV announcers I need.

STAFF

ANNOUNCER

Top New England independent looking for
man with minimum of 2 years commercial
station experience. DJ work and newswritingreading experience required. Prefer New
Englander or someone familiar with general
area. Send tape, resume, picture and salary
requirements to:
PROGRAM DIRECTOR
WNEB
WORCESTER,

Meridian, Mississippi

MASS.

*

Top
Salesman
Available

* Eight years experience calling on TV
and Radio Management. Widely ac*
quainted inindustry, personal contacts in
all Southeastern TV stations. Familiar
with all phases of broadcasting. Desire
* permanent connection selling products or
* services to Southeastern stations, or with
metropolitan station in Southeast. Salary
secondary to future potential.
Box 163E, B»T
Programming-Production, Others
GOOD

NEWS

SELLS!
XRadio News Editor, 8 years experience. Just back from 5 years
in Europe as correspondent.
Proven top reader and writer.
Let me pep up your news. Any
location, radio or TV.
Box 160E, B*T

SALES

MANAGER

CBS MAXIMUM POWER AFFILIATE IN SOUTHWEST NEEDS
AGGRESSIVE SALES MANAGER WITH EXCELLENT, HARD
SELLING TV BACKGROUND. THIS RICH MARKET HOLDS
POTENTIAL OF $25,000 PER YEAR FOR RIGHT MAN WITH
ABILITY TO ORGANIZE AND DIRECT ENTIRE SALES EFFORT.
THIS STATION WITH TOP AREA ACCEPTANCE NEEDS STABLE
MAN WITH BACKGROUND THAT WILL STAND COMPLETE
INVESTIGATION. FORWARD FULL RESUME, PHOTO AND TOP
REFERENCES FIRST LETTER. IF YOU QUALIFY, PERSONAL
INTERVIEW WILL BE ARRANGED.
BOX
Page 120
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164E, B*T

TELEVISION
Help Wanted
Salesmen

WBRE-TV STILL GROWING
You - can grow right along with this
expanding organization as a TV account executive if you are experienced in the industry and can prove
your potential. Salary and commission applications with complete resume sent to Operations Manager,
WBRE-TV, Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, will be completely confidential.

TELEVISION
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)

TV SALES

Help Wanted
Programming-Production, Others

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Programming-Production, Others

MANAGER

Exceptional opportunity for advancement, security and earnings.
Eastern VHF needs outstanding
sales executive. TV sales and
broadcast sales management

TELEVISION

TELEVISION

ex-

perience mandatory.

PROMOTION MANAGER
Television Station Promotion Manager good Western VHF market.
Successful applicant must combine
knowledge all sales promotion
statistical and accounting procedures, competitive costs, local and
national advertising, merchandising and publicity, make-up, layout, and copy. State minimum
salary required and availability.
Box 67 1C, B»T

NEW YORK TV STATION
LOOKING FOR YOUNG MAN
for new sales development job. Must
know what makes a good spot buy, ratings, etc. plus ability to gather facts and
present them effectively.
Box 248E, IM
Situations Wanted

Box 168E, B«T
Managerial

We'll start you at $12,000 a year
if you are a very good
IT'S WONDERFUL
the excellent opportunity
now available for a
TOP~-FLIGHT TV SALESMAN
in one of the country's fastest growing TV
markets
and with one of television's
leading corporations!
Write or wire giving
full details, personal
preferences, experience
and salary desired

TV PROGRAM

WANTED!

A BIGGER, HARDER JOB-IN TV
... 10 years sales management, program production, packaging experience. .. . Los Angeles; St. Louis; Oklahoma City. . . . Currently Sales Manager, top station in major market,
CBS-VHF.
Available after February 1st.
Top industrv references.
RUSS SEVERIN
7804 Atlantic Avenue
Virginia Beach, Va.
Phone 3376

DIRECTOR
worth more!

You'll grow with one of the
great TV stations of America . . .
You'll work with one of the best known creative
men in the business — a man who will gladly leave
you alone when you've learned the landmarks of this
city and the trademarks of its clients. . . .

FOR

You've got to (repeat) you've got to get along
with people . . . young people who have made this
station great . . . young people who must be han
died with a sincere and honest interest in their de

Box 161E, B*T

velopment.
You should be able to develop big ideas for smal

Programming-Production, Others

budgets (we've done loads of them), as well as great
ideas for a great network (we've done loads of
them, too!)

We want a trained newsman. Journalism degree preferred. Extensive ex«J perience not necessary . . . but must
have top news gathering and news
)i writing ability, and real interest in
ft
news work. Ability to do on-eamera
TV news also preferred. Excellent op5? portunity for young man who wants to
go places in TV news. Salary range
kJ $350 to $400 per month, depending v
on ability. Want to fill as soon as pos-

TELEVISION STATION
VHF

sible. Send tape, photo and all infor- ^
*
v
K ination first letter to
4*

Box 218E, B»T

ft XKI
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

Texas

VHF

Just listed. Single-Station VHF
market. Large urban area. Priced
at $240,000 total. Written inquiries
invited.

part of our demands. We'll meet in New York at our
expense if your letter sells you.
Box 21 7E, B«T

SMALL

SALE

Stations

All the adjectives found in ads for good men are
Newsman

ANOTHER CHALLENGE!

RALPH J. ER WIN, BROKER
1443 S. Trenton
Tulsa, Okla.

RADIO

STATION

WANTED
(Will Pay All Cash)
Must

gross between

$150,000

and $200,000

with net profits record.

Box

165E,

B«T
January 14, 1957
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FOR THE RECORD
Continues from page 114
ft. and change type trans. Announced Jan. 8.
KWPM-FM West Plains, Mo.— Granted cp to
change frequency to 93.9 mc. Announced Jan. 8.
APPLICATIONS
WBTU (FM) Carbondale, 111.— Seeks mod. of
cp (whichcationalauthorized
fm) to changenew,ERPnoncommercial
to 21.2 kw, eduant.
height above average terrain to 393 ft., and trans,
location to SW corner of Southern 111. Campus,
Carbondale. Announced Jan. 4.
WIAN ant.
(FM)system
Indianapolis,
Ind. — Seeks cp to
change
of existing
educational
fm. Announced
Jan. 7.noncommercial
WCRB-FM Waltham, Mass. — Seeks mod. of cp
(which authorized changes in licensed station)
to change nouncedstation
Jan. 7. location to Boston, Mass. AnOwnership Changes . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
KODE-AM-TV Joplin, Mo. — Granted assignment of license and cp from Air Time Inc. to
WSTV Inc. Latter is 100% stockholder of Air
Time. Announced Jan. 8.
WATV
N. J. — Corp.
Granted
assignment of cp(TV)
from Newark,
Bremer Bcstg.
to Atlantic
Tele Vision. Corporate change. No change in
control. Announced Jan. 8.
APPLICATIONS
KTML Marked Tree, Ark. — Seeks assignment
of license from Earl W. Daly to Poinsett County
Radio Broadcasting Co. for $10,000 and assumption of approximately $11,788 obligations. Poinsett
principals are one-third partners, Kohn Bray
and L. V. Bitter Jr., gas appliance interests, and
J. E. Singleton, theatre owner. Announced Jan. 4.
WTWB Auburndale, Fla. — Seeks assignment of
license from R. E. Hughes to L. M. Hughey for
$50,000. Mr. Hughey owns Tampa, Fla., petroleum
products firm. Announced Jan. 8.
KWIK Pocatello, Idaho — Seeks assignment of

licensetellofrom
Pocatello
Television
Corp. Radio
to Poca-is
Radio Inc.
for $33,000.
Pocatello
owned by KOIL Omaha, Neb. Announced Jan. 3.
WFPR Hammond, La. — Seeks assignment of
license from Cyril W. Reddoch and Ralph L.
Hooks d/b as Louisiana Bcstrs. to Airweb Lie.
for
partners
in Airweb
are
John $52,250.
E. Judd,One-third
mgr., WEND
Baton
Rouge, La.;
RobertwareS.merchant
Boeker,
Baton
Rouge
feed
and
hardand building interests, and Jesse
L. Webb
Jan.
3. Sr., Baton Rouge assessor. Announced
WPET Greensboro, N. C. — Seeks assignment of
license from Wayne M. Nelson to Guilford Adv.
Inc., Greensboro, for $125,000. Hugh E. Holder,
pres.
of Guilford
Adv., formerly
owned-25%
WTIKowner
Durham,
N. C. Announced
Jan. 7.
KADA Ada, Okla. — Seeks involuntary transfer
of control from Dr. C. C. Morris, deceased, to
Billy T. Hoover and Anderson Brown Morris, coadministrators. Dr. Morris' share of 51.5% has
been
Jan. 3. bequeathed to Mrs. Morris. Announced
KWSH Wewoka, Okla. — Seek involuntary
transfer of control from Dr. C. C. Morris, deceased, to Billy T. Hoover and Anderson Brown
Morris,
Dr. Morris' share of
51.9% hasco-administrators.
nouncedbeen
Jan. 3. bequeathed to Mrs. Morris. AnKTIL Tillamook, Ore. — Seeks acquisition of
positive control and assignment of license to
Fred H. Guyton through purchase of 49% of stock
from B. C. Lamb and Amelia Lamb for $17,000.
Mr.
Jan. &4. Mrs. Guyton will own 100%. Announced
WBOB Galax, Va. — Seeks acquisition of positive control by Robert V. Morris through purchase of 5% stock from Homer D. Jennings for
$544 and 5% from John W. White Jr., for same
amount.
Jan. 8. Mr. Morris will own 60%. Announced

EQUIPMENT
2 complete RCA field camera chains including
cable and switcher. We purchased for closed
circuit programs prior to hearing which we
lost. Practically brand new. Will sell for 75%
of cost. Contact Bill Antony, KWKH, Shreveport, La.

Cases . . .
FINAL DECISIONS
WAVZ New Haven, Conn.— FCC by order of
Jan. 2sion affirmed
furthergranted
hearingapplication
its deciof Nov. 7, without
1955, which
of WAVZ to change facilities from 1260 kc, 1 kw
D, to 1300 kc, 1 kw DA-N, unl., with waiver of
Sec.
3.28Bcstg.
(c) "10%
rule,"Inc.,andfordenied
application
of Key
System
new am
on 1300
kc, 1 kw DA-D, in Bay Shore, N. Y. Elm City
Bcstg. Corp. (WNHC-AM-FM-TV New Haven)
whose venedenial
by Commission
of petition
to interwas reversed
by court, has
been liquidated
and its rights now devolve upon Triangle Pubis.
Inc., Radio & Television Div., which does not
desire further hearing. Announced Jan. 3.
Oshkosh, Wis. — FCC by order of Jan. 2 made
effective, 30 days hence, initial decision released
Nov. 29 ordering Morgan Co., Oshkosh, to cease
and desist from violating Part 18 of rules hy operating industrial heating equipment without required certification
causing Jan.
interference
to
tv broadcast
service. and
Announced
3.

INSTRUCTION

OTHER ACTIONS

FOR

SALE

Equipment

f
96% OF ALL GRADUATES OFFERED
|
POSITIONS IN RADIO OR TV!
S Courses in Announcing, Acting, Writing,
S Production. 1 year of intensive training.
! Founded in 1934. Professional teachers with
! national network background. Term starts
! January 28th.
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF
■
BROADCASTING
; 3338 16th Street, N.W. Washington, D. C.
Dept. B

Hearing

Lakeland, Winter Haven, Winter Garden, Fla.
— FCC by memorandum opinion and order of
Jan. 2 granted petition by Polk Radio Inc., Lakeland, to enlarge issues of hearing on am applications of Polk, Duane F. McConnell, Winter
Haven, and E. D. Covington Jr., Winter Garden,
to determine whether application of Mr. Covington was filed in good faith or for purpose of impeding, obstructing, or delaying grant of Polk
application;
on issues
Commission's
own motion,
ilarly enlarged
with respect
to filingsimby
Mr. McConnell.
separatedatememorandum
ion and order By
of same
Commission opinalso
enlarged issues to include determination whether
grant to Mr. McConnell and/or Mr. Covington
might result in undue concentration of control in

NEGOTIATOR
FOR

THE

PURCHASE

AND

SALE OF
RADIO

AND

TELEVISION
STATIONS
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ALLEN
KANDER
iAnd Company
1425 Eye Street, N.W. • Washington, D. C. NA 8-1990
60 East 42nd Street • New York 17, N. Y. MU 7-4242
35 East Wadcer Drive • Chicago 1, Illinois RA 6-3688.

view of offices which each holds, and ownership
AnJan. 3.
_
has in WONN Lakeland.
each
interest nounced
Flint, Mich. — FCC by action of Jan. 2 ordered
that takingceeding,
of involving
testimony
in Flint by
tv ch.
applications
WJR,12 proThe
Goodwill Station Dae, Trebit Corp. and W. S.
Butterneld
Theatres
Inc.,
shall
commence
Jan.
7.
Announced Jan. 3.
McKeesport,
memorandum
ion and order Pa.—
of FCC
Jan. by
2 denied
petitionsopinby
WCAE Inc.,
Wilkinsburg;
Irwin
Community
Television
Co.,
and
Wespen
Television
Lie,
Irwin;
and Matta Enterprises, Braddock, all Pa., for
reconsideration,
etc., of
Commission's
action of
Nov. 8 in reopening
record
in ch. 4 television
proceeding
to show
death ofandprincipal
Television City Inc.,
McKeesport;
ordered infurther
hearing to commence not later than Jan. 7.
Chmn. McConnaughey dissented; Comr. Craven
abstained. Announced Jan. 3.
NARBA

Notifications

. . .

List of changes, proposed changes and corrections in assignments
of Mexican
stations
modifying appendix
containingbroadcast
assignments
(Mimeograph
47214-6)
attached
to
recommendations of North American Regional Broadcasting
Agreement Engineering Meeting Jan. 30, 1941.
Mexico Change List #198
Nov. 29, 1956
630 kc
XEFX Guaymas, Sonora — (New) 250 w unl.
Class IV. 4-26-57.
680 kc
XEFJ Teziutlan, Puebla— (Change date of deletion) 1kw D, 100 w N.880Class
kc IV. 4-29-57.
XEFX Guaymas, Sonora — (Delete assignment)
250 w D. Class II. 5-26-57.
960 kc
XEOP Hermosillo, Sonora — (Delete — change to
Ciudad
Obregon)
500
w unl.Sonora—
Class III-B.
XEOP Ciudad Obregon,
(New) 5-26-57.
750 w
D, 500 w N. Class III-B.
5-26-57.
970 kc
XECJ Apatzingan, Michoacan — (New) 1 kw
D, 250 w N. Class IV. 9805-26-57.
kc
XELC La Piedad, Michoacan — (New — previously on 1200 kc) 5 kw D,
1200200kcw N. Class IV. 5-26-57.
XELC La Piedad, Michoacan — (Delete — changed
to 980 kc) 500 w D. Class II. 5-26-57.
1270 kc
XEPV Papantla, Veracruz— (New) 1 kw D, 250
w N. Class IV. 5-26-57.
1330 kc
XEHZ Martinez de la Torre, Veracruz — (New)
1340IV.kc 5-26-57.
1 kw D, 100 w N. Class
XECJ Apatzingan, Michoacan — (Deleted) —
5-26-57.
changed to 970 kc) 1 kw D, 250 w N. Class IV.
1420 kc
XEGF Gutierrez Zamora, Veracruz — (New) 500
w D, 100 w N. Class IV.
1450 5-26-57.
kc
XEJD Poza Rica, Veracruz — (New) 1 kw D, 250
w N. Class IV. 5-26-57.1490 kc
XEMH Merida, Yucatan — (Increase power) 1
kw D, 250 w N. Class IV. 2-26-57.
Routine

Roundup

. . .

January 3 Decisions
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By the Commission
SCA — FCC granted
Subsidiary music
Communications
Authorizations
for background
service to
WJEF-FM Kalamazoo, Mich., WFMX (FM) New
York, N. Y. (both on multiplex basis), and
WFMQ Jan.
(FM) 2.Hartford, Conn, (on simplex basis).
Action
WING Dayton, Ohio; WGRD Grand Rapids,
Mich. — Are being advised that application by
WING for renewal of license (1410 kc, 5 kw
DA-N, unl., and application by WGRD to change
hours of operation on same frequency with 1 kw
from daytime only to specified hours indicates
necessity of hearing because of interference considerations. Additionally are being advised that
WGRD may resume pre-sunrise operation if
WING cility
is during
operating
with its
non-directional faperiod.
absent. ActionthisJan.
2. Commissioner Doerfer
January 3 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
KAUS Austin, Minn. — Seeks mod. of cp (which
authorized
mount date.
tv ant. on east tower) to extend completion
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

KLAS-TV Las Vegas, Nev. — Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 2-28-57.
RENEWAL, OF LICENSE
KOLN-FM Portland, Ore.; KUOH (FM) Honolulu and KVOK (FM) Honolulu, both T. H.;
KRVM (FM) Eugene, and KWAX (FM) Eugene,
both Ore.; KCPS (FM) Tacoma and KUOW
(FM) Seattle, both Wash.
January 4 Applications
ACCEPTED FOB FILING
Modification of Cp
KMLA (FM) Los Angeles, Calif. — Seeks mod. of
cp to extend completion date.
KCHJ Delano, Calif. — Seeks mod. of cp (which
authorized change hours, power, type trans, and
install DA-2) to extend completion date.
License to Cover Cp
KWFM (FM) Minneapolis, Minn. — Seeks license
to cover cp (as mod. which authorized new fm).
WDAM-TV Hattiesburg, Miss. — Seeks license to
cover cp (which authorized new tv).
REMOTE CONTROL
WAAA Winston-Salem, N. C.
January 7 Decisions
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By the Commission
WGMS-AM-FM Bethesda, Md. -Washington,
D. C. — FCC by memorandum opinion and order
denied Dec. 11 motion by Lawrence M. C. Smith
for order to show cause concerning manner in
which The Good Music Station Inc. (assignor)
and RKO Teleradio Pictures Inc. (assignee) have
complied
with ofCommission's
order and
for
re-assignment
license and Nov.
cp of 21WGMS
license
of
WGMS-FM
to
assignor
pursuant
to
court direction.
By separate action, Commission denied appeal
by Mr.
Smith
hearing examiner's
his
request
for topostponement
of hearingdenial
on hisof
protest to assignments, now scheduled for Jan. 11.
January 7 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
KHOZ
Harrison,
Ark. —frequency
Seeks mod.
(which authorized change
and of
hours)cp
to extend completion date.
WPGC Morningside, Md. — Seeks mod. of cp
(which authorized increase power change type
trans, install DA-D and change ant. system) to
extend completion date.
WMPY Salisbury, Md.— Seeks mod. of cp
(which authorized new am) to extend completion
date.
KLAN Renton, Wash. — Seeks mod. of cp
(which authorized change frequency, hours,
power and install new trans, and DA-1 [D+N]
and
date. change trans location) to extend completion
KDIX-TV Dickinson, N. D.— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 7-1-57.
WKRC-TV Cincinnati, Ohio— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 6-5-57.
License to Cover Cp
WISR
Butler,
Seekstrans).
license to cover cp
(which authorizedPa. —new
January 8 Decisions
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By the Broadcast Bureau
Actions of January 4
Following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: KHAD-TV Laredo, Tex., to
7-20; KINY-TV Juneau, Alaska, to 6-30; KVIT
(TV) Santa Fe, N. M., to 7-17; WJMS-TV Ironwood, Mich., to 7-1; WVEG-TV Hampton, Va., to
7-4; KHTV (TV) Twin Falls, Idaho, to 7-25;
WPRP-FM Ponce, P. R. to 5-29.
Actions of January 3
Manitou Springs, Colo. — Granted license
forKCMS
am station.
WEHT (TV) Henderson, Ky— Granted extension of completion date to 5-3.
KCRG-TV Cedar Rapids, Iowa— Granted extension of completion date to 7-5.
Actions of January 2
KALVtion;Alva,
conditions.Okla. — Granted license for am staWJMA Orange, Va. — Granted cp to move ant.trans. and studio location y2 mile from present
site (no change in description) and increase
>»nt. height.
KAUS Austin, Minn. — Granted extension of
completion date to 3-2.
Actions of December 31
WBIQ (TV) Birmingham, Ala.— Granted license
for non-commercial educational tv station (ch.
•10); ERP vis. 30.9 kw, aur. 15.5 kw.
KIVA (TV) Yuma, Ariz.— Granted license for tv
station (ch. 11); ERP vis. 28.8 kw, aur. 14.4 kw;
Broadcasting
Telecasting

and change studio locaton, same as trans, site.
Fresno,
tvKFRE-TV
station (ch.
12). Calif. — Granted license for
(TV) Great
Bend,
Granted
license50
forKCKT
tv station
(ch. 2);
ERP Kan—
vis. 100
kw, aur.
kw.
(TV) (ch.
Kirksville,
Mo. — Granted license
forKTVO
tv station
3).
KHAS-TV
Hastings,
Neb—
Granted license for
tv station (cn. 5).
KHPL-TV
Hayes
Center,
Neb.—
Granted license
for tv station (ch. 6).
KHOL-TV
Kearney,
Neb.—
Granted
license for
tv station (ch. 13).
KDLO-TV
Florence,
S.
D.
—
Granted
license for
tv station (ch. 3).
KGBT-TV
Harlingen,
Tex.
—
Granted
license
for tv station (ch. 4).
KUHT (TV) Houston, Tex. — Granted license for
noncommercial educational tv station (ch. *8)
and to change description of studio location (not
move); ERP vis. 46.8 kw, aur. 23.4 kw (ant. 640
ft).
W SIX-TV Nashville, Tenn. — Granted license
for tv station
andERPto vis.
correct
geographical
coordinates (ch. 8);
178 kw,
aur. 89.1 kw.
WXEX-TV
Petersburg,
Va.
—
Granted
license
for tv station (ch. 8).
KFSD-TV San Diego, Calif. — Granted license
for tv station (ch. 10) and specify studio location
(not move).
WEOK Poughkeepsie, N. Y. — Granted cp to replace expired cp to make changes in ant. (increase height and side-mount shortwave receiving ant.); conditions.
WICO Salisbury, Md. — Granted mod. of cp to
change name to Wicomico Bcstg. Co.
Following
granted
of completion dates aswere
shown:
WXLIextensions
Hazelhurst,
Ga., to
3-11; WKLV Blackstone, Va., to 3-7; WGCS
Green Cove Springs, Fla., to 3-28, condition;
WNRC New RocheUe, N. Y., to 2-15; KECC Pittsburg, Calif., to 5-1; WTBF Troy, Ala., to 3-15,
conditions; WNOW-TV York, Pa., to 7-5; KLASTV Las Vegas, Nev., to 2-28.
January 8 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License to Cover Cp
KGEN Tulare, Calif. — Seeks license to cover

cp (which
newcontrol
am and
studio
locationauthorized
and remote
point).specify
WMEN Tallahassee, Fla. — Seeks license to
cover trans.).
cp (which authorized power increase and
new
KCLN Clinton, Iowa — Seeks license to cover
cp (which authorized new am).
WLOK Memphis, Tenn. — Seeks license to cover
trans.).
cp
(which authorized power increase and new
January 9 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FDLING
Modification of Cp
WPRA Mayaguez, P. R. — Seeks mod. of cp
(which authorized changes in ground system) to
extend completion date.
License to Cover Cp
KHOT Madera, Calif. — Seeks license to cover
tion.
cp which authorized new am and specify locaKUBC Montrose, Calif. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized change frequency, increase
power,tion,change
type intrans.,
make changes
DA andchange
operatetrans,
trans,locaby
remote control.
WSBS Great Barrington, Mass. — Seeks license
to cover
which authorized
and
studiocp location
and changechange
stationant.-trans.
location
to Great Barrington.
KBMO Benson, Minn. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized new am and specify studio
location and remote control point.
WDAS Philadelphia, Pa. — Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized changes in DA-D pattern.
WBBI Abingdon, Va. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized new am.
WMBR-TV Jacksonville, Fla. — Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized changes in facilities
of existing tv.
KWWL-TV Waterloo, Iowa — Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized new tv.

UPCOMING
Jan. 15-18: ABC meeting, Balmoral Hotel, Miami
Beach.
Jan. 16: Joint luncheon, Radio & Television Executives Society
— American
in Radio
& Television,
Hotel
Roosevelt,Women
New York
City.
Jan. 16-17:castersSouth
Carolina
Radio
&
Tv
BroadAssn., Hotel Columbia, Columbia.
Jan. 17 : Canadian Assn. of Radio & Television
Broadcasters Tv Clinic, Boulevard Club, Toronto.
Jan. 18-20: Midwinter conference, Advertising
Assn. of the West, Miramar Hotel, Santa Barbara, Calif.
Jan. 19: ABC affiliates meeting, Balmoral Hotel,
Miami Beach.
Jan. 19-20: Fifth annual Retail Advertising Conference, Palmer House, Chicago.
Jan. 19-21 : Atlanta Chapter, American Women in
Radio & Television, Dinkier-Plaza Hotel, Atlanta.
Jan. 21-25: Winter general meeting, American
Institute of Electrical Engineers, Hotels Statler
and Sheraton McAlpin, New York.

Jan. 23-25:
12th annual
Georgia Athens.
Radio & Television Institute,
U. of Georgia,
Jan. 31:ner,Sports
Broadcasters
Hotel Roosevelt,
New Assn.'s
York. annual dinFebruary
Feb. 6-8: NARTB Board, Hollywood Beach Hotel,
Hollywood, Fla.
Feb. 15-17: New England Chapter of American
Women
Boston. in Radio & Television, Somerset Hotel
March
March 18-21: Annual convention and engineering
City.
show, Institute
Radio Coliseum,
Engineers,New
WaldorfAstoria
and Newof York
York
March 20-22: Continental Advertising Agency
Network, Rickey's Studio Inn, Palo Alto, Calif.
April convention, Conrad
April
7-11:Chicago.
NARTB annual
Hilton,
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□
□
□
□

52
52
52
52

5TART MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH THE NEXT ISSUE.
weekly issues of BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
$7.00
weekly issues and BROADCASTING Yearbook-Marketbook 9.00
weekly issues and TELECASTING Yearbook-Marketbook 9.00
weekly issues and both Yearbook-Marketbooks 11.00
□ Enclosed
□ Bill
name

title fpoiilion

company
nam*
ctty
adirm
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EDITORIALS
Federal

Fly-Specking

Commission

WE

are impressed by the news that 125 Federal Trade Commission investigators will soon be busy monitoring radio and
television commercials for evidence of fraud. Considering the admitted scarcity of complaints against broadcast media, it is intriguing tothink of such a large staff (roughly one for every 3.8 tv
stations and one for every 24 radio stations on the air) assigned to
find violations.
Considering that these 125 are backed by a $100,000 appropriation which must be justified, we should not be surprised if they
find something to report.
This journal has previously [Oct. 29, 1956] expressed its concern
that the FTC might indulge in "fly-specking" to prove to Congress
that it has needs of such funds to investigate broadcasting. We do
not suggest that there are no abuses to be found; we do aver that
their incidence is small, scattered and infrequent. And we are
especially concerned about the possibility that the new monitoring —
in concert with the FCC liaison to be established — may veer toward
censorship.
ASCAP

Rules

the

"T^HE networks have become the arbiters of the audible and the
-L viceroys of the visual."
Thus alliterated Stanley Adams, immediate past president of
ASCAP, in charging before the Celler Antitrust Subcommittee last
September that the networks, through Broadcast Music Inc., dominate the music of America.
Other ASCAP spokesmen picked up Mr. Adams' tune (which,
with all deference to Mr. Adams' creativity, could be traced back at
least 10 years with no help from Sigmund Spaeth). Billy Rose,
former shorthand champion, transcribed Mr. Adams' theme and
presented variations in a lower key: Most BMI songs are "junk"
and many are "obscene junk pretty much on a level with dirty comic
magazines," testified Mr. Rose, an expert on many things. Networks
and stations, he continued, are to blame for the "low level of our
popular songs these days."
Now see what's happened. The Office of Research Inc., an independent organization in New York, has come out with its annual
Peatman Survey of songs played most often on the radio-tv networks
[B«T, Jan. 7], and the ASCAP witnesses are shown — once again —
to be off key. Of the 35 hit songs most often played on the networks
in 1956, 24 were ASCAP, 11 BMI. .
A ratio of less than one in three is a curious proportion by which
to "dominate," and if the level of our popular songs is "low," these
figures put the ultimate blame on ASCAP far more than BMI. Oh,
yes — among the most played standards in 1956, ASCAP had at
least 33 out of 35.
The only thing new in all this, of course, is that the Peatman list
demonstrates again how ASCAP music in 1956, as in previous years,
dominated BMI on the networks. All this has been said before (to
paraphrase an ASCAP title, we've grown accustomed to its face)
and we don't really expect ASCAP to change its tune now. ASCAP
propagandists have never paid much attention to facts. But the new
information does point up that when the ASCAP choraliers cry
"monopoly"
their hearts. at BMI, they do so with something besides music in
Fire

Canon

35

THE courtroom travesty in San Diego, where an irked judge
has taken advantage of his robes to inflict personal vengeance on
KFMB-TV newsmen, is reviving interest in the somewhat dormant
effort to attain equality with other media in reporting court trials.
While broadcaster groups such as the NARTB Freedom of Information Committee are making progress in the scattered moves to
gain equal access to the courtroom, the American Bar Assn. itself
shows little sign of changing its long-range opposition to audio and
visual reporting — an attitude that some of its members refer to as a
"holding action" against broadcasting as well as newsreel and still
photographers.
Appointment of an ABA Bar Media Committee in 1954 was
greeted as the first sign of progress in the move to amend the
Page 124
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Drawn for BROADCASTING»TELECASTING by Sid Hix

Waves

"J. P., hear about one of our bakers winning $32,000 on that quiz show
last night?"
anti-broadcast language of Canon 35, which governs the policy of
most courts. Two years have passed but not much has happened —
not even a joint discussion of the problem by the committee and
representatives of electronic media. A new committee chairman —
Circuit Judge Walter M. Bastian, of the U. S. Court of Appeals, District of Columbia — was named last autumn, but a committee
request for a small budget to call a meeting of its three members
has not yet been granted.
We suggest that radio, television, newspapers and other media of
journalism take the initiative, through their trade associations. They
should call and underwrite a conference that would include a spokesman for each medium, with the three ABA committee members as
participants. The conference should include, in addition, representatives ofanother ABA committee on revision of Canon 35.
One of these days, or years, the two ABA committees are likely to
get together on a recommendation covering revision of Canon 35.
They should have the benefit of a calm portrayal of the media side
of the story, presented in the familiar manner of the judiciary.
Concededly, the courts are slow to change centuries-old customs
and are loathe to recognize communications progress. But certainly
the case of electronic reporting vs. archaic court customs must not be
lost by default.
Half-Measures Not Enough
AN AMENDMENT to the political broadcasting law, exempting
- Presidential candidates from its provisions, has been proposed
by Arthur W. Scharfeld, Washington attorney.'
Mr. Scharfeld has suggested that Section 315, the political broadcasting part of the Communications Act, be revised to define
"legally qualified candidate" as one subject to direct vote of the
electorate. This, of course, would exclude Presidential candidates,
for Presidents are chosen by the electoral college.
Mr. Scharfeld's proposal contains promising features. Many of
the broadcaster's political problems arise in Presidential races. If
Mr. Scharfeld's advice were followed by Congress, the difficulties
of coping with equal time requests from the splinter-party or selfappointed candidates for President would be removed.
Unhappily, however, Mr. Scharfeld's suggestion is only another
in the long list of minor cures for Section 315 which have been
proposed through the years. As we editorialized last Dec. 24, none
of these half-way measures has attracted appreciable support
either among broadcasters or legislators.
We're for a campaign to kill Section 315 and thus give broadcasters their deserved right to exercise their own judgments in
political campaigns. We hope some progressive legislator will introduce abill to repeal Section 315, and introduce it soon.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Loretta
more, Charles
Bickf crd Ethel
and BarryDavid
Young,
Joseph |<pbj}e'n,
Wayne in a delightfu, comedy produced
by
Dore
Senary—
released
by
David O. Selznick.

STRANGER ON THE PROWL. Paul
Muni, tional
Jeanchild QStor,
LorringVittorio
and theManunta,
sensain a gripping
of a boy's
growing
love melodrama
for a murderer
who
protects him.

NOTORIOUS. Cary Grant, Ingrid BergClaude
RainsbyinAlfred
Ben Hecht's
famousmancock.andstory
directed
HitchA Selznick
release.

GUEST WIFE. Claudette Colbert and
Don Ameche in a sophisticated comedy abouttooa manyl
gorgeous wife with one
husband

COURT MARTIAL. David Niven and
Margaret Leighfon :.:1fc Anthony fa,quith's
exciting study
drama. in suspense -o Tense,

MAN WITH A MILLION. Gregory Peck
Twain's
comedyup ofa
ain Mark
down-ond
outerhilarious
who picks
million laughs!
bucks, a miltian babes and a
million

I
ISLAND OF DESIRE. Tab Hunter and
gorgeous Linda Darnell in an emotionswept drama— a fight to the finish for
the Only girt on O tropical island.

THE SPIRAL STAIRCASE. George Brent,
^Dorothy McGuire and Ethel Barrymore
in the Dore Schary production of a
Selznick classic.
mystery-thriller that is an
all-time

cent

movies

now

on

KMBC-TV
Channel

9

in

Kansas

City

The most tremendous array of first-run
feature movies ever programmed in Kansas
City!
Every night of the new year, a big new title
hand-picked from all-time box-office smashes
(including the powerhouse David 0. Selznick), from a fabulous collection of award
winners, and from late-release features still
playing theatrically.
And all of these MAGNIFICENT
MOVIES
are slotted at a convenient time for family
viewing, 10:15 p.m. every weeknight They
are indisputably the best, and the earliest,
feature movies on television in Kansas City !

See Peters, Griffin, Woodward,

the

SWING

Kansas

A
Inc. for availabilities. Q

is to KMBC"TV

City's Most Popular and Most Powerful TV Station
Basic ABC-TV Affiliate

Pkters.
Griffin.
Woodward.
i«.
Exclusive N'iNional Reprtientat 1 e

11:15 P. M.
SATURDAYS
AND SUNDAYS

Full Power
NBC Affiliate
316.000 Watts

RED-HOT

WBAL-TV

FILMS

20th
Films

NEWS

SHOWING

IN

BALTIMORE

CENTURY

Produced

By

Released

For

FIRST-RUN

20th
TV

ON

THEATRE"

Century-Fox
Viewing

For

Studios
First

Time!

The great day has arrived ! The film library of
TWO

SHOWS

EACH

WEEK

"20th Century Theatre" will be televised every Saturday
and Sunday night at 11:15 P.M. This series will carry a
salvo of advertising and publicity unprecedented in the
Baltimore area. Billboards, newspaper ads, on-the-air
promotions, signs on vehicles, and schedule cards distributed through Food and Drug Chains are a part of the
backing this great film show will receive.

PARTICIPATING
ANNOUNCEMENTS

AVAILABLE

20th Century -Fox studio has been tapped and
epic-making pictures will be shown to viewers
in the Baltimore area. These screen classics are
still alive in the minds of the public . . . still as
fresh and stirring as the day they first burst
forth to set new standards in entertainment
achievement. Films that reached the hearts of
all America such as "Miracle on 34th St.",
"Laura", "Lifeboat", "Tobacco Road", "How
Green Was My Valley". Unforgettable casts
. . . Academy Award Winners . . . Comedies . . .
Dramas . . . Mysteries . . . will all be shown on
this new series titled "20th Century Theatre".
Here is a great opportunity for advertisers to
hang their hats on a sure winner, a real
audience-catcher.

A film series of such magnitude is sure to produce abig audience. Get on the bandwagon now!
Contact your nearest Petry office or
WBAL-TV, 2610 N. Charles St., Baltimore, Md.

10
WBAL-TV
CHANNEL 11 • BALTIMORE
Nationally Represented by THE EDWARD PETRY CO., INC.
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time-buying where
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MINNEAPOLIS-ST.

PAUL

COPY
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AT&T

deciding
be
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pitfalls

RCA,

/ wish

21,

to

order

as
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. . . with WDGY.

It's very nearly unanimous. Hooper, Nielsen,
Pulse and sl host of Twin Cities advertisers agree :
WDGY has the big audience for those big results !
See JOHN BLAIR or WDGY GM STEVE LABUNSKI.
OMAHA . . . with KOWH.
Now in its sixth year of first place dominance.
First on latest Hooper, Pulse and Trendex, in all
time periods. Contact ADAM YOUNG INC. or
KOWH General Manager VIRGIL SHARPE.
KANSAS CITY ...with WHB.
First per Hooper, first per Area Nielsen, first per
Area Pulse, first per Metro Pulse. 87% renewal
rate among Kansas City's biggest advertisers
proves dynamic sales power. See JOHN BLAIR or
WHB GM GEORGE W. ARMSTRONG.
NEW ORLEANS . . . with WTIX.
Still rocketing still in first place with increasing
margins all the time, per latest Hooper. And wait
'till you see that newest Pulse. Ask Adam Young
Inc., or WTIX GM FRED BERTHELSON.
MIAMI . . . with WQAM.
It's happened! With "Storz Station" programming, WQAM has leaped to first in the morning
(26.6% average share . . .) first in the afternoon
(32.6%) . . . and all day on latest Hooper! Covering all of Southern Florida with 5,000 watts on
560 kc. See JOHN BLAIR or WQAM GM JACK
ANDLER.

A

TRIP

TO

PARIS

INDIANA

Count

the

beans

and

send

CHANNEL

You

may

THERE'S

enter as many

ABSOLUTELY

your

2, SIOUX

in

guess

the

bowl

to

CITY, IOWA

times as you wish, but really, don't expect
This isn't much of a contest.
NO

ABC
SIOUX

CONTEST

IN

Cw*""**'*^
CITY,

SIOUX

CITY

to win.

TELEVISION

CBS
IOWA

Under the same management as WNAX-570, Yankton, South Dakota. Don D. Sullivan, General Manager.

is

/ndiams

2aid

TV

largest

MARKET!

251,970
TV HOMES
IN THE
WTHI-TV
VIEWING
NCS NO

2 STUDY

CBS, NBC, and ABC

TERRE

AREA

Television Networks

HAUTE,

INDIANA

BOLLING
CO..
NEW
YORK
CHICAGO,
LOS
ANGELES.
SAN
FRANCISCO,
BOSTON

WTHI

- TV

and RADIO, too!

T.M.-CBS-TV
Published every Monday, with Yearbook Numbers (53rd and 54th issues) published in January and July by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 1735
DeS
DeSales St.. N.W.. Washington 6. D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933. at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of MaTch 3, 1879.

316,000

WATTS

CHANNEL
8
Multi-City Market
STEINMAN

STATION

Clair McCol lough, Pres.

Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc. • New York • Los Angeles • Chicago • San Francisco
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closed

PARAMOUNT RELEASE • Paramount
Pictures Corp. has completed analysis of its
library of 900 pre- 1948 feature films and
shortly will determine whether it will make
it unanimous among major producers by
selling to tv. It isn't certain that all of
films legally can be made available or
whether Paramount itself will distribute
them or sell entire package to one of number of interested groups. Mentioned is $50
million figure for package but no one yet
has come forward with firm offer.
B»T
IT WAS ascertained that among half-dozen
groups which have evinced interest in Paramount package, if made available, are
CBS, ABC, Storer Broadcasting Co., Eliot
Hyman (Associated Artists Productions),
Ely A. Landau (National Telefilm Assocs.)
and syndicate of real estate operators in
New York with no other connection in
either broadcast or film field.
B«T
WHERE THERE'S SMOKE • Concern
over NBC Radio's new hourly newscasts,
sponsored by Brown & Williamson and
Bristol-Myers [B»T, Dec. 10, et seq], waxed
even warmer last week as series got under
way. For one thing, stations and representatives alike got hot under collar —
again — as B&W cancelled spot schedule
for Viceroy cigarettes on some 50 stations,
effective Feb. 1, to help pay for network
buy. For another, B&W competitors were
still eyeing setup suspiciously, fearful their
own spot campaigns might be "bumped"
by stations clearing for NBC newscasts.
William Esty Co., which had warned it
would cancel if stations "bumped" Reynolds Tobacco Co. spots [B»T, Jan. 7],
reportedly was also soliciting leading stationrepresentatives
,
for lists of stations
which actually have cleared early-morning
and late-afternoon time for NBC. Esty
reportedly was considering cancellation
whether bumping involved or not. Many
NBC affiliates are determined to take
B&W newscasts, Esty cancellation or no,
on ground network effort needs maximum
station cooperation.
B»T
WHILE cigarette advertisers feared normal protection to B&W on NBC newscasts
might bump their own spots out of strong
station time (see above), competitors of
Bristol-Myers — other sponsor of NBC
newscasts — apparently have decided to
postpone worrying about what effect, if
any, Bristol-Myers' participation will have
on their own spot campaigns. Spokesmen
for cold remedy firms, for instance, indicate they'll cross that bridge when it looms
up — next fall or in spring, for instance,
when seasonal campaign placing time
comes around.

Broadcasting

• Telecasting

DEAD END • FCC's special Network
Study Staff definitely will go out of business June 30, when its appropriation for
current fiscal year expires. No provision
for new appropriation is contained in
FCC's proposed 1957-58 budget (see story
page 90), and FCC wont make supplemental request. Staff has been given total
of $221,000 for network
study.
B»T
RECORD

budget of $8,950,000 recommended by Budget Bureau for FCC for
fiscal year 1958 is within $200,000 of FCC
estimate. This is regarded as recognition
of importance of FCC work by President
Eisenhower's fiscal experts.
B«T
AIR WAR • First thrust by Air Force
communications to acquire vhf spectrum
space for anticipated development of forward scatter transmission in jet age is
detected in communications circles. With
congestion throughout high frequency
band and with jet-propelled and other high
speed aircraft requiring longer range communications, case is being made for Air
Force needs by its top officers, looking
ahead as far as 10 years. Emphasis is
being placed on need for more high frequency spectrum space if U. S. boundaries are to be properly protected.
B»T
WHILE no specific area yet has been
openly mentioned, quest presumably will
be for lower portion of tv spectrum (chs.
2, 3 and 4 have been mentioned). FCC
now is considering plan for hearing to
cover entire spectrum and ascertain needs
to determine whether there should be some
transition and spectrum exchanges during
next decade or two [B»T, Dec. 31, 1956].
Ma]. Gen. Alvin L. Pachynski, chief of
Air Force communications, is author of
article titled "What Price Frequencies?"
touching on this subject to appear in aviation publication.
B»T
A QUESTION OF SMELL • Number of
tv stations among nearly 100 scheduled to
carry Arrid's Jet Spray deodorant announcements have objected to copy on
grounds of bad taste. Spot is called "a
man's most personal problem" and depicts,
on screen, action of jet spray penetrating
mat of hair. Ted Bates & Co., New York,
is agency placing campaign, which started
last week.
B»T
TRUE reason that Ronson Corp. bowed
out of weekly sponsorship of half-hour of
CBS-TV's 90-minute Playhouse 90 — which
segment was picked up by Royal typewriter
— was that show did so well for Ronson
products that firm has to hold off on advertising until production catches up to
orders.

circuit

CODE

CASUALTIES • It won't be surprising ifseveral tv stations withdraw from
NARTB tv code structure after last week's
code board meeting in New York, though
no hint of such development has come
from official sources. Already half-dozen
operators have resigned from code, some
by invitation, because of economic inability
to comply with commercial strictures. Resignations are never announced by code
board. Two major tv stations have been
mentioned informally as recipients of code
board frowns. Board could not pull seal
from subscriber without sanction of
NARTB's Tv Board.
B»T
NARTB won't confirm or deny that John
Trezevant, managing editor of defunct
Collier's, will join association as press information
under association's
expanded
publicofficerrelations
program. Mr.
Trezevant is still in employ of CrowellCollier in New York. He succeeded Gordon Manning as m. e. last autumn. Exruary. pected move to NARTB due in early FebB«T
PAPER SAVING • Long effort of FCC
patent counsel, William Bauer, to have
Commission require manufacturers whose
equipment is licensed by FCC to file annually complete breakdown on their patent
holdings, was voted down by FCC last
week 4-3. FCC action was based on conclusion that this was not properly within
its jurisdiction and that it had neither appropriation nor manpower to analyze patents even if it fell within its domain.
B»T
BECAUSE of instances wherein equipment
salesmen, notably in microwave relay field,
have sold apparatus to private users for tv
reception in remote areas without notifying purchasers that licenses are required,
FCC last week decided to lower boom on
such tactics. It is advising all manufacturers in this field of necessity of notifying prospective purchasers of equipment
where licenses may be required. Action
was taken after it absolved individual in
Montana who, unwittingly, had established
microwave relays only to find that he was
in violation of Communications Act.
B»T
RENEWAL FORMS • FCC ought to receive in another week or so "rationale" to
explain changes recommended in radio
and tv station renewal forms which would
lessen amount of detail work involved in
asking for license renewals. Narrative explaining reasons for suggested revisions
being written by Gordon Hawkins, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. programming
expert
and member
of broadcasters'
formsas
committee.
Understood
that as soon
this document is in hands of FCC, Commissionchanges.
most likely will accept recommended
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Next time you're
in Miami . . .
dial WQAM
and

hear

(560)

why

there's
been

a
.

runaway..
without

a

give-away

WQAM

29.8%

Station "A"
Station "B"
Station "C"
Station "D"
Station "E"
Station "F"
Station "G"
Station "H"
Station "I"
Others

19.5%
16.3%
9.5%
6.4%
5.9%
4.7%
4.6%
1.5%
1.0%
1.5%

* Hooper, Nov.-Dec, 1956
7 a.m.-G p.m., Mon.-Fri.

Newest Hooper* puts WQAM even further out front with 26.6%
morning . . . 32.6% afternoon . . . 29.8% all day! The force
of Storz programming is dramatized by the swift, convincing
change in Miami radio listening. WQAM leaped to first place after less
than 3 months of Storz programming.
Latest Hooper finds WQAM even further
ahead. This has been accomplished without
WQAM
a single give-away, and without a single
Serving all of Southern
contest requiring participants to be tuned in
Florida
with 5,000 ivatts
... in order to win. Already a fine buy to
on 560 kc.
begin with — WQAM is now the buy in
Miami. Talk to the Blair man— or WQAM
General Manager JACK SANDLER.

TODD STORZ,
President

WDGY
Minneapolis-St. Paul

WHB
Kansas City

Represented by John Blair & Co.
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WQAM
Miami

KOWH
Omaha

WTIX
New Orleans

Represented by Adam Young Inc.
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at

deadline
«

PM

Back

to Network

Tv,

Buys Wallace on ABC
PHILIP MORRIS will re-enter network television on ABC-TV sponsoring new Mike Wallace show beginning April 28. Deal was set
by Oliver Treyz, ABC-TV vice president in
charge of television network, and Thomas J.
McDermott, vice president in charge of radiotelevision of N. W. Ayer, Philip Morris agency,
in Miami late Friday.
New Wallace show, starring young but veteran radio-tv personality who has made hit on
Nightbeat on WABD (TV) New York, will
be aired Sundays, 10-10:30 p.m. Philip Morris
has not used network tv since cancelling / Love
Lucy on CBS-TV in June 1955.
PM purchase of Wallace program was announced at Miami meetings last week of ABC
officials, executives of ABC owned and operated
stations, and members of network's affiliates
advisory committee.
Bay Area Independents, AFTRA
Reach Agreement, End Strike
AFTRA's San Francisco membership Friday
ratified agreement to end announcer's strike
against KSFO and KYA San Francisco and
KROW Oakland [B«T, Jan. 14; Dec. 31, 24,
1956]. Laurence P. Corbett, Oakland attorney,
handled negotiations for three struck stations
plus KLX Oakland (banded as Bay Area Independent Broadcasters Assn. and bargaining as
unit).
New agreement runs for two years from Nov.
1, 1956, Mr. Corbett reported Friday. New
wage scale is $160 per week ($10 raise) effective last Nov. 1, which goes to $165 next Nov.
1. Five percent pension and health-and-welfare
plan will start June 1 this year. Minimum callback work period is to be five hours instead of
four. Announcers working more than two
hours after midnight will work 30-hour week
or five six-hour shifts at full 40-hour week
salary in lieu of extra pay for after-midnight
hours.
Mr. Corbett paid tribute to labor council of
San Francisco and Alameda Counties, which
handled negotiations, for recognizing difference
between independent station and network station operation and refusing to allow AFTRA's
demand for talent fee of $100 per week per
man. Stations agreed to reinstate all striking
employes and union agreed to notify all advertisers that stations are on its "fair" list.
Only remaining problem is with engineers
and that is strictly matter 6f wages and hours,
Mr. Corbett said. He reported that contract
with IBEW was virtually completed Friday for
three stations and meeting was to have been
held Saturday with NABET for KFSO engineers. He was hopeful that all men would be
back at work by today (Monday) or tomorrow.
ABC-TV, Disney Sign Pact,
$9 Million for Next Season
CONTRACT for more than $9 million between
Walt Disney Productions and ABC for next tv
season will be announced today (Mon.) by
Roy O. Disney, president of firm, and Leonard
H. Goldenson, president of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres.
Included are new nighttime series Zorro
(about romantic figure created by author JohnBroadcasting
• Telecasting

FAVORABLE REACTION
UNUSUAL RESPONSE applauding Jan.
6 telecast on CBS-TV of "Clinton and
the Law: A Study in Desegregation" on
See It Now has been coming in to network from leaders and spokesmen of both
sides of segregation issue. Southern opinion said to be nearly "overwhelmingly
favorable" to telecast, including Clinton,
Tenn., leaders of White Citizens Council
and NAACP, Clinton's mayor, newspapers, churches and other religious groups,
and area station (WBIR-TV Knoxville)
which reported "no adverse comments
but
only complimentary remarks" from
viewers.
st on McCulley), in 39 weekly half-hours, 26
new hour-long weekly shows of Disneyland,
and 65 hours of new material for daytime
Mickey Mouse Club, which reverts from full
hour daily, Mon.-Fri., to half-hour daily next
season.
Zorro program series will be live-action and
will be written by William Tunberg, each episode to be complete in itself. Disneyland starts
its fourth season on ABC-TV in fall; Mickey
Mouse Club its third.
Another Leak at FCC:
Lamb Will Win, They Say
FCC sprang another leak Friday when reports
circulated that Commission had issued instructions to staff to write "favorable" final decision
in long, bitter Lamb case. Edward Lamb, owner
of ch. 12 WICU (TV) Erie, Pa., and other stations, was accused of being too friendly to
leftists in 1930's. At issue is license renewal of
WICU and other Lamb properties. Washington
Daily News, Scripps-Howard newspaper in
Washington, carried story Friday stating FCC
"is expected to say" Mr. Lamb is entitled to
have his Erie license renewed. FCC officials
refused comment but didn't deny story. FCC
hearing examiner recommended renewal.
Screen Actors, Roland Reed
Approve Pact on Residuals
BOARD of Screen Actors Guild unanimously
approved agreement with Roland Reed compapies whereby actors will be paid more than
$100,000 in overdue residual payments on four
tv film series: My Little Margie, Stu Erwin
Show, Space Ranger and Waterfront. Entire
amount will be paid to actors over period of
approximately 18 months. With agreement,
companies were removed from guild's unfair
list and their collective bargaining contracts
reinstated.
Samish to MGM Tv Division
APPOINTMENT of Adrian Samish, veteran
radio-tv program executive most recently with
NBC, as program director of MGM Tv Div.
expected this week with arrival in Hollywood
of Joseph R. Vogel, new MGM president. Mr.
Samish is to report to Charles C. (Bud) Barry,
studio tv head, and work with Sam Marks, new
executive producer on pilots to be offered tv
next season.

•

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

Late-breaking items about broadcast business; for earlier news, see Advertisers
Agencies, page 37.
BIG BUY FOR GMAC • For second consecutive year, General Motors Acceptance Corp.
will use safety drive on weekends in about 225
radio markets. Spot schedule will ,get underway
May 24 for 17 weeks. Campbell-Ewald Co.,
N. Y., is agency. Spots caution drivers on safety,
detours, etc.
TV FOR GLAMORENE • Glamorene Inc. (rug
cleaner), N. Y., launching 5-13 week tv spot
campaign in 70 markets starting Jan. 28. Agency: Product Services, N. Y.
TEA TAKES • McCormick Tea, Baltimore,
preparing radio spot announcement campaign
to start in about 30 markets sometime in February for 39 weeks. Lennen & Newell, N. Y.,
is agency.
ATTENTION-GETTER • To draw attention
to its current "I Dreamt" contest in magazines
and newspapers, Maiden Form brassieres, N.
Y., will use four-week radio spot announcement
test in 15 markets during March. Norman,
Craig & Kummel, N. Y., is agency.
CAMPAIGN COMING • Gioia Macaroni,
Rochester, N. Y., through Lloyd Mansfield
Co., Buffalo, planning 26-week radio spot announcement campaign in North, West.
OVER THE WAVES • Chas. Pfizer & Co.,
Brooklyn, N. Y., getting ready for late spring
European tourist season with 10- week spot
radio-tv campaign in 10 major markets for
Bonadettes (motion sickness pills) starting early
May. Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone, N. Y., is
agency.
DROMEDARY DRIVE • Dromedary cake
mix, N. Y., through Ted Bates & Co., N. Y.,
planning radio spot schedule starting Feb. 10
for 13 weeks in scattered number of markets.
GOOD MUSIC FOR KLM • KLM Royal
Dutch Airlines, Amsterdam, The Netherlands,
and N. Y., which heretofore limited broadcast
advertising to metropolitan New York campaigns, today (Mon.) expands radio budget with
10-week campaign (20 spots per week) on lineup of good music stations in Waltham, Mass.;
Evanston, 111.; Washington, D. C; Oak Park,
Mich.; Philadelphia; Los Angeles; Cleveland;
New York. (All but New York [WNEW] are
fm. Charles W. Hoyt, N. Y., is agency.
MORE FOR KRUEGER • G. Krueger Brewing
Co., Newark, N. L, adding several northeast
New England markets to radio spot schedule,
starting Feb. 15 and March 1. Campaign length
is indefinite, but will run at least through end of
year. Agency: Grey Adv., N. Y.
NBC-TV FOR MM&M • Minnesota Mining &
Mfg. Co., St. Paul, reportedly near decision to
sign for total of 66 quarter-hours of NBC-TV
daytime programming, representing estimated
$1 million gross expenditure for time. Plans include parts of Queen for a Day, Tic Tac Dough
and two programs as yet undesignated. Agency:
BBDO, Minneapolis.
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VINCENT F. AIERLLO, vice president and
copy chief, and WILLIAM J. GRIFFIN, senior
vice president and director, have been elected
executive vice presidents of Kudner Agency,
N. Y. PAUL E. NEWMAN, vice president and
director, elected senior vice president, and
ANDEE COLE, vice president and copy chief,
named member of board of directors.

UPCOMING
Jan. 21-25 Winter general meeting, American
Engineers, N.Ho-Y.
tels Institute
Statler andof Electrical
Sheraton McAlpin,
Jan. 23-25: 12th annual Georgia Radio &
Television Institute, U. of Ga., Athens.
For other Upcomings see page 119

JULES TRIEB appointed vice president and
director of merchandising at Lennen & Newell,
N. Y., assuming responsibility for creative merchandising efforts on agency's accounts. He
formerly was associate director of marketing
and member of plans board at McCann-Erickson, N. Y.

at

Cohan Named Executive Producer
Of California National Productions
GEORGE M. CAHAN, NBC producer-director
since 1955, named to new post of executive producer, California National Productions Inc.,
NBC subsidiary, Robert D. Levitt, president,
announced Friday. Mr. Cahan, headquartering
in Hollywood, will report to Robert Cinader,
CNP's director of program planning and development.
Mr. Cahan initially was associated with stations— among them WCAU Philadelphia,
WTNJ Trenton, WHP Harrisburg, WFIL-AMTV Philadelphia. Executive producer for ABCTV's Western Div. in 1948, he worked freelance in 1951, later joined Ziv Television Programs as director. He directed My Friend
Irma for CBS for two years, joining Desilu
staff in 1954. His NBC-TV credits include
Medic and Frontier.
Meanwhile, Frederick (Fritz) Jacobi, CNP's
publicity manager, resigned Friday, effective
Feb. 1, to take top-level public relations post
with Harvard U.'s "Harvard Program" that
seeks to raise $75-100 million in funds.
Also leaving CNP will be Sherman Adler,
who has been handling film sales in Washington-Baltimore-Philadelphia area and who joins
CBS-TV Spot Sales, New York, in February.
Hope, Police Plan Tv Series
CONTRACTS were signed last week between
Bob Hope Enterprises and International Assn.
of Chiefs of Police to produce new tv series,
Police Hall of Fame, based on actual cases.
Mr. Hope will host each program and will
present award of merit or medal to "national
police hero" to be chosen from the 39 films
in the series at the annual police chiefs' convention. Scripts are currently in work and
production on series will begin within 30 days.
Art Carney to Quit Gleason
TV COMEDIAN Art Carney, who is cast in
supporting role to Jackie Gleason, has announced intention to leave Mr. Gleason's tv
show on CBS when his contract expires in June.
He indicated he would consider roles on stage,
in movies or on other tv shows. He was "second
banana" on Gleason show for more than six
years. Mr. Gleason reportedly is considering
reduction of number of tv shows (now weekly)
next season.
Equal Access Bill in California
TELEVISION cameras and radio microphones
would be permitted in all California court proceedings except secret procedures under bill
introduced in State Legislature by Sen. Robert
I. McCarthy of San Francisco. News photographers would be included. Sen. McCarthy
said privilege would apply to all but federal
courts in the state.
Western Union Retains Webster
EDWARD M. WEBSTER, former member of
FCC, retained by Western Union as consultant on international communications. He has
attended 24 telecommunications conferences.
He was member of FCC from 1947 until recent
retirement and previously had been chief engineer.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Close, Estes Buy WKXL Concord
SALE of WKXL Concord, N. H., by TeleBroadcasters Inc. to Joseph K. Close and Frank
B. Estes for $108,000 announced Friday.
WKXL is CBS affiliated and operates on 1450
kc with 250 w. Mr. Close at present serving as
special radio-tv assistant to director, United
States Information Agency, owns WKNE-AMTV Keene, N. H., and 50% of WKNY Kingston, N. Y. Negotiations handled by BlackburnHamilton Co., station broker. Tele-Broadcasters, controlled by H. Scott Killgore, owns
WKXV Knoxville, Tenn.; WPOP Hartford,
Conn.; KUDL Kansas City, Mo.; WBBR
Brooklyn, N. Y., and KALI Pasadena, Calif.
Application for FCC approval filed Friday,
with WKXL balance sheet showing deficit of
$7,830.
Feb. 19 Target for New WKAZ
TRANSFER of ownership of WKNA-AM-FM
Charleston, W. Va., to WSAZ Inc. principals,
approved by FCC last week (see story page
92), scheduled for Feb. 19. At that time call
letters will be changed to WKAZ-AM-FM and
joint programming between WSAZ Huntington,
W. Va., and WKAZ will begin, covering Central Ohio Valley area, according to Lawrence
H. Rogers II, president of Kanawha Valley
Broadcasting Co., new owners of 950 kc, 5
kw day, 1 kw night facility. Rogers group
bought WKNA facilities from Joe L. Smith Jr.
for $150,000; sold WGKV Charleston (1490
kc with 250 w) to Jacob A. (Jake) and Walter
Evans for $90,000. William R. Murray will
continue as general manager of Charleston outlet; Don O. Hayes, program director. WKAZ
will continue as NBC affiliate.
Asks Ch. 8 Move to Tulsa
TULSA Broadcasting Co. asked FCC Friday
to move ch. 8 Muskogee, Okla., to Tulsa. Tulsa
Broadcasting owns ch. 8 KTVX (TV) Muskogee and KTUL Tulsa. FCC announced Friday
move of ch. 19 from Altoona to Johnstown,
Pa., but turned down request of ch. 56 WARDTV Johnstown, which asked for shift, that it
be ordered to show cause why it should not
change to ch. 19. Commission said WARD-TV
could apply for lower channel.
Laurel Tv Alone for Ch. 7
LAUREL TV Co. in line for grant of ch. 7
Laurel, Miss., following withdrawal last week
of only other applicant, Mississippi Bcstg. Co.
(ch. 30 WCOC-TV Meridian, Miss.). Mississippi Bcstg. had requested ch. 7 for Pachuta,
near Laurel. Laurel Tv will pay Mississippi
"out of pocket expenses." President-25% owner
of Laurel Tv is Meridian Mayor William S.
Smylie. Other stockholders include D. B. Marcus (publisher of evening Laurel Leader-Call)
and T. M. Gibbons, both 11.8% owners of
WAML Laurel.

A. E. ROOD, senior vice president in charge of
finance for Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago,
assumes administrative duties formerly handled
there by HAROLD H. WEBBER, executive
vice president and general manager who resigned last week. Mr. Rood continues as national administrative officer of FC&B.
ORRIN SPELLMAN, regional vice president
of Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., and head of its
Philadelphia office, has resigned to become
senior vice president with Geare-Marston,
which has merged with Ruthrauff & Ryan,
N. Y., as R&R's Philadelphia Subsidiary.
JAMES H. WEST, radio-tv director of H. W.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co., Chicago, appointed
vice president in charge of radio and tv.
ROBERT H. BENNETT, general manager
of General Foods' Jello-O Div. since 1952
and vice president since 1955, named vice president for marketing. HARLAN LOGAN, recently vice president with responsibility over
personnel administration, public relations and
advertising and consumer services, appointed
vice president for development.
STEPHEN B. LABUNSKI, general manager
WDGY Minneapolis-St. Paul, appointed vicepresident of Storz stations.
PAUL MacNAMARA, vice president in charge
of sales for Jack Chertok Productions, Hollywood, resigned, effective end of January, to
open own public relations office.
ALBERT G. LOOMIS, production services director, former Scheideler & Beck agency, to
McCann-Erickson, N. Y., in similiar capacity.
MAC DUNBAR, media supervisor for Ted
Bates, N. Y., for past 14 years, has joined
Reach, Yates & Matton, N. Y., as media director.
WARREN SMITH, formerly with Vick Chemical Co. in advertising, marketing and new product development, to assistant account executive,
Compton Adv., NY.
ROBERT CHRISTENBERRY, with N. W.
Ayer & Son, N. Y., to N. Y. office of Guild,
Bascom & Bonfigli, S. F.
ARTHUR J. MILLER, general manager of
Pathe Labs' east coast operation and previously
in film processing executive capacities with
various motion picture companies, elected vice
president of Pathe.
OLIVER CALLAHAN, former MGM animator, joins Animation Inc., L. A., as production
animator for tv commercials. Animation is
making three new tv spots for Johnson's wax.
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created by some of the most notable stars, writers and directors of this generation.
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able to all of America's 471 TV stations. Stations which can look forward to the
largest viewing audiences in their history from projecting this superlative enjoyment.
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IN REVIEW
AFFAIRS

OF DR. GENTRY

ALTHOUGH scenes of the first episode of
The Affairs of Dr. Gentry took place aboard
an air liner, the series didn't quite get off
the ground the first day. It did, however,
show promise of being a reasonably painless way of passing a daily quarter-hour.
Sound effects are nice. At least one soap
opera cliche, organ-music effects, has been
dropped. But some other cliches remain in
the writing: the weary recapitulation to brief
listeners on character and story; dialogue a
little trite in places; the sudden gunshot that
announces the story's real beginning after
recapitulation has been finished; the announcer's final admonition to tune in tomorrow for "another gripping episode."
But let the daytime listener be thankful for
whatever positive improvement she (or he)
gets. And this tale of the widowed M.D. and
a male colleague does promise to be a little more beguiling than some of its maudlin
counterparts.
Production costs: Approximately $2,500 per
week.
Broadcast sustaining on NBC Radio, Monday through Friday, 2:45-3 p.m. EST.
Producer-director: Himan Brown; writer:
David Driscoll.
Stars: Madeleine Carroll as Dr. Gentry and
Paul McGrath as Dr. Hamilton.
MR. ADAMS

AND

EVE

THROATY Ida Lupino and husband Howard Duff — playing the roles of a movie star
husband-and-wife (we hope, for their sake,
this series is pure fiction) — gambol about
in this "take-off" on movieland itself. The
episode on Jan. 11 had some rib-tickling at

HHEfi
COLOR
The Next 10 Days
Of Network Color Shows
(All times EST)
CBS-TV
Jan. 22 (3:30-4 p.m.) Bob Crosby
Show, participating sponsors (also
Jan. 25, 28, 29).
Jan. 22 (9:30-10 p.m.) Red Skelton
Show, S. C. Johnson & Son through
Foote, Cone & Belding and Pet Milk
Co. through Gardner Adv. (also Jan.
29).
Jan. 23 (8-9 p.m.) Arthur Godfrey
Show, participating sponsors (also
Jan. 30).
Jan. 27 (5:30-6 p.m.) The Boing-Boing
Show, sustaining.
NBC-TV
Jan. 21-25 (3-4 p.m.) Matinee, participating sponsors (also Jan. 28-Feb. 1).
Jan. 21 (9:30-10:30 p.m.) Robert
Montgomery Presents, S. C. Johnson &
Son through Needham, Louis & BrorBroadcasting

Telecasting

the expense of Hollywood and tv mores —
a light spoof at a very vulnerable pair.
The storyline dealt with Mr. and Mrs.
Adams, unlike everybody else because they
are big boxoffice, who attempt to act and
live like a "typical" couple for a day only
to find their talents best suited when they
act like themselves. There's one scene in
particular: Eve Adams' exchange in the
backyard over "laundry" with the next door
neighbor (who turns out to be the "servant
woman") that would seem to fit this series
within the confines of its many contemporary situation comedies.
Production costs: Approximately $33,000.
Sponsored by Colgate-Palmolive Co. through
Lennen & Newell, N. Y., and R. J. Reynolds Tobacco through William Esty Co.,
N. Y., on CBS-TV, FrL, 9-9:30 p.m. EST.
Producer: Frederick De Cordova; directors:
Richard Kinon and Mr. De Cordova;
writer: Sol Saks.
THE LAST WORD
ON A SUNDAY afternoon (Jan. 13), a
panel made up of author-critic John Mason
Brown, author Ilka Chase and columnist
John Crosby, and moderated by Dr. Bergen
Evans, proved a delightful repast. The Last
Word is a program about the English language and has an objective of becoming
something
of a "national court of appeal"
on word usage.
Explored was the use of "ain't" ("The
right word for the illiterate," said Mr.
Brown); of "mother-in-law" — is it "mothersin-law" or "mother-in-laws" (somebody
quipped: "ain't one enough?") and "Madisonavenuese."
An indignant letter writer from Madison,
Wis., thought the Madison Ave. expressions

S
by; Mennen Co. through Grey (also
Jan. 28).
Jan. 22 (8:30-9 p.m.) Noah's Ark, Liggett & Myers through McCann-Erickson, and Max Factor through Doyle
Dane Bernbach on alternate weeks
(also Jan. 29).
Jan. 22 (10:30-11 p.m.) Break the
$250,000 Bank, Lanolin Plus through
Russel M. Seeds (also Jan. 29).
Jan. 23 (9-10 p.m.) Kraft Television
Theatre, Kraft Foods Co. through J.
Walter Thompson (also Jan. 30).
Jan. 24 (10-11 p.m.) Lux Video Theatre, Lever Bros. Co. through J. Walter
Thompson (also Jan. 31).
Jan. 25 (approx. 10:45-11 p.m.) Red
Barber's Corner, State Farm Insurance
Co.
Louis &
Brorby.through Needham,
Jan. 26 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Como Show,
participating sponsors.
Jan. 27 (9-10 p.m.) Goodyear Television Playhouse, Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. through Young & Rubicam.

970 KC
TULSA, OKLA]
24-HOUR
MUSIC & NEWS
TULSA'S ONLY^
STATION
TULSA'S No. 1 STATION
TULSA S No. 1 BUY

KAKC

No. 1

COVERING THE
OIL CAPITAL OF
THE WORLD!
HOOPER-RATING
OCT. 1956
TIME
STATIONS
MONDAY-FRIDAY o KAKC
C C A B c D E
12 Noon-6 PM ZD.O 12.3* 6.5 19.9 15.8 17.2
MONDAY-FRIDAY
7 AM-12 Noon 35.7 13.8* 4.8 14.5 17.4 13.1
SUNDAY
10 AM-6 PM 45.1 12.8* 3.6 12.7 11.0 13.3
SATURDAY
10 SUN.-SAT.
AM-6 PM 30.8 10.4* 14.4 11.6 8.6 23.7
5.3 19.5 15.0 16.5
6 PM-11 PM 40.8
•MEASUREMENT ADJUSTED TO COMPENSATE FOR
5:45 P. M. SIGN-OFF OF STATION A.
BULLETIN!
PULSE CONFIRMS) IT!!!
Pulse Inc. also proves the new
KAKC is No. 1 in Tulsa
JOHN H. PACE, Exec. V.P. & Gen. Mgr.
AMERICAN AIRLINES BLDG.— Tulsa, Okla.
Telephone LU 7-2401
Representatives:
NATIONAL:
Richard
O'Connell,
Inc.
SOUTH: Clarke
Brown
Co.
WEST COAST: Tracy Moore
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YOU,

TOO,

CAN

AND

CONQU

SPACE

stronomical

ratings!

TIME: You'll own the time that these outstanding 20lh
Century-Fox successes appear on TV, insofar as
Feature films of this
your competition is concerned.
calibre
skyrockethavefromcommonly
600% to caused
700%. station ratings to
SPACE: You'll own that precious 21 -inch space on your
viewers' TV screens, leading stations and sponsors
known.
to the greatest sales opportunities they've ever
these assured blockbusters ... while there *
So mount
still lime and space to accommodate you.
Climb aboard the TV Rocket ot the 20lh Century. .. nowl
Today, Phone, Wire, Write, or Radar:
Harold Goldman V.P. in charge of sales
NEW YORK 19. N.
.Xational Telefilm "Associates, inc.
HOLLYWOOD
PLAZA 7-2100
;TON* PHONE:
• MINNEAPOLIS

ATLANTA

DAIRY

SALES

UP

20%

J. D. Gay, General Manager
MISS GEORGIA DAIRIES, INC.
of Atlanta,
praises The Cisco Kid:
"Sa/es are currently
running approximately
20% above normal from
ihe same number of
wholesale accounts . . .
Cisco opened doors for
us to put our products in
one of the largest chains
in this area ... As long
as The Cisco Kid is
available as a tv show,
Miss Georgia Dairies,
Inc. will be proud to
sponsor it."
Ask to see more success stories of
rut wows sDumi sausmahi
"THE

CISCO

ZIV
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KID"

IN REVIEW

OPEN MIKE

are "deliberate distortions of the language"
and only serving to tear it (language) down.
The panel was asked to comment. The verdict was rather mild: some are original but
they tend to be overdone. Among the expressions cited on the program: "Let's run
this up the flagpole and see who salutes,"
"It's got a lot of glue in it" and "Let's send
it up on the local and see if it comes back

Signs of the Times
editor:

on Mr.
the Crosby
express."made the interesting observation that "Madisonavenuese" — the expressions alleged to come from the offices of
advertising agencies — indicates "where the
boys have been." First, he said, they came
off the football field, later were tied into
Navy lingo (post-war era), next had marriage connotations, then tied in with child
rearing and finally, the psychiatrist's couch.
The panel dared not predict from where
the next set of expressions will spring.
Last Word brims with humor, and is reprogram tofare.
too, it's possible
for the laxing
viewer
learnAnd,
something.

More Than Show Biz
EDITOR :
Congratulations to your publication and
to Joseph L. Brechner for the think piece
on radio's thought dimension. This kind of
thing is long overdue in broadcasting.
The former managing editor of my paper, Charles W. Grinnell, was, I believe,
the first broadcaster to deliver regular editorials in New England. He purchased
WSKI [Montpelier] six years ago and made
it a newspaper of the air with tremendous
gains in station acceptance, prestige and
revenue. . . . Having sold WSKI he is now

Producton costs: Approximately $15,000.
Sustaining on CBS-TV, Sun., 2:30-3 p.m.
EST.
Producer: Bill W einstein; director: LaMar
Casselli; writers: Steve Sondheim and
Madeline Karr.
CLASSICAL MUSIC FOR PEOPLE
WHO HATE CLASSICAL MUSIC
GEORGE R. MAREK is a well-known figure in the musical world — he's music editor
of Good Housekeeping magazine and vice
president of RCA Victor's Record Albums
Dept. — but he's on the wrong track in this
program.
First of all he's trying to be a regular
guy about a subject most people associate
with long hair. Second, and unfortunately,
he speaks with a lisp and a Viennese accent.
And third, anyone who hates classical music would be sure to steer clear of this offering because, laudable as it may be, the
whole thing sounds — and sounded — too
precious.
In his first program, Mr. Marek invited
his listeners to wet their musical feet by listening to such classical cliches as Debussy's
Fetes, Liszt's Lieberstraum, Grieg's In the
Hall of the Mountain King, Elgar's Nimrod
from Enigma Variations, and Bizet's Carmen Fantasy^ — the very selections that were
offered to school boys and girls which, mayhap, turned them into haters of classical
music.
Here's a suggestion for Mr. Marek and
others who, too pointedly, are trying to elevate the tastes of American lowbrows: A
half-hour of good and superlative classical
music with an honest, long-hair analysis of
the music in good, down to earth language.
In that way, those who hate classical music
might stumble onto the program (while dialing for the basketball games, for example)
and learn something. But not, please, by
pointing the finger at these very persons.
Production costs: Approximately $750.
Sustaining on NBC Radio, Mon., 9:30-10
p.m. EST. Host, George R. Marek. Writer,
Robert A. Simon. Announcer, Gene
Hamilton. Music is on records.

noticed in today's b't four ads for
"wanted to buy fm equipment." definite indication of upward trend in fm
broadcasting.
W. C. Florian
WNIB (FM) Chicago

operating
syndicated
"canned"
editorial
service for asmall
New England
stations
from
Montpelier via tape . . .
It has been gratifying to see the broadcasting industry emerge from the category
of pure "show biz" in so many ways. Your
publication can take a great deal of credit
for helping the industry to grow up.
Paul H. Guare, City Editor
Montpelier Evening Argus
Montpelier, Vt.
Rightful Owners
EDITOR:
Please turn to page 55 of B*T of Dec.
24, 1956, and read the Winnsboro, La., paragraph. Note the reference to KEED and
to KOMB . . .
KEED Springfield, Ore., has never belonged to anyone but myself, my wife and
my brother. W. Gordon Allen owned 75%
of KRGA which we took over May 4, 1955.
The name was changed to KEED on Oct.
1, KOMB
1955. Cottage Grove, Ore., has never
belonged to anyone but Orlo Bagley. Mr.
Allen built it as KSGA and sold it to Mr.
Bagley in 1954. Mr. Bagley then changed
the call letters . . . Can you do something
to give me back my station and Mr. Bagley
his?
Glen M. Stadler, Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
KEED Springfield, Ore.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: B-T is glad to return the
properties to their rightful owners, regrets clerical errors which wrongly identified W. Gordon
Allen with present ownership. Mr. AUen is vice
president and 48% owner of Franklin Bcstg. Co.,
which was granted a construction permit for a
new am station on 1570 kc, 500 w daytime, as
announced by the FCC Dec. 20. Mr. Allen owns
100% of KTIX Seattle and 50% of KB AM Longview, both Wash.; 70% of KGAL Lebanon and
66%% of KGAY Salem, both Ore.]
Question of Semantics
EDITOR:
Noticed with interest Morton J. Wagner's "idea" [B»T, Jan. 7] and I hereby submit an appropriate reply to his second paragraph which bid for another word for
"spot."
For about six months now, we at KCVL
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Costume by Clare Potter

You

feel

very

special

on

Red

Carpet*

flights

When you walk along the Red Carpet to your waiting United DC-7
Mainliner® of course you feel like a star of stage or screen! And
you're greeted like one, too. That's only a part of Red Carpet Service!
Here, on the world's fastest airliner, you'll find luxurious,
relaxing surroundings. Like a pre-dinner cocktail? It's served in an
individual decanter. Dinner? M-m-m-m ! Especially prepared
for you by United's
Then a restful doze
And after you leave
you extra-fast. What

own master chefs.
. . . You can't be there alreadv ! You are.
your big Mainliner your luggage is brought to
a wonderful way to travel — Red Carpet Service!

World's fastest airliners— United DC-7s! Red Carpet nonstop flights: New YorkSan Francisco, New York-Los Angeles, Chicago-San Francisco, Chicago-Los Angeles, Washington, D.C.-San Francisco, Los Angeles-Seattle, California-Hawaii.

Broadcasting
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UNITED
AIR

LINES

*"Red Carpet" is a service mark used
and owned by United Air Lines, Inc.
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OPEN MIKE

Financing
?
H
KIDDER,
PEABODY
SP CO.—
• Offers outstanding facilities for the issuance
of equity or debt securities,either by private
placement or through
public offering.
• Has arranged private
financings aggregating $700,000,000 in
the past five years
and has underwritten over $1 billion of
public offerings in
the past ten years.

We invite you to
call upon our
experience.

have been gradually dropping the word
"spot," both written and verbal, in favor
of "ad." Clients in this smaller market have
become accustomed to using the "ad" in the
weekly newspaper. We've gradually changed
our approach to coincide with theirs. And
besides, the ad implies something big, full,
tiny.
a display . . . while spot sounds quick, brief,
Here's something else: There's the slightly "difficult" jeweler who whipped out a
stopwatch and observed that his 30-second
ad was read by our announcer in exactly 23
seconds — and made to the telephone to
tell us about it. Henceforth, this client gets
sold a 50-word announcement instead!
Merle B. Peterson, Gen. Mgr.
KCVL Colville, Wash.
EDITOR :
We submit "sales announcement" for
"spot." We've used it for eight years.
Bill Harrell
KVOP Plainview, Tex.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Wagner of the Bartell
Stations had suggested that ROS (for "run of
schedule") be changed to BTA (best time available). He then raised the oft-mentioned suggestion that a new word be found for "spot."]

PEABODY
& CO.
FOUNDED 1865
NEW YORK
BOSTON PHILADELPHIA
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
Offices and correspondents in thirty other
principal cities in the Unit d States
Address inquiries to:
ROBERT E. GRANT
Kidder, Peabody & Co.
First National Bank Building
Chicago 3, Illinois
Telephone ANdover 3-7350
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dignity
and organized importance it hadn't
had
before.
Paul was quick to sense talent. Vic Ratner, for instance. He set the pattern for
the prize-winning promotion material that
is the talk of the industry.
The last time I saw him was on Madison
Ave. when he told me he was going with
Cinerama. He suffered with arthritis for
many years, and carried on in great pain.
He was a quiet, gentle man who knew
where he was going. When the real history
of radio and television is written, his name
will be there in big letters.
Joseph Katz
Chairman of the Board
The Joseph Katz Co.
Baltimore
Mass.]
[EDITOR'S
Paul chairman
Kesten, former
vice
presidentNOTE:
and vice
of the executive
board of
CBS, died Dec. 4, 1956, in Great Harrington,

Reader Concurs
EDITOR :

They Too Were
editor:

May I applaud B«T on its Jan. 7 editorial
"Where Credit (For Cash) Was Due."
There is no question but that the performers on the Hungarian Relief program
deserve all the accolades they get. But so
often columnists, and just people in general,
seem to forget that the radio and television
stations and networks contribute time and
money and hours of work for which no one
gives them any recognition.
I hope that some of the people who like
to make headlines by tearing into an industry
that basically tries to do better than anyone
expects of them, have an opportunity to
read your editorial.
Edgar Kobak
WTWA Thomas, Ga.

Your article on page 110 of Jan. 14 B*T
concerning the WBZ-TV [Boston] cameraman's filming of the Daniel Webster train
fire states, "Mr. Kaye was the only photographer in the group of newsmen."
For the record, there were a number of
other photographers aboard including our
newsfilm cameraman, Ira Marcuson, and
myself. When the train came to a halt, Mr.
Marcuson was the first cameraman off the
train and was at the scene of the fire a considerable time before any other photographer
braved "third-rail execution." As a result,
Mr. Marcuson was the only cameraman to
get actual scenes of the fire and the subsesonnel. quent arrival of firemen and railroad per-

Flashback
editor:

KIDDER,

television promotion material in the land.
I saw a lot of him after that. His warm
personality shone like a diamond from the
first minute you shook his hand. There was
genius in his writing. He gave CBS a personality— on paper and off. He initiated
new ideas that brought to broadcasting a

One day, some years back, I had an appointment to meet a young man at the Belvedere Hotel in Baltimore. He had been
advertising manager of Royal Tailors — a
Chicago clothing house. (That was the
house Phil Lennen came from.) He [the
young man] was then with Lennen &
Mitchell.
We made a deal. Nine thousand a year
with an "if." He told me Lennen & Mitchell
were thinking of sending him to Europe on
the Elgin watch account. That if it was decided to send him, he wouldn't come to Baltimore.
The young man was Paul Kesten. He was
sent to Europe, and he recommended another youngster to me — Julian Field — also
for $9,000.
"Judy."
He is now creative director I ofhired
Lennen
& Newell.
You know the rest of the story. Kesten
went from Lennen & Mitchell to CBS. How
he rose with Columbia to the very top. How
he originated and wrote the best radio and

There

On arrival in New York, I rushed our
films to CBS-TV News and they were aired
over WCBS-TV shortly thereafter. The film
also was put into CBS Newsfilm syndication
and on Will Rogers Jr.'s Good Morning
the following morning. A complete report
of the fire also was aired on our station's
1 1 p.m. local news that same night.
E. Paul A bert
Operations Manager
WPRO-TV Providence, R. I.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:WBZ-TV.]
B-T's story was based on a
news
wire from
Grant, Not Burnett
editor:
Thank you for your last-minute item on
the Lawrence Welk and Ray Anthony New
Year's Eve show for Dodge and Plymouth
[B«T, Dec. 31, 1956].
As you probably know by now, the show
was a great success, attracting the majority
of television audiences for the entire 4-hour
I would like to correct one statement. The
period.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER. Loretta
Young,
Joseph Bickforci
Cot'c-, Ethel
Barrymore, Charles
zed Oovid
Wayne in a delightful comedy preduced
Dore Schary— released by
David O.by Selznick.

STRANGER ON THE PROWL. Paul
Muni,
Lorring Vittorio
and theManunta,
sensational child actor,
-—protects— him..
in a gripping
of a boy's
growing
love melodrama
for a murderer
who

NOTORIOUS. Cary Grant, Ingrid Ber#man andstory
Claude
RainsoyinAlfred
Sen Hecht's
famous
directed
Hitchcock. A Selznick
release.

ST WIFE. Claudette Colbert and
Don Ameche in a sophisticated comedy abouttooa manyl
gorgeous wife with one
husband

COURT MARTI At. David. Niven and
Margaret Leighton in ■■Anthony Asquith's study
exciting
drama in"; suspense— a tense,

MAN WITH A MILLION. Gregory Peck
comedyup ofa
otff Wgrtr~^at€tiQ.fs
down-ond-outerhilorious
who picks
mfltion
bocks, a million babes and a
million faughsl

JSLAND OF DESIRE. Tab Hunle^gffCg&l
-gorgeous- Linda ..Darnell in an emoilorv
swept drama— a fight to the finish for
the only girl on a tropical island.

jttNTSPIRAL
STAIRCASE.
George
Brent,
TJorothy
McGuire
and Ethel
Barrymore
in the Dore Schary production of a
Selznick classic.
mystery-thriller that is on
all-time

those

gnificent

MOVIES

now

on

KMBC-TV
Channel

9

in

Kansas

City

The most tremendous array of first-run
feature movies ever programmed in Kansas
City!
Every night of the new

year, a big new title

hand-picked from all-time box-office smashes
(including the powerhouse David 0. Selznick), from a fabulous collection of award
winners, and from late-release features still
playing theatrically.
And all of these MAGNIFICENT
MOVIES
are slotted at a convenient time for family
viewing, 10:15 p.m. every weeknight. They
are indisputably the best, and the earliest,
feature movies on television in Kansas Cn^TF

See Peters, Griffin, Woodward,

the

SWING

Kansas

is to KMBOTV

City's Most Popular and Most Powerful TV Station
Basic ABC-TV Affiliate

and in Radio, it's KMBC

Kansas

Peters. Griffin.
Woodward, uc.

Inc. for availabilities.

City— KFRM^t

DON DAVIS, President
JOHN T. SCHILLING, Executive Vice President
GEORGE HIGGINS, Vice President and Sales
Manager
MORI GREINER, Manager, KMBC-TV
DICK SMITH, Manager, KMBC-KFRM Radio

the

State

of Kansas!

OPEN MIKE
story said Leo Burnett was agency for the
show when the fact is Grant Adv. handles
MEMO

- TIMEBUYERS!

all Dodge advertising
Plymouth's
advertising. Grant, of and
course,
handledtv this
special show.
L. W. Brown, Vice Pres.
Grant Adv., Detroit

FORCE"

"THIRD

the

is FIRST

Farm Broadcasting Day
editor:

In Northeastern

Pennsylvania!

ARB proves WILK-TV your Best Buy for PRIME TIME in the
important Northeastern Pennsylvania Television Market.
WILK-TV has more first place quarter hours Sunday through
Saturday, from 5 P.M. to 1 1 P.M., than any of the other Network
Stations in the area. Here are the facts:
FIRST PLACE QUARTER
WILK-TV

HOURS

66

STATION

"B"

57

STATION

"C"

46

STATION

"D"

3

Here's the box score on first place quarter-hours in the PRIME
TIME period from 5 P.M. to 1 1 P.M., Monday through Friday.Friday
Monday

Tuesday

Wed.

Thurs.

12
6
6
0

14
7
2
0

12
8
4
0

7
12

WILK-TV

STATION
STATION
STATION

"B"
"C"
"D"

6
0

11
9
3
1

WILK-TV speaks with one and one half million watts of Power —
more than any other TV station in the world — Here is the Impact
you need for a complete job. From Reading to New York State —
from Lock Haven to New Jersey. The FIRST Station is WILK-TV.
For the BEST coverage in PRIME TIME— you NEED
Get the Facts!

CALL
AVERY-KNODEL,
• NEW YORK
• CHICAGO
• LOS ANGELES
• SAN FRANCISCO
• ATLANTA
• DALLAS
• DETROIT
• WILKES-BARRE
• SCRANTON
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WILKES-BARRE
SCRANTON

You are to be commended for your "Farm
Broadcasting Day" editorial which appeared
Jan. 7.
I would like to join with you in paying
tribute to the hundreds of television and
radio stations which make it possible for
the nation's farmers to receive daily market, weather and other farm reports. Such
a communicative service for our citizens involved in agricultural pursuits is a vital link
in
contributing towards a healthier farm
economy.
I feel certain that the first Farm Broadcasting Day, Feb. 2, will be a tremendously
successful tribute to all those in the television and radio industry connected with
this phase of our economy.
Paul M. Butler, Chairman
Democratic National Committee
Washington 6, D. C.
In Like a Burglar
editor:
Let me tell you of a competitive radio
market that is growing by leaps and bounds
— Albuquerque. . . . When we came on the
air last May, as a full-time independent, Albuquerque was getting a full share of radio
entertainment from three of the networks,
an all-Spanish station and a daytime musicand-news station. Since that time a fourth
network station has gone on the air.
At the present time, we are Albuquerque's
only all-music station, and I mean music,
with the listener never more than two minutes away from it. We have no scheduled
newscasts, our idea being : when news of significance occurs, we'll give it to them immediately but briefly, then return to music.
Our audience knows that with our teletype
news service, plus Albuquerque's only mobile news unit, they'll be informed should
Eisenhower "burp" or should a hotel in the
heart of the downtown district fall down
(it happened!).
In an independent survey conducted by
another station recently, KLOS came out as
the top station in the daytime ratings. Naturally alarge part of our success with hillbilly (entirely a personality schedule with
Boyd Whitney, our general manager, heading the list) is because of the thousands of
people who are moving into Albuquerque
from Texas, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Mississippi, etc.
The moral of my story: Take a sack full
of hillbilly records, get yourself a wellgrounded 250 w signal, disregard formalities
and time-tested program formats, find youranother Albuquerque — and you're in
like aself
burglar.
Paul K. Allen, Promotion
KLOS Albuquerque, N. M.
Broadcasting
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THE HEALTH

THE

INSURANCE

INSTITUTE

MAJOR

OBJECTIVE
OF

THIS

NEW

INSTITUTE

IS

CENTRAL

TO

AS

A

OF

INFORMATION

SERVE

SOURCE

IN the course of the past ten years, the American people
have been waging a determined battle to help protect
themselves against financial expenses and losses incurred
by ill health and injury.

every individual insured for medical protection, there
are 28 today. For every person with surgical protection,
there are 6 today. And there are now 30 million persons
protected by loss-of-income insurance.

The chief instrument of their progress has been health
insurance.

The major objective of the newly formed Health
Insurance Institute is to serve as a central source of
information for the press and public. In so doing, the

How well they are succeeding can be seen by these facts.
For every American covered by insurance companies for
hospital expense protection in 1946, 4 have it today. For

Health Insurance Institute will speak for the nation's
insurance companies who have played such an important
role in the growth of voluntary health insurance.

—

THE

488

MADISON

HEALTH

AVENUE

NSURANCE

NEW

NSTITUTE

YORK

22,

NEW

YORK

our

respects

to WILLIAM BEAL CASKEY

B

altimor^
is so easy
to reach
when you ride
with

1i 111
REPRESENTED BY
JOHN
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THERE'S no firmer believer in nighttime
radio than William Beal Caskey, vice president and general manager of WPEN-AMFM Philadelphia. He not only believes in
nighttime radio — he operates an all-night
station and on top of that programs right
through to dawn with live talent.
Following his conviction that personality
programming should be the backbone of
every radio station, as against platter-spinning, he built up night service by converting
a large studio into a restaurant. Staffing it
with a professional restaurateur, he organized the night into a three-ply schedule.
From 9 to 1 1 the WPEN programming features alive mambo party, which has played
to a packed audience six nights a week for
several years.
Controversy, commentaries and interviews take over from 11 p.m. to 2 a.m.
There's always something unexpected, with
WPEN personalities keeping the participating audience interested and aroused. This
late period also has enjoyed packed houses
almost every night for five years. From 2 to
5 a.m., show people and show business take
over in the restaurant studio.
Mr. Caskey entered electronics as a school
boy at Crafton, Pa., where he was fascinated
by a neighbor's ham rig. Soon he had an outfit of his own, although he concedes his old
rotary spark-gap set no speed records. It
was fun, but the hobby was forgotten when
he went east to Haddonfield, N. J. After
graduation from high school he got a job
with the old Victor Talking Machine Co.,
moving soon to N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia.
Ayer assignments took him to Detroit,
Chicago and then to Battle Creek, Mich.,
where he opened an Ayer office at the home
base of a big account, Kellogg cereals. This
background in the packaged goods business
has been apparent in the intense WPEN
merchandising activities, centered around
two major Philadelphia chains — Penn Fruit
Co., operating large units, and Frankford
Grocers Assn. The latter is starting its 1 1 th
year of six weekly WPEN hours.
Mr. Caskey entered broadcasting in 1940
at WFIL Philadelphia, where he was promotion director, business manager and assistant
station manager over a seven-year period.
Moving to WPEN in 1947, he spent a year
as promotion and public relations manager,
before the programming assignment was

added to his duties. In November 1950 he
was named assistant to the president and in
1951 became vice president and general
manager.
On the theory that people tune to programs rather than stations, he started hiring
personalities on three qualifications — ability
to entertain and attract listeners, to sell and
move merchandise, and to appear before a
live audience. Discouraging recorded announcements, he used personalities who
identified
themselves
with sponsors' products
in the minds of listeners.
His faith in radio's ability to hold its own
against the competition of tv and other media has encouraged many fellow broadcasters to face competitors with strengthened
programming. The 9 p.m.-5 a.m. programming draws an average of 2,500 persons on
a weekend alone, and there's generally an
SRO jam in the lobby. More important, he
adds, is a waiting list for sponsors anxious
to get into the all-night schedule.
Mr. Caskey is active in local industry affairs and has served two terms as president
of the Philadelphia Radio & Television
Broadcasters Assn. He is an elder of the
First Presbyterian Church in Haddonfield,
trustee of Charles Morris Price School,
chairman of the radio-tv committees of the
United Community Campaign as well as
Junior Baseball Federation, and belongs to
numerous professional clubs and societies.
Mr. Caskey was born July 22, 1905, at
Crafton, a Pittsburgh suburb. In 1929 he
married the former Beatrice D. Willis, a
school teacher. At the summer home in
Wildwood, N. J., he spends off-duty hours in
a 30-ft. Egg Harbor sea skiff.
In his broadcast activity he has been concerned with the potential of fm and for many
years has programmed WPEN-FM separately. For some time WPEN-FM was the only
am-fm property with fulltime, separate service but the idea has been spreading around
Philadelphia.
He believes in hiring the best department
heads available, giving them freedom to exploit their ability. These specialists, operating
on their own, report to him regularly and
are subject to his veto power. He will argue
endlessly that quality programming and effective promotion rather than rate-cutting
provide the answer to competition from
other media.
Broadcasting
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Represented Nationally by Paul H. Raymer Co., Inc.
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AND

THE

Pre-sold ! Everybody
Mohicans,
as "The

most

the world."
Here's

acclaimed

loves the stories of Hawkeye
by the Cambridge

memorable

Here's

character

History

American

audience-captivating

TV

real excitement— the first "Eastern."

rough-and-ready

frontier

reproduced

and

the

Last

of American

of the

Literature

fiction has given to

fare for the whole
Here's

family !

real action — the rude

in the original French

and

Indian

War

country.

Here's sales for you— but you must act quickly. Your first step to reserve the
best markets and to increase sales is to wire or phone TPA collect today.
Just say, "Let's pow-wow
Hawkeye
and the Last

now." We'll set up a private screening
of the Mohicans for you in your own

Television
EDWARD

Programs

of

of
office.

America,

Inc.

SMALL • MILTON A. GORDON • MICHAEL M. SILLERMAN
Chairman
President
executive Vice-President
488 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. • PL. 5-2100

MONEY-MAKING

COMBINATION

!

Time"

+High

ART PICKENS
fi

WKMF
MUCH

of the credit for planning, merchandising and servicing the syndicated
film feature. Championship Bowling, along
with other top-rated series, belongs to Art
Pickens, program director at Walter
Schwimmer Co.. Chicago-based packagerdistributor.

+

Flint

FLINTS
ON

HOTTEST

FLINT'S

MID-MORNING

SELLINGEST

IN MICHIGAN'S

Women!

2nd

SHOW

RADIO

STATION

LARGEST

MARKET!

What a selling team! Stan High's "High Time" . . .
and WKMF! "High Time" is Flint's hottest mid-morning
radio show. Stan's breezy platter-patter just naturally
draws women . . . outdraws all competition in results!
WKMF's terrific tune-in isn't limited to just "High
Time" though. A consistent parade of news, music,
sports features keeps WKMF right on top of Flint's
listening-list . . . morning, noon and night!
MONEY-SAVING
Save
up to

COMBINATION—

)ff by using 2 or more of these powerful KNORR stations
'0 WKMH WKMF
WKHM
WSAM
Flint, Jackson, Mich. Saginaw,
DearbornDetroit
Mich. Jackson Broadcasting & Television Corp. Mich.

Buy all 4 stations, save 15% . . . buy any 3 stations, save 10%
. . . buy any 2 stations, save 5%!
FLINT,
WKMF
Fred A. Knorr, Pres.

Eldon Garner, Mg. Director

Represented by HEADLEY-REED
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Working under and with Mr. Schwimmer, Mr. Pickens is in charge of all creative departments, responsible for agency
sales service and promotion and is recognized as a production wizard as well.
Born in Peoria, 111., April 12, 1922,
young Arthur E. Pickens Jr. moved with
his family to California when he was 11.
He attended Pasadena High School (193738), Pasadena Junior College and the U.
of Illinois in 1940-1941, leaving to join
the Army Air Force for three years as a
gunner on a B-24. In 1945, he returned to
Illinois to study journalism and fine arts.
Mr. Pickens joined ABC as a writer in
1946, was appointed producer-writer at
Schwimmer & Scott Inc. (now R. Jack
Scott) in 1947 and became associated with
Malcolm-Howard Adv. agency as tv director in 1949. He joined Walter Schwimmer
Co. (then Walter Schwimmer Productions)
in 1950 in his present capacity.
Mr. Pickens got in on syndicated bowling's ground floor in 1953 when WNBQ
(TV) Chicago's live Championship Bowling
was converted to film under the guidance of
Peter DeMet, Chicago auto dealer. The
Schwimmer firm made the series available
for syndication and it is now in over 175
markets. Mr. Pickens, as associate producer,
represents the Schwimmer distributing firm.
Messrs. Pickens, Schwimmer and DeMet
have completed the first cycle of a new onehour series, All-Star Golf. Mr. Pickens also
sells and services major agencies and tv stations on Eddy Arnold Time, It's Baby Time
and Lucky Number Calling (all tv) under
aegis of Walter Schwimmer Co., and TelloTest, Tune-Test and Behind the Story under
the banner of the Schwimmer subsidiary,
Radio Features Inc.
The Pickens family — also including wife
Jane, Teddy, 6, Scotty, 5, and Terry, 2 —
lives in Park Forest, a Chicago suburb.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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Baltimore

L

After

only

8

weeks*

is now

in the

HOOPER

in total

*On

November

Oct.-Dec.

RADIO

rated

AUDIENCE

time

10, 1956, WCAO

1956

INDEX

periods

programmed

full-time independent with the same proven 24hours-a-day formula originated and used by
WMPS,

the number one station in Memphis in

Hooper, Metro Pulse, Area Pulse, Nielsen, Hooper
Car Radio, and Hooper Business Establishment
surveys.
This successful radio programming
used by Radio Boston WCOP
WJJD

is also being

and Radio Chicago

with the same magnetic audience attrac-

tion inthose markets. No gimmicks, no giveaways,
no promotions, just solid programming

for solid

listeners who really listen!

Keep your eye on these other Plough, Inc., Stations:
Radio Memphis
REPRESENTED
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| Radio Boston
WCOP

NATIONALLY

| Radio Chicago
I
WJJD
BY RADIO-TV REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
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Rose-Bowl

AWARDS
ATAS Lists 29 Categories
For 1956 Tv Emmy Awards
AWARDS committees of The Academy of
Television Arts & Sciences have set up 29
categories in which Emmys for achievement
in television will be presented for the 1956
year. This represents a reduction from 41
categories in 1955.
Both the nominations for the awards and
the actual presentations will be telecast in
color by NBC-TV under the co-sponsorship
of General Motors Corp. (Oldsmobile
Div.), RCA and Whirlpool-Seeger Corp.
The nominations will be presented Feb. 16
(9-10:30 p.m. EST) and the presentations
March 16 (9-10:30 p.m. EST).

Winner!

INS Woman

«

WAFB-TV

Wins

iff Merchandise

6th

Award

KATHARINE CLARK of the International
News Service European staff last week was
named winner of the 1956 George R.
Holmes award for excellence in INS reporting. Mrs. Clark, who was cited for her eyewitness accounts of the Polish riots and the
Hungarian uprising, will receive a gold
medal and embossed plaque as part of the
award, set up to commemorate the late
George R. Holmes, INS Washington bureau
chief who died in 1939.

National

in 2 years.

WAFB-TV's Promotion Department did it again . . . won a trip to the 1957 Rose
Bowl for doing the best promotion job in the nation on the "Frank Leahy Show".
Six times in 19 months, WAFB-TV has finished in the money in promotion contests
. . . four "firsts", one "second", one "top four".
Here is the record:

1957 Rose Bowl trip offered by "Frank Leahy
Show": WAFB-TV WON
IT!

"The Millionaire" offered
$1,000 for best promotion. WAFB-TV WON IT!

Screen Gems national
program promotion contest. WAFB-TV WON IT!

"Lucy Show" promotion
contest. WAFB-TV WON
DOUBLE FIRST PRIZE!

1956 Billboard promotion contest. WAFB-TV's
only OND
entry
PRIZE! WON SEC-

1956 "Frank Leahy" contest. WAFB-TV WAS IN
"TOP FOUR".

RATING WINNER, TOO!
The November 1 956 ARB gives WAFB-TV 4 out of 5 top programs in the market . . .
20 out of 35 top shows ... 16 out of 25 top daytime strips.

V
T
FB
5 WA
affiliated
f
with WAFB,
AM-FM
Reps: Blair Television Associates
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Staffer to Get Award

2

Rouge'

AWARD

SHORTS

Studebaker de Mexico, S. A., Mexican subsidiary of Studebaker-Packard Corp., was
awarded citation by Radio Tv, South American magazine, for "outstanding public service radio program," Rutus y Ranchos (Roads
and Farms) in Mexico.
Perry Como, NBC-TV personality, named
"Man of the Year" by Friars Club and will
be cited at Friars' 52nd annual testimonial
dinner March 26 at Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
N. Y.
Willis W. Bryan, general manager, Logan
Planing Mill Co., Logan, W. Va. received
award from WLOG, same city, for the
5,000th broadcast of The Day in Review,
local fifteen-minute daily news broadcast.
Art Gow, KLZ Denver, received "OutstandService toKiwanis
Community"
SouthingDenver
Club for award
his workfromin
behalf
children. of underprivileged and dependent
Dr. Lee deForest, pioneer radio-tv inventor,
and Robert S. Bell, president of Packard-Bell
Electronics Corp., L. A., received honorary
degrees of Doctor of Science from Heald
College of Engineering, S. F. Mr. deForest
was awarded his for "outstanding record of
research and development in the electronics
field" and Mr. Bell received his for "leadership in development and manufacturing.
John Cooley, WGAY Silver Spring, Md.,
news editor and announcer, received local
Junior Chamber of Commerce's Distinguished Service Award for 1956.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Senior
At

Editor

Work

Rufus Crater, New York bureau chief and
senior editor of B»T, pounds pavements, not
desks. He spends more time getting information
first-hand than he does editing, more hours
thinking than writing. Responsible for the newsproducingest sector of the radio-television
world, he and the staff offer B»T readers
the most thorough coverage in the field.
With B»T since 1945, Rufe covered the FCC
and Congress, transferred to New York in 1951,
and (as he puts it) "with advancing age (38)
was named a senior editor in mid-1954."
In addition to news stories and articles for B»T,
he's written the radio and tv section of the
Encyclopaedia Britannica Book of the Year
for the past six years.
Most folks in radio-tv start the week with a
long look at the 85,000 words Rufus Crater
and 29 other full-time professionals compile,
edit and publish. Readers get fresh information and advertisers get their money's worth.

Executive and Publication Headquarters
B»T Building, 1735 DeSales St., N.W.,
Washington 6, D. C.
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The nation's capital is really cleaning up these clays. The
sale of soap and cleanser products has risen a sharp 23%
in the past two years.
With soaps and cleansers, a familiar story about Washington is repeated — a story of sales gains significantly
greater than those in other leading cities. It's a story that's
true in drugs, in home furnishings ... in just about anything you can name.

Paralleling the Washington growth in soap and cleanser
sales is the increasing use of WRC and WRC-TV by advertisers in this category. Over the past two years, advertising of these pioducts on the Washington leadership
stations has climbed a big 251%.
Whatever you sell in D.C.— soap or soup, truffles or trifles
—do as more and more advertisers are doing every month.
Sell with the biggest guns in Washington's selling boom . . .

AND
NBC LEADERSHIP STATIONS I n WASHINGTON,
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ACTS

FCC

gets

TO
ch.

•

CBS

•

Third

•

Vhf, deintermixture

v grants

THE FCC last week grappled with two big
projects:
1. To clean up with greatest possible dispatch pending television cases (including deintermixture proposals) which would add
needed facilities in a number of major
markets.
To prevent
the action
in 2.advance
of formal
release from
of the"leaking"
written
opinions.
Both happened. A half-dozen important
cases were decided. And the results promptly leaked all over the country. Because no
FCC action is final until the formal decision
is released, constituting "publication" in the
legal sense, there is always the possibility
that votes can shift, and thus reverse a previous tentative decision. The FCC insists
that until the final decision is released the
status is simply that of a "straw vote" or of

KEY

CLEAR
1 1 St. Louis;
soon

fourth

for Boston,
decisions

vhf

Miami,

'leak'

MARKET
to be

in

Indianapolis

despite

instructions to the staff to write an opinion
a given way, subject to approval at a subsequent meeting.
That was the status of last week's actions,
taken on Monday and Wednesday. Presumably, they will not be "reviewed" for
final action until the full seven-man Commission convenes again on Feb. 6 or thereabouts. Meanwhile, the FCC will meet on
non-controversial matters at regular Wednesday sessions, or as called by Chairman
George C. McConnaughey.
But the leak situation became so rampant
last week that one Commissioner proposed
that they announce their decisions immediately after action in skeleton form, with the
formal opinions to follow when completed
by the Opinions & Review Office — the
FCC's final decision writing team.
There was another proposal that the FBI

moved

V'S

precautions

be called in to ferret out who
whom. Comr. Robert E. Lee
FBI official.
Here is what seeped out of
meetings last week:
4-2-1
• St.vote.
Louis— Ch. 1 1 granted

is leaking to
is a former
Commission
to CBS by a

• St. Louis — Ch. 2 moved from Springfield, 111., to St. Louis and to be awarded to
KTVI (TV) St. Louis (now on ch. 36).
•New Orleans — Ch. 12 proposed to be
moved to New Orleans and to BeaumontPort Arthur, Tex.; plus ch. 3 to Lake
Charles or Lafayette, La., and ch. 1 1 to
Houma, La. And ch. 4 WWL-TV New
Orleans released from its no-construction
bind.
• Peoria, 111. — Ch. 8 moved from Peoria
to Rock Island, 111.
• Miami, Fla. — Straw vote reportedly

NEW
LOOK
FOR
14 TV MARKETS
— IF FCC VOTES
HOLD
THE STATUS of those cities where the Arthur ch. 4 scheduled to go to Port WCKT (TV) on ch. 7. educational
Commission has moved, more or less Arthur College. Commission proposes to WTHS-TV on ch. 2, WGBS-TV on ch.
move ch. 12 to this area.
23 and WITV (TV) on ch. 17 are operdefinitely, is shown below.
ating. WMFL (TV) holds a grant for ch.
Lake Charles, La.— KPLC-TV is operSt. Louis — Present stations operating
33. Commission has still to make a final
ating on ch. 7; KTAG (TV) operates
are ch. 4 KWK-TV, ch. 5 KSD-TV, edugrant for ch. 10 (National Airlines subcational ch. 9 KETC (TV), and ch. 36 on ch. 25. Commission proposes to move
sidiary Public Services Tv Inc. is favored,
KTVI (TV). Ch. 2 is proposed to be ch. 3 to Lake Charles or Lafayette, La.
but WKAT Miami was recommended in
moved in from Springfield, 111., for KTVI.
Lafayette, La. — KLFY-TV operates
initial decision). FCC also proposes to
on ch. 10. Commission proposes to move
Ch. 1 1 is scheduled to be granted to CBS.
add ch. 6 to Miami.
Springfield, 111.— WMAY-TV holds a ch. 3 to Lafayette or Lake Charles, La.
Boston, Mass. — WBZ-TV on ch. 4,
cp for ch. 2 (which is scheduled to be
Houma, La. — Ch. 30, ungranted and
WNAC-TV on ch. 7 and educational
moved to St. Louis), and WICS (TV) is unsought, is allocated there. FCC proposes
WGBH-TV on ch. 2 are operating. Some
operating on ch. 20. WMAY-TV is to allocate ch. 1 1 to Houma.
Peoria— WEEK-TV on ch. 43 and service is supplied by ch. 9 WMUR-TV
scheduled to be given ch. 36 (from St.
Manchester, N. H. Holding grants are
Louis).
WTVH (TV) on ch. 19 are operating.
New Orleans — Has two stations oper- WIRL-TV holds grant for ch. 8, but is ch. 38 WXEL (TV) and ch. 44 WJDW
(TV). Commission leans to issuing final
ating: ch. 6 WDSU-TV and ch. 20 prohibited from building. FCC proposed
WJ MR-TV. The other vhf, ch. 4 is held to move ch. 8 to Rock Island area, give grant of ch. 5 to WHDH Boston.
WIRL-TV ch. 25.
Seattle, Wash. — Operating are KOMOby WWL-TV, not on the air yet. Grants
are held by educational ch. 8 WYES (TV)
Rock Island, 111.— WHBF-TV operates TV on ch. 4, KING-TV on ch. 5, KTNTand commercial ch. 26 WCKG (TV) and on ch. 4. Commission is moving to put TV on ch. 1 1, KTVW (TV) on ch. 13 and
educational KCTS (TV) on ch. 9. FCC
ch. 8 in Rock Island from Peoria.
ch. 32 WWEZ-TV. Commission's discity. ready to grant ch. 7 to KIRO
appears
Hartford, Conn.— WHCT (TV) on ch. that
position apparently is to add ch. 12 to
18
is
operating.
WTIC
holds
grant
for
give the city three commercial vhf outIndianapolis, Ind. — Operating are
lets and to remove the condition on the ch. 3 but is prohibited from building.
WFBM-TV on ch. 6. WISH-TV on ch.
FCC action denying proposal to move
WWL-TV grant.
8 and WTTV (TV) Bloomington, Ind.,
Beaumont-Port Arthur — KFDM-TV is ch. 3 to Providence, R. I., area would
mean
WTIC
could
begin
building.
on
ch. 4. The FCC seems ready to asoperating on ch. 6; KBMT (TV) holds a
sign ch. 13 to Crosley Broadcasting Co.
Miami, Fla.— WTVJ (TV) on ch. 4,
construction permit for ch. 31. Port
Broadcasting
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FCC ACTS TO CLEAR KEY V'S
taken, indicating National Airlines as winner in four-way contest for ch. 10 but with
question of policy raised by Sen. A. S. Mike
Monroney (D-Okla.) over airline ownership
of tv presumably yet to be resolved.
• Hartford, Conn. — Ch. 3 to stay in Hartford.
Other tv cases where the FCC in the last
few weeks has issued tentative instructions
or where a straw vote has indicated its leanings— according to general knowledge:
•Boston — Ch. 5 to WHDH Boston.
• Seattle— Ch. 7 to KIRO Seattle.
• Indianapolis — Ch. 13 to Crosley.
Tv comparative hearing cases still awaiting FCC action are Orlando, Fla., ch. 9;
Buffalo, N. Y., ch. 7; Biloxi, Miss., ch. 13,
and Casper, Wyo., ch. 6.
Consideration of the so-called Craven
plan — -proposed by FCC Comr. T. A. M.
Craven last month [B*T, Dec. 24, 1956]—
was deferred pending the completion of action on the present deintermixture proposals.
Comr.
calls forThis
the would
deletion of theCraven's
table of plan
allocations.
immediately free the vhf educational reservations in such cities as Tampa-St. Petersburg, Little Rock, Des Moines, Sacramento,
Dallas-Fort Worth, etc., for anyone to apply
(both commercial and educational entities).
It also would permit, it is believed, the use
of a number of vhf channels in significant
markets — via the application route and
maintaining existing mileage separation
criteria. Through engineering studies it has
been determined that additional vhf channels might be usable in such markets as
Hartford, New Haven or Providence, Birmingham, Oklahoma City, Evansville, Louisville, lacksonville, Mobile and Portland,
Me. But these would entail "voluntary" shifts
of a number of existing vhf stations.
The Commission's agreement to postpone
active consideration of the Craven plan was
predicated on the belief that its adoption
would wash out the deintermixture proposals. It was felt, it is understood, that it
would be more prudent to finish the deintermixture cases before taking up a nationwide
plan.
Details of the Commission's tentative actions last week:
St. Louis — A majority of four commissioners voted to grant ch. 11 to CBS, in
line with the examiner's recommendations
in that hotly contested four-applicant case.
Other applicants are Broadcast House, which
once operated ch. 36 KTSM-TV St. Louis,
220 Television Inc. and St. Louis Telecast
Inc. (WEW).
With only two dissents, the Commission
tentatively decided to move ch. 2 from
Springfield, 111., to St. Louis and at the same
time to issue a show cause order to award
that vhf channel to KTVI (TV) St. Louis.
KTVI now operates on ch. 36, but was
originally granted ch. 54 in Belleville, 111.
(in the St. Louis area) under the call WTVI
(TV). The Commission also is reported to
have decided to issue a show cause order to
move ch. 36 to the present holder of ch. 2
in Springfield, WMAY-TV. WMAY-TV received the ch. 2 grant last lune, but was
prohibited from building until the outcome
Page 36
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DE-MIXES YET TO GO
WHEN the FCC undertakes its second
go-round on deintermixture — early
in February, it is understood — the
next batch of cases to be considered
probably will be: Madison, Wis.;
Evansville, Ind.; Fresno, Calif.; Albany, N. Y., and Elmira, N. Y.
Present proposals look to (1) changing educational reservation in Madison
from ch. 21 to ch. 3 (now used by
WISC-TV there); (2) changing educational reservation in Evansville from
ch. 56 to ch. 7 (now used by WTVW
[TV] there); (3) moving ch. 12 (now
held by KFRE-TV Fresno) from
Fresno to Santa Barbara, Calif.; (4)
deleting ch. 10 from Vail Mills, N. Y.
(outside Albany), leaving only one vhf
channel in area (WRGB [TV] Schenectady), and (5) deleting ch. 9 from
Elmira. Except for Albany, these
moves would make the areas all commercial uhf.
After those five are taken care of,
these are the remaining deintermixture
proposals: (a) Add ch. 13 to Norfolk,
Va., from New Bern, N. C; (b) add
ch. 4 to Charleston, S. C, and move
ch. 5 to Columbia, S. C; (c) switch
educational reservation in Duluth,
Minn.-Superior, Wis., from ch. 32 to
ch. 8, and (d) add ch. 6 to Miami,
Fla. This would make these markets
predominantly vhf.
of the deintermixture proceeding.
New Orleans — The FCC asked for comments by Feb. 8 on proposals to add ch. 12
to New Orleans and to Beaumont-Port
Arthur, Tex.; ch. 3 to Lake Charles, La.;
ch. 1 1 to Houma, La.; the request of KTAGTV Lake Charles (on ch. 25) to be ordered
to move to ch. 3; to conflicting proposals
to add ch. 3 to Lafayette, La., and to add ch.
12 to Lake Charles, La.
The Commission's original proposal
would have moved ch. 4 from New Orleans
to Mobile, Ala.; with a counter-proposal
that ch. 6 be also moved out of New Orleans.
Ch. 6 is now used by WDSU-TV. WWL
New Orleans received the ch. 4 grant last
July, but construction was prohibited until
the deintermixture proposals were made
final one way or the other.
The vote in the New Orleans proposed
move was 5 to 2; in the other moves the
votes were unanimous.
The New Orleans decision was made public by Rep. Hale Boggs (D-La.) last Monday
night and front-paged in the New Orleans
Times-Picayune of Jan. 15. According to the
newspaper story attributed to Rep. Boggs, the
FCC was to announce on Tuesday of last
week that ch. 12 had been added to New
Orleans and that there would be no deintermixture in that city. Rep. Boggs also was
quoted as stating that new stations on chs.
4 and 12 were assured and would probably
be on the air "within the next few months."
The next day a joint statement was issued
by Reps. Boggs and F. Edward Herbert (D-

La.), both New Orleans congressmen, which
restated the situation in these words:
"We are most confident that the FCC will
assign ch. 12 to New Orleans and remove
the freeze on ch. 4 and the threat to ch. 6 in
the very near future. We are informed this
decision will be announced on Feb. 5. If it
is so announced it will give New Orleans
adequate and complete tv coverage and will
mean that the effort to convert our community into a uhf area has been rejected by
the Commission. It also will mean the FCC
has granted the relief which we requested in
formal briefs filed in November 1956."
Peoria — The action to move Peoria's ch.
8 to Rock Island, 111., came on a 4 to 3
vote. Peoria's ch. 8 was granted to WIRL
that city last June, but WIRL was forbidden
to begin construction until the deintermixture proceeding was completed. In the
FCC's proposed deintermixture notice, it
was suggested that ch. 25 be allocated to
Peoria. Presumably this uhf facility would
be given to WIRL and it would be given approval to begin building.
Hartford — The proposal to move Hartford's ch. 3 to the Providence, R. I., area
was turned down by a narrow 4 to 3 vote.
The Connecticut vhf channel is held by
WTIC Hartford, granted last July but conditioned also on no construction until the
deintermixture proceeding was resolved. If
the FCC lines hold firm, WTIC should be
authorized to begin construction on the vhf
band. Still pending, however, is a petition of
Hartford Telecasters Inc. for reconsideration of the grant to WTIC.
Miami — Disposition of the ch. 10 Miami
case is reportedly slated for the FCC's next
full meeting Feb. 6, but a decision has been
written for Public Service Tv., a subsidiary
of National Airlines. Sen. Monroney (see
page 94) had asked the FCC to defer action
until his Senate Commerce Aviation Subcommittee could investigate the propriety
of airline ownership of tv stations. The examiner's initial decision, issued in March
1955, favored WKAT Miami. Other applicants for the vhf outlet are WCKY Cincinnati and North Dade Video (a group of local businessmen).
The last obstacle to nailing down the
1956 grant of Miami's ch. 7 to Biscayne
Television Inc. evaporated last week when
a unanimous federal appeals court upheld
the grant. Acting on an appeal by ch. 17
WITV (TV) Fort Lauderdale, the court
WISC-TV

APPEALS

WISC-TV Madison challenged the deintermixture proposals last week in the
U. S. Court of Appeals, Washington.
It appealed specifically from the
FCC's action last November denying
the Madison ch. 3 station's petition
seeking reconsideration of the Commission's June 1956 deintermixture
rule-making proposals.
WISC-TV claimed that before the
FCC issued the unscrambling proposals, it should have held a full rulemaking policy hearing.
Broadcasting

Telecasting

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
ruled that the FCC was right in denying a
WITV petition to hold up issuing any grant
in either Miami's ch. 7 or ch. 10 cases.
WITV sought to stay the grants until the
then pending deintermixture proceedings
were completed.
The appeals court decision was written
by Circuit Judge Charles Fahy, for himself
and Judges Wilbur K. Miller and John A.
Danaher. The court held that the Miami
case was similar to the Corpus Christi case,
decided last year. In that case, the court
ruled that the FCC had the power to continue making vhf grants even though it was
considering deintermixture in that city.
Biscayne operates WCKR and WCKT
(TV) and is an amalgamation of James Cox
(Miami News) and John S. Knight (Miami
Herald) interests, with Nile Trammell, former NBC president, owning a 15% balance.
Boston — The Boston ch. 5 comparative
hearing is among four applicants, with
Greater Boston Tv Corp. (local interests,
some of whom identified with WORL Boston) favored in a Jan. 1956 initial decision.
Other applicants are Allen B. DuMont Labs.,
Massachusetts Bay Telecasters Inc. (local interests) and WHDH Boston. It is reliably understood that by a vote of 4 to 1, with two
commissioners not participating, the Commission favored making the ch. 5 grant to
WHDH (Boston Herald-Traveler).
Seattle — KIRO has been favored twice
for ch. 7 by a hearing examiner's recommendations and is understood to be likewise
favored by a strong majority of the Commission. Other applicants are KXA and
KVI Seattle. This case has gone through
two hearings — the second ordered by the
FCC to take testimony regarding qualifications of Saul Haas, one of KIRO principals.
Indianapolis — Four applicants are vying
for ch. 13. An initial decision in June 1955
favored Mid-West Tv Corp. (local interests).
Other applicants are WIRE and WIBC Indianapolis and Crosley (WLW and WLWT
[TV] Cincinnati, WLWC [TV] Columbus
and WLWD [TV] Dayton, all Ohio and
WLWA [TV] Atlanta, Ga.) Prevailing sentiment at the Commission is disposed to make
the grant to Crosley.
Other pending tv hearing cases —
In Orlando, Fla., WORZ Orlando holds
an initial decision for a ch. 9 grant. Opposing is WLOF that city. Majority control of
WLOF would be held by Harris H. Thomson, ifFCC approves of his purchase of John
H. Kluge's 37% (see story page 92).
In Buffalo, N. Y., the three-party Great
Lakes Tv Inc. holds an initial decision for
ch. 7 there. Great Lakes is owned equally
by principals associated with the Buffalo
Courier-Express, WSTV Inc. (Berkman-Laux
interests) and WKAL Rome-WKTV (TV)
Utica, N. Y. Other applicants are WKBW
Buffalo and Leon Wyszatycki under the
name Greater Erie Broadcasting Co.
In Biloxi, WVMI that city won an examiner's initial decision for ch. 13 twice. Its
opposition is the same city's WLOX.
In Casper, an examiner only last week
recommended the ch. 6 grant to Donald
Lewis Hathaway, following the withdrawal
of competing Casper Mt. Tv Corp. (see
story page 91).
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WOODEN
NICKELS
was shown on CBS-TV, he recalled that
Stern's Department Store in New York put
up a huge sign with arrow on the street
floor which read "this way to the Revlon

A SPOKESMAN for one of tv's most successful advertisers — Revlon Inc. — described
last week how the cosmetic firm continually
discovered a "retail gold rush following announcements" on its programs.
Revlon has enjoyed a consistent success
for its some 30 products primarily through
the popularity of its veteran the $64,000
Question, followed about a year later on
CBS-TV by another quiz program, the
$64,000 Challenge.
While Revlon's vice president George
Abrams praised tv Tuesday at the timebuying and selling seminar held in New York
by The Radio & Television Executives Society, he also had a warning for "neophyte"
advertisers.
These, he said, are advertisers who are
taking their first "plunge" into the medium,
uncertain as to whether it is "glamor" or
"coverage"
{or perhaps both) they seek
from
tv.
"While

television is dynamic," he as-

TELEVISION,

Mr. Abrams* talk was titled, "A Frank
counter."
Look
at Television."
In warning
the tv newcomer, Mr. Abrams
cautioned that there are two different
"prices" in big-time television — the "going
price" (what it takes to stay on television)
and the "differential price" (what it takes to
get something out of television).
At another point in his talk, Mr. Abrams
asserted: "Lousy programs can only produce
lousy ratings." To drive his point home, he
specifically mentioned Revlon's program
failure — Can Do which had a short-lived
stay recently on NBC-TV. Of programs, he
said he wanted to emphasize they "are expensive enough" but "not always good
Even with good shows, he continued, tv
still can be a pitfall for the advertiser. The
enough."
"good shows" oftentimes encourage competing networks to program strong against
them and thus divide the audience. A period
of "neutralization" he called it. This, he said,
"may satisfy the networks but not the advertiser." After an advertiser in effect has
purchased an audience with a good show,
he suddenly finds he has "the same show
with half of the audience."
Tv's Strong Points
But, Mr. Abrams emphasized, Revlon had
no complaint with television. These, he said,
are the big plusses of television:
• It has motion — demonstration . . . "live
and believable action" — that is not present
in any other medium. He noted that Revlon
had a sales increase of 400% for just one
of its products after live tv commercial exposure (see story, page 38).

REVLON'S ABRAMS
serted, "it is not 'right' for every advertiser."
And as advice to the neopyhtes, Mr. Abrams
cautioned: "Don't buy television until you
learn as much as possible about the meEarly in his talk, Mr. Abrams pinned
down what he considered to be examples
dium."
of how television "can be a dream and also
a nightmare" for the advertiser, by contrasting Philip Morris' experience with / Love
Lucy (CBS-TV) with that of Revlon's proPM learned, according to Mr. Abrams,
grams.
that "a top television show doesn't guarantee success at the sales counter." But, he reflected, Revlon found just this success at
the sales counter through a top-rated show.
In fact, he said, many Revlon products, "isolated" to tv program commercials showed
"fantastic results" in retail shops. The day
after a tv commercial for a Revlon product

• It has intimacy — "nothing but real life
is so close to a viewer . . . tv is salesmanship in the home on the closest basis."
In expanding his advice to advertisers to
get to know the medium better before
"plunging," Mr. Abrams asserted that Revlon had spent $5 million in "mediocre programs" in time before its "hit" came along.
And, he said, the firm continues experimentation for "bigger and better programs."
For the small advertiser, he said, the ideal
place in the medium is in spot tv. He cited
"piggy back" positions on major network
shows as an advantage in providing a readymade audience. The spot advertiser, Mr.
Abrams said, sacrifices prestige "but it can
have coverage."
In all of eight years study and experience
with television, Mr. Abrams said he had
yet to see "a failure" in spot television. But,
he declared, spot television has its "weak
spots" and advertisers should consider them:
• There is a need for "good" availabilities.
• There is a danger in buying if the adverJanuary 21, 1957 • Page 37
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tiser is not watching the competition (that
is, against what programming his spot is
placed in a market). In this connection,
Mr. Abrams pointed to the emergence of
feature film which has been drawing big
audiences in many markets.
• Study the ratings, know what they mean
and learn how to read coverage maps.
Mr. Abrams also paid much attention to
the importance of selecting the announcer
— "pick him carefully as if he is going into
the home personally."
'20th Century-Fox Hour'
Goes From GE to Revlon
REVLON INC., the cosmetics firm that has
achieved phenomenal success with The
$64,000 Question and the $64,000 Challenge
on CBS-TV, has purchased a third top tv
show on that network.
Agreement was signed Wednesday night
for Revlon to pick up the remainder of
General Electric Co.'s contract (runs to
September) on 20th Century-Fox Hour
which alternates Tuesdays at 10-11 p.m.
EST with U. S. Steel Hour. GE, it was understood, had been considering either shar-

ing sponsorship of the show with another
advertiser, or dropping it.
Revlon told B«T Thursday that no
changes in format were contemplated for
the program which will be for all of the
firm's products (about 30).
Revlon for some time had been searching
for an additional tv showcase program.
Earlier this season it had planned a program,
The Most Beautiful Girl in The World on
NBC-TV, which fell by the wayside before
it went on the air, and later backed Can Do
which left its Monday 9-9:30 p.m. period
after a few weeks.
C. J. La Roche, New York, will be the
agency in charge of the program.
Baldwin, Bowers & Strachan
Becomes Division of Rumrill
CHARLES L. RUMRILL & Co., Rochester,
N. Y., agency has acquired Baldwin, Bowers
& Strachan Inc., Buffalo, N. Y., it was announced jointly last week by Charles L.
Rumrill and William M. Baldwin, the
agencies'
Baldwin,presidents.
Bowers & Strachan, which will
retain its company name and corporate

REVLON
BUYS
MORE
BLUE
CHIPS
REVLON has a number of broadcast
Abrams noted that the color premium in
magazines runs 30 to 50% above blackmoves in the planning stage, it was revealed last Tuesday by George Abrams,
and-white. "If all things are equal," he
thought the advertiser should expect a
vice president of Revlon, at the Timebuying & Selling Seminar in New York.
similar differential in tv but that it "must
be correlated to the increase in the num(See story preceding page.)
ber of color tv sets."
Highlights of Mr. Abrams' disclosures
During his address, Mr. Abrams showed
of Revlon's thinking — outlined during a
samples of live and filmed tv commerquestion and answer period:
cials (from network programs and filmed
• Revlon expects to go into daytime
spots)
approach to
tv on a "large scale" this year. This is the
softillustrating
sell and theRevlon's
hard sell.
based on findings that 60% of the dayAmong the products dealt with in the
time tv audience is made up of women;
commercials: Touch and Glow liquid
the cost per thousand is lower, and there
are more availabilities in that period.
makeup; Love-Pat compact makeup; Sili• The cosmetics firm will come out in care hand lotion; Frosted nail enamel,
and two soft-sell commercials on color
March with two new men's products —
shades — Snow Peach and Rubies (for
Top Brass hair preparation and High
nail polish and lipstick).
and Dry deodorant. The products will
Mr. Abrams noted that Touch and
be introduced in test markets.
Glow
had not been introduced until
• The firm is testing spot radio this
October 1956, had never been advertised
year, planning "very heavy schedules"
for new products to be tested in markets.
on tv, but had been promoted in magazine color ads. "It had reached a sales
(He noted that Revlon has not been discouraged with the radio medium, al- plateau," he said. But one month after
though its one-time simulcasting of The
the tv commercial's
appearance, sales increased 300%.
$64,000 Question brought little in terms
Similarly, Love-Pat had a 400% sales
of sales results.)
• Spot tv has been used by Revlon to increase after tv exposure, effecting a
strengthen or reinforce its network tv, "revolution in the face makeup market."
Silicare also was a new product introand, in fact, the firm is now running 20
duced last October. As a hand lotion, it
spots weekly in Miami Beach, Fla., for
was inserted in one of the most competiits new product, Sunbathe suntan lotion.
tive fields in the cosmetics line. After its
He said, too, that Revlon has been "evaltv
introduction
(live on network prouating what to add to what we now have"
gram), itpassed even the top product in
in television. He found spot tv very effecthe field (Jergens hand lotion) in many
tive, particularly in markets where Revmarkets.
lon is up against strong competition.
He said that one tv commercial, which
Asked about use of color — what percentage should the advertiser expect to cost the firm $7,000 to produce, introduced aproduct that resulted in $1 milpay over the black-and-white cost for
lion in sales returns.
that advertising to be effective — Mr.
Page 38
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identity, becomes a division of Rumrill.
Mr. Baldwin and Everett L. Bowers will
continue to be active; George R. Darcy, vice
president of Rumrill, becomes executive vice
president and a director of Baldwin and will
coordinate activities at both agencies.
The acquisition increases Rumrill's gross
billing from about $5.5 million to more than
$8 million.
Tv
Ad

Great as 'Product,'
Official Declares

IN LOOKING at tv as a "product," particularly as a "marketable package," the
advertiser will find it "great," combining,
sight, sound, action (and now color) and
continuity, according to Edward H. Mahoney, vice president and director of radio
and television, Cunningham & Walsh, New
York.
Mr. Mahoney's remarks on the medium
were contained in a talk Jan. 11 at Pace
College in New York City.
One might say, observed Mr. Mahoney,
that Ben Franklin discovered electricity with
key and kite; Thomas Edison "packaged it"
via the incandescent lamp and moving picture machine; Bell and Marconi "distributed
it on a wireless basis"; and Dr. [Lee] De
Forrest and Dr. [Allen B.] DuMont "repackaged itin the television tube."
In speaking of his own experience with
many types, of selling projects in tv within
the past
years, aMr.
Mahoney
said: "I've
seen
cases10 where
product
was introduced
in new markets of comparable size and type,
and where the introduction was done in
newspapers only in one market, in radio
only in another, and in television only in a
third. Sales in the television market were
triple what they were in either the radio or
the Mr.
printMahoney
cities." warned that the "program
area" of tv is "constantly changing" — "The
only rule to guarantee the public's attention
and loyalty seems to be, 'There is no rule.' "
Already, he remarked, the medium has become more sophisticated and competitive
from the years when in networking, "it was
enough to have a famous comic or supply
a collection of famous names to insure the
public's tuning in."
He noted that "Hollywood is now competing with Broadway and Europe for the
choice attention-getting hours, and incidentally— the choice attention-getting client
dollars. The up-to-date advertising agency's
television department must consider all
sources before deciding how to recommend
spending the client's broadcast investment."
Mr. Mahoney also pointed to new tv developments, making of the field a "wonderful challenge and future of communications," such as color tape for shows and
commercials and an end to "long, complicated and expensive process of positive-negative emulsion film"; perfection of new picture tubes that will be wide and flat and
opening the way to wall-screen tv, and "the
wonderful possibility of three-dimensional
color television . . . The day may come in
the not too distant future when we can
create complete full color humans out of
some form of ionized or polarized light."
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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• SRA reports 3rd quarter '56
• Says spot billed $33 million
FOOD AND TOBACCO advertisers accounted for the greatest percentage — ■
amounting in dollars to about $5.8 million
and $4.9 million respectively — of an estimated 533,609,000 spent for national spot
radio in the third quarter last year.
A percentage breakdown by product category in national spot radio (for July through
September) was issued last week for the first
time by Station Representatives Assn.
"Managing Director Lawrence Webb said
the compilations would be issued regularly.
SRA plans for its next report — for the
fourth quarter last year (October through
December) — to be out before the end of next
March. He noted that with the experience
gained in furnishing the information of this
report, the current delay would be eliminated in the future.
The total estimated figure for the third
quarter was based on information supplied
by member firms to Price Waterhouse Co.
which is working with SRA in reporting
estimated monthly national spot radio expenditures.
Product leaders in the third quarter, according to their ranking and percentage of
the total, included (1) food and grocery,
17.3 percent; (2) tobacco products and supplies, 14.6 percent; (3) automotive, 8.9 percent; (4) drug products, 8.5 percent; (5) ale,
beer and wine, 7.8 percent; (6) gasoline and
lubricants, 5.8 percent, and (7) cosmetics
and toiletries, 5.4 percent.
The full breakdown by product category
and percentages of the total, for the third
quarter of 1956, follows:
Percent
Product Category
3.8
Agriculture
7.8
Ale, beer and wine
.7
Amusements, entertainment
8.9
Automotive
Building material, fixtures, paints
.4
.6
Clothing and accessories
2.7
Confections and soft drinks
3.1
Consumer services
5.4
Cosmetics and toiletries
.9
Dental products, tooth paste, etc.
8.5
Drug products
17.3
Food and grocery products
.3
Garden supplies and equipment
5.8
Gasoline and lubricants
.2
Hotels, resorts, restaurants
Household cleaners, soaps, polishes,
3.1
waxes
.8
Household appliances
.2
Household furnishings
1.2
Household laundry
.3
Household paper products
1.1
Household general
.1
Notions
.6
Pet products
1.2
Publications
14.6
Tobacco products and supplies
2.9
Transportation and travel
Broadcasting
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SOFT

DRINKS

IN BALTIMORE

WHOSE COMMERCIALS

TV

GET MOST EXPOSURE?

Hooper Index Of Broadcast Advertisers (Based on Broadcast Advertisers Reports' monitoring)
NATIONAL (NETWORK) INDEX
Rank

Product and Agency

Network Total
Shows Networks

1. Coca-Cola
2.
Pabst (Grey)(McCann-Erickson)
BALTIMORE (NETWORK PLUS SPOT)

Index
'Commercial Hooper
of Broadcast
Units" Advertisers
111
17
'Commercial

Hooper
Index
of Broadcast
Network Total
Advertisers
Stations
Product and Agency Shows
Rank
277
19
3
3
1. Coca-Cola (McCann-Erickson)
70
125
2
2.
Pepsi-Cola (Kenyon-Eckhardt)
72
4
1
Seven-Up (J. Walter Thompson)
12T/2
4Vi
2
4. Royal Crown Cola (Compton)
3.
Tru Ade Beverages (Beaumont
24
& Hohman)
1
1
5.
1
1
1
6. Pabst Soft Drinks (Grey)
4
1
7. Popular Club Beverages
Units"
12
In the above summary, the monitoring occurred the week ending November 24, 1956.
The Hooper Index of Broadcast j\dvertisers is a measure of the extent to which a
Vi
sponsor's commercials are seen or heard. Each commercial is assigned
a number of
"commercial units," according to its length.* This number is then multiplied by the audience rating attributed to that commercial.** When each commercial has thus been evaluated, the results for all commercials of each sponsor are added to form the HIBA. For
further details of preparation, see the basic reports published by C. E. Hooper Inc., Broadcast Advertisers Reports Inc. and American Research Bureau Inc. Above summary is
prepared for use solely by Broadcasting • Telecasting. No reproduction permitted.
* "Commercial Units": Commercials are taken from the monitored reports published by
Broadcasting
Reports but
Inc. usually
A "commercial
exposure of moreAdvertisers
than 10 seconds
not more unit''
than isonedenned
minuteas ina commercial
duration. Four
"commercial units" are attributed to a 30-minute program, and in the same proportion for
programs
of other
lengths.
A "stationboth
identification"
unit."
** Audience
ratings
for television,
national andequals
local,one-half
are those"commercial
published by
American Research Bureau Inc. Those for radio are the ratings of C. E. Hooper Inc. In the case
of station breaks, the average of the ratings for the preceding and following time periods is
used wherever feasible: otherwise, the rating is that of either the preceding or following time
period, normally the preceding.
Product Category
Percent
Watches, jewelry, cameras
.2
Others:
Dairy & Margarine products
.5
Finance and insurance
.5
Religious
1.5
Miscellaneous
4.8
Total
100.0
'Kraft Tv Theatre' Renewed
KRAFT FOODS Co., Chicago, through J.
Walter Thompson, New York, has renewed
its Kraft Television Theatre on NBC-TV
(Wed., 9-10 p.m. EST) for the 11th consecutive year, it was announced last week by
William R. (Billy) Goodheart Jr., NBC-TV
sales vice president.
The contract calls for 52-week sponsorship of the colorcast dramatic series (it became the first regular, continuous all-color
dramatic program on tv last July 4) through
Dec. 25, 1957. Kraft also sponsors a weekly
quarter-hour segment on four NBC-TV daytime programs: Comedy Time, Modern Romances, Matinee Theatre and Tic Tac
Dough.

Chief Tv Copy Offenders
Pointed Out by Helffrich
AREAS in which tv commercial copy —
before continuity acceptance — develop the
most "excesses" are those dealing with laxatives, deodorants, antiseptics and general
cosmetics, Stockton Helffrich, NBC continuity acceptance director, noted Friday.
Mr. Helffrich spoke at the seminar of the
Academy of Tv Arts & Sciences, and is to
discuss the topic tomorrow (Tuesday) before
the Writers Guild of America East, both in
New York.
Copywriters who, according to Mr. Helffrich, "approach laxative advertising as
though they were writing a cook's tour of
the alimentary canal," are not wholly to
blame for the presence of "umpires" such
as himself, but said that some executives —
from account men to program producers —
fail to display "good judgment and common
Mr. Helffrich made the point that network
continuity acceptance is more "umpiring"
than "censoring," since the department fills
insense."
in those instances where "good judgment
and common sense" are lacking both in program content or in commercials.
Januai-y 21, 1957
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U.S.
TV

NOW

HAS

HOMES,

B»T

38.7

MILLION

ESTIMATES

• Figure based on saturation survey by U. S. Census Bureau

• Federal agency finds tv sets
THERE are 38.7 million tv homes in the
United States as of January 1957, according to a B«T estimate based on the latest
tv saturation survey conducted by the U. S.
Census Bureau for Advertising Research
Foundation.
In a nationwide sample study conducted
last August, the federal agency found that
"about 76.2% of American households have
tv sets." This compares with a figure of
72.8% for February-March 1956 and
67.2% for June 1955.
Taking an accepted estimate of 49.6 million U. S. households as of Jan. I, 1957, and
using a current 78% tv saturation factor, the
estimate of 38.7 million tv homes is produced. The 78% current figure is based on
the fact that the Census Bureau found an
increase from 72.8% to 76.2% saturation
between February and August plus the heavy
concentration of tv set buying during the
last four months of the year.
Number of U. S. households with one or
more television sets as of August 1956 rose
to 37,410,000 (76.2% of all homes) from
32 million (67%) in June 1955, according
to ARF.

in 76.2% of nation's homes
households is scheduled for April 1957,
according to ARF.
In its August survey, made public Wednes-

day, the bureau showed a more rapid growth
of tv households outside metropolitan areas
than inside. About 60% of households in
rural sections had tv sets last August compared to 55% the previous February. On
the other hand, the proportion of households with tv sets inside metropolitan areas
increased only from 82% to 84% in the
same months.
Breakdown of the latest tv household, as
released by ARF, follow:

United States Summary, June 1955 to August 1956
August 1956 February-March 1956
June 1955
Number
Percent Number Percent
Number Percent
Television Status of Households
(000)
(000)
(000)
100.0
47,788
Total households
49,150
100.0 48,785 100.0
67.2
32.8
Television households
37,410
76.1 35,495 72.8
32,106
Non-television households
11,740
23.9 13,290 27.2
15,682
Television Households by Number of Sets
100.0
Total television households
37,410
100.0 35,495 100.0
32,106
One-set television households
35,350
94.5 33,801 95.2
30,984
96.5
Multiple set television households
2,060
5.5
1,694 4.8
1,122
Television Sets in Households
3.5
100.0
33,269
Total television sets in households
39,568
100.0 37,277 100.0
93.1
In one-set households
35,350
89.3 33,801 90.7
30,984
6.9
In multiple set households
4,218
10.7 3,476 9.3
2,285
Average1956,
(mean)
of 1.04.
television sets per television households: August 1956, 1.06; FebruaryMarch
1.05; number
June 1955,

Titled "National Survey of Television Sets
in the U. S. Households — August 1956," the
report is the third issue by ARF on television penetration in U. S. homes. Data for
the report was obtained as a supplement to,
and in conjunction* with, the Current Population Survey conducted by the Census
Bureau.
Continuation of Upswing
ARF noted that the increase of more than
five million tv households in little more than
a year is a continuation of the "rapid growth
since 1950 and is equivalent to the total
number of television households in that
year." Multiple-set television households,
ARF pointed out, also have increased, with
about 5.5% having two or more sets in
August 1956 as compared with 3.5% in
June 1955. ARF computed there were an
average of 1.06 television sets per tv household in August 1956, and an average of 1.04
sets in June 1955.
The report indicated there were 10,980,000 tv households in the Northeast (84.8%
of all households), followed by 11,809,000
in the north central region (79.1 % ) ; 9,045,000 in the South (65.4%) and 5,567,000 in
the West (74.8%).
ARF asked the Bureau of the Census to
obtain the data on television households on
behalf of various broadcasting organizations.
The cost of obtaining and preparing the report was underwritten by ABC, CBS, NBC,
NARTB and TvB.
A fourth survey of television sets in U. S.
Page 40
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GOOD EXCUSE to take advantage of facilities of the Los Angeles Open Golf
Tournament Jan. 5-7 came to these agency executives and clients (1 to r) : standing,
Cleve Herman, KRCA director sports; Charles F. Mallory, account executive, M. B.
Scott Inc., Los Angeles; Miss L. A. Open; agency head M. B. Scott; Jim Wemple,
KRCA sales representative; kneeling, Phil Hall, Phil Hall Buick, Hollywood, and
Bones Hamilton, Bones Hamilton Buick, San Fernando Valley. Miss L.A. Open is
otherwise known as Jayne Mansfield.
Broadcasting

Telecasting

POINT

POWER

RESULTS

Radio Station W-I-T-H "pin point power" is tailor-made to blanket
Baltimore's 15-mile radius at low, low rates — with no waste coverage.
W-I-T-H reaches 74% * of all Baltimore homes every week — delivers
more listeners per dollar than any competitor. That's why we have
twice as many advertisers as any competitor. That's why we're sure
to hit the sales "bull's-eye" for you, too. *Cumulative Pulse Audience Survey

Tom Tinsley
President
R. C. Embry
Vice Pres.

c

o

FIDE

C

E

National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington.
Forjoe & Co. in Chicago, Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Dallas, Atlanta.
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Another

FIRST

CO!

IN

THE

Counties

SEVENTEEN

WBRE-TV

Covers

Consistent with the leadership which brought the World's
First Million Watt TV Station to this important section
of Pennsylvania, WBRE-TV now provides COLOR to its
320,000 sets in a market of 2,000,000 people.
Local live and film shows have been added to the growing
line-up of NBC Color Shows, offering the local, regional and
national advertiser the opportunity to bring his products
into the 275,000 TV homes with all the impact of their
beauty and design.

BASIC BUY : National Representative : The Headley-Reed Co.
Counties Covered: LUZERNE
LACKAWANNA
LYCOMING COLUMBIA
SCHULYKILL
NORTHUMBERLAND
MONROE
PIKE
WAYNE
WYOMING
SULLIVAN
SUSQUEHANNA
BRADFORD UNION
SNYDER
MONTOUR CARBON

TV

Channel

WILKES-BARRE,
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A AAA

ADVERTISING

STEADILY

DECLINE

AGENCIES are finding less to complain
about in their competitors' work.
This was made evident last week as the
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies
released a 10th anniversary report of the
activities of its Interchange of Opinion on
Objectionable Advertising.
Moreover, their complaints about one
another's advertising has been relatively low
throughout the 10-year span — A total of
something over 1,800 complaints in the
decade, or an average of 180 a year. In
1955 there were 62, as compared to 172
in 1954
1953. In the "peak" year
of
1947 and
there 186
werein 268.
Ads in newspapers and magazines were
the targets of approximately two-thirds of
all the complaints, officials said, while those
on radio-tv plus all other media accounted
for the remaining one-third. Arthur E.
Tatham of Tatham-Laird, Chicago, chairman of the AAAA Committee on Improvement of Advertising Content, which supervises the interchange, said it should not be
presumed from these figures, however, that
two-thirds of all objectionable ads are in
magazines and newspapers. It is "mechanically" easier to complain about a print ad, he
maintained, because it can be torn out and
submitted easily, while in radio-tv it is more
difficult to get the basic information together.
The figures on complaints counted all
those received, whether they were justified
or not. Since July 1954, the interchange
committee has been passing upon the validity or seriousness of the complaints received.
Of 147 complaints processed since that time,
112 — or 76% — were adjudged unjustified
or not serious.
Misleading Copy Chief Complaint
Approximately one-third of the complaints were based on charges that the copy
was misleading; about one-fourth were on
grounds that the advertising was suggestive
or otherwise in bad taste, and the rest fell
into the miscellaneous group of "otherwise
harmful to advertising."
The interchange was set up to be "a fair,
voluntary but effective method for agency
self-regulation of advertising." Any agency
may complain about any advertisement or
commercial which it deems offensive to the
public or harmful to the advertising profession in any way. The agency or agency
member making the complaint is kept anonymous.
At first the committee merely forwarded
the complaint to the agency responsible for
the advertisement being complained about.
In mid- 1954, however, a new system was
adopted whereby the committee, before forwarding the complaint, circulates it among
the committee members for their own views
on whether it is justified or not. The committee's vote is then sent along with the
complaint to the agency that originated the
ad, and if the committee disagrees with the
complaint, that fact is reported to the comBroadcasting
• Telecasting

COMPLAINTS
DURING

DECADE

plaining agency as well.
The interchange is concerned primarily
with advertising which, while it may be
within the law, is considered objectionable
or offensive to the public — involving bad
taste, for example, or suggestiveness, misleading exaggeration, and the like. It does
not duplicate the work of the Federal Trade
Commission or other existing regulatory
bodies which have authority to deal with
advertising that is deliberately false, unfair,
or otherwise illegal.
In summing up the committee's 10 years
of operations, Mr. Tatham offered these
highlights:
The 1,800 complaints received by the
interchange were against a total of 395
agencies (or about 10% of all agencies in
the U. S.).
Since all complaints against a particular
ad or campaign were counted separately,
the number of advertisements questioned
would be even less than 1,800 in 10 years.
Ten agencies accounted for approximately one-third of all complaints, and 24 agencies have averaged a complaint a year over
the 10-year period.
When they're the target of complaints,
agencies' first reaction usually is to rise up
LATEST

in their own defense, but rarely do they fail
in the long run to try to correct the offending copy. At least one agency resigned an
account because the client insisted on continuing the advertising that had been deemed
objectionable. In only four cases did the
agency report that the advertising content
was out of its control.
Drug and pharmaceutical advertising drew
the largest number of complaints (371).
Clothing advertising was second with 130,
and appliances third with 128.
Incidence of complaints about advertising
in other categories: food 123, home furnishings 108, tobacco 106, film-theatre-sports
events 75, automotive 74, alcoholic beverages 64, soaps and detergents 62, machinery
55, books and publications 51, institutional
advertising 47, construction materials 41,
trade services 33, health appliances and services 29, transportation 29, fuel 25, religious
institutions 15, schools 9, government advertising 3.(There was no classification covering the advertising of radio-tv programs.
One AAAA executive said he did not think
there had ever been such a complaint).
The 10th anniversary report — the first
report ever issued publicly on interchange
activities — noted that "no program for voluntary discipline is ever 100% effective but
evidence is mounting to show that the interchange is becoming increasingly effective
its operation,
overIn the
years." the committee cooperates

RATINGS

NIELSEN
TOP RADIO SHOWS, TWO
Rank
Program
Evening, Once-A-Week
Gunsmoke
2.4. Henry J. Taylor
3.1. Dragnet
Gildersleeve
5. Great
People Are Funny
6. Cavalcade
of Sports
Telephone Hour
Detective
9. Official
News from NBC
10.7.8. Counter-Spy
Even ing, Multi-Weekly
1.
of The World
2. News
Lowell Thomas
<day
3. Amos 'n' Andy
Wee Music Hall
Helen Trent
(1st Half)
1. Young
Dr. Malone
(2nd half)
3.2. Young
Dr. Malone
(1st Trent
half)
4. Helen
(1st
Our Galhalf)
Sunday
(2nd half)
Ma
Perkins
5.
(1st Trent
half)
6. Helen
(1st
half)
Trent
7.8. Helen
Day
9. Our(2nd
Gal half)
Sunday
(1st half)Wife
10. Backstage
Sunday
(2nd half)
1.
Benny
Day JackChristmas
Show
2. Woolworth Hour
Robert
SaturdayTrout News
3.1. USC vs Notre Dame
Football
2. Gunsmoke
Allan Jackson News
3.

WEEKS ENDING DECEMBER 8, 1956
Agency

Sponsor
Liggett 8tMotors
Myers
General
Anahist
Carter
Anahist
Anahist
Gillette
Bell Telephone
Participating sponsors
Brown & Williamson
Participating sponsors
Miles Labs
United Service Div.
General Motors
Brown & Williamson
Carter
Mentholatum
Toni
Toni
Mentholatum
Lipton
Ex-Lax
Mentholatum
Colgate-Palmolive
Standard Brands
Insurance Co. of
North America
F. W. Woolworth
General Motors
Pontiac
Liggett & Myers
Chevrolet

(Average for
Cunningham
& Walsh
Kudner
Ted Bates
Ted
Ted Bates
Bates
Ted Bates
Maxon
N. W. Ayer
and
Ted agencies
Bates
and agencies
Geoffrey(Average
Wade for
Campbell-Ewald
Ted Bates
(Average for
Ted Bates
J. Walter Thompson
North Adv.
North Adv.
J. Walter Thompson
Young & Rubicam
Warwick & Legler
J. Walter Thompson
Ted Bates
Ted Bates

No. of
work
Stations
Programs)
Approx.
All
198
CBS
NBC
188
NBC
188
NetNBC
NBC
188
188
188
NBC
185
451
452
MBS
Prog
Programs)188
198
All
NBC
CBS rams)
196
188
CBS
All
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS

186
186
188
188
191
193
188
186

CBS

192
Programs)195
for All
N. W. (Average
Ayer
209
CBS
CBS
Lynn Baker
CBS
Campbell-Ewald
Programs)154
MBS
(Average
MocManus,
John for
& Al
Adams
186
CBS
Cunningham & Walsh CBS
200
530
Campbell-Ewald

Day & Time
Sun„
6:30-7
Mon.,
8-8:15
Tues., 8-8:30
Thurs., 8-8:30
Wed.,
8-8:30
Fri., 10-10:35
Mon., 9-9:30
Thurs.,
8-8:30
Tues., 8:30-8:35
Fri., 8-8:30

Homes
(000)
(619)
1,428
1,381

1,286
M28
1,238
1,238
905
1,095
1,143
(809)
905
Mon.-Fri., 7:30-45
Mon. -Fri., 6:45-7
1,667
Mon.-Fri., 7-7:30 1,571
1,381
Mon., Wed.,
0,143)
1,905
12:30-45
Wed.
Wk
2-1:30-45
Wed.,
Fri.,
1,809
Tues.,
Thurs.
1 :30-45
Fri.,
Wk 2,
1,762
12:30-45
1,762
Wk12:45-1
1, 1:15-1:30
1,667
Fri., 12:30-45
Tues.,
Thurs.,
Wk 2-12:30-45
alt. days, 12:45-1
Tues., Wed.,
Fri., 12:15-30
Sun.
Sun., 1-2
10-10:05
1-Concl
Sat.,
approx

1,667
1,667
1,619
(429)
1,619
1,571
1,619

1,333
(762)
1,000
3,285
1,428
Sat., 12:30-1
10-10:05
1,286
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informally with media organizations having
similar concerns, such as the NARTB Code
Review Board, "to encourage them in their
efforts and to assure them of the AAAA's
interest and moral support." With issuance
of the report, AAAA also released copies of
letters from NARTB President Harold E.
Fellows, Assn. of National Advertisers President Paul B. West, and leaders of other
groups commending the interchange for its
constructive work.
Court Denies Seaboard Motion
For Rewriting of Franco Plaint
A MOTION on the part of Seaboard Drug
Co. (Mericin), New York, to demand a rewriting ofthe original complaint filed against
it by Carlos Franco Assoc., New York, in
the Franco V. Seaboard breach of contract
suit [B»T, Dec. 10, 1956, et seq.] was denied last week by N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Samuel H. Hofstadter.
The motion was Seaboard's third in a
series of moves to combat the original charge
by Franco, which asks $356,718 in damages
from the drug manufacturer and $200,000
from Grant Adv., New York, Seaboard's
present agency, on charges of promoting the
breach of contract. All three motions now
have failed.
In his denial, Justice Hofstadter stated
that Franco's complaint did not "possess
the infirmities" asserted by Seaboard, and
that the drug firm should serve its answer
by next Thursday.
Slenderella International to Enter
Syndicated Radio on NBC Affiliates
ANNOUNCEMENT that Slenderella International, Stamford, Conn., would enter syndicated radio with sponsorship on four NBC
basic affiliates [At Deadline, Jan. 14] was
made last week by NBC Spot Sales director
George S. Dietrich. Slenderella, through
Management Assoc. of Connecticut, also
Stamford, will sponsor Tex & Jinx McCrary's New York Close-Up thrice-weekly
10-minute program for 13 weeks on WRCV
Philadelphia, WMAQ Chicago, KOA Denver and KSD St. Louis.
It also was reported that the new McCrary syndication office, headed by Jerome
M. Landay, has begun negotiating with two
leading syndicators, one in the U. S. and
the other in Canada, to handle eventual domestic and foreign licensing and distribution
of the capsule interview series in both radio
and tv.
U-l Using Spot Tv for Movie
UNIVERSAL - INTERNATIONAL studio,
Universal City, Calif., has launched the largest tv spot and magazine campaign in its history on behalf of "Battle Hymn," technicolor
cinemascope film which will have its premiere Feb. 14 in Marietta, Ohio. Starting
last week and continuing through Feb. 2, the
company is using 260 tv spots in 19 markets,
designed to pre-sell the picture to women
viewers. The campaign will also use space
in 17 magazines.
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ADAM
FLAWS

YOUNG
IN NCS

CLAIMS
NO.

2

• Cites 'limitations' of study
• Tells its 'uses and abuses'
ADAM YOUNG INC., station representation firm, last week issued an analysis of
"limitations" of A. C. Nielsen Co.'s radio
Nielsen Coverage Study No. 2, asserting that
these alleged shortcomings must be kept in
mind by agencies and others making use of
it.
Although many stations individually and
several station representatives have protested
privately that NCS No. 2 shows sizeable cutbacks in radio listenership as compared to
NCS No. 1 four years ago [B*T, Dec. 17,
1956], the Young firm apparently is the first
to circulate its criticisms both formally and
publicly.
Titled "NCS — Its Uses and Abuses," the
study asserts that "the recent release by Nielsen of its second national coverage study will
undoubtedly create much confusion among
those people charged with interpreting the
raw data. Advertising agencies will place
varying degrees of acceptance and usability
on this material."
The "limitations" cited by the Young
analysis are these:
1. The study was made in March-May
1956 and accordingly is already seven
months old — and out of date insofar as
many markets are concerned. "While there
are markets in which listening patterns have
remained relatively stable over long periods
of time," the report asserts, "there are also
many markets in which the introduction of
new program formats, together with intelligent promotion, have changed the entire audience picture in less than six months. . . .
In such dynamic areas the validity and consequently the applicability of NCS No. 2
diminishes rapidly with the passage of time."
2. The 10% cutoff — that is, the practice

JOHN J. ANTHONY does not have a
problem. He has signed a new 15minute weekday series on ABC California radio network with Vita-Life
Inc. The show is packaged by Gonda
Productions Inc. The 52-week show
was placed by Pardee Co. of Hollywood. Lto r: Harry Woodworth, ABC
Radio, western division; Mr. Anthony;
Jack Y. Berman, treasurer, and Leetate
Smith, president, both of Vita-Life.

of crediting a station with coverage of a
given county if at least 10% of the radio
homes in that county listen to the station at
least once a month — appears to be "reasonable," but there are areas where less than
10%
coverage
is of because
"great importance"
to
national advertisers
of the size of
the markets involved. Moreover, later audience surveys in certain areas show substantial listenership where NCS No. 2, because
of the 10% cutoff, implies none at all.
3. "Intelligent timebuying requires that
advertisers know the size (and in many cases
the age and sex) of the audience they reach
with their program and/ or spot announcement," but "NCS No. 2 does not provide
this data. Only regularly scheduled rating
surveys (Pulse, Hooper, NSI) supply adequate audience data so necessary to the selection of an effective advertising schedule.
Only in those markets which are not regularly surveyed by the various rating services
could NCS No. 2 be used as a guide to the
relative popularity of competing stations."
4. NCS No. 2 does not measure out-ofhome listening, although "Nielsen itself has
stated that the auto-plus audience can
amount to an additional 40% bonus to inhome listening." Further, "it is not realistic
to assume that stations enjoy the same relative popularity with auto listeners as with
home listeners, since programming on some
stations is geared more to the driver's desires than programming on others."
On the basis of these arguments, the analysis conceded that "it might appear that
there are no practical uses for the data in
NCS No. 2" — but said, "this, of course, is
"If the defects in the 10% cutoff method
are overlooked," the study continued, "NCS
No.
is more useful in defining a station's
not 2so."
potential coverage than strict engineering
contours" (although "it must be remembered" that with new stations commencing
operations and others making program
changes, "this coverage pattern for a given
market can change in a short period of
time").
Thehaps theYoung
organization
felt that "permost practical
and widespread
use
of the Nielsen coverage study will be to determine the total audience delivery of stations so that a cost-per-thousand can be computed." It advocated use of the so-called
"SRA Formula," developed by Station Representatives Assn. for use in projecting NCS
No. 1 data. Widely urged for use also with
NCS No. 2 data [B*T, Dec." 17, 1956], the
SRA Formula — in simplified terms — divides
a station's home-county NCS percentage into its total-area NCS, and the local rating of
a program is then projected against the result to get its total-area rating.
ARB Expands Advertising Office
OPENING of new and larger headquarters
this month for its expanded advertiser service department at 341 Madison Ave., New
York 17, N.Y, has been announced by the
American Research Bureau. Managed by
Lorin S. Myers, the department now serves
over
40 major national and regional advertisers.
Broadcasting
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Racket Squad * 6:30 to 6:55 P.M.
Station
6.5 A
WMAR-TV
Station B
14.5

Monday
Tuesday

6.4
13.6
4.2
4.9
4.6

sets

28.8

27.3

these

of

Station

22.8

6 to 6:30 P.M.
Station A
Station B
10.0

share

station

49.4

TUESDAY

CHANNEL

Wednesday
Thu
Fridrsd
ay ay

19.9
15.5

4.2

17.9
17.0

5.3
5.4
1.9

4.4
2.3
3.2
2.0
1.6

cumulative rating 30.4

Currently running in the profitable 6:30 to 6:55 P.M. segment are the following: WATERFRONT, Monday;
PUBLIC DEFENDER, Tuesday and Thursday; CITY DETECTIVE, Wednesday; FEDERAL MEN, Friday.

the

map

great

tells

sales

the

story-

potential

WMAR-TV's coverage area encompasses more than 2,500,000 homes. In the Baltimore area alone there are over
713,000 television sets*, and Channel 2's signal extends
far out into the rich market surrounding the area, thereby
providing an added potential for advertisers using
WMAR-TV.

*Baltimore Television Circulation Committee Report

In Maryland, most people watch WMAR-TV
CHANNEL
SUNPAPERS
TELEVISION
BALTIMORE,
MARYLAND
Telephone MUlberry 5-S670
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY,
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TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
New York, Detroit, Kansas City, San Francisco, Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, Los Angele*
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RCA's Folsom Cites
Color TVs Potential
A WARNING to the effect that many advertisers which fail to recognize the potential
of color tv are on a one-way ticket to "obscurity," was voiced Thursday by RCA
President Frank M. Folsom in a speech
before the Poor Richard Club in Philadelphia.
Mr. Folsom, who on March 1 becomes
chairman of the executive committee of
RCA (see story, page 62), was honored by
the club with the presentation of its gold
medal of achievement award.
As expressed by Mr. Folsom: "Its [color
tv] influence in design and styling as well as
brand acceptance will be revolutionary and
we already see this trend in the packaging
of products advertised on tv.
"One of the surest and swiftest tickets to
obscurity in modern merchandising is to fail
to recognize what color television can do.
"Color helps to sell everything from automobiles and appliances, to telephones and
candy bars. It is a powerful sales stimulant
. . . presents things as they are — reveals distinctive characteristics of everything from
packages to fashions and foods, colorful
kitchens to cereals, cosmetics and soaps, all
of which are made more attractive when
identified by their colors."
Mr. Folsom said he was convinced that
"there is nothing in the world of fashion
that cannot be presented and sold effectively
by color television."
He noted that "alert merchandisers
already aware of the opportunities" color tv
offers have redesigned packages and "tinted
their wares to take advantage of the sales
appeal and the opportunity for display in the
great showroom of color television." That's
why, he continued, some cigarette and candy
packages, bread wrappers, cereal boxes,
canned goods and beverages "have taken on
a new look."
While in the past, it took from one to 20
years to establish a brand, profitable distribution and consumer acceptance, the job
can now be done "virtually overnight"
through color tv with tasteful, hard-selling
commercials," Mr. Folsom said. He pointed
specifically to new automobile models which
today are introduced "colorfully and dramatically" on a national basis via tv in a
coordinated sales campaign as contrasted
to the former practice of introduction
"slowly ... at automobile shows in big
cities and local showrooms throughout the
nation."
Color tv, he said, will "effectively accelerate advertising, aid distribution, and
stimulate consumption of products . . . making a vast contribution to the national
economy . . . and to our standard of living."
Frozen Foods Bank on Radio-Tv
APPROXIMATELY $10 million of an estimated $40 million spent by the frozen food
industry in advertising in 1956 was allocated to radio and television, according to
a media survey appearing in the December
issue of Quick Frozen Foods magazine, inPage 46 • January 21, 1957

OFFICIALS of WKMH Detroit, the Faygo Beverage Co. and advertising company
representatives look over a new agreement in which hourly newscasts on the halfhour between 6:30 a.m. and 12:30 a.m. will be heard seven days a week throughout
1957. L to r: seated, Fred A. Knorr, president of WKMH; W. B. Doner, president
of W. B. Doner Adv. Co.; Morton Feigenson of Faygo Beverage Co.; standing,
John J. Carroll, WKMH; Phillip Feigenson, Faygo; Julian Grace, Doner, and Jack
Sitta, Michigan Spot Sales Inc.
dustry trade publication. Spot announcements formed the bulk of advertising for
radio and television during the year, the
magazine reported, adding that some of the
larger companies plan to sponsor programs
in 1957.
Newspaper expenditures for the industry
in 1956 were reported to have totaled $14
million, topping all other media.
Ad Firms Invited to Compete
For Army Recruiting Contract
ADVERTISING agencies are being invited
to submit bids for the national contract for
the U. S. Army Recruiting Service for the
1958 fiscal year.
The Department of the Army has begun
mailing letters to all listed agencies having
a gross billing of $10 million or more, inviting them to compete for the contract.
Negotiations for the new contract for the
period July 1, 1957, to June 30, 1958, will
be conducted during the next five months.
The present contract, held by DancerFitzgerald-Sample Inc. since October 1952,
expires June 30.
Menderson Forms Ad-PR Agency
TED MENDERSON, formerly vice president of the Rowe & Wyman Co., Cincinnati,
and W. B. Doner & Co., Chicago, has
established his own Cincinnati advertising
and public relations agency, located in the
Rockwood Bldg., 1077 Celestial St.
Appointments to the Menderson Company
staff include Sylvia Granick, media director,
formerly with Rowe & Wyman Co. and
Cecil & Presbrey, and Roger Moore, account executive, who had been with WLWT
(TV) Cincinnati, Mr. Menderson announced.

Burton-Dixie Radio Spot Drive
To Start on Stations Feb. 1 1
A SPOT radio campaign in more than 20
markets is planned by Burton-Dixie Corp.
(Slumberon, other mattress products), Chicago, starting Feb. 11, it was reported last
week. Coverage was described as the heaviest ever devised for Burton-Dixie Corp.
The account is handled by Wesley, Heyne
& Cuca, same city, with plans calling for
25-40 spots on at least one station in each
of the principal markets purchased by the
firm. The drive will be staggered on an
eight-weeks-on, eight-weeks-off basis, according to Norman Heyne, principal and
radio-tv director of the agency. Station coverage will extend from Toledo to Salt Lake
City, including Chicago, Omaha, Houston,
Denver, Dallas and others. Spots will provide for local dealer tie-ins.
Offer to Trade Per Inquiry Ads
Made Street & Smith by WCUE
PER INQUIRY advertising might work
both ways, Street & Smith Publications Inc.,
New York, was advised after it had
solicited radio time for Charm magazine
on a per inquiry basis.
Writing Bertram J. Hauser, of Street &
Smith, President Tim Elliot of WCUE
Akron, Ohio, countered with this deal:
"We'll prepare plates for a full-page ad
to appear in an early issue of Charm magazine. (Naturally, we'll pay all mechanical
costs involved.) The ad will be aimed at
fashion accounts and will invite them to
advertise over our facilities. The fashion
accounts reading the ad in Charm are to
mail their orders for radio time directly to
you and you in turn are to forward them
to us. For each such order received, we'll
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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Yes.. 6 p.m. to midnight, every night of the week,
KPHO-TV leads all multi-station markets, (4 or more stations),
with a 22. 1 share of audience ! No. 2 station has a 17.2; number
3 station has a 15.0. —

LOOK

at our position in PHOENIX!

SYNDICATED SHOWS
6 of TOP 7.... 7 of TOP 10
Highway Patrol (Fri.) 34.5
Station B
30.3
Public Defender
23.9
Stories of the Century ....22.5
Frontier Doctor
21.0

Highway Patrol (Tues.)....21.6
Science Fiction
20.6
Station B
20.1
Amos 'N' Andy
Station B

KPHO-TV
Station B

18.7
18.7

Station D
Station C

30.0
28.3

st in LATE

23.4
20.2

MOVIES

,0 00.S,GNOFP,M.F
st in NEWS
KPHO-TV
Station B
KPHO-TV

KPHO-TV
Station C

PROGRAMS

7.0
6.9

Station D
Station B

5.5
4.8

I
_ (5:00-6:00) M«F
5:30-5:45 7.8
Station B 5:00-5:15
6.9
Station C 5:45-6:00 (net)....4.6
5:15-5:30 (net)....7.5
(10:00-10:45) M-F
10:00-10:15 11.4
Station B
(Only late news programs)

10:30-10:45 5.3
in LATE
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KPHO-TV
Av#e/
PHOENIX
it's KPHO and KPHO-TV
OMAHA
it's WOW and WOW-TV
SYRACUSE
it's WHEN and WHEN-TV
KANSAS CITY it's KCMO and KCMO-TV

Meredith Stations are affiliated with Better Homes
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represented by The KATZ
represented by The KATZ

Agency
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and Gardens and Successful Farming Magazines
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pay you our standard 15% sales commission. In return for your publishing this ad
on a per inquiry basis, we'll accept your
solicitation of subscriptions over WCUE
on a similar basis."
The Street & Smith proposal suggested
its per inquiry announcements would be
"particularly good" for use on women's
programs in connection with a six-month
subscription "at the bargain price of $1."
The proposal added, "If your station will
use these announcements, Street & Smith
Publications Inc. will send you 40 cents
on every order that comes in as a result.
Listeners are to mail their orders to your
station with $1 and you in turn send them
to Street & Smith."
Three per inquiry proposals have been
offered stations by Edwin A. Kraft Adv.
Agency, 439 S. Western Ave., Los Angeles.
The accounts are Newhouse Automotive
Industries, a handbook; Normalaids, food
supplement, and Miracle perennial garden.
The Kraft name at one time was associated
with per inquiry accounts placed out of
Seattle.

Pepsi, Shulton Buy 'Cinderella'
PEPSI-COLA CO., through Kenyon &
Eckhardt, and Shulton Inc., through the
Wesley Assoc., will sponsor on CBS-TV the
first tv original by Richard Rodgers and
Oscar Hammerstein II, "Cinderella." Program, which also will mark the first starring
role on tv of "My Fair Lady's" Julie
Andrews, will be in color and has been
scheduled for Sunday, March 31, 8-9:30
p.m. EST.
M-E Executives Meet in N. Y.
MORE than 60 top executives of McCannErickson's 36 offices throughout the world
were to meet last Friday, Saturday and Sunday in New York to discuss — among other
things — the agency's activities in television
and to celebrate the move today (Monday)

into its new quarters, which will fill the top
14 floors at 485 Lexington Ave.
The move climaxes the climb within the
last three years of the agency's billing, with
the radio-tv share now estimated at a rate
of $100 million a year. The television department will include closed-circuit facilities
directly to the networks and outside commercial studios as well as within executive
offices.
Leo Burnett Co. Appoints 4
KEY APPOINTMENTS involving planning,
media and copy groups were announced last
week by Leo Burnett Co. in the agency's
Chicago office. William D. Tyler, formerly
vice president in charge of copy and vice
chairman of Burnett's plans supervisory committee, was promoted to chairman. Other
appointments were of John S. Schubert as
media buyer, Ben S. Laitin as copy supervisor and Joan M. Wilkie, copywriter.
C-E Appoints Four
THREE NEW vice presidents appointed by
Campbell-Ewald, Detroit, were announced
last week. They are: Walter McCarthy, with
the agency since 1949; Walter W. Selover,
with C-E since 1955 and John L. Thornhill,
with agency since 1955. Also announced last
week was the appointment of Willis B. Parsons, formerly manager of advertising and
promotion, ABC, to C-E's New York office,
as copywriter.
Harlan & Stedman Agency Opens
HARLAN & STEDMAN ADV., a new
agency will open offices at 525 Market St.,
San Francisco, on March 1. Principals are
M. E. Harlan, who founded the M. E. Harlan Advertising Agency in that city in 1924
and had operated it since that date, and
Gordon Stedman, vice president and senior
copy chief for the San Francisco office of J.
Walter Thompson Co.

MAKING its initial use of spot radio, American Express Travelers Cheques has signed
for a heavy announcement schedule, through CBS Radio Spot Sales, beginning Monday on WCBS New York, WCAU Philadelphia and WBBM Chicago. Present when
the contract was signed were (1 to r) Ray H. Kremer, manager of sales development
for CBS Radio Spot Sales; James Henderson, Travelers Cheques sales department
assistant vice president; Lanny Ross, WCBS personality heard on the commercials;
William Stillwell, Benton & Bowles account executive; Donald J. Kelly, American
Express advertising manager and assistant vice president, and Gordon F. Hayes, CBS
Radio Spot Sales general manager.
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NETWORK

NEW BUSINESS

North American Philips Co. (Norelco electric shavers), N. Y., will sponsor five-minute
sports show on CBS Radio on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday (7-7:05 p.m. EST),
starting March 18. Agency: C. J. LaRoche,
N. Y.
Bon Ami (cleanser), N. Y., through Ruthrauff & Ryan, same city. Has bought Feb.
8 telecast of West Point (CBS-TV, Fridays,
8-8:30 p.m. EST) for one-shot show only.
Regular sponsor is General Foods Corp.,
through Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
AGENCY APPOINTMENTS
Servel Inc., Refrigeration Div., Evansville,
Ind., names Walker B. Sheriff Inc., Chicago.
Real Gold Co., Redlands, Calif, (citrus shelf
concentrates, wine vinegar, grape juice),
appoints Hixson & Jorgenson Adv. Inc.,
L. A.
Ardmore Sales Co. (cosmetics manufacturers), N. Y., and Yager Drug Co., Baltimore
appoint Welch, Collins & Mirabile Inc.,
also Baltimore.
C & C Super Corp., Englewood, N. J., appoints Weiss & Geller, N. Y.
Sweetheart Associated Companies, Bismarck, N. D., appoints John W. Forney
Inc., Minneapolis.
A&A SHORTS
Rear Admiral Roy H. Callahan (USN, ret.),
president of Olean Industries Inc. (subsidiary of Swan-Finch Oil Corp., N. Y.),
elected president of Doeskin Products Inc.,
same city, continuing to hold Olean presidency. He succeeds Emanuel Katz, resigned.
Thomas W. Lapham, associate copy supervisor, Young & Rubicam, N. Y., elected
vice
dent. president and assistant to agency's presiRobert Rothschild, vice president, Schivell
Hall Adv., N. Y., to Mahoney & Howard
Adv., same city, as vice president-account
supervisor. Richard H. Stinnette, eastern
manager in N. Y. for Calif. Fashion Publications, joins Mahoney & Howard as vice
president
in charge of merchandising-promotion.
Ken R. Dyke, vice president in charge of
public relations, Young & Rubicam, N. Y.,
given new assignment as vice president, International Division, reporting to Harry
Enders, vice president and director of division. Richard Penn named manager of division group in New York. Mr. Penn was
formerly one of founders of Zerbe-Penn,
Puerto Rican agency purchased by Y&R.
Kendall J. Mau, L. A. advertising manager
of Collier's, has been made vice president of
Gaynor, Colman, Prentis & Varley, N. Y.
agency, and will open west coast office for
firm on Feb. 1 at 291 S. La Cienega Blvd.,
Beverly Hills, Calif.
William Conover, account executive, Kaster,
Farrell, Chesley & Clifford, N. Y., to Emil
Mogul Co., same city, in similar capacity.
Murray Hysen, project director, research
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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We hope your first impression
is favorable, because she
symbolizes you! (Our apologies
to the men in the field, but
we just thought a woman
would be more decorative.)
During the coming months, we
expect you'll find her confronted
with business problems not
too different from those you
own, and the things she looks
for when buying time
might easily be the same
indices you use. If not,
may we submit them for
your consideration?

WE
MP
5000 watt power at 1250 k.c. ■

represented wherever you live by Headley-Reed
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M ILWAUKEE
1

KEY ENTERTAINMENT STATION
BIG 7 RADIO PERSONALITIES:
Records round the clock . . . 21t hours
a day, seven days a week . . .
SPORTS: Live Play-by-play Milwaukee
Braves Baseball; U. of Wisconsin Football
and Basketball: Green Bay Packer
Football; special sports events,
11 sportscasts daily.
32 NEWSCASTS DAILY: Gathered
and edited by 6-man WEMP news
department from UP news wire, UP sports
wire, 2 mobile units, special state
correspondents, U. S. Weather wire,
Police and Fire Department radio,
regular daily telephone contacts.
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
department, Geyer Adv., N. Y., to associate
research director. Walter R. Colahan, head
of Geyer research's tabulation group, to
manager of media research.
Mortimer Berkowitz Jr., formerly advertising manager of Woman's Home Companion, appointed account executive at BBDO,
New York.
Robert E. Brandson, district sales manager,
Brea Chemicals Inc., to Charles Bowes Adv.,
Los Angeles, as account executive.
Robert Stock, program-promotion director,
Don Lee Broadcasting System, to Clifford
Gill Adv., Beverly Hills, Calif., as copy and

account executive.
Richard F. Coe, advertising manager, TaftPierce Mfg. Co., Woonsocket, R. I., to K. C.
Shenton Adv., Hartford, Conn., as account
executive for industrial advertisers.
Howard Stapf, Lewin, Williams & Saylor
Inc., N. Y., to Paris & Peart Inc., same city,
as manager of traffic department.
Lee P. Strahorn, radio-tv producer, to Young
& Rubicam, S. F., as director of radio-tv.
Bill Marshall, Western Lithograph, L. A., to
BBDO, same city, as art director.
Chester F. Craft, general manager, McCarty
Co.'s Chicago office, to Zimmer, Keller &

Calvert Inc., Detroit, creative staff.
Donald F. Clemens, account executive,
BBDO, Chicago, to Wherry, Baker & Tilden
as contact representative on Quaker Oats.
Beaven Ennis, media, Compton Adv., N. Y.,
to assistant account executive.
Mrs. Hazel N. Bey, Robert S. Risman Adv.
Inc., Buffalo, N. Y., appointed office manager.merly
She was
forassociated
with Gaskill-Oertel
Adv. and was
media director for
J. Jay Fuller &
Staff, both Buffalo.
David L. McDonald,
promotionsales
manager
for

rMDAMST

WAII^apa

I omo*J

I C A L U- |M_A.Nl/_

major appliances,
Detroit land
andoffices
Cleveof
Westinghouse
Electric Corp., move to Pittsburgh
as manager
of advertising planning for Westinghouse.
Roy I. Ricksham, general advertising manager, Beatrice Foods Co., Chicago, promoted to director of sales-advertising.
Harry Amtmann, advertising-publicity manager, A. G. Spaulding & Bros, (sporting
goods), Chicopee, Mass., named director of
advertising-promotion.
William A. Macormac, regional operations
manager in Philadelphia for Acme Markets
of American Stores Co., to sales manager
of Storecast Corp. of America, N. Y., supermarket point-of-sale advertising-merchandising system. Lou Dellera, Syracuse division manager, to manager of New York and
Pennsylvania Acme Markets operations of
Storecast's new visual "supravision" medium.
William Kummann, Foote, Cone & Belding,
and Charles Sutorius, Compton Adv., to
Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield Inc.,
all N. Y., as art directors.
Harry A. Hamilton, formerly with Hunter
& Willhite Adv., Los Angeles, joins Stromberger, LaVene, McKenzie, same city, as
radio-tv writer-producer.

IN

30

COUNTIES

WISCONSIN,

IOWA

ILLINOIS

WISCT
CHANNEL
MADISON,
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Joseph A. Garkin, account executive-copywriter, Arndt, Preston, Chapin, Lamb &
Keen, Philadelphia, to copy staff, N. W. Ayer
& Son, same city. Also to Ayer as member
of San Francisco copy staff: George L.
Parker, former advertising manager, Theodore Presser Co., Philadelphia retail store.
Florence Ettenberg, formerly assistant editor,
The Village Voice, N. Y., to Franklin Spier
Inc., same city, as copywriter.
Ralph M. Holt, president and treasurer, Holt
Hosiery Mills Inc., Burlington, N. C, elected
to board of directors, General Cigar Co.
(White Owl, Robert Burns), N. Y.
Robert F. Carney, board chairman, Foote,
Cone & Belding, re-appointed co-chairman
of advertising division for Legal Aid Society's 1957 fund raising drive.
Stephen Suren, timebuyer, Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles, N. Y., father of girl,
Barbara Ann, Dec. 28.
Broadcasting
Telecasting
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American Airline's famous Mercury service, formerly available
only on New York-Los Angeles nonstop nights, is now extended to include
all the cities listed above. Mercury luxury means red carpet service
at shipside, reserved seats, superb cuisine— all on the DC* 7,
world's fastest airliner— and all at no extra fare.
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San

Antone

ABC

adds

San

Antonio

newest
Now

KONO-TV...

the

3-network

!

makes

nation's

market

there are three in San Antonio ! No longer is this major

city a two-network market. ABC-TV's
KONO-TV,

newest primary affiliate,

has filled out the network picture in San Antone.

San Antonio is the 71st market to be added to the ABC

Tele-

vision Network in which it has a full-time exclusive affiliate. Now
75.6 per cent of the country's TV homes can see ABC-TV

pro-

grams "live" — a figure which will definitely grow in 1957.
That's why we couldn't keep it under our Stetsons a minute
longer. San Antonio's in our corral !

television network

i!

MANUFACTURING
$150
FILED

MILLION
AGAINST

ANTITRUST
RCA,

GE,

SUIT
AT&T

• Philco dubs RCA 'villain' in twin sales of WPTZ (TV)
• Charges that RCA forced sale of station 4 years ago
• Attacks RCA's patent practices as violating antitrust laws
RCA was cast in the role of double villain
a means of solidifying its patent position.
in the twin sales of ch. 3 WPTZ (TV) PhilaBoth RCA and AT&T denied the allegations. GE had not issued a statement at
delphia in the last four years — from Philco
Corp. to Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. in week's end.
1953 and again from Westinghouse to RCA
In 1953, Philco averred, RCA told the
in 1956.
Philadelphia manufacturer that if and when
The charge that RCA forced Philco to sell Westinghouse secured a grant for television
its WPTZ four years ago, by threatening to in the Quaker City, RCA would force its
subsidiary NBC to cancel the WPTZ affiliacancel the ch. 3 station's NBC affiliation,
was contained in a $150 million treble
tion and give it to the Westinghouse station.
damage antitrust suit filed last week by Philco thereupon sold WPTZ to WBC for
Philco against RCA, GE and AT&T.
$8.5 million, which, it alleged, was less than
its
worth.
attacked
RCA's
patent laws.
practices
as Philco
a violation
of the
antitrust
The
The Philco station was founded in 1941,
Philadelphia radio-tv and appliance manuone of the eight pre-World War II commercial television stations.
facturer claimed that RCA required patent
Westinghouse
was an applicant for ch. 17
licensees to take out "package" licenses
covering all patents in a specified field (re- in Philadelphia in 1953. However, immediately after World War II Westinghouse
ceivers, tubes, etc.). It claimed that RCA's
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff persuaded GE,
applied for Philadelphia's ch. 7. WestingAT&T and Westinghouse in 1946 to refuse
house dismissed the ch. 7 application in June
to license their patents to Philco until that 1946 to concentrate on its Boston applicafirm signed a licensing agreement with RCA.
tion. It also was an applicant for Pittsburgh
The Philco complaint also charged that at this time, but this also was dropped
RCA promoted its color television system as then.

Westinghouse last year swapped its Philadelphia stations — KYW and WPTZ for
NBC's Cleveland stations (WTAM-AM-FM
and WNBK [TV]) plus $3 million. Charges
that NBC coerced WBC into agreeing to
the exchange were rife following the announcement ofthe agreement. The charges
were that NBC threatened to cancel affiliations with Westinghouse's Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh and Boston outlets. After FCC
investigation of these rumors and allegations, the Commission approved the exchanges inDecember 1955.
Last December the Justice Dept. filed a
civil antitrust suit against RCA charging
that NBC had coerced Westinghouse into
agreeing
to thea exchange.
government'sin
suit
followed
grand juryTheinvestigation
Philadelphia.
When Westinghouse bought the Philadelphia ch. 3 station in 1953, both Philco's
WPTZ and WBC's KYW occupied the same
quarters in Philadelphia's Architects Bldg.
Both stations cross-identified each other, it
is understood, during this time. This relationship also included a right of first refusal
by Westinghouse for the purchase of WPTZ,
it is understood. Westinghouse exercised
this right, it was said, when Philco reported
that an offer had been made for the station.
Philco told Westinghouse that this offer
came from Storer Broadcasting Co., it is
understood.
Philco Offers History
Philco's resume of what occurred was
described in last week's complaint as
follows:

62.5% select B*T as the publication
meriting most confidence for its
editorial content.

"In 1952, Westinghouse applied to the
Federal Communications Commission for a
license to operate a television station in
Philadelphia. While that application was
pending, Philco was informed by RCA that
if Westinghouse was granted a license, RCA
would cause NBC to withdraw Philco's
NBC network privileges and give them to
Westinghouse. The threatened withdrawal
of NBC network privileges jeopardized
Philco's investment, since network affiliations are essential to the successful operation of a broadcasting station and no substitute network affiliation was available. On
or about May 31, 1953, because of the
threatened withdrawal of network privileges,
Philco sold station WPTZ to Westinghouse
for a price substantially less than the properties were worth."
Throughout
the Philco antitrust complaint
references abound to color tv development.
It is implied that RCA pushed the development of color tv as a hedge against patent
license expirations in 1954, Philco said.
"RCA's persistence in offering color tv
sets for sale, despite the fact that they are
not perfect, and persistence in advertising
that RCA has pioneered and developed the
compatible color television system, has substantially lessened Philco's sales of blackand-white television sets, with consequent

Of 7 publications in the field, B»T was the overwhelming favorite in confidence inspired among radio, TV and advertising executives. (Source:
Survey conducted by Erdos & Morgan, independent researchers for Time,
National Geographic, Wall Street Journal. B»T and others.)
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lossPhilco
of profits."
continued: "RCA has used and is
using its monopoly position as the licensor
of the electronic communication's industry
to eliminate Philco's competition in color
television sets and picture tubes. Philco is
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
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RCA-6326 and RCA-6326-A, designed for use in TV film and slide cameras— both color and
black-and-white-now feature MICRO-MESH.
Micro-Mesh
present-day
five years at
without any

substantially improves the picture quality of TV film cameras— even beyond
high-quality performance standards. Under continuous development for more than
RCA, Micro-Mesh eliminates mesh pattern in black-and-white or color TV
need for defocusing.

Examples of RCA's leadership in the design and manufacture of superior-quality tubes for
telecasting, these vidicons are available through your RCA Tube Distributor.
For technical information
RCA

Commercial

on these and other RCA

Engineering,

camera

tubes, write :

Harrison, N. J.

PICK-UP
TUBES
FOR
TELECASTING
RADIO CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
Tube Division
Harrison, N. J.

WORKING

FRANK HEADLEY, President
DWIGHT REED, Vice President
FRANK PELLEGRIN, Vice President
PAUL WEEKS, Vice President

PARTNERS

Our method of operation at H-R today, is still the same
as it was when this firm was started by a group of
mature, experienced, working partners a few years
back. We believed there was a need for a representative
organization in which the heads of the firm would
actively and personally service the stations they
represented. We believed a representative's job was a
man's job . . . and that it took a man to do it.

RADIO

TELEVISION

Today as then, the partners who head up H-R are still
working partners, each of us actively and personally
servicing the stations on our list. And, as any buyer of
time will tell you; H-R "always sends a man
fo do a man's job."

380 Madiion Ave. 35 E. Wocker Drive 6253 Hollywood Boulevard 1 55 Montgomery Street
New York 17, N. Y Chicago I, Illinois Hollywood 28. Calif. San Francisco, Colif.
OXford 7-3120 RAndolph 6-6431
Hollywood 2-6453 YUkon 2-5701

415
Grande Bldg.
Dallas,Rio Texas
Randolph 5149

101 Marietta
Street Bldg.
Atlanta.
Georgia
Cypress 7797

520
Boulevard 910
Room Lovett
No. ID
CanalRoyal
3917 Street
Houston. Texas New Orleans, lo
JAckson 8-1601

MANUFACTURING
threatened with irreparable loss and a. rnage
to its own superior television system."
Philco has reported the development of\
color tube and receiver, called "Apple." This\
is a single gun tube and associated circuits.
It is not in commercial production.
In its suit, Philco charged RCA, GE and
AT&T With violation of the antitrust laws.
It also named Westinghouse as a co-conspirator but not a defendant.
It asked for an award of $150 million —
damages of $50 million trebled. Private
antitrust suits may seek treble damages.
Referring to its negotiations with GE,
Philco said:
"In December of 1954 Philco reached an
agreement with GE on all the terms of a,
royalty-free cross-license to be effective as of
Jan. 1, 1946. GE prepared and sent tJe
formal agreement to Philco for execution.
Philco executed and returned the agreement,
•ipon
thatof execution'
ould GE's
follow assurance
as a matter
cour£ . . .DyGEit
refused to execute the license jrfiOT to June
30, 1946.
/
"In the latter part of W6, Philco learned
for the first tjjRf irfe true facts with respect
to GE> refusal to execute the proposed
»r~<-v -license with Philco . . . RCA knew that
!§; *
aon thereof would upset its licensing
re and diminish its monopoly.
^m- "ough5 April
29, 1946,
RCAboard
acting
and
its chairman
of the
and bypresimk' x David Sarnoff, secretly intervened in
y thaA
b GE
's arrangements
GE and
should not with
execute
the insisted
Philco
license unless and until Philco had first
extended its package license from RCA. In
furtherance of the conspiracy and division
of fields, GE agreed to RCA's demands."
Royalty Payments Listed
Philco claimed it has paid RCA more
than $20 million on patent royalties since
1940. Philco said RCA collected approximately $40 million in patent royalties in
1954, of which half came from receiver and
tube licenses. It said that RCA controls
1?,7C0 patents in the electronic field. In addition to radio and tv receivers, Philco also
manufactures radio tubes through its subsidiary, Lansdale Tube Co.
Nub of Philco's complaint was that RCA
refused
to issue
licenses
RCA's
patents
alone. Philco
claimed
thatforRCA
insisted
on
"package"
licenses orcovering
all patents involved in receiver
tube manufacture.
This is substantially similar to the complaints made in the Justice Dept.'s antitrust
suit against RCA, filed in 1954. RCA is also
a defendant in a $16 million treble damage
private antitrust suit brought in 1954 by
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago.
In alleging that RCA "ties thousands of
useless and invalid patents owned by it to
the few which a manufacturer might desire
to utilize, thereby expanding the monopoly
of valid or useful patents to include the
claimsthis:
of invalid and useless patents," Philco
said
"For example, color television is a new
art, still subject to revolutionary changes.
On the other hand, all basic radio set patents
Telecasting
Broadcasting

RCA
SAYS
PHILCO
ANTI-COLOR
THE
PHILCO
antitrust suit against
spend $100 million in pioneering and deRCA, GE and AT&T, was tagged by
velopment to bring it to the American
RCA as an attempt to "throttle" the development of color tv.
AT&T declared its patent practices
\ In a statement RCA said:
have been "entirely legal and in the pub"Radio Corporation of America today
lic interest." The Bell statement was as
follows:
flatly denied the charges made by Philco
Corp. in a suit filed by Philco against
people."
"Bell System inventions are available
RCA, General Electric Co., and Amerto all manufacturers in the radio-televiican Telephone & Telegraph Co.
sion field who desire them. In this field,
"RCA stated that the obvious purpose
as in all others, it is the policy of the
and intent of the litigation was to throttle
Bell System to make all our inventions
development of color television by refor use by others on a noniteration of unfounded charges made in available exclusive
basis.
other pending and undecided cases in"The Bell System believes that its
volving RCA.
patent policies have been entirely legal
"RCA stated that the RCA license to and in the public interest, and denies that
Philco expired as of Dec. 31, 1954, and
since that time Philco professed to be it has entered into any unlawful connegotiating in good faith with RCA for
spiracy with RCA or anyone else."
GE said:
a renewal of its licenses under RCA
patents, which they are currently using,
"To the extent that it is directed to us,
including those used in color television.
we are convinced the facts will not support the complaint. We have been taking
"Although Philco claims in its litigation to have developed a color system of our guidance from the 1932 consent decree and have been operating strictly in
its own, the public has yet to see any
conformance with the terms of the decree
such color set. Only RCA has had the
courage and faith in color television to as approved by the U. S. government."
have expired, and those which are still in
existence pertain to relatively unimportant
improvements in design or circuitry. Nevertheless, prior to November 1954, RCA consistently refused to grant a separate license
under television or color television patents
in the RCA pool, and required every licensee
to accept a standard set license . . ."
Again, in charging that RCA used its
royalty receipts to subsidize its research and
development laboratories and produce new
apparatus, Philco said: "Thus, royalties
upon black-and-white television sets have
been expended by RCA to develop RCA's
own approach to color television."
Philco continued: ". . . In order to
achieve industry acceptance of its own approach to color television sets and tubes,
and to eliminate competing color television
developments, RCA presently is selling its
color television sets and tubes, which are not
yet perfected, at a substantial loss."
Philco also said that NBC is presently
broadcasting color tv programs at a loss in
order to obtain public and industry acceptance of RCA's own approach to color
tv.
RCA's persistence in offering and advertising its own approach to color television,
despite the fact that its approach is not perfected, has substantially lessened sales of
black-and-white tv sets, Philco declared.
In 1945, Philco averred, its patent position was as str©ng or stronger than the
separate positions of GE, AT&T and Westinghouse and comparable to that of RCA.
Philco decided to negotiate cross-licenses
with GE, AT&T and Westinghouse and if
successful to refuse to extend its RCA package license.
In December 1945, Philco said, it reached

an agreement with GE. However, GE refused to execute the agreement, refusing to
give any reason, according to Philco.
In 1946 Philco negotiated with RCA,
seeking a license for a group of patents
owned by RCA and omitting those patents
owned by other manufacturers who were included in the RCA pool. RCA refused to
negotiate on this basis. Philco had no choice,
therefore, but to accede to RCA's insistence
that Philco take a complete package license,
Philco said. This was necessary, Philco declared, because it was engaged in a financing
program to convert from war work to peacetime manufacturing. This RCA agreement
was to Dec. 31, 1954. RCA in turn took a
set license from Philco for Philco patents
paying $375,000 annually.
Philco added that shortly after Philco
extended its RCA license in 1946, GE
executed a separate cross-license agreement
with Philco, similar, it said, to that which
it refused to execute in 1945. Thereafter
AT&T and Westinghouse also agreed to
similar cross-licensing agreements.
In executing a tube license with RCA,
Philco argued that its patents were worth a
cross-licensing provision with RCA. This
value was arbitrated, with the late Justice
Owen J. Roberts acting as arbitrator, and
the value was fixed at $400,000 annually.
In 1954, when the Philco license with
RCA was due to expire, RCA offered to
extend this for a five year period, Philco
said. It declared it asked for a license using
RCA patents alone — since it already had
arrangements with GE and Westinghouse
and was negotiating with AT&T and others
—but RCA refused.
In November 1954, Philco claimed, RCA
— for the first time — offered to grant a
January 21, 1957 • Page 57
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MANUFACTURING
license under RCA patents alone, or other
selected patents — provided Philco would
agree to continue to pay the full package
royalty rate for the entire pool. Philco said
it refused this. Philco also averred that RCA
alternatively offered to license Philco under
its color tv set patents if Philco accepted a
license and paid royalties on all RCA patents
relating to black-and-white tv sets. Philco
also refused this, it said.
Tv, Radio

Production

Drops Off in 1956
PRODUCTION of tv and radio receivers
in the first 11 months of 1956 fell off slightly from 1955 figures, according to RadioElectronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn. Tv output totaled 6,760,045 sets in the 11 -month period
compared to 7,151,895 in the same 1955
months. Radio output totaled 12,266,597
sets in 11 months of 1956 compared to 12,834,102 the year before. The radio decline
was due to a drop in production of auto sets.
November tv output was 679,993 sets
compared to 820,781 in October and 631,654 in November 1955. November radio
output totaled 1,381,831 compared to 1,348,864 in October and 1,580,797 in November 1955.
Production of tv sets with uhf tuning facilities totaled 116,183 units in November
compared to 131,243 in October.
RETMA reported 10,191,545 tv picture
tubes produced in 11 months of 1956 compared to 9,992,769 in the same 1955 months.
Sales of radio sets at retail stores in November totaled 689,409 units compared to
585,666 in October and 865,602 in November 1955 (auto sets not included). Sales
of radios at retail in the first 11 months of
1956 totaled 6,680,127 compared to 5,532,583 in the 1955 period.
Retail sales of tv sets in November totaled 560,391 units compared to 683,573
in October and 591,366 in November 1955.
Eleven-month tv set sales totaled 5,847,590
units compared to 6,487,617 in the same
1955 period.
Following are radio and tv set production
figures for November and the first 11
months of 1956:
Tv
Auto. Radio Total Radio
Jan. 1956
558,347
1,078,624
519,648
Feb.
437,61 1
576,282
1 ,093,506
March (5 weeks)
478,272
1,360,113
680,003
992,982
299,253
549,632
April
May
467,913
282,61 1
1,060,165
296,256
June (5 weeks)
553,025
1,073,775
July
198,565
336,931
566,697
990,845
Aug.
612,927
198,087
349,790
Sept. (5 weeks)
894,211
1,319,189
Oct.
820,781
547,818
1,348,864
Nov.
609,139
679,993
1,381,831
TOTAL
12,266,597
6,760,045
4,217,050

Levey Buys More Skiatron Stock
ARTHUR LEVEY, president of Skiatron
Electronics & Television Corp., has purchased an additional 10,000 shares of common stock in the company, giving him a
total of 451,581 shares. Skiatron developed
and owns Subscriber- Vision, a system of
toll tv. Shares outstanding, including Mr.
Levey's holdings, are approximately 1.2
million. Skiatron, traded on the American
Stock Exchange, reached a 1956 high of
$5.75, with a low of $2.75.
Telecasting
Broadcasting

The Great Man '$ voice,
like a silken scarf. . .
wound round the lives of
millions of his listeners . . . and made
them captives of his charm.
Charm that could sell them
anything . . . cigarettes, toothpaste,
hair tonic, soap .. .anything as
long as it was "his" brand.
They loved his simple wisdom,
his homely wit, his humble
philosophy. But they didn't know him.
Or was there something else
behind that warm smile?
Ask his wife . . . his sometime girl
.friends. Talk to his press agent.
His band leader. His business
manager. Look for the people who
knew him . . . little and big.
Of all, only one man had the
courage to sift through his deeds . . .
good or evil... to piece together
the twisted threads of his
tangled life. . . to show him
as he really was . . .

Universal-International presents
JOSE
FERRER

THE
GREAT
MAN
From the best-selling novel by Al Morgan
CO-STARRING
DEAN JAGGER • KEENAN WYNN • JULIE LONDON • JOANNE GILBERT
and ED WYNN with JIM BACKUS • RUSS MORGAN • ROBERT FOULK
NOW PLAYING AT THE SUTTON

THEATRE

NEW YORK CITY
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BURNS

TO

BECOME

RCA

PRESIDENT

• Folsom shifts to executive committee chairmanship
• Top echelon changes become
JOHN L. BURNS, 48, a senior partner of
the management consultant firm of Booz,
Allen & Hamilton, was named president of
RCA last week in an unheralded move in
which Frank M. Folsom, president since
1949, becomes chairman of the executive
committee.
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, board chairman, said in announcing the changes that
they stemmed from Mr. Folsom's expressed
wish to retire from active service two years
from now.
"This action was taken at the request of
Mr. Folsom, who informed me of his intention of retiring from active service upon
reaching retirement age in two years," Gen.
Sarnoff asserted. "He asked that his successor as president be selected at this time
to permit an orderly transition in management."
Gen. Sarnoff continues as chairman of the
board and chief executive officer of RCA.
He himself reached the normal retirement
age of 65 last Feb. 27, but the board signed
him to a new 10-year contract continuing
his services to March 1, 1966, at his then
current salary of $200,000 a year [B«T,
March 12, 1956].
The changes become effective March 1.
Mr. Folsom will serve as a consultant for
five years after his retirement from active
duty in 1959.

effective March 1

objectives, policies and programs during the
period ahead which we believe will be the
greatest in the history of the electronics industry.
"Mr. Burns is no newcomer to RCA, for
he has been intimately associated with our
activities for the past 10 years. He has
worked closely with us in our periodic reviews of the company's objectives, policies,
organization planning and our business programs and operations. All our executives are
enthusiastic about working with him.
"We are doubly fortunate in that Mr.
Folsom has agreed to continue with RCA
in a counseling capacity for five years after
his retirement from active duty in 1959."
Mr. Burns, whose election to the presi-

Salary Not Given
Mr. Burns' salary as RCA president was
not disclosed. Proxy statements preceding
last year's annual meeting of stockholders
showed Mr. Folsom to be the second highest
salaried officer in the company, with $165,000 salary in 1955 plus $32,991 incentive
award paid in 1955 and $132,009 to be paid
Over the ensuing four years "if earned out."
Gen. Sarnoff, RCA's highest salaried officer, does not participate in the incentive
plan.
"The election of Mr. Folsom as chairman
of the executive committee and the assumption by Mr. Burns, as president, of the key
operating responsibility will enable our organization tokeep pace with the changing
demands and great opportunities of the rapidly said.
expanding electronics industry," Gen.
Sarnoff
"In the past 10 years RCA's business has
grown from an annual volume of $236 million to $1 billion and $125 million. This
growth has increased the complexity of the
company's activities. Our rate of growth is
such that each of our executives is carrying
many times his responsibilities of even five
years ago and the requirements continue to
increase.
"Mr. Burns' years of experience in solving the organization and related problems
that accompany business growth will prove
invaluable as RCA continues to advance.
Working with Mr. Burns, Mr. Folsom and
1 will concentrate on the company's major
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A brand new top command: (L to r) Mr.
Folsom, Mr. Burns, Gen. Sarnoff
dency and also a seat on the board of directors came at a board meeting last Tuesday,
has been vice chairman of the executive
committee as well as a partner of Booz,
Allen & Hamilton since joining that firm
in 1941.
BA&H has been closely associated with
RCA and NBC for several years. It was
on the basis of a BA&H study that Joseph
H. McConnell, then executive vice president of RCA, was named president of NBC
in a reorganization of the network in 1949.
A BA&H study also preceded last fall's reorganization when four new NBC executive vice presidencies were created under
President Robert W. Sarnoff, coincident
with the departure of Sylvester L. (Pat)
Weaver as board chairman.
Mr. Burns received a degree in electrical
engineering from Northeastern U. in Boston in 1930 and, after studies specializing
in metallurgy, received his master of science
degree from Harvard in 1931 and his doctor
of science degree in 1934. During his student days he was employed by Western
Electric Co. from 1927 to 1930 and by
Dewey & Almy Chemical Co. from 1930
to 1932. In 1931-33, as assistant Prof.
Sauveur at Harvard, he was in charge of
the operation of metallurgical laboratories

at the university and also was in charge of
teaching all metallurgical courses.
In 1934 he was assistant professor of
metallurgy at Lehigh U. Then he joined
Republic Steel Corp. as a laborer. During
his seven years there he rose through the
ranks to the post of director of metallurgical
laboratories. His positions included director of quality control, director of process
engineering, superintendent of large ingot
manufacture, manager of Grand Crossing
Works, and superintendent of the wire
division.
During his 15 years at BA&H, he and the
firm have made studies and implemented
programs in approximately one-third of the
hundred largest manufacturing and mercantile corporations in the U. S., covering
some 350 of the 500 different lines of business in the country, with practically every
department of the Executive Branch of the
federal government and with a number of
foreign governments and public institutions.
Among other public service posts, he is a
member of the board and executive committee of Boys' Clubs of America, member of
the board and executive committee of American Heritage Foundation, director of the
Common Cold Foundation, a member of
the board of visitors for the Air University,
USAF, and president of the Greenwich
(Conn.) Community Chest and Council. He
formerly was chairman of the New York
County Citizens' Committee for the Hoover
Report, trustee of the Greenwich Country
Day School, on the advisory board of the
U. of Chicago, member of the board and
executive committee of the Crusade for
Freedom, and member of the board and
vice president of the Assn. of Consulting
Management Engineers.
Native of Massachusetts
Mr. Burns was born in Watertown, Mass.,
Nov. 16. 1908. He was married in 1937 to
Beryl Spinney, and has two children, John
Spinney, 13, and Lara Lacey, 9. He makes
his home in Greenwich.
"During the past 10 years of fine personal
association with Gen. Sarnoff and Mr. Folsom and their executive staff," Mr. Burnssaid in a statement on his election, "I have
acquired great admiration for the RCA team,,
what it does and what it stands for.
"As I considered the future, I was deeply
impressed with the opportunity for public
service offered by this job. The potentialities
of RCA are so great and varied that, like a
small boy in a pantry full of cookie jars, I
find the appeal and challenge of my new assignment irresistible."
Mr. Folsom, a recognized leader in merfield, said: chandising with 40 years' experience in that
"I am pleased with the action taken by the
board of directors. I have known and
worked with Mr. Burns ever since I first
retained the services of his organization for
RCA. He is ideally qualified to coordinate
and tive
direct
team. the efforts of our splendid execu-

"Under the new setup, in addition to my
work with Gen. Sarnoff and Mr. Burns on
Broadcasting
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In every TV audience survey made in Shreveport, KSLA-TV

has come

out on top . . . and in the latest* we did it again. All TEN

of

the top ten shows ... 19 of the top 20 are on KSLA-TV.
Our share of the weekly audience is 60% mornings,
63% afternoons, and 64% nighttime.

Many

factors enter into it: Local loyalty to the channel

that came on first . . . established personalities with appeal-plus . . .
BASIC

CBS programming . . . facilities to deliver a clean, clear picture.
Your Raymer man has the complete, convincing story.

in

Shreveport,

PAUL H. RAYMER CO., INC.
National Representatives
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the company's major policies and programs,
I shall now be able to give increased attention to merchandising activities which are
fundamental to our future growth."
Mr. Folsom joined RCA in 1944 after
World War 2 service as chief of the Procurement branch of the Navy Dept. He
served first as a director and vice president
in charge of the RCA Victor Div., became
■executive vice president in charge of the
division on June 1, 1945, and was elected
president of RCA Dec. 3, 1948.
Litton Industries Licensed
To Use Chromatic Facilities
A LICENSE AGREEMENT permitting Litton Industries to acquire the Emeryville,
Calif., experimental and development facilities of Chromatic Labs, was announced
jointly last week by Litton President Charles
B. Thorton, and Barney Balaban, president
of Paramount Pictures Corp.
Chromatic is a Paramount subsidiary that
has been developing the single-gun Lawrence color tv tube. Litton is in the research
and production of advanced electronics
•equipment, operating plants and laboratories
in California, New York, Maryland and Indiana.
The Emeryville operation now will devote
its facilities to apply the tube to military
and industrial uses, according to Mr. Thorton, who noted also that his company and
Chromatic had been collaborating in this
area for some time. Drs. Ernest O. Lawrence, Nobel Prize winner (who invented
the tube), Edward McMillan, prominent
physicist and also a Nobel Prize winner, and
Luis Alvarez (inventor of Ground Control
Approach) will act as consultants to Litton.
A chief development with the tube will be
its use in air traffic control via radar.
Paramount and Allen B. DuMont labs
have an agreement which looks to eventual
mass production of the Lawrence tube for
the home tv set field. Chromatic in New
York, in the meantime, will continue to
work on a simplified circuitry along with
additional classified military work for the
Air Force and other areas.
Sylvania Electric Sets New
Company Sales Record In '56
LAST year's sales of Sylvania Electric
Products Inc. topped those of 1955 and set
a new record for the company, Don G.
Mitchell, chairman and president of Sylvania, announced last week in a business report reviewing accomplishments and charting future trends.
Complete sales figures for 1956 are not
yet available but the total has passed the
previous record of about $307 million in
1955, Mr. Mitchell said. However, on the
basis of present information, last year's
stock earnings will not equal those of 1955,
listed as $4.29 per common share, he noted.
Since 1946 when a total of less than $70
million in sales was announced by Sylvania,
the company's sales growth has jumped
"close to 450%" during the past decade,
Mr. Mitchell added.
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Patten Leaves DuMont;
Three Get Promotions
THE RETIREMENT of Rear Adm. Stanley
F. Patten (USN Ret.) as vice president and
treasurer of Allen B. DuMont Labs highlighted aseries of staff changes announced
by that firm last week. Adm. Patten plans
to make his home in California after 10
years with DuMont and 30 years of Navy
service.
In other realignments at DuMont, J. Cal
Affleck has resigned as advertising and sales
promotion manager of the receiver division
and Morris Spector will retire as manufacturing manager of the receiver division on Feb.
1 because of ill health. No replacements
have been named to date for Adm. Patten
Mr. Affleck or Mr. Spector.
Three
promotions
in DuMont's
government division
were announced
by Thomas
T. Goldsmith Jr., vice president and general
manager, government and research. J. Nelson Lord Jr. has been appointed manager
of the new government relations department from his post of assistant sales manager of the division. Richard A. Horton has
been advanced from the posts of assistant
sales manager and coordinator to general
sales manager, reporting to Mr. Lord. Paul
F. Brown, former technical assistant to the
manufacturing manager, has been advanced
to government contract administration manager. An addition to the division is Paul S.
Dove, former electronics specialist for the

THEY'RE STIRRING

Navy and Air Force, who has been appointed
manager of DuMont's Washington office.
Seymourproducts
A. Reider
has asjoined
technical
division
a salesDuMont's
engineer
in the North Jersey area. For seven years,
Mr. Reider had been a technician with Federal Telecommunications Labs., Nutley,
N. J.
New Glass Color Tv Tube
To Be Produced by RCA
RCA HAS ANNOUNCED that it will produce an all-glass round color tv picture tube
in midyear and introduce it nationally. This
is departure from its policy of adhering to
metal envelope color picture tubes, though
officials have stated in past that once all-glass
bulb color picture tube production was practical, RCA would enter field.
RCA's decision is revealed by D. Y.
Smith, vice president and general manager
of RCA tube div., who notes new all-glass
bulb and new technique of glass sealing were
developed by glass manufacturers working
with RCA's engineering group at Lancaster,
Pa., tube plant. Price and performance will
be comparable to present metal envelope
color picture tubes, according to Mr. Smith.
Among problems solved in development
was major one of assembly of glass envelope's two sections — sealing of two halves
accomplished with unique glass flux that
first melts at relatively low temperature but
when cooled becomes as much part of bulb
as original glass.

UP INTEREST

LAST OCTOBER a team of three radio
and television employes climbed into a
truck in New York to begin a year-long
project that would criss-cross the country
on visits to 40 cities for the primary purpose of stimulating interest in color tv
receivers [B«T, Sept. 24, 1956].
Three and a half months later, the socalled color television caravan was back
in New York for a four-day stop at
Stern's department store. The trio could
not point to an upsurge in color set sales
in the nine cities already visited, but
contended they found "intense interest"
in color everywhere they went and believed they had accomplished an educational job that will result in sales over
the next few years.
The caravan was conceived by Allied
Stores Corp. as a promotional effort for
its own department stores and for the
textile fibers department of E. I. duPont
de Nemours & Co., as well as for RCA
color sets. In each of the 40 cities to be
visited by next fall, the caravan presents
four one-hour, closed-circuit colorcasts in
department stores (15 of the stores are
non-Allied), showing various RCA products and apparel and home furnishings of
many types made from duPont textile
fibers. The closed-circuit color programs
are received on RCA color monitors

IN COLOR

TV

placed at a dozen or more locations
throughout the store.
The color caravan is under the supervision of Samuel H. Cuff, director of
radio and television advertising for Allied
Stores. The trio which has been on tour
consists of Bernard Brink, chief engineer
and unit manager; Fred Preisler, cameraman and color consultant, and Lou
Alexis, m.c. Both Mr. Brink and Mr.
Preisler are on loan to the caravan from
KMBC-TV Kansas City where they serve
on the engineering staff, and Mr. Alexis
is an m.c. who has appeared on radio,
television and in night clubs.
Mr. Cuff estimated that more than
200,000 persons had viewed the color
programs in the nine stores visited before
the New York stop-over. He said set
sales in the stores were up "only slightly"
but pointed out that the main objective of
the color set promotion was to excite interest and "get people to talk about color."
The overall cost of the caravan is about
$750,000, the budget shared equally by
RCA, Allied Stores and duPont. Mr. Cuff
recalled that Allied and RCA had conducted asimilar caravan for black-andwhite sets in 1947 and acknowldeged that
the color project is perhaps a more formidable challenge.
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Ampex status survey shows only 5% use full system
Stations report variety of programming keyed by tape

THERE ARE, surprising as it may seem,
many broadcasters who buck at the idea
of using automation in their programming.
Many of their remarks are cogent — like "we
strive to build personalities and spontaneity
on our station and automation is no substitute for a live performer."
But the most realistic was from the
broadcaster who bluntly stated: "We're already down to our irreducible minimum —
one man!"
Automation, the use of machines to do
the work of men, has made great strides
in broadcast operations techniques, but the
interesting thing is that so few stations are
utilizing these machines to improve program
structure, overcome manpower problems,
run a more efficient operation.
In fact, according to a survey done by
Ampex Corp., only 5% of the country's
broadcast stations are using complete automatic programming systems. But many more
are utilizing the techniques in part.
Automation came to the fore two years
ago at the NARTB's Washington convention when a host of apparatus was shown
to broadcasters — ranging from Ampex' 18hour tape recording unit to Vandivere Labs'
Automatic Programming Sequencer. Since
then the use of machines to free manpower
for other work — or to compress an 18hour program schedule into a normal 8-hour
working day — has become standard practice to some degree.
Ampex, the big bear of the automation
field (for actually automation means the
use of sub-audible tones on tapes to start
and stop other machines), recently sent
out a questionnaire to 2,735 stations. Almost 800 stations answered and these are
some of the results:
• The average broadcaster has three or
more tape recorders — with the average three
years old. One broadcaster reported a tape
recorder 11 years old!
• Sixty-five per cent of the stations use
tapes for delayed remote programs — storing
the program from one to three hours during
a week. Seven out of 10 stations use
tapes to hold local programs from one to
10 hours weekly and 47% use tapes for
delayed network shows. Almost nine out of
10 stations use tape recordings for spot announcements— with an indication that 40%
of all spots are recorded.
KMAK Fresno, Calif., maintains a policy
that all spots are tape-recorded, even if they
are furnished to the station on records. The
spots are individually wound on small reels,
numbered and titled for easy identification,
and are filed in a set of rotatable shelves
located adjacent to tape transports. The
operator merely loads the spots on the tape
transports and intersperses them between
the records in accordance with the schedule.
The advantages to the station are that
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each spot is perfect before it is aired, maximum utilization can be made of the best
announcers on the staff, and the man on
duty need not be a qualified announcer.
• Only 5% of the stations are using automatic programming systems — that would be
about 150 stations. However, those using
this operating advance are using it for anyTHESE ARE

ON

where from 28 to 50 hours a week. Users
are enthusiastic about this method of pushbutton operation.
A simpler automatic control system has
been the object of a great deal of interest.
This type of system is used to stop a tape
recorder at the end of program selection so
that a voice announcement can be made or
a more recent disc played. The announcer
then pushes a button and the program picks
up at the next selection.
One station, it is reported, has a library
of 5,000 discs dubbed onto 300 10.5-in.
reels of tape (about 24 popular records to
each reel). Two men worked full time for
three months to complete the dubbing operTHE MARKET

THESE are three of the automation devices on the market. All utilize tapes to trigger
other tapes or machines. Top right: Gates; top left: Vandivere Labs; bottom: Ampex.
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of this is as evident as the economy of the Package.
If you own a 300 J, 550A or 2 IE, and the F.C.C. grants you
a power increase, contact your nearest Collins representative for
complete information on Collins new Power Increase Package.
You can sign-off and sign-on the next day with increased power.
This service is a clue to broadcasters who need a new
transmitter. It's typical of the advanced design, the
quality engineering in all Collins Broadcast Equipment.
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ation. Each selection is separated from the
next selection by a tone.
KSON San Diego (250 w on 1240 kc)
utilizes two composite automatic programming systems — one for am and the other
for fm. Live announcements are aired only
from 6 a.m. to 4 p.m. each day. Automatic
operation is used from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. with
spots from tape and records from a record
changer, but live time signals and record
title announcements are injected by a combination operator on duty. From 6 p.m. to
midnight, all programs are from automations. The operations manager said recently:
"Without automation we couldn't provide
this service. We presently have a staff of
20 persons. It would require 30 or more
to provide as much programming and news
coverage without automation and this would
not be economically feasible."
WJET Erie, Pa. (250 w on 1400 kc),
has operated an automatic programming
system since December 1955. The program
starts at 6:30 p.m. and continues until 2
a.m., with only an operator on duty. On
Sunday evenings, the entire program schedule is broadcast automatically. Myron Jones,
general manager of WJET, reported that
among the advantages of this system is the
ability to use parttime personnel who are
Ampex Videotape Recorder
May Be Ready in November
THE AMPEX Videotape recorder has been
improved and the company estimates delivery date to purchasers of the recorder as
November 1957. Prototypes of the model
have been in use for several months by CBSTV and NBC-TV.
Phillip L. Gundy, vice president and manager of the audio division, pointed out the
"long play" recording device will have adequate cueing facilities, convenient switching
devices, ready synchronization with other
studio apparatus, tape interchangeability
among recorders, ease in making duplicate
copies of taped programs, and easy tape
editing.
Mr. Gundy said improvements were based
on reports from CBS and NBC from their
daily network use.
The possibility of a color recorder as a
future development is "at least 18 months
away," he said.
DuMont Splits Market Functions
A MOVE to decentralize marketing of home
electronics equipment manufactured by Allen B. DuMont Labs has been made in the
establishment of three regional headquarters.
DuMont marketing problems now will be
conducted through DuMont Pacific (headquarters at 11800 W. Olympic Blvd., Los
Angeles), covering 11 western states, Hawaii
and Alaska; DuMont Central (headquarters
at Merchandise Mart, Chicago), covering
16 midwest and southern states, and DuMont Eastern (headquarters at East Paterson, N. J.), covering Atlantic border
states. No change is contemplated for the
DuMont distributor organization or the factory branch duties of DuMont Illinois, DuMont New York and DuMont Florida.
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not available at the time the program is
broadcast.
A 50-kw major market station is using
an automatic system from 1 a.m. to 6:30
a.m. on weekdays and from 1 a.m. to 9 a.m
on Sundays. Music for programs from 1
a.m. to 4 a.m. is provided by 45 rpm records played on a record changer, with
voice announcements automatically interspersed from a tape machine operating in
conjunction with the control unit of the
automatic programming system. After 4
a.m. both the program and the announcements are from tape. Since the automatic
program control equipment is at the transmitter, no studio staff is required for the
all night operation.
What do all these facts add up to? R. A.
Isberg, Palo Alto, Calif., consulting engineer,
summed up the results of the Ampex survey
in these words:
"Broadcasting, like most other successful
industrial activities, is undergoing a gradual
evolution which is resulting in greater productivity per man hour as well as improved
working hours for program personnel. In
most stations which are using automation
the program service has been expanded without reducing the number of personnel employed. Some stations have found that their
MANUFACTURING
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E. Z. Walters, supervising vice president of
Beverly Hills, Calif., operations of Altec
Lansing Corp. (high-fidelity speakers and
components) and comptroller of parent firm,
Altec Companies Inc., L. A., elected financial vice president of latter firm.
Martin Richmond, staff assistant to vice
president in charge of manufacturing-engineering, Emerson Corp., Jersey City, N. J.,
named production manager of radio-tv
division.
John Jipp, marketing manager, Ampex
Corp., Redwood City, Calif., named manager
of firm's instrumentation division, succeeding
Robert Sackman, elected vice president and
appointed general manager [B»T, Jan. 14].
William H. Graham, general manager, Magnavox Co. of Tenn., named vice president of
that company and Jefferson City Cabinet
Corp., both are wholly-owned subsidiaries
of Magnavox Co.
Donald M. Christie, government manufacturing manager, Allen B. DuMont Labs, appointed assistant manager of company's government division. He is succeeded by
Raymond J. Bell while Alan R. Howell, a
process engineer for company, assumes Mr.
Bell's ment
former
of manager of governmethods post
section.
Thomas P. Ryan,
ager in Chicago,
Sylvania Electric
of
Sylvania's
in that
city. new

central regional sales manradio and television div.,
Products Inc., named head
factory distributing branch

J. Richard Krapfel, Chicago district sales
manager, parts division, Sylvania Electric
Products, transferred to Warren, Pa., as

increased program service has created additional employment, particularly in sales and
public service activities.
"Imagination and ingenuity are required
to adapt automation to an existing broadcast
operation. Some stations may have to revise
their program structure in order to utilize it
effectively; for example, it is not easily
adaptable to a disc jockey program involving
telephone calls from the audience. However,
given a little thought, most disc jockey programs can be just as well done on an automatic basis (only announcements are recorded) or as a delayed tape recorded pro"Automation is a challenge to the broadcast engineer since it offers him an opgram.
portunity to improve his station's facilities
and at the same time to simplify the scheduling of personnel. If a system has been well
planned and installed, the public will not be
aware of its existence. Obviously no system
should be placed in regular operation until
the staff is familiar with its use and it is
known that the system conforms with broadcast standards of performance.
"The end result will be a better service to
the station's audience and an increased dollar profit to the station."
product sales manager of electric components.
Randolph M. Duncan, finance manager,
General Electric's receiving tube operations,
Owensboro, Ky., named manager of plant.
Dr. Christopher E. Barthel Jr., assistant
director of Armour Research Foundation,
Illinois Institute of Technology, elected president of 1957 National Electronics Conference, to be held in Chicago Oct. 7-9.
MANUFACTURING
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RCA, Camden, N. J., announces new tv
transmitting equipment catalog with complete details and specifications for vhf and
uhf tv transmitters. Covers powers ranging
from 100 w to 100 kw, input and monitoring equipment, transmitting consoles, filters,
crystals and accessories.
Elgin National Watch Co., electronics division, is closing its American Microphone
plant at Pasadena, Calif., effective March 2,
and will move equipment and key personnel
to Elgin, 111., for resumption of production.
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., Parts Div.,
has opened sales office in Detroit at 7800
Intervale Ave. Charles W. Morrison is divisional sales representative in new office.
Magnecord Inc. (Div. of Midwestern Instruments Inc., Tulsa) announces new catalog on
its professional magnetic tape recorder line.
Booklet contains 15 pages of specifications
of equipment and information on models,
plus photographs of tape recorders. Brochure
may be obtained by writing to Magnecord
factory at 1101 S. Kilbourn Ave., Chicago
24, 111.
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FILM

THE

IN

10

10

TOP

MAJOR
AS RATED

NEW
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
8.
10.

Highway Patrol (Ziv)
Science Fiction Theatre (Ziv)
Death Valley Days (McC-E)
Sheena of the Jungle (ABC Film)
Looney Tunes (Guild)
Guy Lombardo (MCA-TV)
Abbott & Costello (MCA-TV)
Celebrity Playhouse (Screen Gems)
Fairbanks Presents (ABC Film)
The Goldbergs (Guild)

i.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

IN DECEMBER

Secret Journal (MCA-TV)
Science Fiction Theatre (Ziv)
I Led 3 Lives (Ziv)
Highway Patrol (Ziv)
City Detective (MCA-TV)
San Francisco Beat (CBS Film)
Great Gildersleeve (NBC Film)
Wild Bill Hickok (Flamingo)
Susie (TPA)
Cisco Kid (Ziv)

Mon. 7:00
7:00 WRCA-TV
Fri.
WRCA-TV
Wed.
7:00 WRCA-TV
6:30 WPIX
Sat.
M-S
Thurs. 6:30 WABD
7:00 WRCA-TV
Sat.
7:00 WPIX
Tues. 7:00
Mon. 10:30 WRCA-TV
WRCA-TV
Thurs. 7:30 WABD

15.8
13.4
13.1
12.0
10.5
9.7
8.3
7.9
7.9
7.4

Sun.
Sat.
Wed.
Mon.
Mon.
Thurs.
Tues.
Fri.
Sat.
Tues.

9:30
9:30
9:30
9:30
9:30
10:30
9:30
7:00
5:30
10:30

KSTP-TV
WCCO-TV
KSTP-TV
WTCN-TV
KSTP-TV
KSTP-TV
KSTP-TV
KSTP-TV
WCCO-TV
KSTP-TV

ANGELES

SEATTLET AGO MA
20.3
19.3
17.7
16.6
16.3
16.2
15.1
13.5
13.5
11.6

SEVEN-STATION MARKET

Sat.
Sat.
Tues.
Thurs.
Fri.
Tues.
Mon.
Tues.
Sat.
Sun.

10:00
10:30
9:30
9:00
9:30
9:00
9:30
6:00
9:30
5:00

WNBQ
WNBQ
WGN-TV
WGN-TV
WGN-TV
WGN-TV
WNBQ
WGN-TV
WBKB
WBKB

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

CLEVELAND

7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
11:00
7:30
7:30
6:30
7:00
6:00

THREE-STATION
Tues. 10:30
Highway Patrol (Ziv)
Sun.
7:00
Range Rider (CBS Film)
6:30
Sat.
Annie Oakley (CBS Film)
Wed.
7:00
Crunch & Des (NBC Film)
Thurs. 7:00
Soldiers of Fortune (MCA-TV)
6:00
Sheena of the Jungle (ABC Film)
M-F
7:00
Sat.
Racket Squad (ABC Film)
Sun. 10:30
Sheriff of Cochise (NTA)
Tues. 7:00
Science Fiction Theatre (Ziv)
10:30
Sat.
Frontier (NBC Film)

• Telecasting

WSB-TV
WSB-TV
WAGA-TV
WAGA-TV
WSB-TV
WSB-TV
WAGA-TV
WLWA
WAGA-TV
WLWA

WJW-TV
KYW-TV
KYW-TV
KYW-TV
KYW-TV
KYW-TV
KYW-TV
WJW-TV

14.6
14.1
13.1
13.8
12.9

Thurs.
00
Thurs. 7 00
7 00
30 KOMO-TV
KING-TV
Sat.
Mon. 7
7 00 KING-TV
KING-TV
Fri.
6 00 KING-TV
6.
00
Sun.
KING-TV
Wed.
6
KING-TV
Tues.
Thurs. 6 00 KING-TV
6 00 KING-TV
Thurs. 9 00 KOMO-TV

38.7
34.0
30.5
28.7
28.5
21.7
26.2
22.0
19.7
20.5

FOUR-STATION MARKET
28.8
21.2
16.5
15.2
14.4
13.5
12.7
12.1
12.4
11.9

Patrol (Ziv)
. 61 Highway
2 Brave Eagle (CBS Film)
2
2
5
"O"—
vvu -v_» (TPA)
V111J J
Ramar
of theVuviJungle
7 Buffalo Bill Jr. (CBS Film)
8 Annie Oakley (CBS Film)
8 Soldiers of Fortune (MCA-TV)
10 Wild Bill Hickok (Flamingo)

29.2
28.1
24.0
22.5
21.2
20.9
20.7
19.8
19.1
18.8

Tues. 10:30
9:30 WBNS-TV
Sun.
Thurs.
Tues.
7:30 WBNS-TV
7:00 WBNS-TV
6:30
Wed.
WTVN-TV
Fri.
6:00 WBNS-TV
Wed.
WBNS-TV
Mon. 9:30
6:30 WBNS-TV
6:00
Fri.
WBNS-TV
Wed.
7:00 WTVN-TV
WTVN-TV
BOSTON

29.9
27.0
22.4
21.3
21.0
18.8
18.4
18.4
17.1
14.1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
7
9
10
10

Sat.
7:00
Fri.
WTOP-TV
Tues. 6:00 WMAL-TV
10:30
Tues. 7:00 WTOP-TV
6:00 WRC-TV
Wed.
7:00 WMAL-TV
Wed.
Thurs.
6:00 WTOP-TV
Fri.
7:00 WMAL-TV
Mon. 7:00 WTOP-TV
Thurs.
WTOP-TV
7:00 WRC-TV

17.3
14.4
14.4
14.2
14.4
13.0
12.9
12.7
12.7
10.9

THREE-STATION MARKET

1
2
3
4
5
6
6
8
9
10

MARKET
WJW-TV
WEWS

18.4
16.8
16.1
15.1
15.1

FOUR-STATION MARKET

Highway Patrol (Ziv)
Life of Riley (NBC Film)
Search for Adventure (Bagnall)
Sheriff of Cochise (NTA)
Annie Oakley (CBS Film)
Badge 714 (NBC Film)
Western Marshall (NBC Film)
Superman (Flamingo)
Wild Bill Hickok (Flamingo)
Crunch & Des (NBC Film)

COLUMBUS
Mon.
Wed.
Thurs.
Tues.
Sat.
Mon.
Fri.
Mon.
Fri.
Mon.

Thurs. 7 00
KTTV
Mon. 8 30 KCOP
7 00
Sat.
30 KRCA-TV
Mon. 9 00 KTTV
8 00 KTTV
Mon.
KTTV
Sat.
7
Thurs.
6 00 KABC-TV
Thurs. 6 30 KNXT
Fri.
7 00 KNXT
Wed.
6 30 KABC-TV

1. Search for Adventure (Bagnall)
4.
2. Life of Riley (NBC Film)
3. Death Valley Days (McC-E)
Highway Patrol (Ziv)
4. Science Fiction Theatre (Ziv)
6. Badge 714 (NBC Film)
7. Annie Oakley (CBS Film)
8. Brave Eagle (CBS Film)
9. Life With Father (CBS Film)
Wild Bill Hickok (Flamingo)
10.

THREE-STATION MARKET

Badge 714 (NBC Film)
Superman (Flamingo)
Amos 'n' Andy (CBS Film)
Science Fiction Theatre (Ziv)
City Detective (MCA-TV)
Susie (TPA)
Highway Patrol (Ziv)
Jungle Jim (Screen Gems)
Waterfront (MCA-TV)
Annie Oakley (CBS Film)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
7.
9.
10.
Broadcasting

LOS

FOUR-STATION MARKET

ATLANTA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

MARKETS

FOUR-STATION MARKET

Celebrity Playhouse (Screen Gems)
Sheriff of Cochise (NTA)
Studio 57 (MCA-TV)
Search for Adventure (Bagnall)
Stage 7 (TPA)
Highway Patrol (Ziv)
I Led 3 Lives (Ziv)
Secret Journal (MCA-TV)
Wild Bill Hickok (Flamingo)
Badge 714 (NBC Film)

CHICAGO

FILMS

SEVEN-STATION MARKET

YORK

MINNEAPOUSST. PAUL
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
8.
10.

BY ARB

FROM the monthly audience surveys of American
Research Bureau, B*T each month lists the 10 top
rated syndicated film programs in 10 major markets,
selected to represent all parts of the country with
various degrees of competition. Despite all precautions, occasional errors will occur in these tables, due
to use of the same program name for both a syndicated and a network series and the practice of some
stations of substituting local titles (such as [advertiser]
Theatre) for real program names.

TWO-STATION

Waterfront (MCA-TV)
Frontier (NBC Film)
Man Behind the Badge (MCA-TV)
Count of Monte Cristo (TPA)
Annie Oakley (CBS Film)
I Led 3 Lives (Ziv)
Three Musketeers (ABC Film)

33.8
23.4
25.8
22.7
23.0
22.0
22.0
21.2
17.9
17.1

MARKET

25.9
7:00
WNAC-TV 23.2
10:30 WNAC-TV
22.8
8:30 WNAC-TV 21.1
20.4
6:30 WNAC-TV
5:00
Sun.
Fri.
WNAC-TV
7:00 WNAC-TV 18.7
18.2
Sun.
WBZ-TV
6:00
Sun.
WNAC-TV
18.2
Wed.
WNAC-TV 17.6
7:30
5:30
Sat.
Tues. 6:30 WNAC-TV 17.1
WNAC-TV 17.1
January 21, 1957
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Fri.
Sun.
Tues.

FILM
Syndicators

paid

circulation

The surest barometer of reader acceptance of any publication
is its paid circulation. Special
people read business and trade
journals for hard news and for
ideas — tools of their professions
or trades. They get their entertainment elsewhere (mostly
from radio and television).
A paid subscription immediately establishes a contractual
relationship between the subscriber and the publisher. The
subscriber pays his money because he needs the publication
to keep pace with developments
in his own business. He is too
busy to read those publications
which do not meet his requirements, even if they come to him
gratis. Thus, if reader interest
is not sustained, paid circulation
is promptly affected.
B»T for the July -December,
1956 audit period averaged a
paid weekly circulation of 16,959. This is the largest paid circulation in the vertical radio-tv
field. B*T in fact distributes
more paid circulation annually
than the combined annual paid
of all other vertical magazines
in this field.
B*T is a member of the Audit
Bureau of Circulations — the only
paper in our field to enjoy this
privilege. The symbol below is
your guarantee of integrity in
reporting circulation facts to
buyers of space.
There is no blue sky or unverified claims in B»T. That is
why B«T is the basic promotional medium in the radio-tv
field, with 26 years of loyal readership and paid circulation to
back it up.
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Feeling

Impact of Movies — Cole
ACKNOWLEDGMENT that the volume
of Hollywood feature film product available
to television has tended to "dry up a considerable amount" of stations' playing time
was made by John Cole, Guild Films' vice
president in charge of sales, at a national
sales conference of that company.
He asserted, however, that Guild's record
over the past six months "proves there is
no shortage of big regional sponsors for top
quality half-hour shows and that they are
willing to pay top prices for them."
Mr. Cole, speaking to more than 20
Guild sales representatives in New York
during the Jan. 12 weekend, charged that
major studio feature films have failed to
fulfill the advertiser's demand for sponsor
identification. He said that despite high
ratings accumulated by individual motion
pictures, many advertisers have begun to
complain of this lack.
Reub Kaufman, Guild President, briefed
sales representatives on the company's prospects for this year and expressed the view
that Guild, which has "grown to a $7 million concern" in four years, will experience
"its
greatest
in syndicated
He
revealed thatyear
at least
three newsales."
program
series will be produced and placed into
syndication during this year. Without elaborating, he said they would include another
series based on Jack London's stories (Guild
has produced a series titled Captain David
Grief based on the author's stories of the
South Seas), a series on New York's most
important police cases, and a dramatic anthology series with "a new concept."
TCF-TV Productions Plans
Pilots on Seven New Series
PILOT films will be made by TCF-TV Productions, Hollywood, within the next three
months for seven new half-hour television
shows.
Irving Asher, executive in charge of production for the 20th Century-Fox subsidiary,
said following conferences with officials of
National Telefilm Associates' film network
and 20th Century-Fox, that four of the seven
pilots will be made for the NTA Film Network, and the remaining three will be available to other networks and sponsors.
Three of the pilot films for NTA will be
How to Marry a Millionaire, Mother Is a
Freshman, and Anything Inc. NTA will
choose the fourth property soon from a list
submitted by TCF-TV Productions.
LeVine Heads New

Kling Unit

ALFRED LeVINE has been appointed director of the syndicated film division of
Kling Film Enterprises, Chicago, with responsibility for organizing sales agencies and
supervising distribution of Kling film packages, the company announced Monday. He
will continue to market and distribute other
properties under Sportlite Inc.

Disney Grosses $27.5 Million
AIDED by a $4,444,378 increase in income
from television, which totaled $6,996,890,
Walt Disney Productions for its fiscal year
ended Sept. 29, 1956, reached a gross of
$27,565,394. This was up from $24,638,652 in 1955, despite a drop of $2,615,341
in film rentals from 1955's all-time high of
$17,670,083, President Roy O. Disney said
Wednesday in his annual report to stockholders. Disney's consolidated net for the
year reached an all-time peak of $2,623,541,
equal to $2.01 per common share. This
compared to the 1955 net of $1,352,576,
or $1.04 a share after adjusting for the twofor-one stock split last August.
Playhouse Production Rises 275%
PLAYHOUSE PICTURES, Hollywood,
Calif., produced 232 different animated tv
commercials during 1956 for a total billing
of $575,000, according to the first yearend
tabulation released during its four years of
operation by owner Adrian D. Woolery.
Production figures in the past year were
275% higher than those of 1955.
Three Buy 'Popeye' Films
IN a transaction grossing more than $500,000, Associated Artists Productions, New
York, has sold its library of 234 Popeye
cartoons to WHBQ-TV Memphis, CKLWTV Windsor-Detroit and WLAC-TV Nashville. AAP's national sales department completed sales and also arranged for sponsorship of the cartoons on three stations by
Flav-R-Straws, also New York, of three oneminute commercials per week for 52 weeks.
Paul Kwartin, national sales manager of
AAP, negotiated sales and also arranged
for Flav-R-Straw sponsorship through Ruthrauff & Ryan, and station representatives of
WHBQ (TV), CKLW-TV and WLAC-TV.
FILM SALES
Interstate Television Corp., N. Y., last week
announced sales of Adventure Action series
to WHIO-TV Dayton, KNAC-TV Fort
Smith, Ark., and WCKT (TV) Miami and
Public Defender to KILT-TV El Paso,
KMBC-TV Kansas City, KSYD-TV Wichita
Falls, WSBA-TV York and WJAC-TV
Johnstown, both Pa.
Minot Tv Inc., N. Y., reports sales of The
Tracer, half-hour tv film series, to WSBATV York, WHP-TV Harrisburg, WARMTV Scranton, all Pa. and WTVW (TV)
Evansville, Ind.
FILM PEOPLE
Marilyn Arbetter, assistant to director of
publicity, Screen Gems, N. Y., to National
Telefilm Assoc., same city, promotion department, as copy supervisor.
Jerry Dreifuss, previously with United Feature Syndicate, New York Post and Fawcett
Publications as editor-reporter, to William
Tell Productions, N. Y., as special publicity
director.
Albert Margolies, advertising-publicity-exploitation director, Buena Vista Film Distributation Co., Walt Disney releasing subsidiary, resigned Jan. 1.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

the only advertising
medium

that can do "business

during alterations" is
THE

A

NATION'S

Startling

VOICE

Advertising

Strategy

research firm discovered that even in areas where TV is
most highly developed, two-thirds of the adult population
listen to radio on any given day. Within a week, 87.8°,, listen !
Not in just one — but in 5 separate markets, the Politz
studies show that people trust,' respect and listen most to
one great station ... by such surprising margins as 1 1 to 1
over the next station. Such facts as these were the basis for
the strategy now called The Nation's Voice.
Examples of how advertisers are making one dollar do
the work of two, by using a few great stations, are ready
for your inspection. Call the Christal office nearest you for
a demonstration of The Nation's Voice.
First on every list are these 14 Great Radio Stations covering V« of all America
WBAL - Baltimore WBEN - Buffalo WGAR - Cleveland WJR - Detroit WTIC - Hartford

Radio — and only radio — can sell your potential customer
while she is occupied with other things. Radio is her constant companion, the symbol of the new selling strategy
called The Nation's Voice.
The Nation*s Voice is the technique of concentrating
your advertising on a relatively small number of great radio
stations in the important population centers. Your sales
message is carried directly to a huge daily audience with
repeated impact and with a cost efficiency which is phenomenal.
Alfred Politz Research, Inc. collected the important facts
on which this new technique is based. This highly respected

WDAF - k ansas City

KFI - Los Angeles

WTM] — Milwaukee WHAM - Rochester
Represented Nationally by
HENRY

WHAS - Louisville
WGY66
- Schenectady WSYR - Syracuse
I. CHRISTAL

WCKR- Miami
WTAG - Worcester

CO.SAN FRANCISCO
inc.

Is

Born!

A COST COMPARISON OF 4 EXCELLENT MEDIA
If you invest $100,000 in advertising with—
THE LARGEST WEEKLY MAGAZINE — using color
pages,
your where
messageonly
will 12%
go outof just
to homes
the three
peopletimesin
America live.
THE LEADING NEWSPAPER SUPPLEMENT - your
money is not quite sufficient for 3 color pages —
delivered
America. to less than 25% of the homes in
A GOOD TELEVISION PROGRAM-your talent bill
alone, with a medium-priced half-hour, would use
all
stillyour
have money
to pay inforless
yourthantime.3 shows, and you'd
THE NATION'S VOICE-your full minute sales talk,
jingle, or dramatization can be directed 60 different times to homes where 85% of all the people
live,
and where more than 85% of all purchases
arc made.

RAB

'57

GOAL:

30%

SALES

BOOST

• Sweeney letter cites favorable radio sales climate
• Outlines RAB budget, area sales clinic presentations
A CONCENTRATED DRIVE to boost radio's overall sales by 30% in 1957 is being
launched by Radio Advertising Bureau, coincident with this week's kickoff of its 1957
series of area sales clinics.
The 30% boost, if accomplished, would
hoist radio time sales to an estimated $779
million level this year, against approximately $559 million in 1956, according to
RAB estimates. RAB has called on all its
member stations to get behind its "57-30
Plan" (in '57, a 30% increase) and has detailed its own plans in that direction and outlined areas in which the stations can help.
The past year, President Kevin Sweeney
said in a letter to members, "was a good
year for radio" but "could have been much
better. The 20% increase in national spot
and about the same increase in local billing
was far below what we could have done."
Although 1957 "has no more potential
than 1956," he continued, there is an "important difference" in the climate in which
radio willl operate this year:
"It's a climate of guarded acceptance by
a growing group of national and regional advertisers. Without much new effort on our

part, this new climate can mean a 10% increase in 1957 for you. If we exploit our
new position aggressively, the 30% increase
finance its share of the drive, Mr.
possible."
is To
Sweeney noted, RAB is starting 1957 with
an $820,000 budget. "By midyear we expect to be at an $860,000 level," he continued. "By Jan. 1, 1958, we hope to be at
$950,000. This steady growth will give us
the funds to perform RAB's part of the 57Inplan."
a rundown of RAB's own sales-boost30 ing
plans, which were sketched in part at the
Bureau's membership meeting last fall [B«T,
Nov. 5, 1956], Mr. Sweeny said the bureau
will:
• Expand its national sales organization
to 12 fulltime men, as compared to six a
year ago, and will shoot for 450 presentations a month and a 40% increase in national business;
• Concentrate its area sales clinic ammunition on problem areas in station selling;
• Increase the number of its late summer
regional
to
six; management conferences from four
• Make 1,400 personal presentations to
cities;regional and local advertisers in 26
key
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• Expand research and other work on
"basic sales tools," and develop eight package mailings for stations to use in selling
<:
the local business categories that give newspapers 70% of their local dollar volume.
For their part, Mr. Sweeney continued,
stations should develop their own individual
"57-30 plans," aimed at boosting business
each month by 30% over the same month of
1956; help get more national business by
selling manufacturers' local representatives
on the value of radio; and compete with
other media — not with other radio stations —
in fighting for the retailer's dollar.
For stations to boost their own volumes
by 30% monthly, Mr. Sweeney cautioned,
will require "money and manpower — probably more than you are now allocating."
And, he added, "It also may mean taking
the initiative in raising rates in oversold
The area sales clinics, which start today
(Mon.),
periods."will be held in 52 cities between now
and March 1. Some 2,500 radio salesmen
from more than 600 local stations are expected to participate.
One part of the six-section program at
each clinic will concentrate on "Selling the
Hard Ones" — four areas where radio stations
most often run into sales resistance. An entirely new presentation has been developed
by RAB to help with these problem areas,
which include (1) nighttime radio, (2) program sales, (3) early-week time, and (4) the
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. time.
"Every station," Mr. Sweeney said, "is

encountering some resistance in selling one
or more of these 'hard' times while there is
a steadily worsening SRO condition during
the 6-10 a.m. and 4-7 p.m. periods in most
cities. Through the 'Selling the Hard Ones'
presentation we hope to arm salesmen well
enough that they can show the often superior
values of some of these times to advertisers
who are currently insisting on the overcrowded times." phase of the presentation,
The nighttime
for example, incorporates research data
giving a breakdown of evening radio listenership by both men and women, according to age groups, based on six major market
studies conducted for RAB by The Pulse Inc.
This shows that the percentage of women
who listen to the radio between 6 p.m. and
midnight is:
Married working women
35.7%
Single working women
41.8%
Older women (aged 50 and up) . 44.8%
'Teen age girls
42.5%
Similarly, for men, the studies showed:
Working men
30.7%
Older men
37.0%
Men 25-35
27.9%
In addition, the presentation points up
A. C. Nielsen Co. figures to show that
63.4% of U. S. families listen to radio at
night — whereas a study financed by the
Richmond (Va.) News-Leader and Times
Dispatch show the total number of metropolitan families reached by daily newspapers— morning and afternoon — comes to
only a slightly higher figure — 67%.
56.6% of Cars at Night
Moreover, RAB notes, aside from the
63.4% of families reporting nighttime listening at home, 56.6% of automobile radio
families tune in at night during the week.
Other proof of nighttime radio's effectiveness is culled from RAB's "Offbeat" surveys
in which products are shown to win —
through radio — identification in areas where
they are not even available for sale.
For instance, Currie's Mile High Ice
Cream stores — located in California — were
advertised in seven spots one night and eight
spots the next on a single station (WCCO
Minneapolis) 1,600 miles away. Next day,
Pulse interviewers went to work in downtown Minneapolis and also in St. Cloud and
Mankato, both approximately 60 miles away.
RAB reported the results thus:
"In Minneapolis — with 90% tv penetration— 9.1% of the respondents could successfully identify Currie's 'Mile High cones.'
In St. Cloud and Mankato — where tv penetration isalso very high — 10.7% and 11.3%
of those interviewed had heard and remembered Currie's advertising. Except for one
person in Minneapolis and one person in
Mankato who heard about Currie's in California— radio was the sole means of telling
these
Currie's."
In people
additionabout
to the
clinic presentation on
nighttime and other difficult areas of station selling, the clinic programs will include
(1) "Radio's Basic Presentation for 1957,"
which shows radio in relationship to other
media and offers tips on selling against them;
(2) "A Station Sales Manual," designed to
Broadcasting • Telecasting

He's
in

Mister

Centra/

Musk

New

York

(#F it's not good music, Ed Murphy
*^ won't use it. The Ed Murphy shows,
four times daily on WSYR, have a distinctive quality all their own, because they're
produced by a specialist in musicianship and
showmanship. Ed Murphy has spent 21
years working with the top recording stars
of our time, in radio and the theater. He's
the best in his line in Syracuse radio, be-

BEST COVERAGE
OF A REALLY
BIG MARKET

cause like all WSYR's featured performers,
he knows what he's doing and likes doing it.
In short, he's a real pro!
NBC Affiliate

The WSYR coverage area has a
population
overpower
1.5 million
—
annual buying
in excess
of $2.2 billion.
5 KW
Broadcasting

•
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SYRACUSE,

N . Y.

Represented Nationally by HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO., INC.
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help stations build sales; (3) "Selling Sound
With Success," consisting of 20 documented
success stories from small, medium, and

THE

TAMPA-

ST. PETERSBURG
MARKET

RANKED

large markets; (4) "Selling Three Important
Categories of Local Business," with taped
and printed background and selling data on
women's wear stores, local food processors
(dairies, bakeries, etc.), and the jewelry business; and (5) "What Is RAB?", a summary
of the activities and objectives of the bureau.
The clinic series opens today in Miami
and Raleigh, N. C. Sherril Taylor, vice president and promotion director, will conduct
the one in Miami; lames Shoemaker, membership manager, the one in Raleigh. Others
conducting sessions in the 52-city lineup
will be President Sweeney, Vice President
and General Manager lohn F. Hardesty, Station Services Director Arch L. Madsen and
promotion manager Warren J. Boorom.
Batson
Of

w

IN TOTAL
SALES

RETAIL

GAINS!

Tampa and St. Petersburg are
shopping centers for one of Florida's
richest, fastest-growing trade areas
where constantly expanding industry
and agriculture create steady year
'round payrolls!
WFLA-Radio delivers this expanding market — PLUS 11 counties of
the trade area — and a big share of
Florida's more than 5-million tourists
who each year come to Florida's
West Coast for fun in the sun!
To reach this big, double-barrelled
audience of year 'round buying power
plus bonus tourist listeners more
often — spot your product on WFLA!
(Figures from Sales Management — J956)
The Tampa

Tribune

Stations

wf
la
NBC
mi i UK% M 0

National Representatives — JOHN BLAIR & CO.
Southeastern Representative
HARRY E. CUMMINGS, Jacksonville, Florida
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Elected

Head

S. C. Broadcasters

CHARLES A. BATSON, WIS-TV Columbia, last week was elected president of the
South Carolina Radio-Tv Broadcasters Assn.
lames F. Goggins, WKDK Newberry, past
president, presided
at the WednesdayThursday meeting,
held in Columbia.
W. Randall Davidson, WAKN
Aiken, was elected
vice president and
T. Doug Youngblood, WFIG Sumter, continues as
secretary-treasurer .
New directors elected were Gerald
MR. BATSON
Quick, W N O K
Columbia, and James K. Whitaker, WQOK
Greenville. Continuing on the board are J.
William Quinn, WBTW (TV) Florence, and
J. Forrest Ramsey, WIAY Mullins. Walter
J. Brown, WSPA Spartanburg, was chairman of the Resolutions Committee. Mr.
Batson was program chairman. Convention
co-chairmen were C. Wallace Martin,
WMSC, and Charles W. Pittman, WCOS,
both Columbia.
Robert Richardson, secretary of the Aug.
W. Smith Co., (department store), Spartanburg, S. C, told how the store has used
radio successfully for a quarter-century
[B»T, Oct. 18, 1954]. Substituting for Tom
McGee, president of Aug. W. Smith Co.,
Mr. Richardson cited development of a
daily morning quarter-hour of many years
standing featuring Jane Dalton, whose broadcasts cover everything from studio guests to
beep interviews with store buyers or customers.
The store has spent over $150,000 on radio in a decade-and-a-half, Mr. Richardson
said, listing examples of the persuasive power
of the medium. He said radio and newspapers do not duplicate to any great extent,
one reason the store has used many media —
direct mail, billboards, fashion shows, institutional, and other types of in-store and outof-store promotion — in addition to radio

and newspapers.
"The way to use radio," he said, "is to
get with it and stay with it until it becomes
a listening habit. A lot of our results from
radio came from broadcasts made yesterday, last week, last month, six months ago.
In other words, we are not always looking
for immediate results. We have found there
often is a delayed reaction, an accumulation
of reactions over the weeks. Of course, we
know that radio can sell specific items."
Mr. Richardson explained the store uses
all Spartanburg radio stations, especially
for quick saturation or continuous spot campaigns designed for special promotions. He
said the store wants first of all an established
program to sell goods and keep the name
before the public as well as for public relations benefits. He said Aug. W. Smith Co.
has used tv but not yet to any great extent.
"We like radio, plan to continue its use and
think it should have a place in the advertising plans of every department store," he
concluded.
John F. Meagher, NARTB radio vice president, was Wednesday luncheon speaker. Arthur C. Schofield, vice president for advertising and sales promotion of Storer Broadcasting Co., WSB
spoke Atlanta
on "The program
Schofield director,
Seven."
Elmo Ellis,
discussed "Let's Get the Rust Out of Radio."
NARTB Lobbyists Report
Total Salaries of $113,092
THE highest individual salary reported to
Congress under the Federal Regulation of
Lobbying Act in 1955 — $52,916 — was paid
to NARTB President Harold E. Fellows,
Congressional Quarterly reported last week.
CQ, which compiled quarterly reports submitted to Congress on lobbying activities for
that year, also said the total salaries received
by the five-man NARTB lobbying staff reported for that year "was high with
Mr. Fellows stated on NARTB's report,
according to CQ, that the Lobbying Act was
$113,092."
"not applicable to me or this organization"
but that he filed "in order that I may be free
to consider and discuss legislation without
question." Mr. Fellows appeared numerous
times before congressional committees in
1955 and 1956 to testify in behalf of broadcast interests.
CQ said it was informed by an NARTB
spokesman that Mr. Fellows' work was confined largely to his appearances before
Senate and House committees, and quoted
NARTB as adding, "He's paid to head a
trade
not to and
lobby."
Of association,
the 579 persons
firms reporting
for 1955 under the Lobbying Act, 128 said
they had no income from lobbying.
THE
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TRADE ASSNS.
Agencies,
Tv

Code

Reps

Give

Cooperation

ADVERTISING agencies and station representatives are anxious to go along with the
program and commercial rules laid down in
the NARTB Tv Code, judging by their comments at informal discussions held Tuesday
and Wednesday with the NARTB Tv Code
Review Board and its staff.
At separate meetings held at the WaldorfAstoria, New York, the two groups asked
code officials to suggest ways they could
keep apprised of code interpretations and
stay within the rules. Three officials of
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies
lunched with the code group Wednesday.
They were Arthur Tathum, chairman of the
AAAA Improvement of Advertising Content Committee; Edwin Cox, vice chairman
of the committee, and August Nelson,
AAAA vice president.
Meeting with the code officials Tuesday
noon on behalf of Station Representatives
Assn. were Frank Headley, of H-R Television Inc., SRA president; Ed Codel, The
Katz Agency, chairman of SRA's Trade
Practices Committee, and Larry Webb, SRA
managing director.
Both agency and representative officials
agreed there should be more informal contacts within the code structure. They went
over specific provisions of the tv code in
detail and volunteered cooperation.
The code board formally accepted mem-

Now, Ft. Smith's first
television station brings
the first remote facilities
to Western Arkansas.
And by maintaining the

WAYS of cooperating in operation of NARTB Tv Code discussed Tuesday at New York
meeting of NARTB and AAAA officials. Left to right: August Nelson, AAAA vice president;
NARTB President Harold E. Fellows; Edwin Cox, AAAA vice chairman, Improvement of
Advertising Content Committee; G. Richard Shafto, WIS-TV Columbia, S. C, NARTB code
board chairman; Arthur Tathum, chairman of AAAA ad content committee.
bers of the Alliance of Film Producers Inc.
as affiliate subscribers under an agreement
that applies code standards to 75% of all
films currently produced specifically for tv
performance. G. Richard Shafto, WIS-TV
Columbia, S. C, Code Review Board chairman, announced tv film producers and distributors not in the alliance would be invited
to join the code.
Steady decline in pitch advertising and
commercials of program length was reported

. . . -First with
remote
service

'fustest with the mostest,"
KFSA-TV is your best
advertising buy in the
Ft. Smith trade area.

for

Ft.

Smith

The only SUCCESSFUL UHF
in the Great Southwest
For choice availabilities
contact —

J

or John E. Pearson Company

A-T
FS
K
Ft.
Smith
Affiliated Management
KFSA Radio • Ft. Smith Times-Record • Ft. Smith Southwest American
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by Mr. Shafto since a firm interpretation
was issued by the board last June. He said
the code staff had investigated all complaints
in 1,700 letters received from viewers. The
number of complaints has gained substantially in the last year, he said, because the
code is now known to more people and
repeated requests for criticism and comments have been made. While many of the
complaints were general, not giving specific
details, he said they were helpful collectively
in revealing preferences in trends and tastes.
Mr. Shafto reported the number of station
subscribers had increased from 260 to 297
in 1956, with 17,000 hours of monitoring
time covering all three networks and 104
stations.
Attending the New York meeting from
NARTB, besides Mr. Shafto, were these
code board members: William B. Quarton,
WMT-TV Cedar Rapids, la., vice chairman;
Mrs. Hugh McClung, KHSL-TV Chico,
Calif.; Richard A. Borel, WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio, and Roger W. Clipp, Triangle
Publications stations.
Taking part for NARTB were President
Harold E. Fellows; Edward H. Bronson, tv
code director; Donald N- Martin, public relations assistant to the p^sident; Robert L.
Heald, chief attorney; Charles S. Cady, assistant code director, and Robert K. Richards, consultant.
ANA to Hold Its First One-Day
Workshop in New York Jan. 24
ASSN. of National Advertisers will hold its
first one-day workshop in New York Thursday (Jan. 24), with the session devoted exclusively to cooperative advertising. Elmer
L. Ward Jr., executive vice president, Palm
Beach Co., is program chairman of the
workshop, which is expected to be attended
by 150 ANA members and advertiser
Among the questions to be explored in
presentations by various speakers are:
guests.
Should you use cooperative advertising?
How can co-op advertising be used most
effectively? What are the legal limitations
of co-op?
Broadcasting

Telecasting
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NEBRASKA'S
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1956 ARB METROPOLITAN
AREA COVERAGE STUDY
PROVES KOLN-TV SUPERIORITY!
The 1956 £RB Study of 231 Metropolitan markets included 6in LINCOLN-LAND — 5 in Nebraska, 1 in Kansas.
In these 6 markets, KOLN-TV is viewedmost in 6 da/time categories ... in 5
out of 6 nighttime categories.
KOLN-TV gets an average daytime, "viewed-most" rating
of 54.0% as against 15.2% for the next station. Nighttime averages are 59.8% for KOLN-TV, 25.0% for the
next station. Enough said?

BIG

MARKET?

KOLN-TV
covers Lincoln-Land — 200,000 families,
125,000 of them unduplicated by any Omaha TV signal!
95.5% OF LINCOLN-LAND IS OUTSIDE OMAHA'S
GRADE "B" COVERAGE! This important 42-county
market is as independent of Omaha as Hartford is of
Providence ... or South Bend is of Fort Wayne.
Latest Telepulse figures show that KOLN-TV gets 194.4%
more nighttime viewers than the next station, 138.1% more
afternoon viewers!
Let Avery-Knodel give you the facts on KOLN-TV, the
Official Basic CBS-ABC Outlet for South Central Nebraska
and Northern Kansas.
CHANNEL 10 • 316,000 WATTS • 1000-FT. TOWER

K~ TV
fflte&etyl [flattens
WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO
RADIO — — GRAND
KALAMAZOO-BATTLE
CREEK
WJEF RADIO
RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
Associated with
WMBD RADIO — PEORIA, ILLINOIS

KOLN-TV
COVERS LINCOLN-LAND —NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG MARKET
Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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STACKS

OF

I
Smokestacks have always been
a symbol of activity in our Ohio
River Valley. They came to us
first aboard the picturesque
sternwheelers that opened this
region to phenomenal growth.
They stayed to multiply and multiply above busy mills and factories whose industrial worth today — in the HuntingtonCharleston heart alone — exceeds one billion dollars!
Nowhere in America is there
such a panorama of business under full steam as in the 100-pIus
counties served by the four-state
span of WSAZ-TV. Here live
nearly a million families with annual buying power close to /our
billion dollars — a symbol of
booming productivity making
this America's 23rd TV market.
Your advertising cuts a smart
bow wave when you consign it
to WSAZ-TV, only TV station
covering the whole area. Any
Katz office can write the ticket.

HUMTINGTO/S-CHARLESTON, W. VA.
Affiliated with Radio Stations
WSAZ, Huntington & WGKV, Charleston
LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT
Represented by The Katz Agency
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VOD Semifinalists Picked;
Winners to Be Named Feb. 22
TWELVE semifinalists in the tenth annual
Voice of Democracy contest were announced
over the weekend by NARTB President
Harold E. Fellows. A board of national
judges is screening the 12 entries, with the
four national winners to be announced Feb.
22 at the annual VOD awards dinner.
All 52 state and territorial winners will
be brought to Washington Feb. 20 for
three days of visiting with high government officials. Sponsoring the contest, along
with NARTB, are Radio-Electronics-Tv
Mfrs. Assn. and the U. S. Junior Chamber
of Commerce. A screening committee including representatives of these groups
picked the 12 semifinalists from the 52
state-territorial winners.
The semifinalists are: Charlann Scheid, 18,
N. Phoenix High School, Phoenix, Ariz.;
Earl McCarroll Jr., 17, Central High School,
Little Rock, Ark., who has appeared as an
m. c. on KLRA that city; Judith Buonaccorsi, 17, Bishop O'Dowd High School, San
Leandro, Calif.; Richard Hummel, 15, Elkhart High School, Elkhart, Ind.; Elaine
Dixon, 18, Alexander Ramsey High School,
St. Paul, Minn.; Steve Crosno, 17, Las
Cruces High School, Las Cruces, N. M.,
who has a daily show on KGRT Las Cruces;
Debora Allen, 17, Emma Willard School,
Troy, N. Y.; Frances Demetriou, 16, Senior
High School, Greensboro, N. C; Kay Stanton, 17, St. Mary's Central High School,
Bismarck, N. D.; Ted Cooper, 16, Portsmouth High School, Portsmouth, Ohio;
Mary Ellen Zanton, 17, Janesville High
School, Janesville, Wis.; Shirley Jean Rollinson, 17, Sacred Heart Academy, Honolulu,
T. H.
The other 40 state and territorial winers are:
Ala. — Thomas Allen Fowler, Huntsville;
Colo. — Paul Horan Jr., Denver; Conn. —
Mariette Hartley, Weston; Del. — Kenneth
C. Shelin Jr., Wilmington; Fla.— Judith
Lynn Clark, Miami, Coco. Grove; Ga. —
Carey Bowen, Dalton; Idaho — Bruce Fox,
Twin Falls; 111. — Dave Cohler, Flossmoor;
Iowa — Larry Haase, Harlan; Kan. — Maria
D. Swerbilow, Wichita.
Ky. — Tom Owen, Louisville; La. — Larry
Morgan, Sulphur; Me. — Mary Jay Osier,
Bangor; Md. — Ginny Emory, Kingsville;
Mass. — John A. Macleod, Brockton; Mich.
— Eunice Shartow, Saginaw; Miss. — Lucy
Gwinn Martin, Natchez; Mo. — John Welz,
Webster Groves; Mont. — Michael Buckley,
Butte; Neb. — Dale L. Gilsdorf, Hastings.
Nev. — Philip Thatcher, Reno; N. H. —
Gary G. Baker, Keene; N. J. — James M.
Rhodes, Red Bank; Okla.— John Bill McCullough, Miami; Ore. — Sue Cottnair, Eugene; Pa.— Jane Ann Hess, Waynesboro;
R. I.— Thomas Crawley, Central Falls; S. C.
— Martin Price, Spartanburg; S. D. — Mary
Feldhaus, Sioux Falls; Tenn. — Edward
Mitchell Kaplan, Memphis.
Tex.- — Lyn Ellen Hammack, Lubbock;
Utah — Marilyn Tate, Salt Lake City; Vt. —
Roberta Stone, White River; Va. — Carrollyn Charles, Princess Anne; Wash. — Judy
Robertson, Bellevue; W. Va. — DeWitt Beall

Jr., Parkersburg; Wyo. — Nadine Matteson,
Thermopolis; Alaska — Kay Benson, Ketchikan; D. C. — Richard Steven Weissberg,
Washington; P. R. — Horacio Cordero,
Condado.
Adman Belding Says Radio
Has Met Challenge of Tv
TELEVISION, greatest challenger to the
radio broadcasting business, has been met
and radio has made a full recovery and has
become the basic local medium in many localities and established itself at the lowest
cost per thousand of any advertising medium, Don Belding, chairman of the executive committee, Foote, Cone & Belding, said
Wednesday at a luncheon given in his honor
by the Southern California Broadcasters
Assn.
With the national advertising volume
"pushing $10 billion now" and likely to hit
$15 billion by 1965 unless the national econbogs down,
onlyamount
problem
get itsomyfair
share ofradio's
the total
and isnotto
to let television get all the fat when the fat is
dished out, Mr. Belding said. He suggested
that one way would be to adapt for radio the
classified ad section of newspapers which has
been the papers' most profitable feature and
which
could prove equally profitable to radio.
Lloyd C. Sigmon, vice president of
KMPC Los Angeles and SCBA board chairman, presented Mr. Belding with a plaque
from SCBA honoring his contributions to
advertising on the eve of his retirement from
the agency and from active participation in
the advertising business.
RAB Signs 25 More
TWENTY-FIVE new member stations were
signed during the last 60 days of 1956 by
Radio Advertising Bureau, it has been announced by RAB Station Service Director
Arch L. Madsen.
The new stations are: KBEE Modesto,
Calif.; KDAY Santa Monica; KFAM St.
Cloud, Minn.; KFDR Grand Coulee, Wash.;
KFWB Los Angeles; KGAL Lebanon, Ore.;
KG EN Tulare, Calif.; KIMO Independence,
Mo.; KMPC Los Angeles; KODY Cody,
Wyo.; KOOL Phoenix; KSFO San Francisco; WBEL Beloit, Wis.; WBIW Bedford,
Ind.; WDCT Burlington, Vt.; WHTN Huntington, W. Va.; WIZZ Streator, 111.; WJWG
Conway, N. H.; WMOU Berlin, N. H.;
WMTE, Manistee, Mich.; WOAI San Antonio; WPVL Painesville, Ohio; WRRR
Rockford, 111.; WSSV Petersburg, Va.. and
WWSW Pittsburgh.
Color Film Seminars Scheduled
CONSOLIDATED Film Industries has
scheduled seven color seminars, starting last
Tuesday and to be repeated Jan. 22 and
29, Feb. 5, 12 and 19 at 4:30 p.m. at its
plant at 521 W. 57th St., New York. The
purpose of the seminars is to acquaint agency and network executives, television and
industrial film producers with the various
phases of color film processing.
Broadcasting
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the most valuable assets you buy when

have been navigating the air-waves of
Tidewater Virginia since 1923, when
WTAR Radio went on the air.

you advertise on Tidewater Virginia's
dominant VHF Station.
Naturally, there can never be a Television

WTAR-TV's "Air-Date" was April
2nd, 1950. WTAR-TV's almost seven
DE B |
years of telecasting experience
is one of

Station hereabouts with the length of priceless EXPERIENCE that WTAR-TV
gives you.

4}
BASIC FACTS on WTAR-TV
Channel 3 . . . Maximum Power . . . Maximum Tower ... CBS Network
Estimated Sets in area (Dec. 1, 1956)

^m^""^\^2i±}
"W8j^<\
PORTSMOUTH TT'wtab i\j I
1

(Based on Measured Contour Map by Jansky & Bailey)
5 of Virginia's Busiest Cities are
within WTAR-TV's Grade-A Signal.
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418,016

Population in area
1,767,900*
Families
in
are
a
457,700*
—
. ~
Effective Buying Power
$2,407,998,000.00*
("From Sales Management's Survey of Buying Power, May 10, 1956)

CHANNEL 3, NORFOLK, VIRGINIA
Business Office and Studio-720 Boush Street, Norfolk, Va., Tel.. MAdison 5-6711
REPRESENTATIVE: Edward Petry & Company, Inc.
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Kane, NCAA Tv Committee
To Set Up 1957 Football Policy
NATIONAL Collegiate Athletic Assn.'s new
1957 television committee, headed by Robert J. Kane, Cornell U. and Dist. 2 representative, isexpected to meet in Chicago
in the next fortnight to set up machinery
for this fall's football tv control program.
Mr. Kane succeeds Howard Grubbs,
Southwest Conference and Dist. 6 member,
as chairman of the tv planning group, which
probably will draw up a program combining the national-regional game features of
the past two years. Rest of the committee,
as appointed by NCAA's council at its convention in St. Louis Jan. 12 [At Deadline
Jan. 14] is substantially the same as in 1956,
with all but one member as holdovers.
Members are: Warren P. McGuirk, U. of
Massachusetts, Dist. 1; Mr. Kane, Dist. 2;
James H. Weaver, Atlantic Coast Conference, Dist. 3; Douglas R. Mills, U. of Illinois, Dist. 4; Reaves E. Petters, Big Seven
Conference, Dist. 5; Mr. Grubbs, Dist. 6;
E. L. Romney, Mountain States Conference,
Dist. 7; Alfred R. Masters, Stanford U.,
Dist. 8; and Rix N. Yard, Denison U.; Theodore Harder, Santa Barbara College, and
a third member to be named (replacing M.
I. Signer, Colorado School of Mines, who
died last November) as small college representatives.
Mr. Kane, along with Asa S. Bushnell,
Eastern College Athletic Conference member-at-large and 1956 tv director, has been
actively identified with NCAA's football tv
program since its early days. At upcoming
meetings, scheduled for late January or early
February, the new committee will recommend names of a new tv director and eight
district consultants to the NCAA Council.
State Assn. Presidents to Have
Washington Meeting Feb. 21-22
SECOND annual conference of state association presidents will be held by NARTB
at the Mayflower Hotel, Washington, Feb.
21-22. Twenty-three presidents already have
sent in acceptances, according to Howard
H. Bell, state coordinator. Last year 43 of
the 47 state associations took part in the
meeting.
The presidents will take part in the 10th
anniversary Voice of Democracy awards
dinner, at which the 52 state and territarial
winners will be guests. This dinner will be
held Feb. 22.
NARTB President Harold E. Fellows will
address the Feb. 22 luncheon of the state
officers. Dr. Sydney Head, U. of Miami,
Fla., president of the Assn. for Professional
Broadcasting Education, also is on the
agenda.
National Religious Broadcasters
To Discuss Paid Gospel Programs
DISCUSSION of new strategy for preservation of the right to purchase radio-television
time for Gospel programs has been stated
as one of the objectives of the 14th annual
convention of National Religious Broadcasters Inc. to be held Jan. 30-31 in Washington, D. C. Last year the Broadcasting and
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Film Commission of the National Council
of Churches recommended against buying
time
1956].for religious broadcasts [B«T, Aug. 27,
NRB President James DeForest Murch,
announcing the agenda of what promises to
be "the largest and most representative gathering" in the organization's history, said the
chief concern would be developing more
effective religious techniques.
Representatives of the broadcasting industry and government will augment NRB
membership as featured speakers and panelists at sessions. On the program are Chmn.
George C. McConnaughey of FCC; Harold Fellows, president, and Fred Garrigus,
manager of organizational services, NARTB;
John B. Poor, president, MBS; John Hayes,
president, Washington Post Broadcast Div.
(WTOP-AM-FM-TV Washington, WMBRAM-FM-TV Jacksonville, Fla.); Wiley F.
Hance, public affairs manager, ABC; Edward Stanley, public services manager, NBC,
and others.
Schachte Elected to ANA

Post

HENRY SCHACHTE, advertising vice
president of Lever Bros., New York, has
been elected treasurer of the Assn. of National Advertisers for 1957, the ANA board
of directors announced last week. He succeeds Ralph Winslow, marketing vice president of Koppers Co., Pittsburgh, who was
elected ANA vice chairman.
Mr. Schachte also holds the ANA post
of chairman of the organization's advertising
management committee and in this capacity,
is directing the preparation of the sevenvolume ANA advertising management guidebook series designed to aid advertising managers through the use of case history reports.
He has also headed the ANA magazine committee and before his Lever Bros, association was chairman of the Advertising Research Foundation.
Abrams

to Head

ANA

Committee

GEORGE J. ABRAMS, vice president in
charge of advertising, Revlon Products Inc.,
New York, has been appointed chairman of
the Assn. of National Advertisers' radio &
tv service committee, succeeding Rex M.
Budd, director of advertising, Cambell Soup
Co., who continues on the committee. In
announcing the appointment. ANA noted
that Mr. Abrams' initial activity will be to
handle the agenda for the Feb. 14 ANA
Radio & Television Advertising Workshop
to be held at the Plaza Hotel in New York.
TvB Expands Production
ESTABLISHMENT of a full-fledged production department to handle an increased
volume of sales, promotional and research
material at Television Bureau of Advertising, New York, has been announced by TvB
Sales Promotion Director Gordon Hellmann.
The new department will be headed by
Courtenay Jamison, former sales promotion
manager of Maytag Southeastern Inc., and
promotion director-copy chief at WGAC
Augusta, Ga. Other TvB members assigned
to the new department: Robert Hubert and
Sandra Sherrard.

Agency-Advertiser Mailing List
To Be Provided Members by SRA
A NEW SERVICE to its members providing
an up-to-date list of addressograph plates of
aboot 2,300 agency timebuyers and media
directors throughout the U. S. and 500 top
advertisers in radio and tv was announced
last Monday by Station Representatives
Assn.
SRA's President Larry Webb explained
the new service should eliminate the need
for each member to maintain similar files
and list.
plates. The firms can use any portion of
the
Broken down further, the listings contain
New York agency timebuyers, New York
media directors and account executives active in buying decisions; out-of-town agency
timebuyers and media directors and the top
500 national advertisers in the broadcast
media.
Mr. Webb also announced that at the
first board of directors meeting of this year,
Frank M. Headley, newly-elected president
of SRA, presided, and Burke-Stuart Inc., of
which Ted Oberfelder is president, was accepted as a member.
Demand for Second Tv Sets
To Boom Market, NARDA Hears
SECOND tv sets (either color or portable),
clothes dryers and dishwashers will be the
big sellers in the appliance field, the National Appliance & Radio-TV Dealers Assn.
was told in Chicago last week.
Jack S. Pettersen, vice president and account supervisor of Kenyon & Eckhardt,
Chicago, speaking to the opening-day luncheon session, made the prediction. He emphasized the need for better research in all
levels and suggested more money be spent
on product development.
C. W. Theleen, manager of customer's
relations in General Electric's appliance and
tv receiver division, Louisville, predicted tv
sales would hold close to the 1956 figure of
seven million units.
Ken Stuckey, Stuckey Bros., Fort Wayne,
Ind., was elected new president of NARDA,
succeeding Don Gabbert.
Hawaiian

Stations Elect Keating

JOHN D. KEATING, president-general
manager of KONA-TV Honolulu, has been
elected president of Hawaiian Assn. of Radio & Tv Broadcasters. He entered radio in
the islands shortly after World War II and
holds interests in KYA San Francisco, WINS
New York and other broadcast properties.
Clement Gets NARTB

News

Card

NARTB's Television News Card, used by
tv newsmen, was presented to Gov. Frank
Clement of Tennessee, at a joint ceremony
held by the three Nashville tv stations. Taking part were T. B. Baker Jr., WLAC-TV;
Jack DeWitt, WSM-TV and Gene Tanner,
WSIX-TV. NARTB started issuing radio
and tv credentials for member station newsmen in mid- 1956. New 1957 cards have
been sent to stations.
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• 56.2% Share-of- Audience in
Metropolitan Portland.
• 13 of the Top 15 Weekly Shows.
• 9 out of Top Ten Multiweekly.
Source: November 1956 Portland ARB

AMST
Takes Action
To Lift Excise Tax
MOVE to try to convince Congress to delete
the excise tax from all-channel television
receivers opened last week through action
by the board of directors of the Assn. of
Maximum Telecasters. AMST's board voted
last Thursday to employ a top level economist to represent the 114-station group
before Congress.
Named as a committee to choose the
economist were AMST board members Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New Orleans;
Harold Stuart, KVOO-TV Tulsa, Okla., and
Ken Carter, WAAM (TV) Baltimore.
AMST board was host at luncheon Thursand Senate and House ComFCCcommittee
day tomerce
staff members. Five FCC
commissioners were guests at dinner that
night. Purpose of the meetings, according
to Jack Harris, KPRC-TV Houston, AMST
j president, was to acquaint FCC and Con| gressional personnel with the work planned
by AMST in its $120,000 propagation study.
Under the supervision of the Washington
engineering firm of A. D. Ring and Assoc.,
the AMST technical field study has completed its equipment shakedown and plans
a standardization check beginning Jan. 28
at Norfolk, Va., for flat terrain, and at Harrisburg, Pa., for rough terrain. The standardization trips will be under the control of
Howard Head of the Ring firm and Harry
Fine, FCC propagation expert. It is planned
to start the nationwide propagation tests of
vhf and uhf stations toward the end of
February.
Members of the AMST board who were
present at the Washington meeting were:
Hal Gross, WJIM-TV Lansing, Mich.; C.
Howard Lane, KOIN-TV Portland, Ore.;
John H. DeWitt Jr., WSM-TV Nashville,
Tenn.; David M. Baltimore, WBRE-TV
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; Don Davis, KMBC-TV
Kansas City, Mo.; Payson Hall, WOW-TV
Omaha, Neb.; John S. Hayes, WTOP-TV
Washington, D. C; Tom Howard (for
Charles H. Crutchfield) , WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C; and Messrs. Harris, Swezey,
Stuart and Carter.
Also sitting with the board were J. E.
Baudino, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.;
Ernest W. Jennes, attorney, and Lester W.
Lindow, executive director, AMST.
Luncheon guests included Nicholas Zapple. Senate Commerce Committee communications specialist; Kurt Borchardt, House
Commerce Committee communications specialist; and the following FCC personnel:
Edward F. Kenehan, James E. Barr, Hart
S. Cowperthwait, all Broadcast Bureau; Warren E. Baker, general counsel; Edward W.
Allen Jr., chief engineer; Harry Fine, technical research, and Edward W. Chapin,
laboratory division chief.
FCC Commissioners George C. McConnaughey, Rosel H. Hyde, John C. Doerfer,
Robert E. Lee and Robert T. Bartley were
dinner guests.
TRADE ASSOCIATION SHORT
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Inc. has moved
to 630 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 20. Tel.: Judson
2-0450.
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PROGRAM SERVICES
Krick Firm Plans to Establish
Hollywood Weathercasting Office
A NEW broadcasting and weather forecasting office will be established by Irving P.
Krick Assoc. in Hollywood, President Krick
of Denver announced last week. To be
equipped for issuing forecasts as well as
originating broadcasts, the Hollywood office
will be headed by Harry Geise, radio and tv
weatherman, and will present daily weathercasts on the Columbia Pacific Radio Network, Dr. Krick said.
The Krick organization now serves some
100 radio and tv stations from coast to coast
with daily weather broadcasts and weather
features. All of the firm's broadcasts currently originate from its weather central in
Denver.
Noting the rapid growth of private industry in the radio-tv weather forecasting
field, Dr. Krick said this expansion of
facilities is the first in a series of private
weather offices to be established near the
nation's major communications centers.
RCA Recorded Program Meet
Discusses 1957 Plans, Policy
PLANS AND POLICY for 1957 were discussed at the annual sales convention of
RCA Recorded Program Services in Miami
Beach, starting Jan. 1 3 and ending last
Wednesday.
Among the topics explored were new programming, artists and commercial-style elements for RCA Thesaurus and a new color
film series
for RRPS'made
tv filmat department.
Details of decisions
the convention
are expected to be announced shortly.
Among thein managers
RRPS'James
various
departments
attendanceof were:
R.
Davis, RCA recorded operations; Emmett
Dunn, RCA custom records; John Burgess,
custom records administration; A. B. Sambrook, sales; Don Axt, sales promotion
services; Frank O'Donnell, advertising; Ben
Selvin, A & R department; Milton Kaye, administrator, radio production programming;
G. H. Falk, RCA Victor personnel and
H. Coleman Tily. attorney. Salesmen for
both RCA Thesaurus and the tv film department also attended the convention.
Eighth Dodger Season for WNS
WORLD News Service, Washington, has
announced it is organizing its Brooklyn
Dodder baseball radio network for the coming season. This will be the eighth year the
games have been carried by WNS, which
last year serviced a number of southern
stations. WNS is affiliated with United
Broadcasting Co. (WOOK-AM-TV, WFAN
[FM] Washington; WSID, WTLF [TV] Baltimore; WARK Hagerstown; WINX Rockville, Md.; WJMO Cleveland; WANT Richmond, and WYOU, WACH-TV Newport
News, Va.).
PROGRAM SERVICES SHORT
Closedcircuit Telecasting System Inc., N. Y.,
has signed 10-year sublease from Time Inc.
for studio-penthouse at 237 W. 54th St.
Studio, which is 67 ft. deep and seats 250,
will be used for demonstrating color and
black and white closed circuit demonstrations to prospective clients.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Joan Davis on the set of "I Married Joan/'
produced by P. J. Wolfson and appearing
on NBC. Three Mitchell 35mm BNC cameras
are used on this top TV show, which is in
its 2nd year. Jim Backus plays the male lead.

It takes more than just a good script to insure the success
of a top-rated network program. The on-stage performances of
the stars and supporting cast must be outstanding,
carefully timed, superbly directed. And the camera must
perform flawlessly in its vital role of recreating the
superior quality of the show for millions of TV viewers.
Mitchell cameras— internationally famous— provide the
matchless photographic performances so necessary to the
successful making of the finest theater quality films.
That is why, wherever top quality fuming is the foremost
consideration, Mitchell Cameras are to be found . . .
bringing success into focus.

Dennis Day, star of "The Dennis Day Show,"
athistop-rated
Originally
series isNBC
in itsprogram.
second year,
and is"live,"
now
produced on film by Denmac Productions,
using a Mitchell 35mm BNC camera.
MITCHELL

The only truly Professional Motion

at

in

rn

666 West Harvard Street • Glendale 4, Calif. • Cable Address: MITCAMCO
85%

of the professional motion pictures shown throughout the world are filmed with a Mitchell

Picture Camera
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• ABC v.p. says networks selling with spot, not against
• Durgin tells Phila. ad group of advantages unique to each
THE RADIO networks are selling their medium along with national radio spot rather
than against it, Don Durgin, vice president
in charge of ABC Radio, asserted Monday
in a talk before the Television & Radio Advertising Club of Philadelphia.
"The [radio] networks," he said, "have
pointed out that it should not be a question

of network or spot but rather a question of
network and spot. Sometimes the networks
seem pretty competitive to spot, what with
the Station Representatives Assn. taking networks apart and urging stations to go independent on the one hand and networks
answering back . . .
"The truth is, however, that the networks

WOC-TV

Proved by 648,330 Pieces of
Program Mail received by this
Station During 6 full
Years of Telecasting . . .
This fabulous response . . .
91%casts .. .ofbegan
it to local
live That
telein 1950.

IOWA

yearyear. . on. WOC-TV's
full
the air . . first
. 33,845
pieces
of
program
mail
were
received; this mail came from 2 3
Iowa-Illinois counties — 237
cities and towns.
By 1955, this response jumped
to 1 49,2 1 5 pieces of program
mail received during a 12-month
period;
came from
39 IowaIllinois itcounties
— 513
cities
and towns in these counties.
Accompanying
shows
breakdown
of this 1955mapprogram
mail, proving WOC-TV's
Picture""Good
area.
WOC-TV Viewers are
responsive. They respond to
WOC-TV telecasts by mail.
More important, they respond
to advertising on WOC-TV by
purchases
retail outlets.
We
have aatmillion
success
stories to prove it (well,
almost a million). Let your
nearest Peters, Griffin,
Woodward representative give
you the facts. Or call us direct.

DATA
1,568,500
484,800
$1,926,588,000
32,582,388,000
1956 Survey of Buying Income
(Sales Management)
317,902
Advertising Research
Foundation

WOC-TV

The Quint-Cities Sta— Davenportin
and tion
Bettendorf
Iowa; Rock Island,
Moline
East Moline in and
Illinois.

Owned and Operated by Central Broadcasting Co.
Davenport, Iowa

WOC
TV
Channel 6 •Maximum Power* Basic NBC

kCol. B. J. Palmer, President
lErnest C. Sanders, Res. Mgr
' Mark Wodlinger
Manager Res. Sales
PETERS. GRIFFIN,
WOODWARD. INC.
EXCLUSIVE
NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVE

WOC-TV is part of Central Broadcasting Company
Des which
Moinesalso owns and operates WHO-TV & WHO-Radio,
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no longer are primarily concerned with
pitching for their share of an already appropriated spot dollar through the timebuyer
in the media department, but rather are
spending most sales time at the account
and client levels to show why network radio
is just as necessary a basic buy as the other
national media regularly used."
Conceding that "there is no question that
for most of the very big national accounts,
network tv is the most important basic
buy," Mr. Durgin found it "equally true"
that network radio is as important a complementary buy as print. The "great thing
for network radio," according to Mr. Durgin, has been a realization of agency and
advertiser that "with over 75 % of all homes
now tv equipped, the only way to consider
network radio is on the. basis of total U. S.
homes delivered" rather than on "the old,
inefficient and misleading basis of radio-only
homes
This delivered."
latter method, observed Mr. Durgin,
was "short-sightedly" emphasized by broadcasters in tv's growth period. He then discussed what he called the "advantages
unique" to network and spot. He said:
"Spot is ideal for filling in gaps — whether
those gaps be of a marketing nature or of a
media coverage pattern nature — and is also
valuable for providing multi-station and
round-the-clock saturation in given mar'Cost Efficiency Advantage'
So far as the network's "cost efficiency
advantage over spot," Dr. Durgin said this
"is a traditional, historic and reasonable advantage. After all, spot insertions in any
kets." are more expensive per insertion
medium
than national, simultaneously released material— in print, in tv, in radio."
Mr.
Durginis asserted
that cost
theefficiency,
"trouble
with networks
not their low
but their too low absolute rates," and "this
is one reason ... we are raising our ABC
morning rates. We will always have the
traditional network cost efficiency advantage; the increase in absolute rates is only
to set a more accurate price for the value
delivered." (ABC Radio's morning rates go
up April 1.)
Stressing network radio as "a good adMr. close
Durgin
observed
"that
in a way itvertising
is buy,"
pretty
to being
a steal.
"While the affiliates and the networks
often argue about which one of them is truly
penalized most by prevailing low network
radio rates (brought about both by fierce
competition and defeatism), there is corresponding agreement in advertising circles
that network radio, if not exactly 'a steal,'
is certainly one of the most cost-efficient
and results-effective media available to the
national or regional advertiser."
Radio, he said, passed through a difficult
period "because it has taken advertisers time
to discover that $1,000 spent in 1956 to
reach 1.5 million homes per minute is an
even better buy than $5,000 spent in 1946
to Reason
reach 5 for
million
the homes
length per
of minute."
time it took
advertisers to "discover" this fact, he observed, isthe tradition of advertising buyers
to seek a medium which assembles a crowd
Telecasting
Broadcasting

(e. g., the high-rated radio show of former
years and the high-rated tv show of today).
Thus, he continued, it took a while for the
advertisers to realize that radio follows more
people everwhere than ever before, and at
a low cost, a technique of "mass penetration
and saturation."
Also mentioned in his talk: Values in
radio of repetition; new methods and costs
of buying radio; ability for small advertisers
to trace results of radio usage, and a return
to network radio by the big advertisers who
"prematurely wrote off radio because of the
very apparent decline."
Mr. Durgin pointed out that among evident marks of radio vitality are investors'
faith (more stations coming on the air and
station purchases in the high figures) and
set buying which has been sustained at great
volume.
He predicted that this year should be
"the greatest in radio's history and a decided
year of progress for network radio ... in
all areas, on all fronts you will find 1957
a year of greater strength for the radio
medium, greater progress for networks and
greater rewards and advantages for those
who make use of its facilities."

Nationwide

Paid to Toscanini
NATIONWIDE tribute was paid last week
to the world's great maestro, conductor Arturo Toscanini, 89, died Wednesday morning
in his sleep at his home in Riverdale, N. Y.
A solemn requiem
mass was to be offered for Mr. Toscanini last SaturCathedral
in New
day in St. Patrick's
York.
While he already
had attained worldwide recognition as
a conductor for
various opera companies and for the
MR. toscanini Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra
by 1937, Mr. Toscanini added to his laurels
and enhanced his reputation generally when
he became conductor that year of the NBC
Symphony Orchestra.
It was at the suggestion of Brig. Gen.
David Sarnoff, board chairman of RCA, and
through the persuasion of Samuel Chotzinoff, a longtime friend of Mr. Toscanini
and now general music director of NBC,
that the maestro agreed to lead the orchestra
especially created for him. From 1937 until
1954, when he retired, Mr. Toscanini presided over the symphony, broadcasting

CBS-TV Appoints New Producer
BURTON BENJAMIN, Hollywood, tv and
freelance writer-producer, has joined CBSTV as a producer charged with the responsibility of developing new public affairs programming.

Have

Coming

you

seen the figures behind

: February
February
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Tribute

over NBC to the U .S. and by shortwave and
transcriptions throughout the world. He
also conducted on nationwide tours.
A memorial program for the maestro was
carried on NBC-TV Wednesday (10:30-11
p.m. EST),
film Mr. of
Tos-a
canini had highlighted
authorized. byIt aconsisted
special performance of Verdi's "Hymn of
the Nations," commemorating the liberation
of Italy. A tribute from Gen. Sarnoff was
read on the program. He said the death of
Mr. Toscanini "deprives the world of its
greatest interpretive musician." He referred
to their long association during the conductor's tenure with NBC, calling Mr. Toscanini "unique as a musician, as a man and
as a personality." Gen. Sarnoff expressed
appreciation that it was through Mr. Toscanini's art that he was "increasingly helped
to a deeper appreciation of music and to a
realization of the power of a great interpreter
to bring to life the world's greatest comThe Voice of America broadcast, last
Wednesday and Thursday, musical tributes
to Mr. Toscanini, during which his records
were played and outstanding musicians paid
homage. WQXR, WOR and WNYC, all
posers."
New
York. KYW Cleveland and WOWO
Fort Wayne presented special memorial
programs in honor of the maestro last
Wednesday. NBC Radio broadcast a special
Toscanini program last Thursday (9:05-10
p.m. EST), featuring selections of the conductor's recordings and commentary by Don

the word

for

13th at the Waldorf-Astoria,
15th at the Hotel

Sherman,

New

York

Chicago
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Gillis, radio director of Mr. Toscanini's NBC
concerts, and Mr. Chotzinoff.
Among those sending messages of condolence to Mr. Toscanini's family were
President Dwight D. Eisenhower; Robert
Sarnoff, NBC president; Rudolph Bing, general manager of the Metropolitan Opera;
David M. Kreisler, president of the Philharmonic-Symphony and James C. Petrillo,
president of the American Federation of
Musicians.
Networks
Of

Firm

Inaugural

Details

Coverage

RADIO AND TV are getting five minutes
on a pool basis for the inauguration luncheon in the old Supreme Court chamber, off
the Rotunda of the Capitol, after the inauguration address today (Monday). CBS
will supply the video coverage.
Tv mobile units' positions in the parade
around the President's car were drawn by
lots with CBS winning the spot directly in
front of the Chief Executive's car, ABC on
the President's right, NBC to his left.
A camera stand with an unobstructed
view from the Capitol to the Treasury
Building has been built at 15th Street. Here
ABC has installed "Big Mike," the 60-inch
telescopic camera, built by KGO San Francisco during the GOP convention to cover
President Eisenhower's arrival there.
CBS will carry the swearing-in ceremony
twice in an hour, first live and then repeated
on Ampex video tape between 1:15 and
1:30 EST.
Westinghouse Broadcasting will be in the
radio pool and has assigned Sanford Markey,
KYW Cleveland, to handle color.
NBC-TV's coverage of the inaugural and
parade will run from 1 1 a.m. to 4 p.m. and
the inaugural ball from 11:30 to midnight,
while NBC Radio coverage will be from
11:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m. and 10-11 p.m.
NBC-TV plans to avoid frequent switching from camera to camera, instead showing the ceremony and parade as "a spectator" would see them. More than 100 technicians and 18 newsmen will be on tap, with
20 cameras in various vantage points. NBCTV features will put its platform atop the
Mills Bldg., just down Pennsylvania Ave.
from the White House, for panoramic shots;
a picture window studio opposite the presidential reviewing stand; its self-contained
"traveling camera," and "creepie-peepies."
NBC-TV also will use Ampex tape to record
the swearing-in ceremonies of about five
minutes and rebroadcast them about 1 p.m.,
mainly for the benefit of schoolchildren who
miss the event while having lunch.
BBC, which had observers at the 1952 inauguration topick up techniques for its own
Coronation coverage, will have Peter Dimmick, head of remote coverage, and Adam
Bray, chief technician, on hand for coverage
by NBC-TV, with which BBC has an exclusive film exchange agreement.
As the weekend approached, radio-tv and
other newsmen were still lacking permission
to cover the private swearing-in ceremony
of the President, scheduled Sunday. RadioTv Correspondents Assn. protested the exclusion of news media to James C. Hagerty,

DEATH OF A SALESMAN
TV HAS SOUNDED the death knell
of the medicine man, the pitchman
and the shill at Presidential inaugurations. So says Samuel Hoffman, Philadelphia dealer and collector of political memorabilia.
Mr. Hoffman says the county fair
flavor of a Presidential inaugural has
gone. If the folks can sit home or in
houses of refreshment, they quickly
lose the feeling of being a part of a
holiday throng, he stated.
White House news secretary, as did a number of Congressmen and informal groups of
newsmen.
Radio Ads High, CBS Reports;
Five Firms Each Over $1 Million
CBS RADIO'S yearend review released last
week pointed up renewed interest in network
radio in 1956 by a sizable number of major
advertisers and viewed 1957 as a year that
will continue advertiser confidence in the
medium.
Among the advertisers listed as having invested 1$ million or more gross on CBS Radio during 1956 were Colgate-Palmolive ($3
million); Lever Bros. ($3 million); Scott
Paper Co. ($1.3 million); Standard Brands
($1.5 million); Slenderella International ($1
million). Another noteworthy advertising development cited by the network was the renewal last March by American Airlines of a
three-year contract for the Music 'Til Dawn
A realignment of executive personnel in
program.
1956 was highlighted by the appointment of
James M. Seward as executive vice president
and of Jules Dundes as vice president in
charge of station administration. J. Kelly
Smith resigned as administrative vice president. Other top-level changes were the appointment ofWalter P. Rozzett to the newlycreated post of director of administration
operations, Louis Dorfsman to director of
advertising and sales promotion and Gordon
F. Hayes to general manager of CBS Radio
Spot Sales.
CBS's Tom Connolly Dies
THOMAS D. CONNOLLY, 58, manager of
program sales
for
CBS-TV
since
1950, died last
Monday of a heart
attack.
Joining
CBS after
Radio in 1939
17 years
advertisingasdirector
for
two New York
stores, Mr. Connolly served first as
a member of the
MR. CONNOLLY
sales promotion
department, then
as director of program promotion from 1940
to 1948, followed by two years as program
sales manager. He moved to CBS-TV in
1950.
Broadcasting
Telecasting

Electronic

eyes

for

business

Closed circuit television by IT&T takes
you anywhere,

sees everything

A checker jots down boxcar numbers far across the
freight yard ... a bank clerk verifies a check signature
... a pipeline supervisor reads a meter a mile away.
This is the magic of private wire TV, one more example of the advanced concepts in visual telecommunication introduced by International Telephone and
Telegraph Corporation.
Farnsworth Electronics Company, a division of
IT&T, is engaged in research, development and manufacture ofclosed-circuit television systems and equipment . . . for the military, industry, business, educa-

tion, traffic control, telemetering, security and law
enforcement, material handling, remote supervision
and inspection, observation of hazardous operations,
and many other uses.
IT&T scientists and engineers continue to demonstrate their leadership in electronics
and communications.
mm

ammm

nnn

INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CORPORATION, 67 Broad Street, New York 4, N.Y.
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Education
to 25

Series

Stations

NBC-TV will telecast to all 25 of the nation's non-commercial educational television
stations five series of programs the network
will produce as part of its recently-announced educational television project [B*T,
Dec. 17, 1956]. Tentative starting date of
the service is March 1 1 .
Under present plans, the five programs
will be transmitted live from New York to
educational stations over NBC's regular network facilities, Monday through Friday,
6:30-7 p.m. EST. Stations unable to carry
them live will telecast them on a delayed
basis by kinescope recording.
The project was disclosed originally by
Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC president, during
the network's 30th anniversary celebration in
Miami last month. At that time he said the
project would extend for 13 weeks, starting
in March, and resume for another 1 3 weeks
in October.
Edward Stanley, the network's manager of
public service programs who heads the undertaking, said the five programs will cover
mathematics, music, government, literature
and world geography and economics. The
programs on literature and world geography
and economics will be produced by NBCTV in cooperation with the Educational Television & Radio Center, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Each of the program units will have a conductor.
C. R. Abry Joins NBC-TV
As Eastern Sales Manager
CHARLES R. ABRY, who resigned earlier
this month as ABC-TV national sales manager [B»T, Jan. 14], today (Monday) joins
NBC-TV as eastern sales manager,
it was announced
|gjg last week by Wil(Billy)
liam R- Jr.,
rfSH Goodheart
vice
president in charge
of NBC-TV sales.
He succeeds John
Dodge, who has
been promoted to
a special executive
position under Mr.
Goodheart.
MR. ABRY
Before joining
ABC-TV as a salesman in June 1951, Mr.
Abry was with the former DuMont Television Network from 1947-51. In November
1951, he was named ABC-TV Eastern sales
manager and in February 1953, to his last
ABC-TV post.
li

KRSN Rejoins ABC Saturday
KRSN Los Alamos, N. M., will rejoin ABC
Radio as an affiliate next Saturday, it was
announced last week by Edward J. DeGray,
station relations director for ABC Radio.
The station is owned by Community Broadcasting Co., and operates with 250 w on
1490 kc. Virgil A. Parker III is general manager.
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BUDGET

$8.9

UPPED

MILLION

1958

BUDGET of the FCC for the fiscal year
1958 totals $8,950,000, according to President Eisenhower's budget message submitted
to Congress last Wednesday. This compares
with $7,828,000 appropriated for fiscal year
1957 and $7,323,000 spent in 1956. The
Commission had sought a $2 million increase.
An item missing from the 1958 budget
is the $141,000 appropriated in 1957 for
the study of radio and tv networks. This
study is to be completed by the end of the
fiscal year next June 30.
The broadcast estimate for 1958 totals
$1,760,742 compared to $1,654,860 in 1957
and $1,473,110 in 1956. Increases in the

HOW

$1.1

ESTIMATE

total FCC budget were ascribed to problems
resulting from advances in technology and
expanding use of radio and television.
Number of permanent employes totals
1,275 in the 1958 budget compared to 1,118
in 1957 and 1,137 in 1956.
The Federal Trade Commission budget
estimate totals $6,250,000 compared to
$5,550,000 in 1957 and $4,548,500 in 1956.
No mention is made of special funds for
broadcast monitoring, a newly expanded
FTC operation [B»T, Jan. 14].
U. S. Information Agency's 1958 budget
estimate totals $140 million compared to
$113 million in 1957 and $87,336,630 in
1956. About $6.1 million of the $27 million

FCC WILL SPEND

ITS MONEY
1956
actual

Program by activities:
Applied technical research and frequency alBroadcast
Safety and special radio services
Field engineering and monitoring
Common carrier
Executive, staff, and service
Total obligations
Financing:

MILLION

1958
estimate

1957
estimate

locatin 457,811
$
$ 510,532
1,473,110 1,654,860
811,391 873,001
2,422,555 2,466,093
817,909 901,475
1,337,349 1,422,039
$7,320,125 $7,828,000

Unobligated balance no longer available ... .
2,875
Appropriation
7,323,000 7,828,000

$ 660,859
1,760,742
1,038,528
2,834,255
1,016,906
1,638,710
$8,950,000
8,950,000

PERSONNEL, SALARIES, EXPENDITURES
1956
1957
1958
actual
estimate
estimate
Total number of permanent positions
1,137
16
1,275
Full-time equivalent of all other positions
14
1,188
Average number of all employes
1,055
1,189
Number of employes at end of year
1,058
1,105
1,202
Average salaries and grades:
1,130
General schedule grades:
Average salary
$ 6,143
GS-8.2
Average grade
GS-8.2
GS-8.1
6,262
6,166
Ungraded positions: Average salary
3,909
3,926
Personal services:
3,900
Permanent positions
6,463,238
7,351,989
6,864,130
Positions other than permanent
75,611
119,000
Regular pay above 52-week base
25,100
Payment above basic rates
62,050
28,291
66,190
63,340
Total personal services
6,625,999
7,046,470
7,446,470
111,950
112,900
Travel
76,871
Transportation of things
14,444
17,850
15,700
189,000
Communications services
183,050
194,180
Rents and utility services
55,185
62,250
55,320
Printing and reproduction
26,649
46,000
78,700
Other contractual services
81,881
107,660
80,700
Services performed by other agencies . .
37,211
55,500
62,250
115,200
Supplies and materials
114,567
128,500
Equipment
87,355
86,710
214,590
Land and structures
11,466
18,300
68,200
Grants, subsidies, and contributions:
Contributions to retirement fund
455,000
500
Refunds, awards, and indemnities
1,419
Taxes and assessments
4,028
4,500
1,600
Total obligations
$7,320,125
$7,828,000 $8,950,000
2,000
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increase is allotted to expansion of tv programs and radio broadcasts. The Voice of
America program produces radio broadcasts in 41 foreign languages and English.
Programs originate in the U. S. and two
overseas points, with 76 transmitters in this
country and abroad. Their combined output exceeds eight million watts. A total of
51V2 hours of programming is planned daily
in 1958.
Examiner Recommends

Grant

For Casper, Wye, Tv Station
DONALD LEWIS HATHAWAY was recommended last week for the grant of a new
tv station to operate on ch. 6 in Casper,
Wyo., in an initial decision by FCC Hearing
Examiner Basil P. Cooper. Mr. Hathaway
was the only applicant for the channel after
Casper Mountain Tv Corp. withdrew its application and was paid $4,000 for expenses
by Mr. Hathaway.
The grant will become effective 40 days
from the date of the initial decision (Jan. 15)
unless an appeal to the decision is made or
is reviewed by the Commission on its own
motion. Mr. Hathaway is the licensee and
president of KSPR Casper.
In another case, the Commission finalized
a Dec. 12 initial decision and awarded a
construction permit to Radio Mount Kisco
Inc. for a new am to operate on 1310 kc, 1
kw daytime in Mount Kisco, N. Y. [B*T,
Dec. 17, 1956]. Principals in Radio Mount
Kisco are equal partners E. Monroe O'Flynn,
realtor, and Martin Stone, majority owner
of a radio-tv production firm.
Commission Grants Permits
To Build Four New Am Stations
CPs for four new am stations were granted
by the FCC last week. They went to:
Little Rock, Ark. — Arkansas Valley
Broadcasting Co., 1380 kc, 1 kw daytime.
Principals: L. R. Luker, 50%, Willis Eddins, 17.5%, and John D. Rhoads, 17.5%.
Payette, Idaho — Payette Broadcasters,
1450 kc, 250 w, unlimited hours. Equal
owners are James C. Grisham and John W.
Ecklin who formerly were joint owners of
KLOV Loveland, Colo.
Massillon, Ohio — Massillon Broadcasting
Co., 990 kc, 250 w, day-directional. Sole
owner Joel W. Rosenblum also owns 29%
of WISR Butler, Pa.
Canonsburg, Pa. — Douglas & Assoc. Inc.,
540 kc, 250 w, day-directional. Equal partners are R. A. Douglas, heating and sheet
metal contractor; Walter W. McCoy, former chief engineer at WJAS Pittsburgh, Pa.;
Floyd S. Bert and Henry Schueler, former
WJAS engineers, and Draga Powlich, no
business interests.

Applications Filed With FCC

by a Louisiana group, including broadcasters, under the name of Port City Tv Co.
It plans to use 257 kw with an antenna
536V2-tt. above average terrain. It proposes
to spend $325,000 to build the uhf outlet,
and $315,000 for first year operation.
There are 39 individual stockholders in
the Port City company. Among these are
Louis S. Prejean, minor stockholder and
secretary of WAFB-AM-TV Baton Rouge;
Ron Litteral, former sales manager, WAFBAM-TV; Roland K. Caldwell, Baton Rouge
banker, and G. Allen Penniman, Shreveport
advertising agency executive.
The Oregon State Board of Higher Education seeks a cp to build an educational
outlet on the campus of Oregon State U.,

For Utah, La., Oregon Tv's
APPLICATIONS have been filed with the
FCC for tv stations on ch. 1 1 Provo, Utah;
ch. 18 Baton Rouge, La., and educational
ch. 7 Corvallis, Ore.
The Provo application was filed by Jack
A. Burnett, KULA-AM-TV Honolulu executive vice president-general manager and
25% owner. Mr. Burnett is asking for 1.388
kw with a minus 798 ft. above average terrain antenna. He plans to spend $70,812 on
construction and $96,000 for first year
operations. Last month he applied for ch.
9 Ogden, Utah.
The Baton Rouge application was filed

MAXIMUM

POWER

WIBW-TV is now operating on the top limits of power
allowed by the FCC— a smashing 316,000 watts.

HEIGHT
Already WIBW-TV's antenna is at its limit of height1010 feet above the rolling Kansas prairie.

All!

COVERAGE

WIBW-TV absolutely dominates 20 Kansas Counties.
We lay down a clear picture far beyond Kansas City
and St. Joseph, Mo., into a total of 586,022 TV homes.
Check the new A.R.B. for the TopekAREA. See the
across-the-board preference for WIBW-TV.

FCC Grants Ch. 13 to Hauser
IN the only FCC television grant announced
last week, Carroll R. Hauser, owner of
KHUM Eureka, Calif., received the ch. 13
cp for that city. He will operate the new
facility with 3.98 kc, spending an estimated
$92,532 to construct. Also 45.3% owner of
KVEN Ventura, Calif., Mr. Hauser has
ranching and real estate interests.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

CBS
ABC

TOPEKA, KANSAS
Ben Ludy, Gen. Mgr.
WIBW & WIBW-TV in Topeka
KCKN in Kansas City
Rep: Capper Publications, Inc.

The Kansas View Point
January 21, 1957
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90th U.S. MARKET
KIMA-TV's three-sfafion network provides
exclusive coverage to over 40,000 square
miles. KIMA-TV alone creates a tremendous new market, ranking 90th in the
U.S., where no other single medium can or
does claim comparable domination.
*CBS Television

MARKET

DATA

POPULATION
51 1,875
(Urban Population
261,900)
(Rural Population
249,975)
FAMILIES
159,925
EFFECTIVE BUYING INCOME
$859,218,000
GROSS FARM INCOME
$334,735,000
RETAIL SALES
$632,561,000
FOOD SALES
$135,614,000
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
$430,890,000
DRUG SALES
$ 21,335,000
AUTOMOTIVE SALES
$123,748,000
(Source: 1956 Survey of Buying Power)

See
WEED
TELEVISION
Pacific Northwest: ART MOORE
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Corvallis.
$180,000
first year
physician,

The board proposes to spend
for construction, $100,000 for
operation. Dr. R. E. Kleinsorge,
is president of the board.

FCC Approves 14 Sales;
WLAP Sells for $346,000
LARGEST of 14 station sales approved by
the FCC last week was the transfer of
WLAP-AM-FM-TV Lexington, Ky., from
Gilmore N. Nunn to Community Bcstg. Co.
for $346,000. Community principals are
President Frederick Gregg Jr., Young &
Rubicam account executive; Harry Feingold, appliance distributor, and Charles
Wright, General Dynamics accounting executive. WLAP operates on 630 kc with 5
kw day and 1 kw night. WLAP-TV holds a
cp for ch. 27 but is not yet on the air.
Kanawha Valley Bcstg. Co. was involved
in both the purchase and sale of Charleston,
W. Va., stations approved by the Commission. Kanawha bought WKNA- AM-FM
there from Joe L. Smith Jr. for $150,000
and in turn sold its WGKV to Jacob A.
( McCann-Erickson and former NBC sales
executive) and Walter F. Evans for $90,250. Not involved in the sale was the cp for
ch. 49 WKNA-TV, which was on the air for
a period of time but is now dark. Kanawha
principals, who also own WSAZ-AM-TV
Huntington, W. Va., include Lawrence H.
Rogers II (20%), vice president-general
manager of WSAZ-AM-TV; Leroy E. Kilpatrick (10%), WSAZ-AM-TV vice president-technical director; William D. Birke
(25%); E. H. Long (15%), and Walter H.
Long, Eugene Katz and A. F. Marshall (all
10%). WKNA operates on 950 kc with 5 kw
day and 1 kw night and is ABC-affiliated.
NBC affiliate WGKV is on 1490 kc, 250 w.
WHAR Clarksburg, W. Va., was sold by
WHAR Inc. (W. A. Patterson and Robert
K. Richards) to Harrison Corp. for $97,453.
Harrison principals are William F. Malo Jr.,
president-50% ; George F. Wilson, 35%, and
George F. Wilson Jr., 15%. The Wilsons
are applicants for ch. 6 New Bedford, Mass.
WHAR is an ABC affiliate on 1340 kc with
250 w.
Complication for WMUR-TV Move
APPLICATION to move ch. 9 WMUR-TV
Manchester, N. H., nearer to Boston received
what might be another setback last week
when the New York Regional Airspace Subcommittee, Air Coordinating Committee,
authorized the establishment of a radionavigation facility at Beverly Airport, northeast
of Boston. The tower sought by WMUR-TV
(and by Storer Broadcasting Co. which is
buying the ch. 9 outlet if the move toward
Boston is authorized) is near Georgetown,
Mass. Last November, the New York committee disapproved the Georgetown site. The
Washington Airspace Panel last month deferred action on the WMUR-TV request
until it was advised on the radio installation.

WLOF, WSMB, WJQS Seek
FCC Approval of Sales
AMONG station sales filed for FCC approval last week were those involving WLOF
Orlando, Fla., WSMB New Orleans, WJQS
Jackson, Miss., and the Granite State stations in New Hampshire.
John W. Kluge of Washington, with multiple-station interests, sold his 37% ownership
of WLOF to 15% owner Harris H. Thomson for $130,662. This sale gives Mr. Thomson controlling interest (52%) in WLOF.
Mr. Kluge is president and majority stockholder of KXLW Brentwood (St. Louis),
Mo.; WGAY Silver Spring, Md.; WILY
Pittsburgh, and WNDA Nashville, Tenn.
Radio Hawaii Inc. purchased 50% of
WSMB from Paramount Gulf Theatres Inc.
(subsidiary of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres) for $90,000. The other
50% is owned by Bankers Securities Corp.
Radio Hawaii, subsidiary of Founders Corp.,
also owns KPOA Honolulu, WTAC Flint,
Mich., and 50% of KTVR (TV) Denver.
WJQS was sold by Mississippi Bcstg. Co.
(Withers Gavin, president) to Milner Enterprises Inc. for $75,000. R. Dumas Milner,
president of Milner Enterprises, is president,
4.45% owner of the Jackson State Times
and has real estate interests. Mississippi
Bcstg. owns WCOC Meridian, Miss., and
now dark WCOC-TV ch. 30 there.
W. J. Barkley, president of WKBR-AMFM Manchester, WTSL Hanover, WTSN
Dover and WTSV Claremont, all N. H., is
selling his 30-35% interest in the Granite
State stations for a total of $165,000 (largest
sum is $111,700 for 35.3% interest in the
Manchester outlets). The stock is being
bought by W. L. Rust and Ralph Gottlieb,
present stockholders. After the transactions
are approved, Mr. Rust will own between
63% and 72% and Mr. Gottlieb between
23% and 30.5% of the four stations. Balance sheet for the four stations showed surpluses for all ($92,291 for WKBR).
For other sales, see For the Record,
page
FCC 108.
Sets Aside WILA
Cites Interference by
ON ITS own motion, the
set aside the Dec. 19, 1956,

Grant,
WPUV
FCC last week
grant of a new

am station
(WILA)Va.,
on to
1580S. kc,L. 500
w' daytime, Danville,
Goodman
[B»T, Dec. 24, 1956] because of a conflict
with the FCC's 10% rule.
In his application, Mr. Goodman stated
that interference from WPUV Pulaski, Va.,
would affect only 9.5% of the population
of the proposed WILA coverage area. Further engineering study, the Commission said,
showed that the WPUV signal actually
would penetrate 4 miles into the WILA area,
affecting 11.6% of the population the new
station planned to serve.
Earlier, on Jan. 7, Danville Bcstg. Co.
(applicant for 950 kc with 500 w, Danville)
had protested the grant to the FCC under
the 10% rule. Mr. Goodman also owns
WYSR Franklin, WYTI Rocky Mount and
WDDY Gloucester, Virginia.
Telecasting
Broadcasting

Pilot close-up with Earl H. Wells, Chief News Photographer, at the
camera. Nelson Benton, News Editor, talks over the shot with
Captain T. C. McNeil, Jr. (pilot), Commanding Officer of 156th

WBTV

goes
with

in
Du

close
Pont

Fighter Interceptor Squadron. At left, Major Robert W. Brooks,
Maintenance Officer of N. C. Air National Guard, and Colonel
William Payne, Commander of N. C. Air National Guard.

for

prize-winning

Motion

Picture

DuPont film is an established favorite
at WBTV, Charlotte, North Carolinathe largest TV station in the Carolinas.
Their news cameramen have been using
this film exclusively since 1954 when
WBTV first turned to motion picture
coverage. Cameraman Earl Wells, using
DuPont film, won first place in feature
films, second and third place in news
film in a recent Southern News Photographers' Contest.
"We can go just about anywhere and
get good pictures with DuPont films—
indoors vision
or out,
day or night,"
TeleNews Editor
Nelson says
Benton.

Nelson Benton and Earl Wells look over some
news footage with D. H. Billings, DuPont
Representative (center). Sharp, clear pictures are the rule with DuPont film, and
Mr. Wells states: "I'm sure we'll always be
using it."

"We can rate Type 931 film as high as
ASA 400 and Type 930 up to ASA 250
with satisfactory results." Mr. Benton
also reports the station is using about
1,000 feet of DuPont film daily.
Rapid processing is an important
feature of DuPont film. WBTV often
processes 50-70 feet of film per minute
at
temperature
95°F.
station
has a been
on the air ofwith
film The
20 minutes

footage

Film

after the actual news event. Why not
take advantage of high-speed, easyhandling DuPont films in your station?
They'll give you the high-quality results you've always wanted.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, contact your
nearest DuPont Sales Office (listed below)
or the Du Pont Company, Photo Products
Department, Wilmington 98, Delaware. In
Canada: DuPont Company of Canada
Limited, Toronto.
SALES OFFICES
Atlanta 8, Ga
805 Peachtree Building
Boston 10, Mass
140 Federal Street
Chicago 30, III 4560 Touhy Avenue, Lincolnwood
Cleveland 16, Ohio
20950 Csntsr Ridge Road
Dallas 7, Texas
1628 Oak Lawn Avenue
Los Angeles 38, Calif 7051 Santa Monica Blvd.
New York 11, N. Y
248 West 18th Street
Wynnewood, Pa
308 East Lancaster Avenue
Export Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98, Delaware

*ES. U.S. PAT on
BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
...THROUGH CHEMISTRY

PICTURE
MOTION
DUPONT
Broadcasting
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GOVERNMENT
COLORADO

TAKES

COLORADO has taken two steps designed
to insure television service in remote communities beyond normal range of tv stations.
Gov. Edwin C. Johnson set up a state
communications unit, called the Governor's
Committee to improve tv reception in Colorado by use of boosters. Secondly, a memorial was introduced in the House of Representatives byRep. Rex Howell, of KREXTV Grand Junction, Colo., asking Congress to act on behalf of FCC rule-making
procedure to permit licensed use of booster
or on-channel re-radiation equipment.
The two Colorado developments revive
interest in the state's defiance of the FCC,
whose powers are being tested in a case
before the U. S. Court of Appeals (C&J
Communications Services, Bridgeport,
Wash.). Gov. Johnson, a former chairman
of the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, defied the FCC last
August by ordering and authorizing Walter
R. Webber to continue operating a booster
in Steamboat Springs, about 120 miles from
Denver [B*T, Aug. 13, 1956].
After this August action, Gov. Johnson
named Mr. Webber to his staff as "communications expert." Last week Mr. Webber
was one of 12 Coloradans appointed to the
new Governor's Committee. This committee
is directed "to improve television reception
in Colorado and authorize its members to
install tv booster equipment, under certain
conditions, to accomplish this purpose."
The members are directed especially "to be
certain that in this endeavor they do not
interfere electronically or otherwise with
any other radio or tv broadcast or any interstate communication of any kind."
Rep. Howell's memorial
(HJM2), in
1 5 Republicans Named
To House Commerce Committee
REPUBLICAN membership on the House
Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee
was completed last week with the appointment of 15 GOP members. Democratic
members were named the week before [B«T,
Jan. 14].
The four new GOP members added to the
committee were Reps. J. Arthur Younger
(Calif.), William H. Avery (Kan.), Bruce
Alger (Tex.) and Will E. Neal (W. Va.).
These and 11 holdover members from the
84th Congress brought GOP membership on
the committee to 15, an increase of one over
the 84th Congress, and total committee
membership to 33, compared to 31 in the
84th.
Holdover GOP members: Reps. Charles
A. Wolverton (N. J.), Joseph P. O'Hara
(Minn.), Robert Hale (Me.), John W. Heselton (Mass.), John B. Bennett (Mich.), John
V. Beamer (Ind.), William L. Springer (111.),
Alvin R. Bush (Pa.), Paul F. Schenck (Ohio),
Joseph L. Carrigg (Pa.) and Steven B.
Derounian (N. Y.).
Three of the new committee members
represented re-elected congressmen. Rep.
Neal served in the 83rd Congress (1953-54).
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which six other legislators joined, contended
FCC has recognized the need for auxiliary
tv service by authorizing translator stations
(low-power off-channel uhf rebroadcast
units) but held the plan hasn't fully met
the needs of the mountainous terrain. Reflection and minor amplification of tv signals on the same frequency is feasible, it is
argued, and will not cause interference to
any licensed service.
The memorial calls on Congress to authorize and encourage FCC to start rulemaking procedure enabling use of on-channel re-radiation equipment in the west or
any place where a community lacks minimum tv service.
The status of community tv systems picking tv signals off the air and feeding them to
subscribers over wire circuits may be involved in a provision of the memorial. This
clause holds that FCC's rule-making should
permit licensing of booster stations "when
under the control of an existing tv licensee."
In addition it would allow licensing of boosters to counties, cities or other subdivisions,
or to non-profit associations and other
working groups "who have obtained the assent of writing to re-broadcasts the services
of existing licensed tv broadcasting station."
The term "license" is used in a broad sense.
FCC

Denies

AWAITING FINAL DECISION: 9
(Figures in parentheses indicate dates oral
arguments were held.)
Miami. Fla.. ch. 10 (7-18-55); Seattle, Wash..
ch. 7 (12-17-56); Indianapolis, Ind., ch. 13
(5-25-56); St. Louis, Mo., ch. 11 (7-9-56);
Orlando, Fla., ch. 9 (6-19-56); Buffalo,
N. Y. ch. 7 (9-24-56); Boston, Mass., ch. 5
(10-29-56); Biloxi, Miss., ch. 13 (12-18-56);
Casper, Wyo., ch. 6.
AWAITING ORAL ARGUMENT: 3
(Figures
in parentheses
indicate dates initial decisions
were issued.)
San Francisco-Oakland, Calif., ch. 2 (6-2556); Pittsburgh, Pa., ch. 11 (7-3-56); Coos
Bay, Ore., ch. 16 (7-20-56).
AWAITING INITIAL DECISION: 3
(Figures
parentheses
indicate dates records werein closed
after hearings.)
Hatfield. Ind.-Owensboro. Ky.. ch. 9 (1-755);
Toledo, Ohio,
daga-Parma,
Mich., ch.ch.1110(1-25-56);
(3-2-56). OnonIN HEARING
7
Beaumont-Port Arthur Tex., ch. 4; Sheboygan, Mich.,P. ch.R., 4;ch.Pachuta
Miss.,Tex.,
ch.
7; Mayaguez,
3; Victoria,
ch. 19; McKeesport-Pittsburgh, Pa., ch. 4;
Beaumont, Tex., ch. 6.
IN COURT:
9
(Appeals from tv grants in U. S. Court of
Appeals, Washington.)
Pittsburgh, Pa., ch. 11; Sacramento, Calif.,
ch. 3; Shreveport, La., ch. 12; Fort Wayne,
Ind., ch. 69; Fresno, Calif., ch. 12; Miami,
Fla., ch.mouth,17;
Wichita,
Kan., ch. La.,
3; PortsVa., ch.
10; Shreveport,
ch. 3
(denied
by
appeals
court;
petition
for writ
Court).
of
certiorari submitted to U. S. Supreme

Monroney

Request in Miami Case
THE FCC has told Sen. A. S. Mike Monroney (D-Okla.) the Commission feels it
would be committing "legal error" if it considered the senator's request that the FCC
defer action in the Miami ch. 10 case.
Sen. Monroney, a member of the Senate
Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee,
chairman of its Aviation Subcommittee and
a member of its Communications Subcommittee, had asked the FCC Dec. 28 to defer
action because "there is a strong likelihood
of a grant of a television license ... to National Airlines" [B*T, Jan. 14]. Sen. Monroney said that before the FCC acts in the
four-way contest he wants the Aviation Subcom it e tohold hearings on the propriety
of an airline holding a tv grant because such
firms receive or are in a position to receive
government subsidies.
The FCC, in a reply dated Jan. 11 and
revealed Wednesday, said that in an adjudicatory proceeding such as the Miami ch.
10 case, the Communications Act and Administrative Procedure Act require that decisions be based only on matters of record.
It added: "Your letter, of course, is not of
record in the proceeding. Accordingly the
Commission feels it would commit legal error in considering it." The FCC letter concluded:
"The Commission desires to extend every
courtesy it can to you as a member of the
Senate. You will appreciate, however, the
caution which must be exercised with respect
to taking any action on the basis of matters
not before the Commission in the record of
the proceeding."

BOXSCORE
STATUS of tv cases before FCC:

SOLONS

TO

REPORT

ON TV EXCISE TAX
THE EXCISE Taxes Subcommittee of the
House Ways Means Committee will make
recommendations in the "near future" on
a proposal to remove the 10% manufacturers federal excise tax from all-channel
tv sets, the subcommittee staff indicated
last week.
The subcommittee, headed by Rep. Aime
J. Forand (D-R. I.) in this and the 84th
Congress, made its first report this year on
taxes last Monday.
Members of the Excise Taxes Subcommittee include Chairman Forand and Reps.
Herman P. Eberharter (D-Pa.), Eugene J.
Keogh (D-N. Y.), Frank M. Karsten CDMo.), A. S. Herlong Jr. (D-Fla.), Thomas A.
Jenkins (R-Ohio), Noah M. Mason (R-Ill.)
and Hal Holmes (R-Wash.).
The report did not mention the all-channel
set tax, nor any other matter not covered
by HR 12,298, a bill introduced near the
end of the 84th Congress by Rep. Forand
and proposing a number of technical excise
tax changes. Recommendations on matters
not included in HR 12,298 will be made
in the near future, it was indicated.
Jack W. Poe, a subcommittee staff member, said last week the proposal to remove
the excise tax from all-channel tv sets is
under consideration, but not "active and
conclusive
consideration."
Broadcasters
testified in behalf of the tax
removal during the subcommittee's session
last November and December [B»T, Dec. 3,
1956, et seq], telling the subcommittee that
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

such action would bring tv sets which receive uhf signals on a competitive level with
vhf-only sets. This would spur sales of allchannel sets and do much to save uhf broadcasting by giving it sorely-needed circulation, they said. They were supported by
statements from the Senate Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee and the FCC.
The Treasury Dept. testified against the
proposal to remove taxes from all-channel
sets.
The subcommittee does not anticipate any
additional hearing sessions on subjects already covered by testimony unless "sweeping" new proposals are made. The staff
said any proposals regarding "new matters'"
(i. e., those not included in HR 12,298)
may be incorporaed in the revised HR
12,298 or may be submitted separately.
In making its report last week on HR
12,298, the subcommittee gave up trying to
define "entertainment type" radios, tv sets
and phonographs for purposes of taxation.
It noted that present law provides a tax
only on radios, tv sets and phonographs of
the entertainment type, while component
articles (chassis, cabinets, tubes, speakers,
amplifiers, power supply units, built-in antennas and phonograph mechanisms) are
taxed if suitable for use with any radio, tv
set or phonograph. The bill would restrict
the tax on components to those suitable for
such articles which are of the entertainment
type.
Both the Internal Revenue Service and
taxpayers have had trouble denning "entertainment type," involving both end products
and components, the report said. Since the
subcommittee believes the main purpose of
limiting the tax on radios, tv sets and phonographs to those of the entertainment tax is
the desire to exclude communication, navigation and detection type equipment from
taxation, the subcommittee recommended
that the tax be imposed on all radios, tv sets
and phonographs, but that an exemption be
provided for communications, navigation
and detection type equipment and for components "unsuitable" for use with taxable
units.
Holmctrt Re-elected Chairman
Of Commerce Advisory Council
EUGENE HOLMAN, chairman of Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey, last Thursday
was re-elected chairman of the Dept. of
Commerce Business Advisory Council.
Ernest R. Breech, chairman of Ford Motor
Co., and Devereaux C. Josephs, chairman of
New York Life Insurance Co., were elected
new vice chairmen. Re-elected vice chairmen
were S. D. Bechtel, president of Bechtel
Corp. of San Francisco, and T. V. Houser,
THE

PEOPLE'S

CHOICE

WSRS

GREATER CLEVELAND'S
NUMBER 1 STATION
SRS
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chairman of Sears, Roebuck & Co.
The council held closed sessions at which
top government officials discussed topics affecting business and government .The highlevel advisory group elected eight new members, including Elisha Gray II, president of
Whirlpool-Seeger Corp.; and Neil McElroy,
president of Procter & Gamble Co. Frank
Stanton, CBS Inc. president, was elected to
the BAC executive committee.

MUSKETEERS

Questionnaire Return
Pleases Senate Group
BROADCASTERS have responded "very,
very well" to the Senate Elections Subcommittee's questionnaire seeking amounts spent
on political broadcast radio and tv time and
free time given to political candidates in the
1956 election campaign, John Moore, counsel, said last week. He estimated that about
90% of some 4,000 am, fm and tv stations,
plus the networks, had filed replies to the
Senate unit.
Mr. Moore said the parent Senate Rules
& Administration Committee is expected to
release its report the week of Jan. 28 on
spending in the 1956 campaigns. The subcommittee held hearings before the elections
at which networks and other broadcast representatives supplied information on political
radio-tv spending, criticized Sec. 315 of the
Communications Act and attacked proposals
to force broadcasters to donate free time to
candidates.
Antitrust Subcommittee Gives
Barnes Findings to Atty. General
THE House Antitrust Subcommittee has
turned over to the Attorney General "for
appropriate action" the results of its "r>reliminary investigation" of stock transactions
by U. S. Circuit Judge Stanley N. Barnes,
who was assistant attorney general in charge
of the Justice Dept.'s Antitrust Division before accepting the judgeship last summer.
Judge Barnes testified before the Antitrust group, headed by Rep. Emanuel Celler
(D-N.Y.), and before the Senate Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committee last year
regarding the respective jurisdictions of Justice and the FCC in antitrust matters and
specifically on the activities concerning the
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.-NBC swap
of radio-tv stations in Cleveland and Philadelphia. Justice has an antitrust suit pending
against RCA-NBC as a result of the sale.
Staff members of the Antitrust Subcommittee declined to discuss details of its findings, but said Justice has been asked to report any action taken in a reasonable time to
the House unit, adding that Judge Barnes
gave the subcommittee valuable cooperation
while he was Justice's antitrust chief.
Dawson, Moss Bill Espouse
Freer Public Information
THREE members of the House last week introduced identical bills aimed at cutting the
ground from under federal executive departments who they maintain have held up a law
enacted in 1789 as sanction for keeping information from the public.
The congressmen and their respective bills
are Reps. William L. Dawson (D-UL), chair-

WINS

WITH

IN BOSTON
First in Saturday afternoon
time period with a 13.0 rating.
Well-known TV critic reports: "Swashrobust, action-packed."
Centuries buckling,
of advance
publicity have
preceded
"The forThree
Musketeers"—
now available
the first
time on TV.
Write, wire, phone.

1501 Broadway, New York 36, LA 4-5050
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man of the House Government Operations
Committee (HR 2768); John E. Moss CDCalif .), chairman of its Public Information
Subcommittee (HR 2767), and Dante B.
Fascell (D-Fla.), the other Democratic member of the subcommittee (HR 2769).
They announced the week before [B«T,
Jan. 14] their intention of submitting amendments to Title 5, U. S. Code, Sec. 22, which
authorizes heads of executive departments
to make rules for the "custody, use and preservation" ofofficial records. The amendment
would add: "This section does not authorize
withholding information from the public or
limiting the availability of records to the
public."
Rep. Moss' subcommittee held hearings in
the 84th Congress on availability of information from executive departments and independent federal agencies after allegations
that such groups were keeping non-security
information from the public and Congress.
Sen. Thomas C. Hennings (D-Mo.) has
said he will introduce the amendent in the
Senate and Rep. Clare Hoffman (R-Mich.),
the GOP member of Rep. Moss' subcommittee, also will introduce it in the House.
Celler Keeps Chairmanship
Of Antitrust Subcommittee
REP. Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.) retained his
chairmanship of the House Antitrust Subcommittee after the parent House Judiciary
Committee, of which he also is chairman,
named its subcommittees at a meeting Thursday.
Two vacancies were filled in the subcommittee, byRep. Lester Holtzman (D-N. Y.),
who replaces Rep. James M. Quigley (D-Pa.),
defeated in the 1956 elections, and Rep. William E. .Miller (R-N. Y>), replacing Rep.
Huoh D. Scott Jr. (R-Pa.), who moved to
another committee.
Holdover members of the subcommittee
are Chairman Celler and Reps. Peter W.
Rodino Jr. (D-N. J.), Byron G. Rogers (DColo.), Kenneth B. Keating (R-N. Y.) and
William M. McCulloch (R-Ohio).
Liquor Ad Bill Up Again;
Hearings May Be Held Next Year
PERENNIAL bill to prohibit advertising of
all alcoholic beverages on radio and tv and
in other media in interstate commerce was
introduced in the Senate last week by Sen.
William Langer (R-N.D.), who also introduced the measure in the 84th Congress.
Sen. Langer's bill (S 582) is identical to
his S 923 in the 84th and to HR 4627, introduced inthe House by Rep. Eugene Siler
(R-Ky.) The bill probably will be heard
next year by Senate and House Commerce
Committees, since its proponents tradit'oially force hearings during congressional election years.
The Senate and House. versions were not
reported from the respective committees
after hearings last year [B«T, Feb. 20, 1956].
Harris Asks Study Authority
CHAIRMAN Oren Harris (D-Ark.) of the
House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee last week introduced formal request
(H Res 99) to authorize his committee to
make studies and investigations in 1957.
Page 96
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Gold
Anew

Seal

Complains

to Celler

Unit

THE Gold Seal Co. (Glass Wax, Snowy
bleach), which last October complained to
the House Antitrust Subcommittee that
CBS-TV in 1955 terminated its Jo Stafford
Show and gave no reason for doing so, also
has taken issue with CBS President Frank
Stanton's explanation on the events brought
about by CBS-TV programming changes in
1955 [B*T, Nov. 26, 1956].
Harold Schafer, Gold Seal president, in
a second letter to Chairman Emanuel Celler
(D-N.Y.) of the House Antitrust Subcommittee, differed at three points with Dr.
Stanton's explanation by letter to the subcommittee. He also asked that Congress take
away from "big companies" the power to
decide "what programs shall be on the air
and who shall sponsor them," and that both
time and programs be sold "on a fair basis
to Itallwasbuyers."
understood CBS will reply directly
to Mr. Schafer, explaining its position on the
points raised by Gold Seal. On the overall
question of program control, CBS will point
out that someone must exercise control over
programming and that this responsibility
should be that of the networks and stations,
not the federal government.
Mr. Schafer forwarded a copy of his
letter to CBS with an additional letter to
Dr. Stanton charging that the CBS president's explanation was "somewhat misleading," and adding that "perhaps the basic
fault" in tv can be blamed on faulty allocations in major markets and the government
"allowing companies like yours to dictate
the programming."
The Gold Seal president termed as "definitely wrong" Mr. Stanton's statement that
"in no case was there any disagreement with
the conclusion pointed to by the research
data" (which, CBS had explained, showed
weaknesses in the time period involving the
Jo Stafford Show and a need for strengthened programming).
Mr. Schafer said Gold Seal's agency,
Campbell-Mithun Inc., "protested vigorously," not only to CBS' conclusions, but "also
to their arbitrary move."
Commenting on Dr. Stanton's explanation that since the CBS-TV program
changes were not scheduled to go into effect
until September and that Gold Seal did not
take advantage of the fact it could have
renewed up to that date on April 1, 1955,
Mr. Schafer said Dr. Stanton failed to mention the fact that Gold Seal wanted a year's
contract, not 13 weeks, and would have
been "happy to sign a contract for a year."
Mr. Schafer said CBS' offer of other
shows, such as Brave Eagle and My Friend
Flicka, were not accepted because Gold
Seal considered them children's shows; that
CBS' offer of Arthur Godfrey Time was in
a daytime period and not the nighttime period Gold Seal wanted; and that You'll Never
Get Rich, another show mentioned by Dr.
Stanton as being offered to Gold Seal, was
not offered until "late summer of 1955."

Blakley Named to Fill
Senate Committee Vacancy
NEWLY-appointed Sen. William A. Blakley
(D-Tex.), Dallas attorney and "Eisenhower
Democrat," was named to the Senate InThursday.terstate & Foreign Commerce Committee
Sen. Blakley thus filled both the Senate
seat and Senate Commerce Committee membership vacated by Sen. Price Daniel (DTex.), who resigned Tuesday to become
governor of Texas, to which office he was
elected last Nov. 6.
The new senator was appointed to the
Senate seat by outgoing Gov. Allan Shivers
as one of his last official acts. Sen. Blakley
will serve until a special election for the
office, to be called by Gov. Daniel sometime
in the early spring. Sen. Blakley, it is understood, will not run in the election.
RKO Teleradio's Poor Tells
Why Company Sought WGMS
HEARINGS continued at the FCC for three
days last week on the disputed sale of
WGMS-AM-FM Washington to RKO Teleradio Pictures Inc. with RKO's John B. Poor
giving the reasons behind the purchase and
a statement from a noted psychiatrist that
"tensions" in Washington could be alleviated
music." sale has been protested via
"good$400,000
by The
FCC
and the courts by minority WGMS
stockholder Lawrence M. C. Smith. Under
terms of the sale contract, WGMS stockholders (46%%) Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Rogers are to be retained as RKO Teleradio
Pictures management consultants at $30,000
a year for five years, one of the objections
raised by Mr. Smith. Hearing Examiner
Herbert Scharfman continued the hearing
until Jan. 30 after testimony Wednesday.
Mr. Poor testified that RKO Teleradio
Pictures purchased WGMS to make money,
gain prestige and provide a Washington outlet for Mutual programs. Dr. Winfred Overholser, superintendent of St. Elizabeth's Hospital, Washington, gave testimony on the
use of good music in the treatment of mental
patients. He said that the type oi tensions
set up in Washington are peculiar because
of "foreign embassies and so on."
KNAC-TV

Case Argued

CONTESTED ownership of ch. 5 KNACTV Fort Smith, Ark., was argued last Thursday before a three-judge federal appeals
court in Washington.
Southwestern Publishing Co. (Donald
Reynolds) claimed the FCC erred in extending the construction permit and approving
the involuntary transfer of control of
KNAC-TV last year. It claimed it had a
contract to purchase the station. The argument was heard by Circuit Judges Henry
W. Edgerton, Wilbur K. Miller and David
L. Bazelon. J. Roger Wollenberg represented
Southwestern; Arthur Scheiner, KNAC-TV,
and Richard A. Solomon, FCC. Southwestern owns ch. 22 KFSA-TV Fort Smith.
Broadcasting
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STATIONS
SEC Hears Publishers
On Private Stock Sale
CROWELL-COLL1ER Publishing firm went
before the Securities Exchange Commission
last week to explain the private sale of company debentures.
The issue from the SEC's point of view
is whether the privately-sold debentures
should have been registered with, the Commission. The stock was immediately converted into Crow ell-Collier common at $5
a share — generally below the market price.
Some of the debentures, SEC says, were
converted and sold at a profit to other investors. Under the circumstances, the Commission contends, the original offering may
have been "public offering" and therefore
should have been registered.
Paul C. Smith, chief executive officer of
the publishing firm, said he relied entirely
on the word of his brokers that the $4 million debenture sale was a private financial
arrangement.
Mr. Smith said his first problem after
joining the firm was to get cash for operating expenses. He had difficulty doing it.
The firm in past months has suspended publication of American Woman's Home Companion and Collier's.
Late last year a $16 million deal between
Crowell-Collier and Consolidated Television
& Radio Broadcasters Inc. (Bitner stations)
fell through because of the high cost of
financing [B»T, Nov. 26, 1956.]
Radio-Tv Interstate Impact
On Sports Events Argued
THE effect of radio-tv coverage of a sports
event on the intrastate or interstate status
of a team operator was argued Thursday
before the U. S. Supreme Court. The issue
came up in the case of William Radovich vs.
National Football League.
Counsel for the government, appearing as
a friend of the court on behalf of Mr. Radovich, contended that since broadcasting is
interstate in character any broadcast of a
sports event places the operators of the
teams in the interstate category. A number
of justices, including Chief Justice Earl Warren, asked questions about this aspect of
the case.
NFL counsel contended the government
and Mr. Radovich were using this argument
as a device to lend interstate character to
a local event. They claimed the sale of rights
to transmit a report of a game does not
convert the club operators into the same
interstate classification as the reporting medium. The government argued, too, that
radio and tv contracts are part of the business of professional football.
Mr. Radovich contends he was damaged
professionally when the NFL blacklisted him
after he had left the Detroit Lions to play
for the Los Angeles Dons of the competitive
All-American Conference. He appealed an
adverse decision to the Supreme Court. His
counsel contended the NFL was able to
"ruin" the All-American league.
Broadcasting
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WRC
Inaugural Music
Premiered at Concert
A SYMPHONIC background to the Declaration of Independence — which WRCAM-FM Washington commissioned from
composer Morton Gould early in 1956 — was
broadcast by the NBC-owned Washington
outlets at 9:30 p.m. yesterday (Sunday) at
its world stitution
premiere
in of
Washington's
ConHall as part
the presidential
Inaugural Concert.
Carleton D. Smith, WRC-AM-FM-TV
general manager and NBC vice president,
commissioned the composer to undertake
writing of the new symphonic narrative last
year on advice of Howard Mitchell, conductor of Washington's National Symphony
Orchestra.
also
willThebe symphonic
broadcast work,
on the "Declaration,"
NBC Radio Network from 9:05 to 10 p.m. tomorrow (Tuesday), according to plans completed by James
E. Kovach, WRC-AM-FM-TV program
director.
The Declaration of Independence has
been read without music on WRC-AM-FM
for several years as a July 4 feature, and
Mr. Gould, impressed with the need for
such a composition to fill a need at radio
stations, schools and other institutions,
agreed to compose the work for premiere
performance by the National Symphony
Orchestra.
"Declaration" is a symphonic narrative for
orchestra, two solo speakers and a speaking

ATTENDING rehearsal of "Declaration,"
symphonic narrative commissioned by
WRC Washington for premiere performance during the Inaugural Concert in that
city and broadcast by the NBC-owned
stations yesterday, are (I to r) Carleton
D. Smith, W.RCA-AM-FM-TV general manager and NBC vice president; Morton
Gould, composer of the work, and Howard Mitchell, director of the National
Symphony Orchestra, which presented
the premiere.
male chorus. Mr. Smith expressed hope it
will be recorded so radio stations and others
may use it as a patriotic service. The work
also will be performed tomorrow and
Wednesday by the National Symphony in a
concert with pianist Dame Myra Hess. Mr.
Gould is a former conductor on network
radio programs.

WLWC (TV) Adds 4 To Staff;
Dodsworth Resigns Sales Post
CHANGES and additions to WLWC (TV)
Columbus, Ohio, have been announced by
James Leonard, general manager and vice
president of Crosley Broadcasting Corp.,
station owner.

tional sales staff of General Teleradio Inc.,
will manage the office as head salesman.
Addition of a Miami branch will bring to
nine the number of H-R offices. Others are
located in Dallas, Chicago, Atlanta, San
Francisco, Houston, Hollywood, New Orleans, and New York headquarters.

Gregg
Lincoln,
with Crosley's
New
York
sales formerly
office, succeeds
C. R.
Dodsworth as sales manager. Mr. Dodsworth, with WLWC for the past eight years,
has resigned to launch his own advertising
agency in Columbus. Jackson Launer, producer of the Dotty Mack Show and with
WCPO-TV Cincinnati, has been named production manager at WLWC; Clark Smith,
announcer at WXIX-TV Milwaukee, joins
WLWC in the same capacity; Robert F.
Richards, formerly a salesman with a nonbroadcast firm, becomes a sales executive
on the station's staff, and Betty B. Shepherd
employed for the past 18 months at Ohio
State U., returns to her post as assistant to
the director of client service.

Most U.S. Stations Cut Rates

H-R Opens 9th Branch in Miami;
Campbell Appointed to New Post
H-R REPRESENTATIVES Inc. and H-R
Television Inc., station representatives, will
open a new branch office Feb. 1 in Miami.
Address of the new office will be 529 Pan
American Bank Bldg., Miami 22, Fla. Telephone number will be Franklin 3-7753.
At the same time, it was announced that
Alex Campbell Jr., formerly with the na-

In '56, All-Media Study Shows
THE MAJORITY of U. S. radio stations
lowered advertising rates during 1956, according to a year-end report by the Stand111. ard Rate and Data Service Inc., Evanston,
The SRDS study of 7,036 radio and television stations, newspapers, consumer magazines and business papers, revealed that 4%
of this group — virtually all of them radio
stations — dropped rates last year. However,
25% of the media studied raised rates during
1956, the report showed.
Rate increases appeared to be running
generally higher than those of 1955, with an
upturn from last year's drop in spot radio
time costs. The greatest rate hikes — percentcentered
on the out
nation's
outlets, agewise—
with
239 stations
of 447television
(53%)
raising rates from 4% to 300% . Average of
these increases was 30.6%. However, 12 tv
stations lowered rates an average of 26%.
The SRDS report presents rate changes
for television stations as well for some
2,794 radio stations on one-hour time and
January 21, 1957
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STATIONS
Autry Elected Board Chairman
Of KOOL-AM-TV Phoenix
GENE AUTRY, formerly president of
KOOL Radio and Tv Inc., Phoenix, was
elected chairman of the board of directors
meeting.
of
the company at a recent station directors
Named president of the company to succeed Mr. Autry was Tom Chauncey, who
had served as executive vice president and
general manager for the CBS-affiliated station. Mr. Chauncey will continue to serve as
general manager of KOOL-AM-TV in addition to the presidency.
WIS-TV Stages First Telecast
Of Legislature Opening Session

LOUIS FODOR (seated 1), president of Alex Fodor Realty, contracts for one of the
biggest radio advertising campaigns ever conducted by a Cleveland real estate firm —
3,016 one-minute spots to be broadcast by WHK Cleveland during 1957. W. K. Brusman, WHK sales manager, shares the desk. Others at the signing (1 to r): Lou Oswald,
head of Lou Oswald & Assoc.; Dave Friedman, advertising manager, and Louis
Cowan, sales manager of Fodor Realty, and Don Bruck, WHK account executive.
one-minute time, and breaks groups down
by station power.
In contrast, an analysis of 600 Canadian
radio and tv outlets, newspapers, consumer
magazines and business publications showed
that the average percentages of increase as
well as the range of increases for all Canadian media appear to have little relation to
their U. S. counterparts.

Executive Changes Announced
For WMAZ-AM-FM-TV Macon, Ga.
CHANGES on the executive staff of Southeastern Broadcasting Co., operating WMAZAM-FM-TV Macon, Ga., have been made.
The sales department functioning jointly
for radio and tv has Albert Sanders as executive sales manager, with Elmo Simmons as

KWKH Shreveport Raises Rates
KWKH Shreveport has increased rates in
certain time periods approximately 18%.
Among time slots affected are those between
6 a.m. and 1 1 a.m.
KGEN

French Named Ottaway Chairman
BYRON E. FRENCH has been elected
chairman of the board of Ottaway Newspapers-Radio Inc., James H. Ottaway, company president, has announced. The firm
operates radio stations WENE Endicott.
N. Y.; WDOS Oneonta, N. Y., and WVPO
Stroudsburg, Pa., along with dailies.
Carson to Head KAFA
JAMES C. CARSON, former owner and
manager of KWBM Williston, N. D., and
presently part owner of KLTZ Glasgow,
Mont., has been named general manager of
(1 kw) KAFA Colorado Springs, Colo.,
started Dec. 21 on 1460 kc.
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Working closely with station News Director Gren Seibels, the Governor employed
a variety of visual aids to illustrate many
subjects included in his speech. Closeups of
diagrams, photographs and other material in
the speech were seen through a special
WIS-TV camera.
Other highlights telecast during the opening ceremonies of the state's 1957 Legislative session included live coverage of the
General Assembly's first meeting, and an
interview of House Speaker Sol Blatt from
the General Assembly Hall by Georgia Hart,
WIS-TV woman commentator, according to
the station.

Goes on Air

KGEN Tulare, Calif., has gone on the air,
on 1370 kc with 1 kw. The station is owned
by SanVal Broadcasters, a partnership of
Gene V. Mitchell and Robert T. McVay,
with Mr. McVay serving as manager. John
McAdam is assistant manager and Jerry
McCabe is in charge of news, broadcast
hourly with emphasis on local coverage.

WIS-TV Columbia, S. C, pushed forward
tv's quest for equality with other news media
in covering government and court proceedings when a speech by Gov. George Bell
Timmerman Jr. was recently staged for
statewide viewing over the station.
State legislators saw and heard Gov. Timmerman deliver a precedent-breaking annual opening address before big-screen tv
sets for South Carolina's 92nd General Assembly. The statewide telecast, considered a
"first" of considerable importance by WISTV's news and public affairs department,
also was used extensively for classroom viewing in the public schools throughout the state
of South Carolina.

MR. SANDERS

MR. CROWTHER

national sales manager, and Tommy Snellgrove, local sales manager.
Harriet Moore will be comptroller.
Frank Crowther, remains commercial
manager, with supervision of general radio
and television activities as assistant to management.
1956 Best Year Yet for WFBR
WFBR

BALTIMORE topped its past performances in overall volume, national spot
sales and local revenues during 1956 for the
best year in its 34-year history, according to
Robert B. Jones Jr., WFBR vice president
and general manager. Comparing net time
sales for 1956 with the previous year, Mr.
Jones noted that overall volume was up
37%, national spot sales up 55% and local
revenues up 23%.

WOR-TV Promotes Dix, Reiner
In Sales, Program Appointments
BILL DIX, general sales manager, WOR-TV
New York, has been named to a newly
created post of assistant general manager in
charge of sales, reporting to Gordon Gray,
who is executive vice president and general
manager of the station.
Before joining the General Teleradio outlet and its MBS counterpart, WOR New
York, in February 1954, Mr. Dix was sales
manager of the then NBC-owned WTAM
Cleveland, and assistant sales manager of
WCBS New York.
At the same time it was announced that
Ivan Reiner, production manager, WOR-TV,
had been appointed program director. With
WOR-TV since 1952, Mr. Reiner formerly
was program manager of WNBT (TV) (now
WRCA-TV) New York.
Broadcasting
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Ford for Marshall at WNEW
IN A MOVE attributed to differences over
programming policy, Jerry Marshall has
resigned as m.c. of the commercially-successful, Make Believe Ballroom show over
WNEW New York, effective today (Monday) and will be replaced by Art Ford, another disc jockey at the station. It is reported
that the conductor of Make Believe Ballroom, which has been on WNEW for 22
years, is assured of earning in the vicinity
of $100,000 per year.
Neither the station nor Mr. Marshall revealed the nature of the differences of opinion with respect to the programming policy
of the recorded-music program. Mr. Marshall, who has been with WNEW for 14
years, said he would announce his plans "as
soon as they are formulated," adding he has
had other broadcasting offers.
Station Official Indicted
THOMAS D. RISHWORTH, public service
director of KGW-TV Portland, Ore., was
indicted Thursday by a Multnomah County
grand jury on two counts of sending obscene
letters through the mail. He was arrested
Monday and committed to county jail in
lieu of $5,000 bail.
Mr. Rishworth has been active in community affairs. He is a member of the
Mayor's Planning Committee, regional director of the Boy Scouts, a director of Oregon State Tv Health Assn. and a past chairman of the Portland Committee for CARE.
The indictments charge he sent the letters
to a youth serving in the Navy.
New

Firm Signs 16 Stations

W. DONALD ROBERTS, newly-formed radio representative firm in Chicago, has announced the signing of 16 stations by his
firm as an exclusive representative. They
are WBYS Canton, WHOW Clinton,
WEAW Evanston, WTAQ La Grange,
WKAI Macomb, WSDR Sterling, and
WPRS Paris, all of Illinois; KCHA Charles
City, KDEC Decorah, KLIL Estherville,

KLEM Le Mars, and KBIZ Ottumwa, all
of Iowa; and WCHF Chippewa Falls,
WTKM Hartford, WPLY Plymouth and
WPDR Portage, all of Wisconsin. Mr.
Roberts, a former ABC Radio executive,
also noted that his firm has tentative commitments with several other stations.
Taylor Heads WINR-AM-TV;
Pope Now WENY Manager
DALE L. TAYLOR WENY Elmira, N. Y.,
manager, has been appointed general manager of WINR-AM-TV Binghamton, N. Y.
WINR-TV is scheduled to go on the air
July 1.
Lambert F. (Bill) Pope has been named
to succeed Mr. Taylor at WENY. He was
commercial manager of WENY before being named to his new post.
Flanigan Joins Storer
BOB FLANIGAN, a 20-year-veteran of
broadcasting, has joined the Storer Broadcasting Co. in its
New York sales
headquarters to
work essentially on
the radio properties. He came to
Storer from WOV
New York where
he had served as
assistant to the general manager since
1 955. Previously
i
1
he had worked for
MR. FLANIGAN
the World Broadcasting System, and
as sales manager of the Chicago NBC sales
staff.
Snowberger,

Beattie Buy WPTX

NINETY percent of WPTX Lexington
Park, Md., has been sold to Arthur Snowberger, general manager of WOOK Washington, and James S. Beattie, of the Washington advertising agency hearing his name,
for approximately $35,000. William J.
Thomas is president of WPTX. Allen
Kander & Co., Washington, was broker for
the sale, which is subject to FCC approval.
Croninger Heads WIND

"Nobody goes out anymore, since
we started piping KRIZ Phoenix into
the rooms!"
Broadcasting

Telecasting

Programs

DAVID CRONINGER, program director,
WQAM Miami, has been named program
director at Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.'s
newest acquisition, WIND Chicago, it was
announced Friday by Ralph L. Atlass, the
station's general manager. The appointment
is effective today (Monday).
A radio veteran since his collegiate days
at the U. of Tulsa, where he worked at
KRMG Tulsa as an M. C, sports commentator and play-by-play announcer, Mr. Croninger joined KCMO-AM-TV Kansas City
after graduation, later switched to WHB,
also Kansas City. Last year he joined WTIX
New Orleans as program director, later
moved to WQAM Miami in a similar position while continuing his on-the-air work.

New

Farm

Show

idea

created

by

Doane

World's leading farm management and
research organization builds daily 15minute package of national and international farm news, price trends, selling, buying, and management advice.
What effect may the latest international
crisis have on farm prices? How can
farmers use soil bank certificates to get 5
cents extra return for each dollar's
worth? Why are corn farmers better off
this year than last? What's behind happenings in the hog, cattle, and poultry
markets? What are today's good buys?
What's new in cost-cutting practices?
These are examples of questions and
problems answered by the practical,
down-to-earth Farm Radio Show offered
to stations and advertisers by the Doane
Agricultural Service's economic scripting
department.
Beamed to Farmers' Interests
This continuing program of facts, and
expert interpretation of facts and news, is
of vital interest to farmers in all parts of
the country. Ready-to-air scripts are
beamed to the farmer's highest interests,
and have already proved their ability to
build large, interested farm audiences.
Of special interest to farm wives is a
sprightly section on homemaking, presented byhome economist Florence Lytle.
Frank Facts vs. Foolish Fancies
The Doane Farm Radio Show is a
unique program based on 37 years of
professional farm management, economic
research, and forecasting. Facts are separated from fancy as questions of great
importance to farmers are discussed and
analyzed in easy-to-understand terms.
For full details on the new Doane Farm
Radio Show, and how to use it in your
area, write: Doane Farm Scripting
Service, Att: Alvin J. Lee, Doane
Agricultural Service, 5144 Delmar
Blvd., St. Louis 8, Mo.

DOANE
AGRICULTURAL

SERVICE, INC.
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STATIONS
REPRESENTATIVE APPOINTMENTS
KDAY Los Angeles appoints John E. Pearson Co., S. F.
WCAR
N. Y.

Detroit names Am

Radio Sales,

WJLS Beckley and WKNA Charleston, both
W. Va., appoint Burke-Stuart Inc., N. Y.
WIBX Utica, N. Y., appoints The Meeker
Co., same city.
REPRESENTATIVE
PEOPLE
Guy (Buck)
Yaughan, radio-tv
veteran and for
past 8 months advertising manager
of Charlotte Observer, joins James
S. Ayers Co., Atlanta, as manager
of Charlotte, N. C,
office.

MR. VAUGHAN

STATION PEOPLE
Lincoln A. Mayo, commercial manager,
WBSE Hillsdale, Mich., to WKLX Paris,
Ky., as general manager.
James Schroeder, manager of KSEM Moses
Lake, named sales manager for KBAS-TV

New

Nielsen
No.

2

proves

ON THIS THEY AGREE
LET men from the Southwest and the
East meet, or even debate, and, especially if they are promotion-minded
broadcasters, a mutually beneficial arrangement can result. That's what
happened
in
fact Dallas
with Gordon
McLendon of KLIF
and Robert
Leder of WOR New York. A month
ago, they had a verbal duel on "Gimmicks and Giveaways" [condensed
texts appeared in B«T, Dec. 24, 1956]
before the Radio & Television Execuand selling
seminartives inSociety's
New timebuying
York.
Last week, a contract signing between the two stations was announced,
providing for WOR promotional announcements tobe aired by KLIF, and
KLIF jingles on WOR New York,
daily
for 30at days.
KLIF's
jingles will
be aimed
national
advertisers
and
their agencies located in New York;
WOR's
promotion
be slanted
for
the attention
of a will
number
of Dallas
accounts having distribution in New
York.
Ephrata, both Wash., which is scheduled to
go on air Feb. 1. Howard Hammond, radio
engineer, KIMA Yakima, appointed chief
engineer at KBAS-TV. Robert E. Davis,
sales manager, KVAN Vancouver, to KIMA
in similar capacity. John Freeborn, art director, CHCT-TV Calgary, Can., joins Cascade Broadcasting Co. (KIMA-AM-TV,
KEPR-TV Pasco, KBAS-TV Ephrata,
KWIE Kennewick, all Wash., and KLEWTV Lewiston, Idaho).
Joseph F. Hladky
Jr., vice presidentsecretary, Gazette
Co. parent comAM-TV
Cedar
pany of KCRGRapids, Iowa,
elected president,
succeeding James
N. Faulks who
died recently.
Earl

choice

for

ton, to WERH

best

studio-field operations director,
WTOP WashingHamilton, Ala., as chief en-

gineer.
Robert M. Ryan, news editor, KING-TV
Seattle, to KOMO-TV, same city, as sales
promotion manager. Sam Whitacre, publicity director, Republican State Central Committee of Washington, joins KOMO-TV as
account executive.

1957

in the billion
dollar Columbus,
Georgia market
■

i
CALL HOLLINGBERY
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CO.

i

Phil Bryce, assistant advertising-promotion
director, KABC-TV Hollywood, joins station's sales department as account executive.
Robert D. Shanahan, sales manager, WOMT
Manitowoc, Wis., to WRIT Milwaukee as
sales representative.
Jim Ingram, sales staff of Wilbur Ellis Co.,
San Francisco, joins KFRC, same city, as
national sales representative.
Ed Strasburger to KHOL
as traffic director.

Kearney, Neb.,

Jerry Rogers, film department, KTLA (TV)
Hollywood, named film director.
Scott Sutton, news and public affairs department, WMBR - AM - TV Jacksonville,
Fla., to WTOP Washington.
Robert W. Ferguson, executive vice president-general manager, WTRF-TV Wheeling,
W. Va., appointed co-chairman, public relations publicity committee for Wheeling Area
Conference.
Josef Rizk, supervising engineer, WMBRTV Jacksonville, Fla., father of girl, Melinda Mary, Dec. 24.
Bill Ranker, KHPL-TV Hayes Center. Neb.,
engineer, father of boy, David Von, Jan. 6.
Jack Burney, research-special services manager, Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co.,
Charlotte, N. C, father of girl, Susan Anne,
Jan. 10.
Leslie C. Small, president, WKAN
kee. 111., died on Jan. 11.

Kanka-

F. Downey,

MR. HLADKY
is your

Ted Dorf, WGAY Silver Spring, Md., appointed commercial manager, succeeding
Stuart Hepburn, resigned to become vice
president-manager of KNOK Fort Worth.
Val Thomas, promotion-public relations director, WGAY, joins sales department and
John Cooley, news staff of station, succeeds
Mr. Thomas.
Grace M. Spanihel, timebuyer, Foote, Cone
& Belding, Houston, to KTHT, same city,
as assistant to station manager.
Don Stewart, general sales manager, KRAM
Las Vegas, to KSDO San Diego as account
executive.

Henry Hickman, assistant program director.
WFBR Baltimore, named operations manager.
Lew Jeffrey, production manager, KMTV
(TV) Omaha, Neb., named program manager and Norman W. Williams, KMTV director, succeeds him.

LIBEL
SLANDER
PIRACr
PRIVACY
COPYRIGHT
Guard against embarrassing loss
by having our unique, special
INSURANCE
which is adequate and
surprisingly inexpensive.
WRITE
FOR. DETAILS
AND RATES
^EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
INSURANCE EXCHANGE
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
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PERSONNEL RELATIONS
ACTION
IN LOCAL

SEEN
47

SOON

VIRGINIA'S PiXMi&eA,

RADIO

STATION

PLEA

WITHIN the next week or so, the Los Angeles Superior Court will grant or deny an
injunction sought by a group of members of
the Hollywood local (47) of the American
Federation of Musicians to restrain phonograph record companies and film companies
from making payments into the Music Performance Trust Funds. The union has asked
that the court appoint a receiver to collect
such payments pending a trial on facts to determine towhom the money should be paid.
The issue is whether the payments in
question should go to the musicians employed in recording and films, as the Hollywood plaintiffs contend, or into the trust
funds, as heretofore.
The argument of the plaintiffs, presented
by Harold A. Fendler and Daniel Weber,
was that the AFM, acting as bargaining
agent in negotiating the agreements, was
bound to act in the interests of the musicians
employed by the recording companies or to
be employed by them, in the one case, and
in the interests of the musicians who made
the films now being released to tv, in the
other. Since the payments now going into
the trust fund arise from services rendered
by these employes, the benefits must go to
these same employes and cannot in equity go
to others, not even other members of AFM.
The national union, through Michael
Luddy, Emanuel Gordon and Henry Kaiser
argued that the plaintiffs in the recording
case are only "casual employes" of the
phonograph record companies (transcriptions were not included in this action) who
derive most of their income from other
forms of musical employment and that the
increase in wage scale which the union negotiated on the basis that it be put into the
trust fund instead of paid to the recording
musicians was negotiated through the bargaining power of the AFM as a whole and
not by the Hollywood musicians alone. Under these circumstances, the AFM argued,
the union was bound to put the benefits of
all its members ahead of those of the West
Coast "handful."
In the action over the fees paid for the
re-use of old movies on tv, the plaintiffs said
that under both the 1952 and 1954 agreements these payments of $25 per man per
film were paid to the musicians who had been
employed in making the films and that the
1955 order of James C. Petrillo, AFM president, transferring these payments from the
men to the trust fund, was a move inspired
solely by union political considerations. The
AFM answer was that the musicians had
been paid for making the pictures in the first
place, that the original ban on the use of old
films on tv in 1946 originated in the office
of the president and not with the Hollywood
musicians and that these payments, in effect
"windfalls" for the musicians, should properly be used for the benefit of all AFM
members. The sole purpose of the trust
funds, AFM counsel stated, is to develop
and encourage the use of live music and,
thereby, to create more employment for its
members.
Broadcasting
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IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST
WBC

PLANS

PUBLIC

SERVICE

MEET

• Conference initiators invite 75 stations to take part
• Programming

exchange set for Boston, Feb. 27-March

AN industry-wide conference on local public
service programming in radio-tv will be
held under the auspices of Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co. Feb. 27-March 1 in
Boston.
At a briefing session for newsmen in New
York Thursday, WBC President Donald
H. McGannon said he believed this would
be the first such session to be held in the
broadcasting field.
While the agenda for the three-day conto be heldstudios
at Westinghouse's
AM-TV ference— Boston
and at the WBZHotel
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Statler — has not yet been completed, some
of the details are being revealed today
(Monday).
Westinghouse plans for 75 invited stations
to take active part in the conference which
will be tailored primarily for station program executives. About 60% of the stations
will be tv; and 40% radio. It is expected that
110-115 persons will be assembled at the
meetings which will feature joint radio-tv
sessions and smaller, radio-only and tv-only
workshops.
According to Mr. McGannon, originally
Westinghouse thought in terms of sessions
held for only its own program managers and
producers, but over the 18 months of preliminary discussion of the conference idea,
it was felt "that it would be most productive
for everyone if we broadened our base and
invited a select group of other stations to
sit Stations
in with us."
were selected on the basis of
their "leadership in public service," as
represented by major awards and by general acceptance throughout the broadcast
industry as being in the forefront in public
interest programming. The outlets include
a cross-section of the nation's broadcasters
as to geographic range, station size, independent and network-affiliated status.
More Interesting Ways Sought
The conference will discuss how public
service programming can be made better
— injecting "more excitement and flair" as
compared with entertainment programming,
while, at the same time, evoking sponsorship interest, Mr. McGannon said. He noted
that radio and television have a "great
opportunity to play a public service role in
public enlightment" as separated from its
entertainment function.
Objective of the sessions will be to advance the use of broadcast media for education, information and enlightenment. Westinghouse already is considering circulating
the proceedings in either published book
form or on tape for future study.
All of the invited stations are commercial,
although WBC is inviting as guests general
or program managers from educational stations in the tv markets in which Westinghouse isactive (except for Cleveland which
has no education station, but the Ohio State
U. station in Columbus will be asked to
attend) .

1

Conference plans are being supervised by
WBC's Richard M. Pack, vice president in
charge of programming, and William J.
Kaland, national program manager. They
are working with program managers of each
of WBC's 10 stations. J. B. Conley, special
assistant to the president, is coordinator.
Included will be panel discussions, demonstrations on tape recordings, films and
kinescopes, floor discussions and questionand-answer periods with all of the broadcasters taking part. Covered will be the
whole field of public service programming;
cultural and educational, information and
news. Commercial and sustaining shows will
be included.
Proceedings Outlined
A broad outline of the agenda: Wednesday (Feb. 27) — Mr. McGannon will present a keynote speaker "nationally prominent in public life." A critical approach to
public service programming will be presented by a panel of columnists, broadcast
trade editors and radio-tv executives (titled
"Meet the Critics"). Visual and aural displays in a special exhibit of Advertising
Council projects.
Also Wednesday, different approaches to
a public service topic to be demonstrated by
different stations, called "Assignment — Public Service" for tv stations; "Quartet" for
radio stations. Four tv and four radio stations will offer presentations on the general
topic of "Freedom" with stations participating in the discussion and analysis. Each of
the eight outlets will demonstrate a different
format and technique for approaching the
same theme — with varied forms such as a
special event or documentary, a program as
part of a series, special spot announcements,
or other format. The session Wednesday
night is to be entitled "Showmanship in Publice Service," with a panel taking part.
Thursday morning (Feb. 28) — Sessions
will deal with news — various facets of news
broadcasting (the roving reporter, the
stringer, mobile unit, agricultural, weather,
marketing and other specialized news), with
what public service broadcasters can learn
from research on commercial programming
(motivation, emphasis, ground covered, repitition) — Mel Goldberg, WBC's director of
research, to preside. Thursday afternoon will
include meetings on film and tape and religious programming. Dinner meeting Thursday will feature a major speech by a nationally prominent person.
On Friday (March 1) — A panel discussion on "Producing the Show" with broadcasters demonstrating and discussing production techniques, lighting, sets, etc.; radio
panel on serious music (program selection,
balance and techniques such as multiplexing
and binaural broadcasts); a session called
"The Winners" that will present radio and tv
programs that have won top awards; and a
joint radio-tv meeting on "Spots Before
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

p
Your
Eyes," on non-commercial spot announcements.

RADIO

At last week's briefing, Mr. Pack described the WBC project as designed to
explore "How the Twain Shall Meet" in the
area of commercial and non-commercial
broadcasting. Mr. McGannon added that no
matter how good or noble the effort of a
station in producing a public service program, the final test comes in the size of the
viewing and listening audience.

TO

CBS, ABC Executives to Head
Brotherhood Week Committees
APPOINTMENT of CBS-TV President
Merle S. Jones and ABC Radio Vice President Don Durgin as chairman of the television and radio committees, respectively, for
Brotherhood Week, Feb. 17-24, is being announced today (Monday) by Louis B. Seltzer, editor of The Cleveland Press and national chairman of the 1957 Brotherhood
Week.
The network executives will head a group
of broadcasters — 27 in tv, 62 in radio —
representing networks, station, agencies,
unions and professional organizations who.
in turn, will mobilize the industry into cooperating with this year's observance.
Special promotion kits, prepared for tv
and radio stations, will be distributed shortly. The tv kit contains 20-second film spots,
live copy, slides and telops, while the radio
kit contains transcribed spots, copy and other
information for on-air use. The transcriptions and films feature the voices of celebrities.
Admen Plan Mental Health Drive
THE ADVERTISING COUNCIL, New
York, last week announced that it plans to
launch a major, nationwide public education campaign on the problem of mental
health in the U. S. this spring. The Council,
which will work closely with the National
Assn. for Mental Health and Ruthrauff &
Ryan, New York, volunteer agency, said it
had spent three years investigating the state
of mental illness in America, a disease affecting nine million Americans and costing U. S.
taxpayers over SI billion annually. All
media will be asked to cooperate in the
campaign.
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UPSTATE

N. Y.

• Storm-hit area lauds medium
• Regular programming

scrapped

'WITHOUT radio we would be sunk."
This was a direct quotation from an executive of the Seal-Right Corp., Fulton, N. Y.,
to a WHEN Syracuse newsman last week,
commenting appreciatively on the emergency public service efforts of radio stations in
upstate New York where thousands of home
in three counties north of Syracuse were left
unheated in 50 below zero weather because
of a gas line break.
Radio was credited by government, industry and community leaders with having
reassured hapless residents by broadcasting
standby precautions, evacuation procedures,
announcements by officials of the towns and
local groups providing assistance.
For more than 36 hours, starting last
Monday afternoon, many stations cancelled
some network programming and local commercial shows to step up their coverage, including eyewitness reports from some of the
more critical areas.
The Niagara-Mohawk Power Corp., which
maintains the gas lines in the area, bought
commercial announcements on many of the
stations through last Wednesday, apprising
citizens of latest developments.
Fire Outbreak Covered
Syracuse stations continued to broadcast
pertinent information up through Tuesday
evening, even though their attention was
diverted by an important news development
in the city Tuesday afternoon when a fire
in the downtown area caused damage reported at about S2 million.
WHEN Syracuse scrapped its regular
news-music program from 6-9:30 a.m. Tuesday to bring a continuous round of news developments from the stricken area, including
radio-telephone reports from eyewitnesses.
In addition to bulletins throughout the day,
the station scheduled a special program dealing largely with the emergency on its early
evening Newsbeat show. WFBL Syracuse
sent Jim Lamanna, news director, and reporter Ed Kaish to Oswego, N. Y., one of
hardest-hit communities, to tape record onthe-scene reports for use on the station's
news programs. WSYR Syracuse supplied
latest news on regularly-scheduled news
shows and bulletins on other programs.
WSYR-TV sent a film cameraman up to the
struck communities for a film report on the
emergency, carried on the station that evening and fed to NBC-TV.
WWNY Watertown remained on the air
Monday night beyond its usual sign-off of
12:05 a.m., continuing right up to sign-on
Tuesday, keeping citizens alerted to developments.
Since Watertown was one of the larger
communities affected by the gas line break,
its public service contributions included the
broadcasting of warnings to residents to restrict the number and the length of their
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telephone calls, so as to keep telephone lines
open for significant calls; keep listeners informed of homes that could accommodate
evacuees, and provide latest information
from Niagara-Mohawk on its progress in
making the gas line available again.
WOSC Oswego-Fulton, serving the immediate area most drastically affected by the
emergency, is a daytime station only, but remained on the air throughout Monday night
after receiving permission from FCC. WOSC
sought (and obtained) the cooperation of
Syracuse stations to remind Oswego
County residents that the station would be
on the air throughout the night and provide
news reports pinpointed to the area.
KTTV (TV) Cited by Nixon
For Hungarian Job Drive
KTTV (TV) LOS ANGELES, which obtained 1,352 verified offers of employment
in Southern California for Hungarian patriots by showing films taken of refugees in
Munich, Germany, last week was acclaimed
by Vice President Richard Nixon for its tv
campaign — "a fine example of the warmhearted response of Americans when they
are given the facts."
Mr. Nixon praised the station for the
"effectiveness of your public service" and for
"a job well done."
After a newsreel cameraman, dispatched
to Munich, presented on-the-air filmed interviews of individual Hungarian families
seeking to come to America, the films were
shown in Los Angeles with an appeal for
jobs by KTTV Commentator George Putnam.
After Mr. Putnam's first appeal, the station switchboard was swamped by a steady
flow of callers promising jobs. KTTV
forwarded a total of 1,352 verified job
offers to the President's Committee. With
the approval and cooperation of the President's Committee, the station had initiated
the tv campaign as a public service project.
The first Hungarian family to benefit from
the KTTV broadcasts already has arrived
in Los Angeles, where housing and employment were waiting. This is the family of Mrs.
Anna Molnar, a widow, who together with
son-in-law, two daughters and a 15-year-old
son had walked some 150 miles to cross the

United
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Press

WBZ-TV

MAKES

FREEDOM

"LET FREEDOM RING"— a year-long
public service project devoted to instilling
a new appreciation for that cherished possession and encompassing every facet of
its local television programming — is now
underway at WBZ-TV Boston, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. outlet.
The freedom campaign was conceived
by WBZ General Manager Franklin A.
Tooke following a tour of Radio Free
Europe last fall.
The "Let Freedom Ring" project was
launched on New Year's Day with a resolution signed by all WBZ employes that
they would work diligently to further the
cause of freedom during 1957. The resolution was telecast and used as a full-page
advertisement in the Boston Globe newspapers to open the campaign.
The entire gamut of freedom is being
examined with a month-by-month freedom theme assigned to each of 12 project
coordinators at the station. In January,
the Four Freedoms are being heralded as
the opening theme for the year.
In describing the year-long project, Mr.
Tooke said that "Let Freedom Ring"
would permeate every WBZ-TV activity
and would not only "encompass programming but promotion, public service, publicity and sales and other allied activities
Mr. Tooke noted that "special proas well."
Hungarian border. Films of the Molnar
family were telecast by KTTV New Year's
Night, while they were still in Munich.
Last week Stephen Vona, the son-in-law,
trained as an office machinery technician,
began work as a typewriter maintenance
man with Guaranteed Typewriter Co., and
Mrs. Vona, oldest daughter of Mrs. Molnar,
started her job with the ABC Lettering &
Emblem Co.
Organization of the station's campaign and
coordination with appropriate government
authorities was conducted under the direction of Jack O'Mara, KTTV promotion and
merchandising manager. Newsreel cameraman Red Humphreys took the films in Munich for the station.

news

produces!

ITS BUSINESS

FOR 1957

grams will point up our freedom, announcements will sell freedom, talent will
talk about freedom, news will dramatically portray the freedom of our land."
Songs of liberty and jingles about freedom also will be utilized, "and promotion,
publicity and merchandising will make
our effort known to every viewer in our
coverage area," he added.
Mr. Tooke stated that he hoped "that
through the efforts of WBZ-TV, others
will join in such a project to make it a
nationwide venture instead of one that is
For their "outstanding and sustained
localized." to the overall success of 'Let
contribution
Freedom Ring' " three station employes
will receive awards of $1,000 each at the
year's end, Mr. Tooke said. The prizes
will go to a unit coordinator who contributes most to the overall success of the
project; to a member of the talent staff
who makes the best on-the-air contributions on a sustained basis, and who performs the most outstanding off-the-air assistance, and to a station staff member
who offers the best suggestions and who
lends the greatest effort to the project
throughout the year.
Mr. Tooke has appointed I. Berlow,
WBZ-TV production supervisor, as project director to coordinate activities between planning and production.
Stars Highlight Heart Fund Spots
RADIO and television film spot announcements and transcribed programs on behalf
of the 1957 Heart Fund campaign during
February will be made available to stations
by the American Heart Assn. Among the
personalities appearing on the radio-tv announcements are Walter Pidgeon, Mark
Stevens, Ernest Borgnine, cardiologist Dr.
Paul Dudley White, Ida Lupino, Eddie Cantor, Mel Allen, Jimmy Durante and Rosemary Clooney.
Heart Booking Unit Suggested
ESTABLISHMENT of a "heart circuit"—
means of making available to local American Heart Assn. chapters the services of
touring recording artists during the course of
the 1957 Heart Fund Campaign — has been
urged by Art Pallan, KDKA disc jockey.
Mr. Pallan is co-chairman (with Dick Wittinghill of KM PC Los Angeles) of the Heart
Fund's National Disc Jockey Committee,
and a board member of the National Assn.
of Disc Jockeys for Public Service.
MOD Entertainers Entrain
GROUP of 45 entertainers will travel aboard
1957 March of Dimes-RCA Victor Starliner,
a five-car special train, to eight cities for appearances on local tv and radio programs, at
polio wards and other institutions on behalf
of current campaign. Starliner was to leave
New York (yesterday) carrying such personalities asJulius La Rosa, Jaye P. Morgan,
DeCastro Sisters, Eddie Fisher, Lou Monte
and Joe Reisman.
Broadcasting
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Outlets
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POWER increases for radio and tv stations,
and recommendations for new radio stations,
were made at the Jan. 4 meeting of the
Board of Governors of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. at Vancouver, B. C. The
board heard six applicants from the Pacific
area for 1130 kc, a clear channel, and recommended that CKWX Vancouver, be licensed on that channel with 50 kw. Currently CKWX is 980 kc with 5 kw.
Applicants unsuccessful in the 1130 kc
case were CHWK Chilliwack, B. C, which
had asked for an increase to 10 kw (now
1 kw on 1270 kc); CKOV Kelowna, B. C,
which had asked for 10 kw (now 1 kw on
630 kc); CHUB Nanaimo, B. C, which had
asked for 10 kw (now 1 kw on 1570 kc);
CKNW New Westminster, B. C, which had
asked for 10 kw (now 5 kw on 1320 kc), and
CKLG North Vancouver, B. C, which had
requested 1130 kc with 10 kw (now 1 kw
on 1070 kc).
In granting CKWX the frequency, the
CBC board stated that *'in its opinion the
greatest benefit in broadcasting service to the
largest number of people in different areas
should come from the use of this channel as
proposed by CKWX." This is the first 50 kw
station on Canada's West Coast.
In eastern Canada, CKAC Montreal,
Que., one of the oldest stations in Canada,
was given approval to increase to 50 kw
from 10 kw day and 5 kw night on 730 kc.
The board stated that this increase should
result in CKAC regaining coverage lost by
reasons of power increases in other countries having priority use of the channel, and
increasing signal intensities, particularly in
the city of Montreal, where interference has
gradually been increasing over a period of
years.
Other Boosts Approved
In western Canada, CHED Edmonton,
Alta., was recommended for a power increase from 1 kw to 10 kw day and 1 kw
night on 1080 kc; CJVI Victoria, B. C, was
granted an increase from 5 kw to 10 kw on
900 kc; CKBI Prince Albert, Sask., also was
allowed to increase from 5 kw to 10 kw on
900 kc, and CKDM Dauphin, Man., received permission to move from 1050 kc to
730 kc with 1 kw day and 250 w nighttime.
CJOB Winnipeg, Man., was denied a power
increase from 250 w to 10 kw and change of
frequency from 1340 kc to 730 kc on
grounds that "there is a greater need for
improved nighttime service in the CKDM
area which this change would provide than
in the case of CJOB, who has a suitable alternative, previously authorized." CJOB has
authority to increase to 5 kw day and 2.5 kw
night on 680 kc, which it has not implemented.
In eastern Canada, CFOR Orillia, Ont.,
was given permission to increase daytime
power from 5 kw to 10 kw on 1570 kc, with
nighttime power remaining at 1 kw. CHUM
Toronto, Ont., a daytime station, was recommended for fulltime on 1050 kc with
Broadcasting
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power of 2.5 kw, up from 1 kw.
New radio stations approved were at Amherst, N. S., to Amherst Broadcasting Co.
Ltd., 250 w on 1400 kc, and at Weyburn,
Sask., to Soo Line Broadcasting Co. Ltd.,
250 w on 1340 kc.
CFPA-TV

Port Arthur, Ont., was recommended for an increase from 5.1 kw
video to 28 kw video, with audio up from
2.55 kw to 15 kw, on ch. 2. The station is to
start live productions soon, the board noted.
License of CFPA-TV was transferred from
Ralph H. Parker Ltd. to Thunder Bay Electronics Ltd., which is controlled by the
owners of CKPR Fort William, Ont. CKPR
has applied for an increase in power from
1 kw to 5 kw day and 1 kw night on 580 kc.
Tvs May Top Radios in Britain
GREAT BRITAIN, with more than 6.5
million television sets now registered, appears likely to become the first nation in
the world with more tv sets than radios.
Provided the present increase rate of 150,000 new tv sets monthly is maintained, Britain's tv total will pass that of radio (eight
million) by the end of the year.
INTERNATIONAL PEOPLE
Thomas M. Oddy, manager of Beauty Counselors of Canada Ltd., to Kenyon & Eckhardtrealasoffice.office manager of agency's Mont-

School's Right to Use
Tax Funds on Tv Upheld
A CIRCUIT COURT decision upholding
right of U. of Illinois to use tax funds for
operation of its non-commercial, educational
WILL-TV Champaign-Urbana will be appealed to the
sideration thisstate
spring.supreme court for conThis course was determined after Circuit
Court Judge DeWitt S. Crow rejected a taxpayers' suit contesting use of state monies
for the station, which operates on ch. 12.
Suit was filed Sept. 10, 1955, by Stephen
Turkovich, Evanston (111.) restaurateur, and
Rollin Engman, Dahlen Drug Stores of Rock
Island. They held 1955 state appropriations
acts made no provision for use of funds on
tv and sought an injunction against WILLTV [B»T, Dec. 31, 1956],
Judge Crow ruled the 1955 act "includes
appropriations for the maintenance and operation" of the station "and, further . . .
meets all constitutional requirements and is
valid." He ruled further the university "does
possess legal power and authority" to maintain and operate the outlet and that educational tv was a legitimate activity.
Montgomery S. Winning, Springfield attorney for the plaintiffs, told B«T he will
prepare necessary briefs and other documents by Jan. 30 in time for consideration
of the appeal by the Illinois Supreme Court

BETTER
BALANCED
MUSIC
PROGRAMMING
Henry Hilton, Gen. Mgr. of
KSOP, Salt Lake City, Utah
writes:
"KSOP is the All Western
Music station for Salt Lake
City
and the surrounding val"A" section.
ley. We are proud users of the
SESAC Transcribed Library

"The "A" section forms the
basis for our entire program
schedule. As a result of our
use of the SESAC western and
folk music, KSOP is able to
achieve a balance in its programs that is paying off in
listeners and sales.

OLISEUM TOWER • NEW YORK
ARY ^
SCRIBED LIBR
F send TRfoAN
r prepaid audition discs

"KSOP looks forward to a long
use of the SESAC Transcribed
Library. Our program balance
will keep us strong believers
in the SESAC approach to
radio program problems."
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during its upcoming March term. He added
that Judge Crow's decision was not unexpected and noted a decision for the plaintiffs would have meant an injunction, requiring WILL-TV to temporarily cease operation (begun Aug. 1, 1955) during the legal
dispute. Mr. Winning stressed the issue is
not whether "educational tv is good or bad"
but whether money specifically was appropriated for the station.
The suit has been supported by the Illinois Broadcasters Assn.

Prize-Winning Air Force Disc
Being Sent Radio-Tv Stations
RUTHRAUFF & RYAN, New York,
agency for U. S. Air Force, last week began
distributing to radio and tv stations recordings of the Air Force's newest song, "U. S.
Air Force Blue," composed for "the express
purpose" of recruiting by the Air Force.
The recording, featuring Mitch Miller, his
orchestra and a chorus, was made after R&R
conducted a competition among New York's
leading song-and- jingle writers. Winners of
this competition (and subsequent authors of
the song) were Marilyn and Alan Scott and
Keith Textor. Music and lyrics have been
purchased by the Air Force and are now in
the public domain.
Disc jockeys will use the record — it is
hoped — on their programs, and tv stations
have been supplied with a one-minute film
strip to "visualize" the song.

Hagerstown, Md., Public Schools
Develop Tv Teaching Techniques
METAL
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^^■■fr^ Exclusive National Representatives
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TEACHING techniques for tv instruction
in public schools are being developed in
Hagerstown, Md., where 4,000 pupils in
the first nine grades are being served by a
closed-circuit system under sponsorship of
40 manufacturer members of Radio-Electronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn. In a progress report
covering a semester of instruction, James
D. Secrest, RETMA executive vice president, reviewed work of an association task
force headed by L. L. Lewis, RCA.
First lessons telecast covered general
science, geometry, American history and
senior English. Other subjects have since
been added, including primary reading,
arithmetic, social studies, elementary art
and music. William M. Brish, superintendent, and John R. Brugger, chief engineer,
both of the Washington County (Md.)
schools, are directing the experimental
project.
ETRC to Open N. Y. Office
A NEW OFFICE for the Educational Television &Radio Center in New York City is
to be opened Feb. 1 in the Carnegie Endowment International Center, United Nations
Plaza at 46th St. H. K. Newburn, president
of ETRC, said the office will be part of the
suite leased by New York's Metropolitan
Educational Television Association. However, ETRC will maintain its central offices
in Ann Arbor, Mich., Mr. Newburn noted.
$25,000 Pledged by Geritys
JAMES J. GERITY Jr., owner of WNEMTV Bay City, Mich., and his wife have
pledged $25,000 to serve as sponsor to the
College & Cultural Development program
in Flint, Mich.
EDUCATION SHORTS
American University, Washington, is offering
major for performers in theater, radio and
tv. Dr. Jack Yocum, director of theater,
will direct new program. He will be assisted
by Harold Stepler, chief announcer, WTOPCBS; Martin Pinsker, program director,
WMAL-AM-TV; Lawrence Beckerman, producer-director, WTOP-TV, all Washington.
EDUCATION

PEOPLE

Norman Cousins, editor of Saturday Review,
appointed to board of directors, Educational
Tv & Radio Center, Ann Arbor, Mich.
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Life's Eternal Triangle
TELEVISION will rack up another "first"
Feb. 10 when The Ford Foundation's Omnibus (ABC, Sundays, 9-10:30 p.m. EST)
stages "The Ballad of Baby Doe," a musical
drama based upon the real-life 1 9th Century
triangle of Horace and Augusta Tabor and
"the other woman," Baby Doe. The libretto
is by the late John Latouche and the score
by Douglas Moore. "Ballad" which had its
world premiere last July 7 at the Central
City, Colo., Opera House, will be staged on
Broadway next fall by producer Michael
Myerberg. He also will co-produce the tv
version of this operatic play with the staff
of Omnibus. The program is sponsored by
Aluminium Ltd. through J. Walter Thompson, N. Y., and Union Carbide & Carbon
Co. through J. M. Mathes Inc., same city.
Testify for Radio's Success
TWO more testimonials on radio advertising effectiveness, the sixth and seventh in a
series being mailed members by Radio Advertising Bureau, have been sent by the bureau. The latest in the series: Story of the
Englander Co.'s $100,000 treasure hunt campaign as presented by Charles Lappen,
Englanders vice president in charge of public relations, and the role of radio in building Slenderella International Salons as outlined by Larry Mack, president of Slenderella.

'World' Features Chicago
CHICAGO'S role as a world market center,
plus actual pickups from the International
Home Furnishings Show in the Merchandise Mart, was scheduled to highlight NBCTV Wide, Wide World originations from
that city yesterday (Sunday). The network
planned a special color segment, with pickups from seven color-equipped outlets across
the country. WNBQ (TV) Chicago was to
spotlight the home furnishings show, using
its tint tv facilities to document influence of
the Mart on the nation's buying habits and
economy. Chicago segment was produced
by WNBQ (TV) in cooperation with the
Merchandise Mart, home of NBC Central
Div.'s offices and stations.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Your Attention, Please
AS a means of bringing WPEN Philadelphia
to the attention of agency timebuyers, the
station, in cooperation with Doubleday &
Co., has begun a six-month mailing of the
latest Doubleday books to about 500 timebuyers throughout the country and to individual clients of WPEN. A letter to recipients from William B. Caskey, vice president
and general manager of WPEN, pointed out
that while the books are the station's Christmas gift, it will stretch over a six-month period because "we are so interested in getting
and keeping your attention."
Annual Festival of Negro Music
WLIB New York will stage its fourth annual festival of Negro music and drama
starting next Sunday and continuing for a
17-day period. The station, according to its
general manager, Harry Novik, will air a
total of 175 special programs saluting the
Negro's cultural and historical contribution
to modern society. It also will feature opera,
gospel singing, jazz sessions, dramatic readings and celebrity appearances.
Let's Get Acquainted
A PROGRAM to help the world's children
get to know each other has been started on
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. tv network.
The program, Children's International Newsreel, comes to CBC from Europe where it
was compiled from film of various European
countries. The idea for the newsreel originated at a meeting of the European Broadcasting Union in Italy in 1955. The film is a
quarter-hour of news about children's activities in various countries, and dialogue is in
either English or French.
NBC-TV

to Carry Buck Play

PEARL S. BUCK, whose first tv play "The
Big Wave," was aired last September on
NBC-TV's Alcoa Hour (Sundays, 9-10 p.m.
EST) , has written her second drama for the
medium. It is titled "The Enemy" and is an
enlarged version of one of Miss Buck's short
stories. NBC-TV has scheduled it for Robert
Montgomery Presents (Mondays, 9:3010:30 p.m.) on March 4.
WGBH

(TV) Steps In

WGBH (TV) Boston, the ch. 2 educational
station operated by the Lowell Institute
Cooperative Broadcasting Council, carried
live the Jan. 13 NBC-TV Opera Co. presentation of Sergei Prokofieff's War and
Peace. WBZ-TV, affiliated with NBC-TV,
contributed a major part of the cost of broadcast lines from its studios to those of WGBH
when the Westinghouse station (WBZ-TV)
was unable to clear the two-and-a-half hour
telecast.
'An Ounce

of Prevention'

"WEATHERWISE and otherwise," WICC
Bridgeport reported midweek as the East
was blanketed by a five-inch snowfall, "we
take care of our own." The station's management has provided its swingshift newsmen
Broadcasting
Telecasting

YOUR
BROADCAST

EQUIPMENT

ALL Bill Murrell Jr. (1), assistant manager, WORZ-WKIS (FM) Orlando,
Fla., and Bill Forsythe Jr., sales manager have to go on is the imprint of
lips on tissue in selecting a "Miss KIS."
The station used a "kissable lips" contest to point up its new fm call letters,
with a trip to Havana awarded to the
winner of the contest.

MANUFACTURER

SPEAKS

FROM

EXPERIENCE

and disc jockeys with an emergency kit congoods, stove.
plumber's candles,
flashlighttaining
andcanned
a Sterno
RCA

Offers Hi-Fi Brochure

A NEW 64-page illustrated guide to high
fidelity sound for home use has been made
available to RCA Victor dealers by RCA
Victor Radio and Victrola Div., Camden,
N. J. The booklet is designed to simplify hi-fi
terms, to explain how high fidelity can best
be used by beginners and how to build a
music library.
Rates Given in Compact Form
KCRV Caruthersville, Mo., is copyrighting
a compact time-rate card giving national and
local rates for one minute to one hour and
a package plan for one-minute spots as well
as depicting the station's coverage area on
an adjacent, detailed map. The 4 x 91/i-in.
card also gives commissions and discounts
on station time charges allowed to agencies
recognized by KCRV, and the operating
hours of the station.
Cover Eden's Resignation
WBZ-WBZA Boston reported last week that
the stations had been able to obtain "maximum mileage" out of the news coverage of
Sir Anthony Eden's resignation on Jan. 9,
partly because Hugh Gaitskill, British Labor
Party leader, was in Boston for a series of
lectures at Harvard U. The stations hurriedly
arranged for a news conference with Mr.
Gaitskill. Immediately thereafter, they
cabled the London Times, asking for an
exclusive advance of the Times editorial on

. . . when

he

suggests
Stainless

Towers

Write for descriptive literature

NORTH WALES

trie*
• PENNSYLVANIA

Mr. Eden's resignation, which was scheduled
to appear on the morning of Jan. 10. WBZWBZA obtained the editorial, broadcast all
the material it contained and fed "beeper"
reports to other Westinghouse stations —
KDKA Pittsburgh, KYW Cleveland, WOWO
Fort Wayne, WIND Chicago and KEX
Portland, Ore.
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS

WELCOME

FOR THE RECORD
Station

IN THE SNOW

TO TAKE advantage of snow-carpeted hillsides in central Connecticut
and WKNB-TV's scheduled change of
call letters last Monday to WNBC
(TV) West Hartford, the station invited young viewers to use stones, dirt,
ashes or anything they chose to spell
out "Welcome NBC" in the snow.
Letters had to be at least five feet tall
with prizes to be awarded for the most
artistic message.

No Longer 'On Trial'
THE TITLE of NBC-TV's On Trial film
series (NBC-TV, Fridays 9-9:30 p.m. EST),
sponsored by Campbell Soup Co. and Lever
Bros. Co., both through BBDO, N. Y., is
being changed to The Joseph Cotten Show
— On Trial, effective with the Feb. 1 program. Title change will be made, producer
Collier Young's office said last week, because of the "increasing popularity of (host)
Joseph Cotten" and "an overwhelming
amount of fan mail."
Perfect Game = $100,000
BONUS of $100,000 to the bowler who
scores a perfect game of 300 will be the
lure of the new WOR-TV New York live
program East vs. West Bowling Championship, which began last Saturday (10:30-11
p.m. EST) under the sponsorship of Kitchens of Sara Lee Inc. (bakery products),
through Cunningham & Walsh, both Chicago. Competing on the program will be
top professionals from east, midwest and
west coasts.
NBC's 'Westward Look'
NBC RADIO was scheduled to begin a 13week, half-hour series entitled Westward
Look on Jan. 17. The series, presented
Thursdays, 9:30-10 p.m. EST, will "newly
explore" California, Oregon and Washington
states. News analyst Chet Huntley will narrate the programs which will treat the culture and education in the Pacific coastal
states. Alfred P. Sloan Foundation is cooperating with the network on the series.

Authorizations,

(As Compiled by B •T)
January 10 through January 16
Include* data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification,
CP— construction permit. DA— directional an- trans.
— transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, he —
tenna. EBP — effective radiated power, vhf —
kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications auvery
high
frequency,
uhf
—
ultra
high
frequency,
F
m
ant. — antenna, aur. — aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilothorizations. S A— special service authorization.
STA — special temporary authorization.
wat s, w— watt, mc — megacycles. D — Day. ing
V—
Summary

Am

through Jan. 10
In
Appls.
Am
Licensed
Cps lng
Fm
132
173 351
518
49 Pend45
0
2,978
HearFCC Commercial Station Authorizations
Tv
As of December 31, 1956*
Am Fm
45
Licensed (all on air)
11737 51614 265
246
Cps
on
air
2,971
24 12059
Cps notauthorized
on air
72
Total
554
164
Applications in hearing
3,125
2
114
New station requests
5 631
New station bids in hearing
0 109
917
291
Facilities change requests
154
6
Total applications pending
86
Licenses deleted in December
2
0
0
1
Cps deleted in December
0 3862
Air
On
3,016
536

* Based on official FCC monthly reports. These
are not always exactly current since the FCC
must await formal notifications of stations going
on the air, ceasing operations, surrendering licenses or grants, etc. These figures do not include
noncommercial, educational fm and tv stations.
For current status of am and fm stations see
"Am and Fm Summary," above, and for tv stations see "Tv Summary," next column.
New

Tv Stations . . .
ACTION BY FCC
Kailua, T. H. — Application of Windward Bcstg.
Co. Ltd. for ch. 11 (198-204 mc) dismissed 1-8-57
(Request of attorney.) Announced Jan. 10.
APPLICATIONS
Corvallis, Ore.— State of Oregon, by State
Board of Higher Education,
vhf ch. 7 (174-180
mc); ERP 28.8 kw vis., 2.5 kw aur.; ant.
height
above average terrain 1,210 ft., above ground
237
ft. Estimated construction cost $180,000, first year
operating cost $100,000, no revenue. P. O. address
Box 5175, Eugene, Ore. Studio location State College campus. Trans, location 5 mi. N. of Corvallis.
Geographic coordinates 44° 38' 19" N. Lat., 123°
16' 25"
W. Long.
Trans,Duvall
and ant.
RCA. Legal Washcounsel Fisher,
Wayland,
& Southmayd,
ington. Consulting engineer Grant S. Feikert,
Corvallis. Proposed grant is for non-commer
educational purposes. Announced Jan. 16. cial,
Provo, Utah— Jack A. Burnett, vhf ch. 11 (198204 mc); ERP 1.388 kw vis., 0.656 kw aur.; ant.
Midwest

$42*000.00

$759000.00
Network

affiliate, combined

operation making some profit.
Good potential in market area
of 150,000. High fixed assets.
$25,000 will handle.
Negotiations • Financing • Appraisals
BLACKBURN
HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO-TV-NEWSPAPER BROKERS
CHICAGO
ATLANTA
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Clifford B. Marshall William
Stubblefleld
James W. Blackburn
Ray
V.
Hamilton
W. R.T. Twining
.lack V. Harvey
Tribune
Tower
Healey Bldg.
m Sutter St.
Washington Bldg.
Jackson 5-1576-7 Exbrook 2-5671-2
Delaware 7-2755-6
Sterling 3-4341-2
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Tv Summary through
Total Operating Stations
Vhf
Commercial Educational
Noncomm.
378
Grants since July 7 7,
(When FCC began
25
after tvprocessing
freeze)
Vhf
17
Commercial
Noncomm. Educational

340

Jan. 10
in U. 5.:
Uhf Total
.91 469i
7952:5
22«
applications
Uhf
320

Total

Applications filed since April 14, 7952:
(When FCC began
after tvprocessing
freeze) applications
337
Total
New Amend. Vhf Uhf
Commercial 1,054
823
567
Noncomm. Educ. 64
86037
21
Total
1,118
337
594
6601
1116 cps (33 vhf, 143 uhf) have been 27deleted.
a One educational uhf has been deleted.
One applicant
did notgranted.
specify channel.
1,391»
*3 Includes
44 already
5 Includes 707 already granted.
1,4555

Carolina*
Single station market, show
ing good profit. Can be fi
nanced with $15,000 down
balance on easy terms.

Applications

height above average terrain -798 ft., above
ground 184 ft. Estimated construction cost $70,812,
first year operating cost $96,000, revenue $110,000.
64*
P. O. address Box 1479, Honolulu. Studio and
trans, location 1400 S. University. Geographic
coordinates
40°
12'
50.8"
N.
Lat.,
111°
39'
19.5"
W. Long. Trans. Gates, ant. Prodelin. Consulting
engineer
T. Miyahira,
Honolulu.
nett, alsoRonald
applicant
for ch. 9,
Ogden, Mr.
Utah,Bur-is
exec.
v.
p.
-gen.
mgr.
-25%
owner
of
KULA-AMTV Honolulu. He is former sales mgr., KUTA
Salt Lake City. Announced Jan. 14.
Richmond, Va. — Winston-Salem Bcstg. Co.
seeks cp to replace ch. 29 cp which it held and
which was deleted Dec. 20, 1956. Announced
Jan. 16.
APPLICATIONS AMENDED
Amarillo, Tex. — Application of Southwest
States Inc. seeking new tv amended re financial
data and to substitute contract agreement for
one dated 8-4-56. Announced Jan. 14.
Denton, Tex. — Application of Don Shepherd
tr/as Denton Telecasting Co. seeking new tv
amended to change trans, location to 331 E.
Hickory St., Denton. Announced Jan. 15.
Longview, Wash. — Application of W. Gordon
Allen and John Truhan, partnership d/b as Altru
Bcstg. Co. seeking new tv amended re financial
data, partnership agreement, ant. system and
geographical coordinates. Announced Jan. 15.
Existing Ty Stations . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
WAAB-TV Worcester, Mass. — Cp of Wilson
Bcstg. Co. for ch. 20 (506-512 mc) cancelled and
call
letters
deleted (letter
station.)
Announced
Jan. 10. 1-7-57). (Request of
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WNBC (TV) New Britain, Conn.— New Britain
Bcstg. Co., ch. 30. Changed from WKNB-TV.
WPSD-TV
Paducah, from
Ky.— WPSD
Paducah(TV).
Newspapers
Inc.,
ch. 6. Changed
APPLICATIONS
WBZ-TV Boston, Mass. — Seeks mod. of cp
(which authorized minor change in geographical
coordinates and change studio location to 250
Cedar St., Needham, Mass.) Announced Jan. 14.
KODE-TV Joplin, Mo.— Seeks mod. of cp to
make changes in ant. system. Announced Jan. 16.
WJPB-TV Fairmont, W. Va.— Seeks mod. of cp
to change ERP to 5.37 kw vis., 2.88 kw aur.,
studio location to 400 Quincy St., trans, location
Broadcasting • Telecasting

46<

to Grant & Hill Sts., install new trans., change
type
ant., and
Announced
Jan.make
15. other equipment changes.
Allocations . . .
ACTION BY FCC
Arecibo, Aguadilla, P. R. — FCC by report and
order finalized rule-making issued Nov. 2 and
amended table of tv assignments by shifting ch.
13 from Arecibo to Aguadilla, effective Feb. 15.
as ch. 13-plus. Announced Jan. 10.
Translators . . .
APPLICATIONS
Flagstaff, Ariz. — Coconino Tv, ch. 74 (830-83S
mc) to rebroadcast ch. 10 KOOL-TV Phoenix,
Ariz. P. O. address % Charles J. Saunders, pres.,
Box 1677, Flagstaff. Trans, output 10 w, ERP to
community 32 w. Estimated population to be
served 10,000. Estimated construction cost $3,200,
first year operating cost $500. Announced Jan. 14.
Flagstaff, Ariz.— Coconino Tv, ch. 77 (848-854
mc) to rebroadcast ch. 12 KVAR (TV) Mesa,
Ariz. P. O. address see above. Trans, output 10
w, ERP to community 32 w. Estimated population
to be served 10,000. Estimated construction cost
$3,200,
Jan. 14.first year operating cost $500. Announced
Nogales, Ariz. — Board of Supervisors, Santa
Cruz County, ch. 70 (806-812 mc) to rebroadcast
ch. 13 KOPO-TV Tucson, Ariz. P. O. address Box
156, Nogales. Trans, output 10 w, ERP to community 32 w. Estimated population to be served
6,000. Estimated construction cost $3,560, first
year operating cost $150. Announced Jan. 14.
Nogales, Ariz. — Board of Supervisors, Santa
Cruz County, ch. 74 (830-836 mc) to rebroadcast
ch. 4 KVOA-TV Tucson, Ariz. P. O. address see
above. Trans, output 10 w, ERP to community 32
w. Estimated population to be served 6,000. Esticonstruction
cost $3,560,
first year operating costmated
$150.
Announced
Jan. 14.
Brownlee Power Plant Camp, Ore. — Idaho
Power Co., ch. 72 (818-824 mc) to rebroadcast ch.
2 KBOI-TV Boise, Idaho. P. O. address Box 770
Boise. Trans, output 10 w, ERP to community
68.8 w. Estimated population to be served 500.
Estimated construction cost $3,500, first year operating cost $400. Announced Jan. 16.
Brownlee Power Plant Camp, Ore. — Idaho
Power Co., ch. 76 (842-848 mc) to rebroadcast ch.
7 KIDO-TV Boise, Idaho. P. O. address see above.
Trans, output 10 w, ERP to community 68.8 w.
Estimated population to be served 500. Estimated
construction
cost Jan.
$3,500,
$400. Announced
16. first year operating cost
Oxbow Power Plant Camp, Ore. — Idaho Power
Co., ch. 70 (806-812 mc) to rebroadcast ch. 2
KBOI-TV Boise, Idaho. P. O. address see above.
Trans, output 10 w, ERP to community 68.8 w.
Estimated population to be served 300. Estimated
construction cost $3,850, first year operating cost
$400. Announced Jan. 16.
Oxbow Power Plant Camp, Ore. — Idaho Power
Co., ch. 74 (830-836 mc) to rebroadcast ch. 7
KIDO-TV Boise, Idaho. P. O. address see above.
Trans, output 10 w, ERP to community 68.8 w.
Estimated population to be served 300. Estimated
construction cost $3,850, first year operating cost
$400. Announced Jan. 16.
New

Stations . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
Panama City, Fla. — Application of Ben G.
Porter Jr. and J. C. Johnson d/b as Voice of the
Gulf Beaches Radio Co. seeking new am on
1290 kc,cant.)
1 kw
D, Jan.
dismissed.
(Request of appliAnnounced
16.
Greensburg,
Indiana
Bcstrs. Ind.
Inc.— Application
seeking new ofamSoutheastern
on 600 kc,
500
w
DA-D,
dismissed.
(Request of attorney.)
Announced Jan. 14.
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio — Application of the Rev.
Rex E. Humbard seeking new am on 990 kc, 250
w DA-D, nounced
dismissed.
(Request of attorney.) AnJan. 16.
Wilmington,
N.
C.
—
John kc,
Clemon Greene Jr., seekingApplication
new am onof 1230
250
w unl., nounced
dismissed.
(Sec.
1.381
of
rules.)
AnJan. 16.
Abilene,
Tex.application
— FCC designated
for for
consolidated hearing
of Bill Mathis
new
am on 910 kc, 500 w D, and application of KNAF
Fredericksburg, Tex., to change from 1340 kc,
250 w unl. to 910 kc, 1 kw D; made KRRV SherJan. 10.man, Tex., party to proceeding. Announced
APPLICATIONS
Tuscaloosa, Ala. — Frank Edward Holladay,
Joseph William Carson and John Shelton Primm
d/b as New South Radio, 1420 kc, 5 kw D. P. O.
address % Mr. Holladay, Box 1245, Meridian.
Miss. Estimated construction cost $24,916, first
year operating cost $45,000, revenue $54,000.
Principals own 75% of WLSM Louisville; 60% of
WCLD Cleveland, and Mr. Holladay and Mr.
Carson own 100% of WNSL Laurel, all Miss.
Mr. Carson is mgr., WMOX Meridian, and Mr.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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The 107-A Test Set and Field Intensity
Meter combines in one portable unit a
radio receiver of laboratory quality with
metered output and an accurately calibrated signal generator. These instruments, which can be used separately for a
variety of test purposes, cover a frequency
range of 54 to 240 megacycles without
band changing.

NEMS
919

*

#

SPECIFICATIONS
RECEIVER
Input Impedance
51 ohms
I.F.
Frequency
21.4
I F. Bandwidth
300 MC
KC
Sensitivity at input term, as a voltmeter . 1 .0 uv
Field Strength at 54 MC
1.6uv/m
Field Strength at 240 MC
6.5 uv/m
Max.
usingatexternal
pad supplied.16.0.10.0
Field input
Strength
54 MC
V/MV*
Field Strength at 240 MC
65.0 V/M
Output Indicator
Panel meter
(approx.at Logarithmic
scale)
Output: 1. To operate
1.0 milliampere
recorder. 2. Audio for headphones.
SIGNAL GENERATOR
Output
1.0 uv to 0.1 V
Output Impedance
51 ohms
POWER REQUIREMENTS
117 volt a-c, 50-400 cycle 60 watts — or
6 volt, d-e
8 amperes

CLARKE

In.GOr-jDOra.teci
JESUP-BLAIR
DRIVE
SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND
For further information write Dept. P -I

Am
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RATED
HIGHEST
IN

MIAMI

OTHER

4

CHANNELS
Details upon request

10 E. 44th St., New York 17, OXford 7-5880

"Meet

the Artist"

BMI's series of program continuities, entitled "Meet the
Artists," emphasizes the human side of our great music
performers.
"Meet the Artist" comes to
you as a 15-minute — threeper-week series of scripts highlighting behind the scenes
glimpses into the music business . . . the stories of America's favorite musical personalities and their song hits. The
material is factual, up-to-theminute and presented in an
easy, informal style. Disc
jockeys will enjoy using it—
listeners will appreciate hearing it.

"Meet the Artist" fills a
special need in areas where
such data is not easily available . . . highly commercial.

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
589 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N.Y.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD ■ TORONTO • MONTREAL
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Holladay is commercial mgr. Announced Jan. 14.
Tuscaloosa, Ala. — Fredric H. Rosemore, Samuel
J. Simon and Stanley Besner d/b as Better Radio
Stations Co., 1370 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address %
Dr. Simon, 6421 Currywood Drive, Nashville,
Tenn. Estimated construction cost $19,816, first
year operating cost $36,000, revenue $48,000. Dr.
Rosemore (40%), is Fayette, Ala., optometrist.
Dr. Simon (30%), is Nashville optometrist. Mr.
Besner (30%), is Miami, Fla., wholesale optical
jobber. Announced Jan. 16.
Fordyce, Ark. — Albert Mack Smith, Phillip D.
Brady and Louis Alford, partnership d/b as Dallas County Bcstg. Co., 1570 kc, 250 w D, remote
control trans. P. O. address % Mr. Brady, Box
604, McComb, Miss. Estimated construction cost
$6,245, first year operating cost $19,000, revenue
$24,000. Principals own WAPF McComb, WMDC
Hazlehurst,
nounced Jan.Miss.,
16. and WABL Amite, La. AnLakeland, Fla.— B. F. J. Timm, 1010 kc, 50 kw
DA-D. P. O. address Box 101, Douglas, Ga. Estimated construction cost $64,100, first year operating cost $75,000, revenue $100,000. Mr. Timm
owns WDMG Douglas; WMEN Tallahassee, Fla.;
75% of WMFS Chattanooga, Tenn., and 50% of
WOOO DeLand, Fla. Announced Jan. 16.
Wichita, Kan. — Arthur William Wilson, 900 kc,
250 wita 4.DA-D.
P. O. construction
address 5307 Armstrong,
Estimated
cost $25,961,Wichfirst
year operating cost $35,000, revenue $38,000. Mr.
Wilson has been announcer and radio pastor on
various Kansas stations. Announced Jan. 10.
Kalamazoo,
Mich. — William
Kuiper and Bcstg.
William Eugene Kuiper
d/b as Kalamazoo
Co., 1420 kc, 1 kw DA-D. P. O. address % William Kuiper, WFUR Grand Rapids, Mich. Estimated construction cost $26,980, first year operating cost $38,700, revenue $55,000. Principals
own 55% nounced
of Jan.WFUR.
William Kuiper is mgr. An10.
Leland, Miss. — Joseph S. Zuccaro tr/as Miss
Ark Bcstg. Co., 1580 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address
Box 112, Natchez, Miss. Estimated construction
cost $13,150, first year operating cost $24,000,
revenue
Announced$30,000.
Jan. Mr.
14. Zuccaro is Natchez lawyer.
Nashua, N. H. — Merrimack Valley Bcstg. System Inc., 1590 kc, 5 kw DA-D. P. O. address 502
W. HolUs St., Nashua. Estimated construction
cost $32,210, first year operating cost $31,777,
revenue $81,770. Claude E. Nichols, owner of
Nashua
radio-tvJan.
sales-service
firm, is 100% owner. Announced
14.
Moncks Comer, S. C. — J. Olin Tice Jr. and
Harry B. Clark, 1600 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address
Box 656, Lake City, S. C. Estimated construction
cost $16,152, first year operating cost $38,500,
revenue $41,000. Mr. Tice owns WBLR Batesburg,
51% WMYB Myrtle Beach, both S. C. Mr. Clark
with Mr. Tice
WJOT Lake City, S. C.
Announced
Jan. controls
16.
Ravenswood, W. Va.— Valley Bcstrs. Inc., 1360
kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address % A. N. Archer, 317
Ninth St., struction
Parkersburg,
W. year
Va. Estimated
cost $17,710, first
operating concost
$32,832, revenue $36,500. Applicant is licensee of
WCOM Parkersburg. Announced Jan. 14.
APPLICATIONS AMENDED
Tampa,
— Application
Klein
& ClarenceFla.W.
Moore d/b ofasNathaniel
Klein & J. Moore
seeking new am on 1010 kc, 10 kw DA-D, amended to change name to Rand Bcstg. Co., power to
50 kw, type trans., ant.-trans. location, make DA
changes
(add one tower)
system. Announced
Jan. and
14. changes in ground
Douglas, Ga. — Application of Marshall W. and
Carol C. Rowland d/b as Fernandina Beach
Bcstrs. seeking new am on 1480 kc, 500 w D and
remote control trans., amended to change freto 1310height.
kc, 1 kw,
change type
increase quencyant.
Announced
Jan. trans,
14. and
Bellevue, Wash.— Application of Northwest
Bcstrs. Inc. seeking new am on 1540 kc, 1 kw
unl.,
DA-1,
amended Jan.
to make
changes in DA
pattern.
Announced
10.
Existing Am Stations . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
KAGH Crossett, Ark.— Granted change operation from 1340 kc, 250 w unl. to 800 kc, 250 w D,
trans, to nounced
beJan. operated
by remote control. An10.
KCOB Newton, Iowa — Granted change operation on 1280 kc from 500 w DA-D to 1 kw D
program tests not to be authorized until WPRE
Prairie du Chien, Wis., has begun program tests
on another frequency, and license will not be
issued until WPRE has been licensed on another
frequency. Announced Jan. 10.
KDWT Stamford, Tex.— Granted change operation from 1400 Jan.
kc, 250
D. Announced
10. w unl., to 1390 kc, 500 w
KAYE Puyallup, Wash.— Application seeking
cp to change frequency from 1450 kc to 1230 kc
dismissed.
(Request of applicant.) Announced
Jan. 16.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WBCA Bay Minette, Ala.— Southwest Alabama
Bcstg. Co., 1150 kc.
WRGR Starke, Fla.— Tidewater Bcstrs. 1490 kc
WTIF Tifton, Ga.— C. N. Todd, 1340 kc.
KMAR Winnsboro, La. — Franklin Bcstg. Co.,

1570 kc.
WMAD
1350
kc. Oneida, N. Y. — Radio Oneida Inc.,
KUIK HiUsboro, Ore.— Tualatin Valley Bcstrs.
Inc., 1360 kc. Changed from KRTV.
APPLICATIONS
WANA Anniston, Ala. — Seeks cp to change ant.trans. and studio location and make changes in
ant. (increase
nounced Jan. 16.height) and ground system. AnWGGG Gainesville, Fla. — Seeks cp to make
changes in ant. system. Announced Jan. 16.
KAKE Wichita, Kan. — Seeks authority to determine operating power by direct measurement
of ant. power. Announced Jan. 14.
WAGM Presque Isle, Me. — Seeks cp to change
frequency from 1450 kc to 1390 kc, increase
power from 250 w to 5 kw, change ant.-trans.
location, install DA-N, make changes in ground
system
and install new trans. Announced Jan.
14.
WAGM Presque Isle, Me. — Seeks authority to
determine
power by direct
ment of ant.operating
power. Announced
Jan. 14.measureWHMI Howell, Mich. — Seeks mod. of cp (which
authorized new am) to change type trans.,
change studio location, operate trans, by remote
control and
nounced Jan.make
10. changes in ant. system. AnWSTR Sturgis, Mich. — Seeks authority to determine operating power by direct measurement
of ant. power. Announced Jan. 10.
KSVP Artesia, N. M. — Seeks authority to determine operating power by direct measurement
of ant. power. Announced Jan. 14.
WJNC Jacksonville, N. C. — Seeks authority to
determine
power by direct
ment of ant.operating
power. Announced
Jan. 14.measureWDBL Springfield, Tenn. — Seeks cp to change
frequency
from 1430 kc to 1590 kc. Announced
Jan.
16.
KIRT Mission, Tex. — Seeks mod. of cp (which
authorized new am) to change type trans, and
make changes in ant. system, change studio
location
operate
AnnouncedandJan.
10. trans, by remote control.
WRAP Norfolk, Va. — Application seeking license to cover cp (which authorized increase D
power, install new trans, and make change in
DA-D) amended to change name to Rollins
Jan. 10.
Bcstg.-Telecasting
of New York Inc. Announced
APPLICATIONS AMENDED
KPRC Houston, Tex. — Application seeking cp
to change ant.-trans. location from Deepwater,
Tex., to 3014 S. Post Oak Rd., Houston, make
changes in DA-N (add tower and change height)
and ground system, amended to make changes in
DA pattern. Announced Jan. 14 .
KZUN
Wash. from
— Application
ing cp make
to Opportunity,
change
frequency
1270 kc
toseek630
kc and
changes
in ground
system
amended
to change power 500 w. Announced Jan. 14.
New

Fm

Stations . . .

ACTIONS BY FCC
Allocations — FCC invites comments by Feb. 8
to proposal to amend its Class B fm allocation
table to provide channel in Hagerstown, Md., to
facilitate consideration of pending application
by
Co. byof substituting
Western Maryland
ThisUnited
would Bcstg.
be done
ch. 234 Inc.
for
295 in town,
Cumberland,
Md.,
adding
latter
to Hagersand deleting ch. 294 from Baltimore
since
operation
this channel
wouldch.cause
interferenceon with
Hagerstown
295. excessive
South Hadley, Mass. — President & Trustees of
Mt. Holyoke College granted 89.1 mc, 10 w. P. O.
address % Ralph J. Robinson, S. Hadley. Estimated construction cost $2,700, first year operating cost $1,000,
no educational
revenue.station.
Grant isAnnounced
for noncommercial
Jan. 10.
Richmond, Va. — Union Theological Seminary
in Virginia
89.1 mcKilpatrick,
10 w unl. 3401
P. O.Brook
address % Dr. granted
Robert White
Road, Richmond 27. Estimated construction cost
$2,760, first year operating cost $920, no revenue.
Proposed station is for non-commercial educa-
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tional purposes. Announced Jan. 10.
APPLICATION
— Harvard
Radio Bcstg.
Co.,
93.5Cambridge,
me, 0.096 Mass.
kw unl.
P. O. address
16 Dunster
St., Cambridge 38. Estimated construction cost
$2,740, first year operating cost $4,489, revenue
$8,553. Applicant
is non-profit
whichU.
conducts
carrier current
servicecorporation
for Harvard
Announced Jan. 14.
Existing Fm Stations . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WSRV
(FM) Illinois
Carbondale,
— Board
of Trustees, Southern
U., 91.9111.mc.
Changed
from
WBTU (FM). Non-commercial educational.
WUSJ-FM Lockport, N. Y.— Lockport UnionSun & Journal Inc., 99.3 mc.
Ownership Changes . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
KENL Areata, Calif. — Granted assignment of
license from Vernon Wallace Emmerson to
Humboldt Bcstrs. Inc. through lease agreement
whereunder assignee leases equipment, land and
building for $10,800 yearly with option to buy.
Humboldt
principals:chief
Mr. Emmerson,
51%; Vincent W. Lambert,
engineer, 24.5%,
and
Robert Lee Norton, program dir. -asst. mgr.,
24.5%. Announced Jan. 10.
Colo.— Granted transfer of conKGOL fromGolden,
trol Fred D. Fouse. (deceased) and Rachel
Fouse to Rachel R. Fouse. Mrs. Fouse will own
R.
64.2%. Announced Jan. 15.
Louisville, Ky.— Granted transfer of conWINN
trol from WINN Inc., to Emil J. Arnold. Corporate
change. No change in control. Announced Jan. 15.
Alexandria, La.— Granted assignKALB-TV
ment of license from Alexandria Bcstg. Co. to
B. Lanng Co. for $333,155. a T.Bcstg.,
Lanford Telecasti
is
ford, pres.-99.2% owner of Alexandri
also
and 98%
assignee
proposed
of
owner
pres.-50%
owns KRMD-AM-FM Shreveport, La.;
KRRV Sherman, Tex.; Va, KPLC-AM-TV Lake
Charles, La., and 13.8%, WSLI and WJTV (TV)
49%, Lanford TeleJackson, Miss. Bill L. Fox,
sales manager
casting is general
d Jan. of10. KFMB-lv
San Diego,
Calif. Announce
t
WHRV Ann Arbor, Mich.— Granted assignmen
to M
of license from Huron Valley Bcstrs. H.Inc.Mayne,
Charles
$110,000.
for
Inc.
W Bcstg.
Detroit manufacowner of M W,e has
pres.-80%
sales and investment
turing agency, automobil
is sports
T. Wattrick, v.p.-5%,
interests. Donald Detroit.
Announced Jan. 10.
director, WXYZ
Granted
—
Y.
N.
on,
WINR-AM-TV Binghamt
(with extentv cpSouthern
andfrom
of am nlicense
t
assignmen
Tier
sion of completio date)
Radio Service Inc. to Binghamton Press Co. toroi
subsidiary
is wholly-owned WHDL
$165,000. Assignee
Olean,
Gannett Co. (WENY Elmira,
WDANWHEC-AM-TV Rochester, all N. Y., and s.)
Annewspaper
and
111.,
AM-TV Danville,
nounced Jan. 10.
of
assignment
Granted
N. C—Bcstg.
Kinston,
WFTC from
Co. to Town &
Kinston
license
Country Worldwide Productions Die. for $145,000.
Connie B. Gay, 100% owner, also owns WTCR
and KLRA Little Rock, Ark. AnKy.,Jan. 10.
Ashland, nounced
S. C— Granted assignment
Batesburg,
WBLR
of license from James Olin Tice Jr. to Ridge
Bcstg. Co. for $45,108. Mr. Tice will own 51% and
Harry B. Clark and Marjorie R. Clark will buy
Tice, his father and Clarks
49% for $19,600. Mr.
own WJOT Lake City, S. C, and Mr. Tice owns
Myrtle Beach, S. C.
WMYB
interest,
controlling
Announced Jan. 10.
Tex.— Application seekKORC Mineral Wells,
from J. Elroy McCaw
of license
ing assignment
Jund and Ramon C. Charles
Munroe
to Leeland
Curry for $55,000 dismissed. Announced Jan. 15.
APPLICATIONS
WGAD Gadsden, Ala. — Seeks acquisition of
control by Radio Muscle Shoals Die. through
sale of 25% from James L. Garrett to Coosa
Bcstg. Co. (licensee) for $5,000. Radio Muscle
Shoals owns 50%. Announced Jan. 14.
KDJIcenseHolbrook,
— Seeks
assignment
lifrom Donald Ariz.
Edward
Jacobs
Sr. and of
Irene
N. Tabor d/b as Northeastern Arizona Bcstrs. to
Mr. Jacobs tr/as Northeastern Arizona Bcstrs. for
$3,011. Mr. Jacobs, former 75% partner, will own
100%. Announced Jan. 15.
KXLR from
LittleArkansas
Rock, Ark.
— Seeks Co.
assignment
license
Airwaves
to Sandersof
Arkansas Bcstg. Inc. Corporate change. No
change in control. Announced Jan. 14.
WICC-AM-TV Bridgeport, Con.— Seeks transfer of control from Philip Merryman, J. Kenneth
Bradley and Manning Slater, voting trustees, to
Philip Merryman. Stock formerly voted under
trust agreement is being returned to individual
Broadcasting
Telecasting

stockholders. Mr. Merryman owns 39.8% and will
vote 14.
14.7% owned by Mr. Slater. Announced
Jan.
KOAT-TV Albuquerque, N. M. — Seeks transfer
of positive control (100%) from Walter J. Stiles
et al to Clinton D. McKinnon for about $718,500,
including Kinnon
obligations
to be
assumed.
Mr. Mccontrols North
Shores
Sentinel,
San
Diego, and Coronado Journal, both Calif, weeklies, and owns 25% of KVOA-AM-TV Tucson,
Ariz. He is former
Announced
Jan. 14. licensee of KCBQ San Diego.
KUMA Pendleton, Ore. — Seeks assignment of
license from C. H. Fisher and Edna E. Fisher d/b
as Pendleton Bcstrs. to Pendleton Bcstg Co. for
$60,000 and assumption of obligations. Pendleton
Bcstg. Co. principals: C. O. Fisher, 20%; Jane
G. Fisher, 20%, and Nancy A. Harrison, 20%, all
children
assignors,
and Theodore
station mgr.,of 2.5%.
Remaining
stock toA. beSmith,
retained
in treasury. Fisher children own KUGN Eugene,
Ore., and have application pending to buy KOCO
Salem, Ore. Announced Jan. 16.
WGLC from
Centreville,
Miss. — Seeks Jr.,
transfer
control
C. M. Treppendahl
Maxwellof
Bramlette, D. H. Thornhill and Alvin Sansing to
Paul $14,000.
D'Antoni,Buyers
James are
Dowdyequal
and Don
Partridge
for
partners.
Mr.
DAntoni is Natchez, Miss., oil dealer. Mr. Dowdy
and
Mr.
Partridge
are
announcers-salesmen,
WGLC. Announced Jan. 16.
WJQS censeJackson,
Miss. — Seeks
of lifrom Mississippi
Bcstg.assignment
Co. to Milner
Enterprises Die. for $75,000. R. E. Dumas Milner,
automobilenounceddealer,
Jan. 16. owns proposed assignee. AnKWEL Midland, Tex. — Seeks assignment of cp
from George Wayne Inglis and Elvis Leo Roberts
to Great Western Radio Co. Principals are Jerry
Covington, 70%, and Mr. Inglis and Mr. Roberts,
15%
each. Mr.
is Midland geologist.
Announced
Jan. Covington
9.
WKTF Warrenton, Va. — Seeks acquisition of
positive control by Oliver M. Presbrey and
Martha Rountree Presbrey through purchase of
stock from Northern Virginia Bcstrs. Inc., Presbreys and WKTF Die. Note for $3,000 of Northern Virginia will be returned by WKTF Inc. in
exchange for 3/8 of stock. Presbreys will own
100%. Announced Jan. 16.
Va. — toSeeks
assignment
of WHAR
license Clarksburg,
from WHARW. Inc.
Harrison
Corp.
Harrison principals: William F. Malo Jr. (pres.50%), exec. v.p.-9.1% stockholder, Wilson Bcstg.
Co.
WAAB-TV
Worcester,
Conn.,(former
deleted owner
Jan. 7),ofapplicant
for ch.
6, New
Bedford, Mass.; George F. Wilson (35%), pres.67.27%, Wilson Bcstg., and George F. Wilson Jr.
(15%), 5.45%, Wilson Bcstg. Announced Dec. 5.
(Corrected item.)
KHON from
Honolulu,
Seeks assignment
license
WilliamT. V.H.—Pacheco
and Allen R.of
Hawkins, co-commissioners appointed by court,
to South Pacific Bcstg. Co. for $75,000. South
Pacific is 99.6% owned by Shirley Louise Mendelson, Honolulu. Jack Colon, employe of KHON,
is v.p.-.l% owner. Announced Jan. 9.
Hearing

Cases . . .
FINAL DECISION

WFPA Fort Payne, Ala.— FCC announced its
decision of Jan. 10 granting application for renewal of license of WFPA. Chmn. McConnaughey
and Comr. Doerfer dissented. Announced Jan. 11.
INITIAL DECISIONS
Babylon, N. Y. — Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C.
Smith issued initial decision looking toward

grant of application of WGLI Die, for new am on
1290 kc,
Jan.
11. 1 kw, DA-1 unl. in Babylon. Announced
Casperissued
Wyo. —initial
Hearing
Examiner
Cooper
decision
lookingBasil
towardP.
grant
of
application
of
Donald
Lewis
Hathaway
for new tv station to operate on ch. 6 in Casper,
Wyo. Announced Jan. 15.
OTHER ACTIONS
American Bcstg.-Paramount Theatres Inc. — FCC
by memorandum opinion and order of Jan. 10
granted
by AB-PTin for
reconsideration
Oct. 22, petition
1956, decision
Docket
11613 (whichof
affirmed
Nov.
23,
1955,
grant
to
AB-PT
permitor
to locate, use or maintain broadcast for
studio
other place or apparatus in U. S. for production
of programs to be transmitted or delivered to
XETV [TV] Tijuana, Mexico), to extent of adding
new paragraph (7a) to conclusions to take notice
of transmission of films and kinescopes to XETV
but concluding that this practice does not affect
applicant's
basic Announced
qualifications;
other
respects.
Jan. denied
10. petition in
Slaton, Plainview, Tex. — FCC by order of Jan.
10 granted
petition
by Plainview
Radio,issues
Plain-in
view,
to extent
of enlarging
hearing
proceeding on its am application and that of Star
of the Plains Bcstg. Co., Slaton, to determine
whether Star filed its application for purpose of
impeding, obstructing, or delaying determination
of Plainview application, to determine degree
of overlap between operation proposed by Star
at Slaton and KVOP Plainview, and to determine
if overlap is so substantial as to violate Sec. 3.35
of Commission's
rules;andplaced
new
issues on Star;
deniedburden
petitionconcerning
in other
respect. Announced Jan. 10.
January 10 Decisions
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By the Commission
KGKO censes.Dallas,
— Granted renewal of liComr. Lee Tex.
dissented.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Robert E. Lee
KTRY tensionBastrop,
— Granted
petition
for ex-to
of time toLa.Jan.
14 to file
opposition
petitions for reconsideration, etc., filed by KNBY
Newport,
Jan.
4. Ark., re its am application. Action
By Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham
Donald Lewis Hathaway; Casper Mountain
Television Corp., Casper, Wyo. — Granted petition
of Casper Mountain for dismissal without prejudice of its application for new tv on ch. 6,
Casper, and retained in hearing status Hathaway
application for same channel. Action Jan. 8.
By Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham
Pine
— Onhearing
hearingconference
examiner'swillownbe
motion, Bluff,
orderedArk.that
held at 1:30 p.m., Jan. 7, on am applications of
B. J. Parrish, Pine Bluff, Ark. Action Jan. 4.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
Owensboro On The Air Die; Owensboro Pub.
Co., Hatfield, Did. — Granted joint motion for
correction of transcript in ch. 9 proceeding, Hatfield. Action Jan. 7.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
McKeesport, Pa. — Ordered that amendment
proposed by Television City Dae, McKeesport,
to show steps taken as result of death of Irwin
D. Wolf, filed Dec. 17, 1956, is accepted (ch. 4

Also send for details on the new Lawrence Welk Library Package;
and Sound Effects Library; and, Standard Shorty Tunes.
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FOR THE RECORD
proceeding). Action Jan. 7.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
Homestead, Fla. — Ordered that hearing record
re am applications of South Dade Bcstg. Co. and
J. M. Pace, Homestead, is closed and parties
may, but are not directed to, file proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law within 20
days from this date. Action Jan. 8.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
WHIL Medford, Mass. — Granted motion for
postponement of date for filing proposed findings
and conclusions re its am application, and date
for such filing is continued to Jan. 21. Action
Jan. 4.
By Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham
Radio Orlando; Orlando Radio & Television
Bcstg. Corp., Orlando, Fla. — Granted petition by
Radio Orlando for dismissal without prejudice of
its am application, and returned to processing
line
ActionOrlando
Jan. 8.Radio & Television am application.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
The Enterprise Co., Beaumont, Tex. — Granted
motion for extension of time to Jan. 15 for filing
proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law
in ch. 6 proceeding, Beaumont. Action Jan. 8.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
KEAR San Francisco, Calif. — Issued statement
and order
governing
hearingordered
in matterthatof hearing
assignment of license
of KEAR;
is continued from Jan. 16 to Jan. 30. Action
Jan. 4.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
Rochester Bcstg. Co., Rochester, Minn. — Granted petition to correct transcript in various respects re its am application. Action Jan. 8.
KAKJ (TV) Reno, Nev.— On oral request of
counsel for parties, ordered that further prehearing conference scheduled for Jan. 8 is indefinitely continued pending action by FCC on
certain pleadings before it in matter of revocation of television cp of Nevada Telecasting Corp.
(KAKJ). Action Jan. 8.
January 10 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
WNMP Evanston, 111. — Seeks mod. of cp (which
authorized change ant. trans, and studio location) to extend completion date.
KWWL Waterloo, Iowa — Seeks mod. of cp
(which authorized increase power and change
ant.) to extend completion date.
Wailuku, date.
Hawaii— Seeks mod. of cp
to KMVI-TV
extend completion
WMT-TV Cedar Rapids, Iowa— Seeks mod. of
cp to extend completion date to 7-29-57.
WNET-TV Buffalo, N. Y.— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 7-23-57.
KVOS-TV Bellingham, Wash.— Seeks mod. of
cp to extend completion dale to 6-24-57.
WKNO-TV Memphis, Tenn.— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 6-24-57.
License to Cover Cp
WEIM Fitchburg, Mass. — Seeks license to cover
cp
authorized
ant.which
and new
trans. increase D power, change
Mont. new
— Seeks
cpKDBM
which Dillon,
authorized
am. license to cover
WYSR Franklin, Va. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized change frequency, increase
power and change type ant.
January 1 1 Decisions
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner John C. Doerfer
Department of Education of Puerto Rico,
Mayaguez, P. R. — Granted petition for extension

of time to Jan. 7 to file reply to oppositions to
its petition to enlarge issues filed Oct. 1, in ch. 3
proceeding, Mayaguez. Action Jan. 9.
Mississippi
Bcstg. Co., ofCarthage,
petition
for extension
time to Miss.
Jan. —17Granted
to file
its opposition to petitions to enlarge issues filed
by WTOK and WMOX both Meridian, Miss., re
their am applications. Action Jan. 9.
By Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham
"Friends of Good Music," Washington, D. C. —
Ordered that oral argument on petition of committee knowninasproceeding
"The Friends
of Good Music,"
to intervene
re assignment
of license and cp of WGMS Bethesda, Md. and
license of WGMS-FM Washington, will be held
at 9:30 a.m., Jan. 11. Action Jan. 10.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
WSIG Mount Jackson, Va. — On hearing examiner's own motion in order to permit additional
time for exchange of exhibits, and with concur ence of all14 parties,
orderedto hearing
uled for Jan.
is continued
Jan. 22 schedre am
application of WSIG Mount Jackson. Action
Jan. 10.
Hamlet,ferenceN.will beC. —held
Ordered
Jan. that
25 inprehearing
proceedingconon
am application of Risden Allen Lyon, Hamlet.
Action Jan. 10.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
WWOW tinuHazard,
motion for from
conance of hearingKy.re— Granted
its am application
Jan. 14 to Feb. 14. Action Jan. 10.
January 14 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
KVIP (TV) Redding, Calif.— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 11-21-57.
WPTV (TV) West Palm Beach, Fla.— Seeks
mod. of cp to extend completion date to 7-15-57.
WROM-TV Rome, Ga.— Seeks mod. of cp to
extend completion date.
WKNX-TV Saginaw, Mich.— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 4-2-57.
WJMR-TV New Orleans, La. — Seeks mod. of
cp to extend completion date to 8-2-57.
WENS (TV) Pittsburgh, Pa.— Seeks mod. of
cp to extend completion date to 8-9-57.
WISC-TV Madison, Wis. — Seeks mod. of cp to
extend completion date to 8-7-57.
WICC-TV Bridgeport, Conn. — Seeks mod. of
cp to extend completion date to 7-1-57.
WTVW (TV) Evansville, Ind. — Seeks mod. of
cp to extend completion date to 7-30-57.
WFIE (TV) Evansville, Ind.— Seeks mod. of
cp to extend completion date to 7-1-57.
WIBW-TV Topeka, Kan. — Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 8-1-57.
WTWV (TV) Tupelo, Miss.— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 8-1-57.
KOLO-TV Reno, Nev.— Seeks mod. of cp to
extend completion date to 8-1-57.
WNAO-TV Raleigh, N. C. — Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 5-1-57.
WHUM-TV Reading, Pa. — Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 8-1-57.
WDEF-TV Chattanooga, Tenn. — Seeks mod. of
cp to extend completion date to 6-2-57.
KOLF-TV Flagstaff, Ariz.— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 7-1-57.
WAVY-TV Portsmouth, Va. — Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 7-29-57.
WRVA-TV Richmond, Va. — Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 7-31-57.
License to Cover Cp
KRCK
Ridgecrest,
Calif. new
— Seeks
cover cp which authorized
am. license to
WKBX Corinth, Miss. — Seeks license to cover
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cp which authorized new am.
KFOR Lincoln, Neb. — Seeks license to cover
cp which
authorized
changing
and
changes
in ground
system.ant.-trans. location
WIVV
Veques,
P.
R.
—
cp which authorized new Seeks
am. license to cover
WRAJ
Anna,
HI.
—
Seeks
which authorized new am. license to cover cp
WBSMcp New
Mass. change
— Seeks frequency,
license to
cover
whichBedford,
authorized
increase
power,
install
new
trans.,
and
change
ant.-trans. location.
WCOG Greensboro, N. C. — Seeks license to
cover
whichandauthorized
install cptrans,
tower. increased power and
KERO-TV Bakersfield, Calif.— Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized new tv.
KFJZ-TV Fort Worth, Tex.— Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized new tv.
January 15 Decisions
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By the Broadcast Bureau
Actions of Jan. 11
WSBS Great Barrington, Mass. — Granted lilocation.cense covering change in ant.-trans. and studio
KGEN Tulare, Calif.— Granted license for am
station and specify studio location and remote
control point; conditions.
WBBI condition.
Abingdon, Va. — Granted license for am
station;
KBMO and
Benson,
— Granted
for a"m
station
specifyMinn.
studio
locationlicense
and remote
control point.
American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres
Inc., mitNew
York, television
N. Y. — Granted
extension
of per-in
to supply
programs
broadcast
U. S. over tv stations licensed to American
Broadcasting-Paramount
Canadian
Television stations CBFT Theatres
and CBMTto Montreal;
CBLT Toronto; CKCO-TV Kitchener, Ont.:
CBUT Vancouver, B. C, et al, for broadcast by
these stations in Canada. Program material may
be delivered via microwave relay facilities, operated by common carriers, air or rail express.
Authority herein granted is for period beginning
3 a.m. EST, Feb. 1, 1957, and ending 3 a.m. EST,
Feb. 1, 1958.
National ofBcstg.
Co., toNewdeliver
York,viaN. direct
Y. — Granted
extension
permit
relay,
air or rail express, various television programs
that are broadcast in U. S. over tv broadcast
stations owned by NBC, to Canadian television
stations CBFT Montreal and CBLT Toronto, for
broadcast in Canada, for period beginning 3 a.m.
EST,
1958. Feb. 1, 1957, and ending 3 a.m. EST, Feb. 1,
Actions of Jan. 10
WPRA Mayaguez, P. R. — Granted extension of
completion date Actions
to 5-8-57.of Jan. 9
WABJ Adrian, Mich. — Granted license covering
change frequency, hours, trans, equipment and
type trans.; conditions.
WMENering increase
Tallahassee,
Fla. —install
Grantednewlicense
power and
trans. covKrYI Shelby, Mont. — Granted mod. of cp to
change type trans., make changes in ant. system
(increase height), change studio location and
operate trans, by remote control while using
non-DA.
Following
extensions
of completion dates as were
shown:granted
KDIX-TV
Dickinson,
N. D.,
to 7-1; WMPY Salisbury, Md., to 4-1; KHOZ Harrison, Ark., to 3-24; WSPD Toledo, Ohio, to 5-23:
KLAN Renton, Wash., to 3-31; WPGC Morningside, Md., to 4-20.Actions of Jan. 8
WOOO DeLand, Fla. — Granted license for am
station
and specify studio location and remote
control point.
WNBF-FM
Binghamton. N. Y.— Granted license for fm station.
WMIA Arecibo, P. R. — Granted mod. of cp to
move ant.-trans. location 100 ft. from present
trans.
site (no change in description) and change type
KMLA Los Angeles, Calif. — Granted extension
of completion date
to 6-18.
Actions
of Jan. 7
WNBF-TV Binghamton, N. Y. — Granted license
covering changes facilities of tv station; ERP
vis., 166 kw, aur. 83.2 kw; ant. 1,200 ft.
KTTS-TV Springfield, Mo.— Granted license
covering change facilities of tv station; ERP
vis. 240 kw, aur. 144 kw; ant. 710 ft.
WFAA-TV
— Granted
license
ering changesDallas,
in tv Tex.
station;
ERP vis.
300 covkw,
aur. 150 kw; ant. 1,680 ft.
WHFI Newark, N. J.— Granted mod. of BSCA45 and BMSCA-4
periodof ofSCA;
operation of simplexforandextension
multiplexfor basis
conditions.
WPEN-FM Philadelphia, Pa.— Granted mod. of
SCA to change equipment line-up.
Following
extensions
of completion dates as were
shown:granted
WKRC-TV
Cincinnati,
Ohio,
to 6-5; WTVE (TV) Elmira, N. Y., to 7-16; KTBCCoiitinues on page 119
Broadcasting
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
I 1735 De Sales St., N. W. ME. 8-5411
Office* and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
AUams 4-2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE*

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE *

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE*

A. D. RING & ASSOCIATES
30 Yean' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
L. H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1001 Conn. Ave. Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE '

PAGE, CREUTZ,
STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
710 14th St., N. W.
Executive 3-3471
Washington S, D. C.
303 White Henry Stuart Bldg.
Mutual 3280 Seattle 1, Washington

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE"

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRostview 44721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1*H Eye St., N.W., Washington. D. C.
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5151
Member AFCCE*

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago Suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash, D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924
Member AFCCE *

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

A. E. TOWNE ASSOCS., INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

RUSSELL P. MAY
Sheraton Bldg.
711 14th St., N. W.
Washington S, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE*

JOHN

Member AFCCE*

B. HEFFELFINGER

1401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR N.JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

1

SERVICE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
'. O. BoxPhone
7037 JacksonKansas
3-5302City, Mo.
Broadcasting

Member AFCCE*

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Currieule
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence courses.
Write For Free Catalog, specify course.

• Telecasting

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER AM-FM-TV
4806 MONTGOMERY LANE
WASHINGTON 14, D. C.
OLlver 2-8520
ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
821 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

J. G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

Member AFCCE*

DIRECTOI

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 77,440* Readers
— among them, the decision-making
station owners and managers, chief
engineers and technicians— applicants
for am, fm, tv and facsimile facilities.
•1956 ARB Continuing Readership Study

RALPH
BITZER,Bldg.,
Consulting
Suite 298,J. Arcade
St. LouisEngineer
1, Me.
Garfield 1-4954
"for Hewitt in Broadeait Engineering"
AM-FM-TV
Allocations • Applications
Petitions • Licensing Field Service

IY

Member AFCCE*
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday
preceding publication date.
Situations Wanted 204 per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 254 per word —
$2.00 minimum.
All other classifications 30tf per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 1735 DeSales St. N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance
risk. Broadcastat owner's
to box numbers
etc., sent
All transcriptions,
please).expressly
separately,
ing • Tblbcastinc
repudiates photos,
any liability
or responsibility
for are
theirsentcustody
or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted
medium market music stanorthwest
New Pacific
tion. Sales manager, salesmen, traffic gal, 1st
phone, DJ's male-female. Experienced, honest,
ausober, aggressive,
ditions. Box 216E, willing
B«T. worker. References,
Managerial
opportunity for hard hitting sales manUnusual
ager or station manager in metropolitan area.
Box 148E, B»T.
needs an assistant mankilowatter
Pennsylvania
ager with a solid
announcing background. Job
pays excellent salary with commission bonus.
Last manmanager.
to hold job was just promoted to station
Looking for young, maTried man
with a car. Position is permanent and opportunity at managership soon. Send tape, resume,
photo and salary requirements to Box 219E, B»T.
Sale manager
who loves
sell. independent
Five figure in-in
come. Major market
for tostrong
Illinois. Box 292E, B«T.
Sales manager salary
excellent
New Jerseyand"spot"
with
independent
commission
override.
Box 293E, B-T.
Salesman ready to move up to sales manager in
over 100 million dollar market. Strongest station.
Good base plus percentage of all station gross
sales. Staff knows about this. Ohio. Confidential. Should make $10,000. Box 312E, B«T.
Salesmen
Salesman wanted for new daytimer central Kentucky. Man desired is now top man in smaller
operation in this general area but ready to take
next
stop
upward to management. Box 790C,
B»T.
Experienced salesman: Best small-city opportunity in the middlewest. Kilowatt daytimer in
single-station
$400 perIncentive
month guarantee for threemarket
monthoffers
minimum.
plan
assures
minimum
per month
even after
guarantee"salary"
period. ofWill$300match,
dollar
for dollar, up to $1,500 in new sales. Commission
setup pays up to 40%. Box 113E, B«T.
Salesman: Guarantee, not a draw, plus a sliding
percentage. New organization looking for a man
who can move up to sales manager and manager
as we grow. Box 286E, B-T.
Radio salesman. Expanding sales staff. Must
have proven sales ability. Salary plus good commission set-up in 250,000 market. Send full resume plus picture in first letter to Jack B. Chapman, KTSM-Radio, El Paso, Texas.
Announcers
Immediate opening for man with minimum six
months experience. Will pay up to $75 per week
to start. 40 hour week, overtime pay, vacations,
etc. Must have car. Excellent opportunities for
advancement within chain. Send tape, resume
and photo. Box 678C, B«T.
Wanted two good combo men. DJ and second
phone or DJ and salesman. Prefer men familiar
with central Kentucky and country and western
programming. Box 789C, B»T.
Immediate opening for good reliable announcer.
Prefer man with first class ticket or combination copywriter or announcer and salesman. Send
complete information, tape. Box 167E, B»T.
Immediate opening for combination announcerfirst class license for independent fulltimer. Upper New York State. Good starting salary to
right man, opportunity
for tape
advancement
in or-to
ganization. Mail audition
and resume
Sox 244E, B-T.
Texas fulltimer needs qualified announcer with
production know how and ability to deliver
smooth newscasts and selling commercials. An interest in sales, program direction, and news will
be considered. Starting salary depends on man.
Send audition and availability first letter. Have
second
soon outfit
to go with
on air.much
You'llopportunity
be working for station
progressive
for advancement. Box 268E, B«T.
Page 114
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RADIO
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Immediate
opening news,
for top-notch
staffand
announcer
to
do commercials,
disc jockey,
operate
RCA board, with particular emphasis on playby-play sports. This station is outstanding in
sports and covers everything local from amateur
to professional sports. Excellent working conditionsvision;
and opportunity
work inStation
teleaffiliated with for
dailyfuture
newspaper.
is top fulltime regional. Send full information,
including salary, picture, date available, and offair tape. Box 273E, B»T.
Experienced first ticket announcer needed immediately by KUDU, Ventura, California. No
drifters. 50 miles north of Los Angeles. Send- tape,
photo and resume. Box 279E, B-T.
Midwest kilowatt indie needs announcer for experienced and mature staff. Opportunity to work
with local news if interested, however not required. $325 monthly start. Box 295E, B»T.
Newsman-announcer
for long
established NBC small immediately
station in south.
Gather,
report local news. Some announcing and board
work. Prefer settled family man of excellent
habits for this permanent position. Write fully
about ings,
yourself;
yourcharacter
experience,
education,starting
earnbusiness and
references,
salary needs. Do not spare details. Also rush
tape on everything you can do on air, plus small
photo which will be returned. Box 313E, B«T.
Like Florida living? East coast station needs
sports morning man combo by February 11. Send
resume and picture. Snowbirds not wanted. Box
320E, B«T.
California small market ABC station wants young
announcer anxious to gain experience. Must have
excellent voice, 1st class license, willingness and
ability to learn sales, service and operations.
Bob Ball, Station Manager, KCNO, Alturas, California.
Top pay for two top announcers with first class
license. Send tape and letter to Bob Rohrs, KJAY,
Topeka, Kansas.
Reward — $10 — Information whereabouts Tom
Haley, radio salesman, KPRK, Livingston, Montana.
Announcer wanted: A good pop DJ to work in
1000 watt station in the beautiful lake of the
Ozarks, in Missouri — a daytime station — good
working
conditions
— no drinking
— will read
some
news. Write
to KRMS,
Osage Beach,
Missouri.
Send tape.
Announcer — excellent working conditions, good
pay. Call or send tape to KROX, Crookston, Minn.
Wanted by March first at small station, man who
can do maintenance and is also a good announcer.
Permanent position for dependable man in ideal
climate. Good pay. Prefer man who has proved
himself on first job and is now ready to advance.
Jim Duncan, KSIL, Silver City, New Mexico.
Combo announcer-engineer. Must have engineering experience. WALY, Herkimer, N. Y. New
Collins equipment.
Ideal opportunity with progressive, growing group.
Announcer with first class license, caT for amfm in good music operation. Rush tape, resume
to WCRB, Boston 54, Mass.
Wanted: Experienced announcer. Strong on news.
Good salary. Excellent working conditions. Immediate opening. WCPS, Tarboro, North Carolina.
-Immediate
opening
for experienced
announcer,
strong on news
and records.
Good salary,
talent.
Send audition, photo, background information
to Station WFDF, Flint, Michigan.

RADIO
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Immediate opening for good night announcer.
Warm, friendly, sincere delivery. Airmail tape
and resume, John Paras, WFLB, Fayetteville,
North Carolina.
Top pay and opportunity for good announcer
with first ticket. Excellent opportunity for advancement to manager with young progressive
chain. Emphasis on announcing, minimum of
maintenance — opportunity to sell if you desire.
Send tape, snapshot and resume to Program
Director, WKUL, Cullman, Alabama. New station
Jasper, Alabama, will be on the air March 1st.
Announcer who can operate own board. WLDB,
Mutual, Atlantic City, New Jersey.
Experienced announcer needed immediately. Excellent working conditions, salary and fringe
benefits. Rush picture, tape and resume to Bob
Hinners, WLEC, Sandusky, Ohio.
Experienced announcer wanted for Washington,
D. C, area independent. Send audition or call
Jack Moran, WPLK, Alexandria, Virginia.
CBS affiliate needs top-notch announcer, DJ with
program department background. Ideal working
conditions. Good pay. Send tape and resume
to WSOY, Decatur, Illinois.
Just lost North Carolina's top disc jockey to Florneed a man
to replace Must
him onbeCarolina's
finestida andfulltime
independent.
mature,
friendly, experienced top quality jock. Salary
$400.00talk
monthly.
you're
more say
sonews
and
we'll
it over.If Air
mailworth
adlib
and commercials.
WSSB,
Box tape
1168,with
Durham,
North Carolina. All tapes promptly returned.
Announcer with first phone, 42 hour shift, salary
open. Call, wire or write Jim Luck, Manager,
WTVB Coldwater, Michigan. Open January 15th.
Experienced, versatile staff announcer, genuine
opportunity for advancement. Prefer married
man. Include seven and one-half tape, photo,
experience, salary requirement with your reply.
WVSC, Somerset, Pennsylvania.
Wanted: Experienced announcer, preferably with
first class license. Pay commensurate with ability.
Excellent working conditions in completely new
layout. WWWF, Fayette, Alabama.
Technical
Experienced engineer for position of chief engineer at modern, well equipped 250 watt fulltime independent station in Pa. Will have complete
purchasing,
repairs andresponsibility
operation.for Good
workingmaintenance
conditions,
good pay. No air work required. Box 742C, B»T.
New daytimer central Kentucky needs engineer
1st class, some maintenance experience, some
console work originating network shows. This
will go fast. Box 788C, B«T.
Engineer-announcer, 250 watt, 100 miles from New
York. Good pay. Box 811C, B-T.
Future chief engineer (with first class ticket) who
can write
and station.
air localBoxnews.
start.
Midwest
274E,$102.50
B»T. per week'
Wanted: Chief engineer for 250 watt west Texas
station. Air work is not required. You will have
complete responsbility of maintenance, repair
and operation. Automobile essential. Contact
Clint Formby, KPAN, Hereford, Texas.
Permanent position for 1st class licensed engineer, prefer man with ham ticket. Good insurance, company paid
and vacation.
WAIMWCAC-WAIM-TV,
Anderson,
South Carolina.
Two men with first phone, one for job as chief.
Write Box 485, Aberdeen, Maryland.
Programming-Production, Others
Opening
for smart
continuitymarket.
girl — top
station in Ohio
metropolitan
Goodratedsalary,
employe benefits. Send sample material, photo,
background. Box 755C, B«T.
PD with news and commercial background for
5 kw Ohio station. Send complete information
about yourself and previous experience. Box
301E, B«T.— gather, write, edit and broadcast loNewsman
cal news. Handle tape recorder. Good pay.
Profit sharing plan. WCOJ, Coatesville, Pa.
A fuUtime experienced newsman needed for progressive Mass. daytimer, who will also head up
public
service and
mature-minded
menspecial
only events.
will be Self-starting
considered.
Announcing secondary to news gathering ability. WESO, Southbridge, Mass.
Broadcasting
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RADIO

RADIO
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Programming-Production, Others
WOKJ, Jackson, Miss.— KOKY, Little Rock, Ark.
— Top ingsrated
negroprogram
stations director/office
have immediatemanager
openfor white
to supervise personnel-production-traffic-copy.
Salary ence.
commensurate
ability organization.
and experiAdvance with a with
progressive
Send resume, photograph. Interview necessary.
John M. McLendon, Box 2667, Jackson, Mississippi.
Immediate opening for newsman; gather, write
and broadcast news. Commercial and disc show
experience necessary. Starting salary $290, plus
fringe benefits. Send photo, tape and background
to WTTH, Port Huron, Michigan.
Newsman, midwest. Top opportunity. Shield
Radio-TV
Personnel, Box 630, Palm Beach, Florida.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Salesman, sales manager or manager, depending
on your requirements. Resume. Box 224E, B-T.
Manager or assistant — through the ranks, experience in sales, programming, announcing,
creative, saleable ideas. Dignity with humility,
tact with diplomacy. Age 29, married, college
graduate, community minded. Presently employed. Want stability. Box 288E, B-T.
Presently
managerwith
of single
market stationemployed
but desireas change
opportunity
of owning part interest in station. Prefer small
or medium market in southwest. Family, college grad with seven years experience. Box
314E, B-T.
Highlytion in south
successful
manager-engineer
seeks south
posiAlabama,
northwest Florida,
Georgia. Excellent record of sales and profitable
management. Family man looking for permanency. Box 317E, B«T.
Salesmen
Oklahoma-Texas — small run-down station. Experienced sales, announcing, programming, 1st
phone, Available immediately. With me your station will make money. Box 261E, B«T.
Florida-northwest. Top salesman radio-tv family
man. Degree. Permanent. Box 297E, B«T.

RADIO

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Baseball,
basketball, football, play - by - play
B»T.
sportscaster. Seven years experience. Box 246E,
Sportscaster: Nine years experience radio and
television. Sports director in large market two
years.
Journalism degree. Prefer midwest; conB«T. sider
anywhere. Available immediately. Box 260E,
Announcer, SRT graduate, veteran, family, 24.
Available immediately. Schooled in all phases of
announcing. Monitary reward secondary. Will
relocate. Box 266E, B«T.
Announcer,
one Have
and good
a halfreferences.
years radioBoxexperiB»T.
ence, some tv.
269E,
Personality deejay now employed will relocate to
promotion-minded station in metropolitan city in
northeast or west coast only. Box 270E, B-T.
Announcer, 3 years experience — news, commercials, deejay and sports. Available immediately.
Box 271E, B-T.
Early morning man wants northeast. 6 months
experience. Bright, fresh, good commercial style.
News, board. Tape, resume. Box 272E, B»T.
Extremely sharp DJ — non-maintenance first
phone,
familyyou:man,
graduate.
write unless
Wantuniversity
wit; top pay;
returnDon't
airtape; will wait out notice. Box 275E, B«T.
DJ-commercial announcer. Special events, sports,
news background. Employed. Box 277E, B«T.
I can air-sell
lastto year's
Stevenson
buttonsair-time
or excursion ticket
Neptune.
Ten years
behind me Box 289E, B-T.
Solid veteran mikeman write, voices and produces orginal ear-catching commercials. Box
290E, B-T.
Announcer, south or southwest, lots of experience,
tape, resume, references. Box 294E, B-T.
Conscientious worker, thoroughly experienced
announced-copywriter, married, seeks permanent. Box 302E, B«T.

Bargain hunters, please take note — here's a two
for
the price
of oneannouncer
deal thatwith
you10 can't
to miss.
Salesman
years afford
sales
experience. Some announcing experience. Presently employed — will work on sales commission.
New York, New Jersey, Conn. Box 328E, B-T.

Experienced announcer, excellent news, sports,
pop and country programming. Family. Box
307E, B*T.
Top tv personality . . . fluent, humorous adlib.
Original laffable gimmicks. Easy or strong-sell
commercials. Low-budget formatted show. Records to sketch-artist, film-clips, pantomime, etc.
Or
emcee radio
live-talent.
Specialtv.filmConsider
opening-close.
14 years
... 2 years
combo.
Brochure, tape, excellent references on request.
Box 311E, B-T.

10 year's
honest,
former SM, noexperience,
desk-jockey,
single.non-drinker,
Have car, vet.,
U. of Illinois graduate, can make money for both
of us. Presently employed, desire change. Will
accept first good offer. Prefer midwest. Will
travel. Available if offer is right. Box 324E, B«T.
Young aggressive family man seeks sales position
in southern market. Experienced. Write Box
2034, Little Rock, Arkansas.

Negro DJ-personality. Gimmick for rhythm blues
show. Resume, tape. Will travel. Box 318E, B»T.
Wall Street bookkeeper with personality, talent
and ability would change to DJ or women's show
in New York City. Can cue records — time programs. Good news — weather — sports events —
interviews. Can write and do commercials — good
saleslady— tv demonstrator. Box 321E, B«T.

Announcers
Personality-DJ— strong commercials, gimmicks,
etc., run own board. Steady, eager to please. Go
anywhere. Box 109E, B»T.
Sportscaster:
Excellent
Top events.
rated
radio
and television
sportplay-by-play.
shows. Special
10 years radio and television. Top references.
Box 125E, B»T.
Announcer, experienced pop DJ. Employed metropolitan area. Own show top rating. Salary
$100.00. Box 177E, B«T.
Sports announcer,
play-by-play
baseball,
basketball, experienced
football, interviews.
Box
230E, B-T.
Announcer, experienced all phases. Dependable,
good
B-T. background, prefer east coast. Box 231E,
Experienced announcer — DJ — news — sports. 25,
married. Tape, resume. Box 234E, B-T.
Will invest money — radio-tv station. Presently
employed staff announcer, 5 years experience
all phases— family— excellent references. Will
locate anywhere U. S. . . . tape, personal interview. Box 237E, B-T.
Broadcasting
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd )
Announcers

FOR

Attention
California:
first
class license.
ExcellentAnnouncer-engineer,
delivery. News, spots,
DJ shows sold. Top network voice. Employed
5kw CBS affiliate. Desirous to return home. Box
325E, B«T.
Experienced
man 1st
available
immediately. Music,negro
news,staff
sports.
class licensee.
John Carmichael, WYOU, 114 24th Street, Newport News, Virginia. Newport News 1664.
DJ, own show 2 years, met., midwest, southern
experience 3rd FCC, pop, country commercials,
sports, news. Strict production experience, Vet,
24.
College.
Available
1 week.
Jack Currently
Davis, 421 employed.
Crown Street,
Brooklyn,in
N. Y. HY 3-5994.
Experienced,
Will WH
appreciate a calldependable
to discussbroadcaster,
our situations.
1-1613; 703 S. Vernon, Dallas, Texas.
Top announcer — deejay — salesman — experienced
in sales, radio, public relations, advertising and
promotion — college grad, single, 24, ambitious,
good voice, personality. Al Sheehan, 5126 \\
Raleigh Street, Hollywood, California. HO 37971.
An experienced, inexperienced staff announcer.
Professional vocalist, concert and pop announcer
anything
sell on-the-air
or buy yourbutairmytime.funeral.
ConsiderWillanyplace
south of
Pt. Barrow. 28-married. Reply 417 S. Clay, Denver, Colorado.
Technical
First phone engineer. Opportunity to learn sales
desired but not requisite. Experienced maintenance and remote control. Southern states preferred. Box 263E, B'T.
First phone, second cw, 4V2 years at present
position tional
of station.
staff Desires
and chieftoengineer
1 kw major
direcrelocateat with
stationableorcomboprinciple
network.
Has
done
considerwork with accent on classical music
and news. West coast preferred. Box 280E, B«T.
Combo-engineer — 1st ticket. Desires opportunity
west of Denver. Box 326E, B«T.
Announcer — first phone, family man, three years
chief engineer
southern
Seeking new
posi9-8061.
tion in Carolinas,
good1 kw.
references,
available
February 1st. Call Greenwood, South Carolina
Programming-Production, Others
Copywriter — 6 years experience. Radio and tv.
On-camera and on-mike training included. Box
174E, B«T.
Young woman, 2y2 years DJ, top continuity and
traffic; 1 year PD. Desires combination work
independent vicinity Detroit. Excellent on console. Box 215E, B-T.
Newsman, 7 years experience. Major tv or department head. $125 minimum. Box 283E, B«T.
{Continued on next page)

SALE-WEST

Successful combination

VHF

Network

COAST

Television Station and

Radio Station located in small market

on the West

Coast.

Reasonably priced — well under $1 Million. Excellent real estate
and assets. Area has best climate on West Coast and is subject
to growth. Purchaser will realize capital appreciation. Letters
from

curiosity seekers will not be answered.

from

reputable purchasers

with substantial

ground who can fully identify themselves

Only inquiries
financial back-

will be acknowl-

edged. Send replies to
Box 305 E, B*T
January 21, 1957
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TELEVISION

TELEVISION

Help Wanted
Technical

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Wanted immediately, tv technician, FCC first
class radio telephone license required. No experience necessary. Well established company
offers unusual opportunities for advancement.
State exp-rience, salary desired, and enclose
snapshot. Box 304E, B«T.
Engineer,filiate.
first
for network
vhf not
afStudio class
and license
transmitter
experience
necessary. Contact W. M. Greeley, KHOL-TV.
Holdrege, Nebraska.
Wanted: Engineer with first phone license to
work in tv. No experience necessary. Contact
Chief Engineer, WINK-TV Ft. Myers, Florida.
Wanted: Man with all around experience. Special
emphasis on transmitters for supervisory position. Many benefits. Salary based on experience
and ability. Robert L. Beurket, Chief Engineer,
WNEM-TV, Bay City, Michigan.
Engineer, 1stimportant,phone,
unbut must transmitter
have studioexperience
maintenance
and operation. Chance to grow with new educaFlorida.tional tv. Reply: Herb Evans, WTHS-TV, Miami,

Conscientious worker, thoroughly experienced
announcer-copywriter, married, seeks permanent
position. Box 302E, B-T.

RADIO
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Programming-Production, Others
Good newsman, good at straight commercials,
good copywriter; first ticket. Limited experience,
but enough. Also thorough knowledge of classical music. Prefer midwest or big city elsewhere.
40 hour week only. Box 284E, B»T.
Educators — a university-trained broadcaster
eight years experience in commercial radio
television is seeking responsible position
educational radio or television station or
college radio department. Box 291E, B«T.

with
and
with
with

Position with sound, promising future, east coast
between New York -Florida. Ambitious young
man has 3 years experience, indie and network
radio managing, programming, writing, news,
etc. Top references. Write Box 319E, B«T.
Newsman — top writer, voice, tape editor. Washington commentary-feature-interview shows on
net and local radio. Former magazine man, know
politics, economics. Radio- journalism B.S., family, PIO vet, 28. Seeking long term opportunity.
References, tape, photo. Box 322E, B-T.

Situations Wanted
Salesmen

"Something
New inEditor
Radio"& Publisher
That's thecalled
opin-it
ion of Broadcasting.
"a new adventure in making friends." It's a unique
personality combining a program of humor and
common
sense timed
news. Its
It'slistener
adaptable for many
radio for
and today's
tv formats.
interest is proven in top markets. It's drawn fan
lettersablefrom
people.
quot-of
materialmany
that outstanding
brings chuckles
andIt'snods
agreement and lives beyond broadcast time. It's
prestige building and ahead of the times. For details regarding the availability of this personality
and program write Box 327E, B-T.
Copywriter, male, car. Good references. Copy
on request. Go anywhere. Available immediately.
Some announcing. L. Greene, 609 Cook Street,
Lewistown, Nebraska.

TELEVISION

Tv-radio salesman six years, wants permanent
congenial surroundings. Young. Family. Degree.
Box 296E, B-T.
Announcers
On-camera salesman with executive experience.
Excellent adlib. Eight year background includes
news, production, promotion, programming. Desire responsibility, advancement. Age 31, college degree, top references. Box 236E, B-T.
Announcer, three years radio experience, some
B-T.
tv. Strong on news, have references. Box 270E,
Now employed tv. 6 years tv, radio experience.
Desire larger market. Box 278E, B-T.

PRODUCTION

NORTHWEST
TELECASTS
THEATER,

Programming-Production, Others
On-camera salesman with executive experience.
Excellent adlib. Eight year background includes
production, promotion, programming. Desire
responsibility, advancement. Age 31, college
degree, top references. Box 183E, B-T.
Promotion manager. Young man looking . . .
permanent tv promotion spot in northeast. Television and newspaper experienced, 28, family.
Box 208E, B-T.
Director-switcher. Creative idea-man. Three
years experience. Available immediately. Box
264E, B-T.
Creative cameraman. Three years experience
with top vhf stations. Available immediately. Box
265E, B-T.
Man, 33, married. Ten years radio-television.
Imaginative, creative, experienced. Good references. Desires to relocate in permanent position
with future. Box 281E, B-T.
Director, experienced. Can do own switching.
Any growing market. For further information
write Box 282E, B-T.
Producer-director with ratings and references
proving ability to produce heavy sell audience
appeal programs on modest budget wants aggres ive tv in competitive market. Box 287E, B-T.
Assistant prod.-directory; stage manager major
regional network — experience — quickly. Qualify
as director — SRT-TV grad. Writing ability— experience vocalist. Box 300E, B-T.
Young man, vet, college graduate, plenty of
know-how, desires film directorship or job leading to it. Will travel after February 1st. Box
303E, B-T.

EXPERIENCED

STUDENTS

DO

FROM HOLLYWOOD
PREMIER SHOWING

COCK'S SMASH HIT -"THE
MUCH",

ALL

NORTHWEST

TRAINING

STUDENTS

LIKE THIS UNDER
SIONALS IN COMMERCIAL

TOP

PEOPLE,

EXPERIENCED

N

O

DIRECTION

OF PROFESYOU

IN OVERCOMING
CONTACT

JOHN

COVERING

GRAUMAN'S CHINESE
OF ALFRED HITCH-

MAN

ARRIVAL

LIVE REMOTE

WHO

KNEW

TOO

OF CELEBRITIES.

OF

EVERYBIRREL,

COUNSELOR.
HOLLYWOOD,

RTHWEST

RADIO

&

SCHOOL
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TELEVISIO
HOME OFFICE :

1221 N. W. 21st Avenue
IPortland, Oregon * CA 3-7246

CALIFORNIA

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
WASHINGTON,

D. C.

1440 North Highland
HO 4-7822
540 N. Michigan Avenue
DE 7-3836
1627 K Street N. W.
RE 7-0343

Broadcasting

• Telecasting

SERVICES

FOR

SALE

Stations
$5000 down— 5 years on $35,000 balance. 1 kw
daytimer — mid-south 2 station market 23,000.
Responsible managers known as "good operators"reputation
here is your
lent
needchance.
apply. Only
Box those
308E, of
B»T.excelInterested having responsible capital investor
join me in independent radio station. I have
executive radio background. Write fully. Box
315E, B-T.
Midwest proximity daytimer with modest earnings. Priced $60,000 cash or $65,000 terms. Paul H.
Chapman Company, 84 Peachtree, Atlanta.
Profiable operation in rapidly growing single station market. Price of $75,000 includes combination office-studio-transmitter building on acreage
and can be purchased with 29% down payment
and balance spread over five years. Paul H. Chapman Company, 84 Peachtree, Atlanta.
Southern industrial metropolitan market station
in prospering area. $105,000 total, $30,000 down
will
handle.Atlanta.
Paul H. Chapman Company, 84
Peachtree,
Listing TXTV. Semi-metropolitan vhf Television. Single-station market, approximately 100,000. Full price $240,000. Written inquiries from
principals invited. Ralph Erwin. Broker. Tulsa.
Listing SD. Texas AM market of 70,000. Owner
has reached age 60 and is retiring. Full price
$50,000.
Ralph Erwin. Broker. 1443 South Trenton. Tulsa.
$185,000, midwest, large market, day, terms; $45,000, California, resort area, isolated; Minnesota,
$75,000. Day, terms; $75,000. Mountain region,
$40,000 down; $275,000. Mountain states, $90,000
down; CP, Illinois, The Norman Company, 510
Security Building, Davenport, Iowa.
The Norman Company, 510 Security Bldg., Davenport, Iowa. Sales, purchases, appraisals, handled
with
care and discretion, based on operating our
own stations.
Write now for our free bulletin of outstanding
radio and tv buys throughout the United States.
Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 6381 Hollywood Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Equipment
RCA TT-5A high band transmitter, factory converted to air cooling. Box 262E, B«T.
General Radio type 516-C radio frequency bridge,
perfect condition, $200.00. Box 306E, B»T.
General Electric BT-1A 250 watt fm, two bay
antenna. Excellent condition, will accept best
offer. Box 309E, B«T.
For sale: Two complete RCA 76-B audio consoles. One needs some work. $600.00 takes both,
F.O.B. KGMS, Hotel Senator, Sacramento, Calif.
2 complete RCA field camera chains including
cable and switcher. We purchased for closed
circuit programs prior to hearing which we lost.
Practically brand new. Will sell for 75% of cost.
Contact Bill Antony, KWKH, Shreveport, La.
Blaw-Knox
foot type
self-supporting
tower. Will 325
support
6 bay N-28
tv antenna.
Radio
Station WJPG, Green Bay, Wisconsin.
Complete DuMont multiscanner including power
supplies, projectors light source, etc. One DuMont stabilizing amplifier. 9 channel switcher,
DuMont sync, generator. All equipment in excellent condition used approximately two years.
Will make excellent price. Will accept cash time
payment, station stock or will trade equipment.
For further details, contact Harry Travis, WNEMTV, Bay City, Michigan.
For sale: 2 Gates CB-11, three speed turntables
in
good condition, $75.00 each. WNVA, Norton,
Virginia.
Will trade RCA TK-11A studio camera control
and accessories for RCA TK-31A field camera
controls and power supplies. Also have TD-3A
dolly. Need stab. amp. and distribution amps.
Contact Chief Engineer, WTVP, Decatur, Illinois.
RCA Type 880 oscilloscope, new, $125.00. CONRAC
CB-17-A picture monitor, new, $260.00. CONRAC
AV-12-A tuner, new, $175.00. Raytheon 6115 and
6116 voltage regulators, $60.00 each. Bud 72"
heavy duty relay rack, $30.00. 1—20' standard tv
camera
cable, $65.00. 1 —Co.,
4' radome,
$50.00.Avenue,
InterState
Communications
845 Chicago
Evanston,
Illinois.
Desire 12 or 16 inch disc recorder in good condition and complete. Send information and price
to G.ton,R. Delaware.
Chambers, 414 French Street, WilmingBroadcasting

• Telecasting

FOR

SALE

Equipment
For sale: RCA TG-1A sync generator TK-l-A
monoscope camera TA-1A distribution amplifier,
480G Power inAccept
two racks.
Also duplicate
in Tel-or
Instrument.
reasonable
offer either
both systems. Mautner Laboratories, 380 Oak
Street, Copiague, Long Island, New York.
WANTED

TO

BUY

Stations
Desire to lease with option to buy or to purchase
station in small or medium market on terms. We
will
operate asin practical,
broadcaster
not interested
investment resident
or speculation.
Write—
Box 145E, B-T.
Stations wanted. Arkansas and Missouri. Ralph
Erwin. Licensed Professional Broker. 1443 South
Trenton. Tulsa.
Equipment
Need good used 5kw am transmitter. Will pay
cash if the price is right. Send details immediately. Box 267E, B«T.
Wanted. RF field intensity meter, used. RCA
WX-2C or Federal model 101. Box 276E, B-T.
10 kw fm transmitter, coax and antenna. Give
details on cost, terms, etc. Box 298E, B-T.
Cash for broadcast transmitter and equipment.
B-T.
Write information, condition, price. Box 310E,
KDIO in Ortonville, Minnesota wants to buy a
used turntable in good condition with tone arms,
preferably with cabinet. Write details.
Want 3 or 5kw fm transmitter or 3 kw amplifier
with power supply. Call Floyd Hall, KPOL, Los
Angeles, Capitol 5-7011.
Wanted to buy: 1 kw am transmitter, as auxiliary,
for cash. State condition, price. Contact Martin,
WTUX, Wilmington, Delaware.
Miscellaneous
MJ Productions now ready with radio series
"Tho Two Columbus
of Us." Write
for details. 778 Fairwood
Avenue,
5, Ohio.
INSTRUCTION
FCC first phone in 12 weeks. Home study or resident training. Our schools are located m Hollywood, California, and Washington, D. C. For free
booklet, write Grantham School of Electronics,
Desk H-B, 1505 N. Western Avenue, Hollywood
27, California.
FCC first phone license. Start immediately.
Guarantee coaching. Northwest Radio & Television School, Dept. B, 1627 K Street, N. W., Washington, D.C.
FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed
instruction by master teacher. Phone FLeetwood
2-2733.
Elkins Texas.
Radio License School, 3605 Regent
Drive, Dallas,

"Something New in Radio" That's the opinion of
Broadcasting. Editor & Publisher called it "a
new adventure in making friends." It's a unique
personality combining a program of humor and
common
sense timed
news. Its
It's listener
adaptable for many
radio for
and today's
tv formats.
interest is proven in top markets. It's drawn
fan letters from many outstanding people. It's
quotable material that brings chuckles and nods
of agreement and lives beyond broadcast time.
It's prestige building and ahead of the times. For
details regarding the availability of this personality and program write Box 327E, B»T.
RADIO
Help Wanted
Salesmen

Radio

Salesman

|

§ 5kw leader in major inland ^
§ market wants immediately two §
§
§
§
y
|

bright men who are rarin' to go
with a real opportunity. Earnings $5500-8000 up to you. Advancement potential with a great
outfit. Write or wire

I
tS^-

-^r.

§
§
§
§
§

Box 221E, B»T
§
<^">
V^"-&~> v5-N

KWIZ, SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA IS LOOKING FOR TWO TOP NOTCH TIME SALESMEN
TO SELL RADIO IN A MARKET OF 517,000
PEOPLE WITH NO COMPETITION FROM
OTHER RADIO TIME SALESMEN. KWIZ IS
JUST THREE MILES FROM DISNEYLAND,
EIGHT MILES FROM BALBOA ON THE OCEAN
AND 30 MILES FROM LOS ANGELES. KWIZ
COVERS OVER A 1,000,000 PEOPLE AND IS
RATED #1 MUSIC AND NEWS OPERATION
IN THE AREA. WE ALREADY HAVE 22 TOP
PEOPLE AT KWIZ BUT WE NEED A COUPLE
MORE. SEND US A NICE LETTER ACCENTING
THIS FACT. HOW MUCH DID YOU MAKE AS
A SALESMAN LAST YEAR? MAIL IT ALL TO
HAL DAVIS, GENERAL MANAGER, KWIZ,
SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA.

WANTED
$10,000

REWARD

A SALARY UP TO $10,000 WILL BE AVAILABLE to the right man with the
right ideas at the right time, plus executive ability, initiative, and experience to reorganize, revitalize, and deliver the goods as Director of Promotion-Publicity Department for top-rated pioneer TV-Radio operation
noted for its performance both on-the-air and off. No one without experience and full qualifications need apply. No hurry; we want only the right
man. Send fullest particulars to
Box 220E, B*T
January 21, 1957
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RADIO

RADIO

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

RADIO
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Programming-Production, Others
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★

Nationally-known metropolitan network station with a 24 hour "Radio Active" schedule,
needs another TOP-NOTCH ANNOUNCER
with personality-plus, who has experience,
character and ability to establish local prominence, determine to fulfill this opportunity
successfully and profitably now. Send back-

MIAMI-WINZ
50,000 watt 3Musicand-JVews independent
welcomes audition tapes from all top
D.J.'s. Tape and all particulars should
be forwarded to Rex Rand, President
and General Manager.

ground, photo and audition tape.
Box 249E, B*T

Programming-Production, Others
one

rx*c

j
!
I

PACIFIC
50,000

COAST

WATT

INDEPENDENT

TOP

\

NEEDS

j

*
£
J A take charge guy who can handle sales J
■ft promotion, exploitation, publicity and Jf
J
research.
*
J
£
£
£
•¥
Mediocrity will not do:

Man
GENIUS

WANTED

By Denver's top personality station for
high-rated morning slot. Should have
flair for the fantastic plus strong creative production background. Top salary for top man. Rush tape, photo,
complete resume to:
TED NELSON— STATION KIMN
DENVER— COLORADO

well known

among

ra-

dio and tv stations; free to J
travel; expenses paid; earnings unlimited. We
promotional
and

are a

organization

well thought

of. Box

285E.

Situations Wanted

J

XK.

^-Managerial-!
STAFF

ANNOUNCERS

We are looking for a full staff of announcers
for a new 1000 watt, independent operation now under construction at Laurel, Mississippi. Ours will be a music-news type of
operation in a highly competitive market.
If you are a personality type disc-jockey
who knows the pop field thoroughly and are
production minded, we would like to hear
from you. We are experienced operators who
will expect you to learn OUR method of operation. You will be expected to work hard
but you will be well paid. We have no room
for prima donnas or opinionated ideas about
music. You must have a warm, friendly delivery and be adept at ad lib (but know
when to stop). Send complete resume, tapes
and photos to

HELP

WANTED

Promotion Department of major
Eastern radio and television station

advertising, direct mail, brochures,

TELEVISION

and sales presentations. Must have

Help Wanted
Programming-Production, Others

and thorough knowledge of broadcast field. State minimum
required and availability.

VOICE OF THE NEW SOUTH
P.O. Box 1245
Meridian, Mississippi
Page 118
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Manager-Salesman who writes, produces and sells modern gimmick commercials including musical jingles!
Wants position as General Manager,
Commercial Manager, Program Director and Head Salesman with immediate investment or option to buy all or
part of station. Long successful record
of sales and station revitalization.
Want greater opportunity in Southwest or California. All replies confidential. Box 323E, B»T.

seeking copywriter for newspaper

flair for creative copy, art direction,

Box 316E, B*T

salary

*
*

*
£.
Have You Got What It Takes J
£
£
*
*
£
£
Write
J
•fc Manager, KEX, Portland, Oregon **
£
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★a*

Managerial
OiX

I

PROMOTION MANAGER
Television Station Promotion Manager good Western VHF market.
Successful applicant must combine
knowledge all sales promotion
statistical and accounting procedures, competitive costs, local and
national advertising, merchandising and publicity, make-up, layout, and copy. State minimum
salary required and availability.
Box 671 C, B*T
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

FOR THE RECORD
TELEVISION
Continues from page 112
TV Austin, Tex., to 7-27; KQED (TV) San Francisco, Calif., to 7-24.
Action of Jan. 4
WAAA
WinstonN. C. — control.
Granted authority to operate trans,Salem,
by remote
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
Postponements — FCC on Jan. 14, on its own
motion, postponed oral argument from Jan. 28
to Feb. 4 in following am broadcast proceedings :
WWCS Bremen, Ga., Miners Bcstg. Service Inc.,
Ambridge, Pa., and Louis Rosenberg, Tarentum,
Pa., and WSDB Sterling, Ml.
By James
Chief D.
Hearing
Examiner
Cunningham
Port Arthur College, Smith Radio Co., Jefferson Amusement Co., all Port Arthur, Tex. —
Granted petitions of Smith Radio and Jefferson
Amusement to extent that they seek dismissal
of their respective applications for new tv stationstainedto operate
ch. 4,
Arthur,
and rein hearing onstatus
PortPortArthur
College
for
same channel. Action Jan. 9.
"The Friends of Good Music," Washington,
D. C. —vene Denied
petition
for authority
to inter-of
in proceeding
in matter
of assignment
license and cp of WGMS Bethesda, Md., and
license11. of WGMS-FM Washington, D. C. Action
Jan.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Programming-Production, Others

If roii are half the age
of C. B. deMille
and

only

half

as smart.

. .

there's an interesting
film jjob awaiting

7011.

A very important independently owned TV
station wants to take the very important step
into TV film production. We have good film
cameramen, good assistants, lighting and all
other technical and creative personnel.

By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Radio Pine Bluff, Pine Bluff, Ark.— Granted
petitionuled infor
continuance
of hearing
dates schedproceeding
on its
am application
and
that of Sepia Bcstg. Co., Little Rock, Ark., and
dates forferenceexchange
conand hearing ofareexhibits;
postponedprehearing
until further
order, pending disposition of petition to dismiss
Sepia sion.
application
now pending before CommisAction Jan. 11.
WNYC New York, N. Y.— Granted petition for
extension from Jan. 12 to Jan. 22, for filing suggested corrections to transcript in proceeding
on its application for Special Service Authorization, et al. Action Jan. 11.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
Beaumont, Tex. — Ordered that transcript of
record for Nov. 26 is corrected on page 277, line
15, by changing
first "have"
to "hope" reCo. ch.and6
proceeding,
Beaumont,
Tex. (Enterprise
Beaumont Bcstg. Corp.). Action Jan. 11.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
WGMS-AM-FM
Bethesda, Md.-Washington,
D. C. — Issued memorandum of ruling in matter

But we don't have a good editor who can also
be administrator, trouble-shooter, idea man,
and completely capable of setting up and
running a TV film production unit. . . .
We must do first class spots, shorts or whatever else needs be done, and if you think
you can run this kind of operation with more
practicality than theory, send us a detailed
letter stating your case. . . .
We'll arrange an interview if you capture our
interest.
Box 330E, B»T

of assignment of license and cp of WGMS and
licensequestoffor postponement
WGMS-FM, denying
of hearingprotestant's
from Jan. re-11
to Jan. 28. Action Jan. 10.
Pachuta,
On oral objection
request byof
counsel
for Laurel,
applicantsMiss.
and— without
counsel for Broadcast Bureau, ordered that hear^
ing is continued from Jan. 14 to Jan. 17, at 9
a.m., ofre cpapplications
WCOC-TVCo.,Pachuta,
mod.
and Laurel ofTelevision
Laurel, for
for
television cp (ch. 7). Action Jan. 11.
January 1 5 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
WMGT (TV) Adams, Mass. — Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion
dateCover
to 7-2-57.
License to
Cp
WCFM (FM) Williamstown, Mass.— Seeks license to cover cp which authorized non-commercial educational fm.
RENEWAL OF LICENSE
WNAB Bridgeport, WNLK Norwalk, WSTC
Stamford, all Conn.; WALE Fall River, WHAV
Haverhill,
all
Mass. WMAS Springfield. WNEB Worcester,
January 16 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
WONY Owego, N. Y. — Seeks mod. of cp (which
authorized new am) to extend completion date.
WTVW (TV) Evansville, Ind.— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 7-30-57.
WCDA (TV) Albany, N. Y.— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 8-15-57.
KGEO-TV Enid, Okla.— Seeks mod. of cp to
extend completion date to 8-14-57.
KNBT-TV Brownwood, Tex.— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to August 1957.
License to Cover Cp
KHIT Walla Walla, Wash.— Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized new am.
KREX-TV Grand Junction, Colo.— Seeks license
to cover cp which authorized new tv.
RENEWAL OF LICENSE
WGAN Portland, Me.; WCCM Lawrence, Mass.;
KJUN Redmond, Ore.; KULE Ephrata, Wash.

INSTRUCTION

96i"0
F"AYL
uTfES OROFf
POSITI
IN RADIO
TV! TrED
ONS"GTA¥
Courses in Announcing, Acting, Writing,
Production. 1 year of intensive training.
Founded in 1934. Professional teachers with
national network background. Term starts
January 28th.
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF
BROADCASTING
3338 16th Street, N.W. Washington, D. C.
Dept. B
EMPLOYMENT

SERVICES

FACTS ABOUT PEOPLE AND JOBS FOR
RADIO, TELEVISION,
ADVERTISINGFILM, AND
For radio, television, film and advertising,
we specialize in referring qualified people
to
the jobs in which they can be of most
value.
For best service, please be as complete as
possible in your first letter or telegram.
Palmer de Meyer, Inc.
50 East 42nd Street
New York 17, New York
Paul Baron, Director for Radio-TV-FilmAdv. MU 2-7915
No advance registration fees.
Resumes invited from qualified people.

Did you let a good
one get away?
The man* you're looking for may have a
Classified Advertisement in this week's issue of Broadcasting -Telecasting!
For radio-tv personnel, equipment, services or stations to buy or sell, tell everyone that matters in the Classified pages
of Broadcasting'Telecasting.
*Or job.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

j
;
;
:
■
:
:

UPCOMING
January

Women in Radio & Television, Somerset Hotel
Boston.
March
City. 18-21 : Annual convention and engineering
March
show, Institute of Radio Engineers, WaldorfAstoria and New York Coliseum, New York

Jan. 21-25: Winter general meeting, American
Institute of Electrical Engineers, Hotels Statler
and Sheraton McAlpin, New York.
Jan. 23-25: 12th annual Georgia Radio & Television Institute, U. of Georgia, Athens.
Jan. 31:ner,Sports
Broadcasters
Hotel Roosevelt,
New Assn.'s
York. annual dinFebruary

March 20-22: Continental Advertising Agency
Network, Rickey's Studio Inn, Palo Alto, Calif.

Feb. 6-8: NARTB Board, Hollywood Beach Hotel,
Hollywood, Fla.
Feb. 15-17: New England Chapter of American

April convention, Conrad
April
7-11:Chicago.
NARTB annual
Hilton,

BROADCASTING

the businessweekly of radio and television
7755 De Sales Street< N- w-> Washington 6, D. C.

TELECASTING
PLEASE START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH THE NEXT ISSUE.
Z □ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
$7.00
° □ 52 weekly Issues and BROADCASTING Yearboek-Marketbook 9.00
JJ □ 52 weekly issues and TELECASTING Yearbook-Marketbook 9.00
5 □ 52 weekly Issue* and both Yearbook-Marketbook* 11.00
□ Enclosed
□ Bill
—me

title/ position

company
name
cty
address
Please lend to home address — —
January 21, 1957
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EDITORIALS
All Out

on

All-Channel

Taxes

THERE'S still some, but not much, time left to get in solid licks
on removal of the 10% excise tax on all-channel tv receivers
— the single act that would give uhf a new vitality at a time when
it is most desperately needed.
The Treasury opposes any cuts in excises. But Chairman Forand
(D-R. I.) of the House Excise Taxes Subcommittee of the House
Ways & Means Committee, isn't committed to the hands-off approach of the Treasury. His report will be forthcoming in the "near
future." Then there is the Senate, which usually follows the House
action.
This is not a question of eliminating an entertainment or "luxury"
levy. It is a question of survival for uhf, without which there cannot be adequate, competitive television service throughout this
great broad land. Television is no more a luxury than are newspapers, magazines and, indeed, radio. All are essential in keeping
the public informed and enlightened, as well as entertained. Our
national economy and our national defense also are involved because the well-being of our electronic production is affected.
This is the time, then, for efforts to be redoubled with members
of Congress — whether or not they are on the particular committees
involved — to convince them of the merits of killing a tax which
brings in inconsequential revenue in our giant economy, and which
would be exceeded many times in the taxes paid by manufacturers
on income derived from increased all-band set sales.
RCA's High Command
AN ORDERLY transition of operational command at RCA is
■tx assured by the election of John L. Burns to succeed Frank M.
Folsom as president, while the latter moves to a position from which
he can counsel Mr. Burns while overseeing developments in merchandising, his specialty.
The transition will occur under the continuing supervision of
RCA's unquestioned chief, Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, chairman and
chief executive officer. Gen. Sarnoff has given no sign of wishing
to leave his command, despite having passed the retirement age.
A considerable part of RCA's phenomenal growth from $236
million to $1.1 billion in 10 years is due to the talents and experience of Mr. Folsom. It was he who guided the expansion of the
company's hard goods production and merchandising.
In this same period, Booz, Allen & Hamilton, the management
consulting company from which Mr. Burns now emerges to join
RCA, has been consistently active in studying RCA and its subsidiaries and advising on business practices and internal organization. Mr. Burns may not have been directly on the RCA payroll,
but he knows the company as well as if he had been.
The Barrow Report
THE Barrow memorandum to the FCC on multiple ownership
of television stations is an explosive harbinger of the dire things
to be expected in the final report of the Network Study Group to
be submitted by June 30 when the appropriation for that unit
expires. The confidential memorandum, quoted in detail in last
week's B«T, resulted in postponement by the FCC of its project
to alter the controverted multiple ownership rule — one of the basic
yardsticks of broadcast regulation.
The magnitude and the immediacy of the multiple ownership
problem has been apparent for months. With tv stations selling
at fantastic prices because of the scarcity of facilities in major
markets, members of Congress as well as of the FCC are disturbed.
The pressure for a change in the existing arbitrary five vhf and two
uhf limitation in the ownership of a single entity makes a showdown sometime this year inevitable — either by the FCC, by Congress or possibly through the courts.
Great concern is expressed over the influx of investment banking
capital and of major film producers in television. The alternatives
confronting the FCC are whether the present rule — admittedly far
from ideal — should be retained; whether it should be relaxed, and,
at the other extreme, whether there should be more stringent limitations. Dean Roscoe L. Barrow and Assistant Attorney General
Victor Hansen obviously favor the tightening process.
Dean Barrow cites FCC precedent against "concentration of
control." Historically, the FCC has used the concentration thesis in
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Drawn for BROADCASTING^ TELECASTING by Sid Hlx
"One of these days they'll start releasing those wide screen movies, and
we wanted to be ready!"
deciding adversary proceedings. But precedent has been established both ways over the years, and a good case can be made on
FCC decisions going the other way.
The vexing problem is not unlike that which confronted the FCC
nearly two decades ago on newspaper ownership of radio stations.
The difference is that the television chips are much bigger, the
scarcity factor greater, with the result that television ownership is
vastly more attractive to investment capital and to motion picture
companies which face dwindling theatre demand for their product
because of tv inroads.
The newspaper ownership issue was finally resolved with no
definitive rules, but with the conclusion that there should be no
discrimination against otherwise legally and financially qualified applicants, except where local "monopoly" situations might result
through ownership of substantially all media of communications in
the market by the same entity.
Newspapers thus were relieved of the stigma of becoming "second-class citizens." They were considered on equal footing with
all
other
applicants,
but the cases.
factor of "concentration" was taken
into account in comparative
Obviously, the same philosophy should apply to other applicants
— whether private investors, motion picture groups or other qualified citizens. Just as obviously, it seems to us, preference should
be given, all other things equal, to practical broadcasters over newcomers. But the multiple ownership question cannot be resolved
on precedent alone, because there is precedent both ways. Involved isbasic public policy.
Lost

by Default

THE

seven-year football famine that National Collegiate Athletic Assn. has imposed on tv networks, eased only by a tight
little schedule of national and regional games, drew only one dissenting vote at the recent NCAA meeting in St. Louis. Notre Dame,
despite a rather dismal performance last autumn, gamely cast the
lone vote against the intercollegiate steam-roller on the grounds
that people and colleges should have some opportunity to pick the
tv games and more colleges should have access to tv coverage.
Unfortunately
no apparent
resistance
NCAA's
schedulegames
has
come
from those who
should have
the firsttovoice
in selecting
to be covered — tv stations and networks. Their right to program
sports as they see fit is usurped by the group controlling NCAA.
Meanwhile a new menace to democratic sports coverage works
quietly — pay-to-see tv. For years the advocates of fee television
have been holding out promises of eventual millions in revenue
from use of their projected facilities. This prospect has strengthNCAA's ondetermination
to prevent the unrestricted broadcastenedofthefootball
free tv.
We must gloomily admit that the outlook for more football on
tv is not promising. For tv, the game has been lost by default.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

JAMES STEWART
IT'S A WONDERFUL LIFE"

TAB HUNTER
'ISLAND OF DESIRE-

there

GREGORY PECK
'MAN WITH A MILLION'

are MORE

good

movies

GARY COOPER
"ALONG CAME JONES'

INGRID BERGMAN
"STRANGERS"

ON

AVAILABLE

NOW-MINUTE

PARTICIPATIONS

No flapper costumes— Model A Fords— Derby
Hats— Knee-Length Skirts!

KIRK DOUGLAS
"THE CHAMPION"

Feature films on KWK-TV in St. Louis star
currently popular names in recent productions.

GINGER ROGERS
'THE GRSOM WORE SPURS"

These are just a few of the more than
300 features now being programmed from
United Artists and other packages.

SHELLEY WINTERS
"HE RAN ALL THE WAY"
FRED MacMURRAY
"BORIERLINE"

DANA ANDREWS
"A WALK IN THE SUN"

®
THE

OF TWO NEOGTWRAORMSKS
TOP PR
LEADER

RORY CALHOUN
"ROGUE RIVER"
Represented Nationally by
The KAT2 Agency, Inc.
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Amount Spent on Autos by Grade B Area Families
Market

figures prove

Grade

WXEX-TV

on autos*than
any other

families

living in

B area spend 21.8%

families in Grade

RICHMOND

market

more

B area of

WXEX-TV

Station

$139,070,000

.
Station

B
—
C

BASIC-CHANNEL

8

TV

station

* Automobiles, tires, batteries, accessories
Source: Sidney Hollander Associates

Tom Tinsley, President

NBC

$170,145,000

$139,691,000

Irvin G. Abeloff, Vice Pres.

National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington.
Forjoe & Co. in Chicago, Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Dallas, Atlanta.

THE WHEELING

MARKET

IS ONE OF THE FASTEST GROWING

MARKETS

The word is getting around! Fortune Magazine calls it
"The boom that runs a thousand mi/es." And also observes,
"With secondary industry yet to come . . . tlie Ohio boom is
still in its infancy."
The Magazine of Wall Street states:
"In this Valley of the Ohio history is being written. In a decade
modern pioneers confidently invested hundreds of millions in
netc plants and still more are planned."
WTRF-TV, Wheeling, W. Va., is the Number One advertising
medium in this rich industrial heartland.

ADD $300,000,000.00!
Olin-Mathieson Chemical and
Revere Copper and Brass
form Olin - Revere Metals
Corporation
will locate. .23 .
miles
south .of. .Wheeling
$231,000,000.00 company will
produce 180,000 tons of primary aluminum a year . . . additional 225,000 kilowatt electrical generating unit to be
constructed
num plant. to serve the alumi-

In any advertising campaign aimed at America's TOP markets,
remember the booming Upper Ohio Valley, and its dominant,
powerful advertising voice, WTRF-TV, Wheeling!

ssa

station

worth

watching''

Wff
Wheeling

7, West

IN AMERICA!

IF*

■

IV

Virginia
H!Bj

For availabilities and complete
coverage information — Call
Hollingbery, Bob Ferguson,
VP and General Manager,
or Needham Smith,
Sales Manager
CEdar 2-7777

316,000 watts

Equipped for network color

Sm%l new
reaching a market that's reaching WMMm

importance!

Scuc

J^a+uiLsocut^s

cvut

so€d

• NBC AFFILIATE • CHANNEL

ok.
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-TV
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RATINGS FROM THE LATEST PUBLISHED
DALLAS AND FORT WORTH TELEPULSE REPORTS

KRLD-TV

Channel

4

PRESENTS 14 OUT OF THE TOP 15 ONCE-A-WEEK
DALLAS METROPOLITAN
AREA.
Dallas is served by four television stations, but
most television homes in this booming metropolitan area are tuned more of the time to KRLD-TV,
Channel 4. Alert local programming, plus stellar
CBS presentations frequently build for Channel
4 more audience than the next two stations combined, and at times more than all three put
together.

KRLD-TV
DOMINATES
DALLAS

AND

THE

FORT

WORTH

KRLD-TV
COVERS

MORE

AREA

METROPOLITAN

ANY

The lower the channel, the greater the power
and the higher the tower, the farther a station
can project television satisfactorily. Channel 4
is the lowest in Dallas or Fort Worth, and this
far-reaching signal is beamed at the maximum
power allowed by the Federal Communications
Commission from atop the second tallest man-
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AUDIENCES

OF

THE

AREAS

of the 68 Sunday quarter hours of telecasting.
On Sunday evenings, when the largest TV audience of the week gathers before Dallas-Fort
Worth sets, more people watch Channel 4 than
any other station 90% of the time ... often
more than all three other stations put together.

Channel
THAN

4

TELEVISION

The combined Dallas and Fort Worth audience
of KRLD-TV is greater than any other station's
during 45 of the 72 quarter-hour periods from
6 a.m. to midnight weekdays.
KRLD-TV dominates 30 out of the 68 Saturday
quarter hours in this four-station market, and 42

IN THE

For news, adventure, mystery, variety, comedy
and all the other fascinations of television,
Dallas viewers know they can tune to KRLD-TV
and get the very best. Consistently, all or nearly
all of the top fifteen weekly television programs
are presented over the facilities of KRLD-TV,
Channel 4.

Channel
COMBINED

SHOWS

OTHER

4
TV

STATION

IN TEXAS

made structure in the world . . . 1,685 feet
above average terrain.
KRLD-TV goes clearly into nearly 600,000 television homes in Texas and Southern Oklahoma,
reaches more than one-fourth of all the people
in Texas . . . one-third of all Texas Television
sets.

Broadcasting
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UHF RECORD • What may be record
price for uhf station in combination with
am, involved in agreement reached last
week for sale of WKJG-AM-TV Fort
Wayne to group headed by John F. Dille
Jr., president and major stockholder of
WSJV (TV) and WTRC-AM-FM ElkhartSouth Bend, for gross figure of nearly $2
million (price after net quick, between $1.6
and $ 1 .7 million) . Licensee of Fort Wayne
properties is Northeastern Indiana Broadcasting Co., in which Edward G. and
Walter L. Thorns hold substantial interest.
Ch. 33 WKJG-TV is NBC affiliated and
WKJG-AM, on 1380 kc with 5 kw day
and night, is NBC-MBS.
B»T
PURCHASING group includes Mr. Dille,
also president of Truth Publishing Co.,
60%; Walter R. Beardsley, president of
Miles Laboratories Inc. (who also holds
interest in Elkhart properties), 25%, and
Geoffrey Wade, head of Chicago advertising agency of same name, 15%. Howard Frazier, Washington broker-consultant, handled transaction, with application
to be filed with FCC during next fortnight.
New owners would retain present personnel of Fort Wayne properties under General Manager Edward G. Thorns.
B»T
LION'S SHARE TO TV • Flav-R-Straw
Inc., Mt. Vernon, N. Y., understood to be
investing about $3 million in advertising
this year to promote its candy-flavored
straws, with bulk of expenditures destined
for tv programs appealing to children.
Company, through Ruthrauff & Ryan,
N. Y., reportedly lining up programs in
about 190 markets, using "Popeye" and
"Bugs Bunny" cartoons and other children's programming.
B»T
NEW ch. 9 WSOC-TV Charlotte hopes to
hit air by May 1, according to Larry
Walker, executive vice president. FCC
announced its grant Dec. 13 and station
is slated for NBC affiliation.
B»T
HOME AGAIN • One of first steps in
ABC-TV's new organizational "building"
program (see story page 27) will see probable return to ABC of Gene Accas, TvB
operations director, who formerly headed
publicity, advertising and promotion, later
research and sales development, at ABC.
He's slated to join old TvB boss, Oliver
Treyz, now vice president in charge of
ABC-TV, as a trouble shooter who'll
handle special projects in addition to
such areas as research and promotion.
But it won't be done until Norman E.
(Pete) Cash, who succeeded Mr. Treyz as
TvB president, has established successorship and completed TvB executive realigntion. ment to his own (and TvB board's) satisfac-

Broadcasting
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SILENT on use of Ampex tape recording
equipment for West Coast repeats of
NBC-TV daily network programs, NBCTV executives are just as silent on reasons
why network has not heralded this new
development with usual fanfare. Reason
is not hard to find when one remembers
that pictures-on-tape were requested of
RCA scientists by company's board chairman, David Sarnoff, and were first shown
by RCA in laboratory stage three years
ago, but Ampex was first to come up with
a rommercially practical system providing day-in, day-out service.
B»T
MACHINES HELP • Automation is given
much of credit for uninterrupted operation
of Bay Area Independent Broadcasters
Assn. stations (KSFO and KYA San Francisco, KROW Oakland) during month-long
strike of announcers in which stations'
engineering crews refused to cross AFTRA
picket lines, leaving stations without technical employes. "Automatic transmitters
were life savers for all stations," spokesman
told B«T, noting that with this equipment all-night operation maintained successfully byKYA and KSFO would have
been virtually impossible. "Unions themselves, through strikes and threats of
strikes which might interfere with normal
operating schedules, are forcing station operators into automation," source declared.
B»T
IT'S SURE guess that NARTB will be
less naive next time it files lobbying report
with Congress. President Harold E. Fellows was branded as highest-salaried lobbyist in Washington because his full pay
appeared in NARTB's report to Congress
whereas other organizations pro-rate portion of executives' time devoted to legislative activity. There's basis for belief
NARTB head shouldn't even appear in
lobbying report since his legislative activity
consists of formal appearances at committee hearings.
B»T
END IN SIGHT • Storer's buy of ch. 9
WMUR-TV Manchester, N. H., and its
move nearer to Boston come to climax next
week. Washington Airspace Panel has
promised, it's understood, to take up antenna clearance problems on Feb. 5, and FCC,
so report goes, has promised to consider
sales and transmitter move on Feb. 6. Although Storer sale of its Atlanta stations
(WAGA-AM-TV) to Washington Post Co.
for $6.5 million has Feb. 1 deadline, Post
has agreed to extend cutoff date to Feb. 15.
Storer selling Atlanta outlets to remain
within limits of FCC rules on multiple
ownership. Storer deadline for $850,000
WMUR-TV purchase
B»T runs to April 7.
SOL SCHILDHA USE, FCC attorney who
resigned month ago to become general
manager of KOMA Oklahoma City, will

circuit

purchase 15% interest in station from
group which recently acquired it from
B»T for $290,000.
John T. Griffin interests
NO DELAY • FCC Comr. John C. Doerfer has made up his mind to push ahead on
his proposal to have the FCC announce all
adversary and other comparative hearing
decisions immediately after vote-taking,
with written opinion tc follow. Mr. Doerfer
became more adamant than ever, he tells
friends, after widespread leaks two weeks
ago on FCC votes in hotly contested tv
cases (St. Louis, Boston, Miami, Indianapolis) and bellwether deintermixture cases
(Peoria, Springfield, 111.; New Orleans,
Hartford, Conn.) [B«T, Jan. 21 j.
B»T
LEGAL problems involved in idea of having FCC issue immediate notice of decisions without awaiting final written opinions involve Administrative Procedures
Act. APA says decisions shall be released
with findings of fact and conclusions of
law. Various time elements (appeals, petitions for reconsideration, etc.) run from
that date. Many lawyers feel FCC cannot
issue decisions without written opinions.
Others feel announcement of vote could
be specified as tentative with commissioners permitted to change when final decision papers are up for official tally. Immediate announcement of decisions believed to have precedent in practice at
Civil Aeronautics Board. There CAB information officer sits in on executive sessions. As soon as vote is taken, he issues
short news release announcing action.
Final decision comesB«Tout later.
ON ICE • CBS-TV feels it may have real
"sleeper" in Saturday afternoon National
Hockey League series, judging by favorable station-audience reaction thus far.
Aside from sport's basic appeal, network
representative acknowledges, televised
hockey may be means of taking play away
from NCAA football part of next fall.
CBS-TV known to be considering extended
schedule during 1957-58 season. Telecasts
have been extended to 109 stations as coop feature.
B»T
ASSN. of Maximum Service Telecasters,
formed to represent interests of full power
tv stations, both vhf and uhf, may retain
Washington economist to undertake analysis of excise tax situation stemming from
10% levy on tv receivers, as against estimated return if excise were eliminated
from all-band receivers but retained on
vhf only. Presentation would be made to
appropriate Congressional committees in
effort to help uhf stations and at same
time prove to government that it would
gain rather than lose on tax income,
through increased all-channel set sales
[B»T, Jan. 7].
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"This

is old

stuff,

Cathy.
has

The new Trendex* — just out — shows
Morning (27.5%) afternoon (27.7%)
Hooper, Pulse, Nielsen . . . and a host
agree that WDGY has the big audience

WDGY
... and
of Twin
for those

The

new

WDGY

WHB
Kansas City

Represented by John Blair & Co.
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in first

place!"

first in audience:
all-day (27.6%)!
Cities advertisers
big results.

There's a new listen in the Twin Cities — and Storz Station programming is responsible. Make sure you buy Minneapolis-St. Paul with
the new data . . . which your nearest Blair man, or General Manager
Steve Labunski will cheerfully supply.
•Trendex, 7 a.m. -6 p.m., Monday- Saturday, January, 1957

WDGY
Minneapolis-St. Paul

Trendex

WQAM
Miami

WDGY
50,000 watts and a
nearly perfect-circle daytime signal
MINNEAPOLIS-ST.

KOWH
Omaha

PAUL

WTIX
New Orleans

Represented by Adam Young Inc.
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Inter-Media Feuding Wasteful,
Jones Tells Michigan Press Assn.
GUERILLA WARFARE in the communications field is "wasteful" and "completely unjustified,*' Ernest
Jones, president
MacManus, John
& A.Adams,
Bloomfieldof Hills,
Mich., and New York, told the 89th annual
convention of Michigan Press Assn. at Michigan State U. Friday.
"Television and radio,-' Mr. Jones said,
"should be given credit for stimulating and
expanding the newspaper business to its present record heights. [They] have added to the
intellectual depth of the mass audience and
whetted its appetite for the more detailed
coverage of which newspapers are capable."
Newspapers, television and radio are "on
the threshold of the golden era of communication," he continued,
declaring they complement
and enhance
each other.
Representatives of newspapers and other
media should be more constructive in their
sales promotions — they would be less wasteful
if "they dealt with positive factors," Mr. Jones
asserted, adding "I would rather have an
honest detailed picture of the status and prospects of local radio in, say Battle Creek, Mich.,
than a long, negative and confusing diatribe
against newspapers or television or billboards."
Hamm Due for 55-Market Buy
On Ziv's 'Harbor Patrol' Series
ZIV Television Programs reportedly has completed negotiations with Theo. Hamm Brewing
Co., St. Paul, under which Hamm will sponsor
new Harbor Patrol series in 55 markets for
one year, starting next fall. Sale's gross billings
expected to reach about $1.5 million, representing largest advance sale in Ziv Tv's history.
Contract completed on basis of pliot film, with
production expected to be launched shortly.
Agency for Hamm is Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis.
WILK-TV Asks 5 Megawatts
WILK-TV Wilkes-Barre, Pa. (ch. 34) Friday
asked FCC to authorize it to operate with 5
million watts. Uhf outlet plans to spend $480,000 to install new GE 60 kw transmitter to be
used in conjunction with 10-bay, 50 gain
helical antenna. Transmitter uses klystron tubes
for power, and plan is to use separate antennas
for visual and aural transmissions. WILK-TV
has been operating with 1 megawatt for about
a year and during recent months has experimentally raised output to 1.5 megawatt. Other
uhf stations using what was up to last summer
maximum 1 megawatt uhf power are WBRETV also Wilkes-Barre; KPTV (TV) Portland.
Ore., and WJMR-TV New Orleans, La.
Chicago Agency Merger Brewing
PATTERN of agency mergers-absorptions in
recent months continues with announcement,
expected momentarily, that two Chicago agencies— Walker B. Sheriff Inc. and Roche, Williams & Cleary Inc. — -will combine operations.
Billings of each agency in sub-S5 million range.
Transaction involves well-known advertising
personalities along Michigan Ave. and LaSalle
St., although details of new alignment not
known.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

deadline

•
COMMUTERS' SPECIAL
"TRAIN WATCHERS" are being mobilized by morning man Bill Cullen of
WRCA New York. Commuter who is
held up 15 minutes or more by "a serious disruption or delay in train or transit
service" will dial Mr. Cullen's number
and m. c. will make announcement on
air for benefit of other commuters. Trainwatcher is reimbursed for cost of call
and receives "combination coin-holder
and membership card."

Networks' November Up 13.7%,
11 Months' Billings Up 20.7%
GROSS BILLING for all three tv networks
totaled $44,163,884 last November, or 13.7%
more than that month in previous year, and
$443,457,459 for 1 1 months ending in November, or gain of 20.7% above the same period in
1955, according to Publishers Information Bureau.
In November, CBS-TV chalked up gain of
17.8%; NBC-TV, 14.1%, and ABC-TV, 1.9%;
11-months increases: CBS-TV, 18.1%; NBCTV, 15.6% and ABC-TV, 55.3%. Table
follows:
Change
Nov. '55 %
ABC-TV
SNov.
6,619,109
3 16,866,314
6,496.236
'56
19,866,463
CBS-TV
DuMont
. 344,163,884
17~673.312
+ 1.9
NBC-TV
Total
Change
$38,851,829
Jan.
-Nov. % +17.8
Jan. -Nov.
1955
15,489~270
1956
+13.7
+14.1
ABC-TV .
45,091,856
S 203,124,982
70,026,679 S 171,931,960
CBS-TV
DuMont ...
4-20.7
3,102,708
147,373,918
170,305/798
NBC-TV
3443,457,459 S367,500,442
Total
+55.3
+18.1
+15.6
Probe Fund Request Cut
SENATE Commerce Committee has reduced
its request for overall investigation funds from
$250,000 originally asked in S Res 26 to $225,000. Group turned back $25,000 of the $250,000 given it for 1956 and felt it wouldn't exceed same amount in 1957. Request was reported to Senate floor Friday and goes before
Senate Rules Committee for clearance todav
(Mon.).
Page Gets Signal Corps Contract
PAGE Communications Engineers Inc. has
been awarded $15 million Signal Corps prime
contract for major communications project in
Western Pacific. It has subcontracted equipment manufacture to RCA, amounting to about
$5 million. Page Communications is headed
by E. C. Page, who also heads Washington
consulting engineering firm of Page, Creutz,
Steel & Waldschmidt.
They're Color-Conscious at JWT
J. WALTER THOMPSON Co., will demonstrate its new color equipment today (Mon.)
at New York office. Officials said they believe
"breakthrough on color television is on the horizon" and are preparing to take full advantage
of it in advertising for our clients. JWT color
demonstration comes one week after McCannErickson's unveiling of new tv-radio facilities
in new home office (see story page 35).

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

Late-breaking items about broadcast business; for earlier news, see Advertisers
Agencies, page 29.
AUTO ACTION • Lincoln-Mercury Dealers
Assn., Detroit, going into radio spot schedule
in about 43 markets in Houston district starting Feb. 4 for four weeks. Kenyon & Eckhardt,
N. Y., is agency.
AND NOW RADIO • Bristol-Myers, N. Y.,
for Vitalis hair product placing radio spot campaign in number of scattered markets starting
Feb. 28, following tv spot schedule already
underway. One-minute ET's to be used between 7 and 8 a.m., Mon.-Fri., for 22 weeks.
Doherty,
is
agency. Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, N. Y.,
STRAPLESS SPOTS • Warner Brothers (strapless bras), Bridgeport, Conn., using radio spot
schedule effective Feb. 1 1 in one-week saturation drive in southern Florida. C. J.
LaRoche, N. Y., is agency.
IN THE WORKS • Lever Bros. (Lifebuoy
soap) N. Y., considering radio spot schedule
which, if approved, will start in mid-March on
almost 100 stations. Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N. Y., is agency.
BAKING BUY • General Foods (Calumet baking powder), N. Y., placing radio spot schedule
in about 19 markets, Feb. 11 -March 29. Young
& Rubicam, N. Y., is agency.
MORE FOR MONTGOMERY? • Under discussion at NBC-TV is possibility that Robert
Montgomery Presents will be extended from
present one hour (Mon.. 9:30-10:30 p.m. EST)
to 90 minutes (9:30-11 p.m.). effective next
season. Show is sponsored by S. C. Johnson &
Son and Mennen.
BROKER BUYS • Francis I. DuPont, N. Y„
brokerage office, making two-market radio test
starting Feb. 11 using daytime minutes. Mon.Fri., for 13 weeks. J. Walter Thompson Co.
N. Y., is agency.
TV FOR TUCK • Technical Tape Corp., (Tuck
brand products), Bronx, N. Y., Friday appointed Product Services Inc., N. Y., as agency.
Account, formerly handled by Daniel &
Charles, also N. Y., shortly will launch new
consumer product through all media with emphasis on tv spot.
JELL-O AGAIN • General Foods (Instant
Jell-O) planning radio campaign starting Feb.
6 and running to March 22 in number of markets. Young & Rubicam. N. Y., is agency.
TUNA FOR LENT • Wilbur-Ellis Co. (Southern Star bonita tuna), S. F., planning eightweek radio spot announcement campaign for
lenten season, starting sometime in February,
in approximately seven markets. Hilton &
Riggio, N. Y., still looking for few availabilities.
DLXIE DICKERING • Dixie Cup Co., Easton.
Pa., which normally does most
broadcast
adver-9
Continues
on page
January 28, 1957
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...steak

Capital

of the

from

OMAHA

WORLD!

. . . .Heart of the rich Nebraska — Iowa corn-lands —
come the world's finest meats. Whether your pick runs to a thick,
well marbled T-bone or juicy prime ribs — take your cue from
the professionals. For in the finest restaurants everywhere, "OMAHA
BEEF" means the best!

— and,

in

OMAHA—

WOW-TV

means

the Best of televiewing —

Prime listening in Omaha — like its prime beef, is built on outstanding qualities. WOW-TV serves only the best! Channel 6 builds
real audience loyalty from its blend of CBS-TV's fine programs, top
local shows, syndicated programs and choice feature films.
And now, to this star-studded entertainment menu, WOW-TV
adds a new piece de resistance — the great MGM
the BEST even better!

library — making

FRANK P. FOGARTY, Vice President and General Manager
OW-TV
R
I
FRED EBENER, Commercial Manager
M
IN
IN
IN
IN

OMAHA
SYRACUSE
PHOENIX
KANSAS CITY

it's
it's
it's
it's

WOW and WOW-TV
WHEN and WHEN-TV
KPHO and KPHO-TV
KCMO and KCMO-TV

represented
represented
represented
represented

by
by
by
by

f
I

BLAIR-TV,
The KATZ
The KATZ
The KATZ

Inc.
Agency
Agency
Agency

•Meredith Stations are affiliated with Better Homes and Gardens and Successful Farming Magazines
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Examiner Approves Laurel Tv
For. Ch. 7 Initial Decision
INITIAL DECISION issued Friday recommending grant of Laurel, Miss., ch. 7 to Laurel
Tv Co., following withdrawal of competing
Mississippi Broadcasting Co. (WCOC-AM-TV
Meridian, Miss.). Laurel Tv is paying Mississippi Broadcasting $22,500 out-of-pocket expenses. Initial decision by FCC Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman effective in 40 days
unless appealed or Commission reviews on
own motion. Laurel Tv comprised of local
businessmen, some of whom have interests in
WAML Laurel.
In another Friday initial decision, FCC
Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion recommended grant of Holiday Isles Broadcasting
Co. for 1590 kc with 1 kw, daytime, at St.
Petersburg, Fla., with protection from image
interference to listeners of WPIN St. Petersburg. Favorable recommendation followed
withdrawal of conflicting application by Polly
B. Hughes for 1600 kc at Tampa, Fla., with
Holiday Isles paying Mrs. Hughes $6,400 as
reimbursement for out-of-pocket expenses.
Holiday Isles is owned by Edmund A. Spence,
semi-retired.
$330,000 WASK, WFAM-TV Sale
Filed for Commission Approval
APPLICATION was filed Friday for FCC approval of sale of WASK and ch. 59 WFAMTV Lafayette, Ind., by Olney E. Richardson
to Lafayette Broadcasting Co. for $330,000.
Lafayette principals include Henry Rosenthal
(25%), currently assistant manager of stations; Alvin H. Hath (25%), Lafayette accountant, and D&B Equipment Co. (50%),
jointly owned by E. J. Bannon and John M.
Drysdale, all of whom will be officers of proposed station.
WASK-WFAM-TV balance sheet, as of
Nov. 30, 1956, showed current assets of $97,286, total assets $336,393, current liabilities
$44,346 and earned surplus as of March 31,
1956, $83,816.
Committee Asks FCC to Render
Account of Allocations Action
FCC has been invited to appear before Senate
Commerce Committee on Feb. 7 to render
progress report on television allocations matters but firming of date depends on whether
FCC agrees. Senate committee plans to inquire
into status of FCC's tv allocations proceedings
since Commission's moves last summer — resulting in establishment of Television Allocations Study Organization and pending deintermixture cases. Plans to resume Senate hearings
became known last week (see story page 46).
WLBT (TV) Asks Tower Boost, Move
WLBT (TV) Jackson, Miss., Friday asked FCC
permission to increase antenna height to 1,529
ft. above ground (1,579 ft. above average terrain) and move site to approximately 12 miles
southwest of Jackson. Present 700 ft. above
average terrain antenna located 3.4 miles southeast of Jackson. Ch. 3 WLBT operates with 100
kw.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

deadline

TRACKED VIA 'HOT LINE'
WHILE B-47 jet bomber rocketed crosscountry Friday testing new instrument
device
in
NBC "followed"
its path on jet
new stream,
hourly newscasts
and on
its new "Hot-Line" news service. Flight
was tracked with periodic reports aired
by affiliated stations in area of plane's
path. Plane took off from March Air
Force Base in California at 2:17 a.m.
Pacific time (5:17 a.m. EST) and landed
9:20 a.m. EST at Hanscomb Airfield,
Bedford, Mass. At 9:32 a.m., NBC Radio "Hot-Line" was broadcasting onscene wrapup on flight with crew. "HotLine" is direct wire by which NBC is
able to interrupt affiliates' programming
at any time for important news.

Electronics Industry's Sales Firm,
Folsom Tells Canadian Meeting
OUTPUT of electronics industry's consumer
products in U. S. this year may approach
record year (1955), and volume of electronic
business may be about $1 billion higher this
year than in 1956, Frank Folsom, RCA president, predicted in address to be delivered today
(Mon.) at Canadian Club of Toronto.
He forecast, too, that tv will accelerate this
year in civilian, industrial and educational use,
and color will spur advance with more manufacturers entering field and competition increasing. Stressing communications links between Canada and U. S., strengthened via electronics, Mr. Folsom noted Canada's electronics
industry already has achieved annual half-billion dollarerationsproduction
his firm's
opin Canada, rate.
Mr. Of
Folsom
revealed
RCA Victor has exported Canadian-made radios, tv sets and electronic products to 75 foreign countries and territories. He also mentioned sales of other Canadian-made equipment (radio relay systems, microwave systems
and broadcast transmitters).
Adenauer Exonerates RFE
CHANCELLOR Konrad Adenauer of West
Germany Friday absolved Radio Free Europe
from charges leveled against it by Soviet authorities and Erich Ollenauer's opposition Social
Democrats party that RFE promised armed
intervention from West to insurgents during
Hungarian revolt. At chancellor's weekly meeting with reporters, he said that month-long investigation of all RFE tapes of programs
beamed to Hungary from Munich [B«T, Nov.
19, 1956] revealed nothing detrimental and
that "this matter is to be considered closed for
the time being." Dr. Adenauer also "in strongest terms" rejected demands by opposition
party that Bonn close down RFE.
Uhf WLAM-TV Won't Try Again
CH. 17 WLAM-TV Lewiston, Me., Friday
notified FCC that it would not seek renewal of
license that expires April 1. Station, owned by
96% by Frank S. Hoy and family, went on air
Nov. 22, 1953, but is now dark.

WILLIAM HAMMERSTEEN, son of lyricist
Oscar Hammerstein II, has joined NBC-TV as
producer in Nat Wolff's program development
department, it was reported Friday. Mr. Hammerstein for past three seasons has been general director of New York City Center Light
Opera Co.,
for which he will continue as unofficial advisor.
EDWARD BATTEY, vice president and research director, Compton Adv., elected president of Copy Research Council, it is being
announced today (Mon.). Other officers: ALFRED A. WHITTAKER, vice president and
research director, Benton & Bowles, to secretary-treasurer; CARLETON L. SPIER, vice
president and director, BBDO, and SYDNEY
H. GIELLERUP, senior vice president, Marschalk & Pratt Div. of McCann-Erickson, also
on council's new executive committee.
JIM WATTERSON, assistant timebuyer, Lambert & Feasley, to Slenderella International,
Stamford, Conn., as radio-tv coordinator.
FRANKIE FRISCH, former major league ball
player and sportscaster, signed by Mutual for
projected series of Saturday and Sunday sports
programs
on 52-week basis, starting in midMarch.
LUCIAN R. BLOOM, media supervisor on
Ford-Mercury accounts, Kenyon & Eckhardt,
to Cunningham & Walsh, both N. Y., as media
supervisor.
JAMES B. BRIGGS, vice president of GeareMarston Div. of Ruthrauff & Ryan in Philadelphia, elected vice president of agency.

Copper City Files for Butte Vhf
COPPER CITY RADIO Co. last Friday applied with FCC for new tv station to operate
on ch. 6 Butte, Mont. Applicant proposes 64
kw power, antenna 570 ft. above average terrain and plans to spend $266,390 for construction with estimated first year operating costs of
$200,000.
Copper City and principals own controlling
interest in KGEZ Kalispell, Mont., and hold
cp for ch. 8 KGEZ-TV there. Principals include
President Frank Reardon (89%), Albert J.
Schumaker (9%) and William K. Carroll
(1.6%), to be manager of new station if application isapproved.
• BUSINESS BRIEFLY
Continues from page 7
tising in warm season (late spring, summer),
currently planning 1957 campaign. Drive may
use either tv spot or network tv participations.
Agency: Hicks & Greist, N. Y.
BIG TOP IN 20 • Procter & Gamble (Big Top
peanut butter), Cincinnati, launching tv spot
announcement campaign today (Mon.) in approximately 20 markets,
tracts. Compton
Adv., N. with
Y., is'til-forbid
agency. conFILM FOR W-L • Warner-Lambert Pharmaceuticals Co., N. Y., expected to buy feature
film series to be placed on regional basis with
all four W-L agencies contributing. Agencies
are Lambert & Feasley; Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles; Lennen & Newell, and Norman, Craig & Kummel.
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in brief

■roadc
ABC-TV SET TO PULL OUT STOPS

Sends letter to manufacturers asking
for investigation of claims made by
equipment representatives in sale of
non-broadcast gear
58

Network enters competitive race with
stronger talent array, plans to add
more key markets, shuffle programs
and intensify selling
27
NEWSPAPERS

GIRD FOR FIGHT

MBS CONCENTRATES

TO BUY RADIO-TV TIME

Arthur Pardoll of Foote, Cone &
Belding lists 12 yardsticks for guidance of timebuyers, warns of sliderule
hazards
31
MERCHANDISING

EVALUATED

INAUGURAL

VS. STANTON

HANDLING TOUCHY PROBLEMS

MONRONEY

REPLIES TO FCC

Senate subcommittee chairman repeats request that commission withhold action in Miami ch. 10 case and
possible grant to airline
50
MONOPOLY

WRCA-TV presents half-hour telecast
on homosexuality without drawing
criticism. Other delicate issues covered
in 'The Open Mind'
80

RENEWED

KTTV (TV) president takes sharp
issue with CBS head in Senate committee statement. Sweeping charges of
network antitrust activity made . . .42

PROBE UNLIKELY

Chairman Kefauver of Senate subcommittee says group doesn't plan
any inquiry while Commerce Commit e ismaking study of problem . 53
5-YEAR LICENSES PROPOSED

TELECAST TAPED

NBC-TV and CBS-TV recorded
swearing-in ceremony on Ampex
equipment. Small film-processing unit
used in coverage by CBS News . . . 65

Agency and radio station views on
services outlined at New York session.
Danger of wasteful activity by broadcasters stressed
32
MOORE

ON NEWS

Network planning new type of operation built ardtind half-hourly newscasts. Elimination of entertainmenttype programs considered
64

Comeback of network radio and competition from tv lead press executives
into new tactical forays
29
HOW

as^^H

FCC HITS SALESMEN

NARTB BOARD FAVORS 'NAB'
Poll of directors shows overwhelming
sentiment in favor of return to former
name. Subject comes up at Feb. 6-8
meeting
84
SUPER SATURATION RADIO NEXT
Kevin Sweeney, RAB president, says
advertising campaign within two years
will include many sponsors using 800
announcements in month
88
COLOR, V-TAPE ON IRE AGENDA
Engineers list subjects among those to
be presented in 275 papers at convention-exhibit inNew York March 1821
96
CANADIAN

Rep. Withrow of Wisconsin drops bill
in hopper to extend present 3-year radio-tv licenses to 5 years. Cites 'investment.' 53

SPONSORS

LAUD TV

Toronto seminar hears stories of successful use of visual medium. Drawing
power of local telecasts emphasized 98
"•SB*

departments
Advertisers & Agencies 29
At Deadline
7
Awards
99
Closed Circuit
5
Colorcasting
14
Editorial
112
Education
91
Film
37
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■■a Villtta — San Antonio's 200 year old
Spanish "Little Town" is nestled in the
shadows of modern skyscrapers. Today,
San Antonio has grown to such metropolis proportions its total buying income is
greater than Oklahoma City, Syracuse,
Richmond, 1 Nashville, or Des Moines.
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There's

move

to Florida!

The image of Florida as America's greatest playground
frequently overshadows the fact that the northern part of
the state is one of the hardest-working, fastest-growing,
wealthiest industrial complexes of the nation— with more
manufacturing than sixteen states !

There's

Jacksonville,

for instance

. . . the hub of this $1,660,000,000

business empire.

Because it is strategically located to serve the needs of the
entire Southeast, and provides business and industry with
superb railroad and deep-water port facilities, Jacksonville
has become headquarters for more than 600 manufacturing
enterprises — and bank clearings have doubled in five years !

(fn(l

-T/ 13 F$~F

I

is the one and only medium

that can sell all of northern Florida plus southeast Georgia.
To get your share of this market of 264,000
families* you need WMBR-TV—

the viewers' favorite station

by a 5V2 to 1 margin!**
*Niehen Coverage Sludy -2, updated to 1-1-57
**ARB. Xoiember 1956

\\ M IJ IVTA— Channel 4. Jacksonville
Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division
Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales

television

DISNEYLAND
ABC-TV's Disneyland took on a big task
Wednesday with its presentation of "Our
Friend side.
the Atom," and came up high on the
credit
It takes production wizardry to tell a
story as confounding as the harnessing of
atomic power for the good of mankind, and
tell it entertainingly. Walt Disney used
animation, his forte, and choice samples of
film — among them the various, historic shots
of atomic bomb blasts (the now familiar
soaring mushroom clouds still awesome).
Film was edited to produce a sequence of
rapid explosions, heightening an already
dramatic impact.

could be asked of Genie Atom: power; better food and health, and that he be our
"friend." After visiting with Mr. Disney
for an hour Wednesday, we fervently hope
for all three.
Production costs: $100,000.
Sponsored by American Dairy Assn. through
Campbell - Mithun, American Motors
through Geyer Adv. and Derby Foods
through McCann-Erickson on ABC-TV
Jan. 23, 7:30-8:30 p.m. EST.
Executive producer: Walt Disney; director:
Hamilton S. Lush; scientific development:
Dr. Hines Haber; teleplay: Milt Banta.
Filmed
Walt Disney Productions, Burbank, by
Calif.

In his film,
Mr. Disney
traceddiscovery
the atom's
scientific
history:
from the
of

BIG STAR STORES of Memphis
and long-time sponsor of Cisco,
comment on entering 5th year
of sponsorship:
"C/sco Kid has shown a
high rating locally. It has
brought direct sales returns for Big Star Stores
. . . We also sponsor
Cisco in Cape Girardeau,
Mo. The results in this
new area are excellent.
Recently when the Columbus, Miss., station
opened, we started Cisco
there. Already we see
sales results . . . Cisco
Kid has helped all our
big Star Stores."
Ask to see more success stories of
THE WORLDS GREATEST SALESMAN!
"THE

CISCO

KID"
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SHOW

uranium and radioactivity, the Curies' experiments with radium, Einstein's massenergy formula, the atomic gun experiments
of Lord Rutherford in 1911 and on up to the

ERNIE KOVACS attempted that most difficult of all comedy forms — pantomime — in
amissed.
special half -hour on NBC-TV Jan. 19. He

present
cloud
atomic
reactor. day's
And to
help chamber
his story and
along,
Mr.
Mr. Disney weaved in an apropos simile —
that of the Arabian Nights fable of the fisherman who released the genie from the magic
bottle.
Another sequence visually explained the
chain reaction in nuclear fission, so vital in
understanding the atom's power. Highlighted were the 1938 experiments in Berlin
with uranium and a graphic demonstration
— using a multitude of mouse traps and ping
pong balls — of the theory of harnessing
atomic power by slowing down and controlling nuclear chain reaction.
We were reminded that three wishes

Mr. Kovacs called on his character Eugene for his first skit. But Eugene did not
respond well. He also used the Nairobi
Trio, of which it can be said that if seen
once, it has been seen.
The credits indicated that Mr. Kovacs
wrote and produced the show, he could have
used outside assistance.
Production costs: $30,000.
Sponsored by RCA and RCA-Whirlpool
through Kenyon & Eckhardt and Oldsmobile through D. P. Brother on NBCTV, 10-10:30 p.m. EST, Jan. 19.
Producer: Ernie Kovacs; director: Barry
Shear: music: Harrx Sosnik and orchestra.

ORCAST
The Next 10 Days
Of Network Color Shows
(All times EST)
CBS-TV
Jan. 28-29 (3:30-4 p.m.) Bob Crosby
Show, participating sponsors (also
Feb. 1, 4, 5).
Jan. 29 (9:30-10 p.m.) Red Skelton
Show, S. C. Johnson & Son through
Foote, Cone & Belding and Pet Milk
Co. through Gardner Adv. (also Feb.
5).
Jan. 30 (8-9 p.m.) Arthur Godfrey
Show, participating sponsors.
NBC-TV
Jan. 28-Feb. 1 (3-4 p.m.) Matinee,
participating sponsors (also Feb. 4-8).
Jan. 28 (9:30-10:30 p.m.) Robert
Montgomery Presents, S. C. Johnson
& Son through Needham, Louis &
Brorby; Mennen Co. through Grey.
Jan. 29 (8:30-9 p.m.) Noah's Ark,
Liggett & Myers through McCannErickson, and Max Factor through
Doyle Dane Bernbach on alternate

Page 14
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weeks (also Feb. 5).
Jan. 29 (10:30-11 p.m.) Hold That
Note, Lanolin Plus through Russel M.
Seeds (also Feb. 5).
Jan. 30 (9-10 p.m.) Kraft Television
Theatre, Kraft Foods through J. Walter Thompson (also Feb. 6).
Jan. 31 (10-11 p.m.) Lux Video Theatre, Lever Bros. Co. through J.
Walter Thompson.
Feb. 1 (approx. 10:45-11 p.m.) Red
Barber's Corner, State Farm Insurance
Brorby.
Co. through Needham, Louis &
Feb. 2 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Como Show,
participating sponsors.
Feb. 3 (7:30-9 p.m.) Sunday Spectacular, "Ruggles of Red Gap," Swift &
Co. through McCann-Erickson.
Feb. 3 (9-10 p.m.) The Alcoa Hour,
Aluminum Co. of America through
Fuller & Smith & Ross.
Feb. 4 (8-9:30 p.m.) Producers'
Showcase,
"Mayerling," RCA and
RCA-Whirlpool through Kenyon &
Eckhardt and John Hancock through
McCann-Erickson.
Broadcasting
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WJAC-TV
delivers
to

it

you!

In 20

counties

WJAC-TV

out

serves

of this 41 -county
80

to

100%

of

coverage
TV

homes!

I—
With over a million TV homes in its coverage area, WJAC-TV has a solid claim
on Pennsylvania's 3rd TV Market — and up-to-the-minute NCS figures point
up what tremendous appeal WJAC-TV has for this responsive market. It
reaches into 63% of the TV homes in this rich and prosperous area — and
over half a million viewer homes follow WJAC-TV three or more days a week.
That's a mighty potent punch to put behind your product — a selling force you
need if you really want Southwestern Pennsylvania.

J0HNST0WN-ALT00NA TV AUDIENCE
(Cambria and Blair Counties)
The latest A.R.B. study (Nov., 1956) shows . . . out of
112 quarter-hour rating periods from 7:00 to 11:00 P. M, ., ,

SERVING MILLIONS FROM
* Y / .-ATOP THE ALLEGHENIES

WJAC-TV leads in 105 periods
Station B leads in 7 periods
Of the top 25 night time shows
24 are on WJAC-TV
... 1 on Station B!

Broadcasting
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Long Live Awards
editor:

YOUNGSTOWN,
Prime

Local

Tv

OHIO
Time

IS FROM
5pM

to 730

MONDAY

PM

THRU SUNDAY

LOOK AT THE NOVEMBER
1956 A.R.B. RATING FOR
WFMJ-TV IN THIS PRIME TIME.
12.9
9.7

WFMJ-TV
Station B . . . .

OR, LOOK AT IT THIS WAY:
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY. A.R.B.
SHARE OF SETS IN USE:
WFMJ-TV
Station B . . . .
Others

40.6%
31.6%
27.8%

YOUR LIVE OR FILMED SPOTS
IN THIS PRIME LOCAL TIME WILL
DO THE SELLING JOB IN THE BIG
YOUNGSTOWN MARKET WITH ITS
QUARTER MILLION TRADE-AREA
POPULATION.

YES, IT'S A FACT, RATINGS ARE
HIGH, YET RATES ARE LOW FOR
THE BIG YOUNGSTOWN TV AUDIENCE. CALL MITCH STANLEY, STATION MGR., OR ASK HEADLEY-REED
FOR CURRENT AVAILABILITIES.

TV
CH.

WFMJ

21

NBC

YOUNGSTOWN,
Page 16
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They're starting to take pot shots at the
multiplicity of "Awards." The season has
hardly started, and already you hear the
cries against too many awards. By the time
the 12th Annual National Laugh Week
awards are made in April for contributions
to the field of humor, the editors will say
"more awards?"
Will you tell me what's wrong with
awards? I should think they would be welcomed with open arms. Brickbats fly in all
five seasons — why shouldn't there be awards
all year around?
Awards are a source of encouragement.
Comedians read all year long how bad they
are — then, for a few weeks in January, they
reap applause through these awards. Why
should they stop in January? Why not give
them in February, March, April, May, June,
July, August, September, October, November, and December?
Did to.
I leave any month out? If so, I didn't
mean
I feel that as long as there are people to
give awards, the broadcasting-telecasting industry members should accept them — with
open arms.
Enough of these complaints. Waste not
time in complaints. Let's move onward to
the more constructive elements of broadcasting— let's give more entertainment, more
education, more information. And let's get
more awards — because they are deserved.
George Q. Lewis
Executive Director
Comedy Workshops of America
New York
Need Fulfilled
editor:
The news item and editorial about Farm
Broadcasting Day in the Jan. 7 B»T is just
exactly what the industry and the rest of
us need at this point to make Feb. 2 a success. In both, you show a clear understanding of the service which is being performed
for the public by radio and tv stations which
are doing a conscientious job of agricultural
programming.
Layne Beaty, Chief
Radio-Tv Service
U. S. Dept. of Agriculture
Washington, D. C.
Friend or Foe
editor:
Not too many years ago newspapers considered radio as a menace to their business
but it turned out that radio helped to sell
more newspaper circulation than any other
invention yet conceived. Many newspapers
were quick to realize this and started buying
in on newscasts and showing increased cooperation with radio stations throughout the
country. Our own newspaper, La Presse,
will be sponsoring a 5-minute daily review
by an outstanding personality drawing attention to the different features and articles.
Like many other Canadian radio stations

we are glad to report the best year in our
history and we believe that the majority of
our clients are happy about the results.
Radio is big business and has many more
avenues to exploit in its ever increasing importance. Wherever you go there's radio!
Phil Lalonde
CKAC Montreal, Que.
Amateur
editor:

Reader

My interest in Broadcasting • Telecasting isnot as a businessman. I am a
keen student of the United States and am
particularly interested in radio and television
in the United States as well as here in Great
Britian. I am also able from time to time to
receive programs from U. S. standard broadcast stations and when I receive these stations Ilike to have details of their wavelength, power, etc., and your Yearbooks are
able to furnish me with this information . . .
I am a stenographer employed by the municipality in Manchester.
W. S. Hyatt
Manchester, England
Old Hat in Canada
editor:
The item [in B«T Jan. 14] assumes too
much when it claims that CBS-TV's telecast of National Hockey League games
"marks the first time that big league games
have been carried on tv on a nationwide
It may be true that it is the first time in
the U. S., but we've had NHL hockey on
tv across Canada for several years, sponsored by Imperial Oil through MacLaren
scale."
Adv.
A. A. McDermott
Radio & Tv Sales Inc.
Toronto, Ont.
In Re Earl Long
editor:
. . . referring to the editorial piece in the
Dec. 10 issue relative to Gov. Earl Long of
Louisiana and his news policy: We would
like to use this piece for a commentary-basis.
I should like to have your permission to
Huff, News Dir.
quote it.Oscar
WKMF Flint, Mich.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Permission granted.]
For the Record
editor:
In the Jan. 7 issue . . . reference was made
to say that I had moved from WHHH Warren, Ohio, to WBRB Detroit.
Some reaction may come from this in regards to the mention of WBRB as Detroit.
Actually our location is Mt. Clemens. Mt.
ClemensDick
is just
outside Detroit.
Drury
WBRB Mt. Clemens, Mich.
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MAKES

PLAIN

. . . AND

A

GOOD

NATIONAL
IN THE

GOOD
BUY

SENSE
TO

ADVERTISERS

WHEN

-TV

MARKET

// your product is for a woman, or her
home, or her family, Marion Roberts
can profitably sell it for you in Western
New York,
For Marion

has been doing just that for more than 50 food appli-

ance, home-product manufacturers
Selling women

comes

since 1952

easy to Marion.

on WBEN-TV.

Prior to her "Plain and

Fancy" programs she traveled the menu-making
Ciudad Juarez to Edmonton, Alberta.

trail from

Today she cooks "on camera" and fills her morning shows with
things that Western New York homemakers want to hear and
learn about . . . from sewing hints and home

budgeting

to party

planning and food preparation.
Rating-wise, cost-wise, coverage-wise

it makes

plain good sense

to consider "Plain and Fancy Cooking, Plain and Fancy Talk". . .
Monday through Friday, 9:30 a.m. on Channel 4.

BUFFALO
WBEN-TV
CH
CBS BASIC
Represented Nationally by HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS, INC.
THE

PIONEER

Broadcasting

Telecasting

STATION

of

WESTERN

NEW

YORK
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o o o THE

VERY

TELEVISION
SCREEN
SEEMED

TO

EXPAND

. . „"

The NBC Opera's production (of
"W ar and Peace") was so impressive that
the very television screen seemed to
expand. For those who could see
the telecast in color, the atmosphere of
most of the sets . . . was strikingly
conveyed. . . . There ivas not a poor
performer in the lot. This country has
cause to be proud that it could
supply such a company.
HOWARD TAUBMAN, NEW YORK TIMES
Put down "War and Peace" as one of the
memorable events of television.
BEN CROSS, NEW YORK DAILY NEWS
. . . makes musical history.
HARRIETT JOHNSON, NEW YORK POST
A major musical event . . . a notable
achievement.
TIME, JANUARY 21, 1957
In 20 years, NBC's Robert Sarnoff
recently predicted, Americans will spend
more on opera than on baseball.
If so, credit the NBC Opera Theatre ivith
starting the trend.
HARRIET VAN HORNE,
NEW YORK WORLD-TELECRAM & SUN
This was an event transcending
TV itself in cultural importance and
artistic progress.
JACK COULD, NEW YORK TIMES
It is not only for its willingness to
undertake the unusual that I salute the
NBC Operaabout
Theatre.
no
stuffiness
them .There's
..
NBC Opera Theatre, I love you!
JAY NELSON TUCK, NEW YORK POST
In presenting "War and Peace". . .
the NBC Opera Theatre reached a new
peak. An admirable production
in every respect . . .
DONALD KIRKLEY, BALTIMORE SUN
... a performance of epic proportions.
NEWSWEEK
NBC did itself proud yesterday . . .
aERNEST
significant
"first" for television.
L. SCHIER,
PHILADELPHIA DAILY NEWS
... a vastly commendable piece of
work in every way, and a credit to its
performers, to NBC, and to the
television industry today.
PAUL HUME, WASHINCTON POST
. . . The Met ivould have to give
the work every performance of its season
for more than thirty-five years to
reach the vast audience your splendid
production played to . . . Your vision
and accomplishment are a truly bright
light in our time.
S. HUROK, NEW YORK
. . . Enthralled by the beauty and
magnificence of your production . . .
Please accept my loudest bravos . . .
KING VIDOR, BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA

=='SJ*'=- :

wmammmm

mm

AGAIN

NBC has

made television history— this time
with the NBC Opera Company's
widely acclaimed colorcast of
"War and Peace."
This type of programming— the
big, special "out-of-schedule" showhas had an extraordinary impact
on the nation's viewing habits
over the past three years. And this
season Nielsen finds that these
NBC Spectaculars and special
25% more homes per average
minute than last season
30% more homes per average
minute than the average
of all evening programs
on aB TV networks.
This venturesome, talk-provoking
•*:.;.-

"event" programming is just one

y
gM|
reason
moreime
or wn
evening, TV[ ]D (p
■J^fii dayt
more people view the 1 n .O \^
8§f~5
j TELEVISION
H

NETWORK
than any other network*
•NIELSEN COVERAGE SERVICE. STUDY #2
(SPRING 1956) WEEKLY VIEWING DATA

H

Now

Nielsen's NCS#2 Confirms Individual City Ratings:

our

STATIONS
are POWERFUL
and POPULAR

enough

ALL 3 MAJOR

WITH passing of time, the South Bend Tribune's faith in television has been vindicated
by the sales record of its WSBT-TV in one
of the nation's more notable all-uhf markets.

MARKETS

of Southern California. . .
LOS ANGELES, SAN DIEGO,
SAN BERNARDINO.

this

KBIG

top

trio

is

/ the only independent
/ the least expensive
/ second in cost-per-thousand
/ third in total audience in
Los Angeles, San Diego,
Orange, San Bernardino
and Riverside counties —
second in Imperial.
Any KBIG or Weed man would like
to show you the documents.

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6S40 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeles 28, California
Telephone: Hollywood 3-3205
Nat. Rep. WEED and Company
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respects
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"In our market, uhf is television," observes Neal Welch, general manager of the
newspaper's radio-tv properties, and it's
acknowledged in an industry racked with
soul-searching over relative uhf-vhf merits,
that ch. 34 WSBT-TV has emerged as one of
the outstanding uhf successes under Mr.
Welch's guidance. WSBT continues as a
stable, established am entity.
Neal Byron Welch was born into a railroad family in Fort Wayne on Aug. 18,
1894, and moved to South Bend at an early
age. He attended grade and high school in
South Bend, displaying a native aptitude
for playing the mandolin. During high
school days young Welch worked as a reporter on the South Bend News-Times, later
becoming city editor. In 1913 he enrolled
at the U. of Indiana, where he majored in
journalism.
World War I found Mr. Welch off in May
1917 to officers' training camp at Fort Benjamin Harrison, where he won a first lieutenant's commission. He served as a captain with the American Expeditionary Forces
in France.
Returning from service on June 30, 1919,
he rejoined the News-Times, moving up the
business side of the ladder from salesman
to advertising director to business manager.
When the Tribune absorbed the suspended
competitor in 1938, Mr. Welch decided to
go into business for himself. He published
his own community shopping news for four
years "before radio called me" in 1942.
Mr. Welch started as promotion manager
of WSBT (then already 21 years old and
"which became one of the best-promoted
stations on CBS with ratings that were onetwo-three on the entire network"). Despite
management efforts to promote him, it's
known that Mr. Welch voluntarily continued
as promotion manager to carry out his plans
for the station's 25th anniversary — then became commercial manager.
Mr. Welch's chief claim to fame in television, he says today, was the fact he became the first trainee of tv pioneer Capt.
William C. Eddy at the old Balaban & Katz'
WBKB (TV) Chicago. The South Bend

Tribune, under the leadership of the late
Editor-Publisher Frederick A. Miller, became intrigued with WBKB's plan to erect
microwave relays in South Bend and Michigan City for picking up U. of Notre Dame
football games on the theory it might later
be possible to reverse the transmission for
Chicago tv pickups. Mr. Welch and others
went to WBKB for two months to "observe
and work on production," a mission that
paid
for WSBT-TV.
Theoff Tribune
applied to FCC for ch. 1,
later eliminated, and refiled for ch. 13, only
to be caught in the tv freeze. It got ch. 34
in August 1952, and began operation Dec.
21, 1952, on an island penetrated by fringe
vhf outlets and with some 35,000 receivers
oriented for Chicago and Kalamazoo reception. Within two months WSBT-TV could
claim 21,500 total circulation, the bulk of
sets converted to uhf (today there are an
estimated 186,000 sets in its coverage area),
and mounting advertiser and listener loyalty
under Mr. Welch's leadership as general
manager (which post he assumed for both
radio-tv in December 1952). Modestly, he
credits progress to WSBT Radio's "standing
and reputation" in the community. WSBTTV emerged in the black by early 1954.
As the second oldest uhf station in the
country, WSBT-TV followed the success
pattern achieved by KPTV (TV) Portland,
with tv coverage of high school basketball,
Notre Dame football, local shows and programming from the then four tv networks.
WSBT-TV is a basic optional station of
CBS-TV today, claiming ratings consistently
higher than national averages and, according to Mr.
Welch,
an "exceptionally
fine"
revenue
boost
in 1956
over the previous
year. Radiowise, he reports, WBST daytime
business (as a CBS affiliate) is good, although nighttime is off. Today both facilities
are
located
in the Tribune's
new Broadcast Center
on Jefferson
Blvd.
Mr. Welch married the former Ruth Entzion in 1922. They have two children, Neal
Jr., a World War II Navy flier, and Lt.
Charles Welch of the U. S. Air Force. His
hobbies are spectator sports and caring for
his lawn. That interest in sports brought
WSBT-TV national fame in 1953 when he
set up a closed-circuit enabling then Notre
Dame coach Frank Leahy to direct the team
from a hospital bed.
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Here's

how

you

spell

"MOTIVATIOM"
Sm

Al#

ImIiaimm

your

BEST

POINT-OF-SALE
IN OKLAHOMA

I
f
I
I
I
I
I
I

More
their
while
than

people

make

minds
watching
any

other

to

up
buy

WKY-TV
station

in this area!

1

Owned and Operated by
THE WKY TELEVISION SYSTEM, INC.
WKY-TV and WKY Radio, Oklahoma City
WSFA-TV, Montgomery, Alo. • WTVT, Tampa, Fla.
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
'Ask your KATZ

man

for the conclusive evidence!

MURRAY DONNELLY
on

,othe

BILLION
SPOKANE

DOLLAR*
MARKET

Latest Nielsen Shows Only KXLY-TV
Delivers Entire Inland Empire Market
—

and yet costs less!

Results of the first comprehensive Nielsen survey ever taken in
Spokane's huge, 35-county market prove conclusively:
KXLY-TV delivers more audience, reaches a greater area — for
less actual cost. In fact, KXLY-TV delivers 11% more audience
in weekly circulation at 23%
peting station!

less actual cost than its nearest com-

TOTAL INLAND EMPIRE
H*j£& Rl?0^
(35 counties in and
East.No.
Wash..
Idaho.
CPOKAH*
" . \<)&o
Move«"}er'
**
)
Oregon
East No.
West. Mont,
NUMBER
WEEKLY
DAYTIME
NIGHTTIME NIGHTTIME
DAYTIME
HOMES
WEEKLY
HOMES
HOMES
DAILY
CIRC. 1
WEEKLY
REACHED
REACHED
IN TVAREA
CIRC.
CIRC.
CIRC.
DAILY
KXLY-TV
118,520
120,190
105,803
CBS-Chan. 4 133,740
73,390 118.420 97,330
91,180
1 1 1,150
109,120
122,680
Channel 6
108,810
95, 180
66,330
122,680
Channel 2
102,720
78,700
103,570
107,740
73,530
50,060
* 1955 Retail Sales of the Inland Empire, of which Spokane is
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» SAN FRANCISCO
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«■ DALLAS

» ATLANTA

all accounts

BECAUSE Canadian winters are the way
they are, Murray Donnelly is now assistant
media director of the Los Angeles office of
BBDO, in charge of buying time and space
for North American Aviation Inc., Treesweet Products Co., U. S. Steel and American Broadcasting Co. in the Southwest. Until
recently the list would have included VCA
Laboratories, but now that account's advertising isall being placed from BBDO's New
York headquarters.
Three of the four accounts Mr. Donnelly
handles can be classed as broadcast advertisers. This month, radio has been tested in
Denver as a medium to recruit engineering
personnel for North American Aviation, a
test which worked out very well, he reports,
with the testing to be continued. Radio is
also used for engineering recruitment for
U. S. Steel's Consolidated Western Steel
Div.
Mr.cast Donnelly's
most conventional
client is Treesweet,
for which hebroaduses
saturation campaigns of short duration to
sell the account's citrus juices. The fourth
account, ABC, buys no broadcast time elsewhere, so for this client he buys chiefly trade
paper and newspaper space locally.
Born Jan. 24, 1923, in Minaki, Ontario,
not far from Winnipeg, Robert James Murray Donnelly moved in his early teens to
Toronto for his high school career. Came the
war and he enlisted in the Royal Canadian
Air Force.
Back from service, young Donnelly spent
a year at the U. of Toronto taking a special
course in business administration, then went
to work for Maclean-Hunter Publishing Co.,
largest publisher in the British Commonwealth. "Here, I spent seven years, working
at practically all phases of the advertising
end of the publishing business: learning production, writing copy, selling space." About
then Mr. Donnelly's winter complaint set in
in earnest and it was off to sunny California
and BBDO.
At Maclean-Hunter he met Barbara Ryan,
now Mrs. Donnelly. The couple share their
North Hollywood home with James Michael
Donnelly, their first child, born Dec. 12,
1956.
Broadcasting
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Michigan

some

has

produced

changes

radio

buying

in

habits,

too!

Forget your old buying habits. Ask yourself: What
are the real selling forces in Michigan's radio picture
today? The record speaks for itself! In the span of
a few short years, Knorr Broadcasting Corporation's
years-ahead programming of news, music, sports
exclusively have earned them a top-of-the-list spot
with advertisers and listeners! These lively, easy-tolisten to features score big with a vast 9Vi billion
dollar market. Forget your old buying habits. If you're
buying Michigan radio, you can't afford to overlook
the powerful 4 Knorr Stations . . . the big buys in a
big Michigan market!

WKMH
is todays

best

radio

buy

in Dearborn-Detroit

is today's

best

radio

buy

in Flint

is today's

best

radio

buy

in Jackson

is today's

best

radio

buy

in Saginaw

WKMF

WKHM

WSAM

by using

any

2 or more

of these

powerful

stations

Save

up

to

WKMH
WKMF
WKHM
WSAM
DearbornFlint,
Jackson, Mich.
Saginaw,
Detroit
Mich.
Jackson Broadcasting & Television Corp. Mich.
Buy

all

Buy

any

Buy

any

4

stations

Save

15%

3

stations

Save

10%

2

stations

Save

15%

5%

Represented by Headley-Reed
KNORR
Broadcasting
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Really

space-saving !

Where floor area is at a premium, such as in "down-town"
buildings, or where space must be yielded to other
equipment, the TT-6AL is highly adaptable. Its design
permits it to be mounted flush to a wall or in a corner
of the room. Even in open space it occupies less than
63 sq. ft. When new transmitter buildings are contemplated, the space-saving TT-6AL helps to save building
costs. The fact that the rectifier section can be separated
and placed in an adjacent room or basement is an added
feature that saves valuable operating area.

RCA

PIONEERED

AND

DEVELOPED

COMPATIBLE

COLOR

TELEVISION

VHF

transmitter!

featuring
. . * with

unusual
power

compactness
reserve

to

and

drive

economy
a

25KW

Newest

and most advanced in the RCA line of low band VHF television transmitters, the completely-new-design TT-6AL is the answer to medium power low band requirements and simple
increase to 25KW.

* Most Compact Floor Plan Ever Achieved— Requires less than 63 sq. ft. of floor area (less than any 5kw).
Transmitter can be placed flush to a back wall or in a corner of a room. Rectifier enclosure can be
separated from transmitter and located in an adjacent room or basement.
* Design Reflects Color Experience — Built-in linearity correction circuits and intercarrier frequency
control which accurately maintains frequency separation between aural and visual carriers, assures
excellent color signal transmission.
-k Excellent Accessibility— Broadband

tuning controls are accessible without opening any doors. All

important circuits are adjusted from front of transmitter. "Tilt-out" construction of modulator and
exciter units (see photo below). Only one interlocked door for complete transmitter.
* Economical and Reliable Operation— Uses Type 5762 air-cooled tubes, famous for long life and reliability. Complete overload protection with "grouped"
quick and certain.

indicator lights makes

trouble-shooting

* Simple Power Increase— The TT-6AL easily
drives a 2 5kw amplifier. Readily converted
to higher power with minimum changes.
* Thermostatically Controlled Heaters for Rectifier
Tubes— Suited to ambient temperatures as low
as 0° C. Designed for attended or remotecontrol operation.
plus . . • many other advanced features too numerous to mention here. Get
the complete story jrom your Broadcast
Sales Representative or write for descriptive literature {Catalog Bulletin B-4005).
In Canada, write RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.

*- *ZZ-~
j II
j|

~

—*

Maintenance accessibility has been given particular
attention in the TT-6AL. Exciter (shown tilted
forward) and modulator chassis are made accesby hinged
doors
andexciter
"tilt-out"
design.sible An
optional
spare
unit chassis
can be
rack-mounted for added "on-air" assurance.

RADIO

CORPORATION

BROADCAST

AND

TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

of

AMERICA

• CAMDEN,

N. J.

Most

of

Arkansas

Watches

Channel

LITTLE

11

ROCK

z:
(and

we

have

the

MAIL

to

prove

it!)

KTHV gets viewing response from most of Arkansas — 47 counties
to be exact! Take a good look at the mail map above. Notice that
KTHV penetrates to all six surrounding states — and actually pulls
mail from viewers in Mississippi, Missouri, Oklahoma and Texas.
With 316,000 watts on Channel 11 and with tallest antenna in the Central
South (1756' above average terrain) KTHV
Your Branham man has all the big KTHV

316,000

sells most of Arkansas.

facts. Ask him!

Watts

Channel

Henry Clay, Executive Vice President
B. G. Robertson, General Manager

AFFILIATED
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WITH

KTHS, LITTLE ROCK
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KWKH,

SHREVEPORT
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ABC-TV
•

READY

Network

•■ It's out
Bright

28, 1957

gets

set

to sign
hopes:

TO

to make

OFFICIALS of ABC-TV made it clear last
week that they intend to run neck-and-neck
with the other networks — and told how
they expect to get their colors into the thick
of the race.
The network's new high command —
Leonard H. Goldenson, president of parent
American Broadcasting -Paramount Theatres, who took active charge of ABC from
President Robert E. Kintner last fall, and
Oliver Treyz, ABC-TV head — spelled out
for
the areas in which they're making
theirB«T
move:
• Talent: With Frank Sinatra. Mike
Wallace, and a new Walt Disney contract
already in the bag, they're out to line up
as glittering an array of talent — both "established" and "new" — as they can put together. Current target: Singer Pat Boone,
new teen-age rage.
• Station lineup: With the shortage of
tv stations giving ABC-TV its most serious
single problem — that of entree to many key
centers — they're counting on current indications that a number of new stations will
open up in important markets over the next
several months, and also are obviously
hopeful of some switches from NBC-TV or

OUT

bid in challenging

big names
FCC's

PULL

for talent,

opening

key

stations

markets,

THE
CBS-NBC

• Program lineups: There'll be a lot of
shuffling to incorporate the new talent acquisitions and to get better mileage out of

leadership

for clearance

AB-PT's

CBS-TV. Although they won't say so, it has
been reliably reported that ABC will offer
"special inducements," if necessary, to swing
affiliations in key markets now missing from
its lineup. In any case, ABC officials expect
to add enough markets to boost ABC-TV's
"live" coverage from its present 75% of
affiliates to better than 80% by fall.
• Uniform contracts: ABC-TV is beginning to eliminate the differentials that have
existed in contracts with affiliates in the
past — in markets where it now has equal
access with other networks.

STOPS

opening

purse

existing shows. Most of these changes will
be made with the start of the 1957-58 season
next fall; some, however, will come earlier.
• Daytime programming: ABC-TV plans
to start programming daytime hours with
live shows next fall, probably beginning at
3 p.m. and moving back an hour at a time
as the new periods are sold off.
• Sales: The selling season for next fall
is already under way. The Sinatra program
was sold to Chesterfield cigarettes and the
Mike Wallace interview program to Philip
Morris almost within 24 hours after the two
talent deals had been completed, and other
sponsor interest in ABC-TV properties is
"active."
• Organization: The "shake down" operation that followed Mr. Goldenson's takeover of active control of ABC and the arrival of Mr. Treyz has now been completed
and "from now on, we're building" — from
within the company insofar as possible.
ABC-TV already has made substantial
strides from its position of four years ago
when, on Feb. 9, 1953, ABC came into
money — through the merger with United
Paramount Theatres — and officials started

HOME HOURS
OF VIEWING
1

(94.0
PROGRAM

GROSS TV BILLINGS

COVERAGE

Sun., 5:00-11:00 P. M.
Mon.-Sat., 7:30-11:00 P. M.
78.7

82.7

f64.6

IS
f 36.1
In Miffions
^27.0
53 19 54

1955 IE 56
WSBM
1
Source: A. C. Nielsen, Oct. 11 each year

Source: Publishers Information Bureau
MEASURES

OF ABC GROWTH:

Chart at

left compares network's gross tv billings for
first nine months of each year shown. Middle chart is record of audience increase. In
fall season of 1956 ABC-TV was scoring
Broadcasting
Telecasting

Source: A. C. Nielsen, Oct. 11 each year

94 million home-hours of viewing per week
for its evening commercial programming —
nearly 30 million increase over year before.
Chart at right shows that despite facilities
scarcity, average ABC-TV program is seen

(live or by delayed broadcast) in markets
containing nearly 83% of all homes in the
United States, and indicates that coverage
has increased yearly since 1953. Clearance
for live schedules still is big problem.
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talking of overtaking CBS-TV and NBC-TV
within five years.
ABC-TV researchers can show, for example, that in terms of nighttime programming in markets where the three networks
have equivalent facilities, 10 ABC-TV halfhours have higher Nielsen ratings than those
of the other networks, whereas in 1953
ABC-TV led in only two half-hours.
By comparison with ABC-TV's lead in 10
nighttime half-hours, this research puts
NBC-TV ahead in nine half -hours and CBSTV ahead in 23.
There has been speculation that ABC-TV
is "shooting for No. 2 position" among the
networks. Mr. Goldenson doesn't put it that
way. He doesn't think in terms of "position,"
he said, but just wants to be "truly competitive."
Based on current plans, then, when does
he think ABC-TV will become competitive?"
"I think we're beginning to be competitive now," he asserted.
As evidence, he cited ratings charts to
show that in "competitive markets" — those
in which all three networks have outlets —

ABC's 10
HERE are Nielsen .multi-network
ratings for December, as compiled by ABCTV authorities, for the 10 half-hour
nighttime periods in which ABC-TV
claims a clear lead over its two network
rivals. The figures cover a four-week average and are based on ratings only in
markets where all three networks have
equivalent outlets.
Monday 10-10:30 p.m. — Lawrence
Welk's Top Tunes and New Talent
(ABC), 23.1; Studio One (CBS), 10.2;
Robert Montgomery Presents (NBC),
13.1.
Tuesdays 8-8:30 p.m. — Cheyenne and
Conflict (ABC), 23.6; Phil Silvers Show
(CBS), 22.5; Big Surprise (NBC), 14.6.
Tuesdays 8:30-9 p.m. — Wyatt Earp
(ABC), 31.3; The Brothers (CBS), 17.3;
Noah's Ark (NBC), 13.9.
Tuesdays 9-9:30 p.m. — Broken Arrow
(ABC), 24.9; To Tell The Truth (CBS),
ABC-TV programming is holding its own
against and in many cases leading its network competitors (see box).
ABC-TV authorities supplied Nielsen data
showing that in multi-network markets,
ABC-TV's programs in December had
higher average ratings than those of NBCTV and CBS-TV on Mondays at 10-10:30
p.m.; Tuesdays at 8-8:30, 8:30-9, and
9-9:30; Wednesdays at 7:30-8 and 8-8:30;
Fridays at 7:30-8 and 8-8:30, and Saturdays
at 9-9:30 and 9:30-10.
In another period, Tuesdays at 7:30,
ABC-TV trailed by one-tenth of a point.
On the basis of Trendex figures for January, ABC research officials said that ratings— still based on "competitive markets,"
meaning those in which all three networks
have equivalent facilities — gave ABC-TV
the edge over NBC-TV in 17 evening halfhours, compared to six in January 1956,
while ABC-TV was leading CBS-TV in 11
half -hours as against eight a year ago. Where
ABC-TV was ahead of both other networks
Page 28
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in five evening half-hours in January 1956,
according to this data, it is ahead in 10
this month. By comparision, these figures
also showed that where NBC-TV was leading both networks in 12 half -hours a year
ago, it led in three this month, while CBSTV's lead went from 17 half -hours in January 1956 to 23 half hours in January 1957.
Messrs. Goldenson and Treyz are counting on this type of showing in live competitive markets to help convince stations as
well as advertisers that ABC-TV can more
than hold its own in programming and audience appeal. Already, they said, they've
been approached by some affiliates of other
networks interested in discussing a switch
to ABC-TV. "And we've talked with these
stations," Mr. Treyz added.
The current indications that the FCC
will soon grant additional stations in a
number of other markets to which ABC-TV
now has no direct access gives considerable
encouragement to the ABC officials. There
are now about 75 markets to which the
three networks have comparable access, and
ABC-TV is hopeful of getting equivalent
TOPPERS
19.0; Jane Wyman Show (NBC), 17.4.
Wednesdays 7:30-8 p.m. — Disneyland
(ABC), 29.1; Giant Step (CBS), 13.6;
Eddie Fisher, NBC News (NBC), 10.7.
Wednesdays 8-8:30 p.m. — Disneyland
(ABC), 28.0; Arthur Godfrey Show
(CBS), 21.4; Hiram Holliday (NBC),
10.4.
Fridays, 7:30-8 p.m. — Rin Tin Tin
(ABC), 21.3; My Friend Flicka (CBS),
13.9; Eddie Fisher-NBC News (NBC),
11.0.
Fridays, 8:00-8:30 p.m. — Jim Bowie
(ABC), 19.8; West Point (CBS), 16.9;
Life of Riley (NBC), 15.6.
Saturdays 9-9:30 p.m. — Lawrence
Welk (ABC), 24.1; Gale Storm Show
(CBS), 19.0; Caesar's Hour (NBC),
20.0.
Saturdays 9:30-10 p.m. — Lawrence
Welk (ABC), 25.8; Hey Jeannie (CBS),
17.1; Caesar's Hour (NBC), 19.5.
facilities reasonably soon in such important
areas as St. Louis, Boston, Norfolk, Miami
and Omaha, among others.
The network already has begun to put
uniform contracts, with uniform rates of
compensation, into effect with its affiliates,
which up to now have had widely differing
contracts in many cases. The new terms
already have been negotiated with one or
two stations and will be extended gradually
to the others until uniformity is the rule.
Will this be true in key markets where
there are not enough stations for each network to have an affiliate?
On this point, Mr. Treyz would say only
that ABC-TV is aware that in the development of radio "other networks paid premium
prices" in order to secure the affiliation of
50 kw and other major stations, and that
such precedents might not go unnoticed by
ABC-TV.
Mr. Goldenson pointed out that affiliation
is a two-way street — important to the station as well as to the. network. In view of

ABC-TV's accomplishments to date and the
showing it is making in competitive markets,
he felt it would not be wholly a case of
ABC-TV looking for affiliates, but also of
stations trying to get the ABC-TV affiliation.
Mr. Treyz emphasized that, as ABC-TV
adds stations, advertisers will be getting their
money's worth to an even greater extent.
The cost-per-thousand is now about the
same on all three networks, he asserted, so
that when other key markets are added to
the ABC-TV lineup, the total cost-per-thousand for ABC-TV will go down.
ABC researchers placed the cost-per
thousand homes per evening commercial
minute at $3.97 for ABC-TV, $3.95 for
NBC-TV, and $3.10 for CBS-TV. They said
these were Neilsen compilations as of October 1956, and compare with $5.04 for
ABC-TV, $3.83 for NBC-TV, and $3.59 for
CBS-TV as of October 1955.
Officials are keeping their program plans
close to their chests — for competitive reasons. They don't want the other networks
to know what they have in mind until the
last minute. Thus they didn't let out their
negotiations with Frank Sinatra until they
came to terms with the singer for a weekly
half-hour show (plus two one-hour specials
annually) for three years [B»T, Dec. 3,
1956], or announce the signing of Mike
Wallace — whose Night Beat interview program on WABD (TV) is one of New York's
hottest — until they had set Philip Morris for
sponsorship [B«T, Jan. 21].
They've also just signed Walt Disney —
whose Disneyland and subsequent Mickey
Mouse Club were major factors in ABCTV's first burst of growth a few years ago —
to a new contract involving more than $9
million for programming for next season.
In addition to 65 hours of new material for
Mickey Mouse Club, which next fall will be
cut from an hour to 30 minutes Monday
through Friday, and 26 new hour-long
Disneyland shows, the contract calls for a
new weekly half-hour series, Zorro.
Currently they are negotiating with Pat
Boone,
rising y^oung singer and popular
records artist.
It's no secret, however, that the parent
AB-PT is making available to ABC — a
hungry operation prior to its merger with
UPT to form AB-PT just four years ago
come Feb. 9 — whatever wherewithal is
needed to reach competitive stature with
its rivals. Only a month ago AB-PT negotiated a$60 million loan, a substantial portion of which had already been set for tv
expansion [B»T, Dec. 24, 1956].
As with their plans for new talent, officials are not willing at this point to say
where the new acquisitions will fit into the
program lineup — again at least partially for
competitive reasons. They do say there will
be "whole new structures" for Thursday
and Saturday nights and considerable realignment of the Thursday night lineup.
That's for next fall. Even before then,
they're putting some changes into effect.
For instance, they figure their current Monday night programming is "too adult" and
so, effective Feb. 11, are moving Bold Journey and Danny Thomas to Thursday night
and
installing an hour-long Wire Service
100).7:30-8:30
at
Mondays (see story, page
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PAPERS
• NAEA

RE-APPRAISE
RADIO-TV
members warned of keener media competition

• Chicago meeting given techniques to meet threat
NEWSPAPERS face "smart, tough, powerful" competition from broadcast and other
media for national advertising dollars in
1957 but can realize new lineage gains if
they sell themselves as "the basic form of
communication," the Newspaper Advertising Executives Assn. was told at its annual
convention in Chicago last week.
Warning of keener media competition
and presentation of techniques for counteracting "new weapons" fashioned by radiotv were delivered by representatives of the
American Newspaper Publishers Assn.'s Bureau of Advertising and NAEA member
speakers at the Edgewater Beach Hotel
Monday through Wednesday.
Among highlights of the convention were
observations that:
• Network and spot tv still attract new
advertisers despite their "increasing doubts
about tv's cost and its effectiveness per dollar."
• Network radio is staging a comeback
and spot continues to reflect gains.
• Newspapers are "definitely the No. 1
target of tv in 1957."
• Tv's viewing audience is in a process
of "splinterization" between channels and
programs.
• Run-of-paper color for newspapers can
be the answer to tv's challenge in retail advertising.
• Television is "the greatest entertainment
medium" but the "news medium is the newspapers."
• Newspapers should have "misgivings"
over the percentage decline of national advertising dollars in their medium.
'Miracles' for Food Stores
On the other hand, NAEA delegates were
apprised that radio has "done miracles" in
publicizing the name of a group of food
stores and has been "most efficient" in immediate communication with customers. Use
of televison aroused considerable enthusiasm
among store retailers and sold products, too,
NAEA delegates were told.
Gilbert P. Swanson, advertising director
of the Spokane Spokesman-Review and
Daily Chronicle (KHQ-AM-TV Spokane),
was elected new NAEA president, succeeding Karl T. Finn, Cincinnati Times-Star
(WKRC-AM-TV Cincinnati, WTVN-AMTV Columbus).
Hard "fight" for new national advertising
gains in 1957 was set out by Harold S.
Barnes, director of ANPA's Bureau of Advertising, who reported that a loss of automotive business in 1956 was offset by gains
in other categories. Discussing tv's cost and
effectiveness per dollar, he also noted a
"60% mortality in network tv programs"
last year.
Mr. Finn also set the pace for bureau
presentations with a progress report for
1956, pointing out "advertising buyers conTelecasting
Broadcasting

tinue to pay the freight" for tv, "sometimes
by reducing their newspaper advertising apWilliam ."I. Nichols, editor-publisher of
propriations
This Week magazine, felt "too many are assuming that the electronic media have a monopoly on the future" and claimed newspapers remain the No. 1 medium, without need
of staging "audience participating shows,"
"giveaway programs," and "spectaculars."
While tv set ownership grows, he asserted,
the viewing audience is "constantly being
divided and subdivided between channels
and programs." Such a "splinterizing process
is especially acute in the urban areas which
most advertisers want to reach."
Newspaper admen also were warned
against "complacency" in the battle for the
national and retail advertising dollar and
urged to meet tv's challenge with ROP
color. Charles L. Andrews, sales promotion
director of the Nashville Banner and Tennessean, singled out objectives of the Television Bureau of Adverising to work more
closely with retailers, especially department
stores, and help push tv to the top as overall (not alone national) "advertising leader."
Pitch for ROP color also was made by
Hal Stebbins, head of his own advertising
agency
Loswork
Angeles,
felt that
"if
color tvincan
sales who
wonders,
so can
color ROP." He noted results of Cunningham & Walsh's recent "Videotown" survey,
claiming that of all major media, "newspapers alone remain unaffected" in terms of
tv's effect on readership. Without "disparaging the power" of radio-tv, Mr. Stebbins added, "fiscal facts prove that most of their successful campaigns entailed much greater
expenditures than that involved in an average annual newspaper campaign."
Mr. Stebbins told newspaper admen they'd
be surprised if they would ascertain "the approximate amount of money successful tv
users are allocating to your market in that
one medium" and then sell these advertisers
on spending a comparable sum in newspapers for a year or two.
Plaudits for radio-tv as effective selling
media were delivered by Claude E. Purles,
advertising manager of Associated Grocers,
Salt Lake City advertising group comprising
A. G. Food Stores. He related his organization currently uses 30-second jingles combined with 30 (1 star) second commercials
on four radio stations. Radio publicized the
A. G. name, drew store traffic and proved
effective in apprising customers of lastminute specials. His stores also were the
first food retailers to use tv in Utah, with
retailer enthusiasm and product sales. "This
medium afforded us the opportunity to
present dramatically items that were unique,
items that could be sold only by demonstration," Mr. Purles observed.
ANPA Bureau of Advertising presentations centered on two new projects — a study
of daytime tv viewing habits titled "The Lit-

tle Woman Who Wasn't There" and a survey
of teen-age preference called "Tell It to The
Teens"- — and a report on its "Sponsor, Sponsor" quiz.
Daytime tv study was conducted by C. E.
Hooper Inc., using the telephone coincidental in six markets, according to Warren
Bragg,
Over
25,000 bureau's
individual marketing
calls were manager.
placed during
morning hours in three cities and during
afternoon in three others. Figures were cited
for New York from 8 a.m.- 12 noon.
The survey found, he continued, that 9%
of homes had no tv sets; another 80.5% had
sets that weren't on; and in sets-in-use
homes, 46.6% of housewives were at home
but not actually watching tv; another 15%
were riot home; and in 12.9% of the homes
housewives reported they were engaged in
other activity.
Thus, Mr. Bragg reasoned, that leaves
only 25% of the original number with sets
in use reported to be "viewing television" —
or 2.8%, split up and shared by several New
York tv stations instead of reaching 10.5%
of New York housewives on Tuesday mornings.
Teenage Presentation
Teen-age presentation was prepared by
Eugene Gilbert & Co. on a nationwide basis,
after a preliminary Chicago pilot survey,
and purports to show that teens find tv
"most entertaining" (70%) but newspapers
"most practical" (54%), using the latter
"more now than year ago" (52%). Survey
also claims to show that as teens get older
(18-19) tv is least "hardest to be without."
In fact, they turn more to newspapers and
radio. Conclusion is that "the newspaper
overtakes tv as maturity overtakes the teenager." Additionally, tv advertising is "liked
least" and newspapers "most" by 59% of
teens.
Bureau of Advertising also reported continuing field (local newspaper) reports on
its
"Sponsor,
Who representatively,
Is the Sponsor"
quiz,
claimingSponsor,
that almost
about 37% of prospects and customers interviewed can identify the sponsor of a given
network tv program. Over 200 NAAA
members have ordered the bureau's promotion piece.
Some promotion pieces have caused local
automotive dealers to re-evaluate their advertising budgets and reduce their radio-tv
outlays, according to Edward A. Falasca,
bureau promotion manager. He also revealed that an executive "with substantial
interests in tv and radio" and 1/ 500th ownership in a Mississippi newspaper, plus ownership of a car dealer franchise, puts 75%
of his ad budget into newspapers. He identified the executive as Dumas Milner.
ANPA Bureau also has been active recently on a tv spot study designed to show
a limited ability by viewers to recall sponsor
of chainbreak announcements beyond 10
seconds after seeing them.
Among
bureau observations on commercials are these:
(1) "Surveys show that the big majority
of people want newspapers with advertising
January 28, 1957
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papers will get an increased allocation. He
stated:
"One effect of the co-op policy change
... is that the factories feel they will now
be free to develop markets they believe have
sufficient potential to repay increased promotion. Under the co-op arrangement, the
amount of advertising in a given market was
largely dependent on the number of cars
sold in that market. Now additional advertising pressure can be exerted where the
manufacturer's potential appears to warrant

JOHN P. CUNNINGHAM, (1) president of Cunningham & Walsh, -Inc.
and Thomas D'Arcy Brophy, chairman
of the board of Kenyon & Eckhardt,
plan for Advertising Week, Feb. 10-16.
The observance is co-sponsored by the
Advertising Federation of America
and the Advertising Assn. of the West.
Mr. Brophy is general chairman this
year. Cunningham & Walsh is task
force agency.

but would prefer tv without it."
(2) "A tv spot missed is a tv spot lost."
(3) "Ratings are an iffy thing — and the
advertiser cannot predict the tv audience
his ad dollars will buy." But the daily newspaper audience he buys is constant, not
shifting — and guaranteed by the Audit Bureau of Circulations."
(4) "About one-third of all women in the
U. S. are working women. Daytime tv can't
reach them but daily newspapers can and
do."
(5) "Familiarity breeds sales in newspapers. That is the difference between the irritation and resentment a captive viewer
may feel over a repeated commercial."
Despite newspapers' claims about receiving more advertising ($3,087,800,000) than
radio, tv, magazines and outdoor combined
in 1955 — and acknowledged lead over tv
last year in all advertising, despite television's No. 1 rank in national advertising dollars— NAEA delegates were told that leading national drug and grocery advertisers
haven't accepted newspapers yet as "the
basic medium" and were reminded of a
percentage decrease in national ad dollars
for newspapers.
Comparative cost increases among network and spot radio-tv and other media
were cited in a talk by Cliff Samuelson, director of grocery products advertising. General Mills Co., claimed that newspapers
have failed generally to price themselves
"competitively" and afford adequate and
comparable discounts.
Effect resulting from discontinuance of
factory-dealer co-op advertising funds by
General Motors and Chrysler Corp. [B»T,
Jan. 14] was canvassed for the automotive
industry by Roland R. Postel, Detroit regional manager for the ANPA Bureau of
Advertising. He expressed belief automotive
advertising will be larger in 1957 and newsPage 30 • January 28, 1957

Mr. Postel urged newspaper admen to
maintain steady dealer contact and also revealed "millions of dollars in unused cooperative funds" will be refunded to dealers,
giving them additional monies of their own
for advertising this year, over and above
out-of-pocket appropriations. At least in the
it." unless newspapers actively woo
case of GM,
these dealers, he warned, "the money may
go into radio or tv."
McCarty Co. Plans More Use
Of Radio, Tv, Printed Media
INCREASED use of radio, tv and printed
media is planned by McCarty Co., Los
Angeles, for California Long White Potato
Advisory Board, Bakersfield, Calif., which
has appointed the McCarty agency to handle
its advertising campaign for the fourth successive year.
With an increased budget of about 25%
over last year, increased expenditures
throughout are contemplated, the agency
reported, although plans are not yet finalized. Last year saturation radio was used
in five markets, starting in May, on KLAC
Los Angeles, KLIF Dallas, WKMH Detroit,
WHK Cleveland and WFBM Indianapolis.
Possibly seven markets may be included
in this year's radio drive. Last year's use of
television was largely on a tie-in basis, but
in 1957 some tv time may be purchased
for the account.

Drops 'Hiram'
General Foods
GENERAL
FOODS, N. Y., will drop its
sponsorship of Hiram Holiday on NBC-TV,
Wed., 8-8:30 p.m., and will become instead
the alternate week sponsor of Wells Fargo
(Monday, 8:30-9 p.m.) effective March 18.
Pall Mall cigarettes will be the alternate
sponsor of the show effective March 25.
The cigarette firm was alternate sponsor of
Stanley, which will be succeeded by Wells
Fargo. Young & Rubicam, N. Y., is agency
for GF and SSC&B services the Pall Mall
account.
MM&M Signs for 'Amos 'n' Andy'
MINNESOTA Mining & Mfg. Co., St. Paul,
for its new "Scotch Brand" mastic tape, has
signed with CBS Radio for 12 five-minute
segments in the network's Amos '»' Andy
Music Hall (Mon.-Fri., 7-7:45 p.m.; Sat.,
12:05-12:30 p.m.), it was announced last
week by John Karol, vice president in
charge of sales. The purchase, through
BBDO, Minneapolis, becomes effective
March 4. Contract calls for three participations weekly for four weeks.

Drive-Ins Ripe for Radio,
Analyst Sindlinger Avers
THE BOOMING drive-in theatre business
has been overlooked by radio as an advertiser prospect although this industry can use
radio to maximum advantage.
This observation was made to B«T last
week by Albert E. Sindlinger, president of
Sindlinger & Co., Ridley Park, Pa., business
analysts, preparatory to a talk he is to give
tomorrow (Tuesday) before more than 2,500
members of National Allied Drive-In Theatres of America in convention in Cincinnati.
Among the points he will stress in his talk,
Mr. Sindlinger said, is the importance of
considering radio advertising, particularly in
view of the large listenership in automobiles.
The Sindlinger organization conducts audience research for radio, television, motion
pictures, newspapers, magazines, books and
travel on a daily basis throughout the U. S.
On the basis of the organization's findings,
Mr. Sindlinger said, it is estimated that 30%
of drive-in theatre attendance is "spontaneous,
He they
will explore
recommend tospur-of-the
drive-in moment."
owners that
the possibility of sponsoring programs between 5 p.m. and 7 p.m. as a means of
stimulating interest in attendance.
Mr. Sindlinger said that although radio
stations have not concentrated on selling
drive-ins and these theatres largely have
neglected radio, drive-in operators who have
utilized radio report "most satisfactory reMr. Sindlinger supported his thesis on the
potential value of radio advertising to driveins by pointing out that in an average day
between 80 to 86 million people ride in
automobiles. Research indicates, he said,
sults."
that up to 50 million people each day listen
to a radio in an automobile. He believes that
radio advertising in the 5-7 p.m. segment
(when a motorist may be mulling his plans
for the evening) may very well inspire a
driver to attend a drive-in theatre.
10 Buy 'T-H-T' Participations
PARTICIPATIONS totaling nearly $500,000 in gross billing have been ordered by
10 advertisers in NBC-TV's "T-H-T" program lineup. Placing the total of 61 participations, in Today, Home and Tonight
are: American Sta-Dri Co. (paints), Brentwood, Md., through J. Gordon Manchester
Adv., Washington, D. C; Masonite Corp.,
through Buchen Co., both Chicago; Niagara
Therapy Mfg. Co. (cyclo thermopad),
Adamsville, Pa., through W. S. Walker Adv.,
Pittsburgh; Bon Ami Co. (Jet Bon Ami),
through Ruthrauff & Ryan, both New
York; Bourjois Inc. (Evening in Paris deodorants), through Lawrence C. Gumbinner
Adv., both New York; Washington State
Apple Commission, Wenatchee, through
MacWilkens, Cole & Weber, Seattle; Cluett,
Peabody & Co. (Sanforized trademark),
through Young & Rubicam, both New York;
National Homes Corp. (prefabs), Lafayette,
Ind., through Applegate Adv., Muncie, Ind.;
Roquefort Assn. Inc. (cheese), through
George Gero Adv., both New York, and
Structo Mfg. Co. (toys), through C. Wendell Muench & Co., both Chicago.
Broadcasting
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LET'S
AVOID
'BY
THE
NUMBERS'
TIMEBUYING
It takes more than statistics to make a good
campaign once business is secured. Some, I'll admit, improve
schedules from time to time on their own, but the usual pracbroadcast buy. So said Arthur Pardoll, media group director of Foote, Cone & Belding,
tice is for the timebuyer to continually negotiate for improvebefore a seminar of the Radio-Television Exments. That shouldn't be necessary.
ecutives Society in New York last Tuesday.
7. Does the station try to understand our problem?
He offered 12 other yardsticks, which appear
The strategy for each of our clients, as you may know, is diMR. PARDOLL below in condensed text.
rected byan overall marketing plan. This determines what we're
going to say, how we're going to say it, and to whom it will be
A WEAKNESS in some timebuyers is a tendency to rely overly
said. Our marketing plan for Client X, for example, may indimuch on slide rule calculations in their evaluation. It is a parcate the use of early morning radio spots. (What marketing
ticularly common practice to rate availabilities strictly on a
plan
doesn't these days?) Yet after hearing the objectives of
statistical basis, without considering other important factors.
the campaign carefully defined, many reps will still try to sell
In many cases this results in missed opportunities which might
us something different.
offer enough qualitative advantages to compensate for any
statistical weakness.
8. What about this station's merchandising cooperation? This
is not a primary media consideration but all things being
As a concrete example, let's say we are considering two availabilities for a client with a product for women. Program A has
equal can be decisive.
twice the number of listeners as Program B, yet investigation
Merchandising cooperation doesn't necessarily mean mailing
may show that Program B has much stronger appeal to older
post cards, securing displays or sending letters to the trade.
More important, it involves personal contact with key people
women — the group we especially want to reach with our product
to sell them on the advertising support being given products
message. Buying statistically, we'd have bought Program A, with
a smaller percentage of the women we want to talk to.
handled in their stores. When this is done properly, it can result
in retailers building their inventories to meet increased demand,
Let's see now if it is possible to make some of the intangibles more tangible. What should the ideal timebuyer watch for?
billing.
and that's the kind of merchandising support that builds station
Here are 12 headings our timebuyers use routinely. They're
not strict rules, but they are useful guideposts for effecting the
9. What personality factors are involved in the prospective buy?
best buys for clients.
We're all familiar with radio and television figures whose
Faced with a broadcast media selection, we ask ourselves
audience more than makes up in enthusiasm at the point of
these questions:
sale for what it lacks in numbers. In today's increasingly com1. What is the climate under which the commercial will be seen
petitive situation, any impetus that can be added to a product's
or heard? Is the program environment compatible with the
sales effort is helpful and desirable. A popular local disc jockey,
message? Is it integrated with the program?
for instance, can be considered part of the client's sales force
Most of us are familiar with the Medic television program
since his endorsement of a product frequently creates new users.
and its generally serious format. The sponsor here must be
10. Does the station abide by its scheduling promise? Is it overly
very careful in the preparation of his message, to be sure that
commercial? Do they routinely triple-spot?
it fits into the environment of the program structure. A strong,
The trend in radio today, as you know, is toward saturation
hard-sell commercial or a light, animated cartoon-type commerpurchases. Since this involves a tremendous number of commercial would be out of place.
cials, it's important to us that there be adequate separation. So
2. Does the program reach the right people at the right time?
we're always interested in whether a station provides a fifteenOne could argue, for example, that a tired homemaker doesn't
minute separation if asked, and if they're careful to separate
want to hear a hard-sell laundry product message during the
competing brand or brands with similar sales appeals.
In order to avoid loss of business, some stations jam popular
evening hours when she's trying to relax. The product might
better be sold on a daytime soap opera.
periods with commercials, thus diluting the effectiveness of each
one individually. Under such circumstances it might be wiser
3. Does this particular station adhere to its published rates?
for us to place our business in a less popular time period on the
Is the same rate offered to all advertisers? Is a packaged rate
same station or another station.
offered to all?
We have found many stations today are prone to offer package buys. If these are new, we're quite interested in seeing them
on the rate card, offered to all advertisers. Otherwise, we wonder
whether others may be buying virtually the same package at
lower rates.

11. How much public service programming does the station do?
Frequently this is a measure of its interest in the community
and the community's interest in the station. Since spot buying is on a local level, the intimate relationship of a station
to its community is vital.

4. What about the general integrity of the station people involved? What has been our past experience with their fulfillment of commitments?
I mention this because, unfortunately a few stations in the
past have made us promises of special promotion, merchandising and other help, then fail to deliver after the business was
secured. By and large, I must add we have found the broadcasting industry basically honest in this regard.
5. Does the station come up with its own creative ideas about
how to use its facilities better?
For example; in radio today, everyone is interested in the
early morning hours. Yet there are stations in industrial areas
where late afternoon time is just as important audience-wise
from the client's point of view. Does the station call this to our
attention and, more important, document its case with facts
and figures?
6. Does the station offer improvements of its own?

12. What is the general acceptance of the station within the local
business community? Is it used extensively for advertising
by local retailers?
Usually this is a most helpful barometer and many station
reps miss a good bet when they fail to tell the agency about their
local successes. Unlike national advertising where sales are reflected on a regional or national basis and individual weaknesses
can thus be concealed, the local advertiser must find his efforts
productive. If the cash register doesn't ring, he quickly becomes
an ex-advertiser.
So a station's local track record is an important
measure
of influence.
I do not pretend that this list of intangibles is complete.
It is intended only as a starting point, as an indication of some
of the factors every timebuyer must weigh. But it is important
that some start can be made, for it is the ability to go beyond
the numbers, to exercise judgment and imagination, that deteragency. mines the timebuyer's ultimate worth to his client and to his

There are few stations today showing interest in a client's
Broadcasting
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Workshop

to Probe

Broadcasting Problems
HOW do leading advertisers successfully
handle the "difficult" day-to-day problems
that crop up in broadcasting?
This question covering the broad range of
the broadcast business — including tv commercial pre-testing, radio buying, costs and
effectiveness of filmed and live commercials,
color and spot tv and network programming costs — is scheduled for discussion at a
special, one-day workshop to be held Feb.
14 by the Assn. of National Advertisers at
the Plaza Hotel in New York.
Agency executives, as well as advertiser
and station spokesmen are scheduled to appear as speakers at the workshop that has as
its theme, "Where Radio and Tv Stand Today." Question-and-answer periods will be
included.
The program as announced by the workshop chairman, George Abrams, vice president in charge of advertising, Revlon Prod-

IN NEW
WHOSE COMMERCIALS

ucts Inc., New York, with speaker and topic,
follows:
Sherwood Dodge, vice president, Foote,
Cone & Belding, on "Pre-Testing Tv Commercials"; Mary McKenna, director of research and sales development, WNEW New
York, "Is Radio Still a Good Buy?"; Bob
Foreman, vice president in charge of radio
and tv, BBDO, "Comparing Costs and Effectivenes of Filmed and Live Commercials"; Samuel Thurm, director of media division, Lever Bros., "Our Experience With
Color Tv"; Linnea Nelson, buyer-consultant,
Kudner Agency, "When Spots Become Available— Who Gets 'Em?", and C. Terrence
Clyne, vice president and chairman of plans
review board, McCann-Erickson, "Are the
Costs of Network Programming Coming
According to ANA, the radio and televiDown?".
sion workshop is one of a series planned
for this year which will deal with a wide
range of topics related to advertising. All of
the workshops will be for ANA members
and closed to newsmen.

YORK

TV

GET MOST EXPOSURE?

Hooper Index Of Broadcast Advertisers (Based on Broadcast Advertisers Reports' monitoring)
NATIONAL (NETWORK) INDEX
"Commercial Hooper
Index
of Broadcast
Network
Total
Advertisers
Shows Networks
Rank
Product and Agency
1.
2.
NEW

Gulf Oil Corp.
(Young & Rubicam)
1
American Oil Co. (Joseph Katz) 1
YORK (NETWORK

4
1

116
32

Units"

PLUS SPOT)
Network
Shows

Rank

1
1

Total
Stations

'Commercial

Hooper
Index
of Broadcast
Advertisers

Product and Agency
Texas Co. (Cunningham & Walsh)
202
52
Gulf Oil Corp.
184
80
(Young & Rubicam)
73
Esso Standard Oil Co.
Units"
(McCann-Erickson)
45
11
Socony Mobil Oil Co. (Compton)
1
American Oil Co. (Joseph Katz)
52
38
Cities Service Co.
(Ellington)
In the above summary, the monitoring occured the week ending Dec. 8, 1956.
The Hooper Index of Broadcast Advertisers is a measure of the extent to which a
sponsor's commercials are seen or heard. Each commercial is assigned a number of
"commercial units," according to its length.* This number is then multiplied by the audience rating attributed to that commercial.** When each commercial has thus been evaluated, the results for all commercials of each sponsor are added to form the HIBA. For
further details of preparation, see the basic reports published by C. E. Hooper Inc., Broadcast Advertisers Reports Inc. and American Research Bureau Inc. Above summary is
prepared for use solely by Broadcasting • Telecasting. No reproduction permitted.
♦ "Commercial Units": Commercials are taken from the monitored reports published by
Broadcasting
Reports but
Inc. usuaUy
A "commercial
exposure of moreAdvertisers
than 10 seconds
not more unit"
than isonedefined
minuteas Ina commercial
duration. Four
"commercial units" are attributed to a 30-minute program, and in the same proportion for
programs
of other
lengths.
A "stationboth
identification"
unit."
** Audience
ratings
for television,
national andequals
local, one-half
are those"commercial
published by
American Research Bureau Inc. Those for radio are the ratings of C. E. Hooper Ine. In the ca»e
of station breaks, the average of the ratings for the preceding and foUowing time periods is
used wherever feasible: otherwise, the rating is that of either the preceding or following time
period, normally the preceding.
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Merchandising's Value
Outlined at RTES Meet
MERCHANDISING can not be regarded
as a means to an end in marketing but as
an adjunct, counseled Edward F. Braden,
Foote, Cone & Belding vice president, at a
roundtable luncheon held Wednesday in
New Yorkecutivesby
Society.the Radio & Television ExMr. Braden discussed merchandising and
its relationship to media, sharing the platform with R. C. (Jake) Embry, vice president and general manager of WITH Baltimore.
While merchandising is no substitute for
a good media buy, it is an important service to the advertiser that can be provided by
the station, Mr. Embry said, describing in
detail how WITH has gone about its merchandising activity.
Emphasizing that merchandising was not
an end unto itself, Mr. Braden warned that
much of it is waste — in effort, time and
money. At one point, he asserted that millions of dollars are spent each year by advertisers for brand products alone for display
which is only one facet of merchandising.
He felt, too, that the only fully documented
merchandising efforts are those which are
successful,
and said
he had
"feeling" that
there
are more
failures
than a successes.
Mr. Braden, however, underscored the
importance of merchandising via media,
stressing that the media which do "the best
merchandising" will affect selection of the
medium to be used by the client.
He said it was not up to the media or
advertising agency to secure distribution for
the product but asserted that advertising
media ought to have a marketing package
to aid distribution.
WITH's reasons for employing a full-scale
merchandising service included, according
to Mr. Embry, the following:
The advertiser should get results in the
maximum degree; merchandise ought to be
moved off the shelves so that he can feel
the movement and consider that his advertising has been made more effective. This
helps when renewal time comes around, he
added.
Shoppers' decision in "impulse buying"
can be sharpened or speeded up by radio
pre-selling and display (via merchandising)
serving as a reminder.
In a big market, a radio outlet must be
aware of competition, not only in radio but
in other media as well — who is merchandising and how much.
Ad, Editorial Art Exhibit Set
THE TWELFTH ANNUAL West Coast
Exhibition of Advertising and Editorial Art
will be held Feb. 27 through March 27 at
the State Museum of Science and Industry,
Los Angeles, under the auspices of the Art
Directors Club of Los Angeles. Some 200
complete advertisements, original drawings,
paintings, photographs and tv commercials
will be exhibited, selected from more than
2,000 entries submitted by artists and art
directors in the 1 1 western states. Awards of
distinctive merit will be given to winning
entries in each of 25 categories.
Broadcasting
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Wh'HEN you consider what's happened to the
purchasing power of the dollar, it's mighty impressive to see what a buck will still buy in
national spot radio — especially WHO Radio!
LET'S LOOK

AT

THE

RECORD

. . .

On WHO Radio, a 1 -minute spot between
8 a.m. and 12 noon will deliver 53,953
actual listening homes.
That's 1,136 homes for a dollar, or 1,000
homes for $.88— ALL LISTENING TO WHO!
That's the rock-bottom minimum. Over and
above this proven audience, 50,000-watt WHO
is heard by hundreds of thousands of unmeasured
listeners, both in and outside Iowa. Bonus includes Iowa's 573,000 car radios and 527,000
extra home sets — plus vast audience in "Iowa
Plus"!

Radio!

WHO

on

example

. . .

Let your PGW Colonel give you all the facts
on WHO Radio.
(Computations based on projecting Nielsen
figures and 1955 loiva Radio Audience Survey
data against our 26-time rate.)
WHO Radio is part of
Central Broadcasting Company,
which also owns and operates
WHO-TV, Des Moines
WOC-TV, Davenport

WHO
for Iowa

PLUS!

Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager
Peters, .Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
National Representatives

Hundreds

It's

the

write

only
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they

can

get

You should see the mountain of mail that KFRE
is pulling from the rugged hill country that comprises one-third of Central California — and this
is a special kind of mail.
1

yv^ls:;l,g.'' '■■^x^^^'J

*%AN 'FRANCISCO
J
I

It is being written by hundreds of families to
express their warm, personal, daily appreciation
of the VHF signal which not only introduced them
to television but is also bringing them the only
picture they can get.

. , ~"~~~M-%„k

. 'Mi

Channel 12 can reach thousands of these foothill
families. And it certainly has — right in their hearts.
This same powerful signal now gives you CBS
coverage of over a million people in the rich San
Joaquin Valley, too. By any measure, it is your
most productive Central California buy.

f* ' %

?i .'V i .

'• *i

;

105 AW}ttXS~*4*fi* J

KFRE-TV
FRESNO
@

"Ask

your Blair TV man"

The only TV station between San Francisco and Los Angeles with the complete CBS Network schedule.
Paul R. Bartlett, President
Ed. J. Freeh, Manager
Bob Klein, Sales Manager
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New

Offices

Shown

By McCann-Erickson
WHAT its officials described as the most
modern television facilities available were
unveiled by McCann-Erickson last week to
give newsmen an advance look at its
spacious new home office quarters occupying 14 floors of a new 30-story office building at 485 Lexington Ave., New York.
Described in a closed-circuit telecast by
Vice President Ted Bergmann of the tvradio department, the quarters include a
control room capable of transmitting four
tv programs simultaneously with closed circuit system operating to all floors, four
screening rooms with seating capacities from
20 to 75 each, a cutting room, a prop room,
live cameras on the premises, 16 mm projectors, closed-circuit lines from all three tv
networks, and an exclusive arrangement
with Empire Broadcasting Co. for the transmission of 35 mm film. The equipment is
designed for color as well as black-and-white
although transmissions are in black-andwhite "at this time."
The agency's tv-radio department, which
is headed by Vice President C. Terence
Clyne. currently is billing at a rate of more
than $100 million a year.
The preview of the new "home office"
came as McCann-Erickson began shifting
1,100 New York employes into the new
quarters in what it described as "the largest
office move ever made by an advertising
agency." The move was slated to be completed by today (Monday), when the new
home office officially opens for business.
The new telephone number is Oxford
7-6000.
Agency departments now situated in five
different buildings in New York are being
consolidated in the new quarters. However,
the agency's world-wide corporate headquarters will remain at 50 Rockefeller Plaza,
together with the company's International
Division (McCann-Erickson Corp.). The
Marschalk & Pratt Division and Communications Counselors Inc., public relations
affiliate, will continue at their present quarters at 460 Park Ave. and 535 Fifth Ave.,
respectively.
"Utmost in Convenience"
Officials explained that the new home
office, occupying a total area of 208,000
square feet, has been designed throughout to
"provide the utmost in convenience and
efficiency." They pointed out that departments, which work together have been
placed in close proximity, and floor layouts
have been arranged functionally to correspond with the flow of work through the
agency. Communications will be speeded,
they said, by an automatic mail conveyor
operating between all floors and a 10-position central switchboard connecting telephone facilities at both 475 Lexington Ave.
and 50 Rockefeller Plaza.
Among other features of the new quarters
are year-round air conditioning, special
fluorescent lighting and recessed file and
storage cabinets. Employes will have their
own luncheon room and lounge, and a hosBroadcasttng
• Telecasting

DISCUSSING the coming opening of McCann-Erickson's new home office quarters, occupying 14 floors of a new 30-story office building at 485 Lexington Ave.,
New York, are eight of the company's top executives. L to r: seated, Senior Vice
Presidents John Tinker, Chester A. Posey, George H. Giese, and standing, Vice
Presidents Donald B. Armstrong Jr., Thomas P. Losee, Stuart D. Watson, Rudyard
McKee and C. Terence Clyne.
18 W. 56th St., N. Y. Mr. Littman, president
pital room with a full-time registered nurse
in attendance.
of company, formerly was vice presidentcity.
account director at Ovesey & Straus, same
Each floor has its own conference room
equipped with tape-recording facilities.
Three additional conference rooms for the
agency's marketing plans, creative plans and
plan review board are equipped with tv
screens, radios and projection booths.
Two receptionists will be on duty in the
lobby reception room inside the main entrance to the building. A feature of the
reception room is a large wall map, showing
the
agency's
the U.
S. and global
abroad.network of 37 offices in
Fctlstaff Corp. to Sponsor
'49'ers Football Broadcasts
BROADCASTING rights to all of the San
Francisco Forty Niners' football games for
1957 and 1958 have been purchased by Falstaff Brewing Corp., it was announced jointly by Alvin Griesedieck Jr., advertising director of Falstaff and Tony Morabito, coowner of the football club.
Mr. Griesedieck also said the brewery will
repeat its regional sponsorship of the pro
Game of the Week telecasts in 1957 on CBSTV stations in California, Arizona, Nevada
and west Texas.
A&A SHORTS
McCurry, Gunn, Enright Inc., Norfolk, Va.,
announces change of name to McCurry,
Henderson, Enright Inc. Address: Suite 121,
Franklin Bldg. Telephone: Madison 7-4969.
Beam & Milici, Honolulu, has been dissolved. Paul Beam and Ray Milici have split
accounts of former agency and set up
separate firms. Mr. Beam heads Paul Beam
Assoc. at 850 Richards St. and Mr. Milici
has set up Milici Adv. Agency at 850 Kapiolani Blvd., both Honolulu.
Littman Co., advertising, merchandising and
public relations firm, has opened offices at

NETWORK

NEW BUSINESS

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee will
sponsor tribute to Thomas A. Edison to be
presented on Feb. 1 1 on NBC Radio's Biographies in Sound (8:05-8:55 p.m. EST).
Agency: Bert S. Gittins Adv., Milwaukee.
Breast O' Chicken Tuna Inc., San Diego, to
sponsor "Maurice Chevalier's Paris," an
NBC-TV spectacular, on March 6 (Ash
Wednesday), to inaugurate its Lenten promotion. Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding,
L. A.
Radio Bible Class of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
effective Feb. 3, buys second series of Radio
Bible Class on ABC Radio, Sun., 4-4:30 p.m.
(CST). Agency: John M. Camp & Co.,
Wheaton, 111.
NETWORK

RENEWALS

Mary EUen Inc., Berkeley, Calif, (jams and
jellies), has renewed sponsorship of Harry
Babbitt Show on 21 -station Columbia Pacific
Radio Network, 7:45-8 a.m. PST, on Mon.Wed.-Fri. and Tues.-Thurs. alternating basis.
Agency: Jewell McDonald Adv., S. F.
Highland Church of Christ, Abilene, Tex.,
through Martin Co., Chicago, has renewed
its Herald of Truth religious program on
ABC Radio (Sun., 1-1:30 p.m. EST), effective Feb. 3.
AGENCY

APPOINTMENTS

Colgate-Palmolive Co., N. Y., for Brisk
toothpaste, has appointed Cunningham &
Walsh, N. Y.
Weco Products Co. (Dr. West toothbrushes),
Chicago, appoints Henri, Hurst & McDonJanuary 28, 1957
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aid Inc., same city, for new denture product.
J.
Walter account.
Thompson services company's
toothbrush
A&P Super Markets, Puget Sound area, appoints West-Pacific Agency, Seattle.
Columbia River Packers Assn. (Bumble Bee
seafood), Astoria, Ore., names Richard K.
Manoff Inc.
Ryder System Inc. (national truck rental
and motor carrier firm) names Grant Adv.
Utah Canning Co., Grand Central Markets,
Sylvan Life Insurance Co., Ex-Cel-Cis Products, Salt Lake Hardware Co., and Carpets
Inc. appoint Gardiner Adv. Agency, Salt
Lake City, Utah.
Stanley M. Friedman Co. (auctioneer), S. F.,
names John M. Gallagher Adv., same city.

LATEST
TRENDEX

1.
Ran
2. k Program
Ed
Sullivan
1 Love
Lucy
3. Hitchcock Presents
4. GE Theatre
5. Talent Scouts
Wednesday Night
Fights
Championship
6. Robinson-Fulmer
7. Perry Como

8. What's My Line
9. $64,000 Question
10. The Line-Up

Croton Watch Co. names Doyle Dane Bernbach, N. Y.
J. A. Wright & Co. (Wright's silver cream),
Keene, N. H., has appointed Charles W.
Hoyt & Co., N. Y. and Miami.
Voigtlander Co. (35mm cameras, accessories), Braunschweig, Germany, appoints
Gourfain-Cobb & Assoc., Chicago.
A&A PEOPLE
Fay H. Williamson, formerly with CrowellCollier, to H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago,
as vice president. Dean Snow, John S. Wiggins, both account executives with firm, and
James H. West, head of radio-tv, also named
vice presidents of Kastor.
John Peace, vice president and director of
William Esty & Co., N. Y., named member
of plans board.
Sanford L. Hirschberg, vice president of
Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone Inc., N. Y.,
joins Peck Adv., same city, as vice president
and director.
Frank C. Armstrong Jr., director of public
relations, and Stephen H. Richards, account
manager of Buick division, Kudner agency,
N. Y., appointed vice presidents.
Donald E. McGuiness and Lloyd A. Wilson,
account executives at Aubrey, Finlay, Marley & Hodgson, Chicago, elected vice presidents.
Maxfield S. Gibbons, executive on Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. account, Ketchum,
MacLeod & Grove, N. Y., named account
supervisor.
Lawrence W. Scott, advertising manager,
Consumer Products Div. of Westinghouse
Electric Corp., to Cunningham & Walsh,
Chicago, as vice president and account supervisor on Sears, Roebuck Co., effective
Feb. 1.

RATINGS

TOP 10 TV SHOWS, WEEK OF JAN. 2-8
No. of
165
160
Stations
Agency Network Approx.
Lincoln-Mercury
CBS
Sponsor
General Foods
CBS
Procter & Gamble
CBS
Young & Rubicam
Bristol-Myers
Young
&
Rubicam
BBDO
General Electric
148
163
CBS
Young
& Rubicam
ABC
Lipton Tea
North Adv.
no
Toni
Leo Burnett
107
Pabst
'
C'
ar
Mennen
McCann-Erickson
Grey0" ^ ^C'C'l
121
Gold Seal
Campbell-Mitchun
Foote, Cone & Beldin
Kimberly-Clarke
NBC
Noxzema
SSC&B
Sunbeam
Perrin-Paus
RCA
Kenyon & Eckhardt
S&H Green Stamps
SSC&B
Earle Ludgin
17587
Jules Montenier
CBS
Young & Rubicam
Remington
Rand
Revlon
BBDO
Brown & Williamson Ted Bates
CBS
Procter & Gamble
Young & Rubicam
176

TOP TV SHOWS

8-9

10:30-11
10-10:30
Tues. 10-10:30

30.9
30.3
29.5
28.5

Grey
Agency

Sun.,
TvAudience
Homes
tTotal
Net- No. of
9-9:30
Reached
(000)
2. k Program
Ran
work Stations
Day
&
time
Approx.
Lincoln-Mercury
Sullivan
Show
Sponsor
1. Ed
Sat.,
165
CBS
Kenyon
&
Eckhardt
1 Love Lucy
8-9
General Foods
Mon. 9-10:30
CBS
118,360
8,662
Procter & Gamble
Young & Rubicam
Color
3. Saturday
Oldsmobile
Kudner
NBC
160
Carnival
17,003
RCA
Kenyon & Echhardt
4. Disneyland
American Motors
Geyer-Brooks,
Smith, ABC
125
176
French
&
Dorrance
Wed.
Sat.,
American Dairy
, 7:30-8:30
Campbell-Mithun
Derby Foods
McCann-Erickson
15,231
Gold
Seal
5. Perry Como Show
121
NBC
14,778
Campbell-Mithun
8-9
Foote, Cone & Belding
Kimberly-Clarke
SSC&B
'
6
.
Sunbeam
Perrin-Paus
Sun.,
172
Noxzema
'
RCA
Kenyon & Eckhardt
9-9:30
S&H Green Stamps
CBS
SSC&B
Jack
Benny
Show
183
American Tobacco Co. BBDO
6.
CBS
General Electric Co.
14,590
175
7. G.E. Theater
148
Sun.,
14,175
General
13,685
8. December Bride
Benton
BBDO & Bowles
CBS
Revlon Foods
Mon. 7:30-8
9. $64,000 Question
CBS
9:30-10
10-10:30
13,534
10. Steve Allen Show
U. S. Time
NBC
Tues. , 8-9
129
Peck
Adv.
13,384
Robert W. Orr
Jergens
Ted Bates
Brown & Williamson
Polaroid
ance.
Doyle Dane Bernbach
Audience,
1.
^Average
•Average Audience, %
Total Audi
Ran
Tv Homes Reached
Rank
47.7
(000)
k 1 Love Lucy
Rank
of Tv Homes Reach*
I Love of
LucyTv Homes Reached
4. Ed
1.
17,531
Sullivan
Show
51.0
2. Ed Sullivan Show
2. 1 Love Lucy
50.0
2 Ed Sullivan Show
46.8
40.5
3.1. Jack Benny Show
36.0
3 Jack Benny Show
3. Saturday Color
14,816
13,195
4 G. E. Theater
4. G. E. Theater
Carnival
40.8
12,893
5. December Bride
42.1
5 December Bride
35.3
Disneyland
12,856
6. $64,000 Question
6 Scouts
Perry Benny
Como Show
Show
35.8
7. Perry Como Show
35.1
Jack
12,554
Arthur
Godfrey's
12,479
39.9
7. G. E. Theater
Saturday Color
Perry Como
Show
39.3
Carnival
34.4
Saturday
Color
8.
12,403
37.6
34.2
Carnival
5. Scouts
Arthur Godfrey's
8.9. Scouts
12,366
Arthur Godfrey's
9. Disneyland
37.5
December Bride
$64,000 Question
34.0
Alfred
Hitchcock
10.
10. Disneyland
10.
34.0
12,290
Presents
36.8
[Details on Programs
in Top 163
Table]
9. in Preceding Tables Not Listed CBS
110
Young & Rubicam
Arthur Godfrey's Scouts Lipton Tea
North Adv.
Toni
Mon., 8:30-9
CBS
Alfred
Hitchcock
Bristol
Myers
Young & Rubicam
Presents
Sun., 9:30-10
(t) Homes reached by all or any part of the program, except for homes viewing only 1 to 5 minutes.
it) Homes reached during the average minute of the program.
(*) Percented ratings are based on TV homes within reach of station facilities used by each program.
Copyright 1957 by A. C. Nielson Company
of marketing, Gunther Brewing Co., Baltimore, to Warwick & Legler, N. Y., as vice
president and account supervisor.

Walter S. Driskill, vice president in charge

Edward D. Cummings, media director, Rob-

January 28, 1957

Sun.,
Fri.,

46.2
40.7
37.6
39.3
36.0
35.3

(TWO WEEKS ENDING DECEMBER 22, 1956)

Richard W. Battan, vice president, Robert
Otto & Co., N. Y., appointed executive vice
president and director.
•

Day & 9-9:30
Time
Sun., 8-9
9-9:30
Mon.
9:30-10
Wed.
Mon.
Sat., , 8:30-9
10-11:15

NIELSEN

Robert E. Abbott, account executive, creative director and assistant to president, Burton Browne Adv., Chicago, appointed vice
president and general manager of agency.
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Rating
Sun.,

ert W. Orr & Assoc., N. Y., appointed vice
president.
Harry D. Honig Jr. joins Batz-HodgsonNeuwoehner Adv., St. Louis, as account
executive.
Alden Olson, formerly account executive,
The Bidle Co., Chicago, to Barnes Chase
Co., L. A., in similar capacity.
Broadcasting
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Robert Benson, director of account service,
John W. Shaw Adv. Inc., Chicago, to account management staff of Earle Ludgin &
Co., same city. James L. Lurie, media department of Edward H. Weiss & Co., Chicago, to Ludgin's media research staff.
John M. Ryan, assistant advertising manager of Consolidated Foods Corp., Chicago,
to account st^ff of Wherry, Baker & Tilden
Inc., same city.
Lee Spangler, copy director at Fletcher D.
Richards Inc., Chicago, to Knox Reeves
Adv., Minneapolis, in similar capacity. John
Hackett, formerly with Jos. Katz Co., Baltimore, to Reeves agency as timebuyer.
Seymour
Adv. and
N. Y., to
buyer on

R. Parker, formerly with Grey
Norman, Craig & Kummel, both
Ted Bates & Co., N. Y., as spaceColgate-Palmolive account.

Jackson L. Parker, advertising managerpublic relations director, Int'l Packings
Corp., Bristol, N. H., to James Thomas
Chirurg Co., Boston, as media director.
S. Cecil Bernsley, director of advertising,
Food Fair Stores, to Ted Bates & Co., N. Y.,
marketing department, as executive in
charge of promotional plan development.
Frank Ford, formerly with Donahue & Coe,
to Warwick & Legler, both N. Y., as plans
executive in agency's creative department.
Irving Smith Kogan, public relations director, J. M. Hickerson Inc., N. Y., will resign
Feb. 1 to join Hicks & Greist, same city, in
similar capacity.
Joan Hendricks, Robert S. Risman, Buffalo,
N. Y., named copywriter.
Joan M. Wilke, formerly with Klau-Van
Pieterson-Dunlap Inc., Milwaukee, Wis., to
Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, as copywriter.
Willis B. Parsons, ABC advertising-promotion manager, has joined the N. Y. office of
Campbell-Ewald Co., as copywriter.
John C. Harvey, formerly copywriter at Leo
Burnett Co., to creative staff of CampbellMithun Inc., both Chicago.
C. Leon Bennett, announcer-news writer,
WFIW Fairfield, 111., to Frank Block Assoc.,
St. Louis, copywriting staff.

Constance Alderson, stage manager of British comedienne Joyce GrenfelFs U. S. concert tour last fall, to N. W. Ayer & Son,
Phila., production department.

George P. Millington, eastern representative Better Homes and Gardens, appointed
marketing specialist for Gray & Rogers
Adv., Philadelphia.
Morton Downey, singer and director of
several Coca-Cola companies, retained by
McCann-Erickson, Coca-Cola's agency, N.
Y., as consultant on sales promotion, merchandising and public relations appearances
on behalf of Coca-Cola.
Jay C. Williams, 69, vice president and director of Goodkind, Joice & Morgan Inc.,
Chicago, until his retirement in 1955, died
Jan. 19.
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FILM PRODUCTION
ture films for possible tv series adaptation.
• Letter Reveals Loew's Plans
Among the titles cited by Mr. Barry were
"The Thin Man," "Min and Bill," "Scara• Barry To Head New Operation
mouche" and "Andy Hardy." Before underLOEW'S INC. last week disclosed plans to
taking pilot films, the announcement said,
enter the tv film production field, acting
Mr. Barry will confer with members of his
upon the final phase of a blueprint advanced
sales organization in New York on the sugseveral months ago to place the company in
gested titles and meet with New York agenthe distribution,
cies and clients who may be interested in the
station ownership
production of the film series.
Mr. Barry, who has been operating out of
and production
areas of television.
New York, will make his headquarters in
Loew's move
Hollywood, where he will be able to maintain close contact with the MGM-TV prointo tv film production was revealed
gram board which consists of Mr. Barry and
Adrain Samish, director of programs; Sam
in a letter to stockholders by Joseph
Marx, executive producer; Ruth Kyle, program coordinator, and Maurice Gresham,
R. Vogel, presiwestern television sales manager.
dent, accompanyIn the company's annual report, Mr.
ingtion's
the annual
organizareport
Vogel revealed that for the fiscal year ended
for
the
fiscal
year
last August net profit after taxes amounted
MR. BARRY
ended Aug. 31, to $4,837,729 (equivalent to $.91 per share),
1956. The production operation, along with
compared to $5,311,733 (equivalent to $1.03
the distribution and station ownership activper share) in the preceding year. The comities, will be under the jurisdiction of MGMpany sold its pre- 1949 library of more than
TV, headed by Charles (Bud) Barry, vice
700 feature films to 29 tv stations with conpresident in charge of television activities.
tracts signed amounting to more than $31
In a separate announcement, Mr. Barry
million in gross income. The companyowned WMGM New York, the report said,
said an MGM-TV program board that has
been functioning for several weeks, has been
without revealing figures, showed "an inconsidering some 1,500 titles of MGM feacreased profit" over the previous year.
LOEWS

TO

BEGIN

TV

RKO Tv Buys 104 Half-Hours
Of 'Playhouse of Stars' Films
PURCHASE by RKO Television of 104
half-hours of dramatic film programs carried on the Schlitz Playhouse of Stars network program was reported last week by
Robert Manby, RKO Teleradio vice president in charge of RKO Television. The films
were acquired for about $1.2 million from
Eridian Productions, New York, which had
owned and produced the series for four
Mr. Manby said that these films will be
years.
made available immediately to stations and
sponsors through RKO Television. CBS-TV
will continue to carry Schlitz Playhouse of
Stars, which Revue Productions, Hollywood,
currently produces. Mr. Manby reported that
re-runs will be marketed under another title,
still undetermined.
Unit Four Group to Relinquish
Production of 'Kaiser Hour'
UNIT FOUR, a program packaging group
originally composed of Worthington (Tony)
Miner, Franklin Schaffner, George Roy Hill,
and Fielder Cook, will relinquish production
of the Kaiser Aluminum Hour (NBC-TV,
alternate Tuesdays, 9:30-10:30 p.m. EST)
following the Feb. 12 program.
Talent Assoc. Ltd., an independent packing firm headed by Alfred Levy and David
Susskind, which last year signed an exclusive
production contract with NBC-TV, will take
over the series effective Feb. 26.
Unit Four, which dwindled to three producers-directors lastNovember with the res-

ignation of Mr. Miner, was originally signed
to a one-year contract with NBC-TV effective last June 18. It could not be determined
whether the network would absorb the cost
of cancellation or pass it on to the sponsor,
Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp., serviced through Young & Rubicam, New York.
For some time, Unit Four had been at
odds with both client and agency about the
type of material aired — or scheduled to be
aired — on the series. Late last year, Mr.
Miner resigned, and at the time, a statement
was issued by Unit Four (and agreed upon
by Y&R) that the Kaiser Aluminum Hour
would continue to be a Unit Four production.
New Movie Distribution Firm
Formed as Subsidiary to NTA
FORMATION of NTA Pictures Inc., New
York, as a subsidiary of National Telfilm
Assoc. to function in the theatrical motion
picture distribution field, was announced last
week by Oliver A. Unger, executive vice
president of NTA.
The operating head of this new venture for
NTA will be Erwin Lesser, who has been
named vice president in charge of distribution, Mr. Unger said. Mr. Lesser has been
active in the theatrical film distribution field
for more than 20 years and served most recently with Pacemaker Pictures and Commander Pictures, New York, which he
headed. Earlier he had been associated for
more than 10 years with Paramount Pictures' foreign and domestic departments.
Mr. Unger said that the first two properties that NTA Pictures will handle for theJanuary 28, 1957 • Page 37
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Theodore Hamm Brewing Co. for KSTP-TV
Minneapolis; Kroger Supermarkets for
WKRC-TV Cincinnati; Coca-Cola Co. for
North Dakota and Carling Brewery for
Cleveland.

atrical distribution are "Bells of St. Mary's,"
starring Ingrid Bergman and Bing Crosby,
and "Gulliver's Travels." He said the company currently is negotiating with motion
picture producers for "a flow of a limited
number of outstanding new feature films."
Mr. Unger noted that in entering the theatrical field, NTA, which has been in the
tv distribution business for more than three
years, is reversing a trend of motion picture
companies entering tv.

Screen Gems, N. Y., reports sale of 26 cartoons, produced by Tempi-Toon Co., to
CBS-TV's Captain Kangaroo Show. Screen
Gems will distribute cartoons in 1 1 western
states which do not carry CBS-TV program.
Minot Tv, N. Y., reports sale of The Tracers, half-hour tv film series, to KRCA-TV
Los Angeles, KLRG-TV Las Vegas and
WDBO-TV Orlando, Fla., raising total markets in which series placed to 35.

RKO Teleradio Distribution Pact
Not to Affect Its Tv Operations
RKO Teleradio Pictures' contract with Universal-International Films Inc., under which
the latter organization will distribute motion
pictures begun by RKO film studios prior
to Dec. 31, 1956, will not affect the television operations of RKO Teleradio, Thomas
F. O'Neil, RKO Teleradio president, said
last week. RKO Television will continue to
distribute tv films series as heretofore, Mr.
O'Neil added.
The contract with U-I, Mr. O'Neil said,
was undertaken to reduce overhead and will
result in a savings of about 53% on each
motion picture. He said the company is
considering production of tv film series
based on story material to which RKO
studios holds rights but no firm decision
has been made. The contract with U-I was
announced last week after reports had circulated of RKO's plans to eliminate its distribution organization.
Sterling Tv Appoints Liebeskind
APPOINTMENT of Nat Liebeskind as general manager of Sterling Television Co.,
New York, was announced last week by
Saul J. Turrell, Sterling president. The move
follows Mr. Liebeskind's election to Sterling's board of directors several weeks ago.
Mr. Liebeskind served most recently as
general manager of Times Television Co.,
New York. He is a veteran of the motion
picture and television industries, having
served at various times as general manager
of the Latin American Div. of Universal
Pictures, Warner Bros, and RKO Radio
Pictures.
Ellsworth Film Company Formed
JAMES ELLSWORTH PRODUCTIONS, a
motion picture production company, has
been organized by James Ellsworth, formerly
with Howard Hughes, as president and
David Hayes, associate producer, as vice
president.
Allan Chase, tycoon of the Australian
rice industry and Poncet Davis, rubber and
oil magnate, and others are backing the new
company. It already has a half-hour tv sports
series, Champions of Sports, in the works,
with the initial film, dealing with the Los
Angeles Rams, now completed.
The firm's first theatrical picture will be
a feature film based on the Kraft Television
Theatre telecast "Five Minutes to Live."
Ellsworth headquarters are at 9538 Brighton
Way, Beverly Hills, Calif.
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OFFICIALS of WJIM-TV Lansing and
Gross Telecasting Inc. discuss with
Tony Coats (1), Lansing-Jackson furniture and appliance dealer, his recently completed negotiations with
General Teleradio for the purchase of
the RKO Million Dollar Movies for
the area. At the signing with Mr.
Coats: Keith Oliver (standing), station account executive, and Hal
Gross, president of Gross Telecasting.
In the negotiation Coats scheduled two
full-run movies per week on WJIMTV and also signed for a 15-minute
daily segment across the board and a
saturation spot schedule on WJIM
Radio. Total radio and tv budget by
Mr. Coats for 1957 is about $50,000.

FILM PRODUCTION
Hal Roach Studios is beginning production
of second 39-program series of The Stories
of John Nesbitt, following renewal of the
Sunday CBS-TV series by its sponsor,
American Tel. & Tel. Co., effective in April.
Contract calls for 39 new programs and 13
repeats in full 52-week broadcast cycle.
Jerry Stagg produces series, placed for
AT&T by N. W. Ayer & Son.
Theatrical Enterprises Inc., N. Y., announces its entry into film production with
39 half-hour series, Golf with the Champions, which is being produced in association
with Official Films, same city.
FILM RANDOM

Paramount News Ends Operation
A SECOND movie newsreel will discontinue
its operations. Paramount News, newsreel
operation of Paramount Pictures, will end
a 30-year service to theatres on Feb. 15.
Last August, Warner-Pathe ceased operations. Left in the newsreel field now are Fox
Movietone, Universal News and MetroGoldwyn-Mayer's News of the Day. A decline in newsreel business among theatres is
reported, with reasons given as economy
moves by exhibitors and the competition of
tv news coverage.

SHOTS

ABC Film Syndication moves its N. Y.
offices to Paramount Bldg., 1501 Broadway.
Telephone: Lackawanna 4-5050.
FILM PEOPLE
Association Films, N. Y., has installed Bell
System Teletypewriter Service in its four
exchange centers to simplify and speed up
ordering and booking of public service film
programs. Stations may now send messages
to Association Films by teletype, using one
of the following numbers: Ridgefield, N. J.
—NY 4649; La Grange, 111.— LAG 111
— DL San
1095.Francisco — S.F. 1572 and Dallas
2651;

49 'Rocket 86' Packages Sold
SALES of "Rocket 86" package of feature
films in 49 markets during its first month of
distribution was announced last week by
Harold Goldman, National Telefilm Assoc.
vice president in charge of sales.
The package contains 78 motion pictures
produced by 20th Century-Fox. Among the
stations which bought the films are: KNXT
(TV) Los Angeles, WTOP-TV Washington,
WDSU-TV New Orleans, WKRC-TV Cincinnati, KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City,
KGMO-TV Kansas City, KVOO-TV Tulsa,
KENS-TV San Antonio and KUTV (TV)
Salt Lake City.
FILM SALES
MCA

Tv Film Syndication Div., N. Y., reports sale of State Trooper to Joseph Schlitz
Brewing Co. for WNBQ (TV) Chicago;

William A. Robinson promoted from sales
manager to general manager of sales promotion and training division at Kling Studios Inc., Chicago.
Lou Dickey, sales manager, KMGM-TV
Minneapolis, to Guild Films Co., N. Y., as
midwest sales supervisor.
Maury J. Glaubman, writer-producer, to
Dynamic Films Inc., N. Y., as director of
public affairs division.
James Chapin, producer for General Teleradio Pictures, appointed supervisor of newly-established merchandising department for
UPA Pictures, Burbank, Calif.
Larry Menkin, tv writer-producer, joins Ziv
Tv as associate writer-producer, assigned
initially to West Point unit.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

'never
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a

boy
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a
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.

And it's a man-sized job to effectively blanket ALL the rich retail trading area
that comprises the greater Dallas -Ft. Worth, North Texas market. It's
a market where approximately 64% of all retail sales originate outside
this million-plus metropolitan area. It's a market that only WFAA
covers so well! In fact, it's the station with the largest audience of any radio outlet
in the State of Texas! Why not let your PETRYMAN give YOU the
complete story of the "man-sized radio buy" in Texas?

WFAA

DALLAS
Radio Services of the Dallas Morning News

NBC

•

ABC

•

TQN

Edward Petry & Co.,
National Representatives

Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc.
Northwestern Bank Building, Minneapolis 2, Minnesota, FEderal 8-8401
Mr. Theodore F. Shaker
WXIX Sales Manager
5U5 North 27th Street
Milwaukee 9, Wisconsin

December 3, 1956

Dear Ted
When we told you that national sales for Cream of
Wheat were up 6%, you said, in a half -joking way,
that they must be better than that in Milwaukee.
Well, so help me, you're right. Cream of Wheat sales
in Milwaukee are up 115? so far this year over last.
This is a WXIX success story, for you are the only
station we are using in your market and the majority
of Cream of Wheat's advertising is in television.

Up

This healthy increase is especially significant when
you consider that Cream of Wheat engages in no special
price concessions, cooperative advertising deals or
premium promotions. This sales increase is strictly
the result of good, old-fashioned, straight selling.
So take a bow, Ted, for your great station. And on
behalf of our client Cream of Wheat, sincere thanks.
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AGAIN:

CHARGE

OF

MOORE

suit the local public, and equality of opportunity would be created for non-network
program producers.
KTTV answered point -by -point many
statements made by Dr. Stanton last June.
It charged the network with using a technique in which "CBS first paraphrases the
KTTV statement, changes its meaning, and

REPEATS

NETWORK

MONOPOLY

• 67-page rebuttal takes issue with CBS-Stanton testimony
• Calls for amending FCC rules on option time, must buys
RICHARD A. MOORE, president-general
manager of KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, who
last March charged tv networks with wholesale antitrust violations, opened a new network attack in documents to be published in
the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee's hearing record and made available last week.
Mr. Moore and KTTV told the committee the March charges were "accurate in all
material respects." They denied emphatically the testimony by CBS and Dr. Frank
Stanton, CBS Inc. president, that KTTV's
statements were inaccurate, false, irresponsible and unsubstantiated.
KTTV filed a 67-page answer to Dr.
Stanton's testimony last lune [B»T, June 1 1 ,
1956], charging that network control of
prime evening hours had tended to dry up
the available supply of film programs for
non-network syndication.
Mr. Moore's original testimony, given
the committee March 26, 1956 [B«T, April
2, 1956], had charged that network prac-

MOORE

tices such as time options, must buys and
exclusive dealing features of affiliation contracts were in restraint of trade and violative of antitrust laws. He was supported at
that time by Prof. Donald Turner, of Harvard Law School, who joined in filing a
supplementary statement in conjunction with
KTTV's latest comments.
The hearings last spring revealed the Dept.
of Justice was looking for possible antitrust
aspects of tv network practices.
Mr. Moore originally suggested FCC rules
be amended to control time options and
must-buys, with a concentration of programs from a single program source limited
to not more than 75% of the four established segments of the broadcast day and
of the 7:30-10:30 p.m. period.
In its latest comment KTTV contends
such procedure would restore to television
two basic principles of free broadcasting —
the station would be the judge of its own
program schedule, with more desirable programs appearing in time periods that best

KINTNER

RIDERS

ON

SARNOFF

THE

ANTITRUST

IT ALL BEGAN, in earnest, when Richard A. Moore of KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles went before the Senate Commerce Committee
to charge that network must-buy and option time practices
violate the antitrust laws. That was in March 1956.
THE NETWORKS took issue with Mr. Moore's charges. All
three television network presidents (Kintner, then of ABC;
Stanton of CBS; Sarnoff of NBC) came to Washington to present
their side of the story. Big gun of the network counterattack was
an elaborate presentation on the basics of operational philosophy,
presented by CBS' Dr. Stanton. That was in June.
CAME THEN the Hon. Emanuel Celler, congressman from
New York and chairman of the House Antitrust Subcommittee,
who called the networks onto the carpet in New York to answer
various complaints of monopoly tactics. That was in September.
A STAR WITNESS before the Celler inquiry was Asst. Atty.
Gen. Victor Hansen, who fronts the Justice Dept.'s antitrust
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CELLER

then attempts to refute the changed version."
A separate KTTV memorandum said network practices have made tv a purely national medium during the most convenient
viewing hours. KTTV's plan, it was added,
will restore tv's potential as a local medium
without impairing its national service.
The three tv networks have "absolute
power to decide what the American public
shall and shall not see during its most conviewingthehours,"
memorandum
contends,venient
with
KTTV theproposals
giving
greater freedom of choice to the public by
opening the medium to all creative sources.
A 60-page reply memorandum of law
dealing at length with legal points involved
in network practices and relating these
practices to the antitrust laws was filed by
Mr. Turner; Lloyd N. Cutler, Marshall
Hornblower and Samuel A. Stern, and the
firm of Cox, Langford, Stoddard & Cutler.
In tion
supporting
Moore'sof earlier
that networkMr.control
prime predichours
would sharply reduce available syndicated

HANSEN

MOORE

MERRY-GO-ROUND

division. He told the subcommittee that FBI agents were investigating antitrust aspects of network operation.
NBC HELD its birthday celebration in Miami, and with it got a
rude shock: the Justice Dept. filed an antitrust suit against it
and parent RCA, charging that they had coerced Westinghouse
into an exchange of Cleveland and Philadelphia stations by
threatening cancellation of NBC-TV affiliation. That was
December.
NOT ALL had been heard from. Two weeks ago, Philco filed a
$ 1 50 million antitrust suit against RCA, GE and AT&T, charging
patent monopoly and saying that RCA had forced Philco to sell
its WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia to Westinghouse in the first place.
AND NOW Mr. Moore is back, with a 67-page answer to Dr.
Stanton, as the accompanying story describes. A circle of events
has been circumscribed, but it remains to be seen whether it is yet
a full circle.
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Knowledge

and speed

guide the sur-

geon's hand.
In our fast-moving field, too, knowledgeable decisions frequently must be made
quickly.
That's why . . . when

we give you facts

. . . we're careful to make them accurate,
complete and pertinent. And, whenever
possible, get them to you fast while they
still have meaning

and application.
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GOVERNMENT.
films for sale on a non-network basis, KTTV
claimed CBS forecasts of increased production were proved to be "unfounded and
incorrect." KTTV said an independent film
producer can't afford to produce for small
cities unless the program can be sold for a_
good price in big cities where the best hours
are "almost completely saturated with network programming."
KTTV listed a number of film syndicators
and showed how their production for nonnetwork sale had declined. Here are summaries of KTTV's listings:
Screen Gems — In 1956 has produced or
offered "no new series for syndication," with
all 1956 production for network broadcast.
Guild Films Co. — Had produced or distributed for syndication prior to 1956
Liber ace, Life With Elizabeth, Confidential
File, I Spy, The Goldbergs, Frankie Laine
Show and Florian Zabach. "As of 1956,
production of all of these programs had
been discontinued," KTTV said, with no
new programs produced or offered for
syndication during the year and only one
projected program to be ready in 1957.
National Telefilm Associates — Only one
new series, Sheriff of Cochise, produced
specifically for tv syndication in 1956 "plus
a series of 39 dramatic half-hours, most of
which were produced prior to 1956 for
British television."
Five for Syndication
Television Programs of America — Five
series produced or distributed for syndication prior to 1956 were discontinued; no new
programs for syndication offered in 1956.
TPA has announced one new program for
1957 syndication. Two new series, Lassie
(CBS) and Captain Gallant (NBC) offered
for network release in 1956, KTTV said.
Hal Roach — Prior to 1956 produced, or
aided in production of, My Little Margie,
Trouble With Father, Racket Squad and
Public Defender, all predicated on network
release. Network broadcasts have been discontinued inall cases, KTTV said, and production of new episodes discontinued. Only
1956 program for syndication was Code 3,
KTTV said, with Oh Susanna and Telephone Time produced for CBS.
Ziv Television Programs — KTTV said
Ziv "had apparently made it a practice to
produce and release at least three new programs per year for syndication," but only
offered one in 1956, Dr. Christian. The
West Point Story, according to KTTV, was
not offered for syndication but sold for CBS
broadcast and production of all existing
series except Highway Patrol and Science
Fiction Theatre was discontinued. Men of
Annapolis is offered for 1957 syndication.
MCA TV Ltd. — Only two new programs
offered in 1956, Rosemary Clooney Show
and State Trooper, compared to 15 offered for syndication prior to 1956. Production continued only for Dr. Hudson's
Secret Journal and Studio 57, with these
produced for networks — On Trial (NBC),
Alfred Hitchcock Presents (CBS), The Crusader (CBS), Jane Wyman Theatre (NBC),
General Electric Theatre (CBS) and Schlitz
Playhouse (CBS).
Official Films — Offered no new programs
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for 1956 syndication and discontinued production of programs previously offered for
syndication. Produced Scarlet Pimpernel,
Col. March of Scotland Yard, Secret File
U. S. A. and This Is Your Music prior to
1956 and in 1956 acquired rights to Robin
Hood, which was placed on CBS. Offered
two new programs, The Buccaneers and Sir
Lancelot, released on CBS and NBC respectively.
Hollywood Television Service (Republic
Pictures) — Produced one new series for
1956, Frontier Doctor, which went into syndication after KTTV acquired rights to
series. Prior to 1956, produced award-winning Stories of the Century.
Motion Pictures for Television — Abandoned several series produced or distributed
for syndication prior to 1956 and offered no
new programs for syndication in 1956
KTTV contended the syndication divisions
of the three network companies had similar
experiences. It claimed CBS Film Syndication Div. produced or distributed no new
programs in 1956, as near as it could find,
and discontinued some of the pre-1956
series. One new series scheduled for 1957
syndication but KTTV said, "We understand
that it will be offered with a must-buy requirement whereby the minimum order
would involve the purchase rights for an
entire state."
NBC Film Syndication Div., KTTV contended, had produced or distributed eight
series for syndication prior to 1956 but
offered no new series in 1956 while discontinuing all of the earlier programs. At ABC
three series syndicated prior to 1956 were discontinued and no new programs were offered
or produced for syndication in 1956 except
limited distribution of the Hal Roach property, Code 3, according to KTTV.
"This then is the sad state of television
film syndication brought about by the effects
of option time," according to KTTV. KPRCTV Houston, a network affiliate, also is experiencing shortage
a
of new "first-rate syndicated films," KTTV claimed, citing hearing testimony by Jack Harris, vice president-general manager of the NBC basic affiliate. Also cited were maneuvers involving
Captain Midnight and Tales of the Texas
Rangers, with Tatham-Laird agency presumably influenced by CBS and its owned
Los Angeles station, KNXT (TV), in switching Captain Midnight from KTTV to KNXT
under the network's "must-buy" policy. Later
the program returned to KTTV when the
series was no longer placed by Tatham-Laird
on CBS.
KTTV concluded, "The sponsor of the
Captain Midnight program, freed of the
competitive 'must-buy' restrictions, is enabled to choose his Los Angeles station solely on his and his agency's appraisal of the
particular circumstances in that market,
without conditioning his Los Angeles station
choice upon what stations he uses in other
markets."
In the Pittsburgh market, KTTV stated,
where there is only one vhf station — KDKATV — about 18 half -hours are said to be
available weekly between 7:30-10:30 p.m.,
described as "an enlightened approach."

HILL TO ASK FCC
ABOUT
ALLOCATIONS
• Publishes hearing records
• Cox to leave in 5-6 weeks
THE Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee went into gear last week with its
organizational meeting, amid indications
that the Senate unit will hold hearings by
the middle of next month with the FCC for
a progress report on what the Commission
is doing about uhf-vhf allocations problems.
Kenneth A. Cox, special radio-tv counsel
in the committee's three-pronged probe into
network practices, allocations and subscription tv, said last week that staff reports on
the three phases are being readied and will
be issued as soon as they are approved.
First to be issued, he said, will be the
report on subscription tv, which occupied
a week of hearings last spring [B«T, April
30]. The record of hearings on this phase was
issued last week as "Part III." The toll tv report was said to be ready for submission.
Next will be the committee report on network practices. Hearings on this phase,
"Part I," are being printed and are due for
publication shortly (also see adjacent story).
Third will be the report on allocations,
with the committee probably holding up this
report until after the FCC testimony next
month. Hearings on the allocations phase
were
last week
as "Part
Mr. issued
Cox said
the FCC
will beII."questioned
in the sessions next month mainly on allocabut that
matters tions,also
will possibly
be taken other
up at"collateral"
that time.
No other witnesses have been scheduled.
The FCC also is likely to be questioned by
the committee's Aviation Subcommittee (see
story, page 50 on the propriety of an airline owning or operating a tv station.
Barring unforeseen delays, Mr. Cox plans
to resign his position as staff head of the investigation when the three reports have been
issued. He feels this will be sometime in the
"next five or six weeks, if things move on
He said the Seattle law firm in which he is
aschedule."
partner, Little, LeSourd, Palmer, Scott &
Slemmons, is "impatient" for his return to
Seattle, as is his immediate family. Mr. Cox
was appointed by Chairman Magnuson to
the committee post in late 1955 [B*T,
Dec. 26, 1 955] and was the chief committee
interrogator during the lengthy hearings last
year, although he had had no previous experience inthe broadcast field.
Nicholas Zapple, professional staff communications counsel, will continue to coordinate the investigation. James E. Bailey,
assistant chief counsel of the committee, will
represent the GOP minority in the probe.
Harold I. Baynton is chief counsel of the
committee. Edward S. Jarrett and Bertram
O. Wissman continue as committee chief
clerk and assistant, respectively.
committeelastissued
an "interim
report"
on The
allocations
summer
[B»T, July
16,
1956] offering a "general endorsement" of
a plan announced by the FCC in June [B»T,
July 2, 1956] with some reservations and
with notice that the FCC would be called up
for further reports on its allocation actions.
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FCC

CABINET

PROPOSED

RANK

IN HOUSE

• Bill seeks new department
• Introduced by Rep. Younger

A PROPOSAL to move the FCC and several
other federal agencies, boards and bureaus
into the executive branch of government —
under a department that would be known
as the Dept. of Transportation andby ComRep.
munications— was offered last week
J. Arthur Younger (R-Calif.), a member of
the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee.
Rep. Younger, in a statement accompanying his introduction of the bill (HR 3424),
said many of these agencies were established
as "arms of the Congress, but . . . through
the issuance of rules and regulations, these
independent bodies attempt to circumvent or
nullify acts of the Congress."
Although the "Founding Fathers" originally intended to set up three equal and coordinated government departments — executive, judicial and legislative — a "fourth
branch of the government," which exercises
administrative, legislative and quasi-judicial
functions, has been set up through the creation of independent boards and authorities,
Rep. Younger said.
The proposed Transportation & Communications Dept. would be headed by a member of the President's Cabinet as secretary.
The bill would transfer to the department all
the functions and personnel of:
FCC, Interstate Commerce Commission,
Civil Aeronautics Board, Civil Aeronautics
Administration, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, Federal Maritime
Board, Maritime Administration and the
St. Lawrence Seaway Development Corp.
Functions of the Dept. of Commerce relating to transportation and communications
would be moved to the new department.
The new department also would have an
undersecretary and five assistant secretaries,
to perform duties as prescribed by the secretary. All laws and regulations relating to
the agencies would remain in force except as
rescinded, modified or made inapplicable by
law.
Rep. Younger said that, from his experience on the House Interstate & Foreign
Commerce and the House Government
Operations committees, he has concluded
"our government will function much better
if the work performed by these independent
bodies were supervised by, and made responsible to,the Cabinet and the President
of the United States, who after all bears the
responsibility for the total executive administration ofour government."
The government, he said, is the "biggest
business corporation in the world, and I
know of no corporate setup which permits
groups within the corporation to operate
and function independently of the board of
directors or executive officers of that corporation."
He said records of the House Commerce
and the House Government Operations
Committees
are "replete with examples
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FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey (2d from 1) and Comr. John C. Doerfer
(2d from r) listen intently while the workings of one of the Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters' $15,000 mobile field tests units is being explained by Howard Head,
A. D. Ring & Assoc. (r). At left is Lester W. Lindow, AMST executive director, Mr.
McConnaughey and FCC commissioners were dinner guests of the AMST board
two weeks ago [B«T, Jan. 21].
where conflicts between the independent
agencies have prevented prompt action on
matters vitally affecting the public interest
as well as public safety."
Senate Commerce Committee Meets;
Subcommittee Chairmen Appointed
THE Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee held its organizational meeting
Thursday and chairmen of its four subcommittees in the 84th Congress retained the
same posts, according to Chairman Warren
G. Magnuson (D-Wash).
Sen. John O. Pastore (D-R. I.) remains
as head of the Communications Subcommittee, along with holdovers A. S. Mike
Monroney (D-Okla.), John W. Bricker
(R-Ohio) and Charles E. Potter (R-Mich.).
Sen. Strom Thurmond (D.-S. C.) replaces
Sen. Sam J. Erwin Jr. (D-N. C), who
moved to another committee.
Chairmen of other subcommittees: Sen.
George A. Smathers (D-Fla.), Surface
Transportation; Sen. Monroney, Aviation,
and Sen. Magnuson, Merchant Marine &
Fisheries.
Sen. Magnuson said he had given the
Aviation Subcommittee the "go ahead" to
investigate the "national policy" of whether
a certificated airline should be allowed to
hold a television grant (see story, page 50).
The parent committee has requested
$250,000 for all its investigations and
studies, the same amount approved for
1956.
Winchell Takes Up Ratings
In Talk With Sen. Capehart
WALTER WINCHELL, columnist-commentator, discussed radio-tv ratings with
Sen. Homer E. Capehart (R-Ind.) last week
during a visit to the latter's office, a spokesman for the senator said, but was told that
any investigation of ratings would properly

come under the jurisdiction of the Senate
Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee.
Mr. Winchell said in his syndicated column Wednesday that Sen. Capehart was
"studying a pile of documents debunking
radio-tv ratings." The columnist-commentator has been attacking radio-tv ratings since
NBC-TV dropped his variety show several
weeks low.
ago on grounds the show's ratings
were
Sen. Capehart was next ranking member
of the Senate Commerce Committee upon
the death of Chairman Charles W. Tobey
(R-N. H.) in 1953, but resigned and now
holds memberships on the Senate Banking
&mittees.
Currency and Foreign Relations ComThe Capehart spokesman said the senator
is a "good friend" of Mr. Winchell, but that
the present committees to which he is assigned hold no jurisdiction over broadcast
matters.
House Bills Seek to Amend
Federal Agency Procedures
PROPOSAL (HR 3350) to organize an Office
of Federal Administrative Practice, which
would make recommendations on the procedures and practices of federal agencies,
supervise the assignment of government
hearing examiners to agencies, provide a
career service for government lawyers and
establish standards of conduct and qualifications for attorneys who practice before federal agencies, was introduced last week by
Rep. Dante B. Fascell (D-Fla.).
An identical bill (HR 3349) was introduced
by Rep. William L. Dawson (D-UL), chairman of the House Government Operations
Committee, of which Rep. Fascell is a
member.
Rep. Fascell, who called his bill "The
Federal Administrative Practice Reorganization Act," said it implements proposals approved by the American Bar Assn.'s House
of Delegates.
Broadcasting
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• Issue: National's Miami bid
• Second letter sent to FCC
THE FCC was asked for a "prompt answer"
last week by three members of the Senate
Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee's Aviation Subcommittee on whether the
Commission has considered "public policy"
and sought the opinion of the Civil Aeronautics Board in considering grant of a
tv license to a certificated airline.
The letter, signed by subcommittee Chairman A. S. Mike Monroney (D-Okla.) and
Sens. Frederick G. Payne (R-Me.) and
Alan Bible (D-Nev.), was fired back at the
FCC following the Commission's Jan. 16
reply to a Dec. 28 letter from Sen. Monroney, asking that the FCC defer action in
the Miami ch. 10 case because "there is a
strong likelihood of a grant of a television
license ... to National Airlines" [B*T, Jan.
14].
Sen. Monroney had asked that the FCC
withhold action until the Aviation Subcommittee held hearings on the propriety of an
airline operating a tv station and until the
Senate unit had heard from the Civil Aeronautics Board.
The FCC's reply said the Commission
could not consider Sen. Monroney's letter
in the case because it was not a matter "of
record" under the Communications Act and
Administrative Procedure Act [B«T, Jan.
21].
Action Due Feb. 6
A news release accompanying the letter
signed by the three senators last week said
they "today demanded to know whether or
not the FCC has adopted a policy of granting television and radio licenses to certificated airlines and if so, whether the advice
of the Civil Aeronautics Board was asked
about such a new policy." The trio noted
that its interest is not particularly in the
Miami ch. 10 or any other particular station license, but in the establishment of a
precedent, since certificated airlines "are
granted guarantees of a fair return on their
investment" even though at times they may
not be getting subsidies or mail contracts.
The letter, sent Tuesday to FCC Chairman
George C. McConnaughey:
Dear Mr. Chairman:
This letter is to renew a request, made by
the chairman of the Aviation Subcommittee,
as to the policy of the FCC regarding the
issuance of television or radio licenses to
certificated airlines. Also, it is to renew our
request for information regarding whether
or not the Civil Aeronautics Board has been
consulted on this policy question.
Your letter, as chairman of the FCC,
dated Jan. 16, 1957, to the chairman of the
Aviation Subcommittee was not an answer
at all to these questions.
As chairman of the FCC, you are aware
of the Interstate & Foreign Commerce CornPage 50
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BOXSCORE
STATUS of tv cases before FCC:
AWAITING FINAL DECISION: 9
(Figures in parentheses indicate dates oral
arguments were held.)
Miami, Fla., ch. 10 (7-18-55): Seattle, Wash..
ch. 7 (12-17-56); Indianapolis, Ind., ch. 13
(5-25-56); St. Louis, Mo., ch. 11 (7-9-56);
Orlando, Fla., ch. 9 (6-19-56); Buffalo,
N. Y. ch. 7 (9-24-56); Boston, Mass., ch. 5
(10-29-56); Biloxi, Miss., ch. 13 (12-18-56);
Casper, Wyo., ch. 6.
AWAITING ORAL ARGUMENT: 3
(Figures
in parentheses
indicate dates initial decisions
were issued.)
San Francisco-Oakland, Calif., ch. 2 (6-2556); Pittsburgh, Pa., ch. 11 (7-3-56); Coos
Bay, Ore., ch. 16 (7-20-56).
AWAITING INITIAL DECISION: 3
(Figuresparentheses
indicate dates records werein closed
after hearings.)
Hatfield, Ind.-Owensboro, Ky., ch. 9 (1-755); Toledo, Ohio, ch. 11 (1-25-56); Onondaga-Parma, Mich., ch. 10 (3-2-56).
IN HEARING
7
Beaumont-Port Arthur Tex., ch. 4; Sheboygan, Mich., ch. 4; Pachuta, Miss., ch.
7; Mayaguez, P. R., ch. 3; Victoria, Tex.,
ch. 19; McKeesport-Pittsburgh, Pa., ch. 4;
Beaumont, Tex., ch. 6.
IN COURT:
9
(Appeals from tv grants in U. S. Court of
Appeals, Washington.)
Pittsburgh, Pa., ch. 11; Sacramento, Calif.,
ch. 10; Shreveport, La., ch. 12; Fort Wayne,
Ind., ch. 69; Fresno, Calif., ch. 12; Miami,
Fla., ch.mouth,7;Va., ch.
Wichita,
Kan., ch. La.,
3; Ports10; Shreveport,
ch. 3
(denied
by
appeals
court;
petition
for writ
of
certiorari
submitted
to
U.
S.
Supreme
Court).

mittee's concern over policies affecting television and radio licenses. You also are aware
of its concern over precedents your actions
may set affecting businesses licensed or supervised by other agencies of government.
You should be aware of the fact that certificated airlines enjoy a peculiar and advantageous position over other types of business. They are, under the Civil Aeronautics
Act, granted guarantees of a fair return on
their investment. Even though they may be
operating without subsidies or extra mail
pay over certain periods, the guarantee of a
fair return is there to insure a profit on their
operations. Thus, in almost all business matters, they are closely regulated and supervised by the CAB.
'Extraneous Business'
The intermingling of activities of an airline and its wholly owned subsidiaries in extraneous business can and would seriously
jeopardize the continuance of this guaranteed return contained in the Civil Aeronautics Act.
Our interest as a subcommittee of the
Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee
is not in any particular station license, and
specifically not in ch. 10 Miami, Fla. We
do not care and are not intervening to aid
or to discourage any properly qualified operator from obtaining such a license. It so
happens that this specific case is the first
time, to our knowledge, that the FCC has
given serious consideration to establishing

such a precedent.
The right of any individual stockholder
or group of stockholders of any airline company to form an independent, unrelated
corporation for the ownership of television
or radio licenses is not questioned here, but
the acquisition by a certificated airline,
through its own corporation or through its
wholly owned subsidiary, presents a question
of policy in which we are properly interested.
Therefore, the Subcommittee on Aviation
wishes to renew its request for any information you might have bearing on (1) whether
the matter of public policy has been considered by the Commission as to such ownership, and (2) whether advice, or an opinion,
was asked of the Civil Aeronautics Board
as to the effect of such ownership upon certificated airlines.
Awaiting a prompt answer to these two
questions, we are.
(Senators A. S. Mike Monroney
Frederick
Alan
Bible)G. Payne
'K. C. Star' Monopoly Conviction
Upheld in U. S. Appeals Court
CONVICTION of the Kansas City Star on
monopoly charges was upheld Wednesday
by the U. S. Court of Appeals in St. Louis.
The paper had been convicted on two counts
of monopolistic practices in interstate trade
and was fined $5,000. Emil A. Sees, advertising manager, had been convicted on one
count of attempted monopoly and acquitted
on another, being fined $2,500. The conviction also was affirmed.
The court held that freedom to print
news and express opinions "is not tantamount to having freedom to monopolize."
Roy A. Roberts, Star president-general manager, had been a defendant in the case but
the action was dropped before trial. The
paper and Mr. Sees were charged with
threatening to refuse advertisements if the
advertiser proposed to use other media.
Harriman Recommends Restrictions
For Video Advertising, Servicing
RECOMMENDATIONS
against "bait"
advertising, for control of unethical
practices
in tv set servicing, and a request for an appropriation tofinance a pilot educational tv
station in Albany, as well as state-aid program for educational tv, were contained in
Gov. Averell Harriman's annual message to
the New York State Legislature.
It is expected that legislation embodying
the Governor's recommendations will be introduced asthis year's session gets underway.
Gov. Harriman warned that the practice
of bait advertising — advertising of products
but not making the sale of the products at,
the quoted price — was unfair to both the;
small businessman and the consumer. On
educational tv, the governor recalled that
his administration has sought the funds to
operate a station and to produce films and
other materials for state-wide distribution
and a state-aid program to stimulate community-level educational tv. He noted that
New York at present is operating closedcircuit telecasting in classrooms on an experimental basis.
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you on all the sets in America's
industrial market!

WNEM-TV
climbs sky high in sales power. And for
good reason. The Flint-Saginaw market is spending
and buying more than ever before. Now it's ranked
the nation's 19th industrial market by the U.S.
Department of Commerce.
What's more, our new thousand-and-sixty-foot
tower expands our coverage to 36 counties and over
half a million homes in this four-billion-dollar market.
We're the one station that can reach all 580,536 sets
. . . the only station that can give 87% penetration of
Flint, Saginaw and all of Eastern Michigan. And
we're the first out-state station with full network and
local color film and slide, too.
So, join us on Cloud 5. Cigarettes or cereal, home
permanents

or home freezers— whatever you sell— Mich-

igan's second richest market

buys it by the carload.

Sales offices in Flint, Saginaw and Bay City.

See

your

Petry

man

WNEM-TV

^"-"""N serving Flint, Saginaw, Bay City,
(@=j) Midland and all of Eastern Michigan.

us

there
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Stars

Defend

Legality

Corporate Benefits
RADIO, TV and Hollywood stars and independent producers who have set up personal
holding companies sent legal counsel before
the Internal Revenue Service in Washington
last week to argue for their right to corporate status.
IRS has proposed regulations which, in
effect, would make such holding companies
subject to the same tax as personal income.
The IRS argued that the companies were
established to avoid the 90% or more tax
on large incomes, since corporations pay a
top tax of 52% . Moreover, the proposed
regulations, which have approval of the
Treasury Dept., would be retroactive to
1954. This would enable IRS to collect
back taxes to that date.
The argument offered by Julius Lefkowitz,
West Coast attorney, was typical of those
advanced. He compared the services of top
flight stars in the radio and tv industry with
those of high class dress designers such as
Dior and Mainbocher. He pointed out the
stars had corporations which presented a
packaged product, including talent not only
of the star, but also of writers, producers
and others.
Mr. Lefkowitz pointed out that a buyer
of a dress designed by Dior or Mainbocher
obtained not alone the design of the creator,
but also the services of the workers in the
shop operated by the designer.
The designer is taxed up to 52% on the
corporate income, he argued, saying the
entertainer would be unjustly taxed if the
present code is changed.
Findings of the IRS, after the one-day
hearing, will be passed on to Secretary of
the Treasury George M. Humphrey for a
final decision. Should Secretary Humphrey
stand by the regulations, the issue could then
be taken to the Tax Court.
Of

Broadcast Investigations Unlikely
By Senate Antimonopoly Group
THE Senate Antimonopoly Subcommittee
is unlikely to hold any investigations in the
radio-tv broadcasting field. This is the impression given by Sen. Estes Kefauver
(D-Tenn.), named chairman of the subcommittee at an organizational meeting of the
parent Senate Judiciary Committee last
Tuesday, and Sen. Joseph C. O'Mahoney
(D-Wyo.), who will act as chairman of the
subcommittee on some subjects of investigation.
Both emphasized that they do not intend
to get into a field where the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee has
jurisdiction.
Sen. Kefauver said after the Tuesday
meeting that he would be chairman and
preside over hearings in which he has a
particular interest, while Sen. O'Mahoney
will preside at hearings in which the Wyoming Democrat is interested. Sen. Kefauver
called it a "partnership arrangement."
The Tennessee Democrat said the subcommittee staff hasn't formulated plans on
what will be investigated, but that the staff
currently is making an industry-by-industry
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

GODFREY GETS GO-AHEAD
ARTHUR GODFREY received FCC
permission last week to broadcast
from his airplane while flying to and
from and while over French Equatorial Africa. The special temporary
authorization runs from Jan. 24 to
March 31 and permits the CBS personality to broadcast (via RCA Communications toCBS) during a forthcoming trip to the French territory.
Call letters assigned to Mr. Godfrey's
plane are KD-2713.
Mr. Godfrey's New York office
said Thursday that it still had under
consideration the possibility of scheduling the international broadcasts on
the air. If used they would be carried
on Mr. Godfrey's morning radio show.
Mr. Godfrey's office said he was planning to leave for Africa late in
February.

study to show "overall concentration," and
that the results of the study will be announced later, but not in the near future.
"We want to work with other committees to
the extent we can," he said, adding that the
subcommittee doesn't intend to duplicate any
ground being covered by the Senate Commerce Committee.
Sen. O'Mahoney said the broadcast field
is "not in my jurisdiction" but is rather a
problem of the Senate Commerce Committee. The antimonopoly group will investigate
radio-tv only if it finds evidence of antitrust violations, he said.
The Wyoming Democrat said the subcommittee will be busy with investigations
into anti-merger problems, meat, oil and
other subjects and feels it will have no time
to go into broadcasting, although he said he
has "no doubt" monopoly exists in radio-tv.
Regarding the House Antitrust Subcommittee's investigations in radio-tv in the 84th
Congress, Sen. O'Mahoney said Chairman
Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.) of the antitrust
unit also is head of the parent House Judiciary Committee. Furthermore, he said, the
House Commerce Committee may not be
as concerned about sharing its jurisdiction
in radio-tv with another committee as is the
Senate Commerce Committee;
Sens. Kefauver and O'Mahoney prior to
last week were reported to be vying for the
subcommittee chairmanship, which Sen.
O'Mahoney headed as acting chairman last
year while Sen. Kefauver was campaigning
in the presidential elections.
Other members of the subcommittee:
Sens. Matthew M. Neely (D-W. Va.),
Thomas C. Hennings Jr. (D-Mo.), Alexander Wiley (R-Wis.), William Langer (RN. D.) and Everett M. Dirksen (R-Ill.).
Tv Booster Bill Introduced
ANOTHER bill (HR 3388) that would require the FCC to license tv boosters and vhf
tv translators was introduced last week by
Rep. Walt Horan (R-Wash.). Identical bills
have been introduced earlier in this Congress [B«T, Jan. 14].

Rep. With row Asks
Five- Year Licenses
THE license period of radio and tv stations
would be extended from the present three
years to five under the provisions of a bill
(HR 3514) introduced last week by Rep.
Gardner R. Withrow (R-Wis.).
Rep. Withrow said he is going to ask the
House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee for early consideration of the measure. He introduced the proposal, he said, on
the recommendation of a constitutent, Herbert H. Lee, president of WKTY La Crosse,
Wis.
The Wisconsin Republican said he had not
discussed the proposal with the FCC, but
noted that FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey has advocated extension of the
license period.
He said he believes all broadcast licenses
should be "uniform." Rep. Withrow said a
broadcasters makes "quite an investment"
and is entitled to a longer license period than
the present three years. Besides that, he
added, five-year license periods would "take
quite a load off the FCC, since they wouldn't
have to review and reissue licenses every
three years." If a licensee were found undesirable, he said, the FCC "could always
revoke" the license.
The bill would revise the first two sentences of Sec. 307 (d) of the Communications Act to read: "Sec. 307 (d) No license
granted for the operation of any radio station shall be for a longer term than five
years, and any license granted may be revoked as hereinafter provided. Upon the
expiration of any license, upon application
therefor, a renewal of such license may be
granted for a term not to exceed five years,
if the Commission finds that the public interest, convenience and necessity would be
served thereby."
Tully Joins Saltonstall Staff
In News Secretary Position
VETERAN reporter Francis (Pete) Tully
has joined the staff of Sen. Leverett Saltonstall (R-Mass.) as news secretary. Mr. Tully
previously had been news secretary to Mass.
Gov. Christian Herter.
He was a Capitol Hill reporter for Yankee Network from 1939 to 1950 with time
out for three years of service in the Navy.
Mr. Tully also worked in Portland, Me., at
WCSH on a three-times-a-week commentary which was picked up in Augusta and
Bangor, both Me.
Bill Would Limit Campaign Funds
LOCAL and state political committees would
be restricted to spending $1 million during
an election year and national political committees to $10 million under the provisions
of a bill (HR 1068) introduced by Rep. Hale
Boggs (D-La.). Federal law now restricts
a national committee to $3 million expenditures, but does not limit spending by state
and local committees.
January 28, 1957
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The surest barometer of reader acceptance of any publication
is its paid circulation. Special
people read business and trade
journals for hard news and for
ideas — tools of their professions
or trades. They get their entertainment elsewhere (mostly
from radio and television) .
A paid subscription immediately establishes a contractual
relationship between the subscriber and the publisher. The
subscriber pays his money because he needs the publication
to keep pace with developments
in his own business. He is too
busy to read those publications
which do not meet his requirements, even if they come to him
gratis. Thus, if reader interest
is not sustained, paid circulation
is promptly affected.
B»T for the July -December,
1956 audit period averaged a
paid weekly circulation of 16,959. This is the largest paid circulation in the vertical radio-tv
field. B»T in fact distributes
more paid circulation annually
than the combined annual paid
of all other vertical magazines
in this field.
B«T is a member of the Audit
Bureau of Circulations — the only
paper in our field to enjoy this
privilege. The symbol below is
your guarantee of integrity in
reporting circulation facts to
buyers of space.
There is no blue sky or unverified claims in B«T. That is
why B»T is the basic promotional medium in the radio-tv
field, with 26 years of loyal readership and paid circulation to
back it up.
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WPDQ Stay Plea Says Grantee
Of Ch. 4 Had Gambling Link
JACKSONVILLE Broadcasting Co. last
Wednesday asked the FCC to stay its grant
of ch. 4 in Jacksonville, Fla., to FloridaGeorgia Tv. Co. and to reopen the record,
charging a stockholder-officer of the winning applicant with former personal and
business associations with W. H. Johnston,
who, the petition claimed, was one of the
targets of the Kefauver Crime Committee
investigations in 1951.

City, Mo., and WPOP Hartford, Conn.
In denying the request, the Commission
ruled that WEVD has neither alleged nor
shown there will be immediate or irreparable injury to WEVD or the public if
the approval is allowed to remain in effect
pending outcome of the protest. FCC apthe $133,000 sale last month [B»T,
Dec. 17,proved1956].

Named in the petition's charges is Harold
Cohn, 19% owner and vice president-director of Florida-Georgia and owner of WRHC
Jacksonville. Mr. Cohn said Thursday
through his Washington attorney, Bernard
Koteen, that there is "absolutely no substance to the innuendos" contained in Jacksonville's petition.
The Jacksonville petition for reconsideration claimed that Mr. Cohn held official
positions with Jacksonville Kennel Club
and Orange Park Kennel Club (dog racing)
prior to 1950, both allegedly owned and
controlled by Johnston interests. The charges
further stated that Mr. Johnston formerly
was associated with and a member of the Al
Capone organization in the ownership of
Florida dog racing tracks. Jacksonville
Broadcasting also said that stock in the
Jacksonville Kennel Club was held in the
name of Mr. Cohn's wife from 1944-52 and
that none of these past associations of Mr.
Cohn were mentioned in Florida-Georgia's
application for the channel, as required in
FCC regulations.
Mr. Cohn stated that he had part-time,
seasonal employment at the race tracks, but
that this was not his principal occupation
and that he had never had any connection
with Al Capone in any way.
FCC made the ch. 12 grant to FloridaGeorgia in August 1956 [B«T, Sept. 3,
1956]. Jacksonville Broadcasting operates
WPDQ that city. The City of Jacksonville
(WJAX) also was an applicant for the
channel.

FOUR grants for new am stations — one of
them a hearing case — were made by the
FCC last week.

FCC Denies Request for Stay
On Sale of WBBR Brooklyn
FCC last week denied a request by WEVDAM-FM New York that Commission approval of the sale of WBBR Brooklyn to
Tele-Broadcasters Inc. of New York (H.
Scott Killgore) be stayed until determination of WEVD's protest of the sale.
WEVD, which shares 1330 kc with
WBBR and WHAZ Troy, N. Y., contends
that Tele-Broadcasters is not financially
qualified to operate the station and that contract provisions of the sale are repugnant to
public interest.
The former owner of WBBR, Watchtower
Bible & Tract Society (governing body in the
U. S. of the Jehovah's Witnesses religious
sect), operated the station as a non-commercial outlet. Tele-Broadcasters plans to
place WBBR on a commercial basis. Stations owned by Tele-Broadcasters are KALI
Pasadena, Calif.; WKXL Concord, N. H.;
WKXV Knoxville, Tenn.; KUDL Kansas

Four New Am Outlets
Authorized by FCC

The FCC finalized an examiner's initial
decision recommending grant of 1290 kc,
500 w day, to Bernard & Jobbins Broadcasting Co. Partners James D. Bernard and
Charles W. Jobbins are engineers at KGOAM-FM-TV San Francisco.
Other non-hearing grants made by the
FCC last week went to:
Tucson, Ariz. — Associated Broadcasters
of Tucson, 790 kc, 1 kw daytime, directional antenna. David Drubeck, former employe at KFMV (FM) Los Angeles and
Barnet Sorkin, orchestra leader, are equal
partners.
Everett,
Broadcasting
Paul Crain,
Wash., and

Wash. — Snohomish County
Co., 1230 kc, 250 w unlimited.
manager of KUTI Yakima,
Archie Baker, attorney, are

equal partners.
Ponce, P. R. — Catholic U. of Puerto
Rico, 1420 kc, 1 kw unlimited. Assets will
be held for the university.
Two Win Initial Decisions
In Texas, Connecticut Radio Cases
APPLICANTS for new am stations in
Grand Prairie, Tex., and Groton, Conn.,
received favorable initial decisions from
FCC hearing examiners last week.
Examiner Herbert Sharfman favored
Grand Prairie Bcstg. Co. for 730 kc, 500 w
daytime over the R. M. HetheringtonBernice Schwartz partnership because of
local residence of principals (E. N. Bodine,
Anson B. Brundage and H. H. Chambers),
integration and type and sources of programs. A third applicant seeking the facility
for Arlington, Tex., Radio Center Inc., lost
out when the examiner ruled the station in
Grand Prairie would serve 150,000 more
persons than if located in Arlington.
Lawrence A. Reilly and James L. Spates
were favored for 980 kc, 500 w daytime, in
Groton over the competing application of
Thames Bcstg. Corp. for the same channel
for Bridgehampton, N. Y. Examiner H.
Gifford Irion ruled that the Commission's
rule on interference (10%) would be violated by the proposed Bridgehampton station.
Ike Reappoints Sigurd Larmon
SIGURD S. LARMON, president of Young
& Rubicam, New York, has been nominated
by President Eisenhower to be a member of
the U. S. Advisory Commission on Information, a reappointment for a term expiring
Jan. 27, 1960. Mr. Larmon has served on
the Commission since March 1954.
Broadcasting
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In this mountain-ringed market, the Beeline serves an area with
more than 2V4 million people who have more than $3V2 billion
in
spendable
income. (Sales Management's
Survey
)

1956 Copyrighted

Beeline Radio delivers this rich market in the form of loyal
listeners. And, by using all five stations, you reach them at a very
low cost per thousand.
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SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA • Paul H. Raymer Co., National Representative
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Texas, Florida Station Sales
Receive Commission Approval
THE $300,000 lease-purchase of KBST-TV
Big Spring, Tex., was among station sales
approved by the FCC last week. Others
involved KOSA-TV Odessa, Tex., and
WGMA
Texas Hollywood,
Telecasting Fla.'
Inc. (W. D. [Dub]
Rogers) will hold the KBST-TV construction permit, leasing facilities from Big Spring
Television, with an option to buy 50% at
the end of the five-year rental period. The
new permittee owns KDUB-TV Lubbock
and satellite KPAR-TV Sweetwater, both
Tex. Programming in Big Spring will be
originated both locally and in Lubbock.
Jack C. Vaughn and Grady H. Vaughn
(Texas oil interests) bought 50% of KOSATV for $20,000 and assumption of debt
amounting to about $85,000. C. L. Trigg
retains 40% of the station, and W. B. Stowe
and Brooks L. Harman 5% each.
South Jersey Broadcasting Co. sold
WGMA to Jack Barry, m.c. of Twenty-One
and Tic Tac Dough on NBC-TV, and Daniel
Enright for $65,000. Mr. Barry and Mr. Enright operate the New York radio-tv production firm.
At the time it approved the WGMA sale,
the FCC advised William and Cathryn
Murphy of Hollywood that it did not pass
on matters involved in their litigation against
South Jersey. The Murphys have filed suit
in Camden County, N. J., against South
Jersey, claiming 50% interest in WGMA.
Ogden, Hays Vhf Channels
Asked in Applications at FCC
TWO APPLICATIONS for new tv stations
to operate on vhf channels in Ogden, Utah,
and Hays, Kan., were filed with the FCC
last week.
United Telecasting & Radio Co. is seeking
ch. 9 in Ogden with a power of 9.5 kw and
antenna minus 379 ft. above average terrain.
The applicant proposes to spend $70,000 for
construction with first year operating costs
of $125,000. United Telecasting is owned
80% by United Bcstg. Co. (KVOG Ogden)
and 20% by United Bcstg. principals. Arch
G. Webb is president-general manager;
Richard K. Hemingway, vice president, and
Robert G. Hemingway, treasurer.
Application for ch. 7 in Hays was filed
by KAYS Inc., operator of KAYS there,
proposing 81.3 kw power, antenna 663 ft.
above average terrain, $183,675 for construction and $87,300 to operate the first
year. Ross Beach is president-5 1 % owner
of KAYS and Robert E. Schmidt is general
manager. Mr. Beach will own 50%% of
the new station; Mr. Schmidt 49VS%.
Also last week, ch. 56 WARD-TV Johnstown, Pa., asked FCC authorization to
rswitch to ch. 19, which has been moved by
the FCC from Altoona, Pa., to Johnstown,
• effective Feb. 21. WARD-TV is now on the
.air.
WKLK's Data Held Not Complete
FCC has informed WKLK Cloquet, Minn.,
that its application for license renewal will
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be dismissed and the station will be ordered
off the air unless it furnishes certain information required in a renewal application not
included in the first request. The application,
filed last April, was incomplete in regard to
stockholders and showed that the station's
current liabilities exceeded current assets by
almost $15,000. The FCC wants to know
what plans have been made for liquidating
liabilities and for financing continued operation on lp30 kc with 250 w. The FCC has
given WKLK, which failed to answer three
previous Commission letters 10 days to reply
to this one.
FCC Sets Feb. 25 Deadline
For Proposed Fm Reassignments
FCC last week invited comments by Feb.
25 on proposed rule making proceedings regarding the request of General Broadcasting
Corp. to reassign certain fm channels in
the New York-New England area. General
Broadcasting, licensee of WEMX (FM)
New York, WTMH (FM) Providence,
R. I., and WFMQ (FM) Hartford, Conn.,
requested the changes in order to establish
a concert music network.
Proposed changes would exchange ch.
271 for 236 in Worcester, Mass.; delete ch.
270 from Holyoke-Springfield, Mass., 290
from Albany, N. Y., and ch. 250 from
Boston; exchange ch. 290 for 291 at Hartford; 291 for 290 at Bay Shore, N. Y.; exchange 300 for 282 at Keene, N. H., and
241 for 283 at Mt. Washington, N. H.
General Broadcasting plans to include its
three stations in the network, plus an unnamed existing fm in Albany, WGHF (FM)
Brookfield, Mass., and a proposed new fm
in Boston.
WJBF (TV) Tower Gets Panel Okay
THE WASHINGTON (D. C.) Airspace
Panel of the Air Coordinating Committee
has approved the proposed 1,292 ft. tower
of WJBF (TV) Augusta, Ga. If approved by
FCC, WJBF's new tower will be located
nine miles southeast of Augusta. The ch. 6
outlet's present 497 ft. tower is situated three
miles northeast of the city. The Washington
panel also approved a six-element array for
KCBQ San Diego, Calif., each 195 ft. above
ground.
Gray Appointed ODM Director
GORDON GRAY, for many years a principal in Piedmont Publishing Co., WinstonSalem, N. C. (WSJS-AM-TV), is slated to replace Arthur S. Flemming as director of the
Office of Defense Mobilization. Mr. Gray, a
Democrat, was Secretary of War during the
Truman administration and has held many
key government and defense positions. He
resigned as Secretary of War in 1950 to
become president of U. of North Carolina.
Recently Mr. Gray has been serving the
Eisenhower administration as assistant secretary of defense for international security
affairs. His new post has cabinet rank. Mr.
Flemming is to return to the presidency of
Ohio Wesleyan U. '

FCC Should Reaffirm Tv Grant
To KFDM, Broadcast Bureau Says
THE FCC's Broadcast Bureau has recommended that the Commission reaffirm its
1954 grant of Beaumont, Tex., ch. 6 to
KFDM that city.
In proposed findings, the Broadcast Bureau said that the agreement with W. P.
Hobby (KPRC-AU-FM-TV-Houston Post)
to purchase 32.5% of the licensee of
KFDM-TV did not change the basic reasons
for preferring KFDM over KRIC Beaumont
(Beaumont Enterprise and Journal) — diversification ofthe media of mass communications. The Broadcast Bureau also said that
Grade B overlap between KPRC-TV and
KFDM-TV was insignificant.
In the original grant, KFDM was preferred over KRIC and KTRM Beaumont.
Mr. Hobby at that time held an option to
buy into KTRM if it was successful in its
bid for the tv channel. Following the FCC's
decision, KFDM, KTRM and Mr. Hobby
came to an agreement which saw KTRM
drop its application in exchange for $55,000
in out-of-pocket expenses. Mr. Hobby
loaned this $55,000 to KFDM, which turned
the money over to KTRM. Mr. Hobby also
secured the 32.5% option to buy into
KFDM-TV when its grant was finally affirmed.
Following this agreement KRIC won an
appeals court ruling that the FCC must reopen the hearing record to take into account
this change in potential ownership of the
ch. 6 Beaumont station. The FCC last July
reopened the hearing, with FCC Hearing
Examiner Annie Neal Huntting presidingFCC Renews

License For WFPA,

Reverses Examiner's Ruling
REVERSING a 1955 examiner's recommendation for revocation, the FCC has renewed the license of WFPA Fort Payne,
Ala. Questions at issue were the financial
qualifications and alleged financial misrepresentations ofGeorge A. Gothberg Jr., who
bought the Alabama outlet in 1952.
The Commission held that although there
were inconsistencies in Mr. Gothberg's reports to the FCC and his testimony in a divorce trial in DeKalb County, Ala., these
did not disqualify him. The Commission
added that there was no question involved
regarding proper operation of the Fort
Payne station.
Bristol Reconsideration Denied
FCC Friday announced denial of petition by
Tri-Cities Tv Corp. for reconsideration of
April 1956 grant of ch. 5 Bristol, Va., to
Appalachian Broadcasting Corp. (WCYB
Bristol) and denial of Tri-Cities application.
Petition included pleas by City of Kingsport,
Tenn.,
merce. and Kingsport Chamber of Com-

Edward Tait Nominated to FTC
PRESIDENTIAL nomination of Edward T.
Tait of Pennsylvania to the Federal Trade
Commission was sent to the Senate last
week. He received an interim appointment
Sept. 26, 1956, for a term of seven years.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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Dressed dogs (red hots with chili) are big sellers in Atlanta,
because you get more for your money, greater satisfaction. Like
using WAGA-TV, which gives you greater coverage with its
taller tower and maximum power. You reach 17 to 22% more
people with 14 to 16% more spendable income than stations £
"A" or "B" can offer. And you get more viewers as ARB and
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GOVERNMENT
RETMA
On

Probe

Asked

Equipment

Sales

THE FCC last week got riled at radio
equipment salesmen who have been promising customers of non-broadcast equipment
that they will take care of FCC licenses.
In a letter to the Radio-Electronics-Television Manufacturers Assn., FCC Chairman
George C. McConnaughey asked for an investigation ofthese practices among RETMA
member companies and a report to the FCC
on what will be done to remedy the situation.
The chairman's letter was made public at
the FCC. Normally, communications of this
kind are considered confidential. RETMA
officials said they did not completely understand the reasons for the letter. They said
they had heard of some off-beat situations,
but were not aware that there was any widespread practice contrary to FCC regulations.
From Commission sources it was ascertained that in the past two years, several
dozen instances had occurred where equipment salesmen — many representing major
radio equipment manufacturers (some of
whom hold FCC licenses for mobile and
other non-broadcast stations) — had given
purchasers wrong advice regarding compliance with FCC regulations. One instance
which had recurred several times, it was
understood, was where a customer applied

for and received an FCC permit to operate
a non-broadcast station. When this customer
placed an order for the equipment specified
in the permit, the salesman would tell him
the specified equipment was unavailable but
that another type was ready for shipment
and that it was perfectly all right to use with
the license. In these instances, it was learned,
licensees would not only begin operating
with equipment other than that specified in
the license but in many cases on different
frequencies than those authorized.
In other instances, the salesmen would fill
out forms for FCC authorization after selling the equipment but would fail to warn
the customer that he was not to operate until he received FCC approval.
In his letter to RETMA, Mr. McConnaughey declared that some of the information
and advice offered by salesmen were "inaccurate, improper, misleading and in contravention ofexpress provisions of the statute and the rules and regulations." He also
said that some of these activities might be
considered "unauthorized practice of law."
Much of these difficulties, Mr. McConnaughey said, stemmed from "overzealousness" on the part of manufacturers' representatives without the knowledge of management. He added that the FCC was considering undertaking an investigation of these
practices, but desired RETMA to seek a
remedy among member-manufacturers before the FCC itself moved.

WWJ-TV Shows Judge Sworn In;
Future Hopeful Asks Equal Time
A UNIQUE Sec. 315 question has been
posed for the FCC — and hope is that an
answer can be given soon.
Seems WWI-TV Detroit included in a
Ian. 3 newscast the swearing-in ceremony
of Common Pleas Court ludge Elvin L.
Davenport, appointed by Michigan Gov.
Mennen Williams.
Allan H. Blondy, former state senator,
Democratic candidate for the judgeship,
claimed he was entitled to equal time under
the provisions of Sec. 315 of the Communications Act because Judge Davenport, Mr.
Blondy asserted, must run for election to the
post in April. Station officials demurred;
Don De Groot, asst. general manager of the
Detroit Evening News station, notified Mr.
Blondy that the station felt its coverage of
Judge mateDavenport's
oath-taking
was a legitinews events and
did not require
equal
time for other candidates for the same
Mr. Blondy then took his plea to the FCC,
position.
talking to Richard A. Solomon, asst. FCC
general counsel. Mr. Solomon said, Mr.
Blondy declared, that the issue had never
been raised before and that the Commission
would
act promptly upon receipt of detailed
information.
Appeals Court Asked to Rule
'Play Marko' Show No Lottery
A FEDERAL appeals court has been asked
to rule that Play Marko, a bingo-type tv program, islegal. Arguing before a three-judge
appellate panel in Washington, The Caples
Co., Chicago advertising agency, which
holds title to Play Marko, argued that the
program is not a lottery. It declared that
both the Post Office Dept. and the Dept.
of Justice had never questioned the legality
of the program.
Last year, the FCC advised several tv stations that it had doubts about the legality of
Play Marko. The stations immediately
dropped the program. Upon an appeal by
The Caples Co., the Commission ruled that
the program contained the elements of a
lottery. The court appeal followed.
Key to the controversy is whether the
need for a player to go to a store to pick up
a Play Marko card constituted consideration.
There usually are three elements which in
combination constitute a lottery. These are
consideration (payment), chance and a prize.
The Commission held that requiring televiewers to go to a retail establishment in
order to pick up the bingo-like card — where
they also may make other purchases —
was consideration in the meaning of the lottery laws. The Caples Co. argued that this
was not so; that there was no payment involved inpicking up the card. The NARTB
joined the Caples Co. as a friend of the court
in urging this construction.
The argument was heard by Circuit Judges
David L. Bazelon, Charles Fahy and John
A. Danaher. Leonard Steibel, New York,
argued for the Caples Co.; Daniel R. Ohlbaum, for the FCC.
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The Area Pulse of the Knoxville market, recently released,
included 72,000 personal quarter-hour reports — 6 a.m. to
midnight, Monday through Friday, October 15-19, 1956. Besides
counties shown on the map, the survey included Wise County
in Virginia, and Beathitt, Knox and Letcher Counties in Kentucky.
This 61-county area has 421,700 radio families.
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4. ALSO, from 6 p.m. to midnight,
WNOX alone had 72% as many
listeners in the 61-county area as
these 53 stations combined.

in Tennessee,
more

business

East Tennessee's NUMBER ONE Radio Station
10,000 watts — 990 Kilocycles— CBS Radio
• Telecasting

3. 53 stations located outside Knoxville are heard in various parts of
the 61-county area. From 6 a.m. to
6 p.m. during the entire five-day
period covered, WNOX alone had
two-thirds as many listeners in the
61-county area as these 53 stations
combined.

5. Day and night, WNOX has more
than twice the audience of any
other Knoxville station.

. .

do business

Pulse:

2. From 6 p.m. to midnight, WNOX
does reach more listeners than all
other Knoxville stations combined.

quarter-hour

from

the Area

1 . Day and night, WNOX comes within 5 percent of having MORE
AUDIENCE than all other Knoxville stations combined.
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

GOVERNMENTHarmon

Named

to TASO

Post

RALPH N. HARMON, engineering vice
president of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.,
has been appointed vice chairman on transmitting equipment for the Television Allocations Study Organization (TASO), WBC
announced last week. No other appointments to the 10 panel committees have yet
been announced. Dr. George R. Town, executive director of TASO, said last week
he intended to release the full complement
of panel chairmen when he had acceptances
from all who have been invited to become
chairmen. There are still one or two people
who have not responded to the invitations,
he said.
FCC Clears ABC in San Diego
ABC was vindicated when the FCC issued
an amended final decision in a protest case
against the network's affiliation with XETV
(TV) Tijuana, Mexico. The Commission revised afinal decision [B»T, Oct. 22, 1956] to
declare that ABC's arrangement to feed
kinescopes and film to the San Diego market
ch. 6 outlet without FCC approval is no

NEW

PR

ESTABLISHED

WCDA-B
WAAM
WBEN-TV
WJRT

B&B

the agency's P. R.
department, vice
president,
and William R. Baker
Jr.,
MR. STEVENSON

B&B board chairman, to chairman
of the new com-

O'Rourke
will not join the organization,pany. Mr.and
is expected to announce his future plans at a

Albany
Baltimore
Buffalo
Flint

WFMY-TV

Greensboro

WTPA

Harrisburg

WDAF-TV

Kansas City

WHAS-TV

Louisville

WTMJ-TV

Milwaukee

WMTW

BY

ESTABLISHMENT of a wholly-owned
public relations subsidiary, General Public
Relations Inc., was announced last week by
Benton & Bowles, New York. The new firm
will commence operations next Friday.
B&B's president, Robert E. Lusk, said the
new subsidiary will combine both the resources of Benton & Bowles' public relations
department with that of Burns W. Lee-Patrick O'Rourke Inc., a West Coast public
relations firm that has been servicing such
national and regional accounts as Minute
Maid orange juice. This account, a B&B
spokesman indicated last week, will be resigned because of a product conflict.
Officers of the new company will be Ward
B. Stevenson, Benton & Bowles vice president and public relations director, who will
become president
of General Public
R e 1 a tions Inc.;
Burns W. Lee, executive vice president; Robert L.
Jordan, manager of

reflection on ABC's character qualifications.
The protest was filed by San Diego tv stations seeking to have the FCC forbid ABC
to affiliate with the Mexican station. One of
their points was that ABC's kine and film
arrangement with XETV should have had
Commission approval. Revision of the final
decision negated that charge.

SUBSIDIARY

Mt. Washington

WRVA-TV

Richmond

WSYR-TV

Syracuse

The only
exclusive TV
national
representative
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Harrington, Righter and Parsons, Inc.
NEW YORK, CHICAGO, SAN FRANCISCO, ATLANTA

later date.
GPR's New York offices will be adjacent
to those of Benton & Bowles, at 444 Madison Ave., and later this year, at the agency's

MR. LEE

MR. JORDAN

new headquarters, 666
at the former
Hollywood offices will be
Fifth Ave. GPR's
Lee-O'Rourke quarters at 607 S. Hobart
Blvd., Los Angeles.
Though several other large agencies have
established their own, wholly-owned public relations firms, notably, McCann-Erickson's Communications Counselors Inc., and
Young & Rubicam's Bureau of Industrial
Service — allowing them to take on as clients
accounts that are not necessarily serviced by
the
parent agency
— Benton
Bowles'
is reportedly
the first
in which& an
agencymove
has
merged with an outside public relations company. While General Public Relations Inc.
will be free to solicit accounts on its own,
Mr. Lusk pointed out that it will not accept
clients whose products are "competitive to
the interests of Benton & Bowles advertising
Television program publicity will be continued to be handled by Jean Meredith on
the
West Coast and Burt Schultz in New
clients."
York.
Taplinger-Ruff Union Dissolved
THE month-old merger by Carl Ruff Assoc.
and Robert S. Taplinger & Assoc., New
York, public relations firms, which was announced shortly after Mr. Taplinger resigned to become vice president and public
relations director of Warner Bros. Pictures,
will be terminated Feb. 1, it was learned last
week. The Taplinger firm, which will once
again bear the corporate name of Robert S.
Taplinger & Assoc., will choose a new president within a week.
Ryan, Norris Form Ryan-Norris
FORMATION of the Ryan-Norris service
agency in Hollywood has been announced
by the two principals, Helen Ryan and Helen
Norris, both 10 year veterans in west coast
public relations and advertising. Specializing
in public relations programs and promotional
campaigns for advertising agencies and
clients, Ryan-Norris is headquartered at
6235 Hollywood Blvd. Telephone is Hollywood 5-7310.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES PEOPLE
Richard C. O'Hare, former FCC attorney
and associate of Dempsey & Koplovitz law
firm, joins Washington law firm of Corcoran,
Youngman & Rowe.
Broadcasting
Telecasting

We'll

file

it

as

you

suggest,

Miss

Gatten

.

But before we do, we'd like other broadcasters to see your letter.
And to remind them that the women's programs you mention are only a few among
the more than 60 a day United Press supplies for radio and television.
A series of pocket-size folders, like the one shown here, tells all
about them— and lists their 200 kinds of sponsors. A note to United Press,
220 East 42nd Street, New York, will bring a set . . .
Thank you, Miss Gatten, for the fan mail. Now, to our filing.

P

WCHF

P. NEWS PRODUCES

. . . 1150 on every radio

Chippewa Falls Broadcasting Co., Inc.
CHIPPEWA FALLS, WISCONSIN

UNITED PRESS ASSOCIATIONS
220 Bast 42nd Street
Hew York 17, N.Y.
Gentlemen t
You might file this letter under the general
classification of "fan mail."

(UP)

I have been airing a 15-minute woman's show
for approximately 3 months using all your material
of interest to women.
I must say that I have never
been more pleased with anything I The oompliments
I reoeive on the show are numerous, and* I believe
muoh
staff.of the oredit goes to your excellent women's
Just thought I'd let you know my feelings;
Sinoerely,
keep up the good work!

Karen Oatten

Broadcasting

Telecasting
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Important

JAMES LUCE
Associate Media Director
J. Walter Thompson
"Paid
circulation,
as
measured
by A.B.C.,
is the
only measurement of reader interest
and. reader
responsiveness. Paid circulation is self-purging and
the man who pays his money intends to read
the periodical. This is the principle behind
A.B.C. and it's the sound way to buy space."

FRANK COULTER, JR.
Associate Director, Media Relations
Young & Rubicam, Inc., New York
"Vve
feltmore
that responsive
a paid circulation
magazine
must always
be a little
in its editorial
policy to the needs of its readers . . . (the reader)
can just as easily knock off his name if he
does not feel that the magazine is doing a conscientious editorial job. Since A.B.C. audits only
paid circulation, this becomes an important
measure of reader response."

ROGER C. BUMSTEAD
Media Director, New York
MacManus, John & Adams, Inc.
"B*T's admission to the Audit Bureau of Circulations is a significant milestone in your history.
A.B.C. membership is perhaps the most meaningful and significant yardstick of a publication's
standing in its field."

DR. E. L. DECKINGER
Vice President, Charge of Media Strategy
Grey Advertising Agency, Inc.
"A.B.C. reports are to the agency space
buyer what a law library is to the attorney —
indispensable for the efficient exercise of his professional function. Paid circulation is a vital
dimension in the measurement of publication
acceptance. We who grew up in the era of A.B.C.
find it hard to understand how advertising
even managed to function without it."

EDWARD A. FONTE
Director of Media
The Joseph Katz Company
"A.B.C. is the accepted source of circulation
figures and its prestige stands alone in the publication field. An advertiser can buy an A.B.C.
publication with more confidence because
every subscription is a paid subscription."

FRANK KEMP
Vice President and Media Director
Compton Advertising, New York
"I'm highly in favor
of AuditthatBureau
of Circulations, and believe
all trade
papers
should be audited."

Media

Audit

B*T

Buyers

Rely

Bureau

is

the

vertical

only

Bureau

in

Circulations

magazine

radio-tv

membership

Audit

of

on

field

in

the

with

the

of

Circulations

Here's a cross-section of media buyers — and what they say about
the Audit Bureau of Circulations. Their remarks were stimulated
by Broadcasting-Telecasting's

recent admission

to A. B. C.

B«T has the largest 'paid circulation in its field. B«T
distributed more paid circulation in four months than all others
in the field combined

distribute in a year.

There's no abracadabra to Audit Bureau audits. It is a standard
of measurement of PAID circulation. The rules were written by
advertisers and agencies. B»T has met them, alone in its field.

I]
Executive and Publication Headquarters
B*T Building, 1735 DeSales St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.

NEW YORK
444 Madison
Plaza 5-8355
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CHICAGO
360 N. Michigan
Central 6-4115

HOLLYWOOD
6253 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood 3-8181
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NETWORKS

MBS
Mutual

CONSIDERS
officials

to seek

A NEW TYPE of network operation built
almost wholly around newscasts — and conceivably eliminating "entertainment" program ing— is being considered by Mutual
officials, it was learned last week.
Without spelling out details, MBS authorities acknowledged that a number of
new possibilities regarding programming are
being studied but stressed that no decisions
have yet been made.
They said the plans will be taken up with
members of the Mutual Affiliates Advisory
Committee, to get their reaction, at a meeting called for Chicago on Thursday and
Friday.
President John Poor confirmed that Mutual officials are considering program
changes that would put the emphasis on
news, that some of these plans envision a
curtailment of other, or entertainment, programming, but emphasized that they are all
tentative plans thus far. They have been
discussed with some affiliates, he said, and
seemed to arouse favorable interest.
Another network source, equally reluctant to discuss details, said the plans envision
a service as nearly as possible in line with
what the stations want and need in this day
of changed listening habits. He, too, stressed
the uncertain status of the plans at present,
but said MBS hoped to "make a survey" in
the next 10 days and then "make up our
minds."
In brief, the plans envision five-minute
network newscasts every half-hour — on the
hour and half -hour. Whether the network or
the stations would pay for the lines apparently is still a matter to be decided. But
authoritative sources indicated that half of
the newscasts would be for sale by Mutual;
the other half for local sale by the stations.
Checks with a number of affiliates who
have been approached by Mutual indicated
some differences as to the degree of entertainment program curtailment being considered.
Some felt all programs of an entertainment nature — dramas, mysteries, etc. —
would be eliminated if the plan goes through,
but that Mutual would continue and perhaps
intensify its coverage of sports, thus making

LAKE

CHARLES
the

CK Negro Radio Buy
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HEAVY

reaction

of affiliates

NEWS
at Chicago

FORMAT
meeting

this

week

tal of world news — and there was some speculation that Washington might become the
network's news center.
The network already is relatively heavy
on news programs, with Kraft Foods and
Miles Labs together accounting for a total
of about 70 a week.
Established commentators such as Fulton
Lewis jr. and Gabriel Heatter would be
continued under the present thinking, it was
understood, and conceivably the number of
commentaries might be increased.
In stressing the tentative nature of the
plans thus far, Mr. Poor noted that Mutual
is constantly trying to improve programming
and to evolve plans that will benefit both
the affiliates and itself, and said it was as
part of this regular search for improvements
that the new ideas were evolved.

JOHN BARTON POOR
HE HOLDS NEWS TO BE MUTUAL'S KEY
Mutual largely a "news and sports network"
along lines already adopted by many stations individually.
Others felt there would be curtailment but
not complete elimination of entertainment
programs.
There appeared to be general agreement
that in putting primary emphasis on news,
Mutual undoubtedly would lay increased responsibility on its Washington news staff —
since Washington is the acknowledged capi-

NBC

Radio

Rings

Up

Another $1 Million
SALES amounting to more than $1 million
in net advertising, including $300,000 in
new business, were completed by NBC Radio in a one-week period, it was announced
last week by William K. McDaniel, vice
president, NBC Radio network sales.
Mr. McDaniel, who pointed out that these
sales were achieved on top of NBC Radio's
$7 million in net advertising billings during
December 1956, listed the following new
advertisers:
North American Philips Co., New York,
through C. J. LaRoche & Co., New York,
50 participations a weekend on Monitor
for 10 weeks, starting in April; Calgon Inc.,
Pittsburgh, through Ketchum, McLeod &
Grove, Pittsburgh, 13-week campaign of 26
participations in the new Bill Goodwin Show
(Mon.-Fri., 1:05-2 p.m. EST), starting Feb.
20; Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee,
through Bert S. Gittins Adv., Milwaukee, a
special Biographies in Sound program honoring Thomas A. Edison on Feb. 11 (8:058:55 p.m. EST);
Knapp-Monarch Co., St. Louis, through
Frank Block Assoc., St. Louis, a five-week
schedule of 20 participations on Monitor
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He emphasized also that the MAAC meeting was not called primarily for, and will
not be concerned solely with, the new program plans. He said it is one of a regular
series of network meetings with MAAC
members in which the common problems
of Mutual and its affiliates are considered
and plans affecting both are discussed. This
week's, he added, will be the first since the
regular elections of new MAAC members.
The group is also slated to elect a chairman at this time.
The Shore
meeting
will Mr.
be held
Lake
Club.
Poor atandChicago's
Station
Relations Vice President Robert Carpenter
are slated to head the network delegation.
during April; Maytag Co., Newton, Iowa.,
through Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, for 100
participations on Monitor over three weeks;
Evinrude Motors, Milwaukee, through Cramer-Crasselt Co., Milwaukee, a ten-week
schedule of one minute participations on
Monitor, starting this spring.
Renewal contracts, Mr. McDaniel said,
came from the American Oil Co. for its
52-week campaign on Monitor; Sun Oil Co.
for
ough-Frida
y 'evening
Threeits
StarMonday-thr
Extra news
programs
for 52
weeks, and the Norwich Pharmacal Co. for
its participations on NBC Bandstand, Five
Star Matinee and Monitor.
WGIR Joins CBS Network
AFFILIATION of WGIR Manchester,
N. H., with CBS Radio was announced last
week by William A. Schudt Jr., vice president in charge of station relations. The station joins CBS Radio as a secondary affiliate
but will become a primary in the supplementary group on next July 22, when it will
replace WFEA as an affiliate.
WGIR is owned and operated by Northeast Broadcasting Corp. The station operates on 610 kc with 5 kw daytime and 1 kw
nighttime.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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NETWORKS
PRESIDENTIAL
• CBS-TV, NBC-TV

OATH

VIDEOTAPED

record inaugural swearing-in ceremony

• First use of portable film processor made

by CBS-TV News

can process 45 feet of film per minute, using
standard photographic developing solutions
and producing film with quality comparable
to
that produced by large commercial laboratories.

• Estimated $682,000 spent for preemption, coverage costs
AN HISTORIC 43rd Presidential inauguration was amply covered Monday by radio
and tv, with television scoring two outstanding electronic developments:
• Both CBS-TV and NBC-TV recorded
President Eisenhower's actual swearing-in
ceremony on Ampex video (magnetic) tape
and then replayed it less than an hour afterward.
• CBS reported that its news operation
made the first commercial use of a new and
small portable, high-quality film processing
machine. CBS News reportedly shot and distributed more than 10,000 feet of film to

approximately $45,000; tv pre-emptions
placed at about $360,000 and radio preemptions inthe vicinity of $22,200.
Full complements of personnel and equipment were mustered by all of the networks
in covering the ceremony, the parade and
the inaugural balls.
NBC reported it telecast five hours and 45
minutes of the events with the parade coverage continuing until 4:45 p.m. EST. On
radio, NBC covered events from 1 1 : 30 a.m.
to 2:30 p.m., and from 10:30 p.m. to 1 1
p.m. CBS Radio also started its coverage at
11:30 a.m. CBS-TV claimed it was on the

'Pressure Groups' Pose Problem
To Networks, Says CBS-TV Official
CHIEF PROBLEMS in public relations
facing television networks lie in the areas of
the special publics often called "pressure
groups." Robert Strunsky, copy director of
CBS-TV, told a meeting of the Assn. of
Advertising Men and Women last week at
the Hotel Biltmore in New York.
Mr. Strunsky indicated the range of "pressure groups," covering such diverse areas
as lobbies, nationality organizations, business, educational and religious groups, and
claimed they had certain common characteristics "which endow them with a degree of
strength and power out of all proportion to
their size." Mr. Strunsky described these
pressure
groups inasthebeing
"cohesive,
articulate and skilled
techniques
of making
their influence felt" and added that each
group has "a formulated program of action
or a specific set of principles which it is in-

TWO VERSIONS of the same historic moment were telecast 30 minutes apart by
CBS-TV. Here's how — within the limits of still camera ability to reproduce tv
pictures — the principals looked each time. CBS-TV photographed one picture
as it appeared live on the television screen. The other also was shot off the tube,
but as it appeared a half-hour later on Ampex video tape. Witnessing the exchange between Chief Justice Warren and President Eisenhower is John T.
Fey, clerk of the Supreme Court. Former President Hoover appears in the background, at left on tape, live on the right.
more than 100 domestic and foreign subscribers.
Unusual in the coverage of the inauguration was a telecast of a buffet luncheon
attended at the U. S. Capitol by President
Eisenhower, Vice President Nixon and other
dignitaries and their wives. Viewers could
see but not hear the president as he ate and
chatted informally with those about him at
the table.
A tidy, estimated sum of $682,000 was
spent by the radio-tv networks alone for preemption and actual coverage costs: tv coverage set at about $255,000; radio coverage at
BUY

SOUND-FACTOR.

PLAN

WSRS
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air with inauguration programming for six
hours and 45 minutes (11 a.m.-5 p.m. and
then 11:15 p.m.-midnight). ABC extended
its tv and radio coverage from the original
1 1 a.m.-3 p.m. hours it had set aside to
another hour and a half to telecast more of
the late-running inaugural parade.
CBS-TV video taped the oath-taking ceremony, replaying it on the network about 30
minutes after the actual swearing in at approximately 12:25 p.m. EST, and for a
third time still 30 minutes after the second
replay. NBC-TV reported that it played its
video tape recording of the same scene less
than a half-hour after the actual ceremony.
Observers thought the tape picture had
extremely good quality, although it was
noted that a slight streak appeared for a
short time.
CBS News' film processing machine,
which measures 29 x 20 x 36 in., can be
shipped by air to any point in the U. S. or
abroad. It requires no special dark room
since it is a magazine-load type processor
and can operate on a normal 110 volt power
line. According to the network, the machine

on advancing."
Thetent television
industry. Mr. Strunsky said,
has not produced "a schematic program" to
meet the public-relations problems indicated
and none is likely to be produced. But he
added the networks meet each problem as
it arises, and also apply "certain basic principles of fairness and balance which have
been established and are operating." He cited
the "equal time" provision for the discussion of controversial issues and for appearances by candidates for political office and
the NARTB Code governing questions of
good taste, the quality and duration of commercials and injunctions against the use of
racial and religious stereotypes.
Speedway Bcstg. Network Gets
Rights to Broadcast Auto Races
EXCLUSIVE rights for broadcast coverage
of some 16 automotive racing events this
year have been obtained by Speedway
Broadcasting Network, it was announced
last week by James E. Ford, president of the
new organization.
Network plans to cover races in an area
extending from Illinois to the East Coast.
Each broadcast will run approximately 90
minutes on either Saturday or Sunday. Membership in the network is being offered to
stations in Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Southern
Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York
and New Jersey at the outset and will be
extended elsewhere in the country sometime
in the future.
According to Mr. Ford, member stations
would pay 8% of their one-time Class "A"
hourly rate for each quarter hour of a broadcast and would arrange and pay local facility charges. Provision would be made for
local station spots, one-minute every ten
minutes, and a limit of one station per area,
with right to sell its own exclusive coverage.
Broadcasting
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HAUSMAN,

ZORBAUGH

NEW
CBS RADIO V.P.'S
• Former to advertising post
• Latter general attorney
APPOINTMENT of two new CBS Radio
vice presidents was announced last week by
Arthur Hull Hayes, CBS Radio president.
Louis Hausman becomes vice president
in charge of advertising and promotion
effective today (Monday), and Geraldine B.
Zorbaugh has been made vice president and

tary, and before her vice presidency, as
secretary and general counsel of ABC and
assistant secretary of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres.
Robert Dunne, assistant general attorney
for CBS Radio, continues in that position.
NBC-TV Claims Superior Rating
Based on Nielsen Survey No. 2
NBC-TV reports it is viewed during an
average week by more than 96% of all U. S.
tv homes, or a total of 34,087,610, which
the network claims is an advantage of 217,000 homes over the "second leading netNBC's study, conducted by its research
department, is based on findings of the
second
work." Nielsen Coverage Service survey
(NCSNo. 2).
Among other things, NBC says it has
found that its full tv network circulation has
more than doubled in the four-year span
between the first NCS of May 1952 and the
current survey.

MR. HAUSMAN

MRS. ZORBAUGH

general attorney, a newly-created post. Her
appointment is effective next Monday.
Mr. Hausman joined CBS in 1940. He
was associated with CBS Radio except for
the past four years when he served successively as a CBS-Columbia vice president and
later of CBS Inc.
He succeeds Jules Dundes, who was advanced to vice president in charge of station
administration in an executive shift last
November.
In his new post, Mr. Hausman will be
responsible for advertising, audience promotion, sales promotion and press department
activities at CBS Radio and also will supply
creative counsel to other areas within the radio division.
In announcing the appointment, Mr.
Hayes noted that Mr. Hausman's re-association with CBS Radio was particularly noteworthy in view of "all indices of radio, both
network and local, pointing upward."
Mrs. Zorbaugh formerly was with ABC
where she was a vice president and special
assistant to the president (Robert E.
Kintner, now with NBC). At the time of
her elevation, she was credited with being
the first woman to achieve a network vice
presidency. She held various posts with
ABC, first as a staff attorney, later as assistant general attorney and assistant secrein
MEMPHIS
the
OK Negro Radio Buy
is

WIG*
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In weekly viewing, the network finds
Nielsen showing NBC-TV to be viewed in
the daytime by 27,441,730 homes, or 77.3%
of the U. S. total, and in the nighttime by
33,917,860 homes, or 95.6%.
Breaking the figures down further, NBC
finds the average day viewing in daylight
hours more than 19,946,000 tv homes, or
56.2% of U. S. homes, and in night hours
an average of 28,748,730 tv homes, or 81%.
NBC-TV claims these figures give it a lead
over the other networks.

NBC's Color Tv Workshop
Opens Today in Washington
NBC COLOR TV experts, headed by the
network's director of special events, Barry
Wood, will present various facets of color
television in the fifth annual "Visual Workshops" series, which opens today
and continues through Friday in (Monday)
the Jefferson Auditorium of the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. The series is
sponsored by the Agriculture Dept.
Mr. Wood will open the meetings with
an address on "The Today and Tomorrow
of Color Television," and then will moderate
a panel discussion to be presented by three
NBC officials — Ed Bennett, Reid Davis and
Stan Parian. Mr. Bennett is supervisor of
scenic design and graphic arts for the network; Mr. Davis is manager of television
technical operations, and Mr. Parian is supervisor ofbroadcast film.
More than 600 officials — including heads
of university radio and tv departments, educational broadcasters, and various government services representatives — have been invited to the meetings.
Other highlights of the workshop include
an RCA. film entitled "The History of Television" and a visual workshop presented by
Mr. Bennett and George Heinema
nn, director of program planning and development
for owned-and-operated stations. Mr. Bennett will discuss scenic design, graphic arts
and visual aids, and Mr. Heinemann, programming for local stations.

CBS-TV

Promotes

Fisher, Harrison
APPOINTMENT of Thomas K. Fisher to
the new post of vice president and general
attorney for CBS-TV is being announced
today (Monday) by President Merle Jones
as part of the move in which separate legal
departments are being established by CBS
Radio and CBS-TV (see this page for CBS
Radio appointment).
At the same time Mr. Jones announced
that W. Spencer Harrison, who has been
vice president in charge of legal and business affairs for CBS-TV, takes over the new
post of vice president and business manager
of talent and contract properties for the
network.
Mr. Fisher, who will handle all legal matters for the CBS tv division and will report
directly to President Jones, joined the CBS
legal department in 1955. He formerly was
associated for 10 years with the New York
law firm of Donavan, Leisure, Newton &
Irvine, and had been assistant U. S. Attorney in New York for two years. Before
that, he served in the Navy, Office of the
General Counsel.
Mr. Harrison, according to the announcement, will "assume administrative responsibility in the broad field of program and
talent business administration," working
closely with Hubbell Robinson Jr., executive vice president. The CBS-TV business
affairs department, under Merritt Coleman,
will report directly to Mr. Harrison.
Mr. Harrison joined CBS in July 1942
after serving as law clerk to Judge Frank
Richman of the Indiana Supreme Court.
ABC Radio Signs 2 New Sponsors,
Renews Contracts With 4 Others
ABC RADIO has signed two new sponsors
for segments of Breakfast Club, My True
Story and Whispering Streets, and renewed
contracts with four other companies for segments of Breakfast Club, announced George
Comtois, ABC national sales manager.
C. H. Musselman Co. (food products),
Biglerville, Pa., through Arndt, Preston,
Chapin, Lamb & Keen, Philadelphia, will
make its first use of network radio March
18 when it begins sponsoring the Monday,
9-9:05 a.m. and Tuesday, 9:20-9:25 a.m.
segments of Don McNeill's Breakfast Club
on ABC Radio (Mon.-Fri., 9-10 a. m. EST).
Also signed by ABC Radio last week: The
Nestle Co. (Nescafe), White Plains, N. Y.,
through Bryan Houston, for segments on
Breakfast Club, My True Story and Whispering Streets.
Among the renewals announced by Mr.
Comtois: on Breakfast Club — Beltone Hearing Aid Co., through Olian & Bronner Inc.,
both Chicago; Foster-Milburn Co. (Doan's
Pills), Buffalo, N. Y., through Street &
Finney, N. Y.; Charles Pfizer & Co. (poultry
remedies, livestock feed), Brooklyn, N. Y.,
through Leo Burnett Co., Chicago; and Rust
Craft Publishers (greeting cards), Decham,
Mass., through Chambers & Wiswell, Boston. Foster-Milburn also renewed its Whispering Streets participation.
Broadcasting
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NBC-TV
USE OF

STEPS
AMPEX

UP
VTR

• Five weekday series on tape
• Ampex

explains deliveries

NBC-TV, which has been quietly testing its
new Ampex Videotape Recording apparatus
in Hollywood and earnestly examining the
CBS-TV repeat telecasts via this process, last
week just as quietly plunged into a full-scale
Ampex operation. Five NBC-TV MondayFriday series — Today, Home, Truth or Consequences, News Caravan and Tonight — are
now being taped off the network line at the
time of their broadcast in the East and repeated three hours later for the Far West.
If results are satisfactory — and no one seems
to doubt they will be — plan calls for dropping present early morning broadcast of
Truth or Consequences, now staged at 8:309 a.m. PST for live broadcast for the East
at 11:30 a.m.-12 noon EST, replacing it
with a 6 p.m. PST audience performance
that will be taped for use on the air the following day in both East and West.
Meanwhile, Ampex last week contacted
its waiting list of station customers to fully
explain its November 1957 date for start of
deliveries [B»T, Jan. 21].
Phillip L. Gundy, vice president and general manager of the Audio Div. of Ampex,
noted the many improvements planned for

the VTR as a result of the firm's work with
CBS and NBC during network use of engineering prototypes. All the tv industry will
benefit from findings of this re-evaluation
program and all order holders will receive
machines with refinements not in the original
plan, he said.
Mentioning the necessary penalty in delivery time, Mr. Gundy emphasized that "our
first concern is to make a product which
most nearly fits the operating practices of all
Ampex expects to ship two more VTRs
to CBS this month, completing the original
users."of five. Delivery to NBC was comorder
pleted with delivery of a third Ampex system in New York last month.
Completion of the re-evaluation program,
according to Ampex, allows the firm to concentrate on tooling for the production recorder, Model VR-1000, for which broadcasters have subscribed a backlog worth $4
million.
CBS-TV to Use Magnetic Tape
For 'Talent Scouts' in March
ARTHUR GODFREY'S Talent Scouts
(Mon. 8:30-9 p.m. EST) has been recorded
experimentally by CBS-TV on its Ampex
magnetic tape equipment. The network at
present plans to program the tape in early
March, during the time when the show's star,
Arthur Godfrey, will be vacationing in Africa for five weeks, beginning about Feb. 23.

PRESENTS

300TH

TONIGHT (Monday) marks the start
of the eighth year and 300th broadcast for Robert Montgomery Presents.
The dramatic show has filled the Monday, 9:30-10:30 p.m. period on NBCTV. During its years on the air, the
show has used 253 authors and the talents of 7,204 actors and actresses. The
program has been sponsored throughout its tenure. Lucky Strike cigarettes
was the original sponsor and in 1952
shared alternate weeks with S. C.
Johnson Wax Co. The latter firm has
continued to sponsor the alternate
weeks since, and beginning tonight
the Mennen Co. underwrites the alternate week released by Schick Razor.
Keystone Adds 9 Affiliates
KEYSTONE Broadcasting System has announced the addition of nine new affiliates
for its transcription network service, bringing the number of clients to 917. Blanche
Stein, KBS station relations director, reported the new stations are KUEN Wenatchee, Wash.; WSKI Montpelier, Vt.; WBLR
Batesburg, S. C; KMRS Morris, Minn.;
KLLA Leesville, La.; WWXL Manchester,
Ky.; WCYN Cynthiana, Ky.; WWVR Terre
Haute, Ind., and KAIM Honolulu, T. of H.
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13th at the Waldorf-Astoria,
15th at the Hotel

Sherman,

New

York

Chicago
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Tv as 'Motimation' Force
Stressed in ABC Presentation

TELEVISION is an instrument of "motimation"— motivation of people to buy the products of automation — according to a new
presentation prepared by ABC-TV and being
released in booklet form today (Monday).
"Motimation" — a word coined by Jack
Singer and Ridgway Hughes of the ABC-TV
sales development and research department,
who wrote the presentation — "is the power
of television . . . the vital sales force that
tv viewers into doers," the booktransforms
let asserts.
As the growing number of products requires companies to rely more on "impersonal supermarket type" of salesmanship
and less on personal selling, the presentation
points out, television becomes increasingly
important in its "power to move people to
products more swiftly, more effectively, more
efficiently than any other method."
It points up television's growth (37.7 million tv homes and 12,000 being added daily);
its influence on family life (5 hours 26 minutes spent with television by the average tv
home each day); its diminishing cost-perthousand ("today it costs tv advertisers less
than two-thirds as much to reach the same
number of people as it did in 1950," while all
other media's costs-per-thousand have gone
up); its growing acceptance by advertisers
(303 advertisers in network tv in the first six
months of 1956, compared to 71 in the same
period of 1949, with both large and small
advertisers boosting tv's share of their
budgets).
The booklet winds up with a presentation
on behalf of ABC-TV specifically, asserting
that ABC-TV "brings you a bigger choice of
programs, time periods, stations plus coverage and audience opportunity." The "accelerating rate of increase in ABC-TV's
annual billings," the "continuing increase in
the number of homes that are devoting increasing amounts of time watching ABC-TV
programs," the network's "rapid improvement" in total coverage and its decreasing
cost-per-thousand all are pointed up in text
and charts.
MUTUAL

MAGNANIMITY

IN an example of inter-network magnanimity, Mutual will honor an employe on CBS Radio-affiliated WLAC
Nashville Thursday during MBS Official Detective series (Thursday, 77:30 p.m. EST). MBS will present its
weekly "Outstanding Detective" award
to Herman H. Grizzard, sports director of WLAC.
Last fall, while Mr. Grizzard was a
midnight-to-dawn disc jockey on the
station, he cooperated with police in
tracking down a fugitive from justice,
called "The Creeper." Since it was believed "The Creeper" heard the calls
on the police radio, Mr. Grizzard permitted authorities to broadcast coded
messages on his program so that communication could be maintained
among the various policemen working on "The Creeper" case.
Broadcasting
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1.
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24.
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PROGRAM

WSBT-TV

What's My Line?
1 Love Lucy
Ed Sullivan Show
NCAA-N. D. Football
I've Got A Secret
Red Skelton Show
Climax
$64,000
Question
Jack Benny
Your Hit Parade
Perry Como Show
The Millionaire
Playhouse 90
Lassie
The Line-Up
Jackie Gleason Show
December Bride
Robin Hood
Alfred Hitchcock Present
s
Gunsmoke
Chevy
Show—
U. S. Steel
HourBob Hope
People Are Funny
Loretta Young Show
$64,000 Challenge

51.5
49.3
47.2
44.3
41.2
39.5
39.4
37.7
35.5
35.1
34.5
34.5
34.4
34.3
34.0

STATION "A"
44.5

STATION "B"

36.5
36.1

33.3
33.0
32.8

32.9
31.5
31.5

31.3

41 OF THE 50 TOP-RATED
CARRIED

SHOWS

ARE

BY WSBT-TV!

There's no doubt about it— WSBT-TV dominates the South
Bend television picture. One audience stud/ after another
proves this. You just don't cover South Bend unless you use
WSBT-TV! Write for detailed market data.
PAUL H. RAYMER CO., INC.. NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

BEND,
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'LUTHER' INCIDENT
VEERS

ABC TELEVISON Network executives and members of the ABC-TV Affiliates Assn.
board of governors pause during one of their sessions at the Balmoral Hotel, Miami
Beach, a fortnight ago. Seated clockwise (from extreme left) are Robert Lemon
WTTV (TV) Bloomington, Ind.; Joseph Herold, KBTV (TV) Denver; Joseph
Hdladky, KCRG-TV Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Joseph Bernard, WGR-TV Buffalo;
Harry Lebrun, WLWA (TV) Atlanta; Fred Houwink, WMAL-TV Washington,
chairman, ABC-TV Affiliates; Willard Walbridge, KTRK-TV Houston, Tex.; Joseph
Drilling, KJEO-TV Fresno, Calif.; Donald Davis, KMBC-TV Kansas City; Michael
J. Foster, vice president in charge of press information and advertising for ABC;
Donald Coyle, director of sales development and research for ABC-TV; Oliver
Treyz, vice president in charge of ABC-TV network; James Aubrey, vice president
in charge of programming and talent for ABC-TV network; Alfred Beckman, director of station relations for ABC-TV network; John Eckstein, director of advertising and
promotion for ABC; Slocum Chapin, vice president in charge of sales for ABC-TV
Network; Leonard H. Goldenson, president of American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres Inc.; Simon Siegel, ABC treasurer; Julius Barnathan, manager of research
for ABC-TV network.
David Lowe

Named

to Head

NBC-TV's Educational Project
NBC-TV last week continued to clear the
way for its educational tv project, tentatively to start March 11, by appointing David
Lowe, tv and stage producer-director, as
producer.
According to Edward Stanley, NBC manager of public service programs, who heads
the project that will telecast five series of
to all 25 of the nation's non-comprograms mercial
educational tv stations [B«T, Jan.
21], Mr. Lowe assumes overall supervision
of production in the series. The project will
cover mathematics, music, government, literature, world geography and economics.
NETWORK

PEOPLE

John J. Kelly, formerly on advertising sales
staff, Collier's magazine, to ABC-TV as account executive in eastern sales department.
Gordon Mason, national sales representative
for KNX Los Angeles, named account executive for Columbia Pacific Radio Network,
succeeding Roland
McClure, appointed

NEW

ORLEANS
the

Negro. Radio Buy
is r : \

manager of the CBS Radio Spot Sales, Hollywood. Tom Pate, Pacific coast sales service
manager for CBS Radio and CPRN, succeeds Mr. Mason and Jim Francis, CPRN
sales promotion department, takes over Mr.
Pate's former post.
Von Dexter, composer-conductor for NBCTV's This Is Your Life, and freelance tv
program composer (Douglas Fairbanks Jr.
Presents and Dangerous Assignment) named
music director of NBC's Pacific division.
James E. Conley, account executive with
CBS-TV Spot Sales in Chicago, and Fred L.
Nettere, with NBC Spot Sales in N. Y. appointed account executives in New York office of CBS-TV Spot Sales. George W.
Faust, with sales staff of KNXT (TV) Los
Angeles, named account executive in Chicago office of CBS-TV Spot Sales.
Adolph L. Seton, assistant director of ABC
Press Information, named to newly-created
post of manager, on-the-air promotion of
ABC's advertising and promotion department. David Rooney of same department
promoted to assistant to manager, on-the-air
promotion.
Harry Woodman, coordinator of traffic for
NBC, to retire Feb. 1 after 30 years of service with network.
David J. Maness, former assistant managing
editor, Collier's magazine, to NBC-TV as
writer on Tonight show. Also assigned to
Tonight in writing capacity: Martha Weinman, former editorial associate at Woman's
Home Companion.
Jay Hoffer, in charge of audience promotion
for ABC-TV and Radio, father of girl,
Claudia Rosemarie, Dec. 29.
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TOWARD

FCC

FORMAL PROTEST of the controversial
cancellation of the "Martin Luther" film last
month by WGN-TV Chicago is expected to
be filed soon before the FCC, a Washington
attorney retained by a newly-formed Protestant action committee for the fight, told
the Commission last Tuesday in a letter.
Attorney Frank S. Ketcham asserted in
the letter to the FCC secretary that the film
cancellation last Dec. 18 three days before
its scheduled showing was an "arbitrary action of WGN-TV of Chicago." He stated
that the "Action Committee for Freedom of
Religious Expression and other organizations
. . . intend to file a formal pleading with
your Commission . . . requesting appropriate
relief to assure responsible performance by
broadcast licensees of their obligation to
operate their facilities in the public interest."
Among other actions contemplated in the
controversy, according to Mr. Ketcham: a
petition with at least 300,000 signatures of
Chicago citizens will be filed with the FCC;
a mass meeting of protest in Chicago is
planned for sometime in the next few weeks.
The Washington attorney late last week
was slated to see Chairman Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.) to request a hearing on the
matter before the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee.
In Chicago
the Protestant
committee was scheduled
Friday"action"
to formally
announce its formation, according to Dr.
John W. Harms, executive vice president of
the Church Federation of Greater Chicago.
Dr. Harms said the "action" committee was
to be composed of about 30 Protestant denominations, and will have full support from
the federation, the Luthern Council of
Chicago and other groups. The committee
has charged that WGN-TV cancelled the
motion picture as a result of Roman Catholic pressure [B«T, Dec. 24, 1956, et seq.].
Despite the planned protest filing before
the FCC, Ward L. Quaal, vice president
and general manager of WGN Inc., would
not comment on further developments.
Mr. Quaal stuck to his initial statement
that the station has "no present intention"
of rescheduling the Martin Luther film.
[B«T, Jan. 14].

Ind. Corporations Elect Officers
J. ROBERT QUIGG has been elected chairman of the board of the Central Bcstg. Corp.
and the Marion Radio Corp. — owners and
operators of WKBV Richmond, Ind., and
WBAT Marion, Ind. — in a recent election of
officers for both corporations.
Lester G. Spencer was elected president
of the two corporations, and assistant treasurer for both. Other officers are C. E.
Hamilton, vice president; H. W. Bockhoff,
secretary-treasurer; Allan B. McCrea, assistant secretary. William C. Fowler was elected
vice president in charge of operations for
WBAT, and is responsible to Mr. Spencer,
who has charge of operations for WKBV.
Broadcasting
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To perfect the new TelePrompTer
Mod V, it required more than
one million hours of extensive
TelePrompTer Performances covering thousands'
of Network Telecasts . . . UHF, VHF, Network
Affiliate and Independent TV station operations !
NEWEST OF ALL . . . THE NEW EYE-LET SYNCHRONIZING SYSTEM. New high impedance
electronic contact enables simplified design, with no moving parts, Easy loading,
Quiet Operation.
NEW MASTER CONTROL SYSTEMS . . . Smaller built-in Multi-controls for greater
adaptability. All controls electrically isolated.

DESIGN

FLEXIBILITY

PERFORMANCE
ADVERTISERS PREFER
TELEPROMPTER STATIONS!
For further details or to arrange
an immediate installation
write or call collect:
JAMES BLAIR, Equipment Sales Mgr.
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RACK MOUNTING . . . Space saving compact power panel permits optional standard rack installation for easier handling and portability.
DUAL HAND CONTROL. . . Instantaneous master and slave controls permit greater
performance flexibility . . . additional production freedom for TV Director and
key studio personnel.
FOOT PEDAL CONTROL . . . Hand free control, ideal for Newscasts and Product
Demonstrations where hand motion is indispensable.
RING CONTROL . . . Undetectable ring control regulates TelePrompTer with
slight finger pressure. Ideal for Professional Commercial Delivery.
INDUSTRY CAMERA MOUNT . . . Simple, Instantaneous Mount and Dismount of
TelePrompTer Unit. Designed specifically at request of Networks and
Stations.
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STATIONS
Sidley Amends Complaint In Suit
Against KFWB, C-C Publishing Co.
MORTON SIDLEY, former commercial
manager of KFWB Los Angeles, has filed
an amended complaint in Los Angeles Superior Court seeking to restrain transfer of
assets before his claim is settled in a $600.000-plus breach of contract suit against
KFWB, Harry Maizlish. the station's former
owner, and the Crowell-Collier Publishing
Co. which bought the station for $2.5 million.
Mr. Sidley's suit grew out of his release
from KFWB — following Crowell-Collier's
purchase of the station — without, he says,
payment of 9% of the station's sales price,
which he claims was included in his sevenyear contract. The FCC approved the sale
of KFWB to the publishing company last
August.
The case is expected to come to trial in
"about six months," Bernard Reich, Mr.
Sidley's attorney, told B«T last week.
KTLA (TV) 10th Anniversary
Features Special Telecasts
SPECIAL TELECASTS and open house
with guided tours through the studio last
week highlighted the tenth anniversary celebration for KTLA (TV) Los Angeles.
The station, which telecast its first program on Jan. 22. 1947, kicked off a six-day
celebration last Tuesday at 9:30 p.m. with
the appearance of more than 120 motion
picture, record and tv stars on its regular
City At Night show, which was extended to
two hours for the anniversary.
Star performers appearing on the show
included Betty Grable. Harrv James, Frankie

Laine, Spike Jones, Art Linkletter, Harry
Von Zell. Guy Madison, Andy Devine,
Eddie Dean. Jack Carson, June Christy,
Billy Eckstine. Kirk Douglas and all of the
station's own talent. The program was
beamed from KTLA's new Sunset Studios
in Hollywood.
Host for the special telecast was Ken
Graue, who toured the station lot interviewing personalities from KTLA's past and
Throughout the anniversary week, the
present.
station's programs saluted the past 10 years,
with special guests, songs and glimpses of
the
first had
dayscontinuous
of television.
two
theatres
live andKTLA's
film entertainment during the week, and offered
guided tours through the studios to the pubHe.
Richdale on KOTV

(TV) Board

JAMES C. RICHDALE JR., vice president
and general manager of KOTV (TV) Tulsa,
Okla.. since
vember 1956, Nohas
been elected to the
board of directors
of KOTV Inc., it
was announced last
week.
Mr. Richdale
joined
NovemberKOTV
1954 in
as
commercial manager. Before that
he was with Edward
Petry & Co.,
MR. RICHDALE
r e p r e sentative,
New York, and WNAC-TV Boston.

THESE MEN have two things in common: they all used to work with (or against) each
other in radio-tv in Omaha, and they're now radio-tv and agency executives located,
for the most part, in New York. Howard O. Peterson, general manager of KTVH (TV)
Hutchinson-Wichita,
'30's together
for a Gordon
reunion
luncheon at which he got
was the
host Omaha
last weekalumni
in Newfrom
York.the Shown
(1 to r): seated.
Gray, executive vice president and general manager of WOR-TV New York; Mr. Peterson; Charles Schlaifor, president, Charles Schlaifor Co., New York advertising agency:
Donald D. Hoover, president and manager, Bozell & Jacobs. New York; Eugene M.
Skinner, assistant manager. Young & Rubicam merchandising department: standing.
Frank Pellegrin, vice president and secretary, H-R Representatives: Harold Fair,
radio-tv vice president. Bozell & Jacobs; Eugene Thomas, general manager of KETV
(TV) Omaha permittee; Merle Jones, president, CBS-TV: E. W. Dallier. general sales
manager. KTVH: William E. Kearns, president. Ted Bates & Co.: Frank Headley.
president. H-R Representatives. Another Omaha alumnus at the luncheon, but absent
when the picture was made, was James C. Douglass, radio-tv vice president. Ted
Bates & Co.
January 28, 1957
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STATIONS
Smith, Dellar Buy KNEW
From Hagadone for $400,000
SALE of KNEW Spokane, Wash., by Inland Empire Broadcasting Co. to Mt.
Rainier Radio & Television Broadcasting
Corp. for about $400,000 was announced
last week.
KNEW, operating on 790 kc with 5 kw.
is affiliated with MBS. It is owned by Burl
C. Hagadone and associates.
Mt. Rainier is owned equally by Lester
M. Smith and Lincoln Dellar. They also
own KXL Portland, Ore.; KJR Seattle,
Wash., and KHMO Hannibal, Mo. Mr. Dellar with his wife is the owner of KXOAAM-FM and ch. 40 KCCC-TV Sacramento,
Calif.
Mr. Smim announced that C. E. Rodell,
manager of KNEW, will continue in that
capacity following FCC approval of the
purchase.
Additions, Promotions Made
By Evansville, Ind., Stations
ADDITIONS to and promotions on the

ONE

WILL

You bag the biggest game
Central Ohio with just one
Radio. No need to scatter
delivers the most (and the

DO!

in Columbus and
station . . . WBNS
your shots, WBNS
best) listeners . . .

twice as many as the next biggest station.
With 28 top Pulse-rated shows, WBNS puts
push behind your sales program. To sell Central Ohio . . . you've got to buy WBNS Radio.

CBS

FOR

CENTRAL

OHIO

Ask John Blair
The number one Pulse station
covering 1,573,820 people with
2 Billion Dollars to spend.
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staffs of WEHT(TV) "and WEOA, both
in Evansville, Ind., and under joint ownership and management since last fall, were
announced last week.
Ed Richter and Ernest Felix make up the
new owner-management team. Additions
to the two staffs include Howard Duncan,
formerlv local sales manager for WTVN
(TV) Columbus, Ohio, as tv sales manager;
William Hight, also formerly with WTVN
(TV), as radio commercial manager, and
Wilbur ("Red") Walker, formerly assistant
advertising manager of Servel, Inc., as radio
sales manager.
Those promoted to the joint tv and radio
station staff are Rod Cavin, to sales coordinator; Ulysses Carlini, to executive producer;
Pete Dooley, to chief announcer for WEOA;
John Drum, to promotion director; Becky
Allen, to continuity chief and Mel Jones to
fulltime on-the-air work. In his new post
as sales coordinator, Mr. Cavin will serve
as contact between tv sales and the continuity and production departments.
WGN-TV Again Will Televise
Chicago Cubs, White Sox Games
ANNOUNCEMENT that WGN-TV Chicago will televise all 1957 Chicago Cubs and
White Sox daytime home games exclusively
for the 10th consecutive year was made Monday by Ward Quaal, vice president and general manager of WGN Inc. (WGN-AM-TV).
Theodore Hamm Brewing Co. (Hamm's
beer), St. Paul, through Campbell-Mithun
Inc., and- Oklahoma Oil Co., Chicago,
through Maryland Adv. Agency, same city,
will co-sponsor the telecasts, starting with
the city series April 13. Mr. Quaal presided
over a pre-season reception at the Ambassador East Hotel for sponsors, baseball
executives and writers.
Jack Brickhouse will handle play-by-play
for the 10th straight season, assisted by
Vince Lloyd, with Lloyd Pettit conducting
pre-game interviews.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Only

STEEL

can

do

so

many

jobs

so

well

Carry Your Books? Walk into almost
any
school lockers—
and you'll
row cold
uponrolled
row
of student
madeseefrom
steel sheets.
That'sa desirable
because nocombination
other material offers such
of strength, durability, and low cost.

YOU'llgoes
Floatup ThrOUgh
Air— For
Mile. ThisNotch
is a cable
tramway
for tourists
that
Cannon The
Mountain
at AFranconia
in New
Hampshire.
The
heavy wire ropes are well over a mile long, 1% inch in diameter and they weigh
28 tons apiece. The cable was made and installed by American Steel & Wire
Division of United States Steel.

If you include the maintenance shops,
the Air Force hangar in San Antonio
sprawls out over 23 acres. Inside the
hangar there is a 250-foot clear-span
area without a post or pole of any kind
between the floor and ceiling. Airplanes
can be moved about freely without obstruction. This has been made possible
by long, strong steel roof trusses. The entire building was fabricated and erected
by the American Bridge Division of
United States Steel.

UNITED

STATES

STEEL

AMERICAN BRIDGE. AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE and CYCLONE FENCE COLUMBIA-GENEVA STEEL. CONSOLIDATED WESTERN STEEL.. GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING. . NATIONAL TUBE
OIL WELL SUPPLY. TENNESSEE COAL & IRON UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS. . UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY. .Divisions of UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH
UNITED STATES STEEL HOMES, INC .UNION SUPPLY COMPANY. UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY • UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY 7-221
SEE The United States Steel Hour. It's a full-hour IV progtam presented every other Wednesday evening by United States Steel Consult your newspaper for time and station.
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STATIONS

TOUCHY
ISSUES:
HOW
WRCA-TV
PRESENTS
THEM
".'unlearned."
A HALF-HOUR program on homosexfine presentation of tonight's delicate
subject. Let us hope that it has helped
In each case, Mr. Heffner, himself a
uality was presented on WRCA-TV New
former college teacher (of history, at U.
York a fortnight ago — and brought nary
even a few people to have a better undera ripple of resentment in its wake.
of California and Columbia U.) and auIn the view of
tanding .. ." enlightening. However, I
thor of A Documentary History of the
". . . sVery
officials of the would appreciate a foremat (sic) dealing
U. S. as well as editor of Democracy in
NBC-owned sta- with the latent homosexual personality
America, has tried to get acknowledged
authorities on the question at hand and to
tion, this ab- and how one deals with the neurotic
sence ofcriticism
symptoms that are the result of this perkeep the discussion rolling on a straightfor even the
forward course in simple language.
mention of so
s
o
n
a
l
i
t
y
.
.
."
"... I hope you will present last night's
The Open Mind, he explains, "is based
subject again and stress what can be done
sensitive a subon the premise that open and free discussion— when conducted in a responsible
ject may be at- for adults now suffering from the remanner — is basic to the solution of the
sults of unfortunate childhood conditiontributed to several factors,
major social, personal and psychological
problems that face Americans today. The
none of them in". ing.. .. ."Programs of that kind demonstrate that television can be of educational
Open Mind has exploded the myth that
volving public
many of these problems are hush-hush
value to the community."
ForhV-one thing,
and cannot be discussed on the air.
MR. HEFFNER aPat
"... A fine, sensitive, intelligent
the series on which the homosexuality
"It's quite clear from professional —
(though too brief) presentation of a submedical, etc. — comments and from letters
problem was discussed, a weekly project that has long needed to be aired."
and phone calls that all of this is true.
gram called The Open Mind, has dealt
The Open Mind's treatment of homosexuality has been simple, consisting of Surely in the homosexuality shows we've
regularly — since its inception more than
worked on the premise that hiding these
frank discussions by authorities.
a year ago — with serious and often
things has in the past given them good
On the first program, which treated the
touchy issues, and its viewers have besoil for growth. By talking about them
come accustomed to seeing so-called deli- subject broadly, Mr. Heffner presented
Miss Florence Kelley, attorney in charge
cate problems seriously discussed.
we've put them squarely where they beof the criminal division of the Legal Aid
long, in the realm of personal disease or
For another thing, Richard D^ Heffner,
director of public affairs programs for Society; Dr. Robert W. Laidlaw, chief of sickness — which can be treated."
WRCA-TV and producer and moderator
But Mr. Heffner feels that "maybe the
the
psychiatric
service
at Arthur
New York's
most important thing about The Open
Roosevelt
Hospital,
and Dr.
Swift,
of The Open Mind, has always taken
pains to present competent authorities, to clergyman and dean of the school of pol- Mind is the fact that we've rather proven
itics at the New School for Social Rekeep the discussions on a responsible
that "heavy' subjects that are near to the
hearts and emotions and interests of the
level, and to avoid sensationalism at all search.
costs.
The panelists for the second program
average guy on the street can draw a good
were Dr. Philip Polatin of the New York
As a third factor, The Open Mind
audience. Aside from do-good considerapreviously had devoted two shows to Psychiatric Institute and Dr. Harry Baktions, we've also 'broken trail' — as the
New York Times wrote — in showing that
win, president of the American Academy
other phases of homosexuality, so that the
of Pediatrics, and for the third they were
'tough' subjects can be discussed freely
Jan. 12 broadcast was not "new" in subDr. Margaret Mead, noted anthropologist
ject matter or approach.
and frankly on the air. But I'd also like to
and president of the World Federation
This is not to say that there was never
add again that the element of responsifor Mental Health, and Max Lerner, auany complaint. With the first show, some
bility has always
beenmonths
there too."
thor and columnist.
During
the past
The Open
opposition was heard objecting to the
The same format is followed in all of Mind has been carried at 6-6:30 p.m. on
plan to present a second program on the
Saturdays, but effective a week ago, the
The Open Mind programs, which have
same subject. But there also was considerable public response that was favordealt with such diverse "heavy" topics as program was transferred to 12:30-1 p.m.
able. Mr. Heffner and WRCA-TV acdivorce, anti-semitism, the nature of prej- on Sundays, and, in addition, the aural
version is now replayed on WRCA Radio
cordingly hewed to their original plan,
udice, alcoholism (two programs), "segreat 11:45 Sunday nights.
which envisioned three separate shows
gation in our own backyard," the use of
on homosexuality on the theory that so psychotherapy, atomic radiation and its
Yesterday's (Sunday) program was to
feature Norman Strouse, president of J.
effect on human heredity, whether moral
complex a problem could not be dealt
and spiritual values should be taught in Walter Thompson Co., and William H.
with in fewer presentations.
Whyte of Fortune magazine in a disThey had mail from many viewers to the schools, whether the national loyalty
back their decision. For example:
cussion of Mr. Whyte's new book, The
program has safeguarded freedom or undermined itand whether prejudices can be Organization Man.
". . . Commend your program for the

No Tv Set Gives Full Picture,
N. Y. Test Apparently Reveals
PRELIMINARY analysis of returns on a
test conducted jointly by Screen Gems, New
York, and NBC indicates that no television
set actually reproduces the entire picture
transmitted by a television station.
The test, conducted by Screen Gems in
cooperation with NBC's WRCA-TV New
York on Jan. 17 (6:30-6:45 a.m.), consisted of the telecasting of a numbered chart
over the station. Viewers were asked to
Page 80
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indicate the specifications visible on their
receivers, and about 100 viewers responded.
Peter Keane, technical director of Screen
Gems, said the sampling revealed a uniformity of response.
Though a final analysis is expected to be
available this week, a preliminary examination, Mr. Keane said, shows 18% of the
transmitted picture is masked off in the
corners, computed from the center; 4% on
top; 6% on the bottom and more than 10%
on each of two sides. Tabulations are being
completed by IBM. and returns analyzed by
Mr. Keane and others.

KACE Riverside, Calif, Dedicated
GROUND - BREAKING and dedication
ceremonies for KACE Riverside, Calif., the
town's "newspaper-of-the-air" station slated
to begin operations this March, were held
last Friday morning.
KACE Program Director Jim Fisher
emceed the ceremony for the forthcoming
1 kw, 1570 kc station. City, county, business and educational leaders attended the
informal ground-breaking and dedication at
the 10-acre site for KACE. Owner-manager
of the new station is Ray Lapica.
Broadcasting
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Where

do

your

You may have a pretty good idea where taxes go.
But did you know that some go to help pay other
people's electric bills?
They're the families and businesses that get
their electricity from federal government electric
systems like the TVA.
While about 23c of every dollar you pay for
electricity from your power company goes for taxes,

roadcasting
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taxes

go?

those other people pay much less . . . only about 4c
per dollar if their power comes from the government's TVA, for example. As a result, you are taxed
more to make up for what they don't have to pay.
Don't you think this unfair tax favoritism needs
thorough study and discussion? America's Independent Electric Light and Power Companies*.
"Company names on request through this magazine
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KTEN (TV) Sells Station Stock
To Pay $190,000 Debt to RCA
IN AN UNUSUAL offer to tv viewers in
Southeastern Oklahoma, KTEN (TV) Ada,
Okla., sold $32,700 worth of 6% preferred
stock in the station during the first week following its presentation of The KTEN
Story, a 30-minute show telecast Jan. 1 1 to
help pay a $190,000 equipment debt to
RCA.
KTEN President Bill Hoover, in a letter
to B»T last week, said:
"The officers and board of directors of the
Eastern Oklahoma Television Co. Inc. determined that it would be a good business
move to issue preferred stock in the CorporaIN

tion, in a sufficient amount to liquidate a
$190,000 indebtedness to Radio Corporation of America
equipment."
Mr.
Hoover for
noted
that The KTEN
Story presented facts about the station and
showed its physical assets, with the explanation that since the corporation is paying
RCA 6% interest on this debt it would be
better if citizens in Southeastern Oklahoma
purchased preferred stock in the station and
thus kept the 6% in the state in the form
of preferred stock dividends.
Of the stock sales, Mr. Hoover further
stated:
"The results have been phenomenal, as is
indicated by the figure set out above, but
even more phenomenal is the fact that this

WICHITA...

YOU

BUY

MORE
ON

BUYING

POWER*

KTVH

amount of money has been raised through
the issuance of stock to approximately 175
people, and each day's mail brings more
andThe
moreKTEN
inquiries."
official estimated that more
than 1 ,000 Oklahomans will have an interest
in the station by the time $190,000 worth of
stock is issued.
REPRESENTATIVE APPOINTMENTS
WHBF-AM-TV Rock Island, HI., appoint
Harry S. Hyett Co., Minneapolis, to represent stations in Minneapolis and St. Paul
markets.
WLNH Laconia, N. H., and KLOU Lake
Co.
Charles,
La., appoint Walker Representation
STATION PEOPLE
Donald D. SuHlivan, general manager of
WNAX Yankton,
S. D., and KVTV
(TV) Sioux City,
Iowa, elected vice
president of Cowles
Broadcasting
Co.
(WNAX, KVTV,
WHTN-AM-TV
Huntington, W. Va.
TV
Moines).
and Des
KRNT-AMRobert

MORE

ADULTS

VIEW

November ARB for Wichita

STATION A
KTVH
shows the following adult
,
audience percentage for
54.3/0
SI »i /O
the Top 10 Shows:

TO

SELL KANSAS... BUY
SEE YOUR

H-R

MAN

KTVH
STATION B
IftY
OA
/O

kTVh
TODAY!

KTVH
CHANNEL
*ansaA
CBS
-^lifcji^
|2
1A
BASIC
HOWARD O. PETERSON, General Manager
Represented Nationally by H-R Television, Inc.
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S. Kieve,

formation Agency
AN official, U. S. InSULLIV
MR.
and former member of President Eisenhower's staff, to WBBF Rochester, as vice
president-general manager.
George Henderson, general sales manager of
all Crosley Broadcasting Stations
(WLW, WLWT
[TV] Cincinnati,
WKWD [TV] Dayton, WLWC [TV]
Columbus, all Ohio,
and WLWA [TV]
Atlanta), named
managersales-pro
general motion
MR. HENDERSON

for WSOCC,
Charlott
e, N. TV
effective Feb. 4.

A. James Ebel, general manager, KOLNTV Lincoln, Neb., elected vice president
and director.
George C. Farmer,
veteran radio man,
and James W.
Fisher, formerly
with KPRO Riverside, Calif., to
KACE, same city,
as chief engineer
and chief
announcer -program
tively.
director, respecMR. EBEL
Bob Garinger, production manager of
KDWI Tucson, Ariz., to directors staff of
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles.
Broadcasting
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A"
FROM
TO
A

fS WHISKER'
JSEUM!

Crystal sets to satellites . . . only decades away from the first primitive experiments
looms today's giant 12 billion dollar radio-electronics industry. Now, all 4 floors of New
York City's Coliseum are needed to display one year's growth!
The purpose of The Radio Engineering Show is to bring new and stimulating ideas
in radio-electronics to engineers. To achieve this, more than 200 papers will be presented
-

by 22 professional groups at the Convention's 55 technical sessions. Over 800 new ideas in
radio-electronics engineering will also be presented by 834 exhibitors representing more
than 80% of the productive capacity of the industry.
Yes, it's big in size, big in scope. Whatever your special interests, attending this Convention can cut weeks off your 4 'keeping informed" time. Plan now to be there.
Save time; a whole year's productive
effort seen in days'. See all that's new in radio-electronics products, developments, and engineering—meet the men responsible! Hear the best technical
papers about your specialty' Meet old friends, make new ones, enjoy association and social events!
IRE Members SI. 00
Non-members S3. 00

18-21

PRODUCTION
& 3 lecture halls
INSTRUMENTS
& COMPONENTS
COMPONENT PARTS
EQUIPMENT

OADCASTING
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The IRE Natii
Convention
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
and The Radio Engineering
Coliseum

Show

The
Institute of
Radio
Engineers
East 79th Street, New York 21, N.Y.
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STATIONS'
Robert A. Huelster, account executive,
WCCO-TV Minneapolis, named local sales
manager.
Gus Trevilian, of
WSLS-AM-FMTV Roanoke, Va.,
staff, promoted to
local sales manager
for WSLS-TV.
Mark Smith, ,
duction manager,
Hend"d
TV name
RJNov.,
ISwM
erson,
m . ^Jf
iKI KL
EHm
manMR. huelster o pe r a t io n s
ager.
George C. Lenfest, formerly technical operations supervisor, WRCA New York, to
WBUF Buffalo, N. Y., as manager of operations and Joseph P. Higgins, WBUF,
named news director.
H

nR HHl

Jean Lovell, named traffic manager for
KVAL-TV Eugene, Ore., succeeding Tru
Vosberg, who has moved to Los Angeles.
Alyce Rogers Sheetz, Jaffe Publications,
L. A., to KVAL-TV as promotion manager
and Betty Jo Knoll named continuity manager, succeeding Marge Hardie, resigned.
B»T, Jan. 7, erroneously listed KVAL-TV
as Roseburg, Ore.
Bruce Polich, KGO-TV San Francisco news
editor, father of girl, Maria, Jan. 14.

WILL

NARTB

ONCE

AGAIN

POLL

SHOWS

STRONG

• B*T survey of board members

PRO

BE

NAB?

FEELING

finds 83% favor change

• Twenty-eight replies received from 42 directors
• Only four would continue present association title
FOUR out of every five members of the
NARTB combined boards favor a return to
the association's old name — NAB (National
Assn. of Broadcasters) — judging by results
of a B»T poll of directors.
The poll shows overwhelming sentiment
for the name abandoned six years ago when
television stations were brought into the association structure. At that time. Television
Broadcasters Assn. was absorbed and the
words "radio" and "television" were inserted in theoforganization's
Members
the combined title.
Radio and Tv
Boards will have a chance to vote in favor
of or against the change back to NAB when
they meet Feb. 6-8 at Hollywood Beach,
Fla. If they approve such a change, the
subject will go to the membership in the
form of a by-laws referendum.
B*T's poll drew 28 replies (27 mail, one
telephone) from the 42 radio and tv directors
despite warning telegrams circulated to them
by the chairmen and vice chairmen of the
separate boards. The telegrams told directors
a vote in B*Ts poll "would be ill-timed and

Of the 28 replies, 24 usable ballots repreill-advised."
senting 57.1% of the total board membership were received. The results follow:
In favor of a change in name — 20
(83.3%)
In favor of return to NAB — 19 (79.2%)
In (16.7%)
favor of the present NARTB — 4
Other name — 1 (4.2%)
Two of the 19 directors favoring a return
to NAB indicated they would vote this way
provided a majority of the board voted for
a change in the name. A third director
favored NAB "tentatively." Four directors
did not state a position, indicating they would
wait until the board discusses the subject
and vote at that time.
While the 1951 action bringing "television" into the association's title was impelled
in part by a belief the tv members of TBA
would insist on such recognition, a check of
identifiable ballots in the B«T poll showed
only one director with tv or radio-tv interests who was in favor of retaining the
present association name.
The B»T ballots were anonymous but
many of those returned were signed and included comments. Here are some of the
comments:
"Your polling is a good idea."
"When the name change (from NAB to
NARTB) came up 1 thought it was silly —
too many people needed their fears allayed,
their egos stroked gently. I still call it NAB.
The question is a lot simpler than some

Plug

people
are trying
to make it."
"NARTB
is unwieldy."
"I would be opposed to any title using

J
this

to get excited
about changing
the"It's
wordhard
'federation.'
"

blanket

names . . . 'broadcasting' is all-inclusive."
"I construe 'federation' as representative
of a group of state associations, therefore
prefer (National) Assn. of Broadcasters."
"I would prefer to be non-committal at the

more MUSIC more NEWS

more OFTEN

Turn on the sales current, warm up
those customers. WCUE blankets 12
northeastern Ohio counties. WCUE
covers the bigger, busier commercial areas. No other station is more
effective. Now you're getting warm

Wcue
Tim Elliot, President
The Elliot Stations
great independents — good neighbors
WCUE
WICE
if
Akron, Ohio Providence, Rhode Island
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nation's
the sizzle!
intosales
WCUE
. . plug
Let the
market.
42nd

Represented by the John E. Pearson Comoany

"I believe there could be serious implications to the association if it dropped the word
moment."
'television.' While those in the industrywould understand NAB would include television, would outsiders understand so readily?
Would Senators and Representatives, members of the press and business people?"
" 'Broadcasters' includes everybody. The
name should be simplified — NAB is still
used and remembered."
"Too costly to change ... at this time."
"Quite a few of the stations in my district
favor the idea of going back to NAB . . . .
There may be some excellent reasons why
the name should remain as it is."
In polling board members, B«T explained
the ballot was "a sounding of sentiment at
this time," recalling that the subject had
been discussed at many of the NARTB
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

y, oh

why,

You, too, will be better off if you listen to your
local agent — an expert— when you buy fire insurance.
It is the business of a Capital Stock Company
agent or broker to see that you get the proper
insurance coverage. He is one of 200,000 independent local agents and brokers in business for
themselves, to serve you.

NATIONAL

BOARD

OF

FIRE

won't

he

listen?

Your local agent is nearby. He's handy when
you need him fast. You can talk to him any
time. He will see that you have the right kind
of insurance and the right amount, whether
it's fire or any other insurance.
So for quality insurance service, see your independent local Capital Stock Company agent.

UNDERWRITERS

A Service Organization Maintained by 220 Capital Slock Fire Insurance Companies
85 John St., New York 38, N. Y. • 222 W. Adams St., Chicago 6, III. • 465 California St., San Francisco 4, Calif.

ROADCASTING

Telecasting

For quality
this symbol. Only, look
an for
independent
Capital Stock Company agent
or broker may display it. "*
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regional conferences in the last two years.
The ballot asked:
"Should NARTB retain its present name?
If 'no', should name be changed to National
Assn. of Broadcasters, National Federation
of Broadcasters or some other name

IDENTIFICATION
There are all kinds, but if you
need product identification in the
huge Southern California market,
here's the answer . . .
KTTV's MILLION VIEWER THEATRE
has brought big audiences to late
evening television. What happens
when Los Angeles stays up with
KTTV? Glad you asked . . .
MILLION VIEWER THEATRE
is the highest-rated multiweekly show in Southern
California. It has a bigger
rating for this viewing period than the 3 network stations combined.*
You can buy minute participations
in these fine MGM pictures, starring great names like Clark Gable,
Lana Turner, Spencer Tracy.
Minute participations plus top ratings equal product identification.
In your sales program, product
identification can make a big difference, and, in Southern California, the difference is KTTV.

Los Angeles Times-MGM
f~n -TV
RepresentedTelevi
nationally
by BLAIR
sion
*L.A. Telepulse
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Mailed earlier this month, the ballot drew
a(specify)."
quick reaction from NARTB officialdom.
Telegrams were promptly sent to board
members, signed by the chairmen and vice
chairmen of the two boards. A typical telegram follows:
"Broadcasting • Telecasting magazine
has sent to all members of NARTB Board
of Directors a questionnaire to determine
the position of the board re proposal to rename association. As you know, this matter
is on the agenda for formal consideration and
action by the Board of Directors in Florida.
"We believe that the board should have an
opportunity to discuss this matter fully
prior to any decision and for this reason
personally feel that any expression by any
member of the board prior to its meeting
would be ill-timed and ill-advised."
Two directors who had signed their ballots
sent follow-up letters after receiving the
telegram, asking that their names be withheld. Four others did not care to fill out
ballots or express an opinion in advance of
the board meeting.
Membership sentiment in favor of a
change was strong at the 1955 regional conferences. Six of the eight conferences
adopted resolutions calling for a change in
name, with "NAB" widely approved. Again
last autumn the subject was discussed at the
conferences and the Am Radio Committee
unanimously recommended a return to NAB.
Some inconvenience will develop at
NARTB headquarters if the board votes to
change the name and the membership approves the by-laws change but association
officials indicated the cost isn't much of a
problem.
When the term NARTB was adopted by
the board Feb. 2, 1951, the association
brought in over three-score tv stations. Both
aural and video stations felt they should
live within a single trade structure to fight
common battles of the two media. Extensive
powers were voted to the separate Radio
and Tv Boards, with top policy questions
left to the Joint Boards.
Top Problems on Agenda
The tentative agenda for the series of
committee and board meetings starting next
Monday will include a number of top-interest association problems, in addition to
the proposed change in name.
Progress of research plans for both radio
and tv will be reviewed. A four-year-old
proposal to set up an industrywide tv circulation audit on a continuing basis has been
field-tested. Similar but more recent plans
to set up a continuing radio audit, showing
county-by-county circulation in and out of
the home, will be submitted. A number of
ideas were reviewed at a recent research subcommittee session.
The board will scan an overall association
budget that is expected to run above the

NOW 'USAB'
A NEW AND
title to replace the six-yearold National Assn. of Radio & Television Broadcasters (NARTB) has been
proposed by Robert T. Mason,
WMRN Marion, Ohio, director representing the association's District 7
(Ohio, Kentucky). The title is "United
States Assn. of Broadcasters." Contacted by B»T, Mr. Mason said he
felt the proposed name is descriptive,
covering the 48 states, District of Columbia and territories.
"The name would signify origin," he
said, "whereas the word 'National' in
the present association title has no
identity and could refer to any country.
The word 'American' is applicable to
the entire Western Hemisphere." The
USAB name may be considered at the
board's Feb. 6-8 Florida meeting.
$833,000 originally proposed for 1956.
Among increases are the expanded public
relations projects, recommended last summer by a special subcommittee (see story,
page 90). A supplemental appropriation of
$50,000 was granted for the expanded public
relations activity. The public relations department isbeing reorganized.
Membership of the association is at an alltime high, running in excess of 2,126. Tv
Code subscribers now number approximately
300 and members of the Alliance of Film
Producers have been admitted as affiliates.
The Radio Standards of Practice, long
promised both aural and visual station identification symbols, will be considered by the
Radio Board. A number of aural identification ideas have been submitted.
The board agenda will include such topics
as the approaching industry convention
(Chicago, April 7-11) and Engineering Conference; National Radio Week and National
Television Week; Voice of Democracy contest; the first annual farm broadcasting week;
freedom of information and access to public
events for radio-tv newsmen; plans for the
second annual conference of state association presidents (Feb. 21-22); selection of
annual convention keynote speaker, with
indications the choice may come either within
or outside the industry; cost of transmitting
broadcast programs over utility facilities;
music copyright costs and customary internal
developments, Washington regulatory-legisPOWERFUL
MICHIGAN'S
250 WATTER
HEARD AROUND
THE
WORLD
■ . . VCHLS is responsible for
more newsworthy stories iea.-.
tured by A.P. than any other
station in the country.
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NOTICE TO EDITORS—
This advertisement currently appears in leading national magazines. For more than 30 years, Metropolitan Life has sponsored
similar messages on national health and safety.
Because of public interest in the subject matter of these advertisements, Metropolitan offers all news editors (including radio

If you catch a cold . . . and

news editors), free use of the text of each advertisement in this
series. The text may be used in regular health features, health
columns or health reports with or without credit to Metropolitan.
The Company gladly makes this material available to editors
as one phase of its public-service advertising in behalf of the
nation's health and safety.
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TRADE ASSNS.
lative developments and telephone line fees.
Two new board members will sit for the
first time— F. C. Sowell, WLAC Nashville,
Tenn., representing District 6 (South Central states) and George C. Hatch, KALL
Salt Lake City, Utah (Mountain states).
They were elected last autumn to fill vacancies created by the death of David Wilson,
KPLC Lake Charles, La., who represented
District 6, and the move of Walter E. Wagstaff, KIDO Boise, Idaho, to KGW-TV
Portland, Ore. District 11 (North Central
states) has no director since resignation of
F. E. Fitzsimonds, formerly of KFYR Bismarck, N. D. and now of KBMB-TV Bismarck.
Martin Proposes Service Slogan
At Georgia Radio-Tv Institute
A NEW SLOGAN, "Broadcasting Serves
America," was proposed for radio-tv broadcasters Thursday by Donald N. Martin,
NARTB public relations assistant to the
president. Speaking at the 12th annual
Georgia Radio & Television Institute at
Athens, sponsored by the Georgia Assn. of
Broadcasters and U. of Georgia's Henry W.
Grady School of Journalism, he described
ways the industry serves the nation:
L. H. Christian of WRFC Athens, president of GAB, introduced Mr. Martin. W.
Newton Morris, WMLT Dublin, was institute chairman.

Mr. Martin described broadcasting's service to the nation in three basic ways — responsible programming, free from dictation
by government or special interest groups,
but reasonably meeting the needs of all;
instant communications directly and accurately informing the people; economic
stimulus, expanding markets and creating a
better life through advertising.
T. Harold Scott, radio-tv legal advisor of
the Federal Trade Commission, said FTC
does not intend to monitor tv programs for
"good taste, public morals or entertainment
and educational features" in its new monitoring activity [B»T, Jan. 14]. He called on
broadcasters to cooperate with the FTC "by
voluntarily screening out false and misleading advertising." He added: "Members of
your profession should be as desirous as
anyone that the commercials which support
their programs shall meet tests of the high
standards of legality which have been set

up by the Congress."
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Radio's Integral Role
A LOOK into the media campaign of the
future (in radio) was afforded the Des Moines
Advertising Club Tuesday by Radio Advertising Bureau President Kevin Sweeney.
In two years, Mr. Sweeney asserted, the
standard campaign in media planning of a
great many local and regional advertisers
will be 800 radio announcements reaching
three-quarters of all families, 19 times apiece
during a 30-day period. He labeled this type
of He
campaign
said that"super-saturation
local advertisers radio."
will remain
radio's number one customer, that there will
be no substantial change in the current rank
of radio's local customers and that automobile dealers probably will continue to be
the local radio user. Others in the order of
use: supermarkets, department stores, furniture and appliance categories.
A possible change in ranking may come
from heavy radio expansion by department
stores, Mr. Sweeney said, predicting that
with more skilled radio use, these advertisers' "campaigns will expand from the current 20-150 announcements per week level
to the real block-busters of 200 per week."
The day before his Des Moines talk, Mr.
Sweeney was in Houston addressing the Radio & Television Executives Assn. there.
Timing his Houston speech toward the
less-than-$l million national advertiser
(annual) and to the regional advertiser, Mr.
Sweeney declared that these advertisers,
"have found a 'home away from home' in
national spot and network radio. And it's
just about the only home they can afford
to live in and dominate."
there was
"evidence
on
allMr.
sidesSweeney
that thesaidmedium
sized
advertiser
has embraced radio as the heart of his sales
promotion plan."
Advanced Plans Formulated
For ANA Spring Meeting
ADVANCED planning for the Assn. of National Advertisers spring meeting, to be held
March 13-16 at The Homestead, Hot
Springs, Va., took place last week.
Robert J. Gunder, director of advertising
and sales promotion at the Hamilton Watch
Co., was appointed by the ANA board as
chairman of a 16-man program committee.
Emphasis this year will be placed on extending the informal workshop session (March
16), according to Mr. Gunder, who also
said that the meeting will look into such
"vital subjects" as how much should be spent
for advertising, the evaluation of agency relations aswell as of advertising effectiveness.
The meeting is limited traditionally to ANA
members and invited advertiser guests,
speakers and newsmen.
Members of the ANA spring meeting program committee include Mr. Gunder; Gordon Ackland, Royal-McBee Corp.; John Alden, the Norwich Pharmacal Co.; Albert
Barber, Dan River Mills Inc.; David Beard,
Reynolds Metals Co.; Henry Botsford, General Motors Corp.; Homer Evans, General
Dynamics Corp.; Albert Goetz, American
Safety Razor Co.; Frank Harrington, North

America Co.; Jack Hershey, The Dayton
Rubber Co.; G. J. Lawrence, Alexander
Smith Inc.; Rod Moorhead, Brown-Forman
Distillers Corp.; James Rayen, Minute Maid
Corp.; Howard Sarine, National Lead Co.;
Virgil Simpson, E. I. Du Pont De Nemours
& Co.; Robert Whitney, The Yale & Towne
Mfg. Co. and Manuel Yellen, P. Lorillard
Co.
Teach Viewers to Tune Tv Sets,
Film Council Members Suggest
IN LINE with an all-industry project to upgrade the quality of television film, a proposal was made at a meeting of the National
Television Film Council in New York last
week that the viewing public be educated to
the proper means of tuning in their sets as
a way of attaining improved reception.
This suggestion was made by several
members of the council after Thomas
Barnes, general manager of WDAY-TV
Fargo, N. D.. placed the blame for faulty
reception on the public, which, he said, did
not know how to tune in a set properly. Mr.
Barnes said that it was his experience that
films arriving at a station are in satisfactory
condition and added that equipment at most
stations is better than adequate.
Among the suggestions for educating the
public was literature to be distributed to
viewers by stations and networks, and a
short film to be produced by some industry
organization showing the right and wrong
way to tune a set.
The discussion last week resulted from a
project originally advanced by Lever Bros,
to upgrade the quality of tv film programs.
Other speakers at the meeting touched upon
facets of the problem which had been explored previously: the need for more satisfactory equipment at the station level; improved lighting and laboratory processing
standards. A representative of the Society of
Motion Pictures and Television Engineers
attended the session and reported that the
society is prepared to provide any technical
assistance needed in the project.
Murrow to Be Toastmaster
At SBA Annual Awards Dinner
SPORTS Broadcasters Assn. announced last
week that Edward R. Murrow, CBS news
analyst and commentator, will serve as toastmaster at SBA's tenth annual awards dinner
Thursday at the Hotel Roosevelt in New
York.
Veteran sports announcer Ted Husing,
who has been ill in recent months, will be
honored
with McNamee
the association's
top award
—
the Graham
Memorial
Award.
In addition, the first annual Ted Husing
Award will be presented to Jim Graham,
Oklahoma A & M pole vaulter, who voluntarily withdrew from the Olympic team because of a leg injury. SBA also will present
plaques of merit to outstanding athletes of
the past year, including Mickey Mantle,
New York Yankees; Sal Maglie, Brooklyn
Dodgers;
world's
weightFloyd
champion; Patterson,
Frank Gifford,
New heavyYork
Giants (football) and Tom Courtney, Olympic 800-meter champion. Sportscaster Mel
Allen is general chairman of the dinner.
Broadcasting
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Tv Big Boost to Sales,
Adv. Conference Told
NEWSPAPERS may be the backbone of
retailers' promotional efforts but tv is assuming more importance with the growth
of decentralization, shifting of markets and
the "great trend to suburbia."
That contention was voiced by John
Green, advertising manager of Fowler, Dick
& Walker, department store in Wilkes-Barre,
Pa., in an address before the fifth annual
Retail Advertising Conference at the Palmer
House in Chicago, Jan. 19-20.
Mr. Green reported on his store's successful use of television during the past four
years to move various kinds of merchandise
and to penetrate non-newspaper trading
areas.
"In many areas of this growing suburbia,
you will find newspaper circulation inadequate or too expensive to buy for your market area or not available for purchase at
all," Mr. Green said.
After unsuccessful preliminary ventures
into television, Fowler, Dick & Walker
launched a survey in its outlying trade area
to ascertain shopping habits and the pattern
of newspaper readership and radio-tv station audiences. Among results was the finding that younger families traveled considerably to shop, older couples very little.
When the store built an addition to its
structure, tv cables were installed in the
building to provide for future eventualities.
(It was equipped to televise but had no format or program.) Fowler, Dick & Walker
looked into tv by scanning NBC-TV Window
segment on Home for ideas and screening
some 25 girls for the role of commentator on
its own Window presentation.
The store contracted with WB RE-TV for
time five days weekly to present two noncompeting but related classes of merchandise daily. It called its program At Home
in the Little White House.
One of the most significant results, he
said, was that deliveries increased 20% in
its outlying trading area not covered by its
newspapers. Mail and phone order business
also jumped 35% in those areas, as did
beauty salon traffic, much of it from towns
25 or more miles away.
Cooperative Advertising Code
Suggested by Official of Stores
A NATIONAL code of fair practice on cooperative advertising for manufacturers and
retailers was suggested at the fifth annual
Retail Advertising Conference in Chicago
Jan. 19-20.
Paul H. Howard, sales promotion manager of Rhodes Dept. Stores, Seattle, expressed belief it would be worthwhile for
a committee of department store, manufacturing, radio-tv-newspaper media and buyer
representatives to agree on a formula which
would be equally fair to all. He felt it
should cover procedure standards on regular product and special event advertising and
include an appropriate emblem or code
stamp.
"Cooperative advertising is both saint and
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

sinner," Mr. Howard asserted, "but it's not
good for either retailing or manufacturing
in its present form. It's a discount on the
cost of merchandise — yet we're tempted to
overlook it. Cooperative is costing us
money to administer." But, he added, it's
"such a powerful competitive tool we have
to make the best of it."
Mr. Howard should
felt there's
reason"
why
manufacturers
differ "no
in their
methods
of allocating and administering co-op funds.
He urged retailers to put all possible pressure
on manufacturers to adopt some on acceptable local newspaper rates, use of brand
names and standards for forms of payment.
NARTB Committee Approves
Writing of Tv Film Manual
DEVELOPMENT of an NARTB manual
reviewing tv film operations for stations was
approved Jan. 18 at a meeting of the
NARTB Film Committee, held in New York,
with Chairman Harold P. See, KRON-TV
San Francisco, presiding. The manual will
cover quality film reproduction with information on operating techniques, equipment
maintenance and performance criteria. The
committee noted general acceptance of
NARTB's new standard film contract in less
than a year, with more than 7,000 requests
for copies received from stations and distributors.
Attending the meeting besides Chairman
See were Elaine Phillips, WSPD-TV Toledo,
Ohio; Joseph L. Floyd. KELO-TV Sioux
Falls, S. D.; Kenneth I. Tredwell, WBTV
(TV) Charlotte, N. C; Raymond Welpott,
WRGB (TV) Schenectady, N. Y. Taking part
for NARTB were President Harold E. Fellows; Don Martin, public relations assistant
to the president; Thad H. Brown Jr., tv
vice president, and his assistant, Dan W.
Shields.
Women Broadcasters Outline
Agenda for April Convention
PLANS for the 1957 convention of the
American Women in Radio & Television in
St. Louis April 25-28 were announced last
week by Edythe Fern Melrose, WXYZ Detroit, AWRT president. A highlight of the
four-day meeting at the Chase Park-Plaza
Hotel will be a sight and sound exhibition at
which major radio-tv advertisers and manufacturers will be represented.
The convention theme will be "The Scope
of the Feminine Field in Radio and Television," according to Miss Melrose. Sessions
at the convention will cover the various
phases of radio and television, and included
on the agenda are a program clinic by
Broadcast Music Inc. and several panel and
workshop sessions featuring outstanding
persons in the field.
Bette Doolittle, a staff member of Paramount Pictures Corp. in New York, has
been appointed executive director of the
convention. She served for several years
with NARTB in Washington. Miss Doolittle
will coordinate phases of the convention in
conjunction with the convention board liaison, Hilda Ballestro, of the Evaporated Milk
Assn., Chicago.
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Many hill-hidden communities once in
the "shadows" now enjoy bright,
snow-free television through TV Translator service. Wherever gaps occur in
your coverage, Adler's FCC-type-approved UST-10 Translator can provide
power on the spot to expand your
market. Investigate low-cost TV Translators now!
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TRADE ASSNS.
TREZEVANT
NARTB

TO

HEAD

PUBLICATIONS

MR. TREZEVANT

MR. SITRICK

NARTB is reorganizing its public relations
activities in line with an expansion program
that began last autumn when Donald H.
Martin joined the headquarters staff as
public relations assistant to President Harold
E. Fellows [B«T, Oct. 8, 1956].
John G. Trezevant, managing editor of
Collier's magazine, will join the association
Feb. 1 as manager of news and publications
[Closed Circuit, Jan. 21], Mr. Martin announced Thursday. This is his first major
appointment since joining NARTB.
Joseph M. Sitrick, manager of publicity
and informational services, has been named
to a new post, manager of special projects
and member participation. He will direct
a series of industry promotional projects
and public relations aids for NARTB members.
Mr. Trezevant will have a key role in the
expanded public relations program, Mr.
Martin said. He joined Crowell-Collier in
1955 as assistant to the editor-in-chief and
was named managing editor of Collier's last
year. Previously he had been on the editorial
staff of the San Francisco Chronicle. He is
a graduate of the U. of California. During
World War II he served in naval communications and information posts in the Pacific
and Atlantic areas. He is married and has
three sons.
Mr. Sitrick will develop community service aids for stations and supply them with
public relations material including slides,
films and speeches. It is understood he will
direct the association's participation in National Radio Week, National Television
Week and similar projects.
Ind. Bill Seeks to Counter
NCAA's Football Tv Grip
TRUE to tradition of recent years, the National Collegiate Athletic Assn. met legislative opposition on its restrictive football tv
program fortnight ago on grounds tax-supported schools should not be subject to such
controls.
A measure was introduced in the Indiana
State Legislature to require Purdue, Indiana,
Indiana State and Ball State universities to
withdraw from NCAA unless it relaxes its
television policy. The bill, submitted by Sen.
Howard Steele, could also mean the withdrawal of Indiana and Purdue from the Big
Ten if adopted, though observers felt prospect of passage was remote.
Sen. Steele said he felt that no "group
Page 90 • January 28, 1957

like the NCAA should have the right to
deprive Indiana citizens from seeing on television the athletic contests sponsored by taxsupported institutions." It would apply not
alone to football but other sports as well.
Judging from the reaction of Guy Mackey,
athletic director of Purdue, the schools involved probably would not go along with
Sen. Steele's proposed legislation. He said,
"We would want to do what our conference
does. As long as the Big Ten goes along
with the NCAA program we would want
to stick with it."
The Big Ten is on record for general football tv controls but has indicated it will
press for fewer limitations in any plan and
more autonomy for individual schools or
conferences.

SRA Official Predicts Record
In National Spot Radio Sales
WITH the total dollar volume in national
spot radio in for last November, Larry Webb,
managing director of Station Representatives Assn., is reporting today (Monday) that
the figure for the year would reach the record
$150 million he had previously predicted.
Total dollar volume for November was
$16,708,000, or 36 percent above the volume
for that month in 1955. For the 11 months
of 1956, national spot radio totals $136,247,000, according to SRA's report, which
is
a 24.4
percent increase over 1955's 11month
period.
Mr. Webb also reported that November
showed the largest gain for any month in

Okla. U. Polls Lawyers, Judges;

1956, be
and ahead
predicted
that December's
total
would
of December
1955 by more
than 25 percent.

Few Favor Open-Door Courtroom
ONLY a small percentage of lawyers and
judges polled by the U. of Oklahoma Dept.
of Sociology favors amendment of the
American Bar Assn. Canon 35 to admit news
photographers to the courtrooms, according
to a summary of the survey in the ABA
Coordinator.
The results of questionnaires sent to all
states and territories show 10% of lawyers
favor courtroom photography (except sex,
juvenile and similar cases). Only 5% of
judges were in favor, with 28% of criminologists and 97% of newspaper managing
editors endorsing court photos.
The survey was conducted by Dr. Gilbert
Geis, assistant professor of sociology, and
Lt. Robert E. L. Talley, an Oklahoma U.
graduate. Both are ex-newspapermen. Questionnaires were sent to a managing editor of
the largest newspaper in each state and territory; a state university criminologist; a
high court judge and a metropolitan lawyer.
Replies were received from 1 1 7 of the 200
persons contacted.
Klein Heads Phila. Broadcasters
ROBERT A. KLEIN, general manager of
WDAS Philadelphia, has been elected president of the Philadelphia Radio & Television
Broadcasters Assn. for 1957. Other officers
named: Patrick J. Stanton, president and
general manager, WJMJ, vice president;
John R. Mahoney, general manager, WIBGAM-FM, secretary; William B. Caskey, vice
president and general manager, WPEN-AMFM, treasurer. Austin Marshall continues
as executive director.
ATAS

to Discuss Workshop

ACADEMY of Television Arts and Sciences will hold a meeting in New York in
February to explore the possibilities of establishing atelevision writers' workshop as
a means of developing new writers for the
medium. Mort Abrahams, executive producer of NBC-TV's Producers Showcase,
reported he has asked many of the top tv
producers, writers and agents to attend a
meeting next month at a date still to be
determined.

Glenn Maxham Named President
Of Minnesota UP Broadcasters
GLENN MAXHAM, news director of
WEBC Duluth, was elected president of
United Press Broadcasters of Minnesota at
an organizational meeting in Minneapolis.
Other officers elected: Ray Thompson,
news director KROC-AM-TV Rochester,
first vice president, and Richard G. Biddick,
news director, KDHL Faribault, second vice
president.
Directors: Don Fawcett, manager CFOB,
Fort Francis, Ont; Jim Bormann, news director WCCO Minneapolis; Paul Sevareid,
news director, WTCN-TV Minneapolis;
Phil Nolan, news director, KSUM Fairmont.
Jack Hagerty, news manager for UP
Minn., will be ex-offico secretary.
The meeting, held earlier this month, was
addressed by Henry Shapiro, veteran UP
correspondent in Moscow.
Hearing on N. Y. Tv Band Favored
RADIO-Newsreel-Television Working Press
Assn. has reported that Stanley M. Isaacs,
minority leader of the New York City
Council, has advised the association that
he favors a hearing at which the council's ban on television and newsreel coverage
of the body's
proceedings
discussed.
Mr. Isaacs,
who was
one of 22becouncilmen
who voted last Dec. 18 to bar tv newsmen
from council deliberations although newspaper and still photographers were admitted,
wrote the association that while he was "not
convinced" that he was wrong in his "attitude," he believed the group merited an opportunity to present its side of the case.
TRADE ASSOCIATIONS PEOPLE
Donald McDonald, account executive,
Fuller & Smith & Ross, N. Y., to Radio
Adv. Bureau as member of national sales
staff.
Colton G. Morris, formerly with Christian
Science Monitor and at onetime news-special
events director for WBZ-AM-TV Boston,
appointed publicity director of 1957 Fla.
State Fair.
Broadcasting
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WBC Makes Brittanica Films
Available to Educ. Stations
WESTINGHOUSE Broadcasting Co., which
late last year signed a five-year contract
with Trans-Lux Television Films Inc. for
use of the Encyclopaedia Brittanica film
library consisting of 650 features, last week
announced in New York that this library
will be available to educational tv stations
within the service areas of the WBC television stations.
Educational stations affected are KQED
(TV) San Francisco, WQED (TV) Pittsburgh
and WGBH-TV Boston. Westinghouse stations in these three cities are KPIX (TV)
San Francisco, KDKA-TV Pittsburgh and
WBZ-TV Boston.
In announcing the availability of these
films to educational tv outlets, WBC President Donald H. McGannon pointed out
that "in our contract negotiations with
Encyclopaedia Brittanica Films . . . [we]
specifically reserved the right to extend use
of these films to educational stations" in
WBC's orbit. He added that WBC's action
was "in keeping with a growing trend in
broadcasting" toward better public service.
Cited as examples of this: NBC's offer to provide educational programming to non-commercial stations, and Westinghouse's practice
of offering to non-commercial radio stations
—such as WNYC New York, WOSU Ohio
State U., WPWT Philadelphia, WBAA Purdue U.— regular WBC features. For example, John K. M. McCaffery's Books and
Voices, a transcribed 25-minute program
series that launches its second 1 3-week cycle
this week, is such a program.
WSAZ-AM-TV Publishes New
Educational Tv-Radio Booklet
OFFICIALS of WSAZ-AM-TV Huntington,
W. Va., have written and distributed a
booklet entitled "Educational Television and
Radio" which outlines their educational
activities in schools in Southwestern West
Virginia, Southeastern Ohio and Eastern
Kentucky.
Copies of the booklet have been mailed
to all U. S. Congressmen; to members of
the Senate and the House in the three
states, to the FCC, the NARTB; to NBC,
CBS and ABC executives, and to tv stations
throughout the nation, said Jack Williams,
WSAZ promotion and merchandising manager.
WSAZ-AM-TV President Lawrence H.
Rogers' letter to congressmen transmitting
the booklet and explaining the purpose for
which it was prepared was entered in the
Congressional Record last week by Rep.
James Roosevelt (D-Calif.).
THE

COMMUNITY-NEWS

VOICE
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GREATER CLEVELAND'S
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Under the guidance of Bert C. Shimp, educational director for both stations, WSAZTV has telecast for the past three years a
program entitled Camera Goes to School
each Monday, Wednesday and Friday afternoon. Presented in cooperation with the Cabell County (W. Va.) school system, Marshall
College (Huntington, W. Va.) and Morris
Harvey College (Charleston, W. Va.), the
half-hour educational show is described in
the booklet, and activities of the show depicted. Educational programs on the grade
school level, on the high school level, and on
the college level are presented.
The station's semi-weekly educational
radio program — Mike Classroom (Tuesday, Thursday, 1:30-2:00 p.m.) — also is
outlined in the new booklet.
Pay-Tv as Aid for Education
Stressed by Zenith Official
SUBSCRIPTION tv would have particular
value for educational television stations, according to Ted Leitzell, Zenith Radio Corp.
public relations director. Zenith carried its
pay-tv pitch
a women's
organization
last
Tuesday
whento Mr.
Leitzell spoke
in Chicago
before the Illinois Federation of Women's
Clubs.
Mr. Leitzell declared that there are only
23 educational stations on the air today,
although the FCC has allocated 257 channels for this purpose. He said that with a
few hours of paid educational programs a
day, stations could operate in most of these
channels to bring many hours of classroom
courses for public schools and cultural programs for the general public.
"Subscription tv . . . will move college
courses into the home at a price averaging
about the same as bare tuition charges on
theThe
campus,"
Leitzell
Zenith Mr.
official
alsoadded.
said that new
Hollywood movies could be received in the
home "at a cost little more than the peanut and popcorn expense of attending the

WAY

OUT

II
Oldtime steamboat races along
our Ohio River Valley were often
close, and hazardous to put your
money on. Quite different from
today's audience race among
TV stations. When you put your
money
on WSAZ-TV,
picked THE
winner. Surveyyou've
after
survey gives the title to this 69county giant — and the latest
Nielsen is no exception. Consider
these WSAZ-TV margins over
the next-best station:
95,670 more homes per month
99,430 more homes per week
101,130 more daytime homes,
weekdays
100,580 more nighttime
homes, weekdays

theatre." Publicity Discussed
College
PANEL discussion on how best to publicize the institution for both alumni and general public through radio-tv was held last
Thursday at the Chalfonte-Haddon Hall Hotel in Atlantic City during the American
College Public Relations Assn.'s annual convention.

WSAZ-TV steams with comparable popularity across a fourstate domain wherein almost
$4,000,000,000 buying power
awaits advertisers who like to
ride with the winner. The gangway is down at any Katz office.

Participating were Sam Cook Digges, general manager of WCBS-TV New York; Warren A. Kraetzer, director of the office of radio-tv, New York U; Leon Levine, director
of radio-tv operations, Columbia U.; and Ed
Cooperstein, staff director at WATV (TV)
Newark, N. J., and radio-tv director at Farleigh-Dickinson College.
EDUCATION SHORT
WKAR-TV East Lansing, Mich., non-commercial, educational outlet of Michigan State
U, started fourth year of operation Jan. 15.
EDUCATION PEOPLE
Frank D. Jacoby, executive producer, Product Services Inc., N. Y., to Metropolitan
Educational Tv Assn., same city, as production manager.

HUNTINGTOM-CHARLESTOM, W. VA.
Affiliated with Radio Stations
WSAZ, Huntington & WGKV, Charleston
LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT
Represented by The Katz Agency
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PERSONNEL RELATIONS

IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST

AD COUNCIL
PLANS
Engineers at 4 Calif. Stations
Receive $10-a-Week Pay Raise
'58 FREEDOM
DRIVE
PATTERN adopted in settling the strike of
AFTRA announcers against KSFO and KYA
DETAILS
of the
Advertising
Council's
efforts on behalf
of the
1958 Crusade
For
San Francisco and KROW Oakland, which
Freedom program were outlined last week
with fourth independent station KLX Oakat a news conference in New York by
land, banded together to negotiate as Bay officials of the Council and the Crusade. The
Area Independent Broadcasters Assn. [At
campaign is designed to raise $10 million
Deadline, Jan. 21] was followed in negotia- for the activities of Radio Free Europe and
tions with engineers employed at the four
Free Europe Press.
stations.
William P. Wright Jr.. a vice president of
IBEW. representing technical employes of
J. Walter Thompson Co., New York, volunKYA, KLX and KROW, with a year more
teer agency on the campaign, described the
to go on the present contract, and NABET,
representing KSFO technicians, with two advertising materials that have been prepared for the project. He noted the campaign
years to go, received for their members a
$10-a-week raise retroactive to Nov. 1, 1956, begins this month and reaches its peak during
February. The theme of the 1958 advertisas the announcers did. In addition KSFO's
NABET employes will get another $5 raise
ing effort is: "The one thing the Iron Curon Nov. I, 1957. and a 5% welfare, health
tain can't keep out is the truth."
Various spot announcements prepared by
and pension fund, same as the announcers.
J. Walter Thompson already have been disThe formula for after-midnight work
tributed to radio and television networks,
negotiated with the announcers will also be
Mr.
Wright
said, and television materials are
applied to the engineers, who will work sixhour shifts for eight-hour pay and forego expected to be ready this week.
Allan M. Wilson, vice president of the
mid-shift rest periods which would have
necessitated the employment of relief opera- I Advertising Council who recently returned
tors at KYA and KSFO which in December
to the U. S. from an inspection tour of Rainaugurated all-night operation [B»T. ! dio Free Europe's operations in Munich and
Dec. 31. 1956].
; refugee facilities in Austria and West Germany, asserted that the broadcasts of RFE
Court Denies Musicians' Petition
"help to keep the youths of Russia's satellite
To Halt Trust Fund Payments
countries from converting to Soviet Communism." He said that in talks with refugees,
INJUNCTION sought by a group of Hollywood musicians to prevent funds being paid J he learned that RFE's broadcasts have been
by phonograph recording companies and ! bringing "the truth" about Stalinism to the
motion picture companies to Samuel R.
people tinueand
refugees for
"hope
conits broadcasts
the RFE
sake ofwillpeople
Rosenbaum (trustee of the Music Performance Trust Funds) was denied Thursday by left behind the Iron Curtain."
In answer to a question on criticism of
Los Angeles Superior Court Judge John J.
Ford, who had heard arguments for and
RFE for its purported role in having enagainst the injunction earlier this month ! couraged the Hungarians to revolt, W. J. C.
[B»T, Jan. 21. 14]. Reason for the denial,
Egan, director of Radio Free Europe, inJudge Ford said, is that his court does not I dicated that RFE broadcasts had been misinterpreted bylisteners. He voiced the belief
have jurisdiction in this matter because Mr.
Rosenbaum is a party to the action and he that broadcast statements from Western
is located in New York, which is outside
leaders pledging "moral support" of the
Hungarian people had been interpreted by
the jurisdiction of a California court. Otherwise, Judge Ford said, he would have been I some of them as meaning that "physical
inclined to grant the injunction.
i support" would be forthcoming. Mr. Egan
Action for the injunction was a pre- I said he would "welcome" both a Congressional investigation or a discussion at the
liminary move in damage suits for $13 milUnited Nations of Soviet charges that RFE
lion brought by the Hollywood musicians,
had helped to touch off and sustain the
all members of Local 47 of the American
revolt.
Federation of Musicians, except Cecil Read,
who lost his membership by leading the
Harten Named to Post for Meet
rebellion against AFM President James C.
Petrillo.
On Public Service Programming
in
BATON

ROUGE
the

OK Negro Radio Buy
is
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ASSIGNMENT of Perry Harten, formerly
show supervisor for Dancer-FitzgeraldSample, to a production post for the industry-wide Feb. 27-March 1 conference in Boston on public service programming, was
announced last week by Richard M. Pack.
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.'s vice president in charge of programming. WBC is
sponsor of the conference [B»T, Jan. 21].
Mr. Harten, who joined D-F-S in 1956
following service as a tv film producer and a
! former director of Voice of America in
I Europe, will work with Mr. Pack; William
J. Kaland, WBC's national program man-

ager, and J. B. Conley, special assistant to
the president of WBC, in the production of
conference agenda features being developed
with program managers of the WBC stations.
Tv Gives Women

Chance to See

WHEN WBZ-TV Boston presented a medical program about the most recent discoveries in the field of ophthalmology, Merrill
D. Aldrich, former Taunton, Mass., mayor,
was watching tv in a hospital room. He was
there awaiting a major operation and knew
there was little chance that it would be successful. As a result of the program, he
called the Boston eye bank and willed his.
eyes to them. He died on the operating
table, but because of his gift, a 42-year-old
Bangor, Me., woman and a 21-year-old
Nova Scotia mother were given a chance
to see. Doctors reported that from all indications, the transplanting operations were
successful.
Radios for the Blind'
WSOY-AM-FM Decatur, 111., recently conducted a"Radios for the Blind" campaign
during which more than 60 radios and $175
in cash were collected. Working with a local association of blind people and the Illinois Public Aid Commission, WSOY-AMFM assembled a list of needy persons. Then
an appeal for used radios that could be repaired and for cash donations was made.
Station engineers repaired the sets; announcers and station personalities picked up
the old sets and delivered the repaired ones.
The campaign to provide all blind persons
in WSOY-AM-FM's area with radios was
finally closed when the donations started
to surpass the need.
KICD Appeal Brings $9,200
KICD Spencer, Iowa, received about $9,200
when it put out a call for volunteers and
equipment to aid in the recovery of the
bodies of two boys lost in the icy waters of
Lake West Okoboji, Spencer. The first call
was for men and equipment; a second
brought forth the money. One body was recovered. Mason Dixon, program director of
KICD, suggested the fund be used for equipment for other emergencies.
WJIM Stations Aid Families
BILL FYFFE, news director for WJIMAM-TV Lansing, Mich., aired a newscast
recently about two local families losing everything in an early morning fire. After
the announcement, the stations appealed to
their listeners for help, and as a result,
enough clothing and household furnishings
for both of the families were received.
KTTV (TV) to Stage Telethon
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles will stage a tenhour telethon on Sunday, Feb. 17 (7 a.m.
to 5 p.m.) under the auspices of the Southern California chapter of Rheumatism &
Arthritis Foundation. It will be the highlight of the foundation's February fundraising campaign, which has a goal of $250,000.
Broadcasting
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PROGRAM SERVICESMARCH

TV

SCHEDULED

CLINICS
BY

BMI

SCHEDULING of five two-day regional
television clinics for the first two weeks in
March is being announced today by Broadcast Music Inc. This year's series of tv
clinics has been enlarged from three to five
to enable more tv station personnel to exchange their ideas and experiences on program operations.
The clinics, now being organized by
BMI's station relations vice president, Glenn
Dolberg, will be visited by two travel teams
of speakers of "national tv stature" who,
in turn, will be augmented by other speakers
from within each region. -A total of 10
speakers will visit each clinic during the
two-day sessions. Mr. Dolberg also indicated
that as in the annual BMI radio clinics, each
afternoon will close with an informal group
discussion.
The series gets under way March 4 and
ends March 12. Regional meetings will be
held as follows: March 4-5 — Northeast:
Biltmore Hotel, New York; Southwest:
Texas Hotel, Ft. Worth; March 7-8— South:
Dinkier-Plaza Hotel, Atlanta, Ga.; Midwest:
Sheraton-Blackstone Hotel, Chicago; March
11-12 — West: St. Francis Hotel, San Francisco.
New Sports Broadcasting Firm
To Be Directed by Ed Pancoast
A NEW FIRM, Sports Broadcasts Inc., has
been formed under the presidency of Ed
Pancoast, formerly of The Boiling Co. (station representatives), to represent both
sports organizations and sports features in
radio-tv.
Associated with President Pancoast in
SBI are Marty Glickman, widely-known
sportscaster, who is vice president and
treasurer, and Nat Asch, former sports director of WMGM New York, secretary.
SBI is temporarily headquartered at 507
Fifth Ave., New York.
Mr. Pancoast said SBI will represent the
New York Yankees baseball club and the
New York Giants football team insofar as
radio-tv coverage of the teams is concerned.
He said sports features it will handle include
a series based on films of famous fights,
known as The Golden Era of Boxing.
AP Cites Greater Cooperation
With Radio, Television Stations
COOPERATION between radio-tv stations
and the Associated Press reached a new high
in 1956, AP reported last week, citing "a
remarkable upsurge in cooperative newsgathering," and singling out WTMJ-AM-TV
Milwaukee as the leading contributor with
398 individual stories for AP use.
According to AP Radio Editor John
Aspinwall, the 140 AP-member stations in
Texas set the record for all 48 states with
a total of 3,492 filed news stories — an increase of 1,413 over the 1955 total. Michigan member stations, which produced 2,737
stories (an increase of 736 over 1955), supplied 41.8% of the total news stories on
Michigan state wires last year, exclusive of
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

material gathered by AP's own staff there.
Other stations mentioned and the number of stories they filed: WHLS Port Huron,
Mich. (379); KONO San Antonio (259);
WHBL Sheboygan, Mich. (255); WONE
Dayton, Ohio (254); WRIT Milwaukee
(223); KWTX-AM-TV Waco (206) and
KDSX Denison-Sherman, Tex. (201).
Sound Studios Adds Two to Staff
TWO ADDITIONS have been made to the
staff of Sound Studios Inc., Washington,
D. C, which creates and produces radio and
tv campaigns. Col. R. L. Duncan (USA, ret.)
has joined the firm as vice president; Evelyn
A. Duncan has been named director of special events, President Leon Loeb announced.
Col. Duncan, who served in both World
Wars, is a past president of RCA Institutes,
which he organized, a senior member of the
Institute of Radio Engineers and a member
of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers. Mrs. Duncan, who will arrange
recordings of events such as conventions,
conferences, testimonial dinners, weddings,
served on the staff of Sen. Estes Kefauver
(D-Tenn.) from 1949 until the present.
Jones Joins Capitol Records Inc.
GEORGE R. JONES, formerly West Coast
manager for Langlois Filmusic Inc., has
been appointed custom service department
manager for Capitol Records Inc. and will

ITS

lW£

assume his new post Feb. 1.
Mr. Jones, a veteran in the custom business, was associated with the C. P. MacGregor firm for 15 years, most recently as
general sales manager. In his new Capitol
post he succeeds Tom Mack, who recently
resigned.
Closed-Circuit Tv Firms Expect
Record Business Volume In '57
AN expected largest dollar-volume of business in closed-circuit tv history for any given
quarter was forseen last week by Nate L.
Halpern, president of Theatre Network Television Inc.. New York. Mr. Halpern said
TNT and its affiliated company, Tele-Sessions Inc., believe their gross for 1957 will
exceed that for 1956 by 200%.
Among clients signed up for the first
quarter ending March 3 1 are American Telephone & Telegraph Co.. Ford Motor Co.,
General Electric Co., United Jewish Appeal
and I. B. Kleinert Rubber Co.
Mr. Halpern declined to cite specific dollar figures but said that TNT can safely account for 90% of the total dollar volume in
the closed-circuit tv industry.
PROGRAM
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Power

SERVICES PEOPLE

Hugh Hudson, California sales manager of
Sound Ad Film-Radio Productions, Hollywood, named vice president in charge of
national tv and radio sales.

ACTIVE

InlMh

Heretey

Annual Effective Buying Income
$463,891,000*
(253,000 People)
Annual per capita Effective Buying Income
($200 above the national average)
Annual per family Effective Buying Income
($500 above the$1,8
national
27* average)
"Stake out your claim" on this market by placing a
schedule of advertising on WOC — NOW!
WOC is 5000 watts ...$51420
,955*Kc ... and an NBC
Affiliate.
*SaIes Management's "Survey of Buying Power - 1956"
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
Ernest C. Sanders, Manager
Mark Wodlinger, Sales Mgr.

£3

321

Tri-City Broadcasting Co., Davenport, Iowa

WOC
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives
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QUOTES WORTH REPEATING
A WORD FROM THE PRESS
Bill Ladd, tv columnist, in the Louisville
Courier-Journal Jan. 2:
THIS, my friends, is the season of the
television award farce.
Almost any night some tv personality
is "surprised' to find that he has been
selected as the best in some category, by
someone.
There was a time when I thought the
Emmy of the Academy of Television
Arts & Sciences was the answer. Then the
professional critics were more or less
shouldered aside and the award began to
express a compromise between the Hollywood (film) thinking and the New York
(live tv) thesis.
The point to this is that I think the
television critic of the daily newspaper
has been largely forgotten. The forgetting took place a few years ago when
newspapermen who had been writing
about radio, or drama or police courts
were valiantly struggling to become experts in this new field of television. We
were lacking in skill and wisdom, and
most of us admit it.
However, in the past year or two many
newspapers have tried to do a serious
job of reporting and commenting on television. Many have recognized that television isa new means of communication
— a new art form, if you will — that deserves serious thought and considerable
space.
There probably are some 150 men
now engaged in writing about television
for the major newspapers of the country.
These men are in a peculiar position.
They hear from the viewer, they watch
constantly. They know enough of the
medium to know what the producer is
trying to do and what tools are at his
disposal. They also know, because they
are viewers, what the result should be
on the end of their picture tubes.
I suggest then that these television
editors who take their work seriously
(and whose papers take them seriously,
too) form a national organization with
these proposals to guide them:
1. They recognize television as a medium of communication with new techniques and goals and worthy of the same
adult criticism accorded other means of
communications, such as theater, movies
and the written word.
2. Through their unbiased, thoughtful
criticism, they help guide television into
its true place that it may better fulfill its
destiny to entertain, inform and serve in
the interest, convenience and necessity of
the general public, which owns the air
through which it operates.
3. That these critics gather once a year
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to discuss their problems and exchange
ideas as other professional men gather to
improve their own work. That these
meetings be at the expense of their publishers without subsidization or influence
by any producer or distributor of television programs.
4. That out of these meetings, as a sort
of minor by-product, come an awards
system which would truly express the
views of those men who spend their days
and nights writing about and watching
this strange monster which has come into
our lives.
TWO

FOR

THE

ROAD

Don Belding, chairman of the executive
committee, Foote, Cone & Belding, addressing the Western States Advertising
Agencies Assn. in Los Angeles Jan. 21
(at a dinner honoring him upon his retirement):
THE tax structure, as it exists, encourages a client upsetter on the American
scene known as the "for tax reasons
merger." The merger is with
attractive,
failures even
and
firms losing
money, through
the possibility of
loss carry backs.
Th? best way to
make capital
money these
days is to sell
out.
So I predict:
Unless the tax
structure is
MR. BELDING
changed, small
agencies are going to lose more business from the "for
tax reasons mergers." And the reason is
simple: The bigger companies serviced
by the bigger agencies are going to gobble up the smaller companies serviced by
the smaller agencies.
•
NOW there's another thing called the
"consent decree" which probably won't
but which could eventually cause the
smaller agencies a lot of trouble.
I wish someone would have enough
guts someday to stand up and tell the
government where to go when they
threaten to sue them because they get together to try and work out ethical details
of their business on a cooperative basis.
But we were weak-kneed like the rest. Although the advertising business had been
operating under the 15% commission
system since the turn of the century and
the great vital American economy had
grown under the system, at the first cry
of "wolf" by a couple of questionable

characters in the Justice
son Ave. boys ran for
bunch of scared quail.
proud of my industry.
I was ashamed of it.
BACK

TO

Dept.. the Madithe brush like a
Generally, I am
In this instance,

COMPETITION

Daniel W . Kops, executive vice president
of WAVZ New Haven, Conn., appearing
on a panel before the alumni association
of the Columbia U. (New York) School
of Journalism:
RADIO has a unique opportunity and
a challenge today and to a greater extent
in the years ahead. That is to fill the role
once played by competing newspapers.
There were once two to five newspapers
in most cities of the country. The trend,
so evident today, suggests that in years
ahead only the largest metropolitan centers will have more than a single newspaper ownership. The public interest is
best served by competitive reporting of
the news. Radio can, and in many instances already has, restored this comThese same cities face, in each instance,
petition.
only a single point of view in the newspaper's editorial columns. Radio has an
opportunity through editorializing to restore to the public a range of choices.
As one who does editorialize [B»T, Sept.
19, 1955], I am in a position to report
that radio editorializing is effective in
resolving public thinking and bringing
about civic improvement. The number
of radio stations that editorialize is growing. Those who practice it have found
it adds to the stature and effectiveness of
their stations.
CHURCH

AND

TV

Rev. Dennis J. Bennett, rector of St.
Mark's Episcopal Church, Van Nays,
Calif., during a religious telecast on
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles:
THE CHALLENGE to the church today
is to proclaim the truth of the gospel as
never before. To use every means, every
medium, every opportunity. Certainly
the church should be using the media of
mass communication, and television in
particular. The church has all too often
joined in condemnation of tv as a "oneeyed monster" — but, with certain very
notable exceptions, the church has done
little to back up or approve the many
truly excellent programs already on the
air, or to use the great evangelizing and
teaching method of television to tell people what the faith is all about. Timidity,
lack of imagination, lack of initiatives
and just plain lack of funds — these have
been contributing factors.
Broadcasting
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MANUFACTURING
CHAPMAN

APPOINTED

CBS-HYTRON

HEAD

• Sylvania official in new

post

• Succeeds Robert Stromeyer
ARTHUR L. CHAPMAN, a top-level executive at Sylvania Electric Products with
which he was associated for 24 years, was
named last week by Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS
Inc. president, to
succeed Robert F.
Stromeyer, who
has resigned as
president of CBSHytron.
CBS-Hytron.
with its main plant

wire and weld plant, Mr. Chapman in 1950
became general manager of Sylvania's parts
and tv division. He was elected a vice president in 1951, advanced two years later to
vice president in charge of electronic operations, and last May to vice president of
manufacturing.
At Sylvania, Mr. Chapman headed planning and coordination in automation and
equipment development, purchasing, traffic
and industrial engineering. He also took a
hand in evaluating manufacturing facilities
of new acquisitions or ventures pursued by
the company.

The CBS-Hytron division was created
after CBS' acquisition of Hytron Radio &
Electronics Corp. and its subsidiaries, including Air King Products Co. Air King
subsequently became the CBS-Columbia division; Hytron Radio & Electronics was
changed to CBS-Hytron. CBS-Columbia —
engaged in set manufacturing — last year
suspended its operation. Lloyd H. and
Bruce A. Coffin, chairman and president
administrative
MR. chapman and semi
- conducand
of
Hytron, were active in the managetors.
msnt
of CBS-Hytron for about three years.
Mr. Chapman moves to CBS-Hytron from
Mr. Stromeyer was then named president of
his post jjjj^^^^^^^^^
of vice president of manufacturing
the division.
at Sylvania. He had been with the latter
firm since 1933, joining as supervisor of radio tube material inspection and working
Tyson Succeeds Patten
on, among other things, the lock-in radio
As DuMont Treasurer
tube. After subsequent posts with Sylvania's
DONOVAN H. TYSON, vice president and
controller, Allen B. DuMont Labs, last week
GE Promotes Eby to New Post
was named vice president and treasurer, succeeding Rear Adm. Stanley F. Patten (USN,
S. JAY EBY, senior copywriter for broadcast advertising at General Electric, has been
Ret.), who several
appointed manager of advertising and sales weeks ago announced his retirepromotion for GE's
ment after 40 years
broadcast equipment, it was to be
active service — 10
announced today
with DuMont, 30
with the Navy
(Monday) by Paul
L. Chamberlain,
[B»T, Jan. 21].
Technical Products
Other executive
Dept. manager of
reassignments
announced last week
marketing for
broadcast and miliby DuMont
tary equipment.
dent
DavidPresiT.
Mr. Eby will be
MR. TYSON
Schultz: George G.
responsible for
McConeghy, forplanning and exmer assistant controller, to controller, and
ecuting advertising
Robert W. Norcross, general credit manager, to assistant treasurer.
and sales campaigns for GE's complete line
of radio and tv broadcast equipment and alAll three have been with DuMont for a
lied military equipment.
little over a year. Mr. Tyson came to the
electronics firm from Sylvania Electric
Products Inc., and before that, was with
Botany
Mills Inc., Minute Maid Corp., and
1-2 sales
punch
other
firms
in top-level financial posts. Mr.
WESTERN MONTANA
Norcross' previous associations were with
Servel Inc. and Republic Aviation Corp.,
while Mr. McConeghy was with such industrial firms as Langevin Mfg. Co. and Sun
Chemical Corp.
GILL-PERNA, rept.

MISSOULA,
Broadcasting
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DOETH
THE

JOB

FOR

WSAU-TV-7

OUR

VI E WERS

ARE

NOT DRAG' IN WHEN
IT COMES
TO SALES.
TOTALSALES
RETAIL
FOOD

$567,064,000
$121,157,000

DRUGS
$12,248,000
°"S£»ii $207,408,000
FARM
POPULATION
556,700
FOR MORE INFORMATION SEE:
MEEKER TV
NEW YORK, CHI., LOS
ANGELES, SAN. FRAN.
. HARRY HYETT
MINN. - ST. PAUL

WAUSAU,

WIS

OWNED AND OPERATED BY
WISCONSIN VALLEY TELEVISION CORP.

Two Resign From DuMont Labs
L. C. Radford Jr., eastern district manager
and B. J. Klindworth, central district manager resigned Jan. 21 from Allen B. DuMont
Laboratories Inc., technical products division. In a joint announcement of resignation
last week both said they had no future plans.
January 28, 1957
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MANUFACTURING
RCA Official Gives Details
On Pocket-Size Tv Camera
DETAILS of a pocket-size tv camera,
weighing less than a pound and measuring
V/s by 2Vs by AV2 inches, were disclosed
last week by RCA. Theodore A. Smith, executive vice president, RCA Defense Electronic Products, said the camera will be for
military airborne, mobile and field closedcircuit uses.
The camera was developed by RCA Surface Communications Dept. engineers, and
combines transistors, specially developed
transistor circuitry and a new RCA halfinch, vidicon camera tube. It is said to surpass the standard vidicon-type industrial tv
cameras in sensitivity — with the use of an
F-1.9 lens, the camera requires only 10 foot
candles of scene illumination for "clear,
contrasty pictures."
RCA noted that its small camera can be
operated in the palm of the hand, or with
an attachable pistol-grip handle, bolted to
wall or floor or mounted on tripod. It incorporates aphotoelectric iris control, operates from a 1 1 5-v, 60-cycle AC source
drawing less than 350 w, has a high level of
resistance to shock and vibration and can
be operated by non-technical personnel,
rarely requiring control adjustment once
optical and electrical focus are fixed.
Dumont Labs Expands Facilities
For Its Tube, Circuit Research
ALLEN B. DUMONT Labs expects to triple its engineering and development area
for its tube research division and double
the area for circuit research in an expanded
operation announced last week by Dr. T. T.
Goldsmith Jr., vice president and general
managersearchofactivities.
DuMont's government and reExpansion move — entailing the taking
over by tube research of nearly all of the
plant space of DuMont's Passaic (N. J.)
buildings and the nearby buildings in Clifton, N. J. — was reported to have been stimulated by an increased demand for special
cathode-ray tubes, multiplier phototubes,
display and pick-up devices, communication
systems and data handling equipment. The
circuit research division, which previously

Cincinnati's

'56 Top Year For Nems-Clarke
NEMS-CLARKE INC., Silver Spring, Md.,
electronic manufacturer, topped all its previous sales and stock earnings records in
1956, with shipments for the year exceeding
$4 million and earnings per common share
hitting the $5.50 mark.
A. S. Clarke, president of the corporation,
said that the new business written last year
exceeds that of 1955 by 12%. Mr. Clarke
attributed the increased earnings to the fact
that 37.5% of the company's business is now
in its own proprietary items, as distinguished
from contract manufacturing.
GE Joins Manufacturing Groups
GENERAL ELECTRIC has consolidated
manufacturing research personnel and facilities into an equipment development operation at Schenectady, N. Y., according to Irvine D. Daniels, general manager of GE's
receiving tube department. Robert T. Pennoyer, since 1951 manager of equipment
development and advanced manufacturing
(the two operations being combined), heads
the new organization.
Tv Set Shipments Down
NUMBER of tv set shipments from factories
to dealers in November showed decline, ending five-month consecutive gains, according
to Radio - Electronics - Tv Mfrs. Assn.
RETMA found 617,516 tv sets were shipped
by factories in November compared to 843,508 in October and 634,742 in November
1955. Eleven-month tv shipments by factories to dealers totaled 6,051,266 compared
to 6,621,786 in same 1955 period.

Most

Independent
50,000

shared plant space at Passaic, has relocated
its facilities in East Paterson, N. J. The divisions have enlarged staffs. A 25% sales boost
in six months is expected in tube research.
Meanwhile, Robert W. Deichert was
named manager of a newly formed data
and display department at DuMont. Mr.
Deichert, who at one time had been active
in the circuit research division's work on
color tv studio equipment among other
things, will be responsible for development
work in applying data and display techniques
to electronic equipment.

Powerful
Radio

watts of SALES

Station

POWER
CINCINNATI,

WC

KY

STATION

On the Air everywhere 24 hours a day— seven days a week
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Color,

Magnetic

Tape

On Engineers' Agenda
REPORTS on color tv, magnetic recording
and transistor developments will be among
275 papers to be presented at the Institute
of Radio Engineers' national convention and
exhibit March 18-21 at the Waldorf-Astoria
and the Coliseum in New York City.
Approximately 50,000 engineers are expected to attend. The exhibit, which will be
housed in the Coliseum, will have 840 booths
showing new engineering apparatus.
On the opening day (March 18), Donald
G. Fink, director of research, Philco Corp.,
and IRE's editor, will speak on "Electronics
and the IRE — 1957." The technical sessions
get underway that afternoon. The annual
banquet the night of March 20 will feature
an address by Dr. John A. Hannah, president of Michigan State U., and presentation
of IRE awards by John T. Henderson, IRE
president.
The session on color tv will be held on the
afternoon of March 20. It will include color
developments in Europe, brightness enhancement techniques for single-gun chromatron.
accuracy of color reproduction in the
"apple" system, improvements in apple beam
indexing color picture tube and a talk on an
advanced color tv receiver using a beam
indexing picture tube.
Magnetic recording papers will be delivered the morning of March 20. It will
include, among other things, talks on quantitative methods for evaluation of magnetic
recording system performance, application
of WOW and flutter compensation techniques to fm magnetic recording systems,
design of instrumentation magnetic tape
transport mechanism.
Various technical papers will treat transistor applications (also morning of March
20); televisual systems devices (March 19
afternoon); antennas and new broadcast
developments (March 19 morning); solid
state devices, multiplex communication systems and propagation (all on March 18
afternoon).
Inventors & Scientists Congress
Planned for May in Mexico
DR LEE de FOREST, radio-tv pioneer
and a member of the National Advisory
Board of the United Inventors & Scientists
of America, will be among the many prominent officials attending the first Latin-American Inventors & Scientists Congress to be
held
May City.
27-29 at University City Place
in Mexico
Purpose of the Congress is to combine
representatives of the Latin-American Congress with the International Inventors &
Scientists Congress, in Europe, this summer
and to ( 1 ) obtain a uniform International
Patent Law, similar to the Copyright Law;
(2) open the doors for a world market in
an exchange of patents and inventions for
the benefit of all peoples, and (3) organize
the inventors and scientists in many countries in order to work together on common
problems.Broadcasting

Telecasting

MANUFACTURING

SHORTS

RCA, Camden, N. J., reports shipment of
control equipment to convert four of 21 TK
40 color cameras to improved TK 41 models
to NBC, N. Y. RCA also reports shipping
one live color studio camera to NBC in
N. Y.; custom-built three-bay superturnstile
antenna to KGEZ-TV Kalispell, Mont. (ch.
8); 24-section Pylon antenna to KBAS-TV
Ephrata, Wash. (ch. 43), and used 5 kw
General Electric transmitter to WCHS-TV
Charleston, W. Va. (ch. 8).
MANUFACTURING

PEOPLE

Thomas P. Ryan, 49, head of Sylvania Electric Products Inc.'s new factory distributing
branch in Chicago, died Jan. 23.
Vice Adm. Richard (USN Ret ), project
manager for DEW line, Federal Electric
Corp., Clifton, N. J., elected vice president
of Federal Electric.
Edward Bishop, supervisor of cost accounting at Johnson & Johnson, Newbrunswick,
N. J., to Hallicrafters Co., Chicago, as controller and John R. Halligan, Hallicrafter,
budget director, appointed assistant treasurer.
Robert O. Vaughan, with RCA from 1946
until 1952 in various sales capacities and
recently in private business, has rejoined
RCA in newly-created post of manager, west
coast marketing programs. Defense Electronic Products.

BETTER
BALANCED
MUSIC
PROGRAMMING

L. C. Bruce, Gen. Mgr. of
WNCA, Siler City, N. Car.
writes:
"In our opinion and experience
operating a 1,000 watt daytimer
in a rural, agricultural market,
success has resulted from downto-earth, well-balanced programming. We have tried to
"localize" everything and we
have enjoyed excellent results
both for listeners and sponsors.
"As a part of our well-balanced
programming, the SESAC Library has been easy to integrate profitably. For example:
the Gospel Section from the
SESAC Library has been sponsored continuously by a farm
implement dealer since 1952,
on our station."

Robert A. Kubicek. advertising sales manager of Tv Guide, Chicago, to Zenith Radio
Corp.'s hearing aid division as field sales
manager.
G. A. Hinckler, Webcor Inc., Chicago, promoted from assistant advertising manager
to advertising manager.
Cyrus Wood, Raytheon Mfg. Co., finance
department, to assistant treasurer at firm's
Waltham. Mass.. headquarters.
Dr. Rolf W. Peter, research physicist at
RCA Labs, named director of Physical &
Chemical Research Lab, succeeding Humboldt W. Leverenz, appointed assistant director of research for RCA Labs. Allen A.
Barco, engineer-in-chief. Industry Service
Lab, David Sarnoff Research Center, to director of RCA Labs' Systems Research Lab,
succeeding Dr. George H. Brown, appointed
chief engineer. RCA commercial electronic
products.
Martin Richmond, staff assistant to manufacturing and engineering vice president,
Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp.. Jersey
City, N. J., named production manager of
company's radio-tv division.
Robert W. Holmes, controller, WinchesterWestern Div. (New Haven, Conn.), of Olin
Mathieson Chemical Corp., to Raytheon
Mfg. Co., as operations controller of Raytheon's Receiving and Cathode Ray Tube
Div.
E. P. Atcherley, distributor sales merchandising manager, Sylvania Electric Products,
N. Y.. named assistant to sales manager of
distributor sales.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting
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INTERNATIONAL

;

CANADIAN
ADVERTISERS
PRAISE
TV
SUCCESS OF TELEVISION for Canadian
ecutives, farm co-operative leaders, and furlocal and national advertisers on local sta- riers.
tions was reported to some 500 advertisers
Don Jamieson, general manager of CJONand agency representatives at the Second
TV
St. John's, Nfld., told advertisers of the
Annual Tv Seminar held at Toronto, Ont., drawing
power of local programs and local
on Jan. 17. Local advertisers and station announcers for commercials for national adpersonnel from all parts of Canada were on
vertisers. He also reported on the impact of
hand to recount successful advertising camtv advertising in Newfoundland, where fishpaigns on stations and to answer questions
ing villages along the rocky coast have found
of the advertising executives invited to the tv a "miracle." "Where formerly the local
gathering by the Television Representatives
storekeeper in these small villages carried
Assn. and the Canadian Assn. of Radio and only a limited line of merchandise and was
Television Broadcasters.
the authority on what his community could
Facts and figures of television impact in
or could not buy," Jamieson said, "today nathe United States were first reported by Nortionally advertised merchandise of all types
man Cash of Television Bureau of Advertisis found on the shelves of stores in even the
ing, New York, who told the Canadian au- remotest fishing village. Today, there is a
100% audience in most of these communidience that "tv has more impact to move
ties even though there may be only one or
people to desire more things." He said that
with the present labor shortage, tv brings the
tv sets to a community."
salesman right into every home, that tv is twoLocal
station operators have learned to
first choice among national advertisers in
produce
good
shows with limited funds and
the United States, and that tv programs and local talent, shows
which have a big local
messages should be aimed at the young famdrawing
power,
a
number
of speakers deily audience as it makes up the largest group
clared.
of viewers according to statistics.
The session was under chairmanship of
Canadian station owners brought local
Bill Byles, executive vice-president of H. N.
advertisers to Toronto to tell the advertiser
audience their own success stories. These Stovin & Co., Toronto, station representative firm, and was welcomed by Fred Lynds,
local advertisers came from Saskatoon,
CKCW-AM-TV Moncton, N. B., president
Regina, both Sask., Barrie, Ont., Moncton,
of the Canadian Assn. of Radio and TeleN. B.; Edmonton, Alta.; North Bay and
vision Broadcasters.
Wingham, both Ont. They included grocers,
automobile dealers, power commission exPulse Begins Mexican Service,
Expands in England, Canada
EXPANSION of Pulse Inc. International

people who spend

Division's rating operations into Mexico and
extension of its current operations in England and Canada has been announced.
In Mexico, officials said, Pulse will report
on listening to radio stations in Matamoras
and Reynosa, on the Texas-Mexico border.
In England, where Telepulse Ltd. has provided monthly viewing reports in London
and Birmingham areas since November 1955,
service is being extended to the Manchester
area.
In Canada, Toronto tv measurements will
be added to Montreal, where Telepulse has
surveyed viewing three times yearly since
May 1955. Pulse also provides radio and tv
ratings in Alaska and Hawaii, tv ratings in
Puerto Rico, and in U. S., currently surveys
radio and tv audiences in 200 markets and
also issues national reports for each medium
monthly.
Canadian Radio Stations to Pay
Music Copyright Fees in 1957
CANADIAN RADIO STATIONS will pay
music copyright fees this year to the Composers, Authors and Publishers Assn. of
Canada (CAP AC), on the same basis as in
1956, the Canadian Copyright Appeal Board
has ruled at Ottawa.
The Canadian Assn. of Radio and Television Broadcasters had urged the board to
freeze the fees at the 1956 level.
CARTB asked for the freeze on fees until appropriate authorities can deal with the
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recommendations of the Royal Commission
on Copyright, which are expected to be announced this spring. CARTB was backed
up in its request by the Musical Protective
Society, a Canadian organization of all copyright music users. Copyright fees on music
used by television stations were settled by
agreement between CAP AC and the
CARTB's tv copyright committee.
54% of Canadian Households
Have Tv Sets, Report Reveals
MORE THAN HALF all Canadian households now are equipped with television receivers, according to a survey conducted by
the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. The government department's report shows that
2,132,000 homes holds out of 3,974,000,
or 54%, had tv receivers at the end of September 1956, an increase over the previous
year when only 39% of all households had
receivers.
The same survey showed that 96% of all
households had radio receivers, a slightly
higher proportion than in 1955, whereas
74% of Canadian households had telephones
compared with 70% the previous year.
In Ontario 915,000 households out of
1,370,000 had tv sets, 1,314,000 had radios,
and 1,174,000 had telephones. In Quebec
province 671,000 households out of 1,045,000 had tv sets, 1,010,000 radios and 794,000 telephones. In British Columbia 179,000 families had tv sets out of 388,000
households, 374,000 had radios and 289,000
telephones.
New Canadian Tv Film Series
To Begin on Feb. 8 Over CBC
THE FIRST CANADIAN film series made
especially for television starts its Englishlanguage telecast Feb. 8 on the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. microwave network and
on all other English-language stations at a
later date. The French-language version of
the adventures of Pierre Radisson opens Feb.
3 on the CBC French tv network.
The 39 episodes were filmed near Montreal. They tell the adventures of a young
French fur trader who lived 300 years ago
in the Quebec area, was captured by In-

"—bui KRIZ Phoenix says I have a
money-back guarantee!"
Broadcasting • Telecasting

AWARDS

became one of Canada's
escaped andFilming
dians. explorers.
early
for the CBC was
done by Omega Productions Ltd., Montreal, Que.
CBC, ANG Agree on Contract
AGREEMENT has been reached on a new
contract between Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. and the American Newspaper Guild
covering 1 1 5 radio and television news staff
members. The new contract will provide for
a 4% wage increase retroactive to June 1,
1956. and another 49c increase this June 1.
Negotiations for the contract were begun
last June and a conciliation board had recommended arrangements on pay for new
employes. However. CBC had rejected the
findings of the conciliation board, and a
strike vote, planned for Jan. 13. was abandoned when the Canadian Department of
Labor stepped in.
'56 Canadian Radio Sales Climb
CANADIAN RADIO receiver sales increased and television receiver sales dropped
in the first 11 months of 1956, according to
a report of the Radio-Electronics-Television
Manufacturers Assn. of Canada, Toronto,
Ont. Total radio set sales in the JanuaryNovember 1956 period was 506.578 units,
compared to 462.300 in the same period in
1955. Television receiver sales in the period
amounted to 561.590 sets in 1956, compared
to 690.071 in 1955.
INTERNATIONAL PEOPLE
Barry Penhale, CKSO-TV Sudbury. Ont..
to CKGN-TV North Bay. Ont.. as public
relations manager.
A. E. Stewart to manager of tv division of
Jos. A. Hardy & Co. Ltd. (station representative firm), Toronto office.
Maury Allan, former model, to CHUM
Toronto, Ont., as secretary.
INTERNATIONAL

SHORTS

CJIC-TV Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., issued rate
card No. 3, effective March 1. with one hour
Class A time at S260 and one minute spot
announcements Class A time at S45.

MfW

People

Listen

MOVE

to

NBC

Extends Awards

WRCA-AM-TV to Cite 'Journal'
NBC's owned stations and spot sales department, which planned to announce on Feb.
10 the establishment of an NBC public
service award — to be presented monthly
by each of its owned stations to organizations and groups in recognition of outstanding community service — last week moved
the date ahead to accommodate one of the
NBC stations.
WRCA-AM-TV New York requested the
change, wishing to cite the New York Journal-American for helping to break the "mad
bomber" case through its series of published
correspondence with George Metesky, who
was apprehended by the police.
The awards — in the form of parchment
certificates — are designed to closer identify
NBC-owned stations with the communities
they serve, according to Thomas M. McFadden. vice president of NBC owned and
operated stations and spot sales.
Seven Radio-Tv Companies Get
'Excellent Management' Rating
SEVEN RADIO-TV companies, one (CBS)
primarily in the network business, and the
other six principally in the manufacturing
field last week were among 410 firms winning the American Institute of Management
rating of "Excellent Management" in 1956.
The manufacturers were General Electric. Sylvania Electric Products. Westinghouse Electric. Motorola, Zenith Radio and
Philco. Companies are rated on every function of management in addition 'to profits.
Ten basic categories of management performance are used by the Institute in studying Canadian and American business. Grading is by a point system tabulated by an
audit committee.

BIRMINGHAM

THE Voice
Broadcasting

OF ALABAMA
John Blair & Co.

• Telecasting

HUGH B. TERRY (1) president and
general manager of KLZ-AM-TV
Denver was given a citation for his
part in the Colorado fight against the
ban on photographic and recording
equipment
in to
courtrooms.
citation presented
Mr. Terry The
by Harry
Hoth (r) secretary-treasurer of the
Colorado Assn. of Broadcasters and
Telecasters,
the ''cour-of
ageous effortsacknowledged
in behalf of freedom
information which led to the modification of Canon 35."
dinner Feb. 18. at Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
in N. Y.
Harry A. Woodman, traffic coordinator for
NBC, N. Y., was honored on his retirement
this month, at a special gathering by his associates. Mr. Woodman had been with NBC
since it was first organized.

Companies are studied from the viewpoint of economic justification, treatment of
shareowners. customers and the public, with
their capital structure and customary figures
evaluated. Greatest emphasis (or point
weight) is given to a firm's "Executive
Iowa supplies 13% of the nation's butter.
Entry Deadline for Awards Set
Team."
DEADLINE of Feb. 15 was set last week
by the League of Advertising Agencies Inc.,
for entries in its first annual "Outstanding
Advertising'' awards. The League citations
will be made in five separate categories of
campaigns — radio-tv, consumer print, trade
print media, direct mail and sales promotion. They will go only to League members
in good standing. Entry blanks may be procured from the League at 200 W. 42d St..
New York 36.
AWARD

wMpi

Date;

SHORTS

Leonard H. Goldenson, president of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc.,
cited by National Foundation for Infantile
Paralysis with 1956 Humanitarian Award
of the March of Dimes, for his "long-time
devotion to human welfare activities." Mr.
Goldenson will receive award at testimonial

Butter include
WMT
CBS Radio for Eastern Iowa
National Reps: The Katz Agency
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THERE'S ONlf ONE LEADER...
KMLF-TV4 MONTANA
THE CONTINENTAL DIVIDE STATION . BUTTE

•'Accordi

ng

to

the

Continuities
for March
Recor
d"
A daily almanac . . . each a
five-minute program packed
with information about the important happenings throughout
the world.
March's "'According to the
Record"' includes stories about
Samuel Houston, The Alamo,
Oliver Wendell Holmes, Johnny
Appleseed, and other significant
and .... entertaining highlights
and sidelights of the years past.
BMI's "According to the Record" package contains a full
month's supply of continuities
. . . Highly commercial . . .
Now in its 12th successful year.
For sample scripts please write
to Station Service Department

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
589 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N.Y.
| rHEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD • TORONTO • MONTREAL
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Second of Bell Science Series
Planned March 20 on CBS-TV
THE SECOND in the Bell Telephone System's science series, produced and directed
by Frank Capra, will be shown on CBS-TV
March 20, at 9-10 p.m. EST, pre-empting
Colgate-Palmolive's The Millionaire and
R. J. Reynolds' I've Got a Secret.
The first in this series, Our Mr. Sun, was
seen Nov. 19, 1956, in the time period
usually held by Westinghouse Electric
Corp.'s Studio One.
The second full-hour color production,
titled Hemo the Magnificent, studies the
human circulatory system and the mysterious
"life substance" of hemoglobin. It will employ animated sequences, film strips and live
action. Richard Carlson and Dr. Frank
Baxter are featured in the program, placed
by N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y.

NBC-TV (10:30-11 p.m.
Break the $250,000 Bank.
new program is an Ed Wolf
Wolf said the new show was
the sponsor. Lanolin Plus
desired a program with
format.

ABC-TV Shuffles Four

KYW

IN AN EFFORT to strengthen its dramacomedy nighttime schedule, ABC-TV last
week announced schedule changes for three
of its shows effective Feb. 14. Affected are
Wire Service, currently Thursdays, 9-10 p.m.
EST; The Danny Thomas Show, currently
Mondays, 8-8:30 p.m. EST, and Bold
Journey, now on Mondays, 8-8:30 p.m. EST.
Wire will fill the 7:30-8:30 p.m. slot on
Monday, while Thomas and Journey (adventure series) move to Thursdays, 9-9:30
p.m. and 9:30-10 p.m. respectively. Both
CBS-TV and NBC-TV are heavy in drama
on Thursdays.
Meanwhile ABC-TV also plans to replace
Omnibus (Sundays, 9 p.m.) which goes
off the air for the summer in March, with
the Original Amateur Hour.
The network also added another sponsor,
Bauer & Bauer to Circus Time, which will
precede the Thomas show Thursday, 8-9
p.m. Show will continue in that period until
June.

KYW services
CLEVELAND
recently
"scooped"
the
wire
when news
director
Sanford
Markey learned that an owner of the onetime gambling casino, the Pettibone Club,
had returned from Las Vegas and that new
gambling equipment was being installed in
the "padlocked" club. Upon hearing the
story, Governor-Elect C. William O'Neill
called a meeting of the state's 88 county
sheriffs. Mr. O'Neill told KYW that arrangements had been made to close the
club if it opens. The wire services reportedly
credited KYW wth the story.

Musical Quiz Replaces 'Bank'
A NEW musical quiz show, Hold That Note
was "sneak-premiered"
last Tuesday on
WOULD GO FIRST CLASS
IN WHAT is believed to be a new
wrinkle in feature film presentation by
a station, WBZ-TV Boston has been
negotiating with actress Bette Davis to
serve as m.c. during the station's showing of feature films in which Miss
Davis has appeared. Franklin A.
Tooke, WBZ-TV general manager, reported last week that final negotiations
will be completed when Miss Davis
returns from Hollywood in mid-February. WBZ-TV has acquired the Warner Bros, package which contains
about 50 feature films. These include

EST), replacing
Like Bank, the
Production. Mr.
created because
Cosmetics Inc.,
a musical-quiz

ANA Issues P-O-P Ad Book
ASSN. of National Advertisers, with the cooperation ofthe Point of Purchase Advertising Institute, has compiled a 248-page book,
Advertising At the Point of Purchase, which
is scheduled to be published tomorrow
(Tuesday) by McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.,
New York. The book, intended as a reference guide, consists largely of material based
on an ANA survey of more than 150 leading advertisers in more than 20 different
product groups.
'Scoops' Wire Services

Turn About Fair Play
"YOUR wife handed us her house key long
ago, now here's one in return," says KITE
San Antonio, Tex., in a new promotion
which it has mailed out. The brochure goes
on to say, "and why not? We spend more
time with your wife than you do . . . remember mama spends 85% of every retail
dollar!" Included with the mailing is a key
and a key holder that glows in the dark and
holds nickels (with coin included) for those
"pesky meters." One side of the holder contains the wife's initials and the other side
says, "glowing with good music — and fast
news! . . . Radio KITE."
WBZ-TV's Tribute to Bogart
WHEN WBZ-TV Boston heard of Humphrey Bogart's death, it cancelled the film
on Boston Movietime and rescheduled "The
Petrified Forest." Viewers expressed their approval of the tribute to Mr. Bogart and
requesting
uled in the that
near more
future.of his films be schedIllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Miss Davis' appearance in "Jezebel,"
"The Petrified Forest," "Juarez," "The
Letter" and "Dark Victory." WBZ-TV
is considering these features for Saturday, 5:30-7 p.m.- EST, starting April' 6.

c EAR CHANNEL BOX No. 8 N. LAREDO, TAMPS. MEX.
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WPTR Placates Longhairs
With Closed-Circuit Opera
WPTR ALBANY has placated dissatisfied
opera lovers in its area by offering the Saturday afternoon Metropolitan Opera broadcasts through a closed-circuit piped into the
WPTR studios and the lobby of the Sheratel). ton Ten Eyck (WPTR is located in the ho-

NEWS that WSOC Charlotte, N. C,
was awarded the local ch. 9 television
cp [B«T, Dec. 17, 1956] was thus
cryptically stated on the station-front
marquee. The face of WSOC President Earlc J. Gluck reflects the good
word.

WRCA-TV's 'Baby Spectacular'
CLAIMED as a new concept by WRCATV New York is the station's "block buster
and shrapnel" technique that lobs over a
30-minute "Baby Spectacular" that is followed up with week-long 20-second spot announcements. The technique is being used
for sunrise stop-and-shop super markets in
Long Island. The 30-minute variety show,
called Sunrise Serenade, with columnist
Hy Gardner as the m. c, will be seen Feb.
6, 10:30-11 p.m. The super market chain
will sponsor 11 20-second spot announcements per week for 13 weeks. Agency was
Co-Ordinated Adv. Corp., New York.
'Heart of the Empire'
A NEW weekly half-hour program series
explaining the workings of the Colorado
State legislature has been started by KBTV
(TV) Denver. It is produced in cooperation
with the Denver Chamber of Commerce and
The Denver Post. The program, which is
scheduled to run through the time the legislature is in session, features a new panel of
two Democrats and two Republicans each
week in order to give it an "unbiased flavor."
It also gives members of the state House and
Senate a chance to publicly air their views
on current problems. In addition, the show,
Heart of the Empire, will carry panel discussions on the duties of legislative officials
and also introduce members of the legislature to viewers.

Stark
rd E. constants
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Radio-television newspaper columnists
and citizens in Albany had protested the
station's failure to use the ABC network
feed of the weekly Met broadcasts, stating
that WPTR's programming of popular music instead of opera was a "stifling of culStation General Manager Duncan Mounsey and Promotion Director Herbert Teison
countered
with a prepared statement pointture."
ing out that though there were 5,000 opera
fans in the Tri-Cities area, the Met series
"at best would not reach one half of one
per cent of the million homes in the station's
coverage area . . ." The statement also
asserted that "popular music programming
is listened to by 79.1 % of all American families each week" and "75% of the listeners
There are all kinds, but if you
need product identification in the
huge Southern California market,
here's the answer . . .

areWPTR
adults."continues to program over 90%
local music and news after Mr. Mounsey
and Mr. Teison devised the idea of closedcircuit broadcasts of the Met performances
to satisfy opera lovers' yearning for "higherlevel" on-the-air programs.
News, Weather, Sports Featured
THE EMPHASIS is on news, weather and
sports in a new program launched by
WNDU-TV South Bend, Ind., U. of Notre
Dame station. Titled News Central, the new
Mon.-Fri. series at 6:15 features four staffers: Lamont McLoughlin, news director,
who will serve as editor-in-chief; Ed (Moose)
Krause, athletic director at ND, sports editor; Pat Fitzgerald, station's weatherman,
and Don Chevillet, "anchor man." Bernard
C. Barth, vice president and general manager
of WNDU-TV, said whatever category made
the headline news would be presented in
"depth" as part of show's format. News
Central also makes use of beeper telephone
reporting along with sound on film, motion
pictures, stills and silent footage. National
developments are covered by AP Wire Service and Photofax.
'Average' Frenchman Interviewed
WITH the aid of a telephone, an interpreter
and his everyday knowledge of FrancoAmerican relations, A. N. Spanel, founder
and chairman of International Latex Corp.,
took part Tuesday in an international question-and-answer radio program with a direct
connection to the French man-in-the-street.
Mr. Spanel, phone and interpreter were
housed at a New York studio. The questions
(from anywhere in France) were phoned into
the Paris studio, then relayed and answered
by Mr. Spanel. The hookup was broadcast
from Paris and received in France, Belguim,
the Netherlands and Luxembourg. Questions
covered Franco-American relations and their
affect on the lives of the people in both
countries.

KTTV's MILLION VIEWER THEATRE
has brought big audiences to late
evening television. What happens
when Los Angeles stays up with
KTTV? Glad you asked . . .
MILLION VIEWER THEATRE
is the highest-rated multiweekly show in Southern
California. It has a bigger
rating for this viewing perP

iod than the 3 network sta-

§•
£c
H
If

combined.*
You llcantionsbuy
minute participations
in these fine MGM pictures, starring great names like Clark Gable,
Lana Turner, Spencer Tracy.

I|

Minute participations plus top ratings equal product identification.
In your sales program, product
identification can make a big difference, and, in Southern California, the difference is KTTV.

Los Angeles Times-MGM
Represented nationally by B LAI R -TV
Television r~H
*L.A. Telepulse ^
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FOR THE RECORD

Attention, Calling All Cars
MBS, in cooperation with the National Assn.
of Stock Car Automobile Racing, has scheduled a series of 18 programs from Feb.
2-17 covering the 1957 NASCAR races from
Daytona Beach, Fla. The annual races, participated inby all major U. S. automakers to
test the stamina and durability of their latest
models, will be scheduled so far as air time
is concerned at a later date. The move, according to Mutual, to air the NASCAR
Trials, was made for the two-fold reason of
covering an important public event and to
attract auto advertisers back to network radio.
'For God and Country'
AMERICAN LEGION, in cooperation with
CBS Public Affairs, will present a special
30-minute program, For God And Country,
next Sunday at 2 p.m. EST. The live telecast
will be hosted by Will Rogers Jr., and will
feature, among others, Secretary of State
John Foster Dulles, the 160- voice West
Point Chapel Choir and leading military
officials. The program celebrates the 14th anniversary of the sinking of the U. S. S.
Dorchester, the troopship on which the
famous "Four Chaplains" of World War II
died during an Atlantic torpedo attack.
'Stereophonic' Advertising
KPUG and KVOS, both Bellingham, Wash.,
recently combined efforts to program a halfhour "stereophonic" broadcast. The program
was originated at KPUG and broadcast
simultaneously through KVOS. It was sold
commercially on both stations and was sponsored by Advanced Electronics Inc. which
loaned the stereo tape and the Ampex stereo
reproducer for the program. Since then, the
stations have sold the show on a regular 13week basis and have acquired Brown &
Stone Music Co., Bellingham Radio, Daw &
Son Insurance and Newberry's Dept. Store
as sponsors. To eliminate split billing, each
station sells three spots each per program to
cover their time cost. Then, they bill just
their own sponsors, but the commercials go
on both stations stereophonically.

Station

Authorizations,

Applications

(As Compiled by B •T)
January 17 through January 23
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
CP — construction permit. DA — directional an- night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification,
trans. — transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc —
tenna. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf —
kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications auvery
frequency,
uhf — vis.
ultra— visual,
high frequency,
ant. — high
antenna,
aur. — aural,
kw
—
kilothorizations. S A — special service authorization.
STA — special temporary authorization.
wat s, w— watt, mc — megacycles. Ding— Day. ing
N—
Am Fm Summary
Am
Fm

Air
On
3,016
536

throu

Licensed Cps
2,982 175
516 48

gh
Jan.
Appls.
348
45
Pend-

23
In

0
143Tv
HearFCC Commercial Station Authorizations 45
59
As of December 31, 1956* Fm
120
Licensed (all on air)
11737 51614 246
Am
Cps
on air
265
2,971
Cps
not
on
air
Total authorized
164
2 109
Applications in hearing
3,125
554
New station requests
2450 72
114
New station bids in hearing
291
154
6 631
Facilities change requests
86
917
Total applications pending
2
0
0
Licenses deleted in December
1
0 3862
Cps deleted in December
* Based on official FCC monthly reports. These
are not always exactly current since the FCC
must await formal notifications of stations going
on the censesair,
ceasing
or grants,
etc. operations,
These figuressurrendering
do not includelinoncommercial, educational fm and tv stations.
For current status of am and fm stations see
"Am and Fm Summary," above, and for tv stations see "Tv Summary," next column.
New

Tv

Stations . . .
ACTION BY FCC

Eureka, Calif. — Carroll R. Hauser granted vhf
ch. 13 (210-216 mc); ERP 3.884 kw vis., 2.35 kw
aur.; ant. height above average terrain 93 ft.,
above ground 214 ft. Estimated construction cost
$92,532, first year operating cost $84,000, revenue
$96,000. P. O. address Box 1015, Eureka. Studio
location Vance Hotel, Eureka. Trans, location
Humboldt
County.
Geographic
48'
1.06" RCA.
N. Lat.,
124° counsel
07'
35.58"John
W. coordinates
Long.
Trans,40° and
ant.
Legal
P. Hearne,
San
Francisco. Consulting engineer A. E. Towne
Assoc., San Francisco. Mr. Hauser owns KHUM
Eureka and 45.3% of KVEN Ventura, Calif. Announced Jan. 17.

Tv Summary through Jan. 23
Total Operating Stations in U. S.:
Vhf
Uhf Total
Commercial
379 91 4701
Noncomm. Educational
17
5
222
Grants since July 7 7, 7952:
(When FCC began
after tvprocessing
freeze) applications
Vhf
Uhf Total
Commercial
341 320 66P
Noncomm. Educational
25
21
462
Applications tiled since April 14, 7952:
(When FCC began
processing applications
after
New tv freeze)
Amend. Vhf
Total
Commercial 1,055
337
823
568
Noncomm. Educ. 64
37 Uhf
Total

1,119

337

860

595

1 176 cps (33 vhf, 143 uhf) have been 27deleted.
2 One educational uhf has been deleted.
3 One applicant did not specify channel.
1,3923
1 Includes 44 already granted.
5 Includes 708 already granted.
1,4565
tion cost $325,000, first year operating cost $315,000,
revenue $375,000. P. O. address % Ron Litteral,
1505 Arlington Ave., Baton Rouge. Studio and
trans, location corner Napoleon and Government64*
Sts., East Baton Rouge. Geographic coordinates
30° 26'GE.36" Legal
N. Lat.,counsel
91° 11' McKenna
01" W. Long.& Trans,
and
ant.
Wilkinson,
Washington, D. C. Consulting engineer Gautney
& Jones, Washington. Principals include Louis
S. Prejean (pres. -12. 5%), Baton Rouge attorney;
Mr. Litteral (v. p. -12.5%), former employe,
WAFB-AM-TV Baton Rouge; Roland K. Caldwell (secy.-7%), Baton Rouge banking, investment interests; G. Allen Penniman (treas.-3%),
25% partner, Southland Adv. Agency, Shreveport,
La., retail interests; Floyd Peterson (5%), Baton
Rouge automobile agent; A. J. Bankhead (5%),
owner. Baton Rouge engineering firm; W. H.
Wright Sr. (6.5%), Baton Rouge insurance agent,
and
A. B.firm.Cobb
(5%), owner
cleaning
Announced
Jan. 9.of Baton Rouge

APPLICATION
Baton Rouge, La. — Port City Television Co.,
uhf ch. 18 (494-500 mc); ERP 256.6 kw vis., 132.8
kw aur.; ant. height above average terrain 536.2
ft., above ground 551.2 ft. Estimated construc-

Existing Tv Stations . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
KRUX Glendale, Ariz. — Granted change operation from 1340 kc, 250 w unl. to 1360 kc, 500 w,
5 kw-LS, nounced
DA-N
Jan. 23.unl., engineering conditions. AnWYES (TV) New Orleans, La.— Granted mod.
of cp (which authorized non-commercial educational tv) to change ERP to 50 kw vis., 28.8 kw
aur. (ch. 8), change studio location, change type
ant. and nounced
make
Jan. 23. other equipment changes. AnAPPLICATIONS
KBTM-TV Jonesboro, Ark.— Seeks cp to replace i
expired
Jan. 18. cp which authorized new tv. Announced
KTWO-TV Casper, Wyo.— Seeks mod. of
(which authorized new tv) to change ERP cpto
1.38 kw vis., 0.827 kw aur., change studio and (
trans, location to 145 N. Durbin, Casper, install 1
new trans,
and ant.
system and
ment changes.
Announced
Jan. make
23. other equipAPPLICATION
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San Angelo,
Tex.— Application of San Angelo j
Television
Co. seeking
new tv amended to change
ERP to 3.04 kw vis., 1.595 kw aur., change trans., i
make ant. and other equipment changes and
change ant. height above average terrain to 173
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

ft. Announced Jan. 23.
Allocations

. . .

ACTIONS BY FCC

New Orleans, La.; Mobile, Ala. — FCC invites
comments by Feb. 8 to following supplemental
proposals in New Orleans-Mobile tv assignment
WKRG-TV
11752):Co.(1)andby KTAG
(Docket
proceeding
Lake
Television
Laurel
Mobile,
(minus) to both New
to add eh. 12
La.,
Charles,
Orleans and Beaumont-Port Arthur, Tex., and
add ch. 3 to Lake Charles, and ch. 11 to Houma,
La.; and conflicting petitions previously filed by
(2) KTAG Assoc. to substitute ch. 3 for ch. 25
at Lake Charles with request that KTAG be
ordered to show cause why it should not change
its operation accordingly; and (3) Evangeline
Broadcasting Co. to add ch. 3 to Lafayette, La.,
and ch. 12 (minus) to Lake Charles.
Original outstanding proposal would exchange
ch. 4 in New Orleans for ch. 42 (now educational)
Mobile's present
in Mobile,
tional, andmaking
counterproposal
to deletech.ch.48 6educafrom
New Orleans. New Orleans now has Channels 4,
6, *8 (educational), 20, 26 32 and 61. Mobile has
5, Jan.10,17. *42 (educational) and 48. AnChannels nounced
Altoona, Johnstown, Pa.— FCC by report and
order finalized rule-making in Docket 11860 and
shifted ch. 19 from Altoona to Johnstown effective Feb. 21. At same time, it denied request by
WARD -TV Johnstown, which petitioned for
change, for show cause order to specify its operation on ch. 19 in lieu of ch. 56; WARD-TV has opportunity to file application for new frequency.
Comr. Mack abstained from voting. Announced
Jan. 17.
Translators

. . .

ACTIONS BY FCC
Durango, Colo. — La Plata Electric Assn. Inc.
granted
74 (830-836 mc)
KOB-TV ch.Albuquerque,
N. M.to rebroadcast
P. O. addressch. %4
George Granger, Box 180, Durango, Colo. Trans,
output 10 w, ERP to community 119 w. Estimated
population
to be served
3,000.operating
Estimated cost
construction cost $10,994,
first year
$1,580.
Announced Jan. 17.
Durango, Colo. — La Plata Electric Assn. Die.
granted ch. Albuquerque,
77 (848-854 mc)N. toM.rebroadcast
ch. 7
KOAT-TV
P. O. address,
see above. Trans, output 19 w, ERP to community 119 w. Estimated population to be served
3.000. Estimated construction cost S4.270, first year
operating cost S780. Announced Jan. 17.
Trinidad, Colo.— H. L. Corley granted ch. 73
824-830 mc) to rebroadcast KKTV (TV) Colorado Springs, Colo. Trans, output 10 w, ERP to
community 50 w. Estimated population to be
served 1,500. P. O. address 108 N. Maple St.,
Trinidad. Estimated construction cost $4,250,
first year operating cost $2,400. Announced
Jan. 17.
Trinidad, Colo.— H. L. Corley granted ch. 70
806-812 mc) to rebroadcast KCSJ-TV Pueblo,
Colo. Trans, output 10 w, ERP to community 50
w. Estimated population to be served 1,500. P. O.
address 108 N. Maple St., Trinidad. Estimated
construction cost S4.250, first year operating cost
52,000. Announced Jan. 17.
New

Am

Stations . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC

Tucson, Ariz. — Associated Broadcasters of Tucson granted
790 kc,
DA-D.Dr.,P. Beverly
O. address
Joseph
Brenner,
321 1S. kw
Beverly
Hills,c/o
Calif. Estimated construction cost S27.200, first
year operating cost $61,704, revenue $69,087. Principals are equal partners David Drubeck, former
employe
KFMV (FM)
Los Announced
Angeles, andJan.Barnet
Sorkin,at orchestra
leader.
23.
Little Rock, Ark. — Arkansas Valley Bcstg. Co.
granted 1380 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address % H. B.
Stubblefield, Pyramid Life Bldg., Little Rock.
Estimated construction cost $18,518.17, first year
operating cost $72,000, revenue $85,000. Principals
include L. R. Lukcr (50%), Willis Eddins (17.5%),
John D. Rhoads (17.5%) and others. Announced
Jan. 17.
Gilroy, Calif. — Bernard & Jobbins Bcstg. Co.
granted 1290 kc, 500 w D. P. O. address 622 Hawthorne Ave., Los Altos, Calif. Estimated construction cost $10,000, first year operating cost $38,500,
revenue S43.000. Principals are James D. Bernard
and Charles W. Jobbins, engineers KGO-AMFM-TV San Francisco, Calif. Announced Jan. 23.
Payette, Idaho — Payette Broadcasters granted
1450 kc, 250 w unl. P. O. address 35 S. Eighth St.,
Payette. Estimated construction cost F8.700, first
year operating cost $24,000. revenue 530,000. Prinequal owners
C. Grisham,
mercipals
50%areowner
of KLOVJames
Loveland,
Colo., forand
John W. Ecklin, former 50% owner of KLOV.
Announced Jan. 17.
Mt. Kisco, N. Y. — Radio Mt. Kisco Inc. granted
1310 kc, 1 kw D. Post office address 50 E. Main
St., Mt. Kisco. Estimated construction cost $30,715,
first year operating cost $45,000, revenue $50,000.
Principals
includeandPres.
-Secy.Martin
E. Monroe
(50%), realtor,
Treas.
StoneO'Flynn
(50%),
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

majority
of Stone
tion firm.owner
Announced
Jan.Assoc.,
17. radio-tv producCanonsburg, Pa. — Douglas & Associates Die.
granted 540 kc, 250 w DA-D. P. O. address 20 S.
Haft St., Houston, Pa. Estimated construction cost
$40,673.71, first year operating cost $60,000, revenue
$75,000. Principals include Walter W. McCoy,
former chief engineer at WJAS Pittsburgh, Pa.;
R. A.tor;Douglas,
heating
and transmitting
sheet metal engineer
contracFloyd S. Bert,
former
at WJAS; Henry Schueler, former transmitting
engineer
at WJAS, and Draga Powlich, no busi17. ness interests. Each holds 20%. Announced Jan.
Massillon, Ohio — Massillon Bcstg. Co. granted
990 kc, 250 w DA-D. P. O. address Cedar Rd.,
Mounted
Rte., 10 first
Butler,
Estimatedcostconstruction cost $36,857,
yearPa.operating
$60,000,
revenue $65,000. Sole owner Joel W. Rosenblum is
29%
owner
of
WISR
Butler,
Pa.
Announced
Jan. 17.
WILA andDanville,
FCC motion,
by memorandum
opinion
order onVa.its— own
set aside its
Dec. 19 grant to S. L. Goodman for new am
(WILA) on 1580 kc, 500 w, D, in Danville because
of contravention
nounced Jan. 17. of Sec. 3.28(c) (10%) rule. AnEverett, Wash. — Snohomish County Bctsg. Co.
granted 1230 kc, 250 w unl. Program tests not to
be authorized until KLAN Renton, Wash., has beguncense
program
on another
linot to tests
be issued
until frequency
KLAN hasandbeen
licensed on other than 1230 kc. P. O. address 2931
Rockefeller Ave., Everett. Estimated construction
cost $11,100, first year operating cost $62,000, revenue $75,000. Principals are equal partners. Archie
Baker, attorney, and Paul Crain, manager of
KUTI Yakima, Wash. Announced Jan. 23.
Ponce, P. R. — Catholic U. of P. R. Service Assn.
granted
kw unl. Estimated
P. O. address
% Catholic U. of1420P. kc,R.,1 Ponce.
construction
cost nue
$16,095,
first
year
operating
cost
$16,880,
$20,000. Assets will be held for interest ofrevethe
university. Announced Jan. 23.
APPLICATIONS
Geneva, 111. — Ralph T. Buehlman, Dave Edelson, Walter F. Myers d/b as Fox Valley Bcstg. Co.,
1480 kc. 0.5 kw DA-2. P. O. address 188 W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111. Estimated construction
cost $23,146,
operatingandcostMr.$46,000,
nue $60,000. first
Mr. year
Buehlman
Myersreveare
employes, WJJD Chicago. Mr. Edelson is partner
in Chicago advertising and publicity firm. All are
one-third owners. Announced Jan. 17.
Jeffersonville,
— Southeastern
Indiana%
Bcstrs.
Inc., 1450 Ind.
kc, 100
w unl. P. O. address
Charles N. Cutler, Rural Rte. 4, Madison, Ind.
Estimated construction cost $15,579, first year operating cost $30,000, revenue $36,000. Principals
are Robert E. Johnson (pres.-35%), owner of
Louisville, Ky., tv sales-service firm; Mr. Cutler
(v.p.-25%), engineer, WORX Madison, Ind., and
Wilferd Schickli (treas. -40%) , Louisville construction-real estate interests. Announced Jan. 23.
Leominster, Mass. — Arthur A. Newcomb d/b as
Nashua Bcstg. Co., 1470 kc, 5 kw DA-D. P. O. address % Mr. Newcomb, Nashua, N. H. Estimated
construction cost $29,000, first year operating cost
$70,000, revenue $80,000. Mr. Newcomb owns
WOTW-AM-FM Nashua. Announced Jan. 18.
Hobbs,
M. — ClarenceBcstrs.,
Wilson 1430
and kc,Phil5 kw
Jack-D.
son d/b asN. Independent
P. O. address Box 320, Klamath Falls, Ore. Estimated construction cost $16,551, first year operating cost $31,000, revenue $42,000. Mr. Wilson and
Mr. Jackson own KPUY Puyallup, Wash., KBOY
Medford, Ore., KLAD Klamath Falls, and KWCO
Chickasha, Okla. Announced Jan. 18.
State Line, Nev. — Edward J. Jansen and Keith
Jack Rudd d/b as Lakeside Bcstrs., 1270 kc, 500
w D. P. O. address % Mr. Jansen, 2031 Ballard,
Las Vegas, Nev. Estimated construction cost $18,
538,
year operating
cost $36,000,
$48,000. first
Principals
are applicants
to buy revenue
KAKJ (TV)

Gates

Radio

Reno, Nev. Mr. Jansen is consultant to KRAM
Las Vegas, countant.
and Mr.
AnnouncedRudd
Jan. is23.Las Vegas public acAPPLICATIONS AMENDED
GrandBcstg.
Junction,
Colo. — Application
of Mountain
States
Co. seeking
new am on 620
kc, 5 kw
D and remote control trans., amended to change
studio location
nounced Jan. 23. and remote control point. AnCocoa,
Fla.
W. Browneto
seeking new —amApplication
on 1350 kc,of 1Emerson
kw D, amended
decrease ant. height. Announced Jan. 23.
Winter new
Garden,
Fla. —1580
Application
V. Price
seeking
am on
kc, 1 kw ofD,E. amended
to change frequency to 1600 kc, decrease ant.
height andnouncedmake
Jan. 23. changes in ground system. AnExisting Am Stations . . .
ACTION BY FCC
KMYR Denver, Colo. — Application seeking cp
to increase power from 5 to 10 kw and install
new trans, dismissed. (Request of applicant.)
Announced Jan. 18.
APPLICATIONS
KBHS Hot Springs, Ark. — Seeks cp to increase
power
fromJan.
1 kw23. to 5 kw and install new trans.
Announcd
WINZ Miami-Hollywood, Fla.— Seeks mod. of
license to change name from Hollywood Bcstg.
Co. totion toRand
Co. and Jan.
change
Miami.Bcstg.
Announced
23. station locaKFVS crease Cape
cp to
inD power Girardeau,
from 1 kwMo.to— 5Seeks
kw and
install
new trans. Announced Jan. 23.
KOMB Cottage Grove, Ore.— Seeks mod. of
license to change hours from unl. to specified
(6 a.m. -6 nounced
p.m.Jan. 23.daily, 8 a.m. -midnight Sun.). AnAPPLICATION AMENDED
KBND Bend, Ore. — Application seeking cp to
increase D power from 1 kw to 5 kw and install
new trans, amended to change from DA-N to
DA-2 and change type trans. Announced Jan. 23.
New

Stations . . .

ACTIONS BY FCC
Allocations — FCC by order has amended Class
B fm station allocation plan by adding ch. 229 to
Lubbock, Tex., for which KSEL-FM Lubbock has
applied. Announced Jan. 23.
Proposed rule-making — FCC asks comments by
Feb.
to proposed
would
amend25 allocation
plan rule-making
for Class B which
fm broadcast
stations by channel changes as follows: Exchange
271 for 236 at Worcester, Mass.; delete 270 from
Hoiyoke- Springfield and 290 from Boston; exchange 290 for 291 at Hartford; exchange 291 for
290 at Bay Shore, N. Y.; delete 290 from Albany;
exchange 300 for 282 at Keene, N. H., and 241 for
283 at Mount Washington, N. H.
Request is made by General Bcstg. Corp. (licensee, KFMX [FM] New York City; WTMB
[FM] Providence, and WFMJ [FM] Hartford)
to permit proposed concert network to serve
those three stations plus WGHF (FM) Brookfield,
Conn., and unnamed station in Albany area and
proposedwithout
new Boston
station, by off-air rebroadcasting
interference
in area. Announced
Jan. 23. to other fm stations
Pasadena, Calif. — Pasadena City Junior College
District granted 89.3 mc, 175 w unl. P. O. address

Company,
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% Dr. dena.
W. B.Estimated
Langsdorf,
1570 Colorado
Blvd.,
construction
cost $1,067,
firstPasayear
operating
cost
$2,000.
Grant
is
for
non-commercial
educational purposes. Announced Jan. 17.
APPLICATION
Beverly Hills, Calif.— Saul Robert Levine d/b as
High Fidelity Bcstrs., 97.9 mc, 8.55 kw unl. P. O.
address Suite 1007, 6399 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 48, Calif. Estimated construction cost $5,500,
first year operating cost $15,000, revenue $20,000.
Mr. Levine is Los Angeles lawyer and owns 25%
of KCAL Redlands, Calif. Announced Jan. 23.
Existing Fm Stations . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
KFSA-FM Fort Smith, Ark.— Granted request
to cancel license; call letters deleted. Announced
Jan. 23.
KWKW-FM Pasadena, Calif. — License and call
letters
Jan. 23.deleted. (Request of applicant.) Announced
Ownership Changes . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
WGAD Gadsden, Ala.— Granted acquisition of
control by Radio Muscle Shoals Inc. through sale
of 25% from James L. Garrett to Coosa Bcstg. Co.
(licensee) for $5,000. Radio Muscle Shoals owns
50%. Announced Jan. 23.
KXLR Little Rock, Ark.— Granted assignment
of license from Arkansas Airwaves Co. to Sanders
Arkansas Bcstg. Inc. Corporate change. No change
in control. Announced Jan. 23.
KROG Sonora, Calif. — Granted assignment of
license from Brewster E. Ferrel to Walter T. Eggers
George
E. Johnstad
Mr. Eggers isandchief
engineer
of KROG forand$30,000.
Mr. Johnstad
mechanic, nouncedSan
Francisco
water
department.
AnJan. 17.
WICC-AM-TV Bridgeport, Conn. — Granted
transfer of control from Philip Merryman, J.
Kenneth Bradley and Manning Slater, voting
trustees, to Philip Merryman. Stock formerly
voted under trust agreement is being returned to
individual stockholders. Mr. Merryman owns
39.8% and will vote 14.7% owned by Mr. Slater.
Announced Jan. 23.
WFNM De Funiak Springs, Fla. — Granted assignment of license from Clayton W. Mapoles
tr/as Walter Bcstg. Co. to Gulfport Bcstg. Co. for
$27,200. Gulfport is licensee of WEAR-AM-TV
Pensacola, Fla. Mel Wheeler, gen. mgr. -25%
owner, WEAR-AM-TV, is applicant for am in
Panama City Beach, Fla.. and is gen. mgr. of
WJDM (TV) Panama City, Fla. Announced Jan.
23.
WGMA Hollywood, Fla. — Granted assignment
of license from South Jersey Bcstg. Co. to Eastern Bcstg. Service Inc. for $65,000. Co-owners of
proposed assignee are Jack Barry and Daniel
Enright, Barry & Enright Productions Inc., N. Y.
Announced Jan. 23.
WAOKcense Atlanta,
— Granted
from WAOKGa. Bcstg.
Co. assignment
to Atlanta of OKliBcstg.
Co.
for
$46,500.
One-third
partners
Stan Raymond, commercial manager; will
Zenasbe
Sears, program director, and Dorothy Lester,
station manager. Announced Jan. 17.
WLEY (FM)
Elmwood
GrantedPark
assignment of license
and cpPark,
from111.—
Elmwood
Bcstg. Corp to Mrs. Evelyn R. Chauvin Schoonfield for $22,500. Mrs. Schoonfield is Detroit,
Mich., teacher and officer in Ferndale, Mich.,
bookbinding and realty holding firms. Announced
Jan. 17.
WLAP-AM-FM-TV Lexington, Ky.— Granted
transfer of control and assignment of license from
Gilmorc N. Nunn to Community Bcstg. Co.
through sale of 100% stock for $346,000. Equal
owners of Community Bcstg. aTe Frederic Gregg

Jr., Terrace Park, Ohio, account executive. Young
& Rubicam; Charles H. Wright, employe, General
Dynamics Corp., N. Y., and Harry C. Feingold
Kansas
Mo., appliance
financial City,
interests.
Announceddistributing,
Jan. 17. oil and
WHVH Henderson, N. C. — Granted assignment
of license from Vance County Bcstg. Co. to Lawrence Brandon
for $30,500.
Mr. Brandon
is pres.1% owner,
WWCO
Waterbury,
Conn. His
wife
owns 98% of stock. Announced Jan. 17.
KWRNcense Reno,
Nev.,
—
Granted
assignment
of
lifrom KWRN Inc. to Radioreno Inc. for
$37,275. Equal partners in Radioreno are James F.
Hadlock (pres.), owner of L. A. advertising
agency
and director
radio-tvof production
firm; KTTV
William(TV)H.
Welsh Jr.,
special events,
Los Angeles,
and
Gerald
A.
Simmonds,
count executive. Announced Jan. 17. KTTV acWFCB Dunkirk, N. Y. — FCC by order denied
request of WJOC Jamestown, N. Y., for interim
stay of Dec. 5 grant of transfer of control WFCB
from A. A. Schmidt, et al, to James Broadcasting
Co., pending consideration of WJOC's protest
and
Jan. 17.petition for reconsideration. Announced
KADA
Ada, from
Okla. Dr.
— Granted
involuntary
trans-to
fer of control
C. C. Morris,
deceased,
Billy T. Hoover and Anderson Brown Morris, coDr. Morris'
51.5% has
been 23.bequeathedadministrators.to
Mrs. share
Morris.of Announced
Jan.
KWSH Wewoka, Okla. — Granted involuntary
transfer of control from Dr. C. C. Morris, deceased, to Billy T. Hoover and Anderson Brown
Morris, co-administrators. Dr. Morris' share of
51.9% hasnouncedbeen
Jan. 23. bequeathed to Mrs. Morris. AnKASA Elk City, Okla.— Granted assignment of
license from Southwest Bcstg. Co. to Leo R.
Morris, Jackson R. Webb and Carl Stephens,
partnership d/b as WSM Bcstg. Co. for $50,000.
Mr. Webb (25% of applicant) and Mr. Stephens
(25%) are partners in Lawton, Okla., beer disfirm. Latter(50%),
also has
real estate
interests. Mr.tributing
Morris
is former
manager,
KSWO-AM-TV Lawton. Announced Jan. 23.
KQIK Lakeview, Ore. — Granted assignment of
cp from
Lynn Radio
C. Thomas
and A.Northwest
E. FreemanRadio
d/b
as
Northwest
to Pacific
Inc. Corporate
change.
No
change
in
control.
Announced Jan. 23.
WMSR Manchester, Tenn. — Granted assignment
of cp from Royce E. Richards and Sam J. Albritton d/b as Manchester Bcstrs. to Murray Chumley tr/as Manchester Bcstg. Co. for $1,750. Mr.
Chumley is former commercial manager, WJIG
Tullahoma, Tenn. Announced Jan. 17.
KBST-TV
Big Big
Spring,
— Granted to assignment of cp from
SpringTex.Television
Texas
Telecasting Inc. for $300,000. Texas Telecasting is
licensee of KDUB-AM-TV Lubbock and satellite
KPAR-TV Sweetwater, both Tex. Announced Jan.
23.
KGRI Henderson, Tex. — Granted acquisition of
negative control by T. P. Cannon through purchase of 4.17% for $2,000. Announced Jan. 17.
KOSA-TV Odessa, Tex. — Granted assignment of
cp from C. L. Trigg, W. B. Stowe and Brooks L.
Harman to Mr. Trigg, Jack C. Vaughan and Grady
H. Vaughan Jr. (Texas oil interests) for $20,000
and assumption of obligations including half of
$170,000 line of credit. Mr. Trigg retains 40% and
Mr. Stowe
Jan.
23. and Mr. Harman 5% each. Announced
KSOPment of Salt
UtahElwood
— Granted
licenseLake
fromCity,
Ralph
Winnassigntr/as
Seagull Bcstg. Co. to Merlin Henry Hilton, Mr.
Winn and Lyle O. Wahlquist d/b as Seagull Bcstg.
Co. Mr. Hilton will own 51% and Mr. Wahlquist
10%, contributing total $19,154 in new capital. Mr.
Hilton is gen. mgr., KSOP Salt Lake City, Utah,
and
Mr. Lake
Wahlquist
consulting
to KSLTV Salt
City and
KNAK engineer
there. Announced
Jan. 17.
WBOB Galax, Va. — Granted acquisition of positivechasecontrol
MorrisD. through
of 5% by
stockRobert
from V.Homer
Jennings purfor
$544 and 5% from John W. White Jr., for same
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APPLICATION
WAPI-WAFM (FM)-WABT (TV) Birmingham,
Ala. — Seeks transfer of control from Birmingham
News Co. to Central New York Bcstg. Corp.
through sale of 100% for $2,400,000. Control remains with S. I. Newhouse and family who own
both Birmingham News and Central New York
Bcstg. Announced Jan. 23.
WLOF Orlando Fla. — Seeks acquisition of control by Harris H. Thomson from John W. Kluge
for $130,662. Mr. Thomson, Washington, D. C,
financier and present 15% owner of WLOF, will
own 52%. Announced Jan. 17.
KALB-AM-FM Alexandria, La. — Seeks assignment of license from Alexandria Bcstg. Co. to T.
B. Lanford tr/as Alexandria Bcstg. Co. Corporate
change. No change in control. Announced Jan. 23.
KNEM Nevada, Mo. — Seeks acquisition of positive control by Kenneth E. White through purchase of 52% stock from John Blake and Minnie
Sparks Blake for $26,000. Mr. White will own
100%. Announced Jan. 17.
WSTV-AM-FM Claremont, WTSN Dover, WTSL
Hanover, WKBR-AM-FM Manchester, all N. H.—
Seek acquisition of control by William J. Rust Jr.
through purchase by licensee corporations and individual stockholders of approximately 33% held
by William J. Barkley in each of four licensees
for total price of $175,000. Mr. Rust will own
63-76% of stations. Announced Jan. 17.
WKXL Concord, N. H.— Seeks transfer of control from Tele Broadcasters Inc. to Capitol Bcstg.
Corp. through sale of 100% for $50,000 and assumption of $50-60,000
will be Frank
B. Estes obligations.
and WKNE New
Corp. principals
(WKNEAM-TV Keene, N. H.), each 50%. WKNE Corp.,
controlled by Joseph K. Close, pres., controls
WKNY Kingston, N. Y., and owns 18% of WKNYTV Kingston. Announced Jan. 23.
WNCC Barnesboro, Pa. — Seeks acquisition of
negative control by William J. Thomas through
purchase of 25% from LeRoy W. Stauffer who will
tradeMr.for Thomas
Mr. Thomas'
stock50%
in WDAD
Indiana,
Pa.
will own
of WNCC.
Announced Jan. 17.
KABR Aberdeen, S. D.— Seeks assignment of
license to Yankton Bcstg. Co. from Tressa and
Virginia Hunt for $45,000. Yankton principals:
William M. Smith, Yankton, S. D., businessman,
(22.8%), Doris J. Smith, (53%), James L. Cope,
attorney, (6%), and William E. Johnson, manager
KYNT Yankton, (18.2%). Announced Jan. 18.
KNOK Fort Worth, Tex. — Seeks involuntary
transfer of control from John J. Flood Jr., deceased, to George Q. McGown Jr., James H.
Snowden and John R. Pipes, executors of Flood
estate. Transfer involves 65.5% common stock
and 100% preferred. Announced Jan. 23.
Hearing

ALLEN

KANDER

OF
AND

amount.
Jan. 23. Mr. Morris will own 60%. Announced
WYVE from
Wytheville,
Va.— Jr.,
Granted
assignment
license
A. M. Gates
individually
and asof
administrator of estate of Dr. A. M. Gates, to
A. M. Gates Jr., Maybelle L. Gates, Stuart L,
Gates,
Horace
L. Gates
and Bcstg.
LucilleCo.Gates
McGahee d/b
as Wythe
County
Maybelle
Gates will pay Phyllis M. Gates $2,500 for 2/30
share,
total 17.
to 7/30. A. M. Gates owns
17/30. bringing
Announcedher Jan.
WKNA-AM-FM Charleston, W. Va.— Granted
assignment of license from Joe L. Smith Jr. Die.
to
Bcstg. Charleston,
Co. for $150,000.
wahKanawah
is licenseeValley
of WGKV
W. Va.,Kanaand
proposes to change facilities. Same interests own
WSAZ-AM-TV
Huntington,
W.
Va.
Announced
Jan. 17.
W. Va. —Valley
GrantedBcstg.
assignment
of WGKV
licenseCharleston,
from Kanawah
Co. to
Jacob A. Evans and Walter Franklin Evans d/b
as Evans Bcstg. Co. Evans Bcstg. will pay $90,250.
Jacob Evans is account executive. McCann-Erickson, N. Y. advertising agency. Walter Evans is
12% partner,
Red Jan.
Kap 17.
Garment Co., Nashville,
Tenn.
Announced
WHARment of license
Clarksburg,
W.
Va. — Die.
Granted
assignfrom WHAR
to Harrison
Corp. for total of $97,453. Owners of Harrison
Corp. are William F. Malo Jr. (pres.-50%), exec.
v.p.-9.1% stockholder, Wilson Bcstg. Co., applicant for ch. 6 New Bedford, Mass. George F.
Wilson (35%), pres. 67.27%, Wilson Bcstg., and
George
F. Wilson
Announced
Jan. 17.Jr. (15%), 5.45%, Wilson Bcstg.

1625 Eye Street, N. W. • Washington, D. C. NA 8-1990
60 East 42nd Street • New York 17, N. Y. MU 7-4242
35 East Wacker Drive • Chicago 1, Illinois RA 6-3688,

Cases . . .
FINAL DECISIONS

Gilroy, Calif. — FCC made effective immediately
examiner's
and Jobbins initial
Bcstg.decision
Co. newandam granted
station Bernard
on 1290
kc, 500 w D, conditioned upon submission of
data required by Sees. 3.48 and 2.524 of rules for
type acceptance
nounced Jan. 23. of proposed transmitter. AnMount Kisco, N. Y. — FCC by order of January
16
made effective
examiner's
initial
decision
of Dec. immediately
12 and granted
Radio Mount
Kisco Die. cp for new am station on 1310 kc, 1
kw D in Mount Kisco. Announced Jan. 17.
Bristol, Va. — FCC announced its memorandum
opinion and order of Jan. 16 which (1) denied
Continues on page 110
Broadcasting
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
1735 De Sain St., N. W. ME. 8-5411
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 4-2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCS *

—Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE *

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. D//W, <*•#». Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. 0. IOX 7037
JACKSON 53*2
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE *

A. D. RING & ASSOCIATES
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

Lohncs & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
L. H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1001 Conn. Ave. Leesburg, Ya.
Member AFCCE*

PAGE, CREUTZ,
STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
710 14th St.,
N. W. 5, Executive
3-5678
Washington
D. C.
303 White Henry Stuart Bldg.
Mutual 3280 Seattle 1, Washington

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. MofFet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
lilt lye St., N.W., Washington, D. C
Ixmrth/e 9-1130 ixecvllv* 3-5851
Member AFCCE*

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago Suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W„ Wash, D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924
Member AFCCE *

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

A. E. TOWNE ASSOGS., INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

RUSSELL P. MAY
Sheraton iWg.
71f 14* St., N. W.
Washington S, D. C.
REpukltc 7-3984
Member AFCCE *

JOHN

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER AM-FM-TV
4806 MONTGOMERY LANE
WASHINGTON 14, D. C.
Oliver 2-8520

Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

SERVICE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. tox 7637
Kant** dry. Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
Broadcasting

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

J. G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

Member AFCCE*
RALPH J. BITZER, Consulting Engineer
Suite 298, Arcade Bldg., St. Louis 1, Me.
Garfield 1-4954
'Tor RetvfH in Broadcast Eoginetring"
AllocationsAMJM-TV
• Applications
Petitions • Licensing Field Service

DIRECTORY

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering heme srody and residence courses.
Write For Free Catalog, specify

Telecasting

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
821 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Bo Seen by 77,440* Readers
—unions them, the decision-making
station owners and managers, chief
engineers and technicians— applicants
far am, tin, tr and facsimile facilities
•1956 ARB Continuing Readership Study

Member AFCCS*
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday
preceding publication date.
Situations
"Wanted 200 per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 250 per word —
$2.00
minimum.
All other classifications 300 per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 1735 DeSales St. N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance
separately,
please).expressly
All transcriptions,
etc., sent
to box numbers
at owner's
risk. Broadcasting • Telecasting
repudiates photos,
any liability
or responsibility
for are
theirsentcustody
or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted
New Pacific northwest medium market music station. Sales manager, salesmen, traffic gal, 1st
phone, DJ's male-female. Experienced, honest,
sober, aggressive, willing worker. References, auditions. Box 216E, B«T.
Managerial
Unusual opportunity for hard hitting sales manager or station manager in metropolitan area.
Box 148E, B-T.
Sales manager or station manager, strong on
sales for Maryland independent. Excellent opportunity for solid producer. Box 341E, B>T.
Sales manager Salary,
excellentcommission
New Jerseyand"spot"
with
independent.
override.
Box 342E, B-T.
Sales manager for 5kw major network, regional,
in California. Must be experienced, have good
record and able to train staff and sales example.
Five figure income for producer. Opportunity
knocks— don't miss it. Box 367E, B-T.
Wanted: Combination manager-sales manager
for eastern independent. Progressive market,
good living conditions, excellent opportunity for
man who does not fear competition. Selling experience prime importance. Box 397E, B«T.
Manager for 5kw daytime Florida station. Only
top proven manager considered. Heavy emphasis
on sales ability. Draw, percentage of profits.
Write your own check. Write full details. . . .
Ross Charles, WDDT, Greenville, Miss. Enclose
recent picture.
Salesman
Salesman-announcer,
experienced.
commission.
KBUD, Athens,
Texas. $325.00 plus
Leading Phoenix, Arizona station. Aggressive,
experienced management. Guarantee against 20%
commission
the right person. Write Commercial Manager,to KRIZ.
Top radio time salesman for six years leaving
to go into business for himself. Fine opportunity
for man with the experience and ability to replace him. Salary and incentive plan. For interwrite, wire,
or phone
Na-than,
WKNB,view 1422
New Britain
Ave.,Gustave
West Hartford
10, Conn.
Productive salesman for Idaho independent located in sportsmen's Send
paradise.
guarantee
plus
top commissions.
full Top
details
first letter.
Box 511, Twin Falls, Idaho.
Announcers
Immediate opening for man with minimum six
months experience. Will pay up to $75 per week
to start. 40 hour week, overtime pay, vacations,
etc. Must have car. Excellent opportunities for
advancement within chain. Send tape, resume
and photo. Box 678C, B«T.
Texas fulltimer needs qualified announcer with
production know how and ability to deliver
smooth terestnewscasts
and selling
commercials.
inin sales, program
direction,
and newsAn will
be considered. Starting salary depends on man.
Send audition and availability first letter. Have
second
soon outfit
to go with
on air.much
You'llopportunity
be working for station
progressive
for advancement. Box 268E, B-T.
Immediate opening for top-notch staff announcer
to do commercials, news, disc jockey, and operate
RCA board, with particular emphasis on playby-play sports. This station is outstanding in
sports and covers everything local from amateur
to professional sports. Excellent working conditionsvision;
and opportunity
work inStation
teleaffiliated with for
dailyfuture
newspaper.
is top fulltime regional. Send full information,
including salary, picture, date available, and offair tape. Box 273E, B-T.
Page 106
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RADIO
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Midwest kilowatt indie needs announcer for experienced and mature staff. Opportunity to work
with local news if interested, however not required. $325 monthly start. Box 295E, B»T.
Newsman-announcer
for long
established NBC small immediately
station in south.
Gather,
report local news. Some announcing and board
work. Prefer settled family man of excellent
habits for this permanent position. Write fully
about yourself; your experience, education, earnings, business and character references, starting
salary needs. Do not spare details. Also rush
tape on everything you can do on air, plus small
photo which will be returned. Box 313E, B-T.
Like Florida living? East coast station needs
sports morning man combo by February 11. Send
resume and picture. Snowbirds not wanted. Box
320E, B«T.
Glib DJ-wanted. $500 a month. Seek DJ with
spectacular vernacular: Crosby-type banter and
slang phrases.
No rock
'n roll.in Just
pops Box
and
standards.
Wanted
by station
midwest.
345E, B'T.
Top pay for well qualified announcer personality
on independent station in large southeastern
market. Box 363E, B-T.
Leading eastern independent needs two announcers, mid-morning and evening. A minimum
of three years
experience.
Send resume
experience, background
and expected
salary.of Will
contact you later if audition tape desired. Box
369E, B-T.
Wanted: Assistant chief engineer for am-fm-tv
station offering good opportunities, permanent
position and good salary. Box 381E, B>T.
California small market ABC station wants young
announcer anxious to gain experience. Must have
excellent voice, 1st class license, willingness and
ability to learn sales, service and operations.
Bob Ball, Station Manager, KCNO, Alturas, California.
Top pay for two top announcers with first class
license. Send tape and letter to Bob Rohrs, KJAY,
Topeka, Kansas.
KODY, North Platte, Nebraska, needs top announcer with first class license. Excellent salEmphasis onJohn
announcing.
outlet.ary.Contact
Alexander.Progressive NBC
Wanted by March first at small station, man who
can do maintenance and is also a good announcer.
Permanent position for dependable man in ideal
climate. Good pay. Prefer man who has proved
himself on first job and is now ready to advance.
Jim Duncan, KSIL, Silver City, New Mexico.
Reward — $10 — Information whereabouts Tom
Haley, radio salesman, KPRK, Livingston, Montana.
Announcer wanted; A good pop DJ to work in
1000 watt station in the beautiful lake of the
Ozarks, in Missouri — a daytime station — good
working
conditions
— no drinking
— will read
some
news. tape.
Write
to KRMS,
Osage Beach,
Missouri.
Send
Announcer — excellent working conditions, good
pay. Call or send tape to KROX, Crookston, Minn.
Top lent
pay announcer.
for combination,
excelPermanent.good
Call engineer,
Phares, collect,
KUSN, St. Joseph, Missouri, 3-2577.
Immediate opening for experienced announcer,
strong on news and records. Good salary, talent.
Send audition, photo, background information
to Station WFTJF, Flint, Michigan.
Announcer, disc jockey, thoroughly experienced.
Contact
WGSM, Huntington, Long Island, New
York.

RADIO
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcer who can do news-sports and DJ work,
with emphasis on news. Good salary, congenial
staff and 40 hour shift. If interested, send tape,
picture, and resume. Ed Carrell, Manager, WGSV,
Guntersville, Alabama.
Immediate opening for staff announcer and opportunity to become PD. WHMI, Howell, MichiImmediate opening, excellent opportunity for
reliable disc jockey, warm friendly personality.
Ability
to interview. Board work and knowledge
gan.popular
of
music required. Include tape, photo,
background,
references
salary requirements
with and
replyapproximately
to WIBX, Utica,
N. Y.
Radio announcer, WKDA, Nashville, Tennessee.
Top Hooper in market. Need air salesman who
knowstion how
and carry
out stapolicy. to
Sendfollow
tape orders
and resume
of experience
to H. L. Glascock, WKDA, Nashville, Tennessee.
Wanted: We are expanded. Here is an opportunity for a good
announcer-salesman
a clean
wholesome
atmosphere.
We offer abovein average
earnings to an experienced man. Minimum $100
per week. Contact W. H. Wren, WLSD, Big Stone
Gap, Virginia.
Experienced announcer needed by live-wire kiloMust$75runweekownto board,
lar watt
staffstation.
ability.
start. have
Send regutape,
resume. WMBS, Uniontown, Pa.
Immediate opening WNID, Niles, Michigan, for
experienced announcer. 500 watt music and news,
single station market, 15 to 20,000. Start $90.
Personal interview required, contact Dick Holloway, Mutual 3-5432.
Florida Gulf Coast CBS affiliate has immediate
opening for experienced DJ who knows music,
strong on commercials. Mail audition tape and
resume to WINK, Kenneth M. Parke, Fort Myers
Broadcasting Company, Fort Myers, Florida.
Technical
Experienced engineer for position of chief engineer at modern, well equipped 250 watt fulltime independent station in Pa. Will have complete
purchasing,
repairs andresponsibility
operation.for Good
workingmaintenance
conditions,
good pay. No air work required. Box 742C, B»T.
Future chief engineer (with first class ticket) who
can write and air local news. $102.50 per week
start. Midwest station. Box 274E, B«T.
Large group operation has immediate opening
for chief engineer at 5kw am station in important midwestern city. Excellent working conditions,energetic,
new RCA above
equipment.
be cooperative,
average Must
on maintenance,
good character. Full information, photo, references, required salary with first letter. All replies confidential. Box 387E, B«T.
Wanted: Chief engineer for 250 watt west Texas
station. Air work is not required. You will have
complete
responsbility
of maintenance,
repair
and operation.
Automobile
essential. Contact
Clint Formby, KPAN, Hereford, Texas.
Permanent position for 1st class licensed engineer, prefer man with ham ticket. Good insurance, company paid
and vacation.
WAIMWCAC-WAIM-TV,
Anderson,
South Carolina.
Mature, responsible,
engineer-announcer for work atexperienced
beautiful mountain
fm
transmitter. Single man. Car necessary. Starting
pay $70.00 per week plus comfortable quarters
and excellent meals. Responsible job with future. Send
references,
resumeN. experience photo,
and interests.
WMIT, full
Charlotte,
C.
Programming-Production, Others
Newsman
and broadcast
local news.— gather,
Handle write,
tape edit
recorder.
Good pay.
Profit sharing plan. WCOJ, Coatesville, Pa.
A fulltime experienced newsman needed for progressive Mass. daytimer, who will also head up
public service and special events. Self-starting
mature-minded men only will be considered.
Announcing secondary to news gathering ability. WESO, Southbridge, Mass.
WOKJ, Jackson, Miss.— KOKY, Little Rock, Ark.
— Top ingsrated
negroprogram
stations director/office
have immediatemanager
openfor white
to supervise personnel-production-traffic-copy.
Salary ence.
commensurate
ability organization.
and experiAdvance with a with
progressive
Send resume, photograph. Interview necessary.
John M. McLendon, Box 2667, Jackson, Mississippi.
Broadcasting
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RADIO
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Presently employed station manager desires
change. Can perform and train employees in
every phase of radio operation, with emphasis
on sales and economical operation. Family man.
Box 359E, B'T.
Top qualitymetropolitan
manager-salesnetwork
manager
experienced
successful
and— independent
stations. Efficient decisive executive. Fine personality, cultural background, likeable, respected
in profession. Outstanding programming experience. Superb salesman-executive, can train and
inspire others. Strong on promotion. Seeks challenging opportunity. Box 380E, B'T.
Economy minded manager with proven audience
getting ideas. Ten years all phases radio/tv.
Box 382E, B'T.
Salesmen
Announcer - salesman: Experienced, amiable,
hard-working, desire permanency. All inquiries
answered. Box 388E, B'T.
Announcers
Personality-DJ — strong commercial, gimmicks,
etc., run own board. Steady, eager to please. Go
anywhere. Box 109E, B'T.
Will invest money — radio-tv station. Presently
employed staff announcer, 5 years experience
all phases — family — excellent references. Will
locate anywhere U. S. . . . tape, personal interview. Box 237E, B'T.
Baseball, basketball, football, play - by - play
sportscaster. Seven years experience. Box 246E,
B'T.
Extremely sharp DJ — non-maintenance first
phone,
familyyou:man,
graduate.
write unless
Wantuniversity
wit; top pay;
returnDon't
airtape; will wait out notice. Box 275E, B-T.
DJ-commercial announcer. Special events, sports,
news background. Employed. Box 277E, B'T.
Conscientious worker, thoroughly experienced
announced-copywriter, married, seeks permanent. Box 302E, B'T.
Announcer-DJ — present employment 9 years including AFRS work. Specialize in rhyming intro
to
rock
'n doing
roll — pops
music — show
knows thoroughly.
Currently
4-hour
Top
audience rating
in
area disc
of 300.000.nightly.
References.
Box 344E. B'T.
Announcer — three years same station — desires
change. Acquainted all phases of radio — strong
on news — commercials. Not a drifter. Tape on
request. Box 346E, B'T.
Experienced young announcer, broad background
in radio, presently employed at top 250 watt
station in midwest, desires good opportunity. Box
352E, B'T.
Versatile announcer — sports and news my specialty. 4years experience. Veteran, college graduate, married. Prefer midwest. Box 353E, B-T.
Top sportscaster-staff announcer ... 12 years
experience, best references and tapes available.
$90.00 plus talent. Write Box 355E, B'T.
Top DJ-news — excellent voice, smooth board. 6
years experience. 27, veteran, degree, married,
employed — prefer southwest. $90.00 minimum.
Box 357E, B-T.
Announcer, 26. married. Am-tv school graduate.
Prefer southwest. Available immediately. Resume, tape. Box 360E, B-T.
Experienced announcer, news, sports. Good ra372E, dioB-T.know-how. Family, prefer northeast. Box
Northeast only. Now program manager highpowered station top-ten market. 10 years discjockey. Must be good opportunity announcing
and/or directing. Box 374E, B-T.
Sportscaster ... 9 years experience, currently
AA baseball city, station dropping sports. Want
AA, AAA baseball coming season; football, basketball. Consider number 2 spot. Air-check
tapes. Box 375, B-T.
Broadcasting school graduate, 27, desires part or
full time job in or around Chicago. Hard workWill do misc. jobs to get experience. Box
377E,er.B»T.
Experienced radio announcer seeks move to television. Prefer am-tv staffed station. Please state
salary. Box 378E, B'T.
Broadcasting

Telecasting

RADIO

RADIO
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd )
Announcers
Top
radio .announcer-MC
11 years.
. . . news
. . interviews ...
. . . sports
. . .Records
special
events. Available February 4. Best offer. Box
379E, B-T.
Attention midwest: Regional station sold, want
change. Five years experience, with references
from all employers. Have headed news, department. Familiar with indies and network operations. Veteran, with college. Box 383E, B'T.
Intelligent,nouncing
accurate
anplacing this and
ad. congenial
Vet, strongis onthenews,
commercials,
including
play-by-play
with
professional baseball experience. For reliable chap
contact . . . Box 384E, B'T.
Good announcer, available immediately. Ten
years experience . . . sports, news. Authoritative, reliable, commercial — permanency prime
requisite. Box 385E, B-T.
Staff announcer 3 years — experienced — veteran —
age 28. Box 386E, B«T.
15 years experience all phases including tv. Specialty news. Married, family, minimum $125.
Box 392E, B'T.
Disc jockey presently employed. Same station
since 1951. It's time for a change. Good rating
on metropolitan
Looking
noon or all night independent.
spot paying more
than for$150afterper
week now paid. Seven years radio-tv experience— former PD. Tape and particulars on request. Box 393E, B'T.
Staff announcer — schooled in radio and tv-college.
Strong commercial delivery, news, DJ. Available
immediately. Box 399E, B'T.
Directionals attention. Announcing school graduate with 1st phone, looking for first job. $75
minimum, no car. Berkshire 7-6721 after 6:00
p.m. Walter Piasecki, 2219 N. Parkside, Chicago.
Technical
Engineer, needs $85 to $100 a week. Study C.R.E.I.
Travel anywhere
U. S. B-T.
Willing to work for advancement. Box 349E,
Engineer,
2',2 and
yearsmaintenance.
experience electronic first
industry.phone.
Edit tape
Will
travel. Box 361E, B'T.
Recent 1st phone. Five years radio-tv and 2-way
servicing experience. Age 25, married, good voice,
sober, and responsible. Box 373E, B-T.
Programming-Production, Others
Good newsman, good at straight commercials,
good copywriter; first ticket. Limited experience,
but enough. Also thorough knowledge of classical music. Prefer midwest or big city elsewhere.
40 hour week only. Box 284E, B'T.
Top newscaster, editor, writer, analyst, wishes
to relocate with top station or group with keen
eye for top-rated commercial news presentations.
Well known in high governmental and military
circles. First class phone. Know all phases of
staff work. Box 391E, B'T.

FOR

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Programming-Production, Others
Experienced news director, versatile DJ, mobile
special
events,
continuity,
Excellent
voice,
creative,play-by-play,
dependable.etcetera.
Desire
major market permanency, only. Dick Landfield,
2820.
4740 Winthrop, Chicago, Illinois. Sunnyside 4TELEVISION
Help Wanted
Technical
Engineer,filiate.
first
for network
vhf not
afStudio class
and license
transmitter
experience
necessary. Contact W. M. Greeley, KHOL-TV,
Holdrege, Nebraska.
Wanted: Engineer with first phone license to
work in tv. No experience necessary. Contact
Chief Engineer, WINK-TV Ft. Myers, Florida.
Programming-Production, Others
Growingtinuityoperation
experienced
condirector. Sendneeds
resume
and copy tv
samples
to
Program
Director,
WHTN-TV,
Huntington,
West Virginia.
Continuity writer; midwest television station. To
fill position
as assistant
copy chief. opening.
Tv experience is not
necessary.to Immediate
Write
J.
W.
Kelin,
WTVO,
P.
O.
Box
470,
Rockford, Illinois.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Vhf general manager looking to relocate due to
sale of station. Brought station from deep loss
to profit within four months after arrival two
years ago. 17 years in industry. Former partowner and
of own construction.
tv station. Experienced all president
phases, including
Age
40, family man, college. Unqualified references
from top names in industry and from former
owners present station. Reply. Box 343E, B-T.
Need proven ability, experience, leadership; a
man who's
liiu way
to operations
ager? 6 yearsworked
experience
all phases
tv. Havemanput
two successful stations on air and built solid ratings. Strong on ideas, sales, work and ecenomy.
Top air salesman. May I prove it to you, Box
347E, B'T.
Experienced tv sales manager that should meet
all of your requirements is looking for better
opportunities.
me right now at box number below. BoxContact
364E, B'T.
Salesmen
Salesman: Missouri; Journalism-advertising-television degree; 25; veteran. Experienced in merchandising market-consumer research, promotion
and sales, both newspaper and television. Prefer
south or mid-south. Available immediately. ConMack Walter, Route 6, Columbia, Mo., Gibsontact3-9975.
{Continued on next page)

SALE-WEST

Successful combination

VHF

Network

COAST

Television Station and

Radio Station located in small market

on the West

Coast.

Reasonably priced — well under $1 Million. Excellent real estate
and assets. Area has best climate on West Coast and is subject
to growth. Purchaser will realize capital appreciation. Letters
from

curiosity seekers will not be answered.

from

reputable purchasers

with substantial

ground who can fully identify themselves

Only inquiries
financial back-

will be acknowl-

edged. Send replies to
Box 305E, B-T
January 28, 1957
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FOR

TELEVISION

SALE

Situations Wanted
Announcers
Now employed tv. 6 years tv, radio experience.
Desire larger market. Box 278E, B-T.
Conscientious worker, thoroughly experienced
announcer-copywriter, married, seeks permanent
position. Box 302E, B-T.

$5000 down— 5 years on $35,000 balance. 1 kw
daytimer — mid-south 2 station market 23,000.
Responsible managers known as "good operators" here is your ehance. Only those of excellent reputation need apply. Box 308E, B-T.

Sports director:
Top tv Experience
sportscaster professional
in nation's
fourth
largest market.
baseball (PCL boxing, wrestling. All college
sports. 12 years in radio-tv. Prefer west coast
but willences.
consider
all topgoing
offers.film.
Highest
Present station
Box refer362E,
B-T.

Upper mid-south profitable small market station.
$60,000. Paul H. Chapman Company, 84 Peachtree, Atlanta.

Technical
Studio engineer — 33 — 5 years experience, first
phone, good references. Married, will travel.
Looking for permanent situation. Box 235E, B-T.
First class phone licensee, tv studio training
graduate, some college, young, vet, married.
Lots of ambition and anxious for a good start
in television. Box 350E, B-T.

SALE

Stations

For sale : 250 watt in Central Texas. College town.
Good gross and net. Box 340E, B-T.

Florida metropolitan market station modestly
profitable, $240,000 total, 29% down. Paul H.
Chapman Company, 84 Peachtree, Atlanta.
Listing XA. Southwest VHF Television Station.
Single-station market. $50,000 cash down. WritTulsa.ten inquiries invited. Ralph Erwin. Broker.
Listing SD. Southwest AM station. Owner has
reached age 60 and retiring. $25,000 cash down.
Written
Tulsa. inquiries invited. Ralph Erwin. Broker.

Programming-Production, Others
Television-director-announcer, 6 years experiin eastern
vhf station.
tanence area.
Preferably
easternDesires
U. S. metropoliExcellent
background and experience. Box 166E, B-T.
Promotion manager. Young man looking . . .
permanent
promotion experienced,
spot in northeast.
Television andtvnewspaper
28, family.
Box 208E, B-T.
Director, experienced. Can do own switching.
Any growing market. For further information
write Box 282E, B-T.
Producer-director with ratings and references
proving ability to produce heavy sell audience
appeal programs on modest budget wants aggres ive tv in competitive market. Box 287E, B-T.
Young man, vet, college graduate, plenty of
know-how,
desirestravel
film after
directorship
or job
ing to it. Will
February
1st. leadBox
303E, B-T.
Experienced producer-director all phases television studio and remote. Box 356E, B-T.
Want production manager with over ZV2 years
experience in all phases of tv production? Seem
to have name for keeping people happy. Box
365E, B-T.
Tv director — 3'/2 years experience on production
with
top-flight
station
in large southern
market.
Director,
switcher,
camerman,
film editor.
Box
368E, B-T.
Former uhf's
promotion
director write,
directed,
promoted
fifteen
weekly telecasts.
BS, references,
seeks tv position with future. Now in radio.
Box 371E, B-T.
Signing on the air ... or want to hypo present
news operation . . . tv-radio news director well
qualified to organize news department . . . not
one to sit back and give orders . . . but will work
with staff . . . have undertaken all tasks involving news . . . and understand its problems . . .
investigate now, while you have the opportunity.
Box 394E, B-T.

FOR

New England— single; $125,000; $35,000 down. Virginia— $250,000; gross $160,000; net $60,000; all
cash. Middle Atlantic— $275,000; $75,000 down.
Southern — $65,000; half cash; $500 week profit.
Great Lakes— $100,000; gross $100,000; half cash.
Vermont — single; $40,000; all cash. Write Haskell
Bloomberg, Broker, Lowell, Massachusetts.
The Norman Company, 510 Security Bldg., Davenport, Iowa. Sales, purchases, appraisals, handled
with care and discretion, based on operating our
own stations.
Write now for our free bulletin of outstanding
radio and tv buys throughout the United States.
Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 6381 Hollywood Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Equipment
RCA TT-5A high band transmitter, factory converted to air cooling. Box 262E, B-T.
Microwave reflectors, 6 ft. by 8 ft. made by Tower
Construction Company, new, in original crates.
Make offer. Pete Onnigian, Chief Engineer,
KBET-TV, Sacramento, California.
For sale: Two complete RCA 76-B audio consoles. One needs some work. $600.00 takes both,
F.O.B. KGMS, Hotel Senator, Sacramento, Calif.

Equipment
Complete DuMont multiscanner including power
supplies,
projectors
light source,
etc. One
DuMont stabilizing amplifier.
9 channel
switcher,
DuMont cellent
sync,
generator.
All
equipment
in
excondition used approximately two years.
Will make excellent price. Will accept cash time
payment, station stock or will trade equipment.
For
details,
contact' Harry Travis, WNEMTV, further
Bay City,
Michigan.
RCA Type WO-88A oscilloscope, new, $125.00.
CONRAC CB-17-A picture monitor, new, $260.00.
CONRAC AV-12-A tuner, new, $175.00. Raytheon
6115 and 6116 voltage regulators, $60.00 each. Bud
72" heavy duty relay rack, $30.00. 1— 20' standard
tv
camera
cable, $65.00. 1Co.,
— 4' 845
radome,
$50.00.Avenue.
InterState
Communications
Chicago
Evanston, Illinois.
For sale: RCA TG-1A sync generator TK-l-A
monoscope camera TA-1A distribution amplifier,
480G
Power inAccept
two racks.
Also duplicate
in Tel-or
Instrument.
reasonable
offer either
both systems. Mautner Laboratories, 380 Oak
Street, Copiague, Long Island, New York.
Sacrifice: W.E. 23-C console; G.R. 1181-A frequency monitor; G.R. 731-BS3 modulation monitor; Gates 27-C
limiter-amplifier;
two Will
— 45
Rek-O-Cut
turntables,
with reproducers.
sell separately, or for package price of $1,300.00.
Write: Chief Engineer, Confederate Radio Company, Box 427, West Point, Georgia.
WANTED

TO

BUY

Stations
B-T.
Wish to lease with option to buy or purchase on
terms,
market broadcaster.
station. Will Box
opera*te351E,as
resident,medium
experienced,
Wanted
secondnortheast.
station. Low-cost
lease-option
in southeast,
Details, asking
price,
first letter. All letters answered. Confidential.
Box 354E. B-T.
Veteran radio men want to lease or purchase on
terms am in South Dakota. Minnesota, Iowa or
Nebraska. Box 358E, B-T.
Station wanted, small or medium market — New
England, New
State, New Jersey — by individual. Box York
395E. B-T.
Equipment
Need good used 5kw am transmitter. Will pay
cash if the price is right. Send details immediately. Box 267E, B-T.
10 kw fm transmitter, coax and antenna. Give
details on cost, terms, etc. Box 298E, B-T.

2 complete RCA field camera chains including
cable and switcher. We purchased for closed
circuit programs prior to hearing which we lost.
Practically brand new. Will sell for 75% of cost.
Contact Bill Antony, KWKH, Shreveport, La.

Want 3 or 5kw fm transmitter or 3 kw amplifier
with power supply. Call Floyd Hall, KPOL, Los
Angeles, Capitol 5-7011.

300' Blaw-Knox guyed tower, erected, easily accessible, lighting. Make offer. WCED, Du Bois,
Pennsylvania.

Wanted: One used 250-watt am transmitter. Send
details and price to Arthur Hafer, WSBA, York,
Pennsylvania.
Wanted to buy: 1 kw am transmitter, as auxiliary,
for cash. State condition, price. Contact Martin,
WTUX, Wilmington, Delaware.

WANTED

$10,000

REWARD

A SALARY UP TO $10,000 WILL BE AVAILABLE to the right man with the
right ideas at the right time, plus executive ability, initiative, and experience to reorganize, revitalize, and deliver the goods as Director of Promotion-Publicity Department for top-rated pioneer TV-Radio operation
noted for its performance both on-the-air and off. No one without experience and full qualifications need apply. No hurry; we want only the right
man. Send fullest particulars to
Box 220E, B»T
Page 108
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I want to buy RCA, or Gates lkw. Transmitter
in good condition . . . please address to: Radio
Station XEAW, Apdo 628, Monterrey, N. L., Mexico.
INSTRUCTION
FCC first phone in 12 weeks. Home study or resident training. Our schools are located in Hollywood, California, and Washington, D. C. For
free booklet, write Grantham School of Electronics. Desk H-B, 1505 N. Western Avenue,
Hollywood 27, California.
FCC first phone license. Start immediately.
Guarantee coaching. Northwest Radio & Television School, Dept. B, 1627 K Street, N. W., Washington, D.C.
FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed
instruction by master teacher. Phone FLeetwood
2-2733.
Elkins Radio
Drive, Dallas,
Texas. License School, 3605 Regent
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

RADIO

RADIO

Help Wanted
Managerial

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

WANTED
— DEAD OR ALIVE —
Early Morning Personality
for top
Country boy with country music
rn station. Must
metropolitan southeaste
be colorful, corny, zany, and educated.
of public service with comProven record
munity required. Other talents welcomed.
Only
sidered.applicants who enclosed tapes conBox 389E, B'T

RADIO
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Programming-Production, Others
one
one
one
PROGRAM

Announcer
Power station in large market, Great
Lakes area has excellent opening for
high-grade staff man. State full details and tape first letter.

Salesmen

Box 398E, B»T
f Radio
Salesman
§ 5kw leader in major inland
| market wants immediately two
§ bright men who are rarin' to go
§ with a real opportunity. Earn§ ings $5500-8000 up to you. Ad§ vancement potential with a great
§ outfit. Write or wire
§
Box 221E, B*T

OUTSTANDING

|
§
§
&
|
§
§
§
§

MIAMI-WINZ

50,000 watt Music
unit- XntM s independent
welcomes audition tapes from all top
D.J.'s. Tape and all particulars should
be forwarded to Rex Rand, President
and General Manager.

GATES RADIO COMPANY

Box 370E, B'T

Has immediate openings for

Technical

Electronic & Mechanical Engineers

Enjoy the advantages of a small midwest
city. Advancement. Complete employee
benefits. Send details and photo to Personnel Director, Quincy, Illinois.

in expanding sales organization. Film, ET library, radio
syndicated, station, representative or agency sales experience a must. Send complete
information
shot.

including snap-

Programming-Production, Others
one
r
Man

Box 396E, B*T

well known

among

Broadcasting

• Telecasting

promotional

We

ra-

are a f

organization

and well thought of.
Box 285E, B»T

Managerial

nagerial1
j-Ma
Manager-Salesman who writes, produces and sells modern gimmick commercials including musical jingles 1
Wants position as General Manager,
Commercial Manager, Program Director and Head Salesman with immediate investment or option to buy all or
part of station. Long successful record
of sales and station revitalization.
Want greater opportunity in Southwest or California. All replies confidential. Box 323E, B»T.
Programming-Production, Others
RADIO-TV NEWS
Successful,
News TVDirector
available soonwell-known
for radio and/or
news
operation. Recently with one of the country's most successful independent chains
setting up mobile news unit operations in
several major markets, can shoot and edit
film, have fed both radio and TV network
news, can promote news coverage. Very
best references. Available shortly to either
single station or group desiring a $ucce$$ful news operation.
Box 348E, B»T

Help Wanted
Programming-Production, Others

one

dio and tv stations; free to ?

ings unlimited.

one
one
one
Situations Wanted

TELEVISION

travel; expenses paid; earnNEED SALESMAN WITH
MANAGEMENT POTENTIAL
e VHF in group of three TV
Progressiv
and 5 radio stations looking for young,
aggressive, self -starting salesman for fast
for
the potential
. Ifandyou've
promotiont,
by provit upstaff,
can back our
managemen
well
ing your sales ability onfuture.
full
show you a good, solid Stiles, Write
KLRJ-TV
to William D.
details
(NBC- ABC), Las Vegas, Nevada.

50KW in major N. Y. State mar- II
ket needs PD who knows pro- >
X gramming, can develop ideas, has
executive
ability, understands V
staff and community relations.
Promotion
know-how helpful.
Resume and photo to

L

Leading Eastern independent operating 24
hours per day, plans to add additional Account Executive to present staff. Fast growing
market offers excellent drawing account
against 15% commission. Members of present
sales staff now earning better than $10,000
per year. Market has barely been tapped.
Send resume to

Leading radio-tv program producer-distributor has openings

1

Box 376E, B«T

SALES OPENING

SALESMEN-

DIRECTOR

PROMOTION MANAGER
Television Station Promotion Manager good Western VHF market,
Successful applicant must combine
knowledge all sales promotion
statistical and accounting procedures, competitive costs, local and
national advertising, merchandising and publicity, make-up, layout, and copy. State minimum
salary required and availability.
Box 671 C, B«T
January 28, 1957
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FOR THE RECORD

TELEVISION
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Programming-Production, Others
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

:
Opportunity
Station expansion demands more first
class personnel. Wanted immediately:
Continuity Director
Announcer
Director-Announcer
Salary open all positions.
Write, wire or phone
Tom Matthews
WNEM-TV
Bay City, Michigan
♦
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
Situations Wanted

Continues from page 104
petition and supplement filed by Tri-Cities Television Corp., Bristol, for reconsideration of Commission's April 11, 1956,Broadcasting
decision granting
application of Appalachian
Corp. for
new
tv on ch. 5 in Bristol, and denying competing
application of Tri-Cities and (2) dismissed joint
petition of City of Kingsport, Tenn., and Kingsport Chamber of Commerce and pleadings of TriCities
termedfor "Second"
"Third" supplements
to
petition
rehearing.andAnnounced
Jan. 18.
INITIAL DECISIONS
Groton,
— Hearing
H. Gifford
Irion
issuedConn.
initial
decision Examiner
looking toward
grant
of application of Lawrence A. Reilly and James
L. Spates for new am on 980 kc, 1 kw D, and
denial of application of Thames Bcstg Corp. for
new am station on 980 kc, 500 w D, in Bridgehampton, N. Y. Announced Jan. 23.
Grand
Tex. — Hearing
Examinerlooking
Herbert Prairie,
Sharfman issued
initial decision
toward grant of application of Grand Prairie
Broadcasting Co. for new am on 730 kc, 500 w
DA-D, in Grand Prairie, and denying competing
applications of Bernice Schwartz and R. M.
Hetherington, d/b as Grand Prairie Bcstg. Co.,
Grand Prairie, and Radio Center, Inc. (250 w), in
Arlington, Tex. Announced Jan. 22.

Programming-Production, Others
PROGRAM

OTHER ACTIONS

DIRECTOR

Broad range of technical and administrative skills in live and filmed proand personnel. duction, office management
Box 390E, B«T
FOR

SALE

Equipment
FOR

SALE

SERVICES

FACTS ABOUT PEOPLE AND JOBS!
For radio, television, film and advertising,
we specialize in referring qualified people
to the jobs in which they can be of most
value.
For best service, please be as complete as
possible in your first letter or telegram.
Palmer De Meyer, Inc. Agency
50 East 42nd Street
New York 17, New York
Paul Baron, Director
Radio-TV-Flm-Adv.
MU-2-3900
l_

No advance registration fees.
Resumes invited from qualified people.

J

Did you let a good
one get away?
The man* you're looking for may have a
Classified Advertisement in this week's issue of Broadcasting -Telecasting!
For radio-tv personnel, equipment, services or stations to buy or seU, tell everyone that matters in the Classified pages
of Broadcasting'Telecasting.
*Or job.
Page 110
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Roundup

. . .

January 17 Decisions
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By the Commission
WPNX
Phenix
City, Ala.-Columbus,
Granted change operation
on 1460 kc from 1Ga.—
kw,
DA-N, unl., to 1 kw, 5 kw-LS, DA-N, unl.
WLAF La Follette, Tenn. — Granted increase
power from 100 w to 250 w, continuing operation
on 1450
kc, WCRK
unl., program
tests Tenn.,
not to be
ized until
Morrisown,
has authorbegun
program tests on some frequency other than
1450 kc and license will not be issued until
WCRK
has 1450
beenkc. licensed on some frequency
other than
WNAB Bridgeport, Conn. — Designated for hearing application to change facilities (1450 kc, 250
w unl.) by moving trans. -ant. location approximately three and
one-half
and increasing
overall tower
height
to 344miles
ft. with
resultant
estimated ant. efficiency of 119 mv/m; made
WKIP Poughkeepsie, N. Y., party to proceeding.
Clark County Bcstg. Co., Northside Bcstg. Co.,
Jeffersonville, Ind. — Designated for consolidated
hearing applications for new am stations to
operate on 1450 kc, 250 w, unl.; made WTCO
Campbellsville, Ky.; WMOH Hamilton, Ohio, and
WOCH North Vernon, Ind., parties to proceeding.
Cicero P. Yow; WKLM Wilmington, N. C— Desfor consolidated
Mr. Yow ignatedfor
new am on hearing
980 kc, applications
1 kw, D, andof
WKLM to change operation from 790 kc, 500 w D,
to 980 kc, 5 kw D, made WDVH Gainesville, Fla.,
party to proceeding.
Bastrop Broadcasting Co., Bastrop, La.; Richland Broadcasting hearing
Co., Rayville,
La. — Designated
for consolidated
applications
for new
am on 990 kc, 250 w D.
Craig Siegfried,
for
hearing
applicationFalls
for City,
new Neb.
am —onDesignated
1230 kc, 100
w, made KFOR Lincoln, Neb. and WREN,
Topeka, Kan., parties to proceeding.
KBHM Branson, Mo. — Designated for hearing
application to increase power from 250 w to 1 kw,
operating on 1220 kc D; made KOFO Ottawa,
Kan., party to proceeding; in event of grant,
program tests not to be authorized until KHOZ
Harrison, Ark., has begun program tests on
frequency other than 1240 kc, and license will not
be issued until KHOZ has been licensed on frequency other than 1240 kc.
WKLK Cloquet, Minn. — Is being advised that,
unless information requested May 4 in connection
with application for. renewal of license is not
submitted within 10 days, application will be
dismissed and authority to continue operation
l

EMPLOYMENT

Routine

~

425 foot guyed Stainless Tower noninsulated type G5 designed for 125
mph wind load. Perfect condition.
Complete with guys and lighting. Dismantled $5,000.00 F.O.B. our site.
Contact E. B. Vordermark, WMBR-TV,
Jacksonville, Florida.

WJRT (TV) Flint, Mich. — FCC by memorandum
opinion and order of Jan. 23 granted alternative
requestferral ofoffurther
WKNX-TV
for deaction Saginaw,
in protest Mich.,
proceeding
on
application of ch. 12 WJRT for mod. of cp to
move trans, site from point about 20 mi. southeast of Flint (Clarkston) to point about 23 mi.
northwest of Flint (Chesaning), make ant. change
and change studio location in Flint; and denied
WJRT's
for immediate
finalorder
decision.
By
separate petition
memorandum
opinion and
of same
date, tionCommission
denied
(1)
Lake
Huron's
petito consolidate Flint ch. 12 comparative proceeding with protest proceeding above, (2) Lake
Huron's
petition
to enlargeandand(3)clarify
comparative
proceeding,
joint issues
petitionin
of Trebit Corp. and W. S. Butterfield Theatres
Inc.,
vacateComrs.
modification
of WJRT's
and for
other torelief.
Mack and
Craven cpabstained
from voting. Announced Jan. 23.

will terminate.
Following stations were granted renewal of
licenses: nardino,
KDAYKGB San
Santa
Monica,
BerDiego,
KIST KFXM
Santa San
Barbara,
KPAS Banning, KYMC Marysville, KSRO Santa
Rosa, aU Calif.; KAST Astoria, Ore.; KB AM
Longview, Wash.; KBCH Oceanlake, Ore.; KBKR
Baker, Ore.; KBND Bend Ore.; KVCL Colville, math
Wash.;
KEX KGU
Portland,
Ore.;Hawaii;
KFLW KGW
KlaFalls, Ore.;
Honolulu,
Portland, Ore.; KGY Olympia, KHQ Spokane,
KING Seattle, KIRO Seattle, KJR Seattle, all
Wash.;
Cordova,Medford,
Alaska; Ore.;
KLBM KMVI
LaGrande, KLAM
Ore.; KMED
Wailuku, Hawaii; KNPT Newport, Ore; KODL
The Dalles, Ore.; KOFE Pullman, KOMO Seattle.
KOMW Omak, KONP Port Angeles, KPKW
Pasco all Wash.; KPLK DaUas, Ore.; KRCO
Prineville, Ore.; KREW Sunnyside, Wash.; KRKO
Everett, Wash.; KRWC Forest Grove, Ore.; KRXL
Roseburg, Ore.: KSEM Moses Lake, Wash.; KSPo
Spokane, Wash.; KSRV Ontario, Ore.; KTNT
Tacoma, Wash.; KUBE Pendleton, Ore.; KUIN
Grants Pass, Ore.; KUJ Walla WaUa, Wash.;
KVAN Vancouver, Wash.; KVAS Astoria, Ore.;
KVI Seattle, Wash.; KWSC Pullman, Wash.;
KXL Portland, Ore.; KZUN Opportunity, Wash.;
KVAL-TV Eugene, Ore.; KXLY-TV Spokane,
Wash.; KABI Ketchikan, Alaska; KAPA Raymond,Ore.;
Wash.;KBRC
KBOY Mt.
Medford,
KBPS KCOV
Portland,
Vernon,Ore.;Wash.;
Corvallis, Ore.; KEED Springfield, Ore.; KENE
Toppenish, Wash.; KENI Anchorage, Alaska;
KFAR Fairbanks, Alaska; KFJI Klamath Falls,
Ore.; KFQD Anchorage, Alaska; KGMB Honolulu,
Hawaii; KHBC Hilo, Hawaii; KIMA Yakima,
Wash.; KITWash.;
Yakima,
KITIFalls,
ChehalisCentralia,
KLADWash.;
Klamath
Ore.;
KLAN Renton, Wash.; KOHU Hermiston, Ore.;
KOIN Portland, Ore.; KOOS Coos Bay, Ore.:
KPUG Bellingham, Wash.; KSLM Salem, Ore.;
KTOH Lihue, Hawaii; KUAM Agana, Guam;
KWIN Ashland, Ore.; KWJJ Portland, Ore.;
KWLK Longview, Wash.; KWNW Wenatchee,
Wash.;
KWRCKXRO
Pendleton,
Ore.;Wash.;
KXA KJNO
Seattle, Wash.;
Aberdeen,
Juneau, Alaska; KGPO Grants Pass, Ore.; KINGFM Seattle, Wash., SCA; KIRO-FM Seattle,
Wash.; KOIN-FM Portland, Ore.; KPFM PortKTNT-FM
KCPS
Tacoma,land, Ore.;
Wash.;
KRVM Tacoma.
Eugene, Wash.;
Ore.; KUOH
Honolulu, Hawaii; KUOW Seattle, Wash.;
KVOK Honolulu, Hawaii; KWAK Eugene, Ore.;
KHQ-TV Spokane, Wash.; KING-TV Seattle,
Wash.; KOIN-TV Portland, Ore.; KOMO-TV Seattle, Wash.;
KTNT Tacoma, Wash.; KULA-TV
Honolulu,
Hawaii.
January 17 Applications
RENEWAL OF LICENSE
WDRC Hartford; WLAD Danbury; WTIC Hartford; WNLC New London; all Conn.; WCSH
Portland, Me.; WBRK Pittsfield, Mass.; WKNE
Keene, N.idence;H.;WWRI WJAR
Providence;
West Warwick,
all WPRO
R. I. ProvREMOTE CONTROL
WARE Ware, Mass.
January 18 Decisions
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Chmn. George C. McConnaughey
Biloxi, Miss. — By orders, granted motions to
correct transcript of oral argument in ch. 13 proceeding, Biloxi. . (Radio Associates Inc. and
WlOX Biloxi.) Action Jan. 14.
By James
Chief D.
Hearing
Examiner
Cunningham
Abilene, Fredericksburg, Tex. — Ordered that
hearing is scheduled to commence March 18 re
am applications of Bill Mathis, Abilene, and
KNAF Fredericksburg. Action Jan. 14.
Charles
W. Dowdy,
Tifton, of
Ga. his
— Granted
petition requesting
acceptance
appearance
filed late re his am application and that of
Thomas D. Pickard, Ashburg, Ga. Action Jan. 15.
WCOC-TV Pachuta, Miss.; Laurel Television
Co.,
Laurel, without
Miss. — Granted
petition
for dismissal
prejudiceWCOC-TV
of application
for
mod. of cp and retained in hearing status
Laurel's
application
for
cp
for
new
tv
on
ch.
7,
Laurel. Action Jan. 16.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
Meridian, Miss. — Ordered that prehearing conference will be held Jan 22 in proceeding on am
applications
of WTOK Meridian, et al. Action
Jan.
14.
Port Arthur College, Port Arthur, Texas —
Granted
for leave station
to amendto its
application for petition
cp for television
operate
on
ch. 4 to reflect terms of agreement of option
entered into by it and Jefferson Amusement Co.
and to make certain changes in technical and
financial
Jan.
16. proposals of Port Arthur College. Action
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Broadcast
Granted
sion of time Bureau
from —Jan.
15 to petition
Jan. 30 for
for extenfiling
proposed
findings
of
fact
and
conclusions
in
matter of applications of Ohio Valley Broadcasting
Corp.
for
new
tv
station
(ch.
12
WBLK-TV
Clarksburg, W. Va.) and for transfer of control
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

from News Pub. Co. to WSTV Inc. Action Jan. 14.
January 18 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
WTOC-TV Savannah, Ga. — Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 8-16-57.
WRLP (TV) Greenfield, Mass.— Seeks mod. of
cp to extend completion date to 5-1-57.
WKAR-TV East Lansing, Mich. — Seeks mod. of
cp to extend completion date to 8-15-57.
KWK-TV St. Louis, Mo— Seeks mod. of cp to
extend completion date to 8-13-57.
'extend
WARM-TV
Scranton,
completion
date. Pa.— Seeks mod. of cp to
License to Cover Cp
T.V. Inc., Cortez, Colo. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized new tv translator station.
RENEWAL OF LICENSE
WADS Ansonia, Conn.; WRIB Providence, R. I.
January 23 Decisions
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By the Commission
John S. Chavez, Raul G. Amaya, Guadalupe
Caballero, Salvadore Villareal and Gabriel S.
Chavez, Ysleta, Tex.; Robert L. Howsam, El Paso,
Tex. — Designated
plications for new for
am consolidated
on 1150 kc, 1 hearing
kw D. apIndependent Broadcasters, Redding, Calif.;
Placer Broadcasters, Golden State Broadcasters,
Auburn, Calif. — Designated for consolidated hearing applications for new am. Independent seeks
950
kc, 1State
kw D:
500 w DA-D,
Golden
930 Placer
kc, 500 950w, kc,
D. Stations
KIX and
and
KROW, Oakland; KFRE, Fresno, and KOLO
Reno, Nev., made parties to proceeding.
Jane A. Roberts, Bothell, Wash.; Bellevue
Broadcasters, Bellevue, Wash. — Designated for
consolidated hearing applications for new am on
1330 kc, 1 kw DA-D; made KAGT Anacortes,
Wash., party to proceeding.
WBBR Brooklyn, N. Y.— FCC by order denied
request of WEVD New York, N. Y., for interim
stay of Dec. 12 grant of assignment of license of
WBBR from Watchtower Bible & Tract Society
of New York, Inc., to Tele-Broadcasters of New
York Inc. pending action on WEVD protest and
petition for reconsideration.
Following stations were granted renewal of
license:
KBRO Bremerton, Wash.: KCLX Colfax, Wash.;
KGDN Edmonds. Wash.; KIHR Hood River, Ore.;
KLOG Kelso. Wash.; KOAC Corvallis, Ore.;
KRrv Camas, Wash.; KRTV Hillsboro, Ore.;
KUGN, KUGN-FM Eugene. Ore.; KULA Honolulu, Hawaii; KULE Ephrata, Wash.; KWIE Kennewick, Wash.; KWIL Albany, Ore.; KXLE Ellensburg, Wash.; KYES Roseburg, Ore.; KYJC
Medford, Ore.; KEX-FM Portland, Ore.; KLOR
(TV) Portland, Ore.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By the Broadcast Bureau
Actions of January 18
KNTV (TV) San Jose, Calif.— Granted license
for tv station (ch. 11) and change studio location.
WGGG Gainesville, Fla. — Granted cp to make
changes in ant. system.
WSM-TV Nashville, Tenn.— Granted mod. of
cp to make changes in trans., install new ant.
system and make other equipment changes; ERP
vis. 97.7 kw, aur. 50 kw.
Following stations were granted authority to
operate trans, by remote control: WEW St. Louis,
Mo.; WSOY Decatur, 111.; KAGE Winona, Minn.
WPAB Ponce, P. R. — Granted extension of completion date to 3-18-57.
KAMD Camden, Ark. — Granted mod. of cp to
change type trans.; conditions.
KLUK Evanston, Wyo. — Granted permission for
90-day waiver of Sec. 3.71 of rules, effective Feb.
1. 1957, for economic reasons. (Will continue
nighttime operation for public interest, convenience and necessity).
Actions of January 17
Columbia Bcstg. System Inc., New York, N. Y.
—s rams
Granted
extension
to deliverowned
tv probroadcast
in U.of S.permit
over stations
by
CBS to stations CBFT (TV) Montreal, CKLW-TV
Windsor. Ontario, and CBLT (TV) Toronto, for
period Feb. 1. 1957, to Feb. 1, 1958.
newKBVM
am. Lancaster, Calif.— Granted license for
WIVV Vieques. Puerto Rico — Granted license
for new am and specify type trans.
WAAT Newark, N. J. — Granted license covering
changes in nighttime directional ant. pattern.
KARK-TV Little Rock, Ark.— Granted mod. of
cp to make minor equipment changes.
WIOD Sanford, Fla.— Granted mod. of cp to
move
trans, location and make changes in
ground ant.
system.
WD AT South Daytona, Fla.— Granted mod. of
cp to move antenna location.
WTRO Dyersburg, Tenn.— Granted mod. of cp
to move ant.-trans. location, change studio loditions. cation and operate trans, by remote control; conFollowing were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: KGMS-FM Sacramento,
talif., to 7-16-57; KCHJ Delano, Calif., to 2-1-57.
Actions of January 16
KDBM Dillon, Mont.— Granted license for new
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

am and specify type of transmitter.
WRAJ Anna, 111. — Granted license for new am
and specify type of transmitter.
KFOR Lincoln, Nebr. — Granted licenses covering change ant.-trans. location and make changes
in ground system, installation of new alternate
main trans, and operate trans, by remote control.
WONY Owego, N. Y. — Granted mod. of cp to
change type trans.
WHOL Allentown, Pa. — Granted mod. of cp to
change type trans.; conditions.
WBLA Elizabethtown, N. C. — Granted permisMarchsion to15,sign-off
1957. at 8 p.m. each evening through
WONY Owego, N. Y. — Granted extension of
completion date to 5-16-57.
WHOL Allentown, Pa. — Granted extension of
completion date to 4-9-57; conditions.
WARE Ware, Mass. — Granted authority to operate trans, by remote control.
Actions of January 15
Lauderdale,
Fla. — Granted license
forWITV
new Fort
tv (ch.
17).
KOOL-TV Phoenix, Ariz. — Granted license for
new tv (ch. 10) and specify studio location.
KOA-TV Denver. Colo. — Granted license for
new tv (ch. 4); ERP vis. 100 kw, aur. 50 kw.
KSLA-TV Shreveport, La. — Granted license for
new tv and specify temporary studio location
(ch. 12).
Minn.— Granted license for
newKDAL-TV
tv (ch. Duluth,
3).
KUTV (TV) Salt Lake City, Utah— Granted li24.5 kw.cense for new tv (ch. 2); ERP vis. 45.7 kw, aur.
am.WKBX Corinth, Miss. — Granted license for new
KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, Pa.— Granted license
covering change facilities of tv.
KFDX-TV Wichita Falls, Tex.— Granted license
covering change facilities of tv (ch. 3); ERP
visual 100 kw, aur. 56.2 kw.
KGUL-TV Galveston, Tex.— Granted license
covering change facilities of tv.
WBKB (TV) Chicago, 111.— Granted license covering auxiliary transmitters located at main
trans, site; and ant. system in connection with
existing auxiliary antenna facilities.
WGBA Columbus, Ga. — Granted license covering installation of old main trans, as an auxiliary
trans, at main tran. site and operate trans, by
remote control.
WYSR Franklin, Va. — Granted license covering
change frequency, increase power and change
type
trans. Galveston, Tex.— Granted license
KGUL-TV
covering installation of auxiliary trans, and ant.
system.
WHMI Howell, Mich.— Granted mod. of cp to
change type trans, change studio location, operate trans,system.
by remote control and make changes
in ant.
KIRT Mission, Tex. — Granted mod. of cp to
change type trans, make changes in ant. system,
changemotestudio
control. location and operate trans, by reWIBA-FM
Wis. —deleted.
Granted request to
cancel license;Madison,
call letters
WARD-TV Johnstown, Pa.— Granted extension
of completion date to 7-15.
WNMP Evanston, HI. — Granted extension of
completion date to 4-23.
Actions of January 14
WIAN Indianapolis, Ind. — Granted cp to change
ant. system; ERP 890 watts.
WGRY Gary, Ind. — Granted authority to operate trans, by remote control.

authorized change frequency, power and change
from DA-1 to DA-2) to extend completion date.
WCAR Detroit, Mich. — Seeks mod. of cp (which
authorized change power and hours, install new
trans, andcation) to DA-2
change trans,
extendandcompletion
date. and studio loWHME
(FM)
Toledo,
Ohio—
Seeks mod.
of cp
date.
(which authorized new fm) to extend
completion
WIPR-TV San Juan, P. R. — Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 4-30-57.
License to Cover Cp
WBNY-FM
Buffalo, N. Y.— Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized changes in licensed
station.
KQIK Lakeview, Ore. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized new am.
WDMJ-TV Marquette, Mich. — Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized new tv and specify
studio location as 249 W. Washington St., MarKMSO-TV Missoula, Mont. — Seeks license to
cover
which authorized new tv and specify
quette. cp
studio
location as 340 W. Main St., Missoula.
REMOTE CONTROL
WSOYSt. Decatur,
WEW
Louis, Mo.111.; KAGE Winona, Minn.;
RENEWAL OF LICENSE
WICH Norwich, WTOR Torrington, both Conn.;
WKTQ South Paris, Me.; WVDA Boston, WKOX
Framingham, WTAG Worcester, all Mass.; KRNR
Roseburg, Ore.; WLAD-FM Danbury, WTIC-FM
Hartford, both Conn.; WLLH-FM Lowell, WMASFM Springfield, both Mass.; WPJB-FM Providence, R. I.; WLCR Torrington, WBRY Waterbury, both Conn.; WBMS Boston, WBZ Boston,
WHAI Greenfield, WHYN Springfield, all Mass.;
WICE Providence, WERI Westerly, both R. I.

January 23 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
KIEM Eureka, Calif.— Seeks mod. of cp (which

March 20-22: Continental Advertising Agency
Network, Rickey's Studio Inn, Palo Alto, Calif.

BltQAIlji§»lSYlMG

UPCOMING
January
Jan. 30-31: 14th annual convention, National
Religious Broadcasters Inc., Washington, D. C.
Jan. 31:ner.Sports
Broadcasters
Hotel Roosevelt,
New Assn.'s
York. annual dinFebruary
Feb. 6-8: NARTB Board, Hollywood Beach Hotel,
Hollywood, Fla.
Feb. 8: Annual radio-tv news short course,
School of Journalism, U. of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
Feb.
14: ANAPlaza
RadioHotel,
'& Television
Workshop,
New York. Advertising
Feb.
15-17:
New
England
ChapterSomerset
of American
Women in Radio & Television,
Hotel,
Boston.
Feb. 21-22: Second annual conference, state association presidents, Mayflower Hotel, Washington, D. C.
Feb. 22: Annual awards dinner, Voice of Democracy, Washington, D. C.
March
March
City. 18-21 : Annual convention and engineering
show,
Institute
of
Radio Coliseum,
Engineers,New
WaldorfAstoria and New York
York

April convention, Conrad
April 7-11: NARTB annual
Hilton, Chicago.
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PLEASE START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH THE NEXT ISSUE.
£ □ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
$7.00
° □ 52 weekly issues and BROADCASTING Yearbook-Marketbook 9.00
w □ 52 weekly issues and TELECASTING Yearbook-Marketbook 9.00
u Q 52 weekly issues and both Yearbook-Marketbooks 11.00
□ Enclosed
□ Bill
name

title f position

company name
address
city
Please send to home address

zone

state
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EDITORIALS
ABC:

On

The

Move

IT MAY NOW be predicted with certainty that ABC is moving
toward real competition with CBS and NBC.
There are two main developments which make this possible.
First, the settlement of contested vhf cases before the FCC will
soon open several key markets for primary ABC affiliation.
Second, ABC's parent, American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, ismaking substantial money available to the network.
The second development could not proceed without assurance of
the first. The forthcoming vhf grants in Boston, St. Louis and Miami,
to name three conspicuous problems of clearance that have hamstrung ABC in the past, should measurably improve the station
lineups that the network can offer advertisers. Still other three-vhf
markets also are up for early FCC action.
For the foreseeable future, however, there will be some major
markets where three competitive facilities do not exist. In those
cases, ABC has realistically decided to buy its way in. It is in such
instances that the availablity of capital becomes important, for ABC
will have to offer stations higher compensation than that obtainable
from CBS or NBC if it is to gain primary affiliations.
The acquisition of station clearances is half the problem of
selling advertising on a television network. The other half is the
building of programs. In this respect, too, it will be to ABC's
marked advantage that money is being made available. In the
development of program properties, ABC is beginning to make substantial progress. Indeed the network promises to become within the
next year the repository of a good share of the most valuable talent
in television.
The promising outlook for ABC is, of course, cheering to ABC
stockholders and stations. But it is also of importance to the entire
television business.
If television is to expand healthily, it must be stimulated by more
vigorous competition than that which can be supplied by two networks, no matter how energetically the two vie with each other.
The emergence of a strong third network will enlarge the pool of
network programming and network business — to the inevitable betterment of television and its program product. It also will lead to
the possibility for creation of a fourth network, whether live or film.
The invigoration of ABC will cause the invigoration of ABC
affiliates. As more stations become more successful, the opportunity
for new stations expands accordingly. There is obviously an economic limit to the number of stations and networks the U. S. advertising capacity can support, but that limit is far beyond the
present boundaries of the television system.
No,

Thank

You

A BILL (H. R. 3424) that will bear watching was dumped into
the hopper last week by Rep. Younger (R-Calif.). It would
create a new executive Department of Transportation and Communications tobe presided over by a secretary of cabinet rank.
Into this department would be transferred the FCC, Civil Aeronautics Authority, Civil Aeronautics Board, Interstate Commerce Commission, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, Federal
Maritime Board, Maritime Administration and St. Lawrence Seaway
Development Corp.
It might sound impressive to have communications represented
by a member of the cabinet. Such a development, in our opinion,
would be fraught with danger. With the exception of the FCC, all
of the agencies that would be fused in the proposed department are
in the public utility-common carrier field, subject to rate-fixing and
regulation. Common carriers and broadcasting do not mix. Broadcast services are not subject to rate regulation, although oblique
efforts have been made over the years to give them that status.
The idea of such a department is not new. Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover, who once had the licensing control of
"wireless" in his department, said, upon formation of the Federal
Radio Commission in 1927 (then as a temporary agency) that radio
was too important to turn over to one-man control. That was when
there was only a handful of stations on the air, but even then
Mr. Hoover recognized the "public opinion" aspects of broadcasting,
which separated it from the common carrier-utility pursuits.
Independent agencies, such as the FCC, are responsible to ConPage 112 • January 28, 1957

Drawn for BKOADCASTING • TELECASTING by Sid Hix
"Well, boss, I sure forecast that gale right on the button."
gress, as the coordinate legislative branch, rather than to the President, who heads the executive branch. The functions of the FCC
are legislative in character, being an extension of the Congressional
authority. Repeatedly members of both houses of Congress have
criticized usurpation by the executive branch of the functions of
such "creatures" of Congress.
If a department such as Rep. Younger proposes were to be
created, it obviously would have the common carrier approach,
since preponderantly its duties would be in transportation — by land,
sea and air. Communications would be secondary, and broadcasting, which is only a small part of communications, would necessarily be reduced to a waif among rate-regulated heavy industries.
We doubt whether Congress will give serious thought to this
revolutionary proposal. If, perchance, a committee should hold
hearings, all broadcasters should muster forces in opposition.
Bucking

For

The

Buck

week'sandNewspaper
at lastradio
by speeches
JUDGE Assn.
TOExecutives
especially
television,Advertising
convention,
television, have been made the principal targets for *r newspaper
selling campaign.
Newspapers, in short, are out to get a bigger piece of the
advertising dollar. They hope to get it by whittling down the pieces
that the broadcast media have been getting — not by trying to expand
the total dollar.
In these circumstances, radio and television are fortunate to be
equipped with two vigorous selling organizations — Radio Advertising
Bureau and Television Bureau of Advertising. To meet the intensified newspaper campaign, the air media will need to provide their
central sales organizations with whole-hearted support and to reinforce the individual sales staffs of stations and networks.
If newspapers succeed in diverting business from radio and television, itwill be because radio and television selling efforts failed.
On the basis of advertising performance, radio and tv should gain,
not lose, in advertising revenue.
Inauguration

Tv

WHAT television so far lacks in ability to cover the fast-breaking
news story, it more than compensates for in its unmatchable
talent for covering the pre-arranged event.
The latest example of outstanding special event coverage was, of
course, last Monday's inaugural ceremonies. As both a technical
and journalistic exercise, it was a television triumph.
Yet we could not suppress the wish that television in color had
been on the job. A parade in black and white is at best an improvisation.
The President who takes the oath in 1961 will do so in nationallytransmitted color, and the Marine Band marching down Pennsylvania Avenue will be dressed in red and blue.
Meanwhile, let us content ourselves with the knowledge that
the $600,000 spent by the networks to telecast Inaugural Day in
1957 brought more than that value of information and entertainment
to the viewing public.
Telecasting
Broadcasting

TEXAS

QUALITY
the

local

RODEO

The pageantry and excitement of the annual prison rodeo at Huntsville, Texas, was viewed by the nation on "Wide Wide World" via the
staff and through the facilities of KPRC-TV Houston. Chosen time
and again for network pick-ups of Southwestern events, KPRC-TV,
with 8 years of operating experience, furnishes a complete, highly
flexible production and engineering facility. You can pave the way to
greater sales in the Houston Gulf Coast area for your clients by using
KPRC-TV . . . the most potent advertising force in the Houston market !

NETWORK

at

PRISON

level!

4

v
HOUSTON
KPRC-TV
JACK HARRIS
Vice President and General Manager

PRC-TV

FIRST

IN

EXPERIENCE

WITH

CHANNEL
2
Nationally Represented by
JACK McGREW
National Sales Manager
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
OVER

900

M A N -Y E A R S

AND

THE

starring

John HART
as HAWKEYE

• Lon CHANEY
as CHINGACHGOOK

James Fenimore Cooper's beloved hero is "the
most famous character the world over" according
to the Saturday Review. He's everybody's idol!
Young and old thrill to the bravery of Hawkey e.
It's outdoor action for the whole family. And,
being the first "Eastern" of all TV outdoor
action series, it gives you greater sponsor identification. Fabulous controlled merchandising
opportunities, too! Top markets are still available, but now that the news is out, they're
being snapped up quickly. Wire or phone collect
for your market reservation before others beat
you to it.

Television
Programs
of America,
Inc.
MICHAEL
M.
SILLERMAN
EDWARD SMALL
Executive Vice-President
Chairman MILTON A. GORDON
President
488 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. • PL. S-2100
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During the last quarter century, we have sold time
for some of the greatest radio and television properties in America — hundreds of millions of dollars
worth. As the original station representative in the
advertising industry, we are proud to have done this,
always maintaining the high principles on which our
Company was founded.
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closed

LOG JAM • In rare if not unique move,
William Esty Co. has sent letters asking
station representatives to supply as quickly
as possible, for each of their stations
carrying Esty spot business, notarized
photostatic copy of "official broadcasting
log as supplied to FCC" for 7-8:30 a.m.
period during week of Jan. 21-25. Though
purpose not explained, it obviously relates,
at least in part, to Esty's known concern
that stations carrying NBC Radio's new
hourly newscasts may "bump" Esty spot
business — notably Reynolds tobacco products, since Brown & Williamson is co-sponsor of NBC newscasts — out of strong
early-morning positions or, presumably,
give them less than normal protection.
B«T
IN EARLY reaction to Esty request (see
above), station reps and their clients — and
it is stations individually who must make
final decision — appear splitting into three
camps: (1) those who feel advertiser has
absolute right to such information, just as
print advertiser is entitled to get checking
copies, and who therefore indicate readiness to supply logs; (2) those who resist on
grounds that turning over logs is equivalent
to turning over balance sheet, that FCC
logs are for "composite" rather than specific week and that FCC logs are not public record anyway, and (3) those who feel
advertisers are entitled to such data if they
want it but who fear that providing it for
I all would impose almost impossible burden
and expense.
B»T
MUSIC GOES 'ROUND • Having had
their tumultuous inning last year before
House Antitrust (Celler) Subcommittee,
organized ASCAP songwriters now are
trying to get to bat before Senate Commerce Committee. Walker Buel, representing Songwriters Protective Assn., has
asked committee staff members for hearing, alleging ASCAP writers are being discriminated against by BMI through purported selection for recording of nonASCAP numbers, with allegation that oldline writers are not getting on air.
B»T
SONGWRITERS public relations man was
told to submit brief to committee. BMI,
or any other groups which may be cited
by SPA, will be given opportunity to
counter arguments before committee decides on hearing request. ASCAP writers
stirred up big rumpus before Celler committee last fall, with Chairman Emanuel
Celler (D-N. Y.) questioning propriety of
network stock ownership in BMI, which
is wholly owned by broadcast licensees.
B»T
MANANA • Bilateral treaty between U. S.
and Mexico on use of am broadcast frequencies— in negotation for over two years
—signed last week, but U. S. State Dept.

Broadcasting

• Telecasting

did not have "clean" copy so details were
unavailable at week's end. Five-year treaty
expected to be in hands of officials this
week with return from Mexico City of FCC
Comr. Rosel H. Hyde who signed for U. S.
As far as could be ascertained, U. S. agreed
to give Class 1-A protection to Mexican
outlets on 540 kc (Canadian clear); agreed
to no changes regarding present practice on
800 kc, 850 kc, 1050 kc or 1220 kc.
B«T
MEXICO has clear channel rights on 800
kc, but U.S. has KINY Juneau, Alaska
full time on that channel. KOA Denver is
Class 1-B outlet on 850 kc. Present "gentleman's agreement" with Mexico provides
no U. S. outlet on Mexican clears with
more than 1 kw daytime and no operation
at night; only exceptions are WMGM
New York on 1050 kc and WGR Cleveland on 1220 kc.
B»T
PRESSURE FOR PAY TV • Advocates
of subscription television are putting plenty
of pressure on FCC for early action —
which they hope will be favorable — on
long-pending petition for approval of
commercial toll tv. Pressure is being skillfully applied through friends and friends of
friends of individual commissioners and
through Congress. In one case relative of
commissioner was offered (but quickly
declined) financial arrangement with proposed local subscription enterprise.
B»T
WHILE pro-subscription pressure mounts,
FCC staff is putting finishing touches on
detailed digest of subscription case. Digest
■— which won't contain recommendations
— is expected to be given FCC some time
this month, and commissioners then will
buckle down to job of digesting digest and
preparing for vote.
B»T
LONGER LICENSES • FCC will throw
full weight behind House bill to extend
radio-tv station license period to five years
from present three [B«T, Jan. 28]. Chairman George G. McConnaughey will ask
to appear personally when bill is discussed
in committee hearings and, with support of
most if not all commissioners, will make
strong appeal for passage.
B»T
EXPANSION indicated for Walter Patterson-Robert K. Richards interests with entrance of Frederick L. Allman, former
WSVA-AM-TV Harrisonburg, Va., owner,
into pai tnership. PAR group, as it will be
known, hopes to increase station ownership. It owns WKYR Keyser, W. Va., and
WTRX-AM-FM Bellaire, Ohio, recently
sold WHAR Clarksburg, W. Va. Mr. Allman was charter stockholder in WAAM
(TV) Baltimore, Md.

circuit

DELAYED REPORT • Odds are against
release by Senate Commerce Committee of
its reports on (1) subscription tv and (2)
networks before its wind-up hearing when
FCC members will appear March 5. Special Counsel Kenneth Cox has completed
rough drafts of reports in both of these
areas but has not yet received committee
instructions on conclusions.
B«T
FINAL report on allocations phase presumably will follow phases mentioned
above. Committee previously had heard
other members of FCC except Comr. T.
A. M. Craven, who took office last July.
Mr. Craven is acknowledged allocations
expert, and committee probably will devote major attention to so-called "Craven
Plan" on tv allocations which would drop
table of assignments so that allocations
could be handled onB»Tcity-by-city basis.
UPWARD

CURVE

• Add to signs radio

is
on upswing:
Advertising
Bureau'sat
income
during Radio
January
was running
$851,000 annual level — well above expectations. RAB had budgeted first six months
of 1957 on estimates that income for that I
period would average out to be about
$820,000 annual rate, though probably
starting somewhat lower during January
and February. Their interpretation of better-than-expected send-off in January is
(1) that radio's comeback may be even
further along than most people think, and
(2) radio broadcasters are digging in to
increase their share of advertising dollar
substantially.
SPEAKING

B»T
of RAB, Kevin B. Sweeney,

organization's president, may acquire radio I
station interest. In tentative negotiation is
acquisition by him and H. G. (Jock)
Fearnhead, vice president-general manager I
of WINS New York, of possible majority
in WRNY Rochester, N. Y ., from Arthur I
C. Kyle Jr. and associates.
BeT
HITS WITH SPOT • Pepsi-Cola Co.,
whose "Pepsi Please" radio contest brought
such phenomenal results in test markets
[B»T, Aug. 20, 1956, et seq], is getting
ready to expand same type campaign into
approximately 100 other cities. Expansion
will be gradual, over period of around six
months, with contest running about one
month in each city. Approximately 65
cities are in Midwest, around 20 on West
Coast, 5 in South, rest in East. In latest
test, on KRES St. Joseph, Mo., "Pepsi
Please" contest drew entries at cost of
about eight-tenths of one cent apiece. Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, is handling
the account.
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Galveston.

Represented Nationally By CBS Television Spot Sales • Gulf Television Corp. • Galveston, Texas

*ARB Houston Area and Pulse Houston Metropolitan Area reports, Nov., 1956
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Foote Leaves McCann-Erickson,
Says Future Plans Undeveloped
IN SURPRISE announcement Friday, McCannErickson announced resignation of Emerson
Foote, executive vice president of agency. M-E
said Mr. Foote would announce his plans at
later date. He had been with agency since
October 1951, and prior to that was head of
Foote, Cone & Belding.
In a statement following McCann-Erickson's
announcement, Mr. Foote said that "I wish
McCann-Erickson and the wonderful people
who make it up all good fortune in continuing
and expanding their success. Concerning myself, the reason I have no future plans to
announce is that I have not yet lifted a finger
to develop any. I long ago concluded that if I
should ever decide to leave McCann-Erickson
I must — because of the degree of trust and
respect
me be
andthegenerous
been1
treated — given
let M-E
first to way
know.I'veThus
have had no contact with any other opportunity,
"his
much I can
I will itbe will
in the
ng business.
But say:
whether
be advertisEast or
"est — or a large or small agency — I have at
this time no way of knowing."
Budweiser Invites Reps
To Bid on $3 Million Drive
SEVERAL station representatives are invited
to submit availabilities in week-long series of
meetings with D'Arcy Adv. Co. starting today
(Mon.) in connection with proposed $3 million spot radio-tv campaign for AnheuserBusch's Budweiser beer. While extent of drive
not certain, it's understood brewery will use
top 100 markets for saturation, with probably
larger share going into radio (following pattern set last year) and use of magazines and
supplements in smaller markets.
Proposals threshed out at D'Arcy executive
meeting Friday morning. Revelation of drive
follows disclosures of similar multi-million
dollar spot campaign by Jos. Schlitz Brewing
Co. (Schlitz beer).
No Action Taken by Senate
On 'Martin Luther' Request
TAFF spokesmen of Senate Commerce Comittee said Friday they have taken no action on
equest by Congregational Christian Churches
hat committee investigate action of WGN-TV
Chicago in cancelling scheduled tv showing of
motion picture "Martin Luther." They said,
however, that they have discussed matter with
Washington representative of the Protestant
denominational group.
WGN-TV cancelled planned showing of film
on Protestant Reformation, amid charges from
Protestant groups that Catholic groups had
used pressure against station [B»T, Dec. 24,
1956].
CCC's Office of Communication and its
Council for Social Action, at CCC's midwinter
meeting last week at Buck Hill Falls, Pa., voted
unanimously to ask Senate committee probe
on grounds WGN-TV skirted controversial
issue and refused to broadcast recognized religious viewpoint, making station "twice guilty
of violating constitutional and statutory requirements." Church's request also asked that "remedial legislation" be considered to insure
"freedom of expression" on radio and tv.
Telecasting
Broadcasting

deadline

COLOR LINE
SPEAKING in Washington today (Mon.),
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff of RCA will
tell conference on combatting job discrimination that "we cannot be concerned about a man's race or creed or
color. We [at RCA] ask only two questions: Can he do the job? Is he a loyal
American? ... I can tell you from personal experience that in television when
we
talk
'color,'in weentertainment
are referringthatto
that new about
dimension

I •

brings rainbow hues right into our living
room — color television. That is the only
color we are interested in."
Three RCA

Color Television Sets

Go Up $45-50, May Go Higher
PRICES of three of RCA's 10-model color
tv set line go up today (Mon.) $45-50, and
by next summer RCA may find it necessary
to "make further increases on all models."
Announcement to distributors and dealers
was to be made over weekend. Unaffected is
RCA's table model (Aldrich) that still will
sell at nationally advertised price of $495.
Highest priced RCA color set is $850 console.
Reason for price hike — it had been indicated
late last year by RCA President Frank Folsom
that no reductions were forthcoming on color
sets and that RCA would possibly raise some
of its suggested prices — was pegged to "upward trend in the cost of material and labor,"
by Charles P. Baxter, vice president and general manager of RCA Victor Television Div.,
in a letter to distributors. Mr. Baxter noted
that RCA has been trying to hold color price
line but could not continue without "sacrificing
the present high quality" of its sets.
Three models affected by boost are consoles. Style name, old and new price: Wescott,
$595 to $645; Dartmouth, $650 to $695 and
Whitby, $695 to $745.
Syndicated Films Holding Own
Against Movies, Keever Avers
EVIDENCE that syndicated film shows, despite
alarmist talk, are more than holding their own
against influx of new feature film libraries was
claimed Friday by Jake Keever, NBC Television
Films director of sales. His study of 10 top
ranking feature films in five metropolitan markets— Boston, Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles
and New York — compared ratings with syndicated shows in same time periods, using ARB
figures.
Results of study claimed most syndication
properties outranked even best feature films
when they met in hand-to-hand battle in same
time period. Survey showed that when all feature film and all syndicated show ratings were
lumped, syndication shows overwhelmingly
dominated lists, Mr. Keever said. Thus, in Detroit, when syndicated properties were pitted
against feature films, syndicated shows swept
first 10 places. In Boston, a feature film took
sixth place, but syndicated shows took all other
nine. In Los Angeles, features were listed first
and 10th, syndication taking other eight spots,
he noted.

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

Late-breaking items about broadcast business; for earlier news, see Advertisers
Agencies, page 29.
JUNE IN FEBRUARY • It's still dead winter,
but hot-weather coolers already are beginning
to plan summertime campaigns. Royal Crown
Cola, for Royal Crown and Nehi soft drinks,
going into total of 250 radio and tv markets —
about 150 tv — for drive to start March 10 and
run 'til fall, through Compton Adv., N. Y. Joe
Lowe Corp. (Popsicles) reported planning to
underwrite full sponsorship of half-hour program on ABC-TV (Sat., 5:30-6 p.m.), starting
May 18 for nine weeks. Approximately 120station lineup contemplated, with show to be
part live and part film, featuring such comics
as Ben Blue, Jerry Colonna, Senor Wences,
Olson & Johnson, and Paul Winchell & Jerry
Mahoney. Joe Lowe agency is Paris & Peart,
N. Y.
FIGHT FOR TIME • Battle of children's
sneakers is on with three major rubber companies out for television availabilities around
children's shows, preferably in the afternoon.
Hood Rubber Co., maker of P-F canvas shoes,
starts spot activity March 1 1 with contracts
running from 10 to 13 weeks, in addition to
participation in ABC-TV Mickey Mouse Club.
Agency: McCann-Erickson, N. Y. U. S. Rubber
Co., maker of Keds, through Fletcher D.
Richards, N. Y., has had local men buying
time in field. Mishawaka Rubber & Woolen
Mfg. Co., for Jet shoes, looking for similiar
availabilities through Campbell-Mithun, Chicago.
RADIO VS. PRESS • Swiss Pine Co. (room
deodorant and bath oil), N. Y., planning radio
vs. newspaper test in about 15 midwest markets,
starting Feb. 10 and 15. In some markets radio
spots plus newspapers will be used; in others,
radio or newspapers alone. Additionally, room
deodorant will be promoted in some markets,
bath oil in others. Latter product will be plugged
from cosmetic standpoint and also as relaxpick-me-up type product. Entire test will run for
three months. Wesley Assoc., N. Y., is agency.
CONFLICT OF INTERESTS • Lever Bros.,
N. Y., understood to have placed order for
alternate Tues., 8:30-9 p.m., on CBS-TV. Advertiser would underwrite The Brothers until
end of season and then put in another show.
Network and advertiser currently working out
difficulties on product clearance, since half-hour
preceding, Phil Silvers Show, is alternately sponsored by another soap company, Procter &
Gamble. Latter firm has first choice on products.
CHAFING AT BIT • NBC-TV reportedly in
slight dilemma on Sunday night 9-10 p.m. period for next fall, with network wanting to
assign number of Sunday segments to Chevrolet for Dinah Shore show within next few
weeks — while Alcoa and Goodyear, current
alternate sponsors of that time period, do not
have to let network know until May 1 whether
they will renew next year, take fewer shows or
none at all. Alcoa is serviced by Fuller &
Continues on page 9
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with
MGM
films
EVERY THURSDAY, SATURDAY & SUNDAY

Available

for

or

KPHO-TV is knocking out competition with M-G-M audience-stealers
like these:
"ANCHORS AWEIGH"
Frank Sinatra, Gene Kelly
"THEY WERE EXPENDABLE"
John Wayne, Robert Montgomery

SATURDAY (7:00-11:00 P.M.)
4-hour average rating
KPHO-TV
23.0 f
Network Station B. ...... 13.0
Network Station C
12.4
Network Station D
14.2

"STRANGE CARGO"
Clark Gable, Joan Crawford
"MADAME
CURIE"
Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon

SUNDAY (7:00-8:30 P.M.)
IVi-hour average rating
KPHO-TV
Network Station B
3.3
Network Station C
24.7
Network Station D
7.1
ARB SPECIALS 1/17, 1/5, 1/6, 1957

COMING

spots

-full sponsorship!

THURSDAY (7:00-9:00 P.M.)
2-hour average rating
KPHO-TV ......
40.8
Network Station B
4.3
Network Station C
13;5
Network Station D
11.7

AND

participation

"TREASURE ISLAND"
Wallace Beery, Jackie Cooper
"DR. JEKYLL AND MR. HYDE"
Spencer Tracy, Ingrid Bergman
"BATAAN"
Robert Taylor, George Murphy

SOON

- ANOTHER

SPECTACULAR

SERIES

20TH CENTURY FOX "GALAXY" INCLUDING - "CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE"
• "MIRACLE ON 34TH STREET"
"LAURA" • "SNAKE PIT" • "JANE EYRE" • "CRASH DIVE" • "SWANEE RIVER" • "CLUNY BROWN" • "CHARLEY'S AUNT"
JOINS OTHER GREAT MOTION PICTURES FROM
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER * WARNER BROTHERS * DAVID SELZNICK * REPUBLIC
1ST INDEPENDENT

STATION

IN THE NATION

5
That Channel with ALL those GOOD movies!

KPHO-TV
IN
IN
IN
IN

PHOENIX
OMAHA
SYRACUSE
KANSAS CITY

it's
it's
it's
it's

KPHO
WOW
WHEN
KCMO

and
and
and
and

Meredith Stations are affiliated with Better Homes
Page 8
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KPHO-TV
WOW-TV
WHEN-TV
KCMO-TV

represented
represented
represented
represented

by
by
by
by

The KATZ
BL AIR-TV,
The KATZ
The KATZ

Agency
Inc.
Agency
Agency

and Gardens and Successful Farming Magazines
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

PEOPLE
HERBERT T. BRUNN Friday elected vice
president-administration for RCA International
Div. Mr. Brunn previously was RCA staff assistant general attorney for manufacturing and
service divisions, Camden, N. J. In new post, he
will be responsible for finance, personnel, law,
materials and service, as well as customer and
public relations of International Div.

!|

TASO Committee Heads Named;
Meeting Set Today in New York
APPOINTMENTS of chairmen and vice chairmen of five technical study panels of Television
Allocations Study Organization were made official Friday by TASO board meeting in Washington. Panel leaders scheduled to meet today
(Mon.) at New York RETMA headquarters,
with Dr. George R. Town, TASO executive
director.
Panels are as follows: transmitting equipment
— William J. Morlock, GE, chairman, and
Ralph N. Harmon, Westinghouse, vice chairman; receiving equipment — William O. Swinyard, Hazeltine, chairman; K. A. Chittick, RCA,
vice chairman; field tests — Knox Mcllwain,
Burroughs Research Center, chairman; Frank
Marx, ABC, vice chairman; propagation data —
Dr. Frank G. Kear, Kear & Kennedy, chairman; Stuart L. Bailey, Jansky & Bailey Inc.,
vice chairman; analysis and theory — Dr. Robert
M. Bowie, Sylvania, chairman; William B.
Lodge, CBS, vice chairman.
Two File for New Tvs:
Amarillo V, San Francisco U
TWO individuals filed applications with FCC
Friday for new tv stations to operate on ch.
7 in Amarillo, Tex., and ch. 38 in San Francisco.
Multiple-station owner Kenyon Brown requested Amarillo facility, seeking 49.3 kw with
antenna 655 ft. above average terrrain located
3.9 miles north of Amarillo. He proposed
$202,500 for construction and first year operation expenses at $275,000. Principals of KMAQ
Amarillo have filed for same facility [B*T,
Sept. 24, 1956].
Mr. Brown owns KLYN Amarillo and
KWFT Wichita Falls, Tex.; 49% of KANS
Wichita and KBYE Oklahoma City; 25% of
KFEQ-AM-TV St. Joseph, Mo., and 20% of
KGLC Miami, Okla.
Marvin Kratter, New York realtor, filed for
San Francisco uhf, proposing 16.8 kw with
antenna 481 ft. above average terrain located
atop Mark Hopkins Hotel. Construction costs
estimated at $85,755, with first year operation
expenses $175,000. Mr. Kratter also applicant
for ch. 11 Fargo, N. D. [B»T, Jan. 14].
Nelson Buys WKTL

for $55,000

SALE of WKTL Kendallville, Ind. (250 w, daytime on 1570 kc), by Charles R. Palmquist Jr.
to Ted Nelson for $55,000 announced Friday.
Mr. Nelson, former manager of WFIE-AM-TV
Evansville, Ind., has majority interests in WOHP
Bellefontaine, Ohio, and WILO Frankfort, Ind.
Transaction handled by Blackburn-Hamilton
Co., station broker.
Poransky In for Muntz at Muntz
APPOINTMENT of Walter Poransky as general manager in full charge of all Muntz Tv
Inc. operations reported Friday following resignation of Earl W. Muntz as president of tv set
manufacturing firm. In tv field since 1948, Mr.
Muntz gave no reason for resignation. Mr.
Poransky is president of Poray Inc., Chicago
metal stamping firm.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

GE Shifts Hanna to Head
Industrial Heating Department
ROBERT B. HANNA, manager of General
Electric Co. broadcasting stations department
(WGY-WGFM [FM]-WRGB [TV] Schenectady,
N. Y., and short-wave outlets), has been appointed general manager of GE's industrial
heating department in Shelbyville, Ind., effective March 1. He will resign as NARTB Dist.
2 director, representing New York and New
Jersey on Radio Board and will not attend this
week's board meeting in Miami.
Harold E. Strang, GE vice president, said no
successor to broadcast post has been named.
Mr. Hanna has been in charge of GE broadcast stations since 1949 and was named department manager in 1951. He has served also as
president-general manager of Maqua Co., GE
printing affiliate, since 1955.
Chicago Paper Loads for Bear,
Out to Stop Video Violence
TWIN-BARRELED attack being mounted by
Chicago Daily News against television is raising eyebrows in local trade circles. Avid campaigner for years against alleged violence in
children's programs, Knight newspaper radiotv column has accelerated drive by (1) printing culpable sponsors' names and addresses
and (2) more recently, by listing network tv
programs (with sponsors) cancelled or being
dropped.
Theme of "high mortality" rate among
shows, authorities note, is similar to tack
frequently taken by Newspaper Adv. Executives Assn. [B«T, Jan. 28]. News is owned by
John S. Knight interests, which also has radiotv holdings.
St. Petersburg Asks Educators
To Exchange Ch. 3 for Ch. 38
RECOMMENDATION that St. PetersburgTampa educational tv exponents agree to join
in switch of educational reservation from ch. 3
to ch. 38 has been made by St. Petersburg City
Manager Ross E. Windom. City now operates
ABC-affiliated WSUN-TV on ch. 38, claims
approximately 250,000 conversions compared
to 350,000 vhf sets claimed by rival ch. 8
WFLA-TV (NBC) and ch. 13 WTVT (TV)
(CBS). In proposal to West Coast of Florida
Educational Tv Inc. (headed by Robert Guthrie,
local businessman), St. Petersburg official offered
one hour daily immediately on WSUN-TV
facilities pending changeover; also proposed to
turn over 270 kw transmitter and antenna worth
about $200,000 when and if facilities swap is
okayed by FCC. WSUN-TV began operating
May 1953, has cost city $500,000 in capital investment and is breaking even now, according
to Fred P. Shawn, general manager.
UPCOMING
February
Feb.
4-6: Marketing
American
Management
Assn.,conference,
Hotel Statler,
New
York.
Feb. 6-8: NARTB Board, Hollywood Beach
Hotel, Hollywood, Fla.
Feb. 8: Annual radio-tv news short course,
School of Journalism, U. of Minnesota,
Minneapolis.
For other Upcomings see page 133.

EDWARD H. CALHOUN, account supervisor
on J. A. Folger & Co. (coffee), and JACK E.
RICE JR. of new business staff expected to be
made vice presidents of Cunningham & Walsh
this week.
FRANK CRANE will join KPOP Los Angeles
as director of national sales and merchandising
Feb. 15, day his resignation as president of
Southern California Broadcasters Assn. becomes
effective. Mr. Crane currently is president of
Hollywood Advertising Club and board member of Hollywood Chamber of Commerce.
• BUSINESS BRIEFLY
Continues from page 7
Smith & Ross while Goodyear is handled by
Young & Rubicam, both N. Y.
TV POLICY • Lumberman's Mutual (fire and
casualty insurance), Chicago, reportedly has
purchased half-sponsorship of series of three
collegiate basketball tournament games on
CBS-TV Saturday afternoons m March. Included are two National Invitational and one
NCAA game on 110 stations. Agency: John W.
Shaw Adv., Chicago. Television Bureau of Advertising has been actively engaged in prodding
insurance
tv medium.firms, such as Lumberman's, to enter
BIBLE TEST • Cambridge U. Press (St. James
Version Bibles), N. Y., making extended use of
radio in test campaign of indefinite length
planned for spring in South, Midwest and Far
West. Cambridge has used radio only once before (on one Louisville, Ky., station). Agency:
Lewin, Williams & Saylor, N. Y.
FIFTH FOR YOUNG • Finishing touches
being applied on formation of new — and fifth —
station representative firm under aegis of Adam
Young. New company will represent radio stations in markets below approximately top 50;
will have separtate staffing, operate individually
as do other four: Adam Young Inc. (radio and
now to represent stations in larger markets);
Young Television Corp. (tv); Young International Ltd., and Canadian Station Representatives Ltd.
QUAKER WILL STAY • Far from retrenching in network tv, Quaker Oats Co. (for its
Ken-L products) will continue part sponsorship
of NBC-TV's Caesar's Hour at least 'til summer hiatus and also is looking into daytime television, with talks presumably involving CBS-TV.
Quaker to fulfill commitments for 39 weeks
(series is aired three out of four Saturdays),
despite reports of cancellation effective in February. Agency: Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
DARE IN PA. • Garrett & Co. (Virginia Dare
wines), Brooklyn, N. Y., starting radio spot
campaign in Scranton, Erie, Wilkes-Barre and
Pittsburgh next Sunday. Agency: MacManus,
John & Adams, N. Y.
CUTBACK AT KUDNER • Kudner Adv.,
N. Y., which lost two major television accounts
within past two months — U. S. Tobacco and
Texaco — has dropped at least eight employes,
timebuyers and production personnel.
February 4, 1957 • Page 9
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CLASSIC TEST OF SEC. 315
WD AY-TV named in $150,000 libel
action because it stuck to requirements of political broadcast section
27
FEATURE FILMS BIG YEAR?
Warner-Lambert's major purchase and
showing of optimism by distributors
forecasts increased interest. Agencies
tend to be cautious
29
NTA LANDS MAJOR
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H. Tash
B. T. Taishoff Irving C. Miller
Treasurer Comptroller

SPONSOR

Warner-Lambert contracts for $2.7
million series of one-hour feature film
on 128 stations. Will total $10 million ifoptions are exercised 30
JWT READY FOR COLOR TV
Agency shows its progress in anticipation of new medium's development to
major competitive position within two
years
30
KNOW ACCOUNTS, BUYERS TOLD
G. A. Vernon of J. Walter Thompson
says intimate familiarity with sponsor's marketing is needed, as well as
media data
36
SHORTER, PITHIER COPY DUE

ABC-TV MOVES FORWARD
New talent acquired. Gene Accas and
Jason Rabinovitz are named to key
administrative posts by Treyz. Chevrolet account signed
48
NBC-TV MEETS ABC-TV BIDS
Network moves to counteract efforts
to lure affiliates. Gains in NBC-TV's
daytime program ratings and sponsorships emphasized
50
MBS NEWS PLAN GETS NOD
Affiliate group shows enthusiasm for
new format involving half-hourly
newscasts plus present programs and
emphasis on Washington news . 56
CLERICS DEMAND PAID TIME
National Religious Broadcasters reaffirm right of access to radio-tv facilities on sponsored basis. National
Council of Churches criticized 61
PETRY REACHES 25th YEAR
First of major exclusive national representative firms celebrates silver anniversary. Brought order into chaotic
spot buying
68
POLITICAL BILL: $10 MILLION
Reports to Senate show cost of last
autumn's campaigning. Breakdowns
of expenditures by stations, networks
and areas listed
78

Next decade will bring about important changes in advertising, says Jack
Tardier of Lennen & Newell. More
ingenuity will be required
36

COURT UPHOLDS WGMS SALE
Dismisses petition by L. M. C. Smith
group contesting transfer of Washington station to RKO Teleradio Pictures
for $400,000
86

HAMM PLANS 55-MARKET TV
Brewery instructs agency to look for
availabilities for its newly purchased
'Harbor Command' film. Estimated
$1.5 million billing one of largest prerelease projects
42

CBS REPLIES TO MOORE
Network tells Senate committee that
KTTV (TV) head misquoted and misapplied some of network's
Gives detailed
answers statements.
to many
points

90

m

departments
Advertisers & Agencies
At Deadline
Awards
Closed Circuit
Colorcasting
Editorial
Education
Film
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cially those falling on his billings.
Then
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and
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out walking

the Boiling

man

all of the latest wonders,

full billfold.* Today

he's perky,

carefree

through

stopped

him

including . . . the
and

in the chips.

The moral of this story is . . . the station manager isn't
half as afraid of his shadow as he is of being left alone
in the dark.
*// there's a shadow of a doubt you should see us.
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In any

you

talk

of these

to the

5 important

big audiences

with

markets

the

.

"Storz

.

.

Station"!

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL . . . with WDGY.
January, 1957 Trendex puts WDGY first !
Hooper, Nielsen, Pulse and sl host of Twin
Cities advertisers agree that WDGY has
the big audience for those big results ! See
JOHN BLAIR or WDGY GM STEVE
LABUNSKI.

advertisers proves dynamic sales power.
See JOHN BLAIR or WHB GM GEORGE
W. ARMSTRONG.

OMAHA . . . with KOWH. Now in its sixth
year .of first place dominance. First on
latest Hooper, Pulse and Trendex, in all
time periods. Contact ADAM YOUNG
INC. or KOWH General Manager VIRGIL
SHARPE.

latest Hooper. And wait 'til you see that
newest Pulse. Ask ADAM YOUNG INC.,
or WTIX GM FRED BERTHELSON.

KANSAS CITY . . . with WHB. First per
Hooper, first per Area Nielsen, first per
Area Pulse, first per Metro Pulse. 87%
renewal rate among Kansas City's biggest

NEW ORLEANS . . . with WTIX. Month
after month WTIX maintains or widens
its first place position in New Orleans
listening. First by a wide margin, per

MIAMI . . . with WQAM. It's Happened!
With "Storz Station" programming
WQAM has leaped to first in the morning
26.6% average share) . . . first afternoon
(32.6%) . . . and all day on latest Hooper.
Covering all of Southern Florida with
5,000 watts on 560 kc. See JOHN BLAIR
or WQAM GM JACK SANDLER.
TODD STORZ,
President
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"Ratings make
them sign

the first time—'

'But it takes
results to make

them renew"

Latest
METRO PULSE
WHB first all day and night.
WHB first 360 out of 360
quarter-hours. In and out of
home, Mon.-Fri., 6 a.m.-midnight.
Latest
AREA PULSE
WHB first all day, WHB first
263 out of 288 quarter-hours.
25 second place Vi's, none
lower. Mon.-Sat., 6 a.m. -midnight.
Latest
AREA NIELSEN
WHB first all day and night,
with 42.7% share of audience.
WHB first every time period.
Mon.-Sat., 6 a.m.-6 p.m.
Latest
HOOPER
WHB first all day with 42.2%
of audience. June-Sept., 4month average Mon.-Fri., 7
a.m. -6 p.m. ; Sat. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.

at

WHB

. . . 87%

renewal

87% of WHB's largest billing local accounts in 1955 . . .
renewed in 1956.
Sure, WHB dominates Kansas City on every
survey. Sure, Storz Station programming
attracts tremendous audiences — which in
tract advertisers. But it takes results
local. advertisers come back for more. And

national
quality
turn atto make
WHB is

Kansas City's results station. So much so, that
has a higher percentage of renewals for both local
and national advertisers than any other Kansas City
radio station. Talk to the man from BLAIR, or
WHB General Manager, GEORGE W. ARMSTRONG.
WHB

WHB
10,000 watts— 710 kcs
Kansas City, Missouri
■HMMIHHHHHHHHI
etiing
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IN REVIEW

AND

THE

James Fenimore Cooper's allfamily classic has a readymade audience. Hawkeye's
everybody's idol! Thrilling
outdoor action — an "Eastern"
filmed on location in actual
French-Indian War Country.
You get befter sponsor identification. Excellent markets
still available. Wire or
phone collect right now for
your market before another
sponsor beats you to it.

TONIGHT!

digs at the benevolent sponsor, homespun

THERE was a day when early risers scheduled early evening naps so they could stay

philosophy — and probably wouldn't offend
anyone. But somehow all this doesn't come
off too well. It would seem as if Mr. Drake's
little (30 min.) potpourri suffers from an
inferiority complex — of trying to beat Mr.
Godfrey at his own game. Where Galen
Drake, as the unseen voice emanating from
our crystal set, is smooth and compelling,
Galen Drake on tv seems nervous and often
mawkish. Perhaps the trouble is that this
is not a tv program per se but a radio show
thrust before live cameras.
Be that as it may, the fact remained that
30 seconds after the closing credits were
spun off, we were halfway out the door and
off to our friendly grocer's for that jar of
Skippy peanut butter.
Production costs: $18,000.
Sponsored by Best Foods (Skippy peanut
butter, Nucoa margarine), through Guild,
Bascom & Bonfigli, San Francisco, on
ABC-TV, Sat., 7-7:30 p.m.
Producer-director: Don Appell; writer: Doug
McCrea; stars: Galen Drake, Stuart Foster, and Rita Ellis.

up for Tonight. It could go on as NBC-TV's
new version of Tonight! (sic) beguiles insomniacs and those who feed on gossip
columns. We doubt it.
Unlike its studio-bound predecessor, the
new Tonight races around the country like
a sighted Monitor, picking up nonsense at
Hollywood parties, gambling casinos and
night owl beauty parlors, offering awesome
glimpses of atomic robots, helicopter taxis,
bits of music, sports, drama and wisdom.
It's an incredible buffet, some of it digestible, even delectable, some of it not.
This new format probably was inevitable.
It represents maximum physical use of the
medium, and many viewers will accept it
in the name of progress. But some may
balk at the features that don't go down
easily. One such is the show's subservience
to print. The stars, except for m.c. Jack
Lescoulie, are all columnists, replete with
the notebook badge. And some of the quotes
they got from guests the first of the week
(Dean Martin's tirade against Jerry Lewis,
the hair-raising interview with Jayne Mansfield) would probably be quashed before
they ever got into print.
Another sour note in the show's new
score is the viewer's nervous misgiving that
some party interviewees are not at their
sober best. But maybe there's no way out of
this in a show that attempts to portray
"America After Dark."
There are indications that the revised
Tonight will shake down into something
seaworthy. The fact the print-oriented stars
pocketed their notes by the second night of
the new production is a hopeful sign they
may master the visual art.
Sponsored by participating advertisers on
NBC-TV, Mon.-Fri. (11:15 p.m. to 1 a.m.
EST; 11 p.m.-midnight CST, 11:30 p.m.12:30 a.m. PST).
Cast: Host and star, Jack Lescoulie; columnists: Bob Considine, International
News Service, N. Y.; Hy Gardner, New
York Herald Tribune; Earl Wilson, New
York Post and Hall Syndicate; Irv Kupcinet, Chicago Sun-Times; Paul Coates,
Los Angeles Mirror-News; Vernon Scott,
United Press, Hollywood.
Executive producer: Dick Linkroum; producer: Norman Frank.
THIS IS GALEN

Television Programs of America, Inc.
488 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100
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DRAKE

SO far as we're concerned, should we ever
want to sell a Frigidaire to an Eskimo, the
first guy we'd call upon would be Galen
Drake, nee Forrest Rucker. Long a fixture
on CBS Radio (and its WCBS New York)
as spokesman for the Housewives Protective
League, Mr. Drake — one of the most professional "soft-sell" pitchmen on the air —
has often made us go right out — tonight —
for that jar of Brand X. And gladly, to boot.
In his new role of program m.c, however,
Mr. Drake could stand to take a lesson or
two from Arthur Godfrey. Granted, his
program has something for everyone —
anecdotes, singing', celebrity interviews, sly

HOLD

THAT

NOTE

THERE
two Note.
mysteries
NBC-TV's
new
Hold areThat
The behind
first is why
Break
the $250,000 Bank, which it replaces, was
scrapped in mid-stream. The second is why,
in a time when quiz programs are concentrating on intellectual candidates and tough
questions, the network elected to return to
the old gambit of identifying songs.
Whatever the reasons, the result is lackThe show's
greatest
claim toluster
fameprogramming.
was contestant
Ethel Waters,
who went on Bank several weeks ago after
telling the world that she was broke. That
claim was eliminated with her last Tuesday
when a college student beat her out in the
evening's second round. She earlier had
eliminated bandleader Bobby Sherwood, in
what can most kindly be described as a suspicious contest. Mr. Sherwood who by profession should win hands down over almost
anyone, couldn't identify "Banana Boat
Song," "Lady of Spain" and "Dardanella."
As for Miss Water's she took her loss
philosophically. She also took home $20,400
in winnings
and
Note. from her appearances on Bank
Production costs: $25,000 to $30,000.
Sponsored by Lanolin Plus through Russel
M. Seeds on NBC-TV, Tues., 10:30-11
Executive producer: Ed Wolf; producer:
Jack Rubin; director: Lloyd Gross; music
director: Peter Van Steedin; quiz master:
Bert
p.m. Parks; announcer: Johnny Olson;
paying ducer:
teller:
Janis Gilbert; associate proAlan Gilbert.
DREW PEARSON REPORTS
ON THE HOLY LAND
NBC-TV took on Col. Gamal Abdel Nasser
and the entire Arab League Jan. 27. In a
frankly biased report on Israel, filmed on
location by columnist Drew Pearson and
Baruch Dienar's Orb Films, NBC in effect
pledged its allegiance to David Ben-Gurion,
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

OLD

HANDS

IN

A

YOUNG

INDUSTRY

Once you've made the spot buy on
WNCT, they take over in your behalf.
These are the skilled hands of a TV

Their job is to get your message on the
air as you would if you could do it yourself.

pioneer's experienced staff, any one of
whom could qualify as your right-hand
man or Gal Friday.

Neither surveys
books list this
those who have
it from personal

They are the hidden part of your purchase of TV station time, working in
the area Hollywood christened "BehindThe-Scenes". And yet, so few buyers
ever see it or give it consideration.

WNCT
REPRESENTED

nor industry reference
information. However,
used WNCT know of
experience.

316,000 Cempb.ll.
w»ft» full Oan.
tlma Mgr.
A. H.rtw.ll
NATIONALLY IT HOILINGBEKY

FOOTNOTE: Pulse and Nielsen, old hands in the survey business, published figures verifying that WNCT is Eastern Carolina's #1 TV station. The Hollingbery man can place this data in your hands.
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San Francisco
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Seattle • Detroit

rYAflf&6
Whether
the famed

>$%Ylg.

it's on Madison

Peachtree

Avenue,

Street down

"selling." Twenty

nn%/

or Boule Miche — on Montgomery

South — you will find the Hollingbery

years ago the Hollingbery

Company

men

Street, or
out

was started by a salesman,

and "selling" has been the keynote ever since. This means every station is ably
represented and every prospect completely covered. This day in, day out selling
exercise makes

strong salesmen

and strong salesmen

sales — the real purpose
We

repeat, EXERCISE

Geo.

P

MAKES

of a National
STRONG

make

more

Sales Representative.

MEN.

Hollingbery

Co.

Representing "Top" Radio and Television Stations in "Top" Markets Throughout the Country.

IN REVIEW

OPEN MIKE

and by doing so, probably incurred the complete wrath of the Arab Information Office
and its vast, smoothly-oiled lobbying machine. Despite the fact that "Drew Pearson Reports . . ." may have said many
things that needed saying, it seems to this
reviewer that the Arabs now have an incontestable right to demand — and get — equal
time.
The network apparently is prepared for
this. It was indicated that the film was personally screened and approved by NBC's
high command. Israel's ambassador to the
U. S., Abba Eban, told B-T that he too had
seen an advance screening and found it
"superlative in concept."
No doubt. As visual propaganda for
Israel, Mr. Pearson's report lacked nothing.
As a document, it left us with mixed emotions. While shocking to the eye with its
gruesome panorama of death and destruction inflicted upon Israel by the Egyptian
"Fedayeen" raiders, with close-up shots of
Russian and Czech arms abandoned to the
Israelis by the Egyptians during the heat of
last autumn's Sinai campaign, it disturbed
us with its naivete and sheer prejudice.
When Mr. Pearson wasn't tossing off platitudes, he was forging ahead with leading
questions. (Repeatedly, he would ask of his
subjects, "What does Israel need most?" and
just
as inevitably,
was "peace."
We cannot
argue withthethisreply
sentiment,
but we

Testimonial
EDITOR :
PLEASE
STOP

do object to the almost boring consistency
of the question).
Meat Packers

KINGAN MEATS, through
Lindsey and Co., reports:
"The Cisco Kid played a
large part in the most
successful promotion we
have ever run . . . While
I will not give you the actual percentage of sales
increase, I can tell you
that the sales increases
were very substantial/'
Ask to see more success stories of
WE WORLDS GREATEST SALESMAN!
"THE

Page 18
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KID"

Sustaining on NBC-TV, Jan. 27, 3-4 p.m.
EST.
Producer-director: Baruch Dienar; photographer: Rolth M. Kneller: asst.: Eli
0» Levy; editors: Ivan Lengyel, Dan Shick,
M. Schuval, Mary She mesh; production
manager: Mali Raaz.Amram Zur; sound:
Dov Zimmer. An ORB Films production
shot in Israel.
SEEN

& HEARD

If radio drama's supposed to be a dead
thing, we suggest somebody had better tell
CBS. For consistently hot radio — material
that would make tv drama look to its laurels
— we cite as case-in-point the 4-5 p.m. EST
time period Sundays following the broadcast of the N. Y. Philharmonic Symphony
Society concerts from Carnegie Hall. The
programs: CBS Radio Workshop and Suspense— both professionally conceived and
executed and boasting a batting average that
even Mickey Mantle would be envious of.
Mixed feeling department: Franchot Tone
and all concerned turned in a brilliant performance on last Tuesday's "Throw Me a
Rope" (Kaiser Aluminum Hour, NBC-TV).
It was a story of high-salaried publishing
executive out of a job, and his tribulations
in finding another (strongly reminiscent of
"They Tell Me I'm Too Good to Hire,"
article written anonymously for B«T by a
broadcasting executive, Nov. 28, 1955). It
was enjoyable right up to the end, when it
ran out either of time or plot. A friend
simply gave him a job, causing the viewer
to wonder what all the stir was about.

THE AVALANCHE. STOP.

WANT
AD TO STOP. YOUR RESULTS DON'T
STOP. THE
REGARDS.
Bud Rogers, President
WSAZ-AM-TV Huntington, W . Va.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:
Mr. Rogers
from
a "blind"
classified
ad.] refers to results
Plaudits for the Critic
editor:
I've been wanting to write for some time
to comment on the reviews in your In Review section.
They're unusually good!
Somewhere along the way you put somebody on this chore who has brought to it not
only a fine critical sense, but a fine writing
style,
as well.he (or she) is, the reviews show
Whoever
every evidence of adult judgment. And
something that's so often lacking in such
reviews — constructive criticism.
Do you purposely keep him (or her or
them)
anonymous?
I'd them.
like, ifAtpossible,
to
know who
is writing
any rate,
please give my congratulations and plaudits
to the responsible person.
Jules Dundes
V. P., Station Administration
CBS Radio, New York
[EDITOR'S
purposely
keepsthisitstends
reviewersNOTE:
anonymous, B-T
in the
belief that
to keep pressures off individual writers. Several
staffers are regular contributors to that department, subject to control by B-T's editors.]
Setting Record Straight
editor:
The ratings box on page 43 of the [Jan.
21] issue has a glaring error. It lists the
Jack Benny Christmas Show as being sponsored by Insurance Co. of North America,
with N. W. Ayer as agency. This show was
conceived and sold by MJA to our worthy
client, Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.!
William R. Seth, Tv Account Supervisor
MacManus, John & Adams, New York
So What's $600,000
Editor:
... I want to compliment your publication on the handling of this story [regarding the Allied Stores-DuPont-RCA color caravan, B«T, Jan. 21].
There was one error concerning the cost
of the caravan. The correct figure should
have read $150,000, not $750,000.
Edward M. Stanton
Alan W. Bell Co., Public Relations
New York
Thanks From a Reader
editor:
Thank you very much indeed for a profile which my friends seemed to enjoy [Our
Respects, Jan. 14].
Robert P. Mountain
V.P., Dir. of Radio-Tv
Young & Rubicam, New York
Broadcasting

•
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THE

rise of television in the last decade has been as

swift as it has been far-reaching. Already there are
36,500,000 television homes in the country.
But the pace of voluntary health insurance in the
United States has been equally spectacular. In fact, even
more Americans have it— 60 million Americans are covered by insurance companies for hospital protection
alone — plus the millions of persons insured for surgical
expense, medical expense, and loss-of-income. And most
of this growth has come in recent years, the TV years.
While every step of the meteoric rise of television has
been highly publicized, far less attention has been paid

THE

488

Broadcasting
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HEALTH

AVENUE

to the nationwide swing to voluntary health insurance.
We believe this is a truly sound and impressive story of
a people determined to help protect themselves against
the financial losses and expenses incurred by illness and
injury.
Serving as a central source of health insurance information for the public on behalf of the nation's insurance
companies, we hope to interpret the exciting advances
still ahead with clarity, insight, and accuracy so that,
with the help of the country's communication channels,
they will become an inspiration and example to the
American public.

NSURANCE

INSTITUTE

NEW

YORK

2

2,

NEW

YORK
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"GEIGER COUNTER for $98.50 caused buying
rushes and regular use of Air Express," says the President of The Detectron Corp., J. L. Cassingham.

"GUIDED MISSILE PARTS always meet military
schedules — thanks to Air Express," says Vincent
Sillitta, Traffic Manager, Clarostat Mfg. Co., Inc.

"THUNDERBIRD preview color prints get delivered on time by Air Express," says Joseph H. Snyder,
President, Color Corp. of America.

"BUYING RUSHES on top-fashion bathing suits are
always met by sure Air Express delivery," says Board
Chairman of Catalina, Inc., A. Louis Oresman.

Which
has

to

the

your

one
answer

problem?

These men are "problem solvers"!
They cut down warehousing spare parts — open up
new markets — launch advertising programs in 48 states
at once! They beat local competition anywhere in the
country!
In short, they use Air Express regularly!
And Air Express can solve a lot of similar problems
for you. Your product — or samples, models and promotions — can move from your own door to your customer
in a few hours.
Today, Air Express is expanding its fleet of two-way

"NEVER LOST A SHIRT YET because Air Express
carries our samples country-wide," says the President
of Manhattan Shirt Co., Sylvan Geismar.

"MILLION DOLLAR MENU, possible because Air
Express carries our Chinese food samples nationwide,"
says Jeno Paulucci, President of Chun King Sales, Inc.

"TOURNAMENT CLUBS arrive on time anywhere
in the U. S. A. when sent Air Express," says Henry P.
Cowen, President, MacGregor Golf Co.

"WE STOP BURGLARS, shipping parts for our
alarm systems Air Express," says J. B. Rustic, General Superintendent, American District Telegraph Co.

radio-equipped trucks for pick-up and delivery — cutting
time by more than half in many markets.
In addition, a private closed-circuit teletype service
links the nation's key cities together in a single Air
Express network — tied in with scores of other communities. Shipments throughout the country can be "pinAir
CALL AlF* EXPRESS

point" located and controlled all along their route!
Yet, most Air Express shipments cost less than with
any other complete air service!
For a faster, surer, more far-reaching delivery system
— for information and service — just call your local
Railway Express Agency and ask for Air Express.

Express
GETS TM E Ft E F I Ft ST

division of F3AIUWAY

via. U.S. Scheduled Airlines

E>CF>F*ESS AGENCY

Station
our
to EDWARD

respects
EVERETT VOYNOW

KIDDER,
PEABODY

CO.—
• Has an established relationship with most
of the important
sources of investment
capital in the country.
• Maintains close contact with all phases
of the Television and
Radio industry.
We invite the
station owner to
take advantage of
this dual coverage
when considering
the sale of his
property.

KIDDER,
PEABODY
8 CO.
FOUNDED 1865
NEW YORK
BOSTON PHILADELPHIA
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
Offices and correspondents in thirty other
principal cities in the United States
Address inquiries to:
ROBERT E. GRANT
Kidder, Peabody & Co.
First National Bank Building
Chicago 3, Illinois
Telephone ANdover 3-7350
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"COLOSSAL" is the word used by pioneer
station representative Ed Voynow to describe
probably his "greatest thrill" — that of selling a$2 million spot radio schedule to Plymouth nearly 27 years ago.
"This would be quite a sale even today,
but in 1930, in the depression, a few dollars
bought a great deal of radio time," he recalls
nostalgically, discussing experiences which
antedated his quarter-century with Edward
Petry & Co.
After five years of "time-brokering" with
National Radio Adv., Mr. Voynow joined
with Mr. Petry as a principal partner — and
the rest is 25 years of station representative
history (see story this issue).
Today, Edward Voynow is executive vice
president, as well as one of the principal
partners, with supervision of Petry's Chicago and five other branch offices and toplevel station relations responsibilities.
Edward Everett Voynow's career in electronic media, including his development of
the country's first recorded radio program,
had its roots in Hearst journalistic enterprises. Born in Chicago on June 4, 1903,
he attended the U. of Illinois in Urbana,
graduating with a journalism degree in 1922.
For two years he was a newspaper reporter
and served as classified, local and national
advertising salesman with the old Chicago
Herald-Examiner.
In 1924 he joined McJunkin Adv. Agency
as copywriter and account service representative, working on the Orange Crush account
and later moving over to Orange Crush Co.
as advertising manager. He was appointed
promotion manager of King Features Syndicate in late 1925, working out of its New
York office. He returned to Chicago in
February 1927 to marry the former Romola
Schutz and become associated with National Radio Adv., pioneer "time broker."
Mr. Voynow's decision to enter radio was
prompted by two factors: (1) receivers had
progressed from the ear-phone and crystal
set stage to "all electric," making it "easy to
listen"; (2) he was impressed, after agency
training, with the ease of placing copy and
programs on stations compared to the chore
of preparing copy and plates weeks in advance for print media.
Shortly after joining National, Mr. Voynow conceived and developed the idea of
putting a radio program on phonograph rec*
ords. He and his associates used seven 12-

inch 78 rpms for a half-hour show. They
located double turn-table equipment in movie
houses (only one talkie had been made and
released at that time) and arranged for its
purchase. National was forced by economic
circumstances to place the equipment free
at radio stations, which felt they might not
recover the $1,000 cost from shows sold by
the firm. (Advertisers wouldn't buy unless
the stations were "delivered").
Maytag Washing Machine Co. was the
first client to use recorded, half-hour dramas
— a series using original plays by top-name
authors. The first program was beset with
problems (author Courtney Riley Cooper
was late finishing the script, complaining it
was difficult to constantly bear in mind that
his play "could only be heard and not seen,"
Mr. Voynow recalls). There were other
difficulties; that of simulating the "roar of an
angry leopard" in the absence of any known
sound effects and that of getting cast members up before the solo microphone (from
which came, eventually, the mixing panel).
Armed with a sample program, machine
and a sale, and knowledge of need for ad
agency cooperation, Mr. Voynow toured
radio stations and set up a "second 15%
commission" arrangement for sales representatives. Stations
.
agreed to the method
he notes, because without National's reproduction machine,
couldn't
play the records to meet
other they
station
competition.
After joining Petry in 1932 Mr. Voynow
opened western offices in Chicago, Detroit
and elsewhere. He was elected executive vice
president in 1951.
Mr. Voynow is optimistic about spot radio
in 1957 but evinces concern over competitive
aspects of spot tv, particularly in view of the
growing emergence of feature film.
Mr. Voynow joined the U.S. Air Force as
a lieutenant in June 1942, serving with the
58th Bomb Wing (B-29s) in China and
India, and had reached the rank of colonel
by July 1945. He served as Air Force liaison officer attached to the Joint and Combined Chiefs in Washington, D. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Voynow live on Chicago's
near north side. He belongs to the local
Standard and Tavern Clubs, Lotos Club of
New York, Broadcast Adv. Club of Chicago
and the Thunderbird Golf Club and Tamarisk Country Club in Palm Springs, California. They have two children — Ann, 19,
soon to be married, and Edward Jr., 11.
Broadcasting
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on

Uy

in
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yo0r ' *om f°c< nighf $ f*oto ****** Y'

by using 2 orFlint,
more of these powerful KNORR stations
WKMH WKMF
WKHM
WSAM
aoginaw,
Mich.
Mich.
Jackson,
Mich.
DearbornDetroit
Jackson 8r«a4caslrii? & Television Corp.
Buy all 4 stations, save 15% . . . buy any 3 stations, save 10%
. . . buy any 2 stations, save 5%!
SAGINAW
WSAM

MICHIGAN

Fred A. Knorr, Pres.
Richard Schueler, Mg. Director
Represented by HEADLEY-REED
KNORR
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all accounts

DURING the past five months, the radiotv department of Lawrence C. Gumbinner
Adv., New York, has grown from a staff
of three to 1 1 people. This is good news
not only to the brothers Gumbinner — President Larry and Radio-tv Vice President Paul,
both of whom foresee at least $10 million
in total billing this year — but also to a pixielike, perpetually-smiling redhead named
Anita Wasserman.
With the agency since July 1949 (first as
"Girl Friday" to Paul Gumbinner and as
timebuyer since 1952). Miss Wasserman has
been, to all intents and purposes, half of
the agency's radio-tv department up to the
end of last year, when a rash of new business (including American Tobacco Co.'s
Herbert Tareyton cigarettes and a sizable
hunk of Block Drug Co. products) literally
forcedcastthe
expansion
of Gumbinner's
broaddepartment.
Under
the new timebuying
set-up at the agency, Miss Wasserman handles American Tobacco, Q-Tips, Savarin
Coffee, Chap Stick and Sacramento tomato
Miss Wasserman has been in broadcastjuice.ing since her 'teens. Admittedly a frustrated
actress ("I didn't doubt for a minute that
Katherine Cornell could be replaced — by
me") she "graduated" from the late Claire
Tree Major's Children's Theatre into walkon dramatic parts on WNYC New York,
and, from there, into a production-writing
job with the New York office of World Wide
Broadcasting System (WRUL Boston) while
attending night classes at Hunter College
(B.A., '48: History-English).
By the time she graduated from Hunter,
the acting bug was fairly well out of her
system, and her next connection was with
Popular Publications, New York, a pulp
magazine house where Miss Wasserman
ended up editing a saucy item titled "Love
Novels." But when the publishers assigned
her to edit "New Sports" magazine, she felt
the time was at hand to return to radio-tv,
which she did by joining Gumbinner.
Her plans? To see as many Broadway
plays as humanly possible and to take another European vacation — her third — before
another year passes.
Broadcasting
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With the same outstanding management

that has successfully guided

one of the nation's outstanding radio stations for the past 30 years,
Channel 12 is on the air with the full power of 316,000 watts, the
latest RCA equipment and the only live, unduplicated program coverage in the rich South Texas market. And Channel 12's rate structure
has been realistically set to accommodate advertisers who are interested in reaching San Antonio with the hottest, livest television
station in the Southwest!
Complete programming of the vigorous ABC television network is
combined with top film packages and some fine local shows. For
FRESH, NEW availabilities in San Antonio the H-R folks or Clarke
Brown Co. will be delighted to give you the full picture.

television network
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H-R TELEVISION, INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO
CLARKE BROWN CO.
DALLAS • HOUSTON • ATLANTA • NEW ORLEANS • DENVER
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Population
Households

3,065,600
746,740

Spendable Income
Retail Sales
Food Sales

$3,304,021,000
$2,355,862,000
$530,006,000

Drug Sales
Gen. Merchandise

$63,459,000
....$304,263,000

Apparel Sales
Home Furn. Sales
Automotive Sales
Gas Station Sales

$124,228,000
$138,186,000
$517,228,000
$206,042,000

Farm Population
1,208,500
Gross Farm Income
$1,002,864,000
* Source: StaucLarot Hzte & P-Zto.
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NEC Affiliate for Raleigh- Durham
and Eastern North Carolina
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R. H. MASON, General Manager GUS YOUNGSTEADT, Sales Manager
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., National Representatives
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that once dominated politics in some north
the presentation of politics on the air.
WDAY-TV Fargo, N. D., last week found
There have been other cases in the courts
itself defending a $150,000 libel suit becentral states — but in recent years he had
cause itcomplied in meticulous detail with
and before the FCC touching on parts of fallen into obscurity.
Section 315, but none to date as squarely to
the federal law governing political broadDuring the campaign WDAY-TV sold
casting.
time to Sen. Young and Mr. Burdick. Mr.
the point as the one now facing WDAY-TV.
If carried to full court review, the suit
Townley demanded and got equal treatment.
The U. S. senatorial race which produced
could prove to be a classic test of a law the disputed broadcasts featured as princiLast Oct. 29, in paid time, the station prepals the incumbent, Sen. Milton R. Young,
which requires broadcasters to give equal
sented afilmed Townley speech in the morntreatment to all political candidates, no matRepublican, and a Fargo attorney, Quentin
ing, afternoon and evening.
N. Burdick, Democrat. The third candidate
ter how insignificant, and prevents them
The speech was a violent attack on the
Farmers
Educational & Cooperative Union
was
A.
C.
Townley,
a
figure
out
of
the
from editing candidates' speeches, no matter
how libelous, inflammatory or inane.
political past. Mr. Townley was a leader in of America and on Sen. Young and Mr.
Burdick. Here are excerpts, as quoted in
Here's
why the suit may properly be the pre-World War I formation of the Nona classic:
called
the libel suit:
partisan League — the populist movement
"The Farmers Union
• It is based on broadcasts by a U. S. senatorial
program fully carried out
candidate who had no conas planned, not as it is
ceivable chance for elecplanned by the farmer
members, but as it is
tion. (Running as an independent against RepubSECTION
315 ON TRIAL
planned by the Farmers
lican and Democratic
Union dictators, would esHere is the full text of the federal law which
tablish a Communist
nominees, he polled 937
Farmers Union Soviet
votes out of a total of
WDAY-TV observed and, doing so, exposed itself to
244,161).
the $150,000 libel suit now pending. This is Section
right kotahere
. . . in North Da• The broadcasts were
315, which has historically caused more dilemmas —
"For
10 years, Sen.
for both the regulators and the regulated — than
arranged at the independany
other
section
of
the
Communications
Act:
Young
has
used the power
ent candidate's demand
and
prestige
of the high
after the two party candiSec. 315. (a) If any licensee shall permit any
office that he holds to
dates had appeared on the ■
person who is a legally qualified candidate for
station.
serve this Farmers Union.
any public office to use a broadcasting station, he
He has not raised his
• Although knowing
shall afford equal opportunities to all other such
voice or hand to stay the
that the independent was
candidates for that office in the use of such broadCommunist viper gnawing
headed for political excasting station: Provided, That such licensee shall
tinction, the station
at your private ownership
have no power of censorship over the material
and liberty . . .
granted his request. To
broadcast under the provisions of this section. No
have refused it would have
"Young and Burdick
obligation is hereby imposed upon any licensee to
been illegal.
both support
Demoallow the use of its station by any such candidate.*
crat Farmertheprogram.
• The candidate's
(b)
The
charges
made
for
the
use
of
any
broadBoth
men
take
orders
speech was filmed and, alcasting station for any of the purposes set forth in
though containing charges
from Communist conthis section shall not exceed the charges made for
trolled Democrat Farmers
which were patently dancomparable
use
of
such
station
for
other
purposes.
gerous, was aired without
Union and now this amaz(c) The Commission shall prescribe appropriate
interference from the starules and regulations to carry out the provisions of
ing fact — filtration
Communist
intion— again in obedience
and power has
this section.
to the law.
gone kota
so thatfarthein Democratic
North Da* Editor's Note: Elsewhere the Communications
The ensuing libel suit is
regarded by attorneys as
Act requires stations to operate in "the public inParty supports 100% the
the first to embrace all the
terest." By indirection the FCC has implied that
Democratic Farmers Unthe public interest cannot be served if a station
major problems created
ion candidate and the Reentirely avoids political broadcasts.
by Section 315 of the
publican Party supports
Communications Act — the
90% the Democratic
law which rigidly controls
Farmers Union candidate.
Broadcasting
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POLITICAL BROADCASTING
The Communists can't lose unless the
Americans wake up and wake up fast."
The effect of Mr. Townley's speech was
less violent than its contents. In the November election, Sen. Young received 155,305
votes, Mr. Burdick 87,919 and Mr. Townley
937.
Two weeks ago the Farmers Union served
WDAY Inc., licensee of WDAY-AM-TV,
with a suit for $150,000 libel damages. Mr.
Townley was named co-defendant. As of
last Thursday he had not been found by the
Farmers Union process servers.
One of the attorneys for the Farmers
Union action was Mr. Burdick, the defeated
Democratic candidate for U. S. Senate.
The suit quoted Mr. Townley's speech
and alleged that in various parts it defamed
the Farmers Union, was "deliberately designed to and did convey the impression and
statements that the plaintiff was unpatriotic,
guilty of treasonable conduct, violated the
Constitution and law of the land, was engaged in illegal and immoral activities, and
held the plaintiff up to ridicule, contempt,
hatred and obloquy, caused the plaintiff to
be shunned and avoided, and injured it in its
occupation, and constituted libel and slander
perThese."Farmers Union seeks $50,000 special
damages "on account of loss of members
and loss of membership dues," $50,000 general damages for its alleged exposure to
"the hatred, contempt, ridicule and obloquy
that is accorded by society generally to those
labeled or characterized as Communists,"
and $50,000 exemplary damages.
The action was brought in North Dakota
state court. It will serve as a test of a North
Dakota state law which excludes broadcasting stations from liability for "any damages
for any defamatory statement published or
uttered in or as a part of a visual or sound
radio broadcast, by one other than such
owner, licensee or operator, or agent or emthereof."
This ploye
state
statute is a truncated version of
the "model law" which was originally
drafted by the NARTB and has been
adopted by several states. The NARTB
model, which was designed to at least
mitigate the broadcaster's liabilities in political broadcasting, is less sweeping in its
application than the North Dakota statute.
Coincidentally, the Farmers Union action
comes at a time when broadcasters are opening a campaign for repeal of Section 315.
A month ago Harold E. Fellows, NARTB
president, urged elimination of the section
in testimony before the Special House Committee to Investigate Campaign Expenditures [B»T, Dec. 24].
At that time Mr. Fellows argued that the
present law prevents the public from receiving full coverage of political campaigns,
for broadcasters must severely limit the
amount of time accorded major candidates
to avoid having to squander time on splinter
party candidates or those, like Mr. Townley,
who run as independents without significant
voter support.
Officials of WDAY were in Washintgon
last week to enlist the aid of NARTB in the
North Dakota action. It was understood
that Mr. Fellows had pledged full support
Page 28
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THE radio-tv bill for political candidates from Sept. 1 to Nov. 6 last
year came to a total of $9,907,006,
according to a report made yesterElecSenate
by the This
day
(Sunday)
tions
Subcommittee.
includes
all campaigns, from local to presidential. For complete story, see
page 78.
to the station, although the NARTB will not
actively intervene in the case at this stage.
Conferring with Mr. Fellows and other
NARTB executives were Tom Barnes,
WDAY-TV general manager, and Harold
W. WDAY
Bangert, was
the not
station's
attorney.
the Fargo
first victim
to be
trapped by Section 315 in the campaign
preceding the national elections of last
November.
All major networks were embroiled with
the law after they carried an Oct. 3 1 speech
by President Eisenhower on foreign policy.
On Nov. 1 the FCC majority announced it
could not decide whether other presidential
candidates were entitled to equal time, as
Mr. Eisenhower had presumably been speaking as chief of state, not as a candidate. On
Nov. 5 the FCC majority decided the speech
was not political and hence the networks
were not obliged to give rival candidates
equal time.
POLITICAL

In the meantime, the networks had settled the issue the safe way by broadcasting
appearances of Adlai Stevenson and several
splinter party candidates.
Section 315 problems did not end with
the national election last November.
The FCC last week ruled on one case
and was considering another.
The ruling was asked by KTTV (TV) Los
Angeles. An auto dealer, who is a candidate
for mayor in a Los Angeles election next
April, has been sponsoring an amateur program on KTTV. He acts as m.c. and delivers his own commercials. Would the station be required to give other candidates
equal time, even though the auto dealer's
appearances
were was
non-political?
The FCC's
answer
last week
yes.
Now pending at the FCC is a case involving another local election.
Allan H. Blondy, a candidate for a Common Pleas Court judgeship in Detroit in an
election next April, asked WWJ-TV Detroit for equal time after the swearing-in
of the incumbent judge — just appointed —
was included on a newscast. Mr. Blondy
said that the incumbent, Judge Elvin L.
Davenport, would have to stand for election
in April [B«T, Jan. 28].
The station refused Mr. Blondy's request, on the grounds that Judge Davenport's induction was a legitimate news
event. Mr. Blondy took his appeal to the
FCC.

BROADCASTING

DURING the last session of Congress, five
bills affecting the political broadcasting section of the Communication Act were introduced in the Senate. Five similar measures were sponsored in the House. All died
in committee. The bills:
In The Senate
(1) Withdrawal from persons convicted
of subversive activities and members of subversive organizations of equal time opportunities in political broadcasts was proMd.). posed in a bill by Sen. John M. Butler (R.(2) Implementation of a proposal by CBS
President Frank Stanton to authorize stations and networks to present candidates of
major political parties on news, interview,
forum, debate and similar programs without having to give equal time to candidates
of minority parties was proposed in a bill by
Sen. Frederick G. Payne (R-Me.).
(3) Limitation of equal time rights to
presidential and vice presidential nominees
of major parties was offered in a bill by
Sen. Lyndon B. Johnson (D-Tex.) The proposal also would raise from $3 million to
$12.3 million the amount a political committee may spend in a presidential campaign.
(4) Requirement that tv stations and networks furnish seven hours to presidential
candidates of major parties during election
campaigns was made in a bill by Sen.
Hubert H. Humphrey (D-Minn.) and others.
This proposal also would deny equal time

BILLS

to minority party presidential or congressional candidates.
(5) Equal time for only major party, presidential and vice presidential nominees was
proposed in a bill by Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.).
All of the aforementioned Senate measures died in the Senate Commerce Committee, except for the Johnson bill, which died
in the Rules & Administration Committee.
In The House
(1) Withdrawal of equal time broadcast
opportunities from convicted subversives
(see Butler Senate bill) was proposed by
Rep. Edward T. Miller (R-Md.).
(2) Implementation of the Stanton proposal (see Payne Senate bill) was offered in
a measure proposed by Rep. Oren Harris
(D-Ark.).
(3) Limitation of equal time rights to
presidential and vice presidential nominees
(see Magnuson Senate bill) was made in
another bill by Rep. Harris.
(4) Equal time privileges for presidential
and vice presidential candidates for nomination and nominees of major parties were
proposed in a bill by the late Rep. J. Percy
Priest (D-Tenn.). This measure also would
deny equal time to minority and splinter
party candidates and give equal time to
major party nominees for Congress.
(5) Another Priest proposal would duplicate provisions of the Humphrey Senate bill.
All five died in the House Commerce
Committee.
Broadcasting
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• Distributors expect a rash of new business
• Agencies cautious, but admit sponsor interest
• Clearance, expense

among

WARNER-LAMBERT Pharmaceutical
Co.'s $2.7 million investment in feature films
on the NTA Film Network in 128 markets,
starting this spring (see story, p. 30) is expected to provide at least a partial answer
to a question that has been uppermost in
the minds of many radio and television officials during the past several months: will
the feature film come into its own in 1957 as
a substantial carrier of national advertising?
From a series of interviews that B«T
has conducted with leading feature film distributors and advertising agency executives,
the following highlights emerge:
» Distributors are confident that the fall
of 1957 will see a rash of national advertisers sponsoring feature films in an increasingly larger number of markets, with some
holding out the possibility that such films
even will be carried o.i the major networks.
• Distributors believe that funds for such
sponsorship will come from "new money"
and partly from funds previously allocated
to syndicated half-hour films.
• Agencies are more cautious about such
a move but acknowledge that many exploratory talks are being conducted and
that some advertisers will experiment with
program sponsorship of feature films in one
or more markets.
The distribution company that perhaps
made the strongest, concerted effort to garner national sponsorship for feature fiims
is Associated Artists Productions, New
York, which established a national sales
department headed by Paul Kwartin in 1955
to ferret out such business. Though some
advertising agencies regard distributors'
direct contact with sponsors with a
jaundiced eye, AAP and other distributors
point out they do not bypass the advertising agencies, bringing them into consultation
during the discussion stages.
As far back as the spring of 1955, according to Mr. Kwartin, AAP has been
completing national sales. It was at that
time that Procter & Gamble used AAP*s
pre-Warner Bros, "movieland" package,
sponsoring the once-a-week, 10:30 p.m. -12
midnight segment on WOW-TV Omaha.
Subsequently, Whitehall Pharmacal Co.
sponsored the same AAP package in 12
markets, contracting for one-half of the
feature film time on a weekly basis. Parenthetically, AAP also has had success with
national sponsorship of its other Hollywood
product — Popeye and Bugs Bunny cartoons
— having arranged for large market sales
with American Character Doll, Remco Electronics (electronic toys), Flav-R-Straw and
Post cereals.
Perhaps the outstanding national sales of
a feature film package up to the time of the
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
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Warner-Lambert transaction was the purchase by Colgate-Palmolive Co. of the MGM
films for KTTV (TV) Los Angeles through
MGM-TV for one year for about $750,000.
C-P bought the prime time of Friday 8 p.m.
once a week, and the consistently high ratings achieved by the films, in competition
with network programs, commanded trade
attention throughout the country.
C&C Television, which distributes the
RKO Radio library, notes that WFIL-TV
Philadephia has sold full program sponsorship to the Ford Motor Co. Erwin Ezzes,
vice president in charge of sales, believes
other such transactions will be completed by

there have been various contributing factors. Among the factors cited were:
• Until this year, advertisers could choose
from
shied "old,
away. tired movies" only, and naturally
• Late time periods available for movies
did not interest many advertisers, who
slowly are being "educated" to the realization that the time to watch movies on tv differs from that in theaters and the tv audience
is substantial.
• Clearance of time for motion pictures
is an irksome, if not difficult task, when
tive buy.markets are involved in a prospecvarious
• Many advertisers felt that motion pictures did not have the prestige of a network
• Since feature films run about one and
program.
one-half hours, the cost for program and
time is expensive. An advertiser with multiple products is the best prospect and there
are not too many in this category.
• The advertiser with multiple products

CONTRACT whereby the Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co. signed as first
sponsor on the new NTA Film Network of 128 stations is discussed by (I to r)
Ely Landau, president of the NTA Film Network; Alfred E. Driscoll, WarnerLambert president, and Elmer H. Bobst, W-L board chairman (story page 30).
the fall. He maintains that in order to have
continuity of programming available to a
national advertiser, a station should have
at least two — and perhaps all — of the major libraries.
Another noteworthy national sales was
the purchase by Bristol-Myers last November of a feature film program one a week
on the four Triangle stations — WFIL-TV
Philadelphia; WNCH-TV New Haven,
Conn.; WFBG-TV Altoona, Pa., and
WNBF-TV Binghamton, N. Y. The investment on the four stations totaled about
$750,000, with the outlets using RKO, 20th
Century-Fox and MGM feature films.
Admittedly the pickings in the national
advertising field have been meager to date,
but both agencies and distributors agree

invariably has more than one agency and
differences arise as to what type of tv programming to use.
Despite obstacles that will continue to
exist, distributors still contend that feature
films can make an effective contribution to
an advertiser's national effort. Among the
"pulses" attributed to feature films are: they
can be adjusted to a sponsor's marketing
pattern so that programming can be spotted
in cities the advertiser requires; commercials
can be adjusted to geographical conditions
with an advertiser's different products exposed in different markets; major studio
films can attract large, loyal audiences. In
essence, distributors insist that feature films
of top caliber can provide an advertiser
with the advantages of flexibility of spot
February 4, 1957
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broadcasting and the prestige of network
programming.
Though John Mitchell, vice president in
charge of sales for Screen Gems, New York,
said several weeks ago that it is "highly
possible" that each of the three major networks will be presenting feature films in
prime time this fall. Agency officials queried
by B»T were inclined to disagree. They
pointed out that the presentation of a feature film of top quality on a network basis
would be "highly expensive" and questioned
the availability of a sufficient number of
such films for regular weekly exposure.
The NTA Film Network venture will be
watched carefully not only by distributors,
and agencies but by advertisers and television

WARNER-LAMBERT

networks, who also have a stake in the outcome. From a long-range view, should feature films woo the national advertisers on an
expanding basis in years to come, the face
of television is likely to undergo drastic
changes and result in a reduction in live
programming. A warning along such lines
was sounded last month by Robert Sarnoff,
NBC president, when he spoke to network
affiliates in Miami about "the film invasion."
He declared that television today is "at a
crossroads," and added:
"One fork has color signposts and points
to programming created for the medium itself, with emphasis on live service. The other
fork follows a detour to a reservoir of motion
picture film, built up over the past 20 years."

GOES

NATIONAL Telefilm Assoc. 's three-month
search for a national sponsor on the NTA
Film Network bore fruit last week with the
signing of Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical
Co., New York, to a contract approximating
$2.7 million for one hour of feature film
on 128 stations, starting April 1.
The purchase was announced jointly at a
news conference in New York by Ely A.
Landau, president of the NTA Film Network, a subsidiary of NTA; former New
Jersey Gov. Alfred E. Driscoll, president
of the Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co.
and Robert G. Urban, executive vice president of the Lambert-Hudnut division of that
company. The contract, Mr. Landau said,
contains options running through 1959 and
the exercising of all options by WarnerLambert will bring its total time and program
costs to more than $10 million.
Mr. Landau revealed that sponsorship of
the remaining half-hour of the one and onehalf hour weekly program of feature films
originally produced by 20th Century-Fox,
was expected to be announced by the end of
last week. He said the revenue to be derived
from full sponsorship of the program for 39
weeks is about $4 million.
The transaction is believed to represent
the largest investment in program sponsorship of feature films by a single national advertiser todate. Though several national advertisers currently are using full or partialprogram sponsorship of features in one or
more markets and many are buying announcements, the scope of the WarnerLambert purchase is unrivalled and appears
to be the test of more widespread use of feature film (see story page 29).
Mr. Landau said the purchase marked
the first time a national advertiser has
bought feature films on a nationwide basis
and the first time a televised feature film will
receive the benefit of national advertising
and merchandising. The agreement, Mr.
Landau added, also marks the first time in
the history of tv that "a network dedicated
exclusively to film presentations has become
a commercial operating reality."
Warner-Lambert
was represented by
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John Bates, vice president in charge of television and radio of Lambert & Feasley,
New York, its advertising agency; Elmer
Bobst, board chairman of the company, and
Mr. Driscoll and Mr. Urban. NTA Film
Network executives who participated in discussions were Mr. Landau and Raymond E.
Nelson, vice president and general manager,
and William Koblenzer, sales manager.
Warner-Lambert will use the network
filmed programs on behalf of its nationallydistributed products, which include Listerine Antiseptic, Richard Hudnut Quick Home
Permanent, Richard Hudnut Pin-Quick
Home Permanent, Richard Hudnut Creme
Shampoo, Richard Hudnut Creme Rinse,
Bromo Seltzer, Anahist, Sportsman Talc,
Sportsman Men's line of toiletries, and Prophylactic toothbrush. All the commercials
will be integrated on film, Mr. Landau said,
and the sponsor will be able to make changes
on individual stations to conform to local
marketing patterns.
The NTA Film Network is owned 50%
by NTA and 50% by 20th Century-Fox
with operational control in the hands of
NTA. Among the Fox features to be
shown on the film network for the first time
are: "The Razor's Edge," "Come to the

JWT

MOBILIZES

Stable," "Gentlemen's Agreement," "Alexander's Ragtime Band," "The Ghost of Mrs.
Muir," "Stanley and Livingston," "Lloyds
of London," "Blood and Sand," "Grapes of
Wrath," and "Forever Amber."
Mr. Bates replied to a question from reon theNTA
company's
advertising
ment porters
in the
Film Network
by investsaying
it was "new money" and the company's
expenditures in network radio, network and
spot television and other media would continue. He declared that the company has
been conducting an expansion program for
the past several years, having acquired several pharmaceutical companies, and the
needed additional national advertising.
Mr. Landau reported that the 128 station-lineup provides coverage in 90% of
U. S. television homes, with the network
having gained 24 affiliates from last Oct. 15
when it began operations. It has been supplying one and one-half hour of feature film
programming since that time, with the programming sold in some of the markets by
the local stations. In the absence of a national sponsor, stations, which completed
local sales, have been allocating 50% of the
net revenue to the NTA Film Network.
Mr. Landau frequently has contended
that NTA Film Network affiliates "get a
better shake" from his arrangement than under conventional network procedure. He explains that although networks provide approximately a70-30 division, the station
gains only 22% net after provision is made
for the first 30-hour concession to the network; for the cost of coaxial cable and the
agency commission. He claims NTA film
affiliates gain 30% net after provision is
made for both agency and station representatives' commissions on gross revenues,
Though film network officials had tried to
keep negotiations with Warner-Lambert under cover, reports circulated that the company was buying feature films on an extensive basis [At Deadline, B»T, Jan. 28].
Other agencies involved on behalf of various
company products are Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles; Lennen & Newell and
Norman, Craig & Kummel, all New York.

FOR

COLOR TELEVISION has "arrived" at J.
Walter Thompson Co. in New York.
JWT officials, as hosts last week to four
network executives and to newsmen, demonstrated what they are doing with, and about,
color tv.
Two statements, among many, stood out
to peg the agency's thinking on the medium.
As expressed by President Norman H.
Strouse: "We believe that practical commerical color television is just over the
horizon." Said Dan Seymour, JWT's director
of radio and television, the agency finds it
should no longer "pay lip service to the
medium but experiment with it."
At the session Monday, the agency disclosed that its two-year-old tv workshop now
is pretesting commercials in color. Color
facilities have been added to its tv "station"
at 480 Lexington Ave. from which closed-

COLOR

IN

TV

circuit broadcasts in black-and-white and
color are originated for viewing — under
actual broadcast conditions — at the agency's
headquarters at 420 Lexington Ave. JWT
uses "private channel 3."
Only a week before, another top advertising agency, McCann-Erickson, unveiled
its transmission-screening and control room
radio and tv facilities housed at the new
M-E home office quarters at 485 Lexington
Ave. M-E's equipment is designed for color
as well as black-and-white although transJan. 28]. missions now are in monochrome only [B«T,
Highlights of the session:
• An estimate by Mr. Strouse that it may
be another one or two years before the
proportion of color to black-and-white commercial programming is "great." While color
Continued on page 32
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J. WALTER THOMPSON CO. is bullish about color tv. Any
doubt on that point was resolved last week when the agency
inaugurated new color facilities in its tv workshop, and especially when President Norman H. Strouse delivered the remarks which follow.
ALTHOUGH color tv was introduced so long ago that it
seems always to have been with us, actually its growth has
been disappointingly slow. The problems of price and tune-in
simplicity were deterrents to mass purchase. However, color
tv has been slowly getting off the ground — but even yet the
progress has been far more noticeable in the number of color
programs broadcast than in the sale of sets.
It is our feeling now, however, that the beginning of a
rapid growth in color tv set ownership is just over the horizon.
It may be another year or two, to be sure, before there is
any significant percentage of color set ownership in relation
to black-and-white — even though the numbers may look big.
But acceleration is beginning, and the J. Walter Thompson
Co. is taking a significant step to make certain that we keep
well ahead of the requirements of this new and challenging
medium — and I say new medium advisably, because the jump
from black-and-white to color opens up such a new dimension of selling opportunity as to stamp color tv justly as a
new medium.
From the outset of color, J. Walter Thompson has experimented with and actually telecast many of its advertising
commercials and shows in color. Two years ago we produced
and telecast 13 Ford Theatre shows in color — both the programs themselves and the commercials. The Ford Star Jubilee was, of course, broadcast in color, and the commercials
were also in color. During the past year, two shows sponsored by our clients, the Kraft Theatre and Lux Video Theatre, have telecast 107 hours of color television. This experience, and the experiments we have conducted in our tv workshop, have given us a pool of knowledge in color television
that we believe puts us well ahead of other advertising agencies.
The installation of a color camera in our tv workshop
brings us to the ultimate usefulness of this unique facility.
Our television workshop was first opened in January 1955
for the purpose of developing television production especially
in the commercial area and testing it under actual broadcast
conditions in advance of expensive production costs. The
addition of color facilities to our television channel will continue to offer this advantage even more significantly as well
an enabling us to face with confidence the special problems

JWT's Norm Strouse (r) with radio-tv director Dan Seymour
in the agency's new color-equipped tv workshop.
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of color. We know that these problems will arise in color,
and we hope through our work in the tv workshop to solve
them just as we have done in black-and-white.
We believe that the addition of color to television broadcasting will have tremendous effect on advertising, in particular, and television production in general. I remember in
1945 when I first went to Detroit to work on Ford advertising, the automobile people there had an expression which
they used frequently when looking at a piece of art for magazines. They would say, "that's a juicy car." It was, of course,
for a color ad. There was no such thing as a "juicy car" in
black-and-white pictures. It took color to produce this effect.
With color tv we will be able to show a "juicy car" to the
public, but in motion.
Color will put "appetite appeal" into food advertising.
You wouldn't enjoy a breakfast of ham and eggs, richly
buttered toast, and coffee in black-and-white — color will make
that kind of difference in television commercials. During the
past months when we have been broadcasting Kraft Theatre
in color we have learned what a difference this "appetite appeal" makes. It adds a mouth-watering new dimension.
Another factor which should not be overlooked in the value
of tv color is that of packaging. As retail merchandising continues to convert to self service, effective packaging becomes
extremely important. According to Vernon L. Fladager, in
his new book, The Selling Power of Packaging, the national
expenditure for packaging materials and equipment already
totals at least $10 billion, and he predicts this figure will rise
to $15 billion by 1965. If these investments are justified, the
importance of presenting these packages in color on tv must
be obvious.
Aside from its demonstration qualities — the ability to show
a product more realistically — the addition of color in television
has a very definite "emotional mood" quality that adds greatly
to the overall effect. I recall very vividly watching the Ford
Star Jubilee presentation of Judy Garland with two sets
before me — one color, the other black-and-white. As we
glanced from black-and-white to color we were able to recognize the increased glamor of the costuming and stage sets. 1
had the same experience during "The Caine Mutiny" show.
Here the impact of emotional mood, although the show was
enjoyable in black-and-white, was so compulsive in the case of
"Caine Mutiny," that it was difficult to look at black-andwhite, even though it was there for comparison tests.
Two years ago when we established our television workshop,
we did so because we realized that there were infinite problems to be faced in television production and tests to be made
of commercial advertising that could be done at greatly reduced expense over actual on-the-air experimentation. We
knew that experiments had to be made, and under actual telecasting conditions, but we knew also we could do these both
creatively and at less cost in our own studios. You will recall
the famous Scott "apple test," which was developed in the
Thompson television workshop [B«T, Jan. 24, 1955].
However, there is an even greater asset to be gained from
our color television facilities. With all forecasts pointing to
a nearly $600 billion economy before 1965, it will be the challenge of those in the art and science of selling to assure the
movement of our national product. To do this, we must
develop talent and, conversely, the development group (age
25 to 45) from which supervisory and management personnel
will come is relatively smaller than the other populations
groups — due of course, to the dearth of our depression born.
By such devices as the television workshop, and now by
adding color to its facilities, J. Walter Thompson is providing
an atmosphere in which creative personnel can develop. In
the specific addition of color, we have not only the opportunity
to perform a greater service to our clients, but the opportunity
as well to develop new talent so that their ideas can generate
in a climate of color and they will learn to think in color.
February 4, 1957 • Page 31
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growth has been "disappointingly slow" with
programs more noticeable than set ownership, he said color set ownership as a real
factor was "just over the horizon," that the
acceleration in color was just beginning and
that JWT wanted to keep ahead of the requirements. To him, color will add a new
dimension of selling opportunity. (Also see
condensed text of Mr. Strouse's formal
talk, page 31.)
• Interpretation by Mr. Seymour that
color
as on
a "requirement"
for the
will
be based
cost. He estimated
the client
additional
production cost of color in commercials as
between 15 and 25%. Mr. Strouse added
that client
the "requirement"
the
and his needs.varies, depending on
• JWT can transmit both live and film
in color or black-and-white. Its studio equipment includes a Dage color live-film camera,
a color control monitor and associated equipment, black-and-white cameras and associated monochrome equipment for monitor
control, animation and slides.
• Although the agency cannot supply
figures, it is prepared to do more work in
color this year than last; color has become
a consideration in all package design (the
color image is in the mind), and JWT feels
there is "quality ownership" in color tv
sets (noted was the Colortown survey conducted jointly by BBDO and NBC-TV).
• Color and/ or black-and-white pre-testing of commercials — film or live — is free of
charge, a service for the client who is not
billed for such experimentation. JWT believes the agency derives benefit by saving
money for its clients, and clearing the way
for swift action and/ or approval by the
advertiser.
Eastman-Kodak Typifies Interest
As an example of an advertiser's search
for the "proper color vehicle," agency officials mentioned Eastman Kodak's continued keen interest in the medium. As yet, it
was intimated, Eastman has not found its
color programming potential.
A film depicting the tv laboratory at work,
along with samples of commercials, both
black-and-white and color and both film and
live, was featured at the demonstration conducted inthe agency's 10th floor auditorium.
Two-way communication was maintained
with the workshop, graphically demonstrating how executives in the screening room can
talk to the workshop technician about a
particular test then underway.
Network executives at JWT's session included executive vice presidents Robert E.
Kintner of NBC-TV and Hubbell Robinson
of CBS-TV; Roy Passman, NBC-TV manager of program administration, and William
B. Lodge, vice president in charge of engineering at CBS-TV.
In a formal statement, Mr. Kintner said
JWT's move "is not only an important first
for an advertising agency, but a giant stride
ahead in the development of color televiMr. Kintner asserted that there was no
sion."
longer "any doubt or uncertainty on the
part of clients and agencies as to whether
the age of color television is here. . . .
Color has excited and stimulated the enFebruary 4, 1957
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The Next 10 Days
Of Network Color Shows
(All times EST)
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weeks (also Feb. 12).
Feb. 5 (10:30-11 p.m.) Hold That
Note, Lanolin Plus through Russel M.
Seeds (also Feb. 12).

CBS-TV
Feb. 5 (9:30-10 p.m.) Red Skelton
Show, S. C. Johnson & Son through
Foote, Cone & Belding and Pet Milk
through Gardner Adv. (also Feb. 12).
Feb. 8 (3:30-4 p.m.) Bob Crosby
Show, participating sponsors.
Feb. 10 (5:30-6 p.m.) The Boing-Boing
Show, sustaining.

Feb. 6 (9-10 p.m.) Kraft Television
Theatre, Kraft Foods through J.
Walter Thompson (also Feb. 13).
Feb. 7 (10-11 p.m.) Lux Video
Theatre, Lever Bros. Co. through J.
Walter Thompson.

NBC-TV
Feb. 4-8 (3-4 p.m.) Matinee, participating sponsors (also Feb. 11-15).
Feb. 4 (8-9:30 p.m.) Producer's Showcase, "Mayerling," RCA and RCAWhirlpool through Kenyon & Eckhardt and John Hancock through McCann-Erickson.

Feb. 9 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Como Show,
participating sponsors.
Feb. 10 (3-4 p.m.) NBC-TV Opera
taining.
Theatre, "La Grande Breteche," sus-

Feb. 5 (8:30-9 p.m.) Noah's Ark,
Liggett & Myers through McCannErickson, and Max Factor through
Doyle Dane Bernbach on alternate

Feb. 11 (9:30-10:30 p.m.) Robert
Montgomery Presents, S. C. Johnson
& Son through Needham, Louis &
Brorby and Mennen Co. through Grey.

tire distribution chain for those advertisers
using it." NBC, he said, feels its "missionary
work in . . . early commercial clinics, our
conviction that advertisers must play a basic
role in the growth of color, have paid off
handsomely."
NL&B Total Billing for '56
Passes $32 Million Mark
TOTAL billing hit $32,281,000 and net
profit amounted to $144,000 for Needham,
Louis & Brorby Inc. in 1956, the agency has
announced in its annual financial report to
employes in New York and Chicago.
Net profit for each advertising expenditure dollar handled by NL&B averaged
slightly less than half a cent, according to the
report. Despite the relatively low percentage of profit per dollar, last year's profit
figure was "substantially higher" than the
$83,000 for 1955, Maurice H. Needham,
NL&B president, pointed out.
Mr. Needham reported 1957 business
prospects "look better than the 1956 outlook
at this time last year" and cited improvement
of "efficiency" by consolidated operations in
the Mid-America Prudential Bldg.
Embry to Host L. A. Admen
R. C. (Jake) EMBRY, general manager of
WITH Baltimore, Md., will be host to a
luncheon of Los Angeles advertising agency
executives on Feb. 20 at the Beverly Hilton
Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif. The luncheon is
being arranged by the Los Angeles office of
Forjoe & Co., national sales representative
of WITH.

Feb. 8 (approx. 10:45-11 p.m.) Red
Brorby. Corner, State Farm InsurBarber's
ance Co. through Needham, Louis &

Feb. 10 (9-10:30 p.m.) Hallmark Hall
Of
CardsFame,
through"The
Foote,Lark,"
Cone & Hallmark
Belding.

Duffy Recovering From Stroke,
Barton Informs BBDO Staff
BEN DUFFY, president of BBDO, who
suffered a stroke last November, is getting
better, according to a memo written by Bruce
Barton,
chairman of the board, to everyone
at the agency.
Mr. Barton said that Mr. Duffy's "mind is
clear, he is looking at television, eating normally, sitting up a part of every day and will
be presently on his feet, though he will for
a time be wearing a brace on his right leg.
The doctors are unanimous in their hope
and"Meanwhile,
expectations."
the business of BBDO," Mr.
Barton explained, "is being managed by the
executive committee which consists of Alex
Osborn, Fred Manchee, Dave Danforth,
Charlie Brower and Ed Cashin. These men
meet every morning in Ben's office and no
decision regarding any account, any problem of personnel, or promotion or request
for salary adjustment, is being delayed even
"These are the same men who conducted
24 hours."
the business in the seven months of Ben's
convalescence from his heart attack, and
during that period our billings for clients
increased millions of dollars and no important account was lost or was in any way
Barton also pointed out in his memo
in Mr.
jeopardy."
that on his recent trip to San Francisco, Los
Angeles and Hollywood "every man I met
greeted me with the same eager question:
'How's Ben?' He is a man with a million
friends, and those friendships are among
BBDO's most precious assets."
Broadcasting
Telecasting
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Represented nationally by CBS Television Spot Sales

UUBTUU
FLORENCE,
S -C .

j

unduplicated coverage of the rich "milky
way market" . . . one million v/ifh
one billion!
Chart your sales system to include
the solar of the milky way market . . ,
WBTW, Florence.

H

You can now find the magical Milky Way
in the Carolinas! Hundreds of thriving
communities and towns cluster around
Florence, making the market comparable in
size to "key city" metropolitan areas.
The Florence "milky way market" adds
up to one million people with more than
one billion effective buying income!
Only WBTW can give advertisers

PIN

POINT

GETS

BEST

POWER

RESULTS

Radio Station W-l-T-H "pin point power" is tailor-made to
blanket Baltimore's 1 5-mile radius at low, low rates —
with no waste coverage. W-l-T-H reaches 74%* of all
Baltimore homes every week — delivers more listeners per
dollar than any competitor. That's why we have twice as
many advertisers as any competitor. That's why we're sure
to provide a "steady stream" of sales results for you, too.
^Cumulative Pulse Audience Survey

Tom Tinsley
President
R. C. Embry
Vice Pres.
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National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington.
Forjoe & Co. in Chicago, Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Dallas, Atlanta.
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Big Spot Campaign
By Schlitz Brewing

FLAV-R-STRAW
BUYS
IN 170 TV MARKETS
• To sponsor AAP cartoons
• Other AAP sales made
FLAV-R-STRAWS Inc., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.,
confirmed last week that it plans to invest
almost $3 million this year to sponsor Associated Artists Productions' "Popeye" and
"Bugs Bunny" cartoons in 170 markets
[Closed Circuit, Jan. 28]. Agency for FlavR-Straws is Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York.
The firm currently is in 40 markets with
the cartoons, using three one-minute commercials per week. The lineup will be expanded as AAP sells the cartoons to stations
in the other 130 markets, with Flav-R-Straw
using the same number of announcements
on new stations. Paul Kwartin, AAP director of national sales, arranged the agreement
with Flav-R-Straw.
AAP also announced new sales on "Popeye" to Post Cereals Div. of General Foods,
through Benton & Bowles, New York, using
five one-minute announcements per week in
six markets, and to Hostess Baking Co.,
through Ted Bates Inc., New York, contracting for four to six announcements per
week in four markets. Post cereals intends
to use "Popeye" in 80-odd markets as soon
as the cartoons become available to stations,
according to an AAP spokesman.
General Foods, Park & Tilford
Join ABC Radio Morning Block
GENERAL FOODS Corp. (Jell-O instant
pudding), White Plains, N. Y., and Park &
Tilford (Tintex), New York, have bought
into ABC Radio's Mon.-Fri. morning block,
and two other advertisers renewed their participation, George Comtois, ABC Radio's
national sales manager, reported last week.
General Foods, through Young & Rubicam, New York, is adding additional participations to its Breakfast Club schedule
and also has picked up segments of When
a Girl Marries, effective today (Monday).
Tintex participations, through Emil Mogul,
New York, will be in When a Girl Marries
and Whispering Streets, starting this
Wednesday.
Renewals included Food Specialties Inc.
(Appian Way pizza pie), Worcester, Mass.,
through Charles F. Hutchinson Inc., Boston, for its segment in Breakfast Club
(effective April 9) and Sandura Co., Philadelphia, through Hicks & Greist, New
York, its Thursday segments of Club (effective Feb. 21).

M-E Names Twiggs to New Post
REG W. TWIGGS, account supervisor in
the Los Angeles office, McCann-Erickson
Inc., has been elected a vice president and
appointed manager of that office, it was
announced last week by Marion Harper Jr.,
M-E president. He succeeds Burt Cochran,
a McCann-Erickson veteran since 1926,
who will remain as manager of the agency's
advisory committee. Mr. Twiggs joined McCann-Erickson last April after two years
as account supervisor in the Los Angeles
office of Erwin, Wasey & Co.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

JAMES J. NEVILLE (c), of Dancer,
Fitzgerald, Sample Inc., smiles broadly
following his receipt of a console television set, top prize among several
Westinghouse appliances given as door
prizes at a recent Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. reception for New York
advertising agencies. Looking at the
award card with Mr. Neville are John
Carey (1), commercial manager of
WIND Chicago, newly acquired WBC
station, and A. W. (Bink) Dannenbaum Jr., WBC vice president for
sales. The reception, held at the Park
Lane Hotel, marked WBC's recent purchase of the Chicago station.

Special Nielsen Reports Ready
For All NCS No. 2 Subscribers
SPECIAL reports on station "bonus" audiences— with seperate daytime and nighttime
listings and including in-home and out-ofhome listening data — are now available to
radio-tv subscribers of Nielsen Coverage
Service No. 2, it was announced Monday
(Jan. 28) by A. C. Nielsen Co.
Reports are designed to certify weekly
audiences for the total of all areas which
the coverage minimum of 10% automatically excludes from the basic NCS No. 2
county-by-county reports.
John K. Churchill, vice president of the
market research firm, emphasized that
"bonus" audiences "will not affect any
counties already reported for a station, since
the NCS No. 2 data for those counties have
already been reported in full." These and
other reports, he added, "will serve to correct certain misconceptions regarding the
full extent of the information available from

A MULTI-MILLION dollar spot radio-tv
campaign in several major markets is planned
for Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co. (Schlitz beer)
comprising an extensive schedule of announcements and programs, it was learned
last week.
Through J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, the brewery is setting up a schedule
that reportedly calls for heavier broadcast
media expenditures than allotted last year.
An estimated $1 million will be spent in
Chicago and $200,000 in Florida alone.
Spot plans are currently being worked out
for key cities in Texas, Iowa, Nebraska,
California, Florida, and other states, it was
reported. Schlitz is buying half-hour syndicated film properties on a 52-week basis in
many cities and short-term 10- and 20second spots in others, depending on the
markets involved. Spot radio involves 20and 60-second announcements. The schedule is expected to be fairly well set by March
1 and will be accelerated this summer.
Additionally, through Majestic Adv.
Agency, Milwaukee, Schlitz has signed to
sponsor for the third consecutive year Kansas
City Athletics' baseball broadcasts on KMBC
that city, with station feeding a regional
network.
Typical for
of Schlitz'
buys was
recent
contract
State film
Trooper
on itsWNBQ
(TV) Chicago (its rival, Falstaff Brewing Co.,
has the property in over 70 markets).
Shaw Agency Prepares Answer
To Suit Filed by Tony Martin
LEGAL counsel for John W. Shaw Adv.
Inc. is preparing a reply to a suit filed by
Tony Martin Productions, charging the Chicago agency with non-payment for a kinescope of The Tony Martin Show on NBC-TV
last year.
The singer-actor charged in his suit, filed
in Chicago District Court Jan. 15, that the
Chicago agency failed to pay him $13,250
for one week's show, which was pre-empted
by the network Jan. 2 and eventually aired
Feb. 27 last year.
The reply is being prepared by Andrew
Hamilton, member of the law firm of Kirkland, Fleming, Green, Martin & Ellis, and
probably will be filed this week.
Electrical Campaign

thisNCS
study."
station subscribers can use the supplementary data "tothese
refineoutside
his totalhomes
audience
counts to include
not
otherwise reported geographically," Mr.
Churchill pointed out.
CC Opens Oklahoma Office
OPENING of an Oklahoma office and
appointment of Charles W. Alexander as
office manager was announced last week by
Communications Counselors Inc., public relations affiliate of McCann-Erickson Inc. New
quarters, bringing total of CC offices in the
U. S. to six, in addition to one each in
Brussels and London, are located at 1501
Republic Bldg., Oklahoma City 2. Telephone
Regent 6-1633.

Set
Co.

Discussed

AMERICA'S electrical appliance manufacturers and electrical utilities sponsoring tv
programs (e. g. General Electric and its
G. E. Theatre on CBS-TV, Westinghouse
Electric Corp. and its Studio One, also CBSTV), "met" through the facilities of a 53city closed circuit tv hookup last Wednesday
from 1 to 2 p.m. to discuss their 1957 "Live
Better Electrically" campaign. Drive is
geared to coincide with the spring consumer
buying and building period. The closed
circuit conference, placed through BBDO,
New York,
and staged
by Nate
Theatre
Network
Television
Inc., Halpern's
orginated
from New York and featured John Daly,
Gisele MacKenzie, Arlene Francis, Betty
Furness and Ronald Reagan.
February 4, 1957
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TIMEBUYERS
TO

KNOW

URGED

ACCOUNT

THE TIMEBUYER was urged last week to
go beyond fishing out availabilities and rates,
and his boning up on tv and radio stations,
newspapers and magazines, by getting to
know his account.
This stand was taken by G. A. Vernon,
associate media director of J. Walter Thompson Co., New York, at a timebuying and
selling seminar held in New York by the
Radio & Television Executives Society.
"You all know of the existence of broad
objectives and how marketing and copy
strategy is developed to meet them," Mr.
Vernon stated. "You know, too, that media
plans are drawn up based on this strategy,
and as a backdrop for all this, you are
aware of the importance of research — both
market and media."
Marketing and copy plans, he said, can
convey basic considerations for the timebuyer's use: "who your prospects are, what
kind of people they are, and where they
live . . . what are we going to tell them
and how . . . long copy or short copy? . . .
demonstration, package identification?"
These plans and data can help the buyer
plan his purchase and contact the salesman,
Mr. Vernon advised, and at the same time
stimulate suggestions on the part of the
station salesman after he is acquainted with
the account's "objectives and problems."
Explaining, Mr. Vernon went on:

"Anyone who has been on the other side
of the fence selling, has experienced the
frustration of not being able to get enough
information on a problem to permit anything
more than a submission of availabilities.
This reflects poorly on the buyer because a
salesman will assume the buyer just doesn't
know or won't tell because perhaps he is
unsure of himself. So you not only fail to
enlist the salesman's help, but put yourself
in Mr.
a badVernon
light to gave
boot."a few illustrations of
how knowledge of the account can help in
time purchases, one involving a radio announcement test campaign that was aided by
the suggestion of a salesman, and another
■— a network tv campaign — that got off the
ground after the buyer had suggested a new
approach to the account group following the
indication that print media would be the
most efficient.
Said Mr. Vernon: "Under normal circumstances, the account would have overlooked
an extremely valuable plan for peaking their
summer advertising, but the buyer through
his knowledge of both the copy and marketing plans was able to evaluate all media, to
transmit the problem to the salesman and,
most important of all, to play it back to
the account group, resulting in a change of
this advertiser's entire summer strategy."
Mr. Vernon also touched on the thorny
issue of the buying specialist vs. the all media
buyer. He indicated JWT leaned toward
the latter, and, in a question and answer session, emphasized that at his agency the "aim

UPCOMING:
SHORTER,
PITHIER
COPY
NEXT TEN YEARS will see a marked
entation will force a trend towards "far
change in advertising techniques as they
greater simplicity in art and presentation
apply to copy content and art form in . . . toward shorter and pithier copy."
all media, according to Jack Tarcher,
Paradoxically, the "enormous increase in
senior vice preseducation" will force the agencies to produce more explanatory copy. This copy,
ident and account supervisor
however, to be effective must be put
on Benrus
across with "far greater creative ingenuWatch Co. at
ity .. . honesty and integrity." [Mr. TarL e n n e n &
cher cited, as examples, the current Bert
Newell. He
and Harry tv spot drives for Piel Bros,
voiced his opinbeer and the "eatabanana" radio-tv spot
ion Friday night
campaign for United Fruit Co. out of
before the Assn.
Young & Rubicam and BBDO, respecof Advertising
tively, as "a payoff in amusement and
Men & Women
pleasure . . . ingenious in concept and
at The Adverexecution"]. "We cannot continue to
MR. TARCHER
tising Club of
treat
the consumer
as a hick or a boob,"
New York. He
Mr. Tarcher
counseled.
saw three developments in the decade:
• The social and economic movement:
as tv audiences and magazine readership
increases along with the growing population, Americans will be "assaulted by a
vast new number of impressions," and
not being able to absorb all tv spots and
all print media messages confronting
them, they will become more "selective
. . . sophisticated and, I hope, rational."
As sales figures for art books and preference for the pictorial magazine (due to
television's influence) show, U. S. tastes
for the visible are on the upswing.
• The movement's consequences: this
demand for the utimate in pictorial presPage 36
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• How to make the most of the challenge: "Creative people have got to take
the position that they can only bring out
in new combinations things that are already in their minds." The new crop of
copywriters and art directors, Mr. Tarcher said, "must have broader educational backgrounds . . . they not only
have to read, but they must see. They
must always be aware of what's going on
around them — even in Europe, so far as
advertising art is concerned — so that before long, they themselves will take the
daring and exciting approach of cracking through the curtain of constant same-

ness."

and objective" was to have all the buyers
know about all marketing and media plans
for an account.
He noted, too, that it was important for
buyers to "recognize real research and not
that which attempts to prove a point," warning of the pitfalls of ratings or research
which tell only part of the story.
A session on "media comparisons," billed
as a "comparison of characteristics and cost
efficiency of major media and limitations of
such comparisons," is set by RTES tomorrow (Tuesday). Speaker will be Sam Frey,
of Colgate-Palmolive.
Merle
Day

Tv

Jones

Outlines

Advantages

IMPORTANCE of daytime television as an
advertising medium was pointed up last
week by Merle S. Jones, president of CBSTV, in a talk before the Minneapolis Advertising Club.
Mr. Jones described the growth of television over the past 10 years in terms of set
ownership, hours of viewing, influence on
attitudes and advertising investments. He
singled out daytime television as a development that has not been fully explored by
persons in the advertising field. Employed
people who are not home during the daytime and therefore not exposed to the
medium, would be "surprised" by the actual
dimensions of daytime television, he said.
"While all of us have been at the office
these last few years," Mr. Jones continued,
"the American housewife decided television
is time well spent. She has rearranged her
life and made room for television. How
much room is dramatically underlined by
the fact that last fall the television sets in
7 million homes were turned on during
the average minute between 10 a.m. and 5
p.m. — to account for a nationwide total of
49 million hours of viewing per day. Last
fall's average minute audience of 7 million
is 25% larger than during the autumn of
1955 . . . and the figure is still rising."
Mr. Jones said that daytime television is
programmed in such a way that the large
women's
audience will establish a habit, and
added:
"Continuity in programming and frequency in viewing are still further validated
by the hand-and-glove relationship they have
with the shopping habits of American
women. It has been established that every
day of the week half of all housewives go
shopping. The purchasing power represented
by this daily exodus from the home, impelled
in
some measure
by daytime
commercial
messages,
constitutestelevision's
a force
which should bring a glitter to the eyes of
the most skeptical advertiser."
As other evidences of the importance of
daytime television to advertisers, Mr. Jones
reported that between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m.
more than 60% of the audience — on CBSTV — is made up of women and in the
evening only 43%; the cost per thousand
per commercial minute is two-thirds of the
cost of nighttime tv, and the daytime cost
is 70% lower than the best buy among the
women's magazines.
Broadcasting
Telecasting

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
Sheriff, Five Others Join
Roche, Williams & Geary
WALKER B. SHERIFF has joined Roche,
Williams & Cleary, Inc. Chicago agency, as
vice president, account supervisor and member of the plans board.
Mr. Sheriff and five key members of his
former organization moved over to RW&C
effective immediately, liquidating the agency
bearing his name [At Deadline Jan. 28].
The move involved the transfer of five
accounts among them: Servel Inc., and The
Shaler Co., both spot radio-tv advertisers.
Moving with Mr. Sheriff are: F. G. Strobel; R. A. Heidenreich; Wallace Gordon;
John Norman, account executive, and Claire
Lannon.
RW&C is in the Field Bldg., 135 S. LaSalle St.
NETWORK

NEW BUSINESS

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. (Chesterfields)
through McCann-Erickson, and Max Factor
& Co. (cosmetics) through Doyle Dane
Bernbach, will alternately sponsor Panic on
NBC-TV. Tues. 8:30-9 p.m., beginning
March 5.
Bon Ami Co., N. Y. (Instant Jet Bon Ami),
has bought weekly one-minute participation
on Panorama Pacific on 9 CBS-TV pacific
network stations for six weeks, starting Feb.
21. Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan.
Bird & Son (vinyl floor covering), East
Walpole, Mass., effective Feb. 11 will sponsor alternate Mondays of Garry Moore
Show on CBS-TV. H. B. Humphrey, Alley
& Richards Inc., Boston and N. Y., is agency.
AGENCY APPOINTMENTS
Frank W. Julsen, vice president-account supervisor, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, to
MacFarland, Aveyard & Co., same city, as
vice president in charge of merchandisingmarketing and member of plans board.
William T. Young and James E. Leber, vice
presidents, Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, named
executive vice presidents. Draper Daniels,
William Diener and Charles O. Husring,
also vice presidents for Burnett, appointed
directors.
Channing M. Hadlock, radio-tv director,
Rose-Martin Inc., N. Y., elected vice president, continuing in his capacity as radio-tv
director.
Fred G. Robbe, advertising manager, P.
Lorillard Co., N. Y., to American Home
Foods Div., American Home Products Corp.,
same city, as director of advertising.
Calif. National Productions Inc. (production-distribution subsidiary of NBC) reappoints Grey Adv., N. Y.
O'Cedar Div., American Marietta Co., Chicago, appoints Grant Adv., same city.

LATEST

RATINGS

NIELSEN
TOP RADIO SHOWS, TWO WEEKS ENDING DEC. 22, 1956
Agency
No. of
Approx.
Rank Program
188
Stations
Day & Time
All
Programs)
Sponsor
NBC
Evening, Once-A-Week
(Average for work
Ted
Bates
NBC
People Are Funny Anahist
Wed.,
8-8:30
Anahist
188
2. Dragnet
Ted Bates
NBC
Tues., 8-8:30
Ted
Bates
Carter
Products
inurs., fto-o:ou
I ea Ri-i+ac
do (Si
3.1. Great Gildersleeve Anahist
Tori
Tknrc
ft- If)
4. Gunsmoke
CBS
Cunninghom
&
^Volsh
NetLiggett
&
Myers
452
True Detective
456
Sun.,
6:30-7
MBS
Mon.,
8-8:30
participating sponsors and agencies
188
198
188
Mysteries
6. Official
Detective
Thurs., 8-8:30
MBS
participating
sponsors and
agencies
Ted
Bates
7.5. News from NBC
NBC
Brown & Williamson
185
Ted Bates
8. News from NBC
NBC
Wed., 8:55-9
Brown
&
^Villiamson
Tues.,
8:30-8:35
9. Allan Jackson-News Chevrolet
CBS
Sat., 8-8:05
Campbell
-Ewo 1d
N. W. Ayer
NBC
10.1. Telephone
Hour
Bell Telephone
Mon.,
9-9:30
198
All Programs)
154
Evening, Multi-Weekly
(Average for
Lowell Thomas
CBS
Mon.-Fri., 6:45-7
United Service Div.
Campbell-Ewald
General Motors
2. News of The World Miles
NBC
188
Mon.-Fri., 7:30-45
Geoffrey
Wade
Mon.-Fri.,
7-7:30
Ted Bates
3. Amos 'n' Andy
CBS
196
Brown Lab
& Williamson
Music
Hall
Weekday
All Programs)
Warwick (Average
& Leglerfor CBS
Ex Lax
193
Helen Trent
Fri., 12:30-45
(1st
half)
Tues., Thurs., Wk.
J.
Walter
Thompson
Helen
Trent
Mentholatum
CBS
186
1.
Mon., Wed.,
(2d half)
■ ea Dates
3.2. Helen Trent
CBS
12:30-45
Carter
Fri.,12:30-45
Wk. 2,
(1st
half)
188
J. Walter Thompson
4. Our Gal Sunday
CBS
188
Mentholatum
(2d
half)
Tues., Thurs.,
North Adv.
5. Helen Trent
CBS
Toni
(1st half)
12:45-1
188
Young & Rubicam
CBS
191
Ma Perkins
Wk.12:30-45
1, 1:15-1:30
V
!_•
(1st
half)
Wed.,
Wk. 2,
J.
Walter
Thompson
Upton
7. Young Dr. Malone Mentholatum
CBS
67
(2d
half)
1:30-45
Ted Bates
8. Our Gal Sunday
CBS
188
Colgate
alt. days,
(1st half)
Fri.,
Wk. 2,12:45-1
Staley
Benton & Bowles
9. A. Godfrey
Norwich
188
CBS
Thurs.,
Wk. 1;
Ruthrauff & Ryan
Day, A. Godfrey
11:15-30
188
Wed.,
Wk. 2,
10. Sunday
Programs)
(Average for AllCBS
CBS
10:15-30
Day, Woolworth Hour
209
CBS
F. W. Woolworth
Lynn Baker
2. Robert Trout News General
Motors
Campbell-Ewald
Sun., 12-12:05
1-2
Campbell-Ewald
All Programs)
SaturdayTrout News General Motors
1. Robert
Sun., 10-10:05
198
154
(Average for CBS
154
186
3.1. Allan Jackson News Chevrolet
Campbell-Ewald
Sat., 10-10:05
L. Howe
2. Robert Q. Lewis
DancerCBS
SampleFitzgera Id Sat.,
11:50-55
Cunningham
&
Walsl
i CBS
3. Gunsmoke
200
Liggett & Myers
* Homes reached during all or any part of the program, except for homes listening only Sat.,
1 to 12:30-1
5 minutes,
program of less than 10 -minute duration, homes listening 1 minute or more are included,
Note: Number of homes s based on 47,615,000 September 1956 estimate of total United States radio homes.
Copyright 1957 by A. C. Neilsen Company
James Lees & Sons (carpets), Bridgeport,
Pa., has appointed N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y.
Pacific Coast Paper Mills (MD and Powder
Room tissues), Bellingham, Wash., appoints
Miller, Mackay, Hoeck & Hartung Inc.,
Seattle.
Swingline Inc. (office machines), Long Island
City, N. Y., appoints Al Paul Lefton Co.,
N. Y.
Motta Inc., N. Y., U. S. subsidiary of Motta
S. p. A. Milan, Italy, appoints Bermingham,
Castelman & Pierce, N. Y., for its line of
confectionery candies.
C. H. Runciman Co., Hallmark Div. (food
products), Lowell and Burgess Seeds & Plant
Co., Galesburg, both Mich., appoint C.
Wendel & Co., Chicago.
Thatcher Glass Mfg. Co., McKee Div. in
Jeannette, Pa., appoints Sykes Adv. Inc.,
Pittsburgh.

Bayuk Cigars Inc., Philadelphia, appoints
Feigenbaum & Wermen Adv. Agency, same
city.

Bakers Franchise Corp. (Lite-Diet low
calorie bread), N. Y., appoints Emil Mogul
Co., same city.

Lombardo Wine Co., Chicago, appoints
Burlingame-Grossman Adv., same city.
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Murphy Products Co. (livestock and poultry
feed), Burlington, Wis., appoints Aubrey,

Home
(000)
(571)
1,476
11,238
238
l!095
952
905
857
857
857
(762)
857
1,428
1,381
1,286
(1,143)
2,1,714
1,667
1,619
1,619
1,571
1,571
1,524
1,524
1,524
1,476
(476)
952
809
(714)
1,381
1,333
1,190a
For
1,143

Finlay, Marley & Hodgson Inc., Chicago.
Rochester Savings Bank, Rochester, N. Y.,
appoints Hutchins Adv. Co., same city.
Lesur, Paris and Lesur, N. Y. (imported
same city.
woolen
fabrics) names Anderson & Cairns,
A & A PEOPLE
R. Arnold Jackson, executive vice president
in charge of sales and advertising, Ward
Baking Co., N. Y., elected president and
member of board of directors. August F.
Guckenberger elected vice president of sales,
advertising and merchandising. Theodore C.
Streibert, former director of U. S. Information Agency, elected to Ward's board.
Daniel J. Gorman, account executive,
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y., appointed
vice president.
Thomas H. Vaughn, vice president of Colgate-Palmolive Co., N. Y., to Pabst Brewing
Co., Chicago, as vice president in charge of
corporate development.
Carl Harold, assistant national sales manager, WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla., to John S.
Allen & Assoc., same city, as vice president.
Mrs. Ann Whittlesey, head of account-billBroadcasting
• Telecasting

«

0
200

KX

A»'

"AN AWARD OF APPRECIATION TO
RADIO STATION KMPC
By their accurate dissemination of facts they
contributed to the public understanding of
the grave problems besetting the L.A. County
Fire Department and its allied agencies during
the disastrous fires in the Malibu area.
By their devotion in the factual reporting of
these fires they thereby contributed to the
eventual control of the major conflagrations .
I therefore believe a new standard has been
set by the news media of America in Press
Relationship on the coverage of the major
fire disaster.
On behalf of the L.A. County Fire Department.
I therefore present this scroll.
Awarded this 30th day of January. 1957."
Signed: Keith E. Klinger, Chief Engineer
L.A. County Fire Department
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES

WIBC-

Leads

in

Indiana

ANNOUNCING the recent purchase
of Baldwin, Bower & Strachan, Buffalo, N. Y., agency by Charles L.
Rumrill & Co., Rochester, N. Y. [B*T,
Jan. 21], are (1 to r) William M. Baldwin, chairman of the board of the
Buffalo agency which will retain its
company name and corporate identity;
George R. Darcy, vice president of
the Rumrill agency, who will serve as
executive vice president of the Baldwin agency to coordinate activities of
both organizations, and Charles L.
Rumrill, president of the Rochester
agency. The sale increases the gross
sales volume of the Rumrill agency
from approximately $5.5 million to
nearly $9 million.

id**'

Harry Andrews, WIBC's versatile Farm Director
was recently honored by the National Association
of Television and Radio Directors with a Certificate of Award for 10 Years of Outstanding
Service Through Farm Broadcasting.

FIRST IN
COMMUNITY
SERVICE

Harry's programs and the programs of other
WIBC personalities, not only lead in public service, but they have helped WIBC build bigger
audiences than any other Indianapolis radio station. In the 31 county Indianapolis trading area,
WIBC programs rank first during 447 out of 504
rated quarter hours each week*
*Pulse Area Study, Sept.-Oct., 1955

Donald O. Larson to Patten-Holloway Services, San Diego, as account executive.
Delmar DeWolf, sales manager, Merdco
(manufacturers' rep. firm), to The McCarty
Co., Chicago, as account executive.
John Heiney, Ford Motor Co., Dearborn,
Mich., central staff, joins J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, as account representative.

WIBC has many well known personalities . . .
Harry Andrews, Bill Baker, Lou Palmer, Jack
Morrow, Joan Evans, Gordon Graham, Al
Brooks, Easy Gwynn . . . All of these personality
salesmen are available on a "first come, first
serve" basis to help you sell your product or
service.
To Sell Indianapolis, and Indiana,
the Best Buy... the Only Buy Is... WIBC!

1070 KC
WIBC
The Friendly
Voice of Indiana

JOHN
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ing-checking department, Griswold-Eshleman Co., Cleveland, named comptroller.
Hal Ross Yockey, advertising manager of
Pam Am Southern Corp., to Joseph Katz
Co., N. Y., as account executive.

2835 N. Illinois Street
Indianapolis 8, Indiana
Richard M. Fairbanks,
President and General Manager

• NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES

David Cloud, director of radio-tv creative
department, Fitzgerald Adv. Agency, New
Orleans, to Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicago,
as tv production director. H. Maurice Jones,
marketing research supervisor, Armour &
Co., Chicago, and John M. Wolfe, promotion department, Chicago Tribune, to Ludgin's
department and copywriting
staff, research
respectively.
Bayne Freeland promoted from assistant director to director of public relations for
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago.
Robert R. Zemon, copy supervisor, Kenyon
& Eckhardt, S. F., to Doyle Dane Bernbach,
L. A., creative staff.
Mrs. Jory Graham, formerly with John W.
Shaw Adv. Inc., and Earl B. Cole, previously
at Kuttner & Kuttner Inc., both Chicago,
to copywriting staff of Cunningham &
Walsh, same city.
Broadcasting

• Telecastino
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Contact The Man
From Official Today!

OFFICI
25 West 45th Street, New York 36, N. Y.
Plaza 7-0100
REPRESENTATIVES IN
New York • Beverly Hills * Chicago • Dallas • Atlanta • St Louis
Boston • Minneapolis • Philadelphia • San Francisco • Miami

FILM
HAMM
FOR

PLANS
55

FILMS

MARKETS

• To place Ziv 'Harbor' show
• New tv policy formulated
THEO. HAMM Brewing Co., St. Paul, has
instructed its agency, Campbell-Mithun,
Minneapolis, to scout for availabilities in a
55-market area in the Midwest, Southwest
and Rocky Mountain states for placement
of its newly-purchased Harbor Command
package. Signed for last week in an agreement between the agency and Ziv Television
Programs officials [At Deadline, Jan. 28],
the series will be shown for a full 52-week
season (39-13 basis) starting Oct. 1, Ziv
spokesmen said last week.
The Ziv officials said that the Hamm deal
— estimated at $1.5 million gross billing —
was the largest pre-release sale for a new
syndicated property in Ziv's history. Among
major cities which will get Harbor Command under Hamm sponsorship are Chicago, Denver, Kansas City, Dallas -Fort
Worth, Minneapolis, Omaha, Des Moines
and Milwaukee.
Originally titled Harbor Patrol, the name
of the series was changed to Harbor Command after reports that P. Ballentine & Sons,
which sponsors Ziv's Highway Patrol, objected to the similarities in title, especially
after learning of sponsorship by a competing
brewery.
For Hamm, purchase of the Harbor Com-

mand series represents a switch in broadcast
strategy. Hamm has been spending $3.5
million annually in all media and has been
sponsoring on a participating basis feature
film packages, Westerns, sports, local tv
newcasts and such series as / Led Three Lives
and Stars of the Grand Ole Opry. This strategy may be revamped to achieve what Ziv
National Sales Manager Walter Kingsley
calls "program uniformity and maximum
merchandising effectiveness," i.e. realignment of Hamm's schedule to sponsorship of
one series, Harbor Command. Also being
discussed, according to the Ziv executive, is
possible expansion of the 55-market lineup,
taking Hamm out of its traditional midcountry marketing area to achieve "nearnational status."
Meanwhile, Ziv's sales vice president, M.
J. Rifkin, in New York last week predicted
a "general upbeat in purchases by national
advertisers in spot-placed telefilm" for 1957,
indicating that "at least 20% of these increased purchases will be traceable directly
to syndication's ability to solve specialized
marketing problems for major national sponSyndication's biggest advantage to a national advertiser, according to Mr. Rifkin:
Ability to fill the "need for additional adsors." vertising impact to support other tv and nontv media." Spot-placed syndicated shows,
Mr. Rifkin feels, have successfully "beefed
up" sagging markets, have helped launch
new products in test campaigns and have
overcome "seasonal problems" encountered

it's a

matter

of

record!

WCUE spins more pop platters, more
often; plays the sweetest music, all day
long. WCUE gives the home folks more
news, more often; reports on their neighbors, brings the whole world into their
homes. You're right on CUE . . . it's
a matter of record.
more MUSIC
more NEWS
more OFTEN

Represented by the John. E. Pearson Company
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Wcue
Tim Elliot, President
The Elliot Stations
great independents — good neighbors
WCUE
WICE
Akron, Ohio
Providence, R. I.

'ANNIE' SNEAKED

IN

IN what was claimed to be a television
"first," Television Programs of America, New York, presented a sneak preview of its new Tugboat Annie series
last Friday in a Chicago theatre for
regular patrons. The pilot film of the
series was shown before the start of
late-evening double feature program
without advance notice to the audience.
Spectators were asked at the conclusion
of the tv film to give their opinion. A
TPA spokesman said that audiences
have been invited in the past to view
and evaluate tv programs shown in a
theatre, but, to his knowledge, this
marked the first time that a sneak preview of a tv series was shown in a
motion picture house.

by, for example, major oil companies who
must sell anti-freeze in one part of the
country while selling summer lubricants in
other areas.
Screen Gems Names Adler
As National Sales Manager
APPOINTMENT of S. L. (Stretch) Adler,
for two years senior account executive at
Screen Gems, New York, to the newlycreated post of national sales manager of
Guild Films Co., New York, was announced
last week by John Cole, Guild vice president
for sales.
In his new post, Mr. Adler will supervise
the planning and selling of Guild Films programs on a national level. Before he joined
Screen Gems, Mr. Adler had been with the
William Morris Agency as head of its tv
department in Chicago and as tv sales agent
in New York, and with Crosley Broadcasting Corp. and Frederic W. Ziv Co. as a
sales executive.
Utica Beer Buys 'David Grief
For 10-City Area in N. Y. State
SALE of Captain David Grief to West End
Brewing Co. (Utica Club beer), Utica, N. Y.,
for sponsorship in a 10-city area in upper
New York State, was announced Thursday
by John Cole, vice president for sales of
Guild Films. This marks the fifth regional
sale of the series.
The contract is for a firm 52 weeks and
was negotiated through Ed Rosenwald. vice
president and account executive of Harry B.
Cohen Adv., New York.
West End is the third large beer company
to sponsor Captain David Grief, the other
two being Stroh Brewery of Detroit and
the Pearl Brewing Co. of Texas. The two
other regional sponsors are Standard Oil
of California and D-X Sunray Oil of Tulsa.
Mr. Cole also announced that Pearl Brewing
has added San Antonio to the list of cities
where it will sponsor the series.
The Utica Club beer contract embraces
Albany-Schenectady-Troy, Buffalo, Syracuse,
Binghamton, Utica, Watertown, Plattsburgh,
all N. Y., and Altoona, Pa.
Broadcasting
Telecasting
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FILM
Switch to Tv Overseas Seen Easy
For Theatrical Film Ad Makers

^

///

And

^

PRODUCERS of commercial film for
theatre use overseas easily adapt themselves
to tv film commercial production as tv
stations open up in foreign markets, according to Don E. Widlund, J. Walter Thompson Co., supervisor of production for films
for overseas use.

Mot

Mr. Widlund made this point in a discussion of "Theatre Screen and Television Advertising," presented Thursday at a luncheon meeting in New York of the International Advertising Assn.
The ease of conversion can be traced,
he said, to the growth of theatre screen advertising that has kept pace by an expanding
international export business. The agency,
he indicated, uses the facilities of overseas
film producers for both theatre and tv
needs.

minutes...

he'll be glad to be there. In fact, Jack

Masla's the kind of man who

has very little

time to putter around in his garden simply

While the agency's step up of overseas
film production for theatre screen advertising continued, Mr. Widlund noted that
"television stations started to open up." Stations demanding commercial film, he explained, now operate in Argentina, Brazil,
Colombia, Cuba, the Dominican Republic,
El Salvador, Guatamala, Mexico, Puerto
Rico, Uruguay and Venezuela.
His talk detailed problems of production
and distribution, emphazing, for example,
the importance of the film producer who
goes overseas, in having the proper translation for scripts in advance. A script in
English, he said, gains in words when translated into Spanish, French and other languages, thus making it difficult for the overseas' narrator to keep within a 58-second
period allowed for a sound track on a minute commercial.

because he never says "no" to a call for help.
And when it comes to Burke-Stuart stations
wherever
He

they may be, Jack can really help.

not only has all the availabilities at his

finger-tips, he also has a hat-full of ideas on
how to merchandise the program and the product to the client's best advantage. Having
worked on both sides of the fence— Advertising
Agency and Radio Station— his understanding
of the problems is crystal clear. Jack Masla
was never a man

to capitalize on friendship,

Other problems discussed by Mr. Widlund were selection of production crew,
interior set design and construction, casting, presentation of the product, choice of
film stock, shooting, rushes, color processing, editing budget, and expediting the
movement of the finished film product to
its destination for showing.

but oddly enough, his "what can we do to help"
attitude has made him a lot of friends. Perhaps
Jack can be of service to you. Our telephone is :
PL

1-4646. If Jack is out calling on someone

else when

you phone, ask for our President,

Am-Par to Put $3 Million
In Films for Theatre Use

Ted Oberfelder. He'll be glad to pinch hit.
I

BURKE-STUART

CO

., INC.

Radio- and 'leleiuA.ian Station RepsteAetttaUuei
60 East 56 Street, New York 22, New York
IIP
W

Chicago • Detroit • Los Angeles • San Francisco
Representing, among others: WCFL, Chicago, Illinois, WAKR
WAKR-TV,
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PLANS to invest about $3 million for the
production of motion pictures in the next
six months were announced last week by
Irving H. Levin, president of Am-Par Pictures Corp., subsidiary of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc.
Mr. Levin said that Am-Par is considering some 40 properties for production, but
added that titles are being withheld pending
the completion of negotiations. He reported
that Am-Par recently had completed its
first motion picture, "Beginning of the End."
Am-Par was formed last November by
AB-PT [B«T, Nov. 19, 1956], and at that
time, officials said the move was "aimed at
helping to overcome the shortage of pictures
for theatres." It was pointed out the company had no immediate plans to produce
films for television.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

Donald H. McGannon, President
Westinghouse Broadcasting Company, Inc.

"Now
time

is

for

good

the

all

men

. . ."

It seems to us particularly apt that the broadcasting industry do something to honor Thomas
A. Edison. His birthday comes up next week and the electrical industry celebrates it annually
with National Electrical Week.
The reason we feel a sense of obligation is that without Edison we might not be in the
broadcasting business. Simple deduction: no electricity — no radio or TV.
WBC

has planned a week-long tribute (February 10-16) on all its stations. Spot announcements.. . interviews with public officials . . . station tours . . . free plugs for local

utilities — the works.
Those are our plans — how about joining us?
Sincerely,

Donald H. McGannon,

President

P. S. : National Electrical Week materials for radio and TV stations
can be obtained by contacting the National Electrical Week Committee,
at either 290 Madison Ave., New York 17; or c/o Fleishman-Hillard,
Inc., 407 N. Eighth St., St. Louis 1, Mo.

WESTINGHOUSE
BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.
RADIO BOSTON,
WBZ + WBZA:K EXPITTSBURGH, KDKA; CLEVELAND, KYW: FORT WAYNE. WOWO;
CHICAGO.
WIND: PORTLAND,
TELEVISION
— BOSTON.
SAN FRANCISCO,
KPIX WBZ-TV: PITTSBURGH, KDKA-TV; CLEVELAND, KYW-TV:
WIND REPRESENTED BY A M RADIO SALES • KPIX REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY. INC.
ALL OTHER WBC STATIONS REPRESENTED BY PETERS. GRIFFIN. WOODWARD. INC.
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Loew's, AAP Pact Hinges
On Tom & Jerry Inclusion

ARTHUR PERLES, an 18-year veteran
with CBS Press Information, last week was
designated to succeed Frederick (Fritz)
Jacobi as press and publicity director of
California National Productions Inc., New
York. Mr. Jacobi resigned Jan. 30 to take
a public relations post with Harvard U.
[At Deadline, Jan. 21].

LOEW's Inc. continued to hold discussions
last week with Associated Artists Productions, New York, for the leasing of the
domestic tv rights to more than 900 MGM
short subjects to AAP for more than $4.5
million.
The disposition of 125 Tom and Jerry
cartoons reportedly is delaying the signing
of a contract. MGM is said to be willing to
sell the shorts, excepting the Tom and Jerry
cartoons, to AAP for $4.5 million but is
insisting on about $6 million if these cartoons are included. AAP is asking for these
cartoons and other short subjects at $4.5
million.

FILM SALES

WARNER BROS, features plus Popeye
and Merrie Melodies cartoons will go
to Texas Telecasting Inc. (KDUBTV Lubbock-KPAR-TV Sweetwater)
under terms of the contract signed
here by W. D. (Dub) Rogers, president-general manager of Texas Telecasting. Witnesses: Robert Montgomery (1) of Associated Artists and Jimmie Isaacs, vice president and general
sales manager of Texas Telecasting.

Jaffe Leaves Official Films
RESIGNATION of Herb Jaffe as vice president of Officials Films, New York, was announced last week by Harold L. Hackett,
president. No reason was given but it was
reported that Mr. Jaffe planned to enter
into an association in "the literary and
legitimate theatre fields."
No successor has been named to assume
Mr. Jaffe's post. His place on the board of
directors of Official Films, Mr. Hackett said,
will be filled by Leonard O. Fisher, general
partner in the brokerage and underwriting
firm of John H. Kaplan & Co., New York.

n

Ft.

WGN-TV to Show NTA Films
WGN-TV CHICAGO has signed as local
outlet for the NTA Film Network, it was
announced Wednesday by Ward L. Quaal,
vice president and general manager of
WGN Inc.

Smith
UHF

PROBLEM in the

Ft. Smith area, because KFSA-TV was
first on the scene by over three years.
General
Manager
KFSk Television
Fort
Smith, Arkent

HLT/pp

Sportlite Inc., Chicago, reports sales on
The Bud Wilkinson Show to KWWL-TV
Waterloo, Iowa; WBNS-TV Columbus;
WHAS-TV Louisville and two educational
stations— WKNO-TV Memphis and WTTW
(TV) Chicago. Company also reports sale
of Byron Nelson's Let's Go Golfing series
to KMJ-TV Fresno, Calif., and WBNS-TV.
I
FILM RANDOM SHOTS
Criterion Film Labs., New York, announces
it has increased its color facilities by 50%
during first seven months of operation and
has installed custom design equipment to
insure rapid delivery of 35 mm black and
white rushes.

Fred W. Yardley, formerly with sales staff
of Guild Films Co., joins C&C Tv Corp.,
N. Y., in similar capacity.
Don Menchel, film coordinator, ABC Film
Syndication, N. Y., married Barbara Winograd, Jan. 27.

Yes... KFSA-TV is FIRST
in the Ft. Smith trade area.

The only SUCCESSFUL UHF
in the Great Southwest
KFSA-TV

NBC- ABC

Ft. Smith

or John E. Pearson Company

Affiliated Management
KFSA Radio • Ft. Smith Times-Record • Ft. Smith Southwest American
•

(TV) Fort Dodge, Iowa, KNOE-TV Monroe, La., WHBF-TV Rock Island, 111.; Public Defender to WTVW (TV) Evansville,
Ind.; Royal Playhouse to KVOS-TV Bellingham, Wash., and Where Were You? to
KLBJ-TV Henderson-Las Vegas, Nev.

«S^»For
the have
past sold
threenothing
years, but
our UHF
dealers
in this
market
equipped
sets
since the primary source of TV entertainment
originated on UHF channeling.

For choice availabilities
contact —
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Interstate Tv Corp., N. Y., announces following sales: Adventure Action Series to
KROD-TV El Paso, Tex., and WBTW (TV)
Florence, S. C; Adventure Album to
WMFD-TV Wilmington, N. C; Little Rascals to WEWS (TV) Cleveland, KQTV

FILM PEOPLE

is
NO CONVERSION

Wethatarewe happy
to answerordered
your letter^
for 1
televisionhavesetsalways
with both UHF-VT
■J£»For
the past sold
threenothing
years, t
market
since thehaveprimary
of TV a£
originated
on UHF source
channeling.
The Fort Sadth market io deflnitel1
Kindest iHgardo. „

Perles
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ONE-YEAR contract on KPTV (TV)
Portland, Ore., for O. Henry Playhouse is signed for Pacific Power &
Light Co. by Jack Foley, advertising
manager. L to r: Ted N. Tracy, McCann-Erickson Northwest manager;
Mr. Foley; Dwayne Heathman, McCann-Erickson account executive, and
Wayne Bartholemy, KPTV salesman.
Broadcasting
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WATCH
WTCN-TV

WTCN-TV.

. . where BIG

in 1st or

2nd

things are happening!

place

S&%

of the

time!

No place else in the important Twin Cities market can an advertiser find ratings like these
at rates like WTCN-TV's! Out of 160 total quarter hours between 4 pm-midnight* ARB shows
WTCN-TV pulls top ... or next to top . . . ratings 58% of the time! Get all this PLUS the lowest
rates of the "big three" network stations in town! Contact your Katz representative today!
*ARB . . . December, 1956

WTCN-TVCUmtc^ll
ABC

Network

MINNEAPOLIS

Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency, Inc.
Affiliated with WFDF, Flint; WOOD AM & TV,
Grand Rapids; WFBM AM & TV, Indianapolis

Broadcasting
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• ST.

316,000

Telecasting

PAUL

WattS
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ABC-TV

CONTINUES

FORWARD

PUSH

• Talent acquisitions: Singers Pat Boone, Guy Mitchell
• Network signs Chevrolet, appo ints Accas, Rabinovitz
TWO

WAY

OUT

II
Oldtime steamboat races along
our Ohio River Valley were often
close, and hazardous to put your
money on. Quite different from
today's audience race among
TV stations. When you put your
money on WSAZ-TV, you've
picked THE winner. Survey after
survey gives the title to this 69county giant — and the latest
Nielsen is no exception. Consider
these WSAZ-TV margins over
the next-best station:
95,670 more homes per month
99,430 more homes per week
101,130 more daytime homes,
weekdays
100,580 more nighttime
homes, weekdays
WSAZ-TV steams with comparable popularity across a fourstate domain wherein almost
$4,000,000,000 buying power
awaits advertisers who like to
ride with the winner. The gangway is down at any Katz office.

HUiSTIMGTQ/S-CHARLESTO/S, W. VA.
39T.B.GL WMTWQMM
Affiliated with Radio Stations
WSAZ, Huntington & WGKV, Charleston
LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT
Represented by The Katz Agency
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new talent acquisitions, a new sponsor, and two new executive appointments
highlighted developments at ABC-TV last
week as that network continued jockeying
for a position for a tighter race with NBCTV and CBS-TV next fall [B«T, Jan. 28].
In addition, at least two tv stations reported privately that they had had talks
with ABC-TV authorities in which the possibility of their receiving special compensation inducements, in return for switching
their primary affiliations to ABC-TV, was
discussed. They said the implication was
that ABC-TV would be willing to grant
them terms — including waiver of all free
hours — that in effect would give them as
much as 40% to 50% more compensation
than they were getting from affiliation with
other networks. One station said it decided
to ABC-TV
reject the officials
"offer."— who earlier had refused to confirm reports that they might
offer "special inducements" if necessary
to gain entree into key markets where ABCTV currently has no outlets for live programming— maintained that "we've approached no stations but some stations have
approached us" regarding possible affiliation
changes.
Asked whether such discussions encompassed the possibility of special inducements, Oliver Treyz, vice president in charge
of In
ABC-TV,
replied:
the talent,
sales,"No
and comment."
executive field,
the week brought these results:
• Signing of Pat Boone, young singing
star, for a series of weekly half-hour programs starting next fall and signing of
Chevrolet Div. of General Motors to sponsor him. The series is slated to start the
first week in October and is expected to go
into a Thursday or Friday night spot. Campbell-Ewald is agency for Chevrolet and the
sponsorship contract was reported to be for
52 weeks.
• Signing of Guy Mitchell, another singing name, also for a half-hour musical series.
• Appointment of Gene Accas, TvB vice
president and operations director, and Jason
Rabinovitz, now in business management
for ABC-TV, as key administrative assistants to Mr. Treyz.
The Pat Boone-Chevrolet deals and the
signing of Guy Mitchell had not been officially announced late last week, though
authoritative sources had confirmed them.
The Accas-Rabinovitz appointments are
being announced today (Monday) by Mr.
Treyz.
Mr. Accas is slated to return to ABC-TV
from TvB in mid-February. He will handle
special assignments in the areas of advertising, promotion, publicity, research and sales,
and also will be responsible for the development of sales and program concepts for
"tomorrow," Mr. Treyz reported. Mr. Rabinovitz will be responsible for the financial
and business matters and will coordinate
operating and service departments.

Mr. Accas served ABC in several execu. v o /-» n _
tive posts before he moved to TvB early last
year, and before that he was with NBC as
a sales presentation writer and with Foote,
Cone & Belding in research. He joined
ABC in July 1951 as manager of radio sales
development and was successively advanced
to radio sales development manager and consultant; manager of radio sales development
and owned tv stations sales development, and
director of sales promotion. In September
1954 he was named director of ABC advertising, promotion, publicity and continuity
acceptance, and in November 1955 was

MR. RABINOVITZ

MR. ACCAS
appointed director of sales development and
research for ABC.
Mr. Rabinovitz joined United Paramount
Theatres in December 1949 as assistant to
the secretary-treasurer and became head of
stockholder and financial public relations in
early 1953. Following the merger of UPT
with ABC to form American BroadcastingParamount Theatres, he moved to the ABC
division in mid-1953.
ABC-TV

Buys

VTRs

To

DST

Trouble

Ease

ABC-TV has purchased three Ampex videotape recording units which it will place into
large-scale use in April for Daylight Saving
Time delayed telecasting.
Current blueprint is to install the recorders in Chicago in February and March
to allow unlimited local time zone repeats
of tv programs when DST is in effect. Live
shows will be repeated to many other time
zones within an hour after their original
presentation in the East. Last year, ABC had
installed at Chicago a film video delay
system for DST, making possible storage of
programs for an hour before replay.
Frank Marx, ABC's vice president in
charge of engineering and general services,
explained ABC Radio and Ampex Corp. just
after World War II had developed equipment for delayed radio broadcasts during
DST periods.
NBC-TV already is taping a number of
programs at the time of their broadcast in
the East for repeating to the Far West three
hours later, and in the case of Truth or Consequences, originating in the West, network
tapes show the night before it is seen in the
East and West.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

Designed to keep pace with ever-improving programming techniques, RCA
"MICRO-MESH"
are television.
being acclaimed by station men as the finest
camera tubes ever Image
used inOrthicons
commercial
With a mechanical exactness heretofore unattainable, RCA MICRO-MESH design
has increased the mesh fineness of camera tubes from 500 lines per inch— to
750 lines per inch! This improvement works for you three ways. (1) It enables you
to "kill" mesh pattern and moire effect without need for defocussing the picture—
whether you are on black-and-white or color. (2) It substantially improves picturedetail contrast. And (3) RCA Image Orthicons with MICRO-MESH are particularly
effective in permitting the use of adequate aperture correction to improve detail
contrast
the television.
tube is operated below the "knee" of its transfer characteristic—
as occurs when
in color
MICRO-MESH design— another RCA original development in TV camera tubesexceeds all present-day requirements for high-quality pictures in all RCA Image
Orthicons and Vidicons— at no extra cost to you. RCA camera tubes with
MICRO-MESH are available from your RCA Tube Distributor. For technical
data on RCA camera tubes, write RCA Commercial Engineering, Harrison, N.J.
CAMERA

TUBES

® RADIO CORPORATION

FOR

OF AMERICA

TELECASTING
Tube Division, Harrison, N. J.

Why Station Men like MICRO-MESH
• Eliminates mesh pattern and moire effect
without defocussing.
• More than meets all technical requirements
of 525-line TV system.
• 750-mesh tube with aperture-correction circuit provides 100% response for 350-line
information. 500-mesh tube without operture-correction circuit permits only «bout
60% response for 350-line information Although correction circuit can fee ased with
500-mesh tube, such use etsipbosires moire
and beat-pattern problems,
• Micro-Mesh minimizes beat pattern between
color subcarrier and frequency generated by
beam scanning mesh-screen pattern.
• Improves detail of color pictures.

NETWORKS

the CALIF.-ORE.
TV

NBC-TV

MOVES

ABC-TV

BIDS

TO

TO

NBC-TV moved last week to counteract
any ABC-TV bid — direct or otherwise — to
lure NBC affiliates into the ABC-TV fold.
The move was in the form of research
data pointing up NBC-TV gains in daytime
ularly.
program ratings and sponsorships partic-

TRIO

Although they did not say so specifically,
the NBC officials' intent seemed plain: by
indirection to caution any affiliate with a
wandering eye that he stood to lose if he
should switch to ABC-TV. ABC-TV has
virtually no sponsored programming in the
daytime before 5 p.m., although ABC-TV
officials are confident of an improved position in this respect next fall.
The NBC-TV data came on the heels of
the disclosure in B«T of ABC-TV's planning
for fall, its claims of substantial advances in
the last few months, and its obvious confidence that it will soon be able to get into
several key markets to which it currently
has no live access [B»T, Jan. 28; also see
story, page 48].
Gain Over Last Year

The SmulUn

iTI
IffII
IVU

TV Stations

CHANNEL 2
Klamath Falls, Ore.

CHANNEL
Cii Eureka,
Iflbill
HI
Calif.

3

CHANNEL
Medford, Ore.

5

DEC«
If DC
It

Three markets — one billing
MARKET FACTS
POPULATION
338,800
FAMILIES
109,800
TV FAMILIES
81,252
RETAIL SALES
$474,450,000
CONSUMER SPENDABLE INCOME $591,194,000
"The Calif.-Ore. TV TRIO bridges
the gap between San Francisco &
Portland with EXCLUSIVE VHF
Coverage on Channels 2, 3 & 5."
for CALIF.-ORE. TV TRIO
call Don Telford, Mgr.
Phone Eureka, Hillside 3-3123 TWX EKI6

national
nr „l blair^m«w
or as* associates,^, representatives
New York, Chieago, Sin Francisco, Seattle, Lot Angeles,
Dallas, Detroit, Jacksonville, St. Louie, Boston.
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The figures released by NBC-TV included
computations showing that the average
NBC-TV program between 12 noon and
5:30 p.m. in December 1956 was reaching
41% more homes, had a 29% greater share
of audience, and was 19% higher in average audience ratings than was the case in
December 1955. In addition to these figures,
which were based on Nielsen measurements,
officials noted that NBC-TV morning program ing ispicking up and that the Price Is
Right and Truth or Consequences offer especially strong lead-ins to afternoon shows.
They emphasized that Queen for a Day,
in the 4-4:45 p.m. strip, has an average
audience of 4,222,000 homes — which they
claimed is not only the highest of all daytime shows on television but also represents
more homes than are reached by 20 out of
37 shows on ABC-TV at night.
In terms of sponsored hours — day and
night — they said NBC-TV is up from 43
hours a week a year ago to 46 a week now,
with this gain concentrated in daytime
hours: from 10 hours 38 minutes daytime a
year ago to 15 hours 23 minutes this year.
They also maintained that, according to
Nielsen data for December, in 44 evening
half-hours where NBC-TV competes with
ABC-TV, NBC is ahead in 27, ABC in 17.
Trendex figures, they said, gave NBC-TV an
even larger margin — a lead over ABC-TV
in 32 half-hours in such markets. This was
directly in answer to ABC-TV's claim the
preceding week that, in such cities where all
networks had equivalent facilities, ABC-TV
was moving up in periods of leadership as
compared to a year ago, with an edge over
NBC-TV specifically in 17 half -hours in
January as against six in January 1956 [B«T,
Jan. 281.
Turning their competitive data on CBSTV, they cited latest American Research

COUNTERACT

LURE

AFFILIATES

Bureau figures — for January — ^showing that,
for programs between 1 1 a.m. and 5 p.m..
NBC-TV had an average rating of 9.1
against an 8.4 for CBS-TV. The 9.1 average
rating was described as a 30% increase for
NBC-TV over its average in the previous
month's ARB. On the basis of these measurements NBC-TV claimed to have outrated CBS-TV in eight of the 13 half-hours
where they had competitive programming.
NBC-TV officials also expressed pleasure
with their progress against what they consider three key CBS-TV evening shows —
Ed Sullivan, I Love Lucy, Jackie Gleason.
They noted that in Trendex ratings the
Gleason show reached as high as 78.5 share
of audience in February 1955 but in recent
months has been substantially lower — 35.1
in January this year as compared to 53.5
for the opposing Perry Como Show. Against
Ed Sullivan, they continued, Steve Allen has
been edging up gradually and last week
passed the Sullivan show with a 45.5 share
against 40.2 for the CBS-TV program. In
the incase
Lucy,
asserted,
NBC-TV's
21
the ofpast
threethey
weeks
has achieved
the
highest Trendex NBC has ever recorded
against the CBS veteran, with 40.0 for 21
last week against 46.3 for Lucy.
NBC-TV officials acknowledged concern
for their "overall" evening situation, but
point out that they have a number of plans
for next fall and are developing them in
consultation with their affiliates advisory
board.
Although some changes already have been
scheduled for the next few weeks — Wells
Fargo to replace Stanley in March, Monday,
8:30 to 9 p.m., and another new one to
succeed Hiram Holliday, Wednesday, 8 to
8:30 p.m. — most of the planning is concentrated on next fall's lineup.
Among the latter plans, but not yet definite, is one to rotate comics in a weekly
series tentatively slated for Saturdays at 910:30 p.m. or alternatively, in a shorter
version Fridays at 9-10 p.m.
NBC Joins Semantics Bureau
TO HELP heighten radio's advertising effectiveness, the NBC Radio network has joined
the Professional Service Bureau of the New
York Society for General Semantics, becoming the first industry member of the society,
it was announced jointly last week by Matthew J. Culligan, vice president, NBC Radio,
and Dr. Robert Holston, president of the
New York Society for General Semantics.
In announcing the association, Mr. Culligan explained: "In applying the principles
of general semantics to broadcast advertising, we hope to maximize the value of radio
as an advertising medium and make it the
best possible communications bridge for the
written and spoken word. Our immediate
objective will be further exploration of the
scientific and psychological basis for NBC
Radio's increasingly popular imagery transfer concept."
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

bunt

the

♦ • . an d

EARTH

SATELLITE

WWJ-TV

The man-made moon, with its promise of scientific
revelations beyond price, was built on faith that man
can conquer the far-reaches of the universe.
WWJ-TV,

with its consistent leadership and emphasis

on quality, has given Detroiters another well-founded
faith — faith that dialing Channel 4 provides the finest
of television entertainment, complete and objective news
coverage, outstanding community
all in good taste, always.

service features . . .

Seeing is believing to the great WWJ-TV
a priceless advantage to every advertiser.

First earth satellites for Project Vanguard have just been built by Detroit's
Brooks & Perkins, Inc. According to
James S. Kirkpatrick, Vice President,
the magnesium spheres will be launched
during the International Geophysical
Year and will travel in orbits 300 miles
away in space.

Broadcasting

• Telecasting

audience —

ASSOCIATE AM-FM STATION WWJ
First in Michigan • owned & operated by The Detroit News
Notional Representatives: Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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PROMOTION of three executives in NBC Research and Planning was announced
last week by Hugh M. Beville Jr., NBC vice president for planning and research.
Affected are (1 to r) Dr. Thomas E. Coffin, manager of research, who becomes director
of research; Allen R. Cooper, manager of markets and media for NBC Research
since August 1952, who is advanced to director, corporate planning, and James H.
Cornell, manager of audience measurement, who becomes staff assistant, programming planning.
Koop Praises Use
Of Ampex
Video Tape
TELEVISION is excited about the wider use
of. Ampex ^.video- tape, Theodore F. Koop,
CBS Washington director of News and Public Affairs said last week before U. S. Deworkshop. partment of Agriculture's fifth annual visual

SALTY'BRINE'S
SHACK
Mon.thru
6 to 6:30

Fri.
p.m.

HURRY!
Call Blair-TV for
availabilities
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Mr. Koop, who is also president of the
Radio and Television News Directors Assn.,
pointed to the inaugural coverage of the public oath-taking by the President and the Vice
President which was played back by CBS
and NBC soon after the actual swearing in
ceremonies.
He told the dinner meeting in Washington
that the new technique will give news coverage greater depth. The wider use of video
tape will give tv greater exposure for news
and at the same time expand one of the great
means of mass communication, Mr. Koop
declared.
The CBS news official then took up the
fight for greater freedom of information.
While he praised USDA information officials
both for their techniques in disseminating
information and its free flow, he told the
workshop audience, many of whom were information specialists, that a copy of the Bill
of Rights should be above the desk of all
government officials.
The American people were granted freedom of the press, he said, and the media of
mass communications are only the agents
for the people.
Mr. Koop urged the government officials
to keep standards of news high and to avoid
publicity. He asked them to avoid the tendency to cover up unfavorable news and mistakes.
The CBS official said he hopes to see Section 315 of the Communications Act eleminated. That is the section referring to equal
time for political candidates.
Mr. Koop stated that the broadcasting industry ismade up of people who understand
their responsibility toward the public. Equal
time, he said, for political candidates is an
accepted practice . of responsible industry

officials. The law is outmoded; the public
would quickly respond to violations by individual owners or networks, he added.
"News coverage today is not letter perfect," he said. "But, I hope it never will be."
Television coverage of the national conventions inMr.
1960 Koop.
will be "gavel to gavel" in
the view of
Mr. Koop pointed out both parties would
have new personalities and new aspirants in
the presidential race. Mr. Koop said that new
issues would grow in the coming years. The
intra-party battles before and during the conventions will necessitate complete coverage,
he predicted.
Mr. Koop admitted that his personal views
are contrary to the popular belief that the
1960 conventions will receive less intensive
coverage than those of last summer.
ABC-TV Signs Four Sponsors
SIGNING of four advertisers as participating sponsors of ABC-TV programs was announced last week by William C. Gillogly,
eastern sales manager of ABC-TV. New
sponsors: Bauer & Black Div., Kendall Co.,
Chicago, through Leo Burnett, Chicago, for
Circus Time (Thurs., 8-9 p.m. EST); BlueJay Sales Div. of Kendall, through Burnett,
for Afternoon Film Festival (Mon.-Fri., 3-_
4:30 p.m. EST); Bon Ami Co., New York,
through Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, for
Circus Time, and Yardley of London Inc.,
New York, through N. W. Ayer & Son,
New York, for Famous Film Festival (Sat.,
7:30-9 p.m. EST).
VOICE

OF

THE

FEOFLE

WSRS
GREATER CLEVELAND'S
NUMBER 1 STATION
SRS "Radio-Active" MB S
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Color

\
prints shine

like

originals

on

. . .

/ / ! \ x
ANSCO

DUPLICATING

COLOR

FILM
Ansco Color Type 538

...TYPE

238

There's a world of difference in 16mm release prints . . . and
that quality "edge" is visibly yours when you specify Ansco
Color Type 238 Duplicating Film.
Type 238's long tonal scale matches to the full all the true
color of your original . . . gives you the crisp definition, the
cleaner, whiter whites, softer middle tones, open shadows, and
high-fidelity sound that bring more sales to your front door!
Next time you print, tell your laboratory it's popular Ansco
Color Type 238 Duplicating Film you want used. Your customers .. . and your skill . . . deserve it! ANSCO, A Division
of General Aniline & Film Corporation, Binghamton, N. Y.

. . . the slow-speed,
fine-grain duplicating
film . . . perfect
for making strips
and slides!
This superb 35mm reversal color
duplicating film is ideal for making direct duplicates from original transparencies. Available on
safety base . . . long lengths DRL
. . . processing not furnished.

ANNOUNCING

ARB'S

ALL

NEW

METROPOLITAN

AREA

COVERAGE

STUDY!

Information
All Available

Obtained

in January,

Coverage

1957

. . .

Studies!

Markets reported in the ARB 1957 Metropolitan Area Coverage Study:
Note that many markets are served only by TV stations located outside their own immediate area.
Thus the study gives an excellent cross-reference check to station audiences and acceptance.
ALABAMA
Decatur
ARIZONA
Yuma
ARKANSAS
Fort Smith*
Hot Springs*
CALIFORNIA

GEORGIA
Ben Hill County
Bibb County
Butts
County
Brunswick*
Treutlen
Savannah*County

Alturas*
Eureka
Fresno County
Imperial County
Merced*
Northern Kern County
(Delano-McFarlandWasco-Shafter)
Redding*
Santa
Clara County
Sonora*
Stanislaus County
Tulare*
Turlock-GustineNewman-Los BonoYreka*
CONNECTICUT
Middletown*
FLORIDA
Broward County*
Daytona Beach*
Fort Myers*
Fort Pierce*
Lakeland*
Oca la*
Orlando*
Palm Beach County*
Sebring*

Vidalia*
IDAHO
Waycross*
Blaine-Camas Counties
Cassia County
Glenns Ferry
Gooding County
Jerome County
Lincoln County
Lewiston* County
Minidoka
Twin Falls County

MONTANA

Madisonville*
Owensboro*
LOUISIANA

NEBRASKA
Norfolk

De Ridder*
Jennings*
Lake Charles*
MAINE
Opelousas*
MARYLAND
Houlton*
Hagerstown
MASSACHUSETTS

Helena*
North Platte*
NEW MEXICO
Sidney*
Alamogordo*
Carlsbad*
Clovis*
NEWTucumcari*
YORK
Roswell*
Hobbs*
Broome County)
Binghamton*
(Full

MICHIGAN
Pittsfield*
Adams*

ILLINOIS
Harrisburg*
INDIANA
Richmond
Vincennes*
IOWA
Fort Dodge
Sioux City
Spencer
Storm Lake
KANSAS
Topeka
KENTUCKY
Harlan*
Hazard*

Steuben(Full
County)
Hornell*
Batavia*

y*
Bay Cit
* *
naids
AlpeRap
Big

Elmira*
Jamestown*
NORTH
CAROLINA
Lockport*

Houghton*
Ironwood*
Lansing*
MISSISSIPPI
Flint*
Marquette*

AsJieville*

Columbus*
Greenwood*
Hattiesburg*
Jackson

Brevard*
Fayetteville*
Goldsboro*
Durham*
Greenville*
Rockingham
Roanoke Rapids*
Raleigh*
NORTH DAKOTA
Grand Forks

Laurel*
Meridian*
MISSOURI
St. Joseph
Tupelo*

* Significant change in last ten months (new station, power change, or network affiliation change)
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On February 11, 1957, ARB will release complete
eports on television station reception and tuning preference in over 150 key TV markets not regularly covered
by syndicated rating reports. Most of these have been
influenced by important television station changes during
the past 10 months — new stations added, power increases,
antenna moves, and new network affiliations. The onlyTV information you can afford to use for these markets
is the latest.
Data for this third annual "A to Z" report are produced
by research techniques superior to any in the field. Here
are the three outstanding advantages the study brings
to the TV industry:

HIO
Defiance*
Lima
Springfield
Zanesville*
KLAHOMA
Ardmore*
Durant*
Elk City*
Enid*
Lawton*
Oklahoma City
REGON
Albany*
Medford*
ENNSYLVANIA
Allentown*
Chambersburg

1. Really large samples ... in most cases 500 completed interviews per area.
2. Information obtained by interviewer . . . no mail
ballots used.
3. Delivery of results two weeks later . . . not 8
months.
For every area covered figures will be furnished showing
percentage of homes having TV, TJHF saturation, if any,
number of TV homes able to receive each station covering
the market, frequency of viewing, and viewing preferences for both daytime and evening.
One wise decision made possible by this study will more
than save its modest cost. Your nearest ARB office has
all the details. Publication date . . . February 11, 1957.

VIRGINIA

Jackson
Johnston City*
Knoxville*
Sullivan
County
Morristown*
TEXAS

Easton*
Lebanon
Lewistown
Sunbury
Williamsport
Erie*
SOUTH CAROLINA

Danville*
Lynchburg*
WASHINGTON
Wytheville*
WEST VIRGINIA
Bluefield

Sparta*
Beaumont*
Crockett
Groveton
Beeville*
Jacksonville
Alice*
Kingsville

Anderson*
Florence*
Dillon*
Greenville*
Greenwood*
Myrtle Beach
Newberry*
Spartanburg*
Sumter

Colfax*
Williamson*
Oak Hill*
WISCONSIN
Green Bay
Fond du Lac*

Sweetwater*
Woodville
VERMONT
Victoria*

TENNESSEE
Athens*
Greeneville*

Janesville*
Beloit*
La
Crosse*
Watertown*
Waukesha*

Brattleboro*
Tyler*

Significant change in last ten months (new station, power change, or network affiliation change)
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NEWS

APPROVAL

FORMAT

MBS may have a dramatic new plan of radio
network operation ready by NARTB convention time, April 7-11, if first affiliate
reaction to the idea [B»T, Jan. 28] is any
criterion.
First views of a segment of the proposed
network program structure, based on a heavy
news format, were obtained Thursday at the
Mutual Affiliates Advisory Committee meeting in Chicago. Representing mostly medium
and small markets, MAAC delegates heard
a rundown of the idea by MBS President
John Poor.
After hearing details of the plan, some
of the committeemen offered ideas of their
own. For the most part, however, they spoke
enthusiastically of the projected 7:30 a.m.11:30 p.m. half-hourly news service. This
would be interlocked with present MBS
features such as Fulton Lewis jr., Queen
for a Day, dramas, an expanded music
service and more public service features.
Next MBS step will be to discuss details
with 100 major-market affiliates. This will
be done during February. If reaction continues to be overwhelmingly favorable, MBS
can proceed with its program overhauling
during March.
Willard Deason, president-general manager of KVET Austin, Tex., was elected
MAAC chairman; Ralph McElroy, president-general manager of KWWL Waterloo,
Iowa, vice chairman, and Donald J. Horton,
tary.
president
of WVLK Lexington, Ky., secreWhile MBS would not give out official
details, it was apparent the network plans to
give stations five-minute newscasts every
half-hour from 7:30 a.m. to 11:30 p.m.,
retaining the newscasts on the half-hour for
its own sponsorship. In turn, stations would
be permitted to sell on-the-hour newscasts
and keep all the revenue. No affiliate, basic
or bonus, would be required to pay extra
line charges to the network, it was indicated.
This plan combines a network press association type of service with the basic entertainment features now provided by MBS.
The network, however, likely would continue
its present option-time schedule of commercial religious broadcasts.
The expanded news service would place
heavier emphasis on Washington news, according to affiliates having some knowledge
of the new project. More name commentators would be added to the staff and correspondents would supply news from strategic
foreign spots.
"None of us would be socked a dime,"
one source reported. "The network will still
be in the radio advertising business, geared
for expanded programming. If we switched
all the way to a press association type of
news service, then everything would be lost
if the news emphasis didn't work out."
Plenty of music will be available from
morning to night for local sponsorship.
It's understood MBS would expect stations to use its on-the-half-hour newscasts,
which would be sold to national sponsors.

BY

GIVEN

AFFILIATES

There appeared to be sentiment in favor of
moving
the network's news headquarters to
Washington.
Attending besides MBS officials and the
new MAAC officers were Sam W. Anderson, KFFA Helena, Ark.; Edward Breen,
KVFD Fort Dodge, la.; Victor C. Diehm,
WAZL Hazleton, Pa.; E. Z. Jones, WBBB
Burlington, N. C; Mike Layman, WSFC
Somerset, Ky.; Richman G. Lewin, KTRE
Lufkin, Texas; Wayne Phelps, KALG Alamogordo, N. M., and Berton Sonis, WTIP
Charleston, W. Va.
Freund to ABC Labor Post
APPOINTMENT of Richard L. Freund,
NBC attorney specializing in labor law, as
director of labor
relations at ABC,
was announced
Thursday
MortimerbyWeinbach,
ABC vice president
and sel.
general
counMr. Freund
had served as an
attorney with R. H.
Macy & Co., was
assistant to the director of personnel
and labor relations
MR. FREUND
of Publix Short
Corp. and was associated with Lauterstein,
Spiller, Berman & Dannett, all New York,
before he joined NBC.
WKWF Key West Joins ABC
AFFILIATION of WKWF Key West, Fla.,
with ABC Radio effective Feb. 1 was jointly
announced by John M. Spottswood, WKWF
general manager, and Edward J. Degray,
ABC radio stations relations director. The
station, owned and operated by Mr. Spottswood, also is affiliated with MBS. It operates with 500 w on 1600 kc.
CP,

"Seems funny— but I can still hear
the voices of those KRIZ Phoenix
getter
personalities!"
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

ARRESTED!

A 31.0 Pulse rating for a public service show — and if that isn't making
friends and arresting people's interest, we'd like to know what is! That
rating makes Police Call* the highest rated local once-a-week show in the
area — commercial, sustaining or public service! How's that for producing
and programming?
What's it to you ? It's another example of the programming and producing
thinking that keeps the dials of the great Miami Valley Area market tuned
to WHIO-TV. The same emphasis and techniques employed in our regular
commercial efforts are always used in our public service presentations. And
so — as Police Call introduces our citizens to our Police department in a 15minute, once-a-week film plus live studio show conceived, produced and
purchased under our direction — we get a big audience plus instead of
incessant minuses.
Your program belongs on a station like this in a market like this. Get
facts and figures from our national rep. — Plain-clothes man First Class
George P. Hollingbery.
*6:J,5 P.M. MONDAYS

CHANNEL

Broadcasting

7
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DAYTON,

OHIO

whio-tv

One of America's
i great area stations
February 4, 1957
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MANUFACTURING

NETWORKS
Mickelson

Talk

Cites

Growth of Video News
DESPITE criticism that televised political
speeches during the 1956 campaign were
"dull," tv's extensive coverage probably was
a significant factor in bringing out an alltime high of over 62 million voters, Sig
Mickelson, CBS vice president in charge of
news and public affairs, asserted last week.
He told a Broadcast Adv. Club of Chithat obviously "poluncheon
cago
managersMonday
litical
regarded television as an
important factor in the campaign" and that
"the number of hours of air time they bought
for the need." Mr.
indicates their
Mickelson
said respect
he felt it more important
that news coverage "caught the candidates
not in a prepared speech situation, not in a
prepared script roundtable but rather in
informal situations."
KWG Becomes Mutual Affiliate
KWG Stockton, Calif., today (Monday)
becomes a fulltime affiliate of the MutualDon Lee radio network, but with no effect
on the station's affiliation with ABC, according to Douglas D. Kahle, president of Western Broadcasting Co. and general manager
of KWG.
Reif Promoted by NBC Radio
FLORENCE REIF has been appointed supervisor of religious programs and educational features for the NBC Radio Network,
Edward Stanley, NBC manager of public

service programs, announced Thursday. She
succeeds Mrs. Dorothy Culbertson, who was
named last week as one of the producers of
NBC's educational television project (story
page
Miss76).Reif, a 1953 graduate of Syracuse
U., joined NBC in July 1953 and has been
a member of the public service program department since then.
KBS Adds 10 New Affiliates;
Celebrates 17th Anniversary
KEYSTONE Broadcasting System announced the addition of 10 new affiliates
last Wednesday, simultaneous with the observance of its 17th anniversary as a transcription network.
The contracts give KBS a total of 920
affiliates, with prospect of 1,000 subscribing
stations by the end of 1957, according to
Sidney J. Wolf, Keystone president.
Additional clients, as reported by Blanche
Stein, station relations director, are WGEA
Geneva, Ala.; WWGS Tifton and WSFB
Quitman, both Ga.; WAMW Washington,
Ind.; KAYL Storm Lake, Iowa; WFLW
Monticello, Ky.; WMOO, Milford, Mass.;
WAMY Amory, Miss.; KGFT Fremont,
Neb., and KIRT McAllen (Mission), Tex.
NBC to Drop 'Ark' for 'Panic';
L&M, Factor Set Sponsorship
MARK VII LTD.'s all-color Noah's Ark series definitely will be dropped at the end
of this month, it was announced last week by
NBC-TV. Effective March 5, Liggett &
Myers Tobacco Co. (through McCannErickson, New York) and Max Factor of
Hollywood (through Doyle Dane Bernbach,
New York), will alternate on a new film
package by McCadden Corp., Hollywood.
The series, which now is titled Panic, was
originally titled Crisis, and later changed to
Impact. Both L&M (Chesterfields) and
Max Factor had been considering the series
over a month before signing for it [B«T,
Jan. 14].
Montagne Gets CBS-TV Promotion
PROMOTION of Edward J. Montagne from
supervisor of film production for CBS-TV
to the newly-created post of executive producer in charge of all film operations for
the network was announced last week by
Hubbell Robinson Jr., CBS-TV executive
vice president in charge of network programs.

NETWORK PEOPLE
Martin M. Heller, formerly with legal staff,
RKO Radio Pictures, N. Y., joins ABC's
legal department.
Stephen Strassberg, publicity director,
WABC-AM-TV New York, promoted to
assistant director of press information for
ABC. Heyward Ehrlich, formerly with CBS
Radio
program promotion, succeeds Mr.
Strassberg.

Robert Maley, assistant director of continuity acceptance for MBS and WOR New
York, promoted to director of department,
succeeding Walter Law, who joins CBS Radio as assistant to director of editing.
Page 58
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Radio

Set

Shipments

Continue to Increase
RADIO set shipments from factories to
dealers in the first 11 months of 1956 ran
over a million above the 1955 level, according to Radio-Electronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn. The
11-month 1956 shipments totaled 6,877,836
sets compared to 5,803,541 radios in the
same 1955 months. Auto sets are not included in the figures since they move directly to motor industry channels.
RETMA reported 797,011 radio shipments last November compared to 751,795
in October and 849,264 in November 1955.
Following are radio set shipments to dealers
by states during the first 11 months of 1956
(auto sets not included) :
Total
Total
State
State
41,117
Ala.
Neb.
81,108
Nev. H.
Ariz.
N.
39,245
Ark.
22,758
37,649
N. J.
721,571
255,917
9,561
Calif.
N. M.
51,196
21,875
Colo.
N.
C.
N.
Y.
102,586
Del.
Conn.
1,073,801
103,802
13.760
D.
N.
D.
Fla. C.
406,843
15,011
63,818
134,428
Ohio
Ore.
Okla.
108,764
Ga.
Idaho
Pa.
111.
57,918
57,875
15,789
525,323
525,573
R. I.
Ind.
121,096
40,433
Iowa
Ky.
S. C.
68,145
42,297
Kan.
S. D.
50,312
La.
14,617
Tenn.
89,137
Tex.
Me.
Vt.
292,498
87,650
95,859
24,238
Utah
34,625
Va.
14,264
Md.
130,689
Mass.
263,274
110,240
Mich.
Wash.
100,951
305,193
Miss.
Minn.
W. Va.
Wis.
95,000
128,468
49,019
41,185
Mo.
148,318
Mont.
Wyo.
TOTAL
19,374
8,379
6,877,836
CBS Inc. Joins L. A. Turf Club
To Develop Ocean Park Area
CBS INC. and the Los Angeles Turf Club
Inc., will be joint owners of a new corporation which will take over the Oceanic Wonderland project of the turf club, it was
announced Wednesday by Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS Inc. president and Charles H.
Strub, executive vice president of the Los
Angeles Turf Club.
The new corporation will develop the
Ocean Park pier area in Los Angeles-Santa
Monica into a popular-priced family amusement park for 1958 opening. This projected
development is expected to get under way
soon and has received the enthusiastic support of the Santa Monica city council, which
has voted to grant a 25-year lease on the
tidelands, CBS said. The 30-acre Pacific
Ocean park
plannedattraction.
as a year-round recreationalisand tourist
Zenith Reports Record Month;
Directors Announce Dividend
DESPITE a lower sales total, earnings of
Zenith Radio Corp. probably will amount to
about $12.25 per share in 1956, E. F. McDonald Jr., Zenith president, reported Monday in announcing that directors have declared adividend of 754 per share.
The dividend is payable March 29 to
stockholders of record March 8.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

Lindsey G. Riddle, Chief Engineer,
WDSU-TV, New Orleans

"WDSU-TV

both

relies

for

on

G-E
and

studio

"From earliest times, New
Orleans has insisted on the
best in entertainment. General Electric camera tubes
help us hold to this tradition
by giving viewers clear, sharp
TV pictures, whether they
originate in our studios or at remote locations served
by WDSU-TV's

mobile unit.

remote

quality,

work!"

. . . any claims or adjustments are handled fairly
and with a minimum of paperwork and delay.
"Packaged for safe handling and compact storage,
G-E camera tubes have proved to be a sound inventory investment for WDSU-TV, as well as a help to
us in maintaining high picture standards. Our experience has been favorable in every way."
*
*
*
Your General Electric tube distributor offers you the

"Besides the quality performance of G-E camera
tubes, we like the prompt service and all-around cooperation we get from local General Electric distribution. Fast tube deliveries are made to our door

same advantages of top camera-tube performance . . .
fast delivery . . . close, friendly cooperation. Phone
him today! General Electric Company, Electronic
Components Division, Schenectady 5, New York.

Progress Is Our Most

GENERAL

camera-tube

HI

Important

Product

ELECTRIC

Magna-Striped Tape
Put on Sale by Reeves
AVAILABILITY of Magna-Striped raw
stock magnetic recording tape on a commercial basis was announced last week by
Reeves Soundcraft Corp., New York.
Reeves noted that the "striped magnetic"
process has been accepted for tv spot news
programming, specifically CBS-TV's use on
its Douglas Edwards and the News [B«T,
Dec. 17, 1956].
The process is said to produce a live
sound quality not possible with conventional
photographic sound tracks. According to F.
B. Rogers Jr., executive vice president of
Reeves Soundcraft, commercial use of the
tape opens a "new era" for both network
and local tv spot news coverage and ends
distorted sound on tv filmed news pickups.
Existing film equipment, he said, can be
easily and inexpensively converted to handle
the magnetic process.
As explained by Reeves Soundcraft:
"The raw stock is produced by applying
magnetic stripes to undeveloped film in total
darkness. The magnetic stripes must not
affect the photographic sensitivity of the film
or be affected in any way by the developing
process. The raw stock is then used in a
16mm motion picture camera which has
been equipped with a magnetic sound recording system.
"During filming, the sound is recorded
on the magnetic stripes in much the same
manner as a tape recorder. Since the film
developing process does not affect the stripes
or the quality of sound recording on them,
the processors can develop the film for the
best possible picture.
"It was in the developing process that
optical sound tracks became distorted. Since
the film had to be developed for picture
clarity rather than sound quality, the optical
track never received the proper photographic
development; hence the poor sound quality."
Soundcraft to Pay 1st Dividend;
Sales up 30% Last Half of '55
REEVES SOUNDCRAFT Corp., New
York, manufacturer of magnetic recording
products, will pay a 5% stock dividend
March 15 on stock held on company record

Cincinnati's

POWER-PACKED PORTABLE
ELGIN National Watch Co. last
week announced it had developed a
tiny nuclear-powered battery which
will deliver current for five years in
portable radios, among other products.
Scientists said the little battery —
about the diameter of a thumb tack
head — is the first device made to safely
harness radioactive materials for everyday personal use without the need of
special precautions.
Though not yet ready for the commercial market, the Elgin Co. announcement said, the tiny cell soon
will be used in such products as small
portable radios, hearing aids and Civil
Defense home warning receivers that
will operate around the clock "for
The battery was developed by the
Elgin Co. in conjunction with the
Walter Kidde Nuclear Laboratories
Inc.,
Garden City, N. J.
years."
as of Feb. 15, according to Hazard E.
Reeves, president. This is the first stock
dividend to be paid by Soundcraft, he said.
There are reportedly 2,400,000 shares
of
common stock outstanding (over-thecounter).
According to Frank B. Rogers Jr., executive vice president, the company anticipates
an increase in sales and profits during 1957
due primarily to the commercial adoption
by industry of several new Soundcraft products. The company has been working on
data processing, telemetering and the new
video recording processes.
Warner Brothers, MGM, Universal-International, 20th Century-Fox, Columbia Pictures, RKO, Allied Artists and Hal Roach
Studios are all very active licensees under
Soundcraft's exclusive Magna-Stripe process. In addition, CBS-TV has just announced
the adoption of Magna-Stripe on raw stock
for network and local news reporting.
Mr. Rogers said that magnetic product
sales during the last six months of 1956
were 30% above the corresponding period
of 1955.

Most

Independent
50,000

RCA

Powerful
Radio

watts of SALES

Station

POWER
CINCINNATI,

WC

KY

STATION

On the Air everywhere 24 hours a day— seven days a week
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Tube Div. to Promote

National Tv Serviceman's Week
TV AND RADIO will be among the media
used by RCA Tube Div. in its promotion
campaign for this year's National Television
Serviceman's Week, to be observed March
25-30, H. S. Stamm, manager of advertising
and sales promotion for the division, reported
last week.
RCA has begun the mailing of dealer aid
material to RCA tube distributors. Mr.
Stamm noted that trade and service dealer
reaction yearly to the two-year old observance has mounted with a new high of interest
expected this year.
The week who
salutes
the about
nation's
125,000 sets
tv
technicians
install
7 million
annually and maintain the 39 million receivers already in use.
Sylvania Forms New Division
IN A MOVE attributed to expanding activities in the development and production of
transistors and diodes, Sylvania Electric
Products Inc., New York, last week announced the formation of a semiconductor
division. Concurrently, the company also
has established a special tube operations unit
for special-purpose electron tubes for military and commercial applications. Headquarters for the semiconductor division and
special
tube
operations is at Sylvania's plant
in Woburn, Mass.
Kay Lab Ships Equipment
KAY LAB, San Diego, Calif., recently
shipped studio and transmitter facilities to
KWTO Casper, Wyo., including two vidicon
studio cameras, vidicon film system, a 500
w RCA transmitter and three-bay antenna.
Shipment of a vidicon studio camera chain
also recently was made to KTRE-TV Lufkin,
Tex., Kay reported.
The firm has contracted to ship complete
studio facilities to up-coming CFJC-TV
Kamloops, British Columbia, within 30 days.
CFJC-TV is the first low power tv station
in Canada.
MANUFACTURING

PEOPLE

Merle W. Kremer, Sylvania Electric Product, N. Y., named general manager of parts
division in Warren, Pa. Lawrence P. Pleasants, products sales, manager for industrialcommercial lamps sales of lighting division,
Sylvania, and Richard E. Corcoran to newly
created position of products sales manager
for wire and weld products.
Herbert Kabat, formerly vice president in
charge of sales for Olympic Radio & Tv
Inc., named general manager of newlyformed Consumer Products Div., JeffersonTravis Inc. (tv sets, high-fidelity instruments,
phonographs), which headquarters at Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp. factory in
Jersey City, N. J.
Michael F. Tupica, formerly sales engineer
for midwestern sales division of Cook ElecCo., promoted to manager of its Wirecorn tric
Div.
Broadcasting
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TRADE ASSNS.
CLERICS

DEMAND

SPONSOR

RIGHT

• Evangelicals insist on freedom of access for paid programs
• National council criticized for broadcasting policies
MEMBERS of National Religious Broadcasters took a firm stand on freedom of
radio-tv for paid religous programs at the
14th annual convention held last Wednesday
and Thursday in Washington, D. C.
NRB adopted as association policy a
series of statements in an address by Dr.
Eugene R. Betermann, director of the
Lutheran Hour, who asserted the basic
freedom of a radio-tv station to sell time, if
it desires, to individuals and groups for religious broadcasting purposes. It endorsed,
also, the liberty of a religious group to buy
time, if it desires, for broadcasting.
A stand by the Broadcasting & Film Commission, National Council of the Churches
of Christ in the U. S. A., adopted last summer, was criticized for its opposition to paid
religious time and for its charge that sponsored religious programming "cannot be
considered an adequate discharge of the
public service obligation to religion by a
network or station" [B«T, Sept. 3, 1956].
NRB and the national council take
sharply divergent views on most phases of
the subject of paid religious time. NRB
members belong to the evangelical Protestant wing, with its members spending $10
million a year for broadcast time. Dr.
James DeForest Murch. NRB president, said
the association follows a code of ethics designed to maintain a high calibre of religious
broadcasting.
The controversy over cancellation of the
Martin Luther film by WGN-TV Chicago
was reviewed at the convention, but no
formal action was taken. A review of the
situation was given by Rev. Charles J.
Anderson, executive director of the midwest office, National Council of Evangelicals. [Also see At Deadline for latest development inthe Chicago cancellation controversy].
Parallel Cited
Dr. Bertermann said it would be "a
travesty" if tobacco and alcohol beverage
interests could buy radio-tv time "while
this same avenue is closed to the saving
Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ, to the
message which, through the power of God's
Holy Spirit, can strengthen the moral and
spiritual foundations of our country."
He endorsed "a dual approach" by which
religious programming can secure a greater
aggregate amount of radio and television
time, explaining that NRB does not in principle oppose the national council's freetime policy. He explained how governmentoperated radio-tv systems provide for a
limited amount of time for religious programs.
Warren E. Baker, FCC general counsel,
said the Commission "has no authority to
require a station to carry or refrain from
carrying any particular program. It has no
Broadcasting • Telecasting

authority to require that a specified number
of hours be devoted to any one subject."
He explained the alternative is complete
government supervision and control.
"There aren't enough hours in the broadcast day for stations to meet all the requests
for time," he said, explaining they have
achieved "a remarkable record of service
andMr.fairness."
Baker said the FCC believes each
licensee should reserve a reasonable amount
of time for sustaining programs, adding that
some types of programs are not suitable for
commercial sponsorship. "Religious programs are in this category of programming
which cannot be ignored by a service purporting to serve in the interest of the public," he said.
The claim of undue interference with
broadcast freedom when FCC takes some
step on a station's programming at renewal
time may have no validity, he said. "It is
the Commission's hope that churches and
religious groups of all kinds will take advantage of every opportunity to present radio and television programs that will serve
these social and moral ends and strengthen
our democratic way of life," he told the
delegates.
Closer Liaison
NARTB President Harold E. Fellows
urged religious leaders to set up close relationships with broadcasters, including workshops and seminars. He reminded the licensee isdirectly responsible for the conduct
of his facility and can judge how best to
serve all portions of the community.
Mr. Fellows described Elvis Presley as
"one of the biggest problems" facing broadcasters and all American society, but added
there is little that broadcasters can do "about
a thing like the Presley craze."
George F. Hartford, tv vice president of
WTOP Inc., Washington, explained why the
station does not accept paid religious time.
He recalled the history of WTOP-TV's religious policy, saying that CBS-TV network
programs had been dropped because the
station wanted to tie in its religious broadcasts to the needs of the community. A
schedule of Protestant, Catholic and Jewish
broadcasts is carried every week, produced
locally with the cooperative help of both
theologians and telecasting specialists.
The same reasons that led to concentration on local religious programs lie behind
the opposition to paid religious telecasts,
Mr. Hartford said, explaining the programs
it has seen "show a lack of any specific relation to the particular community we serve."
He said local participation in the WTOPTV telecasts "has been of tremendous value"
and provides great satisfaction.
"Religion is not a product to be sold with

ROGERS
Pr.wd.nt ond Ger. M6r., W. 0. "DUB"Ho»«.t»
Notional Sa\n Mqr. E. A. "6um"
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a little white price tag on it," he said. We
sell our time and services to sponsors with
a product to sell — to the Procter & Gambles,
the Lever Brothers and the Remington
Rands — but when there is a community
service to be done, be it in the field of religion, education, health or welfare, we envision this as a responsibility to be carefully
weighed and presented in the best manner
possible, and not to be sold."
"It is our feeling," he added, "that this
responsibility can best be met by the presentation of local religious programs, conceived
locally, produced locally, using local people
and remaining in constant contact and consultation with representative bodies of the
Washington spiritual community." He noted
that the station donates time to political
candidates for local political office and will
not sell time to them.
In a message to the convention, President
Eisenhower said:
"In the worldwide competition for the
allegiance of the minds of men, your presentation of truth and loyalty can be most
effective. Through your broadcasts to the
people of our country and abroad, the
message you preach helps to reinforce the
spiritual stamina needed by mankind everywhere."
Peter Eldersveld, of the Back to God
Hour, Chicago, said in a speech prepared
for the convention that it is the responsibility of the religious broadcaster, not the
broadcasting industry, to see that "the real
message"
Christianity
is properly presented in anof era
of confusion.
Herbert

Hoover

to Get

NARTB
Keynote Award
HERBERT HOOVER, former President of
the United States and a significant figure in
the early regulation of broadcasting, will
receive NARTB's Keynote Award April 9
at the association's
annual
convention
in Chicago.
Under a new
policy making nonbroadcasters eligible to receive the
award [Closed
Circuit, Dec. 17,
1956], Mr. Hoover
was picked
"because of the major
role he played in
establishing an
MR. HOOVER
orderly system for
use of the spectrum and determining the
role of government in this field." As Secretary of Commerce in 1922, he called the
first conference of broadcasters and manufacturers, working cooperatively with them
until the first Radio Act was passed in 1927.
This act set up the Federal Radio Commission, replaced by FCC in 1934.
Mr. Hoover presided at the first world
conference in which 76 nations set up
treaties covering wavelength assignments.
Provisions of these treaties are still in effect.
He opposed giving the government any
power over content of broadcasts on the
Page 62
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TRIBUTE to the nation's farm families
was paid Saturday (Feb. 2) on Farm
Broadcasting Day by radio and tv stations throughout the country. Arranged
by NATRFD and Dept. of Agriculture,
the day featured programs devoted to
recognition of the contributions made to
the nation's welfare by farm families and
their rural communities. Signing official
proclamations for the day were governors
of Ohio and Colorado.
Above: Witnessing Ohio Gov. C. William O'Neill's proclamation signing (1 to
r) : George Zeiss, farm director, WLWC
Columbus; Bob Geis, director of radio for Ohio Farm Bureau Federation; W. B.
Wood, director, agricultural extension service, Ohio State U.; John Babcock, program
director, Crosley Bcstg. Corp., Cincinnati; Luster Cooley, legislative agent. Ohio
State Grange; Charles Might, farm service director, WMRN Marion; Clyde Keathley,
farm service director, WRFD Worthington and Ohio committee chairman for Farm
Broadcasting Day. and Bill Zipf, farm service director, WBNS-AM-TV Columbus.
At right: Colorado Gov. Stephen L. R. Nichols (c) signs executive order before
Phil Hoffman (1), president, and Harry Hoth, secretary-treasurer, of the Colo. Assn.
of Broadcasters and Telecasters, which arranged the state's salute to farm families.
ground such action would establish censorship through the whole field of ideas.
A three-man NARTB committee notified
Mr. Hoover last Monday of his selection as
keynoter. It consisted of NARTB President
Harold E. Fellows; Campbell Arnoux,
WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va., Tv Board chairman, and John M. Outler, WSB Atlanta,
Radio Board chairman.
The Keynote Award was set up in 1953.
Its recipients have been Brig. Gen. David
Sarnoff, RCA chairman; William S. Paley,
CBS chairman; Mark Ethridge, WHASAM-TV Louisville vice president; Robert
E. Kintner, then ABC president.
John R. Sheehan Joins TvB
JOHN R. SHEEHAN, formerly a vice president and director of tv and radio at Cunningham & Walsh, New York, has joined Television Bureau of Advertising in a sales
capacity, it is being announced today (MonHalsey
day) by of
director
sales. V. Barrett, TvB's national
Mr. Sheehan, who is credited by TvB as
having created the tv department at C&W
and having "sold" tv to Sunshine Biscuits,
Bell Telephone's "Yellow Pages," and to
AT&T, handled other clients contacts including Chase Manhattan Bank, Smith Corona.
Folger's coffee and Universal pictures.

President Eisenhower Commends
Farm Broadcasters' Service
THE "essential service" provided by radio
and tv farm broadcasters keeps farmers and
ranchers up to date "on matters which daily,
even hourly, affect their crops and livestock,
their personal health and prosperity," President Eisenhower said last week in a message honoring the first Farm Broadcasting
Day, Feb. 2.
The President added "With dependable
weather and marketing information, accurate reporting of the latest scientific findings,
and more efficient use of labor and machinery, the lives of all Americans, farm
producers and consumers are strengthened."
Over a thousand stations reported participation inthe day, sponsored by the National Assn. of Tv & Radio Farm Directors.
NARTB provided kits for station use. Jack
Timmons, KWKH Shreveport, La., is
NATRFD president.
FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey was scheduled to salute Farm Broadcasting Day on NBC's National Farm and
Home Hour last Saturday as part of that
program's salute to farm rural service programs across the country.
Broadcasting
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WCAU
PHILADELPHIA

means

Most Philadelphians don't say, "turn on the radio." They usually say,
"turn on WCAU."

This is our 35th anniversary and they've been saying

it all these years. Apparently the people like what they hear on WCAU.
A gallery of local public service awards and the size of our audience
make that point eloquently. More than 930,000 different families
reach for WCAU's
That makes WCAU

dial position each week, and we reach them.

your best radio buy here. In other words,

to reach the most Philadelphians, reach for WCAU

"WCAU,

WCAU-TV

yourself.

The Philadelphia Bulletin Radio and TV stations. Represented nationally by

CBS Spot Sales. By far Philadelphia's most popular stations. Ask ARB. Ask Pulse. Ask Philadelphians.
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NOW

National

Spot
Advertisers
are

buying

WFLA-TV

IN

FLORIDA'S

SECOND

MARKET!

And with good reason! WFLA-TV
punches your sales message into a
30-county area where there are
301,900 TV homes* . . . where retail
sales topped a billion and a quarter
dollars last year . . . and where expanding payrolls are creating increased buying power year 'round!
And remember — the TAMPAST. PETERSBURG metropolitan market — Florida's 2nd and America's
37th Retail Market — is right in the
shadow of the WFLA-TV 1057 foot
tower . . . tallest in Florida!
For top-rated availabilities, see
your B LAIR-TV man.
(*Telepulse—Nov.-Dec. 1955)
(2 to 1 figure, Rorabaugh)

wflfrhf SL
^ NBC Basic
.
■ #
National Representative-BLAIR-TV Inc.
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TRADE ASSNS.
NARTB
Sets Clinic
On Labor Relations

dents have indicated they will attend the
conference.

NARTB will stage a clinic on labor relations during its annual Chicago convention,

Farm Directors to Meet in April
MEMBERS of Region Six of the National
Assn. of Television & Radio Farm Directors
are to meet April 26-28 at the Adolphus
Hotel in Dallas, Tex., it was announced by
Regional Chairman Marvin Vines, KTHS
Little Rock, Ark.
Plans call for the convention to begin at
6 p.m. April 26 with registration and a
social hour, and to include a tour the next
day of the Texas Research Foundation,

with Monday afternoon (April 8) ' selected
as the time, the association's Employer-Employe Relations Committee was told at a
meeting held Thursday in Washington. Leslie C. Johnson, WHBF Rock Island, 111., is
committee chairman.
Peter Seitz, until recently industrial relations vice president of Liebmann Breweries, will be featured speaker at the clinic.
NARTB's labor relations staff, headed by
Charles H. Tower, will give a presentation,
and a question-answer period is scheduled.
Ray Rodgers, member of the National
Labor Relations Board, spoke at the committee luncheon Thursday, discussing the
legislative outlook and NLRB activities.
John Forsythe, majority counsel of the Senate Committee on Labor & Public Welfare,
was a luncheon guest. William C. Fitts,
CBS labor relations vice president, reviewed
the recent contract settlement between the
networks and AFTRA.
Mr. Tower brought committee members
up to date on labor developments and described department services. James H. Hulbert, assistant manager of the department,
showed types of informational aid provided stations in their collective bargaining
activities. Harold Ross, NARTB labor
economist, reviewed case histories involving NARTB arbitration material. The committee adopted a resolution voicing confidence in NARTB's labor policies.
Attending the meeting, besides Chairman
Johnson, were Joseph J. Bernard, WGR-TV
Buffalo; Richard M. Brown, KPOJ Portland, Ore.; Robert B. Jones Jr., WFBR
Baltimore; Herbert R. Ohrt, KGLO-TV
Mason City, Iowa; Calvin J. Smith, KFAC
Los Angeles; B. Lowell Jacobsen, NBC;
William Regan, MBS; Mortimer Weinbach,
ABC, and Mr. Fitts. Representing NARTB
were President Harold E. Fellows; Thad H.
Brown, tv vice president; John F. Meagher,
radio vice president; Vincent T. Wasilewski, government relations manager; Joseph
M. Sitrick, publicity-information manager,
and Messrs. Tower, Hulbert and Ross.
State Associations Conference
To Hear McConnaughey, Humphrey
SECY. GEORGE M. HUMPHREY,
Treasury Dept., and FCC Chairman George
C. McConnaughey will speak at the Second
Annual NARTB Conference of State Broadcaster Assns., to be held Feb. 21-22 at the
Mayflower Hotel, Washington. Howard H.
Bell, NARTB assistant to the president and
state coordinator, said Secy. Humphrey will
speak the afternoon of Feb. 21 with Chmn.
McConnaughey
speaking at the luncheon
that
day.
NARTB President Harold E. Fellows will
address the Feb. 22 luncheon. On the agenda
also is Dr. Sydney Head, president of the
Assn. for Professional Broadcasting Education.
State delegates will be guests at the 10th
anniversary Voice of Democracy awards
banquet Feb. 22. Thirty-eight state presi-

Renner, Tex.; a panel discussion on "The
Successful TRFD" April 27, and a breakfast and business meeting April 28. Farm
Directors Murray Cox of WFAA Dallas and
W. A. (Doc) Ruhmann of WBAP Fort
Worth are handling arrangements.
Record

Reported

Set

By National Spot Radio
DOLLAR volume in national spot radio
reached its highest monthly mark in November last year with $16,708,000, or 36%
more than the November 1955 figure, according to Station Representatives Assn.
[B»T, Jan. 28]. Breakdown showing the
monthly comparison of national spot radio
time sales for January through November of
1956 as against the same period of 1955:
May
n thousands)
(
(In thousands)
Jan
July
Feb.
$ 10,758
1 1 ,643
$ 10,756
9,031
March
12,349
10,278
9,384
12,396
April
•+ %19.1 '
June
Aug.
9,828
+24.0
11,791
9,631
10,719
9,238
1956*
11,207
14.8
+ 28.7
Sept.
11,683
+ 27.6
4.6
1955**
12,231
8,707
10,004
8,474
16,004
16,708
Nov. 11 MOS.
12,286
Oct.
TOTAL
10,830
++28.7
16.8
+26.4
Dec.
$109,570
$136,708
TOTAL FOR YEAR
+
30.8
$120,400
* Revised estimates.
+36.0
* Final figures for year.
+24.4
Harmon to IRE Meeting Post
RALPH N. HARMON, vice president for
engineering, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.,
has been named sessions chairman for the
19th technical session of the national convention of the Institute of Radio Engineers,
to be held Tuesday, March 19, at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York. The panel
session, with Mr. Harmon as moderator, will
discuss operational techniques concerning
television test signals.
Anthony New Press Assn. Head
JULIAN ANTHONY, ABC, was elected
and installed as president of the Radio-Newsreel-Television Working Press Assn. for 1957
at a dinner party last Wednesday at the
Hotel Shelton in New York. He succeeded
Larry Racies, CBS.
Other officers elected and installed were
Nick Archer, News of the Day-Telenews,
1st vice president; Herb Schwartz, CBS, 2d
vice president; Dick Milbauer, Tele-News
Film Corp., treasurer; Mrs. Ruth Marcinak,
Fund for the Republic, secretary; Charles
Campbell, free lance, assistant secretary;
George Jordan, NBC, sergeant-at-arms; Lou
Hutt, chairman of the board of governors.
Broadcasting
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ALL

VIDEO

TRANSMISSION

TE:

STANDARDS
in

a

suitcase
MULTI-FREQUENCY BURST
AMPLITUDE vs FREQUENCY.
Check wide band coaxial cables,
links, indi-TV
vidual unitsmicrowave
and complete
systems for frequency response
characteristics without point
to point checking or sweep
generator.

WHITE WINDOW
LOW
£ H16H'
FREQUENCY
CHARACTER!
ST I CS,-D€ter
mine
ringing, smears, steps, low
frequency
tilt,
phase
shift,
mismatched terminations, etc.
in TV signals or systems.

STAIRSTEP SIGNAL modulated by crystal controlled
3.579 mc for differential amplitude and differential phase
measurement. Checks amplitude linearity, differential
amplitude ferential
linearity
and unit
difphase of any
orModel
system.
able 1003-C
duty cycle includes
stairstep vari(1090% average picture level).

Iionimiiied C ooit to
tptndenl TV stations
atiant and tcltphont
■qu.'»d la gentratt tignols
la, or micro wore facilities.
01 1 1 v I by 30 OAYS
'he above anof mora than ?0O
tlrumontg for monochrome and
11 It CHROME are avoi/ob/a on
nva Amity ville, N. Y.
Lincoln 1-3600
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STATIONS
NEW
ON

DAYTIME
NBC-OWNED

COLOR
TVS

• Early afternoon hour added
• Network-type show promised
AN INCREASE in color schedules that will
add five hours per week of colorcasting for
all of the seven NBC-owned tv stations will
begin Feb. 18.
The novel plan encompasses Mondaythrough-Friday group color programming in
the 1:30-2:30 p.m. EST time period which
normally is local station time. Advertisers
will be sought to buy into the program with
participation by all seven stations, any one
of the local stations, or a combination.
Details of the project — designed to make
use of WNBQ (TV) Chicago color facilities
as well as to provide the outlets with programs which have equal audience appeal to
those broadcast over the full network — were
revealed last week by Thomas B. McFadden,
vice president of NBC owned stations and
NBC Spot Sales.
Although NBC's formal announcement
did not mention it, the daily afternoon colorcasts should prove of additional aid to dealers in demonstrating their color tv sets in
stores. Nearest all-color, five days per week,
network show is Matinee Theatre, seen 3-4
p.m. EST.
Stations included are WRCA-TV New
York; WRCV-TV Philadelphia; WRC-TV

Washington; WNBC (TV) Hartford-New
Britain, Conn.; WBUF (TV) Buffalo; KRCA
(TV) Los Angeles, and WNBQ.
The color program, originating at WNBQ,
will be a "full-scale production — with a bigname master of ceremonies, an orchestra,
and new and established supporting talent."
A new show in black-and-white will
precede at 1-1:30 p.m. EST the color show.
The monochrome show, featuring Tex and
Jinx McCrary interviews with guests from
the entertainment, politics and arts fields,
will originate at WRCA-TV and also will be
for sale to advertisers on the same basis as
the color program.
Present morning network service ends at
1 p.m. EST at the conclusion of It Could
Be You and resumes at 2:30 p.m. with The
Tennessee Ernie Ford Show.
The hour-long colorcast will be telecast
from WNBQ studios at the Merchandise
Mart in Chicago and, according to NBC,
"will be comparable with nighttime television variety programs broadcast from New
York and Hollywood." WNBQ has been operating in color since last April.
Top direction for the new programming
is being handled by Jules Herbuveaux, NBC
vice president and general manager of
WMAQ-WNBQ. Other executives working
on the project: Harry Trigg, WMAQWNBQ director of programming, and
George Heinemann, director of program
planning and development for NBC owned
stations.

WCOV-TV'S Bob Underwood points
to bullet hole in windshield of his car.

WCOV-TV Newscaster Target
In Race-Troubled Montgomery
BOB UNDERWOOD, WCOV-TV Montgomery, Ala., newscaster, was the target of
two bullets by unknown assailants last Monday as he drove his auto from the station
parking lot. He suffered face scratches from
flying
shield. glass as one bullet pierced the windThe shooting was ascribed to heated racial
feeling in the city. Mr. Underwood has been
accused of bias by both sides in the racial
controversy while operating under a strict
policy of impartiality, the station reported.
He has received many phone threats from
Negroes unhappy about his handling of
racial news, according to WCOV-TV.
The first bullet glanced off the car but the
second shattered the windshield, penetrating
just to the right of center. Mr. Underwood
fell down on the seat until the attackers
drove away. In one of the phone threats, a
voice said, "I see your two kids (Randy and
Richey) riding their silver tricycles every
day. They look like nice kids. If you don't
want child,
anything
to them
third
Rita,to ishappen
18 months
old. ..." A
Hugh M. Smith, general manager of
WCOV-TV, spoke on CBS News Jan. 28,
stating he felt Mr. Underwood has always
presented the news without bias.
Mr. Underwood told B«T he has never attempted to' crusade or to slant the news in
any way. He said both sides of the race issue
literally "chew my ears off" for broadcasts
on the integrationist movement. He has
taken
steps to obtain protection for his wife
and children.
"This incident has served to reillustrate
to me the power of this medium," he told
B»T. "I have always felt that it makes no
difference if you are selling soap or delivering a news story, you are doing a good job
'Only if you can make, the- individual think
you are- talking to him alone: ' "With this
thought in mind, I have not been jtoo surprised to learn that people on both! sides of
the segregation issue in Montgomery have
felt that from time to time I have been stepping on their toes. I do riot believe the
person or persons who fired on me really
intended to kill me, but rather meant the
shots to be some sort of warning or shock
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WABD(TV)

Promotes

Korn; Adler Resigns
EXECUTIVE realignment at DuMont
Broadcasting Corp.'s owned and operated
WABD(TV) New York was made last week
with the elevation of Bennet H. Korn, sales
vice president, to
vice president and
station manager.
Ted Cott, vice president and general
manager of DuMont Broadcasting
Corp., continues in
that capacity, but
will relinquish active management
of WABD(TV) to
Mr. Korn, a staMR. KORN
tion spokesman indicated.
Meanwhile, it was learned that William
J. Adler, sales manager of the station, resigned last Friday and that Mr. Adler will
join Grey Adv., New York, as an account
executive on Necchi-Elna Sewing Machine
Corp. Confirmation of Mr. Adler's new
In

the

lap

Telerad Buys Georgia Outlet;
Meer Gets Fort Worth Station

president-40% stockholder, is buying out
E. D. Rivers' 60% interest in KCUL by
surrendering his 25% interest in WMIE to
Mr. Rivers. KCUL operates with 10 kw day,
1 kw night on 1540 kc. WMIE operates with
10 kw day, 5 kw night on 1140 kc.
The purchase of WGFS Covington, Ga.,
by R. W. Hoffman for $30,000 was announced last week, by Blackburn-Hamilton
Co. broker. WGFS, operating with 1 kw
daytime on 1430 kc, is owned by the ColeyWhatley interests (who also own WRFS
Alexandria City, Ala.) Mr. Hoffman is halfowner of WKBL Covington, Tenn.

SALE of daytimer WHIE Griffin, Ga. (1
kw on 1320 kc) by John A. Boling and
associates to Telerad Inc. for $100,000 in the
aggregate was announced last week. Telerad principals are W. C. Courson, WHIE
salesman, and Fred L. Watkins, WHIE announcer, each owning 50%.
Buyers are paying $7,500 down, assuming liquidation of a $56,827 note and paying
off the remainder of the sales price over a
five-year period.
Also reported last week were changes in
ownership of KCUL Fort Worth, Tex., and
WMIE Miami, Fla. Kurt A. Meer, KCUL

Crosley Gets Redlegs Contract
TWO-YEAR contract between Crosley
Broadcasting Corp. and the Cincinnati Redlegs has been reported by John T. Murphy,
Crosley's vice president in charge of TV.
The pact includes exclusive rights for 53
baseball telecasts, and was made jointly with
Cincinnati District Ford Dealers' Assn. and
Hudepohl Brewing Co. The entire schedule
will be on WLWT(TV) Cincinnati and
WLWD(TV) Dayton. Handling for Ford
and Hudepohl was William A. Smith, Cincinnati manager, J. Walter Thompson.

association is expected to be made this week
by Grey. However, WABD(TV) officials
pointed out that Mr. Adler's resignation was
anew
"wholly
separate matter" from Mr. Korn's
assignment.
Both Mr. Cott and Mr. Korn, as well as
James Anderson, station manager of the
other DuMont station, WTTG(TV) Washington, will continue to report to Bernard
Goodwin, president of DuMont Broadcasting Corp.

of luxury

all the

way

This is United's Red Carpet* Service:
softly spacious seats, soothing music before
takeoff. Cocktails and superb mealswith the compliments of United's
own master chef. Club lounge, games,
delicious snacks. Service that's
thoughtful and swift. And you're
there before you know it, in the
magnificent DC-7, world's fastest
airliner. (A final friendly Red Carpet
plus : extra fast luggage delivery.)
Next time, pamper yourself with
Red Carpet Service. It costs
not a cent extra. For reservations,
call United or an authorized
travel agent.

MM;
Red Carpet Nonstop Service coast-to-coast and
to 15 cities including Honolulu.
*"Red Carpet" is a service mark used and owned by United Air Lines, Inc.
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PETRY

BRAINCHILD

Times,

of

trials

the

firm

EDWARD PETRY & Co. Inc. may not have
fathered spot radio, but there can be no
question that it introduced legitimacy into
what had been until then a genuinely bastard situation. And it is generally acknowledged to be the father of spot representation
as it is known today.
Go back 30 years to 1927, five years
before the Petry company was formed.
A broadcasting man who was about to
lose his job decided that maybe somebody
could make money by advertising on the
radio ' out of town," instead of merely picking up a few dollars here and there from
the local undertaker, corn doctor or dance
hall. He talked an advertising agency into
trying the new medium to sell wire fences
to farmers. But they weren't sure how they
should go about it.
"Let a guy talk for five minutes about the
product," the entrepreneur suggested. When
the question of cost was raised, he had to do
a bit more head-scratching. Finally he de-

EDWARD

blazed

NOW

the

way

What followed is now a business nearing
$150 million a year. It is spot broadcasting.
The seven-minute, three-dollar talk did
indeed sell wire fences to farmers. The
venture was repeated by other advertisers,
and as its success was also repeated, the
practice spread rapidly. Within a year there
were recognized "radio time brokers" in the
field, and confusion rapidly became compounded.
Agencies, fearful that their own revenues
were being menaced, began to squawk — and
soon the sidetracking of dollars en route
from the buyer to the station became a
respectable "second 15" commission for the
broker. The broker meanwhile was operating on a strictly non-exclusive basis, getting
the best price he could from any station,
and competing brokers were quoting widely
varying rates to the same advertiser for the
same station. If the confused buyer turned
to the station itself for clarification, he was
apt to get an even lower third price from

PETRY

HIS WAY OF DOING BUSINESS CHANGED AN INDUSTRY

cided a dollar a minute would be about
right.
So the agency sent him — watch this arithmetic— seven minutes of copy, five dollars,
and a letter saying, "Here's your five-minute
copy and your five dollars." Using a similar
arithmetical concept, the entrepreneur forwarded the seven-minute copy to the station with a note saying "here's your threeminute copy and your three dollars. If you
do well on this, more may follow."
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an equally confused station manager.
In the midst of all that chaos, an agency
man who refused to deal with brokers was
traveling around the country buying radio
time signals for Bulova Watch Co. He
bought direct from the stations and, moreover, he was able to buy at ridiculously low
prices. If the station's rate was, say, a dollar,
he was getting spots for nickels and dimes.
It was not untypical that he bought 18 time
signals a day on one of the nation's major

A

in

LUSTY

spot

25

representation

stations — for the sum of $80 a month.
This traveling buyer not only refused to
deal with time brokers but strongly counseled station managers against them too. The
rate practices then in vogue, he warned,
could lead to nothing but more confusion
and more trouble — and loss of revenue. He
preached exclusive representation, and was
so persuasive that managers suggested he become an exclusive representative.
Thus it was that Edward Petry, heeding
these suggestions, began making the rounds
of major stations which he thought would
understand his concepts, soliciting their
representation on an exclusive basis and, in
an odd twist for a man asking for business,
spelling out the conditions on which he
would accept them as clients.
On Feb. 1, 1932, formation of Edward
Petry & Co. was formally announced as the
first exclusive sales representation company
for radio stations. "Our time is not on the
block" was the keynote.
The response from agencies was quick
and emphatic. Announcement of the company's creation, and of its objectives, was
followed by more than 400 letters from
agency people offering congratulations.
Looking back, Ed Petry recalls:
"It wasn't easy, right in the middle of the
depression, to persuade radio station owners
and managers that they needed an exclusive
sales representative, especially when I had
to tell them that they would probably lose
a considerable amount of business at first because of the new arrangement.
"I told them we would recommend their
turning down excessive copy, products in
bad taste or over-priced, and all 'special
price' deals — and that they must back me
up in all instances and no longer take business from the several successful time
brokers
then operating."
His experience
in signing WSB Atlanta
points up a different kind of crisis he had
to face in those formative days.
He figures he had made 18 trips to Atlanta to talk to officials of WSB and the Atlanta Journal, which owned it. He had
talked repeatedly with John Brice, executive vice president and general manager of
the Journal; with Lambdin Kay, then manager of WSB, and Johnny Outler, now manager of WSB.
"Finally," he recalls, "one day Brice said,
'OK, I'll take you up to the top man.' Up
till then I'd thought Brice was the top man.
I pictured another 18 trips to Atlanta trying
to sell his boss, Major Cohen.
"However, on that day we finally got to
the point where the major had his fountain
pen poised over the contract. Then suddenly he asked me: 'Young man, what would
you do if you knew there was a campaign
scheduled for the Atlanta Journal but not
Mr. Petry could see the contract slipping
"
for WSB?'Broadcasting
• Telecasting
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way, but he took a deep breath and anwered :
"I'm in the radio business, Major. I'd do
verything I could to get that campaign out
f the Journal and on to WSB."
Major Cohen went right on signing. Mr.
etry was surprised, and finally mustered
he courage to say so.
'"Young man," the major replied, "if
ou'd given me any other answer, I would
ave known you were lying. It's time these
newspaper reps got a little competition,
urthermore, I do not care which pockets
he money goes into, as long as all the
ockets are in the same pair of trousers,
oodbye and good luck, young man."
This was the only meeting they ever had.
The Petry company had 13 stations on
ts list when it opened for business: WSB
tlanta, WFAA Dallas, KPRC Houston,
DAF Kansas City, WHAS Louisville,
TMJ Milwaukee, WSM Nashville, WSMB
ew Orleans, WTAR
Norfolk, KVOO
ulsa, KFH Wichita, WFBM Indianapolis,
nd KSD St. Louis.
The Petry company of necessity was a
mall organization at the outset — the New
York office was staffed by Mr. Petry, Henry
I. Christal, formerly with Scott Howe Bowen,
and Mrs. Christal. Edward E. Voynow, who
urrently is executive vice president of the
ompany (see Our Respects, page 22),
pened the Chicago office with one salesman— George Kercher, now in charge of
he St. Louis office — and one secretary.
Times were not always prosperous for
the company, but it stuck to its basic concepts and its clients came to be known, for
the prestige and power of the stations themselves, as the "Tiffany list" among station
representatives.
When Ruthrauff & Ryan, which was placing a campaign for Dodge cars on 150-200
stations, wanted him to place the entire busiess on all the stations involved, Mr. Petry
refused to do more than handle it for the
etry list even though his refusal to place
Telecasting
Broadcasting

the campaign on other stations meant the
loss of thousands in commissions. This action convinced agencies and advertisers that
here was a dependable organization to work
with.
In his time Mr. Petry has spent countless
hours in countless "entertainment suites" at
innumerable conventions, but he can also
recall some much less fancy entertaining
done in those earlier days. Take the time he
"entertained" Walter Damm, of WTMJ Milwaukee, on one of Mr. Damm's visits to
New York.
"I had one dollar to take Walter to
lunch," he remembers. "I took him to Child's
restaurant and ordered a cup of coffee for
myself. I checked carefully on the cost of
everything Walter was ordering — and was
pleased to see that I was going to have 15
cents left over to tip the waitress. Then
Walter asked for a pack of cigarettes — and
she got no tip."
Many Things Have Changed
Like the price of cigarettes, things have
changed since then. Indeed, by the end of
the first year the Petry company had added
12 stations to its list, bringing the total to
25, and it had become clear that the young
firm was on the road to success. Not many
years later, the annual combined spot billing
of the Petry stations was not far behind the
billings of the two major networks of that
period.
Gradually the Petry sales organization expanded. An office was opened in Detroit by
Joseph Spadea, now with the Henry I.
Christal Co. in Detroit; in Los Angeles by
Chester Matson, who still is manager there;
and in St. Louis by George Kercher, also
still in charge there. More recently, the Atlanta office was opened by Dick Hughes and
Joe Sierra. Bill Cartwright now heads the
Detroit office.
While expanding the sales operation, Mr.
Petry also tackled major problems both in
and out of his own organization. Outside

San Francisco

Detroit

groups were almost continually trying to beat
down the principle of exclusive representation— but the Petry stations stood firm.
Within, he worked with his stations to get
them to standardize rates, policies, informational material. He estimates that in the
Petry
company's
he second
was on year
the
road for
37 weeks,first
andyear
in the
for 32, not only soliciting new stations but
conferring with existing clients in an effort
to work out firm, uniform standards and
stable rate and discount structures.
He also instituted "spot conventions" of
his clients.
"In 1933 I called a meeting of our stations to be held in Chicago. This was the
first meeting ever called to discuss the problems of the stations and to suggest improved
operations in the field of spot broadcasting.
It was a highly successful meeting, and
through the years was followed by others
like it, usually held at the time of the national industry conventions."
The exclusive representation idea meanwhile was catching hold. Other stations saw
the advantages, and other exclusive rep firms
were opening. The stations were drawn together, as in the case of the Petry list, by a
desire to rid themselves of helter-skelter practitioners who were preying on the business
and whose main contribution, if it could be
called that, was confusion and instability.
Says Mr. Petry:
"The stations on our list had a common
interest and they often consulted each other
about such problems. In most cases they took
a common stand — and a firm one.
"Because of the high standing of the stations on our list, many other fine stations
followed the policies which the Petry-represented stations set up to guide the industry.
I am proud that the actions of the owners
and managers of the stations on our list have
had such an influence in molding the growth
of Like
the spot
business."
otherbroadcasting
representation
companies, the
Petry firm in the first half of the 1940's
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FORTY MEN met May 7-9, 1934, at the
Medinah Athletic Club, Chicago, for the
second annual meeting of (he Petry organization and stations it then represented.
Thirty-three of them are pictured here.
Their names, with their association in
1934 and, where B«T could determine,
their present affiliation, follow:
( 1 ) Huah A. L. Halff. WOAI. San Antonio, still WOAI; (2) Cliff Taylor.
WBEN Buffalo, deceased; (3) Osborne
Bond, Petry. New York, unknown; (4)
Bill West. KSD St. Louis, now in real
estate in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.; (5) Martin
Campbell, WFAA Dallas, retired; (6)
Scott Hamilton, KTHS Hot Springs, Ark.,
unknown; (7) Hanque Ringgold, Petry,
New York, advertising consultant. Scarsdale, N. Y.; (8) Purnell Gould, WFBR
Baltimore, on West Coast; (9) Dan Vincent, KSL Salt Lake City, unknown; (10)
Harvey Wi.xson. KHQ Spokane, unknown.
(11) Jack McCormick, KTBS Shreveport, unknown: (12) Harold Wheelahan.
WSMB New Orleans, retired; (13) Harry
Stone, WSM Nashville, now WRGP-TV
Chatanooga; (14) Jesse Jay, WIOD Miami, retired; (15) Campbell Arnoux,
WTAR Norfolk, still WTAR; (16) Ed
Twambley, WBEN
Buffalo, unknown:
(17) Henry I. Christal, Petry, New York,
now Henry I. Christal Co., New York;
(18) Edward Petry; (19) Edward Voyshared in the wartime boom in radio advertising and, also like the others, temporarily lost the talents of several important
members of the staff who went into the
armed forces.
But all Petry people received full pay from
the company for the full terms of their
military service.
""We thought it was the right thing to do,"
Mr. Petry explains. "We had enough money
to do it— so we did it."
In the late 1940's the operations of the
Petry company — which until then had been
Page 70 • February 4, 1957

now, Petry, Chicago, still Petry, Chicago:
(20) Walter Damm, WTMJ Milwaukee,
still WTMJ.
(21) Nat Bauer, WIOD Miami, unknown; (22) Dean Fitzer, WDAF Kansas
City, still WDAF; (23) Bill Meyer, KLZ
Denver, unknown; (24) Larry Field, Petry, New York, now in manufacturing
in Miami; (25) Lambdin Kay, WSB
Atlanta, retired; (26) Paul Heitmeyer.
KGW Portland, unknown; (27) John
Ashenhurst, Petry, Chicago, still Petry.
Chicago; (28) Leo Fitzpatrick. WJR
Detroit, retired; (29) Bob Boniel, Petry,
Chicago, deceased; (30) Joe Spadea, Peabout as serene as anything could be in this
fast-growing, still developing field — experienced a severe strain. Mr. Christal, treasurer
of the company, and Mr. Petry, the president, found themselves at odds on policy
issues.
Mr. Petry has never discussed the controversy, feeling that it is better relegated to
the past, but he told B»T that "as I look
back on it, I can only say with the utmost
sincerity that I am sorry it happened. I regret that we parted."
The late '40's - brought another key de-

try, Detroit, now Christal, Detroit; (31)
George Kercher, Petry, Chicago, now
Petry, St. Louis; (32) Lewis Allen Weiss,
WJR Detroit, deceased; (33) John Outler.
WSB Atlanta, still WSB.
Also in attendance at the Chicago
convention but not in picture: Burt
Squire, WGAR Cleveland now BMI; Ed
Craig, WSM Nashville, still WSM; Cecil
Price, KFH Wichita, Kan., deceased; Lee
Coulson, WHAS Louisville, deceased;
Harold Hough. WBAP Ft. Worth, still
WBAP; Ed Zimmerman, KPRC Houston,
deceased, and K. G. Marshall, WBRC
Birmingham, deceased.

the Petryascompany
television. Asvelopment:early
1947 the"discovered"
firm set up
a separate tv division which Mr. Petry reas the first of its sort in the representationgardsfield.
At the outset, Lloyd George Venard, now
with Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, was the
entire tv department. Television then was
just beginning to show some promise of
becoming an important commercial factor,
but the company took the plunge and went
ahead with establishing a regular department to handle the budding medium. BeBroadcasting
• Telecasting
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cause there were few television stations to
represent in those first years, the department necessarily operated at a loss.
From the original staff of seven back in
1932, the company has grown to approximately 140 now — about 60 in the radio
division and 80 in television. The firm currently represents 27 television and 18 radio
stations. Of the radio stations, 10 have been
on the Petry list for more than 20 years.
Thomas E. Knode is vice president in
charge of television, and last fall added the
responsibilities of chairman of the company's plans board, while William Maillefert
is vice president in charge of radio.
While not adverse to reminiscing, Mr.
Petry prefers to look ahead.
He views his own company today as "a
new Petry company" — operating on the
same basic principles on which it was established but employing a new concept of
selling.
One of the features of this "new concept"
is heavy behind-the-lines support for the
salesmen who are up front doing the selling.
For instance, there are entirely separate
promotion departments for the radio and tv
divisions. The radio promotion department
has five full-time members and the tv promotion department seven, working up presentations to get new business into spot
broadcasting generally and onto the Petry
WBC

Meet

to

Feature

McConnaughey
Speech
FCC CHAIRMAN George McConnaughey
is among the persons prominent in public
service, broadcasting and allied fields who
have accepted the invitation of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. to participate in an
industry-wide conference on local public
service programming. The conference will be
held in Boston Feb. 27-March 1 under WBC
auspices.
Richard M. Pack, WBC vice president in
charge of programming and supervisor of
the Boston conference, said that Mr. McConnaughey will deliver one of the principal
addresses of the three-day working meetings
at the Thursday luncheon. He said that to
date representatives of more than 50 radio
and tv stations from Maine to California
have accepted invitations to attend.
James MacAndrew, director of broadcasting for the New York City board of education and moderator of the award-winning
Camera Three and The Living Blackboard,
has been named educational consultant for
the conference. It will cover public service
broadcasting in its larger sense, including
news, cultural and educational programming,
wheather and other service announcements.
Mr. MacAndrew will serve as moderator of
the Wednesday evening panel discussion on
"Showmanship in Education."
WICE Providence Protests
Courthouse Ban of Newsman
A COURT HOUSE ban of a radio newsman
who reported on a murder trial in Providence direct from the courthouse newsroom
was protested last week by the station's
owner, Tim Elliot, president-general manager of WICE Providence, R. I.
WICE reported that newsman Bob Lape
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President Petry, and to see that those
courses and policies are followed. It also
serves an additional function: "to make sure
that we don't try to live on the glory of the
"Our past is a pleasant thing to remember," Mr. Petry asserts, "but the future looks

TOM KNODE

BILL MAILLEFERT

stations specifically; analyzing audience surveys, studying ratings, and generally supplying the salesmen with all the ammunition
available for sales-making.
Similarly, there are traffic, sales service
and sales development departments at work
behind the scenes to expedite the selling
process, while the salesmen themselves are
under strict policy orders that "no salesman
will lose an order without going back for
the second time around." The "second time
around" means "repeatedly."
In addition, the plans board was created
last fall, composed of key executives. Its
function is to chart courses and adopt
policies, under the overall direction of
was not permitted to remain in the building
Tuesday, a day after the opening of the trial
of John F. Nazarin on a murder charge. The
coverage refusal — Mr. Lape's reports were
put on the air after they were received at
intervals — was by order of presiding judge,
Eugene Jalbert, according to WICE. Station
officials indicated they would seek a court
writ — or other necessary legal action — to
have Mr. Lape reinstated. Mr. Elliot said:
"The radio and tv news reporter and his
professional equipment must have unlimited
access to the proceedings of any public
agency including courts of law. We challenge the right of any public official to pull
the
plug
on the
media'soppose
coverage
of the news.
We electronic
will vigorously
any
'electronic blackout' that interferes with our
responsibility to report the news to our
audience."
Bill Would Force College
To Quit Big Ten Because of Tv
A BILL was introduced in the Ohio Legislature last week by Rep. James J. McGettrick, House minority leader, and Rep.
Francis D. Sullivan, providing that "no state
college or university shall maintain a membership in any intercollegiate association
which imposes restrictions on the type of or
number of athletic games or exhibitions
which such college or university may televise." Should the law pass it could cause
Ohio State University to be barred from
Big Ten and NCAA competition.
WW J Detroit Sets Sales Record
SALES at WWJ Detroit during 1956 exceeded the 1955 total by 35.2% and set a
new record in history of the station, Robert
J. Mcintosh, station manager, said.
Mr. Mcintosh said he anticipates 1957 billings to equal or exceed the 1956 record.

Radio "is coming back alive again," he
points out, noting for emphasis that the
Petry
company's
radio Inbillings
in 1956
ran
34% ahead
of 1955.
television
he feels
better."
that "we haven't scratched the surface yet,"
that tv will continue to grow and become
increasingly powerful, that color will add
past."
even more
power, and that in time television
will become as universal as radio has come
to be, with television sets five or ten years
from now retailing at perhaps the $15-$20
level that radio sets have attained.
He does feel that television's future would
be even brighter if it were not for the rash
of governmental investigations to which the
networks and other elements of tv are being
subjected. Television, he maintains, would
not be what it is today without the great
contributions that networks have made, and
it is his view that television will not advance
as fast as it should if the networks and the
tv business are forced to devote vast sums of
money and manpower to defending themselves against governmental critics.
Harris, Bernstein to Buy
Major Interest in KBIF
JOHN H. POOLE, president of the John
Poole Broadcasting Co. has reached an oral
agreement to sell a majority interest in KBIF
Fresno, Calif., to David T. Harris, manager
of KMJ Fresno, and Ethan Bernstein, KMJ
account executive.
Exact amount of the station stock to be
sold or the money involved was not divulged
due to pending reduction of the agreement
into written contract. But, Poole Broadcasting will retain a substantial interest in KBIF,
it was stated. Stations KBIF and KBIG
Cataline Island, also a Poole property, will
continue with their joint advertising-sales
operation and the same national sales representative, Weed & Co., a KBIF spokesman
told B»T. Reason given for the sale is to
strengthen KBIF's identification with the
Fresno community by bringing in strong
local management.
Terms of the sale agreement will be announced when an application is filed with
the FCC asking approval of the KBIF license
transfer. Poole broadcasting also holds a
license for ch. 22 KBIC-TV Los Angeles,
which is currently conducting signal tests,
and Fresno.
a construction permit for ch. 53 KBIDTV
Texas Telecasting Inc. Begins
Operation of Ch. 4 KBST-TV
TEXAS Telecasting Inc., Lubbock, Tex., assumed operation of ch. 4 KBST-TV Big
Spring last Saturday under a five year lease.
The company owns and operates KDUBAM-TV Lubbock and KPAR-TV Sweetwater, also in Texas.
Under operation plans, all three television
stations are affiliated with CBS-TV. The
station in Lubbock serves as anchor for the
three, which are inter-connected.
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WIND Announces Sponsors
For 1957 Chicago Cub Games
SPONSORS for WIND Chicago's coverage
of the 1957 Cubs baseball schedule was reported bythe Westinghouse station last week.
Actual play-by-play will be co-sponsored
by Pabst Brewing Co., through Leo Burnett
Co.; Oklahoma Oil and Perfect Power
(Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey), Maryland Adv. Agency; General Finance Co.,
Gordon Best Co. and Sidney Smith Enterprises (Peter Pan and Richards Drive-In restaurants), through W. B. Doner & Co.
Broadcast adjacencies have been purchased
by Banner Tire Div. of General Tire & Rubber Co., through D'Arcy Adv. Co.; CocaCola Bottling Co. of Chicago, McCannErickson Inc.; Z. Frank Chevrolet, Doner
agency, and Chicago's Last Dept. Store,
Robert Piatt agency.
Plans have not been completed for the
Cubs Midwest Baseball Network but regional feeds are expected to include some
25 to 30 stations.
Jim Shott, WHIS

Owner, Dies

JIM H. SHOTT, 61, owner of WHIS-AMTV Bluefield, W. Va., president of the Daily
Telegraph Printing Corp. and publisher of
the Bluefield Telegraph and Sunset News,
died at his home Jan. 26.
Mr. Shott served as state Republican
chairman from 1944 to 1948 and state finance chairman from 1954 to 1956. One of
two sons of the late Hugh Ike Shott, former
congressman and United States senator from
West Virginia, Mr. Shott became president
of the Daily Telegraph Printing Corp. when
his father died in 1953.
He is survived by his wife, Martha Easley
Shott; five sons, a sister and a brother.
WFIE-TV Issues Rate Card
WFIE-TV Evansville, Ind. (ch. 62), recently authorized to begin operation on ch.
14, uhf, has issued a new rate card (No. 7)
effective Feb. 1, announced Promotion Manager Ed Yalowitz. On the new rate card one
hour Class AA time will be $400, he said.

PERSISTENCE

REWARDED

WORL Boston may have started a hit
record on its way to fame — in spite of
itself.
Norm Tulin, WORL disc jockey,
tried hard to discourage the Melody
Macs, a young singing group, when
they brought him a record they had
cut, telling them that the station
couldn't use a home-cut record. Instead of being discouraged, the group
had 3,000 copies cut professionally.
Mr. Tulin finally gave in and spun
both sides, "Lovelight in the Starlight"
and "Apple Blossom Lane."
The resulting music was notable
more for its flats than its sharpness.
Listeners called in amazement to find
out what it was. But publicity pays
off. Other DJ's in Boston picked up
the record, and Bob and Ray featured
it on their Mutual show. Music stores
started getting requests, and record
companies started bidding for the disc.
ABC-Paramount finally got the master
for $ 1 250. This for a record the group
couldn't give away the month before.
The record has been pressed, and
is being distributed nationally. And
the Melody Macs (Xena, George,
Agnes, and Madeline Macattich) may
have a hit on their hands.

WRAJ Anna, III., Goes on Air
THE TOWN of Anna, 111., and Union County now have their first radio station, WRAJ,
which went on the air Jan. 10. Formal opening ceremonies for the 500 w, 1440 kc station were held Jan. 27 at the studios in the
Anna Hotel. Local news and farm programming from 6 a.m. to local sunset highlight
the new station's activities.
Manager of WRAJ is Robert P. Joseph,
formerly on the staff of WGBS Miami and
of WHOP Hopkinsville, 111. The station
is owned by Pierce E. and F. Ernest Lackey.
WGTO Has Record Sales Month
WGTO Haines City, Fla., signed $160,436.55 worth of new and renewed business

THERE'S no mistaking a member of the WVNA Sheffield, Ala., sales force as he
approaches in his three-wheeled Isetta, blazoned with head-on identification. If the
WVNA man can't find five feet of parking space at his client's place of business,
he can hop out the front door, enlist a passerby and lift his 770-lb. "Motocoupe"
onto the sidewalk. The three WVNA German cars, making their rounds in the
tri-city area of North Alabama — Florence, Sheffield and Tuscumbia — don't use as
much fuel as one conventional automobile.
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in December 1956, for its top sales month
since it went into regional radio operation
16 months ago.
The station's three sales representatives,
G. Max Kimbrel, W. H. Fritts and Louis C.
Candedo, turned in an average of $6,500
each working day during the month, topping
by more than $60,000 the hoped-for goal of
$100,000 in signed business.
Rep. John McCormack Lauds
WNAC-TV on House Floor
HOUSE Majority Leader
mack (D-Mass.) took the
of Representatives Jan.
WNAC-TV Boston, Vice

John W. McCorfloor of the House
30 to commend
President-General
Manager Norman
Knight, station licensee RKO-General Teleradio
Pictures Inc. and
President Thomas
F. O'Neil for the
station's public
service film, Suf-

^^jKftf'i dren.fer the Little Chil^^^H
shot in
Wk
, ■ JjL ^^^^H
'JBdNp fiim
Thewashalf-hour
man
by
MR. knight
Viennateam
by asent
threethe station to cover the refugee situation
there. It will be followed next month by an
hour film, Weltschmerz. Producer-director
H. Jeff Forbes, cameraman Edward Gilman
and songwriter Frank Luther, film narrator,
were mentioned in the McCormack speech,
for their work in Austria (in cooperation
with CARE), as were executive producer
James Pike and writer Kenneth Macaskill,
WNAC-TV staffers who prepared the show.
STATION PEOPLE
Jerry Danford, formerly national account executive, Radio Adv.
Bureau, N. Y.,
named eastern sales
manager for KWK
TV St.
Louis and
Inc.
(KWK-AMWGTO Haines
City, Fla.).
James F. Jae Jr.,
regional sales manager,
KLIK Jefferson City,
Mo.,
named assistant
MR. DANFORD
general manager.
George D. Stearns, chief engineer, WMIC
Monroe, Mich., named assistant manager,
in addition to his present job. Robert J.
Norwood, WMIC announcer, engineer,
sports director, to program director and Irv
Laing, announcer-engineer, formerly of
WDTR-FM and WTVS-TV Detroit, joins
WMIC as morning personality. Joe Bacarella
named afternoon disc jockey and part-time
salesman.
J. Maxwell Foley named chief engineer for
WSVA-AM-FM
Harrisonburg,
Va. and
Thomas B. Jones appointed tv studio supercon tinues on page 102
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It's the bubbles that make champagne something
extra special... something more than just fine wine.
Representation by Petry has given KMTV
that important "extra" — a better service to our
national accounts. Coupled with the biggest
TV coverage in a giant 1xh billion dollar market area,
it has meant a year 'round ranking among thfe
nation's top 20 TV stations in national spot accounts.
Our sincere thanks and best wishes, Ed, on the
25th Anniversary of your organization.

Manager — KMTV — Omaha
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CLOSED
CIRCUIT TV
URGED
FOR SCHOOLS
• California educator gives views
• Sees relief in teacher shortage
EXPERIMENTATION with closed circuit
television in the public school system as a
means of relieving the critical teacher shortage in the country was recommended last
week by Dr. Alexander J. Stoddard, educator who retired last year as superintendent
of schools in Los Angeles.
Dr. Stoddard's proposal was contained in
a report on "Schools For Tomorrow: An
Educator's Blueprint," prepared for The
Fund for the Advancement of Education,
an independent organization established by
The Ford Foundation. The report was based
on studies by Dr. Stoddard and on interviews
with more than 1,000 persons in 72 communities last year.
Dr. Stoddard said the universal incorporation of television in the country's public
schools could conceivably bring a saving of
100,000 teaching positions and more than
$500 million in teaching salaries. He
acknowledged that the schools must learn
how to use tv most effectively, and suggested that experimentation be conducted to
determine:
(1) Whether there is a practical way to
incorporate television into the school program so as to substitute for and lessen what
the regular teacher must do, thus enabling
her to do the remainder of her work better;
(2) Which phases and types of learning experience lend themselves best to the tv
medium of presentation and (3) Whether a
high level of teaching efficiency can be attained with fewer trained teachers than are
involved in the usual school organization.
As a possible plan for the elementary
school level, Dr. Stoddard offered the following: For part of the day, half of the
children in a class could be learning from
regular teachers such subjects as English,
reading, writing, arithmetic and social
studies, while the other half would be participating inclass experiences in a "resource
room," utilizing television programs and any
other aids to instructions. After lunch, the
two schedules would be reversed.
Dr. Stoddard reviewed, in his report, the
progress that has been made with tv on the
college level and, to a lesser degree on the
high school level. His studies indicated, he
said, that "relatively little" television education has been done on the elementary school
level, except for the "enrichment, supplementary type."
The possible advantages to schools incorporating television
a
plan, Dr. Stoddard said,
are that subject areas, such as art, music,
modern languages and many phases of regular subjects, can be taught by specialists in
these fields at time not usually available in
the normal classroom organization; some
teaching positions obviously can be absorbed
in this way, though demonstration is required to determine the number and the
savings involved could be earmarked for
teacher raises or employment of teacher
aides.
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WTHS-TV
SOUNDS
SOS
PLEA
tinue to get emergency help from WTVJ
THE two-year saga of educational ch. 2
WTHS-TV Miami, Fla., can be summed
(WTVJ [TV], ch. 4 Miami), we will be
able to stay on the air until the end of
up in one word, according to Vernon
Bronson, assistant director of radio and this current school year, or approximately
television for the Dade County Board of
June
15, 1957,"
Mr. normally
Bronson gosaid.
Public Instruction: Exhaustion.
that time,
we would
off "At
the
air
for
the
summer
hiatus
anyway,
but
Unless a proper budget and staff can
when we do we must notify the FCC,
be set up for the new 1957-58 school
and state the reason, and the EXACT
year, Mr. Bronson has told his superiors,
WTHS-TV will have to go dark June 15 time of return to the air. During the hiaand remain so permanently.
tus we must overhaul all of our equipment and plan and perfect the program
WTHS-TV began operating on reschedules for the new season. . . . But
served ch. 2 Miami in August 1955, with
an estimated $300,000 capital investment
these people cannot go on — they are ex($100,000 from the Fund for Adult Eduhausted physically and otherwise . . ."
cation and donated equipment). It operFor the coming year, Mr. Bronson sugates with 10 kw from a 300 ft. tower.
gested abudget of $117,800. He wants
Studios and transmitting equipment are three engineers, two producer-directors,
housed in the now jam-packed WTHS
one film manager-technician, one camera(FM) quarters. Staff comprises eight
man-floor manager, one artist, one secreschool personnel who work overtime and
tary-script writer-receptionist — total salaries, $41,600 yearly; plus an operations
on weekends, plus 18 volunteers. WTHSTV operates 4-5 hours daily, with onebudget of $76,200.
third of its program fare from the EduThis would permit WTHS-TV to opercational Television & Radio Center, Ann
ate six hours daily and amount to about
Arbor and the other two-thirds local live $45 per hour of air time operations, Mr.
Bronson said. This comes to 54^ per child
and film programs secured from outside
sources. The school board also operates
WTHS (FM).
perAtyear,
he added.
present,
WTHS-TV is being run by
school
personnel
on double time and by
Not only are the personnel of WTHSvolunteers, Mr. Bronson observed. The
TV, physically exhausted by the overwork
entailed in doing their regular school transmitter rent ($1,800), transmitter
power and telephone lines ($3,600) and
work plus their activities with WTHSTV, but even tube replacement stocks
tube replacements are being furnished by
WTVJ. There also is a $4,800 bill due to
have been utterly depleted, Mr. Bronson
declared.
the Educational Television & Radio Center. The school board furnishes adminis"If our present staff and the director
can hold up physically, and we can keep
tration, housing, lighting, postage, telephone service, etc., he pointed out.
our present supply of volunteers and con-

Also, he said, fewer classrooms required
would make possible, without added cost, the
construction of various-sized rooms for special subject areas and also provide for television facilities.
Dr. Stoddard conceded there are "real
roadblocks" that must be overcome to bring
about the general use of tv in the school
program and listed the problems of cost
and budgeting; of adapting present buildings
and other physical facilities not planned
with tv in mind; of planning for the place
of tv in the school program, and of finding
and training skillful television teachers.
Dr. Stoddard also has been superintendent
of schools in Bronxville, N. Y., Schnectady
and Providence. He was for 10 years chairman of the Educational Policy Commission
of the National Education Assn.
NBC-TV

School

Will Begin

March

Plan
1 1

THE first regularly scheduled transmission
of NBC-TV originated and produced programming to 25 non-commercial tv outlets,
announced as part of the network's educational tvproject [B«T, Dec. 17, 1956, et seq.]
has been set for March 1 1 . At that time the

network will feed on its regular transmission
facilities five separate programs dealing with
mathematics, government, literature, music
and economics, which will in turn be picked
up on local loops especially provided for by
the Educational Television & Radio Center
at Ann Arbor, Mich. These loops, operating
from 6:30-7 p.m. (EST) Mon.-Fri., will
connect the NBC-TV network line with the
educational stations.
NBC named four producers to the staff of
David Lowe, recently named overall producer of the project [B»T, Jan. 28]. They are
Brice Howard, NBC senior unit manager
last connected with the Hallmark Hall of
Fame program, who will produce the
American government series; William White
Parish, NBC supervisor of public service
programs and at one time with Wide Wide
World, who will take over the contemporary
U. S. literature program; Charles Polachek,
associate producer of the NBC Opera Co.
and former Voice of Firestone producer,
who will produce the music program, and
Mrs. Dorothy Culbertson, supervisor of religious programming at NBC Radio, who
will supervise the economics program. Mr.
Lowe will handle the mathematics series.
The appointments were announced last
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week by Edward Stanley, NBC manager of
public service programs, who heads the
project. The plan was disclosed by NBC
President Robert W. Sarnoff during the
network's 30th anniversary celebration in
Miami last December [B*T, Dec. 17, 1956].
All 25 educational stations in the U. S. have
agreed to carry the programs. The project
begins March 11 for 13 weeks, resuming in
October for another 1 3 weeks.
RCA

ESTABLISHES

NEW

SCHOLARSHIPS

RCA last week announced a scholarship
program for students preparing to teach
science and mathematics. A total of 30 colleges and universities is included.
While unique among corporate educational aid programs, the new project actually
extends RCA's long-standing scholarship
and fellowship program, according to Brig.
Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA board chairman.
He emphasized that eventually some of the
students taught by the would-be teachers
would become "tomorrow's scientists" —
making valuable advances in electronics.
A greater supply of teachers will help attain the goal of increasing the number of
engineers and scientists, Gen. Sarnoff said,
adding that he is urging RCA's 75,000 employes taking part in local school endeavors
to increase their efforts.
Grants of $800 each will be made to 10
specified colleges and universities, and
awarded to prospective science and mathematics teachers studying in the sophomore,
junior and senior years, with an unrestricted
contribution of $500 made to each of seven
independent colleges in the group.
Another 10 annual grants of $800 each
will go to selected teacher training colleges
for science and mathematics students in
the junior or senior years, and 10 scholarships of $250 each to freshmen and sophomores in those colleges.
An RCA Educational committee, under
the chairmanship of Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, RCA
vice president and technical director, conducted astudy of science teacher shortages
and set up the scholarship in those states
showing the most acute need.
Colleges and universities specified: Berea
College, Berea, Ky.; Adelphi College, Garden City, N. Y.; Clark College, Atlanta,
Ga.; U. of Delaware, Newark, Del.; Goucher College, Baltimore; W. Virginia Wesleyan
College, Buckhannon, W. Va.; U. of Wyoming, Laramie, Wyo.; Trinity College, Hartford, Conn.; St. Louis U., St. Louis; U. of
Rhode Island, Kingston, R. I.; New Jersey
State Teachers Colleges at Trenton and
Montclair; Eastern Kentucky State College,
Richmond, Ky.; New York State College
For Teachers, Albany; Georgia State College For Women, Milledgeville; Henderson
State Teachers College, Arkadelphia, Ark.;
Western State Teachers College, Macomb,
111.; New Mexico Highlands U., Las Vegas;
Arizona State College, Flagstaff Ariz., and
Western Washington College of Education,
Bellingham, Wash.
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• Senate Elections Subcommittee
• Expenditures made

IN

RADIO-TV

CAMPAIGNS

gives $9,907,006 total

from Sept. 1 to Nov. 6 of last year

• Report based on questionnaires sent 4,000 stations
A TOTAL of $9,907,006 was spent on
radio-tv in behalf of political candidates —
presidential down through local offices —
from Sept. 1 to Nov. 6 last year, the Senate
Elections Subcommittee reported yesterday
(Sunday).
The subcommittee, which held hearings
last fall on political campaign expenditures
under the chairmanship of Sen. Albert Gore
(D-Tenn.), made its report to the parent
Senate Rules & Administration Committee.
Other subcommittee members are Sen.
Mike Mansfield (D-Mont.) and Sen. Carl
T. Curtis (R-Neb.), the latter dissenting on
grounds the labor union picture was not
properly presented. Subcommittee counsel
was James H. Duffy, with John P. Moore
special counsel.
The radio-tv figures in the comprehensive
and voluminous report were based on question aires tothe nation's 4,000 radio and tv
stations, answered by about 90% of am and
fm stations, 97% of tv stations and all the
radio and tv networks.
The report shows by individual and total
radio and tv networks and collectively for
all stations, as well as total stations state-bystate, the amounts spent in behalf of candidates for President, senator, representative
and "all other offices." Expenditures are
broken down showing amounts spent for
spot time, program time and other charges
such as production and pre-emption costs.
Aso listed are the amounts of "free time"
in minutes given to each type of candidate
or one of his supporters by networks and
stations. The report did not distinguish between free time given to candidates and to
persons supporting candidates.
The document also presents the arguments
for and against proposals that networks and
stations be required by law to give free time
to candidates, as well as broadcasters' criticism of Sec. 315 ("equal political time")
of the Communications Act, as presented
in testimony before the subcommittee last
fall.
Total national estimates for newspaper
and periodical political advertising are presented, as well as that for outdoor advertising and other categories of expenditures.
Finally, the document lists contributions
of $500 or more by individuals, classifying
them according to certain selected industries they represent. Thus, the report lists
$500-plus donations by officials of the ten
largest radio-tv licensees and similar contributions byexecutives of the 37 largest
advertising agencies, where such contributions have been made.
The committee appended final figures
from late replies, by 48 radio stations and

seven tv stations, which are included in the
total figure at the beginning of this story,
but are not listed in the tabulations which
are the basis for the breakdowns as used
hereinafter. These total figures do not break
down expenditures as spot, program or production and pre-emption costs except where
noted.
Grand total expenditures in radio and tv
for all offices were: Democrats $4,120,712,
Republicans $5,381,891 and "other" (third
party and non-partisan candidates) $315,739. This includes these radio-tv expenditures for the national offices: $1,949,865
(Democrats), $2,739,103 (GOP) and $34,179 (other); for senator $691,031 (Dem.),
$788,280 (GOP) and $9,992 (other); for
congressman $330,247 (Dem.), $509,552
(GOP) and $3,804 (other); all other offices
$1,149,569 (Dem.), $1,344,956 (GOP) and
$267,764 (other).
Grand total for radio — networks and
stations — was $1,373,924 for Democrats,
$1,644,728 for Republicans and $163,744,
other. For tv, $2,746,788 for Democrats,
$3,737,163 for Republicans and $151,995,
other.
In the presidential race Democrats spent
$477,305 in radio, $1,472,560 for tv, while
Republicans spent $558,352 for radio, $2,180,751 for tv. In senatorial races, Democrats spent $235,902 in radio, $455,129 in
tv, while the GOP spent $302,608 in radio,
$485,672 in tv. In contests for congressman,
Democrats $143,467 in radio, $186,780 in
tv; GOP $215,730 in radio, $293,822 in tv.
For all other offices Democrats spent $517,250 in radio, $632,319 in tv, while the GOP
spent $568,038 in radio, $776,918 in tv.
Network radio grand total for all offices
was $176,295 by the Democrats and $144,645 by Republicans (mostly for the national
offices). On tv networks, Democrats spent
$1,197,441 and Republicans $1,733,073
(also mostly for national office).
Total radio and tv network expenditures
were $1,373,736 for Democrats and $1,877,718 fortionalRepublicans
(again, mostly for naoffice) .
Total free time granted by radio networks
was 600 minutes to Democrats, 714 minutes
to Republicans and 705 minutes to others
(mostiy for national office). Tv networks
gave 595 minutes to Democrats, 714 minutes to Republicans and 637 minutes to
others (mostly national office). Grand total
free time given by both radio and tv networks was 1,195 minutes to Democrats,
1,428 minutes to Republicans and 1,342
minutes to others.
ABC Radio totals: Democrats $38,874,
Republicans $19,070. ABC-TV: Democrats
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NO.

$288,461, Republicans $170,682. ABC gave
15 minutes radio time each to Democrats
and Republicans and 230 minutes to others
and gave 15 minutes tv time to each party
and 225 minutes to others.
CBS Radio totals: Democrats $93,818,
Republicans $66,110. CBS-TV: Democrats
$495,455, Republicans $916,148. CBS gave
247 minutes of radio time to Democrats,
260 minutes to Republicans and 265 minutes
to others, and gave 180 minutes tv time to
Democrats, 228 minutes to Republicans and
210 minutes to others.
NBC Radio totals: Democrats $26,647,
Republicans $49,694; NBC-TV: Democrats
$413,525, Republicans $646,243. NBC gave
323 minutes free radio time to Democrats,
439 minutes to Republicans and 195 minutes
to others, and gave 400 minutes tv time to
Democrats, 471 minutes to Republicans and
202 minutes to others.

BLANKETS

1

MARKET

Mutual totals: Democrats $16,956, Republicans $9,771. MBS gave 15 minutes
free time to Democrats and 15 minutes to
others.
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NOW,

for

lowest cost per prospect — highest return per dollar. Call your Petry Radio
man.
Harold C. Stuart, Exec. V. P.
Gustav Brandborg, Gen'l Mgr.

OKLAHOMA'S GREATEST STATION

Individual radio stations reported Democrats for all offices spent $1,197,629, Republicans $1,500,083, and others $163,744. Individual tv stations reported Democrats for
all offices spent $1,549,347, Republicans
$2,004,090, and others $151,995.
Radio stations reported a total of 15,787
minutes free time to all Democrats, 14,774
minutes to Republicans and 3,912 minutes to
others. Tv stations reported they gave Democrats 5,120 minutes, Republicans 4,444
minutes and others 1,544 minutes.
Exclusive of production and pre-emption
costs, the Democrats spent $945,000 in
radio spots and $400,000 in radio programs
for all offices, on stations and networks.
Republicans spent $1,240,000 for radio
spots and $377,000 for radio programs. At
the same time Democrats spent $926,000
for tv spots and $1,615,000 for tv programs,
while the GOP spent $1,279,000 for tv spots
and $2,026,000 for tv programs.
Total money expenditures on stations by
states* follow (senatorial elections held in
only 33 states; in some southern states the
Democratic senatorial or congressional
nominee had no effective opposition; some
state-border stations and those in the District of Columbia were used by candidates
in Alabama:
neighboringradio
states):**
$3,050 (D), $1,658 (R),
$784 (O); tv $5,522 (D), $292 (R), $1,380
(O). Arizona: radio $17,657 (D), $10,802
(R),
$177 $985
(O). (O); tv $39,672 (D), $14,854 (R),
Arkansas: radio $6,494 (D), $2,597 (R),
$838 (O); tv $7,545 (D), $1,635 (R). California: radio $82,946 (D), $77,074 (R),
$22,083 (O); tv $116,357 (D), $181,592
(R), $3,312 (O).
Colorado: radio $22,179 (D), $28,350
(R), $2,136 (O); tv $15,030 (D), $33,293
(R), $2,469 (O). Connecticut: radio $22,321
* Does not include total $166,282 radio spending
and $309,615
received
from stations too late tvto expenditures
tabulate by states,
but carried
in
all other radio and tv totals in this story.
** (D)-Democrats, (R)-Kepublieans, (O)-Others.
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(D), $47,517 (R), $990 (O); tv $26,663 (D),
$38,676 (R), $4,437 (O).
Delaware: radio $6,128 (D), $10,430
(R), $35 (O); tv $3,320 (D), $4,495 (R),
$240 (O). Florida: radio $26,686 (D), $18,169 (R), $900 (O); tv $46,610 (D), $37,606
(R), $626 (O).
Georgia: radio $18,158 (D), $1,898 (R),
$1,768 (O); tv $1 1,938 (D), $6,214 (R).
$927 (O). Idaho: radio $10,659 (D), $11,055
(R); tv $7,765 (D), $14,821 (R), $160 (O).
Illinois: radio $90,849 (D), $87,454 (R),
$1,626 (O); tv $101,143 (D), $105,089 (R).
Indiana: radio $26,569 (D), $45,980 (R),
$1,100 (O); tv $58,455 (D), $80,025 (R),
$218 (O).
Iowa: radio $28,121 (D), $25,643 (R),
$97 (O); tv $23,215 (D), $20,650 (R). Kansas: radio $16,862 (D), $22,093 (R), $474
(O); tv $25,495 (D), $31,993 (R), $986
(O).
Kentucky: radio $26,698 (D), $22,362
(R), $1,391 (O); tv $15,902 (D), $23,040
(R). Louisiana: radio $11,220 (D), $9,534
(R), $2,769 (O); tv $16,160 (D), $15,859
(R), $4,304 (O).
Maine: radio $4,548 (D), $4,847 (R),
$354 (O); tv $5,634 (D), $9,103 (R), $24
(O). Maryland: radio $19,707 (D), $22,535
(R), $8,873 (O); tv $25,317 (D), $35,036
(R), $6,968 (O).
Massachusetts: radio $41,475 (D), $58,217 (R), $733 (O); tv $54,063 (D), $97,358
(R), $685 (O). Michigan: radio $43,608 (D),
$91,771 (R), $15,676 (O); tv $87,988 (D),
$171,173 (R), $9,705 (O).
Minnesota: radio $38,454 (D), $41,533
(R), $5,795 (O); tv $41,032 (D), $42,080
(R), $2,199 (O). Mississippi: radio $1,370
(D), $1,258 (R), $745 (O); tv $3,134 (D),
$1,299 (R), $2,017 (O).
Missouri: radio $30,478 (D), $20,668
(R), $275 (O); tv $42,110 (D), $37,435 (R),
$605 (O). Montana: radio $24,104 (D),
$28,981 (R), $2,531 (O); tv $11,607 (D),
$14,482 (R), $632 (O).
Nebraska: radio $5,747 (D), $4,163 (R),
$6,971 (O); tv $4,782 (D), $9,871 (R), $3,714 (O). Nevada: radio $8,090 (D), $9,133
(R), $1,720 (O); tv $9,962 (D), $10,589 (R),
$7,069 (O).
New Hampshire: radio $1,195 (D), $3,378 (R), $162 (O); tv $924 (D), $6,132 (R).
New Jersey: radio $7,148 (D), $24,110 (R),
$1,024 (O); tv $4,544 (D), $1,860 (R).
New Mexico: radio $26,931 (D), $20,470
(R), $1,800 (O); tv $28,974 (D), $18,657
(R), $200 (O). New York: radio $71,303
(D), $110,075 (R), $3,844 (O); tv $133,158
(D), $96,200 (R).
North Carolina: radio $7,895 (D), $5,559
(R), $46 (O); tv $5,405 (D), $6,548 (R).
North Dakota: radio $6,059 (D), $8,859
(R), $3,278 (O); tv $14,393 (D), $13,582
(R), $1,773 (O).
Ohio: radio $45,426 (D), $91,142 (R),
$10,551 (O); tv $46,544 (D), $160,391 (R),
$20,209 (O). Oklahoma: radio $12,622 (D),
$11,149 (R), $50 (O); tv $16,864 (D), $23,983 (R), $410 (O).
Oregon: radio $53,195 (D), $73,008 (R),
$6,923 (O); tv $55,090 (D), $59,599 (R),
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$385 (O). Pennsylvania: radio $77,950 (D),
$92,729 (R), $575 (O); tv $124,316 (D),
$162,402 (R), $115 (O).
Rhode Island: radio $6,581 (D), $4,576
(R), $53 (O); tv $23,119 (D), $13,381 (R).
South Carolina: radio $3,193 (D), $669 (R),
$1,467
167 (O).(O); tv $6,135 (D), $850 (R), $7,South Dakota: radio $8,591 (D), $10,565 (R), $522 (O); tv $13,144 (D), $13,986 (R), $649 (O). Tennessee: radio $7,363 (D), $12,959 (R), $1,239 (O); tv $8,566 (D), $19,329 (R), $1,830 (O).
Texas: radio $43,250 (D), $60,658 (R),
$18,261 (O); tv $46,012 (D), $108,219
(R), $10,695 (O). Utah: radio $4,384 (D),
$13,441 (R), $3,797 (O); tv $7,711 (D),
$22,929 (R), $8,430 (O).
Vermont: radio $2,208 (D), $2,615 (R),
$88 (O); tv $2,202 (D), $4,942 (R). Virginia: radio $10,196 (D), $14,535 (R),
$2,858 (O); tv $5,441 (D), $9,846 (R),
$600 (O).
Washington: radio $55,084 (D), $47,898
(R), $18,778 (O); tv $85,482 (D), $65,315
(R), $31,724 (O). West Virginia: radio
$28,355 (D), $41,063 (R); tv $22,876 (D),
$17,959 (R), $1,299 (O).
Wisconsin: radio $11,886 (D), $36,296
(R), $285 (O); tv $22,487 (D), $53,478
HE MOVES

FOR CHANGE

LABOR

organizations would be prohibited from expenditures in primaries
and election campaigns for presidential, vice presidential, senatorial
and congressional offices, under provisions of a bill (HR 3629) introduced
last week by Rep. Edgar W. Hiestand
(R-Calif.). The bill also would increase
the legal ceiling for expenditures in a
year by a national political committee
from the present $3 million to around
$12 million.
(R), $1,213 (O). Wyoming: radio $3,504
(D), $7,168 (R), $924 (O); tv $1,233 (D),
$1,288 (R), District of Columbia: radio
$1,415 (D), $8,630 (R), $391 (O); tv
$6,658 (D), $15,042 (R), $369 (O).
The following list of "the 10 leading radio
and television station licensees" shows contributions ofover $500 made in 1956 by 22
officers and directors of eight of the firms as
checked by the subcommittee against the
list of contributors filed with the Clerk of
the U. S. House of Representatives and as
reported to the subcommittee. The contributions total $38,800. The report said FCC
figures show the 10 companies had the highest combined radio-tv revenues in 1955: *
CBS: Joseph A. Iglehart, $1,000 to Republicans; William S. Paley, $12,600 to Republicans.
NBC: Harry C. Hagerty, $500 to Republicans; William E. Robinson, $3,000 to Republicans.
ABC**: Earl E. Anderson, $500 tQ Republicans.
Storer Broadcasting Co.: Charles V. McAdam, $500 to Republicans; J. Harold
Ryan, $600 to Republicans; George B.
Storer, $8,200 to Republicans.
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.: Charles

E. Headlee, $500 to Republicans; Robert H.
Hinckley**, $500 to Democrats; George
Main, $1,400 to Republicans; Gwilym A.
Price, $1,500 to Republicans.
RKO Teleradio Pictures Inc.***: "None
Crosley Broadcasting Corp.: George Allen, $500 to Republicans; James Bruce,
$500 to Democrats; Coburn C. Darling,
found."to Republicans; Dr. Robert L. John$1,000
son, $1,000 to Republicans; Herman H.
Kahn, $500 to Republicans; Leroy A. Lincoln, $500 to Republicans; Thomas A.
O'Hara, $1,000 to Republicans.
Meredith Publishing Co.: Fred Bohen,
$1,000 to Republicans; E. T. Meredith Jr.,
$1,500 to Republicans.
Scripps-Howard Radio Inc.: "None
Consolidated Tv & Radio Broadcasts (sic)
Inc.: R. S. (Ralph) Euler, $500 to Republicans.
found."
The following alphabetical list of the 37
top agencies in 1955 (billings of $20 million
or over as listed in the Feb. 27 Advertising
Age) show, where applicable, political contributions of $500 or more by contributors
who were checked against a list of officials
of these agencies. All contributions listed,
totaling $51,600, were made to Republicans.
BBDO: Bruce Barton, $2,000; J. D. Danforth, $1,000; Fred B. Manchee, $1,000; A.
F. Osborn, $1,000.
Benton & Bowles: William R. Baker Jr.,
$1,000; Robert E; Lusk, $500.
Biow-Beirn-Toigo (Biow Co., now defunct): Milton H. Biow, $1,500; Veronica
Welch, $500.
Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance:
None.
Campbell-Ewald Co.: Charles M. White,
$11,350.
Campbell-Mithun: None.
Cockfield, Brown & Co. : None.
Compton Adv.: None.
Cunningham & Walsh: None.
Dancer -Fitzgerald -Sample: Clifford L.
Fitzgerald, $1,000.
D'Arcy Adv. Co.: P. J. Orthwein, $1,500.
Donahue & Coe: None.
D. P. Brother & Coe: None.
Erwin, Wasey & Co.: None.
Foote. Cone & Belding: Robert F. Carney,
Fuller & Smith & Ross: None.
$500.
Geyer Adv.: B. B. Geyer, $500.
Grant Adv.: None.
Grey Adv. Agency: None.
J. Walter Thompson Co.: Wallace W.
Elton, $500; Henry C. Flower Jr., $2,500;
Kenneth W. Hinks, $1,000; Howard Kohl,
* Because of the last-minute receipt of the
Gore Subcommittee report, B-T did not have
time
what appear to be obvious
errorstoindouble-check
some identifications.
** As far as this magazine knows, Robert H.
casting.
Hinckley
is Washington vice president of ABC
and has no connection with Westinghouse Broad*** Under another heading, the report lists a
William O'Neil of General Tire & Rubber Co. as
contributing $3,000 to Republicans. GT&R owns
RKO Teleradio Pictures Inc. and Thomas F.
O'Neil,
of RKO Teleradio,
William President
O'Neil, President
of GT&R. is the son of
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$1,000; L. O. Lemon, $1,000; Samuel W.
Meek, $1,000; Stanley Resor, $2,100;
Charles A. Rhenstrom, $1,000; Oneill Ryan
Jr., $1,500; Norman H. Strouse, $1,000.
Kenyon & Eckhardt: Thomas D. A.
Brophy, $750; Don C. Miller, $750; Dwight
Mills, $1,500.
Kudner Agency: J. H. S. Ellis, $500.
Lennen & Newell: Adolph J. Toigo,
$2,000.
Leo Burnett Co.: Leo Burnett, $500.
MacLaren Adv. Co.: None.
MacManus, John & Adams: James R.
Bloomfield Adams, $500.
Maxon Inc.: Lou R. Maxon, $500.
McCann-Erickson: Emerson Foote, $1,000; Marion Harper Jr., $650.
Needham, Louis & Brorby: None.
Norman, Craig & Kummel: None.
N. W. Ayer & Son: None.
Ruthrauff & Ryan: Frederick B. Ryan Jr.,
$500.
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles:
Robert T. Colwell, $500; Raymond F. Sullivan, $500.
Tatham-Laird : None.
Ted Bates & Co. : None.
William Esty Co.: James J. Houlahan,
$2,000; John Peace, $1,000.
Young & Rubicam: Louis N. Brockway,
$1,000; Sigurd S. Larmon, $1,500.
The breakdown of expenditures of all
campaign committees which filed reports
with the Clerk of the House of Representatives showed direct expenditures of $20,685,387 in behalf of Republican candidates

PROBE

FUNDS

APPROVED

THE Senate last Wednesday approved
S Res 26 providing $225,000 for the
Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee's investigations and studies
this year, including its probe into tv
network practices and allocations
problems.

and $11,919,061, including labor committees, for Democratic candidates for the period Sept. 1 to Nov. 30, 1956, the Senate
unit reported. Breakdown was:
Radio: Democratic $559,979; Republican
$877,230.
Television: Democratic $2,292,228; Republican $3,006,412.
Newspaper and periodical advertising:
Democratic $694,923; Republican $1,373,944.
Printing, purchase and distribution of
literature: Democratic $1,900,076; Republican $2,187,199.
Outdoor: Democratic $195,507; Republican $393,905.
Other (travel, quarters, salaries and other
overhead): Democratic $4,429,179; Republican $7,334,971.
Volume of newspaper advertising from
July 1 to Nov. 30, obtained by the subcommittee from Media Records Inc., New York,
from a survey of political advertising lineage
in 410 newspapers in 129 cities, accounting

Congratulations

Edward
6l

Co..

Retry
Inc.

The management and staff of KARK feel a deep
sense of pride on this occasion of your 25th
Anniversary, and in having been happily affiliated
with you for the past 20 years.

ARKANSAS'

PREFERRED

STATION

IN LITTLE ROCK
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for 74% of daily newspaper circulation and
90% of Sunday circulation, indicated a total
of $4,283,072, Democrats spending $745,453 and Republicans $1,068,510. Of the
total, undifferentiated and miscellaneous
spending by both parties was $2,469,109.
The report said its radio-tv figures were
the most complete ever achieved, due largely
to cooperation from the networks and the
approximately 500 tv stations and 3,500 am
and fm radio stations. It noted that California and Pennsylvania were the leading
states in radio-tv expenditures — $457,000 in
each state by both parties.
It also was pointed out that while networks reported to the subcommittee as of
Oct. 2 that $2,428,000 had been spent for
tv and that the two parties anticipated
spending an additional total of $2,094,000
for tv, the final reports by networks and
stations show that this $2,094,000 total estimate was exceeded by $1,961,000 — the
Democrats spent an additional $868,000 and
the GOP an additional $1,093,000. This
shows both parties boosted their tv spending
considerably more in the late stages of the
campaign, it was said.
The report said total radio-tv expenditures
did not show a significant increase in 1956
over 1952 for presidential, senatorial and
congressional offices ($7,056,053 total in
1956, $6,062,377 in 1952), but added:
"However, as might be expected, there was
marked increase in the 1956 television expenditures over 1952, and a significant decrease in 1956 in radio expenditures comAccompanying
figures showed total expared to 1952."
penditures of $3,111,049 for radio and
$2,951,328 for tv in 1952 and $1,956,205
for radio and $5,099,848 for tv in 1956. It
noted the growth and spread in tv stations
as one reason for higher tv costs, but said
expenses might have been even higher last
year had it not been for the increased use
of spot programs and announcements of less
expense than regular programs, pre-election
coordination by networks with political
parties to reduce pre-emption costs and advent of the 5-minute program.
The report showed that individual radio
stations gave 575 hours of free time to
political candidates and individual tv stations 185 hours, while radio networks gave
34 hours and tv networks 32 hours.
The document said witnesses from the
four networks and NARTB President
Harold Fellows were "practically unanimous" in testimony last fall that Sec. 315
"ought to be repealed or drastically
amended." While Sec. 315 appears to be
fair and equitable, its application has
created many problems," the report said,
citing demands by minority parties.
Proposals by some witnesses for free time
were described, along with broadcaster objections to it. It noted that its figures on
free time includes that given to persons
supporting candidates as well as to candidates themselves. The document also described the dilemma in which the broadcaster isprohibited by the FCC from censoring political speeches, but made liable to
libel by many state laws (see story, page 27).
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Our heartiest congratulations on your Anniversary ... 25 star-studded years of significant achievement and constant progress. We

want to express our appreciation for

your co-operative, attentive and effective representation, and add our warmest

wishes

for your continuing good fortune.
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GOVERNMENT
SALE

DISSENTERS

RECEIVE
Congratulations
to
Ed

Petry

and his wonderful
staff on their
twenty-fifth
anniversary as
top reps.
We are proud to
be represented
by this group
of great guys.

KCOP
CHANNEL 13
HOLLYWOOD

SETBACKS

• Protests turned down
• Hearing held on KOBY
A WILMINGTON, Del., court last week
turned down a minority stockholder who was
fighting to upset the sale of a Washington,
D. C, radio station. At the same time, the
FCC dismissed protests filed by two persons
who claimed they had been bilked out of
their right to buy a Florida radio and tv
station. And, an FCC hearing on the protest
of a minority stockholder against the sale of
a San Francisco station was completed in one
day last week.
• Chancellor Collins J. Seitz, of the Wilmington, Del., court of chancery last week
dismissed the complaint of Lawrence M. C.
Smith against the sale of WGMS-AM-FM
Washington, D. C, to RKO Teleradio Pictures Inc., last year for $400,000. Mr. Smith,
16%% stockholder of WGMS, had brought
suit to abrogate the sale on the ground that
the station could have been sold for more.
He also objected to the five-year management contract with Mr. and Mrs. M. Robert
Rogers. The Rogers and Pierson Underwood own 83i/3 % of WGMS.
Judge Seitz held that there was no showing
that the sales price was "less than the fair
value of the assets sold." He also declared
there was no other firm offer that could have
been considered by the WGMS board. Mr.
Smith had maintained that Nathan Strauss,
WMCA New York, had offered more than

congratulations
to
EDWARD
PETRY
&
COMPANY

on

your

th
annivers
25ary
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BOXSCORE
STATUS of tv cases before FCC:
AWAITING FINAL DECISION: 9
(■Figures in were
parentheses
arguments
held.) indicate dates oral
Miami, Fla.. ch. 10 (7-18-55) ; Seattle, Wash..
ch. 7 (12-17-56); Indianapolis, Ind., ch. 13
(5-25-56); St. Louis, Mo., ch. 11 (7-9-56);
Orlando, Fla., ch. 9 (6-19-56); Buffalo,
N. Y. ch. 7 (9-24-56); Boston, Mass., ch. 5
(10-29-56); Biloxi, Miss., ch. 13 (12-18-56);
Casper, Wyo., ch. 6.
AWAITING ORAL ARGUMENT: 3
(Figures
in parentheses
indicate dates initial decisions
were issued.)
San Francisco-Oakland, Calif., ch. 2 (6-2556); Pittsburgh, Pa., ch. 11 (7-3-56); Coos
Bay, Ore., ch. 16 (7-20-56).
AWAITING INITIAL DECISION: 3
(Figures
parentheses
indicate dates records werein closed
after hearings.)
Hatfield, Ind.-Owensboro, Ky., ch. 9 (1-755); Toledo, Ohio, ch. 11 (1-25-56); Onondaga-Parma, Mich., ch. 10 (3-2-56).
IN HEARING
7
Beaumont-Port Arthur Tex., ch. 4; Sheboygan, Mich., ch. 4; Pachuta, Miss., ch.
7; Mayaguez, P. R., ch. 3; Victoria, Tex.,
ch. 19; McKeesport-Pittsburgh,
Pa., ch. 4;
Beaumont,
Tex., ch. 6.
IN COURT
7
(Appeals from tv grants in U. S. Court of
Appeals, Washington.)
Pittsburgh, Pa., ch. 11; Sacramento, Calif.,
ch. 10; Fresno, Calif., ch. 12; Miami, Fla.,
ch. 7; Wichita, Kan., ch. 3; Portsmouth, Va.,
ch. 10; Shreveport, La., ch. 12 (denied by
appeals
court; topetition
for writ Court).
of certiorari submitted
U. S. Supreme

$400,000 for the station.
Judge Seitz justified the management consultancy contract between RKO and the
Rogers as compensation for agreeing not to
compete with RKO in the Washington
market.
An FCC hearing on Mr. Smith's charges,
submitted as a protest following FCC approval of the sale, began two weeks ago and
will resume today (Monday). Among those
to be heard will be public witnesses who have
banded together as "Friends of Good
Music." WGMS operated as a good music
station in the nation's capital city.
A request that the "Friends of Good
Music" be allowed to intervene as a party
in the protest hearing, with the right to
submit witnesses and cross-examine other
witnesses, was denied by Chief Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham two weeks
ago. This ruling was appealed to the FCC.
RKO planned to operate WGMS as its
Washington outlet for MBS originations,
with WGMS-FM generally continuing the
good music policy. Although the purchase
was consummated shortly after the FCC's
approval last year, RKO was required to
return the station to its original owners when
Mr. Smith went to federal court and received
a stay order against the transaction.
It is understood that the Wilmington
court's ruling will be incorporated in the
FCC hearing record.
Florida Protests Dismissed
• The FCC dismissed the protests of Theodore Granik (American Forum of the Air)
and William H. Cook against the sales of
WFMJ and WESH-TV Daytona Beach, Fla..
by W. Wright Esch. WFMJ was sold in 1955
to Emil Arnold and Harold Kaye; WESHTV in 1956 to WCOA Inc. (John H. Perry
interests). The Commission said that since
a Florida court ruled against the claims of
Messrs. Granik and Cook they were no
longer a party in interest and thus had no
standing to protest the sales.
Messrs. Granik and Cook claimed they
had a contract with Mr. Esch permitting
them to buy the two Daytona Beach stations.
But, they claimed, Mr. Esch went ahead and
sold them to others. The Florida circuit
court held that the two men had no stake in
the facilities.
• A hearing on the protest of Milton
Stern — claiming to be a minority stockholder
because he and others responded to an appeal for funds to keep KEAR San Francisco
going as a good music station — against the
FCC's approval of the sale of that station
to Mid-America Broadcasting Co. (David
M. Segal) opened and closed in one day last
week.
Mr. Stern claimed that the station should
have been sold to another group. Frank V.
DeBellis, former station director, testified
that he was among a group which tried to
buy the station and maintain it as a good
music station. KEAR (now KOBY) was sold
by S. A. Cisler to Mr. Segal for $500,000
last year. Mid-America also owns KOSI
Aurora-Denver, Colo., and WGVM Greenville, Miss.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
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GOVERNMENT
CONGRATULATIONS
Senate Group to Hear
FCC on Tv Allocations

Edward
Petry

&

Co.

For Representing

ILLINOIS'
2nd
BIG
MARKET

*
PIMIUOUI
*01d Indian word for Peoria
area meaning "land of plenty."

TOP
to?

THE FCC will go before the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee at
10 a.m. March 5 to explain the "progress"
it has made and "its expectations as to future
developments
in the
Announcement
thatallocations
tv hearingsfield."
would be
resumed on that date was made last Tuesday
by committee Chairman Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.), who said he felt it important that the FCC advise the committee of
its progress and expectations in tv allocations.
Sen. Magnuson noted that members of
the committee or staff may well have questions in "other related fields." In announcing resumption of hearings, he drew attention to the committee's interim report, issued last July 23, in which the Senate group
said:
"That it will follow very closely the Commission's progress toward achievement of
both its interim and long range proposals
and that it would call for periodic reports as
to The
such interim
progress."
report [B»T, July 16, 1956]

SHOWS!

generally supported the FCC's plan offered
in late June [B»T, July 2, 1956] for studying the feasibility of a long-range move of
all tv to uhf, research on improving uhf
equipment, stimulation of manufacture of
all-channel sets through tax relief and intermediate selective deintermixture and other
proposals.

TOP
Outside Chicago, Metropolitan
Peoria
*©*1COVE*
leads in population (284,800) . . . consumer spendable income ($516,870,000)
. . . total retail sales ($386,231,000)
(SRDS est., 7/1/56)

"Pimiteoui" is 100% UHF ... and
WTVH reaches out even beyond its
boundries to 18 industry-rich, farm-rich
counties . . . with both CBS and ABC
... 14 of the top 20 shows (ARB 1 1 /56)
... . 500,000 watts from a 660-foot tower.

EDW. PETRY & CO.
NATIONAL REPS.
affiliated with
Peoria Journal Star

Channel 19
PEORIA, ILLINOIS
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FCC Grants Cp's for Stations
In Casper, Wyo., Florence, Ala.
CONSTRUCTION permits for a new vhf
station in Casper, Wyo.. and a uhf in
Florence, Ala., were awarded by the FCC
last week. The Casper grant had been recommended earlier in an initial decision, after
the only contesting applicant dropped out
[B«T, Jan. 21].
Donald Lewis Hathaway, owner of KSPR
Casper, received the grant for ch. 6 there.
He will operate with 12.9 kw visual power
and spend approximately $147,375 on construction.
Florence ch. 41, went to Television Muscle
Shoals Inc. The new station, to cost about
$76,376 to construct, will use 15.8 kw visual
power. Richard B. Biddle, controlling stockholder of WOWL Florence and 25% owner
of WGAD Gadsden, Ala., owns 25% of
Television Muscle Shoals. Also 25% owner
is Radio Muscle Shoals, applicant for a new
am in Huntsville, Ala., and owned by
WOWL-WGAD principals. Other stockholders are Alabama businessmen.
Fort Worth, Tulare Sales
Receive Approval of FCC
AMONG station transfers approved by the
FCC last week were the purchases of KNOK
Forth Worth by John W. Kluge and KVVG
(TV) Tulare, Calif., by James Stacy, independent film producer.
Mr. Kluge purchased KNOK from Associated Broadcasters Inc. (John J. Flood Jr.,
president) for $220,000. The daytimer op-

erates on 970 kc with 1 kw. Mr. Kluge is
president-majority stockholder of KXLW St.
Louis, WILY Pittsburgh, WKDA Nashville
and WGAY Silver Spring, Md. He also
owns 37% of WLOF Orlando, Fla., which
he has contracted to sell to 15% owner
Harris H. Thomson, and 37% of Mid-Florida Tv Corp., applicant for ch. 9 in Orlando.
Ch. 27 KVVG was purchased by Mr.
Stacy from equal owners Joseph J. Justmann and M. B. Scott for $10,000 plus the
assumption of approximately $300,000 in
liabilities.
For other sale approvals, see FOR THE
RECORD, Page 124.
Vhf

Tax

Boost

Urged

To Bring Uhf Equality
UHF operator Edward Breen, KQTV (TV)
Fort Dodge, Iowa (ch. 21) — noting that the
Treasury Dept. opposes the removal of the
10% federal manufacturer's excise tax from
all-channel tv sets — has proposed that the
tax on vhf -only sets be increased to 20%
as "an easier way of obtaining a tax advantage for all-channel sets."
In a lettef- to fellow uhf broadcasters, Mr.
Breen, president-general manager of KQTV,
said, "With Congress facing the biggest
peacetime budget in history it would appear
that we are not going to be able to sell that
tax reduction. The Treasury has come out
firmly against it.
"So let's work with them."
Mr. Breen said he had written his congressmen and both Iowa's senators and asked
other uhf broadcasters to write theirs. "I
already have the promise of support."
Rep. Merwin Coad (D-Iowa), who represents Iowa's 6th District in which KQTV
is located, said he had received a request for
help from Mr. Breen. He is studying "considerable material" on the proposal but has
taken no action. He said he had discussed
the problem with Mr. Breen and is studying
a group of news items, tax bills and other
material but any action is in the "preparatory stage," aalthough
he added
that thestating
FCC
has issued
declaration
of policy
that something must be done to save uhf.
Spokesmen for Iowa Sens. Bourke B.
Hickenlooper (R) and Thomas E. Martin
(R) said quests,
they
had received
Breen's Sen.
rebut have
taken noMr.action,
Hickenlooper's office noting that tax bills
customarily originate in the House.
Whitney Nominated for Post
JOHN HAY (Jock) WHITNEY, financier
and owner of broadcast stations, was formally nominated Tuesday as Ambassador to
Great Britain. President Eisenhower had
earlier indicated the appointment would be
made [B»T, Dec. 31, 1956]. Mr. Whitney is
to succeed Winthrop W. Aldrich, resigned.
The Whitney interests last year paid $10
million for WISH-AM-TV Indianapolis and
WANE-WINT (TV) Fort Wayne-Waterloo,
Ind. They own 90% of KGUL-TV Galveston-Houston and of KOTV (TV) Tulsa, as
well as a number of community antenna
systems in the Midwest. Mr. Whitney is a
brother-in-law of William S. Paley, CBS
board chairman.
Broadcasting
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CBS told the Senate Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee last week that Richard A. Moore's refutation of CBS President
Frank Stanton's testimony (which was a rebuttal of Mr. Moore's original charges that
tv network practices conduce to monopoly)
is erroneous.
The network filed two documents with
the Senate committee last week. One was a
27-page point-by-point rejoinder to Mr.
Moore's most recent charges [B«T, Jan. 28].
The other was a reply memorandum of law
in answer to Mr. Moore's reply memorandum of law on the antitrust aspects of option
time and must buy practices.
Mr. Moore is president-general manager
of independent ch. 1 1 KTTV (TV) Los Angeles. He made his attack on tv network
practices — particularly option time and must
buys — last March in an appearance before
the Senate committee.
Mr. Stanton, who appeared before the
Senate investigators last June, rebutted Mr.
Moore's charges. Mr. Moore's comments
on Mr. Stanton's testimony were supplied to
the Senate group last fall.
In its counter
rebuttal
to points
Mr. Moore's
refutations,
CBS made
these
among
others:
• That KTTV erred in making some of its
points, that it misquoted or misapplied some
of CBS' answers.
• That KTTV's allegations of network
"straddling" practices were erroneous since
stations have the right to refuse programs
which run past option time. Straddling, according to Mr. Moore, is a network practice where a program begins in option time
but continues past that period. This extends
network time on an affiliate beyond the
agreed-on time, according to Mr. Moore.
• That KTTV's charge that syndicated
film producers were cutting back on programs because networks were pre-empting
good station time was "erroneous or at the
least misleading."
Contracts With Screen Gems
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STATION

KTTV

According to CBS, KTTV claimed Screen
Gems was dropping three shows formerly
produced for network broadcast; in fact CBS
said one is still on CBS-TV network and the
other two are still being syndicated. CBS also
said that Screen Gems recently announced it
intends to produce 18 new film series.
KTTV said Guild Films produced or offered no new programs for syndication during 1956, CBS said. This is incorrect, CBS
stated: Guild Films is offering two new
shows currently, Capt. David Grief and
Kingdom of the Sea.
KTTV stated that National Television
Associates is presently offering only one new
series, CBS declared. This is wrong, the network said; NTA is offering three new film
series, Sheriff of Cochise, Lili Palmer Theatre and Combat Sergeant. NTA recently an-

CHARGES

COMMITTEE

nounced, CBS said, that it intends to produce
10 new series.
KTTV claimed that Television Programs
of America said it was producing or offering
no new programs for syndication. This is in
error, CBS averred: It is currently offering
Hawkeye and the Last of the Mohicans, and
has announced plans to produce five new
film series.
Hal Roach planned a 1956 series called
Blondie which was, according to KTTV,
abandoned, CBS asserted. "KTTV thus implies that it was abandoned because of time
clearance
problems,"
CBSmarkets
said. The
network
declared that
of the 12
where
CBS
Television Spot Sales then represented stations, nine offered time, two were not on the
advertisers' lists and only one did not offer
availabilities. Actually, CBS said, the advertisers (Wesson and Sunkist) could not come
to terms with Hal Roach.
The implication made by KTTV that Ziv
is ceasing to produce programs for syndication, CBS said, is contradicted by the Ziv
announcement that it intends to produce 10
new series. This also goes for Official Films,
CBS said; it has announced its plans to produce two new series.
Error Charged
KTTV's claim that CBS Television Film
Sales Inc. released no syndicated programs
in 1956 is in error, CBS declared. CBS-TV
Film released four film series for syndication
and one for national spot in 1956. Two new
series have already been released in 1957
and others are being planned.
CBS said that there were 16 new syndicated series released in 1956 compared to
15 in 1955 and that the total half-hour series
syndicated in 1956 totaled 240 compared to
170 in 1955. CBS also said KTTV did not
include other companies in the syndication
field. It added that Gross-Krasne has reportedly sold O Henry Playhouse in 65
markets for more than $1 million; that
Walter Schwimmer reported a 40-market
sale of the Eddie Arnold Show and the release early this year of All Star Golf (26
shows for $600,000 investment); that MCATV's State Trooper was sold recently in five
markets to one advertiser with 100% Class
A time clearance and in 71 other markets to
another advertiser, with 91% Class A time
clearance; and that Minot Tv produced
The Tracer which premiered in the New
York market last October. CBS mentioned
that RKO Teleradio has announced three
new properties for syndication: Aggie, Sailors of Fortune and The Big Idea.
CBS concluded this refutation of the attack with these words:
"This brief recital of facts belies the alleged 'sad state of television film syndication
brought about by the effects of option time.'
Furthermore KTTV has overlooked a number of factors which might cause a particBroadcasting
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KTBS-TV
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BY
PEENT
REPRES
SINCE 1936

ular producer or syndicator to discontinue
production of an existing series, none of
which is related to the option time provision. In the first place, the poor series, which
were not sold for that reason, die automatically. Syndicated series have had a higher
fatality rate because many were not up to
the standard of competitive programs —
many, for instance, had previously been offered but not sold to a network or national
sponsor. Thus the syndicated film field has
had a high percentage of inferior shows
which would have failed regardless of time
clearance. As to the good programs, they
generally sell more than once in the same
market. Producers depend on the residual
value of re-runs to obtain the maximum
profit from a series. When new shows are
added to the series it is more difficult to sell
the old ones and they face higher costs in
producing the new ones than the old ones.
It is profit to the producer or syndicator
which is the deciding factor — not network
option time." Justifies Action
In its memorandum of law — prepared by
its New York law firm of Cravath, Swain &
Moore, CBS justified the legality of option
time
tices. and must-buys as part of network prac"KTTV's entire attack on the option time
provisions
in the
network's
contracts
their affiliated
television
stations
is built with
as a

* MONTHLY
COVERAGE,
Homes Reached 136,860
A Bonus of 6,740 over Station 8
TELEVISION

HOMES

in KTBS-TV Area 157,980
A Bonus of 13,120 over Station B
* N.C.S. No. 2, Spring 1956

KTBS^
CHANNEL
SHREVEPORT
LOUISIANA
E. NEWTON WRAY,
President & Gen. Mgr.
NBC

and

ABC

Represented by
Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
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deceptively simple classic syllogism," CBS
said. The syllogism is, CBS said: (1) blockbooking is illegal per se; (2) option time is
equivalent to block-booking; (3) therefore,
option time is illegal per se.
CBS emphasized that it sells nothing to
affiliated stations; it sells its composite network service to advertisers. Programming is
only a part ("an unprofitable part, it should
be noted") of CBS' service. CBS explained:
"High quality, balanced programming,"
CBS believes, "stimulates television viewing
and thus adds inducement to advertisers to
purchase national television advertising, ultimately to CBS' benefit. It is upon this
belief that CBS has acted in engaging in
programming; what CBS seeks from its investment in programming is, not immediate
return, but the creation and maintenance of
a capital asset, audience, upon which may
be founded an advertising business. Thus,
the supplying of programs — however important, as CBS believes it is, to the attraction and maintenance of a television audience— is but a concomitancy of CBS' unique
function, which is to make the many complex, large-scale arrangements required for
national chain telecasting, including the engagement of simultaneous time over many
stations comprising a national chain and the
support of central broadcasting and national
interconnection facilities. Its business is to
sell the fused result as a national advertising medium
to national
CBS
averred
that in advertisers."
its opinion option
time agreements were "eminently" reasonAs abletoand "mild."
block booking, CBS said that a
minimum purchase rule is necessary to insure the use of its network facilities by
advertisers.

FCC
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CASE

• Says CAB

didn't intervene

• Monroney,

Bible hit back

THREE

members of the Senate Interstate

&Subcommittee
Foreign Commerce
Aviation
received Committee's
an answer last
week
from FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey to their letter regarding the
possible grant of ch. 10 in Miami, Fla., to a
subsidiary of National Airlines.
In a letter to Subcommittee Chairman A.
S. (Mike) Monroney (D-Okla.), Mr. McConnaughey stated that the Commission had
not sought an opinion from the Civil Aeronautics Board on the question of whether or
not a tv grant should be made to an airline
or its subsidiary. He also said the board had
not attempted to intervene in the proceeding
and that the FCC did not think it would be
appropriate for the Commission, prior to
the issuance of a decision in the case, to
indicate its views as to whether such questions have been properly raised on the record.
Original Grant Queried
Sen. Monroney originally questioned a
possible grant to Public Service Inc., National subsidiary, in a letter dated Dec. 28,
1956, because certificated airlines "are
granted guarantees of a fair return on their
investment," and asked that the FCC defer
action on the case. Mr. McConnaughey's
answer to this letter was unsatisfactory to
Sens. Monroney, Alan Bible (D-Nev.) and
Frederick G. Payne (R-Me.), subcommittee
members. They promptly wrote a second
letter to the FCC chairman. Mr. McConnaughey's answer, dated Jan. 30:
Dear Sen. Monroney:
This is with further reference to your
letter of Dec. 28, 1956, and will acknowledge your letter of Jan. 22, 1957, concerning the possible grant of television licenses
to a certificated airline or its wholly owned
subsidiary. In these letters you raise questions with respect to the impact of such a
grant upon aviation policy matters over
which the Aviation Subcommittee of the
Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee
has cognizance. You request information as
to "(1) whether the matter of public policy
has been considered by the Commission as
to such ownership, and (2) whether the advice or an opinion, was asked of the Civil
Aeronautics Board as to the effect of such
ownership upon certificated airlines."
As you have indicated, the only instance
in which the Commission has been called
upon to consider an application for a television license by a certificated airline or its
subsidiary is with respect to the application
of Public Service Inc., a wholly owned
subsidiary of National Airlines, for ch. 10
in Miami, Fla. The issues which have been
designated for hearing in the proceeding
make no specific reference to the policy
question discussed in your letters. None of
Broadcasting
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why

WGN-TV has more and better feature
film product available for sponsors than

the

billing in the 32-year
of the station!

some

reasons

why!

WGN-Radio is THE Chicago station
for (1) comprehensive news coverage,
(2) outstanding special events, and (3)
the most listened-to sports features!

any other Chicago station — the finest
product of three major Hollywood companies: Warner Brothers, Columbia and
20th Century Fox!

WGN-Radio is the star personality station! Look at this lineup:
Jim Lounsbury
Pierre Andre

WGN-TV has the highest rated daytime participation shows in Chicago!
WGN-TV has most of the best syndicated features available for sponsors in
Chicago!

Frank Babcock

John Mallow
Pat McCaffrie

George Bauer
Bob Bell
Jack Brickhouse
Dick Coughlan

Larry McDonald
Leslie Monypenny
Lloyd Pettit
Wally Phillips
Norman Ross
Paul Saliner
Steve Schickel
The Starnoters
Frazier Thomas
Bob Trendler

Harry Creighton
Dardanelle
Ethel Davis

AND WGN-TV has exclusive rights to both
the Chicago Cubs and White Sox daytime
home games for the 10th consecutive season...this is Chicago's highest rated
sports feature . . .and choice ad jacencies
are now available!

are buying

are

enjoyed

WGN-Radio reaches more people than
any other Chicago radio station...
reaches more people than any other
Chicago advertising medium!

audiences in the nation's second largest
market!
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the parties to the proceeding has ever sought
to enlarge the issues to encompass this question. The Commission has not sought an
opinion from the Civil Aeronautics Board
on this question, nor has the board attempted
to intervene in the proceeding to state any
position with respect to the matter.
It is our understanding, however, that
certain questions have been raised by some
of the parties during the course of the
Miami proceeding as to the appropiateness
of a subsidiary of a certificated airline becoming a licensee of a television station.
However, since this matter is now pending
before the Commission in its adjudicatory
capacity, we do not think it would be appropriate for the Commission prior to the
issuance of a decision in the case to indicate
its view as to whether such questions have
been properly raised on the record or, to
the extent they may have been, their scope,
relevance or ultimate disposition.
By direction of the Commission
George C. McConnaughey
Chairman
cc: Sen. George A. Smathers
Sen. Andrew F. Schoeppel
Sen. Monroney was not in Washington
last Thursday and could not be reached for
comment.

continued
success

A COWLES

STATION

Robert R. Tincher,
General Manager

WHTN-TV
CHANNEL 13
ABC
316,000
Huntington,
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Apparent Winner of Boston V
Challenged by Rival Newspaper
CHARGING the Boston Herald-Traveler
with unfair business practices, the Globe
Newspaper Co., publisher of Boston Globe,
last week petitioned the FCC for permission
to intervene in the Boston ch. 5 case. The
Boston hearing was closed February 1955
and an initial decision favoring Greater Boston Tv Corp. was issued in January 1956.
The Herald-Traveler is one of four applicants for the channel and reportedly has received a4-1 vote of approval by the Commission [B»T, Jan. 21] but announcement
of this decision has not been made public.
Other applicants for the vhf channel are
Massachusetts Bay Telecasters Inc. and
Allen B. DuMont Labs. A fifth applicant,
(Boston) Post Publishing Co., is no longer
an applicant.
Globe charged the Herald-Traveler with
using its WHDH to give it an unfair advantage as a newspaper by "persistent efforts
to eliminate the competitive situation now
existing in the newspaper field in Boston";
threats against Globe that if the HeraldTraveler secured ch. 5 in Boston, it {HeraldTraveler) would use same "to injure the
Globe" and "drive you (the Globe) out of
business," and attempts by the HeraldTraveler to upset loan agreements secured
by the Globe, thereby attempting to force
a merger and eliminate the present competitive newspaper situation in Boston.
The petition stated that with the demise
of the Boston Post, the Globe papers and
Herald-Traveler papers are the only two
Boston papers which compete directly with
each other. The Globe's morning and evening circulation is 385,000 with a Sunday
circulation of 440,000, compared to the
Herald-Traveler's 400,000 daily circulation
and 305,000 Sunday, the petition stated.
Davis Taylor president of the Globe,

stated that Robert Choate, publisher
Herald-Traveler, has repeatedly tried
fect a merger between the papers and
that "if I get ch. 5 I may drive you

of the
to afstated
out of

Army Names Maj. Cranston
business." Chief in PIO Division
Radio-Tv
NEW

CHIEF of the Army's radio-television branch of its public information division is Maj. Robert Cranston, appointed
Jan. 25 to replace Maj. Thomas B. Clagett,
who has assigned
been
reto Oslo,
Norway, for duty
Northern
Comwith
NATO's
mand headquarters.
Maj. Cranston, a
16-year Army veteran who has
served 1 2 years
working in radio
and tv activities,
was the first Army
MAJ. CRANSTON

officer to be designated television officer in the information field. He is again
headquartered in the Pentagon, his second
tour of duty there.
In his new post Maj. Cranston will direct •
all Army radio and tv activities and supervise its weekly tv series The Big Picture.
Son of George Cranston, general manager
of WBAP-AM-TV Fort Worth, Tex., he is
married and has three daughters.
C-C Hoped for Tax Write-offs
Of $3.4 Million in Bitner Buy
CROWELL-COLLIER hoped to realize $3,400,000 through tax write-offs if it could
have purchased Consolidated Television &
Radio Broadcasters Inc. [Bitner stations] for
$16 million.
That is what Edward Elliot, senior partner
of Elliot & Co., New York brokerage, told
the Securities and Exchange Commission in
testimony last week. Before establishing his
own brokerage firm, Mr. Elliot was chairman of the finance committee of C-C.
That amount, together with an anticipated
$6 million profit from bookselling, would
have enabled the publishing firm to continue putting out its two magazines, Collier's
and Woman's Home Companion. Both suspended publication late last year after the
deal for the Bitner properties fell through
[B»T, Nov. 26, 1956].
Mr. Elliot told the SEC that the publishing house, under the direction of President
Paul C. Smith, sought to diversify its interests. Mr. Smith, through this policy, had
created a climate of confidence, Mr. Elliot
testified.
SEC is examining the private sale of $4
million in C-C debentures in an effort to
learn if such sales were in violation of regulations since they had not been registered
with the commission.
Mr. Elliot testified that the plans organized under the direction of Mr. Smith
underscored a bright future for the company.
National figures were informed of the deBroadcasting
• Telecasting

From

one

to

Pioneer

Another

. . .

Congratulations!
1 ' •■ .

It is a happy coincidence that WSM-TV, a
telecasting pioneer, is scheduled to start
telecasting from its new

1,379 foot tower

(tallest in the Southeast) the same month
that America's pioneer station representative, Edward Petry & Company, celebrates
its twenty-fifth anniversary.
It is no coincidence that these pioneer
organizations are associated. You can
quickly find out how creative telecasting
and creative sales representation can
team
problems

up to solve your sales
in the Central South.

Just ask any Petry man to tell you how
WSM-TV's new Tower increases the rich
WSM-TV market and your potential pen
,etration by almost one-third.

V
-T
SM
Channel
4 Nashville,
Tennessee
W
NBC-TV Affiliate

Clearly Nashville's # I TV Station
IRVING WAUGH, Commercial Manager
EDWARD PETRY & CO.,
National Advertising Representatives
WSM-TV's sister station - Clear Channel 50,000-watt WSM Radio - is the only single medium that covers completely the rich Central South market.
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benture issue, even though the sale was
private. Testimony in regard to purchase of
the debentures brought out such names as
Adlai E. Stevenson, Thomas E. Dewey, Louis
B. Mayer, Samuel Goldwyn and Lowell
Thomas. Records show Mr. Stevenson
bought 500 shares of common stock at $8.35
on Nov. 30, 1954. He still holds the stock.
Lee Adresses Meeting
On Crowded
Spectrum
FCC COMR. Robert E. Lee told a group of
non-broadcast radio users that a plan of
geographical allocations (vs. block usage)
might be the long-awaited answer to their
burgeoning demands for more spectrum
space. At present the FCC allocates blocks
of frequencies for each individual service.
In a speech last week to the Special Industrial Radio Service Assn. convention in
Hollywood Beach, Fla., Mr. Lee referred to
the scheduled April 1 hearing on allocations
above 890 mc as indicating FCC concern
with the crowded spectrum. He said the
question of an allocation study of assignments below 890 mc was being pondered,
but whether this would be undertaken or not
was still uncertain.
"There is considerable discussion of such
a move within and without the Commission,"
Mr. Lee said. "The examination of the more
crowded spectrum below 890 mc presents
an extremely difficult administrative prob-
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FORMER FCC Comr. Frieda Hennock was hostess at a luncheon honoring the wives
of present commissioners last Monday in the private offices of House Speaker Sam
Rayburn of Texas. Pictured at the luncheon (1 to r) : (seated) Mrs. George McConnaughey, Mrs. John C. Doerfer, Mrs. Robert T. Bartley, Mrs. Rosel H. Hyde, Mrs.
Richard Mack; (standing) Mrs. Paul Walker, wife of the former FCC chairman;
Miss Hennock, and Mrs. Edward Bartley, mother of Comr. Bartley and sister of
Speaker Rayburn.
lem. While this should be no excuse, I hope
that all will appreciate the limitations of our
overburdened staff which, as a practical matter, must be given great weight . . ."
Although the geographical assignments of
frequencies would raise problems (need
more funds, more personnel), Mr. Lee said
he favored such a move. "I am finding it increasingly difficult to explain why a steel
company in a large community, desperate
for additional frequency space, cannot use a
frequency assigned, let us say, to the forest
service in an area where there are no trees."
Among other methods which Mr. Lee
favored in order to ameliorate the tight frequency problem of non-broadcast users were
(1) narrowing channel widths; (2) moving
certain services to higher bands and (3)
more use of shared channels.
Triangle Seeks FCC Permit
For Tv Experimental Station
REQUEST for authority to construct and
operate a tv experimental station has been
filed with the FCC by the radio-tv division
of Triangle Publications Inc. Triangle proposes to spend $60,000 to build the station
in Johnstown, Pa., using ch. 10, 150 watts
and a tower not to exceed 100 ft. above
ground to rebroadcast the signal of Triangle's ch. 10 WFBG-TV Altoona, Pa.
Johnstown is 28 miles from Altoona, normally within the Grade A contour of
WFBG-TV, but most areas of the city cannot receive the station because of the rough
terrain, according to Triangle. With the
experimental station, Triangle hopes to
prove "the feasibility and reliability of vhf
co-channel amplifying transmitters, particularly when used to remedy coverage deficiencies within a station's Grade A contour,"
the application stated.
Johnstown stations now on the air include
ch. 6 WJAC-TV and ch. 56 WARD-TV. Triangle also owns WFIL-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia, WNBF-AM-TV Binghamton, N. Y.,

WNHC-AM-FM-TV New Haven, Conn.,
50% of WHGB Harrisburg, Pa., WFBG
Altoona and its purchase of now dark
WLBR-TV Lebanon, Pa., is the subject of a
protest hearing.
Three New Am Grants
Made Last Week by FCC
THREE new am grants were made by the
FCC last week. Permittees:
Orlando, Fla. — Orlando Radio & Television Broadcasting Corp., 1270 kc, 5 kw
daytime. Principals (Emil Arnold-president50%, Robert E. Wasdon 25% and Jack
Siegel 25%) are associated in ownership of
WMFJ Daytona Beach and WALT Tampa,
both Fla., and WINN Louisville, Ky.
Diboll, Tex. — Arthur Temple Jr., 1260 kc,
1 kw day. Mr. Temple is a local businessman.
Quincy, Wash. — Quincy Valley Broadcasters, 1370 kc, 1 kw day. Donald R.
Nelson employe of KRIV Camas, Wash.,
owns 65% of Quincy Valley. Richard C.
Singleton and L. D. Adcox, also KRIV
employes, own 15% and 10%, respectively.
Hearing Set on Phoenix Grant;
Poole Claims Contract Breach
FCC last week ordered a hearing on the
charges that the owners of KEUQ Phoenix,
Ariz. (1 kw on 740 kc), breached a contract
with John Poole Broadcasting Co. [B»T, Jan.
7]. The Commission also stayed the Dec.
1956 grant to KEUQ.
John Poole Broadcasting Co. alleged that
it was ready to file an application for the
same Phoenix facilities late last fall but did
not do so when an agreement was reached
with KEUQ principals. Poole claimed this
was never honored after the FCC granted
the KEUQ application.
The Commission ordered the hearing into
the facts of the alleged agreement, the character and financial qualifications of KEUQ.
Broadcasting
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Antitrust

Group

Gets

Figures From ASCAP
ASCAP credits for copyrighted music performances on radio in 1955 accounted for
84.05% of performances in 1955 and
89.64% of performances on television, according to information furnished the House
Antitrust Subcommittee last week by Herman Finkelstein, representing ASCAP.
The non-ASCAP proportion of credits,
excluding works in the public domain, for
radio was 15.95% and for tv 10.36%, Mr.
Finkelstein reported, replying to a request
by Sam Pierce Jr., associate counsel for the
subcommittee. The House group, which held
hearings in Washington and New York last
year on alleged monopoly among the tv networks, plans to issue a report during the
latter part of this month.
Also entered in the record was material
from Rosenman, Goldmark, Colin & Kaye,
representing BMI — accused by ASCAP witnesses last September of working to keep
ASCAP music off the air to the benefit of
BMI performances.
Noting the ASCAP witnesses, Stanley
Adams and Jack Lawrence, were not under
oath at the September hearings by the House
unit, RGC&K said they since have testified
in a federal court in New York in the Songwriters of America suit against BMI — and
have changed their tunes.
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Transcripts Submitted
Transcripts of testimony by Messrs.
Adams and Lawrence were submitted to support RGC&K's contention that the two
would not confirm under oath in court the
statements they made to the House subcommittee, headed by Rep. Emanuel Celler
(D-N.Y.).
The testimony indicated Mr. Adams was
unable to cite any instances of discrimination by BMI and broadcasters against
ASCAP music. Mr. Lawrence was unable
to name any publisher who played favorites
against ASCAP and said he could name no
ASCAP members who have "lost their
touch"vent ofin
selling their songs since the adBMI.
Mr. Lawrence also was unable to verify
in his court testimony the dates and occasions when an "electronic curtain" had been
drawn against ASCAP music. He could not
cite any evidence that BMI had undergone
a "money buildup," the testimony transcript
indicated.
He also refused to verify statements made
before the Celler subcommittee that RCA
and CBS Records "controlled" such artists
as Perry Como, saying his earlier statements
were only opinions.
RGC&K also presented several court opinstruc-is
that BMI's
their stand
support
ionstureto does
not violate
antitrust
laws, and
not illegal per se, as they said has been
claimed by ASCAP counsel.
RGC&K presented figures on 1955 performances comparable to those submitted
by Mr. Finkelstein and claimed that BMI
music is played less by broadcasters than on
juke boxes and private records.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
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PERSONNEL RELATIONS

Defense Dept. Bans Servicemen
From Commercial Radio-Video
MEMBERS of the Armed Forces are not to
make commercially sponsored radio-tv appearances, according to a Dept. of Defense
release which reiterates the department's
policy of non-compe;'t;on with civilian employment.
Pentagon approval is required for all appearances on national programs, except for
individual appearances on audience participation shows.
Exceptions are as follows: a program observing anational holiday or dedicated to
the Armed Forces; a program originating
from a military location; a program which
contributes to the services or the nation; informative programs.
Requests for approval should be submitted
to Robert Tripp Ross, Assistant Secretary
of Defense.
Radio-Tv Coverage Granted
For May land Senate, House
RADIO and television have been given coverage rights to sessions of the Maryland
Senate and House of Delegates. Under an
amended rule (S Rule 85), admission to
the floor is permitted "a reasonable number
of representatives of radio and television
broadcasting stations (together with necessary equipment) as determined by the president."
The step was taken after the Maryland-

D. C. Radio & Tv Assn., of which Joseph
L. Brechner, WGAY Silver Spring, Md., is
chairman, had asked equal rights with other
media in covering legislative sessions. Sen.
Louis L. Goldstein, president of the Senate,
notified Mr. Brechner of the action.
FCC Dismisses NABET

Petition

Against Dunkirk Buy of WFCB
FCC last week dismissed a petition by the
National Assn. of Broadcast Employes &
Technicians to intervene in the sale of WFCB
Dunkirk, N. Y., by Dunkirk Broadcasting
Co. (A. A. Schmidt) to James Broadcasting
Co. (WJTN-AM-FM Jamestown, N. Y.) for
$51,102.
The petition charged that Dunkirk had refused to bargain collectively with NABET
and that the primary service area of WJTN
and WFCB would overlap. NABET asked
that it be made a party in interest and that
Commission approval of the sale (granted
Dec. 5, 1956) be stayed until Dunkirk agreed
to bargain and enter into a written collective bargaining agreement. WFCB has been
off the air since Oct. 15, 1956, because of a
strike
the station'sruled
employes.
The byCommission
that NABET had
failed to show that the transfer would adversely affect it or cause it to be aggrieved,
that the Commission was not an appropriate
forum for the private labor controversy between WFCB and NABET and that there is
no overlap of the 2 mv/m service contours
of the two stations.

AFM

Local

President

Sees Solution to Battle
POSSIBILITY that the battle between the
American Federation of Musicians national
organization and the members of AFM Local 47 in Hollywood over the disposition of
record royalty fees and film re-use payments
may be resolved within the federation rather
than in the courts was raised Monday by
Eliot Daniel at his installation as president
of the Hollywood local.
"We believe that our problems can be
solved within the framework of the federation and we intend to offer our full cooperation to that end," Mr. Daniel told the local's
membership, reminding them that a similar
offer of cooperation with the local has already been made by national officers.
Mr. Daniel and his fellow officers, who
were elected in December for two-year
terms [B«T Dec. 24, 1956], represent the
local's rebellious element, who have resisted
the trust fund payment policy both within
the
and in the courts [B*T Nov. 26,
1956,AFM
et seq].
He said "that the concept of a residual
right has been firmly established in the industry," has been recognized by AFM in
extra fees to performing musicians when
music from one medium is used in another.
"AFTRA has secured residual rights for
its members, based not on a right that stems
from common law but negotiated by them
through contracts," Mr. Daniel said.
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RICHMOND,
VA.
910 AM
101.2 FM

Send today for our latest
study and a new approach in
audience evaluation . . .
"THE TWO DIMENSIONS OF
THE RICHMOND RADIO AUDIENCE.*' Prepared to help
you place your message with
families that have the buying

power!
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Charles Wright New Partner
In A.D. Ring & Assoc. Firm
NEW PARTNER in the firm of A. D.
Ring & Assoc., consulting radio engineers
in Washington, D. C, is Charles S. Wright,
a member of the company since July, 1948.
The promotion was
effective this Jan. 1.
With the firm
Mr. Wright has
participated in the
planning and designing of standard
broadcast, frequency modulation
and television
broadcasting facilities in the United
States, and of U. S.sponsored medium
WRIGHT
wave and short
wave facilities overseas.
He has designed, adjusted and conducted
"proofs of performance" of many critical
directional antenna systems, both in this
country and abroad, and also has conducted
many field intensity surveys on fm and tv
stations.
Mr. Wright is a registered professional
engineer in the District of Columbia, and
is a senior member of the Institute of Radio
Engineers.
Phil Dean Assoc. Affiliation
With Swift Assoc. Announced
AFFILIATION of Phil Dean Assoc., New
York public relations firm serving various
radio-tv stations, with the newly-organized
industrial advertising -publicity office of
Thomas P. Swift Assoc., was announced
last week by the two major principals.
Although under one roof — 6 E. 39th St.,
New York 16 — the two offices will retain
their present corporate names.
The expanded operation will offer clients
servicing in all phases of general public
relations — tv, radio, industrial, financial,
stockholder relations and advertising.
Mr. Dean, former NBC exploitation director and publicity head of WRCA-AM-TV
New York, formed his own organization
three years ago. Mr. Swift, former New
York Times financial news writer had been
with Bozell & Jacobs Inc., New York, as
financial public relations director since 1955.

Congratulation^

On

y[our

25th

Lynn C. Wimmer, vice president in charge
of public relations, Burton Browne Adv.,
Chicago, to Hospital Administration, quarterly journal published by American College of Hospital Administrators, as managing editor.
DeWard Jones, general manager, Art Franklin Inc., N. Y., publicity firm, joins Dine &
Kalmus, same city, as general manager.
Telecasting
Broadcasting
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICE PEOPLE
Jack W. Mefford, advertising account executive, William Kostka & Assoc. Inc., Denver
public relations and advertising consultants
firm, elected vice president in charge of
advertising. Miss Sonia Skaritka, office manager of Kostka, named assistant treasurer.
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STATIONS
Station Section continues from page 74
visor at WSVA-TV. I. T. Lowe Jr. to tv
master control-transmitter supervisor and
Robert C. Jackson named supervisor of
microwave-remote communications facilities.
Robert S. Kieve, official, U. S. Information
Agency and former member of President
Eisenhower's staff, to WBBF Rochester,
N. Y., as vice president-general manager.
Stan Mcllvaine, business manager, San Antonio Missions baseball team, to WOAIAM-TV, same city, as merchandising manager.
WHISKER DERBY
BEARDED and spurred might be the
title for a promotion devised by
WARL Arlington, Va.
The station is conducting a Whisker
Derby to publicize a drive on behalf
of the National Children's Rehabilitation Center for Retarded, Emotionally Disturbed or Epileptic Children in
the Greater Washington area.
Offering $1,000 in cash prizes to the
man growing the best beaver by May
first, station has enlisted five judges
from the Barbers Union in Washington,
including
the President's
ber.D.C.,
The idea
is for listeners
to leavebaroff
shaving, or leave on stubble until the
center is recognized and established.

Clyde E. Cantrell," controller, C. C. Anderson Dept. Store, Twin Falls, Idaho, to KLIXAM-TV, same city, as business manager.
Ralph Radetsky, Ford Foundation, N. Y.,
to KOA-AM-TV
Denver, as assistant
general manager
and tv station manager.
Stuart H. Barondess, account executive, WTVJ (TV)
Miami, to KCUL
Ft. Worth, Tex.,
as national sales

cial manager of both stations. Joseph Laconi,
assitant program director, succeeds him.
Bruce Johns, promotion director, WTVN-TV
Columbus, Ohio, to WCHS-AM-TV Charleston, W. Va., in similar capacity.
John Gregory, newsman, WALL Middletown, N. Y., to Newburgh News, Newburgh,
N. Y., as reporter. Bert Shane, news director, WDLC Port Jervis, N. Y., succeeds Mr.
Gregory.
Ronald Maines, film supervisor, WNBF-AMTV Binghamton, N. Y., named to newly
created post of operations supervisor for
both stations.

manager
for Dalworth
Broadcasting
Co. (KCUL,
WMIE Miami, WWPG
throughout the southwest.

MR. RADETSKY
Palm Beach)

Joe Klaas, former account executive with
Seattle radio-tv stations and author of
Maybe I'm Dead, appointed sales manager
of KCSB San Bernardino, Calif. Fred McManus, formerly with WAHR Miami Beach,
Fla., and WITV (TV) Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.,
joined KCSB as salesman and announcer.
Jimmy Gibbons, WMAL Washington morning disc jockey and sports announcer, to
WOL Washington as morning announcer,
effective March 4.
Bob Lundquist, program director, WIKK
and WICU (TV) Erie, Pa., named commer-

Robert C. Richards, KCRG Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, returns to WMAL Washington as account executive. He formerly served there
in same capacity.
Larry Wynn, formerly sales manager,
WABC-TV and WABD (TV) New York,
to sales staff WATV (TV) Newark, N. J.,
as account executive.
John Warner, former school teacher and
insurance salesman, joins sales department
of WCYB-TV Bristol, Va.
Louis Barile, disc jockey, WKAL Rome,
N. Y., to WIBX Utica, N. Y., effective Feb.
11, succeeding Dave Scott who has joined
WLW Cincinnati.
Maxine Barrat joins WCKT (TV) Miami as
mistress of ceremonies on Late Weather
Show.

610KC
. . . Ask Edward

Petry and Company,

25

years

PHILADELPHIA

old this month... they've increased national sales
on WIP
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HAPPY

BIRTHDAY!
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THE

PERRY

STATIONS

extend

Heartiest
OKLAHOMA CITY'S Local Federal
Savings & Loan Assn. begins its 20th
year of advertising with WKY that
community as the sponsor of the station's 5p.m. news. Signing the new
contract is H. H. Harrill, vice president and general manager of the association. With him: Lowe Runkle (1),
president of Lowe Runkle Adv.
Agency, which represents the savings
and loan association, and Eugene B.
Dodson, WKY's acting manager.

their

Congratulations

to

The

Edward

Petry

on

Bob Stovel, formerly manager of S. F. office
of Collier's,
to KHJ-TV Los Angeles as account executive.

25th

&

Co.

its

Anniversary

Leon Dolnick, WITI-TV Milwaukee promotion director, to account executive on
station's sales staff. He is succeeded by
Lawrence Turet, formerly producer-director
with Weir Assoc., N. Y.
Fred H. Elliott Jr., sales manager, WELM
Elmira, N. Y., to KDKA Pittsburgh as account executive.
Kirk Jackson, traffic manager, J. L. Stifel
Co., to WTRF-TV Wheeling, W. Va., as
account executive.
James V. Malloy, Bill Sturm Studio, N. Y.,
to WJAR-TV Providence, R. I., as account
executive.
Wendall Siler, general manager, WRAD
Radford, to WDBJ-TV Roanoke, both Va.,
as account executive.
Jon Holiday, KTHS and KTHV (TV), both
Little Rock, Ark., to KXLR North Little
Rock, to direct newly-formed news and
public affairs department.
Cal Tinney, veteran news commentatorauthor-lecturer, to WNBF-AM-TV Philadelphia, as director of news department.
Ronald Maines, film supervisor, WNBF-TV
Binghampton, N. Y., named operations
supervisor for WNBF-AM-TV.
Warren Bullis, formerly program manager of
KTAG (TV) Lake Charles, La., and announcer for KSWS-TV Roswell, N. M., to
WFIE (TV) Evansville, Ind., as announcerdirector.

STATIONS

^

THE

PERRY

1 WJHP AM/FM/TV
2

WCOA

3

WTMC

4

WDLP

5

WESH-TV

|=-w

RADIO STATIONS REPRESENTED BY:
JOHN H. PERRY ASSOCIATES

~— • ,0.

Pensacola

Ijjf. :
ff|_ tbt^ :

Ocala
Panama

City

te

Daytona Beach
i

Richard Reeves, recently released from service, to WWVA Wheeling, W. Va., as announcer.
Lester L. Lehigh Jr., WMVA Martinsville,
to WDVA Danville, both Va., as announcer.
Broadcasting
Telecasting

Jacksonville

U

;

TV STATIONS
Is* - '
REPRESENTED BY PETRY
.
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BETTER
BALANCED
MUSIC
PROGRAMMING
Russell W. Holcomb, Mgr.
of WCEN, Mount Pleasant,
Michigan writes:
"SESAC provides the balance
for our music programming
that is needed to complete our
"sound". WCEN programs music to bring "recall" to its
audience
more oldthan
"escape".
Consequently,
favorites
are
much needed in our library
along with recent popular releases.
"But the other facet of balanced music programming is
novelty, as well as country and
serious music. It's here that
SESAC serves WCEN best;
the "C" section is wonderful
for our serious segments . . .
the other sections give me the
novelty and country music I
need to complete my library.
"It seems to me the radio
listener, without always knowing it "feels" more friendliness,
companionship and appreciation for, say, a musical afternoon, if SESAC is the balancing factor."

EVERYTHING
FOR MOTION

PICTURE

AND

TELEVISION

PRODUCTION

Bill Baldridge,
Euclid Chamber
to WGAR, same
succeeding Bob
to California.

executive vice president,
of Commerce, Cleveland,
city, as publicity director,
Robertson, resigned to go

Hugh Brundage, freelance newscaster and
announcer, to KM PC Los Angeles as news
director. He succeeds Harry Golder, resigned.
Jack East, formerly on advertising staff of
Colorado Springs (Col.) Gazette-Telegraph,
to KKTV (TV), same city, as public relations-promotion director.
Ted Milligan, parttime student director,
WCET (TV) Cincinnati, appointed fulltime
producer-director.
Edwin M. Steckel Jr., recently discharged
from service, rejoins WTRF-TV Wheeling,
W. Va., as producer-director.
Bill Travis, WAIT Chicago, returns to sales
department of WJJD, same city.
Cliff Curtis, sales head of Woman's Home
Companion, to KFWB Los Angeles, sales
promotion-research department.
Bruce Lansbury, KABC-TV Los Angeles,
floor director, named program coordinator.
Fred Gale, WPIK Alexandria, Va., to
WWDC-AM-FM Washington, announcing
staff, succeeding Dick Lawrence, resigned.
Sid Lasher, KTVX (TV) Muskogee, to
KOTV (TV) Tulsa, both Okla., announcing
staff.
John Wolfe, WLAC-TV Nashville, Tenn.,
to WSM-AM-TV, same city, announcing
staff.
Jim Warren, S. F. free lance announcer, to
KFMB-TV San Diego.
George R. Kendall to WJR Detroit news
staff.

NEW

CAMART

DUAL

SOUND

READER

• Edit single and double system 16mm or 35mm optical sound!
• Edit single system Magnastripe or double system magnetic sound!
• Use with any 16mm motion picture viewer to obtain perfect lip-sync
matching of picture to track!
• Works from left to right or right to left!
• Optical Model, #195.00
• Magnetic Model, #185.00
lor descriptive literature, write

ucamaa
Mam**
Columbus Circle next to
1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.) NEW YORK 23 ■ PLaza 7-6977 . Cable: Cameraman : atNey^Yo'k'i
new Coliseum ^
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MISS CARITA BLUM, president of the
Valley Forge Distributing Co., signs a
contract for sponsorship of the first of
a series of "live" in-studio bowling
shows to be telecast over WMAL-TV
Washington. With Mrs. Blum (1 to r) :
Fred Houwink, general manager of
WMAL-TV; Alvin Epstein of Epstein
Advertising, and Jules Huber, account
executive for WMAL-TV. The new
series, entitled Duckpin Derby, will be
seen Friday nights starting Feb. 1.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

A
STUD/O

THROGBOTTOM ! What does it take to remind you"Scotch" is a brand name for tape!

Pardon us for beating our own drum if we ask
you to respect our registered trademark when
you mention our product on your programs. If
it is impossible for you to use the full name

MINNESOTA

MINING

AND
ST. PAUL 6,

Broadcasting

Telecasting

correctly: "SCOTCH" Brand Cellophane Tape
or "SCOTCH" Brand Magnetic Tape, etc.,
please just say cellophane tape or magnetic tape.
Thank you for your cooperation.

MANUFACTURING

COMPANY

MINNESOTA

February 4, 1957
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In a current Tucson Radio "Survey, comprising
a total of 72 quarterhours, KTKT led as
follows:
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THERE'S ONLY ONE LEADER...
KMT-TV4
MONTANA
THE CONTINENTAL DIVIDE STATION , BUTTE

DIALS ITS SPOTS

—\A NEW WRINKLE in station automation by the do-it-yourself method has
been devised by Don V. R. Drenner, of
the engineering staff of KGGF Coffeyville, Kan.
-n Mr. Drenner has constructed
a tape recorder machine, operated by
push-buttons, to make and play back a
series of one minute spot announcements.
Mr. Drenner reports the machine will
perform the following functions: Fortyfive one minute announcements are recorded on tape at the conventional 7.5
inches per second speed. Each announcement is assigned a code, consisting of
two tone bursts of one half second each.
The tone code, however, is recorded at
—45.0
I
inches per second speed. Following
each announcement, a single tone code
— Iis recorded, at 7.5 inches per second
speed.
The code for each announcement is
selected by telephone dial. The stepping
relays associated with the dialing system
select a series of any two Parallel T
networks, which are part of the dual
selective amplifiers controlling the maI-chine. When the code is dialed, the machine automatically switches to the
search, or 45.0 inches per second speed.
A digital read-out counter tells the
operator whether to search forward or in
reverse to find the particular spot he has
dialed. The machine searches until it has
found the spot whose code has been
dialed and then stops. Upon stopping,
the speed is automatically reduced to the
7.5 inches per second playback speed.
In addition, when searching, the output
of the machine is automatically switched
from the station's audio input facilities
and restored only when the machine stops
at the spot dialed.
The machine will search at the high
speed either forward or in reverse. The
usual facility of editing by fast-forward
or fast rewind is also possible, without
stopping the tape. Thus, it is possible to
shuttle the tape back and forth and edit

DON V. R. DRENNER, the KGGF Coffeyville, Kan. engineer, tests the
machine he devised and built.
a single word.
All functions are interlocked, so the
machine will perform only those functions dialed or selected. Search, play,
record, etc., are all selected by using one
push-button and the dial for any one
operation.
Twenty-one relays, twenty tubes, four
motors and miles of wire constitute the
control functions of the machine. It is
basically a hi-fi recorder-playback machine, with the addition of the dual
speeds
nisms. and the selector-control mechaThe conventional one hour program
may be recorded and played back. But
the main function is to automatically
select any one of forty five one minute
An additional code is available which
spots.
will start, or stop, another mechanism,
such as a turntable or tape machine, for
automatic unattended operation.

Frank Brink, recently arrived from Holland
where he was active in radio-tv, to KWIZ
Santa Ana, Calif., music department.

photographer for WBTV, named secretary
of Charlotte Press Photographers Assn.

Bob Peterson, after year's leave of absence
due to illness, returns to WHAP Hopewell,
Va., as staff announcer.

John Browning, general manager and part
owner of WSPB, Sarasota, Fla., recuperating at Duke Hospital, Durham. N. C, after
heart attack.

Ben Larson, WOW Omaha, to WBBM
cago announcing staff.

Chi-

Bob Monroe, formerly with WCAM Camden, N. J., and WICO Salisbury, Md., to
WAMS
Wilmington, Del., as newscasterdisc jockey.

ALL-AMERICA-N"

VOICE

WSRS
Earl Wells, chief news photographer-cameraman, WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C,
elected vice president, Carolinas Press Photographers Assn.', and Lloyd Etters, staff
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GREATER CLEVELAND'S
NUMBER 1 STATION
SRS "Radio-Active' MBS
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

M t 'If* \4v

TRUSCON
STEEL

TOWERS

'M

help keep your picture on the air

i

Damaging winds that find trees easy prey have little
effect on rugged Truscon towers. In fact, on the
east coast, where hurricanes have caused widespread
destruction in recent years, every Truscon tower
has remained proudly erect, ~mih no damage reported.
We believe this kind of evidence is a tribute to our
staff of highly skilled engineers who can offer you
unmatched experience in tower design and construction.
Whatever your tower requirements — any height —
guyed or self-supporting — tapered or uniform —
for AM, FM, TV or Microwave — Truscon has the
facilities to design and erect the tower you
need, right from the ground up.
For complete information on Truscon Steel Towers
phone or write any Truscon district office. Or call us
direct at "tower headquarters" in Youngstown.
Send coupon for literature.

STATION WBAP-TV
Fort Worth, Texas
1113-feet tall

TRUSCON®
TRUSCON

STEEL

REPUBLIC

DIVISION

STEEL

YOUNGSTOWN 1, OHIO
Export Dept.: Chrysler Bldg., New York 17, N. Y.
A NAME
YOU
CAN
BUILD

Broadcastino

Telecasting

ON

TRUSCON STEEL DIVISION
REPUBLIC STEEL CORPORATION
1074 Albert Street, Youngstown 1, Ohio
Please send me latest catalog showing specifications and other
details of Truscon Steel Towers.
.TitleNameCompany .
Address
City
.Zone State-
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EVERY
PROGRAM

IMPORTANT

WILL

CLINIC DATES

TV

COVERED

your city for a. profitable exchange of
ideas and experiences on program and

FORT WORTH
(Texas Hotel)
MARCH 4 and 5
•
CHICAGO
(Sheraton-Blackstone Hotel)
MARCH 7 and 8
•
ATLANTA
(Dinkier-Plaza Hotel)
MARCH 7 and 8
•
SAN FRANCISCO
(St. Francis Hotel)
MARCH 11 and 12
Chicago

BE

OF

Come to the BMI TV CLINIC nearest

NEW YORK CITY
(Biltmore Hotel)
MARCH 4 and 5
•

Nr.w York

PHASE

operational problems.
Each two -day clinic will feature
talks by qualified TV men on vital TV
subjects. And you'll participate in
Question and Answer periods as well
as in full-scale bull sessions.
Watch for further announcements
in the press and in the mail.
The BMI Clinics are presented as a
Station Service. There is no registration fee.
BROADCAST
MUSIC, IJVCl
589 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
Hollywood
• Toronto
• Montreal

OFFICIALS of the Mid South Radio
Network and Everett-McKinney Representatives Inc., sign a contract by
which the firm became national representative for one tv and seven radio
stations in the Mid South network. At
the signing are (1 to r) Bob McRaney,
general manager of the Mid South network and of WCBI-TV Columbus,
Miss.; Joe Carson, station manager of
WMOX Meridian, Miss., and Max M.
Everett, of Everett-McKinney. The
firm will represent WCBI-AM-TV
Columbus, WELO Tupelo, WMOX
Meridian, WAMY Amory, WROB
West Point, WNAG Grenada and
WROX Clarksdale, all in Mississippi.
Dixieland Stations Inc. in Atlanta, Ga.,
will represent the Mid South network
in the Southeast.

Murray Cox, farm editor, WFAA Dallas,
named president of Dallas Agricultural
Club.
Austin R. Dreisbach, WSAN Allentown,
Pa., elected secretary of Food Industry
Assoc. of Lehigh Valley.
Mark Olds, program manager, KYW
land, father of girl, Nancy, Jan. 18.

Cleve-

Sam Zelman, news-special events director,
KNXT (TV) Los Angeles, father of boy,
Lewis, Jan. 17.
REPRESENTATIVE APPOINTMENTS
KNTV (TV) San Jose, Calif., appoints Weed
Tv Corp., N. Y.
WBNL Boonville, Ind., appoints W. Donald
Roberts, Chicago.

United

ed

Unit

Press

s

Pres

Facsimile

e

eton

Movi

Newspictures

film

News

and
| |
r^_b Build Ratings
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REPRESENTATIVE PEOPLE
Edward R. Theobald, previously with Blair
& Assoc., to Venard, Rintoul & McConnell
Inc., Chicago, as account executive, succeeding Jack McWeeny, who joins Edward
Petry & Co., same city.
Ed Podolinsky, formerly regional advertising manager of Household Finance Corp.,
and Andy Murphy, previously public relaCorp. tions director for Pet Foods Div. of Quaker
Oats Co., to Chicago sales staff of Weed Tv
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

I read

Ad

faithfully

Age

every

week

says GERALD C. SHAPPELL
Advertising Manager
Sealy, Incorporated

"\ find the only way

I can keep up with what's new

and news

in

this advertising business is to read Advertising Age regularly. Frankly, I don't
think there is any other publication nearly so important to the average
advertising man.

I read it faithfully every week."

GERALD C. SHAPPELL

Whether it's first-thing-Monday morning, Monday evening at home
or later in the week — you can count on finding the executives who are
important to you concentrating in one spot every week: Advertising Age.

Production manager, copywriter, art director
and advertising manager are highly responsible positions in any advertising office, but
Mr. Shappell used them as stepping stones to
his present position. Previously, he had positions with such leading department stores as
Gimbel Brothers and Hecht Company.

Keeping up with what's new in the advertising business is a vital
necessity in marketing's picture today — not only for those who activate,
but those who influence important market and media decisions.
Broadcast advertising has played an important role in Sealy's growth to
one of America's largest manufacturers of bedding and establishing
the well-known Posturepedic mattress. In tv alone, Sealy ranked
93rd among top spot advertisers, with an estimated expenditure of $595,000
during the first nine months of 1956.*

At Sealy, Mr. Shappell supervises the national
advertising campaigns and coordinates the
advertising efforts of 31 individually owned
Sealy plants throughout the U.S. and Canada.
He is active in the Association of National

During the year, 52 paid-subscription copies of Ad Age keep Sealy
executives informed on "what's new" in advertising. Further,
2600 paid-subscription copies — 50 every week — serve the agency placing
Sealy's advertising, Weiss & Getter.

Advertisers and is vice-president of Chicago's
Advertising Executives' club.

Add to this AA's over 35,000 paid circulation, its tremendous penetration
of advertising with a weekly paid circulation currently reaching over
10,000 agency people alone, its intense readership by top executives
in national advertising companies, its unmatched total readership of over
131,000 — and you recognize in Advertising Age a most influential
medium for swinging broadcast decisions your way.
*iV. C. Rorabaugh Co. for Television Bureau of Advertising

u^otfeurt^io
200
Broadcasting

I Year (52 issues) $3
Telecasting

EAST

ILLINOIS

ii^tftMt
STREET

• CHICAGO

people.
11, ILLINOIS
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MILESTONES

IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST
Radio-Oriented Safety Program
Submitted to Governors by MBS
MUTUAL Broadcasting System has released
details of a three-point program sent for
consideration to the Governors' Conference
Committee on Highway Safety meeting in
Washington.
The network drew up its suggestions after
a four-week survey of its affiliates on their
methods of obtaining information of road
and traffic conditions. Richard J. Puff, MBS
vice president for research and public relations, said the survey revealed "a paucity"
of data from official sources on road conditions and traffic, though 95.6% of affiliates regularly broadcast road and traffic information, gathered from such diverse
sources as telephoning officials in various
states, a closed-circuit link established by
affiliates in a particular region and from
long-distance bus drivers.
Included in Mutual's program: a suggestion that governors take the necessary steps
to expand available state police information
on road and traffic conditions so that data
may be made available on a more regional
basis; make such information available
regularly to interested radio stations and
news services; sit in session with a representative broadcast group to effect a plan that
would be practicable.
Mr. Puff pointed out that the increase of
cars on the road and the construction of
super-highways resulting in speedy travel
require that news of road and traffic conditions be given to motorists several hours
before they are to reach their destination, so
that they may decide on alternate routes.
He indicated that the 40,000 radio-equipped
autos, busses and trucks could make a
valuable contribution to highway safety if
official information on a regional basis could
be made available to stations regularly and
speedily.
WCKT (TV) Raises $450,000
MORE THAN $450,000 went to the Cerebral Palsy Assn. from a telethon staged last
month by WCKT(TV) Miami, Fla. Milton
Berle, Billy Eckstine and other stars co-

Gates

Radio

• February 4, 1957

Viewers Do a Double Take
PEDESTRIANS and motorists in Harrisonburg, Va., may be embarrassed when they
watch the evening news shows on WSVA-TV
— and see still shots of themselves caught
in minor traffic violations.
News Director Wip Robinson and his
staff have been stationing themselves at busy
traffic corners photographing traffic offenders. The pictures are used on two evening
news shows, and the safety feature has
proved effective in discouraging minor violations.
KDKA-TV Fills Blood Bank
KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, Pa., in cooperation
with the American Red Cross, obtained the
comparatively rare blood type needed to save
the life of a young airman. KDKA-TV
made the appeal on two tv fiewscasts, and
within 24 hours the Red Cross had completely filled its blood bank.
KIOX Appeal Aids Family
A TWO-HOUR appeal on KIOX Bay City,
Tex., for a family which lost five of its nine
children in a fire brought more than $500.
Food, clothing, and furniture also were contributed bylisteners who organized a citywide assistance movement in response to
the plea.
10 Minutes Did the Job
QUICK ACTION on the part of WQAM
Miami, Fla., helped save a child's life. The
night of Jan. 22, a call was received that a
child suffering from hemophilia needed
blood immediately. Two requests, aired on
the Alan Courtney program at 10:50 p.m.,
brought in more than the needed supply
from listeners by 11 o'clock.

EUGENE KATZ (1), president of The
Katz Agency, congratulates Morris S.
Kellner, radio sales manager, who this
month celebrates his 25th year with
the representative firm. Occasion was
a recent luncheon party given in Mr.
Kellner's honor.
J. P. Wilkins, president-general manager of
KFBB-AM-TV Great Falls, Mont., celebrated his 25th anniversary with KFBB on
Jan. 8.
► WSAU

Wausau, Wis., observed 20th anniversary Jan. 30.

► KRCA (TV) Los Angeles celebrated its
eighth anniversary Jan. 16.
► CBS-TV's What's My Line? panel quiz
marks its ninth year on tv.

Practicing What They Preach
WTVN-TV Columbus, Ohio, helped publicize the polio vaccine program last month
when 44 staffers received their first Salk
shots during regularly-scheduled programs
on Jan. 25.

Company,
OFFICES IN

NEW YORK, WASHINGTON,
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operated with local talent in raising the
money, termed by WCKT a record amount
for telethons in Florida.

qmncy, Illinois, u.s.a.

ATLANTA, HOUSTON,

and LOS ANGELES

ANOTHER "anniversary" is celebrated
by officials of the Katz Drug Co. of
Kansas City, Mo., with the renewing
of a contract for sponsoring Million
Dollar Movie on KCMO-TV Kansas
City. The drug chain is sponsoring this
series of film features each Saturday
and Sunday for the third successive
year. At the singing (1 to r): seated,
E. K. Hartenbower, general manager
of KCMO broadcasting; Morris Shlensky, executive vice president and general manager for Katz; standing, (1 to
r) Lee Marts, KCMO-TV local sales
manager, and Ben H. Allmayer, Fox
& Reshkin Agency Inc.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

A monthly
B-T

TELESTATIfS

February 1957
Total U. S. Stations on Air: 492
(Commercial: 470; Educational: 22)
Total Cities with Tv Stations: 310
Total Tv Homes: 38,700,000
(B-T Estimate as of Jan. 1, 1957)
HOW TO READ THIS LISTING
Each station or grantee is listed in the
city where licensed.
Triangle (►): station on air with regular programming. Date of grant is
shown for permittees, followed by
planned starting date when known.
Channel number is in parentheses, followed by national network affiliations
and sales representatives, estimated sets
in coverage area and station's highest
one-time hourly rate.
Set figures are provided by stations.
Queries on set figures should be directed
to stations.
Asterisk (*): non-commercial outlet.
Dagger (t): not interconnected.
Data on station color equipment: N.
equipped for network color; LS, local
color slides; LF, local color film; LL,
local live color.
ALABAMA
ANDALUSIAf—
► WAIQ (*2)
BIRMINGHAM—
► WABT (13) NBC, ABC; Blair; 370,000; N; $800
► WBIQ (»10)
► WBRC-TV
(6) CBS;
Katz; 370,000; N; $850
WJLN-TV (48)
12/10/52-Unknown
Birmingham Tv Corp. (42) 11/29/56-Unknown
DECATUR—
► WMSL-TV (23) NBC, CBS, ABC; McGiUvra;
34,500; N: S150
DOTHAN—
► WTVY (9) CBS, ABC; Young; 42,500; N; $150
FLORENCE —
Tv Muscle Shoals Inc. (41) 1/30/57-Unknown
MOBILE—
► WALA-TV (10) NBC, ABC; H-R; 192,000; N;
$450
► WKRG-TV
(5) CBS; Avery-Knodel; 167,000;
N; $450
MONTGOMERY—
► WCOV-TV (20) CBS, ABC; Raymer; 78,600; N:
$200
► WSFA-TV (12) NBC; Katz; 146,969; N; $450
MUNFORDf—
► WTIQ (*7)
SELMAf—
WSLA (8) 2/52/54-Unknown
ARIZONA
FLAGSTAFF —
KOLF-TV (9) 5/29/56-Unknown
MESA (PHOENIX)—
► KVAR (12) NBC; Raymer; 173,507; N; $450
PHOENIX—
► KOOL-TV (10) CBS; Hollingbery; 175,000; N;
$500
► KPHO-TV (5) Katz; 148,280; N; $450
► KTVK (3) ABC; Weed; 175.000; N, LF, LS; $400
TUCSON—
► KDWI-TV
(9) Headley-Reed; 69,500; N, LF, LS;
$300
► KOPO-TV (13) CBS; Hollingbery; 58,839; $300
► KVOA-TV (4) NBC, ABC; Branham; 58,829;
N; $300
YUMA—
► KTVA
CBS, NBC; Raymer; 30.000; $200
KYAT (11)
(13) 1/25/56-Unknown
ARKANSAS
EL DORADO—
►FORT
KRBBSMITH—
(10) NBC, ABC; O'Connell; 54,000; $200
► KFSA-TV (22) NBC, ABC; Pearson; 40,600; $200
► KNAC-TV (5) CBS; H-R; 60,000; $250
HOT SPRINGS—
KSPS (9) 2/16/56-Unknown
JONESBOROf—
KBTM-TV
1/12/55-Unknown (Satellite of
KATV Pine(4)Bluff)
LITTLE ROCK—
► KARK-TV (4) NBC; Petry; 159,904; N; $450
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

► KTHV (11) CBS; Branham; 160,322; N; $450
► KATV (7) (See Pine Bluff)
PINE BLUFF —
► KATV (7) ABC; Avery-Knodel; 160,080; N;
TEXARKANA—
► KCMC-TV
(6) (See Texarkana, Tex.)
$450
CALIFORNIA
BAKERSFIELD—
► KBAK-TV (29) CBS, ABC; Weed; 110,000; $300
► KERO-TV (10) NBC; Petry; 155,000; N; $500
(SAN FRANCISCO)—
►BERKELEY
KQED (*9)
►CHICO—
KHSL-TV (12) CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel; 70,900; $250
CORONAf—
KCOA (52) 9/16/53-Unknown
EUREKA
► KIEM-TV
36,500; $250(3) CBS, ABC, NBC; Blair Tv Assoc.;
KHUM-TV (13) 1/16/56-Unknown
►FRESNO—
KFRE-TV (12) CBS; Blair; 252,300; N, LF, LS
► KJEO (47) ABC; Branham; 178,000; N. LL, LS
$650
► KMJ-TV
(24) NBC; Raymer; 178,000; N, LF, LS
► KWG
$500 (27) (See Tulare, Calif.)
KBID-TV (53) See footnote
LOS $550
ANGELES
► KABC-TV (7) ABC; Katz; 2,658,953; $2,000
► KCOP (13) Petry; 2,658,953; $1,250
► KHJ-TV (9) H-R; 2,658,953; N; $1,500
► KNXT (2) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 2,658,953; N,
LS, LF. LL; $3,200
► KRCA (4) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 2,658,953; N,
LL, LS, LF; $3,600
► KTLA
$1,500 (5) Raymer; 2,658,953; N, LS, LF, LL;
► KTTV (11) Blair; 2,658,953; $2,000
KBIC-TV (22) 2/10/52-Unknown
MODESTOf—
KTRB-TV (14) 2/17/54-Unknown
OAKLAND (SAN FRANCISCO) —
Channel Two Inc. (2) Initial Decision 6/20/56
REDDING—
► KVIP (7) NBC, ABC; Branham; 59,254; N; $225
SACRAMENTO
► KBET-TV (10) CBS; H-R; 385,249; N, LF, LS;
► KCCC-TV (40) ABC; Weed; 158,000; $450
► KCRA-TV
(3) NBC; Petry; 354,401; N, LF, LS;
$700
$750
KGMS-TV
(46) 3/2/56-Unknown
SALINAS (MONTEREY)—
► KSBW-TV (8) CBS, ABC, NBC; H-R; 349,924;
N; $350
DIEGO— (8) CBS; Petry; 449,928; N; $900
►SANKFMB-TV
► KFSD-TV (10) NBC; Katz; 400,000; N; $800
FRANCISCO—
►SANKGO-TV
(7) ABC; Blair; 1,206,717; $1,700
► KPIX-TV (5) CBS; Katz; 1,206,717; N, LF, LS;
*■ KRON-TV
(4) NBC; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
$1,750
1,206,717; N. LL, LS, LF: $1,500
► KSAN-TV (32) Stars National; 260,000; $115
KBAY-TV
(20) 3/11/53-Unknown
Plaza Radio & Tv Co. (26) 12/20/56-Unknown
JOSEf—
►SANKNTV
(11) Boiling; 140,000; $250
SAN LUIS OBISPO—
► KVEC-TV (6) ABC, CBS; H-R; 102,966; $200
SANTA BARBARA—
► KEYT (3) NBC, ABC, CBS; Hollingbery; 227,918: $450
STOCKTONf—
► KOVR (13) Avery-Knodel; 1,131,891; $800
► KWG (27) Bernard; 150,000; $325
TULARE—
COLORADO
COLORADO SPRINGS—
► KKTV (11) CBS, ABC; Boiling; 68,820; $250
>• KRDO-TV (13) NBC; Pearson; 44,000; $175
► KB427,408;
TV (9)$650ABC; Peters, Grifhn. Woodward;
DENVER—
► KLZ-TV (7) CBS; Katz; 427,408; N; $750
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► KOA-TV (4) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 427,408; N;
► KTVR
KKMA-TV
(•«> Tv Assoc.; 427,408; $500
(2) Blair
►GRAND
KREX-TV
(5) NBC, CBS, ABC; Holman; 19,205;
$750 JUNCTION"}-—
MONTROSE—
► KFXJ-TV (10) (Satellite of KREX-TV)
► KCSJ-TV
(5) NBC; Pearson; 56,312; $155
$120
CONNECTICUT
PUEBLO—
►BRIDGEPORT—
WICC-TV (43) ABC; Young; 72,340; $200
WCTB (*71) 1/29/53-Unknown
►HARTFORD—
WHCT (18) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 351,581; $650
WCHF (»24) 1/29/53-Unknown
WTIC-TV (3) 7/25/56 (construction prohibited
pending deintermixture rulemaking)
NEW
BRITAIN—
► WNBC
(30) NBC; NBC Spot Sales; 334,703; N;
NEW HAVEN f—
► WNHC-TV (8) ABC, CBS; Katz; 948,702; N. LF,
LS; $800
WELI-TV (59) H-R; 6/24/53 -Unknown
NEW $600LONDONf —
WNLC-TV (26) 12/31/52-Unknown
NORWICHf—
WCNE (»63) 1/29/53-Unknown
STAMFORDf—
WSTF (27) 5/27/53-Unknown
WATERBURY—
► WATR-TV (53) ABC; Stuart; 217,554; $200
DELAWARE
► WPFH (12) Raymer; 2,051,000; N; LS, LF;
WILMINGTON—
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON—
► WMAL-TV
(7) ABC; H-R; $1,200
$1,000
► WRC-TV (4) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 754,000; N;
► WTOP-TV (9) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 644,000; N,
LF, LS; $1,800 .
► WTTG
$1,250 (5) Weed; 700,000; $720
WOOK-TV (14) 2/24/54-Unknovvn
FLORIDA
DAYTONA BEACHf —
► WESH-TV (2) Petry; 60,000; N; $200
FORT
► WITVLAUDERDALE—
(17) ABC; Forjoe; 390,000; $500
FORT
MYERSf
► WINK-TV —(11) CBS, ABC; McGiUvra; 23,900;
FORT PIERCEf—
WTVI (19) 4/19/55-Unknown
►JACKSONVILLE—
WJHP-TV (36) NBC, ABC; Petry; 107,750; N; $300
► WMBR-TV
$150
264,000;
N; (4)
$850 CBS, ABC; CBS Spot Sis.;
WFGA-TV (12) 8/31/56-Unknown
WQIK-TV (30) 8/12/53— Unknown
►WCKT (7) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 381,000; N,
LF, LS; $950
►MIAMI—
WGBS-TV (23) CBS; Katz; 294,874; N; $350
► WTHS-TV (*2)
► WTVJ (4) CBS; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
391,000; N, LL, LF, LS; $1,000
► WITV (17) See Fort Lauderdale
WMFL (33) 12/9/53-Unknown
MIAMI
WKATBEACH—
Inc. (10) Initial Decision 3/30/55
► WDBO-TV
(6) N;
CBS,$300ABC, NBC; Blair Tv AsORLANDO—
soc.; 173,692;
WEAL-TV
(18)
9/21/55-Unknown
WORZ Inc. (9) Initial
Decision 8/10/55
CITY—
►PANAMA
WJDM (7)
ABC, CBS, NBC; Hollingbery; 30,100;
►PENSACOLA—
WEAR-TV (3) ABC, CBS; Hollingbery; 174,500;
$150$300 (15) See footnote
WPFA-TV
N;
PETERSBURG—
►ST.WSUN-TV
(38) ABC; Venard; 215,500; $400
TALLAHASSEE—
► WCTV (6) See ThomasviUe, Ga.
► WFLA-TV (8) NBC; Blair; 350,000; N, LF, LS;
TAMPA—
► WTVT (13) CBS; Katz; 340,000; N, LF, LS; $750
WEST PALM BEACH—
► WEAT-TV (12) ABC, CBS; H-R; 139,000; $250
► WPTV (5) NBC, CBS; Venard; 101,220; N; $275
$750
GEORGIA
ALBANYf—
► WALB-TV (10) ABC, NBC; Venard; 45,000; $200
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ATHENSf —
WGTV (*8) 9/5/56-Unknown
ATLANTA—
► WAGA-TV (5) CBS; Katz; 578,000; N, LS, LF;
$1,000
► WLWA (11) ABC; WLW Sales; 542,599; $900
► WSB-TV (2) NBC; Petry; 575,060; N, LS, LF;
$1,000 (*30) 3/21/56-Unknown
WETV
WATL-TV (36) See footnote
AUGUSTA—
► WJBF (6) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; 221,000; N;
$350
► WRDW-TV (12) CBS; Branham; 184,000; $300
COLUMBUS—
► WDAK-TV (28) NBC, ABC; Headley-Reed; 136.959* N* $300
► WRBL-TV (4) CBS, ABC; Hollingbery; 186,407;
N; $400
MACON—
»• WMAZ-TV (13) CBS, ABC; NBC (per program
basis); Avery-Knodel; 117.778; N; $300
POMEt—
► WROM-TV (9) McGillvra; 174,330; $150
SAVANNAH—
► WSAV-TV
150.501; N; (3)$275NBC, ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.;
► WTOC-TV (11) CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel; 153,352; N; $300
THOMASVILLE—
► WCTV (6) NBC, CBS, ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.;
105,061; $250
IDAHO
SOISEf—
► KBOI-TV
(2) CBS; Peters, Griffin, Woodward; 69,175; $250
► KIDO-TV (7) ABC, NBC; Blair Tv Assoc.; 85,000; N; $250
IDAHO FALLSf—
► KID-TV
509; $200(3) CBS, ABC, NBC; Gill-Perna; 55,LEWISTONf—
KLEW-TV (3) CBS, ABC. NBC; Weed; ?1.000;
$150 (satellite of KIMA-TV Yakima. Wash.)
POCATELLOt—
KSEI-TV (6) 4/25/56-Unknown
TWIN FALLSf—
► KLTX-TV
21,000; $150(11) CBS, ABC, NBC; Gill-Perna:
KHTV (13) 11/9/55-Unknown
ILLINOIS
BLOOMINGTON—
► WBLN (15) ABC; McGillvra; 54,000; $120
CHAMPAIGN—
► WCIA (3) CBS, NBC; Hollingbery; 403,370; N;
$800
CHICAGO—
► WBBM-TV (2) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 2,397,500;
N; $3,900
► WBKB (7) ABC; Blair; 2,397,500; $2,400
► WGN-TV (9) Petry; 2,397,500; N, LL, LF, LS;
$1,800 (5) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 2,397,500; N.
► WNBQ
LL, LS, LF; $4,000
► WTTW (»11)
WHFC-TV (26) 1/8/53-Unknown
WTND-TV (20) 3/9/53-Unknown
WOPT (44) 2/10/54-Unknown
DANVILLE—
WDAN-TV (24) ABC; Everett-McKinney; 50.000; $150
DECATUR—
► WTVP (17) ABC; Boiling; 196,000; $350
EVANSTONf—
WTLE (32) 8/12/53-Unknown
HARRISBURGf—
► WSIL-TV (22) ABC; Walker: 30.000; $150
PEORIA—
►» WEEK-TV
(43) NBC; Headley-Reed; 244,420: N;
$475
► WTVH (19) CBS, ABC; Petry; 224,000; N; $500
WIRL-TV (8) 6/27/56 (Construction prohibited
until
ing.) completion of deintermixture rulemakOUINCY (HANNIBAL, MO.)—
► WGEM-TV (10) NBC, ABC; Young; 157,000; N;
$250
► KHQA-TV
(7) See Hannibal. Mo.
ROCK ISLAND (DAVENPORT, MOLINE) —
► WHBF-TV (4) CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel; 323,619; N; $800
ROCKFORD—
► WREX-TV (13) CBS, ABC; H-R; 278,004; N;
$450 (39) NBC, ABC; Headiey-Reed; 166,270;
► WTVO
N; $300
SPRINGFIELD—
► WICS (20) ABC, NBC; Young; 103,580: $250
WMAY-TV (2) 6/27/56 (Construction prohibited until completion of deintermixture rulemaking.) Pearson
URBANAf —
► WILL-TV (*12) INDIANA
ANDERSONf —
WCBC-TV (61) 3/16/56-Unknown
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BLOOMINGTON—
► WTTV (4) ABC; Meeker; 523,825; N; $1,000
ELKHART (SOUTH BEND)—
► WSJV (52) ABC; H-R; 215,814; $300
►EVANSVILLE—
WFIE (62) NBC, ABC; Venard; 140,000; N; $400
— WEHT (50) See Henderson. Ky.
► WTVW (7) ABC; Hollingbery; 182,713; N, LF,
LS; $350
FORT
WAYNE—(33) NBC; Raymer; 164.364; N; $450
► WKJG-TV
► WINT (15) CBS, ABC; H-R; 139,625; N; $400
INDIANAPOLIS —
► WFBM-TV (6) NBC; Katz; 702,000; N, LL, LF,
LS: $1,200
► WISH-TV (8) CES; Boiling; 660,000; N, LF, LS;
► WTTV
$1,300 (4) See Bloomington
Mid- West Tv Corp. (13) Initial Decision fi/7/55
LAFAYETTE—
► WFAM-TV (59) CBS, NBC; Rambeau; 115,900;
N; $200
►MUNCIE—
WLBC-TV
(49) ADC. CBS. NBC; Holman.
Walker; 107,250; N; $225
PRINCETONf —
WRAY-TV (52) See footnote
ROANOKE—
WPTA (21) 9/6/56-Unknown
SOUTH BEND (ELKHART)—
► WNDU-TV (46) NBC; Petry; 186,000; N; $500
► WSBT-TV (34) CBS; Raymer: 206,363; N; $400
TERRE HAUTE—
► WTHI-TV
(10) CBS, ABC, NBC; Boiling; 251,970; N; $400
IOWA
► WOT-TV (5) ABC; Weed; 325.000; N; $500
AMES—
CEDAR
RAPIDS—
► KCRG-TV
(9) ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.; 325,977;
N;
$450
► WMT-TV (2) CBS; Katz; 344,380; N; $625
DAVENPORT (MOLINE, ROCK ISLAND)—
&- WOC-TV
NBC; Peters. Griffin, Woodward;
317,902; N;(6)$800
DES
MOINES— (8) CBS: Katz; N; $700
► KRNT-TV
► WHO-TV (13) NBC: Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
294.000: N, LF, LS; $700
KDPS-TV (11*) 12/12/56-Unknown
KGTV (17) See footnote
DODGE—
►FORT
KQTV
(21) NBC, CBS; Pearson; 46,365; $150
MASON
CITY—(3) CBS; Weed; 135,932; $350
► KGLO-TV
►OTTUMWA—
KTVO (3) (See Kirksville, Mo.)
SIOUX
► KTIV CITY—
(4) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; 204,317; N;
► KVTV (9) CBS, ABC; Katz; 179,521; N; $425
$350
►WATERLOO—
KWWI -TV (7) NBC; Avery-Knodel; 324.866:
KANSAS
N; $500
ENSIGN—
KTVC
(6) 1/25/56-March (satellite of KAKETV Wichita)
GOODLANDt
KWGB-TV — (10) 5/11/55-Unknown
GREAT BEND—
► KCKT (2) NBC, ABC; Boiling; 186,097; N; $250
HUTCHINSON (WICHITA)—
►«► KTVH
CBS;SeeH-R;
251,135; N; $575
KAKE-TV(12) (10)
Wichita
► KARD-TV (3) See Wichita
MANHATTAN!—
KSAC-TV (*8 ) 7/24/53-Unknown
PITTSBURG—
► KOAM-TV (7) NBC, ABC: Katz; 161.851; $300
► WIBW-TV (13) CBS, ABC; Capper; 607,078; N;
TOPEKA—
WICHITA
$550 (HUTCHINSON)—
► KAKE-TV
(10) ABC; Katz; 266,237; N; $500
► KARD-TV (3) NBC; Petry; 265,430; N, LL, LF.
LS;
$550
► KTVH ( 12) See Hutchinson
KEDD (16) See footnote
KENTUCKY
ASHLANDf
—
WALN-TV (59) Petry; 8/14/52-Unknown
HENDERSON (EVANSVILLE, IND.) —
► WEHT (50) CBS; Young; 150,000; N; $400
LEXINGTON—
► WLEX-TV
(18) NBC, ABC, CBS; Boiling;
WLAP-TV
(27) 12/3/53-Unknown
$218.50
New Tv Stations
THE following tv station started regular
programming within the past month:
KONO-TV (ch. 12) San Antonio, Tex.

WAVE-TV
(3) NBC, ABC; NBC Spot Sis.: 506.LOUISVILLE—
966; N; $1,025
► WHAS-TV (11) CBS; Harrington, Righter &
Parsons
(last N;reported
was
205,544);
$1,000 set count in July 1952
WQXL-TV
(41)
Forjoe;
1/15/53-Unknown
WKLO-TV (21) See footnote
NEWPORTf
WNOP-TV— (74) 12/24/53-Unknown
OWENSBORO—
WKYT (14) 3/14/56-Unknown
PADUCAHt
WPSD-TV— (6) Pearson; 11/14/56-May
LOUISIANA
►ALEXANDRIA
KALB-TV — (5) NBC, ABC, CBS; Weed; 136,400:
BATON
ROUGE—
► WAFB-TV
104.000: $250(28) CBS, ABC: Blair Tv Assoc.;
► WBRZ (2) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; 224,430; N;
$250 (40) 7/19/56-July
WCNS
►LAFAYETTE—
KLFY-TV
(10) CBS; Venard; 132,811; N; $250
LAKE
ssnnCHARLES
► KPLC-TV (7) NBC, ABC; Weed; 104,080; $250
KTAG (25) CBS; Young; 68.648; $150
►MONROE—
KNOE-TV (8) CBS, ABC, NBC; H-R; 285,000:
N. .*4nu(*13) 12/14/56-February
KLSE
ORLEANS (6)
— ABC, CBS, NBC; Blair; 416.191;
►NEW
WDSU-TV
N, LF, LL; $900
► WJMR-TV (20) CBS, ABC; Weed; 300,000; N;
ing.) (2fi) Gill-Perna; 4/2/53-Unknown
WCKG
WWEZ-TV (32) 9/26/56-Unknown
WWL-TV (4) 7/13/56 (Construction prohibited
until completion of deintermixture rule makWYES (*8) 2/17/56-March
SHREVEPORT—
$300
>KSLA-TV
(12) CBS, ABC; Raymer; N; 170,000;
► KTBS-TV (3) NBC, ABC; Petry; 249,695; N;
MAINE
S4nn
WPTT
AUGUSTA—
$500 (10) 11/14/56-Unknown
BANGOR—
► WABI-TV (5) ABC, NBC; Hollingbery; 106,000;
► WTWO
N; $300(2) CBS; Venard; $300
WLAM-TV
LEWISTON— (17) See footnote
POLAND SPRING—
► WMTW
CBS. ABC:
Parsons;(8)288,170;
$400 Harrington. Righter &
►PORTLAND—
WCSH-TV (6) NBC; Weed; 190.200: N; $400
► WGAN-TV (13) CBS; Avery-Knodel: 185.000:
N: $400ISLE—(8) CBS; Venard; $150
►PRESQUE
WAGM-TV
MARYLAND
►BALTIMORE—
WAAM sons;
(13)720,866;
ABC;
Righter & ParN; Harrington,
$1,275
► WBAL-TV (11) NBC; Petry; 720,866; N, LL, LS,
LF: $1,500
► WMAR-TV (2) CBS; Katz; 720,866; N, LF. LS;
$1,500
WTTH-TV
(72) Forjoe; 12/18/52-Unknown
WTLF (18) 12/9/53-Unknown
—
►SALISBURY!
WBOC-TV
590; $200 (16) ABC, CBS; Headley-Reed; 56,MASSACHUSETTS
► WBZ-TV
Peters.
1,420,106; (4)N,(*2)NBC:
LS,N. LF;
$2,400LSGriffin. WoodwardBOSTON—
*■ WGBH-TV
LL. LF,
► WNAC-TV (7) CBS, ABC; H-R; 1,420,106; N
► WMUR-TV (9) (See Manchester. N. H.)
WXEL (38) 10/12/55-Unknown
WJDW (44) 3/12/53-Unknown
Greater
$3,000 Boston Tv Corp. (5) Initial Decisir.n
1/4/56
BROCKTONf—
WHEF-TV (62) 7/30/53-Unknown
CAMBRIDGE
WTAO-TV (BOSTON)—
(56) See footnote
GREENFIELD—
WRPL
7/5/56-TJnknown
(Satellite of
WWLP (58)
Springfield,
Mass.)
PITTSFIELDf
— ABC; Walker: $250 (Temporarily
WMGT
off air (19)
because of wind damage.)
SPRINGFIELD
► WHYN-TV — (55) CBS; Branham; 225,000; N; $400
► WWLP (22) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; 240,000;
N, LS; $600
WWOR-TV
WORCESTER— (14) See footnote
MICHIGAN
ANN
ARBOR— (20) Everett-McKinney; 31.000; $150
► WPAG-TV
WUOM-TV (*26) 11/4/53-Unknown
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING

BAY CITY (MIDLAND, SAGINAW)—
► WNEM-TV (5) NBC, ABC; Petry; 580,536; N,
LF, LS; $690
CADILLAC—
► WWTV (13) CBS, ABC; Weed; 328,013; $350
DETROIT—
►-WJBK-TV (2) CBS; Katz; 1,600,000; N, LL, LF,
LS; $2,600
»- WTVS (*56)
»- WW.T-TV (4) NBC; Peters. Griffin. Woodward;
1,600.000: N. LF. LS; $2,400
*■ WXYZ-TV (7) ABC; Blair: 1.600.000: N: $1,800
► CKLW-TV
(9) Ont.)
CBC; Young: 1,600,000; $1,100
(See Windsor,
WBTD-TV (50) 11/19/53-Unknown
EAST lANSINGf—
► WKAR-TV (*60)
FLINTf—
WJRT (12) 5/12/54-Unknown
GRAND RAPIDS —
► WOOD-TV (8) NBC. ABC; Katz; 58.T788: N:
$1,175
WMCM (23) 9/2/54-Unknown
IRONWOOD—
WJMS-TV (12) 11/30/55-Unknown
KALAMAZOO—
► WKZO-TV
652.200; N; (3)
$1,300CBS. ABC; Avery-Knodel;
LANSING —
► WJIM-TV
NBC, CBS,
ABC; Peters, Griffin,
Woodward;(6) 451,000;
N; $1,000
WTOM-TV (54) See footnote
MAROUETTEf—
► WDMJ-TV (6) Weed; $200
PORT HURON—
WHLS-TV (34) 11/14/56-Unknown
SAGINAW (BAY CITY, MIDLAND)
► WKNX-TV
N: $375 (57) CBS, ABC; Gill-Perna; 160,000;
TRAVERSE CITY—
►-WPBN-TV (7) NBC; Holman; 63,171: $144
AUSTIN— MINNESOTA
► KMMT (6) ABC; Avery-Knodel: 115,126; $200
DULUTH (SUPERIOR, WIS.)—
*■ KDAL-TV
117.500; $400(3) CBS. ABC; Avery-Knodel;
*■ WDSM-TV
Superior. Wis.
WFTV (38) (6)
See See
footnote
MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL—
► KMGM-TV (9) Branham; 632,000; $1,500
► KSTP-TV
(5) NBC; Petry; 688,558; N, LS. LF;
$1,550
WCCO-TV (4) CBS; Peters. Griffin, Woodward;
N, LL; $1,608
► WTCN-TV (11) ABC; Katz; 615,000; $800
KTCA (»2) 6/20/56-Unknown
ROCHESTER—
►-KROC-TV (10) NBC, ABC; Meeker; 110,000; N;
$250
MISSISSIPPI

XI-i-— (13) Initial Decision 6/5/56
BILO
WVMI
COLUMBUSt—
+■ WCBI-TV (4) CBS, NBC; McGillvra; 45,200: $150
HATTIESBURG—
WDAM-TV (9) NBC, ABC; Pearson; 76,500; N;
$175
JACKSON—
»>WJTV (12) CBS. ABC; Katz; 155.000; $360
► WLBT (3) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; 181.000; N;
$360
LAUREL—
Laurel Tv Co. (7) Initial decision 1/25/57
MERIDIAN—
► WTOK-TV
(11) CBS, ABC, NBC; HeadleyReed; 86,031; N; $250
WCOC-TV (30) See footnote
TUPELO—
WTWV (9) NBC: MISSOURI
Young; $150; Feb. 15
CAPE GIRARDEAU—
»-KFVS-TV (12) CBS, NBC; Headley-Reed; 155,400; N; $600
COLUMBIA —
► KOMU-TV (8) NBC, ABC: H-R; 102,481: $250
HANNIBAL (QUINCY, ILL.)
► KHQA-TV (7) CBS; Weed; 174,880; N; $350
WGEM-TV (10) See Qulncy. HI.
JEFFER'.ON CITY—
►-KRCG (13) CBS, ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.; 108,051;
$250
JOPLIN—
► KODE-TV (12) CBS; Avery-Knodel; 118,700;
N; $300
KANSAS CITY—
► KCMO-TV (5) CBS; Katz; 628,532; N; $1,200
+■ KMBC-TV (9) ABC: Peters. Griffin, Woodward,
628,532; N, LS, LF, LL; $540 (half-hour)
WDAF-TV
(4) NBC;N, LS,
Harrington,
Parsons; 600.268:
LF; $1,060 Righter &
KIRKSVILLE—
*-KTVO
(3) CBS, NBC; Boiling: 222.954: N; $300
ST. JOSEPH—
► KFEQ-TV (2) CBS; Blair Tv Assoc.; 170.185;
$350
ST. LOUIS—
*■ KETC (*9)
► KSD-TV (5) ABC. CBS. NBC; NBC Spot Sis.:
967.002; N, LS, LF; $1,200
+■ KTVI (36) ABC, CBS: Weed: 422.422; $400
► KWK-TV
(4) CBS, ABC; Katz; 850,000: N; $1,500
SEDALIAt—
KDRO-TV (6) Pearson; 57.000; $200
SPRINGFIELD—
►•KTTS-TV (10) CBS; Weed; 111.146: N; $250
Broadcasting • Telecasting

► KYTV (3) NBC; Hollingbery; 111,188; N; $275
MONTANA
BILLINGSf—
KOOK-TV
28.500; $150(2) CBS, ABC. NBC; Headley-Reed;
KGHL-TV (8) 11/23/55-Unknown
►BUTTEf—
KXLF-TV (4) ABC; No estimate given; $100
GREAT FALLSf—
► KFBB-TV
26,400; $150(5) CBS, ABC, NBC; Blair Tv Assoc.;
KALISPELlf —
KGEZ-TV (8) Cooke; 7/19/56-Unknown
MISSOULA—
>■ KMSO-TV
32,000; N; (13)
$150 CBS, ABC, NBC; Gill-Perna;
NEBRASKA
HASTINGS—
► KHAS-TV (5) NBC; Weed; 82,250; N; $200
HAYES CENTER—
drege)
*• KHPL-TV
(6) (Satellite of KHOL-TV HolKEARNEY (HOLDREDGE)—
KHOL-TV
(13) CBS, ABC; Meeker; 125,000
(Includes satellite KHPL-TV); N; $300
►LINCOLN—
KOLN-TV
173,716; $450(10) ABC. CBS; Avery-Knodel;
KUON-TV (e12)
OMAHA — (3) NBC, ABC; Petry; 412,000; N. LL,
*-KMTV
LS. LF; $900
► WOW-TV (6) CBS; Blair; 412,000; N; $900
KETV (7) 4/27/56-Unknown
SCOTTSBLUFFt—
*■ KSTF (10) (Satellite
KFBC-TV Cheyenne)
NEVADA
HENDERSON (LAS VEGAS)—
► KLRJ-TV (2) NBC. ABC; Pearson; 30,525; N;
$225
LAS VEGAS—
► KLAS-TV (8) CBS; Weed; 35,000; $250
► KLRJ-TV (2) See Henderson
► KSHO-TV (13) Forjoe: 27.900; $200
►RENO—
KOLO-TV (8) CBS. ABC, NBC; Pearson; 54.010;
KAKJ (4) 4/19/55-irnknown
$300
HAMPSHIRE
WKNE-TV (45NEW
) 4/22/53-Unknown
KEEN'Ef
MANCHESTER (BOSTON)—
«► WMUR-TV
(9) ABC
(CBS,$600
NBC per program
basis); Forjoe;
1,127,959;
MT. WASHINGTON!—
► WMTW (8) See NEW
PolandJERSEY
Spring, Me.
ASBURY PARKf —
WRTV (58) See footnote
ATLANTIC CITY—
WOCN (52) 1/8/53-Unknown
WHTO-TV (46) See footnote
CAMDENf
— (17) 1/28/54-Unknown
WKDN-TV
NEWARK (NEW YORK CITY)—
► WATV (13) Fojoe; 4.730,000; $2,000
NEW BRUNSWICKf—
WTLV (*19) 12/4/52-Unknown
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE—
► KGGM-TV (13) CBS; Weed; 81,973; N; $300
► KOAT-TV
(7) ABC; Hollingbery; 87,774; N;
$300
► KOB-TV (4) NBC; Branham; 81,973; N; $300
►CARLSBAD—
KAVE-TV (6) CBS, NBC; Branham; 30,000;
►CLOVIS—
KICA-TV
(12) Pearson; $150
$150
ROSWELL—
► KSWS-TV (8) NBC, ABC. CBS; Meeker; 34,687;
$250
SANTA
KVIT FE—
(2) 1/25/56-March
NEW YORK
ALBANY (SCHENECTADY, TROY)—
► WCDA sons;
(41)200,000;
CBS;N; Harrington,
Righter & Par$400
► WTRI (35) ABC; Venard; 205,000; $400
WPTR-TV (23 ) 6/10/53-Unknown
WTVZ (*17) 7/24/52-Unknown
►BINGHAMTON—
WNBF-TV (12) CBS, ABC, NBC; Blair; 463,361;
N: S1.000
WINR-TV (40) 9/29/54-Unknown
WQTV (*46) 8/14/52-Unknown
►BUFFALO—
WBEN-TV (4) CBS; Harrington, Righter &
Parsons;age): N, 558,036
LS, LF, (plus
LL; 663,446
$1,050 Canadian cover►WBUF (17) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 178.100; N;
► WGR-TV (2) ABC; Peters, Griffin, Woodward:
557,953 (plus 597,256 Canadian coverage); $950
$650
WNYT-TV
(59) 11/23/55-Unknown
WTVF
(*23) Tv7/24/52-Unknown
Great Lakes
Inc. (7) Initial Decision 1/31/56
CARTHAGE
WCNY-TV (WATERTOWN)—
(7) CBS. ABC (NBC per program
basis); Weed; 81.130; (plus 118,840 Canadian
coverage); $200
►ELMIRA
WTVE— (24) ABC, NBC; Forjoe; 35,000; $150
► WSYE-TV (18) NBC; Harrington, Righter &
Parsons (Satellite WSYR-TV Syracuse)
HAGAMAN—
► WCDB (29) (Satellite WCDA Albany, N. Y.)

ITHACAf—
WHCU-TV (20) CBS; 1/8/53-Unknown
WIET (*14) 1/8/53-Unknown
LAKE PLACID (PLATTSBURG)—
► WPTZ (5) NBC, ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.; 150.000
(plus 350,000 Canadian coverage); $300
YORK— (7) ABC; Blair; 4,730.000; $4,150
►NEWWABC-TV
WABD-TV (5) Weed; 4,730,000; N, LL, LF, LS
► WCBS-TV
(2) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 4,730,000, N,
$2LS,200LF, LL;
$8,000
► WOR-TV (9) WOR-TV Sis.; 4,730,000; $2,000
► WPIX (11) Peters, Griffin. Woodward: 4,730.000;
$2,000
*- WRCA-TV
N. LS. LF. (4)
LL: NBC;
S9.200 NBC Spot Sis: 4.730.000;
»- WATV (13) See Newark. N. J
WREG (*25)(31)8/14/52-Unknown
WN'YC-TV
5/12/54-Unknown
POUGHKEEPSIE—
WKNY-TV (66) See footnote
►ROCHESTER—
WKOC-TV
(5) NBC, ABC; Peters, Griffin,
Woodward;
coverage); N;337,500
$800 (plus 75,000 Canadian
ft- WHEC-TV
(10)
CBS.
ABC; Everett-McKinney ;
327 nno; N; $700
0- WVET-TV (10) CBS, ABC; Boiling; 327,000; N,
LF, LS; $780
WCBF-TV (15) 5/10/53-Unknown
WROH (*21) 7/24/52-Unknown
SCHENECTADY (ALBANY, TROY)—
>■ WRGB (6) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 503.000; N;
►SYRACUSE
W $1,350
HEN —(8) CBS, ABC; Katz; 380,000; N; $850
*■ WSYR-TV
(3) NBC:N, LS,
Harrington.
Parsons; 457.770;
LF; $900 Righter &
WHTV (*43) 9/18/52-Unknown
► WKTV (13) NBC, ABC, CBS; Cooke; 212,500;
N; $550
UTICA—
NORTH CAROLINA
►ASHEVILLE
WISE-TV— (62) CBS, NBC; Boiling: 38.000; $150
► WLOS-TV (13) ABC, CBS; Venard; 342.000; N:
CHAPEL HILLf—
► WUNC-TV (*4>
CHARLOTTE—
f WBTV
CBS,LS.ABC,
NBC; CBS Spot SI ;
$400
528,210: (3)N, LL,
LF; $1,000
WSOC-TV (9) 12/13/56-April; H-R
WQMC (36) See footnote
►DURHAM—
WTVD (11) ABC; Petry; 286,079; N; $550
FAYETTEVILLEf—
► WFLB-TV
51.600; $120(18) ABC, CBS, NBC; Biern-Smith;
GASTON
WTVX IAf—
(48) 4/7/54-Unknown
►GREENSBORO—
WFMY-TV
CBS, ABC;
& Parsons;(2)459,351;
N, LF,Harrington,
LS; $650 Righter
GREENVILLE—
► WNCT (9) CBS, ABC; Hollingbery; 177,470; N;
NEWWNBE-TV
BERNf — (13) 2/9/55-Unknown
$350
► WNAO-TV
(28) CBS, ABC; Forjoe; 140.125; N:
$325
RALEIGH—
► WRAL-TV (5) NBC; H-R; 334,161; N, LF, LS;
WASHINGTON—
► WITN (7) NBC; Headley-Reed: 163.564; N; $325
$600
►WILMINGTON—
WMFD-TV
(6) NBC,
Assoc.; 123,238;
$250 ABC, CBS: Wagner-Smith
WINSTON-SALEM—
► WSJS-TV (12) NBC; Headley-Reed; 586,384; N;
► WTOB-TV (26) ABC; Venard; 133,720; $200
NORTH DAKOTA
$600
►BISMARCK—
KBMB-TV (12) CBS; Weed; 24.800; N; $150
>• KFYR-TV (5) NBC. ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.;
31,800; $200
DICKINSON
► KDIX-TV— (2) CBS, ABC, NBC; Holman; 19,000; $150
*■ WDAY-TV
(6) NBC, ABC: Peters. Griffin,
Woodward; 92.679; N; $400
FARGO—
FORKS—
e-GRAND
KNOX-TV
(10) NBC; Rambeau: 37,000: N; $200
h- KCJB-TV (13) CBS, NBC, ABC; Weed; 30.000;
MINOT—
KMOT (10) 10/5/55-Unknown
WILllSTONf—
KUMV-TV
(8) 7/19/56-Unknown (satellite of
KFYR-TV Bismarck)
$250 CITY—(4) CBS; Weed; 130.000; N, LF, LS:
VALLEY
► KXJB-TV
OHIO
1- WAKR-TV (49) ABC: Weed; 174.066; $300
ASHTABULAf
—
AKRON—
$500
WICA-TV
(15) See footnote
CANTONf —
WTLC (29) 3/22/56-Unknown
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COMPARATIVE NETWORK
MONDAY
NBC
CBS
ABC

SUNDAY
Noon

Let's
Take
A Trip

12:15

Kellogg
Wild
HickokBill
F
Sweets Co.
Johnson &
Johnsonand
Heckle
Jeckle Show
AW— F

12:30
12:45
1:00
1:15
1:30

Frontiers
of Faith
L

W. Cronkite
1:10 Slandup
S
# Be Counted
P&G
As The
World
Turns

No Net.
Service

OurBrooks
Miss
F

The
Last
Word

Youth or
American
Forum
L

Art
House Party
Linkletter's
Footnote)

Face the
Nation

Outlook
L&F
Mutual
(alt.ZooSun.)
Parade
L&F

(See
Colgate
Big Payoff

1:45
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45
4:00
4:15

Johns
Hopkins
File 7
L

Odyssey

4:45
5:00

Dean
Pike

5:15
5:30
5:45

CornPress
Prods.
Conference
L

6:00
6:15
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45
8:00

Skippy
Peanut
Butter
You Asked
ForF It
Pharmaceuticals
Ted Mack
Amateur
] lour

8:15
8:30
8:45

Open
Hearing
L

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45

World
News
Roundup

College Press
Conference
L
CIBA
Medical
Horizons
L

4:30

Stand.
ValiantBrands
Lady
Amer. Home
Products
Love of Life
Search for
Tomorrow
P&G
ing Light
LGuid-

Aluminium,
Ltd
Union
Carbide
Omnibus

Mama

H. Curtis
Wash. LSquare
&
Topper

Bell
Telephone
System
Telephone
Time

Johns
Manville
Meet the- —\
L
Press

Prudential
Power
Air
T

Gen. Foods
Roy FRogers

Soup
Campbell
Lassie F

General
Foods
Bengal
Lancers
F

Am. Tobacco
Private
Secretary
(Alt.
wks.)
Jack Benny

Reynolds
MetalsBoy
Circus
F

Mercury
Div. of
The Ford
Motor
C».
The
Ed Sullivan
Show
L

U. S. Time
Jergens&
Brown
Williamson
Steve Allen
L
Show

BristolMyers
Hitchcock
Theatre
F
P. Lorillard
(Alt.
wks.)
Revlon
The
$64,000
Challenge
Helene Curtis
(Alt. wks.)
Remington
My Line L
What's

Goodyear
Corp.
(alt.Alcoa
with)
TV
Playhouse
L
P&G
Young
Loretta
F

Bobnotes)
Crosby
(SeeDayFootThe P&G
Brighter
Am.
Home
Pr. Secret
Storm

Gen. Motors
Wide Wide
World
L
ALT

Heinz
The McBoing
Boing Show Capt. FGallant
Color Film

Gen. Elect.
G E
Theatre
F

Afternoon
Film
Festival
F&L
Participating

TheP&GEdge
of Night
Mickey
Mouse
Club
footnote)
F
(see

SHOWSHEET
TUESDAY
ABC

Dough
Tic
Tac
L
ItBe Could
You
L

(See
Big(Sus.)
Payoff
Afternoon
Film
Festival
Participating
F&L

For A
Queen
Participatin
L
Modern
Romances
L
Comedy
Time
F

CBS
Wesson Lady
Oil
Valiant
Amer. I lome
Products
Love
of Life
P&G
Search for
Tomorrow
Light
P&G LingGuidW. Cronkite
1:10 Slandup
s
4 Be Counted
AsWorld
The
Turns
Sus
Best Foods
(alt. Miss
wks.)
Our
Brooks
F
Art
House Party
Footnote)
Linkletter's

Tennessee
Ernie Ford
Show
L
NBC
Matinee
Theatre
pating)
Color
(ParticiDay L

NBC

Day
Bobnotes)
Crosby
(See FootThe P&G
Brighter
Am. Home
Pr.Storm
Secret
TheP&GEdge
of Night

Mickey
Mouse
Club
footnote)
F

CBS
NBC
Dough
Tic
Tac
L
You Be
It Could
L

Gordon Bkg.
Kukla, Fran
& Ollie
Genl. Cigar
Daly-News
Brewing
Miller
R. J.
Reynolds
Wire
Service
F

Whitehall
L
News
Johnson &
Johnson
(Alt. wks.)
Rob.Wildroot
Hood F

B.F.Goodrich
(Alt. wks.)
Carnation
Burns &
Allen F
Lvr.-Lptn.
Firestone
Voice of
(Alt.
Toni wks.)
Co.
Firestone
L
Talent
Co-op
Scouts
Living
Life Is Worth (Alt.P&Gwks.)
IGen.
LoveFFoods
Lucy
L
Dodge
General
Plymouth
Foods
December
Lawrence
Bride
F
Welk
Top and
Tunes
New Talent
(L)

Westinghouse
StudioL One

Dough
Tic Tac

Valiant Lady
Gen. Mills
Amer. Home
Products
Love
of Life
P&G
Search for
Tomorrow

L
You
ItBe Couli
F

Light
P&G LingGuidW. Cronkite
1:10 Slandup
s
4 Be Counted
As The
P&G
World
Turns
Our Gerber
Miss
(Alt.)
Brooks
Art F

Tennessee
Ernie Ford
L
Show

House Party
Footnote)
Linkletter's

NBC

Colgate
Big (See
Payoff
Day
Bobnotes)
Crosby

Matinee
Theatre
Day
pating)
Color L
(Partici-

Afternoon
Film
F&L
Festival
Participating

Modern
Romances
L
Comedy
Time
F

M7T

(See FootThe Brighter
Am.
Home
Pr.Storm
Secret

For A
Participating
L
Queen

TheP&GEdge
of Night
Mickey
Mouse
Club
footnote)
F

(see

Whitehall
L
News

ABC

(see

Whitehall
News L
(Alt, wks.)

Gordon Bkg.
Kukla. Fran
& Ollie
Whitehall
Genl. Cigar
News L
Kellogg
(Alt,
wks.)
Daly-News
Nat
King
Carter (Alt.
Whitehall
(Alt. wks.)
Cole
Gen. Electric Name That
Studebaker
News
Cheyenne
Tune
(Alt.
wks.)
Caravan
Chesebrough
R.J. Reynolds
Producers
Williams
Co.
Showcase
Conflict
(2/12 only)
1 wk.
of
4)
(Alt.
wks.)
F
(8-9:30
P&G,
SilversPhilF
Whitehall
Lever F
Pond's
Sir Lancelot Gen.
P&Gwks.)
(Alt.
P&GMills
Amer.
Tobco
Sheaffer
Stanley
(Alt.
wks.)
Toni
The
Brothers
F
WyattF Earp
L
Miles Labs Pharmaceu.
(Alt. Electric
wks.)
To Tell
Pharmctcls Gen.
The LTruth
Broken
TwentyArrow
F
One
S.C. Johnson
Johnson
(Alt.
wks.)
duPont
Pet Milk
Wax
F
Red
Skelton
L
alt. with
Theatre
Co-op
Mennen
It's
Polka
Robert
Montgomery
TheRevlon
$64,000
L
Time
L
Presents
L
Question
Do You
Liggett
& M.
TrustWife?Your

Gordon Bkg

Vicks.
HoweLewisL
J. Winters
News
Purest
Speidel
Big Surprise
L & Myers
Max Factor
Noah'sF Ark
P&G

Whitehall
(Alt. wks.)
News L
Step
Whitehall
Newswks.)
L
(Alt.

Kukla, Fran
& Ollie
Genl.
Cigar
Daly-News
General Mills
Dairy
American
The Giant
Motors
American
F Foods Bristol Myrs
Derby
Disneyland
(Alt.
wks.)
American
Godfrey
Home
Prod
Kellogg
Arthur
Pillsbury
Am.NavyTobacco
Log
Show
U. S. (F)
Rubber
(alt.)

Eastman
Jane
F
Adv.
ofF Ozzie
& Kodak
Harriet
Wyman
Armstron;
F
Armstrong
Cork
Ford Ford
Theatre
Kaiser
HourTh'tre
Aluminum
Circle
L
Pabst Co.
Brewing
Wednesday
Mennen
Co.
Lanolin
Plus
L
Break
The LBank
Night Fights

F
Colgate
The
Millionaire
I've
R. J.Got
L
AReynolds
Secret
General
20th
Cntry
Electric
Fox Hour
(Alt.S. wks.)
TJ.
Steel
U.FHour
S.
Steel

ITELECASTING]
I
N| i! ABC

CBS
Toni, Nestle
(Alt. wks.)
Valiant Lady
Amer. Home
Products
Love of Life
P&G
Search for
Tomorrow
P&G Guiding Light
W. Cronkite
1:10 Slanduf
$ Be Counter
S
As The
World
Turns
(Sus.)
Nestle
(Alt.
Our wks.)
Miss
Brooks F
Art
Linkletter's
House
Party
Footnote)
(See
Colgate
Big Payoff

Afternoon
Film
Festival
F&L
'articipating

Bob Crosby
(Seenotes)
FootP&7T
The Day
Brighter
Am. Home
Pr. Secret
Storm
P&G
The Edge
of Night

Mickey
Mouse
Club
(See
Footnote)
F

NBC

ABC

CBS
Gen. Mills
Valiant
Lady
Amer. Home
Products
Love of Life
P&G for
Search
Tomorrow
P&G ingGuidL Light
W. Cronkite
1:10 Standup
$ Be Cnunled
S
P&G
As The
World
Turns

Tic
Tac
Dough
L
II Could
Be You
L

NBC

ABC

Dough
Tic
Tac
L
It Could
Be You
L

Tennessee
Ernie Ford
Show
L
NBC
Matinee
Theatre
pating)
(ParticiColor L

(See
Colgate
Big Payoff
Afternoon
Film
Festival
F&L
Participating

Day
For A
Queen
Participating
Modern
Romances
L
Comedy
Time
F

Mickey
Mouse
Club
footnote)
(see
F

1:00

Gen. Mills
(Alt.) Nestle
Lone
Co., Ranger
The
F

1:15
1:30
1:45

J'son & J'son
(Alt. wks.)
Our MissF
Brooks
Art
House
Party
Linkletter's
Footnote)

CBS

Tennessee
Ernie Ford
Show
L

Carling
Brewing

2:00

Hockey
Professional

2:15

concl.)
(2 p.m. to

Co-op
B&W
Carter

NBC
Matinee
Theatre
pating)
Color
(Partici-L
Day

Bob Crosby
Footnotes)
Day
(See
P&G
The Brighter
Am. Home
For A
Pr. Secret. Participating
Queen
Storm
TheP&GEdge
Modern
of Night
Romances
L ,
Comedy
Time
F

Pro.
Basketball
Games

2:30
2:45
3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45
4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45

5:15
5:30

6:00

Gordon Bkg.
Kukla, Fran
& OUie
Genl. Cigar
Daly-News
Gen. Mills
& Co.
■ Swift
The Ix>ne
Ranger
F
Bauer &
Black
Jet
Bon-Ami
Hartz
Circus
L
Armour
Int.
Cellucotton
Danny
Thomas
F
RalstonPurina
Bold
Journey
F
Air '57
Time
L

News
L

NBC: Pinky Lee Show, 1010:30 a.m.; I Married Joan,
10:30-11 a.m.; Fury (General
Foods), 11-11:30 a.m.; Uncle
Johnny Coons, 11:30-12 noon.
SUNDAY AM
CBS: Lamp Unto My Feet, 1010:30 a.m.; Look Up And Live,
10:30-11 a.m.; Camera Three,
11:30-12 noon;
11-11:30
a.m. UN In Action,
MONDAY-FRIDAY AM
CBS: Good Morning, 7-8 a.m.;
Captain
Kangaroo.
8-9 a.m. ;
(participating
sponsors)
Garry Moore, M-Th., 10-10:30
a.m.; Fri., 10-11:30 a.m.; Arthur Godfrey, M-Th., 1010:30; (see footnotes); Strike
It Rich, 11:30-12 noon.
NBC: Today, 7-9 a.m. (participating sponsors).

5:00

5:45
EVENING

Whitehall
News
L

SATURDAY AM
CBS:
Capt.
Brown
Shoe Co., Kangaroo,
Ludens, Mighty
Mouse Playhouse, 10:30-11
a.m., General Foods, alt.
weeks; Colgate; Winky Dink
and You sus. 11-11:30 a.m.;
Tales of Texas Ranger, General Mills', alt. weeks Sweets
Co., 11:30-12 noon.

Skippy

Gordon likg
Peanut
Kukla, Fran
Butter
& Oilie
This
Is
Whitehall
News
No Net
Genl. Cigar
Galen
Drake
Coca-Cola
News
L
Chevrolet
Service
L
Daly-News
L
Planters
Dinal Shore
R. J.
National
Bishop
Eddie Fisher
Show L
Hazel
Biscuit
Quaker
L
Oats
Miles
Sylvania
Toni
The
Rin
Reynolds
Beat the
Sperry-Rand
News
Yardley
News
Buccaneers
Funny Are
F
Tin Tin
People
ofSgt.thePreston
Yukor Caravan
Clock
L
F
F
Caravan
L
F
Nestle
(Alt.)
of
London
Chesebrough
Toni
(Alt.)
Gen. Foods
Reynolds
Festival^
Bobbi &
West Point
(alt. wks.)
DeSotoSunbeam
Famous Film
Pamper
Gold
Seal
Am.
Chicle
Plymouth
Colgate
F
P. Bulova
Lorillard
Bob
Noxzema
Blondie
You Bet
JimPond's
Bowie
(F)]
(2/8
only)
Kleenex
Your
Life
F
Cummings
Bon-Ami Co
F
Biley
Show F
RCA
Jackie
Gen. Foods
Schick
Gleason
S &Stamps
H Green
Gulfof
Chevrolet
Chesterfield
(Alt.
wks.)
Life
Crossroads
V
Show
Ford
Motor
Dragnet
Perry
Como
Zane
Grey
F
F
Chrysler
F
L
Theatre F
Motors
Olds, RCA,
P&G alt.
Chevy Show
Climax
Nestle
Whirlpool
Davie R.J.Reynold
Borden Co. Mogen
(Alt. wks.)
'
Treasure
Dodge
Campbell
(Alt.
wks.)
(2/22)
C'gate
P'oliv<
Sat. Spec.
Helene Curtis
Hunt
Div.
L
Lever F
Mr. Adams
The Choice
People's
(9-10:30)
Gale Storm
On Trial
L
and Eve
F
1 wk. of 4
The
F
F
Lawrence
Show
Welk
Drug
Sterling
B.Quaker
T. Babbitt
Oats
Hey!
Schlitz
Brewing
Am. Vicks
Tobacco
Bristol Myen Tenn.FordErnie
Knomark
P&G
Wesson
Show
(Alt.
wks.)
Ford Show
Hour
Singer
The Vise
L
The Schlitz
' Caesar's
Big Story
Jeannie
L
F
Playhouse
L
Ronson
F
L
'
L&M
(Alt. wks.)
Brown &
Armour
American
Ray L
Bristol Myrs
Williamson
Alt.
wks.
Gillette
Chicle
Cavalcade
(Alt.
Remington
Lever
P&Gwks.)
Philip Morris
Rand
Ozark
Pet(alt.)
Milk
Line
Up
Plymouth
of Sports
Bros.
(Alt. wks.)
Jubilee
Anthony
George
Gobel
Lux
Am. Gas Assc
Gunsmoke
F
L
L
F
Show
Video
Hazel
Bishop
Am.
Tobacco
Amer.
Theatre
Playhouse 9C
Warner
Hamm Oil ■State Farm
You're on
L
L
Time To
Lambert
Your Own
Person
Your
Hit
Red Barber '(

6:15
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:15
7:30
8:00
7:45

8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9;15
9:30
9:45
10:00

10:30

FOOTNOTES:
Explanation: Programs in
italics, sustaining; Time, EST,
L, live; F, film; K, kinescope
recording; E, Eastern network; M, Midwestern.
ABC — Mickey Mouse Club
Moil. - Fri. 5-6. Am. Par.,
Armour, Bristol-Myers, CarnaCoca-Cola,
Mills,
Mattel,tion,
Miles
Labs,Gen.
Minnesota
Mining, SOS, Pillsbury Mills,
Peter Shoe Co.
CBS
Mooresponsored
M.-Fri. by15
min.— Garry
segments
Campbell Soup, Lever Bros.,
Toni, Best Foods, Yardley, Staley, Chevrolet, SOS, Swift &
Co. Hoover, Nestle, Johnson &
Johnson, Pittsburgh Plate
Glass.
Arthur
Godfrey sponsored
M. -Thurs. by15
min. segments
Bristol Myers, Standard
Brands, Norwich Pharniacal,
Pillsbury, Kellogg, Simoniz,
American Home, General Foods,
Scott Paper, Shermin Williams.
House Party — 15 min. segments
sponsored by Kellogg, Lever,
Pillsbury, Swift, Campbell
Soup,
Brands. Simoniz, Standard
Bob Crosby — 15 min. segments
sponsored by Gerber Prod.,
Procter & Gamble, General
Mills, Wesson Oil, Best Foods,
Toni, Brown & Williamson,
SOS, Swift & Co., Mentholatum.
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TELESTATUS

CINCINNATI—
*~ WCET (»48)
► WCPO-TV (9) ABC; Blair; 850,800; N; $1,200
► WKRC-TV (12) CBS; Katz; 662,236; N; $1,000
► WLWT (5) NBC; WLW Sis.; 487,000; N; $800
WQXN-TV (54) Forjoe; 5/14/53-Unknown
CLEVELAND—
► WEWS (5) ABC; Blair; 1,210,000; N; $1,650
► KYW-TV (3) NBC; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
I, 174,004; N; $1,950
► WJW-TV (8) CBS; Katz; 1,146,150; N; $2,000
WERE-TV (65) 6/18/53-Unknown
WHK-TV (19) 11/25/53-Unknown
COLUMBUS—
► WBNS-TV (10) CBS; Blair; 539,480; N; $825
► WLWC (4) NBC; WLW Sis.; 361,000; N; $800
► WOSU-TV (*34)
► WTVN-TV (6) ABC; Katz; 381,451; $600
DAYTON—
► WHIO-TV (7) CBS; Hollingbery; 637,330; N;
$800
► WLWD (2) ABC. NBC; WLW Sis.; 332,000; N;
$800 (22) See footnote
WIFE
ELYRIAf —
WEOL-TV (31) 2/11/54-Unknown
LIMA—
► WIMA-TV (35) NBC, CBS. ABC; H-R; 76,487;
$150
MANSFIELDf—
WTVG (36) 6/3/54-Unknown
MASSILLONf —
W MAC-TV (23) Petry; 9/4/52-Unknown
OXFORD—
WMUB-TV (*14) 7/19/56-Unknown
STEUBENVILLE (WHEELING, W. VA.)—
► WSTV-TV
045,580; N; (9)
$500CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel; 1,► WTRF-TV (7) See Wheeling
TOLEDO—
► WSPD-TV (13) CBS. ABC, NBC; Katz; 406,000;
N; $1,000
WTOH-TV (79) 10/20/54-Unknown
YOUNGSTOWN—
► WFMJ-TV (21) NBC; Headley-Reed; 202,771; N;
$400
► WKBN-TV
(27) CBS, ABC; Raymer; 202,534;
N; $450
WXTV (73) 11/2/55-Unknown
ZANESVILLE —
► WHIZ
000; -TV
$150 (18) NBC, ABC, CBS; Pearson; 50,OKLAHOMA
►^0/^
KTEN (10) ABC (CBS. NBC per program
basis); Venard; 95,639; N; $225
ARDMORE—
► KVSO-TV (12) NBC; Pearson; 81,000; N; $150
ENID—
► KGEO-TV (5) ABC; Pearson; 264,510; N; $600
IAWTON—
► KSWO-TV (7) ABC; Pearson; 71.000: $150
MUSKOGEE—
► KTVX (8) ABC; Avery-Knodel; 290,687; $500
OKLAHOMA CITY—
► KETA (*13)
► KWTV (9) CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel; 402,213;
N; $800
► WKY-TV (4) NBC, ABC; Katz; 402,213; N, IX,
LF. LS: $920
KTVQ (25) See footnote
TULSA—
► KOTV (6) CBS; Petry; 319,312; N; $750
► KTVX (8) (See Muskogee)
► KVOO-TV (2) NBC; Blair; 319.312; N, LF, LS;
$700
KOED-TV (*11) 7/21/54-Unknown
KSPG
KCEB (17)
(23) 2/4/54-Unknown
See footnote
OREGON
EUGENE—
► KVAL-TV (13) NBC, ABC (CBS per program
basis); Hollingbery; 81,587; N; $300
KLAMATH FALLSf—
► KOTI (2) CBS, ABC, NBC; Blair Tv Assoc.;
II, 500; $150
COOS BAY—
KOOS-TV (16) 9/4/56-Unknown
fAEDFORD—
► KBES-TV (5) ABC, CBS, NBC; Blair Tv Assoc.;
39,550; $200
PORTLAND — ■
► KGW-TV (8) ABC; Blair; $700
► KLOR (12) Hollingbery; 370,000; N; $700
► KOIN-TV (6) CBS; CBS Spt Sis.; 385,000; N;
$700 (27) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 356.442; N, LF,
► KPTV
LS; $700
ROSEBURG—
► KPIC (4) Hollingbery; 12,000; $150 (satellite of
KVAL-TV Eugene, Ore.)
SALEMf —
KSLM-TV (3) 9/30/53-Unknown
PENNSYLVANIA
ALLENTOWNf—
WQCY
(39) (67)
Weed;See 8/12/53-Unknown
WFMZ-TV
footnote
ALTOONA—
► WFBG-TV (10) CBS, ABC, NBC; Blair; 448,500;
$750
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BETHLEHEM—
► WLEV-TV (51) NBC; Meeker; 89.307; N; $200
EASTONf—
► WGLV (57) ABC; Headley-Reed; 94,635; $175
► WICU (12) NBC, ABC; Petry. 223,500; N; $700
►ERIE—
WSEE (35) CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel; 164,000;
$250
►HARRISBURG—
WCMB-TV
(27) Forjoe; $200
► WHP-TV (55) CBS; Boiling; 241,449; $325
► WTPA (71)
ABC;N; Harrington,
Righter & Parsons; 242,000;
$350
HAZLETONf —
WAZL-TV (63) Meeker; 12/18/52-Unknown
JOHNSTOWN—
► WARD-TV (56) ABC, CBS; Weed; $200
► WJAC-TV
(6) NBC, ABC; Katz; 1,051,699;
N, LL, LS, LF; $1,000
LANCASTER (HARRISBURG, YORK)—
► WGAL-TV (8) NBC, CBS; Meeker; 917,320; N,
LS, LF: $1,200
WLAN-TV (21) 11/8/56-Unknown
LEBANONf—
WLBR-TV (15) See footnote
NEW
CASTLE—(45) See footnote
WKST-TV
PHILADELPHIA—
»• WCAU-TV
N. LF. LS; (10)
$3,250CBS; CBS Spot Sis.: 2,094,852;
► WFIL-TV (6) ABC; Blair; 2,235,000; N, LL, LS,
LF: $3,200
► WRCV-TV
N, LL, LF,(3)LS;NBC;
$3,200NBC Spot Sis.; 2,090,000;
WHYY-TV (*35) 3/28/56-Unknown
WPHD (23) 9/28/55-Unknown
WSES (29) 3/28/56-Unknown
►PITTSBURGH—
KDKA-TV (2) NBC, CBS, ABC; Peters, Griffin,
Woodward; 1,200,000; N; $2,000
►*■ WENS
WQED (16)
(*13) ABC; Branham; 475,000; $450
WIIC (11) CBS; Blair; 7/20/55-Unknown
WTVQ
12/23/52-Unknown
Tv City (47)
Inc. Headley-Reed;
(4) Initial Decision
4/23/56
WKJF-TV (53) See footnote
READING—
WEEU-TV (33) See footnote
WHUM-TV (61) See footnote
►SCRANTON
WARM-TV— (16) ABC; Boiling; 250,000; $225
► WGBI-TV (22) CBS; H-R; 310,000; N; $500
WTVU (44) See footnote
SHARONf—
WSHA (39) 1/27/54-Unknown
SUNBURYf
— (38) 2/9/55-Unknown
WKOK-TV
►WILKES-BARRE—
WBRE-TV (28) NBC; Headley-Reed; 306,000; N;
► WILK-TV (34) ABC; Avery-Knodel: 306,000; N;
WILLI$450
AMSPORTf —
$300
WRAK-TV
(36) 11/32/52-Unknown
► WNOW-TV (49) Keller; 137,500; $200
►YORK—
WSBA-TV (43) ABC; Young; 138,480; $200
RHODE ISLAND
►PROVIDENCE—
WJAR-TV (10) NBC, ABC; Weed; 1,404.202; N;
► WPRO-TV
CBS; Blair; 1,404,202; $1,100
$1 200 (16) (12)
WNET
See footnote
SOUTH CAROLINA
ANDERSON—
► WAIM-TV (40) ABC; Headley-Reed; 127.550; N;
CAMDENf
— (14) 6/3/53-Unknown
WACA-TV
$150
►CHARLESTON—
WCSC-TVward;(5)
136,329;CBS,
N; ABC;
$300 Peters. Griffin, Wood► WUSN-TV (2) NBC, ABC; Weed; 202,000; $300
►COLUMBIA—
WIS-TV (10) NBC. ABC; Peters, Griffin, Woodward; 220,873; N; $400
► WNOK-TV (67) CBS. ABC; Raymer; 110,000;
$200
►FLORENCE—
WBTW (8) CBS, NBC. ABC; CBS Spot Sis.;
148,000; N; $300
GREENVILLE—
► WFBC-TV (4) NBC; Weed; 264,623; N; $450
WGVL (23) See footnote
SPARTANBURG—
► WSPA-TV (7) CBS; Hollingbery; 286,765; N;
SOUTH DAKOTA
$450
ABERDEENf—
KDHS (9) 8/30/56-Unknown
DEADWOODf —
KDSJ-TV (5) 8/8/56-Unknown
FLORENCE
Falls) — (3) (Satellite of KELO-TV Sioux
► KDLO-TV
RAPID CITYf—
► KOTA-TV
19,090; $150(3) CBS. ABC. NBC: Headley-Reed;
KRSD-TV (7) 12/20/56-Unknown
RELIANCEf —
KPLO
(6) Sioux
12/20/56-Unknown
(Satellite of
KELO-TV
Falls)

►SIOUX
KELO-TV
NBC, ABC, CBS; H-R; 185,934
FALLS—(11)
(includes
satellite KDLO-TV Florence); $450
►BRISTOL—
WCYB-TV (5) (See
Bristol, Va.)
TENNESSEE
CHATTANOOGA—
► WDEF-TV (12) CBS, ABC; Branham; 218,252;
N: $500
► WRGP-TV (3) NBC, ABC; H-R; 229,164; N;
► WDXI-TV (7) CBS, ABC; Headley-Reed; 103,JACKSON—
500; N; $200
$400
JOHNSON
► WJHL-TVCITY—
(11) CBS, ABC. NBC; Pearson: 185.316; $250 (Him)
►KNOXVIILE—
WATE-TV (6) NBC; Avery-Knodel; 178,660; N;
► WBIR-TV (10) CBS; Katz; 186,080; N; $600
► WTVK (26) ABC; Pearson; 156,400; i\ : $360
$600
►MEMPHIS—
WHBQ-TV
(13) ABC; H-R; 478,128; $800
WK MO-TV
(«10) Blair; 478,128; N; $900
►► WMCT
(5) NBC;
► WREC-TV (3) CBS; Katz; 478,128; $900
►NASHVILLE—
WLAC-TV (5) CBS; Katz; 305,000; N; $750
► WSIX-TV (8) ABC; Hollingbery; 380,000; $575
► WSM-TV
(4) NBC; Petry; 280,072; N, LF, LS;
S825
►ABILENE—
KRBC-TV (9) NBC;TEXAS
Raymer; 58,800; $225
KAMT-TV (12) 8/30/56-Unknown
ALPINE—
►AMARILLO—
KFDA-TV
95,914; $300(10) CBS, ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.;
► KGNC-TV (4) NBC; Katz; 95,914; N; $340
► KTBC-TV (7) CBS, ABC, NBC; Raymer; 167,341; N; $400
AUSTIN—
►BEAUMONT—
KFDM-TV
CBS, ABC,
NBC; Peters, Griffin,
Woodward;(6)127,900;
N; $350
KBMT (31) See footnote
BIG
SPRING— (4) CBS (ABC per program basis);
► KBST-TV
Pearson: 48,453;
$150
BROWNWOOD—
KNBT-TV (19) 6/6/56-Unknown
KBTX-TV (3) 11/5/56-March 15
BRYAN—
CORPUS
CHRISTI—
► KRIS-TV
(6) N;
NBC,LF,ABC;
Peters, Griffin, Woodward; 80,000;
LS; $300
► KSIX-TV (10) CBS: H-R; $250
► KVDO-TV
(22) NBC
basis); Young;
59,300;(ABC,
$200 CBS per program
► KRLD-TV (4) CBS: Branham; 590,000; N; $1,100
►DALLAS—
WFAA-TV (8) ABC, NBC; Petry; 590,000: N:
► KILT
(13) ABC; Young; H-R; $250
PASO—
$1,000$450 (4) ABC, CBS; Branham; 101,555;
►EL KROD-TV
N:
► KTSM-TV (9) NBC; Hollingbery; 97,257; N;
WORTH— (5) ABC. NBC: Peters. Griffin.
►FT.WBAP-TV
Woodward; 600,000; N, LL, LF, LS; $1,000
► KFJZ-TV (11) Blair; 540,930; $600
$325
GALVESTON
(HOUSTON)—
► KGUL-TV (11) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 500,100;
N; $900 (BROWNSVILLE, McALLEN,
HARLINGENf
WESLACO)—
► KGBT-TV
(4) coverage);
CBS. ABC;$300H-R: 85,817 (plus
8.000 Mexican
►HOUSTON—
KPRC-TV (2) NBC; Petry; 510,000; N; $1,000
► KTRK (13) ABC; Hollingbery; 510.000; N. LF.
LS: $850
KUHT (*8) (11) See Galveston
►► KGUL-TV
KNUZ-TV (39) See footnote
KXYZ-TV (29) 6/18/53-Unknown
LAREDOf—
► KH AD-TV (8) CBS, NBC, ABC; Pearson; 14.348;
►LUBBOCK—
KCBD-TV
(11) NBC, ABC; Raymer; 134.052; N;
$150
► KDUB-TV
(13) CBS; Branham; 140,650; N, LS,
LF; $350 (film)
$350
► KTRE-TVceives(9)
Venard;from60,106;
$225 (Station
reNBC shows
KPRC-TV
Houston.)
LUFKIN—
— (2) NBC, ABC; Venard; 78,000; $200
>■MIDLAND
KMID-TV
► KOSA-TV (7) CBS; Pearson; 78,500; $250
ODESSA—
ANGELO—(8)CBS, NBC, ABC; Venard; 44.622:
►SANKTXL-TV
SAN
ANTONIO—
► KCOR-TV
(41) O'Connell; 70.000: $200
► KENS-TV
CBS; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
$200
344,211;
N;(5)$700
► KONO-TV (12) ABC; H-R; $560
► WOAI-TV
LF; $700 (4) NBC; Petry; 345,424; N, LL, LS,
SWEETWATER (ABILENE)—
► KPAR-TV
(12) CBS; Branham; 62.469: $200
(satellite of KDUB-TV Lubbock. Tex.)
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

TEMPLE (WACO)—
*-KCEN-TV (6) NBC; Hollingbery; 155,162; N;
$300
TEXARKANA (ALSO TEXARKANA, ARK.)—
► KCMC-TV
(6) CBS, ABC; Venard; 100,000; N;
S2fi0
TYLER—
P- KLTV (7) NBC, ABC, CBS; H-R; 108,000; $300
WACO (TEMPLE) —
► KWTX-TV
N; $250 (10) ABC, CBS; Pearson; 130,000;
WESLACO (BROWNSVILLE, HARLINGEN,
McALLEN)—
>■ KRGV-TV
(5) NBC; Pearson;
85,817 (plus 8,000
Mexican coverage);
$250
WICHITA FALLS—
► KFDX-TV (3) NBC, ABC; Raymer; 127,000; N;
$350
► KSYD-TV
(6) CBS; Blair Tv Assoc.; 127,000; N;
$300
UTAH
SALT LAKE CITY—
► KSL-TV (5) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 212,000; N;
$600 (4) NBC; Katz; 212,000; N, LS; $600
► KTVT
► KUTV (2) ABC; Avery-Knodel; 212,000; $600
KTJTA (7*) 12/13/56-September
VERMONT
BURLINGTON—
► WCAX-TV (3) CBS; Weed; 151,048; $350
VIRGINIA
ARLINGTON—
WARL-TV (20) 10/10/56-Unknown
BRISTOL—
► WCYB-TV
(5) NBC, ABC; Weed; 3"8,870; N,
LF, LS; $300
DANVILLE! —
WBTM-TV (24) See footnote
HAMPTON —
WVEC-TV (15) See Norfolk
HARRISONBURG—
► WSVA-TV
ABC, CBS,
Woodward;(3) 139,617;
$250 NBC; Peters, Griffin
LYNCHBURG—
»- WLVA-TV
S300 (film) (13) ABC; Hollingbery; 308.675; N;
NEWPORT NEWS —
WACH-TV (33) See footnote
NORFOLK—
► WTAR-TV
LF; $875 (3) CBS, ABC; Petry; 422,196; N, LS,
► Wtov-TV (27) McGillvra; 210,000; $380
► WVEC-TV (15) NBC; Avery-Knodel; 187,000;
N; $400
PETERSBURG —
► WXEX-TV (8) See Richmond
PORTSMOUTH—
WAVY-TV (10) ABC; H-R; 5/30/16-March
RICHMOND—
► WRVA-TV
(12) CBS; Harrington. Righter &
Parsons; $700
► WTVR (6) ABC; Blair; 503,317; N, LF, LS; $875
► WXEX-TV
LS: $750 (8) NBC; Forjoe; 415,835; N, LF,
ROANOKE—
WDBJ-TV (7) CBS: Peters, Griffin, Woodward
► WSLS-TV
000; N, LF,(10)LS;ABC,
$675 NBC; Avery-Knodel; 402,BELUNGHAM- WASHINGTON
►EPHRATAt—
KVOS-TV (12) CBS; Forjoe; 261,968; $300
KBAS-TV
(43) 5/4/56-February (Satellite
KIMA-TV Yakima, Wash.)
PASCO—
► KEPR-TV
(19) CBS, ofABC,
NBC; Yakima)
Weed; 35,000;
N; $200 (Satellite
KIMA-TV
SEATTLE (TACOMA)—
► KCTS <*9)
► KING-TV
(5) ABC; Blair; 550,200; N, LF, LS;
SI. 100
► KOMO-TV
(4) NBC;
LL, LF, LS;
$1,025 NBC Spot Sis.; 550,200; N,
► KTNT-TV (11) CBS; Weed; 550,200; N; $900
► KTVW (13) Hollingbery; 550,200; $600
KIRO-TV (7) Initial Decision 4/5/55
SPOKANE—
► KHQ-TV
LS. $550 (6) NBC, Katz; 204,783; N, LL, LF,
► KREM-TV (2) ABC; Petry; 204,783; N, LF, LS;
>■ KXLY-TV
(4) CBS; Avery-Knodel; 204,783; N;
$600
VANCOUVER!—
KVAN-TV (21) Boiling: 9/25/53-Un known
WALLA WALLA—
KWAB
(8) 10/24/56-Unknown (Satellite of
KIMA-TV Yakima, Wash.)
YAKIMA—
KIMA-TV
(29) CBS, ABC, NBC; Weed; 81 000$450
WEST VIRGINIA
BlUEFIELD—
► WHIS-TV (6) NBC, ABC; Katz; 173.684; N; $200
CHARLEST
ON—
WCHS-TV
LS; $550 (8) CBS; Branham; 540,340; N. LF
WKNA-TV (49) See footnote
CLARKSBURGf —
WBLK-TV (12) Branham; 2/17/54-Unknown
FAIRMONTf—
WJPB-TV (35) See footnote
HUNTINGTON—
► WHTN-TV (13) ABC; Petry; 365,005; N; $450
Broadcasting • Telecasting

► WSAZ-TV
LS: $1,000 (3) NBC; Katz; 564,745; N, LL, LF,
OAK HILL (BECKLEY)—
»• WOAY-TV (4) ABC; Pearson; 357,230; $200
PARKERSBURG—
► WTAP (15) NBC, ABC, CBS; Pearson; 58,750; $150
WHEELING (STEUBENVILLE, OHIO)—
► WTRF-TV
N: $500 (7) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; 312,640;
► WSTV-TV (9) See Steubenville. Ohio
WLTV (51) 2/11/53-Unknown
EAU CLAIRE— WISCONSIN
► WEAU-TV
000; N; $350(13) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; 132,GREEN BAY—
► WBAY-TV (2) CBS; Weed; 247.000; $500
► WFRV-TV
000; N; $300(5) ABC, CBS; Headley-Reed; 245,► WMBV-TV (11) See Marinette
LA CROSSE—
► WKBT (8) CBS, NBC. ABC; H-R; 130,000; $360
MADISON—
WHA-TV (*21)
► WISC-TV
CBS;LS;Peters,
309,275; N,(3)LF,
$550 Griffin. Woodward;
► WKOW-TV
(27)
ABC; Headley-Reed; 130,500;
N: $250
►WMTV (33) NBC; Young; 140,000; N; $280
MARINETTE (GREEN BAY)—
► WMBV-TV
(11) NBC, ABC; Venard; 220.826$250
MILWAUKEE—
P- WISN-TV (12) ABC: Petry; 700.000; N. LF. LS;
► WITI-TV
$1,000 (6) Branham; 630,000; N, LL, LF, LS;
► WTM.T-TV
(4) NBC;
Righter &
Parsons: 781,222;
N, LL,Harrington,
LF, LS; $1,150
$500 (19) CBS, CBS
► WXIX
Spot
Sis.;
384,000;
N; $800
WFOX-TV (31) 5/4/55-Unknown
6/6/56-Unkn
(*10)
WMVS-TV
own
WCAN-TV (251 See footnote
SUPERIOR (DULUTH, MINN.)—
► WDSM-TV
NBC, N; ABC:
Woodward; (6)128,200;
$400 Peters, Griffin
► KDAL-TV (3) See Duluth. Minn.
►WAUSAU—
WSAU-TV (7) CBS. NBC, (ABC per program
basis); Meeker; 101,700; $350
WHITEFISH BAY—
► WITI-TV (6) See Milwaukee

WYOMING 15; Meeker; $150
PER—(2) 10/17/56-Feb.
CAS
KTWO-TV
Donald L. Hathaway (6) 1/30/57-Unknown
*•CHEYENNE—
KFBC-TV
70.972; $150(5) CBS. ABC. NBC: Hollingbery;
RIVERTON—
KWRB-TV (10) 9/26/56-June
ALASKA
ANCHORAGE!—
► KENI-TV (2) ABC, NBC; Fletcher, Day; 25,000;
► KTVA (11) CBS; Alaska Radio-Tv Sis.; 25,000;
$100
FAIRBANKS!—
$150
► KFAR-TV
(2) NBC, ABC; Fletcher, Day; 9,600;
► KTVF
(11)
CBS; Alaska Radio-Tv Sis.; 10,300;
$150
$135
►JUNEAUf—
KINY-TV (8) CBS; Alaska Radio-Tv Sis.; 2,500;
AG AN At —
GUAM
► KUAM-TV (8) NBC, CBS, ABC; Young; 5,000;
$60
HAWAII of KGMB-TV Honolulu)
$120
►HILOf
KHBC-TV
(9) (Satellite
HONOLULU!—
► KGMB-TV (9) CBS: Peters. Griffin, Woodward;
106,000 (includes Hilo and Wailuku satellites);
93*0
► KONA (2)
NBC Spot$472.50
Sis.; 100,105 (includesNBC;
Wailuku satellite);
► KULA-TV (4) ABC: Young; 91,800; $250
KHVH-TV (13) 12/6/56-Unknown
WAILUKU!—
► KMAU-TV (3) (Satellite KGMB-TV Honolulu)
► KMVI-TV (12) (Satellite KONA Honolulu)
CAGUAS!—
RICO
WSUR-TV (9) PUERTO
4/25/56-Unknown
MAYAGUEZ!—
► WORA-TV (5) CBS, ABC, NBC; Young; 30,000;
N; $150
ponce!—
WKBM-TV (11) 5/3/36-Unknown
SAN JUAN!—
► WAPA-TV works; (4)
140,000; ABC,
$250 NBC; Caribbean Net► WKAQ-TV
(2) CBS; Inter -American; 140,000;
S375
WIPR-TV (*6) 2/2/55-Unknown
BARRIE,
ONT.—
CANADA Canadian Ltd.: ^ 870
► CKVR-TV
(3) Mulvihill,
BRANDON, MAN.t—
► CKX-TV (5) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; 14,800;
CALGARY,
$170 ALTA.!—
► CHCT-TV
(2) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; 50,000;
CHARLOTTETOWN,
P.E.I.!—
$280
► CFCY-TV (13) CBS; All-Canada, Weed; 20,000;
$190

EDMONTON, ALTA-!—
► CFRN-TV
CBC; Canadian
Reps., Oaks. Tv
Reps. Ltd.;(3) 60,000;
$325
HALIFAX, N. S.!—
► CBHT (3) CBC, CBS; CBC; 40,000; $300
HAMILTON, ONT.—
► CHCH-TV
116; $550 (11) CBC; All-Canada, Young; 542,KINGSTON, ONT.—
► CKWS-TV (11) CBC; All-Canada; 52,000; $280
KITCHENER, ONT.—
► CKCO-TV
311,313; $400(13) CBC; Hardy. Hunt, Weed.
LETHBRIDGE, ALTA!—
► CJLH-TV (7) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; 14,200;
LONDON,
ONT.—
► CFPL-TV
(10) CBC,
ABC,$450 CBS, NBC; AllCanada,
Weed:
109,920;
$160
MONCTON, N. B.—
► CKCW-TV
(2) CBC,
Reps.; $60,000;
$200 ABC, CBS, NBC; Canadian
MONTREAL,
► CBFT (2) QUE
CBC— (French); CBC; 494,000; $1,000
► CBMT (6) CBC; CBC; 484,000; $750
NORTH BAY, ONT.—
► CKGN-TV (10) CBC; Canadian Reps.; 13.500;
►OTTAWA,
CBOFT ONT.—
(9) CBC (French); CBC; 82,000; $300
► CBOT (4) CBC; CBC; 98,000; $400
PETERBOROUGH,
ONT.—
$160
► CHEX-TV (12) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; 36,000;
ARTHUR,(2)ONT.—
►PORT
CFPA-TV
CBC; All-Canada, Weed; 17.202;
QUEBEC
—
$260 CITY, (4)QUECBC;
► CFCM-TV
Hardy, Hunt. Weed. 30.nnn.
$170
$350
IN A, SASK.!—
$260
►REGCKCK-TV
(2) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; 40,000;
RIMOUSKI, QUE.!—
► CJBR-TV (3) CBC (French); Stovin, Canadian
Reps.; 30,000; $240
ST. JOHN, N. B.!—
► CHSJ-TV (4) CBC, ABC, CBS, NBC; AllCanada, Weed; 70,554 (including U. S.); $300
ST.
JOHN'S, NFLD.!—
► CJON-TV
18,560; $200(6) CBC, CBS, NBC, ABC; Weed;
SASKATOON, SASK.!—
► CFQC-TV (8) CBC, ABC, CBS. NBC; Canadian
Reps. Tv Reps. Ltd., Oakes; 27,080; $230
SAUIT STE. MARIE, ONT.—
► CJIC-TVada, Weed;
(2) CBC,
17,000; ABC,
$260 CBS, NBC; All-CanQUE.t—
►SHERBROOKE,
CHLT-TV (7)
CBC; Young. Hardy; $400
SUDBURY,
ONT.—
► CKSO-TV
(5) 19,590:
CBC, ABC.
ada, Weed;
$220 CBS. NBC; All-CanSYDNEY, N. S.f—
► CJCB-TV (4) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; 46.690;
TIMMINS, ONT.!—
► CFCL-TV
(6) CBC; Renaurd, McGillvra; 10,194;
$240
TORONTO,
► CBLT (6)ONT.—
CBC; CBC; 480,000; $1,000
VANCOUVER,
B. C.!—
► CBUT
$160 (2) CBC; CBC; 159,000; $580
VICTORIA,
C— CBC; Tv-Reps. Ltd. Forjoe: 30,► CHEK-TVB. (6)
000; $210
WINDSOR, ONT. (DETROIT, MICH.)—
► CKLW-TV
(9) CBC; Young; 1,568.000 (includinf
U. S.); $1,100
WINGHAM,
*■ CKNX-TV
(8) CBC; All-Canada. Young; 21
000; $235 ONT.—
WINNIPEG,
► CBWT (4)MAN.f—
CBC; CBC; 75,000; $400
MEXICO
JUAREZ! (EL PASO, TEX.)—
► XEJ-TV (5) National Times Sales; 91,040; $240
TIJUANA
DIEGO)—
► XETV (SAN
(6) ABC;
Weed; 409,420; $700
The following stations have suspended regular
operations
have WPFA-TV
not turned Pensacola,
in CP's: KBIDTV Fresno,butCalif.;
Fla.;
WATL-TV Atlanta, Ga.; WHUM-TV Reading, Pa.;
WR AY-TV Princeton, Ind.; KG TV (TV) Des
Moines, Iowa; WKLO-TV Louisville, Ky.; WWORTV Worcester, Mass.; WLAM-TV Lewiston, Me.;
WFTV Duluth, Minn.; WCOC-TV Meridian, Miss.;
WHTO-TV Atlantic City, N. J.; WRTV (TV) Asbury Park, N. J.; WICA-TV Ashtabula, Ohio;
WGVL lotte.(TV)
WQMC Ohio;
(TV) KTVQ
CharN. C; Greenville,
WIFE (TV)S. C;
Dayton,
(TV) Oklahoma City, Okla.; KCEB (TV) Tulsa,
Okla.; WFMZ-TV Allentown. Pa.; WLBR-TV
Lebanon, Pa.; WKST-TV New Castle, Pa,; WKJJfTV Pittsburgh, Pa.; WEEU-TV Reading, Pa.;
WNET (TV) Providence, R. I.; KNUZ-TV Houston, Tex.; WBTM-TV Danville, Va.; WACH-TV
Newport News, Va.; WKNA-TV Charleston, W.
Va.;
WJPB-TV
Fairmont,
W. Va.;Mass.;
WCAN-TV
Milwaukee;
WTAO-TV
Cambridge,
KEDD
(TV) Wichita, Kans.; WTVU (TV) Scranton, Pa.;
WTOM-TV Lansing, Mich.; KMBT (TV) Beaumont, Tex.; WKNY (TV) Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
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True
yours

with

color
GPL's

. . . high

3-Vidicon

Color

Film

definition

Chain

Telecast stable, 600 line color pictures of unmatched quality with the
outstanding 3-Vidicon Color Film Chain developed and manufactured
by GPL. Typical GPL performance superiority has been achieved in
this equipment with a highly advanced color filter system, precise
registration, precision-engineered GPL components, and factoryadjusted optical and mechanical alignment. Compactness of the
chain permits easy integration with your present monochrome film
layout.
These and the many other outstanding features of this chain
will make color film telecasts a profitable feature of your station.
Ask GPL engineers to show you how.

General Precision Laboratory Incorporated
63 Bedford Road, Pleasantville, N. Y. • 188 W. Randolph Sfc, Chicago, III. • 21 N. Santa Anita Ave., Pasadena
Cable Address: PRELAB
A SUBSIDIARY

OF GENERAL

PRECISION

EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

AWARDS
Year" for 1956. Award is presented to man
making "greatest contribution to his city
and county through civic work."
Liz Brandt, KTRK-TV Houston weathergirl, awarded honorable mention by AP
Managing Editors Assn. for story in connection with "jetcasts" on her weather show.
Pilots of 111th Fighter Interceptor Sqdn. of
Air National Guard report Texas weather
directly to Miss Brandt during their jet
flights.
WLBG Clinton, S. C, cited by Clinton
Junior Chamber of Commerce for its cooperation and promotion of civic projects
and community service.

CBS NEWSMAN Edward R. Murrow
was awarded the Navy's highest civilian award — its Distinguished Public
Service Award — in ceremonies held
last Wednesday (Jan. 30) in the office
of Secretary of the Navy Charles S.
Thomas in Washington. The honor
was presented by Secretary Thomas
(1) for Mr. Murrow's presentation of
Navy activities and on his See It Now
series. Most recent of the Navy activity
programs presented on the See It Now
series was "Revolution in the Navy"
(Nov. 18, 1956), an hour-long show
on the changes imposed on the service
by the introduction of atom power
and guided missiles into modern warfare.
Housewife Wins Edison Award
WINNER of the Fifth Edison Radio Amateur Award is a housewife in suburban
Philadelphia. Mrs. Mary Burke, W3CUL,
265 Waverly Road, Morton, Pa., it was
announced last week.
Mrs. Burke operates daily in six Morse
Code radio networks and handles 3,000
radio messages a month for overseas servicemen. The judges for the award, sponsored
by General Electric, named eight other radio amateurs for special citations and commended 21 nominated for outstanding CD
radio communications activities.

Pat Bishop, KFI, and Frank Goss, KNX,
both Los Angeles, received certificates from
Los Angeles Civil Defense and Disaster
Board, honoring them for their contribution
of time and talent to the civil defense effort.
WALK-AM-FM Patchogue, N. Y., received plaque and citation of Merit from
Muscular Dystrophy Assn. of America for
their "distinguished service" during recent
March for Muscular Dystrophy.
Delvina Wheeldon, WCKY Cincinnati,
women's commentator, received medallion
and citation from Lockheed Aircraft Corp.
for "contribution to Air Defense understanding" through radio series and for being
first woman to break sonic barrier as passenger in jet plane.
Ed Sullivan, emcee of CBS-TV Ed Sullivan
Show, chosen "Man of the Year" by Chicago
Press Club, with award to be made at annual President's dinner. Sheraton Hotel,
Feb. 7.

COVERS TULSA] £
ALL OKLAHoSfJDT

* COVERAGE
* PERSONALITIES
* RATINGS
* ECONOMICAL
RATES...
Aik you/is BIAIRtfttf^
FOR THE 9wka$hnj!

KKM&
740 KC • 5O,O00Watt$
TULSA , OKLAHOMA
* The GREAT INDEPENDENT
OF THE SOUTHWEST...

Radio and Television
Stations
are accused of Committing

iRISM
SION OF

AWARDS
ABC-TV's Ozark Jubilee (Sat., 10-11 p.m.
EST), cited by Missouri State Senate for
having provided "wholesale entertainment
each week for nearly 20 million Americans
of all ages." Program is produced by Crossroads Tv Productions, and originates from
Springfield, Mo.
Richard A. Moore, president of KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles, and Bill Welch, director of
special events for station, commended by
Board of Supervisors of Los Angeles County
for station's "heroic" coverage of Santa
Monica fire [B«T, Jan. 14].
S. W. McCready, general manager of
KVAL-TV Eugene, Ore., honored with citation for community service by Eugene
Chamber of Commerce.
W. R. Davidson, general manager of WAKN
Aiken, S. C, named Aiken's "Man of the
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

3ST

GEORGIA Assn. of Broadcasters
through President L. H. Christian,
WRFC Athens, presented to B»T and
its Editor-Publisher Sol Taishoff a
plaque in commemoration of the magazine's 25th anniversary. The presentation was made to Eleanor Manning,
sales service manager, New York, by
GAB President Christian, at the 12th
annual session of the Georgia Radio
and Television Institute, [B«T, Jan.
28], held at the University of Georgia's
Henry W. Grady School of Journalism
in Athens. Miss Manning spoke at the
session.

based upon acts of Station, Staff,
Announcers, Speakers, Performers,
Commentators
You BUT
can't YOU
predict CAN
claims —
INSURE
effectively against embarrassing loss
by having our unique policy at almost
trifling cost.
WRITE

FOR

DETAILS

AND

RATES

EMPLOYERS
REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
21 WEST TENTH STREET
KANSAS
CITY, MO.
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PROGRAM SERVICES

INTERNATIONAL
Government Aid to CBC
To Drop During Fiscal Year
CANADIAN Broadcasting Corp. will receive almost $ 1 million less from the government in the forthcoming fiscal year, starting April 1 , than in the present year, according to estimates tabled by Finance Minister
Walter Harris at Ottawa. CBC estimates for
the new fiscal year total $36,138,615 compared to $37,263,976 in the current fiscal
year.
The drop is accounted for mainly by lowered receipts from the 15% excise tax on
radio and television receivers and parts, all
of which is allocated for the CBC. The
decline in excise tax receipts is due in part
to lower prices for tv and radio receivers
and a drop in sales in tv sets over the past
year. In the current fiscal year about $17
million in excise tax was collected; next year
this is expected to drop to $16 million.
CBS also receives, as part of total revenues, a government grant of $6,250,000 for
radio, and $12 million for television, and a
sum for operating an international shortwave
service for the government.
CARTB March Conference
To Feature Open Sessions
THE THREE DAY annual meeting of the
Canadian Assn. of Radio and Television
Broadcasters at Quebec City, March 25-27,
will be divided into three main sessions. The
opening day, to be devoted entirely to matters of radio broadcasting, will be open to
non-members. The last day will be devoted
entirely to television dicsussions and
speeches and also will be open to non-members.

CHAB'S CANDIDATES
CHAB Moose Jaw, Sask., claims to be
the only station in Canada with two
candidates for the forthcoming Canadian federal election on its staff.
Louis H. Lewry, 37, sports director of
CHAB, for the past seven years has
been mayor of Moose Jaw. He will
represent the Cooperative Commonwealth Federation (Socialist) party in
the Canadian elections next June.
Dick Lillico, 35, announcer at CHAB
for the past 12 years, will be candidate for Moose Jaw as Liberal party
member. He ran as an independent in
the last Saskatchewan provincial election, coming in third, and making the
best showing against the Socialist candidate in the past 12 years. Saskatchewan is the only province in Canada
with a Socialist government.
CBC Copyright Fees Set
CANADIAN Broadcasting Corp. will pay
about $256,000 in fees to the Composers,
Authors & Publishers Assn. of Canada
(CAP AC)— the Canadian ASCAP— for
1957, according to a ruling of the Canadian
Copyright Appeal Board.
The fees are based on 1.6 cents per capita
on Canada's population — about 16,080,000
— as last reported by the Dominion Bureau
of Statistics. The performing rights fees
paid by CBC to CAP AC formerly were
based on 1 cent per capita of population
plus
nue. 1%% of CBC's gross commercial reve-

This differs from last year's sessions
when radio and television matters were disINTERNATIONAL PEOPLE
cussed at simultaneous meetings open to
WJlsam P. McCadden, formerly with
members, associates, advertisers and agency
Toronto Globe & Mail advertising departexecutives. The open sessions this year will
ment, and CKOY Ottawa, Ont., to sales
include several panel discussions.
staff of Radio & Television Sales Inc., ToOn Tuesday, March 26, closed business
ronto, Ont., station representative firm.
meetings of the CARTB will be held for
both radio and television sections. The reINTERNATIONAL SHORTS
port of the Royal Commission on Broadcasting is slated to be presented to *
the 3. W. Caldwell Ltd., Toronto, Ont., anCanadian government shortly before the3&
nounces sale of CBS-TV's Brave Eagle as
CARTB annual meeting, and it is expected
French-language show to Canadian Broadthat the report will be a major topic at the
casting Corp. for its French-language tv netclosed session.
work. The French version L'Aigle Noir.

jj: Standard Super Sound Effects
S
Are a Must—
1
If you want your commercial • "spots" to
^
command attention. Special "Best sellers"
'~Al
25 of our most popular discs— available
at package price.
Free catalog and "cue teasers" (spots
cued to sound effects) sent on request,
STANDARD
WKk
RADIO TRANSCRIPTION SERVICES, INC. HBSji
360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago I, III.
Also send for details on the new Lawrence Welk Library Package;
and Sound Effects Library; and Standard Shorty Tunes.
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SRTS Appoints Olga Blohm
To New General Manager Post
PROMOTION of Olga Blohm to general
manager of Standard Radio Transcription
Services Inc. was
announced last
week by Milton M.
Blink, STRS president. The post is a
newly-created one
designed to free
Mr. Blink for more
concentration on

MISS BLOHM

planning and production.
Miss Blohm continues administrative duties and promotion and sale of

STRS' Program Library, Sound Effect Library, Shorty Tunes and the new Lawrence
Welk Library and additionally will plan all
Shorty Tune production.
RCA Victor Custom Plans
Outlined at Chicago Meeting
RCA Victor Custom Record Div. of RCA
held its annual national sales meeting in Chicago last week with a two-day session centering around plans and overall policy for
1957. The meeting was preceded by three
days of conferences in Indianapolis on new
shipping, warehousing and manufacturing
facilities recently installed in that city.
Division executives at the meeting included Lawrence W. Kanaga, vice president
and general manager; William Miltenburg, manager RCA recording; Emmett B.
Dunn, manager, RCA Victor custom records; John Y. Burgess Jr., manager, administration; Frank J. O'Donnell, advertising
manager; Ralph C. Williams, manager, sales
and product planning; John Hendrickson,
manager of personnel in New York area.
Sales personnel from the New York area
at the sessions were: Richard E. Bylandt,
Carl Reinschild, Peter M. Rogers, James R.
Cunnison and Marjorie B. Tahaney.
Chicago sales representatives included Alfred E. Hindle, manager, Chicago area;
James L. Head and William C. Leonard. The
Hollywood office was represented by Richard H. Bucholz, manager, and Geoffrey B.
Bennett, director, brand line sales. Edward
J. Hines of the Nashville office also attended.
Capitol Records Promotes Sachs
HERB SACHS has been promoted to the
post
of sales
of Capitol Records'
Custom
Dept.,manager
with headquarters
in New
York, it was announced last week by George
Jones, new general manager of the department.
PROGRAM

SERVICE PEOPLE

John L. Chandler, Syracuse, N. Y., bureau
manager, United Press, named division representative for N. Y. State, reporting to Dale
M. Johns, northeastern division manager.
William P. Thompson, former Albany,
N. Y., night news manager, succeeds Mr.
Chandler.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

ON THE DOTTED LINE
SIGNING of a contract for a V
five-a-week five-minute newscast by
Harry Marble (1), former CBS announcer, over WGAN Portland, Me.,
is completed by Halsey Smith (c),
president of Casco Bank & Trust Co.,
of Portland. Francis H. Farnum Jr.,
WGAN manager is at the right. Sponsored by the Casco Bank, the news
program is one of four broadcast
daily by Mr. Marble, who commutes
120 miles to Portland from his residence in the Maine coastal village of
Bremen.

WMBD-AM-FM Peoria, 111., and the Kroger Co. officials sign a contract by which
the company purchases the Song Shop, a 25 minute live talent show to be heard daily
for 52 weeks beginning Jan. 22. Looking on as William F. Lincer, vice president of
the Peoria division of the Kroger Co., signs the contract are (1 to r) William Brown,
Ralph H. Jones Advertising Agency; Robert M. Riley Jr., national sales manager,
WMBD; William Oliver, media director for the company, and Milton Budd, star of
the Song Shop show and a WMBD staff member for the past 25 years.

FINALIZING plans for the presentation
of the first of regular 1957 Monday
evening concerts by the Portland Symphony Orchestra over KOIN Portland,
Ore., are officials of the station, orchestra and Pacific Trailways, sponsor of
the weekly programs through Kendon
Adv. Agency. Discussing the first remote are (1 to r) symphony conductor
Theodore Bloomfield; Leonard L.
Bolton, Pacific Trailways district manager, and KOIN Managing Director
Harry H. Buckendahl.

THIRD year of Paxton & Vierling Steel Co. sponsorship of KMTV (TV) Omaha,
Neb., evening news is signed for by Fred Owen, president of Omaha firm. L to r:
Harrison Kohl, KMTV account executive; Mr. Owen; Ed Owen, Paxton & Vierling;
Milt Stephan, Allen & Reynolds Adv. Agency radio-tv director; Owen Saddler,
KMTV general manager.
TED RYAN of Ryan Chevrolet in Wausau, Wis., signs a contract for
sponsorship on WSAU-TV Wausau, Wis., of a number of feature films from the
20th Century-Fox library released to telehis firms'
vision. He makes the deal official while representatives ofthe Ryan firm and of the station look on. At the signing (1 to r) : E. J.
O'Rourke, assistant zone manager for Ryan
Chevrolet; Mr. Ryan; Bart Kellhauser,
WSAU-TV program director, and Dick
Dudley, assistant general manager of the
station.

A 52-WEEK contract is signed by George Baker, National Airlines president, for
Howard Brown and the News on WTVJ (TV) Miami. L to r: William Brazzil,
WTVJ national sales director; Mr. Baker; Peter Finney, vice president of Agey Adv.,
agency for the airline, and Mitchell Wolfson, president of WTVJ.

Broadcasting
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REPRESENTED BY AVERY-KNODEL, INC.

PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS
Fire Hits Alaska Station;
Competitor Covers, Assists
A FIRE last month in one Fairbanks, Alaska, tv station was shown live on another,
following which the damaged station was offered facilities by its rival until its transmitter
was put back in action.
KTVF (TV) suffered serious damage
from a fire which started in the basement.
KFAR (TV), a block away, was on the air
with the fire within 15 minutes after the
alarm sounded. After complete coverage of
the blaze, KFAR offered to carry many programs and spots of KTVF without charge.
The damaged station was back on the air
five days later.

' in its
'Troopers
s Become
Employe
TO
PROMOTE
additional
interest
new tv series, State Trooper, Falstaff Brewing Corp. issued certificates naming its employes honorary state troopers prior to the
first public showing of the films. The series
stars Rod Cameron, who signed the certificates, and features true stories from the
files of Nevada law enforcement agencies.
The certificates were mailed to the homes
of Falstaff employes.
WLWD's Educational Programming
WLWD (TV) Dayton, in cooperation with
the Dayton Educational Foundation, has
scheduled four tv programs of an educational
nature. The most recent programs are The

Farm — 7957, which began the end of January on alternate Saturdays, 1:30-2 p.m.
EST, and Type Right, a 16-weeks typing
course to be shown on Saturday, 1-1:30 p.m.
EST, starting Feb. 9.
Tv Carries Methodist Series
TV STATIONS throughout the country
currently are donating public service time
for a new 30-minute dramatic series, The
Way, produced by the Television, Radio and
Film Commission of the Methodist Church,
the organization has reported. Occasion was
the kickoff of the program on WTTW (TV)
Chicago, non-commercial, educational station, for 13 weeks. The series is released
through the National Council of Churches
in Christ in the USA and presented locally
by
the Church Federation of Greater
Chicago.
'The Way to a Man's Heart'
"THE WAY to a man's heart, etc." must
have been the idea behind the bottle of
"bathtub gin" which WRCA-TV New York
sent recently to newspaper and trade press
editors. The gin was used to call attention
to the "Roaring Twenties" feature film
scheduled to be shown on that station. A
memorandum attached to the bottle said,
"If your prescription runs out during the
presentation of the film, call Circle 7-8300
[the station's number] and say Cagney sent

RCA's Home

HOTEL
M

Few

Weston

MADISON

AT 50TH

English Lounge
Meeting place
of show business

WXLW

GETS 2 NEWS

UNITS

INDEPENDENT 5 kw WXLW Indianapolis, Ind. recently moved in two
mobile units for its news bureau and
called them "Impact." The station
hired Bill Anderson, local newsman,
to direct activities of the 10-man news
staff.
WXLW equipment has RCA Carfone 150 vhf transmitters and receivers in the 1957 Pontiac station
wagons. The station will cover spot
news in the city and in Marion County.

Listening Campaign
MOST intensive first quarter advertisingpromotion campaign in RCA Victor radio
and "Victrola" division history is currently
underway, it was announced last week by
R. E. Conley, the division's advertising and
sales promotion manager. Bulk of the drive,
which lasts through February, will be devoted
to RCA's "45" rpm Victrolas and
you."
other RCA home listening products. All
media will be used, with a total of 25 commercials placed in the lineup of NBC-TV
programs sponsored by RCA Victor — Producers' Showcase, Perry Como Show, and
Saturday Night Color Carnival. Also to
be used is NBC Radio's weekend Monitor.
Agencies are Grey Adv. for RCA Victor
"45" records and Kenyon & Eckhardt for
radios, phonographs and tape recorders.

help your heart fund

MADISON

AT 52ND

Barberry Room
Where the celebrities
go after theatre
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INDIANAPOLIS executives of
WXLW test news mobile broadcast
equipment. L to r: Robert D. Enoch,
vice president and general manager;
Frederic Ayres, secretary, Radio Indianapolis Inc., and Lyman S. Ayres,
president, with Bill Anderson, news
director.

©
help your heart
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3-D TV WINS
"IT'S all done with mirrors" was right
explanation for viewers of Dr. Martin L.
Klein's first presentation of three-dimensional television on his weekly Adventure
Tomorrow show scheduled last Saturday
(Feb. 2) over KABC-TV Los Angeles.
With a standard pocket mirror rotated
lengthwise at the end of their noses,
home viewers were to see a train race
into their living rooms, a balloon burst,
and have a chance to dance with a beautiful model.
In noting that his 3-D television technique requires no special glasses or electronic devices, Dr. Klein offered the following "simple" instructions for viewers:
"Sit in front of your set, about one or
two feet away, and directly in the middle
of the screen. Put a pocket mirror up to
your nose, lengthwise, the reflecting surface to the right. Now fix your vision on
the picture. Rotate the mirrow until the
right image [on the electronically split
screen] is superimposed on the left
image."

BY A NOSE
Dr. Klein explained that "the principle
of all three dimensional viewing is based
on taking two pictures simultaneously of
the same subject from different angles."
In his 3-D tv demonstration, two television cameras, each representing one
eye, transmit pictures simultaneously of
the same subject, Dr. Klein said. The left
eye camera image is transmitted unaltered, but the right eye camera is electronically reversed, he said thus splitting
the screen.
"To see the results in 3-D now requires that we direct each half of the
screen to one eye. This can be done
simply
by using a pocket mirror," Dr.
Klein said.
Most people object to wearing special
lenses, so "we developed a technique for
3-D television — the 'Reticulated Lenticular Electronic 3-D System' — which requires no glasses,"
Dr. Klein
noted he
thatadded.
this system, soon
to be adopted for commercial tv, requires
a special television tube.

^

Get the Big 3
in your next TV
commercials:
1. CREATIVITY
2. ADVERTISING LOGIC
3. QUALITY PRODUCTION
Let Fred Niles Productions
produce your next
live action or animated
spot. Staff of film
experts will translate
your ideas into

Georgia's State-Wide Newscast
WAGA Atlanta, WGAC Augusta, WMAZ
Macon, WRFC Athens and WRGA Rome,
all Ga., have combined efforts to bring their
listeners a state-wide news broadcast. A
15-minute newscast, originating from
WAGA, is broadcast, picked up and then
re-broadcast to the other four cities. Program features up-to-the-minute happenings
in and around the state capitol scene and
frequently asks member stations for news
reports from their areas that might be of
state-wide interest.
GE Promotes Community

People

are

InsM OPE

at
mimi
BIRMINGHAM

labama's
Broadcasting

sparkling, pace-setting
TV commercials that
SELL. Large facilities for
live action shooting.
Complete creative staff
of writers and
artists at your service.

Relations

A PROMOTION song, "Kentucky," placed
on six of seven Louisville radio stations by
General Electric Co., has joined the list of
popular local tunes and is being played frequently on a sustaining basis. All Louisville stations but WINN accepted the recording on a sponsored basis, with George
R. Nelson Inc., Schenectady, N. Y., as GE

Look

agency. Mr. Nelson was credited with writing the song for use in connection with GE's
community relations program. The Louisville appliance plant employs 16,000 persons. Charles K. Rieger, GE vice president
in charge of major appliance production,
was credited with the musical promotion
idea. WINN felt the song was so good that
it deserved performance on a sustaining
basis, according to Glen A. Harmon, vice
president and operations director. Copies
of the record have been sent to chambers
of commerce in Kentucky as a suggested
guide to campaigns designed to bring in
new industries.

in Television
BLAIR-TV

• Telecasting

Ohio Station Advertises in N. Y.
IF NEW YORK advertisers and timebuyers
are unaware of the pulling power of WBNSTV Columbus, Ohio, it won't be because
the station has failed to promote itself. It
has bought the ID's of WCBS-TV New York
to advertise the Columbus market it serves.
WBNS-TV thought using N. Y. tv time to
sell tv time would be a good idea because
such "an attractively high percentage of tv
timebuyers live, and watch tv in N. Y." The
campaign will run- from Feb. 8 through Feb.
11 and will be followed up by prestige
magazine ads, direct mail tie-ins and supplementary trade magazine ads.
KPRK Salutes Its Sponsors
IN CONNECTION with the celebration of
its tenth anniversary, KPRK Livingston,
Mont., presented a special program to salute
the sponsors who had been with the station
since it started in 1947. The advertisers
were presented with a "lucky buck," a personal letter and an "Ode to a Ten Year
Sponsor." The station also played the original recordings of its first program in 1947
and held an open house for its sponsors.

To see samples of
work produced
for some of the
nation's leading
advertisers, write
to Department B
for a sample reel of
TV commercials.

A \

FRED
JL.NILES
Proci-actioxis , Inc.
Films for theatre, TV& industry
22 W. HUBBARD ST., CHICAGO 10
In Hollywood: RKO-Pathe, Culver City
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS

FOR THE RECORD
'King and Queen of Hearts'
PERRY COMO and Dinah Shore were declared the winners in a nationwide poll conducted among U. S. djs to determine
America's "King and Queen of Hearts" in
Heart
1957 American
of theCampaign.
supportFund
Heart
Both won
the Assn.'s
crown
in 1954. "Coronation" ceremonies
place on a program to be aired
Radio Feb. 13, 9:30-10 p.m., and
on ABC Radio the following night
New

CHIEF CAMERAMAN Dennis Falk of
KBMB-TV Bismarck, N. D., brings
his camera into focus as he begins
telecasting the first joint session of the
North Dakota Legislature ever to be
televised. Rig Olsen (r), chief announcer for the station, describes the
recent proceedings. Later the same
day a second remote was picked up
from the World War Memorial Bldg.,
where the Governor's Inaugural Ball
was held. KBMB-TV is the Bismarck
outlet for the North Dakota Bcstg. Co.
Stock Exchange Mails Scripts
NEW YORK Stock Exchange last Friday
sent to member companies copies of radio
and television scripts that investment firms
may use as tie-ins with the Exchange's advertisements innewspapers and magazines.
The Exchange recommends that brokerage
companies use their radio-tv spot announcements schedules to point out the availability
of literature on investment processes from
the Exchange or member companies.
Toys for Children Santa Forgot
WNHC-TV New Haven reported last week
that the station conducted a highly successful "Toys-For-Children-Santa-Forgot" campaign on the station's Happy The Clown program. The toys, which came from youngsters and from business organizations, were
presented to the Southbury (Conn.) Training School, for retarded children.

will take
on NBC
repeated
at 8 p.m.

Constitution for N. Y.?

QUESTION of whether New York state
should have a new constitution was taken
up in a series of five discussion programs
which started Jan. 24 on WQXR New York.
Titled "New York State Constitution — Time
for a Change?" the series, featuring leading
civic and educational officials, has been
scheduled on the 2:30-3 p.m. Alma Dettinger
program, Other People's Business.
Remote of Priests' Ordination
WBZ-TV Boston was scheduled to pre-empt
its regularly scheduled shows last Saturday
from 9 a.m.- 12 noon EST to present a special
remote pick-up of the ordination of 38 priests
from the Cathedral of the Holy Cross in
Boston. A station spokesman said last week
that the program would mark the first time
ordination ceremonies have been telecast
from the Cathedral.
'Rock-Around-The-Clock' Sale
GENERAL bedlam prevailed recently in
downtown Tyler, Tex., as the antics of two
disc jockeys from station KTBB there attracted hundreds of buyers — and spectators
— to the "Rock-around-the-clock" all-night
sale at the Glen Flinn appliance store. Disc
jockeys Sonny Dunagan and Jack Rollings
dressed in nightgowns and various hats,
played records, gave away money, read commercials and frolicked in the store's show
window from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. during the
bargain sale. Throughout the marathon,
various stunts were suggested to the listening
audience and $5 bills were awarded to the
spectators who performed them.

New

Tv

Stations

. . .

ACTIONS BY FCC
Florence, Ala. — Tv Muscle Shoals Inc. granted
uhf ch. 41 (632-638 mc); ERP 15.8 kw vis., 7.94 kw
aur.; ant. height above average terrain 390 ft.,
above ground 343 ft. Estimated construction cost
$76,376, first year operating cost $150,000, revenue
$150,000. P. O. address % Richard B. Biddle,
Cypress Mill Rd., Florence. Studio location
Florence. Trans, location Florence. Geographic
coordinates
Lat., counsel
87° 41' John
45" W.C.
Long.
Trans. 34°
GE, 49'
ant.07"GE.N. Legal
Martin. Consulting engineer Frank H. Mcintosh
& Assoc. No construction to begin until application to modify ant. of WOWL Florence, as proposed, is filed and granted. Principals include
Richard B. Biddle, 25% (52% owner of WOWL
Florence and 25% WGAD Gadsden, Ala.); C. V.
Green (grocery interests); James B. Gambia
(gasoline, oil distributor), O. B. Miley (automobile agent), George W. McBurney (real estate
owner-developer), all 12.5%; Radio Muscle Shoals
Inc.,
25% (applicant
Announced
Jan. 30. for am in HuntsviUe, Ala.).
Casper, Wyo. — Donald Lewis Hathaway granted
vhf ch. 6 (82-88 mc); ERP 12.87 kw vis., 7.72 kw
aur.; ant. height above average terrain 77 ft.,
above ground 381 ft. Estimated construction cost
$147,375, first year operating cost $85,000, revenue
$90,000. P. O. address Box 930, Casper. Studio
and trans, location Casper. Geographic coordinates 42° 51' 00" N. Lat., 106° 16' 22" W. Long.
Trans, and ant. RCA. Legal counsel Fisher, Wayland, Duvall & Southmayd, Washington. Consulting engineer Gautney & Jones, Washington.
Mr. Hathaway
nounced Jan. 30.is owner of KSPR Casper. AnKHVH-TV Honolulu, T. H.— FCC by memorandum opinion and order granted petition for
reconsideration
by ch. 4 KULA-TV
Hono-of
lulu to extent filed
of designating
application
Kaiser Hawaiian vaiage Television Inc. for new
tv (KHVH-TV) on ch. 13 in Honolulu for oral
argument on Feb. 12 on issues raised by KULATV protest; made KULA-TV party to proceeding, and postponed effective date of Dec. 5 grant
to Kaiser nounced
pending
Jan. 30. determination in hearing. AnAPPLICATIONS
Hayes, Kan.— KAYS Inc., vhf ch. 7 (174-180
mc); ERP 81.3 kw vis., 44 kw aur.; ant. height
above average terrain 663 ft., above ground 748
ft. Estimated construction cost $183,675, first year
operating
revenue and
$114,330.
O. address Boxcost
695, $87,300,
Hays. Studio
trans, P.location
23d
and
Hall
Sts.
Geographic
coordinates
38°
53' 05"
N. Lat., 99°
20" W. Legal
Long. counsel
Trans. Abe
Standard Electronics,
ant.20'Alford.
L.
Stein,cialWashington.
engineer Applicant
CommerRadio EquipmentConsulting
Co., Washington.
is licensee of KAYS Hays. Announced Jan. 24.
Ogden, Utah — United Telecasting and Radio
Co., vhf ch. 9 (186-192 mc); ERP 9.5 kw vis., 4.75
kw aur.; ant. height above average terrain -379
ft., above ground 437 ft. Estimated construction
cost $70,000, first year operating cost $125,000,
revenue $135,000. P. O. address 1538 Gibson Ave.,
Ogden. Studio and trans, location 1538 Gibson
Ave.
Geographic
coordinates
41° ant.
14' 18"
N. ConLat.,
110° 58'
34" W.
Trans,E. and
RCA.
sulting
engineerLong.
Vincent
Claryton,
Salt Lake
City. Principals are United Bcstg. Co. (80%),
owner, KVOG Ogden; Richard K. and Robert G.
Hemingwayand(10%
Utah Announced
and Idaho banking,
insurance
othereach),
interests.
Jan. 24.
APPLICATION AMENDED
White Heath, 111.— Application of Plains Television Corp. seeking new tv amended to make
minor changes in ant. system and overall height
above ground. Announced Jan. 24.
Existing Tv Stations . . .
ACTION BY FCC
KOAT-TV Albuquerque, N. M. — Application
seeking transfer of control amended to substitute
exhibit and
nounced Jan.show
28. additional stockholders. AnAPPLICATIONS
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WICS (TV) Springfield, III.— Seeks cp to
change ERP to 811 kw vis., 367 kw aur., change
trans, location, type trans, and ant. and make
other equipment changes. Announced Jan. 25.
WARD-TV Johnstown, Pa. — Seeks mod. of cp
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Station

Authorizations,

Applications

(As Compiled by B»T)
January 24 through January 30
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification,
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction per- trans.
— transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc —
mit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — very
kilocycles.
SCA — subsidiary communications auhigh frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency, ant.
— antenna, aur. — aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilothorizations. S A— special service authorization
STA — special temporary authorization. * — educ.
wat s, w— watt, mc — megacycles. D — day. N —
ing
Am-Fm Summary through Jan. 30
In
Appls.
On
Cps
ing
Air
PendLicenced
178
Am
3.016
Hear35347
2,982
1450
48
Fm
516
537
FCC Commercial Station Authorizations
Tv
As of December 31, 1956*
Am 516
Fm 265
Licensed (all on air)
2,971
14 246
Cps on air
11737
24 120
Cps not on air
Total authorized
164
45
3,125 5542 63159
Applications in hearing
5 10972
291
New station requests
114
0
New station bids in hearing
6
Facilities change requests
154
86
917
Total
applications
0 3860
2
Licenses
deleted inpending
December
1
0
2
Cps deleted in December
* Based on official FCC monthly reports. These
are not always exactly current since the FCC
must await formal notifications of stations going
on the censesair,
ceasing
or grants,
etc. operations,
These figuressurrendering
do not includelinoncommercial, educational fm and tv stations.
For current status of am and fm stations see
"Am and Fm Summary," above, and for tv stations see "Tv Summary," next column.
to change frequency to ch. 19 (500-506 mc);
change studio location to V4 mile north of
Frankstown Rd. (Rte. 53) and 1.56 miles east of
jet. of Stony Creek and Conemaugh River,
Conemaugh Twp., change ERP to 81.5 kw vis.,
44 kw aur., install new trans., change ant. and
make other equipment changes. Requests waiver
of Sec. 3.613 of Commission rules. Announced
Jan. 25.
WTVK (TV) Knoxville, Tenn.— Seeks mod. of
cp to install new ant. system. Announced Jan. 25.
KIMA-TV
— Seeks
to change
ERP to 103.8 Yakima,
kw vis., Wash.
51.9 kw
aur., cpmake
minor
ant. and equipment changes. Announced Jan. 24.
Translators

Tv Summary through Jan. 30
Total Operating Stations
Vhf in U. S.:
Total
91
Uhf
Commercial
5
Noncomm. Educational
379
Grants since July 1711, 1952:
(When FCC began
after tvprocessing
freeze) applications
4701
Vhf
Uhf
Total
342
Commercial
25
Noncomm. Educational
321
Applications filed since April 14, 7952:
(When FCC began
after tvprocessing
freeze) applications
New Amend. 825 21
663i
Vhf
Total
337
Commercial 1,057
Uhf
37
Noncomm. Educ. 64
568
Total
59527
862
337
46*
1,121
1 176 cps (33 vhf, 143 uhf) have been deleted.1,3943
1 One educational uhf has been deleted,
a One applicant did not specify channel.
1,4585
4 Includes 44 already granted.
5 Includes 710 already granted.
64<

expert

Pres. Emil J. Arnold (50%), 50% owner of WALT
Tampa, Fla., 51% owner of WINN Louisville, Ky.,
50% owner
WMFJ;
Robert
E. Wasdon
(25%), ofvice
pres.Viceof Pres.
WALT,
WINN
and
WMFJ, and Secy.-Treas. Jack Siegel (25%), secy,
of WALT, WINN and WMFJ. Announced Jan. 30.
Diboll, Tex. — Arthur Temple Jr. granted 1260
kc, 1 kw D.structionP.cost $13,265,
O. address
firstDiboll.
year Estimated
operating concost
$36,000,ness revenue
$48,000.
Mr.
Temple
interests. Announced Jan. 30. holds busiQuincy,1370Wash.
Quincy
Broadcasters
granted
kc, 1— kw
D. P. Valley
O. address
Box 1025
Camas, Wash. Estimated construction cost $14,562,
first year operating cost $23,000, revenue $31,000.
Principals include Donald R. Nelson (65%), employe, KRIV Camas, Wash.; Richard C. Singleton
(15cr); employes.
L. D. AdcoxAnnounced
(10%), andJan.
Gene30. R. Johnsick,
KRIV
APPLICATIONS
Durango, Colo.— Basin Bcstg. Co., 1490 kc, 250
w unl. P. O. address Box 663, Durango. Estimated
construction cost $20,009, first year operating cost
$36,000. revenue $60,000. Principals include Henry
M.
radio H.
station
supervisor,
Colo.Long
State(pres.-20%),
Patrol; WilUam
Boulden
(18%),
employe, La Plata Electric Assn., Durango; Carl
W. Boulden (6%), construction foreman; Delbert
W. Montgomery (8%), employe, La Plata Electric
Assn., and
John
C. Jan.
Peters25. (12%), real estate interests.
Announced
Waverly,
— Burt Valley
N. Murphy
L.
Schield
d/b Iowa
as Cedar
Bcstg.andCo.,Wilbur
1470 kc,
1 kw DA-D. P. O. address 224 Seventh Ave.,
S.W., Oelwein, Iowa. Estimated construction cost
$32,117, first year operating cost $42,000, revenue
$48,000. Mr Murphy has been chief engineer,
KOEL Oelwein, and Mr. Schield is 25% owner of
Waverly firm manufacturing motor cranes and
steam shovels. Announced Jan. 25.
22»
Clare,
Mich. — Gateway to the North Bcstg.
Corp., 1450 kc, 100 w unl. P. O. address % John E.
Cobb, tion436
W. Fifthfirst
St., year
Clare.operating
Estimatedcostconstruccost $13,385,
$33,000,
revenue $43,000. Principals are y3 owners, Mr.
Cobb, local furniture store employe, and Dan
and Genevieve McDonald, operators of automobile sales-service firm. Announced Jan. 25.
Laconia, N. H. — Radio Didustrial Engineering
Co., 1490 kc, 250 w unl. P. O. address % W. F.
Rust Jr., 130 Silver St., Manchester, N. H. Estimated construction cost $11,000, first year oper-

tv
low

lighting

cost • . .

flexible

ACTION BY FCC
Saratoga, Wyo. — Saratoga Television Co. granted ch. 70 (806-812 mc) to translate programs of
ch. 5 KFBC-TV Cheyenne, Wyo. P. O. address
% John Glode, Saratoga. Trans, output 10 w,
ERP to community 36 w. Estimated population
to be served 1,500. Estimated construction cost
$4,517,23.first year operating cost $1,480. Announced
Jan.
APPLICATIONS
Roosevelt, Neola and Fort Duchesne Area,
Utah — Uinta Basin Television Co., chs. 70
(806-812 mc) and 75 (836-842 me) to rebroadcast
ch.
Salt Lake
City, Utah.
P. O. address
% R.5 KSL-TV
Earl Dillman,
president,
Roosevelt.
Trans,
output, 10 w each, ERP to community, respectively, 700 w and 144 w. Estimated population to
be served 5,000. Estimated construction cost
$5,550,
estimated
first year operation cost $1,400.
Announced
Jan. 25.
New

Am

Stations . . .

One of the largest suppliers of
temporary
anywhere
Canada.

lighting facilities
in the U. S. and

Rental equipment Service includes installation and removal
at one low cost.
free estimates
Write for Free
Catalog of Equipment

ACTIONS BY FCC
Phoenix, Ariz. — FCC by memorandum opinion
and order granted protest, petition for reconsideration, etc., filed by Poole Bcstg. Co., to extent of designating for evidentiary hearing application of Q Bcstg. Co. for new am on 740 kc,
1 kw DA-D in Phoenix; postponed effective date
of Dec. 5 grant to Q pending determination in
hearing. Announced Jan. 30.
Orlando, Fla. — Orlando Radio & Television
Bcstg. Corp. granted 1270 kc, 5 kw D. P. O. address % WMFJ Daytona Beach, Fla. Estimated
construction cost $29,344.75, first year operating
cost $120,000, revenue $135,000. Principals include
Broadcasting • Telecasting

JACK

A.

FROST

Department BT
234 Piquette Ave,
Detroit 2, Michigan
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Installation

ating cost $40,000, revenue $50,000. Mr. and Mrs.
Rust own 100%. He owns Manchester, N. H.,
broadcast equipment factory and interests in
WKBR-AM-FM Manchester, WTSL Hanover,
WTSN Dover and WTSV-AM-FM Claremont, all
N. H., and has applications pending to buy
shares which will give him controlling interests
in each. He also has controlling interest in application for new am in Keene, N. H. Announced
Jan. 30.
Tularosa, N. M. — Max I. Rothman, 1540 kc, 1
kw D. N.
P. O.
Box construction
75, High Rolls-Mountain
Park,
M. address
Estimated
cost $12,898,
first year operating cost $15,000, revenue $28,000.
Mr. Rothman
owns
KMFM
Mountain
Park. Announced Jan. 24.
Jamestown, Tenn. — Jamestown Bcstg. Co., 1260
kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address % Dr. Gene Cravens,
Crossville, Tenn. Estimated construction cost
$19,639, first year operating cost $24,000, revenue
$36,000. Principals are y3 owners, Dr. Cravens,
Crossville medical doctor; Dr. H. F. Lawson,
Crossville medical doctor, and Stanley Cravens,
owner, Jamestown furniture store. Announced
Jan. 24.
Marysville, Wash.— Joe Chytil, 1230 kc, 250 kw
unl. P. O. address Box 827, Chehalis, Wash. Estimated construction cost $8,878, first year operating cost $36,000, revenue $48,000. Mr. Chytil is
vice president and general manager of KELA
Centralia-Chehalis. Announced Jan. 30.
Viroqua, Wis. — Parks Robinson, 1320 kc, 500 w
D. P. O. address Box 190, Wellston, Ohio. Estimated construction cost $17,397, first year operating cost $38,000, revenue $40,000. Mr. Robinson
is gen. mgr.-90'v
nounced Jan. 30. owner, WKOV Wellston. An-

cense from B. Loring Schmidt to Salem Bcstg.
Co. for 25% ownership in Salem Bcstg. Salem
Bcstg. principals, each 25% owner, are C. O.
Fisher (66% owner, KUGN-AM-FM Eugene,
Ore.), Nancy A. Harrison (34%, KUGN-AM-FM).
and JanenouncedG.Jan. 30.Fisher, sisters and brother. AnKTIL Tillamook,
— Granted acquisition
of
positive
control andOre.assignment
of license to
Fred H.chase ofand
Geraldine
H.
Guyton
through
pur49% of stock from B. C. Lamb and
Amelia Lamb for $17,000. Mr. and Mrs. Guyton
will own 100%. Announced Jan. 30.
KNOK Fort Worth, Tex.— Granted assignment
of license from Associated Bcstrs. Inc. to Associated Bcstrs. Inc. (new corp.) for $220,000. Sole
stockholder of proposed assignee is John W.
Kluge,
is pres.
stockholderPa.;of
KXLW who
St. Louis,
Mo.;-majority
WILY Pittsburgh,
WKDA Nashville, Tenn., and WGAY Silver
Spring, Md. He owns 37% of WLOF Orlando,
Fla., and 37% of Mid-Fla. Television Corp., applicant for Orlando, Fla. tv. Announced Jan. 30.
KWEL Midland, Tex. — Granted assignment of
cp from
George Western
Wayne Inglis
Leo Roberts to Great
Radio and
Co. Elvis
Principals
are
Jerry Covington, 70%, and Mr. Inglis and Mr.
Roberts, 15% each. Mr. Covington is Midland
geologist. Announced Jan. 30.
KHON from
Honolulu,
Granted assignment
license
WilliamT. H.V.— Pacheco
and Allen R.of
Hawkins, co-commissioners appointed by court,
to South Pacific Bcstg. Co. for $75,000. South
Pacific
is 99.6% owned
by Shirley
Louiseof Mendelson, Honolulu.
Jack Colon,
employe
KHON,
is vice pres.-.l% owner. Announced Jan. 30.

Existing Am Stations . . .
APPLICATIONS
KVBC Farmington, N. M. — Seeks cp to change
frequency from 1240 kc to 1390 kc, change power
from 250 w to 1 kw-5 kw local sunset, change
ant.-trans. location, install DA-N, make changes
in groundnouncedsystem
Jan. 28. and install new trans. AnWIPS Ticonderoga, N. Y. — Seeks cp to increase
power from 500 w to 1 kw and make changes in
transmitting equipment. Announced Jan. 28.
WJUN Mexico, Pa. — Seeks cp to increase power
from 250 nounced
w Jan.to 28.1 kw and install new trans. AnWGH Newport News, Va. — Seeks cp to change
from DA-D to DA-N. Announced Jan. 28.
APPLICATION AMENDED
KRDU Dinuba, Calif. — Application seeking cp
to change frequency from 1240 kc to 1130 kc,
increase power from 250 w to 1 kw, install DA-1
and new trans,
change in
ant.-trans.
. amended
to makeand changes
DA and location,
ground
systems. Announced Jan. 28.

APPLICATIONS

New

Fm

Stations . . .

APPLICATIONS
Los Angeles, Calif. — Armin H. Wittenberg Jr.,
106.7 mc, 60.7 kw unl. P. O. address 622 N. Oakhurst Drive,structionBeverly
cost $15,500,Hills,
first Calif.
year Estimated
operating concost
$12,000, revenue $12,000. Mr. Wittenberg is L. A.
automobile dealer. Announced Jan. 30.
Takoma Park, Md. — Washington Missionary
College Inc., 91.9 mc, .008 kw unl. P. O. address
% Stephen
WMC Takoma
Park, Washington 12, S.D. Hiten,
C. Estimated
construction
cost
$1,575, no revenue.
Proposed
grant
for noncommercial educational purposes. isAnnounced
Jan. 30.

Write for descriptive literature
Stainless,
inc.
NORTH WALES » PENNSYLVANIA
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Existing Fm Stations . . .
APPLICATIONS
KNOB
(FM)
Long
Beach,
change frequency to 97.9
mc, Calif.—
ERP to Seeks
11 kw,cpant.to
height above average terrain to 430.5 ft., and
change trans, and ant. system. Announced Jan. 24.
WFAN (FM) Washington, D. C— Seeks cp to
change ERP to 9.32 kw and change type trans.
Announced Jan. 24.
Ownership Changes . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
KTML Marked Tree, Ark. — Granted assignment of license from Earl W. Daly to Poinsett
County Radio Broadcasting Co. for $21,788. Poinsett principals are Vz partners, Kohn Bray and
L. V. Ritter Jr., gas appliance interests, and J. E.
Singleton, theatre owner. Announced Jan. 30.
Calif.— Granted
of KVVG
control (TV)
from Tulare,
UHF Telecasting
Corp. totransfer
James
Stacy through
nounced Jan. 30.sale of stock for $10,000. AnWTWB Auburndale, Fla. — Granted assignment
of license from R. E. Hughes to L. M. Hughey
for $50,000.
Mr. Hughey
owns Tampa,
leum products
firm. Announced
Jan. Fla.,
30. petroKOCO Salem, Ore. — Granted assignment of li-

KFFA Helena, Ark. — Seeks assignment of license from J. Q. Floyd, John Thomas, Franklin
and Sam Anderson d/b as The Helena Broadcasting Co. to J. Q. Floyd, Sam W. Anderson and
Deasdia A. Franklin, administratrix of estate of
John T. Franklin, deceased. Each will be equal
partner. Announced Jan. 30.
WISH-AM-TV Indianapolis, WANE-WINT (TV)
Fort Wayne, both Ind.; KOTV (TV) Tulsa, Okla.;
KGUL-TV Galveston, Tex.— Seek relinquishment
of positive control by John Hay Whitney, to
J. H. Whitney and Co. Corporate change. No
change in control. Announced Jan. 25.
WIKC Bogalusa, La. — Seeks assignment of license from Curt Siegelin, administrator of esstate of Dorothy Moss Siegelin, deceased, to Curt
Siegelin,
adjudicated
in settlement of estate.
Announcedas Jan.
28.
WMAR-TV Baltimore, Md.— Seeks involuntary
transfer of control from Harry C. Black, deceased; Paul Patterson, deceased; James C. Fennagen, deceased; John E. Semmes and Edwin F.
Morgan, trustees under voting trust agreement,
to Mr. Semmes, Mr. Morgan, William F. Schmick,
Thomas B. Butler and Gary Black, trustees under
voting trustJan.agreement.
Trustees vote 93.9%
Announced
24.
KTAT Frederick, Okla.— Seeks assignment of
license from J. D. Jones Jr., Ronald W. Wheeler
Jr. and Winston A. Jones, partnership d/b as
Frederick Bcstg. Co., to Ronald W. Wheeler Jr.
tr/as Frederick Bcstg. Co., through sale of 60^
for $11,353. Announced Jan. 24.
KOMA Oklahoma City, Okla. — Seeks assignof license S.from
Burton
man, mentArnold
Lerner
and Levine,
Donald Myer
RubinFeld-to
same and Harold Thurman and Sol Schildhause
for $26,487. Mr. Thurman, Miami banker, will be
5% owner. Mr. Schildhause, KOMA manager,
will be 14V4% owner. Announced Jan. 25.
WMGW-AM-FM Meadville, Pa. — Seek assignment of licenses from Meadville Bcstg. Service
Inc. to Regional Bcstrs. Inc. for $99,600. Regional
Bcstrs.
50^7. ownedWINS
by William
H. Rich,
former
account isexecutive,
New York,
and 50%
by
American Business Enterprises Ltd., New York.
Latter is owned by Alastair B. Martin and family
and has interests in record manufacturing firm
and clinical testing laboratory. Announced
Jan. 24.
Continues on page 132
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JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
1735 De Sales St., N. W. ME. 8-5411
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 4-2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE'

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE'

Member AFCCE '

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillofd, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE *

A. D. RING & ASSOCIATES

GAUTIMEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

L. H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1001 Conn. Ave. Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE "

PAGE, CREUTZ,
STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
710 14th St.,
N. W. S, Executive
Washington
D. C. 3-5670
303 White Henry Stuart Bldg.
Mutual 3280 Seattle 1, Washington

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE '

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
lilt Bye St., N.W., Washington. D. C.
Ixecuthse 3-1 130
executive 3-SB51
Member AFCCE'

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago Suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash, D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924
Member AFCCE'

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

A. E. TOWNE ASSOCS., INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

RUSSELL P. MAY
Sharaten Blag.
Ml 14* St., n. w.
Weshmaten 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-39*4
Member AFCCE'

JOHN

30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE ■

Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER AM-FM-TV
4806 MONTGOMERY LANE
WASHINGTON 14, D. C.
OLlver 2-8520

Member AFCCE'

B. HEFFELFINGER

1401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

SERVICE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
*. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jockson 3-5302
Broadcasting

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St.. N W . Wash. 10. 0. C.
Electronics engiPraeticol Broadcast, andTV residence
neering Free
home studyCatalog, specify courses.
Write For
course.

Telecasting

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
821 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

Member AFCCE '

DI

RECTOR

LOWELL R. WRIGHT
Aeronautical Consultant
serving the radio & tv industry
on aeronautical problems created
by antenna towers
Munsey Bldg., Wash. 4 D. C.
District Vo.
7-1740114)
Herndon,
(nights-holidays
telephone

.Y

COLLECTIONS
For the Industry
ALL OVER THE WORLD
TV — Radio — Film and Media
Accounts Receivable
No Collections — No Commissions
STANDARD ACTUARIAL WARRANTY CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
LO 5-5990
February 4, 1957
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline:
Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday
preceding publication date.
Situations Wanted 20(i per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25tf per won! —
$2.00 minimum.
All other classifications 30<? per word — $U-00 minimum • Display ads $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 1735 DeSales St. N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or hulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance
separately,
please).expressly
All transcriptions,
etc.. sent
to box numbers
at owner's
risk. Broadcasting • Telecasting
repudiates photos,
any liability
or responsibility
for are
theirsentcustody
or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted
Managerial
Unusual
for hard
hitting sales manager or opportunity
station manager
in metropolitan
area.
Box 148E, B-T.
Sales manager who loves to sell. Five-figure income. Major market for strong independent in
Illinois. Box 292E, B-T.
Sales manager salary
excellent
New Jerseyand"spot"
with
independent
commission
override.
Box 293E, B-T.
Sales manager for 5kw major network, regional,
in California. Must be experienced, have good
record and able to train staff and sales .example.
Five figure income for producer. Opportunity
knocks— don't miss it. Box 367E, B-T.
Wanted: Combination manager-sales manager
for eastern independent. Progressive market,
good living conditions, excellent opportunity for
man who does not fear competition. Selling experience prime importance. Box 397E, B-T.
Sales manager, suburban Washington, D. C, station needs two fisted go-getter. Big future for
live wire. Box 416E, B-T.
Young man for independent, daytime music station. Must be strong on sales. Salary and percentage. Box 442E, B-T.
Manager wanted immediately for a radio station
(lkw daytime only). Must be man with ability
to sell and announce, and with experience in
general operation of a radio station. Good salary and commission to right man. Send reply
to Box 459E, B-T.
Manager for 5kw daytime Florida station. Only
top proven manager considered. Heavy emphasis
on sales ability. Draw, percentage of profits.
Write your own check. Write full details. . . .
Ross Charles, WDDT, Greenville, Miss. Enclose
recent picture.
Salesmen
Experienced salesman: Best small city operation
in the middle west. Kilowatt daytimer in single
station market offers $400 per month guarantee
for three month minimum. Incentive plan asminimum "salary"
per month
after sures
guarantee
period. ofWill$300match,
dollareven
for
dollar, up to $1,500 in new sales. Commission
setup pays up to 40%. Personal interview necessary for selected applicants. Box 440E, B-T.
Southwest territory. Ideal climate. Great opportunity. Drawing account against percentage. Box
443E, B-T.
Morning
— salesman
for small,
fastam.growing
southeast man
Florida
cost network
fulltime
Good
account list. Salary and commission average
$115 weekly past two years. Management and tv
potential. Box 477E, B-T.
Account executive for music-news. Guarantee
$125.00 per week (not draw), or 15% whichever
is greater. No ceiling on earnings. Number one
Pulse station. No restricted list. Two other salesmen presently making $12,000 per year. Send
full information to Box 479E, B-T.
Salesman-announcer,
experienced.
commission.
KBUD, Athens,
Texas. $325.00 plus
Leading Phoenix, Arizona station. Aggressive,
experienced management. Guarantee against 20%
commission to the right person. Write Commercial Manager, KRIZ.
Salesman. Guarantee against twenty percent.
KWIN, Ashland, Oregon.
Top-rated,
years20%Mutual
affiliateagainst
offers draw.
productive15salesman
commission
Good future. Write full details. WHIT, New Bern,
N. C.
Page 128
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RADIO
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Salesman
Now! Salesman, and salesman-announcer! If
you're
want you!
pay! Immediate
opening!goodPaulwe Parker,
WLAS,TopJacksonville,
N. C.
Salesman for excellent and permanent position.
Tell all in first letter. Immediate opening. Enclose recent picture. WMVA, Martinsville, Virginia.
Productive salesman for Idaho independent located in sportsmen's Send
paradise.
guarantee
plus
top commissions.
full Top
details
first letter.
Box 511, Twin Falls, Idaho.
Announcers
Immediate opening for man with minimum six
months experience. Will pay up to $75 per week
to start. 40 hour week, overtime pay, vacations,
etc. Must have car. Excellent opportunities for
advancement within chain. Send tape, resume
and photo. Box 678C. B-T.
Glib DJ-wanted. $500 a month. Seek DJ with
spectacular vernacular: Crosby-type banter and
slang
phrases.
No rock
'n roll.in Just
pops Box
and
standards.
Wanted
by station
Midwest.
345E, B-T.
Leading eastern independent needs two announcers, mid-morning and evening. A minimum
of three years
experience.
Send resume
experience, background
and expected
salary.of Will
contact you later if audition tape desired. Box
369E, B-T.
Announcer. Power station in large market, Great
Lakes area has excellent opening for high grade
staff man. Send full details, and tape first letter.
Box 398E, B-T.
Progressive southeastern 250 watt station needs
good announcer interested in sales. Salary plus
commission. Box 410E, B-T.

RADIO
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Experienced announcer. KSWI, Omaha-Council
Bluffs independent music and news. Salary $125.
Contact Bob Hallgren.
Top lent
pay announcer.
for combination,
excelPermanent.good
Call engineer,
Phares, collect,
KUSN, St. Joseph, Missouri, 3-2577.
Combination man with first class ticket. Immediate opening. Contact Richard Burt, Manager,
WFCB, Dunkirk, New York.
Immediate opening for experienced announcer,
strong on news and records. Good salary, talent.
Send audition, photo, background information
to Station WFDF, Flint, Michigan.
Florida Gulf Coast CBS affiliarte has immediate
opening for experienced DJ who knows music,
strong on commercials. Mail audition tape and
resume to WINK, Kenneth M. Parke. Fort Myers
Broadcasting Company, Fort Myers, Florida.
Radio announcer, WKDA, Nashville. Tennessee.
Top Hooper in market. Need air salesman who
knows how to follow orders and carry out station policy. Send tape and resume of experience
to H. L. Glascock, WKDA, Nashville, Tennessee.
Announcer-program director — will pay up to
$100 per week for man with good voice, strong
on news, who can prepare and type program
logs. Prefer man with ambition to advance who
will
look afterSelling
owner-manager
interests
in board
operations.
not required
but will
pay
20% commission. Present PD promoted to manage
second
owned
station.
WKUL,
Cullman,
Alabama.
Immediately!
and announcer-salesman! Must beAnnouncers,
good! Car necessary.
Pay good!
Tape, resume. Paul Parker, WLAS, Jacksonville,
N. C.
Morning man immediately for established NBC
station. WMRF, Lewiston, Pennsylvania.
Announcer-disc jockey. Some experience, no
tapes returned. WPAC, Patchogue, New York.
Good announcer — must have good voice — no regional accent. Quick native intelligence, humor,
education and experience. Up to $100 weekly
to start for responsible man with initiative and
imagination.
Opportunity
to tryTape,
new ideas.
sonal interview
necessary.
resumePer-to
WPVL, Painesville, Ohio.
Experienced? Hired! Sell tux. Phone WTAY,
Robinson, Illinois.

Announcer with Storz, Noemac experience. EastB-T.
ern station going lOkw. Send tape. Box 415E,

Have immediate opening for radio announcer.
Personal interview a must. Phone Kalamazoo,
Michigan Fireside 5-2101 for appointment.

Florida network station has opening for experienced first phone, good deejay announcer capable
of handling transmitter maintenance. Top salary. Submit tape and resume to Box 424E, B-T.

Technical

Experienced
learn sales. Only
station in town. announcer
1000 watt toPennsylvania.
Accounts
to start. Box 462E, B-T.
Financially sound and highly respected kilowatt
independent will hire announcer with friendly,
flub-free delivery for staff and music shows. Salfacilities,
congenial
B-T. ary open.
phere. SendExcellent
full details
and photo
to Boxatmos470E,
Freddy Chapman, I want to locate you. Write
472E, B-T.
Illinois kilowatt wants experienced announcer
age 25cialto experience
40 with for
several
of solid commerstaffyears
announcing
position.
News gathering and writing ability helpful. Liberal
bonus,
sick
benefits,
pension
plan,
with
wellestablished independent. State age, education,
experience in detail, references. Personal interview required. Box 474E, B-T.
Where are those good combo men? KGEN needs
a morning man for 35 hours weekly at $400
monthly plus 15% commission on sales made in
the afternoon. Must be experienced but no ticket
needed. Personal interview required. KGEN,
Tulare, California.
KODY, North Platte, Nebraska, needs top announcer with first class license. Excellent salary. Emphasis on announcing. Progressive NBC
outlet. Contact John Alexander.

First phone announcer for southern Missouri lkw
daytimer. Box 441E, B-T.
50,000 watt south Texas station wants transmitter
engineer who is looking for permanent job with
stable organization. Even though similar jobs
may be available many places, our recreation
land and its pleasant year-round vacation climate
makesary this
one unique.
Send toqualifications,
salrequirements
and photo
Chief Engineer,
KGBT, Harlingen, Texas.
First phone operator. Immediate opening. Full
particulars first letter. WASA, Havre de Grace,
Maryland.
Workinglishedchief
class ticket,
250 watt, WBRK,
estabstation—in1stbeautiful
Berkshires.
Pittsfield,
Mass.
Permanent position for 1st class licensed engineer, prefer man with ham ticket. Good insurance, company paid
and vacation.
WAIMWCAC-WAIM-TV,
Anderson,
South Carolina.
Transmitter engineer with first class ticket. Immediate opening. Contact Richard Burt, Manager, WFCB, Dunkirk, New York.
Mature, responsible,
engineer-announcer for work atexperienced
beautiful mountain
fm
transmitter. Single man. Car necessary. Starting
pay $70.00 per week plus comfortable quarters
and excellent meals. Responsible job with future. Send
references,
resumeN. experience photo,
and interests.
WMIT, full
Charlotte,
C.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

RADIO
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
First class engineer, 1000 watt indie, good pay,
vacations, etc., extra money for sales and announcing, WOSC, Oswego, N. Y.
Immediate opening, first class license required.
Tv experience helpful. Call 58611. or write James
W. Kyle, Post Office Box 5229, Richmond, Virginia.
Programming-Production, Others
PD with news and commercial background for
5 kw Ohio station. Send complete information
about yourself and previous experience. Box
301E, B-T.
Woman, experienced and responsible for office
supervision, traffic and copy. Give full details
experience, education and references. Chicago
area. Box 433E, B-T.
Program director — announcer with broad experience to justify responsibility management assistant. Complete resume education, positions held
previously and salary received. Also photo. Interview required. Chicago vicinity. Box 434E,
B-T.
Newsman
gather, tape
write,recorder.
edit and$75.broadcast
local news. —Handle
to start, $85
in
six
months.
Profit
sharing
plan.
WCOJ,
Coatesville, Pa.
Newsman: Gather, write and air local news. Handle tape machine. Above average salary. Good
delivery and experience essential. Contact
WDOG, Mai-ine City, Michigan.
Immediate opening for newsman; gather, write
and broadcast news. Commercial and disc show
experience
necessary.
Starting
ly, plus fringe
benefits.
Send salary
photo,$90.00
tapeweekand
background to WTTH, Port Huron, Michigan.
Situations Wanted
Management
Station manager — long thoro experience. Strong
on sales,
good hard
business
builder.
Middle
age,done.
settled energetic
worker
who gets
things
Efficient management. Rough on competition.
Non-drinker, good character. Know and prefer
southern markets. Box 214 E, B-T.
A proven PD, operations director and manager.
Tired of promises to let station advance. Wish
to join progressive station or ad agency. Have
a great deal to offer. Top news delivery and
director,
DJ successful
on women'sexperience
shows, excellent
voice. Longtop and
in writing and spot production, sales brochures and
public service programs. Can do anything in
radio except engineering. High morals, good
family man. Willing to travel. Box 242E, B-T.
Program director in Pennsylvania 250 watt network stationministrative
desires
additional
training
adpost at larger
station.
Four inyears
as PD-experience as announcer-control room
experience — college degree. Ultimate goal, managerial position. Box 413E, B-T.
A station somewhere is looking for a young man
with executive capabilities, thoroughly experienced in radio and television production, with
a solid background of announcing, news and
farm news reporting, music, commercial writing
and entertaining. A stable, sober, family man,
willing to work, looking for an opportunity to
advance with a growing organization. Tape,
photo, complete resume on request. Box 420E,
B-T.
Manager-sales,
solidCan
background,
years small
small
station operation.
handle all12phases
station operation and make it pay. Family man,
sober, no floating. Box 423E, B-T.
Manager or assistant — experienced in sales, programming, sports play-by-play, news and music.
College grad, family man, 29. Top references.
Texas or Louisiana. Box 429E, B-T.
Experienced manager, commercial manager wants
position. Independent daytime station preferred.
Exceptional sales record and references. Now
employed, wish to change due to sale. South,
southeast or southwest. Box 446E, B-T.
Manager with proven ability. Ten years successful experience large and small markets. Excellent background all phases station operation.
Strong oh sales. Responsible, civic minded, family man. Presently employed southeast. Minimum $150.00 week, plus incentive. Write Box
450E, B-T.
Successful former station owner-manager and
FCC employee wants to get back into radio. Has
excellent background. Will consider salary, commission or stock arrangement. Box 452E, B-T.
Assistant manager, 34, married, eight years radio
wants managerial post. Midwest. Box 473E, B-T.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

RADIO
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Salesmen
National sales manager. 7 years experience with
excellent background all phases station operation. Top references. Available March 1. Presently general manager. Box 448E, B-T.
A nnouncers
Personality-DJ — strong commercials, gimmicks,
etc., run own board. Steady, eager to please. Go
anywhere. Box 109E, B-T.
Experienced, versatile staff announcer, presently
employed,erably inwants
move to large
market —college
prefeast orto midwest.
28, single,
graduate, 27 months announcing experience. Box
198E, B-T.
Baseball,
basketball, football, play - by - play
B-T.
sportscaster. Seven years experience. Box 246E,
Sportscaster ... 9 years experience, currently
AA baseball city, station dropping sports. Want
AA, AAA baseball coming season; football, basketball. Consider number 2 spot. Air-check
tapes. Box 375, B-T.
15 years experience all phases including tv. Specialty news. Married, family, minimum $125.
Box 392E, B-T.
Disc jockey presently employed. Same station
since
1951. It's time
for a change.
on metropolitan
independent.
LookingGood
for rating
afternoon or all night spot paying more than $150 per
week now paid. Seven years radio-tv experience— former PD. Tape and particulars on request. Box 393E, B-T.
Sportscaster, staff announcer, program director,
experience. 28, family, references, permanent.
Box 418E, B-T.
DJ-staff-combo — 1 year experience. $75.00. Tapephoto-resume. Box 427E, B-T.
DJ, jocund,
to personality mature,
station. Firstdesires
phone toif relocate
necessary.
Box
421E, B-T.
Announcer: Midwest. Three years experienced
all phases, family, dependable. Desires opportunity with progressive station and congenial surroundings. Box 422E, B-T.
Personality DJ. 8 years experience all phases.
Show biz background. Originality and air sell.
B-T.
Interested only in "honest" operation. Box 425E,
Ten
experienced sportscaster major marB-T. years
ket. Available sports or sales-sports. Box 431E,
Young, married engineer, presently with top networkmanent
stationposition
in Portland,
Oregon. small
Desiresstation
peras chief engineer
on west coast, (will help build), will consider
buying equipment for proofs, will work combo.
No striked station. Write Box 451E, B-T.
Sports director. Employed southwest. Heavy
play-by-play all major sports. Seek baseball
tie-up. Resume. Box 454E, B-T.
Personality DJ, who knows music and plays the
best. Warm, friendly style. Strong sports and
news.
B-T. College grad. $100 per week. Box 467E,

To

Serve

TV-Radio

Growth

Effectively

Economic

conditions today may

give pause to those ivho are considering a transaction in the broadcasting

That's why "Financial Advisers"
now appears in our advertising. It is
anfield.
honest decription of a service we
can perform. Brokers aren't bankers,
but we have developed many specialized investment and lending sources
who value highly our reputation and
appraisal of a given situation. We
can get your hopes and problems to
sympathetic ears — quickly.
"Evaluations' also now appears in
our advertising because such a service
has an interlocking relationship ivith
financing and loan requirements.
We

believe these two functions

properly "belong" as constructive contributions tothe broadcasting business.
Station owners, or those contemplating entering the industry, are invited
to contact us.

Friendly persuader. Capable, reliable, 6 years
experience, single, 24, draft exempt. Sincere,
well informed deejay with something to say.
Excellent sports delivery. Intelligent newscaster.
Box 468E, B-T.
Lady wants
DJ or inwomen's
showCity
— announcing,
news,
commercials
New York
area. Box
460E, B-T.
DJ, newscaster, 5 years, fine voice, first phone,
tape. Box 476E, B-T.
Announcer, 2Y2 years college and commercial experience. DJ, copywriter, sports, production. Box
475E, B-T.
Personality
negroanddisc
jockey
— pops Will
to rhythm
and blues. Tape
photo
available.
travel.
LaRoy Inman, 4032 Calumet, Chicago.
Combo man — graduate of DeVry Tech. and Columbia College in Chicago. 1st phone, light announcing. Don Prescott, 636 Buckingham Place,
Chicago 13, Illinois.
Combo — 1st ticket desires opportunity anywhere
in U.S.A. Write Richard Strait, Box 984, Zephyrhills, Florida, or phone 2212.
Capable combo-chief. Good both departments.
5 years experience. Interested permanent only.
Jack Taylor, General Delivery, Delta, La.

ALIEN

AND

KANDER

COMPANY

Negotiators for the Purchase and Sale
of Radio and Television Properties
Washington
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
New York

National 8-1990

60 East 42nd Street Murray Hill 7-4242
Chicago
35 East Wacker Drive Randolph 6-3688
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RADIO

Situations Wanted — ( Cont'd )
Announcers
Experienced first phone morning announcer.
Available
immediately.
"R", care of WABV,
Abbeville, S.
C.

Situations Wanted — ( Cont'd )
Programming-Production, Others
Copywriter, male car. Good references. Copy
on request. Go anywhere. Available immediately.
Some announcing. L. Greene, 609 Cook Street,
Lewistown, Montana.
TELEVISION

DJ personality, own teenage-morning, evening
show, also sports, news, commercials, vet. 24,
college, 2 years experience, references. 3rd license. $90 phone Jack, HYacinth 3-5994, Brooklyn 7-9 p.m.
Technical
First phone engineer, experienced remote control. Want to learn sales. Box 151E, B«T.
First phone, plenty experience construction and
operation. Good news delivery, fair DJ. Have
tools, transportation, sobriety, financial security;
prefer southeast. College graduate, major accounting, management. Box 407E, B«T.
First class telephone license; experienced; only
interested in central Illinois. Box 408E, B'T.
Engineer - announcer, experienced chief, low
power to 50kw am and fm available soon. Box
449E, B-T.
Experienced combo man with family, desires
position in progressive station in southeast. First
phone ticket, fourteen months experience, write
Billy Watkins, Route 9, Box 168, Philadelphia,
Mississippi, phone 3052, Carthage, Mississippi.
Programming-Production, Others
Family man seeking permanent job with definite
advancement opportunity with Texas am-only;
long experience production, programming, news
gathering, newscasting, announcing. Prefer small
town! Box 417E, B'T.
Thoroughly experienced broadcasters desires
challenging position as program director, chief
announcer
or news
director.
Ten years
exten-of
sive experience
includes
diversified
phases
production, newscasting, writing, announcing.
Outstanding references. Family man, veteran,
thirty. Box 432E, B«T.
Intermitten agency work — PR, radio, tv copy.
Seeking solidity. Box 444E, B'T.
Top-notch
director seeking
connection
with radio program
and/or television
station, thoroughly
experienced — excellent background. Plays piano
and organ. Box 453E, B-T.
Top market experience. Radio-tv newscaster.
Ten years. References. Tape to best offer. Box
457E, B«T.
Experienced — news director, versatile DJ, mobile
special events,
play-by-play,Desire
etc.
Excellent
voice, continuity,
creative, dependable.
major market permanency, only. Dick Landfield,
4740 Winthrop, Chicago, Illinois. Sunnyside 4-2820.

Help Wanted
Salesmen
Fine midwest television station with CBS and
NBC. This is an opportunity to advance in a
fine community.
Fine programming
cencies to sell. Excellent
production. and
Send adjafull
details with photograph to Box 439E, B'T.
A nnouncers
Established Texas vhf needs top-flight announcer
strong
on shows.
news and
commercials
able Send
handle adlib
Permanent.
Good andsalary.
tape, photo, complete resume and present earnings. Box 437E, B'T.
Technical
Supervisor, transmitter, for established metropolitan vhf station, fully experienced, excellent
opportunity, forward resume to Box 456E, B'T.
Engineer,filiate.
first
for network
vhf not
afStudio class
and license
transmitter
experience
necessary. Contact W. M. Greeley, KHOL-TV,
Holdrege, Nebraska.
Programming-Production, Others
Medium market — openings director, continuity
writer — state salary requirements — send examples
of your work. Excellent opportunities — many
benefits. Box 435E, B'T.
Newsman — experienced newsman currently employedportunity
midwest,
seeking betterCompletely
position with
opfor advancement.
familiar
with SOF,
silent
film,
and
still
news
photography. Conduct own local news programs, live
and film. Experienced police beat, and in direction and planning of on-the-spot newsfilm coverage. Also experience in sports, including playby-play. Thirty, married, not a drifter. Can furnish excellent references. Box 405 E, B'T.
Tv copywriter — leading vhf station has immediate opening for copy head. Must be experienced
and thoroughly qualified to handle diversified
accounts. Submit complete information, includGeorgia.
ing earnings, first letter. WSAV-TV, Savannah,
Wanted radio-tv newsman-photographer. Progressive,
with station
basic NBC-TV
programming andgrowing
the vhf
top radio
in area needs
joint newsman. Must be worker, have car, and
reasonable
of photography.
This position offers knowledge
real challenge
to right person.
Also
must be able to report news on air. No major
announcing shift required except to air certain
newscasts. Please send tape, picture, and full information to Richman Lewin, P. O. Box 701,
Lufkin, Texas.

Yes, announcers are wanted — announcers
with first class tickets. If you are ambitious
ANNOUNCERS
to increase your earning power — or a beginner who needs that first big break— a first
class FCC license is your ticket to success.
WANTED!
Grantham School of Electronics, a nationally
famous school specializing in FCC license training can prepare you quickly and easily
to pass that all-important FCC examination.
Correspondence or Resident classes
Our Guarantee
If you should fail the
FCC exam after finishing
our course, we guarantee
to give you additional
training at
NO ADDITIONAL COST.

FCC-Type Exams
FCC-type tests are used
throughout the Grantham
course. Constant practice
with these FCC-type tests
helps you prepare for the
actual FCC examination.
FREE PLACEMENT

MAIL

COUPON

TO

SERVICE

SCHOOL

NEAREST

YOU

GRANTHAM
SCHOOLS,
Dept. 2-F
OR
1505 N. Western Ave., Hollywood 27, Calif.
821 19th St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Please send me your free booklet, telling how I can get my FIRST CLASS
FCC license quickly. I understand there is no obligation and no salesman
will call.
Name
_City_
Address.
.State.
I am interested in: □ Home Study □ Resident Classes
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Situations Wanted
Managerial
Vhf general manager looking to relocate due to
sale of station. Brought station from deep loss
to profit within four months after arrival two
years ago. 17 years in industry. Former partowner and president of own tv station. Experienced all phases, including construction. Age
40, family man, college. Unqualified references
from top names in industry and from former
owners present station. Reply. Box 343E, B'T.
Experienced sales manager wants permanent position with southwestern vhf as manager or sales
manager. Excellent record, 14 years experience
all phases
broadcasting.
Good active
character
and ability references.
Family man,
in community
affairs. Box 466E, B'T.
Salesmen
Florida-northwest. Top salesman radio-tv family
man. Degree. Permanent. Box 297E, B'T.
Announcers
Announcer, experienced in all phases of the business, available. Box 406E, B'T.
Newscaster — weatherman — emcee, versatile staff
announcer, authoritative delivery, pleasing voice,
videogenic. Box 461E, B-T.
Top-flight announcer, strong in sports, news, desires permanent change to tv or audio — tv combo
after 9 years in radio, 8 years in present job. Programming, production experience in radio. Sober,
conscientious,
family butmanwillwith
excellent
references. Prefer Texas
consider
all replies.
Box 463E, B-T.
Technical
Engineer-mature with lots of all around experience both operating and supervisory. Available
immediately. Box 428E, B-T.
Programming-Production, Others
Assistant prod. -director, stage manager. Major
regional network experience. Quickly qualify as
director. SRT-TV grad. Writing ability. Experienced vocalist. Box 300E, B'T.
Film director. Experienced. Can set up and operate film room. Efficient, accurate. Available immediately. References. Box 412E, B'T.
Tv producer-director-newscaster presently employedFullmajor
market vhfalldesires
position.
experienced
phases permanent
tv production.
Two years with present employer. Box 430E, B'T.
Male copywriter — 10 years radio and tv. Excellent work for worthwhile return. Box 445E, B'T.
Available immediately, practically-trained, topflight production personnel, all categories. Call
Northwest First. Northwest Radio & TV School,
1221 NWwood, 21st,
6, Oregon.
Chicago, Portland
Washington,
D. C. Also HollyFOR

SALE

Stations
$5000 down— 5 years on $35,000 balance. 1 kw
daytimer — mid-south 2 station market 23,000.
Responsible managers known as "good operators"reputation
here is your
lent
needchance.
apply. Only
Box those
308E, of
B'T.excelFor sale: 250 watt in Central Texas. College town.
Good gross and net. Box 340E, B'T.
$42,000 full price. $15,000 down for new station,
upper midwest location. Box 436E, B'T.
250 watt exclusive network station in far west.
Shows
for years.buyers
Buildings
and realhigh-profit
estate with record
deal. Qualified
with
references only. Box 447E, B'T.
Listing XA. Southwest vhf Television Station
Single-station market. $50,000 cash down. Written
inquiries invited. Ralph Erwin. Broker. Tulsa.
Listing SD. Southwest AM Station. Owner has
reached age 60 and is retiring. Written inquiries
invited. Ralph Erwin. Broker. Tulsa.
The Norman Company, 510 Security Bldg., Davenport, Iowa. Sales, purchases, appraisals, handled
with
care and discretion, based on operating our
own stations.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

FOR

SALE

WANTED

Stations
Write now for our free bulletin of outstanding
radio and tv buys throughout the United States.
Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 6381 Hollywood Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Equipment

For sale:
RCA $600.00
76-B takes
audio both,
consoles. OneTwo
needs complete
some work.
F.O.B. KGMS, Hotel Senator, Sacramento, Calif.

Complete DuMont multiscanner including power
supplies,
projectorsamplifier.
light source,
etc. One
DuMont stabilizing
9 channel
switcher,
DuMont sync, generator. All equipment in excellent condition used approximately two years.
Will make excellent price. Will accept cash time
payment, station stock or will trade equipment.
For further details, contact Harry Travis, WNEMTV, Bay City. Michigan.
REL lOkw. fm amplifier with power supply. Gates
remote control unti. RCA disc recorder. 250 watt
WE am transmitter. For details contact Jack
Ikner. WSTP, Salisbury, N. C.
For sale: Two Gates CB-11 turntables in excellent condition. One never used. One with 45 rpm
adaptor. $75 each. WTSB, Lumberton, N. C.

INSTRUCTION
FCC first phone in 12 weeks. Home study or resident training. Our schools are located in Hollywood, California, and Washington, D. C. For free
booklet, write Grantham School of Electronics,
Desk H-B, 1505 N. Western Avenue, Hollywood
27, California.
FCC first phone license. Start immediately.
Guarantee coaching. Northwest Radio & Television School, Dept. B, 1627 K Street, N. W., Washington, D.C.

TO

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Salesmen

OUTSTANDING

SALES OPENING

Leading Eastern independent operating 24
hours per day, plans to add additional Account Executive to present staff. Fast growing
market offers excellent drawing account
against 15% commission. Members of present
sales staff now earning better than $10,000
per year. Market has barely been tapped.
Send resume to
Box 370E, B'T

FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed
instruction by master teacher. Phone FLeetwood
2-2733.
Elkins Radio
Drive, Dallas,
Texas. License School, 3605 Regent
§ RADIO

RADIO
Help Wanted
Salesmen
S/^-^^^v^v^^

^£r.

\

Radio

Salesman

5kw

in

leader

major

inland

| market wants immediately two
y bright men who are rarin' to go
y with a real opportunity. Earn| ings $5500-8000 up to you. Ad- §
y vancement potential with a great §
V outfit. Write or wire
&
|
Box 221E, B«T
|
-w^-it^-i r«5>". ,-&~"-&~-<^i>*> '~0~> v£*J'-<iS

Commercial Crystals and new or replacement
crystals for RCA, Gates, W. E. and Bliley holders;
regrinding; repair, etc. Also A.M. Monitor service.
Nationwide unsolicited testimonials praise our
products and service! Send for catalog. Edison
Electronic Co., PR3-3901, Temple, Texas.
WANTED

RADIO

I want to buy RCA, or Gates lkw. Transmitter
in good condition . . . please address to: Radio
co.
Station XEAW, Apdo 628, Monterrey, N. L., Mexi-

Remote unit, in good condition, complete KTR100 with
and and
rack sync
mounted
receiver Truck
control unittripods
less video
equipment.
is GMAC and equipped to accommodate one or
two camera remote operation. Contact KSHO-TV,
Fremont Hotel, Las Vegas, Nevada.
Stainless
5121 guyed
tower,ready
vhf toor ship.
uhf, A-4
ing, excellent
condition,
One light6181,
two 6161 lumbia,tubes,
unused.
Make
offer.
WCOS,
CoS. C.

BUY

Equipment
Wanted,
complete
fm equipment
by North
Carolina interest.
Give complete
description
and price.
903 Howard Street, Greensboro, North Carolina.

RCA TT-5A high band transmitter, factory converted to air cooling. Box 262E, B»T.
500 watt am transmitter type BC-610. Excellent
for stand-by or Conelrad. Complete with tubes,
speech equipment and service manual. Now in
operation. Very clean. $595. Box 426E, B»T.
RCA model 5F 5000 watt transmitter complete
with 1 full set and 1 FCC set of tubes. $7,500.00.
Box 438E, B»T.
Complete shortwave unit. High quality 40 watt
fm transmitter, AC power supply and 12 volt
motor
generator
AC operated
Unit
now licensed
26 mcandband.
Ideal for receiver.
remote truck.
Complete $250. KGEE, Bakersfield, California.

TO

SALESMEN??

Money-making opportunity. Expanding top-rated indie, regional, music
station needs experienced salesmen
desiringanswered
five-figure
income. All
inquiries
confidentially.
Young
working owner knows radio thoroughly.
team
radoBuilding
and othermanagement
properties. No
blueColosky,
but top money and incentive to dedicated,
producer,
with medium or
small under
market 36,experience,
married, energetic, ideas, very salesminded and can prove before and after
employment sales ability to qualify for
later sales-management, or management. No back slap hucksters, or boy
geniuses.
responsible
men who Genuine,
have already
learned salesthat
good things in life come to those who
"work" for them. Tell all and enclose
photo. No fantasy, just facts.
BOX 464E, B«T

§
§
§
£
§J
X
§s
&
y?
§
f
J
§
£
^

SHIVERING?

BUY

Stations

TIRED

Station wanted, small or medium market — New
England, New York State, New Jersey — by individual. Box 395E, B«T.

WANT

Top level radio executive wishes to discuss station purchase possibilities with similarly interested person. Finest references. Box 419E, B-T.

DALLAS

OF

TO

FREEZING?

WORK

OR

IN

SAN

SUNNY

ANTONIO?

Equipment
Need good used 5kw am transmitter. Will pay
cash if the price is right. Send details immediately. Box 267E, B«T.
10 kw fm transmitter, coax and antenna. Give
details on cost, terms, etc. Box 298E, B«T.
Used RCA fm transmitter BTF-3B or BTF-1C,
state price and condition. Box 409E, B'T.

KLIF in Dallas and KTSA, San Antonio, two of America's crack
independents, are looking for a couple of top-notch disc jockies
with good voices and different styles. If you're good, fire a
background and tape to

Wanted: RCA console, model 76b4, 76b5, 76D,
good condition, complete with power supply.
State condition, age, and price. KUGN, Eugene,
Oregon.

Gordon McLendon

Wanted to buy — 250 watt broadcast transmitter
in good condition. Contact Chief Engineer,
WDNC, Durham, North Carolina.

Dallas, Texas

Wanted: One used 250-watt am transmitter. Send
details and price to Arthur Hafer, WSBA, York,
Pennsylvania.

P. S. Also have a top-pay job for Creative Copywriter.

Broadcasting

• Telecasting
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Continues from page 126
KWHOment of license
Salt Lake
Seeks assignfrom City,
ReeseUtah—
C. Anderson
and
G. W. Peck d/b as Radio Station KWHO to Mr.
Anderson nouncedthrough
Jan. 30. sale of 30% for $5,000. Aning- II
KBAM from
Longview,
Wash.Allen
— Seeks
license
W. Gordon
and assignment
John Truhanof
z Sportscasfer in Search of New E
d/b as Altru Bcstg. Co. to KBAM Inc. Corporate
land or Eastern Radio or Tv Station.
change. No change in control. Announced Jan. 28.
:
*
=**= Use of 15 Years Experience,
i£FObject:
^ Rated Outstanding by Clients and
NARBA Notifications . . .
Employers.
List of rectionschanges,
proposed
changes broadcast
and cori£ Play-by-play includes major league basein assignments
of Canadian
*j ball, college and pro football, basketbalL
stations
modifying
appendix
containing
ments attached to recommendations of assignNorth
hockey, boxing . . . Top sports shows in in
American
Regional Bcstg. Agreement Engineermajor market . . . Have extensive news j*
ing Meeting Jan. 30, 1941.
background . . . Prize winning TV film
Canadian Change List #107
December 10, 1956
experience
. Finest
580 kc
able
. . . Box. .411E,
B»T references avail- '
CKPR Fort William, Ont.— 5 kw D 1 kw N unl.,
LXiC
Class III, 12-1-57.
2iiC
710 kc
CFRG Gravelbourg, Sask.— 5 kw D, Class II.
-»K
TOP JOBS— TOP PEOPLE
900 kc
CJVI Victoria, B. C— 10 kw DA-1 unl., Class
We have, or will find, just the person or
job
you'reM. looking
II,CKBI
12-1-57.Prince Albert, Sask.— 10 kw DA-2 unl..
Contact
E. Stone,for.Manager ....
Class II, 12-1-57.
NATIONAL RADIO & TELEVISION
910 kc
III.CKLY Lindsay, Ont.,— 1 kw DA-1 unl., Class
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
1050 kc
5th floor, 1627
'K' St.
Washington,
D. C—
RE NW.
7-0343
CHUM Toronto, Ont.— 2.5 kw DA-1 unl., Class
II, 12-1-57.
1080 kc
TELEVISION
CHED Edmonton, Alta.— 10 kw D 1 kw N DAN unl., Class II, 12-1-57.
1230 kc
Situations Wanted
CFRG
Gravelbourg,
IV, delete assignment. Sask.— .25 kw unl., Class
Program m ing-Prod uction, Others
CFGR Gravelbourg, Sask.— .25 kw N unl., Class
IV, new call letters.
1250 kc
51,000,000 EXPERIENCE
CHWO Oakville, Ont.— 1 kw D .5 kw N DA-1
unl., Class III, assignment of call letters.
OFFERED
1290 kc
To those interested in 35-year-old college
III.CKSL London, Ont.— 5 kw DA-1 unl., Class
grad presently handling large accounts for
major, industrial film producer. Additional
1340 kc
sales promotional success with over 2000
dealers and distributors of assigned ac12-1-57.
(New)
Wayburn,
Sask.—
.25 kw unl., Class IV,
counts. Box 455E, B«T
1350 kc
^CKEN Kentville, N. S.— 1 kw DA-N unl., Class
1400 kc
* WANTED:
A BOSS
*
12-1-57.
(New) Amherst, N. S.— .25 kw unl., Class IV,
>$.
Prefer Ernie Kovacs
jj.
1490 kc
J Young TV production assistant finds sne J
CKEN assignment.
Kentville, N. S.— 0.25 kw unl., Class IV,
? needs Kindness and Humor in addition to ^ delete
J interesting, stimulating work, good salary, j^.
1560 kc
* etc*
CFRS Simcoe, Ont.— 0.25 kw D, Class II.
Jf*
Please apply BOX 469E, B-T
**■
1570 kc
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★it
CFRYII. Portage la Prairie, Man. — 0.25 kw unl.,
Class
FOR SALE
CFOR Orillia, Ont.— 10 kw D 1 kw N unl., Class
II, 12-1-57.
Equipment
Routine Roundup

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

ONE OF THE NATION'S
GREAT STATIONS NEEDS DJ
In Jim Winters, I've got one of the really top
boys in the East. I need his double and don't
think Bangor is East Lynne — It's a balling
town. This is a real sharp operation and if
you're a real sharp guy with both feet on
the deck, we can get together. Send information, tape and photo to
Lee Gorman
Vice President & General Manager
WABI & WABI-TV
P.S. Remember — This is Radio only. I can
get all the TV announcers I need.

MIAMI-WINZ
509000

watt

Musie-

ei n d-JV a tvs intlependent
welcomes audition tapes from all: top
D.J.'s. Tape and all particulars should
be forwarded to Rex Rand, President
and General Manager.

WE

NEED

YOU

because you are a top all-around
staff man who sells for his sponsors, delivers news with authority; and you're loaded with personality .. .
YOU

NEED

US

because we offer a position on
our announcing staff at top salary
which includes your own daily
disc feature . . .

FOR

So let's get together! Rush tape
and letter, stating earnings requirements, background to
Harvey

SALE

425 foot guyed Stainless Tower noninsulated type G5 designed for 125
mph wind load. Perfect condition.

Hudson

WLEE — Richmond,

Complete with guys and lighting. Dismantled $5,000.00 F.O.B. our site.

Va.

Contact E. B. Vordermark, WMBR-TV,
Jacksonville, Florida.

Situations Wanted
Managerial
■*y?~.

-^y-

-<5^'

|
FLORIDA RESIDENT
J 20 Years experience in Radio Sales and
§ Management desires challenge on Florida's
East Coast only. Presently employed.
Box 471E, B-T
'^0-.
-^^r.
t^j^. -^r. .j^r. ^5^. .j/^.
February
4,
1937
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TAPE RECORDERS
All Professional Makes
New — Used — Trades
Supplies — Parts — Accessories
STEFFEN ELECTRO ART CO.
4405
W. North8, Avenue
Milwaukee
Wise.
Hilltop 4-2715
America's Tape Recorder Specialists

January 24 Decisions
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Robert E. Lee
Mississippi Bcstg. Co., Carthage, Miss.— Granted
petition for an extension of time to Jan. 24 to
file its opposition to petitions to enlarge issues
filed by WTOK and WMOX both Meridian, Miss.,
Jan.
18.
in prcceeding
on their am applications. Action
Broadcast Bureau — Granted petition for extension of time to Jan. 23 to file exceptions to initial
decision
am 18.application of WKMF
Flint, Mich.issued
Actionre Jan.
Channel 16 of Rhode Island Inc., Providence,
R- I — Granted petition for an extension of time
to Feb. 11 to file exceptions to initial decision
issued re applications of Cherry & Webb Bcstg.
Co., Providence, for cp for new tv to operate on
ch. 12, and
Action
Jan. for
22. Special Temporary Authorization.
By James
Chief D.
Hearing
Examiner
Cunningham
Smith Radio Co., Jefferson Amusement Co.,
Port Arthur, Tex.— On the Chief Hearing Examiner's owndismissing
motion, ordered
that hisof order
Jan. 11.
applications
Smithreleased
Radio
Co. and Jefferson Amusement Co., for cps for
new
tv's
to
operate
on
ch.
4
in
Port
Arthur,
Tex.,it
is reconsidered, and set aside to extent that
Broadcasting
Telecasting

finds the absence of good cause for dismissing
Jeffersonfersonapplication
without prejudice,
and Jefapplication is dismissed
without prejudice,
and further ordered that petition of Jefferson
for clarification or modification of Jan. 11 order
is dismissed; that action on petition of Smith
Radio Co., for clarification or modification of
Jan. 11 order is deferred until Jan. 24, and that,
in event amended proposal of three applicants
involved (including Port Arthur College) regarding consideration factor is not filed by Jan.
23, petition of Smith Radio for clarification or
modification of Jan. 11 action shall, by this order,
be considered denied. Action Jan. 17.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
N. C; Cheraw,
S. C. — Pursuant
Jan.
13 Hamlet,
letter furnished
the hearing
examinerto from
WCRE Cheraw, S. C, the other party to proceeding herein, indicating that it does not intend to
participate
in proceeding,
ordered
that prehearing conference
and hearings
scheduled
for Jan.
25 and
Feb.
13,
respectively,
are
continued
without date, re am application of Risden Allen Lyon,
Hamlet, N. C. Action Jan. 22.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
The Westport
Bcstg.
Co., Westport,
Granted
motion for
continuance
of certainConn.
dates—
scheduled in proceeding on its am application,
et al; evidentiary hearing is continued from
March 13 to April 1. Action Jan. 18.
WGMS
Bethesda,
— On hearinghisexaminer's
own
motion,
and to Md.
accommodate
schedule,
ordered that the further hearing which had been
scheduled for Jan. 30, is rescheduled for Feb. 4,
at 2 p.m.. in the matter of assignment of license
and cp censeofof WGMS-FM
station WGMS
Bethesda, D.Md.,C. and
Washington,
ActionliJan. 18.
WGSM Deer Park, N. Y. — On oral request of
counsel for James M. Tisdale. party, and without
objection by counsel for other parties, ordered
that hearing scheduled for Jan. 25, is continued
to Jan. 28, re am application of, WGSM Deer
Park, N. Y. Action Jan. 22. . •
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Minneapolis,
Granted
forWCCO
an extension
of time Minn.
from — Jan.
22 to petition
Jan. 29
for filing corrections to transcript in proceeding
re application of WNYC New York, N. Y., for
special to
service
and 22.re WCCO'S
petition
cancel authorization
SSA. Action Jan.
January 24 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
WKTF
Warrenton, Va. — Seeks mod. of cp
(which authorized new am) to extend completion
date.
KLOR Portland, Ore. — Seeks mod. of cp (which
authorized change facilities) to extend completion date to 8-24-57.
Following seek mod. of cp to extend completion
date as shown: WSYE-TV Elmira, N. Y., to 9-657; WTVD (TV) Durham, N. C, to 8-23-57;
KVOO-TV Tulsa, Okla., to 8-24-57: WNOK-TV
Columbia, S. C, to 8-24-57; WFRV-TV Green
Bay. Wis., to 6-1-57.
January 25 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
Following
seek
of cp toFort
extend
tion date as shown:mod.
KNAC-TV
Smith,compleArk.,
to 8-20-57; WLOS-TV Asheville, N. C, to 8-15-57.
Remote Control
WMBC Macon, Miss.
Renewal of License
WCOU
Lewiston, Me., WWON Woonsocket,
R. I., KGA Spokane, Wash., KILA Hilo, Hawaii.
January 28 Decisions
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Robert E. Lee
Mississippi Bcstg. Co., Carthage, Miss. — Granted
petition for extension of time to Jan. 29 to file
opposition to petitions to enlarge issues filed by
WTOK and WMOX, both Meridian, Miss., in
proceeding
on their am applications. Action
Jan.
25.
By Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham
Ordered that hearings shall commence in the
following am proceedings on dates shown: KBHM
Branson, Mo.; Cicero P. Yow and WKLM Wilmington, N. C, on March 28; Bastrop Bcstg., Bastrop, La., and Richard Bcstg. Co., Rayville, La.;
WNAB Bridgeport, Conn., on March 21; Craig
Siegfried, Falls City, Neb.; Clark County Bcstg.
Co., March
and Northside
on
18. ActionBcstg.
Jan. Co.,
23. Jeffersonville, Ind.,
KOVR (TV) Stockton, Calif.— Ordered that
order released Jan. 24, appointing hearing exand assigning
for hearing
application of aminer
KOVR
for co date
to change
tians.re site,
etc.,
is rescinded. Action Jan. 25.
By Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham
Broadcast Bureau — Granted petition for extenBroadcasting
• 1 elecasting

sion of time to Jan. 25 for filing proposed findings
in proceeding on application of WWBZ Vineland,
N. J., for renewal of license. Action Jan. 23.
Pine Bluff,
Ark. —forOrdered
thatis hearing
ference scheduled
Jan. 31,
continuedcon-to
date to be specified in subsequent order re am
applications
et al. Action ofJan.B. 23.J. Parrish, Pine Bluff, Ark.,
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Ohio Valley Bcstg. Corp., Clarksburg, W. Va.;
News Publishing Co., Wheeling, W. Va.; WSTV
Inc.,
Steubenville,
Ohio —Jan.
Granted
for
extension
of time from
30 to petition
Feb. 14 for
filing proposed findings and to not later than 10
days thereafter for filing replies thereto in matter of Ohio's
application
tv of
(ch.con-12
WBLK-TV
Clarksburg)
and for
for new
transfer
trol of thatLie.corporation
to WSTV
Action Jan.from
25. the News Pub. Co.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
Newburgh, Ind.; Lawrenceville, 111. — Ordered
that record is closed and that date for filing profindings of1, refactam and
conclusionsof Southern
is designatedposedas March
applications
Indiana Bcstrs. Inc., Newburgh, Ind. and LawJan. 24. renceville Bcstg. Co., Lawrenceville, 111. Action
January 28 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License to Cover Cp
KTGM (FM) Denver, Colo. — Seeks license to
cover cp (which authorized new fm).
Modification of Cp
Following seek extension of completion date
as shown: KSPS (TV) Hot Springs, Ark., to
8-13-57; WNDTJ-TV South Bend, Ind., to 8-1-57;
WIKL-TV
Peoria, 111.; WOAK (FM) Royal Oak,
Mich.
Renewal of License
KSPA Santa Paula, Calif., WNAC-FM Boston,
WCCB-FM West Yarmouth, WTAG-FM Worcester, all Mass., WTSL Hanover, N. H., WTWN St.
Johnsbury, Vt.
RENEWAL OF SCA
WGHF
(FM) Brookfield, Conn., WNAC-FM
Boston, Mass.

January 30 Decisions
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By the Commission
KPRC Houston, Tex. — Granted change in site
and
nighttime
DA (950 kc, 5 kw, DA-N unl.);
engineering conditions.
WBEL Beloit, Wis. — Designated for hearing
application to increase hours from D to unl.
and
continuing operation on
1380 change
kc withDA5 system,
kw.
Northwest Broadcasters Inc., Bellevue, Wash.;
Rev. Haldane
James Duff,hearing
Seattle,applications
Wash. — Designated for consolidated
for
new
am
stations
to
operate
on
1540
kc,
DA-1,
unl.; Northwest with 1 kw and Rev. Duff with
10 kw.
WFCB Dunkirk, N. Y. — FCC by memorandum
opinion and order dismissed petition by National
Assn. of Broadcast Employees and Technicians
directed
against from
Dec. 5A.grant
of transferetofal,con-to
trol of WFCB
A. Schmidt,
James Bcstg. Co. By separate order Commission
also dismissed
protestJamestown,
and petitionN. for
eration by WJOC
Y., reconsiddirected
against above-mentioned Dec. 5 action.
Following were granted renewal of licenses:
KSYC Yreka, Calif.; KTIM San Rafael, Calif.;
KIBE Palo Alto, Calif.; KDFC (FM) and SCA,
San Francisco, Calif.; KIXX Provo, Utah; KERG
Eugene, Ore.; KIKI Honolulu, Hawaii; KMCM
McMinnviUe, Ore.; KMO Tacoma, Wash.; KNBX
Kirkland, Wash.; KOL Seattle, Wash.; KOMB
Cottage Grove, Ore.; KORE Eugene, Ore.; KPAM
Portland, Ore.; KPDQ Portland, Ore.; KPOA
Honolulu, Hawaii; KPOJ-AM-FM Portland, Ore.;
KPQ
Wash.;
KREM Ore.;
KREM-FM,
Spokane,Wenatchee,
Wash.; KRNR
Roseburg,
KTAC
Tacoma, Wash.; KTKN Ketchikan, Alaska;
KXLY Spokane, Wash.; KGAL Lebanon, Ore.;
KGAY Salem, Ore.
Am Feb.
rule-making
— FCC
extendedto
from
1 to March
4 timeon torequest
file comments
proposed rule-making which would abolish provisions of Sec.were3.182intended
(c) and'(viafford
of am broadcast
"rules which
protection from interference to
to stationsgreater
providing
"unique
for
reply program
filings to service,"
March 15. and extended time
WTVW
(TV)
Evansville,
cial temporary authorization Ind.—
(ch. Extended
7j to Aprilspe30.

UPCOMING
February
Feb. G-8: NARTB Board, Hollywood Beach Hotel,
Hollywood, Fla.
Feb. 8: Annual radio-tv news short course.
School of Journalism, U. of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
Feb. 14: ANA Radio & Television Advertising
Workshop, Plaza Hotel, New York.
Feb.
15-17:in New
ChapterSomerset
of American
Women
Radio England
& Television,
Hotel,
Boston.
Feb. 21-22: Second annual conference, state association presidents, Mayflower Hotel, Washington, D. C.
Feb. 22: Annual awards dinner, Voice of Democracy, Washington, D. C.
March
March 13-16: Association of National Advertisers,
spring meeting, The Homestead. Hot Springs,
Va.

BROADCAST

March 18-21: Annual convention and engineering
City.
show,
Radio Coliseum,
Engineers,New
WaldorfAstoriaInstitute
and Newof York
York
March 20-21. Michigan Association of Radio and
Television Broadcasters, Hotel Olds, Lansing.
March 20-22: Continental Advertising Agency
Network, Rickey's Studio Inn, Palo Alto, Calif.
April
7-11 Chicago.
: NARTB annual
April convention, Conrad
Hilton,
May
April 25-27: Annual meeting of the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies, the Greenbrier,
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
April 25-28: Annual convention, American Women
in Radio & Television, Chase Park-Plaza Hotel,
St. Louis.
May 13-15:tronicsAeronautical
and Navigational
national conference,
Dayton, Ohio. Elec-
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EDITORIALS
Now

Is the

Time

....

HATS off to Rep. Withrow (R-Wis.) for his bill (HR 3514) to
extend the licenses of radio and television stations to five
years, instead of the current three-year limit set in the law. And
thanks to his worthy constituent, Herbert H. Lee, president of
WKTY La Crosse, for suggesting it.
Last fall, FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey announced
publicly that he favored five-year licenses, extending to broadcasters the same treatment accorded other services licensed by the FCC.
Other members of the FCC, almost to a man, have endorsed the
idea, recognizing the incongruity of a three-year license in the
light of the investments involved in television and radio station
construction and operation.
The FCC appears before the Senate Commerce Committee on
March 5. It has a golden opportunity to mete out a big dose of
justice by urging the committee to amend the law and adopt a
Senate companion of the Withrow bill. There can be no valid ground
for opposition. Only those who would like to see free broadcasting
bewildered and bedeviled could object.
Once licenses are extended, there appears to be no reason why
network affiliation contracts should not be extended to the same
limit. That's the shortest route to stability in broadcasting.
Sen. Wheeler's Re-Emergence
FORMER Sen. Burton K. Wheeler, a formidable power in communications legislation during his long tenure (1923-47) on the
Hill, has issued a blast against "monopoly" in television and a call
for federal approval of subscription tv.
Mr. Wheeler is the author of "Tv Networks' Grab for Monopoly
Power" in the current issue of Spotlight, a pamphlet periodically
issued by the Committee for Constitutional Government. Spotlight
is circulated to a mailing list of 30,000 including government and
business leaders and editors. It is an organ of conservative, if not
right-wing, persuasion.
Mr. Wheeler fears that the public is in danger because "the
two men who control NBC and CBS have almost absolute power
over what is seen and heard on tv." Further, he says, these two networks have "the power of economic life and death over most independent tvstations." Hence local programs and "public utterance
by station owners" are "carefully tailored to the networks' position
because the owners are all too well aware of the economic whip
that the networks hold over them."
Mr. Wheeler is horrified at proposals to eliminate an existing
restraint — Section 315 of the Communications Act which requires
broadcasters to give equal opportunities to all candidates for public
office. Repeal of that section, he says, might make it possible for
the two heads of NBC and CBS to "sit down in conference and
select the next President of the United States."
The network grip on television can be broken, Mr. Wheeler
suggests, "only by making . . . stations financially independent of
networks, by means of subscription tv."
At this point, we ask the former senator to yield.
We would first quarrel with his vision of two-man thought-control
over television and hence over the U. S. public. The repeal of
Section 315 would give to broadcasters only the freedom to present
political issues and candidates intelligently — an impossibility under
present rigidities of the law. To suggest that affiliated stations — or
the audience — would for a moment submit to network political
control is to cruelly underestimate their intelligence and integrity.
We would also find considerable fault with Mr. Wheeler's support
of subscription television, although it is consistent with his views of
long standing. Mr. Wheeler, who was at one time an attorney for
Zenith, the foremost protagonist of toll tv, has previously expressed
himself in favor of it.
But his advocacy of subscription television as an antidote to tv
monopoly is a relatively new argument. So far the proponents of
toll television have rested their case chiefly on the proposition that a
box-office in the home would provide more and better tv programs.
The more and better programs that free television has delivered
consistently, year by year, have pretty well deprived the subscription
interests of that argument.
The main direction of attack may be switched, now that Mr.
Wheeler has set the course. Being keen to sense an opportunity, the
toll tv interests may be tempted to join those who, for other reasons,
Page 134
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Drawn for BROADCASTING • TELECASTING by Sid Hix
"We're in trouble on our 'Find the $50,000 Bag of Money' contest.
We can't find the man we hired to hide it!"
have charged the networks with monopoly.
Yet we suggest they think twice about the consequences. If
subscription television were approved, the entities which could
make the most of it would be those who controlled the best programs. Can anyone suggest an organization which has a larger
supply of popular programs than the television networks?
If there is monopoly today in television, and we do not admit
there is, it would only be intensified by the installation of home
box-offices. Any station which hoped to make a living from subscription tvwould have to first acquire a steady supply of popular
programming. What better source to turn to than a major network?
It is ridiculous, of course, to say that two men now control television or would control it if toll television were authorized. Yet if
a trend toward monopoly exists, it would only be accentuated by
the procedure which Mr. Wheeler proposes.
The

Petry

Story

AN IDEA, a glib tongue, a strong pair of legs, the knack of pick- ing people and a fierce regard for ethics launched Edward
Petry into the field of exclusive station representation 25 years ago.
It wasn't a one-man job, as he will relate to anyone willing to listen.
Ed Petry, Henry I. (Hank) Christal, who now operates his own
exclusive radio station representation firm, and Ed Voynow, midwestern vice president and partner, constituted the young, eager
triumvirate that began a new kind of business in 1932. They didn't
invent exclusive representation, but they did elevate it into the big
league of advertising, in days when program brokering and buccaneering were in full sway.
Timebuying then was like flying blind. There was a need for
ethical spot selling. None knew this better than Messrs. Christal and
Voynow, who were in the brokerage business. And Mr. Petry was
buying time signals direct for Arde Bulova, who became the biggest
merchandiser of watches in the country because he discovered radio
long
before
his his
competitors
because he had a man of Ed Petry's
acumen
to do
buying forandhim.
Before Petry there were other representatives. But there also were
the non-exclusive brokers, who sold transcriptions along with their
representation, and collected two commissions. They had the business
locked.
Ed Petry was a controversial figure in the business of broadcasting from the day he entered it in 1925. But he was controversial in
a pioneering sense, pulling against the tide.
The years may have mellowed Petry, the man, but not Petry, the
salesman. He slugs it out wherever the opposition may be — networks, newspapers or magazines. And his men must fit the pattern.
The contributions of Edward Petry & Co. to the business and
ethics of broadcasting echo today, loud and clear. In broadcasting,
meaning.
the
appellation "a Petry man" — past or present — has a special
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

KSTP-TV

hits

nine
out
of ten
!
attract
an
unmatched
audience
—
move
merchanOf the ten top-rated * syndicated film shows
dise for sponsors and participating advertisers.
during the peak evening hours in the Northwest
market, nine are on KSTP-TV !
Nine out of ten is a pretty fair average in any

These shows . . . "Highway Patrol," "Mr. D.
A.," "City Detective," "Federal Men," "Studio
57," "Dr. Hudson's Secret Journal," "I Led 3
Lives," "Celebrity Playhouse," and "Stage 7"

league, and it's typical of KSTP-TV ... the
first television station in this vital market of
688,558 TV families.
•ARB Metropolitan Area Report, November, 1956.
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WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
lVN^v
'V WHO-TV
V * * WHO-TV
autiful

WHO-TV

WHO-TV

balance!

serves 42 central Iowa counties — over

329,000 families — over 85% of them owning TV sets.
Annual Effective Buying Income is $5002 per family
($96.20 per week!)
It's a well-balanced market, too — split almost exactly
50-50 between urban and non-urban. (Incidentally,
new U.S. Census Bureau figures for 16 states rank Iowa
first in farm TV-set ownership!)
WHO-TV

dominates this market as no other medium,

or combination of media, possibly could. Loyal Iowans
watch WHO-TV by the hour, and buy the products
that bring them the shows — on Channel 13,
316,000 watts.
Ask Peters, Griffin, Woodward for the proof!

WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
4WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV

Channel 13 • Des Moines
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
National Representatives

WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV

Affiliate

WHO-TV
WHO-TV

WHO-TV is part of
Central Broadcasting Company,
which also owns and operates
WHO Radio, Des Moines
WOC-TV, Davenport

in
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Huntington,

New

W.

COWLES

Station
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TO

Va.

SHOW

ARB

GLAD

WHTN-TV
CHANNEL 13

FORCE

YOU

THE

REPORT!!!

YOU

DID!!

STATION
Robert R. Tincher,
General
Represented
by Manager
Edward L. Petry Company
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NT-TV
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Ratings!

OUT

16

OF

20

TOP

out

of top 10

Multi-Weekly

Shows*

7 out

of top 10

Once-A-Week

Shows*

323
476

FIRSTS

Quarter

ONCE-A-WEEK

MULTI -WEEKLY
* 1. Russ Van Dyke News
* 2. Al Couppee Sports
* 3. Paul Rhoades News

* 1. Ed Sullivan

55.8

* 2. I Love Lucy.....
* 3. $64,000 Question

53.2
51.3

* 4. Bill Riley's Rascals
* 5. Captain Kangaroo
* 6. Guiding Light
7. Comedy Time
* 8. Cartoon Club

5:20
8:00
11:45
4.00
5:00

* 4,
* 5.
*6.
7.
* 8.

46.2
41.0
39.9
39.4
39.0

P.M.
A.M.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.

16.2
15.9
14.0
13.3
13.2

9:00 A.M. 13.1
1:00 P.M. 12.8

What's My Line
$64,000 Challenge
RedSkelton
Lawrence Welk
Lassie

8. Perry Como
10. WyattEarp

ES

in

Hours

avg.
RAT.

m.
RAT.
10:00 P.M. 40.6
10:20 P.M. 28.2
6:00 P.M. 17.0

* 9. Garry Moore
★10. Our Miss Brooks

ARB

39.0
38.7
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Kotz Has The Facts On ThatVery Highly Audience Rated,

Mr

V/

Sales Results Premeditated,
CBS Affiliated
Station in Des Moines!
Channel

8 in Iowa

Published every Monday, with Yearbook Numbers (53rd and 54th issues) published in January and July by Broadcasting Publications Inc 1735
DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3,' 1879.
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♦THERE
ARE
1,530,400
THE
AREA
SERVED
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HOMES
IN
KRLD RADIO

KRLD is located centrally in Texas' richest and most progressive area. There are few natural barriers to impede its full-time
50,000 watt signal. KRLD gives you Very adequate coverage
of much of America's Southwest and West ... at a very reasonable cost. Your advertising dollar buys more on KRLD
Radio, Dallas, because you get . . .
1. MORE

ACCORDING
TO
A.

Biggest

COST

Buy

PER

KRLD is the only Full-Time
50,000 Watt Station
in the Dallas-Fort Worth area

Market

. . .in the Biggest

State

KRLD is the radio station of The Dallas Times Herald,
owners and operators of KRLD-TV, telecasting with maxfrom the
top of Texas'
tallest tower.Herald
The
Branhamimum power
Company,
exclusive
representatives.
Square, Dallas 2.
John W. Runyon
Clyde W. Rembert
Chairman of the Board
President
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These three important factors combined make KRLD . . .
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MONEY MEASURING • Radio Advertising Bureau is quietly undertaking ambitious
project which, it hopes, will lead in time to
monthly market-by-market totals not only
of spot radio spending but also local radio
advertising. It's set to finance test in Cleveland, where it says stations have indicated
willingness to cooperate. Stations would
report to some central independent organization (probably J. K. Lasser & Co., New
York) their monthly local and national spot
billings for past three years, plus totals
each month this year. These would be
added up for whole market and totals sent
back to each participating station, which
then for first time would know, in dollars,
what slice of market it is getting. On West
Coast, similar project being considered by
Southern California Broadcasters Assn.
committee headed by Ward Ingrim of Don
Lee, also chairman of RAB executive committee.
B»T
WHILE confirmation is lacking, report is
current that certain staff members of Senate Commerce Committee favor giving
subscription tv trial on experimental basis.
That's precisely tack Zenith, leading proponent of toll tv, has been taking in current barrage to win Congressional and
FCC favor. While Senate Committee staff
recommendation will carry weight, committee itself must decide policy [Closed
Circuit, Feb. 4].

COMMUNITY PROBLEM » With con
tinued growth of community antenna systems in wide-open spaces, several tv broadcasters are considering how best to test
their legality, and program property rights
are considered most logical legal point.
One large feature film company reportedly
has offered financial aid in such legal test.
COMMUNITY antenna questions were
discussed informally at NARTB board
meeting in Hollywood, Fla. last Wednesday but with no definitive action. Many
telecasters do not object to community
project because of increased "circulation"
thus made available. They object vehemently, however, to sale of spots to local
advertisers by some such operators.
B»T
NETWORKS STAY • Time Inc.. which
has contracted to purchase Bitner radio
and television properties, has received assurances from both NBC and ABC that it
can keep current affiliations in Indianapolis
and Minneapolis, respectively, upon FCC
approval of SI 5.750.000 transaction. Questions had been raised about retention of
NBC affiliation in Indianapolis for WFBMAM-TV against new occupant of ch. 13
which awaits formal FCC decision. Similarly, there was question about ABC affiliation in Minneapolis-St. Paul for WTCNAM-TV in light of fact that city is fourstation market. WOOD-AM-TV Grand
Rapids are NBC affiliated in that singlestation vhf market.

COINCIDENTAL COINCIDENT ALS •
Disturbed by utter lack of similarity in relative patterns of recent coincidental and
diary surveys in its market, midwest station has ordered special test now in progress. At same time diary study is in process, two separately conducted coincidental
telephone surveys are being made. Station
does not believe different survey techniques
will produce point-for-point rating similarities, but does think same general relationships should exist throughout results unless
one or both methods and applications unsound.
B»T

B»T
UNDECIDED • Wayne Coy states he has
net yet made up mind whether he will
take over Indianapolis operations when
Time Inc. secures Consolidated properties:
question of whether his health will permit,
he says.

ON HEELS of decision of National Board
of Fire Underwriters to go into radio-tv
on paid basis [At Deadline. Jan. 14] was
report Friday that National Assn. of Insurance Agents, founded in 1896 and composed of individual casualty agents, is appointing Dor emus & Co. as first agency in
61 years. James Mathews, NAIA promotion director, told B»T: "We're thinking in
the millions." NAIA National Board meets
in Denver April 28-May 1 to formulate
advertising campaign which will include
radio-tv. NAIA will study results of fire
underwriters' broadcast campaign.

B»T
Mutual 's "house-toon
REPORTS
FIRST
house" canvass of major-market affiliates'
views on network's proposal to program
news every half -hour [B»T, Feb. 4, Jan.
28] are said to be running at least 4 to 1
in favor. Canvass being conducted by
station relations director Charles King,
who embarked week ago on projected
eight-week tour of affiliates in 100 principal markets. Plan envisions five-minute
newscasts every half-hour, with those on
hour to be sold locally by stations, others
by Mutual. In his visits, Mr. King is soliciting views, not asking for dotted-line

Broadcasting

• Telecasting

B»T
FACT that application for FCC approval
of Time Inc.'s buy of Bitner properties
was not filed same time as KSTP Inc. $1.5
million buy of KOB stations (see story
page 9) has simple explanation: Bitner
stockholders meet Feb. 25 to approve sale
and. obviously, application can't be filed
until this takes place.

circuit

signature, and despite 4-to-l favorable ratio in first week. MBS officials are not unaware that signing-time was point where
some of its earlier plans foundered.
MULTIPLE OWNERSHIP
» Sen. John
B»T
W. Bricker (R-Ohio) is holding up reintroduction of his bill of 84th Congress to limit
ownership of tv stations by individual or
firm to those covering no more than 25%
of U. S. population pending talk with staff
advisors. Reason: Senate Commerce Committee^ ranking Republican feels one network [NBC] already is perilously close to
such 25% coverage by owned stations and
he is fundamentally opposed to law which
might involve divestiture or confiscation.
B«T
SOURCE close to Sen. Bricker says he is
mainly worried about total population
coverage, and sees no harm in increasing,
in and of itself, FCC's 5 vhf, 2 uhf numerical limitation. Cited was example (assuming growth of uhf) of three-state, ninestation "network" (some or all uhf), which
Ohioan feels could buy films more economically than one-station operator and
thus be able to furnish better programming for public at lower cost.
B»T • Client fm sucFM SUCCESS STORY
cess story is being compiled at WFMT
(FM) Chicago for Bowman Dairy Co. with
substantial sales results directly attributable
to 13-week schedule of two hours per day.
five weekly programs on good music station. Firm has used radio and tv in past.
Agency is J. Walter Thompson Co.. Chicago.
B«T
SALLY REYNOLDS, timebuyer, Norman, Craig & Kummel, New York, expected to join Lennen & Newell, New
York, as timebuyer on Colgate-Palmolive
account, effective next week.
B»T
DISCRIMINATION? • Anti-Defamation
League of B'nai B'rith has protested to
NARTB against holding next winter board
meeting at Camelback Inn, Phoenix, on
grounds of discrimination. Protest was read
to NARTB board at meeting last Friday at
Hollywood, Fla. NARTB management informed board that no discrimination has
been evident at several previous meetings
held at hotel. It was taken for granted that
Anti-Defamation League would be so notified.
B«T
THERE'S unusual twist to CBS's decision
last week to censor Eric Sevareid script
regarding State Dept. ban against travel
by U. S. newsmen in Red China (story g
page 91). Network has officially opposed
State Dept. ban but wouldn't let Mr.
Sevareid go on air with script stating same ■
view.
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any

pOIIlt Of VieW
ffie answer

(Hooper, Pulse, Trendex)
in Omaha

is KOWH

Take Pulse, for example. KOWH is first in every daytime quarter hour save
12. And even in those 12 KOWH is a close second. Think of it— 228 out of 240
weekly
hoursof . Omaha
. . more radio.
evidence, added to previous data, of KOWH's
decisive quarter
dominance
Hooper has KOWH far, far out in front, too. Latest all-day average: 39.0%,
and first in every time period.
Trendex gives KOWH top spot in every time period, too.
This is the kind of market-dominance which Storz Station ideas, programming and broad (660 kc.) coverage make possible for national and local advertisers. Results prove it, too.
Get Adam Young's point of view ... or talk it over with General Manager
Virgil Sharpe.
~~ - d storz.

WDGY
Minneapolis-St. Paul

WHB
Kansas City

Represented by John Blair & Co.
Page 6
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WQAM
Miami

KOWH
Omaha

WTIX
New Orleans

Represented by Adam Young Inc.
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at

NARTB

BOARD

URGES

NAB,

•

APPROVES
RECORD
BUDGET,
PR PROPOSALS
IT PROBABLY will be National Assn. of and April 3-7 (1960) at Conrad Hilton. Convention this year will be at Conrad Hilton
Broadcasters again on Jan. 1, 1958.
Board of directors of NARTB at closing
April 7-11. Board proposed eastern convention in 1961 and recommended Miami, New
session Friday in Hollywood, Fla., unanimously
York or Washington.
recommended change and approved referendum vote of membership to restore original
Resolution asking Congress to amend law to
name, concluding that "broadcasters" is all- allow five-year broadcast license was approved
unanimously. Board opposed proposal of Joint
embracing term, covering all forms of broadcast transmission to public.
Industry-Government Tall Structures Committee on air space criteria and antenna farms.
Concluding board session also approved
Board approved recommendation that for
record budget of $952,000 for fiscal year bethis year only all regional meetings will be
ginning April 1, and unanimously adopted new
public relations plan developed by special open to all broadcasters, members and noncommittee and Donald N. Martin, assistant to members alike. Board approved by-laws
President Harold E. Fellows, in charge of changes requiring minimum six-month mempublic relations (see story page 42). Since
bership and 30 days' notice on resignations
instead of present 90.
name change followed resolution to that end
adopted at six of eight regional meetings in
In unanimously approving new public relations project, board adopted resolution con1955, it's virtually certain that membership
will vote overwhelmingly to return to NAB.
cluding that plan proposed properly reflects
Name change will be placed on agenda of "the needs for expansion of the public relations
1957 regional conferences. Recent B»T poll
for WSB
the broadcasting
industry."of John
of board of directors indicated support for less program
M. Outler,
Atlanta, chairman
the
cumbersome name [B»T, Jan. 28].
radio board and of special committee, said:
National Assn. of Radio & Television Broad"It's not a crash program. It cannot be brought
casters was adopted in 1951 in deference to into being in full overnight. However, a good
wishes of television broadcasters who felt that start can be made with the appropriation and
staff available and the committee is confident
old name applied exclusively to aural broadcasting. Referendum is essential under NARTB
that it sets the right public relations course for
by-laws. It's estimated change will involve cost
also authorized NARTB management
of perhaps $15,000-$ 18,000 for revision of theBoard
industry."
stationery, other print material, Television Code
to explore possibility of producing film for
seal and other indentifying insignia.
use on air and for group showing.
Board approved annual convention dates for
Attending joint board session Friday, but
unable to be present at separate board session,
next three years as follows: 1958, Los Angeles,
April 27-May 1 at Biltmore and Statler Hotels; were John Poor, MBS president, and Joseph
E. Baudino, v.p., Westinghouse Broadcasting.
1959 and 1960, Chicago, March 15-19 (1959)

,--

Owner-Management Integration
Wins Miami V for Nat'l Airlines
SUPERIORITY in integration of ownership
and management won Public Service Tv Inc.
award of ch. 10 Miami by FCC. Decision announced Friday. Public Service is wholly-owned
subsidiary of National Airlines Inc. Four commissioners voted for Public Service grant;
Comr. Hyde favored WCKY Cincinnati and
Comr. Bartley, WKAT Miami Beach. Comr.
Craven abstained.
Denied in two-year case: WKAT, WCKY
and North Dade Video Inc., local businessmen.
Petitions to intervene by Eastern Airlines
and to reopen record by WKAT (favored for
grant in 1955 initial decision) were denied —
as both filed too late. Commission, answering
WKAT policy question re airline owning tv
station, stated nothing in Communications Act
precluded airline as licensee. Nor, said FCC,
was any Civil Aeronautics Act provision cited
prohibiting airline from owning tv station.
Comr. Hyde abstained in both these instances;
Comr. Bartley favored reopening record to reexamine financial qualifications of National
Airlines, as requested by WKAT.
Rumored for weeks, with Sen. A. S. Mike
Monroney (D-Okla.) leading Congressional
attack on airline ownership of broadcast facility, Friday's action brought "no comment at
this time" from Sen. Monroney. Sen. George
A. Smathers (D-Fla.) said he had no comment.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

NAME

CHANGE

TO

deadline

Commission gave WKAT preferences for
local residence and broadcast experience, and
(sharing with Public Service) civic participation of principals. North Dade won preferences
for programming proposals, diversification of
business interests (lesser significance, FCC
said) and (sharing with Public Service) diversification of media of communications. Death
of L. B. Wilson, principal owner of WCKY.
in 1954 weakened that case, FCC said.
Public Service won preference on integration
of ownership and management in addition to
sharing other factors with WKAT and North
Dade. This was considered "superior" criterion.
WKAT's broadcasting record was "blemished" by use of freelance announcers and
alleged excessive commercials, Commission
said. North Dade received no first preferences
and one of its principals was lacking in candor,
a "significant demerit," Commission declared.
POPULARITY PAYS
WHEN-TV Syracuse, N. Y., reported
Friday it has increased one-minute spot
rate for feature film periods, using MetroGoldwyn-Mayer pictures, from $80 to
$150. WHEN-TV schedules MGM feature each evening with double feature
Saturday and matinee Sunday.

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

Late-breaking items about broadcast business; for earlier news, see Advertisers
& Agencies, page 27.

HI-FI IN MARKET • North American Philips
Co. (hi-fi sets), N. Y., planning sponsorship of
CBS Radio show plus spot campaign in two
13-week flights in more than 50 markets, effective mid-March. C. J. LaRoche, N. Y., is
agency.
BIRDSEYE BUSINESS • Birdseye frozen
foods, N. Y.. preparing tv spot campaign starting Feb. 17 to run about three weeks in
approximately 40 markets. Young & Rubicam.
N. Y., is agency.
MORE FOR M&M • Hawley & Hoops (M&M
candy) adding more than dozen markets to
running 52-week spot announcement campaign,
effective
is agency.late February. Ted Bates & Co., N. Y.,
BREEZE BUYING • Lever Bros, (king size
Breeze soap), N. Y., placing two-week radio
spot campaign to run Feb. 18 to March 2 in
about 22 markets. BBDO, N. Y., is agency.
Q-TIPS IN 20 • Q-Tips Inc. (cotton swab
sticks), Long Island City, N. Y., launching 13week radio spot campaign in 20 markets March
4. Agency: Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv.,
N. Y.
LATE DATES • C & H sugar buying nighttime tv station ID's starting March 10 for 13
weeks in Chicago, Tulsa, Portland, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Seattle, Fresno and Omaha
through Honig-Cooper Inc., L. A.
CHANEL'S DEBUT • Chanel Inc. (Chanel
No. 5 perfume), N. Y., will use tv for first
time April 1 when it starts spot test campaign
in film features in several markets. Dallas,
Cleveland and two other cities will be used
for 13-week drive, Norman, Craig & Kummel,
N. Y., is agency.
SPOTS FOR OLDS • Oldsmobile Div., General
Motors Corp., Lansing, Mich., planning radio
spot announcement campaign in Florida, South
Dakota and Texas, to start mid-February and
run
through May 10. D. P. Brother, N. Y.,
is agency.
HERTZ GETS HOT • Hertz Corp. and Hertz
Rent-a-Car System, through Campbell-Ewald
Co., Detroit, plan increased advertising budget,
with addition of radio-tv media sometime this
year after resolving equity among locally-owned
car rental firms or contributors. Company is
spending $2.6 million on national ad budget
this year, has heretofore concentrated on magazines.
BROS. BUYS 'BROTHERS' • Lever Bros.,
N. Y., has signed for CBS-TV's The Brothers
comedy series (Tues., 8:30-9 p.m. EST) on alternate weeks, effective Feb. 19. Other alternate sponsor is W. A. Sheaffer Pen Co. Agency
and product to be promoted still undetermined.
February 11, 1957 • Page 7
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Another Agency Asks for Logs;
Eastman Cites Expense, Dangers
SECOND AGENCY call for radio station
logs was revealed Friday, followed by statement issued by Robert E. Eastman, executive
vice president of John Blair & Co., representation firm, urging temperate and cautious approach and pointing up complexities for both
stations and agencies.
Second agency to request logs was John W.
Shaw Adv., Chicago, whose authorities said
their request was made completely independently of request by William Esty Co. —
and without knowledge that Esty bid was being made or even planned (early story page 27).
Shaw request went to some 23 radio stations
carrying Colgate shave cream spot business,
while Esty's went to estimated 300 carrying
any Esty product. Where Esty asked for logs
for 7-8:30 a.m. periods for five days, Shaw
asked for 6-9 a.m. logs for one day.
Mrs. Bobbie Landers, chief timebuyer for
Shaw, said she was prompted largely by receiving "considerable" number of reports, from
competing
stations, inthatnumber
stationsofcarrying
Colgate business
marketsShaw's
were
double, triple or quadruple-spotting "or worse."
Mr. Eastman said agency's desire to examine its stations' overall broadcasting content
"is most certainly legitimate," but can become
extremely cumbersome and expensive — for
agencies as well as stations — if number of
agencies follow suit. He estimated Esty request
would cost agency $6,000 to $7,000 for photostating alone and predicted that if five or six
clients requested similar material, bill might
run as high as $20,000 , per month, which he
doubted could be passed along to clients.
He pointed out that advertisers and agencies
themselves prefer certain time periods over
others, and that stations are "under tremendous
pressure" to clear, particularly for early morning and early afternoon. He continued:
"The matter resolves itself to one of good
judgment. Who is able to judge the listenability
$1.5 Million KOB-AM-TV Sale
Filed for Commission Approval
APPLICATION was filed with FCC Friday
seeking Commission approval for KSTP Inc.
purchase of KOB-AM-TV Albuquerque, N. M.,
for $1.5 million overall. Move is first in contemplated $15% million purchase by Time
Inc. of Consolidated Telecasters & Radio
Broadcasters Inc. (Bitner controlled) properties
in Indianapolis, Minneapolis and Grand
Rapids, and is required in order that Time Inc.
keep within five-vhf-to-single-owner rule.
KOB properties owned 50% by Time Inc.
and 50% by A. Wayne Coy, former FCC
chairman. KOB operates on 770 kc with 50
kw day, 25 kw night, NBC affiliation. KOB-TV
is on ch. 4 with NBC affiliation. KOB stations
were bought by Time and Mr. Coy in 1952 for
$900,000 from T. M. Pepperday — Albuquerque
Journal.
Contract details $875,000 purchase price for
Albuquerque Broadcasting Co. stock; $150,000
for land, buildings and equipment (now held
by Printing Development Inc, Time Inc. subsidiary, and leased to KOB licensee), and assumption of $475,000 bank note held by New
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

deadline

of a ers.program
better that
than ifthat
program's
listenIt then follows
a station
over-commercializes certain time periods, it is committing a form of suicide by driving away its
listening audience and, thereby, diminishing the
value of its time to the advertiser."
He also noted that "the load of commercialism on all media is tremendous": typical New
York daily newspaper "which may receive 25
or 30 minutes of reading time from the average
individual," he said, "contains 125 advertisements" exclusive of classified ads, while prime
time in tv "often finds the closing commercial
. . . bridged with three or four announcements
prior to the opening commercial of the follow"Ifingthe
information collected is to be used to
program."
judge the spot radio medium critically, we ask
those who judge to remember that when they
look at a cold sheet of paper, they are unable to
properly evaluate the talent of the personality."
Magnuson Repeats Request
For Excise Tax Aid on Uhf
RENEWAL

of request that 10% federal manufacturer's excise tax be removed from all-channel tv sets was made last week by Chairman
Warren G. Magnuson of Senate Commerce
Committee, on behalf of committee, in letter
to Chairman Jere Cooper (D-Tenn.) of House
Ways & Means Committee, which handles tax
legislation. Letter was written Wednesday, revealed Friday.
Sen. Magnuson noted his committee and all
segments of industry which testified before
Senate group in its hearings last year on uhf
and allocations problems are unanimously in
favor of tax removal as major help in preserving uhf broadcasting and thus providing truly
nationwide competitive tv system. Adding that
only 90 uhfs are now on air out of 1,319 commercial and 169 educational uhf assignments,
he said if something isn't done to improve uhf
situation,
revived. it's likely uhf will die and never be
York's First National City Bank. Deadline for
FCC approval is Nov. 7, and liquidated damages of $150,000 provided if KSTP fails to
consummate transaction. Purchase price also
allows for net quick assets plus or minus $100,000 level.
Present KOB owners accept responsibility
for directionalizing KOB nighttime transmissions in accordance with FCC's November
1956 instructions, but buyer agrees to carry on
litigation over operation on 770 kc. KOB has
been operating on 770 kc temporarily since
1941 and has been under attack by ABC since
then. ABC's WABC New York is Class I-A
on 770 kc. Directional antenna project was
estimated at $400,000.
UPCOMING
February
Feb. 14: ANA Radio & Television Advertising Workshop, Plaza Hotel, New York.
Feb. 16: Texas State Bar public information conference, Austin.
Feb. 15-17:
of American New
Women England
in RadioChapter
& Television,
Somerset Hotel, Boston.
For other Upcomings see page 125

EVERARD W. MEADE, former vice president of Young & Rubicam in charge of tv, returning to television after 4-year absence to
serve as executive producer of a new film
series, Battleflag. Pilot will be made within two
weeks by Dayton Productions.
ALBERT W. ALLEN, former account executive, Bryan Houston Inc. and Kenyon & Eckhardt, both N. Y., to Joseph Katz Co., N. Y.
and Baltimore, as vice president. With agencies
since 1953, Mr. Allen for 17 years was with
Frankfort Distillers Corp.
WALTER COMPTON, minority stockholderproposed general manager, North Dade Video
Inc., one of losing applicants in Miami ch. 10
case (see pages 7, 65), joins J. Gordon Manchester Adv. Agency, Washington, D. C, as
account executive (Acacia Mutual Life Insurance Co.). Mr. Compton was general manager,
WTTG (TV) Washington, and before that MBS
newscaster.
JAMES F. WHITE, formerly general sales
manager of Crescent Industries Inc., appointed national sales manager of Columbia
Phonographs, N. Y., division of Columbia
Records, replacing WILLIAM O'BOYLE, who
has resigned.
Comedian PINKY LEE and ALBERT C.
GANNAWAY have formed Pinky Lee Inc.
to film 39 half -hour programs for The Perils
of Pinky tv series.
NBC-TV

Affiliates Get Crack

At O&O's Mid-Day Program
NBC-TV stations interconnected during midday hours will be offered new 1:30-2:30 p.m.
EST Mon.-Fri. color program, tabbed Club
Sixty, originating at WNBQ (TV) Chicago.
Affiliates can carry program, which starts next
Monday, sustaining or co-op (local or national
spot sponsorship). This is a program that will
be carried by all seven NBC-owned tv stations
[B*T, Feb. 4].
Liveright Guilty on
HERMAN LIVERIGHT,
New Orleans tv executive,
14 charges of contempt of

14 Counts
former WDSU-TV
convicted Friday on
Congress (see story,

page 86).
Application indicated that KSTP Inc. had
arranged for $1.2 million credit with Mellon
National Bank, Pittsburgh, to use in conjunction with purchase.
Balance sheet for KOB stations, as of Dec.
31, 1956, showed total assets of $637,377, of
which $223,519 were current assets. Current
liabilities were $223,973, and deficit was $26,956. Included in liabilities was $12,000 due for
color equipment. Total replacement cost for
KOB stations land, buildings and equipment
was estimated at $869,961.
Principal owner of KSTP Inc. (KSTP-AMTV St. Paul and 23% interest in KWK-AM-TV
St. Louis) is Stanley E. Hubbard and wife,
78%; Mr. & Mrs. Thomas E. Bragg and wife
and daughter, 22% . KSTP Inc. balance sheet as
of Dec. 31, 1956, showed total assets of
$2,982,580, of which $1,504,378 were current
assets. Current liabilities totaled $726,147 and
earned surplus was put at $2,098,633. KSTP
Inc. net income after federal taxes was $404,048 in 1955, and $625,678 in 1956.
Time Inc. also owns 100% of KLZ-AM-TV
Denver, and 80% of KDYL and KTVT (TV)
Salt Lake City. Broker in the KOB transaction
was Howard E. Stark.
February 11, 1957
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in brief

ESTY SCANS MORNING LOGS
Madison Ave. looks on as agency asks
stations for program schedules to see
if there is overcrowding of commercials insome periods
27

PRIVACY OF SURVEYS TESTED

HIGH TV COST QUESTIONED

TERMS OF U. S.-MEXICO PACT

'Integrity' of polling profession at issue in FCC examiner's hearing on sale
of WGMS Washington to RKO Teleradio
68

Colgate-Palmolive media director, Sam
Frey, matches costly New York video
spot with participations for same
money in network radio
28

Five-year treaty submitted to Senate
for ratification. New agreement makes
no major changes in present allocations 72

SUMMER SCRAMBLE BEGINS
Soft drink advertisers already are
sounding up availabilities on radio
and tv stations and networks in anticipation of their peak season
29

FEDERAL LAWS TO BE PROBED
Communications Act enforcement to
come under broad inquiry by special
House Commerce group
74
FCC ANTITRUST DISCLAIMER

RADIO SPOT'S RECORD YEAR
Representatives report shows total
sales volume of national spot for 1956
was $149.9 million, well above former
$130 million mark in 1953
35
NARTB BOARD BOOSTS BUDGET
Record $952,000 total is $38,000
above current year. Tv Code is
amended by board at its winter meeting in Florida
42
NCAA

DRAFTS FOOTBALL PLAN

More 'sectional games would be permitted in line with suggestion made
by Big Ten. Final action by committee due this week
52

Commission lacks jurisdiction, according tostaff report made to House
subcommittee. Effect of Sherman Act
on networks discussed
76
ABC-TV PLANS DAY RATE CUT
Network will outline new format this
week to exclusive affiliates at presentation in New York
87
HOPE, NBC SIGN PACT
Multi-million dollar agreement gives
network half ownership in comedian's
company and participation in theatrical films
88
McAVITY, KINTNER PROMOTED

TWO MORE CITIES DE-MIXED
Fresno, Calif., and Evansville, Ind.,
slated for FCC action. De-mixing of
Madison, Wis., opposed
64
AIRLINE GETS TV IN MIAMI
National granted ch. 10 despite Eastern Air Lines petition to intervene and
WKAT request to reopen record in
case
65

NBC top-level realignment gives former new role as staff executive vice
president, latter assuming vacated
position
90
RADIO SET SALES AT PEAK
All records broken in 1956 as retail
sales rise to 8.3 million receivers,
RETMA study shows. Tv set figure
below 1955 level
94
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ONE-THIRD OF THE POPULATION OF
WISCONSIN CAN NOW WATCH THE MOST
CONSISTENTLY ENTERTAINING PROGRAMS.

WFRV-TV's NTH* TOWER
IS NOW

IN USE.

This station can deliver the concentrated above-the-average metropolitan
zones of Eastern Wisconsin north of
Milwaukee . . . the Greater Green Bay
metropolitan area . . . the Fabulous Fox
Cities group ( Per family Effective Buying Income S6020) . . . the Fond du
Lac-Oshkosh zone . . . the ManitowocSheboygan zone.
5 counties where people have the money to buy the things they want . . . and
buy them. More than a third of all the
state's counties and just about a third of
the state's people.
*NTH — "Nearest to Heaven" highest antenna
in 5 state area. 1)65 It. above average terrain. Maximum Power. Basic ABC plus CBS
plus strong area programming on Channel 5.

WFRV

TV

GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN
ask HEADLEY — REED
to show you that new FACT BOOK!
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AUDIENCES

ARE UP, UP, UP!

In comedy, variety, mystery, quiz shows, spectaculars—
virtually every type of program, nighttime and daytime— NBC
is building bigger and bigger audiences. Here are some
representative examples of' the dramatic audience increases
being registered at NBC.
% gain over last year for same time period
The Steve Allen Show ... UP 53%
Twenty-One . . . UP 38%
Perry Como Show ... UP 33%
Bob Hope Show ... UP 30%
Dragnet ... UP 83%
People Are Funny ... UP 51%
Noon to 6 pm (Mon.-Fri.) average ... UP 41%
Spectaculars and "out-of-schedule" shows ... UP 25%
DAYTIME

OR EVENING,

MORE

PEOPLE

VIEW THE

NBC
TELEVISION
NETWORK
THAN ANY OTHER NETWORK* 'Nielsen Coverage Service, Study #2
(Spring 1956) Weekly Viewing Data

IN REVIEW
RUGGLES

OF RED GAP

THE CREATORS of television's "Ruggles
of
Gap"
deserve sothe
proverbial
for Red
effort.
Obviously
much
thought "A"
and
taste went into this 90-minute musical colorcast (NBC-TV Feb. 3) that it seems a pity
to have to say that the end result left something to be desired.
Artistically the production was well nigh
flawless, from the ingeniously contrived sets
and the excellent constuming down to such
skillfully-executed trimmings as the introduction of the principals through stereoscopic slides to establish a turn-of-the century Americana flavor.
Performance-wise, there were two real
standouts: Imogene Coca's portrayal of the
social-climbing western matron and David
Wayne's stint as her earthy husband. And
as for dancing, who could ask for anything
better than John Butler's refreshingly original choreography for a firemen's Fourth-ofJuly ballet and for several other less spectacular but equally clever numbers?
Where NBC-TV's "Ruggles" really failed
was in the injection of numerous and pointless vocal numbers (from an uninspired if
not monotonous score by Leo Robin and

James Fenimore Cooper's allfamily classic has a readymade audience. Hawkeye's
everybody's idol! Thrilling
outdoor action — an "Eastern"
filmed on location in actual
French-Indian War Country.
You get better sponsor identification. Excellent markets
still available. Wire or
phone collect right now for
your market before another
sponsor beats you to it.

Jule Styne) at the expense of the "heart" of
the late Harry Leon Wilson's fable — the story
of a very proper British gentleman's gentleman who quickly becomes sold on the democratic ways of the good old United States.
For example when Charles Laughton recited from the Declaration of Independence
in the early 30s non-musical movie version
of "Ruggles of Red Gap," the scene served
as a fitting and touching climax for a wellintegrated plot and as insight into the redevelopment of a character with real substance. As delivered by Michael Redgrave
in the NBC-TV telecast, the same speech
seemed merely sandwiched in as a pause between some rather uninspired vocalizing.
Mr. Redgrave, incidentally, who has been
hailed as one of the finest serious actors on
the legitimate stage, turned out to be a very
mediocre tv song-and-dance man.
Production costs: Approximately $150,000.
Sponsored by Swift & Co. on NBC-TV, Sun.
Feb. 3 (7:30-9 p.m., EST).
Cast: Michael Redgrave, David Wayne, Imogene Coca, Peter Lawford, Jane Powell,
Joan Holloway.
Produced by Showcase Productions Inc.;
stager: Charles Friedman; director: Clark
Jones; music: Jule Styne; lyrics: Leo
Robin: book: David Shaw, based on novel
by Harry Leon Wilson; choreographer:
John Butler; music director: Buddy Bregman; costume designer: Robert Fletcher;
set designer: James Russell.

Pegged at something like $600,000 (time,
talent, production), the program proved
two things: one, that when it comes to
spending money, tv knows no master; two,
that happiness isn't the only thing hard cash
can't buy. The other is performance.
It was somewhat symbolic that the pistols
(in Acts 1 and 3) had trouble going off.
Producer-director Litvak still had the shell,
but the guts of his famous French film of
yore (with Charles Boyer and Danielle
Darrieux playing the parts) had been sacrificed to make room for the trappings.
A love story demands acting of equal
stature. It should flow with ease. Lovely,
doe-eyed Audrey Hepburn made an entrancing Maria Vetsera, mistress of Archduke
Rudolf of Hapsburg, who was found with
him in bed, shot to death the morning of
Jan. 31, 1889, in the royal hunting lodge at
Mayerling thus rocking Franz Josef's AustroHungarian empire with scandal. But Mr.
Ferrer ents.
simply
couldn't
match
wife's
His Rudolf
seemed
morehislike
one talof
Victor Herbert's wooden soldiers than the
anguished, tormented lover who, having been
denied everything in life, turned to death as
the only way out.
More important than the acting — or lack
of — itself was the fact that the entire cast
ended up competing with costumes by
Brooks and the NBC prop department. What
happened in the final analysis was that Showcase Productions Inc. managed to reverse
the age-old principle of staged drama: that
of having the settings serve as a background
to the actors. The poor beggars never had
a chance.
Production costs: approximately $500,000
(not including time).
Sponsored by John Hancock Mutual Life
Insurance Co. through McCann-Erickson,
and RCA, RCA Whirlpool Seeger Corp.,
through Kenyon & Eckhardt, both N. Y.,
on Producers' Showcase, Mon., Feb. 4,
8-9:30 p.m. EST, on NBC-TV.
Executive producer: Mort Abrahams; producer-director: Anatole Litvak; assoc. producer: Leo Davis; production assoc.:
Andrew McCullough; production executive: Alvin Cooperman; production supervisor: Shelley Hull; assoc. director: Dean
Whitmore; sets: Otis Riggs; scenic design:
Richard Day; costumes: Dorothy Jeakins;
music: George Bassman; choreography:
Marc Breaux; casting: Joan MacDonald:
lighting: Jack Fitzpatrick.
Cast: Audrey Hepburn, Mel Ferrer, Raymond Massey, Basil Sydney, Diana Wynyard, Judith Evelyn, lsobel Elsom, Nehemiah Persoff, Ian Wolfe, John McGovern,
and over 100 others.

MAYERLING

Television Programs of America, Inc.
488 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100
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LAST MONDAY'S Producers Showcase did
just that: it showcased production and little
else. Taken in its entirety — as a 90-minute
bore — Anatole Litvak's tv version of Claude
Anet's "Mayerling" was not only probably
the most expensive single program in the
medium's history, but also the most ballyhooed, elaborately costumed, sumptuously
appointed, gloriously scored and no doubt
throughly over-rehearsed.

SEEN

& HEARD

In contrast to "Mayerling," whose producat times
choppy,came
that up
samewithevening's
Studiotion wasOne
(CBS-TV)
one of
the smoothest produced items of the season.
The story, "Tale of the Comet," had the now
familiar refrain of life behind the greyflanneled curtain. It dealt with a tv comic
who rose and fell by the "rating ratrace."'
But it remained for Robert Alan Aurthur's
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
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IN REVIEW
well-thought-out script, tight production and
direction by the team of Gordon Duff and
Bob Mulligan, and top-notch performances
by Hal March and Kathleen McGuire, to
put it over well. Mr. March, who has spent
the last two years giving away money, ought
to have no trouble making it now — as an
actor of stature.
At a time when too many newspundits spend
their off-mike time coining smart phrases
about our foreign policy, we think it's high
time someone starts coining a medal for Ed
Murrow & Co. Given a camera crew and
devilishly-intelligent reporters, the team of

Murrow and Friendly may yet, in time, replace the diplomatic observer.
Take the Feb. 3's hour-long report on
Burma, for instance, one of a number of
forays into far-away places with not . only
strange-sounding names but strange political
philosophies, as well. In this superlative
piece of visual journalism, See It Now not
only dispelled any notion that Buddhism is
that silly cult of statue-worship — pointing
out instead that it is one of the few remaining meditative practices left on this earth —
but also gave ample proof why the Burmese
are, and will remain, neutral. It should have
been required viewing for the diplomats.

OPEN MIKE

Dairy Renews

MAOLA MILK & ICE CREAM CO.,
North Carolina, sponsor of Cisco
in Wilmington for third year and
in Greenville for one year, enthusiastically states throughWalter J. Klein, Inc.:
"Sales have lumped in
both markets as result
of the TV series and
Cisco's ''Ranchers Club'
activities. Each Rancher
(boy or girl) signs a
pledge to drink 3 glasses
of milk a day."
Ask to see more success stories ci
Wt WORLD'S 6REATEST SALESMAN!
"THE

CISCO

KID"

ZIV
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Corrections, Additions
EDITOR :
I noted with interest — and amusement —
the story in your Jan. 28 issue telling of
how "WPTR [Albany, N. Y.] Placates
Longhairs with Closed-Circuit Opera."
The story is outdated — by more than six
weeks.
It is true that WPTR did install a closedcircuit system as outlined in the story, but
only for two weeks in early December. It
was abruptly terminated when The Texas
Co. and ABC ordered the station to cease
and desist.
Our paper took WPTR to task through
my column for dropping the opera and
staged a campaign to have it restored. WGY
Schenectady took note of the response and
contracted with ABC for the opera on a
one-day delay basis (12:15 p.m. Sundays).
In cancelling the opera, WPTR claimed
there was only a small minority interested
and it was operating on a popular music
"kick"
number. for the greater good of the greater
In the week after its first broadcast of the
opera, WGY received 800 letters from
listeners thanking the station for resuming
the broadcasts. This paper, which took an
editorial stand in addition to my columnar
comments, was praised by a number of individuals and music organizations.
It would seem to prove a point: Statistics
and ratings are not the best indication always of a program's popularity. And even
if they were, there is a place for cultural
programming on every station despite the
deplorable current trend to music (popular)
and news.
Walt Hawver, Radio-Tv Editor,
The Knickerbocker News
Albany, N. Y.
[EDITOR'S
on a release
from
WPTR.NOTE:
The B-T's
fact story
that relied
the closed-circuit
arrangement was made at all made the incident
newsworthy. B-T regrets not being informed of
the cancellation and WGY's subsequent action.]
Fan Mail
editor:
We seldom have reason to disagree with
views offered by reviewers in B»T. In the
Jan. 28 issue, however, appears a brief review of The Ernie Kovacs Show with which
we violently disagree.
First of all, the breath of spring brought
by this program, amongst the withered staleness of most tv, is alone enough to rate

commendation. We see so much of unoriginal, trite programming, that one wants to
fondly embace the picture tube when something original appears. Kovacs, Shears and
company have the guts to depart from the
standard, proven formula, and should be
commended for that if nothing else. . . .
Here was live television with all the production perfection found usually only in
film work. Good, creative, live television in
these days of the overused, overheated film
chain shouldn't be condemned.
TSFPCEK
(The Society for Prevention of
Cruelty to Ernie Kovacs)
Dick Johnston, President
Ann Arbor, Mich.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: TSFPCEK refers to a special
NBC-TVlogue. program
without diaB-T concurs done
that completely
it was unique.]
editor:
With regard to your caustic comments on
The Ernie Kovacs Show, I just want to take
this opportunity to disagree. I thought the
program duction
was gimmicks
terrific.
master
of proand He's
I, for a one,
thoroughly
enjoyed this beautiful change of pace from
an otherwise dull routine of ordinary video
claptrap.
Bob Chase
D'Arcy Adv. Co.
St. Louis, Mo.
Nomenclature
editor:
For shame! I note in the Feb. 4 issue
a description of our George F. Hartford
a "tv vice president of WTOP Inc., WashIn the first place, there is no "WTOP Inc."
It was liquidated several months ago. It is
now part of The Washington Post Broadcast
Div.
G eorge Hartford's proper title is Vice
ington."
President
for WTOP-TV. And if you need
further amplification, it would be "operated
by The Washington Post Broadcast Div."
And if you need still further amplification,
it would be "owned by the Washington Post
Just in the interests of precise reporting,
a reputation for which B»T has so justly
earned!
John S. Hayes, President
The Washington Post Broadcast Div.
Washington, D. C.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Precisely.]
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MILESTONES
WIL St. Louis, Mo., Celebrates
35th Year of Broadcasting
IN 35 YEARS' time WIL St. Louis has come
from the basement of founder Lester A.
Benson's home to a well-appointed establishment in the Coronado Hotel. The 1430 kc,
5 kw station, which calls itself St. Louis'
most powerful independent, yesterday (Sunday) celebrated its 35th birthday.
WIL's beginnings date back to the days
after World War I when President-General
Manager Benson was operator of the Benwood Radio Co., a parts and service store.
This was the site of Mr. Benson's first radio
transmitter, which carried the early experimental broadcasts. During the Harding election of 1920 he broadcast returns from his
basement, and the station's first regular program was aired Feb. 10, 1922. Call letters
were WEB until the government assigned
WIL to the Benson facility.
Today Missouri Broadcasting Corp., operates, in addition to the pioneer St. Louis
station, WWIL Fort Lauderdale, Fla., Another radio veteran, Nick Pagliara, is vice
president of the Missouri corporation and
station manager of WIL. Mr. Pagliara,
during radio's early days was program director and manager of stations in New York
and West Virginia.
At the 35-year mark WIL points with
pride to record acceptance by listeners and
sponsors of its 20-hour music policy and to
the growth it has experienced, along with
other independent radio stations, in the last
three years. WIL is proud, too, that native
St. Louisans account for about 25% of total
station employes.
► DR. CHARLES E. FULLER began his
33rd year of broadcasting on Old Fashioned
Revival Hour, which originates from the
Long Beach, Calif., municipal auditorium.
► CHEF, showman, and sponsor Guiseppe
Leopoldo Milani honored Feb. 4 by Hollywood Ad Club on completion of 30 years
of broadcasting.

59%
increase
JOHN

average

in-home

rating

for local programming

BLAIR

&

COMPANY

on

stations

► PETER MUDIE, KOIN Portland, Ore.,
marked her 23rd year of broadcasting.
► WIND Chicago's Night Watch record
program celebrated its 20th anniversary
Feb. 1.
► BOB LEEFERS, WMT Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, staff announcer, joined station's 20
Year Club.
► JACK LACY, WINS New York disc
jockey, celebrated double anniversary after
10 years with station, 20 years in radio.
► KSD-TV St. Louis, Mo., observed 10th
year on air.
► CAL KOLBY, WDRC Hartford, Conn.,
marking fourth year with station this month.
► W. R. (BILL) WAGNER celebrating his
10th anniversary with Rounsaville Radio
Stations, Atlanta, Ga.
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THE VISUAL ABOVE is one of a series comprising "Spot Radio
— 1957"; a concise 20-minute slide presentation marshaling basic
media facts around which outstandingly successful sales-strategy
has been planned. This study has already aroused the enthusiasm
of key marketing men in America's advertising centers. If the
executives who shape your advertising plans have not yet seen it,
ask your Blair man to arrange for a showing soon.
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new

gains

and

these

in

selling-power

major-market

in developing

today's

Forty stations in major markets are represented by John Blair & Company— by far the
strongest group of markets and stations served
by one representative.
In a real sense, we work in partnership with
these stations, functioning as an integral part
of the station-organization in all matters affecting successful planning and sales.
Through the years, we have shared in their
problems, and their progress — and they in ours.
These stations have a very vital point in
common— they are registering audience gains.
As the chart at left shows, listening to local

stations

effective

have

led

programming

depend solely on network features to build
audience and sales-influence. Today, successful
stations are intensely local in character — concentrating on local interests, local problems,
local tastes.
Representing strong stations in every section, Blair has wide opportunity to study the
effectiveness of varied program-techniques in
building audience for the station and sales for
the advertiser. In recent years, Blair stations
have led in the development of local -interest
programming — until today, in market after
market, the Blair station stands first in audience,

daytime programs on Blair -represented stations has gained materially since 1952. The
average gain is 59 percent!

first in advertising accounts, first in sales-results.
Ask your Blair man for the facts on any

The advent of television brought a revolution in radio. No longer do major stations

full benefit of Spot Radio's strength in reaching
your 1957 sales-goals.

JOHN
J^fifk
BLAIR

JOHN
OFFICES: NEW YORK
ATLANTA

Vggr
New York
WABC
Chicago
WLS
Philadelphia... WFIL
Detroit
WXYZ
Boston
WHDH
San Francisco
KGO
Pittsburgh WWSW
St. Louis
KXOK
Washington
WW DC
Baltimore
WFBR
Dallas-Ft. Worth KLIF-KFJZ
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markets in which you are interested— and get

8BLAIR
CHICAGO
BOSTON
LOS ANGELES
DALLAS

COMPANY
DETROIT
ST. LOUIS
SEATTLE
SAN FRANCISCO

Exclusive National Representatives for
Minneapolis-St. Paul. . . WDGY
Providence
WPRO
Seattle
KING
Houston
KTRH
Cincinnati
WCPO
Kansas City
WHB
Miami
WQAM
New Orleans
WDSU
Portland, Ore
KGW
Louisville
WKLO
Indianapolis WIBC

Birmingham
Columbus

WAPI
WBNS

Tampa
WFLA
Albany-SchenectadyTroy
WTRY
Memphis
WMC
Phoenix
KOY
Omaha
WOW
Jacksonville WJAX
Knoxville
WNOX
Wheeling
WWVA

Nashville
Binghamton
Fresno
Wichita
Tulsa
Orlando
Savannah

WSM
WNBF
KFRE
KFH
KRMG
WDBO
WSAV

Wichita FallsAmarillo KWFT-KLYN
Bismarck
KFYR
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CASE HISTORY — PEANUT BUTTER

our

respects

to SELIG JACOB SELIGMAN

Cute Kids + Catchy Jingles
+ Saturation =#1 Food Sales
Real saturation radio . . . meaning
from 2000 to 5000 spots in a single
month . . . has helped boost Scudder
Food Products Inc. of Monterey Park
to top position in Southern California.
And this key regional advertiser always has considered KBIG Catalina a
basic essential in its wooing of the nation's #2 market.
"Radio is a must for all-over penetration of huge, rich, sprawling Southern
California" says Lee Siteman, partner, Mottl & Siteman Advertising
Agency, Los Angeles. "And KBIG is
a must for tremendous coverage at
low cost-per-thousand."
Catchy jingles with the voices of cute
kids are used by Scudder Foods in
both minute and thirty-second form
to sell potato chips and peanut butter.
They've been broadcast over a thousand times on KBIG (and over 700
on its newer sister station, KBIF
Fresno).
Scudder's steady increase of its KBIG
buys since 1954 typifies a trend which
has made grocery products today's
biggest category on the Catalina Station.

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6S40 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeles 28, California
Telephone: Hollywood 3-3105
Nat. Rep. WEED and Company
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"I WANT to write, to produce, to help
create the kind of programs we'd all like to
watch on our tv screens. But every time I
open my mouth I wind up counting money.
It's very frustrating."
Selig J. Seligman does not give any outward indications of frustration. On the contrary, he seems to thrive on the administrative duties attendant upon his position as
general manager of ABC-owned KABC-TV
Los Angeles. Yet it is true that his life to
date has been pretty much a conflict between artistic and "practical" consideratop. tions, with the latter usually coming out on
Item: Ready for college, he had his choice
of two scholarships, one in music at New
York's famed Juilliard School or one at New
York U. In that depression year "there
seemed little future for viola players, so I"
picked NYU," Mr. Seligman recalls.
Item: Twenty years later, when he was
vice president and general manager of
Northio Theatres Corp., Ohio-Kentucky
chain owned by United Paramount Theatres, he requested that when the merger with
ABC was complete he be sent to Hollywood
to try his hand at writing and producing.
This was done, but in addition to his creative tasks he found himself taking on administrative assignments which grew into a
full-time job for him, first as assistant to
Earl Hudson, ABC's Western Div. vice
president, next as business manager of
KABC-TV and now as general manager of
the station.
The artistic side of the Seligman character
has never been suppressed for very long,
however. At NYU, young Selig managed to
edit the weekly newspaper and contribute
short stories to the fiction magazine as well
as handle the financially rewarding job of
business manager of the monthly humor
magazine, and he also found time to play
second viola in the NYU orchestra. He must
have found time to study, too, as he won a
Phi Beta Kappa key prior to his graduating
cum laude in 1937.
Four years later, with master's and doctor's degrees, also cum laude, from Harvard
Law School, he went to Washington as
branch counsel of the Consumers Durable
Goods Div. of the War Production Board,
which regulated about 100 industries, including motion pictures. Legal author of
the orders which allocated the amounts of

motion picture film and set construction to
the picture companies allowable during wartime. Mr. Seligman became acquainted with
the presidents of those companies, who visited Washington about once a month and
acted as a film industry advisory committee
to government.
After serving overseas with the Army's
Signal Intelligence Corps from 1943 to 1945
and staying on in Europe as a prosecuting
attorney at the Nuremberg War Trials, Mr.
Seligman returned to Washington as an attorney for the State Dept.
Then Barney Balaban, president of Paramount Pictures, persuaded him to join the
Paramount legal staff engaged in defending
the antitrust suit which eventually led to the
divorcement
the company's production
and
exhibition ofactivities.
"After the consent decree was signed,
lawyers were needed to tell the executives
what they could and could not do under the
new rules," he relates, so he stayed on, getting more and more into the executive end
until in 1950, he became head of the Northio
operation.
As an antidote to his business duties, Mr.
Seligman had continued his writing, having
a number of short stories published as well
as his first novel. Honey on the Hill, whose
hard cover edition was followed by a paperback reprint, retitled The Big Deal. His
writing-production chores for ABC-TV in
Hollywood, where he was teamed with
Hunt Stromberg Jr., temporarily satisfied his
creative urge, but as management matters
occupied more and more of his office hours
he again turned to the typewriter at home
evenings arid weekends. A second novel,
Marquee, is now making the rounds of
book publishers and he has a suspense motion picture script just about ready to submit to Am-Par, AB-PT subsidiary recently
organized to make theatrical movies.
Just past his 39th birthday (he was born
in New York City, Jan. 24, 1918), Selig
Jacob Seligman lives in the Silver Lake district of Hollywood, five minutes from his
office. His wife is the former Muriel Bienstock. They have three children: Joel, 7;
Brad, 5Vi, and Dale, 4. Possibly the oniy
Hollywood executive who does not list golf
and gin rummy as his major hobbies, Mr.
Seligman says he finds his work, his writing
and his family ample to keep his waking
hours fully occupied.
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COMPETITION!
For

WCSH

December

("Fun

In Portland,

ARB

House"

Ratings

5:30-6

P.M.

WCSH
WARNER CARTOONS

\

BUGS BUNNY'S
A WINNER TOU!
Wed. 6-6: 30 P. M
BU6S-18.3
ADVENTURE
LAND-14.2
NEWS & EARLY
SHOW- 3.2
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Maine

Mon. thru Fri.)
WMTW
W6AN
MICKEY MOUSE CLUB
ADVENTURE LAND

AVERAGE

18.7

14.2

6.2

MON.

15.6

16.1

5.1

TUES.

19.6

13.5

5.9

WED.

18.1

14.6

7.3

THURS.

20.0

FRI.

20.0

PUT
TO

write

THESE
WORK

14.2
12.4

6.7

RATING
FOR

6.1

WINNERS

YOU!

or call

345 Madison Ave., N.Y.C. MUrray Hill 6-2323
DALLAS
CHICAGO
1511
Bryan Street
75 E. Wacker Drive
Riverside 7-8553
DEarbom 2-4040

Inc.

LOS ANGELES
9110 Sunset Boulevard
CRestview 6-5886
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WILLIAM BARTH
on

1460 KC
Des Moines, Iowa

950 KC
Indianapolis, Ind.

No one will "rustle" your audience when you use KSO, Iowa's
most powerful independent station. Continuous popular programming of music, news and
sports, puts a buying frame in the
mind of KSO listeners . . . just
awaiting your sales "shot!" To
make
every shot count, "zero" in
with KSO!

Put each "shot" where it counts,
in the "heart" of the steadily growing Indianapolis market. From
dawn to dusk, WXLW holds
"ready," with entertaining music
and news, an audience of finan-

Get (he Facts from Your
JOHN E. PEARSON Representative
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cially capable buyers who'll respond with sales. Put a "bullseye" in your sales message!

all accounts

AMONG local Chicago agencies, which spar
spiritedly for new billings, Henry Senne Adv.
is recognized for its heavy reliance on broadcast media. About 70% of its billings are in
radio and television.
The executive identified most with having
achieved this proportion, aside from President Henry J. Senne, is William Barth,
vice president and jack of all trades, including radio-tv production, timebuying, and
account and copy work.
Born in Blue Island, 111., on March 29,
1913, he attended St. Benedict's Parochial
and Mount Carmel high schools before enrolling atNotre Dame as a major in advertising and journalism. His first job was
in 1934 at NBC Chicago where he assumed
charge of its music library, which eventually became the "music literary research"
department. He then handled dance band remotes and, later, recorded shows. Mr. Barth
became assistant to the director on NBC's
Fibber McGee & Molly, First Nighter and
Great Northern Hour. He served in the
Army from 1941 to 1944, attaining the rank
of first lieutenant.
Mr. Barth joined CBS in Chicago on recordings and remotes, becoming writer-director, and then "got the tv bug," he says.
He took a course at American Television
Inc., serving on staff (copy, technical work)
before accepting the assistant program manager's post at WXEL (TV) Cleveland (now
WJW-TV) in 1947. Mr. Barth went with
Trans-Video, film commercial firm, and later
Ohio Adv. Agency as radio-tv director. He
returned to Chicago in 1949 as radio-tv director and copy chief of Guenther-Bradford
Co.
In 1953 Mr. Barth joined Roberts, MacAvinche & Senne (changed to Henry Senne
Adv. in October 1955) in his present capacities. He writes and produces 50,000
Penny
children's
quizdisparaging
show on
WGN-TVJackpot,
Chicago.
While not
tv, on which he also buys spot, Mr. Barth
is higher on radio because of low cost and
local Chicago tv availability factors.
He lives with his wife, the former Margaret Garrett, and daughter Lynne, 10, in
Naperville, 111. His hobby is golf.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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MICHIGAN'S

BIGGEST

MARKET

WKMH

HAS

THE

POWER

TO

the listener . . .

REACH
5000 watts going strong! WKMH

cost-per-thousand is lowest of all stations at all hours!*

HOLD

the listener . . . with the tops of today's

most popular features in music, news and sports, 24 hours a day!

the listener . . . consistent use of WKMH

Sell

by Metropolitan Detroit's most astute buyers proves WKMH's

power to produce results!

*6 A.M. io 6 P.M.

For
SAVE

SAVINGS:
UP TO

by using two or more of
these powerful stations:
USE ALL 4 STATIONS . . .
SAVE 15%

WKMH
Dearborn
- Detroit
WKMF
Flint,
Mich.
WSAM

USE ANY 3 STATIONS
..
SAVE .10%
Fred A. Knorr, Pres.
John Carroll, Mg. Director

Mich
So9inaw'
USE ANY 2 STATIONS . . .
Jackson, Mich.
SAVE 5%
WKHM& Television Corp.
Jackson Broadcasting

Represented by Heodley— Reed
KNORR
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NCS
50% — 100%
25% — 50%
10% — 100%

No.

(LITTLE

ROCK)

Sweetly

2 —

DAYTIME

Jenny

DAILY

KTHS
4

counties
counties
counties

at

Lind

i

Station B
2
18
42

37
55

IV1 l S S O

KTHS, 50,000 watts, is basic CBS Radio in Little
Rock. It does a tremendous job there — and its
big voice also reaches nearly all the State — including little Jenny Lind (Ark.) !
Your Branham representative can give you all the
facts on KTHS — your BIG BUY

(Ark.)

in Arkansas!

U R 1

<

L"
1
<8
0
||£ JENNY LIND
"BFjl
I 1
LITTLE* ROCK
<
jQ
j

0

|/JM^
1 119
IX.
BROADCASTING
LITTLE

ROCK,

50,000
CBS

Watts

in
<
X 1

Radio

FROM

a:

| 1— OUISIANA
^
5
Latest Nielsen figures show KTHS with Weekly Daytime circulation of 62 counties and over 120,000
listening families. NCS No. 2 — November, 1 956.

ARKANSAS

Represented by The Branham Co.
Under Same Management as KWKH, Shreveport
Henry Clay, Executive Vice President
B. G. Robertson, General Manager
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COMMERCIAL

concern

for program

that
logs

radio
set

stations
expensive

are

VOLUME

over-spotting

precedent?

OTHER major agencies watched noncomtheir log request would — they hoped — help
getting. But they didn't know yet, they told
B»T. what action, if any, they might take
to avoid any such weakening of the medium
mittally — and stations apprehensively — as
William Esty Co. proceeded last week with
if the logs show some stations crowding too
by bringing excesses to light and perhaps
many commercials into a time period.
thereby prompting straying stations to get
its possibly unprecedented request for earlyRadio is regarded by Esty as a strapping,
their commercial practices back in line.
morning logs of all radio stations carrying
Esty spot business [Closed Circuit, Feb. 4]. good medium, they continued. But they felt
They acknowledged that they had spotThe fear in the hearts of broadcasters was
it could weaken itself by over-loading w ith checked broadcasts on several stations — the
that other agencies would follow suit with
commercials. Their implications was that
sort of checking an agency regularly does —
and said they found a
log requests of their own
number of cases where
and thereby saddle stations with a fantastically
time periods
were overloaded with spots.
They
expensive burden in comhave not conducted any
piling, copying and fursystematic monitoring
HOW
MUCH
IS TOO
MUCH?
nishing endless reams of
logs to all comers. Tacitly,
program
connection
with the loginproject,
they
some also acknowledged
AS DESCRIBED in the accompanying story, William Esty Co.
asserted.
that logs might show some
is concerned about the number of commercials radio stations
There was no estimate
stations have overcrowded
may be crowding into particular time periods. Aside from inof
the number of stations
commercials in some pedividual taste and/or judgment, there is but one codified standriods.
which
already had supard in this regard: the NARTB Standards of Practice for Radio
A canvass of a number
Broadcasters (Revised, 1955), which prescribes the following
plied logs, authorities reallowances:
porting that as of late
of major agencies by B»T
last
week
they had no
brought no immediate in"The maximum time to be used for advertising, allowable to
chance to make a count.
dication that a landslide
any single sponsor, regardless of type of program, should be:
Although they considered
of log requests either
155 minute programs
the response to date
would or would not result.
1 :15 minutes
3:00
2:10
in
4:00
"pretty good," they could
Most of the agency offi45
25
not say whether it was as
cials contacted professed
4:15
30
5:45
a considerable lack of ingood as they'd expected.
60
7 :00
That verdict, they exterest in the Esty tactic.
plained, would have to
One, however, considered
wait for an examination
"The time standards allowable to a single advertiser do not
it "a good idea" — but
affect the established practice of allowance for station breaks
of the returns to see which
doubted it would succeed
between
programs.
stations,
as well as how
because, in his opinion,
many, had replied.
"While any number of products may be advertised by a
some stations would subsingle sponsor within the specified time standards, advertising
They said they knew of
mit logs to Esty and some
no
case of a station sendcopy
for
these
products
should
be
presented
within
the
framewouldn't and that would
work of the program structure. Accordingly, the use on such
the inglogs.
in a refusal to submit
be that. Another, in a simiprograms of simulated spot announcements which are divorced
lar vein, felt Esty could
Elsewhere, however,
from the program by preceding the introduction of the proaccomplish as much and
there were indications that
gram
itself,
or
by
following
its
apparent
signoff
should
be
maybe more by going to
avoided. To this end, the program itself should be announced
there would be a substanthe FCC for log informaand clearly identified before the use of what have been known
tion.
tial number of refusals —
as 'cowcatcher' announcements and the programs should be
or, at least, failures to reAt the Esty company,
signed
off after the use of what have been known as 'hitchhike'
however, authorities reannouncements.
What
ported that they were getply at all.appeared to be a
"The advancing techniques of the broadcast art have shown
minority of stations, acting "pretty good" rethat the quality and proper integration of advertising copy are
cording to a canvass of
sponse, although they
station representatives by
just as important as measurement in time. The measure of a
could not give an estimate
B«T, took the position that
of logs thus far received.
station's service to its audience is determined by its over-all
performance, rather than by any individual segment of its
They did confirm what
submitting logs was vireverybody had assumed —
tually equivalent to subbroadcast day."
mitting their balance
Unlike the companion tv code, the radio code has no system
that they made the request
of enforcement.
sheets and that accordbecause they wanted to
ingly they would not do so.
find out "just how comA much greater number
mercial" the stations are
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held that Esty had a right to see the logs, in
order to determine whether it was getting
what it ordered. But they were fearful that
other agencies would make similar requests
and create an almost impossible situation for
stations. They thought it easily conceivable
that stations would have to assign people
fulltime to the task of preparing log copies
and in the long run be forced to raise their
rates. They therefore were resisting the Esty
request.
Another, but apparently smaller, group
not only felt Esty was entitled to the information but was preparing to submit it.
In the meantime the Esty request was
considered, somewhat as a side question,
at a regular meeting of the Station Representatives Assn.'s radio trade practices committee. The consensus, according to participants, was that the request was legitimate
but that it did not take into account the
size of the imposition upon stations if many
agencies followed suit.
Accordingly the committeemen agreed
that a group of them, headed by committee
chairman Robert E. Eastman of John Blair
& Co., should have a meeting with Esty
officials to discuss the situation generally,
learn Esty's long-range thinking on the
question, and perhaps point up the mechanical problem that Esty may have overlooked
— that of the vast workload and expense
that would confront stations if furnishing
logs became a general practice.
This meeting may be held this week, following the return of Richard C. Grahl, radio-tv timebuyer who initiated the log re-

quest, from a trip to Florida. He is due back
in his New York office today (Monday).
The SRA radio trade practices committee
consists of Chairman Eastman; Morris Kellner of Katz Agency; John Tormey of AveryKnodel; Walter Dunn of H-R Representatives; Steve Machcinski of Adam Young;
Jack Thompson of Peters, Griffin, Woodward; Richard O'Connell of the firm bearing his name, and Carl Schuele of Broadcast Time Sales.
The Esty request was for logs for the 78:30 a.m. periods, Jan. 21-25, for all radio
stations carrying spot business placed by
Esty.
withof the
agency's
cencernInevitably
over thelinked
amount
commercial
time going into these periods is its acknowledged fear of the consequences of NBC
Radio's new hourly newscasts, which are
co-sponsored by Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co. and Bristol-Myers. As agency for
Reynolds Tobacco Co., Esty has made plain
its concern lest NBC affiliates who clear
early-morning time for the network newscasts will have to "bump" some of the
Reynolds spots out of that strong morning
time or else give them inadequate protection [B»T, Jan. 7, et seq\.
Coincidentally, at virtually the same time
the Esty letter was going out, SRA itself
was re-issuing to its members a bulletin first
circulated some six months ago, decrying
the fact that "quite frequently some representative organizations will resort to such
practices as securing off-the-air tapes of
competitive stations, or secure station logs
of a competitor, and take them around to

WHY
TV'S
HIGH
COST?
ASKS
C-P
Radio and Television Executives Society in
THE advertising media director of ColgatePalmolive Co. last week challenged televi- New York Tuesday.
At the same time he emphasized that his
sion salesmen to explain why one tv spot on
company believed strongly in spot television.
a single station can cost as much as a particiAt one time, in fact, Colgate-Palmolive
pation schedule on an entire radio network.
considered giving up a tv network schedule
The media director, Sam Frey, said the for a particular campaign and putting all
one-time price of a 20-second commercial
its money in spot television.
in Class A television time in New York was
Statistically, he said, such a move would
$2,300. If the spot is adjacent to a color have been sound. But the advertiser was
persuaded to stick with its network buy
show, the price goes up to $2,600 — "a
$300 premium for color sets which may
because of "intangible" advantages, such as
sponsor identification with the network pronot be there yet."
gram, which outweighed the statistics of
For the same money, he said, an advercost efficiency.
tiser can buy eight participations on a "200Mr. Frey said each advertising medium
odd
station lineup"
in network
radio.
has "intangible characteristics" which must
be considered if advertisers are to choose
(He specifically
media successfully. It is fruitless, he said,
mentioned CBS
Radio.)
to attempt to rank various media because
Mr. Frey said he
was not trying to
attack television,
but he thought tv
salesmen owed it to
their customers to
make a clearer explanation than they
have in the past as
to why television is
so much more expensive than radio.
He issued his challenge in a speech before atimebuying and selling seminar of the
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(1) they are all "good" and (2) trying to
rank them "doesn't prove anything."
He said, however, that radio was a "potent
advertising force" and television can be
"terrific" if "used right."
To recent arguments that daytime television was not efficient, Mr. Frey responded :
"The audienc is there." He said ColgatePalmolive had results to prove it. Though
he did not mention it by name, the "arguments" to which he referred was a recent
study of the daytime tv audience made by
C. E. Hooper Inc. for the Bureau of Ad-

agency people pointing out what a bad boy
this station or that station is with either too
many spots in any given time segment or a
badSRA
sounding
program
. . Larry
."
Managing
Director
Webb, who
re-issued the bulletin, said he did so before
he had any knowledge of the Esty letter.
In sending it out again he was prompted by
the fact that "it has come to our attention
that the practice referred to in [the bulletin]
is again being resorted to by some salesmen," according to a covering note.
The stead bulletin
deplores
fact that
"inof selling the
merits the
of [their
stations]
and the overall merits of radio or tv advertising in general," some representatives
sometimes "spend their time crying on a
timebuyer's shoulder about what a horrible
job the competitive stations are doing in the
The bulletin continues:
"The great danger of this type of selling
—market."
if you can call it selling — is that it makes
agency people suspicious of all radio and
tv advertising. Without any doubt we could
find fault with any radio or tv operation because there is no such thing as a perfect
operation in the business. Before anyone
becomes involved in such malpractices
strong consideration should be given to the
fact that two can play at the same game
with the end result being that everyone becomes involved in a negative, destructive
type of selling which hurts everyone and
is against every principle of good busines . . . ."
vertising of the American Newspapers
Publishers Assn. This study is being widely
circulated by newspaper promotion experts.
The next Radio and Television Executives
Society seminar will be Feb. 19 in New
York, with a discussion of saturation. Speakers will be Hope Martinez, broadcast buyer
at BBDO, New York, and John Keating of
Trans World Airlines.

Colgate-Palmolive
More

CBS

Radio

Buys
Time

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE has signed for
about $1 million more in gross time purchases on CBS Radio, John Karol, vice president in charge of network sales, reported
Wednesday. The new buy, on behalf of
Brisk, is in addition to an original $3 million
gross billing placed by C-P last May, at that
time backing the advertiser's return to network radio after about a year's absence.
Agencies are Ted Bates & Co., Bryan Houston and Lennen & Newell, all New York.
As of last August, C-P's sponsorship on
the network consisted of 20 units a week
in four programs, each of the segments
seven-and-a-half minutes. The new purchase, for 52 weeks effective today (Mon.)
boosts the units in three of the four programs
to 10 minutes each. The three programs
are Our Gal Sunday, Strike It Rich, and The
Second Mrs. Burton. In the fourth program,
Backstage Wife, C-P sponsors five weekly
units of seven-and-a-half minutes each.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

SOFT
FOR

DRINK
HOT

FIRMS

WEATHER

IN

SCRAMBLE

AVAILABILITIES

RADIO and television spots will be used
extensively to promote soft drinks as thirst
quenchers during the coming hot months.
At least nine soft drink firms and their
advertising agencies are preparing and lining
up availabilities, B»T learned last week.
Among the soft drink manufacturers
planning campaigns are: Canada Dry; C & C
Super Cola; Cott Beverages; Hoffman Beverages; Kirsch Beverages; Hires Root Beer;
Coca-Cola Co.; Pepsi-Cola Co. and Royal
Crown Cola.
Canada Dry Ginger Ale has arranged
a tie-in with a pajama company, M. C.
Schrank Co., Coty, and RCA Victor Record
Division to launch a national pajama party
advertising campaign starting in March.
Spot announcements will be used in about
150 radio and 75 television markets, as
well as magazines and newspapers.

their beverages and attached to their six
bottle cartons.

The pajama motif — "For a Dream of a
Pajama Party" — combines the four companies and their products with the theme:

"Happy Taste With Hoffmans," in the
Greater New York area. A schedule is running on WCBS-TV, WRCA-TV and WABC,
WOR, WNEW and WRCA.
Kirsch Beverages, which makes the reported largest selling non-caloric soft drink,
No-Cal, places 60% of its overall budget
$750,000 in radio and television. It is planning to use an increase tv budget this spring
and will continue to use radio in eastern
markets where it has distribution. Paris &
Peart, New York, is the agency.
Hires Root Beer through its agency,
N. W. Ayer & Son, New York, has not
definitely decided on its budget yet, but
reportedly will again use radio and televi-

"Let's Have a Pajama Party With Schrank's
Dreamwear, Canada Dry Ginger Ale, Coty,
and RCA Victor." The radio and tv spots
offer a special RCA Victor "Pajama Party"
record album of six tunes sung by Julius
LaRosa and other artists for 25 cents and
two bottle caps from any Canada Dry
product. The four companies have also participated in a booklet — "How To Give A
Pajama Party" with suggestions on Canada
Dry soft drink party recipes included in the
book. Canada Dry will distribute the book,
using it as a collar on 28-ounce bottles of

Agency for Canada Dry is J. M. Mathes
Inc., New York.
C & C Super Cola through its agency,
Weiss & Geller, New York, is currently considering several regional film shows and a
spot tv campaign which would start at the
end of March and run through the summer.
The firm's distribution is mostly in the
New York and Los Angeles area.
Cott Beverages, which spends approximately about $75,000 in radio and $200,000
in television is planning to use a summer
saturation television spot campaign which
will be launched during Decoration Day
weekend in the eastern part of the country.
Dowd Redfield & Johnstone, New York, is
the agency.
Hoffman Beverages through Grey Adv.,
New York, had already started its station
identification last week with the theme

Pepsi Please in Salt Lake . . . Take Home

A CONTRACT

for KALL

Salt Lake

City to handle the "Pepsi Please" promotion in its area for a period of 30
days is signed by M. P. Duncan, president of National Beverages Inc., distributor for Pepsi. Holding a bottle is
Homer K. Peterson, general manager
of KALL, while John Brophy (1) of
Burton-Brophy agency, Salt Lake City
and W. W. Daynes of KALL look on.
Broadcasting

Telecasting

sion spot announcements in its plant cities
across the country. The firm is in about 20
scattered markets. Hires will launch its
advertising in May and run through the
summer.
Coca-Cola Co., will continue to sponsor
Mickey Mouse Club on ABC-TV and the
Eddie Fisher show on Mutual radio network.
The parent company did drop the Fisher
show on NBC-TV. Due to distribution
problems of selling different size bottles in
different parts of the country, an official of
the company told B«T, the firm will also rely
on the bottlers to promote the product locally. It is expected that the bottlers will
use radio and tv locally to support the
national network buys. McCann-Erickson,
New York, is the agency for Coca-Cola.
Pepsi-Cola — the second company of the
big four in the soft drink market — CocaCola, Pepsi, Seven-Up and Canada Dry —
is planning to use a radio schedule in 100
cities,
"PepsiareaPlease"
contest forpromoting
one month the
in each
[B«T, Feb.
4] through Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York.
Royal Crown for Royal Crown and Nehi
soft drinks is going into a total of 250 radio
and television markets, starting March 10
and running through the summer [B«T, Feb.
4]. Compton Adv., New York, is agency.
Dr. Pepper Co. plans no special seasonal
broadcast activity for spring or summer,
building its campaigns on a year-around
basis, starting in January. The soft-drink
producer will equal last year's broadcast
outlay of approximately $1 million in factoryco-op money during 1957, it was learned.
Spot tv and consumer magazine funds are
allocated at the national agency level, through
Grant Adv. Inc., while local bottlers buy
spot co-op radio, newspapers and some spot
tv. Dr. Pepper last week reported 1956 as its

The Coke in Wichita

OFFICIALS of KARD-TV Wichita, Kan., the Coca Cola Bottling Co. of Wichita, and
the city's fourth National Bank sign a contract to present a new weekly program,
Men of Annapolis, beginning Feb. 13 over the tv station. Coca Cola and the Fourth
National Bank are sponsoring the program on alternate weeks. At the contract ceremonies to
1 r: foreground, Don Sbarra, national sales manager for KARD-TV; Virgil
Brown, president of Wichita Coca Cola, and William Moyer, vice president and
general manager of the station; background, Charles King, local sales manager for
KARD-TV; Robert Gadberry, public relations vice president for the Fourth National
Bank; Jack Todd, Todd Agency, and Don Forbes, McCormick-Armstrong Agency.
February 11, 1957
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Peters, Griffin, Woodward Inc., is being
announced in New York today (Monday).
The announcement is being made by Russel Woodward, executive vice president and
director of radio for the station representative firm. Mr. Isbell replaces James M. Wade,
resigned, whose plans will be announced
at a laternectionsdate.
Mr. Isbell's
previous
coninclude Ballard
& Ballard,
for whom
he contacted food. retailers, and Procter &
Gamble, where he was an advertising field
distributor.

REACHING agreement on the 52-week sponsorship of Men of Annapolis, half-hour
syndicated show, over KRCG (TV) Jefferson City, Mo., are station officials and
representatives of the Coca-Cola Bottling Companies of Central Missouri. L to r:
Ron Maxwell, KRCG's sales manager; Clem Dulle, vice president of the Coca-Cola
Bottling Co. of Jefferson City; Fred James, of the bottling company in Mexico City.
Mo., and Robert Blosser, general manager of the station. Also cooperating in the
sponsorship is the Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of Columbia, Mo.
all-time record sales year (see story, page
32).
Seven-Up Co. plans to continue the halfhour syndicated Soldiers of Fortune series
on some 140 stations at least until June, but
summer activity is uncertain at this time. A
network tv property and spot radio-tv are
under consideration at J. Walter Thompson
Co., Seven-Up agency, with conferences
scheduled this past Friday on other springsummer plans. Firm reportedly is spending
about $2 million on the Fortune package
and time.
Hazel Bishop Buys Edwards,
Cites 'Clock' Sales Success
HAZEL BISHOP Inc., New York, through
its agency there, Raymond Spector Co., is
reorganizing its marketing set-up and plunging more money into television by buying
into CBS-TV's Doug Edwards and the News.
The advertiser also expects to increase its
spot schedule from 68 markets to almost
200 by April 1. The firm will continue to
sponsor Beat the Clock on CBS-TV.
"Beat the Clock is doing a wonderful job
for our sales," Raymond Spector, head of
his own agency, told B*T. The show, he
pointed out, has been on the air for six years
but has been rejuvenated and more than
doubled its ratings within the last three
months.
Bishop will take over the alternate Fridays
on the Edwards show, sharing sponsorship
with Brown & Williamson and American
Home (see story this page).
In addition to these network buys, Bishop
is placing spot announcements on film features between 6-7:30 p.m. and 10:30 p.m.midnight via C&C Television Corp.'s and
Bernie Schubert's '"films-for-time" deal in
about 68 markets. It expects to be in 100
markets by April 1.
Mr. Spector, after an absence of two
years, will take over the marketing set-up of
the Bishop firm. In addition, he announced
that Joe Salganik, sales manager of Revlon,
is joining Bishop as executive vice president.
Page 30
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Campbell to New Borden Post;
Firm Also Promotes Two Others
WILLIAM B. Campbell, National Advertising Manager for radio-tv of Borden Co.,
New York, has been promoted to the newlycreated post of advertising manager, it was
announced last week by Stuart Peabody, assistant vice president who continues as director of over-all advertising for the firm. The
change is effective immediately.
Terry R. Rice, formerly assistant to Mr.
Campbell, moves up to advertising manager
for radio-tv, while Edward J. Peguillan,
manager of "Elsie" Enterprises licensing and
Borden's
section, becomes assistant to Mr.premium
Rice.
Mr. Campbell joined Borden Co. in 1952
after an association with Young & Rubi-

Spot Tv Experiment Planned
By Stock Exchange, Brokers
NEW YORK Stock Exchange plans to test
the effectiveness of television for expansion
of member brokerage business with an experiment covering a one-minute spot announcement in two markets. Agency:
Calkins & Holden, New York.
Under the plan, the exchange and a
brokerage company in the two markets will
split the cost of the one-minute spot to be
filled by a 50-second film on the value of
stock investments and a 10-second open-end
commercial for the broker. An agency
spokesman said markets and cooperating
brokers have not been selected. He voiced
the belief that if the testing proves effective,
it may encourage other brokers to use tv
advertising. Television Bureau of Advertising has been working with the exchange
on the tv project since September 1955.
Several weeks ago the exchange disclosed
that its $600,000 advertising budget for the
first half of 1957 would be invested largely
in newspapers, plus Sunday supplements and
magazines. Expenditure for the tv spots is
an addition to the budget.
Sears Buys NBC-TV Lineup
SEARS, ROEBUCK & Co., Chicago, will
make its bow in network tv with a 15-participation schedule spanning a three-month
on NBC-TV's
31)lineup.
22-May
(Feb. and
period
Today, Home
Tonight
Contract,
announced last week by Roy Porteous, manager of NBC-TV participating program
sales, specifies five participations on Today,
six on Home and four on Tonight. Agency
is Mayers division (Los Angeles) of Cunningham &Walsh.

MR. CAMPBELL
cam's merchandising department on the
General Foods Corp. and Time Inc. accounts. Earlier he had been partner in his
own New York agency. Both Messrs. Rice
and Peguillan also joined Borden in 1952,
Mr. Rice moving from Warner-Lambert
Pharmaceutical Co. and Mr. Peguillan from
Donahue & Coe.
Isbell to PWG

Atlanta Post

APPOINTMENT of Barton C. Isbell Jr.—
formerly a member of the media department
at Lennen & Newell Inc., New York — as
manager for radio in the Atlanta office of

B&W Drops
'Steve Allen Show'
BROWN
& WILLIAMSON
TOBACCO
Co. (Viceroy cigarettes), Louisville, Ky.,
is dropping its sponsorship of Steve Allen
on NBC-TV. Effective April 1, B&W will
place an estimated $4.6 million into sponsorship of Doug Edwards and the News on
CBS-TV, on Monday, Wednesday and alternate Fridays. American Home will continue
on the Tuesday and Thursday portions of
Edwards and the News, while Hazel Bishop
Inc., will pick up the alternate Friday
(see story this page) . Doug Edwards and the
News is presented Monday through Friday,
7:15-7:30 p.m. Agency for Brown & Williamson isTed Bates & Co., and for Hazel
Bishop, the Raymond Spector Agency.
Broadcasting
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BUYS

AUTOMOTIVE

Top Ten Tv Network Advertisers
In November 1956
$3,713,398
i. Procter & Gamble
2.
1,693,458
Colgate-Palmolive
NETWORK
Chrysler
4. General Motors
1,618,034
1,786,124
3. General Foods
1,574,030
American Home Prods 1,389,028
7.
5. Gillette
1,199,093
996,513
6. Ford Motor
AND
BUYERS
975,362
1,002.941
Lever Bros.
10. Bristol-Myers
9.
8.
BIG THREE
SPENT
$4.3 MILLION
IN NOVEMBER

BLUE-CHIP perennials in network tv
timebuying — Procter & Gamble Co. and
Colgate-Palmolive Co. — walked off with
top rankings in the leading 10 national
advertisers in November, according to
figures based on Publishers Information
Bureau reports.
P&G rang up more than S3. 7 million
in
gross billing
tv networks"
cash
registers,
which on
was the
more
than S560.000
over its November 1955 total. C-P spent
less than half of the P&G total, but was
solidly in second place.
An indisputable fact was that the big

three in automaking — General Motors
Corp.. Ford Motor Co. and Chrysler
Corp. — last November alone purchased
a combined total of 54,314,433 (gross) in
network tv time. This expenditure points
up how extensively auto manufacturers
now weld big-time tv to their plans for
introducing
new automobile models nationally.
Both GM and Chrysler spent nearly the
same sum on network television last November as they did in the same month
a year previously. But Ford, which had
not broken into the top 10 in November

GROSS TV NETWORK TIME SALES BY PRODUCT GROUPS DURING
NOVEMBER AND JAN. -NOV. 1956, COMPARED TO 1955
November
1956
Agriculture & Farming
S
Apparel, Footwear & Access.
Automotive, Auto Equip. & Access.
Aviation, Aviation Access. & Equip.
Beer, Wine & Liquor
Building Materials, Equip.
& Fixtures
Confectionery & Soft Drinks
Consumer Services
Drugs & Remedies
Entertainment & Amusements
Food & Food Products
Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels
Horticulture
Household Equip. & Supplies
Household Furnishings
Industrial Materials
Insurance
Jewelry, Optical Goods
& Cameras
Office Equipment, Stationery
8c Writing Supplies
Political

P

Jan.1956
-Nov.

November
1955

LEADING ADVERTISERS IN
RESPECTIVE GROUPS DURING
NOVEMBER, 1956
Jan.1955
-Nov.

Leader in Category

Leader's Nov.
Expenditure

238,325
710,299
282,824
3
3,787,867

1,027,153
6,835,538
1,139,277
20,688,372
13,141
72,780,285
4,477,525
111,710

Edison Electric Institute 118,016
The Coca-Cola Co.
266,732
American Tel. & Tel. Co. 282,824
American Home Prods. 1,232,005

Westing ho use Electric Corp. 757,777
Armstrong Cork Co.
85,150
Reynolds Metals Co.
210,600
Prudential Ins. Co.
270,096

1,693,458

Mogen David Wine Corp. 216,178

7,345,570
361,559

3 ,048,121
154,913
1
,098,502
555,695

3,410,176
331,483
910,904
276,403

29,413,914
2,340,373
6,565,445
1,838,268

742,962

5,635,701

632,258

4,324,747

Bulova Watch Co.

248,892

369,145
581,084

3,712,414
2,655,630

568,501

5,202,944

145,215

Publishing & Media
313,062
Radios, Tv Sets, Phonographs
Musical Instruments & Access. 803,255
Retail Stores & Direct Mail
Smoking Materials
3,424,812
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes 5,108,251
201,400
Sporting Goods & Toys
Toiletries & Toilet Goods
7,754,872
Travel, Hotels & Resorts
43,350
Miscellaneous
394,195

1,798,819

68,804

Hallmark Cards Inc.
National Republican
Congressional Com.
Time Inc.

10,788,827

633,844

674,326
7,479,718
1 0,392
38,252,676
41,546,390
512,714
67,984,983
464,310
2,451,559

3,764,382
36,967,415
4,421,731
55,293,164
280,617
828,027
77,288,427
6,321,678
515,748
43,110
248,124
2,809,597
$44,163,884 $443,457,459 $38,896,704 $367,577,743
TOTALS
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
• Telecasting
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1

appearfor Bristol-Myers"
except possibly
ance. That company
in recent years
has
not consistently held a position in the listing of the 10 advertisers buying tv network time.

3,086,497
7,863,216
2,357,715
35,452,271
84,281
80,898,683
3,819,273
211,185
31,947,195
2,803,502
9,774,904
4,423,959

Broadcasting

1

The identity of the other advertisers
making up the top 10 reveals no surprises

Chrysler Corp.

8 ,159,247
423,857

|
1:i

1955. ranked eighth last November, with
an expenditure over the SI million mark
The figures for the months since November should provide additional evidence of
the automakers' bond with network television.

499,311 S
102,277
5,019 S
31,659 S
186,581
280,862
3,196,186
2,594,371
4,905,850
41,660,173
4,935,445
51,825,501
123,455
10,350
776,115
6,835,538
616,273
6,920,01 1
67,215
785,303
116,586
2,528,148

p

General Foods Corp.
Gulf Oil Corp.

1,574,030
223,620

131,953
258,651

Radio Corp. of America 286,111
R. J. Reynolds Tob. Co. 863,109
Procter & Gamble Co. 3,272,098
Outboard Marine Corp. 48,027
Colgate-Palmolive 1,449,217
Pan Am. World Airways 43,350

... • •
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Radio-Tv Credited With Boost
In Net Earnings for Dr. Pepper
INCREASED media expenditures, including heavier use of radio-tv, are credited with
a 29% boost in net earnings for Dr. Pepper
Co., Dallas, according to a report issued
last Monday.
The soft drink firm claimed its "biggest
sales year" in 71 years and the largest earnings year on operations since 1947, Leonard
Green, the firm's president, noted in the
company report. Introduction of king-size
bottles was deemed a factor in sales expansion.
While the company did not break down
media by name, it's known Dr. Pepper spent
approximately $1 million or 50% of an
estimated $2 million budget in radio and tv
spots and programs in 1956, doubling its
broadcast volume of 1955 [B«T, Nov. 26,
1956]. Net earnings before taxes last year
were $1,592,682, while net dollar sales were
up 3.24% over 1955.

LATEST
ARB

Rank Program
1. Ed Sullivan
2. I Love Lucy
Perry Como

4. G. E. Theatre
5. Shower of Stars
Alfred Hitchcock
$64,000
You Bet Question
Your Life
9. Disneyland
10. Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts
People Are Funny
Lawrence Welk

MJ&A

Expanding Two Offices

ADDITIONAL space acquired by MacManus, John & Adams Inc. in Bloomfield
Hills, Mich., and New York to handle new
business and expanded client services will
approximately double the agency's physical
facilities, Ernest A. Jones, president, has announced. This month the agency is to occupy two-and-one-half floors of the threestory Gleaner Life Insurance Bldg. on
Woodward Ave., two miles from Bloomfield
Hills headquarters. Two complete floors at
444 Madison Ave., New York, have been
leased with occupancy expected sometime in
March.
Census Aids in Market Anaylsis
WAYS of utilizing census data to develop
county business patterns are described in a
40-page publication issued by the Dept. of
Commerce. Titled Market Analysis Tools,
County Business Patterns, the publication
is available at field offices of the Dept. of
Commerce or Small Business Administration. It shows scientific techniques in market
analysis with procedures defined for the aid
of smaller business firms.
Page 32
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(JAN. 5-11)
No. of
Stations
Approx.
Agency
work
Lincoln-Mercury
165
Sponsor
Kenyon & Eckhardt CBS
121
General Foods
CBS
Procter & Gamble Grey
Young
&
Rubicam
Gold Seal
160
Campbell-Mithun
Foote, Cone & Belding NBC
Kimberly-Clarke
Noxzema
Sullivan, Stauffer
Colwell & Bayles
NetRCA
Sunbeam
Perrin-Paus
Kenyon
S&H Green Stamps SSC&B & Eckhardt
148
BBDO
CBS
General
Electric
155
Chrysler Corp.
153
McCann-Erickson CBS
175
110
Bristol-Myers
Young
& Rubicam CBS
BBDO
CBS
Revlon
176
De Soto Div.,
BBDO
NBC
Chrysler
American Motors
Geyer
— Brooks,
Smith, ABC
French
& Dorrance
163
American Dairy
Campbell-Mithun
McCann-Erickson
Derby Foods
Young & Rubicam CBS
Toni
Lipton
North
R.Toni
J. Reynolds Wm.
NBC
140
North Esty
Dodge Div., Grant Adv.
ABC
193
Chrysler
Copyright by American Research Bureau

Rating

TOP 10 TV SHOWS

Ver Standig Inc. Acquires
Milloy Adv. Inc., Washington
ACQUISITION of Milloy Adv. Inc. by M.
Belmont Ver Standig Inc., Washington,
D. C, was announced last week by President
Ver Standig.
The Milloy agency, which has offices in
Washington, New York City and Philadelphia, is being operated as an affiliated subsidiary of Ver Standig, the announcement
said.
Mr. Ver Standig said that James S. Milloy
Jr., formerly a vice president of the Ver
Standig agency for six years before he
opened his own firm, is continuing as president of Milloy Adv. Inc., and has been
appointed executive vice president of Ver
Standig.

RATINGS

Day & Time
Mon.,
9-930
Sun., 8-9

51.0
46.0
59.0

Viewers
(000)
47,730
68,270
49,050

Sat., 8-9
44.0
Sun., 9-9:30
42.3
42.6
40.8
Thurs., 9:30
8:30Sun.,
9:30-10
Tues., 10-10:30
Thurs.,
8-8:30 40.1
Wed., 7:30-8:30 39.8

40,660
34,760
36,140
37,870

Mon., 8:30-9
Sun., 7:30-8
Sat., 9-10

33,380
36,790
35,570

39.4

PULSE
TOP 20 REGULARLY SCHEDULED ONCE A WEEK SHOWS
(Nov.-Dec.)
Grey
No. of
Agency
Approx.
CBS Dec.
Sun., 9-9:30
work
Ran k Program
160Stations Mon.,
Day & Time
Lincoln-Mercury
165
Sponsor
i. Ed
165
Sullivan
Kenyon
&
Eckhardt
Nov.
1
Love
Lucy
155
CBS
2.
General Foods
160
Tues.,
Sat.,
NBC
Young
&
Rubicam
175
Procter
&
Gamble
BBDO
DeSoto
BBDO
10-10:30
3. Groucho Marx
Thurs. 8-9
Revlon
Net- 175
4. $64,000 Question
CBS
,8-98-8:30
NBC 121 155
128
5. Perry Como
Gold Seal
Campbell-Mithun
Foote, Cone & Belding
Kimberly-Clarke
Noxzema
SSC&B
Sunbeam
Perrin-Paus
Sun., 9-9:30
RCA
Kenyon & Eckhardt CBS
Sun.,
S&H Green Stamps SSC&B
General Electric
BBDO Ludgin
148
G. E. Theatre
148
188
Earle
Jules Montenier
7. What's My Line
CBS
Remington Rand
Young
& Rubicam
Leo Burnett
8.6. Playhouse 90
CBS
Philip Morris
Thurs. 10:30-11
American Gas Assn. Lennen & Newell
BBDO
Ronson
Norman, Craig & Kummel
87 188
87 Sun.,
Bristol-Myers
CBS
153 Sat., , 9:30-1 1
Singer Sewing
Young
&
Rubicam
Bristol-Myers
9. Alfred Hitchcock
CBS no 110
Young
& Rubicam
10. Climax
McCann-Erickson
Thurs. 9:30-10
CBS 153
Chrysler
P. Lorillard
Lennen & Newell
170 170 Sun.,
11. Jackie Gleason
Wed.,
,10-10:30
8:30-9:30
McCann-Erickson
P.Bulova
Lorillard
12. $64,000 Challenge Revlon
BBDO
Young & Rubicam
CBS 111
8-9
American
13. Disneyland
161 Tues., 7:30-8:30
ABC 176 165
Geyer — BSF&D
American Motors
Dairy
8-8:30
Mon.,
Campbell-Ewald
McCann-Erickson
Derby Foods
William
Esty
14. Phil Silvers
CBS 165
R. J. Reynolds
Amana Refrigeration Maury, Lee & Marsh all
15. Godfrey's Talent
Young
&
Rubicam
NBC
Tues., 9-9:30
Lipton
Scouts
Toni
North Wasey
Mon., 8-8:30
Compton
16. Jane Wyman
Procter & Gamble
132
132
Erwin
163
Carnation Co.
Burns & Allen
Mon., 8:30-9
145
CBS
B. F. Goodrich
BBDO
Sun.,
17.
Benton & Bowles
General Foods
CBS 183
December Bride
McCann-Erickson
19.
NBC
171 Thurs.
18. Dragnet
Liggett & Myers
Warwick
& Legler
BBDO
9:30-10
Schick
Jack Benny
American
Tobacco
CBS 172
171
20.
,7:30-8
8:30-9
REGULARLY SCHEDULED MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS

Rating

40.4
Dec.
33.8
36.9
31.6
30.6

29.6
Nov.
39.7
32.5
34.4
29.4
27.8

30.4
29.6
29.0 25.3
25.8
28.8 27.2
28.6 29.2
28.2
27.8 27.7
27.7 24.4
27.3
26.5 30.1
26.1
25.3 25.1
26.6
24.8
24.8
24.8

Rating
No.
of
Agency
Stations99
work Dec.Approx.
Rank Program
9.5
10.9 10.9
116 Mon.-Fri.,
ABC 116
94 Nov.
NBC
Dec.
Day & Time5-6
Sponsor
19.0 17.0
1.
Mickey
Moose
Club
Mon.-Fri.,
8.5
2. Queen For A Day multi-sponsored and various agencies NBC
10.8 10.9
Mon.-Fri.,
3. NBC News
participating sponsors and agencies
Nov.
CBS 132 132 Mon.-Thurs.,
4. Arthur Godfrey
participating sponsors and agencies
10-11:30
9.7
Mon.-Fri.,
9.3 8.6
CBS
8.9
4:30-5
5. Art
Net- 153 15394 Mon.-Fri., 4-4:15
participating
sponsors
and
agencies
6.
Love Linkletter
of Life
7:45-8
American Home Ted Bates
125
114
Products
12:15-30 8.8
CBS
7. CBS News
various sponsors and agencies
Mon.-Fri.,
8.8
CBS 12599
Mon.-Fri. 2:30-3
8. Search For
Procter & Gamble
Leo Burnett
CBS
Tomorrow
8-9 am 8.9 8.8
CBS various
113
Mon.-Fri.,
9. Guiding Light
Procter & Gamble Compton
8.7
Mon.-Fri.,
10. Captain Kangaroo participating sponsors and agencies
CBS 130 113 Mon.-Fri., ll:30-noon 8.6
10. Strike It Rich
Colgate-Palmolive
Wm. Esty
12:45-1 8.7
Copyright by The Pulse Inc
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15.6%

Food

Dominance

Market

are

figures

spent

for

prove

food

15.6%

in

Grade

B

area

the

Grade

B

area

WXEX-TV

than

of

any

Richmond

area

TV

Food Dollars Spent

WXEX-TV

dollars

the

of

other

in

more

$230,866,000

station
Percentage
100%
86.2%

Station

B

Station

C

86.5%
(
Source: Sidney Hollander Associates

Tom Tinsley, President NBC
BASIC-CHANNEL
8
Irvln G. Abeloff, Vice Pres.
National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington.
Forjoe & Co. in Chicago, Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Dallas, Atlanta.
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york
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- Philadelphia
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
Ratings continue from page 32

VIDEODEX
TOP TELEVISION SHOWS

No. of
Approx.
Grey Agency
work
CBS Stations Day & Time
Sponsor
CBS
165
Kenyon & Eckhardt
Lincoln-Mercury
NetGeneral
Foods
160
Sun., 9-9:30
8-9
Mon.,
107
Procter & Gamble Young & Rubicam
Pabst
Leo Burnett
ABC
Wed.,
10-11:15
Mennan
McCann-Erickson
NBC
171
McCann-Erickson
Liggett & Myers
Thurs., 8:30-9
175
Schick
Warwick
&
Legler
BBDO
CBS
Revlon
Tues.,
10-10:30
Lennen & Newell
P. Lorillard
170
CBS
Bulova
McCann-Erickson
Sat.,
8-9
General Electric
BBDO
CBS
148
Sun., 9-9:30
Gold Seal
NBC
Campbell
-Mithun
Sat., 8-9
Foote,
Cone
&
Belding
Kimberly-Clarke
121
Noxzema
Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles
Sunbeam
Perrin-Paus
RCA
Kenyon & Eckhardt
100
CBS
S&H Green Stamps SSC&B
S. C. Johnson & Son Foote, Cone & Belding
Tues., 9:30-10
Pet Milk Co.
Gardner
Benton & Bowles
General Foods
CBS
183
Mon., 9:30-10
180
CBS
Wm. Esty
NBC
R. J. Reynolds
Wed.,
BBDO
155
De Soto Div.,
Thurs., 9:30-10
8-8:30
Chrysler
Copyright 1957 by Videodex

Rank Program
1. Ed Sullivan
2. fl Love Lucy
3. Wednesday Night
Fights
4. Dragnet
5. $64,000 Question
6. Jackie Gleason
7. G. E. Theatre
8. Perry Como

9. Red Skelton
10. December Bride
I've Got
A Secret
You
Bet Your
Life

NEW BUSINESS

NETWORK

Greyhound Corp., Chicago,
sponsor third of 13 programs
Show (Sundays, 8-9 p.m. EST
starting April 7. Agency: Grey

has signed to
of Steve Allen
on NBC-TV),
Adv.

Bird & Son Inc. (floor coverings and roofing
shingles), East Walpole, Mass., buys quarterhour (10:15-10:30 a.m. EST) on alternate
Mondays of The Garry Moore Show on
CBS-TV, effective Feb. 11 for 13 weeks.
Agency: Humphrey, Alley & Richards, N. Y.
Adolph Coors Co. (beer), Golden, Colo., and
its 33 Calif, distributors are sponsoring
California News Highlights on 17 ABC stations in that state, Mon.-Fri., 5:15-5:20
p.m., through Roche, Eckhoff & Lee, L. A.
NETWORK

RENEWALS

Texas Co., through Cunningham & Walsh,
both N. Y., renews sponsorship of Texaco
Sports Final on 57 CBS Radio stations.
Contract is for 52 weeks and starts on
Feb. 25.
AGENCY

(JAN. 2-8)

APPOINTMENTS

Stauffer System of Chicago (slenderizing
salons-manufacturer of home reducing unit)
appoints Anderson & Cairns Inc., N. Y.
Merck & Co. (chemicals), Rahway, N. J.,
appoints Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y., for
new, unspecified product.
A&A

PEOPLE

Roy Lang, vice president, Leo Burnett Co.,
Chicago, appointed supervisor on Kellogg
Co. account and Dale Nolan elected vice
president and promoted from account executive to senior account executive for
Kellogg.
Fred Charlton, account supervisor, Cunningham & Walsh Inc., Chicago, elected vice
president.
Otto Bremers Jr., Joslin Adv. Co., St. Louis,
elected vice president.
Mary Ford, local sales manager, WTVJ (TV)
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Homes
%38.9
37.1TV
36.3
33.8
33.6
33.2
32.9
31.6

30.9
30.8

No. Tv
Homes
(000)
12,598
12,057
10,913
11,118
10,857
10,469
10,034

George Ruppert
Vernon, Jacob
Ruppert Brewery
(Knickerbocker
beer), N. Y., named
assistant to president.

10,218

MR. SIMS
James
A. Ahlgrimm, formerly sales manager, KPRC-TV
Houston, to Brennan-McGary-Robinson
Inc., same city, as radio-tv director.

9,555
9,308

Miami, to John S. Allen & Assoc.,
same
city, as vice president.
Martin Fritz, media director, Christiansen
Adv. Agency, Chicago, named vice president.
Mike Gold, formerly operator of his own
agency in L. A., to Frank Wright National
Corp., same city, as vice president-manager
of Southern Calif, branch.
Bill Adler, sales manager of WABD (TV)
New York, to Grey Adv., N. Y., as an account executive.
Norman Borish, account executive, Bo
Bernstein Co., Providence, R. I., to Henry
J. Kaufman & Assoc., Washington, in similar capacity.
Frank Gianattasio, assistant timebuyer, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, N. Y., promoted to
timebuyer.

SRA
FOR

Hollice H. Sims, regional manager of Continental Baking
Co.'s Hall Baking
Div., N. Y., named
assistant to president.

Marion Vilmure, media director, Roy S.
Durstine Inc., Los Angeles, to Barnes Chase
Co., same city, in similar capacity.
Francis C. Kerr, formerly member of plans
board and head of packaged food accounts
at Baker, Johnson & Dickinson, Milwaukee,
appointed merchandising director, Cunningham & Walsh Inc., Chicago.
Ken Edwards promoted from assistant advertising manager to advertising manager of
Culligan
brook, 111.Inc. (Culligan's soft water). NorthGerry Donahue, Guild Printing Co., Los
Angeles, to Hixson & Jorgensen Inc., same
city, as manager of traffic department.
Mahlon W. Edmonson, merchandising account executive, Keynon & Eckhardt, N. Y.,
and Elliott W. Reed, account executive,
Needham, Louis & Brorby, same city, join
Ruthrauff & Ryan.

REPORT
SHOWS
'56 TOP
RISING
NATIONAL
SPOT

STATISTICALLY the word is out today
(Monday) that national spot radio enjoyed
its best year in 1956, thus underscoring
radio's renewed importance in national advertiser plans.
With final figures on hand, Station Representatives Assn. reports the total sales volume
in national spot radio for 1956 to be an
estimated $149,921,000, making last year
the biggest for national spot business in the
history of commercial radio. This estimate
comes within $79,000 of the $150 million
originally predicted for 1956 by Larry Webb,
SRA's managing director. (Former high
mark — $130 million — was set in 1953.)
The SRA report for 12 months of last
year revealed December to have netted
$13,386,000, a 23.6% increase over that
month in 1955. However, December lagged
behind November by nearly 25%, which Mr.
Webb attributes to be directly related to the
Christmas holiday season.
Mr. Webb also points out that the estimated figures compiled by the Price Waterhouse Co. for SRA for 1955 were about 5%

YEAR
RADIO

lower than the actual figures released by
FCC for that year. Based on this experience,
Mr. Webb feels the total figures for the year
1956 actually will exceed $150 million. He
repeats also the prediction that if present
trends in national radio spot buying continue,
this year will set an even higher record.
Breakdown showing the monthly comparison of national spot radio time sales for
January through December 1956 as against
the same period of 1955:
May
%
Jan.
!
9,031,000
Feb.
$ 11,643,000
10,758,000 ! 9,384,000
July
12,349,000 10,756,000
March
10,278,000
April
9,828,000
12,396,000
Aug.
19.1
9,631,000 + 24.0
11,791,000
June
9,238,000
10,719,000
8,474,000 + 14.8
1956*
Sept.
11,207,000
4.6
1955** + 28.7
8,707,000
12,338,000 10,004,000
12,231,000
Oct.
16,328,000 12,286,000 + 26.5
Nov.
27.6
16,728,000
Dec.
13,386,000 10,830,000 + 28.7
Total for the year $149,921,000 $120,400,000 +23.3
* Revised Estimates.
+33.5
Final figures for the year.
+23.6
+36.2
February 11, 1957
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R

1
1

The Next 10 Days
Of Network Color Shows
(All times EST)
CBS-TV
Feb. 12 (9:30-10 p.m.) Red Skelton
Show, S. C. Johnson & Son through
Foote, Cone & Belding and Pet Milk
Co. through Gardner Adv. (also Feb.
19).
Feb.
Show,
Feb.
Boing

15 (3:30-4 p.m.) Bob Crosby
participating sponsors.
17 (5:30-6 p.m.) The BoingShow, sustaining.

Feb. 20 (8-9 p.m.) Arthur Godfrey
Show, participating sponsors.
NBC-TV
Feb. 11-15 (3-4 p.m.) Matinee, participating sponsors (also Feb. 19-22).
Feb. 11 (9:30-10:30 p.m.) Robert
Montgomery Presents, S. C. Johnson
through Needham, Louis & Brorby and
Mennen Co. through Grey (also Feb.
18).
Feb. 12 (8:30-9 p.m.) Noah's Ark,
Liggett & Myers through McCannErickson and Max Factor through
Doyle Dane Bernbach on alternate
weeks (also Feb. 19).
Feb. 12 (10:30-11 p.m.) Hold That
Note, Lanolin plus through Russel M.
Seeds (also Feb. 19).
Feb. 13 (9-10 p.m.) Kraft Television
Theatre, Kraft Foods through J.
Walter Thompson (also Feb. 20).
Feb. 14 (10-11 p.m.) Lux Video
Theatre, Lever Bros. Co. through J.
Walter Thompson.
Feb. 15 (approx. 10:45-11 p.m.) Red
Barber's Corner, State Farm Insurance
Co. through Needham, Louis &
Brorby.
Feb. 16 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Como Show,
participating sponsors.
Feb. 16 (9-10:30 p.m.) Emmy Awards
nominations, Oldsmobile through D.
P. Brother and RCA and RCA-Whirlpool-Seeger Co. through Kenyon &
Eckhardt.
Feb. 17 (9-10 p.m.) The Alcoa Hour,
Aluminum Co. of America through
Fuller & Smith & Ross.
Feb. 18 (8-8:30 p.m.) The Adventures
of Sir Lancelot, Whitehall Pharmacal
through Ted Bates and Lever Bros,
through Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles.
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Success

Of 'Barter' Film Sales
C&C Television Corp., New York, last week
released a progress report on its "barter"
system of selling the RKO radio library of
feature films to tv stations, saying the aphas been vice
"highly
successful."
E. H. proachEzzes,
president
and general
sales manager of C&C, said the library is in
virtually all major markets throughout the
country, with 17 stations signed in December. He said the January total and an overall figure will be announced shortly by the
company.
Under C&C Tv's "barter" system, a station does not pay for the library, but assigns
to the tv distribution company ten spot announcements aday. Last summer C&C Tv
entered into an arrangement with the International Latex Corp., under which the film
company pledged to deliver ten announcements (both one-minute and 20-second) a
day, seven days a week on 100 stations over
a five-year period. In return, Latex would
pay a reported $20 million [B«T, July 30,
1956]. C&C has been turning over the spots
from its barter arrangement to Latex since
last fall.
Mr. Ezzes commented that the sales made
to date are "an indication that stations understand the unique opportunity of paying
for film with unsold tv announcement time,
an asset previously wasted by every tv station in the country."
Screen Gems Inc. Maps Uses
Of Hygo-Unity Films at Meeting
SCREEN GEMS Inc., New York, held a
syndicated sales conference in New York
last Tuesday through Saturday, with discussion centering around plans for new
properties obtained when SG acquired Hygo
Television Films Inc. and Unity Tv Corp.
last December [B»T, Dec. 10, 1956].
Jerome Hyams, director of syndicated
sales for Screen Gems, presided at the
conference, attended by 15 salesmen from
offices in the Eastern, North Central and
Midwestern areas. Mr. Hyams described the
product being incorporated into the SG
catalogue and had many of the feature films
and serials screened. Suggestions were advanced as to a breakdown of the 466 feature
films from Hygo-Unity into various packages. Many salesmen stressed that prints
delivered to stations and agencies must be
of superior quality, and recommended that
steps be taken to achieve this objective.
Henry White, director of advertising and
promotion, told the meeting that Screen
Gems is preparing an intensive nine-week
campaign of trade paper advertising to acquaint the industry with the Hygo-Unity
product, with the final week of the effort
coinciding with the NARTB convention
April 7-11.
Warner Bros. Earnings Up
INCREASED EARNINGS for the company quarter ended last Dec. 1 were reported
by Warner Bros, pictures at an annual stockholders meeting last week in Wilmington,
Del. Income from film rentals and sales

totaled $20,718,988 compared wilth $19,132,139 for three months to Nov. 26, 1955.
Tv breakdown was not included. Net profit
was reported to be $1,569,834, or 85 cents
per share, compared to the previous similar
quarter's net of $927,495, or 37 cents per
share.
'Grief7 Starts in Nine Markets;
Five More Sponsors Lined Up
GUILD FILM Co.'s Captain David Grief,
new half-hour tv film series, is scheduled to
be launched this week in nine markets
throughout the country. The program.
which has been
sold in almost 100
markets to date,
will get underway
soon in additional
cities on various
dates. Cities beginning this week are
Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Phoenix, land.
Seattle,Houston,
PortDallas, Toledo
and Honolulu.
MR. ADLER
Five regional
sponsors have signed for the series on a
52-week basis so far. They are Standard Oil
of California, D-X Sunray Oil Co., Stroh
Bakery. Pearl Brewing Co. and Utica Club
Bear, the latter being the most recent purchase [B*T, Feb. 4].
Reub Kaufman. Guild Films president,
claimed the "large sale"* on Grief illustrates
the continuing importance of syndicated
films despite the popularity of feature films,
and noted that two weeks ago S. L. (Stretch)
Adler was named to the newly-created post
of national sales manager of Guild [B«T,
Feb. 4]. Mr. Adler, recently with Screen
Gems, New York, will supervise the planning and selling of Guild products on a
national level.
Gregory New Sales Manager
For Ziv's Eastern Division
APPOINTMENT of Jack Gregory as sales
manager of the eastern division of Ziv Television Programs, New York, was announced
last week by M. J. Rifkin, vice president in
charge of sales. Mr. Gregory, who moves
from the sales staff of Ziv Tv's western division, replaces Albert S. Goustin, who has
resigned and plans to set up his own tv film
distribution company in New York. Mr.
Goustin's New York office phone for the
present is Plaza 5-9857.
Appointments of William Flynn, Raymond L. Fuld and Robert M. Lethbridge as
national sales executives for Ziv Television
Programs had been announced earlier in the
week by Walter Kingsley, Ziv Tv national
sales director. Mr. Flynn, formerly an advertising executive with the U. S. Rubber
Co., and Mr. Fuld, previously an account
executive with MGM-TV, have been assigned to Ziv Tv's eastern division in New
York. Mr. Lethbridge, previously with Weed
Television and NBC-TV in sales capacities,
will
be office.
headquartered at the company's
Chicago
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

AS

MANY

FARM

LISTENERS

as
Central

any

other

California

Station

It's a wonderful story for all advertisers . . . and it's all in the
latest Pulse survey of Central California!
On the farms KFRE rolls up an impressive story . . . over 21/? times
as many listeners as any other station, and first in every quarter
hour from 6 AM

to 12 midnight.

In the 16 major cities too, they lead by a wide margin. KFRE is
first in 65 out of 72 quarter hours!
Get the full story and availabilities from John Blair Co.

BUY

50,000

WATTS

: 940

KC

: FRESNO

Paul Bartlett, President
Robert Klein, Natl. Sales Manager
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Capital Airlines and its agency, Lewis Edwin Ryan, ar
Sold on Spot as a basic advertising medium.
To get its fast-growing Viscount service off and wing
ing in a new market, Capital Airlines relies on Spo
Radio. Ten days before a new Viscount flight schedul
goes into operation, Capital opens full blast with
six-week saturation schedule. A hard-hitting, year
round campaign follows, precision-timed to reach th
businessman who must travel. Early in the morning
late in the afternoon, early and late in the evening
Spot sells the businessman on the economy, luxury an
speed of Capital's Viscount flights.
Sells? In July, 1955, Capital inaugurated a newViscour

Left to right:
Sam Hunsaker, Acct. Exec,
Lewis Edwin Ryan Adv.;
Joel S. Daniels, Jr., Adv. Mgr.,
Capital Airlines;
James W. Austin, V.P., in charge of
Sales & Traffic, Capital Airlines;
William
J. Green,
Lewis Edwin
Ryan Director
Adv.; Radio-TV,
Marty Pollins, Radio Sales
Representative, NBC Spot Sales

service between Washington and Chicago. By October,
1956, they had tripled the service and zoomed from less
than 20% to more than a 50% share of a greatly-expanded market! In Washington, and in Chicago, as in
every on-line city served by NBC Spot Sales, Capital
uses NBC Spot Sales-represented stations.
Here's how James W. Austin, Capital's Vice-President
in charge of Sales and Traffic, sums it up:
"Capital's problem is to sell seats and to sell them right
now, to cover the market completely and to provide
the flexibility we need in each market. Spot Radio is a
'must' in our advertising program."

If you're looking for lightning-fast results for your
product or service, look to . . .

NBCl

SPOT
SALES
representing these leadership stations
CLEVELAND—
WHK WAVE-TV
LOUISVILLE—WMAQ,
WAVE,
CHICAGO—
WN8Q
ST. LOUIS — KSO, KSD-TV
HARTFORD-NEW BRITAIN— WN8C
DENVER
—
KOA,
KOA-TV
NEW YORK— WRCA, WRCA-TV
KOMO, KOMO-TV
SCHEN ECTADY-ALBANY-TROY — WRG B SEATTLE-TACOMA—
LOS ANGELES — KRCA
PHILADELPHIA— WRCV, WRCV-TV
PORTLAND, ORE.— KPTV
WASHINGTON— WRC, WRC-TV
SAN FRANCISCO — KN BC
MIAMI— WCKT
HONOLULU-KGU, KONA-TV
BUFFALO — WBUF

FILM

SOFTER

APPROACH

TO ANIMATED

SPOTS

HAND TRACING (I) shows how hard and solid the blacks are, in contrast to
shading permitted by electric process (r) being used by Animation Inc.
SOMETHING new has been added to the
tv animated commercial. Specifically,
something new has been added to the
commercials produced for Betty Crocker
cake mixes and Kroger dairy products
by Animation Inc., Hollywood organization, whose specialty is the creation of
animated commercials.
That something new is an electric transfer process which permits the use of soft
lines in the drawings. These soft lines
are impossible to obtain by the handtracings normally used to transfer original
drawings onto the celluloid sheets from
which the films are photographed, according to Earl Klein, president of Animation
Inc.
The process also saves time and money,
but those savings are secondary, in Mr.
Klein's view. "What is important," he
told B»T, "is the ability of this process to
reproduce any style of drawing — pastel,
crayon or grease pencil and not just the
solid blacks of pen or brush."
Actually, the process itself is one that
has been in use for some time in offset
and other forms of duplicating. Its name
is xerography; it is a dry, electrical copying process, a direct positive process with
no negative required. Its operation is
much like that of engraving: the copy is
placed before a camera, the plate behind.
But instead of a glass plate or film, the
xerographic plate is of metal; instead of
chemical developers, the xerographic developing is done electrically. It also is

done speedily, the complete transfer process taking from three to five minutes with
the Haloid Xerox equipment used by
Animation Inc.
What is new is the adaptation of xerography to the animation process? Only
three firms — Walt Disney Studios, UPA
Pictures Inc. and Animation Inc. — are
using the process, Mr. Klein said, with
his company the only one of the three
whose interest is exclusively or even primarily, with tv commercials.
"It's not a revolutionary move," he
said, "merely a step forward, a first touch
of automation to what is still a handcrafted industry. True, it saves about
75% of the cost of tracing the original
drawings, but by reproducing them so
faithfully it makes the artist take more
pains and so slows down his output,
which is much more expensive than the
tracings. The net saving is perhaps 20%
of that part of the production cost.
"But, as I said, that's not as important
as the faithful reproduction of the artist's
work and the added fact that with xerography as with photography the size of
the original drawings can be expanded or
contracted as desired, which is not possible with tracings.
"What we have, in short, is a process
which permits us to give better commercials to the advertisers who are our clients
without increasing the cost of our work
to them."

'57 Syndicated Tv Film Buys
Seen Topping $125 Million
NATIONAL and regional advertisers will
invest more than $125 million in syndicated
television films in 1957, covering programs
and time, according to a special study released last week by Ziv Television Programs.
The study indicates that the $125 million
time-and-program figure represents about
one out of every four television advertising
dollars spent for any form of non-network
tv by other-than-local sponsors. Program
sponsorship, as opposed to buying spot parPage 40 • February 11, 1957

ticipations intv film "strips" or other slottings, will set the pace, the study showed,
accounting for as much as $100 million of
the total figure.
Ziv Tv officials estimate that full-sponsorship transactions will be divided in 1957 on
this basis: 60% will be single-sponsor purchases and 40% will be co-sponsorship buys
between "compatible" major advertisers. The
total gross spending for all forms of syndicated telefilm buying among national and
regional advertisers is likely to top similar
1956 spending by at least 20%, the study
indicates.

Warner's Names Tv Officials;
Opens Ad. Film Accounts Offices
APPOINTMENT of two regional division
directors for the television commercial and
industrial film department of Warner Bros.
Pictures Inc. and the opening of offices in
New York and Chicago to provide direct
services to advertising agencies, executives
and industrial film accounts have been announced byJack L. Warner, president of the
film company.
Joseph D. Lamneck, formerly executive
producer and production supervisor for
Kenyon Eckhardt, McCann-Erickson and
Cecil G. Presbrey, will supervise the department's operations in the East from headquarters in the Warner Bros, home offices
in New York.
Burton A. Neuberger, previously vice
president of Roland Reed Tv Inc. and national sales manager for Kling Film Productions, will be Mid-Western states manager,
working out of the company's Chicago Film
Exchange Building.
The new regional directors will work
under the supervision of Jack M. Warner
and Walter and
Bien,industrial
in chargefilm
of department.
the studio's
commercial
Official Names

Junkin V. P.

RAYMOND JUNKIN has been promoted
from the post of assistant to the president of
Official Films Co., New York, to the position of vice president of the company, it
was announced last
week by Harold L.
Hackett, president
and board chairman of Official
films.
In his new post,
Mr. Junkin will be
responsible
for liaison with networks,
agencies, advertisproducers
talenters,both
in and
the
U. S. and abroad.
MR JUNKIN
He joined Official
Films in 1953, was appointed manager of
the Dallas office and then nine months ago
moved to New York as assistant to Mr.
Hackett.
FILM PEOPLE
Jerry Abbott, vice president-musical director
at Fred A. Niles Productions Inc., Chicago,
to Kling Film Productions, same city, as
account executive.
Maryellen Anderson, former eastern sales
manager for Walter Schwimmer Co., to
Pathescope Productions, N. Y., tv contract
production dept.
FILM PRODUCTION
Goodson-Todman Productions, N. Y.,
scheduled to begin production in Hollywood
on new half-hour film series, Ethan Allen,
which is being made in association with
CBS-TV, with approximately half of each
program to be filmed on location.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

Louisville's
BEST

KNOWN

FIGURE

The WHAS-TV Channel 11 figure here promotes the film series
"Crunch and Des" for Coca Cola and Lincoln Bank and Trust
Company. He's a sensitive emcee on other slides, attracting viewers
to Gateway Supermarkets' quiz show, "Sense and Nonsense".
This versatile little fellow, despite costumes or high water,
always is recognizable as a reminder to viewers that on Channel
11 may be found the best in local and national spot shows.
He should remind you that for selling results, individual
and distinctive treatment, your advertising deserves the impact
of programming of character. In Louisville, WHAS-TV
programming PAYS OFF!

Are

you

participating?

VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director
NEIL CLINE, Sfofion Mgr.
Represented Nationally by Harrington, Righter & Parsons
Associated with The Courier-Journal and Louisville Times

BASIC CBS-TV Network
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NARTB
WITH

ACTS

ON

EXPANDED

$952,000
PUBLIC

BUDGET

RELATIONS

• Tv Board proposes all-industry copyright committee
• Code

rules tightened for medical, dental commercials

• Action deferred on proposed tv circulation audit project
A RECORD budget of $952,000— an increase of $38,000 over the fiscal year ending
March 30 — was drawn up for approval of
the NARTB joint board of directors at its
meeting last week in Hollywood, Fla., with
favorable action expected at the closing session Friday (see At Deadline).
Most of the increase was earmarked for
the expanded public relations program recommended by a special public relations
committee that disbanded following its session last Monday. Recommended for the
new public relations service, headed by Donald N. Martin, assistant to the president, is
$111,000 for the new fiscal year as against
approximately $85,000 currently, with a
minimum full-time staff of 10 at the outset.
About $125,000 is allocated to the Television Code Review Board. Anticipated income for the fiscal year from all sources is
$954,000, leaving a margin of only $2,000.
The 1956 estimated income was $928,000,
with the budget running $914,000. Radio income for the 1957 fiscal year is estimated at
$540,000, with television station income
about one-third of the $954,000 total and
the balance coming from associate members,
networks and miscellaneous sources.
In an extraordinary action, the Tv Board
at its Wednesday session placed ASCAP
music licensing on the NARTB convention
agenda in Chicago with the objective of
naming an all-industry committee to represent tv broadcasters in negotiations. The
primary concern is with ASCAP, whose tv
licensing agreements expire next Dec. 31.
Radio contracts run until the end of 1958.
The current tv ASCAP contract provides
for a sustaining fee of the highest quarterhour rate per month. In addition, the commercial fee runs 2.05% of the "net receipts"
from sponsored programs after all deductions.
The copyright meeting is scheduled Thursday morning, April 11, last day of the annual
convention. All tv stations, including nonmembers of NARTB, will be invited to
attend the entire day's tv session. Final business that day will be election of tv directors
after which the new board will select its
chairman and vice chairman.
The Tv Board was told that NARTB now
has 319 tv stations and all three networks in
membership — a gain of 40 tv stations during
the year.
The Radio Board voted Thursday to
establish a special fund of $10,000 to evaluate radio broadcast measurement procedures,
designed to show the dimensions of radio
listening. It unanimously adopted a recommendation ofthe Radio Research Committee
that a technician be retained fulltime for
this work and asked NARTB to work with
Page 42
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the Census Bureau in two areas: (1) To secure
complete and current figures in the 1960
Census on both radio homes and the number
of sets of all types, and (2) to include in the
1958 Census of Business questions about
sets in business places, restaurants, bars,
cafes, hospitals, motels and other public
sites.
A plan to promote radio with radio, submitted byEdward Petry & Co., was discussed
and a resolution adopted stating the board
found the propsal had merit, and authorizing NARTB management to find ways of
making it an all-industry effort, both in
action and financing. It was estimated the
project, involving use of an identical transcribed voice on all stations, might cost
$100,000.
New Name, No Sig
The board accepted a recommendation
from its Standards of Practice Committee
changing the title from "Standards of Practice for Radio Broadcasters" to "Standards
of Good Practice for Radio Broadcasters."
No action was taken on an audio symbol for
air signature as the counterpart of the Tv
Code Seal of Good Practice because no acceptable symbol has yet been found. New
ideas will be offered to the next board meeting in June.
Continued study of radio transmission
tariffs was authorized after the board heard
a report from George C. Hatch, KALL Salt

Lake City, on behalf of the Radio Transmission Tariffs Committee.
John F. Meagher, NARTB radio vice president, reporting for J. Frank Jarman, WDNC
Durham. N. C, Membership Committee
chairman who was absent because of illness,
said radio membership increased by 110 stations during the year. The association now
has 1,355 am stations and 328 fm stations in
membership. The campaign for members,
which began last fall, will be continued, with
a step-up in the number of membership service calls.
Reporting on plans for National Radio
Week, May 5-11, Mr. Meagher said the
NARTB will meet with other co-sponsors
and networks to make plans. He said kits
will go to all stations containing tested promotion ideas from the 1956 observance. He
reported on plans for the radio portion of
the annual convention, April 7-11, stating
that IV2 days will be devoted to radio only
sessions, plus an fm session on Monday
afternoon.
Greater participation in fm station operation by am stations was reported by Edward
A. Wheeler, WEAW-FM Evanston, 111., on
behalf of fm directors on the Radio Board.
He said a survey of fm stations, recently
completed by NARTB, will be reviewed at
a Feb. 28 meeting of the Fm Committee.
Nine members of the combined boards
will conclude their terms at the convention.
They are Radio Board district directors
Herbert L. Krueger, WTAG Worcester,
Mass., vice chairman; George H. Clinton.
WPAR Clarksburg, W. Va.; William D.
Pabst, KFRC San Francisco; Richard M.
Brown, KPOJ Portland, Ore., and F. Ernest
Lackey, WHOP Hopkinsville, Ky., directorat-large for small stations. Retiring Tv Board
members are: Campbell Arnoux, WTARTV Norfolk, chairman; Kenneth L. Carter,
WAAM (TV) Baltimore, vice chairman;
William Fay, WROC-TV Rochester, and
Ward L. Quaal, WGN-TV Chicago.
Mail balloting for the Radio Board vacan-

PLANS for the spring meeting of National Assn. of Tv & Radio
drawn up at a Washington meeting held in the office of Louis
riant
FoodClockwise:
Institute, Hollis
chairman
of the
committee.
been set.
Seavy,
Cleararrangements
Channel Broadcasting

Farm Directors were
H. Wilson. National
Exact dates
Service;
Roy haven't
Battles,

National Grange; Don Tuttle, WGY Schenectady, N. Y.; Conway Robinson, WBAL
Baltimore; Layne Beaty, Dept. of Agriculture radio-tv chief; Mr. Wilson; Don Lerch,
Lerch & McKnight; Delbert Rucker, of food institute; C. Dana Bennett, Foundation
for American Agriculture; Alden Aaroe, WRVA Richmond, Va.
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INITIATIVE

. . . the quality that always seeks new and
better ways.
In serving our clients we

prefer to use

our initiative ... give that extra measure
of performance

that makes

their job

easier, more productive.
We

call it creative

selling. It makes

friends... as well as sales.

AVERY-KNODEL
INCORPORATED

NEW

YORK

ATLANTA

DALLAS

DETROIT

SAN

FRANCISCO

LOS

ANGELES

CHICAGO

£1 MCMLVII Columbia Broadcasting System. Inc. All Rights Reserved.

"Gerald not only can count on the youngsters as his fans
but adults as well." variety
"Should start adults elbowing children for space in front of
the set." time
"For all of those who have been crying that television needs
something fresh and new, this is it." billboard
"Gerald is the Ed Sullivan of the world of animation."
RADIO AND TELEVISION DAILY
"The Boing-Boing Show should prove a family delight."
THE NEW YORK TIMES
"/ can recommend

it to you ivithout reservation as one of

television' 's greatest pleasures." new york post
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cies is underway. Tv Board vacancies will
be filled at the NARTB convention.
G. Richard Shafto, WIS-TV Columbia,
S. C, chairman of the Tv Code Review
Board, reported the code has reached an alltime high of 300 station subscribers. He said
monitoring of programming and advertisers,
which last year reached a total of 17,000
hours, will be stepped up in 1957. An increase in monitoring funds from $16,000 to
$24,000 was authorized. Mr. Shafto said 18
film producers are affiliate subscribers under
the new agreement with the Alliance of Tv
Film Producers and that invitations will go
out to film producers who are not alliance
members.
The Code Board, Mr. Shafto said, will
concentrate on getting compliance or resignations from non-conforming stations and
will promote means for stations which subscribe to gain a greater identification with
the public and with advertisers.
The Tv Board approved adoption of a
code amendment providing that if dramatized advertising involving purported statements by physicians, dentists or nurses, is
not given by accredited members of such
professions, it must be shown the portrayal
is dramatized by superimposing the words
"a dramatization"
in a visual
the
initial 10 seconds
of themanner
scene. during
If the

The Ad Hoc Public Relations Committee
received a detailed report from Mr. Martin
at its Monday session, with favorable action
anticipated at Friday's joint board meeting.
Committee members present were John M.
Outler, WSB Atlanta, Radio Board chairman and chairman of the ad hoc committee;
Mr. Arnoux; John E. Fetzer, WKZO-TV
Kalamazoo, Mich., and Mr. Pabst, who is
also chairman of the General Fund Finance
Committee. CBS Radio President Arthur
Hull Hayes was absent but attended the
radio and joint board sessions.
The new public relations service, Mr.
Martin said, seeks to fulfill the mission of
fostering the public service, growth and
prosperity of broadcasting on the theme
"Broadcasting Serves America." Committee
members felt it would take five years to
carry out the program. They approved the
objectives outlined by Mr. Martin.
Defined in the program were the "general
public
and are
special
publics"Effort
withwithwhich
broadcasters
concerned.
the
general public, which appears to be satisfied
with what it is getting from broadcasting, is
to enlist support for the broadcasters' point
of view and to resist efforts of those trying
to undermine the generally favorable attitude.

scene is less than 10 seconds, the words "a
dramatization" shall be visible for the entire
length of the scene.

Enumerated
as the
"special"
which
broadcasters
should
seek topublics,
reach,
were the federal government, the business
and financial "public," employes in broadcasting and allied fields, publishers, editors
and writers who should be indoctrinated on
the objectives of broadcasting (including
radio-tv editors and columnists), educators
and woman's groups.
Mr. Martin reviewed functions of the
public relations service. Among the programs proposed in support of both the longrange and special objectives were "use of the
medium to promote the medium," involving
support of station and network management;
expansion of service to daily newspapers,
syndicated writers and feature editors; preparation of editorials and story outlines for
leading magazines, as well as smaller circulation books and house organs, using bylines
of NARTB members and officials; speaking
engagements on both national and local
levels, with full publicity before and after,
and with NARTB speakers' kits to be supplied on a regular basis along with suggestions on how to get maximum publicity on
the air and in the press.
Also proposed are audio-visual aids including films, film clips, recordings, slides,
photographs and charts to convey the mesroots. sage to special "publics" as well as the grass

Film Manual Coming
Harold P. See, KRON-TV San Francisco,
chairman of the Tv Film Committee, outlined plans for production this fall of a
manual reviewing current stations' film operations and serving as a buying guide for
films. Lack of standards in buying has
plagued broadcasters from the start of commercial tv, he said, and the manual will point
out pitfalls. The Tv Board approved an appropriation of $9,000 to defray NARTB's
participation in the Television Allocation
Study Organization (TASO) after hearing a
report from Thad H. Brown Jr., NARTB tv
vice president.
A review of the proposed television circulation audit was given last Monday to the
audit committee by Hugh M. Beville Jr.,
NBC vice president for planning and research, and chairman of the research subcommittee. Action was deferred, probably
until the next NARTB board meeting in June.
Mr. Beville reported on the results of methodological tests and said a final report
should be ready by May. The full committee
tentatively agreed to meet in May when it
will act on the future of the project. Mr.
Arnoux, chairman of the Audit Television
Circulation Committee, reported on the
project at Wednesday's Tv Board session.
Members attending Monday's audit committee meeting, in addition to Messrs.
Arnoux and Quaal, were Payson Hall, Meredith, Des Moines; Clair R. McCollough
WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.; J. Leonard
Reinsch, WSB-TV Atlanta; Robert D.
Swezey, WDSU-TV New Orleans, and Donald W. Thornburg, WCAU-TV Philadelphia.
Dr. Leon Arons, of the Television Bureau
of Advertising, attended as an observer.
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Among other topics covered in the proposal were publications issued by NARTB;
special projects including National Radio
Week, National Television Week, Voice of
Democracy, committees and Register-toVote, which will be given further impetus;
presentations covering public service and
personal contacts with opinion-makers. Two
key executives — John G. Trezevant, manager of news and publications, and Joseph
M. Sitrick, manager of special events and
member participation, will assist Mr. Martin

in the development and execution of the
projected program.
Present at the Tv Board sessions were
Chairman Arnoux; Vice Chairman Carter;
Messrs. Fetzer, Hall, Quaal and See; C.
Howard Lane, KOIN-TV Portland, Ore.;
W. D. Rogers Jr., KDUB-TV Lubbock,
Tex.; James V. Russell, KKTV (TV) Colorado Springs; Alfred Beckman, ABC-TV
New York, representing Oliver Treyz; William B. Lodge, of CBS New York, representing Merle S. Jones, and Frank M. Russell, NBC Washington. Excused were Joseph
E. Baudino, Westinghouse, and Mr. Fay,
Rochester.
Attending for NARTB were President
Harold E. Fellows; ex-president Justin Miller, consultant; Messrs. Brown, Meagher,
Martin and Sitrick; Everett E. Revercomb,
secretary-treasurer; Richard M. Allerton,
manager of research; Robert L. Heald, chief
attorney, and Vincent Wasilewski, government relations manager.
Attending the Radio Board sessions were
Chairman Outler; Vice Chairman Kreuger;
Messrs. Clinton, Hatch, Pabst, Brown, Lackey, Wheeler and Hayes; James H. Moore,
WSLS Roanoke, Va.; Owen F. Uridge,
WCKR Miami; F. C. Sowell, WLAC Nashville; Robert T. Mason, WMRN Marion,
Ohio; Edward F. Baughn, WPAG Ann
Arbor, Mich.; William Holm, WLPO La
Salle, 111.; Ben Sanders, KICD Spencer,
Iowa; Robert L. Pratt, KGGF Coffeyville,
Kans.; Alex Keese, WFAA Dallas; Robert
O. Reynolds, KMPC Los Angeles; John F.
Patt, WJR Detroit; Cecil B. Hoskins,
WWNC Asheville; William C. Grove, KFBC
Cheyenne; Merrill Lindsay, WSOY-FM Decatur, 111.; Don Durgin, ABC Radio, New
York, and Charles R. Denny, NBC New
York.
Excused from the Radio Board sessions
were Mr. Jarman; John Poor, president of
tady.
Mutual, and Robert Hanna, WGY SchenecRadio-Tv

Commended

By Polio Foundation
AN enthusiastic tribute to the broadcasting
industry for its help in the nation's fight to
finish polio was voiced Thursday by Basil
O'Connor, president of the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis.
"We count heavily on television and radio
in our March of Dimes campaigns," Mr.
O'Connor said, "because the impact of our
message about the polio situation can be
made persuasively upon millions of families
in a single instant. For years the cooperation
of radio and television stations and of networks and of broadcast people from coast
to coast has been nothing short of tremendous. Never has this cooperation and assistance been more widespread and vital than in
the 1957 March of Dimes campaign just
"The American people can be thankful,"
concluded."
Mr.
O'Connor continued, "to the twin industries, radio and television, because without their voluntary democratic participation,
the past and present victories in the polio
fight would have been impossible."
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

WERE

SCORES

FIRST IN NIELSEN . . . reaching more homes monthly, weekly,

daytime and nighttime, in its six county Nielsen Coverage Service -2 area
than all the homes reached in the total 25 Ohio counties covered by the
next trailing station.
WERE SCORES FIRST IN PULSE . . . with the greatest total share of in-andout-of-home audience 24 hours a day.
WERE

SCORES

FIRST IN HOOPER

. . . leading with almost twice the total

share of audience, day and night, as the next two stations combined.
All figures from current surveys.
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MAKING

PLANS

• People-To-People Inc. forms
• World goodwill is goal
PLANS for furthering international goodwill and understanding through the broadcast media are expected to be revealed soon
by the radio and television committee of the
People -To -People Foundation Inc., New
York, reported George V. Denny Jr., vice
president of the foundation, at its organizational meeting last week. Mr. Denny is former moderator of the old ABC Radio
Town Meeting of the Air.
The radio-tv committee, headed by Dr.
Frank Stanton, CBS president, and Harold
E. Fellows, president and board chairman,
NARTB, includes Roger W. Clipp, general
manager, Triangle Stations (WFIL-AM-TV
Philadelphia, WLBR-TV Lebanon, Pa.,
WFBG-AM-TV Altoona, Pa.; WNBF-AMTV Binghamton, N. Y.; WNHC-AM-TV
New Haven) ; Leonard Goldenson, president,
American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres
Inc.; William Pabst, general manager, KFRC
San Francisco; John F. Patt, president, WJRWJRT (TV) Detroit; John B. Poor, MBS
president; J. Leonard Reinsch, executive director, James M. Cox Stations (WSB-AMTV Atlanta; WHIO-AM-TV Dayton); Robert
W. Sarnoff, NBC president, and Frank E.
Schooley, general manager, WILL-AM-TV
Urbana, 111.
Suggested by President
The People-To-People Foundation Inc.
is an outgrowth of the "People-To-People
Program" proposed by President Eisenhower at a special White House meeting
last Sept. 11-12. It then was suggested that
a group of 46 business, social, and cultural
leaders — headed by Trinity College's Dr.
Albert C. Jacobs — set up a network of
various committees to work through the
Office of Private Cooperation, U. S. Information Agency (USIA), headed by Conger
Reynolds, former public relations director
of Standard Oil (Indiana).
However, Mr. Denny told B»T Thursday,
this appeared to be a difficult working arrangement inasmuch as "the purpose of
People-To-People contact would be defeated
by official government support." Thus, last
November, the group decided to establish a
non-profit corporation subsidized by private
business. The corporation was set up by
Maj. Gen. William C. (Wild Bill) Donovan,
U.S.A., ret.), former OSS head and now
senior partner of the New York law firm of
Donovan, Leisure, Newton & Irvine.
Mr. Donovan is board chairman, and
Charles E. Wilson, former president of
General Electric Co., is president of PeopleTo-People Inc. The board consists of Dr.
Stanton, cartoonist Al Capp, Dr. Jacobs,
Mrs. William Barclay Parsons, first vice
president of the National Council of
Women; Dr. Louis H. Bauer, secretarygeneral of the World Medical Assn., and
Domestic Relations Court Judge Juvenal
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GATHERED at a recent regional sales clinic held by Radio Advertising Bureau in
the studios of WPTR Albany are upstate New York radio officials and RAB representatives. Lto r: Ed Piering Jr., WGY Schenectady, sales; Jim Baker, WPTR Albany,
sales manager; Duncan Mounsey, WPTR, general manager; Howard Hayes, WOKO
Albany, general manager; George Perkins, WROW Albany, general manager; Warren
Boorom, RAB, promotion director; Al Spokes, WEAV Plattsburgh, general manager,
and John Schmulbach, WGY, sales manager. Attended by some 36 general managers
and sales executives, the sales clinic was conducted by Mr. Boorom. Theme of the
clinic, currently being taken across country by RAB, is "57-30," expressing the goal
of 30% more radio billing during the current year.
Marchisio of New York.
Prominent in the membership of the 41
committees are advertisers, agency executives and other representatives of the communciations industry, who are either heads
or co-chairman of several committees:
Theodore S. Repplier, president of the Advertising Council; Sigurd S. Larmon, president of Young & Rubicam, New York; RCA
Vice President Meade Brunet; Harry A.
Bullis, board chairman, General Mills Inc.;
Paul C. Smith, president, Crowell-Collier
Publishing Co. (KFWB Los Angeles); Y.
Frank Freeman, chairman, Assn. of Motion
Picture Producers Inc.; Eugene Ormandy,
conductor of the Philadelphia Orchestra
(CBS Radio), and George L. Murphy,
actor.
Though Dr. Stanton's office was unable to
specify just when plans would be released,
Mr. Wilson said earlier in the week that it
was highly possible that P-To-P would
"make films and transcriptions of . . . world
journeys (of P-To-P officials) in order to
share them with radio and television audiences inthis country and abroad."
RAB's 1957 'Blitzes'
Open in New York City
THE first half of a two-week long concentrated sales campaign got underway last
week in metropolitan New York by Radio
Advertising Bureau. The first RAB sales
"blitz" in its 1957 series, the campaign was
described by the bureau as the "largest regional sales effort ever undertaken in behalf
of The
radio RAB
advertising."
sales force was led by John F.
Hardesty, RAB vice president-general manager, who directed 28 especially-prepared
presentations — using both tapes and visual
material — -to tell radio's sales story to representatives of more than 100 regional and
large local advertisers and their agencies.

Businesses represented included large department stores; grocery chains and food
processors; merchandisers of wearing apparel, shoes, drugs and home furnishings;
specialty stores, and appliance and automotive distributors. Objective of the drive is to
boost radio billings in the New York area.
The latter half of the "blitz" this week is
under
the leadership of RAB President Kevin Sweeney.
Following the New York area drive, similar "blitzes" will be conducted by the RAB
task force within the next 60 days in Los
Angeles, Portland (Ore.), Seattle, Salt Lake
City, Denver, Omaha and Des Moines.
Originated
by RAB to last
year, the
"blitz"
method
is designed
acquaint
significant
advertisers with the value of radio through
presentation of the most recent statistics on
the effectiveness of the medium, and revelation of success stories by its users.
Through "blitzes" conducted in seven
cities in 1956, RAB brought the story of
radio's "sell-ability" to more than 350 important regional advertisers. By demand of
advertisers, agencies and broadcasters alike,
RAB is repeating the campaign in 1957 on
an expanded basis. Mr. Sweeney said the
target insented1957
is 26 city of"blitzes"
to be1,400
prebefore audiences
more than
regional and local advertisers.
Miller and Ernst Debate
JUDGE Justin Miller, former president of
NARTB and now in private law practice in
Los Angeles, and Morris Ernst, New York
attorney,casters will
the "Rights
of Broadto Havedebate
Cameras
and Microphones
in Judicial, Legislative and Administrative
Sessions" at the Radio and Television Executive Society's Feb. 13 luncheon in New
York at the Hotel Roosevelt. Mike Wallace
will be moderator. The New York Bar Assn.
has
asked to have a member present for the
debate.
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In only a few brief months, MGM-TV
has revolutionized the telecasting scene.
In market after market, the signs
of success are seen — not only in
record ratings but also in upped billings
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and greater prestige and profits. If
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inquire today as to the availability
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library in your area,
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• NCAA

TV

FOOTBALL

drafts fall plans

• Big Ten gains compromise
PULSE
Sept
1956

COMBINATION national-regional plan for
televised football — similar in essentials to
last year's but in effect a compromise with
Bi^ Ten proposals — has been drafted by the
National Collegiate Athletic Assn.'s 1957 tv
committee, B«T learned last Thursday.
As an alternative to Western Conference

What

a

difference

a

year

requests for a "one-rule*' program, which
would have limited NCAA control to overall team appearances, the committee agreed,
in essence, to more regional tv dates, although the exact number was not ascerlained. Threat of legislative pressure in Big
Ten school areas was adjudged to be a
major factor in its decision.
Thus, the 1956 proportion of eight national to five regional telecasts may be
swung over to a more equitable ratio favoring the Big Ten and other conferences.
Western Conference had proposed during

makes!

to stay
G-TV
is K
in R
front
W

in
No

Mobile

matter

how

you

. . .
measure

Telepulse (Sept. '56) shows WKRG-TV leading in 275 quarter hours to 171 for Station
"X". The night time lead is most one-sided,
1 17 to 48.
The 1956 Nielsen Coverage Service shows WKRGTV leading in every department . . . covering
NIELSEN

AM

®

33 counties to 26 for Station "X", with 45,000
extra homes
Service
area. in Channel 5's Nielsen Coverage

A. R. B. (Nov. '56) shows Channel 5 pulling
even further ahead, leading in morning,
afternoon and night . . . and with 10 of
top 15 shows in Mobile.

WKRG-TV
CBS
Channel
5 in Mobile
Representatives:
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hearings Tuesday a "three-appearance, onerule" plan to be administered by NCAA,
with Big Ten and other conference schools
being able to select three appearances from
national and regional tv dates. Last year
NCAA schools were limited to two appearances.
Under the plan drafted Thursday by the
tv committee, schools thus would be eligible
for more regional tv coverage. The Big Ten
hoped to get approval of the "one-rule" proposal enabling it to set up its own tv arrangements and sell rights to its own schedule. It
would have permitted member schools to appear a maximum of three times regionally
without being placed on any national network schedule.
Feb. 25 Deadline Planned
If the present plan is finally adopted by
the committee this week — and approved by
NCAA membership in a mail referendum by
Feb. 25 deadline — the association still will
be free to sell the rights to a network for
sponsor negotiations, while member colleges
may devise their own plans for regional coverage subject to NCAA team appearance
limitations ultimately approved. It was presumed the committee recommended a higher
ceiling on such appearances along with more
regional playing dates.
New tv steering group, headed by Robert
J. Kane, Cornell U., must ratify precise details of the plan and tender final approval before itis mailed to NCAA membership Feb.
18. Actual plan is to be announced next
weekend, according to Walter Byers, NCAA
executive director.
Mr. Kane told a news conference Wednesday, in revealing the submission of 10
different plans to the committee, that his
group would act quickly because "the longer
we delay the fewer will be the available
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Look

What

Happened

When

WDAF-TV

Launched

"NINE-THIRTUHEATRE"!

OF

THE

AUDIENCE!

SUNDAYS

I N

• TUESDAYS

• WEDNESDAYS

YES, EARLY does it in TV-loving Kansas City! "NINE-THIRTY THEATRE"
is getting and holding the major share of Kansas City viewers! On WDAFTV —
and only on WDAFTV — they can watch a top-notch movie and still get a good
night's rest. The program that moved the clock ahead is moving merchandise. For
availabilities and a result story that will "make your hair curl," write, wire or phone !

T H E

EVENING!

bbW

DAF

^^Represented
HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS
\
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sponsors we're interested in." Mr. Byers described the three major proposals as favoring (1) all national telecasts, (2) a combination national-regional and (3) only certain basic rules on team limitations. The Big
Ten reportedly felt that the combination plan
finally agreed on contained "significant variations" amounting to a compromise.
Western Conference proposal was submitted Tuesday by Comr. Kenneth (Tug)
Wilson, Ohio State Athletic Director Dick
Larkin and Assistant Big Ten Comr. William
Reed during hearings which included suggestions from spokesmen for tv networks and
stations, member schools, and the NCAA tv
committee and "other tv and advertising inrepresentatives." from
(Understood
to includedustry
acommunication
an advertising
agency).
Big Ten spokesmen told the committee
that, under its plan, schools could exercise
the prerogative of joining other schools in
the conference to devise a group plan for
national, regional and other rights, or set up
their own. This would have, in effect, eliminated the "national franchise," they said.
Committee was warned that Big Ten
schools are sensitive to "legislative pressures"
in their states and that, while the 1956 plan
may have "satisfied the public interest," it
was a question of "how long" these pressures
could be withstood. Indiana and Ohio legislatures have pending bills designed to force
telecasts of Indiana U., Purdue U. and Ohio
State U. games, or require the schools to
withdraw from the Big Ten. [B*T Jan. 28].
Looser Controls Sought
Among network representatives to appear
before the committee was Tom Gallery,
NBC's director of sports. He reported his
network found the 1956 plan "fairly satisfactory" save for NCAA Dist. 3, which did
not televise regionally, and felt the more
loose the controls the better the football tv
package. While they did not appear personal y atthe hearing of "interested parties,"
spokesmen for Zenith Radio Corp., pay-tv
advocate, reportedly held informal discussions with some members of the tv commit e , itwas learned — not looking toward
prospect of toll tv for NCAA football this
fall but sometime in the future, provided a
subscription method is ultimately approved
by The
the FCC.
12-man committee [B«T, Jan 21]
drafted its plan after hearing a review of
the report and recommendations of the 1956
unit and setting up administrative organization for the new year. Still to be selected is
a television director.

For information about NCS #2, and for
rates, availabilities and assistance, contact
us or your nearest WEED man.
Affiliated with WFBC-AM & FM
NBC Affiliate
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.
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WFBC-TV
Greenville, S. C.

Represented By
WEED TELEVISION CORP.

National Community Television Assn.
last Thursday appointed a broadcasters relations committee to meet periodically with
NARTB and discuss problems of mutual
interest, with Martin F. Malarkey Jr., president of WRTA Altoona, Pa., as chairman.
Action was taken at NCTA's two-day board
meeting at the Drake Hotel in Chicago.
Other members of the new group are A. J.
K. Malin, president of WWNH Rochester,
N. H; Fred Stevenson, vice president-genBroadcasting
• Telecasting

WFAA

RADIO

IS

HOT!

Perhaps the largest promotion of its kind to
exploit a "New Listen" in radio took place
in Dallas January 9th. From near and far they
came to WFAA's elaborate kick-off luncheon.
Simultaneously, advertisers and agencies
over the nation were bombarded with teaser
mailings, and later the complete
story telling of a new and realistic theme . . .
"WFAA Radio Is HOT!"
And HOT it is! The
. . . news every hour
local news coverage
programming . . . new

NBC "Hot-Line" innovation
on the hour . . . expanded
. . . new network
local shows . . . truly a

"New Listen" throughout WFAA Radio-Land!
Added impetus to that spot on the dial (820)
to which Nielsen attributes more
audience than any other station in Texas!
For choice "Hot Buys" see your PETRYMAN!

w

FAA
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NBC
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Bob

Ms

uses

instinct.

. .

and Bob Braver's instinct is good. As Director of Research

and Promotion

for Burke-

Stuart radio and tv stations, Bob has his own
enlightened definition of the average research
man. "There are two of these," Bob says. "One
has a mental

pigeon-hole for each specific

fact; the other a wastebasket mind

in which

there is a scrapheap of trivia. Neither are of
particular value." And Bob's right. It's not
so much what a research man knows as what
he can find out. Here's where instinct comes
in— the instinct which leads unerringly to the
discovery of profitable information. That's

eral manager of KGRH Fayetteville, Ark.;
Paul McAdam, president of KPRK Livingston. Mont., and Larry Boggs, president of
KVIT (TV) Sante Fe, N. M. Williams Daniels, NCTA. president and owner of Community Systems in Casper and Rawlings
Wyo., and Farmington, N. M., presided at
the board session.
NCTA executive committee met Wednesday and approved an increased budget for
the new fiscal year starting May 1, 1957, as
well as setting up a nominating committee
to select new officers, with approval of the
22-man board. Members are Lloyd Calhoun,
Hobbs, N. M.; Bruce Merrill, Phoenix,
Ariz., and Ralph Shepler, Elkins, W. Va.
Convention committee met Friday to plan
for NCTA's annual convention at the William Penn Hotel in Pittsburgh June 4-6. FCC
commissioners will be invited to the convention to observe the NCTA exposition. Pending legal matters, including excise tax problems, were reviewed Friday for board members by E. Stratford Smith, NCTA general
counsel and executive secretary.
Plans for expansion of NCTA's headquarters office in Washington, D. C, also were
discussed by board members. Association
now claims some 350 members, comprising
approximately 450 community antenna tv
systems, according to Mr. Daniels.
Huntington Promoted at TvB,
Becomes Asst. to President
APPOINTMENT of George C. Huntington,
director of sales development, Television
Bureau of Advertising, to the additional post
of assistant to the president, as part of an
interna! executive

Bob's instinct. He's a hi-fi buff and he believes

realignment, is bedayannounced
(Monday) toby
ing

in high-fidelity in research just as in music.

TvB President Norman E. (Pete) Cash.

Evidence:

The

collection of recorded true

of real help today to users of all Burke-Stuart

This move follows an earlier announcement of the
resignation of Gene
Accas, TvB vice

stations. If there's something special you want

president and
operations director,

market statistics he has discovered. They are

to find out about a market, we suggest that you
ask Bob Braver. Phone him at PL

BURKE-STUART

CO.,

1-4646.

INC.

Radio- and ^eleutiion Station (lepAedeniatui&L
60 East 56 Street, New

York 22,

New

York

Chicago • Detroit • Los Angeles • San Francisco

Representing, among others: WAKR & WAKR-TV , Akron, Ohio;
IF INS, New York; JVCFL, Chicago, III.
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MR. huntington

who returns
to
ABC-TV
later this
month as an administrative assistant to
ABC-TV Vice President Oliver Treyz,
former TvB president [B»T, Feb. 4]. Mr.
Accas' former position, according to TvB
officials, is being eliminated, with Mr. Huntington taking over the functions of that post
in addition to his own as sales development
director. An assistant to Mr. Huntington is
expected to be announced shortly. Mr. Huntington joined TvB a year ago after associations with Benton & Bowles, Kenyon & Eckhardt and Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
No other changes in TvB's executive
structure are being contemplated at this
time. Halsey V. Barrett will continue as
national sales director, Gordon Hellmann as
sales promotion director, Dr. Leon Arons
as research director and Howard Abrahams
as retail sales director.
Meanwhile, Mr. Cash announced last
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

CINEMA
SHOWPLACE
AVAILABLE
Mon.Tues.lO:30 -12

Broadcasting

S. F. CHRONICLE

• Telecasting
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KLZ

is

week that TvB had renewed its contract with
A. C. Nielsen Co., Chicago. The new contract not only calls for the regular rating
measurement subscription, but also for special services.

FIRST

Broader
AGAIN

in

DENVER

AFTERNOONS

NIGHTS

Weekly averages as reported by Pulse, Inc. — based on 72,000
completed quarter-hour reports, November 1956. Full Morning
6 AM — 12 Noon; Full Afternoon 12 Noon — 6 PM; Full Evening
6 PM — 12 Midnight. No selected segments.

OTHER

HOUR
DENVER

FIRSTS

THAN

STATIONS

ALL

COMBINED

No wonder national and local spot
business in 1956 was the greatest in the
35 year KLZ-Radio history!
ALL
TO

KLZ
DO

PERSONALITIES
A

TOO

GREAT

CwtltHtte

SELLING

-THANK

JOB

YOU!

Dale Morgan Show from 5:30 a.m. to 9 a.m.
Art Cow's Ladies Choice from 10:30 a.m. to 1 1:15 a.m.
Pat Gay Show from 1 2:05 p.m. to 1 2:45 p.m.
Carl Alters Show from 4:00 p.m. to 4:55 p.m.
Starr Yelland's Party Line from 8:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
and Denver at Night from 5:00 p.m. to Midnight

STEP

UP

TO

For the full story of KLZ's leadership in Denver, call your KATZ
man ... or tee Fondren, General
Sales Manager, in Denver at MAin
3-4271— today!
♦Monday through Friday

KLZ

IN
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of Legislatures

Assn. joined Sigma Delta Chi and Massachusetts Newspaper Information Service in
endorsing a bill (H 437) to remove media
barriers to coverage of state, county and
local government proceedings. A substitute
version of the original bill was endorsed at
a Wednesday hearing before the Committee
on State Administration in Boston.
Thomas Callaghan, legislative agent of
MBA, voiced its stand on behalf of the effort
to remove media barriers. David Brickman,
chairman of the newspaper group, appeared
as chairman of its freedom of information
committee.
In Texas, radio and tv stations have been
given the right to cover proceedings of the
House of Representatives. The action was
taken in a resolution adopted 140 to 4.
The new rule permits live and recorded
radio and tv coverage. W. D. Rogers Jr.,
KDUB-AM-TV Lubbock, Tex., who directed the legislative fight on behalf of the
Texas Assn. of Broadcasters, answered fears
by legislators that they would be caught unawares by proposing installation of an onthe-air light behind the speaker's desk. The
signal idea was adopted.
TAB has authorized its counsel to draft
a bill permitting daylight saving time in
Texas, to be presented at the current session.
Another bill, introduced by Rep. Mann, of
Houston, also would sanction daylight time.
Albert D. Johnson, KENS-AM-TV San
Antonio, TAB secretary-treasurer, led the
daylight time planning as chairman of the
association's special committee handling the
matter. David H. Morris, KNUZ Houston,
president of TAB, is directing a move to
increase the association's legislative activity.

DENVER

KLZ

CBS FOR THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN AREA
REPRESENTED
BY THE
KATZ AGENCY
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Rights

STEPS to broaden the rights of radio-tv and
printed media are being taken during winter
legislative sessions, spurred by state broadcaster groups, NARTB and other interests.
Last week Massachusetts Broadcasters

MORNINGS

MORE

Sought

Media

NEW to Texas is the appearance of tv
and radio news facilities in the House
of Representatives. Here Duncan Elliston, KDUB-TV Lubbock news director,
operates a camera from the gallery.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Befitting its title, only the best has gone into the new
with Lilli Palmer as hostess.

"QUALITY

THEATRE"

The world's best stories of mystery, romance, adventure and intrigue ... by the
most famous writers . . .with players noted on two continents.
Fusing these sure-fire elements into 39 new ... all new . . . dramatic half -hours provides quality out of the top drawer that is sure to draw top audiences.
And to make it even more attractive, "QUALITY THEATRE" comes to you at an
agreeably low price . . . along with promotional high-powered aids from NTA's awardwinning promotion department.

For full details, phone, wire or write —
Harold Goldman, V.P. in charge of sales,

ATIONAL
60 W. 55th STREET • NEW

YORK 19, N. Y. • PHONE: PLAZA 7-2100
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Station

50 watt station when

WIL
St. Louis was a city of

700,000 inhabitants, WIL is now St. Louis' largest independent station with 5,000 watts, day
and night, covering the present population of over 2y± million people in greater St. Louis.
Radio Station WIL has contributed much to the growth of St. Louis. Thirty-five years ago WIL
broke all radio records in capturing almost 100% of all radio receivers, numbering about 1,200
in St. Louis and several thousand
the Benwood Company,
first concert.

more within the 300-mile radius reached by the radio phone of

1110 Olive Street, which cooperated with the Star in broadcasting St. Louis'

The event was a big step forward in local wireless history. It was the first elaborate radio phone
entertainment to be given in the Middle West. On the program were Nelson Cuniff, director of
Public Welfare, Harlan Eugene Read,
Max Steindel, famous cellist with the
St. Louis Symphony Orchestra, Jean
and Charles Granese, feature vocalists
at the Orpheum Theater of that day,
Mrs. Karl Kimmel, well-known soloist,
Charles Borelli, pianist, and Dr. Charles
L. Klenk, radio expert. In addition,
there were selections on a player piano.
Mr. L. A. Benson, founder of the corporation and now president of the Missouri Broadcasting Corp. and owner
and operator of Station WWIL in Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., did all the announcing
and programming in addition to engi- Present location of
neering the entire broadcast.
MISSOURI
HOTEL C0R0NAD0
4

BROADCASTING
3715 Lindell Blvd.

CORP.
St. Louis 8, Mo.
4
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Transistors, Portables Assure
Radio's Future Growth — Sweeney
RADIO'S future growth is assured with sales
potentials of transistor and other portable
receivers, Kevin Sweeney, president of Radio Advertising Bureau, told an audience of
Chicago station people last Wednesday.
About 80 representatives from 21 local stations attended the sales clinic at the Eighth
St. Theatre, with WLS Chicago as host.
Delivering RAB's basic "57-30" presentation, Mr. Sweeney noted RAB will unfold its
new "everybody's doing it" slide-tape presentation on national spot at the forthcoming
NARTB convention and cited various advantages of radio advertising, along with case
history success stories. He stressed potentials of selling to women in the period from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Mr. Sweeney expressed belief that many
stations use the wrong approach in utilizing
male announcers to sell women on women's
wear and asserted, "Tv is away ahead of us
on this and we're still in the iceberg era."
He delivered a similar presentation in Milwaukee Tuesday.
RAB Releases New Survey
On Outdoor Usage of Radio
FIRST nationwide study of radio use and
ownership during the summer months out
of doors has been sent to member stations
of Radio Advertising Bureau, it was announced bySherril Taylor, RAB vice president and promotion director. The survey,
titled
"Radio's
Half as Bigof as4,000
All Outdoors,"'
is
based
on a sampling
groups of
people using radio at public parks, beaches
and picnicActual
groundssurveying
in the nation's
top 10
markets.
was conducted
by The Pulse Inc., which followed up the
contention of the National Recreation Assn.
that a surprisingly high percentage of U. S.
families can be found outdoors in public
recreation areas.
In discussing the results of this study,
Mr. Taylor said ". . . we now have proof
that radio sells these families en masse.
"For an advertiser who wants to reach
Americans who play outdoors — or for an
advertiser who wants to reach large numbers
of people when and where it is difficult, if
not impossible, for other media to penetrate— radio is a must."

CBS

FOR

CENTRAL

OHIO

Ask John Blair
The number one Pulse station
covering 1,573,820 people with
2 Billion Dollars to spend.
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COLUMBUS, OHIO

N. Y. Conference Opens Tomorrow
ALL-DAY conference will be sponsored tomorrow (Tuesday) by the New York City
chapter of the American Women in Radio
& Television at the Savoy Plaza Hotel. The
agenda includes a morning panel discussion
on "Why the Boom in Radio?" by Don
Durgin, vice president in charge of ABC
Radio; John M. Grogan, program manager,
WNEW New York; Wells H. Barnett, assistant to the president, John Blair & Co., and
a representative of the Institute for Motivational Research. In the afternoon, E. A.
Hungerford Jr., executive director of the
Metropolitan Educational Television Assn.
will address the group on "Where Is New
York City's Educational Television Station?"
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
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GOVERNMENT
FCC

DEINTERMIXES

ANOTHER

TWO

• Fresno, Evansville may lose single vhf channels
• Commission

votes down

deintermixture of Madison

TWO more cities were added to the deintermixture group last week when the FCC
considered the second batch of proposed
unmixing cases.
According to reliable reports, Commission majorities voted to delete single vhf
channels in Fresno, Calif., and Evansville,
Ind. A majority also voted against deintermixing Madison, Wis.
The FCC did not reach consideration of
proposals to delete vhf channels in Elmira,
N. Y., and Vail Mills (Albany), N. Y. These
had been scheduled for determination.
In a reported four to two vote (Comr. T.
A. M. Craven abstaining) , it was decided to
move ch. 12 from Fresno to Santa Barbara,
Calif. There had been counter proposals to
move the vhf frequency, now held by
KFRE-TV Fresno, to Bakersfield, to Ventura, or to leave it in Fresno and use it also
in Riverside.
By a tentative five to two vote it was decided to move Evansville's ch. 7 to Louisville, itwas understood. It was also decided
to make ch. 9 at Hatfield, Ind., a non-com-

mercial, educationally reserved frequency.
The original proposal was to switch the
Evansville educational reservation from ch.
56 to ch. 7 there. WTVW (TV) Evansville
operates on ch. 7.
The decision to retain ch. 3 in Madison
was made on a four to three vote, it was
understood. The proposal had been to switch
the educational reservation from ch. 21 to
ch. 3. There was also a counter proposal to
move ch. 3 to Rockford, 111.
Hope that the Commission would be able
to officially announce its decisions in the
initial four deintermixture cases was dashed,
it was understood, when the commissioners
did not receive staff documents in time to
take votes on them last week. It was planned
to move on these four Feb. 11, following
resolution also of a legal question which
arose in connection with the Springfield-St.
Louis shift.
It was intended to move ch. 2 from
Springfield, III., to St. Louis and to issue a
show cause order assigning it to KTVI (TV)
St. Louis (which is presently assigned ch.
36). The legal propriety of the show cause
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WMAY-TV Springfield, 111., holds a construction permit for ch. 2 there. It would be
assigned ch. 36, from St. Louis. WWL New
Orleans holds a grant for ch. 4 there, but
has been forbidden to begin building until
the deintermixture proceeding is concluded;
it would have this restriction removed. WIRL
Peoria holds the grant for ch. 8 there, but is
banned from beginning construction until
the deintermixture proceedings are completed. WTIC Hartford holds a cp for ch.
3 there, but is also prohibited from building.
A move by KVOL Lafayette, La., to sever
from the New Orleans deintermixture proposals the question of the assignment of ch.
3 to either Lafayette or Lake Charles was
denied by the FCC last week.
And on Feb. 5, Rep. Sid Simpson (R-Ill.)
had reprinted in the Congressional Record
an editorial from the Illinois State Journal.
The editorial referred to reports that the

most

were

painted Red .

look like this!

*From KJEO's sign-on to sign-off, Channel 47 has more
first place quarter hours than any other station.
At night, KJEO has more first positions than the
other two stations combined . . . you get greater
results for your money in Central California . . .
when you invest your advertising dollars on KJEO-TV.
*June and July, 1956 ARB

KJEO-TV

order is presently under study by the FCC's
general counsel, it was understood.
Other moves which had been decided last
month [B«T, Jan. 21], involved moving ch.
12 into New Orleans and to Beaumont-Port
Arthur, Tex.; ch. 3 to Lake Charles or Lafayette, La.; ch. 11 to Houma, La.; moving
ch. 8 from Peoria, 111., to Rock Island, 111.,
and deciding to retain ch. 3 in Hartford,
Conn, (instead of moving it to the Providence, R. I., area).

KJEO-TV
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O'Neill Broadcasting Company
P. O. BOX 1708, FRESNO, CALIFORNIA
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Commission was proposing to move ch. 2
from Springfield to St. Louis. If these reare true,thetherawest
newspaper
said,handed
"they
would portsmean
deal ever
down by a Federal agency affecting this
community and the central Illinois area."
The newspaper claimed the vhf facility was
necessary because of Springfield's position
as capital of Illinois.
In addition to the Elmira and Albany proposals, the FCC still has outstanding four
more deintermixture proposals: (1) to move
ch. 13 to Norfolk, Va., from New Bern,
N. C; to add ch. 4 to Charleston, S. C, and
to move ch. 5 to Columbia, S. C; to switch
the educational reservation in Duluth, Minn.Superior, Wis., from ch. 32 to ch. 8, and to
add ch. 6 to Miami, Fla.
NATIONAL
GETS

CH.

AIRLINES
10

MIAMI

• FCC makes decision on vhf
• Last-minute petitions denied
THE FCC last week granted ch. 10 Miami
to National Airlines after denying a lastminute petition by Eastern Air Lines Inc. to
intervene in the case and another petition by
WKAT Inc., one of the four applicants, to
enlarge the issues and reopen the record.
(For report of the FCC decision see AT
DEADLINE, page 7.)
Both the Eastern and WKAT pleadings
were sparked by reports that the Commission
majority was in favor of granting the vhf
channel to Public Service Television Inc., a
subsidiary of National Airlines Inc. WKAT
Miami Beach, was favored in an initial decision by an FCC hearing examiner March
30, 1955. Other applicants in the hardfought Miami ch. 10 hearing were WCKY
Cincinnati and North Dade Video Inc.
Eastern Air Lines claimed that a grant to
the National Airlines subsidiary would give
National an unfair competitive advantage
against Eastern and Northeast Airlines Inc.
in the Miami area through its ownership of
a television station there.
Eastern said it would be forced to spend
up to $1 million yearly in advertising to offset this purported National advantage.
Eastern stated that "this proceeding, apparently unknown to the Commission, has
become a matter of most serious import to
public service companies outside the broadcasting and television field." It said that if
such a grant was not prohibited by the Civil
Aeronautics Act, "it would certainly seem
contrary to the Act."
This attitude was raised several weeks ago
by Sen. A. S. Mike Monroney (D-Okla.) and
others who have asked the Commission
whether it has conferred with the Civil
Aeronautics Board on the propriety of a
grant to National Airlines. At one point,
Sen. Monroney asked that the FCC defer
action in the Miami case until the Senate
Commerce Committee investigated this situation.
In its opposition to Eastern's petition, Public Service said there was no policy of the
FCC or of the CAB which prevented an airBroadcasttng
• Telecasting

FCC TO REPORT STAFF DIRECTIVES
week.
THE FCC will in the future make public
announcement of its instructions to the
The Commission's tentative actions in
staff for the preparation of decisions in a half dozen tv hearing cases and four
deintermixture cases became open secrets
important docket cases.
That announcement was issued last over the last six weeks. Results of tentative decisions in key tv hearing cases beweek — following weeks of open leaks
from the Commission on its straw votes in
came known quickly after Commission
top market tv hearing cases and bellwether consideration. These included St. Louis
deintermixture cases [B»T, Jan. 21].
ch. 11 grant to CBS; Miami ch. 10 grant
The Commission's action — which fol- to Public Service Tv Inc. (see story this
lows the practice established by the Civil page); Boston ch. 5 to WHDH Boston;
Aeronautics Board last summer — was
Seattle ch. 7 to KIRO Seattle; Indianapolis ch. 13 to Crosley Broadcasting Corp.
unanimous except for one dissent, it was
First decisions in deintermixture cases
understood. This was by Comr. Rosel H.
included those involving moving ch. 2
Hyde. The move to introduce this new
practice was initiated by Comr. John C. from Springfield, 111., to St. Louis; ch. 8
Doerfer.
from Peoria, 111., to Rock Island, 111.;
The announcements will relate what
ch. 12 to New Orleans and other areas;
and the decison not to remove ch. 3 from
the instructions are, but will not indicate
Hartford, Conn.
the vote division or the vote of indiThe CAB was faced with a similar
vidual commissioners, it was understood.
Stressed was that these announcements
problem when it became known before
will be a report of proposed action, and the official announcement it was certifywill not constitute Commission action.
ing Northeast Airlines to fly the profitable
"The Commission reserves the right to New York-Miami route. In August last
year it instituted the practice of having its
reach a different result upon the subseately.
tentative decisions announced immediquent adoption and issuance of the formal
decision," the FCC said in its notice last
line from owning a tv station. It said that all
matters raised by Eastern had been explored
during the 10-month-long hearings in 1954.
It also declared that Eastern's request for
standing as a party in interest was filed
"exactly 1,112 days" too late.
WKAT questioned Public Service's financial qualifications in the light of statements
reportedly made before the CAB by G. T.
Baker, National chairman, during a CAB
hearing on Northeast Airlines' request to
enter the profitable New York-Miami service. Mr. Baker said, WKAT alleged, in opposition to the Northeast petition, that certification of a new competitor on this route
"will ruin National Airlines."
National told the CAB, WKAT charged,
that its New York-Miami run was the only
service on which it realized a profit in 1954
($6.7 million). All its other routes showed
a loss of $3.3 million in 1954, WKAT said
National declared. WKAT also said that National told the- CAB that if Northeast received permission to enter the New YorkMiami run, it (National) would stand to
lose $6 to $8.5 million in revenue yearly, resulting in a net loss for National which
would require subsidization by the government. This raises the question whether National isfinancially qualified to operate a tv
station, WKAT said.
In answering the WKAT petition, National declared that Mr. Baker's statements
were testimony of opinion not fact. It also
pointed out that National has been granted
other routes which have changed the facts
upon which National opposed the Northeast
certification on the New York-Miami run.
National also said CAB had found that its
certification of Northeast for the New YorkMiami run would not jeopardize National's
"self-sufficiency."

LEAVE OUR U's BE,
N. Y.-PA. TV's ASK
A MOVE was under way at week's end for
the establishment of a uhf "preserve" in an
area of 60,000 square miles, encompassing
more than 6.5 million people, in southern
New York and northern Pennsylvania.
Scheduled for Feb. 14 or 15 is a meeting of all uhf operators and permit-holders
in that area in Harrisburg. Pa. The meeting
is tentatively scheduled to take place in Harrisburg, Pa. Invitations were sent by A. K.
Redmond, WHP-TV Harrisburg; Louis J.
Appell Jr., WSBA-TV York, and David M.
Baltimore, WBRE-TV Wilkes-Barre.
Involved are 40 uhf allocations, of which
23 are authorized. There is only one vhf
operation in the whole area — WNBF-TV
Binghamton, N. Y., on ch. 12. Only one
other vhf is allocated — ch. 9 at Elmira,
N. Y. — subject of a deintermixture proposal
expected to be decided this week.
Plan of the adherents of the "preserve"
idea is to work up a major proposal for submission to the FCC which would maintain
the area as a uhf stronghold for at least five
years. No change in WNBF-TV's assignment is contemplated. In that time, one advocate said last week, this region could
serve as a laboratory for the FCC-inspired
Television Allocations Study Organization;
for manufacturers to sell uhf receivers and
transmitting equipment; to the networks to
gain experience with primary uhf affiliates;
to "Madison Avenue" on the worth of uhf
outlets; to all uhf permittees in the region
who would be protected from new vhfs.
The area, as tentatively delineated, runs
on the north just below the Buffalo-RochesterSyracuse
- Utica -.Albany - Schenectady Troy line; on the south just above the PittsFebruary 11, 1957 • Page 65
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burgh- Altoona- York- Lancaster -Philadelphia
line; on the west inside the Erie-Pittsburgh
axis, and on the east, just inside the AlbanyNew York-Philadelphia line.
It includes authorized stations in (from
east to west) Binghamton, Wilkes-Barre,
Scranton, Hazelton, Allentown-BethlehemEaston, Reading, Lebanon, Harrisburg, Sunbury, Williamsport, Elmira and Ithaca.

Champ

Mid-Continent Questions Sale
Of 50% of WSMB to Radio Hawaii

Is

Still

Champ

I

4 OF 5 TOP NIGHT-TIME SHOWS
You say that's not enough? Then how about 20 out of 35
top night-time shows? (Nov. '56, A. R. B.)

CHAMP IN THE DAY-TIME, TOO 1
16 of top 25 week-day strips . . . including Buckskin Bill,
whose top rating is a full 7 points above the No. 2 daytime show. If you want a breakdown. . . .

8 OF 10 TOP MORNING

6 WINNERS IN 6 NATIONAL CONTESTS
WAFB-TV is tops in merchandising, too. Four firsts, one
second, and one "top four" in these shows; 1956-57 "Frank
Leahy Show" . . . "The Millionaire" . . . "Screen Gems
Programs" . . . "Lucy Show" . . . 1956 Billboard Promotion
. . . 1955-56 "Frank Leahy Show" ... six more reasons for
you to sell more in Baton Rouge on WAFB-TV.

WAFB
TV
CBS
ABC
Hops: Blair Television Associates
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Baton

propriety at the time of Mid-Continent's
purchase of WQAM-AM-FM Miami, Fla.
[B«T. Aug. 6, 1956]. Other Mid-Continent
stations are WDGY Minneapolis, KOWH
Omaha and WHB Kansas City, Founders
Corp., owns KPOA Honolulu; WTAC Flint,
Mich.; WFBL Syracuse, and 50% of KTVR
(TV) Denver.

SHOWS

and 8 out of the top 15 afternoon shows, for a clean-sweep
victory, morning and afternoon.

First

MID-CONTINENT Broadcasting Co., operator of WTIX in New Orleans and other
stations, has raised questions with the FCC
about the $90,000 sale of 50% of WSMB
New Orleans to Radio Hawaii Inc., now
awaiting Commission approval [B»T, Jan.
21]. In a letter Mid-Continent describes
an apparently new program of give-away
promotions at WSMB, questioning whether
such a "pattern of operation" would be in
the public interest and whether an unauthorized assumption of operational control
has taken place. Presence at WSMB of the
national program director of Founders
Corp., parent firm of Radio Hawaii, confirms this, Mid-Continent says.
Todd Storz, Mid-Continent president, discontinued give-away promotions on his stations after the Commission questioned their

Rouge

Storer's Boston Plans
Clear Airspace Hurdle
STORER Broadcasting Co.'s purchase of ch.
9 WMUR-TV Manchester, N. H. — and the
move of that station nearer Boston — were
one step closer to final FCC consideration
last week when the Washington Airspace
Panel of the Air Coordinating Committee
approved a 1,049 ft. above ground antenna
near Georgetown, Mass.
The station had asked for permission to
put up a 1,135 ft. high tower-antenna at
the Massachusetts site (16 miles north of
Boston and 32 miles southeast of Manchester,) but because of the establishment of a
new radio beacon facility at Beverly Airport, nearby, the ACC panel recommended
the tower be reduced 86 ft.
The amended application, with the ACC
approval, was discussed at the FCC last
Thursday and on Friday Storer and WMURTV received an inquiry from the Commission asking for further details regarding
shadow areas between the prospective transmitter site and the city of Manchester. It
is believed that the Commission will resume
its consideration of this application early
this week upon receipt of an answer.
Last week, the Committee for New Hampsire Television filed a petition with the FCC
asking that the Commission not act on the
WMUR-TV sale because the local group
was planning to either make an offer to buy
Broadcasting
Telecasting
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the ch. 9 facilities or apply for the same
facilities at renewal time.
Storer is paying $850,000 for the New
Hampshire vhf station, contingent on FCC
approval of its move nearer Boston.
In a corollary transaction, Storer has
agreed to sell its WAGA-AM-FM-TV Atlanta, Ga., to the Washington Post Co. for
$6.5 million. This has a Feb. 15 deadline.
FCC Receives Applications
For Three New Tv Stations
APPLICATIONS have been filed with the
FCC for new tv stations to operate on ch. 9
in Ogden, Utah; ch. 10 in Elko, Nev., and
ch. 23 in Decatur, 111.
Granite District Radio Broadcasting Co.,
which operates KNAK Salt Lake City and
KBLI Blackfoot, Idaho, is seeking the Ogden
channel with a power of 1.7 kw and antenna
minus 301 ft. above average terrain. Estimated construction costs were $78,280 with
first year operating costs of $126,000. Principal owners of Granite District are Howard
(president) and Lucille Johnson and Lawrence and Julie Miner.
Ch. 10 Elko was requested by Nevada
Radio-Tv Inc., proposing 3.02 kw power,
antenna minus 430 ft. above average terrain,
$75,500 for construction and $150,000 first
year operating costs. Donald W. Reynolds,
president-75% owner of the applicant, also
is president-principal owner of KFSA-AMTV Ft. Smith, Ark.; KHBC Okmulgee,
Okla.; KBRS Springdale, Ark., and KLRJTV Henderson, KOLO-AM-TV Reno, and
KORK Las Vegas, all Nevada. He also has
newspaper interests in Ft. Smith, Okmulgee,
Las Vegas and Bartlesville, Okla. Vice President-25% owner Albert E. Cahlan is vice
president-general manager and minority
stockholder of KLRJ-TV. He also is an
officer director of the other Reynolds stations but holds no stock.
Keith Moyer applied for the uhf in Decatur and asked for a waiver of the Commission rule requiring location of a station's
main studios within the assigned cities' city
limits to permit a combination studio-transmitter site 2.6 miles south of Decatur. He
proposed a power of 20.9 kw, antenna 359
ft. above average terrain, $89,010 for construction and $96,000 first year operation
costs. Mr. Moyer is president-60% owner of
WTIM Taylorville, 111.; 75% owner of
WMMA Miami, Fla.; 55% of WBBA Pittsfield, 111., and 51% of WTAY Robinson, 111.
He has sold his interests in WBBA and
WTAY, subject to FCC approval.

NEW
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POLL

CRITICIZED

CAN a radio research firm refuse to reveal
the identities of respondents to a survey introduced asevidence in an FCC hearing?
This question was heatedly argued in
Washington last week.
At stake was the confidential status of
questionnaires listing the names, addresses
and telephone numbers of persons queried in
a survey of radio listening in metropolitan
Washington.
Also at stake was whether or not a survey
should be admitted into the record of an
FCC hearing case and, as one witness put it
off the record, the entire future of public
opinion surveys.
These were the issues facing Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman last week in four
days of testimony during which the purpose
of the hearing was relegated to a very minor
role at times. Tempers became frayed,
charges and counter charges were thrown
back and forth — and one witness in a moment of extreme anger, invited a counsel in
theAllproceedings
to "step
but forgotten
duringoutside.''
the examinations,
cross-examinations and re-examinations of
witnesses was the fact that the hearing was
being held on the protested sale of WGMSAM-FM Washington for $400,000 by Good
Music Stations Inc. to RKO Teleradio Pictures Inc. Minority WGMS stockholder
Lawrence M. C. Smith had protested the
sale, objecting to certain provisions of the
sale contract and also trying to keep the stations as good music outlets.
The delicate issue — which involved the
"integrity of the polling profession" — arose
when counsel for RKO requested, for purposes of cross-examination, the filled-out
questionaires including identification of respondents. On the witness stand at the time
was Dr. Arthur L. Greenberg, research director for Sidney Hollander Assoc., Baltimore, who supervised the survey in question.
Dr. Greenberg said the request had farreaching connotations to the entire industry
of poll taking and refused to answer the request until consulting other leaders in the industry. On returning to the stand the following day (Wednesday), Dr. Greenberg said
that other pollsters agreed unanimously that
such a request could not be granted because
respondents were promised that their identity
would be kept confidential.
The counsel's request for the questionnaires was later withdrawn but charges as to
the validity of the survey and request that it
should not be admitted in the record were
kept intact. Questions raised as to the validity of the survey concerned doubt of counsel that respondents were properly able to
identify classical or semi-classical music,
method of conducting the survey, certain
findings and conclusions of same, and that
questions were slanted in such a way as
to get the results sought.
Hollander was commissioned to conduct
the poll by Garland Jackson, organizer of
the Friends of Good Music Inc., Washington
organization which sought unsuccessfully to
intervene and be made a party in the proceedings. The survey was taken Jan. 29, 30

IN

WGMS

CASE

and 31 and was conducted by telephone with
500 respondents. In answer to charges that
Mr. Smith was actually the motivating force
behind the formation of Friends for Good
Music, Mr. Jackson stated that the group
was formed and support was solicited
through ads in Washington newspapers
through the initiative of only himself and his
wife. Mr. Jackson is in the organization department ofAFL-CIO and is a former newsTestifying on the accuracy and validity
paperman.
of the survey and the sample used were Dr.
Louis H. Bean, economic consultant, statistician and authority on poll taking, and
Dr. Robert T. Bower, director of the Bureau
of Social Science Research, Washington.
Ruled out earlier by the examiner was
testimony on and efforts to include in the
record a survey taken for WWDC-AM-FM
Washington by Pulse Inc. on fm listening
in the Washington area. Mr. Sharfman ruled
against admitting the survey because certain
facts as to how the poll was conducted were
not available.
Following a recommendation by the
Broadcast Bureau that the Hollander survey and testimony regarding same be included in the record of the proceedings, the
examiner ruled to that effect. However, in
admitting the poll, he questioned the scientific accuracy of such a survey, "if the term
scientific is applicable to the field of surveys," and also felt that there was nothing
to indicate that respondents knew the definition of classical or semi-classical music.
The record was kept open only for examination bythe Broadcast Bureau of engineering data and certain other minor
stipulations by counsel. Mr. Sharfman directed all parties to file proposed findings by
March 21.
Mr. Smith also had an appeal of the sale
before a Wilmington, Del., court which two
weeks ago ruled against Mr. Smith and dismissed his complaint [B»T, Feb. 4]. Mr.
Smith indicated last Thursday that he
planned an appeal of the decision handed
down by Chancellor Collins J. Seitz.
Rochester Am Approved Again
In Examiner's Initial Decision
FCC Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
last week issued his second initial decision
favoring the grant of a new am station to
Rochester Broadcasting Co. in Rochester,
Minn. The proposed station, owned by
Victor J. and Nicholas Tedesco. would
operate on 1270 kc with 500 w daytime.
The Tedescos also own KCUE Red Wing,
Minn., and majority interests in WISK South
St. Paul, Minn., and WCOW Sparta, Wis.
In his first decision [B«T. Sept. 3, 1956],
Mr. Sharfman ruled that a new service for
Rochester would outweigh any interference
(approximately 1% of population) which
admittedly would be caused to WTCN Minneapolis and KCUE. Following this decision,
the Commission ordered the record reopened to hear WTCN charges that the new
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
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unusual new reporting service, which brings on-the-spot

"break-in" news coverage throughout the day to Spokane's huge
Inland Empire market, has become the most copied radio feature
ever to hit- this bustling Northwest community.
Within a few short weeks News-a-Rama's remote coverage of
every sort of local spot and feature news captured the imagination
of the community and boosted KXLY's popularity to an all-time high.
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Rochester outlet would give the Tedescos
concentration of control and to determine
the overlap, if any, between the services of
the new station and KCUE. The examiner
found that the question of overlap was not
a deciding factor because Rochester and Red
Wing are in entirely different trade areas
and that there would be no concentration of
control.
Also in an initial decision issued last week.
Examiner H. Gifford Irion favored the
applications of WHIL Medford, Mass., for
an increase in power from 1 kw to 5 kw
daytime on 1430 kc, and Windham Broadcasting Co. for a new am on 1400 kc,
250 w unlimited in Willimantic, Conn.
The applications had been involved in
comparative hearing with that of Robert A.
Mensel for 1430 kc, 500 w daytime in
Willimantic. However, on the final day of
hearings last December, counsel for Mr.
Mensel announced that his client had entered
into an agreement with the other two applicants and would no longer prosecute his
application. Mr. Mensel was paid $3,148
by WHIL and $2,179 by Windham for outof-pocket expenses.
The examiner ruled that Mr. Mensel's
withdrawal made comparative findings unnecessary and that the need for the new
services would outweigh any slight interference which would occur with other stations. Windham principals also own WPCT
Putnam, Conn.
THREE

TV

SALES

PASS
FCC MUSTER
THREE television sales — those of ch. 19
WMGT (TV) Adams, Mass.; ch. 36 WRAKTV Williamsport, Pa., and ch. 7 KOAT-TV
Albuquerque, N. M. — were among station
transactions approved by the FCC last week.
The $142,001 transfer of KVOR Colorado
Springs, Colo., also was sanctioned.
In approving the $379,206 sale of WMGT
to the Hudson Valley Broadcasting Co.
for satellite use, the Commission waived
overlap requirements of its multiple ownership rule. This is in line with established
policy on satellites [B»T, Aug. 9, 1954].
However, Comr. Robert T. Bartley voted
for a McFarland letter.
WMGT will operate as the second satellite
of ch. 42 WCDA (TV) Albany, N. Y. The
other is ch. 29 WCDB (TV) Hagaman, N. Y.
Hudson Valley, also licensee of WROW Albany, is owned by radio-tv commentator
Lowell Thomas, his business manager, Frank
M. Smith, and others.
Before leaving the air nearly a year ago
[B«T, March 5, 1956] because of wind
damage, WMGT was affiliated with ABC.
using 115 kw visual power. Seller is Greylock Broadcasting Co., which operates
WBRK Adams.
The construction permit for WRAK-TV,
along with licenses of WRAK-AM-FM Williamsport, goes from WRAK Inc. to WGAL
Inc. (J. Hale and John Steinman interests)
for $125,000. Comrs. Bartley, Robert E.
Lee and Richard A. Mack dissented. The
Steinmans own ch. 8 WGAL-TV Lancaster
and WGAL-AM-FM, W E S T-A M-F M
Easton, ch. 51 WLEV-TV Bethlehem.
Broadcasting
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WORK York, WKBO Harrisburg and
WRAW Reading, all Pa., and WDEL-AMFM Wilmington, Del.
Sale of KOAT-TV by Walter J. Stiles and
associates to Clinton D. McKinnon (San
Diego and Coronado, Calif., weeklies) involves about $718,500, including sale price
and obligations to be assumed. The new
owner is 25% stockholder in KVOA-AMTV (ch. 4) Tucson, Ariz., and at one time
owned KCBQ San Diego. KOAT-TV is an
ABC affiliate and uses 87.1 kw visual power.
Approved as new owners of KVOR are
one-third partners Charles Dunbar, sales
manager of WERE Cleveland, Ohio; James
Dudley, free lance announcer, and George
Furth, Berne, Ind., furniture sales representative. They are buying from Riggs & Greene
Inc. KVOR is affiliated with CBS and operates on 1300 kc with 1 kw.
WJPB-TV Files $100,000 Suit
Against Television Cable Corp.
WJPB-TV FAIRMONT, W. Va. (ch. 35),
has filed a $100,000 damage suit in circuit
court there against Fairmont Television
Cable Corp., a community antenna system
operating in that locality, charging the antenna system agreed to carry the WJPB-TV
signal on its facilities, then discontinued the
service.
J. Patrick Beacom, WJPB-TV presidentgeneral manager, told B«T the community
antenna firm agreed to carry WJPB-TV programs, did so for two days, then discontinued the station's signal, causing the public
and advertisers to consider uhf WJPB-TV
inferior to vhf.
He said that although WJPB-TV has been
dark, it is returning to the air under a modified permit pending action on filing of the
station's
application
5 Weston,
W. Va.. near
the end offor
this ch.
month.
Mr. Beacom said he feels no community
antenna system should be allowed a franchise, unregulated by the state or the FCC,
unless it is required to carry the signal of
the local station.
Bill Would Raise Campaign Funds
BOOST in the legal amount national political committees may spend in presidential
election years from the present $3 million
to $12 million-plus is proposed in a bill
(HR 4146) introduced last week by Rep.
Stewart L. Udall (D-Ariz.).

in
BATON

ROUGE
the

OK Negro Radio Buy

vnioK
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U.S., MEXICO
COME
TO
TERMS
DETAILS of the agreement signed by the moved to 730 kc), on 800 kc in Juneau,
United States and Mexico governing the Alaska (KABI) and on 900 kc in Fairbanks.
Alaska (KFRB).
use of standard broadcast frequencies [B»T,
This means that KFQD Anchorage,
Feb. 4] were made public last week.
Alaska,
on 730 kc, must move.
The 5-year treaty was submitted to the
• Under the 1937 NARBA treaty, 1030
Senate Foreign Relations Committee by the
kc was a U. S. Class 1-B frequency; under
State Dept. immediately after an official
copy was brought back from Mexico City the 1950 NARBA convention, this was
made a U. S. Class 1-A. In the U. S.-Mexby FCC Comr. Rosel H. Hyde. Comr.
ico treaty, Mexico also agreed to this. This
Hyde was chairman of the U. S. delegation
means that even if the U. S. were to change
which thrashed out the terms of the agreethe classification of 1030 kc, it still would
ment at meetings in Mexico City and Washington during the last two years. He signed
be protected by Mexico as a Class 1-A
channel (Cuba has more than a dozen stait in Mexico City two weeks ago.
tions on this frequency). WBZ Boston is
The treaty does not go into effect until it the dominant
station on 1030 kc.
is ratified by both countries. Still awaiting
•
The
1950
NARBA treaty limits powers
U. S. ratification is the 1950 North Ameriof U. S. regional stations to 5 kw; the Mexican Regional Broadcasting Agreement
can agreement permits 25 kw, but not less
(NARBA) which was signed by the U. S..
than
62 miles from the border. However,
Canada, Cuba, Dominican Republic and
the
treaty
provides the same interference
Jamaica. It was not signed by Mexico and
protection
to
co-channel and adjacent chanHaiti. The 1950 NARBA supersedes the
nel stations as in existence now. This varies
1937 NARBA which ran to 1946 and which
was extended by executive agreement to in case to case. In essence, this means Mexican regionals can go up to 25 kw in power,
1949.
but U. S. regionals are still limited to 5 kw
The U. S. -Mexico treaty does not make
under NARBA terms. But Mexican staany significant changes in present allocations
tions must still maintain interference protecin both countries. Highlights of provisions
tion to U. S. stations.
which revise existing practices:
Power Is Increased
• Mexico is afforded Class 1-A protection
on 540 kc. This frequency is a Canadian
• Present power limitations on focal frequencies restrict stations to 250 w. The
Class 1-A frequency under the 1950
Mexican agreement permits stations not less
NARBA, which provides that U. S. stations
than about 90 miles from the border to use
on this wavelength are restricted to 5 uv/ m
1 kw daytime and 500 w nighttime. Stations
groundwave daytime and not over 25 uv/m
not less than about 60 miles of the border
10% skywave nighttime at the border. The
but not more than about 90 miles may use
U. S. is also prohibited from assigning any
1 kw daytime, but only 250 w at night.
nighttime station on this frequency closer
Stations less than about 60 miles from the
than 650 miles from the Canadian border.
border must be limited to 250 w day and
In the U. S. -Mexico agreement, the border daytime groundwave is set at 10 uv/m
night.
However, since the U. S. is bound by the
and the nighttime, 10% skywave at 50
NARBA
agreement, these privileges extend
uv/m. The U. S. also agreed not to place
any nighttime station on 540 kc within the only to Mexican stations. They must still
give groundwave protection to co-channel
area bounded on the north by 35 °N latitude
and adjacent
channel U. S. stations (500
uv/m
).
and on the east by 93 °W longitude and none
at all south of 30°N latitude. This encom• Under the 1937 NARBA agreement,
passes the southwestern areas of the U. S.,
Class
IV stations on regional channels replus the southern portions of Louisiana
ceived no protection from regional stations.
and Florida.
The 1950 NARBA provided that varying
KFMB San Diego, now on 540 kc, will
degrees of protection be afforded to these
be required, it is understood, to move back
outlets. The U. S. practice is not to allow
to 550 kc.
this protection. In the agreement with
• Although the U. S. was unsuccessful in Mexico the U. S. position was adopted.
There are 12 U. S. Class IV stations on
persuading Mexico to permit more nighttime use of Mexican clear channels in the
regional frequencies. They are:
WMAM Marinette, Wis. (570 kc);
U. S., the two countries agreed to lift the
WKPA New Kensington. Pa. (1150 kc);
present power limitations on daytime use
of such wavelengths from 1 kw to 5 kw,
WMRO Aurora, 111. (1280 kc); WJLK
with restrictions on certain frequencies.
Asbury Park, N. J. (1310 kc); WCAM
These limit daytime powers to 1 kw on (1)
Camden, N. J. (1310 kc); KBUD Athens,
800 kc less than 820 miles from Ciudad
Tex. (1410 kc); KTJS Hobart, Okla. (1420
kc); WCOJ Coatesville, Pa. (1420 kc);
Juarez, Chihuahua; (2) 1050 kc, less than
KFYN Bonham, Tex. (1420 kc); KVLH
620 miles from Monterrey. Nuevo Leon,
Pauls Valley, Okla. (1470 kc); KCNY
and (3) 1570 kc, less than 620 miles from
Ciudad Acuna, Coahuila.
San Marcos, Tex. (1470 kc); KTIL Tillamook, Ore. (1590 kc).
Exceptions permit continued use of Mexican clears at night on 1050 kc in New York
• A technical change in the U. S. -Mexi(WMGM), on 1220 kc in Cleveland
can agreement provided that interference
protection to stations, which under U. S.
(WGAR), on 730 kc in Santurce, P.R.
(WIAC, now on 740 kc but due to be practice is 50% of the RSS factor, may in
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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the future be changed so that a new station
may not put an interfering signal into the
coverage area of an existing station which
is greater than 70% of the signal strength
of the highest signal already interfering
with the existing station.
• In a special arrangement, Mexico
agreed to treat 1560 kc as a Class 1-B channel, in accordance with the 1950 NARBA
treaty. In the 1937 NARBA agreement
this was considered a Class II frequency.
In return Mexico will be permitted to use
clear channels 690 kc at Tijuana, B. C.
(XEAC) and 850 kc at Orizaba, V. C. (for
a new station). KOA Denver, on 850 kc
will, however, be protected on its 850 kc
assignment.

COMMUNICATIONS
A SPECIAL subcommittee of the House
Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee
will hold hearings during the first session of
the 85th Congress to investigate the "administration" of the Communications Act and
laws creating several other federal agencies.
This was revealed last week during House
floor debate before approval of H Res 99,
which authorizes the parent committee to
conduct investigations. Committee Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.) said he will announce members of the subcommittee within
a few days.
The matter was brought up by House

BROADCASTING
/ SYSTEM X

new

A

second

in Maine's

affiliate
city ....

ACT
AIRING
SET
Speaker Sam Rayburn (D-Tex.), who, in
commenting on the resolution, said, "I trust
the gentleman will set up a subcommittee,
and I think under the broad authority of this
resolution he has that authority, to go into
the administration of each and every one of
these laws to see whether or not the law as
we intended it is being carried out or
whether a great many of these laws are being repealed or revamped by those who adSpeakerministerRayburn
and other Democrats,
them."
in both the Senate and House, criticized the
FCC and other federal regulatory agencies
during the 84th Congress, charging among
other things that the Eisenhower Administration has appointed chairmen and members of the agencies who respond to White
House influence in their decisions and interpretations made under the laws creating
the agencies, intentionally or otherwise
usurping the powers given the agencies as
arms of Congress.
In the floor debate Tuesday, Chairman
Harris told Speaker Rayburn that in a
closed session of the committee that morning "this particular subject was discussed on
the basis that the reorganization act of 1946
directs each committee to keep watch over
the agencies of the government as to the
administration of the law. We discussed the
setting up of a committee for such purpose."
Committee Clerk Elton Layton. questioned
on the proposed subcommittee's activities,
said he didn't know how far the unit would
go because its jurisdiction had not been outlined. He indicated he thought the subcommittee would merely free the parent
committee for a busy schedule of hearings
on other subjects, and that the special subcommittee would take over the work of the
parent committee in its customary hearings
of federal agencies in each Congress on their
legislative and other problems.

WLAM-5kw
in Lewiston-

Auburn

for the

MAINE
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SYSTEM

WRDO
Augusta

WLBZ
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Pine Tree State's first radio network now comprises four
primary-market stations with three 5 kw outlets.
Providing news, weather, agriculture and special program
service to 87 percent of Maine's radio homes.
Get the full story on Maine's prestige group, offering sponsorship and participation in regularly scheduled news and
features, with avails and package costs from your
WEED
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Mr. Layton would
said he bedidn't
know when
the
subcommittee
appointed
or when
its hearings would start. The House Commerce Committee has yet to name its standing subcommittees. The parent committee
was voted $100,000 by the House Thursday
for its investigations this year.
Other Democrats who have charged that
the White House has usurped from Congress
some of the congressional powers over independent federal agencies have been Democratic members of the House Small Business
Committee, including Chairman Wright Patman (D-Tex.) and Rep. Joe L. Evins (DTenn.), chairman of its Evins Subcommittee;
Chairman Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.)
of the Senate Commerce Committee, and
former Sen. Herbert Lehman (D-N. Y.).
FTC Nominee Passes Committee
THE nomination of Edward T. Tait as a
member of the Federal Trade Commission
was reported favorably Thursday by the
Senate Commerce Committee. Mr. Tait,
a Republican, received a recess appointment
to the FTC Sept. 26.
Broadcasting
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Now in Houston television acquires a new
flexibility ... a soundtrack for modern
living . . . under the genial guidance of
Houston's long time favorite Ted Nabors!
The 7 to 9 morning audiences listen and watch
what they've missed on TV and Radio —
maximum music and minimum talk with the
best in pop records, latest news, weather
information and time service ... all on KTRK-TV's
'SOUNDTRACK!

A

NEW

CONCEPT

IN

BROADCASTING

* SOUNDTRACK, backed by written testimonial
proof from satisfied clients has done an
outstanding job of salesmanship. Another
unquestionable
indication
KTRK-TV's
better
showmanship,
betterthat
shows,
mean better
results. For your next buy ... for your
best buv . . . buy KTRK-TV and, ask about
'SOUNDTRACK ... the program that
gets results.

KTRK-TV
Channel 13
The Chronicle Station
P. O. Box 12
Houston 1, Texas
onal Representatives:
P. Hollingbery Company,
500 Fifth Avenue,
New York 36, New York

Houston Consolidated Television Co.
General Manager, Willard E. Walbridge
Commercial Manager, Bill Bennett

♦copyrighted feature
of KTRK-TV
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EXPERIENCE
There are all kinds, but if your
product has been taking a beating
— if you need merchandising experience in Southern California,
here's the answer.
KTTV's Smash Plan isn't for sale.
Now beginning
fifth bonus
year, it's
available
as a its
special
to
KTTV advertisers only.
The hub of the Smash Plan is STAR
SHOPPERS, a week-day morning
feature which has taken Bill Welsh
and the KTTV remote crew into
|( nearly
the show1000
began.supermarkets since
Behind the scenes, a team of fulltime merchandising specialists set
up special displays, decorate
stores,secure newspaper tie-in ads
and get prominent showing and
shelf space for KTTV-advertised
products.
With four years of the Smash
Plan, plus its new FUNMOBILE
Plan,* KTTV has learned the
complex facts of supermarket
retailing in the sprawling, billion dollar Southern California
market.
KTTV is the exclusive choice of
more food advertisers than any
other station in Southern
YouCalifornia.**
see, Southern California is different, and the difference is KTTV.

Los Angeles Times-MGM
Television f
]
Represented nationally by BLAIR -TV
JUST ACCOST ANY BLAIR-TV MAN
WITH. "FUNMOBILE?! WHAT'S THAT?'
** SOURCE: B.A.R., NOV., 1956
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HAS

NO
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ANTITRUST,

STAFF
TELLS
HOUSE
COMMITTEE
THE doctrine of primary jurisdiction in only of the general public interest but of
antitrust law enforcement between the the Sherman Antitrust Act [the FCC] has
courts and federal regulatory agencies
specifically sanctioned many of the important terms of the affiliation contracts at
"probably
is
inapplicable"
to
the
Federal
Communications Act.
present in use and the defendants have
This is the conclusion reached in a "staff given reasonable grounds for denying their
exclusiveness or illegality."
report'* made last week to the House Antitrust Subcommittee. The document said the
This passage, the staff report said, "misprimary jurisdiction rule probably does not
conceives" both the power and intent of
apply to the Federal Communications Act
the FCC in promulgating its Chain Broadcast Regulations, since the FCC not only
because the FCC "manifestly lacks the
lacks statutory power to condone violations
power to 'sanction' violations of the Sherman Act and has no statutory authority to by networks but "apparently had no intention to sanction such acts."
regulate the networks as such."
The FCC says in the regulations that
The subcommittee held hearings in the
prohibitions of the Sherman Act apply to
84th Congress at which the FCC was questioned about whether its approval of the broadcasting and that the Commission was
"not charged with the duty of enforcing
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.-NBC radio-tv stations exchange in Cleveland and
that law," and the Supreme Court has quoted
Philadelphia would prejudice possible anti- these views with approval, the report said,
adding that the regulations operate only
trust action by the Justice Dept. Justice
upon individual broadcast stations.
later brought a civil antitrust suit against
RCA-NBC [B»T, Dec. 10, 1956].
Although the attorney general, at FCC's
Members of the subcommittee staff are
suggestion, filed a brief amicus supporting
Herbert N. Maletz, chief counsel; Kenneth
Federal's petition to the Supreme Court for
R. Harkins, co-counsel; Samuel R. Pierce
certiorari, and although certiorari was deJr.. associate counsel; and Leonard Appel.
nied, this cannot be taken — particularly in
Julian H. Singman and Herbert Fuchs, as- view of the discretionary powers given courts
sistant counsel.
in preliminary injunction remedies — as approval of Judge Hand's statement, the staff
No Like Provision
report declared.
Whereas consolidations and mergers of
The report acknowledged specific primary
telephone and telegraph companies must be jurisdiction application under the Shipping,
approved by the FCC and such approval
Interstate Commerce, Civil Aeronautics,
Federal Power and Natural Gas Acts.
exempts these transactions from operations
of the antitrust laws, there is no comparable
While acknowledging some advantages
provision authorizing the FCC to provide
of the primary jurisdiction rule, the staff
antitrust exemptions in mergers or other
commented that it has been applied by courts
activities of radio broadcasters, the report
in
a manner not required by judicial consaid, adding that, on the contrary, Congress
venience or by congressional intent, such
indicated its intention to strengthen application by the courts of antitrust laws to the application tending to undermine enforcebroadcasting field by Sec. 313 of the Act.
ment of antitrust policies in regulated inThe section makes all antitrust laws appli- dustries.
cable to broadcasting and authorizes courts
to revoke the licenses of those found guilty Kobak Files to Sell WTWA Stock
of antitrust violations. Moreover, Sec. 311
EDGAR KOBAK, New York City radio-tv
directs the FCC to deny a license to licenconsultant and former president of Mutual
sees whose licenses have been revoked under
Broadcasting System, has filed with the FCC
Sec. 313, the report added.
to sell part of his majority share in WTWA
Although there have been no decisions
Thomson, Ga., to Frank H. Hash, general
applying primary jurisdiction in the commanager of the station. With Commission
munications industry, the report said, "dis- approval, Mr. Kobak will sell Mr. Hash, who
turbing language does appear" in the 1948
case of Federal Broadcasting System v. already owns 40%, an additional 15.2% for
ABC, in which the Court of Appeals for $3,800. Mr. Kobak will retain 36.8%. Mr.
Hash and Mr. Kobak are partners in two
the Second Circuit affirmed a federal court's
Georgia weekly newspapers.
denial of preliminary injunction to Federal.
Federal charged four radio networks with
violating antitrust laws by linking important
THE
METROPOLITAN VOICE
national advertisers and stations by mutually exclusive contracts, using the resulting powers to dictate the price of station
charges and excluding Federal from the network advertising market.
WSRS
What disturbed the subcommittee staff,
the report said, was Appeals Court Judge
GREATER CLEVELAND'S
NUMBER 1 STATION
Augustus N. Hand's opinion that ". . . after
protracted hearings and consideration not
SRS "M,«-4c//w"MBS
Broadcasting
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MICROWAVE

DON'T change broadcast assignments in
the bands above 890 mc, broadcasters asked
the FCC in comments filed last week on the
Commission's proposals to study allocations
in the microwave frequencies.
And, said several broadcasters, there
might be need for additional assignments for
television.
The comments by broadcasters were filed
along with more than 100 pleadings and
appearances from non-broadcast users in answer to an announcement last November by
the FCC that it intended to look into the
utilization of frequencies above 890 mc
(the highest tv channel is ch. 83 [884-890
mc]).
Reply comments in this proceeding
(Docket'
1 1866)
are due
A hearing
on the
use Feb.
of the19. microwave
frequencies is scheduled to begin before the
FCC on April 1.
Assignments for tv remote pickup and
studio-transmitter links are presently allocated in the 2,000 mc, 7,000 mc, 10,500
mc and 1 3,000 mc bands.
Highlights of broadcaster and other comments were as follows:
NBC suggested that there might be need
for additional assignments for remote tv
pickups in major origination centers like
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Wash-

Stili another

new

industry in
LaGrange

. . .

INTERNATIONAL
LATEX
opening soon . . .
More

people . . . larger

payroll . . . bigger
audience
message

for your

via

WLAG
LaGrange, Georgia
NATIONAL REPS;
Indie Sales
Dora-Clayton Agency
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ington. Television stations in such markets,
NBC said, could really use two or more
auxiliary stations for back-to-back remotes.
The seven channels for tv pickups and the
three for common-carrier use for tv pickups in the 7,000 mc band are inadequate,
NBC said. Other pickup assignments should
be maintained, NBC said, although several
in other bands are subject to industrialscientific-medical interference.
ABC foresaw the increased use of microwaves for tv usage in the mounting use of
mobile units and tv stations. It already operates two remote pickup stations in conjunction with its New York, Chicago and Detroit
stations, ABC pointed out; and one with its
Los Angeles and San Francisco outlets. For
its Los Angeles station, ABC said, it uses
two STL stations to connnect with its Mt.
Wilson transmitter.
ABC declared its opposition to any limitation on the use of microwaves by tv stations.
The FCC had raised the question whether
such usage should not be dependent on the
availability of common carrier facilities.
This point was iterated and reiterated by
many of the tv stations filing comments in
this proceeding.
NARTB declared that it was undertaking
a questionnaire of all tv stations on their
use of microwaves and would present this
information at the hearing. The analysis will
indicate the number of frequencies now used
for studio-transmitter links; tv pickup, intercity relays, plans for future use of such
channels, cost of present and proposed
facilities; availability of common carrier
facilities and the cost of common carrier
facilities compared to equivalent privately
owned systems.
Adler Electronics Inc., New Rochelle,
N. Y., urged the Commission to make additional assignments for tv relay purposes. It
suggested 10 such relay channels, each 6 mc
in bandwidth, somewhere in the 960-1215
mc area. They would not only serve tv stations, Adler said, but also closed-circuit systems; community tv systems and translators.
WSB-TV Atlanta, Ga., told the Commission that it was planning to replace all common carrier links between its studio and
transmitter with its own facilities. These are
more economical, it said.
KTNT-TV Seattle-Tacoma, Wash., declared that the needs in the Pacific Northwest cannot be satisfied with common carrier facilities. Common carrier charge for
an STL is $1,200 per month, KTNT-TV
said; that is what it would cost to build its
own facilities.
Other tv stations submitting comments
included KOVR (TV) Stockton, Calif.;
WSYR-TV Syracuse, N. Y.; WYCB-TV
Bristol, Va.; WJIM-TV Lansing, Mich.;
WDSM-TV Superior, Wis.; WEEK -TV
Peoria, 111.; WKOW-TV Madison, Wis.;
WSJS-TV Winston-Salem, N. C; WCCOTV Minneapolis, Minn.; WMTW (TV)
Poland Springs, Maine; KCCC-TV Sacramento, Calif.; WABT-TV Birmingham, Ala.,
and KBMB-TV Bismarck, N. D.

BOXSCORE
STATUS of tv cases before FCC:
AWAITING FINAL DECISION: 8
(Figures in parentheses indicate dates oral
arguments were held.)
Seattle, Wash., ch. 7 (12-17-56); Indianapolis, Ind., ch. 13 (5-25-56); St. Louis, Mo.,
ch. 11 (7-9-56); Orlando, Fla., ch. 9 (6-1956); Buffalo, N. Y., ch. 7 (9-24-56); Boston,
Mass., ch. 5 (10-29-56); Biloxi, Miss., ch. 13
(12-18-56); Casper, Wyo., ch. 6.
AWAITING ORAL ARGUMENT: 3
(Figures
in parentheses
indicate dates initial decisions
were issued.)
San Francisco-Oakland, Calif., ch. 2 (6-2556); Pittsburgh, Pa., ch. 11 (7-3-56); Coos
Bay, Ore., ch. 16 (7-20-56).
AWAITING INITIAL DECISION: 3
(Figuresparentheses
indicate dates records werein closed
after hearings.)
Hatfield, Ind.-Owensboro, Ky., ch. 9 (1-755);
Toledo. Ohio,
daga-Parma,
Mich., ch.ch. 1110(1-25-56);
(3-2-56). OnonIN HEARING
7
Beaumont-Port Arthur Tex., ch. 4; Sheboygan, Mich., ch. 4; Pachuta, Miss., ch.
7; Mayaguez, P. R., ch. 3; Victoria, Tex.,
ch. 19; McKeesport-Pittsburgh, Pa., ch. 4;
Beaumont, Tex., ch. 6.
IN COURT
7
(■Appeals
from
tv
grants
in
U.
S.
Court
of
Appeals, Washington.)
Pittsburgh, Pa., ch. 11; Sacramento, Calif.,
ch. 10; Fresno, Calif., ch. 12; Miami, Fla.,
ch. 7; Wichita, Kan., ch. 3; Portsmouth, Va.,
ch. 10; Shreveport, La., ch. 12 (denied by
appeals
court; topetition
for writ Court).
of certiorari submitted
U. S. Supreme

KAUS-KMMT
Filed

for FCC

(TV) Sale
Approval

REQUEST for FCC approval of the sale of
KAUS-KMMT (TV) Austin, Minn., to
Black Hawk Broadcasting Co. (KWWLAM-TV Waterloo, Iowa) was filed with the
Commission last week. KWWL-AM-TV is
purchasing the stations for $41,000 plus the
assumption of approximately $150,000 in
obligations from equal partners Martin
Bustad, Chester A. Weseman, Albert W.
Smith, Harold O. Westby and the estate of
George Wilson, deceased.
R. J. McElroy is president-general manager and 30.7% owner of KWWL-AM-TV.
Option for the purchase by Black Hawk was
secured in October 1954.
KMMT operates on ch. 6 with 14.8 kw;
KAUS is on 1480 kc with 1 kw. The stations' balance sheet, as of Nov. 30, 1956,
showed current assets of $109,664, total
assets $263,873, current liabilities $44,403
and accumulated profit $4,517. The stations
showed a net operating income of $38,601
for the first 11 months of 1956.
The Waterloo stations' balance sheet as of
Nov. 30, 1956, showed current assets of
$149,088, total assets $594,039, current liabilities $75,711 and accumulated deficit
$115,294. Net income for 1955 after taxes
was $5,377.
Also last week, ch. 5 KNAC-TV Ft.
Smith, Ark., asked FCC approval for the
sale of one-half of the station by the estate
of 100% owner Hiram S. Nakdimen, deceased, to George Hernreich, Ft. Smith
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
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jeweler, for $300 plus the assumption of
liabilities estimated in excess of $150,000.
The sale consummates an agreement made
in April 1954 between Messers. Nakdimen
and Hernreich when both were competing
ANY
applicants for the channel. Under the agreement, Mr. Hernreich agreed to withdraw his
application in return for an option to purchase one-half of the station if a grant were
made to Mr. Nadkimen.
Ownership of KNAC-TV is the subject
of litigation in a federal appeals court in
Washington [B*T, Jan. 21]. Multiple station
owner Donald Reynolds (ch. 22 KFSA-TV
ft Ft. Smith among others) claims that he had
a contract to purchase the station and that
the FCC erred in extending its construction
permit and approving the involuntary transfer of control of KNAC-TV last year.
you
Balance sheet of KNAC-TV, which went
on the air last fall, showed current assets of
$8,164, total assets $211,680 and a deficit
of $6,912 as of Nov. 30, 1956.
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For Color Tv Progress
COLOR TV could not have progressed to
its present state without the protection of
a patent system, concludes a report which
has been issued by the Senate Subcommittee
on Patents, Trademarks & Copyrights.

AT

The report. "The Patent System and the
Modern Economy," was prepared for the
subcommittee by George E. Frost, a partner
in the Chicago patent law firm of Frost
& Verhoeven.
17

ONE

your

f

BEST

BUY

WBNY

LOOKWBNY
AT Pulse
. you'll
see
Is UP figures
... UP. ....
UP!
LOOK AT frequency of up-to-theminute newscasts . . . you'll see
WBNY tops them all! And, for the
clincher, LOOK AT WBNY's costper-listener,
why
WBNY
is theandONEyou'll
BESTseeRADIO
BUY in the huge ($2,000,000,000
annual C. S. I.) Buffalo market.
BURKE-STUART
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is

The report
said RCA
is "said"'
to have
invested
$65 million
in color
tv research,
while Hazeltine, the other principal patent
licensing organization in color tv, has spent
$1 million a year for the past five years.
Neither has received any significant return
on its investment, the report adds.
Pointing to the color tubes currently
"competing for supremacy" — RCA's "shadow mask" tube, Chromatic Labs' Lawrence
"chromatron" tube, GE's "post accelerator"
tube and Philco's "apple" tube — the report
said such competition, including that originally afforded by CBS' former field sequentil system, shows that development is being
"vigorously pursued ... on many fronts."
"We can be certain," it concludes, "that the
public interest is served by active development of the various approaches in a competitivetoatmosphere."
Referring
statements by Zenith Radio
Corp. President E. F. McDonald Jr. that
color tv is "premature." the report declares
that there can be no resolution of this industry controversy until "time has resolved
the rivalries between proponents of various
color tv systems."
The report says RCA could "hardly undertake the staggering investment it has
made in color tv in the absence of a patent
system." It refers to statements by Massachusetts Institute of Technology Prof. W.
Rupert Maclaurin in 1949 that RCA's experience inradio manufacturing was partly
responsible for the company's decision to
lean heavily on patent licensing for income.

RCA decided to license the industry, according to Prof. Maclaurin, after it licensed
one type of radio receiver but reserved a
technically superior receiver for its own
manufacture. Nevertheless, the licensees
outsold RCA, leading to the RCA decision,
the report said.
Another report issued by the subcommittee, "Distribution of Patents Issued to
Corporations (1939-55)," prepared by the
U. S. Patent Office, reported that during the
17 years RCA had been issued 7,894 patents, from 1936-55 was among the top 15
companies receiving patents each year, and
ranks third in number of patents among
U. S. corporations.
Ike
Of

Backs
Educ.

Reservation
Tv

Channels

PRESIDENT Eisenhower believes tv channels must be preserved for educational use,
he told his Wednesday news conference
last week.
His general comments were made in reply
to a question asked by Sarah McLendon, of
the Longview (Texas) News & Journal. The
newspaper is waging a campaign to prevent reassignment of educational ch. 2,
Denton, as requested by commercial Longview applicants, Miss McLendon told B»T.
North Texas State Teachers College, Texas
State College for Women and Denton public
schools are opposing commercial use of the
channel, with parent-teacher, labor and other
groups
the the
newspaper's
The supporting
transcript of
question position.
and the
President's reply follows:
Miss McLendon — Sir, there is quite a
controversy that has developed — quite a
controversy has developed over this matter
of educational television channels which
were assigned to schools and colleges, which
some commercial enterprises want to take
away and have reassigned to them. I wonder if you think we should leave these educational channels with the schools and colleges for their development.
The President — Well, I have not had a
recent study presented to me on this question, but speaking only from what I believe
to be the eventual good of the United States,
and not knowing as of now anything of
many more channels being available through
improvement of techniques and equipment,
I would say we must preserve channels for
educational purposes.
Commerce Committee to Weigh
Broadcasting Reports Feb. 20
THE Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee will not consider any of its three
proposed reports on television until its meeting Feb. 20, Chairman Warren G. Magnuson
(D-Wash.) said Thursday following a closed
session of the committee. The FCC appears
before the Senate group March 5.
As planned now, the committee will issue
three reports: on subscription tv, on uhfvhf allocations problems and on tv network
practices. Tentative plans call for the allocations report to be held up until the committee
hears from the FCC on its progress with
uhf-vhf problems.
Broadcasting
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WKZO-TV

in KALAMAZOOGRAND

WKZO-TV

delivers more viewers nighttime DAILY

MONTHLY,

day or night!

^'TV-AA

Ask Avery-Knodel

.
Station
WKZO-TV
Station B

WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO
RADIO — — GRAND
K ALAMAZOO-BATTLE
CREEK
WJEF RADIO
RAPIDS
WJEF-FM
GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV —— LINCOLN.
NEBRASKA
Allocated with
V/MBD RADIO — PEORIA, ILLINOIS
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RAPIDS

than the second station delivers

for ALL

the comparisons!

Daily
NIELSEN NCS No. 2, NOVEMBER,
Weekly DAYTIME
Monthly
NCS
No. of
Homes
Circ.
Circ.
NCS
TV Homes
in Area
Reached
292,720
421,820
489,170
633,120
203,170
310,720
372,000
512,980

Daily
1956
Weekly
NIGHTTIME
NCS
NCS
Circ.
Circ.
464,530
378,080
348,140
278,660

100,000 WATTS • CHANNEL 3 • 1000' TOWER
Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids and Greater Western Michigan
Avery-Knodel, Inc.. Exclusive National Representatives
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GOVERNMENT
Eight Ams Authorized;
FCC Reinstates Grant
EIGHT new am stations were authorized by
the FCC last week, and one earlier grant,
which had been set aside, was reinstated.
Grant of WILA Danville, Va., made Dec.
19, 1956, to S. L. Goodman for 1580 kc,
500 w daytime, was set aside Jan. 16 [B»T,
Jan. 21] because of conflict with the Commission's 10% rule. After Mr. Goodman
amended his application last fortnight to
comply with the rule, the grant was reaffirmed.
One of the eight new am grants represented Commission affirmation of an examiner's initial decision. Hearing Examiner
Jay Kyle's recommendation Dec. 19 that
Key City Broadcasters be granted 1280 kc,
500 w day, in Abilene, Tex. [B«T, Dec. 24],
was made final by the Commission. The application originally had been designated for
hearing because of possible interference
with existing stations. Equal partners in
Key City Broadcasters are Howard Barrett
(20% owner of KBST Big Spring, Tex., and
10%, KBST-TV) and Robert H. Nash,
former local sales manager of KRBC-TV
Abilene.
Other grants:
Camden, Ark. — D. R. James tr/ as Southern Broadcasting Co., 1370 kc, 1 kw day.
Mr. James owned KPLN Camden, Ark.,
which he bought in 1953, but the station cp
and sale approval were revoked in 1955
[B*T, Dec. 12, 1955] because the FCC
found errors in the former owner's reports.
Magee, Miss. — Southeast Mississippi
Broadcasting Co., 1280 kc, 500 w day.
Owners of Southeast are the Mathis brothers,
Marvin L. (45%), Robin H., Ralph C. and
Rad W., and John B. Skelton Jr. Robin,
Ralph and Rad Mathis each owns 25% of
WCPC Houston, Miss., and Mr. Skelton is
chief engineer of WCPC.
Hamlet, N. C— Risden Allen Lyon, 1400
kc, 250 w unlimited time. Mr. Lyon owns
50% of WADE Wadesboro, N. C.
Murfreesboro, N. C. — Agricultural Broadcasting Service, 1430 kc, 1 kw day. Fred L.
Hart, sole owner, an 18.8% interest in
WLPM Suffolk, Va.
Rockwood, Tenn. — Roane Broadcasting
Co., 580 kc, 500 w day. Equal partners are
Herman Spivey, vice president and stockholder of WBMC McMinnville, Tenn., and
his son, Ray.
Marshall, Tex. — Caddo Broadcasting Co.,

LAKE

CHARLES
the

qK Negro Radio Buy

KAGK
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1410 kc, 500 w day-directional antenna.
Virgil E. Stone, former manager of WMHT
Marshall, and J. D. Johnson, oil refining
company employe, are equal partners.
Honolulu, Hawaii — Kaiser Hawaiian Village Radio Inc., 1040 kc, 5 kw unlimited.
Industrialist Henry J. Kaiser and Hal Lewis,
owner of a Honolulu station representative
firm, are equal partners.
FCC Grants WEVD Petition;
Protest by WCRB Dismissed
PETITION for reconsideration by WEVD
New York in the sale of WBBR Brooklyn
by Watchtower Bible & Tract Society of
New York to Tele-Broadcasters Inc. (H.
Scott Killgore) was granted last Thursday
by FCC and the application was scheduled
for oral argument before the Commission
on Feb. 25.
At the same time, the FCC dismissed a
protest to the sale by WCRB-AM-FM
Waltham, Mass., ruling that WCRB failed
to show standing as party in interest under
the Commission rules.
The Commission's Dec. 12 approval of
the $133,000 sale [B«T, Dec. 17, 1956] was
postponed pending oral argument and further ordered that if Tele-Broadcasters already has assumed control of WBBR,
ownership must be returned to the original
licensee by March 8.
WEVD, which shares 1330 kc with
WBBR and WHAZ Troy, N. Y., contends
that Tele-Broadcasters is riot financially
qualified to operate the station and that
contract provisions or the sale are repugnant
to public interest [B«T, Jan. 28].
Committee

Approves

Whitney

THE nomination of John Hay (Jock)
Whitney as Ambassador to Great Britain
was cleared last week by the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee and was sent to the
Senate floor.
Mr. Whitney was nominated the week
before [B»T, Feb. 4]. He is a senior partner
in the New York investment firm of J. H.
Whitney & Co. and is a brother-in-law of
CBS Board Chairman William S. Paley. The
Whitney firm owns WISH-AM-TV Indianapolis and WANE-WINT (TV) Fort
Wayne-Waterloo, Ind., and 90ife of KGULTV Galveston-Houston and of KOTV (TV)
Tulsa, plus ownership in community antenna systems.
Gray Nominated for ODM Post
GORDON GRAY, North Carolina broadcaster who held high defense posts during
the Truman administration, was nominated
Thursday by President Eisenhower to be
director of the Office of Defense Mobilization [B»T, Jan. 28].
He succeeds Arthur S. Flemming, resigned. Mr. Flemming is returning to the
presidency of Ohio Wesleyan U. after four
years in key government posts.

Committee

to Withhold

ABC Television Data
THE House Antitrust Subcommittee headed
by Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.) has
"acceded to" ABC's request that its television billings and discounts for 1955 and
1956 not be made public.
Chief Counsel Herbert Maletz, who revealed the subcommittee action last week,
did not elaborate. The House group requested at its hearings in New York last
September that ABC-TV, CBS-TV and
NBC-TV furnish lists of billings and discounts for the calendar year 1955 and the
first six months of 1956.
All three networks furnished the information. The CBS-TV and NBC-TV billings and discounts were made a part of the
subcommittee's public record.
ABC-TV requested that its billings and
discounts be withheld from public record
because the network had been forced "in
the past," due to competitive advantages of
the other two networks over ABC-TV, to
give discounts higher than those listed on
its rate card in some cases in order to sell
the time [B*T, Dec. 31, 1956].
B«T used the CBS-TV and NBC-TV lists,
at the time they were made available by the
subcommittee, to publish for the first time
the exact tv network billings for the networks,12].
sponsors and agencies involved [B»T,
Nov. 19,
The subcommittee staff was known to be
sympathetic
to ABC's request [Closed Circuit, Jan. 14].
Un-American Activities Unit
Questions Radio-Tv Witnesses
THE House Un-American Activities Committee held three days of closed hearings
last week at the U. S. Court House in New
York's Foley Square in its hunt for Communists in radio-tv and other entertainment
media.
A committee spokesman said the committee was to have questioned some "40 or
50" witnesses, most of whom, he said, have
radio-tv connections. Information obtained
at the executive hearings last Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday will be used as the
basis for public hearings at an indefinite
later time, he said.
The House group is headed by Rep. Francis Walter (D-Pa.).
The committee usually uses information
obtained at closed hearing from "cooperative" witnesses and from other sources as
a basis for questioning "non-cooperative"
witnesses and others implicated by the cooperative witnesses at open hearings.
A source close to the committee told
B«T. that the names of persons appearing
at the closed hearings would not be disclosed in order to protect cooperative witnesses. He said the committee feels that
these persons should be given every opportunity torehabilitate themselves and that
publicity on their past associations may hurt
them now or in the future.
Broadcasting

Telecasting

Latest

speed

Bell

System

accurate

New Bell System control unit permits network
switches to be set up and double-checked in advance.

control

network

switching

Network switches can be set up in
advance and double-checked, thanks
to new Bell System control units.
Ten or 15 minutes before actual
switching time, buttons representing
incoming and outgoing circuits are
punched on the control panel. Then,
at the appointed split second, one
master button is pushed and all
switches are performed at once.
The first new operating center
utilizing the control unit began operBELL TELEPHONE

units

ation in Chicago during the summer
of 1956, followed by similar installations inLos Angeles and New York.
In the near future, operating centers
will be added in Des Moines, Dallas
and Washington, D. C.
This development, which makes
switching faster and more accurate,
is another example of how the Bell
System is constantly finding new and
better
ways to serve the broadcasting
industry.

SYSTEM

Providing intercity channels for network radio and television throughout the nation
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Newscast
WDBJ
for almost

33 years

OUTSTANDING
in

ROANOKE
and

Western

Virginia

RADIO

by any measurement1.

N.C.S.
Spring,
WDBJ
TWO

has
TIMES

No.

2

1956
more

than

the DAILY

N. C. S. Circulation

of

Station "B"; more than
THREE TIMES the circulations of Stations

"C"

and "D".
The one they listen to
MOST is the one to BUY!
Ask your Peters,
Griffin, Woodward
"Colonel" for the whole
wonderful story!

WDBJ
AM • 960 Kc. • 5000 watts
FM • 94.9 Mc. • 14,000 watts
ROANOKE,
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No

Violation

Of Sec. 315, Says FCC
THE FCC last week ruled that when a
broadcast station covers the news — which
might include a candidate for political office— the equal time provisions of Sec. 315
of the Communications Act do not apply.
In a letter to Allen H. Blondy, candidate
for judge of the Detroit Common Pleas
Court, FCC unanimously declared that the
filmed news coverage by WWJ-TV Detroit
of ceremonies held in the City-County Building which showed a number of judges being
sworn into office by Michigan Gov. Mennen
Williams, was not use of the station in the
sense of Sec. 315. Judge Elvin L. Davenport, named as a recess appointee to the
bench and who is a candidate for regular
election to the judicial post in the Feb. 18
city elections, was among those participating
in the ceremonies.
Mr. Blondy claimed that as an opposing
candidate for the judgeship he had the right
to equal time from the station. WWJ-TV
refused to accept this viewpoint, and Mr.
Blondy's complaint was filed with the FCC
last month. The Commission's reply to
Mr. Blondy was made after it received the
film and transcript of the oral portion of the
telecasts.
"There is not evidence," the FCC said,
"that Mr. Davenport in any manner or
form, directly or indirectly, initiated or requested either filming of the ceremony or
its presentation by the station, or that the
broadcast was more than a routine news
broadcast by Station WWJ-TV in the exercise of its judgment as to newsworthy events.
". . . In our opinion, on the basis of all
the facts and circumstances detailed above,
WWJ-TV did not 'permit ... a legally
qualified candidate for . . . public office to
use a broadcasting station' by showing and
referring to Mr. Davenport in its routine
newscasts in the manner indicated. Therefore, itis under no obligation to '. . . afford
equal opportunities to all other' candidates
for the office for which Mr. Davenport has
filed. Our decision in this case is, of course,
limited strictly to the facts and circumstances
which have been brought to our attention."
The quoted portions in the FCC's letter
are from the wording of Sec. 315.
Butte Translator Bid Queried;
FCC Makes Palm Springs Grant
IN A LETTER to Butte (Mont.) Mayor
Tim J. Sullivan, the FCC last week said that
the application by the City of Butte for a tv
translator station on ch. 70 to rebroadcast
ch. 13 KSMO-TV Missoula, Mont., may
require a hearing.
The Commission said that it was unable
to find that public interest, convenience and
necessity would be served by granting the
translator; questioned the need for the service because Butte is presently being served
by KXLF-TV (ch. 4), that city, and said two
applications are pending for ch. 6 there.
FCC also stated that the city is participating
in the operation of an unlicensed "boostertranslator" station rebroadcasting the
KSMO-TV signal without "express authority

of In
that astation
so." the Commission
secondto do
action,
granted cps for two tv translator stations to
Palm Springs Translator Station Inc., Palm
Springs, Calif., and at the same time denied
the protest of Palm Springs Community Tv
Corp. objecting to grants and requesting a
hearing. The translators will operate on
ch. 73 to rebroadcast ch. 4 KRCA (TV) Los
Angeles and ch. 70 to rebroadcast ch. 2
KNXT (TV) Los Angeles.
To charges by Community Tv that construction had started on the translater station prior to the grant, the FCC said that facilities were installed for the purpose of testing equipment. FCC also said that charges
of misrepresentation by one of the principals
of the applicant actually was caused by typographical errors, that principal in question
is no longer one of the applicants and that
all deficiencies in the original application
have been corrected by amendments.
Public
On

Hearing

WGN-TV

Asked

Application

THE Chicago "Martin Luther" incident
reached the formal stages at the FCC last
week when the Action Committee for Freedom of Religious Expression officially requested the Commission to hold a public
hearing on the application of WGN-TV
Chicago for a license covering its increase
to maximum 316 kw power.
The Protestant committee also informed
the FCC that it was preparing a formal petition requesting the Commission to investigate the incident. The committee is headed
by Dr. John W. Harms, executive director
of the Church Federation of Greater Chicago.
The theatrical film "Martin Luther" was
scheduled to be shown on the Chicago
Tribune's WGN-TV Dec. 21, but on Dec.
18 the showing was cancelled, the committee stated. This resulted, it was charged,
from pressure by Roman Catholic circles to
ban
film on the Reformation leader [B«T,
Dec. the24].
The resulting charges by Protestant organizations have been addressed to Congressional committees. Several thousand individual complaints have been received by the
FCC, it was ascertained.
The Action Committee said it represented
the Church Federation of Greater Chicago,
the Lutheran Council of Greater Chicago,
and 30 other religious organizations.
"We believe," the committee's letter to
the Commission read, "that this action of
WGN Inc. . . . represents an abrogation by
it of its obligation to operate its television
station
the publiccharacterized
interest."
The in
committee
the WGN
action as "arbitrary" and a negation of its
responsibility to present controversial subjects to its audience.
On Friday, in a corollary action, the National Council of Churches of Christ in the
United States asked the FCC to revise its
renewal form to require not only percentage
of religious time broadcast but also the
hours, whether sustaining or sponsored, identification ofthe program and whether funds
are solicited or not.
Broadcasting
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GOVERNMENT
Bait

Adv.

Penalties

Sought in N.Y. State
A BILL that would make bait advertising a
misdemeanor in penal law and provide for
fines up to $5,000 and jail sentence of up to
one year, or both, was introduced last week
in the New York State Legislature in Albany.
Radio and television stations, advertising
agencies and publishers would be exempted
when their participation was "without
knowledge of the deceptive character
thereof."
The measure was offered by State Sen.
Nathaniel T. Helman of the Bronx and
Assemblyman Bernard Dubin of Queens,
both Democrats, and would implement the
anti-bait advertising portion of New York
Gov. Averell Harriman's program. The
governor had labeled this type of advertising a "vicious practice" in his annual message to the Legislature.
Bait advertising is described by the bill
as circulation of statements "without a bona
fide intent to sell, or as part of a plan not
to sell as advertised or at such price (as
advertised) ."
Under terms of the measure, advertising
over a period of time with repeated failure
to sell and deliver merchandise or services
advertised at the advertised price would constitute prima facie evidence of violation.
This would be so also if the sale of advertised merchandise or services was discouraged wilfully via the repeated use of speci-

fied devices such as disparaging the item to
a prospective customer; refusing to show
or demonstrate the merchandise; falsely
claiming inability to make reasonably prompt
or withholding delivery, and refusing to
compensate employes for making sales of
the advertised item.
WTTV (TV), WESH-TV Allowed
To Move Transmitter Locations
FCC last Thursday granted two tv stations
changes in their antenna-transmitter locations, and by letter denied requests of protestants that both applications be set for
hearings.
Ch. 4 WTTV (TV) Bloomington, Ind.,
received authority to move its transmitter,
with antenna 996 ft. above average terrain,
to a point approximately 27 miles northeast
of Bloomington (towards Indianapolis)
from its present location three miles southeast of Cloverdale, Ind. The grant was conditioned on WTTV's removing its present
antenna within 60 days after beginning
operation at the new site and so notifying
the Commission. Petitions opposing the
move by Indianapolis Broadcasting Co.,
WIBC that city, Mid-West Tv Corp. and
Crosley Broadcasting Corp., all applicants
for ch. 13 in Indianapolis, were denied.
In addition to the site change, ch. 2
WESH-TV Daytona Beach, Fla., was
granted a cp to increase power from 1.26
kw to 100 kw and increase antenna height

TV
the

big inland

in Fresno

from 320 ft. to 940 ft. above ground. The
transmitter will be moved from Daytona
Beach to approximately 25 miles southwest
of the city, placing the facilities nearly equal
distance between Orlando and Daytona
Beach. Objections of WORZ Inc. and MidFlorida Tv Corp. (both applicants- for ch.
9 Orlando), WDBO-TV Orlando and WLOF
Orlando were denied.
Protests to both moves were denied by
FCC on grounds that necessity for a hearing
had not been shown and that both applicants
were financially able to make the changes.
Md. Bill Would Make Radio-Tv
Legal for Local Govt. Ads
A MEASURE introduced in the Maryland
legislature would make official anouncements
by local governments as legal on radio and
tv as they are in newspapers.
The bill was offered by Delegate Jerome
Robinson (D), of Baltimore.
Under Maryland law, the supervisors of
elections now must have published in at
least two papers in each county, if there are
that many, the names of nominees.
The new measure would provide that "an
auditory or visual broadcast of nominations
to office, or both, over a radio or tv station
having general coverage and reception
throughout the community in which there is
to be such publication shall be equivalent to
oneMr.publication
a newspaper."
Robinson insaid
he introduced the bill
on request.

--

California
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FCC to Hear KCCC-TV

Protest

Against KOVR's Proposed Move
FCC last week allowed the protest of ch.
40 KCCC-TV Sacramento, Calif., to the
transmitter-antenna move of ch. 13 KOVR
(TV) Stockton, Calif., and scheduled a
hearing for March 4. The Commission approved the KOVR move last November but
stayed the grant Jan. 3 [B«T, Jan. 7] when
it found KCCC-TV a party in interest.
KOVR is seeking to move its facilities
from Mt. Diablo, about 20 miles east of San
Francisco and 35 miles southwest of Stockton, to Butte Mountain, about 80 miles east
of San Francisco and 40 miles northeast of

Oldtime steamboat races along
our Ohio River Valley were often
close, and hazardous to put your
money on. Quite different from
today's audience race among
TV stations. When you put your
money on WSAZ-TV, you've
picked THE winner. Survey after
survey gives the title to this 69county giant — and the latest
Nielsen is no exception. Consider
these WSAZ-TV margins over
the next-best station:
95,670 more homes per month
99,430 more homes per week
101,130 more daytime homes,
weekdays
100,580 more nighttime
homes, weekdays
WSAZ-TV steams with comparable popularity across a fourstate domain wherein almost
$4,000,000,000 buying power
awaits advertisers who like to
ride with the winner. The gangway is down at any Katz office.

HUNTINGTON-CHARLESTON, W. VA.
Affiliated with Radio Stations
WSAZ, Huntington & WGKV, Charleston
LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT
Represented by The Katz Agency
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Stockton. The station's present antenna is
3,172 ft. above average terrain.
The Commission ordered the hearing to
determine, among other things, reasons for
the proposed change, whether KOVR misrepresented or concealed material facts in
its application, areas and population which
would lose service because of the proposed
change and whether it would result in an
increase or decrease of tv service to Stockton, and the need, if any, for the service
proposed and whether such service outweighs the injury which might be caused
to operating authorized or proposed uhf
stations in the Sacramento and Stockton
areas.
The FCC said it would rule later on
KCCC-TV's petition for reconsideration of
the Commission's action refusing KCCCTV's application for ch. 13 at Stockton
(now licensed to KOVR).
It was also announced last week that
KOVR had signed to become an ABC primary affiliate for Stockton effective Feb. 17.
KCCC-TV is also an ABC affiliate.
Northeastern Bcstg. Co. Seeks
Tv Ch. 10 for Presque Isle
NORTHEASTERN BROADCASTING Co.,
applicant for a new am in Presque Isle, Me.,
last week petitioned the FCC to institute
rule-making proceedings to add ch. 10 to
Presque Isle. This could be done, Northeastern said, by deleting ch. 10 from Ste.
Anne De La Pocatiere, Que., and substituting ch. 6; deleting ch. 6 from Riviere Du
Loup, Que., and adding ch. 7 there, and
deleting ch. 7 from Matane, Que., replacing
it with ch. 1 1.
The Canadian Dept. of Transport has
notified the Commission that it would have
no objection to the above changes if formally proposed by the Commission. None of the
channels involved are presently assigned.
Northeastern is owned principally by Community Telecasting Service and its stockholders licensee of WABI-AM-TV Bangor,
Me.
WJET Power Change Upheld
FCC approval of a move by WJET Erie, Pa.,
from 1570 kc daytime to 1400 kc unlimited
with 250 w power was upheld Friday by the
U. S. Court of Appeals, Washington.
WBNY Buffalo, N. Y., had raised questions
regarding the FCC's criterion of need for
a new service [B»T, June 18, 1956]. The

Buffalo station, operating on 1400 kc,
claimed it would lose coverage if WJET
switched. The court held that the qualitative
question of program service lost vs. new
service gained was a question to be raised
by the protestant and was not incumbent on
the FCC.
Heselton Resubmits House Bill
To Limit Radio-tv Commercials
BILL to limit the proportion of commercial
time to program time on radio and tv was
introduced last week by Rep. John W.
Heselton (R-Mass.). The measure (HR
4571) was identical to HR 5741 proposed
by Rep. Heselton in the 84th Congress.
It would require the FCC to prescribe
"appropriate regulations, applicable to licensees, program sponsors, and others, to
insure that, of the total amount of time
available for any radio or television program, the proportion of such time which
is devoted to advertising shall not be excessive." Itwould amend Sec. 330 of the Communications Act.
Liveright Case Goes to Jury
As Quick Acquittal Moves Fail
THE contempt of Congress trial of Herman
Liveright, former program director of
WDSU-TV New Orleans, went to the jury
Friday after the defense failed in a series of
moves to have Mr. Liveright acquitted outright of all 15 counts against him.
Judge Richmond B. Keech of the U. S.
District Court in Washington denied the
defense motion to acquit Mr. Liveright on
all 15 counts, but did acquit him on one.
Mr. Liveright was indicted after he was
cited for contempt of Congress because he
refused to answer questions about Communist associations before the Senate Internal Security Committee last March [B»T.
March 26, 1956]. The count dismissed by
Judge Keech
based on
Mr. whether
Liveright's
refusal
to tell was
the Senate
group
his
wife was a Communist. WDSU-TV fired him
for refusing to answer committee questions.
Three to Recording Committee
THREE members of the House have been
named to the House Recording Studio Committee: Reps. J. Vaughan Gary (D-Va.), Joe
L. Evins (D-Tenn.) and Frank T. Bow (ROhio). The studio produces tapes and tv films
for congressmen, at moderate cost, for use on
home state radio and tv stations.
Richfield, Lewis Suits Dropped
CROSS SUITS by Richfield Oil Corp.
against commentator Fulton Lewis jr., MBS
and RKO Teleradio Pictures and by Mr.
Lewis against Richfield were dropped by
both parties last week. Richfield had asked
$7 million, Mr. Lewis $500,000. No financial consideration was involved in dismissal
of the suits, a lawyer for Mr. Lewis stated.
The suits arose after broadcasts by the
commentator regarding a controversial California conservation referendum, and a subsequent statement by oil company president
Charles Jones.
Broadcasting
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ABC-TV
• New

PLANS

DAYTIME

RATE

CUT

price setup to be outlined by network this week

• Only pre-5 p.m. show, however, now sells as fixed rate
A NEW daytime rate pattern which its
creators feel ultimately will become the
standard in television broadcasting — daytime rates at one-third rather than one-half
the nighttime rate — will be unveiled by
ABC-TV his week for stations which are its
exclusive affiliates.
Actually, the change is theoretical for the
moment since ABC-TV's only Monday-Friday programming before 5 p.m., "'Afternoon Film Festival," is sold on a participation basis at fixed rates per participation.
The new structure, called the "D for Daytime Plan," will highlight the tv phase of
the presentation which ABC is staging for
advertisers and agencies in New York on
Wednesday and in Chicago on Friday.
Oliver Treyz, ABC vice president in
charge of the tv network, said the 3-to-l
ratio for nighttime over daytime rates follows more closely the audience patterns for
the two periods than does the prevalent
2-to-l ratio, which he called a "hand-medown" from radio.
Accordingly, he said, ABC-TV will "realign" its daytime rates to make them onethird of nighttime prices. On ABC-TV this
means that new Class D rates will prevail
in the daytime up to 5 p.m., Monday

through Friday — hence "D for Daytime."
Mr. Treyz said he looked upon the 3-to-l
rate differential as a permanent ratio, not
as a matter of "expediency" for ABC-TV.
When ABC-TV raises rates the 3-to-l relationship between night and day will be retained, he asserted.
Mr. Treyz expressed belief that the whole
of television broadcasting would eventually
settle on the new ratio.
When daytime rates were first established
in radio, he said, the 2-to-l relationship was
set on the theory that during daytime the
housewife was listening while at night she
was joined at the radio by her husband.
In television, he maintained, research consistently has shown a much heavier proportion for nighttime viewing.
In implementing the new plan, Mr. Treyz
said, ABC-TV will apply it to all stations
which are its exclusive affiliates. For stations
shared with CBS-TV or NBC-TV, the practice of making daytime rates one-half of
nighttime rates will be continued.
The plan has been endorsed "enthusiastically" by the ABC-TV Affiliates Advisory
Committee, he reported.
The new rate structure will be one of
several features of the television presenta-

tion at the New York and Chicago showup ABC-TV's new
Others will point
talentings.acquisitions
— Frank Sinatra, Pat
Boone, Guy Mitchell, and Mike Wallace
— and new program plans, plus research to
bolster its claim to the title, "fastest growing
network in the fastest growing medium."
The radio phase of the presentations will
stress ABC Radio's importance as an ideal
"complimentary"
for television
vertisers. It also medium
is expected
to play adup
programming progress, particularly the
strength of the ABC Radio morning block.
Don Durgin. ABC vice president for the
radio network, will direct this phase of the
presentation, while Mr. Treyz will conduct
the tv portion. Leonard H. Goldenson,
president of ABC's parent American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, will be host for
the sessions, which will employ films and
slides projected onto a screen shaped like
a tv receiver.
The New York presentation on Wednesday will be held at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel starting at 9:30 a.m., while the Chicago showing on Friday will be at the Hotel
Sherman at 10:30 a.m.
Meanwhile, ABC-TV officially announced
last week the signing of singer Pat Boone to
an exclusive contract and the signing of
Chevrolet Motor Div. of General Motors to
sponsor him in an evening half-hour variety
show starting next fall [B»T, Feb. 4]. Campbell-Ewald is agency for Chevrolet.
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• 25% of Hope Enterprises sold
CONSUMMATION of a multi-million dollar contract between Bob Hope and NBC,
whereby the network acquires half ownership in Bob Hope Enterprises and becomes
a participant in five
of the comedian's
theatrical films (including two already
produced) and gets
Mr. icesHope's
servin 40 tv shows
including 16 already telecast) was
revealed last week.
Just how much
money is actually
involved in the contract isa little hard
MR. HOPE
to determine, without accurately guessing NBC's share of the
cost of the five motion pictures in which
the network becomes a partner with Mr.
Hope. In true Hollywood style, the first
reports attached to the deal the dazzling
dollar figure of $25 million, but a sober
second look makes the total appear to be
somewhat nearer the $15 million mark, if
that high. Contract was also first said to run
for five years; actually, it is a three-year
contract with a two-year option, and more
than a year-and-a-half of the three years
has already elapsed.
Genesis of the arrangement between NBC
and one of its top comedians goes back seven
years to 1950, when the network purchased
a 25% interest in Hope Enterprises for $1
million as part of an agreement whereby
NBC secured the comedian's services for
radio and television for the following five
years [B«T, June 12, 1950]. This contract,
announced concurrently with the sale of the
Bob Hope Tuesday night NBC Radio show
to Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. for Chesterfields at a reported $30,000 a week, ended
an intensive drive by CBS to woo the
comedian away from NBC.
At the end of that contract, in June of
1955, Mr. Hope indicated a desire to drop
his broadcast activities, at least temporarily,
but was persuaded to change his mind and
remain on the air for another five years,
when NBC agreed orally to buy another
25% interest in Hope Enterprises for another $1 million and also to finance five
motion pictures in which he would be
starred, sharing in the profits or losses of
those movies in accordance with its 50%
stock interest in Hope Enterprises. Mr. Hope
in exchange agreed to appear in 40 tv shows
on NBC-TV during the five-year period at
a price of $200,000 per program doing a
minimum of six programs a year.
Under that agreement, which was reduced
to writing and signed last week, Mr. Hope
has already done 16 shows on NBC-TV and
NBC has partly financed two of his pictures,
"That Certain Feeling," which has already
been released, and "Beau James," film
biography of the Jimmy Walker, one time

mayor of New York, which will be released
shortly. Paramount Pictures Corp through
which these pictures also reportedly shared
in financing these pictures and the amount
of
NBC's investment in them was not revealed.
What is certain is that NBC has invested
$2 million in Hope Enterprises and has contracted for 40 tv shows (with 24 still to come)
at $200,000 each, or a total of $10 million
plus whatever investment it has made or
may
make in Mr. Hope's theatrical
movie yet
ventures.
Winchell to Leave MBS in March,
Will Host New Desilu Series
WALTER WINCHELL— syndicated news
columnist who had a short-lived exposure
on an NBC-TV variety show last fall but
whose audience strength in radio has carried
him through 27 years of broadcasting — will
terminate his weekly co-op commentary on
Mutual March 3, the network confirmed last
week. By agreement between Mr. Winchell
and MBS, his contract is not being renewed,
a network spokesman told B»T. Both Mr.
Winchell and MBS affirmed that the parting
is amicable.
An MBS representative said the program
is locally sponsored in 33 cities, mostly
major markets, but all of these pacts coincide with the commentator's network contract. On other MBS outlets, he has been
carried sustaining. His program, 6-6:15 p.m.
Sunday, started in September 1955. Seaboard Drug Co. dropped sponsorship of Mr.
Winchell's MBS show last November and it
then went co-op [B«T, Nov. 19, 1956]. The
sponsor reportedly disliked his reference to
presidential candidate Adlai Stevenson.
However, Mr. Winchell plans to become
host and narrator for a new half-hour film
series to be produced by Desilu Productions,
Hollywood. The tv series is expected to
feature fiction stories in a documentary vein.
CBS

Radio

Re-Endorse

Affiliates
DST

Plan

BOARD of directors of CBS Radio Affiliates
Assn. will recommend that the association
renew its agreement with CBS to continue
the Daylight Saving Time plan as it was
effected last year.
The disclosure was made last week by
Chairman John Rivers, WCSC Charleston,
S. C, at CBS Radio headquarters in New
York where the board met with network
executives.
The meeting took up the status of current network operations with a discussion
of programming highlights and prospects for
this year. CBS Radio President Arthur Hull
Hayes renewed his feeling of confidence in
the Monday-through-Friday daytime schedule on the network and noted that in the
nighttime schedule, the network has research data showing the period to be increasing its overall lead on a weekly basis
over CBS Radio's "nearest competitor."
Those in attendance were Mr. Rivers,
Dist. 4; Charles C. Caley, WMBD Peoria,
111., Dist. 5 (vice chairman); J. Maxim
Broadcasting
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Ryder, WBRY Waterbury. Conn.. Dist. 1
(secretary- treasurer ) ; George Coleman,
WGBI Scranton, Pa., Dist. 2; Robert
Tincher, WNAX Yankton, S. D., Dist. 7;
Westerman Whillock, KBOI Boise, Idaho,
Dist. 9; Frank Fogarty, WOW Omaha,
Neb., (director-at-large); Worth Kramer,
WJR Detroit, (director-at-large); Kenyon
Brown, KWFT Wichita Falls, Tex. (exofficio member).
Mr. Hayes; James M. Seward, executive
vice president, CBS Radio; Howard G.
Barnes, vice president in charge of network
programs, CBS Radio; Louis Hausman, vice
president in charge of advertising and promotion, CBS Radio; John J. Karol, vice
president in charge of network sales, CBS
Radio; William A. Schudt Jr., vice president in charge of station relations, CBS
Radio; Harper Carraine, director of research, CBS Radio; Eric Salline. manager,
station relations, CBS Radio; Ralph W.
Hardy, vice president, CBS Inc., Washington; Richard S. Salant. vice president, CBS
Inc.
Shelton Joins ABC Washington
As Assistant to V.P. Hinckley
EDGAR G. SHELTON Jr. has joined ABC
as assistant to Robert H. Hinckley, vice
president and director of American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres Inc. in
charge of the
Washington office.
Mr. Shelton has
relinquished the
post of director of
the U. S. National
Security Training
Commission, with
which he has been
associated since
1951 in various
. During
MR. SHELTON capac
1956 ities
he also served
as consultant to the Assistant Secretary of
Defense for manpower, personnel and reserve.
White House Quashed ABC Plan
For Saudi Scoop, Network Says
THE WHITE HOUSE was accused by ABC
Thursday of intervening in an exclusive
interview it had planned to film with King
Saud of Saudi Arabia for exposure on yesterday's (Sunday) Open Hearing program
(8:30-9 p.m. EST).
The network said it had been informed
by Peter Tompkins, identified as handling
public relations for Saudi Arabia, that
Murray Snyder, White House assistant news
secretary, had ruled the interview opened up
to CBS and NBC newsmen. ABC said it
had managed to film five minutes with the
King on an exclusive basis plus another
sequence with Prince Mashhur, the 3Viyear-old son of the King, who was a guest
at an embassy party. All three networks,
however, had access to the interview with
the King.
ABC also said it shot film in an interview
with Sheik Abdulah Balkhair, press, broadcasting and publications head of the country,
who described Saudi Arabia's radio-tv plans.
Broadcasting
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Here are the results of another election with fourteen counties reporting.
WREX-TV wins with a tremendous
plurality. Here is the vote.
14-COUNTY PULSE SURVEY
SEPTEMBER, 1956
All 53 of the top 53
Programs are on WREX-TV
63 of the top 65
Programs are on WREX-TV
•
COMPARATIVE
QUARTER HOUR
RATINGS
100%Quarter Hours or
WREX-TV-440
STATION B— 0 Quarter Hours or 0%
Serving over a Quarter
Million T-V Sets
•
WREX-TV Dominates all Quarter
Hour Periods Sunday thru Saturday
8:00 A.M. — Midnight
This unanimously re-elects WREX-TV as the
No. 1 TV buy in a billion-dollar market.
Get on a bandwagon full of sales ... in the
next-to-the-biggest Illinois market.

ckannet13
ROCKFOWO,
ILLINOIS
CBS-ABC AFFILIATIONS
telecasting in color
REPRESENTED BY
H-R TELEVISION, INC.
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NBC
PROMOTES
McAVITY,
KINTNER
TOP LEVEL reassignments at NBC involving new executive posts for Thomas A. McAvity and Robert E. Kintner were announced last week by NBC President Robert
W. Sarnoff.
Under the new alignment, Mr. McAvity
shifts from executive vice president, television network programs and sales, to executive vice president, staff, and Mr. Kintner
moves from his post of executive vice president to the position vacated by Mr. McAvity.
Both will report directly to Mr. Sarnoff.
Mr. Sarnoff explained that Mr. McAvity
MR. McAVITY
MR. KINTNER
will concentrate primarily on the development of new programs and talent for television and on strengthening existing tv ner under the new alignment.
In addition to his appointment as a staff
properties.
Mr. Kintner, who joined NBC on Jan. 1 executive vice president, Mr. McAvity, who
after resigning the presidency of ABC, has has been in tv programming with NBC in
been coordinating all color activities, a various capacities since October 1951, beresponsibility he will continue to hold along
comes chairman of the NBC talent and properties committee and will serve as a member
with programming and sales. Mr. Sarnoff
of the NBC program board (of which Mr.
pointed out that color has now become an
Sarnoff is chairman) and of the NBC execuintegral part of programs and sales, and
tive council that forms major company
thus by joining all three activities under Mr.
Kintner, NBC's color drive could be expected to accelerate in the future.
Mr. Sarnoff viewed the appointments as
policies.
Emanuel (Manie) Sacks, vice president,
placing "two of the most experienced and
television network programming, and Wilgifted executives in our industry in positions
liam R. Goodheart Jr., vice president, tele- for which they are ideally suited by backvision network sales, will report to Mr. Kintground and training.
TV
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• 1956 months top those of '55
• TvB makes percentage study
THE TV network audience of 1956 was
at an all-time high with each month of that
year exceeding the comparable monthly audience of 1955, the Television Bureau of
Advertising reported last week.
The average evening tv advertiser reached
17% more homes in 1956 than in 1955;
average daytime tv advertiser 18% more
homes during the week and 24% more
homes with daytime weekend programming
than in 1955. The figures released by TvB
were based on A. C. Nielsen Co. findings
and included January-December of each
The average evening network program
year.
reached more than 1 million homes per
broadcast last year over the number of
homes per broadcast in 1955, while the
average increase for weekday daytime programs was 418,000 homes, and 823,000
more homes for the average
weekend daytime program. The full table as released
Rating
Homes
by TvB:
21.3%
(PSB)
( + 000) % Change
Average
Evening Program
1955 (135)
(134)
1956
21.8
8.2%
7,073
6,035
Average Weekday
Daytime
Program
1955 (47>
1956 (51)
+ 18 .
8.5
2,325
Average Weekend
+ 17
Daytime
Program
2,743
1955 (19)
1956 (19)
3,453
14.2-%
14.9
(NOTE: Figures in parenthesis
are the number
4,276
of programs.)

NBC-TV

Cites

In Afternoon

Advance

Audience

IN a follow-through to its release of data
showing gains in daytime program ratings
and sponsorships [B»T, Feb. 4], NBC-TV
last week released additional data which
the network said establishes it as the No. 1
network in average afternoon audiences, and
represents the "most pronounced change in
afternoon television program viewing habits
in the search
medium's
rewas based history."
on latest NBC-TV's
Nielsen rating
service data.
Hugh M. Beville Jr., vice president, planning and research for NBC. commented
that the network's "vitality of new daytime
programming" has "vastly improved NBC's
competitive position" and "raised the entire
level of daytime sets in use." He noted that
last year there were nearly 750,000 more
homes tuned to daytime tv during the average minute than during the year previous.
The afternoon period covered is 2:305:30 p.m. EST. NBC-TV claimed that during that segment the network delivers 3.7
million homes, or 76% better than a year
ago. Also claimed: Queen for a Day (Mon.Fri., 4-4:45 p.m.) and Comedy Time (Mon.Fri., 5-5:30 p.m.) are the two top-rated
regularly scheduled "adult programs" on
daytime tv; NBC-TV's average daytime program (11 a.m.-l p.m. EST and the 2:305:30 p.m. EST) delivers 3,170,000 homes
"or more than many nighttime programs on
the third network [ABC-TV]"; during the
1 1 a.m.-l p.m. period it reaches 2,370,000
homes, or 41% above that of a year ago,
and has achieved a 27% rise in the past year
in its average audience ratings during the
Broadcasting
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PROGRAM SERVICES
11 a.m.-l p.m. segment.
In the latter segment, NBC-TV asserted
that the only other network [CBS-TV] that
has a full programming schedule "has suffered a decrease of 16%."
Sevareid

Challenges

Program Cancellation
CBS should take another look at its whole
news policy, Eric Sevareid, network news
analyst, suggested last week following the
network's action in stopping a radio script
he had prepared for on CBS Radio network
at 9:25 p.m. last Wednesday.
The program dealt with the State Dept.
ban on travel in Red China by American
newsmen.
Mr. Sevareid told B»T it was the first time
in 17 years that one of his programs had
been killed in its entirety. He said no illwill was involved in the action by CBS editors, who decided the script was "too editorial" and violated the CBS policy permitting news analysis but banning editorial
comment.
The script was "mild" and "not dynamite," Mr. Sevareid said. He termed the
question of editorializing an internal network
matter. "What is analysis, and what is opinion or editorializing?"
he be
asked.
"Possibly
the differences
can never
resolved.
The
distinctions can be fine, narrowing down to
the opinion of an editor."
While Mr. Sevareid was at the CBS Washington news headquarters at the time the
script was rejected, he said there wasn't time
to prepare a new program. An interview on
Indonesia between Blair Clark, CBS New
York, and Robert Pierpont, CBS Far Eastern correspondent, was substituted.
The script was stopped by James G.
Roper, CBS Washington news editor, after
conferring with John Day, CBS news director in New York.
Mr. Roper said he felt the Sevareid script
was arguing on behalf of sending correspondents toRed China and at the same time
criticizing the State Dept. for its opposite
stand. He interprets the network policy as
permitting analysis to clarify understanding
of the news but not covering statements
which tell the listener which side to take in
a controversy or leading toward one conclusion.
CBS Names Crothers, llott
To Newly-Created Positions
NEW posts of directors of public service
broadcasts and of religious broadcasts at
CBS have been created and are being filled,
respectively, by Dr. George Crothers, formerly director of educational and religious
broadcasts, and Pamela Uott, formerly supervisor of CBS-TV's Lamp Unto My Feet.
Irving Gitlin, CBS director of public affairs, outlined their responsibilities as: Dr.
Crothers, all network programming involving outside groups and organizations as well
as special broadcasts for educational, welfare and charitable purposes; Miss llott, all
network programs in the religious area and
contact with denominations and individuals
involved in the shows.
Broadcasting
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Partial

Agendas

Given

For BMI's Tv Clinics
AN advance and near-complete list of
chairmen and speakers for its series of five
two-day tv program clinics to be held next
month was released last week by Broadcast
Music Inc. Clinics will be held March 4-5
at the Texas Hotel, Fort Worth, and at the
Biltmore Hotel. New York; March 7-8 at
the Dinkier-Plaza Hotel, Atlanta, and the
Sheraton-Blackstone Hotel, Chicago, and
March 11-12 at the St. Francis Hotel, San
Francisco.
Speakers at the Fort Worth and Atlanta

sessions: Marshall Pengra, KLTV (TV)
Tyler, Tex., on local low-cost tv programming, including daytime and live programming in a small market; Ed Breen. KQTV
(TV) Ft. Dodge, Iowa, on program and station promotion; Frank Fogarty, WOW-TV
Omaha, on local tv news, weather, sports
and special events; Charles Vanda, WCAUTV Philadelphia, on inventive twists in tv
programming;
Jamescontrol.
Kilian.John
WAAM-TV
Baltimore,
on traffic
Quigley.
KAKE-TV Wichita, Kan., will speak in Fort
Worth, and Lee Ruwitch, WTVJ (TV) Miami, will speak in Atlanta on public service
programming. Philip Wygant. WBAP-TV
Fort Worth, will discuss color tv problems
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PROGRAM SERVICES
at the Fort Worth session, and F. E. Busby,
WTVY (TV) Dothan, Ala., on children's
programming.
Chairmen for the Fort Worth clinic include Alex Keese, WFAA-TV Dallas; Gene
Cagle, KFJZ-TV Fort Worth; Roy M.
Flynn, KRLD-TV Dallas, and George Cranston, WBAP-TV Fort Worth.
Speakers at the New York session — Gordon Gray of WOR-TV New York has been
announced as a chairman — will include William A. Fay, WROC-TV Rochester, N. Y.,
on program and station promotion; Norman
Knight, WNAC-TV Boston, on film programming; Otto Brandt, KING-TV Seattle,
on integrating the station in the community
through local news, weather, sports and
special events; Haydn Evans, WBAY-TV
Green Bay, Wis., on local low cost tv programming, and S. John Schile, KLOR-TV
Portland, Ore., on traffic control. These
speakers also are slated to appear in the
Chicago and San Francisco clinics. Also
listed for New York only: Peter Kenney,
WKNB (TV) New Britain, Conn., topic not
announced, and Sam Cook Digges, WCBSTV New York, on public service programming.
Listed for Chicago only are George M.
Comte, WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, on public
service and Carl Fox, KYTV (TV) Springfield, Mo., on camera technique, sets, scenic
art and lighting, and for San Francisco only:
Philip Lasky, KPIX (TV) San Francisco, on
programming for, and by, children. Easter
Straker, WIMA-TV Lima, Ohio, is slated to
talk about maximum production with minimum equipment and a small staff to both
the Chicago and San Francisco sessions.
Clinic chairmen at Chicago will include
Ward Quaal, WGN-TV Chicago; William
Craig, WLBC-TV Muncie, Ind.; Don DeGroot, WWJ-TV Detroit, and Dan Schuffman, WBKB (TV) Chicago; at San Francisco, Terry Lee, KOVR-TV Stockton,
Calif.; C. Howard Lane, KOIN-TV Portland, Ore.; Joseph Drilling, KJEO-TV Fresno, Calif., and Ewing C. Kelly, KCRA-TV
Sacramento, Calif. At the Georgia session,
Gov. Martin Griffin, as speaker, will be introduced by Dean John E. Drewry of the
Henry W. Grady School of Journalism at
the U. of Georgia, Athens.
ASCAP
'Blackout' Claim
Called Fantasy By BMI
ASCAP's expressed fears that broadcasters
and BMI have enough power to impose
another "blackout" on ASCAP music similar
to that in 1940-41 were labeled "pure fantasy" by BMI last week. The statement came
as BMI replied to ASCAP charges in testimony before the House Antitrust Subcommittee last September, and marked the final
documents to be entered into that investigation of alleged monopoly among the tv networks.
The music licensing organization said the
"economics of the situation" make elimination of rival ASCAP music impossible.
BMI said ASCAP negotiated with networks and stations in 1949 for the calendar
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PERSONNEL RELATIONS
years 1949-53, with each station and network having the right to reject the terms.
Although the former DuMont Tv Network
and a group of independent tv stations didn't
accept the negotiated ASCAP fees and the
issue went to court, DuMont, the tv stations
and ASCAP settled rates out of court early
in 1954 for the 1949-53 period, BMI said,
adding that the terms of settlement were no
better for ASCAP than the negotiated rates.
BMI said ASCAP's president at that time
called the settled rates "very advantageous
All stations and networks negotiated rates
us." for the years 1954-57 and these
into 1954
terms were no better for ASCAP than the
1949-53 terms, BMI added.
BMI also submitted a telegram from President Carl Haverlin to stations last September saying BMI regarded "unsworn testimony" by ASCAP members as demonstrating "lack of confidence in their law suit
(Songwriters of America, a group of ASCAP
members, against BMI and broadcasters)
and the hope publicity will lead to acceptance of baseless charges that they can't establish bylegal proof."
He called the ASCAP testimony a "thirst
for return of the unrestricted monopoly in
music licensing that existed before BMI was
founded." He said BMI will "continue to
refute all such irresponsible attacks as those
brought before the committee."
BMI furnished a list of persons and firms
BMI believes have had "dual affiliations"
with both BMI and ASCAP and other lists
indicating those BMI believes are affiliated
with only BMI or with ASCAP.
Telecasting Firm Shows
Color Closed-Circuit Tv
CLOSED CIRCUIT Telecasting Systems
Inc., New York, last Wednesday began a
week-long series of demonstrations of color
closed-circuit television for advertising agencies, advertisers and newsmen. The demonstrations are scheduled daily from 2:45-3:30
p.m. at CTS' new studios at 237 W. 54th
St., New York 19, N. Y.
Fanshawe Lindsley, president of CTS, said
that "color closed-circuit telecasting has obsoleted black and white." He said "the bottleneck networks temporarily face is the
surprising public resistance to the purchase
of color receivers," adding that "transmission-wise, color is here and that is what interests CTS clients."
Mr. Lindsley reported that CTS, organized in December 1956, has invested more
than $250,000 in color equipment, which
also projects in black-and-white. Other officers of CTS are Arthur O. Choate Jr.,
chairman of the board; William Rockefeller,
secretary, and Tom W. Judge, sales vice
president.
PROGRAM
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William F. O'Boyle, Columbia instrument
division of Columbia Records, N. Y., to
Capitol Records, Hollywood, as manager of
phonograph operations.
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• Four stations, AFTRA

agree

• Call contract forward step
FOUR independent radio stations in the San
Francisco Bay area are operating under a
new AFTRA agreement reached in what is
described as a forward step in joint labor
bargaining.
Merged into a station negotiating unit
that acted for all four outlets, the station
quartet — KYA and KSFO San Francisco,
KROW and KLX Oakland — bargained as
the Bay Area Independent Broadcasters
Assn. The stations retained Laurence P.
Corbett, of the St. Sure, Moore & Corbett
law firm, as bargaining representative [B»T,
Dec. 24. 1956, to Jan. 21].
Three of the stations — KYA, KSFO and
KROW— were struck by AFTRA. When
negotations with the union wound up Jan.
19, both sides claimed victory. Both sides
made concessions in reaching a settlement.
The stations, according to BAIBA, gave
a "death blow" to AFTRA's "demand for
network talent fees for staff announcers
employed by San Francisco independent radio stations." AFTRA, in the report to members issued by Bruce Poyer, executive secretary of the union's San Francisco local, calls
the agreement "highly satisfactory," with
"the principle of base wage parity maintained" and a pension and welfare fund to
be effective for staff announcers June 1.
Both Pulled Through
Both sides also found much to cheer about
in the way they lived through the strike
period.weTo showed
quote the
report: called
"The
cards
whenAFTRA
management
our hand proved conclusively that the membership can meet a crisis requiring its wholehearted effort and cooperation and come out
on top. We proved, through the full support
and assistance of NABET and the IBEW
[whose members refused to cross AFTRA
picket lines and so in effect joined in the
strike], that the allied unions in the radio
and television industry can pull together
and steer a single course based firmly on
similarity of purposes, aims and interests.
We proved, finally, that we can count on the
full support and cooperation of all organized
labor in this area, as evidenced by the invaluable assistance we received from both
the San Francisco and Alameda County
Labor
Councils."report notes with satisfaction
The BAIBA
that although AFTRA, in cooperation with
other unions, "applied pressure to advertisers by placing such advertisers on published
'unfair' lists when they did not cancel advertising
the "fourth
week
of the strike
theimmediately,"
record inshowed
that KSFO
and KYA had maintained an average of
93.8% of the advertising they had on the
eve of the strike. The effect of the strike on
KROW advertisers was not evident at all."
BAIBA also points out that when the
strike came (Dec. 19 for KSFO, with KYA
and KROW struck within the following
Broadcasting
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three weeks), "the stations were prepared.
They continued without interruption to
operate efficiently with administrative and
supervisory personnel. In fact, both San
Francisco stations, KSFO and KYA, increased their air time during the strike from
18 to 24 hours a day. Many new transcribing and automation techniques, heretofore
prohibited by the union contracts, were successfully explored by the struck stations."
Settlement, negotiated under the aegis of
the San Francisco and Alameda County
Labor Councils, provided for a two-year
firm contract with a $10 a week increase
from the former base pay of $150 a week
retroactive to Nov. 1, 1956, a $5 a week
increase effective Nov. 1, 1957, and a 5%
health, welfare and pension program effective June 1, 1957. Mr. Poyer hailed these
provisions as a victory for AFTRA in establishing the principle of base pay parity, as
during the concluding year of the two-year
agreement the staff announcers at the independent stations will be receiving the same
base pay as those at network affiliated stations.
All parties involved expressed satisfaction with the new night shift clause, providing that announcers working an after-midnight shift shall work only six hours a night
instead of eight, or a 30-hour week instead
of a 40-hour week, for the same base pay as
the others. BAIBA reports that "the stations
secured the night-shift clause they had proposed." AFTRA says "we were able to
establish a night-shift premium."
Major victory for the broadcasters was
the elimination of the talent-fee demands of
AFTRA, extra pay above base pay for announcers working on sponsored programs on
the theory, according to Mr. Poyer, "that
such pay is a sort of commission, based on
the assumption that these announcers are in
a sense salesmen." Mr. Poyer denied that
AFTRA sought to impose on independent
stations the same talent fees paid by network stations, stating the fees asked of the
independents were only 25% of network
fees, but he admitted that AFTRA had
wanted the stations to accept the principle
of exra fees for work on commercial programs.
Quoting the comment of a spokesman of
the independent stations that "this settlemen clearly recognized the difference between network and independent broadcasters," the BAIBA report concludes: "The
results support the conclusion that independent radio stations cannot be forced to accept
the principle of pay within pay — or, in
other words, to compensate a staff announcer at $160 a week for appearing at
the station and then pay him a fee for any
air work he performs. In the opinion of
the member stations of the association, the
talent-fee issue is dead, and the association
has gained in collective-bargaining strength
and respect."
NABET, WEJL Dispute Ends;
WKBN-AM-TV Settlement Seen
NABET employes of WEJL Scranton, Pa.,
on strike since Thanksgiving, returned to
work Feb. 3 following agreement with management on settlement terms. Details of the
Broadcasting
Telecasting
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PERSONNEL RELATIONS
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settlement were being worked out last week.
Final settlement of the NABET strike at
WKBN-AM-TV Youngstown, Ohio, seemed
near at the weekend as contracts were being
drafted for signature. The strike started last
December, with picketing activities limited
by a court injunction that was granted following attacks on Warren P. Williamson Jr.,
president-general manager, and Stu Wilson,
farm director [B»T, Jan. 7, Dec. 24, 1956].
Court
On

Keeps

AFM

Fund

Restraint
Payment

CALIFORNIA recording and film companies, who have agreed to make royalty payments into the Music Performance Trust
Fund established by the American Federation of Musicians as a condition of the right
to employ AFM members, will not be able
legally to make payments of some $200,000
due Feb. 15.
The California District Court of Appeals
in Los Angeles last Wednesday ordered
Superior Judge John J. Ford not to dissolve
a temporary restraining order preventing
payments by these companies into the fund
until a hearing is held Feb. 21 on the question of jurisdiction of the superior court in
this matter. Judge Ford last month denied a
petition of a group of Hollywood musicians,
members of AFM Local 47, for ah injunction to prohibit such payment until a trial
on merits has been held of the suit of these
musicians to have the trust funds abolished
and the payments made instead to the individual musicians employed in making the
recordings or films [B»T, Jan. 28].
Judge Ford's refusal to issue the injunction was based on his opinion that Superior
Court of California does not have jurisdiction in the matter because Samuel R. Rosenbaum, trustee of the music fund to whom
payments are made, is located in New York,
In ordering the Feb. 21 hearing and the
continuance of the temporary restraining
order, which Judge Ford was to have dissolved last week, the Court of Appeals order
said that the superior court "probably has
jurisdiction"
the offactCalifornia.
that Mr. Rosenbaum is not despite
a resident
After the rebel musicians filed their two
suits in California against the AFM, one
over royalties on phonograph records, the
other over fees for the use of old movies on
television, asking a total of more than $13
million in damages [B»T, Nov. 26, 1956,
et seq], Mr. Rosenbaum filed suit in New
York Supreme Court asking for a declaratory judgment on the validity of the trust
fund agreement [B«T, Jan. 7]. In the hearing before Judge Ford, counsel for the recording and film companies who have agreed
to make payments into the fund, urged the
court to deny the injunction on grounds of
lack of jurisdiction in the absence of Mr.
Rosenbaum, designated as an "indispensible
party" to the litigation. They also pointed
out that differing votings in California and
New York might require them to make
double payments.
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MANUFACTURING
'56 RADIO
SET
SALES
SET
RECORD
MORE radio sets were sold by retail stores
ers were purchasing lowest-priced receivers
on which there is little profit and that the
history.
last
year than any year in the medium's
public now will buy monochrome sets only
The public bought 8,332,077 radios in at bargain prices because it thinks color tv
1956, not including auto receivers which
sets in the mass market price "is just around
move direct to the motor industry. In 1955
the corner." Because of poor sales an in6,863,676 radios were sold by stores.
dustry-wide cutback in production of blackand-white receivers will occur in the next
In announcing the set figures, the marketfew months, he added.
ing data department of Radio-Electronics-Tv
Mfrs. Assn. said that 6,804,783 tv sets were
Sales are lagging because of the January
sold at retail in 1956 compared to 7,421,084
drag, asserted Mr. Abrams, describing last
the previous year.
month as beset by very poor sales. Industry
Radio set sales in December, totaling
that month, he reported, produced 25%
more monochrome sets than it sold, leaving
1,651,950 units, were well above the 1,388,801 sets sold in the same 1955 month. Tv
manufacturers with 100,000 more sets on
set sales were up slightly for the month,
their hands than they had at the same time
in 1956.
numbering 957,193 units compared to 933,467 in December 1955.
RETMA announced that 13,981,800 radio
RCA Markets New Tv Camera,
sets were manufacturer in 1956. Of these,
Cites Economy, Simplicity
5,057,409 were auto radios, or a total of
A NEW black-and-white tv studio camera
8,924,391 home and portable radios made
during the year. The total radio production
that uses a vidicon pickup tube and an adin 1955 amounted to 14,528,777 sets, the
vanced electronic circuitry was announced
1956 decline being traceable to the drop in
Tuesday
E. C.tvTracy,
managerdepartment.
of RCA's
broadcastby and
equipment
production of automobiles. Auto set output
totaled 6,863,676 units in 1955.
The camera (TK-15) is expected to meet
Television production totaled 7,387,029
a need for a professional quality monosets in 1956 compared to 7,756,521 in 1955,
chrome instrument that can provide econaccording to RETMA. Of the 1956 proomy and the simplicity that goes with vididuction, 1,035,236 tv sets (14%) had uhf
con-tube design. It can be used for studiotype telecasting in station operation or for
tuners compared to 1,181,788,788 uhf models made in 1955. Only 11,831 tv sets had
industrial, educational or medical centers.
separate tuners for the fm audio band.
The camera has a seven-inch kinescope
Of 626,984 tv sets produced last Decemviewfinder, which RCA claims is the largest
ber, 104,205 had uhf tuners.
thus far developed for vidicon-type tv camSales of tv picture tubes by factories
eras and which permits direct monitoring.
totaled 10,987,021 units in 1956, setting an
Built-in video operating controls can be
alltime annual record. Sales in 1955 totaled
operated at location or remotely. RCA
10,874,234 tubes. Sales of receiving type
notes that the combination of the viewfinder
tubes totaled 464,186.000 units in 1956
plus operating controls makes possible a
compared to 479,802,000 in 1955.
one-man operation of the complete camera
Following are factory radio and tv set chain. Other features include an advanced
production totals for 1956: Auto
circuitry that reduces tube complement and
Total
vision Radio
control adjustments; a new type non-linear
Radio
January
May
optical focus; a four-lens turret for quick
558,347 519,648 1,078,624
February 1956
576,282 437,611
TeleMarch (5 weeks)
478,272 1,093,506
and precise shifting by the operator, and
680,003 299,253
1,360,113
549,632
992,982
July
self-contained, variable gamma circuit for
282,611
467,913
April
296,256
June (5 weeks)
198,565 1,060,165
1,073,775
553,025
high quality gray scale rendition.
566,697
336,931 198,087
990,845
612,927
August
349,790
894,211
DuMont V.P. Resigns
September
(5 weeks) 820,781 547,818 1,319,189
October
1,348,864
November
679,993 609,139 1,381,831
RESIGNATION of Keeton Arnett as a vice
December (5 weeks)
626,984 840,359 13,981,800
5,057,409 1,715,209
president of Allen B. DuMont Labs, effective
TOTAL,
7,387,029
Friday, was announced last week by David
T. Schultz, DuMont president. Mr. Arnett
Emerson Sales Down $13 Million;
will become executive vice president of the
A b rams Blames Bargain Hunters
Chamber of Commerce of Greater PhilaA SOFTENED tv set market in the U. S. delphia.
Mr. Arnett had been with DuMont for
made it hard for Emerson Radio & Phonosix
years as a consultant, assistant to the
graph Corp. officials at a stockholders meetpresident
and a vice president.
ing in New York last week. Emerson's earnings have dipped from $2,468,063 or $1.28
D. C. Electronics Exhibit Opens
per common share in fiscal 1955 to $84,852,
equal to four cents a share, in fiscal 1956
EXHIBIT of electronic equipment, designed
which ended last Oct. 31. Sales dropped
to show technological progress in the field,
about $13.5 million, from $87,383,028 in will open Feb. 1 1 in the main lobby of the
1955 to $73,882,029 last year.
Dept. of Commerce Bldg., in Washington.
Several stockholders criticized Benjamin
The display will be open until March 8. A
Abrams, president of Emerson, and other
score of electronic manufacturers will show
top officials and directors. They wanted to latest developments as well as historic items.
know why earnings had been so poor. Mr.
Mycalex Corp. of America will show part
of the famed Princeton tube collection.
Abrams explained black-and-white set buyBroadcasting

• Telecasting

PUPILS BUY

RCA

VOTE of confidence in RCA was cast
last Tuesday by a "syndicate" of 21
individual investors, the day the stock
market underwent a severe setback.
The investors: members of the sixth
grade at the Fox Meadow School,
Scarsdale, N. Y.. who, after a searching analysis of 15 leading stocks listed
at the New York stock exchange,
picked RCA.
The "syndicate" was formed three
months ago, ostensibly to finance a
trip to Sturbridge, Mass., to study
Puritan culture. The trip never came
off, but the young businessmen and
women found themselves with over
$300 — a sum collected from such
chores as washing cars and mowing
lawns.
As thoughts turned from Puritan
stock to preferred, the "syndicate,"
sparked by their teacher, Jacob I.
Aronson, placed the order for one
share shortly after 3 p.m., Feb. 5,
and RCA rallied. However, it closed
at 32V2 — off Vs, — in spite of the new
"support."
New Television Picture Tube
Placed on Market by RCA
INTRODUCTION by RCA of a new television picture tube (RCA-17BZP4). having
a 16-9/16-inch diagonal envelope and a deflection angle of 1 10 degrees, was announced
last week by L. F. Holleran, general marketing manager, RCA Tube Div.
Mr. Holleran said the new tube has an
overall length approximately three inches
shorter and a weight five pounds lighter
than types having the same size faceplate and
90 degree deflection. He claimed these features establish "new concepts for cabinet
styling and for the design of more compact
tv receivers." Mr. Holleran added that the
17BZP4 has "a completely new electron gun
of the 'straight' type, having improved focus
and a unique pre-focus lens system to maintain image sharpness over the entire screen."
Mr. Holleran also reported that the division has developed a new shielded-grid beam
triode (RCA 6949), "capable of generating
useful continuous radio-frequency power in
the order of 500 kw at high efficiency and
with exceptionally low driving power."
Two More Video Tape Recorders
Purchased From Ampex by ABC
TWO MORE Ampex video tape recorders
have been purchased by ABC from the
Ampex Corp., Redwood City, Calif., and
were to be shipped to the network this
month, Ampex officials said last week. This
brings
corders. ABC's total to three video tape reOther recent network purchases include
five by CBS, and three by NBC, said Phillip
L. Gundy, vice president and general manager of Ampex audio division.
Ampex's prototype video tape recorder
Broadcasting
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construction program is expected to reach
completion this month with the shipment
of the two recorders to ABC, Mr. Gundy
added. There now are 11 engineering prototypes in the field, he said.
MANUFACTURING

PEOPLE

William H. Moore, general counsel, PackardBell Electronics Corp., Los Angeles, appointed vice president in addition to his
present duties.
Carl W. Zemke, director of administrative
services, RCA Labs, N. Y., named manager
for finance and services of special systems
and development department, RCA Defense
Electronic Products. James A. McFadden Jr.,
controller, RCA Labs, succeeds Mr. Zemke.
Howard F. Messick, sales staff, Cincinnati
parts division, Sylvania Electric Products
Inc., to district sales manager in Chicago
parts division.
Dr. John K. Hilliard, chief engineer of
sound systems, Altec Lansing Corp., L. A.,
to director of advanced engineering in Lansing's Beverly Hills Operations.
Garth J. Heisig, staff consultant, Motorola
Inc., Chicago, named director of tv engineering, succeeding Edward B. Passow, who
joins Zenith Radio Corp., same city, as head
of engineering for special products division.
William sistant.
Hinton,
appointed
Mr. H.
Heisig's
Also named
were Karl
Horn asas

Biggest Twin Cities traffic jams
are in store aisles —
downtown, uptown, wherever
WLOL's Big 5 disc jockeys
say "Go!" Local businessmen
know that. That's why they

chief tv engineer and Lawrence Mattingly,
assistant chief tv engineer.

buy WLOL in preference
to any other station.

Joseph P. Roveto, Los Angeles sales office,
Raytheon Mfg. Co., to manager of semiconductor diode sales at Raytheon's receiving and cathode ray tube operations, Waltham, Mass.

The local businessman will

Donald M. Guiler, staff member of Raytheon Mfg. Co.'s production control staff, to
assistant manager of its equipment marketing division, order service department, Waltham, Mass.

tell you too that WLOLdelivered crowds reach first
for WLOL-sold brands.
It's a merchandising fact that
will work for you! Let B-5
selling impact send the aislejammers your way!

Warren Knauer, formerly assistant to president of General Package Corp., appointed
staff assistant in Automotive Products Div.
of Motorola Inc., Chicago.
John Fortino, John Bollato, Gerald Culhane,
Richard C. Gigax, D. A. O'Connor and
Gerald Michaelson, all field sales promotion
specialists for Magnavox Co., Ft. Wayne,
Ind., named zone promotion managers with
headquarters in New York, Philadelphia,
St. Louis, Tulsa, Chicago and Los Angeles,
respectively.
MANUFACTURING

SHORTS

RCA, Camden, N. L, reports shipments of
two live color cameras to WFGA-TV Jacksonville, Fla. (ch. 12), and 18-section superturnstile antenna to KTBC-TV Austin, Tex.
(ch. 7).
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., N. Y., announces itwill close its tv cabinet plant in
High
N. C, because
declinePoint,
in consumer
demand of
for "continued
fine wood
cabinets." Plant closing to be effected over
gradual period.

1330 on the dial

5000 watts

LARRY BENTSON, President
Wayne "Red" Williams, Mgr.
Joe Floyd, Vice-Pres.
Represented by
AM
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STATIONS
MEMPHIS
the
OK Negro Radio Buy
is

MILESTONES
for March
BMFs

series of program continuities spotlights the important events on the American
scene. March's release features five complete half -hour
shows — smooth, well -written
scripts ready for immediate
use.
"CIRCUS & CARNIVAL MAN"
P. T. Barnum
March 3, 1957
"HAVE WANDERLUST; WILL TRAVEL"
(World Wide Travel)
March 10, 1957
"GIRL SCOUTING— A FAMILY AFFAIR"
(Girl Scout Week)
March 10-16, 1957
"ST. PATRICK'S DAY"
March 17, 1957
"GOURMETS & RECIPES"
(Hobby-Cookery)
March 24, 1957
"Milestones" is available for commercial
sponsorship — see your local stations for
details.

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
589 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N.Y.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD • TORONTO • MONTREAL

PGW

FINDS

SELDOM

AGENCIES

USE

LOGS

• Rep firm conducts study
• Says schedules aid little
WHAT happens to many station program
schedules once they reach the advertising
agency?
Contrary to popular belief, most do not
serve as sales aids or promotion pieces, with
40%
directlyto into
timebuyers'
wastebaskets,going
according
a survey
being released
today (Monday) by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, station representatives.
Of 1,700 questionnaires mailed last fall
[B«T, Nov. 26, 1956], PGW got a 15%
response, and of this number, only 14%
replied that they use the program schedules
by filing them in personal files. Forty percent said they throw them away, while an
equal number said they file them in a central source.
Accompanying qualifying comment
showed that most program schedules filed
are those on which the agency has broadcast campaigns running. Schedules are
thrown away to avoid confusion and save
time and space. Principal complaints were
that the schedules are outdated by filing time
and that "we can always get them when
needed
by callingwhothe usereps."
Of timebuyers
program schedules,
9 1 % indicated "when buying to use with
availabilities;" 38%, "to study when planning campaigns," and 35%, "to write on in
plotting
"Thus,"schedules."
concludes PGW. "the idea that
a program schedule 'doubles' as a promotion
piece is remote ... a market is not added
to a national list or a station selected over
its competition because of a program schedHow could the schedules as they exist
today best be improved? PGW asked its
sample to write in their likes and dislikes
ule."
KDKA-TV

ASSISTS POLICE

KIDNAPPING of nine-year-old
Mary Catherine Haas touched off a
dramatic manhunt last week by Pittsburgh police, but it was tv which is
credited with her return to her distraught family.
KDKA-TV news director Bill Burns
briefed the news budget on his 1 1 p.m.
show and devoted the bulk of the 15
minutes to the nine-year-old. The
child's mother appeared on the program with pictures. Within minutes
after program ended, before the parents had time to leave the station, the
tot was reported found by a listener.
It is believed that her release was the
result
incident.of the station's spotlight on the
KDKA-TV announced the safe return of the child and the family expressed gratitude. Wire services and
papers credited KDKA-TV with
speedy return of the child.
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about the current mailing system and its
contents. This is what the agencies told
them:
• They would like: More coverage maps,
market data, regular monthly mailings, separate pages for merchandising service, shorter (average length, 4 pages) schedules, some
standardization of contour maps (to .05
mv), explanations of how the various time
zones would affect programming, some background on the station (e. g., history, frequency, station
power, broadcast
rates for
"a"
minute and
breaks,day),
complete
listings
of services (i. e., news, weathercasts), and
a standardization of the broadcast week
(agencies in the east and central states prefer
working their schedules on a Monday-Saturday basis while agencies in the southwest
and west indicated a preference for a Sunday-Saturday week).
• They don't like: The abundance of "success stories" in the guise of station statistics,
vivid color tint boxes which obscure the
type, lack of clear cut separation between
program format description and personality
blurbs, and an absence of station identification by town, county and state. PGW
spokesmen indicated that this last complaint
seemed "so elementary that it came as a
shock when many agency people in different
parts of the country mentioned it."
WSM-TV
Over

Still Puzzled

Tower

Collapse

WSM-TV

Nashville, Tenn., was still undecided at the weekend about its tower
problem following collapse of a new 1,262ft. mast last Monday. Four workmen were
killed. Investigation by General Electric Co.,
contractor, along with subcontractors, had
not yielded an explanation of the collapse.
The $400,000 tower, fabricated by BlawKnox Co. from the U. S. Steel Corp's new
T-l steel, was described as having three
times the strength of standard structural
material normally used in tower construction. Only a light wind was blowing at the
time.
GE had been testing the new antenna
on the ground and had told WSM-TV a
few days earlier that work would be completed within the month. Weight of the
tower was about a third less than similar
structures in the 1,300-foot range because
T-l steel was used. With each component
member small in diameter, less surface
was exposed to wind stress, according to
WSM-TV.
John H. DeWitt Jr., president of WSM
Inc., made this statement: "Everyone at
WSM-TV deeply deplores the tragedy which
occurred this afternoon when the new tv
tower being erected in West Nashville fell.
The tower was being put up by General
Electric under a contract with WSM Inc.
It had not been completed or turned over to
WSM-TV. We do not know what caused the
tower to fall." The accident did not interfere with present WSM-TV transmission.
Erection was subcontracted to John F.
Beasley Construction Co., of Muskogee,
Okla. The four dead workers are Donald
Ward Kinnan, 25, Tucson, Ariz.; Ray H.
Broadcasting
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WVET

BEFORE (Jan. 22) and after (Feb. 4) collapse of the new tower being erected in
West Nashville, Tenn., for WSM-TV. Cause was still unknown last week.
Maxwell, 33, Jacksonville, Fla.; Robert Lee
Kirshner, 30, California, Mo., and George
Pressler, 33, Union City, Tenn.
Collapse of the tower started, it was
stated, while riggers about half-way up
were adjusting tension of guy wires. Two
of the workers fell on the transmitter house
roof and the others were thrown away from
the direction of fall. A fifth, on the ground,
was treated for shock.
An AP story quoted G. A. Wallenstrom,
GE engineer, who was present at the time,
as saying, "I've never seen anything like it
and I've been in the business for 34 years."
AP said that viewers of the WSM-TV
Modern Romances were cut in on the phone
call from the transmitter house, hearing
these words from the disaster scene, "'Oh,
my God. Send help. The tower has just fallen
down. Help, quick."
The 1,250-foot tower of WMT-TV Cedar
Rapids, la., was blown over Dec. 10 in a
high wind shortly before completion of
erection. A 650-foot tower of KGEO-TV
Enid, Okla., collapsed in October while the
antenna was being lifted out for transfer
to a new tower.

COACHED VIA TV
TELEVISION was credited with an
important assist in the basketball victory scored by St. Francis Catholic
High School, Parkersburg, W. Va.,
over Spencer High, Spencer, W. Va.
The game was the first remote carried over ch. 15 WTAP-TV Parkersburg.
The Catholic high school coach was
in the hospital suffering from ulcers,
but a portable tv set was placed aside
his bed and he coached his team by
telephone as he watched the play over
the set.
The score: St. Francis, 85; Spencer 56.
Broadcasting
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McClatchy Promotes Collins;
Other Shifts Announced
KEITH B. COLLINS, formerly station manager of KFBK Sacramento, Calif., has been
appointed sales director of the McClatchy
Broadcasting Co.
Frank Devaney, has been named to replace Collins. Ramsey G. Elliott, program
director of KMJ Fresno has been named
station manager of that outlet. Jeff Nagle, of
the announcing staff, will be program director.
The McClatchy stations are: KFBK-AMFM Sacramento, KMJ-AM-FM-TV Fresno,
KERN-AM-FM Bakersfield, KBEE-AMFM Modesto, all Calif.; KOH Reno, Nev.
WBZ-TV

MELODIOUS

TOPFLIGHT

MUSIC

HOURLY NEWS

ABC NETWORK

FEATURES

Gets Red Sox Tv Slate

WBZ-TV

Boston, a Westinghouse Broadcasting station, has signed to telecast the
entire 51 -game Red Sox baseball tv schedule
for the 1957 season, according to Franklin
A. Tooke, general manager of the Boston
station.
The schedule includes 33 home games
and 17 away games, with seven night games
to be played at Boston's Fenway Park.
Sponsors of the ball games include Liggett & Myers (Chesterfield and L&M filter
cigarettes) through McCann-Erickson; Narragansett Brewing Co. through Cunningham
& Walsh, and the Atlantic Refining Co.
through N. W. Ayer.

. . . that's how we win and hold the
"buying-est" audience in the rich
Rochester-Western New York market.
GET FACTS AND FIGURES
ON "PREFERRED PROGRAMMING"
FOR YOUR ADVERTISING

WPAT-AM-FM Plan New Building
A NEW building that would house all facilities of WPAT-AM-FM Paterson, N. L, is
on the drawing board, according to Dickens
J. Wright, president and general manager.
Current plans are to erect a building, in
contemporary design of glass and masonry,
at Broad St. and Hepburn Rd., Clifton,
N. J., site of the present transmitter. In
addition to studio facilities, the new structure would contain business offices and a
restaurant for personnel.
February 11, 1957
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TWO
WWDC
Best

AT 9:35 a.m. last Jan. 30 Joe Phipps, news
director of WWDC Washington, answered
the phone. A volunteer reporter, one of several thousand who have phoned news tips
to the station, said excitely, "A man with a
sawed-off shotgun just robbed the Home
Building Assn. on Pennsylvania Ave."
A phone check with Washington police
verified the tip. At 9:39, eight minutes after
the robbery had occurred, WWDC was on
the air with a bulletin, explaining that $7,000 had been taken and giving what sketchy
details the police could provide.
At 9:47 the station gave a more detailed
account and at 10:05 offered a first-hand
story from one of the bank's employes.
This fast reporting is typical of a volunteer news service started by WWDC just
one year ago, adopting a formula long used
by newspapers and broadcasters. Paying $1
to $5 for each usable news tip phoned in by
the audience, WWDC is operating a service
whose potential news sources reach into a
substantial segment of the two million persons living in the Washington metropolitan
area. The cost — only $35 to $40 a week.
Ben Strouse, WWDC president-general
manager, summed it up this way: "No station can afford to hire as many reporters as
the average city desk of a metropolitan newspaper. On the other hand, no station can
honestly promote itself as a news station and
be satisfied to ride along with the wire services and rewrite the local papers. WWDC,
on the basis of a year's experience, believes
it has licked the economic problem and at
the same time has done an honest news job
on a day-to-day basis. When WWDC claims
to be 'First With the News' it's not kidding
the public or newscast sponsors. Prompt
payment for news tips is an important public
relations technique. The word has spread
and our volunteer staff becomes larger and
more efficient every day."

Criss-Cross Directory Helps
Since most of WWDC's tipsters are not
trained news people, a fast checking system
is used when a tip is received. The crisscross telephone directory is especially helpful. Last Jan. 22, for instance, a tip came in
that an auto had crashed into a bus on E.
Franklin St. in Silver Spring during a heavy
fog. A check with the fire board yielded
only the information that rescue squad
ambulances had picked up three persons.
Turning to the criss-cross, the occupant
of 216 E. Franklin Ave., was phoned. When
Mr. Phipps said, "This is the WWDC newsroom." he was told, "I was just picking up
the phone to call you. Does this mean I don't
get my dollar?"
After being promised his dollar, he supplied complete details. He not only had
Page 98
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Washington
System

For

Finds

TIPSTERS
Dollars-For-Tips

Covering

heard the crash but also had helped the teenage victims out of the car. At the request of
the driver he had informed the parents and
then was preparing to call WWDC.
Besides the criss-cross and the usual public agencies, WWDC has a 2,000-name index
of persons who are logical contacts for
quick reference on any conceivable subject
that might be cause for a news tip. If checks
with public agencies or residents near the
scene
of theis incident
name index
utilized. aren't adequate, this
Frequently, according to Mr. Phipps, the
police radios report that "WWDC says suchand-such. Will you check." This can be embarrassing sometimes. A few weeks ago
when the station got a tip that a 15-year-old
Silver Spring youth had confessed to the
murder of a girl classmate, a police check
supported the tip. WWDC aired the development, with the boy's father getting his first
information from the broadcast, heard by
a neighbor.
This problem of airing a name before
next of kin gets the word bothered the station until an arrangement was made whereby WWDC withholds the name if the police
request. In turn the police agree to call
WWDC as soon as they have notified nextof-kin. The day after the tip system was
started last year, WWDC was on the air
with reports of a serious B&O train wreck
between Washington and Baltimore. WWDC
had first detailed information and the list
of casualties long before other news outlets,
even beating the wire services, according to
Mr. Phipps. This was tip No. One.
WWDC is seldom bothered by cranks
though it naturally gets useless tips, such as
the phone call from a lady who supplied the
information that Grace Kelly was the mother
of a baby prince. Duplicate tips are frequent and the station pays off in some cases,
especially when important details are sup-

Metropolitan

Setup
Area

runs 10 to 15 calls a day, with three to 10
used on the air. Frequently we can build an
entire newscast around news obtained from
tips and we break into personality programs
regularly with bulletins. At the same time,
we try not to let local news get out of proportion with national and international
A spot check of WWDC's records showed
these eight typical tips: Ceiling collapsed in
Arlington, Va., bank, injuring three; serious
events." car crash on Baltimore-Washington
multiple
Parkway; man shot in stomach in Jimmy's
Grill; fire near Marlboro, Md., three children burned; Suburban Trust Co. official
kidnaped in $60,000 bank robbery; Easter
egg-hunt riot; robbery of Silver Spring
Quick Car Wash and fatal shooting.
Goes After Some Interviews
While the station uses beep interviews
only when they add materially to the story,
it goes after interviews when the news is
important. Last October, the station contacted the Richard Gordon family when the
parents and twin daughters (aged 2) were
rescued from a Pan American plane that was
ditched between Honolulu and San Francisco, claiming a world-wide scoop for its
long-distance
interview. The Gordons were
from Silver Spring.
During the December fires around Malibu. Calif., an Alexandria, Va., woman
phoned the station that her sister, formerly
of Washington, lived in the area. The sister
supplied an eyewitness account of the fire
and the destruction of her own house, one
of the first lost in the spreading blaze.
The WWDC news staff comprises, besides
Mr. Phipps, Tom Slinkard, news editor;

A cab driver who phoned that a man had
plied.
just jumped off the Calvert St. bridge, was
asked when it happened. "He's just about
landing now," the tipster grimly replied.
About a dozen times a day, in news and
personality programs, WWDC will announce
that it pays $1 to $5 for any usable news tip
broadcast on the air, concluding, "If you see
news in the making, call Tuckerman 27604." Station personnel, incidentally, are
efficient tipsters. Signs are posted on bulletin
boards in Peoples Drug Stores, sponsoring
12 daily newscasts.
"Honorary
reporter" cards are given
those
who sendnews
in news.
Over a 12-month period the volume of
news tips has steadily grown. "We're worried
if we don't get at least one tip an hour,"
said Mr. Phipps. "On weekends we often get
five or six tips within an hour. The average

WWDC newscaster Bob Will (I) and
News Director Joe Phipps check the
location of a news tip.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

STATIONS
George Darlington, Maryland U. journalism
major, on weekends, Ken Evans and
Bob Will, newscasters-announcers — plus, of
course, the growing staff of volunteers.
Sponsors like the news formula, according to Mr. Strouse. Clayton R. Sanders, advertising director of Peoples Drug Stores,
said he has watched the idea "with interest"
and added, "It certainly seems to be paying
off in good shape."
In its early weeks the plan brought only
occasional results though some of the tips
were hot ones. A rate of around 40 usable
tips per week was reached by summer, about
two-thirds of them usable. Cost for the first
year — about $1,300.
WWDC's bookkeeping department, however, takes a dim view of the project, Mr.
Strouse said. "Quite a few of our reporters
don't cash their checks and our auditing department isgoing around in circles. Over 200
checks are outstanding, perhaps adorning
den walls."
Seminars on Traffic Problems
Scheduled for Petry Stations
SPECIAL seminar gets under way Friday
for traffic managers and personnel of radio
and tv stations represented by Edward Petry
& Co. and will continue through May at
Petry's New York offices.
Emphasis will be on discussion of traffic
problems between station and representative,
touching on such matters as the submission
of availability data as well as the clearance
and confirmation of time and contract execution. The Petry firm, reports Lee Redfield, manager of Petry's special services
department, intends to be host for two days
to two or three traffic department heads and
their assistants weekly over the four-month
period. At the same time, the guests will
have the chance to make calls on agencies.
Findings will be made available after the
seminar ends.
Stations to take part in the sessions the
first month: WBAL-TV Baltimore; WT ARAM-TV Norfolk; WICU (TV) Erie; KPRCTV Houston; WTVD (TV) Durham; WTVH
(TV) Peoria; WRNL Richmond; WSM-TV
Nashville; WJHP-TV Jacksonville; WESHTV Daytona, and WNEM-TV Flint-SaginawBay City, Mich.
Five Promoted by KNXT (TV)
FRANCIS HAUGHN, sales traffic manager
of KNXT (TV) Los Angeles and CBS Television Pacific Network, has been appointed
to the newly-created position of sales service
supervisor of the station and regional network. Rudy Wissler, who has been Miss
Haughn's assistant, succeeds her as sales
traffic manager.
Robert Cole has been promoted from TV
city guest relations to be Miss Haughn's assistant, with the title of sales service manager. Van Rubenstein has moved from sales
service to the post of national sales representative for KNXT and CTPN. Fred Sherrill transfers from tv city mail department to
KNXT and CTPN as assistant sales traffic
manager.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

TV ACCENTS

PRINT AD

IT's no longer startling when a "hinterland" station buys time on a New York
radio or tv station to present its "message" directly to agency timebuyers in
the New York area. But WBNS-TV
Columbus, Ohio, has come up with a
new wrinkle: paid announcements on
WCBS-TV calling the attention of
timebuyers to a double-spread, blackand-white advertisment in the current
(Feb. 9) issue of New Yorker magazine.
The station placed two 10-second
announcements on the station at the
first station break after the start of The
Lute Show (feature films) — about
11:30 p.m. EST— on WCBS-TV last
Friday and today (Monday). The announcement was a telop of the WBNSTV two-page ad — picture of a little
girl wide-eyed before the tv screen —
with copy urging the timebuyer to
read about WBSN-TV as the great
station for holding the attention of
children. Agency handling the buy was
Maurice Mullay Inc., Columbus.
KWK Inc. Opens N. Y. Office
KWK Inc. (KWK-AM-TV St. Louis and
WGTO Haines City, Fla.) has opened an
Eastern sales office at 53 E. 51st St., New
York, N. Y., with Jerry Danford as manager. Telephone is Plaza 8-0640.

Arnold Stations Now Operating
WTAM With Full New Staff
ARNOLD Stations have assumed control
from Republic Broadcasting System of
WTAM Decatur-Atlanta and filled all staff
positions.
Dick Harvey has been named station manager; Howard Morris sales manager; Ric
Marcellan and Harvey Morris have been
added to talent; Stanley Brown, chief engineer, and Muriel Chamberlin is traffic director.
WTAM will be located in the Atlanta
Biltmore Hotel. (The station broadcasts with
1 kw and holds a cp for 5 kw.)
Other Arnold Stations are WINN Louisville; WALT Tampa; WMFJ Daytona
Beach.
KUMV-TV Begins Operation
KUMV-TV Williston, N. D., was scheduled
to begin operating Saturday, using film until
its radio relay connection with parent station KFYR-TV Bismarck, N. D., is completed. Both stations are owned by Meyer
Broadcasting Co. The ch. 8 Williston outlet,
which will be fed by NBC-affiliated ch. 5
KFYR-TV, was built through the efforts of
almost 7,000 Williston area residents who
raised about $450,000 and asked Meyer
Broadcasting to build and operate the station. The local group also promised $20,000
a year for five years to help operate the
Williston station. KUMV-TV received its
permit July 1956.
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STATIONS
the minister resubmitted a controversial tape
refused earlier by the station. She added that
the minister also used the program to successfully promote his candidacy for the
presidency of the local NAACP chapter.

in
1956
300 ADVERTISERS
discovered
that...

when

you

TELL

IN

JOSEPH A. DONOGHUE, secretary of
the Philadelphia Eagles football club,
signs the paper that launches exclusive
broadcasts on WCAU Philadelphia for
the seventh season. Joseph T. Connolly, radio vice president for WCAU,
awaits his turn to sign the new threeyear contract. The station is setting up
an eastern regional network for the
1957 card of six-pre-season and 12
regular games — the entire schedule.
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To Be Revived in L. A. Courts
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ALTHOUGH they were refused an injunction against an alleged "ban" imposed by
KGFJ Los Angeles on a broadcast by the
Rev. Maurice A. Dawkins, the Southern
California branches of the American Civil
Liberties Union and the National Assn. for
the Advancement of Colored People plan
to fight the decision in the courts, it was revealed in New York by ACLU.
The Rev. Dawkins, pastor of the People's
Independent Church of Christ, is chairman
of the executive board of the Los Angeles
NAACP chapter. ACLU claimed that the
station advised the minister he could not
deliver such a controversial broadcast as
his planned sermon last April on the Negro
struggle for equal rights. ACLU said it contained "a call for passive resistance against
segregation." It also was charged that although the minister had regularly broadcast
weekly sermons for more than a year, after
May 27 his sponsors had been required to
renew their contract from week to week.
Attorneys said they would challenge the
alleged ban under both the First and 14th
Amendments, charging "arbitrary censorship, infringement of freedom of speech and
a breach of contract between the sponsor
and the radio station."
KGFJ Manager Thelma Kirchner told
B»T she was surprised at the attempt to dig
up the controversy again at such a late date,
explaining that a Los Angeles superior court
judge denied the request for an injunction
last May and the case was dismissed in
June. She said Conner & Johnson Co., a
Los Angeles mortuary, signed to sponsor the
program as a religious show with music and
a short sermon, but that Rev. Dawkins deviated from this format.
Miss Kirchner explained the mortuary
simply let the series expire last July after

$150,000 Renovation Started
On WHBF-AM-TV Establishment
A $150,000 renovation project is under way
in the Telco Bldg. housing WHBF-AM-TV
Rock Island, 111., as part of the expansion
program planned by Rock Island Broadcasting Co., station officials reported last week.
Plans were announced Tuesday by Ben
H. Potter, president, and Leslie C. Johnson,
vice president and general manager, of the
Rock Island Argus properties.
Involved in the remodeling are a new
exterior, installation of an elevator for three
floors, location of executive and sales offices
on the ground level, and enlarged office and
client space on the second floor. The building will be air-conditioned and will include
exterior floodlights, with provision for five
new display windows.
Eventually, WHBF-AM-TV plans a building of five stories for office purposes, to be
erected under the WHBF-TV tower adjoining the Telco Bldg.
In announcing plans, Messrs. Potter and
Johnson said additional space has been
needed for some time to accomodate new
facilities and personnel.
Co-owner

of WBNS-TV

Dies

EDGAR T. WOLFE SR., 63, co-owner of
the Dispatch Printing Co., which operates
WBNS-AM-TV Columbus, Ohio, and two
Columbus newspapers — the Columbus Dispatch and the Ohio State Journal — died of
of cancer Feb. 2. He had been in failing
health for several weeks.
Mr. Wolfe also was chairman of the
board of Baneohio Corp. and headed the
board of the Wolfe Wear-U-Well Corp., a
shoe concern affiliated with some 1,500 shoe
stores.
REPRESENTATIVE APPOINTMENTS
WMMN Fairmont, W. Va., appoints George
P. Hollingbery Co.
WBCO Bessemer, Ala., appoints Interstate
United Newspapers, N. Y.
STATION SHORTS
Triangle Publications Inc. (WFIL-AM-FMTV Philadelphia, WNBF-AM-FM-TV Binghamton, N. Y., WFBG-AM-TV Altoona,
Pa., and WNHC-AM-FM-TV New Haven),
radio-tv division, N. Y. office, moves to 485
Lexington Ave. Telephone: Oxford 7-9736.
WFIL-FM Philadelphia begins weekend programming. Station previously operated on
Monday through Friday schedule.
WFEA Manchester, N. H., has announced
plans tiontoin the
swing
a fully independent operanearintofuture.
WEW St. Louis moves offices and studios
from Hotel DeSoto to Rialto Bldg., 220 N.
Fourth St., that city. Telephone remains:
Chestnut 1-1921.
Broadcasting
Telecasting

STATION PEOPLE
Burrell L. Small, general manager, WKAN
Kankakee, 111., elected president of Kankakee Daily Journal Co. (owns paper of same
name and WKAN), succeeding Leslie C.
Small, who died on Jan. 11. Bruce Brown,
station manager named general manager and
Robert J. Hawkins, assistant station manager
succeeds Mr. Brown.
Melvin L. Stone, president, WRUM Rumford and WGHM Skowhegan, moves his
office to Portland, all Me., where he will be
general manager of WLOB. Mr. Stone is
vice president and part-owner of Portland
station. Howie Leonard, disc jockey, WPOR
Portland, to WLOB as program director and
Jack McDermott, disc jockey, WCOP Boston, joins WLOB staff.

Naum Healy, general manager, KCOK Tulare, Calif., to
Reno,
KWRN
Nev., in similar
capacity. He was
also formerly manager of KAFYAM-TV Bakersfield, Calif.
Ernest C. Hooper,
chief engineer,
WGH - AM - FM
Norfolk - Newport
News, Va., to
MR. HEALY
WYOU - WACHTV Newport News in similar capacity.
Vernon L. Wickre, account executive, KOSI
Denver, named local sales manager.
Harley West, general manager, WKST-AMTV New Castle, Pa., to WAVI Dayton%
Ohio, as sales manager.
William Hoftyzer and Charles Nelson, both
with KB AM Longview, Wash., promoted to
local sales manager and program director,
respectively.
Dick Doty, announcer-program manager
for WHAM Rochester, N. Y., resigned as

NOW HEAR THIS
MOST PERSONS listen to news and
weather driving to and from work —
and cuss the traffic jams that develop.
To help alleviate the problem of
traffic snarls, WWJ Detroit made its
facilities available to Detroit police to
carry driving reports every 10-minutes
during the rush hours.
Patrolling the 12 miles of expressways, police cars radio traffic flow,
accidents and weather conditions to
police headquarters for broadcast over
WWJ.
The station makes no claim for
taking the place of more highways.
Station and police officials just hope
the public will use more routes in driving home.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

program manager because of "conflict of
interests" in two jobs.
Leonard M. Adams, salesman, WERE
Cleveland, and Lloyd H. Rhodes, owner of
Jack & Jill Shops in Dallas, Tex., to WEWS
(TV) Cleveland sales staff. Mr. Adams had
been on sales staff of The Cleveland News
and has worked for two other radio stations
in that city. Mr. Rhodes was formerly account executive for Lustig Adv. Agency in
Cleveland and also sales manager of WOA1
San Antonio, Tex.

WORL
HAS

Qld&UWdH/

GOING

WITH ITS
TREASURE

HUNT

CLUES

Every week, WORL hides a $100
bill somewhere in Boston, and
broadcasts clues to the whereabouts of the hidden treasure.

MR. ADAMS

MR. RHODES

Jim Rue, advertising manager of KTLA (TV)
Los Angeles also has taken over supervision of
publicity, succeeding Howard Wormser, resigned.
James A. Gunn, general sales manager,
KONA (TV) Honolulu, to KVAN Vancouver, Wash., as account executive.
Jerry Lipman, Huntington, W. Va., sales
manager, WCMI Ashland, Ky., to WCOL
Columbus, Ohio, as account executive.
Howard W. Meagle, promotion-publicity
director, WWVA
Wheeling, W. Va.,
named national
sales promotion director. He also
handled
local sales. station's
Joanne
Dunn takes over
his promotion
duties and Vincent
Ritzenthaler, sales
representative of
WTRX Bellaire,
Ohio, will take

EVERYBODY
BOSTON

IS LISTENING!
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A MERRY-GO-ROUND!
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Latest Nielson, Aug. '56, also shows
(in 38 important daytime quarter-hours)*
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MR. MEAGLE

over
Mr. Meagle's
local sales
duties on Feb. 18.
Donald Bruce, news director, WIRE Indianapolis, appointed program director,
succeeding M. Wayland Fullington, to director of promotion department. Richard
Higgs, member of promotion-publicity department, to sales and sales promotion.
Al Wester, sports director, WGTN Georgetown, S. C, to WDSU-TV New Orleans in
similar capacity.
Al Schwartz, recently discharged from
service, returns to his job at WKOW-TV
Madison, Wis., as a director.
J. B. Clark, news editor, WBT Charlotte,
N. C, promoted to publicity director.
Ken Kurtz, WBBQ Augusta, Ga., to WIS
Columbia, S. C, as news director.

reaching an average, per quarter hour, of
27,313 HOMES
as compared to our next 2 competitors
Station B (Independent)— 25,326 homes
Station C (Independent)— 20,671 homes
WORL
BOSTON
5000 watts -Independent -950 on the dial
*NSI Area- Represented Nationally-by Headley Reed
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DEDICATION ceremonies for the new $250,000 studios and offices of WHLI-AM-FM
Hempstead, N. Y., shown in this architect's drawing, will be held Feb. 26, according
to Paul Godofsky, station president. Community and civic leaders and radio-tv entertainers are expected to attend the ceremonies for the two-story building of steel, marble, natural stone and glass. Winner of 1 1 awards for public service and showmanship, WHLI has applied to the FCC for increase in power to 10 kw.
Zaro Calabrese, art manager, ABC, N. Y.,
appointed art director of newly-created art
department at WABC-AM-TV, same city.
Russ Howard appointed Wheeling (W. Va.)
representative of WSTV-AM-FM-TV Steubenville, Ohio.
Ted H. Kendig, KOSI Aurora, Colo., to
KBTV (TV) Denver local sales staff.
James R. Ward, advertising manager of
Gaffney (S. C.) Ledger, to WFMY-TV
Greenseboro, N. C, sales department.
PORTRAIT

OF

HOLDING

MAN

LAMP

Leon Dolnick, promotion director, WITITV Milwaukee, Wis., to sales department.
Lawrence Turet, producer-director, Weir
Assoc.,
nick. N. Y. and Miami, succeeds Mr. Dol-

This man is Pat Fitzgerald, host of Michiana's most popular late evening entertainment feature "Lamplight Theatre."
Fitz is a philosophic fellow looking for
thousands of "viewers turned customers,"
responsible for the 30% increase in business for the Volcano Restaurant, famous
for Pizza in South Bend.

Paul Mark Gregory, radio veteran, to WCPO
Cincinnati, Ohio, commercial staff as head
of client service department.

With just one live announcement a week
during the past 10 months Emil Barcevic,
the owner, has cancelled all other advertising to concentrate on TV . . . and Fitz.
Moreover, within the past month a brand
new Volcano pizzeria was opened in
nearby Niles and is already experiencing
the same success.

Russ Russell, WILY Pittsburgh, named publicity director in addition to his duties as
WILY news editor.

Mr. Barcevic likes Fitz and the way he
sells pizzas. You will too . . . pizzas or soap,
furniture or cigarettes, automobiles or
footwear.

Karen Frederici, WOI Ames, to KTIV (TV)
Sioux
ment. City, both Iowa, continuity depart-

For full details about the "Fabulous Fitz"
and other outstanding availabilities equally
impressive, call your Petry representative.

Ward Chase, announcer, WOKY Milwaukee, to WITI-TV, same city, in similar
capacity.

E. William Farenti, controller at WNBFAM-FM-TV Binghamton, N. Y., appointed
assistant to general manager.

Thomas Martin, accounting department,
Reed & Barton (silversmiths), Taunton,
Mass. to WEEI Boston in similar capacity.

Alan Barzman, formerly with Portland, Ore.,
advertising agency as copywriter, to KEX,
same city, as creative writer.

Bernie Barth, Gen. Mgr.
Tom Hamilton, Sales Mgr.

Jim Spence, formerly freelance announcer
in Florida, to staff of WLOI LaPorte, Ind.
WN

DU

CHANNEL
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George Ruge, morning personality, KYA
San Francisco, to KJBS, same city, in similar
capacity.

May Bradshaw Hays, WICC Bridgeport,
Conn., woman commentator ( What's Going
On), retired.
Jules Herbuveaux, NBC vice president and
general manager of WMAQ-WNBQ (TV)
Chicago, appointed radio-tv chairman of
that city's Brotherhood Week observance.
August Meyer, president of WCIA Champaign, 111., elected president of newly-formed
United Press Broadcasters of Illinois. Vice
Presidents: Robert Clyde, WREX-TV Rockford; William Spangler, WFRX West Frankford; Clyde Wiseman, WKOZ Alton.
Wendell F. Husebo, co-owner of WLBE
Leesburg-Eustis, Fla., elected president of
Lake County Executive's Club.
Thomas C. McCray, vice president-general
manager, KRCA (TV) Los Angeles, named
state president of Southern Calif, area for
Navy League of U. S.
Johnny Carpenter, director of sports and
special events, KOIN-AM-TV Portland,
Ore., elected chairman of local Traffic Safety
Commission for his eighth consecutive term.
Howard W. Coleman, color sales development manager at WNBQ (TV) Chicago,
named chairman of radio-tv section of 1957
Chicago Boy Scout Fund Drive.
Hope Mitchell, personality at KOA-TV Denver, appointed to National Heart Committee
of Women Broadcasters.
Van Patrick, sports commentator, WKMH
Detroit, named head of Dearborn, Mich.,
YMCA membership drive.
Dick
stage manager, KHJ-TV Los
19. Hoist,
Angeles,
father of boy, Eric Anthony, Jan.
Dick Hardie, announcer, KVAL-TV Eugene,
Ore., father of boy, James Richard, Jan. 12.
Garry Garrison, announcer. WHYN-TV
Springfield, Mass., father of boy. Jan. 23.
Fred Segal, WABD (TV) New York art director, married Sandra Roome, artist, Jan.
26 in Greenwich, Conn.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting
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Alexander M. Poniatoff,
Founder and Chairman of the Board of Ampex,
with one of the pre-production
Ampex Videotape Recorders (VR-1000)
just before shipment.
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New High-Capacity TP-7 Slide Projector. Dual drums hold a total
of 36 slides. For top performance in color and monochrome.

REMARKABLE

MECHANICAL

VERSATILITY

"Free wheeling" principle, with simple lever release (A), permits either
drum to be twirled for easy inspection and slide changing. Slides
move smoothly and lock securely in show position. Each drum can be
operated independently of the other.

NEW

FEATURES

PREVIEW

ASSURE

CONVENIENCE

All slides are illuminated for easy viewing making it
easy for projectionist to preview them. Last-minute
changes
can be made before they reach the
"show" position.

You fold us what you wanted

. . . we listened,

designed, field tested . . . with the result:

This

DESIGNED
THE
YOU

WAY

WANT

new

projector

professional
excels

in

slide

performance

IT!
and

operating

Recognizing the increasing importance of slides in
programming at every television station, RCA
resolved to do something about the projection
equipment.
SURVEY OF USERS— At the outset, a survey
was made among users of film-slide equipment to
find out what was wanted most.

convenience!

SUCCESSFUL FIELD TEST-The TP-7 Slide
Projector has been field tested in actual day-to-day
service at a busy television station — WBTV,
Charlotte, N.C. So successful was this trial run,
the station people did not want to part with the
projector when the test was completed !

NEW DESIGN PROJECTOR— The result is a
truly professional projector for television use that
is exactly tailored to your needs . . . with so many

"OPERATION VIRTUALLY FLAWLESS" According to Thomas E. Howard, WBTV Vice
President and Managing Director of Engineering

operating
an ideal
handling
for ultra

and General Services, "During the testing period,
the TP-7's operation was virtually flawless. An
estimated 12,000 slides were run, 170 slides per day

advantages it's a pleasure to use ! It has
capacity of 36 slides— large enough for
99% of all station needs, yet just right
flexibilitv.

on-air, 60 slides in previews and rehearsals."

Write for illustrated brochure containing complete information
In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.
RADIO
Broadcast

OPERATIONAL

QUICK

LAMP

CORPORATION
and

Television

CONVENIENCE

CHANGE

Use lamp to failure — reserve lamp instantly slides into place. Highest type optics for uniform brightness over entire field of projected
image. One-lamp source eliminates color balance problems.

of

Equipment

AND

AMERICA
Camden,

N. J.

FLEXIBILITY

UNITIZED

CONSTRUCTION

Designed for ease of operation and servicing. Drums,
drum-covers and optical assemblies are easily removed for cleaning and maintenance.

IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST

Available

Spots

in

Washington

baseball

NOW!

Senators

games
*Subject to prior sale

Call your John Blair man
or contact Herman

154

all

today -

M. Paris at WWDC:

TU 2-7600

WWD6
1st in audience— 1st in results— 1st in the hearts of Washington, D.C.

c

ongr

WSPN Appeal Brings $18,000
In Pledges for Stricken Family
AN INITIAL 12-hour broadcast appeal by
WSPN Saratoga Springs, N. Y., brought
pledges of over $18,000 to aid the family
of Fred Pettit, Saratoga Springs policeman
killed by a building wall collapse in a predawn multi-million dollar fire Jan. 27.
Following on-the-scene reports of the
blaze, which razed a square block of downtown stores, WSPN opened its appeal for
funds to help Mrs. Pettit and her three children, said Chep Munson, general manager
of the station.
"The Chamber of Commerce office where
we set up remote studios was getting phone
call pledges of about $1,500 an hour, and
by sign-off time midnight Sunday (Jan. 27),
the fund had reached more than $18,000,"
Mr. Munson said. "This was in addition to
$3,000 offered in materials and labor to
complete the family's new, partially built
With some of the money pledged, WSPN
hopes to help the Chamber establish a special fund to send the Pettit children to college, he said. The station was to continue
home."
its appeal for aid, Mr. Munson declared.
"We also are working with the Chamber
to help obtain jobs for several hundred people left jobless by the fire," he added.
Stations Aid Sight Campaign
A TWO month campaign on WNBC and
WKNB-TV, both New Britain, Conn.,
collected 1,736 pairs of old eye glasses for
New Eyes for the Needy Inc.

at

ulations,

KMPC News Gets Results
NEWS COVERAGE on KMPC Los Angeles helped recover a stolen car last month.
The station aired a police description, and
a listener spotted the abandoned car and
telephoned police.

c^deJ

was first in its time
with

a 17.3*

Sponsor:
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Signal

Oil

WCUE Campaign Aids Widow
A CAMPAIGN on WCUE Akron, Ohio,
collected $360 for the widow of a New York
cab driver who died apprehending an Ohio
gunman. The cab driver, threatened at
gunpoint, rammed his cab into a police
cruiser to attract attention. In the ensuin"
gun fight the cab driver was fatally wounded,
the killer captured.
Lost Little Girl Recovered
WITHIN 20 MINUTES after reporting the
loss of one small girl, the mobile unit of
KXOL Forth Worth. Tex., was able to
report a successful recovery. A neighbor
who had seen the child heard the report,
and the child was promptly returned home.
KMAN Helps Fire Victims
THE MOBILE UNIT of KMAN Manhattan, Kan., wasted no time when a fire burned
a mother and her four children out of their
home. An appeal for aid was started at the
scene of the fire, and within four hours
money, food, furniture and a place to live
were obtained for the family.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Warren
His

child— like yours— came

Xou know how you always want your
children to have it a little better than
you did? It's a normal and natural desire.
"Yet I wonder, sometimes, if we aren't
short-changing the generations coming
up when I see how we're running the
national 'store.'
"Back in 1915 our national debt
amounted to SI 1.84 per person. Today
your child comes into the world owing
$1,625.
"Private debt is ballooning, too — from
154 to nearly 450 billions since 1945.
"What about inflation? Measured by
what a dollar bought in 1945, a 1956
dollar was worth only 67 cents.

Buell
into

the world

"Our annual tax bill is something, too.
Today, one out of every four days you
work goes for taxes.
"Sure we have to pay for wars we've
fought. And America's responsibilities
as a world citizen are very expensive.
"And in spite of all I've said, we're all
living better than ever.
"But part of this increased standard of
living is being bought on the installment
plan. The average American family today owes 13.6% of its annual income for
things it has bought on credit — compared to 6.8% in 1948.
"So it seems to me that all of us might
be doing those future generations a real

owing

$1,625

service by taking a long and careful
look down the road we're traveling."
Warren Buell's concern for the future
begins at home: he has two daughters.
As a United States citizen and a Supervisor of Economics for Union Oil, he has
a right to be concerned about the future.
For each of us has the responsibility to
do what he can to safeguard the principles that have made this country prosperous and free.
YOUR COMMENTS ARE INVITED. Write:
The Chairman of the Board, Union Oil Co.,
Union Oil Bldg., Los Angeles 17, Calif.

OF CALIFORNIA
Union
Oil
Company
MANUFACTURERS OF ROYAL TRITON, THE AMAZING PURPLE MOTOR OIL

Broadcasting
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Stars Shine for Telethon
CHARLETON HESTON, Gale Storm, and
Rory Calhoun will appear next Sunday on
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles' telethon for the
Arthritis and Rheumatism Foundation.
KTTV personality Sheriff John Rovick will
also appear. Sheriff John recently lent his
efforts to a show in Ventura to henefit a
school there for retarded children.

Carl

Byoir

Dies;

Veteran

PR

CARL BYOIR,
leaders in the
founder of Carl
died Feb. 3 at

68, one of the best known
public relations field and
Byoir & Assoc., New York,
New York Hospital after a
long illness.
funeral serviceA was
held Wednesday at
the Frank E.
Campbell Funeral
Church, Madison
Ave. at 81st St. in
New York City.

KNOE Totals Service Time
KNOE-AM-TV Monroe, La., donated a total
of $247,147 worth of station time for public
service programming during 1956.

Expert

The Byoir firm
handles some of
the the
top companies
in
country,

Joint Efforts Aid Family
TV AND RADIO don't always compete.
WKBR Manchester, N. H., and WBZ-TV
Boston worked together recently to aid a
family whose four children perished in
a fire. WKBR campaigned for funds and
told their listeners to watch their tv sets,
while the tv station showed films of contributors on all their news programs. The
joint effort raised $10,000 in cash, $7,000
in pledges.
EXPERIENCE
There are all kinds, but if your
product has been taking a beating
- if you need merchandising experience in Southern California,
here's the answer.
KTTV's Smash Plan isn't for sale.
Now
beginning
fifth bonus
year, it's
available
as a its
special
to
KTTV advertisers only.
The hub of the Smash Plan is STAR
SHOPPERS, a week-day morning
feature which has taken Bill Welsh
and the KTTV remote crew into
nearly 1000 supermarkets since
the show began.
Behind the scenes, a team of fulltime merchandising specialists set
up special displays, decorate
stores, secure newspaper tie-in ads
and get prominent showing and
shelf space for KTTV-advertised
products.
With four years of the Smash
Plan, plus its new FUNMOBILE
Plan,* KTTV has learned the
complex facts of supermarket
retailing in the sprawling, billion dollar Southern California
market.
KTTV is the exclusive choice of
more food advertisers than any
other station in Southern
YouCalifornia.**
see, Southern California is different, and the difference is KTTV.

Los Angeles Times-MGM
Television f H
Represented nationally by BLAIR -TV
JUST ACCOST ANY BLAI R-T V MAN
WITH. "FUNMOBILE'! WHAT'S THAT '
**SOURCE: B.A.R., NOV., 1956
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A Little 'Softshoe' for YMCA
A SONG and dance routine has been added
to the schedule of staffers at KWIZ Santa
Ana,
news
team
boost

Calif. The station's disc jockeys and
men have formed an entertainment
to perform at clubs in an effort to
YMCA membership.

WCKY Airs Flood Reports
WCKY Cincinnati, Ohio, one of the first to
get a broadcast crew into the area affected
by floods in eastern Kentucky, Virginia, and
West Virginia, broadcast on-the-spot reports
of flood conditions. An immediate appeal
for a flood relief fund was started on a
round-the-clock basis. WCKY news broadcasts provided contact for outside news in
many isolated communities.
To Benefit Heart Society
PROCEEDS from the Twin Hearts Anniversary Ball to be sponsored by KYWAM-TV Cleveland, Ohio will go to the
Cleveland Heart Society. The Valentine's
Day affair will mark the station's first
anniversary under Westinghouse ownership.

many of tional
themradio-tv
nasponsors. RCA for
approximately six years has been a Byoir account.
At his death, Mr. Byoir was chairman of
the executive committee of the firm he
founded, and a director of the Exchange National Bank of Chicago and of Schenley Industries Inc. Surviving are his widow, the
former Grace Lancaster; two daughters, a
brother and two sisters.
MR. BYOIR

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE SHORTS
Walter E. Kline & Assoc. (public relations),
Hollywood, announces opening of Chicago
office at 360 N. Michigan Ave. Richard C.
Lewis, who represents motion picture and
tv film production for midwest, named vice
president.
Publicity Corp. of America, N. Y., has
changed its firm name to Continental Public Relations Inc. Offices will continue to be
in Pan American Bldg., 1150 Ave. of the
Americas, N. Y. 36.
John Mack & Staff has been formed as counselors for marketing of technical products
to home, hobby and industry. Address: Burgess Bldg., 6034 N. Cicero Ave., Chicago,
Tel.: Avenue 3-0482.
Robert I. Queen & Assoc., public relations
agency, has been set up at 1420 Wood Rd.,
N. Y. 62.
Harshe-Rorman, public relations firm,
moves to larger offices at 6399 Wilshire
Blvd., L. A.

Questions for 169 Million

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE PEOPLE

WMAR-TV Baltimore, Md., cooperating
with the United Nations Assn. of Md., is
presenting Questions for 169 Million, a
series of 10 foreign policy discussion programs. The topics on the show will coincide
with and help publicize a home discussion
group series on foreign policy.

Norman Pader, formerly director of exploitation, NBC, N. Y., to Continental Public

WRCV-AM-TV

Aids College

WRCV-AM-TV Philadelphia, through sponsorship of a benefit ice hockey game, was
able to present a $8,744 check to the Women's Medical College of Pennsylvania.

THE

PEOPLE'S

CHOICE

WSRS

GREATER CLEVELAND'S
NUMBER
1 STATION
SRS "Radio- Active" MB S
Broadcasting
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Catwalk along each
side make
of top microwave
platform'
will
dishes easy to reach.
•TRADE MARK

LATEST
731' Ideco guyed tower with
triangular top platform, 105'
long on each side, supports
three RCA antennas:TF-l 2BH
for WAAM, TF-1 2BH for
WBAL-TV, TF-6ALfor WMARTV. The structure is designed
for a uniform wind loading of
70 lbs. per square foot. Obstruction light control panels
are located in all three transmitter buildings.
Visit Ideco Tower headquarters at the Conrad
Hilton . . . NARTB,
April 7-12

EXAMPLE

OF

TOWER

LEADERSHIP

This Ideco-developed triple antenna "candelabra" tower, going up at Baltimore, saves each station on land cost . . . enables each station to utilize the
area's best tower location . . . simplifies air space clearance problems.
It's a new achievement in tower engineering by the creators of the only dual
candelabra design . . . still another first in Dresser-Ideco's record of antenna
tower innovations.
When advances like this in tower design and construction continue to come
from but one source, there's but one conclusion . . . Dresser-Ideco has the
know-how to solve your tower problems.
So whether it's a complex candelabra ... a head-in-the-clouds structure
... or a more usual tower . . . you can look to Dresser-Ideco today to make
your tower dreams a reality tomorrow.
Plan now to talk tower with Dresser-Ideco or your nearest RCA Broadcast
Equipment representative.
DRESSER-IDECO
COMPANY
DEPT. T-10 • COLUMBUS 8, OHIO
Branch: 8909 S. Vermont Ave., Los Angeles 44, Calif.
TALL OR SHORT

Broadcasting
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FOR TV, MICROWAVE, AM, FM . . . IDECO TOWER "KNOW-HOW" KEEPS YOU ON THE AIR
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AWARDS

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Relations Inc., same city, as vice president.
Frank A. Allen Jr., Maj. Gen., USA (Ret.),
veteran of both World Wars and chief ot
SHAEF Public Relations Div., European
Theatre, joins staff of Communications
Counselors Inc., division of McCann-Erickson, in Washington office.
Robert W. Cowan, sales promotion consultant, Stamford, Conn., to Casanova
Assoc., N. Y., sales promotion firm, in executive capacity.
George McMurray, staff member of Dine &
Kalmus, N. Y., public relations firm, appointed manager of product publicity.
Virginia Root, director of women's activities at Dine & Kalmus, resigned.

Barbara Morris, assistant to news service editor of McCall's Patterns, to New York
editorial staff of Daniel J. Edelman &
Assoc., public relations firm.
Irvin L. Edelstein, president of Irvin L.
Edelstein Assoc., Toledo, Ohio, public relations firm, elected president of Northwestern
Ohio chapter of Sigma Delta Chi, national
professional journalistic society.
Morris B. Rotman, head of Harshe-Rotman
Inc., Chicago-based public relations firm,
elected to Young Presidents Organization,
which consists of men who become presidents of large companies before reaching
age of 40.

KRMG,

WTMJ,

Win Annual AP Awards
KRMG Tulsa, Okla., yesterday (Sunday)
was to be cited at the annual meeting of the
Associated Press radio and television members in Tulsa "for outstanding exchange of
news through the AP." KRMG in 1956 supplied 412 stories for general use by the
wire service. The station received a silver
plaque mounted on ebony.
Second and third place winners, respectively— with bronze plaques — were WTMJ
Milwaukee with 398 stories and WHLS Port
Huron. Mich., with 379 stories. The Milwaukee station was to be honored Saturday
at the annual meeting of the Wisconsin AP
radio and television group. The Michigan
30. organization will honor WHLS March
AP
CBS-TV Show

sees you through the Big
on-the-spot assignments
Whether you are covering a presidential
visit or a big news story, CECO equipment comes through for you with flying
colors. CECO exceeds existing standards
of quality and performance. Why risk
breakdowns when you can be SAFE with
CECO! Stop in today.

WHLS

Wins Polk Award

CBS-TV's special report on the Hungarian
and Egyptian crises last autumn World in
Crises was cited last Wednesday by Long
Island U. with 1956 George Polk Memorial Award for outstanding tv reporting.
The award — one of eight — also saluted
CBS newsmen Edward R. Murrow, Howard
K. Smith, Ernest Leiser, Winston Burdett,
Eric Sevareid, Larry LeSueur, Frank Donghi and David Schoenbrun. Behind-thecamera citations went to producer Leslie
Midgel, director Vern Diamond, film supervisor Joseph Zigman and writer John Sharnik. Awards luncheon has been scheduled
for April 3 in New York's Hotel Roosevelt.
The other seven awards were made in print
media and photography.

ALL METAL TRIPOD has cast top
flange and upper leg portion
made of one piece aluminum alloy
castings. Accepts Microwave Relay
Beam Reflector Head, "BALANCED"
TV head, and other similar professional tripod heads.

$285.00
HEAD ONLY

MICROWAVE RELAY BEAM REFLECTOR HEAD is perfect
for parabolas up to 6 ft. diameter. Withstands
torques of 225 ft. pounds in elevation and 150 ft.
pounds in azimuth.
Full line of MOLE RICHARDSON, BARDWELL-McALLISTER &
COLORTRAN STUDIO LIGHTING EQUIPMENT, INCLUDING
CECO CONE LIGHTS • SPECIAL ENGINEERING AND
DESIGN DEPARTMENT • REPAIRS BY EXPERT TECHNICIANS
HEAD ONLY $425.00
NEW "BALANCED" TV HEAD MODEL C
offers smooth tilt with 360° pan
action, perfect balance, with center
of gravity adjustment, tension adjustment, built in spirit level, and
telescoping pan handle.
Prices subject to change without notice
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SALES

• SERVICE

• RENTALS

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS FOR TV— Spider dollies • Portable collapsible dollies * Roof top clamps • Film
Editing equipment • Motion Picture Cameras •
MAGNASYNC MAGNETIC SOUND RECORDING EQUIPMENT
FRANK

C. ZUCKER

(Jflm€Rfl €ouipm€nT (o.jnc.
Dept.
315 West 43rd St.,
New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420

Y&R Promotion Awards Made
KINDRED RALEY, promotion manager,
KGNC-TV Amarillo, Tex., and Jack Williams, WSAZ-TV Huntington. W. Va., last
week were named winners in the Young
& Rubicam National Bowling Champions
promotion contest for White Owl cigars.
Messrs. Raley and Williams won out over 40
contestants for their efforts last fall in promoting the NBC-TV program.
Other winners for sports program promotion were Bob Watson and Jim Thacker,
sports directors of KGNC Amarillo and
WSAZ-TV Huntington, respectively. The
grand prize winners will receive 10-day trips
for two to Mexico as guests of NBC, Y&R
and White Owl. The sports directors each
were given portable tv sets.
WBC

Presents Sales Awards

LOU S. SIMON, sales manager of KPIXTV San Francisco, and William J. Williamson, sales manager of WBZ-WBZA BostonSpringfield, last week were presented with
first prizes of a 1957 Dodge and $750 worth
of Westinghouse appliances as winners of a
sales contest conducted by the Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co. for its radio and television
stations. Awards were presented to the sales
managers of the radio and tv stations that
showed the highest percentage increase in
sales for the last six months of 1956, as
compared to the same period in 1955.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
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The most direct approach to the job of moving freight
is to ship by truck.
Why?

Because truck transport is the only transportation system that provides dock-to-door service. In

addition to being fast, flexible, and versatile in their
application, trucks allow freight to travel undisturbed
from origin to destination, escaping the hazards and
delays of frequent handling.

\

Isn't it plain to see why trucks are preferred . . .
to the extent of handling more than three times the
tonnage moved by all the other forms of transportation combined?

AMERICAN
TRUCKING
INDUSTRY
American Trucking Associations, Inc., Washington 6, D. C.
If You've Got It ... A Truck Brought It!

Broadcasting
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HT
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Hit

the

mark

Valentine's
. . . and

SESAC

TRANSCRIBED

every

LIBRARY

Day

day with

BALANCED

Test Program

MUSIC

the SESAC

the

SERVICE

the library service that always hits the mark
BETTER

Dn

with

PROGRAMMING

Library at your station

Write for prepaid audition discs today

Television Artists Get New Deal
In Advertising Editorial Contest
TELEVISION ART will gain additional recognition at the 36th annual National Exhibition of Advertising and Editorial Art and
Design, May 25-31, according to the exhibit's 1957 chairman, Arnold Roston.
Mr. Roston, former MBS art director and
since late last year an art director at Grey
Adv., New York, told B»T that tv art entries
heretofore were "lumped together into (a)
artwork and (b) overall unit. It just wasn't
fair to the artists to judge art and complete
unit at the same time.*' The obvious remedy:
to enlarge the categories from 8 to 10.
Where last year's categories were limited
to 16 mm live commercials, film commercials (live, animated and combined), limited
action commercials (slides, telops, etc.), ID's,
station breaks and show openings, 1957
winners will be judged along three separate
lines: (1) design of complete advertisement
or editorial unit, (2) advertising art, and
(3) editorial art. Categories have been
broadened to include title cards, transitional art, promotional ads, non-advertising
art and visual aids. "This," commented
Mr. Roston, "will give every artist in tv a
Other forms of art — radio and tv station
fair break."
print
ads, promotions, direct mail and posters— also will be judged in the overall competition. Deadline for entries is Feb. 21.
All entries are to be sent to Miss Winifred
Karn, executive secretary of the Art Directors Club of New York, 115 E. 40th St.,
New York 16.
AWARDS
West Point, Ziv Tv series on U. S. Military
Academy, commended in statement entered
in Congressional Record by Rep. Augustine
B. Kelley (D-Pa.) saying series "fills a need
in giving the average American an understanding ofUSMA and in promoting enrollment at West Point." He also cited sponsor.
General Foods, and network on which program appears, CBS-TV.
E. R. Vadeboncoeur, president-general manager of WSYR-AM-FM-TV Syracuse, N. Y.,
given Distinguished Service Award from
N. Y. State Div. of American Cancer Society
in recognition of his "important contributions in the control of cancer."
Lee Morrison, president of WPAC Patchogue, N. Y., awarded certificate of merit from
CARE, citing station's fine effort in aiding
Hungarian refugee cause.
Melvin E. Smith, vice president of Erwin,
Wasey & Co., Los Angeles, honored for five
years service.
WCAU-TV Philadelphia commended by
Philadelphia Police Dept. for "outstanding
performance of duty" in presenting extraoractions are
by city's
police
bers ofdinary
force
honored
eachforce.
week Memafter
showing of Badge 14 series.
O. T. Carson, publisher of Institutions Magazine, to receive achievement award from
League of Adv. Agencies for his "Consult
Your Advertising Agency" slogan and pro-
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INTERNATIONAL
WHLS
CANADA
WON'T
RULE
ON PAY-SEE
RELAYS
• Says public policy undecided
• Rebroadcast rules clarified

ACCEPTING

an achievement award

from Gov. Harold W. Handley's traffic safety committee on behalf of the
Indiana Broadcasters Assn. for its
"exceptional public service" is Daniel
C. Park (r), IBA president and general sales manager of WIRE Indianapolis. State officials at the presentation
(1 to r) : K. C. Strange, public information director, Indiana Office of
Traffic Safety; Albert E. Huber, traffic safety director, and Sgt. Charles
Harbison, safety education division of
the Indiana state police. In the commendation, over 60 radio and tv stations in the state were cited for contributing "greatly in creating the
highest degree of traffic safety awareness ever known among our citizens."
KCMO-AM-TV Kansas City cited for its
support of lunior Achievement, nationwide
organization devoted to teaching young people principles and practices of sound business
administration. Station was saluted for its
help in backing KCIA Broadcasting Co., a
teen-age business firm set up in Kansas City.
KCJA writes, produces and airs Today's
Teens on KCMO every Saturday.
KPIX (TV) San Francisco received "Benny"
(miniature bust of Ben Franklin) during
Printing Week in that city for its service to
graphic arts and community through its
Adventures In Print educational series.
John Ott, WNBQ (TV) Chicago, received
doctor of science (Honoris Causa) degree
from Loyola U., Chicago.
WCKY Cincinnati received Public Service
Award from Industrial Commission of Ohio
for "outstanding cooperation" in promoting
—X
industrial safety.

BROKERS -n- jWJoS sTArtoNS
RADIO and TELEVi
_T---p
EL 5-0405
STREET
58th
50 EAST
*■
NEW YORK 22. N.
[All Inquiries Confidential^^
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APPLICATIONS for scrambler or pay-asyou-see television rebroadcasting stations
are not being considered by the Dept. of
Transport, Ottawa, according to Transport
Minister George C. Marler. Public policy
with respect to such devices for television
rebroadcasting has not yet been decided,
the minister explained.
Mr. Marlers enunciated the Dept. of
Transport's policy with respect to licensing
low-power stations for rebroadcasting offthe-air pickup of television programs to provide coverage in areas where normal reception is not possible. Procedure for such
applicants is to be the same as for regular
radio-tv stations, through the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.
Wherever possible such tv rebroadcasting
outlets will be given a uhf frequency. This
marks the first use of uhf tv channels in
Canada. But the announcement states that
vhf channels may be considered if this can
be done without interference with the general tv allocation plan or future development of standard tv stations. If the applicant
plans a standard tv station within 18 months,
a vhf channel may be allocated. Or a vhf
channel may be granted if applicant already
operates a standard tv station and wants to
extend its coverage.
Tv rebroadcasting stations will not be permitted in an area within the Grade B
coverage of a standard tv station, nor will
stations be licensed for rebroadcasting unless
they have the consent of the originating Canadian tv station. Rebroadcasting of U. S.
stations will not be permitted. Rebroadcasting stations will be limited to 100 w effective
radiated power, with possible greater power
allowed under special conditions.
Where topographical conditions such as
water crossings or rugged terrain make it
abnormally expensive to use coaxial cable
between the point of reception and the
point of rebroadcasting, a single hop radio
relay may be licensed by the Dept. of
Transport for the tv rebroadcasting station,
provided an appropriate frequency can be
found without prejudice to other radio services. No tv channel will be assigned for such
a radio relay.

MICHIGAN'S

250

POWERFUL

WATTER
. . . WHLS is responsible for
more newsworthy stories featured by A.P. than any other
station in the country.

4 FULL TIME NEWSMEN
PORT HURON'S COMMUNITY STATION
Rtprttented Nationally by Gill-Perna
For Detroit — Michigan Spot Sales

THERE'S ONLY ONE LEADER...
KMLFTV4
MONTANA
THE CONTINENTAL DIVIDE STATION . BUTTE

People
West Germany May Take Over
Privately-Owned Saar Stations
RECENT return of the Saar to Germany
will have a direct effect on the status of two
privately owned-and-operated stations in the
territory diplomatic sources said last week.
They are Europe No. One, a radio station,
and station Tele-Saar, a television station.
Officials pointed out that the laws of
Germany prevent private ownership of radio
and tv. The Saar will be integrated into
the Federal Republic of West Germany in
three years. The Socialist Party, the second
largest, has made clear it will not allow
private ownership of such means of mass
communication.
Under the circumstances it

Listen

k4MK

BIRMINGHAM
THE Voice

OF ALABAMA
John Blair & Co.
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INTERNATIONAL
is likely the two commercial ventures will
revert to the state.
Officials of the privately-owned stations
offered the properties on a co-ownership
basis to the French and German governments for $9V2 million, each to put up half
the money. The French Parliament has
rejected the offer, and the Bundestag is expected to do the same.
Europe No. One has been in operation
for more than two years and is said to be
highly profitable. It is reported that twothirds of the initial capital came from Prince
Ranier of Monaco. Monaco is the only
other continental European area which has
permitted commercially owned-and-operated
broadcasting.
There is nothing at the present time which
indicates "just and adequate" compensation
will be made to the stockholders of the company, say officials. Moreover, the Saar stations were never officially allotted frequencies under the Stockholm Frequency Agreement. Officials point out that should the
shareholders seek compensation through, for
example, the World Court there could well
be legal reason for turning down their demands.
CFRB Toronto to Celebrate
30th Birthday on Feb. 19
A SPECIAL celebration is planned by
CFRB Toronto, Ont., to mark its 30th birthday on Feb. 19.
Birthday events for CFRB include a party
at Toronto's Granite Club for all persons in
CFRB's area born on the day the station
went on the air. The birthday cake for the
party will be lit by 30 radio tubes. There
will be a long playing record with voices

and events in 30 years of station's operations.
The station's shortwave transmitter,
CFRX, will mark its 20th anniversary Feb.
1 1 . CFRB was the first privately-owned 50
kw station licensed in Canada.
Nielsen Loses in Britain
AFTER year-long jockeying between A. C.
Nielsen Co. and a British research firm for
choice as standard television audience measuring service in England, the British company has won the contract. The firm, Television Audience Measurement, uses a meter
system not unlike that of Nielsen. The contract, for five years, is with a committee of
British agencies and advertisers using commercial tvin England, and constitutes virtual
guarantee that TAM will be dominant if not
monopoly company in the field.
INTERNATIONAL PEOPLE
Alan Bell, national secretary, Royal Canadian Air Force Benevolent Fund, to manager
of Canadian Assn. of Adv. Agencies,
Toronto, Ont., succeeding Pat Freeman, to
Foote, Cone & Belding as vice president and
general manager of Toronto office.
Charles J. Chandler, account executive,
MacLaren Adv. Ltd., Toronto, named manager of agency's Montreal office, succeeding
F. P. Gill, who moves to Toronto.
INTERNATIONAL SHORTS
Albert Jarvis Ltd., Toronto, Ont., advertising agency, has opened office in Montreal,
Que., at 1466 Crescent St., with H. J. Tingle,
formerly of E. W. Reynolds Ltd., as manager. Paul Corbeil, Television & Radio Productions, Montreal, appointed tv-radio director of new office.

STATUS REPORT: BROADCASTING IN SOUTH AFRICA
RESIDENTS below the equator in South
wave and shortwave. Operating from
Africa still are among the have-nots of one of the largest plants in the southern
the television world, but radio is shedding
hemisphere, the Lourenco Marques station is in a building that cost the Radio
an ever stronger light on the Dark Continent, according to a status report by Club about $2.8 million. It houses
Peter Merrill of Herrick-Merrill Radio
luxurious studios, a cafe and night club.
Productions, Johannesburg.
There are government-run stations at
Two stations on the southern tip of the Leopoldville in the Belgian Congo, at
Brazzaville in French Equatorial Africa,
continent, where population is concentrated, are each doing better than a mil- both shortwave, the former broadcasting
in French, Flemish and native tongues.
lion dollar business annually.
Other local mediumwave stations broadThe commercial station of the Union
cast afew hours a day.
of South Africa Government BroadcastTelevision's advent to South Africa is
ing Corp. reports a yearly figure of apbeing held back by a number of factors,
proximately $2.7 million. This is one
according to Mr. Merrill. Private interof three stations run by the semi-governmental G.B.C. The other two are nonests do not feel the five million population of the Union (1.2 million white)
commercial outlets serving both English
could support a television system, nor
and Dutch-speaking listeners. Language
is the government willing to subsidize it.
is subject to sponsor choice on the comThe two official languages and various
mercial stations.
political considerations complicate the
In Portuguese East Africa the Radio
picture. The people do want tv, says
Club de Mozambique, operating South
Mr. Merrill, especially in Johannesburg,
Africa's first commercial station at the which has distinctly American tastes, and
seaside resort of Lourenco Marques, sells they are bringing pressure to bear in its
favor. In his opinion, however, the
$1.5 million worth of time to sponsors
visual medium is still some years away
across the border in the Union of South
from realization in South Africa.
Africa. It alternates between mediumPage 114
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MBS

Backs Crime Prevention

MUTUAL has released details of a twopart plan designed to assist the National
Exchange Club's 1957 National Crime Prevention Week Campaign, Feb. 10-16.
Throughout this week, Mutual's bloc of
10 mystery and adventure programs (8-9
P.M. EST) have been prepared to outline the
purposes of the week, stressing cooperation
with law enforcement officials. In the other
phase of its effort, Mutual's 18 newscasters
and commentators will broadcast announcements emphasizing traffic safety. It was
pointed out that law breaking among drivers
is a major problem.
WTOP's 'Capital Types'
WTOP WASHINGTON is distributing a
portfolio of "Capital Types" drawn by
Robert Osborn. "Osborn gets to the heart
of his subject simply because he knows
people . . . Washington people in particular.
The same holds true of WTOP. It knows
Washington people as no other station
does . . . and gets to the heart of the market,"
says the foreword of the brochure. It contains 11 caricatures, a few of which are the
Tax Collector ('Not a bad fellow at heart,'
"someone once said, but no one can remember who said it."), the Receptionist ("Has
vetoed more government propositions than
any congressman alive."), the Free Loader
("Drinks to forget, but forgets what."), and
the Librarian ("Born with a silver 'sshh' in
her mouth.").
WTVH (TV) Distributes Playbills
TO PROMOTE its Lamplight Playhouse,
feature film show which runs seven nights
a week, WTVH (TV) Peoria, 111., has distributed 20,000 copies of a complete playbill
covering the movies to be shown over a 13
week period.
Tv Viewers See Rocket Fired
WBZ-TV

BOSTON has installed a live instrument rocket motor filled with secretformula propellant outside its studios. It was
scheduled to be fired yesterday (Sunday) on
the 2000 A.D. program (1:30-2 p.m. EST).
The rocket motor was to run about six seconds. Prof. Jonathan Karas, host of the
show which presents latest developments in
the fields of science and engineering, said
last week that such a firing of a rocket had
never before
vision coverage.been attempted for live teleCommunity Gets Break
"STATIONS can do well to brag sometimes
about their communities instead of devoting
all their station breaks to themselves," says
Wilton E. Hall, owner of WAIM-TV Anderson, S. C. He practiced what he preached and
new ID's.
WAIM's merchants,
is using this ofidea
Photographs
manyforprominent
lawyers, doctors, ministers and other well
known personalities of the community have
been secured and are being used along with
the station's call letters and channel number,
under the slogan, "Anderson is My Town."
Broadcasting • Telecasting

Readin', Writin', Now Rithmetic
IN AN EFFORT to do something about
illiteracy, WKNO-TV Memphis, Term., is
offering a reading and writing tv course to
adults in that area. There are 762 presently
enrolled and the station has set up 34 Unequipped centers to help the students with
their lessons. Graduation excercises are
scheduled to be held at the studio on Feb.
16, with city and educational officials attending. WKNO-TV plans to add general mathematics to its curriculum this month. Students
may enroll in the math course for high
school credit, but in order to received it,
must be 17 or older and have completed
eight years of elementary education. An
article on the reading and writing show was
recently featured in Life. The series won the
Sylvania Award for the nation's best locally
produced educational program.
'Everything from Soups to Nuts'
EVERYTHING from "soup to nuts" has
been advertised on WHIM Providence. R. I.,
by satisfied sponsors, according to a new
mailing piece sent to the station's food and
drug clients. WHIM sent out cartons containing cans of Habitant soup and Planter's
peanuts, along with the names of other food
advertisers currently using heavy schedules
on WHIM. Station reports its food and
drug business increased 67% over previous
years.
When

in Rome, Do as the Romans

IN ORDER to highlight WNBC (TV)'s
(Hartford, Conn.) Early Show, program of
feature films, host Johnny Palmer dresses in
a costume that keynotes the theme of the
film. Mr. Palmer gives a synopsis of the
film during breaks in the program for the
benefit of the late viewers. He has been
dressed in a white lab coat, pilot's uniform,
surgeon's outfit and skin-diving ensemble.

"I know KRIZ Phoenix insists on brief
commercials, so I fhought I'd dress
appropriately."
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

'LOOK MA— NO HANDS!'
AN UNEXPECTED 3 Vi -hour real life his crash landing with empty fuel tanks.
drama was brought into homes of Des
tv newsplane
photographers
Moines, Iowa, area citizens Jan. 30 when
theOther
zigzagging
with silent"tracked"
cameras
KRNT-AM-TV gave a running live- from roving police cars and then filmed
the crash landing scene minutes after
coverage account of the wild escapade
Soderquist plunged the Cessna to earth.
of a young student pilot, who at gunMeanwhile, newscasters and announcers
point, forced his instructor from a Cessna
four-seater plane, took off on his first at the studio gave a continuous commentary on radio and tv, by monitoring city
solo jaunt, terrorized the city with his
tree-top-level flying, and finally crashed
and state police and sheriff's radio calls
in
a nearby
special equipment. The reunion of
serious
injury. open field without causing with
the daring student pilot with his mother
"Everyone got into the act" at the Des at the hospital was tape-recorded by a
Moines stations' news department after KRNT newsman.
the stations cancelled all regular afterThe drama ended about 4 p.m.. and
noon schedules, to fully cover 23-yearan entire show — films, pictures, tapes,
old Roy Soderquist's daredevil flight.
KRNT-TV live camera crews fol- and commentary — was presented at 6 p.m.
lowed the flying maverick over the loop on a tv news program and a radio newscast. On the 10 p.m. television news proarea from positions outside the studio —
one on the roof at the base of its televigram a more complete "wrapup" was
presented. The KRNT news department
sion tower and the other on the street
also provided feeds to numerous stations
below. Two tv newsmen-photographers
and the CBS network and furnished film
tailed Soderquist in separate planes and
to CBS and some individual stations.
filmed his low-flying, diving sashays, and
ABC-TV

Distributes Booklet

A LOOSE-LEAF booklet, "Local Promotion
and Exploitation Manual," is being circulated among ABC-TV's affiliates and owned
and operated stations presenting successful
ideas employed by ABC radio and tv stations. Edited by James F. X. Mullen, a promotion writer, the manual contains top promotional ideas contributed by the stations,
including audience buildup, advertising agency promotion, merchandising, premieres,
mailings and advertising. John H. Eckstein.
ABC's director of advertising and promotion, noted "it is only through an exchange
of ideas that fresh and original concepts
evolve." Signs Polly Bergen
CBS-TV
SIGNING of Polly Bergen, actress and
singer, to a long-term CBS-TV contract
calling for her exclusive services on variety
and dramatic shows, was announced last
week by Hubbell Robinson Jr., CBS-TV executive vice president in charge of network
programs. In accepting the contract, Miss
Bergen resigned her assignment as the PepsiCola girl in tv advertisements. She has had
dramatic roles on tv, has sung on a number
of variety shows and has made recordings
for Columbia Records, in addition to having
appeared on Broadway and in the movies.
She also is a panel member on To Jell the
Truth (CBS-TV. Tuesday, 9-9:30 p.m. EST).
WNEM-TV Covers Mock Attack
THE CAMERAS were live — if the ammunition wasn't — amid sounds of machine gun
and rifle fire, exploding smoke bombs,
shouted commands and the capture of studio
and transmitter. The occasion was a sevenminute "mock attack" televised by WNEMTV Bay City (Midland-Saginaw), Mich.,
during The Great Day Show Feb. 1. Protagonists inthe drama were ski troops of the

Mountain and Cold Weather Training Camp
at Camp Hale, Colo. Idea was conceived by
Harold Stone, WNEM-TV director, and
involved use of two field cameras, one at
ground level and the other on the roof of
the station's studio.
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS

FOR THE RECORD

WEEI Salutes Farm Broadcasters
FARM EDITOR Louis A. Webster of
WEEI Boston got up early Ground Hog Day
and worked well into the night, but his job
was not trailing the four-legged weather
forecaster. His Feb. 2 assignment was to
tell the story of Massachusetts agriculture on
Farm Broadcasting Day, as designated by
Mass. Governor Foster Furcolo in cooperation with the National Assn. of Tv & Radio
Farm Directors [B«T, Feb. 4]. Mr. Webster
and state farm leaders were before WEEI
microphones with salutes to local agriculture
from 5 a.m. (opening time of Mr. Webster's
Country Journal for more than 20 years)
until 1 1 that night. Noting the $200,982,000
agricultural business done in the WEEI
service area, the farm editor and his guests
appeared on various shows around the
station schedule.
'You Don't Know Beans' About It
"YOU don't know BEANS until you come
to Boston," says an oversized picture postcard being sent out by the Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co. Boston Conference Committee. It goes on to say, "Sure you know
your beans, and you know your public
service programming . . . but, you'll know
a lot more about both if you attend the
Boston Conference on Local Public Service
Programming." The card, first in a series,
is being mailed to invite broadcasters to the
WBC Feb. 27-March 1 meeting. It urges
them to make reservations now and tells
them of the opportunities they'll have to
hear nationally known speakers, attend
"thought-provoking" panel discussions, see
practical demonstrations, interesting exhibits
and to tour the historical city of Boston.
WPIX Promotes 'Whirlybirds'
PREPARATORY to launching Whirlybirds,
tv film adventure series centering around
helicopters, on WPIX (TV) New York last
Thursday, CBS-TV Film Sales held a press
luncheon on Tuesday at the Newark airport
and invited newsmen to fly in a helicopter.
The series, produced by Desilu Productions
in association with CBS-TV Film Sales, reportedly has been sold in 110 markets
throughout the country.

Station

Authorizations,

Applications

(As Compiled by B • T)
January 31 through February 6
Include* data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction per- night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification,
mit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — very trans. — transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc —
high frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency, ing
ant. kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications au— antenna, aur. — aural, vis. — visual,
kw — kilothorizations. S A— special service authorization.
STA — special temporary authorization. * — educ.
wat s, w— watt, mc — megacycles. ing
D — day. N —
Am Fm Summary through Feb. 6
In
On
Appls.
Air Licensed Cps
143
356
Am
3,016
2,991 170
0
48
Fm
538
516 48
PendHearFCC Commercial Station A uthorizations
As of December 31,
Fm Tv
265
Licensed (all on air)
11737 516
Am
14 246
Cps
on
air
24 120
Cps notauthorized
on air
2,971 554
Total
631
Applications in hearing
1916456* 5
2 109
3,125
59
New station requests
114
New station bids in hearing
0
291
6 72
45
Facilities change requests
917
Total applications pending
86
3860
1542
0
Licenses deleted in December
0
2
1
Cps deleted in December
* Based on official FCC monthly reports. These
are not always exactly current since the FCC
must await formal notifications of stations going
on the air, ceasing operations, surrendering licenses or grants, etc. These figures do not include
noncommercial, educational fm and tv stations.
For current status of am and fm stations see
"Am and Fm Summary," above, and for tv stations see "Tv Summary," next column.
New

Tv

Stations . . .
APPLICATIONS

Amarillo, Tex. — Kenyon Brown, vhf ch. 7 (174180 mc); ERP 16.8 kw vis., 9.12 kw aur.; ant.
height above average terrain 655 ft., above
ground 674 ft. Estimated construction cost $202,500, first year operating cost $275,000, revenue
$425,000. P. O. address Box 420, Wichita Falls, Tex.
Studio location 1014 W. Seventh St., Amarillo.
Trans, location 9 mi. north of Amarillo. Geographic coordinates 35° 18' 27" N. Lat., 101° 51'
03"
Long. Trans,
and ant. Washington,
GE. Legal counsel
Dow,W. Lohnes
and Albertson,
D. C.
Consulting engineer J. Wesley Koch, St. Joseph,
Mo. Mr. Brown is owner of KWFT Wichita Falls,
KLYN Amarillo, 25% owner of KFEQ-AM-TV
St. Joseph, Feb.
Mo. 5.and 20% KGLC Miami, Okla.
Announced
Ogden, Utah — Granite District Radio Bcstg. Co.
vhf ch. 9 (186-192 mc); ERP 1.7 kw vis., .79 kw
aur.; ant. height above average terrain -301 ft.,
above ground 200 ft. Estimated construction cost
$78,280, first year operating cost $126,000, revenue
$138,000. P. O. address Box 1476, Salt Lake City,

Tv Summary through Feb. 6
Total Operating Stations in U. 5.:
Vhf
Uhf Total
Commercial
379 91 4701
Noncomm. Educational
17
5
22*
Grants since July 7 7, 7952:
(When FCC began
after tvprocessing
freeze) applications
Vhf
Uhf Total
Commercial
342 321 6631
Noncomm. Educational
25
21
46>
Applications tiled since April 14, 7952:
(When FCC began
after tvprocessing
freeze) applications
Total
New Amend. Vhf
Commercial
1,059 337
568
Noncomm. Educ. 64
37
Uhf
595
Total
1,123 337
827
1 176 cps (33 vhf, 143 uhf) have864been 27deleted.
2 One educational uhf has been deleted.
3 One applicant did not specify channel.
4 Includes 44 already granted.
1,3963
5 Includes 710 already granted.
1,460°
Utah.tionStudio
locationUtah.
Ogden,
Utah. Trans,
locaWeber County,
Geogranhic
coordinates
41° 12' 55" N. Lat., 112° 0' 16" W. Long. Trans.
Gates, ant. Prodelin. Legal counsel Norman E.
Jorgensen, Washington, D. C. Consulting engineer
Howard D. Johnson, Salt Lake City. Applicant 64*is
licensee of KNAK Salt Lake City and KBLI
Blackfoot, Idaho. Announced Feb. 4.
Existing Tv Stations . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
Eureka, Calif.— Carroll R. Hauser,
ch.KHUM-TV
13.
San Francisco, Calif.— Plaza Radio
& KPRT
Tv Co.,(TV)
ch. 26.
KTCA-TV St. Paul, Minn.— Twin City Area
Education ucational
Television
Corp.,from
non-commercial
ch. 2. Changed
KTCA (TV). ed(TV)8. Walla
TvKRTV
Co., ch.
ChangedWalla,
from Wash.—
KWAB Walla
(TV). Walla
APPLICATIONS
WFGA-TV Jacksonville, Fla.— Seeks mod. of cp
(which authorized new tv) for new trans, and
ant. and nounced
make
Feb. 4. other equipment changes. AnWINR-TV Binghamton, N. Y. — Seeks mod. of
cp to change ERP to 589 kw vis., 295 kw aur., and
install new ant.-trans. system. Announced Jan. 31.
WCYB-TV Bristol, Va. — Seeks mod. of cp to
change ERP to 85.1 kw vis., 42.6 kw aur., and
specify
locationFeb.as 1.511-13 Cumberland St.,
Bristol. studio
Announced
(TV)ERPHonolulu,
cp KONA
to change
to 60 kw Hawaii
vis., 30— Seeks
kw aur.,mod.
makeof
changes in Feb.
ant. 5.system and other equipment.
Announced
Translators

. . .

APPLICATIONS

Page 116
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Show Low, Ariz. — Show Low Tv Inc., ch. 80
(866-872
rebroadcast
ch. 9Show
KDWI-TV
Tucson, Ariz.mc)
P. O.to address
Box 325,
Low. Trans,
output 10 w, ERP to community 640 w. Estimated
population struction
tocost be
served
$4,900,
first2,500.
year Estimated
operating concost
$600. Announced Feb. 1.
Claremont, N. H. — Springfield Television Corp.,
ch. 79 (860-866 mc) to rebroadcast ch. 58 WRLP
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

(TV) Greenfield, Mass. P. O. address Box 2210,
Springfield, Mass. Trans, output 10 w, ERP to
community 64 w. Estimated population to be
served 19,000. Estimated construction cost $4,041,
first year operating cost $850. Springfield is
licensee of WRLP. Anounced Jan. 31.
New

Am

Stations

. . .

ACTION BY FCC
Abilene, Tex. — Key City Broadcasters granted
1280 kc, 500 w D. P. O. address P. O. Box 449,
Abilene. Estimated construction cost $21,689, first
year operating cost $84,000, revenue $78,000. Principals are Howard Barrett (50%), 20% owner of
KBST Big Spring, Tex., and 10% owner of KBSTTV Big Spring and Robert H. Nash (50%),
former local sales manager of KRBC-TV Abilene.
Announced Feb. 6.
APPLICATIONS
Phoenix, Ariz.— W. H. Hansen, 1600 kc, 5 kw
D. P. O. address Box 1058, Eureka, Calif. Estimated construction cost $21,051, first year operating cost $48,000, revenue $60,000. Mr. Hansen
owns KDAN Eureka, y3 of KBOY Medford and
KLAD Klamath Falls, both Ore. Announced
Feb. 1.
Milton, Fla. — Eugene T. Sudduth, James C.
Smith, William L. Morris d/b as Santa Rosa
Bcstg. Co., 1490 kc, 250 w D. P. O. address %
Eugene T. Sudduth, 31 Mohawk Trail, Pensacola,
Fla. Estimated construction cost $12,424, first year
operating cost $32,000, revenue $48,000. Mr. Sudduth and Mr. Smith, (each 45% owner) and Mr.
Morris (10%) are all employes of WEAR-AM-TV,
Pensacola, Fla. Announced Feb. 4.
Wauchula, Fla.— Robert S. Taylor, 1360 kc, 1
kw D. P. O. address 818 Carleton, Lakeland, Fla.
Estimated construction cost $11,390, first year operating cost $20,000, revenue $26,000. Mr. Taylor
is pres.-gen. mgr. -33.3% owner, WONN Lakeland.
Anounced Feb. 6.
Meridian, Miss. — Louis Alford, Phillip D. Brady,
Albert M. Smith d/b as Southwestern Bcstg. Co.
of Miss., 1330 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address % Mr.
Brady, Box 604, McComb, Miss. Estimated construction cost $14,523, first year operating cost
$30,000, revenue $48,000. Mr. Alford, Mr. Brady
and Mr. Smith each own \'3, WAPF McComb,
WMDC Hazlehurst, both Miss, and WABL Amite,
La. Announced Feb. 4.
St. Charles, Mo. — Harman I. Moseley, 1460 kc,
5 kw D. P. O. address 25 So. Florissant Rd.,
Ferguson 21, Mo. Estimated construction cost
$34,019, first year operating cost $66,305, revenue
$73,840. Mr. Moseley, advertising executive, will
be 74% owner. Omar Schnatmeier, U. S. Marshal,
is 24% owner. Announced Feb. 1.
APPLICATIONS AMENDED
Prescott, Ariz. — Application of Northern Arizona Aircasters Inc. seeking new am on 1450 kc,
250 w unl., amended to change frequency to 1340
kc. Announced Feb. 4.
Jacksonville, Fla. — Application of Dan Richardson seeking new am on 550 kc, 1 kw D, amended
to change ant. -trans, and studio location to 2228
Orange Ave., Orange Park, Fla., and make
changes in ant. and ground systems and type
trans. Announced Jan. 31.
Manchester, Ga. — Application of Radio Manchester Inc. seeking new am on 1370 kc, 1 kw D
and remote control of trans., amended to make
changes in officers, directors and stockholders.
Announced Jan. 31.
Hastings, Mich. — Application of Donald G.
Carey seeking new am on 1220 kc, 500 w DA-D,
amended to change power to 250 w, change
type trans, and ant. system. Announced Feb. 1.
Florence, S. C. — Application of Vernon H. and
Virginia L. Baker seeking new am on 540 kc, 1
kw D, remote control trans., amended to change
power to 500 w, change ant. -trans, location and
change type trans. Announced Jan. 31.
New Richmond, Wis. — Application of Radio St.
Croix Inc. seeking new am on 1590 kc, 1 kw D,
amended to change power to 5 kw and change
type trans, and ant. system. Announced Feb. 1.
Existing Am Stations ...
ACTIONS BY FCC
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WHYY
Montgomery, Ala. — Charles W. and
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Connie L. Holt, 1440 kc. Changed from WSFA.
KNLR
Littlekc.Rock, Ark. — Arkansas Valley Bcstg.North
Co., 1380
KUTY
Palmdale,
Calif.— Palmdale Bcstrs.,
1470 kc.
KSAY
Francisco,
— Grant R. Wrathall,
1010
kc. San
Changed
from Calif.
KPOO.
WHYS
1370
kc. Ocala, Fla.— Marion County Bcstg. Co.,
WKIS Orlando, Fla.— Central Florida Bcstg. Co.,
740 kc. Changed from WORZ.
KUKU
1330
kc. Willow Springs, Mo.— Radio Station K,
WTLB Utica,
N. Y.— Star Bcstg. Co., 1310 kc.
Changed
from WGAT.
WMSJ Sylva, N. C— Harold H. Thorns, 1480 kc.
990WTIG
kc. Massillon, Ohio— Massillon Bcstg. Co.,
WBRX
Pa. — Columbia County Bcstrs.
Inc.,
1280 Berwick,
kc.
WCNG
Inc.,
540 kc.Canonsburg, Pa. — Douglas & Assoc.
KAML Kenedy, Tex. — Camel Co., 990 kc.
Changed from KENN.
KOYL Odessa, Tex.— Mid- Cities Bcstg. Co.,
1310 kc. Changed from KPBX.
KSOX Raymondville, Tex.— Hale Schaleban &
Van N. Culpepper, 1240 kc.
KEPR Kennewick-Pasco-Richland, Wash. —
KWIE Inc-, 610 kc. Changed from KWIE.
APPLICATIONS
KENA Mena, Ark. — Seeks mod. of license to
change hours of operation from unl. to 6 a.m.
to
6 p.m. weekdays
Announced
Feb. 4. and 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. Sundays.
WMMA Miami, Fla. — Seeks mod. of cp (which
authorized
new Announced
am) to change
studio
location.
Feb. 1.ant. -trans, and
WRUS Russellville, Ky. — Seeks cp to replace
expired cp which authorized change frequency
from 800 kc to 610 kc and decrease power from
1 kw to 500 w. Announced Feb. 4.
WILA Danville, Va. — Seeks mod. of cp to
change ant.
nounced-trans,
Feb. 1. location and ant. system. AnWPGC Morningside, Md. — Seeks mod. of cp
to change ant.-trans. location to Walker Mill
Road, .3 mi. from Marlboro Pike, Oakland, Md.
Announced Jan. 31.
KXLF Butte, Mont. — Seeks cp to install new
trans., change studio location and operate trans,
by remote control. Announced Jan. 31.
KVOC Casper, Wyo. — Seeks cp to move ant.trans. location and operate trans, by remote
control. Announced Jan. 31.
New

Fm

Stations . . .

APPLICATIONS
Goshen, Ind. — Goshen College, 91.1 mc, .391 kw
unl. P. O. address % J. F. Swartzendruber, GoInd. operating
Estimated cost
constructionshencostCollege,
$1,930,Goshen,
first year
$1,500.
Proposed
facility
will
operate
as
non-commercial
educational station. Announced Feb. 1.
Existing Fm Stations . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KDBX (FM) Los Angeles, Calif.— WHM Bcstg.

Gates

Radio

Co., 105.1 mc.
KPCS College
(FM) Pasadena,
Junior
District, 89.3Calif—
mc. Pasadena City
WORZ (FM) Orlando, Fla.— Central Florida
Bcstg. Co. 100.3 mc. Changed from WKIS (FM).
WMHC of(FM)
Mass—
&
Trustees
Mt. South
HolyokeHadley,
College,
89.1 President
mc.
KENN-FM San Antonio, Tex.— Radio KITE
Inc., 97.3 mc. Changed from KAML-FM.
APPLICATIONS
KRCV (FM) Santa Barbara, Calif. — Seeks mod.
of cp (which authorized new fm) to change ERP
to 10 kw, ant. height to -754 ft. and studio and
trans, location to 204 W. Carrillo St., Santa
Barbara. Announced Feb. 4.
WXHR (FM) Cambridge, Mass. — Seeks mod. of
license to change station location to Boston,
Mass. Announced Feb. 6.
WHLM-FM Bloomsburg, Pa. — Seeks mod. of
cp (which authorized new fm) to change ant.
height above average terrain to 597 ft. and make
changes in ant. system. Announced Feb. 4.
Richmond, Va. — Union Theological Seminary
seeks mod. commercial
of cpeducational
(which
nonfm) authorized
to change new
frequency
to 91.9 mc. Announced Jan. 31.
Ownership Changes . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
WLOF Orlando, Fla. — Granted acquisition of
control by Harris H. Thomson from John W.
Kiuge for $130,662. Mr. Thomson, Washington,
D. O, financier and present 15% owner of WLOF,
will own 52%. Announced Feb. 5.
KALB-AM-FM Alexandria, La. — Granted assignment of license from Alexandria Bcstg. Co.
to T. B. Lanford tr/as Alexandria Bcstg. Co.
Corporatenouncedchange.
No change in control. AnFeb. 5.
WTOE Spruce Pine, N. C. — Granted acquisition
of control by Tom N. Cooper through purchase
of 17.5% stock from W. V. Sizemore, et al. He
will buy 31 shares for $100 each plus 6% from
date of issue and will own 58.8% of outstanding
stock. Announced Feb. 5.
WSTV-AM-FM Claremont, WTSN Dover,
WTSL Hanover, WKBR-AM-FM Manchester, all
N. H. — Granted acquisition of control by William
J. Rust Jr., through purchase by licensee corporations and individual stockholders of approximately 33% held by William J. Barkley in each
of four licensees for total price of $175,000. Mr.
Rust 5.will own 63-76% of stations. Announced
Feb.
WNCC Barnesboro, Pa. — Granted acquisition
of negative control by William J. Thomas
through purchase of 25% from LeRoy W. Stauffer
who will Pa.
trade
Mr. Thomas'
in WNCC.
WD AD
Indiana,
Mr. for
Thomas
will own stock
50% of
Announced Feb. 5.
KLAM Cordova, Alaska — Granted acquisition
of positive control by Charles L. Buck and Dona
M. Buck through purchase of stock from Claude
E. Turner Jr. for $1,600. Bucks, present 44.2%
owners, will own 55.7%. Announced Feb. 5.
APPLICATIONS
WJHB Talladega, Ala. — Seeks assignment of
license from W. K. Johnston, James Hemphill

Company,
OFFICES IN

NEW YORK, WASHINGTON,

quincy, Illinois, u s. a.
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and Ned N. Butler d/b as The Confederate Bcstg.
Co. to The Confederate Bcstg. Co. through sale
of 15% to Joe A. Armbrester for $2,500. Mr.
Johnston and Mr. Hemphill each retains Y3 share.
Mr. Butler will own 18%. Announced Feb. 6.
WGFS Covington, Ga. — Seeks assignment of
license from Georgia Bcstg. Co. to R. William
and Betty Jean Hoffman for $30,000. Mr. and Mrs.
Hoffman are (50%) owners of WKBL Covington,
Tenn. Announced Feb. 4.
WTWA Thomson, Ga. — Seeks acquisition of
control by Frank F. Hash through purchase of
15.2% from Edgar Kobak for $3,800. Mr. Hash,
gen. mgr., will own 55.2% and Mr. Kobak 36.8%.
Announced Feb. 6.
WASL Annapolis, Md. — Seeks assignment of
license from Norwalk Bcstg. Co., Norwalk, Conn.,
to WASL Bcstg. Inc. Corporate change. No
change of control. Announced Feb. 4.
WNSLto Laurel,
license
Voice of Miss.
the —NewSeeks
Southassignment
Inc. throughof
sale of 48% stock to James G. Walters and William E. Jones Jr. (each 24%). Present 100% owners Joseph W. Carson and Frank E. Holladay
will own 26% each. Announced Jan. 31.
Hearing

Cases

. . .

FINAL DECISION
Abilene, Tex. — FCC by order of Feb. 6 modified
an examiner's
initialgranting
decision application
and made itof effective immediately
Key
City Bcstrs. for new am on 1280 kc, 500 w D, in
Abilene, Tex.; trans, to be operated by remote
control. Announced Feb. 6.
INITIAL DECISIONS
WHIL Medford, Mass.; Willimantic, Conn. —
Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion issued initial
decision looking toward grant of applications of
WHIL for increase power from 1 kw to 5 kw, on
1430 kc D and Windham Bcstg. Co. for new am
station on 1400 kc, 250 w unl. in Willimantic,
Conn., and denial of application of Robert A.
Mensel for new am on 1430 kc, 500 w D in
Willimantic. Announced Feb. 6.
Rochester, Minn. — Hearing Examiner Herbert
Sharfman issued initial decision looking toward
grant of application of Rochester Bcstg. Co., for
new am on
nounced Feb.12704. kc, 500 w D, in Rochester. AnRoutine

Roundup

. . .

January 30 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
KFXJ-TV Montrose, Colo. — Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 3-1-57.
KWGB-TV Goodland, Kan.— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 5-20-57.
KAVE-TV Carlsbad, N. M.— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 8-22-57.
License to Cover Cp
KLTV (TV) Tyler, Tex.— Seeks license to cover
cp
tv. which authorized change facilities of existing
RENEWAL OF LICENSE
WCNX Middletown, WHAY New Britain, both

ALLEN

Conn.; WFAU Augusta, WLAM Lewiston, WPOR
Portland, WAGM Presque Isle, WTVL Waterville,
all Me.; WHDH Boston, WBOS Brookline, WACE
Chicopee, WCAP Lowell, WBSM New Bedford,
WPLM Plymouth, WTXL West Springfield, all
Mass.; WTSV Claremont, WGIR Manchester,
WKBR Manchester, WOTW Nashua, WWNH Rochester, WJOY Burlington, WIKE Newport, all
N. H.; KTEC-FM Oretech, Ore.
January 31 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
KLVI Vivian, La. — Seeks mod. of cp (which
authorized new am) to extend completion date.
WVET Rochester, N. Y. — Seeks mod. of cp
(which
to
extendauthorized
completionchange
date. ant. -trans, location)
License to Cover Cp
KLAK Lakewood, Colo. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized change frequency, power,
hours and install new trans, and DA-N.
WJCM Sebring, Fla. — Seeks license to cover cp
which authorized change frequency, increase
power, change hours and install new trans.
WFBR Baltimore, Md. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized install old main trans, as
auxiliary
to 5 kw. trans, and increase power from 1 kw
WFAX Falls Church, Va.— Seeks license to
cover
install cpnewwhich
trans.authorized increase power and
RENEWAL OF LICENSE
WESX Marblehead, Mass.; WNRI Woonsocket,
R. H.I.; WSYB Rutland, Vt.; WMOU-FM Berlin,
N.
REMOTE CONTROL
WYTI Rocky Mount, Va.
February 1 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
WMAY-TV Springfield, 111.— Seeks mod. of cp
(which authorized new tv) to extend completion
date
to 8-28-57.Billings, Mont.— Seeks mod. of cp
KOOK-TV
to extend completion date to 4-20-57.
License to Cover Cp
KCRG-TV Cedar Rapids, Iowa— Seeks license
to cover cp which authorized new tv.
RENEWAL OF LICENSE
KIBH Seward, Alaska; WCCC Hartford, Conn.;
WAAB Worcester, Mass.; WCRB Waltham, Mass.;
WHIM Providence, R. I.
February 4 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
WDHF Chicago, 111.— Seeks mod. of cp (which
authorized new fm) to extend completion date.
KTVF (TV) Anchorage, Alaska— Seeks mod. of
cp to extend completion date to 9-1-57.
KTLD (TV) Los Angeles, Calif.— Seeks mod.
of cp to extend completion date to 5-1-57.
WWLP (TV) Springfield, Mass.— Seeks mod. of
cp to extend completion date to 6-1-57.
WPTZ (TV) North Pole, N. Y.— Seeks mod. of
cp to extend completion date to 8-26-57.
WSEE Erie, Pa.— Seeks mod. of cp to extend
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MUrray Hill 7-4242
CHICAGO
35 East Wacker Drive
Chicago 1, Illinois
RAndolph 6-3688

completion
to 9-1-57. Pa.— Seeks mod. of cp
WCMB-TV date
Harrisburg,
to extend completion date to 8-26-57.
WTAP (TV) Parkersburg, W. Va.— Seeks mod.
of cp to extend completion date to 9-1-57.
License to Cover Cp
WGIL Galesburg, 111. — Seeks license to cover
cp which ant.
authorized
change ant.
-trans,
location,
increase
height, change
ground
system
and
operate trans, by remote control.
February 5 Applications
RENEWAL OF LICENSE
WBIS Bristol, WMMW Meriden, WAVZ New
Haven, all Conn.; WGUY Bangor, Me.; WORL
Boston, WMNB North Adams, WJDA Quincy,
WESO Southbridge, all Mass.; WKXL Concord,
N. H.;ton, Vt.WADK Newport, R. I.; WBTN BenningJanuary 31 Decisions
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner John C. Doerfer
Broadcast
Bureau
— Granted
extension of time
to Feb.
4 to filepetition
commentsfor with
respect to petition for immediate consideration
and partial grant filed by WSTV toe, in matter
of application of Ohio Valley Bcstg. Corp., for
new tv (ch. 12, WBLK-TV Clarksburg, W. Va.),
and for transfer of control of that corporation
from News Pub. Co., Wheeling, W. Va., to WSTV
Inc., Steubenville, Ohio. Action Jan. 29.
Broadcast Bureau — Granted petition for extension of time to Jan. 30 to file opposition to
petition for review filed by Friends of Good
Music in matter of assignment of license and cp
of station WGMS Bethesda, Md., and license of
station WGMS-FM Washington, D. C. Action
Jan. 29.
By Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham
Rollins Broadcasting of Delaware Inc.; Franklin Broadcasting Co., Philadelphia, Pa. — Granted
petition of Rollins for dismissal without prejof its Franklin
am application
and retained
ingudicestatus
application.
Action inJan.hear29.
By Hearing Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison
Daytona Beach, Fla. — Ordered that prehearing
conference
is scheduled
Feb. 12Corp.,
re amDaytona
application of Volusia
CountyforBcstg.
Beach. Action Jan. 29.
KLAS Las Vegas, Nev.; KCMJ Palm Springs,
Calif. — Granted joint motion for continuance of
prehearing
their Jan.
am applications
from Feb. 1 conference
to March 1.onAction
29.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
KSLM Salem,
Ore. from
— Granted
motion
tinuance of hearing
Feb. 20
to Mayfor 20,con-re
its am application. Action Jan. 29.
The Windham
Co., record
Willimantic,
Conn. —of
Granted
petition Bcstg.
to reopen
for purpose
correcting testimony in proceeding on its am
application, ct a!; record is reopened for sole
purpose tached
of to receiving
corrections
which were
atpetition and
immediately
reclosed.
Action Jan. 29.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
Tv equipment — FCC has revised its Radio
Equipment List, Part A, showing transmitters,
translators, and monitors acceptable, as of Feb.
1, for use in tv broadcast service, provided opin accordance
with Commission's
and thateration istechnical
specifications
listed arerules
not
exceeded. "Type acceptance" is required for
listing of transmitters,
approval"
necessary
for translatorandand"type
monitor
listings.is
Copies will be available for inspection at Comoffices in Washington,
field offices.mission'sAnnounced
Feb. 5. D. C, and at
By the Broadcast Bureau
Actions of February 1
KEPR-TV Pasco, Wash. — Granted license for
tv station (ch. 19); ERP vis. 8.52 kw, aur. 4.27 kw.
Wash.—
forKREM-TV
tv station Spokane,
(ch. 2); ant.
840 ft.Granted license
kw.KFAR-TV Fairbanks, Alaska— Granted license
for tv station (ch. 2); ERP vis. 5.37 kw, aur. 2.69
KGMB-TV Honolulu, Hawaii — Granted license
for tv station (ch. 9); ERP vis. 77.6 kw DA, aur.
46.8 kw DA; ant. -150 ft.
Walla WaUa, Wash.— Granted license for
amKHIT
station.
amKARY
station.Prosser, Wash. — Granted license for
KUEN Wenatchee, Wash. — Granted license for
am station; condition.
KGRO Gresham, Ore. — Granted license for am
(Continues on page 125)
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PROFESSIONAL

CARD

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
xecutive Offices
735 De Sales St., N. W. ME. 8-5411
offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
tfashington, D. C.
ADams 4-2414
Member AFCCE*

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE*

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-01 1 1
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
NTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
i O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE*

A. D. RING & ASSOCIATES

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
L. H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1001 Conn. Ave. Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE*

PAGE, CREUTZ,
STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
710 14th St.,
N. W. 5, Executive
Washington
D. C. 3-5670
303 White Henry Stuart Bldg.
Mutual 3280 Seattle 1, Washington
Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER AM-FM-TV
4806 MONTGOMERY LANE
WASHINGTON 14, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

3EO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
610 Eye St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
xecutive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE*

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924
Member AFCCE*

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

A. E. TOWNE ASSOCS., INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

RUSSELL P. MAY
11 14th St., N. W.
Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE *

JOHN

Member AFCCE*

B. HEFFELFINGER

401 Cherry St.

Hiland 4-7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

SERVICE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
'. O. BoxPhone
7037
JacksonKansas
3-5302City, Mo.
Broadcasting

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence courses.
Write For Free Catalog, specify course.

Telecasting

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
821 MmRKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

J. G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

Member AFCCE*

IREC

TOR

RALPH J. BITZER, Consulting Engineer
Suite 298, Arcade Bldg., St. Louis 1, Mo.
Garfield 1-4954
"For Results in Broadcast Engineering"
AM-FM-TV
Allocations • Applications
Petitions • Licensing Field Service

Y

RADIO ENGINEERING COMPANY
CONSULTANTS
— Specialists
in
Television
— Radio allocations
— installations field — antenna measurements — AM
— UHF — VHF "will consider investing with
Norwood J. Patterson, Owner
new
1111 applicants"
Market Street San Francisco, Calif.
MArket 1-8171
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday
preceding publication date.
Situations Wanted 20^ per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 254 per word —
$2.00 minimum.
All other classifications 30tf per word — $U-00 minimum • Display ads $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 1735 DeSales St. N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance
risk. Broadcastat owner's
to box numbers
etc., sent
All transcriptions,
please).expressly
separately,
or return.
theirsentcustody
for are
or responsibility
any liability
repudiates photos,
ing • Telecasting
RADIO

RADIO

Help Wanted

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)

Managerial

Salesmen

for hard hitting sales manUnusual or opportunity
ager station manager in metropolitan area.
Box 148E, B-T.

Immediate opening for experienced salesman
with ability to write good copy. Established
5000 watt fulltime independent, one station market, upper south. 15% commission and liberal
draw. You will be given exclusive territory and
take over present accounts bringing you over
$6,000. Aggressive worker with ideas for small
market radio can make $9,000 to $10,000. Chance
to advance to sales manager and higher. Prefer
married man, 25-35, from Virginia-Carolina area
who wants to settle in small city. Send complete
details, references, education, experience, present
income, photo, and marital status in first letter.
No phone calls. Tom Gannaway, WRAD Radford,
Virginia.

with
New Jerseyand"spot"
excellentcommission
Sales manager
override.
t. Salary,
independen
Box 342E, B-T.
suburban Washington, D. C, stamanager,
Sales tion
needs two fisted go-getter. Big future for
live wire. Box 416E, B-T.
music staindependent, daytime
Young man for strong
on sales. Salary and pertion Must be
centage. Box 442E, B-T.
Manager wanted immediately for a radio station
only). Must be man with ability
(lkwselldaytime
to
and announce, and with experience in
Good sala radio
general
ary andoperation
commissionof to
right station.
man. Send reply
to Box 459E, B-T.
Central Texas 1000 watter needs good commercial
manager, strong on local sales, some board work,
above average salary and commission. Good
medium market. Write Box 497E, B-T.

Immediate opening for man with minimum six
months experience. Will pay up to $75 per week
to start. 40 hour week, overtime pay, vacations,
etc. Must have car. Excellent opportunities for
advancement within chain. Send tape, resume
and photo. Box 678C, B-T.

Manager for 5kw daytime Florida station. Only
top proven manager considered. Heavy emphasis
on sales ability. Draw, percentage of profits.
Write your own check. Write full details. . . .
WDDT, Greenville, Miss. Enclose
Ross
recentCharles,
picture.

Glib DJ-wanted. $600 a month. Seek DJ
spectacular vernacular; Crosby-type banter
slang
phrases.
No rock
'n' roll.in Just
pops
standards.
Wanted
by station
Midwest.
345E, B-T.

Salesmen
Experienced salesman: Best small city operation
in the middle west. Kilowatt daytimer in single
station market offers $400 per month guarantee
for three month minimum. Incentive plan asminimum "salary"
per month
after sures
guarantee
period. ofWill$300match,
dollareven
for
dollar, up to $1,500 in new sales. Commission
setup pays up to 40%. Personal interview necessary for selected applicants. Box 440E, .B-T.
Southwest territory. Ideal climate. Great opportunity. Drawing account against percentage. Box
443E, B-T.
Morning
— salesman
for small,
fastam.growing
southeast man
Florida
cost network
fulltime
Good
account list. Salary and commission average
$115 weekly past two years. Management and tv
potential. Box 477E, B-T.
Account executive for music-news. Guarantee
$125.00 per week (not draw), or 15% whichever
is greater. No ceiling on earnings. Number one
Pulse station. No restricted list. Two other salesmen presently making $12,000 per year. Send
full information to Box 479E, B-T.
A real challenge for a real gentleman-salesman
in southwestern Pennsylvania. One hundred percent cooperation from management to mature,
down-to-earth, experienced radio spot and time
seller. 250 watt indie with average acceptance
wants higher-than-average billings. Draw plus
commission.
apply— which
unless will
you be
can investisupply
best
possible Don't
references
gated. Must be honest, reliable, sold-on-selling
radio and ready to settle down. Box 486E, B-T.
Salesman. Guarantee against twenty percent.
KWIN, Ashland, Oregon.
Top-rated,
years20%Mutual
affiliateagainst
offers draw.
productive15salesman
commission
Good future. Write full details. WHIT, New Bern,
N. C.
Now! Salesman, and salesman-announcer! If
you're
want you!
pay! Immediate
opening!goodPaulwe Parker,
WLAS,TopJacksonville,
N. C.
Page 120
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RADIO
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Experienced
announcer.
Omaha-Council
Bluffs independent
music KSWI,
and news.
Salary $125.
Contact Bob Hallgren.
Combo anouncer-engineer. Must have engineering experience. WALY, Herkimer, N. Y. New
Collins equipment.
Ideal opportunity with progressive, growing group.
Good announcer with first class license for new
stationing.inMinimum
growing
chain. Emphasis
on announcof engineering
and maintenance.
Top
pay
and
excellent
chance
to
manager of one of our new stations. advance
Send tape,to
picture, resume to Manager, WARF, Jasper,
Alabama.
Experienced morning man to specialize in local
and wire news, sports, markets. Top pay for top
ability. WCMY, Ottawa, Illinois.
Florida Gulf Coast CBS affiliate has immediate
opening for experienced DJ who knows music,
strong on commercials. Mail audition tape and
resume to WINK, Kenneth M. Parke, Fort Myers
Broadcasting Company, Fort Myers, Florida.
Radio announcer, WKDA, Nashville, Tennessee.
Top Hooper in market. Need air salesman who
knows how to follow orders and carry out station policy. Send tape and resume of experience
to H. L. Glascock, WKDA, Nashville, Tennessee.
Announcer-DJ — $100.00 week and up, to man
strong on country and western and familiar
with gospel and passable on news. This man
will work shift heavy with sponsored programs.
Station is operated by owner-manager, is leader
in rich rural market, and is building top-flight
staff for group operation. Selling not required
but will pay 20% commission. WKUL, Cullman,
Alabama.
Immediately!
and announcer-salesman! Must beAnnouncers,
good! Car necessary.
Pay good!
Tape, resume. Paul Parker, WLAS, Jacksonville,
N. C.
Announcer who can operate own board. WLDB
Mutual, Atlantic City, New Jersey.
Morning man immediately for established NBC
station. WMRF, Lewiston, Pennsylvania.

Leading eastern independent needs two announcers, mid-morning and evening. A minimum
of three years
experience.
Send resume
experience, background
and expected
salary.of Will
contact you later if audition tape desired. Applicants in the New York area contact Mr. Earl
Harper at King Edward Hotel for personal interview, February 18 through 22nd. Box 369E, B-T.

Good announcer
— mustnative
have intelligence,
good voice — humor,
no regional accent. Quick
education and experience. Up to $100 weekly
to start for responsible man with initiative and
imagination.
Opportunity
to tryTape,
new ideas.
sonal interview
necessary.
resumePer-to
WPVL, Painesville, Ohio.

Announcer with Storz, Noemac experience. EastB-T.
ern station going lokw. Send tape. Box 415E,

Experienced? Hired! Sell tux. Phone WTAY,
Robinson, Illinois.

Experienced
learn sales. Only
station in town. announcer
1000 watt toPennsylvania.
Accounts
to start. Box 462E, B-T.
Illinois kilowatt wants experienced announcer
age 25 to 40 with several years of solid commercial experience for staff announcing position.
News gathering and writing ability helpful. Liberal bonus, sick benefits, pension plan, with wellestablished independent. State age, education,
experience in detail, references. Personal interview required. Box 474E, B-T.
$150 a week — for DJ with enthusiam in voice.
Rhyming intros. Breezy glib delivery, but not
rock 'n' roller. Wanted by midwest station. Box
542E, B-T.
Immediate opening for newsman-announcer at
midwest 1000 watter. Must be able to gather,
write local news. $400.00 per month to right man
who can eventually take over news directors
job. This job offers opportunity and security.
Box 545E, B-T.
KODY, North Platte, Nebraska, needs top announcer with first class license. Excellent salary. Emphasis on announcing. Progressive NBC
outlet. Contact John Alexander.
Experienced announcer for popular independent.
Town 90.000. $400.00 month. Full information to
KOLE, Port Arthur, Texas.

Announcer-engineer — western, New York soon 5
kilowatts. WWHG, Hornell, New York.
Wanted: Two announcers with first class ticket.
Write Box 485, Aberdeen, Maryland.
Technical
5000 watt station in the deep south has opening
for combination, good enginer, good announcer,
single station market. Pleasant working conditions, good pay. Floaters or drifters need not
apply. State your qualifications in first letter.
Box 516E, B-T.
First class engineer-announcer needed for new
500 watt ditions
Indiana
directional.
living conwith potential.
Send Pleasant
tape, background,
B-T.
and salary requirements first letter. Box 544E,
50,000 watt south Texas station wants transmitter
engineer who is looking for permanent job with
stable organization. Even though similar jobs
may be available many places, our recreation
land and its pleasant year-round vacation climate
makesary this
one unique.
Send toqualifications,
salrequirements
and photo
Chief Engineer,
KGBT, Harlingen, Texas.
Immediate opening for engineer-announcer with
first-class ticket. Regional station in ideal northwestern city. Churches, schools, recreation facilities all excellent. Send tape and resume to Roy
Vance, Radio Station KGEM, Boise, Idaho.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

RADIO

RADIO

RADIO

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical

Situations Vf^anted — (Cont'd)
Managerial
Do you need — manager/sales/program/promotion/special events? Proven ability, stable, presently employed. Box 528E, B-T.
West Coast!
Successful
3 stations. General
manager sales
and manager
owner of ofanother
desires sales or management position in southern
California — either radio, tv or agency. Presently
B-T.
living in San Diego (health reasons). Box 536E,

Engineer-announcer — central Texas 1000 watter,
nice physical plant. Above average salaTy, excellent working conditions, some board work. Write
Box 498E, B'T.
Technical
— wanted
engineer
at radio General
KWIZ,
Santa Ana.
. . . chief
Contact
Hal Davis,
Manager.
Wanted immediately
engineer-announcer must have — acombination
first class ticket.
Good
salary. Send your tape and data to L. Lansing,
WBRV, Radio, Boonville, New York.
Mature, responsible,
engineer-announcer for work atexperienced
beautiful mountain
fm
transmitter. Single man. Car necessary. Starting
pay $70.00 per week plus comfortable quarters
and excellent meals. Responsible job with future. Send photo, references, full resume experience and interests. WMIT, Charlotte, N. C.

Employed successful station manager under 35
desires change.
some of small
the best
operators in modernTrained
radio. byMedium,
market
billings Vi million. Top references. Prefer warm
climate. Proven record. Commercial manager in
metropolitan considered. Box 537E, B'T.
Salesmen

Programming-Production, Others
PD with news and commercial background for
5 kw Ohio station. Send complete information
about yourself and previous experience. Box
301E, B'T.
Copy chief for midwest regional power station in
medium sized city. Must have experience, will
supervise copy department. Outstanding opportunity for right gal or man. Salary commensurate
with ability. Send resume, picture, samples of
writing to Box 487E, B'T.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager or assistant — experienced in sales, programming, sports play-by-play, news and music.
College grad, family man, 29. Top references.
Texas or Louisiana. Box 429E, B'T.
Successful former station owner-manager and
FCC employee wants to get back into radio. Has
excellent background. Will consider salary, commission or stock arrangement. Box 452E, B«T.
Successful working manager desires relocation
due to change in ownership. No urgency but
seeking opportunity to put extensive knowledge
of independent station operation to good use.
Strong ten year background in sales, programming, promotion. Top references guaranteed.
Five figure man. Box 489E, B«T.
Attention Minnesota stations : Mature, hard-working sales manager. Solid background in all
phases. All inquiries answered. Box 490E, B-T.
Sales manager— personally sold over half million
dollars worth of local time in one year! Only
progressive management with sound product
need apply. All replies held in confidence. Box
521E, B-T.

Make

your RADIO

First Class
Grantham Training Is Best
Grantham School of Electronics specializes in preparing students to pass FCC examinations. We train you quickly and well.
All courses begin with basic fundamentals
— NO previous training required. Begincommercial (not amateur)
licenseners getin1st12class
weeks!
Learn by Mail or in Residence
You can train either by correspondence or
in residence at either division of Grantham
School of Electronics — Hollywood, Calif., or
Washington, D. C. Send for free booklet.
MAIL

COUPON

TO

Salesman — DJ, 15 years experience. Salary requirements nominal. References. Box 524E, B'T.
Announcers
Personality-DJ — strong commercials, gimmicks,
etc., run own board. Steady, eager to please. Go
anywhere. Box 109E, B'T.
Baseball,
basketball, football, play - by - play
B'T.
sportscaster. Seven years experience. Box 246E,
Sports director. Employed southwest. Heavy
play-by-play all major sports. Seek baseball
tie-up. Resume. Box 454E, B'T.
Personality DJ, who knows music and plays the
best. Warm, friendly style. Strong sports and
B-T.
news. College grad. $100 per week. Box 467E,
DJ, newscaster, 5 years, fine voice, first phone,
tape. Box 476E, B-T.
DJ who can sell, 3 years experience, prefer
northeast. Family. Box 485E, B-T.
5 year man — family — presently employed. Solid
background all phases radio. Interested investing money small stock holder tv-radio anwhere
in country. Tape-references — personal interview.
Box 492E, B-T.
Combo man, first phone. One year experience.
Strong on news and commercial. Prefer northeast
area. Presently employed. Box 493E, B'T.
Experienced
disc jockey-vocalist.
Featured
singer on television
and radio. Handle
interviews.
Experienced sales and combo operation. Desire
locating as vocalist and disc jockey. College education. Administrative ability. Box 494E, B'T.
9 years experience announcing, disc jockey,
operation and news. Desire good steady location
anywhere in Michigan, Indiana or Ohio. Presently
employed. Box 499E, B'T.

and TV future secure
with a
F.

C.

C.

License
Recent graduates, the
nere
longthey
I7/,rp'(* rruuj.
Prn/)< f how
license
grot,them.
and
it took

License Weeks
D. Seigler, 216 Dowling, Walterboro, S. C 1st 10
Tim Marek, P. O. Box 9167, Suitland, Md 1st 13
J. E. Murphy, Wesley Hotel, Wash., D. C 1st 12
Richard Jones, Station KGHF, Pueblo, Colo. ..1st 13
W. D. Mains, 6332 S. Paramount, Rivera, Calif. 1st 12
B. A. Willms, 1401 E. Muriel, Orlando, Fla. ...1st 12
W. Reynolds, 328 V£ Wash. Bl., Venice, Calif. ..1st 12
Joe C. Davis, Waynesboro, Miss
1st 11
SCHOOL

NEAREST

YOU

GRANTHAM
SCHOOLS,
Dept. 12-A
821 19th St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
or
1505 N. Western Ave., Hollywood 27, Calif.
Please send me your free booklet, telling how I can get my FIRST CLASS
FCC license quickly. I understand there is no obligation and no salesman
will call.
Name
.City.
Address.
.State.
I am interested in: □ Home Study □ Resident Classes
Broadcasting
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Situations Wanted — ( Cont'd )
Announcers
Now in 4th year with midwest indie. Interviews,
emcee, telephone quiz, board. 26, vet, married.
Southwest preferred. All offers considered. Write
Box 500E, B'T.
Four years experience. Rythm and blues and
spirituals DJ. Tapes available. Will travel. Box
505E, B'T.
Announcer looking. Fine references, background.
Experienced sportscaster, news, disc jockey.
Family. Box 508E, B-T.
Experienced combo announcer desires west coast
location. Employed as chief and news director
on network
(Denver
FamilyCollege
man. Commercial, sports,
news area).
and music.
grad.
Advertising background. Box 512E, B'T.
Chief announcer — midwest tv, 13 years experiradio-tv, community theatre direction. ConB-T. ence
sider offers in these fields or related. Speech and
dramatics graduate, University Iowa. Box 515E,
Top play-by-play sportscaster desires to associate
permanently with good station. 9 years experience, 8years present job. Also strong news, commercials, programming. Prefer Texas but will
consider all southwest, midwest. Box 518E, B'T.
Announcer — interested in midwest area. Experienced. Heavy on news, commercials, can operate
console. 3y2 years college, steady, non-drinker,
dependable. Audition tape and photo available.
Box 520E, B'T.
Free! (With services of announcer) DJ, sales,
continuity. Inexperienced, but ambitious. Great
potential. All offers considered; northeast only.
Act now. Box 522E, B-T.
New 250 fulltime Ids area for lease. Excellent
husband-wife operation. Box 523E, B'T.
(Continued on next page)

Making

Friends . . ♦

Influencing

People

Employers like our prompt
friendly service. They look first
to BROADCASTERS for solution
of every personnel problem because each candidate's qualifications are clearly set forth in a professionally prepared resume and
report of reference investigation.
Each candidate has been carefully
screened by specialists who KNOW
radio and television.
Placement clients soon become
* our friends. They like the personal attention we give to the furtherance oftheir careers, our lower
* fees and ready willingness to 5
WORK in their behalf.
EXECUTIVE & STAFF LEVELS
CONFIDENTIAL CONTACT
NATIONWIDE SERVICE
BROADCASTERS

EXECUTIVE

I PLACEMENT SERVICE, INC.
333 Trans-Lux Bldg.
724 Fourteenth St., N. W.
x
Washington 5, D. C.
:xx:
ZXK.
IXJC
0
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RADIO

RADIO
Seldom

Does

Opportunity
Knock

Than

More

Once

. .

Every so often we run into
a "natural" radio buy for experienced broadcasters who
want to expand or strike out
on their own. For example:
Location — A booming city of
100,000 in a border state
Power — 5,000 watt daytimer
Affiliation — Independent
Market — Signal reaches a million people
Gross in 1956-^.90,000
Profit in 1956—1*4,000
Equipment — 185 foot tower on
rented ground at $200 a quarter. Station owns transmitter
building with Schafer remote
control
unit. New Collins
transmitter and modern equipment in air-conditioned studio
renting at $175 monthly.
Monthly payroll— $2,200
Price — Owner selling for good
reason.
Wants
$25,000 to
$40,000 down, with full price
depending on cash payment
and terms.
We

can negotiate this property quickly for the first
qualified buyer.

AILEN

AND

KINDER

COMPANY

Negotiators for the Purchase and Sale
of Radio and Television Properties
Washington
1625 Eye, Street, N.W.
New York
60 East 42nd Street
Chicago
35 East Wacker Drive
Page 122
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National 8-1990
Murray Hill 7-4242
Randolph 6-3688
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Situations Wanted — ( Cont'd )
Announcers
Want all night show. Afternoon sales work. References. Interview. Travel. Box 525E, B-T.
Attention: Las Vegas, Reno, South California
and the southwestern United States. Announcer,
DJ, strong, news, commercials, desires money
for his services. Presently employed. Tapes on
request, all inquiries answered promptly. Hard
worker, progressive ideas. 2 weeks notice. Box
526E, B-T.
Wanted: A break getting started as announcer.
No experience, but excellent training. Strong on
sports, good preformance with commercials,
news, records. Box 529E, B-T.
Young experienced announcer, excellent voice,
desires
new position. Prefer south or southeast.
B-T. minimum.
$85
Presently employed. Box 531E,
Announcer, Negro. SRT grad. Little experience,
lots ambition. Strong commercial, DJ. Tapes
available. Box 532E, B-T.
Announcer.
2\'2 years
collegesports,
and commercial
experience. DJ,
copywriter,
production.
Box 533E, B-T.
10 years experience, college graduate — radio
major,
sports director;
college-high
school program
football,andbasketball,
baseball.
Combo
work, special events, DJ, some tv. Past president
Junior Chamber of Commerce, Quarterback
Club, Commander DAV. Excellent references by
employer-sponsors. Box 539E, B-T.
Young combo, first phone, family man, sober,
over year experience. Harry Height, 2515 McGavock, Nashville, Tenn. 44-6-1853.
Announcer-personality. Three years experience.
Desireslentposition
station.BoxExcelreferences, with
tape. progressive
Tom Hopkins,
775,
Bernards
ville,
New
Jersey.
Bernardsville
8-0538
after 6 p.m.
Negro disc jockey seeks job in radio. Experienced
college, vet. Will travel. Write: Fred McMorris,
2028 Walton Avenue, Bronx 53, New York.
Young announcer — youthful, peppy delivery. Can
attract and hold young audience. Tape and
resume available. Will travel. Bob Schneider,
1601 East Willow, Wheaton, Illinois.
Announcer — two years experience. DJ — sales —
sports — news. Want permanent position in Rocky
Mountains or northwest with progressive station.
Prefer market over 15,000. 475 South Cansoa
Ct., Denver, Colorado.
No bones about it, I want a position in your
station. Experienced in announcing, DJ and sales.
Prefer local or regional. Box 326, Scott City,
Kansas.
Experienced first phone morning announcer.
Available
care of WABV,
Abbeville, immediately.
S. C. Gladstone"R",
9-3875.
Technical
Engineer - announcer, experienced chief,
power to 50kw am and fm available soon.
449E, B-T.
Recent 1st phone. Broad experience in radio
tv servicing. Age 25, married, responsible
sober. Prefer midwest area. Arden Ramsey,
N. Central, Park Rapids, Minnesota.

low
Box
and
and
118

Programming-Production, Others
Family man seeking permanent job with definite
advancement opportunity with Texas am-only;
long experience production, programming, news
gathering, newscasting, announcing. Prefer small
town! Box 417E, B-T.
Top-notch program director seeking connection
with radio and/or television station, thoroughly
experienced — excellent background. Plays piano
and organ. Box 453E, B-T.
Top market experience. Radio-tv newscaster.
Ten years. References. Tape to best offer. Box
457E, B-T.
Sportscaster-PD. Managerial experience. University graduate. Want staff announcing or combo
announcing-executive. Desire permanence. Box
506E, B-T.
Male news.
copywriter.
Regular "Guy
Friday".
Spots,
local
Some air-work.
Excellent
references.
Samples on request. Anywhere except northeast.
Box 507E, B-T.
Experienced
promotion-public
relations-special
events
man available.
Well known
in network,
motion picture and agency circles. Know all
phases
radio-tv
promotion-public
relations-speB-T. cial events. Finest industry references. Box 534E,

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Programming-Production, Others
Experienced news director, versatile DJ, mobile
special
events,
continuity,
Excellent
voice,
creative,play-by-play,
dependable.etcetera.
Desire
major market permanency, only. Dick Landfield,
2820.
4740 Winthrop, Chicago, Illinois. Sunnyside 4TELEVISION
Help Wanted
Salesmen
Fine midwest television station with CBS and
NBC. This is an opportunity to advance in a
fine community. Fine prograrnming and adjacencies to sell. Excellent production. Send full
details with photograph to Box 439E, B-T.
Announcers
Established Texas vhf needs top-flight announcer
strong on news and commercials and able handle adlib shows. Permanent. Good salary. Send
tape, photo, complete resume and present earnings. Box 437E, B-T.
Experienced staff announcer for east coast vhf
network station. Good pay and working conditions. Write Box 501E, B-T.
Technical
Miami vhf station needs three tv technicians to
replace key personnel who have transferred.
Must be thoroughly experienced all phases
studio, remote and maintenance broadcast equipment with 1st class FCC license. Salary commensurate
experiencedesired
and ability.
details including
salary
in first Give
letter. all
Apply
Box 517E, B-T.
Programming-Production, Others
Medium market — openings director, continuity
writer — state salary requirements— send examples
of your work. Excellent opportunities — many
benefits. Box 435E, B-T.
Experienced television copywriter, man or woman, needed for top vhf network operation .Write
Box 502E, B-T.
Need at once, experienced man or woman television continuity writer. Send samples and complete resume of experience with references and
photograph to Gary Ferlisi, Program Director,
KSBW-TV, Box 1651, Salinas, California.
Wanted radio-tv newsman-photographer. Progressive,
with station
basic NBC-TV
programming andgrowing
the vhf
top radio
in area needs
joint newsman. Must be worker, have car, and
reasonable
of photography.
This position offers knowledge
real challenge
to right person.
Also
must be able to report news on air. No major
announcing shift required except to air certain
newscasts. Please
send tape,
picture,
full 701,
information to Richman
Lewin,
P. O.andBox
Lufkin, Texas.
Tv producer-director. Must have commercial tv
station experience. Send complete resume with
picture and salary requirements to: Steve Briggs,
Program Manager, WISH-TV, 1440 North Meridian Street, Indianapolis 2, Indiana.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Over 7 years tv sales experience. Currently
sales manager medium competitive market. Top
billings as salesman — total billings up 48% as
sales manager. Ready now for that one job thats
just right. It might be as General Manager, small
market; sales manager, large market; salesman,
major market or with leading rep firm. Must include opportunity for growth and earnings. Age
34, married,
college
ences. Box 504E.
B-T. graduate. Excellent referWell known newspaper executive want change to
television-advertising. South or midwest prebut consider
anywhere.
ness andferred,personal
record.
Long onExcellent
experiencebusi-in
national field. Box 513E, B-T.
Salesmen
Employed successful radio manager desires
change toerences.
tv selling.
Proven warm
record climate.
and top Box
refUnder 35, prefer
538E, B-T.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

FOR

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — ( Cont'd )
Announcers
Experienced radio announcer seeks move to television. Prefer am-tv starred station. Please state
salary. Box 378E, B«T.
Announcer, experienced in all phases of the business, available. Box 406E, B-T.
Experienced, employed first class radio announcer desires west coast tv. Strong commercials and news. Box 511E, B-T.
Technical
Studio engineer — 33 — 5 years experience, first
phone, good references. Married, will travel.
Looking for permanent situation. Box 235E, B-T.
Engineer, 1st phone, experienced in am and tv
operation and maintenance. Midwest preferred.
Box 535E, B-T.
Programming-Production, Others
Newsman — experienced newsman currently employed midwest, seeking better position with opportunity for advancement. Completely familiar
with SOF,
silentownfilm,local
and news
still programs,
news photography. Conduct
live
and film. Experienced police beat, and in direction and planning of on-the-spot newsfilm coverage. Also experience in sports, including playby-play. Thirty, married, not a drifter. Can furnish excellent references. Box 405 E, B«T.
Tv producer-director-newscaster
ployed major market vhf desires
sition. Full experienced all phases
Two years with present employer.

presently empermanent potv production.
Box 430E, B«T.

SALE

WANTED

Equipment
Vidicon multiplexer— RCA TP-11. New condition
complete with mirrors and accessories. Chief
Engineer, KARD-TV, Wichita, Kansas.
One GE BF-3-A lOkw final amplifier and power
supply. Includes four 5518 final amplier tubes.
First offer of $1,500 takes it, you move it. KFMLFM, 262 Filmore Street, Denver 6, Colorado.
Remote unit, in good condition, complete KTR100 with tripods and rack mounted receiver control unit less video and sync equipment. Truck
is GMAC and equipped to accommodate one or
two camera remote operation. Contact KSHO-TV,
Fremont Hotel, Las Vegas, Nevada.
Stainless
512' guyed
tower,ready
vhf to
or ship.
uhf, A-4
ing, excellent
condition,
One light6181,
two
6161
tubes,
unused.
Make
offer.
WCOS,
Columbia, S. C.

Complete DuMont multiscanner including power
supplies, projectors light source, etc. One DuMont stabilizing amplifier. 9 channel switcher,
DuMont sync, generator. All equipment in excellent condition used approximately two years.
Will make excellent price. Will accept
cash time
payment, station stock or will trade equipment.
For further details, contact Harry Travis, WNEMTV, Bay City, Michigan.

Excellent condition. RCA limiter 86-A1. Scott
Dynamic
Illinois. noise suppressor 910-C. WSOY, Decatur,

Experienced film director available May 1.
Thorough knowledge all phases film department
operation, including buying and scheduling.
Finest references. Please give particulars first
letter. Box 495E, B«T.

REL lOkw. fm amplifier with power supply.
remote control unti. RCA disc recorder. 250 Gates
watt
WE am transmitter. For details contact Jack
Ikner. WSTP, Salisbury, N. C.

Programming, 5 years experience all phases production. 3years producer-director, night operations supr., production manager, assistant program director. Best references. Box 514E, B-T.
24 years old, aggressive, energetic and enthusiatic
man desires change. Thoroughly experienced in
all phases of photography. Presently employed
in tv news department as photographer. Box
530E, B«T.

BUY

Equipment
Wanted: RCA console,
model 76b4, 76b5. 76D,
good
condition, complete with power supply.
Oregon.
State condition, age, and price. KTJGN, Eugene,
Fm transmitter, 1-3-5-10 kw, associate equipment
Edwin Kennedy, WILM, Wilmington, Delaware.
Wanted — 250 or 1000 watt transmitter for Conelrad operation. Station KDAN, P. O. Box 1058,
Eureka, California. Phone HI 2-0611.
I want to buy RCA, or Gates lkw. Transmitter
in good condition . . . please address to: Radio
Station XEAW, Apdo 628, Monterrey, N. L., Mexico.
INSTRUCTION
FCC first phone in 12 weeks. Home study or residentwood,
training.
Our and
schools
are locatedD.in C.HollyCalifornia,
Washington,
For
free booklet, write Grantham School of Electronics. Desk H-B, 1505 N. Western Avenue,
Hollywood 27, California.
FCC first phone license. Start immediately.
Guarantee coaching. Northwest Radio & Television School,
ington, D.C. Dept. B, 1627 K Street, N. W., WashFCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed
instruction by master teacher. Phone FLeetwood
2-2733.
Elkins Radio
Drive, Dallas,
Texas. License School, 3605 Regent
RADIO

General Electric 250 watt am transmitter, type
BT-20-A, model 4-BT-20-A1, with 2 sets of tubes,
excellent condition, $1,200.00. Three crystals,
thermocells, GE type, thermocell heater 6.3v AC,
50/60
1340 kc,unit,
one 1460 kc,new,
$75.00$300.00.
each.'
Collinscycle—
42E-5twotuning
Contact Charles Lawrence,5 kw,
WRAD,
Radford,
Virginia.

Ambitious, young director hamstrung by seniority
situation in top 12 markets. Full experience live
studio and remote. Desires change. Box 488E,
B-T.

TO

Help Wanted
Salesmen

OUTSTANDING

SALES OPENING

Leading Eastern independent operating 24
hours per day, plans to add additional Account Executive to present staff. Fast growing
market offers excellent drawing account
against 15% commission. Members of present
sales staff now earning better than $10,000
per year. Market has barely been tapped.
Send resume to

Closeout of 40 never-used 16 inch transcriptio
cabinets— heavy steel Globe-Uernicks; drawern
type; each holds 200 discs— regular price $75.00—
while they last, $29.95— F.O.B. Cincinnati. StandTranscriptions, 360 N. Michigan Aveardnue,Radio
Chicago.

Box 370E, B*T
Applicants in the New York area contact
Mr. Earl Harper at King Edward Hotel for
personal interview, February 18 through 22.

For sale: 435 foot self-supporting Truscon Tower.
Now in storage. Contact U. L. Lynch, Technical
Director,
Nebraska. Farm & Home Radio, Grand Island,

Cameraman desires directorship. Seven years top
vhf station production experience. College graduate. Box 541E, B>T.
Available immediately, practically-trained, topflight production personnel, all categories. Call
Northwest First. Northwest Radio & TV School,
1221 NW 21st, Portland 6, Oregon. Also Hollywood, Chicago, Washington, D. C.
FOR

SALES

SALE

MANAGER

§
§

WANTED

Stations
Southern

Southern New England single station 500 watt.
Fulltime 5 kw available. Gross $72,000. $100,000,
29^B-T. down. Ideal for owner-operator. Box 510E,
Tv and am stations now available in Southwest.
Written inquiries from principals invited. Ralph
Erwin. Licensed Broker. Tulsa.

major market

CBS — VHF

Station is seeking

aggressive Local Sales Manager.

Must have history of

proven

sales market,

success, in Television

sales

Southern New England single station 500 watter.
manager. $35,000. Terms if you qualify. Contact
Bob Hoskinson, 331-34 Oklahoma Natural Building. Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Knapton Business Brokers.

supervision, administration, training and direction. All

The Norman Company, 510 Security Bldg., Davenport. Iowa. Sales, purchases, appraisals, handled
with care and discretion, based on operating our
own stations.

financial requirements,

Write now for our free bulletin of outstanding
radio and tv buys throughout the United States.
Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 6381 Hollywood Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

replies confidential.

Box
A

■~&~> vC?"'

Send

full details, first letter

photo direct to
.>46E.

~6>~-

B*T

§
§

§

§
§
§

-/^r- -S^1- '-/5>~' %
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Announcer

ONE OF THE NATION'S
GREAT STATIONS NEEDS DJ
In Jim Winters, I've got one of the really top
boys in the East. I need his double and don't
think Bangor is East Lynne — It's a balling
town. This is a real sharp operation and if
you're a real sharp guy with both feet on
the deck, we can get together. Send information, tape and photo to
Lee Gorman
Vice President & General Manager
WABI & WABI-TV
P.S. Remember — This is Radio only. I can
get all the TV announcers I need.
Situations Wanted
Managerial

MANAGER— SALESMAN
Have successfully combined both Management and Sales. Commercial policy based
on recorded spot production including
singing jingles. Highly successful record
of personal sales and sales management.
Can bring other key sales personnel along.
Years of Radio and TV experience. Will
substantiate self-confidence with investment if desired. Presently in "MusicNews" Sales Management. Want greater
opportunity in Southwest or California.
Available for personal interview.
Box 519E, B*T
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General
Manager
AVAILABLE FOR TV AM OR BOTH
This well known executive of television and
radio has successfully filled top management
and V.P. position for sixteen years in major
market. He's exceptional in sales, programming and promotion; very valuable in public relations and community affairs. As President of his associated Corporation, I would
be pleased to recommend him and arrange
personal interview with interested operators
and this man who is seeking a new connection because of conditions beyond his or
our Corporation's control.
Box 496B, B»T
Page 124
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For Sale — Florida
Successful station in rapidly growing
market. Price is substantial, but purchaser
will realize excellent return. Only those
with good financial background need inSend replies to: Box 503E, B«T

DEEJAY
Experienced Radio-TV, Syntd Columnist
Ballroom Oprtr, 70,000 Teenagers Yearly. This 30 Year Old (Master's Degree) Is
Ready For a Top 15 Market Announcer
and/ or Deejay Slot.

quire.
Equipment

Box 491E, B»T
Tape, Photo & Complete Resume Kit
I
Programming-Production, Others

Tom

Bennett has raised the ratings of a 50KW from 3% to
200% in the past two years.
Tom Bennett has had success in
both network and local operations— success gained in 20 years
of experienceTom Bennett has the overall
know-how to put your station or
group back on top.
Reach him at R. D. #3, Allison
Park, Pa. Phone (Pittsburgh)
SOuthfield 7-5541.
TELEVISION
Situation Wanted
Programming-Production, Others
FILM MAGICIAN!
From a "cool hot-dog to a white
phant"— can create film that
SELL IT! TV film producer—
mate knowledge all phases. Now
ployed. Samples available.
Box 527E, B«T
FOR

elewill
intiem-

SALE

Stations
FOR
WEST

TOP-FLIGHT

SALE

Stations

Situations Wanted — ( Cont'd )

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
| RADIO
SALESMEN??
§ Money-making opportunity. Expand£ ing top-rated indie, regional, music
j station needs experienced salesmen
§ desiring five-figure income. All in§quiries answered confidentially. Young
working owner knows radio thoroughy& ly.
team
radoBuilding
and othermanagement
properties. No
blueColosky,
? but top money and incentive to dediy cated, producer, under 36, with me& dium or small market experience,
? married, energetic, ideas, very salesy minded and can prove before and after
& employment sales ability to qualify for
§ later sales-management, or manage, ment. No back slap hucksters, or boy
§ geniuses. Genuine, responsible sales& men who have already learned that
good things in life come to those who
"work" for them. Tell all and enclose
photo. No fantasy, just facts.
BOX 464E, B»T

FOR

SALE
COAST

A PAIR of TOP "MUSIC AND NEWS
STATIONS" in the TWO TOP MARKETS of the State. A great opportunity for an owner- manager to
currently . . . $50,000.00 per year
income. Potential TWICE that amount.
Total price for the PAIR, $300,000.00.
Only inquiries from reputable purchasers with substantial financial background who can fully identify themselves will be acknowledged. Requires
substantial down payment. Reason for
sale, expansion into large operations.
Send replies to
Box 540E, B»T

TRADE-IN TRANSMITTERS

|

* RCA 5DX 5KW air-cooled transjj- tuned
mitter toin 1480
goodkc
condition. Price
$6,500.00
J Same, except tuned to your freJ quency
$6,995.00
J 1000 Watt Transmitters
*- Gates BC-1E 1KW transmitter in
* good condition, tuned to 1600 kc .$2,545.00
J Famous Gates BC-1F 1KW transJ
2 yearstuned
old and
in
J mitter,
excellentonly
condition,
to 1440
J kc
$3,845.00
*- Raytheon RA-1000 1KW transmitJtter,
8
years
old
and
in
good
con* dition, tuned to 1330 kc
$2,595.00
J Collins 20V 1KW transmitter, about
J 5 years old. tuned to 1290 kc
$3,500.00
J 250 and 500 Watt Transmitters
* Gates BC-500GY 500 watt transJ mitter, only 18 months old, now
J on 1280 kc
$2,645.00
J mitter,
Gates BC-250GY
250 old,
wattnow
transa*,
about 4 years
on
* 990 kc
$1,595.00
J
250 now
watt ontrans* General
mitter, 8 Electric
vears old,
1400
J
$1,495.00
J kc
RCA 250 watt transmitter, 8 years
ji. old, now on 1230 kc. With tuning
jl.
unit Price
and used RCA 76B console.
J Lot
$2,450.00
*- Transmitter only
$1,495.00
J
For factory tune-up
any 5DX),
of the includabove
T transmitters
(except for
model
J ing proof of performance and crystal to
J your frequency, add $150.00 to above
J Above
prices.
transmitters all FCC approved
*■ and with one set of tubes, one crystal
Jf- and oven. Subject to prior sale. Terms
Jt- 25%
with order, balance at time of delivery.

*
*■*
.w
J
I
J
£
+
-jc
-jr.
*
*
1r
*
^
?
£
*
J
*
*
J
J
M£
-if.
■¥
*
£
-fc
-jc
-fc
*-jc
?
J
Tc

J
J
J

+
$
*

Write, wire, or phone
Robert Kuril
Gates Radio Company

*
2-8202
BaldwinIllinois
Tel.Quincy,
J
j£
J
^★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★Tlrt

For

Sale

Radio station co-axial equipment consisting of: 14-20 foot lengths of 1%
inch copper co-axial line, 1-end seal,
23-center conductor connectors, 25rubber seal rings, 25-line hangers, 25line clamps, 5-tower clamps, 1-Jones
Micromatch, miscellaneous bolts and
nuts for assembly line. Made by Communication Products Co. Material
available for inspection Monday
through Friday from 8:00 AM to 4:00
PM.
"as-is",Department,
"where-is."
MakeTerms:
offer Cash,
to Salvage
Room 100 Administration Building,
Michigan State University, E. Lansing,
Michigan.
Broadcasting
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Continues from page 118
station; condition.
KITN Olympia, Wash. — Granted license for am
station.
K AIM Honolulu, Hawaii — Granted license for
am station; condition.
KORD Pasco, Wash. — Granted license » for am
station.
KAGT Anacortes, Wash. — Granted license for
am station.
KQIK Lakeview, Ore. — Granted license for am
station.
KSPR Casper, Wyo.— Granted cp to change
studio location and increase ant. height by adding tv ant.; condition.
Actions of January 31
Following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WROM-TV Rome, Ga., to
8-9; WFRV-TV Green Bay, Wis., to 6-1; WDEFTV Chattanooga, Tenn., to 6-2; WKAR-TV East
Lansing, Mich., to 8-15: WJMR-TV New Orleans,
La., to 8-2; KVIP (TV) Redding, Calif., to 8-21;
KNBT-TV Brownwood, Tex., to 8-6; WICC-TV
Bridgeport, Conn., to 7-1: WMGT (TV) Adams,
Mass., to 7-2; KWK-TV St. Louis, Mo., to 8-13;
WKNX-TV Saginaw, Mich., to 4-2.
Actions of January 30
KTRH Houston, Tex. — Granted license covering changes in DA-D.
WELI New Haven, Conn. — Granted license covering increase in D power, install new trans, and
change ant. system; condition.
WANA Anniston, Ala. — Granted cp to change
ant.-trans. and studio location, make changes in
ant. (increase height) and ground system.
Following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: KFXJ-TV Montrose, Colo.,
to 3-1; WTWV (TV) Tupelo, Miss., to 8-1;
WNAO-TV Raleigh, N. C, to 5-1; KOLO-TV
Reno, Nev., to 8-1; WMUZ Detroit, Mich., to 7-31;
WPSR Evansville, Ind., to 5-1.
Actions of January 29
WAVZ New Haven, Conn. — Granted license
covering change frequency, hours and install
DA-N; condition.
WYTI Rocky Mount, Va. — Granted authority
to operate trans, by remote control.
WWSW-FM Pittsburgh, Pa. — Granted mod. of
SCA to install subcarrier generator, etc.
KTVH (TV) Hutchinson, Kan. — Granted cp to
change ERP to vis. 316 kw, aur. 158 kw, change
type trans, and install new vis. and aur. amplifiers.
Following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WOAK Royal Oak,
Mich., to 5-20; KODE-TV Joplin, Mo., to 8-1;
WIBW-TV Topeka, Kan., to 4-1; WFIE (TV) Evansville, Ind., to 7-1; WNDU-TV South Bend,
Ind., to 8-1.
Actions of January 28
WTIQ (TV) Munford, Ala.— Granted license for
FOR

SALE — (Cont'd)

noncommercial educational tv station (ch. *7).
KODIerate trans,
Cody,
— Granted
by Wyo.
remote
control. authority to opKSEL-FM Lubbock, Tex.— Granted mod. of cp
to change frequency to 93.7 mc.
WCRB-FM Waltham, Mass.— Granted mod. of
SCA — multiplex
lation unit, etc. basis — to change make of moduKWWL Waterloo, Iowa — Granted extension of
completion date to 5-2.
WSUR-TV San Juan, P. R.— Granted extension
of completion date to 6-27.
KATV (TV) Pine Bluff, Ark.— Mod. of cp
authorizing 316 kw vis. ERP, 158 kw aur., cancelled 1-22-57. (Request of attorney.) Announced
Jan. 28.
February 6 Decisions
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham
Hearings
—
Ordered
hearings shall
commence in following that
am proceedings
on dates
shown: Q Broadcasting Company, Phoenix, Ariz.,
on March 4; Northwest Broadcasters Inc., Bellevue, Wash, and Rev. Haldane James Duff, Seattle,
March4. 26; WBEL Beloit Wis., on April
2.Wash.,
Actionon Feb.
By Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham
B. J. Parrish,
Pine will
Bluff,be Ark.
hearing
conference
held— Ordered
on Feb. that
7, rea
am application. Action Feb. 4.
By Hearing Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison
Broadcast
Granted
sion of time Bureau
from —Feb.
11 topetition
March for
20 extento file
proposed findings of fact and conclusions, and
on
examiner's
own
motion,
ordered
that
for filing reply findings is extended from time
Feb.

25 to que,April
applications
of KOB
N. M., 3.forre mod.
of cp and
for Albuquerlicense to
cover cp
as
modified
and
for
authority
to determine
operating
power
by
direct
measurement.
Action Jan. 31.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
Broadcast Bureau — Granted petition for extension of time to Feb. 11 to file proposed findings re am applications of Great South Bay
Bcstg. Co., Islip, N. Y., et al. Action Feb. 1.
By Commissioner Richard A. Mack
WPGA
West ofPoint,
— Orderedandthatproceeding
application for mod.
cp isGa.dismissed
cancelled (cp cancelled at request of permittee
on Nov. 28, 1956). Action Feb. 5.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
Kermit
F. Tracy, Fordyce,
Granted motion for continuance
of hearingArk.in —proceeding
on
its am application and that of Jefferson County
Bcstg.
Co., 19Pineto Bluff,
hearing
from Feb.
March Ark.;
4. Action
Feb.is 5.continued
Ken-Sell Inc. and Florida Keys Bcstg. Corp.,
Key West,
Fla.that
— Onhearing
hearing scheduled
examiner'sfor own
tion, ordered
Feb. mo-13,
re am applications,
is continued
determined
later. Action
Feb. 5. to date to be
February 6 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License to Cover Cp
KXLU (FM) Los Angeles, Calif.— Seeks license
to cover
cp (whichfm).authorized new non-commercial educational
Renewal of License
WKNB New Britain, Conn.; WSAR Fall River,
WBEC Pittsfield, WPEP Taunton, all Mass.;
KTOY (FM) Tacoma, Wash.
Renewal of SCA
WXHR (FM) Cambridge, Mass.

UPCOMING
February
Feb. 14: ANA Radio & Television Advertising
Workshop, Plaza Hotel, New York.
Feb.
15-17:in New
ChapterSomerset
of American
Women
Radio England
& Television,
Hotel,
Boston.
Feb. 21-22: Second annual conference, state association presidents, Mayflower Hotel, Washington, D. C.
Feb. 22: Annual awards dinner, Voice of Democracy. Washington, D. C.
Feb.
26:
RCA Consulting
Seminar,
Hotel Statler,
Washington, Engineers'
D. C.
Feb 27: United Press Broadcasters of MassaPutnam and Thurston's Restaurant,
Worcester,chusetts,
Masss.
March
March 8: Ohio Assn. of Radio and Television
Broadcasters, Biltmore Hotel, Dayton.
MaTch 10-11 : Texas Assn. of Broadcasters, San
Antonio.

March 13-16 : Assn. of National Advertisers, spring
meeting. The Homestead, Hot Springs, Va.
March 18-21: Annual convention and engineering
City. Institute of Radio Engineers, Waldorfshow,
Astoria
and New York Coliseum, New York
March 20-21:
Michigan Hotel
Assn. Olds,
of Radio
and Television Broadcasters,
Lansing.
March 20-22: Continental Advertising Agency
Network, Rickey's Studio Inn, Palo Alto, Calif.
April
April
7-11:Chicago.
NARTB annual
May convention, Conrad
Hilton,
April
Annual meeting
American
Assn. 25-27:
of Advertising
Agencies,of thetheGreenbrier,
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
April 25-28: Annual convention, American Women
in Radio
St.
Louis. & Television, Chase Park-Plaza Hotel,
May 13-15:tronicsAeronautical
and Navigational
national conference,
Dayton, Ohio. Elec-

Equipment
TAPE RECORDERS
All Professional Makes
New — Used — Trades
Supplies — Parts — Accessories
STEFFEN ELECTRO ART CO.
4405 W. North Avenue
Milwaukee 8, Wise.
Hilltop 4-2715
America's Tape Recorder Specialists
EMPLOYMENT

SERVICES

TOP JOBS— TOP PEOPLE
We have, or will find, just the person or
iob
you'reM. looking
Contact
E. Stone,for.Manager ....
NATIONAL RADIO & TELEVISION
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
5th floor, 1627
'K' St.
Washington,
D. C—
RE NW.
7-0343
Broadcasting
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BROADMSASTiMG

THE business weekly of radio and television

1735 De SaleS Street> N- W- Washington 6, D. C.
TELECASTING
PLEASE START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH THE NEXT ISSUE.
5 □ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
$7.00
° □ 52 weekly issues and BROADCASTING Yearbook-Marketbook 9.00
u □ 52 weekly issues and TELECASTING Yearbook-Marketbook 9.00
5 Q 52 weekly issues and both Yearbook-Marketbooks 11.00
□ Enclosed
Q Bill
title /position
city
company name
address
Please send to home address
February 11, 1957
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EDITORIALS
Legal

But

Liable

ACCORDING

to extensive research by the Senate Elections Subcommittee, radio and television networks and stations devoted
49,546 minutes of free time to political broadcasting in the two
months preceding last November's elections.
That is a lot of time — roughly $5 million worth by our conservative estimate.
But even more time would have been donated, we suggest, if
broadcasters had not been restricted by federal law from presenting
politics fully and intelligently.
Unless Section 315 of the Communications Act is repealed, we
predict that considerably fewer than 49,546 minutes will be donated
to political broadcasting in the next national election. No sensible
person could blame broadcasters if they gave no time at all to
politics* considering the trouble they invite when putting politicians
on the air in either paid or free time.
Take the experience of WDAY-TV Fargo, N. D., which was
reported in B»T last week. Complying with Section 315, the
station aired a paid political speech by a partyless candidate who had
no earthly chance of figuring in the election. As it turned out, he
polled 937 votes out of a total of 244,161. In the speech, the candidate identified his Republican and Democratic opponents with Communist associations. The candidate and the station have now been
sued for $150,000 libel damages.
This, as we pointed out last week, is the classic test of the idiocies
of Section 3 1 5, since WDAY-TV was acting precisely according to
the letter of that law by (1) giving equal opportunity to all candidates
for the same office and (2) respecting the law's prohibition against
censoring a candidate's speech. It is this kind of law that can incite
respectable people to anarchy.
Not only in its own interest but that of every broadcaster — and
indeed of the public — WDAY-TV has decided to defend the suit
until a definitive decision is reached. Assuming the plaintiffs are
equally determined, this case could become the most significant in
the history of political broadcasting. WDAY-TV has been offered,
and deserves, the support of the NARTB. There is no better way
the NARTB could spend its members' money.
But it may take years for the WDAY-TV case to reach finality.
Meanwhile, there is another — and bigger — job to be done. The
Congress must be persuaded to erase Section 315 from the books.
It will take tremendous persuasion, indeed, but the objective is
more than worth the cost and effort.
Needed:

Another

Solution

IT IS a dilemma of the first order that William Esty Co. has concocted in asking station representatives to supply, for each of
their radio clients carrying Esty business, a notarized copy of the
station logs for the 7-8:30 a.m. periods in the week of Jan. 21-25
[Closed Circuit, Feb. 4].
There can be no question, is seems to us, that an advertiser has
a right to know that he is getting what he is paying for. Magazines
and newspapers supply checking copies, and it would be immature
of broadcasters to expect their buyers to accept them on faith
alone. Thus the Esty request, on its face, is not entirely out of
order. But in practice it could create far more difficult problems
than it conceivably could solve.
Although the Esty letter did not explain its purpose, the intent
is not hard to see. Clearly Esty fears that some of its spot business
is getting kicked around by some stations. With radio once more on
the rise, and with the early-morning hours the hottest in the radio
business day, it is obvious that Esty wants to make sure that stations on which it buys time are not overloading these periods.
NBC Radio's new hourly newscasts, since they're co-sponsored by
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co., have
given Esty concern in
the same way; the agency made clear some weeks ago its fear that
stations clearing the NBC newscasts in early morning time would
"bump"
give adequate
protection
Tobacco or
Co.notbusiness
within those
hours. to Esty-placed Reynolds
Whether the network newscast situation brought Esty's action
to a head, or whether it is merely symptomatic of a broader fear
that stations are trying to cram too many spots into too little time,
remains for the moment a moot point. Either way, broadcasters
Page 126
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Drawn for BROADCASTING • TELECASTING by Sid His
"Don't you worry, Leroy — we'll keep you busy servicing black-and-white
sets. You can't help it if you're color blind!"
owe it to themselves as well as to their clients to make a continuing
re-examination of their spot scheduling practices, to be sure that
they are not allowed to get out of hand.
This of course does not solve the dilemma posed by the Esty
request. Although Esty unquestionably has a right to know that
it is getting what it orders, the request for logs could quickly become a staggering — perhaps unbearable — burden for stations if
all spot advertisers exercised their equal right and made the same
request. The paper work would become incredibly enormous — and
expensive — with stations quite possibly having to set up entirely
new "departments" to handle the job. Where the agencies and
advertisers would store such mountainous files presumably would be
their own warehousing problem.
The fact is that radio stations, unlike newspapers and magazines,
have not priced themselves to cover such a potentially expensive
"service." Many would almost inevitably be forced to raise rates.
And there would still remain the inability of any printed records to
reflect accurately and fully the character of wholly aural programming. Printed program schedules tell only sketchily what has gone
on the air; they cannot tell how good it was.
Thus monitoring strikes us as a much superior approach from
the standpoint of agency, advertiser, and station. If agencies think
they are not getting a fair shake, or if they merely want to make
sure that they do, monitoring services are available in many areas
or, as Esty apparently has done to some extent, they can have their
own people make spot checks from time to time. Logs can show
quantity, but tapes or personal listening will reveal quality as well.
And in the end it is the quality that attracts listeners — and potential
customers of the advertiser. The agency must know about that, too.
Welcome

Mats

For

Both

THOSE who would argue the relative merits of film vs. live
television have a new factor to consider — the NTA Film Network, which two weeks ago landed its first national sponsor for a
library of pre-1948 movies [B»T, Feb. 4]. Such a sponsorship
arrangement had been in prospect for months, but can be considered
a reality now that cash is on the line.
The proponents of each side see theirs as the dominant program source of the future. We see no reason for making a
choice. As the medium expands, as it must, there will be ample
room for all. In fact, it will have more than ample need for all,
as that expansion itself will be dependent upon enlarged sources of
program product.
Each type of programming has unique characteristics which the
other cannot duplicate. Both fulfill entertainment and/ or information requirements of the medium, and both draw audiences. You
can get statistics to cite that each can beat the other in head-to-head
competition, but we suspect that such competition will result not
in a single survivor but in each improving its product. That, of
course, is an objective to be desired.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

SATURDAY

AFTERNOON

REALLY

7s

WBAL-TV's

in BALTIMORE

r

PROGRAMMING

STANDS

OUT!

3:00
HOPALONG
CASSIDY
Participating Sponsorship
3:30
BUFFALO

BILL,

JR.

Sponsored by Mars Candy
4:00
77th BENGAL LANCERS
Sponsored by General Foods
4:30
SKY
KING
Sponsored by National Biscuit
5:00
ROY
ROGERS
Sponsored by General Foods

solid

shows

5:30
ANNIE

a

6:00
FOREIGN LEGIONNAIRE
Sponsored by Chunky Chocolates

for

co-ordinated

OAKLEY

Sponsored by Carnation's Friskies

3s

hour
family

block

of

viewing

by Jarrett "Patches"

Lickle

Veteran of Godfrey's Talent Scouts and Kaptain Kangaroo
WBAL-TV

Saturday afternoon programming is outstanding . . . solid

with favorite shows popular with the entire family! "Patches" as M.C.
throughout the afternoon gives it the festive appeal of one big party.
Many of these shows are available for participating or co-sponsorship.
Your nearest Petryman, or any of the fellows at WBAL-TV Sales will
gladly give you complete information.

WBAL-TV

Channel

7 7 BALTIMORE

Nationally represented by The Edward Petry Co. Inc.
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as

%

0

8
Save

BY

as

much,

USING

OR

as

MORE

Want to cover a great big 80% of Michigan's
9V2 billion dollar market? You can . . . and most
effectively with Knorr Broadcasting Corp.'s 4
powerful community stations. Here, in a 15 county area,
News-Music-Sports minded listeners keep their
radios tuned to the stations that offer the most of what
they want most! And, Knorr stations are, by actual
survey, the best dollar buy in each of their 4 rich markets!

KN

BUY ALL 4 STATIONS
Save
BUY ANY

3 STATIONS
Save

BUY ANY

KNORR

WRITE

OR

WIRE

HEADLEY-REED

BROADCASTING

10%

2 STATIONS
Save

CALL,

15%

5%

TODAY

CORPORATION

How

to build

Bowling is the
570's Big Aggie
570 highlights
WNAX Bowling

and

keep

bigtime pastime in WNAXLand. And each year WNAXthe sport by sponsoring the
Tournament.

In the past 7 years : 60,000 bowlers have competed for $175,000 cash, and $36,000 merchandise prizes.

WNAX-570

a radio

audience

This year: 8,000 bowlers will try for $28,000
cash, $5,000 merchandise prizes.
And all the 2i4million people in Big Aggie
Land can follow the tournament's progress
each day on Les Davis' "Today in the World
of Sport"
number
do. over WNAX-570. A tremendous

Sports promotion like this is one of the ways
builds and keeps one the best radio audiences in America.
BIG AGGIE LAND
l?0 counties in parts of
5 states in the Mid
West's Great Upper
Missouri Valley.
660,950
families
with
$2.8 billion
to spend.
80% of them3 tohear7
WNAX-570
times a week.

Represented by Katz

WNAX-570
CBS
Yankton, South Dakota
A Cowles Station.
Under the same management as KVTV Channel 9,
Sioux City, Iowa.
Don D. Sullivan, General Manager.

• ••a

on

New

Hi-Sign

Michigan's

Skyline!
Now... maximum

tower

( 1023

feet)

maximum

power

( 100,000

maximum

outstate

watts)

coverage

Located in the geographical center
of Michigan . . . completely surrounded
by populous cities and thickly settled
urban and farm areas ... an enviable
spot occupied exclusively by WJIM-TV.

Lansing
Saginaw
Bay

City
Flint

Pontiac
Ann

Arbor

Jackson
Battle

Channel

6

Lansing

Creek

Kalamazoo

NBC.

.CBS.. .ABC

Grand Rapids
Mr. Pleasant
Midland

Represented
PETERS, GRIFFIN,

by

WOODWARD

INC.

Published every Monday, with Yearbook Numbers (53rd and 54th issues) published in January and July by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 1735
DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.

This

one

television

station

delivers

four

standard

metropolitan

area

markets

• 917,320

TV

• 989,605

plus

sets

families
CHANNEL

• 3Vi million people
• $3%

billion retail sales

• $5%

billion annual

8

MULTI-CITY

MARKET

income

WGALTV
LANCASTER,
NBC

Page 4

and

PENNA.
CBS

STEINMAN STATION
Representative:

• Clair McCollough, Pres.

The MEEKER
New York
>s Angeles

Company,

• February 18, 1957

Inc.
Chicago
San Francisco
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NEW FIELD FOR AB-PT • Electronics
manufacturing may be in future of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres. ABPT now has interests in three small research, development and manufacturing
firms which have stable of top scientific
talent. From this stable has come prototype of powerful transistor potentially valuable in broadcasting. If gadget proves
practical, it will be put into production.
B»T
AGENCY media executives are beginning
to express concern that tv stations are slipping in too many spots — and trying to
hide that fact. One official said he'd been
shown log of southern station which on its
face appeared to be in order but that he
later discovered station was scheduling additional spots without logging them. Other
executives are fearful that practice is growing.
B*T
AWAITING VACANCIES? • Appointment of former Congressman Harris Ellsworth (R-Ore.) as member and probably
chairman of Civil Service Commission, effective March 1, does not necessarily preclude his eventual move to FCC if and
when Republican vacancy occurs. Mr.
Ellsworth, Roseburg, Ore., publisher and
former part owner of KRNR, expressed
desire for FCC appointment when consulted by White House officials after his
loss to Democratic opponent. He thought
himself best qualified for that agencv
[B«T, Dec. 31].
B»T
ALSO very much in running for any FCC
Republican vacancy is George H. Clinton,
Parkersburg, W . Va., broadcaster who
served as chairman of radio and television
committee in that state during last campaign. He recently has been informed that
he's in line, it's reliably learned. Meanwhile, FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey still has not made up his mind
whether to seek reappointment. His present term expires June 30.
B»T
PULLEN PROMOTION • Weston C.
Pullen Jr., head of Time Inc.'s expanding
broadcast activities, reportedly due for elevation to Time Inc. vice presidency in immediate future, continuing in charge of
radio-tv affairs. Among his most recent
accomplishments was negotation of $15,750,000 purchase of three radio and three
tv stations from Bitner interests [BoT, Dec.
24, 1956], FCC application for which is
expected to be filed within few weeks.
B»T
WA YNE COY, whose health for while had
beclouded exact extent of his future role
in Time Inc. radio-tv affairs, now has doctor's go-ahead and is expected to head corporation which, following Time Inc. acquisition of Bitner properties, would operate

Broadcasting

•

recasting

WFBM-AM-TV Indianapolis and WTCNAM-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul. He's currently president and co-owner with Time
Inc. of KOB-AM-TV Albuquerque, which
they've sold to Stanley Hubbard's KSTP
Inc., subject to FCC approval.
B»T
CRASH LANDING? • Look for legislation to be introduced in Senate to prohibit
certificated airlines from entering business
activities other than that in which they
are primarily engaged. Bill would be sure
to get thorough airing before Senate Commerce Committee's Aviation Subcommittee
headed by Sen. A. S. Mike Monroney (DOkla.), who made futile request to FCC not
to act on Miami ch. 10 contest (in which
National Airlines was awarded tv permit)
without consulting Civil Aeronautics Board
and without Senate hearing on principle of
airline, as firm eligible for government subsidy, receiving tv permit. Sen. Monroney
said Friday he definitely will ask FCC
questions March 5 on Miami grant.
ALTHOUGH RobertB»T E. Kintner has been
with NBC only since Jan. 2, he already has
recevied one important promotion, taking
over tv programming and sales, which is
top drawer assignment [B»T, Feb. 11].
Insiders will tell you that his star continues
in ascendency, with prospect that he is
headed toward No. 2 position, whether it's
as top executive vice president under President Robert W. Sarnoff or as president under Board Chairman R. Sarnoff (NBC
board chairmanship is now vacant).
B«T
AUTOMATION ON TAP • There 11 be
eye-openers aplenty at NARTB Engineering Conference April 8-11 but none more
intriguing than automatic recording equipment that will keep complete radio station
log and maintain directional arrays in adjustment. Another surprise will be method
of restoring fatigued image orthicon camera tubes ($1,200 item) and doubling their
life.
B»T
ACCOUNT executives of CBS Film Sales,
meeting today at St. Regis Hotel, New York,
will be told that hereafter advertisers on
film syndicated shows will get consolidated
bill for time and talent, instead of individual station bills. Film firm will do bookkeeping job for clients and give agencies
only one bill. Salesmen reportedly will also
be told that in future stations running any
CBS Film Sales shows, such as Gene
Autry, Amos 'n' Andy or Range Rider, on
strip basis instead of once a week will earn
up to 75% discount from one-time rate.
B»T
ONE OF THOSE CRUISES • Both NBC
and CBS are vying for closer tie-ups, even
to extent of ownership, of Central Ameri-

circuit:

can tv affiliates, now that microwave interconnections are in sight, along with practical use of video tape recording through
Ampex development. On heels of visit
of NBC Executive Vice President Charles
R. Denny to Havana, Cuba, and other
islands, CBS also is planning overtures in
same areas and in Panama. Presumably
conversations go to stock interest, partnerships or full acquisition of properties since
such ownership would not be affected by
multiple ownership limitations which apply
directly to territorial United States.
B»T Azcarraga-O'Farrill
MEXICO'S fabulous
interests plan to begin operation at Tijuana
(below San Diego) on ch. 12 in about 60
days and in Mexicali (below El Centro,
Calif.) on ch. 3 in about four months. Ch.
12 is now used in Fresno, but is earmarked for Santa Barbara, where possibility of interference with proposed
Tijuana operation has been raised. Proposals are pending to shift assignment to
Bakersfield from Santa Barbara but this
v.ould require separate rulemaking.
B»T
REMOTE CONTROL • Whatever happened to NARTB-sponsored proposal to
permit all standard broadcast station transmitters to be operated remotely — regardless of power or whether antenna directionalized or not? Petition was filed Feb.
12, 1956, proposed rule-making issued by
FCC on April 12, 1956 and comments and
reply-comments submitted by Oct. 12,
1956. Near as can be determined, case
is still sitting in Broadcast Bureau's Rules
& Standards Div. because, it's said, there
is no one available to write memorandum
for commissioners. Staff has been heavily
involved in recent months on deintermixture matters.
B»T
NOW

it's going to be "pocket-sized" markets for spot tv test by pocket-sized Reader's Digest. Convinced by recent campaign
in 30 markets that spot tv can boost newsstand sales in large cities, magazine is getting ready to go into 15 smaller markets
to see what 10 station break spots per week
can do in secondary areas. Test will run
Feb. 25 through March 3. BBDO, New
York, is agency.

B»T
WEEKEND SPORTS • CBS-TV is quietly
working toward well-rounded, year-around
sports
format advertisers
for weekendareafternoons.
understood
willing to It's
go m
along with idea. Schedule this year in- w
eludes pro football (regional, already signed
up for fall), college bowl games, National
Invitational and NCAA basketball tournaments, Game of The Week baseball (purchased by Falstaff beer, Marlboro cigarettes, and American Safety Razor Co.)
and pro hockey.
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Latest
METRO PULSE
WHB first all day and
night. WHB first 360 out
of 360 quarter-hours. In
and out of home, Mon.Fri., 6 a.m.-midnight.

87%

at

'o

renew

WHB
87 % of WHB's largest billing local accounts
al
in 1955 . . . renewed in 1956 !

Latest
AREA PULSE
WHB first all day. WHB
first 263 out of 288 quarter-hours. 25 second place
none lower. Mon.Sat., 6 a.m.-midnight.

Sure, WHB

dominates Kansas City on every

national survey. Sure, Storz Station programming quality attracts tremendous audiences
— which in turn attract advertisers. But
it takes results to make local advertisers
come back for more. And WHB

Latest
AREA NIELSEN
WHB first all day and
night, with 42.7% share
of audience. WHB first
every time period. Mon.Sat., 6 a.m.-6 p.m.

is Kan-

sas City's results station. So much so,
that WHB has a higher percentage of renewals
for both local and national advertisers than
any other Kansas City radio station. Talk to
the man from Blair, or WHB General
Manager, GEORGE W. ARMSTRONG.

Latest
HOOPER
WHB first all day with
42.2% of audience. JuneSept., 4-month average.
Mon.-Fri., 7 a.m.-6 p.m.;
Sat., 8 a.m.-6 p.m.

WHB
10,000 watts — 710 kcs.
Kansas City, Missouri

TODD STORZ,
Presides {
1io
WDGY
Minneapolis-St. Paul

for

Today's

WHB
Kansas City

Represented by John Blair & Co.
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I
WQAM
Miami

KOWH
Omaha

WTIX
New Orleans

Represented by Adam Young Inc.
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NATIONAL
TV IN 1956:
TV TIME SALES to national advertisers last
year totaled $885,655,634; of that amount,
$488,167,634 was network billing, with $397,498,000 spot (see page 29 for story on spot
billing figures). Network figures were released
for December and for 1956 Friday by Publishers Information Bureau. December network gross total of $44,761,571 was 13.6%
ahead of December 1955; year's network gross
was 20% above previous year's billing.
Fourth quarter network gross totals $134,307,142. Combined with fourth quarter spot
billing, overall total is $242,149,142 compared
to $203,314,502 combined total for third
quarter. CBS-TV showed biggest increase for
December (19.4%), while ABC-TV had highest

$885,655,634
gain percentage-wise for year (49.3%). CBS-TV
totaled $223,520,382 in gross billing for 1956.
Gross time charges far each of networks,
showing December and annual comparisons:
NETWORK TELEVISION
Percent
Change
Dec. 1956
Dec. 1955
ABC
CBS
$20,395,400
6,699,450
plus 6.3
$ 17,086,161
6,301,578
DuMont
plus 19.4
NBC
16,010,878
17,666,721
Total
plus 10.3
$39,398,617
$44,761,571
plus
13.6
Change
-Dec.
Jan.1956
-Dec. Jan.1955
Percent
ABC
$223,520,382
76,726,129 $ 189,018,121
CBS
51,393,434
plus 49.3
DuMont
plus 18.3
NBC
3,102,708
187,921,123
163,384,796
plus 15.0
Total
$488,167,634 $406,899,059
plus 20.0

NARTB Radio Nominations In;
Ballots Due Back March 6
TWO-SCORE broadcasters were nominated
last week for 17 vacancies on NARTB Radio
Board — nine odd-numbered district directors
and eight directors-at-large (large, medium,
small, fm stations). District directors will be
elected for two-year terms starting after April
7-11 NARTB convention. In at-large group,
one each will be elected for two-year and one
each for one-year terms, starting at same time.
At-large directors with largest number of votes
will serve two years, second largest one year.
Election ballots will be mailed to NARTB
radio members tomorrow (Tuesday), returnable
March 6. Following are nominees:
Dist. 1— Daniel W. Kops, WAVZ New Haven,
Koster, WEAN Providence,
H. William
Conn.;
R.
I. Dist.
3— Donald W. Thornburgh, WCAU
Philadelphia; Cecil Woodland, WEJL Scranton,
Pa. Dist. 5— Ed Dunbar, WBBQ Augusta, Ga.;
Ala.; MalWCOV Montgomery,
Hugh M. Smith,WHMA
Ala. Dist. 7—
Anniston,
Robert colmT.Street,
Mason, WMRN
Marion, Ohio; Gene
Trace,
Ohio.111.;Dist.
9—
Charles WBBW
C Caley,Youngstown,
WMBD Peoria,
William
Holm, WLPO LaSalle, 111.
Dist. 11— Tom Barnes, WD AY Fargo, N. D.; Ray
Eppel, KORN Mitchell, S. D. Dist. 13— Charles W.
Balthrope, KITE San Antonio; Alex Keese, WFAA
Dallas. Dist. 15— Joe D. Carroll, KMYC Marysville, Calif.; L. E. Chenault, KYNO Fresno, Calif.;
J. G. Paltridge, KROW Oakland, Calif. Dist. 17—
Tom
KIMA Yakima,
levy, Bostic,
KYJC Medford,
Ore. Wash.; Jimmy DunLarge Stations— Harold Hough, WBAP Fort
Worth; Paul W. Morency, WTIC Hartford, Conn.;
John M. Outler Jr., WSB Atlanta (present Radio
Board chairman); John F. Patt, WJR Detroit.
Medium Stations— R. O. Dunning, KHQ Spokane, Wash.; Cecil B. Hoskins, WWNC Asheville,
N. C; J. Frank Jarman, WDNC Durham, N. C;
Lawrence H. Rogers, WSAZ Huntington, W. Va.;
Todd Storz, KOWH Omaha, Neb.
Small Stations— Carleton D. Brown, WTVL
Waterville,
Me.; Victor
C. Diehm,
Hazleton, Pa.; Simon
Goldman,
WJTN WAZL
Jamestown,
N. Y.; William C. Grove, KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo.;
J. R. Livesay, WLBH Mattoon, 111.
Fm Stations— H Quenton Cox, KQFM (FM)
Portland, Ore.; E. J. Gluck, WSOC-FM Charlotte,
N. C; Merrill Lindsay, WSOY-FM Decatur, 111.;
Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM Washington; Edward
A. Wheeler, WEAM-FM Evanston, 111.

NBC-TV Sets Techniques
For Daylight Time Feeds

Smith, Crowell-Collier Part
BOARD of Crowell-Collier Pub. Co, announced Friday acceptance "with regret" of
resignation of Paul C. Smith as board chairman, president and director. Board further
stated that Crowell-Collier will continue to own
and operate KFWB Los Angeles and C-C Record Clubs, two enterprises acquired in 1956.
Mr. Smith said that he will vacation a few
weeks and then "look for a new job."
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

BASIC DETAILS of NBC-TV's plan for handling daylight saving time programming problems this summer — somewhat less complicated
than last year's approach — were revealed by
network Friday, following presentation to and
approval by affiliates' executive committee (see
story, page 74). Thus far these involve only
eastern and central time zone stations, since
plans for West Coast have not been completed.
Stations in areas that switch to DST in
eastern and central zones will get all programs
at regular times through normal procedure,
since originations will be on daylight time. For
eastern zone stations that remain on standard
time, last year's delayed repeat of 8-9 p.m. programs, Monday through Friday, is being
dropped. Instead, these programs will go
straight through at usual time, so that these
stations will get them at 7-8 p.m. local time.
For standard-time stations in central zone,
last year's procedure will be repeated: Programs originating at 8-9 p.m. New York time
(EDT) will be repeated at 11-12 midnight EDT,
so that these central zone stations will get them
at 9-10 p.m. local time. Exception: April 29
and May 27 Producers Showcase, which will
go live to all points.
In addition, new Ampex video tape recorders
will permit repeating 7:30-8 p.m. EDT music
and news shows at 8:30-9 p.m. EDT for central
zone standard time stations, which thus will get
programs at 6:30-7 p.m. local time — same time
they normally get them.
Ampex machines, which will record on West
Coast and feed back from there, also will enable
same-night repeats of Tonight for eastern and
central stations operating on standard time.
Last year, one-week delay was necessary. This
year, the stations will get Tonight at usual local
time.
DST period will extend from last Sunday in
April to last Sunday in October.
UPCOMING
Feb. 21-22: Second annual conference, state
association presidents, Mayflower Hotel,
Washington.
C.
Feb.
22: AnnualD. awards
dinner, Voice of
Democracy, Washington, D. C.
For other Upcomings see page 113

•

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

Late-breaking items about broadcast business; for earlier news, see Advertisers
& Agencies, page 29.
QUAKER FOR MBS • Quaker State Oil Refining Corp. understood to have completed
transaction with MBS on its Game of the Day
baseball broadcasts, with Quaker said to be
investing about $750,000 to underwrite Saturday or Sunday broadcast of games in 367 markets from late March to end of major league
season. Investment also will include sponsorship of Frankie Frisch five-minute baseball
program on Mutual, three times per day on
Saturday and Sunday during season, in about
150 markets not carrying Game of Day.
Quaker State has been largely in magazines
and billboards in recent years, and Mutual
campaign is designed to reach in-car radio
audience. Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.
DO FOR DYE • Park & Tilford Div. Corp.,
N. Y., annual spring advertisers, preparing radio spot campaign to start in March in reported 250 markets to promote Tintex dye.
Schedule probably will run for 13 weeks. Emil
Mogul Co., N. Y., is agency.
TAREYTON RADIO • American Tobacco Co.,
N. Y., turning to radio spot campaign for 45
weeks to promote Tareyton cigarettes. Campaign, in nearly 50 markets, will be launched
last week in February. Lawrence C. Gumbinner, N. Y., is agency.
ARRID ACTION • Carter Products Inc. starting new campaign using radio and tv spot and
print to odorant.
introduce
men's
spray deTed Bates new
& Co.,Arrid
N. Y.,
is agency.
CHEER CAMPAIGN • Procter & Gamble
(Cheer detergent), Cincinnati, buying radio spot
campaign to start in March on about dozen
stations with 'til-forbid contracts. Young &
Rubicam, N. Y., is agency.
ESSO'S REPORTER • Esso Standard Oil Co.,
N. Y., through McCann-Erickson, N. Y., signed
to sponsor John Cameron Swayze in news program over WABC-TV New York (Mon.-Fri.,
11-11:10 p.m. EST), starting April 1, with Mr.
Swayze continuing duties on NBC-TV's Armstrong Circle Theatre and CBS-TV's To Tell
the Truth.
PETROLEUM PUSH • Phillips Petroleum
(gasoline, motor oil), Bartlesville, Okla., which
dropped regional tv sponsorship of I Led Three
Lives at end of last year, has picked up 5, 10,
and 15-minute television news and weather
shows in 15 markets and will add at least 15
more. Contracts run for 52 weeks and sponsorship ranges from three to five times weekly in
each market. Phillips also plans to expand radio
schedule, now in 55 markets, to about 20
others starting in April. Agency: Lambert &
Feasley, N. Y.
12 PER IN 25 • Colgate-Palmolive Co., N. Y.,
through Cunningham & Walsh. N. Y., planning
radio spot campaign using 12 spots per week in
top 25 markets, starting Feb. 25 for five weeks.
February 18, 1957 • Page 7
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KCMO-T V

with MGM's

city

film classics, and Trendex

shows Channel 5's complete dominance in Kansas City:
Jan. 4
Jan. 6
Jan. 2
Jan. 7
34.5
23.1
KCMO-TV
24.1
28.5
2.3
1.9
3.7
Station B
2.1

Jan. 9
23.4
2.3

5.1
9.7
15.4
7.5
7.4
above ratings represent full two-hour period 10:30 p.m.-12:30 a.m.

Station C

KCMO-TV
whei

i rv

KPHO-TV
. .
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Kansas

City

channel

5

Syracuse

channel

8

Phoenix

channel

5

channel

6

Joe Hartenbower, General Mgr.
Sid Tremble, Commercial Mgr.
Represented nationally by Katz Agency
KCMO-TV ... one of Mer>
dith's Big 4 . . . all-family stations.
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Miami Ch. 10 Goes to Court;
WKAT Appeals, Asks Stay
WKAT Miami Beach, Fla., Friday attacked
FCC's grant of Miami ch. 10 to Public Service
Tv Inc. [B«T, Feb. 11] when it filed appeal in
U. S. Court of Appeals in Washington. It also
asked stay of Feb. 8 grant pending outcome of
appeal. One of losing applicants (others were
North Dade Video Inc. and WCKY Cincinnati),
WKAT was recommended for grant by examiner in initial decision. WKAT appealed not
only from grant, but also refusal of FCC to
reopen hearing record to investigate legal and
financial qualifications of National Airlines
Inc., parent company of Public Service.
Commission's final decision in Miami ch. 10
case favored Public Service because of "superior" preference in integration of ownership
and management and equal preferences with
other applicants in other criteria. For month
before final decision issued, reports were current that Public Service was scheduled to receive grant. Reports drew communications from
Sen. A. S. Mike Monroney (D-Okla.) questioning propriety of airline owning tv station and
asking FCC to defer action. Also petitioning
for intervention was Eastern Airlines.
In asking for stay, WKAT said court should
rule on policy of airline owning tv station. It
also questioned whether it was properly shown
that National Airlines ownership was at least
75% American citizens, as required by rules.
Grant was made to Public Service by four
commissioners, with one favoring WKAT, one
WCKY and one abstaining.
Port Arthur Initial Decision
Favors College, 5-Year Applicant
AFTER nearly five years of litigation, Port
Arthur College Friday received initial decision
from FCC Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
for ch. 4 Port Arthur, Tex. College, which
owns KPAC that city, proposes 100 kw and
antenna 702 ft. above average terrain.
Port Arthur had two competitors for channel,
Smith Radio Co. and Jefferson Amusement Co.,
both of whom withdrew their applications last
month [B»T, Jan. 7]. Smith (which formerly
owned KPBX Beaumont, Tex.) was paid $75,000 for out-of-pocket expenses upon withdrawal. In return for Jefferson's withdrawal,
Port Arthur College extended that firm option,
for a period of 12 months following FCC grant,
to purchase 50% of tv station.
WHIE, WTOK Sales Filed
SALES of WHIE Griffin, Ga., and WTOK
Meridian, Miss., filed Friday for FCC approval.
WHIE announcers W. C. Courson and Fred L.
Watkins are purchasing that station for
$100,000 from John A. Boling. Mr. Boling also
owns WHBO Tampa, Fla., and 50% of applicant for new am in Dublin, Ga. Combined
WHIE-WHBO balance sheet shows net worth
of $117,788.
Equal partners Frank Holladay, Joseph Carson and John Primm are paying Southern Tv
Corp. (Robert F. Wright, president) $56,200
for WTOK. Ch. 1 1 WTOK-TV not involved in
sale. Messrs. Holladay, Carson and Primm
jointly own 75% of WLSM Louisville, Miss.,
and 70% of WCLD Cleveland, Miss.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

deadline

Sixty U's Tell Commission
Why They Aren't On Air
SIXTY uhf cp holders met FCC's Friday deadline to tell why they have not completed construction and asked for further extensions of
permits. Two other stations — ch. 16 KEDD
(TV) Wichita and ch. 48 WJLN-TV Birmingham— asked Commission to dismiss renewal requests and delete call letters, to which FCC
complied.
Not heard from: 21 of 83 uhf permittees
queried in Commission letter of last November [B»T, Nov. 26, 1956].
Reasons cited by respondents, for not pressing construction or not returning to air after
going dark: uncertain future of uhf with advertisers; operation under present conditions would
be financial suicide; inability to compete
against vhf; lack of uhf receivers in area; awaiting outcome of deintermixture proceedings.
Many felt conditions of FCC letter did not pertain to them and others advocated adoption of
Craven (FCC Comr. T. A. M.) plan as solution to uhf ills.
Opinion Recommends

Disallowing

Gleason's Ch. 1 Damage Claim
A COMMISSIONER of U. S. Court of Claims
has recommended disallowing claim of William L. Gleeson for damages because FCC
deleted tv ch. 1 back in 1948. Mr. Gleeson 's
Broadcasting Corp. of America received ch.
1 construction permit in Riverside, Calif., in
December 1946. In May 1947 he was ordered
to cease building and in May 1948 ch. 1 was
reassigned to non-broadcast services. Mr.
Gleeson claimed he spent over $300,000 in
building station.
In 1953, House of Representatives referred
private bill for relief of Mr. Gleeson in amount
of more than $450,000 to claims court for adjudication. InCourt of Claims, Mr. Gleeson and
bankrupt BCA filed suit for $13.5 million
damages.
In 56-page finding to judges of court, Comr.
Marion T. Bennett ruled BCA's financial
troubles due to general condition, not to tv
experience.
FCC Fares Well in Committee
MEMBERS of House Independent Office Appropriations Subcommittee took up $8,950,000
FCC budget at hearing Friday, seemed sympathetic to $1 million hike over last year's
budget. All FCC commissioners and bureau
chiefs attended.
MAVERICK

ON MADISON

TAKING AIM at passing agency-advertiser executives Friday noon on Madison
Ave., New York, ABC-TV's Wyatt
Earp traffic
(Hughto halt
O'Brian)
brought midtown
with buckboard
and
two horses. Network called it "Operation Bottleneck — 10th Ave. or Bust."
In half hour he progressed only two
blocks.

CHARLES E. (NED) MIDGLEY Jr., assistant
vice president, Ted Bates & Co., named manager of media dept., and ALBERT F. PETCAVAGE, with agency since 1952, appointed
media supervisor. Mr. Midgley joined Bates in
1950iceafter
manager.nine years with CBS as sales servRALPH M. COHN, vice president of Screen
Gems Inc., N. Y., tv subsidiary of Columbia
Pictures Corp., N. Y., elected director of parent company, filling vacancy created by recent
death of his father, JACK COHN, executive
vice president of Columbia.
ARNO H. JOHNSON, vice president and director of research, J. Walter Thompson Co.,
N. Y., named treasurer of Advertising Research Foundation, succeeding E. P. Seymour
of Crowell-Collier, who had served in post for
more than two years.
RICHARD UHL, THOMAS VTETOR and
EUGENE F. WHELAN, who are with tv-radio
department, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles, N. Y., as tv specialists and have been
with agency for more than eight years, elected
vice presidents.
T. W. CASEY, general sales manager of PaperMate Co., appointed vice president in charge
of sales, succeeding T. J. WALSH, resigned.
Mr. Casey formerly was with Gillette Safety
Razor Co., parent of Paper-Mate.
K. H. LYNGHEIM, formerly with Montgomery Ward and Procter & Gamble in advertising, research and media posts, appointed advertising manager of 20 Mule Team Products
Div. of United States Borax & Chemical Corp.,
Los Angeles.
O'Hara Bill Would Break
FCC Jam of Protest Cases
REP. JOSEPH P. O'HARA (R-Minn.) said Friday he introduced bill to repeal Sec. 309
(c) (protest provision) of the Communications
Act to "remove the unending, increasing, undisposed-of" backlog of protest cases at FCC.
O'Hara bill (HR 48 1 6) would repeal section of
act which often requires FCC to stay grants
made without hearing pending outcome of protests made under section against grant, thus
having effect of withholding new service from
area pending outcome of protest.
Rep. O'Hara said he proposed measure after
he complained to friend about FCC backlog of
protest cases and friend challenged, "Well,
why don't you introduce a bill?" FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey, who often has
inveighed against what he feels are hobbling effects of Sec. 309 (c), said Friday FCC didn't
request bill, "but we support it."
Proposal carries what Rep. O'Hara calls
"saving clause," providing that present provisions will remain in effect regarding grants
made before enaction of bill if protestant acts
within 30 days of grant.
Jerrold Sued for Antitrust
DEPT. of Justice Friday filed civil antitrust
complaint against Jerrold Electronics Corp.,
Philadelphia, major community tv equipment
manufacturer. Government charged Jerrold required customers to buy all equipment requirements from and to sign exclusive service contracts with Philadelphia company. Jerrold issued immediate statement denying having
violated any antitrust laws.
February 18, 1957
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in brief

FULL PAY-TV TEST URGED
Senate committee draft of proposed
report calls on FCC to take fast action
on proposal
27
SPOT TV IN '56: $397 MILLION
National advertisers spent $107.8
million in fourth quarter of last year.
P&G at head of list
29

ABC-TV TAKES SHOT AT NBC-TV
Presentation costing $50,000 used in
New York and Chicago to show agencies its power and plans to emerge as
second major network
66
NBC-TV SEEKING ABC-TV SHOWS
Holds out lures for Lawrence Welk,
'Rin Tin Tin' and 'The Lone Ranger'
as network competition for next season becomes more intense
67

SEABOARD BUYS FIRST TV SHOW
Drug company, large radio advertiser,
signs to sponsor new 'Errol Flynn
Theatre' in over 150 markets. Investment may reach $4 million in two
years
31

LOUIS COWAN

ESTY CALMS LOG EXCITEMENT

GOOD

Agency says its request for early
morning radio station logs will not be
made frequently and it will accept
commercial policy statements . . . .35
INSURANCE

FIRMS REVISE BUDGETS

Radio-tv to get larger slice of ad
money
36

LOOKS AHEAD

CBS-TV vice president peers into the
future, charts course network programming may take
70
PRICE FOR A UHF

Sale of Elkhart, Ind., radio-uhf property involves $1.9 million price
tag
76
STORER BOSTON

MOVE

STYMIED

Purchase of WMUR-TV Manchester,
N. H., hits snag when FCC votes
need of McFarland letter
76

BROKER SEES HOLLYWOOD RISE
Arnold Bernard & Co. looks for theatre film colony to reverse trend; notes
that its product now dominates the
air waves. Box office soars
44

DECLINE HARRIES SET MAKERS

COURT ACCESS STUDY URGED
New York society hears debate on
right of radio-tv to report court proceedings. Proposed inquiry would be
made by commision
54

ALVAREZ SUIT ASKS $10 MILLION
Damages asked from Wrather group
on ground frauds were committed in
connection with KFMB-TV and other
western properties
89

STATE PRESIDENTS TO MEET

COURTROOM COVERAGE FAVORED
Dr. Sherman P. Lawton finds judges
who have had experience with pictorial reporting heavily endorse use
of modern media facilities
91

NARTB to hold two-day conference
this week with 46 to attend. Secy, of
Treasury Humphrey and FCC Chmn.
McConnaughey to speak
56

Manufacturers see inventories building up. General Electric to furlough
2,500 in tv receiver unit. Others preparing for cutbacks
85
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SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION
Annual subscription for 52 weekly Issuest $7.00. Annual
subscription including BRO ADCASTI NO Yearbook (5M
issue): $9.00, or TELECASTING Yearbook (84th Issoe):
$9.00. Annual
subscription
to BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING, including
54 Issues:
$11.00. Add $1.00
per
year for Canadian and foreign postage. Regular Issues:
351 per copy; 53d and 54th Issues: $3.00 per copy.
ADDRESS CHANGE: Please send requests to Circulation
Dept., BROADCASTING • TELECASTING, 1735 DeSales St.,
N.W., Washington 6, D. C. Give both old and new
addresses,
including
will
not forward
issues.postal zone numbers. Post office
BROADCASTING* Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title: BROADCASTING*— The News Magazine of the Fifth Estate.
Broadcast Advertising* was acquired in 1932, Broadcast
Reporter In 1933 and Telecast* In 1953.
•Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1957 by Broadcasting Publications Inc.
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In The

Multi-Billion

Dollar

Combined

Charleston-Huntington-Ashland

Every night of the week
Sunday through Saturday
6:00 P. M. to Sign Off

Market

*

.109 quarter-hour:
. 78 quarter-hours

WCHS-TV
Station B
Station C

2 quarter-hours

Daytime, Monday through Friday
8:00 A. M. to 6:00 P. M.
107 quarter-hours
. 89 quarter-hours

WCHS-TV
Station B
Station C

0 quarter-hours

E BRAN HAM COMPANY

WCHS®TV
CHANNEL
8
CHARLESTON
- HUNTINGTON,
W.

VA.

CBS
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IN REVIEW
VINCENT
AND

THE

LOPEZ

SHOW

THE NEW Vincent Lopez Show on CBSTV demonstrated very pleasantly why Mr.
Lopez' band has been among the toppers for
all these years. It's just music, pleasingly
played and — properly enough — with plenty
of Lopez at the piano.
On the opening network show Mr. Lopez
included something for just about everybody
in the popular music field — old songs and
new, from bouncy to sweet, calypso to blues.
Wisely, the talk was kept to a minimum —
our count showed 14 numbers in the halfhour. At that pace, the show ought to have
a lot of pop music fans coming back for
more each week.
Production costs: $11,765.
Broadcasting sustaining on CBS-TV, Sat.,
7-7:30 p.m. EST.
Produced by WCBS-TV New York; director: Ned Cramer.
THE LARK
WHEN

finer dramatic offerings are produced for television, Hallmark Hall of Fame
is a good bet to do them. For several seasons now, the NBC-TV series has consistently come up with superior productions,
conceived with rare taste and performed with
general brilliance. The greeting card firm
apparently is practicing what it preaches:
It cares enough to send (televiewers) the
very best.
James Fenimore Cooper's allfamily classic has a readymade audience. Hawkeye's
everybody's idol! Thrilling
outdoor action — an "Eastern"
filmed on location in actual
French-Indian War Country.
You get better sponsor identification. Excellent markets
still available. Wire or
phone collect right now for
your market before another
sponsor beats you to it.

Television Programs of America, Inc.
488 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100
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Certainly the colorcast of "The Lark"
(Feb. 10) was no exception to this rule.
Hailed on the Broadway stage and in a

nationwide tour as outstanding theatrefare,
the Jean Anouilh play about Joan of Arc
was particularly adaptable to television in its
seemingly casual plot structure and its
sketchy use of sets and skillful use of lighting
effects. And Julie Harris' magical portrayal
of the maid with a mission was more than
able to meet the merciless demands of the
tv closeup — here indeed was a lesson in acting! Supporting performers, too — notably
Eli Wallach as the dauphin, Boris Karloff as
Cauchon, Denholm Elliott as Warwick, and
Basil Rathbone as the inquisitor — also gave
the piece their Sunday best.
A special word of thanks must go to
Hallmark Hall of Fame for the proper placing of commercials, which incidentally are
in themselves little works of art. "The
Lark" had run almost 40 minutes on video
screens before the performance was interrupted, and then the interruption came at
a logical time, not interfering in the least
with the impact of the drama.
Productions costs: $100,000.
Sponsored by Hallmark Cards Inc. on NBCTV, Sun. Feb. 10 (9-10:30 p.m., EST).
Executive producer: Midred Freed Alberg;
produced
and
directed
by George
Schaefer; original French play by Jean
Anouilh; adapted for the stage by Lillian
Hellman; teleplay by James Costigan;
scenery: Trew Hocker; costumes: Noel
Cast: Julie Harris, Boris Karloff, Eli Wallach, Basil Rathbone, Denholm Elliott,
Jack
Warden,
Ward Costello, Harold WinTaylor.
ston, Michael Higgins, Jan Farrand, Barbara Stanton, and others.

®
. . . malum .
COLOR)
The Next 10 Days
Of Network Color Shows
(All times EST)
CBS-TV
Feb. 19 (9:30-10 p.m.) Red Skelton
Show, S. C. Johnson & Son through
Foote, Cone & Belding and Pet Milk
Co. through Gardner (also Feb. 26).
Feb 20 (8-9 p.m.) Arthur Godfrey
Show, participating sponsors.
Feb. 22 (3:30-4 p.m.) Bob Crosby
Show, participating sponsors.
Feb. 24 (5:30-6 p.m.) The BoingBoing Show, sustaining.
NBC-TV
Feb. 18-22 (1:30-2:30 p.m.) Club Matinee, co-op sponsors and agencies.
Feb. 18 (8-8:30 p.m.) The Adventures
of Sir Lancelot, Whitehall Pharmacal
through Ted Bates and Lever Bros,
through Sullivan Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles.
Feb. 18 (9:30-10:30 p.m.) Robert
Montgomery Presents, S. C. Johnson
through Needham, Louis & Brorby
and
Co. through Grey (also
Feb. Mennen
25).

A S T I N6
Feb 19-22 (3-4 p.m.) Matinee, participating sponsors (also Feb. 26-28).
Feb. 19 (8:30-9 p.m.) Noah's Ark,
Liggett & and
Myers
Erickson
Maxthrough
Factor McCannthrough
Doyle, Dane Bernbach on alternate
weeks (also Feb. 26).
Feb. 19 (10:30-11 p.m.) Hold That
Note, Lanolin Plus through Russel M.
Seeds (also Feb. 26).
Feb. 20 (9-10 p.m.) Kraft Television
Theatre, Kraft Foods through J. Walter
Thompson (also Feb. 27).
Feb. 21 (10-11 p.m.) Lux Video Theatre, Lever Bros. Co. through J. Walter
Thompson (also Feb. 28).
Feb. 22 (approx. 10:45-11 p.m.) Red
Barber's
Brorby. Corner, State Farm Insurance Co. through Needham, Louis &
Feb. 23 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Como Show,
participating sponsors.
Feb. 24 (9-10 p.m.) The Goodyear
Television Playhouse, Goodyear Tire
& Rubber Co. through Young &
Rubicam.
Feb. 27 (7:30-7:45 p.m.) Xavier Cugat Show, sustaining.
Broadcasting
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Costume by Clare Potter

You

feel

very

special

on

Red

Carpet*

flights

When you walk along the Red Carpet to your waiting United DC-7
Mainliner® of course you feel like a star of stage or screen! And
you're greeted like one, too. That's only a part of Red Carpet Service!
Here, on the world's fastest airliner, you'll find luxurious,
relaxing surroundings. Like a pre-dinner cocktail? It's served in an
individual decanter. Dinner? M-m-m-m ! Especially prepared
for you by United's
Then a restful doze
And after you leave
you extra-fast. What

own master chefs.
. . . You can't be there already ! You are.
your big Mainliner your luggage is brought to
a wonderful way to travel— Red Carpet Service!

World's fastest airliners— United DC-7s! Red Carpet nonstop flights: New YorkSan Francisco, New York-Los Angeles, Chicago-San Francisco, Chicago-Los Angeles, Washington, D.C.-San Francisco, Los Angeles-Seattle, California-Hawaii.
Broadcasting
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UNITED
AIR

LINES

*"Red Carpet" is a service mark used
and owned by United Air Lines, Inc.
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THE

GREATEST

AUDIENCE

IN

SWING

DAYTIME

TV

HISTORY.

.

.

is now taking place. Viewers by the millions are shifting to NBC's power-packed
line-up of daytime hits.
And the trend is unmistakable- no
matter which research service you use
- Nielsen, ARB or Trendex.
According to Nielsen, NBC average daytime audiences are up 43% over last
year's.* The competition is down 12%. So
great is the appeal of these fresh new
shows that the entire level of daytime
sets-in-use is being raised.
Afternoons, NBC, with a 49% increase
over last year, is clearly the Number One
Network. The second network has
dropped

7%. Queen

For A Day and

Comedy Time are the two top-rated,
regularly-scheduled adult programs in
all daytime television.
Mornings, NBC has scored a 27% upswing in the 11 am-1 pm time period.
At the same time the competition has
dropped 16%.
Advertisers, too, are moving toward NBC
daytime shows, attracted by their strong
line-up of star sales-personalities. This
January, sponsored time on NBC daytime has increased 40% over last January.
Daytime or evening, more people view the
TELEVISION
NETWORK
than any other network.**
*Nielsen, Jan. 1, 1958-1957 (11 am-5:30 pm, M - F)
**Nielsen Coverage Service, Study #2 (Soring 1956) weekly viewing Data

IN REVIEW

OPEN MIKE
OPEN

HEARING

WITH a filmed interview of King Ibn Saud
of Arabia and exclusive closeups of young
Prince Mashhur at an Arabian Embassy

Financing

KIDDER,
PEABODY
Sf CO.—
• Offers outstanding facilities for the issuance
of equity or debt securities, either by private
placement or through
public offering.
• Has arranged private
financings aggregating $700,000,000 in
the past five years
and has underwritten over $1 billion of
public offerings in
the past ten years.

party in the Nation's Capital, ABC's Washington News Chief John Secondari contributed original insight into the King's
thinking and his son's character in presenting the second Open Hearing tv program.
Deviating from the program's announced
format in which ABC commentators, led by
Mr. Secondari, query congressional and
government officials on the "key story of
the week," the Washington news bureau
chief questioned King Saud on the Middle
East crisis, possible solution of the ArabIsraeli dilemma and human interest points.
Mr. Secondari provided a stimulating
glimpse of young Prince Mashhur with his
narration
Embassy. of party scenes at the Arabian
For diversity, Mr. Secondari followed
with live questioning of Sen. Paul Douglas
(D-Ill.). His deft questioning brought out
the senator's thinking on controversial
aspects of the Arab-Israeli question.
No other medium attained as intimate a
view of King Saud and his son as did ABCTV. (At their insistence, both NBC and CBS
were given access to the same interview
[B»T, Feb. 1 1] but made little use of it).
With such continued originality, Open
Hearing could give NBC-TV's Meet the
Press and CBS-TV's Face the Nation a
run for their money.
Production costs: Approximately $5,000
Broadcast sustaining on ABC-TV, Sun., Feb.
10, 8:30-9 p.m.
Moderator: John Secondari; director: Richard Strat ton.
LA GRANDE

We invite you to
call upon our
experience.

KIDDER,
3 CO.
PEABODY
FOUNDED 1865
NEW YORK
BOSTON PHILADELPHIA
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
Offices and correspondents in thirty other
principal cities in the Unit.d States
Address inquiries to:
ROBERT E. GRANT
Kidder, Peabody & Co.
First National Bank Building
Chicago 3, Illinois
Telephone ANdover 3-7350
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BRETECHE

IF Stanley Hollingsworth did not succeed
in writing a thrilling opera for the Feb. 10
telecast of the NBC Opera Company, he
had the grace to write a short one. The 40minute work, based on a Balzac story, effectively and economically staged, did have
its dramatic moments. But its musical moments were all too rare. This was no fault of
the performers. Their material had the look
of a commissioned — rather than artistically
inspired — work. Mr. Hollingsworth made
a brave try. But he neglected to include any
discernible melody in the score. Values may
change in the future, but as of the present
it is popularly believed that melody is the
prime reason any one could ever write, or
listen to, opera.
Telecast on NBC-TV in color and blackand-white Sun., Feb. 10, 3-4 p.m. EST.
Composer: Stanley Hollingsworth; librettists:
Harry Duncan and Mr. Hollingsworth.
Producer: Samuel Chotzinoff; musical-artistic director and conductor: Peter Herman
Aciler; director: John Schwartz; associate
producer: Charles Polacheck; set designer:
Gerald Ritholz; costume designer: John
Boxer; unit manager: Earl Harris; assistant conductor: Felix Popper.
Cast: Gloria Lane, Hugh Thompson, Adelaide Bishop, Davis Cunningham, Jimi
Beni.

Searching the Title
editor:
On March 1 KFMB-TV will telecast the
2,000th People in the News program handled by Harold Keen since its inception Aug.
1, 1949. We believe this to be the oldest
continuously telecast, interview type news
program in television. We have checked
several sources and this seems to be the case,
but we want to further substantiate our
thinking.
If you or your readers know of any news
interview that tops ours in length of service
we would appreciate hearing about it.
Dan Bellus
Promotion Director
KFMB-TV San Diego
Circulation Verified
editor:
Just a note to thank you for the very
nice job you did for this timebuyer [On
All Accounts, Feb. 4]. If I had any
doubts about your wide circulation (and I
didn't) there can be no question now. Comments are coming at me from all directions,
from all parts of the country!
Anita Wasserman
Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv.
New York
Convert in Baltimore
editor:
May I congratulate you on your very fine
report on the FCC hearing in which I participated. Ibelieve it is one of the most
truthful and colorful accounts of a controversial situation that I have ever read [B»T's
account
11 issue].of the WGMS hearing in the Feb.
Your magazine has increased greatly in
stature as far as I am concerned. In the
future, I shall be a faithful reader.
Arthur L. Greenberg
Research Director
Sidney Hollander Assoc.
Baltimore
Thanks from BMI
editor:
Thanks to you and others of your staff
directly responsible for the fine sendoff you
are giving our BMI tv clinic series, particularly the kickoff story of Jan. 28, and again
in today's [Feb. 11] issue, which I have just
read with pleasure.
In these days when television managers
and program personnel are busier than bird
dogs, believe me, it takes a lot of solid promotion to call these tv program clinics to
their attention with sufficient force to impress them with the benefits to be gained by
devoting two full days of group thinking on
all phases and facets of tv programming and
station
Thanks again for your
excellent operation.
help.
Glenn Dolberg
Station Relations Vice President
BMI, New York
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

IT
ALL

ADDS

UP

TO

HAPPY

PICTURE

" I ^HE tremendous nationwide swing to voluntary
health insurance in the past ten years is one of
the brightest spots in our social and economic structure.
Today, 60 million Americans have hospital protection
from insurance companies, four persons for every one
who enjoyed such protection in 1946. 57 million have
such surgical protection, six times the number who had it
in 1946. 25 million have protection against medical expenses, atwenty-eight-to-one ratio. And 30 million are
insured against loss-of-income.

THE

488

Broadcasting

MADISON

• Telecasting

There are two major factors that have made possible
this dramatic progress of the American people in helping
to protect themselves against the expenses and loss incurred byillness and injury.
The first is the consistent and intelligent co-operation
of the nation's hospitals and doctors. Second is the keen
competition among the more than 700 insurance companies. This has brought about a steady increase in both
the quality and the variety of the protection offered to
the public.

NSTITUTE

HEALTH

AVENUE

!

NEW

YORK

2 2,.

NEW

YORK
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TOP

OUT

OF

lO

HOUSTON

ARE

ON

CHANNEL

2
-TV

KPRC

HOUSTON

Of the 10 top shows in the nation, only two are tops in Houston. Eight
out of the 10 top rated shows in the Houston market are on
KPRC-TV. Remember, when you buy Houston, Houston audience
preferences do not coincide with those of the nation. Here is
proof that KPRC-TV
HOUSTON

PERRY

is the best buy for the South's largest market.

TOP

COMO

*

GOBEL

WYATT

Station B

EARP
FORD

IS YOUR

i

KPRC-TV

LIFE

DCNN

JACK HARRIS
Vice President and General Manager
JACK McGREW
National Sales Manager
EDWARD
PETRY
Sc CO.
National Representatives

NOT IN HOUSTON'S TOP TEN
NOT IN HOUSTON'S TOP TEN

PRODUCER'S
TM.nnO

NOT IN HOUSTON'S TOP TEN

SHOWCASE

QllifTlflN

NOT IN HOUSTON'S TOP TEN
NOT IN HOUSTON'S TOP TEN

NOT IN HOUSTON'S TOP TEN

KPRC-TV

COMO

Station B

PERRY

KPRC-TV

I'VE GOT

*NSI TV Report - Houston Area, Eight Weeks,
October 28 - December 22, 1956.

TEN

NOT IN HOUSTON'S TOP TEN

JAOK

KPRC-TV

YOUNG

CONFLICT
THIS

'HFfiTBF

KPRC-TV
KPRC-TV

LORETTA

TOP

KPRC-TV

PRODUCER'S SHOWCASE
FATHER KNOWS BEST

ERNIE

NATIONAL

KPRC-TV

HIT PARADE
GEORGE

TEN

II SFfiRFT

NOT IN HOUSTON'S TOP TEN
**National TV Nielsen - Ratings, Two Weeks Ending November 24, 1956

OUR
to John

Salt lake City

takes 4Lhyear!
VNFor some time now
ARDEN MEADOW
GOLD CREAMERIES,
has sponsored vThe
Cisco Kid' and it has
always done an excellent job for them,"
reports Ross Jurney &
Associates. NXC/sco won
everybody — men,
women and children
- — from the governor
and his lady down to
the littlest orphan. It
would be impossible to
estimate the amount of
good Cisco is doing for
us here in Utah."
Ask to see more success stories of
THE WORLDS GREATEST SALESMAN!
"THE

CISCO

KID"

Z1V
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RESPECTS
McLean

Clifford

T^ROM a desk that rarely is encumbered with papers and other paraphernalia, John
M. Clifford, NBC executive vice president, administration, acts as a decisionmaker for the network in such diverse areas as talent and program administration, law,
treasurer's office, Pacific Div., personnel, engineering and facilities administration and
controller's office.
The uncluttered desk is a source of surprise to both his NBC associates and to
visitors to his office in the RCA Bldg. in New York. But his colleagues (who invariably call him Mac) point to it as a sign-post of Mr. Clifford's personality. They
reason that the tidy desk symbolizes his "uncluttered mind," which, in turn, serves
Mr. Clifford well in what is considered his business strong point: "an ability to get
things done with a minimum of fuss."
Mr. Clifford, who is reticent to discuss his career, characterizing it as "not at
all glamorous and pretty dull stuff," is quick to point out that the areas under his
command are extremely diverse in character. He relies upon the seven department
heads reporting to him to acquaint him with their particular problems and to make
recommendations and even decisions. He serves as the clearing house, providing
counsel, conciliating any differences that may occasionally arise among the various
departments and expediting transactions that require such a move.
His ability to make quick decisions was formed and sharpened during a career
that encompassed long periods in law and in government and business administration.
John McLean Clifford, who was born in Salt Lake City on Dec. 9. 1904, and reared
in Idaho and California, trained for a career in law at the U. of Utah and Southwestern U. in California, where he took his law degree. He was admitted to the
bar in California in 1930 and later in the District of Columbia.
Mr. Clifford practiced law in Long Beach, Calif., for seven years and in 1937
was appointed chief of the Oil & Gas Div. of the Federal Securities & Exchange
Commission. He remained in this post in Washington for three years and his subsequent association with RCA and NBC was to develop from business acquaintances
made during this period. In 1940, Mr. Clifford returned to California as State Land
Commissioner, serving in this capacity for three years.
In 1943, Joseph McConnell, then general counsel of the RCA Victor Div. and later
president
i- of NBC, telephoned Mr. Clifford in California and asked him to join
RCA's legal staff. The two had never met, but mutual friends in Washington
recommended Mr. Clifford to Mr. McConnell as a person who could make a worthwhile contribution to RCA. He accepted Mr. McConnell's offer and in 1947 was
promoted to assistant general attorney. In 1951, Mr. Clifford was named assistant
director of personnel for the RCA Victor Div., and from March-June 1953 served
as director of personnel for the division.
Mr. Clifford shifted from RCA to NBC in mid-1953 and was named vice president
in charge of personnel for the network. In August 1954 he was appointed administrative vice president, and last September, when the network reorganized its executive
structure, was advanced to his present assignment [B«T, Sept. 10, 1956].
"DROBABLY reflecting his training and experience in the law, Mr. Clifford is a
*■ cautious individual, who weighs a question carefully before answering and then
is likely to provide a response that does not touch off further discussion about himself.
His associates confide he is a highly poised individual, who rarely betrays his emotions. This trait stood him in excellent stead during labor-management negotiations
on behalf of NBC and RCA and is believed to have contributed largely to his
advancement to the post of executive vice president.
Under the NBC reorganizational plan implemented last fall, Mr. Clifford's areas
of responsibility were established as staff activities to the operating divisions of the
company. At that time, Robert Sarnoff, NBC president, pointed out that the
realignment would enable the company's management to concentrate its time and
thought on major activities and on plans for the future. Characteristically, Mr.
Clifford says he would prefer that others discuss NBC's plans for the future, although,
of course, he believes in long-range planning as well as attention to present-day
business.
Mr. Clifford married the former Lucetta Brown in 1925. They had been fellow
students at the U. of Utah. They have one daughter, Mrs. Patricia Lou Farrar.
The Cliffords live in Bronxville, N. Y.
Largely a "non-joiner," Mr. Clifford belongs to the Radio & Television Executives
Society. Hobby-wise, he has been a flyer for a number of years. He owns a Navion
four-passenger, single-engine plane, which he keeps at the Teterboro (N. J.) Airport.
Broadcasting
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UNANIMOUS!
ON

Hooper,

Pulse,

All

Radio

Pulse

Cumulative

Nielsen,

Lee Laufer

in

Houston

HOOPER

(Dec. 1956-Jan. 1957) K-NUZ leads all stations by a wide
margin . . . 26.6% of the morning audience and 32.2% of the
afternoon audience. This is almost double the audience of the
second station from 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

PULSE

(Oct.-Nov. 1956) K-NUZ is No. 1 in all rated time periods Monday through Saturday. Nine of the top ten five-time a week
shows belong to K-NUZ.

NIELSEN

(Dec. 1956) K-NUZ is No. 1 in Total Day Audience 6:00 a.m. to
12:00 Midnight, and K-NUZ is No. 1 in total audience 6:00
a.m. to 12:00 Midnight in the NSI area. K-NUZ is almost double
the second station in the Metro audience!

is

CUMULATIVE PULSE FOR HARRIS COUNTY (Nov. 1956) K-NUZ reaches
more homes in Harris County (home county) than any other
Houston station on a daily basis and a weekly basis. K-NUZ
delivers 226,200 homes in Harris County weekly or 74.2% of
all homes in Harris County weekly.
Now . . . K-NUZ is the Leader by a GREATER
MARGIN — Yet the rates are Low, Low, Low!
Join the Rush for Choice Avails.
ii Houston the swing is to RADIO

24

HOUR

National Reps.: FORJOE & CO. —
New York
• Chicago
• Los Angeles •
Seattle
San Francisco
Philadelphia

MUSIC

and Radio in Houston is

AND

•
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NEWS

Southern Reps.:
Dalle

CLARKE

BROWN
New Orleans

IN HOUSTON, CALL DAVE MORRIS, JAckson 3-2581
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ACCOUNTS

Agree!

Station

HOUSTON'S

ALL

CO.—Atlanta

HP HE CAREER of Lee Laufer, radio-television director and members of the plans
board of Elwood J. Robinson & Co., Los
Angeles advertising agency, might be succinctly summarized with a progression of
three A's — athletics to acting to advertising.
That's more alliterative than accurate, however, for actually the three — plus writing —
have been intermingled throughout most of
Mr. Laufer's adult life.
A native of Newark, N. J. (Oct. 11, 1918),
Mr. Laufer at 17-18 was playing semi-pro
baseball and basketball, studying advertising,
acting with and writing for the Playwright's
Theatre in Newark and doing some freelance copywriting that eventually led to a
copywriting job with the Lewitt agency.
Then the Air Force took Mr. Laufer, put
him into public relations and deposited him
in Denver, where he put out the camp newspaper and put on the camp shows and, in his
off-duty hours, conducted his own radio
show on KMYR. The war over, Mr. Laufer
opened his own advertising agency in Denver, closed it two years later when he got
a promise of a job in Hollywood as a film
writer, and when the promise failed to materialize, returned to Newark as a copywriter for United Advertising.
T)itten by the tv bug, Mr. Laufer left the
agency to try his hand at writing and
selling video programs, while studying under
Tom Hutchinson and Gilbert Seldes at SRT
Tv Studios. Graduated from SRT, he returned to Hollywood and started a free-lance
career which continued until 1951, when he
married Edith Walker. Now a regular salary
seemed desirable, so he became editor of Industrial News and then advertising and public relations director of Montague-Harris,
West Coast machinery sales organization.
In 1952, Mr. Laufer joined Elwood J.
Robinson & Co., where he now produces
radio-tv spots for Gaffers & Sattler gas
ranges, Foaming Clearex (window cleaner),
Loma Linda Food Co. (Gravy Quik, Ruskets
and Rusket Flakes), Utility Appliance Corp.
(air coolers), Packard-Bell Co. (tv sets), City
of Los Angeles Dept. of Water & Power
and California Federal Savings & Loan
Assn., as well as live commercials for the
Los Angeles telecasts of Life of Riley sponsored by California Federal. During the 1956
political campaign, he wrote and produced
the radio and tv spots for the Republican
national and state ticket in California, including President Eisenhower's Hollywood
Bowl and Vice President Nixon's hometown
broadcast from Whittier, Calif.
The Laufers live in the hills above the
Hollywood strip, Lee commuting from home
to office and back in a new red Thunderbird.
which he says makes him officially a Hollywood resident. His hobbies are golf and,
of course, writing.
Broadcasting
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First

Forced

...STILL

-AirGOING

Cooled

Design

STRONG

Introduced to broadcasters nearly
two decades ago, the famous
forced-air-cooled power type

wnsL.. i

RCA-892-R is the tube that helped
make air cooling a reality in
high-power designs. This is the tube
that led to important transmitter
simplification, substantial operating
economies, and easy maintenance
above and beyond all previous
concepts in AM station operation:
With power-house reliability,
RCA-892-R has "taken the gaff"
through the years. The tube
is another typical example of RCA
time-proved designs that are
paying handsome dividends in lower
tube cost per hour of operation—
and uninterrupted program time
around the clock.
For long-term power performance,
always specify RCA. Your RC A
Tube Distributor is ready to handle
your call for RCA tubes of all types
for station operations.

•

•
•
•
•

TUBES

How To Get More Hours From An RCA-892-R
Reduce filament voltage to the minimum for
required
outputby attheacceptable
distortion'
then increase
amount required
to levelcompensate for line-voltage regulation.
Keep air-cooling system clean— to prevent tube
and circuit damage from overheating.
When handling tube, lift it by the handles
to avoid mechanical damage. Do not bump
glass envelope or grid arm.
Operate spare tubes periodically.
Operate RCA-892-R within RCA ratings. Always
follow the instructions packed with each' tube.

FOR
BROADCASTING
RADIO
CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
TUBE DIVISION
.
HARRISON, N.J.
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Susie

Susie is a very lucky girl.
She lives in the same town with one of
America's top television stations and the entertainment iputs
t
out for children is so good
that it has Susie completely hypnotized.
Every afternoon, Channel 10 wafts her off
to a world of educational experience, goosepimples, brief tears and shouts of laughter.
She repays this with all her loyalty. You can
judge the enormous influence of this Columbus
station when we tell you that more than 30,000
Susies have enrolled in the WBNS-TV
"Wrangler Club", alone.
WBNS-TV programmes for adult homemakers and evening audiences with equally
successful showmanship, in perfect rapport
with Central Ohio minds and hearts. The consequences are notable among marketers. In
this area of Y^/o million people, so much attention is concentrated on Channel 10 that
Madison and Michigan Avenue professionals
define the situation in one sentence: "If you
want to be seen in Central Ohio — WBNS-TV".

WBNS-TV
CBS AFFILIATE IN COLUMBUS, OHIO
Recipient of 21 major TV awards including Billboard, DuPont,
Thomas A. Edison, Freedoms Foundation and Headliners Club.

CAPITAL

The Capital has added fuel to its selling boom. With the
emphasis on going places and doing things, gas and oil
sales — like everything else in the growing Washington
market - -have zoomed to an all-time high.
Service station sales soared to $59, 390,000 in 1955, and
figures to date for 1956 point to another record-breaking
year. With more and more new residents putting more cars
on the road, sales will continue to ride high, wide and

AND

W ¥ JL^%^

handsome throughout the metropolitan Washington area.
And stepping up their power in the Washington market,
advertisers of gas and oil products have been steadily increasing their advertising on WRC and WRC-TV. In the
last three years, they have increased their investment on
Washington's leadership stations by a solid 32%!
If you want to get moving in the Capital, step on the gas
with the biggest guns in "Washington's selling boom . . .
JL

¥ . . . SOLD BY

NBC LEADERSHIP STATIONS IN WASHINGTON,

D. C.
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SENATE

STAFF

Will

Committee

Commerce

FULL details of the draft of a proposed
report on subscription tv — prepared by the
Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee's tv investigation staff and calling on
the FCC to authorize a "large scale test" of
pay tv [Closed Circuit, Feb. 11] — were
learned by B«T last week.
The drafted proposal, which was being
circulated to committee members, undoubtedly will come up for discussion — and possible action — at the committee's regular
meeting Feb. 27. Only one member of
the committee — Sen. Andrew F. Schoeppel
(D-Kan.) — is on record as favoring a pay
tv system.
The staff draft was prepared under the
supervision of Kenneth A. Cox, the committee's special tv counsel in charge of the
Senate group's probe into tv network practices, uhf-vhf allocations problems and the
pay tv question. Nicholas Zapple is the
professional staff communications counsel
coordinating the probe. James E. Bailey,
assistant committee chief counsel, represents the GOP minority.
Separate reports will be made on networks
and on allocations.
The draft calls on the FCC to act "at the
earliest possible moment" on its pending
rulemaking proposal on pay tv — now 16
months old. The Commission should decide "one way or the other," the report continues, commenting: "As with other matters,
the Commission seems to have postponed
decision unduly."
The report expresses the belief that the
FCC is in a position to act "now" on two
"preliminary" issues which must be decided
before pay tv is approved or disapproved:
(1) the technical qualities of the various pay
tv systems proposed and (2) whether the
FCC has legal authority to license or permit
subscription tv operations.
As to the FCC's jurisdiction in pay tv, the
report said, "We are not impressed ... by
the argument" that toll tv is "so controversial that even if the Commission has power
to act, it should refrain from doing so until
directed by the Congress. This would be
a complete abdication of administrative responsibility." Ithe
f FCC concludes it should
authorize subscription tv in the public interest, the report continued, "we will expect it
to act forthrightly to that end," or if it concludes pay tv should not be authorized, "we
will expect it to announce its decision
promptly so that the matter can be finally
resolved."
Regarding proposed "large scale tests"
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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of toll tv, the report declared: "The committee is of the opinion that this is the
only way in which certain information essential to ultimate decision can ever be obtained. By permitting such a test, subject
to very careful safeguards, the Commission
could ascertain the public's reaction to subscription television, the impact of the system
on present-day sponsored television, the
types of program which would be presented
to subscription viewers, the assistance, if
any, which might be given to uhf and small
town broadcasting, and many other relevant
By withholding final decision pending test
results, the FCC could retain jurisdiction
facts." that time for ultimate ruling in the
during
light of the data developed, the report said.
The report invited the FCC to make a
final decision for or against pay tv now if
the Commission, with its experience, has
more information than the committee and

COX

WANTS:

• Box-office tv 'tests'
in 'number' of cities
• Faltering stations
to get preference
• Some program control
to protect free tv
• Plenty of time for
proof of toll system

TV
immediate

TEST
approval?

can thus draw conclusions the committee is
unable to make.
But if the FCC feels it cannot make a
final decision now, the report continued,
"we would expect the Commission to be
very reluctant completely to deny to subscription television entrepreneurs the opportunity to offer their service to the public,
merely because certain interests which might
be affected economically by subscription
operations 'predict' that such operations will
destroy
free television."
Exclusion
of pay tv would be justified, the
report said, only if pay tv brought the "dire
consequences foretold by its opponents" and
if these consequences could not be mitigated
by FCC supervision and regulation.
The report expressed confidence that the
FCC would not come to a decision without
considering test results and the public interest. But unless pay tv can do what its
proponents claim — provide new and supplemental programming without material damage to the existing sponsored tv system —
then subscription tv "is doomed to extinction," itadded. Thus, no pay tv entrepreneur should enter into the tests if he expects
to do any less than promised or in the
hope that his investment will lead to FCC
permission to continue his operations: "They
say they are willing to hazard their funds
on such tests, and should therefore be taken
at The
their FCC,
word."the report said, should carefully safeguard any tests authorized, with
its standards including:
1. Test markets: A number of markets to
constitute "a representative cross section
in terms of size, number of stations, and so
forth," perhaps beginning with only one station in a community except in large communities, with the "proprietor" (licensermanufacturer) assigned a representative list
of markets in which to operate.
2. Period of the test: Long enough to
give the proprietors a chance to manufacture
equipment, arrange for local installation and
broadcasting and get "suitable" program
materials, plus enough actual operating time
for assessment of the system and its impact
on sponsored tv.
3. Type of stations: Special pay tv license
to one station in a market, where possible
(a) an independent, non-network affiliate; (b)
one demonstrating it is operating at a loss;
(c) one "whose owner is trying to bring it
into operation for the first time" and/ or
(d) a uhf which has left the air or is in financial danger of being forced out of operaFebruary 18, 1957 • Page 27
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FACSIMILE

IN the history of broadcasting, there has
never been an experimental service that
did not eventuate into a regular, commercial service — except one, facsimile.
Fm, tv and remote pickup, studio-transmitter and intercity relay allocations in
the microwaves all began as experimental
or developmental services and were accepted as standard services after a number
of years of development. Fm and tv were
first established as experimental or developmental services in 1936. Both were
made commercial in 1941, although with
the war years intervening they did not
take hold until 1945. The microwave
broadcast auxiliary services moved out of
the experimental class beginning in 1945;
all were completely commercial by 1952.
Facsimile was considered a potential
tion. Since pay tv proponents have said
they could help uhf, they should be required
to prove it, the report commented.
4. Hours of operation: Noting that Zenith
proposes pay tv broadcasts to be limited to
15% of a station's time on the air and
Skiatron proposes a maximum of 40 hours
a week, the report called for "some percentage limitation," adding that a station should
be allowed to offer only a certain number
of hours of pay tv programming during
peak viewing hours.
5. Types of programs: Observing that free
tv programming has been developed with
a minimum of government regulation and
that neither the committee nor FCC wants
to impose censorship or program control on
pay tv, the report said that, nevertheless, pay
tv proponents have insisted they will supplement existing programming by offering boxoffice-type programs such as (a) those too
costly for sponsors on a regular basis (current feature films, legitimate plays), (b)
those appealing to a limited audience
(opera, ballet, concert, cultural, formal instruction), (c) those often withheld from
sponsored tv because of adverse effect on
box offices which cannot be made up adequately by advertisers (baseball, championship boxing matches, other sports).
In any test, pay tv proponents should be
required to provide exactly the types of programs they claim cannot be presented except
on pay tv, the report continued. These
types of programs should be defined by the
"box office concept" of whether they traditionally have brought paid admissions, the
report said, while the free broadcaster would
be unrestricted in using this type of programming. Quality and quantity of pay tv
programs should be carefully scrutinized by
the FCC to see that the systems do not move
toward
added. "mass appeal" programs, the report
6. Expenses and risks of tests: Expenses
and risks should be confined wherever possible to pay tv promoters and broadcasters
who carry pay tv programs, with expenses
to the viewer to be kept to "the absolute
minimum possible," the report said.
The report said arguments for and against
pay tv are based largely not on facts but on
predictions — on one side that pay tv will
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broadcast service (newspapers in the
home) as far back as 1936. In that year
the FCC set out three bands for facsimile
experimentation: 2,012 kc, 2,016 kc and
2,096 kc. In 1940, the Commission moved
the still-experimental facsimile service to
the vhf portion of the spectrum. It assigned facsimile three areas in the spectrum— 10 frequencies in the 25 mc band,
11 frequencies in the 43.5 mc band and
unlimited frequencies in the above-300
mc band.
In the 1945 allocations, the Commission made no provision for facsimile.
However, facsimile transmissions by then
had become part of fm broadcasting. At
the present time facsimile is conducted
as part of the fm broadcast service.
furnish a supplemental system of new and
better programming and support additional
tv stations, and on the other that pay tv
will destroy the existing free system, limiting competition and with a minority paying
for the programs which heretofore have been
available free to all.
"Obviously," the report added, the committee could never condone the latter result,
both because of its interest in the viewing
public and because of the importance of
tv as an advertising medium."
The draft then pointed to "an element of
inconsistency" in the arguments of opponents
of pay tv, in that they predict difficulties in
TOLL

TV

NEAR

IN

THE nation's first full-fledged commercial
subscription tv system will be in operation
by late spring or early summer.
The place? Bartlesville, Okla. The vendor?
Video
Theatres Wire
Inc.'s lines.
subsidiary
VumoreIndependent
Inc. The method?
Not only has the target date been set, according to Larry Boggs, television chief of
Video Independent, but a charge of $9.50
per month per subscriber has been set.
Vumore officials are engaged in making
arrangements with the local telephone and
power companies to use their poles in wiring
up the city of more than 20,000. The company also is remodeling a closed theatre to
house equipment, at a cost of $30,000. It
has contracted to purchase $40,000 worth
of tv gear for its projected film control center. The entire project, including the connections to individual homes, is estimated at
$300,000, Mr. Boggs said last Thursday.
Video Independent officials have discussed
the leasing of "current" films with major
distributors, Mr. Boggs said, and although
no commitments were made, a favorable
response was indicated by all.
The films will be rented on the same basis
as for regular theatre showings, Mr. Boggs
explained. This is based on a percentage of
gross revenues in most instances.
The $9.50 monthly charge will cover 13
films a month, Mr. Boggs reported. The films
will be run exactly as in a theatre, he said —

operating pay tv and its probable failure because the public is satisfied with the present
free system and would resent having to pay
for programs on their own tv sets. On the
other hand, the report continued, opponents'
"strongest arguments" are predicated on the
assumption that pay tv would be "overwhelmingly successful." Also, it was added,
opponents claim pay tv is against the public
interest but say they would — despite the
public interest — "embrace subscription tv
and lend their support to it just as soon as
it seemed to have a chance of success."
The report described International Telemeter Corp.'s coinbox pay tv system, Skiatron Electronics & Tv Corp.'s and Zenith
Radio Corp.'s code card systems and referred to a coin-operated system patented
by RCA. It noted that Zenith, Skiatron and
ITC have held local tests of their systems.
The staff draft is based on the Senate
committee's April 23-27 hearings on the pay
tv question last year at which 22 pro and
con witnesses testified and four written statements were submitted [B»T, April 30, 1956].
Petitions asking approval of pay tv were
filed by Zenith, Skiatron and ITC in the
fall of 1954 and the FCC issued a notice
of proposed rulemaking Feb. 11, 1955, with
Sept. 9, 1955, the final date for filing comments. The FCC has rejected two petitions
by off-the-air uhf licensees asking to broadcast pay tv programs on an experimental
basis.
The report summarizes the steps by which
subscription tv would be put into operation,
if approved, and classifies the list of opponents and proponents and enumerates their
arguments for and against the system.
OKLAHOMA
matinee and evening shows daily, with three
changes a week.
Subscribers will pay monthly charges and
may cancel their subscriptions at any time,
Mr. Boggs said. The monthly charge was determined, the Video Independent tv executive said, on the basis of a U. of Oklahoma
survey which showed that a charge between
$5 and $10 would be acceptable for this
service. It also showed that more than 50%
of the interviewees expressed a favorable
reaction to paying for up-to-date movies.
The proposal to communicate motion pictures and other special events to subscribers
who would pay a fee to receive these programs on standard television receivers has
been pending before the FCC for several
years. Advocated by Zenith Radio Corp.,
Skiatron Electronics & Television Corp.,
and International Telemeter Corp. (a subsidiary of Paramount Pictures), the proposal
before the Commission calls for a pay-tv
system to be authorized on regular television
broadcast channels. Licensed tv stations
would be used to transmit garbled signals
which would be unscrambled by various devices at the receiver upon payment of a fee.
The Commission's call for comments
brought the greatest deluge of pro and con
communications in the FCC's history. More
than 20,000 individual responses, ranging
from formal, printed brochures submitted
by organizations, manufacturers and other
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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interested parties to postal cards handwritten in pencil by individual citizens, were
received.
At the present time, the staff is understood to be preparing a digest of the comments for submission to the Commission.
Broadcasters and theatre exhibitors were
generally hostile to the proposal.
Late last year, Jerrold Electronics Corp.,
Philadelphia, proposed that fee-tv be given
a try over wire lines. Jerrold is a major
manufacturer of community tv system
equipment.
Video Independent Theatres Inc. owns
and operates 150 conventional and 60 drivein theatres in Oklahoma, Texas and New
Mexico. In Bartlesville it owns three conventional and two drive-in theatres. It also
owns 12.5% of KWTV (TV) Oklahoma
City and holds permits for KSPS (TV) Hot
Springs, Ark., and KVIT (TV) Santa Fe,
N. M. Its Vumore Inc. subsidiary owns
community tv systems in Ardmore and
Hobart, Okla., and in Wellington and
Childress, Tex. It also is building antenna
systems in Altus and Hugo, Okla. Henry S.
Griffing is president of Video Independent
Theatres Inc.
Mr. Boggs emphasized one point in his
discussion of Video Independent's plans for
Bartlesville. "The project here," he said, "is
not a conventional antenna distribution system. Its concept is that we are extending the
walls of a conventional theatre to encompass all the homes in our area." He agreed
that after the city is wired up, the system
could be used for community tv purposes.
He also envisaged the time when major
national events could be brought to paying
subscribers. "But," he added, "right now,
all we are interested in is bringing current
film features into the home. That's our business. This is just a new way to market our
product in the light of changing times."
Mr. Boggs is a member of the board of
the National Community Television Assn.
and is one of a six-man committee named
two weeks ago to act as liaison with an
NARTB community tv committee on this
subject (story, page 62).
An experimental pay tv service was undertaken in Palm Springs, Calif., several years
ago by International Telemeter Corp. ITC
operates a community tv system in that
desert resort area and offered subscribers
current feature films at an additional fee.
The project was abandoned after less than
a year's operation.
Board to Survey Pay Tv
PAY TELEVISION will be the subject of
the next ballot of the National Audience
Board, following the board's current poll to
determine what the public really thinks of tv
commercials. More than 46,000 ballots
were distributed in this survey, whose returns
are now being analyzed by college psychologists. The board takes no position in its
surveys, which it conducts as a public service designed to encourage better tv programming. Findings will be made available to
broadcasters and film producers as well as to
advertising agencies, according to President
Peter Goelet.
Broadcasting
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'56:

$397.5

QUARTER

NATIONAL advertisers invested more in
spot tv time sales in the fourth quarter of
1956 than for any other quarter last year.
The total for the Oct.-Dec. period was
$107,842,000, according to data compiled
for Television Bureau of Advertising by
N. C. Rorabaugh Co.
At the same time, TvB is able to release
for the first time the total national spot tv
expenditures for a full calendar year: $397,498,000. And also for the first time since
TvB has been releasing Rorabaugh quarterly
estimates of spot tv billings, Procter &
Gamble had its No. 1 ranking among top
national advertisers wrested from it, appearing for the fourth quarter in third place.
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co. was first
in the Oct.-Dec. period with an estimated
spot tv expenditure of $2,866,700.
But P&G retained an unchallenged leading position on an annual basis, spending
$17,521,900 for spot tv in 1956. Brown &
Williamson for the year spent $11,288,700,
ranking second. List of the top 10 national
spot tv advertisers as released by TvB:
1. Procter & Gamble
$17,521,900
2. Brown & Williamson ...... .11,288,700
3. General Foods Corp
.9,411,400
4. Sterling Drug Inc
8,823,400
5. Philip Morris & Co
7,369,400
6. Colgate-Palmolive Co
7,314,600
7. National Biscuit Co
5,536,500
8. Miles Labs Inc
5,354,700
9. Continental Baking Co
5,264,900
10. Kellogg Co
4,815,100
In releasing fourth quarter and annual
reports of spot tv time sales, Norman E.
(Pete) Cash, TvB president, noted that the
bureau soon will disclose a listing of all
national and regional spot advertisers with
their expenditures by brand.
"For the first time," Mr. Cash stated,
advertisers will be able to see how their
brands rank among the competition in this

MILLION;

TOPS

OTHERS

TvB's breakdown of the top 200 spot
advertisers during the fourth quarter
of 1956; compilations of tv spot buying by product classification during
the fourth quarter and all of 1956;
analysis of spot tv buying by part of
day and type of sponsorship.
. . See pages 100 to 104
$19,148,000 for the leading 10 final quarter
advertisers of 1955. The top 20 for the
October-December period last year spent
$30,310,800 as against the 20 for the
similar quarter in 1955, which had a total
of $28,666,500, according to TvB compilations. In the fourth quarter last year, 16
advertisers spent $1 million or more in spot
as against 13 for the period in 1955.
These larger dollar investment totals and
the increasing number of million dollar "investors," Mr. Cash observed, "can only indicate arising respect for, and a solid cash
endorsement by advertisers of, spot tv's
power to move goods and services."
TvB found the following companies to be
appearing for the first time in the list of
top 200 spot advertisers:
American Character Doll Co.; Bon-Ami
Co.; Chunky Chocolates; Clairol Inc.;
Helene Curtis; E. F. Drew Co.; Drug Research Corp.; Max Factor & Co.; Food
Mfrs. Inc.; Gilmar Record Co.; Kaiser
Aluminum & Chemical Corp.; Lanvin
Parfum Inc.; Lionel Corp.; Miller Brewing
Co.; National Presto Industries; Omar Inc.;
Sears Roebuck; The Texas Co.; United Fruit
Co., and The Wander Co.

important
half of2,787
television."
There were
companies who used
spot tv during the fourth quarter, TvB reported. This total compares to 2,536 companies who used spot tv during the third
quarter.
The fourth quarter stacked up well ahead
of any of the other quarters' billing for the
year; $100.2 million was reported for the
first quarter; $105.6 million for the second
quarter, and $83.8 million in the third quarter— a period of usual summer seasonal
decline.
In national spot tv by product classification, the heavies last year included food and
grocery products, more than $107.6 million;
cosmetics and toiletries, over $34.2 million;
drug products, more than $32 million; tobacco products, over $30.3 million; confections and soft drinks, above $21.5 million, and household laundry products, over
$16.2 million.
The top 1 0 advertisers in last year's fourth
quarter spent $19,720,000 compared to

CARNATION CO., with its Friskies
Dog Food, launched a nationwide tv
campaign last Monday on The
George Burns and Grade Allen Show
(CBS-TV) in cooperation with Ralphs
Grocery Co. for special in-store promotion. With a typical store display,
offering Friskies dog and cat hand
puppets, are (1 to r) comedian George
Burns, Richard Ralphs, president of
Ralphs Grocery Co., and George Catledge,tion general
sales manager of CarnaCo.
February 18, 1957
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THERE WERE 122,230,000 people in the U. S. over 12 years of age during the
week Feb. 3-9. This is how they spent their time:*
71.4%
(87,272,000) spent 1,846.8 million hours ..... watching television
57.1% (69,793,000) spent 976.1 million hours
listening to radio
83.1% (101,551,000) spent 410.1 million hours ... reading newspapers
26.9%
(32,881,000) spent 134.3 million hours
reading magazines
21.9% (26,768,000) spent 249.8 million hours .. watching movies on tv
25.6%
(31,338,000) spent 128.5 million hours
attending movies
These totals, compiled by Sindlinger & Co., analysts, Ridley Park, Pa., and published exclusively by B«T each week, are based on a 48-state, random sample of 7,000
interviews (1,000 each day). Sindlinger's monthly "Activity" report, from which these
weekly figures are drawn, furnishes comprehensive breakdowns of these and numerous
other categories, and shows the duplicated and unduplicated audience between each
specific medium. Copyright 1957 Sindlinger & Co. Inc.
* All figures are average daily tabulations for the week with exception of the "attending
movies" category, which is a cumulative total for the week.

U. S. Spends $8 Million Yearly
On Advertising, Says Brophy
"IN AMERICA we spend nearly eight billion dollars a year for advertising," Thomas
D'Arcy Brophy. chairman of the board of
kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, stated last
week in a prepared dissertation on "The
Role of Advertising" which was released in
conjunction with Advertising Week, Feb.
10-16. Mr. Brophy served as chairman of
the week.
In the article Mr. Brophy outlined five
reasons why advertising "is essential to our
dynamic way of life: First, advertising makes
jobs. Second, advertising reduces selling
costs. Third, advertising increases company
profits. Fourth, advertising increases company security. Finally, our enormous and
growing productivity needs advertising to
speed
As up
an consumption."
example of demand created by
mass consumption methods, Mr. Brophy
said "that not so long ago Lifebouy was the
only deodorant product with any volume,
yet today the deodorant business has grown
to major proportions without taking away
from any other business, including perfumes." Theand
instant
dessert
air
conditioners
frozen
foodspuddings,
were other
examples that he cited.
AAAA's Gamble Sees Increase
In 1957 Advertising Expenditures
EXPENDITURES for national advertising
in 1957 should top the 1956 total by five to
10%, accompanying an increase of that
nature in gross national product, Frederic
R. Gamble, President of the American Assn.
of Advertising Agencies, said last week in
Los Angeles, where he conferred with the
AAAA Southern California Council before
continuing to San Francisco to inspect the
new AAAA West Coast office there.
The rapid rise in income of many Americans was given by Mr. Gamble as one of the
main factors for the anticipated growth in
Page 30
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the national economy. He noted that this
year there will probably be some 28 million
families with annual incomes of over $4,000
after taxes, more than twice as many as six
years ago. But, he declared, it is advertising
and salesmanship that will stimulate these
families to enjoy the way of life of the
higher
moving. income groups into which they are
Advertising expenditures, which averaged
about 3% of the gross national product
during the period between the First and
Second World Wars, dropped to 1.5% during World War II and since the war has
crept up to about 2.3 or 2.4% today, he said.
It Pays to Toot Own Horn,
Two Spot Campaigns Testify
TV is making additional headway with two
advertisers as result of organized sales pitching on behalf of the medium: Union Pharmaceutical Co. (Saraka laxative, Inhiston
anti-histamine tablets), Bloomfield, N. J.,
through Grey Adv., N. Y., with choice of
print or tv, is placing about $900,000 in a
spot tv campaign effective March 1 in 20-30
markets. The drive runs through remainder
of this year.
Anheuser-Busch Inc. (Budweiser beer),
St. Louis, through D'Arcy Adv., St. Louis, is
spending some $3.8 million for a radio-tv
spot campaign in unspecified markets around
the country, starting April 1 and through the
end of the year (one-minute, 20-second and
id's to be used in tv). Television Bureau of
Advertising, among others, has been promoting tv to both firms.
Salada to Switch to SSC&B
SALADA TEA Co., Boston, Mass., whose
budget is approximately $1.5 million in radio and television, has named Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, New York, as
its agency, effective June 1, Salada has
been handled by the Hermon W. Stevens
Agency, Boston for the past 35 years.

RECORD

TV

REPORTS
VIEWING

TELEVISION VIEWING hit its
point the week ending Jan. 12 when
average of 88,144,000 people spent
million hours per week before their
nearly equaled that mark the week
hours).
Feb. 9 (87,272,000 people— 1,846.8

highest
a daily
1,892.2
sets. It
ending
million

These figures were released today (Monday) by Sindlinger & Co., analysts, Ridley
Park, Pa., coincident with inauguration of
its new monthly "Activity" report, which
shows how people across the country spend
their time. [B«T will carry exclusive weekly
figures on certain figures from the Sindlinger
reports
at
left.] beginning with this issue; see box.
A radio milestone also was reported by
Sindlinger: listening topped the billionhours-per-week level each week that month.
(The monthly by-week average was 1,004.8
million hours.) Latest report shows listening
at 976 million hours the week ending Feb. 9.
Newspaper readership, too, is on the climb.
Sindlinger counted 100,939,000 readers the
week ending Jan. 5, the first time over the
100 million mark in five years. It went up
further the week ending Feb. 9 — to 101,551,000. "Activity" reports the duplicated
and unduplicated audiences of three general
media classifications: broadcasting, publishing and motion pictures. Broadcasting is
further broken down into radio and tv; publishing into newspapers, magazines and
books, and motion pictures into regular
theatres, drive-ins and television. Additionally, Sindlinger reports on sports (by paidto-see, television and participation cateshopping.gories), on traveling by automobile and on
The report includes a "talk about"
tion, detailing the events in television,
tion pictures and politics which merited
greatest share in conversation during
month.

'56

Tv

Record,

Viewing
TvB

secmothe
the

Sets

Reports

TELEVISION viewing hit all-time highs in
1956 and the outlook is bright for this
year, with January viewing at a still higher
level than the corresponding period in 1956,
according to the latest Nielsen data compiled and released last week by the Television Bureau of Advertising.
Norman E. Cash, TvB president, observed
that the astv the
advertiser
receiving
"increased
benefit
numberis of
television
homes
increases, as does the length of time each
home watches and the homes delivered to
his commercial message." Using Nielsen
data as his authority, Mr. Cash reported
that the number of tv homes in December
1956 was more than 4 million over the
total in the same period a year ago; ten of
the
months of
1956 the
wereaverage
"all-time
highs"
in the12 amount
of time
television
home spent watching, and homes watching
Broadcasting
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television in January 1957 are up more than
15% for any given minute of the morning,
afternoon or evening, as compared with the
same period in 1956.
The latest Nielsen report shows, Mr. Cash
continued, that the average evening network
tv program in 1956 delivered more than a
million additional homes to advertisers than
in 1955, weekday daytime shows an additional 400,000 homes, and weekend daytime
shows an added 800,000 homes. For the
first two weeks of January covered by the
Nielsen report, Mr. Cash pointed out, there
were twice as many evening network programs reaching 10 million or more homes
as compared with the same period of 1956
and four times as many evening programs
reaching more than 1 5 million homes.
"In fact," Mr. Cash commented, "the
average nighttime program delivered over
two million more homes at the start of
1957 than at the start of 1956. Simply for
comparison, this increase in delivered television audience is twice the increase in the
newspaper advertiser's potential audience
(circulation) for the entire year 1956."
Annual Inside Advertising Week
Scheduled for March 31 -April 5
ASSN. of Advertising Men & Women will
sponsor the seventh annual Inside Advertising Week, March 31 -April 5. Sixty selected
advertising students from universities and
colleges in the U. S. and foreign countries
will be invited to visit New York for participation in various advertising activities.
Students will attend luncheons and dinners sponsored by leading advertising and
business firms and also will visit advertising
agencies, broadcasting company and newspaper, magazine and book publishing offices.
At a banquet at the Hotel Biltmore, April
4, "The Outstanding Advertising Student
Award" will be presented. The award will
be based on the student's written reports on
Inside Advertising Week, his participation in
activity during the week, and his college
record.
Underwood

to New

SEABOARD

BUYS

MARKING its initial use of television, Seaboard Drug Co., New York, a big radio
advertiser, has signed to sponsor the new
syndicated Errol Flynn Theatre in more
than 150 markets, starting March 1, at an
investment that may reach $4 million over a
two-year period. The Agency for Seaboard
is Grant Adv., New York.
Seabord plans were disclosed Thursday
by Sig Shore, president of King-Shore Films
Ltd., New York, distributor of the series,
and Harry Patterson, president of Seaboard.
The transaction represents an unusual arrangement inthat Seabord is committed to
spend $2 million for the two-year period in
sponsoring the half-hour series, but its investment may reach $4 million, depending
on the company's gross sales during the
Mr. Shores told B»T that to encourage
period.
Seaboard to use television as an advertising
medium, King-Shore had offered an arrangement keyed to Seaboard's sales. This provides that if sales surpass a certain figure,
the drug company will pay a certain percentage above $1 million each for 1957
and 1958 and the ultimate investment may
reach a maximum of $4 million. Mr. Shore
noted that the company's advertising budget
heretofore had ruled out the use of television, but said that King-Shore's formula had
paved the way for Seaboard's entry into tv.
The drug company to date has allocated
its advertising budget primarily to radio.
For a time it used the Walter Winchell Show
on Mutual but dropped this program last
December reportedly over a reference Mr.
Winchell had made about Democratic presidential candidate Adlai Stevenson [B«T,
Dec. 10, 1956]. It shifted its budget on

FIRST

VIDEO

SHOW

Mutual to other network shows, and also
has
new used
Mericinsaturation
arthritis campaigns.
pain reliever Seaboard's
drug, will
be promoted heavily on the Flynn series.
King-Shore, which distributes this series,
is a newly-organized company with offices
at 445 Park Ave., New York. Telephone is
Plaza 1-5370. Charles King, former program sales director of Mutual, is board
chairman. Mr. Shore, the president, was
formerly president of Cavanaugh & Shore
Adv., and a vice president of Buchanan &
Co., both New York.
The series was produced in England by
Inter-Tv Films. Montreal, with Marcel
Leduc as executive producer and Norman
Williams as producer. Errol Flynn is host
of the series and appears in every fourth
film.
Guard to Open '58 Agency Bids
THE National Guard Bureau, Washington,
D. C, will open bids for a 1958 fiscal year
advertising and publicity contract to interested agencies and public relations firms at
a meeting in the Pentagon, March 1. The
National Guard contract for the 1957 fiscal
year, held by Robert W. Orr & Assoc. Inc.,
New York, for the sum of $300,000, expires
June 30.
The Bureau's announcement last week
said a firm is needed "to conduct a public
relations program to support the National
Guard recruiting program and to keep the
public informed on the Guard's mission as
an integral part of our country's first line of
defense and as reserve components of the
Army and the Air Force."

Post At Lever

RAYMOND F. UNDERWOOD, general
sales manager, Lever division, Lever Bros.
Co., N. Y., has been appointed to newlycreated position of sales development director, it was announced last week by Milton
C. Mumford, executive vice president. Hugh
R. Conklin, national sales manager, Post
cereals division, General Foods Corp., will
succeed Mr. Underwood as general sales
manager. Both appointments will take effect
on March 1.
Herzog Heads ARF Committee
ADVERTISING Research Foundation last
week announced the appointment of Dr.
Herta Herzog, director of creative research,
McCann-Erickson Inc., as chairman of its
committee on motivation research. Dr.
Herzog succeeds Dr. W. H. Wulfeck, chairman of the executive committee of William
Esty Co., as head of this ARF committee.
Dr. Wulfeck recently was elected chairman
of the foundation's board of directors.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

TV ADVERTISING campaigns got a new look Feb. 6 when Sunrise Stop-And-Shop
Super Markets kicked off a saturation campaign on WRCA-TV New York with a
special half-hour variety show featuring performances by night club entertainers and
hosted by syndicated columnist Hy Gardner. The Sunrise Serenade show initiated
the super market's sponsorship of eleven 20-second spot announcements weekly for
13 weeks. Officials at a pre-broadcast Sunrise-sponsored dinner (1 to r): Peter Volid,
president of King Korn (trading stamps); Lester Wolff, of Coordinated Adv. Corp.;
Isidor Pols, president of Sunrise, and Max Buck, WRCA-TV program manager.
February 18, 1957
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
LATEST

Calif.

RATINGS

"Homes
NIELSEN
TOP RADIO SHOWS (TWO WEEKS ENDING JAN. 12, 1957)
Rank Program
No. of
Agency
Approx.
Stations
Evening, Once-A-Week
(000)
(620)
Sponsor
Day & Time
work
(Average For All Programs)
188
NBC
188
Ted Bates
1. Great Gildersleeve Anahist
NetThurs., 8-8:30
Ted Bates
NBC
Anahist
2. People Are Funny
Wed., 8-8:30
330
3. Blue Bibbon Bouts
Pabst Brewing Co.
Warwick & Legler
1,526
Anahist
Ted
Bates
ABC
Wed.,
10:05-11
4. Dragnet
Tues.,
8-8:30
1,431
Ted Bates
Carter
NBC
188
115
CBS
5. Gunsmoke
Cunningham & Walsh MBS
Liggett & Myers
1,097
ABC
sustaining
Sun.,
6:30-7
6. Juke Box Jury
198
450
1,002
Sat.,
9:30-10
859
450
7. Gangbusters
participating sponsors and agencies
Wed.,
8-8:30
811
MBS
participating
sponsors
and
agencies
8.
Counter-Spy
1,002
Fri.,
8-8:30
811
Brown & Williamson Ted Bates
9. News from NBC
NBC
MBS
452
10. Official Detective
Wed.,
8:55-9
participating sponsors and agencies
188
Thurs., 8-8:30
(Average for All Programs)
Evening, Multi-Weekly
811
(763)
1. Lowell Thomas
United Service Div.
Campbell-Ewald CBS 198
Mon.-Fri., 6:45-7
General Motors
Mon.-Fri., 7-7:30 1,479
CBS
2. News of The World Pharmacraft
188
J. Walter Thompson NBC
Mon.-Fri., 7:30-45
Brown & Williamson
Ted Bates
3. Amos
Andy
1,431
Music'n'Hall
196
1,431
Weekday
(Average for All Programs)
(1,097)
Gillette
Tues., Wk 1,
NBC
Maxon
193
1. Rose Bowl Game
4:45-eoncl.
200
2,194
Fri.,
Wk 2,
J. Walter Thompson CBS
Scott
2. A. Godfrey
1,860
CBS
3. A. Godfrey
193
Mutual Benefit of
Bozell & Jacobs
Tues.,
Fri., Wk 2,
11:15-30
Omaha
1,765
4. Young Dr. Ma lone Carter
Ted Bates
188
CBS
Thurs.,
Wk 1, Tues
10:30-45
(1st half)
Wk 2, 1:30-45
Mon.-Fri.,
Wk 2, , 1,765
191
Young & Rubicam
Lipton
193
5. Ma(2dPerkins
half)
CBS
Tues.,
Wk 2,
A.
Godfrey
CBS
J.
Walter
Thompson
Chun
King
Sales
1,717
1:15-30
6.
10-10:15
7. Our Gal Sunday
188
CBS
J. Walter Thompson CBS
Scott
1,622
172
Wed.,
1-1:1512:45-1
(2d half)
Mentholatum
Nora
Drake
J.
Walter
Thompson
Mon., Fri., Wk 2 , 1,574
8. (2d half)
1,622
193
CBS
Fuller & Smith &
9. A. Godfrey
Sherwin-Wms. Co.
1,574
Ross
Wed.,
10:30-45
10. A. Godfrey
193
CBS
American Popcorn
George A. Hartman
Wed.,
10-10:15
(477)
1,479
(Average for All Programs)
Day,
Sunday
1. Woolworth
Hour
F.Pontiac
W. Woolworth
Lynn Baker
CBS 209
2. Pro-Football
MacManus,
NBC 179
Sun., l:45-concl.
1-2
Adams John &
Championship
1,383
1,288
Robert
Trout
News
General
Motors
Campbell-Ewald
CBS
154
Sun.,
10-10:05
3.
1,002
(954)
(Average
for
All
Programs)
Day,
Saturday
1. Gunsmoke
Cunningham
&
Walsh
CBS
200
Liggett
&
Myers
2. Robert Q. Lewis
L. Howe
Dancer-Fitzgerald- CBS 198
1,717
Sat., 12:30-1
Sat.,
11:50-55
Sample
1,383
3. Allan Jackson News Chevrolet
Campbell-Ewald CBS 186
Sat., 1-1:05
* program
Homes reached
all or any duration,
part of the
for homes
only 1 to 5 minutes. For a1,383
of less during
than 10-minute
homesprogram,
listeningexcept
1 minute
or morelistening
are included.
Note: Number of homes is based on 47,700,000 the estimated March 1, 1957 total United States radio homes.
Copyright 1957 by A. C. Nielsen Company
TOP TV SHOWS
Rank Program
1. Rose Bowl Game
2. Ed Sullivan
3. I Love Lucy
4. G. E. Theater
5. Disneyland
6. Shower of Stars
7. Perry Como Show

Sponsor
Gillette
Lincoln-Mercury
General
Foods
Procter & Gamble
General Electric
American Motors
American Dairy
Derby Foods
Chrysler Corp.
Gold Seal
Kimberly-Clarke
Noxzema

(TWO WEEKS ENDING JAN. 12, 1957)
Agency
Maxon
Grey
Kenyon & Eckhardt
Young & Rubicam
BBDO
Geyer; Brooks, Smith,
French & Dorrance
Campbel
l-Mithun
McCann-Erickson
McCann-Erickson
Campbel
l-Mithun
Foote, Cone
& Belding
Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles
Perrin & Paus
Kenyon & Eckhardt
SSC&B
Young
Lennen && Rubicam
Newell
McCann-Erickson
BBDO

Audience
Approx.
Tv
Homes
tTotal
Net- No. of
Reached
work Stations
Day & Time (000)
NBC
181
Tues., 1/1, 4:457:25 21,104
CBS 165 Sun., 8-9
20,829
CBS
160
Mon., 9-9:30 18,864
ABC
148
CBS
Sun., 9-9:30
176
Wed., 7:30-8:30 17,606
16,545
153
CBS
Thurs., 8:30-9:30 16,427
121
NBC
15,917
Sat., 8-9

Sunbeam
RCA
CBS
S&H Green Stamps
170
Alfred Hitchcock
Bristol-Myers
110
P. Lorillard
Jackie Gleason
CBS
Sun., 9:30-10
15,406
Bulova
15,170
Sat., 8-910-10:30 15,052
Revlon
10. $64,000 Question
CBS
175
Tues.,
^Average
Tv Homes Audience,
Reached
Rank
Audience,
%*
Average
Audience,
%*
of Total
Tv Homes
Reached
Rank
of Tv Homes
Reached
(000)
Ran k
2.
1. Ed Sullivan Show
1. Rose Bowl Game
54.9 1. Ed
Sullivan
Show
47.4
46.6
18,078
2. 1 Love Lucy
Ed Sullivan Show 54.6 2. I Love Lucy
17,842
43.3
G. E. Theater
3. I Love Lucy
49.3 3. G. E. Theater
16,427
6.
4.3. Rose Bowl Game
4.
G.
E. Theater 46.4 4. Alfred Hitchock
38.9
14,738
Hitchcock
14,305
Disneyland 44.0 5. Rose Bowl Game
5.6. Alfred
Shower of Stars 43.5 6. $64,000 Question
$64,000 Question
13,873
36.0
35.5
38.3
7. December
7.
Bride
Perry Como Show 42.1 7. Disneyland
5.
13,480
8. Dragnet
13,480
8. Alfred Hitchcock 41.8 8. December Bride
35.4
9. Disneyland
10.9. Pro-Football Ch. Game
41.8 9.
of Stars
13,362
10. Shower
Jackie Gleason 40.1 10. Shower
of Stars
Dragnet
13,362
35.4
35.2
[Details on Programs in Preceding Tables Not Listed in Top Table]
171
Benton & Bowles CBS
General Foods
December Bride
Mon., 9:30-10
McCann-Erickson
NBC
Liggett & Myers
Dragnet
183 Thurs., 8:30-9
Warwick
&
Legler
Schick
Pontiac
MacManus,
Pro-Football Ch. Game
140 Sat., 1:45-4:54
Adams John & NBC
(t) Homes reached by all or any part of the program, except for homes viewing only 1 to 5 minutes.
It) Homes reached during the average minute of the program.
(*) Percented ratings are based on tv homes within reach of station facilities used by each program.
Copyright 1957 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
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Increases

Most

In Population Estimates
CALIFORNIA showed the largest increase
in population in the period between the 1950
census and July 1, 1956, according to the
U. S. Census Bureau. The state's increase
from 10,586,223 to 13,433,000 represented
a gain of 26.9%. From a percentage standpoint, Nevada recorded the largest gain,
54.6%, or from 160,083 to 247,000.
The bureau announced that the nation's
population, including members of the armed
forces overseas, has reached an estimated
170 million this month. The following -5.0
table
shows provisional estimates of total population of states as of July 1, 1956, in comparison with the April 1, 1950, decennial
census count:
Total Population
Increase or
July 1. 1956
April
1, 1950 Decrea
Ala.State
(Census)
2.4
749,587
3,061,743
3,135,000
Ariz.
(Percei
1,057,000
Ark.
1,815,000
41.0
1,909,511
Calif.
-0.4
Colo.
26.9
13,433,000
10,586,223
21.7
Conn.
1,612,000
2,007,280
11.2
1,325,089
2,232,000
402,000
DDel.C
Jlo.Uoo
RfiR
ouu nnn
uuu
802,178
-2.5
26.4
3,770,000
2,771,305
Idaho
7.8
3,444,578
625,000
6.1
588,637
36.0
3,712,000
111.
7.9
Ga.
8,712,176
Iowa
9,432,000
8.3
Ind.
12.2
4,413,000
2,692,000
3,934,224
2.7
Ky.
La.
2,103,000
Kan.
2,621,073
1,905,299
2.5
Me.
3,017,000
2,944,806
2.6
12.0
10.4
2,683,516
910,000
913,774
3,004,000
Md.
20.0
2,812,000
2,343,001
Mass.Fl'a. '
Mich.
4,812,000
4,690,514
18.0
7,516,000
6,371,766
Miss.
3,241,000
8.7
2,982,483
Minn.
2,178,914
2,124,000
7.6
3,954,653
638,000
4,255,000
Neb.
591.024
Mont.
Mo.
160,083
1,414,000
247,000
1,325,510
54.6
Nev.H.
N.
560,000
533,242
11.7
8.0
N. J.M.
5,403,000
-2.0
N.
6.7
815,000
4,835,329
681,187
19.6
N. C.
Y.
16,195,000
9.2
N.
14,830,192
5.1
N. D.
619,636
14.5
8.9
4,061,929
4,423,000
6.0
657,000
4.4
Ohio
-1.1
9,096,000
7,946,627
4.5
Okla.
0.1
2,237,000
2,233,351
12.9
1,718,000
Ore.
1,521,341
Penna.
R. I.
10,964,000
5.3
10,498,012
828,000
791,896
S. D.C.
696,000
11.1
2,117,027
S.
2,353,000
652,740
6.6
Tenn.
Texas
3,466,000
3,291,718
Vt.
Utah
15.7
812,000
7,711,194
8,925,000
370,000
17.9
688,862
10.0
377,747
Va.
3,651,000
Wash.
12.1
3,318,680
W. Va.
2,378,963
2,667,000
Wise.
10.4
1,983,000
2,005,552
3,764,000
3,434,575
321,000
290,529
167,191,000
150,697,361
Wyo.
U. S.
10.9
9.6
BBDO 29th Annual Convention
To Draw 2,300 Employes Thurs.
BBDO will hold its 29th annual convention
this Thursday (Feb. 21) in the Hotel
Roosevelt, New York, to be attended by
more than 2,300 of its employes from
New York and branch offices. Ideas and
techniques in advertising and marketing
evolved over the past year will be discussed
by management. The live show with speakers
Bruce Barton, Alex Osborn and other company executives will be televised by closed
circuit to nine BBDO offices in other cities.
Ben Duffy, president, convalescing from
a stroke suffered in December, will watch
the program on a special monitor installed in
his room at Harkness Pavillion. W. Barry
McCarthy, a BBDO vice president, is chairmittee.man of the 1957 BBDO convention comBroadcasting

• Telecasting

advantageous

buys

in

baltimare9s

programs

film

papular

AMOS

>N

January ARB

ANDY

Harlem's most beloved characters
will amuse the entire family

AMOS 'N ANDY
WMAR-TV
13.8
Station A
10.8
Station B
4.8

WATERFRONT

January ARB

Monday

thru

Friday

at 6 P.M.

WATERFRONT

starring Preston Foster
Monday
at 6:30 P.M.
thrilling adventures of a rugged
tugboat captain
PURLIC

preceding

PUBLIC DEFENDER
16.7
WMAR-TV
Station A
4.6
7.7
Station B

investigations
January ARB

DETECTIVE

CITY DETECTIVE
WMAR-TV
13.4
Station A
11.4
Station B
5.8

starring Rod Cameron
Wednesday
at 6:30 P.M.
a police lieutenant cracks the
wave of big-city crime
FEDERAL

January ARB

MEN

FEDERAL

starring Walter Greaza
Friday at 6:30 P.M.
dangerous crime-fighting
assignments of government agents

CHANNEL
Monday

thru

FIRST

2 THEATRE

Friday

at 11.15

p.m.

A select group of top quality full length feature films,
which are designed to meet the demands of late-evening
viewers, include distinguished Hollywood productions with
many famous stars.

14.5
9.6
4.3

January ARB

DEFENDER

starring Reed Hadley
Tnes. and Thurs.
at 6:30 P.M.
dramatized trials with their

CITY

WMAR-TV
Station A
Station B

RUN

WMAR-TV
Station A
Station B

FILM

Saturday

MEN
13.1
7.5
3.2

THEATRE

at 11 p.m.

The widely-acclaimed and award-winning film features with
their casts of renowned artists are completely new to Baltimore television, and "First Run Film Theatre" continues
to be the top-rated local TV film show.

fit Maryland, most people watch WMARtTV
CHANNEL
SUNPAPERS
TELEVISION
BALTIMORE,
MARYLAND
Telephone MUlberry 5-5670
*
TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc. New York, Detroit. Kansoi City, Jan Francisco Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, lo* Angele*
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PIN
Radio Station W-l-T-H "pin point power"
is tailor-made to blanket Baltimore's 1 5-mile
POINT

radius at low, low rates — with no waste coverage.
W-l-T-H reaches 74%*

POWER

of all Baltimore homes every

week — delivers more listeners per dollar
than any competitor. That's why we have twice
as many advertisers as any competitor. That's why
we're sure to hit sales results "on the button"

GETS

for you, too.
*Cumulative Pulse Audience Survey
BEST

Tom Tinsley
President
R. C. Embry
Vice Pres.

c

o

FIDE

C

E

National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in. New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington.
Forjoe & Co. in Chicago, Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Dallas, Atlanta.
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
ESTY
LOG

SEEKS
REQUEST

TO

CALM
FEARS

AGENCY

TAKES

• Measure to be infrequent
• Stations offered alternates
OFFICIALS of William Esty Co. appeared
last week to have calmed most — if not all —
fears they had provoked when they called
for early-morning logs of all radio stations
carrying spot business placed by Esty [B«T,
Feb. 11, 4].
A statement issued with their approval late
Thursday spelled out their purposes in asking for the logs, making clear that it would
not be a frequent request, and suggesting
that stations which object to releasing logs
might submit instead a statement of commercial policy or content giving the exact
time and length of all commercials.
The statement was released by Robert E.
Eastman of John Blair & Co., after the log
request was explored by a group from Station Representatives Assn.'s Radio Trade
Practices Committee, which he heads, in a
meeting with Esty authorities. Members of
the SRA committee said, however, that the
announcement was cleared by Esty officials,
and R. C. Grahl, Esty radio-tv timebuyer,
who initiated the call for logs, himself had
told B*T earlier that a statement on the
meeting would be issued through Mr. Eastman.
The one major fear which had gripped
broadcasters and which did not appear to be
settled in the conference was the thought
that other agencies might make similar requests, thereby creating a conceivably overpowering burden of effort and expense for
stations. Esty officials' assurance that they
didn't want to load stations with "an undue
amount of red tape and expense." however,
appeared to ease these fears, as did their
statement that "naturally this is a request
which would only be made on a very occasional basis." Other than a "completely unrelated" request sent to some 23 stations
earlier by John W. Shaw Adv., Chicago
[B«T, Feb. 11], no new log bid has been
reported.
Both Esty officials and members of the
SRA group said they felt some good has
already come out of the Esty request "because," the statement asserted, "undoubtedly
some stations are now in the process of reinspecting this [early-morning] time period
and making adjustments to get it back to a
more reasonable content." The statement
continued:
"No pre-conceived ideas as to what proper
commercial content should be were expressed [in the meeting]. It was felt this
was in the realm of station management,
I depending upon the particular character and
ability of the personality handling the proI
gram. Although the agency spokesmen felt
that some stations they had checked were
I way out of line, they have confidence in
good station management to handle their
; scheduling properly."
Mr. Grahl said:
"Our purpose in making this request was
to secure important information not avail,,■5 'Broadcasting

• Telecasting

REVENGE ON REP— 39-26
A GROUP of New York advertising
agencymen finally "evened the score"
with a segment of the station representative world that comes to haunt them
during the course of business hours. They
did it with basketball.
Donned in shorts, sneakers and T-shirts,
the "men from Cunningham & Walsh,"
aided by "ringers" from Ruthrauff &
Ryan. Kenyon & Eckhardt, Warwick &
Legler and a slim, trim representative or
two of Slenderella International, took on
the dribblers from John Blair & Co. and
Blair-Tv Jan. 29 and sent them down to
"glorious defeat," with a score of 39 to 26.
The occasion according to a Blair
spokesman, was "the first — and quite possibly the last — annual Poison Ivy Legaue
Championship classic." The place: St.
Anne"s School for Boys, New York City.
To the winners, led on by C&W Vice
President and Media Director Newman

JOHN BLAIR (r), president of John
Blair & Co. and coach emeritus of
the Blair companies' basketball
team, presents "Blair Cup" to Newman McAvoy, vice president-media
director of Cunningham & Walsh
and pilot of the C&W cagers.

McAvoy, went a "large, pseudo-silver urn
topped by a basketball player. Losers
joined winners for postmortem rites at an
East-side Manhattan bierstube.
As usual, the last word was gotten by
the
a Blair official:
may
havereps.
beenSaid
outclassed
on the "We
basketball
floor, but we easily carried the day with
our
five-girl
cheering
was no
argument
from section."
the agency There
boys.

BLAIR cheerleaders (I to r): Marie Santoro, Greta Lee, Pat Accurso, Anne
Pellegrino, and Irene Haydel.

They kept losers' spirits up.

abe in our current sources, such as the program schedule, coverage map, Standard Rate
& Data or the rating books. We feel it is important inevaluating any advertising to look
at the overall content more closely. We want
to inspect in greater detail that which we
have bought in order to have the right perspective infuture buying plans in spot radio.
Maybe other times, such as nighttime and
weekend, might offer attractive attentiongetting opportunities that we are missing.
"Our purpose in requesting actual broadcasting logs was because it seemed the most
direct and easiest way of obtaining the desired information. It certainly seemed easier
[photostating logs] than typing out a commercial schedule or taping a full hour and
a half.
"We realize, of course, that you cannot
always judge the quality of local programming or the ability of a personality from
looking at a piece of paper. Nevertheless,

you must agree that this is pertinent information in connection with our buying deMr. Grahl also stressed, the statement
noted, that Esty's request involved no atcisions."tempt to regulate station policy regarding
commercial content but rather that Esty felt
it was entitled to a closer look at how stations are handling the high-demand earlymorning time where much of the spot business of Esty clients is scheduled.
Nor was there any intention by Esty to
cast aspersions on spot radio generally, the
statement continued, pointing out that the
experience of several Esty clients has demonstrated the high selling qualities of spot
radio advertising.
For their part, station representatives at
the meeting agreed the agency was entitled
to the information it was seeking. But it was
pointed out that some stations object to releasing their logs, and the statement said
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"everyone was in agreement" that in such
cases "a statement of commercial policy or
content, giving the exact time and length of
all commercials, would be acceptable." The
meeting adjourned, the statement concluded,
"on the understanding that an effort would
be made to get the desired information provided in the form convenient to each station."
Besides Mr. Grahl, Esty representatives at
the meeting were Mark Byrne, Hal Simpson, Richard Driscoll, Frank Mahon, and
Harry Martin. Representing the SRA committee, in addition to Mr. Eastman, were
Morris Kellner of Katz Agency and Jack
Thompson of Peters, Griffin, Woodward.
INSURANCE
TURN

TO

GROUPS

RADIO -TV

• Sizeable budgets announced
• National, local plans made
INSURANCE agent use of radio-tv is perking up.
Latest developments in a stepped-up
awareness among insurance people of the
broadcast media:
• Disclosure last week that the National
Board of Fire Underwriters has set aside
$890,000 for its nationwide radio-tv spot
campaign that starts 13 weeks on March 4.
The budget also includes promotion facets
of the campaign.
• Circulation nationally to members and
other independent agents and brokers of
NBFU's
local
level.tie-in campaign for radio-tv on the
• Clearing of decks by National Assn. of
Insurance Agents for upcoming radio-tv
plans [Closed Circuit, Feb. 14]. NAIA has
appointed Doremus & Co., New York, as its
agency, and is already tieing-in with the
local NBFU radio-tv effort through its membership on an individual basis.
NBFU, which has about 220 capital stock
member firms, will use more than 130 radio
stations and will be in 10 major tv markets
in its 13-week spot drive, using 20-second
announcements only. Its agency is J. M.
Mathes, New York.
On the local level, the National Board
of Fire Underwriters' drive is a two-pronged
effort to acquaint the public with what it
feels is an existence of a "serious underinsurance on building and contents" (property insurance) and to tell the public about
the general need for "adequate" insurance.
Also included is magazine advertising. The
board is telling local agents:
"Radio, television and magazine advertising will help open the door for you to sell
much-needed additional insurance, not only
in fire but in every line you write. The
broadcast campaign will serve to pre-condition your clients and prospects — provide a
favorable atmosphere for you to sell more
insurance among property owners who are
not adequately protected.
"In addition, the campaign will perform a
service for the public and create goodwill
among literally millions of home owners by
alerting them to their need for adequate
insurance — make them receptive to your
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personal follow-up. You will benefit from
the greater premium volume and the resultincreasedradio,
income."
Oning local
the agent is urged to purchase either a full 20-second announcement,
or if on a station that is carrying a National
Board commercial, follow that spot with an
eight-second tie-in. Scripts are offered, and
upon request the agent can purchase for $1
a disc containing 15 commercials.
For local tv, the agent has available to
him from the board three special animated
tv films, each 20 seconds in duration, the set
of three prints costing $15 (the board paid
about $5,000 for the production of each
film).
The National Assn. of Insurance Agents,
which like NBFU is based in New York, is
composed of individual casualty agents. Its
board meets in Denver April 28-May 1 at
which time its advertising plans — which
could run into the millions — will be presented.
P&G Buys Silvers Show
PROCTER & Gamble Co. (Joy), through
Leo Burnett Co., officially assumes alternate
week sponsorship of "You'll Never Get
Rich" on CBS-TV, Tuesdays, 8-8:30 p.m.
EST, effective Feb. 26. Other sponsor is
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. J. B. Williams
Co. has been sponsoring the program on alternate weeks in the interval since Amana
Refrigeration Inc. dropped its sponsorship,
charging rate "inequities" and rising costs
plus low viewership. The Amana decision
[B«T, Jan. 14] followed network billing and
and discount disclosures by the Celler Antitrust Subcommittee.
J&G Agency Opens in Cleveland
J&G Television Productions Inc., agency
specializing in radio and television, has
opened offices in the Hippodrome Bldg.,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Jack Kravitz, president of the firm, formerly was assistant to the president of
Anchor Rubber Products Corp. Gary Davis,
vice president, formerly was in sales promotion with 20th Century-Fox.
Vitamin Corp. Buys Radio-Tv
VITAMIN CORP. of America, Los Angeles, last week announced it will invest more
than $1 million over the next few months
to promote Intracel, new analgesic drug to
relieve pain, and Rybutol, vitamin-mineral
formula, through BBDO, New York. The
products will be promoted on NBC-TV's
Today, Tonight and Steve Allen Show on
various network radio programs and in
printed media.
Carter Buys Into 'Hialeah' Series
CARTER PRODUCTS Inc. (Rise shave
cream and Arrid deodorant) has signed for
the last two programs (Feb. 23 and March
2) of NBC-TV's Saturday (4:30-5 p.m.
EST) Racing From Hialeah series which
began Jan. 26. Agency is Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles. Carter also is one of the
sponsors of NBC-TV's pro basketball telecasts which precede the racing program.

Ad League to Hear Breckenbridge
ROBERT BRECKENBRIDGE, chairman,
food and drug group, Assn, of National
Advertisers, will address the membership
meeting of the League of Advertising
Agencies at the Advertising Club of New
York tomorrow night (Tuesday) on
"What The Client Expects From His Advertising Agency."
A & A SHORTS
Goodkind, Joice & Morgan Inc., Chicago,
announces change of name to Don Kemper
Co.
Honig-Cooper Co., San Francisco, announces establishment of new business development department. R. O. Davis, vice
president of company, will head department.
Dubin & Feldman Inc., Pittsburgh, changes
name to Dubin, Feldman & Kahn Inc.
Ley & Sinclair Adv., S. F., announces
change of name to G. J. Ley Assoc. Officers
include James E. Porter, vice president, and
Kathryn B. Wright, secretary.
AGENCY

APPOINTMENTS

Bulova Watch Co., N. Y., appoints Marschalk & Pratt Div., McCann-Erickson.
N. Y., to handle advertising for its new
electric razor.
George W. Luft Co., (Tangee cosmetics),
Long Island City, N. Y., appoints Calkins
& Holden, N. Y.
Billen Engineering, N. Y., (air conditioning
dealer) names Mumm, Mullay & Nichols,
N. Y.
Fox Head Brewing Co. (Fox Deluxe, Fox
Head 400 beers) Madison, Wis., appoints
Schram Adv. Co., Chicago.
Kraeuter & Co. (manufacturer of pliers and
wrenches), Newark, N. J., appoints Wilson,
Haight, Welch & Grover Inc., N. Y.
Glidden Pottery Inc., Alfred, N. Y., appoints Lee Ramsdell & Co., Phila.
Standard Fruit & Steamship Co., New Orleans, appoints Tracy-Locke Co., same city.
Old World Formulas of South Inc., Gasden,
Ala.; Powell & Warne Bakery, Asheville,
N. C; House of Wakefield, Greensboro,
N. C; Lamont Labs, Greenville, S. C;
Moore's Mfg. Co., Bristol, Va., and Southern Truck Terminal, Charlotte, N. C, appoint Walter J. Klein Co., Charlotte, N. C.
National Shawmut Bank of Boston appoints
Harold Cabot & Co., same city, effective
May 1.
Germain's Inc. (grower and distributor of
agricultural-horticultural products), Los Angeles, appoints Anderson-McConnell Agency
Inc., Hollywood.
Motch & Merryweather Co. (manufacturer
of machine tools), Cleveland, appoints Griswold-Eshleman Co., same city.
Broadcasting
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in Milwaukee

MUSIC
2U hours a day ... 7 days a\
week . . . but music intelligently',
scheduled!
today'svariety
top hits,,
but also a Yes,
generous
of]
yesterday's
plusup]
a\
liberal taste great
of old records
tunes done
by the current group of fine
entertainers. And it's all attractively packaged by our team of
7 popular radio personalities.
NEWS
32 Newscasts daily prepared by
our 6-man news department aiui
presented 5 minutes before the
hour and half-hour. A UP news,
wire and sports wire, 2 mobile
units, state correspondents, a
weather wire, a police and fire
radio monitor plus regularly
scheduled telephone conversations with locallisteners
news sources'
keep WEMP
among
the best informed in the world.
SPORTS

WE

MP
5000 watt power at 1250 k.c. H

Live, play-by-play of Milwaukee Braves Baseball, Green
Bay Packer Football, U. of
Wisconsin Football and Basketball, plus coverage of special
local sporting events and 11
sportscasts daily . . . provide a
wealth of entertainment for our
sports minded listeners. In addition, these features are described
wherever possible by our Sports
Director and "The Voice of the
Braves," Earl Gillespie.
represented wherever you live by Headley-Reed
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NETWORK NEW BUSINESS
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. (Winston and
Camel cigarettes), Winston-Salem, N. C,
has signed to sponsor mutual's Baseball
Scoreboard, five-minute program following
each network presentation of Game of the
Day broadcasts. Agency: Wm. Esty Co.,
N. Y.
Quaker Oats Co. (cereals, pancake and corn
bread mixes, pet food), Chicago, has signed
for 1 1 programs of NBC News (NBC-TV,
Mon.-Fri., 7:45-8 p.m. EST), effective last
Tuesday. Agency is Needham, Louis &
Brorby.
La Choy Div. (Chinese foods) Beatrice Foods
Co., through Foote, Cone & Belding, buys
65 five-minute segments (one schedule running three per week for 13 weeks starting
March 3, another for 26 weeks beginning in
September) on ABC Radio Breakfast Club.
George S. May Co., Chicago, buys final
rounds of World Championship Golf Tourney on NBC-TV Aug. 11, also 30-minute
Championship Golf on WNBQ (TV) Chicago for 13 weeks, starting June 4. Agency:
M. M. Fisher & Assoc., same city.
NETWORK

RENEWALS

American Bird Food Co., through George
H. Hartman Co., renews one weekly fiveminute period on ABC Radio's Breakfast
Club for 26 weeks, starting March 11.
A&A PEOPLE
Mrs. Fay Steckley, San Antonio, to Fraser
Adv., same city, as vice president in charge
of radio-tv. *
Esty Stowell, executive vice president of
Benton & Bowles, N. Y., to Ogilvy, Benson
& Mather, N. Y.,
in similar capacity.
Fred Burghard
Jr., advertisingsales promotion,
Boonton Moulding
Co. (Boontonware), Boonton,
N. J., to Ruthrauff
& Ryan, N. Y., as
account executive.
Bill Adler, sales MR. STOWELL
manager, WABD
(TV) New York, to Grey Adv. Agency, same
city, as account executive.
Al B. Pote, head of his own agency, to
Charles H. Garland & Assoc. Inc., Phoenix,
Ariz., account executive.
Jean Robinson, formerly feature editor,
The Spectator, insurance publication, to
Edawrd Gottlieb & Assoc., N. Y., as associate account executive.
John J. Mulligan, supervisor, New York
office of Mumm, Mullay & Nichols, to
Robert Otto & Co., N. Y., account staff.
Jack Popp, Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago,
promoted from production manager to assistant account executive on W. A. Sheaffer
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Pen Co. account. Barbara Hartman, assistant
production manager, succeeds him.

N. Y., named assistant public relations
director.

Milton J. Wurzbach, assistant district director of public relations, U. S. Steel
Corp., Cleveland,
named staff director, product information, public relations department
of company in
Pittsburgh. Before
joining U. S. Steel
in 1949, Mr. Wurzbach was with The
Cleveland Press for
MR. WURZBACH
ten years as reporter and military
editor.

Andre Luotto, formerly head of his own tvmotion picture production agency and previously editor with Italian-language publications, to Emil Mogul Co., N. Y., as director
of foreign language department.
Deane Coords, associate copy supervisor,
Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., promoted to

Albert W. Allen, Bryon Houston, N. Y., to
Joseph Katz Co. as vice president of N. Y.
office.

copy supervisor.
Ruth Hawkins, radio-tv commercial writer,
Young & Rubicam, N. Y., to Fred Wittner
Adv., same city, publicity staff.
John A. Wright, electrical engineer and
writer, to Gray & Rogers, Phila., public relations staff.
Peter Gilman, formerly with Associated
Press and Los Angeles Times, to Kennedy,
Walker & Wooten Inc., Beverly Hills, writ-

George C. Hartridge, Benton & Bowles,
N. Y., to Fuller, Smith & Ross, same city,
as account executive.

ing staff.
Georges Carousso, special projects writer,
Cary Byoir & Assoc., N. Y., and freelance
writer, to Gray & Rogers, Philadelphia.

Arne N. Ramberg, spot radio-tv timebuyer,
Paul Venze Assoc., Baltimore, and W. R.
Hevell, account executive-copywriter, Meldrum & Fewsmith Inc., Cleveland, to W. B.
Doner & Co., Baltimore, as media buyer and
copywriter, respectively.

Paul Mitchell, partner, Hall-Mitchell Adv.,
Orange, Calif., elected president of Orange
County Assn. of Adv. Agencies. Chet Dippel, Chet Dippel Adv., Fullerton, Calif.,
named vice president and Armand Hanson,
Armand J. Hanson Co. Santa Ana, Calif.,
named secreary-treasurer.

John A. Hash promoted from assistant advertising manager to advertising manager of
Celotex Corp. (building materials), Chicago,
succeeding Gates Ferguson, who continues
with firm as advertising consultant.
Arthur B. Smith, production manager, Flagler Inc., Buffalo, N. Y., to Robert S. Risman
Adv. Agency Inc., same city, as production
manager-publications media director.
William Salkind, assistant account research
supervisor for Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.,
named supervisor of experimental research.

Jan Gilbert, broadcast supervisor and timebuyer, Doyle Dane Burnbach, N. Y., and
Luellen Stearns, vice president of Transcommunity Tv Network, same city, married
Feb. 2 at Community Church in N. Y.

Raymond F. Underwood, general sales manager of Lever division, Lever Bros., N. Y.,
named director of sales development for
company, succeeded by Hugh R. Conklin,
national sales manager, General Food Corp.'s
Post Cereals division, Battle Creek, Mich.
Seymour Nordenberg, divisional vice president-general sales manager, Goldblatt's
Stores, Chicago, to Sealy Inc. (mattress
products), same city, as advertising-merchandising director, effective March 16.
Charles Dreier Jr., media department manager Fletcher D. Richards Inc., N. Y., appointed media director. John J. Meskil,
space buyer, succeeds Mr. Dreier. Peter T.
Collins, James N. Buttrick and Edward R.
O'Shea named space buyers.
William L. Ballard, head of marketing-research, John W. Shaw Adv. Inc., Chicago,
appointed director of marketing services.
William Humphrey public relations director
for Chicago Housing Authority, to Calkins
& Holden Inc., same city, in similar capacity.
Stephen E. Korsen, charge of press section,
public relations department, Borden Co.,

SCORING again for WBAP-FM Fort
Worth, Tex., is Bobby Peters (1), program director for the Star-Telegram
station, as he holds a contract signed
by Fort Worth businessman Charles
W. Roland for Rowland's Record Shop
sponsorship of musical programs on
the music and news station. WBAPFM's programming includes recorded
offerings ranging from dinner music to
classics to modern jazz, and two "live"
network shows, NBC's Bandstand and
ABC's Metropolitan Opera of the Air.
Since Peters was named program director last June, renewals have reached
the 97% mark — an all-time high for
the station, officials say.
Broadcasting
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Now

in its second year for the 7-Up Bottling Company,

"Soldiers Of Fortune" packs the largest share of audience
in its time period ... a family audience for a sparkling
family drink! The top-rated show in a 4-station market
. . . and profitably substantiated by 7-Up sales figures! If
you are looking for "Big Time" results in this rich DallasFort Worth market, look to the station that consistently
points the way!

Call Your
PETRYMAN
for complete market data
and availabilities.

WFAA-TV
CHANNEL
8 — DALLAS
Blanketing 564,080 North
Texas television homes
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ON

SIGNING the contract that gives
WCHS Charleston, W. Va., air rights
to 154 Charleston Senators baseball
games at home and away is club General Manager Hillman Lyons. Ned
Martin (1), WCHS sports director, who
will do the play-by-play, and station
Vice President-General Manager John
T. Gelder Jr. witness the signing. The
season opens in Charleston April 16.

THE DOTTED

LINE . . .

CONTRACT for the third year of
Open Forum of the Air on WADK
Newport, R. I., is signed by the Martellino brothers, owners of Paul & Eddie's Restaurant. Closing the deal are
(1 to r) program moderator Jack
Stewart, Edmund and Paul Martellino
and WDAK Manager Milton E. Miller. Open Forum, originating daily at
12:05-1:30 p.m. in the restaurant,
gives diners and listeners (by telephone) achance to be heard on any
subject that comes up.

FIFTY-TWO week contract is signed at
KBTV (TV) Denver by Emil Berkowitz, president of New York Furniture
Co., Denver,
for the station's
p.m.
feature
film presentation.
The10 series
begins Feb. 16, on the John Mullins
station. With him are Tommy Young
(1), KBTV (TV) commercial manager,
and R. Max Goldberg, head of the
Max Goldberg agency.

SPONSORSHIP of WGAR Cleveland's
1 1 p.m. news, with Jack Dooley reporting, for another 26 weeks, is renewed by officials
Cleveland's
Second Federal
Savings of& Loan
Assn.
as station representatives look on. At
the signing (1 to r); Carl E. George,
WGAR general manager; Stanley Gee,
sales representative for the station;
C. W. Grove, president of Second
Federal Savings, and Ralph Leavenworth, advertising counsel for the firm.
CONTRACTING for Beneficial Finance Co.'s one-third sponsorship of Los Angeles
Angels' baseball broadcasts over KMPC Los Angeles is Alton C. Wickman (seated),
vice president of the company's southwest department. At the signing (1 to r): Harold
H. Black, executive vice president of Reach, Yates & Mattoon, New York, Beneficial's
agency; David Corbett, the company's regional advertising director; Jack Mulligan,
KMPC account executive, and Bob Kelley, KMPC director of sports, who handles
the Angels' play-by-play.

COMPLETING
negotiations
for presentation of Frontier,
a tv western
drama,
over KGGM-TV Albuquerque are (1
to r): Hugh Riker, agency official;
Jack Jones, Frontier Ford (deal-^^•er) president, and Kenneth Ferril, KGGM-TV account executive.

LINDSEY-ROBINSON INC., maker of
Gambills flour products, signs a 52week contract for a three-times-weekly
segment of Top O' The Morning,
country music show on WDBJ-TV
Roanoke, Va. L to r: Ray Terrill,
WDBJ-TV account executive; James
Calloway, advertising manager for
Lindsey-Robinson Inc. and Ray P. Jordan, vice president in charge of broadcasting for WDBJ AM-FM-TV.
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The South's most powerful
full-time independent

, FLORIDA

radio station.
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Rand

Edward

Rand,

president

Broadcasting

of the
Company

announces
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Petry

&

RADIO
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proudly
of

Inc.

DIVISION

as exclusive
national representative
effective immediately
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. In

CHICAGO

(

Rating... with

84.8

Share— ARB)

LES MISERABLES, starring Fredric March and
Charles Laughton, was No. 7 rafed feature film
in Chicago during November, outrating three
competing stations combined.

.In

PROVIDENCE

(

Rating... with

68.3

Share—

ARB)

WING AND A PRAYER, starring Don Ameche
and Dana Andrews, achieved rating more than
twice that of network competition... when shown
on WPRO at 10:30 P.M.

In

HARRIS

BURG,

PA.

F
Rating

(

HOW

GREEN WAS

...with

4I.O

Share—

ARB]

MY VALLEY, starring

Walter Pidgeon and Maureen O'Hara, outrated
Disneyland, Kraft Theatre, Arthur Godfrey . . .
when shown on WHP, a "U" station.

When you come down to it, numbers can be beautiful. After

Century-Fox and David O. Selznick, to name only two?

all, what is more lovely than a figure that's going your way?
It's so — with NTA's fabulous feature films, which outrate
competition nearly all over this fair Republic. And why not
— when they derive from such stellar producers as 20th

So if it's ratings you want— and name somebody who doesn't
—there's only one thing to do. Reach for your telephone,
Western Union blank, or ball-point pen, and get in touch
with NTA today. Tell 'em statistics sent you!

SKYROCKET

according

In

CHICAGO

RATINGS

to

(

ARB

Rating...

with

88.5

Share

-ARB)

SINCE YOU WENT AWAY, starring Jennifer
Jones and Joseph Cotten, was top-rated feature
film in Chicago during December, almost doubling the rating of next rated feature film.

In

SACRAMENTO

(

Rating... with

76.3

Share

-ARB)

THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER, starring Loretta
Young and Joseph Cotten, achieved three times
the combined rating of three other competing
stations in Sacramento ... on KBET.

In

BALTIMORE

(

Rating. ..with

84.7

Share-

A

-

PORTRAIT OF JENNY, starring Jennifer Jones
and Joseph Cotten, was top-rated feature in
Baltimore during month of November ... as
shown on WMAR, at 1 1 P.M.

For full details, phone, wire or write —
Harold Goldman, V. P. in charge of sales
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FILM
SWITCH:
OVER

TV

HOLLYWOOD
SEEN

BY

"AMAZING is the amusement industry. Not
too long ago, Hollywood nearly collapsed
under relentless tv competition. Today, its
products dominate the air waves. Theatre
attendance is up. Tv live show audiences,
down.
"This interesting reversal in the battle for
Americans' leisure time is one of the many
reasons that the movie industry is likely
to enjoy a prosperous year in 1957. The industry analysis . . . explains why the movie
stocks now represent excellent hunting
grounds for risk-taking investors seeking
generous current income (6% or more) and
superior three to five year appreciation potentialities (ranging up to 94%)."
The terse summary above is from an investment survey copyrighted and published
by Arnold Bernhard & Co., Wall St. Advisory firm which evaluates investment potential, and made available to B«T in detail
last week.

reach

BALTIMORE
when

Points Up Reversal
The newly-published evaluation points up
a reversal in the second half of last year of a
marked decline in box office receipts that
had beset the motion picture industry in the
first six months of 1956.
At the same time, the survey notes that
the rise in theatre attendance has occurred
at a time when an increasing number of pre1948 feature films are being released through
television.
Among the highlights:
• After RKO Pictures sold its library to a
tv film distributor in 1955 and Warner Bros,
released its pre- 1948 features early last year,
"the flood gate was thrown open." By fall
the average tv screen was presenting an estimated 20 hours of "old movies" a week.
• "Strangely enough" the movie theatres
have not been hurt by the showing of Hollywood films on tv. Rather, the major tv networks have been adversely affected.
• Among the factors favoring future prosperity of the motion picture industry this
year is an increase in income derived from
television.
"From this point on," according to the
survey, the "movie industry will always have
to compete keenly with television. Here,
though, it appears that Hollywood has been

you with
ride

gaining an upper hand."
• This season's revenues of ABC are expected to show "but a moderate rate of
growth"; it is "working assiduously" under
Leonard H. Goldenson, president of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc.,
"to revitalize its long-term sales growth trend
... to realign and strengthen its program
REPRESENTED BY
JOHN

BLAIR

AND

BliflllliBl
mmmmmmmmmmsi
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CO.

Without disclosing the evidence for such
format."
a conclusion, the survey nevertheless maintains that audiences in the U. S. have become
"increasingly quality conscious" once the
"novelty" of tv in the home "has worn
away" and that they are gradually identifying "quality" with motion picture product.
Pointing to wide screen, stereophonic

ASCENDANCY

WALL

ST.

FIRM

sound, "colorful, exotic setting" and to
"superior technical facilities" in movieland,
the survey finds that movie house audiences
can take part "vicariously" in filmed experience to a degree that "probably will not be
equalled even by color or subscription television presentations for many years to come."
In drawing the network program vs. feature film picture into focus, the investment
survey writers assert:
"From city to city, network affiliated stations have been losing a portion of their audience to competing stations telecasting the
old Hollywood flickers.
"Indeed, with most Hollywood studios
also taking over the production of filmed series especially tailored for tv, many industry observers now suspect that the television
industry is finally submitting to Hollywood."
On the subject of special filmed series for
tv,
the survey
to Columbia
activity
throughpoints
its subsidiary
ScreenPictures'
Gems
for some years; to Warner Bros.' $600,000
project in building new facilities for tv film
production, and to Loew's formation of its
MGM-TV division for film production.
Investments in this aspect of the industry
involve relatively smaller risk and a satisfactory return generally is guaranteed, it is
stated, because deals with stations are usually
made in advance of the shooting as contrasted to investment risks in theatre film
production.
Particularly lucrative is the sale of tv
rights of feature films since no production
costs have to be charged against them and
the films involved have been completely
amortized on the company's books, the survey continues.
In most cases, say the survey writers, "by
far the greatest part of the rental income can
be carried through to pre-tax earnings," an
income that is non-recurrent.
Many Opportunities Seen
The advisors conclude that many buying
opportunities exist for investors in the
"amusement" group with the motion picture
companies' "favorable earnings and [anticipated] dividend prospects" not being fully
discounted by current market prices of their
stocks.
The survey rates current dividend yields
of more than 6%, superior to an average
5.2% return, and dividends well protected
because of improved prospects in company
earnings. It places the three to five year appreciation potentiality of amusement stocks
as a group at 56% as compared to an average 28% gain projects for all stocks.
For AB-PT it rates the three to five year
appreciation
at inclusion
74% and inwhile
its stock
"is
not
suitable for
investment
grade
portfolios" risk-taking accounts might find it
worthwhile for "generous dividend income
and attractive capital growth prospects."
AB-PT's average annual revenues are projected to $275 million, with earnings to $4
per share and dividends to $2.40 in the
Broadcasting • Telecasting

Another

Happy

Client

Perry Shupert did a double take. Sure enough, there
was KING-TV's 'copter all revved-up, ready to whisk
him from Seattle-Tacoma International Airport to
KING-TV's roof— designated as Seattle-King County
Private Heliport No. 1 by the CAB.
Just ten minutes after his airport landing, Shupert,
dynamic Vice-President in charge of sales and advertising for Miles Laboratories, Inc., was dropping in
for a first-hand view of KING-TV production and

Drops

in

on

KiNG-TV

promotion methods that help keep Alka-Seltzer on top
of the Pacific Northwest market.
Like so many other top-notch advertisers, Miles
places its entire spot budget on KING-TV. No wonder
KING-TV enjoyed giving speedy service to the Speedy
Man . . . Results? Alka-Seltzer, One-A-Day Vitamin and
Bactine volumes push up and up. Is Perry Shupert
happy with KING-TV?
with enthusiasm.

FIRST IN SEATTLE

Ask him and he fairly fizzes

TACOMA

ABC— Channel 5
100,000 Watts
ASK
YOUR
BLAIR
TVV
MAN
-T
NG
Ki
Associated with KGW-TV, KGW Radio, Portland, Oregon

THE
IN

10

10

TOP

MAJOR

As Rated by ARB

FILMS
MARKETS

in January

FROM the monthly audience surveys of American
Research Bureau, B«T each month lists the 10 top rated
syndicated film programs in 10 major markets, selected
to represent all parts of the country with various
degrees casional
of competition.
all precautions,
errors will occur (.Despite
in these tables,
due to use oc-of
the same program name for both a syndicated•TVand a
network series and the practice of some stations of
substituting local titles (such as [advertiser] Theatre)
■TV
for real program names.
•TVRating

NEW YORK seven-station market
Day &
Distr.
Rank Program
(Ziv)
Mon.
1. Highway Patrol
Fri.
2. Science Fict. Theatre (Ziv.)
Wed.
3. Death Valley Days (McC-E)
Sun.
4. Popeye the Sailor (AAP)
Sat.
M-F
Thurs.
5. Guy Lombard© (MCA-TV)
5. Brave Eagle
(CBS Film)
M-Sat.
Sun.
7. Looney Tunes (Guild)
8. Sheena of Jng. (ABC Film)
Sat.
Tues.
9. Celeb. Playhse. (Scr. Gems)
Tues.
9. Waterfront (MCA-TV)
CHICAGO four-station market
Rank
Program Distr.
1. Sheriff of Cochise (NTA)
Superman (Flamingo)
Ch. Bowling (Schwimmer)
I Led 3 Lives
(Ziv)
Annie Oakley (CBS Film)
Stu Erwin
(Official)
Cisco Kid
(Ziv)
Buffalo Bill Jr. (CBS Film)
Secret Journal (MCA-TV)
San Fran. Beat (CBS Film)

Time
7:00
7:00
7:00
4:30
6:00
5:30
7:00
5:30
6:30
6:30
7:00
7:30

Day & Time
Fri.
7:30
Fri.
6:00
Sun. 9:30
Tues. 9:30
Sat.
5:30
Mon.
7:30
Sun. 5:00
Thurs. 6:00
Sat. 10:00
Tues. 9:00

LOS ANGELES seven-station market
Rl ik Program Distr.
Mon.
Day & Time
1 Life of Riley (NBC Film)
Mon.
2 Science Fict. Theatre (Ziv)
3 Annie Oakley (CBS Film)
Thurs. 8:30
8:00
Fri.
4 Buffalo Bill Jr. (CBS Film)
6:00
5 Highway Patrol (Ziv)
6 Jungle Jim (Screen Gems)
Mon. 9:00
7:30
107 Dr. Christian (Ziv)
Mon. 6:00
8 Frontier (NBC Film)
Sun.
Sat.
9 Confidential File (Guild)
Sat.
7:00
7:00
Badge 714 (NBC Film)
9:30
10 Search For Adven. (Bagnall)
Thurs. 7:30

KTTV
KTTV
KABC
KTTV
KABCKTTV
KTTV
KTTV
KCOP
KRCA-

Sta. Rating
WNBQ 16.8
WGN-TV 16.7
WNBQ 16.3
WGN-TV 16.2
WBBM-TV 15.0
WGN-TV 14.7
WBKB 13.7
WGN-TV 13.7
WNBQ 13.3
WGN-TV 13.2

WASHINGTON four-station market
Rank
Program
Distr. Day & Time
1. Highway Patrol
(Ziv) Sat. 7:00
2. Soldiers of Fort. (MCA-TV) Mon. 7:00
3. W. Bill Hickok (Flamingo) Thurs. 7:00
4. Science Fict. Theatre (Ziv) Sun. 6:00
5. Ramar of the Jungle (TPA) Wed. 7:00
6. Annie Oakley (CBS Film) Fri. 7:00
7. Superman
(Flamingo) Tues. 7:00
8. Frontier
(NBC Film) Sat. 10:30
9. Celeb. Playhse. (Scr. Gems) Tues. 10:30
10. Count Monte Cristo (TPA) Sat. 6:30

Sta. Rating
WTOP-TV 19.9
WTOP-TV 18.8
WRC-TV 18.1
WMAL-TV 17.2
WTOP-TV 16.1
WTOP-TV 15.8
WRC-TV 15.7
WTOP-TV 15.3
WTOP-TV 15.0
WTOP-TV 14.4

SEATTLE-TACOMA four-station market
Rank
Program Distr. Day & Time
1. Life of Riley
(NBC Film) Thurs. 7:30
2. Highway Patrol (Ziv) Thurs. 7:00
3.
Adven. (Bagnall)
4. ' Search
Sheriff for
of Cochise
(NTA) Sat.
Mon. 7:00
7:00
5. Annie Oakley (CBS Film) Fri.
6:00
6. W. Bill Hickok (Flamingo) Thurs. 6:00
7. West. Marshall (NBC Film) Wed. 6:00
8. Judge Roy Bean (Scr. Craft) Sat.
6:00
9. Superman (Flamingo) Tues. 6:00
10. Soldiers of Fort. (MCA-TV) Mon. 6:00

Sta. Rating
KING-TV 39.0
KOMO-TV 37.0
KING-TV
KING-TV 35.8
35.7
KING-TV 30.8
KING-TV 29.0
KING-TV 28.5
KING-TV 28.0
KING-TV 27.2
KING-TV 26.4

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL four-station market
Rank
Program Distr. Day & Time Sta. Rating
1. W. Bill Hickok (Flamingo) Sat. 5:30 WCCO-TV 20.2
2. State Trooper
(MCA-TV) Tues. 9:30 KSTP-TV 17.8
3. Celeb. Playhse. (Scr. Gems) Sun. 9:30 KSTP-TV 16.7
4. Search For Adven. (Bagnall) Mon. 9:30 WTCN-TV 14.9
4. Sheriff of Cochise
(NTA) Sat. 9:30 WCCO-TV 14.9
6. Studio 57
(MCA-TV) Wed. 9:30 KSTP-TV 14.8
7. Annie Oakley (CBS Film) Sat. 5:00 WCCO-TV 14.3
8. Stage 7
(TPA) Mon. 9:30 KSTP-TV 14.0
9. Badge 714 (NBC Film) Tues. 10:30 KSTP-TV 13.2
10. Highway Patrol (Ziv) Thur. 10:30 KSTP-TV 12.5
10. Secret Journal (MCA-TV) Fri. 7:30 KSTP-TV 12.5
CLEVELAND three-station market
Rank
Program Distr.
Day & Time
1. Highway Patrol (Ziv)
Tues. 10:30
Thurs 7:00
2. Soldiers of Fort. (MCA-TV)
Sun. 10:30
3. Sheriff of Cochise (NTA)
4. Range Rider
(CBS Film)
Sun.
Tues. 7:00
5. Science Fict. Theatre (Ziv)
Wed. 6:00
5. Sheena of Jng. (ABC Film)
7. Annie Oakley
(CBS Film)
7:00
Sat.
Mon. 6:30
8. Waterfront (MCA-TV)
Wed. 7:00
8. Crunch & Des (NBC Film)
10. Frontier
(NBC Film)
Sat. 10:30

Sta. Rating
WJW-TV 32.2
27.4
KYW-TV 22.4
26.8
KYW-TV 20.9
WEWS
20.9
KYW-TV
KYW-TV
19.9
WJW-TV 19.2
WEWS
KYW-TV 19.0
19.2
WJW-TV-TV
-TV
-TVRating
COLUMBUS three-station market
-TV■TV
Sta.
Rank
Program
Distr.
45.0
Day & Time
1.
WBNS
Sun.
Valley Days (McC-E)
29.9
9:30
-TV
Tues. 10:30
2. Death
WBNS
Highway Patrol (Ziv)
Thurs. 7:30
3. Sheriff of Cochise (NTA)
WBNS ■TV
-TV 26.6
Wed.
4. Soldiers of Fort. (MCA-TV)
-TV 20.8
6:30
24.6
WBNS
Public
Defender
(Interstate)
Mon.
5.6. Superman (Flamingo)
Wed. 6:00
WBNS23.2
Fri.
7. Frontier Doctor (H-TV)
WTVN
18.8
7:00
WBNS8. Waterfront (MCA-TV)
Sat.
WBNS
Fri.
6:30
WBNS
17.9
9. Celeb. Playhse. (Scr. Gems)
18.6
WBNS
7:30
Thurs. 6:00
10. Annie Oakley
(CBS Film)
17.0

investment firm's hypothesized 1959-1961
economy.
The survey expects AB-PT's theatre receipts, which represent more than half of the
aggregate income, to expand significantly
this year. But broadcast revenues are expected to show only "slight year to year
gains during the greater part of the calendar

year of 1957."
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Sta.

Sta. Rating
WRCA-TV 16.8
WRCA-TV 18.4
16.2
WRCA-TV
WPIX
13.1
11.9
WRCA-TV
11.9
11.8
WPIX
10.8
WABD
WPIX
10.2
WRCA-TV
WABD
10.2

1.
ATLANTA three-station market
Rank Program
Distr.
Badge 714
(NBC
Film)
2. Superman
(Flamingo)
3.6. Highway Patrol
Science Fict. Theatre (Ziv)
5. State Trooper
(MCA-TV)
City Detective
'n' Andy (MCA-TV)
7.4. Amos
(CBS Film)
Buffalo
Bill
Jr.
10.9. Annie Oakley (CBS Film)
(CBS Film)
Man Called X
(Ziv)
8.
1.
BOSTON
two-station market
2.
Rank
Program Distr.
(MCA-TV)
5. Waterfront
I Led 3 Lives (Ziv)
Count
Monte
Cristo
(TPA)
3.
4. Death Valley Days (McC-E)
Annie Oakley (CBS Film)
6. Superman (Flamingo)
7. Victory At Sea (NBC Film)
8. W. Bill Hickok (Flamingo)
9. Man Behind Bge. (MCA-TV)
10. Sheriff of Cochise (NTA)

European Expansion Plans
In Works for Ziv Tv Programs
ZIV Television Programs intends to launch
a dubbing and film production operation in
West Germany and expand its dubbing facilities inFrance, Ed Stern, head of the international division of Ziv Tv, reported prior
to leaving New York for a month-long business trip in Europe.

Day &
Mon.
Fri.
Wed.
Fri.
Tues.
Wed.
Thurs.
Wed.
Mon.
Sun.

Time
7:00
7:00
7:30
7:00
7:00
7:00
6:30
6:00
6:00
7:00

Day & Time
Sun. 7:30
7:00
Wed. 8:30
Tues.
Fri.
10:30
Fri.
Sun. 5:00
6:30
Sun.
Tues. 1:30
Sun. 10:30
6:30
Sun.
6:00

21.5
19.2
16.7
16.4
15.9
14.3
12.6
13.7
12.5
12.1
12.1

Sta. Rating
WSB-TV 28.5
WSB-TV 28.0
WAGA-TV 24.6
WAGA-TV 22.0
WAGA-TV 20.5
WLWA 20.0
WAGA-TV 19.7
WLWA 18.8
WLWA 18.0
WAGA-TV 17.7

Sta.
WNAC
WNAC
WNAC
WNAC

Rating
-TV 29.7
-TV 26.0
-TV 24.3
-TV 23.7
-TV
21.7
-TV
-TV 20.8
19.5

-TV 18.2
WNAC -TV 17.8
WNAC
WNAC -TV 17.5
WNAC

Mr. Stern's first stop will be in London,
where he will discuss co-production arrangements with various British producers. In
Paris he will confer with Ziv Tv executives
there with a view toward doubling the company's re-voicing facilities. Mr. Stern plans
to discuss the dubbing project with German
producers in Frankfurt and Munich and also
the possibility
of establishing a tv film production base there.
Broadcasting
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Big

Springjexas

KB

ST-

TV

joins

stations

Nub

network

"Wfest

Texas
carte

let

COME AND GET IT! THE RICH HEART
OF WEST TEXAS
ONE DISH.

-

INGREDIENTS:

SERVED UP IN

KDUB-TV LUBBOCK

f MARKET, KPAR-TV ABILENE - SWEETWATER
AND KBST-TV BIG SPRING MARKET

(ALL CBS AFFILIATES).

YOU GET MORE THAN 250,000 SETS AT AN ECONOMICAL
RATE.

MARKET

COMBINATION

YOU COVER THIS GIANT AREA OF THE SOUTHWEST

WITH ONE TIME-SAVING, MONEY-SAVING
THE KDUB STATIONS' NETWORK.

YES TO

AND REMEMBER-

TELEVISION IS THE UNDISPUTED ENTERTAINMENT
STAPLE IN THJS AGRICULTURAL-OIL JtjT* Wfi SOUTHWEST^ 6IANt£\,^

Fa l!

.

I '!

"

THE NATIONS TOP.
KBST-TV studios and offices offer
plete facilities for live, network and film
production in addition to simultaneous
scheduiQ^^^B^HL^Bs^BHHH^HQKB
Broadcasting • Telecasting

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

• THE BRANHAM COMPANY

'. D, "Dub" Rogers, President ond Gen. Mgr. E. A. "Bun" Ha«ett, National Sales

TEXAS TELECASTING, INCORPORATED

OPERATIONS DESK: 7400 COLLEGE AVENUE, LUBBOCK. TEXAS
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WOR

On February

22, 1922 WOR

serving New

York.

During

began
the 35

year span - 1922-1957 - the city has
grown

tremendously

have changed
Today, New

York in many

senses is

not one city, but millions of separate
cities, each created by one of the milmake

their own in its crowded
And

WOR

worlds of
privacy.

serves each of these cities

by providing a program

schedule that

OF

in New York. The Station's great new
music program

"Music

From

Studio

X" has drawn critical and listener acclaim since its inception eight months

and its people

in habit and outlook.

lions of people who

YEARS

ago. And

WOR

has recently added

these exciting personalities to its program lineup; Bob Smith"Long John"
Nebel, Newsman John Wingate and
the much- talked-about Jean Shepherd.
WOR's firm grip on New York for 35
years is no accident. Like the city
WOR

has changed with the times. It

is both varied and universal in appeal.

has kept pace with, and in many

WOR

set the pace for its audience. As a con-

personalities

Deane, Alfred &

sequence, WOR has always been and

Dorothy & Dick, Stan

is today a great advertising medium.

have large and devoted audi-

On the opposite page you will find

Gambling,

Martha

Dora McCann,
Lomax

such as John

cases,

ences who wouldn't think of missing a
single program. And in coverage of
the news and sports WOR

is unrivaled

evidence of WOR
ship that WOR
and extend.

leadership -leaderintends to maintain

50,000 Watts,

LEADERSHIP

IN

RADIO

FIRST IN COVERAGE

WOR reaches more people in more places than any other station in
America.

FIRST IN AUDIENCE

WOR ratings in metropolitan New York outrank all other stations.
(Hooper, Oct.-Nov. 1956)

FIRST IN MAIL PULL

Every minute of every hour of every day all year long some listener
is writing to WOR.

FIRST IN NEWS

More people tune to WOR for news than to any other station in New
York. (Special Pulse survey March 1956)

FIRST IN ADVERTISING

WOR has a greater number and variety of advertisers than any
other radio or television station in the country. (BAR Reports,
Fall 1956)

These are the primary reasons why WOR

FIRST

IN

SALES

is . . .

IMPACT

WOR's extensive file of sales success stories— from sponsors
both large and small— provides tangible evidence that WOR
delivers unequaled sales impact.

For 35 years the call letters of quality
Key Station of the Mutual Broadcasting System
A Division of RKO Teleradio Pictures, Inc.

RADIO
710 New York, N.Y.

Thomas F. O'Neil, President and Chairman of the Board
John B. Poor, Vice-president, General Teleradio
Robert J. Leder, Vice-president & General Manager, WOR

FILM
'Whirlybirds'
For CBS-TV

Fly High
Film Sales

SALES SUCCESS of CBS-TV Film Sales'
Whirlybirds series was underlined last week
by Thomas W. Moore, general sales manager of the unit, who reported that in a
period of slightly more than three months,
gross sales on the series have reached $1,250,000 and have "returned the cost of production and the majority of selling and
administrative costs." The 39-episode series
has been sold in 113 markets.
Mr. Moore, who termed the volume of
business
mark offortheCBS
Sales,"
attributed "athehigh
success
seriesFilm
to date
to
several factors, including the high level of
quality in the initial and succeeding episodes; the promotional, merchandising and
publicity values inherent in a series dealing
with helicopters, and the relatively small
number of new syndicated series coming on
the market in the last few months. He said
the "excellent reputation of our producer,
Desilu Productions, whetted the interests of
prospective buyers and clinched sales when
they saw that succeeding episodes of the
series were as fine as the early ones."
Among the advertisers who have bought
the series and have taken options in additional markets, Mr. Moore reported, are the
Continental Oil Co. (47 markets); National
Biscuit Co. (17); Laura Scudder Foods (23),
and Nickl-Silver Battery Co. (six) .
Mr. Moore told BoT that the large sales
on Whirlybirds is a "definite sign" that the
television syndication has a place in the
business. He added that the day has past
when "a below-par series" can be sold because "time-slots are at a premium." He
stressed that syndicated series must be produced with episodes maintaining top-level
production values and must be designed to
interest all members of the family to enlist
the support of the type of advertiser suitable
for syndication sponsorship. Mr. Moore
listed these, in general, as food companies,
beverage concerns, financial institutions and

CHARLES SCUDDER signs the contract
for sponsorship of Whirlybirds on
KHJ-TV Los Angeles on behalf of
Scudder Food Products Inc. L to r:
Colburn Hall of Scudder; Edward F.
Baltz and Charles Mottl, of Mottl-Siteman agency; Ralph Pansek of Scudder,
and Robert Bowman, KHJ-TV account executive, at the signing.
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A GROUP of advertising executives look at helicopter models being used in the merchandising of Whirlybirds. L to r: front row, Jack Phillips of Benton & Bowles; William Harrison of McCann-Erickson; Charles Shugart, Benton & Bowles; James Victory and Fred
Mahlstedt, both of CBS Television Film Sales; back row, Thomas Moore, CBS Television
Film Sales; Red Kelly and William Wylie, both of McCann-Erickson; Ralph Baruch, CBS
Television Film Sales; Richard Trea, Benton & Bowles, and Walter Scanlon, CBS Television
Film Sales.
merchandising.
automotive companies.
In announcing the clinic, Mr. Moore
He observed that syndicated series
stated that the last year was the best in
of the Whirlybirds type appeals to advertisers also because of the merchandising, pro- CBS Television Film Sales' history, and
motional and publicity opportunities. He
predicted that this year gross sales will be
pointed out that CBS Film Sales already has
increased by "at least" 20%. He cited
held airshows featuring helicopters in new interest in syndication by major naOmaha and Los Angeles, which attracted
tional advertisers, observing "established film
large crowds, and has others scheduled for distribution companies can look forward to
Milwaukee, Oklahoma City and Houston.
a future much brighter than we ever conCBS Film Sales has available for personal
appearances a 19-year-old Omaha girl, Gwen
Expected to attend are James McCormack,
Atlanta; H. Roy Marks, Boston; Barr
templated."
Stoller, who is "Miss Whirlybird." She has Sheets,
Detroit; Donald Goldsmith, Lee
appeared at agency and press luncheons, on
Stone and Bernard Johnston, Chicago; Edtelevision stations and at affairs sponsored
ward Adler, Denver; Glenn Ticer, San
by helicopter groups throughout the counFrancisco; Carter Ringlep, Dallas; William
try. Local stations carrying the series have
Perkinson, Los Angeles; Spence Caldwell,
conducted contests of various types: WPIX
president of S. W. Caldwell Ltd., Toronto,
(TV) New York held a two-week "WhirlyCanadian distributor for CBS Film, along
birds" drawing contest, and according to with Ken Page, Owen Duffy, and Bud De
Mr. Moore, attracted more than 40,000
Bow. The New York sales staff and adminentries.
istrative executives also will be present, as
will CBS-TV President Merle S. Jones.
Pricing to Be Subject
Of CBS TV Film Clinic
MGM-TV to Film Beer Spots
NEW price and discount formulas will be JACOB RUPPERT Brewery (Knickerup for review at the annual sales clinic of
bocker beer) has been signed as the first
CBS Television Film Sales Inc. which starts
account
for MGM-TV's newly-formed tv
at the St. Regis Hotel in New York today film commercial
division, Charles C. (Bud)
(Monday) and continues through Wednesday.
Barry, vice president in charge of tv for
Prime objective of the clinic, to be at- Loew's Inc., announced last week. Warwick
tended by account executives from the or& Legler, Ruppert's agency, has assigned
ganization's nine sales offices as well as its MGM-TV to produce a series of 10 oneCanadian distributor, according to General
minute commercials for Knickerbocker.
Sales Manager Thomas W. Moore, will be
Films will be shot at MGM's Culver City
to set up a new system of pricing for pro- studios under personal supervision of
grams in all markets — "one which will be MGM's director of commercial film producrealistic from our standpoint as well as our
tion, Virgil E. Ellsworth. Shot will be a
customers' and one which we intend to ad- special animated version of the Father
here to regardless of individual market situa- Knickerbocker trademark.
Also to be unveiled at the meeting is a
new
tions.""station programming plan" that will
permit maximum discounts for those stations which buy the organization's properties for strip programming, or buy groups of
programs for regular weekly showing.
These sessions will cover, in addition, the
more general subjects of new programs soon
to be offered for sale; a report on increasing
demand for news programming; aspects of
selling in syndication; advertising plans and
the latest developments in promotion and

Lopatin Forms Production Firm
A NEW FIRM, Ralph Lopatin Productions,
has been formed in Philadelphia to specialize in industrial and business films for
tv,
closed
circuit and non-theatrical distribution.
Mr. Lopatin formerly was director of the
motion picture unit of WRCV-TV Philadelphia, where he supervised newsreel photography and headed the commercial contract department. He has been in tv since
1946.
Broadcasting
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PARTIAL LIST OF
FEATURED STARS
Vivian Blaine
Joan Bennett
Ernest Borgnine
Eddie Bracken
278

HALF

of national
adapted

HOURS

programming
to local needs

superbly
with

Rory Calhoun
Claudette Colbert
Jackie Cooper
Joseph Cotten
Broderick Crawford
Arlene Dahl
Linda Darnell
Melvyn Douglas
Paul Douglas

Top

Stars . . . Exciting

Polished

Assure

★ DRAMAS

Stories . . .

Productions

All -Family

★ COMEDIES

★ WESTERNS

that

Appeal!

★ ADVENTURES

★ MYSTERIES

Irene Dunne
Joan Fontaine
Paulette Goddard
Paul Henreid
Dorothy Lamour
Ida Lupino
Herbert Marshall
Mercedes McCambridgt
Ray Milland
Thomas Mitchell
Paul Muni
Merle Oberon
Pat O'Brien
Maureen O'Sullivan
Edward G. Robinson

For information call
NEW YORK
DETROIT
CHICAGO
711 Fifth Ave.
709FoxBldg. 230 N. Michigan Ave.
Plaza 1-4432
Woodward 1-3979
Franklyn 2-3696
HOLLYWOOD
NEW ORLEANS
TORONTO
1334N.BeechwoodDr.
1032 Royal St.
102-108 Peter St.
Hollywood 2-3111
Express 3913
Empire 3-4096

Will Rogers, Jr.
Cesar Romero
George Sanders
Ann Sheridan
Sylvia Sidney
Barbara Stanwyck
Barry Sullivan
Shelley Winters
Teresa Wright
Robert Young

FILM
Four Britannica Library Sales
Reported by Trans-Lux Tv Corp.
FOUR new sales for its Encyclopaedia
Britannica Films library have been rung up
in the Denver, Minneapolis, Detroit and
Los Angeles markets by Trans-Lux Television Corp. Details, expected to be announced this week, include leasing of the
entire group of 600 "factual" films in
Denver and Minneapolis for a five-year
period. Actual stations were not disclosed
last week.
Richard Carlton, sales vice president of
Trans-Lux Television, has set a news conference in New York tomorrow (Tuesday)
to reveal the sales after a cross-country tour
of 22 stations in five cities, including Chicago. Partial sale was made in Detroit and
Los Angeles.
Trans-Lux, which acquired the films last
fall and already has sold the whole package
to Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. and individual films and parts of the package in
various markets of the country, has opened
a new sales office on the West Coast (1966
S. Vermont Ave., Los Angeles) that will be
utilized also as a shipping point for films in
the next six weeks.
Shamus

Culhane Moves

Studios

SHAMUS CULHANE Productions Inc.,
New York and Los Angeles, last week
moved its studios into new and expanded
quarters at 6226 Yucca St. in Hollywood.
William T. Hurtz heads the Hollywood
office, which currently is completing animated segments on the next three Frank
Capra science tv programs for Tell Telephone System, and a theatrical trailer.
$1 Million for NTA Package
PURCHASE of 78 first-run 20th Century-Fox
feature films from National Telefilm Assoc.,
New York, for more than $1 million has
been announced by Irving R. Rosenhaus,
president of WATV (TV) Newark. The station last summer bought 52 features from
NTA for $500,000.
Robbins to Head Framer Division
SELECTION

of David Robbins, documentary film producer and director,
to head the new
film division of
Walt Framer Productions was announced last week
by Walt Framer,
president of the
firm. The new division has several
shows in pre-production including
dramatic, situation
MR. ROBBINS
comedy, audience
participation and documentary packages.
First in the unit's shooting schedule is a
dramatic anthology series to be based on
the use of true stories sent in by viewers
of the programs.
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Interstate Sells Six in 13
INTERSTATE TELEVISION Corp., New
York, last week announced the sales of six
of its series in 13 markets for gross billings
of an estimated $90,000. New sales were on
Adventure Action Series in four markets
(raising total to 55); Little Rascals in three
markets (total 50); Jubilee Theatre, two
markets (total 120); Public Defender, two
markets (total 70); Counterpoint, one market
(total 115) and I Married Joan, one market
(total 120).
FILM PEOPLE
Ad Schneider, NBC-TV production, to
Shamrock Motion Picture Studios, Winter
Park, Fla., as general manager.
Rick Landen, tv film department of Mercury Artists Corp., N. Y., to Gerald Productions Inc., same city, as general manager.
William Sacheim, producer, Screen Gems,
named to newly-created post of director of
program development.
Leslie Goldman, George Blake Enterprises,
N. Y., to Dynamic Films, same city, as director of newly-created advertising tv film
commercial division.
Donald O'Brien, NBC-TV Film's accounting department, to Calif. National Products
Inc., N. Y. (NBC subsidiary), as manager
of accounting-budgets.
John McManus, formerly with Louis DeRochemont Productions and 20th CenturyFox Film Corp., both N. Y., to Jack Berch
Productions Inc., same city, as editorial
chief.
TV CUT-OFF

FILM SALES
Interstate Tv Corp., N. Y., announces
following sales: Adventure Action Series to
WBRZ (TV) Baton Rouge (La.), WCAX-TV
Burlington (Vt.), WFLB-TV Fayetteville
(N. C.) and KSLA-TV Shreveport (La.);
Counterpoint to WCTV (TV) Tallahassee;
/ Married Joan to KHAD-TV Laredo
(Tex.); Jubilee Theatre to WCAX-TV and
KGUL-TV Galveston; Little Rascals to
WSB-TV Atlanta, WFLB-TV and KRCG
(TV) Jefferson City (Mo.); Public Defender to WISN-TV Milwaukee and KTVX
(TV) Tulsa.
Minot TV, N. Y., reports sale of The Tracer
tv film series to WESH-TV Daytona Beach,
Fla., and WITI-TV Milwaukee, raising total
markets on series to 40.
Telenews Film Corp., N. Y., reports sale of
its library to newly-organized Network Telefilm Library Inc., same city, which plans to
produce special tv series from film.
FILM RANDOM

SHOTS

Network Telefilm Library Inc., N. Y., announces ithas acquired entire film library of
Telenews Film Corp.
Association Films, N. Y., has issued new
booklet, "Some Quick Facts About Free
Motion Picture Programs," listing some of
200 films available free of charge.
Editorial Films Inc., N. Y., moves from its
270 Park Ave. quarters to new offices at
6-3773.
10 E. 40th St. Telephone: Murray Hill

LOSSES

HEAVY, SURVEY SHOWS
Mr. Keane said the test achieved two
SCREEN GEMS, New York, has released the final analysis of returns on a objectives: calling attention to the sharp
"cut-off" that exists in television and
test conducted jointly by the tv film
company and NBC, designed to provide
alerting film producers and photogranew information on the "cut-off" of the
phers to "cut-off" standards, as set up
transmitted television image as received
by this test. He said that in the past,
on tv sets.
these standards were based on evaluation
Peter Keane, technical director of guided by mathematical computation and
Screen Gems, told B«T that in the main
on closed-circuit tests.
there is an 8% loss in the top, bottom and
Producers, he said, may use the results of the test to determine the area
sides of a transmitted picture, and an 1 825% loss in each corner.
of a sequence they want to photograph.
The test, conducted by Screen Gems
He noted that the "cut-off" may constitute aserious problem on some occain cooperation with NBC's WRCA-fV
New York on Jan. 17 (6:30-6:45 a.m.)
sions and cited as an example the masking
consisted of the telecasting of a numbered
off of the last letter or two of an adverchart. Viewers were asked to indicate
tiser's name. He explained that the names
the specifications visible on their receivers
of some advertisers are similar and the
and send their findings to the station.
cutting off of even one letter could lead
Mr. Keane reported that 73 persons
to confusion and error in identification.
participated in the test. Though he acMr. Keane said that agencies, proknowledged the sampling was small, Mr.
ducers and camera manufacturers have
Keane claimed the results are valid beexpressed
"greathe interest"
the study.a
cause of the uniformity of the response.
Screen Gems,
said, is inproducing
In determining the average line, he said, film strip outlining the test and will make
it available to interested parties. Mr.
all numbers were recorded and "averaged
Keane said one immediate result will
out." He noted that 55% of the replies
fell on the average line; 32%, up to 5%
be that camera manufacturers will want
less than the average line, and 13%,
to prepare a new finer ground glass
up to 10% less than the average line.
bearing the new tv safety outline.
Broadcasting
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Another thinly disguised WJR success story

Obviously,

he's

a

WJR

listener

It all started when a famous Detroit brewery used
announcements on WJR to offer listeners a handy
little book on how to improve their bowling. At
last count, over 7,000 listeners had sent in to
WJR for the book.

knows what other advertisers know, and what the
Alfred Politz survey proved: It takes WJR to really
get an advertising message across in the Metropolitan Detroit-Great Lakes area (which accounts for

The book itself made many frustrated bowlers

Call in the nearest Henry I. Christal representative— he's got all the facts on just how much
more WJR can do for you.

happy — but it was the results of the offer that
pleased the man who makes the beer. Now he

10% of the nation's people, income, and sales).

The Great Voice of the Great Lakes
Detroit
CBS Radio Network
50,000 W
Watts JR

WJR's— over
primary
coveragepeople
area
17,000,000
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TRADE ASSNS.
RADIO-TV

COURT

• Debate held last week

ACCESS

DEBATED

at RTES luncheon in N. Y.

• Both sides suggest formation of study commission

Highest antenna in
South Carolina
Highest above sea
level (2209 feet)
Highest above average
terrain (11 82 feet)

2. CBS for SpartanburgGreenville area
Nation's 50th* Market
*CBS report to FCC
Dec. 1 955

first, then why not test television in the
courtroom in every libel suit brought against
the network, a station or newspaper? Try
that out on your piano. You know as well
as I do there is a cartel, an agreement between the press not to print libel suits and,
likewise, radio and television. If you are a
little timid on the live areas, try out the

A PROPOSAL that a commission be
formed to investigate the question of radiotv access to coverage of court proceedings
was endorsed by both protagonists in a debate on the access issue before a luncheon
session of the Radio and Television Executives Society in New York last Wednesday.
The debaters : Judge Justin Miller, former
NARTB president, who upheld the right of
broadcasters to equal access with other elements of the press, and Morris Ernst, noted
lawyer and author, who agreed with Judge
Miller on many points but could not be in
favor, "at this moment of our history, of
having television in the courtroom."
At the end of the debate Mike Wallace,
WABD (TV) New York newsman and interviewer recently signed by ABC-TV, threw
questions at the debaters — and wound up
tossing one at New York Supreme Court
Justice Walter R. Hart, a guest at the luncheon. If he turned up with tv equipment at
Justice Hart's courtroom, Mr. Wallace

proper
can bewasmade.
. . ."only subSuch judgment
a commission
not the
ject on which the two speakers were in
agreement. Mr. Ernst made clear at the outset that he thought "most of the objections
that have been raised against Judge Miller's

JUDGE MILLER: Upheld right of broadcasters to equal access.

MR. ERNST: Not in favor of having television in the courtroom.

monopoly cases. And don't tell me they are
only educational — I am telling you they can
be made entertaining."
Judge Miller found himself "thoroughly
in agreement [that] it would be highly desirable to have a commission of informed,
distinguished, dispassionate people to conduct experiments in this field and to provide
information upon the basis of which a

3. Top network
shows, films and
local programs

4. Center of the
progressive
Industrial
Piedmont
5. 2-billion market
286,765 TV
homes
200,000
unduplicated CBS
6. No adjacent
channel
interference
7. Active
promotion

Geo. P. Hollingbery
National Representatives
SPARTAN
RADIOCASTING
COMPANY
SPARTANBURG
S. C.
WALTER BROWN
President
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wanted to know, and if his purpose was
"simply in the interest of greater public information," would Justice Hart throw him
out or let him in?
Justice Hart got applause with his reply.
If the Appellate Division of his department
hadn't already passed a rule banning tv, he
said, "I would absolutely permit the televising of any trial — any and all trials which
the public might be interested in."
Mr. Ernst, who spoke first, asserted that
"what this industry needs — and it is unimportant what the industry needs; it is what
our country needs — is $500,000 and a
commission to soberly look into the facts
that
science can give us in this area." He
continued:
"I would have lawyers and judges as
witnesses before this commission. This is
what we are ready for now — to do some
digging into this very difficult area.
"If you want to start a test laboratory
Also see story on Oklahoma U. survey
of opinion on access of tv in courtrooms,
page 91.

arguments" by other opponents of courtroom broadcasting "are totally invalid."
He
thought
it "arrant nonsense"
say
that the
first amendment
does not tocover
radio and tv. He felt that trying to draw
distinctions between '"education" and "entertainment" is "confusing the issue." Mr.
Ernst implied that "right of privacy" is no
reasonable argument against admission of
radio-tv. He thought it "ill-founded" to contend "that the technology of television and
broadcasting has not been perfected to the
point where it has not actually disturbed the
courtroom" (though on this point he said
he didn't know the facts, but would accept
Judge Miller's judgment). And he was
"quite persuaded" that radio-tv in the courtroom would act "as a needed correction of
the press," which he felt "mightily needs
correction" because, in his view, the press
now is addicted to the theory "that the only
news there is is bad news."
Despite these areas of agreement, Mr.
Ernst had some questions of his own to raise.
He was concerned primarily with the conBroadcasting
• Telecasting

AN

OPEN

LETTER

TO

THE

BROADCAST

INDUSTRY

Sarkes Tarzian has developed a wide range of television broadcast equipment to meet
requirements of any and ALL television stations, whether large or small, high power or
low power; whether open circuit or closed circuit.
MANY CHANNELS UNUSED — A great many smaller towns, and particularly university towns,
have channels set aside for their use; however, there have been but few applications
filed. Cost has been almost prohibitive.
With the decreased power restriction, television coverage for small communities now
is available at reasonable cost. Sarkes Tarzian has developed a low power (250 watt)
transmitter which brings television within reach of the small community. A 1000 watt
transmitter is also offered which can be integrated with the 250 watt transmitter for
later expansion to higher power and increased coverage.
Using an effective radiated power of 250 watts, with an antenna elevation of 200
feet, good usable signal strength can be obtained at a radius of 14 miles. An increase
in effective radiated power can be achieved by the installation of a high gain antenna.
For example, with an antenna gain of 4, effective radiated power is increased to 1000
watts with an increase in coverage to a radius of 18 miles. With the addition of the
1000 watt amplifier, using the same antenna, an effective radiated power of 4000 watts
and an increase in coverage to 26 miles is achieved. Superturnstile antennas are
available with gains up to 12 to further increase coverage.
LOW IN COST — In the design of Tarzian equipment, the theme has been low cost — both
initial and operating — simplicity of operation, with no sacrifice in quality of construction, or in operation. This equipment represents a solution to the problems of
educational institutions and other organizations desirous of establishing independent,
small stations, or closed circuit television installations.
For establishment of a low power VHF station, Sarkes Tarzian offers a package
including live camera, film camera, monitors, film projector, slide projector,
multiplexer, audio console, turntable, microphones, headsets, camera dolly, lenses,
lighting equipment, film editing equipment, test equipment, racks, consoles and all
cabling for $25,000. Present costs indicate that a 200-ft. guyed tower — complete with
transmission line, diplexer, superturnstile antenna and miscellaneous items, can be
erected for $13,000. A complete low power VHF station is therefore available for under
$40,000. An equivalent UHF package with 1 KW transmitter is available for less than
$50,000.
EASY TO EXPAND — With the advent of low power, AM broadcast stations now in
existence in many small communities are afforded a long-awaited opportunity to expand
facilities to include television broadcasting. These stations can expand at nominal
expense since they already have transmitter site, studios and tower.
Many pieces of equipment in the Tarzian line are equally well suited to the
established TV station as a means of providing greater flexibility at low cost.
The vidicon camera is designed primarily as a supplementary camera to the image
orthicon for newscasts and commercials. Simplicity of operation, low operating costs,
and longer life pickup tube, relieve the load on the orthicon .camera. A quality image
orthicon camera is offered to those who wish to supplement their studio equipment
at nominal cost. And, a highly flexible film chain is offered, utilizing the vidicon
film camera.
Remote panels for operation of the film and slide projectors provide the ultimate
in flexibility of slide and film programming. The slide projector is designed for
50-slide to 100-slide capacity and random or sequential selection of slides. The
7-channel video switcher handles sufficient inputs for the large station and includes
provisions for fading, lap-dissolve, and override. A 4-channel switcher is also
available. The Tarzian Film Projector was designed specifically for television use, and
features the ultimate in simplicity of operation and maintenance.
For consolidation with network programs, or remote cameras, a highly reliable
micro-wave relay is offered, both in fixed station and in portable form.
May we submit

a proposal

to meet your requirements?
SARKES TARZIAN, Inc. ,
Broadcast Equipment Div.,
Bloomington, Indiana.

flict between "due process" and freedom of
the press. Among his questions:
• Would the court cases be broadcast locally or nationally? (Actually, he maintained, there are two separate jurisprudences
in the U. S., so that the question of tv in
the court room must be viewed in terms of
"two different forms of administration of
justice.")
• What would be the effect in areas where
the only newspaper and the only station are
commonly owned?
• Who would sponsor the court broadcasts? "In other words, if litigation now
pending by Zenith against RCA were to be
sponsored by CBS, how do you feel about
it? What about a teetotaller witness sponsored by a beer ad? This goes not to the convenience ofthe witnesses or the broadcasting
companies or anyone. I merely ask what
does it do for this difficult search of truth,
where people differ in a court of law?
• "What about the effect on witnesses?
Some will enjoy acting, some won't. I am
assuming they won't see the camera, they
won't see the lights, but won't they be conscious of it?"
• "What kind of cases do we televise?
Obviously, few people would support the
televising of the children's courtrooms [but]
what about criminal cases? What about prostitution cases? Do you get a bigger sponsor
for more money if you televise Jelke than if
you do some important issue like who owns
marketplace of thought in America or the
price of newsprint, which can make or destroy the press of America?"
• "How are you going to determine the
areas to be covered? In my judgment, the
judges, the lawyers and, more particularly,
the prosecutors are in no way entitled to
any opinion, because they are clearly subject
to the attack of being subjective. Most of our
prosecutors believe that being a prosecutor
is the way to be a governor or a judge. Just
think what would happen if he has the
choice of what is to be televised."
Judge Miller maintained that the Bar Association's Canon 35, which holds that
broadcasting should not be permitted in
court, is "unconstitutional on its face."
"Due process" and "freedom of information," he asserted, are "equally imperative"
— "unless you respect the due process requirements, you have no business in the
courtroom . . . and equally from the point of
view of the lawyer or judge who seeks to exclude you, if you come into the courtroom
properly equipped and willing to exercise
your power as a conveyor of information,
the judge, under the due process laws, has
no power to exclude you."
He denied the argument that tv would
create a "psychological hazard'' for witnesses, any more than attorneys who browbeat or judges who bang gavels can also
create psychological hazards. Moreover, he
cited the Texas murder trial which was telecast but whose witnesses said they either
didn't realize they were on tv or weren't disturbed by the fact that they were.
Broadcasting courtroom cases, he asserted,
is the natural next step in a gradual evoluPage 56 • February 18, 1957

tion from the days of the Star-Chamber
Courts. In that evolution, he pointed out,
the first step was to admit audiences to the
courtroom; then came "the pamphlet and the
occasional newspaper," and "finally the great
metropolitan newspapers with their facilities for newsgathering, their editorial staffs,
their columnists, and the sob-sister and all
the rest of the paraphernalia.
"Now we have radio and television, which
expands the vision of the people, and makes
it possible to achieve in greater degree the
desire of those who urged that the people
had a right to see and know what was going
on in a courtroom. . . .
". . . Eventually, we are coming to the
recognition of this new form of [conveying]
information to the people. Inevitably, we are
coming to it. Will it be necessary to wait for
another generation or can we get it now? I
don't know. I have lived a long time and I
have seen some of these changes come slowly, and I am reconciled to the fact that sometimes they have to come slowly."
Humphrey to Address
NARTB
State Session
SECRETARY of the Treasury George M.
Humphrey, whose warning that inflation can
bring a "hair-curling depression" has kept
him in recent headlines, will address
NARTB's second annual Conference of
State Presidents of broadcaster associations
at the opening afternoon's session next
Thursday (Feb. 21) at the Mayflower Hotel,
Washington. Forty-six states will participate.
FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey, a speaker at last year's conference,
will speak at the Thursday luncheon, on
"Broadcasting — A Joint Responsibility."
NARTB President Harold E. Fellows will
make the luncheon address Friday, final day
of the conference.
The state association presidents will merge
their Friday evening meeting with the annual Voice of Democracy awards to the
four winners of the national high school
competition. Winners will be announced at
a banquet to be held at the Sheraton Park
Hotel. In past years the four national winners have been announced in advance of the
awards ceremony. For the first time, all 52
state and territorial winners will receive free
trips to Washington and attend the dinner.
Reports will be given the state presidents
by NARTB staff officers, including Howard
H. Bell, assistant to the NARTB president
and state coordinator; Donald N. Martin, assistant to the president in charge of public
relations; Vincent T. Wasilewski, government relations manager, and Robert L.
Heald, chief attorney.
Dr. Sydney Head, broadcast-film director
of U. of Miami and president of Assn. for
Professional Broadcasting Education, will
address the state delegates. Four state association presidents will give reports. They are
Charles A. Batson, WIS-TV Columbia, S. C,
on government relations; Richard W. Chapin, KFOR Lincoln, Neb., on personnel
placement; David H. Morris, KNUZ Houston, Tex., on state promotions, and Phil

Hoffman, KLZ Denver, Colo., on freedom
of information.
NARTB will be given an award by American Heritage Foundation for the 1956
register-vote campaign. James M. Boyd, vice
president, Theatre for Industry, Ira Mosher
Assoc., will speak Friday on methods of
planning and running a meeting.
Representing state associations will be the
following:
Julian C. Smith, WAGF Dothan, Ala.;
Richard O. Lewis, KTAR Phoenix, Ariz.;
Melvin P. Spann, KWAK Stuttgart, Ark.;
John H. Schacht, KBET-TV Sacramento,
Calif.; Phil Hoffman, KLZ Denver, Colo.;
Harvey C. Smith, WDEL Wilmington, Del.;
Daniel W. Kops, WAVZ New Haven, Conn.;
H. Dennison Parker, WTAN Clearwater,
Fla.; L. H. Christian, WRFC Athens, Ga.;
C. N. Layne, KID Idaho Falls, Idaho;
George C. Biggar, WLBK De Kalb, 111.; Dan
Park, WIRE Indianapolis, Ind.; Anthony J.
Koelker, KMA Shenandoah, Iowa.
Robert Wells, KIUL Garden City, Kan.;
Arthur Eilerman, WZIP Covington, Ky.;
Frank Ford Jr., KENT Shreveport, La.; F.
Parker Hoy, WLAM Lewiston, Me.; Robert
Cochrane, WMAR-TV Baltimore, Md.;
Sherwood J. Tarlow, WHIL Medford, Mass.;
J. P. Scherer, WHFB Benton Harbor, Mich.;
Kenneth M. Hance, KSTP St. Paul, Minn.;
William Howard Cole, WHOC Philadelphia,
Miss.; Earl Dougherty, KXEO Mexico, Mo.;
A. J. Mosby, KGVO Missoula, Mont.; Richard Chapin, KFOR Lincoln, Neb.; Joseph
K. Close, N. H; Jerome P. McCarthy,
WTOA Trenton, N. J.; W. W. Phelps,
KALG Alamogordo, N. M.; William Doerr,
WEBR Buffalo, N. Y.; Edmond H. Smith,
WIRC Hickory, president, and Cecil Hoskins, WWNC Asheville, secretary-treasurer,
N. C; Leslie Kleven, KUMV-TV Williston,
N. D.; J. L. Bowden, WKBN-TV Youngstown, Ohio; Leo R. Morris, KASA Elk City,
Okla.
Thomas B. Price, WBVP Beaver Falls,
Pa.; H. William Koster, WEAN Providence,
R. I.; Charles A. Batson, WIS-TV Columbia,
S. C; Evans Nord, KELO Sioux Falls, S. D.;
Frank H. Corbett, WGAP Maryville, Term.;
David H. Morris, KNUZ Houston, president, and M. E. Danbom, KTBB Tyler,
vice president, Tex.; George C. Hatch,
KALL Salt Lake City, Utah; Gordon Keyworth, WBTN Bennington, Vt.; Emerson J.
Pryor, WDVA Danville, Va.; Leonard H.
Higgins, KTNT-TV Tacoma, Wash.; A. G.
Ferrise, WMMN Fairmont, W. Va.; Hugh
Boice Jr., WEMP Milwaukee, Wis.; James
Carroll, KWYO Sheridan, Wyo.
Mass. UP Broadcasters to Meet
UNITED

PRESS Broadcasters of Massachusetts will hold its spring meeting Feb.
27 at Putnam & Thurston's Restaurant in
Worcester, President Richard Adams, of
WKOX Framingham, announced last week.
The session will convene at noon for cocktails followed by luncheon and business
sessions. John Hurley of WNEB Worcester
is host member.
Broadcasting
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Equipment on Agenda
For NARTB
Meeting
NEW developments in equipment, automatic
operation and extension of the life of operating gear will feature the program of
NARTB's Engineering Conference to be
held April 8-11 during the annual industry convention at the Conrad Hilton Hotel,
Chicago.
The four days of programming will include two joint sessions with the NARTB
management group. The first joint meeting
will be the presentation of NARTB's annual
keynote award to former President Herbert
Hoover. This is scheduled for Tuesday
morning, April 9. The next morning engineers and management will take part in the
annual FCC roundtable, with Commission
members answering questions.
A radio technical program will open the
engineering agenda April 8, followed by a
reception and luncheon. The afternoon
program will deal with television. Next
engineering program will be given Tuesday
afternoon, again covering radio. Wednesday afternoon will be devoted to television,
Thursday morning again to tv and Thursday afternoon to both radio and tv topics.
Programming of the engineering meeting
is under the direction of a committee headed
by John G. Leitch, WCAU-AM-TV Philadelphia vice president, and NARTB's engineering department manager, A. Prose
Walker.
Radio topics will include remote control
progress and automatic equipment, the future of small stations, compatible singlesideband system, modernization of trans-

mitters, transistors, new components for 50
kw transmitters, use of mobile units for
remote disc-jockey pickups, modern recording techniques, a new approach to audio
consoles and highly directive microphones.
On the television agenda are tape-recording operational experience, specific effects
in color programs, control of color appearance through studio lighting, panel on proposed color and monochrome test signals,
Chroma-Kron pallet for color, new field intensity measuring techniques, tv aural transmitter standby system, precise frequency
control, FCC's mobile unit, new stabilizing
amplifier, AT&T's tv operating center, lowpower tv station operation, automatic programming, use of 100 kw transmitter to obtain 316 kw ERP, restoring image orthicon
tubes, uhf transmitters, and problems of
tower design, construction and maintenance.
Junior League Group Hits Lack
Of Good Tv Shows for Children
THE Junior League of Providence, R. I., in
a survey of tv shows on three stations —
WJAR-TV and WPRO-TV both Providence
and WGBH-TV Boston — gave the ratings of
excellent or good to 83 adult shows. The
organization's committee for tv reported,
however, that the "lack of good children
programs
deplorable."
Arnold was
F. Schoen,
Jr., general manager
of WPRO-TV and WPRO told the committee that its conclusion was a "generalization" and that it was "completely untrue."
He criticized the committee for emphasizing
programming for children under 10. He
said a national survey disagreed with the

findings of the Junior League.
The committee, which said that 144 members each viewed six hours of programming,
reported only 12 programs aimed at youngsters could be called good.
The organization's
recommended the formation tvof committee
a citizens council
composed of PTA, church and civic groups,
school and recreation departments and the
State Board of Education to aid tv programming for children's shows.
International, Domestic Ads
Discussed at Atlanta Meeting
INTERNATIONAL and domestic aspects
of advertising highlighted a one-day meeting
of the Southeast Council of Advertising
Agencies held Feb. 8 at the Dinkler-Plaza
Hotel in Atlanta.
Advertising and business executives from
six southeastern states attended the meeting.
Among the guest speakers was Charles
H. Crutchfield, executive vice president and
general manager of the Jefferson Standard
Bcstg. Co., which operates WBT Charlotte,
NC, WBTV (TV) Charlotte, and WBTW
(TV) Florence, S. C. He spoke on "Behind
the Iron Curtain" — an account of his observations on tv in Russia during a recent tour
of the Soviet Union with other American
businessmen.
Other speakers on the program were
Eugene Patterson, executive editor of Atlanta Newspapers, Atlanta; Sherwood Dodge,
vice president of Foote, Cone & Belding,
City.
New York, and J. H. Tinker Jr., vice president of McCann-Erickson Inc., New York
NBC's Culligan to Address
Chicago Broadcast Adv. Club
MATTHEW J. CULLIGAN, vice president
in charge of NBC Radio Network, will address the Broadcast Adv. Club of Chicago
Feb. 25, it was announced by the organization Monday. Mr. Culligan will discuss his
"imagery transfer" concept and recent NBC
Radio programming innovations, including
the network's "Hot Line" newscast operations, as featured speaker at a luncheon in
the Hotel Sheraton.
To Address L. A. Conference
PHIPPS L. RASMUSSEN, vice president
and general manager, San Francisco office
of McCann-Erickson, and Don Belding,
chairman of the executive committee, Foote,
Cone & Belding will speak at sessions of the
Social Science for Industry conference, to
be sponsored March 13 in Los Angeles by
Stanford Research Institute. Mr. Rasmussen
will talk on "Applying Research to Advertising," and Mr. Belding will talk on "Chang-

GATHERED 'round pretty Marilyn Smith, the "Catalina Mermaid" for KBIG Hollywood, Calif., who helped hostess the Sea-Esta supper party at the mid-winter conference of the Advertising Assn. of the West held recently at the Santa Barbara
Miramar Hotel are (1 to r) Charles A. Storke, co-editor and publisher of the Santa
Barbara News Press and general manager of KTMS Santa Barbara; Charles W.
Collier, AAW executive vice president; Clair G. Henderson, partner and general
manager of Rippey, Henderson, Bucknum & Co., Denver advertising agency, and
Mark Lansburgh, partner, Lansburgh & Oldham agency of Santa Barbara and chairman of the Sea-Esta. Hundreds of ad officials and other firm representatives attended
the conference.
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ing the People's Mind."
Harmon Named Tv Topic Head
RALPH N. HARMON, Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co. vice president for engineering, has been named topic chairman for
television for the 81st convention of the
Society of Motion Picture & Television Engineers to be held in Washington, April 29May 3. Mr. Harmon will be responsible
for obtaining papers on various aspects of
television for the convention.
Broadcasting
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MARTY ROBERTS — Farm Director
whose daily 6 a.m. Farm news presents farm facts collected through
constant field trips in the 3 state farm
area.

LEO UNDERHILL — "Leo Underhill Show"
6:30-10 a.m. daily. Cincinnati's favorite
"wake-up" program, also has a huge
audience of "going to work" riders.

REX DALE — "Make Believe Ballroom"
10-12 a.m.; 2-4 p.m. daily. Housewives,
teenagers, and a surprisingly large
number of men, listen — and buy his
sponsors' products.

CINCINNATI'S
TOP
Round the clock, day after day not 1, not 2, not 3 or 4 but 8 top radio personalities!
WCKY's

large, responsive audience. Advertisers who start with WCKY — stay with WCKY.

DELVINA— "It's A Woman's World"
1:30-2 p.m.sex.daily.
A "must"
with the
feminine
Ranges
from recipes
to
breaking
building. the sonic barrier-to home

PAUL MILLER— "Paul Miller Safety
Show" 4-6 p.m. daily. Cincinnati's most
listened to "music to drive by" program. Sponsors like it too, because it
sells.

NELSON
KING — "Daily Hit Parade!
6:15-7 p.m. "The Jamboree'" 7:15-1*
p.m.
daily.at "Daily
Hit for
Parade"
has leq
the field
its time
a decade.

w

Cincinnati's
your

product

8

Top
Tops

Salesmen
in Sales

in

can

They

make

Cincinnati.

WAYNE BELL — "Wayne, The Bell Boy"
!L2: 15-1 p.m. daily. Music, gimmicks,
sparkling humor. A popular "middle
')f
the day" period with all classes of
isteners.
i's

Cincinnat
Most

Powerful

ent

Independ

SALESMEN

Station

Radio

sell, while they entertain,
mfityuy — because they sell.

50,000

On

watts

the Air

ONLY

WCKY

lAr Largest Audience
*

SALES

everywhere
seven

RED SMITH — "The Jamboree" & "Night
Riders" 7:15-12 p.m.; 12-1 a.m. These
programs reach the largest audience
,n the south of any program with
music, entertainment and "sell".

of

Lowest Rates *

days

24

GIVES

YOU

50,000

WCKY

is

your

SAN FRANCISCO
AKenM Carey
Radio Sales
950 California St.
Phone: Garfield 1-0716

best

buy!

ALL

watts of SALES

STATION

CHICAGO
A M Radio Sales
Jerry Glynn
400 N. Michigan Ave.
Phone: Mohawk 4-6555

a day

it Lowest Cost per Thousand

Y

CINCINNATI
C. H. *'Top'*
Topmiller
WCKY
Cincinnati
Phone: Cherry 1-6565

hours

a week

CINCINNATI,

NEW YORK
Tom Welslead
Eastern Sales Mgr.
53 E. 51st St.
Phone: Eldorado 5-1127

POWER

LOS ANGELES
A M Radio Sales
Bob Block
5939 Sunset Blvd.
Phone: Hollyw d 5-0695

POWER

OHIO

TRADE ASSNS.
been complaints that community systems
have used the signals of tv stations without
permission; that they have deleted commercials and substituted others; that they have
violated copyright and program ownership

NCTA, NARTB
Groups
To Discuss Antennas
A FIVE-MAN broadcaster committee has
been appointed by the National Community
Television Assn. to meet with the community antenna committee of NARTB "to discuss common problems."
The action was taken a fortnight ago at
the Chicago meeting of the NCTA board.
The NCTA committee consists of Paul B.
McAdam, Livingston, Mont.; Fred J. Stevenson, Fayetteville, Ark.; A. J. Malin, Laconia,
N. H.; Martin F. Malarkey, Pottsville, Pa.,
and Larry Boggs, Ardmore, Okla.
During the past several years there have

rightsout by
distributing
tv stations' signals withauthority
or payment.
Last year a group of western telecasters
asked the FCC to bring antenna systems
under common carrier regulation. This is
still pending before the Commission. There
also have been reports of stations preparing
to bring suit to enforce program rights. One
tv film distributing company has been reported readying a legal suit because its exclusivity contracts with tv stations are endangered by antenna systems carrying the

CORNERSTONE
of

successful

TV

campaigns

in South
Carolina

WIS-TV

ARB

shows

25

14

of

of

WIS-TV

the

the

top

top

has

30

15

10 of the top 10
(ARB Columbia, S. C, November, 1956)
WIS-TV

ranks

total

Columbia

film

shows

local

of

live

shows

the

133

quarter-hours

stations

both

telecast!

*2VCS credits 29 of South Carolina's 46 counties to WIS-TV
NBC

CHANNEL
10
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA
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Cincinnati Engineers Set
Agenda For April Tv Meet
EXHIBITS and technical sessions on various
aspects of tv will feature the 11th Annual
Technical "Conference on Television to be
held at the Cincinnati Engineering Society
Bldg. April 26-27 by the Cincinnati section
of the Institute of Radio Engineers. Annual
banquet will be held April 26, with Dr.
George H. Brown, chief engineer of commercial electronics products, RCA, as
speaker. Technical sessions will be held
April 27, with the following papers presented:
"Practical Aspects of Tv Tuner Design,"
by C. D. Nestlerode, Allen B. DuMont
Labs; "A Constant Input — Impedance RF
Amplifier for Vhf Tv Receiver," by H. B.
Yin and H. M. Wasson, RCA; "A Transistorized Carrier System for Transmission of
Television Signals," by L. G. Schimps, Bell
Labs; "Color Tv Recording on Black-andWhite Lenticular Film," by J. M. Brumbaugh, E. D. Goodale, and R. D. Kell, RCA;
"Transistor Receiver Video Amplifiers," by
M. C. Kidd, RCA; 'Transistor Design for
Picture IF Stages." by R. J. Turner and P. E.
Hermann, Philco Corp.; "Color Signal Distortion in Envelope Type of Second Detectors," by B. D. Loughlin, Hazeltine Research Corp.; "A Transistorized Horizontal
Deflection System," by H. C. Goodrich,
RCA; "A New Approach to Horizontal
Deflection Tube Testing," by G. M. Lankard, Sylvania Electric Products.

shows

Jsl in 132

weekday

-

programs
in territories
outside
the station's.is
The NARTB
community
tv committee
chairmanned by William Fay, WROC-TV
Rochester, N. Y., and also includes Omar
Elder, ABC; Thomas K. Fisher, CBS; William C. Grove, KFBC-TV Cheyenne, Wyo.;
C. Howard Lane, KOIN-TV Portland, Ore.;
Harry Olsson, NBC; Henry W. Slavick,
WMCT (TV) Memphis, Tenn., and George
B. Storer Jr., Storer Broadcasting Co.

Peters.Griffkn.
Woodward. INC.
Exclusive
National RefiresoilaliiYS
r*UPPresident, G. Richard Shafto
Managing Director, Charles A. Batson

TAKING a coffee break at the Radio
Advertising Bureau Chicago area sales
clinic are (1 to r) William A. McGuineas, commercial manager of
WGN Chicago; Kevin B. Sweeney,
RAB president, and Glenn Snyder,
general manager, WLS Chicago. Area
clinics, started last month, are to have
taken place in 52 cities by March 1
[B»T, Jan. 21].
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

LUXURY
now

available

in

12

major

cities

■

American Airline's famous Mercury service, formerly available
only on New York-Los Angeles nonstop nights, is now extended to include
all the cities listed above. Mercury luxury means red carpet service
at shipside, reserved seats, superb cuisine— all on the DC* 7,
America's fastest airliner — and all at no extra fare.

AMERICAN

Broadcasting

• Telecasting
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TRADE ASSNS.
Couric, Veteran UP Staffer,
Joins NARTB PR Department
JOHN M COURIC, assistant news editor
in the United Press
Washington
bureau, joins
NARTB's expanded public relations
staff this week, according to Donald
N. Martin, public
relations assistant
■jrjflB

to
Harold
E.President
Fellows.
Mr.

, jgk
JH^H

assignuric' sincludes
Co
ment
writing speeches,
magazine articles

MR. COURIC
and news features

Central Region of AAAA

PEOPLE

Harold E. Wondsel, president, Soundmasters
Inc., N. Y., elected
president of Film
Producers, Assn.
of New York for
1957. Other new
association officers
are Nathan Zucker,
Dynamic Films
Inc., vice president;
Mrs. Elda Hartley,
Hartley Productions, secretary;
Edward J. Lamm,
Pathescope Co. of
MR. WONDSEL
America, Treas-

Carl J. Raymond, general manager, WCLG

NEW

ORLEANS
the

OK Negro Radio Buy
13

WBGff
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Charleston. Charles E. Smith, general manager, WTMA, appointed vice president of
club and Harry Gianaris, Harry Gianaris &
Assoc., secretary.
TRADE ASSOCIATION

SHORTS

Radio-Newsreel-Television Working Press
Assn. has moved into new quarters at Hotel
Shelton, 527 Lexington Ave., N. Y. Telephone: Plaza 1-2720.
American Committee for Liberation, N. Y.,
which supports work of Radio Liberation,
has issued 47-page booklet summing up
activities of RL. Booklet, titled "Sparks into
the USSR," may be obtained free from commit e , 6E. 45th St., N. Y. 17.

PLAYBACK
QUOTES

Plans

'57 Fall Meeting for Chicago
ANNUAL fall meeting of the Central Region of the American Assn. of Adv. Agencies has been tentatively scheduled for Oct.
17-18 in Chicago. Plans for the conference
have been discussed at a meeting of Central Region officers under chairmanship of
Lawrence O. Holmberg, vice president and
general manager of Compton Adv. Inc.,
Chicago. Slate of new officers will be nominated in late March or early April, Mr.
Holmberg reported, for posts of chairman,
vice chairman, secretary-treasurer and directors on the board.
TRADE ASSOCIATION

Morgantown, W. Va., to Radio Adv. Bureau,
N. Y., station services department. Rowland
J. Varley, national sales staff, New York
Daily News, RAB as account executive, succeeding John T. Curry, promoted to manager of station services.
Rae Hargrave, assistant to editor, Journal of
Society of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers, appointed publicity director of
SMPTE, replacing Sue Grotta, resigned.
Ken Stucky, Stucky Bros., Ft. Wayne, Ind.,
named president of National Appliance &
Radio-Tv Dealers Assn. for 1957.
Darwin H. Shopoff, advertising director,
Tobias & Co., Charleston, S. C, elected
president of Advertising Club of Greater

PAYS

TO

WORTH

ADVERTISE

Jack Webb, quoted in Commercial Television News (London), Feb. 1:
WHAT'S the use of doing a show [Dragnet] when it's dying on the vine without
benefit of advertising? I'm the first to
admit that every Dragnet is not a good
one, but our opposition, Climax on CBS,
doesn't have a consistently good one
either. But they usually beat us to a place
in the top 10 by a few points and I think
it's directly due to CBS' saturation advertising campaign for Climax in the
Trendex cities. . . .
Those big ads in the newspapers are
impressive by the sheer fact they're there.
To overlook them you must take a back
seat in the ratings.

THE

MUSIC

BUSINESS

Harper's magazine, commenting in its
February issue on the state of music
("Surely there is no other department of
American cultural life so poorly run"):
THE actual, by-hand performance of
music on instruments has of course been
subject to recurrent assault by a succession of mechanical substitutes — the
phonograph, movies, radio and tv — and
the state we are now in is substantially the
product of cumulative attempts to protect the profession against the machine
by combining against it. Unfortunately,
since each new combination has to be
coercive to succeed, it is easily tempted
to coerce the public.
Petrillo's (American Federation of
Musicians) solution has been to institutionalize the unemployment of musicians
by converting their union into a gigantic
make-work project, in which the working

REPEATING
support the non-working. The composer's
solution was a monopoly (ASCAP) followed by a counter-monopoly (BMI),
both with tremendous power over — and
economic interest in — the popularity of a
given song. One was allied with the
movies; the other is allied with radio.
Both, as a means of retaliatory warfare,
are
washing
each other's
dirty now
linen simply
in the public
prints.
DEMAND

&

SUPPLY

John K. West, NBC vice president, Pacific Div., addressing the Ad Club of Boise,
Idaho,
Feb. 11economy:
on advertising's role in
the American
WITH a narrow view of our potential,
advertising's critics wanted everything
produced with a hard view to utility.
There was no need for advertising, they
said. People knew what they wanted.
But did they?
Did they know, for example, that they
wanted television sets and Dacron suits,
and Pepsodent with irium, frozen foods,
hydramatic drive, tubeless ires, fiberglass fishing rods, Neolite soles, filtered
cigarettes, high octane gasoline, Formica
tabletops and instant milk, anti-histamines,
hi-fidelity phonographs and recordings,
sealed-beam headlights, tinted windshields, detergent oils, nylon shirts, transistor hearing aids and fireproof Christmas tree decorations.
When we talk about selling the American way of life, let us not overlook the
Madison Avenue copywriter, the salesman with the new look, the "Man in the
Gray Flannel Suit." He has helped Americans increase their gross national product, increase the amount of discretionary
spending power in the hands of consumers, increase their health standards
and increase their grip on tomorrow.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

You

are assured

at agency-client
when

schedules

meetings

at which

almost always

of representation
sessions
are discussed;
Standard

Rate is

present.

With your Service-Ad in Standard

you

are

Rate & Data

there...

selling, by helping

people

buy!

Standard Rate and Data Service, Inc.
1740 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, III.
Sales Offices: New York • Evanston • Los Angeles
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ABC-TV

DRAWS

• $50,000
•

New

•

There

those

meetings

who

ABC-TV officials trotted out moving ducks
and auto racers and all sorts of other visual
gimmicks and sound effects in a $50,000
slide-film presentation to New York and
Chicago advertisers and agencies last week.
But the most prominent gimmick was not
pictured at all. That was the needle they repeatedly gave NBC.
"ABC-TV, where it competes, . when it
competes, has emerged as the second network— and the leading contender to overtake and pass the current leader." That was
the recurring theme, with NBC pegged
pointedly in third place. At a later point
the limiting clauses were left off and ABCTV was hailed flatly as "emerging as the
second-ranking network." And the presentation, conducted largely by Oliver Treyz, vice
president in charge of ABC-TV, ended on
this note, based in part on special Trendex
ratings made last Tuesday night:
"Berle's day is no more. Tuesday belongs
to ABC. And in the seasons ahead we confidently predict the calendar will contain a
week of Tuesdays — 52 weeks in the year."
Making doubly
sure that nobody
misunderstood
whom he was talking about, Mr.
Treyz at another
point — after a
series of comparative statistics which
showed CBS - TV
out front — threw
out this quip: "I
think we ought to
send the bill for
this presentation to
485 Madison Ave."
With all its fanMR. GOLDENSON
fare and touches —
which included
music by the ABC
orchestra and light breakfast for an estimated 1,500 advertiser, agency and other
guests at New York's Waldorf-Astoria on
Wednesday morning and a repeat performance for better than 500 at the Hotel
Sherman in Chicago on Friday the presentation largely followed the pattern of progress
and plans spelled out for B«T by ABC-TV's
top command three weeks ago [B»T, Jan.
28]. Much of the research was updated or
expanded in light of subsequent material,
and in addition there were these major new
developments:
• Expansion of facilities: two new large
studios to be built in New York (to be located, itis understood, near ABC's present
Page 66 • February 18, 1957

many

claims

presentation

York-Chicago
are

BEAD,

hear

disagree,

FIRES

'seconds'
details

cite different

MAKE

NBC-TV

for 'third' network

of all-out

headquarters on a site for which negotiations
are now in progress), and eight new studios
to be built on ABC's 23-acre Hollywood lot,
in addition to work now in progress in Chicago, where its studios will be consolidated
under one roof on March 1 .
• Color tv: ABC plans to go into color
television in the fall of 1958 — and already is
preparing its facilities for that entry.
• New program plans: ABC-TV plans at
least 20 new program series for fall. In addition to Frank Sinatra, Pat Boone, Mike
Wallace and Guy Mitchell, ABC has just
signed a "precedent-making agreement" with
MGM involving, among other things, a
partnership with MGM for an hour-long
mystery series based on works of noted authors. Other plans for "souping up" ABCTV's programming include four hour-long
film series from Warner Brothers (Oklahoma
Kid, Sugar Foot, The Texan, and a general
drama a la Conflict); a situation comedy
called Tin Pan Sally; a dramatization of the
New York Police Dept. in action; Snow fire,
a fantasy-adventure story of a stallion; The

THEY

ON

set

competition

of statistics

sorship of Zorro, one of the new features to
be supplied by Walt Disney. Seven-Up agency is J. Walter Thompson Co. In addition,
apart from sales already recorded for Messrs.
Sinatra, Boone and Wallace, the new Guy
Mitchell series was reported "under option."
• A 15-city Trendex rating study conducted Tuesday night was revealed at the
New York presentation the next morning,
showing ABC-TV programs leading their
NBC and CBS-TV competition from 7:30
to 9:30.
• New daytime tv rate theory: Though
it's largely theoretical now because ABCTV's only current daytime tv programming
is sold at fixed rates per participation, ABCTV on March 1 will install a new rate for
Monday-Saturday daytime programming up
to 5 p.m., figured at one-third rather than
the traditional one-half of nighttime rates
[B»T, Feb. 11].
• Radio: Special research for tv advertisers to show why network radio is a highly
complementary medium in conjunction with
television advertising.
Other phases of
the presentation reABC-TV's
improvediterated
position

THE PITCH FOR ABC

in (1)ances
live
(from clearseven
live stations in February 1953 to 71
representing
76%
of tv homes today,
addition
of Omaha,
with
a "minimum"
Fort Wayne, Boston and Norfolk
expected for the
1957-58 season
MR. DURGIN

MR. AUBREY

Calif ornians, based on Gold Rush days, and,
in the live area, a new variety-audience participation-quiz show called Fame and Fortune.
• Daytime programming: In "building
back" from a shortened Mickey Mouse Club
at 5:30-6 p.m. next fall, ABC-TV plans to
install "Kidult" programming at 5-5:30, and
adult-appeal shows "in the hours preceding."
Only new daytime program singled out was
Glamor Girl, on which "women will be
transformed into movie queens."
• Sales: Seven-Up Co. (soft drinks), reported earlier to be considering a network
property [B«T, Feb. 11], was revealed to
have signed on Tuesday for one-half spon-

MR. TREYZ

in others) and
plus cessimproved
ac-

(2) in
total
coverage (now
averaging
119 stations with 87.8% coverage and
capable of being expanded to 130 with
92.3%, "and more if needed").
Much claims
emphasis
was put
on ABC-TV's
previous
of rising
competitive
stature
against NBC and CBS-TV in areas where
the three networks compete.
Mr. Treyz cited Trendex figures to show
that in evening periods where all three networks competed with fully sponsored programs, ABC-TV in January 1953 had an
average rating of 13.3 as compared to 19.4
for CBS-TV and 15.5 for NBC. But in January 1957, he asserted, Trendex on the
same basis installs ABC-TV in second place
with 16.1 against 13.7 for NBC-TV, while
Broadcasting • Telecasting

showing CBS-TV still ahead with 20.3.
Similarly, he continued, Nielsen national
figures — in time periods fully sponsored on
all three networks — show NBC-TV has
dropped from first place in average audience
in 1953 to third place now, while CBS-TV
has moved into first place and ABC-TV has
gone from third to second.
In terms of program first places — this
time, including non-competitive as well as
competitive periods — Mr. Treyz stressed that
CBS-TV in the January national Nielsens
led in 30 evening half-hours as compared to
17 in 1953; that NBC-TV had gone from
first place with 29 in 1953 to third place
with nine in 1957, and that ABC-TV, which
trailed with three in 1953. is now up to
second place with 10.
As between ABC-TV and the other networks individually, the presentation employed arace-track format to show CBS-TV
beating ABC by 1 8 "laps" to 11 in last
month's Nielsen's — but with ABC topping
NBC by the same score.
While NBC did not officially rise to all
this bait, some statisticians did come up
with other figures calculated to show that
ABC-TV's presentation didn't tell all. The
"trick"' in the presentation, they claimed,
was in limiting comparisions to those evening time periods in which all three networks
have fully sponsored programs. Thus, they
argued. ABC eliminated from consideration
approximately 41% of all evening programming— including all co-op shows and many
top-rated programs that, for purposes of
such a comparison, were unfortunate enough
not to have wholly sponsored programs appearing opposite them on one or both of the
other networks. Among those thus eliminated from consideration in ABC-TV's presentation, they asserted, were such as:
/ Love Lucy, half of Ed Sullivan Show,
G. E. Theatre, Alfred Hitchcock Presents,
$64,000 Question and $64,000 Challenge;
Dragnet, Gunsmoke, People are Funny,
Perry Como Show. You Bet Your Life,
Jackie Gleason Show. Tennessee Ernie,
Climax, What's My Line, Your Hit Parade, Bob Cummings Show, Shower of
Stars. Loretta Young Show, People's
Choice, Playhouse 90, George Gobel
Show. Lux Video Theatre, half of the
Steve Allen Show plus at least a dozen
others, including six on ABC-TV. plus
five other half-hours where ABC-TV has
no sponsored programs at all.
These statisticians also noted that while
ABC-TV correctly reported that in periods
of fully-sponsored three-network competition ABC-TV had 10 "firsts"' compared to
nine for NBC and 30 for CBS-TV, the same
source material would show ABC-TV with
10 second places against 24 for NBC and
15 for CBS, while in third places ABC-TV
'"led"NBC.
with 29 against four for CBS and 16
for
Moreover, they argued, the average audience rating for ABC-TV's second-place
shows was 8.1 against 30.5 for CBS-TV's
and 24.1 for NBC-TV's, while ABC's thirdplace programs rated 18.0 as compared to
29 for those of CBS and 20.7 for NBC's.
ABC-TV's rating coup for the presentation to a great extent was based on results
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

NBC-TV

SEEKS

TOP

WHILE ABC-TV worked last week to
strengthen its autumn programming (see
adjacent story), NBC-TV appeared to be
holding out lures designed to bring several
ABC-TV features into its own schedule.
NBC-TV reportedly hopes to pick up
three ABC-TV advertisers and their programs— Lawrence Welk (Dodge Div.), Rin
Tin Tiit (National Biscuit) and The Lone
Ranger (General Mills).
At the same time. NBC-TV is ready to
place an adult western film, tentatively titled
Wagon Train, in its Wednesday 7:30-8:30
p.m. (EST) period. Production firm and
other details are not available. This program appears to be directed at a strong
ABC-TV feature. Disneyland.
Two former ABC-TV executives who recently joined NBC-TV — Robert E. Kintner
and Robert Lewine — are described as leading figures in the NBC-TV moves. Mr. Kintner formerly was ABC president and only
two weeks ago moved into the key post of

ABC-TV

SHOWS

executive vice president, television network
programs and sales [B*T, Feb. 11]. Mr.
Lewine, former ABC executive vice president in charge of tv programming and
talent, is NBC's
program programs.
vice president responsible for nighttime
While NBC-TVs plans to accomodate any
ABC-TV programs it attracts are indefinite,
it is reported the network would put the
Welk show in the Saturday, 9-10 p.m.
period,
now out
occupied
by possibly
Caesar's onHour,
three weeks
of four,
the
theory that it would cut back on the comedian's schedule to prevent "over-exposure."
NBC-TV apparently is confident it will
have little difficulty in placing the Rin Tin
Tin and Lone Ranger films in the regular
schedule. Ready for "consideration in fall
planning is the Sunday 7-7:30 p.m. period.
General Foods reportedly will carry its
77th Bengal Lancers film in this position
through the summer and then drop the
program.

of last Tuesday night"s Trendex survey,
which gave ABC-TV four of the five halfhours from 7:30 to 10 p.m. Trendex showed
these ratings:
ABC-TV's Cheyenne scored 26.7 against
21.3 for CBS-TV's Name That Tune and 4.7
for NBC-TV's Jonathan Winters and News
Caravan. The second half of Cheyenne
polled 27.6 against 16.7 for CBS-TV's Phil
Silvers Show and 11.0 for NBC-TV's Big
Surprise. Wyatt Earp on ABC-TV had a
32.2 to lead The Brothers with 16.3 on
CBS-TV and Noah's Ark with 9.9 on NBCTV. In the next half-hour ABC-TV's Broken
Arrow was ahead wtih 25.4 over To Tell
the Truth's 13.8 on CBS-TV and Jane Wyman's 19.6 on NBC-TV. In the final halfhour of the 2I/2-hour period ABC-TV
lagged — its DuPont Theatre scored 12.3
against 29.8 for CBS-TVs Red Skelton
Show and 13.6 for NBC-TV's Kaiser Hour.
The radio portion of the presentation,
conducted by Don Durgin, vice president in
charge of ABC Radio, put the emphasis on
network radio as "ideally complementary"
to tv. Today's television advertiser, he said,
is no longer thinking of radio as a medium
to "fill in where television isn't," but as a
'"new medium"' that adds both audience and
frequency of impact to those reached by
television.
For instance. Mr. Durgin cited a onehour tv drama reaching 18 million homes a
month. Two segments a day in ABC radio's
morning block, he said, re-reaches 2.25 million of these homes and adds 29% more
new homes in a month — at an additional
cost of about 10%. Or the sponsor of a tv
comedy-quiz show reaching 20 million
homes could sponsor the ABC Radio weekend news series and re-reach those 20 million homes and add 38% in other homes, at
an added cost of 15%.
"That is the circulation side of the picture." Mr. Durgin said. "But there's another

side to the picture too. An advertiser who
translates a good television property into a
radio show gains an important plus. By adding the same property in radio, you not only
add circulation to your franchise, but important national merchandising, dealer-distribution and audience promotion support
as well.
"This is why more and more advertisers
are considering network radio at the time
basic tv buys are made. That's why the decision for network radio is being moved
from the timebuyer"s desk back to the plan
board's
table."H. Goldenson. president of
Leonard
American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, welcomed the New York and Chicago
groups and opened the presentation. The
portion on tv program plans was conducted
by James T. Aubrey Jr., ABC-TV vice president for programming and talent.
The presentation coincided with the
fourth anniversary of the merger of ABC
and United Paramount Theatres to form
American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres,
of which ABC is the broadcasting division.
CBS' Murrow,

Sevareid Praised

In Newscast by ABC's Costello
ABC NEWSCASTER Bill Costello paid
tribute last Tuesday on the AFL-CIO news
program (ABC Radio Mon.-Fri., 7-7:15
p.m. EST) to the newsmen who have been
challenging the administration's stand barring U. S. correspondents from visiting Red
China.
Mr. Costello, who was substituting for
Edward P. Morgan on the program, singled
out for commendation Edward R. Murrow
and Eric Sevareid of CBS: William Worthy
of the Afro-American newspapers and special CBS correspondent. James Reston and
Arthur Krock of the New York Times and
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the editors of Look magazine. Without mentioning names, Mr. Costello criticized publishing and broadcasting officials who have
not challenged the administration's policy,
asserting: "It is a regrettable fact that in
recent months those who have been permitted to exercise control over the avenues
of communications have been pusillanimous
in defending their professional freedom."
ABC-TV
NAMES
THREE
AS VICE PRESIDENTS
• Beckman, DeGray from network
• Stone, at WABC-TV, is third
ELECTION of three vice presidents at
ABC was announced Thursday by Leonard
H. Goldenson, president of American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc., parent company of the ABC division.
They
are Alfred R. Beckman,
ABC -TV director
of station relations;
Edward J. DeGray,
ABC Radio director of station relations, and Robert
L. Stone, general
manager of
WABC-TV New
York.
Mr. Beckman
started with ABC
MR. BECKMAN
in 1943 as an as-

NEW

'ORDER' FOR MISS LAW

OUT in Hollywood, where 20th CenturyFox is filming "The Desk Set," may be
found a short, unobtrusive woman who,
with her 29-year association with CBS,
not only is a
broadcasting
veteran, but also
one who has
served as the inspiration for
Bill
story Marchant's
about the
network librarian who fought
automation.
She is Agnes
Law, a CBS
MISS LAW
staffer from Oct.
18, 1927, to
to Dec. 14, 1956, and now a happy lady
in retirement. Currently sharing quarters
in Beverly Hills with Beatrice Atlass
(cousin of WBBM Chicago's Les Atlass),
Miss Law plans to devote the next four
months to: (a) participating in a stock
investment club with Miss Atlass, (b)
boning up at UCLA on some Italian and
French, (c) practicing her skill at the
piano and pipe organ, (d) playing golf,
and (e) looking up '"the old bunch," former CBSers Norman Corwin, Jean Holloway and Fletcher Markle — all now engaged in film or tv work.
In May, she plans to return East and
settle down in a four-room, pine-paneled
New England "saltbox" at Massepeque,
Writer Goes to Court to Prove
CBS' 'Big Idea' Was

MR. DeGRAY

MR. STONE

sistant sales manager, after agency associations, including business manager and
timebuyer for Buchanan & Co. and timebuyer at Cecil & Presbrey Inc. He went
on to sales service manager, regional manager in the network's station relations department, director of station clearance, director of sales and station traffic and
director of radio and tv station relations,
and finally in 1954 to his present post.
Mr. DeGray's background includes various executive posts with CBS — he left CBS
radio in 1953 when he was national director of station relations and supervisor in
charge of radio co-op programs — and with
VITAPIX Guild Films where he was director of stations relations. He joined ABC
radio in 1955 as director of station relations.
General Manager of WABC-TV since
September 1955, Mr. Stone has been with
the network since January 1952 when he
was an account executive in tv network
sales. He moved successively to post in the
network's business and tv services departments before assuming his present position.
February 18, 1957
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His Own

SUIT for "pirating" has been filed in Chicago district court by a west coast freelance
tv writer, naming CBS and its WBBM-TV
Chicago, Don Bennett & Assoc. advertising
agency, Music Corp. of America and Hospital Service Corp. as defendants.
The suit was filed Feb. 5 by Marshall &
Marshall, Chicago law firm, on behalf of
Samuel Lawrence, Santa Monica, and seeks
$1 million damages. Mr. Lawrence claimed
he secured a copyright March 14, 1939, on
a proposed program, with the tenative title,
Inventor-views.
As of Thursday, nine days later, CBSChicago officials reported they had not been
served with litigation papers and, accordingly, declined comment on the suit. Attorneys
for the plaintiff, also refused to discuss the
case.
It's understood Hospital Service Corp.
(Blue Shield-Blue Cross) bought the halfhour film series, through Bozell & Jacobs,
on WBBM-TV Chicago for 30 weeks last
year. Property reportedly was telecast live
on eastern stations for six or seven years,
with Don Bennett Productions Inc. subsequently producing film series. In addition
to WBBM-TV, program was understood lo
have been carried by perhaps 24 other stations throughout the country.
He said he submitted it to the Bennett

Mass., shuttling to and from Manhattan,
where she will be "at home" to old
friends and colleagues in her East Seventies apartment
"on arise.
call" if the need
for her
services and
should
Everyone at CBS received fast and efficient service since 1927, when Miss Law
joined the fledgling (16 stations, 10 hours
a week) network then in the Paramount
Bldg. At the time, she brought to the job
a degree in music from Syracuse U. and
practical experience in reading engineering blueprints (at the old Curtis Airplane
& Motor Corp.) as well as tonal scales.
For the next 1 1 years, she was instrumental in setting up the CBS program
department, its filing system, steno pool,
program and press information sections
and, after the unexpected invasion by the
Martians (Orson Wells' version of H. G.
Wells' "War of the Worlds" on the
Mercury Theatre of the Air), she established CBS' first air check transcription
service. In the '30s, when the FCC asked
for a history of network programming to
date, Miss Law's memory, plus her elaborate card index file helped CBS to comply and eventually led to the creation of
the network's statistical division.
But her most single important contribution to.CBS operations were her efforts in giving the network its smoothlyoiled library and reference department.
Between 1936-40, while working days,
she attended Columbia U. nights, taking
the full librarian's sequence from A to Z.
agency in Los Angeles and to MCA but
received no reply. He charged that last year,
CBS-TV introduced a series, The Big Idea,
which was pirated from his own idea.
Commentator Edwin C. Hill
Dies in St. Petersburg, Fla.
EDWIN C. HILL, 72, radio news commentator, died Tuesday at St. Anthony's hospital at St. Petersburg, Fla., where he had a
winter home. He lived in New York. His
better-known radio programs included The
Human Side of the News and Your News
Parade. He was noted for relating the colorful or sentimental aspects of the news.
Mr. Hill entered the radio field in 1931
with a program on CBS. His last radio association was as a vacation replacement the
past summer for Walter Winchell for eight
weeks on MBS; from 1951 to 1955 he was
on ABC and in 1951 also broadcast weekly
for 39 weeks on NBC. He was known, too,
for his tape recording of his Christmas
story and for his "Old-Fashioned Thanksgiving Story," describing
how Aurora,
Thanksgiving
was observed
in his native
Ind.
These have been broadcast annually for 20
years. A recorded series of 52 human interest stories were to be syndicated this
spring, a plan reportedly now being discarded. His wife, the former June Gail, at
one time a movie actress, is his only immediate survivor.
Broadcasting
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The never-ending search for oil takes men to
strange places — even to ocean floors.
Here Mobil scientists, the first company team of
research geologists trained as skin divers, probe
the bottom of the Gulf of Mexico.
From their findings have come clues which may
lead to the location of new oil reserves to strengthen the Free World — to guarantee you a continuous and abundant flow of the thousands of
products made from petroleum to enrich your life.
Training geologists as skin divers is but one of
Mobil's pioneering methods of exploring new
petroleum frontiers in a world where oil is
ever more difficult and expensive to find.
This progressive policy resulted in the first tapping of off-shore oil reserves out of sight of land
— another example of Mobil's master touch in oil.
For more information about skin diving for oil,
write to Room 2400, Socony Mobil Oil Co. Inc.,
150 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

SOCONY

MOBIL

OIL CO., INC.

Leader in lubrication
for 91 years
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WHAT'S AHEAD in broadcast programming?
Plenty, and it will be the product of costly research and vast
know-how, according to Louis G. Cowan, CBS-TV vice president
of creative service, who has done some of the most profitable
creative thinking in the broadcast field.
Creator of Quiz Kids, Stop the Music, $64,000 Question and
others, he has introduced many program innovations that were startling in their day but since have become standard entertainment.
Mr. Cowan gave members of the Washington (D. C.) Ad Club
an insight into his thinking processes and his ideas about the future
of broadcast programming last Tuesday.
AS WE SEEK our way in new directions,
we are aware of Newsweek's "Pin-Striped
Oopster" — that omnipresence who looks
over our shoulders constantly. Each time
we attempt a new trend, he's there to say,
"Oops, be careful."
As advertisers and broadcasters you are
careful because you care but you are not too
cautious or lacking in courage. Without
courage, broadcasting could not have
achieved its present state of force on the
American scene.
Before looking forward it is well to look
backward and to look at the present to gain
perspective. Looking backward to early
radio days in Chicago, I recall the crystal
sets, Lee Simms and Ilo Mae Bailey, Sam n'
Henry (later known as Amos n' Andy), Ben
Bernie, Wayne King, Edgar Bergen and
Mae West, Professor Quiz, H. V. Kaltenborn, Lowell Thomas, Lone Ranger, Major
Bowes, Take It or Leave It — for $64 then
— Arthur Godfrey and dozens of others.
I recall when Kay Kyser auditioned at the
Blackhawk Restaurant for Kollege of Musical Knowledge and how, after four weeks
of broadcast, the powers-that-be decided on
its demise. And then a test sale to American Tobacco Co. which it kept for years.
It was a variant on the then popular Professor Quiz as were Information Please and
Quiz Kids.
Soon the sages of that day were saying
that the quiz trend was over. But Miles
Labs sponsored Quiz Kids for more than
12 years. At one point there were some 57
variants of this theme on the air locally or
on networks.
The quiz trend never did stop, and I'll
make the flat statement that you can include
it in any list of long-time trends for the
future. You can also include the so-called
all-star presentation, whether it be variety or
drama.
Some years ago those of us working at
the War Dept. developing programs for the
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A U. of Chicago graduate, Mr. Cowan entered radio production
in Chicago, moving later into public relations. In the 1930s he
worked with Kay Kyser's College of Musical Knowledge. His first
individual success was Quiz Kids in 1940. In World War II he was
chief of the New York office of the Office of War Information
overseas branch, taking part in development of Command Performance, The Army Hour and Chaplain Jim. After the war he
produced the Tommy Dorsey Package, first transcribed disc jockey
show. He headed the Louis G. Cowan Inc. production firm, then
resigned in August 1955 to join CBS.
Here is a summary of his views on broadcast program trends.

pleasure of millions of men in the Armed
Services conceived the Command Performance series in Col. Edward M. Kirby's office,
probably the greatest series of all-star entertainment programs the broadcast industry
ever presented. I choose the words "broadcast industry" because that industry made
it all possible, with the cooperation of the
unions, and the motion picture and theatre
industries.
Obviously this all-star concept in and by
itself is not enough. The catalyst then as
now, and in the future, is the concept that
plausibility and intelligence provides the vehicle. The other factor is the know-how.
These became available in abundance
from the broadcasters, and again when the
long-running Army Hour emerged as a
War Dept. project on NBC, presented at
an annual cost of a half-million dollars to
the network with no financial return. The
actuality or documentary trend was then
inching into being. And this trend I see
.continuing in greater abundance in all
broadcasting, radio and television. It will,
in my opinion, increase rather than decrease
in the years just ahead. This is not only
the broadcast into your homes of baseball,
or a hearing, or an interview such as Face
the Nation, but other on-the-scene report-

COWAN'S ROADMARKS
More 60-minute shows
More 90-minute shows
More and more quizzes
More all-star formats
More, better documentaries
More "courageous" programs
("Mayerling," etc.)
• More daytime tv
0 More adventure, action, western

•
•
•
•
•
•

programs
music
• More
• More network radio buying

age, and the use of it as extensively as possible as part of what we loosely categorize as
entertainment.
This was the fundamental concept of The
$64,000 Question. I wanted to establish
circumstances that could dramatize the
reality of a contestant struggling for huge
reward, albeit with risk of great loss. So it is
with Fred Friendly and Ed Murrow, who
have brought entertainment into a reality
framework on See It Now — and in the special Danny Kaye appearance in "The Secret
Life of Danny Kaye" — and they have accomplished itin their presentation of Satchmo Louis Armstrong.
At NBC, I understand, the forthcoming
Maurice Chevalier Paris program, produced
by Ted Mills, will be a blending of entertainment with reality. These are a few examples
of a trend that is beginning to unfold.
Within this general framework there will
be special concepts but there will also have
to be superb know-how — the ability to
realize the perfect blending.
I would like to suggest a possible next
step in television coverage of baseball
which, if successful, would be an in-depth
development of a trend. The drama could
be heightened, almost as if script were
being used, by wider use of closeups on
players, managers, umpires and spectators.
This would require a skilled camera director who would develop the script characters
— the little as well as the big story.
What appears on the television screen is
analagous to our view of the top of an iceberg. What we watch on our sets does not
show the millions of dollars and man-hours
of work that are expended each year. Of
course, you know of the millions spent each
year in public service and news. I'm talking
of the costly trials and costly errors of trying, of developing, of discarding. Out of all
of this, greater programming and service will
appear, and so will the new trends — some by 1
design, some by pure dumb luck.
First, I believe that the upward trend in I
Broadcasting
• Telecasting!
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the use by advertisers of network radio will
continue upward. The top acid-test, sliderule — call them what you will — advertisers
have been returning or adding to their network radio schedules — with results. Flexibility, so-called use of "visual imagery,"
immediacy of impact, the companionate
use of radio, cost-per-listener — these are
some of the reasons. The increased use by
advertisers of network radio is one definite
trend in broadcasting.
There will be a continuation of the same
courage that attempted a "Mayerling," an
"Out of Darkness," an Odyssey, the new
Rogers and Hammerstein "Cinderella," an
Air Power, Project XX, "The Seven Lively
Arts," World in Crisis, and on and on.
In this driving for good, better and best
next season we will see some important
schedule revampings. I believe there well
may be more 60-minute shows'. Certainly
they are now on all of the drawing boards
and in development. In this same direction
we must consider the possibility of one or
possibly two more regularly scheduled 90minute programs. This has been sparked
by the great audience and critical success of
Playhouse 90.
Another major trend that seems to be
shaping up is in adventure, action and western programs. This grows out of the enthusiastic audience response this year as well as
the development in presentation skills.
Music is another area to watch. I believe
you may well find an upbeat in music.
So long as the McCutchens, the Van
Dorens, the Montagues and the Nadlers appear, the present formula for quiz will continue.
I feel strongly about the development in
documentary and realism broadcasting. How
much there will be during the next year I
can't predict but I feel certain the schedules
will provide more of these programs.
Answering the skeptics who thought daytime television might never really happen.
I can only point to the large audiences that
now exist. I believe the trend in daytime
television viewing will continue upward.
One of the most difficult fields to program
successfully is comedy. A combination of a
Phil Silvers and a Nat Hiken is a rare and
great one. Future comedy needs such alliances of talent, and comedy — good comedy
— will always be welcome on any schedule.
World in Crisis, which created nationwide
attention, was a milestone in television news
broadcasting. I believe the techniques will
be used more widely.
Color will play its growing role. There
are bound to be many changes in plans for
the big new programs coming into existence.
Of one thing I am certain — all of us associated with broadcasting will continue the
ceaseless and terribly expensive search for
the best possible programs.
The old and dishonorable cliche about the
12-year-old mass audience mentality has
been abolished forever, assuming that it
ever did exist. Television, with its far-reaching impact, has, along with the newspapers
and magazines of the nation, served as a
fountainhead of information, knowledge,
comprehension. The adult expectancy for
mature, quality programming will be met.
Broadcasting
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WOC-TV
Covers the Quint-Cities
Plus 39 Surrounding Iowa
and Illinois Counties.
Population —

1,568,500*

Families — 484,800*
Effective Buying Income —
S2,582,388,000*
'Source: Sales Management "Sur\ey of
Buying Power,'' 1956
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WOC-TV
On-the-Air since October, 1949
. . . First in the Quint Cities
and Firsr in Iowa . . . Serving the
largest market between Chicago
and Omaha . . . between
Minneapolis and St. Louis.

WOC-TV - Davenport, Iowa is part of Central Broadcasting Company which also
owns and operates WHO-TV and WHO- Radio-Des Moines
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• CBS-TV series gets credit
• Game
TELEVISION

Oldtime steamboat races along
our Ohio River Valley were often
close, and hazardous to put your
money on. Quite different from
today's audience race among
TV stations. When you put your
money on WSAZ-TV, you've
picked THE winner. Survey after
survey gives the title to this 69county giant — and the latest
Nielsen is no exception. Consider
these WSAZ-TV margins over
the next-best station:
95,670 more homes per month
99,430 more homes per week
101,130 more daytime homes,
weekdays
100,580 more nighttime
homes, weekdays
WSAZ-TV steams with comparable popularity across a fourstate domain wherein almost
$4,000,000,000 buying power
awaits advertisers who like to
ride with the winner. The gangway is down at any Katz office.

HUMTl/SGTQJN -CHARLESTON, W. VA.
Affiliated with Radio Stations
WSAZ. Huntington & WGKV. Charleston
LAWRENCE K ROGERS, PRESIDENT
Represented by The Katz Agency
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officials see upsurge
was credited by responsible

authorities last week with an "amazing"
assist in building major and minor league
hockey attendance the past month [Closed
Circuit, Jan. 28].
Simultaneously, there was evidence of
good viewer acceptance and speculation
over tv's potential role in projected expansion of the ice sport throughout the United
States.
Center of the attention is CBS-TV's Saturday afternoon series of ten National
Hockey League coast-to-coast telecasts,
launched as an experiment Jan. 5. NHL
telecasts have been carried in Canada for
a number of years, as have some games of
American teams in the U. S. on single stations, but CBS-TV coverage is the first of
its kind on a nationwide scale in this
country.
Gate receipt boosts were reported in New
York, Chicago and Boston (NHL cities) as
well as in Cleveland, Rochester, N. Y., and
Hershey, Pa. (American Hockey League).
Montreal, Toronto and Detroit attendance
generally has held up the past six years
while box office fell off in other cities.
CBS-TV released Trendex figures Tuesday, showing a 7.1 rating, representing 32%
of the viewing audience in 1 1 major cities,
while pro basketball (on NBC-TV) reportedly showed a 3.1 or 15% of the audience, for the same cities. CBS-TV offered
the telecasts to 115 stations for co-op sale
Feb. 16 — a considerable increase over the
original 59 last Jan. 5.
Tv won plaudits from Clarence Campbell,
president of the NHL; James Ellery president of the America Hockey League; William J. Tobin, vice president, and John P.
Gottselig, public relations chief of the Chicago Blackhawks, and from others.
Mr. Campbell asserted tv was directly
responsible for increased attendance, adding that "the most amazing development in
the whole picture is the immediate impact
of the telecast games." Mr. Gottselig
claimed that probably 75% of attendance at
one game represented "new fans for hockey."
Following are statistics of recent weeks'
attendance:
• NHL turnstiles recorded a season record Sunday, Feb. 10, registering 42,548
fans for three games — Detroit Red Wings
vs. Blackhawks in Chicago (12,714, a season's record there) ; Montreal Canadians vs.
N. Y. Rangers in New York (15,925, first
sellout of the season), and Toronto Maple
Leafs vs. the Bruins in Boston (13,909,
legal capacity).
• After averaging 7,173 fans for 18 home
games before tv coverage, the Blackhawks
set a season record for four consecutive
Sundays, with marks of 11,143, 11,289, 12,633 and 12,714, bringing the average for
nine games (Sunday, other days) up to
9,062. Hawks' attendance at the Chicago

Stadium started picking up after the CBSTV Chicago-Detroit game telecast Jan. 19
(when only 4,745 turned out). The following night a Rangers contest drew 11,143.
• An average crowd of 9,853 saw the
Hawks and Rangers in Madison Square
Garden Jan. 5 — first of the 10-game tv
series — and the following evening, 14,806
paid admissions
recorded.
Rangers'
home
attendance, were
particularly
Sundays,
has
been up ever since.
• American Hockey League attendance
has jumped the past two weekends, with
consecutive sellouts in the Cleveland Arena
and turn-away of customers (1,000 and 500,
respectively) at Rochester and Hershey.
• Boston Garden was filled to its 13,909
limit on two occasions on a recent weekend.
It also was reported last week that a
primary reason behind formation of the
new Hockey Players' Assn. union was an
awareness of tv's potential role in league
expansion.
$3

Million

Day

Sales

Recorded by NBC-TV
DAYTIME television purchases on NBCTV amounting to almost $3,000,000 in gross
billings were recorded during the past two
weeks, it was announced Thursday by William R. Goodheart Jr., vice president, NBC
Television Network Sales.
This latest upsurge in daytime sales results
from orders placed by four sponsors for
new and additional advertising schedules on
Queen for a Day (Mon.-Fri., 4-4:45 p.m.,
EST) and the quiz show Tic Tac Dough
(Mon.-Fri., 12 noon-12:30 p.m., EST), he
said. The advertisers and their schedules:
Minnesota Mining and Mfg. Co., for its
Scotch tape products, will sponsor the
4-4:15 p.m. segment of Queen for a Day
and the 12:15-12:30 p.m. segment of Tic
Tac Dough on alternate Thursdays over a
52-week period starting March 14. Minnesota Mining also will sponsor seven alternate-week quarter-hour segments on two
additional NBC-TV daytime programs during the last quarter of the year.
Standard Brands will sponsor 26 alternate
Tuesday 4-4:15 p.m. segments of Queen for
a Day starting April 16. This will be in addition to its current sponsorship of the alternate Tuesday 4: 15-4:30 p.m. segment of the
program, giving the advertiser a 15-minute
segment on Queen for a Day every Tuesday.
Corn Products Refining Co., for its NuSoft fabric softener, will sponsor 26 alternate Wednesday and 26 alternate Friday 12
noon-12:15 p.m. segments of Tic Tac
Dough. The Wednesday sponsorship will
start April 10, with the Friday sponsorship
starting April 19.
The Mentholatum Co. will extend its
sponsorship of the Friday 12:15-12:30 p.m.
segment of Tic Tac Dough to include the
Feb. 22, March 1 and March 15 programs.
BBDO is agency for Minnesota Mining;
Ted Bates & Co. represents Standard Brands;
McCann-Erickson Inc. is agency for Corn
Products Refining; J. Walter Thompson Co.
represents Mentholatum.
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NBC'S DST SOLUTION:
• Affiliates hear new plan
• Format for fall outlined
THE AMPEX video tape recorder will
figure in NBC-TV's approach to the always
complicated daylight saving time problem
this summer for the first time, network
officials told members of the NBC-TV
Affiliates Executive Committee at a meeting
in New York last Thursday.
The committee also was given NBC-TV's
tentative schedule of programs for next fall,
along with the further details of its projected
revision of the 7:30-8 p.m. Monday-Friday
strip, currently occupied by a musical program at 7:30 and news at 7:45.
Presumably, CBS-TV and ABC-TV also
will employ Ampex recorders in their
handling of the cumbersome and expensive
job of delivering programs with a minimum
of disruption to the schedules of stations in
areas which remain on Standard Time during the summer months. CBS-TV was the
first network to get delivery of Ampex
equipment, followed by NBC-TV, and ABCTV expects to complete installation of units
in March. The DST period normally starts
the last Sunday in April.
While details of the NBC-TV tentative
fall program lineup were not made public,
it was learned that the three out of four week
principle of programming, with certain reg-

NBC Reassigns Shepard to Post
As Special Projects Director
H. W. (HANK) SHEPARD has returned to
his post as director of special projects for
the NBC-owned stations, it was announced
last week by Thomas B. McFadden, vice
president of NBC-owned stations and NBC
Spot Sales. He had been working on a special assignment as director of business development for California National Productions, an NBC division.
Mr. Shepard's first assignment will be as
liaison with NBC television co-op sales in
connection with two mid-day programs to
be carried by the network's owned tv stations
and affiliates on a co-op basis, starting today
(Monday). The programs are Close-Up, a
half-hour interview program, starring Tex
McCrary and Jinx Falkenburg, and Club
Matinee, a one-hour color tv production. The
latter program originally was titled Club 60
[At Deadline, Feb. 11].
WSOC-TV Charlotte Joins NBC
AFFILIATION of WSOC-TV Charlotte,
N. C, with NBC was announced jointly
Thursday by Larry Walker, executive vice
president of WSOC-TV, and Harry Bannister, vice president in charge of station
relations for NBC. Now in construction, the
station will become an NBC-TV optional
interconnected affiliate when it begins operation on ch. 9 about May 1. The station,
with 316 kw ERP will serve the greater
Charlotte area of more than 300,000 televiFebruary 18, 1957
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ular shows yielding once a month to special
programs, may be extended to include a portion of every night in the week. Moreover,
it was reported, the Robert Montgomery
Presents show will be switched from Monday night to some other evening (but remaining an hour show rather than extended
to 90 minutes as had been considered) . The
new Monday night lineup reportedly would
include Wells Fargo at 8:30-9 p.m. EST;
Twenty-One continuing at 9-9:30 period
and a mystery in the 10-11 spot.
The 7:30 Monday-Friday revision contemplates two different network feeds of
that half hour segment — one at 6:45 and
the other at 7: 15. New programming — some
of one hour duration and some of half
hour — will then go into the 7:30 spot. One
show being considered is an hour long
western for Wednesdays at 7:30-8:30.
The Affiliates Executive Committee is
headed by Walter Damm, WTMJ-TV Milwaukee. Other members: Ed Wheeler,
WWJ-TV Detroit; Lawrence Rogers, WSAZTV Huntington, W. Va.; Ralph Evans,
WOC-TV Davenport, Iowa; Ewing C. Kelly,
KCRA-TV Sacramento; Joe H. Bryant,
KCBD-TV Lubbock, Tex.; Joe Floyd,
KELO-TV Sioux Falls, S. D.; Harold Essex,
WSJS-TV Winston-Salem, N. C, and John
H. DeWitt, WSM-TV Nashville, Tenn. All
were present for the meeting except Mr.
DeWitt.

sion families. Its sister radio station, WSOC,
has been affiliated with the NBC Radio Network for 23 years. WSOC Broadcasting Co.
is licensee.
Chester Leaves NBC April 1
For Post With New Weaver Firm
GIRAUD CHESTER, general program executive incharge of NBC daytime television
programs, has submitted his resignation to
join Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver Jr., former
NBC board chairman and president, in a
new television venture. Mr. Chester's resignation iseffective April 1.
Mr. Chester did not disclose the nature of
his duties with Mr. Weaver's proposed company. Mr. Weaver, who resigned from NBC
last September, has not revealed the type
of organization he is establishing. A spokesman for Mr. Weaver's public relations
counsel said the latter is expected to announce his plans in several weeks, at which
time he is expected to open an office on
Park Ave. in New York.
Mr. Chester has been associated with
NBC since 1953 and during the past 15
months has been responsible for supervision
over
ule. the network's daytime television schedWerner Takes on T-H-T' Duties
MORT WERNER, NBC-TV vice president,
will assume responsibility for daytime programs and the Today-Home-Tonight trio of
participating programs, it was disclosed last
week. Mr. Werner will absorb some of the

duties of Giraud Chester, who is resigning
as general program executive in charge of
NBC daytime tv programs. Mr. Chester will
join Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver, former NBC
board chairman and president, in a new tv
venture (see story, this page).
CBS-TV Sets Up Central Unit
For Client-Production Liaison
TO EXPEDITE and improve its services,
the CBS Television operations department
last week announced a new unit to be titled
Operations Information Center. A telephone
call to this agency by a CBS-TV client or
producer,
"will
the entire
operations area of
his now
needs alert
and will
set in motion
the production 'assembly line'," CBS said.
At the same time it was announced that
Paul E. Wilson had been named manager
of the operations information center and
Larry Paulus, assistant manager. The new
unit — to be known as OIC — will function as
part of the network operations department
under the over-all supervision of Hal Meier,
manager of network operations.
Mr. Wilson formerly was manager of coordinating and estimating for CBS Television and Mr. Paulus was manager of the
CBS-TV scenic design unit. OIC is designed
to serve as a central clearing house for all
production services, materials and facilities.
In addition, OIC will be responsible for coordination of all production elements to
insure the most effective integration of each
item into the production pattern of individual programs. OIC will have at hand all
the latest, accurate information on the production status of all programs.
NETWORK

PEOPLE

Alvin
Ferleger,L. attorney,
staff,
and Richard
Berman, NBC's
businesslegal
manager
for NBC Opera Co., reassigned to NBC
International Operations as manager of administration-sales development and facilities
manager, respectively.
Robert Maley, assistant continuity director
of Mutual and
WOR-AM-TV New
York to director
of department, succeeding Walter
Law, who resigned
several months ago
to join CBS Radio
as associate
tor of editing.direcWilliam Kobin, formerly assistant to
MR. MALEY
director of newsspecial events for
DuMont Bcstg. Corp., N. Y., appointed general assignment producer for CBS NewsPublic Affairs in Washington.
Edward
MaeHugh
("Your
Gospel
63, retired
from NBC
Radio,
died Singer'-),
in Holy
Cross
Hospital
at
Fort
Lauderdale,
Fla.,
Feb. 3.
Thomas F. Foy Jr., 48, purchasing agent for
ABC, died in his office at Hotel Des Artistes,
N. Y., last Monday.
Broadcasting
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
New

Brokerage

Formed
A

Take

Firm

by Hamilton

NEW

broadcast brokerage firm announced yesterday (Sunday) includes former associates of the 10-year-old BlackburnHamilton Co.
Dissolution of the Blackburn-Hamilton
Co. was announced by Ray V. Hamilton and
James W. Blackburn.
Mr. Hamilton has formed a new company— Hamilton, Stubblefield, Twining &
Assoc. William T. Stubblefield and W. R.
Twining at one time directed the San Francisco offices of Blackburn-Hamilton Co. Mr.
Twining will remain in San Francisco with
the new company. Office will remain at 1 1 1
Sutter St.

A SPECIAL
TELEVISION
AUDIENCE

a look at

SUNDAY
All day Sunday— from 9:00 A. M. until
6:00 P. M.— this latest A.R.B. report
shows WIBW-TV an undisputed first
choice of viewers in the 20-county
TopekAREA. Out of a total of 36
quarter-hours, WIBW-TV shows 32 first
places and is tied for the remaining
four.

The TopekAREA
November 15-21, 1956

ANY

NIGHT

In the 126 quarter-hours between 6:00
and 10:30 P. M., when competition is
the toughest, A.R.B. figures give WIBWTV 97 first and 26 second places.

AMERICAN
RESEARCH
BUREAU

DOMINATE
THIS

MR. HAMILTON

MR. BLACKBURN

Mr. Stubblefield. former broadcaster and
stations relations director of NARTB, will
open offices in Washington March 1 at 1735
De Sales St.. N.W. Telephone will be Executive 3-3456.
Mr. Hamilton will continue to operate
from his present offices in Chicago's Tribune
Tower Bldg. The Atlanta office will be in
the Healey Bldg.
Mr. Blackburn, who suffered a heart attack late last year, will announce his plans
in the near future. He is convalescing at his
home in Alexandria, Va.

with WIBW-TV
MAXIMUM
MAXIMUM

POWER 316,000 watts
HEIGHT 1,010 feet

Take a look at the map and see how
perfectly WIBW-TV's 20-county saturation coverage fits your sales, distribution and merchandising picture. Then
call your Capper Man.

TOPEKA, KANSAS
Ben Ludy, Gen. Mgr.
WIBW & WIBW-TV in Topeka
Rep. Capper Publications, Inc.

MR. TWINING

SIX STATION MARKET

The Kansas View Point

CBS • ABC

MR. STUBBLEFIELD

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE PEOPLE
Harry M. Cohn, account executive. Ruder
& Finn Inc., N. Y., public relations firm,
to Oristano Assoc.. same city, as radio-tv
director.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES SHORTS
Daniel J. Edelman & Assoc., Chicago and
New York public relations firm, moved to
larger quarters in Merchandise Mart, Chicago. New suite is 437.
Hroadcasting

• Telecasting

Gates

Radio

Company,
OFFICES IN

NEW YORK, WASHINGTON,

ATLANTA,

quincy, Illinois, u.s.a.

HOUSTON,

and LOS ANGELES
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GOVERNMENT
WKJG-AM-TV
SALE
APPROVAL
SOUGHT
• Uhf in $1.9 million buy
• Other purchases filed
THE $1,924,000 sale of an am-uhf combination (WKJG-AM-TV Ft. Wayne, Ind.)
— one of the highest prices ever paid for a
uhf [Closed Circuit, Jan. 28] — topped stations sales filed last week for FCC approval.
Putting out nearly $2 million for the
Ft. Wayne properties are the Truth Publishing Co. (60%), Walter R. Beardsley
(25%) and Albert G. Wade (15%). John F.
Dille Jr. is president and 45% owner of
Truth, which in turn owns WSJV (TV) Elkhart, Ind., the Elkhart Truth, and through
Truth Radio Corp., WTRC-AM-FM Elkhart. Mr. Beardsley is president and substantial stockholder of Miles Labs and minority stockholder of WTRC-AM-FM and
Mr. Wade is president of Chicago and
Hollywood advertising agencies.
Selling WKJG-AM-TV are General Manager Edward G. and Walter L. Thorns,
Clarence L. Schust, H. Leslie Popp, Earl
Groth and Herbert Willis. Mr. Thorns will
remain with the stations as general manager.
The sales contract calls for a $20,000
deposit, $980,000 to be paid on closing date
following FCC approval of sale, and the
remaining $925,000 to be paid off over a
period of 5^2 years.
WKJG-AM-TV balance sheet, as of Dec.
31, 1956, showed current assets of $359,692, total assets $780,620, current liabilities
$187,030 and a $493,590 surplus. Ch. 33
WKJG-TV is NBC affiliated and WKJG,
on 1389 kc with 5 kw, is affiliated with both
NBC and Mutual.
Mt. Rainer Radio & Tv Broadcasting
Corp. (Lester M. Smith and Lincoln Dellar
and their wives) is seeking FCC approval of
its $422,648 purchase of KNEW Spokane,
Wash. [B«T, Jan. 28]. KNEW, owned 40%
by Scripps Newspapers Inc., 40% by Burl
C. Hagadone and 20% by Harry Henke Jr.,
is an MBS affiliate on 790 kc with 5 kw.
The station's balance sheet, as of Dec.
31, 1956, showed current assets of $70,774,
total assets $122,626, current liabilities $14,294 and earned surplus $98,331. The Smiths
and Dellars also own radio stations in Portland, Seattle and Hannibal, Mo., and Mr.
and Mrs. Dellar own KXOA-AM-FM and
ch. 40 KCCC-TV Sacramento, Calif.
B. P. Bludworth and A. D. Rust, who own

BATON

ROUGE
the

OK Negro Radio Buy

KTXL-TV San Angelo, Tex., are selling
50% of the station to Angelo Broadcasting-Telecasting Inc. (Lewis O. Seibert) for
$32,288. Mr. Rust, in turn, is selling his remaining 25% of KTXL-TV to Roy H.
Simmons, San Angelo businessman, for
$50,000, conditioned on consummation of
the sale to Mr. Seibert. Mr. Bludworth will
retain 25% ownership.
Mr. Seibert owns 99% of KGKL San
Angelo, 45% of KPLT Paris, Tex., 20% of
KBST Big Spring, Tex., and 10% of KBSTTV. The KTXL-TV balance sheet, dated
Jan. 31, showed current assets of $44,015,
total assets $184,747, current liabilities
$47,934. It also showed a deficit of $82,418
as of April 30, 1956, and a profit for the
first 11 months of 1956 of $39,116. KTXLTV is on ch. 8 and affiliated with NBC.
Now-dark ch. 36 WQMC (TV) Charlotte, N. C, is being sold by Hugh A.
Deadwyler to Century Advertising Co., in
which Mr. Deadwyler retains 50% interest.
The other stock goes to Frank P. Larson
Jr., electrical manufacturer representative, in
return for a $100,000 loan, and Cecil J.
Hawes, local surgeon, who is putting up
$10,000. Mr. Deadwyler is lending the new
company $20,000.
No physical assets are involved in the
change and at the same time the transfer
application was filed, WQMC also asked
for authority to operate with a power of
20.7 kw, antenna 421 ft. above average
terrain and install new. General Electric
equipment. The present authorized power
is 132 kw with antenna 560 ft. above average terrain.
Station broker Paul H. Chapman Co.,
Atlanta, announced the purchase, subject to
FCC approval, of WDCL ClearwaterTarpon Springs, Fla., by a group composed
of Hodding Carter, newspaperman, publisher John T. Gibson, McClain Bowman
and songwriter Floyd Huddleston. Selling
the station for a price in excess of $ 1 00,000
are Margaret and J. M. Miller and Beatrice
and Hal Freede. Mr. Freede, an organist,
will remain with the station.
Open Hearings in Red Probe
Probably in Month, Says Walter
OPEN hearings probably will be held in
New York within "a month" in the House
Un-American Activities Committee's hunt
for communists in radio-tv and other entertainment media, Chairman Francis E.
Walter (D-Pa.) indicated last week.
A staff member, however, said it is not
certain that hearings will be held. The committee held closed hearings Feb. 6-8 at the
U. S. Courthouse in New York's Foley
Square. Rep. Walter was not present at the
closed sessions.
The staff spokesman declined to reveal
the number of witnesses questioned or how
many are in radio and tv. Before the closed
session, the committee had said it would
question "40 or 50" persons, "most" of
them in radio-tv.
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FCC

ACTION

STORER

IMPEDES

STATION

• McFarland

BUY

letter voted

• May hear WMUR-TV case
THE Storer Broadcasting Co. purchase of
ch. 9 WMUR-TV Manchester, N. H., and
its move closer to Boston struck a snag
last week when a majority of the FCC
voted to send a McFarland letter indicating the necessity of a hearing.
FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey and Comr. John C. Doerfer were
the only two who voted to make the
grants. Comr. Richard A. Mack, it was
understood, abstained from voting.
The Commission raised three questions:
(a) conflict with the table of allocations
(moving the Manchester channel to Boston), (b) the suitability of the antenna
site (a shadow area problem has arisen in
Manchester based on the proposed antenna height and site), and (c) concentraton of control (Storer would, the Commission said, own stations in the fifth, sixth
and ninth markets of the U. S.).
Indications were that the proposed move
of
station and Storer's purchase would
be the
dropped.
Storer planned to buy the ch. 9 New
Hampshire station for $850,000. The purchase was contingent on moving the
WMUR-TV transmitter to a site near
Georgetown, Mass. — 16 miles north of
Boston and 32 miles southeast of Manchester. Earlier this month the principals
won ACC Airspace Panel approval for a
1,049 ft. antenna at that site. This was a
decrease of 86 ft. over the proposed 1,135
ft. tower.
Since Storer already owns its limit of five
vhf stations (FCC's rules prohibit the
ownership by the same entity of more than
seven tv stations, of which not more than
five may be vhf channels), Storer last year
arranged for the sale of its WAGA-AMFM-TV Atlanta, Ga., to the Washington
Post Co. for $6.5 million. This transaction
was not only contingent on FCC approval of
the Manchester purchase, but carried a Feb.
15 deadline.
In addition to the Atlanta stations, Storer
also owns WGBS-AM-FM-TV Miami, Fla.;
WJBK-AM-FM-TV Detroit, Mich.; WSPDAM-FM-TV Toledo, Ohio; WBRC-AM-TV
Birmingham, Ala.; WJW-AM-TV Cleveland, Ohio; WWVA-AM-FM Wheeling, W.
Va., and KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore. The
Miami and Portland television stations are
uhf; the remainder are vhf.
Storer also has an agreement with Paul
F. Harron, principal owner of ch. 12
WPFH (TV) Wilmington, Del., to buy that
station and the Harron-owned WIBG-AMFM Philadelphia for $5.4 million. As in
the Manchester case, Storer would have to
dispose of one of his vhf tv stations to remain within the five-vhf-to-a-customer regulation. The memorandum agreement is
contingent on Mr. Harron securing majority stockholder approval to the sale.
Last year Storer sought to buy the permit
Telecasting
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Advertising

is

a

Age

highlight
rr

of

the

business

week

says JOHN R. MORAN
Director of Advertising
Theo. Ha mm

Brewing Co.

"I particularly enjoy the contributions of E. B. Weiss, James Woolf, Clyde Bedell
and many others who treat current creative and merchandising problems
in a thought-provoking

fashion and offer constructive criticism and

possible solutions to improve
Advertising Age
JOHN

these basic advertising functions.

is one of the highlights of the business week/7

R. MORAN

In 1939, Mr. Moran joined the advertising
department of Procter and Gamble, where he
travelled extensively, testing premiums and
sales promotion under actual sales conditions.
Later at P. & G., he planned and administered
radio, newspaper and magazine schedules,
and developed merchandising and advertising campaigns.
Moving over to the Kroger Co. in 1943, he
handled radio, television, newspaper and display advertising until 1953, when he became
director of advertising for Theo. Hamm Brewing Company. Married and father of three
youngsters, Mr. Moran is a member of the St.
Paul Chamber of Commerce Public Relations
Committee, as well as the Governor's Advisory
Committee for state publicity.

With its up-to-the-minute advertising news of the week, its
factual reporting of marketing developments and incisive analyses of
current trends, Ad Age is a weekly highlight to most of the executives who
are important to you. For these are the barometer-readings which
help guide decisions in this fast-moving field — and it's AA's timely and
accurate reporting that makes it indispensable, not only to those who
activate, but those who influence important market and media decisions.
At Hamm

Brewing, for example, broadcast has played an important

role in Hamm's rapid growth and expansion into new markets. Its
expenditure for tv spot advertising alone ran an estimated
$1,002,500 during the first nine months of 1956, ranking it #55
among top spot tv advertisers.*
Every week, seven paid subscription copies of Ad Age get read,
routed and discussed among advertising, sales and other executives at
Hamm's. Further, 81 paid-subscription copies reach the agency handling
Hamm's advertising, Campbell-Mithun, Inc.
Add to this
advertising
over 10,000
in national

AA's 37,000 paid circulation, its tremendous penetration of
with a weekly paid circulation currently reaching
agency people alone, its intense readership by top executives
advertising companies, its unmatched total readership of

over 140,000 — and you'll recognize in Advertising Age
a most influential medium for swinging broadcast decisions your way.
*iV. C. Rorabaugh Co. for Television Bureau of Advertising

uiri|3otfeud""te iu^otfeurtf" people.
ILLINOIS
200
EAST ILLINOIS
STREET
• CHICAGO 11
J Yeor (52 issues) $3
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GOVERNMENT
of ch. 3 KSLM-TV Salem, Ore., and move
it closer to Portland, Ore. In its application
to the FCC, Storer asked that the five vhf
rule be waived to permit continued ownership of the other vhf outlets. Last November, the Commission refused to waive that
rule. Price for KSLM-TV was $27,277.
Storer planned to surrender his uhf license
in Portland.
Witness in Flint Ch. 12 Case
To Testify From Hotel Room
TAKING cognizance of the health of a
witness, an FCC hearing before Examiner
Herbert Sharfman will convene today
of the

166
Metropolitan
in the

Areas

United

States

. ..THE TAMPA —
ST. PETERSBURG
MARKET

RANKED

IN

RETAIL

SALES!

WFLA-Radio blankets this busy market—FLORIDA'S SECOND MARKET
. . . plus 11 counties in Florida's
richest industrial-agricultural area.
WFLA reaches more than a quarter
of a million radio homes in this growing sales area . . . added to them are
a good share of Florida's five million
tourists, going places, seeing things
— and listening to their car radios!
To reach more radio listeners — more
often — in this big double-barrelled
market of steady year 'round buying
power supplemented by millions of
tourist dollars — spot your product
on WFLA!
(Figures from Survey of Buying Power, May, 1956)
The Tampa

Tribune

Stations

National Representatives — JOHN BLAIR & CO.
Southeastern Representative
HARRY E. CUMMINGS, Jacksonville, Florida
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(Monday) at 10 a.m. in Washington's
Mayflower Hotel, with WJR Detroit footing
the room bill.
The hearing is on the long and involved
Flint ch. 12 case and the witness will be
John F. Patt. president and minority stockholder of WJR, whose WJRT (TV) holds
a disputed grant for the channel. Mr. Patt
is recuperating from a heart attack and was
advised by his doctor and attorney not to
testify in person because of the physical
and emotional strain it would cause him.
However, Mr. Patt is appearing for cross
examination under his own initiative.
The witness' direct testimony will be accepted as written interrogatories under an
agreement of counsel. Counsel in the case
also have agreed to a maximum of one hour
of cross examination each morning and
afternoon Mr. Patt is on the witness stand.
WJR received the ch. 12 grant in 1954,
after which it asked FCC authority to move
its transmitter site (north of Flint instead
of south as stipulated in the original application.) Following this move, the unsuccessful applicants, WFDF Flint and W. S.
Butterfield Theatres Inc. protested. Three
days of testimony were taken last week in
conventional order — in an FCC hearing
room — by Examiner Sharfman.
Two Tv Permittees Granted
Channel Assignment Changes
TWO tv permittees — not yet on the air —
last week were granted shifts in channel assignments bythe FCC.
WRLP (TV) Greenfield, Mass. (satellite
of WWLP [TV] Springfield, Mass.). was
granted switch to ch. 32 from ch. 58, increase in antenna height from 500 ft. to 920
ft., transmitter move to l4Vi miles northwest of Greenfield, and power increase to
200 kw. The station has requested a translator operation on ch. 79 in Claremont.
N. H., to rebroadcast its programs.
KGEZ-TV Kalispell, Mont., originally assigned to ch. 8, received authority to change
to ch. 9. Ch. 8 has been reallocated to
Missoula. Mont., by the Commission.
In a third action, the FCC denied a petition by KBMN Bozeman, Mont., to shift
ch. 12 from Helena, Mont., to Bozeman
and terminated rule-making proceedings on
the proposed shift. At the time of its filing,
KBMN pointed out that there was no applicant for that channel. However, Helena Tv
Inc. subsequently applied for ch. 12 and re
ceived an FCC grant last week (see story,
page 79).

WHDH

Answers

In Boston

Tv

Globe

Battle

IN ANSWERING a request to the FCC by
the Boston Globe, seeking to intervene in the
Boston ch. 5 proceeding [B«T. Feb. 4]
WHDH Boston (Herald-Traveler) charged
that the Globe petition is "without merit and
obviously made with disregard of the public
interest and with complete willingness to
abuse the Commission's processes."
In other petitions filed last week on that
proceedings, Greater Boston Tv Corp., favored applicant in an initial decision, and
Massachusetts Bay Telecasters Inc. both supported the Globe petition and asked that the
record be reopened. A filing by the Broadcast
Bureau did not take a definite stand on the
Globe petition but pointed out that it
(Globe) has offered no explanation for delaying nearly two years before questioning
WHDH's qualifications.
A fourth applicant for the channel, Allen
B. DuMont Labs, did not file a reply.
WHDH reportedly has received a favorable vote for Boston ch. 5 [B«T. Jan 21] but
no announcement to this effect has been
made by the Commission.
The Herald-Traveler charged that the
Globe petition is "'a last minute, all out attempt to keep a third tv station out of the
Boston
market
as long asstrike
possible,"
and
asked that
the Commission
the Globe
petition to intervene. It said that all facts of
the case were known by the Globe during
the time applicants were arguing the case
beforeuntimely.
the FCC and that the Globe's filing
was
Robert Choate. publisher of the HeraldTraveler and target of many of the Globe
charges, denied that he had ever threatened
to use the tv station, if granted to WHDH,
as a tool of competition against the Globe;
that he had ever tried to upset Globe financial arrangements to build a new $12 million plant, and that WHDH had ever been
used to unfair advantage against the Globe.
On Globe charges that he had attempted
to force that paper into a merger with the
Herald-Traveler, Mr. Choate said that he
had conducted informal merger talks with
principals of the Globe from 1946 to 1956.
His view, he said, was that if there was not
a merger among Boston papers some of them
would fail and that a merger between the
two papers could result in a better editorial
product and a sounder business institution.
The atives
petition
stated that
of the Globe,
Mr. "unlike
Choate representwas not
looking forward to the Post [Boston paper
which formerly was an applicant for ch. 5
and which has since ceased publication]
going
out of
business."'$30,000
Mr. Coate
that
he offered
to advance
to thesaid
Boston
Typographical Union to help the Post meet
a pension obligation in an effort to keep it
on the newsstands.
The Globe completely ignored the BostonRecord-American-Advertiser in its statements about newspaper competition in that
city, the Herald-Traveler said. Its petition
stated that the Record-American-Advertiser
has a larger circulation than the other two
papers involved.
Broadcasting
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A DAY OFF TO WATCH
NOW that television is here, the whole
nation should turn out every four years
to see the presidential inauguration
ceremonies and parade. Sen. Karl E.
Mundt (R-S. D.) said last week in
offering a bill (S 1077) to make Inauguration Day a national holiday. Sen.
Mundt said millions of people would
watch the event on tv "were it not for
the fact that they are fastened to their
desks in their offices, or are employed
in shops,
or otherwise."
He from
also read
into
the record
an editorial
the
Sioux Falls (S. D.) Argus-Leader suggesting such a holiday.

Four New Tvs Granted;
Helena Gets Two Vhfs
HELENA. Mont., received grants for two
vhf tv stations as a total of four new authorizations were made by the FCC last week.
They were for chs. 10 and 12 in Helena,
ch. 35 in LaSalle, 111., and ch. 69 in Pekin,
HI.
Ch. 10 went to Helena Tv Inc. with a
power of .402 kw and antenna minus 1 14 ft.
above average terrain. Helena Tv principals include President W. L. Piehl (35.44%),
Director Charles P. Crehan (7.68%), stockholder of KCAP Helena, and General Manager Bruce Hamilton (5.75%).
Peoples Forum of the Air was awarded
ch. 12 with .256 kw and antenna minus
152 ft. above average terrain. Peoples Forum
is licensee of KXLJ Helena and owns
17.17% of KXLF-TV Butte. It, in turn,
is owned 98% by Z Bar Net Inc., owner of
KXLI Missoula, Mont., KXLF Butte, KXLK
Butte, KXLK Great Falls, Mont., and
KXLQ Bozeman, Mont.
Ch. 43 WEEK-TV Peoria, 111., was
awarded ch. 35 in LaSalle and will operate
the new station as a satellite with 14.3 kw
and antenna 437 ft. above average terrain.
Sen. Robert S. Kerr (D-Okla.) is principal
owner of WEEK-TV.
Mid Illinois Tv Co. was granted Pekin's
ch. 69 with operating power of 19.9 kw and
antenna 384 ft. above average terrain.
Principals, who have interests in WPMN
Elgin, 111., KXGI Ft. Madison, Iowa, KDHS
(TV) Aberdeen, S. D., WRCA Effingham,
111. and newspaper interests, include President William D. McNaughton, F. F. McNaughton and Joseph E. McNaughton. A
fourth principal, James M. Unland, is an
insurance agent.
Kansas City Star Sued
SUIT asking $500,000 treble damages under
the Sherman antitrust law was filed Tuesday
in federal court, Kansas City, against the
Kansas City Star Co. (WDAF-AM-TV) and
Emil A. Sees, advertising director, by Central Publishing Co., that city. The plaintiff
charges it was forced to suspend TV Preview, amagazine, in April 1954 after 2Vz
years of publication. The Star was found
guilty in federal court of criminal antitrust
violations in connection with sale of ads.
Broadcasting
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Utah

Tv

Building

Bill to Permit
of Translators

WITH strong support from KTVT (TV) and
KSL-TV, both Salt Lake City, the Utah
House of Representatives last week (Feb.
13) passed by a vote of 49-9 a Senate bill
permitting use of county recreational funds
for construction and operation of tv translator systems, reportedly the first such bill
to be passed in the nation.
Gov. George D. Clyde is expected to sign
the measure, which will extend Salt Lake
City television signals to cover the entire
state, thus bringing tv to an additional
70,000 viewers in the southern and eastern
parts of Utah.
Originating in the Senate, the bill first
passed the upper chamber by an overwhelming majority.
G. Bennett Larson, president and general
manager of KTVT (TV), advocated the
measure's passage at a recent public hearing,
noting that stations had always felt people
should be able to see tv shows after they had
spent money for the sets.
Jay Wright, vice president of KSL-TV,
appeared as a technical witness for proponents of the bill at House and Senate committee hearings.
Other proponents of the measure testified
that mine and mill operators in uranium-rich
southern areas could not keep labor because
of lack of tv; mayors of other towns told of
the difficulty in obtaining doctors, dentists

BOXSCORE
STATUS of tv cases before FCC:
AWAITING FINAL DECISION: 7
(Figures in parentheses indicate dates oral
arguments were held.)
Seattle, Wash., ch. 7 (12-17-56); Indianapolis, Ind., ch. 13 (5-25-56); St. Louis, Mo.,
ch. 11 (7-9-56); Orlando, Fla., ch. 9 (6-1956); Buffalo. N. Y„ ch. 7 (9-24-56); Boston.
Mass.,
ch. 5 (10-29-56): Biloxi. Miss., ch. 13
(12-18-56).
AWAITING ORAL ARGUMENT: 3
(Figures
in parentheses
indicate dates initial decisions
were issued.)
San Francisco-Oakland, Calif., ch. 2 (6-2556); Pittsburgh, Pa., ch. 11 (7-3-56); Coos
Bay, Ore., ch. 16 (7-20-56).
AWAITING INITIAL DECISION: 4
(Figures
parentheses
indicate dates records werein closed
after hearings.)
Hatfield Tnd.-Owensboro, Ky., ch. 9 (1-755); Toledo, Ohio, ch. 11 (1-25-56): Onondaga-Parma, Mich., ch. 10 (3-2-56); McKeesport-Pittsburgh, Pa., ch. 4 (1-7-57).
IN HEARING
8
Beaumont-Port Arthur Tex., ch. 4; Sheboygan, Mich., ch. 4; Pachuta, Miss., ch.
7: Mayaguez, P. R., ch. 3; Victoria. Tex.,
ch. 19; Beaumont. Tex., ch. 6, Ponce, P. R.,
ch. 7; Lubbock, Tex., ch. 5.
IN COURT
6
("Appeals Washington.)
from tv grants in U. S. Court of
Appeals,
Pittsburgh, Pa., ch. 11; Sacramento, Calif.,
ch. 10; Miami, Fla., ch. 7; Wichita, Kan.,
ch. 3: Portsmouth, Va., ch. 10; Shreveport.
La., ch.tition 12
(denied
by appealssubmitted
court; pe-to
for writ
of certiorari
U. S. Supreme Court).

SILER TRIES AGAIN
A BILL to prohibit the advertising of
alcoholic beverages on radio-tv and in
other media was introduced in the
House Thursday by Rep. Eugene Siler
(R-Ky.) author of a similar proposal
in 84th Congress. The bill (HR 4835),
which is introduced in every Congress,
is not likely to come up for hearing
until 1958 (election year), when temperance forces traditionally begin concerted drive for passage.

and other professional people if television
was not available.
Both KTVT (TV) and KSL-TV have offered all counties use of their engineering
facilities and staffs to assist in locating translator sites for best reception.
Uhf Stations Cease Operations
In Bloomington, III., Elmira, N. Y.
TWO uhf tv stations— ch. 15 WBLN (TV)
Bloomington, III., and ch. 24 WTVE (TV)
Elmira, N. Y. — last week informed the FCC
they have been forced to go off the air, one
for lack of money and the other for lack of
a network affiliation.
Owner-President Worth S. Rough said
that WBLN, which ceased operation Feb. 5,
would have to remain dark until financial
help is obtained. He said much local interest
has been shown in WBLN's plight and the
station hopes to return to the air "within a
WTVE went dark last Thursday after
four years of operation which resulted in a
$350,000 loss. The reason, according to
month." Thompson K. Cassel, is lack of a
President
network affiliation. Elmira is covered by
vhf signals from WNBF-TV Binghamton.
N. Y., and via ch. 18 WSYE-TV Elmira, a
satellite of vhf WSYR-TV Syracuse, Mr.
Cassell said. He also said the FCC's proposal
to pull ch. 9 out of Elmira had a part in
WTVE's decision to go dark.
Demise of the two uhf's brings the total
number that have gone off the air to 68
stations, 64 of which were uhf. Of these,
39 still retain their cps, including the two
latest casualties.
Three New Am Stations
Get FCC Authorization
THREE new am grants were made by the
FCC last week.
E. Weaks McKinney-Smith, was authorized 1560 kc, 1 kw unlimited at Paducah,
Ky., subject to engineering conditions. These
conditions will be to install a phase monitor
and field intensity measuring equipment and
to provide a complete non-directional proof
of performance on the directional antenna
system. Mr. McKinney-Smith is a food
broker in Paducah. The Commission decided that the need for the proposed service
outweighed the loss which WQXR New York
would suffer in part of its groundwave coverage area because of interference from the
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new station. Comr. Rosel H. Hyde dissented
and Comr. John C. Doerfer abstained from
voting.
Paramount Broadcasting Co., was authorized for 1390 kc, 1 kw unlimited, at Avon
Park, Fla. Paramount is the licensee of
WMRB Greenville, S. C.
Westfield Broadcasting Co. received a
construction permit for 1570 kc, 1 kw daytime, Westfield, Mass. Westfield President
Albert L. Capstaff is executive producer of
NBC's Monitor and owns 25% of KVAS
Astoria, Ore.
Senate Subcommittee to Air
Problems of Daytime Stations
A SPECIAL subcommittee of the Senate
Small Business Committee will hold "a day
or two" of hearings on daytime broadcasters'
problems sometime in the next two months,
a committee source said last week.
But plans were somewhat indefinite because there is a Republican vacancy on the
committee and the group hasn't been organized yet. The vacancy was created by the
Nov. 6 election defeat of Sen. James H. Duff
(R-Pa.).
A special three-man subcommittee to
probe daytimers' problems was named last
year [B«T, March 26, 1956] but didn't get
around to hearings. Its chairman then, Sen.
John F. Kennedy (D-Mass.), later in the
year announced hearings would be held
early this year. But Sen. Kennedy gave up
his spot on the Small Business Committee
in favor of a berth on the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee this year. Other members of the special small business unit were
Sens. Wayne Morse (D-Ore.) and Andrew
F. Schoeppel (R-Kan.).
Senate Confirms Whitney
THE SENATE last week confirmed the
nomination of John Hay (Jock) Whitney as
Ambassador to Great Britain. Mr. Whitney
is senior partner in J. H. Whitney & Co.,
New York investment firm which owns
WISH-AM-TV Indianapolis and WANEWINT (TV) Fort Wayne-Waterloo, Ind.,
and 90% of KGUL-TV Galveston-Houston
and of KOTV (TV) Tulsa. Mr. Whitney is
a brother-in-law of CBS Board Chairman
William S. Paley.

Celler

Promises

Probe

Of Ike's Appointments
INVESTIGATION of President Eisenhower's appointments to the FCC and other
federal regulatory agencies was promised last
week by Chairman Emanuel Celler (DN. Y.) of the House Antitrust Subcommittee.
Rep. Celler said the President, in appointing Democrats to agencies required by law
to be made up of members of both parties,
appoints only those Democrats "who voted
He said this violates the intent of Confor him."
gress, which in creating these agencies required that they be made up of members of
both parties, with the intention that there
would be "conflicting philosophies" and,
thus, competition of ideas, to guard against
partnership in the regulation of various
businesses.
Rep. Kenneth B. Keating (R-N. Y.), ranking GOP member of the subcommittee,
afterward told reporters, "I don't think we
have any business interfering with the
President's appointments."
Wash. State Legislature Studies
New Daylight Saving Time Bill
THE

Washington State Legislature, currently in biennial session, is studying a bill
to establish daylight saving time on a statewide basis. The proposed measure was introduced in the House of Representatives by
Charles P. Moriarty Jr. (R) and Ray Olsen
(D), both of Seattle.
Several years ago the state's populace
voted out daylight saving time in Washington, thereby creating some difficulties for
broadcasters as well as for other business
firms and organizations with interstate relationships.
President Nominates

Ellsworth

FORMER Rep. Harris Ellsworth (R-Ore.)
was nominated Monday by President Eisenhower to fill a vacancy on the Civil Service
Commission. Named for a two-year term,
he is expected to be designated chairman.
Mr. Ellsworth formerly was 25% owner of

KRNR Roseburg, Ore., affiliated with the
News-Review. He served 14 years in Congress, having been defeated in the last election. He had been considered for a possible
vacancy on the FCC [B»T, Dec. 24, 1956].
WWBZ

Vineland Wins Round

In Fight for License Renewal
WWBZ Vineland, N. J., won an important
round last week in its fight for a license renewal, withheld because of the broadcast of
horse racing information. FCC Chief Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham Feb.
1 1 issued a supplemental initial decision
recommending the renewal of the WWBZ
license.
Mr. Cunningham found that all broadcasts of horse racing information were discontinued some two years ago and all deficiencies in operation have been removed
with a proper programming balance attained.
The station first applied for renewal in
February 1952, received an unfavorable
initial decision in March 1955, and was
denied renewal by the Commission in November 1955. In October 1956, the FCC reopened the record and accepted new testimony which led to Mr. Cunningham's decision.
Harriscope Inc. Applies
For Ch. 9, Sheridan, Wyo.
HARRISCOPE Inc., which last fall received
a grant of ch. 2 (KTWO-TV) in Casper,
Wyo. [B»T, Oct. 22, 1956], has applied to the
FCC for ch. 9 in Sheridan, Wyo., Harriscope
plans a power of 3.08 kw, antenna 349 ft.
above average terrain, with $86,671 to be
spent for construction and $83,400 for first
year operation.
Harriscope principals are Burt I. Harris
and Irving B. Harris (both formerly with
Toni Div. of Gillette Co.) 40% each, and
Don Paul Nathanson (president of North
Adv. Agency, Chicago) 20%. In addition,
Lawrence S. Berger (president of Los Angeles tv film distributor) has an option to buy
40% of the station if FCC grants the application. Mr. Berger will serve as consultant
and construct the station in return for the
option.
WINT (TV) Requests Permit
To Move Its Transmitter

If you haven't sent for your print of "ANI-MATS",
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WINT (TV) Fort Wayne, Ind., has applied
to the FCC for authority to move its transmitter from near Auburn, Ind., to W. State
Blvd. in Fort Wayne. The Commission last
month reallocated ch. 15 to Fort Wayne and
approvedmunitythe
station's Ind.
move to that comfrom Waterloo,
The new address will house the transmitter, studios and offices of WANE Fort
Wayne and WINT (TV), with a $360,000
budget designated for new construction, according to R. Morris Pierce, tv managing
director. Architects and engineers presently
are working on designs, and a mid-summer
target date has been set.
Broadcasting
Telecasting

Screen-like parabolic antenna is used in dramatic new "over-the-horizon" transmission technique on White Alice. Giant antennas like this, built
to Bell Laboratories design, receive and transmit signals beamed from more than 150 miles away and scattered back to earth by the troposphere.

alaskan

That big fellow in the baseball cap is Jug Guthrie.
His companions (in the usual order) are Dave
Punches and Bob Troeltzsch. Jug is from the
A. T. & T. Long Lines Department in Kansas City,
Dave is from the Illinois Bell Telephone Company
and Bob is from the Mountain States Telephone and
Telegraph Company.
What are they doing way up here in Alaska? They
are temporarily working for Western Electric on the
White Alice project. That's the name the U. S. Air
Force has given the communication system we have
contracted to build, linking Alaskan defense instal-

MANUFACTURING t
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reunion

lations and cities. The presence of these telephone
men on our Far North job proves again that Bell
System know-how is pooled as required so a job may
be done fast, accurately, efficiently — whether it is a
defense job in Alaska, a restoration of telephone
service in a hurricane's wake or a new central office
in your own home town.
Western Electric, as the manufacturing and
supply unit of the Bell System, backs up the Bell
operating companies in what they do. Then at times,
as on this White Alice job, they back us up. This is
team play with one end in view: public service.

ta
leOFcTHE
EUNIT
BELL SYSTEM
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your

Files Rate Schedule

With Off-Air Savings of 17%
AT&T Long Lines Dept. has filed with the
FCC a general tariff of rate charges for offthe-air service for tv stations. These average
about 17% less than rates now in existence,
AT&T said, and add up to about $42,000 in
savings. The rates are based on three types
of service depending on whether the intercon ection isdirect pickup, less than three
or more than three-hop links. Rates start at
$950 monthly for service plus $450 for
terminal equipment and include termination
charges if the service is cancelled before
three years' use. Termination charges begin
at $13,500 for service and $9,500 for terminal equipment. These become less each
month until zero is reached at the end of
36 months.
The off-air service for tv stations was instituted byAT&T early in 1955, following
complaints by many tv stations that the
direct interconnected relay rates were prohibitive. The rates were tailored for each
customer. It is understood that AT&T has
about 15 tv stations using this service at

best

salesman!

present.
The new general tariff for the service has
come about, AT&T said, because of two
years' experience in setting charges under
the case-by-case method.
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Sen. Morse Raps Cancellation
Of Eric Sevareid Commentary
CONCERN over CBS Radio's cancellation
of Eric Sevareid's five-minute news commentary Feb. 6 [B«T, Feb. 11] was expressed last week by Sen. Wayne Morse
(D-Ore.) in a statement made on the Senate
floor. Sen. Morse referred to several instances where he felt newspapers have withheld information critical of U. S. foreign
policy
"shortcomings"
and described the
CBS action
as another instance.
Mr. Sevareid's commentary, cancelled
before broadcast by CBS as "editorializing,"
was critical of the State Dept.'s refusal to
grant several U. S. newsmen passports to
enter China. The proposed broadcast was
printed in Bernie Harrison's radio-tv column
in the Washington Evening Star.
Sen. Morse said withholding of information by newspapers is, in his opinion, "reprehensible," then added that the practice has
"begun to crop up in another important
medium of communication." He called CBS'
action "amazing," and said that while he
feels Mr. Sevareid is a '"reputable and responsible reporter and newscaster . . . CBS
executives exercised the blue pencil on him
when it suited their purpose."
ASCAP Songwriters Seek
Meeting With Sen. Magnuson
SONGWRITERS of America, a group of
33 ASCAP members which has had pending
against BMI and broadcasters since November 1953 ' a suit asking $150 million
damages, last week sought a conference
with Chairman Warren G. Magnuson
(D-Wash.) of the Senate Interstate & For-

eign Commerce Committee, it was understood.
Sen. Magnuson, however, was on the
West Coast and not available for such a
conference. A committee staff member said
he doubted if a conference would be held.
The Senate Commerce Committee since
1954 has been conducting an investigation
of tv network practices, uhf-vhf allocations
problems and the subscription tv question.
It will issue separate reports on the three
phases of the probe (see story page 27).
The SOA suit, which also asks disposal
of broadcast-owned stock in BMI, charges
broadcasters with entering into a conspiracy
to keep all but BMI music off the air.
Similar charges were aired by ASCAP members during hearings in New York last September by the House Antitrust Subcommittee, and were answered by BMI representatives.
Honolulu's Capacity to Support
Fourth Television Outlet Argued
IN oral argument before the FCC last week,
counsel for KULA-TV Honolulu, Hawaii,
argued that Honolulu could not support a
fourth tv station. KULA-TV had protested
the grant of ch. 13 KHVH-TV there to industralist Henry Kaiser [At Deadline, Jan. 7],
The protestant stated that, according to a
Supreme Court ruling in the Sanders case,
the Commission could not disregard economic protests, and asked that a hearing be
held. KULA-TV also contended that the
FCC has no authority to adopt a set policy
regarding economic protests and that the
Commission's own actions are contrary to
its own policies, citing the current uhf
deintermixture cases as basis for the statement.
KHVH-TV counsel argued that the question of economics should be decided by the
public
"in the Bureau
market recomended
place." Counsel
for
the Broadcast
that the
grant stand and the request for hearing be
denied. FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey was not present for the argument.
Solons Study Tv-Narcotics Bill
THE Washington State Legislature currently isstudying a bill to prohibit the showing of a television program in which any
of the principal actors or actresses has been
convicted of a narcotics-law violation. The
proposed bill would make showing of such
a program a misdemeanor and would apply
both to live and to filmed shows.
Sen. Perry Woodall of Toppenish (R) introduced the bill now in the State Senate,
in the current biennial session, which is
scheduled to end early next month.
Airspace Panel Okays KOA Tower
THE Washington Airspace Panel has approved a 750 ft. above ground tower for
KOA Denver, to be built, conditioned on
FCC approval, at the south edge of Littleton, Colo., which is 10 miles southwest of
Denver. The station's present 475 ft. above
ground tower is 10 miles east of Denver and
adjacent to the runways of a Naval air station. KOA plans to relocate the tower with
the cooperation of the air station.
Broadcasting
Telecasting

Pilot close-up with Earl H. Wells, Chief News Photographer, at the
camera. Nelson Benton, News Editor, talks over the shot with
Captain T. C. McNeil, Jr. (pilot), .Commanding Officer of 156th

WBTV

goes
with

in
Du

close
Pont

Fighter Interceptor Squadron. At left, Major Robert W. Brooks,
Maintenance Officer of N. C. Air National Guard, and Colonel
William Payne, Commander of N. C. Air National Guard.

for

prize-winning

Motion

Picture

DuPont film is an established favorite
at WBTV, Charlotte, North Carolinathe largest TV station in the Carolinas.
Their news cameramen have been using
this film exclusively since 1954 when
WBTV first turned to motion picture
coverage. Cameraman Earl Wells, using
DuPont film, won first place in feature
films, second and third place in news
film in a recent Southern News Photographers' Contest.
"We can go just about anywhere and
get good pictures with DuPont films—
indoors vision
or out,
day or night,"
TeleNews Editor
Nelson says
Benton.

Nelson Benton and Earl Wells look over some
news footage with D. H. Billings, DuPont
Representative (center). Sharp, clear pictures are the rule with Du Pont film, and
Mr. Wells states: "I'm sure we'll always be
using it."
DUPONT
Broadcasting
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"We can rate Type 931 film as high as
ASA 400 and Type 930 up to ASA 250
with satisfactory results." Mr. Benton
also reports the station is using about
1,000 feet of DuPont film daily.
Rapid processing is an important
feature of DuPont film. WBTV often
processes 50-70 feet of film per minute
at a temperature of 95 F. The station
has been on the air with film 20 minutes

MOTION

footage

Film

after the actual news event. Why not
take advantage of high-speed, easyhandling DuPont films in your station?
They'll give you the high-quality results you've always wanted.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, contact your
nearest DuPont Sales Office (listed below)
or the Du Pont Company, Photo Products
Department. Wilmington 98, Delaware. In
Canada: DuPont Company of Canada
Limited. Toronto.
SALES OFFICES
Atlanta 8, Ga
805 Peachtree Building
Boston 10, Mass
140 Federal Street
Chicago 30, III 4560 Touhy Avenue, Lincolnwood
Cleveland 16, Ohio
20950 Center Ridge Road
Dallas 7, Texas
1628 Oak Lawn Avenue
Los Angeles 38, Calif 7051 Santa Monica Blvd.
New York 11, N. Y
248 West 18th Street
Wynnewood, Pa
308 East Lancaster Avenue
Export Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98, Delaware

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
...THROUGH CHEMISTRY
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Claimed

VGA's Great Problem
THE one great problem of the Voice of
America's broadcasting efforts is skywave
and groundwave jamming by the communists, according to the conclusions of a report submitted last week to the Senate Appropriations Committee.
The report, signed by Paul J. Cotter, special committee staff investigator, is based on
an inspection tour of U. S. Information
Service installations in 16 Western European
countries. The VOA phase of the report is
based on inspection of the operations of
Voice operations at Munich, Germany, and
the Berlin RIAS radio station.
Among other conclusions in the report:
(1) there was "no suggestion" that the Voice
was "agitating revolt or broadcasting other
inflammatory propaganda" before the Hungarian uprising last fall; (2) that "interested" U. S. Officials meeting in Munich in
July 1956 to discuss jamming problems
agreed that despite reduced efficiency of the
VOA broadcasts they should be continued;
(3) that "rumors were picked up" that the
Soviets planned to make fm-only sets to exclude VOA broadcasts and also that the
Soviets "were about to make an offer to stop
jamming"; (4) that "it is apparent that the
whole picture" on VOA operations and effectivenes i"a
s somewhat muddy one"; (5)
that while the German-language RIAS was
"universally reported to be doing a very
worthwhile job," the number of employes
(511, of which seven are Americans) "presently appears to be excessive."
Staff Recommendations
The staff report recommended that (1) the
"whole, [VOA] situation" be analyzed and
Congress informed whether it is "feasible
to provide additional equipment to make
VOA broadcasts or what is indicated in the
circumstances" and (2) that the U. S. Information Agency, VOA parent organization, survey the RIAS operation to determine
whether economies can be made without
damaging effectiveness and staff morale and
whether there is a '"proper balance" between
American and local employes.
The report said VOA officials admitted
jamming has become more effective in the
past year and that some Voice officials think
this due, in part, to letting the Communists
"technically overtake" VOA with more and
better facilities.
Programs "on numerous channels directed
to the Soviet Union," monitored at Munich
and two other peripheral stations, were "almost completely jammed by skywave," the
report continues, although jamming was
"not quite toassatellite
effective
or complete" on
broadcasts
countries.
The report said it was indicated at the
July 1956 meeting of officials in Munich
that groundwave jamming in the principal
cities of Iron Curtain countries "almost
completely blacked out VOA reception," but
that "various sources" felt VOA program
information was passed on to city dwellers
Page 84
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"by grapevine" from outside urban areas
where reception was better.
RIAS, the report said, is on the air 24
hours a day and is heard in East and West
Germany, Poland, Hungary, Rumania and
Czechoslovakia. But a "very serious problem" isthat it has been under the "practically
one-man management" of Gordon Ewing,
who is being transferred back to the U. S.,
it concluded.
O'Meara Discounts Tv's Role
In 1956 Presidential Election
WALTER O'MEARA, who headed media
promotion for the Stevenson-Kefauver ticket
in the 1956 presidential campaign expressed
the view that "radio was more effective in
its day than tv was in the last campaign."
Mr. O'Meara made known his views at
the 1957 Wisconsin Journalism Institute at
the U. of Wisconsin, Madison. There he
discounted the role of tv in the election and
said nothing could have changed the outcome.
"It may not reflect well on the intelligence
and political maturity of the American people to say that millions resent it when a Jack
Benny or Groucho Marx is pushed off the
air for a presidential candidate. But that is
exactly what happened," he said.
Mr. O'Meara told his Madison audience:
"Actually, it seemed to me that newspaper
coverage
of thethecandidates'
talks was more
effective than
tv talks themselves.
I am
sure — despite the tv ratings — that the newspaper reporter reached more people. And
perhaps more forcefully. There is an impact,
an excitement and an importance about
newspaper headlines that you just don't get
Mr. O'Meara was presented with a Wisconsin Award for Distinguished Service in
on tv."
Journalism.
Bill Would Bring Community Tv
Under Mont. Public Utility Rule
A BILL to bring community television systems under state public utility regulation
(S-184) has been introduced in the Montana legislature and a hearing was held last
week.
The proposed legislation defines a public
utility to include a "community antenna
service or microwave service to companies
furnishing community antenna service. . . ."
It invests the Montana Public Service Commission with "full power of supervision,
regulation
of such
. . ."
The bill and
is incontrol
the form
of an utilities
amendment
to Section 70-103 of the Montana Code.
At the hearing, about 20 witnesses appeared in opposition and two witnesses
favored passage.
Auxiliary (Ham) Network Asked
A BILL to authorize and help maintain an
auxiliary network of amateur radio operators (hams) for military radio communications was introduced last week by Sens.
Robert S. Kerr and A. S. Mike Monroney,
both Democrats of Oklahoma. The bill
(S 1163) is identical to a measure (HR
2242) proposed in the House by Rep. Tom
Steed (D-Okla.) [B«T, Jan. 14].

Sen. Magnuson

Again Heads

Appropriations Committee Unit
CHAIRMANSHIP of the Senate Appropriations Committee's Independent Offices &
General Government Matters Subcommittee
again went last week to Sen. Warren G.
Magnuson (D-Wash.), also chairman of the
Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee. Sen. Magnuson headed the appropriations subcommittee in the 84th ConThe subcommittee's jurisdiction includes
the FCC budget, plus the budgets of several
gress.
other agencies over which the Senate Commerce Committee has legislative jurisdiction.
Other members of the subcommittee announced bythe parent committee last week:
Sens. Lister Hill (D-Ala.), Allen J. Ellender
Sr. (D-La.), A. Willis Robertson (D-Va.),
Richard B. Russell (D-Ga.), John L. McClellan (D-Ark.), Everett M. Dirksen (D111.), Leverett Saltonstall (R-Mass.), William
F. Knowland (R-Calif.), Karl E. Mundt (RS. D.) and Charles E. Potter (R-Mich.). Sen.
Carl Hayden (D-Ariz.), chairman of the
parent committee, and Sen. Styles Bridges
(R-N. H.) are ex-officio members. Sen. Potter
also is a member of the Senate Commerce
Committee
and of the latter's Communications Subcommittee.
Commerce Dept. to Promote
U. S. Industry Disaster Plans
DISASTER PLANNING by American industry, including electronics manufacturers,
will be promoted by the Business & Defense
Services Administration of the Dept. of
Commerce under a program drawn up in
Washington. Six electronic firms took part
in the conference.
Medium and small-sized plants are to be
brought into the program, which has been
under way for three years. They will be
shown how to arrange underground storage
for records and plans, personnel shelter and
rendevous points, material supplies and
emergency lines of credit. Attending the
meeting from the electronics industry were
representatives of General Electric Co., Raytheon Mfg. Co., Sperry-Rand, StrombergCarlson,
Western
Electric Co. and Westinghouse Electric
Corp.
Change Sought in Campaign Rules
LABOR organizations would be prohibited
from expenditures in primaries and election
campaigns for presidential, vice presidential,
senatorial and congressional offices, under
provisions of a bill (HR 3629) introduced
by Rep. Edgar W. Hiestand (R-Calif.). The
bill also would increase the legal ceiling for
expenditures in a year by a national political
committee from the present $3 million to
around $12 million.
Tait Gets Senate Approval
THE nomination of Edward T. Tait, who
has served under a recess appointment as
a member of the Federal Trade Commission
since Sept. 26, to the FTC was confirmed by
the Senate last week.
Broadcasting
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Senate Subcommittee to Probe
Status of Government Secrecy
THE SENATE Constitutional Rights Subcommittee will hold investigations on availability of government information to the
public, Sen. Thomas C. Hennings Jr.
(D-Mo.), chairman, has announced.
Sen. Hennings said the unit will investigate "secrecy in government" as it affects
constitutional rights, particularly the "free
press" guarantee of the First Amendment.
The Senate voted the subcommittee $100,000 last week for its investigations this
year.
He said the group had received a "deluge"
of complaints from "responsible people and
groups" complaining about the executive
branch of government withholding public
information. Undue secrecy has spread
through government in the past decade, he
indicated.
The House Government Operations Committee's Information Subcommittee held
hearings last year on alleged withholding
of government information from the public
and Congress.
Jacksonville Ch. 12 Permittee
Denies Withholding Information
FLORIDA-GEORGIA Tv Co. and 19%
owner Harold Cohn denied withholding information from the FCC regarding Mr.
Cohn's past associations while successfully
winning a Jacksonville, Fla., ch. 12 tv grant.
In denying charges made by losing applicant Jacksonville Broadcasting Co.
(WPDQ that city), which requested a stay
of the grant and that the record be reopened [B»T, Jan. 28], Mr. Cohn told the
FCC that it was a matter of public record
that he was employed by two Jacksonville
dog racing clubs in advertising, public relations and as chart writer for at least three
years prior to 1950. Mr. Cohn said that
this was parttime seasonal employment (90
days) and his principal occupation during
this time was as a public relations counselor
and operator of WRHC Jacksonville.

SALES
DROP
WORRIES
TV
MAKERS
AN UNEASINESS settled last week on tv
ers. Motorola was reported in January to
set manufacturers.
have laid off a couple hundred workers in
addition to between 200 and 300 layoffs last
In an apparent trend of gathering invenDecember.
tory since the first of the year, set makers
GE indicated that all of the 2,500 workers
are finding sagging receiver sales a problem.
Latest development was an announcement
furloughed would be called back March 4.
by General Electric Co. that it will furlough
Another 1,200 had been laid off on Jan. 18
about 2,500 workers in its tv receiver de- for an indefinite period. Of these 350 to
partment at Syracuse, N. Y., for seven
400 can be expected to be recalled on March
18 with the others expected back at work
working days beginning Feb. 21.
Other firms reporting production cutbacks
at a later date.
in black-and-white sets were Emerson Radio
Tv Makers Facing Trying Times,
& Phonograph Corp., Admiral Corp. and
Motorola Inc. Reports varied, however, as Trust Firm Asserts in Article
to the extent of the production revision by
TV SET manufacturers are facing their
each of the companies. Philco Corp., it was
"most trying period" now since development
said, was keeping its production plans
of the television industry in 1946, with twin
flexible, undecided whether or not it would
symptoms
of over-production and decreased
put through cutbacks in receiver output and
profit margins. But mass distribution of
layoffs of personnel.
color receivers — "which is certain to be
RCA, which reportedly had laid off sevachieved sooner or later" — and other innoeral hundred workers in its black-and-white
vations represent hope for the industry.
set manufacturing operation last December,
This
birds-eye-view of television is given
has no plans for new layoffs. Its reduced
level of production is being maintained.
by the Northern Trust Co.'s commercial
banking department in the current February
Earlier this month, Benjamin Abrams,
president of Emerson, had predicted an in- edition of its Business Comment publication.
The Chicago institution attributes manudustry-wide cutback in the production of
black-and-white receivers in the next few
facturers' present difficulties to popularity of
portable tv receivers and failure of the color
months because of poor sales [B»T, Feb.
11]. At a stockholders meeting, Mr. Abrams
market to "develop as rapidly as industry
had described January as a month of very
spokesmen had hoped."
poor sales; the industry that month producing 25% more monochrome sets than it Admiral Raises Color Prices
ADMIRAL CORP. last Monday boosted
sold and leaving manufacturers with 100,000 more receivers on their hands than
suggesed retail prices of all its color tv rethey had at the same time in 1956.
ceivers $50, thus following action taken by
Last week, Mr. Abrams disclosed EmerRCA fortnight ago on some of its models
[At Deadline, Feb. 4].
son's output in January was one-third below
Price boosts were announced by Ross D.
last year's level and between 500 and 600
workers were affected. Admiral, which is
Siragusa Jr., Admiral television sales manadjusting its tv production schedule downager, and attributed to higher component
ward slightly, had not furloughed any workand production costs.

He said that he has "no knowledge of any
illegal activities of Messrs. [W. H.] Johnston and [James J.] Patton," officers of the
racing clubs. He said that the clubs were
legitimate businesses licensed by the State
of Florida.
To the charge that Florida-Georgia had
made no substantial construction progress
on its ch. 12 WFGA-TV, the petition stated
that the permittee has spent approximately
$200,000, and that a stay of the grant
would result in large monetary losses.
FCC Extends Comments

Deadline

FCC has extended to March 4 the deadline
for comments on proposed rule-making to
delete section of am rules providing extra
protection from interference for stations
providing a "unique program service." In
proposing that the rule be deleted, the Commission said the provision is too vague and
indefinite and originally set a deadline of
Feb. 1 for comments [B«T, Jan. 7].
Telecasting
Broadcasting

HOW far the electron tube has come in the 50 years since its birth is demonstrated
by the Princeton Tube Collection now on display in the U. S. Dept. of Commerce
lobby, Washington. At the opening of the month-long show which marks the tube"s
golden anniversary, Secretary of Commerce Sinclair Weeks holds Dr. Lee DeForesfs
original audion tube, patented in 1907. Howard E. Shrader of Princeton U, owneroriginator of the collection (and wearing the electronic tie), holds a modern-day
adaptation, a tv storage picture tube which retains a picture over a period of months.
Jerome Taishoff, president of the firm cooperating in the presentation, Mycalex Corp.
of America, New York, is at left. Comr. Robert C. Watson of the U. S. Patent Office
stands next to Secretary Weeks. After leaving the Commerce lobby March 8, Mr.
Shrader's exhibit will go to the IRE show in New York, March 18-21.
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Sylvania '56 Sales Set Record,
But Competition Cuts Earnings
SYLVANIA Electric Products Inc., New
York, reported last week that 1956 net sales
of $313,825,804 were highest in the 55-year
history of the company, increasing from
$307,371,315 in 1955. Net income however,
was off.
. Don G. Mitchell, board chairman and
president, outlined Sylvania's financial picture in a letter to stockholders preceding
issuance of the full annual report next
month. He listed net income for 1956 at
$13,706,189, equal to $4.03 per share of
common stock, as against $13,812,970,
equal to $4.29 per common share, in 1955.
Mr. Mitchell said the "slight" dip in earnings from 1955 resulted from "unusually
intensive competition in the television set
business which affected both our volume and
our operating results."
Tropospheric Scatter System
To Be Developed, Tested By GE
A NEW single sideband tropospheric scatter
system will be developed and tested at General Electric Co.'s technical products dept.,
which has been awarded a $4,594,905 contract by the U. S. Air Force Air Material
Command, Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base, Dayton, Ohio.
In announcing the contract last week,
William J. Morlock, general manager of the
GE department, described scatter as "overthe-horizon communications, and as a stepping stone to transoceanic telecasting." A
mockup or prototype of the uhf system will
bedeveloped under the contract. It will comprise giant, high-powered antennas similar
in appearance to lattice work on a huge billboard; high-power transmitters; klystron
tubes; terminal equipment and related apparatus.

CHURCH

HONORS

FOLSOM

RCA's Frank Folsom is one of five
Roman Catholic laymen of New York
who have received the title of Private
Chamberlain from Pope Pius XII, it
was announced in New York last week
by Francis Cardinal Spellman.
This was the first time since 1937
that members of the laity of the Roman
Catholic Archdiocese of New York
have been so honored. The title of
Private Chamberlain, an office which
is considered a part of the Pontifical
household, is conferred upon selected
persons to honor them for special
service to the Catholic church. It was
established among the clergy in the
twelfth century and for layman in
1955. Mr.chairman
Folsom, of
RCA's
became
the president,
executive
committee at RCA on March 1.
Page 86
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SOMETHING

NEW

THERE'S a new portable radio on the
market — priced at a tidy $150. It runs off
the sun and is manufactured by Hoffman
Electronics Corp. .
And Admiral Corp. went its 1956
solar-motivated radio receiver one better last week when it announced development of the "world's first sun-power radio-phonograph."
. Hoffman doesn't say so, but its solar
portable is probably just the thing for
those who frequent vacation places for
the haut monde (like Acapulco, Nice or
Majorca)
wheredrugstore.
batteries can't be bought
at
the corner
The transistorized portable is powered
by four nickel, cadmium, pencil-sized
flashlight AA batteries. It contains six
transistors, and is enclosed in a plastic
case which measures nine inches long,
five inches high and one-and-a-half
inches thick.
The 16 solar cells are encased in the
carrying handle of the receiver. If exposed to the sun, or the rays of an electric
light, they will recharge the batteries on
a one-to-one ratio; i.e., for each hour of
sunlight the batteries will recapture one
hour of life. The batteries are estimated
to have a normal use life of about 20
hours.
The Admiral experimental unit, valued
at $5,000, was shown publicly for the
first time at R. H. Macy's Music Festival
in New York which started last Thursday. Announcement of the development
was made in Chicago by lohn Huarisa,
Admiral executive vice president.
The instrument includes a printed cir-

UNDER THE SUN
cuit radio and phono amplifier with seven
transistors, plus a 48-cell battery valued
at $1,000. Solar cells the size of a half
dollar are attached to the cover of the
cabinet.
Admiral pointed out it pioneered an
experimental transistor unit in October

The Hoffman Portable
1955, and introduced it to the consumer
market in April 1956. The radio retails
for $69.95 and the lifetime sun power
pack for an additional $185.
The record-player is adjustable to 45,
33 and 16-rpm speeds. The solar unit
contains a switch for varying speed to
compensate for changes in the intensity
of sun or artificial light.
Without sun or incandescent light, the
solar instrument may be powered by six
recharageable standby batteries of flashlight size. The phonograph may be operated for two hours continuously and
the radio for ten hours with the small
cells.

CBS
'56 SALES
HIT
ALL-TIME
HIGH
on its class A and class B stock, payable
CONSOLIDATED sales and profits of CBS
Inc. for the fiscal year ended Dec. 29, 1956 March 8, 1957, to stockholders of record at
the close of business on Feb. 21, 1957.
hit "all-time highs," with sales approximatArthur L. Chapman, recently named presiing $354 million and profits $16,283,000.
dent of CBS-Hytron, tube manufacturing
In announcing 1956 financial figures last division,
was elected a vice president and a
week during a board meeting, CBS Board
director of CBS Inc. at the meeting. The
Chairman William S. Paley noted that the board also elected Thomas K. Fisher, vice
year's profits were 21.5% over 1955's earn- president and general attorney for CBS-TV
ings of $13,397,000, and sales were 12%
Geraldine B. Zorbaugh, vice presihigher than the $316,573,000 in 1955. Per and Mrs.
dent and general attorney for CBS Radio, as
share earnings, Mr. Paley said, were $2.17 assistant secretaries.
in 1956, as compared with $1.83 in the
previous year.
Mr. Paley observed that in luly 1956, Electronics Show Seeks Papers
CBS Inc. discontinued its radio and televi- GENERAL call for papers to be delivered
sion receiver manufacturing division, CBS- at the technical sessions of the 1957 Western Electronic Show and Convention, to be
Columbia, which had been "unprofitable in
recent years." He said that 1956 figures of held Aug. 20-23 at the Cow Palace, San
the corporation were computed after pro- Francisco, has been issued by D. A. Watviding for all expenses and losses related to kins, chairman of the technical program
the discontinuance of CBS-Columbia, includ- committee. Authors wishing to present
ing losses on disposal of plant facilities. Such papers should send brief abstracts of from
special provisions, Mr. Paley reported, ap- 100 to 200 words, together with complete
proximated $0.41 per share after applicable texts of more detailed summaries, to Mr.
tax credits.
Watkins at Stanford Electronic Laboratories,
During the meeting, the CBS Inc. board Stanford U., Stanford, Calif., before May 1.
declared a cash dividend of $.25 per share Notice of selection will be given by June 1 .
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Efficient Use of Engineers
Urged at Management Session
CONTINUING shortage of engineers makes
it imperative for management to increase
their skills and use their services more effectively, an RCA executive told the American
Management Assn. in Chicago Thursday.
Problems of directing industry's engineering
efforts are of "paramount importance,"
Harry Krieger Jr. RCA administrator for
engineering personnel relations, told an
AMA mid-winter conference at the Palmer
House.
Ratio of engineers to all U. S. employes
has jumped from one to 200 to one to 60,
notwithstanding reports of a short supply of
technical help, and management is prone to
blame itself for not utilizing their talents
effciently, he said, with shortages felt in
electronics and other fields.
MANUFACTURING

PEOPLE

John G. Brooks, president, Siegeler Corp.,
and Pierpont M. Hamilton, Maj. Gen. in
USAF Reserves, Santa Barbara, Calif.,
elected to board of directors of Unitronics
Corp., N. Y.
Fred Kaplan, art director, Dan B. Miner Co.,
Los Angeles, and Sherman Slade, account
executive,
directors. elected to company's board of
Arthur E. Davis, Alfred W. Preskill and
Alex Brodsky, Allied Radio Corp., Chicago,
elected vice presidents.

HOTTEST
RADIO
IN

BUY

PROVIDENCE

WICE — a strong 3rd afternoons
WICE — a strong contender for 3rd mornings
Rhode Islanders love our local and
national news coverage, go for our
"more music" policy, think their independent Elliot station is great. So do
the sponsors. Check Hooper . . . ask
your JEPCO man!
The ELLIOT STATIONS W/
great independents • good neighbors jT TIM ELLIOT, President
Akron, Ohio - WCUE / WICE - Providence, R. I.
The John E. Pearson Co., National Representatives

Colonel Forrest W. Donkin, USAF now
deputy commander of Army Airways Communications System, to Page Communications Engineers Inc., Washington, as vice
president and director of operations.
John Scales, engineering department, ABC,
Hollywood, to O'Brien Electric Corp., same
city, as vice president.

work,
good

O. Lee Ballengee Jr., eastern district sales
manager, CBS-Hytron, Danvers, Mass.,
named regional equipment sales manager in
midwest.

Bob

Wesley E. Wood, Cathode-Ray tube division,
Allen B. Dumont Labs, Clifton, N. J.,
Harold H. Hart Jr., systems engineer,
Bonnar Vawter Inc., N. Y., and Donald D.
Hitchcock, midwest branch sales manager,
Anchor Post Products Inc., Baltimore, named
regional sales managers for Dumont's factory sales department.
John E. Lau, formerly merchandising manager, Crosley Bendix Corp., distribution division, Chicago, to Sylvania Electric Products
Inc., N. Y., as sales promotion manager for
radio-tv division.

c^de^

earned a 15.5 %* rating
on your station.

Sponsor:

Miller

High

Life

John Hubeny promoted from cost and
mechanized accounting manager to assistant
comptroller of Motorola Inc., Chicago.
Charles W. Shaw, assistant to vice president
of marketing, Sylvania Electric Products,
N. Y., retired Jan. 31.
W. J. Halligan Sr., president and board
chairman, Hallicrafters Co., Chicago, elected
to board of directors, Veteran Wireless
Operators Assn.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

for your market availabilities,
call, write or wire
ABC Film Syndication,
1501 Broadway, New York • LA 4-5050
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IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST

PERSONNEL RELATIONS
Networks,

AFTRA

Sign Two- Year Pact
AMERICAN Federation of Television &
Radio Artists reported last week that its
new two-year contract with radio and tv
networks which had been drawn up last
November [B«T, Nov. 19, 1956] finally was
signed by network and producer signatories.
Though networks and AFTRA had agreed
in substance on terms of the contract three
months ago, according to a union spokesman, the signing was delayed to Feb. 7 because a difference of opinion by NBC on
station break pay. The contract was signed
retroactive to Nov. 16, 1956.
The most single important provision in
the contract from AFTRA's viewpoint was
the setting up of pension and welfare benefits to radio performers, similar to a plan
established for tv artists in the 1954 pact.
Under terms of the contract, producers will
pay into the fund 5% of the gross compensation due each radio performer.
The contract also provides for increases
to performers, averaging out to about 10%.
Made part of the contract was the "clarification agreement" signed by the union and
networks last March, which, in essence, gave
AFTRA jurisdiction over taped network
programs. At the time of the clarification
agreement, the Screen Actors Guild disputed
AFTRA's claim to control over tape.
Meanwhile, a resolution was filed last
week with the New York chapter of AFTRA
which would forbid a union officer from
"having, representing
beingin affiliated
with
financial
interests thator are
conflict with

r

MAXIMUM^

—

- POWER

N
Coverage that Sells in
the Four States Area
Over KIH Hours per Month
Sponsored Network Programs

C B Snterconne
q^ ^ £

-TV
KCMC
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00
EQUIPPED FOR
NETWORK COLOR

TEXARKANA
TEXAS - ARKANSAS
Represented By
Venard, Rintoul and McConnell, Inc.
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the union." The resolution noted that an
AFL-CIO code of ethics adopted Jan. 31 in
Miami Beach stated that "no responsible union official should own or have a substantial
business interest in any business enterprise
with which his union bargains collectively."
The resolution will be included on the
agenda of the next membership meeting on
March 11. Though it made no mention of
the conflict of interest it intended to eliminate, the resolution apparently is aimed at
a union officer who may have a financial
interest in a program packaging company
or is affiliated with its management side.
Four-Month Strike Ended
At WKBN-AM-TV Youngstown
STRIKING IBEW and NABET employes
at WKBN-AM-TV Youngstown, Ohio, were
back on the job last Monday following a
walkout that began Oct. 21. The stations'
only loss of time during this period occurred
Dec. 15 when Warren P. Williamson, president-general manager, and Stu Wilson, farm
director, were attacked and beaten as they
tried to enter the station [B»T, Dec. 24,
1956, Jan. 7]. Picketing was controlled by
court order after the attack.
Under terms of three-year contracts, costof-living pay adjustments, holiday overtime,
modified union shop and sick benefits are
provided. IBEW represents technicians with
NABET representing announcers, floormen,
cameramen, news personnel and tv directors.
Engineers and announcers have an $80
weekly starting scale that rises to $ 1 1 2 after
five years. Newsmen get $5 more.
In Chicago, George W. Smith, international NABET president, said, "The final settlement of this strike is positive proof that,
despite overwhelming odds, labor unions
can, through their combined efforts, obtain
fairHecontracts."
emphasized that NABET received
support of "all organized labor in that area,"
including funds to present its position on a
tv program earlier this year. The new threeyear pact, he said, means its members will
receive $10 more than non-licensed engineers at other stations in the same area. Its
directors now can handle equipment but
IBEW
maintains
he added.
Terms "engineering
were said to jurisdiction,"
be the same
as for WFMJ-AM-TV

Youngstown.

CBS Radio-Tv News Editors
Join Writers Guild in N. Y.
WRITERS Guild of America East announced last week that news editors in the
CBS Radio and CBS-TV newsrooms have
elected the Guild as their exclusive bargaining agent. Contract talks with CBS are to
begin shortly, a union spokesman said.
WGAE currently holds contracts with all
network news writers in New York. A Guild
official said NBC has a system under which
news copy is written and edited by the
writers who are Guild members. ABC news
editors, he said, are not covered by a Guild
contract. He added that CBS and ABC editors were members of the Guild but were
eliminated from contract coverage several
years ago by NLRB. The Guild now has
organized a separate unit for CBS.

Further Radio-Tv Plans Made
For March Red Cross Drive
MR. McGoo and Gerald McBoing Boing,
through the courtesy of UPA and Columbia
Pictures, have joined the Red Cross in tv
spots to be used by stations for the National
Red Cross drive which will be launched
Feb. 28.
Norman H. Strouse, president of J. Walter Thompson Co., New York, is chairman
of the Public Information Committee, 1957
Fund Campaign, and G. W. (Johnny) Johnstone, public relations director of National
Assn. of Manufacturers, is the chairman of
the Radio-Tv Bureau. Hope Lawder Ritchie
is director of radio-television at Red Cross
in New York. E. Roland Harriman is national chairman of the American Red Cross
and the annual drive.
On Feb. 28 President Eisenhower's message will be made available to radio and
television stations. Additionally for the
month of March — the traditional Red Cross
month — scripts, program inserts, spot announcements, (including Mr. McGoo and
Gerald McBoing Boing and appeals by Tab
Hunter and others), features and human interest stories will be forwarded weekly to
program directors and commentators.
Material may be obtained through Miss
Ritchie at American Red Cross, 315 Lexington Ave., New York.
Welch, McConnaughey to Address
Boston Public Service Meeting
JOSEPH N. WELCH, Boston attorney who
served as counsel for the U. S. Army in
the Army-Sen. Joseph McCarthy hearings,
will address the broadcast industry's threeday conference on local public service programming to be held in Boston Feb. 27March 1 under the auspices of the Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., it was announced
last week by Donald H. McGannon, WBC
president.
Mr. Welch will be principal speaker at
the Thursday night dinner session at the
Hotel Statler. FCC Chairman George McConnaughey will be speaker at the Thursday luncheon meeting of the three-day session, which will be attended by representatives of approximately 100 radio and television stations across the country, as well as
by prominent educators and people in public
life [B»T, Feb. 4].
Jail Term Benefits Red Cross
MARK AVERY, WTOB Winston-Salem,
N. C, disc jockey, served a 10-hour jail sentence until listeners bailed him out with
clothing donations to Hungarian relief. The
Red Cross had been unable to fill its quota,
but the WTOB stunt turned the trick. The
station first announced that Mr. Avery was
in jail. Before an explanation was made, several listeners had gone to the jail and offered
to put up bond. Quick response followed announcements that his imprisonment would
last until the quota was filled, and Mr. Avery
was a free man by late afternoon.
Broadcasting
Telecasting

STATIONS
ALVAREZ
$10

SUIT

MILLION

• Answers

ASKS
TOTAL

suits by associates

• Imbroglio now in U. S. Court
MARIA HELEN ALVAREZ, a principal in
KFMB-AM-TV San Diego, Calif., and other
enterprises, last week asked $10 million
damages from her associates and their business firms. Mrs. Alvarez filed an anwer and
counterclaim in U. S. District Court, San
Diego, following action filed against her in
State Superior Court by the other parties to
recover money paid her as an officer. The
latest in the series of actions involving the
parties was filed in federal court because of
diversity of citizenship.
A second action againt Mrs. Alvarez was
filed in Los Angeles Jan. 11 by John D.
Wrather Jr., president and 39% stockholder
in Wrather- Alvarez Broadcasting Co.
(KFMB-AM-TV, etc.) and his mother,
Mrs. Marie Wrather. Mrs. Alvarez also is
39% stockholder of the broadcast company.
The second suit charged Mrs. Alvarez with
concealing a confidential relationship with
John T. Hill, one of the former owners of
KOTV (TV) Tulsa, Okla.
In the latest suit Mrs. Alvarez denies the
charge and claims she was not married to
Mr. Hill at the time she negotiated a series
of business contracts with Mr. Wrather.
Mrs. Alvarez' latest suit names, besides
Mr. Wrather and his mother, the broadcasting company; Edward Petry & Co., 22%
stockholder in the company; Wrather-Alvarez Hotels (Disneyland Hotel); George E.
Whitney, vice president of the broadcast
company and KFMB-TV general manager;
Sherman E. Harris, executive of Disneyland
Hotel; Wrather-Alvarez Realty Corp.; Monte
E. Livingston and several other partners in
the law firm of Kaplan, Livingston, Goodwin & Berkowitz, and Walter E. Heller & Co.
WMBR-AM-TV
PULLS
CLOSE cooperation between newsmen of
WMBR-AM-TV Jacksonville and Duval
County law enforcement officials enabled
the station to bring an unusual type of
crime coverage to its viewers in the breaking up of what the officials believed to be
a state-wide baby-selling ring.
The liaison between the police officials
and newsmen from the stations is part of
a newly-adopted program of cooperative
effort instituted by Duval County Sheriff
Al Cahill and is claimed to be one of the
few instances in the county of such teamwork between law enforcement officials
and newsmen.
The baby-selling case broke when a
private detective in Jacksonville tipped
off police that a couple living in a trailer
camp nearby had offered to sell their
newborn baby. Police called in Bill Grove,
news director for WMBR-AM-TV, and
arrangements were made to pick up the
couple, WMBR reported. A go-between
was selected to arrange for the sale.
Later the baby was "borrowed", ostensibly
Broadcasting

Telecasting

In a series of fraudulent negotiations, Mrs.
Alvarez charges, money was borrowed at
10% interest by the hotel corporation. Irregular withdrawals of money from the
broadcast company are alleged, with Edward
Petry & Co. mentioned among those said to
have made secret profits.
Mrs. Alvarez contends the parties conspired to induce her to sell her broadcasting
stock. Her complaint says, "The president of
Edward Petry & Company, the said Edward
Petry, had prior to the effecting of such
secret agreements, proposed to the said Maria Helen Alvarez that she become party to
an agreement to remove the defendant John
D. Wrather Jr. as president of the said
Wrather-Alvarez Broadcasting Inc. and that
the said Edward Petry & Company be given
such aMrs.10-year
contract."
When
Alvarezrepresentation
refused the proposition,
it is stated, the contending parties drew up
the secret agreements against her.
Charges are made in the action that Mr.
Livingston conspired with Mr. Wrather in
negotiations, that false corporation minutes
were compiled and that minutes were drafted
for meetings never held. After refusing to
sell her broadcasting stock, Mrs. Alvarez
alleges, she was removed as vice president
and her salary ended. Mr. Whitney was
elected vice president.
In the earlier suit against Mrs. Alvarez,
the Wrathers asked $1,250,000. They said
they owned a half interest in KOTV (TV)
Tulsa, having bought a 70% interest in 1952
when Mrs. Alvarez and Mr. Hill each owned
15%. The Wrathers said an agreement to
give Mrs. Alvarez and Mr. Hill jointly 50%
interest if they remained in active management of the business fell through and the
Wrathers agreed to pay Mr. Hill $400,000
for his share, with Mrs. Alvarez getting an
additional 35%. The Wrathers contended a
conspiracy existed between Mrs. Alvarez and
Mr. Hill.
OFF NEWS
COUP
to be shown to a prospective buyer, but
was photographed and fingerprinted for
indentification purposes. The following
day the go-between returned and paid
off the couple with $1,500 in marked
bills. Police moved in and made the arrest when the go-between left.
While all this was going on, newsmen
from WMBR-TV had been shooting
newsreel and still pictures of the entire
affair from the back of an unmarked
panel truck and the exclusive story was
shown on WMBR-TV, the station related.
The couple involved, identified as
Robert M. Scott, 24, and his wife, Phillis,
18, were tried Jan. 23 in criminal court
and found guilty. WMBR pictures and
film were used as evidence in the trial.
Although this type of collaboration
between civic officials and radio and tv
newsmen has been tried at various times
before, it is the first time in Duval
County that the two groups have worked
together.
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There's no substitute for experience— and only WMBD has the
know-how of 30 years for superior sales results!
People Make

the Difference

You get sales results from personal contact. In selling, there is
no substitute for that personal
contact. These are some of the
WMBD personalities who sell the
Peoriarea.

Clockwise: Milton Budd,
Bill, 23years;
Wayne West,
25 years; Emil "Farmer"
18 years; Phil Gibson, 14

years.

PEORIA
CBS RADIO NETWORK • 5000 WATTS
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., Nat'l Reps.
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STATIONS
An Open
JAKE

Letter

To

Paul

two

years. It was not easy to quit
a disc-jockey job at W-l-T-H,
especially one that paid so
much. The increase in ratings
during my stay, the public
response to the work we did,
the acceptance by so many advertisers ... all of these made
my decision harder.
The real reason for my leaving
is the feeling that now's the
time for me to make a down
payment on my family's future. Old disc-jockeys are a
dreg on the market, but experienced inside men with
ideas are the lifeblood of our
business. They make money
for people and win friends for
stations and networks.
My ten years of administrative
experience has been in creative
programming and public relations — both in television
and radio. I'm 31, happily
married, and allergic to idleness.
Somewhere there must be a
broadcasting operation with
growth curve pointing upward
which can use my thoughts, experience, and hustle to spur
that growth.
I'm ready.

Sincerely,
Joel Chaseman

to Head

New Young Subsidiary
FORMATION of a new subsidiary, Young
Representatives Inc., and appointment of
Paul S. Wilson to head nounced
it, are being
antoday

EMBRY

Thanks for a wonderful

Wilson

(Monday) by Adam
Young Inc., New
York, radio station
representative [At
Deadline, Feb. 4].

VIEWING the "golden apple" symbol
for Beautyrama Productions, are officials of KCMO-AM-FM-TV Kansas
City after they signed a contract with
the Retail Druggists of Kansas City,
through Beautyrama, to present a new
weekly film series — Gold A ward Theatre— on ch. 5 KCMO-TV every Friday
and Saturday. L to r: Lee Marts,
KCMO-TV local sales manager; Russell Farnsworth, account executive for
Allmayer, Fox & Reskin Agency Inc.,
and E. K. Hartenbower, general manager of KCMO-AM-FM. Featuring
"Products for Health and Beauty," the
Gold Award Theatre series is composed of films from MGM library.

Brines, McFall Elected V. P.'s
ELECTION of Paul C. Brines as a vice president of Truth Publishing Co. (WTRC-AMFM and WSJV [TV] Elkhart, Ind.) has been
announced by John F. Dille Jr., president.
Mr. Brines is general manager of the company's radio-tv operations. At the same time
it was announced that Don McFall, WTRC
station manager, had been elected vice president of Truth Radio Corp., radio subsidiary
of Truth Publishing. Truth Publishing last
week filed for FCC approval of its 60%
purchase of WKJG-AM-TV Fort Wayne
(see story, page 76).

YoungativesRepresenthas been organized to meet the
requirements of
leading stations in
markets which rank
below the top 50
but within the first
MR. WILSON
100. The Young
organization feels such stations can best be
sold by specialization and "tailor-made
representation." Adam Young Inc. will continue to represent stations in the top 50
markets. Thus, the latter company and the
new firm in effect will provide two specialized sales staffs.
Mr. Wilson has been in radio sales and
with Young for 12 years. The subsidiary will
be located at 3 E. 54th St. where the other
Young companies are located. Also owned
are Young Television Corp.; Young International and Canadian Station Representatives.
WSTV, Friendly Open in N. Y.
WSTV Inc. and The Friendly Group Friday
announced opening of new national sales office under Rod Gibson at 487 Park Ave.,
New York 22. Telephone number is Plaza
3-0277. Stations in group are WSTV-AMTV Steubenville, Ohio; KODE-AM-TV
Joplin,
Mo.; WBMS Boston and WPIT
Pittsburgh.
KFXM's Dexheimer Resigning
PHIL DEXHEIMER has resigned as president and general manager of KFXM San
Bernardino, Calif., and is selling his interest
in the station to the other stockholders. He
will announce his future plans April 1 .

P.S. Thanks again, Jake, for the
chance to try major station
disc-jockeying. Learning the
W-l-T-H operation from the inside was an education, and my
respect and admiration for you
and your staff is boundless.
My best to all those nice
people.
NOTE- If you'd like to find
out more about me, I live at
3803 Clarks Lane, Baltimore
15, my phone is ROgers 42649. I've agreed to hold the
fort at WITH
until February 23.
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SMOKE pours forth from a display sign advertising recent launching by WFAA
Dallas of its new NBC Radio "Hot Line" news promotion at a luncheon at the
Statler Hilton Hotel, Dallas, for more than 200 Dallas-Fort Worth advertisers,
agency officials and radio set distributors. Among those at the recent luncheon were
(1 to r) Robert Tripp, news director of WFAA-AM-TV; Karl Lambertz, the radio
station mangager; George A. Graham Jr., NBC's director of radio supporting services,
and Alex Keese, director of WFAA-AM-TV properties.
Broadcasting
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NOW...
WSVA-AM-FM-TV Harrisonburg
Names Johnson Sales Manager
THE appointment of Richard Johnson
as sales manager,
WSVA-AM-FMTV Harrisonburg,
Va., effective immediately, was announced last week
by Hamilton Shea,
president and general manager.
Nat Royster,
formerly in the
sales department
has been promoted
MR. JOHNSON
to manager of station relations, promotion and advertising and Lee Dechert, announcer, was named to the post of local
sales manager.
William D. Lydle has been added to the
sales staff and Early Weekley has been
named director of transcription and record
library.
Dr. John Elward Brown Sr.,
Station Owner-Educator, Dies
DR. John Elward Brown Sr., 77, owner of
stations KUOA-AM-FM Siloam Springs,
Ark.; KGER Long Beach, Calif.; KOME
Tulsa, Okla., and educator who founded his
own university at Siloam Springs, died last
week (Feb. 13) at his Long Beach home.
Dr. Brown's death followed a recent three
weeks hospital confinement for a broken
leg suffered Jan. 12.
A native of Oskaloosa, Iowa, the educator
founded the co-educational John Brown
University in 1919. Later he established or
purchased four California schools — the
Brown Military Academy at nearby San
Diego, the Brown School for Girls at Glendora, the Southern California Military Academy at Long Beach and the Brown Day
School at Beverly Hills.
As board chairman of the John Brown
Foundation, he was active in the management of the three radio stations and four
schools.

more
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ever!
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The S
tremendous
sales records
ELL
ERS
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established for advertisers
in '56
are positive proof of the potency
of these two powerful stations in
the Detroit area. Look at the
record and you'll look no further
for your advertisers.

J. E. Campeau, Pres.

GUARDIAN BLDG.
DETROIT
Young Television Corp., Natl.
■<Rep.
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Survivors include his widow, Juanita; a
son, and four daughters.
Nashick to KYW-TV Cleveland
As Adv. & Promotion Manager
j THE appointment of Robert Nashick as
advertising and promotion manager of
KYW-TV Cleveland, effective today (Monday), was announced by Ed Wallace, advertising and promotion manager of both
Westinghouse properties there (KYW-AMTV). He succeeds Allan Bautzer, who resigned last week.
Mr. Nashick previously held promotion
posts with WCKR and WCKT (TV) Miami,
Fla., WXEL Cleveland, and WGBS-TV
Miami.
Broadcasting
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STATIONS
FirstBeTriple
Tower
To
Built 'Candelabra'
for Md. Stations

WSRS

GREATER CLEVELAND'S
NUMBER 1 STATION
SRS

"Radio-Active" MBS

FIRST "candelabra" tower in broadcast history ever to carry three station antennas at
the same level will be constructed for
WAAM (TV) WBAL-TV and WMAR-TV,
all Baltimore, under a joint contract awarded
in the name of Television Tower Inc.
To be designed and fabricated by DresserIdeco Co., Columbus, Ohio, the triple antenna structure will be 731 feet high, with
a triangular top platform 105 feet on each
side.
The new tower will occupy the present site
of the WAAM transmitter. RCA is supplying the antennas, transmission lines and

Roehrenbeck Leaves WMGM
To Establish Consultant Firm
FRANK ROEHRENBECK resigned Friday
as associate director of station management
for Loew's WMGM New York to open an
office in New York as a consultant in the
radio-tv fields. Mr. Roehrenbeck is a 33-year
veteran of various executive capacities with
Loew's Inc., moving into the broadcast
phase in 1936 as general manager of the
station, then known as WHN New York.
His career with Loew's began by his
assisting Maj. Edward Bowes and the
Capitol Theatre events, including the Maj.
Bowes air shows. Mr. Roehrenbeck, after
a holiday in Florida, will actively launch the
new consultation service, according to
Arthur Tolchin, director of the station, who
announced the resignation last week.
STATION SHORTS
WOR New York reports gross sales increase
of 55% in Jan. as compared to Jan. 1956.
STATION PEOPLE
Kenneth C. Holland, president. Carpenter
Paper Co., elected to board of directors,
Herald Corp., permittee of KETV (TV)
Omaha.
Al Madden, account executive, KGO-AMTV San Francisco, to KXXL MontereySalinas, Calif., as general manager.

THREE antennas soon will grace one
tower for Baltimore stations WAAM (TV),
WBAL-TV and WMAR-TV. To be designed
and fabricated by Dresser-ldeco Co., Columbus, Ohio, the triple antenna structure (above) is the first one in broadcast
history, and will be erected on the present site of the WAAM transmitter.
transmitter equipment, and is working on
electronic problems involved in the structure
through tests on operating models of the
antennas.
A building to be located in the center of
the platform will house an elevator landing
and transmission line leak detectors. To
provide easy transportation for the stations'
engineers and maintenance personnel, an
elevator will run up the full height of the
tower. Catwalks on each side of the platform will be designed for mounting and adjusting microwave pick-up equipment.
are

Ul/i

BT
BIRMINGHAM

Alabama's
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Capper Opens Detroit Office
OPENING of a Detroit, Mich., office for
Capper Publications Inc. was announced last
week by Andrew M. Gent, who will head
the new office and handle the Capper and
Stauffer radio and tv stations. The Cleveland office of the firm has been closed and
the new office is at 1128 Fisher Bldg., Detroit 2.
WINR (TV) Sets July 1 Target
WINR (TV) Binghamton, N. Y., will go
on the air July 1 , Dale Taylor, general manager, announced last week. The station will
operate ch. 40 with 1.1 megawatts with a
full 18-hour daily schedule. It will have a
basic NBC affiliation.

Louis J. Didona, Collier's, to D-Con Co. (insecticides), Chicago, as advertising manager.
Jean Hendrix, filmbuyer, WSB-TV Atlanta,
Ga., named assistant to station manager.
Wes Allen Dripps, disc jockey. KHMO
Hannibal, Mo., to KAGE Winona, Minn.,
as chief engineer-disc jockey.
Kent
staff. Paterson to WOV New York sales
George Ciampa, salesman, Los Angeles Excapacity. aminer, toKXO El Centro, Calif., in similar

FROM CHOO-CHOOS TO TV
TELEVISION has taken over skating
rinks, theaters, riding academies and
office buildings. But it was left to
KXLF-AM-TV Butte, Mont., to take
over a railroad station. The new combined studios, offices and transmitter
will be dedicated on Feb. 22, Ed
Craney, president of the stations, said.
The purchase of the two-story railroad station, used by Anaconda Mining Co., came after Anaconda had
asked the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul Railroad to move operation a
few miles south and the request was
The old railroad station, now a
granted.
modern radio-tv station, has a balcony
around the inside and a large area for
the studios. The offices have been esdios below.tablished on the balcony with the stuBroadcasting

Telecasting

AWARDS
Tom Wells, salesman, KARD-TV Wichita,
Kans., to KLFY-TV Lafayette, La., in similar capacity.
Bruce Conaway to KWIE Kennewick,
Wash., continuity department; Hal Ruffner
to KICO Calexico, Calif., as announcersalesman; Harold Graham to KPAM Portland as account executive; James Workman to
KCVL Colville, Wash., as announcer; Walter
Mecomber to KFBC-TV Scottsbluff, Neb.,
as cameraman; Jacklyn Cumber to WMBVTV Marinette, Wise, as account executive;
Edward Lerche to WABC-TV New York
accounting department; Barbara Regner to
WIMA-TV Lima, Ohio, continuity department; Jack Bastle to KWTV Oklahoma
City, Okla., in floor-firm, and Larry Gants
to KHQ-TV Spokane, Wash., as cameraman.
All are recent graduates of Northwest Radio & Tv School.
Phil Bryce, assistant advertising director,
KABC-TV Hollywood, named account executive. Jack Clysdale, promotion-advertising manager, World Adv. Service, succeeds
Mr. Bryce.
George Chamberlin, salesman, WQAM
Miami, to WTVJ (TV), same city, as account executive.
Richard O'Connor, producer-announcer,
WCRB Boston, to director of news-public
affairs.
Bill Bertenshaw, Radio-Tv Roundup Productions, Maplewood, N. L, to WHBI Newark
as farm director.
Richard Barnhill, floor manager, WRCATV New York, promoted to operations
coordinator.
Ken Kemper to KWK-TV
staff.

St. Louis news

Bill Wright, WAPI-WABT (TV) Birmingham, Ala., to WBRC, same city, announcing
staff.
Jerry Boyum, farm director at KROC
Rochester, Minn., to WLS Chicago, announcing staff.
Jim Bonner, freelance announcer, to WRCV
Philadelphia in similar capacity.
P. J. Hoff, weathercaster, WBBM-TV Chicago, signed to write weekly column for Minneapolis Sunday Tribune.
Joseph M. Bryan, president, Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co. (WBT, WBTV [TV]
Charlotte, N. C, and WBTW [TV] Florence,
S. C-), elected honorary chairman of Jefferson Standard Life Insurance Co.'s 50th anniversary convention. He is also senior vice
president of life insurance company.
Walter B. Haase, station manager, WDRC
Hartford, Conn., appointed to legislative
committee of local Chamber of Commerce.
Doug Bell, assistant program manager, WBT
Charlotte, N. C, father of boy, Feb. 2.
Ken Kemper, KWK-TV St. Louis news staff,
father of girl, Kathi Jill, Feb. 3.
Broadcasting
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DRAW
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SIG MICKELSON (r), CBS vice president for news and public affairs, receives aplaque from Earl J. Johnson,
general news manager of United Press
Assn. commemorating the 20th year
of UP service to CBS. The award was
made at a luncheon at the Players Club
in New York City.

YOUR

OWN
13

Top Advertising Men Cited
ASSN. of Advertising Men & Women last
week presented "The Outstanding Young
Advertising Man of the Year" award to
James McAdam, advertising manager of the
Emory Airfreight Co., New York. The association also awarded citations to Matthew J.
Culligan, vice president, NBC Radio; Donald
Frost, vice president for advertising, BristolMyers Co., New York and David Bascom,
board chairman, Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli,
San Francisco.
AWARD

.1 1
CONCLUSION
16*

14*

SHORTS

CBS Radio's Indictment series received special award from United Community Campaigns of America for its aid in combatting
juvenile delinquency. Specially mentioned
program was devoted to family service
agencies.
Robert W. Galvin, president of Motorola
Inc., selected "Young Man of Achievement"
by Golden Slipper Square Club of Philadelphia Feb. 6.
Herschel Daugherty received Screen Directors Guild Award for best directed tv film
of 1956 for his direction of "The Road
That Led Afar" which was telecast on CBSTV Nov. 25 on General Electric Theatre
series.

10*

12*
KELO'S new 1,032-ft. tower
gives one-station coverage
of a whole vast regional
market — plus the added
impact of a Floyd-operated
station! KELO rates fit this
multi-market into any
campaign budget!

WSUN-AM-TV St. Petersburg, Fla., cited
by Third Army for its recruiting campaigns
which "substantially
listments inthat area. increased" army enWFAA

Dallas received U. S. Army Meritorious Service citation for its assistance
with Army exhibits at 1956 Texas State
Fair.

WLIB New York honored by Community
Church, same city, for its work in betterment of racial and religious understanding.
WIBW-AM-TV Topeka, Kan., received
plaque honoring station for its 1956 telethon
benefiting cerebral palsy fund drive.

D
W

SIOUX FALLS, S. O.
One of the Midwest's Leading Radio
Stations Affiliated with NBC
JOE FLOYD, President
Evans Nord. Gen. Manager. Larry Bentson. V.P.
Represented by H-R
February 18, 1957
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EDUCATION
N.Y.C.
May

INTERNATIONAL
Educational

Open

Tv

in Summer

PROSPECT that New York City's longawaited educational television station will be
on the air within the next six months was
held out last week by E. A. Hungerford Jr.,
executive director of the Metropolitan Educational Television Assn. in a talk before the
all-day conference of the New York City
chapter of American Women in Radio and
Television.
Mr. Hungerford explained that uhf ch.
25 currently is assigned to the New York
State Board of Regents for New York City.
META, he said, currently is building a television production center in the city which
"willnot
be been
ready determined
in a few months."
has
whether He
the said
boardit
or META will control transmission facilities, but that decision probably will be
made within the next few months.
At the outset, Mr. Hungerford said, it is
envisioned that ch. 25 will operate as "a
sort of closed circuit," reaching schools,
churches, clubs and recreational groups in
the New York area through the use of allchannel receivers installed there.
META is composed of more than 20 colleges and universities in the New York area,
plus other cultural organizations.
Preceding Mr. Hungerford's talk was a
panel discussion on "Why the Boom in
Radio?" It was noted that the "boom" in
radio was substantially on the local level
with stations revamping their approach in
the face of tv competition to provide services (weather, news, music, road traffic conditions, household information) that radio
could supply more effectively than television.
Don Durgin, vice president in charge of
ABC Radio, pointed out, however, that network radio also has had a resurgence, and
attributed this condition largely to the
medium's ability to supplement television at
a comparatively low cost. Other panelists
were John M. Grogan, program manager,
WNEW New York; Wells Barnett, John
Blair & Co.; Frederick Cahagan, the Institute for Motivational Research.
An on-camera food demonstration, given
by Josephine McCarthy, food director of
WRCA-TV New York, was picked up by a
closed-circuit camera manufactured by General Precision Labs. Harold Hechtman, Airborne Instrument Labs. Inc., and Charles
Barclay, CBS-TV, demonstrated the INTEC
portable camera to show one way special
effects can be achieved for tv.

Brown Heads Educ. Tv Group
DR. ALAN WILLARD BROWN, provost
in the English Dept. at Union College,
Schenectady, N. Y., has been named president of the Metropolitan Educational Television Assn. (META), it has been announced
by Dr. Carroll V. Newsom, board chairman
of META and president of New York U.
Dr. Brown's appointment is effective immediately but he will divide his time between
the association and Union College until
June, when he will take over META on a
full-time basis.
META is a non-profit corporation curPage 96 • February 18, 1957

rently in the process of establishing an educational tv center at the Carnegie Endowment Bldg. at 345 E. 46th St., New York.
It will produce educational tv films which
will be distributed nationally through the
Ford Foundation-supported Educational
Tv & Radio Center at Ann Arbor, Mich.
KCTS (TV) Seattle Operation
Begins From New Quarters
KCTS (TV) Seattle, sole educational tv station in the state of Washington, was to begin
operations today (Monday) from its new
studios in the recently-completed Drama-Tv
Bldg. on the U. of Washington campus. The
educational tv channel had formerly operated
since January 1955 from temporary facilities near the campus.
The U. of Washington, one of six sustaining sponsors for the station, has provided
two permanent studios, offices and allied
facilities on the second floor of its Drama-Tv
Bldg.
production
also are The
to beUniversity's
held in the same
building.classes
KCTS has purchased a full set of new
equipment for the second studio, including
an RCA film chain, two GE field camera
chains, a studio Zoomar lens and a Bodde
rear-screen projector. The station received
its original operating equipment from
KING-TV Seattle.
Other sustaining sponsors for the educational channel in addition to the U. of Washington are the King County Schools, Seattle
Pacific College, Seattle Public Library, Seattle Public Schools and Seattle University.
Protestant Center Tv Facilities
To Be Dedicated at Atlanta
DEDICATION ceremonies for the new
quarter-million-dollar tv facilities of the
Protestant Radio and Television Center Inc.,
Atlanta, Ga., will begin today (Monday)
with a banquet for area radio and tv officials on the center's sound stage.
Dr. John M. Alexander, the center's president, said formal dedication of the two-story
high television facilities will be held at 4
p.m. tomorrow (Tuesday), with an open
house for the public tomorrow night.
Located on the Emory U. campus, the
center began operations in June, 1953, while
construction was still underway. It was
built through the efforts of five church denominations and four cooperating educational institutions. They are Methodist
Church, Presbyterian Church U. S., Presbyterian Church U. S. A., Protestant Episcopal
Church, United Lutheran Church, Emory
University, Agnes Scott College, Candler
School of Theology and Columbia Seminary.
Michigan U. Sets Conference
MICHIGAN STATE U., East Lansing, has
announced its 12th annual Radio & Television Conference, sponsored by the speech
department for high school students and
teachers, will take place March 16 on the
university campus. Dr. Robert Crawford,
chairman of the event, in a preliminary
announcement said the program will feature
teacher seminars and demonstrations on
radio-tv in schools and, for students, a talent
contest, tv workshop, movies and tours.

NTA

Forms

Canadian

Distribution Affiliate
IN THE FIRST STEP of an international
expansion program, National Telefilm Assoc., New York, last week announced the
formation of NTA Telefilms (Canada) Ltd.
for the purpose of distributing feature films
and syndicated series to Canadian tv stations.
Oliver Unger, executive vice president of
NTA, said the new company will be owned
50% by NTA and 50% by a Canadian
group consisting of David Griesdorf, N. A.
Taylor and H. S. Mandell.
NTA Telefilms (Canada) Ltd., Mr. Unger
said, will operate under a long-term franchise
from NTA. He added that the Canadian
affiliation marks the first of several transactions planned by NTA during 1957, with
the company hoping to achieve similar franchise associations with distribution organizations in Britain, France and Italy.

MR. TAYLOR

MR. GRIESDORF

Mr. Griesdorf, who will serve as president and general manager of the new company, isnational
executive
vice president
InterFilm Distributors
Ltd. andof Allied
Artists Pictures of Canada Ltd. Mr Taylor,
who will be vice president of the Canadian
distribution company, is president of International Film Distributors Ltd. and Allied
Artists Pictures of Canada Ltd., and of
Twinex Century Theatres Corp. Ltd., which
operates a large circuit of theatres in Canada. Mr. Mandell, who is associated with
Mr. Taylor as secretary-treasurer of his
three enterprises, also will serve as secretary-treasurer of the new franchise company.C. Ams Seek Tv License
B.
THREE British Columbia radio stations are
joining hands to collectively apply for a
television station license for their area of
the mountainous section of Canada's west
coast province. Roy C. Chapman, CKOK
Penticton, announced the plan and formation of Okanagan Valley Television Co. The
other two stations are CKOV Kelowna
and CJIB Vernon. Engineering surveys have
been completed, and first step towards applying for the license through the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. and the Department of
Transport, Ottawa, have been taken. Location of transmitter has not yet been announced. Program plan will be to largely
use delayed Canadian and U. S. network
shows until the summer of 1958, by which
time the transcontinental Canadian microwave network is expected to be completed.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Mecca

Plans Radio Station

PLANS for a 450-kw radio transmitter to
be operating out of Mecca, in Saudi Arabia,
within two years were disclosed on ABCTV's Feb. 10 Open Hearing. The network
filmed an interview with Sheik Abdullah
Balkhair, Saudi Arabia's minister of press,
broadcasting and information [B»T, Feb.
11]. Current proposal is to boost the station
to 50 kw in about two months and when its
power is upped to 450 kw, it will be able to
cover the entire Middle East. Major use of
the station, according to the Saudi Arabia
official: as an educational instrument in a
country and area with high rate of illiteracy.
Canada
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to Mark Radio Week

CANADIAN Radio Week this year will be
May 5-12, according to Howard C. Caine,
CHWO Oakville, Ont., chairman of the
sales advisory committee of the Canadian
Assn. of Radio & Television Broadcasters.
Canadian Radio Week will be publicized by
the 145 radio station members of the CARTB
as well as by radio dealers and the Canadian
Radio-Electronics-Television Manufacturers
Assn.
CARTB

G. W. did it with

TRANSCRIBED
LIBRARY

BETTER

it's easy as cherry pie with the
BALANCED
MUSIC PROGRAMMING

available to you in the SESAC

Library

. . .

the library you can test program at your station
Write today for details

to Hear Gov. Clement

G. CLEMENT, governor of Tennessee, will be guest speaker at the annual
dinner of the Canadian Assn. of Radio and
Television Broadcasters at the Chateau Frontenac Hotel, Quebec City, Que., on March
26. This will be the first time that a U. S.
state governor has addressed a Canadian
broadcasting industry group.

SERVICE

FRANK

SMPTE

Forms Canadian

Branch

ESTABLISHMENT of a Canadian section
of the Society of Motion Picture & Television Engineers has been announced by
Ethan
dent. M. Stifle, SMPTE section's vice presiAuthorization to establish such a section,
SMPTE officials said, came after the Canadian members petitioned the parent organization for group recognition. Headquarters
for the Canadian SMPTE branch will be in
Toronto. At the same time, SMPTE authorized the creation of two new student
chapters at the College of the City of New
York and at Rochester, N. Y., Institute of
Technology. Other student chapters currently operating: New York U. and the U. of
Southern California.
INTERNATIONAL

PEOPLE

Wally Rewegan. manager, CKGB Timmins,
Ont., to CKWS Kingston in similar capacity,
succeeding Doug Scanlan named sales promotion director for Northern Broadcasting
Ltd., Toronto. Gerry Hall, commercial manager of CKGB, succeeds Mr. Rewegan as
CKGB manager and Gino Cicci named commercial manager.
Gordon Burnett, manager of CJKL Kirkland Lake, Ont., to manager of new radio
station at Trinidad. Ken Billings, commercial
manager of CJKL succeeds Mr. Burnett.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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Receiver
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The Model TR-1 TV Rebroadcast Receiver has been
designed specifically to meet the requirements for a
high-quality receiver for use in direct pickup and rebroadcast oftelevision signals. It embodies features
which give the reliability necessary for full-time commercial use and provides signals of exceptional
quality, fully equal to, or better than, that
provided by the usual intercity network
facility.
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS
LAKE

Sullivan, Benny Sponsors Frown
On Emmy Telecast Appearances
ACADEMY of Television Arts & Sciences
early last week confirmed reports that both
Ed Sullivan and Jack Benny would not

CHARLES
the

qK Negro Radio Buy

participate
entertainers forin Emmy
the Academy's
telecast of asnominations
awards
last Saturday and the awards program next
month, both over NBC-TV under the sponsorship of the Oldsmobile Div., General
Motors Corp.

ONE
FIRST

OF THE

100

MARKETS

**<S THE BO*°

WHBF
RADIO & TELEVISION
the

station

of marketing
in the

success

Quad-Cities

REPRESENTED BY AVERY-KNODEL, INC.

An Academy spokesman said the performers' regular sponsors on tv — the Mercury Div., Ford Motor Co. for Mr. Sullivan
and The Chrysler Corp., one of Mr. Benny's
advertisers — had asked them not to participate inthe entertainment portions of the
programs. The spokesman said that both
Mr. Sullivan and Mr. Benny planned to be
in the audience during the ceremonies.
Simultaneously, Mr. Sullivan, who is
president of the New York chapter of the
Academy, and Johnny Mercer, president of
the Los Angeles chapter, issued a joint
statement, explaining the nominating procedure for the 1956 Emmy awards, which
has been criticized by various producers of
television series. The statement said it was
"difficult" to establish a method which is
"equitable and covers as fully as possible the
phenomenal quantity of programming" but
claimed the procedure used for this year
"comes closest to achieving this goal" and
added that efforts will be made to improve
the system each year.
WDGY Holds Open House
IN celebration of the one year anniversary
of Storz ownership, its new programming
and its recently remodeled studios, WDGY
Minneapolis held open house this month.
More than 500 Twin City advertisers and ad
men attended the affair.
RAB Mails Radio Success Stories
RAB last week announced that two, new
supplementary sales folders, "How Columbus Discovered Lewis Jones" and "For
LONG WEEK, TALL ORDER
EIGHT DAYS last month made a long
week and a tall order for KARD-TV
Wichita, Kan., as the station provided
three feeds to NBC-TV on President
Eisenhower's recent western trip to inspect the drought areas, supplied a
remote of the Chief Executive's Abilene boyhood home and presented its
first local live color-tv show.
With rapid preparations following
NBC-TV's multi-sided request,
KARD-TV used four cameras, 12
men and about $200,000 worth of
other equipment for the job.
The station televised Mr. Eisenhower's arrival, speech and departure
from Wichita; fed segments to Wide,
Wide World (remote of the President's
boyhood home and color pickup of a
local grain elevator), and launched its
own first locally-produced live color
program.
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Thriftmart 'Every Day's A Special Day'
With Radio," have been distributed to member stations. The Lewis Jones mailing piece
relates the story of a small southern independent supermarket operator, who met
chain-store competition and increased sales
within five months atfer beginning to use
radio exclusively. The second folder details
the success story of a Pacific coast grocery
chain which sponsors 7,000 radio programs
and 5,000 spot announcements annually.
KOSA-TV

Mails Population Data

KOSA-TV Odessa, Tex., has published a
brochure with population and set count
figures compiled by its staff after station
switched to maximum power of 316,000
watts. KOSA-TV's figures claim that the
station covers a population of 468,000;
serves 150,273 families and that there are
90,164 tv sets in its area.
KOOL-TV

Covers Golf Tourney

WHEN KOOL-TV Phoenix originated a
three-camera remote for an hour and a half
each day of the Phoenix Open Golf Tournament (Jan. 31-Feb.3), the first day attendance was reportedly up 30% over previous
years. Each succeeding day also set attendance records. Phoenix Thunderbirds, sponsor of the programs, gives a great deal of the
credit to KOOL-TV due to its coverage of
the tournament.
WBT Selects 'Woman of the Year'
IN keeping with its annual custom, WBT
Charlotte, N. C, has selected a local
"Woman of the Year" for her distinguished
service to the community. The winner for
1956 is Bonnie Cone, director of Charlotte
College, who was presented with a silver
tray by the station. WBT was commended
by the local press for its "thoughtfulness in
giving the awards."
Stations to Air Braves' Games
WTMJ and WEMP Milwaukee again will
carry Milwaukee Braves baseball broadcasts
during 1957 under co-sponsorship of Miller
Brewing Co. and Clark Oil and Refining Co.
Agency is Mathisson & Assoc., Milwaukee.
Earl Gillespie and Blaine Walsh will handle
play-by-play, with games to be aired direct
from the park and fed to a Braves regional
network of about 30 stations. Both outlets
reported sale of game adjacencies.
WDAS Explores Local Problems
WDAS Philadelphia, which programs to
Negro audience, has launched a new series
of public service broadcasts designed to
focus attention of the Negro community on
its problems. WDAS said it will carry onthe-spot interviews with community leaders,
juvenile delinquents, parents, shopkeepers
and bartenders.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

KTVT(TV), KDYL

COVER

WORKING at rapid-fire pace and pumping every angle, newsmen of Salt Lake
City's KTVT (TV) and its sister station
KDYL provided fast coverage for NBC
via live on-the-scene reports of the dramatic prison riot at Utah's State Penitentiary the night of Feb. 6-7.
From the 9 p.m. radio broadcast of a
telephone interview with KTVT's news
photographer Jack White, the first staffer
inside the prison, to the telecasting about
6:30 the next morning of the convicts'
release of hostages and their surrender,
KTVT and KDYL newsmen swarmed
over the prison to provide continuous live
coverage of the tension-filled riot.
"One of the greatest, most spectacular
firsts in television journalism," said NBC
News Director William McAndrew in describing his network's tv coverage which
included two live pickups of the dramatic
news event for NBC-TV's Today and 15
feeds to the NBC "hot line" service.
KTVT and KDYL newsmen also gave
additional direct reports of the action to
a dozen other stations in the western area
and got tapes of telephone conversations
with prison officials and their own staffers.
"Big guns" in directing the two stations' activities throughout the riot were
G. Bennett Larson, president and general
manager of KDYL-KTVT; Wally Lambourne, KTVT technical director; Dan
Rainger, the tv station's program director;
Bob Welti and Bob Hardwick, KDYL
newsmen; Tom Way man and Del Leeson,
on-the-scene tv cameramen, and Mr.
White, tv photographer who supplied the

PRISON

RIOT

MOBILE UNIT newsmen of KTVT (TV)
Salt Lake City in action under a guard
tower at Utah State Prison during
their eight-hour telecast coverage.

THERE'S ONLY ONE LEADER...

initial telephone interview from the

K23LMV4
MONTANA
THE CONTINENTAL DIVIDE STATION , BQTTE

prison.
Outcome of this radio-tv coverage:
Utah penitentiary convicts may be
allowed to have a radio program over
KDYL. Among the prisoners demands
in the riot was that they be granted their
own radio program, and station officials
have told Warden Marcel Graham that
if the prison could make arrangements to
tape the show, KDYL would program a
weekly convict show.
Mr. Graham was quoted as saying the
idea has merit and will be given his consideration after the board of corrections
has
completed
a full investigation of the
riot.

1
■

New

Nielse
No.

'Cheaper By the Million'
A SECOND printing of "Cheaper By The
Million," — 24-page. two-color brochure,
aimed at department stores and pointing up
the profit potential in "proper" use of syndicated film series — has been ordered by
MCA-TV film syndication division. According to Frank McMahon, MCA's advertising director, a continued strong demand
by department store executives for extra
copies prompted the second printing. Mr.
McMahon claims the presentation to be
the first directed to department stores on
this subject. He noted that it is in effect
a direct attack on the "myth" of newspaper
superiority to telefilm in moving merchandise.
BUY

SOUND-FACTOR

FLAN

WSRS
GREATER CLEVELAND'S
NUMBER
1 STATION
SRS "Radfo'Active" MB S
Broadcasting • Telecasting

WSEV Covers Local Flood
DURING a recent flood emergency, WSEV
Sevierville, Tenn., which operates on a daytime schedule from 5 a.m. until local sunset, called the FCC in Washington, asked
for, and gained, permission to remain on
the air. The station carried only flood information. It helped the Red Cross secure
shelter for stranded families, issued warnings and appealed for manpower to keep
the local office of the Southern Bell Telephone Co. in operation.

2

p r o v e s

i

COLUMBUS. GEORGIA

is your
choice

WITI-TV Explores World Affairs
NEW color program series in cooperation
with the World Affairs Council of Milwaukee was to begin yesterday (Sunday) at
7:30-8 p.m. on WITI-TV Milwaukee. Colorcast is live, featuring authorities in the
foreign relations field, and integrating associated films new to tv. Also slated is the
occasional appearance of a college student
panel taken from Wisconsin universities
and colleges.
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS

FOR THE RECORD

'Digest' Promotes Tv Series
FILM distributing firm of Bernard L. Schubert Inc. and Readers Digest Assn., Chappaqua, N. Y., have completed arrangements
whereby Readers Digest magazine will list,
in forthcoming issues, every tv station in the
country carrying the Schubert Tv Reader's
Digest film package.

SPOT TV BUYING: The following tables show what the nation's top 200 spot television
advertisers have spent in that category during the fourth quarter of 1956. A breakdown of spot tv buying by product classification is on page 101 (for fourth quarter) and
page 103 (for all of 1956). For the story behind these tables, see Advertisers &
Agencies, this issue.

WNHC-TV

Offers 12th Tv Course

WNHC-TV New Haven has started telecasting aweekly program Aspects of the
Modern Novel, the 12th college course
offered by the station during the current
academic year. The 18-week live series will
continue until June 6 and culminate in an
on-campus examination for viewers who
desire college credit.
NBC

to Carry Gruenther Address

NBC RADIO will broadcast an address by
Gen. Alfred M. Gruenther, president,
American Red Cross, and former Supreme
Allied Commander in Europe, on March
5 (10:05-10:30 p.m. EST). The general,
who will be introduced by William E. Robinson, president of Coca-Cola Corp. and
chairman of the 1957 convocation dinner
marking the diamond jubilee of the New
York U.-Bellevue Medical Center Hospital,
will speak on "The Hope of Mankind —
Health and Peace."
WBKB

(TV) Series for Children

THIRD series of tv variety programs was
launched by WBKB Tele-Chievers Inc.,
Junior Achievement Co. of WBKB (TV)
Chicago, on that station Feb. 2 and is
directed at pre-school and grammar school
audiences in the city. Titled Poco-Loco, programs feature 20 WBKB JA members in
narrated fairy tale pantomime with the startm.c, the "Poco-Loco" train. In announcing
the new series, WBKB noted its TeleChievers group has been selected one of the
six best JA companies in America for the
past two years. It also was awarded first
place "Top Achievement" awards in the JA
broadcasting-telecasting category.
WANE'S 'Pleasant Sound'
WANE FORT WAYNE, has modified its
program format "to soothe the listener who
has almost forgotten there is something else
in American music besides rock 'n' roll."
Station is promoting the change as "the
pleasant sound in Fort Wayne," and plans
to have disc jockeys play the familiar tunes
from the past.
WTVD

Staffers Get Special Tags

IF WTVD (TV) Durham, N. C, employes
don't know each other by sight, they can
at least recognize one another by their automobile license plates. WTVD, in cooperation
with the N. C. Dept. of Motor Vehicles, has
arranged for its employes to obtain consecutive license plate numbers. The series,
starting with TV-1 and running through
TV-50, will be in use throughout 1957.
Page 100 • February 18, 1957

TOP

200

IN SPOT
TV (OCT.-DEC. 1956)
(Prepared by N. C. Rorabaugh Co. for TvB)
Estimated
Estimated
Rank
Expenditure
Rank
Expenditure
69. Wm. B. Reily & Co
335,500
1. Brown & Williamson . $2,866,700
70. E. & J. Gallo
329,700
2. Sterling Drug
2,391,600
71. Adell Chemical
329,300
3. Procter & Gamble .... 2,324,400
72. Fla. Citrus Comm
326,700
4. Continental Baking . . 2,012,800
5. General Foods
1,939,200
73. Kimberly-Clark
324,400
74. Mars
311,500
6. Philip Morris
1,924,100
75. Tea Council of U. S. A. 311,200
7. Colgate-Palmolive
. . . 1,775,900
8. Robert Hall
1,664,400
76. '"Beech-Nut Life Savers 309,900
77. Clorox Chemical
307,900
9. Anahist Co
1,523,100
78. Theo. Hamm Brewing . . 306,700
10. Lever Brothers
1,297,800
11. National Biscuit
1,180,300
79. Sunshine Biscuit
302,900
12. Ford Motor
1,178,500
80. Lionel Corp
298,600
13. Carter Products
1,167,200
81. 'Carnation
296,900
14. Miles Laboratories .... 1,162,200
82. ^Pharmaceuticals
..... 294,500
83. Pacific Coast Borax . . . 290,300
15. Coca-Cola/Bottlers
. . 1,043,400
84. E. I. duPont de Nemours 282,800
16. Groves Laboratories . . 1,018,400
85. Falstaff Brewing
280,400
17. Kellogg
.
978,400
86. M. J. B. Co
278,800
18. Corn Products Refining 976,100
87. E. F. Drew & Co
277,600
19. Bulova Watch
975,600
20. Liggett & Myers .
910,700
88. Quaker Oats
274,500
89. Carling Brewing
273,000
21. American Tel. & Tel. . 897,400
90. Buitoni Products
266,900
22. Avon Products
865,600
91. Grocery Store Prods. . 264,000
23. American Tobacco
... 841,900
92. American Bakeries .... 261,300
24. International Latex . . 835,000
93. General Mills
256,100
25. Nestle
834,000
94. The Drackett Co
253,900
26. Chrysler
828,500
95. Vick Chemical
252,400
27. American Chicle
802,300
96. Standard Brands
251,400
28. Republican Party
772,400
97. Gold Seal
251,000
29. Warner-Lambert
729,600
30. General Motors
700,700
98. Hills Bros. Coffee . . . 250,200
99. Radio Corp. of America 249,800
31. P. Lorillard
696,600
32. Esso Standard Oil
687,800
100. Armstrong Rubber .... 249,100
33. Max Factor
678,200
101. Lanvin Parfums
249,000
34. Harold F. Ritchie
667,000
102. Frontier Foods
247,800
35. Shell Oil
642,200
103. Duffy-Mott
247,300
36. Charles Antell
616,100
104. Monarch Wine
246,700
37. Ralston-Purina
596,300
105. Block Drug
243,500
38. Pepsi-Cola/ Bottlers .
584,800
106. Campbell Soup
239,100
39. Peter Paul
583,700
107. Gilmar Record
236,300
40. J. A. Folger
571,500
108. Commercial Solvents 236,100
41. Northern Paper Mills 525,200
109. Best Foods
236,100
42. National Presto Ind.
522,500
110. Anderson Clayton & Co. 235,300
43. Simmons Co./Dealers 503,500
111. Rath Packing
234,700
44. Seven-Up/Bottlers
. . . 502,200
112. Bon Ami
234,400
45. Helaine Seager
483,800
113. Avoset
232,900
46. Glamorene
482,500
114. General Cigar
215,800
47. Democratic Party
448,300
115. Bristol-Myers
209,400
48. R. J. Reynolds
441,200
116. Kaiser Alum. & Chem. . 207,400
49. P. Ballantine
423,200
117. Sweft & Co
207,000
50. American Home Foods 407,000
118. Safeway Stores
206,500
51. Anheuser-Busch
405,700
119. Top Value Enterprises . 203,900
52. Ward Baking
401,900
120. Sealy Mattress/Dlrs. . 200,600
53. Piel Bros
395,200
121. Canada Dry/ Bottlers . 200,000
54. Thomas J. Lipton
394,600
122. Borden
199,100
55. Socony Mobil Oil
393,600
123. Wildroot Inc
197,500
56. William Wrigley
392,800
124. Petri Wine
196,700
57. 2National Dairy Prod. . 386,700
125. Nehi/Bottlers
194,200
58. Food Mfgrs
382,100
126. F.&M.Schaefer Brewing 193,700
127. Langendorf U. Bakeries 192,700
59. Wesson Oil & Snow Drift 370,400
128. National Carbon
191,600
60. Proctor Electric
367,400
61. Pillsbury Mills
353,600
129. Dr. Pepper/Bottlers 187,000
62. Standard Oil of Ind. .
350,200
130. Chesebrough-Ponds
..
186,000
131. San Francisco Brewing 184,800
63. H. J. Heinz
346,000
132. Cream of Wheat
184,100
64. Associated Products . . 345,700
65. Sinclair Refining .... 341,900
133. "Gillette
184,000
134. Sears, Roebuck
183,100
66. Plough
339,600
135. Sardeau
182,400
67. Pabst Brewing
339,000
136. General Electric
181,500
68. Minute Maid
335,900
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Estimated
Rank
Expenditure
137. Drug Research
180,700
138. Benrus Watch
179,600
139. Duncan Coffee
179,000
140. American Sugar Refin'g 176,300
141. Chunky Chocolate
176,200
142. Great A & P Tea
174,000
143. Wander Co
173,400
144. Studebaker-Packard
. . 173,100
145. Coty
172,900
146. Lucky Lager Brewing 172,800
147. Kroger
171,900
148. Foremost Dairies
170,300
149. Geo. Wiedemann Brew'g 167,900
150. Texas Co
167,800
151. National Brewing
167,300
152. Whitman & Son
166,900
153. Revlon
166,700
154. Paxton & Gallagher 165,400
155. Jos. E. Schlitz Brewing 163,100
156. Malt-O-Meal
162,500
157. V. La Rosa & Sons .... 160,800
158. Salada Tea
160,100
159. Armour
158,500
160. Better Living Enterprs. 156,100
161. Blue Plate Foods
150,300
162. Emerson Drug
146,600
163. Columbia Bcstg. System 146,500
164. Standard Oil of Ohio
144,600
165. Beatrice Foods
142,900
166. Greyhound
142,600
167. Montgomery Ward . . 142,300
168. W. F. McLaughlin
142,200
169. Walrgeen
141,200
170. New Eng. Confect
135,800
171. Frito
135,700
SPOT

TV

Classification
Agriculture
Feeds, Meals
Miscellaneous
Ale, Beer & Wine
Beer & Ale
Wine

BY

Estimated
Rank
Expenditure
172. Tidewater Assocd. Oil 135,700
173. Whitehall Phar. Co. . . 135,600
174. Oscar Mayer
134,100
175. Helene Curtis
132,800
176. International Milling 132,600
111. Rayco
132,500
178. G. Heileman Brewing . 130,900
179. Drewrys
129,400
180. Gunther Brewing .... 128,800
181. Phillips Petroleum . . . 128,300
182. Charles Pfizer & Co.
725,200
183. Duquesne Brewing
... 127,900
184. Lewis Food
123,800
185. Continental Oil
123,800
186. Jackson Brewing
122,300
187. Regal Pale Brewing . . 121,200
188. Miller Brewing
120,500
189. Household Finance . . . 120,400
190. Amer. Character Doll 118,100
191. Bank of America
117,200
192. United Fruit Co. .117,000
193. G. H. P. Cigar
115,400
194. Stroh Brewing
114,100
195. Richfield Oil
113,400
196. Clairol
112,900
197. Lone Star Brewing
... 112,700
198. Omar
112,200
199. Pan-Am Southern
... 110,800
200. General Tire & Rubber 110,000
1 Includes all regional telephone companies
2 Includes Kraft Foods Co.
3 Now includes Lifesavers
1 Includes Albers Milling Co.
5 Includes Serutan
0 Includes Toni and Paper Mate

CATEGORY
(4TH QUARTER,
(Prepared by N. C. Rorabaugh Co. for TvB)
Estimated
Classification
Expenditure
Cars
$ 310,000
Tires & Tubes
238,000
Trucks & Trailers
72,000
Miscellaneous Accessories &
8,442,000
7,245,000
1,197,000

Amusements, Entertainment
Automotive
Anti-Freeze
Batteries

90,000
4,249,000
600,000
109,000

Supplies
Building Material, Equipment,
Fixtures, Paints
Fixtures, Plumbing, Supplies
Materials
Paints
Power Tools
Miscellaneous
Clothing,
Clothing Furnishings, Accessories
Footwear
Hosiery

"We never had weather like this
ing KRIZ Phoenix started forecastuntil
Broadcasting
i"

• Telecasting

Miscellaneous
Confections & Soft Drinks
Confections
Soft Drinks
Consumer Services
Dry Cleaning & Laundries
Financial
Insurance
Medical & Dental
Moving, Hauling, Storage
Public Utilities
Religious, Political, Unions
Schools & Colleges
Miscellaneous Services
Cosmetics & Toiletries
Cosmetics
Deodorants
Depilatories

1956)
Estimated
Expenditure
2,781,000
462,000
33,000

I
YOUR
BROADCAST

EQUIPMENT
MANUFACTURER

SPEAKS

FROM

EXPERIENCE

. . . when

he

suggests
Stainless

Towers

264,000
651,000
135,000
131,000
151,000
113,000
121,000
2,813,000
2,511,000
198,000
86,000
18,000
6,961,000
3,868,000
3,093,000
3,973,000
21,000
487,000
457,000
38,000
101,000

Write for descriptive literature
Stainless,
inc.
NORTH WALES • PENNSYLVANIA

1,340,000
1,424,000
18,000
87,000
$8,307,000
2,532,000
661,000
266,000
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in
Classification

MEMPHIS

Cosmetics & Toiletries — Continued
Hair Tonics & Shampoos 1,176,000
Hand & Face Creams, Lotions 216,000
Home Permanents & Coloring 1,145,000
Perfumes, Toilet Waters, etc. 509,000
Razors, Blades
43,000
Shaving Creams, Lotions, etc. 856,000
Toilet Soaps
794,000
Miscellaneous
109,000

the
OK Negro Radio Buy

Dental Products
Dentrifices
Mouthwashes
Miscellaneous

Stories
from
Sports

Estimated
Expenditure

the
Record

Spring Continuities
Music and sports team up
in this series devoted to eyewitness accounts of dramatic
action on the spring sports
scene.
This continuity package
contains 12 fifteen -minute
programs featuring the sports
of the spring season . . . track,
baseball, basketball tournaments, along with some of the
great anecdotes of the world
of sports.
Your Station Program Department should
be receiving this script package regularly. If not, please write to BMI's Station Service Department for "Stories from
the Sports Record."

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
589 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N.Y.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD • TORONTO • MONTREAL

1,765,000
1,234,000
394,000
137,000

Drug Products
9,537,000
Cold Remedies
2,795,000
Headache Remedies
1,246,000
Indigestion Remedies
1,925,000
Laxatives
1,238,000
Vitamins
479,000
Weight Aids
187,000
Miscellaneous Drug Products 1 ,364,000
Drug Stores
303,000
Food & Grocery Products 28,998,000
Baked Goods
5,703,000
Cereals
2,174,000
Coffee, Tea & Food Drinks 6,049.000
Condiments, Sauces, Appetizers 1,395,000
Dairy Products
1,905,000
Desserts
117,000
Dry Foods (Flour, Mixes, Rice,
etc.)
1,716,000
Frozen Foods
1,426,000
Fruits & Vegetables, Juices (except
frozen)
1,678,000
Macaroni, Noodles, Chili, etc. 607,000
Margarine, Shortenings 1,793.000
Meats, Poultry & Fish (except
frozen)
1,412,000
Soups (except frozen)
131,000
Miscellaneous Foods
1,561.000
Food Stores
1,331.000
Garden Supplies & Equipment 54,000
Gasoline & Lubricants
4,793,000
Gasoline & Oil
4,670,000
Oil Additives
67.000
Miscellaneous
56.000
Hotels, Resorts, Restaurants 70,000
Household Cleaners, Cleansers,
Polishes, Waxes
2,391,000
Cleaners, Cleansers
930,000
Floor & Furniture Polishes, Waxes 200,000
Glass Cleaners
282,000
Home Dry Cleaners
723,000
Shoe Polish
88,000
Miscellaneous Cleaners
168,000
Household Equipment — Appliances 2,354,000
Household Furnishings
1,182,000
Beds, Mattresses, Springs
991,000
191.000
Furniture & Other Furnishings

urvwARDE.
H0^ano1l

Stark
consultants

ET
STSS* STRE Y.
50EA
W YORK 22, N.
NE
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Household Laundry Products
Bleaches, Starches
Packaged Soap, Detergents
Miscellaneous
Household, General
Brooms, Brushes, Mops, etc.
China, Glassware, Crockery,
Containers
Disinfectants, Deodorizers
Fuels (heating, etc.)
Insecticides, Rodenticides
Kitchen Utensils
Miscellaneous

3,013,000
526,000
2.108,000
379,000
497,000
78,000

Day
HERE'S how tv spot money during
1956 was spent, broken down by the
types of spots used and by day parts:
(add 000)
$135,339 34.0%
222,517 56.0%
39,642 10.0%

LNaitgeht Night

Announcements
Participations
Shows
ID's

397,498 100.0%
(add 000)
44.4%
$176,429 11.8%
46,806 22.8%
90,541 21.1%
83,722
$397,498 100.0'

Estimated
Classification
Expenditure
Household Paper Products
1,703,000
Cleansing Tissues
450,000
Food Wraps
350,000
Napkins
359.000
Toilet Tissue
60,000
Miscellaneous
484,000
Notions
Pet Products

116,000
1,649,000

Publications

135,000

Sporting Goods, Bicycles, Toys 1,161,000
Bicycles & Supplies
49,000
General Sporting Goods
40,000
Toys & Games
1,060,000
Miscellaneous
12,000
Stationery, Office Equipment
Television, Radio, Phonograph,
Musical Instruments
Antennas
Radio & Television Sets
Records
Miscellaneous

89,000
832,000
143,000
196,000
330,000
163,000

Tobacco Products & Supplies 8,115,000
Cigarettes
7,675,000
Cigars, Pipe Tobacco
440,000
Transportation & Travel
761,000
Air
355.000
Bus
197,000
Rail
200,000
Miscellaneous
9,000
LIBEL
SLANDER
PIRACY
PRIVACY
COPYRIGHT
Guard against embarrassing loss
by having our unique, special
INSURANCE
which is adequate and
surprisingly inexpensive.

45,000
144,000
58,000
37,000
19,000
116,000
Broadcasting

Telecasting

Estimated
Expenditure

Classification

Watches, Jewelry, Cameras
1,613,000
Cameras, Accessories, Supplies 135,000
Clocks & Watches
1,186,000
Jewelry
60,000
Pens & Pencils
232,000
Miscellaneous
Trading Stamps
Miscellaneous Products
Miscellaneous Stores
Total
SPOT
BY

1,218,000
257,000
389,000
572,000

$107,842,000
TV

CATEGORY

DURING

1956

(Prepared by N. C. Rorabaugh Co. for TvB)
Estimated
Classification
Expenditure
Agriculture
$ 1,225,000
Feeds, Meals
937,000
Miscellaneous
288,000
Ale, Beer & Wine
Beer & Ale
Wine

34,237,000
30,427,000
3,810,000

Amusements, Entertainment 560,000
Automotive
12,912,000
Anti-Freeze
646,000
Batteries
378,000
Cars
8,539,000
Tires & Tubes
1,265,000
Trucks & Trailers
179,000
Misc. Accessories & Supplies 1,905,000
Building Material, Equipment,
Fixtures, Paints
3,422,000
Fixtures, Plumbing, Supplies 593,000
Materials
609,000
Paints
892,000
Power Tools
777,000
Miscellaneous
551,000
Clothing, Furnishings, Accessories 8,688,000
Clothing
6,929,000
Footwear
1,468,000
Hosiery
202,000
Miscellaneous
89,000
Confections & Soft Drinks
Confections
Soft Drinks

21,576,000
9,766,000
11,810,000

Consumer Services
12,545,000
Dry Cleaning & Laundries 112,000
Financial
1,907,000
Insurance
1,758,000
Medical & Dental
159,000
Moving, Hauling, Storage
408,000
Public Utilities
5,366,000
Religious, Political, Unions 2,066,000
Schools & Colleges
83,000
Miscellaneous Services
686,000
Cosmetics & Toiletries 34,240,000
Cosmetics
9,886,000
Deodorants
3,243,000
Depilatories
1,226,000
Hair Tonics & Shampoos 6,783,000
Hand & Face Creams, Lotions 606,000
Home Permanents & Coloring 3,826,000
Perfumes, Toilet Waters, etc. 1,202,000
Razors, Blades
554,000
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

MOUSETRAP,
STEAM

TRAP,

SEWER
...if

makes

no

TRAP

difference

... the world wont beat a path to the door of
the man who builds a better one and then doesn't
advertise it so that people will know about his
product, know where it can be bought and how
much it costs.
Advertising benefits the buyer, too. It tells you
the product story, makes it easy for you to buy.
Even more important to you, advertising leads
to mass production and volume sales . . . which
means lower costs and lower prices.
Yes, "Advertising Benefits You" . . .
'specially businesspaper advertising.

YES ADVERTISING BENEFITS
YOU1
* •
February 18, 1957
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Cosmetics & Toiletries — Continued
Classification

Estimated
Expenditure

Shaving Creams, Lotions, etc.
Toilet Soaps
Miscellaneous

3,245,000
3,262,000
407,000

Household Cleaners — Continued

Estimated
Expenditure
194,000
469,000

Classification
Shoe Polish
Miscellaneous Cleaners

Dental Products
13,202,000
Dentifrices
11,093,000
Mouthwashes
1,396,000
Miscellaneous
713,000

Household Equipment — Appliances 7,735,000
Household Furnishings
3,805,000
Beds, Mattresses, Springs 3,165,000
Furniture & Other Furnishings 640,000

Drug Products
32,026,000
Cold Remedies
6,274,000
Headache Remedies
4,934,000
Indigestion Remedies
7,451,000
Laxatives
4,175,000
Vitamins
1,487,000
Weight Aids
1,423,000
Miscellaneous Drug Products 5,039,000
Drug Stores
1,243,000

Household, General
3,075,000
Brooms, Brushes, Mops, etc. 384,000
China, Glassware, Crockery,
Containers
95,000
Disinfectants, Deodorizers 490,000
Fuels (heating, etc.)
161,000
Insecticides, Rodenticides 521,000
Kitchen Utensils
42,000
Miscellaneous
1,382,000

Food & Grocery Products 107,615,000
Baked Goods
19,879,000
Cereals
8,533,000
Coffee, Tea & Food Drinks 22,367,000
Condiments, Sauces, Appetizers 5,167,000
Dairy Products
7,662,000
Desserts
1,478,000
Dry Foods (Flour, Mixes, Rice,
etc.)
4,720,000
Frozen Foods
6,495,000
Fruits & Vegetables, Juices (except
frozen)
6,106,000
Macaroni, Noodles, Chili, etc. 2,052,000
Margarine, Shortenings 4,893,000
Meat, Poultry & Fish (except
frozen)
5,931,000
Soups (except frozen)
783,000
Miscellaneous Foods
6,384,000
Food Stores
5,165,000

Household Laundry Products 16,286,000
Bleaches, Starches
1,672,000
Packaged Soaps, Detergents 13,352,000
Miscellaneous
1,262,000

Garden Supplies & Equipment

413,000

Gasoline & Lubricants 16,030,000
Gasoline & Oil
15,372,000
Oil Additives
452,000
Miscellaneous
206,000
Hotels, Resorts, Restaurants

290,000

Household Cleaners, Cleansers,
Polishes, Waxes
6,863,000
Cleaners, Cleansers
3,130,000
Floor & Furniture Polishes, Waxes 952,000
Glass Cleaners
523,000
Home Dry Cleaners
1,595,000

HERE'S how tv spot money during
the last quarter of 1956 was spent,
broken down by the types of spots
used and by day parts:
(add 000)
Day
$ 38,255 35.5%
Night
58,948 54.7%
Late Night
10,639 9.8%
$107,842 100.0%
Announcements
ID'S
Participations
Shows

(add 000)
$ 47,704
11,944
26,918
21,276

44.2%
11.1%
25.0%
79.7%

$107,842 100.0%

Household Paper Products
Cleansing Tissues
Food Wraps
Napkins
Toilet Tissue
Miscellaneous
Notions

456,000

Pet Products

4,658,000

Publications

1,366,000

Sporting Goods, Bicycles, Toys 1,440,000
Bicycles & Supplies
86,000
General Sporting Goods
54,000
Toys & Games
1,233,000
Miscellaneous
67,000
Stationery, Office Equipment

•
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239,000

Television, Radio, Phonograph,
Musical Instruments
Antennas
Radio & Television Sets
Records
Miscellaneous

2,360,000
393,000
903,000
835.000
229,000

Tobacco Products & Supplies
Cigarettes
Cigars, Pipe Tobacco

30,390,000
28,872,000
1,518,000

Transportation & Travel
2,866,000
Air
1,181,000
Bus
806,000
Rail
796,000
Miscellaneous
83,000
Watches, Jewelry, Cameras
7,066,000
Cameras, Accessories, Supplies 336,000
Clocks & Watches
5,705,000
Jewelry
213,000
Pens & Pencils
812,000
Miscellaneous
Trading Stamps
Miscellaneous Products
Miscellaneous Stores
Total
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5,329,000
1,615,000
967,000
1,180,000
519,000
1,048,000

4,583,000
1,281,000
1,333,000
1,969,000
$397,498,000

Weekly
New

Tv

FCC
Stations

Report
. . .

ACTIONS BY FCC
LaSalle, 111. — West Central Bcstg. Co. granted
uhf ch. 35 (596-602 mc); ERP 14.3 kw vis., 7.15 kw
aur.; ant. height above average terrain 437 ft.,
above ground 442 ft. Estimated construction $73,750, first year operating cost $31,000, P. O. address
2907 Springfield Rd., East Peoria, 111. Studio locaGeographic
22' 00"
Lat., tion89°LaSalle.
6' 3.5"
W. Long.coordinates
Trans, and41° ant.
RCA.N.
Legal counsel Fly, Shuebruk, Blume & Gaguine,
Washington. Consulting engineer Frank H. Mcintosh & Assoc., Washington. Station will operate
as satellite of WEEK-TV Peoria and will be under
same ownership. Announced Feb. 13.
Pekin, 111. — Mid Illinois Television Co. granted
uhf ch. 69 (800-806 mc); ERP 19.9 kw vis., 11.1 kw
aur.; ant. height above average terrain 384 ft.,
above ground 336 ft. Estimated construction cost
$84,737, first year operating cost $64,250, revenue
$87,500.
P. O.location
addressatTimes
Bldg., Pekin.
and trans,
intersection
of StateStudio
Rte.
9 and Allentown Rd. at east end of city. Geographic coordinates
33' 17" N. Lat.,
89° 36'
33" W. Legal
Long.
Trans. 40°
Continental,
Workshop
Assoc.
counsel
Harry J. Daly,ant.Washington.
Consulting engineer Ralph J. Bitzer, St. Louis.
Principals include William D. McNaughton (pres.14',4%) asst. publisher-19% owner, Pekin Daily
Times; 10%, Effingham (111.) Daily News; 19%,
WRMN Elgin, 111.; v. p.-28%, KXGI Fort Madison,
Iowa, and 23%, KDHS (TV) Aberdeen, S. D.
James M. Unland (v. p.-25%), insurance agent.
F. F. McNaughton (sec. -19.5%), publisher, Pekin
Daily Times; v. p., Sun Printing Co.. Yuma, Ariz.,
and Effingham Daily News; 19%, WRCA Effingham; 13%, KDHS, Joseph E. McNaughton, pres.25%, Effingham Daily News; 31%, WRMN; 60O
WCRA; 49%, KXGI; 64%, KDHS, and 10% Pekin
Daily Times. Announced Feb. 13.
Helena, Mont. — Helena Tv. Inc. granted vhf ch.
10 (192-198 mc); ERP .402 kw vis., .201 kw aur.;
ant. height above average terrain -114 ft., above
ground
47.5 year
ft. Estimated
$28.192.49, first
operating construction
cost $36,000, cost
revenue
$36,000. P. O. address 428 North Main St., Helena.
Studio location Helena. Trans, location Helena.
Geographic
coordinates
32" Adler.
N. Lat.,Legal
112°
03'
04" W. Long.
Trans, 48°and35' ant.
counsel gineer
J. Miller
Smith,
Helena.
Consulting
enArcher S. Taylor, Missoula. Principals
include Charles P. Crehan (7.86%), dir., stockholder of KCAP Helena; J. Harry Moore (4.34%);
Treas. Oscar M. Carlson (5.04%); Vice Pres. E. E.
Palmquist (6.1%); Charlton Radio Electric
(1.51%); Harold M. Ormseth (2.12%); James J.
Kitto (7.065%); Jessie Tanner (2.12%); E. J.
Palmquist (6.1%); David R. Smith (2.12%);
George Jacoby (4.34%); Grant E. Curey (2.22%);
Mrs. Marguerite Cannon (4.34%); Thomas P.
Patterson (1.413%); Gen. Mgr. Bruce Hamilton
(5.75%),Inc.;vice
of Northwest
Video
Pres.pres.,
W. L.stockholder
Piehl (35.44%),
and Nels
Bergman (2.12%). Announced Feb. 13.
Helena, Mont. — Peoples Forum of the Air
granted vhf ch. 12 (204-210 mc); 0.256 kw vis.,
0.128 kw aur.; ant. height above average terrain -152 ft., above ground 183 ft. Estimated
construction cost $22,450, first year operating cost
$7,200. P. O. address 1306 11th Ave., Helena. Trans,
location
Helena.
coordinates
46°
35'
24"
Lat.,
112° Geographic
00' 59" W.Wheeler
Long.
Trans.
Adler
ant. N.GE.
Legal
counsel
& Wheeler,
Washington. Consulting engineer Robert Silliman
& Assoc.,
Washington.
the
Air
is licensee
of KXLJ Peoples
Helena Forum
and is of
17.17%
owner ofholderKXLF-TV
Butte,
Mont.
Principal
stockis Z Net Inc. (98%), management and
financing company, owner of KXLL Missoula,
Mont., KXLF Butte, KXLK Great Falls, Mont.,
and KXLQ Bozeman, Mont. Station will operate
as satellite to KXLF-TV. Announced Feb. 13.
APPLICATIONS
San Francisco, Calif. — Marvin Kratter d/b as
Golden State Telecasting Co. uhf ch 38 (614-620
mc); ERP 16.8 kw visual, 9.12 kw aural; ant.
height above average terrain 481 ft., above
ground
ft. Estimated
$85,755, first308year
operating construction
cost $175,000 cost
revenue
$180,000. P. O. address % Mr. Kratter 521 5th
Ave. New York 17, N. Y. Studio and trans, location Calif, and Mason Sts., San Francisco. Geographic coordinates
37° 47' 24"RCA.
N. Lat., Kratter.
122° 24'
44"
W.
Long.
Trans,
also applicant
for ch.and11 ant.
Fargo,5. N. Mr.
D., is New
York
realtor. Announced
Feb.
Decatur, 111.— Keith Moyer uhf ch. 23 (524-530
mc); ERP 20.9 kw vis., 11.65 kw aur.; antenna
height above average terrain 359 ft., above
ground
ft. Estimated
$89.010, first351year
operating construction
cost $96,000, cost
revenue
$124,000.
P. O. address
Box Transmitter
481, Taylorville,
111.
Studio location
Decatur.
location
Macon
County.
coordinates
47'
32"
N. Lat.,
88° Geographic
58' 25" W. Long.
Trans. 39°
Continental,
ant.
Workshop
Associates.
Consulting
engineer Ralph J. Bitzer, St. Louis, Mo. Mr. Moyer,
owns 75%, WMMA Miami, Fla.
Elko, Nev. — Nevada Radio-Television Inc., vhf
ch. 10 (192-198 mc); ERP 3.02 kw vis., 1.51 kw
aur.; ant. height above average terrain -430 ft.,
above ground 137 ft. Estimated construction cost
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Station

Authorizations,

the
resultant rule-making proceeding in that
connection.

Applications

(As Compiled by B • T)
February 7 through February 13
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction per- night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification,
mit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — very trans. — transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc —
high
frequency,
— ultravis.high
frequency,
ant. kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications au— antenna,
aur. —uhf
aural,
— visual,
kw — kilothorizations. S A— special service authorization.
wat s, w— watt, mc — megacycles. D — day. N —
STA — special temporary authorization. * — educ.
ing
Am- Fm Summary through ingFeb. 13
Li
Appls.
On
Air
Licensed Cps
Pend147
363
Am
3.018
2.993 177
Hear48
0
Fm
540
517 48
FCC Commercial Station A urhoriza Hons
As of December 31,
Tv
Fm
37 * 516 265
19Am56
246
Licensed (all on air)
2,971
14
Cps on air
117
59
24 12045
Cps not on air
Total authorized
164 5542 631
3,125
109
72
Applications in hearing
291
5
New station requests
114
0
New station bids In hearing
6
Facilities change requests
154
Total applications pending
9172 860 3860
Licenses deleted in December
1
0
2
Cps deleted in December

Tv Summary through Feb. 13
Total Operating Stations in U. S.:
Vhf Uhf Total
Commercial
380 90 4701
Noncomm. Educational
17
5
22*
Grants since July 7 7, 7952:
(When FCC began
after tvprocessing
freeze) applications
Vhf
Uhf Total
Commercial
344 323 667i
Noncomm. Educational
25
21
461
Applications filed since April 14, 7952:
(When FCC began
after tvprocessing
freeze) applications
New Amend. Vhf
Total
829 Uhf
570
Commercial Educ.1,063
337
Noncomm.
64
37

* Based on official FCC monthly reports. These
are not always exactly current since the FCC
must await formal notifications of stations going
on the air, ceasing operations, surrendering licenses or grants, etc. These figures do not include
noncommercial, educational fm and tv stations.
For current status of am and fm stations see
"Am and Fm Summary," above, and for tv stations see "Tv Summary," next column.

597
27
1 176 cps (33 vhf, 143 uhf) have been deleted.1,4003
3 One educational uhf has been deleted.
3 One applicant did not specify channel.
4 Includes 44 already granted.
1,4645
5 Includes 714 already granted.
64<

S75,500, first year operating cost S150.000, revenue
3150,000. P. O. address 770 E. Fifth St., Reno,
Nev. Studio and trans, location 1 mi. north of
Elko. Geographic coordinates 40° 51' 08" N. Lat.,
115° 45' 42"Gordon
W. Long.Thompson,
Trans, andReno.
ant. RCA.
Legal
counsel
Consulting
engineer Robert L. Hammett, San Francisco.
Principals are Donald W. Reynolds (pres. -75%),
pres. -majority owner, KFSA-AM-TV Fort Smith,
Ark.; KHBG Okmulgee. Okla.; KBRS Springdale, Ark.; KLRJ-TV Henderson, KORK-TV Las
Vegas
and in
KOLO-AM-TV
Reno,Albert
all Nev.,
and
newspapers
those cities; and
E. Cahlen
fv.p.-25%),
v.p.-gen.
mgr.,Announced
KLRJ-TV, Feb.
and 6.officer
in
other stations
above.
Sheridan, Wyo. — Harriscope Inc. vhf ch. 9 (186192 mc); ERP 3.08 kw visual 1.54 kw aural; ant.
height above average terrain 349 ft., above
ground 67 ft. Estimated construction cost 586,671,
first year operating cost 383,400, revenue $94,800.
P. O. address 355 North Beverly Dr., Beverly
Hills, Calif. Studio location Sheridan. Trans, location Sheridan County. Geographic coordinates
44°
41'
Lat., Legal
106° 54'counsel
12" W. Sher,
Long. OppenTrans.
Gates, 43"
ant. N.RCA.
heimer and Assoc., Washington, D. C. Consulting engineer Robert M. Stillman and Assoc..
Washington.
Applicant
Wyo. Announced
Feb. 11.owns KTWO-TV Casper,

change ant. system. Announced Feb. 11.

Existing Tv Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
WRLP (TV) Greenfield, Mass.— Granted mod.
of ep to change from ch. 58 to ch. 32, change
trans, location to Bolton Rd., Winchester, N. H.,
about 14I2 mi. northeast of Greenfield; change
ERP to 200 kw vis., 100 kw aur., install new ant.trans.
systemFeb.
and 13.increase ant. height to 920 ft.
Announced
KGEZ-TV Kalispell, Mont.— Granted mod. of
cp to change from ch. 8 to ch. 9, change ERP to
14.65 vis., 7.92 aur., and install new ant. -trans,
system. Announced Feb. 13.
WHIZ-TV Zanesville, Ohio— Granted mod. of
cp to change ERP to 14.8 kw vis., 8.13 kw aur..
install new trans, and make other equipment
changes; ant. 540 ft. Announced Feb. 12.
KRGV-TV Weslaco, Tex. — Granted cp to
change ERP to 100 kw vis., 50 kw aur., change
studio location, type trans, and make minor
equipment
changes; ant. 750 ft. Announced
Feb.
12.
APPLICATION
KONA (TV) Honolulu, Hawaii— Seeks mod. of
cp to change ERP to 60 kw vis., 30 kw aur. and
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Total

1,127 337

Allocations

866

. . .

ACTIONS BY FCC
Rome, Ga. — FCC granted petition by James H.
Scarborough on behalf of special committee of
Rome Chamber of Commerce for extension of
time from Feb. 1 to March 4 to file comments to
notice of proposed rule-making to shift ch. 9
from Rome to Chattanooga, Tenn.
KVOL (TV) Lafayette, La.— FCC denied petition by KVOL, requesting (1) severance of conflicting proposals in notice of further proposed
rule-making to allocate ch. 3 to either Lafayette
or Lake Charles, La., from New Orleans-Mobile
demtermixrure rule-making proceeding in
Docket 11752, and (2) extension of time from
Feb. 8 to March 8 to file comments to notice of
further proposed rule-making. Announced Feb. 7.
KDMN Bozeman, Mont. FCC denied April 5,
1956, petition by KDMN requesting shift of tv
ch. 12 from Helena to Bozeman, and terminated

Translators

. . .

ACTIONS BY FCC
Palm Springs, Calif. — Palm Springs Translator
Station Inc. granted chs. 70 and 72. To rebroadcast ch. 2 KNXT (TV) Los Angeles, Calif., on ch.
70, and ch. 4 KRCA (TV) Los Angeles on ch. 72.
Trans, output power 10 w. ERP to community
83 w. Estimated population to be served 13,000
to 50,000 (seasonal). P. O. address 360 N. Palm
Canyon Dr., Palm Springs. Estimated construction cost for each station 35,000, first year operating cost for each station $10,000. Announced
Feb. 13.
APPLICATIONS
Davis Dam, Ariz. — Mohave County Board of
Supervisors, ch. 72 (818-824 mc) to rebroadcast
ch. 2 KLRJ Henderson, Nev. Post office address
Box 390, Kingman, Ariz. Trans output 10 w, ERP
to community 80 w. Estimated population to be
served 1,200. Estimated construction cost $3,250,
first year operating cost $300. Announced Feb. 11.
Blythe, Palo Verde Valley, Riverside County,
Calif— Palo Verde Valley Tv Club, ch. 71 (812-818
mc) to rebroadcast ch. 3 KTVK (TV) Phoenix,
Ariz.; ch. 74 (830-836 mc) to rebroadcast ch. 4
KRCA (TV) Los Angeles, Calif.; ch. 77 ( 848-854
mc) to rebroadcast ch. 2 KNXT (TV) Los Angeles, and ch. 80 (866-872 mc) to rebroadcast ch.
11 KJVA (TV) Yuma, Ariz. P. O. address Box
874, Blythe,
output 19 population
w, ERP to tocom-be
munity 283.5Trans,
w. Estimated
served 12,000. Estimated construction cost S5,580,
first year operating cost SI, 500. Announced Feb.
12.
Shelby, Mont.— Shelby T.V. Club Inc., ch. 76
(842-848 mc) to rebroadcast ch. 7 CJLH-TV
Lethbridge, Alta., Canada. P. O. address, % Fred
Pfann smith, 234 Main St., Shelby. Trans, output 10 w, ERP to community 257.6 w. Estimated
population struction
tocost be
served 6,000.
Estimated con$6,061,
S600. Announced
Feb. first
12. year operating cost
Boise City, Okla.— City of Boise City, eh. 70
< 806-812 Tex.
mc) P.
to rebroadcast
KGNC-TVFowler,
Amarillo,
O. address ch.% 4 Millard
Mayor. Trans, output 10 w, ERP to community
53.9 w. Estimated population to be served 4,000.
Estimated construction cost $5,107, first year
operating cost $1,560. Announced Feb. 11.
John Day, Ore. — John Day Valley Television
Inc., ch. 72 (818-824 mc) to rebroadcast ch. 2
KOBI-TV Boise, Idaho. P. O. address % Ronald
W. Southworth. pres., John Day. Trans, output
10 w. ERP to community 56 w. Estimated population to be served 3,500. Estimated construction cost $4,461,
Announced
Feb. first
12. year operating cost $400.
John Day, Ore. — John Day Valley Television
Inc., ch. 77 (848-854 mc) to rebroadcast ch. 7
KIDO-TV Boise, Idaho. P. O. address see above.
Trans, output 10 w, ERP to community 56 w.
Estimated population to be served 3,500. Estimated construction cost $3,908, first year operating cost $400. Announced Feb. 12.
Rock Springs, Wyo. — Robert R. Laird, ch. 72
i818-824 mc) to rebroadcast ch. 5 KSL-TV Salt
Lake City, Utah. P. O. address Box 1211, Salt
Lake City. Trans, output, 10 w, ERP to community 59.5 w. Estimated population to be
served 12,000. Estimated construction cost $4,320,
first year operating cost $800. Announced Feb. 11.
New

Am

Stations

. . .

ACTIONS BY FCC
Camden, Ark — D. R. James Jr. tr/as Southern
Bcstg. Co. granted 1370 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address
■( Randolph Hotel, El Dorado, Ark. Station has

NEGOTIATIONS

•
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FOR THE RECORD
already been constructed under prior authorization (Mr. James owned KPLN Camden whose liwas cancelled
by FCC)
so no cost-revenue
figurescensewere
included
in instant
application.
Mr.
James
is
3%
owner
of
KELD El Dorado,
Ark. Announced Feb. 7.
Avon Park, Fla. — Paramount Bcstg. Co. granted
1390 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address Box 989. Estimated
construction cost $18,880, first year operating cost
$24,500, revenue $36,000. Applicant is licensee of
WMRB Greenville, S. C. Announced Feb. 13.
Westfield, Mass. — Westfield Bcstg. Co. granted
1570 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address % Albert L.
Capstaff, 21 Waverly Rd., Darien, Conn. Estimated
cost $17,000,
first Sole
year owner
operating
cost construction
$40,000, revenue
$50,000.
Albert L. Capstaff is 25% owner of KVAS Astoria,
Ore. Announced Feb. 13.
Magee, Miss. — Southeast Mississippi Bcstg. Co.
granted 1280 kc, 500 w D. P. O. address % Robin
H. Mathis, Box 522, Houston, Miss. Estimated
construction cost $17,887, first year operating cost
$24,000, revenue $36,000. Principals are brothers
Marvin L. Mathis (45%), Robin H. Mathis (15%),
Ralph C. Mathis (15%), and Bad W. Mathis
(12.5%). Robin H. Mathis, Ralph C. Mathis and
Rad W. Mathis each owns 25% of WCPC Houston,
Miss. Other Southeast principals is John B. Skelton Jr. (12.5%),
nounced Feb. 7. chief engineer at WCPC. AnHamlet, N. C. — Risden Allen Lyon granted 1400
kc, 250 w unl. P. O. address Box 341, Wadesboro,
N. C. Estimated construction cost $9,300, first
year operating cost $15,000, revenue $20,000. Mr.
Lyon is nounced
50%Feb. 7.owner of WADE Wadesboro. AnMurfreesboro, N. C. — Agricultural Bcstg. Service, granted 1430 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address
Box 626, Suffolk, Va. Estimated construction cost
$12,768, first year operating cost $35,000, revenue
$40,000. Sole owner Fred L. Hart is 18.8% owner
of WLPM Suffolk, owns 8% of WGNI WilmingN. C, and isFeb.
director
of WFTC Kinston,
N. C.ton,Announced
7.
Rockwood, Tenn. — Roane Bcstg. Co., granted
580 kc, 500
D. P. O.cost
address
Rockwood.
mated wconstruction
$29,779.66,
first Estiyear
operating
cost $34,752,
pals are equal
partnersrevenue
Herman$48,736.
Spivey,Princivice
pres.-stockholder at WBMC McMinnville, Tenn.
and Ray nouncedSpivey,
Feb. 7. Herman Spivey's son. AnMarshall, Tex. — Caddo Bcstg. Co., granted 1410
kc, 500 w DA-D.
P. O. construction
address 401 S.cost
Carter
St.,
Marshall.
Estimated
$14,382,
first year operating cost $30,000 revenue $36,000.
Principals are equal partners Virgil E. Stone,
former manager of KMHT Marshall, and J. D.
Johnson, nounced
oilFeb. refining
company employe. An7.
Honolulu Hawaii — Kaiser Hawaiian Village
Radio Inc., granted 1040 kc, 5 kw unl. P. O. address % William Marks, 1924 Broadway, Oakland
12, Calif. Estimated construction cost $42,800, first
year operating cost $50,000, revenue $100,000.
Principals are industrialist Henry J. Kaiser
(50%) and Hal Lewis (50%), owner of Hal Lewis
Assoc., Honolulu, station representative firm,
and
Feb. disc
7. jockey on KGU Honolulu. Announced
APPLICATIONS
Arab, Ala. — Marshall County Bcstg. Co., 1380
kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address Box 17, Huntsville,
Ala. Estimated construction cost $13,882, first year
operating cost $18,000, revenue $24,000. Joseph B.
Fait (66%%) and John Garrison (33V3%), own
WFUN Huntsville. Mr. Fait also owns WAJF
Decatur, Ala. Announced Feb. 13.
Calera, Ala. — Marion P. Jones, K. H. Jones and
Elizabeth Jones Smith d/b as Shelby County
Bcstg. Co. 1370 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address %
Marion P. Jones 1208 Comer Bldg., Birmingham,
Ala. Estimated construction cost $16,500, first year
operating costs $24,250, revenue $31,000. Mrs.
Smith, real estate manager, will own 98%; K. H.
Jones, stock broker, and M. P. Jones, employe
Alabama Educational Television Commission,
will be 1% owners. Announced Feb. 11.
Tucson, Ariz. — W. H. Hansen and Paul M.

Ward, partnership, 690 kc, 250 w D. P. O.
address Box 1058, Eureka, Calif. Estimated construction cost $10,300, first year operating cost
$35,000, revenue $50,000. Mr. Hansen (90%) owns
KDAN Eureka, Calif. Mr. Ward (10%) is KDAN
announcer-salesman. Announced Feb. 12.
Calif.— Jack
O. Gross,St., 1400
250
w San
unl. Diego,
P. O. address
1185 Novara
San kc,
Diego.
Estimated construction cost $20,905, first year
operating cost $204,000, revenue $216,000. Mr.
Gross owns KXOC Chico, Calif. Announced
Feb. 12.
Rosa, Calif.
and
LewSanta
L. Gamble
d/b —asJoseph
Radio E.
SantaGamble
Rosa, 1150
kc, 1 ced,
kw Calif.
DA-D.
P. O. address
100 W. cost
21 St.,$74,993,
MerEstimated
construction
first year operating cost $90,000, revenue $108,000.
Joseph Gamble owns KJOY Stockton, KWLP
Merced and 51% of KCMJ Palm Springs, all
Calif. Announced
Lew GambleFeb.owns
firm.
12. Akron, Ohio, theatre
Belleview, Fla. — East and West Indies Bible
Mission Inc., 1480 kc, 1 kw D, remote control
trans. P. O. address Box 97, Old Town, Fla.
Estimated construction cost $16,900, first year
operating cost $24,000, revenue $36,000. G. T.
Bustin, gen. dir. of East and West Indies Bible
Mission Inc., and Mrs. G. T. Bustin will own 52%.
Announced Feb. 13.
South Miami, Fla. — H. T. Parrott, R. D. Ingram
and J. W. Pickett d/b as South Miami Bcstg. Co.
970 kc 1 kw D. P. O. address % Mr. Parrott,
Campbellsville, Ky. Estimated construction cost
$45,375, first year operating cost $50,000, revenue
$80,000. Mr. Parrott, Mr. Ingram and Mr. Pickett,
partners in WTCO Campbellsville and WLOC
Munfordville,
bothFeb.
Ky.,11.will be one-third partners. Announced
Blakely, Ga. — Ralph N. Edwards tr/as Earl
County Bcstg. Co., 960 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address
Box 34, Tifton, Ga. Estimated construction cost
12,393, first year operating cost $36,000, revenue
42,000.ofMr.
Edwards
pres. -gen. Feb.
mgr. 5.-74%
owner
WWGS
Tifton. isAnnounced
North Atlanta, Ga. — Great Commission Gospel
Assn. Inc., 1570 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address % L.
E. Latham, Box 77, Atlanta. Estimated construction cost $14,000, first year operating cost $24,000, revenue
$30,000. Applicant
non-profit
religious organization.
Announced is Feb.
5.
Fullerton, Ky.— Grady M. Sinyard, 1570 kc, 250
w D. P.ham, O.Ala. address
5313 construction
11th St. Southcost
BirmingEstimated
$9,100,
first year operating cost $30,000, revenue $36,000.
Mr. Sinyard owns Birmingham hotel and is employed as industrial engineer with Anderson
Electric Corp., Birmingham. Announced Feb. 11.
Saco, Me. — Sherwood J. Tarlow, 1440 kc, 500
w D. P. O. address % Mr. Tarlow, 99 Revere
Beach Pkwy.,
Medford,firstMass.
struction cost $17,300,
year Estimated
operating concost
$48,000, revenue $52,000. Mr. Tarlow is employe
of WHIL Medford. Announced Feb. 11.
Braddock Heights, Md. — Dan Weinberg and
John J. Keel d/b as Braddock Heights Bcstg. Co.,
1320 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address % Mr. Weinberg,
Jefferson Blvd., Box 16 Braddock Heights. Estimated construction cost $16,469, first year operating cost $35,000, revenue $50,000. Mr. Weinberg
has theatre, real estate interests. Mr. Keel,
Washington, D. C, radio consulting engineer,
owns 7.33.3% of WCRO Johnstown, Pa. Announced
Feb.
Farmington, N. M. — Bill D. Barbour and W. M.
Watson d/b as Farmington Bcstg. Co., 1280 kc,
5 kw D. P. O. address % Mr. Barbour, 244 Plaza
Dr., Clovis, N. M. Estimated construction cost
$26,879, first year operating cost $49,500, revenue
$63,000. Mr. Barbour, manager and 50% owner
KICA Clovis, and Mr. Watson, Clovis automobile
dealer, are equal partners. Announced Feb. 13.
Salem, Ore. — W. Gordon Allen 990 kc, 250 w
D. P. O. address 260 Hansen Ave., Salem. Estimated construction cost $9,200, first year operating cost $48,000, revenue $72,000. Mr. Allen
owns 50%, KTIX Seattle, Wash., 70% KG AL Lebanon, Ore., 66.6% KGAV Salem, Ore., 50% KBAM
Longview, Wash., and 48% KMAR Winnsboro, La.
Woonsocket, R. I. — Lorraine M. Salera and
Arthur L. Muskovitz d/b as Woonsocket Radio

Also send for details on the new Lawrence Welk Library Package
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Co., 1550 kc, 500 w D. P. O. address % Mrs.
Salera, 25 Seventh St., Providence 6, R. I. Estimated construction cost $12,395, first year operating cost $22,000, revenue $31,000. Mr. Muskovitz
is president of Auto Previews Inc, Providence
advertising firm. Mrs. Salera is wife of Jack C.
Salera, 32%
of WNRI Woonsocket. Announced Feb.owner
11.
Gate City, Va. — L. C. Young tr/as Scott County
Bcstg. Co., 1570 kc, 250 w D, remote control
trans. P. O. address 522 Broad St., Kingsport,
Tenn. Estimated construction cost $550, first
year operating cost $7,996, revenue $38,400. Mr.
Young
is employe
Announced
Feb. 11.of Kingsport funeral home.
Hayward, Wis.— WJMC Inc., 910 kc, 1 kw D.
P. O. address
Rice Lake,
struction cost $18,780,
first Wis.
year Estimated
operating concost
$30,600, revenue $36,000. Principals are Walter C.
Bridges
(pres.-79%)
and
Russell
J.
Brown
(v.p21%), who have same interests in WJMC Rice
Lake, Wis. Announced Feb. 7.
Existing Am Stations . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
KENA Mena, Ark. — Granted change from unl.
to specified hours (6 a.m.-6 p.m. daily, 7 a.m.-5
p.m. Sundays). Announced Feb. 13.
WESH-TV Daytona Beach, Fla. — Granted mod.
of cp tolando,move
(ch. 2)1.26in kw
direction
of Orincrease trans,
ERP from
vis., .759
kw
aur., to 100 kw vis., 60.3 kw aur.; increase ant.
height from 320 to 940 ft. Denied requests for
hearingvisionbyCorp.,WORZ
Inc. for
andch.Mid-Florida
applicants
9 Orlando, Telech. 6
WDBO-TVnounced Feb.Orlando,
and WLOF Orlando. An7.
WTWA Thompson, Ga. — Granted change from
unl. to specified hours (6 a.m.-7:15 p.m. daily,
7:25 a.m.-7:15 p.m. Sundays). Announced Feb. 13.
WFST1 kwCaribou,
— Granted Feb.
increase
from
to 5 kw.Me.Announced
7. power
WCRV Washington, N. J. — Granted increase
power tion,from
250 w to
500 w,Announced
engineeringFeb.conditrans, remote
control.
7.
KBOM Mandan, N. D.— Granted mod. of license
to
change station
Announced
Feb. 7. location to Bismarck-Mandan.
•WILA Danville, Va. — Granted cp for new am
on 1580 kc, 500 w D. (Grant of Dec. 19 was set
aside Jan. 16 because of contravention of 10%
rule, plybut
has beenFeb.amended
to comwith application
rule.) Announced
7.
APPLICATION
KOKY Little Rock, Ark. — Seeks cp to increase
power from Feb.
1 kw 7.to 5 kw and install new trans.
Announced
New

Fm

Stations . . .

ACTION BY FCC
Los geles
Angeles,
Calif.107.5
— Bible
Inc. granted
mc, Institute
19.6 kw ofunl.Los P.An-O.
address % James R. Allder, pres., 558 S. Hope St.,
Los Angeles. Estimated construction cost $23,935,
first
year operating
Announced
Feb. 13. cost $6,000, revenue $7,000.
APPLICATION
Babylon, N. Y. — WGLI Inc., 105.9 mc, 15 kw.
P. O. address Livingston Rd. at Madison Ave.,
Babylon.
Cost and ofestimated
revenue
ated in application
WGLI Inc.
for newincorporam in
Babylon [B-T, Jan. 2, 1956]. Announced Feb. 11.
Existing Fm Stations . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
WTPR-FM
Paris,
Tenn. —Feb.
Granted
cancel license. Announced
12. request to
WLEE-FM Richmond, Va. — Granted request to
cancel license. Announced Feb. 12.
Richmond, Va. — Union Theological Seminary
granted mod.commercial
of cp
to change
frequency
of noneducational
fm to 91.1
mc. Announced
Feb. 12.
Washington, D. C— Granted cp
to WFAN
change (FM)
ERP
Announced
Feb. to12.9.4 kw and change type trans.
Ownership Changes . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
WAPI-WAFM (FM)-WABT (TV) Birmingham,
Ala. — hamGranted
control
BirmingNews Co. transfer
to Centralof New
YorkfromBcstg.
Corp.
throughmainssale
of
100%
for
$2,400,000.
Control
rewith S. I. Newhouse and family who own
both Birmingham News and Central New York
Bcstg. Announced Feb. 13.
KNAC-TV Fort Smith, Ark.— Seeks transfer
negative control (50%) from Salome S. Nakdimen,
administratrix estate of Hiram S. Nakdimen, to
George T. Hernreich for $300 and assumption of
obligations estimated in excess of $150,000. Mr.
Hernreich
is Fort Smith jeweler. Announced
Feb.
11.
KFFA Helena,
Ark. —from
Granted
involuntary
assignment of license
J. Q.
Floyd, John
Thomas, Franklin and Sam Anderson d/b as The
Continues on page 112
Broadcasting
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PROFESSIONAL

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
1735 De Sales St., N. W. ME. 8-5411
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 4-2414
Member AFCCE*

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE *

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL SLOG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE*

A. D. RING & ASSOCIATES
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

CARD

Upper Montclair, N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.

P. MAY
RUSSELL
Sheraton Bldg.
711 14th St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member
AFCCE *

L. H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1001 Conn. Ave. Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE*

PAGE, CREUTZ,
STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
710 14th St.,
N. W. 5, Executive
3-5670
Washington
D. C.
303 White Henry Stuart Bldg.
Mutual 3280 Seattle 1, Washington

1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER AM-FM-TV
4806 MONTGOMERY LANE
WASHINGTON 14, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE*

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924
Member AFCCE*

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

A. E. TOWNE ASSOCS., INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

JOHN

Member AFCCE*

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

SERVICE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
Broadcasting

KEAR & KENNEDY

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, 0. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence courses.
Write For Free Catalog, specify course.

Telecasting

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
821 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

J. G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

Member AFCCE*
RALPH
BITZER,Bldg.,
Consulting
Suite 298,J. Arcade
St. LouisEngineei
1, Mo.
Garfield 1-4954
"For Resultt inAM-FM-TV
Broadcast Engineering"
Allocations • Applications
Petitions • Licensing Field Service

DIRECTORY

RADIO ENGINEERING COMPANY
CONSULTANTS— Specialists in
Television — Radio allocations — installations field — antenna measurements — AM
— UHF — VHF "will consider investing with
Norwood J. Patterson, Owner
new applicants"
1111 Market Street San Francisco, Calif.
MArket 1-8171

Member AFCCE*
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline:
Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday
preceding publication date.
Situations Wanted 20<* per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25tf per word —
$2.00 minimum.
All other classifications 30tf per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 1735 DeSales St. N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
remittance
Applicants- If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward
to box numbers are sent at owner s risk. Bboadcastseparately please) All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent
return.
or
custody
thening • Telecasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for
RADIO

RADIO

Help Wanted

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Managerial

hitting sales manty for hard
opportunimanager
Unusual
in metropolitan area.
ager or station
Box 148E,
B'T.

mankilowatter needs an assistant
Pennsylva
nd. Job
ager withniaa solid announcing backgrou
on bonus.
pays excellent salary withjustcommissi
stapromoted to man
job wasfor young,
to holdLooking
man manager.
Last tion
married
ty
opportuni
and
t
permanen
is
Position
car.
with a
at managership soon. Send tape, resume, photo
B'T.
and salary requirements to Box 219E,
station
Manager wanted immediatelybe formana radio
with ability
(lkw daytime only). Must
in
experience
with
and
to sell and announce,
salGood reply
station.
a radio
of to
operation
general
right man. Send
commission
ary and459E,
B'T.
to Box
manager for 500 watter
Aggressiveair sales-station
in central New York. Participation
soon on
be arranged. Box 667,
may
ownership
part
and
Norwich, New York.
Salesmen
Experienced salesman: Best small city operation
in the middle west. Kilowatt daytimer in single
station market offers $400 per month guarantee
for three month minimum. Incentive plan asminimum "salary"
per month
after sures
guarantee
period. ofWill$300match,
dollareven
for
dollar, up to $1,500 in new sales. Commission
necesinterview
Personal
up to 40%.
setup sarypays
for selected
applicants. Box 440E, B'T.
Morning man — salesman for small, fast growing
southeast Florida cost network fulltime am. Good
account list. Salary and commission average
$115 weekly past two years. Management and tv
potential. Box 477E, B-T.
Account executive for music-news. Guarantee
$125.00 per week (not draw), or 15% whichever
is greater. No ceiling on earnings. Number one
Pulse station. No restricted list. Two other salesmen presently making $12,000 per year. Send
full information to Box 479E, B'T.
Experienced, dependable salesman wanted by
leading station, a 5000 watt fulltime, in midwest
city of 55,000 persons. Competitive market but
station has fine organization to support salesman's efforts.percentage.
Guaranteed Good
weeklymandrawcanagainst
commission
earn
$5,200-$6,000 first year and more in second. Tell
all about yourself and wark record, with references, in first letter. Box 570E, B'T.
Wanna make
two Storz-Nomac
"live wire"
salesmen
who money!
would We
like need
to sell
type programming; in market of 150,000, fourth
largest in state. Tremendous guarantee against
top
up toon you
abilitycommissions
preferred, —butit'saccent
sales.— announcing
High pressure: Don't bother! Rush complete resume and
short tape. Box 591E, B'T.
Salesman, assistant manager. We want a man
with considerable small market experience and
an excellent sales record as our number two man
in a single station city of 21,000. Excellent opportunity for advancement with successful six station organization. Good programming, excellent
coverage, fulltime, plus proposed new remote
studios in nearby town of 18,000 makes this a
tremendous proposition. Ideal living conditions,
plenty of sunshine, Texas Gulf Coast area. Tailored pay plan consisting of salary, commission
and override should earn a realistic $6,000 to
$8,000 first year. Full details first letter. Box
619E, B'T.
Salesman. Guarantee against twenty percent.
KWIN, Ashland, Oregon.
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Immediate opening for man with minimum six
months experience. Salary: $75.00 per week to
start. 40 hour week, overtime pay, vacations,
etc. Must have car. Excellent opportunity for
advancement within chain. Send resume and
tape. Box 678C, B'T.
Midwest kilowatt indie needs announcer for experienced and mature staff. Opportunity to work
with local news if interested, however not required. $325 monthly start. Box 295E, B'T.
Illinois kilowatt wants experienced announcer
age 25cialto experience
40 with for
several
of solid commerstaffyears
announcing
position.
News gathering and writing ability helpful. Liberal
bonus,
sick
benefits,
pension
plan,
with
wellestablished independent. State age, education,
experience in detail, references. Personal interview required. Box 474E, B'T.
$150 a week — for DJ with enthusiasm in voice.
Rhyming intros. Breezy glib delivery, but not
rock 'n' roller. Wanted by midwest station. Box
542E, B'T.
Wanted: Midwest kilowatt wants experienced
midwesterner for staff duties. Must be capable of
upholding
goodandname.
We'll starting
pay for salary
right
man. Send our
details
expected
to Box 578E, B'T.
5kw independent, top southeastern market,
needs mature morning man who can step into
top-rated period and produce results for advertisers. Our man must have distinct, positive personality that will cause comment and attract
listeners. Submit tape, resume, earnings record.
Tapes returned promptly. Box 609E, B'T.
Need experience: Do you read well? Have good
voice?
Kansas daytimer pays well for beginners,
B-T.
plus sales commission if you can sell. Box 614E,

RADIO
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Immediate
opening necessary.
for experienced
announcer.
Personal interview
Lee Jylha,
WBCM,
Bay City, Michigan.
Now! Capable, homey, morning man, to operate
board, gather, write and edit news. Top pay for
top help. Medium market kilowatt indie. Forty
hours.lect within
Send 500tape,
or phoneMichcolmiles.photo,
WCEN,resume,
Mt. Pleasant,
igan. Phone Spring 3-3171.
Experienced morning man to specialize in local
and wire news, sports, markets. Top pay for top
ability. WCMY, Ottawa, Illinois.
Announcer. Experienced, for radio and television, CBS-ABC affiliate. Requirements: Good education, proven ability, suitable references as to
character and stability, age: 23-40 years. Immediate opening; good pay; personal interview
by appointment necessary. W. P. Williamson, Jr.,
Write
or
phone: STerling
TV, Youngstown,
Ohio. 2-1145, WKBN-AM-FMRadio announcer, WKDA, Nashville, Tennessee.
Top Hooper in market. Need air salesman who
knows how to follow orders and carry out station policy. Send tape and resume of experience
to H. L. Glascock, WKDA, Nashville, Tennessee.
Have immediate opening for two announcers.
Station opening March fifteenth. Contact WKEN,
Box 549, or phone 7630. or 5797, Dover, Delaware.
Combo man with first phone . . . emphasis on
announcing. Send tape, recent photo and resume
of past experience. . . . WMIC, Monroe, Michigan. . . . Tape will be returned.
Good announcer — must have good voice — no regional accent. Quick native intelligence, humor,
education and experience. Up to $100 weekly
to start for responsible man with initiative and
imagination.
Opportunity
to tryTape,
new ideas.
sonal interview
necessary.
resumePer-to
WPVL, Painesville, Ohio.
Experienced? Hired! Sell tux. Phone WTAY,
Robinson, Illinois.
Wanted: Two announcers with first class ticket.
Write Box 485, Aberdeen, Maryland.
Immediate opening for good reliable announcer.
Prefer man with first class ticket or combination copywriter or announcer and salesman. Send
complete information, tape. Robert J. Bodden,
General Manager, WSWW, Plattville, Wisconsin.
Technical

Good basic pop announcer with first class ticket.
We are interested primarily in announcing ability,mitter
engineering
work Starting
limited salary
two night
transwatch weekly.
$90. weekly,
talent, yearly performance bonus, hospitalization,
paid vacation and opportunity to advance with
successful station organization. Ideal living conditions, lots of sunshine, only station in town of
21,000, Texas Gulf Coast area. Box 618E, B'T.

Chief engineer — experienced and technically
proficient chief wanted for top station in major
Rocky Mountain metropolitan market. Excellent
salary, opportunity for good man. Send full
particulars, resume to Box 571E, B»T.

Immediate opening radio and tv announcing,
midwest, 5 kw am full power tv. Box 620E, B'T.

First phone operator February 25th. New England fulltime regional. State experience and references first letter. Box 593E, B-T.

Sportscaster-announcer with play-by-play experience will be needed soon by sports-minded
northwestern Pennsylvania station. 40 hour week
and extra talent on sports shows. Give salary requirements and full background and references
in first letter. Write Box 624E, B-T.
Need two announcers, one radio, one television.
Also need newsman for combined radio-television
job. Must be able to prepare and deliver on
camera. Send tape, picture, background information, references and salary requirements first
letter. Box 635E, B'T.

First phone announcer — chief engineer, 500 watt
California bay area indie. Send references-tape.
Box 625E, B'T.
Man with engineer experiencing re do work of
Chief. Must be good announcer and able to maintain equipment. KSIL, Silver City, New Mexico.

KODY, North Platte, Nebraska, needs top announcer with first class license. Excellent salary.
Emphasis on announcing. Progressive NBC outlet.
Contact John Alexander.
Announcer for progressive and independent station. Send tape and details immediately to: Manager, WAGR, Lumberton, North Carolina.
Progressive good music station has unlimited
advancement for young man with potential to
learn
Ohio. business. Minimum salary. WATG, Ashland,

Wanted: 1st phone combo man for Delaware
station. Box 557E, B'T.

Combo man, emphasis on announcing. Send tape
and details immediately to: Manager, WAGR,
Lumberton, North Carolina.
First phone operator. Immediate opening. Full
particulars first letter. WASA, Harve de Grace,
Maryland.
First phone operator, 1000 watt. Opening now.
Write details. WBEC, Pittsfield, Mass.
Wanted
salary.
WBRV,

immediately
engineer-announcer must have — acombination
first class ticket.
Good
Send your tape and data to L. Lansing,
Radio, Boonville, New York.

Wanted: Experienced combination 1st phone
engineer-announcer. Immediate opening, 1000
watt daytime. WENC, Whiteville, N. C.
Broadcasting
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Engineer, first class ticket for remote control
station with new Collins equipment. Contact
Roland
Virginia. Potter, 4-7394, WHBG, Harrisonburg,

Staff announcer, first phone, no maintenance,
married, veteran, experienced. Box 566E, B»T.
Experienced married announcer DJ feels he is
ideal for
popPrefer
disc show.
Relaxed Tape
delivery deepall-night
rich voice.
larger station.
on request. No obligation. Box 567E, B«T.
Announcer: 3 years experience 5 kw DJ-news —
fine voice. Prefer west coast. $70. Box 610E, B-T.
Combo — 1st phone — 5 years radio experience —
512 Hiawatha Street, Minot, North Dakota. Available February 1st. Box 575E, B'T.
Experienced morning personality wants south,
central Florida position as deejay-salesman. My
adlib style and radio knowledge will build sales;
audience. No snowbird — want to settle nearer
family. Currently employed. Make a good offer.
Box 577E, B«T.
Smooth,
(includingfootball,
classics).special
Terrific on pleasant
baseball, DJbasketball,
events (Interviews: From Eisenhower down).
Six years experience — three years in Chicago
erea. sitySome
managerial,
PD experience.
B-T.
grad. Desire
Los Angeles
area. BoxUniver582E,

Engineer — first class license for radio and television, CBS-ABC affiliate. Requirements: Good
education, suitable ability and satisfactory references as to character and stability. Age: 23-35.
Personal interview by appointment necessary.
W. P. Williamson, Jr., write or phone STerling
2-1145, WKBN-AM-FM-TV,
Youngstown, Ohio.
Mature, responsible,
engineer-announcer for work atexperienced
beautiful mountain
fm
transmitter. Single man. Car necessary. Starting
pay $70.00 per week plus comfortable quarters
and excellent meals. Responsible job with future. Send photo, references, full resume experience and interests. WMIT, Charlotte, N. C.
Combo — or announcer interested in engineering
needed ginia.
within
days employment.
at WNNT, Warsaw, VirDaytime 30
steady
WONW, Defiance, Ohio, has opening for first
class engineer. Excellent opportunity for right
man. Forward full information to Glenn R.
Thayer.
Program m ing-Prodiiction , Others
Record programmer. For large midwest radio
operation to organize brand new record library,
contact record sources, build stocks, clear copywrites, and program music for increased DJ
show schedule. No air work, but need someone
who eats, breathes and lives records. Box 595E,
B-T.
Program director for music and news station in
southern California. First class ticket. Promotion
ideas. Send tape and experience first letter. Box
607E, B»T.
Newsman. Experienced, for radio and television,
CBS- ABC affiliate. Requirements: Good education, proven ability, suitable references as to
character and stability, age: 23-40 years. Immediate opening; good pay; personal interview
by appointment necessary. W. P. Williamson, Jr.
Write
or
phone: STerling
TV, Youngstown,
Ohio. 2-1145, WKBN-AM-FMSituations Wanted
Salesmen
Salesman — copywriter. Aggressive go-getter.
Now employed. Box 602E, B»T.
Pacific coast radio stations attention: Can you
use salesman with extensive advertising and
selling experience? Then contact daily newspaper
advertising manager, who is switching to radio.
Can double in news and continuitv if you desire.
Box 632E, B-T.
Salesman-announcer, experienced, mature voice,
articulate, aggressive, write hard sell copy. Prefer south.
Available
immediately.
jamin, 346 N.E.
27th Street,
Miami, Jerome
Florida. BenAnnouncers
Personality-DJ — strong commercials, gimmicks,
etc., run own board. Steady, eager to please. Go
anywhere. Box 109E, B-T.
Wanted: A break getting started as announcer.
No experience, but excellent training. Strong on
sports, good preformance with commercials,
news, records. Box 529E, B'T.
Announcer, Negro. SRT grad. Little experience,
lots ambition. Strong commercial, DJ. Tapes
available. Box 532E, B-T.
Announcer, 3rd ticket, farm editor and news.
Hillbilly DJ 10 years. Hillbilly bandleader, steady
employment. Box 556E, B«T.
Successful announcer — currently employed. Seeking improvement — sports preferred. Excellent
references. Box 559E, B»T.
Announcer. 1st phone. 7 years experience. Resume. No tapes. $95. Box 560E, B»T.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

The

Staff announcer: Versed in all phases of announcing. Have had own morning show on midwestern kilowatt for past year. Two years experience, married, vet, 24. Desires to relocate
this Spring. Box 596E, B-T.
First class: Experienced studio, transmitter, recording, remote operation, maintenance, construction. Veteran. Box 599E, B«T.
Ex-B.B.C. broadcaster desires staff position or
free-lance assignments. Anglo-American accent.
Tapes available. Box 600E, B>T.
Fresh out of Rutgers and Cornell U., B.A. Know
my pop, jazz, classics. Loads of education and
potential. 2V2 years college radio. Age 25. Combo.
Please no stampeding. Tape, etc. Box 601E, B-T.
Baseball play-by-play announcer, seven years
experience. Finest references. Box 603E, B»T.
Announcer — recent graduate. Deep baritone.
Strong on news, "hard sell, Billboard, high excitement" material. Tape, photo. Box 605E, B»T.
Experienced sportscaster, strong on baseball,
live tapes to prove. Excellent salesman. Featured
in metronome as top DJ. Box 608E, B«T.
Female (young), all phases radio. Inexperienced,
but ready, willing and able. Desires New York or
New Jersey location. Box 611E, B»T.
Available: Former professional ballplayer. Veteran play-by-play man. College grad. Presently
sports director am-tv operation. Box 612E, B«T.
First phone combo — top-flight, thoroughly experienced announcer desires to relocate with
directional in southeast. No maintenance. Married, employed. Must have top pay. Write or
wire. Box 615E, B-T.
Good ence
music
director
— announcer.
3 years
experi5000 watt
educational
station.
Handle
all
phases of operation. Desire Summer replacement
position. Salary open. Box 616E, B-T.
All-around announcer, top-flight delivery, now
major market, $100 minimum. Box 617E, B«T.
Personality DJ, warm, friendly style. Strong on
music, news and sports. Net affiliate and indie
experience. College grad. Box 622E, B«T.
Experienced
and and
newssports
announcer.play-by-play
Seeking radio andsports
tv news
or both. Write for details. Box 630E, B-T.
Wantmy a area.
personality?
radio-tv
DJ
in
Desire Here's
to moveone.up.TopEmcee
record
hops, rather
personalnot.appearances,
but
Prefer radioradio-tv.
and tvStaff
DJ ability,
shows.
Will consider either. Veteran, family, references,
brochure, tapes. Box 631E, B-T.
Announcer seeking permanent fulltime announcing position. Graduate of Midwestern Broadcasting school, Chicago. Married, will travel. Dale
Cullen, Rt. 1, Box 190, Elkhorn, Wisconsin.
Disc jockey combo man, vet, 24, single, recently
own show,mercial,
1000capable
wattwriting
station,copy.
good Jack
news Davis,
and com421
Crown Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. HYacinth 3-5994.
Announcer, four years experience with first class
license. Strong on sports, news. Good DJ. 28
years old, single, sober, and reliable. Available
immediately. Walker Isham, 210 Commercial
Street, Dayton 2, Ohio.

Real

Function

A

TV-

of

Radio

Broker

.

.

.

■ "/ don't need anyone to help sell
my station. I can do it myself."
Sometimes we get that comment
from an owner; we wish him luck and
fortune when the time comes, but we
go quietly along our way, bringing
buyers and sellers together across the
country. We've been doing it for
Sure, properties change hands
without
benefit of brokers. Was the
years.
best price obtained? Was the buyer
the best qualified? Was the transaction the best one from the standpoint ofultimate benefit to both parties? Only experienced negotiators
can resolve those questions.
We never circulate "lists" of stations. Good properties command immediate buyers. Our job is primarily
negotiating. It involves fitting a
buyer to the available property by
background and common interests.
It means matching financial resources to a property comfortably
and soundly. We know where the
right buyers are, and where an owner
will sell under the right circumstances.
That's our function, and we are
proud of our reputation for serving
broadcasters from coast to coast on
that basis.

ALLEN

AND

KANDER

COMPANY

Negotiators for the Purchase and Sale
of Radio and Television Stations
Washington
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
New

National 8-1990

York

60 East 42nd Street Murray Hill 7-4242
Chicago
35 East Wacker Drive

Randolph 6-3688
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RADIO

RADIO

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

Sportscaster and general announcer. Three years
commercial experience in play-by-play sports,
plus DJ, news, interviews, selling. Mike Love,
Sports Director, WPRB, Princeton, New Jersey.

Write — Gal Friday with ideas that sell. 10 years
radio experience. Presently employed. Seeks opportunity in L. A. area. For references — sample
copy, write Box 592E, B»T.
Former network writer-director with administrative, selling, announcing background seeks position with progressive local station. Strong background in music, news and sports. Creative ideas
B«T.
for spot sales and local programming. Box 594E,

Programming-Production, Others

Staff and sports announcer: Experienced program and music director. Present 5000 watt station for 17 months. Interested in station regardless of size who wants new approach and ideas
for strong adult audience. Strong news, music,
play-by-play, third ticket, married. Prefer North.
Write Glenn
Martin, 833 East 22nd Street. Anniston,
Alabama.
Announcing school graduate, 1st phone. Berkshire 7-6721, after 6:00 p.m. Walter Piasecki, 2219
N. Parkside, Chicago.
DJ, 1st phone,
single,
knows new
music,equipment
wishes relocation. Presently
installing
for
present employer. Available approximately
March 1st. Location not important, working conditions and salary primary, but would prefer
Florida, California. Bill Taylor, Chief Engineer,
WGCD, Chester, South Carolina.
Bom — raised — worked — ? In Florida (won't leave)
— 6 years experience — 5 and 10 kw — DJ — news —
production — sales — sports — MC. Former PD — married— all I know is radio. Write or phone 715 Ingleside Ave., phone 3457, Tallahassee. Available
immediately.
Technical
Chieftion— maintenance
engineer — capable
installa— remote— experienced
control and —directionals. No announcing. Box 626E, B«T.
Experienced engineer announcer available. Box
627E, B-T.
Programming-Production, Others
Things rector
are 50,000
moving
Producer-music
diwatt too
musicfast!indie
wants to slow
down and move south — preferably Georgia,
Florida, Alabama. College grad. Former PD, production and continuity director. Complete radio
experience. Excellent references. Still young and
want to stay that way. Available March 15th.
Write Box 572E, B«T.

College corded
music
professor
will furnish
tape recommentary
for classical
music programs.
Box 597E,
B«T.
Production manager-director, now employed,
seeks challenge in medium market and/or new
station. Experienced in program and production
administration, film buying. Have directed spots,
shows, drama, remotes, network orginations. Can
double as announcer. Box 606E, B-T.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted
Announcers
Have immediate
opening for top
announcer. Salary commensurate
withquality
ability.tvSend
tape
and
recent
photo
to
WBRC-TV,
Channel
6,
Birmingham 9, Alabama.
Technical
Miami vhf station needs three tv technicians to
replace key personnel who have transferred.
Must be thoroughly experienced all phases
studio, remote and maintenance broadcast equipment with 1st class FCC license. Salary commensurate
experiencedesired
and ability.
details including
salary
in first Give
letter. all
Apply
Box 517E, B-T.
Studio engineers, with experience, for midwest
vhf operation. Send resume. Box 604E, B«T. .
Engineer-first
for Georgia.
tv, contact Chief Engineer, WRDW,phone,
Augusta,
Programming-Production, Others
Medium market — openings director, continuity
writer — state salary requirements — send examples
of your work. Excellent opportunities — many
benefits. Box 435E, B«T.

SHIVERING?
TIRED
WANT

OF

TO

DALLAS

FREEZING?

WORK

OR

IN

SAN

SUNNY

ANTONIO?

KLIF in Dallas and KTSA, San Antonio, two of America's crack
independents, are looking for a couple of top-notch disc jockeys
with good voices and different styles. If you're good, fire a
background and tape to
Gordon McLendon
2104 Jackson St.
Dallas, Texas
P. S. Also have a top-pay job for Creative Copywriter.
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TELEVISION
Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Programming-Production, Others
Fine midwest vhf looking for aggressive farm director who knows midwestern farmers and what
they want to hear. Excellent opportunity for right
man who has ideas, good air personality and
voice. Only midwestern farm men need apply.
Box 628E, B-T.
Major league city needs camera director with experience calling shots on baseball games. Send
fulll experience, history, permanent assignment
opportunity. Box 634E, B>T.
Bookkeeper and executive secretaries needed at
California vhf network tv-radio operation. Ideal
medium market on California coast. Send complete details, experience, and references first
letter. Department D, KSBW-TV, P. O. Box 1651,
Salinas, California.
Promotion, merchandising, publicity man or
woman needed immediately at KSBW Radio and
Television vhf network station located on California coast. Send samples, references, resume
first letter. Write Department G, KSBW-TV,
P. O. Box 1651, Salinas, California.
Situations Wanted
Salesmen
Newspaper advertising executive will make you
effective, responsible salesman. Broad advertising,
sales, anddising,promotion
experience.
merchanmarket consumer
research,Knows
promotion
and
sales development. Stable employment record.
Interested in only Pacific Coast or Nevada stations. Box 633E, B'T.
Announcers
Announcer, experienced in all phases of the business, available. Box 406E, B«T.
Interested in a genuine producing Texan. . . .
Gal Friday, that is, noy oil well! 2V2 years "on
camera."grams.. Does. own
. Women's,
children's
procopy . cooking,
. . production
. . . servicing. Six years previous radio experience. Not
afraid of work. Who's interested? Box 573E, B«T.
Reliable on camera salesman seeks opportunity
in larger market. College degree. Excellent references. Box 586E, B-T.
Three years experience radio-tv. 24, single, college graduate, draft exempt. Now at top midwest
station. Strong news, sports, commercials. Prefer
personal interview. Box 613E, B«T.
Technical
Position as chief engineer. Tv or Tv and Radio.
Capable, mature, dependable. Experienced. Can
start at once. Wire Box 585E, B«T.
Veteran: Experienced am broadcast and Army
fixed station radio. Desire tv now. East coast
preferred. Box 598E, B»T.
Programming-Production, Others
Tv producer-director-newscaster presently employedFullmajor
market vhfalldesires
position.
experienced
phases permanent
tv production.
Two years with present employer. Box 430E, B«T.
Assistant producer-director. Film director. Exments. Boxperienced,
555E,efficient,
B'T.accurate. Good both departProduction. nouncing.
Director
five yearscoast.
radio Uhf
and or
tv. vhf.
AnPrefer northeast
Extremely imaginative. Low budget man. Box
562E, B-T.
Continuity director, announcer, news director,
both tion
radio-tv.
assistant
promodirector 50Presently
kw midwest.
Somesales
experience
radio sales, tv commercial administration. College degree. Box 568E, B»T.
Film director — editor desires position preferably
in the south. Years of experience in buying,
booking, editing. Know timing, projection and
equipment.
several methods
of filing
tures, shortsHave
and commercials.
Can take
over feafull
department with an associate that thoroughly
knows the business. Box 569E, B«T.
Young man very anxious to learn tv. Will work
hard. Please give me a chance. Box 574E, B-T.
Selling interested
on film myin specialty
— ifprofessional
your stationfilm
or
agency
producing
581E, B»T.
commercials, here's the man to take charge. Box
Experienced — director and production manager.
Seeking
or production
manager's
job. Writevhf
for director
details. Box
629E, B«T.
Available immediately, practically-trained, topflight production personnel, all categories. Call
Northwest First. Northwest Radio & TV School,
1221 NWwood, 21st,
6, Oregon.
Chicago, Portland
Washington,
D. C. Also HollyBroadcasting

Telecasting
I

FOR

SALE

WANTED

Stations
New 250 fulltime Ids area for lease. Excellent
husband-wife operation. Box 523E, B»T.
For lease — or sale . . . brand new Texas 500
watt daytimer. Small market. No tv interference.
Must be good operator and financially sound.
Tell all first letter including financing. Box 583E,
B-T.
Quality inquiries
AM andinvited.
VHF-TV
Written
Ralphstations
Erwin. available.
Licensed
Broker. 1443 South Trenton, Tulsa.
Rhode Island— $83,000; half cash. Kentucky—
$65,000; half cash. Ohio — $32,000; three-fourths
cash. South Carolina— $60,000; half cash. Vermont
—$40,000; all cash. West Virginia— $68,500; all
cash. Indiana— $150,000; one-third cash. Michigan
—$100,000; half cash. North Caiolina— $86,000;
$10,000 cash. Write Haskell Bloomberg, Broker,
Lowell, Massachusetts.
The Norman Company, 510 Security Bldg., Davenport, Iowa. Sales, purchases, appraisals, handled
with care and discretion, based on operating our
own stations.
Write now for our free bulletin of outstanding
radio and tv buys throughout the United States.
Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 6381 Hollywood Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Equipment
Gain set. V. U. meter. Patch cords. Jack strip.
Tools, etc. Send for list. Box 579E, B«T.
Complete fm equipment now operating. RCA
1 kw transmitter, H-P monitor, GE unilevel amplifier, two ring antenna and coax., operating
daily. Transmitter, monitor and antenna, $1,995.
Unilevel, $185. All $2,150 F.O.B. Great Lakes area.
Box 587E, B»T.
For sale: Gates 250 watt 250-C transmitter available in thirty days will accept a reasonable offer.
One Gates 52-CS studioette nearly new, $500.00.
Frank Carman, KLUB, Salt Lake City, Utah.
150 self-supporting
Available
sonable. Write WBEC,tower.
Pittsfield,
Mass.soon. ReaFor sale: Brand new distortion analyzer and an
audio signal generator, manufactured by Hewlett-Packard, never used. In perfect condition,
will sell at sacrifice. WHTB, Talladega, Alabama.
For sale:
7' by 4'31-A
Gatesspeech
desk input
with turntable
cutouts; 1 Gates
console with
power supply; 2 Gates CB-11, 3-speed turntables;
2 Gray Mod 108-B, pickup arms with Gray 602
equalizers; 2 Gates 61-B pre-amps with power
supply; 100 feet Andrew transmission line with
hand pump; 300 pounds No. 10 copper wire. Item
will be sold F.O.B., WICY, Malone, N. Y. Individually or solely.
REL lOkw. fm amplifier with power supply. Gates
remote control unti. RCA disc recorder. 250 watt
WE am transmitter. For details contact Jack
Ikner. WSTP, Salisbury, N. C.
RCA-BTA-1L transmitter complete with one set
tubes, crystal
for 1480
kcs, wire
for remote
ation. Also Rust
BTR-5AX
remote
control operunit
including R1-108-13A two meter panel to read
modulation
and
frequency
at
studio.
Power
increase necessitates sale. Priced as package for
$3,750, moteor$950.separately,
transmitter
$2,950,
and
reCash sale. Write or call Stanley Ray,
OK Group. 505 Baronne Street, New Orleans,
Louisiana.
For sale: 435 foot self-supporting Truscon Tower.
Now in storage. Contact U. L. Lynch, Technical
Director, Farm & Home Radio, Grand Island,
Nebraska.
3 kw Federal Telephone fm transmitter with
cable and monitors — $3,500.00. 150 foot self-supporting tower — $750.00. Phone C. L. Graham,
Gadsden, Alabama. Liberty 6-1614.
For sale: 3 kw, RCA fm transmitter, 300 ft.
transmission line, modulation frequency monitor.
4 bay side mount Andrews antenna. $4,000.00 for
everything F.O.B. shipping point. Aaron N. Robinson, The Dixie Network, P. O. Box 309, Jackson, Tennessee.
WANTED

TO

BUY

Stations
Young man desires to purchase on finance basis,
or lease with option, station in small or medium
midwest market. Box 564E, B»T.
Exerienced manager wants to purchase working
interest in midwest 250 or 1000 watt station. Will
consider other areas. Interested in permanent
connection only. Will consider only management
with future financial participation after proof of
management qualifications. Reply; Box 589E, B«T.
Equipment
250 am transmitter, monitor and antenna. State
price and condition. Box 563E, B»T.
Broadcasting

Telecasting

TO

BUY

Equipment
Used R.E.L. studio transmitter link. Model 707-B
or similar, for 900 mc. Box 584E, B«T.
Used — two channel console (Western Electric
preferred); two 3-speed turntables (Presto preferred); and two Magnecorders. Box 590E, B«T.
Wanted: \— Magnecorder type PT6-J, or similar
amplifierMalone,
only, forN. use
WICY,
Y. with PT 6-A, or PT-6-AH.
Fm transmitter, 1-3-5-10 kw, associate equipment
Edwin Kennedy, WILM, Wilmington, Delaware.
Require low band transmitters, one 500 watt
and other 5 kw; television amplifiers of 20, 35,
and 50 kw. Give full details, including prices.
A. G. Zepeda, Apartado 1762, Mexico, D. F.
Require five fm transmitters or fm amplifiers
from 250 watt up to 50 kw. Give full details inMexico, D.cludingF.prices. A. G. Zepeda, Apartado 1762,
Low powercational
fm broadcasting.
transmission
equipment
eduGeorge
Benson, forRoslyn
High School, Roslyn Heights, New York.
1 kw, Channel 35, UHF equipment complete or
part. Box 555, Fort Smith, Arkansas.
INSTRUCTION
FCC first phone in 12 weeks. Home study or residentwood,training.
Ourandschools
are located
California,
Washington,
D. C. inForHollyfree
booklet, write Grantham School of Electronics,
Desk
H-B,
1505
N.
Western
Avenue,
Hollywood
27, California.
FCC first phone license. Start immediately.
Guarantee coaching. Northwest Radio & Television School,
Dept. B, 1627 K Street, N. W., Wa«hington,
D.C.
FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed
instruction by master teacher. Phone FLeetwood
2-2733. Elkins Radio License School, 3605 Regent
Drive, Dallas. Texas.
RADIO
Help Wanted
Programming-Production, Others
RADIO-TV

NEWS

RELATIONS

Progressive industrial company has a position in its New York City Headquarters
for a college graduate, age 33-42, to handle
company news relations with the radio
and television outlets. We want a man
who has character and integrity, who can
write, who presently is successful but
would like to use this position as a stepping stone to other areas of public relations. Please forward complete resume including starting salary required to
Box 561E, B»T
ADVERTISING

AGENCIES

Help Wanted
Salesmen

ADVERTISING

AGENCY

RADIO
Situations Wanted
Announcers
PRESCRIPTION: For Sad Station
Managers with "Unhappy Hoopers,
Poor Pulses and Anemic Nielsens!"
Daily shots by No. 1 Show Surgeon
now in major metropolitan market.
Holder of D.D.J, and A.S. Degrees
(Doctor of Disc Jockeying and Air
Salesmanship). Have instruments, (hit
records), will travel.
Box 621E, B«T
Technical
CHIEF

ENGINEER

RADIO - TELEVISION - COMMUNICATIONS
Broad technical and administrative experience both domestic and foreign. Expert system and plan design, installation
operational supervision.
Box 580E, B«T
TELEVISION
Situation Wanted
Salesmen
DOC
TV

IX 5C

SALES

Sincere and honest person would
\l appreciate interview with employer jxj
who understands and wants loyalty in their employees. Need a sizeable income potential to make
change. Please give your station
XX=
] swering.
call leHers Currently
and address
when anemployed
as
5j very successful Sales Manager.
Box 576E, B*T
:xk:
FOR

:xtc

SALE

Equipment
TAPE RECORDERS
All Professional Makes
New — Used — Trades
Supplies — Parts — Accessories
STEFFEN ELECTRO ART CO.
4405
W. North8, Avenue
Milwaukee
Wise.
Hilltop 4-2715
America's Tape Recorder Specialists

RADIO-TV SALESMAN
Experience in servicing and some selling of
accounts essential. Must be good idea man
and know Radio-TV thoroughly.
Will direct work of TV copywriter and work
with top-notch artist.
Agency presently situated in upstate New
York. Salary open. Future limited only by
your ability to service accounts effectively,
prepare and present proposals for new and
increased business.
A good chance to go places in a growing
department of a well-established agency.
one.Write fully, enclosing photo if you have

TOP JOBS— TOP PEOPLE
We have, or will find, just the person or
job
you'reM. looking
Contact
E. Stone,for.Manager ....
NATIONAL RADIO & TELEVISION
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

Box 565E, B*T

5th floor, 1627
'K' St.
Washington,
D. C—
RE NW.
7-0343

EMPLOYMENT

SERVICES
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Continues from page 106
Helena Broadcasting Co. to J. Q. Floyd, Sam W.
Anderson and Deasdia A. Franklin, administratix
of estate of John T. Franklin, deceased. Each is
equal partner. Announced Feb. 12.
KVOR Colorado Springs, Colo. — Granted assignment of license from Riggs & Greene Inc. to
Dunbar Bcstg. Inc., for $142,001. One-third
partners in latter are James Dudley, freelance
announcer; George Furth, furniture sales representative, Berne, Ind., and Pres. Charles Dunbar,
sales manager,
nounced Feb. 7. WERE Cleveland, Ohio. AnWISH-AM-TV Indianapolis, WANE-WINT (TV)
Fort Wayne, both Ind.; KOTV (TV) Tulsa, Okla.;
KGUL-TV Galveston, Tex.— Granted relinquishment of positive control by John Hay Whitney
to J. H. Whitney and Co. New voting policy. No
change in control. Announced Feb. 12.
WMAR-TV Baltimore, Md. — Granted involuntary transfer of control from Harry C. Black,
deceased; Paul Patterson, deceased; James C.
Fennagen, deceased; John E. Semmes and Edwin
F. Morgan,
voting trust
agree-F.
ment to Mr. trustees
Semmes,under
Mr. Morgan,
William
Schmick, Thomas B. Butler and Gary Black,
voting
Feb. 12. trustees. They vote 93.9%. Announced
WMGT-TV Adams, Mass. — Granted assignment
of cp from Greylock Bcstg. Co. to Hudson Valley
Bcstg. Co. (WROW-WCDA [TV] Albany, WCDB
[TV] Hagaman, both N. Y.) for $379,206. Frank
M. Smith, pres. -18% owner of Hudson Valley, is
33 V3 owner of WCNS (TV) Baton Rouge, La., ch.
40 permittee.
Thomas,Valley;
radio-tv
mentator, ownsLowell
21% ofJ. Hudson
Algercom-B.
Chapman, Troy, N. Y., Representative to U. S.
Congress, owns 8%, and John P. McGrath, New
York lawyer, 7%. Announced Feb. 7.
KNEM Nevada. Mo. — Granted acquisition of
positive control by Kenneth E. White through
purchase of 52% stock from John Blake and
Minnie Sparks Blake for $26,000. Mr. White will
own 100%. Announced Feb. 13.
KOAT-TV Albuquerque, N. M. — Granted transfer of positive control (100%) from Walter J.
Stiles et al to Clinton D. McKinnon for about
$718,500, including obligations to be assumed. Mr.
McKinnon controls North Shores Sentinel, San
Diego, and Coronado Journal, both Calif, weekof KVOA-AM-TV
Ariz. lies,
He andisowns
former25%licensee
of KCBQ San Tucson,
Diego.
Announced Feb. 7.
WPET Greensboro, N. C. — Granted assignment
of license from Wayne M. Nelson to Guilford
Adv. Inc., Greensboro, for $125,000. Hugh E.
Holder, merly
pres. -25% owner of Guilford Adv., forFeb. 13. owned WTIK Durham, N. C. Announced
WMGW-AM-FM
Meadville,
Pa.— Granted
assignment of licenses from
Meadville
Bcstg. Service
Inc. to Regional Bcstrs. Inc. for $99,600. Regional
Bcstrs. is 50% owned by William H. Rich, former
account executive, WINS New York, and 50% by
American Business Enterprises Ltd., New York.
Latter is owned by Alastair B. Martin and family
and has interests in record manufacturing firm
and clinical testing laboratory. Announced Feb. 13.
WRAK-AM-FM-TV Williamsport, Pa.— Granted
assignment of license from WRAK Inc. to WGAL
Inc. (J. Hale and John F. Steinman interests) for
$125,000. Steinman family owns WGAL-AM-FMTV Lancaster. WEST-AM-FM Easton, WLEV-TV
Bethlehem. WORK York, WKBO Harrisburg and
WRAW Reading,
all Pa., andFeb.WDEL-AM-FM
Wilmington, Del. Announced
7.
KWHOment of license
Salt LakefromCity,Reese
Utah —C. Granted
Andersonassignand
G. W. Peck d/b as Radio Station KWHO to Mr.
Anderson nounced.
through
sale
of
30%
for
$5,000.
AnFeb. 12.
KBAM Longview, Wash. — Granted assignment
of license from W. Gordon Allen and John Truhan d/bporateas change.
AltruNo Bcstg.
KBAM Announced
Inc. Corchange Co.in tocontrol.
Feb. 12.
APPLICATIONS
WJDB Thomasville, Ala. — Seeks transfer of
license from J. Dige Bishop to WJDB Radio Inc.
Corporatenouncedchange.
Feb. 13. No change of control. AnKLYR Clarksville, Ark. — Seeks assignment of
cp from Pat Spencer Goolsby and Chester Wilkerson d/b as Peach County Radio to Roy Forrester and Reece Adkison d/b as Clarksville
Radio Bcstrs. for $11,520. Mr. Forrester owns
Morrilton, Ark., appliance firm and Mr. Adkison
Russellville,
tv sales-service firm. Announced Feb.Ark.,
11.
WPTX Lexington Park, Md. — Seeks transfer of
control from William J. Thomas, Stanley Graziadio, Joseph Connolly and Joe Milsop to James S.
Beattie and Arthur A. Snowberger for $14,500.
Mr. Beattie
ownsSnowberger
advertisingis agency
ton, n. C. Mr.
managerWashingWOOK
and WFAN (FM) Washington. Announced Feb. 11.
WACR Columbus, Miss. — Seeks assignment of
license from J. W. Furr to James W. Eatherton
for $60,000. Mr. Eatherton is former sales manager
of WCBI Columbus, Miss. Announced Feb. 11.
WQMC
N. C. — Seeks
assignment of cp(TV)
from Charlotte,
Hugh A. Deadwyler
to Century
Adv.
Co.,
Charlotte.
Mr.
Deadwyler
will
be
49.5% owner. Frank P. Larson Jr., owner of pres.local
firm representing manufacturers of electrical
construction materials, will be secy. -treas. -49.5%
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owner. Announced Feb. 11.
KOB-AM-TV Albuquerque, N. M. — Seeks transfer of control from Time Inc. and Wayne Coy
to KSTP Inc., through sale of 100% for $875,000.
Buyer is licensee of KSTP-AM-TV St. Paul,
Minn., owns 23% of KWK-AM-TV St. Louis,
Mo., and nounced23%,
Feb. 12. WGTO Haines City, Fla. AnWNYS Salamanca, N. Y. — Seeks assignment of
cp
Luther
M. Schaeffer,
MarionM. G.Schaeffer,
Schaeffer,from
Warren
A. Schaeffer,
Hannah
Carl L. Schaeffer, Lily S. Pursell, and George D.
Pursell
ceased. to same, deleting Warren Schaeffer, deKNEW Spokane, Wash. — Seeks transfer of control from Scripps League Newspapers Inc., Burl
C.
Hagadone
Harry Henke
Jr. to through
Mount
Rainier
Radio &andTelevision
Bcstg. Corp.,
sale of censee
100%
for
$422,649.
Mount
Rainier
is liof KJR Seattle, Wash.; KXL Portland,
Ore., and KHMO Hannibal, Mo. Lester M. Smith
and Lincoln Dellar are co-owners of Mount
Rainier.
Latter owns
TV Sacramento,
Calif. KXOA-AM-FM
Announced Feb.and12. KCCCHearing

Cases . . .
FINAL DECISION
KALI Pasadena, Calif.— FCC by memorandum
opinion and order of Feb. 13 denied (1) motion
by KALI
to quash
May 1,should
1956
order
to show
cause Commission's
why KALI license
not be modified to eliminate overlap between
contours of KALI and proposed operation of Cerritos Bcstg. Co., Signal Hill, Calif., and (2) petition by Cerritos
for review for
of examiner's
denial
to amend
its application
new am station
which is in consolidated hearing with Albert
John Williams, Inglewood, and Palomar Bcstg.
Co., Escondido,
Announced
Feb.both
13. Calif., also seeking new ams.
INITIAL DECISION
WWBZ Vineland, N. J.— Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham issued supplemental initial
decision looking toward grant of application of
WWBZ
for renewal of license. Announced Feb.
11.
NARBA Notifications . . .
List of changes, proposed changes and corrections in assignments
of Canadian
stations
modifying appendix
containingbroadcast
assignments
(Mimeograph
attached
to recommendations of North 47214-3)
American
Regional
Broadcasting
Agreement engineering meeting Jan. 30, 1941.
Canadian Change List #108
Jan. 14, 1957
730 kc
CKAC Montreal, Que.— 50 kw DA-1 unl. Class
II, 10-15-57.
1130 kc
CKWX Vancouver, B. C— 50 kw DA-N unl.
Class I-B, 10-15-57.
1150 kc
CKSA Lloydminster, Alta.— 1 kw DA-2 unl.
Class III, assigned call letters.
1290 kc
CFAM Altona, Man.— 1 kw DA-1 unl. Class III,
assigned call letters.
1500 kc
CHUC Port Hope, Ont. — 1 kw DA-D Class II,
assigned call letters.
Routine

Roundup

. . .

February 7 Decisions
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By the Commission
Actions of February 6
WTTVcation to (TV)
— Granted
move Bloomington,
trans, (ch. 4) Ind.
to point
about appli27 mi.
northeast of Bloomington towards Indianapolis,
involving certain equipment changes; subject to
existing WTTV ant. being removed within 60
days following
operation
new site
and Commission being so
advised:at denied
petitions
for
hearing by WIBC Inc., Mid-West Tv Corp. and
Crosley Bcstg. Corp. (applicants for ch. 13, Indianapolis). Comr. Mack abstained from voting.
KCCC-TV Sacramento, Calif. — FCC granted
protest
ch. 40 onKCCC-TV
extent of of
designating for by
hearing
March 4 toapplication
KOVR
(TV)
(ch.
13)
Stockton,
Calif,
to
change
and ant. site from Mt. Diablo, about 20 milestrans,
east
of Santon, toFrancisco
and 35 miles
Stock-of
Butte Mountain,
aboutsouthwest
80 milesof east
San Francisco and 40 miles northeast of Stockton,
increase ERP to 316 kw vis. and 158 kw aur., and
change
trans,
and ant.;
made Jan.
KCCC-TV,
protestedtypeNov.
8 grant
(stayed
2) partywhoto
proceeding. KCCC-TV's petition requesting reconsideration of commission's
its tendered application
for ch.actions
13 and returning
denying
comparative
consideration
with
KOVR's
application for license will be acted upon at later
date.
City of Butte, Butte, Mont. — Is being advised.

that application for a new tv translator station to
operates on ch. 70 indicates necessity of a hearing.
KELS (FM) Nacogdoches, Texas — Granted SCA
to render supplemental service on simplex basis.
KYW Cleveland, Ohio — Granted change from
non-DA to DA-1 engineering conditions.
WBCU Union, S. C. — Granted change from unl.
to specified hours (5:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. daily
6:55 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. Sundays).
KIHO Sioux Falls, S. D. — Granted change from
DA-1 to DA-N, engineering condition.
Washington Bcstg. Co. Manassas, Va.; O. K.
Bcstg. Corp. Triangle, Va.; Prince William Bcstg.
Co. Manassas, Va. — Designated for consolidated
hearing applications for new am stations on
1460 kc. 500 w, D.
WAYE Dundalk, Md. — Designated for hearing
application
change station and studio location
to
Baltimore,to Md.
KBBA Benton, Ark. — Is being advised that application for assignment
of license
C. Lavelle Langley,
James B. Branch,
Jr., from
and Roy
M.
Fish, to Langley and Sam Preston Bridges, d/b
as The Benton Bcstg. Service, indicates necessity
of hearing. Comrs. Doerfer and Craven voted for
WBBR Brooklyn, N. Y. — FCC by memorandum
opinion and order (1) dismissed protest filed by
WCRB-AM-FM
Waltham, Mass., directed against
grant.
Dec. 12, 1956, grant of assignment of license of
WBBR from Watchtower Bible & Tract Society
of New York Inc., to Tele-Broadcasters of New
York Inc.
and (2)
granted
for reconsideration of same
action
filedpetition
by WEVD
New York
to extent of designating application for oral
argument on Feb. 25; postponed effective date of
Dec. 12ment
grant
pendinganddetermination
in oralthat
argu-in
proceedings:
further ordered
event assignment has been consummated, parties
shall
have until March 8 to reassign license to
Watchtower.
KWSC Pullman, Wash. — Set aside Jan. 17 grant
of renewal of license pending resolution of quesraised in connection
with forpending
applicationtions
for modification
of license
unlimited
time
operation.
Following were granted renewal of licenses:
KSPA Santa Paula, Calif.; KSMU (FM-Ed), Dallas, banks,
Tex.; Alaska;
KRULKGON
Corvallis,
FairOregon Ore.;
City, KFRD
Ore.; KISW
(FM), Seattle, Wash.; KJUN, Redmond, Oreg.;
KIBH, Seward, Alaska; KFMU (FM), Glendale,
Calif.: KTEC
Payallup,
Wash. (FM-Ed) Oretech, Oreg.; KAYE
February 7 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
KVSO-TV Ardmore, Okla. — Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 9-6-57.
V. I. — Seeks mod. of cp
to WIUS
extend Christiansted,
completion date.
February 1 1 Decisions
By Hearing Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison
Volusia County Bcstg. Corp., Daytona Beach,
Fla. — Granted petition for leave to amend its am
application to specify new trans, site and to substitute new proposed program schedule and related material, and application as amended is removed from hearing docket and returned to processing line; prehearing conference and hearing
scheduled for Feb. 12 and 19 are cancelled. Action
Feb. 11.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
Charles W. Dowdy Tifton, Ga.; Thomas D. Pickard Ashburn, Ga. — Upon oral request of Mr.
Dowdy and Mr. Pickard, continued from Feb. 14
to
MarchFeb.21 8.hearing on their am applications.
Action
February 12 Decisions
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By the Broadcast Bureau
Actions of February 8
WOAKcense for non-commercial
(FM) Royal Oak,
Mich.— Granted
lieducational
fm.
Following
were
granted
extensions
of
completion dates as shown: WAGA-TV Atlanta, Ga., to
3-10; WNOK-TV Columbia, S. C, to 8-25.
Actions of February 7
amWDDY
station. Gloucester, Va. — Granted license for
WFAXering Falls
Va. —install
Granted
increase Church,
power and
new license
trans. covWWWWant. Rio
R.— Granted
change
-trans,Piedras,
locationP. (same
city). cp to
WMMA Miami, Fla. — Granted mod. of cp to
change ant. -trans, and studio location.
WIUS Christiansted, V. I. — Granted extension
of completion date to 6-24.
Actions of February 6
KRUN Ballinger, Tex. — Granted extension of
permission to sign off at 7 p.m. (local time) daily,
except during special events, for additional 90
days beginning March 1, to allow time for preparation and filing of formal application for specified hours.
KBRZ Freeport, Tex. — Granted permission to
sign off at
p.m.forduring
tember6 except
specialFebruary
events, through
in orderSep-to
Broadcasting
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maintain hours of operation as uniform as
possible.
amKRCK
station.Ridgecrest, Calif. — Granted license for
WRUS Russellville, Ky. — Granted cp to replace
expired cp which authorized change frequency
from 800 kc to 610 kc and decrease power from
1 kw to 500 w; condition.
KVOC Casper, Wyo. — Granted cp to move ant.trans. location and operate trans, by remote
control.
Following
of completion dates as were
shown:granted
WENS extensions
(TV) Pittsburgh,
Pa.,
to 8-9; KGEO-TV Enid, Okla., to 8-14; WISC-TV
Madison, Wis., to 8-7; KXOR (TV) Portland, Ore.,
to 5-23; KTAG-TV Lake Charles, La., to 7-9;
WDHF Chicago, 111., to 9-5.
Actions of February 5
KUMV-TV Williston, N. D. — Granted STA to
operate commercially on ch. 8 for period ending
March 18.
KUMA Pendleton, Ore. — Granted license covering change of facilities, install new trans, and
DA; conditions.
WEJL Scranton, Pa. — Granted permission to
sign off at 5:45 p.m. EST, during those days in
April when DST is in effect, and at 6 p.m. EST,
during remaining months (May through Aug.)
of current license period. (Supplemental request
will be filed at appropriate time with respect to
Sept.)
KXLF Butte, Mont. — Granted cp to install new
trans., change studio location and operate trans,
by remote control.
WEAM Arlington, Va. — Granted cp to make
changes in DA-D and change from DA-1 to DA-2.
WAAMchanges
(TV) inBaltimore,
Granted
make
facilities, Md.—
change
studiocpandto
trans, location, change type ant., and make other
equipment changes; ant. 733 ft. tower facilities
to be Baltimore.
shared with WBAL-TV and WMAR-TV,
both
Following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: KOOK-TV Billings, Mont.,
to 4-20; WDSU-TV New Orleans, La., to 3-20:
KSPS (TV) Hot Springs, Ark., to 8-13; WAGA-TV
Atlanta, Ga., to 5-10; KWGB-TV Goodland, Kan.,
to 5-20; WTVD (TV) Durham, N. C, to 8-23;
KLVI Vivian, La., to 4-9; WVET Rochester, N. Y.,
to 5-19, conditions.
Actions of February 4
WFBR Baltimore, Md. — Granted license covering install old main trans, as aux. trans., and
increase power from 1 kw to 5 kw.
WJCM Sebring, Fla. — Granted license covering
change of facilities and install new trans.
Following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WARM-TV Scranton, Pa.,
to 8-11; WLOS-TV Asheville, N. C, to 4-15.
Action of January 30
WTWV (TV) Tupelo, Miss.— Granted STA to
operate commercially on ch. 9 for period ending
Aug. 1.
February 1 1 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
Following seek mod. of cp to extend completion
dates as shown: WAGA-TV Atlanta, Ga., 3-10.57;
WWTV (TV) Cadillac, Mich.; WJIM-TV Lansing,
Mich., 9-57; WAIM-TV Anderson, S. C, 7-25-57.
License to Cover Cp
KGMS Sacramento, Calif. — Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized change hours, change
trans, and studio location, type ant.-trans.
WKRS Waukegan, 111. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized new trans.
WLOB Portland, Me. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized new am.
WHIT New Bern, N. C. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized new trans.
WAEL Mayaguez, P. R. — Seeks license to cover
cp (expired cp) to change frequency, increase
power, install new trans, and ant., and change
ant.-trans. location.
KCAR Clarksville, Tex. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized new trans.
WOAK (FM) Royal Oak, Mich.— Seeks license
to cover
cp whichfm. authorized new non-commercial educational
KELO-TV Sioux Falls, S. D. — Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized specify studio location
as 220 N. Phillips Ave., Sioux Falls in lieu of
Eighth St. and Phillips Ave.
WKBT (TV) La Crosse, Wis.— Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized change facilities.
KBET-TV Sacramento, Calif.— Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized new tv.
WHMI Howell, Mich. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized new am.
Renewal of License
WNHC-FM New Haven, WSTC-FM Stamford,
both Conn.; WEEI-FM Boston, WHDH-FM Boston, WBET-FM Brockton, WHAI-FM Greenfield,
WBSM-FM New Bedford, WBEC-FM Pittsfield,
all Mass.; WTMH (FM) Providence, R. I.
February 12 Decisions
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Richard A. Mack
Channel 16 of Rhode Island Inc. Providence,
R. I. — Granted petition for extension of time to
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Feb.
18 to file
exceptions
to initial
application
of Cherry
& Webb
Bcstg. decision
Co., for recp
for
new Feb.
tv on12. ch. 12 in Providence, and for STA.
Action
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham
Cicero petition
P. Yow; ofWKLM
Granted
Mr. YowWilmington,
to extent N.thatC—it
seeks dismissal of his application and denied in
other respects;
application is dismissed, and apAction Feb.plication of8.WKLM is retained in hearing status.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
W. T. Porter, Bath, Me. — On oral request, and
without objection by Broadcast Bureau, ordered
that record andrethat
am further
application
of Mr. Porter is reFeb. 14. opened,
Action Feb.
11. hearing is scheduled for
WGMS ington,Bethesda,
Md., that
and further
WGMS-FM
Wash-is
D. C. — Ordered
hearing
scheduled for Feb. 13, in matter of assignment of
licenses and cp. Action Feb. 11.
February 12 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
Following
seek
of cp to
extend
tion dates: KDCO mod.
Ridgecrest,
Calif.;
KOOScompleCoos
Bay,
Ore.;
WPCC
Clinton,
S.
C;
KBBC
vine, Utah; WBLK Clarksburg, W. Va. CenterLicense to Cover Cp
WCRB Waltham, Mass. — Seeks license to cover
cp
new which
trans. authorized increase power and install
KSHS (FM) Colorado Springs, Colo.— Seeks
license to cover
whichfm. authorized new noncommercialcpeducational
February 13 Decisions
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By the Commission
Gold Coast Bcstg.; Gold Coast Radio, Pompano
Beach, Fla. — Designated for consolidated hearing
applications for new am stations on 1470 kc, 5

kw DA-D.

Licenses Renewed
KCMC-AM-FM Texarkana, Tex.; KHFS Vancouver, Wash.; KENO Las Vegas, Nev.; KFIR
North Bend, Ore.; KRMW The Dalles, Ore.;
KAHU Waipahu, Hawaii; KASH Eugene, Ore.;
KVWO
Cheyenne,
KTEL Walla
Walla, Wyo.;
Wash. KIFW Sitka, Alaska!
George A. Mayoral and Wm. Cortada, partnership; Portorican-American Bcstg. Co., Ponce,
P. R. — Designated for consolidated hearing competing applications for new tv stations on ch. 7.
Texas Technological College; C. L. Trig, Lubbock, Tex. — Designated for consolidated hearing
competing applications for new tv stations on ch.
5; denied request of Texas Technological College
for
tion. extension of time to file additional informaWMUR-TV Manchester, N. H., and Storer
Bcstg. Co. — Are being advised that application
to change trans, location from 6.6 mi. west of
Manchester to about 30.5 mi. southeast of Manchester and about 20 mi. from nearest city limit
of Boston, Mass., increase vis. ERP to 316 kw,
changetion to transfer
type trans.,
etc., from
and contingent
control
Francis P. applicaMurphy
to Storer Bcstg. Co., indicate necessity of hearing; also advised that any grant for consent to
transfer control would be conditioned that transfer not be consummated until Storer disposes of
all interest in WAGA-TV Atlanta, Ga. Chairman
McConnaughey and Comr. Doerfer voted for
grants. Announced Feb. 13.
February 13 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
Following
seek
mod.WLWA
of cp to
completion dates as shown:
(TV)extend
Atlanta,
Ga.,
3-10-58; WYOB-TV Winston- Salem, N. C, 9-3-57;
KUMV-TV Bismarck, N. D., 5-18-57; KFJI-TV
Klamath Falls, Ore., 9-3-57.
RENEWAL OF LICENSE
WCRB-FM Waltham, Mass.; WTSV-FM Claremont, WKBR-FM Manchester, WOTW-FM Nassau, all N. H.; WWON-FM Woonsocket, R. I.

UPCOMING
February
Feb. 21-22: Second annual conference, state association presidents, Mayflower Hotel, Washington, D. C.
Feb. 22: Annual awards dinner, Voice of Democracy, Washington, D. C.
Feb.
26:
RCA Consulting
Seminar,
Hotel Statler,
Washington, Engineers'
D. C.
Feb 27: United Press Broadcasters of MassaPutnam and Thurston's Restaurant,
Worcester,chusetts,
Masss.
Feb.
27-March
1
: Westinghouse
public Boston.
service
clinic, Hotel Statler
and WBZ studies,
March
March 8: Ohio Assn. of Radio and Television
Broadcasters, Biltmore Hotel, Dayton.
March
10-11 : Texas Assn. of Broadcasters, San
Antonio.
March 13-16 : Assn. of National Advertisers, spring
meeting, The Homestead, Hot Springs, Va.

BROADCASTING

March 18-21: Annual convention and engineering
City.
show,
Radio Coliseum,
Engineers,New
WaldorfAstoriaInstitute
and Newof York
York
March 20-21:
Michigan Hotel
Assn. Olds,
of Radio
and Television Broadcasters,
Lansing.
March 20-22: Continental Advertising Agency
Network, Rickey's Studio Inn, Palo Alto, Calif.
April
7-11:Chicago.
NARTB annual
April convention, Conrad
Hilton,
May
April 25-27 : Annual meeting
of the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies, the Greenbrier,
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
April 25-28 : Annual convention, American Women
in Radio & Television, Chase Park-Plaza Hotel,
St. Louis.
May 13-15:tronicsAeronautical
and Navigational
national conference,
Dayton, Ohio. Elec-
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Toll

Tv

Test

Trap

IF THE Senate Commerce Committee adopts the recommendations of its staff and urges experimental authorization of subscription television, the advocates of toll tv will have gone a long
way toward winning their case.
Because their action can be so influential, we suggest that the
members of the committee carefully study the staff's proposals.
These proposals, however well-intended, could only lead the government and television into a trap.
In essence, the Commerce Committee staff has recommended
that the FCC approve subscription television on a "test" basis.
This would not be a technical test of equipment, but an actual
test of operation, with the public — or at least that part of it willing
to pay for tv — participating in the investment.
The committee staff says that the FCC should exert tight control over the "test" and delay a final decision on general approval
of subscription tv until the "test" has proved whether it will work
to the public benefit.
What the staff does not take into account is the practical difficulty of eventual disfranchisement of a system which has been
established, albeit as a "test," at the very great expense that would
be entailed in the introduction of subscription television.
Assume that the FCC authorizes toll tv on the "test" basis recommended bythe Commerce Committee staff. Assume that one or
more companies put up the considerable money necessary to (1)
manufacture transmitting and receiving equipment, (2) service it
and collect from the home box-offices, and, (3) buy programs good
enough to persuade people to pay for them. Assume also that the
public buys or leases the necessary toll devices. With that much
investment committed (including substantial investment by the public) no FCC would ever issue a final ruling against subscription
television, no matter how sour the system has turned.
There is another reason why it would be unwise to authorize
subscription television on the basis proposed by the Commerce
Committee staff. The staff recommends the use of existing television stations for its proposed "test." Every subscription program
broadcast on such a station would mean a free program denied the
public. This would not be public service, as we understand the term.
To the members of the Senate Commerce Committee we respectfully suggest a modification of the staff proposal. Let the "test"
be operated on non-broadcast subscription television, fed to the
customer by wire.
To the viewer it would make no difference whether the program
came to him through the air or through a cable. The present free
service would not be impaired.
Toward

Fulfillment

THE pattern for effective public relations for all broadcasting
has been drawn by NARTB (which by next Jan. 1 is destined
to become NAB again). A well-conceived plan produced under the
direction of the ad hoc public relations committee appointed last
year won unanimous endorsement of the joint NARTB board of
directors at its Hollywood, Fla., meeting 10 days ago.
On paper, the plan looks good. Donald W. Martin, assistant to
the president in charge of public relations, had much to do with
its production, as did Mr. Fellows. It will take some years and considerably more than the $111,000 earmarked for this year to carry
it to fruition.

Public relations is not a commodity that can be produced on a
production line. It is a process of building, brick upon brick. It's a
task of combatting attitudes, notably as they apply to commercial
aspects and programming.
Thus, execution of the plan will depend not alone upon the
dollars available for the manpower and the machinery, but, more
importantly, Upon the ingenuity and the resourcefulness of the
men running it. Then there's the cooperation that must grow out
of confidence, of all the people who live by microphone or camera,
in front of or behind them.
In these columns, we have discoursed on "Broadcasting's Crying
Need" — of getting broadcasters off the defensive, through proper
public relations. After all, every broadcaster is in the public relations business. We're happy to see NARTB give public relations top
priority
at a time when the need is urgent.
Page 114
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Drawn for BROADCASTING • TELECASTING by Sid Hix
"He won't sit down like the rest of them . . . that Phi Beta Kappa
key's got to show!"
Don ny brook Affair
entente cordiale between the FCC and the Senate Commerce Committee, which has endured for several years, is over.
When the FCC appears before the committee March 5, it will
likely be a no-holds-barred affair.
The Democratic majority of the committee, if not the Senate, is
unhappy about the manner in which the FCC has acquitted itself
since the last session. The same would appear to go for the House
majority, headed by Speaker Sam Rayburn, who both privately and
publicly has expressed himself as grievously disappointed with the
functioning of most administrative agencies, but particularly with
the FCC.
Without alluding to specific cases (although several members of
the Senate committee probably will particularize), the feeling is
that the FCC has played politics, has been inconsistent, and has
become subservient to the executive branch. Congress is jealous of
its prerogatives. Administrative agencies, like the FCC, ICC, FTC
and CAB, are arms of Congress and not of the executive under our
coordinate federal structure. And the Senate committee, which is
responsible for the legislation covering all of the independent
agencies
transportation and communications, isn't disposed to
let this goinunnoticed.

THE

The condition now is one that transcends erstwhile complaints
that the FCC has been dragging its feet on television. Some members of the committee feel that the FCC majority regards itself as
"above Congress" and has ignored Senatorial opinion, even to the
point of being discourteous.
These are the charges. Whether they will hold up or not will
become evident after the hearing.
Any way you look at it, the honeymoon is over.
Two Wrongs
Don't Make
a Right
YIELDING to ABC's request, the House Antitrust Subcommittee
has decided to conceal ABC-TV billings and discounts for 1955
and the first half of 1956, despite having made public similar
information which was given the subcommittee under the same
circumstances by CBS-TV and NBC-TV.
ABC asked that the figures be kept secret because their revelation would disclose inconsistent discounts which would cause
client trouble.
In our view, the subcommittee and its chairman, Emanuel Celler
(D-N. Y.), have favored ABC to the detriment of CBS-TV and NBCTV in this decision. Granted that the release of some of ABC-TV's
deals would make life tougher for the network. Could it be said that
the release of theretofore confidential dollar figures for CBS-TV and
NBC-TV did not work to the competitive disadvantage of both?
Mr. Celler and his subcommittee should never have opened any
network's
to begin
with.alike.
Once the first was opened, however,
all should books
have been
treated
Broadcasting

• Telecasting
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SAINT

LOUIS

LEADERSHIP...
THE

NINTH

MARKET
Well balanced programming and a reputation
for providing the finest TV entertainmentlocal, film, and network— have made KWK-TV
the leader in St. Louis Television.
Personalities like Gil Newsome— Tom Dailey— Fred
Moegle dominate their time periods across-the-board.
A library of more than 300 selected feature movies
... top syndicated film programs . . . news, weather,
and sports shows distinguished by complete and
accurate reporting of city and state as well as
national events ... and a constant awareness
of the programming needs of this metropolitan
community have led to this audience leadership.

INDEED, CONSISTENT

AUDIENCE

LEADERSHIP!

Pin-pointed by survey after survey. (Nov. ARB
Share of Audience Average, 6 p.m. to midnight:
KWK-TV 52.1%; the #2 station: 46.2 (2.2 other).

The
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in

St. Louis Television

TOP PROGRAMS
OF TWO NETWORKS

If you are campaigning (or planning one) in
America's Ninth Market check KATZ for full details
about KWK-TV— The Leader in St. Louis Television.
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Amount Spent on Drugs by Grade B Area Families
Market

figures prove

WXEX-TV

Grade

families

WXEX-TV

$12,205,000

Station

B

$10,130,000

Station

C

$10,155,000

BASIC-CHANNEL

8

B area spend 20.2%

)n drugs* than families in Grade
any other

living in

RICHMOND

market

more

B area of
TV

station

* Cosmetics, toiletries, hair preparations, packaged medications
Source: Sidney Hollander Associates

Tom Tlnsley, President

NBC

Irvln G. Abeloff, Vice Pres.

National Representative]: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington.
Forjoe & Co. in Chicago, Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Dallas, Atlanta.

THE WHEELING

MARKET

IS ONE OF THE FASTEST GROWING

MARKETS

IN AMERICA!

Take a good long look at this important Wheeling market. Many
of America's leading industries have — and liked what they saw.
That's why they are investing 450 MILLION DOLLARS in proposed
expenditures for the next 3 years.
When

you do take that long look you will find that the most economical and most effective way of reaching the 1,409,300 people in
the upper Ohio valley, having an annual income of TWO BILLION
DOLLARS, is via WTRF-TV, Wheeling, W. Va. In audience— in
Power — in Promotion — WTRF-TV dominates. Rates, availabilities
and market data on request.

''a

station

worth

watching' '

wt
Wheeling

7, West

rf

Virginia

For availabilities and complete
coverage information — Call
Hollingbery, Bob Ferguson,
VP and General Manager,
or Needham Smith,
Sales Manager.
CEdar 2-7777

reaching a market that's reaching

316,000 watts
Equipped for network color

new

importance!
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KRLD is located centrally in Texas' richest and most progressive area. There are few natural barriers to impede its full-time
50,000 watt signal. KRLD gives you very adequate coverage
of much of America's Southwest and West ... at a very reasonable cost. Your advertising dollar buys more on KRLD
Radio, Dallas, because you get . . .
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KRLD is the only Full-Time
30,000 Watt Station
in the Dallas-Fort Worth area
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KRLD is the radio station of The Dallas Times Herald,
owners and operators of KRLD-TV, telecasting with maximum power from the top of Texas' tallest tower. The
Branham Company, exclusive representatives. Herald
Square, Dallas 2.
Clyde W. Rembert
John W. Runyon
President
Chairman of the Board
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SECRET JURY • Federal grand jury to
probe certain undefined aspects of television has been impaneled in New York, but
efforts to ascertain scope proved unavailing. Likelihood is, however, that it's on
manufacturing rather than network broadcasting side, although it's open secret that
Antitrust Division of Justice Dept. for
months has been investigating networkadvertiser - agency - programming relationships. But informed opinion last week was
that months may elapse before decision can
be made on network inquiry.
B«T
SPECULATION centered upon possibility
that grand jury might inquire into joint
manufacturing-broadcasting operations at
network and individual station levels, or
into patent structure in television field. One
informed report was that prospective jurors
were questioned on identity with television
networks, programming and even agency
associations. Now pending in Philadelphia
is antitrust suit involving NBC-Westinghouse exchange of radio-tv outlets in
Cleveland and Philadelphia, alleging coercion by RCA-NBC.
B«T
WHOPPER IN MAKING • Biggest single
radio station sale in history could jell
within fortnight through transfer of fabulously successful WNE W New York to one
of two present bidders. Figure talked about
(in neighborhood of $7.5 million) would
exceed previous record $5.3 million paid
by Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. for
WIND Chicago.
B»T
UNDERSTOOD to be negotiating are DuMont Broadcasting Corp. (licensee of
WABD (TV) New York and WTTG (TV)
Washington), spun-off last year from DuMont Laboratories Inc. Carl M. Loeb,
Rhodes & Co., which now holds slightly
in excess of 1/3 of WNEW Broadcasting
Co. Inc., is negotiating in behalf of DuMont
Broadcasting, in which investment firm now
holds substantial interest. Richard D. Buckley, president-general manager of WNEW,
would continue as directing head, it's
understood, but would relinquish his approximate 1/4 holdings in WNEW in exchange for substantial stock holdings in
DuMont Broadcasting. Other bidder reportedly isTranscontinent Television Corp.,
which owns WROC-TV Rochester and
50% of WSVA-AM-TV Harrisonburg, Va.
If this sale materializes, Mr. Buckley
would continue his approximate 25%
ownership interest and managerial status.
B»T
WAITING LIST • Guessing game on FCC
chairmanship continues on Washington
front, with odds favoring voluntary retirement of George C. McConnaughey prior to
expiration of his term June 30. Officially,
chairman has said that he has been offered

Broadcasting

• Telecasting

reappointment by President Eisenhower but
is undecided (see story page 56). Unofficially, word is that he will return to law
practice, with offices both in his native
Columbus, Ohio, and in Washintgon.
B»T
LOGICAL speculation is that Comr. John
C. Doerfer, Wisconsin Republican, will
"rotate" into chairmanship if vacancy occurs. Among new names heard for vacancy
(or for chairmanship) include Lyle C. Newcomer, 46-year-old Los Angeles attorney
who was co-chairman of Sen. Tom Kuchel's
campaign in 1956; former Ohio Sen.
George H. Bender, defeated by Democratic
Gov. Frank J. Lausche in November elections, and FCC General Counsel Warren
G. Baker, who previously had been in
running for chairmanship of Civil Aeronautics Board. Previously mentioned in
running are broadcaster George Clinton,
WPAR Parkersburg, W. Va., former Rep.
Harris Ellsworth, of Oregon, who since has
been named chairman of Civil Service
Commission, and Samuel Leonora Golan,
since 1953 U. S. member of International
Boundary Commission (U. S., Alaska and
Canada).
B»T
AIDE
TO
QUIT
•
Robert
D. L'Heureux,
administrative assistant
to FCC
Chairman
George C. McConnaughey, will resign
Sept. 1 to enter private law practice in
Washington. Mr. L'Heureux, who joined
FCC in January 1956, is former counsel
to Senate Commerce and Banking committees and native of New Hampshire. In
FCC job, he has been Commission's liaison
with congressmen and senators — and during past 12 months has been kept hopping.
B»T
RALPH W. N1MMONS, who resigned last
year as manager of WFAA-TV Dallas,
joins new ch. 12 WFGA-TV Jacksonville
March 1 as general sales manager.
B»T
SUSCRIPTION TV • After FCC spent
two hours last Thursday on subscription tv,
examining Broadcast Bureau attorneys' digest of voluminous data in its hands in
response to formal request, Commission decided to hold final briefing on subject
March A— day before full Commission testifies before Senate Commerce Committee
with toll tv one of major topics. Staff report, submitted in principal by attorney
Louis C. Stephens, contained no conclusions, but commissioners plied Mr.
Stephens and his associates with questions.
B»T
PRESUMABLY FCC will instruct staff on
its judgment as to how to proceed after
indoctrination course on digest is completed March 4. There's no clear-cut view
yet, though ifs known that one or perhaps
more members would be disposed to authorize limited experiment in toll tv. Serious

circuit:

question has arisen as to whether toll tv
constitutes "broadcasting" or is, in fact,
common carrier activity, since public
would pay charge and there would have
to be some kind of rate supervision.
B«T
TOLL TEST • Unless strong opposition
develops in some unforeseen manner or
from unknown quarters as of Friday, Senate Commerce Committee staff report urging "large scale" test of subscription tv will
be accepted by members of committee in
their meeting on Feb. 27 [B»T, Feb. 18].
B»T
AFTER sampling some agency opinion,
Pulse Inc. now thinks it's on right track
in planning to supply U. S. clients with
"commercial remembrance" figures as part
of its monthly tv rating service. Under
Pulse's belt is one-year experience in
supplying such data to its English customers. Through its overseas branch in
London, Pulse works up figures on remembrance ofadvertising messages placed
on England's commercial television.
FILM BOOMLET B«T
• Substantial increase
in sales staff reportedly planned at CBS
Television Film Sales as business boomlet
appears in its syndication operation. With
billings already at record high and expected
to climb even higher, syndicator has six
more shows coming up (see earlier story,
B»T
page 80).
PEOPLE-TO-PEOPLE Foundation Inc.,
project to further international goodwill
and understanding (B»T, Feb. 11), shortly
is expected to name staff executive to get
radio-tv end of project launched. Likelihood is that Howard Bell, assistant to
NARTB President Harold E. Fellows, will
be named to post — resigning or taking leave
of absence from NARTB. Co-chairmen of
Radio-Tv Committee are CBS Inc. President Frank Stanton and NARTB President
Fellows.
B»T
STORER DEAL • Application expected to be filed this week for FCC approval of Storer Broadcasting Co.'s $5.4
million purchase of ch. 12 WPFH (TV)
Wilmington, Del., and WIBG-AM-FM
Philadelphia from Paul F. Harron and associates. Question remains whether Storer
has made arrangements to sell one of his
present vhf tv stations in order to keep
within FCC's five vhf maximum. Undetermined isstatus of Storer's $6.5 million sale
of WAGA-AM-FM-TV Atlanta, Ga., to
Washington Post Co. (WTOP-AM-FM-TV
Washington and WMBR-AM-TV Jacksonville, Fla.). This sale, extended once, ran
out Feb. 15 — but there are inferences cancellation may be in abeyance pending FCC
action
action. in Wilmington-Philadelphia transNEW
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Whatever report you like best, you can use it to buy prime availabilities inmany first-place segments on WDGY.
Make sure you buy Minneapolis-St. Paul with new audience data.
Don't pursue old, out-dated information, which won't tell you, for
example, that Trendex now has WDGY in first place in audience,
morning, afternoon, and all day.
Storz Station programming has brought drastic change to the
Twin Cities audience picture, so much so that whatever survey

"OR

you prefer, you're in for a good time when you buy WDGY. Consult Blair, or talk new figures with WDGY General Manager
Steve Labunski.

WDGY

50,000 watts and a
nearly perfect-circle daytime signal
MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL

President
WDGY
Minneapolis-St. Paul

WHB
Kansas City

Represented by John Blair & Co.
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WQAM
Miami

KOWH
Omaha

NewWTIX
Orleans

Represented by Adam Young Inc.
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COMMERCE

COMMITTEE

FCC
FROM
SCOLDING—
FCC members might have been chastised
for purported lethargy on deintermixture and
relief for uhf had not members of Senate Commerce Committee split on proposed letter
drafted by Senate staff. Consequence: Letter
has not yet been sent.
Draft notes committee learned in business
press that FCC is about to act in group of
pending proceedings. The drafted letter goes on
to say that "after some unfortunate delay"
in taking action promised June 25, 1956, members of Commission "are now in a position to
begin taking concrete steps toward at least
partial achievement of the interim objectives."
Hope is voiced that by March 5, when FCC
will appear before committee with report on
its actions, it will have made significant progress in concluding the first round of proceedings "which you instituted last June" and will
advise on next steps proposed to be taken.
Unsent letter is said to cite statements in
committee's July 23, 1956, report hoping for
quick action on deintermixture and showing
of FCC's "sincere interest in the possibility of
an all-uhfmixture television
relief for uhf system"
stations. through deinterDraft explains committee assumes FCC is
working out solution nationwide in scope and
ABC, NBC Tv Networks
Still Hot in Program Planning
ABC-NBC battle for advertisers' dollars continued with disclosure Friday of further fall
programming plans of both networks. Making
rounds of agency circles is ABC-TV plan for
hour-long Gary Cooper Western Theatre,
film series especially for tv. Mr. Cooper would
serve as host and, if program plans are finalized
Allied Artists will produce.
Possible time periods being discussed for
Cooper Theatre include Thursdays at 8 p.m.
and Sundays at 7:30 p.m., which would place
second half-hour directly opposite highlyrated Ed Sullivan (CBS-TV) and Steve Allen
(NBC-TV). Assuming deal goes through,
agency spokesmen expect quick pick-up by
sponsors, a la new Frank Sinatra (Chesterfield), Mike Wallace (Philip Morris) and Pat
Boone (Chevrolet) series slated for fall on
ABC-TV.
NBC plans more mystery-adventure type
shows, including westerns, next fall. Sunday
night programming expected to highlight variety rather than drama. Several "fairy tale"
spectaculars, designed primarily for children,
are planned for fall with Fred Coe as producer.
Idea of scheduling regular 90-minute feature
(similar to CBS-TV's Playhouse 90) has been
abandoned by NBC-TV. Reason: network
feels station breaks are hindrance and that it's
simpler to sell hour show than 90 minutes.
This means Robert Montgomery Presents,
which is being replaced in Monday night slot
by Crisis (see story page 80) and had been
considered for possible expansion to 90 minutes, will be retained as hour show with new
time period.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

DIFFERENCES

deadline

SAVE

AT LEAST
FOR
NOW
designed to significantly stimulate the conversion of vhf receivers, the increased sale of
combination uhf-vhf sets, the improvement of
uhf transmitting and receiving equipment and
the elimination of uhf equipment cost differentials.
It's explained that committee has no desire
to comment on any pending proceedings before FCC "though they are legislative rather
than judicial in character." Letter raises questions covering "sound basic policy for achieving
deintermixture on the broadest possible scale"
and asks
commissioners' views on these questions :
Does FCC policy aim to preserve as all-uhf
every area where no vhf station operates? How
about FCC majority claims Commission has
power to withdraw grant of a first vhf channel
in otherwise all-uhf area? To what extent does
policy preserve uhf set conversions by making
uhf markets either all or predominantly uhf?
Does policy seek to strengthen uhf nationally
by making shift to all predominant uhf service
in cases where there is alternative of making
market predominantly uhf or vhf? How far
has FCC gone in keeping or creating all or
predominant uhf service in largest possible
markets?

Harris Says He'll Continue
As Subcommittee Chairman
CHAIRMAN Oren Harris (D-Ark.) of House
Interstate & Foieign Commerce Committee,
who succeeded late Percy Priest in post, announced he would continue as chairman of
Transportation & Communications Subcommittee. Subcommittee has broadcasting and other
communications under jurisdiction.
Chairman named these members to subcommittee: Democrats — Kenneth A. Roberts
(Ala.), Harley O. Staggers (W. Va.), Walter
Rogers (Tex.), Samuel N. Friedel (Md.), John
J. Flint Jr. (Ga.), Torbert H. MacDonald
(Mass.); Republicans — Charles A. Wolverton
(N. J.), Joseph P. O'Hara (Minn.), Robert
Hale (Me.), William L. Springer (111.), Steven
Derounian (N. Y.), J. Arthur Younger (Calif.).
OOPS
!
PHONE RANG at 2:30 Friday morning
and home owner blearily stumbled out
of bed to answer as wife trembled at
imminent bad news. "Hello," said sweet
young voice, "this is a survey, are you
listening to W
?" "What in the
world," expostulated now fully awakened
respondent, "how many people do you
think are up listening to the radio at this
hour?" "Oh," replied voice, "W
operates all night." "Madam," replied
by now completely irate answerer, "Not
only am I not up listening to the radio
but I happen to work for the FCC."
"Gulp" went the caller at the other end,
as telephone was gently cradled. At last
report FCC'er was still steaming.

•

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

Late-breaking items about broadcast business; for earlier news, see Advertisers
& Agencies, page 29.
BACK WITH BANG • Lever Brothers Co.
(Lifebuoy soap), N. Y., returning to radio
spots in big way for first time in about three
years, with announcement of campaign in approximately 100 markets, starting March 1 1
for 30 weeks. Sullivan, Stauffer, Col well &
Bayles, N. Y., is agency.
GREY GETS GLAMUR • Glamur Products
Inc., Syracuse, N. Y., names Grey Adv., N. Y.,
to handle advertising for Easy Glamur rug and
fabric cleaners. Advertiser has used radio and
tv spots.
SPLIT SPECULATED • Reports that Pabst
Brewing Co. and agency, Leo Burnett Co., may
go separate
ways areother
rampant
again. have
It's known
about
half-dozen
agencies
made
casual inquiries of client and that Pabst has not
been panyuninterested,
it's tounderstood
comis not actively though
receptive
agency change
pending outcome of test campaigning now underway. Pabst budget is about $6 million (see
story page 36).
SPOT SUPPLEMENT • E. I. DuPont de
Nemours & Co. (Dupont paints) Wilmington,
Del., planning to supplement television network
show with radio spot announcement campaign
in about 50 markets. Contracts, to start April
1 for 13 weeks, are being placed through
BBDO, N. Y.
BEST FOOD BUYS • Best Foods (Hellman's
mayonnaise), N. Y., starting radio spot campaign mid-March in several markets. Contract
runs from four to eight weeks. Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N.Y., is agency.
PETROLEUM PUSH • Continental Oil Co.,
Houston, preparing radio spot campaign to be
launched April 3 in about 25 markets. Contracts, placed through Benton & Bowles, N. Y.,
are for four weeks.
PLANS FIRMING • Seven-Up Co. expects to
have spot radio-tv plans firm within fortnight,
through J. Walter Thompson Co. Purchase of
half sponsorship of Walt Disney's Zorro on
ABC-TV this fall [B»T, Feb. 18] probably
means less money for spot, it's acknowledged,
with monies diverted from company's Soldiers
of Fortune, on 140 stations, which goes off in
June. In effect, Zorro announcement constituted
shift from
spot (syndicated
"Fortune"of package) to network,
raising eyebrows
good
many station representatives in both cities.
AGENCY AGITATED • Flurry of conflicting
trade reports on Anheuser-Busch (Budweiser)
spot radio-tv plans source of agitation in some
quarters at D'Arcy Adv. Co., St. Louis, with
media split as nub of confusion. Facts are: (1)
Budweiser has $3.8 million for broadcast media
Continues on page 9
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Ex-Employes Charge Speculators
Are Running Crowell-Collier
IN STATEMENT to be released publicly today (Mon.), Employees Committee, speaking on
behalf of 2,300 ex-employes, charges that
Crowell-Collier Pub. Co. (for earlier story, see
page 75) is presently controlled by small group
of speculators (headed by Chicago financier J.
Patrick Lannan) whose profits on liquidation
of two magazines "may mount to millions at
the expense of people who have given a lifetime of service," and that as result of this
liquidation, Crowell-Collier stock has nearly
doubled since mid-December. Ex-employes are
also seeking (in addition to settlement) congressional investigation "of the means whereby
the speculative group now in control obtained
this power only a few days before [liquidation]." Employes group gives as address that
of its attorneys, Landis, Taylor & Scoll.
Meanwhile, ex-American magazine editor
Sumner Blossom, vice president of corporation
who was named chief executive officer by board
last week succeeding Paul C. Smith, said that
suit would have been unnecessary had committee "held its horses." Although admitting
neither he nor C-C legal counsel (Moynihan &
Wachsmith, New York) had as yet "fully digested the complaint's contents," Mr. Blossom
contended that while firm was in squeeze for
hard cash, C-C "surely would have honored its
obligations — in time." Now, Mr. Blossom
added, matter is out of his hands.
He also denied allegations in complaint that
"promise" was made, saying matter never
formally came before board-in-session during
Mr. Smith's last days, and that on Jan. 4, "no
promise was made for settlement, only an
agreement to explore the possibility of a settlement." Mr. Blossom added that his firm was
in "impossible situation." On one hand it
hasn't cash to pay employes' demands, on
other, it would face possibility of stockholder
suit should C-C agree to settle with employes.
Formal statement from Crowell-Collier and its
attorneys expected later this week.
Storer Profit $5,517,206
YEAREND REPORT by Storer Broadcasting
Co., issued Friday, showed 1956 net earnings
after taxes of $5,517,206, equal to $2.23 per
share, compared to 1955's $4,277,928 or $1.73
per share. Fourth quarter 1956 net earnings
after taxes amounted to $1,605,742, or 65 cents
per share compared to 1955 earnings of $1,466,159 or 59 cents per share. Retained earnings after dividends, statement indicated, were
$1.47 in 1956 compared with $1.22 in 1955.
In 1955, also, Storer paid out $52,500 in preferred dividends. There are 2,474,750 shares of
common and B common stock outstanding, report noted.
Hyde to Speak on Treaty
FCC Comr. Rosel H. Hyde will discuss highlights of U. S. -Mexico standard broadcasting
treaty [B»T, Feb. 11] at Thursday luncheon of
Federal Communications Bar Assn. at Willard
Hotel in Washington. Reservations should be
made with E. Stratford Smith, Welch, Mott &
Morgan, Washington.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

deadline

Kennedy Praises VOD Contest;
Awards Presented to Winners
WORLD FREEDOM and democratic way of
life are effectively promoted by Voice of Democracy contest, Sen. John F. Kennedy (DMass.), said Friday morning in formally announcing winners of annual contest (early story
page 40). Scholarships and other awards were
presented to each of four contestants in ceremony at Sylvan Theatre on Washington Monument grounds.
Sen. Kennedy paid special tribute to 48 national-territorial winners who did not receive
scholarships, congratulating them on their
entries. He was one of board of judges that
picked four winners from 12 semi-finalists. He
told VOD contestants Sen. Frank Church (D.,
Idaho), 32-year-old legislator, had won similar
contest several years ago.
Band from Navy Dept. and Army Color
Guard took part in ceremonies. Four winners
placed wreath at base of monument, honoring Washington on 225th birthday anniversary.
NARTB President Harold E. Fellows said VOD
contest symbolizes true spirit of American
democracy. Entire group of 52 VOD student
guests toured Mt. Vernon Friday atfernoon
and attended presentation banquet Friday night
at Sheraton Park Hotel, Washington.
Ionospheric Transmission Ready
For Routine Radio Use — ODM
RADIO communication by ionospheric scatter
propagation has progressed to point where it is
ready for routine operations, Office of Defense
Mobilization announced.
Vhf bands are used in ionospheric scatter
circuits. They give usable signals up to 1,500
miles. Forward scatter is accomplished by
transmitting very high-powered directional signals toward ionized layers above earth's surface. Signals are reradiated downward toward
earth in extremely weak form, but are capable
of being received through use of large, directionalized parabola antennas and highly sensitive receivers.
Gets Out, Makes Money
WITHDRAWAL from radio-tv set field in
1954 and "broad diversification" program cited
by Stewart-Warner Corp. Friday as factors in
higher earnings and sales reported by company for 1956. Firm announced earnings of
$6,163,217 and total sales of $113,810,460.
Among new activities of S-W are facsimile
transmission, electronic computers and railroad
electronic control systems.

UPCOMING
Feb. 26:nar,RCA
Consulting
Engineers' D.SemiHotel Statler,
Washington,
C.
Feb. 27: United Press Broadcasters of
Massachusetts,
Putnam
and
Thurston's
Restaurant, Worcester, Mass.
Feb. 27 -March 1 : Westinghouse public
service clinic, Hotel Statler and WBZ
studios,1: Boston.
March
Oklahoma Broadcasting Assn.,
Youngblood Hotel, Enid.
For other Upcomings see page 137

LARRYtions LESUEUR,
News' United
Nacorrespondent to CBS
be presented
tomorrow
(Tues.) with Heights Achievement Award at
dinner of New York U. Alumni Assn.
H. H. DOBBERTEEN, vice president and director of media, Bryan, Houston, N. Y., is to
speak tomorrow (Tues.) on media planning
before the Radio & Television Executives Society in New York.
ARTHUR TOPOL, timebuyer with Dowd,
Redfield & Johnstone, N. Y., joins Donahue &
Coe, N. Y., today (Mon.) in same capacity.
DENNIS G. BEAUMONT, formerly with Cormack-Imse Inc., Milwaukee advertising agency,
to media staff of Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., Chicago.
• BUSINESS BRIEFLY
Continues from page 7
alone, not overall advertising budget: (2) company isbuying time on market-by-market basis,
with no clear indication of exact radio-tv split
ascertainable before April 1. Best guess is that
radio will get slightly larger share.
SWEET BUSEMESS • American Sugar Co.
(Domino sugar), N. Y., to use radio and television spot announcement campaign in its usual
65 distribution markets. Television campaign
to break about March 11 for five weeks, radio
schedule to start at end of March. Ted Bates
& Co., N. Y., is agency.
FTC Cases Against False Ads
Due Soon, Says Harold Scott
T. HAROLD SCOTT, radio-tv unit chief for
FTC, said Friday that first cases against broadcast advertisers using false and misleading advertising "will be brought up soon."
Mr. Scott said chief complaints involve commercials that disparage another product.
Earlier in the week, FCC had announced an
arrangement with FTC by which the FCC will
be informed about FTC complaints against
radio and tv advertising, which then will be
forwarded to stations concerned (see story,
page 58).
New Orleans Department Store
Goes for MCA-TV Sales Pitch
MCA-TV Film Syndication Div. Friday reported that Crusader tv film series has been
sold to Maison Blanche department store, New
Orleans, for 52 weeks, starting May 14 on
New Orleans station not as yet selected. Sale
said to be most recent department store business signed since MCA-TV earlier this month
distributed more than 2,000 copies of "Cheaper
by the Million," 24-page brochure, to department stores in U. S. and Canada to counteract "myth" of newspaper superiority to tv in
moving merchandise. Agency for Maison
Blanche is Fitzgerald Adv., New Orleans.
Bill Hits False Distress Calls
REP. Francis E. Dorn (R-N. Y.) introduced
bill (HR-5045) in House designed to increase
penalty for transmitting false distress signals.
Measure would amend Communications Act to
provide fine of not more than $10,000 and
imprisonment up to 10 years, or both, for
violators. Bill, similar to one introduced last
year by Rep. Dorn, has support of interested
agencies.
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CBS RADIO DAY RATE RAISED

PUBLIC SERVICE AGENDA

And night goes down third in first
major network adjustment in two
years. Change now depends on approval-by 85% of affiliates 27

Westinghouse to be host to broadcasters at Boston starting Wednesday
at workshop sessions on ways stations
can serve communities . . •
62
FORD DISCONTINUES 'OMNIBUS'
Foundation will wind up financial aid
after five years. Saudek and associates
to continue series as commercial enterprise ,. . .78

RALSTON'S SALES SOARING
Abandonment of premiums from packaged cereals and concentration of
80% of $3 million budget in radio-tv
produces steady improvement 28

DEINTERMIXTURE RULINGS DUE
FCC expected to act Feb. 26 on series
of proposals to unscramble areas in
which vhf and uhf are scrambled . . 85

BBDO AIMS FOR $200 MILLION
Agency expects to pass $194.5 million
billed in 1956, Bruce Barton says.
Radio had 5.9%, tv 33.5% of total
billings during year
29
SPONSORS

FOUNDATION

STATIONS AID CHARITY DRIVE
Radio and tv make major contributions
of time and talent to boost March of
Dimes. Basil O'Connor lauds broadcasters for campaign help
100

STATE PRESIDENTS END SESSION
FCC Chairman McConnaughey calls
for continued progress in programming
and favors five-year renewals. Fellows
cites 10 industry problems
38

GIVES AWARDS

Freedoms group cites 29 stations, networks and sponsors for efforts to improve public understanding of constitutional rights 86

LIKE BASEBALL RADIO

Radio Advertising Bureau finds 98%
of baseball stations have advertisers
for play-by-play. Breweries, petroleum,
autos head the list
31

COMPLETE

COLLEGE GRID PLAN DRAFTED
NCAA broadens schedule for next
autumn somewhat, to allow regional
telecasts. More laxity allowed in cases
where contests are sellouts 112

PASTORE URGES 5-YEAR RENEWALS
He might even favor permanent pacts
for stations, senator informs B*T.
Fears uhf faces difficult future unless
deintermixture proceeds
44
FCC-FTC SET UP LIAISON

WILL TELEVISION REPLACE SEX?
Well, maybe not, but everything else
will be different in electronic revolution, according to Selig Seligman of
K ABC-TV Los Angeles
116
TEXAS SHOWS

Stations to be notified by communications agency when trade complaints
are issued against advertisers 58

HOLLYWOOD

HOW

Lone Star group demonstrates to film
syndicators how to pull off gigantic
exploitation campaign
124
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it Kelly Air Force Base in San Antonio is the largest aircraft hanger of
its type in America — Over 2,000 feet
long — for maintaining our nation's
growing air power. San Antonio is
growing, too, with total retail sales
which now surpass the entire retail
sales of Delaware, Nevada, New
Hampshire, Vermont, or Wyoming.

I

TV
ENSEXPRESS-NEWS
STATION
K

ONLY

ONE

LEADER.
KENS-TV

SAN
REPRESENTED

BY

PETERS,

GRIFFIN,

ANTONIO,

WOODWARD,

INC

TEXAS

There's

more

to Florida

!

Its fine year-round weather is certainly one of the factors that make
Florida a nation's playground. But -by assuring year-round shipping
and high labor productivity- its climate also helps make northern
Florida one of the wealthiest, fastest- growing industrial complexes.

There's

Jacksonville,

for instance

...hub of northern Florida's $1,660,000,000 market. Here, perfect
weather, perfect location, preferential freight rates, plentiful capital
and excellent banking facilities create an ideal climate for business.
Served by 93 steamship and motor freight lines, 5 railroads and 5
airlines, Jacksonville is "the point where all major carriers converge
to form a giant distribution and service center. '"
T
and
M MBit
I \ is the key to this market. Northern
Florida's first and only VHF station, WMBR-TV

commands 272,500

television families in 67 Florida and Georgia counties" -and five and
a half times the average audience of its competition.***

Channel 4, Jacksonville
Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division
Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales

Mr.

Time

Buyer!

WFMJ-TV
gives your advertisers
the RIGHT COMBINATION

to SELL . . . Youngstown,

Ohio

• AUDIENCE
A.R.B. gives WFMJ-TV ratings
from 28.5 up to 42.0 share of
audience in a typical week.
• COVERAGE
202,000 tv homes in a fivecounty area at rates far lower
than any competition.
•

POWER
175,000 watts video and 87,000 watts audio insures reception in every tv home.

• TOWER
WFMJ-TV goes up 1000 feet to
get maximum use of the high
power of its transmitter.
•

NETWORK
All NBC shows are carried at
time of telecast, no delayed outdated programs or commercials.

•

LOCAL
Again top-rated by A.R.B. for
professionally produced local
live programs.

•

PLUS . . .
A powerful point-of-sale merchandising campaign at no additional charge.
• Ask Headley-Reed or call Mitch
Stanley, Station Mgr.
Your Good Neighbor Station

IN REVIEW —
CLUB

60

FOR its owned stations, NBC-TV is applying a light touch and color to bring, as it
says, "the bigtime into the daytime" with its
new Club 60 program.
Viewers in at least these seven markets —
it's being offered to affiliates on a co-op
basis, too — now can take their pick of live
colorcasts any weekday afternoon, this variety show or, a bit later (3 p.m. ) , a dramatic
network program, NBC Matinee Theatre, or
if their tastes so dictate, both color presentations.
Though production was smooth last Monday, the show was made up mainly of orchestration and vocalizing. Singers Nancy
Wright and Mike Douglas and the MelloLarks, as well as parody strummer-singers
Homer and Jethro, brought in satisfactory
performances. All of the talent reflected the
Chicago off-beat, easygoing or relaxing
showmanship (the show originated from allcolor WNBQ [TV]).
Mort Sahl (m. c. for the first week), a
quickly-selected substitute for west coaster
Don Sherwood who left the show suddenly
during the pre-premiere week, tried pixielike to come through as a cross between a
Dave Garroway and George Gobel, both of
the Chicago school. He matched neither,
despite the night club and Chicago training,
but any unestablished tv performer who's a
last-minute fill-in is bound to have problems
early in the game.
The producers seemed to be taking a
long-shot, too, in presenting Mr. Gallicchio's
pleasant music as separate numbers, with
nothing — not even the Welk bubbles — to
dress up the visual. In color, the changing
patterns appealed to the eye, but in blackand-white, the shots were stock camera
movements. A bandstand is deadly without
movement.
The lighting and background settings were
very well adapted for the color camera, indicating that the NBC "experiment" in
equipping a tv station principally for color
is paying off at WNBQ.
Chief ingredient missing was the central
character or excitement that mark the tv
"bigtime" in either night or day shows.
Club 60 had the background which a bigtime variety show must have, but a main
attraction was lacking and continuity suffered. The wonderful, soft color bath helped
the program, but made up only in part for
that central force — be it comedian, trick
seal, Leonard Bernstein or the West Point
chorus.
With Club 60, NBC-TV has stepped off
smartly in the right direction. Each sequence
is production tight and jewel-like in color;
what's needed is the link that will keep the
viewer anticipating the next segment and
continuing to watch through the commercial
inserts.
Production costs: Approximately $40,000
per week.
Telecast on seven owned stations of NBCTV in color and black-and-white, MonFri., 1:30-2:30 p.m. EST (Feb. 18 telecast reviewed).
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DOREN PASSES 'LUCY'
IT TOOK a 31 -year-old English instructor, Charles Van Doren, to turn
the tables on CBS-TV's / Love Lucy
last Monday night — a neat trick that
NBC-TV has been hoping to pull off
for five years and four months. The
quiz show, Twenty One, received a
Trendex rating of 30.6 and 44.1 share
of audience, just topping Lucy's rating
of 30.0 and 43.3 share, NBC-TV announced.
This reportedly was the first time
since Oct. 15, 1951, that a regularlyscheduled NBC telecast has beaten
Lucy. Mr. Van Doren increased his
winnings to $143,000 and currently is
still in the running to pick up more.

Producers: Bob Dressier and Harry Trigg;
director: Dave Barnizer.
Cast: Mort Sahl (Feb. 18 week only), star;
Mello - Larks quartet; singers Nancy
Wright and Mike Douglas; Joseph Gallicchio and orchestra; guests Homer &
Jethro.
EMMY

NOMINATIONS

WE CONFESS to a degree of pre-judgment
regarding NBC-TV's presentation of the
Emmy award nominations. Even if it had
been good it would have been bad, we felt,
due to the gross unimportance of it all.
boring.
It was neither good nor bad — it was just
One must be sympathetic toward the industry's desire to attach as much glamor and
fanfare to its Oscar-equivalents as can be
arranged. This is possible — but only for the
awards themselves, not the nominations.
The movie industry is smarter in this
regard. When a customer goes to a movie
he gets entertainment, not a reading of
Oscar nominees. Those it sells to television,
thereby gaining profit, free publicity and
driving tv viewers back to the theatre.
Production costs: Approximately $80,000.
Sponsored by Oldsmobile Div. of General
Motors through D. P. Brother & Co.;
RCA and Whirlpool-Seeger Corp. through
Kenyon & Eckhardt on NBC-TV, Feb.
16, 9-10:30 p.m.
Writers: Carroll Carroll, Nat Hiken, Milt
Josefsberg, Johnny Mercer, Jess Oppenheimer, Rod Serling and Leo Solomon.
Music director: Von Dexter (Bur bank); executive producer: Alan Andley (Burbank); producer: Rick Kelley (New
York); academy producers: Irving Mansfield (New York); Jess Oppenheimer (Burbank); directors: Craig Allen (New York);
Jack Shea (Bur bank); associate directors:
Marcia Kuyper (New York); Roy Montgomery (Burbank); set designers: Spencer
Davies (Burbank); Robert Wightman
(New York); costume supervisors: Robert
Campbell (Burbank); Jerry Boxhorn (New
York; unit managers: Jack Petry (New
York), John Hinsey (Burbank).
Broadcasting
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KjOudhy

A HE

Associated

WxMj...

Press Radio & Tele-

vision Association salutes KRMG,
and WHLS

-Honot/

WTMJ

for their one-two-three

erative news gathering

coop-

achievements

in

1956.

For their outstanding exchange
through

the AP,

of news

the three stations have

been awarded

the plaques reproduced

on

this page.

Glenn

Condon,

KRMG

news

director,

says his station's news contributions "come
back a hundred-fold"
bers.

WTMJ

News

says "radio

and

from other AP

mem-

Director Jack E. Krueger,
TV

stations should

be

proud to share in this widening of the scope
of the world's

greatest news

gathering

organization."
John
WHLS,

F. Wismer,

general manager

of

says "radio stations have the great-

est opportunity and obligation to assume
leadership in news and its reporting."

OPEN MIKE
About Yearbooks
editor:
CASE HISTORYTRAVEL

Across-the-Board
All Aboard

Union

Radio =
Pacific

If you're coming or going in Southern
California (and most of the area's 7
million usually are) Union Pacific will
reach you . . . via radio.
UP hits solidly at the 99% radio
homes and 80% radio-equipped cars
(1% cars per family!) with a triple
punch :
1. MORNING NEWS on KBIG, covering all Southern California from
Catalina.
2. CLASSICAL MUSIC evenings on
KFAC
3. NIGHT NEWS on KNX-CBS
To bolster this year-round schedule,
UP buys saturation spots for specific
promotions like Vacation Family Plan
and inauguration of the "City of Las
Vegas".
"Practically everyone travels in Southern California," says UP Los Angeles
ad manager Paul Beach. "We put a
substantial share of our budget in
radio because it reaches practically
everybody, consistently and economically." Marion Welborn, vice-president,
Adds
The Caples Company ad agency: "We
picked KBIG 3 years ago as a basic
for Union Pacific, because its powerful signal gives us coverage of 8
counties at low cost — per — thousand.
Results have dictated our renewal for
1957." shares with two other stations
KBIG
gratification for another "well done"
from a contented Southern California
Radio client.

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
©B40 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeles 28, California
Telephone: HOIIywood 3-3105
Nat. Rep. WEED and Company
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We have been careful and thorough
readers of your publication for a great
number of years. We have found the B«T
Yearbooks particularly helpful. They contain a great deal of detailed information,
and I imagine their preparation must be a
tremendous job.
Eugene R. Bertermann
The Lutheran Hour
St. Louis, Mo.
[EDITOR'S CASTING
NOTE: YEARBOOK-MARKETBOOK
Agreed. The 1957 BROADwiU be
in the mail this week.]
Flattered, Unconvinced
editor:
I was flattered by the amount of space
you devoted on your editorial page to my
recent statement of views on the threat of
monopoly control of television . . . and the
even greater danger inherent in the proposal
to repeal Sec. 315.
You state that the repeal of Sec. 315
would give to broadcasters "only the freedom to present political issues and candidates intelligently — an impossibility under
present rigidities of the law." The word
"intelligently," while high sounding, is a
weasel word that conveys no significance.
The "intelligence" involved must be that
exercised by someone. An "intelligent" presentation of political issues and candidates
to a hard-shell Republican is certainly not
an "intelligent" presentation to the left-wing
Democrat. Yet our broadcasters range in
their political beliefs from one extreme to
the other.
I am certain that on further reflection,
you will agree that no man, or two men, or
four men, no matter how intelligent they
may be, should be given the unfettered
power to determine who and what is to be
seen or heard on all or even most of the
radio and television stations of America.
Burton K. Wheeler
Wheeler & Wheeler, Washington, D. C.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:
If broadcasters
inclined
to be partisan
in their
presentationwere
of political
affairs, the very diversity of political beliefs
cited by Mr. Wheeler itself would guarantee a
wide range of information to the U. S. public]
A Reader Agrees
editor:
Permit me this belated thanks for your
splendid editorial [B«T, Jan. 7] on the
[WGN-TV Chicago-"Martin Luther"] controversy. This controversy provided grist for
those publishing mills which are always anxious to bait the Catholic Church. An example of this is the story in Time (Dec. 31,
1956) and the letters they chose to publish on
the subject (Jan. 21). Thus, your editorial is
all the more meritorious because you avoided
a pitfall which traps many. As you know,
the Catholic Church is interested primarily
in protecting the faith and morals of Catholics. The side effect of discouraging the production and exhibition of indecent or otherwise objectionable motion pictures is a
salutary effect from which the entire nation
profits. However, if motion picture producers
and exhibitors and tv stations wish to offend

Catholics and others by offering indecent
or otherwise objectionable productions, they
are free to do so.
"Martin Luther" is a denominational
visual-audio tract — so used by the various
Lutheran churches. Consequently, the procedure you outlined in your editorial would
have been perfect. Now we witness the
spectacle of various Protestant organizations
trying to force WGN-TV to run the film! I
have never heard of any Catholic organization trying to force any station to run a
Catholic film. Yet we are the accused in
this imbroglio!
I am deeply grateful for your understanding in this matter. I have read B«T
for almost 15 years, and think the industry
is incredibly lucky to have such a fine publication.
Clyde
E. Beane
Glendale,
Calif.
Dissenting Opinion
editor:
Add this to your volume of letters disagreeing withDid
youryour
review
of NBC-TV's
"Mayerling."
reviewer
really see
the production or take the word of an envious CBS critic? This review on top of the
unhappy
one me
for Ernie
brilliant
half
hour
makes
wonderKovac's
if your
reviewers
have happy home lives.
Jeanie Ewing, Traffic Manager
KRBB (TV) El Dorado, Ark.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:homeNeither
B«T's
its editors have
lives at
aU.] reviewers nor
No Room
editor:

at the Inn?

In B«T [Closed Circuit, Feb. 11] there
appeared a statement that the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith "had protested
to
NARTB
holding Inn,
next Phoenix,
winter's
board meetingagainst
at Camelback
on grounds of discrimination." The item
went
on toboard
say that
management
informed
that "NARTB
no discrimination
has
been evident at several previous meetings
we wrote to Mr. Fellows it was not
heldWhen
at hotel."
in respect to any meeting scheduled there.
Our letter pointed out simply that Camelback Inn, which has for many years systematically barred would-be guests of the Jewish faith, uses the name of NARTB in its
promotional literature. We felt that NARTB
might want to consider the propriety of the
use of its name by a hotel that has achieved
notoriety through its practice of discrimination.
Weing thatareno not
surprised byhasNARTB's
finddiscrimination
been evident.
This is true only because, during the off season, the inn is made available to convention groups and, for such purposes, the
religious bars are dropped. However, a Jewish delegate to such a convention may well
find that if he seeks accommondations at
Camelback during the vacation seasons, he
will be rejected solely on the ground of his
religious faith.
Arnold Forster, Staff Director
Anti-Defamation League
B'nai B'rith, New York
Broadcasting
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Langendorf United Bakeries, through Compton
Advertising, Inc., on the entire West Coast!
Among the markets already purchased are Portland, Maine; Cincinnati, Memphis, South Bend,
Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Baltimore,
Detroit!
Tulsa, Tucson, Salt Lake City, Denver, San
Diego, Portland, Oregon; Eugene, Stockton,
Chico, Fresno, Syracuse, Baton Rouge, Indianapolis, Tallahassee, Miami, Phoenix, San Antonio,
Takima, Bakersfield, Salinas, San Luis Obispo,
loanoke, Schenectady, New Orleans!
Albuquerque, Santa Barbara, Boise, Springfield,
Missouri; Pittsburg, Kansas; HutchinsonWichita, Columbus, Ohio; St. Petersburg, Nashville, etc., etc.!
Among the advertisers are Bell Bakeries through
The Caples Company; Tasty Baking Company;
Sealtest Milk; Hood's Dairy; Canada Dry; PepsiCola; Stewart's Ice Cream through Woodard, Voss
& Hevenor, Inc. !
Burger Brewing Co. through Midland Advertising
Agency; Walter Construction Co.; NiagaraMohawk Power Co.; Nashville Trust Co.; Bunker
Hill Meats; and many others!

r :

•
HURRY
tions and sponsors immediately recognize the universal apal of HAWKEYE and the LAST OF THE MOHICANS,
the great American outdoor action classic! So arrange today to
enjoy a private screening and to get the profitable-for-you facts
about HAWKEYE. But please hurry! Every day markets are
snapped up and even a day's delay may cost you your own
home market. Wire or phone us right now !
JOHN
HART
HAWKEYE

ow
1

LON CHANEY
as CHINGACHGOOK

WOW
Television Programs
of America, Inc.
EDWARD SMALL • MILTON A. GORDON • MICHAEL M. SILLEftMAN
Chtlrmm
PntHint
fntuliv* V«» P< tv'i
ABB Madison Ave., New York 22, N. V

OUR

RESPECTS

to George

Salt lake City

takes 4* year!
xvFor some time now
ARDEN MEADOW
GOLD CREAMERIES,
has sponsored xTrie
C/sco Kid' and it has
always done an excellent job for them,"
reports Ross Jurney &
Associates. "Cisco won
everybody — men,
women and children
•— from the governor
and his lady down to
the littlest orphan. It
would be impossible to
estimate the amount of
good Cisco is doing for
us here in Utah"
Ask to see more success stories of
THE WORIPS GREATEST SALESMAN!
"THE

Page 18
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Severn

Smith

GEORGE SEVERN SMITH, the new president of the Federal Communications
Bar Assn., at the age of 56 exemplifies the "American Success Story" — a log
cabin birthplace, a farm boyhood and now a post as one of the seniors of the
communications bar.
When Mr. Smith joined the Federal Radio Commission in 1928 that new agency
had six weeks to run. It was set up by Congress in 1927 for one year to administer
the new and burgeoning art of radio, taking over the licensing functions that until
then had been handled by the Dept. of Commerce. But the FRC did not go out of
business, and Mr. Smith and one assistant set up what are now the license divisions of
the FCC (which came into being in 1934). He and the assistant handled all applications— ship, point-to-point, broadcasting, amateur, police, etc.
The stocky, round-faced Mr. Smith is the middle member of the Washington law
firm of Segal, Smith & Hennessey. The firm comprises Paul Segal, former FRC
assistant general counsel, and Philip J. Hennessey, one-time NBC Washington counsel.
As president of FCBA, Mr. Smith is the number one communications attorney
in the country. FCBA has a national membership of close to 500.
George Smith (the Severn is a family name) was born one year after the 20th
Century began in a log cabin on a farm in Van Wert County, Ohio. Van Wert, now
famous as the home of liederkranz cheese, lies between Lima, Ohio, and Fort Wayne,
Ind. Mr. Smith, as the eldest of seven children, had his share of farm chores when
he was growing up. He attended grade school in the traditional one-room schoolhouse and went on to the Van Wert high school — by driving 14 miles each way in
a horse and buggy. He received his high school diploma in 1918, after serving in
the U. S. Army during World War I. He was 17 when he, and a group of high
school chums, joined up. He served at Walter Reed Hospital in Washington.
After the war the young veteran returned home. His ambition at this time was
to become a teacher. Hearing that the Census Bureau was hiring enumerators for the
1920 census, young Smith travelled to town to take the examination. He was a
week early, he discovered, but an examination was being given for positions in the
Census Bureau in Washington. So he took that, and passed.
For the next 3>Vi years the erstwhile farm boy was a government employe with
the Census Bureau and, then, the Bureau of Internal Revenue in Washington. At
night he attended Georgetown U.'s Foreign Service School and later its law school.
In 1924 the Florida real estate boom was beginning. The ambitious 20-year-old
government civil servant smelled a fortune there. So he quit his government work
and his schooling and went south to make his fortune.
He didn't. Mr. Smith was in Florida for about three years, mostly in the Fort
Myers area. He eked out a living, but no fortune. Finally he gave up. He returned
to Washington and joined the Post Office Dept., which promptly returned him to
Fort Myers. Later he was transferred back to Washington city post office. In 1927,
Mr. Smith changed over to the Dept. of Commerce's commercial license division.
EARLY in 1928, Mr. Smith was told about the new activity in radio. The friend
who persuaded him to come over to the FRC was W. J. Clearman, then assistant
secretary of that new agency. In February of 1928, Mr. Smith transferred to FRC.
When Mr. Smith returned to Washington from Florida, he resumed his law
studies. He received his LL.B. from National U., Washington, in 1928. In 1931, he
passed the D. C. Bar examinations. In 1932 he resigned from the FRC to join Paul
Segal in private law practice. The firm was formed in 1942.
During the past 15 years, Mr. Smith and his partners have handled a number
of landmark cases in communications law. There was the 1942 Scripps-Howard
case, in which the U. S. Supreme Court held for the first time that an appeals court
could stay an FCC grant. There was the 1943 KOA Denver case, where the Supreme
Court held that an existing station had the right to intervene when an application for
a new station indicated interference to the established outlet's coverage area. There
was the 1945 Ashbacker case, in which the Supreme Court ruled that the FCC
cannot grant one application and deny another for similar facilities without hearing.
Mr. Smith lives in the Washington suburb of Bethesda, Md., with his wife (the
former Thelma Horst, whom he married in 1935) and George Jr., now 12. Mr.
Smith is a member of the Metropolitan Memorial Methodist Church, Kenwood
Country Club, the D. C. Bar Assn., the American Bar Assn., FCBA. He is a
Mason. In 1955-56, he was chairman of the radio committee of the Administrative
Law Section of the American Bar Assn. A long time ago, he says, he used to have
a hobby, woodworking. Now he's a fisherman.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

PULSE

THE

BOTH

GIVE

AND
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ARB

BOTH

PASO

KROD-TV

SOUTHWEST

14 OF
THE
TOP
15 SHOWS!
TELE PULSE — SHARE OF AUDIENCE NOVEMBER 26 - DECEMBER 2. 1956
TIME PERIOD
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
8 A. M. - 12 Noon
MONDAY THRU
12 Noon - 4
MONDAY THRU
b P. M. - 12
SATURDAY
b P.M. - 12

TELEPULSE

RATED

KROD-TV
100.0

FRIDAY
P.M.
FRIDAY
Midnight

54.0
56.0

Midnight

50.0

SUNDAY
b P. M. - 12 Midnight

67.0

452 QUARTER

Telepulse says: KROD-TV had 12
SPOT shows) rated over 40.0 —
none. Between 6 and 10:30 p.m.,
ered more audience in El Paso

AGREE

HOURS,

programs (3 were
other stations had
KROD-TV delivthan all the other

KROD-TV

WAS

STATION 6

STATION C

46.0

OTHER*

10.0

34.0
45.0

5.0

24.0

9.0

'Sample too
Small to
Measure

FIRST IN 345!

stations combined, 73% of the time! No wonder that
14 of 17 national spot advertisers sponsoring programs in the El Paso area in January, 1957, were on
KROD-TV!
ARB— SHARE OF AUDIENCE DECEMBER. 1956

TIME PERIOD
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
8 A. M. - 12 Noon
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
12 Noon - 6 P. M.
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
6 P. M. - 12 Midnight
SATURDAY
Sign on - 6 P. M.
SUNDAY
Sign on - 6 P. M.
SUNDAY THRU SATURDAY
b P. M. to Midnight
SUNDAY THRU SATURDAY
Sign on - Sign off

KROD-TV
100.0

STATION B

63.0

36.9

56.5

36.2

79.1

32.1

68.4

34.7

57.9
62.4

36.2
36.1

STATION C

8.0

OTHER

0.9
0.7

6.6
6.5

0.6
0.7

"C" rate.
ARB RATED

458 QUARTER

HOURS.

And, KROD-TV does the job in the daytime, too!
ARB demonstrates ONE KROD-TV daytime program
has a HIGHER AVERAGE RATING EVERY DAY
than ANY night time program on ANY competing
channel ANY NIGHT with the exception of one
program (^IT parade). And adjacencies GO at the
ASK

YOUR

BRANHAM

CBS
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE BRANHAM CO
Broadcasting

MAN

KROD-TV

WAS

FIRST IN 349!

The rating story is only part of KROD-TV dominance. Low band, high tower and high power from El
Paso's
only ofmountain-top
dominance
Southern Newantenna
Mexico, gives
too ! Channel
A separate4
Pulse survey confirms this finding.
FOR

THE

TELEVISION

FULL

EXCITING

NETWORK

STORY!

EL PASO,

TEXAS

Dorrance D. Roderick, Pres.; Val Lawrence, V.-Pres. and Gen. Mgr.; Dick Watts. Gen. Sales Mgr.
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Famous

on

the

BROADCASTING

STORER
WSPD-TV

WJW-TV

WJBK-TV

WAGA-fV
WAGA-TV

WSPD
t, Mich. Atl

local

scene.

COMPANY

WBRC-TV
WBRC-TV

KPTV
KPTV
Portland, Ore.

WGBS-TV
WGBS-TV
Miami, Flo.
WGBS

yet

known

throughout

the

nation.

The folks at Knobs Creek, Ky., first knew
Lincoln as a boy who

lived in this cabin.

The country knew him later as a great,
warm-hearted

President.

Storer, too, had a humble origin . . . was
known

first as the operator of a little 100-watt
radio station in Toledo; but the country

now acclaims Storer Stations as leaders
n their markets; in community
in programming

service,

and in effective salesmanship.

A Storer station is a local station.

0* 'ImrP' a
1 625 Madison Avenue, New York 22 • Plaza 1-3940
SALES OFFICES / LEW JOHNSON— midwest sales manager • 230 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1 • Franklin 2-6498
f GAYLE GRUBB — vice-president and Pacific coast sales manager • 111 Sutter Street, San Francisco • Sutter 1-8689

ON

ALL

ACCOUNTS
Vincent DeLuca

A3 John
0- YEAR-OLD
has poet,
gone
Donne, thetimebuyer
17th Century
one better. Comments Vincent Thomas DeLuca, manager of the media-timebuying
division, Ruthraff & Ryan Inc., New York:
"No timebuyer is an island . . . surrounded
by cost-per-thousand figures, a telephone and
availabilities." Mr. DeLuca contends that
any timebuyer worth his salt (and the salary

Fire is pretty nasty anytime — but the day after Christmas it
became a terrifying reminder that the brittle,
grey Malibu hills 20 miles north of Los Angeles had gone for
11 months without water.
Mountain brush and scrub oak can get pretty mean with
11 months between drinks...
Before it ended, the fire had destroyed 40,000 acres, 72 homes —
had cost one life and 70 million dollars.
Three hours after they got the word to roll,
Special Events Units #1 and #2 were operating from either
flank of the fire line. Soon after, four remote units were
delivering exclusive television coverage to anxious viewers,
and continued to do so for twenty-five hours, until the
emergency had passed.
It was 30 hours before a second television station began
transmitting from the scene.
KTTV was officially commended by the Los Angeles County
Board of Supervisors for excellent coverage of the disaster
and assistance to the authorities.
Fires, floods, earthquakes and such are grim, dirty business —
but, like the man said . . .
"If you have to tell a dirty story . . . tell it well . . ."

LOS ANGELES TIMES- MGM TELEVISION
Represented Nationally By
BLAIR-TV
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his
paysfrom
him)
should tobeexecution.
"in" on
mediaagency
strategy
inception
As an example, he will cite the case of
Bon Ami. When that client first began considering advertising for its new Jet spray
cleanser, it became rather obvious that the
copy platform determined the principal
medium. Since the copy played hard on the
spray-on wipe-off technique, what but television? And television it was — spot, "blitz"
andMajoring
network in"one-shots."
business administration at
Manhattan College, New York (BBA, class
of '51), and a native New Yorker, Vince
DeLuca began his advertising career from
the bottom rung of the ladder — a day
after graduation he joined Kenyon & Eckhardt in the mailroom. He left there in
1953 as an assistant timebuyer to go with
Hilton & Riggio as a full timebuyer.
He was offered a timebuying post with
Foote, Cone & Belding which he took in
January 1954. It was a pleasant — albeit
brief — association, Mr. DeLuca recalls, since
he was unfortunate enough to be assigned to
the New York Central Railroad account,
which went to J. Walter Thompson Co.
in the summer following the power struggle
between William White, incumbent president
of the railroad, and Robert R. Young, victorious contender. His next tenure also was
brief, for he went to Cecil & Presbrey in
mid- 1954, a scant five months before that
agency officially closed its doors. He joined
Ruthrauff & Ryan in late 1954 and has been
there since, happily busy.

staff of
supervisesisainvolved
DeLUCA,
MR. three
s, currently
timebuyerwho
with campaigns for Sun Oil Co. (whose
Sunoco five-way-pump, now in the Florida
market, will later this year move into
regions east of Chicago); Bon Ami, which
will enlarge its daytime spot expenditures in
a push for more housewives, and Flav-RStraws, which currently has negotiated with
Associated Artists Productions for the placement of "Popeye" — a children's property
which he regards as the "hottest" outside of
Mickey Mouse — throughout the country,
depending on budget and availabilities.
Mr. DeLuca and his wife, the former Ann
Harnaga, whom he married in 1954, plan
shortly to move into a new house in Yonkers,
N. Y.,
ter, along
Rosanne. with their 20-month-old daughBroadcasting
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MORE

advertisers

national

because

WKMH

prefer

local

MORE

advertisers

For the real answer
"Which

do!

to

is Detroit's best

radio buy TODAY?".

. .

just remember . . . LOCAL

advertisers

prefer WKMH!
Ask any retailer what makes him buy any medium with
consistency and he'll tell you, "Results . . . next day,
cash register results!" WKMH delivers just that kind of
results ... for local and national advertisers! Month-in,
month-out use of WKMH by local and national advertisers proves that listeners buy what's sold by WKMH's
top newscasters, disc jockeys and sportscasters ! Forget
"old" buying habits... because TODAY WKMH cost per
thousand is lowest of all Detroit-area stations at all hours!*
*6 a.m. to 6 p.m.

WKMH

Fred A. Knorr, Pres.
John Carroll, Mg. Director
Represented by Headley— Reed

Save
up to

15%

DEARBORN-DETROIT
5000

WATTS

by using 2 or more of these powerful KNORR stations
WKHM
Flint,
WKMF
WKMH
Jackson, Mich.
DearbornDetroit
Jackson Broadcasting & Television Corp.
Mich.

WSAM
Saginaw,
Mich.

Buy all 4 stations, save 15% . . . buy any 3 stations, save 10% . . . buy any 2 stations, save 5%!
KNORR
Broadcasting
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ew

Assures

flexible

R

C

A

arrangement

Combining all the newest design features of the recently announced RCA 6 KW TV transmitter and the enviable performance record of RCA's famous 2 5 KW power amplifiers,
the new TT-2 5CL is today's best value! No other transmitter
in this power class embraces so many advantages . . . advantages
that engineers and station managers have asked to have incorporated in a single transmitter.
• FLEXIBLE FLOOR PLAN— The "block build" design of
the TT-2 5CL permits several combination arrangements. The
layout may be as illustrated in the accompanying floor plan, or
a modification of this general plan. The 6 KW Driver and
P.A. Rectifier and Control Cabinets can be arranged in "U"
fashion with the P.A. tanks moved forward and the driver
power supply enclosure placed at a remote location to further
conserve space.
• PRECISE COLOR PERFORMANCE -Built -in linearity
correction circuits and intercarrier frequency control, which
accurately maintains frequency separation between aural and
visual carriers, assure excellent color signal transmission.
• EXCELLENT ACCESSIBILITY— Broadba nd tuning controls in the 6 KW Driver are accessible without opening
any doors. All important driver circuits are adjusted from

25

for

KW

economical

YHF

floor

plan

the front of the unit. Exciter and modulator units have
"tilt-out" construction for quick, complete accessibility.
# THERMOSTATICALLY CONTROLLED HEATERSfor rectifier tubes are suited to ambient temperatures as low
as 0° C. Designed for attended or remote-control operation.
# ECONOMICAL OPERATION — A well-chosen tube
complement affords lower power costs. Complete overload
protection with "grouped" indicator lights makes troubleshooting quick and certain.
# TIME-PROVED TUBES -Long life RCA 5762 tubes in
both P.A.'s and Driver. Many broadcasters using other RCA
transmitters which employ the 5762 tubes report "extra
dividends" due to their long-life, economical operation. Over
100 RCA 2 5 KW amplifiers have been in
continuous service to date— each employs
the famous 5762.
PLUS . . . OTHER ADVANCED FEATURES—
too numerous to mention here! Get the
complete story from your RCA Broadcast
Sales Representative or write for descriptive literature (Catalog Bulletin B-4011).
In Canada, write RCA VICTOR Company
Limited, Montreal.

TELEVISION

TRANSMITTER

"ON-A/R"

NOW

WRGP-TV
AT
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
(Type

TT-25CL,

FLOOR

Low

Band)

is receiving excellent reports on trans-

mission since putting the TT-25CL "on-air." Particularly gratifying comments came from color
program viewers who are impressec
with the fidelity of WRGP color
transmission.

PLAN

VESTI6IAL SIDEBAND FILTER
VISUAL PA
PLATE TRANSFORMER

WRGP

AURAL PA
PLATE TRANSFORMER

DRIVER
25

KW

PORTION

COMPLETE
Where floor area is at a premium . . .
such as in "down-town" buildings, or where space must be yielded to other equipment, the
TT-25CL is highly adaptable. When new transmitter buildings are contemplated, the spacesaving TT-25CL helps to save building costs. The rectifier sections of both the 6 KW Driver and
also the Aural and Visual Amplifier Rectifiers can be separated and placed in an adjacent
room or basement. This is an added feature that saves valuable operating area.

CORPORATION

BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

of
•

THE ABOVE

TRANSMITTER

AMPLIFIERS)

RADIO

OF

AMERICA

CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY

IS AVAILABLE
6 KW

(LESS
AS

A

TRANSMITTER

Are

Your

TV

Schedules

Reaching

THIS

MUCH
of

On

KTHV,

they

Arkansas?

will!

With 316,000 watts on Channel 11 and with the tallest antenna in the
Central South (1756' above average terrain!), KTHV is seen, heard
and gets viewing response from almost all of Arkansas.
Take a good look at this mail map. Letters come to KTHV

from 47

Arkansas counties — as well as from viewers in Mississippi, Missouri,
Oklahoma and Texas!
Your Branham man has all the facts on KTHV
Arkansas. Ask him!

— the big buy in

Channel
LITTLE
V
TH
©K
Henry Clay, Executive Vice President

316,000

11

ROCK
Watts

B. G. Robertson, General Manager

AFFILIATED WITH KTHS, LITTLE ROCK AND KWKH, SHREVEPORT
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CBS

N G
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RADIO

Network

will drop

TO
night

NETWORK radio's first major rate adjustment in more than two years was initiated last week as CBS Radio proposed
to raise daytime rates 5 % and cut nighttime
prices by one-third.
Thus for the first time a network's daytime rate card would be substantially higher
than its nighttime counterpart — another step
in the network rate revolution that began
with the advent of television and already has
seen four
a "one
policy adopted by three of
the
radiorate"
networks.
The first reaction of CBS Radio's rival
networks was virtual silence. Some executives unofficially commended the daytime
rate boost but they gave no sign as to what
their own courses might be — particularly
with regard to the nighttime reduction. The
word was that they were "studying the situation."
ABC Radio officials greeted the daytime
boost proposal by pointing out that they already had announced, in December, that on
April 1 ABC Radio will raise the price of
segments in its morning block of programs.
This will amount to an increase of $50 to
$100 per five-minute segment, depending on
the frequency category involved [B«T, Dec.
31, 1956].
Regarding the evening rate reduction, authorities felt that the urge of ABC, NBC, and
Mutual to cut their nighttime prices in order
to "meet the competition" would be considerably less compelling now than six years
ago when the first rate cut was made, also by
CBS. Where the networks then had substantial blocks of business to lose if they
failed to meet the competition on prices,
their evening commercial schedules now are
relatively skimpy, and in addition the pattern of selling has undergone major changes.
Moreover, CBS Radio authorities maintained that even with a one-third cut at night
their own evening rates would still be "significantly higher" than the other networks.
CBS Radio's current hourly rate, day and
night, is approximately $15,000 gross. A
5% boost would put the daytime rate at
about $15,750, while the one third cut would
drop nighttime charges to around $10,000.
The changes, worked out by network officials in meetings with members of the CBS
Radio Affiliates Board, depend upon approval byaffiliates representing at least 85%
of the network's rate card. CBS Radio President Arthur Hull Hayes, disclosing the
moves, announced Thursday that contract
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

PRICE
rates

33%,

DAY
hike

day

OVER
5%.

amendments already have been sent out to
the stations. Officials hope to get affiliate approval in time to make the provisions effective March 10.
Current advertisers would get the customary six months' protection against the
daytime increase but presumably would receive immediate benefit from the nighttime
reduction. The effect of the evening cut, officials said, would be passed along to affiliates
on a proportionate basis.
John M. Rivers of WCSC Charleston,
S. C, chairman of the CBS Radio Affiliates
Board, expressed delight at the daytime increase, which he viewed as "recognition of
the increased usefulness which the CBS Radio Network supplies to advertisers. I am
confident that advertisers themselves recog-

ARTHUR HULL HAYES
HIS PRIME TIME IS DAYTIME

nize the increasing sales-effectiveness of their
use
of CBS Radio Network programs," he
asserted.
It was Mr. Rivers' statement, issued by
CBS Radio, that broke the news of the nighttime rate cut proposal. After expressing
pleasure at the daytime increase, his statement continued:
"At the same time the board, following
a full-scale examination of the entire competitive network situation, recognized that
it would be desirable to make certain adjustments in the nighttime rate structure.

Will others

NIGHT
adjust?

Accordingly it was agreed that the rates after
6:30 p.m. CNYT (current New York time)
should be adjusted to two-thirds of the current daytime rates which continues them at
a level significantly higher than those of the
CBSCBSRadio
network's
competitors."
Radio
was committed
not to sell
"quickie" commercials — or anything less
than five-minute segments. In the past it has
sold a number of programs on the segmentation plan— in 7 Vi -minute segments primarily, but also in some cases in five-minute
segments. Although it plans to offer additional programs on a five-minute-segment
basis, officials said this will not be done outside of nighttime and weekend hours.
Mr. Rivers asserted:
"All of us on the board are in complete
agreement that it is not the function of network radio to serve as a competitor to local
spot broadcasting by offering sponsorships
uniquely belonging to local radio stations.
The CBS Radio Network will continue to
sell no unit of less than five minutes duration and while its rates will exceed those of
network competitors, the inherent worth of
the audiences and the program structure of
the network continue to make them outstanding in all advertising."
By
comparison
CBS Radio's
fiveminute minimum onwith
segment
length, NBC
Radio, for example, has offered announcements as short as six seconds in length.
President Hayes said, after the meeting
with the affiliates board, that "the general
status of network broadcasting and specifically that of the CBS Radio Network has
been most encouraging. It is the intent of the
network to strengthen further the day and
night audience leadership of the CBS Radio
Network, which, we feel, is the end result of
the integrity of our broadcast schedule and
the strength of our affiliates.
"We are planning extensive consumer advertising and promotion to further accent
our leadership and to continue to supply the
advertisers of our country a useful and effective medium for the efficient distribution of
goods upon which our economy's stability
is so
CBSdeeply
Radiodependent."
officials declined to estimate
the amount of commercial time currently on
their evening schedule, except to say that it
is "not too much" and is less than a year
ago. On the other hand, the daytime schedule
is sold out to a large extent.
None of the networks has "too much"
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nighttime business — although the segmentation, participation and similar plans of selling make it difficult to tell, from a look at
the schedule, just how much is actually
commercial.
In the main, however, nighttime volume
on all four neworks is light.
While Mr. Rivers said that, even with the
nighttime reduction, CBS Radio's evening
rates would remain "significantly higher"
than those of other networks, the Tate cards
of the others did not, in themselves, support
his statement. ABC Radio, which has a
"single rate" for day and night, pegs its
gross hourly charge in the evening at $16,873. Mutual, also a "single rate" network,
puts its evening hourly rate at $14,028 gross.
NBC Radio, only one of the four to maintain a substantial differential between day
and evening rates, values its nighttime hour
at $25,368 gross, but its discount structure
is higher than those of the other networks,

which lowered their discounts in the process
of equalizing day and night rates two years
ago.In support of their contention that CBS
Radio's evening rates will still be higher than
those of competitors, officials of that network maintained that the selling patterns of
other networks — including participations,
etc. — worked to bring their rate averages
substantially below the bare figures shown on
their rate cards. And some networks, they
charged, are selling "under the counter" on
a "make me an offer" basis.
While none of the other networks commented extensively on the CBS-Radio move,
Mutual had one probable reason for silence
that the others did not have — its current
proposal to realign programming and put
heavy emphasis on news [B«T, Feb. 4
et seq.]. MBS authorities are currently
sounding out their affiliates individually and,
they say, getting overwhelmingly favorable

response to the plan. If this response continues, they hope to present new affiliation
contracts, embodying the changes, to their
affiliates during the NARTB convention in
April. Authorities accordingly felt one reason for their reluctance to discuss the CBS
moves was a feeling that any comment
might muddy the waters for their own proSome Mutual authorities did take the
position, however, that any discussion of
posal.
hourly rates, per se, largely missed the point
so far as current sales patterns are concerned. On Mutual, they pointed out, most
current business isn't in the form of straight
program sponsorships, but in packages composed of parts or all of several programs.
Kraft Foods, for instance, sponsors five
newscasts a day, six days a week, and Miles
Labs presents five different newscasters at
various times during the week and also
underwrites several other programs.

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
RALSTON

CEREAL

AS

TV

RADIO,

SALES

REPLACE

RALSTON-PURINA Co., St. Louis, which
created a wave of excitement last April by
dropping premiums from its packaged cereals and at the same time earmarking 80% of
an estimated advertising budget of $3 million
annually to radio and television, today (Monday) is announcing that its no-premiums
"revolution"
is paying off with increased
sales.
The decision to embark on a "no premium" approach, considered a radical move
in the packaged food field, was worked out
by Ralston-Purina sales and advertising executives in consultation with officials of
Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, San Francisco,
the company's agency. Ralston-Purina over
the past 1 1 months has boasted about its
"no premium" policy in its radio and tv
commercials and next month, in advertisements in food publications, will proclaim:
"Ever since Ralston closed its toy department, sales have gone up month after
month — every single month for a year — better than they ever were with premiums.
Grocers all over the country have been applauding Ralston for increased sales . . .
housewives too are cheering Ralston for
keeping toys and noise off the breakfast
table . . ."
Since abandoning premiums, Ralston has
invested an estimated $2.4 million in radio
and television spot announcements and on
ABC-TV's Bold Journey program on
of Rice Chex, Wheat Chex, Instantbehalf
and
Regular Ralston and Ry-Krisp to reach
the adult audience — "the people who actually buy cereals." The remainder of the budget was allocated largely to food, trade and
professional publications, with virtually no
consumer media used outside of radio-tv.
An explanation of the "no premium" approach and of the emphasis on broadcasting, especially television, was provided by
E. J. (Buzz) Hodges, vice president and
account supervisor of Guild, Bascom &
Bonfigli, who said:
"We are not against premiums per se
Page 28 • February 25, 1957

SOAR

PREMIUMS

but we feel at this time our concentration on
adult approach will help continue to build
more and lasting sales for Ralston. And
we're using television primarily because this
medium lends itself best to our personalized,
off-beat approach in which we create our
commercials to make friends and loyal customers— not just one-time sales."
An example of the "no premium" and
"adult audience" concept, embodying a zany
approach, is the following tv commercial
used on a recent Bold Journey program:
". . . . Here's that professor of premiums,
Lee Goodman.
MR. GOODMAN: Oh-hi. Just trying to put
together one of these cereal premiums — oops
— but I guess you do have to be a professor
or construction engineer. Let's see — according to the instructions — 'by simply following
the theory of relativity you can easily assemble this spaceship by merely attaching the reversible rockets one-two-thousandths of an
inch at a 33.4 angle. . . ' Well, here's a cereal
that doesn't require an engineering degreeWheat Chex — because Wheat Chex are a
grownup cereal, guaranteed to contain no
premiums whatsoever."
Brewers to Hike '57 Radio Buys
By 25%, RAB's Taylor Predicts
PREDICTION that the brewing industry
will spend 25% more on radio in 1957
than in 1956 is to be made today (Monday)
by Sherril Taylor, vice president and director
of promotion for RAB.
In a speech prepared for delivery before
the annual national sales convention of the
Carling Brewing Co. in St. Louis, Mr. Taylor
says he based his upward estimate of the
brewing industry's radio expenditure on
studies of market trends, reports received at
RAB headquarters from national and regional brewers and their agencies and a review of "the radio success all producers of

food products enjoyed last year." He says
that in 1956 radio billings surpassed those
in 1955 by 30%. He added:
"Radio's almost-complete penetration
(96.3% of the population are regular listeners), its ability to reach millions at any hour
of the broadcast day, its economy and its
adaptability to serve the needs of all sizes
of advertisers are the basic reasons for its
economic rebirth. There is an interesting
parallel between your industry and mine;
we both prosper for the same reason — the
public likes us and uses us."
TvB

Supplement

Lists

Bates Tops for Spots
TELEVISION Bureau of Advertising last
week issued a supplement to its Spot Expenditure Report for the fourth quarter of
1956 [B«T, Feb. 8], listing Ted Bates & Co.
as the leading advertising agency in spot tv
billings for the final quarter of last year.
Following Ted Bates in order of spot tv
billings, according to TvB, are McCannErickson Inc., Young & Rubicam Inc.,
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample Inc., Benton &
Bowles Inc., J. Walter Thompson Co.,
BBDO, Leo Burnett Co., Compton Adv.,
N. W. Ayer & Son. In its report issued two
weeks ago, TvB placed total national spot
tv expenditures for 1956 at $397,498,000
and for the final quarter of the year at
$107,842,000. N. C. Rorabaugh Co. compiles tv spot data for TvB.
Among the observations made last week
by TvB in its supplementary report were
that N. W. Ayer & Co. appears in the top
ten advertising agencies in spot billings for
the
first from
time; seventh
that the place
"significant
of
D-F-S
in therise"
third
quarter of 1956 to fourth place is "due to
increased spot activity of General Mills and
Peter Paul Inc.," and that Compton Adv.,
which did not appear in the top 10 in the
third quarter, reappears in the final quarter
because
of "expanded
of spot
tv"Top
by
such Procter
& Gamble use
products
as Big
peanut butter, Comet cleanser, Duz and
Ivory Flakes.
Broadcasting
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BBDO
TO

SHOOTING

TOP

$194.5

FOR

$200

MILLION

CASH— the $194.5 million worth BBDO
billed in 1956 — topped the agenda at that
agency's 29th annual convention in New
York last week. Coupled with announcement of last year's billings was the prediction by Board Chairman Bruce Barton that
"we are going to do more business in 1957
than we did in 1956" (at a current rate of
over $200 million).
The billings total is more than $30 million
(nearly 20%) over 1955. Broadcasting's
share: $65,157,000 (33.5%) in television,
$11,475,500 (5.9%) in radio. In 1955 the
respective breakdowns were $49.5 million
and $19.5 million.
"The $200 Million Challenge" was the
format of the hour-long closed circuit on
which a panel of the agency's top brass reported tothe 2,238 BBDO employes (up 350
over last year) and their families across the
country,
and to nine of the agency's 15
office
cities.
Fred B. Manchee, executive vice president and treasurer, said that half of the
1956 billings came from the New York
office and half from the regional offices.
The billing was distributed among the
various media in the following proportions:
television, 33.5%; radio, 5.9%; general
magazines, 22.5%; newspapers, 19.1%;
trade papers, 5.6%; farm papers, 1.4%; outdoor and car cards, 3.6%; mechanical production, 7.8% and fees and miscellaneous,
9.6% .
In answer to a question on "how big can
an agency get before it reaches the point of
diminishing returns in service to clients,
efficiency, etc.?" Alex F. Osborn, vice chairman of the board, said "BBDO is now 10
times bigger than it was less than 20 years
ago, and we certainly render a lot better
service to clients than then. As to efficiency,
this can best be judged by considering the
amount of business we do in relation to our
number of employes."
Branch office operations will continue to
grow and be profitable, according to Mr.
Osborn, who maintains his headquarters in
the agency's Buffalo office. He denied any
trend toward consolidation of advertising
services in New York because of client management consolidation, mergers, moving of
client headquarters, etc. "One reason why
we can continue to grow so solidly and so
substantially
is our multi-office set-up," he
said.
Edward Cashin, executive vice president,
said that, despite the agency's growth, the
agency has no immediate plans for opening
additional offices, with the possible exception of one in Montreal to accomodate the
expanding Canadian operation. BBDO
opened
an office
the United
States,in inToronto,
1956. it's first outside
J. David Danforth, executive vice president, demonstrated how BBDO account service has improved. He mentioned such examples of increased service as the agency's
15-office public relations network; a mothers' council, junior council, jr. homemakers'
Broadcasting
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and homemakers' councils; in media, a specialist in classified telephone directory advertising; in merchandising, specialists in
building materials, agriculture, and sales
promotions and contests; in broadcasting, a
new closed circuit camera for checking art
work and product displays, auditioning models, trying out new production techniques
and
reviewing product commercial demonstrations.
He also pointed out that the agency is
equipped to increase its service in cooperative advertising. He predicted that co-op
advertising will become more important in
the years ahead.
The present system of agency compensation is satisfactory and the media commission will stand, Mr. Danforth commented.
He added that, despite the American Assn.
of Advertising Agencies' consent decree,
there is no indication that any medium has
lost faith in agencies or the commission
method.
BBDO's attitude toward the profitability
of accounts was commented on by Mr.
Cashin, who said: "In 1956 BBDO served
153 clients. Forty-six billed in excess of $1
million, and believe it or not, we have 41
accounts that bill under $100,000. BBDO
does not have any hard nor fast rule on

KISSES, COMMERCIALS
ALL was not seriousness at BBDO's
closed-circuited convention last week:
Item: Chairman Bruce Barton asked
everyone to wave their handkerchiefs
to Ben Duffy, BBDO president recovering from a cerebral hemorrhage. He
explained that Mr. Duffy was much
better — that when he left him at the
hospital the preceding Saturday, Ben
called him back and kissed him, he in
turn kissed Ben, and so there would be
no hard headed
feelings
nurse, too. he kissed Ben's redItem: As a commercial break in the
telecast, Revlon Girl Barbara Britton
delivered the following:
"Friends, for real advertising . . .
real sell . . . look ahead. And you'll
choose BBDO . . . most exciting ad
agency in the world today. Working
to help you sell better . . . today and tomorrow. Yes . . . for the easy way to
sell it fast . . . guaranteed to come
out perfect every time . . . look to
BBDO, America's leading manufacturer of advertising . . . Advertising
that percolates as it penetrates. Proggress is our most important preoccupation. Once a day, it's brainstorm
time. Remember: You haven't sold
your hardest sell . . . until you've sold
with BBDO. For better things for
better living through advertising . . .
only BBDO can do so many jobs so

IN A annual
DISCUSSION
preceding
BBDO's
29th
convention
are (I
to r)
Vice President W. Barry McCarthy,
program chairman; Bruce Barton,
chairman of the board, and Charles
H. Brower, executive vice president.
either the size of an account or the profit of
an account to make it acceptable to us.
However, it must be clear to all of us that
the reason we do have as large a number
of accounts in this category is primarily
because of their growth potential."
Other questions handled by the panel
covered the longevity of BBDO accounts
(average: 14 years); the agency's recruitment and training program; the agency's
profit-sharing program (the maximum 15%
of employee's salary was paid into the fund
in 1956); and why BBDO never resigns an
account solely for the reason that it might
prefer a larger one.
Other segments of the day-'.ong program
included reviews of BBDO advertising campaigns over the past year, and trends in
various BBDO departments and services.
W. Barry McCarthy, a BBDO vice president, was chairman of the convention committee.
Blacklisting Not Practiced
In Radio-Tv, Says Foreman
TO THE KNOWLEDGE of at least one top
agency executive, there is no general practice of so-called "blacklisting" in the agency
field.
According to Robert L. Foreman, BBDO
vice president in radio and television, agencies, so far as he knows, do not use such
lists as guides in selecting radio-tv talent,
producers and others.
Alleged "blacklisting" in radio-tv often
has been cited as a cause for certain and sudden shifts in assignments or in dismissals of
people employed in radio and tv because of
charges of association with groups identified
as subversive.
Mr. Foreman also noted that it must be
remembered that the advertiser also has a
say in the choice of people used in a radio
and tv show, and that the sponsor's wish
must be respected in making a decision.
Mr. Foreman was intervewed on Tuesday
night's Night Beat program conducted on
WABD (TV) New York by Mike Wallace.
February 25, 1957
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SPOT

RADIO'S

THE

THIS SEASON'S unprecedented national advertiser use and
interest in spot radio has evoked considerable discussion
among top media executives. A major facet — saturation —
will be studied Wednesday by Jeremy D. Sprague of Cunningham &Walsh; David J. Mahoney of the Good Humor
Corp. and Adam J. Young Jr. of Adam Young Inc., at a

IT NEEDN'T BE PRIME,
BUT HAS TO BE COUNTED
John M. Keavey, TWA
WHAT can you do to help TWA spend
more money on radio? I would offer this
suggestion — that you re-examine, each of
you individually, the rate structure of your
station and come up with a practical way for
us to reach a greater number of people at
reasonable cost without fighting a couple of
dozen other advertisers for a limited number
TIMEBUYER TESTIFIES
TO RADIO'S BIG ASSETS
Hope Martinez, BBDO
RADIO SATURATION makes good media
sense because it offers a combination of big
media assets — maximum penetration at low
cost, maximum repetition at low cost and
immediate impact with a proven technique.
It fits a variety of different product situations. When a product needs market-bymarket flexibility and strong local salesmanship, saturation spot radio is frequently the
answer. The saturation technique gives you
a combination of the top local radio personalities in every market. You take advantage of their cumulative local influence,
endorsement value and persuasive salesmanship, as well as repeated message.
If you have a broad-appeal product and
your market is everybody, spot radio saturashould be considered. Radio can reach
virtually 100% of all the homes in every
market. And saturation guarantees that
your sales message will reach a tremendous
unduplicated audience every week.
When launching a new product, starting
Page 30
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New York session of the Radio-Television Executives Society.
At an RTES timebuying and selling seminar last Tuesday,
Hope Martinez, BBDO broadcast buyer, and John M.
Keavey, director-domestic advertising, Trans World Airlines,
took up "Saturation — What Is It?" Condensations of their
talks follow:

of minutes at so-called prime air times.
What happens in the radio business is that
everybody wants 8 a.m. Everybody cannot
have 8 a.m., but too many times the station
which supplies a "four" rating at 8 a.m. and
a "two" rating at 2:30 p.m. charges the same
rate for both segments. I'm happy to accept
a slot at 3 p.m. — or 11 a.m. — or 11:30 p.m.
— only if you do not ask me to pay $5 for
1,000 listeners at 3 in the afternoon while
someone else is paying $5 for 10,000
listeners at 8 in the morning.
me me
a good
count — that's
all I
ask.Give
Assure
that head
the cumulative
audience
of my off-peak timebuys will match (dollar
for dollar) the one-time effectiveness of my
competitor.
Last night I was looking at Standard Rate
and I came across a major radio outlet
which quoted an "A" time (between 7 p.m.
and 10:59 p.m.) of approximately $225.
That same station quoted a "B" time (between 5 p.m. and 6:59 p.m.) at a cost of
about $175. The particularly interesting

from scratch in brand recognition and awareness, you need repetition and plenty of . it.
Spot radio saturation is ideal in this case because you can afford to tell prospects about
your new product several times daily, six
or seven days a week. Again and again, you
hammer
vantages. home your product's name and adIn a situation where you have to register
immediate sales gains and time does not
allow the building
of your new sales
story block-byblock, spot radio
can put across your
message with lightning speed.
tion's Saturapenetration
and repetition can
assure big immediate impact. And
finally, to get the
most out of your
advertising budget,
it is wise to remember that spot radio
saturation has an
attractive price tag.
With a limited

angle to me was that the "B" time (at a
lower cost) had a higher rating than "A"
time.
I submit that any industry which tolerates
this kind of mathematical confusion is not
helping me to appropriate and spend more
budget and that my board of directors might
well give the fish eye to any request that we
make a dramatic increase in our audio investments.
Let me emphasize that I have put my personal chips more on spot radio than any
other medium. For I believe that this is
the all-pervasive medium — the one which is
with us in all places at all times, day in day
out. I believe that this unique medium is
closer allied to the mass marketing retail
interests of our airline than any other at our
command.
I speak therefore as a friend who wants
to be friendlier — an ally who believes this
medium will become greater and greater
and asks that you let me and others like
me back up our beliefs with cold cash.
budget saturation can make a big splash in
the spot radio medium.
An advertiser can achieve big radio ratings today not only with adjacencies to better network shows — and these are far fewer
than six years ago — but also by participating
in shows run by strong local personalities.
These big ratings, available through radio,
can be bought more economically than ever
before because of a general lowering of
spot radio costs, particularly through the
sizable savings offered on a bulk-buying
basis. The unit cost of an announcement
bought in an 18- or 24-a-week package plan
costs 20 to 30% less than a 260-time rate
in 1950. To my mind, 100 rating points is
massive market penetration. Yet this can
often bementsachieved
with 18 to 24 announceweekly.
This brings us to saturation's third media
advantage — immediate impact. In only a
few weeks you can get customers talking
about your product. Your sales message
gets across to a big chunk of the market with
enough repetition to build a lasting impression in the initial weeks of the campaign.
More than anything else, saturation is
repetition — the one commodity no product
ever has enough of.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Timken to Debut on Tv in Fall
With Two NBC Documentaries
TIMKEN Roller Bearing Co., Canton,
Ohio, will make its first use of television
next fall on NBC-TV. Through BBDO,
Cleveland, the industrial firm has picked up
two as-yet-unscheduled "specials," one being the next Project XX documentary, "The
Innocent Years: 1900-1916", the other NBC
News & Special Events' documentary on
Antarctica, the latter being the third in the
network's This Planet Earth series. It will
deal with the 1958 Geophysical Year expedition.
Meanwhile, Donald Hyatt, associate producer on the Project XX series, told B*T
Thursday that his associates are "giving considerable serious thought" to making use
of live color tv "sometime in the not-toodistant future." Mr. Hyatt explained that
"sooner or later, we will exhaust past-tense
20th century history," necessitating a look
into the present or future. Project XX has
already covered a multitude of 20th century "periods." With 1900-1916 upcoming,
in "the can" to date are 1914-1918 "The
Great War"; 1919-1929 "The Jazz Age";
1929-1939 "The Thirties"; 1939-1945 "Victory at Sea". Others covered: "The Twisted
Cross" — the rise and fall of Nazi Germany;
"Nightmare in Red" — the story of Communism; "Three-Two-One-Zero" — the "A"
bomb, and "Call to Freedom" — the story
of post-war Austria with background history.
Quaker

State Oil to Sponsor

Mutual's 'Game of the Day7
QUAKER State Oil Refining Corp., through
Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, has contracted with Mutual for sponsorship of the
Saturday afternoon baseball Game of the
Day play-by-play series throughout the season, it was announced last week by MBS
Sales Vice President Wendell B. Campbell.
Game of the Day kicks off March 30. Fiveminute sportscasts featuring Frankie Frisch
are scheduled on those MBS stations not permitted— by major league regulations — to
carry Game of the Day. More than 365
MBS stations have been cleared to date for
Game of the Day.
Mr. Frisch's broadcasts for Quaker State
will be heard Saturdays and Sundays from
5:05-5:10 p.m., 9:05-9:10 p.m. Additionally,
he will have a Saturday, 12:05-12:10 p.m.
and a Sunday 1:05-1:10 p.m. show. All times
are EST.
Six Sponsors Sign for ABC
Daytime Programming Segments
SIGNING of Carter Products Inc., Good
Housekeeping magazine, La Choy Food
Products and Sterling Drug Inc. as sponsors
of ABC morning programs was announced
Thursday by George Comtois, national sales
manager of ABC Radio. He also reported
that American Bird Food Mfg. Corp and
General Foods Corp. have renewed their
program segments in Don McNeill's Breakfast Club (Monday-Friday, 9-10 a.m. EST).
Carter Products (Arrid cream deodorant),
Broadcasting
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New York, through Sullivan Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, New York, is sponsoring a
Thursday, five-minute segment of Breakfast Club, effective Feb. 14. La Choy Foods
Div. of Beatrice Foods Co., Chicago,
through Foote, Cone & Belding, has signed
for the same program for the Friday, 9:159:20 a.m. EST portion, starting Mar. 1; the
Monday, 9:15-9:20 a.m. segment, starting
Mar. 4 and the Wednesday 9:55-10 a.m.
period, starting Mar. 14.
Good Housekeeping, New York, through
Grey Adv., New York, has bought segments
of When a Girl Marries (Monday-Friday,
10:30-10:45 a.m. EST) for the period Feb.
19-22. Sterling Drug (Bayer Aspirin), New
York, through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
New York, has added the Wednesday 10:25
a.m. EST segment of When a Girl Marries,
starting last week. Sterling also sponsors the
Monday, Wednesday and Friday 10:0510:10 a.m. portion of the program.
Carpet Sweeper Firm Slates
Spot Tv in 100 Top Markets
SPOT TV campaign will be launched March
26 by Bissell Carpet Sweeper Co., Grand
Rapids, Mich., on some 78 stations in 100
top markets, plus participations on NBCTV's Matinee Theatre.
A fifteen-week drive will be the first of
1957 seasonal campaigns in which tv expenditures will exceed those of last year's schedules. In 1956 Bissell used about 50 stations,
as
as participations
on NBC-TV's
andwellToday
shows. Bissell
broke intoHome
spot
tv in 1955 with a heavy campaign. Recently
it has been using limited spot tv.
Length of the upcoming spring drive and
frequency of announcements were undetermined last week. Similar schedules will be
utilized later this year, including the fall and
Christmas seasons. Agency is N. W. Ayer
& Son.

SPONSORS

JUST

Spot Tv Used in Three Markets
To Introduce New Kraft Product
A 39 week-long daytime spot tv drive, ranging from 12 to 25 announcements per week,
is underway on seven stations in three test
markets for Kraft Foods Co. to introduce its
new Vita-Heat food product. Business was
placed
Chicago.through Needham, Louis & Brorby,
Product is being unveiled with one-minute
ads on KPRC-TV and KTRK (TV) Houston; KGUL-TV Galveston-Houston (25
spots per week) ; WJAR-TV and WPRO-TV
Providence (15) and, starting today (Monday) on WCPO-TV and WKRC-TV Cincinnati (12 a week). Initial 13-week drive is
expected to be the heaviest, with schedules
tapering off in succeeding weeks.
Campbell-Ewald Promotes Five
TOP-LEVEL executive changes at Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit, were announced
Wednesday by Henry G. Little, president
and board chairman of the agency.
Appointments were those of Joseph J.
Hartigan, senior vice president, as vice
chairman; Lawrence R. Nelson, secretarytreasurer, as chairman of the executive committee and reelected senior vice president;
Colin Campbell, vice president, as senior
vice president; Hermon P. Cook as treasurer,
and Stoffer J. Rozema as secretary.
Gardner Names

FOUR new vice presidents of Gardner Advertising Co., St. Louis, have been announced by the firm's board of directors.
They are Kenneth Runyon, director of marketing, and account executives Wells Hobler,
William J. Rogers and Michael Ryan.

LOVE

BASEBALL means sponsors for virtually
98 out of every 100 radio stations carrying play-by-play broadcasts of the games.
This sales lure was pointed up last
week in a survey conducted by Radio
Advertising Bureau in advance of the
1957 season.
More than half of the stations which
replied to RAB's questionnaire said they
carried baseball play-by-play broadcasts
last year — and only 2.3% of these said
their coverage was not sponsored.
Breweries were by far the most frequent sponsors — more often on a regional
network than on a purely local station
basis — followed by oil distributors and
refiners, and automobile dealers, in that
order.
The survey was conducted among
RAB's 800-plus member stations and accordingly did not include baseball on tv.
A total of 516 stations replied, with 300
of these (54.4%) saying they carried
play-by-play baseball last season.
Of the 300, 97.7%— 293— said their

Four V.P/s

BASEBALL

RADIO

games were sponsored. These 293 reported atotal of 516 sponsors.
A total of 165 stations, or 55% of the
300 which carried baseball, reported
sponsorships by breweries. Other leading
advertiser types, by percentage of stations
reporting: oil distributors and refiners,
22.3%; auto dealers, 13%; banks and
finance companies, 9.7%; cigarette and
tobacco companies, 8.3%; appliance retailers and distributors, 6.7%; carbonated
beverages, dairies, and building and lumber supplies, 4.7% each, and other types,
4.3%.
Breweries, oil distributors, cigarettes
and tobaccos, and banks and finance
companies were advertiser categories inclined more to regional than to purely
local sponsorships.
Some 58.7% of the baseball stations
said they were parts of regional baseball
networks; 23.7% said their games were
carried locally, while 17.6% reported
both local and regional network coverage.
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Hadacol
COLORCAST
The Next 10 Days
Of Network Color Shows
(All times EST)
CBS-TV
Feb. 26 (9:30-10 p.m.) Red Skelton
Show, S. C. Johnson & Son through
Foote, Cone & Belding and Pet Milk
Co. through Gardner (also Mar. 5).
Mar. 1. (3:30-4 p.m.) Bob Crosby
Show, participating sponsors and agencies.
NBC-TV
Feb. 25 (8-8:30 p.m.) The Adventures
of Sir Lancelot, Whitehall Pharmacal
through Ted Bates and Lever Bros,
through Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles.
Feb. 25 (9:30-10:30 p.m.) Robert
Montgomery Presents, S. C. Johnson
through Needham, Louis & Brorby
and Mennen Co. through Grey (also
Mar. 4).
Feb. 26-Mar. 1 (3-4 p.m.) Matinee,
participating sponsors and agencies
(also Mar. 5-8).
Feb. 26 (8:30-9 p.m.) Noah's Ark, Liggett & Meyers through McCann-Erickson and Max Factor through Doyle
Dane Bernbach on alternate weeks.
Feb. 26 (10:30-11 p.m.) Hold That
Note, Lanolin Plus through Russel M.

Pratt Named Hoyt Co. Director;
Roberts Elected Vice President
RICHARD G. PRATT, vice president of
Charles W. Hoyt Co., New York, has been
elected a member of the board of directors
of the agency and James R. Roberts, an
account executive, has been appointed a
vice president.
Announcement of the changes was made
by Winthrop Hoyt, board chairman, at the
48th annual meeting of the agency's stockholders in New York. Mr. Hoyt reported
that 39% of the company employes are
now stockholders in the corporation.
Mr. Pratt joined Hoyt in 1938 and became

w
MR. PRATT

MR. ROBERTS

a vice president in 1953. He serves as
service manager on several accounts using
radio and tv. Mr. Roberts has been with
Page 32
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Seeds (also Mar. 5).
Feb. 27-Mar. 1 (1:30-2:30 p.m.) Club
60, co-op sponsors and agencies (also
Mar. 4-8).
Feb. 27 (7:30-7:45 p.m. Xavier Cugat
Show, sustaining (also Mar. 1, 6).
Feb. 27 (9-10 p.m.) Kraft Television
Theatre, Kraft Foods through J.
Walter Thompson (also Mar. 6).
Feb. 28 (10-11 p.m.) Lux Video Theatre, Lever Bros. Co. through J. Walter Thompson.
Mar. 2(1-2 p.m.) Your Figure Is Your
Fortune, Warner Bros. Co. through
C. J. La Roche.
Mar. 2 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Como Show,
participating sponsors and agencies.
Mar. 3 (9-10 p.m.) Alcoa Hour, Aluminum Co. of America through Fuller
& Smith & Ross.
Mar. 4 (8-9:30 p.m.) Producers' Showcase "Romeo and Juliet," RCA and
Whirlpool-Seeger through Kenyon &
Eckhardt and John Hancock Mutual
Life Insurance Co. through McCannErickson.
Mar. 5 (9:30-10:30 p.m.) The March
of Medicine, Smith, Kline & French
Labs through Doremus-Eshleman Co.
Mar. 6 (8-9 p.m.) "Maurice Chevalier's
Paris," Breast-O-Chicken through
Foote, Cone & Belding.

the company since 1948 and was elected
a director in 1950 and secretary of the
company in 1953. He is account executive
on Monticello Drug Co., which places 80%
of its budget in radio, 10% in television and
10% in newspapers.
New Food Products Corporation
Considers Radio-Tv Advertising
FORMATION of American Brands Inc.,
New York, a new food products corporation,
was announced last week by David G. Lyon,
board chairman and former agency executive with Raymond Spector and Cecil &
Presbrey.
First product to be marketed by American
Brands Inc. is an instant liquid tea concentrate, "2 Sec'n Tea," which will be introduced regionally next month. Maxon Inc.,
has been retained as American Brands'
agency, and radio-tv advertising is definitely
being considered, according to a spokesman
for American Brands.
Mr. Lyon is the son of Alfred E. Lyon,
board chairman of Phillip Morris Inc. Other
officers include Arnold Fink, president, former head of Globe Canteen Inc. and the
developer of "2 Sec'n Tea"; Bess Myerson,
former "Miss America" and ABC-TV personality, director and vice president, who
will
play a "prominent
and advertising
plans. role" in exploitation

Maker

Seeks

To Bypass Rate Cards
STATE SEN. Dudley J. LeBlanc, known as
the Hadacol man from Louisiana, has returned to the broadcast scene with a new
product
thatcards.
he proposes to sell without benefit of rate
Instead of a tonic, the Senator is now introducing Kary-On vitamin and mineral
tablets. Apparently recalling his radio
crusade for Hadacol tonic, a series of campaigns that wound up in assorted legal intricacies, he again proposes to use per inquiry time. Two special gimmicks are involved— the first bottle is free; the second
bottle costs the customer $2 and Sen. LeBlanc offers to send back half of this to the
station.
The offer to stations promises to furnish
transcriptions "with a top pitch man saying
in effect that 'Senator LeBlanc, the man
who discovered Hadacol; who was among
the first to put a vitamin and mineral tonic
on the American market; the man who has
made an extensive study of vitamins and
minerals — has a new vitamin and mineral
formula that has worked wonders with the
The who
Senator
much faith in the
havehasusedso it'."
people
formula, his "pitch man" will say, "that he
is willing to send you absolutely free a 30day trial of his famous Triple AAA KaryOn vitamin and mineral tablets which have
a retail value of up to $5."
Under the plan, the customer gets his
free bottle with "top-best selling literature."
In 30 days another bottle goes to the customer, plus a bill for $2. "Immediately
upon receiving payment, we would give you
half which, in this case, would be $1," the
letter to stations explains. LeBlanc Vitamin
Co., under contract terms, would agree to
do business with only one station "in this
town." The station agrees to broadcast at
least 15 spots a day for the first 30 days
and then not less than seven spots a day.
Affidavits of performance are required.
Another per inquiry deal offered broadcasters isbased on an Elvis Presley game
"designed to give you the thrill of forecasting who your future sweetheart will be."
The project, submitted by Lakeside Television Co., New York, species a $3 price
for the game, with the station keeping 50
cents.
Bozell & Jacobs on behalf of Melton Publishing Co. is promoting a per inquiry travel
expense and income tax record book that
sells for $3 plus 35^ postage. The station
keeps $1.05.
Carter Takes Network

Hockey

CBS-TV has sold part of its Saturday afternoon National Hockey League series to Carter Products Inc. (Rise shave cream, Arrid
men's deodorant) in some 80 of the 115
cities to which it feeds the games, covering
the last four games of the 10-game series.
Stations in other markets are carrying it on
a co-op
basis. Agency is Ted Bates & Co.,
New
York.
Broadcasting
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WSAV

reaches
than

more

homes

any other

Savannah

COMPARATIVE

medium!

ANALYSIS

Based upon Official Published Reports-Nielsen Coverage Study No. 2
for Savannah, Georgia Radio
Stations
Monthly

. . . WSAV reaches 13,650
more radio homes than its
nearest competitor.
ASK YOUR BLAIR MAN TO SHOW YOU THE
COMPLETE NCS No. 2 REPORT

Savannah
Station:

Radio
Homes:

WSAV

144,050

Coverage:
79,700
25,820
31,650
44,860

45,550
51,710
118,430

Number
Counties:

1

5
Station "A"
25
Station "B"
132 ■
45,550
24,640
Station "C"
117,140
24
66,050
Station "D"
"E"— 23,589
Average
Station "E"
Daily Circulation (ABC Reports):
Newspaper
Savannah Newspaper
Savannah
"M"— -51,698
630 kc.
5,000 wam
Full Tim*

in Savannah WSAV
REPRESENTED

BY

398,500
2

Home

Popular

Radios

Radio

. . . 164,225

Stations

at

1
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Radios
Rate!
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COVERAGE

cuble

(® Market .. .

Archbald

WAYNE
Moosic
■JRE and WSCR are top
rated NBC affiliates. Either

Dun mo re
Scranton
1000 w day

500 wIce ni<
"Po\jf 1320
yy££P>

station is the "buy" in their
individual areas . . . but, for
the National or Regional
advertiser they become the
only 2-station combination
to consider when planning
your radio advertising to
"L" market.
reach
Pennsylvania's double

Here at one rate WERE and
WSCR offers you the two largest
markets in Northeastern Pennsylvania located in one of America's
eatcst concentration of Populatioi
ith unlimited sales potentialities.

s-Barre
WERE
250 w
1340 kc.

. . . lackauahha

at Representative
leadley-Reed Co.

me

WILKB-BARRE

PENNSYLVANIA

WSCR
SCRANTON, PENNSYLVANIA
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Advertising Researcher Hits
Overemphasis on Tv Ratings
"ADVERTISING is a sick, frightened profession of insecure men who have completely lost sight of their objectives," Paul Wallach, advertising researcher, said last Monday at the Hollywood Advertising Club. He
charged that they had allowed their interest
in ratings to take precedence over service to
their clients, holding the best programs for
rating week broadcasts and forgetting that
sales are what really count.
An experimental survey conducted by
mail ballots to 60,000 western subscribers to
a tv fan magazine, of whom 12,000 replied,
show listener loyalty to be more important
than size of audience, Mr. Wallach said. He
reported that while Ed Sullivan has a "spectacular audience" and sponsor identification
of better than 90% of his viewers, less than
13% say that they are influenced by the program's commercials. Conversely, he said,
Noah's Ark, reportedly being dropped because of low ratings, has a greater consumer
loyalty potential than almost any other program now on the air.
The most liked type of tv commercial —
filmed dramatizations or animated cartoons
— can swiftly become not only disliked but
an actual creater of antagonism toward the
product, driving customers away instead of
attracting them, if it is repeated too frequently, Mr. Wallach reported.
Unless agencies wake up and begin using
other kinds of research than audience ratings
they may find themselves displaced with a
new profession, advertising management,
which will evaluate programs on the basis of
sales effectiveness, rather than high ratings,
he added.
Franco Assoc. Institutes Suit
In New York Against Three Firms
A SUIT was instituted in New York State
Supreme Court Wednesday against Chemical Corn Exchange Bank, Rexall Drug Co.,
and United Cigar- Whelan Corp. by Carlos
Franco Assoc., New York, in the latest
move of the agency's fight against Seaboard
Drug Co. and its present agency, Grant
Adv., New York [B<»T, Dec. 10, 1956, et
seq\.
The suit — three separate actions — was in
the name of Mr. Franco and the sheriff of
the City of New York. Following authorization by Supreme Court Justice Henry Clay
Greenberg Feb. 20, it seeks to have the three
companies turn over to the sheriff "monies
or property" totaling $28,572.87 — from
Chemical Exchange, $15,092.96; Rexall,
$11,147.36, and United Cigar-Whelan, $2,332.55— in aid of the $45,000 warrant of
attachment filed Nov. 23, 1956, with New
York State Supreme Court Justice Irving A.s
Saypol. At that time, a number of firms had
90 days in which to comply with the order.
Counsel for Franco told B*T last week that
action was instituted upon expiration of this
period.
On Thursday, Chemical Corn Exchange
turned over to the sheriff the $15,092.96.
Meanwhile, Franco Assoc. made a motion
to strike out the counterclaim of $250,000
Broadcasting
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LATEST

RATINGS
9. Perry
Godfrey's
10.
ComoScouts

Two weeks ending Jan. 26
TOTAL AUDIENCE1 (HOMES-000)
11. J Love
Lucy
Ed Sullivan
4.
o0. Color Carnival (Lewis)
5.
4. Disneyland
December Bride
6. Perry Como
7.
9. $64,000 Question
8. I've Got a Secret
10.1. Jack Benny
Godfrey's Scouts
/ Love TOTAL
Lucy AUDIENCE1 (%)3
Ed Sullivan
Color Carnival (Lewis)
Disneyland
Perry Como
December Bride
$64,000
I've Got Question
a Secret

4.
3.
2.
5.
8.
7.
9.
6.
10. Jack
Godfrey's
BennyScouts
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

lo,3lU
1 1,00 1
10, Z /U
15,209
15,170
14,934
14,659
14,462
14,266

13,126
13,087
46.6

1. I LoveAVERAGE
Lucy AUDIENCE2 (%)3
2. Color Carnival (Lewis)
39.6
3. Ed Sullivan
38.1
37.0
4. December Bride
36.7
35.7
5. I've Got a Secret
6. $64,000 Question
35.4
7. GE Theatre
34.7
35.3
8.
Godfrey's
9. Perry
ComoScouts
34.7
10. Jack Benny
1 Homes reached by all or any part of program, except for homes viewing only 1 to 5 minutes.
2 Homes reached during average minute of program.
3 Based on tv homes within reach of station facilities
used by each program.
Copyright 1957 by A. C. Nielsen Co.

48.3
47.3
46.6
42.7
40.3
39.7
38.8
38.7
38.4
37.9

AVERAGE AUDIENCE2 (HOMES-000)
J Love Lucy
17,882
Color Carnival (Lewis) 14,934
Ed Sullivan
14,541
December Bride
14,187
I've Got a Secret
13,912
$64,000 Question
13,755
GE Theatre
13,441
Jack Benny
13,244

background: The following programs,
in alphabetical order, appear in this
week's B»T tv ratings roundup. Information isin following order: program name, network, number of stations, sponsor(s), agency(s), day and
time.
Jack Benny (CBS-172): American Tobacco
(BBDO), Sun. 7:30-8 p.m.
December Bride (CBS-183) : General Foods
(B&B), Mon. 9:30-10 p. m.
Perry Como (NBC-121) : Gold Seal (CampbellMithun), Kimberly-Clark (FC&B), Noxzema
(SSC&B), Sunbeam (Perrin-Paus), RCA
(K&E),
8-9
p.m. S&H Green Stamps (SSC&B), Sat.
Disneyland (ABC-176): American Motors
(Geyer-Brooks, Smith, French & Dorrance),
American Dairy (Campbell-Mithun), Derby
Foods (M-E), Wed. 7:30-8:30 p.m.

filed by Seaboard on the basis of "insufficient
cause of action." It is scheduled for hearing
this coming Thursday.
Four Vice Presidents Named
By Leo Burnett Adv. Agency
SEVERAL key appointments were announced byLeo Burnett Co. Wednesday involving its copy department. John Matthews
was elected vice president, associate copy
director and manager of the copy department. Three others — Howard Shank, Ernest
Eversz and Ben S. Laitin — were elected vice
presidents and associate copy directors. H.
William Jell Jr. was assigned to the Kellogg
account as a copywriter.
Earlier last week it was announced that
Thomas A. Wright Jr. had been promoted
from media group supervisor to manager of

Feb. 1-7 PERCENTAGE RATINGS
1. Ed Sullivan
2. / Love Lucy
3. Wyatt Earp
4. The Lineup
5. Perry Como
6. GE Theatre
7. December Bride
8. Red Skelton
9. Disneyland
10. $64,000 Question

34.9
30.7
30.8
30.3
30.3
28.8
28.4
28.1
27.5
27.3

GE Theatre (CBS-148): General Electric
(BBDO), Sun. 9-9:30 p.m.
Godfrey Scouts (CBS-163): Lipton (Y&R),
Toni (North), Mon. 8:30-9 p.m.
I Love Lucy (CBS-160: General Foods (Grey),
Procter & Gamble (Y&R), Mon. 9-9:30 p.m.
I've Got a Secret (CBS-180) : R. J. Reynolds
(Esty), Wed. 9:30-10 p.m.
The(Bates),
Lineup Procter
(CBS-176):
Brown & (Y&R),
Williamson
& Gamble
Fri.
10-10:30 p.m.
$64,000 Question (CBS-175) : Revlon (BBDO),
Tues. 10-10:30 p.m.
Color Carnival (NBC-125) : Oldsmobile (Kudner), RCA (K&E), Sat. 9-10:30 p.m.
Red Skelton (CBS-100) : S. C. Johnson (FC&B),
Pet Milk (Gardner), Tues. 9:30-10 p.m.
Ed Sullivan
(CBS-165): Lincoln-Mercury
(K&E), Sun. 8-9 p.m.
Wyatt Earp (ABC-100) : Generel Mills (D-F-S),
Procter & Gamble (Compton), Tues. 8:309 p.m.
the media department at Leo Burnett Co.,
Chicago.
Last appointment was announced by
Leonard Matthews, vice president in charge
of media. Mr. Wright will assume certain
duties heretofore exercised by Mr. Matthews.
Value of Radio-Tv Advertising
Cited at Flint, Mich., Meeting
FAILURE of advertisers to utilize fully the
radio and tv pipelines into the homes and
families of the nation "is as absurd as for a
manufacturer to refuse to use modern technological improvements to increase efficiency
and cut costs, Richard P. Doherty, management consultant, said Wednesday in an address to the Flint (Mich.) Executives Club.
Commercial tv is an industry giving employment to several millions persons in the
February 25, 1957 • Page 35
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production-distribution and servicing of sets,
and the broadcast operations, he said, adding
that
even just
exist.a few years ago the industry didn't
"Without advertising this industry, as
many others, would have grown slowly and
leisurely," he said.
Mr. Doherty broke the total advertising
dollar into newspapers 33.6%, direct mail
14.1%, television around 12%, magazines
7.9% and radio 5.9%.
Pabst Brewing Co. May Drop
Co-Sponsorship of ABC-TV Fights
PABST Brewing Co., Chicago, once again is
in process of re-appraising its advertising
budget, with the prospect it will drop cosponsorship of ABC-TV's Wednesday Night
Fights before the contract expires May 29.
Date of cancellation was understood to
hinge on ABC-TV's ability to line up another
sponsor to share the tab with Pabst's cosponsor, the Mennen Co. Pabst agency is
Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
Simultaneously, there were reports that
Lester Malitz, Burnett vice president on the
account, would resign the agency to set up
his own production company and package
the fights. Reports were neither confirmed
nor denied by principals involved.
Pabst has been re-evaluating its sponsorship of the boxing matches, on and off, for
the past six months in line with overall study
of its advertising budget. The fight series continues through the summer months.
WSAAA to Explore Ad Future
WESTERN States Advertising Agencies
Assn. will hold its seventh annual conference
April 25-27 at the Oasis Hotel, Palm Springs,
Calif. The conference theme will be "The
Advertising Business — in 1962."
AGENCY APPOINTMENTS
CBS Radio appoints Doyle Dane Bernbach,
N. Y., succeeding Marschalk & Pratt Div.,
McCann-Erickson.

HOW

PEOPLE

SPEND

THEIR TIME

THERE WERE 122,230,000 people in the U. S. over 12 years of age during the
week Feb. 10-16. This is how they spent their time:*
70.3%
57.4%
81.0%
29.2%
24.9%
25.9%

(85,928,000)
(70,160,000)
(99,006,000)
(35,691,000)
(30,435,000)
(31,657,000)

spent 1,824.5
spent 1,015.1
spent 392.7
spent 166.6
spent 284.1
spent 130.5

million
million
million
million
million
million

hours
watching television
hours
listening to radio
hours
reading newspapers
hours
reading magazines
hours., watching movies ON TV
hours
attending movies

These totals, compiled by Sindlinger & Co., analysts, Ridley Park, Pa., and published exclusively by B«T each week, are based on a 48-state, random sample of 7,000
interviews (1,000 each day). Sindlinger's monthly "Activity" report, from which these
weekly figures are drawn, furnishes comprehensive breakdowns of these and numerous
other categories, and shows the duplicated and unduplicated audience between each
specific medium. Copyright 1957 Sindlinger & Co. Inc.
* All figures are average daily tabulations for the week with exception of the "attending
movies" category, which is a cumulative total for the week. Sindlinger tabulations are available within 2-7 days of the interviewing week.
GLAD TO HELP • Television, albeit by in- the week Feb. 10-16, up 32.3 million
direction, can take credit for enriching hours from the previous week. The inthe coffers of a rival — Time magazine.
crease isattributed largely to Time's cover
story of tv's Charles Van Doren, star conSindlinger's "Activity" report shows
magazine reading at 166.6 million hours
testant of NBC-TV's Twenty One.

Edinger-Wyckoff Inc. (merchandising display fixtures), Stroudsburg, Pa., appoints
Leon A. Friedman Adv., N. Y.

appoints Lee Ramsdell & Co., Phila.

R. M. Hollingshead Corp. (manufacturer
of waxes, polishes, automotive chemicals),
Camden, N. J., appoints Gray & Rogers,
Phila.

Berolio Import Co., N. Y., has launched
radio campaign for Filippo Berio imported
olive oil, using daily 10-minute program in
Italian on WOV New York; daily 15-minute
program in Italian on WGES Chicago, and
one-minute spot announcements in English
and Italian on WORL and WBOS Boston,
WJMJ Philadelphia, WPAW Pawtucket
(R. I.), WHIM Providence and WACE
Springfield, Mass. Agency: Emil Mogul Co.,
N. Y.

Astron Corp., East Newark, N. J., appoints
Paul Haydn Assoc., East Point Ga.
Videola-Erie Corp. distributor of hi-fi radios
and phonographs, N. Y., appoints A. D.
Adams, same city.
Shearman Bros. Co. (manufacturers of upholstered furniture), Jamestown, N. Y.,

SPOT NEW

BUSINESS

American Cyanamid Co., chemical and agricultural division, through Cunningham &
Walsh, N. Y., buying 21 radio spots per week
in farm markets, Feb. 20-March 4.
NETWORK

NEW BUSINESS

Standard Oil Co. of California to begin sponsorship of Chevron Headline News on ABC
Western Div. radio network, Mon.-Fri., 5:456 p.m., for 52 weeks effective Mar. 4.
Agency: BBDO, San Francisco.
Scudder Food Products (Laura Scudder's
potato chips, peanut butter and mayonnaise), Monterey Park, Calif., have signed
for CBS Film Sales, Whirlybirds half-hour
tv film series in L. A., S. F., Bakersfield and
SanA.Diego. Agency: Mottle & Siteman Adv.,
L.
SPONSORSHIP of San Francisco Beat for 26 weeks on WLAC-TV Nashville, Tenn.,
has been signed for by Home Federal Savings & Loan Assn. of that city. At the
contract signing are (1 to r) Robert M. Resuschle, WLAC-TV general sales manager;
T. B. Baker Jr., the station's executive vice president-general manager; E. W.
McGovern, president of Home Federal; Bill Dillon, partner of Clayton-Dillon Adv.
Agency, Nashville, and Harold Crump, WLAC-TV account executive.
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A&A PEOPLE
David W. Thurston, product manager, General Foods Co., to Lennen & Newell, Inc.,
N. Y., as vice president and account executive.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting
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MGM-TV
STUDIO
THE

a

OFFERS
AND

golden

THE

WORLD'S

ITS FABULOUS

PRODUCTION

OF

TV

platter!

GREATEST

FACILITIES

FOR

COMMERCIALS!

For the first time — all under one roof — the tremendous

The same animation department which has consistently

physical and technical resources of M-G-M's 185-acre
Culver City lots are yours to command.

won awards for its "Tom and Jerry" and other cartoons
can now create characters for you.

Here is a city within a city — giant stages and sets, prop
and make-up departments, story development, research
experts — and much more.

All this at competitive prices. Your inquiries are cordially
invited — today!

The most modern camera equipment and M-G-M's
laboratory are geared up and ready-to-go to give
split-second action on the production, processing
"on-time" delivery of black-and-white or color TV
commercials.

own
you
and
film

The personnel and artisans employed on your commercials or industrial films are the same people that have
made M-G-M the most famous trademark in the history
of entertainment.

A SERVICE OF LOEW S INCORPORATED
1540 Broadway, New York 36, N.Y.
JUdson 2-2000
✓Vi rgil "Buzz" Ellsworth
Director of the Commercial and Industrial Dept.
M-G-M Studios, Culver City, Calif., TExas 0-3311
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Richard G. Palmer, previously with Hotpoint Co., Chicago, to Easy Laundry Appliances Div. of Murray Corp. of America,
same city, as marketing analysis and research
manager.
Elizabeth Crumpacker, former partner,
Allardice-Ridgeway Inc., to Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., as staff publicist.
Harry Berns, art director, Wilson & Co.
(meat packers), Chicago, appointed advertising manager for bacon, ham and sausage
products. He is succeeded as art director
by Robert Berns.
Michael O'Rourke, Grant Adv., Hollywood,
named director of West Coast public relations.
Sherwood Dodge, vice president-general
manager, Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y.,
named national marketing director.
Leonard Keenon, sketch artist, Kenyon &
Eckhardt, N. Y., named tv art director.
Mereton Abbott, copy chief, Rose-Martin,
N. Y., to Blaine-Thompson Co., same city,
as copy chief.
T. Jack Henry, advertising-sales promotion
manager, Mercury Div., Ford Motor Co.,
Detroit, to McCann-Erickson, same city,
as vice president — director of client service.
Reginald L. Johnson, senior advertising
manager, Johns-Manville Corp., N. Y.,
elected vice president of J-M Sales Corp.
John G. Jennings promoted from sales supervisor to general sales manager of Noreen
Inc. (cosmetics), Denver, Col.
Martin Baker, BBDO, N. Y., and Joseph
Freedman, formerly with Grey Adv. and
BBDO, both N. Y., to Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather, same city, as account executives.
■ Henry H. Arthur, Cunningham & Walsh,
N. Y., to Ted Bates & Co., same city as
account executive.
Alvin N. Sarasohn, copy supervisor, Kenyon
&, Eckhardt, N. Y., elected vice president.
Roger W. LeGrand, radio-tv department
director, CramerKrasselt Co., Milwaukee, named
vice president. He
will continue to
head radio-tv department.
Perry Brand, account supervisor,
and Arch Macdonald, creative director, CampbellMR. LeGRAND Mithum Inc., Chicago, elected vice presidents.
Robert J. Ward, Calif. Adv. Agency account
executive, to Compton Adv., L. A., in similar capacity.
Mrs. Leonora F. Peters to N. W. Ayer &
Son, N. Y., as assistant time buyer.
Darrel C. Roberts, head of N. Y. office,
MacManus, John & Adams, named personal
assistant to president.
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TRADE ASSNS.
NARTB
TALKS

HOSTS
FEATURE

STATE
MEDIA

BROADCASTERS, accustomed to a life of
conflict locally and nationally, heard their
problems reviewed in detail last week at
NARTB's second annual State Asso. Conference in Washington as government and
industry leaders met with a half-hundred
state association presidents.
FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey and W. Randolph Burgess, Undersecretary of the Treasury, led government
spokesmen in briefing the presidents on regulatory problems and Washington developments. Harold E. Fellows, NARTB president, listed the 10 main problems facing
broadcasters and told what his association
and state groups are doing about them.
Howard H. Bell, assistant to President
Fellows and NARTB's state coordinator,
presided at the conference.
Chairman McConnaughey wound up a
talk directed at the industry's codes and
broadcasters' programming by coming out
in favor of five-year license renewals instead of the present three-year period, provided stations meet "the minimum requirements" (see story, page 44). He urged
broadcasters to help the work of the national
and state associations. The state presidents
were told by FCC staff officials they will be
called on to lend local support to a move
to obtain five-year licenses.
Reviewing the changing patterns in
modern life, Chairman McConnaughey said
broadcasters must offer balanced programming that keeps pace with habits of the
people and holds their interest.
NARTB was presented a citation by
American Heritage Foundation for its role
in organizing radio-tv support of the getout-the-vote drive last year. Brendau Byrne,
executive director of the foundation, said a
record turnout was attained despite forecasts
that the vote would be well under the 1952
figure. Mr. Byrne presented the citation to
Mr. Fellows at the Thursday luncheon
session.
President Fellows listed the 10 main
broadcasting problems as follows:
1— Expanded public relations.
2 — Extension of remote control facilities.
3 — Freedom of access for radio-tv.
4 — Television allocations.
aly.
5 — Solutions to Sec. 315 (political) anom6 — Threat of invasion of broadcast frequencies.
7 — Legislation and investigations.
8 — Tv music copyright negotiations.
9
— Reliable audience measurement procedures.
10 — Upgrading of standards by sound
ethical practices.
Explaining how the association is meeting these problems, Mr. Fellows said public
relations activity is being expanded in many
directions and called on state associations
to do their part in correcting errors of broadcasters and defending locally against unjust
charges. He reviewed progress of efforts to
gain access to public events and courtrooms

ASSN.

HEADS;

PROBLEMS

A CITATION for its radio-tv role in
1956 elections was presented to
NARTB Thursday at the state association meeting by Brendan Byrne, (r),
executive director of American Heritage Foundation. NARTB President
Harold E. Fellows receives the award.
Below, FCC Chmn. George C. McConnaughey.
for radio-tv facilities and the problems created by Canon 35 of the American Bar
Assn. (see bar stories, pages 40 and 70).
Mr. Fellows forecast progress in 1957 in
the effort to extend remote control privileges
to all broadcast facilities in line with electronic progress. He cited the NARTB
board's position in opposing pay-tv if it
would employ frequencies reserved for
broadcasting. As to ASCAP, he observed
that an all-industry meeting on the tv copyright negotiations will be held during the
April 7-11 NARTB convention in Chicago.
Mr. Burgess, subbing for Treasury Secretary George M. Humphrey, told delegates
their broadcasts and telecasts were a major
factor in the drive to sell savings bonds. He
asked for cooperation in the Treasury's campaign to sell bonds under a revised interest
formula and to induce the public to hold on
to present bonds.
NARTB staff members discussed work
of their departments. Donald N. Martin,
public relations assistant to the president,
outlined the public relations effort and explained how the department was being expanded. Vincent T. Wasilewski, government relations manager, spoke on legislative
developments. Mr. Bell traced the freedom
of access situation in detail and Robert L.
Heald, chief attorney, handled the legal side
of broadcast and association activity.
Charles H. Tower, NARTB employeremploye relations manager, described plans
to renew the association's efforts to have
small-market broadcasters exempted from
the wage-hour law. He said exemption
would benefit two-thirds of radio and onefourth of tv stations.
Charles A. Batson, WIS-TV Columbia,
S. C, president of South Carolina Radio &
Broadcasting
Telecasting

Photo by Fabian Bachrach
KMTV

Delivers

Dividends

on

Ad

Dollars

. . .

9>
says T. P. Maguire, Business Manager — Radio & TV — Maxon, Inc.

JDy delivering the right combination of . . . broad
coverage . . . balanced programming . . , plus sound
merchandising support, KMTV delivers dividends
on ad dollars invested in the Omaha market", Mr.
Maguire said.
KMTV was among the top 20 stations in the number
of national spot accounts throughout 1956. Schedule
KMTV to sell this $2 1/2 billion market area. See your
Petry representative today.

COLOR TE
3
OMAHA
Represented by
EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.

TRADE ASSNS.
Tv Broadcasters Assn., made a report on
government relations activity in that state.
Richard W. Chapin, KFOR Lincoln, Neb.,
president of Nebraska Broadcasters Assn.,
spoke of the state's personnel placement
center. David H. Morris, KNUZ Houston,
president of Texas Assn. of Broadcasters,
reported on state broadcast promotions.
Phil Hoffman, KLZ Denver, president of
Colorado Broadcasters & Telecasters Assn.,
introduced a film, "Electronic Journalism in
the Courtroom," showing delegates how radio-tv operated during the Colorado murder
trial of John Gilbert Graham.
James M. Boyd, vice president, Theatre
for Industry, Ira Mosher Assoc., gave a talk
on ways of planning and running a meeting.
Dr. Sydney Head, president of Assn. for
Professional Broadcasting Assn. and director
of the U. of Miami broadcasting-film services, listed ways broadcasters can cooperate
with educators.
Four

Named

In VOD

Contest

MISS ZANTON

MR. COOPER
•

TOWN

COVERAGE

WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C, used
the national Voice of Democracy contest to provide a major public service
feature for its audience, sending a
two-man crew to Washington to cover
the proceedings and the role taken by
Frances Demetriou, Greensboro immigrant girl who was one of the semifinalists. Charles Harville, newscaster,
and Buddy Moore, photographer, recorded the visits to the White House,
Capitol Hill and other Washington
spots as 52 VOD winners were entertained as guests of NARTB, RadioElectronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn. and U. S.
Junior Chamber of Commerce. Gaines
Kelley, WFMY-TV station manager,
was host to two tables of North Carolina Congressmen at the awards dinner.

Winners

FOUR national winners in the 10th annual
Voice of Democracy contest were presented
Friday at a banquet held at the Sheraton
Park Hotel, Washington. Forty-eight other
state and territorial winners joined the quartet in a tour around Washington as guests of
NARTB, Radio-Electronics-Mfrs. Assn. and
U. S. Junior Chamber of Commerce.
The national winners received gold recordings of their winning talks and $500
scholarships. Announcement of the winners'
names was made Friday morning in ceremonies held at Washington Monument. The
winners were: Judith Buonaccorsi, 17, San
Leandro, Calif.; Ted Cooper, 16, Portsmouth, Ohio; Mary Ellen Zanton, 17, Avalon, Wis., and Deborah Allen, 17, Williamstown, Mass. Miss Allen attends high school
at Troy, N. Y., and was the New York state
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entry in the national competition.
High government officials and members
of Congress attended the awards banquet
Friday night. The four winners gave their
talks on the benefits of free society under a
free democracy. The winners visited the
White House Thursday and wound up their
three-day visit with a tour of Colonial Williamsburg, Va., where they appeared on the
ABC College News Conference simulcast.
Knight Sees 'Top Tone' Stations
In Danger of Limiting Audience
STATING that less than 15% of the people
purchase more than 90% of the records,
Vick Knight, owner of Key Records, told
the Southern California Broadcasters Assn.
Thursday he questions the wisdom of some
stations in programming entirely by lists of
top tunes and ignoring likes and dislikes of
the great majority of the public.
Additionally, he pointed out that albums,
rarely played on the air, comprise some
80% of record purchases.
Analyses of whom the broadcasts reach
and what these listeners buy might radically
change the current broadcast pattern, he
said. Mr. Knight quoted a major timebuyer
who, when asked why he avoided a disc
jockey program with the highest rating in
the area, replied that the listeners making
that rating were practically all kids and his
product was refrigerators, which youngsters
do not buy.
Mr. Knight is former radio vice president
of Foote, Cone & Belding and producer of
the Fred Allen, Kate Smith and Eddie Cantor radio programs of yesteryear.
Gross to TvB Sales Development
MURRAY GROSS, director of promotion
and advertising, WCBS New York, for the
past three years, will join the Television
Bureau of Advertising in New York on
March 1 1 as assistant to George Huntington,
the Bureau's director of sales development.
Mr. Gross spent two years as a copywriter
with CBS Radio Spot Sales before he went
to WCBS.

BAR GROUP
TO STUDY
CANON
35 CHANGES
• ABA ponders revision
• Action set this July
THE House of Delegates of the American
Bar Assn. will give "special priority" to revision of controversial Canon 35 — involving broadcasters' right to courtroom news
coverage — at its meeting this July in New
York, ABA President David S. Maxwell
declared last week at the annual association conference in Chicago.
Action on Canon 35 and other canons
of ethics by the delegates might be forthcoming from recommendations to be formulated this May by the affiliated American
Bar Foundation's ethics committee, Mr.
Maxwell said. However, final vote on the
revision could not be held until the ABA's
1958 meeting next February in Chicago, he
noted.
The ABF ethics committee plans this
spring to solicit views of bar foundation
members and all other "interested" members
of the legal profession on possible revision
of Canon 35. The group's decision followed
an informational report Feb. 17 by its
chairman, Judge Philbrick McCoy, Los AnJudge ABF
McCoy's
committee
it will
canvass
members
more said
thoroughly,
geles.
seeking their views on what limitations
should be placed on publicity of court trials.
Judge McCoy noted in his report that
there is presently no agreement among ABA
and ABF members on what changes should
be made in Canon 35.
Of the long controversy on revision of
the 20-year-old canon, he said "there is a
liberalizing trend in many places, but more
restrictive changes are favored in other
Indications are that the ABF committee
will urge the ABA House of Delegates to
clarify the rule, if not relax it. Language
ofareas."
the canon has been termed "unfortunate
in some respects."
Remembrance, Saturation Values
Themes of New RAB Brochures
RAB last week distributed to members two
brochures on the effectiveness of radio — one
devoted to the remembrance value of radio
commercials among listeners and the other
to local radio saturation campaigns in a
strong television market.
To test the audience awareness of radio,
RAB hired The Pulse to conduct a study in
Omaha centering around 100 commercials
advertising New York's Staten Island ferry
carried over KFAB, KOIL and WOW. RAB
reported that Pulse researchers questioned
"a large segment of the public to find that
an amazingly large percentage had heard of
the Staten Island ferry and that most could
recall at least one of the points featured in
the singing commercials." The results of the
study are incorporated in an RAB brochure
titled, "The Staten Island Ferry in Omaha?"
The second RAB mailing piece makes the
point that the local advertiser investing in
radio spot announcements on a saturation
basis in a strong tv market is "delivering his
February 25, 1957
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sales message to 74% of the homes in his
area almost 20 times in every four-week
period." This conclusion was based on a
study of the cumulative audience conducted
for RAB by A. C. Nielsen Co. The test
consisted of the broadcasting of 200 radio
announcements per week, divided between
three radio stations on an approximately
equal basis in three of the nation's most
heavily saturated tv markets. The spots were
broadcast between 7:30 a.m. and 10:30 p.m.
Sunday through Saturday. The answers resulting from this research, according to
RAB, "proves rather conclusively that money
invested in radio advertising more than pays
its way in an effective and gratifying economical manner in any market despite the
competition of all other advertising media."
RETMA

Establishes Offices

In Four-Story D. C. Building
NEW OFFICES have been established by
Radio-Electronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn. in the
RETMA Bldg. at 1721 DeSales St., Washington. The manufacturer's association occupies afour-story building in Washington's
Radio Row, across from the Mayflower
Hotel and a short distance from the Broadcasting»Telecasting Bldg.
The association will hold a housewarming
March 13, according to James D. Secrest,
executive vice president. It will take place
during the first RETMA quarterly conference ever held in Washington. High government officials, trade, press representatives
and association friends will be invited to the
reception and to the first public display of
the building, remodeled to RETMA specifications. RETMA formerly was in the Wyatt
Bldg., Washington.
The RETMA quarterly conference headPark Hotel.quarters will be Washington's Sheraton

TV BASICS

PLUS SUN

TOO MANY answers from the company president's secretary of, "Sorry
sir, but he will be on vacation in Florida that week," gave Television Bureau
of Advertising a new slant on winter
salesmanship.
Unable to lure the executives to a
tv presentation in New York, TvB
decided to query them on the idea of
leaving the beach or swimming pool
for an hour to get an insight into tv
basics after having been flown especially from New York for that purpose. TvB received a surprising vote
in favor, has scheduled two meetings
at the DiLido Hotel at Miami Beach
on March 5. The first at 10-11 a.m.
for 75 company heads is on the tv
"basics," the other at 4-5 p.m. during
which 250-350 local advertising and
agency people will witness a detailed
presentation on tv. TvB executives
attending: Norman E. (Pete) Cash,
president, and George Huntington, director of sales development.
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CBS
News

Policy

Impossible,

Analysts

Charge

CBS NEWS was charged last week as being
"foolish" in pretending to follow "an impossible policy which its news analysts are
violating every day." The charge was made
by the Assn. of Radio-Tv News Analysts,
whose members (including most, if not all
CBS commentators) "deplore the action
against Eric Sevareid and Edward R.
Murrow" [B*T, Feb. 11, et. seq.].
In placing its attitude on public record,
the association, over the signatures of its
president and officers, filed a formal protest
with CBS. Quincy Howe, ABC News analyst, is president, and the other officers are
H. V. Kaltenborn (NBC), John MacVane
(ABC) and Chet Huntley (NBC).
The letter reminded CBS that "some
years ago (we) had occasion to point out
to CBS that every competent news analyst
is bound to express editorial opinion. He
does so in selecting topics, in emphasizing
their relative importance, and in the tone
of voice he uses. Even a straight news
broadcast is an expression of editorial judgment of news values."
On the same note, Mr. Kaltenborn, the
"dean of news commentators," said Wednesday that there is a vast distinction between
news broadcasters and news analysts, but
that "analysis and commentary are one and
the same. Analysis is in itself editorializing."
The protest was made against two
separate actions by CBS News. The first
was taken Feb. 6 when the network killed
Mr. Sevareid's 9:25 p.m. EST news program criticizing Secretary of State John
Foster Dulles' ban on travel in Red China
by U. S. newsmen. Mr. Murrow was
chastised the following week by top CBS
executives for using his nightly newscast to
praise Mr. Sevareid's position.
Sales Clubs Will Honor
Closed-Circuit Spectaculars
THE 34 nationwide Sales Executives Clubs,
in cooperation with the Jam Handy Organization, Detroit, and TelePrompTer.
New York, will stage two giant "Tele-Sell
Spectaculars" via closed-circuit tv tomorrow
night (Tuesday) and March 5.
The 34-city hookups are expected to attract audiences up to 40,000 executives at
$10 a person. Programs will consist of dramatized sales success "secrets" by such sales
executives as John M. Fox, president, Minute Maid Corp.; Alfred C. Fuller, chairman,
Fuller Brush Co.; Joseph Kolodny, managing director, National Assn. of Tobacco
Distributors; Wade McCargo, president of
McCargo-Baldwin department store; Byron
Nichols, group marketing general manager.
Chrysler Corp.; Herman C. Nolen, president.
McKesson & Robbins; H. Bruce Palmer,
president, Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co.;
Judson S. Sayre, president, Norge Div. of
Borg-Warner Corp.; Philip M. Talbot, senior
vice president, Woodward & Lothrop department store; John M. Wilson, sales vice president, National Cash Register Co.; R. S.

Wilson, executive vice president, Goodyear
Tire & Rubber Co., and Mrs. Brownie Wise,
vice
Inc. president, Tupperware Home Parties
Tomorrow's session will be opened by
Vice President Richard M. Nixon, and the
following Tuesday's program will be introduce by U. S. Secretary of Commerce Sinclair Weeks.
A spokesman for the Sales Executives
Clubs told B*T that the idea for the two
closed-circuit tv programs was conceived by
Parade Publisher Arthur H. (Red) Motley,
who is chairman of the National Distribution Council, U. S. Dept. of Commerce.
The official said that the aggregate salary of
the "stars" would come to $2.5 million, and
that this, at $1.2 million "talent fee" per
program, would "make it the most singularly
expensive 'tv program' in history," were
these executives to be paid for their advice.
Oklahoma Assn. to Meet Friday
OKLAHOMA Radio Broadcasters Assn. will
hold a convention Friday at Youngblood
Hotel, Enid. Kevin Sweeney, president of
Radio Advertising Bureau, will be the
luncheon speaker and Gerald M. Howard
will address the banquet.
New officers and directors will be elected.
Leo Morris, KASA Elk City, ORBA president, will preside. Co-chairmen of the convention committee are Pat Murphy, KCRC,
and Allan Page, KGWA, both Enid.
Religious Commission to Meet
ANNUAL meeting of the Broadcasting and
Film Commission of the National Council
of the Churches of Christ in the U. S. A.
will be held March 4-6 at the Belmont Plaza
Hotel in New York. The commission's activities last year will be reviewed and various
discussions will be held as to future of radio
and tv in religious programming. Ralph
Steetle, Joint Council of Educational Television, will be the featured dinner speaker on
March 5.
Taylor Takes So. Calif. Post
WILLIAM J. TAYLOR, general manager of
KSLR Oceanside, Calif., has been appointed
general manager of the Southern California
Broadcasters Assn., regional radio station
organization, succeeding Frank Crane, who
has joined KPOP Los Angeles as director of
national sales and merchandising. Title of
the position has been changed to general
manager from president.
TRADE ASSOCIATION PEOPLE
Ferdinand C. Teubner, vice president of Patterson Productions Inc., Philadelphia, to
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies,
N. Y., executive staff, to assist August A.
Nelson in association's work on membership,
region and council activities and ethics.
Rowland J. Varley, national sales staff,
New York Daily News, to Radio Adv. Bureau, same city, as account executive, succeeding John T. Curry, promoted to manager of station services.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

wonderful

years

with

NBC

On February 25, 1927, WFAA and NBC
joined forces to provide listeners
throughout North Texas and neighboring
states with the finest entertainment the
industry had to offer.
WFAA, Dallas, was one of the very
first stations in the Southwest to
recognize the value of such an
association, and is justly proud to be a
pioneer affiliate.
Through the years . . . WFAA has
maintained a dominant hold on this tremendous
market, and acknowledges the pleasant
and profitable association with the
National Broadcasting Company over these
past three decades.

FAA

w
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A clear channel service of
the Dallas Morning News.
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GOVERNMENT

PASTORE
And

might

favor

ADVOCATES
permanent

BROADCAST licenses should be extended
to at least five years, according to Sen. John
O. Pastore (D-R. I.), chairman of the Senate Commerce subcommittee on communications.
"In fact, there may be good reasons to
make them permanent since the FCC has
power
remove
cause,"with
he
said lasttoweek
in an licenses
exclusive for
interview
B»T.
Right now legislation to extend the length
of the broadcast license term is being talked
about on Capitol Hill and may come up at
this session of Congress, he said.
As second ranking Democratic member
of the Senate Commerce Committee. Sen.
Pastore will take an active role March 5
when the full committee will hear a report
from the FCC on the progress of its tv
allocations work. The committee, which
held extended allocations hearings, wants
to know what long-range and short-range
steps the Commission has taken in its backlog of vhf-uhf controversies the last Congress
adjourned.
Sen. Pastore has definite views on key
broadcast regulatory problems and is keep-

FCC CHIEF URGES

ing in close touch with Commission handling of such matters as uhf, deintermixture,
network regulation and subscription tv. He
keeps "an open mind" on many aspects of
these problems. In summary form, he believes at this time that:
• Unless something is done quickly, uhf
may dry up with the U. S. losing a chance
to enjoy a truly nationwide television service.
• Economics, not artificial restraints,
should determine if a station will be able to
survive in a market.
• If fee tv opponents are correct in stating
subscriber service would impair the quality
of present programming, there is danger of
losing free entertainment in the long run
through subscription service. He has an
open mind on the subject, however.
• There is no need to regulate networks.
This gets into real censorship, but Sen.
Pastore could change his mind
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senator

says

• Longer affiliation contracts between stations and networks may be reasonable. After
all, FCC can suspend station licenses for
cause.
• Network contracts might well be the
same length as the station license term.
Going into the problems created by threeyear broadcast licenses, Sen. Pastore said,
"Once an operator has made an investment,
has proved his qualifications and has received a broadcast license, he may be reluctant to make improvements in equipment
or service if he fears there will be a problem
at license renewal time.
"When a license is granted, it should only
be removed for cause. Then the station can
give the public the right kind of service.
This idea is being discussed now and may be
included in legislation that may be introduced at this session of Congress.
"Once a license has been granted by an
administrative body- — and remember, this
is a government of laws, not men — the
burden is on the administrative body to
prove that the operator is disqualified to
operate the station.
"Under present procedure, stations must

LONGER

FIVE-YEAR periods for broadcast
licenses were advocated by FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey last
Thursday at the NARTB state association conference in Washington (see story,
page 38. Anticipating advances in programming, the chairman said, "When
broadcasters begin to effectuate these
ideas I would like to have the feeling

ones,

5-YEAR

LICENSE TERMS

they deserve programming awards ....
and I feel they merit a five-year renewal
of license instead of a three-year renewal
based upon meeting the minimum requirements." He has taken this position
before, as have some other commissioners
in public remarks. Comr. John C. Doerfer
once publicly suggested that licenses be
awarded "in perpetuity."

prepare a case every three years as though
they were original applicants. This is burdensome and not conducive to serving the public interest to an optimum degree. It's unfair to make a licensee prepare for renewal
proceedings every few years. The FCC has
power to act if it feels stations are not
serving the public interest."
There's a side to the license problem that
reflects Sen. Pastore's judicial approach and
his deep-rooted consideration for the rights
of people. As the son of Italian immigrants,
he has worked for a living since the age of
8 and knows the problems facing an individual who must prove his claims to a
privilege.
"If a broadcast license is indefinite in
length," he said, "then the responsibility is
on the administrative board to prove the
license should be removed. With a term license, you as a broadcaster must come to

LICENSES

in exclusive

interview

the Commission under a burden of proof to
justify your application.
"But, remember, the FCC must discharge
its full responsibility to see that stations
operate
the public
On thein subject
of interest."
term regulation, Sen.
Pastore suggested that longer affiliation contracts "might be reasonable" instead of the
present two-year pacts.
"I see no need of network regulation at
this time," he said. "That gets into real censorship. But I could change my mind in the
future.
"Right now, let the networks alone. They
are doing a magnificent job. Their complications are due to the uhf-vhf controversy.
Networks are out to sell programs to those
with the widest distribution. They are profit
ventures, like all American industry. If
the length of network affiliation contracts
were extended, the Commission could still
suspend station licenses for cause.
"There might be sense to having network
affiliation contracts the same length as the
station
term." observations come
Theselicense
penetrating
from a legislator who has come up through
state government the hard way. He got his
law degree at a YMCA night school in
Providence while operating a stamping machine in a jewelry factory. Because he likes
people — all people — he wanted to get into
politics and started out with a precinct doorknocking assignment. From ward assignments to legislature to state's attorney to the
governor's mansion, all as a young man, this
small-sized pepper box from New England
has become a congressional authority on
communications and atomic energy.
Sen. Pastore has two "open" policies —
an open mind, and an open door to his office,
the latter tracing back to his gubernatorial
days when anyone in Rhode Island could
see the governor.
His views on broadcast regulation come
from his close study of the issues, careful
attention to witnesses at hearings and an
ingrained habit of pitting opposing viewpoints against each other in search of an
answer. Many a Commerce Committee
hearing has been spiced by a favorite trait.
An industry witness opposing an FCC argument, for example, will be interrupted while
the senator turns to the Commission spokesman and asks what he has to say on the
Incidentally, Sen. Pastore takes a sympathetic view of the problems confronting a
witness
point. in committee or in court. As a state
prosecuting attorney in Rhode Island, he
developed the habit of treating witnesses
and defendants as human beings. His questions may be rough, but they are asked in
a fair and considerate way.
The open-mind policy marks Sen.
Pastore's thinking about subscription tv, a
subject that may be decided Feb. 27 by the
Broadcasting
Telecasting
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FIRST
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WSAZ-TV

HZ.

is

which

survey

awe
■

book

do

firstest

you

in the Huntington-Charleston
TV market

ARB: 8 out of top
program
" 1. Perry Como
2. Bob Hope
3. Ed Sullivan
4. I Love Lucy
5. People Are Funny
6. Lassie
7. Ernie Ford
8. Hit Parade
9. Groucho Marx
10. I've Got A Secret
11. Dragnet
12. Loretta Young
*Nov. 1956

12*
rank
51.4
47.8
47.2
41.3
39.6
39.1
38.2
36.3
34.2
32.7
32.6
32.1

station
WSAZ-TV
WSAZ-TV
B
B
WSAZ-TV
B
WSAZ-TV
WSAZ-TV
WSAZ-TV
B
WSAZ-TV
WSAZ-TV

NIELSEN:
#2 1956**
% penetrationNCS
of counties
in coverage
Sta.
Sta.
B
C
WSAZ-TV
100% coverage
1
1
counties
21
45
More than 75%
5
21
coverage counties
More than 50%
15
30
56
coverage counties
TOTAL
counties coverage
*Spring 1956

22

69

read?

PULSE: 9 out of top
1. Hit Parade
rank
program
34.8
2. George Gobel
34.0
3. This Is Your Life
4. Perry Como
33.8
5. Ed Sullivan
32.6
6. Kraft Theater
33.1
7. Jane Wyman
32.6
32.0
8.
Question
9. $64,000
Robert Montgomery
29.4
29.3
10.
Lux. Theater
***Oct
29.3
1956
11. Project 20
29.0
12. What's My Line

station
12***
WSAZ-TV
WSAZ-TV
WSAZ-TV
WSAZ-TV
B
WSAZ-TV
WSAZ-TV
B
WSAZ-TV
WSAZ-TV
WSAZ-TV
B

50

WSAZ-TV

CHANNEL

WSAZ-TV

HUNTINGTON-CHARLESTON,
W. VA.
• N.B.C.
Affiliated with Radio Stations WSAZ, Huntington & WKAZ,
LAWRENCE
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

H. ROGERS,

PRESIDENT

—

3

NETWORK
Charleston

Represented by The Katz Agency
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We

LOBBERED
liLUDUEJILU

'em
.a/

in

Nobody
Cleveland
NSI

but nobody

radio station from

Cleveland..

can deny the fact that KYW

6 AM

to Midnight,

and Total Station audience, according

beats every other

seven days a week, in both
to the latest Nielsen

figures.

KYW's popularity goes around the clock. 89 % of the time (64 out of 72 quarterhours, Total Station Audience) more people are tuned to KYW than any other
Cleveland Station. And KYW is the station NSI area listeners tune to 58.3% of the day.
When you buy a spot campaign on KYW you are assured peak
Ustenership throughout the day and evening.
In Total Station Audience, KYW leads the second place station by 92.9% and
the third place station by 166.7%. In the NSI area, KYW has 28.2% more listeners than
the second place station and 30.8% more listeners than the station in third place.
When you buy a spot campaign on KYW you are assured of reaching
the largest number of radio listeners.
YOUR

MONEY

AND

YOUR

CONFIDENCE

ARE

WELL

PLACED

IN KYW.

Clobber: Modification of Scot, dial., clabber. SLANG — to defeat overwhelmingly

ICT^'^^T"
RADIO
- CLEVELAND,
OHIO
WESTINGHOUSE
BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.
RADIO: BOSTON, WBZ+WBZA; PITTSBURGH, KDKA; CLEVELAND, KYW:
FORT WAYNE, WOWO: CHICAGO, WIND: PORTLAND, KEX;
TELEVISION: BOSTON, WBZ-TV- PITTSBURGH, KDKA-TV:
CLEVELAND, KYW-TV: SAN FRANCISCO, KPIX
WIND REPRESENTED BY A M RADIO SALES
KPIX REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY. INC.
ALU OTHER WBC STATIONS REPRESENTED BY PETERS. GRIFFIN. WOODWARD, INC.

JOHN ORLANDO PASTORE, native
of Providence, R. I., was born March
17, 1907. Next March 17, which he
usually reserves for St. Patrick's Day
ceremonies, he will go to Providence
to be with his family on his
50th birthday. Educated in
Providence public schools,
he worked after school for
a druggist following his
father's death in 1915. He
graduated from Northeastern U. with bachelor of
laws degree, putting himself
through school by working
at a jewelry factory.
After entering ward politics, he was elected to the
Rhode Island House of Representatives in 1934 and re-elected in 1936.
He became assistant attorney general
of the state in 1937, building up a record in the legal profession for his
fair and skilled handling of criminal
cases. He was elected lieutenant governor Nov. 7, 1944, becoming governor a year later when Gov. J. Howard
McGrath joined President Truman's

Commerce Committee [B«T, Feb. 18].
"We are dealing with an overall calculated risk of losing free entertainment in the
long run through subscriber television, if
the opponents are correct in saying it will
degrade programs. The free tv people must
show good arguments to justify their service. We're dealing with imponderables
here. Some want to try fee tv on a selective
basis, giving it a trial.
"We still need to know more about this
subject. There are good arguments for and
against. The opposition claims there will be
a serious impact on the public, cutting the
quality of free entertainment. Is this fear
real or imaginary? It remains to be proved.
"As a legislator, I am concerned with
the public interest. It's a serious problem,
whether the public will or should be made
to pay anything for programs it can get
free today.
"The quality of broadcast entertainment
in general is very good. Excellent progress
has been made. The opponents say we might
lose a lot of these programs if fee tv comes.
Maybe the best programs would gravitate
toward fee tv. If the opponents are right
that fee tv will disturb the high quality of
free television, then I see great reluctance
on the part of Congress to permit this proposed service. If it is not likely to hurt free
tv, then the burden of proof is on the fee
opponents."
He then posed this question, "Will fee tv
give us anything we don't have now?" He
voiced an interest, however, in the possibility
it might mean more money for stations now
losing money, or even help bring more
stations on the air.
If there's one broadcasting topic that interests Sen. Pastore, it's uhf vs. vhf, since
he presided at the 1954 allocation hearings
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Cabinet as attorney general. He was
elected governor Nov. 5, 1946; reelected Nov. 2, 1948. In every campaign he attained the highest pluralities in state history.
Sen. Pastore was elected
to the U. S. Senate Nov. 7,
1950 for a term ending Jan.
3, 1953; re-elected Nov. 4,
1952 for six-year term. He
married Elena Caito in
1941. They have three children. He is second ranking
Democrat on Senate Commerce Committee; one of
most active members of
Joint Atomic Energy Committee and now is a member
of the Appropriations Committee
(which of course handles FCC appropriations). He served as member of the
U. S. Delegation to Tenth General
Assembly of the United Nations. He
holds the highest (fourth) degree in
Knights of Columbus. Member of Elks
and Kiwanis. Active at St. Pius Roman Catholic Church, Providence. He
holds a number of honorary degrees.

and has watched the allocation intricacies
in New England where cities are crowded
together and uhf had its first practical fieldtesting.
"This deintermixture problem gets down
to basic questions," he said. "All uhf operators want a vhf facility if they can get it.
Right now there's serious danger that uhf
will be shut down completely. There are
only 90 uhf stations still on the air.
"The FCC made a mistake in the first
place by concentrating vhf channels in the
big cities, New England, for example. New
York has seven vhf stations, Rhode Island
two. If a third vhf channel is dropped in
Hartford, then Providence can't get a third
vhf facility and Hartford will have intermixture, and what will that mean to the
area?
"If we once intermix, it's almost impossible to deintermix. When vhf comes into
a uhf market, uhf lives only if it has top
network programming. And you can't expect the public to make the sacrifice of paying more for uhf tuners if they can already
get the programs on vhf stations.
"If there is uhf service and the situation is
disturbed by putting in vhf, most of the business may gravitate to the vhf station. Vhf,
of course, has the longer range and is less
troubled by hills. The FCC was not quick to
grasp the opportunity offered by deintermixture though I am well aware of the technical
problems.
"If something isn't done quickly, we may
lose a part of the spectrum that should be a
promising
asset."is interested in radio broadSen. Pastore
casting, too. "Radio must not be undersold,"
he said. "Autos alone are adding new
listeners every day." He observed that port-

able tv sets are changing viewing habits in
the home.
Sen. Pastore likes the direct approach.
Back in 1947-48 when the telephone company announced an increase in rates, effectively shortly, he decided the utility should
prove its case before charging more money.
In his role as governor, he called a special
session of the legislature putting through a
law that recognized the utility's right to a
fair return and the public's right to be
protected against unjustified rate boosts.
Around
Pastore
will Washington
be rememberedit's
for certain
decades Sen.
as a
legislator who respects the ordeal facing a
witness and as a man who tries to live without prejudices.
Only Congress Can Raise
License Limits Over 3 Years
TO EXTEND broadcast station license periods beyond three years will take an act
of Congress. The Communications Act in
Sec. 307(d) says: "No license granted for the
operation of a broadcasting station shall be
for a longer term than three years . . ." That
same section adds that no license granted for
any other class of station shall be for longer
than five years.
The general approach of advocates of a
five-year term is to do away with the statutory difference between broadcast stations
and other types of stations. FCC Chairman
George C. McConnaughey has on several occasions called for an equalization of license
terms between the two classes of stations,
recommending that all stations be licensed
for five years.
In the present Congress, Rep. Gardner
R. Withrow (R-Wis.) last month introduced
HR 3514 which would revise Sec. 307(d) to
fix the maximum of five years for all
types of radio stations [B«T, Jan. 28]. Rep.
Withrow said he introduced the bill at the
behest of a constituent, Herbert H. Lee,
WKTY La Crosse, Wis.
FCC's Broadcast Bureau Names
Levy, Brown as Branch Chiefs
FCC last week announced the promotion
of Martin Levy and Edward J. Brown to
branch chiefs in the Broadcast Bureau. Mr.
Levy replaces Sol Schildhause, who resigned
to become general manager of KOMA Oklahoma City [B»T, Dec. 31, 1956], as chief of
the tv applications branch of the broadcast
facilities division. Mr. Levy, who had been
Mr. Schildhause's assistant, joined the FCC
in November 1948 and was in the common
carrier bureau before moving to tv applications.
Mr. Brown was named chief of the renewal branch of the renewal and transfer
division, succeeding Millard F. French. He
joined the FCC in December 1953 and has
been a trial attorney in the hearing branch.
He also formerly was associated with an Eau
Claire, Wis., law firm. Mr. French, an FCC
hearing examiner from August 1953 to
April 1955, was renamed to that position,
effective Jan. 27. He had left the FCC in
1955 for work with the Senate and returned
to the Commission a year ago.
Broadcasting
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ACHIEVEMENT
and

. through
creative

color

effort

news

pioneering

at KOMO-TV,

Seattle
■

Recently KOMO-TV 's half-hour
daily news show, "DEADLINE",
was granted the coveted Sylvania
Award as the nation's outstanding
local news and special events
program.

. . .for outstanding contribution to creative television technique."

KOMO-TV

feels particularly pleased at this honor bestowed upon

"DEADLINE." For "DEADLINE" represents a continuous effort to give both viewer
and advertiser the dramatic, immediate news coverage only the
medium of television can give.
The real honor belongs, however, to the entire "DEADLINE" news staff
for inspired creative effort and technical inventiveness; for presenting — daily —
a news show based upon swift, accurate, and complete coverage. It was on
KOMO-TV's

KOMO-TV

"DEADLINE" that viewers, for the first time anywhere, saw in full color
local news events filmed the same day.
warmly thanks Sylvania's distinguished judges and our "DEADLINE"
news staff. We are grateful, too, to all who have shared in this achievement —

advertisers, viewers and suppliers — whose response and enthusiasm
make our effort all the more worthwhile.

for

greater

influence
CHANNEL 4
NBC
GET THE FACTS
FROM YOUR

Broadcasting
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in Seattle

&

Western

Washington

the COLOR station
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Someday, the Hungarian

people will have the last

word. Meantime, to record in sharp focus all the heartbreaking events to date, newsfilm sifted through its
The

next-to-the-last

on

word

Hungary

thousands of feet of exclusive film from inside Hungary
and produced a stark history of the revolt.
newsfilm

subscribers in the United States, Cuba,

Mexico, Argentina, Australia, Alaska, Japan and
throughout Europe got it free ... a bonus surprise
package. And the response was tremendous.

Typical is this message from ktva-ktvf,

Alaskan

Stockholm newspapers commented: "Terrifying . . . one

stations: "Excellent coverage . . . tremendous contribution to your subscribing stations. We used it on

of the best documentary films."

both Anchorage and Fairbanks stations then turned

example of newsfilm's vastly-superior coverage of the
news — fast, professional, complete. A product of CBS
News, newsfilm is available to all stations. For the

it over to the high school systems of both cities." From
WTVH, Peoria: "You are to be highly complimented . . .
it was stark drama, yet presented in good taste. We
used it very effectively as part of a show covering the
arrival of a plane load of Hungarian refugees in Peoria."

"Hungary

in Revolt" is simply another excellent

last word in television station news, get in touch today
with the nearest office of . . .
_
CBS

TELEVISION

FILM

SALES,

INC.

". . . the best films for all stations''

GOVERNMENT
FCC
IN

DECISIONS

DUE

DEINTERMIXTURE

TOMORROW,
deintermixture. Feb. 26, is D-Day— "D" for
The FCC is scheduled to take final steps
then on about half of the 14 proposals to unscramble mixed uhf-vhf areas. And, according to reports, the Commission has made up
its mind on the following:
• New Orleans, La. — Add ch. 12 to New
Orleans and to Beaumont-Port Arthur, Tex.
Add ch. 3 to Lake Charles or Lafayette,
La. Add ch. 1 1 to Houma, La. Unfreeze the
no-construction ban on ch. 4 WWL-TV
New Orleans.
• Springfield, 111. — Move ch. 2 from
Springfield, 111., to St. Louis, Mo., and
award it to KTVI (TV) St. Louis, now on
ch. 36. Move ch. 36 to Springfield, 111., and
award it to WMAY-TV there, now assigned
ch. 2.
• Peoria, 111. — Move ch. 8 from Peoria
to Rock Island, 111. WIRL-TV is assigned
ch. 8 in Peoria, but is prohibited from building pending a decision on the unmixing proposal.
• Hartford, Conn. — Retain ch. 3 in Hartford, Conn. WTIC holds a grant for that
assignment in Hartford, but is prohibited
from building pending a decision in the deintermixture proposal.
• Madison, Wis. — Retain ch. 3 in Madison, Wis. (WISC-TV).
• Evansville, Ind — Move ch. 7 from
Evansville to Louisville, Ky.; also specify
ch. 9 in Hatfield, Ind., as an educational,
non-commercial channel. WTVW (TV)
operates on ch. 7 in Evansville.
• Fresno, Calif. — Move ch. 12 from
Fresno to Santa Barbara, Calif. KFRE-TV
operates on ch. 12 in Fresno.
Also pending before the FCC are the following proposals on which it is understood,
no decision has yet been reached. (1) Elmira, N. Y., delete ch. 9.; (2) Vail Mills,
N. Y. (Albany), delete ch. 10; (3) Norfolk,
Va., add ch. 13 from New Bern, N. C;
(4) Charleston, S. C, add ch. 4; (5) Columbia, S. C, add ch. 5 from Charleston, S. C;
(6) Duluth, Minn. -Superior, Wis., change
educational reservation from ch. 32 to ch. 8;
(7) Miami, Fla., add ch. 6.
There is a belief also that the FCC,
when it completes its deintermixture plan,
will take up in earnest the so-called Craven
Plan, which proposes to delete the fixed table
of assignments. This would permit, it is
believed, the addition of some 25 new vhf
assignments in major markets.
Filed with the FCC last week by ch. 26
WTVK (TV) Knoxville, Tenn., was a petition asking that ch. 7 be moved to Knoxville from Spartanburg, S. C; or that chs.
2 and 8 be added to Knoxville (as suggested
by ABC and incorporating the use of precision offset), or adding chs. 2, 7 or 8 to
Knoxville waiving the mileage separation
rules and permitting the use of low power
and/ or directional antennas. WTVK noted
it still has pending a proposal to move ch.
7 from Spartanburg to Knoxville. It said it
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TOMORROW
PROCEEDINGS

has been operating at a loss since it lost its
CBS affiliation (now carried by ch. 10
WBIR-TV Knoxville; NBC is affiliated with
ch. 6 WATE-TV there) and that it has an
investment of more than $500,000 in its uhf
outlet.
Uhf

Operators

Endorse

Proposal for Preserve
A DECISION to request the FCC to set
aside a uhf preserve — encompassing 6.5 million people and about 55,000 square miles
of central Pennsylvania and southern New
York states [B»T, Feb. 11] — was made by
a group of uhf operators meeting in WilkesBarre, Pa., last Thursday.
The group approved a statement to be
filed with the FCC this week which called
the region "the most logical and feasible
area for the maintenance and promotion of
a uhf preserve or sanctuary.
"The area is substantially the largest and
most populous section of the country predominantly relying upon uhf assignments
and authorizations. It therefore offers the
greatest potential for the growth and development of uhf television, providing a
substantial demand for the development
of improved transmitting and receiving
equipment and providing an opportunity
for the long-range demonstration to the networks, agencies, and national advertisers of
the adequacy of uhf and the retention of uhf
television as an essential to a nationwide
television service."
The area includes 13 or 14 operating
uhf stations, the statement declared, and
about the same number of authorized uhf
outlets. There are in addition, it said, 21
more uhf assignments. There is only one
vhf operation in the area (ch. 12 WNBFTV Binghamton, N. Y.), it pointed out.
The uhf "stronghold" includes such areas
as Binghamton, Elmira, Ithaca, Kingston
and Poughkeepsie, N. Y., and Scranton,
Wilkes-Barre, Williamsport, Hazelton, Allentown, Reading, Lebanon, Harrisburg, York,
Sunbury, Loch Haven and Lewistown, Pa.
The group asked the FCC to protect the
area from any additional vhf assignments or
new vhf operations. This would require the
removal of the ch. 9 "drop-in" at Elmira,
N. Y., it pointed out. There has also been
talk of assigning ch. 2 to Fairfield, N. Y.
The meeting was co-chaired by David M.
Baltimore, WB RE-TV, and Thomas P. Shelburne, WILK-TV, both Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Other stations represented at the meeting
were WSYE-TV Elmira, N. Y.; WKOK-TV
Sunbury, Pa.; WSEE (TV) Erie, Pa.;
WNOW-TV York, Pa.; WTPA (TV) Harrisburg, Pa.; WGBI-TV Scranton, Pa.;
WHP-TV Harrisburg, Pa.; WBPZ (AM)
Loch Haven, Pa., and WINR-TV Binghamton, N. Y.

BOXSCORE
STAIUS of tv cases before FCC:
AWAITING FINAL DECISION: 7
(Figures in parentheses indicate dates oral
arguments were held.)
Seattle,apolis,Wash.,
7 (12-17-56);
IndianInd., ch. 13ch.(5-25-56):
St. Louis,
Mo.,
ch. 11 (7-9-56); Orlando, Fla., ch. 9 (6-1956); Buffalo, N. Y., ch. 7 (9-24-56); Boston,
Mass.,
ch. 5 (10-29-56); Biloxi, Miss., ch. 13
(12-18-56).
AWAITING ORAL ARGUMENT: 4
(Figures
in parentheses
indicate dates initial decisions
were issued.)
San Francisco-Oakland, Calif., ch. 2 (6-2556); Pittsburgh, Pa., ch. 11 (7-3-56); Coos
Bay, Ore., ch. 16 (7-20-56); Hatfield, Ind.Owensboro, Ky., ch. 9 (2-18-57).
AWAITING INITIAL DECISION: 4
(Figures
parentheses
indicate dates records werein closed
after hearings.)
Hatfield, Ind.-Owensboro, Ky., ch. 9 (1-755); Toledo, Ohio, ch. 11 (1-25-56); Onondaga-Parma, Mich., ch. 10 (3-2-56); McKeesport-Pittsburgh, Pa., ch. 4 (1-7-57).
IN HEARING
6
Sheboygan, Mich., ch. 4; Mayaguez, P. R.,
ch. 3; Victoria, Tex., ch. 19; Beaumont,
Tex., ch. 6; Ponce, P. R., ch. 7; Lubbock,
Tex., ch. 5.
IN COURT
7
(Appeals from tv grants in U. S. Court of
Appeals, Washington.)
Pittsburgh, Pa., ch. 11; Miami, Fla., ch. 7;
Wichita, Kan., ch. 3; Portsmouth, Va., ch.
10; Knoxville, Tenn., ch. 10. Supreme
Court: Shreveport, La., ch. 12; Sacramento,
Calif., ch.
(petitions for writs of certiorari10submitted).

WKST-TV Move to Youngstown,
WLAC-TV to Nashville Okayed
TWO TV stations, one v and one u, licensed
to small cities, were granted shifts to nearby
larger cities by the FCC last week. They
are now dark WKST-TV (ch. 45) New
Castle, Pa., to Youngstown, Ohio, and ch.
5 WLAC-TV Old Hickory, Tenn., to Nashville.
WKST-TV was granted a move of its
transmitter from New Castle to Youngstown, increase in power from 17.8 kw to
200 kw, authority to change type of transmitter and make other equipment changes.
The moves were conditioned on WKST-TV's
furnishing New Castle (17 miles from
Youngstown) with a Grade A signal. By
separate letters, the Commission (1) denied
the application of ch. 73 WXTV (TV)
Youngstown to shift to ch. 45 and notified
the station that acceptance of its application
was in error in the first place and (2) returned asunacceptable an application by the
Jet Broadcasting Co. for a new tv station
on ch. 45 in Youngstown.
Comr. Robert T. Bartley dissented and
Comr. T. A. M. Craven abstained from
voting. The move was made possible by the
Commission last fall when it amended the
tv table of assignments by assigning ch. 45
to the hyphenated communities of Youngstown-New
Castle in lieu of New Castle
alone.
WLAC-TV's move was made possible by
an FCC action of Dec. 5, 1956, reassigning ch. 5 from Old Hickory to Nashville.
No change in facilities or operation of
WLAC-TV is contemplated.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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GOVERNMENT
Sen.

Neuberger

Raps

Comr. Craven's Plan
• Educational vhf proposal hit
• Craven disagrees in letter
FCC Comr. T. A. M. Craven last week said
that Congressional critics of his plan to scrap
the present television allocations had been
misinformed. ■
Sen Richard L. Neuberger (D-Ore.) had
commented, in the Congressional Record,
that he "protests most vigorously any attempt which would deny to the people of the
United States the limited number of television channels set aside for educational use."
Disagreeing with Sen. Neuberger, Comr.
T. A. M. Craven wrote: "I regret to state
that you have been misinformed. The facts
are exactly the opposite. In my recommendation to the FCC to delete the table of assignments [B»T, Dec. 24, 1956] I also included the following:
" 'Announce that in the distribution of
television channel facilities to states and
communities, the Commission will take into
special consideration the needs of educational institutions in each state which plan
to utilize television channel for educational
as contrasted to commercial purposes. In
this connection the educational institutions
will be requested to make their needs and
plans known to the Commission.' "
Comr. Craven recalled he had been a
consulting engineer to the Board of Education of Connecticut and that in that state the
educational channels had been allocated in
an "inefficient" manner.
"My proposal will eliminate such inefficiency," he said.
The commissioner told Sen. Neuberger:
"It is true that my plan would provide for
other uses of such channels. However, if
there is any indication of a desire to utilize
television in a state's educational system,
my plan offers most extensive cooperation
and encouragement."
Ralph Steetle, executive director of the
Joint Council on Educational Television,
pointed out to the Oregon Senator that the
council had submitted a progress report
which indicated that 24 educational tv stations were in operation and 10 others under
construction. Twenty additional communities have plans to build such stations, he told
the senator.
Reps. James C. Wright Jr. (D-Tex.) and
Walter Rogers (D-Tex.) also expressed opposition to the Craven plan. Rep. Wright
particularly has a problem because in his
own district an educational channel in Denton has been proposed for commercial use.
In a weekly letter to his constituents he suggested that the know-how for proper use of
educational tv was lacking in the educational system. He advanced the idea that the
Commerce Dept. or Health, Education, and
Welfare could bring the technical knowledge to the educators and offered the name
of the man to fill the post — Charles Van
Doren, who has won $143,000 to date on
NBC-TV's quiz show, Twenty-One.
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WNAC-TV Boston last week turned over to the State Department prints of its
documentary on the Hungarian uprising, entitled "Weltschmerz" ("World Sorrow").
At the presentation in Washington are (1 to r) Frank Luther, the station's public
affairs director; Deputy Secretary of State Robert Murphy, and Norman Knight,
WNAC-TV executive vice president-general manager. The documentary, shown on
the station last Monday, is the second of two programs produced on the scene in
Hungary by a WNAC-TV team consisting of producer-director H. Jeff Forbes;
cinematographer Ed Gilman, and Mr. Luther.
Owensboro on the Air Favored
For Ch. 9 in Initial Decision
FCC Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue last week issued an initial decision favoring Owensboro on the Air Inc. for a new
tv station on ch. 9 in Hatfield-Owensboro,
Ind. On the Air won over competing applicant Owensboro Publishing Co. on the
Commission's diversification of control
policy.
Owensboro Publishing principals Lawrence W. Hager and W. Bruce Hager (and
other members of the Hager family) and
George M. Fuqua control WOMI-AM-FM
Owensboro and the Owensboro Messenger
and Inquirer. On the Air (V. J. Steele,
69.4%; M. A. Rhodes, 19%, and Malcolm
Greep, 11%) owns WVJS-AM-FM Owensboro.
Examiner Donahue found the two applicants substantally equal on all points except the question of diversification of ownership. He ruled that a grant to Owensboro
Publishing not only would put it "in a commanding competitive position for the advertisers' dollar but it would be in a position
where local persons would be almost solely
dependent upon it as a source for their dayto-day information." Therefore, he said,
the Commission's policy can only be effectuated by a grant to On the Air.
Applicant Wants Aberdeen Ch. 58
APPLICATION for ch. 58 in Aberdeen,
Wash., was filed with the FCC last Wednesday by Gray Harbor Tv Inc., seeking a
power of 9.4 kw and antenna 41 ft. above
average terrain. Gray Harbor proposes to
spend $77,350 for construction and $40,000
for first year operation with the tv station's antenna
to be mounted atop the KXRO
Aberdeen
tower.
Equal owners of the applicant are Harry
Spence, 85% owner of KXRO; John Walker; W. Donald McCaw, 50% owner of applicant for a new tv station in LaGrande,
Ore., and Fred G. Goddard, manager and
owner of one share of KXRO.

FCC

to Stop

Issuing

STA's After April 1
A POSTWAR practice, designed to rush tv
service to viewless cities whose populace was
hungry for television, will be discontinued
beginning April 1, the FCC announced last
week. At that time, the Commission stated,
no more special temporary authority grants
will be made. These permitted tv stations to
begin commercial operation without completing construction according to the specifications ofthe construction permit.
FCC regulations require that stations be
built according to the terms of the construction permit, with the start not later than 60
days after issuance of the grant, and completion not later than six months from grant.
During the course of construction, the station may engage in equipment tests upon
notification. After completion, and after an
application for license is filed, the station
may request program test authority prior to
the issuance of the license.
Most tv stations, both postwar and postfreeze (the freeze on tv was lifted in July
1952), began operating under STA permits.
Equipment shortages, application processing
delays, and other obstacles prompted the
FCC to use the STA route to bring service to
the public. These will be retired as they expire, the Commission said, beginning after
the April 1 deadline.
Snyder Gets Defense Nomination
MURRAY SNYDER, assistant news secretary to President Eisenhower and nextranking to James C. Hagerty, news secretary was nominated Wednesday to be
Assistant Secretary of Defense for public
affairs. The nomination requires Senate
confirmation. Mr. Snyder replaces Robert
Tripp Ross, who resigned after a Senate inquiry about military contract awards to
firms in which members of his family reportedly have an interest.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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GOVERNMENT
PACKAGER
HIT

TAX

• Memo

LAWYERS

PROPOSAL

defends holding firms

• Claims IRS idea is in error
A PROPOSAL by the U. S. Treasury Dept.
Internal Revenue Service that would affect
the tax structure of tv packaging firms came
under fire in New York last week as the
law firm of Lewis & Mound made public
a memorandum charging the IRS with intention of usurping legislative functions of Congress.
The law firm said it represents "several
large advertising agencies and tv packaging
firms" but refused to identify them on the
basis of attorney-client confidence.
The tax proposal, which pertains to Section 543 (A) (5) of the Internal Revenue
Code [B«T, Jan. 28, 1956; Dec. 10, 1955]
was first published in the Federal Register
last November 16. It would broaden the
definition of personal holding company income to include cash earned by a principal
owning more than 25 % of tv program packaging firms, advertising agencies and building construction companies. The original
definition of personal holding company income set forth in the Revenue Act of 1937
(and later in the 1954 code) included
"amounts received under a contract under
which the corporation is to furnish personal
services, i.e. services performed by an individual. The present proposed amendment
would nullify the definition of "individual
services," substituting instead "performance
of important and essential services by other
persons."
This, notes Lewis & Mound, not only hits
service corporations with fewer than 10 or
11 stockholders or those controlled by "five
people or fewer," but it is also unconstitutional. "Regardless of the merits or wisdom," the brief states, "the crucial point is
that the bureau has no legislative power and
may not issue new law or amend congressional action." The only authorization
granted the bureau by Congress under Section 7805, Internal Revenue Code of 1954,
the brief goes on to say, is to "issue regulations only for 'the enforcement' of the code."
The second objection was on the bureau's
intention to make this regulation retroactive
to "include taxable years beginning after
Dec. 31, 1953, and ending after Aug. 16,
1954." Even Congress, notes the brief,
would not have the power "to impose a
penalty tax ex post facto, much less the
bureau."
Lewis & Mound says the bureau is in
error by "appearing to believe that performers and other creative people have organized corporations solely as a means of tax
evasion." It cites as a case in point that
of a "typical corporation producing a live
tv package show." Of the total gross income derived from network or sponsor,
22% goes to featured performers (exclusive
of the "stockholder-star") on long-term contracts; tostaff writers, 12.6%; to producers,
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directors, choreographers, etc, 18%. Total
production costs (rent, secretarial salaries,
publicity, etc.) account for 75% of gross
receipts. The "stockholder-star" gets 11.35%
of gross (putting him in the 91% personal
income tax bracket); and the company itself pays for both state and federal taxes
7.31%, leaving as net income added to sur6.7%. But continues
the this
brief,
"beforeplus
the stockholder
can obtain
surplus,
he will be obliged to pay at least an additional 25% tax, or 1.67%, leaving as business risk profit 5.03% of the gross receipts."
Obviously, the brief states, "the corporate
form is used by these companies not for
tax evasion but for the same business reasons
that other people operate in corporate
form." It not only gives the star control
over all the people "essential to the success
of the show," thus eliminating his role as a
direct employe of the network or sponsor,
devoid of any influence over his "team" but
it also protects him against personal liabilities on long-term leases, talent contracts,
defamation "and all other public risks."
Furthermore, it allows the corporation to
earn a customary business profit as rewards
for assuming the risk of capital investment
or labor.
Though this proposal, if enacted into
law, would affect program packagers such
as Jackie Gleason Enterprises Inc., Gomalco
Productions (George Gobel), Shellric (Sid
Caesar), Barry & Enright, Goodson-Todman,
and Epi Inc. $64,000 Question, it would
do "considerably more damage" to the
building contracting firms, according to Milton M. Mound, partner of Lewis & Mound.
"Let's face it," Mr. Mound told B«T last
week, "if the government mainly wanted to
go after agencies and packagers, they
wouldn't have gone to all the trouble of
preparing its case. This goes beyond the
sphere of television and advertising. The
bell tolls not only for them . . ."
Mr. Mound said he and his staff spent
Feb. 4-6 in Washington, talking to senators,
members of the House Ways & Means Committee and Treasury officials before depositing their brief. A hearing on public protests was held in the Capitol Jan. 24.
N. M. Channel, Wyo. Drop-In
Sought in Petitions to FCC
IN rule-making petitions filed last week, the
FCC was asked to assign ch. 12 to Farmingtion, N. M., and drop in ch. 3 at Thermopolis, Wyo. Farmington Broadcasting Co.,
whose principals operate a community
antenna system in that city, said that it would
apply for ch. 12 in asking for the allocation. Closest co-channel is in Silver City,
N. M., 275 miles away, and the nearest
adjacent channel is ch. 13 KGGM-TV Albuquerque, 145 miles away, according to
engineering data with the petition.
Joseph P. and Mildred V. Ernst (permittees of ch. 10 KWRL-TV Riverton, Wyo.)
are seeking the Thermopolis allocation, saying their operation would be more efficient
on ch. 3. The Ernsts, who own ams in Riverton, Thermopolis and Worland, Wyo., said
their am studios in Thermopolis are larger

and better equipped for conversion to tv
broadcasting than the am studios which are
to be used in Riverton. Also, they stated, the
KWRL-TV transmitter site is 31 miles from
Riverton but only 14 miles from Thermopolis. They reported the closest co-channel
as ch. 3 KID-TV Idaho Falls, Idaho, 225
miles, and ch. 2 KTWO-TV Casper, Wyo.
(110 miles), as the nearest adjacent channel.
In a third petition, Wrather-Alvarez
Broadacsting Co., permittee of ch. 13
KYAT (TV) Yuma, Ariz., asked that that
channel be shifted to El Centro, Calif.
KYAT, not yet on the air, said that this
would permit a more efficient use of the
channel and that the move would meet all
FCC mileage separations. The proposal
would leave Yuma with ch. 1 1 KIVA (TV),
now on the air, and would add ch. 13 to
chs. 16 and 56 already assigned to El Centro.
NEW
SAYS

TERM
HEAD

OFFERED
OF

FCC

FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey
said Thursday that President Eisenhower
has offered to reappoint him to the Commission when his term expires June 30. His
statement was made in response to a direct
The FCC chairman also said that he had
question.
not yet made up his mind whether to accept
the offer. There have been rumors that Mr.
McConnaughey desires to retire from government service to return to the private practice of law in Columbus, Ohio, his home.
He told B*T that he would make up his
mind "in the near future."
A White House spokesman told B»T that
he would neither confirm nor deny the reported offer. He said it was a long standing
White House policy never to discuss appointments until the President was ready
to submit the nomination to the Senate.
Mr. McConnaughey was appointed to the
FCC to fill out the term of Comr. George
E. Sterling. Mr. Sterling retired Sept. 30,
1954.
Celler Charges Ike Appointments
Don't Keep Federal Law's Intent
CHAIRMAN Emanuel Celler (D.-N. Y.) of
the House Antitrust Subcommittee last week
charged that appointments to the FCC and
other federal regulatory agencies were not
being made in accordance wtih the intent
of the federal statutes.
"The appointment of an Eisenhower
Democrat to the regulatory commissions is
not in accordance with the spirit of the law,"
he said. Mr. Celler suggested the President
should maintain the proper bi-partisan spirit
in such appointments so that the commissions will have the proper "competition of
ideas" in order to carry out the intent of
Congress.
Mr. Celler emphasized that it was not
his intention to interfere with Presidential
appointments. He was quoted in a United
Press dispatch [B«T, Feb. 1-8] as having
called for a probe of presidential appointments. He denied that story last week.
Broadcasting
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FCC

MUST

SAVE

U' PERMITTEES

DAY,
SAY

• Claim they can't build now
• Want further cp extensions
THE PROBLEM is yours, uhf permittees
told the FCC, to see that uhf tv stations are
able to get on the air and compete successfully against vhf outlets. This was the essence of uhf answers to an FCC ultimatum
to explain why they are not on the air or
making efforts to begin telecasting [At Deadline, Feb. 18, B*T, Nov. 26, 1956],
Of 83 stations queried, all but five have
made an accounting with the Commission.
Five of the stations— ch. 27 WTOV-TV
Norfolk, Va.; ch. 36 WRAK-TV Williamsport, Pa.; ch. 27 WLAP-TV Lexington, Ky.;
ch. 23 WMCM (TV) Grand Rapids, Mich.,
and ch. 40 WINR-TV Binghamton, N. Y.—
have received extensions of their completion dates. Five others— ch. 16 KEDD (TV)
Wichita, ch. 48 WJLN-TV Birmingham, ch
29 WOTV (TV) Richmond, ch. 21 WIRKTV W. Palm Beach, Fla., and ch. 20
WAAB-TV Worcester, Mass. — have had
their cps cancelled and call letters deleted.
Of the five not heard from, ch. 35 WJPBTV Fairmont, W. Va., has an application
pending for modification of its cp. The other
four— ch. 62 WHEF-TV Brockton, Mass.,
ch. 14 WACA-TV Camden, S. C, ch. 14
KTRB-TV Modesta, Calif., and ch. 52
KCOA (TV) Corona, Calif.— are in danger of losing their cps if the Commission
follows through with the conditions set
forth in its November letter.
All of the remaining stations, in replying
to the Commission letter, asked for further
extensions of time to complete their construction. They stated it would be financial
suicide and not in the public interest to attempt to go on the air under present uhfvhf conditions. Many of the stations have attempted to compete against vhf stations and
found it was impossible to do so, they said.
They called upon the FCC to take steps
to insure the future of uhf television to provide the public with additional television
service. Many offered suggestions to the

IKE SALUTES

VOA

PRESIDENT EISENHOWER'S statement marking the 15th anniversary of
the Voice of America was to be broadcast throughout the world today (Monday) over the entire radio network of
the U. S. Information Agency. This
was planned as the first time that all
of the Voice's 78 transmitters, with a
combined power of more than 8 million kw, have been used for a single
program. It also was to be the first time
that a President of the U. S. has spoken
over the government's international
network. The speech was scheduled to
climax an 11 a.m.-noon show, Freedom to Listen, which covered highlights of the Voice's 15-year life.
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Commission as to how this could be done;
many did not.
One of the stations filing a reply, ch. 20
KBAY-TV San Francisco, said that to better serve the public interest the station is
being sold and requested FCC approval.
Sherrill C. Corwin is buying the KBAY-TV
cp from Leonard and Lily B. Averett for
$1,750, which represents the Averett's expenses to date. No physical assets are involved. Mr. Corwin is minority stockholder
and officer of KPRO Riverside, KROP
Brawley, KYOR Blythe and KREO Indio,
all California, and KAKE-TV Wichita, Kan.
The Commission staff presently is digesting the comments, which will be turned over
to the Commission for futher action.
FCC Approves Sales
Of One Tv, Four Ams
THE $330,000 sale of WASK-WFAM-TV
Lafayette, Ind., topped station sales approved by the FCC last week. Olney E.
Richardson sold the stations to Lafayette
Broadcasting Co., whose principals include
Henry Rosenthal (25%), assistant manager
of the stations; Alvin H. Hath (25%), Lafayette accountant, and D&B Equipment Co.
(50%), Lafayette, jointly owned by E. J.
Bannon and John M. Drysdale.
WFAM-TV is on ch. 59 and affiliated with
CBS; WASK on 1450 kc with 250 w, is
affiliated with Mutual.
Cyril W. Reddoch and Ralph L. Hooks
sold WFPR Hammond, Ind., to Airweb Inc.
for $52,250. Equal owners of Airweb are
John E. Judd, manager of WEND Baton
Rouge, La., and Baton Rouge businessmen
Robert S. Boeker and Jesse L. Webb. Daytimer WFPR is on 1400 kc with 250 w and
is affiliated with Keystone Broadcasting
System.
Capitol Broadcasting Corp. purchased
WKXL Concord, N. H., from Tele-Broadcasters Inc. (H. Scott Killgore) for $50,000
and assumption of $50-$60,000 in obligations. Frank B. Estes and WKNE Corp.
(Joseph K. Close, president) each own 50%
of Capitol. WKNE Corp. properties are
WKNE-AM-TV Keene, N. H. and WKNYAM-TV Kingston, N. Y. WKXL is a CBS
affiliate on 1450 kc with 250 w.
In a fourth action, the Commission approved the sale of KABR Aberdeen, S. D.,
to KYNT Yankton, S. D., for $45,000. The
station was sold by the estate of Delbert T.
Hunt, deceased. Principal owners of KYNT
are Doris J. Smith (53%), William M.
Smith (22.8%) and Manager William E.
Johnson (18.2%). Keystone-affiliated KABR
broadcasts ort 1450 kc with 250 w.
For other sales, see For the Record,
page 129.
Senate Confirms Larson
ARTHUR LARSON was confirmed by the
Senate last week for the post of director of
United States Information Agency. Mr.
Larson last occupied the position of Under
Secretary of Labor and was a speech writer
for President Eisenhower in the last campaign and wrote a book, Modern Republicanism.

FCC

TO

PASS

ON

FTC'S COMPLAINTS
FROM now on when the Federal Trade
Commission issues a complaint against an
advertiser using radio or tv, the FCC is going to let broadcasters involved know about
it— but purely for informational purposes.
That is the intent of an announcement
last week by the FCC. Basis for this action
is, according to the Commission, so stations "may be fully informed . . . and be in
a position to consider taking action consistent with their operation in the public
The Commission said that it has consistently held that the selection and presentainterest."
tion of program material, including advertising, is the responsibility of licensees. It
continued:
"In fulfilling this obligation, a broadcast
station is expected to exercise reasonable
care and prudence with respect to advertising copy in order to assure that no material
is broadcast which will deceive or mislead
Where the FCC itself has received comthe public."
plaints regarding misleading advertising, the
Commission has advised the stations concerned, but has made no effort to determine
the merits of the complaint, the FCC said
in its announcement last week.
When, however, a finding has been made
by an authoritative body such as the FTC
that particular advertising is deceptive, the
continued broadcasting by a station of such
advertising would raise, according to the
Commission, "serious questions as to whether
such stations are operating in the public
The Commission said that an arrangement has been effected whereby the FTC
interest."
will advise the FCC of questionable advertising over broadcast stations. Where the
FTC issues a complaint, an order to cease
or desist, an initial decision after a hearing,
or a stipulation which involves radio or tv
stations the FCC will be provided with
copies of such documents indicating the call
letters of the stations which have broadcast
the advertising in question. The FCC in
turn will communicate this information to
the stations involved for their information.
The FCC added that licensees should not
rely solely on FTC action regarding false
and misleading advertising, but should continue their own efforts to determine the suitability of the advertising material submitted
for broadcast over their facilities. It warned
also that broadcasters should be on guard
against advertising by firms other than those
cited by the FTC whose advertising might
be similar.
The question of false and misleading radio and tv advertising was made a cause
celebre last year, initially by Sen. Warren
G. Magnuson (D-Wash.), chairman of the
Senate Commerce Committee. It was fanned
by then FTC Comr. Lowell Mason in several
speeches to public audiences. These attacks
resulted in an addition of $100,000 in the
FTC 1957 appropriation which led to the
establishment of an FTC radio-tv monitoring
group [B«T, Jan. 14].
Broadcasting • Telecasting

New

Agriculture

Rules

Censor Tv, Says Moss
AGRICULTURE Department officials have
established new regulations which would appear to exercise a form of censorship over
tv and newsreels. That is the view of Rep.
John E. Moss (D-Calif.).
The Congressman heads the House Government Information Subcommittee. The
Agriculture Department regulations, dated
Jan. 24, according to Mr. Moss, specify that
producers "may request cooperation only if
the filmed story will portray the work of
the department or rural life in 'true perThen Mr. Moss said, the department must
spective'."

give approval of the proposed script before
cooperation can be offered. And finally, the
producer must submit his film for review
before public release. Moreover, the congressman charged, the department demands
that story material shall not conflict with the
published views of the department.
Finally, Mr. Moss declared, the producer
is required to change his script and film if
department officials decide it would violate
policy or contain information detrimental to
the best interests of the department.
The regulations in fact, Mr. Moss said,
"permit government officials to exercise
censorship over films being produced with
the assistance of the department."
The California congressman addressed a

letter to Agriculture Secretary Ezra Taft
Benson in which he expressed a wish to have
answers to certain questions. One was
whether the FCC had been consulted previously to the promulgation of the new regulation.
Another question he asked related to the
right
to judgechannels
whether are
a producer's
distribution
acceptable.proposed
Rep. Moss asked the Secretary for full
and complete answers. At the same time he
indicated that if "full and complete answers"
to the specific questions were not forthcoming, the Secretary would be asked to come
to the Committee in public hearing and explain the position of the department.
Commission Authorizes Nine Ams
In Broadcast Actions Last Week
THE FCC made nine new am grants last
week to:
Prescott, Ariz. — Thunderbird Broadcasting Co., authorized for 1450 kc, 250 w unlimited time. Roy L. Albertson Jr., 9%
owner of WBNY Buffalo, N. Y., and Harold
L. Sanner, announcer at WNAO-TV Raleigh, N. C, are co-owners of Thunderbird.
Fayetteville, Ark. — Stamps Radio Broadcasting Co. on 1250 kc, 500 w daytime.
Co-owners are H. Weldon Stamps, owner of
KTCS Fort Smith, and his brother Clifford
L. Stamps, who has jewelry interests.
Littleton, Colo. — Skyline Broadcasting
Inc., 1510 kc, 1 kw, directional antenna
unlimited. Skyline owners are J. Kenneth
Brothers, former commercial manager of
KGMC Englewood, Colo.; Dean D. Jervis,
sales manager of KTLN Denver, and Walter F. Angerer, retail liquor interests.
Douglas, Ga. — Fernandina Beach Broadcasters, 1480 kc, 1 kw, day. Marshall W.
Rowland and Carol C. Rowland, owners of
WFBF Fernandina Beach, are co-owners.
Grinnell, Iowa — Grinnell Broadcasting
Co., 1410 kc, 500 w, daytime. Grinnell owners are Ralph J. Henry, former employe of
KREI Farmington, Mo.; Ralph J. Bitzer,
consulting
engineer, and Robert V. Coleman.
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Loyall, Ky.— Tri-State Radio Corp., 1050
kc, 250 w day. Equal partners in Tri-State
are Dr. B. F. Wright, physician, Hugh S.
Martin, Harlan real estate interests, and
James R. Martin, theatre manager.
Bossier City, La. — Bossier Broadcasting
Service, 1220 kc, 250 w day, engineering
condition. Bossier co-owners are Edwin W.
Mahone Jr., Mildred J. Mahone, Howard
A. Bridge Sr. and Howard A. Bridge Jr.,
owners of KMHT Marshall, Tex.
Vineland, N. J. — The Delsea Broadcasters, 1270 kc, 500 w, directional antenna
daytime, engineering conditions. Owners are
Mortimer Hendrickson (34%), Vivian E.
Hendrickson
(33%) and John T. Jones
Jr.
(33%).
Olean, N. Y. — Olean Broadcasting Corp.,
1360 kc, 500 w, daytime. Olean owners are
Donald W. Merriman (50%), former assistant manager of WHDL Olean, Herman C.
Mosch (20%), 22% owner of Coudersport,
Pa. Tv Cable Co., community antenna, Robert R. Gridley (20%), accountant, and
Daniel S. Souders (10%), business manager
of Olean Medical Group.
Broadcasting
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Adjacencies
available
Chicago
feature

48c
home

TV's
for

as

to
greatest
little as

1,000
impressions

FOR THE TENTH consecutive year, WGN-TV will be televizing
the daytime home games of the Chicago Cubs and White Sox —
exclusively!
This is the highest-rated sports feature in the nation's second
largest market!
FOR THE FIFTH CONSECUTIVE YEAR, Hamm's Beer
and for the third consecutive year, Oklahoma Gasoline will share
sponsorship of the play-by-play!
NOW AVAILABLE: Choice 10, 20 and 60-second
baseball adjacencies delivering from 5 million to
38 million home impressions!*
Also check availabilities in high-rated syndicated programs and
feature film presentations on Channel 9!
^Estimated impressions spot-for-spot for 1957 season based on the average
Pulse, ARB and Nielsen ratings for these spots last season in an area with
2,300,000 television homes!
TOP-DRAWER

Advertisers

buy WGN-TV
in Chicago!
See your WGN-TV representative today!

9
1 by WGN,
Cb N
Vtf Tribune
The Chicago
Station,hT
Owned V
and Operated
Inc.
Midwest Office
Eastern Advertising Office Also represented by
Edward Petry
220 E. 42nd Street
441 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago 11
New York 17
& Company, Inc.
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FCC

WBC

Asked

to Censure

WGN-TV's
'Luther' Ban
THE FCC was asked last week to move
against WGN Inc. for its withdrawal of the
telecast of the feature film Martin Luther.
This action was requested by the Action
Committee for Freedom of Religious Expression in a formal petition filed with the
FCC. It followed by two weeks a similar
request by letter by the same group [B»T,
Feb. 11].
The Martin Luther film was scheduled to
be telecast by WGN-TV Dec. 21. On Dec.
19 it was cancelled, the Action Committee
charged, due to pressure from Roman Catholic circles.
The Action Committee represents the
Church Federation of Greater Chicago, the
Lutheran Council of Greater Chicago and
the Midwest Region of the National Assn.
of Evangelicals plus 40 other religious and
lay groups. The committee said it had 150,000 signatures to a petition to the FCC asking that WGN-TV be censured for its action.
The petition filed last week asked the
FCC to "take appropriate action against
WGN Inc. for its failure to meet its obligations to operate Television Station WGNTV in the public interest and in accordance
with its public service obligations." It
claimed that WGN's action in withdrawing
the film "has been timid."
It said the Roman Catholic Church has
never officially banned the film and that
WGN officials previously consented and "assured representatives of the Lutheran
Church Productions Inc. (producers of the
film) that they were prepared for possible
fireworks."
The petition asked the FCC to order
WGN to file a license renewal application so
that the Commission can take up this matter.
WGN-TV's
license expires in December
1958.
In reply to the Action Committee's letter,
WGN said that the complaint should be
denied because (1) the FCC is prohibited
from censoring programs, (2) WGN has
maintained its overall programming balance,
(3) it has not discriminated in its religious
programming, and (4) the subject of the film
is not a controversial issue.
Ch. 7 Laurel, Miss., Granted;
Laurel Tv Co., Sole Applicant
FCC last week made final a hearing examiner's initial decision of Jan. 25 and
granted ch. 7 in Laurel, Miss., to Laurel
Tv Co. Laurel Tv was the lone applicant for
the channel after Mississippi Broadcasting
Co. (ch. 30 WCOC-TV Meridian) withdrew
its application and was paid "out of pocket
expenses" by Laurel [At Deadline, Jan.
21]. WCOC-TV had sought the channel for
Pachuta, Miss., and planned to switch its
operations from ch. 30 to ch. 7.
President-25 % owner of Laurel Tv is
Meridian Mayor William S. Smylie. Other
stockholders include D. B. Marcus (publisher of Laurel Evening-Call) and T. M.
Gibbon, both 11.8% owners of WAML
Laurel. The new tv station is authorized
a power of 52.29 kw with antenna 754 ft.
above average terrain.
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HOSTS
PUBLIC

BOSTON
SERVICE

THE great challenge for the local broadcaster ishow better to serve the communications media, Vice President Richard M.
Nixon will tell delegates to the Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.'s industry-wide conference on local public service programming. Vice President Nixon's filmed message
will be shown at the opening of the Wednesday-through-Friday sessions to be held in
Boston. More than 200 agency officials, educators, public leaders, and broadcasting
executives representing about 110 radio
and tv stations will attend.
Recalling how communications have advanced since the Town Crier, the Vice
President said every radio and tv station
"is potentially a Paul Revere that can instantly alert an entire community or an entire nation to any emergency." He added,
"The awareness of radio and tv broadcasters
of the obligation and responsibility they
have to the public is nowhere demonstrated
better than in the fact of this meeting itAmong dignitaries at the Boston session
will be FCC Chairman George McConnaughey, who will speak at the Thursday
luncheon,
self." and Joseph N. Welch, Boston attorney who served as counsel for the Army
in the Army-McCarthy (Sen. Joseph McCarthy) hearings that were televised nationally, will be the principal speaker at a
dinner Thursday. A wide range of subjects
will be covered at joint radio-tv sessions and
smaller radio-only and tv-only workshops.
Among participants will be Bill Tracy,
Radio-Television Committee, National Social Welfare Assembly, New York; Ray
Stone, timebuyer, Maxon, Inc., New York;
Ed Codel, tv director, The Katz Agency,
New York; James C. Hirsch, Television
Bureau of Advertising, New York; FCC
Comrs. Richard Mack and Robert E. Lee,
and Nicholas Zapple, Senate Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee communications adviser.
Special guests at the Thursday dinner will
include Boston leaders in business and education; Norman E. (Pete) Cash, president of
TvB, and Richard Salant, CBS vice president.
The conference will begin Wednesday
at 9:15 a.m. in the Georgian Room of
Hotel Statler. The prologue, titled "The
Challenge," will include in addition to Mr.
Nixon's message, filmed observations on the
broadcast media by Dr. Milton S. Eisenhower, president of Johns Hopkins U.; Sen.
John P. Kennedy Jr. (D-Mass); Rear Adm.
H. G. Rickover (USN); Dr. Ralph J. Bunche,
United Nations Undersecretary, and Carl
Sandburg. Donald H. McGannon, WBC
president, will welcome the delegates.
At 11 a.m. a "Meet the Critics" panel
made up of Merrill Pannitt, managing editor
of Tv Guide; Tony LaCamera, radio-tv editor, Boston American; Fred Remington, radio-tv editor, Pittsburgh Press, and Dwight
Newton, radio-tv columnist, San Francisco
Examiner, will present a "critical approach"
to public service programming. Lynn Poole,

CONFERENCE
PROGRAMMING

director of public relations, Johns Hopkins
U, will be chairman.
After lunch, separate sessions for tv and
radio will be held at WBZ's Studios A and B
respectively. Both meetings will take up the
general topic of "Freedom." For tv, panelists will include Bernard C. Barth, WNDUTV South Bend, Ind.; Herbert B. Cahan,
WBZ-TV Boston; Carl Fox, KYTV (TV)
Springfield, Mo.; Lewis Freedman, WCBSTV New York, and Ralph A. Renick, WTVJ
(TV) Miami. Jerome R. Reeves, KDKA-TV
Pittsburgh, will be chairman. On radio, the
panel will be made up of Leon Goldenstein,
WMCA New York; Sherwood R. Gordon,
WSAI Cincinnati; Mark Olds, KYW Cleveland, and Sam Serota, WIP Philadelphia.
That session will be chairmanned bv Gordon
Davis, KYW.
After dinner, a meeting on "Showmanship in Public Service Programming" will be
held at the Statler, including on the panel
James T. Aubrey Jr., ABC-TV; Dr. Frank
C. Baxter, English professor, U. of Southern
California; Louis G. Cowan, of CBS; Dr.
Bergen Evans, Northwestern U. English professor; William J. Kaland of WBC; Robert
Saudek, of the Tv-Radio Workshop {Omnibus) and Edwards Stanley, NBC. Chairman will be James Macandrew, New York
City's director of broadcasting. A reception
follows.
Panels on tv and radio news are to be held
at the WBZ studios Thursday at 9 a.m. Tv
panel: Robert W. Breckner, KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles; Bill Burns, KDKA-TV Pittsburgh; James H. Ferguson, WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va., and Mike Wallace, WABD
(TV) New York. John K. M. McCaffery,
WRCA-TV New York, will be chairman.
Radio panel includes Robert H. Forward,
KMPC Los Angeles; Jack Kerrigan, WHO
Des Moines; Daniel W. Kops, WAVZ New

VOTERS

RESPOND

TO WTCM

EFFORTS of newsmen and announcers of WTCM Traverse City, Mich.,
were given credit for bringing a record
1,869 townspeople to the polls last
week to cast their ballots for city commis ioners ina primary election.
Following an early morning check
of local voting precincts, which indicated that less than 100 ballots had
been cast, WTCN's two mobile units
were dispatched
around
town.
Announcers interviewed
election
officials
at various polling booths, local judges
and city
vote"
drive.officials in its "get-out-theSome 18 broadcasts were made from
the mobile units, as well as 50 appeals
to voters from the station's studios.
City officials and citizens later commended WTCM and its general manager, Les Biederman, for the public
service effort.
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FAITH

Inborn — a child's faith.
But faith. ..in business ... must be earned.
That's why when we make a sale, we
also try to make friends. Friends won
through the sustained action of promises
performed.
As we see it, that's not only good business philosophy. It's good business, too.

AVERY-KNODEL
INCORPORATED

NEW

YORK

ATLANTA

DALLAS

DETROIT

SAN

FRANCISCO

LOS
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'REVERE1 RIDES AGAIN
LISTEN my children and you shall
not only hear but also see . . .
Boston area children at least will
be able to watch a portrayal of the
famous ride of Paul Revere. On Sunday, Feb. 24th, at noon, WBZ-TV
Boston's Rex Trailer, star of Boomtown, will begin an eight day gallop
from Boston to Philadelphia, reconstructing the famed ride. He will leave
the Revere House and continue on
horseback until he reaches the India
Queen Tavern, a replica of the 18th
Century Philadelphia Inn, just rebuilt
in the new Philadelphia Sheraton
Hotel. To make the ride even more
authentic, he will be dressed in a
colonial outfit and will also be carrying news. The news, a message to
Mayor Richardson Dilworth, will be
that WBZ-TV is devoting the entire
year of 1957 to freedom in an "effort
to instill in the minds of New England
viewers a new appreciation for the
freedom which everyone in America
employs." WBZ-TV will feature pictures of the various stages of Mr.
Trailer's
absence. trip on Boomtown during his

Haven; Rod MacLeish, WBZ-WBZA BostonSpringfield, and Gordon B. McLendon,
KLIF Dallas. Chairman is Sandford Markey,
KYW Cleveland.
At 11:30 a.m. a panel will be held on
radio and tv children's programs with the
following speakers taking part: John Arthur,
ABC; Gloria Chandler, KING-TV Seattle;
Jack Miller, co-producer of CBS-TV's Captain Kangaroo; Helen Parkhurst, child psychologist and educator, and Judith Waller,
of NBC. Fred A. Keller, WBEN-TV Buffalo,
will chairman this session.
The Thursday luncheon will include Mr.
McConnaughey's address and the appearance of Charles L. Van Doren, Columbia
U. instructor and high money man on
Twenty-One, NBC-TV's quiz show, as a special guest. Three more sessions, on informational films, special program sources and radio-tv religious programming, will be held
at the Statler Thursday afternoon.
Speakers at the informational film discussion: Richard Carlton, of Trans-Lux Films'
tv department; Charles F. Dolan, of Sterling Movies U. S. A.; Michael Hayward, UN
radio and visual service section of public information; Caleb Paine, WRGB (TV) Schenectady, and John F. White, WQED Pittsburgh. Chairman will be Robert B. Hudson,
program coordinator at Ford Foundation's
educational television and radio center.
Lineup at the meeting on special program
sources: Gertrude G. Broderick, U. S. Office of Education's radio-tv education specialist; Guy Harris, KDKA Pittsburgh;
Dorothy E. Lewis, UN radio-tv consultant;
George E. Probst, executive director of
Thomas Alva Edison Foundation, and Barrie
Thome, British Broadcasting Corp.'s North
American
representative.
Seymour N.
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Siegel, WNYC New York, will chairman
this session.
The religious program panel includes Albert Crews, National Council of Churches
of Christ in America; the Rev. Walter L.
Flaherty, director, Archdiocesan Tv Centre
at the Catholic Archdiocese in Boston; Milton Krents, Jewish Theological Seminary
and Bruce Wallace, WTMJ Milwaukee. Dr.
Richard V. McCan of WBZ-TV will be
chairman.
At the Thursday dinner, the first annual
WBC "American History Award" will be
announced. Toastmaster will be Wilmer C.
Swartley, vice president of WBC in Boston,
with Mr. Welch as speaker.
A three-hour television production session
will be held at the studios of WBZ Friday
morning. Panelists are Philip H. Cohen,
vice president, radio and tv, Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, New York; Ray
W. Trent, KDUB-TV Lubbuck, Tex.;
Charles Vanda, WCAU-TV Philadelphia,
and Arnold L. Wilkes, WBAL-TV Baltimore, with William C. Dempsey, KPIX San
Francisco, the chairman. Also slated that
morning at WBZ is a panel on programming
concert music. It will include Martin
Bookspan, WQXR New York; Dr. Douglas
S. Moore, department department of music,
Columbia U.; Ray L. Stone of Maxon Inc.
New York, and Melvin C. Wissman, WWJ
Detroit. Chairman is Raymond S. Green
WFLN (FM) Philadelphia.
At 11 a.m. Friday, also at WBZ, Melvin
A. Goldberg, WBC's research director, will
chairman a panel on how research can help
public service programming. Two speakers
are slated: Dr. Leo Bogart of McCann-Erickson, New York, and Dr. Philip Eisenberg,
Motivation Analysis Inc. The WBC "Paul
Revere Award" will be presented at 1:30
Last panel is set at WBZ Studio A on production, use and potentials of radio and tv
p.m. service spots. It will include Arthur
public
J. Bellaire, vice president for radio-tv copy,
BBDO, New York; William J. Kaland,
WBC's national program manager; Gordon
C. Kinney, Advertising Council's radio-tv
director; Irvine H. Millgate, visual education
director, Boy Scouts of America, representing the Council of National Organizations;
James H. Quello, WJR Detroit. Franklin
A. Tooke, WBZ-TV, is to be chairman. A
tour
of historical spots will be held Saturday
morning.
WSLI Digs Out of Flood Damage
AFTER an enforced silence of ten days,
WSLI Pikeville, Ky., cleaned up mud and
flood damage and returned to the air. WSLI
spent all day Jan. 29 dealing with the emergency, collecting and broadcasting disaster
news and answering telephones, before rampaging waters forced the station off the air.
Overflowing Virginia and Kentucky streams
had come within a hair's breadth of WSLI
wires leading to its transmitter, when the
station had to sign off at 6:55 p.m. During
succeeding days engineers worked through
a maze of shorted circuits, muddy monitors,
motors and microphones and erected a new
1 kw transmitter to put WSLI back in business.

McCarthy
houston

to

sell

stations

• Brokers will pay $600,000
• Four other sales filed
SALE of KXYZ-AM-TV Houston, Tex.,
by Glenn H. McCarthy to Underwood, Neuhaus & Co., a Houston, stock broker firm,
for $600,000 became known last week with
the filing of an ownership report with the
FCC, including an agreement for the sale.
At the same time applications were filed
for FCC approval of the sales of KIOA Des
Moines, Iowa; WKNK Muskegon, Mich.,
among others.
The Houston brokerage firm is paying Mr.
McCarthy $425,000 plus assuming $175,000
in liabilities for the ABC-affiliated 5 kw
KXYZ (on 1320 kc) and the ch. 29 permit
for KXYZ-TV. The firm comprises M. R.
Underwood and Philip R. Neuhaus as principals. Actually the station properties are
being assigned to Houston Broadcasting
Corp., which will be owned by the Houston
brokers. Fred Nahas, present presidentgeneral manager of KXYZ, will continue in
that capacity with the new owners.
The Underwood-Neuhaus group at the
present time owns 1,875 shares out of 50,000
outstanding of KTHT Houston. It is presumed that when the station assignment
application is filed, the interest in KTHT will
be sold in order to comply with the FCC's
duopoly rules.
KIOA Des Moines, Iowa, has been bought
by Lester Kamin, Houston advertising
agency owner and owner of KAKC Tulsa,
Okla. The station was bought from the
Home & Farm group (Don Searle) for $185,000. KIOA operates on 940 kc with 10 kw
day, 5 kw night and is affiliated with ABC.
Mr. Kamin also holds 20% of WMRY
New Orleans and of KCIJ Shreveport, La.,
and 33 1/3% of WCKG (TV), ch. 26 permittee in New Orleans. The sale is being
made to Public Radio Corp., licensee of
KAKC Tulsa, Okla., owned by Mr. Kamin.
Farm & Home stations include KMMJ
Grand Island, Neb.; KXXX Colby, Kan.,
and KFNF Shenandoah, Iowa.
WKNK Muskegon, Mich., was sold by
Nicholas and Gladys Kuris to WGRD Grand
Rapids, Mich., for $150,000 ($40,000 down
with succeeding payments of $22,000 annually for five years). WKNK, an independent on 1600 kc with 5 kw, listed a Dec. 31,
1956, balance sheet showing $23,173 current assets, $129,662 total assets, $10,020
current liabilities and a capital in the Kuris
partnership of $119,642. WGRD President
Paul F. Eichorn said the WKNK call would
be changed, subject to FCC approval.
Joint-owners W. J. Harpole, Troyce Harrell, Kermit Ashby and Arthur Kline have
sold 901 shares (60.9%) of KVOW Cheyenne, Wyo., for $50,000 to W. P. Wright,
A. C. Etter, E. L. Thornton and Norman E.
Jorgenson, Washington attorney. Mr.
Wright, 19% owner of KTOW Oklahoma
City, 18.6% of KWKC Abilene, Tex., and
6.8% of KRIG Odessa, Tex., is purchasing
Broadcasting
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This group of mountain-ringed
radio stations, purchased as a unit,
delivers more radio homes than any
combination of competitive stations
. . . at by far the lowest cost per thousand. (Nielsen and SR&D)
They serve this amazingly rich
inland market with an effective buying income of almost $4.3 billion —
more than the Washington (D.C.)
metropolitan market — and with more
gross cash farm income than Minnesota. (Sales Management's 1956 Copyrighted Survey)
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STATIONS
226 shares while the others will own 225
shares. Mr. Etter owns 25% of KWKC and
19% of KTOW; Mr. Thornton 19% of
KTOW, and Mr. Jorgensen 25% of WMEG
Eau Gallie, Ha., and 25% of WALY Kerkimer, N. Y.
KVOW, an MBS affiliate, is on 1370 kc
with 1 kw daytime only. The station's balance sheet, as of Dec. 31, 1956, showed current assets of $22,740, total assets $71,386,
current liabilities $10,258 and net worth of
$35,878.
The Mormon Church has complied with
the FCC five-vhf ownership limitation by
selling its 8,080 shares (6.73%) of KGMBAM-TV Honolulu (ch. 9) and satellites
KHBC-AM-TV Hilo (ch. 9) and KMAU-TV
RADIO

SHOWPLACE

Wailuku (ch. 3), all Hawaii. Buying the
stock is majority-owner Consolidated Amusement Co. for $125,000. The church also
owns stock in KSL-AM-TV Salt Lake City
(ch. 5), KID-AM-TV Idaho Falls, Idaho
(ch. 3), and KBOI-AM-TV Boise, Idaho
(ch. 2), and the Commission had ruled that
ownership of the satellites would be the same
as ownership of regular stations in regard to
the five vhf limitation.
An application for the sale of 20% of ch.
7 KLTV (TV) Tyler, Tex., to the station's
general manager, which was consummated in
1955, also was filed last week for FCC approval. Principals involved, owners Lucille
Ross Lansing and Gerald Hall Lansing (husband and wife) and General Manager MarOF

LONG

ISLAND

shall Pengra, said that they were not aware,
until recently, that FCC approval was required. Mr. Pengra paid $7,460, plus assumption of 20% of all obligations, for his
interest. The Lansings also own KGKB Tyler
and Mr. Pengra owns 33V3 % of WATO Oak
Ridge, Tenn. The NBC-affiliated KLTV balance sheet, as of Oct. 31, 1956, showed current assets of $86,314, total assets $442,490,
current liabilities $220,193 and long term
liabilities $237,234.
Weston
Time

Pullen

Vice

Named

President

ELECTION of Weston
of Time Inc.'s growing
ties, as a vice president
[Closed Circuit, Feb.
last week by President Roy E. Larsen.
He will continue
to be responsible
for all of Time
Inc.'s radio and tv

C. Pullen Jr., head
broadcasting activiof the corporation
18] was announced

operations, reporting directly
to President Larsen,
and
also will continue
to handle all major
negotiations
between Time Inc.
MR. PULLEN
and Rockefeller
Center relating to the new 47-story building
they plan to erect in mid-Manhattan.
Mr. Pullen, 40, was assistant to Executive
Vice President and Treasurer Charles L.
Stillman prior to his election to vice president. He joined Time Inc. as a copy boy

FORMAL

OPENING

-

FEBRUARY

26,

WHLI
"THE VOICE OF LONG ISLAND"
proudly announces the opening of the newest
and most modern radio broadcasting facilities!
•
•
•
•

Newest and most modern radio equipment
Best equipped radio broadcast studios and facilities
Largest and most complete record library
A large, trained, experienced staff of 42

NOW

. . . better than ever ... able to serve the

needs of Long Island with programs that have
dominated Long Island listening for nearly ten
years.
VUUJI
HEMPSTEAD
LONG ISLAND, N. Y.

AM 1100
FM 98.3

m.
Paul Godofsky, Pres. fr
& yGen.hiMgr.
Joseph A. Lenn, Exec. VP Sales
represented by GILL-PERNA
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in 1939, vertising
worked
adsales staffwith
fromLife
1940magazine's
to 1942, and
after Navy service during World War II,
returned to Time Inc. as assistant to President Larsen. He became assistant to Mr.
Stillman in 1947.
He is a vice president of KOB-AM-TV
Albuquerque, N. M. (which co-owners Time
Inc. and Wayne Coy have sold to Stanley
Hubbard's KSTP Inc., subject to FCC approval), and vice president and treasurer of
KLZ-AM-TV Denver (wholly owned by
Time Inc.) and KDYL-AM-FM and KTVT
(TV) Salt Lake City (80% owned by Time
Inc.). He also headed Time Inc.'s negotiations for the purchase of WFBM-AM-TV
Indianapolis, WTCN-AM-TV MinneapolisSt. Paul, WOOD-AM-TV Grand Rapids and
two subsidiary companies from the Harry
M. Bitner Sr. interests for $15,750,000, subject to FCC approval [B»T, Dec. 24, 1956].
KBAS-TV Ephrata Goes on Air;
Satellite of KIMA-TV Yakima
KBAS-TV Ephrata, Wash., went on the air
Feb. 15 as the fourth tv station operated by
Cascade Broadcasting Co., Yakima, Wash.
The new station is a satellite of KIMA-TV
Yakima as are KEPR-TV Pasco, Wash., and
KLEW Lewiston, Idaho.
James Schroeder is sales and promotion
manager for KBAS-TV, which has its transmitter and tower located in Ephrata and
its business offices in nearby Moses Lake.
Howard Hammond is chief engineer.
Broadcasting
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WBKB

IS

IN

NUMBER

CHICAGO!!

ARB

I ELSE

January, 1957
7 days per week
6:00 P.M. to Midnight

January, 1957
7 days 6-9
per P.M.
week

Net Station No. 1 . . .40.2
WBKB— ABC
23.1
Net Station No. 2 .21.6
Independent
14.5

Another

example

TWO

of the

Net Station No. 1 . . .35.7
WBKB— ABC.
29.6
Net Station No. 2 . . .23.4
Independent
10.8

phenomenal

strides

WBKB

and

ABC

-Midnight
6 A.M.

33.6
24.3
23.5
18.4

have

made

in the Chicago market is seen in this comparison of quarter-hour segments in the 6 : OO P.M. to Midnight time period, Monday through Friday:
ARB
January, 1957
Number

Number

of Highest Rated Quarter Hours

6:00 P.M. -Midnight, Monday-Friday
Net Station No. 1
WBKB— ABC.
Net Station No. 2
Independent
Ratings

of First and Second Highest
Rated Quarter Hours

6:00 P.M. -Midnight, Monday-Friday

53
40
8
20

Net Station No. 1
WBKB— ABC.
Net Station No. 2
Independent

84
83
37
41

tell the story. In Chicago WBKB
is the Number Two stationjust as in America, ABC is the Number Two network!

Channel

WBKB

7

television network
WBKB — ONE OF ABC'S FIVE GREAT
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

OWNED

AND

OPERATED

STATIONS

— REPRESENTED BY BLAIR-TV
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the
S-E

silver

new

dollar

self-liquidating
plan

for

boosting

power!

There are a number of VHF-TV stations for whom the S-E Silver Dollar Plan represents a practical way
to add profitable revenue. Through the addition of a 25-kilowatt S-E "Add-A-Unit" Amplifier— these stations
can now add signal strength and viewers ... to obtain more profitable time charges. The Cost of the amplifier
is only $25,000 . . . half the cost of previous models of this type ... an achievement made possible by new
manufacturing techniques which have substantially reduced production time. Expansion
can be made without disposing of or replacing your present equipment. Let us show you . . . with facts and figures based on
your station's present and potential signal coverage . . . how The S-E Silver Dollar Plan can add profitable
new income which pays for your station's expansion. Write at once to William Zillger, Vice President,
Standard Electronics Corporation, 285-289 Emmett Street, Newark 5, New Jersey.

stcinidctrd
©loctronics
A SUBSIDIARY OF DYNAMICS CORPORATION

corporation
OF AMERICA, INC.

STATIONS
Dedication Ceremonies Held
For New WGAL-TV Center
DEDICATION ceremonies for the new
WGAL-TV Television Center, Lancaster,
Pa., were to be held yesterday afternoon
(Sunday) with FCC Commissioners, network
officials, radio - tv
magazine editors,
Pennsylvania legislators and Washington
attorneys invited to attend.
Clair R. McCollough, president
and general manager of WGAL
Inc., was to preside
over the televised
dedication proMR. McCOUOUGH gram. Scheduled
featured speakers
were Mr. McCollough; FCC Comrs. George
C. McConnaughey and T.A.M. Craven;
Harold E. Fellows, NARTB president; Col.
J. Hale Steinman, co-owner of Steinman
Stations, including WGAL-TV; and Dr.
James E. Wagner, president of the Evangelical and Reformed Church (International).
WGAL-TV began full-scale operations
from its new center last Christmas Day. The
station began telecasting from its former
location in March, 1949.
The new facilities, including land, building, transmitting equipment and antenna, are
understood to involve an outlay of about
$2 million.
Among the guests invited to the ceremonies were FCC Comrs. Craven, McConnaughey, Rosel Hyde, Robert T. Bartley,
John C. Doerfer; NARTB President Fellows;
Harry Bannister and E. B. Lyford of NBCTV; Edward Shurick and Robert Jamieson
of CBS-TV; Oliver Treyz of ABC-TV.
Situated on the edge of a 25-acre tract
west of Lancaster, the center — a red brick
and Indiana limestone structure — contains
54,841 square feet of floor space and has
two main studios.
Edwin Charles KCKN Manager;
New Programming Instituted
EDWIN J. CHARLES, commercial manager
of WOL Washington, has been named manager of KCKN Kansas City, and Dal Stallard, chief announcer at KCMO Kansas
City, has been appointed KCKN assistant
manager.
Exclusive country-western music programming has been initiated on KCKN by
new owner Cy Blumenthal, who also owns
WARL Arlington and WCMS Norfolk, and
is part owner of WROV Roanoke, all Virginia.
Following purchase of the station, a fouracre tract west of Kansas City's city limits
was bought by Mr. Blumenthal and all station operations were transferred to that site.
A new tower and transmitter were erected
and an existing building was converted into
studios and offices. The station is operating
24 hours a day.
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LOCATED on the crest of a 25-acre tract of land on the Lincoln Hwy. west of
Lancaster, Pa., the WGAL-TV (ch. 8) Television Center, which began full-time
operations at its new location last Christmas Day, was to be dedicated in televised
ceremonies yesterday (Sunday).

Bar

Uses

KNX

Report

In Spite of Canon 35
THE board of governors of the California
State Bar Assn., while strongly upholding
Canon 35 of the American Bar Assn. prohibiting radio and tv equipment from courtrooms, dropped its prejudice against such
devices long enough to gather in Studio 4
of KNX Los Angeles to listen to that station's tape recordings of the hearing held by
the House Un-American Activities subcommittee last Dec. 6-8. Acrimony which had
developed then between Richard Arens,
committee counsel, and attorneys representing witnesses before the committee resulted
in a suggestion by the committee that it ask
the California Bar Assn. to take disciplinary
action against these attorneys for their
failure to observe the committee's rules of
procedure. The atttorneys, on their part,
resolved to request the association to publicly repudiate the procedure of the committee and its counsel as violating ethical
legal procedure.
KNX, which had exclusively recorded
the proceedings, was ordered to preserve its
tapes as evidence in any action the association might see fit to take. At the request of
the board, the KNX news department extracted pertinent exchanges from several
days of hearing tapes for the board to hear.
"The significance of this for broadcasters
is two-fold," Jack Beck, KNX news director, said. "First, there is the fact that the
aggrieved parties felt that the full and complete record of what had transpired could
not be obtained from reading the written
record, which was available. Second, the
presence of the Bar Assn. board in a radio
studio for the purpose of getting a fully
dimensional reconstruction of what had
taken place was in effect a refutation of the
attitude reflected in Canon 35. If Canon 35
had been followed in this instance there
would have been no taped record for the
board to examine, no record to present
accurately the emotion-packed atmosphere
which bore directly on the charges the association isnow being asked to investigate."
Joseph Ball, president of the California

State Bar Assn., conceded that the tapes
made an excellent case for the value of
recorded reports of judicial proceedings,
Mr. said
Beck hereported.
"But,"to he
added,
"Mr.
Ball
still felt that
allow
broadcast
media into the hearing room would result
in building pressures on witnesses to a point
which might have a negative effect on the
proper conduct of a hearing or trial."
WOR's 35th Anniversary
Marked by Special Events
WOR New York celebrated its 35th anniversary last week with various special
events. On Thursday, the station arranged
for more than 7,000 employes, in 17 different New York agencies, to be served coffee
and cake at their individual desks with
WOR's compliments.
Mayor Robert F. Wagner proclaimed
Feb. 21 "WOR Day" and the station held
several contests. One such contest was
"Guess the Weather". Prizes were awarded
to listeners who came closest to forecasting
the low temperature and the time of day it
occurred on Feb. 22. The governor's proclamation said WOR has "contributed to the
growth of the city of New York and the
needs of its people by, disseminating news
and information; lending itself to any campaign for human well-being; tolerance for,
and presentation of all points of view; respect for the laws of good taste and the
traditions of fair play; developing and cultivating agreat many talents for the entertainment of listeners, and by being a dependable, reliable reporter of events both
Listeners
received gifts if their initials
large
and small."
were the same as the station's call letters.
Anyone celebrating his 35th anniversary or
birthday was also eligible for gifts.
WIP, WIPA Exchange Programs
WIP Philadelphia and WIPA Annapolis,
Md., this week will begin the interchange of
two daily programs, it was announced last
week by Benedict Gimbel Jr., president-general manager of the former station. The programs are Start the Day Right, featuring Joe
McCauley, from 7 to 10 a.m. and the Jack
Pyle Show (1:30 to 4 p.m.).
Broadcasting
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delivers
hits 80%

this
to

41-county

100%

in 20

territory —
key

counties

If Southwestern Pennsylvania is important in your marketing
plans, you just can't overlook WJAC-TV in your advertising
plans. Here's sound, solid strength in coverage . . . but, even
more important, amazing audience loyalty and program appeal.
In the Johnstown-Altoona Market, for example, in the 7:00 to
11:00 P. M. period, WJAC-TV leads in 105 periods while Station
B leads in 7! Of the top 25 night-time shows, 24 of them are on WJAC-TV! Best of all, a sizable share of this wide and effective coverage is actually a bonus for you!
Call your Katz man

The

dominant

for all the facts and figures.

force

in

Pennsylvania's
3rd
TV
Market
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STATIONS
General
$10.9

Tire

Million

Announces
Earnings

GENERAL TIRE & Rubber Co.'s consolidated sales for the year ended Nov. 30,
1956, reached an all-time high of $390,471,772, William O'Neil, president, announced
last week in his annual report to stockholders.
It was the seventh consecutive year that
General Tire's consolidated sales have exceeded the previous year's record. The 1956
sales, which do not include those of the
wholly-owned subsidiary, RKO Teleradio
Pictures Inc., nor those of operations outside
of the U. S. except General's Canadian operations, were an increase of $94,740,676 over
1955,
the
company's
best previous
While the
RKO Teleradio
sales year.
are not
included, earnings of the broadcasting-motion picture-music subsidiary are being consolidated, iwas
t
reported by Mr. O'Neil.
Explaining the figures, Mr. O'Neil said,
"Because of the increasing importance of
RKO Teleradio, its net earnings are now
being included in our consolidated statements for the first time. Actually, due to customary delay in foreign audits, we are able
at this time to include the RKO Teleradio
earnings only for the 10-month period
through September. Unaudited figures indicate that RKO Teleradio in October and
November showed additional profits of approximately $1million."
(In New York last week, MBS Vice President and Treasurer George R. Ruppel told
B*T he was unable to release earnings by
Mutual or General Teleradio stations because "none of the other radio networks
have done so, so why should we?").
Mr. O'Neil gave another reason for declining to specify Teleradio earnings. "We
are not consolidating RKO Teleradio sales
in our figures because they are not tangible
merchandise. This is an equity type consolidation, hence, our traditional pattern of reporting sales has not been changed."
Consolidated company earnings, including
RKO earnings for only 10 months, are $10,860,129. This amounts to $6.90 per share.
Not included in this figure are the undistributed earnings in foreign subsidiary and
affiliated companies which "enjoyed an outstanding year in both sales and earnings,"
according to Mr. O'Neil.
Mr. O'Neil also said that steps were taken
in 1956 toward making the company's preference stock its senior stock. "The plan was
initiated by retiring more than $6 million of
cumulative preferred stock through exchanging either subordinated debentures or preference stock for it," Mr. O'Neil stated.
"Less than $800,000 of cumulative preferred
stock now remains outstanding. In addition,
plans for consolidating certain series of our
preference stocks are now under consideration," he told stockholders.
Pointing to the company's tremendous
growth, Mr. O'Neil said, "we project sizable
gains in sales and profits in all our basic operations— rubber, plastics, chemicals, rockets, and entertainment — in 1957. In anticipation of this increased demand we completed or began major expansions during
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1956 as part of a $40 million two-year capital expenditure program."
At Nov. 30, 1956, General's working
capital was $68,944,065 as compared to
$52,399,145 a year previous. Its current assets are $147,028,874 and its current liabilities $78,084,809.
Griffin Broadcasting Interests
Announce Executive Changes
CHANGES in three executive positions at
Griffin stations in Oklahoma and Arkansas
were announced last week.
John T. Griffin, president, becomes chairman of the board
for the Tulsa Bcstg.
Co., licensee of
KTVX (TV) Tulsa;
Consolidated Radio
Enterprises,
censee of KTULliTulsa and KFPW
Ft. Smith, Ark.,
and Central South
Sales, KATV (TV)
Pine Bluff, Ark.
James C. Leake,
formerly
the three
MR. GRIFFIN
firms' executive
vice president, succeeds Mr. Griffin as president, and Mike Shapiro, formerly managing
director of KTVX (TV) and KATV (TV),
moves up to the executive vice president

post.

MR. LEAKE

MR. SHAPIRO

KTLA (TV) to Merchandise
With Local Consumer Panel
NEW

POLICY of making Southern California housewives partners in its merchandising plans has been adopted by KTLA
(TV) Los Angeles, Lew Arnold, general manager, announced Friday. The policy is accomplished through an exclusive television
tie-up between KTLA and the Continuing
Consumer Panel of Research, rapidly-growing organization of consumers from all parts
of the Greater Los Angeles area, whose goal
is to have one woman out of every 200
as an continuing member.
These consumers, classified as to income,
size of family and 50 other variables, become available to KTLA advertisers who
want sampling, product analysis or assistance in distribution. In addition, the station has established a working relationship
with brokers and retailers to insure proper
display of consumer products advertised on
the station at the retail level. KTLA is also
working with advertising agencies and is

marshalling its own personalities behind the
Two specific programs will become effective in mid-March: one is an in-the-market
promotion,
featuring KTLA talent, stack
plan.
guarantees and on-the-air plugs. All current
KTLA consumer products accepted by the
CCPR will automatically participate in this
plan and will also receive a new KTLA
official seal of approval.
Second new program is being offered to
10 non-competing accounts with less than
25% distribution in the market. These products will be featured on a new products
hour of the Dorothy Gardiner Show on
KTLA each weekday afternoon, each receiving one two-minute and four 30-second
spots during the week. They also will get
stack guarantees, strong in-store merchandising support and cooperation of CCPR.
Radio-Tv

Supplies

18%

Of Meredith's Revenue
FOR the Meredith Publishing Co. and subsidiaries, Des Moines, Iowa, the 1955-56
fiscal year that ended last June 30 was
"the most successful one in (its) history
from the standpoint of overall revenues and
earnings." Chalking up a gain in income for
the 14th consecutive year, Meredith, which
operates four radio and four tv stations
besides publishing such magazines as Better Homes & Gardens, saw its net earnings
for the first time pass the $4 million mark.
In the annual report to stockholders last
week, President Fred Bohen noted that
Meredith's broadcast revenues, accounting
for 18% of the company's total 1956 revenue of $48,460,000 (a gain of 13% or
$5,706,000 over 1955), totaled $8,881,000—
an increase of 21% over 1955.
Meredith owns and operates WHEN-AMTV Syracuse, N. Y. WOW-AM-TV Omaha,
KCMO-AM-TV Kansas City, and KPHOAM-TV Phoenix.
The stations, during the past year all
underwent physcial improvement, the report goes on. KCMO-TV got a new 1,042-ft.,
self-supporting tower, reportedly the highest
structure of its kind ever erected; studio and
operating plants in Kansas City and Syracuse
are undergoing expansion; color tv equipment is being installed and new maximum
power transmitters are on order for WHENTV and KPHO-TV. Combined capital expenditures over the next two to three years
will approximate $2 million on the stations
alone, Meredith noted.
But, as revenues shot up, so did costs —
by $4,888,000 over last year. This gain does
not include a rise in taxes. Earnings after
taxes of $4,047,000 represent an increase of
$623,000 over 1955's $3,624,000. Earnings
and dividends per share, respectively, rose
33 cents and 25 cents, with current earnings
per share set at $3.14 and current dividends
at $1.50.
Breakdown of how much of Meredith
comes from where was also stated in the report. Magazine advertising revenue comprises 56% of the total, with broadcasting
ranking second with 18%. Circulation accounts for 16%, and book sales (barbecue
and decorating books) for 7%.
Broadcasting
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The only transmitter mode
for full 540-1600 Kc. Tunes
to Conelrad without buying extra parts. Guaranteed
first on tune-up. At certain frequencies actual unused
capacitors become self-contained spares. If you resell, when going to higher power, BC-1J will operate
at any broadcast frequency. Complete relay complement for ease in remote control and equipment
protection — no circuit breakers. Twin-drive audio
Center line metering.

the

way — in
component size, electrical strength and mechanical design. Full-fledged Tee
network. Edgewise ribbon coils in entire final tank.
Roomy cabinet eliminates parts stacking. Ample
space between parts means cooler operation. Extra
large main plate transformer weighs 92 pounds and
rated continuous duty at 90% sine wave modulation
— not just average modulation.

Response, distortion
and noise pleases
the most exacting engineer. Extremely low harmonic
radiation. Negligible intermodulation. BC-1J is
known as an easy modulator because of abundance
of R.F. drive and high power capabilities of 833A
modulators ... a transmitter that sounds as good as
the published specifications.

★
Based on field reports
compiled by Gates sales
engineers, BC-1J outsold all competition during 1956
and came close to equaling the combined sales of
any two competitors, notwithstandina one competitive
model less in price.

f

1)
INTERNATIONAL
13 E. 40th ST., NEW YORK 16, N. Y.

QUEBEC, CANADA
THE CANADIAN MARCONI CO.

GATES RADIO COMPANY,
OFFICES IN:

Broadcasting

NEW YORK
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-

QUINCY, ILL, U.S.A.

WASHINGTON D. C.

-

ATLANTA

-

HOUSTON

LOS ANGELES
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STATIONS
Chicago

Station

Posts

Realigned by NBC
REALIGNMENT of top executive posts at
NBC's Chicago stations, including the appointment of Howard W. Coleman as station manager of WMAQ-AM-FM, was announced Tuesday
by Jules Herbuveaux, network vice
president and general manager of the
stations.
Reorganization is
to effect complete
separation of sales
and programming
for WNBQ (TV)
and
FM. WMAQ-AMMR. COLEMAN

Other appointments include those

of:
(1) Russell G. Stebbins, formerly sales
director of both radio-tv operations, as
WNBQ sales director.
(2 Harry D. Trigg, formerly program director for both outlets, as tv program director for WNBQ.
(3) John F. Whalley as operations director for all stations and acting business affairs
manager, pending a permanent selection
void since the transfer of Neil Murphy to
WNBC (TV) New Britain, Conn.
A new three-man color sales development
unit has been set up comprising Mr. Stebbins, Henry T. Sjogren, assistant general
manager of WMAQ-WNBQ, and John M.
Keys, WNBQ advertising-promotion-merchandising manager.
Postal Inspectors Throw Wrench
Into Plan to Win KOSI Contest
EXCITEMENT over a "Top Forty Contest" operated by KOSI Denver simmered
down last week when an apparent effort by
a young couple to win the $10,000 prize
ended in federal court. The couple, listed
by federal officials as Paula Sue Gore Griswold, 16, and her husband, 18, were said
to have confessed to postal inspectors they
tampered with mail in providing a correct
answer to a contest at which odds were
variously listed from 1,000,000-to-l all the
way to 851 million to the 54th power.
The contest offered a $10,000 prize to
any listener who would list correctly the 40
most popular tunes played by KOSI during
the week, in the order performed, provided
the entry bore a postmark prior to midnight
Friday. Several weeks ago, according to
federal officials, the couple addressed an
envelope to themselves with light pencil
marks to obtain a proper postmark.
The following Monday, after the contest
was over, they obtained a mimeographed
list of the tunes from the station, copied
them, addresed the envelope to KOSI and
then told a postal clerk the letter had been
put in their own mail box by mistake, federal
officials explained. Postal inspectors brought
charges againt the young people after examing the delayed entry in a laboratory. The
February 25, 1957
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two are held under $500 bond and are to
be arraigned March I.
Prior to entry of postal inspectors into
the affair, Mrs. Griswold, a former Colorado state golf champion, had sued KOSI
for $20,000 because prize money was not
paid at a specified time. The station stated
payment would have to come from the insurance company that underwrote the contest, described as Lloyds of London. The
contest was suspended by KOSI after the
dispute arose, according to Edward M.
Guss, KOSI general manager.
New

Sponsors Falling in Line

Behind WITH 'Community Club'
THE 17 advertisers sponsoring the sixth
13-week cycle of Community Club Awards
now nearing completion on WITH Baltimore have unanimously signed up for the
seventh cycle, starting March 4, and five
new accounts have also been signed for the
new cycle, R. C. (Jake) Embry, WITH
general manager, said Wednesday in Los
Angeles.
Speaking to a group of timebuyers from
Los Angeles agencies at a luncheon given
for
Mr. Embry
by Forjoe & the
Co.,Baltimore
WITH's
national
sales representative,
station executive described his station's merchandising plan for food advertisers, of
which the Community Club Awards are one
part. These awards, he said, contribute
$10,000 each 13 weeks to the woman's
club or church group or similar organization whose members turn in the greatest
number of labels or other proof of purchase
of the sponsors products during the 1 3-week
period. At the end of 10 weeks of, the current cycle, Mr. Embry reported, these
credits exceeded $6 million, more than three
times those amassed in the first cycle.
WITH's food merchandising plan also includes tie-ins with the three food chain
stores operating in Baltimore — A&P, Acme
and Food Fair, Mr. Embry said, insuring
the station's food accounts of good shelf
space plus displays in the outlets of those
chains, and an arrangement with the GA
Stores, association of independently-owned
food stores, assuring WITH advertisers of
special promotions.
Aware, Hartnett Denied Plea
For Dismissal of Faulk Suit
APPELLATE division of the New York
State Supreme Court in Manhattan last week
unanimously affirmed an earlier decision
which held that the complaint of John Henry
Faulk, WCBS New York personality, in a
libel suit against Aware Inc. and Vincent
Hartnett, was "sufficient in law" and the
defendants' defenses were "insufficient."
The action last week stemmed from a
$500,000 libel suit filed last June by Mr.
Faulk against Mr. Hartnett, a research consultant and writer and Laurence A. Johnson,
former owner of a chain of grocery stores in
Syracuse, and Aware Inc., an organization
established to "combat the communist conspiracy in the entertainment industry." Mr.
Faulk's complaint charged that Aware —
which issues a bulletin — and Messrs. Hart-

nett and Johnson "were engaged in the blacklisting of radio and television artists and they
published the libelous articles pursuant to a
conspiracy
destroy
livelihood
and remove tohim
as a Mr.
vice Faulk's
president
of the
New York chapter of the American Federation of Television & Radio Artists."
Aware and Mr. Hartnett, in their answer
to the complaint and a move for dismissal,
claimed
that theof publication
was an exercise
the right of was
fair "true";
commentit
and the defendants had a "qualified privilege" to make their charges. The state supreme court last August and the appellate
division last week ruled that the "defenses
of truth and fair comment had not been
properly pleaded and moreover, that there
is
such qualified
law."
Mr.noJohnson
was not privilege
involved in
in the
the latest
court moves.
Station Reps' Growth
Discussed by Headley
THE station representative, as a person or
a firm, has grown within three decades from
a close-mouthed trader to a "vital and indispensable force in the broadcast industry."
So said Frank M. Headley, presidenttreasurer of H-R Television Inc., and president of the Station Representatives Assn.. in
a speech last Thursday before a luncheon
meeting in Boston of the Broadcast Executives Club of New England.
The station rep, Mr. Headley declared,
has come a long way from the "early beginnings of informal, blue-sky salesmanship".
He faces today a job full of complexities,
providing services which encompass research, promotion, marketing, counseling
and even social contacts. Yet, although representatives "have evolved into organizations
with a broad group of service functions for
their client stations, they maintain, first and
foremost their original reason-of-being —
In detailing to the New England broadcasters just what a station representative's
job consists of, Mr. Headley disclosed that
the total annual payroll for the 53 firms acsales."tively engaged in station representation is
$12,557,000. These 53 firms maintain 274
offices, employ a total of 1,615 people (of
whom 622 are salesmen), and represent over
2,000 radio and 400 tv stations.
With spot figures higher today than ever
before (he cited TvB, RAB and SRA figures), Mr. Headley ventured the opinion
that "without the streamlined systems representatives have inaugurated to provide
agencies with minute-by-minute availability
information and a smooth communication
flow with stations, it is doubtful if spot advertising would have become the large scale,
potent
mediumMr.it Headley
is."
"I think,"
said, "it is safe to
make one prediction. Wherever the broadcasting industry goes, so will the representative firms. No matter what great changes the
next decades bring to our dynamic, everchanging industry and no matter where technological and social progress takes the broadcasters, the representatives will travel alongside— counseling, servicing and selling. No
station could ask for more."
Broadcasting
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WDSU-TV
Films Hearing
As Rayburn Ban Defied
WDSU-TV New Orleans covered a two-day
Congressional hearing into communist activities in New Orleans last week with the
express permission of Rep. Edwin Willis
(D-La.), chairman of a subcommittee of the
House Un-American Activities Committee.
Speaker of the House Sam Rayburn (DTex. ) has expressly forbid tv in House committee hearings and several members of the
House have opposed the ban.
The sound film was used on regular newscasts and on the second day, with reluctant
witnesses and admitted former communists
testifying, WDSU-TV programmed the film
report through the day as follows:
• A special 20-minute film segment on
morning testimony was scheduled as an insert in the Midday program at 1 p.m.
• Highlights on all witnesses were included on the Esso Reporter newscast at
6 p.m.
• A special half-hour film review of the
day's testimony was offered at 7 p.m., three
hours after the hearing ended. The show was
entitled Communism in New Orleans.
• Film highlights and an interview with
Rep. Willis were included in the regular
World Tonight 11 p.m. newscast.
• Sunday Supplement show at 2:30 p.m.
with Bill Monroe, WDSU news director, had
a live interview with Dr. William Sorum, a
psychiatrist, who told the committee of his
years in the Communist Party from 1945 to
1951.
Two dramatic confrontations in which reluctant witnesses were faced with admitted
former communists and were identified by
them also was shown tv viewers.
Congressman Willis requested and got a
copy of the half hour report. He said he
wanted it as an example of the speed and accuracy with which tv can cover such a hearing on film.
C-C's Ex-Employes Sue
For Severance, Other Pay
TROUBLES for Crowell-Collier Pub. Co.
(KFWB Los Angeles) are piling up.
Papers were served Thursday afternoon on
Crowell-Collier by the New York law firm of
Landis, Taylor & Scoll, on behalf of the Employes Committee representing the 2,300 exemployes affected by the sudden demise of
Collier's and Woman's Home Companion
last December.
The complaint, seeks to force C-C to pay
a promised $1 million in severance pay, and
also unspecified amounts covering accrued
vacation and pension rights.
It is based on two contracts. One is implied, attorneys told B»T, and incorporates
the American Magazine "severance plan,"
established last summer when Crowell-Collier suspended The American magazine. It
calls for one week salary for each six months
employment up to 26 weeks or a possible
alternate of $5,000. The other is "expressed"
and is based on the Jan. 4, 1957, "oral
promise" by the board of directors to alloBroadcasting
Telecasting

THEY bagged their quotas of quail in
an all-day hunt at Thomson, Ga., as
guests of Walter J. Brown, presidentgeneral manager, WSPA - AM - TV
Spartanburg, S. C. L to r: front row,
Squire Brown; Turner Catledge, managing editor, New York Times
(WQXR); Sol Taishoff, editor-publisher of B*T, Washington; back row,
Nat W. Goldstein, circulation manager, New York Times; Harry Wise,
tv president, George Hollingberry Co.,
station representative; Andrew D.
Ring, consulting engineer, Washington. The hunt took place on Feb. 16.

Broadcast Pioneer Gannon Dies
Of Heart Attack in Washington
FUNERAL services for Charles F. Gannon,
54, New York radio and television publicist,
were held in Washington last Tuesday. Interment was in Rock Creek Cemetery, Washington. He died Feb. 16 of a heart attack
while in Washington. Mr. Gannon was
program director of WRC Washington and
WOR New York, and a vice president of
Kudner and of Benton & Bowles advertising
agencies before forming his own public relations business in New York in 1952. He
originated and helped launch many famous
radio shows, among them The Railroad
Hour and Meet the Veep. While at WRC
he was credited with arranging the first commercial football broadcast, an Army-Navy
game. Mr. Gannon was one of the principals of Hartford Telecasting Inc., unsuccessful applicant for Hartford, Conn., ch. 3.
He is survived by his widow and a daughter
and a brother. He was a native of Falls
Church, Va.
REPRESENTATIVE APPOINTMENTS
WANN Annapolis, Md., appoints The Walker Representation Co., N. Y.
REPRESENTATIVE PEOPLE
John Scovern, vice president, Peters, Griffin.
Woodward Inc., elected treasurer.

cate $1 million to severance. (An "oral
promise," according to New York state law,
is considered valid if acted upon within one
year's time, attorneys explained.)

Thomas A. Dooley, assistant to advertising
vice president, Whitehall Pharmacal Co.,
N. Y., to Adam Young Inc., same city, as
radio account executive.

257

Alfred M. Masini, account executive for
CBS Network Sales Service, to New York
tv sales staff of Edward Petry & Co.

Tv

Stations

Now

With Color, NBC Says
THE NUMBER of tv stations in the U. S.
able to telecast in color was 257 on Jan. 1,
1957, according to estimates released Thursday by the NBC Research Dept.
Of these 257 stations, 136 are affiliated
with NBC-TV. These 136 stations serve
areas which include 37,230,000 television
homes, or 96% of the total number of tv
homes in the U. S., the network claimed.
This number of NBC-TV affiliates now
equipped to broadcast network color programs represents a 30% upswing over a year
ago and is expected to increase to approximately 146 by this July and to 153 by January 1958. Currently there are 45 NBC affiliates capable of originating local film programs in color and 20 which can originate
live programs in color. NBC reported.
Expansion of NBC-TV color facilities was
highlighted during the past year by the completion of new color studios as well as the
colorization of existing plants, NBC said.
Both of these encompassed a $12 million
program completed by the fall of 1956, and
the launching of a new $3'/2 million expansion program for 1957.
In January 1957 NBC-TV broadcast 54
hours and nine minutes of color programming. This represents a 23.3% increase over
the 43 hours and 54 minutes of colorcasts
during the corresponding period for 1956.
During the current television season the network is presenting at least one major color
show nightly, not including spectaculars.

STATION PEOPLE
Ken Firnstahl, in charge of sales for KEUE
Minneapolis, named general manager and
sales manager.
James H. Burgess, national sales representative for Crosley Broadcasting Corp.'s tv stations, named sales manager, WLWA (TV)
Atlanta, effective Mar. 1.
Jo Ranson, press relations director, WMGM
New York, named
to new post of director of advertising, promotion and
publicity.
Jack Murphy, program di r e ct o r,
KOOL-TV Phoenamed assistantnix,
manager.
MR. RANSON

Dave Rogers, assistant chief en-

Phoenix, to KLRJ-TV Las Vegas,gineer,
Nev..
as
KVAR-TV
chief engineer.
Russell Goyette promoted from engineer to
chief engiener at KARD-TV Wichita, Kans.
Frank T. Edwards Jr., manager, KBTN Neosho, Mo., to KODE Joplin, Mo., as radio
sales manager. Jay Corrington, KODE chief
announcer, named program director.
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Bruce M. Johns, WTVN-TV Columbus, promorion director, to WCHS-TV Charleston,
W. Va., in similar capacity.

BLACKBURN,
OTHERS
FORM
BROKER
FIRM

George Marr, head of his own film production agency, Delmar Productions, Milwaukee, to WISN-TV, same city, sales staff.

• Marshall, Harvey in company

Tom Redston, account executive, J. H. McGillvra Inc., N. Y., to WAAT Newark, N. J.,
sales staff.
Hal H. Hoffman, S. F. office of Boiling
Co., to KGO same city, sales staff.
Charles Hendrickson to local sales staff of
KARD-TV Wichita, Kans.
Allen Wood all, president WDAK, and general manager of WDAK-TV Columbus, Ga.,
to Board of Regents, U. of Georgia System.
Lawrence H. Rogers II, president-general
manager, WSAZ-AM-TV Huntington, W.
Va., appointed to City Planning Commission
and Nick Basso, WSAZ news director, appointed to City Traffic Council.
Gerity Broadcasting Co. (WNEM-TV Saginaw, WPON Pontiac and WABJ Adrian, all
Mich.) appoints John S. Allen Assoc., Miami,
as consultant.
STATION SHORTS
WFIE (TV) Evansville, Ind., announces
withdrawal of new Rate Card No. 7 [B«T,
Feb. 11]. Card No. 6 will remain in force.
KCKN Kansas City, Kan., appoints LitmanStevens & Margolin Inc., Kansas City, Mo.

m>

• Headquarters Washington
FORMATION of a new brokerage firm,
Blackburn & Co., was announced last week.
The firm comprises James W. Blackburn,
Clifford B. Marshall and Jack V. Harvey,
all formerly associated in the media
broker firm of
Blackburn & Hamilton Co. Ray V.
Hamilton and other
former associates
of the BlackburnHamilton firm two
ago announced the formation of Hamilton, Stubblefield,
Twining
& Assoc.
MR. BLACKBURN
[B«T, Feb. 18].
The new Blackburn firm will specialize
in negotiations, financing and appraisals in
the radio, television and newspaper fields,
Mr. Blackburn said. He and Mr. Harvey will
continue to operate in Washington, D. C,
headquartered in the Washington Bldg.,
that city. Mr. Marshall, formerly in charge
of Blackburn-Hamilton Co. office in Atlanta,
Ga., will remain in Altanta in the Healey
Bldg. as head of Blackburn & Co.'s opera-

tions in the southern states.
Mr. Blackburn, a former Hearst Newspapers advertising department executive in
Chicago, co-founded Blackburn-Hamilton
Co. in 1946.
Both Mr. Harvey and Mr. Marshall
served as business representatives for the
United Press in the south. Mr. Harvey joined
the UP after working for newspapers in the
midwest. Mr. Marshall at one time was manager of WGRV Greeneville, Tenn.

weeks

urns

MR. MARSHALL
Miller Joins Paul Chapman Co.
J. MCCARTHY MILLER, former co-owner
of WDCL Tarpon
Springs, Fla., today
(Monday) joins
Paul H. Chapman
Co., tionAtianta,
stabrokerage firm.
Mr. Miller will cover Florida and the
Gulf Coast from
Chapman Florida
headquarters loat 1604 Sunset Dr.,catedClearwater,

®&§m

mr. miller
the announcement of his appointment
stated.
Thomas P. Littlepage Buried
Tuesday in Arlington Cemetery

MORE
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MASTER... CONTROLS
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CAMERA ...MOUNTS
GREATER FLEXIBILITY!

31 1 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y. • JUdson 2-3800
HERBERT W. HOBLER, V. Pres. Sales JAMES BLAIR, tqpt. Sales Mgr.
LOS ANGELES • CHICAGO • WASHINGTON, D.C. • PHILADELPHIA
DETROIT • MIAMI • TORONTO • LONDON
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THOMAS P. LITTLEPAGE, 49, Washington radio attorney, was buried in Arlington
Cemetery, Washington, last Tuesday following his death from cancer on Feb. 16. He
had been ill six months. Mr. Littlepage, was
born in Boonville, Ind., but was reared
in Washington. He attended Washington
D. C, public schools, Indiana U., George
Washington U. and received his law degree
from National U., Washington, joining his
father in law practice in Washington in 1933.
His father was Thomas P. Littlepage Sr.
During World War II, Mr. Littlepage was
a Navy lieutenant in radio communications
work. He was a member of the Federal Communications, District and Supreme Court
bars. He is survived by his widow, Mrs.
Geraldine F. Littlepage; a daughter, Mrs.
Ira H. Pearce; a son, Thomas P. Littlepage
III; a sister, Mrs. William B. Fletcher, and
two brothers, John M. and James Littlepage.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE PEOPLE
Victor Sen iff, account executive-account supervisor, Carl Byoir & Assoc., N. Y., named
senior vice president.
Broadcasting
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KDKA-Radio

tops

in

Pittsburgh

NSI Radio Report on
"Station Total Homes"

if\l
%J J
i i

LATEST
... TOPS
. . . TOPS
. . . TOPS

NSI RADIO REPORT* SHOWS KDKA
in the all important metropolitan area
in the 8 county area
in the total market area

GREATER PITTSBURGH PULSE* CONFIRMS
Latest Pulse Report shows KDKA the leader in 360 quarter hours
a week, Monday-Friday, out of 360 surveyed.
What's putting KDKA way up there?
MUSIC — that's programmed the way people like it . . . not only
what they want to hear, but when they're in the mood
for it, around the clock.
NEWS —

that's reported while it's happening — fast, prompt,
complete on-the-scene coverage from mobile units,
beep phones, and wire services.

SERVICE — that's all-out . . . including complete weather roundups, hourly . . . full traffic reports at peak hours . . .
where to go . . . what to do . . . Community Bulletin
Board . . . lots more selling-service features!
That BIG audience you want to reach is yours for the phoning.
To check on availabilities, call Don Trageser, KDKA Sales Manager, EXpress 1-3000, in Pittsburgh. Or A. W. "Bink" Dannenbaum, WBC-V. P. Sales, MUrray Hill 7-0808, in New York.
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In Pittsburgh, no selling campaign is complete
without the WBC station —

WESTBNGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC
RADIO BOSTON, WBZ+WBZA; PITTSBURGH, KDKA.
CLEVELAND, KYW: FORT WAYNE, WOWO
CHICAGO, WIND; PORTLAND, KEX
TELEVISION BOSTON, WBZ-TV, PITTSBURGH, KDKA-TVt
CLEVELAND, KYW-TV SAN FRANCISCO, KPIX
WIND REPRESENTED BY A M RADIO SALES
KPIX REPRESENTED BYTHEKATZ AGENCY, INC.
ALL OTHER WBC STATIONS REPRESENTED BY
PETERS. GRIFFIN. WOODWARD. INC.
NOVEMBER, 1006
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Ford

and get the whole

The experiment, he said, has been successful and there is "no need for the foundanetwork."
tion to continue in this area." He also said
that the foundation had no specific television plans under consideration except for
education television. Mr. Heald told a news

rich northern
Florida market, that
STATIONS

conference in New York that "the foundation would be very much pleased to see the

cover as no

new venture succeed."
Mr. Saudek and the foundation are negotiating for the transfer of the Omnibus title,
the library of motion picture films and the
kinescopes of the shows for the past five
years. When asked about specific terms of
the transfer, Mr. Heald said there are "pracical problems still to be solved" but that they
would work out a "reasonable agreement."
Mr. Saudek announced that his new associates in the firm will be Alistair Cooke,
m.c. of Omnibus; Walter Kerr, drama critic
of the New York Herald Tribunte; Henry
May, art director of Omnibus, and members
of the editorial and production staff.
Mr. Saudek said "the financial assistance
thus far lent by the Ford Foundation to this
venture has been of incalculable value to
American television. Our intention is to secure and extend the principle for which
Omnibus stands and to keep this tradition

other media can . . .
completely, effectively,
and with apparent but
deceptive ease.

THE

PERRY

—~

1 WJHP AM/FM/TV

| Jacksonville
I
wcoa Pensacola

WTMC I ocala

WESH-tv

Radio Stations Represented By:
JOHN H. PERRY ASSOCIATES
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WDLP

I

Panama

Ends

of 'Omnibus'
Support
THE
FORD Foundation
announced Tuesday that it would end its financial support of
Omnibus after five years. The program will
continue to be produced by Robert Saudek,
director of the Tv-Radio Workshop of the
Ford Foundation, as a commercial venture
under the corporate name Robert Saudek
Assoc.
Henry T. Heald, president of the Ford
Foundation, explained that "when the Ford
Foundation established the Tv-Radio Workshop, producer of the experimental television
program, Omnibus, in 1951, the foundation
believed that adult, cultural television of high
caliber could compete successfully for a large
and loyal audience on a standard television

take

The PERRY

Foundation

City

Datjtona Beach

TV Stations
REPRESENTED BY PETRY

■i0-

alive
He and
saidgrowing."
that all three networks were in
the discussion stage for the show. It will
continue on ABC-TV, Sunday, 9-10:30 p.m.
until March 31.
The foundation's expenditures through
December 1956 total $8,512,109, of which
$5,498,867 has been offset by sponsor income, leaving a net of $3,013,242 provided
by the foundation.
In addition to producing Omnibus, Mr.
Saudek said his new firm is also planning
dramatic, musical and children's series.
NBC Radio Reports New Sales
Of $300,000 in Net Billing
SALES representing nearly $300,000 in net
billing were reported last week by William
K. McDaniel, vice president of NBC Radio
network sales. Four advertisers are involved.
Insurance Co. of North America, Philadelphia, ordered four participations weekly
for 26 weeks in Monitor on Friday nights
(new Friday night portion of program,
8:05-9:55 p.m. EST), through N. W. Ayer;
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

ANIMATE

YOUR

with

52

FIRST

TELEVISION

W YORK
Fifth Ave.

these

RUN

SUBSIDIARY

STATION

OF
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COLUMBIA

PICTURES

DETROIT
CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD
NEW ORLEANS
TORONTO
709FoxBldg. 230 N. Michigan Ave. 1334 N. Beeehwood Dr.
1032 Royal St
102-108 Peter S
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'Montgomery' Seeks New Time
As 'Crisis' Fills Monday Slot
A NEW mystery-melodrama series, probably to be called Crisis, is expected to be
announced officially by NBC-TV this week
as a Monday evening offering for next fall.
It will occupy the 10-11 p.m. EST period,
thus evicting Robert Montgomery Presents,
a tenant in the 9:30-10:30 p.m. slot for the
past seven years.
The new program also will extend NBCTV's network service from 10:30 to 11 p.m.
and place it directly against Studio One on
CBS-TV. NBC-TV is combing its schedule
for a new time period for the Montgomery
show, which it hopes to retain in the program lineup [B«T, Feb. 18].
Crisis will be programmed on a 52-week
basis (as was Montgomery) . Ten programs
will be produced on film by Alfred Hitchcock; another ten on film by Revue Productions, and 22 will be produced live and
in color by MCA-TV and will originate in
New York. Five of the Hitchcock products
and five of the Revue series will be repeated
in the 1 0-week summer period.
Mr. Hitchcock's pact with NBC-TV is not
expected to affect his present film program
series, Alfred Hitchcock Presents, seen on
CBS-TV Sundays, 9:30-10 p.m. EST. Although he appears on that series, Mr. Hitchcock's associates largely produce it. He will
not appear on the programs presented on
NBC-TV, however, since his contract with
CBS-TV does not permit it.

Musicians Charge Collusion
Between Petrillo, Employers

John Nesbitr's 'Telephone Time'
Goes From CBS-TV to ABC-TV
NEW

EVIDENCE of ABC-TV's strengthened competitive position was claimed
Thursday by Oliver Treyz, vice president
in charge of ABC-TV, with the announcement that the network had won AT&T's
Telephone Time with John Nesbitt away
from CBS-TV and will start the drama show
April 4 or 1 1 for 52 weeks in the Thursday
10-10:30 p.m. period.
Announcement was made jointly with
James E. Hanna, vice president in charge
of radio-tv for N. W. Ayer & Son, agency
for the sponsor. Telephone Time began last
year on CBS-TV in the Sunday 6-6:30 p.m.
spot.
KLFY-TV to Be CBS-TV

Regular

KLFY-TV Lafayette, La., March 1 becomes
the first station to graduate from CBS-TV's
Extended Market Plan group to status as a
regular affiliate; Herbert V. Akerberg, CBS
tv station relations vice president, said that
on that date KFLY-TV would become a
primary supplementary affiliate. The ch. 10
station is headed by Paul H. DeClouett as
president and Dierrell Hamm as general
manager. CBS-TV's extended market plan,
now in its second year, was designed to
bring smaller market stations into the national commercial television picture. It now
has 34 member stations.
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is "complete collusion"
that there
CHARGE James
between
C. Petrillo, president of the
American Federation of Musicians, and
employers of musicians in recording and motion picture industry "to deprive their emtheir labors" was
of the fruits
injected ployesThursday
intoofthe legal battle of a
group of Hollywood musicians employed in
those industries to halt payments into the
music performance trust funds and to secure those fees for themselves.
Harold Fendler, counsel for the musicians, who are suing the AFM for more than
$13 million in damages, made the collusion
charge during argument before the California district court of appeals on an appeal
from a decision of Judge John J. Ford of
the Los Angeles superior court. He had
denied them an injunction to prevent the
companies from making further payments to
the trust funds pending a trial on merits of
the musicians' charges.
Judge Ford said his court had no jurisdiction, since one of the essential parties,
Samuel R. Rosenbaum, trustee to whom
the payments are made, is located in New
York, outside the jurisdiction of a California
court [B«T, Jan. 28], The state appellate
court agreed to hear argument on the matter
of jurisdiction, meanwhile continuing in
effect a temporary order restraining the
employing companies from making the
payments
Feb.
11]. due the fund on Feb. 15 [B»T,
Jaffe Resigns AFTRA Post
To Pursue Outside Interests
HENRY JAFFE, national counsel for the
American Federation of Television & Radio
Artists for 20 years, submitted his resignation last week and the union's board of
directors accepted with "extreme regret."
In his letter of resignation, Mr. Jaffe
pointed out that he had attempted to resign
as national counsel several times during the
last two and a half years, but said he had
remained in the post "at the insistence of
the board." Mr. Jaffe said his decision was
"final and irrevocable," explaining that he is
about
to enterand"various
ventures
in television
other production
entertainment
fields
and these activities, together with my responsibilities tomy law practice, will make
it impossible
to serve
you anya successor
longer." He
asked
the board
to select
no
later than the end of March. Mr. Jaffe last
year resigned as counsel to the New York
local of AFTRA.
Mr. Jaffe and his brother, Saul Jaffe, are
partners in a New York law firm with clients
in the entertainment field, and in Showcase
Productions, which produces various dramatic shows. Several weeks ago the Jaffe
brothers confirmed reports that they planned
to dissolve their law partnership but said no
decision had been reached about the disposition of their television properties, including
Goody ear- Alcoa Tv Playhouse and Producers' Showcase on NBC-TV.

FILM

New

Procedures

At CBS

Tv

Film

Given
Meet

A NEW discount plan, a "basic" pricing
formula, and a new type bookkeeping system
were unveiled at the annual sales clinic of
CBS Television Film Sales Inc. in New York
last week [Closed Circuit, Feb. 18].
At the same time, executives of the CBS
film syndication unit, underscored a business
climb in terms of a 20% rise last year, an
expected 20% increase over that mark this
year, and a still further 20% rise next year.
The film sales organization has decided
to offer its six shows in package form. The
six: Amos 'n' Andy; Files of Jeffrey Jones;
Gene A utry; The Range Rider; The Whistler,
and Life With Father. Stations which program six episodes of one of the shows each
week or one-half hour of ea*ch of the six
shows weekly, can earn a maximum discount
of 50%. Other combinations of less than six
but run on a strip basis instead of once a
week will earn discounts on a sliding scale
up to the 50% maximum.
A new basic pricing formula has been developed for every market in the country for
each of CBS Television Film Sales' shows,
the clinic disclosed. The pricing for each of
the film shows is based on the number of tv
sets in each market in relation to the total
number of sets in the country.
The salesmen also learned of the new
bookkeeping plan that will be provided for
clients, giving agencies only one bill that
will consolidate time and talent.
The CBS film unit has two new shows
ready for syndication, with pilots to be released within a week. It has an additional
four shows ready to go into production.
Television Programs of America
Combines Central, Chicago Units
CENTRAL and Chicago divisions of Television Programs of America, New York,
have been consolidated into one unit, the
Central division (also located in Chicago)
underof the
sion
WaltsuperviPlant,
JmWL

**»*

■

it was announced
last week by Michael M. Sillerman,
executive
vice president of TPA.

/

Mr. Plant, who
has been with TPA
since January 1956

mk Hj
'Pl
Mk fl^HH

and ashasCentral
been Diviserving
sion manager, has

executive
adminbeen namedistrative
MR. plant
in charge
of the new unit, reporting to
Bruce Eells, vice president for the western
division. Mr. Eells is responsible for all
TPA sales activities west of Ohio, and makes
his headquarters in Chicago in April, May, ,
August, and September of each year.
TPA last week also announced it h^H
been named world-wide sales and distribW
tion representative for The Lone Ranger
film series in all countries except the U. fl
Canada and England.
Broadcasting
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Nielsen
No.

2

Coverage

survey

. . . that WSB-Radio

Service

shows
delivers more audience

than any other radio station or established
combination of radio stations in Georgia.
This dominance exists not only in
WSB-Radio's

total coverage area, but also in the

60-county Atlanta retail trading area,
in the 27-county Nielsen NSI area, and in the
4-county Atlanta Metropolitan area.
Ask your Petry man

WSB

to show you all the facts.

radio

The Voice of the South/Atlanta

"White Columns"
is the home of
WSB Radio and WSB-TV

NBC affiliate. Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution

adcasting
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Harvey J. Aderhold, Chief Engineer, WLW-A,
Atlanta, Georgia, the first station to take delivery on a UNIVERSAL ZOOMAR.
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television

Mel Allen,
announcer,
World
Seriesfamous
with sports
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Zoomar.covers the

WIW-T, Cincinnati, Ohio
Howard Lepple
WISH-TV, Milwaukee, Wise Lionel Wiltenburg
WITH, Washington, H. C
Hal Wilson
NBC
Hew York
WIW-A, Atlanta, Go
Harvey Aderhold
WCPO-TV, Cincinnati, Ohio
Paul Adams
WWLP, Springfield, Mast.
Donald Shaw
NBC
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Lionel Wittenberg and Dr. Frank G. Back, inventor of the
ZOOMAR atandStation
UNIVERSALSTUDIO
ZOOMAR LENSES,
WISN-TV, Milwaukee.

ZOOMAR

KUTV, Salt Lake City, Utah
Herbert Holtshauser
HBC, Hew York
Dick Aimone
Board of Education, Hato Key, P. R Don Rafael Delgado Marquez
NBC, New York
James Glenn
Radio Belgrano, Buenos Aires, Argentina Max Koelble
WPIX, New York
Otit Freeman
KSTP, St. Paul, Minn
William Sadler
WTMJ, Milwaukee, Wise
Phil Laeser
WHO, Des Moines, Iowa
Reed Snyder

WHCT, Hartford, Conn
Rogers Holt
CBS
Hew York
WCKT, Miami, Fla
M. C. Scott, Jr.
WRAL
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HBC
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WBBM, Chicago, III
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color
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We are now accepting orders for UNIVERSAL ZOOMARS and can make delivery soon. The UNIVERSAL
ZOOMAR is similar in appearance to the STUDIO ZOOMAR. This lens is a great contribution to the
color camera. Imagine a ZOOMAR LENS with a speed of F: 3/9 and zoom range of T>- to 16 inches!
You have seen its studio use on leading network participation
shows where they pan and zoom from stage to audience. It has
speed and range for any show where only one camera is used,
such as church services, boxing, wrestling, bullfights, bowling, etc.
HARVEY J ADERHOLD, CHIEF ENGINEER, WLW-A, ATLANTA, write*
"As for night baseball, if's just wonderful. We ore able to carry over
two-thirds of the action on. the camera that is equipped with the
UNIVERSAL ZOOMAR LENS. It is easy to handle and gets wonderful pictures under various lighting conditions.
LIONEL WITTENBERG, CHIEF ENGINEER OF WISN-TV, MILWAUKEE, write»:
"We have used it for both night and day baseball games with good
success. It is the first lens of its type that has been satisfactory for night
games in the Braves ball park. We have used the lens for wrestling and
bowling remotes where we were working with extremely low light levels.
Up to the present we have been able to produce good pictures with our
ZOOMAR LENS in any installation where they were obtainable with
standard lenses."
HAL WILSON, DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS, WITN, WASHINGTON,
NORTH CAROLINA:
'We find its effectiveness equal for both indoor and outdoor work. Personal y,sometimes
I
wonder how we got along without it in the past."
HOWARD LEPPLE, CHIEF ENGINEER, WLW-T, CINCINNATI:
"It's the finest lens we have."

STUDIO
ZOOMAR
More than 140 STUDIO ZOOMARS are now used by television
stations in the United States, all Italian Government television stations, all Canadian Broadcasting Company stations, all stations in
Japan, also stations in the Philippines, Mexico, Cuba, Venezuela, and
Puerto Rico.
STUDIO ZOOMAR zooms from 2'A to 7 inches.
Speed of F:2/8.
Twelve inches long.
Weight six pounds.
Color balanced and corrected.
Suitable for both monochrome and color.
Can be removed from camera to camera in less
than a minute.
No camera need be tied up with the
STUDIO ZOOMAR LENS.
THIS IS THE ACCEPTED LENS FOR COLOR.
Stations with color everywhere acclaim the STUDIO ZOOMAR
because of its light weight, speed, and flexibility. Stations with the
STUDIO ZOOMAR say it pays for itself many times over each year.

RCA, GE, or Du Mont sell Zoomars
For demonstration and further information.
JACK A. PEGLER, President
TELEVISION
ZOOMAR
CORPORATION
500 Fifth Avenue, New Yoik 36. Nov. York • BR 9-5835

NE\
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FILM
Screen
Another

Gems
Sales

Forms
Area

ESTABLISHMENT by Screen Gems of a
new fifth regional sales area covering the
north central region and the appointment of
Stanley Duddleson as manager were announced last week by Jerry Hyams, director
of syndication for the firm.
Mr. Duddleson who will headquarter in
Detront, formerly was midwestern regional
sales manager for Hygo. With this additional
region, Screen Gems now has five sales
areas within the U. S.
The appointment was disclosed after the
first syndicated sales convention of SG since
the acquisition of the Hygo-Unity product
last December. The convention was held
in New York in two parts — Feb. 5-Feb. 9
for sales representatives of eastern, north
central and midwestern areas and Feb. 1215 for representatives from southern and
western areas. Sales, advertising and promotion plans for Hygo-Unity were outlined.
Mr. Hyams also announced that Pat Rastall, formerly with ABC-TV Film Syndication, has been named a sales representative
for SG in the midwestern area, and will operate out of the Chicago office under Henry
Gillespie, midwestern area sales manager.
WBKB

(TV) Claims Film Record

WHAT is described as "the biggest sponsor
sale of a film package to any retail advertiser in America" was announced Tuesday

by Sterling C. Quinlan, ABC vice president
in charge of WBKB (TV) Chicago. The purchase was that of 87 20th Century-Fox film
classics on WBKB by Courtesy Ford Motors,
that city, for an estimated $750,000. It was
negotiated with Jim Moran, president of the
auto firm and traditional heavy tv film buyer.
'Hawkeye' Goes Over $1.6 Million
TOTAL gross billings on Hawkeye and The
Last of the Mohicans tv film series have
exceeded the $1.6 million mark, it will be
announced today (Monday) by Michael M.
Sillerman, executive vice president of Television Programs of America. TPA has sold
the program in 74 U. S. markets and to Incorporated Television Programmes of London for Britain and Australia. In addition,
CBC, which is co-producing the series with
TPA, will present it in both English and
French versions.
FILM PEOPLE
Richard A. Harper, operations director,
MGM-TV, television subsidiary of MetroGoldwyn-Mayer (Loew's Inc.), named general sales manager and is succeeded by Sol
Schrieber, Loew's theatrical distribution department.
Marguerit Tazelaar, formerly with publicity
department of DuMont Bcstg. Corp. and
movie critic-feature writer on New York
Herald Tribune, to Associated Artists Productions, N. Y., as press contact for trade
and other publications.

EDUCATION
Educational Tv Project Initiated
For Alabama's Public Schools
BBOADENING of the existing curriculum
of the public school system, television instruction inareas of serious teacher shortages and in-service training for teachers to
help improve their teaching skills are the
highlights of a new joint project designed
to improve educational opportunities in Alabama through the use of educational tv.
Five institutions and agencies are cooperating with Alabama's public schools in
conducting the project, financed by a
$72,000 grant to the U. of Alabama from
the Fund for the Advancement of Education, said James H. Newman, the university's interim president. The FEA grant will
be matched by existing Alabama educational
tv funds, he said. The program will cover
a three-year period.
State groups cooperating in the project
are the U. of Alabama, Alabama Polytechnic
Institute (Auburn), the State Dept. of Education, the Alabama Educational Television
Commission, and the Birmingham Educational TV Production Center.
The first public school tv series will be
done in the natural science subjects at each
of the state's three production centers.
All programs produced at each center will
be televised simultaneously on the three
channels of the Alabama Educational Tv
Network: ch. TO WBIQ (TV) Birmingham;
ch. 7 WTIQ (TV) Munford, and ch. 2 WAIQ
(TV) Andalusia.
Television Seen as Teaching Aid,
No Answer to Teacher Shortage
EDUCATIONAL tv may serve as a teaching aid but it will never "solve the teacher
shortage," a New Jersey educator declared
in Chicago Feb. 15.
E. De Alton Partridge, president of New
Jersey State Teachers College, Montclair,
N. L, told a tv subcommittee of the American Assn. of Colleges for Teacher Education, of which he is chairman, that references
to eliminations of instructors' positions are
"creating insecurity among teachers."
Mr. Partridge expressed belief that "pure
tv teaching" can't be done because "education doesn't take place that way" and argued
that attention should be devoted on how tv

PAUL HEINECKE, President

can improve teaching, "not take over the
LICENSING THE PERFORMANCE,
MECHANICAL OR SYNCHRONIZATION RIGHTS IN
"THE BEST MUSIC IN AMERICA"
TO THE ENTIRE ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY,
RADIO, TELEVISION, MOTION PICTURE,
TRANSCRIPTION AND PHONOGRAPH RECORD COMPANIES,
THEATRES, CONCERT HALLS, HOTELS, ETC., WITH
A REPERTORY OF DISTINCTION
OUR 26TH YEAR

PRODUCERS OF THE FAMOUS
SESAC TRANSCRIBED LIBRARY
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THE COLISEUM TOWER
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NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

Notre Dame

U. Plans Workshops

TECHNIQUES of "planning and writing
school radio and television scripts" will be
explored during the first of two writing
workshops at the U. of Notre Dame June
24-July 12, the school has announced. Sessions are designed primarily for high school
and college instructors who number school
publication, publicity and promotion among
their chores,
job." in addition to their teaching.
Other workshops are intended for instructors who wish to develop their own
creativity and stimulate greater interest in
writing among their students. Writing for
school papers and yearbooks, fiction and
poetry are among other subjects to be covered. Article-writing will be explored in the
second workshop starting July 15.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

In the all important field of coverage, WMCT is a
resounding first! According to recent coverage
figures, WMCT reaches 9.5% more TV homes
than Station B, and 17.67% more than Station C.
Because WMCT reaches more TV homes over a
greater area, your station time on WMCT
costs less on a per thousand basis, the real
barometer in evaluating TV advertising costs!
Your best TV buys in Memphis will be found on
WMCT — the area station for coverage and results.

Vm

TOP

RATED

MORNING

PROGRAM

"Today" with a top rating of 15.2.

U£,
Ml

TOP RATED AFTERNOON PROGRAM
"Queen for a Day" with a top rating of 17.5.
TOP

RATED

AFTERNOON

MOVIE

The "First Show" with a cumulative rating
31.9)
of 26.3 (Forty-one-county cumulative rating

TOP

RATED

NIGHT-TIME

"Academy Award
rating of 14.7.

MOVIE

Theatre" with a top

TOP RATED CHILDREN'S SHOW
"Playhouse" with a cumulative Monday
thru Friday rating of 13.9.
s
Nov.
1956 Memphis & Shelby County ARB.
SOURCE:—
SOURCE:—
Nov. 1956 The Memphis Area 41-County
ARB.
WMC-WMCF-WMCT
WMCT

MEMPHIS

OADCASTING

• TELECASTING

_

S

MEMPHIS' FIRST TV STATION

100,000 WATTS • NBC BASIC
Owned and operated by
National Representative!
THE
COMMERCIAL APPEAl
Blair-TV
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AWARDS
AWARDS

ANNOUNCED,

HONORS
TOP
TAKE
(TV), NBC
WTVJ
TWENTY -NINE stations, networks and
to young people.
WFIL-TV Philadelphia, for Benjamin
sponsors were named for radio and televiFranklin — The Compleat Man, a public
sion awards by the Freedoms Foundation
service series.
at Valley Forge, Pa., last Friday. Broadcast
representatives also took prizes in other
SINGLE BROADCASTS
categories of the annual program recognizCampbell Soup Co., Camden, N. J., for
ing "outstanding efforts to improve public
understanding and appreciation of the basic
"Local Election" program on Lassie series
on CBS — the story of how one family
constitutional rights and freedoms inherent
learned the importance of voting.
in the American way of life. . . ."
WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla., took the top
The Christophers, New York, for "Knock
television award for Listen to the People, a On Every Door" program on various stations— a dramatic presentation showing how
public service program for Independence
citizens work in local elections.
Day. NBC, for Threescore and Five, radio
CBS New York, for "The History of
public service series on the country's senior
citizens, received the top radio award. In American Political Parties" program on
addition NBC was named for a distinguished
Bandwagon '56.
* E. I. DuPont de Nemours Co., Wilservice award, given to winners in at least
six of the foundation's eight annual promington, Del., for "The Boy Who Walked
to America" on the DuPont Cavalcade
grams.
Theatre on ABC, about a Korean immiOther television winners ( * denotes distinguished service citation) :
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron,
grant.
SERIES TELECASTS
Ohio,
for Hour
"Springtime,
U. S. aA."salute
on the
Firestone
on ABC,
to
WBKB (TV) Chicago, 111., for Father Rigney Speaks, public service, featuring a misAmerica's heritage of freedom.
sionary priest relating his experience as a
* General Motors Corp., Detroit, for
prisoner behing the Bamboo Curtain.
"Birth of an American" on NBC's Wide
Wide World.
WBZ-TV Boston, for History for Small
Fry — a public service series teaching history
* NBC, for "The Bill of Rights" on Open

PATIN

WINS

ART

DIRECTORS

\
TFT

1:1 O
J

THIS is the animated cartoon by Ray Patin Productions fori* Jell-O.
hi *
coast area. The award was given for the
RAY PATIN Productions, Hollywood,
last Thursday received the medal award
firm's animated cartoon for Jell-O, product of General Foods Co. Campaign
of the Art Directors Club of Los Angeles for having produced the best tele- was placed through Young & Rubicam.
vision commercial of 1956 in the west Jack Sidebotham and Ken Campion were
•
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SERIES BROADCASTS
* ABC New York, in cooperation with
American Red Cross, Washington, D. C, for
Disaster, a public service series.
Industrial Information Institutes Inc.,
Youngstown, Ohio, for Tales of the Mahoning & Shenango Valleys, success stories of
local citizens carried over WHHH Warren,
Ohio; WPIC Sharon, Pa.; WFAH Alliance,
Ohio; WFMJ, WKBN and WBBW, all
Youngstown, Ohio.
KDKA Pittsburgh, for Allegheny Roundtable, a series focusing attention on the
munity.
problems and achievements of the comWHEC Rochester, N. Y., for Youth Asks
the Question, a public service series where
young people pose questions on municipal
government.
WOWO Fort Wayne, Ind., for Freedom
Day Broadcasting, a day-long program of
freedom messages on Columbus Day, 1956,
integrating patriotic material into practically
every scheduled program for that date.
Standard Oil Co. of California, San Francisco, for Standard School Broadcast, a
weekly series emphasizing in words and

the art directors on the tv commercial
and Richard Van Benthem the artist.
Presentation was made Thursday, preceding the 12th annual West Coast Exhibition of Advertising and Editorial Art
which opens next Wednesday in Los Angeles under the sponsorship of the Art
Directors Club.

AWARD

n
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Mind, panel discussion.
WTOP-TV Washington, D. C, for "The
Blessings of Liberty" public service program
showingtional government
in action in the nacapital.
Other radio winners:

Top honors at the dinner went to Robert Wheeler, art director of Young &
Rubicam, who won two medals, one for
designing the best publication ad and
one for planning and supervising the
best photograph. Other medals went to
Douglas Crockwell and Michael Such for
the best painting, Max Yavno, best photograph, Bill Hyde, Lowell Herrero and
John Flack, outdoor poster and Saul Bass,
design direct mail piece.
Certificates of distinctive merit were
awarded for outstanding art work in a
number of categories, including two for
tv commercials. Animation Inc., Hollywood, won a certificate for its black-andwhite animated commercials for Kroger
Co., placed through Campbell-Mithun
Inc. [B»T, Feb. 11]. Art directors were
Cleo Hovel and Earl Klein and artists
were Ed Barge and Ron Naidenberg.
Certificate for color film commercials
went to T.V. Spots Inc., Hollywood, for
its commercials for Standard Oil of New
Jersey, placed through McCann-Erickson.
Art directors for these spots were Norm
Gottfredson and Paul Sommer; artists
were George Cannatta and Bob Bemiller.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

"

FREEDOMS

WHEN
AND

YOU
GET

A

BUY

ATLANTA...

BUY

(wagi^

OF

THE

MARKET!

BIGGER

SLICE

Most national advertisers consider Atlanta a "must" market.
The question is how best to cover the market. The answer is:
compared with the other two stations in Atlanta, WAGA-TV
reaches 17 to 22% more people with 14 to 16% more spendable income. Why? Taller tower, maximum power, top local
and CBS-TV programing. Proof: consistent top ratings by both
Pulse and ARB. Get the facts from our reps.

TOP

DOG

. IN THE NATION'S

21st MARKET

waoa-tv
CBS-TV
Represented Nationally by
THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.

STOKER BROADCASTING

COMPANY

in

Atlanta

SALES OFFICES

NEW YORK — 1 18 E. 57th St. • CHICAGO— 230 N. Michigan Ave. • SAN FRANCISCO— 111 Sutter St.

Broadcasting

Telecasting
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AWARDS
any

way

you

look

at

it

music
dom. the heritage of people living in freeTroop Information & Education Div.,
Dept. of the Army, Washington, D. C, for
The Army Hour Series, the story of America
in words and music.
Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co., Ohio, for

KBTV
first

in

inspirational messages on Don Gardner's
World of Sports program, devoting regular
commercial time to educational messages
about the American system.

DENVER

WJAG Norfolk, Neb., for Tomorrow's
Citizens, a public service series about young
people and their responsibilities.
SINGLE BROADCASTS
Quarter hour leads or percentage of audience . . .
KBTV

is No. 1 during the most important time classification—
fSV

Sign on* to 10:00 P.M.
>y<T
Monday thru Friday. ~^"/^Tv

(kbtv 102)
^~~t —

^Av~r^
^J_lCil_0 station B

1 1 Station
X C Station
I B
Station D
QUARTER

PERCENT OF AUDIENCE
"
31 .2
Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
HOUR

LEADS

M0:30 A.M.
'Jan. 1957 ARB

SYMBOL

ckamd
John C. Mullins, President
Joe Herold, Station Manager

KBTV
1089 Bannock
Dial TAbor 5-6386

KFI Los Angeles, Calif., in cooperation
with Fremont High School, Los Angeles, for
special "Memorial Day Program" on Young
A merica Sings series.
WCAU Philadelphia, for As I See It
broadcast of June 18, 1956, relating the
economy.
story of the "new look" in America's
WCNR Bloomsburg, Pa., for "The Other
Washington", a documentary program based
on the life of George Washington at Mount
Vernon.
WJAN Spartanburg, S. C, for "I Am
Thirty," a musical narrative emphasizing the
freedom concepts important to young men
who have preserved America's freedom during wars.
WKOX Framingham, Mass., for Re-dedication ofConcord Bridge, a narrative relating the historic importance of America's
pioneer
WLOApatriots.
Braddock, Pa., for The House
You Live In broadcast, discussing the fundamentals of the American way of life.
Cited for awards in the "miscellaneous
spiritual values" category were:
ABC, in cooperation with the National

TELEVISION
SERVICE

Allen-Bradley Co., Milwaukee, for "Bob
Siegrist's News Program of July 4, 1956" —
an analysis of the Declaration of Independence as our nation's most important
freedom document.

IN

BALTIMORE
MARYLAN D

316,000
WATTS
Represented Nationally by
HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS, INC
New York, Chicago, San Francisco
WAAM-13
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LEONARD H. GOLDENSON, president
of AB-PT, last Monday was presented
with the Humanitarian Award of the
March of Dimes for his "long-time devotion to human welfare activities"
during a testimonial dinner at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New York. L
to r: Bob Hope, Mr. Goldenson, and
Spyros P. Skouras, president of 20th
Century-Fox.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

• COVERAGE IN 32 COUNTIES
In Texas-Arkansas-Oklahoma-Louisiana
(NCS #2)
• OVER 100,000 TV HOMES
88,450 TV Homes (NCS #2) (plus Projected
increase) not including Home County
of any other TV Station

by

the

only

influence
unites

which

the

great

resources

buying
• ENTHUSIASTIC ADVERTISER ACCEPTANCE
Illustrated by 250 Hours Sponsored Network
Programs Monthly

sales

of

over

power
600,000

people

KCMC-TV
CHANNEL
6

and

. . .

A,
(engaged in industry,
J
commerce, agriculture,
oil production in the most
diversified and growing
area in the country.)

TEXARKANA- TEXAS, ARKANSAS

MAXIMUM
POWER
100,000 WATTS
Walter M. Windsor
Richard M. Peters
General Manager
Commercial Manager
Represented by Venard, Rintoul and %^
t
^ZSQt&tf*
McConnell, Inc.

Broadcasting

• Telecasting

INTERCONNECTED
TRANSMITTING
NETWORK
COLOR
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AWARDS
in the campus class for the radio-tv programs, Come to the Party — Any Party,
written and staffed by faculty and students
as a contribution toward an enlightened
vote. The programs were simulcast over
KTBC-AM-TV Austin.
Freedoms Foundation is a non-profit organization which is supported by public subscription. Ajury composed of state supreme
court jurists and heads of national patriotic,
service and veteran organizations selected
the award winners. Dr. Kenneth D. Wells,
foundation president, announced the awards
at special George Washington's birthday
ceremonies.

WFLA-TV
to make

hay where

the sun shines!

Only the sun covers

\

more

of Florida than WFLA-TV!

30 COUNTIES IN
FLORIDA'S RICHEST,
MOST HEAVILY POPULATED
TRADE AREA, INCLUDING .

FLORIDA'S 2nd MARKET
WFLA-TV blankets the fast-growing Tampa-St. Petersburg area,
where far-sighted industrialists are
investing billions of dollars in new
plants and expanded facilities. The
Tampa-St. Petersburg Metropolitan
area is now Florida's 2nd and the
nation's 36th retail market!
But that's not all! WFLA-TV delivers a30-county industrial-agricultural area where more than \% million people, owning 330,000 TV sets,
spend over $1 ]A Billion in retail
stores annually.
Consult your BlAlR-TV man for
top-rated availabilities on this sales
powerhouse of Florida's West Coast
— where steady year 'round buying
power is supplemented by millions of
tourist dollars!
(Figures from SM Survey of Buying
Power— 1956)

^Wfl
NBC a-t
Basic lf
iintkconnictidi
fflBLq
National Representative — B LAIR-TV
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PRESENTING a National Exchange
Club plaque to John B. Poor (r), Mutual Network president, for MBS' efforts during the 1957 National Crime
Prevention Week is J. Benjamin Brick
of Atlantic City, N. J., Exchange
Club past president. This is the third
successive year that Mutual has received an honor from the Exchange
Club for its dramatic program impact
to fight lawlessness. MBS prepared station-break spots outlining how motorists are the "biggest law breakers in
the land."
Council of Churches, New York, for the
radio program, The Stranger Who Stayed,
religious series.
Calvary Presbyterian Church, Cleveland,
for Religion That Works, on WGAR Cleveland, emphasizing religious traditions of
America.
CBS, for Church of the Air, weekly series
presenting tenets and inspiration of all
faiths.
Dr. James W. Fifield, Jr., Los Angeles,
for "The Lighted Window," on various stations, a sermon on film relating basic
concepts of the American way of life.
Lutheran Church Missouri Synod; Lutheran Tv Productions, St. Louis, for This Is
the Life series on various stations, emphasizing in dramatic form the spiritual value of
the American way of life.
NBC in cooperation with National Council of Churches of Christ in the U. S. A.,
National Council of Catholic Men and
Jewish Theological Seminary of America,
for Frontiers of Faith, public service series
on issues important to citizens in evaluating
the American way of life.
Spiritual Mobilization, Los Angeles, for
The Freedom Story, weekly radio series on
the religious approach to problems of individual, family and group living, and answering them in the American way.
WCAU-TV Philadelphia, for "Bless This
House",
public
in American
life.service program on religion
WGN-AM-TV Chicago, for Faith of Our
Fathers, radio and tv public service series
featuring churches of all faiths.
In the advertising class, Storer Broadcasting Co., multiple station owner, again won
an award for its trade advertising series on
American landmarks. This series was cited
last year [B»T, Feb. 27, 1956].
The U. of Texas, Austin, won an award

14

RADIO-TV

AWARDS

CONFERRED
BY NCCJ
FOURTEEN radio and television programs
were announced last Thursday as recipients
of National Brotherhood Media Awards for
"outstanding contributions to the cause of
brotherhood" during 1956.
Three others were chosen to receive certificates of recognition for advancement of
brotherhood.
The awards, which this year totaled 25 in
all media, are presented annually by the
National Conference of Christians and Jews
during Brotherhood Week. They encompass such fields as cartoons, articles, editorials, books and motion pictures as well
as radio-tv.
The award winners in broadcasting:
Radio — WJAN Spartanburg, S. C, for its
Everything About It Is Appealing disc jockey
program; WNYC New York for "numerous
programs in the cause of brotherhood and
mutual understanding"; KNX Hollywood for
its Minority Report series; ABC for The
Lonely Albalonian program; and WBNS
Columbus, Ohio, for its Lighthouse series.
Television — U. S. Steel Hour's "Noon on
Doomsday" on CBS-TV; Medical Horizons
on ABC-TV; Kukla, Fran & Ollie's 1956
Brotherhood Week salute on ABC-TV; the
Dean Pike program's "What's Happening in
This Country Now?" on ABC-TV; Alcoa
Hour's "Tragedy in a Temporary Town" on
NBC-TV; Telephone Time's "The Man With
the Beard" on CBS-TV; Frontiers of Faith's
"The Gift" on NBC-TV; The Open Mind
series on WRCA-TV New York; and See It
Now's "Report From Africa" on CBS-TV.
Broadcasting winners of certificates of
recognition :
Radio — WGY Schenectady's Words of
Our Children, a documentary.
Television — NBC-TV's Frontier series,
and the Danny Thomas Make Room for
Daddy series on ABC-TV.
Award scrolls were to be mailed to winners last week.
KING-AM-FM-TV Wins Award
KING-AM-FM-TV Seattle Feb. 15 was
named winner of the Paul Bunyan Award
of the Seattle Chamber of Commerce for
attracting favorable national attention to the
city of Seattle. KING'S entry was based on
two achievements: feeding a program on the
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

Effective-March
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BLACKBURN

will

be

established

Exclusive

James

&

Radio-Tv

W.

V. Harvey
Company,

&

as

COMPANY

National

Newspaper

Blackburn, Clifford Marshall

announce

the formation

and

brokers

and

Jack

of Blackburn

&

national brokerage firm which will render a

superior service in negotiation, financing & appraisal of
radio-tv and newspaper

•

NEGOTIATIONS

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

JAMES W. BLACKBURN
JACK V. HARVEY
Washington Building
STerling 3-4341
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ATLANTA
CLIFFORD B. MARSHALL
Healey Building
Jackson 5-1576
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WITHOUT
in the Rock

A "PEER"
ford Area!

Children's Orthopedic Hospital, Seattle, to
the ABC-TV network; and covering the
Gold Cup hydroplane races in Detroit.
KING-TV films of the race were decisive
in refuting the contention of some race
judges that a Seattle boat was disqualified
for hitting a buoy.
AWARD SHORTS
J. L. Van Volkenburg, member of board of
directors, CBS Inc. and retired president of
CBS-TV, will receive Outstanding Achievement Award from U. of Minnesota, Feb.
28. Award is reserved for former students
who have attained "high eminence and distinction." H. Rogers II, president-general
Lawrence
manager, WSAZ-AM-TV Huntington, W.
Va., received Distinguished Service Award
of Huntington Junior Chamber of Commerce.
Martha Crane, women's director at WLS
Chicago, has been selected by Women's Adv.
Club of Chicago as city's Woman of Distinction for 1957, in recognition of her 28 years
in broadcasting.
Sarah Paterniti, traffic manager, WJTN
Jamestown, N. Y., named "Jamestown's
Woman
that city.of the Year" by Inter-Club Council,

IN

THIS

SALES

$

BILLION-PLUS

EMPIRE

IS THE

KING

WREX-TV
SALESMAN

Curt Ray, KMOX St. Louis, won Slenderella
International "announcer of the year" award.
WTCN-AM-TV St. Paul received 1956 Conservation Award from Governor Orville L.
Freeman for "outstanding contributions to
the preservation and use of Minnesota's natural resources."

The Rockford TV Area — Illinois' 1 st market
outside Chicago — is 400, 1 95 families strong,
with $2,357,080,000 income. It embraces
rich farm counties whose cities house industrial
giants like General Motors, Fairbanks-Morse,
Parker Pen, Burgess Battery, Sundstrand . . .
and show sales indexes like Rockford's
Beloit's 151, Janesville's 153, DeKalb's
Freeport's 176, Dixon's 203. Sales
$1,706,962,000, average $4,265 per
ily — $447 above average.

158,
184,
total
fam-

The most recent viewership survey again
shows WREX-TV as the favorite, by better
than 3 to 1 . It's favored by advertisers too
. . . for its consistent results, at much lower
cost per thousand.
J. M. BAISCH, GENERAL MANAGER
Represented by H. R. TELEVISION, Inc.

CHANNEL

©
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PLAQUES for being first in Oklahoma
and first in the nation in the exchange
of news through the Associated Press
are awarded to officials of KRMG
Tulsa. Wilbur Martin (1), AP Oklahoma bureau chief, presents the state
plaque to KRMG General Manager
Frank Lane, and John Aspinwall, AP
Radio news editor (r) presents the national plaque to KRMG News Director Glenn Condon. Presentations were
made a fortnight ago at the annual
meeting of the Oklahoma AP Broadcasters Assn. in Tulsa (B»T, Feb. 11).
Second and third place winners,
WTMJ Milwaukee and WHLS Port
Huron, Mich., will receive their
awards on March 30.

MANUFACTURING
AT&T

'56

TV

HITS

$31.5

TAKE
MILLION

• Company makes annual report
• Revenue rises $565,871,000
AMERICAN Telephone & Telegraph Co.
last week reported a gross increase of
$565,871,000 for 1956 in operating revenue
and other income. In AT&T's annual report,
listing of operating revenues came to
$5,956,807,000 as against the 1955 figure
of $5,390,936,000.
Of the 1956 income, $31.5 million came
from Bell System interexchange video revenues, B»T was told. This included network
line charges plus those accrued from closedcircuit tv operations. No breakdown or comparable figures for 1955 were given.
Operating expenses and taxes for 1956
exceeded those for 1955 by $458,359,000.
Net income for AT&T last year was $777,791,000
— a gain
$94,247,000
over 1955's
net income.
Net ofincome
per average
share
($13.16) represented a gain of six cents per
average 1955 share.
In the broadcast field, AT&T claimed a
three-fold development. The first was the
opening on Sept. 25, 1956, of the first transAtlantic telephone cable, linking Nova
Scotia and Scotland. This line has already
been used by CBS and NBC for radio
broadcast purposes.
The second development lay along paths
of expanding closed circuit and educational
television. In Hagerstown, Md., AT&T has
linked eight school buildings and three civic
buildings on what it calls a five-year trial
basis. Eventually, AT&T intends to interconnect 48 schools in Maryland's Washington
County. It also hooked up more commercial
tv stations with the network links.
The third development is still in somewhat of an experimental stage. Bell Labs
currently is trying out a new microwave
radio relay system to provide an economical
means of carrying tv signals over distances
of 100-200 miles. It also is developing a
high-frequency radio relay system which,
by virtue of its being in the 6000 mc band,
may carry four times as many conversations
as today's relay systems.
In tv sponsorship, the Bell System broke
into network television programming with
Telephone Time, a weekly series of dramatic
stories "told" by John Nesbitt. This program was placed last year on CBS-TV
(Sun., 6-6:30 p.m. EST) through N. W.
Ayer & Son, New York. Bell, long a radio
sponsor with the famous Bell Telephone
Hour (which continues on NBC Radio,
Mon., 9-9:30 p.m. EST), also sponsored
the first in its new science series Nov. 19.
This hour-long entry, "Our Mr. Sun," preNOW!
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IT'S

AIL

NEW

!!

KANSAS

CITY'S

COUNTRY-WESTERN

We say the Heart of
America has let its
Country and Western
Music fans go a-beggin'
long enough! For years,
city cousins had to depend
on country cousins to
keep in touch with the
only really American form
of music: hillbilly,
mountain, country and
western music! Now
Kansas City's really
up to-date with its
new-sales-building
country western station
— KCKN!

Affiliated

Broadcasting

N

ONLY

MUSIC

STATION

N E IrV
DISC JOCKEYS

N E Vtf
MANAGEMENT

headed by DAL ST ALL A RE) . .
everybody's favorite . . . and
including Cousin Lee, Little
Herbie, Dixie Don and
Gay Smith

pledged to give you MORE
enjoyment every minute of every
day 1340
you're
tuned to
— KCKN!

E WKf
ALL DAY,
ALL NIGHT

programming!

NEW
NEWS COVERAGE
5 minute capsule news
summaries EVERY HOUR
at 25theminutes
hour! after

now
onKCKN's
the air
24Yes,HOURS
A DAY!

with WARL, Washington DC. and WCMS
Norfolk, Virginia
Represented by Charles Bernard and Company, New York, Circle 6-7242
Package buys available on any combination of the three stations.
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MANUFACTURING
empted Westinghouse's Studio One at 10
p.m. the second in the irregularly-placed
series, Hemo, the Magnificent, also a Frank
Capra production, will be aired March 20,
9-10 p.m. EST.
Collins Radio Co. Appoints
Haerle, Valentine to Posts
APPOINTMENT of John M. Haerle as
broadcast sales manager and William B.
Valentine as its broadcast representative for
New York, New Jersey, Ohio and the New
England states has been announced by Collins Radio Co., Cedar Rapids, la.
Mr. Haerle, who has served in the broadcast field for 10 years, will direct Collins
broadcast activities from Cedar Rapids, and
Mr. Valentine, a five-year veteran in the
field, will be stationed in New York City.

MR. HAERLE

MR. VALENTINE

GE Over $4 Billion in Sales
But Unhappy With Low Profits
ALTHOUGH sales for General Electric
Co., Schenectady, passed the $4 billion
mark for the first time in 1956 with a record
of $4,090,015,658, GE President Ralph J.
Cordiner expressed dissatisfaction with earnings, indicating they had failed to keep pace
with the rise in volume.
Mr. Cordiner's remarks were contained in
a year-end statement issued by GE last week.
He noted that while 1956 sales represented
an 18% increase over the $3,463,734,419
volume for 1955, net earnings rose but 2%
— $213,756,849 as against the previous
year's $208,908,054. This was attributed to
"generally too low" operating profit margins

Cincinnati's

'56 Tv Set Shipments
Reported 7,028,456
SHIPMENTS of tv receivers from factories
to dealers in 1956 totaled 7,028,456 units,
fourth highest year on record, but lower
than 1955, when 7,421,978 sets were
shipped, according to Radio-Electronics-Tv
Mfrs. Assn. Following are tv sets shipped
to dealers by states in 1956:
State
Total
Total
State
21,045
Ala.
N.
107,710
N. J.H.
233,040
Ariz.
47,850
N. M.
Ark.
70,195
25,344
N. Y.
Calif.
778,806
641,663
N. C.
Colo.
150,102
28,240
58,502
N.
D.
113,669
Conn.
Del.
Ohio
392,310
D. C.
90,937
18,274
60,673
Okla.
Fla.
238,140
Ore.
147,751
Ga.
Pa.
492,842
81,729
Idaho
28,093
37,480
111.
R.
I.
394,985
64,736
S.
C.
S. D.
179,985
Ind.
27,746
129,471
Tenn.
Iowa
86,186
Ky.
Tex.
365,849
Kan.
79,620
111,830
29,074
Utah
126,667
La.
Vt.
17,838
42,537
Va.
130,674
110,809
Me.
Md.
Wash.
97,210
202,488
79,961
Mass.
W.
282,579
Wis. Va.
134,210
Mich.
Minn.
110,791
Wyo.
Miss.
164,533
64,692
Mo.
U.
S. Total
7,010,722
Alaska
Mont.
29,469
Neb.
9,562
Hawaii
4,494
Nev.
59,249
13,240
13,580
Grand Total 7,028,456
Hoffman Sales Up $2 Million
In 1956 Over Previous Year
HOFFMAN Electronics Corp., Los Angeles, had sales of approximately $46,500,000 in 1956, compared with 1955 sales of
$44,416,673, and earnings estimated at
$2.17 per share last year against $2.15 the
year before, H. Leslie Hoffman, president,

Most

Independent
50,000

resulting from the "unfavorable price situation in the electrical manufacturing industry." Other factors holding down net
earnings were the high costs involved with
expansion, research and development. (The
1956 expansion outlay was more than $34
million higher than in any previous year in
GE's history. Since World War II, GE has
spent $1.4 billion for expansion and modernization.
General Electric owns and operates
WRGB (TV), WGY and WGFM (FM)—
all Schenectady — earnings of which are included inthe net figure.

Powerful
Radio

watts of SALES

Station

POWER
CINCINNATI,

WC

KY

STATION

On the Air everywhere 24 hours a day— seven days a week
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reported last week in a letter to stockholders.
Prospects are good for 1957, he said, with
tv inventories at a very low level and January of this year ahead of January 1956, in
face of a general drop in tv business.
He also said that the firm's semiconductor
division, which has opened a new research
and development building in Evanston, 111.,
is aiming at doubling its sales this year. The
firm has embarked on an expansion program of both facilities and top-level personnel, which has already brought James D.
McLean, Philco vice president, to Los Angeles as president of Hoffman Laboratories,
wholly owned subsidiary of Hoffman Electronics Corp. Mr. McLean is responsible in
his new position for the work carried on by
Hoffman for the armed forces in engineering, design and production of advanced
electronics and electrochemical projects, including the supervision of over 400 engineers and 2,200 employes and 12 engineering service centers throughout the country
and Alaska.
EYES TO TOMORROW
PEOPLE living in 2007 A. D. will
have the opportunity to know if forecasts by Dr. W. R. G. Baker, vice
president of General Electric Co., are
accurate. A message prepared by GE's
top electronics expert for enclosure in
the cornerstone of KETV-TV Omaha
may be revealed that year to 21st
century people if the cornerstone is
Dr. Baker predicts that television in
opened.
the year 2007 will be "picture-on-thewall" tv; tv broadcasting will "no
longer be confined to geographical limits" but will be world-wide; telephone
television will be perfected; automobile
transmission will be electronic rather
than mechanical.
A G-E television receiver, said to be
the lightest and most compact designed
for use today, will also be placed in the
cornerstone so that people living years
from now may have an example of
"the highest point reached in tv receiver development" in 1957.
IT SOON will be tv eyes across the
sea but to the moon man will never
go, Dr. Lee de Forest, inventor of the
vacuum tube, predicted yesterday
(Sunday) from Washington over the
Voice of America network.
Speaking on a U. S. Information
Agency symposium over VOA, Dr. de
Forest said "trans-oceanic television
is only a matter of ten years or less,"
but passenger
the moonof "constitute awild trips
dreamto worthy
Jules
Verne." The USIA symposium was entitled "The Frontiers of Knowledge and
Humanity's
Hopes said
for trans-oceanic
the Future." tv
Dr. de Forest
will be
location ofaccomplished
relay stations "by
and adroit
by taking
advantage of reflections from the
ionosphere."
Broadcasting
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WORKING

FRANK HEADLEY, President
DWIGHT REED, Vice President
FRANK PELLEGRIN, Vice President
PAUL WEEKS, Vice President

PART

In the "Rep" business you keep orders flowing into
your stations or you're in a "jam." Getting orders takes
smart headwork . . . fast footwork . . . and lots of
plain hard work. That's why, when as a group of
mature, sales experienced partners, we started H-R,
we all agreed to be working partners.
The record shows that many radio and TV stations

RADJO

TELEVISION

favor this kind of mature, two-fisted representation.
That's why we have such a fine list. And to keep orders
flowing into these stations, the partners who head up
this firm, are still working partners . . . and we still
"always send a man to do a man's job."

380 Madison Ave. 35 E. Wacker Drive 6253 Hollywood Boulevard 155 Montgomery Street 415 Rio Grande Bldg. 101 Marietta Street Bldg. 520 Lovett Boulevard 910 Royal Street
New York 17, N. Y. Chicago 1, Illinois Hollywood 28, Calif. San Francisco, Calif.
Dallas, Texas Atlanta, Georgia Room No. ID
Canal 3917
OXford 7-3120 RAndolph 6-6431
Hollywood 2-6453 YUkon 2-5701 Randolph 5149 Cypress 7797
Houston, Texas New Orleans, La.
JAckson 8-1601
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One is for television . . . one is for radio. They go
together. Most homes

have both — and use both.

They sell together, too. These days you don't use
television to reach one audience and radio to reach
another. Most of the time they're selling to exactly
the same prospects ... but at different times, in
different ways. Today, radio and television are a
team.

and multiple-home visits to those homes reached
by TV. For example, special Nielsen duplication
analyses show what ABC Morning Radio or ABC
Weekend Radio add in one month to a prime TV
80-165% more

franchise*:
30-50% more

only 10-15% more

That's why today's Nielsen-minded TV advertiser
has come more and more to consider, in conjunction with his basic TV buy, the ideally complementary medium of network radio. He sees in network radio not the "old" medium of "filling in where
TV isn't" (a fast-shrinking 21% of U. S. homes),
but a "new" medium that adds important audience
in terms of TV homes not otherwise reached by the
basic TV properties and adds important frequency

New Homes

Home Visits

Basic TV Buy

Cost
Added by ABC Radio

That's why today the new medium
advertisers is network radio!

jfc Based on actual duplication analyses of ABC Radio and representative TV shows — Studio One,
Groucho Marx, Lawrence Welk, Robin Hood, Alfred Hitchcock, Do You Trust Your Wife?, etc. Special
analysis of your TV franchise on request.

for television
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RCA Denied Trial Delay
In Zenith's Anti-Trust Suit
RCA APPEAL for delay of scheduled trial
in its $61 million anti-trust patent suit with
Zenith Radio Corp. was denied in Chicago
District Court Tuesday.
RCA had accused Zenith with interference
in the gathering of depositions from European witnesses and sought postponement of
the trial beyond June 17. Judge Michael
Jgoe of Federal District Court denied the
petition urging completion of depositions by
the end of March. RCA accused Zenith of
influencing witnesses on depositions.
Zenith counsel branded RCA charges as
"a figment of the imagination." Zenith also
is gathering overseas depositions. RCA
originally filed suit in 1948, charging Zenith
with infringement of patents. Zenith filed a
counter-suit, charging RCA with restraint of
trade and seeking treble damages.
Specifically, RCA accused Zenith of influencing Robert Roth, Zurich (Switzerland)
department store executive in charge of radio
sales, not to give a deposition in Paris. It
asked the court to direct Zenith to inform
11 witnesses that it approved obtaining depositions from them.
Admiral Corp. Plans Expansion
Of Radio-Tv-Phonograph Plant
ADMIRAL Corp. has announced plans for
a 150,000-square-ft. addition to its Harvard
(111.) electronics plant, which it said would
be the world's largest single facility devoted
exclusively to radio-tv-phonograph unit production.

This is not retortical:
Once you stick your beaker into channel 7's market you'll
put WSAU-TV down for more
tests and refinements in the
HEART

OF

WISCONSIN

—

where you get reduction in
costs and reaction in sales.
GROSS FARM INCOME $207,408,000
TOTAL RETAIL SALES $567,064,000

WAUSAU, WIS.
OWNED & OPERATED BY
WISCONSIN VALLEY TELEVISION CORP.

Ross D. Siragusa, Admiral president, reported the plant will have a daily capacity
of 6,000 tv receivers and 1,000 hi-fi phonographs when completed. He attributed expansion to need for greater control over
production and distribution costs.
Admiral also plans to transfer its portable
tv plant at Bloomington (111.) to Harvard
where radio-tv component production will
be initiated.
MANUFACTURING

PEOPLE

Raymond S. Perry, former president of Federal Telephone & Radio Co., IT&T division,
appointed to newly-created post of vice president in charge of marketing for IT&T, N. Y.
Roy D. Jordan, manager of advertising and
sales promotion, Broadcast Equipment Div.,
General Electric Co., has been transferred
to Phoenix, Ariz., in similar capacity for
GE's Computer Dept.
George J. Feder, factory superintendent,
RCA Tube Div., Harrison, N. J., named
manager of manufacturing, Somerville
(N. J.) plant, RCA Semiconductor Div.
Joseph A. Ricca, operations manager, Precision Components Div., Norden-Ketay
Corp., Stamford, Conn., to Allen B. DuMont Labs. Clifton, N. J., as manager of the
mobile radio communications department.
Meade Brunet, RCA vice president and
managing director of RCA International
Div., N. Y., named vice chairman, board of
trustees, Union College, Schenectady, N. Y.
Calvin K. Townsend, executive vice presi-

COMPLETING negotiations with the
Gates Radio Co. for the purchase of
a new BC-5P 5 kw transmitter and
phaser for KPRC Houston Tex., are
Jack Harris (seated), vice president
and general manager of the station,
and London England, Gates sales representative from the Houston office.
The new equipment will be located
on a new site near the television operations, thus enabling KPRC-AMFM-TV to consolidate their radio and
tv power facilities.
dent, Jennings Radio Mfg. Corp., San Jose,
Calif., elected president of West Coast Electronics Mfrs. Assn. Hugh P. Moore, board
chairman, Lerco Electronics Inc., appointed
vice president of WCEMA. S. H. Bellue,
material manager, Hughes Aircraft Co. and
George Koth, vice president of Lenkurt
Electric Co., named WCEMA secretary and
treasurer, respectively.
Keeton Arnett. vice president, Allen B. DuMont Labs, Clifton, N. J., resigns to accept
post as executive vice president, Chamber
of Commerce of Greater Philadelphia.
MANUFACTURING SHORTS
RCA Camden, N. J., reports shipments of
live studio color cameras (TK-41) to NBC
studios in Brooklyn; 25-KW transmitter with
6-KW driver to WMFD-TV Wilmington,
N. C. (ch. 6), and necessary equipment to
complete installation of 3-vidicon color film
camera to KFDX-TV Wichita Falls, Tex.
(ch. 3). Firm also reports new type stablizing
amplifier designed to eliminate low frequency
disturbances
in both color and monochrome
transmissions.
General Electric Co., Syracuse, N. Y., issued
new booklet, Transistor Manual, containing
basic information on transistors and their
operations in circuits, which is obtainable
for 50^ from company's Semiconductor
Products Dept.
or from local G-E tube and
transistor
distributors.
ALL-AMERICAN

VOICE

WSRS
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Would

like to express appreciation to the following wonderful

people who helped us introduce our new personalities to the
New

TONI

EILEEN

jacobs

morgana

ARMS
BARTON

CAROLE

eddie

BENNETT

POLLY

BERGEN

mitch

MONA

CAROL

lou

monte

jaye

p. morgan

joe

SAMMY

eileen

DAVIS. JR.

re1sman

DeJOHN

SISTERS

dick

STUART

FOSTER

jimmy

HAMILTON

IV

Mackenzie

miller

JILL COREY

GEORGE

lor

giselle

TONY

COLLINS

king

lawrence

den1se

BENNETT

DOROTHY

rodgers

roman
saunders

luann

simms

BILL HAYES

sylvia

syms

RICHARD

tony

travis

andy

williams

HAYMAN

AL HIBBLER
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stunts of all kinds — to raise money for the
1957 March of Dimes campaign.
In this year's Jan. 3-31 polio drive, radio
and tv stations exerted top efforts to help
the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis combat the dread disease. The 1956
campaign total was $54 million.
Basil O'Connor, president of the National
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, earlier
this month paid enthusiastic tribute to broadcast media for aid in the nation's fight
against polio [B«T, Feb. 11].
For sheer endurance, disc jockeys Bob
Kluz and Jack Platten of WROD Daytona
Beach, Fla., took the prize with their 402hour broadcast marathon staged from early
morning Jan. 14 through Jan. 30 in the '57
campaign. Attracting interest and contributions from all parts of the country, the disc
jockeys alternated on 30-hour shifts and
plugged away for the March of Dimes with
interviews, record playing, and announcements between and during regular programs.
No other announcer was on duty during the
17-day period, and no one else made even
station break spots during the marathon.
Taped
What began
as afor
radio'Monitor'
effort for the area
polio drive soon mushroomed into a broader
scale as pledges started rolling in from
nearby Georgia, and far away Illinois, New
York and other states. March of Dimes
officials from the Atlanta headquarters flew
to Daytona Beach to lend support. And part
of the marathon was taped for NBC's use
on Monitor from New York City.
Jack Murphy, president and general manager of WROD, reported that unfortunately
no estimate was made of the total sum raised
by his two announcers in the marathon.
However, Mr. Murphy did estimate that
each of the disc jockeys was strengthened by
1,730 cups of coffee and 5,180 cigarettes.
He also said that approximately 350,000
words were spoken in the 17-day polio drive
marathon.
Among the zaniest gimmicks reported by
a radio station for the '57 campaign was that
of nearby WMEN Tallahassee, Fla., which
offered to the lucky listener (chosen by a
drawing) contributing one dollar to the drive
an opportunity to run the station as he
pleased all day Feb. 5.
With more than $300 pledged, a drawing
was held Feb. 1 and the owner of a local
pest control company emerged as the lucky
winner. The station's new "boss" fired
WMEN's top disc jockey, Larry Owens, for
the day, and gave away about $300 in merchandise prizes to listeners.
(WMEN Program Director Dave Wagenvoord reports that though "Feb. 5 featured
some unusual listening to say the least," the
station's one-day director remained within
FCC regulations).
On the television side of the ledger, Texas
was not to be outdone. Houston's three tv
/

stations— KTRK-TV, KPRC-TV, KGULTV— and nearby KTRE-TV Lufkin, collected over $220,000 in a joint 16-hour telethon variety show the weekend of Jan. 1920. The four stations cancelled all regular
programming from 11 p.m. Jan. 19 till about
2:30 p.m. the next day, and pooled their
talent and facilities to present continuous entertainment for viewers.
Nearly 100 Lions Clubs, representing 40
Texas counties, joined the stations in conducting the telethon. Countless barrels and
buckets were filled with bills and coins, and
pledges offered, as thousands of cars moved
through the drive-in, drop-in centers established infront of the four stations. Contributions continued to pour in after the telethon
ended, station officials reported.
Included in other drive activity reports received by B«T from some 17 radio stations
and 14 tv stations in 17 states and Canada
are the following:
WKNEChamber
Keene,ofN.Commerce
H., and raised
the town's
Junior
over
$2,000 in a radio auction for the March of
Dimes. Among "items" auctioned off were
three new cars supplied by local dealers.
In another radio auction, WTSA Brattleboro, Vt„ sold 10,000 bags of peanuts and
a standing silo in its annual auction for the
campaign. Livestock, retail merchandise and
hours of labor donated by listeners also went
on the block to bring in $4,500 for the drive.
At New York City's WNYC, Jan. 14, Mrs.
Franklin D. Roosevelt displayed unexpected
talent as a disc jockey when she "spun
platters" — most Elvis Presley numbers and
other rock 'n roll songs — for polio-afflicted
children gathered at the station. Purpose of
the gimmick was to encourage similar amateur talent shows across the country to support the March of Dimes drive.
More than 50,000 dimes in telephone
pledges from central New York (state) were
received
Syracuse's
WHEN ofand
WHENTV
in itsby12th
annual March
Dimes
tune
auction simulcast Jan. 27. Radio and tv
personalities and area civic leaders appeared
on the three-hour program.
Two disc jockeys for WOKO Albany,
N. Y., in 44 hours on the air, acquired $1,800 in pledges by making listeners compete
for records they wished to hear on the basis
of the size of their pledged contributions.
Disc jockeys
Edwards
and Leo McDevitt
handled Geoff
the platter
spinning.

its previous
Topping n,all N.
(Binghamto
Y.) sixthrecords,
annual WNBF's
telethon
for the Broome County chapter of the
NFIP had raised $26,000 in contributions
and pledges by mid-afternoon Sunday, Jan.
27, and money was still coming in at the
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Martha Crane was selected for this high honor by the Woman's
Advertising Club of Chicago, from nominations submitted by more than
100 clubs and organizations of business, artistic and professional
women.

This award is in recognition of her outstanding contributions

in service and inspiration to her profession and her community
during her 28 years as a radio personality on WLS.
Martha Crane is the midwest's best-known and most popular
women's radio commentator. Her daily chats with the world's
most interesting personalities, 8,500 to date, have made listening to
WLS a must with midwest homemakers. 2,2 50,000 letters from them
during Martha's years with WLS

attest to their interest and response to

"The Martha Crane Show" and their believability in WLS
personalities and programs.

890 KILOCYCLES
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BROADCASTERS often utilize marathons to support charity drives. But down
in Arkansas they decided a walkathon
might
do the
trick for this year's March
of Dimes
campaign.
The sheriff of Union County, El Dorodo, Ark., O. E. Bishop challenged his
colleague from Ouachita county, Grover
Linebarier to the walkathon. The law
officers agreed to walk 20 miles from
court house to court house, each starting
from
own tvandaided
ending
the other's.
Radio hisand
andat abetted
the
sheriffs' deeds.
Manager for the Union County official
was W. N. McKinney, manager of
KELD El Dorado. A mobile unit accompanied him. The unit covered the
frequencies of both sheriffs. Sheriff
Bishop began with $198. By the time
the party reached "the city limits"
Sheriff Bishop had picked up "over
$450 in the plastic bucket" he was
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METAL
EMPIRE
2nd Largest Market in the Northwest
Hundreds of millions of dollars spent and proposed —
TACONITE MINING— New Towns — SEAWAY —
New Payrolls
To reach and sell this vital market your
best buy is WDSM-TV.
Top TV at the Top of the Nation

WDSM-TV
NBC - CHANNEL 6
A 3 BILLION DOLLAR MARKET
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& Superior
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Peters. Griffin. Woodward. .nc.
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telethon's end. More than 35 volunteers from
the announcing, engineering and directing
staffs of the station presented 155 individual
acts by talented area amateur and professional performers during a 15-hour period
from noon Jan. 26 till noon the next day.
WBAL-TV Baltimore, Md., featured puppets by a local puppeteer in a series of filmed
sound spots as a novel bit of tv promotion to
collect money on behalf of the "Mothers'
March on Polio." Mrs. Arthur Conrad's puppets— farm animals used in and around the
farm show; a fortune teller for the weather;
a policeman for the Officer Happy show, and
others — were designed especially for the program or personality with which they were
used.
Arnold Wilkes, WBAL-TV's public affairs
director, and Flo Ayres of the Naomi Duff
Smith Agency produced the series of film
sound spots, which have been sent to the
National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
for possible use on a national scale next
The finder of a $100 check hidden within
the city limits of Danville, Va., by WDVA
year.
executives will be a $25 contributor to the
local polio fund as well as the recipient of
$75 cash. Since WDVA officials hid the
check last month, station announcers have
broadcast daily clues as to its whereabouts.
Even though the city's police department
has joined in the search for the check, the
last word to B»T from WDVA was "so far —
luck." totalling $37,120 from its tri-state
no Pledges
area were received Jan. 18-19 by KSLA-TV
Shreveport, La., during a 17^ -hour telethon featuring entertainment by CBS-TV
comedian Dick Van Dyke.
Further south in Baton Rouge, La.,
WAFB-TV gathered over $18,000 in pledges
during a lOV^-hour telethon variety show
Jan. 26-27. Station staffers and local tv personalities participated.
Tn the Midwest, WNDU-AM TV South

ALL THE WAY
carrying.
John Turner of KRBB (TV) El Dorado
took some film of footage for his evening newscast. Ed Hall, manager of
KDMS El Dorado gave a noon report
from his air mobile unit while flying
over the location on Highway 7 between
Camden and El Dorado. The KELD
mobile unit, serving as the official mobile
headquarters, drove slowly beside Sheriff
Bishop as its red light blinked a warning
to approaching motorists.
"Thanks to radio, the step-by-step
progress of our walk was broadcast to
the people of the two counties," said
Sheriff Bishop. Both sheriffs were arrested by "opposing forces," jailed and
bonds had to be raised. The bonds
raised went for the campaign.
Sheriff
"Thecounty
necessaryBishop
funds were reported:
raised. My
raised nearly $8,500. Camden County
collected nearly $7,000.

Bend, Ind., staged a five-day effort for the
March of Dimes, culminating with a finale
program Jan. 31 for the "Mothers' March
Edward L. Doyle, the station's public affairs director, directed WNDU's public servon Polio."
ice campaign, which included Salk anti-polio
inoculations — on camera — of over 50 station
personnel; interviews of nine mothers from
as many nearby communities for three
successive days; presentation on a weekly
feature program of an iron lung, polio victims and nurse-therapists; appeals on news,
weather and sports shows by show talent,
and spot announcements throughout the
WLPO LaSalle, 111., collected nearly $1,period.
000
cash in two days with its special "Dough
for
Polio"
program. Theandbroadcast
Jan.with
27
featured entertainment
interviews
polio victims at the Kaskaskia Hotel.
The governors of three states — Missouri,
Iowa and Nebraska — literally tossed their
campaign hats
"sale ring"
in a cooperative effortinto
witha KFNF
Shenandoah,
Iowa, to promote the March of Dimes.
When KFNF's Art Sorenson invited Governors James P. Blair (Mo.), Hershel Loveless (la.) and Victor Anderson (Neb.) to
let him sell their campaign hats on his program, The Trading Post, to the highest bidder from each state, all three responded
pomptly with the hats and their photographs.
The hats and photos currently are on display in various leading area stores.
Throughout February, Mr. Sorenson is
accepting mail bids, which must be accompanied by a dime contribution or more to
the polio drive. Bids and qualifying donations should be addressed to "The Trading
Post," c/o KFNF, Shenandoah, la., he said.
KSDB-FM Manhattan, Kan., student
training station at Kansas State College,
joined KMAN Manhattan Jan. 12 to present
a four-hour simultaneous broadcast for the
March of Dimes. Remote crews originated
Broadcasting
Telecasting

They do things BIG in "America's 27th Metropolitan Market", served by
WTAR-TV, Norfolk, Virginia.
In Newport News (see map) was built U. S. S. "FORRESTAL", giant
Aircraft Carrier. Her flight deck would hold The "Queen Mary" and The
"Queen Elizabeth" simultaneously! Her engines turn up an estimated
200,000 H. P. and her basso-profundo whistle can be heard for 20 miles!
BUT

THAT

IS JUST

A WHISPER

compared

with

the "Voice" of WTAR-TV. This, the established
VHF Station for five bustling cities, operates with
maximum power and tower on far-reaching Channel 3.
POWERFUL,
DOMINANT
WTAR-TV
IS
THE ONLY
STATION
YOU
NEED
TO
REACH
POPULOUS TIDEWATER VIRGINIA.

J L
(Based on Measured Contour Map by Jansky & Bailey)
5 of Virginia's Busiest Cities are
within WTAR-TV's Grade-A Signal.
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CHANNEL 3, NORFOLK, VIRGINIA
Business Office and Studio — 720 Boush Street, Norfolk, Va.
Telephone: Madison 5-6711
REPRESENTATIVE: Edward Petry & Company, Inc.
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IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST
pickups from Randolph, Riley, Leonardville and Ogden (manned solely by students
of KSDB-FM) during the program, which
highlighted local talent and interviews from
each point.
Thirty RCA Victor recording artists entertained some 2,500 fans on the New WDGY
Dance Frolic show (WDGY Minneapolis-St.
Paul) Jan. 19 on behalf of the March of
Dimes. Such performers as Julius LaRosa,
Jack Leonard, Frankie Lester, Joe Valino,
Lurlean Hunter, Eddie Heywood, Lou
Monte, Ann Gilbert and others were on the
program. Earlier in the day the group made
personal appearances at hospitals, department stores and radio and tv stations.
Lansing, Mich., teenagers turned out 2,700

SPECIAL
RADIO

AND

strong for WILS' second annual "Teens
Against Polio" dance held Jan. 26 at the
Lansing Civic Center. Paying an admission
charge of $.50 apiece, the youngsters
danced to recorded music presented by
three disc jockeys of WILS Lansing.
A total of $3,648 was netted from the
dance and a contest held in seven Lansing
schools for the highest per capita polio donations. A winner was selected from each of
the schools. Prior to the dance WILS also
held its yearly "Disc for Dimes" program for
a 22-hour stretch, and Lansing listeners
pledged $1,142 for their recorded requests.
Western Texans got into the act too, with
an 18-hour tv show for the polio drive presented by KILT (TV) El Paso in the city's
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CLASSICAL
12" long play records
from new releases
60 during the next 12 mos
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/est 25 St., New York,
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made atavailable
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the specialto
price of only $1 per record.
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(am not) inBroaden your library in the fol- 12" at $50. Iteresam
ted in receiving operlowing categories:
atic recordings.
Classical -Jc Semi Classical ir Popular
Q 30 12" popular recordings
Instrumental -fa Mood
at $25. (Mantovani, Stanley
Background if Light Classical ir Vocal
Black, Ted Heath, Robert
Farnon, Frank Chacksfield, tic.)
Minimum order is 25 records — you
may choose any 25 records from the
London catalog which includes such
Name.
world renowned classical artists as:
Ansermet, Del Monaco, Tebaldi, CurStation.
zon, Backhaus, Siepi, and such great
popular performers as: Mantovani,
Frank Chocksfield, Ted Heath, Robert
Position.
Farnon and Stanley Black.
Send today for our complete
Address.
numerical catalog.
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Broadcast Promotion
New York
I am interested in your special
catalog offer. On receipt of your
catalog I will forward my order
for 25 or more of your records -at
$1 ea. postpaid.
□
Enclosed is station check.

15,000-seat coliseum. Area residents crowded
the coliseum to see the first remote telecast
in El Paso's history as professional entertainers from throughout the Southwest performed. More than $10,000 was pledged to
the '57 campaign during the telethon.
It took 8 1 Vi hours' broadcasting by
George G. (Buck) Buchanan of KDON
Salinas, Calif., to get out of Monterey
County jail for "committing morning mayhem," but area fans went his $1,500 bail to
the tune of $700 cash and $1,300 in pledges
for the March of Dimes.
Monterey County sheriff's deputies "arrested" Mr. Buchanan Jan. 9, clapped him in
a cell till his bail was paid by Salinas citizens.
The disc jockey made his appeals directly
from the jail.
Outpacing her two compatriots in a
broadcast marathon over KUDU Ventura,
Calif., for the March of Dimes, Jerry
Loomis, 21 -year-old station staffer from
Ventura, attained what is believed to be a
new women's broadcast record with an onthe-air total of 89 hours, six minutes.
Miss Loomis outlasted 21 -year-old Shirley Spencer of Oxnard, who quit after 88
hours, 15 minutes, and Marilyn Martell of
Santa Paula who fell asleep after 65 hours.
Miss Loomis was broadcasting from Ventura, Miss Spencer from Oxnard and Miss
Martell from Santa Paula.
Co-sponsored by KUDU and the East
Ventura Lions Club, the trio's marathon
brought in more than $3,000 in contributions
and pledges to the drive. The marathon began at 1 p.m. Jan. 23 and ended at 6:06 a.m.
Jan. 27, and the young women alternated
in auctioning donated goods, playing musical
requests and accepting contributions.
Discs Offered for Dimes
"Discs for Dimes" — a polio drive fund
project — was the outgrowth of a spur-ofthe-moment gag by disc jockey Del Moore
of KLAC Los Angeles, who began by offering to sell a record he had just played to
the first motorist arriving at the station
studios with a dime.
Eleven motorists answer his first appeal,
and Mr. Moore's brainstorm later was climaxed with a 3 Vi -hour record sale Jan. 31
on his regular show, broadcast for the occasion from the Mark C. Bloom service station
on Sunset Blvd.
At his special platter-selling show, recording artists signed autographs, gals from the
L. A. March of Dimes office directed traffic
and KLAC's other disc jockeys assisted Mr.
Moore with the sales. Donations ranged
from a dime up, and for those motorists
spending a dollar for a record, the Bloom
charge.
service station washed their cars free of
Up in San Francisco a parakeet's word
power added $50 to the '57 polio drive.
Niki, a parakeet owned by Miss Margarette
Chase, secretary-treasurer of Borchers Bros.,
spoke
the mistress
required was
call awarded
letters "KOBY-1550"
and her
$50 by the
San Francisco station in its contest to test
the speaking ability of such birds in the area.
Niki, named after Vice President Richard
Nixon, took only three days to learn the station's call letters, according to Miss Chase.
KNX Los Angeles, CBS' Columbia PaBroadcasting
• Telecasting
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Talking Sports to sports - minded men and women is a quick
channel of communication to take for finding a receptive,
interested audience.
And Channel 4 - Buffalo is the station to take you to most of the
sports-minded, most often ! For WBEN-TV features sports in its
local programming, reports sports — accurately and completely —
in its twice daily sportcasts, and presents CBS Network Sports
events to Western New York's largest audience.
If making quick and easy sales is foremost in mind, consider the
sports-minded that consistently favor viewing on WBEN-TV! It's
a big audience ... in a big market ! Write or call today for details
and availabilities.
Represented Nationally by HARRINGTON,

RIGHTER A PARSONS,

INC.

-TV
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IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST
PIONEERING
OUTER SPACE CAN WAIT!
by

Harold F.
Walker

Let's pioneer Outer Space, later! At the
moment, let's whoosh to the South — with a
sales thrust, powerful as the impact of a
rocket take-off. Destination: WDIA, Memphis, where a market bonanza is waiting
exploration — a Negro market that's Tangible, Tenable, Timely!
Tangible
The Memphis Negro market is tangible.
This sales area has one of the nation's
highest percentages of colored population,
one of the heaviest concentrations of Negro income. Approximately 43% of Memphis residents are colored with a per
capita income of $28.79 for every $100 of
white income; while that of Chicago is
$7.89, and New York, only $6.59.
What's more, Memphis Negroes spend
80% of that high bracket income on commodities— for example, more than 60% of
all flour purchased in this section; more
than 50% of deodorants and hosiery.
Tenable
The market is, also, tenable. Since its
inception, in 1948, as an exclusive Negro
radio station. WDIA has recorded for its
advertisers a marked and sustained advance, evidenced by its gross dollar volume
increase of 600%! Low readership makes
newspaper advertising an ineffectvie medium— low percentage TV ownership limits tangibility. The only 50,000 watt station in Memphis, WDIA dominates commercial contact with sales responsive consumers. Convincing statistics on the sales
power of programs, serviced by WDIA,
appear on the progress charts of clients,
like:
Camel Cigarettes . . . Budweiser
. . . Folger Coffee . . . Sal Hepatica
. . . Tide . . .Timely
and Bayer Aspirin.
Now is the time to explore the feasibility of a promotional program for your
products. Recognizing the financial factor
of the Negro wage earners, in the rapidly
expanding economy of the South, you may
participate in the development, securing
priority advantages to sell and establish
your brand. Drop us your name, on your
letterhead, that we may send you a factual
prospectus. Request too, your bound copy
of, "The Story of WDIA!"
WDIA is represented nationally by John
E. Pearson Company.

HAROLD F. WALKER, Commercial Manager
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cific Radio network station, was awarded a
plaque from Joe S. Kievet, March of Dimes
campaign director, for its assistance in last
year's polio drive. In the '57 campaign, a
daily March of Dimes contest, with prizes
awarded to listeners each afternoon, was
conducted on the station's Matinee program.
Ten thousand votes — at $.10 a ballot —
cast by citizens of Great Falls, Mont., netted
$1,000 for this year's March of Dimes campaign in a week-long popularity contest between five favorite singers sponsored by
KFBB-TV Great Falls.
Donating part of its Open House disc
show to the polio drive, KFBB-TV disc
jockeys played records by Elvis Presley, Pat
Boone, Frank Sinatra, Fats Domino and
Guy Mitchell, and listeners donated $.10 for
each vote cast.
KOMO-TV Seattle, Wash., presented 10
half-hour live color shows to raise money
for the March of Dimes in Seattle and Western Washington. Many of the station's Spotlight programs last month were devoted
to fund raising for the polio drive. Amateur
talent from Western Washington was featured on the programs, with auditions held
in Everett, Aberdeen, Tacoma and Seattle.
Up in the Maple Leaf country, Art Laing,
weatherman for CKLW-TV Windsor, Ont.,
Canada, last month solicited contributions
to the Canadian and American March of
Dimes drives on his show, The Weathervane (seven days a week), and collected over
$500 from citizens in Southwestern Ontario
and parts of Michigan.
The contributions flowed in in dimes, and
the City of Windsor helped Mr. Laing with
his monetary problems by lending him the
city's coin wrapping equipment used for
counting
and wrapping parking meter
monies.
Newscast Reunites Family
A MOTHER and daughter, separated for
42 years, will soon be reunited through a
newscast on KOOL-TV Phoenix, Ariz. The
daughter, who lived in Indiana but thought
that her mother was in Arizona, requested
the station's help. A newscast brought several leads, and one brought the two women
in contact again.
Films Brotherhood Jingles Filmed
WNAC-TV Boston produced three film spots
for national Brotherhood Week. The spots
are animated jingles, aimed at youngsters,
and 360 prints were shown across the country. Words and music for the spots were
written and sung by Frank Luther, WNACTV public affairs director. The station has
been congratulated for its work by the National Conference of Christians and Jews,
Inc., which ordered the spots.
KONO-TV Reunites Family
A SERVICEMAN, his wife, and a young
son he had never seen were reunited through
the efforts of KONO-TV San Antonio, Tex.
The serviceman, who had lost his family's
new address, returned home on leave from
Korea. Police were unable to locate the
family. KONO-TV carried a film story on
an evening news show, and 10 minutes
later a phone call brought the family together.

AID FOR FARM

YOUTH

WTIC Hartford, Conn, is beginning
its 10th year of a partnership project
with youngnecticutlivestock
in Conand western farmers
Massachusetts.
The station's Farm Youth Progam during the years has loaned $68,505 for
the purchase of 435 purebred heifer
calves. These have been raised by 354
boys and girls, each of whom became
a partner of the station during the
time the loan was outstanding. Three
young men were awarded out-of-town
trips last year for outstanding work in
the program.
Clipping Service Expands
KRCA (TV) Los Angeles' Operation Haircut
is expanding. Started last June to give free
haircuts to the Boys Club of Hollywood,
KRCA has built two special barber chairs
for the children, and now also will serve the
Los Angeles Orphanage Home. The station
has two barbers in attendance twice a month
to provide the clipping service.
Staff Efforts Aid Flood Victims
MRS. GLADYS HUBBARD, of WWKY
Winchester-Mt. Sterling, Ky., personally
raised $2500 for flood relief in eastern Kentucky— and within 48 hours bought needed
supplies and traveled 750 miles distributing
items in afflicted communities. Station personnel raised another $ 1 000, and the studios
served as clearing houses for community
drives for flood relief.
WOV Makes 'Record' Donation
THE Salvation Army was able to offer some
of the best buys in popular records in New
York, thanks to a gift of 40,000 records
from the library of WOV New York. The
station also donated a schedule of free announcements promoting the sales; all proceeds benefited the Salvation Army.
Pennies Total Up for CARE
"PENNIES in a stream," as the song goes,
flooded KDKA Pittsburgh as a result of the
week-long, round-the-clock campaign for
CARE's Hungarian relief program. Donations totaled 150,000 pennies at the end
of the week.
Library Gets WDRC Albums
WDRC Hartford, Conn., has contributed 55
albums of classical records to the Hartford
Public Library. Many other albums have
been given to state institutions.
Boy Scouts Tour WCBS-TV
IN connection with Community Leadership
Day, WCBS-TV New York invited two local
Boy Scouts to be its day-long guests and to
tour the studios so that they could get an
inside look
at the daily operations of a television station.
Scouts Get Tv Remote Bus
IN observance of National Boy Scout Week,
WAPI-WAFM-WABT (TV) Birmingham,
Ala. presented a local scout troop with a
40 passenger bus which was formerly used
for remote telecasts.
Telecasting
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LESS than four months after the beginning
of commercial television in Australia, the
outlook is optimistic for a successful industry
there although there are several obstacles
to be overcome.
This commentary was offered to B*T
last week by Charles Michelson, president
of Charles Michelson Inc., New York, U. S.
representative for TCN-TV Sydney (ch. 9)
and H-SV-TV Melbourne (ch. 7) during a
progress report on commercial television
there. Mr. Michelson cited Australia's policy
of blocked currency and the comparatively
high price of receivers (average of $500) as
two of the bleak spots in an otherwise bright

tralian affiliates who currently are sponsoring programs on the stations he represents,
Mr. Michelson revealed, are the Coca Cola
Bottlers, Kellogg Co., Chesebrough-Ponds,
Sunbeam Corp., Lever Bros., Max Factor &
Co., General Motors and W. A. Sheaffer
Pen Co.
The current thinking in Australia is that
there will be no additional commercial tv
stations for the next three years, according
to Mr. Michelson. It is hoped that by that
time there will be a sufficient number of sets
and a growing acceptance of the medium
by the public and the advertiser to warrant
the establishment of other outlets.

picture.
As of Jan. 1, 1957, according to Mr.
Michelson, there were about 25,000 receivers
in Australia, located in Sydney and Melbourne, which are the only two cities offering
television service. Research by stations and
set manufacturers indicate that each set has
between six and ten viewers. Mr. Michelson

CBC

as

the
i

(shadowed

^ market

/

^5

MONEY

reported that as tv begins to "catch fire" and
the price of sets is gradually lowered, the
number of sets sold is expected to approximate 100,000 a year and attain the 500,000
mark by 1963. Set owners, he said, also are
required to pay a $10 license fee to the
government.
In addition to TCN-TV, owned by Television Corp. Ltd. and H-SV-TV, owned by
the Herald-Sun Television Ltd., Mr. Michelson said, there are two other commercial
outlets in Australia, ATN-TV Sydney and
GTV-TV Melbourne. In addition, there are
government-owned, noncommercial stations
in Melbourne and Sydney.

Adler's Translator, type -approved
by FCC, repeats the mother station's
signal on UHF. It operates automatically by remote control — delivers
bright, uninterrupted performance
with versatile Adler Unitized Antennas. To serve your unserved
market — the one within your pattern but shadowed by terrain, install low -cost TV Translators and
achieve full coverage.
ADLER
ELECTRONICS'
UST-10 TV
TRANSLATOR.
RATED OUTPUT:
TEN WATTS
4^ * " '
WRITE NOW FOR COMPLETE DATA

ADLER ELECTRONICS
NEW ROCHELLE, N. V.
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Expansion Later This Year
The commercial stations operate only in
the evening, Mr. Michelson said, remaining
on the air about IVi hour per day on weekdays and about four hours on Saturday and
Sunday. It is expected that by May 1, the
stations will be programming about four
hours each day.
Mr. Michelson, who has been operating
his company for 23 years, primarily as a
distributor of transcribed radio programs and
sound effects, serves the Australian tv stations as a film buyer, equipment buyer and
liaison with advertising agencies purchasing
time and programs for clients on the outlets. He estimates that 70% of the programming currently on Australian commercial
stations is American-produced.
It is in purchasing U. S. -produced tv
programs that the difficulty arises because
of the Australian government's policy of
blocked currency under which Australian
pounds are not permitted to leave the country, according to Mr. Michelson. At the outset of commercial television, he said, the
government permitted a certain sum to be
spent outside the country by the station
only for program and equipment procurement. He is "hopeful" that some arrangement can be made to permit "a steady flow"
of U. S. programs to Australia.
Among the U. S. companies with Aus-

OBSTACLES

to Hear

Requests

For Radio, Tv Stations
APPLICATIONS for three new radio and
one new television stations, as well as power
changes, will be heard at the March 15
meeting of the board of governors of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., in the Canadian Senate at Ottawa.
A radio station is being requested for
Kitimat, B. C, site of what will be the
world's largest aluminum smelter, 400 miles
north of Vancouver. In 1950 the area was
still virgin wilderness with only one small
Indian village. Now close to 10,000 people
are living in the area and the townsite for
a population of 50,000 is being built. International Radio and Television Corp. Ltd.,
is applying for a 1 kw station on 1140 kc.
At Huntsville, Ont., 160 miles north of
Toronto, Lloyd Olan is asking for a station
license on 1340 kc with 250 w power. At
Melfort, Sask., a license is being requested
by Melfort Broadcasting Co. Ltd., for 250
w on 1240 kc.
First Canadian application for a television station with satellites is being requested
by Okanagan Valley Television Ltd., at
Kelowna, B. C. Financially pooled are resources of CKOV Kelowna, CKOK Penticton, B. C, and CJIB Vernon, B. C. Main
transmitter is to be at Kelowna, on ch. 2,
with 3.7 kw video and 1.65 kw audio, and
antenna 98 ft. high. A satellite is to be
located at Penticton on ch. 13, with 300 w
video and 160 w audio, and directional antenna at 108 ft. A second satellite is to be at
Vernon, on ch. 7 with 310 w video, 155 w
audio and directional antenna at 112 ft.
height.
CKVL-FM Verdun, Que., is requesting
permission to program separately from
CKVL (AM) between 6 p.m. and midnight
on a bilingual basis. CKVL-FM now broadcasts programs of the am station.
CKSO-TV Sudbury, Ont., first privatelyowned Canadian television station to go on
the air (in 1953) is asking for permission
to increase power from 1.74 kw video to 30
kw video and from 870 w audio to 16 kw
audio, on ch. 5. Station will change its antenna from 276 ft. above average terrain
to a directional antenna 284 ft. high.
CKPR Fort William, Ont., is requesting
power increase from 1 kw on 580 kc to 5
Broadcasting
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NEIGHBORHOOD
In Port Huron let WHLS the community-minded station — featuring 4
full time newsmen — deliver your
message between newsbreaks.

kw on the same frequency. CKOT Tillsoburg, Ont., daytime station, wants to increase its power from 250 w to 1 kw on
1510 kc. CHRC Quebec, Que., is requesting
an increase in power from 5 kw to 10 kw
on 800 kc. CHEX Peterborough, Ont., is
applying for an increase from 1 kw on 1430
kc to 5 kw on 980 kc.
A transfer of control is being asked by
CHCT-TV Calgary, Alta., from Calgary
Television Ltd., to Fred Shaw. Present operating company includes financial interests
of the three Calgary radio stations — CFAC,
CFCN and CKXL. Fred Shaw is president
and managing director of CKXL.
Share transfers are being requested by a
number of stations, including CKLW-AMTV Windsor-Detroit, where the request is
for transfer of 100 common shares.

WHLS
Where local "know-how" delivers the local touch.
PORT HURON, MICHIGAN
Represented Nationally by GM-Pama
For Detroit — Michigan Spot Soles

Canadian

Tv Set Sales Decrease

But Radio Sales Rise During '56
FEWER television receivers but more radio
receivers were sold in Canada in 1956 than
in 1955, according to a report of the RadioElectronics-Television Manufacturers Assn.
of Canada.
A total of 612,871 tv receivers were sold
in Canada in 1956, compared to 776,536
in 1955. Most of the sets sold were in 21inch screen class. Geographically the four
Atlantic coast provinces accounted for 51,742 sets; Quebec for 170,819 sets, with
114,082 sold in the Montreal area alone;
Ontario for 229,944, with 90,126 in the
Toronto metropolitan area; the three prairie
provinces for 112,009, and British Columbia for 48,357 sets.
A total of 577,205 radio receivers were
sold in 1956 compared with 523,066 in
1955. Of the total, 358,426 receivers were
for home use, 43,380 were portables, 130,435 were automobile sets, and 44,964 were
combinations with phonographs.
THERE'S ONLY ONE. LEADER...

Detailed Audience

KMLF-TV4 MONTANA
THt CONTINENTAL DIVIDE STATION . BUTTE

In Survey by Canada's BBM
FIRST time-period audience survey of the
Bureau of Broadcast Measurement, Toronto,
Ont., gives more detailed audience data
than has hitherto been available in Canada,
according to Clyde MacDonald, BBM director. Recently published, the new audience
rating system covers 144 areas throughout
Canada by half-hour periods from 6 a.m.
to midnight and provides both urban and
rural coverage. A firm estimate of out-ofhome tuning is also contained in the report.
BBM now has 131 radio stations, 27 television stations and 100 advertisers and advertising agencies as members. The Canadian Broadcasting Corp., operating 20 radio
and eight television stations, dropped out of
BBM last year.
Mr. MacDonald also announced a second
survey, to cover at least 155 areas in Canada.
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Audience Measurement Group
Formed by Canadian Foundation
A BROADCAST audience measurement
committee has been formed by the Canadian
Advertising Research Foundation of the
Assn. of Canadian Advertisers. This com-

mittee, headed by Robin Merry, Lever
Brothers Ltd., Toronto, Ont., is sending a
questionnaire on all phases of broadcast
measurement requirements to advertisers,
agencies, Canadian Broadcasting Corp. officials, and private radio and television station officials. Findings will be put in composite form to give a picture of requirements
throughout the industry.
A list of specifications will be drawn up
from the committee's findings which will be
made available to research organizations
intending to establish broadcast measurement systems in Canada.
Broadcasting personnel on the committee
include Dennis Whittaker, CHML Hamilton, Ont., and Rae Lewis and Dr. Joe Patton, both of CBC, Toronto.
Tv Set Total in West Germany
Increases 140%, Nears 700,000
THE NUMBER of registered, licensed television sets in West Germany and West
Berlin increased by 140% in 1956, with
the total now close to the 700,000 mark.
Tv set total is expected to double by the end
of 1957, officials report.
These figures, however, do not include
an estimated 200,000 sets which are operated
illegally — that is, without a license.
Bavarian Radio and Radio Free Berlin
presently are the only two organizations
having commercial segments in their otherwise non-commercial schedules. Bavarian
Radio reported a total of 55,731 registered
tv sets January 1, 1957, within its assigned
coverage area, and Radio Free Berlin cited
29,805 sets at the start of the year.
Both South West German Radio and
South German Radio are contemplating
introduction of commercial tv, which would
add another 91,604 sets to the total commercial circulation in West Germany.
INTERNATIONAL PEOPLE
Peter N. Harricks, radio time sales division
of All-Canada Radio Facilities Ltd., Toronto, Ont., to manager of broadcast services
division.
Wilf Garnham to sales representative of
TelePrompTer of Canada Ltd., Toronto,
Ont.
Jhr W. Van Andringa De Kempenaer, president of Netherlands Adv. Assn. and managing director of Joh. Enschede en Zonen
Grafische Inrichting N.V. of Haarlem, Holland, will discuss various phases of advertising in Holland today (Monday) in talk
before Intl. Advertising Assn. at Hotel
Roosevelt in New York.
Dick MacDougal, 41, one of Canada's leading radio and tv personalities, died of heart
ailment at Toronto, Ont., on Feb. 14, after a
month's illness.
INTERNATIONAL

SHORTS

Security Storage Co., Edmonton, Alta.,
signed to sponsor Tv Reader's Digest in
Canada over CBWT (TV) Winnipeg, CHCTTV Calgary, CKCK-TV and CBUT (TV)
Vancouver, raising total markets on series to
40.
couver.Agency: James Lovick & Co., VanBroadcasting

Telecasting

Lindsey G. Riddle, Chief Engineer,
WDSU-TV, New Orleans

"WDSU-TV

both

relies

for

on

G-E
and

studio

"From earliest times, New
Orleans has insisted on the
best in entertainment. General Electric camera tubes
help us hold to this tradition
by giving viewers clear, sharp
TV pictures, whether they
originate in our studios or at remote locations served
by WDSU-TV's

mobile unit.

remote

quality,

work!"

. . . any claims or adjustments are handled fairly
and with a minimum of paperwork and delay.
"Packaged for safe handling and compact storage,
G-E camera tubes have proved to be a sound inventory investment for WDSU-TV, as well as a help to
us in maintaining high picture standards. Our experience has been favorable in every way."
*
*
*
Your General Electric tube distributor offers you the

"Besides the quality performance of G-E camera
tubes, we like the prompt service and all-around cooperation we get from local General Electric distribution. Fast tube deliveries are made to our door

Tbogress Is Our Most

GENERAL

camera-tube

same advantages of top camera-tube performance . . .
fast delivery . . . close, friendly cooperation. Phone
him today! General Electric Company, Electronic
Components Division, Schenectady 5, New York.

Important

(HI)

Product

ELECTRIC

Right

from

the

To make sure you say what you
mean . . . mean what you say!—
put your message on film . . . check
and recheck it with real live audiences before it's finally aired. Then
there'll be no "fluffs"-no fault to
find with what's said and done.
Be sure to FILM IN COLOR

horse's
Furthermore, you schedule to best
advantage, save time and money
— when you use EASTMAN FILM.
For complete information write to:
Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y.
. . . you'll be glad you did

PROGRAM SERVICES
NCAA

RELEASES

TV

A BROADER plan for national-regional
football telecasts this fall was distributed to
the National Collegiate Athletic Assn. membership last Monday.
The plan, — based on recommendations of
its 1957 Television Committee — is basically
similar to last year's program except for
provisions designed to meet requests of the
Big Ten and other conferences or more sectional tv exposure in their respective areas
[B*T, Feb. 11].
Major variations call for setting aside (1)
nine national and four regional television
dates; (2) two national telecasts for split network coverage of two games, and (3) at
least one nationally-televised game from
each of NCAA's eight districts.
Concession to state legislative pressures
is made in the 1957 plan by permitting "the
home college's institutionally-owned educational television station" to carry any "sellout" game "provided it operates entirely on
a non-commercial basis."
As anticipated earlier, the Big Ten describes the plan as "definitely an improvement" over the 1956 blueprint because it
offers the "potential" of more games (as
many as seven) featuring Big Ten schools
and U. of Notre Dame on telecasts coming
into Dist. 4 from an outside area.
The plan, however, is not regarded by the
Western Conference as "totally acceptable"
at this time. It was to be presented to the
Big Ten's tv committee and conference
at meetings late this past week, according to
William Reed, assistant commissioner.
In the absence of more actual regional
playing dates — and its own "three appearance, one-rule" plan, giving schools more
autonomy on selection of appearances — the
conference has favored an arrangement
whereby either a Big Ten or Notre Dame
game would be made available on tv in the
midwest area each week during the NCAA
13-week season.
Vote Deadline This Week

mouth

!

Under the 1957 plan — on which NCAA
member schools will vote in referendum by
midnight Feb. 28 — the balance of national
and regional telecasts is changed from the
eight-and-five arrangement of last year. Individual member schools may appear once each
on national and regional tv ,dates, or twice

East Coast Division
342 Madison Ave.
New York 1 7, N. Y.
Midwest Division
1 30 East Randolph Drive
Chicago 1 , III.
West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.

regionally — with "certain exceptions" to
meet "special situations."
Five of the nine national tv dates are
specified in the present plan, with four additional Saturdays to be chosen by the sponsors) within a fortnight after the NCAA Tv
Committee awards the national rights.
Group will hear sponsor bids early in March,
it was indicated. Advertisers also will select
two dates for split network coverage of two

or W. J. GERMAN, Inc.
Agents for the sale and
■ distribution of Eastman
Professional Motion Picture Films,
Fort Lee, N. J.; Chicago, III.;
Hollywood, Calif.

games.
Five dates already selected are Sept. 21,
Oct. 5, Nov. 28 (Thanksgiving Day), Nov.
30 and Dec. 7. Member colleges will be
permitted to make their own arrangements
for regional tv appearances on the four
Saturday dates set aside for intra-district

FOOTBALL

PLAN

telecasting — subject to the usual two-appearance rule — once national arrangements are
consummated.
Coverage by state-supported educational
tv stations represents a new twist to this
year's program, obviously in deference to
pressures from the Indiana and Ohio legislatures, which are studying bills to force
telecasts of U. of Indiana, Purdue and Ohio
State [B«T, Jan. 28].
Thus, — within the Big Ten periphery — it
would be possible for WOSU-TV Columbus,
WILL-TV Urbana-Champaign, WKAR-TV
East Lansing, and other educational outlets
to televise "sellout" contests, respectively,
of Ohio State, U. of Illinois, Michigan State
U. and other schools. (Purdue is not a state
university.) On the other hand, WOI-TV
Ames presumably would be deprived of
such privileges for Iowa State College (nonBig Ten member) games because it operates on a commercial basis.
East-West Tv Network Names
Nine New Associate Offices
EAST-WEST Tv Network, Toledo, Ohio,
independent supplier of closed-circuit projection equipment, has announced appointment of nine associate offices in as many
cities.
New offices are Trident Films Inc., New
York; Professional Electronic Products Inc.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.; Robert F. Blair, Cleveland;
Mike Bowdon, Cincinnati, Ohio; James F.
Mulqueeny, Chicago; Northwest Sound
Service Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.; Ivo Distributors, Los Angeles; Commercial Electronics Inc., Dallas, and Mutual Electronic
Supply Inc., Seattle, Wash., and Portland,
Ore.
During past year, East-West has furnished
equipment to Sheraton Closed Circuit Television for such accounts as BBDO, Packard,
Dodge, Swift's and Armour, and has serviced
Bruce B. Brewer agency, Visual Electronics
of New York City and others, plus individual
hotels.
PROGRAM

SERVICE PEOPLE

William J. Lochen, department manager,
A. C. Nielsen Co., to vice president in charge
of Chicago production departments for
firm's food-drug division.
James W. Ryan, United Press, Boston,
named manager of new UP bureau in Springfield, Mass.
John McAIpine, supervisor of CopyrightLicense Dept., Capitol Records Inc., Hollywood, named royalty-license supervisor,
succeeding Roland Fribourghouse.
George Avakian, eastern director of popular
albums, Columbia Records Inc., subsidiary
of CBS Inc., appointed head of popular
album department.
PROGRAM

SERVICE SHORTS

Capitol Records Distributing Corp., Hollywood, has opened branch in Baltimore.
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LAUNCHING of a three-year spot saturation campaign for American Airlines on
KNX Los Angeles was the occasion for a luncheon attended by (1 to r) Fulton Wilkins, KNX eastern sales representative; Jules Dundes, CBS Radio vice president in
charge of station administration; C. L. Smith, vice president of Lennen & Newell,
agency for American Airlines, and Gordon F. Hayes, general manager of CBS fill
Radio
Spot Sales, national spot representative for KNX.
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A 52-WEEK contract for a heavy
schedule of announcements on WTRFTV Wheeling, W. Va., is signed by
Si? Don West, manager of the Sears Roebuck & Co. store in that city. The con■if.
I
tract was the result of a recent warehouse sale by the store, which had
1
I contracted for promotion of the event
on an exclusive basis with the tv sta(
tion. With Mr. West are Dave De
1

i

Prospero (1) WTRF-TV account executive, and H. Needham Smith, the

1

station's sales manager.

i

I
I
I
I
i
a

NEGOTIATONS for half-sponsorship
of 18 Indianapolis Indians baseball
telecasts on WTTV (TV), that city,
have been completed for George Wiedemann Brewing Co., through TathamLaird Inc., Chicago. Signing pact is
Donald Grasse, agency broadcast media manager, in the presence of (1 to r)
Norma Cissna, The Meeker Co., representative; Frank Willis, WTTV national sales manager, and Keith Wilson, merchandising director of the
Indianapolis station.

m

ESTABLISHING co-sponsorship of the
Paul Coates Confidential File show
over KTTV (TV) Los Angeles every
Sunday at 9 p.m. are officials of the
station and of the Plymouth Dealers of
Southern California, the new co-sponsor. L to r: Ray Vane, president of
the dealers' association; Richard
Moore, KTTV president; Mr. Coates,
and Lloyd Gregg, chairman of the association's advertising committee. The
Coates show is one of two KTTV buys
by the Plymouth Dealers, whose
agency is Stromberger, LaVene, McKenzie. Mr. District Attorney, on ch.
1 1 (Sat., 9 p.m.) is co-sponsored.

A CONTRACT for area news coverage
on WGEM-TV Quincy, 111., by HillDodge Bank of Warsaw, Ind., is
signed by Cy Phillips, bank president.
The 26-week pact is for the Flying
Reporter regional series. Present at
the signing of the agreement are (1 to r)
Big Jim Smith, "Flying Reporter"; Ben
Stewart, WGEM-TV commercial manager and Joe Bonansinga, WGEM-TV
general manager.

MARKING the initiation of a 52-week
Weatherman schedule sponsored by
the Atlantic Refining Co. over WBOCTV Salisbury, Md., was a reception
attended by Atlantic and station officials at WBOC-TV studios. The Salisbury station is the 20th one to air
the five-a-week, five minute Weatherman schedule. Among the nearly 50
dealers and representatives of the sponsor and the agency at the reception
were (1 to r) Dawes Walter, Atlantic's
advertising department; Charles J.
Truitt, station general manager; weatherman Larry Lambeth; R. S. Zinn,
Atlantic's district sales manager, and
T. J. Donohue, N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.

I
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ThisDivision
75 ton ingasoline
splitter"It was
ConsolidatedTheWestern
San Francisco.
was somade
huge bythatU.it S.
had Steel's
to be
shipped
on
a
sea-going
barge
through
an
old
slough
(tidal
creek)
that
hadn't
been
used
for
50 years and was specially dredged out for the journey.
12-Ton Stainless Steel Propeller.
A typical Great Lakes ore boat will develop about 4,000 horsepower. But
newer models turn out 7,000 hp., and
need stronger propellers to harness this
extra energy. These blades were made
from Stainless Steel: it casts easily,
resists fatigue, and is easy to weld.

The
rod" was
pulledMysterious
from an oil Bends.
well in This
which"sucker
the casing
had
collapsed. This 14-foot sucker rod had been
twisted
18-inch
didn't
or
even into
crack!an The
rod pretzel,
was madeyetbyit the
Oil break
Well
Supply Division of U. S. Steel.

UNITED
AMERICAN BRIDGE . AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE and CYCLONE FENCE . . COLUMBIA-GENEVA STEEL
CONSOLIDATED WESTERN STEEL . . GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING . . NATIONAL TUBE . . OIL WELL SUPPLY
TENNESSEE COAL & IRON . . UNITED STATES STEEL HOMES . . UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS
UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY. . Divisions of UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION. PITTSBURGH
UNION SUPPLY COMPANY • UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY • UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY
SEE THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR. It's a full-hour TV program presented every other
Wednesday evening by United States Steel. Consult your local newspaper for time and station.
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likely, but that's

about

THE OPINIONS in the article that follows
are those of the author, Selig Jacob Seligman, and do not necessarily reflect those of
this magazine. In fact, B»T has no knowledge that Mr. Seligman himself is making
book on the predictions he details below.
Be that as it may, the editors find it a fascinating— // fantastic — account of what electronics may do to the future of man.
This is a condensed text of a speech Mr.
Seligman, general manager of KABC-TV
Los Angeles, made to the Los Angeles Advertising Club last Tuesday.
BY 1984 we shall have solved every problem
concerning size, weight, dimension, adaptability and mechanics, of our television devices.
The television picture will have true definition and dimension, with perfect color
and no limitation as to size.
Our screens will be full wall size, curved
for 3D, completely portable. We will have
numerous smaller screens for specialized
services, indoors and outdoors, special reading screens, wrist watch or pocket size personalized intimate screens.
Sound systems will be stereophonic with
hi-fidelity and directional audio.
The television camera as we know it today will be largely obsolete. It will contain
no tubes nor even transistors, but will operate with types of radiations that will not be
visible to the naked eye. We will have developed atelevision camera that will be able
to take clearly defined pictures in pitch
blackness, thus eliminating all problems of
lighting. Theatrical or dramatic lighting will
be accomplished by remote controls in our
studios and superimposed electronically
over the subject rather than actually being
a part of the subject while it is photographed. The size of the tv camera should
be no larger than a box of cigarettes and
should weigh less than a pound.
The transmission of television signals over
the entire surface of the world will have been
fully accomplished. The existing microwave
link will be obsolete. Information will be
relayed all over the surface of the earth by
bouncing tv signals off a succession of satellites, man-made, which would then be circulating the earth at regularly spaced intervals, linking the entire world in a communication network through television.
The bandwidth of existing television will
be greatly increased by operation in new
frequency ranges now being explored. Television stages will be manned primarily by
cameras that are automatically moved into
various positions by remote automation controls. These controls can either be completely
pre-set or will respond to voice commands.
There should be virtually 100% coverage of the entire civilized world with television receivers. These receivers will also
link interchangeably with telephone devices
and with various automation and computer
Page 116
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devices. They will contain simple controls
which will adapt them to flexible and interchangeable uses.
All telephones will be capable of linking
into various of the screens we possess so
that private persons may see each other
when they telephone if they so chose.
Tape recording devices will be available
which will allow us to record any television
program at any time for immediate playback.
Instead of a baby-sitter, you will be able
to train a television camera on the baby
you leave at home, visit a friend and on their
television monitoring screen observe the
child and hear every sound it makes no
matter where you are.
The conventional motion picture camera
will be obsolete. Pictures for home use will
be electronically recorded on tape and capable of immediate projection through the
television screen system.
Connected with the various tapes and
recording devices will be printing devices
so that in addition to mechanisms permitting
playback, any particular item which can be

FORECASTER SELIGMAN
A WORLD WIRED FOR SIGHT AND SOUND
electronically transmitted would also be
capable of immediate recording on paper.
These transmitting and recording devices
would have their impact on the publishing
industries, on books, magazines and newspapers. Thus it is possible that future books
would be published and distributed as follows: If you want a book you would make
arrangements through some central billing
organization to pay whatever fee is involved
in the purchase of the book. This would
result in the transmission of a special signal
which would allow you to tape record the
book on highspeed recorders in a matter of
seconds.
Thus the delivery of the morning newspapers would be accomplished in virtually

SEX?

KABC-TV's

Seligman

the same manner with highspeed tape recording and leisurely playback by the reader.
At the present time we estimate there are
more television sets in use in the world than
there were people at the time of Christ.
Since we will have interconnected world
television in 1984, we estimate that the number of individual homes a program could
conceivably reach might be around 5-600
million. Of course each home would have
many screening devices so that the number
of sets in use would approach 2 billion.
Average cost for programming an international network half hour could approach
$400,000, exclusive of time charges; write
your own figures for the great international
spectaculars ... try $5 million as a starting
Sponsors? Virtually every major producing company would have an international
market
point. for his goods.
Language barriers? There will be a great
impetus towards the establishment of a
single language for the world . . . but until
that is fully accomplished, local national
stations could superimpose titles over international foreign language telecasts.
Exploration programs would be especially
popular until we have exhausted that subject. Remote broadcasts will be accomplished by our attaching flying apparatus to
our small television camera and transmitting it to any point in the world by remote
controls. If human beings are available at
the other end of the telecast, portable
screens, and two way conversations could
also be employed. And since the science of
air transportation will by then have reached
great levels of development, as a final touch
if we want to transmit a crew or an interrogator directly to the spot, it would be possible to send any human being with high
speed in safely controlled missile type aircraft to any place on earth in a matter
of minutes.
Our satellites will be equipped with television cameras which will provide a constant monitoring of the entire surface of the
earth. These monitoring devices will be used
on a political level, to constantly examine
world activities and to prevent the start of
any aggressive acts of warfare among nations. They will also be available to commercial television to record any unusual activity
that takes place when it takes place. Thus
they will be able to spot a flood in Egypt, a
hurricane in Japan and so forth and bring
them to the world's attention on news programs, etc.
Distribution of goods and sale of materials
would take place in the following way. Let
us say that Mrs. Jones is ready to order food
from the supermarket. She will phone the
market and plug in her viewing screen.
Cameras will monitor shelf displays which
will present the food, any sales material connected with it, the price and code number.
Mrs. Jones will make up her shopping list.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

Enrico Fermi atomic power plant is under way near Detroit through the joint efforts of 18 electric companies.
A group of equipment manufacturers and the Atomic Energy Commission are also associated in the project.

Yankee atomic-electric plant is being developed by 12
New England electric companies. A number of equipment manufacturers and the AEC are participating.

Dresden, Illinois, plant is being developed by 7 electric light and power companies, their equipment
manufacturers, and with the co-operation of the AEC.

?
What

will

atomic-electric

Among the atomic-electric power
plants now under way, three will
look like the drawings above when
completed.

power

Although they appear somewhat
alike, each involves different methods, different materials, a different

panies, the equipment manufacturers and the U. S. Atomic Energy
Commission— who are all participating in atomic development— are
searching for the best ways to produce electricity, using atomic
energy as fuel.

type of atomic reactor or "furnace."
That's because the electric com-

The development of atomicpowered electric plants is the latest

America's

Broadcasting

Independent
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Electric

plants

look

like/

stage in bringing plentiful electricity to America. You can be
sure that electric company skills
and experience, acquired in 75
years of service, are being applied
to this great new job.
Non-technical booklet, "Electric Powei from
the
Atom,"
gives 32-page
electric
development.
Writesurvey
for a offreeatomiccopy
to Atom. Box 400, New York 19, N. Y.

'CompanyPower
names on request
throtiph this magazine
Light and
Companies5
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ordering by quantity and using code numbers. She will then plug in the supermarket
recording station and place her order which
will be tape recorded by the supermarket
for servicing and billing purposes. The centralized billing service will record and charge
what Mrs. Jones has ordered and submit
appropriate monthly bills. Automatically, the
supermarket copy of the order will be placed
into automation mechanisms which would
relay the order to supermarket vehicles, patrolling various neighborhoods. Mrs. Jones'
order will be packaged and delivered to her
home from one of these patrolling vehicles
in a matter of minutes.

panies which will record charges on universal charge plans and bill people directly
through television tape mechanisms, transmitted directly to the home screen. The
question of credit will be solved by devices
whereby an immediate check on a person's
credit and his ready visual identification
could be made from any place on earth
through television mechanisms. Collection
expenses and difficulties would be almost
non-existent since it would be essential
for all persons for their own convenience to
be able to use centralized billing services.
Therefore, a threat from the collection
agency that credit and billing service would
be suspended for non-payment of bills would
bring ready compliance.
Automation through highly developed
control and computer machines would make

All billing services for any of mankind's
activities, be they medical visits, purchase of
services, purchase of goods, etc., will be in
the hands of a few central computing com-

an

Ampe|:

can

accountant

keep

happy

your
too!

it possible to pre-set almost all of the production and transportation requirements of
man. Thus, entire factories would be operated by centralized computing and automation mechanisms. Television cameras would
be strategically located throughout the factory where direct control observations are
needed. In the central control room various
monitors would permit a single observer to
supervise the overall running of a factory
both by instruments and visually through
television. The same would apply to railroad,
ocean and air transportation where pre-set
flights would take place, monitored by television and not requiring the services of pilots
and engineers, with their attendant human
frailties.
The personal automobile of tomorrow
will be lightweight, powered by atomic energy and capable of interchangeable flight
in the air, on land, over or under water. It
will be completely enclosed with visibility
for the occupants obtained through television viewing screens. The enclosure will
virtually remove the possibility of serious
accident which would also be controlled by
radar and electronic safety devices which
would make collisions impossible, since these
mechanisms would automatically force objects to remain a certain distance from other
moving or dangerous objects.
Television cameras would be mounted in
the warheads of guided missiles and other
weapons making it possible for mechanisms
either of transport or of destruction to be
launched at high speeds then slowed to low
speeds and guided directly to the target
visually by the monitored observation of the
television camera. Thus an H-Bomb aimed
at a city 10,000 miles away could be
launched so that it could cover the first 9,900 miles in a matter of minutes then slowed
down so that the last few miles could be
observed fully by television and then sent
by direct control precisely into the target
area.
Revolution in Ratings

it can

cost less
per hour

than

any

other

recorder
you

can buy

A few cents per hour is all it costs in the long run . . . because year
after year an Ampex continues to perform within original specifications (18,000
known hours of service in one actual instance) . Inevitably it requires fewer
adjustments and parts replacements than machines of lesser quality.
And because an Ampex is the recorder that everyone
wants, it maintains the highest percentage of its original
value. For lasting economy, buy the best — buy Ampex.
For further information, write to Dept. D 2290
P EX
SIGNATURE OF PERFECTION IN SOUND
C ORPORATI ON
934 Charter Street, Redwood City, California
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Recording and monitoring television devices will finally solve one of the great problems of television, namely the rating services. Instead of the ARB, Nielsen, TelePulse and Trendex disputes we would be
able to take electronic rating and recordings
of the viewing popularity of anything transmitted, and obtain all major marketing data.
The widespread use of television screens
and cameras would virtually remove the
necessity for public assembly. University
courses and education in general will be
from the studio to the home directly. Even
examinations can be accomplished this way
with answers recorded on tape and monitoring mechanisms available so that cheating,
etc., would be impossible. The motion picture theatre, legitimate theatre, the concert
hall, the sports arena would all have a considerably minimized impact since almost
duplicate or substitute entertainments would
be readily available with greater convenience. Consultation with doctors, observations of scientific experiments, etc., would
all be done on two way television unless
there is need for actual physical contact
between the persons involved.
That briefly is the picture of television as
I see it for 1984.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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No wonder engineers say the radio-electronics year begins in
March! This year, the manufacturers and suppliers for this
12 billion dollar and still growing industry require all 4 floors
of New York City's Coliseum to show you their new ideas.

834 exhibitors representing more than 80% of the
industry's productive capacity will display all that's new in
equipment, component parts, instruments and production at
The Radio Engineering Show. Attending the Show gives you
an opportunity to talk with the men responsible for these newest advances in radio-electronics. The 55 technical sessions of
The IRE National Convention, with over 200 new papers
presented by 22 different professional groups, will also inform
you of up-to-the-minute developments in your specialized field
of electronics.
Begin the year right. See and hear ail that's new in 1957
radio-electronics. Plan to attend or, better still, make
your reservations today!
IRE Members $1.00
Non-members $3.00
The IRE
National Convention
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
and The Radio Engineering Show
Coliseum
New York City

The
Institute of
Radio
Engineers
1 East 79th Street, New York 21, N. Y.
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ITS

iW**

RADIQ

£uy» W

ACTIVE

Power

Here

Valley

Annual $463
Effective
,000* Income
,891Buying
(253,000 People)
Annual per capita Effective Buying Income
($200 above the national average)
$1,827*
Annual per family Effective Buying Income
($500 above the national average)
5* market by placing a
"Stake out your claim" $on
5,95this
schedule of advertising on WOC — NOW!
WOC is 5000 watts ... 1420 Kc ... and an NBC
Affiliate.
Sales Management's "Survey of Buying Power - 1956"
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
Ernest C. Sanders, Manager
Mark Wodlinger, Sales Mgr.

Marriage Licenses 'on the House'
THIRTY-TWO Fort Worth, Tex., couples
applying for marriage licenses Feb. 14 (St.
Valentines Day) found that the fees had
"been taken care of" by KFJZ Fort Worth
as the Tarrant County explained that KFJZ
attributed the generosity to a combination
of "a soft heart toward love and the springtime weather."
Disc Jockeys Advertise Car
CAL SALES INC., Los Angeles, is using
disc jockeys to advertise the new Triumph
TR-3, said to be the first sports car in its
class with disc brakes. Campaign, placed
through Allen & Marshall, Los Angeles, is
using a heavy saturation of quarter-hours
on KMPC Los Angeles and KSFO San
Francisco. Plans call for the use of additional radio in the spring and possibly tv in
the summer, according to Herbert West,
account executive and partner in Allen &
Marshall. Stations in San Diego and Phoenix will be used as well as Los Angeles and
San Francisco, he said, with later extension
of the radio-tv campaign to Portland and
Seattle.
WRPB

WOC
Peter*, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives

Tri-City Broadcasting Co., Davenport, Iowa

Salutes Air Force

IN AN effort to pay tribute to the Air Force,
WRPB Warner Robins, Ga., has begun using
"The Air Force Song" for its sign-on and
sign-off music. The station, near Robins Air
Force Base, also carries a weekly program
called Robins Records, featuring music and
news from the Air Force base, and the
other a daily show, Serenade for You, which
is directed at the Air Force wife and features records, and news of reenlistments.

KKTV,
JIM RUSSELL
COLORADO SPRINGS

c^deJ
21.4
Sponsor:

racked

ARB

up

a

in November!

Standard

Oil

Of

Indiana

for your market availabilities,
call, write or wire
ABC Film Syndication,
1501 Broadway, New York • LA 4-5050
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HARASSED newsmen and photographers of WSUN-AM-TV St. Petersburg,
Fla., now can maneuver in the heaviest
traffic congestion to cover crowdpacked events by means of this German-manufactured Isetta, the station's
newest piece of mobile equipment to
be used as a scout and messenger car.
And there'll be no worries about parkingbiletheUnit
midget
auto — designated
38." Staffers
easily can "Mocarry
it from one spot to another. WSUN
officials inspecting their "smallest
asset" (1 to r): Charles D. Bishop, program director; Chad Mason, sales promotion manager and Fred P. Shawn,
general manager of WSUN-AM-TV.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

NOTICE TO EDITORS — This advertisement currently appears in leading national magazines. For more than 30 years, Metropolitan Life has
sponsored similar messages on national health and safety. Because
of public interest in the subject matter of these advertisements
Metropolitan offers all news editors (including radio news editors)

1

w©

11 c

free use of the text of each advertisement in this series. The text may
be used in regular health features, health columns or health reports
with or without credit to Metropolitan. The Company gladly makes
this material available to editors as one phase of its public-service
advertising in behalf of the nation's health and safety.

SSI y
... : .

although heart disease is our nation's greatest
xi health problem, we can face it today with increasing hope and confidence. Through research, a vast
amount of knowledge about the heart and its functions
has been accumulated.
As studies continue, there is every justification to
anticipate further advances in diagnosis, treatment . . .
and perhaps even prevention . . . of various diseases
affecting the heart and blood vessels.
While heart disease is a challenge to medical research, itis also a challenge to you. If you are informed about the heart, you can help protect your
own and the hearts of your relatives and friends. The
following questions and answers may help you to know
your heart better . . . and give it the care it deserves.
• Is the heart strong and durable?
Yes . . . the healthy heart is one of the strongest
organs in the body and it has remarkable reserves of
strength. Despite its immense task, a healthy heart
can be nearly as efficient as the years advance as it is
at age 20. Even at the older ages, a healthy heart is
fully capable of meeting the body's needs.
• Can you do anything to keep your
heart in good shape?
Yes . . . you can protect your heart by avoiding sudden
or prolonged exertion, watching your diet, avoiding
overweight, and by getting the sleep and rest you need.
You should also have a medical examination every
year. Then if heart trouble is found, prompt treatment
may control it and make possible a long and nearly
normal way of life.
•Are all heart attacks serious?
Not necessarily . . . because some are mild and the

■

heart can repair itself with care and treatment. In
these cases, a person may usually resume normal
activities. Even when there are serious complications,
patients can often recover if the heart is helped to heal
itself. In fact, four out of five of those who withstand
their first coronary attack recover and continue to
work full time for many years.
• Are overweight and emotional tension
bad for the heart?
Yes . . . overweight taxes the heart and blood vessels,
according to many scientific studies. So, try to keep
your weight about equal to what you should have
weighed between ages 25 and 30. Emotional upsets
can make
sure go up.your heart beat faster and your blood pres•Can

people with heart disease

lighten the heart's work?
Yes ... if they learn how to care for an impaired
heart. Plenty of rest, protection against infection,
proper diet, and avoidance of hurry, worry and strenuous activities can all help the affected heart to carry
on. Of course, treatment given by your doctor is important, but the patient himself can do most to safeguard the heart.
• Is heart disease more prevalent now?
No . . . not when you consider these facts: (1) more
people are living longer and reaching ages when the
heart's endurance naturally ebbs; (2) heart ailments
are diagnosed now with greater accuracy, whereas in
the past many deaths actually caused by heart disease
were blamed on other causes.

iiii
Wi ■ :
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BIG—
Dallas

EVEN
optical

FOR
firm

in its exploitation

pulls

TEXAS
out

stops

of 'Dr. Christian'

Radio WSJSdelivers more audience
in Winston-Salem
plus a rich, progressive 18-county
Piedmont area than
all other WinstonSalem stations
combined.

WINSTON-SALEM
NORTH CAROLINA
WINSTON-SALEM
GREENSBORO
HIGH POINT
AFFILIATE 5000 W • 600 KC • AM-FM
HEADLEY-REED, REPRESENTATIVES

New

Nielsen
No.

2

proves

is

your

choice

for

best
1957

in the billion
dollar Columbus,

i

Georgia market

CALL HOLLINGBERY
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APPEARING on a special preview program on WFAA-TV that helped launch Dr. Christian
in Dallas-Fort Worth are (I to r) Charles W. Engel, territorial sales manager of the
Simmons Co.; Dr. Stanley Pearle of Lee Optical Co., and commentator Jerry Haynes.
A GROUP of Lone Star citizens has shown
the tv film syndication industry that when
it comes to pulling off a massive exploitation
campaign, Hollywood can be taught a lesson
or two.
Last summer, the Lee Optical Co. of
Dallas — which claims to be the world's
largest chain of optical stores, with 107
branches or affiliated firms scattered throughout 11 southwestern states — signed for Ziv
Television Programs' Dr. Christian series.
This regional sponsor did things in an extraordinary way, merchandising the series
"to the hilt" in the 15 markets affected by
the purchase — Lubbock, Ft. Worth-Dallas,
El Paso, San Antonio, Texarkana, WacoTemple, Harlingen, Wichita Falls, Laredo,
Austin, Houston, San Angelo, and Abilene.
With a good two-thirds of Lee Optical's
total annual $6 million gross coming out of
Texas pocketbooks, Lee, its agency, Mayfair Assoc., Dallas, and Ziv, spared no expense in making Texans "Mark Christianconscious." Today, the visitor in Dallas or
the other 14 markets can't fail to know that
Dr. Christian is identified with Lee and Lee
with Dr. Christian. Autos bear bumperstrips, buses carry carcards, school bulletin
boards are plastered with pictures of MacDonald Carey, mailboxes are stuffed with
direct mail pieces, and from the looks of it,
one would think that Lee is the only sponsor
in those markets where the series is sold on
a multiple sponsorship basis.
It isn't. Along with Lee Optical, the advertiser roster for Dr. Christian in Texas includes abrewery, an oil company, a mattress
firm and a furniture store.
Although the series has been on tv for
only two-and-a-half months, already it is
having an impact at Lee Optical's Dallas
headquarters.
Co-owner and advertising-

public relations director Dr. Stanley C.
Pearle told B*T that for the first time in
15 years the past Christmas sales season
wasn't chilling. In four out of 15 markets,
Lee's principal business — selling eyeglasses —
jumped 20% over the previous Yuletide
season.
Sales results to date point up the importance of "pre-selling" syndicated films at the
local level.
Before Ziv placed Dr. Christian on the
national market, its spot sales manager, Phil
Williams, heard that Lee Optical, though
planning to expand its tv expenditures to
45% of its total advertising budget, was
somewhat less than satisfied with its efforts
up to that time. These had been limited to
placing a few syndicated crime shows in an
"occasional market." Before "hard-selling"
Lee Optical on Dr. Christian, Mr. Williams
flew the firm's business manager, Ted Shanbaum, to Hollywood for a first-hand look at
how the series was being filmed. Led by
Herb Gordon, Ziv's vice president in charge
of client and artists relations, Mr. Shanbaum
toured Ziv's six-acre Hollywood plant (the
former Eagle-Lion Studios), talked to star
MacDonald Carey, the producer-director
(Henry Kesler), and the production coordinator (Bill Schwartz), discussed the possibility of filming "custom commercials" (i.e.,
having the star of the series deliver the commercial in person on film), and following his
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return to Dallas, so impressed his colleagues
with the Ziv story that they signed on the
dotted line.
Early in September, Lee Optical, warned
by its agency that prime evening time for
filmed, non-network shows, was hard to
come by, and that the stations had to be
"sold" on placing Dr. Christian in an AA
period,
the luncheon
stations' session.
executives to
Dallas forinvited
a closed
For three-and-a-half hours, the broadcasters sat through one of the most elaborate
presentations ever prepared by a local advertiser, including not only a point-by-point
breakdown of the actual promotion plans,
but also a 30-minute film, expressly shot by
Ziv on Lee Optical's order and telling of
Mr. Shanbaum's trip to Ziv's Hollywood
plant. The fact that today the Dr. Christian
series may be seen in top evening time attests to the success of the presentation, Mayfair officials feel.
The exploitation campaign did not use
scattered publicity buckshot, but was carefully primed by concentration in three areas:
public relations (the mass viewer); employe
relations, and station relations.
In the public relations category, newspaper readers in the 15 Texas markets came
upon items in the radio-tv columns alluding
to the forthcoming tv series. Then, direct
mail campaigns, newspaper ads, spot announcements and in-store promotions hit
like a tornado.
In the employe category, Lee executives
met with the employes, "let them in" on
advance screenings, gave them synopses of
future Dr. Christian episodes in script form,
suggested personal phone calls to friends or
relatives — all designed to stimulate a "wordof-mouth" publicity campaign.
For stations — each visiting station executive got a personal "thank-you" note from
the sponsor. The stations received free balop

BROADCAST

TUBES

IMMEDIATE
*

MACDONALD CAREY (I), star of Dr.
Christian, escorts Ted Shanbaum of Lee
Optical Co. over part of Ziv Studios' six
acres in Hollywood.
Broadcasting
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rHHW^
To withstand
any specified load

SPONSOR representatives were present for recent announcement by Ward L. Quaal
vice president and general manager of WGN Inc. Chicago, that WGN-TV for the
10th consecutive year will televise local White Sox and Cubs daytime home games
during the 1957 season [B»T, Jan. 28]. At a pre-season reception held in Chicago's Ambassador East Hotel (1 to r) : Joseph Guilbault, president, and Ed Smith,
vice president, Oklahoma Oil Co.; Mr. Quaal; William Figge, president, and Odd
Moe, general manager, Theodore Hamm Brewing Co.

tv mat service, and numerous "plugs" from
newspaper editors.
Lee Optical is tickled pink with the series
on a cost basis. Were it to be the sole
sponsor in the 15 Texas markets (and the
one Alabama market, Mobile), the cost for
film and time would exceed $500,000 a year.
As it stands now, its 52-week contract with
each of the 16 stations (on a 39-13 basis)
runs Lee an average $200,000 in total.

'Standard heights to 1000 feet,
with special designs available for higher structures
Your
any

best solution
tower

problem

to
is

BLAW-KNOX

via

Graybar

Pick the worst weather conditions on
the map and you'll find Blaw-Knox
towers up and operating successfully.
For meeting any tower need you can
combine design experience that goes
back to radio's beginning with a supply service that started in 1869. Just
order a Blaw-Knox tower via Graybar.
Ready to give you skilled help on
this, and every other phase of station
construction is a Graybar Broadcast
Equipment Representative. A phone
call from you will make your prob666-12
lems hiS.

EVERYTHING

_J

ELECTRICAL ^
TO KEEP YOU ON

THE AIR

Graybar Electric Company, 420 Lexington Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.
OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES IN OVER 130 PRINCIPAL CITIES.
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'Weather Engineering for Profif
WEATHER Corp. of America, St. Louis
and New York, is offering a brochure
g for Profit"
"Weather
entitled,discusses
role of modern weather
the Engineerin
which

sciences in solving industrial problems of
production, marketing and distribution. It
cites actual case histories of weather services to the many industries and discusses in
detail the growth of industrial weather services. The booklet explains how specialized
"aided radio-tv staforecasting
weathertions and
in situating crews and
networks has

'Bang Up' Entertainment Offered
WGLV (TV) Easton, Pa., in order to
promote ABC-TV's Ray Anthony Show,
moved a 76 mm Gun Tank M41 into the
downtown area in that city. Advertising
boards were used on the sides of the tank
and invited viewers to "Watch this 'Bang
Up' entertainment . . . the Ray Anthony
Show, Fridays at 10 p.m. on WGLV." The
tank was left in the downtown area for a
month.
'Tonight' Adds News Feature
AN additional 10-minute news feature with
Bob Considine of International News Service has been inserted in the new NBCTV Tonight program. The segment, which
will consist of news, interviews and features,
has been scheduled from 12:20-12:30 a.m.
EST.

news coverage."
remote are
for brochure
equipment
available on
of the
Copies
request from William J. Harnett, president
of Weather Corp. of America, 611 Olive
St., St. Louis 1, Mo.
Britannica Issues Film Catalog
ENCYCLOPAEDIA Britannica Films, Wilmette, 111., has issued its 1957 catalog of
films available for elementary, junior high,
senior and adult education levels. The brochure also lists textbooks that can be used in
correlation with the films.
'Cugat Show' Replaces 'Coke Time'
NEW NBC-TV color program, The Xavier
Cugat Show, starring the orchestra leader
and Abbe Lane, singer and dancer, begins
this Wednesday at 7:30-7:45 p.m. EST,
and also in that period on Friday. The program takes over the time spot of Coke Time
Starring Eddie Fisher. The series has been
booked for 13 weeks (26 programs).

"If it weren't for us KRIZ Phoenix
account executives, you air personalities would be permanently
sustaining."
Broadcasting

Telecasting

'OLD TRADIN'
POST'
DRAWS
THEM
San Antonio, Tex., way, cusBut Kallison's doesn't just cater to its
tomers also go to Kallison's Big Old "old" customers. Newcomers also may
Country Store to sell their wares — not register at the store for inclusion on the
just to buy them.
next morning's program.
Much work goes into preparation of
Through Kallison's radio show The
Old Tradin' Post customers get more than the daily show because Kallison's invesevery job offer, job applicant and
the usual service — they're provided with all itemstigatesoffered
for sale.
free advertising for promoting their needs
For
further
details
and a closer look at
or selling their farm items and animals —
wares
for
sale,
customers
go to the store
anything from "bales of good alfalfa
hay" to a "settin' of eggs," a pair of and inspect Kallison's card file — where
peacocks, or a used trailer, tractor or each need or piece of merchandise is itemincubator.
ized on a separate card, all of them
Celebrating its 20th year in radio adverplaced on an old-fashioned, stand-up work
tising, Kallison's 25-minute, six-day a table. Hundreds of persons weekly conweek program on KENS San Antonio
sult the visitors' register and the sales
includes farm and rural area news, public cards.
service notices and items its customers
By operating their own 3,000-acre
have for sale. Broadcast daily from 6:30 ranch with 400 head of Polled Hereford
cattle, the Kallison family truly talks
to 6:55 a.m. by Perry or Jimmie Kallison,
the program helps to sell an estimated
the rancher's and farmer's language and
an intimate knowledge of all its cusmillion dollars worth of customers' goods has
tomers.
annually.
Dating back to 1899, the store grew
And "ole" bachelors on the Texas
out
of a saddle and harness shop estabrange needn't stay lonely — many have
gotten wives through announcements on
lished in San Antonio by Nathan Kallison. The elder Kallison came from
The Old Tradin' Post show — one of the
Chicago
and made saddle and harness
more "delicate" services provided by
Kallison's for its customers.
gear for San Antonio's two breweries and
for individuals until his market was satuIts daily program carries some 21 minrated.
utes on public service notices, farm news
He began adding other items for sale
and customers' wares for sale and just
four minutes to selling its own merchanin
his store and today Kallison's 20 dedise.
partments sell such things as windmills,
Among the added services offered by fencing, woven and barbed wire, farm
the program are those of finding jobs for implements of all types, clothing, cowboy
farm and ranch workers and for needed
hats and other gear, saddles and harness
equipment, cattle and veterinary remedies,
personnel for ranchers and farmers. Hundreds of workers have located jobs hardware and household appliances.
While credit for some of the store's
through Kallison's efforts.
present sales of $3 million a year is given
In the public service field, Kallison's
program includes obituaries and funeral
to newspaper ads and other forms of advertising, San Antonio area residents know
arrangements for deaths in the area; news
of the weather, livestock prices, number
Kallison's by The Old Tradin' Post proof cattle in the San Antonio stockyards,
gram, and the store's
faithful service to
Texas
ranchers
and farmers.
and current local celebrations such as
family reunions, picnics, fairs, cattle sales,
Concludes a long-satisfied customer,
R. W. Briggs Sr., San Antonio banker and
watermelon thumps, turkey trots, strawberry festivals, cowpoke jamoborees,
big-scale rancher: "If a ranch hand wants
rodeos and many other events of interest to buy or sell anything whatever, he
to farmers and ranchers.
makes a beeline to Kallison's."
DOWN

'Business Goes to Press'
WMCA New York is set to begin new series
of programs, Business Goes To Press (Tues.,
9:30-10 p.m. EST) this week, on which
newspapermen will explore business topics
with representatives of industry. The program is being presented in cooperation with
Commerce and Industry Assn. of New York
and moderator will be Thomas Jefferson
Miley, executive vice president of the association.
WMIT

Offers Music Course

MORE than 80 students at Appalachian
State Teachers College, Boone, N. C, are
receiving their music course via WMIT
(FM) Charlotte, N. C. The educational program opened with a full-scale rendition of
the opera Aida on Jan. 27, and will comTelecasting
Broadcasting

\AI1 Inquiries Confidential £
. N. "•
NEW YORK 22

"Meet the Artist"
BMI's series of program continuities, entitled "Meet the
Artists," emphasizes the human side of our great music
performers.
"Meet the Artist" comes to

■■ ■

you as a 1 5 -minute — threeper-week series of scripts highlighting behind the scenes
glimpses into the music business . . . the stories of America's favorite musical personalities and their song hits. The
material is factual, up-to-theminute and presented in an
easy, informal style. Disc
jockeys will enjoy using it—
listeners will appreciate hearing it.
"Meet the Artist" fills a
special need in areas where
such data is not easily available . . . highly commercial.

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
589 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N.Y.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD • TORONTO • MONTREAL

prise a once-a-month presentation for the
remainder of the college year. Students are
supplied with brochures and will receive
credit for this course — profferred via the
airways.
Silence May

Be Golden, But

SILENCE may be golden, but not always
profitable. WLBG Laurens, S. C, proved
this recently when it conducted a contest to
find a parakeet that could say the phrase,
"I, too, like WLBG." The winning bird,
which learned the words in three weeks'
time, earned his owner a $25 U. S. Savings
Bond. The parakeet is now being used on
WLBG's station breaks and is known to
listeners as "Piedmont Pete, the WLBG
Parakeet."

I
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THE THIRD TIME WAS
OUT on the range, a man's best friend
may be his sure-footed horse or his ever
watchful dog, but in the metropolitan
jungles where programs fight it out to the
bitter end for the last fraction of a rating
point, there's nothing helps program promotion like a pretty girl.
No one has
learned this truth
better than Reavis
Winckler, who keeps
the world in general
and tv writers in
particular advised of
the current and upcoming program activities of KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles,
"that good-looking
channel 11," as each
news release proclaims.
Case in point: Mr.
Winckler's method
of impressing on the
minds of tv editorreviewers in his community that on Feb.
14 the Jack London Stories of Captain
David Grief, Guild Films' series set in
the South Seas, would make its debut on
KTTV as a weekly Thursday evening
series, 7:30-8 p.m. On Friday, Feb. 8,
each tv editorial sanctum was invaded
KLIF Broadcasts from Plane
RADIO's mobility again was illustrated last
Monday as KLIF Dallas began its early
morning weathercasts direct from the cockpit of a four-passenger Cessna 172 airplane.
KLIF disc jockey, Ken Knox, a veteran
pilot, handled both flying and announcing
chores at the same time, and will henceforth continue to "make the rounds" above
Dallas between 7:30 and 8 a.m., Monday
through Saturday. In addition to his weekday schedule, Mr. Knox will scout road and
traffic conditions on weekends over a 100mile radius. KLIF also intends to use the
Cessna as a link in its news coverage system.
With the plane's two-way relay broadcast
equipment set at the same frequency as the

ABC's It's Your Business'

THE CHARM

by a sarong-clad beauty bearing a coconut wrapped round with gay ribbon which
carried a tag boldly blazoned with the
name of program, station and time and
date of the initial telecast.
Three days later, a weekend having
intervened, came a second beauty-borne
reminder, this time
a fresh pineapple,
also appropriately
tagged. To make the
point doubly
pressive, theimgal
(model Nicki Gibson) quickly hung a
pair of leis around
the writer's neck and
pressed a kiss against
his wrinkled brow.
The following day,
just two days before
the Jack London
series was to begin,
back she comes again,
bringing a pipe
cleaner creation of a
South Sea island, complete with towering
palm tree and cavorting native. (Yes, the
tree bore the usual tag of program, station, time and date.)
The life of a tv editor may be rough
but, in Hollywood at least, it has its
compensations (see photo).
two KLIF mobile news units on the ground,
the station will be able to pool reports from
ground to air and vice versa, giving its
newscasts maximum flexibility.
Series Increases USMA

•

FINANCING

• APPRAISALS

BLACKBURN-HAMILTON
COMPANY
RADIO
NEWSPAPER
»
TV
•
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
ATLANTA
Jamas W. Blackburn
Clifford B. Marshall
Ray V. Hamilton
Healey Bldg.
Tribune Tower
Jack V. Harvey
Washington Bldg.
Delaware 7-2755-6
Jackson 5-1576-7
Starling 3-4341-2
SAN FRANCISCO
William T. Stubblefield
W. R. Twining
NATION-WIDE SERVICE
111 Sutter St.
Exbrook 2-5671-2
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Suicide Attempted on Tv Tower
BOSTONIANS were able to see and hear
on-the-spot coverage of an attempted suicide
this month when a despondent young man
climbed to the top of the remains of the
old WBZ-TV tower in that city. Ed Kane,
WBZ radio newsman, used a portable tape
recorder and got a three-minute report of
the man's ascent up the tower ladder which
was immediately placed on the air as a
bulletin. Engineers ran a microphone and
line out of the back door of the studio and
cameras were trained on the near tragedy.
Disc Jockey Norm Prescott took a portable
recorder out into the crowd that had gathered and interviewed police, firemen, and
others who were trying to save the young
man. Verne Williams, WBZ newsman who
was off duty at the time, rushed to the
studio and did the narration for the tv
coverage. A minister and a policeman finally
persuaded the young man to come down,
which he did, unharmed.

Interest

ZIV-PRODUCED West Point, (CBS-TV,
Friday 8-8:30 p.m.) is said to be responsible
for a sizable increase in letters from high
school and college students and members
of the armed forces seeking information
about the U. S. Military Academy and its
opportunities. According to Ziv Television,
the normal monthly quota of letters has
jumped from 250 in pre-tv exposure days to
a current rate of 800.

NEGOTIATIONS

ABC RADIO, in cooperation with the National Association of Manufacturers, is presenting aweekly public service series entitled It's Your Business! Ted Malone travels
throughout the country with a portable tape
recorder and interviews men and women
who discuss the effect of taxes on their businesses and professions. The series is tied in
with NAM's "Five-Year Tax Plan" which
is designed to "bring down surtax percentages to a ceiling of 35%." Radio broadcasting was selected a fortnight ago as one
of the programs in the series. Jack Soell.
manager of WISN Milwaukee, discussed the
effect taxes have on broadcasting and also
the advantages of the Five- Year Tax Plan.

WINS

Adds

New

Morning

Show

NEW morning news-music-sports program
from 7-10 a.m. EST titled Contract will get
under way this morning (Monday) on WINS
New York. The program will feature former
NBC and ABC sportscaster Bill Stern. One
of the show's new looks will be provided by
a 1957 Ford Thunderbird, specially
equipped to take newsman Stan Burns to
on-the-spot happenings. (Another New York
station, WRCA, also employs a Thunderbird on its Pulse program with Bill Cullen).
WTOP

to Carry Orioles Games

A TOTAL of 1 1 3 regular season games and
six pre-season contests of the Baltimore
Orioles will be broadcast during the 1957
season by WTOP Washington, it was announced last week by Lloyd Dennis, the station's vice president for radio. The schedule
starts March 9 and runs through Sept. 29.
WEWS

(TV) Sets Braves Games

WEWS (TV) Cleveland, Ohio, will televise
54 Cleveland Indian games — including six
night road games — this summer, it was announced last week. Carling Brewing Co.
and Sohio (Standard Oil Co. of Ohio) will
sponsor the telecasts.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

FOR THE RECORD
Station

Authorizations,

Applications

(As Compiled by B»T)
February 14 through February 20
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
DA — directional antenna, cp— construction per- night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification,
mit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — very trans. — transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc —
high frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency, ant. kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications au— antenna, aur. — aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilothorizations. S A — special service authorization
wat s, w— watt, mc — megacycles. D — day. N —
STA — special temporary authorization. * — educ.
Am-Fm Summary through Feb.
Appls.
On
PendAir'
Licensed
Cps
Ine
Am
3,021 3,001 184 368
Fm
540 520 45
50

20
In
Hearing
147
0

FCC Commercial Station Authorizations
As of January 31,
Am
514
Licensed (all on air)
57* Fm
19
2,983
13
Cps on air
24
12331
Cps
not
on
air
551
Total authorized
3,137
3
178
Applications in hearing
8
288
New station requests
120
0
New station bids in hearing
155
9
Facilities change requests
841 101
Total applications pending
0
4
Licenses deleted in January
0
1
Cps deleted in January

272
Tv
241
120
633
103
62
53
38769
0
1

* Based on official FCC monthly reports. These
are not always exactly current since the FCC
must await formal notifications of stations going
on the censesair,
ceasing
or grants,
etc. operations,
These figuressurrendering
do not includelinoncommercial, educational fm and tv stations.
For current status of am and fm stations see
"Am and Fm Summary," above, and for tv stations see "Tv Summary," next column.
New

Tv

Stations
ACTION

Hatfield, Ind. — Owensboro On The Air Inc.
(WVSJ-AM-FM)— Owensboro, Ky.— Granted vhf.
ch. 9 (186-192 mc); ERP 221 kw vis., 118 kw aur.;
ant. height above average terrain 931 ft., above
ground 675 ft. Estimated construction cost $404,506.12, first year operating cost $412,500, revenue
$424,500. P. O. address 324 Allen St., Owensboro,
Ky. Studio and trans, location to be determined.
Geographic coordinates 37° 54' 08" N. Lat., 87°
13'
54" W. Zias,
Long. Young
Trans, and
GE. Legal
counsel
Loucks,
and ant.
Jansky,
Washington.
Consulting engineer Page, Creutz, Garrison &
Waldschmitt, Washington. Principals include
Pres. V. J. Steele (69%%); Vice Pres. Malcolm
Greep (11%), and Sec.-Treas. N. A. Rhodes

Tv Summary through Feb. 20
Total Operating Stations
Vhf in U. $,:
Total
89
Uhf
5
381
Grants since July 1711, 7952:
(When FCC began
after tvprocessing
freeze) applications
Vhf
Uhf
4701
Total
Commercial
344
323
25
Noncomm. Educational
Commercial Educational
Noncomm.

Applications filed since April 14, 7952:
(When FCC began
after tvprocessing
freeze) applications6671
Amend.
New 337
Uhf
Total
Vhf 21
Commercial 1,063
829
570
Noncomm. Educ. 64
866
597
37
27
1 176 cps (33 vhf, 143 uhf) have been deleted.1,400s
9 One educational uhf has been deleted.
> One applicant did not specify channel.
* Includes 44 already granted.
1,4646
5 Includes 714 already granted.
64'
(19%). Announced Feb. 18.
Total

1,127

337

New

Am

Stations

ACTION BY FCC
Paducah,
Ky.
Granted 1560 kc,— E.
500 Weaks
w unl., McKinney-Smith—
directional. P. O.
address P. O. Box 68, Paducah. Estimated construction cost $22,580, first year operating cost
$48,500,
revenue
McKinney-Smith,
food broker,
is sole$60,000.
owner. Mr.
Action
Feb. 14.

Pompano Beach, Fla.— Lawrence J. Plym 1470
kc, 5 kw D. P. O. address Rte. 2, Pompano Beach.
Estimated construction cost $108,015, first year
operating cost $60,000, revenue $75,000. Mr. Plym.
owner
of WNIL
Announced
Feb. Niles,
20. Mich., will be sole owner.
TSC

REAR

SCREEN

PROJECTION
EQUIPMENT
than all other
makes combined
For complete information,
write or call:

TELEVISION SPECIALITY CO., Inc.
350 W. 31st ST., NEW YORK 1, N.Y.
Phone LOngacre 4-2334
February 25, 1957
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Existing Tv Stations . . .
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WBMG
Ala.— Birmingham
Television (TV)
Corp., Birmingham,
ch. 42.
KPLO-TV Reliance, S. D. -Midcontinent Bcstg.
Co., ch. 6.

APPLICATIONS

More TV Stations use

22»

Blakely, Ga.— Cyril W. Reddoch and Ralph L.
Hooks d/b as Dixie Bcstrs., 1260 kc, 1 kw D.
P. O. address % Mr. Hooks, Box 46, De Ridder,
La. Estimated construction cost $12,225, first year
operating cost $20,000, revenue $30,000. Mr. Reddoch ownsand
50% WFPR
KDLA Hammond,
De Ridder, both
662'3%La.KREH
Oakdale,
Mr
Hooks owns 33V3% WFPR and KREH. Mr. Reddoch andnounced
Mr.Feb. 14.
Hooks will be equal partners. AnPrestonsburg, Ky.— Gordon Collins 1310 kc. 5
kw D. P. O. address % Mr. Collins, Lackey. Ky.
Estimated construction cost $35,630, first year operating cost $41,000, revenue $52,000. Mr. Collins,
Lackey hardware and furniture dealer, will be
sole owner. Announced Feb. 20.
Dayton, Tenn. — Norman A. Thomas 1280 kc
1 kw D. P. O. address Box 428, Chattanooga,
Tenn. Estimated construction cost $19,623, first
year operating cost $30,000, revenue $36,000. Mr.
Thomas,
realowner.
estate Announced
and construction
will be sole
Feb. 15. holdings,
Williamsburg, Va. — James J. Williams 790 kc.

AMCI
TYPE 1046
Channels 7 through 13
Shown above is the five-bay
array recently installed for Station
witn . Channel 7, in Washington,
North Carolina. With a gain of 19.4,
a single 6-Vs" coaxial transmission
line feeder and in conjunction with
a 20 kw transmitter, the antenna
radiates an ERP of 316 kw AMCI
Type I null fill-in assures proper
coverage even in close to the tower.
Write for Bulletin B-105
ANTENNA SYSTEMS - COMPONENTS
AIR NAVIGATION AIDS - INSTRUMENTS

A
^^W'

RD
AL
Manufacturing
Co.. MASS
Inc
V)9
ATtANHCFO
AVE. BOSTON,
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1 kw D. P. O. address 158 Cedar Lane, Princeton,
N. J. Estimated construction cost $16,246, first
year operating cost $27,000, revenue $30,000. Mr.
Williams, RCA patent attorney, will be sole
owner. Announced Feb. 20.
Arecibo,and P.Felix
R. — B.
Manuel
Cabrera
Velez A.
d/b Cabrera,
as AreciboJose
RadioA.
Inc. 1230 kc, 250 w unl. P. O. address Box 483,
Arecibo. Estimated construction cost $12,500, first
year ueloperating
cost dealer,
$21,600, 33.84%,
revenue Jose
$30,000.
ManCabrera, auto
Cabrera,
auto dealer,
33.08%,
Mr.
Velez,
radio-tv
management, 33.08%. Announced Feb. 14.
Existing Am Stations . . .
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
ACTIONS
KRLH
Redding,
Calif.— Shasta Bcstg. Corp.,
540 kc.
WSTK Starke, Fla. — Ben Akerman, 1580 kc.
KUDI Great Falls, Mont. — Community Bcstrs.,
1450 kc. Changed from KBGF.
KDOT Reno, Nev. — Radioreno Inc., 1230 kc.
Changed from KWRN.
WDOE Dunkirk, N. Y.— Dunkirk Bcstg. Corp.,
1410 kc. Changed from WFCB.
KJIM Fort Worth, Tex. — Blue Bonnet Bcstg.
Corp., 870 kc. Changed from KCNC.
1370KPOR
kc. Quincy, Wash. — Quincy Valley Bcstrs.,
WKAZ Charleston, W. Va.— Kanawha Valley
Bcstg. Co., 950 kc. Changed from WKNA.
APPLICATIONS
KMOS Tyler, Tex. — Seeks mod. of cp to change
ant.-trans. location, change to non-DA, decrease
height and remote control trans. Announced
Feb. 19.
KPOF Denver, Colo. — Seeks mod. of license to
change hours from specified to unl. Announced
Feb. 14.
New

Fm

Stations . . .
APPLICATIONS
Los Angeles, Calif. — M. W. Hall d/b as Hall
Bcstg. Inc. 102.7 mc, 13.6 kw unl. P. O. address
6363 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif. Estimated
construction cost $19,620, first year operating cost
$24,000, revenue same as KLAC-AM. Mr. Hall,
owner KLAC Los Angeles, will be sole owner.
Announced Feb. 18.
Palm
Calif.P.— Richard
92.1
mc, Springs,
.639 kw unl.
O. addressT.843Sampson
Colton
Ave., San Bernardino, Calif. Estimated construction cost $4,050, first year operating cost $12,000.
revenuesaler, will
$18,000.
Sampson,
electronics
be soleMr.owner.
Announced
Feb. whole20.
Existing Fm Stations . . .
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WRFK (FM) Richmond, Va. — Union Theological Seminary in Virginia, 91.9 mc.
Ownership

Changes . . .
ACTIONS
KOMA Oklahoma City, Okla. — Granted assignment of license from Burton Levine, Myer Feldman, Arnold S. Lerner and Donald Rubin to

ALLEN

same and Harold Thurman and Sol Schildhause
for $26,487. Mr. Thurman, Miami banker, will be
5% owner. Mr. Schildhause, KOMA manager,
will be 14%% owner. Announced Feb. 19.
WNYS Salamanca, N. Y. — Granted assignment
of cp from Luther M. Schaeffer, Marion G.
Schaeffer, Warren A. Schaeffer, Hannah M.
Schaeffer, Carl L. Schaeffer, Lily S. Pursell, and
George D. Pursell to same, deleting Warren
Schaeffer, deceased. Announced Feb. 19.
APPLICATIONS
WHTB-AM-FM Talladega, Ala. — Seeks transfer
of control from Talladega News Publishing Co.
to The Talladega Publishing Co. Corporate
change. No change of control. Announced Feb. 20.
KSLR
Oceanside,
Calif. — Seeks
of control of licensee
corporation
from transfer
C. W. Shancks,
Nathaniel P. Maurer and Walter Johnson to
Courtland W. Shancks, et al, for $43,800. Mr.
Shancks nounced
is Feb.Oceanside
appliance dealer. An18.
WJNOment of license
West Palm
Beach,
assign-H.
from WJNO Fla.
Inc.— Seeks
to George
Buck Sr., George H. Buck Jr., Adrian C. Leiby
and Sydney K. Russell d/b as WJNO Radio. Mr.
Buck Jr. will own 52.06%. This corporate and
control change, no consideration. Announced
Feb. 19.
WHIE Griffin, Ga. — Seeks assignment of license
from Gateway Bcstrs. Inc. to W. C. Courson and
Fred L. Watkins, announcers at WHIE, for
$100,000. Announced Feb. 19.
WKJG-AM-TV Elkhart, Ind.— Seeks assignmentdianaof license
from Inc.
Northeastern
InBcstg. Co. and
to cp
WKJG
for $1,925,000.
John F. Dille Jr., Carl D. Greenleaf, Charles W.
Greenleaf and A. H. Beardsley, owners of Truth
Publishing Die, licensee of WSJV Elkhart and
Truth Radio
licensee Announced
of WTRC-AM-FM
Elkhart,
will beCorp.
new owners.
Feb. 15.
WTOK Meriden, Miss. — Seeks assingment of
license from Southern Television Corp. to Frank
E. Holladay, Joseph W. Carson and John S.
Primm d/b as New South Bcstg. Corp. for $56,200.
Mr. Holladay, 25% WLSM Louisville, 20% WCLD
Cleveland, 50% WNSL Laurel, all Miss., Mr.
Carson, 20% WCLD, 25% WLSM, 50% WNSL,
Mr. Primm, 25% WLSM, 20% WCLD, will be
equal partners. Announced Feb. 19.
KRGI Grand Island, Neb. — Seeks assignment
of license from Grand Island Bcstg. Co. to Grand
Island Bcstg. Ltd. for $151,000. James Stuart,
owner KFOR Lincoln, Neb., will be sole owner.
Announced Feb. 20.
WMGM New York, N. Y. — Seeks assignment of
license from Loew's Inc. to WMGM Bcstg. Corp.
Corporatenouncedchange.
Feb. 19. No change of control. AnKVWO Cheyenne, Wyo.— Seeks transfer of
control of licensee corporation from W. J. Harpole, Troyce Harrell, Kermit Ashby, and Arthur
Kline to A. C. Etter, E. L. Thornton, W. P.
Wright and N. E. Jorgensen for $57,000. Mr.
Wright owns 18.6% KWKC Abilene, 6.8% KRIG
Odessa, both Tex., and 19% KTOW Oklahoma
City, Okla. Mr. Thornton owns 14.1% KWKC and
19% KTOW. Mr. Etter owns 25% KWKC, Mr.
Jorgensen owns 25% WMEG Eau Gallie, Fla., and
25% WALY Herkimer, N. Y. Announced Feb. 20.
Hearing Cases . . .
FINAL DECISION
Actions in Docket Cases
Laurel, Miss. — FCC made effective immediately
hearing
examiner's
initialTelevision
decision and
granted
the
application
of Laurel
Co. for
new
tv on ch. 7. Announced Feb. 20.
KAKJ Reno, Nev. — FCC denied petition and
supplement
by Nevada
request-of
ing (1) waiver
of ruleTelecasting
relating toCorp.
transfer
control, (2) reconsideration of June 13, 1956, order

KANDER

WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
NAtional 8-1990
NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
New York 17, N. Y.

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND SALE
OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
FINANCIAL ADVISERS
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MUrray Hill 7-4242
CHICAGO
35 East Wacker Drive
Chicago 1, Illinois
RAndolph 6-3688

directing that corporation to show cause why cp
for KAKJ should not be revoked, and (3) grant
without hearing of its application for assignment
of cp to Tower Telecasting Corp. Action Feb. 20.
INITIAL DECISION
Ch. 14 Port Arthur, Tex. — Hearing Examiner
Basil P. Cooper issued an initial decision looking
toward grant of application of Port Arthur College for new tv.
OTHER ACTIONS
Ch.
11,
Pittsburgh,
Pa.— oral
FCC argument
(1) affirmed
its
Jan. 31 order scheduling
in the
ch.
proceeding,
accepting and
Broadcast
Bureau's
late 11filing
of appearance,
allowing
each
party 20 minutes for argument, and (2) denied
petition for reconsideration filed by WENS (TV)
Pittsburgh. Action Feb. 20.
The Enterprise Co. and Beaumont Bcstg. Corp.
—FCC denied appeal by W. P. Hobby from
Chief
Examiner's
of Hobby's
petitionHearing
to intervene
as partydenial
in proceeding
on
competing applications for new tv stations to
operate on ch. 6 in Beaumont, Tex. Action
Feb. 20.
NARBA

Notifications

. . .

List of rectionschanges,
Proposed
changes, Broadcast
and Corin Assignments
of Mexican
Stations Modifying the Appendix Containing Assignments of Mexican Broadcast Stations (Mimeograph 47214-6) attached to the Recommendations
of
the
North
American Meeting
RegionalJan.
Broadcasting Agreement
Engineering
30, 1941.
Mexican Change List 199
Jan. 23, 1957
610 kc
XECV Ciudad Valles, San Luis Potosi, 1 kw D,
250 w N, unl., Class IV, 6-23-57 (New).
XERPM Mexico, D. 660F., kc50 kw DA-2 unl., Class
II, 1-23-57 (change in call letters from XEBZ).
960 kc
XECS Manzanillo, Colima, 1 kw D, 100 w N
unl., Class TV, 7-23-57 (change in frequency from
1400 kc — increase daytime power — change time
of operation).
970 kc
XEOW Mazatlan, Sinaloa, 1 kw, 250 w N unl..
Class IV, 1-23-57 (now in operation).
XEK Mexico, D. F., 5 kw, 1 kw N DA-N unl.,
Class III, 4-23-57 (increase power).
980 kc
XETV
San
Andres
Tuxtla, Veracruz, 250 w
XEPA).
unl., Class IV, 1-23-57 (change call letters from
1260 kc
XECV Ciudad Valles, San Luis Potosi, 1 kw
D, Class III, 7-23-57 (delete assignment).
1310 kc
XEKV Chihuahua, Chihuahua, 1 kw D unl.,
Class III, 7-23-57 (New).
1400 kc
XECS Manzanillo, Colima, 250 w unl., Class rv,
7-23-57 (delete assignment — change to 960 kc).
1490 kc
XEPA Puebla, Puebla, 250 w unl., Class IV,
1-23-57 (assignment of call letters).
1590 kc
7-23-57
XEBZ (New).
Meoqui, Chihuahua, 1 kw D, Class III,
Routine

Roundup

. . .

February 20 Decisions
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By the Commission
Longview-Denton,
Tex. — FCC on Feb. 15
grantedments extension
of timeproceeding.
for filing reply comin tv rule-making
By James
Chief D.
Hearing
Examiner
Cunningham
KSAN-TV San Francisco, Calif. — Denied petition of S. H. Patterson, KSAN-TV to intervene
in proceeding on application of KOVR Stockton,
Calif., to change trans, and ant. site; and on
Feb. 20 issued erratum making minor change in
the
opinion and order. Action
Feb. memorandum
19.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
Bastrop Bcstg. Co., Bastrop, La., and Richland
Bcstg.
La. — Granted
Bastrop Co.,
Bcstg.Rayville,
Co. to amend
its am petition
applicationof
to request 1340 kc unl., in lieu of 990 kc D; applicationfromamended
and status.
Richland
moved
hearing
Actionapplication
Feb. 19. reFebruary 20 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
KFSA-TV Fort Smith, Ark. — Seeks mod. of cp
Continues on Page 137
BROADCASTING

• TELECASTING

PROFESSIONAL

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
1735 De Sales St., N. W. ME. 8-5411
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 4-2414
Member AFCCE*

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE *

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE*

A. D. RING & ASSOCIATES
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

CARDS

Upper Montclair, N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-01 1 1
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.

RUSSELL
P. MAY
Sheraton Bldg.
711 14th St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE'

L. H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1001 Conn. Ave. Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE*

PAGE, CREUTZ,
STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
710 14th St.,
N. W. 5, Executive
Washington
D. C. 3-5670
303 White Henry Stuart Bldg.
Mutual 3280 Seattle 1, Washington
Member AFCCE*

1302 18th St., N.W.
Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER AM-FM-TV
4806 MONTGOMERY LANE
WASHINGTON 14, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE*

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924
Member AFCCE*

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

A. E. TOWNE ASSOCS., INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

JOHN

Member AFCCE*

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

SERVICE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jaclcson 3-5302
Broadcasting

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence courses.
Write For Free Catalog, specify course.

• Telecasting

D

KEAR & KENNEDY

Member AFCCE*

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
821 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

J. G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

Member AFCCE*

IRECTOI

RADIO ENGINEERING COMPANY
CONSULTANTS — Specialists in
Television — Radio allocations — installations field — antenna measurements — AM
— UHF — VHF "will consider investing with
Norwood i. Patterson, Owner
new
1111 applicants"
Market Street San Francisco, Calif.
MArket 1-8171

RALPH
BITZER,Bldg.,
Consulting
Suite 298,J. Arcade
St. LouisEngineer
1, Mo.
Garfield 1-4954
"For Results in Broadcast Engineering"
AA1-FA1-7V
Allocations • Applications
Petitions • licensing Field Service

t Y
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline:
Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday
preceding publication date.
Situations Wanted 20<f per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25<? per word —
$2.00 minimum.
All other classifications 30^ per word — $h-00 minimum • Display ads $15.00 per inch.
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 1735 DeSales St. N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
(Forward remittance
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing
photos, etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owners nsk. BroadcastAll transcriptions,
please). expressly
separately,
repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
ing • Telecasting
RADIO
Help Wanted
Stationneersmanager,
wanted. Newsalesman,
station, announcers,
Mt. Kisco, N.engi-Y.
Cover northern Westchester. Contact Martin
Stone, 595 Madison Avenue, New York City.
Managerial
Unusual
for hard
hitting sales manager or opportunity
station manager
in metropolitan
area.
Box 148E, B-T.
Sales manager
who loves
to sell. independent
Five figure in-in
come. Major market
for strong
Illinois. Box 652E, B-T.
Sales manager salary,
excellentcommission
New Jerseyand"spot"
with
independent
override.
Box 653E, B-T.
Aggressive sales-station manager for 500 watter
soon on air in central New York. Participation
and part ownership may be arranged. Box 667,
Norwich, New York.
Salesmen
Morning
— salesman
for small,
fastam.growing
southeast man
Florida
cost network
fulltime
Good
account list. Salary and commission average
$115 weekly past two years. Management and tv
potential. Box 477E, B-T.
Country music salesman? Our 25% sales commis ion is paying dividends of $12,000 annually
to
top men.
One of Florida's
largestin cities.
Also
include
any television
experience
your complete resume. Box 680E, B-T.
Salesman. Guarantee against twenty percent.
KWIN, Ashland, Oregon.
Salesman for 500 watt, fulltime, in growing market. Immediate opening. Contact Richard Burt,
WDOE, Dunkirk, New York. •
Need men! Chain of 7 radio and tv stations in
southeast needs aggressive salesman with knowhow, creative ideas, and desire to advance fast,
four figure earning no pipe dream but a reality.
Contact George Norman, General Manager, Radio
Station
WISE, 92 Haywood Street, Asheville,
North Carolina.
Salesmantunity —for live
metropolitan
market.
ExcellentConn.
opporwire. WSTC,
Stamford,
Top-notch salesman for New York office of
America's
growingreprep.
If you and
are you
an
experiencedfastest
and proven
salesman
aspire to move into a sales management job and
want to immediately earn in five (5) figures, call
Ted Oberfelder at PLaza 1-4646.
A nnouncers
Immediate opening for man with minimum six
months experience. Salary: $75.00 per week to
start. 40 hour week, overtime pay, vacations,
etc. Must have car. Excellent opportunity for
advancement within chain. Send resume and
tape. Box 678C, B-T.
Illinois kilowatt wants experienced announcer
age 25 to 40 with several years of solid commercial experience for staff announcing position.
News gathering and writing ability helpful. Liberal bonus, sick benefits, pension plan, with wellestablished independent. State age, education,
experience in detail, references. Personal interview required. Box 474E, B-T.
Need two announcers, one radio, one television.
Also need newsman for combined radio-television job. Must be able to prepare and deliver on
camera. Send tape, picture, background information, references and salary requirements first
letter. Box 635E, B-T.
Page 132
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RADIO
Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
A nnouncers
Immediate opening radio and tv announcing,
midwest, 5 kw am full power tv. Box 620E, B-T.
Sportscaster-announcer with play-by-play experience will be needed soon by sports-minded
northwestern Pennsylvania station. 40 hour week
and extra talent on sports shows. Give salary requirements and full background and references
in first letter. Write Box 624E. B-T.
Help wanted: Radio announcer. $350 per month
■— 48 hour week — married men who are experiencedance.are Need
preferred.
— free toinsurgood staffPaidmanvacations
who wants
join
good local kilowatt daytimer in upper midwest.
Send resume and tape to Box 651E, B-T.
Hundred a week to start for top-notch announcer
with first class ticket. Long established midwest
network station. Box 663E, B-T.
Experienced chief-announcer Arkansas daytimer.
Emphasis announcing. Sales opportunity. Box
677E, B-T.
Immediate opening for sepia DJ personality Must
have sincerity and good diction. Large southeast
indie. Send resume and tape. Box 679E, B-T.
Wisconsin metropolitan indie needs newsman
who can go out and get it, write it. and deliver
it. Must sound like a pro on the air. Full time,
news only. Salary open. Box 681E. B-T.

RADIO
Help Wanted—
Announcers(Cont'd)
Need experienced announcer for PD. Also need
straight announcer. Send resume to WHAW,
Weston, West Virginia. Call Ed Doyle, 1555.
Need announcer with 1st class ticket, for WIDE,
Biddeford, Maine. Biddeford is located 95 miles
from Boston and 15 miles from Portland and only
5 miles from New England's most famous summer
resort,of Old
Orchard
Beach, good
Maine.friends
If you're
the
type
fellow
who enjoys
and fine
people and like good clean living, then Biddeford
is the place you want to settle. Send full
resume and tape to WIDE, Biddeford, Maine.
Announcer — staff work, college town in vacation
country. Some experience desirable. Send tape
and resume to PD, WJOY, Burlington, Vermont.
Radio announcer, WKDA, Nashville. Tennessee.
Top Hooper in market. Need air salesman who
knows how to follow orders and carry out station policy. Send tape and resume of experience
to H. L. Glascock, WKDA. Nashville. Tennessee.
Immediate Good
opening
for plus
experienced
announcersalesman.
salary
commissions
on all
accounts you sell and service. Total earnings
should exceed $100 per week for good producer.
Contact WLSD, Big Stone Gap, Virginia.
Combo man with first phone . . . emphasis on
announcing. Send tape, recent photo and resume
of pastigan. . . experience.
WMIC, Monroe, Mich. Tape will .be. .returned.
Good announcer — must have good voice — no regional accent.
native Up
intelligence,
humor,
education
and Quick
experience.
to $100 weekly
to start for responsible man with initiative and
imagination.
Opportunity
to tryTape,
new ideas.
sonal interview
necessary.
resumePer-to
WPVL, Painesville, Ohio.
Exceptional
opportunity
for salesman-announcer
combination.
Permanent.
WSMI, Litchfield.
Illinois.
Wanted: Two announcers with first class ticket.
Write Box 485, Aberdeen, Maryland.
Technical

Station personalities
that's moving that
up know
needs when
two top-notch
deejay
to stop
talking. grounds,
Prefer
men
with
active
that know the ropes, willing radio
to takebackthe
time
that'sradio
needed
theirgiveshows.
you like
and to
knowprepare
you can
us topIf
ratings, then fire a tape showing your air work.
Make it long, cut the music. This is a balling
operation with stations in seven markets. No
phone calls, send tape and resume of background.
Drinkers and drifters need not apply. Top money.
Box 689E, B-T.
Top announcer with first class license. Excellent
salary. Emphasis on announcing. Virginia independent music and news. Send air check and
resume of experience. Box 697E, B-T.
Experienced announcer desiring permanency,
opportunity, growing market, $325.00. KBUD,
Athens, Texas.

First phone operator February 25th. New England fulltime regional. State experience and references first letter. Box 593E, B-T.
First phone announcer — chief engineer, 500 watt
California bay area indie. Send references-tape.
Box 625E, B-T.
First class engineer-announcer needed for new
500 watt
southwest
Michigan
directional.
lent potential
for right
man. Clean
living Excelhabits
essential. Must be non-drinker. Send tape, background, and salary requirements first letter.
Box 708E, B-T.
First class engineer, who can handle maintenance
and half-trick of announcing on 250 watt station
in good condition. Excellent working conditions
in college town: fishing-hunting paradise. Contact
KRXK, Rexburg, Idaho.

Opening for good, experienced DJ-salesman. Salary open. Fishing, hunting excellent. Business
good inket.Oregon's
second
and fastestto growing
marPicture, tape,
background
Rod Louden,
KEED, Springfield-Eugene, Oregon.

Man with engineer experiencing re do work of
Chief.tainMust
be good
and able
mainequipment.
KSIL,announcer
Silver City,
New toMexico.

Announcer, experienced all phases, needed immediately by 5000 watt NBC station; city of
16,000. Our man should hail from Kansas or
adjacent state. This is permanent position with
good station and floaters or victims of bottle
fatigue need not apply. Send audition, references,
marital and draft status and salary requirements
to Jim Heaton, KVGB, Great Bend, Kansas.
Good morning man for progressive independent.
Can also use announcer with limited experience.
WATG, Ashland, Ohio.
Immediate opening for experienced announcer.
Personal interview necessary. Lee Jylha, WBCM,
Bay City, Michigan.
Now! Capable, homey, morning man, to operate
board, gather, write and edit news. Top pay for
top help. Medium market kilowatt indie. Forty
hours. Send tape, photo, resume, or phone collect within 500 miles. WCEN, Mt. Pleasant, Michigan. Phone Spring 3-3171.
Announcer. Must have experience. Top working
conditions. Air conditioned studios. Profit sharing plan. WCOJ, Coatesville, Pennsylvania.

First phone operator, 1000 watt. Opening now.
Write details. WBEC. Pittsfleld, Mass.
Wanted
salary.
WBRV,

immediately
engineer-announcer must have —acombination
first class ticket.
Good
Send your tape and data to L. Lansing,
Radio, Boonville, New York.

Engineer, first class t'eket for remote control
station with new Collins equipment. Contact
Roland Potter, 4-7394, WHBG, Harrisonburg,
Virginia.
Combo — or announcer interested in engineering
needed ginia.
within
days employment.
at WNNT. Warsaw, VirDaytime 30
steady
Combo engineer for construction. Contract Mr.
Bevins, WMLF, Pineville, Kentucky. Good deal.
WONW, Defiance, Ohio, has opening for first
class engineer. Excellent opportunity for right
man. Forward full information to Glenn R.
Thayer.
Wanted operator
with WSYB,
first phone
Experience not necessary.
Rutland,license.
Vermont.
Broadcasting

Telecasting

RADIO

RADIO
Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Programming-Production, Others
Wanted experienced writer for radio-tv continuity
department in top midwest operation. Finest
working conditions. Many extra benefits includpaid vacations,
BlueStart
Cross-Blue
otheringsecurity
benefits.
at $60 perShield
week,andif
qualified. Send sample continuity, background
and recent snapshot. Box 655E, B»T.
Continuity- traffic manager (male or female)
needed immediately. Replies to Box 3167 MSS,
Tallahassee, Florida.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Sales manager — personally sold over half million
dollars worth of local time in one year! Only
progressive management with sound product
need apply. All replies held in confidence. Box
521E, B«T.
24 year veteran seeks responsible position with
reliable company. Experienced all phases programming, news, management. References, interview for station offering right job at right money.
Prefer south or east, but will consider all reasonable offers. Steady, dependable family man.
Box 648E, B«T.
Better arrangement or management desired by
sales manager with southwest major network
station. Box 649E, B«T.
Working manager, married three children, age
42, managed present station in south 12 years,
wants to invest, control interest and manage
small or medium station in southeast. Write Box
682E, B»T.

Making

Friends . . .

\ Influencing

People

Employers like our prompt <
^ friendly service. They look first ?
to BROADCASTERS for solution
of every personnel problem be- J,
^ cause each candidate's qualifica
tions are clearly set forth in a pro
fessionally prepared resume and \
^ report of reference investigation.
Each candidate has been carefully
( screened by specialists who KNOW \
S radio and television.

Situations Wanted — ( Cont'd )
Managerial
Manager desires to make change. Interested in
position as a manager, assistant or sales. No tv
experience but believe I could handle tv sales.
Florida preferred. Would consider offer to travel
Florida territory for allied radio or tv concern.
Box 696E, B'T.
Manager or PD experienced announcer. Vast
knowledge business, conscientious. Box 705E, B'T.
Commercial manager desires relocation with
progressive radio station in Carolinas or Florida
as manager or commercial manager. Box 706E,
B'T.
Energetic, successful working selling general
manager seeking job as manager or PD. Available
now due to change in ownership of WFTC. Draft
exempt, church and family man with proven
ability. Top references guaranteed. Age 35.
Worked at same station five and one half years.
Will travel. Contact J. Harold Vester, 804 Rhem
Street Kinston, North Carolina, Phone 6224.
Salesman
10 years radio sales experience. 250 daytime to
5000 network. Have been sales manager. Like
to work. Single. Available. Can make money for
station and myself. Have car, will travel. Will
consider all replies. Ed Woodmansee, 860 South
Lincoln Avenue, Springfield, Illinois, 7406.
Announcers
Personality-DJ — strong commercials, gimmicks,
etc., run own board. Steady, eager to please. Go
anywhere. Box 109E, B'T.
Experienced married announcer DJ feels he is
ideal for all-night pop disc show. Relaxed delivery deep rich voice. Prefer larger station. Tape
on request. No obligation. Box 567E, B'T.
Combo — 1st phone — 5 years radio experience —
512 Hiawatha Street, Minot, North Dakota. Available February 1st. Bqx 575E, B'T.
Staff announcer: Versed in all phases of announcing. Have had own morning show on midwestern kilowatt
Two toyears
experience, married,forvet,past24.year.
Desires
relocate
this Spring. Box 596E, B'T.
Ex-B.B.C. broadcaster desires staff position or
free-lance assignments. Anglo-American accent.
Tapes available. Box 600E, B'T.
Baseball play-by-play announcer, seven years
experience. Finest references. Box 603E, B«T.
Experienced sportscaster, strong on baseball,
live tapes to prove. Excellent salesman. Featured
in metronome as top DJ. Box 608E, B»T.
Personality DJ, warm, friendly style. Strong on
music, news and sports. Net affiliate and indie
experience. College grad. Box 622E, B'T.

ANNOUNCERS
—TOP

Placement clients soon become
jc our friends. They like the per- ^
sonal attention we give to the furtherance oftheir careers, our lower
jC fees and ready willingness to £
WORK in their behalf.
I EXECUTIVE & STAFF LEVELS
CONFIDENTIAL CONTACT
NATIONWIDE SERVICE
BROADCASTERS

EXECUTIVE

PLACEMENT SERVICE, INC.
333 Trans-Lux Bldg.
724 Fourteenth St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Lac
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Wantmy a area.
personality?
radio-tv
DJ
in
Desire Here's
to moveone.up.TopEmcee
record
hops,
personalnot.appearances,
but rather
Prefer radioradio-tv.
and tvStaff
DJ ability,
shows.
Will consider either. Veteran, family, references,
brochure, tapes. Box 631E, B'T.
Experienced sportscaster-staff announcer. Fine
play-byplay,
news, B'T.
disc shows. References.sportscast,
Family. Box 646E,
Philadelphia, Baltimore area stations. Experienced, hard-hitting announcer-DJ available soon.
Mature voice, judgment. Formerly WCAU. Family man. Box 647E, B'T.
Recent grad desires position with future in S.W.
University commercial broadcasting experience
and training includes news, sports, continuity,
announcing, filming and combo. Parttime professional experience. Box 660E, B'T.
Personality jock. Top rated in major market.
Afternoon Hooper of 66.7. Single, 26, sober. Seven
years experience. Have reached financial peak
in market of y3 million. Ready to move up.
Minimum $7,500. Will sell. Present employer is
best reference, Box 661E, B'T.
DJ, good commercial, can sell, three years experience, family. Box 665E, B'T.
Experienced staff announcer looking for sportsminded station — northeast area — strong news and
sports — pleasant commercials. Box 669E, B'T.
Announcer — recent graduate. Eager for experience. Will go anywhere. Accept low salary.
Box 670E, B'T.
Young, versatile announcer. Six years experience
including A.F.R.S. 26, single, personable, excellent voice. Box 673E, B'T.
Vacations soon. Need a good summer replacement for news, DJ, staff work? College student
with two full years solid commercial experience
at good eastern station available June through
August. Box 678E, B»T.
Morning announcer. First Phone — experience includes ND and copy. $95 Box 684E, B'T.
Beginner announcer, 26, married. Broadcasting
school graduate. Available immediately. Resume,
tape. Box 685E, B'T.
Girl personality
— DJ,T
run own board, eager to
688E,
'
.and sales. Box
please.B
Free to
travel. Gimmicks
Announcer, mature man, single, dependable,
sober, seek first radio staff job. Full or parttime
announcing. Recent graduate. Box 694E, B'T.
B'T.
Sports enced
announcer,
desires sports director,
position thoroughly
in East. Boxexperi703E.
B
'
Announcer
staff,T
experienced,
desires eastern
.
market station, pays salary,
talent. Box 704E,
Announcer, six years expreience all phases radio.
Operate board. Tables. Box 709E, B'T.
(Continued on next page)
Yes, announcers demand top pay and get it— announcers with first class tickets. If you are ambitious
to increase your earning power — or a beginner who
needs that first big break — a first class FCC license
is your ticket to success. Gratham School of Electronics, a nationally famous school specializing in
FCC license training can prepare you quickly and
easily to pass that all-important FCC examination.

Our Guarantee
If you should fail the
FCC exam after finishing
our course, we guarantee
to give you additional
training at
NO ADDITIONAL COST.

FCC-Type Exams
FCC-type tests are used
throughoutthe
course. ConstantGrantham
practice
with these FCC-type tests
helps
for the
actual youFCCprepare
examination.
FREE PLACEMENT

%
MAIL

COUPON

TO

SERVICE

SCHOOL
OR

NEAREST

\OC

GRANTHAM
SCHOOLS,
Dept.12-B
1505 N. Western Ave.. Hollywood 27. Calif.
821 19th St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Please send me your free booklet, telling how I can get my FIRST CLASS
FCC license quickly. I understand there is no obligation and no salesman
will
call.
Name.
.City.
Address.
.State.
I am interested in: □ Home Study □ Resident Classes
February 25, 1957
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Night shift wanted. Midwest only. Six years
experience, with references from all employers.
Have headed news department. Veteran with
college. Station sold, wants change. Box 711E,
B«T.
Attending radio-television school; young; single;
need experience; can do good commercial; news;
play-by-play.
Emil Illinois.
Belanger, Jr., 621
Lyman
Avenue,Contact
Oak Park,
Announcer seeking permanent fulltime announcing position. Graduate of Midwestern Broadcasting school, Chicago. Married, will travel. Dale
Cullen, Rt. 1, Box 190, Elkhorn, Wisconsin.
Radio, television staff. Nine years experience all
phases. Sales, promotion, public relations. All
experience in Ohio, Texas. Married, one child.
Will relocate. Bob deVille, 15338 Triskett Road,
Cleveland, Ohio. WInton 1-3460.
Available February 28th. Bill Dillner, WJBD, or
Park Hotel, Salem, Illinois.
Announcer-personality. Three years experience.
Desires position with progressive music, news
operation. Excellent references, tape. Tom Hopkins, Box 775, Bernardsville, New Jersey.
Bernardsville 8-0538, after 6 p.m.
Announcer, four years experience with first class
license. Strong on sports, news. Good DJ. 28
years old, single, sober, and reliable. Available
immediately. Walker Isham, 210 Commercial
Street, Dayton 2, Ohio.
Beginner
26 years,
negro, experience,
'56 college
graduate, announcer,
1 year service
announcing
will travel.
W.
L.
Sanders,
10710
Magnolia,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Experienced announcer. Above average. Desires
above average southwest or south. Presently
employed. Write or wire J. Tague, 1227 y2 Homewild, Jackson, Michigan.
Tully-Ho! Four months experience. Climb aboard,
Castel
N.
J. 3-1540. Gene Tully, Box 122, Manasquan,
Announcer, 2 years experience, seeking permanent position, prefer midwest. 4825 West Drummond Place, Chicago 39, NAtional 2-1672.
Technical
Successful announcer — currently employed. Seeking improvement — sports preferred. Excellent
references. Box 559E, B«T.

KLIF
Dallas

Situations Wanted — ( Cont'd )
Technical
Experienced engineer announcer available. Box
627E, B«T.
First phone man available. Willing to announce,
interested in sales. Midwest or west. Married,
vet. Box 691E, B«T.
Engineer desires change, 12 years am chief, construction, maintenance, prefer west or midwest,
student
CREI
"Practical Relevision
Will accept employment
either in amEngineering".
or tv. Box
701E, B-T.
Programming-Production, Others
Experienced newsman. Presently employed 5 kw
radio-tv midwest. Journalism degree. Desires
relocation similar, metropolitan area. Four years
tv experience. Married 28. Box 668E, B«T.
Radio tant?
station
managers
— do you town
need operation
an assisPrefer small
southeastern
with a future. Young, aggressive, one dependent.
Vast radio, television experience. Can assume
responsibility. Present position being dissolved.
Available March 1st. Box 672E, B-T.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted
Managerial
CBS, uhftunity foringeneral
75 to 100manager.
market Newspaper
class offers owned,
opporoperated at profit in 1956. Write Box 654E, B*T.
Salesmen
Salesman for established radio-television station,
WSBT-TV. Veteran or draft exempt with one or
two years small station experience in midwest.
CBS affiliate, expanding market. Excellent insurance, hospitalization anfl pension plan. Write
Personnel Department, South Bend Tribune,
South Bend, Indiana.
Announcer
Need qualified
staff announcer.Would
Preferconsider
southwesterner
or midwesterner.
experienced radio announcer seeking opportunity withtions.
permanence
and should
excellent
living picture,
condiComplete details
include
tape, minimum salary. Manager, KSWS, Radio
and Television, Roswell, New Mexico.

a.d

KTSA

San

Antonio

need

TOP

NEWSMEN

Two of America's top-rated independents, both ahead by light
years in ratings, need qualified radio newsmen with good authoritative news voice to write and deliver the news. Send auditions and b.g. to :
Gordon McLendon
2104 Jackson Street
Dallas, Texas
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
Miami vhf station needs three tv technicians to
replace key personnel who have transferred.
Must be thoroughly experienced all phases
studio, remote and maintenance broadcast equipment with 1st class FCC license. Salary commensurate
experiencedesired
and ability.
details including
salary
in first Give
letter. all
Apply
Box 517E, B-T.
Transmitter engineer for vhf station in midwest
metropolitan city. Very finest equipment. One
of nation's
top stations.
experience,
tion, and provide
a recentState
snapshot.
ReplyeducaBox
656E, B»T.
Experienced video operator capable of doing
general maintenance. First class license preferred. Salary commensurate with ability,
WHEN- TV, Syracuse, New York.
Engineer-first phone, for tv, contact Chief Engineer, WRDW, Augusta, Georgia.
Programming-Production, Others
Tv-radio news director, experienced all phases,
use of movietone, unifax, slides, and writing.
SOF available. Box 710E, B«T.
Promotion, merchandising, publicity man or
woman needed immediately at KSBW Radio and
Television vhf network station located on California coast. Send samples, references, resume
first letter. Write Department G, KSBW-TV.
P. O. Box 1651, Salinas, California.
Bookkeeper and executive secretaries needed at
California vhf network tv-radio operation. Ideal
medium market on California coast. Send complete details, experience, and references first
letter. Department D, KSBW-TV, P. O. Box 1651,
Salinas, California.
Tv copywriter — leading vhf station has immediate opening for copy head. Must be experienced and thoroughly qualified to handle diversified accounts. Submit complete information,
including vannah,
earnings,
Georgia. first letter. WSAV-TV, SaSituation Wanted
Managerial
Over 7 years tv sales experience. Currently sales
manager medium competitive market. Top
billings as salesman — total billings up 48% as
sales right.
manager.
Readybe now
for that manager,
one job that's
just
It might
as general
sales
manager or salesman depending upon station and
mraket; or with leading rep firm. Must include
opportunity for growth and earnings. Age 34,
married, college graduate. Excellent references.
Box 702E, B«T.
Salesmen
Presently employed tv sales large eastern station. 14 years broadcasting experience, last 7
in present position. Excellent working knowledge
of all phases radio-tv operation. Opportunity
more important than salary or location. Firstrate references as to ability and character. Wire
or write Box 690E, B«T.
Announcers
Warm-friendly tv personality, strong on newscasting, tops with commercials, expert interviewer. 11 years radio. 3 years outstanding tv.
Now employed. Box 675E, B-T.
Technical
Engineer — fully qualified studio/transmitter operations or supervisory. Mature. Box 657E, B«T.
Engineer, married, 1st phone, 6 years experience
am-tv, permanent position. Box 662E, B»T.
Young married vet. First phone, tv workshop
grad. Will relocate, desire permanent position,
excellent references. Box 666E, B«T.
First class license tv transmitter operator. Tv
experience desirable but not essential. If you
like skiing this is an unparalled opportunity.
Transmitter at Stowe, Vermont. Station provide
head skis. Liberal food allowance plus mileage.
Reply
Vermont.Chief Engineer, WCAX-TV, Burlington,
Programming-Production, Others
B-T.
Producer-director. Experienced. SRT-TV graduate. Married, vet, 26. Salary $85.00. Box 664E,
Broadcasting
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RADIO
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Programming-Production, Others
Ambitious, capable assistant director — cameraman. Presently employed top vhf. 4 years experience. Desires directing. Box 674E, B«T.
Director-switcher. Three and a half years commercial experience. Top vhf stations; desire to
settle in decent vhf market. Top references. Box
692E, B-T.
Attention N. E. vhf statons. Cameraman, three
years experience vhf. Creative. Available immediately. Top references. Box 693E, B'T.
Film director-editor. Seven years commercialtelevision experience. Sharp on buying and
scheduling. Have set up and can operate department. Top references. Box 695E, B»T.
Want tv director-production or associated field.
Have worked film editor-tv commercials, cameraman WPIX-TV, New York. SRT and college
grad. — Announcing-director experience. Veteran,
will travel. Box 698E, B«T.
Promotion manager. A young man with skill and
experience in sales and station promotion. Four
years television experience, 28, married. Box
700E, B«T.
Available
practically-trained,
flight immediately,
production personnel,
all categories. topCall
Northwest First. Northwest Radio & TV School,
1221 NWwood, 21st,
Portland
6,
Oregon.
Also
HollyChicago, Washington, D. C.
FOR

FOR

SALE

Stations
Listingtion.SD.Diversified
Long-established
southwest AM
stamarket: Agriculture,
military,
year-round acquatic resort. Requires $25,000 cash
down. Ralph Erwin. Broker. Tulsa.
Southwest — unlimited indie excellent for ownermanager. $35,000. Terms if you qualify. Contact
Bob Hoskinson, 331-34 Oklahoma Natural Building,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Knapton Business Brokers.
The Norman Company. 510 Security Bldg., Davenport. Iowa. Sales, purchases, appraisals, handled
with care and discretion, based on operating our
own stations.
Write now for our free bulletin of outstanding
radio and tv buys throughout the United States.
Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 6381 Hollywood Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Equipment
W.E. Amplifiers. Original cartons. 120C, $60; 132A,
$55; 130B, $100. Used coils, W.E. 111C, $9; Langevin
602A, $5. GR modulation monitor 731A, $175.
Box 683E, B»T.
For sale: Gates 250 watt 250-C transmitter available in thirty days will accept a reasonable offer.
One Gates 52-CS studioette nearly new, $500.00.
Frank Carman, KLUB, Salt Lake City, Utah.

Equipment
RCA-BTF 3B 3kw fm transmitter, four bay Andrew antenna, REL monitor, complete Gates
audio equipment including 52CS console and
two three-speed tables, two Magnecord tape recorders, and other station equipment. Contact
A. E. Kester at The Music Room, 122 N. Michigan,
South Bend, Indiana.
RCA-BTA-1L transmitter complete with one set
tubes, crystal
for 1480
kcs, wire
for remote
ation. Also Rust
BTR-5AX
remote
control operunit
including R1-108-13A two meter panel to read
modulation
and
frequency
at
studio.
Power
increase necessitates sale. Priced as package for
$3,750, moteor$950.separately,
and Ray,
reCash sale. transmitter
Write or call$2,950,
Stanley
OK Group. 505 Baronne Street, New Orleans,
Louisiana.
For sale: 435 foot self-supporting Truscon Tower.
Now in storage. Contact U. L. Lynch, Technical
Director, Farm & Home Radio, Grand Island,
Nebraska.
3 kw Federal Telephone fm transmitter with
cable and monitors — $3,500.00. 150 foot self-supporting tower — $750.00. Phone C. L. Graham,
Gadsden, Alabama. Liberty 6-1614.
For sale: 3 kw, RCA fm transmitter, 300 ft.
transmission line, modulation frequency monitor.
4 bay side mount Andrews antenna. $4,000.00 for
everything F.O.B. shipping point. Aaron N. Robinson, The Dixie Network, P. O. Box 309, Jackson, Tennessee.

150 self-supporting
Available
sonable. Write WBEC,tower.
Pittsfield,
Mass.soon. ReaFor sale: Blaw-Knox guyed tower, $800.00, includes lights. Erected. Easily accessible. WCED,
DuBois, Pennsylvania.

SALE

Stations
250 watt, long-established station with excellent
billing, located in the northeast, for sale to community-minded persons. Buyers will please submit proof of ability to purchase with inquiry.
Principals only. Box 645E, B-T.
For sale: Single station market. Remote controlled kilowatt daytimer in south. Has always
operated in the black. Excellent equipment. New
station wagon with mobile unit. $55,000 cash, or
$60,000 with terms. Box 707E, B»T.
Station in growing secondary market with Florfavorable living
$120,000.
Part
can beida'sfinanced.
Paul conditions.
H. Chapman
Company,
84 Peachtree, Atlanta.
Kentucky small market station showing profit.
$80,000. Terms. Paul H. Chapman Company, 84
Peachtree, Atlanta. Another station in this genlower. eral area showing smaller profits and priced

SALE

Valuable studio and transmitter equipment in
good condition, low priced, send for list. WCRA,
Effingham, Illinois.
For sale: 1 — 260 foot galvanized tower. 1 — 320
foot tower. 4— 8x14 Andrew passive reflectors.
1 — Telerox, seven element, wide spaced, special
design, Channel 6 receiving antenna. Contact
WDAM-TV, Hattiesburg, Mississippi. Telephone
Juniper 4-8441.
RCA WX-1A field intensity meter. RUST RI-108
remote control and spare parts kit. General
Radio 916-A RF bridge. S-H minitape recorder.
8000 feet Whitney-Blake #3512 audio wire. Guy
C. Rauer, WEJL, Scranton, Pa.
Mobile studio, aluminum body Vanette Chev.
truck, containing Onan 3.5kw 60cy generator,
REL 60w fm transmitter, 153.35 mc, direction
and non-directional antennas, 2 50 watt Mcintosh
PA amps, 4 25 watt trumpets, 4 300 watt floodlights, Gates console, air-conditioner, Propane
heater and more. Guy C. Rauer, WEJL, Scranton, Pa.

WANTED

TO

BUY

Stations
Wanted: Radio station with good potential, in
Florida. No brokers please. Box 671E, B«T.
Equipment
Wanted: Good used 250 watt transmitter, turn
tables and console. Box 658E, B-T.
Wanted — 250 or 1000 watt transmitter for Conelrad operation. Station KDAN, P. O. Box 1058,
Eureka, California. Phone HI 2-0611.
Fm transmitter, 1-3-5-10 kw, associate equipment
Edwin Kennedy, WTLM, Wilmington, Delaware.
1 kw, Channel 35, UHF equipment complete or
part. Box 555, Fort Smith, Arkansas.
Wanted: Record library, especially classical and
semi-classical, bridge and mood, by small university broadcasting
now having
none. workshop
Used discs (non-commercial)
must be in good
condition. Write O. W. Riegel, Washington &
Lee University, Lexington, Virginia.

Station withinin day's
Washington,
New
installation
above drive
average
secondaryD. C.
market
offered as sales of asset at $65,000 with $25,000
down.
Atlanta.Paul H. Chapman Company, 84 Peachtree,

Remote control and metering system. Gates M
4657 — RCM 14. Like new. Three years old. Complete with tubes and five channels. Manual. Best
offer. WEOK, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Now available. Single-station market. VHF television station. Southwest. Semi-tropical climate.
Owner states urban population 100,000. Nearest
competitive station 100 miles. Takes $50,000 cash
to handle. Only written requests from qualified
and identified principals will be acknowledged.
Ralph
Tulsa. Erwin. Broker. 1443 South Trenton,

RCA console. Model 76C. Complete with power
supply, tubes and manual. Excellent condition.
Sevensie, N.years
old. Best offer. WEOK, PoughkeepY.

FCC first phone in 12 weeks. Home study or
resident training. Our schools are located in
Hollywood, California, and Washington, D. C.
For free booklet, write Grantham School of
Electronics. Desk H-B, 1505 N. Western Avenue,
Hollywood 27, California.

For sale — one RCA 96-A limiting amplifier with
power-supply
completeElgin,
composite
rad receiving and
unit. oneWRMN,
Illinois. Conel-

FCC first phone license. Start immediately.
Guarantee coaching. Northwest Radio 8c Television School,
ington, D.C. Dept. B, 1627 K Street, N. W., Wash-

INSTRUCTION

Here is an opportunity to enter the media brokerage business with an established organization.
We offer a position on a successful operating team to men with these four qualifications:
1. Good character and unquestioned in3. Financial responsibility — income is
tegrity — references will be required.
in proportion to ability and work.
2. Sales experience.
4. Willingness to travel cheerfully.
PAUL

H.

CHAPMAN

COMPANY

84 Peachtree Street, Atlanta, Georgia
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Help Wanted
Announcers

Situations Wanted
Programming-Production, Others

Help Wanted
Technical

MAGIC FOR YOU?
No Hats With Rabbits! No Wands Or
Witch's Brews! But Charmed Shows For
Women and Kiddies — Unique D.J. Style —
Remotes — Script — Copy — Creative Ideas.
Young Lady, Experienced, Radio & TV.
Box 659E, B«T

IMMEDIATE OPENING
Need top
quality TVVHFannouncer-newscaster for expanding
operation. Excellent opportunity for man who can
deliver. Write and send tape.
KWTX-TV
P. O. BOX 3128
WACO, TEXAS

★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★it*

Situations Wanted

HELP WANTED
Combo-man for metropolitan network station.
Must be experienced in program requirements
as DJ -newscaster with at least third-class license.
Age 21-31,
neat full
withvacation
good reputation.
Regular 40reliable,
hour week
pay
plus holiday
extras.
Excellent
working
tions. $100 per week salary guarantee. Bigcondicity
opportunity for qualified applicant capable of
earning top dollar. If you are that person, send
complete details, recent photo, audition tape to
Box 712E, B-T.
Technical

FOR

Programming-Production, Others

SALE

EXPERIENCE
Need new shows? New Ideas? Someone to
make them pay off? We can help you!
WANTED
I
"We" are a Radio-TV team with over 15
years successful experience in major
metropolitan markets. Station managers
^ Chief Engineer for 5 kw directional ^
in the New York to Washington area,
^ Southern University city recreation- ^
let's talk over your needs in your office at
your convenience.
^ al area. Good living conditions. ^
Box 667E, B»T
^ Send photo and references with ^
§ first letter.
§ ★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★
ADVERTISING AGENCY
§
Box 676E, B«T
§
§
§
Help Wanted
Salesman
CHIEF ENGINEERANNOUNCER WANTED
Good position for above average man.
Salary commensurate with ability. Must
ADVERTISING AGENCY
be good announcer and know popular
music. New Gates equipment. 250 fulltime network station. Located in Shenandoah Valley. 68 miles west of Washington,
D. C. Contact Ken Gordon, WSPR, Front
RADIO-TV SALESMAN
Royal, Virginia. Phone 750.
Situation Wanted
Announcers
PRESCRIPTION: For Sad Station
Managers with "Unhappy Hoopers,
Poor Pulses and Anemic Nielsens!"
Daily shots by No. 1 Show Surgeon
now in major metropolitan market.
Holder of D.D.J, and A.S. Degrees
(Doctor of Disc Jockeying and Air
Salesmanship). Have instruments, (hit
records), will travel.
Box 62 IE, B«T

Experience in servicing and some selling of
accounts essential. Must be good idea man
and know Radio-TV thoroughly.
Will direct work of TV copywriter and work
with top-notch artist.
Agency presently situated in upstate New
York. Salary open. Future limited only by
your ability to service accounts effectively,
prepare and present proposals for new and
increased business.
A good chance to go places in a growing
department of a well-established agency.
Write fully, enclosing photo if you have
one.
Box 565 E, B*T

Z^i SChZI^^i J^^^ZHIlZ^^i SSvnlZ^^^^i J^^^^^^^^^i
r

FUTURE

}€^ZhhZ^^{

WANTED

FOR

SALE

Stations
FOR

SALE

WEST
COAST
A PAIR of TOP "MUSIC AND NEWS
STATIONS" in the TWO TOP MARKETS of the State. A great opportunity for an owner- manager to
currently realize $50,000.00 per year
income. Potential TWICE that amount.
Total price for the PAIR, $300,000.00.
Only inquiries from reputable purchasers with substantial financial background who can fully identify themselves will be acknowledged. Requires
substantial down payment. Reason for
sale, expansion into larger operations.
Send replies to
Box 540E, B«T
Equipment
TAPE RECORDERS
All Professional Makes
New — Used— Trades
Supplies — Parts — Accessories
STEFFEN ELECTRO ART CO.
4405 W. North Avenue
Milwaukee 8. Wise.
Hilltop 4-2715
America's Tape Recorder Specialists
WANTED

DIRECTOR-PRODUCER-PERSONALITY
NEWS-SPORTS-VARIETY-MUSICAL-SPECIAL
Experienced all phases of Dir. -Prod. Now with successful
midwest TV operation. Will trade my experience for future
with larger organization. Will it be yours? Find out now!
Tape, Picture, Usual.
Phone -Wire -Write
John Beatty
309 W. 7th, Apt. # 1 1
Topeka, Kansas
Phone: Home 4-8241
TV Station 5-3473
L.
»K
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TV NEWSCASTER
Currently employed and well paid,
with good ratings on major VHF in
major northeast market area. Seek
similar position with news minded V.
Have copy pencils and camera, will
travel. Interested? Box 699E, B»T

TO

BUY

Stations
FORMER
STATION OWNER-MANAGER
Inactive for past year, now ready to
buy radio or TV station. Prefer properties in California, Washington, Oregon but will consider Arizona or
Nevada. Am ready to buy if you're
ready to sell. Box 650E, B»T.

Jl
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Continued from Page 130
to extend completion date to 9-15-57.
License to Cover Cp
KGOL Golden, Colo. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized new am, and specify studio
location.
KAGE Winona, Minn. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized new am.
WNSL Laurel, Miss. — Seeks license to cover cp
which authorized new am, and specify studio
location and remote control point.
KIYI Shelby, Mont. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized change frequency, increase
power, change ant.-trans. location, change ant.
system and remote control trans.
Renewal of License
WMMW-FM Meriden, Conn.; WPRO-FM Providence, R. I.
Renewal of SCA
WMMW-FM Meriden, Conn.
February 19 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
Following
seek mod.
of cp Ky.;
to extend
tion dates: WMLF
Pineville,
WARE compleWare,
Mass.; KRBI St. Peter, Minn.; WELO Tupelo,
Miss.; WMPT South Williamsport, Pa.; KSIX-TV
Corpus
W.
Va. Christi, Tex.; WCHS-TV Charleston,
License to Cover Cp
WTBF Troy, Ala. — Seeks license to cover cp
which authorized change frequency, change
power, install new trans, and DA-2, and change
ant.-trans. location.
February 20 Decisions
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By the Broadcast Bureau
Action of February 18
KHOF
Los
fm station. Angeles, Calif. — Granted license for
Actions of February 15
Following granted licenses for am stations:
KLUE Shreveport, La., Twin City Bcstg. Co.;
WLBA Gainesville, Ga., Hall County Bcstg. Co.;
KBHM Branson, Mo., Shepard of the Hills Bcstg.
Co.
The following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: KSAY San Francisco,
Calif.,
to 5-28;
KOOS KDOO
Coos Ridgecrest,
Bay, Ore., toCalif.,
7-1-57,to
conditions
on both;
6-11; KBBC Centerville, Utah, to 6-27.
Actions of February 14
WHMI Howell, Mich. — Granted license for am
station.
WPRE Prairie du Chien, Wis. — Granted license
covering change frequency, and changes in ant.
system.
The following
pletion dates as were
shown:granted
WMYNextensions
Mayodan,of N.comC,
to 6-1; WBLK Clarksburg, W. Va., to 9-1; WKBC
North Wilkesboro, N. C, to 7-1; WPCC Clinton,
S. C, to 6-6, condition; KAVL Lancaster, Calif.,
to 7-5, conditions.
Remote Control
KABI Ketchikan, Alaska; KQIK Lakeview,
Ore.; WRFS-FM Alexander City, Ala.; KJNO
Juneau, Alaska.
Actions of February 13
KXLU
Los
Calif. —fm.Granted license for
noncommercialAngeles,
educational
KSHS
Colorado
Springs,
Colo. —fm.Granted license
for noncommercial educational
Remote Control
WAVZ New Haven, Conn.; KBOL Boulder,
EMPLOYMENT

SERVICES

TOP JOBS— TOP PEOPLE
We have, or will find, just the person or
job
you'reM. looking
Contact
E. Stone,for.Manager ....
NATIONAL RADIO & TELEVISION
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
5th floor, 1627
Washington,
D. 'K'
C— St.
RE NW.
7-0343

Colo.; WRFS Alexander City, Ala.; KM A Shenandoah, Iowa; KICA Clovis, N. M.; WHHM Memphis, Tenn.
Actions of February 12
WDDY Gloucester, Va. — Granted assignment of
cp to WDDY Inc.
WGES Chicago, 111. — Granted assignment of
license to new partnership of same name.
WNIL Niles, Mich. — Granted license for am
station.
The following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WRAK-TV Williamsport,
Pa., to 8-8; WTAP Parkersburg, W. Va., to 6-1;
WPTZ North Pole, N. Y., to 8-26; WTOC-TV
Savannah, Ga., to 8-26; WWLP Springfield, Mass.,
to 6-1; WPTV (TV) West Palm Beach, Fla., to
7-15; KTVF Fairbanks, Alaska, to 9-1; WCDA
Albany, N. Y., to 8-15; WJIM-TV Lansing, Mich.,
to 8-27; WIPR-TV San Juan, P. R., to 4-30.
Actions of February 11
The following
grantedKTLA
extensions
of completion dates aswereshown:
Los Angeles,
Calif., to 5-1; KVSO-TV Ardmore, Okla., to 9-6;
WSEE Erie, Pa., to 9-1; WSYE-TV Elmira, N. Y.,
to 9-6.
Action February 14
KBAS-TV Ephrata, Wash.— Granted STA to
operate commercially on ch. 43 for period ending
June 17.

cp to extend completion date.
License to Cover Cp
KCHJ Delano, Calif. — Seeks license to cover
cp which
and
trans. authorized change power, hours, ant.
WFBS Fort Walton Beach, Fla. — Seeks license
to cover cp which authorized increase power
and install new trans.
WMBO Auburn, N. Y. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized new trans.
Renewal of License
KSEW Sitka, Alaska; WNHC New Haven,
Conn.; WABI Bangor, Me.; WCOU-FM Lewiston,
Me.; WBET Brockton, WFGM Fitchburg, WEIM
Fitchburg, WGAW Gardner, WREB Holyoke,
WHIL Medford, WHYN-FM Springfield, WARE
Ware, all Mass.; WPAW Pawtucket, WWON
Woonsocket, both R. I.; WDOT Burlington WNIX
Springfield, both Vt.; WCHS-TV; WGAN both
Portland,
Boston, Mass.; WMUR
Manchester,Me.;
N. WBZ-TV
H.

February 14 Decisions
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham
Ordered
hearingsproceedings
are scheduled
to dates
commence in thethatfollowing
on the
shown: KOVR Stockton, Calif., cp to change
trans, site, etc., on March 4; WAYE Dundalk,
Md., on April 9; Washington Bcstg. Co., Manassas,
Va., et al, on April 16. Action Feb. 12.
By Hearing Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison
Progressive
Bcstg. Co., Lawton,
Okla. conference
— Granted
petition for continuance
of hearing
from Feb. 15 to Feb. 20 re am applications of
Plainview Radio, Plainview, Tex., and Star of
the Plains Bcstg. Co., Slaton, Tex. Action Feb. 13.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
WNYC New York, N. Y., and WCCO Minneapolis, Minn. — Granted petitions for certain speccorrections Service
to transcript
re WNYCand applicationified
for Special
Authorization
WCCO
petition to cancel SSA, etc. Action Feb. 12.
WCAE Inc., Wilkinsburg, Pa., and Television
City Inc., McKeesport, Pa. — Granted motions
for certain specified corrections to transcript in
ch.
proceeding
involving their applications,
et al.4 Action
Feb. 13.

UPCOMING
February

February 14 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
Following
seek
mod. ofKPOO
cp to extend
completion dates as shown:
San Francisco,
Calif., KICA-TV Clovis, N. M., to 5-28-57; WMYN
Mayodan, N. C, WKSC North Wilkesboro, N. C,
WGLV (TV) Easton, Pa., to 3-25-57.
February 15 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
WGMS-FM Washington, D. C. — Seeks mod. of
cp to extend completion date.
WXPN (FM) Philadelphia, Pa.— Seeks mod. of

TELECASTING
PLEASE START MY
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QUOTE AND UNQUOTE
". . . as you
thorough
as easy
work with
though
were and
on our
own topayroll
as ouras
personnel
director service
. . ." often comes to the
Our confidential
rescue of Radio and TV Stations and Program
Producers anywhere.
Palmer-DeMeyer, Inc. (Agency)
50 E. 42nd Street, N.Y.C.
MU 2-3900
Resumes welcome from qualified people
Paul Baron, Dir.: Radio-TV-FILM-Adv.
Broadcasting
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□
□
□
□

52
52
52
52

weekly
weekly
weekly
weekly

Feb.
R.C.A. Washington,
Consulting Engineers'
Seminar,
Hotel26: Statler,
D. C.
Feb 27: United Press Broadcasters of MassaWorcester,chusetts,
Mass.Putnam and Thurston's Restaurant,
Feb. 27-March 1: Westinghouse public service
clinic, Hotel Statler and WBZ studios, Boston.
March
March 1 : Oklahoma Radio Broadcasting Assn.,
Youngblood Hotel, Enid, Okla.
March 8: Ohio Assn. of Radio and Television
Broadcasters, Biltmore Hotel, Dayton.
March
10-11: Texas Assn. of Broadcasters, San
Antonio.
March 15: Board of governors, Canadian Broadtario. casting Corp., Canadian Senate, Ottawa, OnMarch 13-16 : Assn. of National Advertisers, spring
meeting. The Homestead, Hot Springs, Va.
March 18-21: Annual convention and engineering
show,
Radio Coliseum,
Engineers,New
WaldorfCity. Institute
Astoria
and Newof York
York
March 20-21:
Michigan Hotel
Assn. Olds,
of Radio
and Television Broadcasters,
Lansing.
March 20-22: Continental Advertising Agency
Network, Rickey"s Studio Inn, Palo Alto, Calif.
March 22-23: Alabama Broadcasters Assn. spring
meeting, Dinkler-Tutwiler Hotel, Birmingham,
Ala.
April
7-11:Chicago.
NARTB annual
April convention, Conrad
Hilton,
April 24-26: Annual Conference, American Public Relations Assn., Warwick Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa. Annual meeting of the American
April 25-27:
Assn. of Advertising Agencies, the Greenbrier,
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
April 25-28 : Annual convention, American Women
in Radio & Television, Chase Park-Plaza Hotel,
St. Louis.
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February 18 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Renewal of License
WMTW (TV) Poland Spring, Me.; WN AC-TV
and WGBH-TV Boston, Mass.

1735 De SaleS Street' Nm W-> Washington 6, D. C.
SUBSCRIPTION WITH THE NEXT ISSUE.

issues of BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
$7.00
issues and BROADCASTING Yearbook-Marketbook 9.00
issues and TELECASTING Yearbook-Marketbook 9.00
issues and both Yearbook-Marketbooks 11.00
□ Enclosed
□ Bill

name

title/ position

company name
I

address

Lcity Please send to home address

zone

state
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EDITORIALS
Pastore

Paves

the Way
A GOLDEN opportunity to solve the chronic problem of all
broadcasters — the license renewal — awaits those who will arise
to the challenge and go to work.
The invitation is extended by Sen. John O. Pastore (D-R. I.),
chairman of the Senate Commerce Subcommittee on Communications. You can read about it in this issue.
Sen. Pastore wants broadcast licenses extended to at least five
years. But he goes beyond, and suggests there may be good reasons
to make licenses permanent, with the FCC to carry the burden of
proof in revocation proceedings for cause.
In these columns, over the years, we have espoused longer license
tenures to give stability to broadcasters who have invested hundreds
of thousands and even millions, only to come to the FCC, hat in
hand, every three years to seek renewals. Legislation now is pending
for extension of licenses to five years, and we have endorsed this
approach on the theory that progress best could be made a step
at a time. Licensing in perpetuity, such as Sen. Pastore envisages,
seemed to be too much to hope for now.
But is it? There is logic to Sen. Pastore's view. Months ago, Comr.
John C. Doerfer of the FCC suggested perpetual licenses. Years
ago, the late and esteemed communications attorney, Louis G.
Caldwell, made such a proposal. But it fell on deaf ears in an era
when broadcast licenses were issued for three months, then six
months and ultimately three years.
Past Commissions have been loath to propose longer license
tenures. The renewal permits the Commission to check past performances ofstations — a form of indirect censorship repugnant to
the First Amendment. A detailed renewal application, showing
breakdowns of programs in various categories and the counting
of commercial spots, now is required. And the applicant, of course,
is placed in a vulnerable, if not untenable, position if his past
"promises" have not been met.
The burden of proof appropriately should be on the licensing
authority. It can use its revocation authority any time it feels that
a licensee has not served "public interest". Any party can file an
application with the FCC at any time for any authorized facility if
it feels it can make a better case "in the public interest" for the
facility occupied by another.
Sen. Pastore also suggests that network affiliation contracts
perhaps should run concurrently with the station license tenure.
Perhaps they could not run in perpetuity, but certainly they should
extend beyond the present two-year standard, if only from the
standpoint of prudent business in the light of the hazards and the
heavy investments required, particularly in television.
The FCC appears before the full Senate Commerce Committee
March 5. The Committee will have things other than the license
tenure on its mind. Sen. Pastore, as the subcommittee chairman, will
figure importantly in the March 5 and in subsequent sessions of the
committee.
This is the time, it seems to us, to ask for hearings on the pending license extension proposals. And it's the time to prepare the
strong case that is obvious for permanent licenses, with the burden
of proof shifting to the FCC, where it belongs.
The

Luther

Lather

THE Action Committee for Freedom of Religious Expression,
comprising representatives of several Protestant denominations,
has asked the FCC to start license renewal proceedings against
WGN-TV Chicago because the station yielded to purported Catholic pressure and banned the film, "Martin Luther."
The legal basis of the Action Committee's complaint is that
WGN-TV failed to honor representations it had made in previous
license renewal applications. In removing "Martin Luther" from
its schedule, the station reneged on its promise to present discussion
programs on important public issues, the committee says.
This charge is foolish, of course, but it towers like a Supreme
Court decision beside the addled philosophy on which the Action
Committee's complaint is built. Here is an excerpt:
"Religion and controversial issues must be given time on the
air. We do not question the right of a broadcast licensee to refuse to
Page 138
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Drawn for BROADCASTING • TELECASTING by Sid Hli
"That's not what we had in mind when we suggested you feature cheese
cake today, Aunt Fannie!"
present a bad program whether it be religious or not. We assert,
however, that a broadcast licensee cannot refuse to telecast a
program of a religious or controversial nature because in his opinion
it might offend people who have contrary positions."
It seems to us that the Action Committee for Freedom of Religious Expression is using in its name a word it does not understand. "Freedom" of expression does not mean freedom of access
to every public forum. No one has the right to commandeer any
communications medium for the transmission of his views.
It was clearly the right of WGN-TV to reject, or accept, "Martin
Luther," although we cannot say that the station exercised that
right with conspicuous fortitude.
Of all the charges made against WGN-TV by the Protestant
committee, only one is justified. The committee says the station
was "timid" when it knuckled under to pressure and called off the
scheduled presentation of the film.
There can be no argument that WGN-TV was timid, but should
a single showing of timidity deserve so stern a judgment? Is there
a newspaper, a magazine, any individual that has acted invariably
with spotless courage?
The greatest contribution that the Action Committee for Freedom
of Religious Expression could make to the cause of freedom would
be to withdraw its FCC petition and call off the propaganda campaign it has been conducting. Pursuit of the committee's present
course will lead only to an intensification of sectarian bickering —
well-being.
to the detriment of the nation's spiritual, intellectual and cultural
In the

Family

UNLIKE

many other publications and the Assn. of Radio-Television News Analysts, we can't get worked up over CBS's
censoring of Eric Sevareid and rebuke to Edward R. Murrow.
The incidents have been the subject of widespread publicity,
and last week the news analysts society officially upbraided the
network for killing a Sevareid script that criticized the U. S. ban
on newsman travel to China and reproving Mr. Murrow for going
on the air with similar views.
To us, the matter is entirely an internal affair. Top news management at CBS, and indeed at every other network and station, has
the duty to edit news and analysis. To let reporters and analysts
go on the air cold would be an abdication of management responsibilities. This principle applies even to newsmen of such undeniable
talent and judgment as Messrs. Sevareid and Murrow.
If an editor erred at CBS, it is a situation to be corrected within
the family. There is no occasion for an outburst of talk about the
suppression of opinion on the air.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

TONIGHT"

NETWORK4
QUALITY
at the

local

THE

Houston

When Steve Allen and cast came to Houston for a "Tonight" telecast
from the Shamrock Hilton, KPRC-TV provided complete production
and engineering facilities for the network pick-up The hour and a
half show was picked up from the hotel lobby, ballroom and outside
pool by an experienced KPRC-TV staff of 27 men. This experienced
staff makes "network quality" possible on KPRC-TV from sign-on to
sign-off. Houston viewers have expressed their appreciation by keeping
KPRC-TV first in the market for 8 years. Your clients need the station
that can really sell the market. It's your move.

level!

JACK HARRIS
Vice President and General Manager
TV

from

MOST

POTENT

ADVERTISING

HOUSTON
KPRC-TV
CHANNEL
Nationally Represented by
JACK McGREW
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
National Sales Manager
FORCE

IN THE

HOUSTON

MARKET!

CITY

KANSAS

MARKET.

.
KANSAS CITY TRADE AREA (As defined by Industrial
Economists of Federal Reserve Bank, 10th District)
KMBC-KFRM Coverage

Oma*e"
la&lltlade
When you buy spot radio coverage of the
Kansas City Market on KMBC-KFRM the
Kansas City Market is exactly what you
get. Not just a small segment. Not coverage beamed out of the market. KMBCKFRM covers almost exactly the Kansas
City Trade Area as defined by the industrial economists
of the Federal Reserve Bank in the Tenth District.
Now, with the opening of the new $160,000,000
Kansas Turnpike, reaching 236 miles to the southwest,
the Trade Area is tied closer than ever to Kansas City.
In programming as well as coverage, the KMBCKFRM radio team fits the Kansas City Trade Area like

KFRM

KMBC-

a glove. It reaches the people who trade in Kansas City
— and have the buying power. It doesn't waste your
money on either the under-age urbanites or the "wild
blue yonder" outside the trade area limits. With KMBC
you get the high listenership you want in the metropolitan area. The bonus station, KFRM, gives you the important rural and small city coverage — right where you
need it.
Only KMBC-KFRM offers you such tailor-made coverage of the Kansas City Market for greatest radio
economy. And only KMBC has such tailor-made programming for the market it covers. Music, news, sports,
farm service, women's programs— they're all part of the
KMBC-KFRM personalized radio that sells as it serves.

FOR CHOICE AVAILABILITIES on KMBC-KFRM contact your Colonel
from Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc. He'll tune you in on the New
Sound that's creating new sales in the Heart of America.

PtTERS. Griffin.
WoomvARn. i«.

Don Davis, President
John Schilling, Executive Vice President
George Higgins, Vice Pres. & Sales Manager
Mori Greiner, Manager, KMBC-TV
Dick Smith, Manager, KMBC-KFRM-Radic

KMBC

and

V

Kansas

in television, th>

Cit

to KMBC-TV
City's Most Popular
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resting house conference: Making public service pay
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Keen hearing a lot about
Storz Stations.

^

Which ones we using?" £p
All 5 of them'

In any
you

of these

talk

to the

5

important

big

markets

audiences

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL . . . with WDGY.
January, 1957 Trendex puts WDGY first! Whether you prefer Trendex, Hooper, Nielsen or Pulse, WDGY has prime
availabilities in first place segments in the report vou like
best. See John Blair or WDGY GM Steve Labunski.
OMAHA
. . . with KOWH . Now in its sixth
year of first place dominance. First on latest Hooper, Pulse
and Trendex, in all time periods. Contact Adam Young Inc.,
or KOWH General Manager Virgil Sharpe.
KANSAS CITY . . . With WHB. First per
Hooper, first per Area Nielsen, first per Area Pulse, first
per Metro Pulse. 87% renewal rate among Kansas City's

with

. . .

the

Storz

Station.

biggest advertisers proves dynamic sales power. See John
Blair or WHB GM George W. Armstrong.
NEW ORLEANS . . . with WTIX . Month after month WTIX widens or maintains its first place position
in New Orleans listening. First by a wide margin per latest
Hooper. And first on Pulse (6 a.m. — 6 p.m., Mon.-Fri.) Ask
Adam Young Inc., or WTIX GM Fred Berthelson.
MIAMI . . . with WQAM. It's happened! With
Storz Station programming, WQAM has leaped to first in
the morning . . . first afternoon . . . and first all day with
30.1 % average share of audience on latest Hooper. Covering
all of Southern Florida with 5,000 watts on 560 kc. See John
Blair or WQAM GM Jack Sandler.
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closed
ANTITRUST INTEREST • Boston ch. 5
case — with Boston Globe accusing Boston
Herald-Traveler of attempting to force
newspaper merger — has aroused interest
of Dept. of Justice and Rep. Emanuel
Celler (D-N. Y.) According to unconfirmed reports, Justice Dept. sent man to
Boston two weeks ago to look into possible antitrust aspects. Rep. Celler, chairman of House Antitrust Subcommittee, has
reportedly told FCC Chairman McConnaughey he's interested in situation from
antitrust point of view. FCC reportedly
decided to favor Herald-Traveler application (WHDH) some weeks ago. Several
pleadings on Globe protest have since
been filed with FCC.
B«T
MOSS Subcommittee of House probing
bottling up of information by government
agencies and bureaus expects to get to
Justice Dept. along in April. That one
should be fiery. Dept. has been among most
close-mouthed in government with its
policy of "no talk except in court", and
"can't talk about it as long as we are still
looking into the matter."
B«T
PATENT PROBE • Grand jury impaneled
in New York last week (Closed Circuit,
Feb. 25) has as its purpose inquiry into
"international cartel" in television which,
obviously, gets into patent licensing, crosslicensing and presumably would principally involve RCA. It's apparently in same
area as Zenith suit against RCA and joined
in by other companies.
B»T
JOHN L. BURNS got off to busy start Friday in first day on job as president of
RCA. His take-over day, March 1, was
also monthly board meeting day, so he
had his first board session to attend in addition to getting acquainted with new
presidential duties. Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA board chairman, presided over
monthly session. Frank M. Folsom, whom
Mr. Burns succeeded as president, is now
chairman of board's executive committee.
B»T
SPOT OR DOT? • Radical new "flash"
spot — about two seconds long — is about to
be offered national advertisers by KRONTV San Francisco which has been successfully selling such spot locally for past five
months. Station is using electronic system,
developed by Mechron, subsidiary of
Chronicle Publishing Co. (licensee of
KRON-TV), and tested on Chronicleowned KBAK-TV Bakersfield, Calif. It
permits nearly instantaneous switch after
ID to network program (station is NBCTV affiliate). Method permits 20-second
announcements and then ID to be followed
by two-second "spot," which, it's said,
does not delay pickup of network service.
Peters,
Griffin, Woodward is station's representative.

Broadcasting

• Telecasting

SEVERAL advertising agencies are making pitch at New York Stock Exchange
that it should use more radio and television to induce small investors to buy
stock. Stock exchange is currently handled
by Calkins & Holden, New York, and has
used limited radio campaign in past.
B»T
QUESTIONS, QUESTIONS • FCC Network Study Staff has descended upon networks with new questionnaire on programming syndication activities generally along
lines of data submitted to Celler Antitrust
Subcommittee. Questionnaire, however, is
far more exhaustive than Celler inquiry.
B«T
IT WILL be double convention time for
CBS-TV affiliates again this April. Immediately preceding NARTB convention
in Chicago they'll convene there, as last
year, for two-day third annual conference
with CBS-TV top officials April 5-6. But
this time they'll be meeting in CBS-owned
WBBM-TV's new building, not Conrad
Hilton Hotel where NARTB convention
opens April 7.
B»T
LONG TIME, NOW SEE • After many
months, ad hoc tv committee named by
Senate Commerce Committee has come out
of its shell, and this on eve of resumption
of committee's tv inquiry. MIT Prof. Edward L. Bowles, who is also assistant to
president of Raytheon, conferred with
Chairman Magnuson (D-Wash.) last Friday
on 270-page draft of his preliminary study.
Committee was appointed in June 1955
and comprises leading consulting engineers.
Report contains no conclusions. It covers
economics as well as engineering and was
described by Sen. Magnuson as "a veritable
B»T
PRELIMINARY
report, largely drafted
Bible."
by Dr. Bowles in consultation with committee members, was sent them last weekend for comments. After any revisions, it
will be submitted to Magnuson committee,
presumably along with request for funds
to conduct depth study looking toward national policy on tv. Other committee members are C. M. Jansky, Jr., Jansky &
Bailey; William B. Lodge, CBS; A. Earl
Cullum; Donald Fink, Philco; Dr. Allen
B. DuMont; William Duttera, NBC; Ralph
N. Harmon, Westinghouse; Haraden Pratt,
IRE; Edward Kenehan, FCC.
B»T
CHECK PLEASE • While Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co. isn't saying anything
about it, broadcast group is understood to
have picked up tab in neighborhood of
$75,000 for last week's public service programming conference in Boston (story
page 69). WBC's recognition of creative
executives' need for some kind of forum
may trigger formation of national group

circuit'
of program officials from stations, networks and education organizations.
B«T
PROMINENT broadcaster and widely
known network travel editor are quietly
organizing six-week tour of Europe especially for broadcasters, with arrangements
being made for interviews with heads of
state and visits to continental radio installations. Departure date scheduled for late
May. Group has retained Bob Richards,
Washington, to handle public relations.
B»T
NON-EXCLUSIVE • Telecasting of
NARTB convention segments during April
7-11 meeting in Chicago, proposed to
President Harold E. Fellows by Oliver
Treyz, ABC-TV vice president, involves
complications that association hasn't
worked out. While networking of proceedings appeals to convention managers,
there's not going to be any exclusive grant
to one network, if present thinking is followed. Association would only grant broadcast rights on pooled basis.
B»T
JACK BARTON, station relations director
of NARTB for past year and for four preceding years in its station relations department, resigned last week. He has not announced future plans but intends to remain in broadcast station relations field.
B»T
SPOT MEASURE DUE • Clue to size of
spot tv advertising roster will be pointed
up shortly in compilation by Broadcast
Advertisers Reports, which reports on
commercial activity by monitoring networks and, at present, all stations in some
20 markets. Breakdown of its spot television findings for fourth quarter of 1956
shows total of 2,928 different brands used
tv in 17 markets. Total included 1,101
national and major regional brands, 1,827
local or smaller regional
B»T brands.
PLUCKED from annual report of John S.
Knight, editor and publisher of Chicago
Daily News: "Made a profit of $2,750,000
through the sale of our stock [42%] in the
Johnson-Kennedy Co. to WIND Inc., and
the subsequent sale of our holding in
WIND Inc. [27.7%] to the Westinghouse
Electric [Broadcasting] Co." This record
sale for am station, consummated last
August, was for $5.3 B»T
million.
CLEAN MONEY • Evidence it pays to
live with Television Code is piling up at
WGN-TV Chicago. Since initial two-month
transition period of cutting back commercials (it subscribed to code last Nov.
15), Tribune tv property enjoyed 10%
boost in billings (Aug.-Jan.), after drop-
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DISSENTED

TO FCC'S DEINTERMIXTURE
DECISIONS
THERE were four commissioners who felt Nevertheless, the prior claims of those entitled to a first service and an equitable distribustrongly enough about deintermixture actions
taken by FCC last week to write full dissents.
tion of unequal facilities are now to be subrogated for the competitive well being of a few
They were Comrs. John C. Doerfer and Richard A. Mack, who protested all situations where
broadcasters."
Commission majority deleted vhf assignment;
Mack — Creation of small "islands" of uhf
and Comrs. Rosel H. Hyde and Robert T. no help. Not broad enough departure from
Sixth Report to give uhf incentive to develop.
Bartley, who objected in two cities where FCC
Recommended deletion not only of chs. 6
majority refused to delete vhf channels. ConSchenectady, 9 Elmira and 10 Vail Mills, but
iollows: densed, each commissioners' attitude was as also ch. 12 Binghamton and ch. 13 Utica, both
N. Y. Thus major area would be all uhf. SugDoerfer — Felt deintermixture will not create
gested deleted vhf channels be held in reserve
incentive for manufacturers to build all-chanor used for safety and special radio services.
nel receivers or even be "significant contribuHyde — Refusal to delete vhf channels in
tion" promoting greater use of uhf channels.
Most communities being unmixed already well Hartford and Madison inconsistent with masaturated with uhf sets (Fresno, for example,
jority's actions in Elmira, Evansville, Fresno,
Peoria, Springfield and Schenectady. As for
already 100% converted). Sixth Report and
Hartford,
if ch. 3 cannot be used in or near
Order made equitable distribution of frequencies to all people of U. S.; deintermixture
Providence, why not assign it to non-commercial educational use, in lieu of uhf reservaaction takes away facilities from people "meretion.
equalize" competitive
of
Bartley — Actions in Madison and Hartford
somely tobroadcasters.
Thousands opportunities
of people in vhf
fringe areas will lose only tv service. Vhf has in conflict with actions in other areas where
single vhf channels were deleted.
twice coverage of uhf. Anyway, study now
underway (Television Allocations Study OrganiFollowing announcement of deintermixture
zation group) may not result in finding uhf in Peoria (see story, page 54), Henry P. Slane.
able to supersede vhf. Most commissioners
president of uhf ch. 19 WTVH (TV), said
reluctant to move tv to uhf anyway (move of power would be increased from 500,000 w to
tv to uhf was premise of June 1956 FCC re1,000,000 w through use of new high-gain
port). Thus, so-called interim deintermixtures
antenna at 660 ft. Project will entail additional
$100,000 investment and RCA equipment will
may turn out to be permanent. "The spectrum
be used.
belongs to the people — not the broadcasters.
Group Opposing WMUR-TV Sale
Applies for That Ch. 9 Facility
TV for New Hampshire Inc. Friday filed application with FCC for ch. 9 in Manchester,
now held by WMUR-TV. Richard S. Robie and
Robert P. Burroughs, majority stockholders,
and others with interest in applicant are members of Committee for New Hampshire Tv,
which protested sale of WMUR-TV to Storer
Broadcasting Co. Storer purchase was conditioned on move of transmitter closer to Boston.
Robie-Burroughs group contends that move
would make WMUR-TV Boston outlet and
asked that application for ch. 9 be placed in
comparative hearing when WMUR-TV seeks
license renewal [expires April 1]. Group prefers
to buy station and Feb. 25 made offer to present owners but has not received reply, applicant testified. Storer has been notified by FCC
that hearing may be necessary on proposed
purchase and transmitter move of WMUR-TV
[B*T, Feb. 18].
New Hampshire Inc. asked 288 kw, put estimated construction costs at $501,420 with
$530,850 for first year operation. Antenna,
1,026 ft. above average terrain, would be situated approximately five miles west of Manchester.
Also filed Friday: KCKT (TV) Great Bend,
Kan., request for ch. 11 Garden City, Kan.,
to operate as satellite with 53.68 kw, antenna
540 ft. above average terrain. Estimated construction cost placed at $138,721 with $25,000
for operations first year. E. C. Wedell is president-14.97% stockholder of NBC-affiliated ch.
2 KCKT.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

Buckley Denies WNEW Sale
REPORTS circulated widely Friday that deal
had been set for sale of WNEW New York
for record-setting $7 million-plus to DuMont
Broadcasting Corp., but they were denied by
Richard D. Buckley, president-general manager
and approximately one-fourth owner of successful radio independent. No sale agreement
had been reached, Mr. Buckley asserted. In
addition to DuMont, which is licensee of
WABD (TV) New York and WTTG (TV)
Washington, Transcontinental Television Corp.
(WROC-TV Rochester and 50% of WSVAAM-TV Harrisonburg, Va.) understood to have
25]. bidding for WNEW [Closed Circuit, Feb.
been

FULL CYCLE
IN interesting turnabout, CBS-TV, which
has played Schlitz Playhouse of Stars
program series on first-run basis, understood to have bought 104 films of same
series from RKO Television, which purchased them one month ago from packager, Meridian Productions, New York.
RKO Television paid about $1.2 million
for films, marketing them under title of
Playhouse of Stars, and CBS-TV said to
have paid this sum for exclusive rights to
programs for two-year period. Network
said to be exploring possibility of using
films as daytime strip.

•

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

,
Late-breaking items about broadcast business; for earlier news, see Advertisers
& Agencies, page 28.
THINKING OF YOU • Procter & Gamble,
Cincinnati, and its agencies — Compton Adv.,
Benton & Bowles, Leo Burnett Co., DancerFitzgerald-Sample, and Young & Rubicam — for
next two weeks will be reviewing and reorganizing radio and tv budgets for next season.
BIRDSEYE BUYING • Birdseye Frozen
Foods, N. Y., planning to allocate major
budget, reportedly in neighborhood of $1,650,000, to radio spot announcement campaign in
more than 100 markets and Life magazine insertions. Firm is using radio for its 86 products
because of "flexibility" in pushing each product as seasons warrant. Young & Rubicam,
N. Y., is agency.
SPICE IN RADIO • Shulton Inc. (Old Spice),
Clifton, N. J., launching two separate 13-week
radio spot campaigns on behalf of shaving
lotion and accessory products in 20 markets,
using up to 30 stations. First phase gets underway April 15, for 13 weeks, second phase Sept.
N.
23, Y.also 13 weeks. Agency: Wesley Assoc.,
COFFEE ACCOUNT • S. A. Schonbrunn &
Co. (Savarin and Medaglia D'Oro coffees),
N. Y., announcing appointment today (Mon.)
of Foote, Cone & Belding to handle advertising
of Savarin effective April 1. Account, which
uses radio and tv spots and programs, is regional, formerly was serviced by Lawrence C.
Gumbinner, N. Y. Other brand, Medaglia, continues to be handled by MacManus, John &
Adams.
ACCELERATING • Radio spot runs in small
Michigan-Ohio cities for Swiss Pine Importing
Co. (bath salts and room deodorizers) to be
expanded within next few weeks by addition of
four new markets. Wesley Assoc., N. Y., is
agency.
JUDICIAL SPOTS • Committee for Modern
Courts, N. Y., composed of attorneys and private citizens interested in improving and modernizing court procedures, turning to radio spot
announcements to put idea across. Committee
is using one-minute announcements for one
week starting March 11 on several stations in
upstate New York.
CLOAK & DAGGER • Mennen Co., N. Y.,
planning to sponsor new film series entitled
OSS, based on Office of Strategic Services
World War II experiences and owned by L.S.Q.
package firm, starting next fall. McCann-Erickson, N. Y., agency for Mennen, is talking to
both ABC-TV and NBC-TV for specific time
period.
BELTONE BUSINESS • Beltone Hearing Aid
Co., Chicago, to use three radio and two tv
Continues on page 9
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Comic Strips for Television
Planned by Animated Filmakers
SOME major animated filmakers plan to introduce "cartoon serial" made specifically for
tv, thus borrowing page from newspaper comic
strips. One of first to do so will be CBS Terrytoons Div., CBS Inc., which shortly expects to
unwrap Tom Terrific — strip of four-minute full
animated episodes a day, five times weekly, for
65 weeks — probably placing it in CBS-TV's
Captain Kangaroo program before assigning it
to syndication.
UPA Pictures Inc. President Stephen Bosustow also said to be mulling cartoon serialization. UPA officials met Friday with Screen
Gems to screen pilot film of 26-week project
(daily five-minute sequences) titled Danny Day
of the Knights. SG, if interested, will handle
full syndication as it's been doing with products
of recently acquired United Tv Corp. (Hygo).
Also understood to be considering production of "strips" is cartoonist Al Capp via RKO
Television.
Official Offers New

Sales Plan

On 'American Legend' Series
OFFICIAL FILMS Inc., New York, which has
distribution rights to 80 half-hour film programs of Cavalcade of America series owned
by E. I. Du Pont de Nemours and is marketing them under title of American Legend, reportedly isoffering programs under "new sales
approach" which Official Films claims is "not
a barter."
Under plan national advertisers may purchase
middle commercial and/or opening billboard
five days weekly in 50 to 70 markets but make
purchase directly with station, with Official
Films indicating when series is available. Official understood to have spotted first group of
39 programs in more than 50 markets, with
sponsorship largely by financial institutions.

WBKB (TV) Schedules 'Luther1
WBKB (TV) Chicago has scheduled "Martin
Luther" film for April 23 under sponsorship
of Community Builders Inc. (construction firm).
Announcement made Friday by Sterling C.
Quinlan, ABC vice president in charge of station, and Robert Kendler, head of Community.
Mr. Quinlan said station is prepared to give
time "commercial or sustaining" to Roman
Catholic Church to present views if it desires.
Film was procured from Lutheran Church Productions through Maryland Adv. Agency. Film
had been cancelled last December by WGN-TV
Chicago, precipitating wide controversy (see
earlier story on WGN-TV reply to FCC,
WISN-TV Milwaukee plans to telecast, page
78).
KXYZ-AM-TV Sale to FCC
APPLICATION filed with FCC for approval
of $600,000 sale of KXYZ-AM-TV Houston
by Glenn H. McCarthy to Milton R. Underwood and family [B«T, Feb. 25]. Stations' balance sheet, dated Jan. 31, 1957, showed current assets of $170,840, total assets $528,923,
current liabilities $130,836. Mr. Underwood,
minority stockholder of KTHT Houston and
KRIS Corpus Christi, Tex., to sell KTHT interest. ABC-affiliated KXYZ on 1320 kc with
5 kw; ch. 29 KXYZ-TV not yet on air.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

deadline

HAVE PRODUCT, WILL TALK
JOHN M. WILLIAMS, brand publicity
manager, Lever Bros., New York, has
sent wires to some 35 radio and tv stations in Birmingham, Memphis and
Knoxville areas suggesting that he be
"interviewed" on air to "talk about latest
new product, Imperial margarine, first
premium margarine." By Friday, it's
understood, he'd had more than score of
acceptances.

Westinghouse Revere Award
To National Safety Council
FIRST Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. "Paul
Revere Award," for excellence in public service, presented Friday to National Safety Council as WBC wound up three-day public service
programming conference (early story page 69).
Council was cited for "programming directed
toward safeguarding the lives of the American
public." WBC President Donald H. McGannon made presentation to Ned H. Dearborn,
executive director of council.
NARTB Asks Congress Exempt
Small Stations From Wage Law
EXEMPTION of small market radio and tv
stations from overtime provisions of minimum
wage law asked Friday by Charles H. Tower,
NARTB employer-employe relations manager.
Appearing at Senate Labor subcommittee
hearing, Mr. Tower said present law works
hardship on large numbers of stations outside
standard metropolitan areas. Affected by exemption from overtime provisions would be
2,000 radio and at least 25% of tv stations,
he told subcommittee.
Gore Offer Equal Time Bill
SEN. Albert Gore (D-Tenn.) introduced
measure in Senate Friday to amend Sec. 315
of Communications Act on equal time issue.
Bill closely resembles one introduced by Sen.
Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.) (see story
page 66). It requires that candidate's party poll
either 4% of popular vote or 1% of electoral
vote in last national election.
WHTN-AM-FM

to Join ABC

WILLIAM F. LAPORTE, president of Whitehall Pharmacal Co., N. Y., elected vice president of American Home Products Corp., parent company of Whitehall. ELLIOT A.
BOWLES, executive vice president of Whitehall, succeeds Mr. Laporte as- president.
DON DURGIN, moving from ABC to NBC,
named NBC vice president for sales planning,
tv network sales, at board meeting Friday.
(Early story, page 98).
Songwriters Appeal to Magnuson
CONSPIRACY among broadcast networks,
their affiliates and their recording companies
has removed freedom in choice of music on
radio or tv, Songwriters' Protective Assn.
charged Friday during call on Chairman Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.), of Senate Commerce Committee.
Otto Harbach, representing SPA, led group
of five composers who asked committee to conduct study of situation and provide legislative
relief. Chairman Magnuson said he would take
request under advisement.
Left with chairman was letter, generally along
lines of ASCAP testimony before the Celler
antitrust subcommittee last September. It was
understood that group was told BMI would be
afforded opportunity to reply to letter prior to
determination of whether a hearing should be
held.
More

NBC-TV

Plans in Works

MORE of NBC-TV's program thinking is being disclosed with following plans in mill for
next season: New musical-variety show — probably in color — in Tuesday, 8-9 p.m. period
would have Eddie Fisher and George Gobel
billed as co-stars; Chevrolet will sponsor Bob
Hope and Dinah Shore shows in 9-10 p.m.
periods on Sunday with alternate sponsor not
yet sold, moving Aluminum Co. of America to
9:30-10 p.m. slot on Monday with Alcoa possibly alternating with Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., now alternating with Alcoa.
R&R Buys Scott Agency
RUTHRAUFF & Ryan, New York, has purchased M. B. Scott Co., Los Angeles advertising agency, whose billing is reported over $2
million. Scott firm will operate as M. B. Scott
Co. division of R&R, it was announced by F.
Kenneth Beirn, president of R&R. Scott has
serviced and will continue to service such radio
and tv advertisers as Robert Hall Clothes
(West Coast) and Good Humor of California.
All Scott personnel will remain in present capacities.
• BUSINESS BRIEFLY
Continues from page 7

WHTN-AM-FM Huntington, W. Va., becomes
affiliate of ABC Radio March 16. WHTN also
continues as Mutual affiliate. WHTN-TV there
also is ABC-TV affiliate. Stations are owned
and operated by Cowles Broadcasting Co.

network programs, plus spot tv and local media, in $350,000 spring advertising drive starting this month. Network properties: NBCTV's Today, CBS-TV Pacific Network's Pacific
Panorama, ABC's Breakfast Club, MBS' Gabriel Heatter, and NBC's One Man's Family.
Agency: Olian & Bronner, Chicago.

UPCOMING
March
March 8: Ohio Assn. of Radio & Television
Broadcasters, Biltmore Hotel, Dayton.
March 8-10: Arkansas Broadcasters Assn.,
Hotel Marion, Little Rock.
March
10-11: Texas Assn. of Broadcasters,
San Antonio.

LEVER ON NBC-TV • Lever Bros, has signed,
on behalf of several products, for four quarterhour segments weekly in Tic Tac Dough and
It Could Be You, daytime shows on NBC-TV.
SPUD SPOTS • Philip Morris (Spud cigarettes), N. Y., placing five or six-week radio
campaign in four eastern markets effective
March 20. Agency: Ogilvy, Benson & Mather,
N. Y.
March 4, 1957 • Page 9
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The "Missing Link" in consumer advertising!
Often times an advertiser spends thousands of dollars and never
really knows if his campaign has paid off or not. Maybe the buyers
buy. Maybe they don't. If they do, you never really know why. If they
don't, you're even more confused.
But now, KTLA, the "family station" of Southern California, has
solved thrs age-old problem in a manner which has agency veterans,
hardened food brokers and skeptic retailers virtually unanimous in their praise and cooperation.KTLA proudly announces it has obtained exclu^ sive television rights to the merchandising services of the Continuing Consumer Panel of Re1
search, avirtual army of volunteer consumers
k ready to sample, to report, to check market
™ distribution and placement, and to put their
stamp of approval on products which pass
their actual test-by-use.
A whole new field of merchandising possibilities has
thus opened up, and every KTLA advertiser, either present or future,
will benefit
from this close acknowledgement of the buying public's
wants
and needs.
This panel is organizing its members in every area of Greater Los
Angeles. The panel will have eventually 10,000 women, statistically
analyzed as to income, size of family, buying habits, and fifty other
variables.
If you are looking for PLUS ADVERTISING returns in this lush
Southern California market, you owe it to yourself or your clients to
investigate the exciting possibilities of this exclusive new KTLA facility.

NEW

CONCEPT

AD COSTS TO "HAVE

EVER

REDUCES

NOT" ACCOUNTS

"How can we afford to pay for advertising
coverage we can't use?"
This problem, by accounts which have only
scattered distribution, has long prevented
hundreds of smaller businesses from cracking
the lush Los Angeles market, keeping them in
many cases from even attempting to advertise
at all.
We now offer such accounts an opportunity
to stage a full-scale thirteen-week advertising
campaign, fortified by ALL of KTLA's new merchandising facilities on a cost basis that takes
this lack of proper distribution into account.
Only ten non-competing items will be accepted for the first test of this "New Products"
Check your nearest Raymer office at once
to
determine if you qualify under this plan.
plan.

• Guaranteed
Retail
Stacks

Broadcasting

THAN

HAIL

EXCLUSIVE TV TIEUP BETWEEN KTLA
AND MIGHTY NEW CONSUMER PANEL

• In Market
Promotions

BUY

• Complete Sampling,

KTLA

cmm

Testing, Reporting
and Checking
►
By C.C.P.R.

REPRESENTED
• Telecasting

NATIONALLY

BY PAUL H. RAYMER

INC.
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IN REVIEW
THE DEFENDER,

ATLANTA
DAIRY

SALES

UP

20%

J. D. Gay, General Manager
MISS GEORGIA DAIRIES, INC.
of Atlanta,
praises The Cisco Kid:
NVSa/es are currently
running approximately
. 20% above normal from
the same number of
wholesale accounts . . .
Cisco opened doors for
us to put our products in
. . one of the largest chains
in this area ... As long
as The Cisco Kid is
available as a tv show,
Miss Georgia Dairies,
Inc. will be proud to
sponsor it."
Ask to see more success stories of
7UI HOWS SDUrtSJ MtmAHl

"THE

CISCO

ZIV
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PART
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TELEVISION, in its search for new horizons, has spent the last 10 years experimenting with new formats with which to complement its curiosity and satisfy its fathomless hunger, for .material. Despite the fact
that it gave to daytime tv the "cliffhanging"
school of drama (e. g. soap opera) — originally fashioned by pre-sound Hollywood,
then developed to the hilt by radio and the
Hummerts — it never quite got around to
giving the fellow who grinds out nighttime
dramatic fare the same break.
Now comes CBS-TV's Studio One to set
what will no doubt be a precedent of sorts.
In Reginald Rose's "The Defender," the medium's first original two-part dramatic script,
we have a play that suffers none for the 7day interruption because it deals with a situation that is fraught with recesses — a murder
trial. It is more than just another one of
those tv courtroom dramas we've become
accustomed to, for it's less concerned with
a storyline than it is with seeing what makes
the people tick who play so vital a role in
our judicial system. In short, it's a cross
examination of personalities. This is and has
been Mr. Rose's forte, but seeing as how
we won't know how this two-hour trial will
end until tonight (Monday) it would be
grossly unfair of us to pass judgment on
his work until all the evidence is in.
So far, all evidence points to one of the
most thoroughly-researched tv courthouse
dramas on record. If the first hour was
"dull," as some are wont to say, then we
would wish them a seat in the jury box
during the preliminaries of a manslaughter
trial — days often dismissed by the lawyer as
the "drudge." But the story isn't half as
facinating as the way it's told.
What makes Mr. Rose's item gripping is
the violence with which the assorted personalities clash with one another; the subplot conflicts between father-and-son defense
attorneys, the sotto voce conversation of the
spectators, the facial expressions in the
gallery — all the little touches that speak
for an observant writer. Perhaps most important isthe consummate skill with which
the actors — most of whom are products of
tv — bring the characters to life.
What might be of considerable interest
this evening is the way Mr. Rose will choose
to close his story. Considering his avowed
(and oft-expressed) antipathy to the pat
and the obvious (and it was "obvious" that
the real murderer is not on trial), "The
Defender" may yet turn out to be that
rare "cliffhanger" in which the hero gets
his in the end.
Production costs: Approximately $40,000
per show.
Sponsored by W estinghouse Electric Corp.
through McCann-Erickson on CBS-TV,
Feb. 25 and March 4, 10-11 PM EST.
Writer: Reginald Rose; producer: Herbert
Brodkin; director: Robert Mulligan; story
consultant: William Yates; technical advisor: Jerome M. Leitner (TV. Y. Bar
Assn.); technical director: Ted Miller.
Cast: Ralph Bellamy, Martin Balsam, Steven
McQueen, Ian Wolfe, Rudy Bond, Vivian
Nathan and others.

MAKE

UP YOUR

MIND

ABC RADIO launched Make Up Your
Mind in an apparent, effort to attract the attention of the busy housewife with a discussion of problems centering around human
relations and conduct. A panel of four persons, consisting of two regular panelists, a
guest and an individual chosen from the audiences explores a question sent in by a
listener. At the end, an opinion is offered
by a trained psychologist.
The interest in such a program inevitably depends on the problems to be discussed. On last Tuesday's segment, the
panel sought to give advice to a young lady
who considered herself unattractive and to
a person who had received a gift from an
unidentified friend (in the later problem,
the recipient of the gift felt she knew who
the donor was because of the postmark on
the package but was not certain). The first
problem seemed "old hat" to this reviewer
and the second not much a problem at
all. With provocative questions to explore,
this could be a lively quarter-hour show.
Production costs: Approximately $7,500 per
week.
Offered for local co-op sale on ABC Radio
(Mon.-FrL, 11:15-11:30 p.m. EST).
Producer: Arthur Henley; associate director: Murdock Pemberton; regular panelists: John S. Young and Edith Walton.
BOOKS
BOOKS for the Advertising and Marketing
Man, published by the Bureau of Research & Education, Advertising Federation of America Inc., 250 W. 57th St.,
New York 19, N. Y.; 1957; paperbound,
37 pp.; $2.00.
SINCE 1935, the AFA has turned out four
revisions of this handy guide to what's been
written for, about and by practitioners of
the persuasive arts of advertising, marketing
and public relations. This is the fifth edition
and encompasses the 20-year period since
1937, including 1,321 listings (in 60 classifications), 982 authors and 315 book publishers. AFA notes that a feature of this
fifth edition is its emphasis on the new and
most modern books in advertising. Older,
out-of-print books (except those of unique
and historical value) have been scratched
from the current listings.
WHEN DID IT HAPPEN? by Stanford M.
Mirkin. Ives Washburn Inc., 55 Fifth
Ave., New York, N. Y. 434 pp. $5.75
FOR many years, Stanford M. Mirkin,
senior editorial researcher, news and public
affairs department, CBS, has been collecting meaningful dates as a hobby. He has
parlayed this unusual avocation into an interesting book that should be of at least
occasional use to writers, editors, broadcasters, librarians and teachers who often
ask themselves: "When did it happen?" The
entries are arranged chronologically by dates
throughout the years. For instance the Sept.
2 listing begins with the Great Fire of London in 1 666 and ends with the Treaty of Rio
de Janeiro in 1947. A useful subject index
is provided in the back of the book.
Broadcasting
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television

sports

become

shows

of 1957

(Exclusively for our shows)
Cary Middlecoff - Sam Snead - Julius
Boros — Mike Souchak - Gene Sarazen
— Dutch Harrison — Jack Burke, Jr. —
Ed Furgol-Gene Littler-Fred Hawkins
— Arnold Palmer - Lloyd Mangrum —
Jimmy Demaret - Ed (Porky) Oliver
* ★ ★
Tournament golf. Medal play
Jimmy Britt does on-the-spot narration
$100,000 IN AWARDS
★ ★ ★
Typical Matches Never Before Seen
on TV or Anywhere Else!
Ed Furgol vs Cary Middlecoff
(BothUS. open winners)
Jack Burke, Jr. vs Jimmy Demaret
(Pupil vs teacher)
Lloyd Mangrum vs Sam Snead
(Two of America's all-time greats)

SORRY
Because- of limited number of audition prints
available, please don't write, wire or phone for
prints unless you mean business!

Walter

Schwimmer

Co.

75 E. Wacker Drive, Chicago 1, 111. / FRanklin 2-4392
527 Madison Ave., New York 22, N.Y. / ELdorado 5-4616
You can buy 13 shows with an option for 13 more. Remember,
this is will
an hour
and what
gold mine this "All-Star Golf"
series
be forshow
late— spring
and asummer!

M
CARY MIDDLECOFF
Twice Winner of t! ;
National Open

ALL-STAR GOLF-produced by PETER DEMET, responsible for CHAMPIONSHIP BOWLING, America's most successful TV sports shov/

IM SNEAD-The
eatest money winner
golf history

JULIUS BOROS-The
World Champion at
Tam-o'-Shanter in 1955

JACK BURKE Jr. -1956
Golfer for the year-Masters and PGA winner

JIMMY DEMARET-1957
Thunderbird Invitational winner, Palm Springs

ED FURGOL-The U.S.
Open Championship
winner in 1956

DUTCH
1956 AllHARRISON
AmericanChampionship winner

MIKE SOUCHAK-Was
winner
of the St. Paul
Open in 1956

OPEN MIKE
Good Harvest
editor:

Station

Sales

KIDDER,
PEABODY

CO.—
• Has an established relationship with most
of the important
sources of investment
capital in the country.
• Maintains close con tact with all phases
of theTelevision and
Radio industry.
We invite the
station owner to
take advantage of
this dual coverage
when considering
the sale of his
property.

KIDDER,
PEABODY
S CO.
FOUNDED 1865
NEW YORK
BOSTON PHILADELPHIA
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
Offices and correspondents in thirty other
principal cities in the United States
Address inquiries to:
ROBERT E. GRANT
Kidder, Peabody & Co.
First National Bank Building
Chicago 3, Illinois
Telephone ANdover 3-7350
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On behalf of the National Assn. of Television & Radio Farm Directors please accept our sincere thanks for your splendid
cooperation in connection with our first National Farm Broadcasting Day (Feb. 2). The
event was an overwhelming success. Our
organization could not have gained the
momentum that it has in recent years had
it not been for the many kind deeds extended by your publication in our behalf.
Jack Timmons, KWKH Shreveport
President, NATRFD
Birth of the ET
editor:
Our mutual friend, Ed Voynow of the
Edward Petry Co. [Our Respects, Feb. 4],
talked about the first radio programs put on
phonograph
records. I'd like to amplify that
account.

turntables in the bathroom, the horn in the
sitting room. The Commission was pleased.
Mr. Soat asked them to change the rules
to read "The following program is electrically transcribed." Then and there the
ET was born.
Patrick H. Barnes
Director of Public Affairs
WISN-AM-TV Milwaukee
Customer
editor:

Sounds Off

Through ignorance, thousands of station
owners have theoretically put themselves
and their heirs completely at the mercy of
their suppliers [of various news services,
transcription services, etc.] via signatures
of contracts such as one of the news services which requires a 5-year firm initial
term, cancellable only after the firm period
and then on 2 years prior notice. In other
words, the sucker is stuck for seven years
at the gun!

I was program director and chief announcer of WHT Chicago in 1927 when
Raymond Soat, founder of National Radio
Advertising Inc., came to me with the idea
of recording radio programs. I said it was
plausible but not very practical as the 78
rpm's could only take 2 minutes and 45
seconds playing time. That would mean 8
to 10 records for a half -hour program.
Mr. Soat had heard of a long-playing
record being developed by Thomas Edison.
We went to New Jersey, only to find that
an option on the record had been given to a
Newark station. When the station found
that Maytag had bought 13 half -hour shows
to be recorded, their demands for percentages were impossible, so we went back to the
2:45 minute discs.
The first script was Courtney Riley Cooper's "Yellow," whose circus background was
ideal as records were a bit scratchy. The
script called for a jaguar, but we had to
change that to a lion as we could reproduce
that animal's roar with the studio organ.
Other sound effects: gun shots (slapping a
leather automobile seat with a yardstick),
the sound of rods against the cage (pipes
from a local plumber).

Do the station's advertisers give it a two,
three, five or seven year firm contract?
It is about time the industry gets up on
its hind legs and tells its suppliers to offer
reasonable contracts, or drop dead. Usually
there is no excuse whatsoever for any contract to exist for a service which is not

It's funny now, but it wasn't then. I produced, directed, played the lead and three
other voice parts — and was a fit subject for
the cage myself. Casting wasn't easy, either.
The heavy I converted from an insurance
agent, the female lead was a blues singer
(Gale Bandell), the crowd scene used the
entire crew including a 10-piece brass band
recruited from the Chicago Symphony.
Eventually we finished it. Then Mr. Soat
faced another problem: Getting around the
Federal Radio Commission proviso that you
must announce before each record that it
was a record. That, considering 8 to 10 records in a show, would sound ludicrous.
So off he went to Washington, to demonstrate the program for the FRC. They
assembled in a suite at the Mayflower, the

In the August or September issue of
Broadcasting • Telecasting you had a

cancellable on 30 days' notice. A transcription service furnishing a large initial stock
of ET's should receive protection via an
initial firm term to cover possible loss in
event of cancellation. A news service should
be entitled to a short initial term guarantee
to cover the cost of installing lines and a
ticker. But their alleged initial installation
cost includes the cost of the ticker itself
which could readily be transferred anywhere, and which has a life expectancy of
20 years!
I for one am going to be the first person
to eat from my radio operations, not the
last or perhaps starve because of news,
transcription and other long-term commitments holding prior liens.
Name withheld
Request Granted
editor:

story
concerning
campaign"
in Illinois
and out a on"Pepsi-Cola
the West Coast.
The
general outline of the campaign was a tape
recording of voices saying "Pepsi, please."
I would certainly appreciate a copy of that
issue of Broadcasting • Telecasting as we
have a sponsor who is very interested in a
campaign
of like nature. This article would
ory.
help me very much in refreshing my memHarry Howard
Commercial Manager
KUZN West Monroe, La.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: The Aug. 20, 1956, Issue of
B-T, containing the story of the Pepsi-Col* campaign, has been sent to Mr. Howard].
Broadcasting • Telecasting

Bringing home the bacon — when you can't!
accounted for over one-third of the total $2,000,000,000
When family earnings are suspended due to accident
or illness, loss-of-income insurance can fill the
in benefits that the nation's insurance companies paid out
to health insurance policyholders in 1956.
vacuum in the family budget with cash benefit payments
that can be used to help meet living expenses.
1957 will unquestionably show a dramatic further deLoss-of-income insurance is playing an important part
velopment ofAmerica's health insurance program. It will
be our pleasure to report that story clearly and accurately
in the overall national growth of voluntary health insuras the central source of health insurance information for
ance. 30 million Americans have loss-of-income policies
with insurance companies. And loss-of-income payments
the public on behalf of the nation's insurance companies.

THE HEALTH

488
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IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST
Radio, Tv Networks, Stations
Promote '57 Red Cross Drive
RADIO and tv networks and stations over
the country gave the 1957 American Red
Cross drive its initial boost last Thursday
night (Feb. 28) with many programs and
shows presenting tape recordings and film
showings of President Eisenhower's appeal
for funds to top the $95 million goal set for
this year.
NARTB President Harold E. Fellows,
who is serving as national Red Cross vice
chairman for radio and television, directed
the cooperation of networks, the Advertising Council and NARTB to kickoff this
year's drive.
Special support for the campaign was
given March 1 by the Radio-Tv-Newsreel
Working Press Assn.. with leading Red Cross
officials appearing as guests on various
shows that day.
Red Cross Sabbath and Sunday was to
be observed March 2 and 3, and network
religious programs were slated to present
special features and appeals for the drive.
During the campaign month (March),
newscasters and network shows will carry
some form of Red Cross appeal on their
programs. And disc jockeys across the nation will play the Red Cross song composed

WINNING
POWER

ALLARD- CADILLAC COURTESY WILFRED GRAY - EU ROPEAN MOTORS OF INDIANAPOLIS, INC.
5000 Watts Full Time

5000 Watts Daytime

The rated "horsepower"' of your
selling message is up . . . You're
using "premium-power"' on KSO,
Iowa's most powerful independent
station. Music, news and sports
continuously gives a "winnerscircle" audience both day and
night . . . Put this premium power
to work for you !

WXLW

is a "Big Iron" in Indianapolis' rapidly growing market . . .
Really "Barrel" your sell home to
a ready market of financially capable buyers . . . use WXLW's
"power-pack" of music and news
programming from dawn to dusk.
Get behind the wheel and get 100
bonus miles of coverage around
the hub of Indiana !

Get the Facts from Tour JOHN E. PEARSON Rep resentative
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Series to Alleviate Tax Woes
WASHINGTON, D. C, residents in
throes of income-tax blues will get a
from WWDC, there. Under auspices of
Treasury Dept., the station is presenting

the
lift
the
five

programs dealing with "Your Income Tax,"
with experts from the internal revenue service answering questions on tax woes.
950 KC
Indianapolis, Ind.

1460 KC
Moines, Iowa

by Meredith Wilson and entitled "Share
Your Luck," with vocals by Vaughn Monroe
and Charlotte Peters. Radio stations will feature recorded spot appeals by many Hollywood entertainers. Also on discs are six spots
translated into nine languages for foreign
language outlets.
Assistance in the preparation of material
for the 1957 campaign was given to the
Red Cross by Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell,
& Bayles Inc., volunteer agency assigned to
the Red Cross by the Advertising Council.
Telethon Nets $103,569
A star-studded 10-hour telethon on KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles collected $103,569 for
the Arthritis and Rheumatism Fund.

Home, Funds Collected for Family
WKBR Manchester, N. H., collected
$15,000 and a house for a family that lost
four children in a fire. The station simply
reported the news; listener reaction was
spontaneous. WKBR staffers worked until
sign-off time handling donations, which
ranged from unopened piggy banks to the
9-room house donated by a local bank.
Show Spurs Future Scientists
AS an incentive to study engineering, and
in observance of National Engineering
Week, WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio, presented "Imagineering," a glimpse into the
future for young viewers. A kinescope recording of the show will be available for
schools and service groups
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

LONG-TERM

POWER

DELIVERY

. . . through

"proved -in"
tube
design

2 f3 J

Using grid-flange design — an
RCA development — this RCA
power triode contributed to a
new era in VHF operation.

To

Incorporated within this well-known
air-cooled triode are some of the most
unique technical advancements in the
history of power-tube design. Many
of these RCA techniques have evolved
from experience gained over years of
actual tube operation on the air. All
of them contribute substantially to
the remarkable endurance of this tube
in day-in, day-out transmitter service
— over many thousands of hours.
Backed by more than a quarter
century of specialized experience in
designing and building world-famous

1/ n \

high-power tubes, RCA-5762's are
paying dividends for broadcasters—
continually — in lower tube costs per
hour of operation, and in stable
performance of the transmitter.
Your RCA Tube Distributor can
handle your order for Type 5762's —
promptly. Call him.

ES

FOR

BROADCASTING

Radio Corporation of America

Harrison, N. J.

5000
LIVELY

OUR

RESPECTS

WATTS
to Jules Dundes

20 to 1 power in the
Central Michigan area.

W

I

LS

24 hour broadcasting scheduleLocal and national news 26 times
a day.

2nd busiest market in Michigan
— 12th busiest market in the
nation*.
♦Consumer Markets

WILS
music

^s

sPorts

1320 KC Represented Nationally by
Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, Inc.
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/^BS-OWNED radio stations through the years have evolved a pattern of empha^ sizing community service in the areas they cover, and Jules Dundes, vice president
of CBS Radio in charge of station administration, not only believes strongly in this
broadcasting philosophy but hopes to play a role in its expansion.
His convictions come as no surprise, considering he has spent his entire broadcasting career with CBS in the radio phase of the business. While realizing that some
stations have prospered with a news-and-music format, he feels, after a 21 -year
association with CBS, that other approaches can be successful and more selfsatisfying.
Mr. Dundes is one of a long line of CBS-bred executives who have learned
the network's methodology in a series of posts at both the local and network level.
He cites Arthur Hull Hayes, CBS Radio president, and Merle Jones, CBS-TV
president, as outstanding examples of the network's policy of advancement from the
company-owned station ranks, and adds there are numerous executives in other
administrative and creative posts who have made the upward progression.
Mr. Dundes joined CBS in 1936 as a member of the promotion department. In
1940 he was appointed advertising and sales promotion manager for WABC (now
WCBS) New York, network-owned radio station. In 1949 he was named director
of sales and advertising for KCBS, the network-owned outlet in San Francisco. He
advanced to general manager of that station in 1955, succeeding Mr. Hayes when he
became president of CBS Radio. Early last year Mr. Dundes returned to New
York as CBS Radio vice president in charge of advertising and promotion. Last
November he assumed his present post.
Jules Dundes was born in the Bronx, N. Y., on Sept. 12, 1913, and attended local
elementary schools and Townsend Harris Hall, then a New York public high school
for superior students. He graduated from Columbia U. in 1933 with a B.S. degree,
majoring in banking and finance. While attending college and through 1935, Mr.
Dundes was a sports reporter for the New York Post. He was a jack-of-all-trades
staffer for a year with the now-defunct advertising agency of Hallee Adv., New York,
before beginning his long association with CBS in 1936.
A S vice president in charge of station administration, Mr. Dundes has overall
supervision of the six CBS owned radio stations, CBS Radio Spot Sales and
the Housewives Protective League, wholly-owned programming organization of the
radio network. But he hastens to point out that CBS Radio grants considerable
autonomy to its local station and division managers, and he exerts his influence only
on occasions when matters of singular importance are at stake. He is the link between
the owned radio stations, CBS Radio Spot Sales and HPL and the management's top
echelon, and reports directly to Mr. Hayes.
He intimated that research might be conducted to ascertain the type of programming service a radio station could best provide in a television era, pointing out that
no specific information of this type currently is available. He observed that music
is one of the areas of programming in which radio can perform a more useful
function than tv and that community service coverage is another facet in which radio
appears to excel.
CBS-owned stations, Mr. Dundes explained, will by no means neglect entertainment. He noted that the stations through the years have developed a corps of local
personalities, who are primarily entertainers and not disc jockeys. In consonance
with the CBS emphasis on community-mindedness, personalities are encouraged to
lend full support to local civic and charitable organizations and to participate in
worthwhile projects.
Mr. Dundes envisions that the network stations, more and more, will mirror the
needs and aspirations of the community they serve. In essence, he says, the accent
will be placed on "news-in-depth" programming, covering documentaries on local
conditions and interviews with people in the news, providing information and
commentary on developments in the area.
Mr. Dundes married the former Frances Becker of New York 20 years ago.
They have two daughters — Leslie Weir, 15, and Sue Resa, 9. The family home is
in Scaresdale, N. Y.
He calls himself "a do-it-yourself addict" around the house. His favorite pastimes
are photography and swimming. Since returning
to New York he has had little time
to join organizations there, but was active in various groups in the Bay Area during
his seven-year stay. He is a member of the San Francisco Advertising Club and
the Press and Union League Club.
Broadcasting
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Starring John Bromfield

* 1 syndicated show
IN with
PORTLAND,
ME.'s Nov.):
WCJ1
25*3 (Pulse,

&\ syndicated show
ON MINNEAPOLIS' WCCO
with 1 9.3 (ARB, Dec.)

*! syndicated show
ON DETROIT'S WWJ
with 21.9 (Pulse, Jan.)
$ 1 syndicated show
IN CHICAGO WNBQ
with 16.8 (ARB, Jan.)

*1 syndicated show
IN PROVIDENCE WPR(
with 28.5 (Pulse, Jar
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DESCRIPTION: An action-packed bang-up
idult Western thaf s sure-fire for all the family. A
modern police show with a Western twang that
ivhen last seen sure was going places.

BIG REWARD to those who can place this
terrific show, with the big following, in their markets, afew of which are still available. For full
details, phone, wire, write or lasso us today!

You Can't Head Him Off — So Better Join Him
in the Markets Available! Reach, Pardner, for...

ATIONAL

Te
1ELEFILM

60 W. 55th STREET • NEW

7t
DISSOCIATES,

INC

YORK 19, N. Y. • PHONE: PLAZA 7-2100

En route to you from NTA are six wonderful new half-hour TV series produced by those two studios
with the Olympic-like track records~2Qth Century-Fox and Desilu Productions.
They've applied all their skill and experience to create six—count 'em— six brilliant new TV offerings.
And more will follow shortly.
Whatever your preference — mystery, adventure, comedy, romance— you'll find them all in this inspired half-dozen from these two truly great producers. Alert program buyers and advertisers keen
to the fabulous success of Desilu-NTA's "The Sheriff of Cochise" (detailed on the preceding page),
won't let much grass grow under their feet.
They'll get in touch with NTA now.. .to arrange for previews of the latest Big Six to emerge from
NTA. And how do you do that? Why, it's simple! Just phone, wire or write NTA today. Since audiences went that-a-way for "The Sheriff of Cochise," go this-a-way for the new ones from NTA!

ANYTHING,

PE«SON

Al
REPORT

INC.

A broke and unemployed
guy and his gal, without
special skills of any kind,
advertise that they will do
anything to earn a dollar.
People then come to them
with odd and remarkable
jobs. High in human interest.

Two ex-F.e /
m

*emse/ves ;„ '„
lrOm inu....
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R1KKI OF THE ISLAND
red adventures of an
High-poweareleven-ye old in the jungle,
that
depicted with a maturityfamily.
re
enti
the
will appeal to
R.kk!
A tropical Tom Sawyer,
oropp
g
sin
offers big merchandi
tunities.

. . . plus 4 more big
ones coming

Arrange preview dates now/ Today, phone, wire or write:

ATIONAL

1ELEFILM

60 W. 55th STREET • NEW
CHICAGO

•

HOLLYWOOD

•

TORONTO

•

DISSOCIATES,

INC.

YORK 19, N. Y. • PHONE: PLAZA 7-2100

MEMPHIS

•

BOSTON

•

MINNEAPOLIS

WKHM's
CASS

KAID

FILM
MAKER

Gives

FIRST

AID

to
Bernice Coe

JACKSON

Advertisers!

Cass Kaid's a sure-cure
for a sales sag in Jackson!
This Disk Jockey favorite
brings rosy cheeked smiles
all the while from all
of his consistent advertisers.

"DERNICE COE, vice president and sales
manager of Sterling Television Co., New
York, is one of the few top women sales executives in the syndication film business.
How does she get along with the men she
supervises? "No trouble," she says, "in fact,
they are a joy."
Miss Coe's progression to the sales manager's post began when she joined the company in 1949 when Sterling, which had been
exclusively in the 1 6 mm field, shifted to television. Together with Saul J. Turell, president, she comprised the Sterling sales staff
at the time. With the expansion of television
and the accompanying growth of Sterling,
sales personnel were added to the staff gradually and today total seven.
Bernice Coe is a native New Yorker, and
has spent her entire life there except for a
brief period in her childhood when her family lived in Newark. She was graduated from
Vassar College with a degree in mathematics
and earned her masters degree in education
from Columbia.
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Cass
Kaid'sora old,
household
word
. . . young
they love
him!in Jackson j
NOBODY even comes close to his rating,
he tops them all by 3 to 1 .
m

Deciding against a teaching career, Miss
Coe studied typing and stenography and obtained her first full-time job during the
World War II period with Walter O. Gutlohn, New York, one of the pioneer 16 mm
companies. Although this initial position
with Gutlohn was "just a job" at the time,
she learned all phases of the business and
was later transferred to sales. Before joining Sterling, Miss Coe put in a stint on the
sales staff of United World Films, the 16 mm
division of Universal Pictures.
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Has

the
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GIFT

to

put

in sales!

. . . and what Cass doesn't sell, WKHM's
other outstanding NEWS and SPORTS
programs do! In the home or out . . . morning,
noon, night ... 7 days a week, it's WKHM.

WKHM

Jackson, Mich.
Fred A. Knorr, President • John O. Gilbert, Managing Director
Represented by Headley-Reed
By Buying 2 or More of These Powerful Stations

save

^
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.
k
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WKMH WKMF WKHM WSAM
Dearborn-Detroit Flint, Mich. Jackson, Mich. Saginaw, Mich.
A Television
Corp.
Jackson
Broadcasting
BUY A L L 4 STATIONS
SAVE 1 5%
BUY ANY 3 STATIONS
SAVE 10%
BUY ANY 2 STATIONS
SAVE 5%
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Corp.

Affiliate

"business
philosophy"
in this Sterling's
way: The company
Coe describes
jy/TISS
tries to provide a unique service to stations
offering programming that is not available
from any other source. For example, Sterling has garnered a large number of the most
recent and best produced quarter-hour series
and, according to Miss Coe, has more series
of that time length than any other distributor. The company also has one of the largest
short-subjects library for tv, numbering over
3,500 films.
The pert Miss Coe is one of the growing
number of "business mothers." In private
life she is the wife of playwright Barrie
Stavis and the mother of Alexander Mark
Stavis, 11 months. They live in mid-Manhattan. The family enjoys boating at its
summer home in Bayshore, L.I. The couple
recently returned from England where the
Old Vic Company staged Mr. Stavis' latest
play, "Lamp at Midnight." Other productions, Miss Coe reports happily, are scheduled for Paris, Buenos Aires and Tokyo.
Broadcasting
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Represented Nationally by
Paul H. Raymer Co., Inc.
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Axiom — The Sales Power of any advertising
medium must be measured in terms of sales results.
Medium — Sales Power in the Carolinas finds its
most successful measure in WBTV Television.
Dictum — WBTV Sales Power results directly from
continuing Jefferson Standard leadership in all
phases of television operation in the
dynamic Carolinas.
Counsel — Let WBTV demonstrate its superior
Sales Power for your product or service. Get quick
results by phoning your nearest office of
CBS Television Spot Sales!

Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company
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LET THERE BE no sad songs for radio.
It reached $486,889,000 in net time sales in
1956 — the best year in history.
This figure is an especially happy one, for
it means the medium is again on the upward
course from which it detoured in 1954. Net
time sales in 1953 were $477,206,000. They
dropped in 1954 to $451,330,000, then
regained to $456,481,000 in 1955.
If these facts are not enough to insure
optimism for the medium, a prediction last
week by RAB's Kevin Sweeney should: He
foresees radio billings close to $2 billion by
1966 (see below).
The 1956 total — estimated by B»T in its
1957 Broadcastng Yearbook (now in the
mails) — is a 6.7% increase over 1955, and
the healthiest percentage increase since
1948's 11.4% gain.
Following inexorably the trend since the
advent of strong television competition in
1948, network radio revenues declined
again— down $13,342,000 to a total of $46,926,000. The corollary trend — a rise in spot
and local revenues — also held true. Spot

climb

enough,

MILLION

to highest
Sweeney

predicts

jumped $19 million (17.6%) to a record
$141,592,000. Local was up $21 million
(7.9%) to a record $293,564,000. The two
categories combined to represent almost
80% of 1956 sales.
Regional network time sales in 1956 were
$4,807,000 (26.2% gain).
B»T's estimated totals are net time sales
after all frequency and promotional discounts but before deduction of commissions
to advertising agencies and sales representatives and other sales expenses. They are
based on data gathered in a survey of a large
and statistically reliable sample of all
classes of stations. Their accuracy is testified
to by a comparison of B«Ts 1955 estimate
published early last year and the official FCC
figures, not released until January this year:
B»T $455,649,000— FCC $456,481,000.

RADIO

in medium's
$2

billion

history
by

1966

to $2 billion annually, Kevin Sweeney,
president of Radio Advertising Bureau, told
the Oklahoma City Advertising Club
Wednesday.
"This will represent a tripling of radio's
current annual billing during the next decade," the RAB president said. "But this
growth will not alter the present sources of
radio's business. Local advertisers will still
contribute more than 60% of radio's billing in 1966 from
just as
they did
in 1956."is conBusiness
national
advertisers

$2 BILLION BY 1966?

tinuing to expand rapidly for radio stations,
the RAB executive said. "Not only are advertisers among the top 100 returning to radio with multi-million dollar budgets — for
example Lever Bros, and virtually every
cigarette manufacturer — but the mediumsized advertiser has found he has no other
place to go if he wishes to purchase mass impact within a it
reasonable
budget."
However,
is increased
local business

U. S. ADVERTISING expenditures will exceed 18 billion dollars annually by 1966
and radio's share of this total will be close

that will do most to push radio's share of
total U. S. advertising from its current 7%
to at least 11% in 1966, Mr. Sweeney said.

RADIO

NET

TIME

1956 - $486,889,000

SALES

1955 - $456,481,000

46,926,000
I
13.2% 60,268,000

NATIONAL
NETWORK

1956

1.0%
REGIONAL
NETWORK

point

FOR

(S-T EST.)

1955 (fcc)

^4,807,000

8%09,000
0.,8
^3
141,592,000
SPOT
26.4%

120,393,000
293,564,000

LOCAL
59.6%
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
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THE 1957 Broadcasting Yearbook and
Marketbook, 23d edition of an annual
series of reference works published by
B»T uninterruptedly since 1935, is in
the mails to subscribers.
As in its predecessors, major feature of
this new volume is the radio station directory which lists every am and fm station in the United States, Canada and the
Mexican-Caribbean area countries. Besides call letters, power, frequency and
year station began operation, the listings
include other such pertinent data as the
street address, telephone number, names
of licensee, chief executive and personnel specialists.
Continuing a feature started three
years ago, the 1957 yearbook includes
market data for every one of the more
than 3,000 U. S. counties. Besides official
population figures, the market data covers
the latest available number of radio
homes, total retail sales, and individual
food and drug sales, as well as the number of passenger automobiles.
The exclusive B«T estimate of radio
billings for national and regional networks, spot and local business for 1956,
together with similar net billings figures
dating back to 1935, is another continuing feature. As in the past annual editions
of the yearbook, Arthur C. Neilsen,
president of A. C. Neilsen Co., market
research firm, analyzes the radio audience trend.
Revised is the directory of U. S. sta-

AGENCY

PLANS

IS IN THE MAILS

tions carrying foreign language programs
as well as stations specializing in Negro
programming.
Updated to Jan. 1, 1957, are the yearbook's complete listing of consulting engineers and attorneys admitted to practice before the FCC, executives of all the
radio networks, RCA (parent company
of NBC), Columbia Broadcasting System Inc. (parent company of CBS Radio), Federal Communications Commission, National Assn. of Radio & Television Broadcasters and Radio Advertising
Bureau.
Listed in the new yearbook under their
respective categories and updated to Jan.
1, 1957, are regional networks and their
members, station representatives and their
lists, equipment manufacturers and their
products, program organizations and
their services, advertising agencies and
their clients, labor unions, trade associations, and other organizations connected
with the broadcasting industry. Group
ownership and newspaper ownership of
radio stations are also detailed.
This is the radio counterpart of the
1956-57 Telecasting Yearbook &
Marketbook currently in use. The 195758 tv yearbook will be published in AuIn addition to the subscriber copies
now in the mails, a limited number of
gust. will be available at $3. Order
copies
through B*T headquarters, 1735 DeSales
St. N.W., Washington 6, D. C.

BOARD

SHOULD

PICK

MEDIA
TO
BE
USED— DOBBERTEEN
SOMEBODY at the agency has to select the good and put our general marketing operations on a sounder basis.
media to be used, and according to Harold
H. Dobberteen, a Bryan Houston vice pres"After all the major decisions on media
ident, this function belongs with a plans
strategy should not be made on a unilateral
board, not, for example, with the timebuyer.
basis, but by a group of executives. We
know that good media ideas are not, never
Mr. Dobberteen, who is Bryan Houston's
director of media,
were, and never will be, the exclusive poswas the speaker on
session of media departments."
Aware that many in the audience were
"Media Planning"
Tuesday before the agency timebuyers, Mr. Dobberteen comRadio & Television
mented, "Believe me, I am not trying to
Executives Sociefrighten you. This quotation from ABC is
ty's timebuying
not to say that opportunities for individuals
in media work will be closed or limited.
and selling seminar
in New York.
Actually it places a greater premium on
Referring to
every individual in media work."
ABC's presenta"You have all heard about adapting the
tions in New York
media plan to the copy platform; you have
and Chicago earlier heard about the "necessity" of modifying
MR. dobberteen in the month [B»T,
media selection to the message. You have
probably encountered this many times in
Feb. 18], Mr. Dobberteen took note of the statement made
your buying and selling," he said.
there that "more and more, the decision on
"But I wonder if you have heard as much
network radio will be moved from the timeabout the new idea of adapting the message
to the medium; how many have thought
buyer's desk to the plans board table."
about creating a mood perfectly compatible
Of this, he said: "In my judgment no
and consistent with the medium; a technique
truer words were ever spoken, nor has there
which actually captures the medium and
ever been a more important prediction made
capitalizes on the franchise which it owns?
in our industry which will do it so much
Page 28
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"Yes, it sure takes imagination! This approach can go a step further and harness the
power of a social or economic trend to the
campaign. . . . These ideas can do more than
the other negative approach so common in
In pointing up the complexity of media
selection today, Mr. Dobberteen emphasized
the past."
the rapidity of change in the two broadcasting media. Even today, he pointed out, at a
time when tv has a degree of maturity, it
is changing even more than during past
years. His examples: "The signs of an emerging network of major stature (and) let me
remind you that it was only a few short years
ago that a debate was taking place as to
whether or not there could be a third major
network," and the "dramatic consequences
of the release of major Hollywood features
and the impact and effect on people, station revenue, spot schedules, competitive
programming and listening habits."
He asked his audience to look at that "rapidly changing world," of "emerging new patterns of programming, of listening, of buying and selling of radio. New pricing structures are established and quickly give way to
still newer The
ones."
Basics of Buying
But despite these complexities and rapid
changes, Mr. Dobberteen noted that "in its
simplest terms the media business boils
down to circulating effective advertising
messages to the right people, in the right
places, at the right times. We use, for the
most part, the existing channels of communication and it is the selection of these
specific types of media that we want to distoday."proceeded to outline "four major
He cussthen
problems in current advertising strategy":
(1) "the growing bulk of total advertising
reduces the effect of any given amount of
advertising," (2) increased costs of advertising, (3) how to keep away from indecision
"and the influence of little people" and (4)
how to sharpen approaches to people by
developing and creating new media patterns
that are both effective and more economical.
He outlined the following factors as contributing to media selection: Product
characteristics and uses, market characteristics (people and geography), merchandising
factors that affect the product and retail
distribution; the investment to do a "significant job"; flexibility requirements; economy
or "the cost per contract"; authority, prestige and compatibility; year-round effort or
perhaps lack of it; the effective presentation
of the product and story, and finally, competitive efforts.
Mr. Dobberteen at great length explained
that all media planners have access to the
basic or "common set" of "marketing facts."
But, he reminded, it is what is done with
the facts, imaginatively and creatively, which
contribute to making the most of any
medium.
Speaker at tomorrow's timebuying and
selling luncheon at the Hotel Shelton in
New York will be Ben Gadalecia, associate
director of research at BBDO, New York.
He will talk on "Yardstick for Advertising
Effectiveness."
Broadcasting
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SATURATION RADIO "works" for the
agency, "pays" for the advertiser and for
the time salesmen can't be "approached"
by any other medium.
In this way, agency, advertiser and station representative joined in a chorus of
testimonials on behalf of saturation radio
at last Wednesday's roundtable session of
the Radio & Television Executives Society
held at the Roosevelt Hotel in New York.
It was the second such round of plaudits
for the radio timebuying technique in seven
working days. The first was presented at an
RTES timebuying and selling seminar in
New York Feb. 19 [B»T, Feb. 25].
David J. Mahoney, president of Good
Humor Corp., credited saturation radio as
"the whole answer to that company's
5-year (1950-55) sales rise of 40% and
profit rise of 60%. (Mr. Mahoney was
president of his own advertising agency,
David J. Mahoney Inc., New York, until
1955.) He warned that too many people
talk about radio in terms of costs and sales
but are afraid to mention profits. It must
be sold on the profit motif, he said.
The question in this area, Mr. Mahoney
asserted is, "does it pay or doesn't it?" His
answer: "I'm convinced it does."
Saturation radio means many things to
many people, according to Jeremy D.
Sprague, timebuying supervisor at Cunningham & Walsh. He noted that C&W used
a schedule of 40 to 60 spots for one of
its larger accounts; placed 500 spots in 10
days for the opening of an auto show at
the New York Coliseum; ran about 100
announcements weekly for three or four
weeks for a regional account; about 24
spots on a weekend for a local account —
and that all were considered "saturation."
But, Mr. Sprague noted, this only emphasizes that the technique is flexible — "to
introduce an entirely new product, to announce a change in an established brand,
to open a new market, to remind the public
that it's time to buy your product — a saturation radio schedule can be designed to do
the job."
At C&W, Mr. Sprague said, every media
form is considered before the client receives
a recommendation in the planning of an
advertising campaign, and "time and time
again, we find spot radio on a saturat. ~ •
basis emerging as a part — be it major o;
minor — of the campaign. Shotgun or rifle,
high budget or low budget, large item or
small — for the majority of consumer items
spot radio can be counted on to do an
effective job."
An impetus in saturation radio today,
Mr. Sprague noted, is the "packaged rate
system." This came about, he said, when
stations began offering attractive rates to
volume advertisers. As soon as the word
spread from buyer to buyer (I believe it
was on a CBS boat ride) there came a
demand to publish these rates and then the
fight was on. Who could resist that additional 20% discount, with the resultant
lower cost-per-thousand? Fifteen spots per
Broadcasting • Telecasting

TO
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RADIO

week? Why not 20? And if we go to 25,
there's another 5% off."
"How to Efficiently Use Saturation
Radio" was the topic deliberated by Adam
J. Young Jr. of Adam Young Inc., representation firm. Working against efficiency,
he said, is the industry-wide practice of
concentrating business in the morning and
in the 4-6 p.m. period, forcing up station
rates at those times. He urged a spread of
spots into other parts of the day, and showed
how splitting a schedule between stations
in a market could reach more people.
Technically speaking, he said, saturation
radio would mean use of all stations in the
U. S. to reach 96.3% of the population in
a single week and 87.7% in a day.
PM
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• Report cites 15%

gain

• Ad strategy detailed
PHILIP MORRIS Inc. (Philip Morris,
Marlboro, Parliament, Spud and Benson &
Hedges cigarettes), New York, said in its
annual report last week that it is "embarked
on the strongest advertising program in [its]
history." Firm reported 1956 sales set a new
company record and ran 15% over a year
ago "against an average industry dollar increase of 4%." net sales of Philip Morris
Consolidated
Inc. for the year ended Dec. 31, 1956,
amounted to $326,814,554 and compared
with $283,218,646 reported a year ago. Net
income for 1956 amounted to $12,763,261,
equal to $4.06 a common share, an increase
of 12% over net income of $11,526,261 or
$3.63 a common share reported for the previous year.
In its 1956 stockholders report, Philip
Morris devotes a center page position to
display of its advertising for its major cigarette brands, along with credits to its four
advertising agencies. N. W. Ayer & Son is
agency for Philip Morris regular and king
size cigarettes. Leo Burnett Co. is Marlboro
agency. Parliament and Benson & Hedges
cigarette advertising is done by Benton &
Bowles while Ogilvy, Benson & Mather is
agency for mentholated Spud.
In his letter to stockholders accompanying the report, Philip Morris President O.
Parker McComas emphasized that advertising in 1957 would include "aggressive
programs in newspapers, Sunday supplements, outdoor billboards, magazines and
spot radio and network television — each
campaign tailored to the needs of our individual brands."
In April the company will co-sponsor the
CBS-TV Baseball Game of the Week
Saturday afternoons in 170 market areas.
Professional football telecasts, co-sponsored
by Marlboro during the fall last year, will
be resumed next season and reach approxi-

THEY AGREE on spot (I to r): Adam J.
Young Jr. of the Adam Young representative firm, David Mahoney of
Good Humor and Jeremy Sprague of
Cunningham & Walsh. They were the
featured speakers at last week's
roundtable session of the Radio &
Television Executives Society in New
York (see story this page).
mately 200 markets many of which have
not been penetrated by Marlboro advertising. This brand is also a co-sponsor since
Jan. 3 of CBS-TV's Playhouse 90 series on
128 stations Thursday evening.
The Parliament brand will be represented
in television by co-sponsorship of the Mike
Wallace Night Beat interview show starting on ABC-TV April 28.
Within one twelve-month period, Mr.
McComas said in his letter, the company
established a unique precedent by introducing, distributing and marketing nationally
five major cigarette brands. The company's
advertising programs during 1956 reflected
steps taken during the prior two years to
prepare for major marketing efforts on earh
of these brands, such as the appointment
of separate agencies to handle each of them
as individual and distinct marketing problems," he related.
"Along with other costs in the general
economy," he continued, "advertising costs
rose during 1956. However, paralleling
these rising costs, there has also been a
significant increase in the company's total
impact upon the public. As we support five
brands instead of the one brand we supported just a few years ago, we are embarked
on the strongest advertising program in our
company's history."
New K&E Assignments Announced
GEORGE O. OSWALD, national account
executive, Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York,
has been appointed supervisor of regional
offices and will be in charge of the agency's
international business, it was announced last
week. Donald J. Maggini has been named
associate supervisor of regional offices and
will continue to coordinate business development, James A. Dearborn has been named
to succeed Mr. Oswald as a national account
executive.
March 4, 1957
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HOW

DR.

PEPPER

WILL

SPEND

"Dr. Pepper to the rescue" is the theme for that soft drink
company's $2 million 1957 advertising campaign — half in
radio and television [B»T, Feb. 11]. It is exemplified by these
stills from the "clown" tv spot series, which also will be featured
in newspaper, magazine and outdoor advertising.
Nearly all of the budget (75% tv, 25% radio) will go into
spot. The television schedules will be in approximately 85

Video: Clown collapsed over
large drum.
Audio: Clown: ''I'm beat
down!" Sound effects:
Flattening out sound.

FOUR

Video: Puppy to rescue. He
runs by
clown
board (note:
same billone
used in outdoor camAudio: paign).
Chase music.

DIRECTORS

ELECTED

AT

BBDO

ELECTION of Fred Barrett, Len Carey,
W. Barry McCarthy, and Harold Olsen as
directors of BBDO, New York, was announced last week by Bruce Barton, chairman of the board.
Mr. Barrett is vice president in charge
of media for BBDO. A media specialist
for more than 30 years, he joined BBDO
in 1942 as assistant manager of media. He
was later promoted to head the department.
Mr. Carey headed his own agency before
he became an account executive in the
BBDO Los Angeles office in 1947. He was
transferred to New York in 1948 and has
since became an account supervisor.
Mr. McCarthy joined BBDO in 1952 as
director of public relations. Since 1953 he
has been an account supervisor.
Mr. Olsen, an art director, started as an
office boy with BBDO in 1927. He has
worked at one time or another on almost
all accounts jn BBDO's New York office.
Reynolds Buys Network News
On Both ABC, NBC Radio
ANOTHER blue-clip cigarette advertiser,
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. (Camel cigarettes), has taken on network radio news
broadcasts. It follows by a few months the
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co. purchase
of one-half of NBC Radio's hourly newscast service of 85 five-minute news shows
per week.
Reynolds, through William Esty Co.,
New York, no stranger to network radio,
has purchased news shows on both ABC
Radio and NBC Radio, said to represent
in total an estimated $1,250,000 grbss billing.
On ABC Radio, the cigarette firm bought
three five-mihute strips at night (Mon.-Fri.)
and co-sponsorship of a fourth strip with
Page 30 • March 4, 1957
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markets with both co-op and national funds — the national
"AA" and "A" announcements with a minimum schedule
26 weeks and a maximum of 52 weeks. Daytime packages
four markets will be brought from the national fund.
The radio schedules, in 230 markets, call for a minimum
15 spots per week between 8-11 a.m. and 3-6 p.m.
Grant Adv. is agency for Dr. Pepper.

Video: Pappa St. Bernard
gives
clown drink of
Dr. Pepper.
Audio: Glug, glug of drinking.

Video: Clown perks up.
Audio: Sound
Clown:effect:
"Dr. Booiinngg
Pepper!"
(Spring of energy).

Midas car mufflers of Chicago. In addition,
the company reportedly may extend its purchase on ABC to a weekend news package.
On NBC Radio, Reynolds picked up five participations perweek in News of the World
(Mon.-Fri., 7:30-7:45 p.m. EST) for 26
weeks.
Both buys begin on March 11; the ABC
pact is for 52 weeks and represents about
$1 million in gross billing; the NBC signing
is for 26 weeks. The Esty Agency has expressed concern in the past lest affiliates who
clear early-morning time for the NBC hourly
newscasts will have to "bump" some of the
Reynolds spots out of the morning time
or else give them inadequate protection
[B»T, Jan. 7, et seq.].
Campaign for Nestle's DeCaf
Expands Into Western Markets
THE NESTLE Co.'s push on behalf of
DeCaf, a de-caffeinated instant coffee, last
week swung into west coast markets, led by
a saturation radio spot campaign. A tv spot
drive opens on March 12.
Via its agency, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
New York, Nestle (White Plains, N. Y.)
first invaded markets for DeCaf east of the
Mississippi where the company says it met
with success. The west coast radio spot
saturation involves 50 spots weekly in Portland, Ore.; 150 in Seattle; 200 in San Francisco and about 250 in Los Angeles. It
started Feb. 25 and will run through the
end of March on a saturation basis with the
number of spots then expected to be reduced. Both the radio and tv campaigns,
however, are of indeterminate length.
The tv drive encompasses three to five
spots per week in the same markets as in
radio, plus San Diego. DeCaf also will be
sponsoring five programs per week in the
tv markets. Sunday supplements and daily
print are included in the campaign.

for
of
in
of

Video: Close up of crown.
Crown
Bernard opens
speaks.and St.
Audio: "Fr-r-osty, man,
fr-r-osty!"

10- Year-Old Insurance Firm
Thrives on Use of Radio-Tv
RADIO and television were credited by
MFA Mutual Insurance Co., Columbia,
Mo., last week with putting much of the
push behind the company's climb to a place
among the leading firms in its field.
J. M. Silvey, president of MFA Mutual,
described the 10-year history of his organization in a luncheon address at a Feb. 24
"Sponsor Throws a Party" meeting attended
by representatives of 30 Missouri, Nebraska
and Kansas stations. The broadcasters were
the guests of MFA at Columbia.
Leading a morning discussion of broadcast problems were W. T. Zimmerman,
manager of KWRE Warrenton, Mo., and
state representative in the Missouri Legislature, and H. J. Schmitz, farm director of
KFEQ St. Joseph, Mo.
Dr. F. L. Whan, head of the committee
on radio and tv policy of Kansas State College told more than 100 present at the afternoon session that "Radio has been and is
the best advertising buy." He urged broadcasters to improve time-selling, commercial
and programming techniques and recommended specific measures for farm audiences, which he has studied in detail. E. A.
Richter, secretary of the Missouri Broadcasters Assn. also spoke at the meeting.
W. Judd Wyatt, director of advertising for
MFA Mutual, was chairman.
To Address Marketing Workshop
MARION HARPER Jr., president of McCann-Erickson, Inc., and John A. Miller,
general manager, Esso Standard Oil Co.,
will be featured speakers at the next luncheon-me ting ofthe marketing workshop of
the New York chapter, American Marketing
Assn. on March 18. They will discuss outside agencies and facilities available to marketing organizations.
Broadcasting
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• Would avoid splitting 15%
• 10 continental firms members
CONTINENTAL Advertising & Marketing
Agencies Inc. (CAMA) was established in
New York last week for the purpose of setting up a new system whereby European advertising agencies placing campaigns for
American advertisers will get a full 15%
commission without having to share any of
this with a U. S. agency acting as liason.
The new agency links 10 of the larger
European agencies with U. S. advertisers
wishing to do business on the continent and
is essentially the American headquarters of
United European Marketing & Advertising
(UEMA), a two-year-old corporation comprised of the 10 agencies. All agencies will
handle radio-tv advertising in countries
which have commercial stations.
CAMA will counsel and offer marketing
advice to the U. S. advertiser, but actual
campaign strategy will be formulated by the
"partner agency." Under terms of CAMA's
operating policy, the entire 15% commission ispayable directly to the UEMA agency
handling the account in the European countsAccording to Sterling R. Wheeler, executive vice president and operations director
of CAMA, the split-commission system now

The Next 10 Days
Of Network Color Shows
(All times EST)
CBS-TV
Mar. 5 (9:30-10 p.m.) Red Skelton
Show, S. C. Johnson & Son through
Foote, Cone & Belding and Pet Milk
Co. through Gardner (also Mar. 12).
Mar. 8 (3:30-4 p.m.) Bob Crosby
Show, participating sponsors and
agencies.
Mar. 10 (5:30-6 p.m.) The BoingBoing Show, sustaining.
NBC-TV
Mar. 4-8 (1:30-2:30 p.m.) Club 60,
co-op sponsors and agencies (also Mar.
11-15).
Mar. 5-8 (3-4 p.m.) Matinee, participating sponsors and agencies (also
Mar. 12-15).
Mar. 4 (8-9:30 p.m.) Producers' Showcase, "Romeo and Juliet," RCA and
Whirlpool-Seegar through Kenyon &
Eckhardt and John Hancock Mutual
Life Insurance Co. through McCannErickson.
Mar. 4 (9:30-10:30 p.m.) Robert Montgomery Presents, S. C. Johnson
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

practiced by most U. S. agencies acting as
clearing houses for European campaigns
"often does a disservice to the American
advertiser abroad. This is a matter of basic
economics. It is difficult enough to provide
top service with a 15% commission. Obviously, acommission of half that amount
must result in cutting corners." Conversely,
should a European advertiser wish to place
advertising in the U. S. through any one of
the 10 partner agencies, CAMA, acting as
the U. S. "in-the-field" agency, will receive
the full 15% commission.
Werner Gabler, president of CAMA and
head of Werner Gabler Co., Washington
business counselors, noted that CAMA is
not only interested in major U. S. advertisers but also "in the client whose budget
may be relatively low by American standards, although moderately large by European
standards." The small accounts, Mr. Gabler said, too often "get lost" in their agencies
because the latter can't afford to give them
"full and profitable service."
Chairman of the new organization, which
is incorporated under New York State
charter, is Dr. Rudolph Farner, president of
his own Zurich, Switzerland, agency, one of
the 10 comprising UEMA. The other nine:
Publicite Vanypeco S. A., Brussels; A/S
D.E.A., Copenhagen; SEK Advertising,
Helsinki; Agence Francaise de Propagande,
Paris; Dr. Hegemann G.M.B.H., Duesseldorf; Van Hees N.V., Amsterdam; Alfsen
& Becker, Oslo; Wilh. Anderssons A.B.,
Stockholm, and Samson Clark & Co. Ltd.,
London.

thrc ;h Needham, Louis & Brorby and
Mennen
Co. through Grey (also Mar.
11).
Mar. 5 (9:30-10:30 p.m.) The March
of Medicine, Smith, Kline & French
Labs through Doremus-Eshleman Co.
Mar. 5 (10:30-11 p.m.) Hold That
Note, Lanolin Plus through Russel M.
Seeds (also Mar. 12).
Mar. 6 (7:30-7:45 p.m.) The Xavier
13). Show, sustaining (also Mar. 8,
Cugat
Mar. 6 (8-9 p.m.) "Maurice Chevalier's Paris," Breast-O-Chicken through
Foote, Cone & Belding.
Mar. 6 (9-10 p.m.) Kraft Television
Theatre, Kraft Foods through J.
Walter Thompson (also Mar. 13).
Mar. 7 (10-11 p.m.) Lux Video Theatre, Lever Bros. Co. through J.
Walter Thompson.
Mar. 9 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Como Show,
participating sponsors and agencies.
Mar. 10 (4-5 p.m.) Washington
Square, Helene Curtis Industries
through Earle Ludgin.
Mar. 11 (8-8:30 p.m.) Adventures of
Sir Lancelot, Whitehall Pharmacal
through Ted Bates and Lever Bros
through Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles.

McCLINTON
FROM

AD

RESIGNS

AGENCY

RESIGNATION of H. L. (Hay) McClinton, president of Calkins & Holden Inc., was
announced last week by J. Sherwood Smith,
board chairman of the agency. In making his
announcement, Mr. Smith said that Mr.
McClinton's reasons for leaving could be
ascribed solely to "basic differences of opinions as towhomanagement
Clinton,
was out of policies."
town, couldMr.notMcbe
reached for comment.
Hay McClinton became president of the
agency in 1950 following the merger of Carlock-McClinton & Smith with Calkins & Holden, of which Sherwood Smith was a principal. At that time, the agency became
known as Calkins & Holden, Carlock, McClinton &Smith, a name which was trimmed
back to C&H in 1954. Mr. Smith told B»T
last week that in essence, the "basic differences" were between Mr. McClinton and the
other three principals — M. E. Carlock (vice
president and copy director), Paul Smith
(vice president and creative director), and
himself.
Dairy Assn. Seeks Adult Show
To
Replace DAIRY
Its 'Disneyland'
AMERICAN
ASSN., which plans
to drop its sponsorship on ABC-TV's Disneyland, effective next Sept. 4, currently is
shopping for other network tv availabilities,
it was reported last week.
Working with its agency, CampbellMithun Inc., Chicago, client is eyeing NBCTV and CBS-TV, as well as other ABC-TV
properties, with decision, expected about
May 1. Spot radio and tv, along with network radio, also are under consideration.
American Dairy, in dropping Disneyland,
indicated it will seek a program with "greater adult appeal." Both General Mills and
General Foods reportedly have expressed
interest in buying time vacated by American
Dairy Assn. Derby Foods and American
Motors are other Disneyland sponsors.
Lever, Sheaffer Take 'Secretary7
LEVER BROS. (Dove soap), New York,
and Sheaffer Pen Co., Fort Madison, Iowa,
will be alternate sponsors of Private Secretary starring Ann Sothern, effective April
2 (Tuesday), on CBS-TV, 8:30-9 p.m., replacing The Brothers. Television Programs
of America owns Private Secretary and has
an option with Miss Sothern to film 26
more half hours for the films. Lever Bros,
agency is Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New
York. Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago is
agency for Sheaffer. Filling the old Private
Secretary spot at 7:30 p.m. EST Sunday,
alternating with Jack Benny on CBS-TV,
will be a Benny production featuring dancers
Marge and Gower Champion. American
Tobacco Co., for Hit Parade cigarettes, will
sponsor the Champions. BBDO is agency
for Hit Parades.
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HOW

PEOPLE

SPEND

THEIR TIME

THERE WERE 122,230,000 people in the U. S. over 12 years of age during the
week Feb. 17-23. This is how they spent their time:*

72.4% (88,495,000)
59.8% (73,094,000)
82.7% (101,084,000)
30.3% (37,036,000)
26.6% (32,513,000)
28.6% (34,909,000)

spent
spent
spent
spent
spent
spent

1,899.7 million
1,066.0 million
412.8 million
181.5 million
3 1 1 .0 million
145.4 million

watching television
hours
listening to radio
hours
reading newspapers
hours
reading magazines
hours
hours ... watching movies on tv
attending movies
hours

These totals, compiled by Sindlinger & Co., analysts, Ridley Park, Pa., and published exclusively by B»T each week, are based on a 48-state, random sample of 7,000
interviews (1,000 each day). Sindlinger's monthly "Activity" report, from which these
weekly figures are drawn, furnishes comprehensive breakdowns of these and numerous
other categories, and shows the duplicated and unduplicated audience between each
specific medium. Copyright 1957 Sindlinger & Co.
* All figures are average daily tabulations
for the
exception
of the "attending
are availtabulations
Sindlinger
week. with
the week
whichof isthea cumulative
category,
movies"
able within
2-7 days
interviewingtotal
week.for

Sindlinger Shows Operations
SINDLINGER & Co., Ridley Park, Pa.,
held an open house news conference at its
headquarters last Friday for trade publication, newspaper and wire service representatives to demonstrate the operations of the
market research organization in radio, television, newspapers, magazines and motion
pictures. Albert Sindlinger, president, used
the motion picture, "Giant," as the case history in demonstrating the operations of his
nationwide organization.
Two New Sales Organizations
Formed by Westinghouse Corp.
WESTINGHOUSE Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, has set up two national sales organizations to market the company's home appliances, television and radio receivers, it
was announced last week by Chris J. Witting, vice president and general manager,
consumer products divisions.
Westinghouse Appliance Sales, according to Mr. Witting, will distribute major appliances, television receivers, room air conditioners, dehumidifiers and vacuum cleaners. The Factory Field Sales organization, he
said, will be responsible for the marketing
of all appliance and television division products sold through full line independent and
supplemental distributors.
Baking Firm Begins Radio Drive
BAKERS Franchise Corp. (Lite Diet Bread),
New York, today (Monday) is kicking off
a three-month campaign making extensive
use of saturation spot radio on a nationwide
basis. Bakers Franchise distributes its product through Franchised Bake Shops. Lite
Diet bread will be featured in 30-second and
one-minute announcements (15-30 a week)
via 150 stations. Additionally, Emil Mogul
Co., New York, which acquired the account
this past January, also will place campaigns
on 15 tv stations, exclusive of WATV (TV)
Page 32
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New York, where the baking company will
co-sponsor the All-Star Movie, Mon.-Fri.
The campaign also will make considerable
use of newspapers and will be supplemented
by point-of-purchase promotions. Commencement of the drive in various markets
will be staggered.
Gillette, Boxing Club Agree
To Extend Contract Two Years
GILLETTE Safety Razor Co., Boston, and
the International Boxing Club last week
jointly announced an unprecedented twoyear extension of their current contract, to
take effect June 1. Spokesman for the IBC
noted that this was the first time in .v boxing history that a contract has been executed
on more than a year-to-year basis.
Under the contract, Gillette will continue
sponsoring the NBC Radio and NBC-TV,
Friday, 10 p.m. Cavalcade of Sports boxing
bouts for the 104 consecutive weeks beginning in June. This series that has been on
the air consecutively in the same time period
since Sept. 29, 1944, when the boxing bouts
premiered on radio. Simulcasting began in
1948. James D. Norris, IBC president, said
that Gillette would continue to pay his organization $24,500 a fight. However, A.
Craig Smith, Gillette vice president in charge
of advertising, declined to give cost figures.
ARF Names Six to Plans Group
THE addition of six media and advertising
executives to the projects planning committee, Advertising Research Foundation,
were announced last week by Vincent R.
Bliss, president, Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicago, and chairman of the ARF committee.
Added were Arno H. Johnson, vice president
and research director, J. Walter Thompson
Co.; Broadcast Consultant Edgar Kobak,
president, WTWA Thomson, Ga.; J. Kenneth Laird, president, Tatham-Laird Inc. in
Chicago; Pierre Martineau, Chicago Tribune; J.Ward Maurer, Wildroot Co., Buffalo,
N. Y., and Vernon C. Myers, Look magazine.

Out-of-Court Settlement Made
In Suit Against Car Dealers
AN $800,000 damage suit against 10 franchised automobile dealers in Wichita, Kan.,
charged with conspiring to keep advertising
of two non-franchised dealers out of newspapers "and other media," was dismissed
last week after an out-of-court settlement
of $225,000 was agreed upon.
The suit, brought on Aug. 13, 1954, by
Don Schmid and Johnnie Eagle, also named
as defendant the Wichita Automobile Dealers Assn., an unincorporated trade association in which franchised dealers in the
community hold membership. Two newspapers, The Wichita Eagle and The Wichita
Beacon were named as co-conspirators but
not as defendants. Although no radio or tv
station was named, the suit in effect claimed
that the plaintiffs were not able to advertise
on stations.
A specific claim was that the defendants
adopted a code of advertising ethics for the
two Wichita newspapers, which with subsequent amendments made advertising of new
cars by non-franchised dealers impossible.
The suit also charged that the defendants
got stations to adopt similar rules.
On the day after the suit was filed in
1954, advertising by Messrs. Schmid and
Eagle was back in newspapers and on the
air, according to Danzansky & Dickey,
Washington, D. . C, law firm that handled
the case for the plaintiffs.
The suit was dismissed in district court
in Wichita by Judge Roy Savage, of Tulsa,
Okla., who had been especially assigned to
the Kansas case.
Bowers, Fisher Named by Ford
To Division Advertising Posts
TWO

new top-level advertising appointments at Ford Motor Co., Dearborn, Mich.,
were announced last week.
John R. Bowers, vice president and account executive at Brooke, Smith, French
& Dorrance since 1946, was named car advertising manager for the Ford Div.

MR. FISHER

MR. BOWERS

Robert J. Fisher, advertising manager
since 1954 for the Mercury Div., was elevated to manager of advertising and sales
promotion, succeeding T. J. Henry, who has
resigned to return to agency work. Mr.
Fisher also is a former agency executive,
cury. been account supervisor at N. W.
having
Ayer & Son, Detroit, before joining MerBroadcasting
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WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
Beautiful

WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV,

balance!

WHO-TV

serves 42 central Iowa counties — over

WHO-TV)
4
WHO-TV]
WHO-TV

329,000 families — over 85% of them owning TV sets.
Annual Effective Buying Income is $5002 per family

WHO-TV

($96.20 per week!)

WHO-TV

It's a well-balanced market, too — split almost exactly
50-50 between urban and non-urban. (Incidentally,
new U.S. Census Bureau figures for 16 states rank Iowa
first in farm TV-set ownership!)
WHO-TV dominates this market as no other medium,
or combination of media, possibly could. Loyal Iowans
watch WHO-TV by the hour, and buy the products
that bring them the shows — on Channel 13,
316,000 watts.
Ask Peters, Griffin, Woodward for the proof!

WHO-TV

WHO-TVI
f WHO -TV
WHO-TVl
WHO

-TV

WHO-TV
WHO-TVj
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV

WHO-TV is part of
Central Broadcasting Company,
which also owns and operates
WHO Radio, Des Moines
WOC-TV, Davenport

WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
Channel 13 • Des Moines
B. J. Palmer, President
P.Col.
A. Loyet, Resident Manager fnf"*
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager |^]M
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
National Representatives

Broadcasting

Telecasting
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Enthusiasm

Now

and

Helps

Then

By Bill Prouty

Enthusiasm, real unwatered,
genuine enthusiasm is one of
the world's rarest commodities. Very few of us mortals
seem to have the effervescence,
the zest for life, the channeled
energy, the bubbling alacrity
and the other attributes which
seem so much a part of the
enthusiast's make-up.
Lately, it has begun to dawn
on
me and
thatfewer
I've been
seeing
fewer
enthusiasts,
but that
hearing
more
and I've
more been
of them.
It's listening
easily explained.
I've
been
to the radio
lately
something
haven't
done —regularly
sinceI we
boys
used to fight over the earphones to see who'd listen to
the "Two Black Crows."
As a matter of fact, the reason I've been listening so much
lately is to escape boredom —
or so I thought at first. Being a
photographer, I have to spend
many hours in the dark room
developing film, making prints
and drying them — things that
soon become so automatic that
you've got time on your hands
but
can't leave to use it. Thus,
the radio.
Have you heard Benjamin
Swalin talking about his North
Carolina Symphony Orchestra? If you have none
you'vetheheard
real enthusiasm,
less

Make

WPTF

alive and vital for all its modulated tone. He, too, knows
and believes in his work, and
you
asm. are held by his enthusiOr perhaps Carl Goerch,
that grand old chronicler of all
things Tar Heel, has verbally
wafted
you Carolina
over the farmlands
rich Eastern North
and has landed you lightly
somewhere on the wonderful
Outer Banks, and you are inspecting some historic place
or object.
Or how about Phil (the piscatorial philosopher) Ellis, the
poor Tar Heel's Isaac Walton?
Can't you hear that reel whirring out line behind a fourpound small-mouth bass
that's circling the bases with
your hard hit pika minnow?
Now there's a man who can
take you fishing without either
one of you wetting a hook.
Phil's enthusiasm hits as hard
as that bass did, maybe a little
harder.
But if
you think
heard
enthusiasm
overyou've
the
radio,
and
haven't
heard
Jim
Reid talk about the weather,
you've got another thought
coming. When Jim starts talking about the weather I freeze
right where I am, maybe with
a beaker of hypo ready to
pour into a gallon jug, or, perhaps feeding a film into a reel,
or maybe just getting ready
to switch off the radio. No
matter what
weather
stops I'm
me. doing, Jim's
And if I've leaned sort of
hard on WPTF, it should be
remembered that that station
has lots of wattage, and that
big wattage, like anything else
big,
is built mainly on enthusiasm.

Four

.

popular

enthusiastic

.

.

and
WPTF

personalities.
BENJAMIN

SWALIN

MUSIC APPRECIATION
SERIES WEDS 1:30 PM

CARL

GOERCH

CAROLINA CHATS
BC REMEDY CO.
SUNDAYS 6:15

PHIL ELLIS
6:45 PM NEWS
GULF OIL CORP.

JIM REID
HOWS THE WEATHER
PHILLIPS PETROLEUM

• Reprinted from: The Chapel Hill Weekly,
Chapel Hill, N. C. February 12, 1957.

WPTF
50,000 Watts

680 KC

NBC Affiliate for Raleigh-Durham
and Eastern North Carolina
ft. H. MASON, General Manager GUS YOUNGSTEADT, Sales Manager
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., National Representatives
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National Paint Buys Calif. Tv
NATIONAL Paint & Varnish Co., Los Angeles, today (Monday) starts a tv campaign
for its "Color-Lok" process in National
Paints on KHJ-TV and KTTV (TV) Los
Angeles, using two to three spots a night on
each station. In April, the company's spots
on KHJ-TV will be shifted to afternoon
adjacencies to the station's baseball telecasts. It also is using saturated radio spots
on KDAY Santa Monica and KLAC and
KBIG Los Angeles, as well as other media
in Southern California. The campaign will

A

WORD

WE'VE all heard the speeches and we've
read the reports of conventions in which
Joe Blow of Blow, Blast & Bother Inc.
outlined at great length what the agency
expects of the broadcaster.
It's only too true that the agency man
cannot operate at 100% efficiency unless
he knows what he has to work with in
the way of station time, facilities, availabilities and "special deals." However,
we feel that the agency man should not
breathe a sigh of relief as soon as the
contract is signed and immediately throw
all responsibility into the laps of the
station personnel.
In many cases, small, "old-collegebuddy" agencies have made the transition
from newspapers, radio and handbills to
television with the greatest difficulty, if
at all. They knew nothing about the
medium; further, they wouldn't ask anyone who did. It wouldn't be good business to admit to the advertiser and the
broadcaster that they hadn't the foggiest
notion about what was happening in this
maelstrom of moving pictures. What was
the answer? Easy, friend. Just bluff it
out. As Hawthorne so neatly put it, "this,
too, will pass away." It didn't, but instead
grew to frightening proportions.
Is not the station's responsibility to
present the best case for the advertiser
that it can? If the station has to run an
agency service in addition to providing
its own service then where's the need
for an agency at all? If the station prepares the artwork, writes the copy, interviews the client, prepares the newspaper
ads, makes point of purchase displays
and on top of it nurses the agency man's
ulcer as he ricochets off the walls of the
• Telecasting

ABC Radio Teen Show Sold
AMERICAN Home Foods Inc., division of
American Home Products Corp. will sponsor Teen Dance Party with Martin Block on
the ABC Radio Network starting March 4,
it was announced last week by George
Comtois, national sales manager of the ABC
Radio Network. Featuring dance music

ABOUT

THIS ARTICLE, written by Robert D.
Murphy, producer-director at KOA-TV
Denver, comes under the heading of
"turning the sword." It voices Mr.
Murphy's feelings about shortcomings in
the agency-station relationship, particularly with smaller, local agencies. Assuming the merit of his case, it stands to be
aggravated with the increase in locallyhandled programs and commercials — accordingly, B»T presents it here, for whom
it may concern.

Broadcasting

be extended to other markets as NPV extends its distribution, according to David
Nathanson of Tilds & Cants Advertising,
Los Angeles, agency handling the account.

AGENCY-STATION

studio in a last minute frenzy of worry,
then why bother with him at all? Why
not just go after the client ourselves and,
if he has an agency, point out where it's
been dropping the ball all over the lot.
We recognize right off the bat that
agencies are necessary and desirable //
they perform according to the theory.
First, we'd like to suggest, with vigor,
that the account executive get off his
chair and let the station personnel in on
the whole story. It's impossible to build
a palatable selling commercial message
on the flimsy foundation of a stray phone
call now and then. Another suggestion:
that the account man try to learn how
we do things when he comes to the studio
rather than spending his time giving the
crew fits over insignificant changes and
minor criticisms. Hundreds of youngsters
are graduated from broadcasting schools
every year who know more without practical experience than the average small
agency man who's been working with
the medium for several years. Open eyes
and ears coupled with an occasional intelligent question can pay off in useful
knowledge. Directors, engineers and cameramen have the knowledge and experience. They know their business so why
not profit by it.
Help, Don't Hinder
No studio crew members in their right
minds have ever objected to being helped
in the preparation of commercial telecasts. That is, so long as the help doesn't
destroy their prerogatives or interfere
with union jurisdiction. We in the studios
want to do the best job we can and we
like to get along with people. Doesn't
it follow that cordiality and some measure of assistance might go a long way
towards making the advertiser happy
with the job? It's good psychology if
nothing else. We're all human and the
principle of driving the peasants until
they drop went out with the Magna
Charta.
Then there's the agency man who gets
his copy, or perhaps more realistically,
his suggestions for copy, to the station at
a late hour and then puts in an appear-

popular with teen-agers, the Martin Block
show will be presented Monday through
Friday, 6:25-6:30 p.m. EST. American
Home Foods sponsorship is in behalf of
Chef Boy-Ar-Dee pizza pie mixes and other
products. Young & Rubicam, New York, is
agency.
Farmers Co-Op Buys 'Babbitt'
WASHINGTON Cooperative Farmers
Assn., Seattle, on March 19 starts co-sponsoring the Harry Babbit Show on 26 Columbia Pacific Radio Network Stations, Mon.,

RELATIONSHIP
ance 15 minutes prior to air time and
expresses shock and indignation that the
"limbos" had not been set up as he
visualized them. This after the director
and his floor manager have tried to read
the man's mind by long distance and have
done the best they could with what they
had.
after. Adequate preparation is what we're
Let's also consider the question of artwork, slides, telops, props, etc. The copy
calls for them, the agency has promised
them and yet they're nowhere to be found.
The office crew has left for the day, the
commercial manager is out of town and
you don't know which salesman is assigned. To add to your cup of woe, the
agency
phone doesn't
do? Arbitrarily
cancel answer.
the spot What
as yourto
judgment dictates? Not if you value your
job. Work around the missing parts and
hope that they'll arrive in time? Normally, this is the best course to follow but
it certainly fouls up rehearsal and, like
our chain reaction, there follows the possibility of goofing the spot when it goes
on the air. Why take the chance? It's a
rare commercial that hasn't been arranged sufficiently in advance to prepare
visual aids.
Finally, let's consider the self-styled
expert. He's the one who covers his ignorance, laziness or both with a very loud
mixture of pomposity, ambiguity and
belligerancy. There are a thousand and
one ways in which this type manifests
himself and rarely does he contribute
anything but a feeling of intense dislike
to the whole operation. He's the one who
"woodsheds" or "rides herd" and ends up
with a sloppy production which he immediately blames on the station crew.
Why treat the people who do the job for
you as though they were idiots? In the
isolated cases where they really are idiots,
use a little kindness and you'll find that
at least they're eager.
To summarize, the foregoing is certainly not a blanket indictment. There
are many first class agencies, which take
the time and trouble to see that the advertiser gets his money's worth. Parencounts, too.thetically, they usually have the best ac-
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Wed., Fri., and alternately on Tues., Thurs.,
7:45-8 a.m., PST alternately for 13 weeks
through Rune Goranson Co., Seattle. Other
sponsors are Liggett & Myers, Fells & Co.,
Mary Ellen (jams & jellies), and Boyle-Midway.
Nielsen Coverage Survey No. 2
Set for RTES March 26 Session
RADIO & Tv Executives Society is preparing for a large turnout at its special March
26 session in New York. Topic: The new
Nielsen Coverage Survey #2, which covers
radio and tv.
Present plans are to set up a panel of
"experts" who will fire questions at a spokesman of A. C. Nielsen Co. RTES also expects to hire one of the Hotel Roosevelt's
largest ballrooms — the Palm Terrace — for
the occasion.
RTES is merging the timebuying and selling seminar with its roundtable session for
the March 26 meeting.
Also slated on the agenda this season is
the March 13 monthly luncheon at the
Roosevelt. Gene Flack, sales counsel and
advertising manager, Sunshine Biscuits Inc.,
will
appraise broadcasting's effectiveness in
selling.
A&A SHORTS
J. Walter Thompson Co. moves its L. A.
offices to 6505 Wilshire Blvd.
Gray-Schwartz Adv., Chicago, announces
move of quarters from 228 N. LaSalle St.
to 3555 W. Peterson Ave., with telephone
Keystone 9-3361, effective Feb. 18.

PUPPETS,

PROGRAMS
PAY OFF
according
to
Song Ads President Robert
PUPPETS and jingles for popularity,
Sande, who personally supervised the
programs for prestige, and a close tie-in
complete production of the Signal comwith the company's outdoor advertising
mercials. "The real problem," he defor doubled impact. That's the tv formula
clared, "is to catch the attention of the
now being used by Signal Oil Co., Los
viewer
who
has been watching a highly
Angeles, for its gasoline, distributed by
interesting
program
and refocus it on
franchised Signal dealers throughout the
something else but just as interesting, and
seven western states.
to catch it before he has time to say or
"Gasoline is not a serious product to
the average motorist and it would be a even think, 'Oh, Lord, here comes the
mistake for us to take it too seriously in commercial.' Within the 60 seconds allotted we have to catch his attention, get
the advertising," said Barton A. Stebbins,
owner of the agency handling Signal's advertising. Cartoons had been used successfully in Signal's outdoor posters, so
it was decided to use them in the tv commercials as well.
"Prestige is also important in gasoline
advertising, with so many brands cornpeting
the motorist's
Stebbinsfornoted,
explaining dollar,"
that thisMr.is
why Signal sponsors programs rather
than just buying spots.
This year Signal is sponsoring Code 3,
film series dealing with adventures of the
Los Angeles police department, in all
markets except Los Angeles, where the
Signal program, ironically, is San Francisco Beat, concerning the exploits of San
Francisco's detectives.
Because competition is so keen in gasoline advertising and marketing, it was
felt necessary to stress the advantages of
Signal gas with reason-why copy, posing
a problem for Song Ad Film-Radio Pro-

SPOT NEW BUSINESS
Slenderella International, increases its saturation in N. Y. area from 22 to 27 radio
shows. Additions were made to schedules on
WABC, WOR, and WMGM, all New
York, and WAAT Newark, N. J. Agency:
Management Assoc., Stamford, Conn.
Robert Hall Clothes, Pacific Coast division,
announces purchase of radio and tv schedules on ten L. A. radio stations and five
Southern Calif, tv outlets. Agency: M. B.
Scott, Hollywood.
Wilbur-Ellis Co., S. F., starts Lenten advertising drive for Southern Star Bonito with
heavy radio spot schedules in seven cities.
Agency: Hilton & Riggio, N. Y.
NETWORK

Park & Tilford (Tintex dyes), N. Y., through
Emil Mogul Co., same city, signed with CBS
Radio for three five-minute units per week
on three day ime serials for 10 weeks, effective March 1 1 . Programs affected are Wendy
Warren and the News (Mon.), Second Mrs.
•

But those were only minor problems,

As cost also was a factor, two-dimenSignal sional
gas."puppets were used, flat figures that
could be popped into view and, through
controls from below, could move their
lips and eyes in synchronization with the
spoken words. In the first commercials
the puppets were controlled by hand;
later ones will be electronically controlled, making synchronization easier
and more exact, Mr. Sande said.
On any program, one commercial
may be done by the puppets alone, perhaps a car starting with the go signal
of a stop-and-go sign, driving past a
Signal Oil billboard, stopping and filling
up at a Si?nal station and saluting first
a smiling Canadian Mountie and then a
smiling sombreroed Mexican, all to the
accompaniment of the jingle that begins
"Go, go, go, go, go farther with Signal
. . ." and ends "from Canada to Mexico,
go, go, go, farther with Signal, Signal
The other commercial features a
straight reason-why sales talk, delivered
bygasoline."
Marvin Miller, announcer long associated with Signal Oil. Here the puppets
silently emphasize the points made by
Mr. Miller, accentuating his words but
never distracting attention from him.

NEW BUSINESS

Standard Brands (Royal desserts) has purchased 10 seven-and-a-half minute segments per week on six CBS Radio daytime
programs. Agency: Ted Bates & Co., N. Y.
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ductions, Hollywood company that produces the commercials, to combine the
serious sales talk with the comic cartoon
characters. A second problem was the
order that one of the two Signal commercials be an animated version of an
outdoor board, to remind the viewer at
home of the sign he passed on the highway and so double the impact of the
message.

his belief, give him the message and leave
him smiling and ready to go back to the
program with a friendly feeling toward
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Burton (Thurs.), and Our Gal Sunday
(Fri.).
Good Housekeeping Magazine, N. Y., will
sponsor seven-and-one-half minute segments
of seven CBS Radio daytime programs once
per month. Agency: Grey Adv., N. Y.
AGENCY APPOINTMENTS
California Wine Assoc. (Eleven Cellars wine,
Ambassador wine, Aristocrat brandy), S. F.,

appoints Walker Saussy Advertising Inc.,
New Orleans.
Maddox Table Co., Jamestown, N. Y., appoints Lee Ramsdell & Co., Philadelphia.
NETWORK

RENEWALS

Goldblatt Bros. Inc., Chicago, renews for 13
weeks five-minute "Window" segment of
NBC-TV Home show, Mon.-Fri. Agency:
Olian & Bronner Inc., Chicago.
Broadcasting
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How the lights on that switchboard do light up
at Felix Harris & Co., Dallas insurance agency,
following Wes Wise's "Evening Edition Sports"!
Immediate calls the same evening . . . carry-over
calls the next day ... all interested in a
brand-new form of monthly payments for auto
liability coverage! And with careful screening
and automatic disqualifications, still over 75%
of the callers were written up! That brings a
big grin to any advertiser's face . . . further proof
that advertisers do get "big time"
results with WFAA-TV!

Call Your
PETRYMAN

WFAA-TV

for complete market data
and availabilities

CHANNEL
8 — DALLAS
Blanketing 564,080 North
Texas television homes
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ONE

BAD

APPLE

IS

TOO

MANY

With television's rapid growth, there must be a pound of responsibility for every ounce of popularity, according to Sigurd S. Larmon,
president of Young & Rubicam.

In connection with the cornerstone

laying ceremony last week for KETV (TV)'s new building, Mr. Larmon
told the Omaha Advertising Club how this responsibility can be met.
A condensation of his speech follows (also see story, page 82).

THE phenomenal growth of tv should not
make us forget a few fundamental facts..
One is that while television is another medium of communication it is not, despite its
present prominence, the only medium of
communication.
Newspapers are still a powerful and popular element in the field of communication.
So is radio — so are magazines and movies,
books and billboards and all the other
methods that man uses to carry his thoughts
and messages to his fellowman.
Add them all together. The evidence is
obvious that the flood of communication has
reached a higher crest in America today
than ever before. More people are reading,
listening, looking than ever before. They
want the news. They want entertainment
and relaxation: comedy, drama, music and
culture. And the mediums of communication answer their wants. The result is not
only a growth of popularity for the carriers
of communication but also a growth of influence— and matching responsibility.
For every ounce of popularity, there must
be a pound of responsibility.
Perhaps it might be interesting — even rewarding to ask ourselves — what are these
responsibilities of communication?
Obviously each of the mediums of communication has certain specific responsibilities depending on its purpose, its reason for
existing at all. But are there not also certain
general over-all responsibilities that hold for
all means of communication? And if there
are, might we not together, consider three
of these responsibilities.
First, we might say, is the responsibility
to adhere to high standards of ethics and
good taste.
Wise Blue Pencils
Newspapers it seems to me have always
ranked high in meeting this responsibility.
We are all familiar with such statements as
"When asked to comment on the charges
against him, the accused replied in language
that cannot be reported in a family newspaper." Editors in general seem to wield a
wise blue pencil in determining what should
and should not be part of the family fare
which they offer daily.
Television, too, is doing a better job today
Page 38
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of following the canons of ethics and taste.
Far less frequently do we hear the crunching
thud of a skull being crushed by a blunt instrument. Not as often do we — or worse
still our children — see acts of murder committed in our living rooms. The battle of the
plunging necklines, if not over, has in general been brought to reasonable truce.
In all honesty we must admit that there
are still departures from good taste and
high standards.
Like the bad apple in the barrel even one
is too much — for it affects all of television.
But there is a growing sense of responsibility
in this respect on the part of networks and
stations. Advertisers and advertising agencies, too, have played a part in pressing for
higher standards. And the results are showup on the
nation's
screens. there are
Ining other
media,
as intvtelevision,
those who live up to this responsibility and
those who ignore it. There are good comic
books and terrible ones. And sometimes as
our eyes roam over the 25<f book racks in
the corner drugstore with their lurid covers
and suggestive titles we may wonder if
principles and good taste are being drowned
in a flood of sadism and sex.
But we are not here as censors. The important thing is to realize that the field of
communication does have a responsibility
for what it communicates. It can meet that
responsibility well or it can ignore it, but
it cannot dodge the fact that it exists.
Now might not a second responsibility
of communication media be to protect and
promote our American principles?
One of our American principles for example is freedom of the press — now broadened to include radio, television and other
media as well. And this is one principle that
is valiantly protected and promoted. Let a
judge bar reporters from a courtroom. Let
a mayor crack down on a newspaper, let
anyone threaten this freedom and not just
the press, but other media too instantly rally
to the defense. And this is good. But isn't
it up to all types of communications to be
equally valiant for the other freedoms and
principles in which Americans believe?
Couldn't we agree that we are not talking
just of the bill-of-rights . and the Constitution and principles written into our laws,
but of other basic beliefs as well — of principles of honesty and fair play, or self reliance and private enterprise — yes, even of

the virtues of working to get ahead.
If that sounds a little like Horatio Alger
and "work and win" and the so-called dime
novels of the past, it isn't just an accident.
A whole generation of Americans read, and
enjoyed, and to some extent must have
been influenced by those books. (And I
would take that dime novel influence against
today's 254 novel influence anytime.)
We won't pretend that the dime novel
was literature, and this is no recommendation that "Sam the Shoeshine Boy" who became a millionaire would make a great tv
show. It is at most a reminder that there are
virtues in which we believe, principles in
which we were raised and by which we, in
turn, raise our children. And it is these simple virtues, these American principles that
all our means of communication can
strengthen or weaken.
Can Be Met Well or Badly
Here, too, the responsibility can be met
well, or badly, but it cannot be denied that
the responsibility exists.
Finally, let us consider a responsibility
which all the mediums of communications
share with all of us as individuals — the responsibility ofbeing a good citizen.
As it does for individuals, this responsibility starts at home and spreads out until
it encompasses the whole world. And there
are three stations on that journey: the local
community, the state and nation, and the
world. Let's look at each of them.
In any local community the mediums of
communication should be more than merely
observers and reporters of the local scene.
They should also be participants. They are,
in a very real sense, local citizens. They have
the opportunity and the challenge of being
leading citizens.
It is good business to communicate
things of local interest to the local community. It is good citizenship to go a step
further, to take an active part in public service campaigns. This calls for doing more
than serving the community with communication. Itis using communication, its power
and influence, to improve a community, to
combat slums, to get better schools, or to
do any number of the jobs that need to be
done in almost any community.
Let me give you just one example from
the community known as New York City.
Now, if you compare New York and Omaha
Broadcasting • Telecasting

WDAY-TV

520%

DELIVERS

MORE

FARGO-MOORHEAD

THAN

HOMES

STATION

"B"!

-TV

That's right! — December, 1956, ARB
figures for Fargo-Moorhead credit WDAYTV with an average of 520% more homes
than Station "B", for all time periods!

WDAY-TV

June 1956
7-City Area ARB*
12:00 - 5:00 P.M.
403% MORE
5:00 - 6:00 P.M.
468% MORE
STATION
"B"

6;0° - 10:00 P.M.
118% MORE
10:00 P.M. - Sign-Off
400% MORE

*North Dakota — Valley City, Wahpeton, Hillsboro, Fargo.
Minnesota — Breckenridge, Fergus Falls, Moorhead.

WDAY-TV
760%
872%
181 %
270%

getsMore —
More—
More—
More—

12 Noon to 5:00 P.M.!
5:00 P.M. to 6:00 P.M.!
6:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M.!
10:00 P.M. to Sign-Off!

That's just the Fargo-Moorhead picture.
June, 1956 ARB figures (left) prove that
WDAY-TV is almost as popular in five
other Red River Valley cities — each
between 40 and 60 miles away!
Your Peters, Griffin, Woodward
has all the facts.

Colonel

P. S. Average ARB Rating, 6:00-10:30
P.M., WDAY-TV^t3.6. Station "B"—11.9.

WDAY-TV
FARGO, N. D.
• CHANNEL 6
Affiliated with NBC • ABC
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.
Exclusive National Representatives

R O A L) C A S T I N G
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
there are two things you can be sure of —
New York is bigger, and it is dirtier. Certain
public spirited citizens decided that something could be done to clean up New York.
In May of 1955 at the urgent request of the
city's mayor, Robert F. Wagner, the president of the New York Telephone Co., Keith
S. McHugh, accepted the task of organizing and heading up a permanent non-partisan citizens committee to clean up and
keep New York City clean.
Our agency volunteered to take on without charge the task of preparing advertising for the Citizens Committee to Keep
New York City Clean. The committee naturally did not have enough funds to run an
important paid-for advertising campaign.
So different media in the city were asked
to contribute time and space for this public
service effort. The response is one of the
best examples of communications meeting
their responsibility to be good citizens of
their community that you can find. In just
one year, the communications media of
New York contributed over $1 million worth
of free space and free time. Advertising
by the Citizens Committee appeared in newspapers, on radio and television, car cards
and billboards. And the campaign is continuing with enthusiastic support from every
channel of communication.

have happened if Hitler,
pany had had television
All conjecture aside,
that communictions can
mendous influence on

Goebbels and comto use, too.
however, it's clear
and do have a trethe people of any

country, including our own. And doesn't
that in turn impose a tremendous responsibility for keeping these channels of communication clear, uncluttered by special
pleaders and unfettered by demagogues?
Good communication would seem to be
based on having a set of ethics, a philosophy
of publishing a newspaper or magazine or
for running a tv or a radio station and then
in sticking to those principles. . . .
Our third step moving out from local
responsibilities was the world. And perhaps
you are asking yourselves what does communication in Omaha, in Nebraska, even
in the U. S. have to do with the world.
On the surface the kind of television
shows we watch, the books in our corner
drugstore, the stories in our newspapers,
might seem to be only a domestic affair.
But suppose we look at it from a different
viewpoint for a minute, a world viewpoint.
All over the world we are engaged in a
struggle of freedom and free nations against
the opposing philosophy of world communism.

The part that we as a nation play in that
struggle depends not alone on what we do
Ad Council Praised
or say, but also on what other nations think
Just as people vote in local elections, and of us. What kind of people do they think
we are? How do they think we live? Are we
in state and national elections, so the citizenr
to be trusted and believed?
ship of communications broadens out from
Now what other people think of us delocal to state and national responsibilities
as well.
pends on many things, on our State Department policies and practices, on informaProbably one of the first examples of
tion that the Voice of America and the
meeting this broader responsibility that United States Information
Agency give to
comes to mind in an advertising club such
people
abroad.
And
it
also
depends on our
as this one, is the work of the Advertising
Council. Started during the war years with export of movies and magazines and books
nation-wide campaigns for war bonds, to and other items of communication that present apicture of the U. S. to the world.
enlist nurses, to save fats, and for other
Unfortunately
far too many of these expublic service causes, this effort has conports portray the seamy side of life in the
tinued ever since. Today communications
are contributing through the Ad Council free United States. The "Tobacco Roads," the
time and space for such campaigns as safe juvenile delinquents, the type of movies and
books and magazines that seem to specialize
driving, selling saving bonds, preventing
in sensationalism. Because they are sensaforest fires (what child doesn't know Smokey
tional, because they are dramatically prethe Bear?) and ACTION, The American
sented, and because people abroad have very
Council to Improve Our Neighborhoods, for
which Young & Rubicam is proud to be the little to judge us by, such material often is
more believed, more accepted as true pictask force agency.
tures of life in the U. S. than less exciting
But again, and even more importantly,
but more accurate material.
the responsibility of communications at the
Suppose for example that the Voice of
state and national level goes far beyond the America has broadcast a story on education
contribution of minutes or pages to public in America to a foreign country. And then
service advertising campaigns.
the people of that country step into a movie
For a country's communications are its theater and see "The Blackboard Jungle" —
nervous system, its circulatory system. The which do you think they'll remember? How
connecting link that helps to bind its people do you think they will feel about our schools
and our young people?
together. Communications can help keep
So you can see there is a world responsimen free or make them slaves.
bility. Itis the responsibility of seeing that
We have to look no further back than
the materials we send abroad represent us as
Hitler, Goebbels and the Nazi "Big Lie" we really are. They also have the job of
technique to find an example. Hitler had representing us well.
the press. He had radio. He had his gigantic
For the importance of what we say abroad
is matched by the importance of how bemass meetings. And he used these communications to gain and cement his hold on the lievably and convincingly we say it. Make
German people. It makes an interesting if no mistake, the Russians are doing an excellent propaganda job . . . and of course
slightly scaring conjecture as to what would
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they are masters of the "Big-Lie" technique.
We have
the across
"Big-Lie".
Our
problem
is tonogetneed
the of
truth
to people.
But sometimes just telling the truth isn't
enough to get it believed. It has been said
that people may think with their heads, but
they act with their hearts. And surely the
advertising profession knows that the appeal
to the emotions is usually stronger than the
appeal to reason.
That's why in our overseas communications from both governmental and private
sources we need not just facts and statistics
but the truth wrapped up in an emotional
appeal that will outpull any appeal the communists can offer. And we can do it if we
excercise some care in the material we exSuch materials are our ambassadors and
we want ambassadors that will speak fairly
and truly and well of us. This is not to suggest that only a rosy picture of peace and
plenty
port. should be exported.
That would be a false picture too. But
if our communications and if those in
charge of them are to live up to the worldwide responsibilities of U. S. citizens, surely
they can keep these principles in mind as
well as profits. They can exercise some
control over the type of movies and publications that they can send overseas.
Self Control Advocated
Before closing there is one other point
that is probably worth clearing up. In talking of the necessity of controlling our overseas exports, or our own 25^ books, or the
kind of shows that television should bring
into our living rooms, we have been talking
self-control.
And isn't that another good reason for
seeing our responsibilities and meeting them?
Where there is self-control and self-regulation, there is no need for censorship. But
where there is no self-control, usually control comes in from outside. We might say
that it's the difference between sense and
censorship
therechoose.
isn't much doubt which
most
of us and
would
Well, it has been a long journey we've
been on — from Omaha to far away countries.
But perhaps it can all be summarized
quite simply.
There can be little doubt that communications, by which we mean all the mediums
of communication, are an important and
powerful factor in this year of 1957. As
such they have the responsibilities that go
with importance and power. These responsibilities include among others: The responsibility to observe high standards of ethics
and good taste; the responsibility to preserve
and promote our American principles, and
the responsibility of being a good citizen —
in local communities, in the state, in the nation and in the world.
And finally upon how well the field of
communications meets its responsibilities
may well depend the present health and future strength of the communications themselves. And on it also depends, in part, the
health and strength and well being of our
country and of the free world.
Broadcasting
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NIELSEN

REPORTS:

WKY's

unduplicated

* ** isSI

weekly

4

coverage

Oklahoma
By

using WKY,

you

is

greater

than

stations

the

combined!

cover 56 Oklahoma

counties, containing 68% of Oklahoma's
population and retail sales.
ASK YOUR KATZ MAN FOR THE COMPLETE
COVERAGE AND RATING STORY.
Source: A. C. Nielsen 1956 — SRDS 1956 Consumer Markets
Owned and Operated by
THE WKY TELEVISION SYSTEM, INC.
WKY-TV and WKY Radio, Oklahoma City
WSFA-TV, Montgomery, Ala. WTVT, Tampa, Flo.
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY

next

RADIO

Another

trail-blazing

public service program

Did you know that 49 million men and women in this
country are now taking adult education courses?
That 723 school districts in the south have already
peacefully desegregated? That teenagers in Dearborn,
Michigan were asked to help plan two new high
schools?
These are some of the little-known events taking
place in American education today. Not the type of
news that makes newspaper headlines — but news of
special interest to most American families. News
heard only on WBC's new weekly public service
radio program, "Spotlight on Schools."
"Spotlight on Schools" was developed by WBC
in cooperation with the National Citizens Council
for Better Schools. Henry Toy, Jr., President of that
organization, is the editor and reporter;
WBC's Educational Director, Gordon Hawkins, the
producer. At the end of each program, the WBC
stations cut in with the latest hometown and regional

from

WBC

school news delivered by a prominent local educator.
"Spotlight on Schools" is an extension of WBC's
pacesetting coverage of the White House Conference
on Education and last year's National Education
Association Convention. It was at this convention,
incidentally, that WBC received the 1956 School Bell
Award "for distinguished service in the interpretation
television, WBC recently produced two new
of For
education."
documentaries on education. "Section 16" tells the
history of American education and "The Challenge"
dramatizes the final report of the White House
Conference.
Yes, education is news. And it is a continuous policy
at Westinghouse Broadcasting Company to use the
scope of radio and television to cover this sort of
news — because we're convinced that broadcasting is
most effective on stations which have earned the respect
and confidence of the communities they serve.

WESTINGHOUSE
BROADCASTING
COMPANY,
INC.
RADIO: BOSTON, WBZ+WBZA; PITTSBURGH, KDKA: CLEVELAND. KYW:
FORT WAYNE, WOWO; CHICAGO, WIND: PORTLAND, KEX
TELEVISION: BOSTON, WBZ-TV: PITTSBURGH, KDKA-TV;
CLEVELAND, KYW-TV: SAN FRANCISCO, KPIX
WIND REPRESENTED BY A M RADIO SALES
KPIX REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
All other WBC stations represented by Peters. Griffin. Woodward. Inc.

Support the Ad Council Campaigns

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
B. Schnitzer Inc., same city, as vice president
and manager of L. A. office.

Feb. 1-7

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

PERCENTAGE
Perry Como
Ed Sullivan
1 Love Lucy
I've Got a Secret
Disneyland
You Bet Your Life
$64,000 Question
Lawrence Welk
People Are Funny
December Bride

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

VIEWERS (000)
Perry Como
Ed Sullivan
I Love Lucy
People Are Funny
Disneyland
Lawrence Welk
I've Got a Secret
You Bet Your Life
Lassie
Your Hit Parade

1.
2.
3.

45.8
42.3
39.8
39.8
38.7
38.2
38.0
36.6
36.3
35.0

48,260
46,310
38,380
36,420
36,180
35,880
34,680
33,220
33,180
30,200
background: The following programs,
in alphabetical order, appear in this
week's B«T tv ratings roundup. Information isin following order : program name, network, number of stations, sponsor, agency, day and time.
December Bride (CBS-183) : General Foods
(B&B), Mon. 9:30-10 p.m.
Perry Como (NBC-121) : Gold Seal (Campbell-Mithun), Kimberly-Clark (FC&B),
Noxzema (SSC&B), Sunbeam (PerrinPau=). RCA (K&E), S&H Green Stamps
(SSC&B), Sat. 8-9 p.m.
Disneyland (ABC-176): American Motors
(Geyer-Brooks, Smith. French & Dorrance), American Dairy (CampbellMithun),
8:30 p.m. Derby Foods (M-E), Wed. 7:30I Love Lucy (CBS-160) : General Foods
(Grey), Procter & Gamble (Y&R), Mon.
9-9:30 p.m.
I've.(Esty),
Got a Wed.
Secret 9:30-10
(CBS-180):
p.m. R. J. Reynolds
Lassie (CBS-86): Campbell Soup (Burnett),
Sun. 7-7:30 p.m.
Peopie Are Funny (NBC-140) : R. J. Reynolds (Esty), Toni (North), Sat. 7:30-8
p.m.
$64,000 Question (CBS-175): Revlon
(BBDO), Tues. 10-10:30 p.m.
Ed Sullivan (CBS-165) : Lincoln-Mercury
(K&E), Sun. 8-9 p.m.
Lawrence Welk (ABC-193): Dodge Div
Chrysler (Grant), Sat. 9-10 p.m.
You Bet Your Life (NBC-155) : DeSoto
Div., Chrysler (BBDO), Thurs. 8-8:30 p.m.
Your Hit Parade (NBC-176); American Tobacco (BBDO), Warner-Lambert (K&E)
Sat. 10:30-11 p.m.
A&A PEOPLE

Harry C. Doolittle, copy group supervisor,
Ted Bates & Co., N. Y., elected vice president and creative supervisor.
Roger A. Purdon, vice president-creative director, Bryan Houston, N. Y., to McCannErickson, same city, as vice president.
William McCahill, formerly account executive, Abbott Kimball Adv., L. A., to Bernard
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Carl Georgi Jr., vice president in charge of
media-research, D. P. Brother & Co., Chicago, to Campbell-Ewald Co., same city, as
vice president-media director.
Humboldt Greig, formerly vice president
of WPFH (TV) Wilmington-Philadelphia
and WIBG-AM-FM Philadelphia, appointed
head of timebuying
department, C. J.
La Roche & Co.,
N. Y.
Saul Waring, vice
president
executive, -Deaccount
Perri
Adv., N. Y., to
Grey Adv., same
city, as account executive. Max Sapan, copy chief at
Johnstone,
eld Y.,&
Dowd' RedfiN.
MR. greig
to Grey Adv., as copy group supervisor.
Kenneth V. Moore, account executive, Erwin, Wasey & Co., L. A., to Johnson &
Lewis, same city, in similar capacity.
R. D. Hager, vice president-assistant to
president-director, Piedmont Airlines, to
Agey Adv. Inc., Miami, as vice president.
Guy Mercer, account executive, TathamLaird Inc., Chicago, appointed account supervisor on Toni Co. account.
Hames F. Quinn to Edward H. Weiss &
Co., Chicago, as account supervisor.
Robert Cary, advertising-sales promotion
manager for Virginia-Carolina Chemical
Co., Richmond, to Doyle Dane Bernbach,
N. Y., as assistant account executive on
Acrilan account.

OLD

PUNS

STILL FUN

THE OLD "Knock, knock, who's
there?" craze of yesteryear has staged
aduecomeback
to radio. in New York, and it's all
Anderson & Cairns, agency for Seeman Bros., New York, distributors of
White Rose Tea, originally rewrote the
"Knock-knock" gag for use as a oneminute spot to advertise a special price
reduction offer, but has found so many
pleased listeners that it has extended
the length of the campaign.
Copy goes something like this:
A. "Knock, knock,"
Q. "Who's there?"
A. "Oliver!"
Q. "Oliver
A.
"Oliver who?"
town they're talking
about the wonderful new White
Rose full-brew tea bags."
Maurer, advertising vice president, Wildroot Co., Buffalo, N. Y., and all directors of
Advertising Research Foundation, appointed
to ARF executive committee.
William B. Ross, partner in Baus & Ross
Co., L. A., named president of Catholic
Press Council of Southern Calif. Other officers elected include Robert J. McAndrews,
vice president of John Poole Bcstg. Co.
radio stations, vice president; Brad Atwood,
assistant public relations manager for Southern Pacific Railroad, secretary; Doug
Bridges, business manager for advertisingpublicity departments of Paramount Pictures, treasurer, and John Truxaw, editorial
staff of L. A. Tidings, sergeant-at-arms.

James Langenberger, N. Y., district manager, Tek Hughes Div., Johnson & Johnson,
named midwestern sales division manager.
James S. Crothers, account manager, Arndt,
Preston, Chapin, Lamb & Keen, Philadelphia, moves to agency's N. Y. office.
Woodrow Benoit, formerly with radio-tv
dept., Young & Rubicam, N. Y., to group
head incity.
radio-tv dept., J. Walter Thompson,
same
Lloyd Gaynes, producer-director, WTVJ
(TV) Miami, to John S. Allen & Assoc.,
same city, as radio-tv production director.
Arthur W. Sawyer, local sales manager of
KFSD San Diego, Calif., to Taswell Co., San
Diego, as supervisor of media and research.
Henry T. Gayley Jr., formerly copy chief,
Arndt, Preston, Chapin, Lamb & Keen,
Phila., to Gray & Rogers, same city, as creative coordinator of advertising staff.
Franz J. Serdahely, Gray & Rogers, to public relations staff, N. W. Ayer, Philadelphia.
Sherwood Dodge, vice president, Foote,
Cone & Belding, N. Y.; Arno H. Johnson,
vice president and research director, J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y., and J. Ward

HAPPY about the first venture into
fm of Seven-Up Bottling Co. of Los
Angeles are officials of the sponsor,
agency and KRHM (FM) Los Angeles (formerly KFWB-FM), on which
Seven-Up will break into the medium.
Jim Smith, general manager of the Los
Angeles bottling firm signs the contract. Surrounding him are (1 to r)
Norton Mogge of Mo^ge-Privett Inc.,
L. A. agency; Dale Peterson, manager
of KRHM, and Harry Maizlish, president of the station. Seven-Up, through
Mogge-Privett, will sponsor on-thehour time signals at the rate of 15 a
day across the board for 52 weeks.
Broadcasting
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Don't

forget the NARTB

Convention!

It's April 7-11 in Chicago,

If you can't make it,
read all about it in the
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< LEWIS GRUBER, president of P. Lorillard
Co., signs for one half hour weekly on the
NTA Film Network of 128 stations beginning
the week of April 1. Finalizing the contract
are (I to r) William Koblenzer, NTA Film
Network sales manager; Ely A. Landau,
president, NTA Film Network: Dale Anderson, vice president and account supervisor of
Lennen & Newell which handles P. Lorillard;
Mr. Gruber; Manuel Yellen, vice president in
charge of advertising for P. Lorillard; and
Nicholas Keesely, senior vice president in
charge of radio and television at L & N.
of movie booking on tv stations [is driving

NTA
IN

STARTS
APRIL;

P.

NETWORK

LORILLARD

NTA Film Network will begin commercial
operations on April 1 on a full sponsorship
basis. It also was announced last week that
P. Lorillard Co. had signed to join WarnerLambert Pharmaceutical Co. as co-sponsors
of one and one-half hours of feature film
programming on 128 stations.
Ely A. Landau, NTA Film Network president, said the contract calls for Lorillard to
sponsor one-half hour of the one and onehalf hour weekly segment. Warner-Lambert
previously had signed for the one-hour portion [B«T, Feb. 4]. Lorillard's investment
for the 39-week period was reported to be
about $1.4 million.
The film network has been operating since
Oct. 15 without a network sponsor, though
station affiliates have been permitted to sign
local advertisers. The films to be shown on
the NTA network, starting April 1, will be
from the 20th Century-Fox library, acquired
for tv distribution last year by National
Telefilm Assoc., parent company of the network. The NTA Film Network is owned
50% by NTA and 50% by 20th CenturyFox, though NTA retains operational control.
Lorillard will use the NTA Film Network
to advertise all Old Gold cigarettes. The
agreement was negotiated by Nicholas E.
Keesely, senior vice president in charge of
radio and television for Lennen & Newell,
New York agency for Lorillard, and William Koblenzer, NTA Film Network sales
manager. Cy Kaplan, network sales executive, was credited with having initiated discussions with Lorillard.
Mr. Landau said that the agreement with
Lorillard and Warner-Lambert marks "the
first time in the history of television that a
network dedicated exclusively to film presentation has become a commercial reality."
He noted that the commercials of the advertisers will be integrated on film and said
they will be able to make changes on individual stations to conform to local marketing
patterns.
The film network, according to Mr. LanPage 46
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COMMERCIAL
SIGNED

dau, covers about 90% of U. S. television
homes. The affiliated stations have been
carrying the feature films largely on weekends and in time periods usually after 10
p.m. local time.
An all-out advertising and exploitation
campaign will be conducted by the NTA
Film Network, Mr. Landau reported, using
both consumer and trade publications. One
of the first promotional efforts on behalf of
the network will be a "showmanship" contest for promotion managers of station affiliates, with the first prize an all expense-paid,
two-week trip to Paris. The contest was conceived by Martin Roberts, promotion director of NTA.
Other prizes include a color tv set, portable tv sets and polaroid cameras. Mr. Roberts set the stage for the contest with a
series of teaser mailings to eligible promotion managers throughout the country. The
mailings contained a miniature roulette
wheel, a book on the French language, a
French coin and a do-it-yourself kit.
Better

Movie

Product

Urged by S. H. Fabian
THE fight for audience supremacy between
television and theatre motion pictures has
created a challenge to movie-makers who
must give the public a better film product,
midwest movie distributors were told
Wednesday.
Speaking before the convention of Kansas-Missouri Theatre Assn. members at
Kansas City, S. H. (Si) Fabian, president of
the Stanley-Warner Corp. national theatre
chain, repeated his stand taken last summer
at the Theatre Owners of America convention in New York. He said that "television
may not be doing itself any permanent good
by the use of film libraries . . . that our old
film on television in competition with live
tv would accentuate the sharp difference in
quality . . . and that it's possible this spread

this, Mr. Fabian quoted
out]Totheunderscore
live tv shows."
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA board chairman, "'If the motion picture industry, or
its agents, succeed in making movie films
dominant on tv networks and stations, then
American television broadcasting will become a national movie screen, just as some
radio stations have become a phonograph.' "
Because "this is happening right now,"
Mr. Fabian told the exhibitors, tv "is educating a vast public in the differences between hastily produced television shows and
the completely satisfying entertainment
available in motion picture theatres." He
continued: "This competition from our own
vaults is tough to take now; but in the long
run, it may be helping to create audiences
for the vastly superior, new, modern, theatre entertainment."
This fact plus "changing trade practices"
such as increase in two-a-day reserved seat
revenue and longer
the change
taste, "art-house"
may speed
productions,
films,inadded
the day, Mr. Fabian said, when Hollywood
once again will be master in its own house,
and even in that of television."
FILM

COMMERCIALS:

$35 MILLION
FIELD
TELEVISION film commercial production
during 1956 grossed $35 million, according
to estimates announced today (Monday) by
Ross Reports-Television Index, New York
industry information service. The total is
projected from production reports included
in the "1956 Survey of Tv Film Commertion. cials" published by the research organizaRises in costs and production values during 1956 resulted in the current dollar
volume, a $10 million increase over last
year's estimate of $25 million. In each year,
approximately 10,000 new film commercials
were produced.
Ross Reports-Television Index also stated
that Transfilm Inc., New York, was again
the largest tv film commercial producer in
the country, accounting for 8 to 9% of
the total dollar volume for the industry.
Other volume producers are Universal Pictures Co. Television, Universal City, Calif.,
and New York; Hal Roach Studios, Culver
City, Calif.; Sarra Inc., New York and
Chicago, and MPO Television Films Inc.,
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
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New York. These five firms account for
approximately 28% of the annual dollar
volume of the industry, the report said.
Ten more film organizations are credited
with doing an additional 25% of the dollar
volume of film commercials with the total
of 53%, or about $18.5 million being accounted for by 15 leading film makers in the
U. S.
Animation production now accounts for
about 25% of the industry's dollar volume,
or approximately $8,750,000. Animation
costs 75 to 80% more to produce than
quality live action commercials, the report
found. Quality live action 60-second commercials fall into the $4,000-$5,000 cost
class, while comparable animation ranges
from $7,000-$9,000. Firms leading in 1956
in animation production include Trans-Film
Inc., New York; UPA Pictures Inc., New
York and Burbank, Calif.; Shamus Culhane
Productions Inc., New York; Academy
Pictures Inc., New York, and Playhouse
Pictures, Hollywood.
Over $15 Million Expected
In Tv Sale of Republic Films
REPUBLIC Pictures Corp., and its subsidiary company, Hollywood Television
Service Inc., predicts that it will get a gross
income of $15 to $20 million from the
210 pictures produced since Aug. 1, 1948
which will be offered to television as soon
as conditions permit, according to President Herbert J. Yates in his annual report
to stockholders. Sales from pictures made
before 1948 have already exceeded $11
million, the report revealed.
Hollywood Television Service Inc. during
the past year has added production of tv
commercials. This effort yielded a gross
income of $500,000 and from business in
sight, gross income from this source is
expected to top $1 million in 1957.
The movie firm has already completed
two series of television pictures. Each representing 39 half hours. The two series were
Stories of the Century and Frontier Doctor.
Screencraft to Distribute
New Science Series in East

EASTERN distribution rights to Operation
Tomorrow, a series of 39 half-hour truescience features, were acquired last week by
Screencraft Pictures Inc., New York. The
contract, signed with Tom J. Corradine
Assoc. Inc., national distributors of the
series, calls for Screencraft distribution east
of the Mississippi. The films are privately
produced by Dr. Martin Klein, a scientist
and inventor, and deal with a myriad of
topics based on actual technological advances such as atomic propulsion, automation, guided missiles, etc.
Meanwhile, Screencraft announced that it
had placed its Judge Roy Bean western
series in 10 additional markets, bringing
sales to a total of 85, of which nine were
color film sales. The Bean series is available
in both black-and-white and color. Sales for
the Mickey Rooney Show were brought up
to 25 with the addition of two more markets
last week.
Page 48
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SALE

REPORT,

MAKE

LOEWS

STOCKHOLDER
TV

OUTLOOK

LOEWS INC. tv operation seemed once
again to be in high gear last week as the firm
passed a stockholders' test in a meeting in
New York Thursday and the MGM-TV
division consummated three sales of its pre1949 library to stations.
The MGM-TV Div., at the same time,
has "reviewed its sales policy" and has made
certain "adjustments." It now expects additional sales to stations throughout the country. Also reported is a plan to hire more
manpower in its tv program sales department. MGM-TV is engaged in the sale of
the feature film library to stations, in producing tv film series, in producing film commercials for television, in acquiring interests in
certain tv stations and in working out arrangements for film production in cooperation with networks. Charles (Bud) Barry,
vice president in charge of television activities heads the division.
The sales reported last week included the
lease (seven years) of its library to KTVT
(TV) Salt Lake City, and to General Teleradio stations WHBQ-TV Memphis and
CKLW (TV) Windsor, Ont. (Detroit market). While no figures were revealed, it was
estimated that the CKLW pact involved
about $2 million and WHBQ-TV in the
vicinity of $1 million, for a total of $3 million. No price was disclosed on the Salt
Lake City transaction.
Meanwhile, it was reliably reported that
MGM-TV as of Thursday night was negotiating with General Teleradio for sale of the
library to WN AC-TV Boston. That pact
would boost the GT transaction to a grand
total of about $5 million for all three stations.
The division also is negotiating for the
licensing "for a limited period" of its pre1949 short subjects for a minimum income
of $4.5 million. This does not include
MGM's "Tom and Jerry" cartoons, which
it is holding for theatrical reissue.
In its other activity, MGM-TV has completed commercials for Knickerbocker beer
(Ruppert Breweries), through Warwick &
Legler, and has an arrangement with ABCTV [B«T, Feb. 18] involving among other

OKAY

BULLISH

things, an hour-long mystery anthology, tentatively titled Mystery Street. As yet, a pilot
has not been completed. Production costs
are expected to run about $100,000 per film
in this series.
At Loew's stockholders meeting, President Joseph R. Vogel, who has taken an apparently bullish view of the company's tv
activity that started late last June, estimated
that the gross realized from its film rentals
(including the shorts) should total approximately $40 million. On filmed programs
for tv, Mr. Vogel noted that "our past productions and our library of unproduced
novels and plays offer a reservoir of story
materialtoday.
highly valuable in the television
market
"In the case of both entertainment and
advertising films the unexcelled resources of
the MGM studio — its sound stages — its
many departments — the skill of its craftsmen
— should have great appeal to sponsors seeking high calibre
productions."
Loew's
also owns
WMGM New York, its
only radio outlet, a phonograph record division and music corporations. For all of
these, Mr. Vogel said he expected this year
to be "even better" than the last "which was
highly satisfactory."
Films Available Again
In showing his enthusiasm for leasing pre1949 features to tv, Mr. Vogel noted that
the policy of leasing — rather than outright
sale — retains the company's interest in story
properties, remake value and theatrical reissue in this country and abroad. He noted,
too, that at the end of the seven-year license
period, the films once again can be made
available to tv. The MGM films are paid for
by the stations in either five or seven years
(in the case of General Teleradio it is five
years, it was learned).
MGM-TV paid about $750,000 for its
25% interest in KMGM (TV) Minneapolis
— to be paid in installments at the rate
KMGM pays for the feature films it acquired in a separate transaction, and in its
option to purchase a quarter interest in
KTVR (TV) Denver, the price was about
$400,000. These figures were disclosed at

THAT PARAMOUNT BACKLOG
WITH the spotlight in the film world on
mount isasking $50 million for its availathe continued sale of features to tv, atble library, said to number about 700
tention once more focused last week on
the plans of Paramount Pictures Corp. for pictures.
CBS denied a report last week that it
its big backlog. Paramount is the sole was a prospective buyer. Paul Raibourn,
major studio withholding its pre- 1949 vice president of Paramount Pictures, is
feature product from tv.
on a two-week vacation, and his office
Paramount spokesmen in New York
reported that no deal had been made,
repeated the company still seeks a nor was one in the offing. Barney Balaprospective customer. But it was apparban, president of Paramount, has stated
ent that no agreement was yet in sight. publicly that when the price in effect was
While no concrete figure has been ad- "right," the motion picture company
would sell to tv.
vanced, ithas been reported that ParaBroadcasting
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FILM
the stockholders meeting.
Mr. Vogel said he would not comment on
reported negotiations between Loew's and
20th Century-Fox to share studios, and he
admitted that Booz, Allen & Hamilton soon
will have a report ready pointing the way to
economies in the Loew's operation, particularly its studios. Loew's in the last fiscal
year ended Aug. 31, 1956, spent more than
$6.6 million in advertising, it was disclosed,
and in answer to another question by a
stockholder, Mr. Vogel said the company
paid him a salary of $3,000 a week.
In his formal statement, Mr. Vogel acknowledged that tv is "unquestionably affecting theatre attendance" but that the limit
has "pretty nearly" been reached. He noted,
too, that the showing of old films on tv has
generated greater interest in the new product than is shown by theatres. (Also see remarks by S. H. [Si] Fabian, page 46). "But,
of course," Mr. Vogel observed, " a picture
without popular appeal does less than ever
before because it cannot compete with free
entertainment on television."
For the benefit of curious shareholders,
Mr. Vogel explained the policy of leasing to
tv rather than outright sales of feature films.
For one thing, he said, the "actual worth"
of the features is not known, leases always
can be converted into outright sale if necessary and the advantage of capital gains in
sale possibly may apply equally to rental.
Loew's is taking steps to facilitate the converting of income to capital gain in the
rental of films, he indicated.
Other discussion at the meeting took up
the question of stock options, the election
of directors (there was no controversy), the
matter of a stock split (Loew's Inc. will spin
off its film company, thus separating corporately the theatre and the motion picture
production functions), and management
policy.
Loew's realized a net profit after taxes for
the fiscal year of $4,837,729 or equivalent to
91 cents a share, a drop of nearly a half
million dollars from the preceding year
[B»T, Jan. 28].
RKO Teleradio Names

Guild Films Appoints Menard
DONALD MENARD, manager of KMGM
(TV) Minneapolis, has been appointed head
of the newly-established Minneapolis branch
office of Guild Films Co., according to John
Cole, Guild sales vice president.
•
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15% of the company's syndicated business,
Mr. Rifkin reported. They are followed by
gas and oil companies, 10% and automobile
dealers (new and used cars), 5%. The remaining 50% of Ziv Tv's business, he said,
comes from various business categories, including banks and insurance companies, retail stores, hospital plans, public utilities,
soft drink bottlers and tobacco firms.
'Tugboat Annie' Pilot Film Gets
82% Approval at Movie Preview
A PILOT FILM of the Tugboat Annie tv
series made by Television Programs of
America, New York, received an 82%
vote of approval from moviegoers after its
unannounced "sneak preview" last month
at a Chicago motion picture theatre.
Following the showing of the half-hour
film between two color full-length movies,
447 people in the audience turned in cards
stating that they liked the episode film and
that they would watch the series on tv.
Bruce Eells, TPA vice president, announced the survey results a fortnight ago
following his return to New York from Chicago.

Kaufman,

Vice Pres., 'Trouble Shooter'
ELECTION of Arnold Kaufman as a vice
president of RKO Teleradio Pictures Inc.
was announced last week by Thomas F.
O'Neil, vice president and board chairman.
Mr. Kaufman's precise assignment was not
detailed, but he will continue serving as an
executive aide to Mr. O'Neil and as "a
trouble shooter" for the various divisions
of RKO Teleradio Pictures.
Mr. Kaufman has been associated for the
past ten years with General Tire & Rubber
Co., of which RKO Teleradio is a whollyowned subsidiary. In 1948 he was transferred to the Yankee Network in Boston and
in
1952 to Mutual's headquarters in New
York.
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Food Advertisers Rank First
As Sponsors in Ziv Tv Study
FOOD advertisers are in first place on Ziv
Tv's client list for syndicated films, accounting for more than 20% of both the company's gross volume and its total number of
sponsors. This information is contained in
the results of a study released last week by
Ziv Tv.
M. J. Rifkin, Ziv Tv vice president in
charge of sales, said that although the company's increase in sales in 1956 over 1955
was 46%, the gain in the food category was
almost 70%. Within the food classification,
Mr. Rifkin stated, the two groupings that
showed the most substantial increases in
sponsorship during 1956 were dairy companies and supermarket chains, which also
market their own brands of foods and household products.
Beer and ale advertisers account for about

Frank Young to NTA Post
APPOINTMENT of Frank Young, formerly
press director of Screen Gems Inc., New
York, as director of publicity for the NTA
Film Network, was announced last week
by Ely A. Landau,
presidenttional
of Telefilm
NaAssoc. Inc. Mr.
Young, who will
report directly to
Mr. Landau, also
will handle the 10
new tv series currently being produced for NTA by
Desilu Productions
and 20th Century-

rox-Harry Algus
MR. YOUNG
continues as publicity director of NTA, concentrating on activities of the parent company, the feature film packages and the
film series presently in syndication.

NEGOTIATIONS were completed recently for the purchase of 86 20tn
Century-Fox films by Courtesy Motor
Sales of Chicago for showing on the
auto company's weekly show over
WBKB (TV) Chicago. The Hollywood
films are included in a feature package
owned by WBKB and distributed by
National Telefilm Assoc. Inc. At the
signing (1 to r): Johnny Graff, NTA
vice president in the Midwest; Jim
Moran, president of Courtesy Motor
Sales; Hal Barkun, account executive
of Malcolm-Howard Adv. Agency
(Chicago), which placed the business,
and Sterling C. Quinlan, vice president of WBKB.

U-l Converts Stage for Use
By Its Television Department
STAGE 9 of Universal-International Studios,
Universal City, Calif., has been converted
to the exclusive use of the tv department, it
was announced last week by George Bole,
in charge of the studio's shorts and television
production.
In addition, Mr. Bole and his staff still
have access to all of the studio's facilities
and technical personnel whenever they are
needed for production of television commercials, he said.
KOA-TV Buys Exclusive Rights
To Britannica Films Library
KOA-TV Denver is the purchaser of exclusive rights to the entire 600 short-subject
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films library over
a five-year period, according to Richard
Carlton, vice president of Trans-Lux Television [B»T, Feb. 18].
The KOA-TV programming will be in the
5-6 p.m. period Sundays starting after the
daylight time change in April.
Paramount Labs Put to New Use
PARAMOUNT PICTURES Corp., which
on Feb. 15 discontinued the 30-year-old
Paramount newsreel service [B«T, Jan. 28],
has announced plans to convert its New
York film lab into "a major, ultra-modern
plant" to service outside tv and movie film
producers with both sound recording and
film processing. At the same time, Paramount President Barney Balaban said that
his firm also will modernize its Queens,
N .Y., lab. Operations will be conducted as
an affiliated commercial enterprise.
Broadcasting
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13 New Tv Commercial Series
Being Produced by Universal
UNIVERSAL Pictures' television department is producing 13 new series of tv commercials on behalf of clients handled by
seven advertising agencies.
According to Norman E. Gluck, who is
in charge of tv at Universal, this is the
greatest production activity in the department's nine-year history. To meet the expansion, one of the sound stages at Universal-International studios in Hollywood has
been turned over to tv production and
adapted to specific requirements of tv spot
production.
The new series, now in various stages of
production, and the agencies through which
they have been placed: Pepsi-Cola and Mercury automobiles, through Kenyon & Eckhardt; Hit Parade cigarettes, De Soto automobiles and Du Pont, via BBDO; Marlboro
cigarettes, Kellogg cereals and Camay soap,
through Leo Burnett; Lux beauty soap and
Ford cars, via J. Walter Thompson; Budweiser beer, via D'Arcy; Chevrolet cars,
through Campbell-Ewald, and Dodge automobiles, through Grant Adv.
Dolgin Heads New Film Firm
SOL DOLGIN has resigned as exploitation
director of Gross-Krasne Inc., tv film producer, to form his own company, Dolworth
Productions, with headquarters at 9145 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood. Mr. Dolgin is president of Dolworth, with Paul Schriebman as
vice president and Madelyn Jones as secretary-treasurer. The firm plans to start production on its first feature in April. Filming will be done at California Studios, GrossKrasne affiliate.
'Sheriff' Sold to 17 More
NATIONAL Television Assoc., N. Y., reported last week that 17 additional tv stations have bought its Sheriff of Cochise halfhour films series, raising total markets to
date to 174. The major market outlets recently signed are WCAU-TV Philadelphia,
WCKT (TV) Miami, WSB-TV Birmingham
and WMBR-TV Jacksonville, Fla.

Gene Buck, Ex-ASCAP President,
Dies After Emergency Operation
EDWARD EUGENE (Gene) BUCK, 71, a
founder in 1914 and for 18 years (192442), president of
WtjL I <<pv*i
the American Society of Composers,
Authors & PublishWk\
%
ers (ASCAP), died
a week ago Sunday
after an emergency
operation at the
North Shore Hospital, Manhasset,
New York.
In 1922, Mr.
Buck, after hearing
several of his own
compositions used
without compensation on one of the first
radio broadcasts, launched the famous fight
against the broadcasting industry, which had
a climax in 1940 with the founding of
Broadcast Music Inc., a struggle which came
to public light anew last fall during the
course of the Celler hearings. Mr. Buck, is
survived by his wife, Helen, and two sons.

Wayne Richard Steffner Dies
In Los Angeles of Heart Attack
FUNERAL services for Wayne Richard
Steffner, president, Wayne Steffner Productions, were held last Monday at Wee Kirk O'
the Heather Chapel in Los Angeles, Calif.
He died from a heart attack on Feb. 23.
Mr. Steffner had been sales manager of
Columbia Pacific Radio Network for approximately 10 years before forming his
own firm. His firm has produced You Asked
For It, for Skippy peanut butter on ABC-TV
for more than six years. Firm also owns and
produces two syndicated radio programs,
Art Baker's Note Book and Point of Law.
It will continue to operate as before under
the supervision of Everett Tomlinson, long
time associate of Mr. Steffner. Mr. Tomlinson has been named general manager of
Wayne Steffner Productions. Surviving Mr.
Steffner are his widow, Mrs. Dorothy N.
Steffner; two sons, Wayne Jr. and Dwight;
a brother and two sisters.

FILM SALES
CBS-TV Film Sales N. Y., reports that CBS
Newsfilm syndicated station service has been
sold in six new markets, raising total markets
to date to 106.
Minot-Tv, N. Y.,
Tracer film series
Ind., WSAV-TV
WDSM-TV Duluth,

announces sale of The
to WLBC-TV Muncie,
Savannah, Ga., and
Minn.

FILM PEOPLE
Frank Schudde, animation supervisor, Terrytoons, N. Y., named production manager.
Donald E. Willis, designer-animator, Alexander Film Co., Colorado Springs, Colo., to
Keitz & Herndon, Dallas, as animation
artist.
Martin Davis, eastern advertising-publicity
director, Allied Artists Productions, N. Y.,
father of boy, Philip Thomas, Feb. 16.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

N. Y. Radio-Tv Talent Firm Formed
FORMATION of a new talent agency servicing radio-tv writers, actors and producers
— as well as members of other creative fields
— has been announced by Harriet Kaplan
and Lili Veidt, formerly with Henry C.
Brown agency. It is located at 527 Madison
Ave., Suite 207, New York 22. The new
firm name has not been selected.
Big Ten Supports NCAA Plans
BIG TEN officials voted Feb. 22 to place its
conference support behind the National Collegiate Athletic Assn.'s 1957 national-regional football tv program. Their decision
followed a two-day meeting of the conference's faculty members and athletic directors. Big Ten schools also were urged to
cast their individual votes for the NCAA
Feb. 25], though the recommenplan [B»T,
dation is not binding on member colleges.

Does Trend Toward Big Quizzes
Mean Windfalls for Musicians?
POPULARITY of quiz shows on television
is having the side effect of encouraging the
use of live music on other types of programming, according to Paul Taubman, musical
director of NBC-TV's Twenty One and
other quiz shows.
Mr. Taubman told B»T that live music
has been used sparsely in the past on dramatic shows, in which he feels it can make a
"valuable contribution at a low cost," but
that in recent weeks there has been a
"quickening interest" in live music by packagers and producers. He observed that CBSTV's Studio One shortly will utilize live
music and NBC-TV's Wide Wide World has
been placing increasing emphasis on pickups
of orchestras. Under Producer Philip Barry
Jr., Mr. Taubman pointed out, NBC-TV's
Alcoa Hour-Goody ear Playhouse, has been
using live music with a 14-piece orchestra.
Mr. Taubman, who handles the music on
Twenty
One,as Tic
Dough, daytime
and You're
on
Your Own,
wellTac
as several
serials,
contends that live music can enhance the
production value of a dramatic program far
beyond the investment made. He pointed
out that he uses the services of six former
members of the NBC Symphony on Twenty
One, and claimed the budget for music in
"miniscule," compared to expenditures for
other items. A musician can be hired for a
half-hour program, he said, for less than
$22, counting one hour rehearsal time. Mr.
Taubman believes that the skillful use of live
music on the top eight or nine quiz programs, designed to heighten suspense, create
a mood or sustain a theme, has whetted
the interest of packagers and producers,
and he envisions a gradually expanding
utilization of live music.
New Subsidiary, Prep Records,
Planned by Capitol Records
CAPITOL RECORDS Inc., Hollywood,
declaring that "there is a limit to how
many artists and tunes you can issue on any
one label," has created a subsidiary, Prep
Records Inc., New York.
Glenn E. Wallichs is president of both the
parent firm and Prep. Other Prep officers
have been announced as Irving Jerome,
vice president and national sales manager,
who has been New York district manager
for Capitol; Leo Harmon, attorney in the
Capitol Records legal department, secretary
of Prep, and Harry Wood, Capitol controller, Prep treasurer. James R. Gordon,
industrial relations director of CRI, will
remain in Hollywood as administrative manager of Prep. Manny Kellem, New York district promotion man for Capitol, will be
attached to Vice President Jerome's office
in that city as district sales and promotion
manager of Prep Records.
The new firm will headquarter at 1370
Broadway, New York City. It expects to
release its first single record about April 1,
with album plans to be announced later.
March 4, 1957
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GOVERNMENT
FCC

OPENS

THE FCC last week opened up 10 more
vhf assignments in as many cities. Left in
post-operative shock were five vhf broadcasters who were told they must change to
uhf.
In two other cities the Commission deleted
unoccupied vhf channels [see accompanying box].
The far-ranging decisions on proposals
which have wracked the Commission and the
broadcast industry for the last two years
were taken almost on the eve of the Commission's scheduledCommittee.
appearance The
before
Senate Commerce
FCC theis
due to justify its deintermixture proposals
tomorrow.

UP

ON

DEI

NTER

proposals issued by the FCC last June —
the Commission divided between those favoring deintermixture and those opposed.
Comrs. John C. Doerfer and Richard A.
Mack dissented in virtually all decisions deleting vhf assignments. Comrs. Rosel H.
Hyde, Robert T. Bartley and Robert E. Lee
dissented in all decisions favoring the retention of vhf channels in intermixed markets (Hartford and Madison). Comr. T. A.
M. Craven abstained from voting in three
situations: Springfield-St. Louis, Peoria-Rock
Island, Fresno-Santa Barbara. Before being appointed to the Commission last year
Comr. Craven was a consulting engineer.
He had announced previously he would abstain from voting in situations where he or
his firm (Craven, Lohnes & Culver) had

MIXTURE

ber of educational reservations in significant
markets. However, it was learned last week
that the Commission decided to pass consideration ofthe Craven plan until a later
date. This may come after the FCC concludes its actions on the still pending deintermixture proposals.
TASO was
yearpotentials
as a "crash"'of
program
to instituted
investigatelastthe
uhf, possible improvements in transmitting
and receiving equipment, and other factors.
Upon completion of this study, TASO is to
recommend its findings to the Commission.
The study organization is headed by Dr.
George R. Town, former Iowa State U. professor and Stromberg-Carlson television research engineer. TASO was organized, on
FCC Chairman George
C. McConnaughey's
call for
an industry
research program, by

Biggest surprise in the moves (which affect 81 communities) was the deletion of ch.
6 in Schenectady, N. Y.
General Electric Co. h^s
NARTB, RETMA, Assn.
• 10 cities get vhf assignments; 5 v stations lose
operated ch. 6 WRGB
of Maximum Service Tele(TV) in that city since
• Biggest surprise: GE loses ch. 6 Schenectady
casters, Committee for
1939. There have been
Competitive Television,
conflicting statements as
• Appeals inevitable, may take one to three years
to whether or not GE will
and Joint Council on Edu• Commission will explain actions on Hill Tuesday
cational tv.
go along or appeal.
Immediate reaction
Specific actions taken
from broadcasters who have been ordered
been engaged to do work for one of the
by the FCC last week:
to relinauish cherished vhf grants, and from
parties. Comr. Mack hit out at what he
Fresno, Santa Barbara — Moved ch. 12
Moved ch. 12 from Fresno to Santa Barbara.
their Washington attorneys, was that appeals
termed the piecemeal approach to the uhfwould be taken. These would constitute
vhf problem. He advocated no moves until
Moved ch. 30 from Madera, Calif., to Frespetitions for reconsideration to the FCC or the Commission was ready to attack the
no; substituted ch. 59 for ch. 30 at Madera.
court action, it was said. None was able to problem on a large scale. He advocated re- This makes Fresno all uhf, and gives Santa
Barbara it second vhf.
taining the status quo until the investigation
be more specific, since the official orders
were not issued until Friday. Uhf operators
and report by the Television Allocations
KFRE-TV Fresno, which has been operStudy Organization was completed.
who plumped for the deletion of vhf chanating on ch. 12 with a CBS affiliation since
It also was understood that Comr. Mack
nels in Hartford and Madison were also
May 1956, was isued a show cause order
certain they would file appeals.
proposed that tv chs. 2-6 be deleted and the to move to ch. 30.
Consensus in Washington was that the spectrum space be turned over to nonAn alternative proposal to move ch. 12
broadcast use. He also favored, it was re- from Fresno to Bakersfield was denied, acdeletion of operating vhf stations would enported, that those stations operating in the
tail litigation lasting anywhere from a year
cording to the FCC decision, because of its
to three years.
low vhf band be given uhf channels in sub- possible reception in the Tulare-Fresno area.
stitution but his proposal died for lack of a
Included in the orders was an authorizaComrs. Doerfer and Mack dissented;
second.
tion for KTVI (TV) St. Louis, Mo., now
Comr. Craven abstained.
operating on ch. 36, to begin temporary
In line with the Commission's move of
Besides KFRE-TV, Fresno also has operch. 6 to Syracuse, it was understood that the
operation on ch. 2 — moved to St. Louis
ating KJEO (TV) on ch. 47, ABC; KMJ-TV
Commission had instructed its staff to study
from Springfield, 111.
on ch. 24, NBC, and KWG (TV) Tulare,
the feasibility of using ch. 6 somewhere
At the same time, ch. 3 WTIC-TV Hartnear Providence, R. I. This move would in- Calif., on ch. 27. KBID-TV on ch. 53 is
ford, Conn., was freed to begin building.
off the air. Santa Barbara is served by KEYT
volve specifying the site for ch. 5 Boston
The Commission deleted the condition at(TV) on ch. 3, with all three networks. Since
(still in hearing status) somewhere north
tached to this luly 1956 grant which proSanta Barbara is less than 200 miles from
of
that
city;
and
of
ch.
6
Portland,
Me.
hibited construction pending the outcome of
the Mexican border (where ch. 12 is assigned
the deintermixture proposals.
(WCSH-TV), north of that city. Involved
to Tijuana), concurrence of the Mexican
also
would
be
ch.
6
at
Nashquitsa,
Mass.
A similar action freeing ch. 4 WWL-TV
government
must be secured, it was understood.
New Orleans, La., to build was expected
(Martha'scationsVineyard),
for Itwhich
four applihave
been
filed.
is
believed
this
as soon as the FCC staff complied with
Peoria-Davenport-Rock Island -Moline —
Commission instructions to draft a decision
might allow the assignment of ch. 6 somewhere south of Providence. Sen. John O. Ch. 8 was deleted from Peoria, to make that
retaining ch. 4 there and adding ch. 12.
Pastore (D-R.I.), chairman of the Senate
city all uhf, and moved to the DavenportCommerce Committee subcommittee on
The FCC's action last week in deleting
Rock Island-Moline area, adding a third
vhf channels hits operating stations in
communications, has strongly advocated the vhf there. Chs. 25 and 31 were added to
Fresno, Calif., and Evansville, Ind., as
assignment of a third vhf channel to the Peoria and an order will be issued assigning
well as WRGB. In Peoria and Springfield,
Providence area.
WIRL-TV, holder of conditional grant for
111., grantees were prohibited from beginIt had been expected that the FCC would
ch. 8 to move to a uhf fequency. WIRL-TV
ning construction until the deintermixture
take up the Craven plan within the next was forbidden to build pending the outcome
cases were finally decided.
few weeks. This proposal, recommended by of the deintermixture cases.
The Commission's actions, except that in- Comr. Craven last December, proposes to
A proposal to move a vhf into Harrisburg.
volving ch. 6 in Schenectady, all were pre- delete the television table of assignments
ceeding.
111.,
was deferred and made a separate proviously reported as having been tentatively
thus opening up about 20 communities for
approved [ B»T, Jan. 21, Feb. 11].
additional vhf allocations via applications.
Comrs. Doerfer and Mack dissented;
It would at the same time remove a numIn taking these final steps — all based on
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
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Comr. Craven abstained.
Besides WIRL-TV, Peoria is now served
by WEEK-TV on ch. 43, NBC, and WTVH
(TV) on ch. 19, CBS and ABC.
Davenport-Rock Island-Moline has two
operating tv stations; WHBF-TV on ch. 4,
CBS and ABC, and WOC-TV on ch. 6,
NBC.
Harrisburg has WSIL-TV on ch. 22, with
an ABC affiliation.
Ehnira — Ch. 9 was deleted and ch. 30
added, making Elmira an all uhf city. Move
required that ch. 37 be deleted from Auburn, N. Y. Ch. 9 was dropped into Elmira
last year, and quickly drew three applications— WENY Elmira, WVET Rochester,
N. Y., and Tv Associates of Elmira (including WELM Elmira interests). These
have been withdrawn. Operating in Elmira
is WSYE-TV, ch. 18, a satellite of NBCaffiliated WSYR-TV Syracuse. Off the air
is WTVE (TV), ch. 24.
Hartford — Decided to retain ch. 3. Removed condition on grant held by WTICTV. Proposal to move ch. 3 to Providence,
R. I., area was not approved because of
"whitefar areas"
andProvidence
the doubt could
that
apotential
ch. 3 station
south of
provide city service to the Rhode Island
city. There was also thought that Providence viewers of ch. 4 WBZ-TV Boston and
educational ch. 2 WGBH-TV Boston might
lose these signals due to adjacent channel
interference.
Comrs. McConnaughey and Craven concurred; Cqmrs. Hyde, Bartley and Lee dissented.
Operating in Hartford area are WHCT
(TV) on ch. 18, owned by CBS; WNBC (TV)
New Britain, on ch. 30 and owned by NBC,
and WNHC-TV New Haven on ch. 8, ABC.
Madison — Retained ch. 3, denied proposal
to switch to educational or remove from
city. WISC-TV Madison has been operating
since June 1956. Also operating are
WKOW-TV on ch. 27, ABC, and WMTV
(TV) on ch. 33, NBC.
Comrs. Hyde, Bartley and Lee dissented.
Transmitter Site Is Factor
One of the reasons for denying the proposal to move ch. 3 to Rockford, 111., was
that the transmitter site there would have
to be so far to the east of that city that a
Grade A signal would cover parts of Madison, and the Grade B coverage would equal
that of the uhf outlets in Madison.
In another arena last week, the appeal of
WISC-TV from the Commission's actions
proposing to deintermix was dismissed by
the U. S. Court of Appeals in Washington.
The court said the FCC had taken no action
yet, therefore there was nothing to appeal
rrom.
In the first announcement of instructions
to the staff, instituted only last month, the
Commission announced it had told the staff
to draw up orders involving the following:
New Orleans — Retain ch. 4 and add ch.
12. WWL-TV New Orleans holds the grant
for ch. 4 there, but has been prohibited
from building pending the outcome of the
Broadcasting • Telecasting

CHANNEL SHUFFLE
ADDS VHF IN THESE CITIES
HERE'S what the FCC did last week.
It added vhf channels to six cities
and announced that it had instructed
its staff to draw up orders adding vhf
assignments to four more cities.
The six: St. Louis, Mo.; Terre
Haute, Ind.; Davenport, Iowa-Rock
Island-Moline, 111.; Louisville, Ky.;
Santa Barbara, Calif.; Syracuse, N. Y.
The four: New Orleans, Lake
Charles-Lafayette, and Houma, La.,
and Beaumont-Port Arthur, Tex.
The Commission also retained the
single vhf allocations in Hartford,
Conn., and Madison, Wis.
It made these cities all-uhf areas by
deleting the single vhf assignments:
Springfield and Peoria, 111.; Evansville, Ind.; Fresno, Calif., and Vail
Mills, Schenectady and Elmira, N. Y.
Due to be considered sometime
within the next two weeks are proposals to add vhf channels to Miami,
Fla.; Norfolk, Va.; Charleston and
Columbia, S. C, and Duluth, Minn.Superior, Wis.
deintermixture proposals. It will be the CBS
outlet, it is understood. New Orleans has two
stations operating (WDSU-TV on ch. 6 with
all three networks, and WJMR-TV on ch.
20 with CBS and ABC affiliations) and three
permittees (WCKG [TV] on ch. 26, WWEZTV on ch. 32 and educational station WYES
[TV] on ch. 8). The addition of ch. 12 will
give New Orleans its third vhf.
Houma — Add ch. 11, giving that bayou
city less than 50 miles from New Orleans
its first vhf. It has one uhf allocated, but
unsought.
Lake Charles-Lafayette — Added ch. 3 to
this area, giving it its third vhf. Operating
are KLFY-TV Lafayette on ch. 10, CBS;
KPLC-TV Lake Charles on ch. 7, NBC and
ABC, and KTAG (TV) Lake Charles on ch.
25, with CBS.
Beaumont-Port Arthur — Added ch. 12,
giving this area its third vhf. Operating is
KFDM-TV on ch. 6, CBS and ABC. KBMT
(TV) on ch. 31 is off the air, and an initial
decision is held by KP AC-TV for ch. 4.
Albany-Schenectady-Troy, Syracuse, Vail
Mills — Made the tri-city area of AlbanySchenectady-Troy all uhf by deleting chs.
6 and 10, and moving ch. 6 to Syracuse.
Syracuse gets its third vhf channel.
Issued a show cause order to General
Electric Co., changing its operation to ch.
47 returnable April 15.
Comrs. Doerfer and Mack dissented;
Comr. Hyde concurred. Comr. Mack suggested that vhf channels be deleted also in
Utica and Binghamton, N. Y., to make the
area all uhf.
There were conflicting statements on the
part of GE officials regarding that company's cooperation in the matter. R. W.
Welpott, general manager of WRGB, stated
that GE would contest the move. He said

more than 129,700 viewers now watching
WRGB would be deprived of tv service. On
Thursday, Dr. W. R. G. Baker, GE vice
president in charge of its electronics division, told B*T that the company was still
considering the matter. He said there should
be a decision within the next several days.
Sources at the Commission implied that
Chairman McConnaughey had received
some sort of informal assurance from top
GE officials that the company would accept
the show cause order in the interests of
harmony. There were also strong inferences
that the Commission, also informally, had
promised ch. 6 in Syracuse to GE. However,
WFBL Syracuse announced last week that it
was prepared to apply for a vhf channel if
one is assigned to Syracuse.
GE has been in the forefront in the advocacy of uhf. More than a year ago it instituted afinancial and film organization to
help bail out economically distressed uhfj
stations.
The Commission's move, Dr. Baker said,!
in referring to all the deintermixture actions,
should spur manufacturers to greater efforts
to develop a commercial and competitive
uhf television receiver.
There were suggestions that GE might
be called on to operate on ch. 6 and on ch.
47 for a transition period in Schenectady.
Pioneer in Tv Development
A pioneer in television development, GE
built and began operating in its home city of
Schenectady in 1939. WRGB was commerauthorized in 1947. GE's main plant
is now cially
in Syracuse.
In addition to WRGB, also operating in
the Albany area are WCDA (TV) on ch.
41; WTRI (TV) on ch. 35; the former
affiliated with CBS and the latter with ABC.
Holding grants are WPTR-TV on ch. 23
and WTVZ (TV) on educational ch. 17.
Operating in Syracuse are WHEN (TV)
on ch. 8, CBS and ABC, and WSYR-TV on
ch. 3, NBC. Educational station WHTV
(TV) on ch. 43 holds a permit.
Ch. 10 was assigned to Vail Mills, a short
distance
outside
than a year
ago. Albany, as a drop-in more
It was understood that assigning ch. 2 to
the Utica, N. Y., area was discussed.
St. Louis, Terre Haute, Springfield — Assigned ch. 2 from Springfield to St. Louis,
giving that Missouri city its fourth vhf.
Added ch. 2 to Terre Haute, for that Indiana city's second vhf. Added chs. 26 and 36
to Springfield, 111., making it all uhf.
Authorized KTVI (TV) St. Louis, now
using ch. 36, to begin temporary operation
on ch. 2 in St. Louis. This would be conditioned on the final outcome of applications
filed for that vhf assignment. KTVI was
asked to furnish engineering details by April
1 before beginning temporary operation on
the low-band vhf. Station officials said it
could begin operating on ch. 2, continuing
its ABC affiliation, by mid-April. KTVI reportedly has lost in excess of $1 million.
WMAY-TV Springfield, which holds a
grant for ch. 2 there, but which was forbidden to begin building until the deinterMarch 4, 1957 • Page 55
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FILED last Thursday with the FCC
was another of what has been almost
a weekly quota of petitions to deintermix various cities. But this one had
a stinger: It proposed to move ch. 3
by NBC's
occupied
(now to
Philadelphia there)
WRCV-TV
Atlantic City, or
alternatively, to move all commercial
tv to the uhf portion of the band.
The move was proposed by WOCN
(TV) Atlantic City, permittee of ch.
52. In arguing for this step, WOCN
claimed that New Jersey has no television stations. WATV (TV) Newark,
N. J., on ch. 13 is actually a New York
station, it declared. It also charged
that New Jersey was being discriminated against because New York has
assigned 14 vhf and 47 uhf channels
and Pennsylvania 11 vhf and 48 uhf
channels. New Jersey, it noted, was
blanketed by vhf signals from New
York and Pennsylvania stations. New
Jersey has 14 uhf assignments, the petition pointed out. Two stations were
built and began operating but were
forced to cease operations. These
were WRTV (TV) Asbury Park (ch.
58) and WPFG-TV Atlantic City (ch.
46). Two other permittees relinquished
their grants— WDHN (TV) New
Brunswick (ch. 47) and WTTM-TV
Trenton (ch. 41). At present there are
only three construction permits outstanding, itsaid.
NBC acquired what is now WRCVAM-TV Philadelphia in last year's
swap with Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co. (which in turn received NBC's
Cleveland radio and tv outlets plus $3
million). This transfer is the subject of
a Dept. of Justice antitrust suit against
NBC and its parent RCA, on the
grounds that NBC threatened to withdraw its affiliations from WBC stations
Unless Westinghouse acquiesced.
mixture proposals were decided, will be assigned auhf frequency.
Chairman McConnaughey dissented to
that part of the decision permitting KTVI to
begin temporary occupancy of ch. 2. Comr.
Doerfer voted against demixing Springfield, but concurred with the decision to permit KTVI to begin operating on ch. 2.
Comr. Mack dissented, while Comr. Craven
abstained.
Besides KTVI, St. Louis also has operating KSD-TV on ch. 5, NBC; KWK-TV on
ch. 4, CBS, and educational station KETC
(TV) on ch. 9. A four applicant hearing for
St. Louis ch. 1 1 is still pending final decision,
with CBS holding a favorable initial decision
and reportedly set for the final grant.
Terre Haute has only one tv station operating: WTHI-TV on ch. 10, affiliated with
all three networks.
Besides WMAY-TV, Springfield also has
WICS (TV) on ch. 20 operating. It is affiliated with ABC and NBC.
Two weeks ago, WMAY-TV, and unsucessful ch. 2 applicant (Sangman Valley
Page 56
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Telecasting Inc.), agreed to merge if ch. 2
remained in Springfield. Last week's FCC
action removed the possibility of that action.
Evansville, Louisville — Moved ch. 7 from
Evansville to Louisville, giving Louisville
its third vhf. Added ch. 31 to Evansville
from Tell City, Ind.; substituting ch. 78 at
Tell City. Moved ch. 9 from Hatfield, Ind.,
to Evansville, reserved the vhf assignment
for educational purposes in lieu of ch. 56,
making Evansville all uhf commercial.
Moved ch. 56 from Evansville to Owensboro
for commercial use.
A show cause order to be answered April
15 was issued to WTVW (TV), which has
been operating on ch. 7 in Evansville since
August 1956, to change to 31. WTVW is
ABC affiliated. Other Evansville operating
stations are WFIE (TV) on ch. 62, NBC,
and WHET (TV) Henderson, Ky., on ch.
50, CBS.
Comrs. Dorfer and Mack dissented.
WVSJ-TV Hatfield, Ind., holds a favorable initial decision for ch. 9. This was issued Feb. 18.
In Owensboro, Ky., WKYT (TV) operates on ch. 14.
Celler
On

Calls

Merger

Hearings
Review

Bill

REP. Emanuel Celler (D-N.Y.), chairman
of the House Judiciary Committee, and
chairman of its Antitrust Subcommittee, last
week set public hearings on two bills to require advance notification of corporate merUnder terms of one pending measure
(HR
gers. 2143), introduced by Mr. Celler, which
comes under the jurisdiction of a companies
regulatory agency, would be forced to notify
the agency at least 60 days in advance of the
proposed merger. The regulatory agency, in
turn, would seek the advice of the attorney
general as to whether the proposed merger
would be a violation of the antitrust laws.
A logical effect of the Celler bill on radio
and tv mergers would be to increase the
waiting time for consummation of a sale,
for the FCC would have to notify the attorney general who in turn would have to
study the case for antitrust implications.
The hearings will be conducted in Room
346 Old House Office Bldg. Wednesday.
Hearings on Community Systems
In Colorado, Nebraska Take Place
A THREE-DAY hearing was held last week
at the FCC on the applications of the Collier
Electric Co. and American Telephone &
Telegraph Co. for point-to-point tv microwave stations. Both applicants are seeking
authorization to provide community antenna
systems in Sterling, Colo., and Sidney and
Kimball, Neb., to rebroadcast signals of tv
stations in Denver.
Collier is seeking 6,000 mc and AT&T
3,700 mc with each planning to furnish
essentially the same service. AT&T proposed
to use facilities (lines, poles, etc.) constructed byCollier.
Testimony was taken by FCC Hearing
Examiner Jay A. Kyle. The record was kept
open to permit Collier to submit engineering data for possible cross-examination.

SENATOR

WANTS

TO

CAMPAIGNS

BACK

U.S.

• Neuberger outlines idea
• Appears before committee
SENATOR Richard L. Neuberger (D-Ore.)
last week suggested a series of reforms "with
special emphasis on the principle of public
assumption of basic election costs . . ."
His suggestion:
"A time
certain
of
minutes
of broadcast
on number
radio and
television stations covering the state or
congressional district could be established
as reasonable and adequate use of these
media in campaigns for federal office. Candidates could then be authorized to submit vouchers covering that much broadcast
time for payment of one-half the cost from
public appropriations on condition they
limited themselves to the reasonable amount
of broadcast time. This principle could be
extended to certain other media, for instance,
to holders of second class mailing privSen. Neuberger told the Senate Special
Committee To Investigate Political Activities, Lobbying and Campaign Contributions
that
"excesses in the collection and expendiileges."
ture of modern campaign funds are largely
the result of unrestrained competition for
public attention through extremely expensive media, particularly television, radio,
printed
materialslawmaker
and signs."
The Oregon
said the issue was
raised in 1907 by President Theodore
Roosevelt, who suggested to Congress that
"The need for collecting large campaign
funds would vanish if Congress provided an
appropriation for the proper and legitimate
"The large expenditure needed for a
modern campaign has mutiplied many
times
since the days of Theodore Rooseexpenses."
velt, when tv and radio were unknown and
other He
expenses
much lower."' Sen. Neuberger
said.
continued:
"The time has come to recognize that in
a democracy the presentation of political
candidates and issues to the voters in a
campaign is not something done for the
candidates, but for the public which must
exercise as informed a choice as they can
among them.
"No tinkering with regulatory laws will
reform the evil of dependence on large
campaign contributions until the heavy inevitable costs of bringing a modern election
campaign to the public's attention is borne
in part by the public itself. No reform
could be a better investment in the democratic process.
FCC Veteran Van Dyke Retires
A VETERAN of 28 years with the FCC and
its FRC predecessor, Marguerite M. Van
Dyke retired last Thursday as chief of the
tv branch of FCC's Broadcast License Div.
Also retiring the same day was Joseph N.
Jackson, chief of the file branch of the
Docket Div., after 27 years with FCC-FRC.
No successors have been appointed.
Robert W. Loehne, assistant chief of
Broadcast License Div., tv branch, was appointed assistant chief of the Docket Div.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

In

to

Service

the

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH SPARTANBURG
Dr. John L. Slaughter, Minister

iedmont Carolina people have
a deep religious background. They have those
characteristics which once caused the iconoclast
Henry L. Mencken

to refer to this Piedmont

foothill country as the "Bible Belt."
Years ago WSPA Radio recognized its responsibility toprovide these Piedmont families
with daily and weekly religious programming
from the established churches and their pastors.
WSPA

gained its dominant position in radio

listening in the Spartanburg-Greenville area by
adhering strictly to the concept that the bedrock
for successful broadcasting is service to the
public.
It was natural that the sister television station of South Carolina's FIRST

radio station

would strive to bring to the more than a quarter of a million television homes in the Piedmont

Broadcasting

• Telecasting

programs of similar high calibre.
A major step toward this objective was the
inauguration of the only regular Sunday live
church service in the area. WSPA-TV

has now

made it possible for those unable to attend the
church of their choice, to worship through the
great medium of television and to receive spiritual inspiration and solace which only a church
service can offer.
SWS
Here is television at its best.
WSPA-TV
CHANNEL 7
SPARTANBURG, S. C.
WSPA -AM
950 KC

WSPA-FM
98.9 MC

SPARTAN RADIOCASTING CO.
WALTER J. BROWN, President
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GOVERNMENT
FCC

APPROVAL

SOUGHT

FOR

SALES

OF
WPFH
(TV) AND
WIBG-AM-FM
serving Philadelphia and environs. This is
THE sale of ch. 12 WPFH (TV) Wilmingalso included in the purchase, which inton, Del., and WIBG-AM-FM Philadelphia
volves the sale of WPFH Broadcasting Co.
by Paul F. Harron and associates to Storer
assets to Storer.
Broadcasting Co. [B»T, Dec. 17, 1956] was
The balance sheet as of Dec. 31, 1956,
submitted to the FCC for approval last
showed that the WPFH company had total
week. The purchase price is $5.6 million
assets of $5,289,845, of which $379,760
plus assumption of obligations totaling more
were current assets, Goodwill was listed at
than $1.5 million. Included also is a $150,$1,425,735. Current liabilities totaled $681,000 consultant's fee for Mr. Harron.
Also filed with the FCC last week were
055 and long term liabilities $981,712. There
applications for approval involving the sale was a deficit of $211,793. Estimated replacement costs for all land, buildings and
or transfers of KELP-KILT (TV) El Paso,
KLBS Houston, both Texas; WHKK Akron,
equipment owned by the WPFH company
Ohio, and KIOA Des Moines, Iowa.
was listed at $2,920,267. The sale agreement carries on Oct. 31, 1957, deadline.
Storer offered to dispose of either its BirMr.
Harron will be paid $10,000 a year
mingham or Atlanta properties if the Wilfor five years, and then $20,000 a year for
mington-Philadelphia sale is approved. The
application stated that negotiations were
the next five years as a consultant in the
underway to sell the Birmingham properties,
operation of the stations.
but the prospective buyer was not identified.
WPFH Broadcasting Co. has 10 million
From Birmingham sources it was learned
common $1 par value stock authorized, of
that the Birmingham investment house of which 7.5 million is Class A and 2.5 million
Carlson & Co. is handling negotiations. It is Class B. There are outstanding 3,750,875
was also learned that Mrs. Eloise Hanna
A and B shares, with Mr. Harron owning
1,351,109 Class B shares.
was handling a group of local interests bidThe Wilmington television station operates
ding for the station — with rumored asking
on ch. 12 with 316 kw. It has no network
price put at $4 million. Mrs. Hanna sold
affiliation. Pending before the FCC is a
the Birmingham stations (WBRC-AM-TV)
in 1953 for $2.4 million to Storer.
request by WPFH to move its transmitter
Still pending is Storer's $850,000 buy of from its present downtown Wilmington site
ch. 9 WMUR-TV Manchester, N. H. Three
to a location outside the city limits. The
weeks ago the FCC, by a four to two vote,
sale application stated that Storer would
sent Storer and WMUR-TV a McFarland
operate WPFH as a "local" Wilmington
letter indicating the necessity of a hearing
station, serving that city and Philadelphia.
on the purchase and the proposed move of WIBG operates on 990 kc with 10 kw.
WMUR-TV's transmitter site nearer Boston.
WIBG-FM operates on 94. 1 mc with 20 kw.
The Commission raised questions regarding
McLendon Investment Corp. (Gordon B.
the coverage of Manchester from the proand B. R. McLendon) is seeking FCC apposed new site, whether the transmitter move
proval for the sale of its KELP and KILT
would conflict with the tv Table of Assign(TV) El Paso, Tex., for $750,000 and the
ments and whether the acquisition of the purchase of KLBS Houston for $525,000.
ch. 9 outlet involves concentration of conBuying the El Paso stations are Joseph
trol (Storer, the FCC said, would own tv sta- Harris (40%), Norman Alexander (40%)
tions in the fifth, sixth and ninth markets).
and Richard E. Jones (20%) who own
Storer has not yet replied to these ques- KXLY-AM-TV Spokane, Wash., and have
tions.
applied for ch. 23 Yakima, Wash. Mr. Jones
Contingent on the contemplated purchase
is a former director of DuMont Broadcasting
of WMUR-TV, Storer had arranged to sell Co. and manager of WABD (TV) New
the Storer-owned WAGA-AM-FM-TV At- York.
McLendon, which also owns KLIF Dallas
lanta stations to the Washington Post for
$6.5 million. This agreement carried a Feb. and KTSA-KOKE-FM San Antonio, listed
15 deadline. Glenn Jackson, managing di- a Dec. 31, 1956, balance sheet showing tv
assets of $576,700 and radio assets $173,300
rector of the WAGA stations, announced
earlier last week that the agreement had for the El Paso stations. Total assets for
all McLendon stations were $976,073 with
expired. There had been some speculation
that the Storer-Washington Post Co. agree- a surplus of $239,391. ABC-affiliated KILT
ment was still in effect pending the outcome
operates on ch. 13 with 28.2 kw; KELP is
of the Manchester transaction, or the Wil- an independent on 920 kc with 1 kw day
mington-Philadelphia deal.
and 500 w night. Blackburn-Hamilton station broker handled the negotiations.
Mr. Harron bought the ch. 12 Wilmington station (then WDEL-TV) from the
KLBS, being bought from Howard BroadSteinman interests two years ago for $3.85
casting Corp. (Howard W. Davis), is on
million. Since September 1955, the appli- 610 kc with 5 kw. McLendon had an application pending before FCC for a new am
cation declared, WPFH has been operating
at a loss which has totaled $425,000. The in Houston on 1070 kc with 10 kw, which
WIBG stations have been profitable, the was dismissed following the KLBS purchase.
application noted, but the net loss is still Mr. Davis also owns KMAC-KISS-FM San
$183,391 for WPFH Broadcasting Co., the Antonio. The KLBS balance sheet, as of
Dec. 31, 1956, showed current assets of
parent company. In addition to the broad$23,231, total assets $250,479, current liacast properties, the Harron-controlled combilities $60,359, net worth $60,119 and a
pany also owns National Wired Music Corp.,
Page 60
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BOXSCORE
STATUS of comparative hearing cases
for new tv stations before FCC:
AWAITING FINAL DECISION: 7
(Figures in parentheses indicate dmtes *ral
arguments were held.)
Seattle, Wash., ch. 7 (12-17-56); Indianapolis, Ind., ch. 13 (5-25-56) ; St. Louis, Mo.,
ch. 11 (7-9-56); Orlando, Fla., ch. 9 (6-1956); Buffalo, N. Y., ch. 7 (9-24-56); Boston.
Mass.,
ch. 5 (10-29-56); Biloxi, Miss., ch. 13
(12-18-56).
AWAITING ORAL ARGUMENT: 4
(Figures
in parentheses
indicate dates initial decisions
were Issued.)
San Francisco-Oakland, Calif., ch. 2 (6-2556); Pittsburgh, Pa., ch. 11 (7-3-56); Coos
Bay, Ore., ch. 16 (7-20-56); Hatfield, Ind.Owensboro, Ky., ch. 9 (2-18-57).
AWAITING INITIAL DECISION: 4
(Figures
parentheses
indicate dates records werein closed
after hearings.)
Hatfield, Ind.-Owensboro, Ky., ch. 9 (1-755); Toledo. Ohio. ch. 11 (1-25-56); Onondaga-Parma, Mich., ch. 10 (3-2-56); McKeesport-Pittsburgh, Pa., ch. 4 (1-7-57).
IN HEARING
6
Sheboygan, Mich., ch. 4; Mayaguez, P. R..
ch. 3; Victoria, Tex., ch. 19; Beaumont,
Tex., ch. 6; Ponce, P. R., ch. 7; Lubbock,
Tex., ch. 5.
IN COURT
7
(Appeals from tv grants in U. S. Court of
Appeals, Washington.)
Pittsburgh, Pa., ch. 11; Miami, Fla.. ch. 7:
Wichita, Kan., ch. 3; Portsmouth, Va., ch.
10; Knoxville, Tenn., ch. 10; Miami, ch. 10;
Supreme Court: Shreveport, La., ch. 12;
Sacramento,
Calif.,submitted).
ch. 10; (petitions for
writs of certiorari
net loss for 1956 of $6,665.
Jackson B. Maurer has sold his 50%
interest in WHKK Akron, Ohio, to equal
partner Philip R. Herbert for a total consideration of$115,000. Under the purchase
contract. Mr. Maurer agreed not to engage
in broadcasting in any way for a period of
four years in Summit County (Akron).
WHKK, affiliated with Mutual, operates
on 640 kc with 1 kw. The station's balance
sheet, as of Dec. 31, 1956, showed current
assets of $86,713, total assets $126,790.
current liabilities $15,701 and earned surplus
up to Nov. 30, 1956, of $71,018.
KIOA Des Moines has been sold for
$180,000 by Town & Farm Co. to Public
Radio Corp. (KAKC Tulsa). Lester Kamin.
principal stockholder of KAKC, also owns
20.5% of WMRY New Orleans and KCIG
Shreveport and 33VS% of ch. 26 WCKG
(TV) New Orleans. Don Searle, president40% owner of KIOA, owns 6% of KOAAM-TV Denver and 20% owner J. Herbert
Hollister owns KCOL Ft. Collins, Colo.
KIOA is affiliated with ABC and operates
on 940 kc with 10 kw day and 5 kw night.
The station's balance sheet dated Dec. 31,
1956, showed current assets of $17,673,
total assets $133,515, current liabilities
$4,325, deficit of $25,577 and December
loss of $3,567. KAKC reported that it lost
$23,861 in 1954 and $33,757 in 1955.
Control of KLAS-TV Given
Greenspun by FCC 4-3 Vote
BY a 4-3 vote, the FCC last week granted
Herman M. Greenspun control of KLASTV Las Vegas, Nev., through the purchase
of 1241/2 shares from R. G. Jolley for $50,Broadcasting
• Telecasting
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1956
Daily
DAYTIME

Station

Radio
Homes
In Area

Monthly
Homes
Reached

Weekly
NCS
Circ.

WKZO

208,450

107,490

95,520

B

106,570

43,420

C

42,990

15,080

38,670
12,550

NCS
Circ.
67,470
25,630
7,560

WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
Associated with
WMBD RADIO — PEORIA, ILLINOIS

If you want to sell in Western Michigan, use the 5000 watt
voice of WKZO. It delivers over 2% times as many radio
homes as the nearest competing station, according to Nielsen,
and has almost twice the share of audience, according to
Pulse.
Take a look at November, 1956 Nielsen figures at the left.
WKZO delivers 56% more homes daily than the second
station can deliver monthly!
Let your Avery-Knodel man give you the whole story.

CBS

Radio for Kalamazoo-Batfle Creek
and Greater Western Michigan

Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
* Paul Anderson set this record at Cleveland, Ohio on January 5, 1955.
Broadcasting
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GOVERNMENT
000. Also approved was Mr. Jolley's sale of
500 shares to the station's licensee, Las
Vegas TV Inc., for $270,000.
Dissenting were Comrs. George C. McConnaughey, John C. Doerfer and Robert
E. Lee. In a strongly worded statement,
Comr. Doerfer said: "Our investigation indicates that Herman Greenspun was tried
for, pleaded guilty to and admitted violations of the Neutrality Act in shipping a
load of arms from California to Mexico with
the destination as Israel. He was sentenced
on July 17, 1950, to a fine of $10,000. This
entails a loss of civil rights. He cannot vote;
he cannot serve on a jury; he cannot hold
public office. . . . We should excercise extraordinary caution in passing upon character qualifications of applications. . . ."
Comr. Lee stated: "I could not vote for
him [Mr. Greenspun], in the public interest,
pending restoration of these rights so that
he could participate more fully in the community with respect to voting, serving on
federal juries, etc."
Mr. Jolley formerly owned 41.5% of
KLAS-TV; Mr. Greenspun, publisher of the
Las Vegas Sun, 36.6%. The CBS affiliate
operates on ch. 8 with 55 kw.

FULL

SENATE

ASKED
TO
FCC
QUIZ
MEMBERS of the FCC will march up the and how much time they will be able to
give to the Commerce Committee hearings.
Hill Tuesday morning. How they come down
Meanwhile the Commission also will go
again will depend in part on the United
before the House Commerce Subcommittee,
States Senate.
which is under the chairmanship of Rep.
While the Interstate and Foreign ComOren
Harris (D-Ark.), for a general review
merce Committee voted to postpone indefinitely official consideration of its staff re- in an informal public hearing March 7.
The House hearing will be in the nature
port on toll tv the report was critical of the
FCC [B»T, Feb. 18] and its lack of willing- of a briefing, in effect a semi-annual report
developments of the Comness to "exercise its responsibility" in the on generalmissionactions
since the last session of Congress.
words of Sen. John O. Pastore (D-R.L).
The committee has invited the entire Senate to the hearing and is primed for two days Final Testimony of Ailing Patt
Taken at Hearing in Hotel Room
of public hearings with the full CommisJOHN F. Patt. president and minority
sion. "At least two mornings," was the way
stockholder of WJR Detroit, completed his
Chairman Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.)
testimony last Thursday in the Mayflower
putThe
it. basic issue from the committee point Hotel, Washington, D. C, before FCC Hearof view has been the apparent unwillingness
ing Examiner Herbert Sharfman in the
of the FCC to take a stand on toll tv.
Flint, Mich., ch. 12 case.
WJR received the ch. 12 grant in 1954
Said Sen. Pastore: "The FCC has had this
thing since September 1955. Maybe the staff and soon afterward filed for authority to
report is right. It should be tested. But the move its transmitter site, which resulted
in a protest by the other applicants, WFDF
issue is not the responsibility of the committee. The responsibility lies squarely with Flint and W. S. Butterfield Theatres Inc.
Mr. Patt testified, among other things, on
the Commission."
modification request efforts to gain a
Sen. Magnuson said: "If they think they the
network affiliation for the new station.
need new legislation to cope with the issue,
Radio Hawaii Inc. Authorized
then they should bring their legislation up The hearing was held in the Mayflower
To Buy 50% of Station WSMB
because
Feb. 11]. of the health of the witness [B»T,
and let us give it consideration."
RADIO HAWAII Inc. was authorized last here
The Washington senator has extended a
week by the FCC to buy 50% of WSMB
The hearing was recessed until March
written invitation to every member of the
New Orleans for $90,000. Comr. Robert T.
14
at which time WJR correspondence and
the hearings and "particiBartley voted to send a McFarland letter, Senatepate intoit attend
interoffice
memoranda relating to the prowith respect to any communicaand Comrs. John C. Doerfer and T. A. M.
posed
move
are expected to be made a part
mattersofin invitation
which yousaidareheinterested."
His tions
letter
had been of the record.
Craven abstained. The half-interest in the
The Commission last week turned down
5 kw, ABC-affiliated station (on 1350 kc) approached by "many senators about matis being bought from Paramount Gulf Thea
request
by the Broadcast Bureau that the
ters falling within the jurisdiction of FCC"
atres Inc., a subsidiary of American Broadeither because of local problems in their case go directly to FCC for a final decision
casting-Paramount Theatres Inc. Radio Hastates or because "of general concern for without an examiner's initial decision and
waii owns KPOA Honolulu, WTAC Flint the fullest and freest development of our a counter proposal that the record be certiand 50% of KTVR (TV) Denver. A letter
fied to the Commission for an initial decicommunications system."
sion. The commissioners held that a decision
While not all of the committee members
from Todd Stprz (Storz stations) urging
want toll tv, the demand for Commission ac- by the examiner would assist them in reachthat the Commission investigate WSMB's
tion has mounted so that even committee
promotional practices and charging that a
ing a final disposition of the case. Commissioners T. A. M. Craven and Richard
Radio Hawaii program executive was directmembers who would oppose a toll system
ing WSMB program activities before FCC
such as George Smathers (D-Fla.) and Mack abstained from voting.
approval was denied by the FCC. The ComWilliam A. Purtell (R-Conn.) want tests
Appeals Court to Hear Arguments
mission said it had carefully considered the anyhow. Both committee and staff want
allegations, but found that the transferee
On Petitions to Stay WKAT Grant
FCC action and they want it promptly.
was eligible and that the grant was in the
THE U. S. Court of Appeals in Washington
Harold E. Fellows, president of NARTB,
public interest.
has said toll tv would violate the rights of will hear argument Thursday on the petitions of WKAT Miami Beach, Fla., and
millions of Americans who bought tv sets
WMID License Is Renewed
with the idea that television programs are Eastern Airlines Inc. to stay the Feb. 8
free.
grant of Miami, Fla., ch. 10 to Public ServBy 3-2 Vote of Commission
ice Inc., a subsidiary of National Airlines
Sen. Smathers has expressed the view that
FCC last week upheld a hearing examiner's
Inc. [B«T, Feb. 11, 18]. Both WKAT and
initial decision and granted the license re"pay tv would deprive the people of this
newal of WMID Atlantic City, N. J. At the country of their legitimate right to free Eastern Airlines have appealed the FCC's
grant, raising issues regarding ownership of
same time, the Commission dismissed an
entertainment."
a tv station by an airline and the Commisapplication for sale of the station at the reAccording to Sen. Magnuson, the comsion's refusal to reopen the record to conquest of the majority owner, Richard Endimittee will "undoubtedly" use the staff resider this among other points.
port as a basis for questions to the FCC. He
cott. The license renewal had been quesThe FCC issued its final decision in the
tioned because of purported hidden ownerMiami ch. 10 case early in February. It
added that other issues would "naturally"
ship and the broadcast of horse racing in- come up and that is why he invited the 81 favored Public Service Tv Inc. because of
formation.
senators not on the committee.
"superior" preference in the issue of integraThe Commission ruled that there was no
This leaves the entire scope of radio and
tion of ownership and management and
evidence of undisclosed ownership and that tv open for questions. The committee staff equal preferences with the other applicants
a renewal of WMID's license would be in in general has the view the hearings may go in other criteria. In addition to WKAT,
the public interest. Commissioners Rosel
longer than two mornings. Much will de- which was favored in an initial decision by
H. Hyde and John C. Doerfer dissented;
pend on how many of the senators have a hearing examiner, other applicants were
Commissioners Robert T. Bartley and T. A. acute problems before the Commission, how
WCKY
Cincinnati and North Dade Video
Inc.
M. Craven abstained.
busy they are with other committee work
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C-TV
The

Giant

WFBC-TV

of

...

Southern

1st in South

Skies

Carolina

The Giant of Southern Skies" again
gets top rating (by far) in all data, in
comparison with other television stations in its home state . . . according
to NCS#2

Video100,000 Won*
(FCC Maximum)
Audio-50,000 Watts
Antenna Height— 1204
feet above average
s±ST
STATION
"B"
WFBC-TV .
"C"
Station
Station "D"

..
.
.

Station
Station
"G" .
Station #/p//
Station "H" .
Station

HERE'S
THEWeekly
COMPARISON
Total Television
Daily Circ. Daily Circ.
Coverage
Homes
DAYTIME NIGHTTIME
Homes
. 449,600
177,150
248,990
118,100
135,730
198,780
. 384,300
114,240
68,090
80,480
102,230
. 339,200
181,920
72,690
63,990
97,100
. 320,700
150,110
61,080
74,230
. 302,200
103,600
159,040
77,120
60,540
92,700
19,660
7,680
54,380
48,050
79,400
15,470
32,800
8,700
25,930
. 50,300
24,620
12,360
3,920
4,740
NETWORK
NBC

For information about NCS #2, and for
rates, availabilities and assistance, contact
us or your nearest WEED man.
Affiliated with WFBC-AM & FM
NBC Affiliate
Represented by Avery-Knodei, Inc.

Channel 4
WFBC-TV
Greenville, S. C.

Represented By
WEED TELEVISION CORP.
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U.S. -Mexico

Pact

Seen

By U.Hyde
THE
S.-Mexicoas
treaty'Favorable'
spelling out use of
standard broadcast frequencies is a "favorable" settlement of the differences between
the two countries, FCC Comr. Rosel H.
Hyde last week told members of the Federal
Communications Bar Assn., meeting in
Washington.
It must not be forgotten, Mr. Hyde said,
that Mexico wanted additional clear channels and the United States wanted additional
secondary use of Mexican clear channels.
The United States has secured secondary use
of all but one Mexican clear channel, and
Mexico has gotten secondary use on four
U. S. clears, Mr. Hyde pointed out. Both
require protection of the dominant stations,
he noted.
The treaty permits daytime stations on
U. S. and Mexican clears to use up to 5 kw,
with certain conditions. It also permits local
stations to use up to 500 w daytime and 100
w nighttime under certain conditions, compared to the previous maximum of 250 w
[B«T, Feb. 11].
Mr. Hyde also explained the apparent
conflict in agreeing to treat 540 kc as a
Mexican clear. Under the 1950 North
American Regional Broadcasting Agreement, 540 kc is a Canadian clear. What this
means, Mr. Hyde said, was that as far as the
U. S. is concerned, we will give Class 1-A
protection to Mexican and Canadian users
of 540 kc. Any conflict between Mexico and
Canada will have to be ironed out between
those two countries, he declared.
The five-year U. S.-Mexico treaty must
be ratified by the U. S. Senate, as well as by
the Mexican government, Mr. Hyde pointed
out. Still pending before the U. S. Senate is
the 1950 NARBA treaty. He expressed the
hope that both will be taken up soon by the
Senate committee.
The Commission has made no arrangements to process applications in line with the
treaty, Mr. Hyde answered to a question.
He admitted that the Commission was getting ready to change its rules so as to be
ready if and when the Senate ratifies the
agreement.
Initial Decision Favors Grant
Of Am to Porter in Bath, Me.
FCC Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
last week issued an initial decision recommending the grant of a new am on 730 kc.
500 w daytime in Bath, Me., to Winslow
Turner Porter. The application was set
for hearing to determine if the proposed
station would cause interference to WHEB
(750 kc, 1 kw) Portsmouth, N. H., (which
did not file an objection to the Porter application).
Mr. Sharfman ruled that need for the
new service, which would provide the only
local radio to Bath (population, 10,644),
outweighs the interference which would
be caused to WHEB (affecting 575 people).
The kilocycle requested is a Mexican clear
channel.
Broadcasting
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PITTSBURGH

than

Bigger

CONFLICT

RICHMOND?"

• WENS
• WWSW

CH.

11

CLEARED

(TV) withdraws
Inc. to reimburse

FINAL obstacle in the path of Pittsburgh's
second vhf station (WIIC [TV]) was removed last week with an agreement involving $500,000 between WWSW Inc. and
Telecasting
Inc. (ch. 16 WENS [TV] Pittsburgh).

YES,

BIGGER

BIGGER

than

Richmond

by

about
BO. OOO
TV

(7$

Families H
W

Note — By most set counts, the
ROANOKE TELEVISION market is
around 50,000 TV FAMILIES BIGGER
than the RICHMOND TELEVISON
market.
Check YOUR set count . . .
then BUY Roanoke!
Calf your nearest "Colonel"
from Peters, Griffin, Woodward, — or WDBJ-Televisionl

<§>]
ROANOKE,
Owned

and

operated

the Times-World
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The agreement was announced last Monday at an oral argument before the FCC on
the admittance of WENS' application for the
same facility and exceptions to a supplementary initial decision.
WWSW Inc. {Pittsburgh Post-Gazette) and
Pittsburgh Radio Supply House Inc. (WJAS
that city), original applicants for the channel, went through a comparative hearing
but joined forces prior to the issuance of an
initial decision [B»T, June 6, 1955]. Under
this agreement, Supply House was given a
three-year option to acquire 50% of the
stock of WWSW Inc., which in turn returned ownership of WWSW-AM-FM to the
parent newspaper company. Supply House
also was to sell WJAS.
Following this, WENS filed for ch. 11
the same week that an initial decision was issued favoring WWSW Inc. [At Deadline,
July 4, 1955]. Less than a month later the
Commission issued a final decision for
WWSW Inc. (WIIC) and denied the WENS
application and one by ch. 53 WKJFTV Pittsburgh.
WENS then appealed and obtained a
court order staying the grant until the Commission ruled on the uhf station's petition
for rehearing. FCC then ordered a rehearing
and made WENS a party to the proceeding
[B«T, Dec. 5, 1955]. In the second hearing.
Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison upheld the
Commission's ch. 11 grant to WWSW Inc.,
ruling that there had been no transfer of
control in the applicant and that there had
been no violation of FCC policy [B*T, July
9, 1956].
Under the agreement announced last
week, WENS agreed to withdraw its application before the FCC and also to cease
its court action against the grant. In return
WWSW Inc. reimbursed WENS $200,000 in
"out-of-pocket" expenses and contracted to
purchase that station's studio and office
building plus approximately six acres of
land for $300,000. WENS was given a threeyear lease to the property in return for $400
monthly rental.
WWSW Inc. also agreed not to object to
future moves by WENS to obtain any vhf
channel in Pittsburgh other than ch. 11. The
parties said the move was made to facilitate
the establishment of a second vhf station
in Pittsburgh. The only commercial v
operating in that city is Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co.'s ch. 2 KDKA-TV. WENS,
owned by Henry Oliver Rea, Larry Israel
and associates, has been on the air since mid1953 and has suffered heavy financial losses.
Mr. Rea also has interests in WPOR Port-

land, WABI-AM-TV Bangor and WMTW
(TV) Poland Springs, all Maine.
WWSW was founded in 1932 and operates
on 970 kc with 5 kw; WWSW-FM on 94.5
mc with 20 kw. William Block is publisher
of the parent Pittsburgh Post-Gazette. In
addition to WJAS (MBS, 1320 kc, 5 kw),
Radio Supply House owns WHJB Greensburg, Pa. (620 kc, 1 kw day, 500 w night)
and
controlled by H. Kenneth Brennan
and is
family.
WENS also had questioned the matter of
overlap between WWSW and WHJB, which
the examiner ruled was substantial and
would warrant "careful examination and
study" should an application be filed for
transfer of negative control of WIIC to the
Brennan family. However, the examiner
noted, WHJB will be sold if overlap would
bar the acquisition of 50% of WIIC.
Still underway is a five-cornered race for
Pittsburgh's ch. 4. This involves Tv City Inc.
(KQV Pittsburgh interests), WCAE Pittsburgh {Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph), WLOA
Braddock, Pa.; Wespen Tv Inc. (David and
Jerry Fink and associates), and Irwin Community Tv Co. (including WEDO McKeesport, Pa., interests). There has been renewed
speculation that a merger agreement (once
close to being effected) is near.
Magnuson
Offers Bill
To Limit Equal Time
NEW efforts are being made to amend Sec.
315 of the Communications Act. The latest
is a measure (S 1369) introduced by Sen.
Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.) chairman of the Senate Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committee. The bill is similar to
one proposed last year but which died in
committee.
Briefly, the bill, providing for equal time,
requires a political party to have polled at
least four percent of the popular vote cast
in the preceding presidential election. The
alternative would be for the party to file
petitions in the "several states" which in the
aggregate bear a number of signatures equal
to at least one percent of the total vote cast
in the preceding presidential election.
FCC Grants San Angelo Ch. 3,
Educational Jacksonville Ch. 7
THE FCC granted new television stations
last week to:
San Angelo, Tex. — San Angelo Television Co., ch. 3, 3.02 kw visual power. San
Angelo co-owners are Lowell Smith and Joe
N. Weatherby. Mr. Smith was formerly minority stockholder in KTXL-TV San Angelo; Mr. Weatherby also had minority holdings in KTXL-TV.
Jacksonville, Fla. — Educational Tv Inc.,
educational ch. 7, 16.3 kw visual power.
President of Educational Tv Inc. is Dr. Heywood A. Dowling, chiropodist. First vice
president is Dr. Paul L. Johnson, president
of Jacksonville Junior College.
Broadcasting
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GOVERNMENT
CBS

DISTRIBUTES

REPORT
'ANALYSIS'
• Senators get toll tv views
• Test not feasible, CBS says
CBS did an internal "analysis" of the Senate
Commerce Committee staff report on toll tv
[B»T, Feb. 1 8] and circulated it among senators and others interested.
The test proposed by the report will be inconclusive and unreliable, the network said.
To test public reaction and the effect of toll
tv on free tv could prove little. The largescale test would be subject to limitations as
to the period of the trial, programs which
might be carried, and the burden of costs.
"The very fact of such restrictions almost
inevitably precludes a meaningful test," the
analysis said.
Moreover, the CBS analysis pointed out,
"The Commission is not now in a position
to pass on the technical acceptability of the
various proposed systems. The question of
the relative requirements of each system
proposed was raised by CBS because "no
examination" had been conducted.
CBS also said, "The Commission should
test the claim that none of the systems affords the necessary security from 'bootlegging'
as well astransmission
whether theyand
are with
compatible
with color
each
other."
The network study of the Commerce
Committee staff report referred to the historical development of the medium and
pointed out, "The Commission's authority
over the equipment manufacturer and franchise holder now is no greater than its
authority over the manufacturer in 1940.
"Now, as then, a request from the Commission that the expense and risk of any
tests be borne so far as possible by the promoters and broadcasters whose stations carry subscription programs, as suggested in
the report, would afford little protection to
the public.
"In view of this and of the inevitable consequences tothe industry and the public of
the new proposed service, the decision as to
whether such a service should be authorized
and if so, the nature and extent of regulation required to protect the public, should
be resolved by Congress."
CBS in its analysis took the view the staff
report placed the burden of proof on the
opponents of toll tv. But, suggested the
counter report, "it should be on those seeking to introduce this drastic new service
which concededly will be costly to the public
and must inevitably, no matter how controlled, limit the availability to the public of
free programs and require, at least to some
extent (recognized in the report), pay for
programs now received free."
FCC Issues Authorizations
For Six More Radio Outlets
THE FCC made six new am grants last
week to:
Jacksonville, Fla. — Brennan Broadcasting
Co., 690 kc, 25 kw daytime. William Brennan, engineer at WVOK-TV Birmingham,
Ala., owns 85% of Brennan Co.
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St. Petersburg Beach, Fla. — Holiday Isle
Broadcasting Co., 1590 kc, 1 kw daytime.
Edmund A. Spence is owner of Holiday Isle.
Fredonia, N. Y.— Louis W. Skelly, 1570
kc, 250 w daytime. Mr. Skelly is commercial manager of WHOT Campbell, Ohio.
Manning, S. C. — Clarendon County
Broadcasting Co., 1410 kc, 1 kw daytime.
Isadore Kramer, 10% owner of WTAB
Tabor City, N. C, J. M. Soles Jr., 20%
WTAB, and Troy McPherson, 20% WTAB,
are co-owners of Clarendon.
Eagle Pass, Tex. — Uvalde Broadcasters,
1270 kc, 1 kw daytime. Uvalde co-owners
are E. J. Harpole, 50% owner of KVOU
Uvalde, Tex., and KVOZ Laredo, and W. J.
Harpole, 50% owner KVOU and KVOZ,
66.6% KVOP Plainview, Tex., and 26.6%
of KVWO Cheyenne, Wyo.
Grand Prairie, Tex. — Grand Prairie Broadcasting Co., 730 kc, 500 w daytime. E. N.
Bodine (60%), engineer at WFAA Dallas,
Anson B. Brundage (15%), employe of
Temco Aircraft Corporation, and H. H.
Chambers (15%), Superintendent of Grand
Prairie schools are the licensee owners.
N. Y. Council's Rules Committee
Sets Hearing on Access Argument
THE Rules Committee of the New York
City Council has scheduled a public hearing
tomorrow (Tuesday) before the council on
whether tv and newsreel cameramen should
be permitted to cover sesssions of the legislative body and its units. The Rules Committee
acted last Wednesday after a resolution was
filed on Tuesday proposing that such a
public hearing be held.
Representatives of tv and newsreel organizations have been invited to present their
views. They also will be permitted to cover
the hearing, a council spokesman said. He
stated that this "is not a precedent," but since
the hearings concern tv newsreel interests,
the council has granted approval of coverage.
Appeal on WCYB-TV Dismissed
A FIGHT against FCC's 1956 grant of ch.
5 in Bristol, Va., to what is now WCYB-TV
there, ended last week when an appeal by
unsuccessful applicant Tri-Cities Telecasting
Co. was dismissed in the U. S. Court of Appeals in Washington. The appeal was against
the FCC's approval of a transmitter site
change by WCBY-TV — made shortly after
the final decision. Tri-Cities comprises principals associated with WOPI Bristol and
WKPT Kingsport, Tenn.
WHAS-TV Site Move Questioned
FCC last week sent WHAS-TV Louisville,
Ky., a McFarland letter telling the Louisville Courier Journal and Times station that
its application for permission to move its
antenna site 14 miles east of Louisville and
to increase antenna height from 529 ft. to
1,818 ft. indicates the necessity of a hearing.
The Airspace Panel of the Air Coordinating Committee disapproved of the projected
antenna height, the Commission said. The
FCC also questioned the fact that the proposed site would put a Grade A, WHAS-TV
signal over Lexington, a hitherto uhf city.

Pro
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Anti-Trust

Laws

THE U. S. Supreme Court last week held
that professional football was subject to the
antitrust laws. Justice Tom Clark, writing
the court's
majority business
opinion, involved
held "Thein
volume
of interstate
organized football places it within the provisions" of the antitrust laws.
Referring to the claim that radio and television broadcasts area "significant and integral" parts of pro football, Justice Clark
said that although no percentages were submitted, "the amount must be substantial . . .
If substantial, as alleged, it alone is sufficient
to meet the requirements of the act [interstate commerce]."
Fundamentally, the court's ruling held
that previous rulings that baseball is exempt
from the antitrust laws (because Congress
has had the opportunity on several occasions
to legislate on the question and has refused
to do so) do not apply to professional football. This is similar to Supreme Court rulings
in professional boxing, theatrical exhibition
and (via a lower court ruling last month)
basketball.
The football suit was brought in 1949 by
William Radovich of Los Angeles. Mr.
Radovich played with the Detroit Lions,
and after war service, joined the Los Angeles Dons (member of now defunct AllAmerica Conference) over National Football League objections. He alleged that he
was blacklisted when he had a chance to play
with the Minor League San Francisco Clippers. Two lower courts dismissed the suit,
relying on the Supreme Court's 1922 and
1953 decisions exempting baseball from the
antitrust laws.
Last week's decision returns the case to
the lower court where Mr. Radovich's
charges will be tried. There were three dissents to last week's ruling: by Justices Harlan, Brennan and Frankfurter.
Congress, meanwhile, looked at the decision from just about every conceivable
angle. Investigation, legislation, however,
were the sum and substance.
• Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.) ordered
a staff study of the antitrust status of various
professional sports to determine possible
action by his Senate anti-monopoly subcommittee.
• Rep. Patrick J. Hillings (R-Calif.) introduced abill to bring professional baseball under antitrust laws.
• Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N.Y.), chairman of the House Judiciary Committee, introduced ameasure which would place baseball under the antitrust laws.
• Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.) introduced
a bill to exempt four major professional
sports from antitrust laws. The exemption
would cover football, basketball and hockey
as well as baseball which is already exempt.
• Rep. Celler termed the Harris measure a step backward.
• Rep. Kenneth Keating (R-N. Y.) called
for an investigation into boxing among
other sports. He said professional boxing
was
blers. in the hands of racket men and gamBroadcasting
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UPLIFTING
Westinghouse

BROUGHT

conference

explores

ways

DOWN
to make

THE first nationwide conference to improve
public service programming, staged in Boston last week by Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co., turned into a broadcaster-educator
forum that 200-odd delegates felt would
have an important and lasting impact on
program quality.
After a series of meetings that began
Wednesday morning and ran through Friday, broadcast management and programming delegates left the historic city in agreement with educators on this thesis: The creative side of broadcasting needs a permanent
forum for exchange of ideas and techniques.
WBC's nationwide convention, which
originally had been planned as a WBC
station get-together, brought commendation
from top government figures and educators.
They joined broadcasters in emphasizing
the practical value of the three-day workshop, which FCC Chairman George C.
McConnaughey termed "a real first" and a
noteworthy industrywide forum "to improve
the use of broadcast media for education,
information and enlightenment" (see story,
facing page.)
The three-day program featured a crisply
organized agenda built around workshop
discussions and guest panelists. It was so
attractively staged that delegates stayed
within the meeting and dining rooms from
early morning to midnight.
Among special program features were
Joseph N. Welch, Boston attorney famed
for his jousting with Sen. Joseph McCarthy
(R-Wis.) and his later broadcasts on the
Constitution on Omnibus; Charles L. Van
Doren, Columbia U. instructor and highmoney winner in NBC-TV's Twenty One
program; Duke Ellington, composer and
band leader, and Dr. Frank C. Baxter,
U. of Southern California professor who
has popularized Shakespeare on broadcasts.
An added first-day feature was a comedy
film, "It Could Be You," built around the
daily trials of a program director.
The three-day meeting accomplished these
results :

ple. President McGannon announced establishment of an annual WBC American History Award, for which radio and tv stations
(except WBC stations) are eligible.
The winner of the annual WBC award will
receive $1,000 from Westinghouse, half going to the station responsible for the winning
program or series, and half to the historical
society in the service area of the station
which originated the program. A second
major award, the WBC Paul Revere Award
for outstanding use of broadcast media by
public service organizations, was announced.
Mr. Van Doren told anecdotes of his recent rise to national fame. Then picking up
the theme of the convention, he suggested
broadcasters make greater use of university
teachers as program material. He called tv
"potentially the greatest medium of communications." As to its classroom use, he
pointed to one flaw — the inability of a television teacher to learn through direct contact with his students. He said teachers and
pupils alike need the personal exchange of

• Emphasized the value of good production in making public service programs salable and at the same time showed how sponsorship brings better programming.
• And brought from Chairman McConnaughey, CBS Vice President Louis G. Cowan and others the assertion that popular
music broadcasting is in the public interest.
• Revealed a lack of understanding among
newspaper radio-tv editors of the day-today programming of radio stations and the
size of their audiences.
• Unveiled for the first time in public a
new slow-scanning video technique for transmission of still photos from distant points
via audio telephone lines or remote radio
gear (see page 72).
After Sen. John B. Kennedy (D-Mass.)
observed in a filmed message to the convention that Americans know less about their
history than perhaps any other western peoBroadcasting
• Telecasting

thoughts and ideas.
"Broadcasters should have more faith in
their audiences," Mr. Van Doren said, citing
thousands of letters he had received from
viewers who said children were studying
harder because of his Twenty One performance. He added the public is hungry for informational programs.
Mr. Welch told anecdotes of the McCarthy hearings when he was "only working
for my supper and an oversized whisky
sour." He offered a number of suggestions
to broadcasters who hold "the frightening
responsibility"'
of communicating with millions.
First he suggested that broadcasters elevate their appraisal of the intelligence and
maturity of their audiences. "I urge you to
consider raising your sights, creating an appetite for better things," he said.
In line with the purposes of the WBC

public

TO

EARTH

service

shows

pay

conference, he proposed to broadcasters that
they weigh again the importance of public
service programming. "An informed electorate isessential to our national existence,"
he said, "and this cannot be achieved without you." The alternative is national disaster, he said.
"Make your contributions palatable," Mr.
Welch said. "Capture the ears, eyes, minds
and hearts of your audience. Make your
product seductively attractive. Particluarly
be mindful of local needs and plan ahead.
Don't live day to day, or 13 weeks at a time."
The quality of the 14 separate workshoppanel sessions was praised by delegates.
Broadcasters joined educators and network
officials as panel participants, and then the
audience was brought into the discussions.
Some of the exchanges got a bit lively at
times, bringing out interesting views on public service topics.
A talent-packed panel Wednesday evening became embroiled in an attempt to define "showmanship" and "public service".

ORGANIZERS of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. Public Service Conference in
Boston last week included (I to r) Roland V. Tooke, WBC vice president-Cleveland;
William J. Kaland, WBC national program director; Philip Lasky, WBC executive in
charge of west coast operations; Donald H. McGannon, WBC president; Town
Crier; Richard M. Pack, WBC vice president-programming; J. B. Conley, special
assistant to WBC president; Harold Lund, WBC vice president-Pittsburgh.
Mr. Cowan, creator of many broadcast program ideas, suggested showmanship is the
ability to make ordinary things seem extraordinary, orthe capaciy to capture the
imagination of an audience. Robert Saudek,
director of the Ford Foundation Tv-Radio
Workshop, described showmanship as entertainment, ^>r as ability to provide fun or
a good time.
William J. Kaland, WBC national program manager, said people hear better when
they smile, with James MacAndrew, New
York City board of education's broadcast
director and panel moderator, adding that
people often are greatly entertained when
they weep. Dr. Baxter observed that showmanship can use very ordinary things to
make a point.
Members of this panel were concerned
about the term "public service", with Dr.
March 4, 1957 • Page 69
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A DEFINITION of public service programming, offered by President Donald
H. McGannon of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., keynoted the WBC program
conference.
"Public service programming consists
of all non-entertainment programming
that renders a valid service to the public
or accomplishes the enlightenment, inhe said. spiration or informing of the audience,''
"Please don't draw from this statement
the inference that public service programming is not entertaining. This is
probably a fact in more cases than we
choose to admit, and it has unfortunately
relegated this whole important segment of
our business into a rather dull, lukewarmly regarded effort.
"It is our conviction that public service
programming must, of its very nature,
be entertaining, display showmanship, excitement and enthusiasm if it is ever going to achieve the lofty heights that we
wish for it. As practical men, we are only
too aware of the certainty that the vast
bulk of our audience in these mass communications media are more interested in
being entertained than in being inspired

KING-SIZE
KING-SIZE in COVERAGE _ KOA-Radio
blankets 302 counties in 12 states, reaches
and sells over 3V2 million westerners.
KING-SIZE in POWER - KOA-Radio
speaks to these Westerners with the
50,000 Watt voice they understand and
have trusted for 32 years.
KING-SIZE in AUDIENCE ACCEPTANCE — By programming in character
with its area... and providing a strong
lineup of NBC programs, KOA-Radio has
established audience leadership throughout the West.
KING-SIZE in VALUE -koa Radio delivers more for your money, day and
night, seven days a week. It's your best
buy in the RICH WESTERN MARKET.
CALL NBC SPOT SALES

KO
DENVER
One of America's greaf radio stations
50,000
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or Mr.
instructed."
McGannon stated this WBC conviction: "Public service programming
can be salable if it is good and if it builds
and holds so strong an audience that advertisers are attracted to it— such sponsorship obviously carries with it a dual

Baxter contending it is an "'unfortunate"
designation. Dr. Bergan Evans, Northwestern U. English professor and host of the
Down You Go program, said all great teachers are showmen, making their subjects at
tractive. James T. Aubrey Jr., ABC-TV program vice president, felt local broadcasters
should devote more time to noncommercial
programming.
Mr. Saudek said local documentaries
should follow national programs in using the
element of surprise as well as facts and the
results of research. Dr. Baxter urged stations to capitalize on rich program sources
in their own areas — historic places, geography and local personalities. "Use imagination and fancy", he urged. Emphasizing his
appreciation of radio, he said it creates "a
radio world of ideas," giving the listener a
chance to use his imagination and create his
own pictures. "Tv not only gives you the
ship, but the heave as well," he observed.
At several points in the three-day agenda
broadcasters emphasized the value of editorializing. Daniel W. Kops, WAVZ New
Haven, Conn., said his station had gained
community prestige by aggressive editorializing, noting this is reflected in the reception accorded station salesmen when they
make calls on advertsers.
Leon Goldstein, WMCA New York, described dramatic editorializing including a
drama titled "New Shoes" that protested
against restrictions on immigration. "State

SERVICE?

blessing, since our message will be reaching greater and greater numbers of people, and furthermore represents the return of our investment and allows the
second opportunity to reinvest such funds
in Recalling
new areas how
of endeavor."
the original plan for an
intra-company conference had mushroomed into a nationwide convention of
delegates representing commercial and
educational broadcasters as well as figures
in journalism and showmanship, Mr. McGannon said the project brought together
the working practitioners of the radio and
television arts. He termed it "a significant
demonstration of how seriously American broadcasters view their responsibil"It is your meeting," Mr. McGannon
told delegates. "Please do not regard it as
a WBC meeting, and credit us only with
having expended the effort of bringing
together this noteworthy group." He regretted that the invitation list had to be
limited and added, "We seek no direct
or tangible benefit and we have no ulterior purpose. We do believe that public
ity."
service is good business and have long
maintained in our advertising that broadcasting is most effective on stations that
have earned the respect and confidence
of the communities they serve."
He hoped the conference might "launch
a chain reaction of cogitation among the
great program minds of the industry."
your own opinion and then offer the opposiequal time,"' Hegoturged.
Thetion conference
off to a fiery start
Wednesday morning, after President McGannon's welcoming address (see story,
this page) when members of a newspaper
radio-tv editors' panel called radio an ailAmerican juke box.
Norman Reed, WWDC Washington, observed that far more home radios than tv
sets were sold last year, with 132 million sets
in use. Leon Goldstein, WMCA New York,
added there are more radio sets in cars alone
than tv sets in homes.
The newspaper panelists conceded they
paid more attention to tv than radio in their
columns after Fred Remington, Pittsburgh
Press radio editor, suggested the public was
"awful sick of popular music and disc jockeys." Sherwood Gordon, WSAI Cincinnati,
added, "All radio has left are the listeners
and the advertisers." Joseph Connolly,
WCAU Philadelphia, said that while his station was not a disc jockey programmer he
felt that performance of popular music is a
public service. "Everything the average person wants to know about living — news,
weather, traffic conditions, for example — is
provided by the radio station," he said. Yet
newspaper columnists spend 95% of their
time on tv and ignore the "resurgence of
Clarence Worden, WCBS-TV New York,
answering a newspaper charge that public
Broadcasting
Telecasting
radio."

all
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four

WGBI tops the ratings in all but four of the 68 quarter-hours between 7:00 a.m. and Midnight, Monday
through Friday, according to the November 1956 Pulse for the Scranton and Wilkes Barre region.
This is doubly important because this is a double-market survey and WGBI is a double-market station.
In fact, seldom does any one facility achieve such run-away dominance in even a single multi-station radio market.
You need only one station— WGBI— to cover both markets — Scranton and Wilkes Barre.
Before you buy, be sure to see the regional rating report, covering both markets.
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STATIONS
service programming is concentrated on
weekends, said that broadcasting is a business with an obligation to stockholders and
employes. He said his station spent $640,000
out-of-pocket on public service programs
last year, using $3,400,000 in air time, a
total of $4 million.
Vice President Richard M. Nixon in a
filmed message said the fact that the meeting
is being held demonstrates broadcasters'
awareness of their public service responsibilities [B»T, Feb. 25].
"Radio and television have become the
nation's strongest habit," Milton S. Eisenhower, president of Johns Hopkins U., said
in a filmed message. Noting the awareness of
radio-tv to meet public service responsibilities in their role as commercial media, he
said it takes imagination and wisdom "to
harmonize these two responsibilities." He
added, "My experience, especially in adult
education, has convinced me that it's not
enough to provide listeners merely with entertainment."
Dr. Eisenhower said educators and broadcasters must not "snuggle contentedly in the
cozy compartments of complacency and
satisfaction."
Sen. John F. Kennedy (D-Mass.), appearing on film, described the conference as
"very important and precedent making." He
continued, "I congratulate you upon your
earnest attention to developing ways and
means of making the growing giant that is

MINUTES FROM SHOOTING TO SHOWING
scanning video camera which requires
FAST transmission of a still photograph
several seconds to scan a single image.
from snapping of camera at a remote
location to actual on-the-air telecasting of The Dage information was transmitted
the scene was demonstrated last Thursover the telephone line to the WBZ-TV
day by Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., studios where a Dage receiver with a fiveto delegates attending the WBC public
inch tube reproduced the slow-scanned
photo. Another Polaroid camera picked
service programming conference in Bosup the image from the receiving tube. In
ton.
less than a minute the finished photo had
Using Dage slow scanning equipment,
Ralph Harmon, WBC engineering vice
been developed and printed in the Polaroid camera.
president, brought a photo from LongIt
was
then shown to the delegates.
fellow's home in Cambridge three miles
FCC
Chairman
George C. McConaway to the WBZ-TV studio over a normal high quality telephone audio line. naughey referred to the Polaroid-Dage
He explained the photo could be sent by device in his speech to the delegates. Mr.
McConnaughey said FCC engineers were
either telephone line or remote radio
equipment from a distance of 25 miles.
"very much interested in this development, and it may be that the Commission
The photo of Longfellow's home was
will want to adjust its rules to permit a
taken with a regular Polaroid camera.
This was placed in front of a Dage slowbroader use of this method."
television and the still vital medium of radio
to become even greater forces for our nation's information and enlightenment."
Dr. Ralph Bunche, United Nations undersecretary, lauded radio and tv for their contributions toward general understanding of
international events and the UN. He asked
broadcasters to use their "tremendous power" in the public interest and toward the advancement of freedom, justice, world order
and a secure peace. He, too, spoke by film.
Local

1139,502
WOMEN
are actually watching "Dametime" programs on the Television Stations represented by
PGW.

For jull details and
latest availabilities
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Urged by McConnaughey
FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey
last week described broadcasting as a "profession" which should adhere to standards
as strict as those governing such other professions as medicine or law.
"The longer I am associated with broadcasting," he said, "and the more I come in
contact with its representatives and its operations, the more I become convinced that
you must assume the role of those who are
in Addressing
professional the
life."Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.'s program conference (see above)
last Thursday, Mr. McConnaughey told
broadcasters they were making "great strides
in self regulation" through the operation of
the radio and television codes.
"But," he told the conference delegates,
"until you can bring to bear such strong
personal pressure on all broadcasters to place
public service uppermost in their thinking,
you will be threatened with dangerous government interference."
He reiterated his personal dislike of rigid
government control and his belief that
broadcasting "should continue as free enterMr. McConnaughey complimented the networks for presenting "a substantial variety
of cultural and educational programming,
information
and news." But, he said, netprise."
work programs cannot substitute for local
public service.
Some local stations have done a "splendid
job" of developing local programming, he
said. It remains for all stations to give their

communities a "sense of belonging, a sense
that they are receiving excellent public service programming which serves their local
needs," he said.
"When they get that sense of belonging,"
the chairman continued, "you will find many
less complaints to and from members of
Congress. . . . You will find that good local
public service programming is good business
too, and you will have secured your status
as Mr.
free entrepreneurs."
McConnaughey pointed out there
were now many local radio stations serving
small communities but that television stations were still scarce. "It may be years," he
said, "before new discoveries make it possible for a small community to operate a
small television stations, vhf or uhf, without a large capital investment."
Meanwhile, he said, existing television
stations must do their best to serve community needs.
The FCC chairman urged broadcasters
to upgrade programming "over and above
the minimum requirements." If they do so,
he said, they will "merit a five-year renewal
of license instead of a three-year renewal
based upon meeting the minimum requireChairman McConnaughey and Comr.
Robert E. Lee faced a score of newsmen
Thursday noon in a Boston news conference. Answering queries, the chairman said
ments."
fee tv was to be taken up March 4 by the
Commission with a chance of action in a
month and a possibility that Congress would
be asked to state its position on such angles
as length of licenses.
When a newspaper reporter tried to trap
him into saying radio stations do nothing
but play the "Banana Boat Song" all day,
he said the question did not reflect an understanding ofnational radio service and added
that popular music can well be in the public
interest. He said again that he has not decided whether to accept reappointment as
FCC chairman. He indicated the FCC's special network study will be completed by the
June 30 deadline.
Broadcasting
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ARE

YOU

HALF-COVERED

Have you noticed how much the Nielsen
NCS No. 2 has expanded Lincoln-land?

1956 ARB METROPOLITAN
AREA COVERAGE STUDY
PROVES KOLN-TV SUPERIORITY!
The 1956 ARB Study of 231 Metropolitan markets ineluded 6 in LINCOLN-LAND— 5 in Nebraska, 1 in Kansas.
In these 6 markets, KOLN-TV is viewedmost in 6 daytime categories ... in 5
out of 6 nighttime categories.
KOLN-TV gets an average daytime, "viewed-most" rating
of 54.0% as against 15.2% for the next station. Nighttime averages are 59.8% for KOLN-TV, 25.0% for the
next station. Enough said?

KOLN-TV,
one of America's great area stations,
covers Lincoln-land, the VAST MAJORITY OF WHICH
IS OUTSIDE THE GRADE "B" AREA OF OMAHA.
Lincoln-land consists of 69 counties with nearly 300,000
families. This important market is as independent of
Omaha as South Bend is of Fort Wayne — or Syracuse is
of Rochester!
Latest Telepulse credits KOLN-TV with 138.1% more afternoon viewers than the next station— and 194.4% more nighttime viewers!
Let Avery-Knodel give you the whole story on KOLN-TV,
the Official CBS- ABC Outlet for South Central Nebraska
and Northern Kansas.
CHANNEL 10 • 316,000 WATTS • 1000-FT. TOWER

WKZO-TV— GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO
RADIO KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — — GRAND
RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
Associated with
WMBD RADIO — PEORIA. ILLINOIS

KOLN-TV
COVERS LINCOLN-LAND —NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG MARKET
Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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(TV) goes to Detroit attorney for $2.5 million

• Key Television Inc. buys KEYT (TV) for $1 .6 million
• WCTC-AM-FM,

KMOD-AM

TWO television stations— KLOR (TV)
Portland, Ore., and KEYT (TV) Santa
Barbara, Calif. — and two radio stations —
WCTC-AM-FM New Brunswick, N. J. and
KMOD Modesto, Calif. — were sold last
week for a total of nearly $4.5 million. The
sale transfers are subject to FCC approval.
KLOR (TV), an independent station, was
sold for $2.5 million to George Haggarty,
Detroit businessman and attorney with real
estate and manufacturing interests in Michigan and oil and gas holdings in Texas, his
native state.
Sellers of the ch. 12 station were stockholders of Oregon Television Inc.: Henry
A. White (firm president), 19.34%; Stephen E. Thompson, 19.34%; Robert L.
Sabin, 7.55%: Julius L. Meier Jr., 26.88%;
William A. Healy Jr., 19.34% and others.
Brokerage firm for the sale was the newlyestablished Hamilton, Stubblefield, Twining
& Assoc. KLOR (TV) began operations
March 9, 1955.
Officials of Key Television Inc., a newly

sold to other station owners
formed corporation, bought ch. 3 KEYT
(TV) for a total of $1,640,000, it was announced byColin M. Selph, president of the
Santa Barbara Bcstg. & Television Corp.
which sold the station. [Closed Circuit,
Dec. 31, 1956].
Stockholders in Key Television Inc. are
Richard C. D. Bell, member of a pioneer
Santa Barbara family and president of the
new company; William F. Luton, Santa Barbara County rancher and Mr. Bell's first
cousin; his wife, Nancy Luton, and Robert
H. Dunlap, Pasadena, Calif., attorney.
Mr. Bell, a 16.66% stockholder in Key
Television, has been active in the ownership
and management of radio and tv stations in
the San Francisco Bay area. He was formerly associated with KPIX (TV) San
Francisco as assistant to the president before
the station was sold to Westinghouse Bcstg.
Co. in 1955.
The remainder of. the new company's
stock (83.33%) will be held by Mr. and
Mrs. Luton and by Mr. Dunlap.
Mr. Bell also will move to Santa Barbara

B'T's annual Blind Bogey Golf Tournament will be held Sunday,
April 7, at the 27-hole Midwest Country Club (above), Hinsdale, 111.
Over 20 prizes, including B*T's silver trophies for low gross and low
net, will be awarded. Tee-off time is 9:30.
MAIL
THIS RESERVATION
TODAY,
TO:
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Wash., D. C.
Name

Address
Firm
I will want a ride to the club Q
April
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Tee-off

time:

9:30

a.m.

to devote full time to KEYT (TV) as its
new manager. The station is affiliated with
all three networks.
Colin Selph, a 16.9% stockholder of
Santa Barbara Bcstg. & Television Corp.,
who founded the station in 1952, and
Charles H. (Pete) Jackson Jr., California
and Nevada rancher with a 26.2% share,
were the principal stockholders in the selling group. Others included movie actor
Ronald Coleman, 9.2%; Maj. Gen. Pierpont
Morgan Hamilton, 6.2% ; Harry C. Butcher,
formerly a CBS Washington, D. C, vice
president and President Eisenhower's World
War II naval aide and present owner of
KIST Santa Barbara, 13.2% ; Arthur F. Marquette, former Chicago advertising executive. 9.2%; Cecil I. Smith, 10.8%, and
others. KEYT (TV) began operations Julv
26, 1953.
WCTC-AM-FM New Brunswick, N. J.,
went on the block for a $125,000 cash sale
to a group headed by Joseph L. Rosenmiller
Jr., recently associated with H-R Television
Inc., station representative firm, and Peter
A. Bordes, formerly a management consultant. Mr. Rosenmiller and Mr. Bordes have
controlling
interest in WESO Southridge,
Mass.
Participating in the group purchasing
WCTC is Louis J. Appell Jr., president of
WSBA-AM-TV York, Pa.
Seller was the Chanticleer Bcstg. Co.,
headed by James L. Howe, who served as
president of the company and of WCTC
since its founding in 1946. Mr. Howe still
owns WIRA Fort Pierce, Fla. Broker for the
transaction was Linton Wells of Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
James A. Vodges. general manager of the
250 w, 1450 kc station, will continue in this
capacity under the new ownership. No
changes in staff personnel or operating procedure are contemplated.
For $170,000 KMOD Modesto, Calif., an
ABC affiliate was sold to a group — Finley
Bcstg. Co. — which own KSRO Santa Rosa,
Calif. The 1,000 w, 1360 kc station went
to Mrs. Ernest L. Finley, Frank McLaurin
and Evert B. Person. Mrs. Finley is president of the company which owns KRSO, and
Mr. McLaurin serves as general manager
of that station.
Sellers of KMOD are members of Radio Modesto Inc., including Don C. Reeves,
who served as president and general manager
of the station; Judd Sturtevant, who was
commercial manager, and John E. Griffin,
Brokerage firm was Hamilton. Stubblefield,
Twining & Assoc.
Bitner Stockholders Approve
$15.75 Million Sale to Time
ANOTHER step toward Time Inc.'s $15,750,000 acquisition of the Consolidated
Television & Radio Broadcasters Inc. properties in Indianapolis, Minneapolis-St. Paul,
and Grand Rapids was taken last week as
the Consolidated stockholders gave their
formal approval to the sale.
Board Chairman Harry M. Bitner Sr. and
others of the Consolidated board had
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TIME
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
8=00 A.M.- 12:00 NOON
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
12=00 NOON -6:00 P.M.
SUNDAY DAYTIME
10:00 A.M.- 6:00 P.M.
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
6:00 P.M.- 10:30 P.M.
TOTAL RATED
TIME PERIODS
* Hooper, Jan. -Feb.
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37.1 24.5 16.3 11.0 10.3
31.3 20.6 7.6 20.3 18.1

FOUNDERS
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24.5 18.1
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One of the Founders' group of stations, including KPOA,
Honolulu, and the Inter-Island Network; WTAC, Flint,
Michigan; and KTVR, Channel 2, Denver, Colorado.
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STATIONS
manager as well as half-owner of KOBAM-TV, and following the ConsolidatedTime transaction is expected to head a corporation which will operate WFBM-AMTV
Feb. and
18]. WTCN-AM-TV [Closed Circuit,
Dedication of New Offices
For WBKB (TV) Set for May

THOSE who helped dedicate new studios of WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa., [B«T, Feb.
25], are shown as they appeared in the televised ceremony. L to r: President-General
Manager Clair R. McCollough (at lectern), FCC Comrs. Rosel Hyde, Robert T.
Bartley, John C. Doerfer, T.A.M. Craven and Chmn. George C. McConnaughey;
Col. J. Hale Steinman and John F. Steinman, owners of Lancaster-based Steinman
stations; NARTB President Harold Fellows; The Rev. James E. Wagner, president of
the Evangelical & Reformed Church (International); the Rev. Bernard V. Mattern,
director of radio and television apostolate, Catholic Diocese of Harrisburg, Pa., and
Rabbi M. N. Friedman of York, Pa.
accepted the Time Inc. offer last December
subject to stockholder ratification [B«T,
Dec. 24, 1956]. Approval by the stockholders had been considered virtually certain.
Applications for FCC approval of the
transfer are expected to be filed within
a week or ten days.
In the transfer Time Inc. is acquiring
WFBM-AM-TV Indianapolis, WTCN-AMTV Minneapolis-St. Paul, WOOD-AM-TV

WHAT'S

NEW

"DAMETIME"

WITH
TELEVISION?
■m

st nr H7

mm

u
ASK

THE

COLONEL!

— The PGW Colonel has just —
written a book on the subject of daytime viewing. Not
a very long book, but one
that should be very interesting to the advertisers of
soaps and soups and such
. . . that are sold to women.
Peters,

Griffin,

WOODWAED,
TELEVISION

we.
SALES

\^ 250 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. J
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Grand Rapids, and two subsidiary companies, Lansmore Corp. (real estate firm)
and Artists Inc. The Bitner group is retaining WFDF Flint, Mich.
In a separate transaction, Time Inc. and
Wayne Coy have sold their KOB-AM-TV
Albuquerque to KSTP Inc. for $1.5 million,
also subject to FCC approval, so that upon
acquisition of the Consolidated properties
Time Inc.'s interests would not exceed FCC's
multiple ownership limits. Time Inc. already owns KLZ-AM-TV Denver and holds
80% of KDYL-AM-FM and KTVT (TV)
Salt Lake City, in addition to its co-ownership of the KOB stations with Mr. Coy.
Mr. Coy is currently president and general
FOREIGN

TONGUES

THE LARGE NUMBER of foreign language broadcasts over U. S. radio stations
has diminished only slightly, since last
year's Broadcasting • Telecasting survey of such broadcasts. The latest figures
are published in the 1957 Broadcasting
Yearbook-Marketbook, now in the mail
to subcribers.
Non-English programming takes up approximately 4,100 hours weekly of the
country's total broadcast time. Last year's
total was about 4,500. There are some
newcomers — including Carpathian and
Macedonian — to the list of languages,
and some tongues — Latvian, Welsh and
others — no longer can be heard on domestic air, according to the report.
Most popular on the 545 stations that
program in languages other than English
is Spanish, which accounts for roughly
2,600 hours weekly of the 4,100 total.
Ranking next, but far behind the overwhelming favorite, are Polish and Italian,
which each account for nearly 400 hours
weekly. Some 160 hours of French and
110 hours of German are heard in this
country each week.
Other languages heard on U. S. airwaves range from Albanian to Croatian,

16

FORMAL dedication of the new headquarters in the State-Lake Bldg. for ABC's
WBKB (TV) Chicago has been set for May
16, with Leonard H. Goldenson, president
of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc., presiding over ceremonies.
WBKB is to move its offices from the 16th
floor
Bldg. of the Kemper (Civic) Bldg. and from
the 24th and 25th floor of the Daily News
Work was progressing last week on an
executive suite and other quarters in preparation for WBKB's occupancy of three
floors in the building March 31. In process
of installation are equipment racks to house
switching units, distributing and intercommunication facilities, and control room consoles, plus an audience studio.
Executive suite on the 10th floor includes
reception room, vice president's and general
manager's offices, conference room, treasurer's office and a secretary's anteroom.
Station Opens Honolulu Office
KUAM-AM-TV Agana, Guam, has opened
a Honolulu office in the Bishop Bank Bldg.,
it was announced by H. Richard Maguire,
managing director of the Guam stations.
FLOOD

U. S. AIR

from Hindustani to Maltese, Ukrainian to
Ute to Zuni.
Foreign-language listeners continue to
be found, according to 1957 figures, in the
expected places: French is Louisiana and
upper New England, German in Pennsylvania and Wisconsin, Portuguese on the
coasts, Spanish in the Southwest and
Italian and Polish in industrial centers.
American Indians can hear tribal tongues
on southwest stations. But only three of
the five Indian languages reported in last
year's survey survive on the air. Navajo,
Ute and Zuni were reported this year but
Apache and Hopi apparently are no
longertom orbroadcast
beyond range of the tomsmoke signal.
The complete list of foreign languages
reported to be on the air: Albanian,
Arabic, Armenian, Basque, Bavarian, Bohemian, Carpathian, Chinese, Croatian,
Czech, Dutch, Finnish, French, German,
Greek, Hindustani, Hungarian, Irish,
Italian, Japanese, Lebanese, Lithuanian,
Macedonian, Maltese, Navajo, Polish,
Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Scandinavian, Serbian, Slovak, Slovenian, Spanish, Swedish, Syrian, Ukrainian, Ute, Yiddish, Yugoslav and Zuni.
Broadcasting
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r
A. R. B.
'.11956
NOVEMBER
%

OCTOBER 1 3 56

MON THRU FRI.

MORNINGS
AFTERNOONS

..5%

mon thru fri

^0
EVENINGS

>.9%

sun. thru sat.

Evenings

Looking through our "stereoscope" is like
looking through rose-colored glasses,because it always tells the same old
sweet story of Channel 10 supremacy!
Combined ARB and PULSE
Share of Audience

OPERATED SHARE TIME BY WHEC-TV-WVET-TV

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

KKVISION
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answers Action Committee

• Charges license revocation try
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SCHEDULES
LUTHER
FILM
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THE "Martin Luther" film is scheduled by
WISN-TV Milwaukee for showing this Friday night (March 8) in an apparently peaceful atmosphere, but WGN Inc. charged in a
filed reply before the FCC that the Protestant Action Committee was seeking to revoke the license and close down WGN-TV
Chicago for cancelling a scheduled showing
of the movie last December [B»T. Dec. 24,
1956, et seq].
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added that "there's been no reaction to it
here and we don't expect any trouble."
The movie is to be shown Friday on the
station's 10:30-12 midnight film feature slot
under the sponsorship of Towne Commercial Sales Inc., a subsidiary of Towne Realty
Co., Mr. Soell said.
In an answer filed by its Washington attorneys before the FCC last Friday (March
1), WGN Inc. termed the protest petition
filed by the Action Committee for Freedom
of Religious Expression some two weeks ago
[B«T, Feb. 25] "prohibited by the Communications Act of 1934 and entirely unwarranted."
The Action Committee's petition asked
the FCC to order WGN to file a license renewal application and to order a hearing
on
WGN's application
construction
permit. for license to cover its
WGN charges in its reply to the petition
that the Action Committee is trying to have
the FCC revoke the station's license and
close it down "simply because of its failure
to present a particular program demanded
by
a particular
religious
" The group
reply
further
asserts that
the sect.
Protestant

'51

<
—
<£I/)
Q D

45

"We do' not find the film morally objectionable or technically inadequate, and these
are the standards by which we judge all motion pictures shown on the station." declared
John B. Soell, general manager of WISNTV. *4
5
A spokesman at the Milwaukee Archdiocese Chancery office said "scheduling of
the
film
will drawChurch
no protest"
from Soell
the
Roman Catholic
and Mr.

"wishes to compel WGN-TV
film at an early date" rather
it for not showing the movie
Basis of the filed reply is

The any
Action
Committee's
petitionindoes
not(1)claim
religious
discrimination
the
tv
station's
programming
and
WGN
affirms
that there has been none;

o

(2) The Committee does not claim there
was any program imbalance and WGN states
overall programming balance has been
maintained;
(3) WGN
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reiterates that the Communica-

EUGENE J. ROTH, president of
KONO-AM-FM-TV San Antonio,
Tex., throws the switch that put San
Antonio's fourth television station on
the air. Behind him are other officers
of the new tv operation (1 to r): Jack
Roth, assistant general manager; James
M. Brown, vice president-general manager, and Bob Roth, secretary of the
board and commercial manager. Jack
and Bob Roth are the president's sons.
KONO-TV operating at 316 kw, is
affiliated with ABC.
censorship;
tions Act denies FCC the power of program
(4) The station denies that its decision to
cancel the film was a violation of policy relating to carrying programs dealing with
controversial questions or public issues.
WGN explained its cancellation of the
movie Dec. 19 by noting that Ward Quaal,
the station's general manager decided "it
would not be in the public interest to telecast to Chicagoland homes during the
Christmas season a program which might be
regarded as a derogation or criticism of the
beliefs of any religious group."
Whereas Kenneth Douty, executive director of the Illinois ACLU and F. Raymond
Marks Jr., a member of the Chicago ACLU,
are listed on the petition, the Chicago station noted that the radio-television panel of
the ACLU national office decided Feb. 5
"that the national ACLU should not intervene ... in support of the petition, and that
it should not make any accusation of cenMeanwhile,
Chicago Rabbinical Assn.
sorship againstthe
WGN-TV."
last week joined the Protestant Committee
in Aprotesting
WGN's cancellation.
Feb. 27 editorial
in the Chicago Daily
News questioned the wisdom of the Action
Committee's attempt before the FCC to have
WGN-TV's license revoked, adding that "the
licensing system in radio and television is
itself a long-range threat to freedom."
"In the government-controlled field, a license should never be revoked just because
some manager made a decision that many
people
in part. consider wrong," the editorial said
The Daily News editorial also quoted the
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Edward M. Burke, chancellor of the Catholic Archdiocese of Chicago,
as denying that the church had any official
part in the cancellation of Martin Luther by
WGN-TV.
Broadcasting
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WHIO

service?

-ask

our

264

active

accounts!

They'll tell you that WHIO -TV not only covers
41 counties in 3 states, but that we also cover
every base when it comes to customer service —
AM and TV both! How else can you build an
active, satisfied account list of 207 local and 57
national accounts?
Lots of our advertisers and their agencies
depend on our check-lists — they're that thorough. They know that when the chips are down,
time is important, delay is costly — and every
department here can be depended on for quick,
positive action. When

it comes to handling

spots, changing copy, supplying availabilities or
market information, or special continuity, production or traffic problems — we're with them!
Our team has the best in physical assets, too
— photo laboratory, art sudio, addressograph,
multilith, new cameras. Plus coverage. Ask
George P. Hollingbery, National Rep de Luxe,
for information.
WHIO -TV DECEMBER

PULSE

RATINGS

15 of first 15 top-rated shows.
6 out of first 10 multi-weekly shows.

CHANNEL
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Storer Names
McMurray
Dir. of National Sales
APPOINTMENT of Maurice E. McMurray
as national sales director of Storer Broadcasting Co. was announced last Thursday by
Stanton P. Kettler, vice president in charge
of operations. He
succeeds the late
Bob Wood as head
of all national sales
for Storer.
Mr. McMurray
entered broadcasting in 1939 at
WHO Des Moines.
Between 1948 and
1953 he served with
C. E. Hooper Inc..
CBS-TV and NBCTV. He joined
MR. McMURRAY
Storer Broadcasting
in November 1953 as sales manager of
WJBK-TV, Detroit. With expansion of the
national sales office in New York in 1956,
Mr. McMurray was transferred there and
shortly thereafter was named to represent
WJW-TV Cleveland and WJBK-TV.
During World War II, he served with the
Army Air Forces as a captain in public
relations in Washington and in China.
Storer stations are WAGA-AM-FM-TV
Atlanta; WGBS-AM-FM-TV Miami, Fla.;
WJBK-AM-FM-TV Detroit; WSPD-AMFM-TV Toledo, Ohio; WBRC-AM-TV Birmingham, Ala.; WJW-AM-TV Detroit;
WWVA-AM-FM Wheeling, W. Va. and
KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore.
Dore to Rep. Tobacco Network
BOB DORE Assoc., new station representative firm organized by Mr. Dore with headquarters at250 Park Ave., (Yukon 6-6899),
New York, has been named by the 10-station
Tobacco Network as national representative. Mr. Dore formerly was account executive with Forjoe Inc. The firm has been
elected to membership in Station Representatives Assn. and expects to open offices or
name affiliates in Chicago, Los Angeles and
San Francisco.
Cameraman Sues Dallas Firm
WBAP-TV Ft. Worth cameraman Ken
Martin has filed a $5,000 suit in Dallas court
against Dallas Power & Light Co. charging
that two employes of that firm twisted his
arms and took away his camera as he filmed
efforts to revive a shock victim. Mr. Martin
charged the power company with negligence
in instructing its employes to forbid picture
taking of accidents and in employing personnel who would take forcible action to
prevent pictures from being taken. Mr. Martin's camera was returned later.
WCAR

WEEK
CHANNEL
PEORIA,

ILLINOIS

Fred C. Mueller, General
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Detroit Moves

Location

WCAR Detroit (formerly WCAR Pontiac,
Mich.) last week moved into new studios
and offices in Detroit's Masonic Temple. The
station presently is installing a new 50 kw
transmitter, with completion scheduled for
early this month. WCAR now operates 18
hours daily with 10 kw.
Broadcasting
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by
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using
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single
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For your complete equipment package, for
help in planning, and for technical service —
RCA can give you everything you need.
From RCA you can get a full line of equipment—from microphone to antenna— designed to fill the widest range of station
requirements. The practical assistance of
RCA station-trained engineers is available
for complete planning of your installation.
And through the facilities of RCA Service
Company, Inc., you can get technical field
service in strategic locations throughout
the country.

source

assistance

One source for all your station requirements
means faster service and delivery to meet
your specialized needs . . . pre-releasing if
necessary. By coming to RCA, all your
sources are coordinated automatically—
you don't have to make all these time-wasting arrangements yourself. You can get
on-air faster . . . stay on-air longer ... reduce costly off-air time. And the many
benefits will be reflected in increased profits
throughout your entire operation. Why
not call your RCA Broadcast Representative today?

your first source of help in station planning

RADIO

V
Tmk(s) ®

CORPORATION

of

AMERICA

Broadcast and Television Equipment • Camden, N. J.
In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal

STATIONS
KETV (TV) Plant Dedicated;
Prophecies Go Into Cornerstone
AS national and local dignitaries looked on
last Tuesday morning, Sigurd S. Larmon,
president of Young & Rubicam Inc., placed a
television set and other mementoes of 1957
in the cornerstone of the plant being built
by KETV (TV) Omaha.
The ceremonies dedicated KETV studios
under construction at 27th and Douglas Sts.
in Omaha. The building is expected to cost
in excess of half a million dollars. Constance
H. Cowdery, daughter of President Ben H.
Cowdery of the Herald Corp., KETV permittee, laid the cornerstone, to be opened
in 2,007 A.D. Besides the 9-in. GE tv set,
accompanied by a prophecy by GE's Dr.
W. R. G. Baker [B»T, Feb. 25], the stone
carried rosters of Omaha organizations, current news and business papers and prophecies by national leaders.
Prophets included, besides Mr. Larmon
and Dr. Baker: FCC Chmn. George C. McConnaughey and Comr. T. A. M. Craven;
Attorney General Herbert Brownell Jr.;
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff of NBC; Interior
Secretary Fred Seaton; Commerce Secretary
Sinclair Weeks; Postmaster Gen. Arthur E.
Summerfield; Pres. Harold E. Fellows of
NARTB; Campbell Arnoux, president of
WTAR-AM-TV Norfolk, Va., and chairman
of the NARTB Tv Board; W. D. Rogers Jr.,
president of KDUB-AM-TV Lubbock, Tex.
and chairman of Television Bureau of Ad-

EUGENE S. THOMAS (r), general manager of KETV (TV) Omaha, receives the
television set that will be tuned in 2,007
A.D., if present day hopes are realized.
Encased in plastic, the nine-in. set was
flown to Omaha by GE to be placed in
the KETV building cornerstone at ceremonies last Tuesday (see story). Ensuring
safe delivery of the destined antique are
(I to r) United Airlines Flight Officer A. E.
Lang, Stewardess Lu Willett, Jack Petrik,
KETV's chief engineer, and Mr. Thomas.
vertising; Sol TaishofT, editor-publisher of
B»T; Frederic R. Gamble, president, American Assn. of Advertising Agencies; Walt
Disney; ABC Vice President John Daly;
Mayor John Rosenblatt of Omaha, and
others representing business, entertainment,
government, and other pursuits.
Eugene S. Thomas, general manager of
KETV, summarized prophecies for onlookers at the ceremony. The Advertising Club
of Omaha saluted the station with a special
luncheon meeting, addressed by Mr. Larmon (see condensed text, page 38). Station
management expects to put KETV on the
air in late summer or early fall, depending
on progress of construction.
Quick
Gets

1,048,342
WOMEN
are actually watching "Dametime" programs on the Television Stations represented by
PGW.

For full details and
latest availabilities

ASK

THE

Peters,

COLONEL!
Griffin,

Woodward,
TELEVISION

inc.
SALES

\^ 250 Park Ave., New York, N.Y.
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KTLA
Hearing

(TV)

Action

on Air

FAST THINKING by Gil Martyn, news director of KTLA (TV) Los Angeles, gave
viewers a chance to watch the full proceedlast week's
hearings on
of collection
the State
Senateings ofInterim
Committee
agencies, private detectives and scandal magazines, which opened Wednesday with the
testimony of singer Frank Sinatra concerning the misdirected raid staged by Joe DiMaggio in his attempt to collect evidence
against his former wife, Marilyn Monroe,
testimony which another member of the
raiding party promptly denied.
Mr. Martyn on Tuesday decided that tv
coverage of the three-day hearing, held
Wednesday-Friday in Los Angeles, would be
a public service, so he called State Sen. Fred
H. Kraft, chairman of the committee, in
San Diego and secured exclusive telecast
rights for KTLA. The station had three
cameras on the scene when the hearings
opened at 10 a.m. Wednesday to give full
coverage of the session until its conclusion
at about 4 that afternoon. Same full coverage was continued Thursday and Friday and
is to keep going this week if the hearing is
still going on.
KTLA's commercial staff also got busy
and on Wednesday morning sold sponsor-

ship to Juneau Agency for two real estate
clients, Evergreen Acres of La Verne and
College Grove Ranchos of Pomona.
The week before the KTLA coverage of
the state senate committee hearing, KPIX
(TV) San Francisco, on Feb. 20, covered
90 minutes of the final public hearing held
by the State Senate Interim Committee on
the rapid transit bill, a measure of great
interest to the San Francisco area, which
KPIX claims was the first time a remote
telecast had ever been made of a California
senate committee in that city. Hearing climaxed nearly a year's crusade by KPIX,
which last May began an editorial drive to
promote the need for rapid transit in the
San Francisco area. Since then, KPIX has
presented six documentary programs, backed
up by an intensive station promotion which
included the purchase of radio time for spot
announcements. Between the first three documentaries, broadcast at the beginning of the
campaign, and the last three, put on just
before the final hearings, KPIX presented
three discussion programs on the issue. Kinescopes were offered to organizations for use
at meetings to discuss rapid transit and were
used by 25 groups.
Fire Destroys WMMW
Meriden;
Broadcasts Not Interrupted
A fire last Tuesday destroyed the building
in which WMMW Meriden, Conn., was
housed, but the station broadcast without
interruption from its transmitter site. An
estimate of the damages was not immediately available from the station, but a
spokesman said "all equipment and facilities
The destroyed."
fire broke out at 1 :30 a.m. EST and
were
personnel were awakened to erect temporary
broadcasting facilities at the transmitter location two miles from the downtown area.
The station went on the air as scheduled at
6:30 a.m. with equipment borrowed from
radio stations in the area, according to a
WMMW spokesman.
POWER

OF SUGGESTION?

FRANK SINATRA'S "Deep in a
Dream" record was music to his ears,
and lulled to sleep marathon disc
jockey Ray Starr of WJAN Spartanburg, S. C, at 4:45 a.m. Feb. 20, ending a record-breaking 166 hours, 45
minutes of non-stop broadcasting.
The 240-pound disc jockey, who
staved off sleep for nearly seven days
to raise more than $2,300 for the
Spartanburg school lunch program,
broke the 154-hour mark set Jan. 27
by Bruce Allen of KBLI Black Foot,
Idaho.
With the aid of fried chicken livers
and 230 cups of hot tea, Mr. Starr
stayed awake until slumber overcame
him with Mr. Sinatra's record.
Efforts of station officials to revive
him failed, and the disc jockey was
rushed by ambulance to a hospital,
where he was expected to sleep for
four or five days.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

Nothing

Else

Like

It

In

Louisville!

ff

ff
DIAL

WAVE'S

WAKE

UP

MONITOR

WITH

(6 a.m.

970

FORMAT!

WAVE

— 9 a.m.)

Wake Up With WAVE is DIAL 970's earlymorning feature, bringing Louisvillians
everything they need to know to start
the day. WAVE's popular Foster Brooks
is at the mike . . . friendly, relaxed,
informal.
Wake Up With WAVE is a happy blend
of recorded music, newscasts every half
hour, weather and traffic reports, school
closings and farm news. Highly successful
new feature is a beeper phone report
every quarter hour from Police, Headquarters giving specific when-and-where
details about accidents, traffic jams, fires,
icy roads, etc.

Other

Coordinated

DIAL

970

Complementing

DIAL 970-WAVE'S DYNAMIC NEW RADIO
SERVICE FOR A DYNAMIC NEW LOUISVILLE

Programs
MONITOR

CAROUSEL Fun and facts for busy Louisville homemakers. Club news, interviews, book reviews and
music.
ROAD SHOW Riding with Louisvillians in their
cars — getting them home relaxed and informed.
Music, news, weather and traffic reports, time,

WAVE
5000 WATTS

•

NBC AFFILIATE

LOUISVILLE
SPOT

sports and humor.
NIGHT BEAT The pulse of Louisville after dark.
Direct local news. Direct local sports round-up.
Music and world news. Human-interest features.

SALES

Exclusive National Representatives
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STATIONS
FAB

KULA-AM-TV

Appoints Three

In Separation of Radio-Tv
KULA-AM-TV Honolulu has separated its
radio and television operations, with the
promotion of three key staff members, according to Jack Burnett, executive vice
president of Television Corp. of America
and general manager of the stations.
Robert Denison and Ted Scott have been
appointed co-managers of KULA radio,
with Mr. Denison directing sales and Mr.
Scott handling all programming and operations.
Arthur Sprinkle, formerly assistant manager in charge of operations for both stations, has been named manager of KULATV.

MORE

THAN

ONE

MILLION

HOURS

Mr. Denison joined KULA as a part-time
announcer while still an instructor at the
U. of Hawaii, and has served in all phases
of the station's operations since that time.
Mr. Scott came to KULA from Santa Barbara, Calif., one year later as a staff announcer, and also has held many positions
in the station.

IN THE MAKING

JelePrompIsr MOD
V !
MOD V Tf If PROMPTER f OUIPMENI . ..COMPlETUt NEW
EYE-LET SYNCHRONIZATION SYSTEM ... MASTER CONTROLS ... DUAL
11 HAND CONTROLS . . . INDUSTRY CAMERA MOUNTS ... GREATER FLEXIBILITY!

In January 1954, three months before
KULA-TV began operations, Mr. Sprinkle
joined the tv station after resigning as acting
program director for KPHO Phoenix, Ariz.,
where he had worked for nearly four years.
Prior to his work with KPHO, he had been
with KUTC Tuscon, Ariz.
Mr. Burnett will continue to direct national
spot sales for both the radio and tv station.

311 West 43rd St., New York 36, N.Y. • JUdson 2-3800
HERBERT W. HOBLER, V. Pres. Sales JAMES BLAIR, Eapt. Sales Mgr.
LOS ANGELES • CHICAGO • WASHINGTON, D.C. * PHILADELPHIA
DETROIT • MIAMI • TORONTO • LONDON
BETTER

Seattle Cultural Group Formed;

BALANCED
MUSIC
PROGRAMMING
Harry Waterhouse,
Dir. of WCMR,
diana writes:

Prog.

Elkhart, In-

"In our city . . . the band instrument capital of the world . . .
and in the surrounding area
where the instrument workers
live . . . people know their
music.
"And we know at WCMR that
they like the music they get
from the SESAC Library.
"We use a lot of band selections
of course, and SESAC concert
music is used heavily too, but
all of that well-balanced library
gets a good going-over during
the course of a broadcast week.
"Yes, the music-lovers' station
and its music-loving listeners
really go for the B and C of the
SESAC service . . . and the rest
of the SESAC alphabet, too.
"As far as I'm concerned, B-BP (Better Balanced Programming) means Best Buy for Program Directors."
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Seeks to Open New Fm Station
PROFESSIONAL and businessmen and
housewives in Seattle, Wash., have formed a
cultural organization to sponsor the opening
of a non-profit fm station, which would
feature music, drama, poetry, criticism, and
children's fare.
Fine Arts on the Air Inc., the new sponsoring group, is expected soon to file an
application with the FCC for the fm station. The organization's prime objective is
"to have a fine, cultural radio station operating in the Seattle area on a permanent
The group hopes to have 150 to 300
owners for the station, each subscribing
$100. Advertising will be expected to pay
the station's operating costs "after we get
basis." said Stanley Worswick, attorney
rolling,"
and president of Fine Arts on the Air Inc.
Target date for broadcasting is Jan. 1, 1958,
Mr. Worswick said. Other officers for the
orgnization are David Pinel, vice president
and secretary, and Harvey Manning, treasurer.
WCWC

Construction Set

CONSTRUCTION of studio and transmitter
facilities for WCWC Ripon, Wis., is scheduled to begin this month, with an on-the-air
target slated for early July, according to
John F. Monroe Jr., vice president of Central Wisconsin Co.
Broadcasting
Telecasting
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"I just thought

it would

make

you

feel better
I

to know

that

I'm

satisfied

with

what

I bought."

1
■J

The products that satisfy most are the brands that have made a name
for themselves. That's why advertisers in this magazine are good names
to know. They're proud of their brands 'cause they satisfy so.

Tm always satisfied most

"Isold
MANUFACTURER

with a Brand that's
made a Name for itself!"

DEALER

it!
Brand

Broadcasting

Names

• Telecasting
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CUSTOMER
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WFLA

Clyde R. Spitzner, commercial manager,
WIP Philadelphia, named to station's board
of directors. He
succeeds Raymond
Filske, retired.

Radio

Covers
C. J. (Chet) Kreidler, KDYL Salt
Lake City, Utah,
Florida's 2nd Market

Best !

named head cal-of
national salelos

DELAWARE Gov. J. Caleb Boggs (r)
presses the button to begin officially
separate fm service for WDEL-FM
Wilmington as Harvey C. Smith,
WDEL-AM-FM manager, looks on.
New musical format is called "WDELFM Golden Proeram Service."

>n POPULATION
THE TAMPA — ST. PETERSBU RG
METROPOLITAN MARKET
nd

IS

IN FLORIDA

2
th

Arthur Tolchin Elected President
OF WMGM Broadcasting Corp.
ARTHUR M. TOLCHIN, director of
WMGM, New York, has been elected vice
president of the WMGM Broadcasting
Corp., new operating company. Change of
corporate name was authorized by the FCC
last week. WMGM, 35 years old next year,
began
as WHNBldg.atop
the changed
famous Loew's
State Theatre
WHN
its call
letters to WMGM in 1948 when it moved to
711 Fifth Ave., the former home of NBC.
WMGM announced local and national business this year is running 25 to 33V^%
ahead of last year.
Mr. Tolchin has been with WMGM for
20 years and became assistant director of
sales in 1945 and director of sales in 1951.
He was appointed director of WMGM in
1954.

AND
IN AMERICA!
35
WFLA Radio covers TAMPA - ST. PETERSBURG metropolitan market — Florida's
SECOND MARKET — where population has
jumped 63% in the last ten years.'
WFLA reaches more than a quarter of a
million radio homes in a busy 11 -county trade
area.
all! inForpercentage
three yearsof
FloridaBut
has that's
led thenotnation
increased traffic volume — car radios are an
important addition to the WFLA audience.
It's a big,
able-to-buy
marketeconomy
— a doublebarreled
market
with a basic
of year
'round industrial and agricultural production
supplemented by millions of tourist dollars!
To reach more radio listeners, more often
in Florida's SECOND MARKET — spot your
product on WFLA!
(Figures from Consumer Markets)
The Tampa Tribune Stations

REPRESENTATIVE APPOINTMENTS
WINZ Miami, appoints Edward Petry &
Co., N. Y.
WPTV

National Representatives — JOHN BLAIR & CO.
Southeastern Representative
HARRY E. CUMMINGS, Jacksonville, Florida
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Lynn E. Knox, film broadcast sales, WHASTV Louisville, to WINT (TV) Ft. Wayne,
Ind., as local-regional sales manager.
John P. Sholar, account executive,
WNOKTV Columbia,
S.C.,
named
sales manLouis
ager. J. Volpicelli,
formerly rector,
staff
diCBS and
ABC in N. Y., to
WSUN-TV

St. Petersburg, Fla., as

production manager.
Frederic
L. Karch,
producer - writer,
WCAU Philadelphia, named to newly-created post of operations program manager.
MR. sholar

Joe Cella, regional editor-production supervisor of Cincinnati (Ohio) office, Tv Guide,
to WLW-AM-TV, same city, as manager of
press relations.
J. C. Hauser Jr., account executive, KOTV
(TV) Tulsa, Okla., named assistant commercial manager.

(TV) West Palm Beach, Fla., appoints Blair Tv Assoc., N. Y.

Ed Wallis, advertising-promotion manager,
KYW-AM-TV Cleveland, named sales man-

KBIX Muskogee, Okla., appoints BurnSmith Co., N. Y.

succeeding
agerdio,
of KYW
raJohn Mcintosh, re-

KABQ

signed.
Hal Kennedy, announcer, KKTV

Albuquerque, N. M., appoints National Time Sales.

Joseph K. Fletcher, account executive,
WCAU-TV Philadelphia, to Peters, Griffin,
Woodward, N. Y., in similar capacity.

(TV) Colorado
Springs,
named
sales Colo.,
service
director.

REPRESENTATIVE SHORTS
Donald Cooke Inc., moves its Chicago office
from 228 North La Salle St. to 205 West
Wacker Dr., effective after March 18.

wfla
%■ — •
L.
NBC iFFiuin

Jack Metzel, formerly midwest
sales manager at
SPITZNER
Heating Publishers
Inc., Chicago, to
WBBM Chicago as account executive.

STATION PEOPLE
Mrs. Edward H. Butler, president, Buffalo
(N. Y.) Evening News, elected vice president
of WBEN-AM-FM-TV Buffalo.

Dan Lesmeister,

v\R. wallis formerly with
(TV) Rapid
Milwaukee as film editor, toWKIX
KOTA-TV
City, S. D., as tv director.
J. Michael Prelee, editor-in-chief of Newsreel for WBBW Youngstown, Ohio, named
news-special events director.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

ESSO

RESEARCH

Smoothing

the

way

works

wonders

for your

with

oil

call

"^""^'""S
Important calls like this go through quickly and surely, thanks to an elaborate central 1 switching
mechanism. A special lubricant developed by Esso Research keeps it working.
Delicately brushed on, it helps the mechanism make split-second connections.
(€sso)
Because it stays on for many months, there's less chance of a breakdown
to interrupt your call. Again ESSO
RESEARCH
works wonders with oil. ^
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STATIONS
Joe Loughlin, news staff, WLAC-TV
ville, Tenn., named news director.

MANUFACTURING
Nash-

Jack Perkins, newsman, WGAR Cleveland,
and George Grant, photographer, Cleveland
Press, that city, to WEWS (TV), same city,
as news editor and newsreel manager, respectively.
Malcolm McCormack, farm director, WBZ
Boston and WBZA Springfield, assigned to
additional post as morning news editor.
Jim Raymond, film editor of KOOL-TV
Phoenix, to KGO-TV San Francisco in similar capacity, succeeding Carl Ring, who has
joined KOVR (TV) Stockton, Calif.
John Tholen, news director-announcer,
KPIG Cedar Rapids, Iowa, to WPBC Minneapolis insimilar capacity.
Gene Bohi, formerly production staff member, KARD-TV Wichita, Kans., appointed
staff announcer.
Cathy Haines, commentator-hostess, and
Loonis McGlohon, pianist-music composer,
added to talent staff of WBT Charlotte,
N. C, with first assignment to daily audience
show, Studio Party.
William S. Lydle, WHDL Olean, N. Y., to
WSVA-AM-FM-TV Harrisonburg, Va.,
sales staff.
Donald E. Toland, formerly with KICD
Spencer, Iowa, to KOA Denver, announcing
staff.
Don Cherry, Columbia Records' recording
artist, signed by WBBM-TV Chicago for new
Don Cherry Show, Mon.-Fri., 10:45-11 p.m.
starting today (Monday).
Hamilton Shea, president, WSVA-AM-FMTV Harrisonburg, Va., named director
for Rockingham County in Shenandoah Valley Inc., agency which publicizes Shenandoah Valley for tourists and industry.
Norman Ross, commentator-disc jockey at
WGN-AM-TV Chicago, signed as toastmaster for Chicago Midwest Standford (U.)
Conference March 9.
Win Stracke, emcee of WBKB (TV) Chicago's Morning Spectacular, is featured artist in new folk song album ("Americana")
released by Bally Record Co.
Robert Light, promotion manager, Don Lee
Broadcasting System and Don Lee Television, L. A., father of boy, Jonathan Fraser,
Feb. 13.
in
NEW

ORLEANS
the

OK Negro Radio Buy

WBOff
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RCA

SALES

AGAIN

TOP

$1

BILLION

• Annual report shows volume to be 7% above that of 1955
• Actual earnings, however, drop 15.7%; large tax bill cited
RCA had a record business volume year
in 1956, the largest in a 37-year history and
exceeding the $1 billion mark in sales for
the second straight year, according to its
annual report released Wednesday by Brig.
Gen. David Sarnoff, chairman of the board.
Gen. Sarnoff reported sales and services
of $1,127,774,000, an increase of 7% over
the 1955 high. Net profits, both before and
after taxes, however, were lower, RCA's
earnings dropping 15.7% from 1955.
Net profit last year before federal income
taxes totaled $80,074,000, and after taxes,
$40,031,000, compared to respective figures
of $100,107,000 and $47,525,000 for 1955.
Earnings per share of common stock in
1956 were $2.65 contrasted to $3.16 for the
previous year.
reported that
RCA's tax
bill
forGen.
1956 Sarnoff
was $55,633,000
in federal
income
taxes, social security, property tax and other
state and local taxes; another $32,170,000
in excise taxes, or a total of $87,803,000,
equivalent to $6.31 per share. Dividends
totaling $23,965,000 were declared last
year, including $3.50 per share on preferred
and $1.50 per share on common the same
as in 1955.
Highlights of the report;
• Bullish look at color tv by Chairman
Sarnoff and Frank M. Folsom, formerly
president and now chairman of the executive committee of the board. They jointly
predicted more color sets, more programs
and cited an increase last year in the sale
of RCA color transmitting and studio equipment.
• 1956 was the second largest in sales of
black-and-white receivers and RCA "again
led the field" in sales of monochrome sets.
• NBC's total tv billings increased 22%

over the previous year as the network in
1956 enjoyed its highest revenue in history.
• NBC's radio and tv operations sold
$286,415,000 in products and services for
RCA, or 25.4% of the total last year,
compared to $246,173,000 or 23.3% of the
total in 1955.
In the rundown on color, Gen. Sarnoff
and Mr. Folsom noted that this year will
bring "increased activity" with more color
programs broadcast, more people buying
color sets and an expansion into fields other
than broadcasting, such as medical industrial
and educational tv.
"Because of the progress achieved by
RCA in 1956, it seems reasonable to expect
that some other manufacturers will enter
the color tv field," they said. And, "competition in color programs and in sales of color
sets will accelerate growth of the industry."
They noted that the "goal" for RCA this
year in color is to step up both production
and sales of sets, while increasing the number of shows on the air, attracting more
sponsors to the medium and encouraging
others in the industry to enter the field.
In referring to an increase in the sale of
its color transmitting and studio equipment.
RCA stated that at the close of the year
242 out of approximately 490 tv stations
on the air were equipped for network color
and that "many of these" were completely
RCA-equipped.
The report observed that the RCA Tube
Div. last year produced and marketed a
larger number of electron tubes than in
any previous year, while adding 75 new tube
types; RCA Victor Distributing Corp. exceeded its 1955 sales by 23% last year,
and RCA Victor enjoyed its "greatest year."

NEW DEVICE TO FILM TELECASTS
LATEST development in the effort to
The compact unit was devised last
produce high grade film simultaneously
June by Warren R. Smith, president of
with live telecast is a device called Telehis own film production-laboratory firm,
Cam.
and Robert Ferber, then a 21 -year-old
senior student at the U. of Pittsburgh.
The brain child of two young PittsFour months after they made the original
burgh technicians, who claim unusual
clarity for their 1 6mm film product, Teledrawings, Tele-Cam units were in use at
Cam attaches to the tv camera in 20 educational station WQED (TV) Pittsminutes and uses a common lens-turret.
burgh. Encyclopedia Britannica Films
has used the units to film a series of
Tele-Cam attributes an exceptionally
sharp color or black-and-white film to a physics lectures telecast by WQED, and
they are scheduled for showing this
split-beam principle which overcomes
month in Chicago high schools.
the 525-line barrier imposed on kinescope
and tape reproductions. This principle
The first version of Tele-Cam was deutilizes about 15% of light in transmissigned for use with RCA equipment. The
sion of the live image and up to 80%
second model, slated for mass producin the film camera, with percentages varition, will be adaptable to DuMont and
able to suit different conditions. Two
GE cameras, Tele-Cam Inc. says. Elements of the system are base plate,
Tele-Cam units used in conjunction with
focussing turret mounting plate, beam
two tv cameras can turn out a filmed
half-hour show ready for printing within
splitter, optical system and 16mm film
10 hours. A separate kinescope is used
camera, The firm is handling distribution
as an editing guide.
on a lease basis.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

BOSTON, MASS. • WGLV-TV, EASTON, PA.
LAFAYETTE, LA. - KCCC-7V, SACRAMENTO,
VGAN-TV, PORTLAND, ME. • WGBH-TV,
^NN. • WHYN-TV, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
WIRE • WWLP, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
RANTON, PA. • WHCT-TV, HARRISWm
• VVTTG, WASHINGTON, D.C.
/PBN-TV, TRAVERSE CITY, MICH.

WATR-TV, WATERBURY, CONN. • WBZMg
KUHT-TV, HOUSTON, TEXAS • KLFY-TV
CALIF. • WABI-TV, BANGOR, MAIN
BOSTON, MASS. • WGTH-TV, HARTFC
WMUR-TV. MANCHESTER, NEW HAt
WPTZ, PLATTSBURC, N. Y. • WAR//
BURG, PA. • WDB1-TV, ROANC
WKNX-TV. SAGINAW, MICHIC
WTAP, PARKERSBURG, WEST f
CADILLAC, MICHIGAN • VVAG1GREENVILLE, S. C. • WFi.B-TV.pff
BILE, ALA. • WLAC-TV, NASH*
N. C. • KTIV. SIOUX CITY, Iff
HOLDREGE, NEBR. • KTVH, HUTC
INDIANA • KDUB-TV, LUBBOCK, \
FT. WORTH, TEXAS • KATV, PINE Bl%
KDWI-TV, TUSCON, ARIZONA • WD;,
B/A, MISSOURI • KHPL-TV, HAYES CE*
KFSA'TV, FORT SMITH. ARK. • KOAT-TV,
PORT, LA. • WrOW, BANGOR, ME. • WCBS
KVOO-7V, TULSA, OKLA. • W£WS, CLEVELAND, OHftS^
IDAHO • KFBC-7V, CHEYENNE, WYO. • K/D-TV, IDAHO /vt
SAN D/EGO, CALIFORNIA • KSAN-TV, SAN FRANCISCO, CM
KVVG, TULARE, CALIFORNIA • KLRJ-7V, LAS VEGAS, NEVADM j
DODGE, IOWA • KXJB-TV, FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA • Xfl
C
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WS/L-TV, HARRISBURG, ILLINOIS • KOSA-TV, ODESS/M '/AS VTRE-Tv
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1 'TVS, DETROIT, MICH. • WWTV,
| LANTA, GEORGIA • WFBS-TV,
| TEVILLE, N. C. • WKRG-TV, MOBjN. • W/TN, WASHINGTON.
I IA, CHAMPAIGNE, ILL. • KHOL-TV.
JN, KANSAS • WFIE, EVANSVILLE,
FDA-TV, AMARILLO, TEXAS • KFJZ-TV.
,RK. - KIEM-TV. EUREKA, CALIFORNIA
ARQUETTE, MICH. • KOMU-TV. COLUMiEB. • KALB-TV, ALEXANDRIA, LOUISIANA
QUERQUE, NEW MEXICO • KTBS-TV, SHREVENEW YORK • KTVX, MUSKOGEE, OKLAHOMA
pGTON, W. VA. • WJR, DETROIT, MICH. • KBO/-TV, BOISE,
ILLS, IDAHO • KTVW, TACOMA, WASHINGTON • KFSD-TV,
K ARIZONA • KVEC-TV, SAN LUIS OBISPO, CALIFORNIA
nNOX-TV, GRAND FORKS, NORTH DAKOTA • KQTV, FORT
a DENVER, COLORADO • WDXI-TV, 1ACKSON, TENN.
SMt-r. HOUSTON, TEXAS • KUHT, HOUSTON, TEXAS

by Television

MICROWAVE

RELAYS

OUTSELL

Stations

ALL OTHERS:

• Most complete line in the industry. Models for 6000, 7000
and 13,000 MC— portable and rack mounted.
• Simultaneous transmission of monochrome or full NTSC
color plus high fidelity audio.
• 100 milliwatts or one watt— you buy the power you need.
• Low initial and operating costs— unequalled dependability
and versatility.
PORTABLE OR RACK MOUNTED — Four compact units
in portable system; weight, 162 lbs. Rack-mounted
unit is designed for permanent installations.
RAYTHEON

For complete information on Raytheon's KTR series television
relays, please write Dept. 6120.

MANUFACTURING

COMPANY

Commercial Equipment Division, Waltham 54, Mass.
LET'S TALK DESIGN — AT THE nartb
A-3014
Broadcasting

Telecasting

SHOW

A-3014
'RAYTHEON'
Excellence in Electronics
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MANUFACTURING
history.
of
phonograph record sales in a 55-year
The report cited a total of 251 national
advertisers on NBC-TV last year, which was
hailed as "an all time record for any network." Of this number, 50 advertisers were
using network tv for the first time. Last
year, 36 advertisers sponsored regularlyscheduled color programs.

^
AT
HIS
FINGERTIP
This final move is the most important
Your client, your idea, your planning,
one for it vitalizes your efforts, deliveryour
spot
.
.
.'
all
are
dependent
upon
the move this hand makes now.
ing your message to Eastern North Carolina. Youright
needn'tone.worry.
move will
At WNCT this is an "old hand" skilled
be the
WNCTThe advertisers
know that!
through experience in precise production. With Emily Post-ish exactness,
this hand "does the right thing at the
right time" hundreds of times a day,
tyieeHvuu -kibe.
completing work initiated and developed by people he's never seen.

Other "highs" in RCA's record year of
business volume: RCA International Div.
was tops in 1 956 in the volume of export
business and RCA Communications Inc.
had its "most successful" year in 37 years
with sales for the latter over $23.5 million.
NBC-TV. the report stated, had 200 affiliates last year. 136 of them equipped to transmit network originated color programs,
while 45 affiliates (owned stations not included) can originate local color shows.
In the summary of products and services
sold during the year, RCA reported its
manufacturing operation had more than
$575.2 million in commercial sales, or 51%
of the total, and more than $240.1 million
or 21.3% of the total, in sales to the government; over $23.6 million in the radiotelegraph operations of RCA Communications,
or 2.1% of the total, and another 0.2%
from RCA Institutes. These compared to
NBC's contributing share of 25.4%.
GE

Adjusts

Prices

On

Broadcast

Gear

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. technical
products department, Syracuse, N. Y.,
yesterday (Sunday) announced a price adjustment on its complete line of radio and
television broadcast equipment. No figures
were revealed, but the company stated the
new prices would result in an estimated
10% overall increase to equip new stations

Who Said the Lion's
Share of Lehigh Valley
Pennsylvania
"ONE

is a

STATION"

DEAL?

THE

STORY
WHOL
of this important industrial
Allentown - Bethlehem market
is yours for the asking from your
Paul Raymer Representative or direct
,rom...
WHO
L

v>-""

Allentown, Pa

The "VIC" DIEHM RADIO GROUP
(The Best of Buys In Radio Represented by Paul H. Raymer Company)
WHOL
Allentown, Pa.
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• WIDE • WVDA
Biddeford-Saco,
MBS-Yankee Me

going on the air.
Both reductions and increases are being
made, Paul L. Chamberlain, broadcast
equipment marketing manager, said in his
announcement. New price schedules for
standard, vhf and uhf equipment are being
mailed to GE sales staff and broadcasters
across the country. Affected are high power
transmitters and antennas, studio cameras,
power supplies and other station gear.
Mr. Chamberlain said the price changes
reflect improvements emphasizing reduced
size and higher powered equipment with
remote controls. Last year's emphasis was
on automatic operation of tv and radio station equipment.
GE has held the price line up to now by
increasing manufacturing efficiency in the
face of rising costs of labor, supplies and
raw material, Mr. Chamberlain added. But
some increases now have been necessitated
by semi-custom methods required for heavy
broadcast equipment and the need for increased efforts in engineering research and
development. This need has been brought
about, he explained, by the trend toward
reduced size, lower operating costs and
higher power for station equipment through
introduction of semi-conductor devices such
as transistors and germanium products.
Broadcasting
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The Salvation Army

write

120 West 14th St., New York City, N. Y.
719 North State St., Chicago 10, III.
675 Seminole Avenue, N. E., Atlanta 6, Ga.
101 Valencia Street, San Francisco, Calif.
20 Albert Street, Toronto I, Ont., Canada
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"Wfest Texas
a, 1st carte
Come and get it! The rich heart of West
Texas — served up in ONE dish. Ingredients: KDUB-TV Lubbock market,
KPAR-TV Abilene-Sweetwater market and
KBST-TV Big Spring market (all CBS affil ates)You
. ' get more than 250,000 sets
at an economical combination rate. Yow
cover this giant area of the Southwest
with ONE time-saving, money-saving YES
to the KDUB stations' network. And remember — television is the undisputed
entertainment staple in this agriculturaloil industry area where per capita income ranks with the nations top.

IT'S THE SOUFHWEST'S "\
GIANT, ecowOMV-SEE
PACKAGE//--*'
k[dub

KDUB-TV
LUBBOCK,
TEXAS
KPAR-TV
ABILENE-SWEETWATER, TEXAS
KBST-TV
BIG
SPRING, TEXAS
iONAI REPRESENTATIVES THE BRANHAM COMPANY
President and Gen. Mar., W. D. "DUB" ROGERS
National Sales Mgr. E. A. "Ban" Hamtt
March 4, 1957
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Radio

Shipments

Exceed Total For '55
RADIO set shipments to dealers during 1956
increased by more than 1.3 million over
1955.
In releasing annual figures last Thursday,
the Radio-Electronics-Television Manufacturers Assn. reported that last year's shipments, excluding auto receivers, totaled 8,422,823 radios as compared to 7,076,722
receivers shipped in 1955. The 1956 figures
include 1 8,069 units sent to territories.
RETMA also compared radio shipments
of 1,544,987 during December of 1956 with
1,273,181 units in December of 1955. A
total of 797,011 radio sets went to dealers
in November of 1956.
The RETMA breakdown of radio set
shipments to dealers by states during 1956
follows:
Total
Total State
State
11,895
Nevada
Alabama 97,822
27,549
New Jersey
Hampshire
Arizona 47,096
New
316,883
Arkansas 46,459
New Mexico
26.620
California 865,430
New
York
Colorado 62,638
126.820
North Carolina ,287,424
Connecticut 127,021
17,636
Delaware 16,745 North Dakota
505,333
Dist. of Columbia 79,651 Ohio
77,858
Oklahoma
Florida 168,152
Georgia
Oregon
69,681
135,478
20,033
Pennsylvania
Idaho
665.035
50,568
Rhode
Island
Illinois
633,209
Indiana
South Carolina
151,141
Iowa
50,601
18,139
South
Dakota
85,132
114,118
Tennessee
Kansas
Texas
61,383
Kentucky
353,247
109,631
Utah
Louisiana
119,892
32,082
17,728
Maine
42,604 Vermont
165,070
136,721
Virginia
Maryland
124,800
Washington
Massachusetts 321,305
Weft Virginia
Michigan
62,018
376,727
Minnesota
151,764
115,254 Wisconsin
Wyoming
Mississippi
52,140
9.965
Missouri
181,907
Grand Total 8,422.823
Montana
23,012
Nebraska
51,337
Sales Are Up, Profits Down,
Motorola Head Tells Analysts
A NOTE of pessimism on tv set manufacturing was sounded in New York last week
as Robert W. Galvin, president of Motorola,
estimated his firm's net for last year should
show a drop and indicated that mass volume
of color set production is being held back by
picture tubes currently in use.
Mr. Galvin spoke at a meeting of the
New York Society of Security Analysts. He
estimated Motorola's earnings last year were
$7,970,000, or $4.12 a common share on
sales of $227,600,000, compared to 1955's
net of $8.5 million or $4.39 a share on sales
of $116.7 million.
Reason for the decline, according to Mr.
Galvin, is the glut of tv sets on the market,
forcing down prices and cutting profit margins. He said Motorola was troubled last
year by high costs met in its entry into the
manufacture of transistors on a large scale.
Optimistic for the future, he predicted a
$10 million rise in sales this year and a substantial increase in Motorola earnings.
3M Issues Financial Report;
Sales Increase 17% in 1956
ACQUISITION of equipment and inventories from electronics division of Bing
Crosby Enterprises Inc. last year, and subsequent creation of the new Mincom Div.,
will help Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.
broaden its participation in instrumentation

tape and color video tape recording fields.
This is the prediction made by the company
in its 1956 financial report being released
today (Monday).
The 3M Company reported consolidated
sales of $330,807,692 — a 17% increase over
the 1955 volume of $281,860,717. In the
sales breakdown coated abrasives, adhesives
and coatings accounted for 18% and electrical products 17%. (Consolidated sales have
out).
doubled the past five years, it was pointed
Net income after taxes and preferred
dividends reached $38,437,864 or $2.30
on each of the 16,715,722 common shares
outstanding
year's end. Net income
before taxes at
wasthe$74,123,684.
Addition of the Crosby facilities, plus
Zenith Plastics Co. (reinforced plastic components) also will
enable theto company
"to
make further
contributions
the national
defense," according to the report.
Westinghouse
Highest

in

Sales

History

WESTINGHOUSE Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, last week reported that net sales
billed for 1956 amounted to $1,525,375,000,
a 6% increase over 1955. Net sales billed
in the fourth quarter of 1956 were listed
at more than $500 million.
The company's annual report to stockholders took cognizance of the "outstanding
performance in increasing sales and profits"
of the company's broadcasting subsidiary,
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., but did
not disclose figures. It stated that sales and
profits were "at the highest level, substantially exceeding all the records established in
Westinghouse's radio broadcasting operation was singled out for special mention in
the report, which said that sales and profits
of its radio stations reached "a new high
level"
in 1956. It noted that this perform1955."
ance was achieved during a part of the
year when the stations operated on a completely independent basis (referring to the
dropping of NBC Radio affiliations).
Net income for Westinghouse was reported at $15,537,000 for 1956, as compared with $42,803,000 in 1955. It was
explained that the reduction in profits in
1 956 stemmed from factors growing out
of "long strikes by two of our largest labor
unions" during the first quarter of the year.
Gates Radio Equipment to Korea
EQUIPMENT to establish a complete government-owned radio network has been supplied the Republic of Korea by Gates Radio
Co., Quincy, 111. The recent shipment included four complete am radio station transmitting installations (two 5 kw and two 1
kw) and an fm broadcast and program relay
system consisting of 20 transmitters, two
mobile radio stations equipped for both
standard and short wave broadcast, and
complete studio recording and record pressing equipment for the manufacture of
phonograph records.
Broadcasting
Telecasting

TRADE ASSNS.

RCA SHOWS NEW GEAR
RCA showed Washington consulting
engineers its new equipment last week
in an all-day briefing in Washington.
Top interest by the 100 consulting engineers and technicians who attended
the morning and afternoon sessions
was directed to RCA's 1 and 5 million
watt uhf gear; its new traveling wave
antenna — now comercially useful in
the high vhf bands, but soon to be
available for the lower bands; and the
results of tests between WRCA-TV
New York and WRC-TV Washington
using the RCA-developed precision
offset carrier control. The audience
was also given a non-technical color
tv presentation by G. W. Bricker,
manager, tv studio equipment sales.
The session was opened by E. C.
Tracy, manager, broadcast and television equipment department. Opening remarks were made by Dr. G. H.
Brown, chief engineer, commercial
electronic products. James Keachie,
manager, RCA Washington broadcast
office, introduced the speakers.
MANUFACTURING

PEOPLE

Walter E. Kingston, general manager, Sylvania's Atomic Energy Div., Bayside, L. I.,
to become executive vice president of Sylvania-Corning Nuclear Corp., upon its
formation.
James S. Metcalfe, manager of industrial
relations, Crosley Div., Avco Mfg. Corp.,
named to newly-created post of advertisingublic relations director.
Cecil S. Stowe, sales department, ORRadio
Industries, Opelika, Ala., named sales promotion manager.
Gene Edwards, transmitter supervisor-Muskogee studio engineer, Tulsa Broadcasting
Co., Muskogee, Okla., to Gates Radio Co.,
Quincy, 111., sales office staff.
MANUFACTURING SHORTS
RCA Semiconductor Div., Harrison, N. J.,
announces development of new alloy-junction transistor (RCA-2N270) for large-signal audio applications.
Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp., Jersey City, N. J., has introduced what it claims
are lowest-priced five-tube ac-dc table radio
on market and world's lowest-priced clock
radio, selling respectively for $14.88 and
$17.88 at list. Both models are compact and
small; table radio measuring 8 inches wide,
5 inches high and 43A inches deep, clock
radio IVi inches wide, 5'/2 inches high and
5Va inches deep.
Browning Labs Inc., Winchester, Mass.,
offering new catalog of background music
equipment which includes complete line of
Browning Simplex-Multiplex receivers and
tuners for various frequencies; newly-developed amplifiers for background music, and
new Simplex-Multiplex broadcast monitor
and relay receiver.
Broadcasting
• Telecastiwg

Proposed Changes in Coypright
Discussed at NARTB Session
STAFF reports on proposed changes in
U. S. copyright law and plans for the Rome
Draft Convention were presented last
Wednesday at the annual meeting of the
copyright committee of NARTB. If adopted,
the Rome Draft Convention would establish
the right of performers to collect a performance fee from broadcasters who used
their phonograph records.
Vincent Wasilewski, NARTB manager of
government relations, said that U. S. approval of the draft treaty seemed unlikely.
It was pointed out, however, that ratification
by other nations is a possibility and could
affect U. S. records as well as radio and television programs used in ratifying countries.
Mr. Wasilewski noted that steps are being
initiated toward a diplomatic conference on
the matter next year.
NARTB President Harold Fellows told
the Washington meeting that the committee
plans an all-industry meeting to consider
music licensing problems. Session will be
held at the NARTB annual convention in
Chicago, April 7-11.
Last week's meeting was presided over by
Joseph A. McDonald, NBC New York.
Arkansas Broadcasters Assn.
To Hold Meet This Weekend
ARKANSAS Broadcasters Assn. will have
its annual spring meeting March 8-10 at
the Hotel Marion in Little Rock, beginning
with a board of directors conference Friday
night and closing with a programming and
sales clinic Sunday morning.
Saturday will be devoted to business
sessions. The morning agenda will be taken
up with meetings of the Akansas Daytimers
Assn., the Mutual Affiliates of Arkansas, the
Arkansas United Press Assn., and the Arkansas Associated Press Assn. The afternoon
session will be concerned to business of the
ABA, including election of new officers.
Melvin P. Spann, general manager of
KWAK Stuttgart, ABA president, will preside over the session.
Western Conference of AWRT
Held at Santa Barbara, Calif.
AMERICAN Women in Radio & Television
from seven western states and Alaska held
their annual regional conference FridaySunday at the Santa Barbara Miramir Hotel.
California State President Liz Blair,
KMBY Monterey, presided and Santa Barbara Chapter President Clair Behan of
KIST was hostess. Friday and Sunday were
devoted to social affairs, Saturday morning
was an organization business meeting and
Saturday afternoon a series of panel discussions in management, advertising and programming. Betty Groebli of KIST presided
over the panels; Bill Goodwin, air personality, was moderator.
Management panelists included Margee
Phillips, KBIG Catalina; Fran Harris, Harris-Tuchman Productions, Hollywood; Sue
Clark, Ralph Edwards Productions; Georgiana Hardy, "Cavalcade of Books." Ad-

THE

HORN

BLOWS

AT MID-DAY
Jess Cain is the man with the horn. He
is also a man with a large following of
mothers and housewives to his daily
Mother's Movies. Seen noon to 1:30 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, this Pied Piper
presides
over feature films from the
RK.O library.
The nice thing about Jess, in addition
to his popularity with the ladies, is his
ability to sell all sponsor's products.
Not only does Jess woo the ladies in the
daytime, he wows the teen-age audience
on theTo Saturday
dance
program talents
"Club
46".
round out
his versatile
he has set a new sales record for a local
Westinghouse dealer with the nighttime
Play Charades."
"Let's and
parlor game,
Versatile,
appealing
delivering a
on
Cain,
large audience,
Movies",
is yourJess
man for cola "Mother's
or steam
irons, typewriters or shoes, furniture
or cereal. For all details on this outstanding availability, call your Petry
representative today.
Bernie Barth, Gen. Mgr.
Tom Hamilton, Sales Mgr.
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TRADE ASSNS,

LAKE

vertising was discussed by Helen Murray
Hall, NBC Western Div.; Dorothy Winter,
BBDO, Los Angeles, president, Radio &
Tv Women in Southern California; Helen
Ryan, Ryan-Norris Public Relations Agency,
Los Angeles; Frances Scully, J. Walter
Thompson Co., Los Angeles. Broadcast program speakers included Shirley Thomas,
commentator, KTTV (TV) Los Angeles;
Albert McCleery, executive producer, NBC
Matinee Theatre; Ruth Ashton, CBS News;
Jack Rayel, Four-Star Films vice president;
Tom Duggan, personality of KCOP (TV)
Los Angeles.
Mary Ann Casey of KEYT (TV) Santa
Barbara presided at the Saturday luncheon.
Karel Pearson. NBC Radio vice president,
was the dinner speaker.
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A TOTAL of 29 radio stations joined Radio
Advertising Bureau
in the first six weeks of
~
—K it was oannounced last week by Arch
1957,
L. Madsen, RAB director of station services.
New RAB members are KBOE Oskaloosa,
Iowa; KDUB Lubbock, Tex.; KLIF Dallas;
KLOV Loveland, Colo.; KRAK Stockton,
Calif.; KSD St. Louis; KSIS Sedalia, Mo.;
KTHT and KTRH, both Houston; KTSA
San Antonio; KUSN St. Joseph, Mo.; WBLT
Bedford, Va.; WCAO Baltimore; WCNX
Middletown, Conn, and WCOP Boston.
WDBQ Dubuque, Iowa; WDUN Gainsville, Ga.; WERE Cleveland; WJJD Chicago;
WKNB New Britain, Conn.; WLMJ Jackson, Ohio; WLNA Peekskill, N. Y.; WMPS
Memphis; WORX Madison, Ind.; WROK
Rockford. 111.; WROM Rome, Ga.; WSJM
St. Joseph, Mich.; WSUN St. Petersburg,
Fla.; WWIN Baltimore.
SDX Announces Appointees
For 1 1 National Committees
APPOINTMENT of 11 national committees to carry forward Sigma Delta Chi major
activities this year has been announced by
Sol Taishoff, B«T editor-publisher and president of the national professional journalistic
fraternity.
The 1 1 committees and their chairman
are:
Advancement of Freedom of Information:
V. M. Newton Jr., managing editor of
Tampa Morning Tribune. Fellows Nominating Committee (to propose members to be
honored for achievements in journalism) :
Mason Rossiter Smith, editor and publisher,
Gouverneur (N. Y.) Tribune Press. 50th
Anniversary Committee (to survey possible
activities for the Golden Jubilee Anniversary
in 1959): Prof. Charles C. Clayton, Dept.
of Journalism, Southern Illinois University.
Historic Sites Ceremony (to make arrangements for marking 1957 Historic Site in
Journalism, honoring the late H. L. Mencken): Marquis W. Childs, syndicated columnist. Honor Awards Committee (makes
annual selection of Sigma Delta Chi member who has performed greatest service to
the national fraternity in recent years) : Prof.

Clayton. International Expansion Committee: Edward Barrett, Dean of the School
of Journalism, Columbia University. Study
of Membership Eligibility: Walter Humphrey, Fort Worth Press. Professional Chapter Program (to provide speakers for individual chapters and carryout and assist
with national organization's programs) : A.
Pat Daniels, public relations director, Alvin
(Tex.) State Bank. Public Relations Committee: James R. Brooks, public relations
manager, Eko Products Co., Chicago. Undergraduate Chapter Program (to help undergraduate chapters establish revenue producing services and assist and carry out the
national organization's programs) : Frank J.
Price, director of the School of Journalism,
Louisiana State University. Ways and Means
Committee: Bernard Kilgore, president of
the Wall Street Journal.
New Group Seeks to Attract
New Television Writing Talent
MEANS to attract new writing talent to
television were discussed at a meeting of
over 30 writers, producers, agents and network and advertising agency story editors
last Wednesday night in New York. Sponsored by the Academy of Television Arts
& Sciences, the group, led by Mort Abrahams,Showcase,
executive producer
Producers
discussedoftheNBC-TV's
problems
facing the writer and the tv industry today:
how to get more "freedom of expression,"
viz. controversial topics, into the medium.
At the close of the discussion period, a
special committee was elected to explore
the ways of persuading magazine writers,
newspaper editors, novelists — as well as
"young blood" to take up tv writing. Elected
were:
Mr. Abrahams, Ted Apstein, story editor,
NBC-TV's Alcoa Hour and Goodyear Playhouse; Evelyn Burkey, executive secretary,
Writers Guild of America (East) ; playwright
Paddy Chayefsky; Leo Davis, assoc. producer, Producers' Showcase; Ethel Frank,
chief story editor, NBC-TV's Matinee;
agent Frances Head; producer Worthington (Tony) Miner; Alden Schwimmer, agent
with Ashley-Steiner Assoc.; writers Mildred
Vermont, Joseph Schrank, and Helen Walpole. Elected in absentia were writers Reginald Rose and Rod Serling, Lawrence Langner, administrator of the Theatre Guild;
Mario Lewis, co-producer of CBS-TV's Ed
Sullivan Show; and Nat Hiken, creatorproducer of CBS-TV's The Phil Silvers Show.
Designated alternate members were writer
David Davidson, agent Blanche Gaines and
ABC staff director Matt Harlibb.
Fla. UP Broadcasters to Meet
MEMBERS of the Florida United Press
Broadcasters-Telecasters Assn., organized
last December in Orlando, Fla., will meet
March 30 at the Langford Hotel in Winter
Park, Fla. Association Secretary Charles
E. Noland said legislative coverage will be
among the topics discussed with the station
managers and newsmen.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Addition

Media

Buyer

Sold

To Hamilton Brokerage Firm

Audit

Bureau

of

DeWitt Landis New

DeWITT Landis, partner in KVBC Farmington, N. M., and former coowner of
KQUE Albuquerque and KRSN Los
Alamos, both
N. M., has joined
the newly-established broadcast
brokerage firm of
Hamilton, Stubblefied, Twining &
Assoc.
[B*T, Feb.
18].
Mr. Landis' appointment was efMR. LANDIS fective March 1;
he will handle
Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana. Arkansas
and New Mexico for the new Washington,
D. C, brokerage firm from headquarters in
Dallas. Before buying into KQUE Albuquerque acouple of years ago, Mr. Landis
owned and operated KICA Clovis. N. M.
Prior to that time he worked for KGNC
Amarillo and KFYO Lubbock, both Texas.
Radio-Tv Lawyer Spearman,
Dies in St. Petersburg, Fla.

55,

JOHN C. SPEARMAN, 55, a Washington
radio and tv attorney for 20 years, died last
Monday in St. Petersburg, Fla., of coronary
thrombosis. Mr. Spearman had been under
treatment for a heart condition for the last
few years. Last year he retired from active
law practice with the firm of Spearman &
Roberson.
Mr. Spearman was born in Tremont, Miss.
After receiving his law degree from National
U., Washington, in 1937, he joined the firm
headed by his older brother, Paul D. P.
Spearman. The elder Mr. Spearman retired
from active practice some years ago following a stroke. Surviving are Mr. Spearman's
widow, Mrs. Barbara Spearman; his mother;
two brothers, the elder Mr. Spearman and
Owen Spearman, and three sisters. Burial
was in Tremont.
Public Relations Firms Merge
THE Ettinger Co., 30-year-old Hollywood
publicity-public relations firm, on March 1
merged with Communications Counselors
Inc., separately incorporated public relations
office of McCann-Erickson, founded in 1955
with offices in New York, Chicago, Detroit,
Los Angeles, Oklahoma City, Washington,
Brussels and London. Margaret Ettinger has
become vice president of Communications
Counselors, continuing her headquarters at
8720 Sunset Blvd. Ettinger New York staff
remains at 509 Madison Ave., pending consolidation with Communications Counselors
headquarters at 535 Fifth Ave.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE PEOPLE
James Sarno, account executive with Rogers
& Cowan, public relations company, Beverly
Hills, Calif., named vice president in charge
of west coast activities for Arthur P. Jacobs,
effective March 1 1 .
Broadcasting
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Circulations

Oliver L. Einstein
Print Media Director
Emil Mogul Company, Inc.
"I was pleased to learn that Broadcasting • Telecasting is now audited
by A.B.C.
Most
the think
time highly
buyers ofwith
of B*Tof and
it. whom I've worked arc regular readers
As a buyer of space, however, I'd rattier not have to rely on personal
impressions and experience. I prefer to base my evaluations of circulation upon independently audited figures such as A.B.C. provides".
B»T is the only paper in the vertical radio-tv field with A.B.C.
membership . . . your further guarantee of integrity in reporting circulation facts. B»T, with the largest paid circulation in its field,
is basic for subscribers and advertisers alike.
BROADCASTING
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Arrangements have been made through the undersigned for the placement of this Note privately for
investment. It has not been and is not being offered for sale to the public.
This announcement appears as a matter of record only.

$2,000,000
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NETWORKS

in
BATON

ROUGE

GROUP

OF

EXECUTIVES

PROMOTED

CBS-TV
REORGANIZATION
MOVE
vice
president
in
charge
of
station
relations
REORGANIZATION
of
the
executive
OK Negro Radio Buy
and who now becomes vice president of
structure of CBS-TV, including the creation
station relations, and Mr. Shurick, new vice
of two new administrative departments, was
announced last week by President Merle S. president and director of station relations,
will report to Mr. Lodge.
Jones.
Mr. Akerberg entered CBS in 1929 via
Highlights:
Bell
Telephone Labs, which assigned him to
• William H. Hylan, vice president in
install the equipment of WABC New York
charge of network sales, becomes vice presiwhen it became the network's key outlet. He
never returned to Bell, joining the network
when the installation was completed and
soon becoming general assistant to then
IS THE WATER SOFT
President William S. Paley. By 1935 Mr.
Akerberg was operating as station relations
manager. He was promoted to a vice presi*
IN SAN ANTONIO?
dency in 1936. His early affiliation and purchase achievements included WJR Detroit,
WWL New Orleans, WEEI Boston, KNX
Los Angeles, KSFO San Francisco and WWL
New Orleans.
The realignment stems in part from the
MR. HYLAN
MR. LODGE
fact that since Mr. Jones was elevated to
the presidency there has been no one specifident of sales administration, a new departcally assigned to handle his former responsiment in which he will direct all phases of
bilities as executive vice president in charge
CBS-TV network sales and services.
of all areas except programming. Messrs.
• William B. Lodge, vice president in Hylan and Lodge now take over some of
charge of general engineering, becomes vice these responsibilities in their new posts.
president of station relations and engineerMr. Hylan, with CBS since 1937, was an
ASK THE COLONEL!
ing, also new, with top station relations re- account executive in CBS Radio Sales until
sponsibility added to that which he already
he entered the Army in 1941. Returning in
held in engineering.
1945, he was assistant to the director of
• Thomas Dawson, sales manager for station administration for three years, then
I— '^Superfluous Bounding to — |
moved over to CBS Television Sales, where
some, but a very important
CBS-TV, becomes vice president of network
sales,
succeeding
to
the
post
which
he became assistant sales manager in 1951.
question to the advertisers
had been held by Mr. Hylan. He will report He was named eastern sales manager in
to Mr. Hylan.
of soaps, shampoos, deterJanuary 1952 and later in the year was
gents, water conditioners
• Edward P. Shurick, national director of advanced to vice president in charge of
network sales.
statto.i relations, becomes vice president
and many other products.
Mr. Lodge joined CBS in 1931 as an
engineer, and was engineer-in-charge of the
Radio Frequency Div. of the CBS EngineerPeters, Gmffin,
ing Dept. from 1936 to 1942. From 1942
to 1944 he was associate director of the
Woodward,
inc.
airborne instruments laboratory operated by
Columbia U. for the U. S. Office of Scientific
TELEVISION SALES
Research and Development. He was named
^ 250 Park Ave., New York, N.Y.
director of general engineering for CBS
in 1944, and vice president in charge of
general engineering in 1948.
Mr. Dawson's association with CBS dates
to 1938, when he became a salesman for
MR. DAWSON
IF THERE'S A PROVIDENCE (R. I.),
WCCO Minneapolis. He transferred to CBS
MR. SHURICK
WJAR-TV WILL SURELY FORGIVE US
Radio Spot Sales in Chicago in 1940, reand director of station relations.
turning to WCCO the following year as
. . . for making such an inexcusable
In addition to these changes by Mr. Jones
error in attributing the fine feature film
sales
manager.
After Navy service in 1942ratings scored by WJAR-TV, Providence,
— the first since he took over the presidency
45 he returned to his WCCO post, then
to another station, in a recent ad.
Jan. 1 upon the retirement of J. L. Van
switched to CBS Radio Spot Sales in New
Our face is a deep crimson, we're covered
Volkenburg — Mr. Hylan announced that York in 1948 as an account executive and
with shame and remorse, our conscience
is in a turmoil, and we can only say that
Jay Eliasberg had been named director of re- later eastern sales manager. In 1950 he
to err is human (us), and to forgive
search for CBS-TV. Mr. Eliasberg has held left CBS to become television director of
di ine (YV JAR-TV, we hope).
the post in an acting capacity for several
Edward Petry & Co., station representatives,
Darn the pressure of work anyway. Darn
months.
our sleepy-minded checkers. Darn it—
but
returned in 1951 as general sales mandid it have to be WJAR-TV, one of our
Hubbell Robinson Jr., executive vice
best and most cherished customers?
ager of CBS Television Spot Sales. He bepresident in charge of network programs,
contritely . . .
bercame
1952.sales manager for CBS-TV in DecemNational Telefilm Associates, Inc.
will continue in that post as the officer reFOOTNOTE: The Providence rating that should have
Mr. Shurick, in broadcasting for 22 years,
sponsible for the broad area of network probeen attributed to WJAR-TV— 34.5, with 68.3 Share —
has been with CBS since 1950, when he
was correct, by the way. A very snazzy tally, even for
gramming.
NTA's fabulous feature films.
joined the CBS Radio market research
Herbert V. Akerberg, who has been
Broadcasting
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was

towers
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With station after station it has been the same story
of SATISFACTION in Ideco. Satisfaction with the
wservice during planning, erection and inspection
of every Ideco tower. Satisfaction with perfect

GROWTH OF
A STATION
JOB DATA:
/Station WISH began
operation in 1941 with
two 470-ft. Ideco /radio
towers, ideco converted
one of these towers for
a TV antenna in 1954.
In May 1955, Ideco
completed the new
1,000-ff. tower from
which WISH-TV now
operates.

tower; performance resulting from Ideco's sound
engineering and exacting fabrication. Satisfaction
from the long service life and low maintenance
cost recorded by Ideco towers.
, That's a reputation of dependability you can
trust! So, for your next tower, call on Ideco . . .
your complete satisfaction is assured. Write Ideco,
or contact your nearest RCA Broadcast Equipment
representative.

DRESSER- IDECO
COMPANY
One of the DRESSER INDUSTRIES
COLUMBUS
8, OHIO
Branch: 8909 S. Vermont Ave., Los Angeles 44, Calif.
Tall or short ... for TV, Microwave,
Broadcasting • Telecasting

Visit Ideco Tower headquarters
at the Conrad Hilton — NARTB April 7-12

AM, FM . . . IDECO

Tower

"Know-How"

keeps you on the air
March 4, 1957
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Atuotrq Lk lowers

counsel. He became an account executive
in television sales in 1951, manager of
CBS-TV network sales development in
1952, and national director of station relations in 1954. Before joining CBS he was
radio director of Addison Lewis Adv.,
Minneapolis; sales manager of the Intermountain Network; advertising manager of
KMBC Kansas City, and promotion-research
director and account executive for the station representation firm of Free & Peters
(now Peters, Griffin, Woodward).
DURGIN
FOR

LEAVES

NBC-TV

ABC

POST

• To be sales plans director
• Slated for vice presidency

first— AGAIN!
WILK IS THE BEST RADIO BUY
IN THE WILKES-BARRE METROPOLITAN AREA
It leads in every classification but one.
6:00
AM12 Noon
29%
WILK
17%
Sta. B
13%
C
9%
D
E
8%
8%
F
16%
Misc.

12
6:00NoonPM
21%
20%
12%
16%
9%
8%
14%

PM126:00
Midnight
21%
28%
12%
12%
X
10%
17%

Pulse:
Wilkes-Barre Metropolitan Area
November 1956
Monday through Friday
PULSE

PROVES

Call AveryKnodel, Inc.

1
WilkesBarre
Pa.
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DON DURGIN, vice president in charge of
the ABC Radio Network, resigned in a surprise move last week to join NBC as director
of sales planning for the television network.
He was slated for
election to an NBC
vice presidency at
the network's board
meeting last Friday.
In his new post,
which he assumes
March 11, Mr.
Durgin will report
to Walter D. Scott,
vice president and
national sales manager for NBC-TV.
DURGIN
His appointment
was announced by
William R. Goodheart Jr.. vice president for
tv network sales.
No decision had been reached as to his
successor at ABC late last week.
Mr. Durgin is the seventh member of the
vice presidential echelon to leave ABC since
Robert E. Kintner resigned as president last
October. Three of the seven have moved to
NBC, where Mr. Kintner now is installed as
executive vice president for television network programs and sales. In addition to Mr.
Durgin, these are Robert Lewine and James
A. Stabile.
Coincidentally last week the appointment
of Mr. Stabile, former vice president and
general counsel of ABC, as manager of
talent negotiations for NBC [B«T, Jan. 7]
was officially announced by James E. Denning, NBC vice president for talent and contract administration.
Mr. Durgin started with ABC in 1951 as
a tv sales presentation writer. After serving
successively as manager of owned television
station sales development, manager of network television sales development, and director of network tv sales development, he was
named director of sales development and
research for both ABC Radio and ABC-TV
in September 1954. He held this post until
his election as vice president in charge of the
radio network in November 1955.
Immediately before joining ABC, Mr.
Durgin was with NBC as assistant to the
manager of advertising and promotion for
NBC Spot Sales from 1949 to 1951.

ABC-TV

Setting

Daylight

Savings

Up
Plan

ABC-TV's plans for combatting the annual
daylight saving time problem this summer
were announced last week by Slocum Chapin, vice president in charge of sales.
Like those of NBC-TV [B«T, Feb. 18],
and those of CBS-TV, still in preparation.
ABC-TV plans to give a significant role to
the new Ampex Video Tape Recorder in
the effort to maintain all possible stability in
the network program schedules of affiliates
during the months when some areas are on
daylight time and others on standard.
While NBC-TV s Ampex recorders will
operate from the west coast, ABC-TV is- instal ing its three units in Chicago. Last summer ABC-TV employed film recorders in
Chicago in dealing with the DST problem.
The DST schedule on ABC-TV will be:
Eastern standard time stations will carry
the network schedule one hour earlier, at its
"live" eastern daylight time presentation.
Most Central standard time stations will
receive programs at their regular local time,
via the delayed feed.
Central daylight time stations will get the
programs at their "live" time (Eastern daylight).
Mountain standard time stations will carry
most programming at regular local times.
Pacific daylight time stations also will
carry
times. most programming at their usual local
Pacific standard time stations, like the
EST stations, will carry the programs one
hour earlier, in terms of local time, than
they now do.
Exceptions to this plan are special events,
including the Wednesday Night Fights,
which will be carried live, and Mickey
Mouse Club, which is broadcast throughout
the country at 5-6 p.m. local time.
Books showing the effect of the DST op-,
eration on each program in each time zone
have been prepared by Donald S. Shaw Jr.,
director of tv station clearance, and are being distributed to all ABC-TV affiliates and
to advertisers and their agencies. DST starts
the last Sunday in April and is expected to
run to the last Sunday in October.
CBS-TV to Replace Rogers Jr.
With Music and News in Morning
IN A reorganization of its early morning
schedule to become effective April 8, CBSTV announced last week it will present a
musical program, Country Style (Mon.-Fri.,
7-7:45 a.m. EST) and a daily newscast
featuring Richard C. Hottelet from 7:458 a.m., replacing Good Morning With Will
Rogers Jr., which is being dropped. In addition, Captain Kangeroo, which has been
presented weekdays from 8-9 a.m. EST, will
be carried from 8-8:45 a.m., and Mr. Hottelet, former CBS Bonn (Germany) corresagain from 8:45pondent, will be scheduled
9 a.m. Network
sources last week admitted
difficulties in selling the Rogers show despite
improved ratings in recent weeks.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

NBC-TV
Co-op's Garner
More Than $1 Million
XBC-TV announced last week that affiliated stations selling network programs on a
co-operative basis grossed more than SI million for these sales during 1956. This was
said to mark the second straight year that
co-op program sales exceeded the million
dollar mark.
Analysis of 1956 figures, the network
said, shows that 133 NBC-TV stations (78% J
of the interconnected tv network at the time)
sold a total of 12,797 participations in NBCTV co-op programs. This was said to be almost double the 6,999 participations in
1955. An NBC-TV spokesman explained to
B«T that the gross sales in 1956 w?ere not
substantially larger than in 1955 despite the
increase in number of participations because
in 1955 "a large chunk of revenue" came
from co-op sale of the National Collegiate
Athletic Assn. football games.
NBC-TV termed Meet the Press the
"largest single co-op revenue producer" last
year, with 48 stations selling a total of 1.270
of the programs. Among the programs available to many stations for participating sales,
SBC Matinee Theatre accounted for the
majority of the orders, the network reported.

Compliments

of our

Friends

Our friends are paunchy-pursed listeners
with S2,739,749,000.00 to spend. They and
Pulse place us first in any Mondaythru-Friday quarter -hour, day or night.
Ask John Blair.
WBNS
RADIO
COLUMBUS, OHIO

White Sox Regional Network
To Be Based at WCFL Chicago
ARRANGEMENTS have been completed '
for sponsorship of Chicago White Sox baseball broadcasts on WCFL that city and a 58station regional network in nine states, it
u as reported last week.
Biggest buy was that of General Finance
Co.. through Gordon Best Co.. for halfgame sponsorship, alternate days, of games
on the complete network, starting April 16.
Other advertisers buying half-game coverage every other day are Oklahoma Oil Co.
I which has one half of Chicago Cubs contests on WGN-TV that city), through Maryland" Adv. Agency; General Cigar Co..
through Young & Rubicam Inc.. and Anheuser-Busch (Busch Bavarian beer), through
D'Arcy Adv. Co.. St. Louis. Pre- and postgame programs were purchased by Webcor
Inc. and Dormeyer. through John W. Shaw |
Adv. and participations by Montgomery
Motors, through Robert Piatt Adv., and
Encore Foods. Wright-Campbell-Suitt.
NAUTICAL AND NICE
FORMER CBS-TV President Jack L.
Van Volkenburg was the proud possessor last week of a cabin cruiser, a
gift from the CBS-TV Affiliates Advisory Board. Affiliates reportedly contributed to the craft's purchase at
about SI 5,000 cost. Mr. Van Volkenburg, who is in semi-retirement in
Florida, traveled to New York Feb.
21 for the presentation from the
board's executive committee. C. Howard Lane KOIN-TV Portland, Orepresented the gift. Mr. Van Volkenburg iscontinuing as a member of the
CBS board.
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NBC
RADIO
PLANS
NBC Radio is planning to raise its daytime
rates in a move to lessen differential between
those prices and nighttime rates and to
match similar action by CBS Radio the past
fortnight [B»T, Feb. 25].
While details have not been worked out
as yet, according to Matthew J. Culligan,
NBC vice president in charge of the radio
network, the plan is expected to be ready
perhaps
30 days",
the weekend
Monitor "within
as the first
item ofwith
attention.

HOUSTON
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Local News Staff . . .
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Service
GO BIG TIME THE FIRST TIME
with
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LaGrenge, Georgia
NATIONAL REPS:
Indie Sales, Inc.
Dora-Clayton Agency
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NBC's actual increase was not ascertained.
CBS Radio already has announced it will
boost daytime rates 5% and pare nighttime
prices by 33%. ABC Radio is increasing
its morning rates effective April 1. [B»T,
Dec. 31, 1956]. Whether NBC would cut
its nighttime rates — and if so, how much —
was conjectural last week.
While commending CBS Radio's action
in Chicago, Mr. Culligan said he felt that
network's move — and NBC Radio's forthcoming plan— represent a more realistic
appraisal of network radio after being
"underpriced" as a national advertising for
years. He indicated that NBC Radio's nighttime rates may "remain the same" because
they are "already high," but asserted details
of the new rate plan are indefinite. NBC
Radio now maintains the largest differential
between day and night rates. He felt the
new rate plan may be directed at repricing
NBC Radio's Monitor, initially, thus concentrating on the network's weekend programming service but eventually encompassing weekday programs as well. Prices
will be raised when "justified," he said. Mr.
Culligan reported that Monitor which has
been expanded to include Friday evening,
is now about 40% sold out.
Mr. Culligan delivered a status report on
network radio — particularly NBC Radio —
at a luncheon meeting of the Broadcast Adv.
Club of Chicago last Monday. He predicted
network radio will continue as "a supermarket way to shop" for advertisers and
agencies, that "at least two radio networks
will
gather
advertising
volume"
and that
newstrength
audiencein research
in 1957
will
reflect
radio's "true audience levels" for the
first time.
Elaborating on audience research Mr.
Culligan said at a news conference that NBC
will engage a research firm to prepare a
"pilot study" in about three months with
a Monitor approach on home, automobile
radio and out-of-home portable listening
habits. It's planned eventually to conduct
such a survey on a monthly basis, taking
into account portable, transistor and other
set listening at the beach, in automobiles and
elsewhere. He declined to identify the research organization involved.
Mr. Culligan reported NBC Radio had
more "firm business" on the books as of
February 1 than ever before and predicted
the network would probably double its net
billings in 1957. NBC Radio is getting its
share of automotive and other dollars among
national advertisers.
Noting that some nine years ago nighttime
radio lost about 69% and daytime radio
about 27% of their audiences to tv, Mr.

DAY
INCREASES
Culligan told the BAC that the decline in
radio audiences was arrested about 18
months ago; audience levels stabilized for
six months, followed by a gradual, small
increase.
"Network rates, however, declined faster
for a longer period than audience levels,
resulting in the phenomenon of an underpriced national advertising medium," he
declared. He cited recent heavy network
radio purchases by Colgate-Palmolive ($4
million), Brown & Williamson and BristolMyers ($2.1 million each) and others.
Network radio's extraordinary turnabout
stems, Mr. Culligan asserted, from stability
of audience, research, merchandisability,
economics of television, new equipment, the
need fer"
forconcept.
networks and the "imagery transMr. Culligan paid tribute to CBS and
ABC for standing firm against the "television onslaught" and waiting out "the passOther
ing of theresearch
storm." is underway, Mr. Culligan
observed, looking toward the conclusion that
network radio as a supplementary medium
is "definitely superior" to tv, print or newsCiting such factors as "loss of the continuity" for tv advertisers and the claim that
papers.
television is "now exclusively committed to
mass entertainment," Mr. Culligan claimed
network radio will enjoy a "more substantial
field of service in news, commentary and
cultural programs because none of the tv
networks will continue to maintain news
shows in Class "A" time.
Referring to NBC Radio's new "Hot
Line" news service, Mr. Culligan felt new
equipment will install such type fare as the
newspaper's "extra" edition.
"Transistor radios, now pocket size, and
other even smaller radio receivers will make
radio as personal as a fountain pen or package of cigarettes. Equipment is being readily
adapted to merchandising techniques for
window,
he
said. in-store and departmental displays,"
Pat Weaver

to Break Silence

IN HIS first public appearance since his
resignation as NBC board chairman last
year, Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver Jr. will
address the Seattle Advertising Club at a
banquet April 10. The next day he will
appear at a Seattle meeting of the Washington State Assn. of Broadcasters.
Mr. Weaver's Seattle appearances were
reportedly arranged at the persuasion of
Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.),
chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee.
CBS-TV Appoints Attorneys
COMPLETION of a reorganization of
CBS-TV's legal department and appointments of attorneys were announced Friday
by Thomas K. Fisher, CBS-TV vice president and general attorney. Named assistant
general attorneys were Leon R. Brooks,
Richard A. Forsling, Richard W. Jencks and
Charles C. Woodard. Senior attorneys are
E. Thayer Drake and Robert V. Evans.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
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And he should, for it's the job of an expert —
your local agent — to determine the insurance
protection you should have. His knowledge of
insurance, his experience and his personal
interest enable him to give you sound advice.
It is the business of a Capital Stock Company
agent or broker to see that you get the proper
insurance coverage and to help you if you have
a claim under your policy. He is one of 200,000

NATIONAL

BOARD

OF

FIRE

business,

doesn't

independent local agents and brokers in business
for themselves, to serve you.
Your local agent is nearby. He's handy when
you need him fast. You can talk to him any
time. He will see that you have the right kind
of insurance and the right amount, whether
it's fire or any other insurance. So, for quality
insurance service, see your independent local
Capital Stock Company agent.

UNDERWRITERS

A Service Organization Maintained by 220 Capital Stuck Fire Insurance Companies
B5 John St., New York 38, X. Y. • 222 W. Adams St., Chicago 6, 111. • 465 California St., San Francisco 4, Calif.
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For quality, look for this symbol. Only a>i independent
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FLY IN DETROIT?

ASK

THE

COLONEL!

i— The PGW Colonel knows — i
the principal paydays, the
shopping days, and how
many people work at what
jobs in the motor city ... as
well as in 26 other markets
he sells.
Pjeters,

Griffin,

TELEVISION

, INC.
SALES

\^ 250 Park Ave , New York, N.Y.

The

American
r99

"The American Story" is another
important BMI Program Series
which joins such features as Meet
the Artist series, the Book Parade,
Milestones and the other continuities used by hundreds of broadcasters regularly.
The staff of BMI can think of no
more satisfying work, in the midst
of a troubled world, than to play a
part in the restatement, in words
and music, of the fascinating story
of our country's origin and growth.
Now in book form
"THE AMERICAN STORY"
Published by
CHANNEL PRESS

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
589 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N.Y.
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NBC-TV Victory Over CBS-TV
Claimed for Day Adult Audience
NBC-TV a fortnight ago said it had overtaken CBS-TV in average daytime ratings.
On the heels of earlier claims that it had
surpassed CBS-TV in afternoon average
audiences [B»T, Feb. 11], NBC-TV cited
the second January Nielsen ratings as evidence that it was now ahead on a full daytime basis, so far as adult shows are concerned.
"NBC's daytime adult entertainment programs now lead their CBS counterparts by
9% in average rating," a research department study said. This is the first time this
has occurred since CBS started programming a complete daytime schedule." The
study ventured that the "CBS tuning habit"
has been broken and that "consequently,
future competitive gains should come much
easier than was true in the past."
In the 1 1 a.m. to 1 p.m. period, the study
asserted, NBC-TV now trails CBS-TV by
1 1 % in average ratings as compared to 28 %
in the first January Nielsen and 55% a year
ago. In afternoon programming (2:30-5:30
p.m.), NBC-TV's 5% lead over its competition in average audience in the first January
Nielsen was shown to have increased to
12% in the second January measurement.
Brown Switching to ABC Radio *
CECIL BROWN, Mutual commentator and
newscaster, has signed to broadcast exclusively over ABC Radio, starting April 1,
8-8:15 a.m. EST daily, according to ABC.
Mr. Brown also will relinquish his nightly
newscast over WABC-TV New York.
Keystone Adds Eight Affiliates
KEYSTONE Broadcasting System last Tuesday reported the addition of eight stations in
six states bringing its total number of affiliates to 924. The new subscribers: WDSP De
Funiak Springs and WMAF Madison, both
Fla.; WDQN Du Quoin, 111.; KLOH Pipetone, Minn.; KLAD Klamath Falls, Ore.;
KLLL Lubbock, Texas; WYSR Franklin and
WDDY Gloucester, Va.
KSIX Becomes CBS Affiliate
AFFILIATION of KSIX Corpus Christi,
Tex., with CBS Radio was announced last
week by William A. Schudt Jr., CBS Radio
vice president in charge of station relations.
KSIX joins the network as a secondary affiliate and becomes a primary affiliate on
Oct. 2, 1957. Station is owned and operated
by the Corpus Christi Bcstg. Co. Vann M.
Kennedy is president and general manager.
WGKV Becomes ABC Affiliate
WGKV Charleston, W. Va., became an
affiliate of ABC Radio network on Feb. 19,
it was announced jointly by Jacob A. Evans,
general manager of WGKV, and Edward J.
DeGray, vice president in charge of station
relations for ABC Radio. WGKV is owned
by Evans Bcstg. Co. It operates on 1490
kc with 250 w full time.
NETWORK PEOPLE
Tex Schramm, general manager of L. A.
Rams (National Football League), to CBS
Sports as assistant to sports director.

CONTRACTING for NBC-TV affiliation with NBC station relations representives are officials of WSOC-TV
(ch. 9) Charlotte, N. C, a 316 kw
station under construction and scheduled to begin operation May 1. Its
sister radio station, WSOC, has been
affiliated with NBC Radio network for
23 years. At the signing (1 to r) :
seated, Larry Walker, executive vice
president of WSOC-TV, and Harry
Bannister, station relations vice president for NBC; and standing, Paul
Hancock, station relations representative for NBC, and George Henderson, national sales manager of the
Charlotte tv station.
Isaac Kleinerman, NBC-TV New York, to
CBS, same city, as associate producer in
public affairs.
Charles Pratt, Edward Petry & Co., to NBC
Central Div. tv network sales staff in Chicago as account executive.
Peter Kalischer, formerly Tokyo bureau
manager and Far East correspondent for
Collier's, to CBS News correspondents staff.
Sherman Adler, Calif. National Productions
Inc., NBC subsidiary [B«T, Jan. 21], named
account executive for sales development in
N. Y. office of CBS-TV Spot Sales.
Edward R. Kenefick, George P. Hollingbery
Co., to tv sales staff, NBC Spot Sales.
Richard Gershman, assistant night editor at
International News Service, Chicago, to
CBS-TV press information department,
N. Y., as senior press representative.
Sam Saran, commentator-news writer, NBC,
Chicago, elected president of Chicago Headline Club, professional chapter of Sigma
Delta Chi, succeeding James R. Brooks,
public relations director, Ekco Products Co.
Edward P. Morgan, ABC Washington commentator, named to the advisory committee
of American Political Assn., supervising
award of Congressional Fellowships to young
teachers and writers.
Donald Mercer, NBC New York director of
station relations, father of girl, Cynthia.
Feb. 13.
Broadcasting
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Age

use

is

something

-not
says SAM
President

just

read"

M. BALLARD

Geyer Advertising, Inc.

"My

Monday nights are generally reserved for reading and scissoring
Ad Age. As a result, Tuesday finds it looking a bit like the shredded
remnants

of the holiday turkey the day after the holiday. The fact that

this is the only publication I read with shears handy
to the 'white meat1 I find in its news

columns

and departments.

Advertising Age, I've found, is something
S. M. BALLARD

is testimony

to use— not just to read."

Advertising Age is "something to use" to most of the executives who
are important to you. Because its weekly news, trends and developments

In 1927, Mr. Ballard switched from newspaperman—city editor of Miami Daily News
and editor of the Daytona Beach Journal—
to agencyman. His first agency job was with
the Geyer Company in Dayton, Ohio. He
left Geyer to become advertising manager
of a General Motors subsidiary and returned to agency work in 1935.
Mr. Ballard joined Geyer Advertising, Inc.,
as vice president and chairman of its Account
Policy Committee in 1953, became vice
president and general manager in 1954—
and president in 1955.
Still a copywriter at heart, Sam Ballard believes the creative function is the prime reason for an advertising agency's being.

are so
you'll
action
major

important to the "next moves" in advertising and marketing,
find advertiser and agency readership closely linked to advertising
— not only by those who carry out, but by those who influence
market and media decisions.

Geyer Advertising, for example, ranks among the top 31 agencies in
broadcast billing. In 1956, Geyer placed a total of $8 million
in radio and tv billings*, a $1 million increase over its 1955 figure. Among
its accounts are such important spot advertisers as American Home
Foods, American Motors Corp. and Boyle-Midway, Inc.
Every week, 30 paid subscription copies of Ad Age get read — and used —
in the homes and offices of Geyer executives. Further, 17 paid
subscription copies get read and used by advertising, marketing
and other executives in the broadcast advertisers mentioned above.
Add to this
advertising
over 10,000
in national

AA's 37,000 paid circulation, its tremendous penetration of
with a weekly paid circulation currently reaching
agency people alone, its intense readership by top executives
advertising companies, its unmatched total readership of

over 140,000 — and you'll recognize in Advertising Age
a most influential medium for swinging broadcast decisions your way.
* Broadcasting-Telecasting, 1956 Report
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Drive

Scheduled

For WTTW
(TV) Chicago
SPRING community drive to raise nearly
$200,000 for operation of WTTW (TV)
Chicago after April 1 has been announced
by the Chicago Educational Television Assn.
Edward L. Ryerson, CETA president,
said the campaign would be launched the
week of March 10 under co-chairmanship
of George T. Grader, special public relations assistant at Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe, and Charles W. Gansz, public relations
representative, Standard Oil Co. of Indiana.
The ch. 11 outlet needs $312,000 to underwrite operations for the new fiscal year
and has raised $120,000 of that amount in
special gifts solicitation, it was reported.
Estimated annual budget for WTTW runs
about $723,000 according to Mr. Ryerson.
Station also finances itself through special
production contracts with the Educational
Television & Radio Center, Ann Arbor,
Mich.; video recordings of programs for
various agencies, and through the Chicago
Board of Education for direct programming
costs in connection with Chicago City Junior College credit courses on WTTW.
The station reports tv students in each of
four courses earned 10% higher final grades
in identical examinations than did over 2,500
classroom colleagues at City Junior College.
Dr. Max D. Englhart, director of the college's examinations office, made the report.
N. J. Women's College to Ask
FCC Permit for Fm Station
APPLICATION to the FCC soon will be
made by Centenary College for Women,
Hackettstown, N. J., for assignment of call
letters and construction permit for an educational fm radio station on the campus.
The two-year independent college recently
received a gift of fm radio equipment from
The Atlantic City Press.
The equipment, formerly that of WBABFM has been moved to the campus and will
be used for an fm station of 10 w and a
50-mile effective radius, President Edward
W. Seay said.
The station's non-commercial programs
will originate from the campus radio studio
already in use in Van Winkle Hall, with the
transmitter and antenna located on a hilltop
near Hackettstown.
Students enrolled in Centenary's radio
courses will operate the station under the
direction of Stephan George, former program manager of WGPA Bethlehem, Pa.
1957 Predicted Biggest Year
In Experimental Tv Teaching
THIS year should be the biggest yet in experimental television teaching, Edward Stasheff, associate professor of speech at the
University of Michigan, said last week.
"I predict that a great many elementary
schools will experiment during the coming
year with closed-circuit tv, either in one
school or in a group of two or three schools
situated close enough so that fewer miles of
cable will be needed to connect them," he
said.
Dr. Stasheff pointed out that educators in

general are divided into three camps on tv
teaching: ( 1 ) those who have tried it and are
quite enthusiastic; (2) those who have tried
it and admit the information gets across, but
feel that other values are lost, and (3) those
who have not tried it and sure it offers no
hope.
Tv teaching may be the answer to the
teacher shortage in high schools and junior
colleges in the coming decade, he feels. Cost
of closed-circuit installation is high, but not
compared to the cost of buildings and the
hiring of more teachers, he said.
"We're gradually losing the worst obstacle to the acceptance of closed-circuit instruction— the teacher's fear that tv will
steal her job. We can't possibly afford to
replace the teacher in the face of rising enrollment," said Dr. Stasheff.
NBC-TV Educational Series
To Include Federal Leaders
MEMBERS

of the U. S. Supreme Court

and Congressprogram
will appear
NBC's
1 3-week
educational
serieson that
the network
will begin feeding to about 25 educational
tv stations starting next Monday (6:30-7
p.m. EST).
Among government
those to appear
on the(produced,
project's
American
sequence
is are the four others, in cooperation with
the Ford Foundation-supported Ann Arbor,
Mich., Educational Television & Radio Center) are: Supreme Court Justice Harold H.
Burton; Sen J. W. Fulbright (D-Ark.); House
Speaker Sam Rayburn (D-Tex.); Frank McCullough, administrative assistant to Sen.
Paul Douglas (D-JJ1.); Robert Wallace, staff
director of the Senate Committee on Banking & Currency, and U. S. Civil Service
Commission Executive Director John Macy.
Schools Receive Radio Booklet
THE Flint (Mich.) Board of Education has
distributed another in its series of "The
Work We Live By" to schools in that area.
The latest one, "The Voice in Our Community," is dedicated to radio. It gives a
little of radio's background and tells about
radio's pioneers. The booklet also covers
commercial radio; the kinds of radio control and finance; station organization; job
classifications; average income and expenses;
radio's social and economic impact; its national emergency role and educational radio.
A comparison between the American and
British broadcasting systems is also given.
EDUCATION SHORTS
Brooklyn College, Brooklyn, N. Y., vocational studies division, is offering course in
marketing research advertising. Robert M.
Dore, affiliated with radio-tv representative
firm, is lecturer.
Butler University, School of Religion, Indianapolis, using facilities of WFBM-TV
Indianapolis, will present drama workshops
on church and television, June 10-18. Under
leadership of Dr. Edward Stasheff, U. of
Michigan, and Professor William Kinser,
Indiana
drama. U., emphasis will be on religious
Broadcasting
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Total U. S. Stations on Air: 493
(Commercial: 471; Educational; 22)
Total Cities with Tv Stations: 312
Total Tv Homes: 38,700,000
(B«T Estimate as of Jan. 1, 1957)
HOW TO READ THIS LISTING
Each station or grantee is listed in the
city where licensed.
Triangle (►): station on air with regular programming. Date of grant is
shown for permittees, followed by
planned starting date when known.
Channel number is in parentheses, followed by national network affiliations
and sales representatives, estimated sets
in coverage area and station's highest
one-time hourly rate.
Set figures are provided by stations.
Queries on set figures should be directed
to stations.
Asterisk (*): non-commercial outlet.
Dagger (t): not interconnected.
Data on station color equipment: N,
equipped for network color, LS, local
color slides; LF, local color film; LL,
local live color.
ALABAMA
ANDALUSIAf—
► WAIQ (*2)
BIRMINGHAM—
► WABT (13) NBC, ABC; Blair; 370,000; N; $800
► WBIQ (*10)
► WBRC-TV (6) CBS; Katz: 370,000; N; $850
WBMG (42) 11/29/56-Unknown
DECATUR—
► WMSL-TV (23) NBC, CBS, ABC; McGUlvra;
34,500; N; $150
DOTHAN—
► WTVY (9) CBS, ABC; Young; 42,500; N; $150
FLORENCE —
WOWL-TV (41) 1/30/57-Unknown
MOBILE—
► WALA-TV
(10) NBC, ABC; H-R; 192,000; N;
$450
► WKRG-TV (5) CBS; Avery-Knodel; 167,000;
N; $450
MONTGOMERY—
► WCOV-TV (20) CBS, ABC; Young, 78,600; N;
$200
»-WSFA-TV (12) NBC; Katz; 146,969; N; $450
MUNFORDf—
*- WTIQ (*7)
SELMAf—
WSLA (8) 2/52/54-Unknown
ARIZONA
FLAGSTAFF—
KOLF-TV (9 ) 5/29/56-Unknown
MESA (PHOENIX)—
► KVAR (12) NBC; Raymer; 174,666; N; $450
PHOENIX—
•-KOOL-TV (10) CBS; Hollingbery; 175,000; N;
$500
► KPHO-TV (5) Katz; 150,280; N; $450
KTVK (3) ABC; Weed; 175,000; N, LF, LS; $400
TUCSON—
► KDWI-TV
(9) ABC; Headley-Reed; 190,000; N,
LF, LS; $300
► KOPO-TV (13) CBS; Hollingbery; 58,839; $300
► KVOA-TV (4) NBC; Branham; 59,100; N; $300
YUMA—
► KIVA (11) CBS, NBC, ABC; Raymer; 32,000;
$200 (13) 1/25/56-Unknown
KYAT
ARKANSAS
EL DORADO—
►FORT
KRBBSMITH—
(10) NBC, ABC; O'Connell; 55,000; $200
KFSA-TV (22) NBC, ABC; Pearson; 40.600; $200
► KNAC-TV (5) CBS; H-R; 61,367; $250
HOT SPRINGS—
KSPS (9) 2/16/56-Unknown
JONESBOROt—
KBTM-TV
1/12/55-Unknown (Satellite ol
KATV Pine(4)Bluff)
LITTLE ROCK—
► KARK-TV (4) NBC; Petry; 159,904; N; $450
Broadcasting • Telecasting

► KTHV (11) CBS; Branham; 184,452; N; $450
► KATV (7) (See Pine Bluff)
PINE BLUFF —
► KATV (7) ABC; Avery-Knodel; 160,080; N;
►TEXARKANA—
KCMC-TV
(6) (See Texarkana, Tex.)
$450
CALIFORNIA
BAKERSFIELD —
► KBAK-TV (29) CBS, ABC; Weed; 110,000; $300
► KERO-TV (10) NBC; Petry; 161,000; N; $500
BERKELEY (*9)
(SAN FRANCISCO)—
*-KQED
►CHICO—
KHSL-TV
900; $250 (12) CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel; 70,CORONAf
KCOA —(52) 9/16/53-Unknown
EUREKA
► KIEM-TV (3) CBS, ABC, NBC; Blair Tv Assoc.;
36,800; $250
KHUM-TV (13) 1/16/56-Unknown
—
►FRESNO
KFRE-TV
(12) CBS; Blair; 252,300; N, LF, LS;
► KJEO (47) ABC; Branham; 178,000; N, LL. LS;
$650
► KMJ-TV (24) NBC; Raymer; 178,000; N, LF, LS;
$500
► KWG
$550 (27) (See Tulare, Calif.)
KBID-TV (53) See footnote
LOS ANGELES
►•KABC-TV (7) ABC; Katz; 2,658,953; $2,000
► KCOP (13) Petry; 2,658,953; $1,250
*■ KHJ-TV (9) H-R; 2,658,953; N; $1,500
► KNXT (2) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 2,658,953; N,
LS, LF, LL; $3,200
► KRCA (4) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 2,658,953; N,
LL, LS, LF; $3,600
► KTLA
$1,500 (5) Raymer; 2,658,953; N, LS, LF, LL;
► KTTV (11) Blair; 2,658,953; $2,000
KBIC-TV (22) 2/10/52-Unknown
MODESTOf—
KTRB-TV (14) 2/17/54-Unknown
OAKLAND
FRANCISCO)—
Channel (SAN
Two Inc.
(2) Initial Decision 6/20/56
REDDING—
► KVIP (7) NBC, ABC; Branham; 60,000; N; $225
SACRAMENTO
► KBET-TV (10) CBS; H-R; 385,249; N, LF, LS;
► KCCC-TV (40) ABC; Weed; 158,000; $450
► KCRA-TV
(3) NBC; Petry; 354,401; N. LF, LS;
$700
KGMS-TV (46) 3/2/56-Unknown
$750 (MONTEREY)—
SALINAS
► KSBW-TV (8) CBS, ABC, NBC; H-R; 349,924;
N; $350
DIEGO— (8) CBS; Petry; 449,928; N; $900
►SANKFMB-TV
► KFSD-TV (10) NBC; Katz; 400,000; N; $800
FRANCISCO—
►SANKGO-TV
(7) ABC; Blair; 1,206,717; $1,700
► KPIX-TV (5) CBS; Katz; 1,206,717; N, LF, LS;
► KRON-TV
(4) NBC; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
$1,750
1,206,717; N. LL, LS, LF; $1,500
► KSAN-TV (32) Stars National; 260,000; $115
KBAY-TV
(20) 3/11/53-Unknown
KPRT (26) 12/20/56-Unknown
SAN JOSEf—
►KNTV
(11) Weed; 244,100; $250
SAN
LUIS
► KVEC-TVOBISPO—
(6) ABC, CBS; H-R; 102,966; $200
SANTA BARBARA—
► KEYT (3) NBC, ABC, CBS; Hollingbery; 227,918: $450
STOCKTONf—
► KOVR (13) ABC; Avery-Knodel; 1,131,891; $800
TULARE—
► KWG (27) Bernard; 155,700; $325
COLORADO
COLORADO SPRINGS—
► KKTV (11) CBS, ABC: Boiling; 68.820; $250
► KRDO-TV (13) NBC; Pearson; 44,000; $175
►DENVER—
KB427,408;
TV (9)$650ABC; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
► KLZ-TV (7) CBS; Katz; 427,408; N; $750
► KOA-TV (4) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 427,408; N;
$750
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► KTVR
KRMA-TV
(»6) Tv Assoc.; 427,408; $500
(2) Blair
► KREX-TV
(5) NBC, CBS, ABC; Holman; 22,361;
GRAND
JUNCTION-}-—
MONTROSE—
► KFXJ-TV (10) (Satellite of KREX-TV)
$120
► KCSJ-TV (5) NBC; Pearson; 56,312; $155
PUEBLO—
CONNECTICUT
BRIDGEPORT—
► WICC-TV (43) ABC; Young; 72,340; $200
WCTB (*71) 1/29/53-Unknown
HARTFORD—
► WHCT (18) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 351,581; $650
WCHF (*24) 1/29/53-Unknown
WTIC-TV (3) 7/25/56-Unknown
NEW
BRITAIN—
► WNBC
(30) NBC; NBC Spot Sales; 334,703; N;
NEW HAVENf—
► WNHC-TV (8) ABC, CBS; Katz; 948,702; N. IF.
LS; $800
WELI-TV
(59) H-R; 6/24/53-Unknown
$600
WNLC-TV (26) 12/31/52-Unknown
NEW LONDON"}-—
WCNE (»63) 1/29/53-Unknown
STAMFORDf—
NORWICH-}-—
WSTF (27) 5/27/53-Unknown
►WATERBURY—
WATR-TV (53) ABC; Stuart; 217,554; $200
DELAWARE
WILMINGTON—
► WPFH
(12) Raymer; 2,051,000; N; LS, LF;
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
$1,000
WASHINGTON—
► WMAL-TV (7) ABC; H-R; $1,200
+■ WRC-TV (4) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 754,000; N;
► WTOP-TV
(9) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 644,000; N,
LF, LS; $1,800
► WTTG
(5)
Weed;
700,000; $720
$1,250
WOOK-TV
(14) 2/24/54-Unknown
FLORIDA
DAYTONA
► WESH-TVBEACHf—
(2) Petry; 60,000; N; $200
►FORT
WITVLAUDERDALE—
(17) ABC; Forjoe; 267,500; $500
FORT
MYERSf
► WINK-TV —(11) CBS, ABC; McGUlvra; 23.500:
FORT PIERCEf—
WTVI (19) 4/19/55-Unknown
►JACKSONVILLE—
WJHP-TV(36)
NBC, ABC; Petry; 107,750; N; $300
$150
► WMBR-TV
272,500; N;(4)$850CBS, ABC; CBS Spot Sis.;
WFGA-TV (12) 8/31/56-Unknown
WQIK-TV (30) 8/12/53— Unknown
► WCKT (7) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 391,000; N,
LF, LS; $950
►MIAMI—
WGBS-TV (23) CBS; Katz; 294,874; N; $350
►► WTHS-TV
("2)
WTVJ
CBS;LF, Peters,
Griffin, Woodward;
394,200; (4)
N, LL,
LS; $1,000
»• WITV ( 17 ) See Fort Lauderdale
WMFL (33) 12/9/53-Unknown
WPST-TV (10) 2/8/57-Unknown
MIAMI
WKATBEACH—
Inc. (10) Initial Decision 3/30/55
► WDBO-TV
(6) CBS, ABC, NBC; Blair Tv AsORLANDO—soc.; 174,500; N; $300
WEAL-TV (18) 9/21/55-Unknown
WORZ Inc. (9) Initial Decision 8/10/55
PANAMA
CITY—
► WJDM (7)
ABC, CBS, NBC; Hollingbery; 30.100;
►PENSACOLA—
WEAR-TV (3) ABC, CBS; Hollingbery; 174,500;
WPFA-TV
N;
$150$300 (15) See footnote
ST.
PETERSBURG—
► WSUN-TV (38) ABC: Venard; 215,800; $400
►TALLAHASSEE—
WCTV (6) See Thomasville, Ga.
►TAMPA—
WFLA-TV (8) NBC; Blair; 350,000; N, LF, LS;
► WTVT (13) CBS; Katz; 340,000; N, LF, LS; $750
PALM BEACH—
►WEST
WEAT-TV
(12) ABC, CBS; H-R; 139,000; $250
$750 (5) NBC,
►WPTV
CBS; Blair Tv Assoc.; 101,065;
N; $275
GEORGIA
►ALBANYf—
WALB-TV (10) ABC. NBC: Venard: 45.000; $200
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ATHENSf—
WGTV (*8) 9/5/56 -Unknown
ATLANTA—
► WAGA-TV (5) CBS; Katz; 578,000; N, LS, LF;
$1,000 (11) ABC; WLW Sales; 546,350; $900
► WLWA
► WSB-TV (2) NBC; Petry; 576,190; N, LS, LF;
$1,000
WETV
WATL-TV(*30)(36)3/21/56-Unknown
See footnote
AUGUSTA—
► WJBF (6) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; 220,500;
N; $350 (12) CBS; Branham; 184,100; $350
► WEDW-TV
COLUMBUS—
► WDAK-TV (28) NBC, ABC; Headley-Reed; 136,959* N" $300
► WRBL-TV (4) CBS, ABC; Hollingbery; 186.407;
N; $400
MACON—
► WMAZ-TV (13) CBS, ABC; NBC (per program
basis); Avery-Knodel; 117,778; N; $300
ROMEf—
► WROM-TV (9) McGlllvra; 174,330; $150
SAVANNAH—
► WSAV-TV (3) NBC, ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.;
150,501; N; $275
► WTOC-TV
(11) CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel; 153,352; N; $300
THOMASVILLE—
► WCTV (6) NBC, CBS, ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.;
105,430; $250
IDAHO
►BOISEfKBOI-TV ward; (2)
CBS; Peters, Griffin, Wood71,425; $250
► KIDO-TV
(7) ABC, NBC; Blair Tv Assoc.; 85,000; N; $250
IDAHO FALLSt—
► KID-TV (3) CBS, ABC, NBC; Gill-Perna; 55,842; $200
LEWISTONf—
► KLEW-TV (3) CBS. ABC, NBC: Weed; 21,000;
$150 (satellite of KIMA-TV Yakima, Wash.)
POCATELLOf —
KSEI-TV (6) 4/25/56-Unknown
TWIN FALLSf—
► KLLX-TV
21,000; $150(11) CBS, ABC, NBC; Gill-Perna;
KHTV (13) 11/9/55-Unknown
ILLINOIS
BLOOMINOTON —
WBLN (15) See footnote
CHAMPAIGN—
► WCIA (3) CBS. NBC; Hollingbery; 403,370; N;
$800
CHICAGO—
► WBBM-TV (2) CBS; CBS Spot Sis; 2,425,696;
N; $3,900
► WBKB (7) ABC; Blair; 2,425,696; $2,400
► WGN-TV (9) Petry; 2,425,696; N, LL, LF. LS;
$1,800 (5) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 2,425,696; N.
► WNBQ
LL, LS, LF; $4,000
► WTTW (*11)
WHFC-TV (26) 1/8/93-Unknown
WIND-TV (20) 3/9/53-Unknown
WOPT (44) 2/10/54-Unknown
DANVILLE—
► WD AN- TV (24) ABC; Everett-McKinney ; 55,500; $150
DECATUR—
► WTVP (17) ABC; BolUng; 196,000; $350
EVANSTONf—
WTLE (32) 8/12/53-Unknown
HARRISBURGf—
► WSIL-TV (22) ABC; Walker; 30,000; $150
LASALLE—
West Central Bcstg. Co. (35) 2/13/57-Unknown
(satellite of WEEK-TV Peoria)
PEKIN
—
Mid-Illinois
Tv Co. (69) 2/13/57-Unknown
PEORIA —
► WEEK-TV (43) NBC; Headley-Reed; 244,420; N;
$475
► WTVH (19) CBS, ABC; Petry; 224,000; N; $500
WIRL-TV
(8 ) 6/27/56
(Construction prohibited
until completion
of deintermixture
rulemaking.)
QUINCY (HANNIBAL, MO.)—
► WGEM-TV (10) NBC, ABC; Young; 159,000; N;
$250
► KHQA-TV
(7) See Hannibal, Mo.
ROCK ISLAND (DAVENPORT, MOLINE) —
► WHBF-TV (4) CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel; 324,819; N; $800
ROCKFORD—
► WREX-TV (13) CBS, ABC; H-R; 278,004; N,
LF, LS; $450
► WTVO (39) NBC, ABC; Headley-Reed; 166,270;
N; $300
SPRINGFIELD—
► WICS (20) ABC, NBC; Young; 103,580; $250
WMAY-TV (2 ) 6/27/56 (Construction prohibited until completion of deintermixture rulemaking.) Pearson
URBANAf —
► WILL-TV (*12)
INDIANA
ANDERSONf —
WCBC-TV (61) 3/16/56-Unknown
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BLOOMINGTON—
► WTTV (4) ABC; Meeker; 523,825; N; $1,000
ELKHART (SOUTH BEND)—
► WSJV (52) ABC; H-R; 215,814; $300
EVANSVILLE—
► WFIE (62) NBC; Venard; 141,364; N; $400
► WEHT (50) See Henderson, Ky.
► WTVW (7) ABC; Hollingbery; 182,713; N, LF,
LS; $350
FORT
WAYNE—(33) NBC; Raymer; 164,364; N; $450
► WKJG-TV
► WINT (15) CBS, ABC; H-R; 139,625; N; $400
HATFIELD—
WVSJ-TV (9) Initial Decision-2/18/57
INDIANAPOLIS—
► WFBM-TV (6) NBC; Katz; 702,000; N, LL, LF,
LS; $1,200
► WISH-TV (8) CBS; Boiling; 660,000; N, LF, LS;
► WTTV
$1,300 (4) See Bloomington
Mid -West Tv Corp. (13) Initial Decision 6/7/55
LAFAYETTE—
► WFAM-TV (59) CBS, NBC; Rambeau; 190,000;
N; $200
►MUNCIE—
WLBC-TV
(49) N;
ABC,$225 CBS, NBC; Holman,
Walker; 107,250;
PRINCETONf —
WRAY-TV (52) See footnote
ROANOKE—
WPTA (21) 9/6/56-Unknown
SOUTH BEND (ELKHART)—
► WNDU-TV (46) NBC; Petry; 186,000; N; $500
► WSBT-TV (34) CBS; Raymer; 206,363; N; $400
TERRE HAUTE—
► WTHI-TV
(10) CBS, ABC, NBC; Boiling; 251,970; N; $500
IOWA
►AMES—
WOI-TV (5) ABC; Weed; 325,000; N; $500
CEDAR
RAPIDS—
► KCRG-TV (9) ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.; 325,977;
N; $450 (2) CBS; Katz; 344,380; N; $625
► WMT-TV
DAVENPORT (MOLINE, ROCK ISLAND)—
► WOC-TV
NBC; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
317,902; N;(6)$800
MOINES—(8) CBS; Katz; N; $700
t»DESKRNT-TV
► WHO-TV
NBC;LS;Peters,
322,000; (13)
N, LF,
$700 Griffin. Woodward;
KDPS-TV (11*) 12/12/56-Unknown
KGTV (17) See footnote
FORT DODGE—
► KQTV (21) NBC, CBS; Pearson; 46,365; $150
MASON CITY—
► KGLO-TV (3) CBS; Weed; 135,932; $350
OTTUMWA
— (See Kirksville, Mo.)
► KTVO (3)
SIOUX CITY—
► KTTV (4) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; 204,317; N;
► KV^V (9) CBS, ABC; Katz; 179,521; N; $425
WATERLOO—
► KWWL-TV (7) NBC; Avery-Knodel; 324,866;
N; $500
KANSAS
ENSIGN—
KTVC
(6) 1/25/56-March (satellite of KAKETV Wichita)
GOODLANDf —
KWGB-TV (10) 5/11/55-Unknown
GREAT BEND—
► KCKT (2) NBC, ABC; Boiling; 186,097; N; $250
HUTCHINSON (WICHITA)—
►► KTVH
CBS;SeeH-R;
251.135; N; $575
KAKE-TV(12) (10)
Wichita
► KARD-TV (3) See Wichita
MANHATTAN!—
KSAC-TV (*8) 7/24/53-Unknown
PITTSBURG—
► KOAM-TV (7) NBC, ABC; Katz; 161,851; $300
TOPEKA—
► WIBW-TV (13) CBS, ABC; Capper; 614,803; N;
WICHITA (HUTCHINSON)—
► KAKE-TV
(10) ABC; Katz; 266,237; N; $600
$550
► KARD-TV
LS; $550 (3) NBC; Petry; 265,430; N, LL, LF,
► KTVH (12) See Hutchinson
KENTUCKY
ASHLANDf —
WALN-TV (59) Petry; 8/14/52-Unknown
HENDERSON (EVANSVILLE, IND.)—
► WEHT (50) CBS; Young; 150,000; N; $400
LEXINGTON—
► WLEX-TV
(18) NBC, ABC, CBS; Boiling;
$218.50
WLAP-TV
(27) 12/3/53-Unknown
LOUISVILLE—
► WAVE-TV
(3) NBC, ABC; NBC Spot Sis.; 506,966; N; $1,025
New Tv Stations
THE following tv station started regular
programming within the past month:
CKMI-TV Quebec City, Que.; KUMVTV Williston, N. D.; WJPB-TV Fair-,
mont, W. Va., and WCDC (TV) Pittsfield, Mass.

► WHAS-TV (11) CBS; Harrington, Righter &
Parsons
(last N;reported
was 205,544);
$1,000 set count in July 1952
WQXL-TV
(41)
Forjoe;
1/15/53-Unknown
WKLO-TV (21) See footnote
NEWPORTf
WNOP-TV— (74) 12/24/53-Unknown
OWENSBORO—
WKYT (14) 3/14/56-Unknown
PADUCAHf
WPSD-TV— (6) Pearson; 11/14/56-May
LOUISIANA
►ALEXANDRIA
KALB-TV — (5) NBC, ABC, CBS; Weed; 136.400;
BATON
ROUGE—
► WAFB-TV
104,000; $250(28) CBS, ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.;
► WBRZ (2) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; 227,000; N;
$250 (40) 7/19/56-July
WCNS
► KLFY-TV (10) CBS; Venard; 132,811; N; $250
LAFAYETTE—
LAKE$300CHARLES
► KPLC-TV
(7) NBC, ABC; Weed; 172,898; $250
► KTAG (25) CBS; Young; 68,648; $150
► KNOE-TV (8) CBS, ABC, NBC; H-R; 285,000;
MONROE—
KLSE
N; $400(*13) 12/14/56-Unknown
NEW
ORLEANS—
► WDSU-TV
(6) ABC, CBS, NBC; Blair; 418,689;
N, LF, LS; $900
► WJMR-TV (20) CBS. ABC; Weed; 300,000; N;
ing.) (26) Gill-Perna; 4/2/53-Unknown
WCKG
WWEZ-TV (32) 9/26/56-Unknown
WWL-TV (4) 7/13/56 (Construction prohibited
until completion of deintermixture rule makWYES (*8) 2/17/56-March
$300
►SHREVEPORT—
KSLA-TV
(12) CBS, ABC; Raymer; N; 170,000;
$400
► KTBS-TV
(3) NBC, ABC; Petry; 249,695; N;
MAINE
WPTT (10) 11/14/56-Unknown
AUGUSTA—
$500
►BANGOR—
WABI-TV
(5) ABC, NBC; Hollingbery; 106,000;
► WTWO
N; $300(2) CBS; Venard; $300
POLAND SPRING—
► WMTW
CBS. ABC:
Parsons;(8)288,170;
$400 Harrington, Righter &
►PORTLAND—
WCSH-TV (6) NBC; Weed; 190,200; N; $500
► WGAN-TV (13) CBS; Avery-Knodel; 185.000:
N; $400ISLE—(8) CBS; Venard; $150
►PRESQUE
WAGM-TV
MARYLAND
►BALTIMORE—
WAAM sons;
(13)727,307;
ABC;N; Harrington,
Righter & Par$1,275
► WBAL-TV (11) NBC; Petry; 727,307; N, LL, LS,
LF; $1,500 (2) CBS; Katz; 727,307; N, LF, LS;
► WMAR-TV
WITH-TV (72) Forjoe: 12/18/52-Unknown
WTLF
$1,500 (18) 12/9/53-Unknown
►SALISBURY—
WBOC-TV (16) ABC, CBS; Headley-Reed; 56,590; $200
MASSACHUSETTS
► WBZ-TV (4) NBC: Peters. Griffin, Woodward;
1,420,106; N,(*2)LS,N, LF;
$2,400LS
BOSTON—
► WGBH-TV
LL, LF,
► WNAC-TV (7) CBS, ABC; H-R; 1.420,106; N:
► WMUR-TV (9) (See Manchester, N. H.)
WXEL (38) 10/12/55-Unknown
WJDW
3/12/53-Unknown
Greater (44)
Boston
Tv Corp. (5) Initial Decision
$3,000
1/4/56
BROCKTONf—
WHEF-TV (62) 7/30/53-Unknown
CAMBRIDGE (BOSTON)—
WTAO-TV (56) See footnote
WRLP
(32) 7/5/56-Unknown (Satellite of
GREENFIELD—
WWLP Springfield, Mass.)
PITTSFIELDt—
► WCDC (19) (Satellite of WCDA Albany, N. Y.)
►SPRINGFIELD
WHYN-TV — (55) CBS; Branham; 225,000; N; $400
► WWLP (22) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; 240,000;
N, LS; $600
WWOR-TV
WORCESTER— (14) See footnote
MICHIGAN
»■ANNWP AG-TV
ARBOR— (20) Everett-McKinney; 31,000; $150
WUOM-TV (*26) 11/4/53-Unknown
CITY (MIDLAND, SAGINAW)—
►BAYWNEM-TV
LF, LS; $690(5) NBC, ABC; Petry; 580,536; N,
►CADILLAC—
WWTV (13) CBS, ABC: Weed; 328,013; $350
►DETROIT—
WJBK-TV (2) CBS; Katz; 1,600.000; N, LL, LF,
LS; $2,600
Broadcasting • Telecasting

►
►
►
►

WTVS («56)
WWJ-TV (4) NBC; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
1,600,000; N, LF, LS; $2,400
WXYZ-TV (7) ABC; Blair; 1,600,000; N; $1,800
CKLW-TV (9) CBC; Young; 1,600,000; $1,100
(See Windsor, Ont.)
WBID-TV (50) 11/19/53-Unknown
EAST LANSINGf—
► WKAR-TV (*60)
FLINTf—
WJRT (12) 5/12/54-Unknown
GRAND RAPIDS —
► WOOD-TV (8) NBC, ABC; Katz; 574,280; N;
$1,175
WMCM (23) 9/2/54-Unknown
IRONWOOD—
WJMS-TV (12) 11/30/55-Unknown
KALAMAZOO—
► WKZO-TV
667,300; N; (3)
$1,300CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel;
LANSING—
► WJIM-TV (6) NBC, CBS, ABC; Peters, Griffin,
Woodward; 652,530; N; $1,000
WTOM-TV (54) See footnote
MARQUETTEf—
► WDMJ-TV (6) Weed; $200
PORT HURON—
WHLS-TV (34) 11/14/56-Unknown
SAGINAW (BAY CITY, MIDLAND)
► WKNX-TV (57) CBS, ABC; Gill-Perna; 160,000;
N; $375
TRAVERSE CITY—
► WBPN-TV (57) NBC; Holman; 63,847; $144
— MINNESOTA
STIN
►AU
KMMT
(6) ABC; Avery-Knodel; 115,126; $200
DULUTH (SUPERIOR, WIS.)—
► KDAL-TV
127.500; $400(3) CBS. ABC; Avery-Knodel;
► WD5M-TV (6) See Superior, Wis.
WFTV (38) See footnote
M1NNFAPOLIS-ST. PAUL—
► KMGM-TV (9) Branham; 632,000; $1,500
► KSTP-TV (5) NBC; Petry; 688,558; N, LS, LF;
$1,640
► WCCO-TV (4) CBS; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
N, LL; $1,608
► WTCN-TV (11) ABC; Katz; 615.000; $800
KTCA-TV (*2) 6/20/56-Unknown
ROCHESTER—
► KROC-TV (10) NBC, ABC; Meeker; 120,000; N;
$250
MISSISSIPPI
BILOXIf—
WVMI (13) Initial Decision 6/5/56
COLUMBUSf—
► WCBI-TV (4) CBS, NBC; McGillvra; 45,200; $150
HATTIESBURG—
► WDAM-TV
(9) NBC, ABC; Pearson; 76,500; N;
$175
JACKSON—
► WJTV (12) CBS, ABC; Katz; 155,000; $360
► WLBT (3) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; 181,000; N;
$360
LAUREL—
Laurel Tv Co. (7) 2/21/57-Unknown
MERIDIAN—
► WTOK-TV
(11) CBS. ABC, NBC; HeadleyReed; 86,031; N; $250
WCOC-TV (30) See footnote
TUPELO—
WTWV (9) NBC; Young; $150; April
MISSOURI
CAPE GIRARDEAU—
► KFVS-TV (12) CBS, NBC; Headley-Reed; 165,628; N; $600
COLUMBIA—
► KOMU-TV (8) NBC, ABC; H-R; 102,190; $250
HANNIBAL (QUINCY, ILL.)
► KHQA-TV (7) CBS; Weed; 174,880; N; $350
► WGEM-TV (10) See Qutacy, III.
JEFFERSON CITY —
► KRCG (13) CBS, ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.; 109,760;
$250
JOPLIN—
► KODE-TV (12) CBS; Avery-Knodel; 118,700;
N; $300
KANSAS CITY—
► KCMO-TV (5) CBS; Katz; 628,532; N; $1,350
► KMBC-TV (9) ABC; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
628,532; N, LS, LF, LL; $540 (half-hour)
► WDAF-TV
(4) NBC;N, Harrington,
Parsons; 628,532;
LS, LF; $1,060Righter &
KIRKSVILLE—
► KTVO (3) CBS, NBC; Boiling; 222,954; $300
ST. JOSEPH—
► KFEQ-TV (2) CBS; Blair Tv Assoc.; 176,566;
$400
ST. LOUIS—
► KETC (»9)
► KSD-TV (5) ABC. CBS. NBC; NBC Spot Sis.:
967.002; N, LS, LF; $1,200
► KTVI (36) ABC. CBS; Weed; 422.422: $400
► KWK-TV
(4) CBS. ABC; Katz; 850,000; N; $1,500
SEDALIAf—
► KDRO-TV (6) Pearson; 57,000; $200
SPRINGFIELD—
► KTTS-TV (10) CBS; Weed; 111,146; N; $325
► KYTV (3) NBC; Hollingbery; 112,563; N; $275
MONTANA
BILLINGSf—
► KOOK-TV
28,500; $200(2) CBS. ABC. NBC; Headley-Reed;
KGHL-TV (8) 11/23/55-Unknown
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING

►BUTTEf—
KXLF-TV (4) ABC; No estimate given; $100
GREAT FALLS f—
► KFBB-TV
26,400; $150(5) CBS, ABC, NBC; Blair Tv Assoc.;
HELENA
Helena Tv Inc. (10) 2/13/57-Unknown
KXLJ-TV
2/13/57-Unknown
(Satellite of
KXLF-TV (12)
Butte,
Mont.)
KALISPELLf —
KGEZ-TV (9) Cooke; 7/19/56-Unknown
MISSOULA—
► KMSO-TV
32,000; N; (13)
$150 CBS, ABC, NBC; Gill-Perna;
► KHAS-TV
Weed;
KA 83,270; N; $200
NEBRAS
- NBC;
GS(5)
HASTIN
HAYES
CENTER—
drege)
► KHPL-TV
(6) (Satellite of KHOL-TV HolKEARNEY (HOLDREDGE)—
► KHOL-TV
(13) CBS, ABC; Meeker; 125,000
(Includes satellite KHPL-TV); N; $300
►LINCOLN—
KOLN-TV
177,044; $450(10) ABC, CBS; Avery-Knodel;
► KUON-TV (»12)
►OMAHA—
KMTV
NBC, ABC; Petry; 412,000; N, LL,
LS. LF;(3)$900
► WOW- TV (6) CBS; Blair; 412,000; N; $900
KETV (7 ) 4/27/56-Unknown
SCOTTSBLUFFt—
► KSTF (10) (Satellite KFBC-TV Cheyenne)
NEVADA
HENDERSON (LAS VEGAS)—
►KLRJ-TV (2) NBC, ABC; Pearson; 30,525: N,
LL, LF, LS; $225
LAS
VEGAS— (8) CBS; Weed; 35,000; $250
► KLAS-TV
► KLRJ-TV (2) See Henderson
► KSHO-TV (13) Forjoe; 27,900; $200
RENO —
KOLO-TV
(8) CBS, ABC, NBC; Pearson; 55,000;
KAKJ (4) 4/1 9/55- Unknown
$300
WKNE-TV (45)
HAMPSHIRE
NEW4/22/53-Unknown
KEENEf
MANCHESTER
(BOSTON)—
► WMUR-TV (9) ABC (CBS, NBC per program
basis); Forjoe; 1,127,959; $600
MT. WASHINGTON! —
► WMTW (8) See Poland Spring. Me.
NEW JERSEY
ASBURY PARKf —
WRTV (58) See footnote
ATLANTIC CITY—
WOCN (52) 1/8/53-Unknown
WHTO-TV (46) See footnote
CAMDENf
— (17) 1/28/54-Unknown
WKDN-TV
NEWARK (NEW YORK CITY)—
► WATV (13) Fojoe; 4,730,000; $2,000
NEW BRUNSWICKf—
WTLV (»19) 12/4/52-Unknown
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE—
► KGGM-TV (13) CBS; Weed; 93,340; N: $300
► KOAT-TV (7) ABC; Hollingbery; 87,774; N;
► KOB-TV (4) NBC; Branham; 81,973; N; $300
$300
►CARLSBAD—
KAVE-TV
(6) CBS, NBC; Branham; 30,000;
CLOVIS—
► KICA-TV (12) CBS; Pearson; 20,900; $150
$150
►ROSWELL—
KSWS-TV (8) NBC. ABC, CBS; Meeker; 34,687;
$250
SANTA FE—
KVTT (2) 1/25/56-March
NEW YORK
ALBANY (SCHENECTADY, TROY)—
► WCDA sons;
(41)200,000;
CBS;N; Harrington,
Righter & Par$400
► WTRI (35) ABC; Venard; 250,000; $400
WFTR-TV (23) 6/10/53-Unknown
WTVZ (»17) 7/24/52-Unknown
►BINGHAMTON—
WNBF-TV
N: $1,000 (12) CBS, ABC, NBC; Blair; 464,790;
WINR-TV (40) 9/29/54-Unknown
WQTV (*46) 8/14/52-Unknown
►BUFFALO—
WB EN-TV (4) CBS; Harrington, Righter &
Parsons; 579,102 (plus 758,446 Canadian coverage); N, LS, LF, LL; $1,050
►WBUF (17) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 178,100; N;
c WGR-TV (2) ABC; Peters. Griffin, Woodward;
569,480 (plus 614,522 Canadian coverage);
$650
$1 0?5
WNYT-TV (59) 11/23/55-Unknown
WTVF
(*23) Tv7/24/52-Unknown
Great Lakes
Inc. (7) Initial Decision 1/31/56
CARTHAGE (WATERTOWN)—
► WCNY-TV (7) CBS, ABC (NBC per program
basis); Weed; 82,485 (plus 118,840 Canadian
coverage); $200

ITHACAf
—
WHCU-TV
(20) CBS; 1/8/53-Unknown
WTET (»14) 1/8/53-Unknown
LAKE PLACID (PLATTSBURG)—
► WPTZ (5) NBC, ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.; 150,000
(plus 350,000 Canadian coverage); $300
YORK— (7) ABC; Blair; 4,730,000; $4,150
►NEWWABC-TV
► WABD-TV (5) Weed; 4,730,000; N, LL, LF, LS
► WCBS-TV
(2) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 4,730,000, N,
$2LS,200LF, LL;
$8,000
►► WPIX
WOR-TV(11)(9)Peters,
WOR-TV
Sis Woodward;
• 4.730.000; $2,000
Griffin,
4,730,000;
$2,000
► WRCA-TV (4) NBC; NBC Spot Sis; 4,730,000;
N. LS. LF. LL; $9,200
► WATV (13) See Newark, N. J.
WREG (*25) 8/14/52-Unknown
WNYC-TV (31) 5/12/54-Unknown
POUGHKEEPSIE—
WKNY-TV (66) See footnote
► WROC-TV
(5) NBC, ABC; Peters, Griffin,
ROCHESTER—*
Woodward;N; 307,000
coverage);
$800 (plus 75,000 Canadian
► WHEC-TV
(10)
CBS,
ABC; Everett-McKinney;
327.000; N; $700
► WVET-TV (10) CBS, ABC; Boiling; 327,000; N,
LF, LS; $780
WCBF-TV (15) 5/10/53-Unknown
WROH (*21) 7/24/52-Unknown
SCHENECTADY (ALBANY, TROY)—
► WRGB (6) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; 503,000; N;
SYRACUSE—
► WHEN
$1,350 (8) CBS, ABC; Katz; 380,000; N; $850
► WSYR-TV
(3) NBC;N, LS,
Harrington.
Parsons; 457.770:
LF; $900 Righter &
WHTV (*43) 9/18/52-Unknown
► WKTV (13) NBC, ABC, CBS; Cooke; 213,500;
UTICA—
N; $550
NORTH CAROLINA
►ASHEVU.IE—
WISE-TV (62) CBS. NBC: Boiling: 38.000: $150
► WLOS-TV (13) ABC, CBS; Venard; 354,035; N;
CHAPEL HILLf—(*4)
6-WUNC-TV
$400
►CHARLOTTE
WBTV
NBC; CBS Spot Sis.;
—N, CBS,
528.210; (3)
LL, LS.ABC,
LF; $1,000
WSOC-TV (9) 12/13/56-April; H-R
WQMC (36) See footnote
►DURHAM—
WTVD (11) ABC; Petry; 289,580; N; $550
FAYETTEVILLEf —
► WFLB-TV
51.600; $120(18) ABC, CBS, NBC; Biern-Smith;
GASTONIAf—
WTVX (48) 4/7/54-Unknown
GREENSBORO—
► WFMY-TV
CBS, ABC;
& Parsons;(2)459,351;
N, LF,Harrington,
LS; $650 Righter
► WNCT (9) CBS, ABC; Hollingbery; 177,470; N;
GREENVILLE—
NEW BERNt —
WNBE-TV (13) 2/9/55-Unknown
$325
► WNAO-TV
(28) CBS, ABC; Forjoe; 140,125; N;
RALEIGH—
$350
► WRAL-TV (5) NBC; H-R; 334,161; N, LF, LS;
WASHINGTON—
► WITN (7) NBC; Headley-Reed; 149,006; N; $325
WILMINGTON—
$600
► WMFD-TV
(6) NBC,
Assoc.; 123,238;
$250 ABC, CBS; Wagner-Smith
WINSTON-SALEM—
► WSJS-TV (12) NBC; Headley-Reed; 586,384; N;
► WTOB-TV (26) ABC; Venard; 133,720; $200
NORTH DAKOTA
$600
►BISMARCK—
KBMB-TV (12) CBS; Weed; 27,000; N; $150
► KFYR-TV (5) NBC, ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.:
38,950; $275
►DICKINSON—
KDIX-TV (2) CBS, ABC, NBC; Holman; 19,000; $150
► WD Woodward;
AY-TV (6)92,679;
NBC, N; ABC:
$450 Peters. Griffin
FARGO—
FORKS—
►GRAND
KNOX-TV
(10) NBC; Rambeau; 37,000; N; $200
► KCJB-TV (13) CBS, NBC, ABC; Weed; 30,000;
MINOT—
KMOT
$250 (10) 10/5/55-Unknown
marck)
►WILLISTON—
KUMV-TV
(8) (satellite of KFYR-TV BisVALLEY
CITY—(4) CBS; Weed; 157,300; N, LF, LS;
► KXJB-TV

►AKRON—
WAKR-TV (49) ABC;OHIO
Weed; 174.066; $300
$500
ASHTABULAf
—
WICA-TV (15) See footnote
►ELMIRA—
WSYE-TV (18) NBC; Harrington, Righter &
CANTONt—
Parsons (SateUite WSYR-TV Syracuse)
WTLC (29) 3/22/56-Unknown
WTVE (24) See footnote
►CINCINNATI—
WCET (*48)
HAGAMAN—
► WCDB (29) (Satellite WCDA Albany, N. Y.) ► WCPO-TV (9) ABC; Blair; 850,800; N; $1,200
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COMPARATIVE
ABC
Noon

SUNDAY
CBS

12:30

Wild
HickokBill
F
Sweets Co.
Johnson &
Johnsonand
Heckle
Jeckle Show
AW— F

12:45
1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45

2:45
3:00
3:15

4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45
5:00

Johns
Hopkins
File 7
L
College Press
Conference
L

5:30

Art
House Party
Linkletter's
Footnote)

Face Ike
Nation

Outlook
L&F

(See
Colgate
Big Payoff

World
News
Roundup

Zoo
Parade
L&F

6:30
6:45
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45
8:00

SkTppy
Peanut
Butter
You Asked
ForF It
Pharmaceuticals
Ted Mack
Amateur
Hour

8:15
8:30
8:45

Open
Hearing
L

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45

Odyssey

Mama*

6:15

Aluminium,
Ltd
Union
Carbide
Omnibus

Frontiers
of Faith
L

Youth or
American
Forum
L

Dean
Pike
Corn Prods.
Press
Conference
L

W. Cronkite
1:10 Slandup
$ Be Counted
S
P&G
AsWorld
The
Turns

The
Last
Word

CIBA
Medical
Horizons
L

5:15

Amer. Home
Products
Love
of Life
P&G
Search for
Tomorrow
P&G
Guiding Light

OurBrooks
Miss
F
Sua

2:15
2:30

MONDAY
CBS
Stand.
ValiantBrands
Lady

No Net
Service

2:00

3:45

ABC

Let's Take
A Trip ■

12:15

3:30

NBC

Afternoon
Film
Festival
F&L
Participating

Gen. Motors
Wide Wide
World
L
ALT
H. Curtis
Wash. Square
&
Topper

Heinz
The McBoing
Boing Show Capt. FGallant
Color Film

Mickey
Mouse
Club
footnote)
F
(see

NETWORK

Bobnotes)
Crosby
Day
(See Foot-

NBC

SHOWSHEET
ABC

Tic
Tac
Dough
L

P&G
Guiding Light
L
W. Cronkite
1:10 Slandup
4 Be Counted
S
As The
World
Sus
Turns

Close-Up
L

Club 60
L

Tennessee
Ernie
Ford
Show
L

The Brighter
P&G"
Am. Home Participating
For A
Queen
Pr. Secret
L
Storm
P&G
The Edge
Modern
of Night
Romances
L
Comedy
Time
F

Wesson Lady
Oil
Valiant
[Amer.
Home
Products
Love of Life
SearchP&Gfor
Tomorrow

It Could
Be You
L

NBC
Matinee
Theatre
pating)
Color
Day L
(Partici-

TUESDAY
CBS

Afternoon
Film
Festival
F&L
Participating

Mickey
Club
Mouse
footnote)
F

NBC
Dough
Tic Tac

ABC

L
You
/( Could Be
L
Close-Up

4 BeP&G
Counted
S
AsWorld
The
Turns

Club 60
L

Best Foods
(alt. wks.)
Brooks
Our
Miss
F
Art
Tennessee
House Party Ernie
Ford
Show
Footnote)
Linkletter's
L
Jay_
NBC
BigColgate
Payoff
(See
Matinee
Day
Theatre
pating)
Afternoon
Bobnotes)
Crosby
Film
Color L
Festival
F&L
(ParticiParticipating
(See FootThe Brighter
Hoi
Am. Home
For A
Pr. Secret
Participating
Storm
Da>
L
Queen
TheP&GEdge
of Night
Romances
Modern
L
Comedy
Mickey
Time
F
p&s —
Mouse
footnote)
Club
F

Johns
Manville
Meet the
Press
L

Prudential
Air
Power
T

Gen. Foods
Roy Rogers
F

Soup
Campbell
Lassie F

Gordon Bkg.
Gordon ukg.
Kukla, Fran
Whitehall
Kukla, Fran
& Ollie
News L
Whitehall
Genl. Cigar
Genl.
Cigar
& Ollie
L
(Alt,
wks.)
Kellogg
Carter
(Alt.) Daly-News
Nat King
News
Whitehall
Daly-News
Reynolds
Johnson &
ColeCan
HoweLewisL
MetalsBoy
(Alt. wks.) Vicks,
Amer.
Circus
Miller
Brewing
Dairy
Johnson
J. Winters
Gen. Electric Name That
F
News
(Alt.
wks.)
Wildroot
Caravan
R. J.
Cheyenne
Rob. Hood F
American
Tune
(Alt.
wks.)
News Oats
L
Chesebrough
Quaker
Reynolds
Motors
Wire
American
Showcase
R.J.Reynolds
B.F.Goodrich
Service
U. S. Time
(Alt.
wks.)
Conflict
F Foods
F
P&G,
1Producers'
wk.
of 4)
SilversPhilF
Jergens&
(8-9:30
Purex
Derby
Carnation
Disneyland
Brown
L
(Alt. Fwks.)
Speidel
Whitehall
Burns
Williamson
Allen F&
Big
Surprise
Lever F
Steve Allen
Lever
Firestone
Lvr.-Lptn. Sir Lancelot
Show
Pond's
L & Myers
Voice
of
(Alt. wks.)
Mills
P&G
L
Wells Fargo Gen.
(Alt.
Sheaffer
MaxPanic!
Factor Am. Tobacco
Firestone
Toni wks.)
Co.
The
Brothers
(Alt.
wks.)
F
Log
L
Amer.37l8
Tobac WyattF Earp
F
U.Navy
S. Rubber
Co-op
Talent
Gen.
Foods
Scouts
Miles Labs Pharmaceu.
Goodyear
Corp.
Life Living
Is Worth (Alt.P&Gwks.) Pharmctcls.
To Tell
P&G
(Alt. Electric
wks.)
Gen.
The LTruth
(alt. with)
Eastman
Broken
Gen.
Foods
(F)
I
Love
Lucy
F
L
TwentyAlcoa
Arrow
F
Jane
Kodak
F
Adv.
ofF Ozzie
One
Dodge
&
Harriet
Wyman
S.C.
Johnson
TV
General
Playhouse
Johnson
Foods
Armstrong
(Alt.
wks.)
Plymouth
duPont
Pet Skelton
Milk
December
F
(3/10)
Waxwith
Armstrong
Lawrence
Red
alt.
Bride
F
Theatre
L
Cork
F
Co-op
Chevy Show
Welk
Ford Ford
Theatre
Mennen
Robert
Revlon
Top and
Tunes
Kaiser
P&G
Young
Montgomery It's Polka
Loretta
Aluminum
HourTh'tre
The $64,000 Circle
New Talent
Presents
L
F
Time
L
L
(L)
Westinghouse
Question
Brewing
Co.
Pabst Co.
Wednesday
Mennen
Studio One
Lanolin
Plus
Do
You
Liggett
&
M.
Hold That
L
L
Wife?Your
Trust
Night Fights
L
Note
_
■

Am. Tobacco
Private
Secretary
(Alt. Benny
wks.)
Jack
Mercury
Div. of
The Ford
Motor Co
The
Ed Sullivan
Show
L
Gen. Elect.
G E
Theatre
F
BristolMyers
Hitchcock
Theatre
F
P. Lorillard
(Alt.
wks.)
Revlon
The
$64,000
Challenge
Helene Curtis
(Alt. wks.)
Remington
MyWhat's
Line L

Valiant
Lady
Gen. Mills
Amer. Home
Products
Love of Life
Search
P&G for
Tomorrow
P&G
Guiding Light

15 Min.
(Alt.)
Our Gerber
Miss
Brooks
Art F
House Party
Footnote)
Linkletter's
Colgate
Big (See
Payoff
Day
Bobnotes)
Crosby
(SeeP&GFootThe Brighter
Am. Home
Pr. Secret
Storm
TheP&GEdge
of Night

(see
(see
L
Gordon Bkg.
Kukla. Fran
& Ollie
Genl. Cigar
Daly-News

Whitehall
News

Whitehall
News L
(Alt, wks.)

NBC

W. Cronkite
1:10 Slandup

Bell
Telephone
System
Telephone
Time

General
Foods
Bengal
Lancers
F

CBS

Whitehall
(Alt.
Newswks.)
L
Whitehall
(Alt. wks.)
News L
Flicka
My Friend
(Sus.)
Bristol Myrs.
Godfrey
(Alt.
wks.)
American
Home
Prod.
Kellogg
Arthur
Pillsbury
Show
(alt.)
F
Colgate
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L
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(Seenotes)
FootF&7T
The Day
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Storm
P&G
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of Night

ABC
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Lady
Amer. Home
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P&G
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Tomorrow
P&G ingGuidL Light
W. Cronkite
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$ Be Counted
S
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AsWorld
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15 Min.
(Alt.
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Our Miss
Brooks F
Art
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L
Close-Up
L
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L
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ShowFord
L
NBC
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pating)
(ParticiColor L
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Linkletter's
Footnote)
(See
Colgate
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L
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L
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Time
F

CBS
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Mouse
Club
footnote)
(see
F

NBC

ABC

Tic
Tac
Dough
L

Big
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CBS
The
(Sus.)

ItBe Could
You
L

■■■■Hi
NBC
Cowboy
Theater
F

12:30
Mr.
Wizard
L

Gen. Mills
(Alt.) Nestle
Co., Ranger
The
Lone
F

Close-Up
L

Noon
12:15

12:45
1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45
2:00

Club 60
L

2:15
Carling
Brewing

Tennessee
Ernie Ford
Show
L

Hockey
Professional
(On 3/29)
concl.)
(2 p.m to
Basketball
NIT
Games

NBC
Matinee
Theatre
pating)
Color
(Partici-L

Bob Crosby
Footnotes)
Day
(See
Day
P&G
The Brighter
Am. Home
For A
Pr. Secret. Participating
Queen
Storm
L
TheP&GEdge
Modern
of Night
Romances
L
Comedy
Time
F

23/16,
p.m. 23to
concl.
East-West
All Star
Basketball
Game

Co-op

2:30
2:45

B&W
Carter
BristolMyers
Pro.
Basketball
Games

2:45 p.m. to
concl.
3/30 S.
James
Kemper
& Co.

NBC: Today, 7-9 a.m. (participating sponsors).

4:30
4:45
5:00
5:15

Bauer &
Black
Jet
Bon-Ami
Hartz
Circus
L
Armour
Int.
Cellucotton
Danny
Thomas
F

Skippy

Gordon Bkg
Peanut
Kukla, Fran
Butter
Vincent
& Oilie
This Is
Lopez
Whitehall
News
E. I. duPont
Galen
Drake
L
Xavier
L
News
Chevrolet
Daly-News
(Sus.)
Cugat
L
Dinah Shore
Show
Bishop
National
Show L
Hazel
The
Biscuit
Quaker
L
Sylvania
Oats
Rin
Miles
Sperry-Rand
Buccaneers
Beat the
News
Yardley
Tin Tin
News
ofSgt.thePreston
Yukon Caravan
Clock
F
L
F
Caravan L
F
Nestle (Alt.)
of
London
Toni
(Alt.)
Chesebrough
Hfynolds
Bobbi &
Gen. Foods
(alt. wks.)
DeSotoFamous Film P. Bulova
Pamper
Am.
Chicle
West
Point
Plymouth
Colgate
Lorillard
Bob
You Bet
Blondie
JimPond's
Bowie
Festival
F
Your
Life
F
F
Cummings
F
Riley
(F)
Show F
Jackie
Gen. Foods
Gleason
Schick
Gulfof
Chevrolet
Life
Show
Chesterfield
(Alt.
wks.)
Crossroads
Ford
Motor
Dragnet
Zane Grey
F
F
Chrysler
F
Theatre F
Motors
R.J.Reynolds Chevy Show
P&G alt.
David (Alt. wks.)
Borden Co. Mogen
Nestle
Climax*
Treasure
Dodge
(3/22)
(Alt.
wks.)
Hunt
C'gate
P'olive Campbell
Helene
Curtis
L
Div.
Mr.
Adams
Lever
The Choice
People's
Gale
Storm
On
Trial
L
and
Eve
F
Show
The
F
F
Drug
Welk
Lawrence
L&M
Sterling
Rrewing
Am. Tobacco
Schlitz
Bristol Myers Tenn.FordErnie
(Alt.
Heywks.)
I
Show
P&G
(Alt. wks.)
Ford Show
L
The Vise
The Schlitz
Singer
Purina
RalstonL
F
Playhouse
Jeannie
Big Story
Ronson
F
L
(Alt. wks.)
Brown
&
American
Ray
Bristol MyrB
Williamson
Gillette
L&M
Ozark
Cavalcade
Chicle
(Alt.
wks.)
Lever
Philip Morris
Gunsmoke
Line
Up
of
Soorts
Plymouth
P&G
Bros.
Jubilee
(Alt.
wks.)
Anthony
Lux
L
Am. Gas Asso
F
Video
Show
Amer. Oil
Theatre
Playhouse 90
L
For
TheTwoMoney
Hamm
State Farm
L
L
Time
L
Red Barber'i

CBS: a.m.;
Lamp Look
Unto UpMy And
Feet,Live,
101|10:30
10:30-11 a.m.; Eye on New
I York, 11-11:30 a.m.; Camera
Three, 11:30-12 noon.

4:15

R. J.
Reynolds
Toni Are
People
Funny
F
Sunbeam
Gold Seal
Noxzema
Kleenex
RCA
S &Stamps
H Green
Perry Como
L
Olds, RCA,
Whirlpool
Sat. Spec.
(9-10:30)
1 wk. of 4
B.Quaker
T. Babbitt
Oats
Knomark
Wesson
Hour
L
Armour
Caesar's
Pet(alt.)
Milk
George^ Gobel
Am. Tobacco
Warner
Lambert
Your Hit

ABC — Mickey Mouse Club
Mon.-Fri. 5-6. Am. Par.,
Armour, Bristol-Myers, Carnation, Coca-Cola, Gen. Mills,
Mattel, Miles Labs, Minnesota
Mining,
Peter ShoeSOS,
Co. Pillsbury Mills,

8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45

Bob Crosby — 15 min. segments
sponsored by Gerber Prod.,
Procter & Gamble, General
Mills, Wesson Oil, Best Foods,
Toni, Brown & Williamson,
SOS, Swift & Co., Mentholatum.

6:30
6:45
No Net
Service

FOOTNOTES:
Explanation: Programs in
italics, sustaining; Time, EST,
L, live; F, film; K, kinescope
recording; E, Eastern network; M, Midwestern.

CBS — Garry Moore M.-Fri. 15
min. segments sponsored by
Campbell Soup, Lever Bros.,
Toni, Best Foods, Yardley, Staley, Chevrolet, SOS, Swift &
Co. Hoover, Nestle, Johnson &
Johnson, Pittsburgh Plate
Glass, Bird & Son.
Arthursegments
Godfrey sponsored
M.-Thurs. by15
min.
Bristol Myers, Standard
Brands, Norwich Pharmacal,
Pillsbury, Kellogg, Simoniz,
General Foods, Scott Paper,
Sherwin Williams, Mutual of
Omaha.
House Party — 15 min. segments
sponsored by Kellogg, Lever,
Pillsbury, Swift, Campbell
Soup, Simoniz, Standard
Brands.

6:00
6:15

jordon Bkg.
Kukla, Fran
& Ollie
E. I. duPont
Daly-News
Gen. Mills
Swift & Co.
The I>one
Ranger
F

SUNDAY AM

3:45
4:00

3:30

5:30

News
L

NBC: Pinky Lee Show, 10110:30 a.m.; I Married Joan,
10:30-11 a.m.; Fury (General
Foods), 11-11:30 a.m.; Uncle
Johnny Coons, 11:30-12 noon.

MONDAY-FRIDAY AM
CBS: Good Morning, 7-8 a.m.;
Captain Kangaroo, 8-9 a.m.
(participating sponsors);
Garry Moore, M-Th., 10-10:30
a.m.; Fri., 10-11:30 a.m.; Arthur Godfrey, M-Th., 1010:30; (see footnotes); Strike
It Rich, 11:30-12 noon.

3:00
3:15

5:45

Whitehall
News
L

SATURDAY AM
I CBS: Capt. Kangaroo, Brown
Shoe Co., Ludens, MightyMouse
Playhouse,
10:30-11
a.m.. General
Foods,
alt.
weeks; Colgate; Winky Dink
and You, sus. 11-11:30 a.m.;
Tales of Texas Ranger, General Mills, alt. weeks Sweets
Co., 11:30-12 noon.

7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45

SPECIAL PROGRAMS
*CBS — See It Now, 5-6 p.m.
March 3,nificent,
31;9-10 Hemo
the Magp.m., March
20;
Shower
of
Stars,
8:30-9:30
p.m., March 7.
**NBC — Chevy Show, 9-10 p.m.,
March 10.
© 1957 by Broadcasting
Publications, Inc.
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bt

TELESTATUS

► WKRC-TV (12) CBS; Katz; 662,236; N; $1,000
► WLWT (5) NBC; WLW Sis.; 487,000; N; $800
WQXN-TV (54) Forjoe; 5/14/53-Unknown
CLEVELAND—
► WEWS (5) ABC; Blair; 1,210,000; N; $1,650
► KYW-TV (3) NBC; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
1,249,019; (8)
~N;CBS;
$1,950Katz; 1,146,150; N; $2,000
► WJW-TV
WERE-TV (65) 6/18/53-Unknown
WHK-TV (19) 11/25/53-Unknown
COLUMBUS—
► WBNS-TV (10) CBS; Blair; 539,480; N; $825
► WLWC (4) NBC; WLW Sis.; 361,000; N; $800
► WOSU-TV (*34)
► WTVN-TV (6) ABC; Katz; 381,451; $600
►DAYTON—
WHIO-TV (7) CBS: Hollingbery; 637,330: N;
$800 (2) ABC, NBC; WLW Sis.; 332.000; N;
► WLWD
$800 (22) See footnote
WIFE
ELYRIAf —
WEOL-TV (31) 2/11/54-Unknown
LIMA—
► WIMA-TV (35) NBC, CBS, ABC: H-R; 76,487;
$150
MANSFIELDf—
WTVG (36) 6/3/54-Unknown
MASSILLONf —
WMAC-TV (23) Petry; 9/4/52-Unknown
OXFORD—
WMUB-TV (*14) 7/19/56-Unknown
STEUBENVILLE (WHEELING, W. VA.)—
► WSTV-TV
045,580; N; (9)$500CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel; 1,► WTRF-TV (7) See Wheeling
TOLEDO—
► WSPD-TV (13) CBS, ABC, NBC: Katz; 406,000;
N; $1,000
WTOH-TV (79) 10/20/54-Unknown
YOUNGSTOWN—
► WFMJ-TV (21) NBC; Headley-Reed; 202,771; N;
► WKBN-TV
(27) CBS, ABC; Raymer; 202,534:
$400
N: $450
WXTV (73) 11/2/55-Unknown
ZANESVILLE —
► WHIZ-TV (18) NBC, ABC, CBS; Pearson; 51,349; $150
►ADA
KTEN (10) ABCOKLAHOMA
(CBS, NBC per program
basis); Venard; 95,639; N; $225
ARDMORE—
► KVSO-TV (12) NBC; Pearson; 81,000; N; $150
ENID—
► KGEO-TV (5) ABC; Pearson; 264,510; N; $600
LA WTO N—
► KSWO-TV (7) ABC; Pearson; 71,000: $150
MUSKOGEE—
► KTVX (8) ABC; Avery-Knodel; 290,687; $500
OKLAHOMA CITY—
► KETA (»13)
► KWTV (9) CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel; 402,213;
N: sano (4) NBC, ABC; Katz; 402,213; N, LL,
► WKY-TV
LF. LS; $920
KTVQ (25) See footnote
TULSA—
► KOTV (6) CBS; Petry; 319,312; N; $825
► KTVX (8) (See Muskogee)
► KVOO-TV (2) NBC; Blair; 319,312; N. LF. LS;
$750
KOED-TV
(»11) 7/21/54-Unknown
KSPG (17) 2/4/54-Unknown
KCEB (23) See footnote
OREGON
EUGENE—
► KVAL-TV (13) NBC, ABC (CBS per program
basis); Hollingbery; 82,690; N; $300
KLAMATH FALLS!—
► KOTI (2) CBS, ABC, NBC; Blair Tv Assoc.;
12,500; $150
COOS BAY—
KOOS-TV (16) 9/4/56-Unknown
MEDFORD—
► KBES-TV (5) ABC, CBS, NBC; Blair Tv Assoc.;
39; 850; $250
PORTLAND—
► KGW-TV (8) ABC; Blair; 325,077; $700
► KLOR (12) Hollingbery; 370,000; N; $700
► KOIN-TV (6) CBS; CBS Spt Sis.; 385,000; N;
$700 (27) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.: 356,442; N, LF,
► KPTV
LS; $700
ROSEBURG—
► KPIC (4) Hollingbery; 12,643; $150 (satellite of
KVAL-TV Eugene, Ore.)
SALEM! —
KSLM-TV (3) 9/30/53-Unknown
PENNSYLVANIA
ALLENTOWNf —
WQCY
(39) (67)
Weed;See 8/12/53-Unknown
WFMZ-TV
footnote
ALTOONA—
► WFBG-TV (10) CBS, ABC, NBC; Blair; 448,500;
$750
BETHLEHEM—
► WLEV-TV (51) NBC; Meeker: 89.307; N; $200
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EASTONf—
► WGLV (57) ABC; Headley-Reed; 94,635; $175
► WICU (12) NBC, ABC; Petry; 223,500; N; $700
►ERIE—
WSEE (35) CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel; 164,000;
►HARRISBURG—
WCMB-TV (27) Forjoe; $200
► WHP-TV
(55) CBS; Boiling; 241,449; $325
$250
► WTPA (71)
ABC;N; Harrington,
Righter & Parsons; 242,000;
$350
HAZLETONf —
WAZL-TV (63) Meeker; 12/18/52-Unknown
JOHNSTOWN—
► WARD-TV (56) ABC, CBS; Weed; $200
► WJAC-TV
(6) NBC, ABC; Katz; 1,051,699;
N, LL, LS, LF; $1,000
LANCASTER (HARRISBURG, YORK)—
► WGAL-TV (8) NBC, CBS; Meeker; 917,320; N,
LS, LF; $1,200
WLAN-TV (21) 11/8/56-Unknown
LEBANONf—
WLBR-TV (15) See footnote
NEW
CASTLE—(45) See footnote
WKST-TV
PHILADELPHIA—
► WCAU-TV
N, LF, LS; (10)
$3,250CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 2,094,852;
► WFIL-TV (6) ABC; Blair; 2,235,000; N, LL, LS,
LF: $3,200
► WRCV-TV
N, LL, LF, (3)LS;NBC;
$3,200NBC Spot Sis.; 2,090,000;
WHYY-TV (*35) 3/28/56-Unknown
WPHD (23) 9/28/55-Unknown
WSES (29) 3/28/56-Unknown
PITTSBURGH—
► KDKA-TV
NBC, CBS,N; ABC;
Woodward;(2) 1,200,000;
$2,000 Peters, Griffin,
► WENS (16) ABC; Branham; 445,000; $450
► WQED (*13)
WIIC (11) CBS; Blair; 7/20/55-Unknown
WTVQ
12/23/52-Unknown
Tv City (47)
Inc. Headley-Reed;
(4) Initial Decision
4/23/56
WKJF-TV (53) See footnote
READING—
WEEU-TV (33) See footnote
WHUM-TV (61) See footnote
►SCRANTON—
WARM-TV (16) ABC; Boiling; 250,000; $225
► WGBI-TV (22) CBS; H-R; 310,000; N; $500
WTVU (44) See footnote
SHARONf —
WSHA (39) 1/27/54-Unknown
SUNBURYf—
WKOK-TV (38) 2/9/55-Unknown
WILKES-BARRE—
► WBRE-TV (28) NBC; Headley-Reed; 306,000; N;
► WILK-TV (34) ABC; Avery-Knodel; 306,000; N;
$300
WILLIAMSPORTf
—
$450
WRAK-TV
(36) 11/32/52-Unknown
► WNOW-TV (49) Keller; 137,500; $200
►YORK—
WSBA-TV (43) ABC; Young; 138,480; $200
RHODE ISLAND
PROVIDENCE—
► WJAR-TV (10) NBC. ABC; Weed; 1,404.202; N;
► WPRO-TV
CBS; Blair; 1,404,202; $1,100
$1 200 (16) (12)
WNET
See footnote
SOUTH CAROLINA
ANDERSON—
► WAIM-TV (40) ABC; Headley-Reed; 127,550; N;
CAMDENf
— (14) 6/3/53-Unknown
WACA-TV
$150
CHARLESTON—
► WCSC-TVward;(5)
136,329;CBS,
N; ABC;
$300 Peters. Griffin, Wood► WUSN-TV (2) NBC, ABC; Weed; 202,000; $300
►COLUMBIA—
WIS-TV ward;
(10)220,873;
NBC,N; ABC;
$400 Peters, Griffin, Wood► WNOK-TV (67) CBS, ABC; Raymer; 110,000;
$200
►FLORENCE—
WBTW
148,000; (8)
N; CBS,
$300 NBC, ABC; CBS Spot Sis.;
►GREENVILLE—
WFBC-TV (4) NBC; Weed; 264,623; N; $450
WGVL (23) See footnote
SPARTANBURG—
► WSPA-TV (7) CBS; Hollingbery; 285,765; N;
SOUTH DAKOTA
$450
ABERDEENf—
KDHS (9) 8/30/56-Unknown
DEADWOODf —
KDSJ-TV (5) 8/8/56-Unknown
Falls)
FLORENCE—
► KDLO-TV (3) (Satellite of KELO-TV Sioux
RAPID CITYt —
► KOTA-TV
(3) CBS. ABC, NBC; Headley-Reed:
19,190; $150
KRSD-TV (7) 12/20/56-Unknown
RELIANCE!—
KPLO-TV
12/20/56-Unknown
(Satellite of
KELO-TV (6)
Sioux
Falls)
SIOUX FALLS —
► KELO-TV (11) NBC, ABC, CBS; H-R; 195,330
(includes satellite KDLO-TV Florence); $450

► WCYB-TV (5) (See Bristol, Va.)
SEE Branham; 221,272;
ISTOL-(12) TEN
BR
►CHATTANOOGA—
WDEF-TV
CBS,NES
ABC;
N; $450 (3) NBC, ABC; H-R; 229,164; N;
► WRGP-TV
►JACKSON—
WDXI-TV
(7) CBS, ABC; Headley-Reed; 103,500; N; $200
$400 CITY—
JOHNSON
► WJHL-TV
(11) CBS, ABC; Pearson; 215,000;
►KNOXVILLE—
WATE-TV (6) NBC; Avery-Knodel; 183,114; N;
► WEIR-TV (10) CBS; Katz; 186,080; N; $600
► WTVK (26) ABC; Pearson; 168,455; N; $300
$600
MEMPHIS—
►WHBQ-TV
(13) ABC; H-R; 492,189; $800
$300
► WKNO-TV
(*10)
► WMCT (5) NBC; Blair; 492,189; N; $900
► WREC-TV (3) CBS; Katz; 492,189; $900
►NASHVILLE—
WLAC-TV (5) CBS; Katz; 386,561; N; $750
► WSIX-TV (8) ABC; Hollingbery; 380,000; $575
► WSM-TV (4) NBC; Petry; 285,062; N, LF, LS;
$825
► KRBC-TV
(9) NBC; Raymer; 64,058; $225
ILENE— TEXAS
AB
KAMT-TV (12) 8/30/56-Unknown
ALPINE—
►AMARILLO—
KFDA-TV
97,391; $340(10) CBS, ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.;
► KGNC-TV (4) NBC; Katz; 97,391; N; $340
► KTBC-TV
(7) CBS, ABC, NBC; Raymer; 167,956; N; $400
AUSTIN—
►BEAUMONT—
KFDM-TV
CBS, N;ABC;
Woodward; (6)118,873;
$350 Peters, Griffin,
KBMT (31) See footnote
SPRING— (4) CBS; Branham; 48,453; $150
►BIGKBST-TV
(satellite of KDUB-TV Lubbock)
BROWNWOOD—
KNBT-TV (19) 6/6/56-Unknown
KBTX-TV (3) 11/5/56-March 15
BRYAN—
CORPUS CHRIST!—
► KRIS-TV
(6) N;
NBC,LF, ABC:
Peters, Griffin, Woodward; 80,000;
LS; $300
► KSIX-TV (10) CBS; H-R; $250
► KVDO-TV (22) ABC; Young; 47,000; $150
►DALLAS—
KRLD-TV (4) CBS; Branham; 602,525; N; $1,100
► WFAA-TV
(8) ABC, NBC; Petry; 602,525; N;
$1,000
► KILT
Young; 85,101; $250
PASO
—(13) ABC;
►EL KROD-TV
(4) ABC, CBS; Branham; 101,555;
N: $450
► KTSM-TV (9) NBC; Hollingbery; 97,257; N;
WORTH— (5) ABC. NBC: Peters. Griffin.
►FT.WBAP-TV
Woodward; 600,000; N, LL, LF, LS; $1,000
► KFJZ-TV (11) Blair; 540,930; $600
GALVESTON
(HOUSTON)—
$325
► KGUL-TV (11) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 500.100;
N; $1,000 (BROWNSVILLE, McAlLEN,
HARIINGEN!
WESLACO)—
► KGBT-TV
(4) coverage);
CBS. ABC: $300H-R: 85,817 (plus
8.000 Mexican
►HOUSTON—
KPRC-TV (2) NBC; Petry; 510,000; N; $1,000
► KTRK (13) ABC; Hollingbery; 510.000; N, LF.
LS: $850
(*8) (11) See Galveston
►► KUHT
KGUL-TV
KNTJZ-TV (39) See footnote
KXYZ-TV (29) 6/18/53-Unknown
LAREDO!—
► KHAD-TV (8) CBS, NBC, ABC; Pearson; 14.348;
►LUBBOCK—
KCBD-TV
(11) NBC, ABC; Raymer; 138,549; N;
$150
► KDUB-TV
(3) CBS; Branham; 141,191; N, LS,
LF; $350 (film)
$350
► KTRE-TV (9) Venard; 60,106; $225 (Station receives NBC shows from KPRC-TV Houston.)
LUFKIN—
► KMID-TV (2) NBC, ABC; Venard; 78,000; $200
MIDLAND—
► KOSA-TV (7) CBS; Pearson; 90,164; $250
ODESSA—
PORT
ARTHUR—(4) initial decision— 2/15/57
KPAC-TV
ANGELO—
►SANKTXL-TV
622;
$200 (8) CBS, NBC, ABC; Vernard; 44,ANTONIO—
►SANKCOR-TV
(41) O'Connell; 70.000: $200
► KENS-TV
CBS; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
348,532; N;(5) $700
► KONO-TV (12) ABC; H-R; 350,000; N; $560
► WOAI-TV (4) NBC; Petry; 348,532; N, LL, LS,
LF; $700
SWEETWATER (ABILENE)—
► KPAR-TV
(12) CBS; Branham; 63,341; $200
(satellite of KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex.)
Broadcasting
Telecasting

TEMPLE (WACO)—
► KCEN-TV (6) NBC; Hollingbery; 155,162; N;
$300
TEXARKANA (ALSO TEXARKANA, ARK.)—
► KCMC-TV (6) CBS, ABC; Venard; 100,000; N;
$260
TYLER—
► KLTV (7) NBC, ABC, CBS; H-R; 108,000; $300
WACO (TEMPLE)—
► KWTX-TV (10) ABC, CBS; Raymer; 139,696;
N; $250
WESLACO (BROWNSVILLE, HARLINGEN,
McALLEN)—
► KRGV-TV (5) NBC; Raymer; 85,817 (plus 8,000
Mexican coverage); $250
WICHITA FALLS—
► KFDX-TV (3) NBC, ABC; Raymer; 127,000; N;
$350
► KSYD-TV (6) CBS; Blair Tv Assoc.; 127,000; N;
$300
UTAH
SALT LAKE CITY—
► KSL-TV (5) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; 212,000; N;
$600 (4) NBC; Katz; 212,000; N, LS; $600
► KTVT
► KUTV (2) ABC; Avery-Knodel; 212,000; $600
KUTA (7*) 12/13/56-September
VERMONT
BURLINGTON—
► WCAX-TV (3) CBS; Weed; 147,000; $350
VIRGINIA
ARLINGTON—
WARL-TV (20) 10/10/56-Unknown
BRISTOL—
► WCYB-TV (5) NBC, ABC; Weed; 368,870; N,
LF, LS; $300
DANVILLEf —
WBTM-TV (24) See footnote
HAMPTON—
► WVEC-TV (15) See Norfolk
HARRISONBURG—
► WSVA-TV (3) ABC, CBS, NBC; Peters, Griffin
Woodward; 139,617; $250
LYNCHBURG—
► WLVA-TV (13) ABC; Hollingbery; 308,675; N;
$300 (film)
NEWPORT NEWS—
WACH-TV (33) See footnote
NORFOLK—
► WTAR-TV (3) CBS, ABC; Perry; 422,196; N, LS,
LF; $875
► WTOV-TV (27) McGillvra; 210,000; $380
► WVEC-TV (15) NBC; Avery-Knodel; 187,000;
N; $400
PETERSBURG—
► WXEX-TV (8) See Richmond
PORTSMOUTH—
WAVY-TV (10) ABC; H-R; 5/30/56-April
RICHMOND—
► WRVA-TV (12) CBS: Harrington, Righter &
Parsons; N, LF, LS; $700
► WTVR (6) ABC; Blair; 408,240; N, LF, LS; $875
► WXEX-TV (8) NBC; Forjoe; 415,835; N. LF,
LS; $750
ROANOKE—
► WDBJ-TV (7) CBS; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
402,000; $600
► WSLS-TV (10) ABC, NBC; Avery-Knodel; 402,000; N, LF, LS; $675
BELUNGHAM — WASHINGTON
► KVOS-TV (12) CBS; Forjoe; 279,857; $435
EPHRATAf—
KBAS-TV (43) 5/4/56-February (Satellite of
KIMA-TV Yakima, Wash.)
PASCO—
► KEPR-TV (19) CBS, ABC, NBC; Weed; 35,000;
N; $200 (Satellite of KIMA-TV Yakima)
SEATTLE (TACOMA)—
► KCTS (*9)
► KING-TV (5) ABC; Blair; 554,300; N, LF, LS;
$1,100
► KOMO-TV
(4) NBC:
LL, LF, LS;
$1,125 NBC Spot Sis.; 54,300; N,
► KTNT-TV (11) CBS; Weed; 554,300; N; $900
► KTVW (13) Hollingbery; 554,300; $600
KIRO-TV (7) Initial Decision 4/5/55
SPOKANE—
► KHQ-TV
LS. $550 (6) NBC, Katz; 204,783; N, LL, LF,
► KREM-TV
(2) ABC; Petry; 204,783; N, LF, LS;
$450
► KXLY-TV (4) CBS; Avery-Knodel; 204,783; N;
$600
VANCOUVER!—
KVAN-TV (21) Boiling; 9/25/53-Unknown
WALLA WALLA—
KRTV
(8) 10/24/56-Unknown (Satellite of
KIMA-TV Yakima, Wash.)
YAKIMA—
► KIMA-TV
(29) CBS, ABC, NBC; Weed; 81,000;
$450
WEST VIRGINIA
BLUEFIELD—
►CHARLESTON—
WHIS-TV (6) NBC, ABC; Katz; 173,684; N; $200
► WCHS-TV
LS; $550 (8) CBS; Branham; 540,340; N, LF,
WKNA-TV (49) See footnote
CLARKSBURGf —
WBLK-TV (12) Branham; 2/17/54-Unknown
FAIRMONTf—
1 ►HUNTINGTON
WJPB-TV —(35) Gill-Perna; $200
► WHTN-TV (13) ABC; Petry; 365,005; N; $450
Broadcasting
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► WSAZ-TV (3) NBC; Katz; 564,745; N, LL, LF,
LS; $1,000
OAK HILL (BECKLEY)—
► WOAY-TV (4) ABC; Pearson; 357,230; $200
PARKERSBURG—
► WTAP (15) NBC, ABC, CBS; Pearson; 58,750; $150
WHEELING (STEUBENVILLE, OHIO)—
► WTRF-TV (7) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; 312,640;
N; $500 (9) See Steubenville, Ohio
► WSTV-TV
WLTV (51) 2/11/53-Unknown
EAU CLAIRE— WISCONSIN
► WEAU-TV
000; N; $350(13) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; 132,GREEN
BAY— (2) CBS; Weed; 247,000; $500
► WBAY-TV
► WFRV-TV
(5) ABC, CBS; Headley-Reed; 245,000; N; $300
► WMBV-TV (11) See Marinette
LA
CROSSE—
► WKBT
(8) CBS, NBC, ABC; H-R; 130,000; $360
MADISON—
► WHA-TV (*21)
► WISC-TV
CBS;LS;Peters,
309,275; N,(3)LF,
$550 Griffin, Woodward;
► WKOW-TV (27) ABC; Headley-Reed; 130,500;
N; $250(33) NBC; Young; 140,000; N; $280
►WMTV
MARINETTE (GREEN BAY)—
► WMBV-TV (11) NBC, ABC; Venard; 220,826;
MILWAUKEE—
$250
► WISN-TV
(12) ABC; Petry; 700,000; N, LF, LS;
► WITI-TV
(6)
Branham; 630,000; N, LL, LF, LS;
$1,000
► WTMJ-TV
(4)
NBC;
Righter &
Parsons:
N, LL,Harrington,
LF, LS; $1,150
$500 (19) 781,222:
► WXIX
CBS, CBS Spot Sis.; 387,500; N; $800
WFOX-TV (31) 5/4/55-Unknown
WMVS-TV (*10) 6/6/56-Unknown
WCAN-TV (25) See footnote
SUPERIOR (DULUTH, MINN.)—
► WDSM-TV
NBC, N; ABC;
Woodward; (6)128,200;
$400 Peters, Griffin,
► KDAL-TV (3) See Duluth, Minn.
WAUSAU—
► WSAU-TV (7) CBS, NBC, (ABC per program
basis); Meeker; 103,900; $350
WHITEFISH BAY—
► WITI-TV (6) See Milwaukee
CASPER
WYOMING
KTWO-TV (2) 10/17/56-March; Meeker; $150
KSPR-TV (6) 1/30/57-Unknown
►CHEYENNE—
KFBC-TV
70,972; $150(5) CBS, ABC, NBC; Hollingbery;
RIVERTON—
KWRB-TV (10) 9/26/56- June
ALASKA
ANCHORAGEf—
► KENI-TV (2) ABC, NBC; Fletcher, Day; 25,000;
► KTVA (11) CBS; Alaska Radio-Tv Sis.; 25,000;
$100
FAIRBANKS!—
► KFAR-TV
(2) NBC, ABC; Fletcher, Day; 9,600;
$150
► KTVF (11) CBS; Alaska Radio-Tv Sis.; 10,300;
$150
JUNEAUf—
$135
► KTNY-TV (8) CBS; Alaska Radio-Tv Sis.; 2,500;
►AGANAf—
KUAM-TV (8) NBC,GUAM
CBS; Young; 5,000; $120
$60
— (9) (Satellite
HAWAII of KGMB-TV Honolulu)
►HILOf
KHBC-TV
HONOLULUf—
► KGMB-TV (9) CBS: Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
109,000 (includes Hilo and Wailuku satellites);
► KONA
NBC Spot$350
Sis.; 102,000 (in$350 (2)
cludesNBC;
Wailuku satellite);
► KULA-TV (4) ABC; Young; 94,380; $250
KHVH-TV (13) 12/6/56-April; Raymer
WAILUKUf—
► KMAU-TV (3) (SateUite KGMB-TV Honolulu)
► KMVI-TV (12) (Satellite KONA Honolulu)
CAGUASf—
RICO
WSUR-TV (9) PUERTO
4/25/56-Unknown
MAYAGUEZf—
► WORA-TV
(5) CBS, ABC; Young; 30,000;
N; $150
PONCEf—
WKBM-TV (11) 5/3/36-Unknown
SAN
JUANf— (4) ABC, NBC; Caribbean Net► WAPA-TV
works; 140,000; $250
► WKAQ-TV (2) CBS; Inter- American; 140,000;
WTPR-TV (*6) 2/2/55-Unknown
BARRIE,
ONT.—
CANADA Canadian Ltd.; 36.870
► CKVR-TV
(3) Mulvihill,
BRANDON, MAN.f —
► CKX-TV (5) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; 13,997;
CALGARY,
$170 ALTA.f—
► CHCT-TV
(2) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; 53,285;
$280
CHARLOTTETOWN,
P.E.I.f—
► CFCY-TV (13) CBS; All-Canada, Weed; 20,000:
$190

EDMONTON, ALTA.f—
► CFRN-TV
(3) 64,000;
CBC; Canadian
Reps., Oaks, Tv
Reps. Ltd.;
$325
HALIFAX, N. S.f—
► CBHT (3) CBC, CBS; CBC; 40,000; $300
HAMILTON,
116; $550 ONT.—
► CHCH-TV
(11) CBC; All-Canada, Young; 542,KINGSTON, ONT.—
► CKWS-TV (11) CBC; All-Canada; 52,000; $280
KITCHENER, ONT.—
► CKCO-TV
311,413; $400(13) CBC; Hardy, Hunt, Weed;
LETHBRIDGE, ALTAf—
► CJLH-TV (7) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; 18,900;
LONDON, ONT.—
► CFPL-TV
(10) CBC,
ABC,$450 CBS, NBC; AllCanada, Weed;
109,920;
$160
MONCTON,
N. B.—
► CKCW-TV
(2) CBC,
Reps.; $60,000;
$200 ABC. CBS, NBC; Canadian
MONTREAL,
QUE.—
► CBFT (2) CBC (French); CBC; 494,000; $1,000
► CBMT (6) CBC; CBC; 484,000; $750
NORTH BAY, ONT.—
► CKGN-TV (10) CBC; Canadian Reps.; 13,500;
OTTAWA,
► CBOFT ONT.—
(9) CBC (French); CBC; 82,000; $300
► CBOT (4) CBC; CBC; 98,000; $400
$160
PETERBOROUGH, ONT.—
► CHEX-TV (12) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; 36,000;
PORT ARTHUR, ONT.—
► CFPA-TV (2) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; 22,400;
QUEBEC CITY, QUE.—
► CFCM-TV
(4) CBC; Hardy, Hunt, Weed; 30,000;
$260
$170
$350
► CKMI-TV (5) Weed
REG IN A, SASK.f—
► CKCK-TV (2) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; 42,500;
RIMOUSKI, QUE.f—
► CJBR-TV
(3) CBC
$260 30,000;
Reps.;
$240 (French): Stovin, Canardian
ST. JOHN, N. B.f—
► CHSJ-TV (4) CBC, ABC, CBS, NBC; AllCanada, Weed; 70,554 (including U. S.); $300
ST. JOHN'S, NFLD.f—
► CJON-TV
(6) CBC, CBS. NBC, ABC; Weed;
21,000; $250
SASKATOON, SASK.f—
► CFQC-TV
CBC,Ltd.,
ABC,Oakes;
CBS, 27,080;
NBC: $230
Canadian
Reps. Tv (8)
Reps.
SAULT STE. MARIE, ONT.—
► CJIC-TVada, Weed;
(2) CBC,
17,000;ABC,
$260 CBS, NBC; All-CanSHERBROOKE, QUE.f—
►CHLT-TV
(7) CBC; Canadian Reps., Hardy;
500,000; $400
SUDBURY, ONT.—
► CKSO-TV
(5) 19,590;
CBC, ABC,
ada, Weed;
$220 CBS, NBC; All-CanSYDNEY, N. S.f—
► CJCB-TV (4) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; 46.690;
TIMMINS, ONT.—
► CFCL-TV (6) CBC; Renaurd, McGillvra; 16,500;
$240
TORONTO,
► CBLT (6)ONT.—
CBC; CBC; 480,000; $1,000
VANCOUVER, B. C.f—
► CBUT
(2)
CBC; CBC; 159,000; $580
$160
VICTORIA,
C— CBC; Tv-Reps. Ltd, Forjoe: 30,► CHEK-TVB. (6)
000; $210
WINDSOR, ONT. (DETROIT, MICH.)—
► CKLW-TV
(9) CBC; Young; 1,568,000 (including
U. S.); $1,100
WINGHAM,
ONT.—
► CKNX-TV
000; $235 (8) CBC; All-Canada, Young; 25,►WINNIPEG,
CBWT (4)MAN.f—
CBC; CBC; 75,000; $400
MEXICO
JUAREZf (EL PASO, TEX.)—
► XEJ-TV (5) National Times Sales; 91,040; $240
TIJUANA
DIEGO)—
► XETV (SAN
(6) ABC;
Weed; 409,420; $700
The following stations have suspended regular
operation
have not
turned Pensacola,
in CP's: KBIDTV Fresno,but Calif.;
WPFA-TV
Fla.;
WRAY-TV Princeton, Ind.; KGTV (TV) Des
Moines, Iowa; WKLO-TV Louisville, Ky.; WWORTV Worcester, Mass.; WTVE (TV) Elmira, N. Y.;
WFTV Duluth, Minn.; WCOC-TV Meridian, Miss.;
WHTO-TV Atlantic City, N. J.; WRTV (TV) Asbury Park, N. J.; WICA-TV Ashtabula, Ohio;
WGVL (TV) Greenville, S. C; WQMC (TV) Charlotte, N. C; WIFE (TV) Dayton, Ohio; KTVQ
(TV) Oklahoma City, Okla.; KCEB (TV) Tulsa,
Okla.; WFMZ-TV Allentown, Pa.; WLBR-TV
Lebanon, Pa.; WKST-TV New Castle, Pa.; WKJFTV Pittsburgh, Pa.; WEEU-TV Reading, Pa.;
WNET (TV) Providence, R.I.; KNUZ-TV Houston, Tex; WBTM-TV Danville, Va.; WACH-TV
Newport News, Va.; WKNA-TV Charleston, W.
Va.; WHUM-TV Reading, Pa.; WCAN-TV Milwaukee; WTAO-TV Cambridge, Mass.; WBLN
(TV) Bloomington, 111.; WTVU (TV) Scranton,
Pa.; WTOM-TV Lansing, Mich.; KMBT (TV)
Beaumont, Tex.; WKNY (TV) Poughkeepsie,
N. Y.; WATL-TV Atlanta, Ga.
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Standard Rate and Data Service, Inc.
1740 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, HI.
Sales Offices: New York * Evanston * Los Angeles

INTERNATIONAL
AT
QUEBEC:
5
MEETS
IN 4
DAYS
speakers include Rod Erickson, Young &
LAST WEEK of March will be a busy one
Rubicam, New York; William C. Dekker,
for Canadian broadcasters, with meetings
scheduled at the Chateau Frontenac Hotel, McCann-Erickson, New York, and Herb
Quebec City, for the Canadian Assn. of Stewart, manager of CHCT-TV Calgary,
Radio & Television Broadcasters, Bureau of Alta., who will be chairman of the industry
Broadcast Measurement, and regional associations of the Atlantic region, French-lanpanel.
guage group, and Central Canada region.
Soviet Station Goes Commercial
The meetings will be held within the THE East Berlin transmitter of the Soviet
four-day-period March 24-27. Bureau of
Broadcast Measurement will start the series Zone Radio Service has started commercial
programs. The station is believed to be first
on Sunday, March 24, with its latest survey
in Communist East Germany permitted to
and
futurelateplans.
BBM's
annual ofmeeting
be held
on the
afternoon
March will
26. use commercial radio programs. There are
two commercial one-hour segments on the
Regional meetings of the Atlantic Assn.
air per week — Tuesday and Friday, 7 to 8
of Broadcasters, French-language Radio
a.m. periods only. As there are no large
Broadcasters Assn., and Central Canada
companies remaining in East GerAssn. of Broadcasters will be held during the private many,
commercial radio is being directed by
four-day meet.
state-operated agencies and so-called "PeoCARTB annual meeting will be divided
ple-owned companies."
into radio, business and television days, with
radio and tv sessions open to guests, and
the business session open only for members
English Commercial Tv 'Solvent*
and associates.
COMMERCIAL television in England "as
The radio sessions will be held March 25 a whole is now a completely financially solvent affair. It is at this moment breaking
with Frederic Gregg of Young & Rubicam,
Inc., New York, as one of a number of U. S. even," said Norman Collins, deputy chairman of Associated Television, at a press
guest speakers. He will talk on what a staconference held in Birmingham recently.
tion can do for an advertiser. Other guest
"We are now recovering our losses at a
speakers include Arthur Porter of J. Walter
greater speed than we anticipated when we
Thompson Co., New York, Barney Corson,
started," Mr. Collins said.
Tidy House Products Co., New York; and
Dr. Paul Lazarsfeld, Bureau of Applied Social Research, Columbia U., New York.
10 Million See ITA Programs
Tuesday, March 26, will be closed sessions
INDEPENDENT tv programs can now be
for CARTB business and elections. Special
seen in England by more than 10 million
tours, films, and shows will be provided for viewers in nearly three million homes, acguests not attending the business sessions.
cording tofigures issued by Television AudiThe annual CARTB dinner, at which awards
ence Measurement Ltd. Since independent
will be presented (including the John J. tv began, the potential audience has risen
Gillin Jr. Award for public service and the from 700,000 viewers to a total of 10,015,Keith Rogers Award for engineering), will 000. Since the start of 1957, the number of
have as guest speaker Frank G. Clement,
homes able to receive independent tv shows
governor of Tennessee.
has increased by a weekly average of some
Wednesday, March 27, will be tv day and
35,000 in all areas.

'25 PENNY OPERA' FAILS TO JELL
ANGERED BY a waspish letter-to-theProf. Lower some months ago appeared before the Royal Commission on
editor appearing in the Kingston-WhigStandard regarding the dropping by Broadcasting "trying to strengthen our
CKWS Kingston, Ont., of the Saturday
public
Mr. (state-owned)
Davies in hissystem."
reply, stated that
afternoon Metropolitan Opera broadcasts,
Station Manager Arthur L. Davies in a CKWS receives $17.10 for carrying the
opera broadcast for 3Vi hours, a loss in
reply said the broadcasts would be recommercial revenue of $200 a week. It
sumed on the station if 400 local opera
had carried the opera for 14 years on this
lovers contributed 25 cents each per
basis. This small payment did not begin
broadcast towards paying half the stato pay for power used, equipment and
tion's losses on carrying the program.
staff wages for the time of the broadcast,
The station reported that two months
he said.
after the letters appeared in the paper not
one 25 cents had been contributed, and
Mr. Davies then suggested that Prof.
that no letters had been received by the
Lower or anyone else form an association and collect Si 00 a week, pay this
station regarding the proposal.
amount into CKWS for the remainder of
The exchange of letters started with
the opera season, and CKWS would again
one by Prof. A.R.M. Lower of Queens
carry the opera program, subject to the
University, Kingston, Ont., who charged
consent of the Canadian Broadcasting
the program had been dropped by the staThe station would contribute $100
tion to get "a few more dollars out of its Corp.
in losses in commercial time.
commercials."
Broadcasting
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the CAUF.-ORE.
TV

TRIO

The SmulUn
fVU I
IfflTI

MEM
KBES

TV Stations

athNNE
FallsL, Ore.2
Klam
CHA
CHANNEL 3
Eureka, Calif.
CHANNEL 5
Medford, Ore.

CBS
NBC
ABC

Three markets — one billing
MARKET FACTS
POPULATION
338,800
FAMILIES
109,800
TV FAMILIES
81,252
RETAIL SALES
$474,450,000
CONSUMER
ABLE SPENDINCOME $591,194,000
"The Calif.-Ore. TV TRIO bridges
the gap between San Francisco &
Portland with EXCLUSIVE VHF
Coverage on Channels 2, 3 & 5."
for CALIF.-ORE. TV TRIO
call Don Telford, Mgr.
Phone Eureka, Hillside 3-3123 TWX EKI6
or as* associates inc. representatives
nr „l BLAiR^/aww national
New York, Chicago. San Francisco. Seattle. Los Angeles,
Dallas, Detroit, Jacksonville, St. Louis, Boston.
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REPRESENTED BY AVERY-KNODEL. INC.
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PIRACY

based upon acts of Station. Staff,
Announcers, Speakers, Performers,
Commentators
You BUT
can't YOU
predict CAN
claims —
INSURE
effectively against embarrassing loss
by having our unique policy at almost
trifling cost.
WRITE
FOR DETAILS AND RATES
EMPLOYERS
REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
2 1 WEST TENTH STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO.
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INTERNATIONAL
Commercial Tv Operations
Explained by Bavarian Radio
BAVARIAN RADIO has attempted to clarify the legal status of its commercial television operations by explaining that funds it
receives in a contract with Bavarian Commercial Television Corp. (Bayerische Werbe
Fernseh GmbH) are used to subsidize organizations outside the broadcasting field
(local theatres, symphony orchestras, etc.).
At a recent press conference in Munich,
officials of Bavarian Radio, a non-profit,
state-operated organization, said BR is giving 30 minutes of air time per day to privately-owned Bavarian Commercial Tv, and
must spend the money it gets from the
corporation.
Still pending, however, is the German
newspaper publishers' association suit filed
late last year against Bavarian Radio and
Radio Free Berlin for presenting commercial time segments in its programs as stateoperated monopolies [B«T, Dec. 24, 1956].
Existing German radio stations have been
broadcasting commercial time segments
within their otherwise non-commercial programs for many years, but publishers say
that only entirely private companies have
the right to be active in commercial advertising fields.
German newspaper publishers also are
leading pressure groups seeking to establish
privately owned and operated television stations, which as yet are not in existence there.
The situation in Germany now is comparable with that in Great Britain before
the advent of ITA in that country. Existing
German stations, equivalent to BBC in Great
Britain, are trying to keep competition out
of the picture, while private groups are
seeking to form an ITA-like network. Big
difference, however, is that present German
stations, unlike BBC, already have succeeded
in including commercial programs into their
fare.
2,400,600 Video Households
Reported in Canada for 1956
CANADA had a total of 2,400,600 television households at the end of 1956, according to a report issued by the Bureau of
Broadcast Measurement, Toronto, Ont. The
BBM report shows total Canadian populaat year's end of 16,014,900 with 4,033,200 tion
households.
Geographically Ontario has the highest
percentage of tv households. Out of a population of 5,359,300 with 1,410,300 households there were 1,025,700 households, or
73%, with tv sets. In Quebec province, with
4,632,200 population and 1,032,100 households, 69% or 712,000 households had tv
receivers.
In Nova Scotia 53% of the households,
or 89,000, had tv sets; in British Columbia
50% or 195,200 households; in Manitoba
47% or 112,300 households; in New Brunswick 43% or 54, 500 households; in Alberta
41% or 122,700 households; in Saskatchewan 27% or 67,100 households; in Prince
Edward Island 23% or 5,900 households;
and in Newfoundland 19% or 16,200 households.

OFFICIALS of CHUM Toronto, Ont.,
and of the Canadian Marconi Co.
complete negotiations for the radio
station's purchase of two BC-5P 5 kw
transmitters made by the Gates Radio
Co., Quincy, 111., manufacturing engineers. The Marconi company handles
Gates products in Canada. At the
signing (1 to r): Jack Gibson, manager
of Marconi's Toronto office; Allan F.
Waters (seated), president of CHUM
(York Broadcasters Ltd.); George
Jones, the station's chief engineer, and
Jean Nadon, sales representative for
the Marconi Co.

CKMI-TV Target Date March
CKMI-TV Quebec City, Que., ch. 5, will
start operations as an English-language station on March 17. The station is the second
tv station in Quebec City, the other being
CFCM-TV, ch. 4, which last fall changed
from a bilingual station to a French-language
station. The two stations are owned by
Television de Quebec (Canada) Ltd., and
commercial manager of both is A. P. Fitzgibbons. INTERNATIONAL PEOPLE
M. M. Elliott, formerly general manager of
Motorola Canada Ltd., Toronto, Ont., and
general sales manager of Canadian Marconi
Co. Ltd., Montreal, Que., to Caldwell A-V
Equipment Co. Ltd., Toronto, as president.
Vera Hopkins to radio-tv timebuyer of E. W.
Reynolds Ltd., Montreal, Que.
Ray B. Collett, manager of Young & Rubicam Ltd., Toronto, Ont., to Lever Bros.
Ltd., Toronto, as advertising advisor to marketing divisions. Trevor G. Goodman, account supervisor, Young & Rubicam, succeeds Mr. Collett.
Don MacMillan, radio-tv director, McKim
Adv. Ltd., Toronto, Ont., to McCann-Erickson Ltd., same city, in similar capacity.
C. J. Rudd, general manager of CHUB
Nanaimo, B. C, elected president, British
Columbia Association of Radio and Television Advertisers, succeeding Maurice Finnerty, CKOK Penticton, B. C. Gil Seabrook,
CJIB Vernon, B. O, elected vice president, j
and directors, Jack Sayers, CFUN Vancouver, B. C, and William Hughes, CKNW
New Westminster, B. C.
Broadcasting
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS
KJCK Holds 'Marathon of Music'
KJCK Junction City, Kan., held a 12 day
"Marathon of Music" contest this month
during which it gave away 1,468 records —
its entire library of 78 RPMs. Disc jockeys
spun a record and the first person to call in
identifying the tune won the record that had
been played. During the contest, two of the
discs were marked "lucky records" and the
winners received portable hi-fi sets. The
person calling from the farthest away, the
one winning the most records and three people who guessed the closest to when the
marathon would end also received hi-fi
consoles.
Car Sales Promote Radio
WBT Charlotte, N. C, has arranged with
the Don Allen Chevrolet agency in that
city to tag the radio on each car sold with
the following: "Congratulations on your
purchase. We know you will enjoy your
car. And we hope you'll enjoy your car
radio by staying tuned to 1110 for the
finest in radio on WBT."
KCMO-TV

Launches Educ. Show

The Gates BC-1J One Kilowatt Transmitter
Leads the field in EXCLUSIVE FEATURES!

The only transmitter made for full 540-1600
Ke. Tunes to Conelrad wifhout buying extra
parts. Guaranteed first on tune-up. At
certain frequencies actual unused capacitors
become self-contained spares. If you resell,
when going to higher power, BC-1J will
operate at any broadcast frequency. Complete relay complement for ease in remote
control and equipment protection — no circuit
breakers. Twin-drive audio for low distortion. Center line metering.

NEW 30-minute educational tv program
for "in-school instruction" for sixth-graders
was launched a fortnight ago by KCMO-TV
Kansas City. Titled Discovery, the series is
conducted from a special classroom set up
in KCMO's studios at 2 p.m. The station
will cooperate with Kansas City Schools in
monitoring the results of the tv instruction,
checking impact on the "living room class"
as against "school room class."

GATES

RADIO
COMPANY
QUINCY, ILL., U. S. A.
-. MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS SINCE 1922

nice

INDELIBLE CREDENTIALS
IT TOOK Hoyt Andres only two years
as general manager of WSFA-TV
Montgomery, Ala., to make his mark,
an "indelible" one on that city. And
he has credentials to prove it. On his
transfer from WSFA-TV to general
managership of WKY-AM-TV Oklahoma City [B«T. Jan. 14], Mr. Andres
was given a surprise testimonial dinner
by the "Men of Montgomery" — 40 of
the
leaders.
presentedletters
him
with city's
a book
full ofThey
testimonial
and a scroll stating that Mr. Andres'
" personality and accomplishments will
always remain indelibly impressed
upon
of our
community."
So the
that people
the boss
would
know in
what high esteem Montgomery held
Mr. Andres, the "Men" flew in E. K.
Gaylord, president of the Oklahoma
Publishing Co.. for the occasion.
Oklahoma Publishing is parent organization of the Montgomery and Oklahoma stations and of WTVT (TV)
Tampa. Fla.
Mr. Andres was assistant manager
of the Oklahoma City stations when
he was named head of WSFA-TV in
February 1955. Eugene B. Dodson.
former acting manager of WKY-AMTV, has replaced him as head of the
Montgomery facility.
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS
'Round-the-World Farm Trip Taped
TAPE recorded comments and observations
by Ron McCullough- — CFAC Calgary farm
director — on his current around-the-world
agricultural tour are being carried daily on
six Alberta radio stations under the sponsorship of United Grain Growers. The series
on Mr. McCullough's 80-day, 20-country
farm trip is carried over CFAC Calgary,
CFCW Camrose, CFGP Grand Prairie,
CJCA Edmonton, CJOC Lethbridge and
CKRD Red Deer.
'Home' Rebuilding Its House
THIRD year promotion of "House That
'Home' Built," by NBC-TV's Home Show
(Mon.-Fri., 10-11 a.m. EST) got underway
on the program last Wednesday. The architect of the 1957 model, Bruce McCarty presented the official plans to Arlene Francis.
This year's home will be priced in the
$20,000-or-under category, available in two
adaptations of a basic plan. The Home
project began in 1955 as a service to the
home buying and building public. Last year
models in 45 U. S. cities and towns drew
more than 500,000 visitors. For this year's
models 110 builders in 29 states have expressed interest in the project.
BAB Issues Canada Radio Data
LATEST data on number of radio sets in use
in Canada has been released in booklet form
by the Broadcasting Advertising Bureau,
Toronto, Ont., a division of the Canadian
Association of Radio and Television Broad-
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casters. The data in the fact booklet is based
on a survey made last September by the
Canadian government's Dominion Bureau of
Statistics. The tables used in the booklet
show the number of telephones, radios and
television receivers in Canada, with the
country divided into the ten provincial areas.
There is also a set of tables showing the
number of car radios per household. Out
of the 3,974,000 households in Canada.
3,817,000 are shown to have radio receivers;
2,849,000, one radio; 731,000, two radios;
172,000, three radios and 65,000, more
than three radios. Out of the 2,132,000 tv
homes 2,079,000 have radio sets. Of the
2,321,000 households having automobiles,
876,000 have radio in one car and 164,000
have radios in two or more automobiles.
U. S. Steel's 'Operation Shower'
U. S. STEEL Corp.'s third annual "Operation Shower," a nationwide retail promotion of steel housewares and gifts during
spring bridal season, will be keyed to new
theme: "Shower the bride with lifetime
gifts,include
give her
of steel." June
Advertising
will
fourgifts
commercials
15 and
19 on U. S. Steel Hour on CBS-TV. The
firm also has prepared editorial material for
use by radio and tv stations appropriate for
tie in advertising.
Cash Offered for Tune Forecast
KUDL Kansas City, Mo., is offering $10,000 in cash to anyone who can correctly
forecast the station's Top Fifty Survey which
it publishes weekly. The survey determines
the top songs in that area for the week and
is made available to the local record stores.

IN THE ARENA

FOR more than 20 years, there had
been no automobile shows in the instate area covered by WSAZ-AM-TV
Huntington, W. Va. This season, however, the stations staged a three-day
show to bring fans up-to-date on the
latest models.
To stage the event, WSAZ-AM-TV
put in several months of planning,
with enthusiastic cooperation of the
Huntington Automobile Dealers Assn.
The indoor arena of the Huntington
Memorial Field House was used to
showcase the cars, WSAZ radio-tv
originations, and guest attractions, including Helen O'Connell of NBC-TV's
Today show, singer-golfer Don Cherry
and Hal
orchestra.
tion in allMclntyre's
media drew
crowds Promoto see
the automotive sights, participate in
the entertainment and collect nightly
door prizes
vision sets. of portable radio and teleThe show's success was such that
automobile dealers from neighboring
areas expressed eagerness to participate in nextcame
year'sto show.
fact
that 10,000
see theThe
57 cars
displayed has favorably disposed
WSAZ management to repeat the
promotion, but space available will
probably continue to limit participation to Huntington dealers.

'Entertainment Press Conference'
WABD (TV) New York has begun a new
series whose format may have more than
just a passing resemblance to that of its
Night
celebrity interview
program. and
It's
called beat
Entertainment
Press Conference,
instead of confronting the hapless celebrity
with one inquisistor, thrusts him before a
battery of three reporters. Each celebrity
will be picked out of the fields of radio, tv,
stage, films and allied arts.
'Electric Power from the Atom'
AMERICA'S Independent Electric Light
and Power Companies are offering a free
booklet entitled, "Electric Power from the
Atom." It is a 32-page survey of atomic
electric development. Pamphlet may be obtained by writing to Atom, Box 400, New
York 19, N. Y.
NBC-TV Repeats 'Monganga' Film
REPEAT
performance
of "Monganga,"
color
tv film
documentary
on missionarya
medicine (NBC-TV Nov. 27, 9:30-10:30
p.m. EST, under sponsorship of Smith,
Kline & French Labs) has been scheduled
March 5 at the same time due to "popular
demand." As in the first showing, the repeat telecast will pre-empt Armstrong Circle
Theatre. Agency for SK&F Labs is Doremus-Eshleman, Philadelphia. Armstrong
Cork Co.'s agency, cooperating in making
the showing possible, is BBDO New York.
Broadca«t'ng • Telecasting
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ICY INTERVIEW
LITERALLY "to the end of the earth"
did students of Carleton College
(Northfield, Minn.) track President
Laurence N. Gould last month by
means of radio.
With an amateur radio set in the
studios of KARL, student owned-andoperated station on the Carleton campus, sophomore Edward Douglass of
Appleton, Wis., spoke directly with Dr.
Gould in the Antarctic — "Little America". The Carleton president is there
as director of the U. S. program for
the International Geophysical Year
expedition.
Student Douglass, KARL's chief engineer and a licensed "ham" operator,
taped the conversation with Dr. Gould
for broadcasting over the station.
Dr. Gould's first trip to "Little
America" was made in 1928 as second
in command to Admiral Richard Byrd.
'SELLabration in Radio'
RAY L. KOZAK, general manager of KRGI
Grand Island, Neb., is offering a 40-page
sales manual which gives the principles
of local and regional radio. The manual,
"SELLabration in Radio." features 25 different sales promotions and ideas. It also
explains the difference in local and national
radio sales. Mr. Kozak reports that within
10 days after a general First Class mailing
to all am operations in the U. S. and Canada, he had received orders for the material from 25 states and Canada. The manual sells for $25.00.
WJJD Discards Old for New
/O of WJJD Chicago's old program standbys for 25 years — Breakfast Frolic and Suppertime Frolic, both with Randy Blake —
re being dropped by the Plough station to
onform to its new news and popular music
ormat.
They also were discontinued to
ake room for national and local sponsors.
JJD has eliminated disc jockey chatter for
imple, direct announcements and musical
commercials, wherever possible. During
heir quarter century on the air, the prorams reportedly averaged 1,000 pieces of
ail daily.

LIGHTING
LIGHTING
Complete M. R. Incandescent Equipment, M R.
High Intensity Arc
Equipment, Dimmer
Equipment
W —
10,000 W, 250
Diffusion,
Scoops,
Reflectors, Bullboards, Cable.

EQUIPMENT

RENTALS
ANYTIME-ANYWHERE!
For quick service, expert advice and one low price
for equipment, installation and removal, call on
one of the nation's largest suppliers of temporary
lighting facilities— Jack Frost. His lighting equipment
inventory is unexcelled. Below are just a few of the
many items available for quick delivery whenever
and wherever needed.

PORTABLE
POWER
EQUIPMENT
AC and DC Generators
15 Amps to 1500 Amps
(Truck or Portable
Castermounted).
Transformers — Dry
and Oil, Portable
Substations.

Write or Wire for Catalog and Free Estimates

DOLLIES
Fearless and Raby Panoram Dollies, Crab and
Western Dollies.
GRIP
EQUIPMENT
MacTon Turntable for
Cars and Displays,
Mole Richardson Boom
and Perambulator, Parallels, Ladders and
Steps, Scrims and Flags,
Dots and Stands.

JACK

A.

FROST

Dept. BS
234 Piquette Ave., Detroit 2, Mich.
Canadian Office:
41 Kipling Ave., South, Toronto, Ontario

Cincinnati's

Most

Independent
50,000

Powerful
Radio

watts of SALES

Station

POWER
CINCINNATI,

WC

OHIO

STATION

KY

On the Air everywhere 24 hours a day— seven days a week

Wheels Go Round— With Ads
WRUD Trenton, N. L, is using "Auto Ad
isks" to call attention to its personalities
and programs. The disks are painted bright
orange with black lettering on them and attach to the front wheels of automobiles, but
remain stationary when the vehicles are in
motion. Auto Ads are designed to fit against
the rim of the wheel like a giant hubcap.
They are reportedly made to fit the front
wheel axle of almost any automobile or
small truck. A waterproof advertising board
is used for the disks and once they are attached are said to remain on the wheels
for the life of the car. WRUD has placed
ad disks on 12 of its company cars, 20
independent Trenton taxis and 17 trucks of
a local box lunch company.
Telecasting
Broadcasting
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Tv

Stations

ACTIONS BY FCC
Miami, Fla. — Public Service Tv Inc., granted
vhf ch. 10 (192-198 mc); ERP 316 kw vis., 189 kw
aur.; ant. height above average terrain 241 ft.,
.above ground 265 ft. Estimated construction cost
$882,500,
first year
cost W.$750,000,
revenue $600,000.
P. O.operating
address 3240
27th Ave.,
Miami. Studio location to be determined. Trans,
location 312 NE 1st St., Miami. Geographic coordinates 25° 46' 28.8" N. Lat., 80° 11' 18.2" W.
Long. Trans, and ant. RCA. Legal counsel Denning & Wohlstetter, Washington. Consulting engineer
Adair Engineering
ington.George
NationalP.Airlines
Inc. will be Co.,
sole Washowner
of stock. Principals include Pres. G. T. Baker,
pres. and 16.84% stockholder National Airlines;
Vice Pres. George W. Gibbs Jr., shipbuilder and
director
Airlines;
Treas.
C. Brawner, treas.of ofNational
National
Airlines,
andJ. Sec.
R. P.
Foreman,
sec.
of
National
Airlines.
Announced
Feb. 8.
Laurel, Miss. — Laurel Television Co. granted
vhf ch. 7 (174-180 mc); ERP 97.77 kw vis., 52.29
kw aur.; ant. height above average terrain 754
ft., above ground 473 ft. Estimated construction
cost $192,000, first year operating cost $90,000,
first year revenue $110,000. P. O. address S. A.
Rosenbaum, Rosenbaum Bldg., Meridian. Trans,
location 100 yards West of U. S. 11 in area
known as Towanto Hills, southwest of Laurel,
Miss. Studio location 501 Central Ave., Laurel.
Geographic coordinates 31° 37' 30" N. Lat., 89°
06'
Long.counsel
Trans. McKenna
Standard & Electronics,
ant. 53"
RCA.W. Legal
Wilkinson,
Washington. Consulting engineer Gautney &
Jones,men S.Washington.
include S.businessA. RosenbaumPrincipals
(25%), William
Smylie
(25%). (mayor of Meridian), Jack Rose (16.7%),
D. B. Marcus (16.67%) and T. M. Gibbons
(16.67%), publisher of Laurel daily Leader Call.
Mr. Rosenbaum is 11.5% owner of WTOK-TV
Meridian; Messrs. Marcus and Gibbons each own
11.8% of WAML Laurel. Announced Feb. 20.

Harbor
County.
coordinates
46° 57'
28"
Lat.,
123°Geographic
48'Haley,
26" W.
Trans.-ant.
RCA. N.Legal
counsel
Doty Long.
and Wollenberg,
Washington, D. C. Consulting engineer J. B. Hatfield, Seattle, Harry R. Spence, 85% owner of
KXRO Aberdeen, John Walker, W. Donald McCaw and Fred G. Goddard, community antenna64«
interests, will be equal partners. Announced Feb.
25.
Existing Tv Stations . . .
ACTION BY FCC
WTIC-TV Hartford, Conn.— FCC deleted conditions instruction
Julyuntil25,
1956, grantofprohibiting
concompletion
deintermixture
proceedings in Docket 11748. FCC on Feb. 26
decided not
nounced Feb.to27. delete ch. 3 from Hartford. AnCALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WOWL-TV Florence, Ala. — Television Muscle

APPLICATIONS

WSRS

SRS

Include* data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
eases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
night.— transmitter,
LS — local sunset,
mod. — modification,
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction per- trans.
unl. — unlimited
hours, ke —
mit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — very
kilocycles.
SCA
—
subsidiary
communications auhigh frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency, ing
ant.
thorizations. S A— special service authorization.
— antenna, aur. — aural, vis. — visual, kw — kiloSTA — special temporary authorization. * — educ.
wat s, w— watt, mc — megacycles. ing
D — day. N—
In
91
Tv Summary through Feb. 27
Am-Fm Summary through Feb. 27
Total Operating Stations in U. S.:
Appls.
Air
Licensed
Cps
Total
Vhf
Uhf
On
380
47P
Am
3,021
3,001
Commercial
Pend0
53
Fm
540
520 193
45
5
17
Noncomm.
Education
361
148
HearFCC Commercial Station Authorizations
Grants since July 11, 7952:
As of January 31,
(When FCC began
application*
after tvprocessing
freeze)
Vhf
Am Fm Tv
Licensed (all on air)
Uhf
12331 51413
Total
2,983
323
Commercial
Cps
on
air
272
24
120
25
Noncomm.
Educational
Cps
not
on
air
241
Total authorized
346
17857* 3
Applications in hearing
19288
3,137
5518 633
62
Applications filed since April 14, 277952:
New station requests
103
0
120
New station bids in hearing
(When FCC began
after tvprocessing
freeze) applications
9 53
155
Facilities change requests
New
841 101
Total applications pending
Amend.
0
0
4
Vhf
Licenses deleted in January
Total
0 387691 Commercial
1
Cps deleted in January
337
.
64
598
337
Noncomm. Educ
37 Uhf
829 21571
* Based on official FCC monthly reports. These
669i
866
are not always exactly current since the FCC
22=
Total
must await formal notifications of stations going
1,064
on the censesair,
ceasing
operations,
surrendering
li1176
cps
(33
vhf,
143
uhf)
have
been
deleted.
1,128
or grants, etc. These figures do not include
> One educational uhf has been deleted.
noncommercial, educational fm and tv stations.
One applicant did not specify channel.
For current status of am and fm stations see *< Includes
granted.
1,401=
"Am and Fm Summary," above, and for tv sta- 5 Includes 44716already
already granted.
tions see "Tv Summary," next column.
1,465°
New

I— The PGW Colonel has a list- —
ing of grocery and drug
chains, and department
stores in ever-changing
Miami . . . and in 26 other
markets he sells.

TELEVISION

Applications

(As Compiled by B • T)
February 21 through February 27

OK Negro Radio Buy

ASK

Authorizations,

S

Aberdeen, Wash. — Grays Harbor Television Inc.
uhf ch. 58 (734-740 mc); ERP 9.4 kw vis., 5.1 kw
aur.; ant. height above average terrain 41 ft.,
above ground 205 ft. Estimated construction cost
$77,350, first year operating cost $40,000, revenue
$50,000. P. O. address 214 W. Heron, Aberdeen.
Studio location Aberdeen. Trans, location Grays

'He just heard over KRIZ Phoenix
that his house is on fire."
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

FOR THE RECORD
Shoals Inc., ch. 41.
WPST-TV Miami, Fla. — Public Service Television Inc., ch. 10.
KXLJ-TV Helena, Mont— The Peoples Forum
of the Air, ch. 12.
Casper, Wyo.— Donald L. Hathaway,
ch.KSPR-TV
6.
Allocations

. . .

INSTRUCTION
New Orleans, Lake Charles, Lafayette, Houma,
La.; Beaumont-Port Arthur, Tex. — FCC on Feb.
26 directed
preparation
ward retaining
ch. 4 in of
Newdocument
Orleans, looking
adding toch.
12 minus to that city, adding ch. 12 minus to
Beaumont-Port Arthur, adding ch. 3 to Lake
Charles-Lafayette,
Announced Feb. 26. and adding ch. 11 to Houma.
New

Am

Stations . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC

Prescott, Ariz. — Thunderbird Bcstg. Co., granted
1450 kc, 250 w unl. P. O. address % Roy L. Albertson Jr., 485 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y. Estimated construction cost $12,599, first year operating cost $24,000, revenue $30,000. Mr. Albertson,
9% owner of WBNY Buffalo, N. Y., and Harold
L. Sanner Jr., announcer WNAO-TV Raleigh,
N. C, are equal partners. Announced Feb. 20.
Fayetteville, Ark. — Stamps Radio Bcstg. Co.,
granted 1250 kc, 500 w D. P. O. address P. O. Box
217, Fort Smith, Ark. Estimated construction cost
$14,900, first year operating cost $36,000, revenue
$48,000. Principals are equal partners H. Weldon
Stamps, owner of KTCS Fort Smith, and his
brother Clifford L. Stamps, jewelry interests.
Announced Feb. 21.
Littleton,
Bcstg. 480
Inc.,Bellewood
granted
1510
kc, 1 kwColo.
unl.— Skyline
P. O. address
Dr., Englewood, Colo. Estimated construction
cost $32,233, first year operating cost $75,000,
revenue $90,000. Principals are equal owners J.
Kenneth Brothers, former commercial manager,
KGMC Englewood; Dean Donald Jervis, sales
manager, KTLN Denver, Colo., and Walter Fran-

cis Angerer,
nounced Feb.retail
21. package liquor interests. AnSt. Petersburg Beach, Fla. — Holiday Isle Bcstg.
Co., granted 1590 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address P. O.
Box 6267, struction
St. costPetersburg
$30,345, firstBeach.
year Estimated
operating concost
$36,000, revenue $45,000. Applicant is whollyowned by Edmund A. Spence, semi-retired, managing private investments. Announced Feb. 25.
Douglas, Ga. — Fernandina Beach Broadcasters,
granted 1480 kc, 500 w D, with remote control
operation of trans. P. O. address 118 Atlantic
Ave., tionFernandina
Beach,yearFla.operating
Estimatedcostconstruccost $12,000, first
$30,000,
revenue $42,000. Principals are equal partners
Marshall W. Rowland and Carol C. Rowland,
owners of WFBF Fernandina Beach. Announced
Feb. 21.
Grinnell, Iowa — Ralph J. Henry, Robert V.
Coleman and Ralph J. Bitzer, d/b as Grinnell
Bcstg. Co., granted 1410 kc, 500 w D. P. O. address
% Mr. Bitzer, 298 Arcade Bldg., St. Louis 1, Mo.
Estimated construction cost $10,864, first year operating cost $33,600, revenue $38,400. Mr. Henry
is employe of KREI Farmington, Mo. Mr. Bitzer
is consulting engineer. Announced Feb. 21.
Loyall,
Tri-State
Radio Box
Corp.,
1050
kc, 250Ky.w — D.
P. O. address
41, granted
Harlan,
Ky. Estimated construction cost $23,234, first year
operating cost $38,000, revenue $50,000. Principals
include Dr. B. F. Wright, 33.3% (physiciansurgeon, drive-in theatre, automobile sales interests); Hugh S. Martin, 33.3% (Harlan real
estate interests); James R. Martin, 33.3% (drivein theatre manager). Announced Feb. 21.
Bossier
— Bossier
Bcstg. Service
granted 1220 kc,City,
250 La.
w D.
P. O. address
% Howard
A.
Bridge shall,
Jr.,Tex. Marshall
National
Bank
Bldg.,
MarEstimated construction cost $10,910,
first year operating cost $24,000, revenue $32,000.
Principals are equal partners Edwin W. Mahone
Jr., Mildred Jones Mahone, Howard A. Bridge
Sr., and Howard A. Bridge Jr., owners of Harrisonshall.
CountyAnnounced
Bcstg.Feb.
Co., 21.licensee of KMHT MarVineland, N. J. — Mortimer Hendrickson, Vivian
E. Hendrickson and John Thomas Jones d/b as
The Delsea Bcstrs., granted 690 kc, 250 w D. P. O.
address Lakeland Rd., Blackwood, N. J. Estimated construction cost $17,673, first year operating cost $48,000, revenue $58,000. Principals include Mortimer Hendrickson (34%), Vivian E.
Hendrickson (33%), and John Thomas Jones Jr.
(33%). Mr. & Mrs. Hendrickson have sold WHAP
Hopewell,nouncedVa.,
Feb. 21. subject to FCC approval. AnOlean, N. Y. — Olean Bcstg. Corp., granted 1360

kc, 1 kw D; remote control trans. P. O. address
% Donald W. Merriman, 27 Franklin St., R. D. 1,
Olean. Estimated construction cost $27,285, fiast
year operating
revenue50%
$80,000.
Principals includecost
Mr.$64,000,
Merriman,
(assistant
manager, WHDL Olean); Herman C. Mosch, 20%
(private medicine practice, real estate, finance
interests, 22% owner, Coudersport, Pa., Tv Cable
Co., community ant.); Robert R. Gridley, 20%
(accounting sales
firm, interests)
water-oil; well
farm
machinery
Danieldrilling,
S. Souders,
10%
(business
manager,
Olean
Medical
Group).
Announced Feb. 21.
APPLICATIONS
Borger, Tex.— R. L. McAlister 1600 kc, 500 w D.
P. O. address % Mr. McAlister, 5125 Wichita St.,
Fort Worth. Estimated construction cost $7,100,
first year operating cost $24,000, revenue $30,000.
Mr. McAlister, former employe of KCUL Fort
Worth, will be sole owner. Announced Feb. 21.
Barre, Vt. — Bcstrs. Ind. 1450 kc, 250 w unl.
P. O. address 155 Front St., Manchester, N. H.
Estimated construction cost $9,400, first year operating cost $40,000, revenue $50,000. William F.
Rust Jr. (60%) and Ralph Gottlieb (40%) are
owners of WKBR-AM-FM Manchester, WTSVAM-FM Claremont, WTSL Hanover, WTSN
Dover, all N. H. Announced Feb. 26.
Existing Am

Stations . . .

CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KCLH
1370
kc. Camden, Ark. — Southern Bcstg. Co.,
KPID Payette, Idaho — Payette Bcstrs., 1450 kc.
WD?A Annapolis, Md.— Norwalk Bcstg. Co., 810
kc. Changed from WASL.
WDEW
1570
kc. Westfield, Mass.— Westfield Bcstg. Co.,
WWES
Inc.,
1310 Mount
kc. Kisco, N. Y.— Radio Mount Kisco
KNIT Abilene, Tex.— Key City Bcstrs., 1280 kc.
KRYS Corpus Christi, Tex. — South Texas Bcstg.
Co., 1360 kc. Changed from KRIS.
KSPL Diboll, Tex.— Arthur Temple Jr., 1260 kc.
KHVHRadio
Honolulu,
Village
Dae, 1040 Hawaii
kc. — Kaiser Hawaiian
WEUC Ponce, P. R.— Catholic U. of P. R. Scrv-
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Dear Broadcasters:
We are gratified
in the industry
SOCIATES.
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the many letters
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of HAMILTON,

and calls from our friends
STUBBLEFIELD,

TWINING,

& AS-

We pledge to you in radio and television that we will maintain our high standards of confidential negotiations, property appraisals and finance.
Unique in our NATION-WIDE SERVICE is the fact that all of us have pioneer
age know-how and have owned and operated media properties.

broker-

Sincerely,

CHICAGO

WASHINGTON,

RAY V. HAMILTON
Tribune Tower
Delaware 7-2755

WILLIAM T. STUBBLEFIELD
1737 DeSales St., N. W. Executive 3-3456
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ice Assn., 1420 kc.
APPLICATIONS
WFLW Monticello, Ky. — Seeks cp to change
frequency to 1360, power to 1 kw and install new
trans. Announced Feb. 26.
Remote Control
WIOD Sanford, Fla.; KTBC Austin, Tex.

YOUR

New

Fm Stations
APPLICATIONS
Pasadena, Calif. — Pasadena Presbyterian
Church 106.7 mc, 22.7 kw unl. P. O. address 585 E.
Colo. St., Pasadena. Estimated construction cost
$8,500, first year operating cost $8,800. Church
trustees
will Feb.
operate
Announced
21. station on non-profit basis.

TOWER

ERECTOR

SAVES

YOU

MONEY

. . . when

it's a

Stainless

Tower

Installation

Existing Fm Stations . . .
APPLICATIONS
KSL-FM Salt Lake City, Utah— Seeks cp to
change ERP to 6.06 kw, studio location to 145
Social Hall Ave., and trans, location to Coon
Peak, Oquirrh Range Mts. (Salt Lake County).
Announced Feb. 21.
KCMS-FM Sacramento, Calif. — Seeks mod. of
cp to change frequency to 100.5 mc, ERP to 9.84
kw, trans, and redescribe trans, location as New
El Centro Rd. and Garden Hwy. Announced
Feb. 21.
Ownership Changes . . .
ACTIONS BY FCC
KDJI
Holbrook,
Ariz. Edward
— GrantedJacobs
assignment
license from Donald
Sr. andof
Irene N. Tabor d/b as Northeastern Arizona
Bcstrs. to Mr. Jacobs tr/as Northeastern Arizona
Bcstrs.
$3,011.Announced
Mr.- Jacobs, Feb.
former
will ownfor 100%.
18. 75% partner,
WJNO West Palm Beach, Fla. — Granted assignment of license from WJNO Inc. to George H.
Buck Sr., George H. Buck Jr., Adrian C. Leiby
and Sydney K. Russell d/b as WJNO Radio. Mr.
Buck Jr. will own 52.06%. This corporate and
control
Feb.
21. change, no consideration. Announced
WIKC Bogalusa, La. — Granted assignment of
license from Curt Siegelin, administrator of esstate of Dorothy Moss Siegelin, deceased, to Curt
Siegelin, as adjudicated in settlement of estate.
Announced Feb. 21.
WFPR Hammond, La. — Granted assignment of
license from Cyril W. Reddoch and Ralph L.
Hooks d/b as Louisiana Bcstrs. to Airweb Inc.
for $52,250. One-third partners in Airweb are
John E. Judd, mgr., WEND Baton Rouge, La.;
Robert S. Boeker, Baton Rouge feed and hardware merchant and building interests, and Jesse
L. Webb Sr., Baton Rouge assessor. Announced
Feb. 21.
KLAS-TV Las Vegas, Nev. — Granted voluntary
acquisition of affirmative control of permittee
corp. by Herman M. Greenspun. Mr. Greenspun
will hold 67.52%. Announced Feb. 25.
KAKJ (TV) Reno, Nev. — Granted assignment
of op to Tower Telecasting Co. for $10,000 and
further consideration of 50 shares of common
voting stock in Tower. Principals are Pres. Edward J. Jansen
(51%), pres.
of KRAM
Las Vegas;
Vice -minority
Pres. K. stockholder
Jack Rudd
(10%), public accountant; Truman B. Hinkle
(10%), secy.-treas.-18% stockholder of KRAM;
and Boulder City Bcstg. Co. (9%), licensee of
KRAM. Announced Feb. 20.
WKXL Concord, N. H. — Granted transfer of

control from Tele Broadcasters Die. to Capitol
Bcstg. Corp through sale of 100% for $50,000 and
assumption
$50-60,000
obligations.
New Corp.
principals will beof Frank
B. Estes
and WKNE
(WKNE-AM-TV Keene, N. H.), each 50%. WKNE
Corp., trols
controlled
by Joseph
Close,owns
pres.,18%con-of
WKNY Kingston,
N. Y.,K. and
WKNY-TV Kingston. Announced Feb. 21.
KABR toAberdeen,
D. — Granted
license
Yankton S.Bcstg.
Co. fromassignment
Tressa andof
Virginia Hunt for $45,000. Yankton principals:
William M. Smith, Yankton, S. D., businessman,
(22.8%), Doris J. Smith, (53%), James L. Cope,
attorney, (6%), and William E. Johnson, manager
KYNT Yankton, (18.2%). Announced Feb. 21.
APPLICATIONS
KBAY-TV San Francisco, Calif. — Seeks assignment of cp from Leonard and Lily Averett to
Sherrill C. Corwin tr/as Bay Television for $1,750.
Mr. Corwin is vice pres. -16% owner of Imperial
Bcstg. System Inc., licensee of KPRO Riverside,
KROP
KYORFeb.Blythe
all
Calif.Brawley,
Announced
25. and KREO Indio,
WRMF Titusville, Fla. — Seeks voluntary relinquishment of negative control of permittee
corp. by Rudi C. Oudshoff (50%) to Richard M.
Fairbanks, licensee of WIBC Indianapolis, Ind.
Mr. Oudshoff is ill and wishes to discontinue his
connection with station. Consideration is nominal
one dollar. Announced Feb. 21.
WKNK Muskegon, Mich. — Seeks assignment of
license from Nicholas W. and Gladys Kuris to
Music Bcstg. Co., for $150,000. Paul F. Eichhorn
is president of Music Bcstg. Co., licensee of
WGRD Grand Rapids. Announced Feb. 21.
KBMY Billings, Mont. — Seeks assignment of
license from Don C. and John W. Foote and
estate of Rockwood Brown, deceased, to Horace
S. Davis (37%%), Elizabeth H. Brown (25%) and
nine others. $59,000 will be paid to Don and John
Foote. Announced Feb. 21.
WHKK Akron, Ohio — Seeks acquisition of positive control of licensee corporation from Jackson
B. Maurer to Philip R. Herbert, through sale of
50% of stock for $54,000. Announced Feb. 26.
WTRX Bellaire, Ohio and WKYR Keyser,
W. Va. — Seek relinquishment of negative control
of licensee corps, by Robert K. Richards and
Walter Patterson, through sale of 33%% of stock
to Frederick L. Allman, director of WREL Lexington, Va., for $10,000. Announced Feb. 26.
KLTV (TV) Tyler, Tex. — Seeks assignment of
license from Lucille R. Lansing to The Channel
7 Co., for $7,460.32. Channel 7 owners are Mrs.
Lansing (40%), owner KGKB Tyler, Gerald H.
Lansing (40%), gen. mgr. KGKB and KLTV (TV)
and Marshall Pengra (20%), 33V3% owner WATO
Oak Ridge, Term. Announced Feb. 25.
Hearing Cases
FINAL DECISIONS
WMID Atlantic City, N. J— FCC announced its
decision of Feb. 20 which (1) granted the apof Mid-Atlantic
Broadcasting
Co. for
renewal ofplicationlicense
of WMID,
and (2) dismissed
application for transfer of control from Richard
Endicott to Arthur A. Handler and Joseph F.
Bradway. Commissioners Hyde and Doerfer dissented;from Commissioners
BartleyFeb.
and 25.Craven abstained
voting. Action
INITIAL DECISION
St. Petersburg Beach, Fla. — FCC made effective
immediately an initial decision, with the condition imposed upon the grant deleted, and granted
Continues on page 126
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PROFESSIONAL

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
1735 De Sales St., N. W. ME. 8-5411
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 4-2414
Member AFCCE*

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE •

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE*

A. D. RING & ASSOCIATES
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE9

CARDS

Upper Montclair, N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE •

Member AFCCE*

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.

L. H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1001 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE*

PAGE, CREUTZ,
STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
710 14th St., N. W.
Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, D. C.
303 White Henry Stuart Bldg.
Mutual 3280
Seattle 1, Washington
Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE *

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER AM-FM-TV
4806 MONTGOMERY LANE
WASHINGTON 14, D. C.
ULiver /-oozU

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
Executive 3-1230
Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE*

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924
Member AFCCE *

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

A. E. TOWNE ASSOCS., INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

RUSSELL P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W.
Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE *

JOHN

Member AFCCE *

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

ViR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
1316 S. Kearney
Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

|

SERVICE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence courses.
Write For Free Catalog, specify course.

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D C.

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
821 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

J. G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

Member AFCCE *
LOWELL R. WRIGHT
Aeronautical Consultant
serving the radio & tv industry
an aeronautical problems created
by antenna towers
Munsey Bldg., Wash. 4 D. C.
District 7-1740
(nights-holidays
Herndon, Va.telephone
114)

DIRECTORY
COLLECTIONS
For the Industry
ALL OVER THE WORLD
TV — Radio — Film and Media
Accounts Receivable
No Collections — No Commissions
STANDARD ACTUARIAL WARRANTY CO.
220 West 42ndLO St.,
N. Y. 36, N. Y.
5-5990
March 4, 1957
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline:
Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday
preceding publication date.
Situations Wanted 20^ per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25$ per word —
$2.00 minimum.
All other classifications 30^ per word — $U-00 minimum • Display ads $15.00 per inch.
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 1735 DeSales St. N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance
separately,
please). expressly
All transcriptions,
etc., sent
to box numbersfor aretheirsentcustody
at owner's
risk. Broadcasting • Telecasting
repudiates photos,
any liability
or responsibility
or return.
RADIO

RADIO

Help Wanted

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Salesmen

Managerial
Unusual opportunity for hard hitting sales manager or station manager in metropolitan area.
Box 148E, B»T.
Somewhere — in a west coast smaller market
there must be a young, aggressive sales manager
who hastentialdeveloped
to maximum
poand who seekshisthestation
opportunity
for further
exploiting his sales ability in a larger California
market. We would like to hear from this man
as the opportunity is unlimited. Send complete
details. Personal interview will be arranged.
Box 729E, B»T.
Wanted for immediate opportunity. One hardhitting time salesman with creative ideas who
thinks he is ready to be a commercial manager
in leading regional station operation in this rich
quarter million market potential. Rush resume
and picture to Box 751E, B-T.
Sales manager or station manager. Strong on
sales for Maryland. Independent. Excellent opportunity for a solid producer. Box 757E, B»T.
Wanted: Sales manager with proven sales ability
for 250 watt fulltime independent in Virginia
metropolitan
of 100,000.
sive, serious market
radio man
to growYoung,
with aggresstation.
Suitable salary arrangements. Box 774E, B»T.
Man to share in work, management, sales and
profits. Farrell Brooks, Junction, Texas.
Salesmen

Salesman — metropolitan market. Excellent opportunity for live wire. WSTC, Stamford, Conn.
Announcers
Immediate opening for man with minimum six
months experience. Salary: $75.00 per week to
start. 40 hour week, overtime pay, vacations,
etc. Must have car. Excellent opportunity for
advancement within chain. Send resume and
tape. Box 678C, B-T.
Announcer. Power station in large market, Great
Lakes area has excellent opening for high grade
staff man. Send full details, and tape first letter.
Box 398E, B-T.
Good basic pop announcer with first class ticket.
We are interested primarily in announcing ability,mitter
engineering
work Starting
limited salary
two night
transwatch weekly.
$90 weekly,
talent, yearly performance bonus, hospitalization,
paid vacation and opportunity to advance with
successful station organization. Ideal living conditions, lots of sunshine, only station in town of
21,000, Texas Gulf Coast area. Box 618E, B-T.
Help wanted: Radio announcer. $350 per month
—48 hour week — married men who are experienced are preferred. Paid vacations — free insurance. Need good staff man who wants to join
good local kilowatt daytimer In upper midwest.
Send resume and tape to Box 651E, B-T.
Experienced chief-announcer Arkansas daytimer.
Emphasis announcing. Sales opportunity. Box
677E, B-T.
Top announcer with first class license. Excellent
salary. Emphasis
announcing.
Virginia
pendent music andon news.
Send air
check indeand
resume of experience. Box 897E, B-T.

Experienced, dependable salesman wanted by
leading station, a 5000 watt fulltime, in midwest
city of 55,000 persons. Competitive market but
station has fine organization to support salesman's efforts.percentage.
Guaranteed Good
weeklymandrawcanagainst
commission
earn
$5,200-$6,000 first year and more in second. Tell
all about yourself and work record, with references, in first letter. Box 570E, B«T.
Salesman, assistant manager. We want a man
with considerable small market experience and
an excellent sales record as our number two man
in a single station city of 21,000. Excellent opportunity for advancement with successful six station organization. Good programming, excellent
coverage, fulltime, plus proposed new remote
studios in nearby town of 18,000 makes this a
tremendous proposition. Ideal living conditions,
plenty of sunshine, Texas Gulf Coast area. Tailored pay plan consisting of salary, commission
and override should earn a realistic $6,000 to
$8,000 first year. Full details first letter. Box
619E, B-T.
Salesman for New Jersey independent. Salary
plus commission. Box 724E, B-T.
Are you ready to step-up in sales work? Here is
an opportunity. Texas. Box 738E, B-T.
Wanted: Aggressive, hard-hitting salesman interested in one basic item: Making more money
for himself. Top California market offers many
advantages
a "hustler"
on thisideas.
network
station that hasfor many
independent
Persona
l
i
t
i
e
s
.
.
.
music
.
.
.
news
.
.
.
sports
.
.
.
we've
got them all . . . the best of everything. Liberal
compensation plan. Send complete information
on yourself, including your billing for the past
year. Write to Box 755E, B-T.
Immediate opening for optimistic hustling salesman with experience. Real opportunity. 1000
watt, fulltime, tv affiliate in two station market.
Booming trade territory, active accounts, good
prospects. Submit full details to Manager, KLFYRadio, Box 398, Lafayette, Louisiana.

Opening for good, experienced DJ-salesman. Salary open. Fishing, hunting excellent. Business
good inket.Oregon's
second
and fattestto growing
marPicture, tape,
background
Rod Louden,
KEEP. Springfield-Eugene, Oregon.

Florida station wants top salesman. High guarantee and percentage for right man. Write full
details. Don Lynch, WBSR-CBS, Box 1351,
Pensacola, Florida.

Experienced announcer who does all-round excellent job with DJ, commercials, news. Send
tape, resume, to KLFY-Radio, Box 398, Lafayette,
Louisiana.
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Top-flight morning man with ideas and proven
adlib sales ability wanted by 5 kw North Carolina
large market station. $10,000.00 for right guy.
Box 744E, B-T.
Hundred a week to start for top-notch announcer
with first class ticket. Long established midwest
network station. Box 752E, B-T.
Leading midwest clear channel radio station with
vhf-tv needs experienced staff announcer. DJ
background important. Ability to handle almost
any type program requirement. Only experienced
employed persons need apply. Box 753E, B-T.
Job with a future for qualified staff announcer
with several
years deejay
experience.
Illionis
kilowatt independent.
Newswriting
ability
helpful.
Liberal bonus, other fringe benefits. Personal
interview necessary. List age, education, experience in detail, Box 761E, B-T.
$600 a month for DJ with glib, fast-paced delivery. Rhyming intros to records. Limited rock
'n
roll,
good pops
station injustmidwest.
Box and
781E, albums.
B-T. Wanted by
Experienced announcer desiring permanency,
opportunity,
Athens,
Texas. growing market, $325.00. KBUD,

RADIO
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Immediate opening: Night man, emphasis on
news, 5000 watt station. Call Manager, KGCX,
Williston, North Dakota.
Texas Texas
only. announcers
Big city wages
— programming
for
two
seeking
improvement.
Will audition by telephone. Call Dick Clark,
KTEM, Temple, PR 3-5252.
Wanted: Good, experienced announcer to handle
staff duties. Prefer man from midwest who can
do things our way. Starting salary $70.00 weekly.
Contact PD, KXGI, Fort Madison, Iowa.
Good morning man for progressive independent.
Can also use announcer with limited experience.
WATG, Ashland, Ohio.
Announcer. Must have experience. Top working
conditions. Air conditioned studios. Profit sharing plan. WCOJ, Coatesville, Pennsylvania.
Immediate opening for experienced announcer.
Consider either staff or personality type. Write
er phone ments.
giving
background WESO,
and salary
requireTapes accepted.
Southbridge,
Mass.
Need experienced announcer for PD. Also need
straight announcer. Send resume to WHAW,
Weston, West Virginia. Call Ed Doyle, 1555.
Have opening for two experienced announcers
who know control board. One pop man and one
hillbilly. Good salary, pleasant working conditions. Unless you want a permanent job, do not
apply. Nathan Frank, WHNC, Henderson, N. C.
Immediate opening for experienced announcersalesman. Good salary plus commissions on all
accounts you sell and service. Total earnings
should exceed $100 per week for good producer.
Contact WLSD, Big Stone Gap, Virginia.
Engineer, announcer, first class ticket immediately. WRON, Roncevert, West Virginia.
Technical
West coast station wants a vacation relief man,
combination announcer-technician. Must have
first class phone, strong on engineering, possibility of permanent employment. Box 741E, B-T.
Chief engineer for 1 kw fulltime in prosperous
Gulf ingCoast
Texas
20,000
people.
Ideal pay
livconditions
for city
man ofwith
family.
Starting
$85.00
weekly,
plus
annual
bonus.
Blue
Cross.
Advancement opportunities with six station
group ownership. Box 772E, B-T.
First phone operator, 1000 watt. Opening now.
Write details. WBEC, Pittsfleld, Mass.
1st class engineer-announcer. Immediate opening. Send tape, references, salary requirements.
WBEX, Chillicothe, Ohio.
Wanted immediately
engineer-announcer must have —acombination
first class ticket.
Good
salary. Send your tape and darta to L. Lansing,
WBRV, Radio, Boonville, New York.
Transmitter engineer, first phone, 1 kw am directional, 3kw fm. Car necessary. Write WEOL,
Elyria, Ohio.
Combo — or announcer interested in engineering
needed within 30 days at WNNT, Warsaw, Virginia^ Daytime steady employment.
WONW, Defiance, Ohio, has opening for first
class engineer. Excellent opportunity for right
man. Forward full information to Glenn R.
Thayer.
Need radio and television vacation relief engineers approximately April through October.
Prefer cense.
menExcellent
with opportunity
first class to
radio-telephone
gain studio andlifield experience in network operations. Reply
NBC, Sheraton Park Hotel, Washington, D. C.
Programming-Production, Others
Wanted experienced writer for radio-tv continuity
department in top midwest operation. Finest
working conditions. Many extra benefits includpaid vacations.
BlueStart
Cross-Blue
Shield
otheringsecurity
benefits.
at $60 per
week,andif
qualified. Send sample continuity, background
and recent snapshot. Box 655E, B-T.
Wanted: Experienced program director and announcer. A man who knows how to build audiences andTape,hasresume
ideas and
regarding
cials.
salary unusual
expectedcommerin first
letter. Box 742E, B-T.
Broadcasting
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RADIO
Situations Wanted
Managerial
I wanting. Iftoyoumanage
a radio
station that
isn't paygive me
unrestricted
authority
for
one
year
and
$1,000
—
per
month,
I'll
make
station pay. Present sales average $10,000 your
per
month. tomers
I have
good boss inandme.cus-If
who havea good
trust job,
and a confidence
I can better
myself
permanently,
you'llB«T.
be interested in talking with me. Box 722E,
Experienced manager, ten years in radio. Currently have 1 kw. Desire larger station and/or
market. Good public relations with ability to
increase sales. Box 723E, B«T.
Successfully managing regional station in competitive market. Background includes local sales,
national sales with top firm. College graduate,
family, in thirties. Want connection with sound,
growing concern. Box 735E, B»T.
Presently employed; desire change. Seeks challengingNetwork
opportunity
of Rockies.Operation
Experienced:
andwest
independent.
manager, sales manager, engineering, first phone.
A-l references. Box 736E, B-T.
General or national sales manager. Currently employed outstanding tv representative. Extensive
Madison Avenue selling experience : Station management background including FCC hearings.
Family. Interested moving from N. Y. C. Box
765E, B«T.
Capital gains sales of 5000 watt independent
makes available general manager. Interested
Phoenix, Vegas, West Coast territory. Box 778E,
B«T.
Salesmen
Salesman-announcer with ten years sales experience. Some announcing experience. Presently
employed. Will work on sales commission. New
York, New Jersey, Conn. Box 768E, B«T.
Announcers
Personality-DJ — strong commercials, gimmicks,
etc., run own board. Steady, eager to please. Go
anywhere. Box 109E, B-T.
Baseball play-by-play announcer, seven years
experience. Finest references. Box 603E, B«T.
Girl personality
— DJ, run
own board,
eagerBoxto
please.
Free to travel.
Gimmicks
and sales.
688E, B-T.
Sportsman — newsman — announcer, play-by-play
position,
a must.basketball.
Six yearsAlso
experience
in baseball, football,
have news
and
staff experience. Radio and television combined
operation preferable in east or midwest. Box
721E, B«T.
Attention 300 miles New York City. Announcer
5B«T.years experience. Operate board. Box 725E,
Experience with network affiliate — DJ, combo
operation. Will travel for right location. Single,
vet. Please no $75.00 offer. Box 726E, B»T.
Negro DJ, versatile, all phases. Good board operator, travel. Box 728E, B»T.
DJ with ability to do any type record show, will
work any place and anytime. Humorous yet different. Write Box 731E, B«T.
Announcer, three years news, commercials, disc
jockey,
sports. Available immediately. Box 733E,
B«T.
Sports only. 12 years large market tv and radio
play-by-play.
grad. Available Major
April league
1st. Box references.
737E, B-T. College
Stop knows
. . . looking
for sportscaster.
a man
who
sportscasting.
Ten yearsHere's
experience
. . . radio-television . . . newsman, sportscaster,
station manager. A self-starter with initiative
and know-how. For detailed brochure write Box
739E, B«T.
Salesman-announcer: One of south's top hillbilly
personality
DJ's, present
3 voice shows
sportscaster, 2years
Florida— salesman,
station. Let
me
prove ability. Best references. ... 10 years
experience. Florida only. Tv or radio. Box 743E,
Broadcasting
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Situations Wanted1 — ( Cont'd )
Announcers
Attention mid- Atlantic stations: Have good announcer 6 years experience, with us 3 years,
general staff, emphasis on play-by-play sports
and good
music.
Experience
all has
phases
dium station
operation.
Family inman,
car. meWe
are
de-emphasising
play-by-play
sports
and
good
music, catering more to country music and hiring
new hillbilly DJ, thus will release this man soon.
Can use him few more months, or if necessary
could release him on short notice. Get details
from station manager Box 745E, B»T.
Top-rated DJ . . . relaxed delivery . . . network
sports andpetitive
news.
in larger
market. Desire
Marriedto .relocate
. . family
. . . 27com...
college graduate . . . draft-exempt. Presently
employed. terview.
BestTape of. .references.
personal Box
in. resume Prefer
on request.
746E, B»T.
Top sportscaster; play-by-play baseball, Big Ten
football andperience basketball.
8 years commercial
exin Sirge midwestern
city. Seeking
Double A baseball or higher; or a good combination radio-tv play-by-play opportunity. Presently
employed-married-tape and brochure available
immediately. Box 748E, B»T.
Announcer,
PD, years
assistant
manager, wants
advance. Seven
experience:
Sales, tonews,
copy, traffic, programming, management. First
ticket. Looking for permanent location. Box 750E,
B-T.
A morning show that moves . . . wants to! !
"Not just good, but great" says one of New
York's topperienceradio
producers.public
Nine service
years record.
of exwith outstanding
A hard hitting morning show with real sell power.
A show that makes you grow . . . grow in sales
and in ratings. This show has such drive, appeal
and original humor that it plows the competition
under. Top, fast flying comedy with dozens of
voices and the power to say more in less time.
A format you never tire of with real warm personality that makes this show a big station
product. Many program managers and producers
can attest these claims. Grant this show an
audience and let it build for you a bigger audience. A phenominal sales record . . . top ratings
. . . loyal following in all age groups. Ratings
are up . . . show wants up! ! Show now working
(wonders! !). Audition tape and complete presentation on request. (Top fifty markets only.)
Write Box 760E, B-T.
Experienced sportscaster desires baseball job for
1957. Tape, references available. Box 763E, B-T.
Announcer: Eleven years experience, thirties,
versatile, married, vet. Desires early morning
shift within 75 miles of N. Y. Available immediately. Box 766E, B'T.
Staff announcer, first phone, no maintenance, experienced, married, vet. Box 767E, B'T.
Experienced sportscaster — local newsman desires
sportcasting job. Tape, references available. Box
771E, B'T.
Summer replacement! Announcer-disc-jockey.
Junior in college. Two years board. Fully experienced. Tape, resume, photo. Box 777E, B«T.
Embryo announcer, trouble getting started. Good
school training at Cambridge. Strong on commercials and news. Operates own board. Bags
packed. Box 779E, B«T.
If
you can rated
pay theDJ.price
I'll commercial
deliver the goods.
Nationally
Solid
background in music, news, sports. Adlib and commercial forte. Presently employed in radio and
tv. Would settle for either. Recognized as top DJ
in Iowa. Would like to relocate in bigger market
with station interested in increasing audience and
sales. Box 780E, B»T.
Experienced staff announcer. Single. Want work
in Colorado or adjoining states. Bob Cohen, 423
4-6845.
North Weber, Colorado Springs, Colorado. ME
Announcing school graduate. Desire latch to station allowing slang, jove, polysyllabic words.
Innate taste for only the best. Pop, standard, and
for classical. Tom Jeremiah, 1725 W. Wilson, Chicago 40, Illinois.
Experienced commercial radio, all phases educational tv, March college grad, desires commercial
tv. Highest references. Ready to learn and grow
with your news or production department. Ben
Patch, 219 Burand, East Lansing, Michigan.
Announcer desires to leave newspaper work.
Logan, West Virginia, 537.
Fine melodic music and easy going friendly persuasion. Tops in listening. Experienced DJ with
solid radio background and college degree. Good
news, sports, N. Y. C, WH 3-8838.

The

West

.

.

.

Here's one in a single station market.
Power — 250 watt full time
Affiliation — Mutual
Market — Good market

with

population of over 20,000
Gross in 1956— $83,000
Profit in 1956— £72,000
Facilities — Combination
studio-transmitter building and 7 acres of land
owned by station. Single
150 foot tower. Standard
transmitter and console, 3
Magnecorders,
turntables.

3

Presto

Monthly payroll — $3,300
Price— $75,000 with $22,000
down and balance over 5
years at 5%.
This is priced right, and full
information is available to
interested and qualified buyers.

ALLEN

AND

KANDER

COMPANY

Negotiators for the Purchase and Sale
of Radio and Television Stations
Washington
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
New York
60 East 42nd Street
Chicago
35 East Wacker Drive

National 8-1990
Murray Hill 7-4242
Randolph 6-3688
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RADIO

TELEVISION

TELEVISION

Situations Wanted — ( Cont'd )
Technical

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical

Engineer desires
change, prefer
12 yearswestam orchief,
construction, maintenance,
midwest,
student
CREIemployment
"Practical Television
Will
accept
either in amEngineering".
or tv. Box
701E, B«T.

Transmitter engineer for vhf station in midwest
metropolitan city. Very finest equipment. One
of nation's
top stations.
experience,
tion, and provide
a recentState
snapshot.
ReplyeducaBox
656E, B«T.
Experienced video operator capable of doing
general maintenance.
First class with
licenseability,
preferred. Salary commensurate
WHEN-TV, Syracuse, New York.
First class license tv transmitter operator. Tv
experience desirable but not essential. If you
like skiing this is an unparalled opportunity.
Transmitter at Stowe, Vermont. Station provide
head skis. Liberal food allowance plus mileage.
Reply
Vermont.Chief Engineer, WCAX-TV, Burlington,

Engineer, first phone, experienced am-fm-tv.
West coast preferred. Box 720E, B-T.
Program m ing-Prod net ion, Others
1st phone announcer. Morning. Experienced
copy, news writer. $95. Box 732E, B«T.
Accounting-bookkeeping. 9 years experience with
radio station. Had complete charge of financial
phase and all related functions. Supervisory ability. Box 734E, B«T.

Television engineer. Immediate opening for experienced engineer with first phone. Contact
H. E. Barg, 1015 N. Sixth Street, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.

Can no wants
longer better
fool 'em
10 assistant
years $90 manR-T
veteran
paidhere,
PD or
agership. Box 749E, B'T.
Program director! 8 years experience. Also salespromotion! Permanent, good! Box 769E, B«T.

Situations Wanted

Advertising boy wants to work! Experienced
from traffic clerk to PD. Five years experience
news, sports and special events, including copywriting and sales. If you need a "work horse"
I'm your boy. Box 770E, B«T.

Managerial

FOR

Experienced sales manager seeks to relocate with
progressive vhf station. Currently manager of
large eastern vhf station. Young, aggressive, fully
qualified. Have impressive sales record. Strictly
confidential. Box 74E, B^T.

TELEVISION

Salesmen

Help Wanted
Managerial
CBS. uhf in 75 to 100 market class offers opportunity for general manager. Newspaper owned,
operated at profit in 1956. Write Box 654E, B«T.
Salesmen

In these days of a soft market, can you use a
top salesman who can close business? Excellent
record, 18 years experience. Currently employed
since 1948 with tv station in major market but
can advance no further. College graduate. Excellent references. Would welcome and can withstand the most rigid investigation. Reply to Box
776E, B»T.
Announcers

Salesman for established radio-television station,
WSBT-TV. Veteran or draft exempt with one or
two years small station experience in midwest.
CBS affiliate, expanding market. Excellent insurance, hospitalization and pension plan. Write
Personnel Department, South Bend Tribune,
South Bend, Indiana.

Warm-friendly tv personality, strong on newscasting, viewer.
tops
withradio.
commercials,
expert inter11 years
3 years outstanding
tv.
Now employed. Box 675E, B-T.

Announcer
Need
qualified
staff announcer.Would
Preferconsider
southwesterner
or midwesterner.
experienced radio announcer seeking opportunity with permanence and excellent living conditions. Complete details should include picture,
tape, minimum salary. Manager, KSWS, Radio
and Television, Roswell, New Mexico.

Assistant chief engineer is interested in responsible position with progressive organization.
Thoroughly familiar with all technical and administrative phases of television engineering department, including operations, maintenance,
systems
design,
personnel
management,
etc. Prefer west budgets,
or midwest.
For resume
write
Box 740E, B«T.
Technical

Announcer — midwest television experience preferred but not absolutely necessary. Must have
solid radio background. Send disc and recent
photo to J. W. Kelin, Program Director, WTVO,
P. O. Box 470, Rockford, Illinois.

Engineer, 1st phone. Experienced and responsible. Desires permanent position with well established tv or am and tv operation in west or
midwest. Box 759E, B-T.

Technical

GET
INTO
BROADCASTING
Are you a beginner, looking for your first job in radio or television? The quickest and
surest way to that first broadcasting job is through a
First Class F.C.C. License
This
license
is a —"door
once merit.
you are in you will have an opportunity to
our own
places onThen,
to go opener."
show your ability
Also, your F.C.C. license will give you extra earning power, job security, and added prestige.
Get your F.C.C. license now, and getting into broadcasting will come naturally.
For free booklet, write to the school nearest you — Washington, D. C, or Hollywood, Calif.
MAIL

COUPON

TO

SCHOOL

NEAREST

YOU

SCHOOLS,
821 *
19th St..GRANTHAM
N.W.. Washington 6, D. C.
OR
1505 Dept.12-C
N. Western Ave., Hollywood ~
27, Calif.
Please send me your free booklet, telling how I can get my FIRST CLASS
FCC license quickly. I understand there is no obligation and no salesman
will call.
Name_
.
Address
City
I am interested in: □ Home Study □ Resident Classes
Page 124
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Program m ing-Production, Others
Promotion manager. A young man with skill and
experience in sales and station promotion. Four
years television experience, 28, married. Box
700E, B-T.
Producer-director,
years experience
market vhf. Desires4 progressive
major medium
market,
permanent. Degree. Excellent background, experience. Box 747E, B«T.
Five years tv experience all phases, in one of
three top markets. Presently employed. Extensive
work on black-white and color camera, lighting,
stage manager, etc., first ticket. Desire to devote
specially to production-directing phase. Prefer
large metropolitan area, east coast. Excellent
personality. Write information to Box 764E, B«T.
Operations-program manager, experienced, mature executive (10 years tv-radio). Ready to
move into position of greater responsibility.
Married — three children. Currently program
manager (4 years), medium market CBS basic
vhf. Full resume on request. Box 773E, B«T.
Available immediately, practically-trained, topflight production personnel, all categories. Call
Northwest First. Northwest Radio & TV School,
1221 NWwood, 21st,
6, Oregon.
Chicago, Portland
Washington,
D. C. Also Holly-

State

SALE

Stations
For sale:
station market.
controlledSingle
kilowatt daytimer
in south.Remote
Has always
operated in the black. Excellent equipment. New
station wagon with mobile unit. $55,000 cash, or
$60,000 with terms. Box 707E, B-T.
Outstanding 250 watt station in the northeastern
section. Long-established, locally accepted, with
substantial billings. Will consider only persons
who
will retain
present
staff, are
andpublic-spirited,
submit proof who
of ability
to purchase
with inquiry. Principals only. Box 758E, B-T.
Florida coastal established station. $120,000, some
Atlanta.
terms. Paul H. Chapman Company, 84 Peachtree,
Tennessee daytimer single station market. Modestlydicates
profitable
years. $75,000
Growingtotal,
area 29%
ingrowingrecent
potential.
down. Paul H. Chapman Company, 84 Peachtree,
Atlanta.
Virginia daytimer with new equipment, nonmetropolitan market. $65,000 total. Terms. Paul
H. Chapman Company, 84 Peachtree, Atlanta.
Alabama network station profitable. Majority
interest, $50,000
down Company,
to reputable84
broadcaster.
PaulwithH. $19,000
Chapman
Peachtree,
Atlanta.
We were asked by a broadcaster who just sold
his station to locate a property in one of top
seventy-five markets, between 550kc and 990kc,
fulltime. This man's youth and ability give you
safety on the payout; he has $100,000.00 to invest
with adequate working capital remaining . . .
he wants action now; your inquiry would not
necessarily be a general listing with us; write
now in complete confidence . . . The Norman
Company, 510 Security Building, Davenport, Iowa.
The Norman Company, 510 Security Bldg., Davenport, Iowa. Sales, purchases, appraisals, handled
own stations.
with
care and discretion, based on operating our
Write now for our free bulletin of outstanding
radio and tv buys throughout the United States.
Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 6381 Hollywood Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Equipment
RCA TT-5A high band
transmitter, factory converted to air cooling. Box 263E, B«T.
For sale: One RCA 70-D turntable complete with
cabinet, filter, two arms (RCA microgroove are
with
and one-mil universal
stylus andhead).
16-inchIn
ET armcartridge
with vertical-lateral
excellent
condition.
$250.00CB-11
F.O.B.turntable
Beatrice;chassis
we'll
crate it. Also,
one Gates
complete
with three speeds, $75.00 F.O.B. Beatrice.
trice,
Nebraska.
We'll crate it. Write to Bud Pentz, KWBE, Bea150 self-supporting
Available
soon. Reasonable.
Write WBEC,tower.
Pittsfleld,
Mass.
For sale — one RCA 96-A limiting amplifier with
power-supply
completeElgin,
composite
Conelrad receiving and
unit. oneWRMN,
Illinois.
RCA-BTA-1L transmitter complete with one set
tubes, crystal
for 1480
kes, wire
for remote
ation. Also Rust
BTR-5AX
remote
control operunit
including R1-108-13A two meter panel to read
modulation
and frequency
at studio.
Power for
increase necessitates
sale. Priced
as package
$3,750, moteor$950.separately,
transmitter
$2,950,
and
reCash sale. Write or call Stanley Ray,
OK Group. 505 Baronne Street New Orleans,
Louisiana.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

FOR

SALE

RADIO

RADIO

Equipment
Rek-O-Kut model VD deluxe dual-speed 16"
recording
16" overhead
recording turntable.
mechanismModel
with M-5,
mounted
MS-120
cutter,
and
extra
MS-210
lead
screw.
Almost
new condition. First $300. Check takes
all.
Tommy Bratton, Court Street. Winchester, Kentucky.
RCA-BTF
3B 3kwREL
fm transmitter,
four bayGates
Andrew antenna,
monitor, complete
audio equipment Including 52CS console and
two three-speed
tables,
two equipment.
Magnecord tape
recorders, and other
station
Contact
A. E. Kester at The Music Room, 122 N. Michigan,
South Bend, Indiana.
For sale: 435 foot self-supporting Truscon Tower.
Now in storage. Contact U. L. Lynch, Technical
irector. Farm & Home Radio, Grand Island,
ebraska.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
WANTED

TO

BUY

Stations
Two top salesmen interested in buying am station in southeast or Florida. What have you? Reply Box 727E, B-T.
Equipment
Wanted: Good used 250 watt transmitter, turn
tables and console. Box 658E, B«T.
Wanted panel truck suitable for tv mobile unit.
Approximate dimensions required: Overall chassis length 22 ft.; overall body height 8 ft.;
width 7 ft. 5". Box 756E, B«T.
Pre-1940
wanted by libraries
private
collector. 16"
Any transcriptions
label. Old transcription
also purchased, all or part. Box 730E, B«T.
Wanted: Tubes 6181, 6161, 4X150A, 4X250B. John
Randolph, WISE-TV, Asheville, North Carolina.

PROMOTION

Management
EXPERIENCED

Disc Jockey who can really cut the mustard in a competitive medium sized midwestern market. We have reputation of
programming outstanding music and
news shows and the boy that fills these
shoes has to know his onions as well as
records. Starting salary commensurate
with ability. Send resume, tape, picture to
Box 782E, B»T
Programming-Production, Others

WANTED

Situations Wanted

MANAGER

Experienced Promotion Manager needed.
He must be able to produce-write sales
presentations, and handle all phases of
promotion. This is an ideal opportunity
for a fully qualified man to join progressive organization. Please send full information, picture in first letter.

GENERAL MANAGER
Available for TV or Radio
(or Both)
Because of conditions
beyond his or my
control, I, as President of a responsible
corporation wish to recommend and help
arrange personal interviews for an outstanding executive in TV-Radio management. This
executive has
successfullyexperienced
filled a top management
position
in a major market for the last 16 years.
He's exceptional in sales, programming
and promotion, plus public relations and
community affairs. For complete details
write Box 762E, B^T.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted
Salesmen
*
LIVE

IN SUNNY

Box 783E, B»T
CALIFORNIA
ADVERTISERS
HELP

AGENCIES

WANTED
Sales

Fm transmitter, 1-3-5-10 kw, associate equipment
Edwin Kennedy, WILM, Wilmington, Delaware.

If you can bill over $100,000.00 annually selling locally with major netj work
TV
affiliate in important retail ♦
market write
$
Box 754E, B*T
$
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★it*
Technical

INSTRUCTION
FCC first phone in 12 weeks. Home study or resident training. Our schools are located in Hollywood, California, and Washington, D. C. For free
booklet, write Grantham School of Electronics,
Desk
H-B,
27, California.1505 N. Western Avenue, Hollywood
FCC first phone license. Start immediately.
Guarantee coaching. Northwest Radio 8c Television School,
ington, D.C. Dept. B, 1627 K Street, N. W., WashRADIO
Help Wanted
Technical

ENGINEERS
Immediate openings for engineers with
experience in any of these fields:
Audio
TV or High Frequency
AM Broadcast Transmitters
Communications
Mechanical
Standards — Numbering Systems
Technical Writing
Give your family a break. Get away
from the traffic and rush of a big city.
Enjoy the advantages of a small midwest city.
Ad
vancement.
Complete employee
benefits.
Send details and photo to Personnel
Director
GATES RADIO COMPANY
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
Broadcasting

Telecasting

ADVERTISING
RADIO-TV

AGENCY

SALESMAN

CHIEF

ENGINEER

Experience in servicing and some selling of
accounts essential. Must be good idea man
and know Radio-TV thoroughly.
Will direct work of TV copywriter and work
with top-notch artist.
Agency presently situated in upstate New
York. Salary open. Future limited only by
your ability to service accounts effectively,
prepare and present proposals for new and
increased business.
A good chance to go places in a growing
department of a well-established agency.
one.Write fully, enclosing photo if you have

Opening for a qualified Chief at Denver's
fastest growing TV Station. RCA equipment.
Channel 2.

Box 565E, B*T

550 Lincoln, Denver, Colorado.

Enjoy living in the climate capital of the
world.

write or Phone
Ray Gallagher
KTVR

BROADCAST
ENGINEER AND WRITER
We are looking for a man with stafied to report facts and to write manuscripts suitable for publication. Above
tion experience who can write on subjects of interest to broadcast engineers
all, you should have a sincere desire
to write about the engineering aspects
on behalf of an equipment manufacturer.
of station operation.
You should be able to make station
Send resume of experience and educacontacts for obtaining data and phototion including salary range, together
graphs as suitable background mawith samples of published articles to :
terial. Further, you should be qualiE W. Taylor Dept. #E-1D
Mr. E.
RADIO CORPORATION
of AMERICA
Commercial Electronic Products Division
Camden 2, New Jersey
March 4, 1957
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FOR

FOR THE RECORD

SALE

Routine

Equipment

from Vail Mills, shift ch. 6 from Schenectady to
Syracuse, and assignment of ch. 47 to replace
ch. 6 in Albany-Schenectady-Troy area. General
Electric Co. will be ordered to show cause why
authorization for WRGB (TV) on ch. 6 Schnectady should not be modified to specify operation
on ch. 47. Comrs. Doerfer and Mack dissented;
Comr. Hyde concurred in result.
Elmira, N. Y. — Made Elmira all-uhf by substituting ch. 30 for ch. 9. This requires that ch. 37
be deleted from Auburn, N. Y. Comrs. Doerfer
and Mack dissented; Comr. Craven concurred.
Springfield, Ill.-St. Louis, Mo. — Made Springfield all-uhf by deleting ch. 2 and adding chs. 26
and 36; gave St. Louis its fourth commercial
vhf outlet by adding ch. 2 there, and gave Terre
Haute, Ind., its second vhf channel (ch. 2). Also,
deleted KTVI (TV)'s authorization for ch. 36 at
St. Louis, giving it temporary authority to operate on ch. 2 there pending final action by the
Commission on application for regular operation
on ch. 2. Will issue order in Springfield ch. 2
adjudicatory proceeding making uhf channel
available to WMAY-TV Springfield, conditional
grantee, in place of ch. 12. Chairman McConnaughey and Comr. Doerfer dissented in part
and concurred in part; Comr. Mack dissented;
Comr. Craven abstained from voting.
Peoria, III., Davenport, Iowa, and Rock IslandMoline, HI. — Made Peoria all-uhf by deleting ch.
8 and adding chs. 25 and 31, and assigned ch. 8
to Davenport-Rock Island-Moline. Will issue an
order in the Peoria ch. 8 adjudicatory proceeding
making conditional
a uhf channel
available
to WHtL-TV
Peoria,
grantee,
in place
of ch. 8.
Deferred action on request to assign vhf channel
to Harrisburg, 111.; proposal to be considered in
separate
petitions
for rule-making.
Comrs.
Doerand Mack
dissented;
Comr. Craven
abstained
fromfer voting.

Continues from Page 120
application of Holiday Isles Broadcasting Co. for
new am on 1590 kc, 1 kw, DA, D. Action Feb. 25.
INITIAL DECISION
Bath, Me. — Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman issued initial decision looking toward grant
of application of Winslow Turner Porter for new
am on 730 kc, 500 w D. Announced Feb. 26.

Equipment

for

LEASE
or
SALE
This is your opportunity to get
into the TV business at minimum
of cost. Complete UHF Channel
36-TV station, from live camera
to antenna. All RCA equipment,
used only 14 months. Save ten
dollars by low monthly lease plan
or buy part and lease part. Save
72% on the package.
VHF'er may have all but transmitter and antenna.
Get full details NOW
Harold H. Thorns
75 Elk Mt. Scenic Highway
Asheville, N. C.
TAPE RECORDERS
All Professional Makes
New — Used — Trades
Supplies — Parts — Accessories
STEFFEN ELECTRO ART CO.
4405 W. North Avenue
Milwaukee 8, Wise.
Hilltop 4-2715
America's Tape Recorder Specialists

Roundup

. . .

February 27 Decisions
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By the Commission
Evansville, Ind. — Took action looking toward
making Evansville-Hatfleld-Owensboro area alluhf commercial by shifting ch. 7 from Evansville
to Louisville (giving Louisville its third vhf);
assigning ch. 31 to Evansville to replace ch. 7,
necessitating ch. 78 being substituted for ch. 31
in Tell City, Ind.; moving ch. 9 from Hatfield to
Evansville, where it would be reserved for educational
instead
Evansville's
present
cational ch.use *56;
and ofshifting
the latter
ch. edu(56)
from cial
Evansville
to
Owensboro,
Ky.,
for
commeruse. Directed WTVW Evansville, to show
cause why it should not change its operation
from ch. 7 to ch. 31. Comrs. Doerfer and Mack
dissented.
Fresno-Santa Barbara, Calif. — Took action
looking toward making Fresno all-uhf by transferring
there asto aSanta
Barbara; and
assigningch.ch. 1230 from
to Fresno
replacement;
substituting ch. 59 for ch. 30 in Madera in order
to permit assignment of ch. 30 to Fresno. Ordered
KFRE-TV Fresno, to show cause why it should
not change from ch. 12 to ch. 30. Comrs. Doerfer
and Mack
from
voting. dissented; Comr. Craven abstained
February 26 Decisions
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By the Commission
Vail Mills, Albany-Schenectady-Troy, N. Y. —
Took action looking toward deletion of ch. 10
EMPLOYMENT

SERVICES

TOP JOBS— TOP PEOPLE
We have, or will find, just the person or
job
you'reM. looking
Contact
E. Stone,for.Manager ....
NATIONAL RADIO & TELEVISION
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

Two

great

KlTTSJ^l
NEED

TOP

in
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Dallas

and

in

NEWSMEN

Antonio

San

if you've

got

a

authoritative news voice and news experience, we want an audition and background
immediately:
good

Gordon McLendon
2104 Jackson Street

W. B. OGDEN
Radio Operational
Engineering School
1150 West Olive Avenue
Burbank, California

organizations

news

MLIF

. m. m. <%. -^7
We assure each student opportunity of
accomplishing the . . .

SORRY ENROLLMENT IS
CLOSED UP TILL MAY 1, 1957
Reservations are presently accepted for
all classes starting thereafter. A few
openings still exist for our summer class.

By the Broadcast Bureau
Actions of February 21
KBLI Blackfoot, Idaho — Granted permission to
sign-on and sign-off at sunrise and sunset, until

5th floor, 1627
Washington,
D. 'K'
C— St.
RE NW.
7-0343

INSTRUCTION

FCC FIRST CLASS LICENSE
IN 6 WEEKS . . .
We have doubled the number of students
per class and must not exceed the limitation.

Hartford,
Conn.,
and Providence,
R. I. — Concluded that ch.
3 should
remain in Hartford
and
terminated proceeding in proposal to shift ch. 3
from Hartford to Providence. Chairman McConnaughey and Comr. Craven concurred in result;
Comrs. Hyde, Bartley and Lee dissented.
Madison, Wis. — Concluded that ch. 3 should
remain in Madison and terminated proceeding in
proposals to change educational assignment from
ch. *21 to ch. 3, or remove iatter channel from
Madison. Comrs. Hyde, Bartley and Lee dissented.

Dallas, Texas
P. S. Opening

for

one

top disc

jockey,

Broadcasting

too.

• Telecasting

such time as station is able to complete changeover to daytime only on 690 kc, 1 kw.
WPFD Darlington, S. C. — Granted cp to replace
expired cp which authorized increase power from
500 w to 1 kw and install new trans.
The following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WMLF Pineville, Ky., to
3-21- WMPT S. Williamsport, Pa., to 7-11; WARE
Ware, Mass., to 7-1, conditions; WELO Tupelo,
Miss., to 7-18, conditions; KRBI St. Peter, Minn.,
to 5-7, conditions; WCMB-TV Harrisburg, Pa., to
5- 7, conditions; WCMB-TV Harrisburg, Pa., to 826; KVOO-TV Tulsa, Okla., to 8-24.
Actions of February 20
Granted licenses for following tv stations:
KERO-TV Bakersfleld, Calif.; KDWI-TV Tucson,
Ariz.; WDAM-TV Hattiesburg, Miss.; KTBS-TV
Shreveport, La.; KRGV-TV Weslaco, Tex.;
WDBO-TV Orlando, Fla.; WKJG-TV Fort Wayne,
ind.; WTVT (TV) Tampa, Fla.
WOW-TV Omaha, Neb. — Granted license covant. 590eringft.change to ERP vis. 100 kw, aur. 50 kw,
WMSL-TV Decatur, Ala. — Granted mod. of cp
to change ERP to vis. 9.33 kw, aur. 5.01 kw,
type ant.
Remote Control
KPQ Wenatchee, Wash.; WHLI Hempstead,
N. Y.; KXRO Aberdeen, Wash.
Actions of February 19
Granted licenses for following tv stations:
KTVK Phoenix, Ariz.; KWWL.-TV Waterloo,
Iowa; KOMU-TV Columbia, Mo.; KROD-TV El
Paso, Tex.; KRIS-TV Corpus Christi, Tex.;
KUON-TV Lincoln, Neb.
KROD-TV El Paso, Tex. — Granted mod. of cp
to change ERP to vis. 61.7 kw, aur. 30.9 kw, type
trans., correct geographical coordinates and ant.
data.
Actions of February 18
The following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WGLV Easton, Pa., to
3-25; WWTV (TV) Cadillac, Mich., to 5-8; KUMVTV Williston, N. D., to 5-18; KICA-TV Clovis,
N. M., to 5-28; KOTI Klamath Falls, Ore., to 9-3;
WGMS-FM Washington, D. C, to 9-10.
February 26 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
Following seek mod. of cp to extend completion dates as shown: KHSL-TV Chico, Calif., to
6- 15-57; WTLC (TV) Canton, Ohio, to 8-15-57.
February 25 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
WAMD Aberdeen, Md. — Seeks mod. of cp to
extend completion date.
License to Cover Cp
WEAR Pensacola, Fla. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized new trans.
WDAT South Daytona, Fla. — Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized new am.
Renewal of License
WTSA Brattleboro, Vt.
February 21 Decisions
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By the Commission
Harvard Radio Broadcasting Co., Cambridge,
Mass. — Granted cp for new Class B fm, 107.1
mc; ERP 96 w. Waived sec. 3.261 of rules to
permit station to cease operations during the
Christmas
vacation
and during
the summer vacation
period period
of Harvard
University.
University of Kansas City, Kansas City, Mo.—

BROADCASTING
TELECASTING
PLEASE
□ 52
□ 52
□ 52
□ 52

Grantedtional fm,cp89.3formc;a new
educaERP noncommercial
450 w.
WGCS Green Cove Springs, Fla— Granted mod.
of cp to change station location to Arlington,
Fla. Program tests not to be authorized until
Owner William F. Askew has submitted proof to
show that he has severed all connections with
WOBS Jacksonville.
WHLI Hampstead, N. Y. — Granted increase
power from
250 w to 10 kw, with DA-D, engineering conditions.
KCRE Crescent City, Calif. — Granted change of
frequency
fromw. 1400 kc to 1240 kc, continuing
unl. with 250
KZUN Opportunity,
change
facilities
from 1270 kc, Wash.
1 kw, — D,Granted
to 630 kc,
500 w,of
D. Engineering condition. Trans, remote control.
KFJM Grand Forks, N. D. — Granted license
covering to
change
500 w,waived
1 kw-LS,
S-KILO,
1370 from
kc, 1 1440
kw, kc,
D, and
Sec.
3.71 of the rules to extent that station will be
permitted to operate six hours daily until Oct. 1.
WINZ Miami-Hollywood, Fla. — Granted mod. of
license to specify location as Miami and change
name of licensee to Rand Broadcasting Co.
La Plata Electric Assn. Inc., Durango, Colo. —
Granted cp for new tv translator on ch. 74 to
translate programs of KOB-TV (ch. 4), Albuquerque, N. M.
Manson Community Tv Co., Manson, Wash.—
Granted cp for a new tv translator on ch. 70 to
translate programs of KREM-TV Spokane.
WLAC-TV Old Hickory, Tenn.— Granted cp to
change station location to Nashville.

arming

P

a
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February 21 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
WKTV (TV) Utica, N. Y. — Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 5-18-57.
UPCOMING
March
March 8: Ohio Assn. of Radio and Television
Broadcasters, Biltmore Hotel, Dayton.
MaTch
10-11: Texas Assn. of Broadcasters, San
Antonio.
March 15: Board of Governors, Canadian Broadtario. casting Corp., Canadian Senate, Ottawa, OnMarch 13-16 : Assn. of National Advertisers, spring
meeting, The Homestead, Hot Springs, Va.
March 18-21: Annual convention and engineering
show,
Radio Coliseum,
Engineers,New
WaldorfCity. Institute
Astoria
and Newof York
York
March 20-21:
Michigan Hotel
Assn. Olds,
of Radio
and Television Broadcasters,
Lansing.
March 20-22: Continental Advertising Agency
Network, Rickey's Studio Inn, Palo Alto. Calif
March 22-23: Alabama Broadcasters Assn. spring
meeting,
Dinkier- Tutwiler Hotel, Birmingham,
Ala.
March 30: Florida United Press BroadcastersTelecasters Assn, Langford Hotel, Winter Park,
Fla.
April convention, Conrad
April
7-11:Chicago.
NARTB annual
Hilton,
April 24-26: Annual Conference, American Public Relations Assn., Warwick Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa. Annual meeting of the American
April
Assn. 25-27:
of Advertising Agencies, the Greenbrier,
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
April 25-28 : Annual convention, American Women
in Radio & Television, Chase Park-Plaza Hotel,
St. Louis.

THE BUSINESS WEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
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START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH THE NEXT ISSUE.
weekly issues of BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
$7.00
9.00
weekly issues and BROADCASTING Yearbook-Marketbook
9.00
weekly issues and TELECASTING Yearbook-Marketbook
11.00
weekly issues and both Yearbook-Marketbooks
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EDITORIALS
As

It Should

Be

TN REFUSING last week to adopt the report of its staff recA
ommending
broad "tests"
of subscription
Commerce
Committee
acted with
statesmanlike television
restraint. the Senate
If the committee had issued the report as its own, the weight
of Senate influence would have been thrown behind the campaign
for toll television and the FCC perhaps stampeded into hasty action.
As it is, there will be time for sober consideration of the very
real dangers inherent in the approval of a toll system using broadcast frequencies. The biggest danger, of course, is that present program service would be degraded and the public eventually forced
to pay for shows which it now receives free.
As we have said before, to put subscription television on the air
would be to redefine the mission of television. It would no longer
be "broadcasting." It would be "narrowcasting."
We also see the danger of federal rate control if subscription
television were authorized to use the airlanes. At the outset, some
degree of government rate fixing would obviously be involved.
Inexorably the trend would be toward more and more rigid rate
regulation — extending perhaps even to advertising rates on whatever was left of the free television service.
We still have seen no cogent argument against the proposal that
toll television be transmitted by closed circuit, delivered by wire
to the homes of subcribers. That would keep fee tv separate from
free tv and would protect the public against deterioration of the
free service it has become accustomed to receive.
Bitter-Sweet
TT DEPENDS on where you sit whether the FCC's ratification
* last week of a dozen previously-leaked deintermixture cases
(plus one new eruption) is good or bad.
There can be no doubt that the composite effect of the decisions
gives new hope to long-suffering uhf operators who have been
seriously debating whether to continue their struggle or go dark.
Conversely, there are glaring inconsistencies in certain of the
decisions which will call for some tall explaining by the FCC in its
appearances this week before Senate and House committees.
The actions, of course, are not automatically effective. Those
who are aggrieved have recourse to the courts, at whose hands the
FCC has not fared too well in recent months. Three decisions to
delete existing vhf stations by moving their channels to other areas
obviously are actionable if the licensees do not agree voluntarily.
But, based on long precedent, the odds are that the FCC's right to
devise and revise allocations to provide what it regards as more
effective competition, will be upheld.
In situations of this kind, requiring bold, if not always just action,
the FCC must look at the whole broad picture, rather than the
individual entities affected. Thus, the contention is that this junior
reallocation would introduce needed competition in a number of
markets where service is required, and also keep uhf alive. Without
uhf, our tv structure, at this state of the art, would suffer from
excruciating scarcity, with the inevitable result of downgrading of
the whole vhf spectrum and far more stringent regulation.
ABC-TV particularly stands to benefit from the projected changes,
by acquiring third outlets, whether vhf or uhf, in key markets. It
also will mean horizontal competition for all three networks in
a number of new markets heretofore having only one or two outlets,
with a possible chain reaction through mergers of rival applicants.
The FCC may have to back-track on one or two actions to bring
consistency into its deintermixture policy. It can't be right in
removing vhf stations from two otherwise uhf markets while leaving a vhf in another market almost identically situated.
In broad perspective, however, the conclusion is inescapable that
the FCC, in most of its actions last week, was attempting to follow
the mandate of Congress and of the law — something it hasn't been
doing in other recent decisions. It took fortitude, and resistance to
heavy pressures, for the FCC to act as it did. The painful result
of deciding allocations questions is that where one is helped, others
may be hurt.
Had the FCC continued to dawdle, it would have faced drastic
and summary action by Congress. Serious consideration has been
given to Congressional assumption of the allocations function to
"clean up the mess," or even of ripper legislation to wipe out this
commission and start over again.
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Drawn for BROADCASTING • TELECASTING by Sid Hlx
"There's a rumor going around, Miss Furness, that the doors on next
year's model will open automatically."
False

Alarm

TN RECENT weeks there has been more than a smattering of
*■ pessimistic talk that spot television business is suffering the
doldrums for the first time since tv burst on the national scene.
It's doleful, sometimes frightened talk which a little thoughtful
analysis will show to be largely unwarranted.
The fact is that after years of boom and burgeon the "infant"
medium is beginning to mature. It's becoming stabilized. This is a
natural result that must come at some stage in any business, no
matter how spectacular its growth in the formative years.
No stations can or ever could expect to go on forever racking
up gains as great, percentage-wise, as those which many of them
have been recording for the past few years.
The most frightening part of the pessimistic talk, it seems to us,
is what it might lead stations to do. There are signs that some
stations already have been led — or misled — into concocting special
deals that in effect amount to rate cuts.
NBC has borne the brunt of representatives' criticism for the
plan which it is offering on some of its owned stations, whereby an
advertiser buying a pre-emptable 20-second spot in triple-A time
can get a bonus of nine other 20-second spots in daytime periods
where availabilities exist.
The arguments over the NBC plan — which NBC authorities
strongly defend — serve at least to sharpen the point we are trying
to make. Whatever the merits or demerits of this particular plan,
stations would be poorly advised to price themselves downward,
under any guise, out of fear that it's the only way they can get
business.
Wholesale rate-cutting, however accomplished, can lead only to
havoc — as radio broadcasters learned a few years ago to their
great sorrow. Indeed they now realize that radio was underpriced
from the start.
Neither television time nor radio time is distress merchandise.
For

Creative

People

Only

rT,0 JUDGE by the earnest discussions and impressive attendance
* at the Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.'s program conference
in Boston last week, program people could find real value in regularly scheduled meetings of their craft.
As we have complained before, broadcasting suffers from an
overdose of meetings- — but most of them are designed for top
management. It would not add to the present drain on managerial
time if program officials had national conferences of their own.
Arranged with the meticulous planning that characterized the
Westinghouse meeting last week, these conferences could generate
many useful ideas.
The Westinghouse meeting was originally conceived as a clinic
in public service programming. As the meeting progressed, it went
far beyond that limit. All kinds of programming were discussed,
and many creative urges were undoubtedly stimulated. Westinghouse is to be congratulated for invigorating creative thinking
last week and for dramatizing the value of future meetings of that
kind.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
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34%*
.5%
46-8
18.7%

C

* The January 1957 Nielsen Advance Interim
Report shows the KPRC-TV share of audience
nearly as large as the other two stations combined .. . gives KPRC-TV the top five daytime
multi-weekly shows. KPRC-TV is also first in
the evening.

JACK HARRIS
Vice President and General Manager
JACK McGREW
National Sales Manager
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& CO.
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KRLD
CBS
- Dallas
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More

Listeners
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Coverage

than
in

any

the

other

entire

full-time

state

of

station

Texas

. • •

KRLD
is the Only Full - Time 50,000
Watt Station in Dallas - Ft. Worth Area
KRLD does not share time and frequency with any
other station. One station — one order means greater
frequency discounts — full, accurate coverage at
minimum cost. KRLD is centrally located in Texas'
richest and most progressive area. Few natural barriers impede its full-time 50,000 Watt signal, giving
you adequate coverage of the West and Southwest
at a lower cost per 1,000 listeners. For the best buy,
better buy KRLD. Check with a Branham man.

More

Listeners

More

Coverage

Less Cost per 1000
COMBINED

MAKE

KRLD
KRLD

Radio

CBS

The radio station of The Dallas Times Herald, owners and operators
of KRLD-TV, telecasting with maximum power from the top of
Texas' tallest tower. Herald Square, Dallas 2. The Branham Company, exclusive representatives.
CLYDE W. REMBERT
JOHN W. RUNYON
President
Chairman of the Board
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the biggest buy
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in the biggest state
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FIRST TO DIE? • There's prospect that
Storer will give up on uhf in Portland, Ore.
Option to purchase ch. 27 KPTV (TV)
Portland at value of tangibles, plus assumption of its contracts, has been acquired by George Haggarty, Detroit attorney and businessman, who has contracted
to purchase ch. 12 KLOR (TV) Portland,
Ore., for $2.5 million [B«T, March 4]. Mr.
Haggarty would acquire NBC affiliated
uhf station upon FCC approval of his
KLOR transaction, turning in uhf license
and placing KLOR on NBC-TV. KPTV
(TV), under ownership of Empire Coil,
from which Storer bought it, was first commercial uhf station in U. S.
B»T
COMPLETION of Portland transactions
would mean Mr. Haggarty would acquire
NBC affiliate for roughly $4 million. Supplementing $2.5 million price for KLOR
(TV) would be $1,183,000 for KPTV's
plant and equipment, plus assumption of
contracts for film and other services. Mr.
Haggarty, who has substantial income
from oil operations, is newcomer to
broadcast field.
B»T
BLOCK BOOKING? • Justic Dept. is looking into practice of bulk sales of feature
film packages to tv outlets. One Justice
aide has visited three Washington tv outlets (WTOP-TV, WMAL-TV and WTTG
[TV]), was obviously interested in film
contracts involving "block" purchases.
Most distributors will not sell individual
pictures; station owners must take whole
package or nothing. This apparently raises
question of conflict with 1949 Paramount
consent decree which outlawed "block
booking" and has resulted in individual
bids for individual pictures for theatre exhibition.
B»T
CHARLOTTE'S second tv station, ch. 9
WSOC-TV has new target date of April
28. To be affiliated with NBC and ABC,
station has established class A rate of
$900, and will be represented nationally
by H-R Television Inc. and Bomar Lowrance & Assocs. (Atlanta, Dallas Charlotte). Station will be equipped for network color.
B»T
HANDS OF TIME • Though it plans to
install its own men in top posts at WCTNAM-TV Minneapolis and WFBM-AM-TV
Indianapolis under proposed acquisition of
Consolidated Television & Radio Broadcasters properties (see early story page 80).
Time Inc. hopes to work out mutually satisfactory arrangements for continued services (in other capacities) of William F.
Kiley, now general manager of WFBMAM-TV, and Miller C. Robertson, now in
that capacity at WTCN-AM-TV, and to
keep other key operating executives in their

Broadcasting

• Telecasting

present posts. At third properties being
acquired from Consolidated, WOOD-AMTV Grand Rapids, Willard Schroeder will
continue as general manager. Applications
for FCC approval of $15,750,000 acquisition due for filing this week, probably today (Monday).
B»T
VOICE OF FIRESTONE, now scheduled
on ABC-TV Mondays, 8:30-9:00 p.m.,
will move to 9:30-10:00 p.m. Mondays,
leaving former spot open. ABC-TV now
reportedly is negotiating with several advertisers for choice vacated spot.
B»T
NO. 2 MAN • George M. Moore, appointed last week as special assistant to
GOP's new chairman, Meade Alcorn, has
FCC background. Mr. Moore, who resigned fortnight ago as Republican member of Civil Service Commission, was on
FCC staff in 1936-37, having served in
Accounting Dept. while going to law school
at night. In 1937 he was on staff of FCC
Chairman Frank R. McNinch. Mr. Moore,
43, is native of Kentucky.
B»T
THERE may be industrywide repercussions if WTVT Tampa (TV) newsman is
sentenced today (Monday) in Tallahassee,
Fla., city court because silent film coverage shot in courthouse corridor was not
destroyed as court ordered (story page
84). After footage appeared on WTVT,
court ordered newsman to appear for sentence. It's thought parent Oklahoma Publishing Co. and NARTB Freedom of Information Committee, among others,
might carry appeal to higher courts if fine
or jail sentence is imposed.
B»T
CLEARANCE PROBLEM • ABC-TV's
offer to pick up as much as two hours of
NARTB Convention in Chicago April 7-11
holds good until end of business tomorrow
(Tuesday), Ollie Treyz, ABC-TV head, has
notified NARTB President Hal Fellows.
Deadline is essential because of clearance
aspects, Mr. Treyz says, since pre-emption
of commercial business is involved and
since network proposes to offer pickup to
other networks on pool basis and to nonABC affiliates in markets through which
its cables pass.
B»T
ABC's offer [Closed Circuit, March 4]
was not premised on exclusivity, according
to Mr. Treyz, but on assumption that certain convention proceedings (notably President Fellows' address) would be good public relations for broadcasting. Offer is to
pick up any day of convention, beginning
at 2 p.m. Chicago time, to run as long as
NARTB desires up to 4 p.m., with ABCTV (through its Chicago o&o, WBKB) to
pay all costs or share them with other networks. Mr. Fellows on Friday was endeav-

circuit:

oring to rework schedule, with prospect
that offer would be accepted.
B«T
KNOWING QUESTIONERS • Single
hour session before House Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee last Thursday made clear that number of its members are well informed on current broadcast matters, notably tv allocations. FCC
Chairman George C. McConnaughey, who
was only formal witness at Thursday's short
session, was asked to return tomorrow
(Tuesday) with full Commission and staff
members after half-dozen committeemen
said they would have further questions.
Outlook was for "several" hearing days,
probably to be sandwiched between sessions before Senate Committee, which held
its opening hearing for year last Tuesday
(story page 58).
B»T
CLEAR indication that Joint Committee
for Educational Television has done good
lob of lobbying on Hill reflected in questions asked FCC Comr. T. A. M. Craven
regarding educational reservations for tv.
At both Senate and House hearings last
week, Comr. Craven's views on reservations were sought in light of proposal in
Craven Plan to drop table of assignments
which automatically would eliminate reservations. His position: He favors maintaining reservations if educational organizations would clearly indicate their intentions to use facilities.
B»T
CRITICAL REPORT • Senate ad hoc tv
committee's preliminary report, drafted by
MIT Prof. Edward L. Bowles, takes some
pretty hefty swings at FCC and its methods
of operation. Report, now in hands of
members of his subcommittee (largely top
engineers), reportedly reaches no conclusions but is highly critical of manner in
which FCC handled overall tv allocations
and goes deeply into economics and competitive conditions, considered by some of
its members as beyond ad hoc committee's
province.
B»T
NEW DEVICE promising automation in
tv program production, particularly where
multiple program sources are involved,
will be demonstrated for first time at this
week's Assn. of National Advertisers convention at Hot Springs, Va. Called TeleMation, device includes elaborate-switching console-operating lighting, staging, tv
cameras, tape recorders and slide projectors. At ANA session it will be used
to show how how industrial meetings and
other types of conferences can be controlled automatically from rostrum. This
includes visual and audio aids of all types.
Device, developed by TelePrompTer, will
will be shown at NARTB Convention
April 7-11.
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MIAMI?

SELF WHY THERE'S

DIAL

BEEN

HOOPER

SAYS
OVER 30.'—
"A" . . . 30.1%
WQAM "B"
. . . 15.3%
Station "
C" . . . 14.8%
Station
"
Station "DE"" . . . 7.7%
. . . . 7.3%
Station
. . 6.8%
Station "G
" . . . 4.9%
Station "F"
Station "H" . . . 4.6%
. . . 4.3%
Station
. . . 2.6%
Station
a j )>
. . 2.0%
Others
1967
* Hooper, tan. -Feb., -Fri.
7 a.tft.-G p.m., Mon

WQAM

(560)

A RUNAWAY

AND

HEAR

WITHOUT

FOR

YOUR-

A GIVE- A- WAY.

Now WQAM has jumped over the 30% mark in share of audience all
day. That's what the newest Hooper says, continuing a dramatic, drastic,
fantastic change in Southern Florida listening since the start of Storz
Station programming at WQAM. But that's not all. Latest Trendex gives
WQAM
all day. first place morning and afternoon, with a 34.1% share of audience
All this has been accomplished without so much as a single give-away,
and without a single contest which required participants to be tuned in
in order to win.
And ... all this has quickly caught
the eyes, ears and budgets of advertisers, who are buying WQAM, and
profiting
an "ear
yourself totherefrom.
the Blair Lend
man ...
or
WQAM General Manager JACK
SANDLER.

WQAM
Serving all of Southern Florida
with 5,000 watts on 560kc.
MIAMI

TODD STORZ,
president
for
WDGY
Minneapolis-St. Paul

Today's

WHB
Kansas City

Represented by John Blair & Co.
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Selling
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KOWH
Omaha

NewWTIX
Orleans

Represented by Adam Young Inc.
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CROSLEY
GETS
INDIANAPOLIS
GRANT,
4-3
FCC Friday granted ch. 13 Indianapolis, Ind., facilities of the most significant aggregate of
to Crosley Broadcasting Corp. by tight four to radio and television facilities in the general area
three vote. Action, reported as imminent [B»T, concerned." Comr. Bartley opposed Commission's denial of Mid-West Tv Corp. request to
Jan. 21], gives that pioneer broadcasting comshow changes in principals due to withdrawal
pany its fourth television station in midwest.
of President George Sadlier because of illness.
Crosley already owns tv stations in Cincinnati,
Columbus and Dayton, all Ohio, and also in Comr. Bartley maintained withdrawal of Mr.
Sadlier was involuntary and should be treated
Atlanta, Ga.
as such. Comr. Lee issued no written dissent.
Friday's decision reversed examiner, who
Commission majority gave nod to Crosley
issued initial decision June 1955 favoring MidWest Tv Corp., comprising local businessmen.
on ground of greatest assurance of effectuation
Also denied were 'WIRE-Indianapolis Star and of proposals, based on "favorable" record of
News and WIBC that city.
past performance, long years of experience in
Deadlocked FCC forced Comr. T. A. M. broadcasting, and experience of individuals who
Craven to cast deciding vote notwithstanding direct operations.
fact one applicant (WIRE) was client of his
was given "superior" preferences
consulting engineering firm (Craven, Lohnes & in Mid-West
local residence and civic participation of
Culver) before he was named commissioner.
Comr. Craven said he had planned to abstain, principals. Mid-West received "comparative demerit" because of failure of Mr. Sadlier to
as he has in other similar cases, but majority file income
tax returns 1941-1945.
of Commission advised him that since they
WIRE and WIBC received preferences over
were "hopelessly deadlocked" he must vote. Crosley in local residence, civic participation
General Counsel Warren E. Baker, advised and diversification of business interests. WIBC
FCC, Comr. Craven said, that he was not only
authorized but legally obligated to vote in such also got preference for integration of ownership and management.
situation.
Crosley, owned by Avco Corp., owns WLWIndianapolis grant was opposed by Comrs.
Rosel H. Hyde, Robert T. Bartley and Robert AM-TV Cincinnati, WLWC (TV) Columbus
E. Lee. Comr. Hyde dissented on grounds not and WLWD (TV) Dayton, all Ohio, and
sufficient attention given local ownership and WLWA (TV) Atlanta, Ga. Avco owns plants
that manufacture home appliances, gasoline
in "practically" disqualapparentifying inconsistency
industrial boilers, kitchen cabinets,
one applicant for newspaper ownership engines,
furniture and automobile radios.
while "at same time adding to the broadcast
construction of wires and cable to provide
Film Producers, Studio Mechanics
movies in homes via television. Among cities
are Fort Worth and Houston. No actions taken
Sign New Three- Year Contract
SIGNING of new three-year contract between
Requests have been made by Interstate subFilm Producers Assn. of New York and Motion
sidiary Interstate Home Movie Corp. ApplicaPicture Studio Mechanics Local 52 of Intertions recite that current movies would be sent
yet.
national Alliance of Theatrical & Stage Emfrom central studio into home tv reployes is being announced today (Mon.) by by cable ceivers.
pictures would not travel via air,
FPA. Highlight of contract is provision for no FCC orSinceother
federal government assent
welfare and pension plan for grips, property
men, electricians, sound men, carpenters and is required, it was pointed out.
other studio employes.
CBS Rate Change Sure Thing
FPA, consisting of producers who account
for bulk of nation's tv film commercials and AFFILIATE acceptances of CBS Radio's nightindustrial mofion pictures, negotiated contract
time rate reduction and daytime rate increase
with union on behalf of 25 members. It is ex- was reported Friday to have reached total
pected that non-members also will sign con- representing approximately 99% of network
tract.
rate card. New price structure was slated to go
Under contract, producer will pay $1.50 into effect yesterday (Sun.). Network officials
per worked day for welfare plan and $1.50 per said they had received no rejection by any
day for pension plan. No wage increase will affiliate. Under plan, CBS Radio cuts nightbe granted for first two years of contract but
time rates by one-third while raising daytime
there will be wage rise of 6% for third year, prices 5% [B*T, Feb. 25]. Needed for plan
with no reopening clauses. FPA noted that, to become effective: 85% of network rate card.
in general, employes covered by contract are
"casual workers," employed for job on call. For William Tell Men Form Agency
permanent staff, 10% reduction over all daily
pay will be instituted, applying solely to new THREE EXECUTIVES of William Tell Production Co., New York, have formed advertisemployes. Contract retroactive to Feb. 18, 1957.
ing agency, Clemons, Esau & Gerricke Inc.,
whose first client is William Tell. Latter proTheatre Chain Plans Closed Circuit
duces Hidden Treasure quiz show which CE&G
POWERFUL Interstate Circuit Inc., owners
expects to place in 80-100 markets for Disabled
American Veterans, Cincinnati. To date, 70
and operators of chain of southwest motion
picture theatres, has moved into closed circuit markets have been bought.
Principals in new agency are John Esau,
television with both feet, similar to Video Independent Theatres Inc. plan for Bartlesville,
president; William T. Clemons and Karl GerOkla. (see story page 46). Applications have
ricke, vice presidents. Mr. Clemons is president of William Tell, Mr. Gerricke executive
been made to more than 20 Texas municipaliproducer and Mr. Esau vice president.
ties asking passage of ordinances to permit
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

BRIEFLY

Late-breaking items about broadcast business; for earlier news, see Advertisers
& Agencies, page 29.
DECISION MAKING • Colgate-Palmolive
Co.. N. Y., and its agency, Lennen & Newell,
N. Y. expected to make decision early this
week as to whether spot campaign for AD
(detergent )will be in radio or television or both.
Schedule will start some time in April and run
for 1 3 weeks in approximately 20 markets.
COFFEE CAMPAIGN • Hills Bros. Coffee
Inc., San Francisco, understood planning spot
television campaign to start in mid-April, with
number of markets not yet set. Agency: N. W.
Ayer & Son, N. Y.
EX-LAX BUSINESS • Ex-Lax Inc. (laxatives),
Brooklyn, expected to launch 13-week radio
spot campaign on or about April 1 in number
of unspecified markets. Warwick & Legler,
N. Y., is agency.
PEN PLANNING • Scripto Inc. (pens and
pencils), Atlanta, expected to launch 10-week
tv spot campaign in about 12 national markets
early in spring. Agency: Donahue & Coe, N. Y.
MOVIE SPOTS • Metro -Goldwyn- Mayer,
Culver City, Calif., lining up availabilities in
booking cities to promote two films this month
— "Lizzie" and "10,000 Bedrooms." Donahue
& Coe, N. Y., is placing.
PRESSING BUSINESS • Casco Products Corp.
(electrical appliances), Bridgeport, Conn., lining up radio stations in 15 markets for spot
campaign on behalf of steam irons, beginning
April 1 for 13 weeks. Agency: Peck Adv., N. Y.
EASTERN BUYS • Sweet-Orr & Co. (SweetOrr workwear), N. Y., placing 20-week radio
spot campaign, April 8-June 14, in Albany,
Baltimore, Richmond and Philadelphia. Peck
Adv., N. Y.. is agency.
CANADIAN TIME • U. S. Watch Co. (Timex
watches), N. Y., seeking availabilities in four
Canadian markets for suitable radio spot morning drives starting in April. Of particular interest: Toronto, Winnipeg, Saskatoon and
Regina. Peck Adv., N. Y., placing.
BACK WITH HICKMAN • R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co. (Camels), Winston-Salem, N. C,
through William Esty & Co., week from tomorrow (Tues.) begins sponsoring CBS Radio
Sports Time with ex- Yale coach Herman Hickman. Series, to be heard Tues., Thurs., Sat., 77:05 p.m. EST, will mark return to CBS Radio of tobacco firm, last identified in 1956 with
Rock'n' Roll Dance Party.
'LIFE' SPOTS • Life magazine, N. Y., planning radio-tv spot campaign to start in two
flights — April 15-19 and April 22-26 — in number of markets. Young & Rubicam, N. Y., is
agency.
March 11, 1957
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The

Meredith

Stations

Present:

Hottest
TV
in 4 key
cities accounting
for
of

nearly
U.

3

S. retail

billion

Property

dollars

sales!

Feature films are altering the program pattern of TV, we need
hardly remind you! MGM Feature Films — the biggest and
best "package" in the feature field, are now an exclusive with
Meredith stations in 4 of the "class" markets in the U.S. — al
in the top 25%. Do your clients know about the opportunity
presented by this unusual combination? Availabilities going fast!
Get in touch with your Meredith representative as soon as
you can for details.
MEREDITH

RADIO

affiliated with Better Homes
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DOLLAREstimates,
VOLUME OF METROPOLITAN COUNTY AREAS
1955. for TOTAL RETAIL SALES
100.000%
RANK TOTAL
AREA AND STATE
IN GROUP
RETAIL SALES
PERCENT
Total for United States
$132,669,192,000
2.158%
(260 Markets)
. ..
Kansas
Missouri
IS
1. 360,225.000
1.025
Phoenix,City,
Arizona
.... . . . .... . 51
525.567,000
55
502,402,000
57 475.635,000
Syracuse,
York
.358
.396
.378
Total
four New
cities
$2,863,829,000*

TELEVISION

and Gardens

STATIONS

and Successful Farming

magazines

Broadcasting

• Telecasting

PEOPLE

at

deadline

RCA DETAILS
NEW
STOCK
OPTION
PLAN
STOCK OPTION plan for key employes of tee when Mr. Burns became president March I,
RCA, along with option grant already made
was second-highest salaried in 1956 with $165,000 salary plus $19,993 in incentive award paid
to new President John L. Burns in consideraand $80,007 incentive to be earned out. Elmer
tion of his leaving former post at Booz, Allen
W. Engstrom, RCA senior executive vice presi& Hamilton and signing 10-year contract with
dent, was third with $110,000 salary, $13,993
RCA, will be submitted to RCA stockholders
for their approval at annual meeting May 7, incentive paid in 1956 and $56,007 to be earned
proxy statement showed Friday. RCA board al- out.
ready has approved plan, but stockholders must
RCA's new stock option plan, designed to attract and hold key employes, calls for RCA to
ratify or neither it nor grant to Mr. Burns will
become effective.
purchase not more than 300,000 shares (less
than 2V2 % ) of outstanding RCA common stock
Proxy statement also showed that Mr. Burns'
contract calls for him to be paid $150,000 first from which an option committee — whose members would not themselves be eligible for stock
year with compensation increasing by $12,500
annually until rate of $200,000 is reached.
options — would offer options to key employes.
Committee would decide which employes are
Board may set other amounts, but not less than
be offered options, and how many shares
specified in contract, according to his "per- to
each
option would cover. Option rights are
formance and responsibilities." Stock option
grant to him was for total of 50,000 shares of restricted. Price would be full market value as
of date option was granted and would have to
RCA common, exercisable over 10-year period,
at $33.75 per share (market price on March 1 be paid in cash when exercised, and those given
when option was granted). During each year of options would be required to agree in writing
to remain with RCA or subsidiary for at least
first five he may not purchase at rate of more
than 20% of total 50,000 shares optioned to five years and give assurance they were buying
him.
optioned stock for investment, not distribution.
RCA late Friday issued statement branding
During 1956, proxy statement also showed,
Board Chairman Brig Gen. David Sarnoff was
as "untrue" a report published in New York
again highest-salaried officer, with $200,000 for Times that "unspecified amounts" of stock
would be reserved for Gen. Sarnoff and Mr.
year. Frank M. Folsom, who moved from presFolsom under option plan.
ident to chairman of board's executive commitCourt Rules IBC Is Monopoly;
Boxing Telecasts Now in Doubt
QUESTION loomed Friday as to future of
Wednesday and Friday night telecasts of professional boxing bouts on ABC-TV and NBCTV, respectively, as New York federal court
ruled International Boxing Club to be monopoly
in promotion of championship bouts, including
its radio and television broadcasting activities.
Justice Dept. and IBC have 30 days to submit respective proposals as to terms that should
be incorporated in decree.
WAFB-AM-FM Sold for $175,000
SALE of WAFB-AM-FM Baton Rouge, La.,
by Modern Broadcasting Co. of Baton Rouge
Inc. to group of 14 local businessmen for
$175,000 announced Friday, subject to usual
FCC approval. WAFB-TV (ch. 28), not involved in sale, remains under control of WDSU
New Orleans principals. Local businessmen
headed by Baton Rouge attorney Louis S. Praejean, present 2% stockholder. WAFB is affiliated with ABC and MBS, operates with 5 kw
day, 1 kw night on 1460 kc. Transaction handled by Blackburn & Co.
KBYE Sold for $90,000
KB YE Oklahoma City, founded in 1946 and
operating with 1 kw on 890 kc, has been sold
for $90,000 by State Broadcasting Co. to Great
Empire Telecasting Corp., subject to usual
FCC approval, it was announced Friday. KBYE
is owned by Kenyon Brown and associates.
Great Empire principals include Mr. Brown
and Arthur B. Hogan, John D. Feldmann,
Frank Oxarart, Ashley Robinson, Albert Zugsmith and Mike Lynch, who will continue as
manager of station. Broker was Albert Zugsmith Corp.
Messrs. Hogan, Feldmann, Oxarart and ZugTelecasting
Broadcasting

smith have varying interests in KRKD Los
Angeles, KVSM San Mateo, both Calif.; KBMIKSHO-TV Las Vegas, Nev.; KULA-AM-TV
Honolulu. Mr. Hogan also owns KFOX Long
Beach, Calif. Mr. Robinson owns KOVO
Provo, Utah. Besides his interest in KBYE,
Mr. Brown also owns KWFT Wichita Falls and
KLYN Amarillo, both Tex.; 50% of KANS
Wichita, Kan.; 33V3% of KGLC Miami, Okla.,
and 331/3% of KFEQ-AM-TV St. Joseph, Mo.
Crosby Closes Film Sales Unit
BING CROSBY Enterprises, which recently
sold its video tape developments to Minnesota
Mining & Mfg. Co., is closing its tv film sales
division, which in past few years has produced
Fireside Theatre for Procter & Gamble, Rebound for Packard, several programs of GE
Theatre series and three syndicated series,
Crown
Chimps. Theatre, Where Were You? and The
Hood Heads Ohio Broadcasters
HUBBARD HOOD, WKRC Cincinnati, was
elected president of Ohio Assn. of Radio &
Tv Broadcasters Friday at Dayton meeting.
He succeeds J. L. Bowden, WKBN-TV Youngstown. Other officers elected were: Roger G.
Berk, WAKR-TV Akron, tv vice president; Jay
E. Wagner Jr., WLEC Sandusky, radio vice
president. Elected to board: H. H. Heminger,
WFIN Findlay, and Alexander Buchan, WING
Dayton.
UPCOMING
March
10-11: Texas Assn. of Broadcasters,
San Antonio.
March 13-16: Assn. of National Advertisers,
spring meeting, The Homestead, Hot
Springs, Va.
For other Upcomings see page 115

WILLIAM H. GANTT, formerly with Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff, Philadelphia, joins
radio-tv department of N. W. Ayer & Son,
N. Y., as production manager.
FRANCIS CARTER (BOB) WOOD JR., elected
president of Sound Masters Inc., N. Y., producers of tv and industrial films. One of founders of company in 1937, he has been vice
president in charge of production, succeeds
HAROLD
E. WONDSEL, resigned to form
own company.
FRED BECKER, formerly partner in UmlandEastland-Becker Inc., San Francisco, named account executive in San Francisco office of Roy
S. Durstine Inc., N. Y.
ALLAN KERR, former manager of Detroit
office, Burke - Stuart, station representative,
named vice president in charge of national
sales in New York headquarters.
LEONARD H. GOLDENSON, president,
American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres
Inc., cited by Fame magazine with 1956 Fame
Achievement award ". . . in recognition of distinguished contributions during the past year
to the twin arts and industries of television and
the motion picture."
Out for More Mileage
On Van Doren-Quiz Angle
BARRY-ENRIGHT Productions, producer of
Twenty-One quiz show on NBC-TV, is searching for panel-type format for new program it
would like to produce and starring among
others Charles Van Doren, who meets his next
test tonight (Mon.). Another problem for
Barry-Enright is question of time slot and network. It's expected that Pharmaceuticals Inc.
(Geritol), which sponsors Twenty-One, would
get right of first refusal to back new program.
Pharmaceuticals Inc., meanwhile, Friday renewed Goodson-Todman's To Tell the Truth
quiz on CBS-TV (Tues., 9-9:30 p.m. EST)
effective tomorrow. Edward Kletter Assoc. is
Pharmaceutical's agency.
WWL

Cleared to Build Ch. 4

GRANT of New Orleans' ch. 4 to WWL that
city was cleared Friday of prohibition on building. Loyola U. outlet can begin construction
immediately. Commission also formally ordered addition of ch. 12 to New Orleans and
to Beaumont-Port Arthur, Tex.; ch. 3 to Lake
Charles-Lafayette, La.; ch. 11 to Houma, La.
In order to accommodate pending request of
ch. 3 WLBT (TV) Jackson, Miss., to move
transmitter site few miles south, and not to
conflict with assignment of ch. 3 to Lake
Charles-Lafayette, Commission moved Zone
III boundaries five miles south, more closely
approximating shore line. Although Comr.
Robert E. Lee concurred in actions, he said he
would have preferred to have deleted ch. 4
from New Orleans to make city all uhf.
WOR Day Rates Go Up 10%
NEW RATE CARD to be issued by WOR
New York April 1 reflects 10% average increase in daytime, with current advertisers
afforded six months protection at current rates,
station vice president Rober J. Leder announced
today (Mon.). He said frequency advertisers
still can "get low rates with guaranteed positions" because WOR will eliminate run-of-station packages on all but 10 and 20-second
announcements.
March 11, 1957
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in brief

BIG BUSINESS IN BARTER

SEN. HENNING

Releases exchange of letters with FCC
members and cites antitrust aspects of
St. Louis case
64

Films-for-time deals, by that and other
names, are getting to be a big thing
in broadcast advertising circles. B*T
presents a rundown on them on .27
2,928 PRODUCTS

USED SPOT TV

TV, AS CRAVEN

TO STUDY AGENCY

FEES

Interim report on services and payments to be heard at Hot Springs,
Va., meeting. Record attendance of
350 delegates predicted
32
AN AGENCY

ANSWERS

EXECUTIVE CHANGES

Commission looking for vigorous opposition to deinter mixture decisions
from losers. GE has no official comment on Schenectady action 76
COY TO HEAD TIME INC. UNIT
Magazine group forms TLF Broadcasters Inc. as subsidiary to hold radio-tv properties. Campbell, Hoffman to have new positions
80

AT R&R

James E. Briggs and Charles F. Willis
named to board of directors. Robert
M. Watson becomes chairman in series of changes
40
CBS LISTS NEW

FCC BRACES FOR ATTACKS

KOA-TV

Don Amsden, of Allen & Richards,
agrees stations can suffer abuse in
placement of accounts — but asks why
they permit it
36

NARTB BOARD

NAMED

NARTB TO HEAR GRUENTHER
Red Cross president to address convention along with Arch N. Booth,
U. S. Chamber head. Axel G. Jensen to address engineers
88

CBS DENIES CENSORSHIP
John F. Day says Sevareid and Murrow violated longtime rule calling for
news objectivity
54
FCC QUIZZED BY CONGRESS

MEMBERS

Ten new members elected and seven
other re-elected in balloting of membership to fill posts
86

RADIO RATES

Ben Lochridge, sales manager, explains new scales to affiliates at West
Coast meetings
49

SEES IT

Commissioner details his plans — and
the reasons behind it— in statement
to Senate Commerce Committee. A
condensation begins on
66

National guide shows how television
was used in national, regional and local markets in three-month period 29
ANA

FEARS MONOPOLY

PROGRAMMING

Senate group grills commissioners
about uhf-vhf allocations. House committee questioning mainly devoted to
toll-tv
58

FEATURES CLINICS

BMl opens series of two-day television sessions in New York. Fay urges
active role in community affairs by
station personnel
94
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* One Third of the Population of Wisconsin
* A Third of
Wisconsin's Counties
including the
fabulous Wisconsin

Fox River Valley
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ABC, CBS, plus strong local
and regional programs
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^Nearest To Heaven.
1165 feet above
average terrain.
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IN REVIEW
ROMEO
AND

THE

James Fenimore Cooper's allfamily classic has a readymade audience. Hawkeye's
everybody's idol! Thrilling
outdoor action — an "Eastern"
filmed on location in actual
French-Indian War Country.
You get better sponsor identification. Excellent markets
still available. Wire or
phone collect right now for
your market before another
sponsor beats you to it.

Television Programs of America, Inc.
488 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100
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AND

JULIET

AFTER last week's telecast of "Romeo and
Juliet" on the NBC-TV Producer's Showcase, it looks as if Will Shakespeare has
caught up with Rod Sterling, Reginald Rose
and the rest who have mastered the art of
television writing.
Of course half the credit goes to the skillful editor who pruned what the prologue

being a total bore was the brilliance of the
acting — particularly that of young Steven
McQueen, playing the tortured defendant.
P.S.: CBS-TV wasn't violating Canon 35,
gentlemen: that was just a misplaced Studio
One camera that failed to back out of the
big picture. Justice will have to remain
blind.
Production costs: Approximately $40,000

optimistically calls the "two hours' traffic"
per show. by Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Sponsored
of
the play
to fit comfortably
in today's
90through McCann-Erickson on CBS-TV,
minute
tv format.
But the final
impression
Feb. 25 and March 4, 10-11 p.m. EST.
— of at least one viewer — is that "Romeo
Writer: Reginald Rose; producer: Herbert
and Juliet" is better on television than on
Brodkin; director: Robert Mulligan; story
the stage. Actors didn't have to shout their
consultant: William Yates; technical adtender lines. Every expression was caught
visor: Jerome M. Leitner (N. Y. Bar
by the camera. Witticisms that would please
Assn.); technical director: Ted Miller.
an Elizabethan crowd but offend contemCast: Ralph Bellamy, Martin Balsam, Steven
porary ears were cut from the tv version.
McQueen, Ian Wolfe, Rudy Bond, Vivian
But the immensely satisfying blood-andNathan and others.
th under, tears-and-true love essentials of the
drama were left intact.
PANIC
The production was beautifully designed
within the limits of the television frame.
SUSPENSE, drama and power, an incredCostumes and sets seemed authentic, never
ible plot, and a feeling by this viewer as to
obtrusive. Restrained color established the
mood (as was cannily pointed out for "why all the effort,"
The new Panic show on NBC-TV last
monochrome viewers during the RCA color
commercial).
Tuesday had a priest fighting the clock to
It was a rare pleasure to hear the old lines uncover a hidden timebomb. A distraught
man routs the priest at four minutes after
spoken so simply and credibly by Shakemidnight to make penance with a confession
speare's heirs, to see a production by a that he will commit murder at 9 a.m. Then
troupe uniquely equipped by geography and
he suffers, a heart attack in the confession
art to interpret the Bard's work. All honor
box, leaving only a few clues for the priest
to Claire Bloom, John Neville and company
to follow up. From that point on we fight
for performances and production that were
a battle against odds that the priest will unin no way disappointing, in every respect
cover the explosive, which, of course, he
a rich experience.
does.
Production costs: $150,000.
The clergyman finds the answer and the
Sponsored by RCA and Whirlpool-Seeger
timebomb at about 30 seconds to 9 a.m.,
Corp. through Kenyon & Eckhardt and
John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Co. • detachs the lead-in wires and removes the
device from its lodging place (in a local
through
ProducersMcCann-Erickson
Showcase, Mon.,on NBC-TV's
March 4 courtroom). But this doesn't happen until
the viewer has made the rounds with the
8-9:30 p.m. EST.
priest, walking streets in the wee hours of
Production by The Old Vic Company unthe morning, nearly yoked by a policeman
der management of S. Hurok.
when mistaken for a robber, talking to a
NBC executive producer: Mort Abrahams;
directors: Michael Benthall and Clark
night editor at about 10 minutes to 5 a.m.
in a local newspaper office, getting inside
Jones; music director: George Bassman;
orchestra conductor: Arthur Lief; prothe now dead man's apartment (the bomb
planter had died in the hospital and we find
gram supervisor: Alvin Cooperman; asout he has been hiding his identity as an
sociate producer: Leo Davis; production
supervisor: Shelley Hull; unit manager:
escaped convict) and managing to enter the
Warren Burmeister; associate director:
courtroom before it is opened to the public,
Dean Whitmore; settings: Otis Riggs; cosprecisely
9 o'clock.
tume supervisor: Robert Fletcher.
As the atpriest
leaves the courtroom, the
THE DEFENDER, PART II
THE DEFENDANT was acquitted in the
second part of television's first original twohour
drama: the playwright was found in
contempt.
This is written in disappointment, for we
had hoped the second installment would
fulfill the promise of the first [B«T, March
4]. All we got was hot rhetoric garnished
with lots of hokum. In his contrived ending (the defense established a probability
of mistaken identity by producing a man
strikingly similar to the defendant), Mr.
Rose knocked down in 10 seconds much
of what was inherently good in the story.
What saved the second installment from

guard asks: "Saving souls, father?" To which
the priest answers, "Yes, and you'll never
know how
We never
share divulge.
the priest's
secret,
whichmany."
he could
We
will be lucky tomorrow night, too, since a
teaser at the end of the program hinted that
a prisoner will break out of jail to see his
dying wife who is behind bars in another
prison — he breaks out to break in, we
assume.
This show is quite a thriller — -a panic, if
Production
you will. costs: $36,000.
Sponsored on alternate-week basis by Liggett & Myers (Chesterfield) through Mc
Cann-Erickson and Max Factor through
Doyle, Dane & Bernbach on NBC-TV
Broadcasting • Telecastin

Greatest

Team

Since

CAPTAIN MERIWETHER LEWIS:
"No doubt about it, that KING-KGW tie-in is the biggest
thing that's happened in the Pacific Northwest since we opened
up the country."
CAPTAIN WILLIAM CLARK:
"You're so right ... think what it does for smart time buyers.
When they buy the high-powered pair of Seattle-Portland ABC
affiliates they know that they are getting the word out to 80%
of the Washington-Oregon market."
LEWIS:
"That'sWashington
because KING
and KGWOregon
cover from
the 'Green
Strip',
Western
and Western
the Cascade
Mountains to the sea. That's where the money trees grow."

Lewis

and

FOR

THE

PACIFIC

NORTHWEST...

. . .

CLARK:
"And that's where the natives are wampum-heavy ... loaded
with spendable income. Makes a man want to wheel right out
there with a wagon-load of blankets and trade-beads..."
LEWIS:
"That's not the way you do it now, trail-mate. To crack
the rich Pacific Northwest market all you need to do is load
up with spot schedules on KING and KGW. . ."
EDITORIAL:
If your client isn't shaking the money tree out in the heavyspending are
Pacific
Northwest
because
the
natives
getting
restless market
waitingit'stoprobably
hear your
message
over KING and KGW...

PORTLAND

SEATTLE

ABC

Clark

I

Kl NG
I
KGW
RADIO AND TELEVISION
RADIO AND TELEVISION
BUY

THE

PAIR

FROM

BLAIR

IN REVIEW
Tues., 8:30-9 p.m. EST (March 5 episode
reviewed).
Producer: Al Simon; director: Rod Amateau.
MAURICE CHEVALIER'S PARIS
THE PARIS of Maurice Chevalier, it turns
out after all these years, is a rather tame
affair. Sans straw hat and music hall routines of yesteryear, Monsieur Chevalier conducted apersonalized tour of the French
capital (NBC-TV colorcast, last Wednesday) that had the same leisurely pace as
one of the Parisian luncheons he described
— but was by no means as appetizing.
The fault, in part, can be laid to the fact
that the grander aspects of the Parisian
scene — the historic landmarks and art
treasures — lost much of their impact when
reduced to the confines of the tv screen.
And the simpler scenes of everyday French
living, while they had a modicum of charm,
failed to make up for this deficit.
Surprisingly, Chevalier did no singing
and the only music used during the filmed
production was of the background variety.
Edited to a half-hour's length and put on
the widescreen of a movie theatre, Maurice
Chevalier's Paris possibly could become real
travelogue-type entertainment. On tv last
week it was decidedly ho-hum.
Production costs: Approximately $100,000.
Sponsored by Breast O'Chicken through
Foote, Cone & Belding on NBC-TV
March 6, 8-9 p.m. EST.
Producer: Ted Mills; director: Andrew Marton; screenplay: Stephen White, Ted
Mills, Maurice Chevalier; music composed and conducted by Michel LeGrand;
photographer: Jacques Letelier; associate
producer: Joe L. Cramer; production supervised in France by Poste Parisien.
ENGLAND
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AFTER SUEZ

ENGLAND after Suez doesn't seem to like
America very much, and for a good number
of reasons. Most of them were brought out
with clarity and wit during the course of
Murrow & Friendly's hour-long inquiry into
British public opinion towards its own government and that of the United States.
The U. S. came under particularly heavy
fire, the principal target being our Secretary
of State and his Mideast foreign policy, with
due emphasis placed on the "Eisenhower
Doctrine." Asked for a definition of this
doctrine, one newspaper editor replied: "It
simply means, 'let's be jolly nice to the
Arabs and see how much oil we can get
. . .' ". Though
cabinets
came inboth
for Eden
their and
shareMacMillan
of barbs
("The only difference between the two is
that Eden is out and MacMillan in"), wise
and cool heads prevailed. Sample: "It would
be as unfair of you Americans to judge the
British people by what happened at Suez as
it would be for us to judge you by . . . the
vacillations of Mr. Dulles."
While the most enlightening part of the
60 minutes was reserved for a sort of British
version of Meet the Press, in reverse with
Murrow posing the questions to four of the
country's top newspaper editors, John Con-
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SOUKCt: HAS ~Puli«, inc. S»rv»y, Ap<tll 1*55
THE VISUAL ABOVE is one of a series comprising "Spot Radio
— 1957"; a concise 20-minute slide presentation marshaling basic
media facts around which outstandingly successful sales-strategy
has been planned. This study has already aroused the enthusiasm
of key marketing men in America's advertising centers. If the
executives who shape your advertising plans have not yet seen it,
ask your Blair man to arrange for a showing soon.
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important to your business? Yes?

more closely than ever before. Out of these

Then Spot Radio is important to your advertising strategy.

studies came local-interest and service pro-

Are women

Today's homemaker is part of a gigantic
mobile market. Hour after hour she's on the go
— from bedroom to kitchen — to bathroom — to
living-room — to bedroom— to kitchen— and on
through the day. Radio and only radio can
deliver sales messages wherever she goes, even
when she goes by car.
Spot Radio fits perfectly into her pattern of
living. Listening does not interfere with her
work. Instead the companionship of her favorite
local radio personalities actually lightens the
daily monotony of 'dishes and duds.'
The companionship nature of Spot Radio has
universal appeal. In the years when television
changed listening habits, certain major-market
stations were studying audience-preferences

JOHN
NEW YORK
OFFICES ■. ATLANTA

gram ing— the solid foundation of radio's
strength and vitality today— the main reason
why radio-listening continues to rise.
Forty stations in these major-markets are
represented by John Blair & Company— by far
the strongest group of markets and stations
served by one representative firm.
Our association with these stations has been
a constant source of pride in accomplishment.
Beyond our primary responsibility for sales,
we work closely with them as partners on programming, rate-structure, research, personnel,
and promotion.
So it is no mere coincidence that today, in
market after market, the Blair- represented
station stands first in audience, first in advertising accounts, first in sales-results.

BLAIR
CCHICAGO
BOSTON
DALLAS
LOS ANGELES

COMPANY
ST. LOUIS
DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE

Exclusive National Representatives for
New York
WABC
Chicago
WLS
Philadelphia
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Detroit
WXYZ
Boston
WHDH
San Francisco
KGO
Pittsburgh
WWSW
St. Louis
KXOK
Washington
WW DC
Baltimore
WFBR
Dallas-Ft. Worth KLIF-KFJZ
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OPEN MIKE

nell (The Evening News), Michael Curtis
(The News Chronicle) , Henry Fairlie (The
Daily Mail) and Michael Foote (The Tribune), most of the fun came during the first
— but we hope not the last — television appearance of the Oxford (U.) Union Debating Society. Their topic, "The American
Way of Life," was certainly a tempting dish,
and suffice to say, these razor-sharp youths
made the most of it, ripping it apart with
considerable elan.
After subsisting, for the last few months,
on a steady diet of news and commentary
concerning itself with the U. S. attitude
towards Great Britain this latest edition of
See It Now was indeed refreshing.

Reader Applause
editor:
Obviously, the trend is for everyone
everywhere to read B«T. This is not a new
trend, I am sure, but a happy continuation
of a trend that has existed and will go on
and on and on.
This was confirmed to me personally by
the many comments I have received about
the B«T report [Feb. 18] of my talk before
the Advertising Club of Washington. There
were comments from all around the country— and from ministers, teachers, students,
etc., as well as from associates in the trade.
This note is just to add my own pat on

Sponsored by Pan-American World Airways, through J. Walter Thompson Co.,
N. Y., on CBS-TV Sun., March 3, 5-6
p.m. EST.
Produced and edited by Edward R. Murrow and Fred W. Friendly; assoc. producer: Palmer Williams; asst. producer:
Edward Jones; reporter: Paul Nevin;
cameraman: Bill McClure; soundman:
Maurice Reitberger; director: Don Hewitt; film editors: William Thompson, F.
Howard O'Neill, and Mili Lerner.

your back.
Louis G. Cowan
V. P., Creative Services
CBS, New York
editor:
We enjoy B»T very much and look
forward to seeing it each week. Your reporting iswell done and the entire makeup
of the magazine is excellent.
T. P. Copproud, Adv. Dept.
Standard Oil Co. of Calif.
San Francisco

BOOKS
Memphis Food

u

BIG STAR STORES of Memphis
and long-time sponsor of Cisco,
comment on entering 5th year
of sponsorship:
"Cisco Kid has shown a
high rating locally. It has
brought direct sales returns for Big Star Stores
. . . We also sponsor
Cisco in Cape Girardeau,
Mo. The results in this
new area are excellent.
Recently when the Columbus. Miss., station
opened, we started Cisco
there. Already we see
sales results . . . Cisco
Kid has helped all our
big Star Stores."
Ask to see more success stories of
wi turns emrtsi sausmhi
"THE

CISCO

ZIV
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REFERENCE

DATA FOR RADIO ENGINEERS, Fourth Edition, by International Telephone & Telegraph Corp.,
Publication Dept., 67 Broad St., New
York. 1,121 pp. $6.

THIS is the fourth edition of IT&T's reference data manual which has grown in 14
years from a 20-page pamphlet to the present volume. The third edition was published in 1949 and contained 640 pages, a
29-page index and 29 chapters. The 1957
edition has almost doubled the number of
pages, and contains 38 chapters — ranging
from frequency data to mathematical tables. It also includes almost 1,000 illustrations and contains a unique spectrum chart
as the frontispiece. The book is indeed "improved and expanded" as IT&T declares on
the dust jacket.
JOURNAL OF BROADCASTING, published quarterly by the Assn. for Professional Broadcasting Education, U. of
Southern California, University Park, Los
Angeles 7, Calif.; paperbound; $5.00 per
year subscription price.
THIS research magazine is designed for tv
and radio broadcasters, teachers and students. Special articles, summaries of research work and features in four departments will be included in each issue. The
first issue features an opening discussion on
the controversial Canon 35, with an article
by Judge Justin Miller, legal consultant to
the NARTB and its president from 1945-51.
Editorial consultants for the publication
are Charles H. Tower, NARTB, Washington; Donley Fedderson, Northwestern U.;
Edward C. Lambert, U. of Missouri; Robert
J. McAndrews, KBIG Avalon, Calif.; Allen
Miller, State College of Washington, and
Rex Howell, KREX-AM-TV Grand Junction, Colo.

Equal Time
editor:
I feel that your article ["Sen. Neuberger
Raps Comr. Craven's Plan," B»T, Feb. 25]
does not give a fair or complete report of the
exchange between the senator and Comr.
Craven. Your article devotes four lines of
type to Sen. Neuberger's remarks, 31 lines
to Comr. Craven's answer.
The senator stated:
"While Comr. Craven offers a defense of
his proposal to reassign unused educational
tv channels, he admits that if, under his proposal, educational tv channels are not used
within a reasonable time, his plan provides
for other uses of such channels. This is precisely what I am opposed to, for it means
that these channels will go to commercial
operators, and it forces educators to determine now their future use of educational
channels. Educators need further time to
develop educational tv, which is just coming into its own.
"Without the reservation of educational
tv channels, such as that which currently
exists under FCC regulations, desired tv
channels are unlikely to be used for educational
purposes."
Walter
H. Dodd
Washington, D. C.
Exception
editor:
I note your "Luther Lather" editorial
[Feb. 25] and beg leave to file a minor exception.
Airways belong to the people — not to
the station. They are granted broadcasters
on condition that the basic purposes of
Telecasting
Broadcasting

food, bakery, bank, bar,
barber shop, beer, blade,
bond, book, bowling
alley, brokerage,
building and loan,
building supply, bus
line, butane, butter
. . . some of the more
than 200 kinds of
business which make
United Press news
programs the most
widely sponsored.

OPEN MIKE
democracy be served. Those basic purposes
are the free interchange of information on
the market place of men's thought. A station has no right to bend the property of
the people at large to the service of sectarian or partisan interests. Fear is the
short cut to dictatorship — courage is the
necessary ingredient of democracy. In making facilities available to one faction, withholding them from another, the station becomes partisan and has demonstrably added
greatly to the "sectarian bickering" which
your editorial deplores.
John David George
Inland Empire Broadcasting
Loma Linda, Calif.
Vanishing Subscriber
editor:
Please continue to send me B*T even if
it does rain here every Monday just to wet
my copy.
Please make an effort to help make a
need for first class licensees rather than
pushing this remote [technique]. You are
slowly but surely eliminating subscribers
like me. Don't forget, an automatic station
operator can't read a word. An all uhf tv
[system] could help place we lost souls who
were rooted out by remote control and third
class ticket men.
Donald Harris
Greensboro, N. C.
Thanks for the Memory
EDITOR :
In your Feb. 25 issue there is a story
headlined "WSLI Digs Out of Flood Damage." It refers to a station in Pikeville, Ky.
The call letters [should have read] WLSI.
WSLI is a fine station in Jackson, Miss.,
which I had the honor and privilege of helping to open up and was its program director
and assistant general manager back in 1938.
This story, because of the understandable
juxtaposition of the letters L and S, renewed
many fond memories of 20 years ago.
Paul H. Goldman
V.P. & General Manager
KNOE Monroe, La.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: No thanks to B'T's proofreaders for their error, no charge to Mr. Goldman for his memories.]
No Longer There
editor:
State Sen. Dudley J. LeBlanc is in no
shape or form connected with Hadacol Inc.,
the present manufacturers and distributors
of Hadacol.
Harry B. Goldsmith, Pres.
Hadacol Inc.
Lafayette, La.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Goldsmith refers to a
story in B«T Feb. 25 saying that Sen. LeBlanc
was promoting a new product, Kary-On vitamin
and mineral tablets. Although not now associated with Hadacol Inc., he was the "inventor"
of Hadacol.]

CASE HISTORY FURNITURE
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to Thomas

Warren

Sarnoff

IN THE early 1930's David Sarnoff, then president of RCA, was entertaining a
* group of important businessmen at his New York residence. As the evening progressed, he said,to"Here's
to show sets
you,"thenandtowith
some pride
pulled
back a curtain
reveal something
one of the I'd
fewlike
television
be found
outside
the

Radio's a Two Way Street
for this Furniture
and Appliance Store
Stowers Merchandise Mart in downtown Pasadena has found how to sell
radios by the thousands to customers
from all over Southern California: it
buys radio spots ... by the hundreds !
Stowers tested the Catalina Station,
KBIG, with 12 spots a week a year
ago. It has been on steadily ever since,
expanding its campaign to a current
regular schedule of 35 1-minutes each
week.
"We sell all types of merchandise
through heavy radio advertising,"
says store manager George Scheuter
"but for probably obvious reasons,
radio doefs an especially good job of
selling itself. Last month alone, for
instance, our spots concentrated on
radio sets and sold over 500 of them!"
Stowers' agency, Roche, Eckhoff &
Lee, Inc. of Los Angeles, makes each
spot a clever, humorous dramatizaians. tion, using Hollywood's best dialectic"On my last visit to the store," recalls
account tomers
executive
BilltheGarr,
came in from
San "cusBernardino mountain country and the
Orange County beach area, each telling the same story: they were so
amused at the commercials, that they
had to drive all the way to Pasadena
for their next furniture or appliance
purchase, out of a combination of
gratitude and curiosity!"
Garr uses several radio stations for
Stowers, with KBIG getting the lion's
share of the budget. Since making
radio a major plank in its ad platform, Stower's sales have been on a
steady rise.
Stowers offers a fine example of using
power radio to build an air personality for a store . . . with powerful
results.

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6E40 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeles 28, California
Telephone: Hollywood 3-310S
Nat. Rep. WEED and Company
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laboratory. The next moment his pride was mixed with first, amazement, then amusement, as the screen revealed a small figure who sleepily waved and said, "Hello,
As the youngest son of the man who is so largely responsible for making television
the
important part of American life it is today, it was probably inevitable that Thomas
daddy."
Warren Sarnoff should have selected tv as his field of endeavor.
Born in New York City on Feb. 23, 1927, the young Mr. Sarnoff learned his three
R's at Columbia grammar school and then attended Phillips Academy at Andover,
Mass. He was an electrical engineering student at Princeton in 1945 when Uncle
Sam moved him to Ft. Leonard Wood, Mo., as a combat engineer. He next was
transferred to the Army Signal Corps at Camp Crowder, Mo., and then was sent to
West Point as a Signal Corps instructor.
Discharged from service in 1946 as a T-4 (sergeant), Mr. Sarnoff returned briefly
to Princeton and then went west to Stanford U. at Palo Alto, Calif., where he received his degree in electrical engineering in 1948 and topped off his academic career with a year at Stanford's Graduate School of Business Administration. Now
was the time to get some actual on-the-job experience in television and for this Mr.
Sarnoff went to ABC-TV which, he says, "at that time had the best facilities on the
coast." Starting as floor manager at KECA-TV (now KABC-TV) Los Angeles, he
worked his way up to assistant director, then assistant to the production manager and
finally supervisor of sales operations of the station, before moving to Metro-GoldwynMayer as a unit manager to get film production experience.
"I was sure I wanted to work in television," Mr. Sarnoff recalls. "It was new and
challenging and exciting — a young business made up of young people with young
ideas and it seemed to offer lots of opportunity. But I wasn't at all sure what phase
of tv I ought to pursue — programming, sales or the business side, so I tried to get some
actual experience in them all. I even wrote and produced a few shows at ABC."
In 1952, he joined NBC as assistant to the director of finance and operations for
the Pacific Coast Div., subsequently becoming director of production and business
affairs, to give the position its present title. Mr. Sarnoff also served as vice president
of California National Productions, NBC's film-producing subsidiary, but resigned
that post this January when he became vice president of NBC, head of production
and business affairs for the Pacific Div.
Like many another young man who has forsaken the eastern scenes of his childhood
to carve out his own career, to establish a home and raise a family in the West, Tom
Sarnoff is proud of his adopted part of the country and prouder still of its growing
importance in his own field. Noting that tv employment and production in California
has tripled or quadrupled in the past few years, he declares "we can do things here
they can't do back East." Starting from scratch, western tv was able to build studios
from the ground up and therefore to effect a more flexible, more efficient arrangement
than was possible in the East, where lack of room for expansion made it necessary
for tv to take over studios originally designed for radio, he says.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA will become even more important as a tv production
^ center as programming moves from black-and-white to color, Mr. Sarnoff believes,
and he is confident that that day is not far away. "Color is here, ready for the public, and soon, probably this fall, they'll discover it and rush to buy color sets as they
bought black-and-white tv receivers 10 years ago. Color programming is already
here and its volume is increasing constantly. Advertisers are already aware of the
impact of color commercials and are demanding more chance to sponsor them, despite
the relatively small color audience in comparison to black-and-white. By going all
out for color, RCA-NBC has taken it out of the early doldrums where we couldn't
get sponsors because there were no sets and couldn't sell sets because there were no
programs. Color is here now, starting to roll and nothing can stop it."
Mr. Sarnoff and his wife, the former Janyce Lundon, whom he married in 1955,
and their five-month-old son, Daniel Jay, live in Beverly Hills, an easy drive either to
Tom's Hollywood office or to the Brentwood Country Club, where "I play tennis and
am learning to play golf," he says. Most evening hours are spent playing with the
baby, watching tv, working on his stamp collection or playing bridge ("My wife is a
bridge player, so I have to be") or occasionally going to the movies, "which I still
like to do," he states.
Broadcasting
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Their homes are some 400
miles apart — yet both reside
in WFAA RADIOLAND!
With "Big D" in the very
middle, and WFAA's
powerful 50KW clear channel*
signal booming into
more than 200 counties,
your message reaches
more attentive ears than with
any other radio station
in the great Southwest!
And, be it rancher, Indian,
business executive, or just
"Mrs. Housewife", they
combine to make WFAA
RADIOLAND one of the
richest, biggest-spending
markets an advertiser could
hope for!
To reach more of them, let
your PETRYMAN
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the proof of the pudding!
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Station "B"; more than
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"C"

and "D".
The one they listen to
MOST is the one to BUY!
Ask your Peters,
Griffin, Woodward
"Colonel" for the whole
wonderful story!

WDBJ
AM • 960 Kc. • 5000 watts
FM • 94.9 Mc. • 14,000 watts
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Ruth Mayon
TNI 947 the American public discovered
* television and embraced it wholeheartedly. They stopped talking, stopped reading,
stopped playing bridge and, especially, they
stopped going to the movies.
Among those whose lives and livelihoods
were being affected by tv was a young
choreographer, Ruth Mayon. She had left
her native Springfield, Mass., for New York,
where she danced in a number of Broadway
productions, an activity that led to a career
as a dance designer in Hollywood.
As she observed options dropping all
around her, Miss Mayon realized that her
movie days were numbered, so out came the
shorthand book, forgotten since high school.
Between dance routines, she studied assiduously and by the time the bad news came,
she was ready.
Fate landed her in the advertising department of Austin Studios, Southern California
photographic chain of some 40 studios, for
whom Miss Mayon was soon buying radio
time and newspaper space. When the studios
changed ownership, she decided it was time
to make a change as well and she went to
work for Robert J. Black, Los Angeles
agency owner. This association worked out
so well that when Mr. Black closed his own
agency to join Hicks & Greist, she went
along. Today, Mr. Black is vice president
of the New York agency in charge of the
Los Angeles office and Miss Mayon rejoices
in the title of time and space buyer.
A MONG the accounts on whose West
Coast activities she keeps an eagle eye
are Walter Johnson Candy Co., whose Powerhouse bar is currently advertised with tv
spots in the Los Angeles market; Sandura
Corp., using weekly participations in the
Queen for a Day telecasts for Sandran (vinyl
floor covering); Helm's Bakeries, sponsoring
two periods a week of KTLA (TV) Los Angeles' Tricks & Treats women's program
for
appearances
by Helm's
economist;
Cracker Jack, which
has home
used both
radio
and tv time in the Southwest, and State Mutual Savings & Loan, which sponsors Echoes
and Encores, Mon.-Fri. evening half hour
on KFAC-AM-FM Los Angeles.
As befits a dancer and a resident of Southern California, Miss Mayon's hobbies are
chiefly on the athletic side: skating, swimming, tennis and golf, to which she has reramics. cently added the less strenuous art of ceBusinesswise, Ruth is completely optimistic as to the advertising futures of both
radio and television. Tv, she says, is already
a great medium and is headed for even
greater achievements when color comes into
its own. And radio, which "has come back
with a bang," is "going to go on and on and
on" as a primary mass medium.
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FROM SHORTLY AFTER CAPITAL'S FLIGHT
REPORTED TROUBLE . . . UNTIL THE

skies!

930

LANDING AT WILLOW RUN AIRPORT, WKMH's
LISTENERS HAD MINUTE-BY-MINUTE REPORTS

Photograph Courtesy Detroit Times

While Capital Airline's flight 930 thundered thru the skies
toward Detroit's Willow Run Airport for a crash landing,
thousands of Detroit area listeners heard detailed reports of the
entire drama. First reported shortly after 1 p.m.,
WKMH newscasters kept listeners informed of the frantic efforts
of crew members to repair a disabled landing gear.
WKMH's Mobile News Cruiser continued coverage of
the tense drama right thru to an on-the-spot description
of the plane's actual landing. WKMH stays
with the news . . . and listeners stay with WKMH.

Save
up to

15%

by using two or more of
these powerful stations:
WKMH
DearbornDetroit

WKMF
Flint,
Mich.

WSAM
Saginaw,
Mich.

WKHM
Jackson, Mich.
Jackson Broadcasting
& Television Corp.

USE ALL 4 STATIONS , . .
SAVE 15%
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SAVE 10%
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SAVE 5%
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WKMH
DEARBORN-DETROIT
5000

FRED A. KNORR, Pres.

WATTS

JOHN CARROLL, Mg. Director

Represented by Headley-Reed
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IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST
Nearly Half of Cancer Checkups
Credited to Radio-Tv Appeals
APPEALS on radio and television were
responsible for 45% of all registrations for
cancer checkups last spring at the New
York U.-Bellevue Cancer Prevention and
Detection Center, American Cancer Society
officials, last week told a luncheon meeting
of media executives in New York.
The meeting was held in preparation for
the April Cancer Crusade, which has set
a campaign goal of $30 million for 1957.
The meeting consisted of a discussion of
radio-tv materials which will be offered to
stations and networks.
WCAU-TV

Presents Tax Forums

WCAU-TV Philadelphia reports it was
flooded with telephone calls last week when
it presented a forum on federal income tax
problems. Titled, "Is It Deductible?", the
program provided 20 tax experts from the
regional revenue office, led by L. A. Chamberlin, regional commissioner, to answer
questions. Listeners were asked to call in
with their problems and then they were
answered on the air. WGBI-TV Scranton.
Pa., affiliated with WCAU-TV, also carried
the program.
Jaycees Have Their Day
JUNIOR Chamber of Commerce members
took over WGFS Covington, Ga., Feb. 27
for Jaycee Radio Day. Jaycees did all announcing and sold the day's radio time to
benefit their teen-age safe driving program.
Valentine Bonus Via Radio
COVERAGE
1 956

SOARS

Nielsen Coverage

WCSH-TV

ON

SIX!

Service report for the

market coverage area in southern Maine,

eastern New

BILLY WILLARD got 1,200 valentines this
year. Billy, who is kept at home by a blood
ailment, was mentioned on the Jack Bennett
show, CFPL London, Ont. A request for
mail brought the 1,200 letters and $102 to
the eleven-year-old boy.

Hampshire and Vermont, encompass-

ing 22 counties, shows . . .

IDOL OF THE CROWD

76 percent reached monthly
74 percent reached weekly . . . and
a daily average circulation as high as 59.6 percent.
No other television station has comparable
acceptance in Maine and eastern New

viewer

Hampshire.

WCSH-TV

A LA Rudolph Valentino, a personal
appearance by Tab Hunter, current
Hollywood bobby sox idol, produced
near bedlam at a Baltimore intersection, but helped WITH Baltimore last
month collect 173,000 "Red Pennies
to Combat Red Aggression" to aid
Hungarian refugees through CARE.
Scheduled to appear on the afternoon Joel Chaseman show, broadcasting from the WITH "Show Window
Studios" at one of the city's principal
intersections, Mr. Hunter drew an
estimated 3,000 — mostly teenagers —
who completely blocked rush-hour
traffic. Result: Mr. Hunter's interview
was
Dept.cut short by the Baltimore Police
In the saner, earlier phase of the
WITH's appeal, the music station's
"Big Seven" disc jockey team, led by
morning man Buddy Deane, appealed
to Marylanders to send in "one red
cent" apiece and CARE-audited totals
showed a final tally of 173,000 pennies
in the drive.
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In Chicago . . .
31.6

88.5%

Rating

Share

(ARB)
doubling the rating of the next best rated feature film.

With the two bruisers shown above, you can't always
tell which one's on top, but in contests that aren't fixed,
such as television, there's less confusion.

That's typical of the ratings pinned to the mat by NTA's
feature films from here to Catalina. Why not... when

For example: NTA's fabulous feature films, which consistently outrate competition almost everywhere. The

they derive from not one but a whole slew of distinguished producers, such as 20th Century-Fox, to name-

figures etched upstairs resulted when "Since You Went
Away" was shown on Chicago's WGN-TV, where it was
the city's top-rated feature film in December, almost

drop just a little.
So who's on top in the rating story? Why NTA and its
buyer-stations, of course! A call, wire or letter can't hurt.

*k 'Mr i i
ITIM

It Figures!

Telefilm
A
ATIONAL
1ELEFILM
DISSOCIATES,
INC.
60 W. 55th STREET • NEW YORK 19, N. Y. • PHONE: PLAZA 7-2100

SHREVEPORT

SWINGS

KWKH

AWAY

AT

BALL!

sports a mighty fancy listening average throughout its 140-county Nielsen coverage area —
including many towns like Ball (La.), 110
miles southeast of Shreveport.

In Shreveport itself, latest Pulse figures credit KWKH
with top rating in 55% of all daytime quarter
hours — in 100%, of all nighttime quarter
hours!
In listeners-per-dollar, KWKH

beats the second-best sta-

tion by 89.4%. Get all the facts from The
Branham Company.

KWKH Nielsen coverage map (NCS No. 2, Nov., 1956)
showing counties with daytime weekly audience of
10% or more of total homes. Nielsen actually credits
KWKH with measurable audiences as far distant as
Luna County, New Mexico!

KWKH
A Shreveport Times Station
SHREVEPORT,
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BARTERING

Variations
Glut

on

of movie

Is it ethical?

A WHOLE new system of sales techniques
is gaining prominence in the television film
business as the problem of getting full mileage out of both syndicated and feature films
becomes more acute with the constant outpouring of new product.
Advertisers as well as film distributors
are taking the initiative in advancing the new
system, which in essence consists of variations on the not-so-new concept of bartering
films for time.
Many practitioners of the so-called barter
concept variations deny that what they are
doing is "bartering." Others, while acknowledging that they have "barter arrangements,"
are disinclined to discuss them in detail —
although to a man they uphold the principle
as ethical and proper. A few openly proclaim
their arrangements " as barters-r-sometimes
to the discomforture of stations with which
they are doing business.
The newness of the barter technique is
not in the idea itself, but in the variations
which are being developed and, more particularly, inthe extent to which the concept
and the variations are gaining currency. Stations throughout the country are participating in one or another of the plans, including
stations owned by some of the nation's
major group owners and several networkowned stations.
Growth of the techniques is attributed primarily to the problem of continuing to place
films which already have had one, two or several runs, plus the last years' freeing of millions of dollars worth of motion picture films
for use on television. Distributors employing
plans of this nature not only insist that the
arrangements are ethical and above-board,
but also that the practice is going to become
more and more widespread — and more and
more accepted. Trading off a dollar's worth
of unsold time for a dollar's worth of film,
they maintain, is as good as "found money"
for the station and beneficial to the distributor as well.
One basic variation involves the exchange
of money rather than a simple assignment of
a specified amount of spot announcement
time in return for a specified film package.
That is. a distributor may agree to sell a
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
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arguments

package to a station for a set price — but at
the same time agree to pay the station an
equivalent (or lesser, in some cases) amount
for spot announcement time. The amount
paid for the time may or may not be at the
card rates depending upon the respective
bargaining abilities of the negotiators. The
distributor then sells the time to advertisers
at a price which, again, may or may not be
at the station's card rate.
Those willing to discuss their negotiations
almost uniformly insist that the time is
bought, at, not under, card rates. In another
variation, it is the advertiser who takes the
initiative, acquiring films and negotiating
with the stations. Or the distributor may
sell spots within his films to an advertiser,
and then find stations: — in markets of interest
to the advertiser — to buy the package with
built-in sponsorship.
How About Reps, Agencies?
For the most part, it appears that station
representatives get their commission regardless of how the time is sold or traded. At
least they do if their contracts with stations
are "exclusive" and call for a commission on
all spot time sales, however sold. Agencies
may or may not be so fortunate, sometimes
being by-passed on direct sales.
The distinction — dubious or not — of having masterminded the barter technique in tv
generally is accorded Matty Fox, currently
president of C&C Television Corp., who
last summer effectuated a far-reaching bartering agreement with International Latex
Corp. More than five years ago, however,
Mr. Fox began bartering feature films of his
Western Television Corp. and in the process
reportedly accumulated enough time on
stations throughout the country to acquire
about $1 million in stock of C&C Super
Corp., New York, to which Mr. Fox assigned
his quota of announcements. Many of these
same features are reported to be running
on about 200 stations throughout the country in a barter deal for Hazel Bishop, with
Guild Films holding distribution rights to
them. Guild Films obtained these distribution rights several years ago when it assumed
a large portion of the catalogue of Motion

widespread

on

both

say
sides

Pictures for
tribution firm.Television, Mr. Fox' tv disWhereas other distributors largely have
been reticent to discuss trades, Mr. Fox has
made it a pivotal feature of his operations.
Under C&C Tv's plan, a station may assign
to the distributor a specified number of spot
announcements — in some cases 10 a day — in
return for the RKO library of feature film.
Or the station may pay for the library and
receive, in return, payment for the agreedupon amount of spot announcement time.
Last summer C&C entered into an agreement with International Latex Corp. under
which the film company pledged to deliver
10 announcements (minutes and 20 seconds)
daily for seven days a week on 100 stations
over a five-year period. In return Latex
reportedly agreed to pay C&C some $20
million. The time to which C&C got rights
in its negotiations with stations is turned
over to Latex for commercials promoting
Latex products.
E. H. Ezzes, vice president and general
manager of C&C Tv, told B«T that he felt
the sales made to date under this arrangement "are an indication that stations understand the unique opportunity of paying for
film with unsold tv announcement time, an
asset previously wasted by every tv station
in King-Shore
the country."Films Ltd., New York, engages in film-for-spot trading for Seaboard
Drug Co.. New York, sponsor of the new
syndicated Errol Flynn Theatre. Seaboard
sponsors the series in 150 markets, approximately 100 of them on the barter basis.
In this arrangement, King- Shore negotiates with a station in exchange for spot announcements on behalf of Seaboard's Mericin. Waterman pen, which is distributed by
Seaboard, is involved only in a minor way,
according to King-Shore. Transactions vary,
although the distributor did not reveal details.
This is the initial use of television by Seaboard, abig radio advertiser. Its sponsorship
of Errol
Feb.
18]. Flynn began only recently [B»T,
Charles Antell Inc.', Baltimore, is a big
March 11, 1957 • Page 27

FILM-FOR-TIME
booster of the bartering method. According to Antell, it has been swapping film for
station time for only the past nine months
and already has $2 million (gross per year)
in it.
This film-for-spot empire reaches 92 tv
markets and, according to Paul Venze Assoc.
of Baltimore, Antell's agency, the firm will
expand further into as many markets as it
can. As detailed to B»T by the agency, this
is what the Antell dealing entails:
Charles Antell (for its Formula 9 hair
spray and men-women shampoo products)
claims access to any and all types of film —
syndicated half-hours of features — which a
station might want. It uses two distinct
methods of time-spot trading.
One of these essentially is a straight filmtime exchange, the station handing spot announcements toAntell which are equivalent
in value to the film and based on the stations' rates.
The other method is somewhat more complicated but the one used most by Antell
and the type of barter that Antell finds has
appealed most to the stations. Unique in
this system is an actual exchange of checks
in payment, which, as it was expressed
to B«T "takes the curse off the word 'trading.' " approach, Antell contacts stations
In this
for their interest in a time-film deal. Once
Antell has about 1 2 or 15 stations tentatively
lined up, the advertiser signs a contract with
a distributor for specific film, thus obtaining alower price than it would get for a onemarket sponsorship.
Stations are negotiated and signed individually, however, Antell receiving a
check in payment for the film from the station and in return paying the station in
check for the spot announcements received.
Antell signs for 52 weeks to receive the
maximum in discounts.
As a measure of how Antell has refined
its method: The agency has an experienced
film buyer who assesses the value of the
film according to the type of market and
the station rates. Thus, the number of spots
received in return would depend on the value
of the film and the card rate according to
each market.
As explained by Antell's agency, the firm
actually acts in the role of a wholesaler between the distributor who is able to place
his product in a number of markets, and the
station which can get the film at low cost
and also fill up empty spots in its availability schedule. Film distributors reportedly used at one time or another by Antell:
NBC Film Div., Interstate Television Corp.,
ABC Film Syndication, Bernard Shubert
Inc., Official Films, "some" Guild Films and
RKO Television (although RKO Television
said no deal had yet been made).
ABC Film Syndication division spokesmen told B«T their firm has sold seven different packages to Antell covering a total
of 17 markets. But they noted that ABC
Film sold the packages directly to Antell
and was not involved in barter. Their arrangement includes such series as Passport
to Danger, Code Three, Playhouse of Stars,
and "Anniversary Package" of feature films.
A spokesman said the cost to Antell was
Page 28
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lower than for a single station sale because
of the large purchase.
From Official Films, Antell has obtained
on barter such series as Cross Currents, My
Hero, Willy, Colonel March, This Is Your
Music, and The Scarlet Pimpernel. The series are reported to be carried on more than
70 markets.
A spokesman for Official expressed the
view that barters will be increased in use as
more product goes through various re-runs
and certain stations find slots for them that
normally are unsponsored. He voiced the belief that a distributor views this arrangement
with favor for some of its product in certain
markets because these transactions are made
with a minimum of effort and expense to
the distributor.
NBC Film reported that the only bartertype transaction it has made with Antell has
been on Paragon Playhouse in one market
on the West Coast, and said it has no immediate plans for other programs.
Antell has obtained Mr. and Mrs. North
from Bernard Schubert Inc. for showing in
HE LED THE WAY

MATTY FOX
PIONEER IN FILM-TIME TRADING
33 markets. Wallace Lancton, general manager of Schubert, said he viewed the emergence of the barter with mixed feeling but
believed "It's a situation we have to live
with because so many distributors are doing
Schubert also has arrangements with
Hazel
Bishopbasis
for in
use 10of markets.
Tv Reader's Digest
on a barter
Mr. Lancton, who reported that he was
associated with Antell in an executive capacity during the years that that company
helped develop this sales pattern, said there
was "no fast rule" as to the participation of
it." station representatives in such
agencies and
arrangements. Station representatives are
most helpful in lining up stations, he said,
and they are paid by the outlets they represent. In other cases, advertisers deal directly with the station, and the representative
may or may not be paid. In general, this
practice applies to agencies too, he said, and
payment to agencies depends largely on the
largesse — or lack of it— of the advertiser.
Mr. Lancton contended that much of
the product traded is "junk," though he
called Schubert's Digest and Mr. and Mrs.
North "good quality film." He felt that many

stations could not otherwise obtain programming— -good or bad — without such bartering.
RKO Television acknowledged that discussions have been conducted with Antell
regarding bartering some of its feature films
and serials but said no agreement has been
reached. A spokesman reported that RKO
Television is seriously considering a trade,
pointing out the arrangement has made "a
good track record" to date.
He stressed that some of the owned stations of the major tv networks have entered
into barter deals and RKO Television will
follow suit, although it does not intend to
barter its films for "peanuts." Without saying
so, he hinted that Antell had not made a
favorable offer.
Sy Weintraub, executive vice president of
Flamingo Films, New York, acknowledged
freely that over the past three years his company has completed several such transactions. Mr. Weintraub indicated that he and
his associates have become "real masters"
at setting up various approaches to the barter system, but declined to elaborate. He was
at one time a top-level executive with Motion Pictures for Television, in association
with Matty Fox, and reported he has added
"new tricks" to those he learned at MPTV.
At Flamingo, Mr. Weintraub said, he has
received time for some of the features the
company distributes and for some of the 1 5and 30-minute syndicated series. He preferred not to discuss the advertisers involved
in trades, although he hastened to add that
he considered such transactions "ethical and
above board." He confirmed that Reddi-Wip,
in which Flamingo held an interest, had bartered films for spots.
Sterling Drug Co. is perhaps one of the
oldest traders of time for film, having begun
its "bartering" in mid- 1954. Sterling owns
three film series which it bought, after the
series had network exposure, for an estimated investment of approximately $1,750,000. These series include 57 episodes of
Mark Saber, 52 episodes of The Pendulum
and 39 episodes of a series titled Uncovered
(both Pendulum and Uncovered were seen
on network tv as The Vise).
The Thompson-Koch agency in New
York acts as the distributor for Sterling, licensing the films in individual markets and
receiving spot announcements for Sterling
in return. Products advertised are Bayer's
aspirin, Phillips milk of magnesia and
Ironized yeast.
At present, Sterling is in about 170 markets for each of the film series, most of these
markets duplicated (some include all three
series in a package deal). Contract is made
between Thompson-Koch and the station
with
the agency receiving its regular commission.
Official Films is using what it calls "a new
not a barter" in selling 80
approach,
sales
half-hours
of American Legend (re-runs of
Cavalcade of America) under this plan [BT,
March 4]. National advertisers may buy
middle commercials and/ or opening billboards five days weekly in 50 to 70 markets,
making purchases directly from station but
Official indicating where the series is available. Official has spotted the first group of 39
programs in more than 50 markets.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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GUIDE

SHOWS

program's average ARB rating in each market. This report also will show the same information by advertiser, compiling under
each sponsor's name the full list of syndicated films he sponsors, time involved, etc.
The first quarterly spot films report for 1957
will include details on major feature film
packages as well as syndicated films.
• Special analyses of tv and/ or radio activity, to be made on order for agencies, advertisers, networks, or stations.
In the "Special" category BAR has prepared, on order from several agencies, a
study of "Cold Remedies in Television,"
covering both network and spot. Based on
monitoring in seven major markets, this
shows that in the average market during an
average week in lanuary some 15 cold remedies carried a total of 142 commercials (52
on network shows, 90 placed on a spot
basis). Details as to advertisers and brands,
also are given in city-by-city breakdowns.
A special study of beer advertising in three
cities has been compiled as another example
of what can be done in the way of special
studies.
• This sample shows that in Detroit during the week ended Oct. 14, 1956, a total of
16 beers had 98 commercials on television
and 631 on radio, and gives details on each
brand. Similarly, it is shown that in Los
Angeles 17 beer advertisers had 291 television and 466 radio commercials, while in
Pittsburgh 14 beers were on the broadcast
media with 34 tv and 279 radio commercials

TV
SPOT
USED
PRODUCTS
2,928
A TOTAL of at least 2,928 different product
lows in tabular form (the cities also represent the list of markets covered in the
brands relied on spot or local television in
17 U. S. markets to promote sales during National Guide, since Marlboro was in all
17 markets) :
the fourth quarter of 1956.
This was revealed last week as Broadcast
In Atlanta, one program and seven spots;
Baltimore, one program and seven spots;
Advertisers Reports published its first National Guide To Local, Regional And Spot Boston, one program and five spots; ChiTelevision Advertiser, showing how 1,101
cago, one program and four spots; Cincinnational and major regional brands and
nati one program and four spots; Cleveland
1,827 local or smaller regional products
one program and seven spots; Columbus
used tv in the 17 markets covered during two programs and five spots; Detroit eight
spots; Los Angeles four spots; Minneapolis
the three-month period [Closed Circuit,
March 4].
two programs and four spots; New York
eleven spots; Miami one program and three
To be issued quarterly, the National
Guide is based on monitoring of stations by spots; Milwaukee one program and six spots;
Philadelphia six sports; Pittsburgh five spots;
tape recorders and is described by BAR
officials as the first compilation of precise San Francisco two spots, and Washington
on-the-air schedules of all tv advertisers in thirteen spots.
all the markets surveyed. A total of 6,820
The appropriate page in the city-by-city
hours was spent monitoring 62 stations in listings then shows what programs and
spots Marlboro bought at what time and
the 17 cities in order to compile the data.
on which stations.
A full week of monitoring in each market
served as the base, so that the total of 2,928
Simultaneously with publication of the
tv brands is a minimum for the quarter.
National Guide, which BAR calls "the first
BAR has been reporting on radio and real measure of local and national spot television," the monitoring-reporting firm is
tv commercial activity by monitoring networks and also stations in individual markets
expanding its services to include a number
for approximately four and a half years, of "by-products" derived from information
but the National Guide marks the first time gathered for the basic studies. Examples:
the spot and local data for the separate
• A quarterly report on spot films. This
markets has been brought together to show
will cover each syndicated film program car- in a week's time.
the activity of each advertiser in all of the
ried in any of the monitored markets and
Another special study example is a Prodmarkets. While the first National Guide
uct and Brand Time Analysis of Appliance
will show: (1) name of program; (2) adAdvertisers Using Network Television during
covers 17 markets, BAR currently has exvertiser or advertisers using it in each marpanded its monitoring to include a total
ket; (3) type of sponsorship (program, par- a full year's span. This covers 25 advertisers
of 20 which will be the basis of the next
ticipations, etc.) by each advertiser in each who aired network commercials in behalf of
market; (4) distributor of the program; (5) appliances during the 12 months ended in
quarterly report.
The Guide shows the exact time of day, station carrying it and at what time; (6)
August 1956. It shows, for each, the allocawithin 15 minute segments for each announcement for each product. Announcements are described in terms of program
QUOTH
THE
RATINGS
NEVER
MORE
sponsorships, participations, station breaks,
or IDs. The entire broadcast day of each
THE rating whirl — advertisers seeking ready answers to this need, Mr. Manchee
station is covered— from 7 a.m. to 1 a.m.
ratings and measuring their advertising had suggested the following steps be
— for a full week.
taken:
effectiveness thereby — was punctured
Indicative of the size of spot and local
Tuesday by Ben Gadalecia, associate di• First, face the fact that the problem
rector of research at BBDO, New York.
television's client list, the report breaks the
is
a major one for the advertising intv-advertised brands in the 17 cities into
Mr. Gadalecia, who appeared at a
dustry and its researchers, and that moti44 major categories (plus miscellaneous)
timebuying and selling seminar of the
vation research, while stimulating and
Radio
&
Television
Executives
Society,
and sets up almost 200 sub-categories rangsalutary, does not answer all questions.
ing from additives to wines.
warned that the rating services have come
• Follow with a research program to
Another example of the range of televidetermine
a method for measuring sales
to
believe
everybody
else
"lives
in
their
sion users: the appliances and appliance
world" and as a consequence, in many
effectiveness. Begin the program with an
stores category lists time purchases made by
instances, advertisers "live for ratings."
examination of work completed and a
75 national, regional and multi-market adHe was critical of the practice of "im- pilot study series seeking out relationships
vertisers within the 17 cities, plus 93 localpressing" rating services and called upon
— probably to be handled through the
market advertisers.
the industry to measure advertising effec- Advertising Research Foundation and
The food products category shows 586
tiveness according to how it moves or financed by the industry.
sells goods.
different brands, including 30 different
brands of coffee alone.
RTES, meanwhile, announced that
Mr. Gadalecia's remarks were made
following his reading of a speech by Robert E. Steers, president of Doherty,
The Guide's data is offered in two forms:
Fred B. Manchee, BBDO executive vice Clifford, Steers & Schenfield, New York,
(1) A quick summary of each advertiser's
activity, with a page reference to another
president and treasurer, that originally has been slated to address the seminar
was delivered at a sales executive club on March 19 on "Media As A Career."
section giving (2) a detailed listing of each
seminar in New York last July.
Scheduled for tomorrow's luncheon is a
advertiser's time purchases, city by city,
In that talk, Mr. Manchee had called discussion of new trends in rate cards by
with complete information on amount of
for media research which would answer
Ben Margolis of CBS Television Spot
time, program involved, and time carried.
Sales
and Ann Janowicz, broadcast buyer
how
an
advertisement
performs
in
terms
The "Quick Summary" on Marlboro Cigof sales effectiveness. While he found no of Ogilvy, Benson & Mather.
arettes, for instance, rounds up Marlboro's
activity during the monitored week as folMarch 11, 1957 • Page 29
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TV

NETWORK

THE increased spending by blue chip
advertisers in network television last
year (total gross for all networks:
$488,167,634) brought with it a number of firsts, among them:
• Procter & Gamble, the top buyer
of network time in 1956, purchased,
at gross rates, before discounts, a record $43,449,027, nearly $9.5 million
more than its 1955 network tv allocation.
• All of the advertisers in the top
10 for the year spent more than $10
million in network time compared to
eight in 1955.
• The number of product groups
showing $10 million or more for the
year grew from seven in 1955 to nine
in 1956.

BUYS

AND

• Procter & Gamble in December
came within a hair of the $4 million
monthly mark, actually reaching $3,928,743, or $800,000 more than in
December 1955, or more than the
whole expenditure in network tv in
1956 by all national advertisers in the
apparel, footwear and accessories
product category.
The big money in network last year
came from national advertisers of
foods, toiletries, soaps, automobiles,
tobacco, drugs, household equipment,
radio-tv sets and industrial materials,
ranked in that order. These were the
same categories as in 1955 but with
the addition of radio-tv sets and industrial materials.
Together the categories accounted

BUYERS
for more than $429 million out of the
total of over $488 million spent for
tv network time in 1956.
The makeup of the top 10 tv network clients for 1956 reflected these
purchases. Colgate-Palmolive, which
spends most of its network tv ad dollars for toiletries products and some
for soap, was second among the bluechips. Gillette, also big in toiletries,
was No. 7. The big three auto firms,
General Motors, Chrysler and Ford,
all spent more in 1956 than in the
previous year. In the drug field,
American Home Products, which had
failed to place in 1955, was No. 5.
R. J. Reynolds spent the most in the
tobacco category, General Foods in
foods.

GROSS TV NETWORK TIME SALES BY PRODUCT GROUPS DURING DECEMBER
AND FULL YEAR 1956, COMPARED TO 1955
UtrL. DD
Mil DD
All134,577
'RR
Dec.
'56
All
'56
499,31
1
AGRICULTURE & FARMING
32,300
233,799
2 828 170
APPAREL, FOOTWEAR & ACCESS.
292,814
3,489,000
56 729 835
47 059 360
AUTOMOTIVE, AUTO EQUIP. & ACCESS.
4,774,775
5,399,187
10
492
AVIATION, AVIATION EQUIP. A ACCESS.
133 947
RFFR WINF Mr T TOTTOR
75? 858
7 679 592
7 588 ^Qfi
759 581
1 80 590
3 267 087
1 860 776
RT Dfi MATFRTAT <1 FOTIFP Mr FTVTTTRF^
98 088
oR7Q/ y 901 i
1 1 7? 41 7
8 1 1 ^ 70?
o,i y£
CONSUMER SERVICES
243,174
2,600,889
1,173,357
34,080
DRUGS & REMEDIES
23,280,306
39,428,048
3,975,777
2,591,934
ENTERTAINMENT & AMUSEMENTS
84,281
13,141
FOOD & FOOD PRODUCTS
89,054,700
8,156,017
79,988,578
7,254,841
GASOLINE, LUBRICANTS & OTHER FUELS
378,753
4,198,026
517,225
4,994,750
146,978
HORTICULTURE
211,185
35,268
HOUSEHOLD EQUIP. & SUPPLIES
34,526,366
31,548,849
2,579,171
2,870,470
HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS
230,261
235,025
3,038,527
2,570,634
INDUSTRIAL MATERIALS
11,241,891
941,889
1,466,987
7,507,334
INSURANCE
500,536
4,924,495
380,811
2,219,079
510,032
747,694
JEWELRY, OPTICAL GOODS & CAMERAS
6,383,395
4,834,779
441,268
718,923
OFFICE EQUIP., STATIONERY &
4,153,682
5,921,867
WRITING SUPPLIES
POLITICAL
2,655,630
PUBLISHING & MEDIA
247,762
708,621
2,046,581
34,295
616,765
RADIOS, TV SETS, PHONOGRAPHS,
680,780
11,469,607
8,096,483
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS & ACCESS.
RETAIL STORES & DIRECT BY MAIL
SMOKING MATERIALS
SOAPS, CLEANSERS & POLISHES
SPORTING GOODS & TOYS
TOILETRIES & TOILET GOODS
TRAVEL, HOTELS & RESORTS
MISCELLANEOUS
TOTALS
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
iii
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3,795,564
5,266,134
110,240
8,447,750
133,833
468,145
44,761,571

40,746,531
60,559,298
938,267
85,571,670
649,581
3,277,742
488,167,634

3,869,086
4,431,586
184,694
6,190,022
43,830
243,464
39,398,617

10,392
42,121,762
45,967,555
697,408
74,175,005
508,140
2,695,023
406,899,059

LEADING ADVERTISERS IN RESPECTIVE
GROUPS DURING DECEMBER 1956

BEST FOODS

84,508

CHRYSLER

1,938,507

JOSEPH SCHLITZ BREWING 214,260
GENERAL ELECTRIC
67,170
284,113
COCA-COLA
AT&T
243,174
AMERICAN HOME PRODS.
1,245,962
GENERAL FOODS

1,480,519
183,273

GULF OIL
GENERAL ELECTRIC
ARMSTRONG CORK

576,811
172,300

ALCOA
PRUDENTIAL
W. A. SHEAFFER PEN

329,153
293,085
310,965
148,401

TIME INC.

247,762

RCA

222,984

BULOVA WATCH

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO 904,172
PROCTER & GAMBLE
3,417,699
IDEAL TOY
80,432
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE
1,288,972
PAN-AMERICAN
133,833
QUAKER OATS
133,147

Broadcasting

wmmmm
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Washer
got 34.4%
RCA'sandcommercials
on
the Martha
Raye ofShow
36.5% of
those on the Milton Berle program, while
television sets were the big item promoted
on Producers' Showcase (49% of all RCA
commercials) and during RCA's portion of
the Democratic and Republican political
conventions (67.5% of RCA commercials
during the Democratic and 55.2% during
the GOP convention).
BAR officials are pointing out to agencies
and advertisers that there are "'almost endless possibilities for other special analyses,
according to whatever you need," and that
these can be supplied on relatively short
notice since all can be derived from information gathered week in and week out for the
BAR basic reports.
These basics are ( 1 ) the network reports,
issued separately each week for radio and
television, and (2) the individual market
reports, also published separately for radio
and tv and issued on regular schedules determined bythe buyers' needs. BAR authorities report that 61 tv stations already are
committed for local studies during 1957.
In addition to special analyses, BAR also
can furnish advertisers and agencies with
transcripts of specific commercials — their
own or those of competitors — as well as
supply information on such matters as copy
cials.
changes instituted in competitors' commer-

FOODS

TOILETRIES

$85.6

SOAPS

AUTOMOTIVE

SMOKING

DRUGS
THE
TOP 9
Figures in millions

HOUSEHOLD
EQUIPMENT

RADIO-TV

The gross time purchases of network advertisers in each of these product classifications
were more than $10 million in 1956. Together, the nine categories accounted for
$429,327,946 of the total $488,167,634 spent for tv network time last year.

Broadcasting

• Telecasting

Some segments of the BAR service — for
instance, the National Guide and the spot
films quarterlies — are available at $300 a
year, while top price for full service, including all individual market reports, is approximately $2,000 a year. Prices of special reports depend on the project involved.
In addition to the 17 markets covered in
the first issue of National Guide (see Marlboro list) , St. Louis, Dallas-Fort Worth, and
Seattle are being added this spring.
Grant Emphasizes P.R. Service
In New Board, V.P. Promotions

INDUSTRIAL
MATERIALS

TOP TEN ON TV NETWORKS — DEC. 1956
1. PROCTER & GAMBLE
$3,928,743
2. CHRYSLER
1,938,507
3. COLGATE-PALMOLIVE
1,626,009
4. GENERAL FOODS
1,480,519
5. AMERICAN HOME PRODS.
1,409,287
6. GENERAL MOTORS
1,222,358
7. GILLETTE
1,116,579
8. FORD MOTOR
1,034,537
9. LEVER BROS.
909,792
10. R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO
904,172

tion of network time according to specific
products. For instance: The Whirlpool

TOP TEN ON TV NETWORKS — 1956
PROCTER & GAMBLE
$43,449,027
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE
19,880,282
GENERAL MOTORS
19,086,646
CHRYSLER
18,198,264
AMERICAN HOME PRODS.
15,758,019
GENERAL FOODS
15,688,789
GILLETTE
15,257,871
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO 11,424,421
11,322,643
8. LEVER BROS.
10.9. FORD MOTOR
10,316,421
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

FORMATION of a public relations plans
board and election of three vice presidents
and directors were announced by Grant Adv.
Inc. last week in a move to harness that
activity more firmly to advertising and merchandising programs of its clients.
J. Robert Conroy was named vice president and public relations director for Grant's
Detroit office and national director of the
agency's Dodge News Bureau, it was announced by Lawrence R. Mcintosh, executive vice president-manager of Grant-Detroit. Also promoted to vice presidents and
directors were Tom Johnston, Grant-New
York, and George Sampson of the Los Angeles operation.
Messrs. Conroy, Johnston, Sampson and
Jack P. Bailhe, vice president-director of
Grant's domestic and international public
relations activities, will comprise the new
board. The public relations network also
operates in Chicago, Miami, Dallas, Portland (Ore.) San Francisco and Dayton, Ohio.
John O'Reilly heads the Grant-Chicago
office.
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ADVERTISERS S AGENCIES
ANA
ON

DELEGATES
AGENCY

TO

GET

the Yield From Your Advertising Investment Through Attitude - Influence Re-

BRIEFING

COMPENSATION

STUDY

• Association's spring meeting opens this Wednesday
• Record attendance expected at Hot Springs, Va.
AN

interim report on the Assn. of National Advertisers' study of agency services and compensation methods will furnish
a highlight of the four-day 48th ANA spring
meeting which convenes Wednesday at The
Homestead, Hot Springs, Va.
A record attendance approaching 350 of
the country's leading advertisers is expected
for the meeting, which has been extended
from three days to four this year in order
to accommodate a greater number of informal discussions. Robert J. Gunder, director of advertising and sales promotion for
Hamilton Watch Co., is program chairman
for the meeting.
The interim report on the ANA study of
the services and compensation of agencies
— a subject which has created a stir in both
advertiser and agency fields for more than
a year — will be presented at a Friday afternoon session. John McLaughlin, director of
sales and advertising for Kraft Foods and
chairman of the ANA special study committee on agency compensation methods,
will discuss the interim report. He also
will introduce Prof. Albert W. Frey of the
Tuck School of Business Administration,
Dartmouth College, who was commissioned
by ANA last October to undertake the
study [B«T, Oct. 29, 1956].
Prof. Frey, who in the intervening months
has been engaged in field research for his
analysis, is slated to indicate to the ANA
members on Friday what they may expect
from his final report, which is due for delivery at the ANA annual meeting next fall.
In brief, the study was authorized in hope
of providing basic information on which
individual advertisers can make up their
minds whether to continue, abandon, or
amend the long-established 15% media
commission system of agency compensation.
This week's spring meeting will have other
new features, including the latest ANA survey of members' advertising plans. This
just-completed survey, to be released at the
opening session on Wednesday morning, is
based on replies from 279 ANA member
companies whose advertising expenditures
total more than $1 billion.
An agency guest, President Norman
Strouse of J. Walter Thompson Co., will
open the Monday afternoon session with a
discussion of "The Seven Areas of Opportunity"— an analysis of the challenges facing both agencies and advertisers in creating the "wants" necessary to achieve a possible $600 billion economy by 1965-67.
Another agency guest, Ralph C. Robertson, vice president and marketing director
of Geyer Adv., will offer examples of
stretching advertising dollars through improved media strategy in a presentation on
"How to Get Maximum Results From Your
Advertising by Gearing Media Strategy to
Marketing Needs."
Jesse Robinson, Carstairs advertising and
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sales promotion manager, Calvert Distillers
Co., will detail a case history showing how
"Direct Mail Advertising Keyed to Salesmen's Calls Provided a Needed Tonic and
Stepped Up Sales." In another case history, Frank Harrington, manager of public relations and advertising for North
America Companies, will show how his firm
developed a program that sold $2 million
worth of insurance in three weeks.
Irving Kahn, president of TelePrompTer
Corp., will show that electronics and newfashioned salesmanship can team up to increase the effectiveness of live presentations
without a corresponding increase in costs.
His presentation, specially prepared for the
ANA meeting, will be on "Group Communications— A New Dimension in Advertising." Itwill demonstrate techniques for
putting new life into company, sales and
dealer programs.
The Thursday morning session will feature apanel on "My Best Ad — And Why,"
with a group of ANA members outlining
the stories and plans behind their most successful broadcast or print advertising programs. Panelists will include Mrs. Josephine
N. Shea, Crucible Steel Co. of America; Albert Barber, Dan River Mills; Don Cady,
Nestle Co.; Al Thiemann, New York Life
Insurance Co.; Charles Moosbrugger, Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., and Robert
Whitney, Yale & Towne Mfg. Co.
A set of principles developed by AT&T
to help guide creative people working on
its advertising, and progress made in predicting the attitude-influencing power of its
advertising before it runs, will be sketched
by C. T. Smith, of the company's market
and opinion research department. His presentation, with actual advertisements to illustrate, will center on "How to Enhance
PEPSODENT

Milton Immerman, partner in Walter
Dorwin Teague Assoc., New York designers,
will
demonstrate "How Industrial Design
search."
(From
Product to Package) Can Improve
the Salability of Your Product."
Pitfalls to be avoided in selling to women
will be pointed out by Mrs. Margaret Carson, copy supervisor, Foote, Cone & Belding, in the feature speech at the Thursday
luncheon. She will show that women want
truth and vitality in advertising, not merely
believability, and will offer examples of both
"good" and "bad" advertising appeals to
women.
Advertising management will get the spotlight in Friday morning's program, starting
with a skit on "We'll Manage — Somehow!"
Members of the ANA advertising management committee will then describe the
contents of the first two completed volumes
and outline the material to be included in
the five volumes yet to come in the ANA
advertising management series. The first
two volumes deal with planning and organization of the advertising operation and contain specific guides and examples drawn
from ANA's study of more than a score of
leading member companies. Participants
in this presentation will be Henry Schachte,
Lever Bros.; Donald S. Frost, Bristol-Myers;
George Frost, Cannon Mills; Clifford Samuelson, General Mills; Howard Marple,
Monsanto Chemical Co., and John Jackson,
RCA.
Three case histories will then be presented
to illustrate the successful application of
fundamentals of modern advertising management: "Basic Management Principles
Provide the Key to Worthington's Streamlined Advertising Program," by M. E.
Ziegenhagen, manager of the advertising
and sales promotion department of Worthington Corp.; "How National Biscuit Modernized Its Advertising Structure To Meet
New Market Conditions," by Lee Bickmore, vice president for sales and advertis-

COLLECTING

A SPOT radio advertiser — Pepsodent
Div. of Lever Bros. — has come up with
a novel plan to make its campaign give
the product extra mileage where it would
count heavily in the competitive drug and
food field.
This is based on a conviction that in
spot radio, the local personality in effect
assumes the function of a salesman for
the product. Pepsodent, through its
agency, Foote, Cone & Belding, New
York, has asked all of the stations in
its spot radio lineup for five photographs
of each disc jockey or air personality
who broadcasts live on behalf of Pepsodent toothpaste or in whose program
the toothpaste participates (on recording
or otherwise). Pepsodent also asked for
a standard release and reportedly acceptances totaling more than 70% al-

SMILES

ready have been received, with still more
expected.
Pepsodent is in some 100 top major
markets in its spot radio campaign with
the stations totaling at least twice that
number. The photographs will be used to
promote the personality as an efficient
and effective salesman for Pepsodent. No
personal endorsement is involved. Idea is
to use the advertisements in the drug,
food, and perhaps also in variety store
trade papers.
A particular advantage of the campaign is the fact that local salesmen for
Pepsodent actually can't cover all of the
drug stores and other retailers or dealers.
The belief is that the radio personality
promotion would describe vividly how
Pepsodent has a radio star salesman in
the dealer's home town.
Broadcasting
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other

prove

WXEX-TV

23.4%
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Richmond
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Grade

more
area

market
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at filling
families

TV

station

Amount Spent on Gas, Oil, Lubricants

by Grade B Area Families
WXEX-TV

Station

B

Station

C
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Percentage
100%

■
80.7%

:

I

81%

Source: Sidney Hollander Associates

Tom Tfnsley, President NBC

BASIC—

CHANNEL

8

Irvin G. Abeloff, Vice Pres.

National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington.
Forjoe & Co. in Chicago, Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Dallas, Atlanta.
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tnird in a series of 1£ ads

...and twelve months
out of every year
stations
under

the sign of MEEKER

benefit by:
SENSITIVE

soundings of the

"Pulse of the Business".
We constantly cover the field
to maintain established relationships
with all important sources of spot business

SERIOUS study to research
and develop sales stories
that are clear, accurate and brief...
designed to save the precious time of
media executives.

the
personalized
selling
of a
limited list
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meeker

company,

inc.

radio and television station representatives
new

york

Chicago

san francisco

los angeles

Philadelphia
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
ing, National Biscuit Co.; and "Marriage or
Mirage — Agency Relations Are What You
Make Them," by Melvin Hattwick, director
of advertising, Continental Oil Co.
After the report on and discussion of
agency services and methods of compensation Friday afternon, ANA members will
break up into small, informal groups for
closed-session discussions of such subjects
as "How To Insure More Effective Agency
Relations and Better Performance"; "How
To Organize Your Advertising Functions";
"Planning and Preparation of Advertising
Budgets and New Methods for Securing
Better Budget Control"; "Better Ways and
Means of Personnel Selection and TrainLATEST

TOP 20 WEEKLY SHOWS

ing," and questions from the floor.
An off-the-record preview of "Advertising to a 'New Look' America — A Dramatic
Presentation of How Tomorrow's Advertising and Marketing Implications Affect Us
Today" will be shown Saturday morning.
In this presentation, J. Walter Thompson
Co., Yale U. and Fortune magazine collaborated to convert bare statistics into a picture suggesting how advertisers can reach
vast new markets.
Charles A. Holcomb, president of H. B.
Humphrey, Alley & Richards, will then explain "The Growing Necessity for Corporate Advertising." Dan Forrestal, manager of public relations, Monsanto Chemical
RATINGS
Love of Life
Search for Tomorow
9. CBS News
10. Garry Moore
Modern Romances
Strike It Rich

8.3

8.8
8.8

BACKGROUND: The following programs,
in alphabetical order, appear in this
week's B«T tv ratings roundup. Information is in following order: program name, network, number of stations,
sponsor, agency, day and time.
Steve Allen (NBC-129) : U. S. Time (Peck),
Jergens (Orr), Brown & Williamson
(Bates), Polaroid (Doyle Dane Bernbach), Sun. 8-9 p.m.
Jack Benny (CBS-172): American Tobacco
(BBDO), Sun. 7:30-8 p.m.
Burns & Allen (CBS-145): Carnation Co.
(Erwin, Wasey), B. F. Goodrich (BBDO),
Mon. 8-8:30 p.m.
Caesar's Hour (NBC-141): Knomark (Mogul). Bab-O (D-F-S). Wesson Oil
(D-F-S), Carter (SSC&B), Sat. 9-10 p.m.
Captain Kangaroo (CBS-various): Partici8-9 a.m.pating sponsors and agencies, Mon.-Fri.
CBS News (CBS-100): American Home
Products (Bates), Mon.-Thurs., 7:15-7:30
p.m.
$64,000 Challenge (CBS-111): P. Lorillard
(Y&R), Revlon (BBDO), Sun. 10-10:30
p.m.
Climax (CBS-153) : Chrysler (M-E), Thurs.
8:30-9:30 p.m.
Perry Como (NBC-121): Gold Seal (Campbell-Mithun). Kimberly-Clark (FC&B),
Noxzema (SSC&B), Sunbeam (PerrinPaus), RCA (K&E), S&H Green Stamps
(SSC&B), Sat. 8-9 p.m.

December Bride (CBS-183) : General Foods
(B&B), Mon.
9:30-10 :p.m.
Disneyland
(ABC-176)
American Motors
(Geyer-Brooks, Smith, French & Dorrance), American Dairy (Campbell -Mithun), Derby Foods (M-E), Wed. 7:30-8:30
Dragnet (NBC-168): Liggett & Myers
(M-E), Schick (Warwick & Legler),
p.m.
Thurs. 8:30-9 p.m.
GE Theatre (CBS-148): General Electric
(BBDO), Sun. 9-9:30 p.m.
Jackie Gleason (CBS-170): P. Lorillard
8-(Lennen
9 p.m. & Newell), Bulova (M-E), Sat.
Arthur Godfrey (CBS-99): Participating
sponsors
11:30 a.m. and agencies, Mon.-Thurs., 10Godfrey's Scouts (CBS-163): Lipton (Y&R),
Toni (North), Mon. 8:30-9 p.m.
Alfred Hitchcock (CBS-110): Bristol-Myers
(Y&R), Sun. 9:30-10 p.m.
I Love Lucy (CBS-160): General Foods
(Grey),
Procter & Gamble (Y&R), Mon.
9- 9:30 p.m.
The Lineup
(CBS-176)
& Williamson (Bates),
Procter : &Brown
Gamble
(Y&R),
Fri. 10-10:30 p.m.
Art Linkletter (CBS-114) : Participating
sponsors and agencies, Mon.-Fri. 2:30-3
Love of Life (CBS-153) : American Home
Products
(Bates), Mon.-Fri. 12:15-12:30
p.m.
Mickey Mouse Club (ABC-94) : Particip.m.
5-6 p.m.pating sponsors and agencies, Mon.-Fri.
Modern Romances (NBC-137): Sweets
Eisen), Alberto Culver (Wade), Sterling

• Telecasting

7.
8.
9.
10.

GE Theatre
The Lineup
Jack Benny
Disneyland

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

PERCENT OF TV HOMES REACHED*
Ed Sullivan
I Love Lucy
Perry Como
Disneyland
Steve Allen
December Bride
$64,000 Question
Dragnet
GE Theatre
The Lineup

8.6

Two Weeks Ending February 9, 1957
NIELSEN TOTAL AUDIENCE (f)
Rating
NUMBER OF TV HOMES REACHED (000)
Rank
1. Ed Sullivan
18,078
2. I Love Lucy
4.
17,056
3. Disneyland
16,506
Perry Como
16,349
5.
Steve
Allen
7.
16,231
6. December Bride
15,013
14,698
$64,000 Question
8. Dragnet
14,266
The Lineup
14,109
10. GE Theatre
14,030
9.
NIELSEN AVERAGE AUDIENCE (t)
Rank
Rating
1. / Love Lucy
16,231
2. Ed Sullivan
14,462
3. December Bride
13,952
4. Perry Como
13,755
5. $64,000 Question
13,519
6. Dragnet
13,205

Broadcasting

answering the question, "Public Relations
and Advertising: Competitors or Cooperators?" J. C. Doyle, general sales and marketing manager for the Edsel Div., Ford
Motor Co., will present a case history of a
$250 million venture — including selection
of an agency and bringing it into the plan
before the product is launched — in discussing "The Agency's Role in Planning the
Introduction of a New Product."
An informal get-together and reception
will be held Wednesday evening, and the
annual spring dinner and reception by the
ANA board will be held Thursday evening.

8.9
9.1
9.1
8.3
8.6

Jan.
'56
45.1'57 Dec.
i. Ed Sullivan
40.4
37.3
2. 1 Love Lucy
36.9
3.
33.1
30.6
4. Perry Como
32.0
31.6
$64,000 Question
5. GE Theatre
30.4
31.8
31.3
6. Alfred Hitchcock
28.8
33.8
You Bet Your Life 31.3
8. Wednesday Night
Fights
31.1
27.7
30.2
9. Disneyland
29.6
30.2
What's My Line
26.5
11 Godfrey's
30.1
Scouts
29.1
12. Playhouse 90
29.0
28.6
13. Climax
28.9
25.3
28.1
14. Burns & Allen
28.1
Phil Silvers
27.3
27.8
16. Jackie Gleason
28.2
27.8
17. $64,000 Challenge 27.2
25.8
26.1
18. Jane Wyman
19. Your Hit Parade
25.2
20. Caesar's Hour
25.0
TOP 10 MULTI-WEEKLY
18.6
19.0
1. Mickey Mouse Club 11.5
10.9
2. Queen for a Day
3. NBC News
10.2
10.8
9.7
4. Arthur Godfrey
9.8
9.3
9.1
5. Art Linkletter
8.6
Captain Kangaroo
9.1

NIELSEN

Co., will demonstrate that integrated public
relations and advertising can pay off, in

TV

13,126
13,048
12,851
12,851
47 .4
44.5
43.3
43.2
42.8
39.3
38.2
37.2
37.2
37.0

1. / Love Lucy
42.3
2. Ed Sullivan
37.9
3. December Bride
36.6
4. Perry Como
36.4
5. $64,000 Question
35.1
6. GE Theatre
34.8
7. Dragnet
34.5
8. The Lineup
34.2
9. Godfrey Scouts
34.0
10. Jack Benny
33.7
t Homes reached by all or any part of the prominutes.gram, except for homes viewing only 1 to 5
t Homes reached during the average minute of
the program.
* Percented ratings are based on TV homes within
reach of station facilities used by each proFor a complete report to your readers, we suggest that all four NTI rankings be used.
gram.
Copyright 1957 by A. C. Nielsen Company
Drug
Kraft (JWT), Mon.-Fri.
4 :45-5 (D-F-S),
p.m.
Garry Moore (CBS-116): Participating
sponsors and agencies, Mon.-Thurs. 1010:30 a.m., Fri. 10-11:30 a.m.
NBC News (NBC-116) : Participating sponsors and agencies, Mon.-Fri. 7 :45-8 p.m.
Playhouse
(CBS-188):
Morris
(Burnett), 90American
Gas Philip
Assn. (L&N),
Ronson (Norman, Crag & Kummel),
Bristol-Myers (BBDO), Singer Sewing
(Y&R), Thurs. 9:30-11 p.m.
Queen for a Day (NBC-132): Participating
sponsors and agencies, Mon.-Fri. 4:305 p.m.Question (CBS-175) : Revlon (BBDO),
$64,000
Tues. 10-10:30 p.m.
Search for Tomorrow (CBS-125): Procter
6 Gamble (Burnett), 4-4:15 p.m.
Phil Silvers (CBS-165): R. J. Reynolds
(Esty), Amana Refrigeration (Maury,
Lee & Marshall). Tues. 8-8:30 p.m.
Strike It Rich (CBS-130): Colgate-Palmolive (Esty),(CBS-165):
Mon.-Fri. Lincoln
ll:30-nocn.
Ed Sullivan
-Mercury
(K&E), Sun. 8-9 p.m.
Wednesday
Night
Fights
(ABC-176):
nen (M-E), Pabst (Burnett), Wed.Men-10
What's
My Line
(CBS-87):Rand
Jules(Y&R),
Montenier
(Ludgin),
Remington
Sun.
10:30-11 p.m.
Jane
(NBC-132): Procter & Gamp.m. Wyman
ble (Compton),
Tues. (NBC-155):
9-9:30 p.m. DeSoto
You Bet
Your Life
(BBDO),
Thurs. 8-8:30
p.m. : American
Your
Hit Parade
(NBC-17S)
Tobacco (BBDO), Warner-Lambert
(K&E), Sat. 10:30-11 p.m.
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AGENCY-STATION
RELATIONSHIP:
IN B*T last week [March 4], Robert D.
problem on the record, these criticisms
Murphy of KOA-TV Denver delivered
were always confined to off-the-record
conversations, over a cup of coffee or
himself of some criticism of the agencystation relationship — particularly of the across the luncheon table.
agency which draws its 15% commission
It so happens we've taken pride in
yet relies on the station to prepare the doing the full production job for our tv
commercials. Reaction was not long in clients. With us, copy, props, artwork,
slides or film are all delivered to the
coming.
stations
ready to use. Yes, and with
This is an "open letter" to Mr. Murphy
from Don Amsden, assistant director of proper regard for station deadlines, too!
radio-tv at Allen & Reynolds agency,
Apparently you heartily endorse our polOmaha, Neb. It is the latest word on the
icy of not hovering at the station direcsubject: B»T suspects it will not be the
tor's elbow during actual performance.
last.
We believe that client objectives and the
use of agency-supplied materials should
Dear Mr. Murphy,
be spelled out in pre-planning conferences
I'm glad you said it. I mean your
with station production staffs when praccriticisms of the "agencies" who collect
tical. Or in specific written instructions.
their 15% commission on television conBut
when your station compatriots tell
tracts and then, by default, force the
us
the
words we like to hear — that our
station to provide the copy, artwork
and other commercial materials that an attitude helps them know and deliver
agency should normally be expected to what we want — they frequently add comments like yours about the other kind of
furnish.
"agency."
The smaller ones you label
Yes, I'm glad you pointed up the
"old
college
buddy" agencies. They vent
problem. And I agree you're not over- their spleen about
being forced to do the
stating your case. How many times we
here at Allen & Reynolds have heard the agency's job. And when they've finished,
same plaint from television stations not we're properly sympathetic but there's
really only one constructive comment we
only in your city but here in our home
market and many others where we have
can offer. That's the simple question:
Why do you permit it?
close friends on the station management
side.
There's the substance of this letter, Mr.
If it surprises you slightly to hear an Murphy. Why do the stations put up
agency man agree that something needs with it? Because that's where the responto be done about it, let me elaborate.
sibility lies, you know. The medium determines who is entitled to a 15% comYes, we hear lots of complaints about
mission and who is not. The medium
the laxity of smaller local agencies. But
until you had the courage to put the sets up the qualifications for recognition
Seeds Co. Realigns Executives
At Policy-Administration Level
CREATION of an executive committee
and management council on policy at Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago, was announced
last week by Freeman Keyes, president and
board chairman. The agency ranked among
the top 40 of the U. S. in broadcast billings last year.
The executive group, charged with administrative duties and reporting directly
to Mr. Keyes, includes Harry B. Goldsmith
Jr., who becomes senior vice president;
Daniel W. Foster, vice president-administration, and E. Dean Landis, vice president
in charge of client relations. Harry H.
Maus, executive vice president, was appointed vice chairman of the board.
Serving on the management council, along
with these members, will be James Witherell, vice president and media and research
department director; Jesse L. Livermore,
vice president and account executive; Dale
G. Mehrhoff, account executive; Fred Willson Jr., vice president and merchandisingmarketing chief; Lee J. Marshall, vice president and copy chief; Donald A. Reed, vice
president and account supervisor; Russell
B. Young, radio-tv director. The eleven
men will contribute to the agency's creative
activities and exercise management duties.
In announcing the new alignment, Mr.
Keyes said he felt those executives "should
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have more control of the policies and progress" of the agency and that this plan is
"workable and cannot fail to provide better service to the clients we serve."
Radio-tv accounted for about 40% (or
$7 million) of Seeds' estimated $17.5 million overall billings in 1956, according to
B«T's annual agency survey. Its clients include Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.,
W. A. Sheaffer Pen Co., Lanolin Plus, Pinex
Co., Elgin-American, Tastee-Freez and
Field Enterprises Inc.

PART
II
of the "agency." And why those qualifications shouldn't include the fundamental
one of "ability to perform the agency's
job," we cannot understand.
The only apparent reason sticks out like
a tv tower on the salt flats. The obvious
answer is that the stations are reluctant
to refuse recognition to the local agencies
at fault because they can't face the possibility of losing the immediate dollar from
the till. Takes backbone — and maybe a
stronger
one than I'dI admit.
possess under the
same circumstances,
If I sound slightly bitter, please forgive.
You mentioned that the agencies who
take the time and trouble to give an
advertiser his money's worth usually have
the best accounts, too. That, of course, is
our reward — and we do think our accounts are the best in this area.
Just the same, we can't help feeling
it's wrong that agencies who contribute
nothing beyond the writing of an order
are still accorded the same rate of compensation by the stations that we are.
So there are my feelings. Your station pays the commission. Your station
sets the standards for earning that compensation. Let me ask you. Why do they
continue to pay a commission that's not
beingthatearned?
not
simple. It's that basic, even if it's
Anyway,
it again.
least
to see I'll
the say
problem
airedI'minglad
print.at
I admire your courage. You'd be surprised how many people are discussing
your article wherever I go. And agreeing
with you — in private, of course.
Dunn to Discuss Ratings
WALTER DUNN, H-R Representatives
Inc., New York, will discuss "Media Ratings
— What Do They Measure?" March 13 before the Pittsburgh Radio and Tv Club at
the Hotel Pittsburgher in Pittsburgh. He
will discuss the comparative evaluations of
the various media — by broadcast rating
services on the one hand and print circulation auditing bureaus on the other — and
what each purports to measure.

NEW management council of Russel M. Seeds Co. includes (I to r) Messrs.
Livermore, Mehrhoff, Young, Landis, Goldsmith, Maus, Foster, Reed, Marshall,
Witherell and Willson.
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
MILLION
FOR

ALLOCATED

HALL

RADIO-TV

• Campaign begins this month
• Spring spots on 430 outlets
ROBERT HALL Clothes, New York, family clothing chain, has allocated a million
dollars for a spring radio and television spot
announcement campaign, it was announced
by Frank B. Sawdon Inc., New York, agency for the clothing
firm.
Robert Hall will
use 300 radio and
tv stations in 130
cities, Jerry Bess,
vice president in
charge of radio and
television for the
Sawdon agency
told B*T. He estimated that more
than 10,000 radio
MR. BESS
and 1,300 tv announcements per
week will carry the Robert Hall message to
over 80% of radio and tv homes in the U. S.
The schedule is starting this month and runing through June, composed of one-minute
announcements, live and transcribed for radio, and sound-on-film for tv.
In New York, the spot schedule will run
on all seven television stations and 11 radio
stations in metropolitan and suburban areas.
Approximately 121 spots per week will be
seen on television and 600 on radio in this
market, Mrs. Bess said. In Los Angeles they
will run each week on five tv stations and 14
metropolitan and suburban radio stations
with more than 60 announcements in tv and
375 in Tadio.
Along with this campaign, Robert Hall
will open 16 new stores this month which
will be heralded by radio and tv campaigns
in the following cities: Memphis; Salt Lake
City; Portland, Ore.; Saginaw and Bay City,
both Mich.; Toledo; Youngstown; Akron;
Natick, Mass.; Elyria, Ohio; Providence;
Rochester, Elmira, and Newburgh, N. Y.
The Sawdon agency has serviced the Robert Hall account since 1941

mid-November, Mr. Helitzer said.
Additionally, Ideal will break out of the
pre-Christmas bracket by running tv spot
drives in major cities starting next month
and continuing throughout the year on behalf of a new doll which "is strictly a nonseasonal item." All campaigns are to be
placed through Grey Adv., New York.
BBDO
Radio

Report Cites
Trend to Spot

"RADIO, in the wake of television's impact
on the American audience, shows a marked
trend toward a great proportional use of
spots,"book ofBBDO
points
in itsthenewAmerican
sourceeconomic
factsoutabout
consumer for use by all advertisers. The
report is called "Your Target" and is the
latest in a series of periodic analyses of the
American market, the first of which was
published by BBDO in January 1946.
"Today, this medium (radio) is used by
the advertiser not only to reach a national
coverage pattern, but also for intensive
coverage, as it applies to individual markets
as well. He can use radio as a strong advertising 'plus' in the major markets or as a
method of supplementing coverage in areas
that are weak, media-wise. An important
media fact is that, while television has
moved from a completely new medium to
one of high saturation within five years,
radio-set ownership has increased even
faster! Today there are over 142,000,000
radios in the United States," the report said.
"While television," the booklet explained,
"is a relative newcomer, and within five
short years has taken an impressive percentage of the media dollar, one can see
that other media, while suffering share decreases, gained dollar volume."
"Television has enjoyed a meteoric rise
in popularity. From 8,000 sets in 1946,
television now reaches 33,550,000 homes
in a potential national coverage of 80%.
Within the past six years, it has become as
much or more a part of the American way
of life as the other major media. Its audience is universal. Its greatest strength lies in
the major urban areas, and its share of the
advertising budget increases with the same
rapidity that set ownership has increased."

Ideal Toy Plans 10-15% Boost
In 1957 Advertising Budget
AN INCREASE of 10-15% in its total
advertising budget for 1957 was predicted
last week by Ideal Toy Corp., one of the
most active toy manufacturers on television.
Ideal spent $600,000 in the pre-Christmas
season last year and will set its new budget
following the industry-wide Toy Fair next
month.
Melvin Helitzer, Ideal's advertising and
public relations director, told B«T that the
firm will not only renew NBC-TV's coverage
of the Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade
for the third consecutive year, but that Ideal
also is shopping for a new network program it could sponsor just before the Yuletide season. It also plans to sponsor the top
local "kiddies' shows" in some 50 large
markets for a seven-week period beginning
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Dodge, Plymouth Renew
Three ABC-TV Shows
RENEWAL of three ABC-TV programs
during 1957-58 by the Dodge Div. and the
Plymouth Motor Div. of the Chrysler Corp.
was announced last week by Slocum Chapin,
ABC-TV vice president in charge of sales.
The agency for Dodge and Plymouth is
Grant Adv., Detroit.
Dodge again will sponsor The Lawrence
Welk Show (Sat., 9-10 p.m. EST). Dodge
and Plymouth will co-sponsor Lawrence
Welk's Top Tunes (Mon., 9:30-10:30 p.m.
EST) and Plymouth the Friday, 9:30-10
p.m. EST period to be filled by a tv program
still to be determined. Plymouth has been
sponsoring The Ray Anthony Show (Fri.,
9-10 p.m. EST). It had been reported that
NBC-TV hoped to acquire the Welk show
and Dodge sponsorship for the fall.

Pabstv

National

Guard

Shopping for Agencies
TWO advertising accounts, one billing $7
million total, the other in the neighborhood
of $300,000 last week were reported to be
footloose and "talking" to outside agencies.
The major account, Pabst Brewing Co.,
Chicago, which went to Leo Burnett Co.
from Warwick & Legler, New York, a little over a year ago, is said to be listening
to bids from "at least" seven agencies, scheduling interviews in Chicago last week and
for next week. Several of the soliciting
agencies at one time handled beer accounts,
and are naturally eager to dip into the foam
of the extensive broadcast billing that Pabst
brings to the Wednesday night fights on
ABC-TV and ABC Radio. They are: Norman, Craig & Kummel, New York, which
last year lost Blatz to Kenyon & Eckhardt;
Lennen & Newell, which lost Schlitz in a
triple-play last year, from L&N to Biow to
J. Walter Thompson Co., all within several
weeks, and Bryan Houston, which at one
time serviced the Gunther beer account.
Other agencies bidding for Pabst include
Edward H. Weiss and Henri, Hurst & McDonald, both Chicago, and several more.
The $300,000 account is that of the National Guard, which for the past few years
has been handled — subject to yearly renewal
— by Robert W. Orr & Assoc. Principal
agency bidding for the Guard account is
Joseph Katz & Co., New York and Baltimore, which last week was reported to have
been meeting with NG officials at the Pentagon. A switch in agencies for the Guard
— if made — would come as no surprise to
Madison Ave., which has been following
the running fight between the Army and
Guard brass precipitated earlier this year by
Defense Secretary Charles E, Wilson's remark about draft dodgers. The Guard
makes good use of radio tv spot, but mainly
on a public service basis.
Foreman Elected Executive V.P.,
Chairman of BBDO Plans Board
ROBERT L. FOREMAN, vice president in
charge of radio and television, BBDO New
York, has been elected an executive vice
president of the
agency, Bruce Barton,
chairman,board
announced
last week. Mr.
Foreman also has
been appointed
chairman of the
agency's
board. new plans

MR. FOREMAN

He joined the
agency in 1939 as
alater
copywriter
and
wrote radio
commercials.

Eventually, he was named chief of all commercial writing. In 1948 he was appointed
a vice president and since then has been a
director of the company and vice president
in charge of radio and television.
Broadcasting
Telecasting

Anytime an aggressive, qualified industry organization comes along
to help us keep on top in the Shreveport TV picture, we join*. And the
newly organized BROADCASTERS'

After all, KSLA-TV

PROMOTION ASSOCIATION
is right up our alley.

is the ONLY

Ark-La-Tex television

station with a full-time, experienced PROMOTION
DEPARTMENT

to keep your shows and your spots in front of a dominant,

responsive audience. Just another reason why more people watch
. . . more national advertisers use KSLA-TV in Shreveport.
Your Raymer man has the whole story.

*CHARTER
MEMBER ASSOCIATION
— BROADCASTERS'
PROMOTION

KSLA-TV

channel

PAUL H. RAYMER CO., INC.
National Representatives
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
EXECUTIVE
ANNOUNCED

CHANGES
BY

R&R

• Briggs, Willis on board
• Robert Watson chairman
EXECUTIVE appointments at Ruthrauff &
Ryan, New York, were announced last
week by Agency President F. Kenneth Beirn,
including election of two new members of
the board of directors.
.
James E. Briggs, vice president and creative director, Geare-Marston Div. of Ruthrauff & Ryan, and Charles F. Willis, assistant to Mr. Beirn, are the new board members.
Robert M. Watson, vice chairman of the
board, has been elected chairman to fill the
vacancy created by resignation of Paul E.
Watson who is retiring from active responsibilities with the agency. Paul Watson continues as a member of the board, however.
Delbert J. Cook, account supervisor on
Bon Ami, was elected a vice president of the
agency. He joined the firm in September
1956, and is a merchandising expert on
package goods.
Spafford J. Line, business manager of the
agency's Chicago office, was elected vice
president and business administrative manager. He has been with the firm since 1932.
Mr. Beirn also announced that responsibility for management of the agency's Chicago office will be taken over by H. B.
Groseth as executive vice president in
charge. For nine months this responsibility
was carried out by a committee of Mr.
Groseth, R. W. Metzger and W. D. Watson.
Mr. Metzger moves to chairman of the
agency's executive committee succeeding
F. B. Ryan Jr., Mr. Beirn stated. Mr. Ryan
is retiring April 1, although he will continue as consultant on specific assignments
and as a member of the board of directors.
W. D. Watson will function as vice president supervising client services.
As part of the present program for reorganization as well as expansion of Ruthrauff & Ryan, Mr. Beirn announced that
F. G. Mullins Co. would take over as correspondent agency for Ruthrauff & Ryan in
Seattle effective April 1.
F. G. Mullins Co. is a newly organized
agency with Mr. Mullins as president. Ken
Michaels, who joined R&R's Seattle operation in 1955, will be vice president and a
director of the firm.
In making the announcement, Mr. Beirn
said that F. G. Mullins Co. will take over
the present clients of Ruthrauff & Ryan in
Seattle and will assume the responsibility for
servicing national accounts in the northwest
territory.
Mr. Mullins has been Seattle manager for
Ruthrauff & Ryan for 17 years.
The agency's two new board members
have had wide experience, Mr. Beirn noted.
Mr. Briggs originally formed his own agency
in 1948 and merged with Geare-Marston in
1952. Mr. Willis, who joined the agency in
January 1956, was formerly assistant to
Charles E. Wilson, chairman of W. R.
Grace, and before that a White House assistant to President Eisenhower.
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AS HE SOWS?
IF it's true, as they say, that "you've
got
to spend
moneyautomobile
to make money,"
a Los
Angeles
dealer,
Frank Taylor, who is advertising on
KTLA (TV) there is probably the
man to prove the point. Frank Taylor Ford Agency has paid $5,400 to
produce a one-minute animated commercial that may turn out to be a
pacesetter.
The expenditure is unusual for an
advertiser using only one station. In
fact, Adrian D. Woolery, president of
Playhouse Pictures, Hollywood, which
made the spot for Frank Taylor Ford,
says this is the first complete animated
commercial the firm has produced for
a one-market advertiser.
But sponsor and producer are both
convinced that Mr. Taylor's is money
well spent in terms of audience interest, retention and replay value. "It is
a marked departure from the fender-

slapping remote broadcasts we have
ery.
been accustomed to," says Mr. WoolThe one-minute local commercial
cost more to make than some of
Playhouse's national Ford spots. It
is complete animation with original
voice and sound effects tracks. And
Frank Taylor is collecting the payoff
as the tv cartoon makes his tripleguarantee plan a trademark for his
company and the commercial.
Plans Drawn Up In New York
For Advertising Exhibit Center
PLANS were drawn up last week for the
advertising industry's first permanent exhibit
center in New York by a new corporation,
Advertising Center Inc. Corporation is directed by Larry Schwartz, president of the
Wexton Co., New York advertising agency.
The center, which opens May 20, it to be
located on the ground floor of 285 Madison
Ave. (which houses, among other agencies,
Young & Rubicam Inc.). It will have no
corporate relationship with the Wexton
agency and will essentially be a showcase of
the latest techniques in advertising art and
exposition, allowing, for example, radio and
television stations to draw attention to themselves inthe nucleus of the advertising world.
Mr. Schwartz told B«T that the exhibit center will have room for 3,000 exhibit units.
Each unit equals 1 sq.ft. of space and has a
monthly rental of $15.
The Advertising Center Inc. also has
called upon industry executives to serve on

a national advisory board which would meet
from time to time to aid advertisers in setting up their visual displays. Included on the
board are David T. Moore, Transcontinent
Tv Corp. (WSVA-AM-TV Harrisonburg,
Pa., WROC-TV Rochester, N. Y.) ; John L.
Laux, Friendly Group (WSTV-AM-TV
Steubenville, Ohio, WFPG-AM-TV Atlantic
City, WPIT, Pittsburgh, and WBMS Boston); Lewis Avery, Avery-Knodel Inc.; Joseph J. Weed, Weed & Co.; George Schupert,
ABC Film Syndication Inc.; William J. Jeffrey, BBDO; Paul J. Geden, Burlington
Mills; Edward Gorman, Melville Shoe Corp.
(Thorn McAn shoes); Herbert Shayne,
Hudson Pulp & Paper Co.; Lester Harrison.
League of Adv. Agencies, and publishers of
radio-tv trade magazines.
Goodyear

Weighing

Monday Sponsorship
GOODYEAR Tire & Rubber Co., through
Young & Rubicam, is expected to make a
decision this week as to whether it will
undertake on an alternate week basis fall
sponsorship of the Monday 9:30-10 p.m.,
EST, time period on NBC-TV. Goodyear,
which currently sponsors Goodyear Television Playhouse every other week, Sundays
9-10 p.m., will drop the hour show at the
end of this season and would utilize a halfhour version of the Playhouse in the Monday night half-hour.
Aluminum
Co. of America, which alternates with Goodyear in the Sunday night
slot, already has signed for alternate use
of the Monday night half-hour. Alcoa also
plans to drop the Sunday show. However,
Fuller & Smith & Ross, Alcoa's agency, is
hunting for an "adventure dramatic" program format for the new time.
Arthur P. Hall, Alcoa's vice president in
charge of public relations and advertising,
said "no decision has been reached as to
the specific program" in the new time. He
said the company's move was prompted by
a desire to expand its use of local and regional advertising media, while continuing
nighttime network tv programming. Sponsorship of a 30-minute program will enable
us to support the sales efforts of our customers by reaching millions of consumers
regularly and frequently," Mr. Hall said,
"and will also give us greater flexibility in
our sales promotion and advertising efforts."
The Sunday period vacated by Goodyear
and Alcoa will be occupied on alternate
weeks by the 20 Dinah Shore shows sponsored by Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald
Co., New York. Alternate program to run
with Dinah Shore has not been selected.

Wife7Co. (L&M
es 'Your
Spike Replac
LIGGETT
& MYERS
Tobacco
cigarettes) will terminate its sponsorship of
Do You Trust Your Wife, a quiz program,
on CBS-TV, Tuesday, 10:30-11 p.m. EST,
and replace it effective April 2 with a new
show that will feature Spike Jones and his
City Slickers band. Mr. Jones at one time
had a program on NBC-TV that was devoted
largely to his traditional approach to "music
depreciation."
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New
York, is L&M
agency.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

Louisville's
BEST

KNOWN

FIGURE

The WHAS-TV Channel 11 figure draws the cap pistol crew
to their TV sets at 4: 00 pm daily for "T-BAR-V". At other times,
he ages a bit to call adults and children alike to another
outstanding WHAS-TV production, "Midday Roundup" for
the latest news, weather, market reports and country music.
However he's cast, on ID and promoton slides, the Channel 11
figure constantly reminds viewers where they can find the
best in entertainment and information.
He should remind you that for selling results, individual
and distinctive treatment, your advertising deserves the impact
of programming of character. In Louisville, WHAS-TV
programming PAYS OFF!

Are

you

participating?

VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director
NEIL CLINE, Station Mgr.
Represented Nationally by Harrington, Righter & Parsons
Associated with The Courier-Journal and Louisville Times

BASIC CBS-TV Network
Broadcasting
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES

HOW

PEOPLE

SPEND

THEIR TIME

THERE WERE 122,230,000 people in the U. S. over 12 years of age during the
week Feb. 17-23. This is how they spent their time:*
watching television
69.5% (85,054,000) spent 1,825.8 million hours
listening to radio
57.2% (70,001,000) spent 1,004.5 million hours
reading newspapers
82.5% (100,964,000) spent 400.5 million hours
reading magazines
29^9% (36,592,000) spent 175.0 million hours
watching movies on tv
245% (29,983,000) spent 283.3 million hours
attending movies
25.4% (31,145,000) spent 130.9 million hours
These totals, compiled by Sindlinger & Co., analysts, Ridley Park, Pa., and published exclusively by B»T each week, are based on a 48-state, random sample of 7,000
interviews ( 1 ,000 each day) . Sindlinger's monthly "Activity" report, from which these
weekly figures are drawn, furnishes comprehensive breakdowns of these and numerous
other categories, and shows the duplicated and unduplicated audience between each
specific medium. Copyright 1957 Sindlinger & Co.
of the "attending
week with exception
tabulations forfor the
averageis adaily
are which
• All figures
are availtabulations
category,
movies"
week. the week. Sindlinger
interviewingtotal
of the cumulative
2-7 days
able within
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INTEREST,
IN KRON-TV
• PGW makes

NO

SALES

'FLASH'
agency pitch

• Popular at local level
AGENCIES in New York which have been
briefed on the radical, new "flash" spot
(about two seconds) developed by KRONTV San Francisco [Closed Circuit, March
4] have expressed interest. As yet, however,
no national sales have been made.
Actually, Peters, Griffin, Woodward, New
York, KRON-TV's representative, reports
that it will take time for advertisers to adapt
the "flash" to their thinking. The little
"fella" of two seconds is a novelty for the
time being but eventually, it is felt, will work
itself into the buying pattern of some national advertisers.

Locally, the two-second "flash" is doing
fine. KRON-TV reports great success with
its sales to local advertisers seeking a
quickie reminder. And, the station points
out, the spot is applicable when the station's automatic switching device is used
(normally sandwiched in between two network shows). Local advertisers have been
buying the spots for the past five months.
PGW believes the national advertiser
could use the two-second spot for special
purposes such as a reminder message. In addition, the "flash" can give the advertiser
frequency at low cost.
In Class AA time, cost of the two-second
announcement ranges from $74.50 at the
one-time rate down to $59.50 for the 260time rate. In Class A, the range goes from
$48 to $38.50; Class B, $31.50 to $25.25
and in Class C from a high of $21 to a low
of $12. The $12 rate includes morning time.
What type of advertiser could make use
of the two-second "flash" spot? Examples of
possible advertisers: Lincoln-Mercury — "Be
Sure to See the New Lincoln Continental";
Westinghouse — "You Can Be Sure with
Westinghouse"; R. J. Reynolds — "Try a
Camel Today"; P. Lorillard "Light Up an
March 11, 1957
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Old Gold Today", and any number of variations. A slide is flashed along with the
voice — the world Lincoln or perhaps the insignia; the Westinghouse trade mark; a
package of Camel or Old Gold cigarettes,
etc.
KRON-TV's electronic system actually
was developed by Mechron, a subsidiary of
Chronicle Publishing Co. (licensee of the
station). The method permits 20-second announcements and then ID to be followed
by the two-second "spot".
An intriguing aspect of the device is the
fact that no network services are lost — i.e.,
there is no delay in the switching which actually isspeeded up and instantaneous. It is
indicated that Mechron, which uses KBAKTV Bakersfield, Calif., also Chronicle-owned
as the "guinea pig," has received inquiries
from other stations interested in being licensed to use the new device.
CBS-TV
Signs
For 90 Minute

Dupont
Specs

CBS-TV is expanding its schedule of special
hour-and-a-half programs. The network
Wednesday afternoon signed with the E. I.
Dupont De Nemours Co. of Wilmington,
Del., and representatives of its agency,
BBDO, New York, to stage 10 ninety-minute live programs during the course of the
1957-58 season. Some will be in color. \
This will represent Dupont's heaviest
plurge in network television to date. Long
identified with the Cavalcade of America
series on network radio, Dupont switched
to tv several years ago with the Dupont
Cavalcade Theatre, dramatizations of reallife events, which recently was changed to
Dupont Theatre. It will drop this ABC-TV
series after June 4.
So far, no title or format has been made
public, but [B»T] was told by Hubbell Robinson Jr., CBS-TV executive vice president,
programming, that the series, "would consist
of six dramatic and four musical shows."
Gross costs on the 10 programs, accord-

ing to a [B»T] estimate, would come to approximately $3million — a budget increase
of about $1 million over what it paid per
season for the Dupont Theatre. Announcement of the contract was made by William
H. Hylan, vice president of CBS-TV sales
administration.
While no producer or specific program
properties were made known, it was understood some of the individual programs,
which will not be seen at any fixed intervals
or on any one particular time or night, will
be in color.
The last time the network was involved
with special schedule shows was in the 195556 season when it carried the Ford Motor
Co.'s Ford Star Jubilee. This series, which
kicked off the 1955-56 season, continued
through the Nov. 3, 1956, telecast of the
"Wizard of Oz," after which Ford dropped
the series.
Flav-R-Straws Expands
Cartoons to 65 Markets
FLAV-R-STRAWS INC., Mt. Vernon,
N. Y. last week signed to expand its current
lineup of Associated Artists Productions
cartoon series in 25 markets for a total of
more than 65 markets. The agency for
Flav-R-Straws is Ruthrauff & Ryan, New
York.
Under its latest contract with AAP, FlavR-Straws has ordered three participations a
week for 52 weeks on 25 stations for either
the Popeye or Warner Bros. Cartoons, depending on which package AAP sells the
station. Flav-R-Straws reported last month
it planned to invest up to $3 million this
year to sponsor the AAP cartoons in about
170 markets, moving into time slots as
soon as AAP sells the package to stations
[B»T, Feb. 4].
Burnett Chicago Open House
Draws 1,000 Media Visitors
APPROXIMATELY 1,000 media representatives attended a three-day series of "Open
House" tours and receptions conducted by
Leo Burnett Co. last week, observing its new
day.
organizational-operational setup in Chicago's
Prudential Plaza, the agency reported ThursAmong are
special
facilities
at Burnett's
new
quarters
studios
including
one with
working kitchen-laundry equipment, tape
recording pickup products, conference
rooms, projection room for both 16 mm
and 35 mm film, control and screening
rooms, a small theatre, film library and the
various departments. The agency occupies
Building.
11th through 15th floors in the Prudential
Lemon, JWT Officer, Dead at 56
FUNERAL services were held last Monday
at St. Luke's Chapel, New York City, for
Luther O. Lemon, 56, who died Feb. 28 at
his home in Mount Kisco, N. Y. Mr. Lemon
was treasurer and a director of J. Walter
Thompson Co., New York, which he joined
in 1924. He was made assistant treasurer
in 1937, controller in 1944, treasurer two
years later and a director in 1947. Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Hortense Bleker
Lemon, his parents and two brothers.
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
Ad Week Success Reported;
C&W Task Force Commended
MORE than $1,800,000 in time, space and
materials was contributed to this year's Advertising Week, Ben R. Donaldson, chairman
of the Advertising Federation of America,
reported last week.
Mr. Donaldson, who is manager of institutional advertising, Ford Motor Co., commended the "effecive" material created by
Cunnningham & Walsh, task force agency
for the national salute to advertising cosponsored by the AFA and the Advertising
Assn. of the West.
AFA meanwhile has invited those interested in placing advertising professors in internship positions to write to its College
Cooperation Committee.
Armour May Buy Part
Of Fisher-Gobel Series
ARMOUR & Co. (Dial Soap), Chicago, has
expressed interest in co-sponsoring or alternating the proposed new musical-variety
series with singer Eddie Fisher and comedian George Gobel next fall [at Deadline,
March 4], it was reported last week.
Armour has co-sponsored The George
Gobel Show with Pet Milk the past two
seasons and had planned to drop out of that
series. But with the suggested Fisher-Gobel
format, it is prepared to buy into the new
show as one of two or three sponsors, it was
understood. Agency for Dial is Foote, Cone
& Belding.
D-F-S to Handle Brand Names
DANCER-Fitzgerald-Sample will again be
the voluntary agency for this year's Brand
Names Week April 28-May 4, Brand
Names Foundation announced last week.
The foundation estimates that both national
and local media and some 20,000 merchants
will take part in the campaign, centered on
the copy theme "You're Satisfied Most With
a Brand That's Made a Name For Itself."
National tie-in kits include radio and television spot announcements.
Hertz Appoints Gantner
ANDREW S. GANTNER, formerly advertising and sales promotion director for Peter
Hand Brewing Co., Chicago, has been appointed advertising manager of Hertz RentA-Car System, that city, and will coordinate its 1957 $2.6 million media budget.
Mr. Gantner succeeds Jay P. Kent, who
moves into a training school capacity. Both
Hert Rent-A-Car System and Hertz Corp.
plan to add broadcast media to their advertising plans later this year for the first time
[at Deadline, Feb. 11]. Hertz agency is
Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit.
RCA Laundry Sales Hit Record
SALES of RCA Whirlpool laundry appliances reached their "highest level" for
Whirlpool products in 1956 under management of the newly-organized WhirlpoolSeeger Corp., the company said last week.
Its annual report, covering the first year of
operations ending Dec. 31, 1956 listed net
sales of $368,220,975 and net earnings after
taxes of $13,808,294.
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The Next 10 Days
Of Network Color Shows
(All times EST)
CBS-TV
Mar. 14 (8:30-9:30 p.m.) Shower of
Stars, Chrysler Corp. through McCann-Erickson.
Mar. 15 (3:30-4 p.m.) Bob Crosby
Show, participating sponsors and
agencies.
Mar. 17 (5:30-6 p.m.) The BoingBoing Show, sustaining.
Mar. 20 (9-10 p.m.) Hemo the Magnificent, the Bell Telephone System
through N. W Aver & Son.
NBC-TV
Mar. 11-15 (1:30-2:30 p.m.) Club 60,
Co-op sponsors and agencies (also
Mar. 18-22).
Mar. 11 (8-8:30 p.m.) Adventures of
Sir Lancelot, Whitehall Pharmacal
through Ted Bates and Lever Bros,
through Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles (also Mar. 18).
Mar. 11 (9:30-10:30 p.m.) Robert
Montgomery Presents, S. C. Johnson
through Needham. Louis & Brorby
and Mennen Co. through Grey Adv.
Mar. 12 (10:30-11 p.m.) Hold That
NETWORK

RENEWALS

General Foods Corp., White Plains, N. Y.,
has renewed for a 52-week period its sponsorship of segments of CBS Radio's Arthur
Godfrey Time. Agency: Young & Rubicam,
N. Y.
General Products Corp. (vitamins), L. A.,
renews sponsorship on Columbia Pacific
Radio Network for 52 weeks of Story Master
on 26 CPRN stations. Agency: Dean Simmons, L. A.
Bankers Life & Casualty Co., Chicago, renews for fourth year ABC Radio's Paul
Harvey News, effective March 31 for 52
weeks. city.
Agency: Grant, Schwenck & Baker,
same
AGENCY

APPOINTMENTS

Avoset Co. (Qwik whipped cream), S. F.,
appoints Honig-Cooper, same city.
Tuborg Breweries Ltd., Copenhagen, Denmark, appoints Robert Otto & Co., N. Y.
Portland Cement Assn., Chicago, appoints
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Foremost Records and Salvajor Co. (kitchen
equipment), both Kansas City, Mo., appoint
Litman-Stevens & Margolin Inc.. same city.
A&A SHORTS
Ad Fried Adv. Agency announces move to
new building at 160 Santa Clara Ave., Oakland 10, Calif. Telephone: Olympic 4-3773.
Doremus & Co., Boston, moves to 60 Bat-

Note, Lanolin Plus through Russel
M. Seeds.
Mar. 13-15 (3-4 p.m.) NBC Matinee
Theatre, participating sponsors and
agencies (also Mar. 18-22).
Mar. 13 (7:30-7:45 p.m.) The Xavier
Cugat
Show, sustaining (also Mar. 15,
Mar. 20).
Mar. 13 (8-8:30 p.m.) Masquerade
Party, sustaining (also Mar. 20).
Mar. 13 (9-10 p.m.) Kraft Television
Theatre, Kraft Foods through J. Walter Thompson (also Mar. 20).
Mar. 14 (10-11 p.m.) Lux Video Theatre, Lever Bros, through J. Walter
Thompson Co.
Mar. 15 (10:45-11 p.m.) Red Barbels
Corner, State Farm Insurance Co.
through Needham, Louis & Brorby.
Mar. 16 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Como Show,
participating sponsors and agencies.
Mar. 16 (9-10:30 p.m.) TV Emmy
Awards, Oldsmobile Division of General Motors through D. P. Brother
and RCA and RCA-Whirlpool through
Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Mar. 17 (7:30-9 p.m.) Hallmark Hal!
of Fame, Hall Bros, through Foote,
Cone & Belding.
Mar. 17 (9-10 p.m.) Alcoa Hour,
Aluminum Co. of America through
Fuller & Smith & Ross.
2-5665.
terymarch
Street. Telephone: Hubbard
Marks & Neese Adv. Inc., Jackson, Miss.,
announces corporate name change to Gordon Marks & Co.
Albert Woodley Co., N. Y., moved into
temporary offices at Hotel Seymour, 50 W.
45th St., pending completion of office building at 530 Fifth Ave. Telephone: Murray
Hill 2-6881.
SPOT NEW BUSINESS
William B. Reilly & Co., New Orleans,
(Luzianne coffee), placing spring saturation
campaign in Southern Calif, on KHJ-TV,
KRCA (TV), KFAC and KNX, all Los
Angeles, and KBIG Catalina. Agency:
Heintz & Co., L. A.
John Morrell & Co., L. A., will use numerous stations in spring radio spot campaign in Southern Calif., to be placed by
Mogge-Privett Inc., same city.
Bandini Fertilizer Co., L. A., using minute
and half-minute radio spots in Southern
Calif., about 16 per week on KMPC Los
Angeles, 26 per week each on KBIG Avalon
and KLAC Los Angeles, during 13 -week
lawn-starting period, effective March 1 .
Agency is Mayers Div., Cunningham &
Walsh.
A&A PEOPLE
Fred Barrett, Len Carey, Harold Olsen and
W. Barry McCarthy named directors of
BBDO, N. Y.
James P. Shelley, senior account supervisor
Broadcasting
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FILM

and member of advisory committee, McCann-Erickson, L. A., named vice president.
He will continue in his previous capacities.

Paramount Stock Seen
As Good Investment

John R. Van Arsdale, senior vice presidentsupervisor of account management and
creative divisions, Charles L. Rumrill &

PARAMOUNT Pictures' stock is seen as a
profitable investment by Bache & Co., one
of the largest brokerage houses in the country. In a report the Wall St. firm recently
circulated to its clients, Paramount's shares
are regarded as "attractive for capital ap-

Co.,
N. Y.,
appointed
to firm's
board Rochester,
of directors.
Donald
B. Miller
and
John E. Troskosky, account executives and
assistant vice presidents with agency, named
vice presidents.
Albert Carroll, vice president-director of
professional marketing division, Benton &
Bowles, N. Y., to Vick Chemical Co., same
city, as vice president of Merrell-National
Overseas Labs division.
Sydney A. Skillman, assistant general sales
manager over zone sales-field marketing at
Studebaker-Packard Corp., South Bend, Ind.,
elected vice president general sales manager.
W. Kedzie Teller and L. J. Thompson named
executive vice president and vice president
in charge of sales, respectively, by PharmaCraft Co.
James D. Evans, executive media supervisor, and Harry G. Kebel, account executive (Quaker oats), Lynn Baker Inc., N. Y.,
elected vice presidents of agency.
Marshall Edinger, media director account
executive, and W. P. McWilliams, account
executive, elected vice presidents at Grant,
Schwenck & Baker Inc., Chicago.
Howard Linn Edsall, executive vice president of Fred Wittner Adv., N. Y., resigned
effective March 1 and is on three months
terminal leave.
Lee M. Montgomery, account executive,
KGMB-TV Honolulu, to Honolulu office
of N. W. Ayer & Son, in charge of radio
and tv; Barbara Graham, B. Altman & Co.,
to copy research bureau in Ayers Philadelphia office, and Sidney Gathrid, WIP
Philadelphia, to radio tv department in
agency's N. Y. office.
Alan Bautzer, advertising-promotion director, KYW-TV Cleveland, and Edward S.
Banasik, vice president, Marcus Adv.
Agency, to G. M. Basford Co., Cleveland,
as account executive and copy director,
respectively.
Richard Rogers appointed manager of media
department at John W. Shaw Adv. Inc.,
Chicago.
Richard F. Casey, senior research executive, National Analysts, to Benton & Bowles,
N. Y., research department as project director.
Cecil West, formerly with Ruthrauff & Ryan,
N. Y. to Kenyon & Eckhardt, same city* as
art director.
Arthur W. Poretz, reporter and rewrite man
for New Haven Register, joins Emil Mogul
Co., N. Y., as assistant director of public
relations.
Tyler Davis, formerly with J. Walter
Thompson Co. and Maxon Inc., both N. Y.,
in account executive capacities, to Endorsement Inc., (agency specializing in testimonials), same city, as group supervisor.
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This evaluation was made by Bache's repreciation."searchers. Optimism is based on five main
factors, which include an improving outlook in the film industry, the high asset
value of the shares, the company's extensive
interest in the entertainment field, management foresight and the retirement of much
of
the
standing.total number of original shares outSpecifically, it was found that Paramount's
"profit margin" has been the highest in the
film industry in four of the past six years
(1950 through 1955) with two films, "The
Ten Commandments" and "War And Peace"
expected
to that
be "big
money makers."
Noted
was the fact
Paramount
has not released
its pre- 1949 film library (Paramount is the
sole major studio withholding its pre- 1949
feature product from tv and still seeks a
prospective customer [B*T, March 4]).
This library, Bache estimated, is worth
$20 to $25 per share, and although the book
value per share as of Dec. 31, 1955, was
$34.63, "if a more realistic value is given
to various assets, the asset value would be
about $65-$70."
In detailing Paramount's interests, Bache
noted the company owns 5 1 % of Famous
Players Canadian Corp. Ltd., largest theatre
chain in Canada and over one-half of three
tv stations in Canada, and has acquired
Dot Records Co. as an entree into the
phonograph record industry.
For foresight, Bache pointed to Paramount's 50% ownership of Chromatic
Television Labs, developer of the Lawrence
tubes and licenser of Litton Industries to
develop industrial applications of the tube;
90% holding of International Telemeter,
a pay tv system, and various other electronic
interests. Paramount also has 26.6% interest
in Allen B. DuMont Labs.
Since 1950 the finding continues, Paramount has retired more than 38% of the
original shares outstanding, purchasing 161,900 shares in the open market and thus
reducing the outstanding shares to 1.999,816, and enhancing the underlying value of
the outstanding shares.
New Screen Gem Package Release
Sold to WABC-TV for $750,000
IN a transaction estimated at $750,000,
WABC-TV New York last week obtained
50 feature films of the Columbia Pictures
library from Screen Gems Inc., New York,
acquiring the first-run films in advance of
their general release to stations. The films,
which will be carried on WABC-TV seven
nights a week from 11 p.m. to conclusion,
inaugurate a policy of first-run films for
the station, according to Robert L. Stone,
vice president in charge of WABC-TV.
The package of feature films, titled
"Hollywood Premiere Parade." is the third

to be released to tv by Screen Gems, tv
subsidiary of Columbia Pictures. Included
in the package are "The Awful Truth"
with Irene Dunne and Cary Grant; "Golden
Boy" with William Holden and Barbara
Stanwyck; "Johnny O'Clock" with Dick
Powell and Lee J. Cobb; "Dead Reckoning"
with Humphrey Bogart; "You Were Never
Lovelier" with William Holden and Barbara
Stanwyck.
Telemovie is Film Hope,
Says Video Pres. Griffing
THE hope for the future of the motion
picture business is telemovies — a wired tv
system for home movies soon to be started
in Bartlesville, Okla. — Henry Griffing, president of Video Independent Theatres Inc.,
told the United Theatre Owners of Oklahoma in Oklahoma City last Thursday.
Mr. Griffing invited theatre exhibitors
"everywhere" to take part in the development of Video's telemovies. "The biggest
mistaken idea is that we're involved in some
kind of subscription tv [with the Bartlesville wired system]," he said. "This is not
toll tv. ... As a matter of fact, telemovies
are the best weapon the exhibitor has to fight
toll tv and restore the audience we have lost
in He
the said
last telemovies
10 years." are open to anybody
and are not the exclusive property of Video,
as many exhibitors believed. Success of the
wired home tv movie operation will create
a demand for more pictures and production
will be stimulated, he predicted. "In the past
decade we've seen too many elements of
motion picture entertainment go downhill —
attendance, employment, profits and the
number of pictures. We believe telemovies
will stop the decline and put this industry on
the rise once again," he said.
In Bartlesville, city of approximately 28,000, Video expects to break even on operating costs with 1,500 subscribers at $9.50
per month [B«T, Feb. 18]. To get its capital
investment back. Video hopes to tie at
least 3.000 homes to its coaxial cable.
Mr. Griffing said. He advised against written
contracts, deposits or connection fees and
urged that no coin boxes or other collection
devices be used in paying for telemovies.
Bartlesville subscribers will get 1 3 first-run
movies monthly and a day's program will
run continuously for eight or 10 hours
"to get away from the disadvantage of tv
movies — that you have to be in front of
your set at a given hour," he said.
CBS-TV, Screen Gems Sign Pact
SCREEN GEMS will produce a minimum
of five new films for the CBS-TV Playhouse
90 series during the 1957-58 season under
a renewal of the agreement whereby Screen
Gems has produced eight Playhouse 90
shows in the current season, five already
broadcast and three upcoming. Announcement of the contract renewal, made joindy
by Hubbell Robinson Jr., CBS-TV executive vice president in charge of network
programs, and Ralph Conn, vice president
and general manager of Screen Gems, calls
for an increased budget over the $150,000
per program allotted for the 1956-57 films.
Broadcasting
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If they're crossing the street and watching
your competition instead, maybe
you're not showing

them

it's because

what they like best

of all— Terrytoons! Television stations that
show Terrytoons find they can draw a crowd
anytime. For example . . .
8:00 am, Los Angeles: kttv added Terrytoons
and increased its ratings by 2 'A times during
the first year!
12 noon, Philadelphia: wfil-tv put Terrytoons
on and more than doubled its share of audience
Do
avoid

children
you?

the first year!
6:00 pm, Washington:

wmal-tv

programmed

Terrytoons and quadrupled its share of
audience the first year!
7:00 pm, New York: wor-tv

put on Terrytoons

and doubled its ratings the first year!
And the story's the same across the nation.
Wherever and whenever a broadcaster programs
Terrytoons, up go the ratings. If you want
children to like you, get details on Terrytoons
(available to all stations) by calling or wiring
the nearest office of . . .
CBS

Television
"
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Inc.
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Stock

Issue

by NTA

Would Raise $8 Million
National Telefilm Assoc. last week disclosed
plans to raise as much as $8 million in the
near future through an issue of debentures
convertible into common stock.
NTA's plans were outlined in a proxy
statement accompanying a notice of a
special meeting of stockholders in New
York on April 4. The statement said that
stockholders will be asked at the meeting
to approve an increase in common shares
from one million to two million and to confer conversion rights on any notes or debentures that may be issued up to the amount
of $8 million.
Ely A. Landau. NTA president, said in a
letter to stockholders that the company's
"rapidly expanding operations make additional financing necessary if the company
is to achieve the full growth potential that is
available." If the sale of debentures is completed, the proxy statement said, net proceeds "are expected to be used to retire
certain short-term indebtedness and to meet
certain commitments in connnection with
the acquisition of motion picture product."
NTA will begin commercial operations of
the NTA Film Network on April 1, using
motion picture product acquired from 20th
Century-Fox. Last November NTA committed itself to purchase 390 feature films
from Fox over a three-year period for about
$30 million and also entered into an agreement with Fox and Desilu Productions for
the production of ten new half-hour film
series. The Fox product will be utilized both
on the NTA Film Network and on stations
purchasing the
films through NTA's regular
distribution
channels.
Sterling Tv Signs 13
THIRTEEN stations signed with Sterling
Television Co. during the 10-day period
of Feb. 18-28 for seven of the firm's program series, it was reported last week. Stations and properties follow: Betsy Magic
Key WWTV (TV) Cadillac, Mich., Movie
Museum KSD-TV St. Louis and KVOS-TV
Bellingham, Wash., For the Ladies WGANTV Portland, Me.. Beat Experts WGR-TV
Buffalo, Bowling Time KAKE-TV Wichita,
WCOV-TV Montgomery, WTVR (TV)
Richmond Va., WLWC (TV) Columbus,
and WESH-TV Daytona Beach, I'm the Law
WNBQ (TV) Chicago, and Features
WHEC-TV Rochester and WLEV-TV Bethlehem. Pa.
FILM PEOPLE
Glen EUyn, Encyclopaedia Britannica Inc.
sales promotion, to Encyclopaedia Britannica
Films Inc. as sales promotion manager with
headquarters in Wilmette. 111.
FILM RANDOM

SHOTS

UPA Pictures Inc. opening new office in
Chicago at 360 N. Michigan Ave.
Television Programs of America's Fury,
currently sponsored by General Foods and
Borden Co. on NBC-TV, is being dubbed
in Spanish.
Broadcasting
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CBS
RADIO'S
NEW
DETAILS of new rate structure for CBS
Radio evening and Sunday program segmentation plan [B»T, Feb. 25] were revealed
last week by Ben Lochridge, network sales
manager, in meetings of executives of west
coast advertising agencies made Monday
and Tuesday in San Francisco, Wednesday
and Thursday in Los Angeles. The same
meetings have been held in New York, Mr.
Lochridge said, but with individual agency
groups. Last week's luncheon sessions were
the first general meetings on the new CBS
Radio rates which became effective Friday.
For a five-minute segment of any of 22
CBS Radio nighttime and weekend programs, purchased one to five times a week
for a period of from one to 12 weeks on
the full network the per segment price is
$1100 for time and talents. Mr. Lochridge
said this drops to $800 when the advertiser
uses 16 or more segments a week for 52
weeks. In addition, advertisers who want to
use network radio for special short-time
campaigns, such as announcing a new model
automobile, can buy these segments on a
run of schedule basis, priced at $950 each
for six to ten a week, $900 for 11-15, $850
for 16-19 and $800 each for 20 or more
segments a week.
Programs included in the segmentation
plan, Mr. Lochridge said, include: Amos 'n'
Andy and Robert Q. Lewis, both Mondaythrough-Friday evenings; Garden Gate,
farm news, Galen Drake and Robert Q.
Lewis all Saturday morning; Kathy Godfrey,
Man Around The House on Saturday afternoon; Saturday Night Country Style and a
new sports roundup on Saturday evening;
Renfro Valley, World News Roundup and
Washington Week on Sunday morning; Suspense, Indictment and Johnny Dollar on
Sunday afternoon; FBI in Peace and War,
Our Miss Brooks, Mitch Miller and a sports
roundup on Sunday evening.
In the daytime hours on CBS Radio,
where a 5% increase also went into effect
Friday, advertisers buying five or more
7V2 -minute run-of-schedule participations
will be charged 15% of the hourly rate, instead of the 20% normally charged for such
a time unit, it was reported. This means a
cost of $19,800 for ten IVi -minute segments
per week, or family impressions at 52 cents
per thousand and listeners impressions at 3 1
cents per thousand, at annual rates.
Those figures are based on reaching 22,842,000 families or 38,935,000 individuals
at home each week and 4,083,000 families
or 7,072,000 individuals in their automobiles, itwas said, or an unduplicated audience
of 7,539,000 families or 12,731,000 individuals. Over a four-week period the. unduplicated net coverage reaches 12,924,000 families or 21,824,000 individuals, it was added.
In urging the use of daytime radio to augment television there was cited a study
made by A. C. Nielsen Co. for CBS Radio in
December 1955, which divided the then 35
million tv families into five groups. Families in the first group devoted, on the average, 170 minutes to daytime tv, 19 minutes
to daytime radio. In the next group the

NETWORKS

RATES
DETAILED
figures were 79 minutes for tv to 33 for
radio, then 33 for tv to 41 for radio, then
five for tv and 38 for radio and finally those
tv families who spent no time with tv in
the daytime but used their radios an average
of 49 minutes. There were also the 11.8 million non-tv families whose use of daytime
radio averaged 68 minutes.
Night Radio Network
Organized by Ownby
PLANS for organization of an All-Night
Radio Network as a coast-to-coast hookup
of some 300 stations were revealed last week
by James T. Ownby, owner-manager of
KONI Phoenix and its affiliate KELE (FM),
who is acting chairman and chief organizer
of the new network. Mr. Ownby also owns
WJXN Jackson, Miss., and has an application pending for a new am in Honolulu.
A number of western investors have expressed interest in ANRN, which would have
four hours of programs, nightly in each time
zone, Mr. Ownby said. He added that the
new network's financing has not yet been
worked out.
Program director of ANRN will be Henry
D. Spalding, editor of Deejay, trade paper
for disc jockeys, who said that it is planned
to originate all programs from three western
cities: Los Angeles, San Francisco and Las
Vegas. Programming will be mostly musical
and will include interviews with celebrities.
ANRN affiliates, which also may be affiliates of other networks as the others do not
provide service during the hours to which
ANRN is limiting its programming, will
pay from $1 to $2.50 per hour for ANRN
service, Mr. Spalding said. The network's
main income, he reported, will come from
the sale of programs or announcements to
national and regional adveritsers. Time sold
locally by individual stations will be retained
completely by the station, he said.
CURIOSITY PAYS OFF
NASH and Hudson dealers all over the
country were hard pressed last week by
phone
callsIsfrom
of NBC-TV's
The Price
Right.viewers
The callers
wanted
to know the price of a 1957 Nash
Rambler station wagon offered as one
of the prizes on the weekday 11-11:30
a.m. show. The Price Is Right, whose
contestants and audience are mainly
women, awards its whole kit of prizes
to the sharp-eyed lady shopper who
comes closest to estimating the total
retail price. Some Nash-Hudson men
reported their switchboards jammed
with more than 100 queries daily. The
dealers, however, weren't begrudging
the time they spent satisfying the women's curiosity. Said one: "I'm not complaining, I've already sold four cars."
March 11, 1957
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MOUNT

VERNON:

one of a series of impressions
of Washington by T. Miyashita
commissioned by WTOP Television
at Broadcast House, Washington, D. C.
Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division
Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales

MOUNT
VERNON
by T. Miyashita
First of a series of impressions of Washington
commissioned by WTOP Television
at Broadcast House, Washington, D. C.
Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division
Reprints of this series available on request.
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NBC-TV

PLAN

• 'Crisis' extension discussed
• Some loath to give up time
THOUGH some affiliates are protesting
NBC-TV's plan to extend its programming
next season into a half-hour of station time
on Monday nights, network affiliate officials said last week that they did not anticipate unusual problems on that score.
In fact, there were indications that NBCTV programming would run into station
time on other nights of the week in addition to instances where it does now.

take

Immediate object of the affiliate complaint is the plan to install Crisis, a new
mystery-melodrama series, at 10-11 Monday
nights, shifting Robert Montgomery Presents
from its current 9:30-10:30 period to another as yet undetermined spot in the week's
schedule [B»T, Feb. 25, 18].
NBC authorities feel that the trend in
television is toward extending network service through to 11 p.m. And, for that matter,
by the time NBC-TV's fall planning is blueprinted in its entirety, service may run
to 11 p.m. nearly every night of the week.
Already, NBC-TV has programs running
past 10:30 on Tuesday, Thursday, Friday
and Saturday, with Hold That Note, Lux
Video Theatre, Red Barber's Corner and
Your Hit Parade the respective programs
those nights. Only Lux Video Theatre overlaps network and station time, however.
The three others start at 10:30 making it
possible for affiliates to refuse them without
cutting off any network option time programming.
Problems Confronting Affiliates
Some affiliates have solid sponsorship for
syndicated film shows in the station time in
question and don't want to drop this revenue
in accommodating another half-hour of network service. On the other hand, it's noted
that NBC-TV also had been faced with similar dissent when Lux Video Theatre was
aimed for a 10-11 p.m. exposure, but the
program finally was cleared without too
much trouble.
A reported feeling among some stations
that NBC is extending its service in order
to reduce the amount of syndication was
denied by the network.
Of more and of particular interest to
NBC-TV, it was stated, is the competitive
factor on Mondays — Studio One is seen on
CBS-TV at 10-11 p.m. CBS-TV already
services its affiliates with network shows
through to 11 p.m. each night of the week.
ABC-TV now has service to 11 o'clock on
two nights a week — its Wednesday night
fights and the Ray Anthony Show on Friday.
It was reported that some protests on the
option time problem were raised at a Feb.
14 meeting of the NBC Television Affiliates
executive committee. But last Tuesday, the
committee released the adoption of a resolution "unanimously endorsing" NBC-TV's
fall programming plans and efforts.
The announcement was made by Walter
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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NBC

NOT

SHUFFLING

REPORTS of an imminent high-level
executive realignment at NBC were
scotched by NBC officials last week
with an emphatic denial. What was
happening, they said, was the annual
pre-summer "streamlining" with some
cutback in program personnel. This,
they emphasized, was a common occur ence atthis time of the year since
fewer programming people are needed
in summer when a higher number of
film programs and re-runs are on the
air. Unofficially it was estimated that
about 20 persons were affected. Some
have been transferred to other duties
within NBC.

J. Damm, vice president and general manager of WTMJ-TV Milwaukee and chairman of the committee. The resolution commended NBC for its "adaptability and willingness to change concepts and techniques"
to provide the affiliates with the "greatest
programming from the standpoints of revenue and mass appeal in the medium."
Mr. Damm's statement concluded that the
committee "looks forward with confidence"
to the tremendous audience gains that will be
the results of this prodigious effort."
ABC-TV Names Mullen Manager
Of New Detroit Sales Office
ESTABLISHMENT

MR. MULLEN

of a Detroit sales division of ABC-TV and
the appointment of
William P. Mullen
as its sales manager
were announced
last week by Slocum Chapin, ABCTV vice president
in charge of sales.
Mr. Mullen
joined the ABC-TV
sales department as
an account executive in New York
in May 1955.

Two Return to NBC-TV

Wed., Sat.;

'Part/, 'Vise' From CBS, ABC
WOLF Productions Inc.'s Masquerade
Party, the quiz program pitting a panel of
well-known personalities against thoroughlydisguised celebrities, will return to NBC-TV
this Wednesday 8-8:30 p.m. The program,
as yet unsponsored, played on NBC-TV between July 14-Aug. 25, 1952 when it went
to CBS-TV and later ABC-TV.
Also joining the NBC-TV program lineup
will be Detective's Diary this Saturday 12:30
p.m. The program, sponsored by Sterling
Drugs (through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
New York) , consists of re-runs of the Mark
Saber adventures in The Vise series, also
seen on ABC-TV, Fri., 9:30-10 p.m. (for
other story on Sterling Drugs and The Vise,
see film barter story, p. 27).
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CBS

NEWS

REFUTES

CENSORSHIP
• Day hits ARTNA

CHARGES
accusation

• Says Sevareid, Murrow

Erred

CBS NEWS last week branded as "completely erroneous" the charges filed against it
by several magazines and the Assn. of RadioTv News Analysts that the reason for "cenEric Sevareid
"censuring"
Edwardsoring"
R. Murrow
wasandbecause
both had
attacked the State Dept. ban on travel in
Red China by U. S. newsmen [B»T, Feb.
11, et. seq.]
The reason, according to John F. Day,
CBS director of news: Both had simply
violated a long-standing CBS News policy
by taking an editorial stand while on the
air. Said Mr. Day: "We would have taken
a similar attitude even if the topic hadn't
been Mr. Dulles' policy — one, with which,
ironically — -we do not happen to agree."
Mr. Day, in an effort "to set the story
straight for the first and last time," told
B»T that this long-standing policy has been
in effect for over 25 years, that it is reiterated every so often and boils down to
a matter of "basic objectivity." "The guts
of the policy," Mr. Day said, "is to be found
in the May 25, 1954 speech of CBS Board
Chairman William S. Paley, speaking before
the NARTB in Chicago." It is as follows:
"In both news and news analysis, the goal
of the news broadcaster or the news analyst
must be objectivity. I think we all recognize
that human nature is such that no newsman
is entirely free from his own personal prejudices, experience and opinions and that, accordingly, 100% objectivity may not always
be possible.
"But the important factor is that the news
broadcaster and the news analyst must have
the will and the intent to be objective. . . ."
Reason for the Kill
CBS News Editor Jim Roper in Washington, D. C. killed Mr. Sevareid's 9:25 p.m.
broadcast Feb. 6 because it questioned the
validity of the Dulles ban. The following
week, when Mr. Murrow took a similar
position, he was told that he too had violated
CBS policy. Both moves were made in spite
of the fact that CBS News, as a department,
has gone on record as opposing the travel
ban. It has given airtime to William Worthy
of the Baltimore Afro-American, one of the
three newsmen who visited China in spite
of the State Dept. edict, and bases its decision "on the right to cover news from all
over the world, wherever news is made."
In the exclusive B«T interview, Mr. Day
lamented the fact that "this intramural matter was blown up into a public issue." He
denied the allegation made by the ARTNA
that "editorializing and analyzing were one
and the same," saying that "editorializing"
means "having preconceived opinions and
marshalling your facts in an effort to win
public support for this opinion," and defines
"analyzing" as "rounding up all the available
background material to a given situation
with the aim of shedding enough light on the

topic so that your audience may draw its
ownBy conclusions."
"posing a series of rhetorical questions
to which there were no answers," Mr. Day
said, Mr. Sevareid had "violated our policy
of analyzing
of editorializing."
He
said
that if Mr.instead
Sevareid
had presented both
sides of the questions "we would have
okayed the script." He added: "Had Ed
(Murrow) shown us his script in advance
of airtime — something he does from time to
time with an attached note 'this'll bear
watching' — we certainly would have been
able to correct it . . . Ed's script could have
been reworked without too much difficulty,
but Eric's couldn't have been without a comDescribing CBS News policy as "not alplete
ways rewrite."
100% workable and not the easiest to
subscribe to," Mr. Day told B*T that he has
repeatedly passed out interoffice memos to
the effect that "the important factor is that
the news broadcaster and the news analyst
must have the will and the intent to be obr
jective" and that "no one in the organization
is above or outside this policy." This does
not mean, he added, that CBS News "wants
its people to be without opinions ... to be
intellectual eunuchs," but merely that the
network doesn't want to use its broadcast
time as a means of venting this personal
opinion." Mr. Day explained that he never
objects to a script on the basis of subject
matter — "so long as it's within limits of good
taste," but that he bases his decision mostly
"on the way it's presented."
Radio-Tv news may be presented by either
one of two ways. One is "the CBS way;" the
other that of "the spectrum system." Citing
ABC's policy of presenting commentators
and analysts of all shades of political opinion
— extreme right to left — Mr. Day found that
"while this system perhaps eases the network's responsibility to the public, it has
two basic fallacies." The first is that the network assumes that the audience "hears all
of the speakers," the second that reporters
are "chosen on the basis of their political
coloration, not necessarily on the basis of
their objectivity."
Concluded Mr. Day: "The matter is
closed. Since the time it happened, we
haven't talked about it, and until a better
policy comes along, our present one will
stay
in effect."
NBC-TV
Gets Football, Baseball:
NCAA, Major Leagues are Signed
NBC SPORTS claimed two major accomplishments last week as it (1) won for the
sixth time in seven years the National Collegiate Athletic Assn. tv rights for 1957
intercollegiate football games, and (2) lined
up a 26-game schedule of major league baseball games on Saturday afternoons starting
April
The 6. 1957 NCAA contract, announced
jointly last week by NBC President Robert
W. Sarnoff and NCAA TV Committee
Chairman Robert J. Kane, basically repeats
last year's contract. It provides for nationwide telecasts on nine dates, eight of them
Saturdays (when a single game is scheduled)
and three games on Thanksgiving Day via
a split-network basis. Regional games will
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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NETWORKS
be shown on four other Saturdays during the
season.
The baseball games will be seen on 130
stations, but will not be carried by any station within 50 miles of a major league ballpark. They will feature all eight National
League clubs and five American League
clubs.
RKO

FEATURE

RENTED

BY

FILMS

ABC-TV

• 26 films for one showing
• To run Sundays, 7:30-9 p.m.
A BLOCK of 26 feature films was acquired
last week by ABC-TV from RKO Television,
distribution arm of RKO Teleradio, at a cost
estimated between $650-750,000. Rental is
for a one-time showing on the network with
the films to revert back to RKO.
ABC-TV stated that the films would be
shown Sundays, 7:30-9 p.m. EST, beginning
April 7. This will pit the features against the
highly-rated Ed Sullivan Show on CBS-TV
and the Steve Allen Show on NBC-TV.
Both ABC and RKO Teleradio will be
watching the results carefully since this will
be the first showing of American feature
films on a network feed basis. For some
time, ABC has been telecasting British films
— Film Festival program — on a 90-minute
basis, formerly in the Sunday slot and now
in the Saturday evening period, also 7:30-9.
The RKO features, however, are all American made and had been top box-office attractions. Included among the 26 are such
titles as "Gunga Din," "China Sky," "Flight
For Freedom," "Walk Softly, Stranger,"
"Story of Vernon and Irene Castle," "Night
Song," "Abe Lincoln in Illinois," "Enchanted
Cottage," "Mr. Blandings Builds His Dream
House," "King Kong" and "The Locket."
It was reported that ABC-TV, if successful in attracting an audience with the features, may use this approach as a build-up
for a projected "Gary Cooper Theatre," an
hour-long western film series made especially for tv and probably slated for the 7:30
p.m. period on Sunday. (Mr. Cooper would
serve as host and Allied Artists would produce the series if plans are made final [At
Deadline, Feb. 25].
ABC-TV plans to offer nine one-minute
periods to advertisers at the charter rate of
$7,500 for a single participation, $7,000 for
2 to 9 participations, and $6,500 for 10 or
more. The charter rate runs to May 26 with
the rates boosted thereafter to respective
prices of $8,500, $8,000 and $7,500.
The acquisition was made public by Oliver
Treyz, vice president in charge of ABC-TV
and C. Robert Manby, vice president of
RKO Teleradio Pictures. RKO last year sold
740 feature films to C&C Super Corp., retaining the right for RKO Teleradio's tv stations in six cities to use all of the features
and also the right to rent 150 of the films to
a national advertiser for a one-time showing
before they pass on to the C&C Television
Corp. The 26 films rented to ABC-TV were
among the 150.
RKO television, meanwhile, still is negotiating for the sale of the other features.
Nine of the 26 have been shown on tv in the
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New York and Los Angeles markets.
To accommodate the Sunday night feature film scheduling, ABC-TV will move
Ted Mack and the Original Amateur Hour
to a new time period, 9-10 p.m. EST, on
that day. Pharmaceuticals Inc., through Edward Kletter Assoc., sponsors Amateur
Hour.
Among the many stars in the acquired
features are Raymond Massey, Shirley Temple, Maureen O'Hara, Hedy Lamar, George
Brent, Laraine Day, Pat O'Brien, Ginger
Rogers, John Garfield, Kirk Douglas, Fred
Astaire, Dorothy McGuire, Katherine Hepburn, Cary Grant, Randolph Scott, John
Wayne and Dana Andrews.
ABC

Promotes

Smith,

Cummings
in Tv Posts
APPOINTMENTS of J. English Smith as
manager of tv network programs, ABC,
New York, and Sandy Cummings as manager of tv network programs, ABC, Western
division, were announced Thursday by
James T. Aubrey, Jr., vice president in
charge of programs and talent for the ABC
television network. Both appointments are
effective March 17.
The appointments are indicative of the
increased network programming activity and
will help to coordinate more efficiently the
activities of ABC headquarters in New York
with its western division in Hollywood, Mr.
Aubrey explained.
Mr. Smith, presently with the network's
western division, Hollywood, will assume
his new duties at the network's New York
headquarters. He joined ABC New York in
February 1954 as business manager of the

MR. SMITH

MR. CUMMINGS

tv production services dept. In September
1954 he was promoted to program service
manager for the ABC-TV network. Subsequently, he was named coordinator for the
network's Warner Bros, series — Cheyenne
and Conflict, assuming this post in May
1955, when he transferred from ABC's New
York headquarters to the West Coast. On
May 1 last year, Mr. Smith was appointed
manager of the network program department, western division, the post he maintained until his new appointment.
Prior to joining ABC, Mr. Smith had
been an associate producer with MCA, with
Kudner Agency and a production coordinator for NBC.
Mr. Cummings joined ABC's western division in June 1954 as ABC-Disney coordinator, responsible for coordination be-

tween ABC, Walt Disney Studios and the
agencies and clients on the network's Disneyland and Mickey Mouse Club program, produced by Disney, and the most recently announced new Disney weekly half-hour Zorro
series which will debut on ABC-TV this
fall.
Prior to joining ABC, Mr. Cummings was
with the Hollywood office of William Morris
Agency and before that had his own radio
and television packaging agency. His other
associations include head of the radio dept.
for Jaffe Agency, Hollywood, and radio
representative for various Hollywood agencies and personalities, including Donald
O'Connor and the late Humphrey Bogart.
He also had been with Columbia Pictures
and Paramount Pictures in their production
departments. Prior to World War II Mr.
Cummings organized the Hollywood offices
of Benton & Bowles.
A successor to Mr. Cummings' position
as ABC-Disney coordinator at the Walt Disney studios will be announced shortly, the
network said.
NBC-TV Signs 13 For T-H-T,
Expects $1.5 Million Gross
PARTICIPATION schedules amounting to
approximately $1.5 million gross were ordered during the month of February in NBCTV's Today-Home-Tonight lineup, it was
announced Thursday by William R. (Billy)
Goodheart Jr., vice president of NBC-TV
Network Sales. Some 13 advertisers purchased a total of 143 participations in the
T-H-T structure, with Today accounting for
the highest (80) number of buys.
Among the advertisers who signed last
month are: McKesson & Robbins Inc.,
Washington State Potato Commission, West
Clox Div., General Time Corp., Insurance
Co. of North America, Olin Mathieson
Chemical Corp. and California Packing
Corp. (Del Monte Brand Foods). Five who
made their bow as NBC-TV sponsors were:
International Swimming Pool Corp., Midas
Inc. (Auto Mufflers), Juvenile Shoe Corp.
of America, McKesson & Robbins (for its
new Kessamin Dietetic Formula) and the
Washington State Potato Commission.
NETWORK

PEOPLE

Frank Blotter, formerly head of Mumm,
Mullay & Nichols Inc., Chicago, to ABC
Radio network sales staff, same city.
Bernel Fullmer, ABC Radio continuity acceptance department in Hollywood transferred to ABC-TV to work on tv network
packages in Western Div.
Cliff Evans, reporter on NBC-TV's Today
program, promoted to sports editor of Dave
Garroway weekday series.
Sally Cohen, KOMU-TV Columbia, Mo.,
to promotion-advertising-press information
department of ABC Central Div. in Chicago.
Andy Ross, ABC art director, father of girl,
Amy Beth, Feb. 23.
John
star ofofgirl,
ABC-TV's
Arrow Lupton,
series, father
Feb. 26. Broken
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CONGRESS
Senate
THE

group

quizzes

ASKS
on

FCC — seven commissioners and at

least a dozen high level staff executives —
spent two days on Capitol Hill last week.
They are scheduled to spend two more days
before Congressional committees again this
week. The Senate Commerce Committee last
Tuesday quizzed the Commission on the allocations picture. The House Commerce
Committee last Thursday put the Commission on a hurried one-hour grill, concerned
mainly with pay tv. This is what happened.
SOME PROGRESS IS SEEN
IN UHF-VHF ALLOCATIONS
THE seven FCC commissioners plus a
dozen top aides spent two uncomfortable
hours on Capitol Hill last Thursday, but they
didn't suffer unduly.
They were grilled about uhf and vhf
allocations by eleven members of the Senate
Commerce Committee, but it was obvious
the Senators did not know what to do about
the matter — other than what the Commission has done — either. They seemed to feel
that the Commission was making some
progress, but some were not too happy about
what the Commission has accomplished to
date.
The hearing, running all of Tuesday
morning, recessed at noontime to permit the
Senators to participate in the floor debate
on President Eisenhower's Mideast policy
resolution. The hearing was continued to
March 14 (Thursday). It was understood that
this session would continue with the allocations question, plus queries on boosters and
satellites, AT&T intercity line charges, and
other such matters. Not scheduled, but sure
to be raised, are questions on subscription
television, the progress of the FCC's network study and other facets of television
activities.

AT TOP (I to r): Hyde, McConnaughey,
Bartley, Mack, Craven, Doerfer, Lee.
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FCC

allocations;

SOME

House

group

Highlights of the morning's testimony included:
• Comr. T. A. M. Craven reiterated his
stand on what has become known as the
Craven Plan — delete the table of allocations, permit vhf drop-ins, allow directional
antennas, lower power, and other relaxations of present rules.
Comr. Craven also revealed that the Commission has decided to order a study of allocations from 25 mc to 890 mc. There already is underway an FCC investigation of
spectrum assignments above 890 mc.
The broadcasting services fall in the 25-890
mc range — fm, from 88 mc to 108 mc, and
television, from 54 mc to 890 mc (but not
consecutively).
• Comr. John C. Doerfer inveighed, as
he did in his Fresno dissent two weeks ago
[At Deadline. B«T, March 4], against
the deintermixture moves taken by the FCC
majority two weeks ago. He held that they
were illegal and against good public policy.
He also urged the use of vhf drop-ins. directional antennas, precision offset to add
vhf channels to areas where competition is
needed.
Comr. Doerfer also repeated a previous
suggestion that the Commission prohibit a
station, in a city where there is only one
vhf and two or more uhf outlets, from
affiliating and broadcasting the programs
of more than one network.
• Although Chairman George C. McConnaughey held that the removal of the
10% excise tax on all-channel television
receivers was "vital" to the solution of the
uhf-vhf problem, Sens. John O. Pastore
(D-R. I.) and Charles E. Potter <R-Mich.)
expressed pessimism. Efforts to remove this
tax have been tried before, they recalled,
and have failed. There is no assurance that
a third try will be successful, they said.
• Chairman McConnaughey held that until the industry research program on uhf is
completed (he was referring to the Television Allocations Study Organization) in
about a year (he thought), there should be
no haste in taking major measures to deintermix large areas. This attitude was commended by Republican Sens. John Marshall
Butler (Md.) and Charles E. Potter (Mich.).

QUESTIONS
concerned

with

pay

tv

In addition to Sens. Pastore, Butler, and
Potter, others present during virtually all
of the morning session were Sen. Warren
G. Magnuson (D-Wash.), chairman, and
Democratic Sens. A. S. (Mike) Monroney
(Okla.), Alan Bible (Nev.), Strom Thurmond
(S. C.) and William Blakley (Tex.) and
Republican Sens. John W. Bricker (Ohio),
Andrew F. Schoeppel (Kan.), and William
A. Purtell (Conn.). The senators were
flanked by special counsel Kenneth A. Cox
and committee
Nicholas
Zapple. communications specialist
Most of the commissioners agreed, as did
most of the senators, that uhf must be used
in order to establish the element of competition in television broadcasting.
Comr. Craven foresaw improved coverage for uhf through the use of new techniques. He urged, in addition to deleting
the table of allocations, the encouragement
in the development and marketing of allchannel receivers. In fact, Comr. Craven
saw in 20 years many uhf stations being operated successfully in vhf markets. "It's
necessary now to create uhf 'islands'," he
said, "otherwise the whole industry will
In answer to implied criticism that Comr.
Craven's recommendation that the table of
allocations be eliminated would wipe off
educational
reservations, the engineering
suffer."
commissioner pointed to his suggestion that
educational groups receive special consideration in their applications for outlets.
Mr. Craven raised a warning flag when
he noted the large number of purchases of
vhf stations by major financial entities. This
trend, he said, may "lead ultimately to these
scarce but preferred transmission facilities
in this tremendously significant media of
mass communication being operated by a
mere
of persons."
He handful
also expressed
fear that the increasing
popularity of feature film shows may cut
into time normally allocated for information and live originations. He suggested that
package film deals are proving so alluring
to tv station operators that a trend may be
developing leading stations away from the
network system of distribution.
Comr. Craven also warned that the ConBroadcasting
Telecasting

alphabet

soup?

No . . just some of the major advertising agencies who have
picked Broadcasting-Telecasting as a nourishing place to
run their house advertisements.
Seems timely to point this out, since Young & Rubicam
has just scheduled 13 pages of its own advertising in
B-T for 1957.
Speaking of A.B.C.'s, don't forget that B-T now is A.B.C—
the only radio-tv publication with membership in the Audit
Bureau of Circulations.
You can't beat paid circulation — and B-T has more of it
annually than all the other vertical radio-tv business
magazines combined.
Good thing to know about when you make advertising
plans . . .

'Translation for those unlettered in agency lore:
Young & Rubicam, Inc.
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc.
McCann-Erickson, Inc.
Kudner Agency, Inc.
Broadcasting-Telecasting
1735 deSales Street, N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Telephone: MEtropolitan 8-1022
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Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Baylei
Norman, Craig & Kummel
Foote, Cone & Belding, Inc.
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gress and the Commission should not be
blind to other facets of communications —
use of the spectrum by non-broadcast services. "It is even possible, but not necessarily
probable," he said, "that the lower portion
of the vhf television spectrum could be af-

give dominant
Negro coverage

in

the 2 top markets
in ALABAMA

[For a condensed version of Comr. Craven's statement, see page 66.]
fected."
Like Comr. John C. Doerfer, Comr. Craven recommended that the Commission
permit dual operation on vhf and uhf in
major cities to the advantage, he said, of
building uhf viewers. The duopoly rule
which forbids ownership of more than one
station of each class in the same market
should be waived, he said.
Comr. Doerfer made the point that the
Communications Act and the first priority
in the 1952 tv report was to bring television
service to all the people. This is in conflict
with deintermixture, he held, since deletion
of vhf channels means the withdrawal of
service from rural watchers in favor of competitive services for city folk. He said he
could not understand how the creation of
uhf "islands" could help, since deintermixture also created vhf islands. He declared

]ST in
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that it was "highly impractical" to talk of
moving all tv to the uhf band until it is
known how much service will be lost.
This attitude was seconded by Comr.
Richard A. Mack. He felt that the Commission had not gone far enough to create
substantial uhf areas. He felt, he said, that
the Commission should not revise the 6th
Report and Order plan unless it was prepared to take major actions.
Both Comr. Doerfer and Comr. Mack
dissented in all instances where the Commission withdrew vhf channels in the deintermixture actions.
Comr. Doerfer recommended that the
FCC permit vhf drop-ins in the first 100
markets; relax mileage separations and permit the use of directional antennas, precision offset and other techniques to accomplish this.
He also recommended the adoption of a
rule limiting network affiliation to one station in mixed markets where there might
be one vhf and two or more uhfs. The vhf
station should not be permitted to "skim off
the cream of programs," he declared.
Chairman McConnaughey's statement,
six pages in length, recited the steps that
have been taken since its June 1956 declaration. This held out the possibility that the
best answer to the uhf-vhf problem might
be the shift of all tv to the uhf band, or
such a move in a major geographical area.
Among these steps, Chairman McConnaughey stated, was the establishment of the
Television Allocations Study Organization
(an industry group organized to study the
capabilities of uhf from a propagation as
well as equipment viewpoint) and the deintermixture actions taken two weeks ago.
"None of the commissioners have assumed these actions will be a cure-all which
will solve the entire problem," the chairman
said, "but we sincerely hope that improvements will result." that the deintermixture
He emphasized
actions were only the first steps. Because of

the 1952 Communications Act amendments
and the Administrative Procedures Act, Mr.
McConnaughey said, hearings probably will
have to be held where the Commission issues show cause orders to delete channels
already occupied and where stations object.
He admitted there have been differences
of opinion in reaching these solutions, and
added: "But the Commission majority in
each case honestly believes that the best
possible solution by the record has been
A vital aspect of the uhf-vhf problem,
Mr. McConnaughey emphasized, was to
achieved." the differential between vhf and
eliminate
uhf receivers. He called for renewed effort
to eliminate excise tax on all-channel sets.
It was at this point that both Sens. Pastore and Potter expressed pessimism.
Comr. Robert E. Lee volunteered a different approach to this situation — put a
higher tax on vhf-only receivers. Sen. Magnuson stated that the committee was considering this possibility.
"This industry (television) has developed
to its present significance with great rapidity," Mr. McConnaughey stated. "It is almost axiomatic that growing pains are concomitant with rapid growth. This does not
mean that we should not be concerned with
the trouble spots nor unwilling to seek to
ascertain possible remedies or make constructive changes. But, it does suggest the
necessity for deliberate and circumspect
consideration before taking action."
Mr. McConnaughey touched lightly on
other subjects. Of subscription television he
said that the staff has summarized, analyzed
and evaluated the voluminous record and
that the Commission has had several special meetings on the subject. He declared
that as soon as the Commission was through
with its television allocations consideration,
it could turn "in the near future" to pay tv.
His statement contained one paragraph on
the network study. He added that there
were only a "few" cases [in hearing] pending before the Commission and that a determined effort was being made to decide these.
In other exchanges Tuesday morning, Sen.
Magnuson expressed himself as somewhat
optimistic about persuading the House Ways
& Means Committee to delete the excise tax
on uhf or all-wave receivers. The Treasury
Dept. has some understanding of this as
a special case, he said. "Congress made a
special case for motion picture theatres,"
he recalled. This was last year when Congress deleted the amusement tax on motion
picture theatre ticket admissions.
Sen. Monroney asked Mr. McConnaughey
whether the Commission could not force
manufacturers to make all-wave sets. The
FCC has no authority to do that, the FCC
chairman replied.
In a statistical background summary, Mr.
McConnaughey reported there were 121
"live" uhf stations in 1953, the peak. Last
year when the Commission appeared before
the Senate committee, there were 91 such
uhf outlets; now there are 90. Mr. McConnaughey said he understood there had
been 8 million uhf receivers manufactured;
Mr. Doerfer interpolated that there were
only 3.9 million in use. This was compared
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to the 40 million total for tv receivers as
of the present.
It was also pointed out that the networks
own four uhf stations (CBS, Hartford,
Conn., and Milwaukee, Wis.; NBC, Buffalo,
N. Y., and New Britain, Conn.). Both NBC
and ABC own five vhfs; CBS, three.
At another point, the FCC chairman
declared: "I personally have the feeling that
in the light of all demands for spectrum
space — with the government looking at chs.
2-6 — we have no alternative but to face
up to the fact that we must use uhf . . . .
We must preserve uhf; that's the unanimous
opinion of all the commissioners."
toll tv decision may go
to congress— McConnaughey
THERE were strong indications last week
that the FCC may toss that hot potato, pay
television — or at least a slice of it— into
Congress' lap. This was hinted Thursday by
FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey
in testimony before the House Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee.
Pressed with questions from Rep. Walter
Rogers (D-Tex.) and committee Chairman
Oren Harris (D-Ark.), the FCC chief said
he was not ready to say whether the FCC or
Congress should decide the policy matter of
whether toll tv should be treated as a broadcast service or a common carrier.
"We may have to come to you," he told
the committee, "on some of the questions involved here." He did not indicate whether
he thought such questions should be settled,
in such an event, by legislation or by some
other expression of congressional intent.
The Thursday session lasted only an hour
(10-11 a.m.) and the brief questioning period
also covered FCC's uhf-vhf deintermixture
activities, fraudulent and misleading radio-tv
advertising, premature "leaks" to newsmen
on FCC actions and the Commission's policy
on diversification of ownership of communications media. Mr. McConnaughey read a
prepared statement summarizing principal
FCC problems.
Chairman Harris tentatively set a return
session with the FCC for 10 a.m. tomorrow
(Tuesday) after the hearing was cut short so
members could report to the House floor at
11 for debate on Senate amendments to the
Middle East resolution. Other committee
sessions
hearing. are likely to follow tomorrow's
Rep. Rogers brought up the toll tv question by asking Mr. McConnaughey if he had
any idea when a decision could be expected
on subscription tv.
The FCC chairman replied that his group
had asked the Senate Commerce Committee
whether tv allocations or pay tv should get
first priority at the FCC and was told the
former should be acted upon first.
The FCC received thousands of comments on the toll tv question, all of which
had to be digested by the staff, and the first
digest reports were received by the FCC only
recently, Mr. McConnaughey told the committee. The Commission has held recent
meetings on pay tv and hopes to reach a
decision "in the near future" on the 18month-old FCC proceeding, he added.
[The FCC brought up toll tv at a meeting
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COMIC

RELIEF IN SENATE

THERE were moments of humor during
the FCC's appearance on the Hill:
In one instance, Chairman McConnaughey was trying to explain how advertisers choose stations to be used on a
network show. "Let's say I own a vhf
station," Mr. McConnaughey began,
"and you, Sen. Pastore, own a uhf . . ."
"Wait a minute," the bantam Rhode
Islander interrupted, "I don't want to
get the short end of this stick . . ."
last Monday, discussing the question of
whether pay tv should be considered a
broadcast or common carrier service and
if the latter, whether rates should be
regulated. Also discussed was whether the
FCC or Congress should decide this question. No conclusion was reached, formal or
informal, and it was agreed to take up the
problem again in three weeks.]
Asked by Chairman Harris whether he
thought the FCC or Congress should have
the duty of determining policy on pay television, Mr. McConnaughey said he was not
ready to say. Then he added that FCC may
have to refer some of the pay tv matters to
Congress.
Chairman Harris remarked that "a good
many" people feel that the FCC often assumes authority on some things when it
shouldn't and at other times, when it should
assume authority, passes the "hot potato" to
Congress.
Rep. Peter F. Mack Jr. (D-Ill.) asked
Chairman McConnaughey what was being
done on deintermixture, commenting that
in his opinion, the FCC's deintermixture
program has been unsuccessful. Noting that
the FCC has made Springfield, 111., in his
home district, a uhf-only market, he said
many people in his district now can get no
tv service, except by receiving vhf programs
from St. Louis.
Chairman McConnaughey replied that in
recent deintermixture activities, the FCC has
tried to create uhf islands to make stations
more competitive in these areas.
Rep. Mack said he thought it "makes as
much sense" to deintermix am and fm as
to separate uhf and vhf. "You must be following a system of moving the vhfs to the
big cities," he continued, adding that he
knew of no large cities which were made
uhf-only markets.
During Chairman McConnaughey's answer to Rep. Mack on deintermixture, he
repeated his statement made earlier in the
week that some non-broadcast services are
"looking with longing eyes" at parts of the
vhf band (see story page 58).
To Rep. Isidore Dollinger (D-N. Y.), Mr.
McConnaughey explained that the FCC and
FTC have effected a liaison system in action
against fraudulent and misleading advertising
on radio-tv (see editorial page 116).
Rep. Dollinger is author of a measure
(H Res 26) calling for a congressional investigation of fraudulent radio-tv commercials. The measure was referred to the

On another occasion Sen. Schoeppel
asked Mr. McConnaughey if there was
"reasonable unanimity" among the commissioners on the deintermixture move
taken two weeks ago. "I should say . . .
not!", expostulated the chairman with a
great show of indignation.
A chuckle ran through the audience,
when Sen. Blakley, almost plaintively,
asked: "Do you mean a station can't just
ask a network for an affiliation . . .?"
House Rules Committee, which has not
acted upon it. B«T was told last week, because Rep. Dollinger has not yet called for
a hearing on the resolution.
Rep. John V. Beamer (R-Ind.) expressed
concern about a story he said appeared in
an Indianapolis newspaper to the effect that
FCC has decided to whom ch. 13 in that
city will be granted, although no official FCC
announcement has been made.
Chairman McConnaughey said he, too, is
concerned about "leaks" of information, a
problem which causes trouble throughout
the government, he commented. Sometimes
the information "leaked" is true, sometimes
false, he said, and the FCC has tried to prevent the leaks. Only recently, the Commission decided on a policy of publishing immediately its instructions to the FCC staff
to write decisions, he explained.
Rep. Beamer also questioned the FCC
chairman on the Commission's policy of
diversification of ownership of communications media in awarding tv grants. Rep.
Beamer noted that he had introduced a bill
in the 84th Congress to prohibit discrimination against newspapers in the granting of
broadcast licenses and said he probably
would reintroduce the measure in the 85th
Congress.
Rep. Beamer indicated he felt the FCC
has made too many radio and tv grants in
Indiana to persons living outside the state.
The FCC chairman replied that the FCC,
in awarding grants, takes into consideration
the concentration of newspaper and radio-tv
holdings in a given area and also considers
local residence as a factor. However, he
said, it sometimes is hard to tell when a person is a local resident because he may have
a "local background," but live in another
community for a large part of the year.
Rep. Beamer said all the tv stations in
Indianapolis are owned by "New York capitalists," and said he feared the same situation may prevail in the ownership of uhf
stations in smaller cities in Indiana.
Replying, the FCC chairman noted that
tv grants might have been granted originally
to local residents, but often are sold later to
out-of-state interests. Asked by Rep. Beamer
if the FCC should not act to prevent such
transactions, Chairman McConnaughey said
that in the sale of a tv station the FCC has
no alternative but to approve sale to an outof-state interest if the buyer otherwise is
qualified for a tv license.
Rep. Rogers questioned Comr. T. A. M.
Craven about the latter's proposal late last
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year to junk the allocations plan and make
tv grants on a case-by-case basis [B«T, Dec.
24, 1956], indicating a concern as to how
this would affect educational tv reservations.
Comr. Craven replied that his plan proposed "special consideration" to educational
tv groups.
Chairman Harris, because of the brevity
of last week's session, limited committee
members to two questions each, but several
members forewent even this privilege out of
courtesy to each other and in the knowledge
that they will be able to ask questions at
later sessions.
It was the second appearance of the FCC
last week before a congressional committee, members having testified Tuesday before the Senate Commerce Committee (story
page 58). The FCC will also appear before
the two committees this week, on the House
side Tuesday and the Senate side Thursday.
All the members of the FCC were present
for the session Thursday, but only Chairman
McConnaughey and Comr. Craven (who
answered one question) were called upon to
testify. Also present were a number of FCC
department heads and other staff executives.
Committee members at the hearing included: Democrats — Harris; John Bell Williams (Miss.); Mack; Kenneth A. Roberts
(Ala.); Morgan M. Moulder (D-Mo.); Dollinger; Rogers, and Torbert H. Macdonald
(Mass.). Republicans — Charles A. Wolverton (N. J.); Joseph P. O'Hara (Minn.);
Robert Hale (Me.); Beamer, William L.
Springer (111.); Paul F. Schenk (Ohio), and
Joseph L. Carrigg (Pa.).
HENNINGS
ON

INQUIRY

NETWORKS

AIRED

THE explosive issue of alleged network monopoly in broadcasting was brought into the
open last week by Sen. Thomas C. Hennings
Jr. (D-Mo.), when he issued copies of correspondence he has had with the FCC.
Practical object of Sen. Hennings' statement obviously was the pending St. Louis
ch. 1 1 case. It has been reported that CBS
was to be favored for this channel. There
are three other applicants for the vhf outlet.
Sen. Hennings said that he had intended
bringing up the subject of the "antitrust aspects of the granting of licenses for television
stations" at the Senate Commerce Committee hearing last Tuesday. Since the Commission is scheduled to return Thursday,
the Missouri senator said, he intends to pursue the matter then.
The senator's release referred to a Feb.
12 letter of inquiry addressed to the FCC on
the "progressive concentration of control in
American business . . . [and] in the critical
field of broadcasting;" a Feb. 23 letter
to FCC Chairman George McConnaughey
asking why no response had been received
to his first inquiry; a Feb. 28 reply from
Acting Chairman Rosel H. Hyde; a March
1 inquiry to FCC Comr. Robert T. Bartley,
and a March 4 reply from Mr. Bartley.
In his initial letter, Sen. Hennings declared that the "one phase of monopoly in
broadcasting which clearly requires immediate attention is the position of the dominant

networks in the United States and particularly their ownership of broadcast stations,
which increases that dominance."
Referring to the "exhaustive investigation
and analysis" this "problem" is receiving
from Congress, Justice Dept., and the Commission's own network study group, Sen.
Hennings declared it was his intention to
insure that "where a choice exists" a broadcast outlet will be controlled by "non-monopolistic licensees who are part of the communities tobe served and therefore sensitive
to the needs of these communities, rather
than on the national level by dominant netIt would be improper for the Commission, Sen. Hennings said, to take any action
which would result in further network acquisitions of broadcast facilities until the
works."of these studies have been comresults
pleted. He asked to be informed whether
the Commission intended taking any "affirmative" actions on network applications
for increased broadcast facilities prior to
the completion of these studies. Since CBS
is the only network now seeking an additional facility, it was obvious that this is
Sen. Hennings' target.
Mr. Hyde responded by citing the regulations on multiple ownership and duopoly.
There are no plans to modify or deviate
from these rules, Mr. Hyde explained. Conclusions of the studies mentioned by Sen.
Hennings, Mr. Hyde pointed out, may result in revisions of these rules.
In pointed reference to the St. Louis comparative hearing, Comr. Hyde declared
that: "Since exhaustive and comprehensive
consideration of all factors can be presented
within the existing framework of the Commission's licensing scheme, and, in view of
the highly competitive nature of the multiparty comparative hearing, will almost certainlytentionbe brought
Commission's
atin that areato ofthelicensing,
it is felt
that adherence to existing procedures is in
order, until such time as a different approach might be determined."
Comr. Hyde's response bore the notation
that Comr. Bartley did not concur.
Responding to Sen. Hennings' inquiry,
Comr. Bartley explained that he has consistently maintained that when multiple
owners seek additional stations a hearing
should be ordered to consider the effects
of these acquisitions on "over-concentration
of control of broadcast media."
Comr. Bartley added: "It has been my
opinion that such increasing concentration
of ownership by networks and other multiple
owners, particularly in major markets, could
have a serious impact on our present competitive broadcast structure, affecting network affiliation, the program service in areas
involved, and competition for advertising
revenues, both national and local. I have
stated on several occasions that, in the light
of the serious policy questions presented by
these applications, the Commission should
designate such applications for hearing in
order that it might have before it a full and
complete factual record upon which it could
determine whether or not a grant of such
applications would, in fact, serve the public
interest, convenience and necessity."
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CRAVEN'S
KEY
ANALYSIS of why the tv allocations situation is as it is— and how he thinks the problem should be attacked — was given by
Comr. T. A. M. Craven to the Senate Commerce Committee last week. It is an articulate exposition of current facts and,
whether or not you agree with his conclusions, stands as "must" reading for the person interested in broadcasting. This is a
condensation.

TO
TV
ALLOCATIONS
MAZE
they are financially more attractive, these
dustry had not developed uhf transmission
package deals tend t® draw stations away
facilities capable of exploiting the potentialfrom network affiliations, a possible conseities of uhf. In spite of this, many entrequence of which is a trend away from a netpreneurs commenced operation of uhf transmitting stations with very low power, with
work system of distribution of timely information and live events of national and
consequent small service areas and poor
international importance and interest. I
technical quality of signal in the homes.
would like to point out that nothing I have
It is now obvious that the premature
said here has any reference to subscription
operation of uhf television stations with
television.
inadequate technical facilities, combined
The most significant facet of the trends
with the receiver situation previously described herein, resulted in a condition where
which I have mentioned is that they run
IN 1952 when the Sixth Report and Order
was promulgated, manufacturers in this vhf has become generally preferred by counter to the concept of free competition
which is implied in the Communications
those who support the economics of televicountry were still not in a position to produce efficient all-channel television receivers
sion as being the more useful media of tele- Act and one might conclude that the Amerwhich could be marketed at a reasonable
vision broadcasting. Moreover, since 90%
ican system of broadcasting may be at stake.
of the public look to vhf stations for their
To be more specific, it must be obvious
cost as compared to vhf-only receivers. Conprograms, receiver manufacturers claim to to all that the 12 vhf channels presently
sequently, the television receiver industry
have insufficient incentive to manufacture
manufactured receivers capable of receiving
being used for commercial television broadand market all-channel television receivers.
casting, standing alone, are pathetically invhf channels only and produced "makeIn some instances these manufacturers have
shift" tuners or converters to accommodate
adequate to provide this country with a nadiscontinued earlier
tional television broadcasting structure
research leading to erected on a sound basis from the standthe development of
point of public interest. If, as must be asan efficient all-chansumed, the present allocation of vhf specnel receiver.
trum space is all that can be made available
to television broadcasting in the reasonable
The net consequencetions just
of described
the condi-is future, we must discover methods to provide for the utilization of the 70 uhf channels as an integral part of the television
that there is an extreme scarcity of pre- broadcast structure.
ferred television transAccordingly, taking the long range point
mission facilities in
of view in the development of a sound namany of the major
tional television system, it is essential that
markets of the coun(a)
the
coverage potentialities of uhf be imtry. With this lack of
proved by taking advantage of new techcomparable competiniques; (b) the development and marketing
tive facilities, indiviof all-channel receivers be fostered, and (c)
dual station revenues
the acceptance of uhf as a valuable medium
have scored. Vhf stafor the dissemination of information and
tions have become ex- entertainment be encouraged.
tremely attractive to
capital lured by the
We May Need Both V, U
bait of bonanza returns. Many original
While it may well be that uhf will even"local" owners have
tually be accepted as a valuable medium
sold their television
(which in a number of areas it already is),
stations at a lucrative
we have no assurance at this time that it
will be an adequate substitute for vhf in
profit to non-local
multipleers.station
ownand some areas of the counFrom this it many try.markets
Therefore we must envision that the
would appear that a ultimate maximum utilization of television
trend is developing
channels may, of necessity, embrace both
vhf and uhf in the same markets or areas.
which will lead ultimately to these scarce
In any event, since the public now has such
a huge investment in vhf-only receivers, we
but preferred transmission facilities in cannot contemplate a shift to a uhf-only
COMR. T. A. M. CRAVEN: MAN WITH A PLAN
this tremendously
system on a nationwide basis, or even for
uhf channels in markets where uhf transsignificant media of mass communication
large areas, until the public is ready to accept such a radical change. Thus, it is safe
mission only was available.
being operated by a mere handful of perassumption that the use of both vhf and uhf
sons.
This "makeshift" equipment — and today's
in this country and frequently in the same
tuners and converters are nothing more than
Undoubtedly, television has had its im- community must continue for years to come
pact upon the motion picture industry which
that — is inefficient and costly to mainregardless of the improvements which the
tain compared to the receiver performance
is seeking to find an outlet for its producresearch laboratories of the country will
tions. In this connection that industry is provide for uhf.
potentialities possible today. Thus the existing receiver situation is one of the signifi- now arranging with television stations film
Therefore, as I see it, the question which
cant factors contributing to the present
package deals which, if continued along
must be answered at this time is simply this:
present lines, will gradually eat away the "In what manner can both vhf and uhf
disparity between vhf and uhf television.
time
normally allocated for timely informachannels be used, at least for the immediate
Likewise in 1952, when the "television
tion and live events. Moreover, because
future, so as to give some measure of relief
freeze" was lifted, the manufacturing inBroadcasting
• Telecasting
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to that segment of the television broadcast
industry which thus far has been unable to
find its proper place in the American system
of The
broadcasting?"
combined allocation of vhf and uhf
channels to the various communities according to market support obviously is not the
answer. To appreciate that fact all one must
do is to review the history of television over
the past few years and it becomes immediately apparent that the past "economic planning" by the FCC, if it has not failed entirely, has indeed fallen far short of expectations.
In this connection we must recognize the
fact that the government cannot force technical or economic development along specific lines if such development is inconsistent
with the accepted concepts of prudent business. Neither may the government by edict
or fiat force the establishment of television
stations in markets where there is insufficient economic support or where the public has expressed, by one means or another,
a preference contrary to the government's
planning. Consequently, further planning of
this nature, in addition to being contrary to
the public interest, does not present a solution to our problem.
Another aspect to be considered in the
development of short-range planning is the
fact that the Commission cannot force existing vhf licensees to change their channels
to uhf without affording such licensees an
opportunity to be heard in opposition to
such a move; and in such hearings the evidence must clearly demonstrate that the
change which the Commission desires to
make is in the public interest. Moreover, the
government should not and cannot make
radical changes in the existing use of television channels, particularly by shifting all
television to uhf, until it can be demonstrated that the new plan is at least equal to if
not better than the old, and until there is a
general acceptance of uhf by the public in
the form of new television receiving systems.
If the convenience of the public is to be
given proper consideration, an evolutionary
transition period must necessarily take place
and it must be expected that such a period
probably will last for several years.
Obviously, while we are awaiting the end
of this transition period something must be
done to relieve the unfortunate television
broadcasting situation as we find it in many
areas today. In my opinion, from a shortrange point of view, which is our immediate
interest, we must (a) rescind the allocation
table; (b) make available extra vhf channels in markets where vhf stations already
have a virtual monopoly; (c) encourage the
development and marketing of all-channel
receivers; and (d) preserve existing uhf
markets and, as facts warrant, increase the
number of such markets. However, it must
be remembered that in some of these uhf
areas, particularly in rough terrain, the uhf
service presently is unsatisfactory from a
technical point of view.
Unfortunately, while it is generally known
that uhf transmitting stations can provide
an excellent technical quality signal when
the receiving system in the home is efficient
and when the receiving antenna is in line-

of-sight with the transmitting antenna, it is
also recognized that, with present techniques,
the over-all coverage of uhf stations is not
as good as that which is obtained from vhf
stations.
Fortunately, however, there are in the
process of development new techniques
which, within reasonable economics, will
make possible a large degree of improvement in the coverage capabilities of uhf
transmitting stations. On the other hand,
while nothing of scientific character is impossible of achievement, it would be far
more realistic if those in the television business would accept the possibility that in
many parts of the country uhf will not prove
to be an adequate substitute for vhf except
at prohibitive costs both in money and radio
spectrum space. Consequently it may be
more prudent at this time to envision the
probability that in some areas of the country
and in many of the large metropolitan markets we must think in terms of the indefinite
use of both vhf and uhf.
In my herenceopinion,
rigid adtoits tabletheof Commission's
television assignments
to communities has fulfilled its excellent
initial
purpose.
However,
the Commission's
insistence
upon the
continuation
of the plan
beyond its initial purpose is one of the elements which enhance the undesirable trends
described hereinbefore.
In uhf certain existing stations operating
on the higher uhf channels are encountering
difficulty because existing uhf tuners are
more inefficient in the uppor portion of the
television spectrum than in the lower portion. Uhf licensees desiring to improve their
position are confronted with frustrating procedures. Many times, after battling their way
through long, weary months of administrative procedures, they fail because they cannot
find a substitute for a useful but unappliedfor channel in a small market also in the
area. Moreover, uhf licensees who may desire to use new techniques to improve thencoverage are unable to do so because the
table of assignments tends to prevent the
addition of uhf channels in the station's
own market even though the channels are
unapplied for in minor markets where in
some instances they will lie fallow for years
to come.
To date, any existing vhf station desiring
to move from a small market, in which the
economics are hopeless, to a larger market in
which competition is inadequate, is confronted with difficulties of a procedural
character involving both delay and business
risk. A vhf station now operating in a large
market, in which there are too many stations for the market to support economically,
desiring to move to a smaller market in
which there is inadequate competition is
confronted with frustrating barriers. Suoh
a station licensee must risk financial ruin by
reason of the procedures which are associated with the rule making necessary to accomplish achange in the table of assignments. While these conditions do not block
entirely the readjustments which are in accord with the natural laws of economics and
the doctrine of free competition, they do
retard them. Without this table the adjustment would come more rapidly and less
Broadcasting
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We have received our share of blanket endorsements inthe past (pink, powder blue,
and khaki included) but this one warmed
us all over Iowa.

"I wonder if you people realize the size of
your listening audience in this area*," a
visitor to WMT's Voice of Iowa program
wrote, in a sort of bread-and-butter note.
"Several of my wife's friends called up to
talk about hearing (me) on the radio. At
least 25 people talked to me about it. Yesterday we met some friends on the street
that we hadn't seen for some time . . .
they also mentioned the program. The experience was very interesting, the staff
members

very considerate, including the

man who operated the elevator."
* *

Commercial: If you need any time on a
station with a considerate elevator operator, come on up to the fifth floor.

WMT
CBS Radio for Eastern Iowa
National Reps: The Katz Agency

*96 miles north of Cedar Rapids.
**Sure we'll give you his name.
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painfully to the individual licensee and the
public.
The first 200 markets of the country may
be grouped into 169 tv markets. An examination of these 169 television markets will
show the following with respect to vhf
channels used for commercial broadcasting:
16 markets have 4 or more vhf channels each
rr
38
" 3 vhf channel each
>r
49
// 2 "
"
"
rr
28
/' | // // //
rr
38
// q ft
tt rr
Omitting overlap considerations, one
might state that the 66 markets having one
or no vhf station are markets which are
primarily uhf. The remaining 103 markets
are primarily vhf. Only 16 of the latter can
be characterized as markets in which the
doctrine of free competition is even given a
chance. Certainly in 49 of the markets
adequate competition does not prevail.
Based upon these statistics alone it is obvious
that the present blind adherence to the
channel assignment plan fosters monopoly.
Engineering knowledge of both a qualitative and quantitative nature is sparse, particularly with reference to the performance of

AMST

COMES

OUT

the television receiver manufacturing industry. Still further incentives have to be provided and in this connection we must be
realistic and envision that technical ingenuity
may be capable of providing vhf-only receivers which can be marketed at less cost,
including the 10% excise tax, than the
future tax-free all-channel receiver. I have
therefore suggested that the Commission encourage existing vhf operators in the major
markets to broadcast their programs simultaneously on vhf and uhf for such a period
of time as may be necessary to establish
uhf on a firm basis provided such dual
operation does not otherwise tend to throttle
desirable competition.
The reason for this suggestion is that,
even if the Commission should decide to
establish more uhf-only markets, it could
not accomplish this in time to constitute an
effective incentive for television receiver
manufacturers to produce and market allchannel receivers in the reasonable future.
Moreover, even if the excise tax is removed
from all-channel television receivers, the use
of such receivers in what are now vhf-only
markets would have doubtful value to the

AGAINST

CRAVEN

PROPOSAL

THE
Craven plan
to deletereceived
the FCC'sits table
of television
allocations
first
serious set back last week when the high
powered Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters announced its opposition to the dropping of the table of assignments, heart of
the proposal.
The action was taken by the AMST's
board of directors Feb. 21 in Chicago. Ten
of the 15 directors were present and the opposing statement was adopted unanimously.

AMST makes two points in its objections
to the deletion of the assignment table: (1)
That no such far-reaching move be made
until after the results of the research program now underway under the aegis of the
Television Allocations Study Organization,
and (2) fear that withdrawal of the allocations table might open the way to the reduction of mileage separations between cochannel and adjacent channel vhf stations

uhf as compared to vhf. Information is also
sparse with respect to the engineering standards of allocation which might lead to improvements in the utilization of both vhf
channels and uhf channels. I have therefore
advocated that the Commission continue its
active support of the Television Allocation
Study Organization in its program of research.
As previously mentioned, the receiver
problem is perhaps one of the most significant factors contributing to the present disparity between vhf and uhf. While the TASO
group may provide information with respect
to the future potentialities of receiver performance, their studies will not motivate
the television receiver manufacturing industry toward the development, production
and marketing of all-channel receivers. The
removal of the 10% excise tax on all-channel
receivers as proposed by both the Federal
Communications Commission and the Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee of
the Senate appears to be a most important
step toward the solution of the second problem previously mentioned.
However, we should not. assume that this
step alone will achieve the solution of the
problems previously mentioned. Still more
has to be done to stimulate the interest of

public in such markets. On the other hand,
if there were available in these large markets one or more uhf stations each transmitting good programs — even though duplicated by vhf stations- — there might be many
instances in which the public could make
use of the uhf portion of its receiver. This is
because in particular locations there will be
better quality reception of a program on uhf
than vhf.
I have witnessed the performance of uhf
in New York City. While I do not believe
that uhf will become an adequate substitute
for vhf in New York without an exhorbitant
use of radio spectrum space and without
great cost, I feel certain that in certain
localities within New York City, uhf can
provide a superior technical quality of service. Consequently I venture to state that in
New York City, which is solely vhf at the
moment, there might be a growing satisfaction on the part of an appreciable segment of the public in that city if they had
available an all-channel receiver and good
programs available on both vhf and uhf.
In rescinding the table of assignments, it
will be necessary to preserve the uhf strongholds which have or will become established. Consequently, as an emergency measure or until uhf can stand on its own feet,
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it will be necessary to prevent infiltration of
vhf stations in such markets. The Commission could designate those markets which
they consider to be primarily uhf and by
public notice indicate that the Commission
will not, for the time being, entertain vhf
applications which tend to deteriorate the
uhf characteristics of these markets. While,
at first blush, this may appear to be an adherence to the doctrine of protectionism
against competition, it is in fact, quite the
contrary. From the standpoint of the national public interest such a policy would
tend to make available ultimately far more
channels than are now being utilized and
consequently far more opportunities for the
application of competition to offset the existing trends toward monopoly contrary to
public interest.
I have advocated special cooperative
treatment for educational use of television.
I would not delete educational channels
where they are desired or needed. I have
long recognized the potential value of television in the field of education and I believe
that much more has to be done to provide
educational systems with an adequate numand the resultant lessening of protection to
uhf outlets.
The AMST statement was presented to
FCC commissioners, including Comr. T. A.
M. Craven, after whom the proposal is
named, by Lester W. Lindow, AMST executive director, and Ernest W. Jennes, AMST
counsel.
AMST comprises more than 100 topgrade vhf stations plus two uhf outlets which
operate at maximum power. It has undertaken anational uhf-vhf field strength studv
in behalf of TASO.

ber of tv channels. My suggestion is that all
of the educational institutions which indicate bona fide intentions to use tv channels in specific locations should receive special consideration from the Commission.
On the other hand, I recognize that unused channel assignments now designated
for the sole use of education, and in which
no one seems to have any interest, should
not remain fallow indefinitely. Moreover,
if television should develop technically toward the effective use of uhf it would always be possible for the presently hesitant
educators to enter the television field at
some future time when all available channels have been established on a sound basis.
New technical standards undoubtedly will
offer more to the public than my suggestions here, but, until we learn more of the
engineering facts of life, I would maintain
the present engineering standards of the
Commission. However, as TASO and others
make progress I feel certain we will know
how to secure maximum efficiency in the
use of the television spectrum and at the
same time preserve a high quality technical
service to the public. At the time this new
knowledge becomes available, the Commission will be in a position to apply new and
generally accepted engineering standards
Broadcasting
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with the maximum of flexibility which is so
lacking under the present system.
I would be less than candid if I did not
mention some of the broader aspects of the
problems which confront the Commission
with respect to all of the radio spectrum.
While these may have great impact upon the
television problem, it is my opinion that
they transcend in importance, in terms of
the national economy, even the television
matters just discussed. In fact, I am fearful
that if the Congress and the Commission
concentrate their attention solely on the
television problem they may have failed to
see the forest for the trees. I speak of the
use of the radio spectrum from the very
lowest to the very highest portion thereof.
It is here that we find all types of radio
services including aids to nagivation for
both aircraft and ships, aviation and maritime communications, air traffic control,
microwave telephone and telegraph common carrier systems, land transportation
radio systems, police, fire, and forestry radio
services, private radiotelephone and telegraph systems, and a host of other services
such as citizens radio, amateurs, television,
fm broadcasting, auxiliary radio broadcasting services, radio paging services, taxicab
services and many applications of radio to
industrial communications and processes.
The last basic allocation of this radio
spectrum to the various classes of services
was in 1946. Since that time there has been
a tremendous expansion in growth of many
of the radio services then recognized; and
there has been an increasing demand for
new uses and new applications of radio.
The net result is that again the demand
seems to exceed the supply and, again, wise
judgment must be exercised as to who is
entitled to use radio for the benefit of the
public or for their private purposes.
In 1946 the concept of vhf and uhf was
such that this portion of the radio spectrum
was considered as having relatively shortrange coverage potentialities. Some groups
advocate that these portions of the radio
spectrum may be useful for long distance
transmission with even greater reliability,
particularly in northern latitudes, than existing radio methods. Other groups dispute
this optimism. In any event, if the national
interest should indicate that the long-range
possibilities of these portions of the spectrum should be utilized, it may be necessary
to displace hundreds of existing radio stations now operating with relatively small
area coverage. It is even possible, but not
necessarily probable, that the lower portion
of the vhf television spectrum could be affected. Itis for the foregoing reasons that
the Commission will soon undertake an investigation toreevaluate and reappraise the
allocation of radio spectrum space above 25
mc (low band vhf).
Pressures from the nation's industrial and
service organizations are increasingly intense and the Commission, the administration and Congress will be confronted with
decisions involving basic policies affecting
the nation's economy which will transcend
in importance those confronting you these
past two years.
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Don't Delete 'Unique Service'
From FCC Rules, Ams Urge
DO NOT take away our added coverage
service,"
for "uniquetoldprogram
protection
19 of 23 respondents
the FCC on the
Commission's proposal to delete Sec. 3.182
(c) and (v) of its am rules [B«T, Jan. 7].
The Commission had proposed to delete the
provision — providing protection from interference beyond the normally protected contours (500 uv/m) for stations offering a
unique service — on the grounds it is too
vague and indefinite to be of assistance in
determining when a unique program service
is involved.
Deletion would create, rather than eliminate, uncertainty and confusion among
broadcast licensees, the 19 pleaded, and
that clarification rather than deletion is the
solution. ABC, CBS and several collegeowned stations were among those opposing
the Commission plan, while KXOL Fort
Worth and three consulting engineers
thought the deletion would assist the FCC.
WOV New York, WOI Ames, Iowa, and
KWSC Pullman, Wash., thought that the
section is no more vague or indefinite than
many of the standards and criteria utilized
by the FCC in many cases.
NBC

Studying WOCN

(TV) Plea

To Take Away WRCV-TV's Ch. 3
NBC was studying last week the petition
filed two weeks ago with the FCC by ch.
52 permittee WOCN (TV) Atlantic City,
N. J., to move ch. 3 from Philadelphia to
Atlantic City [B»T, March 4]. NBC's
WRCV-TV operates on ch. 3.
WOCN claimed that New Jersey, ranking
eighth in population among the states, had
no vhf television channels. WATV (TV)
Newark, N. J., ch. 13, it said, was actually
a New York City station. It pointed out that
New York state had 14 vhf and 57 uhf
assignments and Pennsylvania 1 1 vhf and 48
uhf channels. New Jersey, it declared, was
blanketed by vhf signals from New York
and Pennsylvania outlets. New Jersey had
just 14 uhf assignments, it pointed out.
NBC acquired WRCV-AM-TV last year
in its swap with Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co., whereby the network gave WBC its
three Cleveland stations (now KYW-AMFM-TV) and $3 million in exchange for the
Philadelphia outlets. This exchange is the
subject of a government anti-trust suit
against NBC, on the charge that WBC was
coerced
into the itstransaction
by NBC's
threat to withdraw
affiliations from
WBC.
Willimantic Grant Finalized
THE FCC last week finalized an earlier
initial decision proposing to grant Willimantic, Conn, a new am station on 1400 kw,
250 w unlimited. The permittee is Windham
Broadcasting Co. WHIL Medford, Mass.
was allowed to increase power from 1 kw
to 5 kw on 1430 kc. The Commission also
denied the application of Robert A. Mensel for a new am on 1430 kc in Willimantic.
Mr. Mensel was paid $3,148 by WHIL
and $2,179 by Windham for out-of-pocket
expenses. Windham principals also own
WPCT Putnam, Conn.

There's Little Chance
For Hill Music Probe
UNLESS there are some sweeping changes
in the attitudes of the Senate Commerce
Committee members the problems of The
Songwriters Protective Assn. will remain
unsolved for now. With the work load now
before the Committee and the communications subcommittee, it is most unlikely they
can get into an exhaustive series of hearings
despite the desires of SPA.
Moreover, the committee staff is not terribly impressed with the SPA attitude.
"Those fellows think they are putting on
a Broadway
production," one staff member said.
"Our committee does not go in for spectaculars," said another staff official.
The work of the committee is a painstaking, careful process of gathering evidence
and checking information, it was pointed
out.
None of the staff or committee members
say there is not good reason to explore the
writers complaints. But, they do say, the
House antitrust (Celler) subcommittee already has gone into the problems. That report has not yet been published.
The Senate wants to see the report, even
though Arthur Schwartz, a spokesman for
the songwriters, said he told Sen. Warren G.
Magnuson (D-Wash.) [B»T, March 4], committee chairman, there was a great deal of
new evidence to present the committee —
new since the Celler hearings last fall.
Magnuson Hears Group
Sen. Magnuson listened to the complaints
of the songwriters with "sympathy," one
observer said, but the Senator said he did
not understand very much about the problems. He suggested they discuss the matter
with Sen. John O. Pastore (D-R. I.), chairman of the communications subcommittee.
The group — Otto Harbach, Douglas S.
Moore, Dorothy Fields, Stanley Adams, and
John Schulman, attorney for SPA — got an
appointment with Sen. Pastore. He listened
with interest but, it is understood, refrained
from expressing any views.
He told the group he would study the
problem. "His attitude was his usual judicious one," a member of the senator's staff
said.
The writers committee left a brief with
both senators. It is understood to have made
these three points:
• Proposed legislation calling for divestiture by the networks of record com• Proposed direct supervision of the netpanies. works by the FCC.
• Suggested the FCC has authority in the
field of music which it is not now exercising.
Sen. Magnuson suggested, although his
staff admitted it was a curbstone judgment,
the writers might have a case which could
be brought before the Federal Trade Commission. He also suggested that if the writers
had cause they could take up the matter with
the Justice Dept.'s antitrust division.
Although Sen. John W. Bricker (R-Ohio)
Broadcasting
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introduced a measure last year which would
have licensed the networks, there is good
reason to believe he would not go along
with the present desires of the writers.
In a move similar to that of singer Frank
Sinatra's to the Celler subcommittee last
year, Bing Crosby wired Sen. Magnuson last
week:
feel business
very strongly
of the "Imusic
shouldthatnotthebe control
in the
possession of the very people who dominate
the air by our government's leave. As a
member of ASCAP, it is my fervent hope
that you and your committee will explore
all of the angles of the situation and you will
conclude that the public is entitled to hear
all of the music written instead of just the
music owned and exploited by the broadcasters themselves."
STORZ
SCORES
FCC
INACTION
ON WSMB
• Will Revise Own Promotion
• Giveaways May Be Revived
THE FCC was on notice last week that
the Todd Storz stations were no longer going
to lean over backward to restrain legitimate
promotional efforts, including giveaways.
This was the meat of a March 1 letter sent
to the Commission by Todd Storz, president of Mid-Continent Broadcasting Co. Mr.
Storz told the FCC that since the Commission paid no attention to his complaint
against the program practices of WSMB
New Orleans, he was revising his stations'
promotional policies.
The Storz stations in mid- 1956 voluntarily
ceased using promotional giveaways and
other such audience attention-getters when
the FCC granted Mr. Storz permission to
acquire WQAM Miami from the Miami
Herald for $850,000. By a single vote the
FCC approved the transfer, notwithstanding
the minority's desire to set the transfer application for hearing because of the moneygiveaway programs on Storz stations.
At that time Mr. Storz wrote the Commission that since the propriety of giveaways and other promotional gimmicks
was questioned he was ceasing such activities
on all stations.
Early this year, when Radio Hawaii Inc.
bought 50% ownership of WSMB New
Orleans from Paramount Gulf Theatres Inc.
for $90,000, Mr. Storz objected. He maintained that WSMB, under the direction of
a Radio Hawaii Inc. program executive,
had begun using money giveaways and
other promotional contests. He also
charged that the presence of the Radio
Hawaii executive implied a change in
WSMB management before the FCC approved the transfer. The Commission approved the WSMB transfer late last month
and told Mr. Storz it had considered the
allegations but had found Radio Hawaii
eligible [B»T, March 4]. Radio Hawaii is
part of the Founders Corp. holdings, licensee
of KPOA Honolulu. Founders also owns
WTAC Flint, Mich., and 50% of KTVR
(TV) Denver, Colo.
Storz stations, in addition to the Miami
outlet are KOWH Omaha, Neb.; WDGY
Minneapolis, Minn.; WHB Kansas City,
Mo.; and WTIX New Orleans, La.
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House

Group

to Study

FCC, Other Agencies
A SPECIAL subcommittee was named last
week by Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.)
of the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee "to review, study and
examine the execution of the laws by the
administrative and independent agencies of
the government within the jurisdiction of the"
committee."
Chairman
of the nine-man unit — the
[parent]
"Special Subcommittee on Legislative Oversight"— is Rep. Morgan M. Moulder CDMo.). Rep. Harris announced last month,
in a discussion on the House floor, that he
would appoint such a group [B*T, Feb. 11].
No schedule of hearings for the unit has
been announced.
Other members are Democrats John Bell
Williams (Miss.), John J. Flynt Jr. (Ga.),
Leo W. O'Brien (N. Y.) and John E. Moss
(Calif.), and Republicans Joseph P. O'Hara
(Minn.), Robert Hale (Me.), John K. Heselton (Mass.) and John B. Bennett (Mich.).
Rep. Harris and Rep. Charles A. Wolverton (R-N. J.), ranking Republican on the
parent committee, were announced as exofficio members with voting privileges.
A number of Democratic senators and
representatives — among them House Speaker
Sam Rayburn (D-Tex.) — criticized the FCC
and other federal regulatory agencies during
the 84th Congress, charging among other
things that the Eisenhower Administration
has had undue influence on the decisions
of independent federal agencies originally
created as arms of Congress.
During the floor discussion last month.
Speaker Rayburn said: "I trust the gentleman [Rep. Harris] will set up a subcommittee and I think under the broad authority
of this resolution he has that authority, to
go into the administration of each and every
one of these laws [creating the FCC and
other agencies] to see whether or not the
law as we intended it is being carried out
or whether a great many of these laws are
being repealed or revamped by those who
administer them."
Onondaga V Proposed
For Share-Time Operation
AN educational station and a commercial
applicant were recommended for share-time
operation on ch. 10 in Onondaga, Mich., by
an FCC hearing examiner last week. Annie
Neal Huntting favored the applications of
the State Board of Agriculture (governing
body for Michigan State University) and Tv
Corp. of Michigan Inc. (Edward E. Wilson,
60%, and WILS Lansing, 40%, the latter
principally
family) . owned by John C. Pomeroy and
Denied by the hearing examiner were the
applications of Triad Tv Corp., Booth Radio & Tv Stations Inc. (WIBM Jackson and
other stations) and Jackson Broadcasting &
Tv Corp. (WKHM Jackson), all seeking the
same facilities for Parma, Mich. The examiner heard over 90 days of comparative
hearing among the five applicants for the
channel and her initial decision filled 225
The favored applicants reached an agreepages.

ment Aug. 30, 1954, to share the channel in
the event their applications were successful.
Under the agreement, the educators will program from 9:30 a.m. -2 p.m. and 6-7:30
p.m. Mondays-through-Fridays; 10 a.m.2 p.m. Saturdays, and 12 noon-4 p.m. Sundays, with the commercial operators to use
the channel at all other times. Michigan
State agreed to construct a transmitter plant
at its own cost to be used by both stations.
Tv Corp. will pay annual rental base on
a proportion of the actual air time used by
both fore
stations,
plus 20%
federal income
taxes.of its net income beOnondaga is approximately midway
between Jackson and Lansing in south-central Michigan.
Michigan State U. is licensee of WKARAM-FM East Lansing and permittee of ch.
60 WKAR-TV, which began operations Jan.
13, 1954. The examiner ruled that the construction permit of WKAR-TV must be surrendered byState Board of Agriculture if it
receives the ch. 10 grant.
State Board and/or Tv Corp. were favored over the other three applicants on integration of ownership and management,
broadcast experience, local residence, past
operation of broadcast stations and awareness of community needs and most likely to
effectuate their programming proposals.
Court Denies Protest
Against Miami Ch. 10
The U. S. Court of Appeals for D. C. last
week refused to stay the Feb. 8 grant of
Miami ch. 10 to Public Service Tv Inc., subsidiary of National Airlines Inc. The threejudge Washington court denied requests for
a stay filed by WKAT Miami, Fla., and
Eastern Airlines Inc.
The Miami grant was made by the FCC
over violent protests by WKAT (which had
been recommended for the vhf grant by
the hearing examiner) and Eastern Airlines.
Basic attack was on the public policy of
having an airline own and operate a television station. The controversy touched off
congressional interest with several communications from Sen. A. S. Mike Monroney
(D-Okla.) and even flared into the newspaper
columns via Drew Pearson.
The appeals court members were Chief
Judge Henry W. Edgerton, and Circuit
Judges Charles Fahy and George Thomas
Washington. Arguing for WKAT was Paul
A. Porter, former FCC chairman; for Eastern, Harold L. Russell, Atlanta, Ga.; for the
FCC, Daniel R. Ohlbaum, and for National,
Norman E. Jorgensen. Argument was held
Thursday
and the court's denial was
issued thatmorning
afternoon.
WMEX Gets License Renewal
AFTER three years of trying, WMEX
Boston, Mass., last week received a renewal
of its license from the FCC, which upheld
a hearing examiners initial decision recommending the licensing.
WMEX first applied for renewal Jan. 18,
1954, which protested at a hearing because
of the station's broadcast of horse racing
information. In granting the license renewal,
the Commission found that WMEX has not
broadcast the objectional programming for
sometime.
Broadcasting
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New Orleans, Beaumont Uhfs
Ask FCC for Move to Ch. 12
TWO uhf tv stations — one dark and one on
the air — last week petitioned the FCC to
order them to show cause as to why they
should not be authorized to operate on ch.
12 in Beaumont and New Orleans.
The Commission, two weeks ago, announced that it had instructed its staff to
draw up orders adding ch. 12 to both of
these cities [B«T, March 4]. Ch. 31 KBMT
(TV) Beaumont asked for temporary authority tobegin operating on ch. 1 2 and that
the request be acted on concurrently with or
subsequently to grant of ch. 4 BeaumontPort Arthur. Port Arthur College holds an
initial decision for this facility following an
agreement with two competing applicants
[B*T, Feb. 17].
KBMT was on the air for over two years
but has been dark since mid- 1956. Ch. 6
KFDM-TV is the only Beaumont station
presently on the air.
Operating ch. 20, WJMR-TV New Orleans, which originally requested a show
cause order for ch. 12 Feb. 14, repeated its
request and asked that action be taken concurrently with a final order allocating ch. 12
to New Orleans. The station said that it is
ready to commence operations on the vhf
channel immediately and that it would be
impossible for WJMR-TV to continue operating as a u in a four-vhf New Orleans
market.
The only v presently operating in New

Orleans is ch. 6 WDSU-TV. Also assigned
are educational ch. 8 (WYES [TV]) and ch.
4 WWL-TV (which is forbidden to start
construction by the FCC, pending outcome
of the deintermixture proceedings) .
New U Assignments Sought
In York, Pa., Niagara Falls
CH. 49 WNOW-TV York, Pa., last week
asked the FCC to institute rule-making proceedings toward assigning ch. 33 to York
and to issue a show cause order as to why
WNOW-TV should not shift operations to
that channel. Ch. 31 WTPA (TV) Harrisburg, Pa., has a request before the Commission that the same facility, presently assigned to Reading, Pa. (now dark WEEUTV), be reassigned to Harrisburg, 20 miles
from York.
WNOW-TV said that it would be willing
to accept any picture image interference
which might occur from ch. 18 WTLF (TV)
Baltimore (not yet on air) and asked FCC
to waive its separation requirement of 75
miles. Distance between the proposed
WTLF transmitter and that of WNOW-TV
is 48 miles, the petition stated. (Both
WNOW-TV and WTPA (TV) are presently
on the air.)
A similar petition was filed by ch. 59
WNYT-TV Buffalo, N. Y„ seeking to exchange its authorization for ch. 29. now
assigned to Niagara Falls, Ont. The petitioner said that it had an opportunity to buy
the used equipment of ch. 17 WBUF

(TV) Buffalo at a substantial reduction in
original cost. This equipment, WNYT-TV
said, could be used on a lower uhf channel
such as 29 but is not adaptable to use on
its presently assigned channel.
The station said that it expected to be
able to compete financially with two vhf
stations in Buffalo because of the large number of uhf receivers in the area and that
the requested channel assignment would
meet all mileage separation requirements.
Rome Citizens File for Ch. 9
Now Held by WROM-TV
REQUEST for the channel (9) now held by
WROM-TV Rome, Ga., was filed with the
FCC last week by Tv-Rome Inc. in an
effort, the application said, to keep a local
tv service in Rome. Applicant for ch. 9 is a
group of Rome citizens headed by James
H. Scarborough and R. L. McBrayer and
their wives.
A year ago WROM-TV requested FCC
permission to move its transmitter to a location approximately 45 miles north of Rome
(near Chattanooga, Tenn.) and on Jan. 4
the Commission asked for comments on a
proposal to shift ch. 9 to Chattanooga. A
protest to this reallocation of ch. 9 also was
filed last week by Mr. Scarborough.
The applicant requested 12 kw, antenna
320 ft. above average terrain and estimated
construction costs as $142,869, with $89,000 for first year operation.
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THE FCC is bracing itself for expected oppositions bytv operators and grantees whose
vhf channels have been moved away from
their cities. This was done in the Commission's far-reaching first step toward deintermixture two weeks ago [B«T, March 4].
It also was expecting objections from uhf
operators in the two cities where v channels
were retained — Hartford, Conn., and Madison, Wis.
Basic attack, it was obvious, will be the
inconsistencies between the newly segregated
areas and those where uhf-vhf integration
remains.
No announcement has come from General Electric Co. regarding its attitude toward the Commission's shift of ch. 6 — now
occupied by GE's WRGB (TV)— from
Schenectady to Syracuse, N. Y. It was
understood, however, that FCC commissioners were told last week that the statement of R. W. Welpott, WRGB station
manager, that GE would fight the move,
"did not represent the General Electric Co."
Official GE reaction so far is "no comment."
A check of Washington attorneys representing the other four vhf permit-holders
who are supposed to lose their channels
indicated that WIRL-TV Springfield, 111.
(ch. 8), WTVW (TV) Evansville, Ind. (ch.
7), KFRE-TV Fresno, Calif, (ch. 12) had
decided to file court appeals against the
FCC's actions. WMAY-TV Peoria, 111. (ch.
2), was giving "serious consideration to the
question of whether to appeal or not."
The Commission actions two weeks ago
BOXSCORE
STATUS of comparative hearing cases
for new tv stations before FCC:
AWAITING FINAL DECISION: 8
(Figures in were
parentheses
arguments
held.) indicate dates oral

CHECK

THE

RATINGS

• 49.3% Share-of-Audience in
Metropolitan Portland.
• 13 of Top 15 Weekly Shows.
• 8 out of Top 10 Multiweekly.
Source: January 1957

Portland ARB

Represented Nationally by
CBS Television Spot Sales
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Seattle, Wash., ch. 7 (12-17-56); Indianapolis, Ind., ch. 13 (5-25-56); St. Louis, Mo.,
ch. 11 (7-9-56); Orlando, Fla., ch. 9 (6-1956); Buffalo, N. Y., ch. 7 (9-24-56); Boston,
Mass., ch. 5 (10-29-56); Biloxi. Miss., ch. 13
(12-18-56); Pittsburgh, Pa., ch. 11.
AWAITING ORAL ARGUMENT: 3
(Figures
in parentheses
indicate dates initial decisions
were issued.)
San Francisco-Oakland, Calif., ch. 2 (6-2556); Coos Bay, Ore., ch. 16 (7-20-56); Hatfield, Ind.-Owensboro, Ky., ch. 9 (2-18-57).
AWAITING INITIAL DECISION: 3
(Figures
parentheses
indicate dates records werein closed
after hearings.)
Toledo, Ohio, ch. 11 (1-25-56); OnondagaParma, Mich., ch. 10 (3-2-56); McKeesportPittsburgh,, Pa., ch. 4 (1-7-57).
IN HEARING
6
Sheboygan, Mich., ch. 4; Mayaguez, P. R.,
ch. 3; Victoria, Tex., ch. 19; Beaumont,
Tex., ch. 6; Ponce, P. R., ch. 7; Lubbock,
Tex., ch. 5.
IN COURT
6
(Appeals from tv grants in U. S. Court of
Appeals, Washington.)
Miami, Fla., ch. 7; Wichita, Kan., ch. 3;
Portsmouth, Va., ch. 10; Knoxville, Tenn.,
ch. 10; Miami, ch. 10; Supreme Court:
Shreveport, La., ch. 12; Sacramento, Calif.,
ch. 10; (petitions for writs of certiorari
submitted).

ATTACKS

DEINTERMIXTURE
shifted ch. 2 from Springfield to St. Louis,
Mo., and offered ch. 36 KTVI (TV) St.
Louis temporary operation on that vhf
channel; ch. 7 from Evansville to Louisville,
Ky.; ch. 8 from Peoria to Davenport, IowaRock Island-Moline, 111.; and ch. 12 from
Fresno to Santa Barbara, Calif.
The Commission also voted to retain ch.
3 in Hartford and Madison, and to instruct
its staff to write an order placing ch. 12
in New Orleans, La., and Beaumont-Port
Arthur, Tex., ch. 3 to Lake Charles-Lafayette, La., and ch. 1 1 to Houma, La.
In his testimony before the Senate Commerce Committee earlier last week, FCC
Chairman George C. McConnaughey said
there were about 10 more deintermixture
actions awaiting FCC decision. These include the proposals to add vhf channels to
Miami, Fla.; Norfolk, Va.; Charleston and
Columbia, S. C, and Duluth, Minn.-Superior, Wis.
Pending FCC action are requests to deintermix these cities:
Biloxi, Miss.; Columbus, Ga.; Raleigh and
Charlotte, N. C; Ft. Smith, Ark.; Corpus
Christi, Tex.; Jacksonville, Fla.; Erie, Pa.;
Spartanburg, S. C; San Francisco and Sacramento, Calif.; Flint, Mich.
$47 Million Excise Tax Paid
By Radio, Tv, Phono Business
EXCISE taxes on radio, tv and phonograph
sets brought $46,950,000 into the U. S.
Treasury in the last quarter of 1956, the
Internal Revenue Service revealed last week.
Radio, tv and phonograph sets produced
revenue of $42,865,000. Records gave the
Treasury $4,093,000.
The figures topped government returns of
1955 for the last quarter. Tv, radio and
phonograph sets brought into the federal
coffers about $200,000 more than in 1955.
Records produced an increased income of
about one million dollars.
Matta Trusteeship Petition
Denied for Pittsburgh Ch. 4
FCC last week denied a petition by Matta
Enterprises (one of five applicants for ch.
4 Pittsburgh) for establishment of an interim trusteeship to construct and operate
a tv station on that channel pending a final
grant of the facility. The other four applicants are Tv City Inc. (favored in an initial
decision), WCAE Pittsburgh, Wespen Tv
Co. and Irwin Community Tv Co.
The Commission ruled that proceedings
were so far along (toward a final grant)
that the proposal would not speed a new tv
service for Pittsburgh; that in view of opposition of Wespen to a trusteeship, there
is no assurance that the five parties could
reach accord on interim operation of the
proposed station, and that the Matta proposal was vague in details as to the interim
operation.
Broadcasting
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The only transmitter made
for full 540-1600 Kc. Tunes
to Conelrad without buying extra parts. Guaranteed
first on tune-up. At certain frequencies actual unused
capacitors become self-contained spares. If you resell, when going to higher power, BC-1J will operate
at any broadcast frequency. Complete relay complement for ease in remote control and equipment
protection — no circuit breakers. Twin-drive audio
for low distortion. Center line metering.

Big all the way — in
component size, electrical strength and mechanical design. Full-fledged Tee
network. Edgewise ribbon coils in entire final tank.
Roomy cabinet eliminates parts stacking. Ample
space between parts means cooler operation. Extra
large main plate transformer weighs 92 pounds and
rated continuous duty at 90% sine wave modulation
— not just average modulation.

Response, distortion
and noise pleases
the most exacting engineer. Extremely low harmonic
radiation. Negligible intermodulation. BC-1J is
known as an easy modulator because of abundance
of R.F. drive and high power capabilities of 833A
modulators ... a transmitter that sounds as good as
the published specifications.

★
Based on field reports
compiled by Gates sales
engineers, BC-1J outsold all competition during 1956
and came close to equaling the combined sales of
any two competitors, notwithstandina one competitive
model less in price.

QUEBEC, CANADA
THE CANADIAN MARCONI CO.

OFFICES IN:
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GATES RADIO COMPANY, QUINCY, ILL., U.S.' A.
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Fresno

Sale

Among Three Filed
CONTROLLING interest (51%) of KBIF
Fresno, Calif., has been sold by John Poole
Broadcasting Co. to David Harris and
Ethan Bernstein of Fresno for $40,800,
subject to FCC approval. Poole retains
49% and a second Poole corporation, John
Poole Radio Properties Inc., entered a
long-term lease agreement with KBIF Inc.
covering the station's real estate.
Mr. Harris will become president of the
station and Mr. Bernstein secretary-treasurer. Poole also owns KBIG Catalina,
Calif., which will continue to sell time jointly
with KBIF, and holds cps for ch. 53 KB IDTV Fresno and ch. 22 KBIC-TV Los Angeles, neither of which is on the air. KBIF
is on 900 kc with 1 kw daytime only.
Filed last week for FCC approval was
the $215,000 sale of WCTC-AM-FM New
Brunswick, N. J. [B»T, Mar. 4], to a group
headed by Joseph L. Rosenmiller and Peter
A. Bordes. Selling the station is the Chanticleer Broadcasting Co., whose president
since its founding in 1946 has been James
L. Howe.
This is the second station property bought
by the Rosenmiller-Bordes group in its plan
to secure several radio-tv properties, the
other being WESO Southbridge, Mass. Also
one of the purchasers is Louis J. Appell Jr.,
president of WSBA-AM-TV York, Pa.
WCTC-AM-FM balance sheet, as of Dec.
31, 1956, showed current assets of $40,633,
total assets $150,307, current liabilities
$24,436, earned surplus $82,018 and total
capital $125,870.
WCTC is on 1450 kc with 250 w and
the fm outlet operates on 89.3 mc with
1 kw.
S. L. Goodman is seeking FCC approval
for the sale of WDDY Gloucester, Va., to
the station's vice president and manager,
Charles E. Springer, former 33V3% owner
of WKIK Leonardtown, Md. The station,
on 1420 kc with 1 kw day, went on the air
only last Jan. 20. Mr. Springer is paying
$4,000, plus the assumption of approximately $8,500, which represents Mr. Goodman's expenses in establishing the station.
A May 1 deadline was set for FCC approval
of the purchase.
Mr. Goodman also owns WYTI Rock
Mount, WILA Danville, and 60% of WYSR
Franklin, all Virginia.
FCC Grants Seven Cps
For New Radio Stations

Yes . . . cut it any way you like, and you'll
agree WBNY is the BIG VALUE BUY in the
Buffalo market. There's just one true measure
of
any major
radio station's
and that
is number
of listeners
secured worth,
per advertising
dollar expended. And in Buffalo, WBNY
delivers more listeners per dollar than any
other station. Check WBNY . . . and
see why more and more national .
advertisers are budgeting more and ljljlfSj
more dollars
the station that gets If^JS
results
. . . on
WBNY.
BURKE-STUART
National Representatives
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FCC last week granted seven construction permits for new radio stations.
Colorado Springs, Colo. — Western Broadcasting Co., 1580 wc, 500 w daytime. Western co-owners are David P. Pinkston, general manager of KDAV Lubbock, Tex., and
Leroy Elmore, 30% owner of KDAV.
Daytona Beach, Fla. — Volusia County
Broadcasting Corp., 1380 kc, 1 kw daytime.
Volusia principals include Lyman W. Menard (42.6%), former announcer-engineer at
WNDB Daytona Beach, and Julia F. Menard (42.6%), housewife.
Athens, Ga. — Southeastern Broadcasting

System, 1470 kc, 1 kw daytime. Southeastern owner is James S. Rivers, owner of
WMJM Cordele and 90% of WTJM East
Point, both Ga.
McRae, Ga.— Radio Telfair, 1410 kc, 1
kw daytime. Equal partners of Radio Telfair are Allen M. Woodall, 50% owner of
WDAK Columbus, Ga., and 30% owner of
WGEA Geneva, Ala.; Miles H. Ferguson,
sales manager of WDAK and 25% owner
of WJHO Opelika, Ala., and WGEA; W.
Newton Morris, 40% owner of WMLT
Dublin, Ga., and George T. Morris, 60%
owner of WMLT.
Georgetown, Ky. — Robert E. Johnson,
1580 kc, 250 w daytime. Mr. Johnson is
owner of Southwest Tv Sales & Service.
Rayville, La. — Richland Broadcasting
Co., 990 kc, 250 w daytime. Richland principals are Charles L. Planchard, 16% owner of KNOC Natchitoches, La., and H. E.
Ratcliff.
Bamberg, S. C. — Bamberg County Broadcasting Corp., 790 kc, 1 kw daytime. Bamberg co-owners are Lewis F. and P. E.
Brabham, owners of the Bamberg Herald,
and A. T. Fisher Jr. and Joe Speidel III,
owners of Speidel-Fisher Broadcasting Co.
(WOIC Columbia, WPAL Charleston, and
75% of WQOK Greenville, all S. C).
Protestants

Challenge

Jesuit Ownership of Tvs
THE right of Jesuit organizations to own
and operate tv stations in New Orleans
and St. Louis has been challenged by Glenn
Archer, executive director of Protestants
and Other American United for Separation
of Church and State.
In a letter to FCC Chairman George C.
McCOnnaughey, Mr. Archer charged that
the Jesuit order — Roman Catholic Society
of Jesus — is an alien within the meaning of
the Communications Act. He also charged
that "the organization is so thoroughly partisan and separatist in its religious and moral
policies that it is incapable of dealing fairly
with any religious point of view other than
that of the Roman Catholic Church."
Targets of the attack were St. Louis U.
and Loyola U., New Orleans, both Jesuit
universities. St. Louis U., through St. Louis
Telecast Inc., is one of the five applicants
for ch. 11 in that city now awaiting a final
decision. Loyola U. oWns WWL-TV, which
holds a grant for New Orleans ch. 4 but has
been prohibited by the FCC from starting
construction pending outcome of the deintermixture proceedings.
KNEW

Sale Authorized

SALE of KNEW Spokane, Wash, was approved by the FCC last week. The station
was sold by Scripps League Newspapers
Inc. (40%), Burl C. Hagadone (40%) and
Harry Henke Jr. (20%) to Mount Rainier
Radio & Tv Broadcasting Corp. (Lester M.
Smith and Lincoln Dellar and their wives)
for $422,648. Mount Rainier is licensee of
KJR Seattle, KXL Portland, Ore. and
KHMO Hannibal, Mo. The Dellars also
own KXOA-AM-FM and ch. 40 KCCC-TV
Sacramento, Calif.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

Pre-show line up of Edgar Bergen's "Do You Trust Your Wife" presents striking view of 8 of the 9 Mitchell cameras which film
the popular TV show in one continuous run.

MORE

MULTIPLE

CAMERA

Battery of Nine Mitchell Cameras
Photographs Edgar Bergen's TV Show
One of the most startling developments in TV film making is
today's growing use of multiple camera set-ups. An outstanding
example of this trend is Edgar Bergen's popular weekly TV show
on CBS, The Don Fedderson Production, "Do You Trust Your
Wife?" for which a battery of nine Mitchell 35mm cameras is used.
Four cameras are in simultaneous operation at all times and sound
and filming is continuous for one hour before a live audience;
later editing reduces footage to a half-hour show. Director Jim
Morgan has made over 50 shows to date with nine Mitchell cameras used in this technique.
Similar to this production format is NBC's Groucho Marx Show,
"You Bet Your Life," where eight Mitchell cameras are used.
Multiple camera work places great demands upon the cinematographers' equipment. Mitchell Cameras meet these exactinglyuniform precision filming requirements as do no other cameras
in existence. For information, write : Mitchell Camera Corporation,
666 West Harvard St., Glendale 4, California.
Looking into the imposing array of cameras are Edgar Bergen, Charlie McCarthy
and contestants.

TV

FILMING
BLACKBOARD

CONTESTANTS ANNOUNCER

\

A X XN
\ /
\ /
AS

Positions of the 9 Mitchell cameras are shown
here. Four groups of 2 cameras each are
used, with one camera in each group always
shooting, second camera takes over when
first reaches end of film.

CORPORATION

*85% of professional motion pictures shown in theatres throughout the world are filmed with a Mitchell
Visit the Mitchell Camera Booth — No. 54 — at the International Photographic Exposition, Washington, D. C.
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A WHOLE new corporate set-up to encompass all of Time Inc.'s broadcasting properties is expected to be spelled out this week
with the filing of application with FCC covthe company's
$15,750,000
tioneringof three
radio and
three tv acquisistations
from Consolidated Television & Radio
Broadcasters Inc.
TLF Broadcasters Inc. (the initials stand
for Time Inc.'s Time, Life, and Fortune
magazines) has been formed as a subsidiary
of Time Inc. to hold all the stocks of all of
the parent company's radio and tv properties. In addition, TLF Broadcasters, which
will not itself be a licensee, has incorporated
two subsidiaries in preparation for taking
over the Consolidated stations. One of these
subsidiaries will operate WOOD-AM-TV
Indianapolis and WTCN-AM-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul.
Wayne Coy, who with Time Inc. currently
owns KOB-AMTV Albuquerque,
is slated to be president of the TLF
subsidiary, which
will operate the Indianapolis and
Minneapolis - St.
Paul stations. Under him, Eldon
Campbell, Time
Inc. consultant on
broadcast
manageMR. COY
ment who most recently has been on
special assignment at Time Inc.'s KDYL
Salt Lake City, is expected to be named vice
president and general manager of the
WFBM-AM-TV division, and Phil Hoffman,
manager of Time Inc.'s KLZ-AM-TV DenASSOCIATES
GET

PRESIDENCY

MR. HOFFMAN

MR. CAMPBELL

ver, is due to take over as vice president and
general manager of the WTCN-AM-TV division.
There has been no decision as to Mr.
Hoffman's successor at KLZ-AM-TV, where
Hugh B. Terry is president and general manager.
Willard Schroeder will continue as vice
president and general manager of WOODAM-TV, where he has served under the
present ownership.
TLF Broadcasters, which will serve as a
sort of holding company for all the various
properties — and which was set up by Time
Inc. in order to segregate its broadcasting interests from its other operations — will be
headed by Roy E. Larsen, Time Inc. president, as board chairman and president.
Weston C. Pullen Jr., Time Inc. vice president and head of its broadcasting activities,
will be executive vice president. Arnold W.
Carlson, also a Time Inc. vice president,
will be vice president and treasurer; John
W. Harvey, Time Inc. controller, will be
secretary, and Andrew Murtha, also of
Time Inc., will be assistant secretary and assistant treasurer.
The board members of TLF will be

basically the same as those of its various
licensees, and the stations will continue to
operate largely autonomously.
The applications for FCC approval of the
acquisition of the Consolidated properties
are expected to be filed early this week, approximately afortnight after the Consolidated stockholders, headed by Board Chairman Harry M. Bitner Sr., gave their formal
approval to the transaction [B«T, March 4].
The papers will point out that if final
FCC approval has not been received within
eight months after the Consolidated stockholder's adoption of their liquidation plan —
which would be eight months from Feb. 26
— then either buyer or seller may terminate
the agreement on five days written notice to
the other.
Time Inc.'s current radio-tv interests include 100% of KLZ-AM-TV, 80% of
KDYL and KTVT (TV) Salt Lake City, and
50% of KOB-AM-TV. The Albuquerque
properties, however, are being sold to KSTP
Inc. by Time Inc. and Mr. Coy, president
and general manager as well as half owner,
in a separate transaction.
Cravath, Swaine & Moore and Pierson,
Ball & Dowd are the laws firms representing
Time Inc. in the Consolidated transactions,
while Dempsey & Koplovitz represent Consolidated.
WOR Working on Travel Market,
Described as Vast Ad Source
A MOVE designed to tap the expanding
travel field for radio was reported last week
by Robert J. Leder, manager of WOR New
York, who announced the appointment of
Paul Andrews as the station's first director
of travel and transportation advertising.
Mr. Leder said the "mushrooming travel
industry represents a vast and comparatively
untapped source of radio advertising."
Mr. Andrews, who conducts WOR's
nightly Let's Travel, is a former advertising
manager of Sabena Airlines.

IN PGW

COMPANY

STOCK

ACTIVE associates of Peters, Griffin, Woodward Inc., radio-tv station representative,
have acquired full stock ownership in the
company, H. Preston Peters, PGW president, is announcing today (Monday).
The acquisition of all stock ownership
was made possible by the sale last year of
all remaining shares held by James L. Free,
one of the founders of the firm who retired
from active company management last May.
The corporate name, Peters, Griffin,
Woodward Inc., was activated on March 15,
1956. Before that date, the firm was known
as Free & Peters Inc. Top officers of PGW
are Mr. Peters; Lloyd Griffin, vice president
and director of television, who joined the
firm in 1945 after service as radio director
with Knox Reeves, Minneapolis, before
World War II, and Russel Woodward, executive vice president and director of radio, with
PGW since 1934, a former member of
George Batten Co., and, shortly after the
merger of that firm with BBDO, one of the
five founders of Benton & Bowles in August
1929.
Page 80
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ON HAND for a dinner held in conjunction with the stockholders meeting in
New York of Peters, Griffin, Woodward Inc. were:
Seated (I to r): William W. Bryan, vice president, manager Detroit office;
Russel Woodward, executive vice president, director of radio; H. Preston Peters,
president; Lloyd Griffin, vice president, director of television; Jones Scovern,
vice president, treasurer; Hal W. Hoag, vice president, West Coast manager.
Standing (I to r): Jack Brooke, eastern sales manager, television; William Tynan,
midwest sales manager, television; Arthur Bagge, midwest sales manager, radio;
Otis Williams, television sales, New York; Lon King, assistant vice president;
John Sias, assistant to director of television; Daniel Mosely, assistant to director
of radio; Robert Somerville, radio sales, New York; George Castleman, new
business development, television; John A. Thompson, assistant sales manager,
radio; Frank Woodruff, director of radio promotion and research; and John
Francis, radio sales, New York.
Broadcasting
Telecasting

WGR,

Transcontinent

Merger Hinges on Vote
STOCKHOLDERS of WGR Corp., licensee
of WGR-AM-TV Buffalo, N. Y., and Transcontinent Television Corp., owner of
WROC-TV Rochester, N. Y., and 50% of
WSVA-AM-TV Harrisonburg, Va., will vote
March 25 on a plan for the merger of the
companies. The merger envisages the exchange of 18 shares of Transcontinent stock
for each share of WGR stock.
Principals of WGR are George Goodyear,
chairman-president; J. Eugene McMahon,
Arthur Victor Jr., William A. Lutz, Seymour H. Knox II, Seymour H. Knox III,
J. Fred Schoellkopf IV and Paul A. Schoellkopf Jr. The latter three also are directors
of Transcontinent.
Principals of Transcontinent, in addition
to the WGR directors are David C. Moore,
H. W. Chamberlain, David G. Forman,
Arthur Heimbach, Paul Renshaw, and Preston L. Wright Jr. Messrs. Chamberlain,
Heimbach and Renshaw are executives of
General Railway Signal Co., which owns
50% of Transcontinent.
WPTV (TV) Staffers Named;
Blair Tv Appointed as Reps
THE completed staff of WPTV (TV) West
Palm Beach, Fla., has been announced by
John H. Phipps Broadcasting Stations. Sale
of the ch. 5 facility (formerly WJNO-TV)

to the Phipps firm was approved by the FCC
last fall.
General manager of WPTV is Stephen
P. Willis. Department heads are W. L.
Woods, national sales manager; Robert F.
Carris, program director; Gino Ricciardelli,
chief engineer, and W. A. Snowden, director
of engineering. L. Herschel Graves is managing director of the Phipps group (WTAL
Tallahassee, WTYS Marianna, both Fla.;
WKTG Thomasville, Ga.-WCTV (TV) Tallahassee-Thomasville and (WPTV).
WPTV has appointed Blair Television
Assoc. national sales representative and
Harry E. Cummings for the Southeast.
Local Color Now on WBRE-TV
LOCAL live color made its debut on
WBRE-TV Wilkes-Barre, Pa., last Monday
with the opening of a "Color Week." The
inaugural was held next door to WBRETV studios at Fowler, Dick & Walker department store, which has been originating
live telecasts for almost a year. Local color
shows originated hourly in the store and
could be seen on color sets on every floor.
In addition to the Fowler, Dick & Walker
program, At Home in the Little White
House (local cut-in on the daily NBC-TV
Home show), fashion shows, houseware
demonstrations and regular WBRE-TV
features were telecast in color from the
store. WBRE-TV is adding at least six
hours of local live and film color weekly
to its network color schedule.
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to St. Louis effective April 15.
The St. Louis office will be mantell, aged
currently
of
by Alan Axthe Katz Chicago
office. At the outset it will be staffed
by five men whose
work will be specialized by media.
MR. AXTELL
In addition to Axtell, there will be
television and radio specialists to be named
in the near future.
WABC-TV

Sets Up Department

CREATION of a department of sales development and research was announced last
week by Robert L. Stone, vice president in
charge of WABC-TV New York. John Curtis has been named director of the new local
service. Mr. Curtis transfers from WABD
(TV) New York, where he was a sales representative. From 1953 to 1956 he was with
ABC-TV as researcher and presentation
writer in television sales development.
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to Shift Missouri Office
Kansas City to St. Louis
Katz Agency, national station and
representative firm, last week announced the transfer of its Missouri office
from Kansas City
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tion Inc.
Non-network sales in 1956 reached a new
high, increasing exactly 40% over the preceding year, the report showed. After Federal income taxes, net profits totalled $478,112.09 as against $274,738.61 for the same
period in 1955. And net earnings per share
amount to $.88 as compared to $.50 for
1955 — these figures based on 542,130 shares
outstanding at last year's end.
KBST-TV Now KEDY-TV

CAS WALKER (1), Knoxville, Tenn.,
city councilman and operator of a
chain of supermarkets, signs for the
Cas Walker Farm and Home Hour,
7-8 a.m. Monday-through-Friday show
on WBIR-TV that city. With him is
John P. Hart, WBIR-TV president.
WJR's Total Advertising Sales
Hit Record $3,516,764 in '56
GROSS advertising revenues of $3,516,764.70 — a record high — were garnered by
WJR Detroit during the year ending Dec.
31, 1956, a report released last week to
stockholders revealed. The amount is a
27.5% increase over advertising sales for
1955 ($2,759,802.56), according to John F.
Patt, president of WJR, The Goodwill Sta-

KEDY-TV are the newly-granted call letters for the KBST-TV Big Spring, Tex., television station, now owned-and-operated by
Texas Telecasting Inc., W. D. (Dub) Rogers,
president of Texas Telecasting, announced
last week.
Soon after Texas Telecasting took over
operations from Big Spring Television Inc.,
Mr. Rogers said, KEDY-TV's program
schedule was enlarged to an average of 15
hours each weekday. Texas Telecasting also
operates KDUB-TV Lubbock and KPARTV Sweetwater-Abilene, both Texas.
KTVX (TV) Increases Rates
KTVX (TV) Tulsa, Okla., has issued a new
rate card (No. 4), raising its rates effective
this Friday (March 15). Hourly rates are
being raised for the following: Class AA —
from $500 to $600; Class A— from $400 to
$500; Class B— from $300 to $400. Class
C rates will remain the same — $200 for one
hour.

WTPA

BARES

HEART

WTPA Harrisburg, Pa., presented a
live, one-hour remote program of a
heart operation performed last month
at the Presbyterian Hospital in Philadelphia.
Don Wear, station manager, who
directed the nine-man control crew
in WTPA's mobile unit, narrated the
program which showed an operation
to relieve coronary thrombosis. Six
doctors, nurses and the patient made
up the "cast" for the show, televised
for' educational purposes and to support the 1957 Heart Fund drive.
The second portion of the program
included films of more difficult operations and of related fields to heart
surgery — research, patient care, preparation for an operation, technical
apparatus used, discussion of the normal and the diseased heart and types
of medical and surgical treatment.

WTIC Promotes Johnson, Others
As Firm Is Given Tv Go-ahead
WALTER C. JOHNSON, assistant general
manager of WTIC Hartford, Conn., has
been named vice president and general manager of Travelers
Broadcasting Service Corp.and(WTICAM-FM
ch. 3
WTIC-TV), it has
been announced by
Morency. Paul W.
President

/w

Thementannouncefollowed the
FCC decision not
to delete the sole
MR. JOHNSON

vhf channel assigned to Hartford

deintermixture proceedingsin [B«T,
March 4].
last fortnight's
WTIC was granted ch. 3 last July but had
been forbidden to build until the FCC had
dealt with the deintermixture proposal.
Also promoted were Leonard J. Patricelli
from program manager to vice president,
programs, and Bernard L. Mullins, public
relations director, to vice president for that
department. Irwin Cowper, assistant sales
manager, was named sales manager.
New

7 TtltPRONlPTtlf MOD V!
«K ABOUT IHf HEW 195

sl
ot T.feP..-pTe. ,e,l.rm..,.e
«.,e th.n 1,000.00° h.,.,s
THZPrompier
Corporaiion
I
311 West 43rd St., New York 36, N.Y. • JUdson 2-3800
HERBERT W. HOBLER, V. Pres. Sales JAMES BLAIR, Eqpt. Sales Mgr.
LOS ANGELES • CHICAGO • WASHINGTON, D.C. • PHILADELPHIA
t
DETROIT • MIAMI • TORONTO • LONDON
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Post for William Berns

WILLIAM A. BERNS, WRCA-AM-TV
New York news and special events director,
has
begun a toyear's
of absence
from
the stations
take leave
the post
of managing
director of the Marine Amphitheatre, Jones
Beach, Long Island. Mr. Berns will return to
the NBC-owned outlets March 1, 1958.
He will report to New York State Park
Commissioner Robert Moses, who asked for
Mr. Berns' services in a letter to Brig. Gen.
David Sarnoff, RCA and NBC board chairman. As managing director, Mr. Berns will
work with bandleader Guy Lombardo, who
produces the annual shows at Jones Beach.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

Lang

Named

Manager

Of
GE's Electric
Stations
GENERAL
Co. announced last
week that the company's radio and television
stations and the Maqua Co., a wholly-owned
affiliate (a printing
plant), have been
assigned to the advertising and sales
promotion department of the apparatus sales division of GE. These
units formerly had
been assigned to
GE's public and
employe relations
services.
MR. LANG
J. Milton Lang,
formerly general manager of the company's
tube department, was named general manager of broadcasting stations' operations and
president of the Maqua Co. In his new post,
Mr. Lang will have overall responsibility
for GE's radio and tv stations in Schenectady—WRGB (TV), WGY, WGFM (FM)
and WGEO (shortwave). Mr. Lang assumes
the dual responsibilities formerly handled by
Robert B. Hanna, who recently was named
general manager of GE's industrial heating
department in Shelbyville, Ind.
A GE spokesman said present station
managers would continue in their posts, reporting to Mr. Lang.

Station Representative Company
Formed in N. Y. by Jack Masla
JACK MASLA, former executive vice president and general manager of Burke-Stuart
Co., New York, last week announced formation of a new station representative firm
under his own
name, Jack Masla
& Co., 551 Fifth
Ave., New York,
and plans to establish a branch office
in Chicago. Telephone number of
the New York office is Yukon 67370. The new corporation will represent both radio and
tv stations.
MR. MASLA
Mr. Masla has
been in broadcasting since 1947. He joined
Burke-Stuart in 1954 as vice president in
charge of the New York office when that
firm was first organized and subsequently
was promoted to executive vice president
and New York office general manager. He
resigned Feb. 15.
McKee Buys KOWB for $75,000
RICHARD P. McKEE has puchased KOWB
Laramie, Wyo., from John Alexander and
George Dent for $75,000, it was announced
last week. Allen Kander & Co., Washington,
D. C, was broker for the transaction.
KOWB, a Mutual affiliate, operates on 1340
kc with 250 w. Mr. McKee formerly was
with WINS New York and the Berkshire
School in Sheffield, Mass.
Telecasting
Broadcasting

*LATEST ROCHESTER
PULSE, OCT. 1956
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STATIONS
WVET
TV

WVET

IS

FIRST

Rochester advertiser in any field
(maybe first anywhere) to take ALL
the outside advertising on a Transit
Company bus . . . front, sides and
back! Brilliant in Purple, White and
Yellow, the WVET bus plies Rochester streets every day, catching
every eye . . . reminding ail that . . .
WVET

IS

FIRST

in Rochester radio audience acceptance, with
• MELODY FIDELITY, America's
most listenable music presented by
the town's most popular DJ's from
dawn to signoff.
• LATEST LOCAL NEWS
hour on the half-hour.
• ABC NETWORK
WVET

IS

every

FEATURES.
FIRST

in advertising response too . . . your
best radio buy in Rochester, N. Y.

LIVE OR DELAYED
A NEW YORK State Supreme Court Taylor said, in filming or kinescoping a
Justice and a former general counsel of trial for telecasting after the case is
over. In this way, he pointed out, the
the FCC
agreed
a broadcastmight
"debate"
that
cameras
and in
microphones
well public tensions would be minimized and
be admitted to court proceedings, but pressures on judges and other participants would not be made greater.
differed on whether their coverage should
be live or delayed.
Judge Hart, already on record in favor
The debaters were Justice Walter R.
of "absolutely" permitting the telecastHart and Attorney Telford Taylor. They
ing of "any and all trials which the public
might be interested in" [B»T, Feb. 18],
gave their views on "Should Courtroom
argued that television is entitled to cover
Trials Be Televised?" on WCBS-TV New
trials live for the same reasons that other
York's half-hour Right Now program on
Saturday, March 2. Oddly, perhaps, it was
segments of the press are entitled to do
so.
the judge who advocated free admittance
for broadcasting, while the former FCC
As it is, he maintained, newspaper
official took the limiting viewpoint.
versions of a trial vary from paper to
Mr. Taylor, U. S. chief counsel for
paper, so that the public may get "four
war crimes in the Office of Military ing.
or five versions," whereas television
Government (1946-49) as well as former
FCC general counsel, held that there are would give only one, without editorializrelatively few trials that television would
Messrs. Hart and Taylor were agreed
be interested in, and those chosen for
that
tv equipment need not be obtrusive
telecasting would likely be the more
in the courtroom, and that excluding
sensational ones apt to arouse emotions
to a high pitch. In lengthy trials, he felt, television would not solve the problem
complete coverage would be impossible of judges, lawyers and others — even
Senators and Congressmen, Mr. Taylor
without sponsorship. The sensational
trial where public emotion runs high, noted — "hamming it up" during the
course of proceedings.
he
constitutes the "main hazard"
in tvsaid,
coverage.
Newscaster Ron Cochran was moderator for the discussion.
He could see "no real objection," Mr.
WTVT
Cited

NT . Y.

Represented Nationally by
THE BOLLING COMPANY
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COURTS:

(TV) Newsman
For Contempt

A WTVT (TV) Tampa, Fla., newsman
faces City Judge John Rudd, of Tallahassee,
today (Monday) because silent film footage
shot in the corridor outside the courtroom
appeared on the station in violation of a
court order.
The municipal judge told Jack Murphy,
Tallahassee correspondent of WTVT, during
a segregation trial that he should destroy
his film, shot Feb. 25. Later that day the
coverage appeared on WTVT, according to
Dick John, station news director.
George Thurston, covering for WFLATV Tampa, destroyed his footage in Judge
Rudd's presence on court order, the jurist
having observed him using his camera. Mr.
Murphy voluntarily told Judge Rudd that
he, too, had shot silent corridor scenes but
instead of destroying the film on the spot
he sent it by plane to Tampa.
Mr. Murphy was instructed last Monday
by Judge Rudd to appear voluntarily in
court. He will be accompanied by counsel
assigned by Oklahoma Publishing Co., operator of WTVT.
WATE

ROCHESTER,

IN

Names

Carpenter

DAVID H. CARPENTER, former manager of WATO Oak Ridge, Tenn., has been
appointed manager of WATE Knoxville, it
was announced last week by W. H. Linebaugh, vice president of WATE Inc. and
general manager of WATE-AM-TV. During
the past year Mr. Carpenter served as sales
manager of KOAT-TV Albuquerque, N. M.

New

Contract With WABC

Signed by Martin Block
SIGNING of Martin Block to a new fiveyear contract with WABC New York was
announced last week by Stewart Barthelmess,
general manager of the station. It is reported
the pact calls for a minimum guarantee of
about $1 million for the five years.
Under terms of the contract, Mr. Block
will conduct a Monday-Friday 1 1 -noon EST
program and 3-6 EST show. He will discontinue his ABC Radio activities during
the day, but will continue Teen Dance Party
(ABC Radio, Mon.-Fri., 6:25—6:30 p.m.
EST), sponsored by American Home Foods.
In addition, on ABC Radio, Mr. Block will
present 20 five-minute programs under sponsorship of Carling Red Cap ale, on each
of seven selected weekends from March 15
through Aug. 21, with the programs on Friday and Saturday evenings.

UL
RF
S
POWE
AN'
HIG
MIC
250 WATTER
HEARD AROUND
WORLD
THE
. . . WHLS is responsible for
more newsworthy stories fea-s
tured by. A. P. than any other
station in the country.
4 FULL TIME NEWSMEN
community
station
Port Huron's
Represented Nationally by Gill-Pcrna
For Detroit — Michigan Spot Sales
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YOUR
RAILROAD

FARE

TOTAL

You

still

TICKET

6¥-'74
.... .

7b. 6^

pay

these

"temporary"
wartime

taxes

During World War II, Congress levied special
taxes on the passenger fares and the freight
charges paid to railroads and other forms of
public for-hire transportation. One reason for
these special taxes was to discourage the use of
these transportation facilities in wartime.
The war ended more than ten years ago but
these taxes go on — and on. They still add an
extra 10 per cent to the passenger fares you
pay, and they add 3 per cent to the freight
charges on everything that moves by public carriers such as railroads.
The reason for these "temporary" wartime
taxes vanished long ago. But they are still discouraging the use of our public transportation
systems. And by so doing, these taxes are weakening our public carriers — essential to peacetime commerce and vital to national defense.
These discriminatory and burdensome taxes
should be repealed — now!
ASSOCIATION

OF

AMERICAN
RAILROADS
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Broadcasting
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WKY

Inc. Promotes Lovell

H. J. LOVELL has been appointed to the
newly created post of director of technical
operations for the WKY Television System,
is was announced last week by P. A. Sugg,
executive vice president. "Our expanded
operations and the importance of maintaining our technical equipment at the highest
possible standard made it advisable to create
the top echelon engineering position now
filled by Mr. Lovell," said Mr. Sugg. For the
past 25 years Mr. Lovell has been chief
engineer of WKY-AM-TV Oklahoma City,
Okla., and has been with station for a total
of 28 years. WKY Inc. is also licensee of
WSFA-TV Montgomery, Ala., and WTVT
(TV) Tampa-St. Petersburg, Fla.
REPRESENTATIVE APPOINTMENTS
WHYN-AM-TV Springfield, Mass., appoint
Harry Wheeler & Co., Boston, as their New
England representative.

10

NEW

MEMBERS

ON

TEN new members were elected to the
NARTB Radio Board last week, with seven
others re-elected, according to results of the
annual election announced by Everett E.
Revercomb, NARTB secretary-treasurer.
Nine odd-numbered districts elected board
members, plus two each in the four-at-large
categories (large, medium, small and fm
stations).
Results were tabulated by an elections
committee comprising George Roeder,
WCBM Baltimore, chairman Everett L.
Dillard, WASH (FM) Washington, and Carl
Lindberg, WPIK Alexandria, Va.
Tv board members will be elected Thursday afternoon, April 11, at the final session
of the NARTB convention in Chicago.
Elected to the Radio Board for two-year
terms were:
Dist. 1— Daniel W. Kops, WAVZ New
The New

WPOP Hartford, Conn., appoints KettellCarter as its exclusive New England representative.

NARTB

BOARD

Fort Worth (has frequently served on board).
Medium — J. Frank larman, WDNC Durham, N. C. (re-elected). Small — William C.
Grove, KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo. (re-elected).
FM — Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM Washington
(has served before).
Elected for one-year terms were: Large —
lohn M. Outler, WSB Atlanta (board chairman, re-elected). Medium — Todd Storz,
KOWH Omaha, Neb. Small— J. R. Livesay,
WLBH Mattoon, 111. FM — Merrill Lindsay,
WSOY-FM Decatur, 111. (re-elected).
Retiring as at-large directors are John F.
Patt, WJR Detroit (large); Cecil B. Hoskins,
WWNC Asheville, N. C. (medium); F.
Earnest Lackey, WHOP Hopkinsville, Ky.
(small), and Edward A. Wheeler, WEAWFM Evanston, 111. (fm).

Faces on The Board

REPRESENTATIVE PEOPLE
Milton H. Klein, sales representative in L. A.
office of Frank King & Co., named L. A.
manager. Frank Arthur, salesman for
KVVG
(TV) Tulare, Calif., joins company's
sales force.
Stu Barondess named manager of new
Dallas office, Stars National Inc. New Office
is located at 1000 Main St., Suite 624. Telephone: Riverside 2-3605.
Leonard Ross, assistant research director,
Forjoe & Co., to Charles Bernard Inc. as
account executive in N. Y. office.
Robert G. Spielmann, NBC Radio Spot
Sales, to George P. Hollingbery Co., N. Y.,
as tv salesman.
J. Taggert Simler, sales manager, AdamYoung Inc., Chicago, and Thomas H. Belvisio Jr., salesman, CBS-TV New York, to
The Katz Agency, N. Y., tv sales staff. Mr.
Simler succeeds Chuck Dwyer who joins
WTVN-TV Columbus, Ohio, as local-regional sales manager.
STATION PEOPLE
E. Berry Smith elected vice president-general manager, WFIE-TV Evansville, Ind.,
succeeding Ted Nelson, who became consultant for WFIE-TV and will remain with
station until end of March.
Bill W. Fillingham, assistant manager,
WNAV Annapolis, Md., named general
manager, succeeding Malcolm A. Campbell Jr.
Dick Amundson, manager, KNOE Monroe,
La., to WYOU and WACH-TV Norfolk,
Va., as general manager.
Ralph Hansen, formerly program director,
WHAS-TV Louisville, Ky., to KYW-TV
Cleveland, as program manager. Sam
Gifford, program director at WHAS-AM,
succeeds Mr. Hansen.
Page 86
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Mr. Kops

Mr. Strouse

Mr. Eppel

r. Livesay

Haven, Conn, succeeding Herbert L. Krueger, WTAG Worcester, Mass. (board vice
chairman).
Dist. 3— Donald W. Thornburgh, WCAU
Philadelphia, succeeding George H. Clinton,
WPAR Parkersburg, W. Va.
Dist. 5— Hugh M. Smith, WCOV Montgomery, Ala., succeeding Owen F. Uridge,
WCKR Miami, Fla.
Dist. 7— Robert T. Mason, WMRN
Marion, Ohio (re-elected).
Dist. 9— William Holm, WLPO LaSalle,
111. (re-elected).
Dist. 11— Ray Eppel, KORN Mitchell,
S. D., filling a post that has been vacant
since resignation of F. E. Fitzsimonds from
KFYR Bismarck, S. D.
Dist. 13— Alex Keese, WFAA Dallas
(re-elected).
Dist. 15— J. G. Paltridge, KROW Oakland, Calif., succeeding William D. Pabst,
KFRC San Francisco.
Dist. 17— Tom Bostic, KIMA Yakima,
Wash., succeeding Richard M. Brown, KPOJ
Portland, Ore.
Large Stations — Harold Hough, WBAP

Mr. Thornburgh

NARTB Appoints Carlisle
To Station Relations Post
WILLIAM

CARLISLE, NARTB field representative, has been appointed manager of
the association's station relations
department. He succeeds
Jack Barton, resigned [Closed
Circuit, March
4].
Mr. Carlisle
joined NARTB in
August, 1954, havsalesing previously
managerbeenof
the Rust Industrial
SBpr^A

Co. broadcast
divi*ion.
Before join-

had
he Vt.,
ing Rust,
^HHmi
Manchester,
MR. CARLISLE
been
with WKBR
and other New England stations. He also
was radio director of Western Adv. Agency,
Manchester.
In World
War II he was a captain in the
Marine
Corps.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting
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20-Second
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1. This is the famous Raytheon KTR-1000A microwave
relay — just one in the biggest line of TV microwave
relays in the industry.

2. Available in rack mounted or portable, 100 milliwat s or one watt at 6000 and 7000 mc; and 100 milliwat s in portable at 13,000 mc.

3. Four light, compact, portable units, total weight
only 162 lbs., ideal for remotes. Provide simultaneous
transmission of high fidelity audio with full NTSC
color or monochrome video.

A. As STL's too, Raytheon links provide reliable, lowcost operation, with either portable or rack mounted
equipment.

MYTH

Elm

Excellence in Electronics

5. These and many other advantages add up to one
big FACT— Raytheon KTR links outsell all competitive
makes.

Broadcasting

Telecasting

6. For full details, please write Raytheon Manufacturing Company, Equipment Marketing Department, Waltham 54, Mass., Dept. 6120.
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TO

TALK

MEETING

• Will open annual convention
• Booth, Jensen also on agenda
THREE major speakers were added to
NARTB's annual convention program last
week as the association wrapped up final
plans for the industry meeting to be held
April 7-11 at the Conrad Hilton Hotel,
Chicago.
Gen. Alfred M. Gruenther, president of
the American Red Cross and former supreme allied commander in Europe, will
deliver the opening address April 9 as management sessions get underway. He will

WORL

STATIONS
IN

LISTENING
during
daytime's
most important
Out hours.*
of 30
consecutive
quarter hours,
WORL
is 1st in 22
and
2nd in 8!

speak prior to presentation of NARTB's
1957 Keynote Award for distinguished service to broadcasting. Recipient of the award
will be former President Herbert Hoover.
Arch N. Booth, executive vice president of
the U. S. Chamber of Commerce, world's
largest business organization, will address
the April 11 luncheon on the subject
"People, Product and Progress: 1975."
Axel G. Jensen, Bell Telephone Labs director of visual and acoustics research, will
be guest speaker April 8 at the opening day's
luncheon of the four-day Engineering Conference. Mr. Jensen has received many high
international awards. He is a fellow and
former director, Institute of Radio Engineers,
and fellow-engineering vice president, Society of Motion Picture & Television Engineers.

SO
SELL
THE
BOSTON
AUDIENCE
Low rates
make it your
best buy
by
in Boston!
Represented
nationally
Headley-Reed

WORL
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'Latest Nielsen, Nov. 1956
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Luncheon Speakers
Luncheon speaker April 9 will be FCC
Chairman George C. McConnaughey.
NARTB President Harold E. Fellows will
be the April 10 luncheon speaker.
NARTB has revised its agenda for the
April 1 1 morning television session. Instead
of panels on color tv and films, the program
will be devoted entirely to tv copyright
problems. Following board policy, President
Fellows has invited non-NARTB members
to take part in this meeting which is expected to feature proposed formation of an
all-industry copyright committee operating
outside the association. The ASCAP tv
copyright contracts expire at the end of
1957, with radio contracts expiring a year
later.
Some talk has been given to the idea of a
special tv film session, but thus far the convention committee has announced no definite plans.
Members of NARTB's Fm Committee,
meeting Thursday in Washington, laid out
plans for a special fm session the afternoon
of April 8. Topics to be taken up at a panel
session include availability of fm frequencies and transmitter equipment, production
of am-fm auto radios, receiver availability
and sales, status of set counts and surveys,
and acceptance of fm as an advertising
medium. Committee members showed interest in the increased imports of fm sets from
West Germany and other countries.
The Fm Committee adopted a resolution
urging fm members who use both am and
fm call letters in station breaks to identify

their fm frequencies if they do this on am
breaks.
John F. Meagher, NARTB radio vice
president, said NARTB now has 330 fm
station members. He reviewed a recent survey of fm stations.
Donald deNeuf, formerly of Rural Radio
Network, Ithaca, N. Y., resigned from the
committee, having entered another field.
Attending the Thursday fm meeting were
Edward A. Wheeler, WEAW-FM Evanston,
111., chairman; Raymond S. Green, WFLN
(FM) Philadelphia; Merrill Lindsay, WSOYFM Decatur, 111.; Ben Strouse, WWDCFM Washington, and George Volger,
KWPC-FM Muscatine, la. Fred Rabell,
KSON-FM San Diego, Calif., was excused.
Participating for NARTB were Messrs. Fellows and Meagher; A. Prose Walker, engineering manager; Robert L. Heald, chief attorney; Richard M. Allerton, research manager; Donald N. Martin, assistant to the
president-public relations; Joseph M. Sitrick, manager of special projects and member participation, and Thomas B. Coulter,
assistant to Mr. Meagher.
Oklahoma Broadcasters Elect
KASA's Morris as President
LEO MORRIS, KASA Elk City, was reelected president of Oklahoma Broadcasters
Assn. at the March 1 meeting, held at Enid.
W. M. Brubaker, KRHD Duncan, was reelected secretary-treasurer and Pat Murphy,
KCRC Enid, was elected vice president.
Directors elected were George Overton,
KMUS Muskogee; Eddie Peake, KTOW
Oklahoma City; Winston O. Ward, KBEL
Idabel; James R. Bellatti, KSPI Stillwater;
John M. Mahoney, KVIN Vinata, and Edward A. Ryan, KSIW Woodward.
With 150 members attending, OB A
adopted a resolution opposing the proposed
2% state tax on advertising on the ground
it would work a hardship on all media and
open the door to a new type of taxation on
services. A bill to regulate outdoor advertising, pending in the Legislature, was opposed as discriminatory against advertising.
A separate group, Oklahoma Sports
Broadcasting Assn., was formed with 31
radio stations as members. It is a general
and limited partnership designed to negotiate contracts with Oklahoma U. and Oklahoma A. & M. to produce and broadcast
football and basketball as well as to arrange
suitable sponsorship. Under present procedure, the highest advertising bidder acquires
broadcasts rights to games with stations paying afee to the university and using the pickup from the originating station. The new
plan would cut cost of handling games for
stations distant from the universities.
Allen Heads Sportscasters Assn.
MEL ALLEN, freelance sportscaster, has
been elected president for 1957 of the
Sports Broadcasters Assn. of New York.
He succeeds Led Dillon, WFAS White
Plains, N. Y. Other newly-elected officers
are Chris Schenkel, freelance, 1st vice
president; Frank Litsky, United Press radio,
2d vice president; Perry Smith, NBC, secretary, and Guy Lebow, treasurer.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

He forgot that "Scotch" is a brand name for tape!

It's easy for all of us to fall into bad habits!
While we welcome the mention of our product
on your programs, we ask that you respect our
registered trademark. If it is impossible for you

MINNESOTA

MINING

AND
ST. PAUL 6,

O ADC A STING

Telecasting

to use the full name correctly: "SCOTCH"
Brand Cellophane Tape, or "SCOTCH" Brand
Magnetic Tape, etc., please just say cellophane
tape or magnetic tape. Thank you.

MANUFACTURING

COMPANY

MINNESOTA
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TV Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; Joseph L. Stem
(Ogden Prestholdt, alternate), CBS; Orrin
W. Towner, WHAS-TV Louisville; John
E. Young, RCA.
Panel 2 — Receiving Equipment

FOUR organizations promoting National Radio Week May 5-1 1 will wage special
campaigns to broaden observance of the event this year, with details drafted
at a planning session held last Monday at NARTB Washington headquarters.
Broadcast observance will be boosted at a rally during the industry's April
convention. At the planning session (I to r): Julius Haber, RCA, chairman of public
relations-advertising committee of Radio-Electronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn.; John F.
Meagher, NARTB radio vice president; Sherril Taylor, vice president-promotion
director. Radio Advertising Bureau; William Burger, representating National
Appliance & Radio Dealers Assn.
Radio Week

Promotion Plans

Finalized by Sponsoring Groups
A PROMOTION timetable dovetailing plans
of the four associations jointly sponsoring
National Radio Week, May 5-11, was drawn
up last Monday at a meeting of representatives of the sponsoring groups — NARTB,
National Appliance & Radio-Tv Dealers
Assn., Radio Advertising Bureau and RadioElectronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn.
NARDA will promote the week in a special issue of its NARDA News, offering ways
for dealers to promote the event and to tie-in
with broadcasters, distributors and manufacturers. NARTB will supply stations with
promotion kits in late March and will enlist
the support of some 200 civic and trade organizations. ARadio Week rally will be held
the afternoon of April 10 during the
NARTB convention in Chicago. RAB will
send kits with spot announcements appealing to segments of the public as well as business and civic groups, plus transcribed jingles. RAB officials will speak at a dozen
points during the week. RETMA will provide material for guidance of manufacturers,
urging them to work with their field forces,
distributors and dealers.
RETMA Meets in Washington
Will Exhibit New Building
FIRST quarterly meeting of Radio-Electronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn. members will open
Wednesday at the Sheraton Park Hotel,
Washington. Government officials and legislators will be guests during the conference.
A reception for government, press and
other groups will be held Thursday at the
new RETMA Bldg., adjoining the BroadPage 90 • March 11, 1957
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St., opposite the Mayflower Hotel.
Progress of the RETMA-sponsored closedcircuit tv educational experiment in the
Hagerstown, Md., public schools will be
given Thursday.
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, General Electric
Co., will preside at a board meeting Friday
when the annual nomination for the RETMA
Medal of Honor will be made. James D.
Secrest, RETMA executive vice president,
said a score of committee and other group
meetings will be held Wednesday. Julius
Haber, RCA, will direct a meeting of the
Public Relations & Advertising Committee.
Military and other group meetings will be
held Thursday. A board luncheon will wind
up the program at noon Friday.
TASO

Completes

Panel

Membership

THE Television Allocation Study Organization announced last week complete personnel making up the complement of the five
panels which will investigate the capabilities
and future potential of uhf television.
Following are the panel members, announced by Dr. George R. Town, with
additional members to be appointed.
Panel 1 — Transmitting Equipment
William J. Morlock (chairman), GE;
Ralph N. Harmon (vice chairman) , Westinghouse Bcstg. Co.; Harold G. Towlson (secretary), GE; Benjamin Adler, Adler Communications Labs; Joseph B. Epperson,
Scripps-Howard Radio; Ralph L. Jay,
WRLP (TV) Greenfield, Mass.; Robert M.
Morris, ABC; Charles Sakoski Sr., WB RE-

William O. Swinyard (chairman), Hazeltine Research; Kenneth O. Chittick (vice
chairman), RCA; Stephen Ronzheimer (secretary), Hazeltine Research; William F.
Bailey, Hazeltine Corp.; K. Blair Benson
(Joseph L. Stern, alternate), CBS; William
Boothroyd (Robert C. Moore, alternate),
Philco; Edward D. Chalmers (Rudolph W.
Selbmann, alternate), Oak Mfg. Co.; Dudley
E. Foster, Hazeltine Research of Calif.; Vincent Friberg, F. W. Sickles Division, General Instrument Corp.; George W. Fyler
(John F. Bell, alternate), Zenith Radio;
Edwin B. Hassler (Louis W. Schreiner,
alternate), Warwick Mfg. Corp.; Stephen
W. Kershner, A. D. Ring and Assoc.; Ove
Peterson, Admiral Corp.; Joseph S. Robb
(Mathew W. Slate, alternate), Radio Condenser Co.; David Sillman, Westinghouse
Electric Corp.; Evan S. Tobey, Packard-Bell
Electronics Corp.; Earl W. Whyman, Sylvania Electric Prods.; Raymond S. Yoder,
Motorola; Edward S. White (observer),
Warwick Mfg. Corp.
Panel 3 — Field Tests
Knox Mcllwain (chairman), Burroughs
Corp.; Frank L. Marx (vice-chairman),
ABC; Harris O. Wood (secretary) (James
W. Dougherty, alternate), Philco Corp.;
Orville R. Bakeman, GE; Edward E. Benham, KTTV Los Angeles; Joseph L. Berryhill, KRON-TV San Francisco; Richard J.
Farber, Hazeltine Corp.; Earl Floyd, Admiral Corp.; Raymond F. Guy, NBC;
Thomas E. Howard, WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C; Dorman D. Israel, Emerson
Radio & Phonograph; Phillip B. Laeser,
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee; Eugene E. Overmier, Sylvania Electric Prods.; James D.
Parker (Ogden L. Prestholdt, alternate),
CBS; Willard J. Purcell, WRGB (TV)
Schenectady, N. Y.; Charles Sakoski Sr.,
WBRE-TV Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; Donald C.
Shaw, WWLP (TV) Springfield, Mass.;
Matthew Soja, Westinghouse Electric Corp.;
Orrin W. Towner, WHAS-TV Louisville;
Glenn G. Boundy, Storer Stations.
Panel 4 — Propagation Data
Frank G. Kear (chairman), Kear and Kennedy; Stuart L. Bailey (vice-chairman),
Jansky and Bailey; Clyde M. Hunt (secretary), WTOP-TV Washington, D. C; Cecil
S. Bidlack, National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters; Kenneth R. Cooke, WGBI-TV
Scranton, Pa.; John Creutz, Page, Creutz,
Steel & Waldschmitt; George C. Davis,
George C. Davis; William S. Duttera, NBC;
A. James Ebel, KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb.;
John A. Fergie, WRLP (TV) Greenfield,
Mass.; George E. Hagerty, Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co.; Howard T. Head, A. D.
Ring & Assocs.; James C. McNary, James
C. McNary; Clure H. Owen, ABC; Ogden
L. Prestholdt (Alois T. Beck, alternate),
CBS; Lucien E. Rawls, WSM-TV Nashville,
Tenn.; Nevin L. Straub, WJ AC-TV JohnsBroadcasting
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Morley
Service

separates

the

boys

arnard
from

the Minute

Men

I'm one of 4500 dealers who represent
the Union Oil Company of California.
Minute Men, we call ourselves,
because we feature service that's the last
word for speed with thoroughness.
Regular customers take it for granted.
But we nearly always get a comment
from the new ones. Last week, for
example, a man I'd never seen pulled up
at my station here in Cedar Hills, Oregon.
In 4V2 minutes we filled his tank with
gasoline, checked his oil and tires, added
clean water to his radiator and battery,

washed his windows, brushed out his car,
emptied the ashtrays and gave him his
receipt.
"I've been in a lot of gas stations,"
he said, "but nothing like this ever
happened."
I bragged a little: "Service is what
separates the boys from us Minute Men."
"Aren't you ever tempted to take short
cuts?" he asked.
I allowed as how we sometimes were.
But there were two big reasons we didn't.
First, Union Oil. They spend thou-

WE NEARLY ALWAYS GET A COMMENT FROM THE NEW CUSTOMERS
sands of dollars perfecting new service
techniques, then teach them to us for
nothing. We've learned it pays to keep
our service up to the quality of Union Oil
products. And they're the finest!
Second, ourselves. Every Union Oil
dealer owns or leases his own station.

This gives you the incentive to make
every customer a satisfied one.
You know, I think he liked my answer
almost as much as the service. Just the
other day he stopped in for a credit card.
"Go ahead," he said with a smile as we
started our service routine. "Spoil me!"
A union oil station, customers tell us,
is the only place where the service is certain to be good as the gasoline.
This is high praise of our dealers, because their gasoline is new Royal 76, the
West's most powerful premium.
As long as our economy furnishes both
the dealers and Union Oil the incentive
to constantly do better the things we do
well, this happy situation is likely
to continue.
YOUR COMMENTS ARE INVITED. Write:
The Chairman of the Board, Union Oil Co.,
Union Oil Bldg., Los Angeles 17, Calif.

Union
Oil
Company
OF CALIFORNIA
MANUFACTURERS OF ROYAL TRITON, THE AMAZING PURPLE MOTOR OIL
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TRADE ASSNS.
town, Pa.; Warren L. Braun, WSVA-TV
Harrisonburg, Va.
Panel 5 — Analysis and Theory
Robert M. Bowie (chairman), Sylvania
Electric Prods.; William B. Lodge (vicechairman) CBS; Benjamin F. Tyson (secretary), Sylvania Electric Prods.; Howard T.
Head, A. D. Ring & Assocs.; Jack W. Herbstreit (Robert S. Kirby, alternate), National
Bureau of Standards; Charles J. Hirsch,
Hazeltine Corp.; Robert M. Morris (G. Edward Hamilton, alternate), ABC; Donald
W. Peterson, RCA; Ogden L. Prestholdt
(Edwin W. Davis, alternate) CBS; Joseph
Spindler (Roger Norby, alternate), Zenith
Radio Corp.; George R. Townsend, WWLP
(TV) Springfield, Mass.; Ira J. Kaar (observer), Hoffman Electronics Corp.
DOUBLED

AM

SPOTS

BY '60, EASTMAN
SAYS
• Tells Ohioans it's possible
• Partridge, Cox also heard
SPOT radio billings can be doubled by 1960
to around $300 million, Ohio Radio & Tv
Broadcasters Assn. members were told Friday by Robert E. Eastman, executive vice
president of John Blair & Co. Mr. Eastman was one of several speakers at the meeting, held at the Biltmore Hotel, Dayton.
David Partridge, president of Broadcasters' Promotion Assn. and manager of advertising and sales promotion for Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co., criticized an advertiseragency practice of giving awards for winners
of station promotion contests. BPA officially
opposes such contests, he said.
Kenneth A. Cox, special counsel for the
Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee, explained federal regulation. He
said Congress has defined regulation in general terms, leaving enforcement to the FCC
which applies rules from case to case.
Broadcasters should carry out their public
service responsibilities so vigorously that
there can be no occasion for any thought
of government control, he said. He reviewed
the committee's network study and effectiveness of programming. The Westinghouse
public service programming clinic, held Feb.
27-March 1 in Boston [B«T, March 4], was
"a definite step in the right direction," he
said.
Spot radio's current billings can be doubled by 1960, Mr. Eastman said, by "constantly improving our programming product
and doing a more effective sales job" to increase advertiser "appreciation of the sales
effectiveness of evening, weekends and the
daytime hours from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m." Nor is
$300 million a "ceiling, by any means," he
added.
Mr. Eastman devoted most of his speech
to the radio station representative's "expanding role," pointing out that it now encompasses— among other things — programming
counsel, research, assistance in developing
rates; consultation on promotion, advertising and exploitation; and sales development,
as well as the basic function of straight
selling. He saw "a greater need than ever
before for more of a partnership type of
Page 92
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relationship between the station and the representative."
He said that networks, although competing with national spot for business, have
"a valuable place," and asserted that "I have
reason to believe that (they) will not only
survive, but some of them may prosper far
beyond anythingbothrealized
the past."
He
complimented
ABC inRadio
and CBS
Radio for the daytime rate increases they
announced recently, and asserted that in the
past "too much network sales emphasis has
been
on price."
"There
is room for both [national
networks], but each must prove his
the advertiser on more than just
the medium is ever to realize the

spot and
value to
price if
share it

deserves
of the national advertising budget,"
he declared.
Mr. Eastman broke down the sources of
Blair radio business as follows: From New
York 60%; Chicago 16%; St. Louis 6%;
Los Angeles 4% ; San Francisco 4% ; Detroit
3.5%; Dallas 2%; Boston 1.5%; Atlanta
1%, and all other markets 2%.
He advised broadcasters: "Don't be
afraid to spend money toward the end of
making more money. Believe in this medium
and its future all the time.
Mr. Partridge said stations should discourage advertiser-agency practices of conducting contests among station promotion
managers on the theme of "the best allaround job of audience promotion, exploitation or publicity" on their particular programs.
"Such contests," Mr. Partridge said, are
"a not too subtle attempt to unduly influence
a promotion manager to exert a little more
effort, spend a little more of his precious
budget, offer a little more lagniappe to one
specific advertiser's program or campaign —
if you will, a bribe for these extra efforts and
He made clear he was opposed to this type
expenditures."
of contest in particular, not to contests in
general, pointing out that WBC has had contests running — within its own organization

— "almost continuously for the past three
years." But these, he explained, are run on
an equitable basis and are designed to stimulate each participant to put forth his best
efforts "in order that his station's improvement would be greater than that shown by
any other WBC station."
Tv's Overall Reach

Cited by TvB's Cash
EVERYBODY — regardless of income or
educational level — wants television, Norman
E. Cash, president of the Television Bureau
of Advertising, told tv executives, advertisers
and agency men at the Miami Beach screening of the bureau's "Beyond the Motion
Barrier" last week.
A study of 3,000 families conducted for
TvB by Pulse Inc., he said, indicates families
with a $4,000 to $5,000 annual income
spend the same amount of time in front of
their sets as families whose income is over
$10,000. The amount of time spent with
television by all households in the U. S. is
three times the amount they spend with
their newspapers, the study shows.
Mr. true
Cashwith
saidrespect
the same
holds
to the"universality"
educational
factor. Households in which the head is
college trained put in seven hours viewing
on an average day, he said, and those classified at the grade school level spend seven
hours and ten minutes.
RETMA Names Two Groups
TWO new committees are in formation at
Radio-Electronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn. to handle educational activity and closed-circuit
tv activities. Ben Edelman, Western Electric Co., was named chairman of the educational coordinating committee, which
will relate work of a number of RETMA
groups. The closed-circuit tv committee,
which will handle activities in that field, is
under chairmanship of Max H. Kraus, Jerrold Electronics Corp., Philadelphia.

AFTER submitting to off-microphone interviews by Washington members of American Woman in Radio & Television, U. S. congresswomen closed ranks with their
inquisitors. The dry-run interviews, conducted to demonstrate techniques to college
radio-tv students, were a feature of the AWRT Washington chapter reception for
congresswomen last fortnight. L to r: front row, Donna Douglas of WTOP-AMFM-TV Washington, Rep. Coya Knutson (D-Minn.), AWRT chapter President Beryl
Denzer, associate producer, CBS-TV Public Affairs; Rep. Iris Blitch (D-Ga.), Rep.
Edith Green (D-Ore.) and Hazel Markel of NBC News; back row, Patty Cavin of
WRC Washington, Esther Van Wagoner Tufty, NBC-TV Home show; Rep. Florence
Dwyer (R- N. Y.), and veteran broadcaster Ruth Crane, who at the meeting was
awarded the chapter's first honorary life membership "in recognition of her activities on behalf of women in radio and television." She is past national and local
president of the women broadcasters.
Broadcasting
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Brilliantly

caught

ANSCOCHROME

in

natural

16

mm

Speed and color incompatible? Not when you work with Anscochrome 16mm PNI! This three times-faster reversal color film has an
exposure index of 32, easily pushed to 125 in processing!
With Anscochrome 16mm PNI, you "freeze" action once impossible to take. And, the especially long scale guarantees you superb
color — from edge to edge— without blocked shadows or washed-out
highlights.
Anscochrome 16mm PNI gets true, natural color in one-third
the light demanded by traditional films . . . lets you use smaller
lens openings for greater depth-of-field . . . makes slow motion
easy to shoot even in poor light.
Daylight or Tungsten types for processing by consumer or local
commercial labs. 100-ft. DLL spools, 400 ft. DRL lengths, or
special lengths to order. Anscochrome 16mm PNI . . . another great
film from ANSCO, A Division of General Aniline & Film Corporation, Binghamton, N. Y.

AlYISCO
ROADCASTINO
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color

on...

PNI

For crisper, color-perfect
prints. . .Ansco
Color

Type

238

Duplicating

Film.

Matches to the full all the true color of your original
print. For crisp definition, cleaner whites, softer
middle tones, open shadows, hi-fi sound. Next time
. . . every time . . . specify Ansco Type 238 Color
Duplicating Film.

ifou can

pay
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PROGRAM SERVICES
PROGRAM

PROMOTION

HIGHLIGHTS

FOUR

TELEVISION

CLINICS

BMI

BROADCAST MUSIC INC. last week
opened a schedule of two-day television
program clinics in New York, Fort Worth,
Chicago and Atlanta at which station executives explored various phases of programming and exchanged ideas on the topic. A
fifth clinic is to be held today (Monday)
and tomorrow in San Francisco.
On the basis of registration for the clinics,
BMI estimated more than 500 television
station officials will have attended the sessions through this season. BMI conducts
these meetings every few years when they
are deemed desirable.
The New York clinic at the Hotel Biltmore, starting last Monday, opened with a
talk on "Program and Station Promotion"
by William Fay, vice president and general
manager of WROC-TV Rochester. Mr. Fay
stressed that every member of the station's
staff should become involved in promoting
the outlet through membership in civic, professional and religious organizations in the
community so that both the general public
and industry can become more intimately
acquainted with the problems of station operation and the steps the station has taken
to satisfy the needs of the various segments
of the community.
Jean Daugherty, director of children's
programs WHEN-TV Syracuse, N. Y., discussed "What Is Local Tv Doing For Children?" and used her station's programming
philosophy as an example. She pointed out
the station does not duplicate the service
to children provided by networks, but supplies programming of a type the networks
have not been supplying a local station. She
said WHEN-TV attempts to telecast a "balanced schedule," with programs appealing
to children of all age levels — to pre-schoolers; to a family audience; to teenagers and
to parents. She stressed, however, that the
programming never becomes specialized to
the the point that would exclude viewing
by a particular age group.
ASCAP Suit Explained
The background of the suit against BMI
by a group of ASCAP songwriters and the
recent congressional inquiry into the operations of BMI were outlined during a luncheon talk last Monday by Sidney M. Kaye,
vice president and general counsel of BMI.
Mr. Kaye indicated that the suit and the
inquiry stemmed from the growing popularity of BMI songs and contended that the
ASCAP charges were untrue.
Norman Knight, vice president of
WNAC-TV Boston, discussed the topic of
"Film and the Tv Station," and made the
point that in the non-network areas of
scheduling programs, films must be "the
basic programming commodity for a successful station." He said that since tv is
"basically
it follows that
most film entertainment,"
must be entertainment.
Mr.
Knight acknowledged that public affairs efforts are "important facets of programming"
but cautioned that a station which stops
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entertaining viewers loses large segments of
the audience for public affairs telecasts.
Peter B. Kenney, vice president and general manager of WNBC-TV West Hartford,
Conn., urged station executives to be alert
to a "top-heavy" production budget and
offered several suggestions calculated to attain maximum production with minimum
personnel and equipment. At WNBC-TV,
he said, the station follows a policy of
"flexibility" in personnel assignment, with
a man drawn away from his basic job to
function part-time as a floorman or as a
director. He added that with the use of
"imagination", a station manager can reduce the amount of video and audio equipment to be purchased. Mr. Kenney pointed
out that props and scenic backdrops also
can be expensive and suggested they be
borrowed from such sources as local theatrical groups, museums, government agencies, travel agencies and other business and
community organizations.
The topic
discussed by S. of
John"Traffic
Schile,Control"
general was
manager
of KLOR-TV Portland. He touched upon
the need for station salesmen to include all
specifications in the contract; for the production order to include all pertinent information and for the station representative order to cover all details of a purchase.
Haydn R. Evans, general manager,
WBAY-TV Green Bay, Wise, described
the way his station achieves relatively low
cost tv programming. The station's philosophy, he said, is that ideas, well produced
at the local level, should cost considerably
less than syndicated films and big-name
personalities, and they can compete favorably. Among the live local shows cited by
Mr. Evans as proving popular to the audience and to sponsors are: Party Line,
news and commentary on community affairs presented in an informal manner;
Noon Show, one hour variety-news-

weather program with local personalities,
a male style-show, a teen-ager program
featuring a live orchestra. The station, Mr.
Evans pointed out, stresses quality in daytime programming, an area in which the outlet can compete with daytime network tv.
Sam Cook Digges, general manager of
WCBS-TV New York, urged tv station executives to perform a better selling job on
their public service programming efforts to
the public, press and government. He suggested, among other things, that outstanding citizens of the community, who think
highly of the station's public service efforts
be persuaded to tell their congressmen
about them; an individual at the station
entrusted with this area of programming
be responsible for continuous contact with
government, religious and community leaders, and station personnel be encouraged
to serve public service organizations as
volunteer workers, "not only on their own
time, but also on station time."
At the Fort Worth clinic, which also
opened last Monday. Phil Wygant, tv production supervisor of WBAP-TV Fort
Worth, explored the topic of color television and some of its attendant problems.
He reported that at WBAP-TV between
400 and 500 foot candles of light seems
desirable for lighting for color, as compared
with 100 and 200 foot candles for black
and white. Mr. Wygant pointed out that
more time is required in most departments
to present a color show, with the set designer, the commercial artist and the lighting man spending about three times as long
as for comparable black and white work,
the engineer, about four times as long, and
the program director, twice as long.
Other speakers at Fort Worth were Edward Breen, president and general manager,
KQTV (TV) Ft. Dodge, la., on program
and station promotion; Frank P. Fogarty,
vice president and general manager, WOWTV Omaha, on local tv news, weather, sports
and special events; Ben Slack, assistant general manager, KTBC-TV Austin, tv pro-

SPEAKING to station executives gathered at New York's Hotel Biltmore for a
two-day Broadcasting Music Inc. tv program clinic is William Fay (I), vice president
and general manager of WROC-TV Rochester, N. Y. Standing behind him is
George A. Koehler, station manager of WFIL-TV Philadelphia. Others in the
picture are (I to r) Otto Brandt, vice president and general manager of KINGAM-TV Seattle; S. John Schile, general manager of KLOR (TV) Portland, Ore.,
and Jean Daugherty, director of children's programs for WHEN-TV Syracuse,
N. Y. All three followed Mr. Fay as speakers at the clinic.
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duction; James J. Killian, program manager WAAM-TV Baltimore, traffic control;
Glover Delaney, vice president and general
manager, WHEC-TV Rochester, film programming; John Q. Quigley, operations
manager, KAKE-TV Wichita, public service programming, and Marshall Pengra,
general manager, KLTV (TV) Tyler, Texas,
local programming.
In Chicago, at the Sheraton-Blackstone,
Ward L. Quaal, vice president and general
manager of WGN-AM-TV that city, was
in charge of Thursday morning sessions on
program and promotion, station integration
with the community and public service
topics. Carl Haverlin, BMI president, presided over the two-day clinic and also was
Thursday luncheon speaker, with Illinois
Gov. William Stratton, addressing the Friday luncheon.
George Comte, manager of radio-tv for
the Miliwaukee Journal stations (WTMJAM-TV), warned the program clinic that
"instruments of communication are worthless unless the public tunes in" and that
"when people aren't watching and aren't
listening, we aren't being of public service."
He reported on policy at his stations whereby public service is integrated in all phases
of commercial operation and programming.
"We must offer public service material
the public desires or at least that the public
will accept," he asserted, citing various
fields of activity. He indicated the practice
of placing public service fare in sustaining
time periods does not itself assure it will
meet the standards of public interest.
Mr. Comte claimed that with pre-audience
building and established personalities, public
service messages can be integrated in regular programs "to advantage." He noted that
talks for fund-raising and other drives
brought greater results when shortened from
separate 15 minute segments to five-minute
interviews within commercial shows claiming good listener or viewer loyalty. WTMJAM-TV handles all major-fund campaigns
in such fashion, he reported.
William Fay, vice president of Transcontinent Television Corp. and general manager of WROC Rochester, N. Y., reported
on his proposed national citizens council
to advise broadcasters. He urged midwest
tv operators to compile evidence of promotion projects related to public service and
pass them along to the FCC and to meet
regularly with clergymen, educators, lawyers, parent teacher organizations and other
groups.
The contention that the "true magic of
television" is not realized in routine network or film fare but in station-community
integration through local news, weather,
sports and special events was held by Otto
Brandt, vice president and general manager
of KING-AM-TV Seattle. He reported on
activities in those fields.
Gov. Stratton told BMI delegates: "You
have made us sharpen our government skills
- and shorten our speeches" and credited the
tv industry with stimulating public desire
for briefer oratory.
He lauded radio-tv as helping to achieve
a major reapportionment of legislative districts in Illinois and observed, "we in govBroadcasting • Telecasting

ernment appreciate it because it was a very
important
change." forGov.
Stratton also
lauded Mr. Haverlin
his contributions
to
the State of Illinois' historical library. Harold Safford, WLS Chicago, served as official
greeter for the governor.
In Chicago last Friday. Carl Fox, comanager, KYTV (TV) Springfield, Mo.,
spoke on "Behind the Scenes in Your Studio" and traced the development of the
station's production staff over the past four
years in a geographical area with untrained
personnel. He related that the station
trained young people interested in such work
and absorbed many into the station's operation, with each member equipped to perform amultiplicity of production functions.

the

Mr. Fox said the station tries to make its
sets "real" by using actual shrubbery, flowers, a mail box, a locker room for the
sportscaster etc. He also said the station has
made effective use of various techniques,
such as rear screen projection, mirrors and
various camera angles.
Barry Gray Show Syndicated
NATIONAL syndication of the Barry Gray
Show, a celebrity interview program currently seven nights a week on WMCA New
York, has been announced by Sandy Howard
Productions, New York. The Howard organization will handle both recording, packaging and sales of the show, featuring Mr.
Gray, a columnist for The New York Post.

portable

recorder
you

specified

the

new

AMPEX

The new 601 combines all the superb performance
characteristics of the famed Ampex 600 plus these
new professional features designed to fit your professional recording needs exactly:
New Low Impedance Output . . . 600 ohms,
1.23 volts. Balanced or unbalanced (from tapes recorded at program level).
New Low Impedance Input • • . accommodates high or low impedance microphone. Low
impedance microphone secured by accessory plug-in
transformer.
New Instantaneous Starting . . . accelerates to full play mode in less than one-fifth of a
second.

Ampex
C O R HO RATI O N

601

New Illuminated Record Safety Button
. . . positive protection against accidental erasure.
New Saddle Tan Case., rugged Samsonite in
handsome new color for easy portability anywhere.
The 601 works full time inside the studio and on
location outside. It's a rugged, versatile machine
that completely fills all these professional needs:
studio recording, network delay, outside recording,
editing, dubbing and broadcast playback. And because an Ampex continues to perform within original specifications year after year, the price you pay
buys both the finest performance available and the
most hours of service per dollar.

SIGNATURE OF PERFECTION IN SOUND
934 Charter Street, Redwood City, California
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PERSONNEL RELATIONS

Derel Buys 'Crime Club' Novels
Plans Mystery Series Package

WNBF-AM-FM-TV

RIGHTS to 1,500 novels in the "Crime
Club" series have been acquired from
Doubleday & Co., by Derel Producing
Assoc., which now is talking with prospective stars for a packaged mystery series for
tv. The Crime Club imprint, running since
1928, has appeared on thrillers by such authors as Georges Simenon and the Gordons.
The contract with Doubleday was negotiated by Derel Executive Producer Gene
Feldman for an unrevealed price. Mr.
Derel's last package, Exclusive, a half-hour
dramatic series based on great newspaper
stories by members of the Overseas Press
Club, is to be distributed by ABC Film
Syndication Division.
C-C Demonstrations Scheduled
A SERIES of large-screen, color closedcircuit television demonstrations will be held
in Detroit March 13, 14, and 15 by Closedcircuit Telecasting Systems Inc., largely for
nation's major automobile manufacturers
and their agencies. Other advertisers and
agencies in area will be invited to attend
demonstrations to be held at studios of
WWJ-TV Detroit.
PROGRAM

SERVICE PEOPLE

Lawrence Conti, western manager of BMI's
non-broadcast license department, father of
boy, William Lawrence, Feb. 20.

File

For NABET
Damages
A SUIT seeking $100,000 in damages was
brought against the National Assn. of Broadcast Employes & Technicans (NABET) last
week by Triangle Publications Inc., Philadelphia. The complaint filed in New York
State Supreme Court by Triangle, on behalf
of its owned and operated WNBF-AM-FMTV Binghamton, charges Local 26 and
NABET with conducting a secondary boycott against stations "as well as with threats,
interference and numerous other acts calculated to impair the business of sponsors
and tostations,
destroy which
the goodwill
of the
stations."
The
have been
struck
since
last December 1, also asked the court to
enjoin the union from "further such acts."
Specifically cited in the complaint were
NABET President George Smith, Local 26
resident Arthur M. Ferrare, as well as the
following unidentified individuals: James
Ennis, Robert Vosbury, James Sturges, Peter
Capani Jr., James Brown, Earl Castine, Cecil
Giunipero and Bernard Comisar.
In the complaint,
filed by the
stations'&
attorneys,
Harrison, Coughlin,
Dermody
Ingalls, both Local 26 and the union are
charged, among other things, with "circulating an 'unfair list' of station sponsors, monopolizing sponsors' telephone lines, disseminating untrue and scurrilous reports of the
controversy between WNBF and the union,
threatening sponsors with destruction of

their businesses and, in general, seeking to
damage the business of the stations and
In clients."
Chicago George W. Smith, NABET
their
international president, accused management of WNBF-AM-TV of "attempting to
make use of union-busting tactics that went
out of vogue years ago." Mr. Smith asserted
that "this imperialistic approach of management has prevented any reasonable settleof the dispute."
The mentNABET
president noted that the union placed the case before the New York
State Labor Relations Board earlier this
year and charged that station management
refused to meet in the same building with
the state mediator and union negotiators.
WGA

Contract for Newsmen

Approved by CBS, WOR New York
WRITERS Guild of America East announced last week that an agreement has
been reached on new contracts covering
eight news editors at CBS and nine staff news
writers at WOR New York. Both contracts
are for approximately one year, running to
March 31, 1958, when 12 staff and freelance
bargaining agreements held by the Guild
expire.
The minimum salary for CBS editors has
been set at $208 per week, with overtime
beyond 40 hours per week and night differentials. The WOR contract, said to be the
first covering staff newsmen, provides for a
base minimum of $135 per week and a top
of $170 per week after three years. Spokesmen for CBS and WOR confirmed the contract details.
AFTRA Chicago Accord Near
AMERICAN Federation of Television &
Radio Artists was near agreement Thursday
with all Chicago independent radio stations
on new local contracts. The union was und2rstood to have agreed to compromise on
pay increases for staff announcers at WAAF,
WAIT, WCFL, WIND, WGES, WHFC,
WJJD and WSBC. Another feature is the
extension of pension and welfare benefits to
freelance announcers.

B»T's annual Blind Bogey Golf Tournament will be held Sunday,
April 7, at the 27-hole Midwest Country Club (above), Hinsdale, 111.
Over 20 prizes, including B»T's silver trophies for low gross and low
net, will be awarded. Tee-off time is 9:30.
MAIL
THIS RESERVATION
TODAY,
TO:
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Wash., D. C.
Name

Address
Firm
I will want a ride to the club □
April 7
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Tee-off

time:

9:30

a.m.

ASCAP Pays Over $4 Million
ASCAP distribution to writer members was
$4,770,020 in third quarter of 1956, and
$4,838,285 in fourth quarter, Saul H.
Bourne, treasurer, reported a fortnight ago
at dinner meeting of west coast ASCAP
members at Beverly Hills Hotel. Total for
the year was not disclosed, but was estimated at over $18 million. Mr. Bourne also
reported that increased income from foreign
rights, which produced total revenue of $2,706,834 last year, against $2,036,211 in
1955.
Writers to Meet March 21
IMPENDING negotiations on re-opening of
the live tv contract and reports on recently
negotiated contracts will highlight the membership meeting of the television and radio
writers branches of the Writers Guild of
America East March 21 in New York. Proposed changes in dues structure also will be
on agenda.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

AN ACON

DA

. . . more than copper

Television
role in
a hero's
plays
Where things made of iron and steel pigments of yellow, red, and orange
must fight off rust and corrosion,
for use in paints and ceramics.
Cadmium is found in ores mined
The
you'll find tiny amounts of cadmium
playing a man-sized part. A few ten- chiefly for zinc and lead, and Anathousandths of an inch of cadmium
conda is a leading producer of these
AnacondA
Company
plating is often adequate to guard the major metals. Because of this, and
chassis of a TV set.
because of skills developed by Anaconda in extracting it, Anaconda is
Cadmium plating adds years of also a leading source of cadmium. Of
useful life, too, to components of other the 9.5 million pounds refined in the
The American Brass Company
appliances and machines, to hardware
United States in 1955, Anaconda
Anaconda Wire & Cable Company
used outdoors . . .
produced 17%.
Andes Copper Mining Company
In fact, Anaconda offers industry
Manufacturers like cadmium beChile Copper Company
world's most extensive line of
Greene Cananea Copper Company
cause it's often cheaper and faster to the
plate with than other metals and be- metals and metal products in the
Anaconda Aluminum Company
cause itsolders easily. There are other whole non-ferrous field. Anaconda and
Anaconda Sales Company
reasons why this friendly metal is in its manufacturing subsidiaries are
International Smelting and
leaders, too, in helping industry find
big demand. Cadmium alloys make
Refining Company
superior high-speed bearings for cars, ways to use these products with
boats, planes. It's the base of the finest greater efficiency and profit. 66286A
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PERSONNEL RELATIONS
Musicians, Other Unions Accused
Of 'Monopoly Power' in Booklet
AMERICAN Federation of Musicians has
been accused along with several other unions, if exercising "monopoly power" in a
booklet based on a year-long study of unions
by a group of 1 1 labor-management specialists. The study group was organized at the
suggestion of National Assn. of Mfrs., but
NAM noted that "the research and deliberations were conducted and the report written
on study group's own independent authorThe booklet referred to a 1943 U. S. govity."
ernment suit against AFM — which alleged
Federation violated anti-trust laws by forbidding musicians to make phonograph re-

cords and electrical transcriptions for radio
stations and juke box operators — and also
imposed requirement on radio networks to
"boycott affiliated stations refusing to meet
the union's demands for the hiring of 'standby' musicians." AFM also was cited in booklet for its policy in 1942 of banning phonograph records and electrical transcriptions.
The study group found that "phonograph
records practically disappeared for three
years until union terms for their use were
met." Theatrical unions as a group were
said to exert power through the practice of
"featherbedding." The study group recommended seven proposals to curb "monopoly
power" of union, among which was the
elimination of "featherbedding."

L.A. CBS Workers Petition NLRB
OFFICE employes of CBS Radio and CBSTV in Hollywood have petitioned the National Labor Relations Board for an election
to determine whether the group should continue to be represented by Office Employes
International Union or drop union membership. More than 30% signing the petition
favor the .latter course. These employes
want, one representative said, an employemanagement type representation similar to
that in force at CBS-New York, where the
pay scale "has overshadowed CBS-L.A. by
a wide difference." The plan was set up, he
explained, in 1950 when New York workers voted out their office union.

MANUFACTURING
MANUFACTURING

Radical Tv Set Design Changes
Predicted At L. A. Convention

Jack A. Amsterdam, supervisor of sales promotion, American Electronics Inc., L. A.,
and Ed Kinney named advertising-sales promotion manager and chief engineer, respectively.

WITH the development of the 110-degree
tube and the possibility of the fiat or wall
tv screen, television sets of "great beauty
and utility" were predicted for the near future at the 1957 Industrial Designers' Institute Convention in Los Angeles.
Discussing "New Horizons for Television
Designers," a panel of eight designers agreed
that approaching technological advances
will
sets. bring "radical design changes" to tv
The panel concluded that designers and
manufacturers should not sell their products
now as "the ultimate of beauty and utility,"
but rather wait for further technological,
material and design advances. Today's tv
sets cannot truthfully be tabbed with such
epithets, they agreed.
Members of the panel at the convention,
held last month, were design directors Dan
Jensen of Philco, Jim Fleming of Telecron,
Herb Zeller of Motorola, John Vassos of
RCA, Joe Portanova of Hoffman and Jim
Kelso of Packard-Bell, who served as moderator. Others were George Beck, for many
years design director of General Electric
equipment, and John Hauser, an industrial
design consultant.
General Precision Laboratory
Signs Air Force Contracts
TWO CONTRACTS totaling over $4 million have been awarded by the Air Materiel Command, Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base, Dayton, Ohio, to General Precision
Laboratory Inc., Pleasantville, N. Y., a
subsidiary of General Precision Equipment
Corp.
The contracts are for manufacture of
electronic control amplifiers and research
and development work on advanced airborne navigation systems. The new production contract for the control amplifiers
is the second received by the company for
the units, a component of GPL's AN/ APN89 Doppler navigation system.
Koch Promoted at Dumont
STANLEY J. KOCH, director of the Allen
B. Dumont Labs Tube Research Division,
has been named general manager of the
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R. A. Moe, manager of systems engineering
operations on west coast, Government Service Dept., RCA Service Co., to manager of
west coast facilities, systems engineering
operations.
Francis E. Abt, manager of order administration, Allan B. DuMont Labs, to sales
coordinator for tv sets, high-fidelity radio
and phonograph equipment in sales division.
FINALIZING equipment order for increased facilities of WORA-TV Mayaguez, Puerto Rico, including a 25 kw
Standard Electronics Amplifier for station's power boost, are (1 to r) Wayne
Marcy of Visual Electronics and Alfredo R. de Arellano of Supreme
Bcstg. Co. Inc. of Puerto Rico.

Tube Divisions, Dumont President David
T. Schultz announced last week. The appointment was part of an overall realignment of the firm's tube operations. The
Cathode-Ray Tube Div. will become the
Television Tube Div., while Tube Research
Div. will become the Industrial Tube Div.
Succeeding Mr. Koch in the latter will be
Joseph P. Gordon, former assistant director. Television Tube Div. will continue to
be headed by Alfred Y. Bentley.
Md. Firm Ups New

Business 500%

NEMS-CLARKE, Silver Spring, Md., has
booked new business totaling $1,200,000 in
the first eight weeks of 1957, an increase of
some 500% over the same period last year.
A. S. Clarke, president of the electronics
firm, said his company recently received
orders in excess of a half million dollars
from the Civil Aeronautics Administration
for electronic instrumentation for the government agency's peripheral and high altitude air ground communications program.

MANUFACTURING SHORTS
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. has declared
dividend of 50 cents per share on common
stock, payable April 1, 1957, to stockholders
of record at close of business March 11. In
addition, directors declared regular quarterly
dividend of $1 per share on $4 cumulative
preferred stock, payable April 1 to stockholders of record March 11.
Raytheon Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass., announces that construction has begun on its
42,000-square foot electronics laboratory
in Santa Barbara, Calif. New structure expected to be completed by mid-June and
will house about 200 employes of company's
government equipment division.
Bell & Howell Co. announces new turret
camera (Model 252TA) combining threelens feature with Sun Dial operation.
Equipped with 10mm Super Comett f/1.9
lens, Monterey model is claimed to possess
easy spool-loading, long 10-ft. film run,
single frame exposure when needed and continuous run-lock. Suggested list price is
$99.95.
Audio Devices Inc., Chicago, moves to
5428 Milwaukee Ave. Telephone: Newcastle 1-9580.
Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp., South Plainfield, N. J., announces production of new
ultra-high voltage energy-storage capacitors,
designed specifically for DC filtering and
DC
cuits. storage for high-energy-discharge cirBroadcasting
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EDUCATION
Educator
For

Says

Teacher,

Tv

Bad

Student

TELEVISION constitutes a "real and present menace to the freedom of the teacher
and the learner" and the tv screen "can become the final triumph of the machine over
man," an educator warned last week.
Earl C. Kelley, professor of secondary
education at Wayne State U., painted the
"prospect of all human relationships being
eliminated by the use of television" at the
12th annual National Conference on Higher
Education in Chicago's Congress Hotel.
can do
"a greatthe deal
of good
as Tv
it raises
or lowers
cultural
level orof evil
the
people as they voluntarily watch it in their
homes" but is "not good" as a substitute
for the teacher, Mr. Kelley asserted.
Use of tv as a visual aid, means of twoway communication and as an economical
teaching device was questioned by Mr. Kelley. The case for education by television
was pursued by Dr. John W. Taylor, executive director of Chicago Educational Television Assn. (WTTW), who claimed it might
help solve three basic problems — physical
facilities, manpower and quality of instruction.
Neither speaker at Monday's panel session on suitability of mass techniques discussed the merits of educational television
as such, limiting their views to the utilization of tv as a teaching medium.
Television cannot be used as a visual aid,
Mr. Kelley claimed, "because it has to be
broadcast, and the time of its use is determined by the broadcaster, not the teacher."
He said further that tv cannot provide for
two-way communication because language
is "an uncertain means of conveying ideas
from one to another" and the learner should
be able to ask questions, "to correct or verify
what he hears." Care should be taken to
"increase" this technique "rather than eliminating it," he felt.
Mr. Kelley held that, while tv is defended
as an "economical" teaching device, "nobody knows whether or not this is so" and
tests and evaluations would be needed for
learners. Even so, he added, "we might need
as many teachers as we now have" and they
would be reduced to "custodians and paper
readers."
Mr. Kelley observed that "America is not
so poor that she cannot provide a teacher

for each class of 25 students." He declared
that "to go to mass media in education for
reasons of economy is to encourage our
country in its false economy."
The educator described the teacher-learning process as a "human affair" and a relationship which is "one of the few last bastions for individualism."
Dr. Taylor cited need for educators to
increase the productivity of available teaching staffs, "both in quantity and quality of
teaching," and felt tv can help do the job.
"Television offers the means of multiplying
the audience of the teacher in lecture and
demonstration work" and for materially lessening school building needs and classroom
space, he said.
Supporting his theory that televised education is effective, Dr. Taylor reported on
results of Chicago City Junior College
courses on WTTW last semester [B»T,
March 4].
Puerto Rican Educational Tv
Schedules Target Date for May
PUERTO

RICO'S first non-commercial educational tv station — WIPR-TV San Juan —
expects to have its building in the city's Rio
Piedras section completed by May, it was
announced last week.
The government-sponsored facility reported that its goal is to provide complete
school courses from the elementary level
through college. Initial courses, however,
will deal with immediate practical needs, to
give technical training to potential factory
workers. Entertainment and variety programs from the U. S. also figure in plans
for the 4:30 p.m.-10:30 p.m. schedule.
The Commonwealth Department of Education isspending $882,000 for the station,
and an additional $200,000 has been appropriated for operation during the fiscal year,
Future operating costs are budgeted at
$343,000 yearly.
Leopoldo S. Lavandero, recently resigned
as director of the Yale Dramatic Assn. and
assistant professor of the Yale Drama
School, New Haven, Conn., has been appointed director of Puerto Rico's educational tv program. This encompasses another
station proposed by the government on ch.
3 in Mayaguez. With WIPR-TV covering
two-thirds of the island, another outlet in
Mayaguez would provide all-island coverage
for the educational system. Commercial infacility. terests also have applied for the Mayaguez
A recent estimate forecasts tv set ownership in Puerto Rico at 315,000 sets by 1961,
or three for every four families. Since tv
was introduced there two-and-a-half years
ago, 130,000 sets have been imported.

"/ owe my success to
advertising over
KGVO
Missoula, Montana"
C.B.S.
5,000 watts
Broadcasting

Telecasting

WKNO-TV Finances Depleted,
Wants Appropriation from City
WKNO-TV Memphis, Tenn., non-commercial education station which went on the
air last June, cannot last this month unless
it gets funds to go on, station officials have
told the Memphis City Commission.
Community and station spokesmen appeared before the commission last fortnight
to back up the city Board of Education's

POTENTIAL
There are all kinds, but if you want
to buy proven audience potential
in Southern
California, here's the
story
...
KTTV is pleased to announce the
exclusive coverage of the weekend
and holiday baseball games of the
Hollywood Stars.
Three alert sponsors have already
purchased the games . . .
Count 'em . . .
Dutch Masters Cigars
The Squirt Company
Wilshire Oldsmobile
Still in the line-up and waiting for your sponsorship...
"Dugout Dope"
"The
Big Playback"
"Extra
Inning"
These three 15-minute
bonus babies are guaranteed to deliver consistent,
top-ratedlong.performance all
season
Check your Southern California
line-up. Season tickets to bigger
sales with these shows are
available through your friendly
Blair man . . .

Times-MGM
s ion
jj Los Angele
Televis
Represented nationally by BLAIR -TV
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request for $95,000 to operate the ch. 10
facility. After the hearing, commission
spokesmen indicated a favorable attitude
to the request but stated that the proposed
WKNO-TV appropriation would have to be
considered along with the complete school
budget.
WKNO-TV until now has been financed
by public and institutional donations, including sizeable gifts from the three commercial
television stations in Memphis.

Barton Joins Brokerage Group
JACK BARTON, until recently manager
of station relations
for NARTB, has
joined the newly
established broadcast station brokerage firm of
Hamilton, Stubblefield, Twinning Associates [B»T, Feb.
1 8] effective March
15.
Mr. Barton will
be in charge of the
firm's offices in the
MR. BARTON
Healey Bldg., Atlanta, Ga., as southeastern representative.
Headquarters of the new firm is Washington.

WFIL-AM-TV

Educators Vote to Test Toll Tv,
Oppose Losing Reserved Channels
TOLL TV should be explored by the National Educational Assn. to determine if it
offers a potential educational medium, the
Dept. of Audio-Visual Instruction of NEA
resolved Tuesday during its convention in
Washington. The resolution adopted by the
1,500 delegates specified that DA VI itself
was taking no official stand either for or
against fee tv but felt the group should
"underline the importance of experimentation to test its effectivness." The resolution
was adopted by a 2-1 vote.
DA VI adopted a resolution calling for
participation in public hearings on allocation of educational tv channels. The group
felt it should show its support of "the great
need to retain all channels that have already
been allocated for development by nonprofit
educational organizations." The vote was
unanimous.
The four-day convention reviewed problems of visual-audio teaching, with several
speakers voicing concern lest tv teaching
take jobs away from teachers.
Robert DeKieffer, director of audio-visual
instruction, U. of Colorado, was elected
DA VI president, succeeding L. C. Larson,
audio-visual director, Indiana U.
EDUCATION PEOPLE
Dr. David R. Mackey, Pennsylvania State
U., has been named chairman of Boston U.
division of communications arts. He is in
charge of instructional and research programs in radio, tv, motion pictures and
audio-visual aids.
Milton Lewis, WTTV (TV) Indianapolis, to
Patricia Stevens Finishing School, same city,
teaching staff as director of tv department.

MILESTONES
► FRANK EDWARDS, news commentator wth WTTV (TV) Indianapolis, Ind.,
marked his 33rd year in broadcasting last
month.
► CFRB Toronto, Ont., celebrated 30th
anniversary Feb. 19.

r

► ART GILMORE,
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Roger W. Clipp, vice president-general
manager of the radio-tv division of Triangle
Publications, accepted the award. The
honorarium will be used to establish one
or more scholarships, he said.
Margaret Scoggin of New York City won
a similar Marshall Field Award for her
Young Book Reviewers heard weekly over
WMCA New York and the school educational station WNYE (FM).

announcer on the Red

Skelton, George Gobel, and Climax programs, began his 24th year in broadcasting.
► A. & F. FILM CORP., Montreal, Que.,
marks 20th anniversary.
► RAY WALTON, WIBG Philadelphia
personality, celebrating 19th year in radio,
14th with WIBG.
► FRANK GOSS, KNX-CBS Los Angeles
newscaster, began 17th year of broadcasting.

a Must—
Areyour
If you want
commercial "spots" to
command attention. Special "Best sellers"
- 25 of our most popular discs— available
at package price.
Free catalog and "cue teasers" (spots
cued to sound effects) sent on request.

Also send tor details on the new Lawrence Welk Library Package;
and Sound Effects Library; and Standard Shorty Tunes.
•

The award, a $2,000 honorarium and
inscribed scroll honors the stations' Studio
Schoolhouse, designed for classroom use.
The 10 weekly quarter-hour programs are
regularly used in 2,700 classrooms by approximately 450,000 students each week,
according to the Philadelphia Board of Education. The stations distribute teacher manuals to accompany the program, which is
in its 14th year on radio and its ninth on
tv.

► WILLIAM F. MALO, commercial manager, WDRC Hartford, Conn., marking 27th
year with WDRC.
► M. J. MINOR, chief engineer, WBT
Charlotte, N. C, completed 25 years service
with station.

STANDARD
RADIO TRANSCRIPTION SERVICES, INC.
360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, III.
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For 'Studio Schoolhouse' Show
WFIL and WFIL-TV Philadelphia took the
single Marshall Field Award given a communications outlet in the U. S. for outstanding
contribution to the welfare of children.

► KCRC Enid, Okla., completed 29th year
on air Feb. 26.

Standard Super Sound Effects

.- •

Takes Field Award

ELM A PHILLIPSON (1), executive secretary
of the Marshall Field Awards Foundation,
presents the only award made this year to
a communications medium to Roger W.
Clipp, vice president-general manager of
the radio-tv division of Triangle Publications.
Hollywood Foreign Press Assn.
Selects Top American Tv Shows
FIVE tv programs were given Golden
Globe awards Feb. 28 at the annual banquet of the Hollywood Foreign Press Assn.
The organization of Hollywood correspondents from abroad each year makes its selections in the motion picture and tv fields.
The tv award winners, selected as models
from the United States for producers in
foreign lands where tv is less well developed,
were chosen for their formats and not because of the performances of their stars.
Award for the best American Western
tv program went to Cheyenne on ABC-TV.
That network's Mickey Mouse Club was
chosen as the best American children's program. Best evening theatre on U. S. teleBroadcasting
• Telecasting

IsYouit
vision was Playhouse 90 on CBS-TV; best
daytime theatre is Matinee Theatre on
NBC-TV, and best audience participation
show is This Is Your Life, also NBC-TV,
according to the HFPA. The video awards
were presented by George Gobel.
Bernstein Gets Radio-Tv Award
TED BERNSTEIN Assoc. received the
outstanding radio-tv advertising award of
the League of Advertising Agencies at its
awards dinner March 1 at the Plaza Hotel
in New York. The Bernstein entry was an
ABC-TV campaign on behalf of Frostex
moth killer for Moth-Gas Inc. Script and
story boards were by Ted Kaufmann, and
the film was produced by Alexander Film
Co. of Colorado Springs.
Mass. UP Plans Radio Awards
ESTABLISHMENT of the Tom Phillips
Awards to be presented each year for the
best radio news stories broadcast by Massachusetts radio and television stations was
announced last week by the United Press
Broadcasters Assn. of Massachusetts. The
awards will honor Tom Phillips, veteran
news director of WNEB Worcester, who
died of a heart attack last Fall.
AWARD

SHORTS

NBC commended by Chicago Federated Advertising Club for selecting WNBQ (TV)
there as origination point for hour-long telecast, Club 60. Network cited for showing
"advances in color television techniques" developed atWNBQ.
WDOS Oneonta, N. Y., cited by Binghamton District Office of Social Security in recognition of its assistance in publicizing provisions of Social Security law. WDOS makes
time available weekly for Social Security
office to present series of programs.
WHBQ-TV Memphis, Tenn., awarded certificate for "best locally-produced commercial program" by Adv. Club of Memphis for
five-minute shoe fashion show.
John

Sanford

Wise,

account executive,

KRUX

Phoenix, Ariz., received Distinguished
Sales ExecutivesSalesman's
Club.Award from Phoenix
WBCM Bay City, Mich., received "Citation
of Merit" from Muscular Dystrophy Assoc.
Station also awarded annual Junior Chamber of Commerce Appreciation award.
Rev. Patrick C. Peyton, Albany, N. Y., received special American Legion award for
his broadcast theme, "The Family That
Prays Together Stays Together."
James M. LeGate, manager WCKT (TV)
Miami, awarded silver medallion by National Conference of Christians and Jews
for "service to the cause of brotherhood."
Mr. LeGate also cited by Fla. Region of
Conference for his three years of service
as chairman of the board for that region.
WWVA Wheeling, W. Va., received four
first place awards from Wheeling Adv. Club.
Locally produced evening news show, hour
long anniversary show, trade paper ad,
and promotion brochure won awards.
WDLA Walton, N. Y., commended by U. S.
Dept. of Health, Welfare and Education
for its series in cooperation with Social
Security Administration.
George Putman, KTTV (TV) Los Angeles
newscaster, honored by L. A. alumnae of
Phi Sigma Sigma national sorority, for his
"outstanding service" to American Heart
Assn.
Jack Jackson, KCMO Kansas City, Mo.,
farm director, cited by Mo. Conservation
Commission for service in "public education
of wildlife and forestry conservation with
farmers."
Reidsville, N. C, received first annual Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Trophy, presented to city in North or South Carolina
for outstanding campaign in annual United
Fund drive. Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co. operates WBT and WBTV (TV) in
Charlotte, N. C, and WBTW (TV) in
Florence, S. C.
Alan Lipscort, 63, NBC comedy writer,
honored as "the world's oldest living comedy
writer" at testimonial dinner given by group
of 70 writers, producers, directors and
actors. Dinner was televised on Tonight.
WNDU-TV South Bend, Ind., cited by U. S.
Army Recruiting Service "in recognition of
outstanding services" by aiding effort to
secure enlistments for Regular Army.
Ted Mack, emcee of Ted Mack and the
Original Amateur Hour, cited by L. A. City
Council for "bringing opportunities to hundreds to present their talents to a national

"KRIZ Phoenix suggested a vacation at the Grand Canyon, but I
decided I wanted a change."
Broadcasting
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audience."
Bob Wills musical personality on KVOO
Tulsa, Okla., honored for 23 years with
station.
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MILESTONES
for April
BMPs

series of program continuities spotlights the important events on the American
scene. April's release features
five complete half-hour shows
— smooth, well-written scripts
ready for immediate use.
"APRIL FOOL'S DAY"
April Day)
1, THE
1957 BIRDS"
"STRICTLY (Bird
ABOUT
April 13, 1957
"EASTER(Easter
IS FORSunday)
ALL OF US"
April 21, 1957
"TEXAS WINS ITS STAR"
(Battle of San Jacinto — 1836)
April 21, 1957
"FATHER OF THE WIRELESS"
Guglielmo Marconi
Born: April 25, 1874
"Milestones" is available for commercial
sponsorship — see your local stations for
details.

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
589 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N.Y.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD • TORONTO • MONTREAL
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BBM

Study

in 3 Cities

TO GIVE broadcasters and agency executives a chance to criticize the new time
period audience survey of the Bureau of
Broadcast Measurement, Toronto, Ont., the
organization is having meetings during
City.
March
at Toronto, Montreal and Quebec
The Toronto and Montreal meetings are
being held before the annual meeting of
the organization at Quebec City in conjunction with the convention of the Canadian
Association of Radio & Television Broadcasters. The Toronto meeting was held
March 6 at the King Edward Hotel. The
Montreal meeting at the Sheraton Mount
Royal Hotel is scheduled March 22, and the
Quebec meeting at the Chateau Frontenac
Hotel March 24.
In addition to reviewing techniques and
suggestions for improving the surveys, the
BBM executives will outline scope and technique of the second time period audience
survey to be taken this spring.
Canadian Economic Research Associates,
Toronto, has been appointed to act as management consultant and to assume the administrative responsibilities of BBM. This
move was announced by Executive Secretary
Charles Follett in connection with plans of
BBM Research and Development Director
Clyde McDonald to resign and join another
firm in the near future. Mr. McDonald,
who set up the present time period audience
survey method, has been with BBM for
about two years. Canadian Economic Research Assoc. is now making an analysis
of the activities, policies and objectives of
BBM for the BBM board of directors, made
up of advertisers, advertising agency executives and broadcasters. The analysis is not
interfering with the BBM operation and its
proposed spring survey, Mr. Follett explained.
West German

Tv Sets Total

750,000 Now, Survey Reveals
LATEST ESTIMATES in a recent German
survey indicate that more than 750,000
REPRESENTED BY AVERY-KNODEL. INC.
television sets were in operation in West
Germany and West Berlin as of Feb. 1,
1957. Monthly tv set sales totals in West
Germany have been increasing steadily in
the past six months, with about 71,000 new
sets registered in January of this year.
German manufacturers, according to the
survey,
believe that West Germany's upV
ward trend in number of operative sets during the past three years (1955-57) is paralleling that of Great Britain in the threeyear period, 1949-51. Corresponding figures are for a time delay of six years, the
K I survey states.
AR
ST
E.
D
R
HnWA
In Great Britain during the period April
1, 1949, to Feb. 1, 1951, the number of
operative tv sets increased from about 126,600 to approximately 764,000; from April
1, 1955, to Feb. 1, 1957 the tv set total rose
Y.
N22.
K
YOR
■ NEW
from about 126,800 to some 753,000.
On the basis of these parallel figures,
|j4// Inquiries Confidential ^ West German manufacturers anticipate that
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there will be 1.6 million sets in their country by April 1 next year, 2.3 million sets
by April 1, 1959, and 3.5 million by same
date in 1960.
The German survey also noted that percentage-wise Great Britain is far ahead of
Continental countries in tv set totals. Some
44% of British homes now have television
while there are but 5% tv homes in Belgium; 4.5% in Germany; 3.5% in Italy;
3.5% in France; 3.4% in Holland; 2.6%
in Denmark, and 1.3% in Switzerland.
Television set totals at end of 1956 for all
Continental countries except Germany were
as follows: Italy — 400,000; France — 400,000; Belgium— 200,000; Holland— 100,000;
Denmark— 30.000 and Switzerland — 20,000.
Canadians Get Radio-Tv Awards
From Authors, Artists Council
TEN Canadian actors, producers and writers
were presented with awards for their contributions toradio and television in the past
year at the annual dinner of the Canadian
Council of Authors & Artists at the Mount
Royal Hotel, Montreal, Que., on Feb. 26.
Gold award went to W. O. Mitchell and
Arthur Hailey, both of Toronto, for a number of plays and series they did last year
for both radio and television. Silver awards
were given to radio actor Max Ferguson.
Halifax, N. S.; radio-tv actor-producer
Mavor Moore, Toronto; actress Corinne
Conley, Toronto; and Toronto tv writers
George Salverson and Max Rosenfeld. The
Benrus citation for outstanding contribution
to the welfare of Canadian performers and
writers went to Neil LeRoy, Toronto. The
S. W. Caldwell award for the best performance on tv was given Toronto actor Jack
Creley. The Maurice Rosenfeld Memorial
award for the outstanding newcomer on networks was presented to Helene Winston,
Toronto;
and the Montreal.
president's award went
to Louis Belanger,
Advertising Advisory Board
Established at Toronto
A CANADIAN Advertising Advisory
Board has been formed at Toronto by the
Assn. of Canadian Advertisers and the Canadian Assn. of Advertising Agencies. The
new six-member board, which has invited
other media and advertising associations to
join, will promote advertising, assist in educational work for advertising personnel, and
vertising.
help charity and national public service adBoard members are R. R. Mcintosh,
president of ACA and vice-president of
General Foods of Canada, Toronto; M. M.
Schneckenburger, past-president ACA, and
director of advertising of the House of Seagram, Montreal; A. B. Yeates, ACA public
relations director and advertising director
of Prudential Insurance of Canada, Toronto; E. V. Rechnitzer, president of CAAA
and of MacLaren Adv. Co., Toronto; D. E.
Longmore, CAAA vice-president and president, McKim Adv. Ltd., Toronto, and W.
P. Hayhurst, CAAA director and president,
F. H. Hayhurst Co. Ltd., Toronto.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

BETTER
Broadcasting, Film Agencies
Form British World News Firm
AN INTERNATIONAL news film service
has been formed in the British Commonwealth to supply television stations in various
countries. Canadian Broadcasting Corp. has
joined with the British Broadcasting Corp.,
Australian Broadcasting Commission and
the J. Arthur Rank moving picture and
theatre organization, with headquarters at
London, England, to form British Commonwealth Newsfilm Agency Ltd. at London.
J. A. Quimet, CBC general manager,
stated at Ottawa that the new organization
will have staff cameramen in a number of
countries of the Commonwealth and employ a large number of freelance cameramen throughout the rest of the world. Kenneth Dick, formerly assistant chief of tv
news for the BBC, has been appointed managing editor of the new service. W. H. Hogg.
CBC chief news editor, Toronto, will be
Canadian director.
Am

BALANCED
MUSIC

Decision Returned to CBC

A RECOMMENDATION last October by
trie board of governors of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. for a new radio station
at Toronto's suburban Richmond Hill, Ont.,
has been turned down by the Dept. of
Transport, Ottawa, Ont. The three applicants for a license in the northern suburban
Toronto area are to appear before the CBC
board on March 15 at Ottawa, so that all
can present additional material.
John O. Graham, Toronto lawyer, was
recommended by the board for a daytime
am at Richmond Hill on 1300 kc, using
500 w. Also applying were William H.
Haskett and Elwood J. Reid, both for daytime 500 watt stations on 1320 kc and 1480
kc, respectively, at Newmarket, Ont., north
of Richmond Hill.

available in sections'
THE

f
TRANSCRIBED LIBRARY ^
COLISEUM TOWER • NEW YORK 1!
send for prepaid audition discs

PROGRAMMING
Lowell Christison, Sta. Mgr.
of KHIL, Fort Lupron, Colorado, writes:
"The territory we serve is a
fringeket and
area
of the
marthere
are Denver
many radio
stations to serve the vast population. The most important
problem that faced us was how
to so program KHIL in order
to take our place in the area as
a dominant station.
"After much thought and study
we decided to offer better
music all during the broadcast
day. The ideal means to achieve
this was the SESAC Library.
KHIL has used the SESAC
Library
theair,
dayMay
the 28th,
station wentsince
on the
1956. SESAC has formed the
basis for our entire program
schedule.
"Tops in Polkas and Pops" and
"Happy Time" make good use
of Maltby, Henderson and the
"N" section . . . "Music for
Days" the "C" section . . . and
so through the day, ending with
"Contrasts" featuring Jazz from
SESAC.
"Aided by the wealth of Better
Balanced Program Material in
the SESAC Library, KHIL is
well on its way to gaining the'
title of "Colorado's Voice of
Better Music!"

Si';?' 3"

Caldwell Opens Equipment Firm
FORMATION of a new subsidiary to S. W.
Caldwell Ltd., Toronto, Ont. — the Caldwell
A-V Equipment Co. Ltd. — was announced
last
week by
the firm's
president,
Caldwell.
Located
at 400
Jarvis Spence
St. in
Toronto, A-V will handle the audio-visual
equipment for radio and tv stations, film
labs and studios.
M. M. (Pete) Elliott is the new company's
president. He formerly was general manager of Motorola Canada Ltd.
Army to Have Korean Tv Station
CONSTRUCTION of the U. S. Army's
own television station at Seoul, Korea, will
begin this month, it was announced last
week. The station is scheduled to be completed by July 1 and will transmit programs
filmed in the United States and shows produced by troop talent.
Commercial Tv Urged for Sweden
A COMMITTEE of experts has recommended to the minister of communications
that Sweden adopt commercal television, and
that the Swedish Bcstg. Co., which directs
tv for the nation, handle the commercial
phase of the business.
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WMCA New York, in cooperation with the
Center for Mass Education, Columbia U.
has launched a series of radio clinics on the
topic of prejudice. The discussion series,
heard Thursday 9:30-10 p.m., will examine
all facets of prejudice, its origin, its concept,
its manifestations and will play host to a
number of prominent representatives of the
fields of religion, education, sociology and
dramatic arts.
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Launches Radio Clinics

SKY'S THE LIMIT FOR THESE SALES
STATIONS of the Jefferson Standard
agency for Delta Air Lines; Joe Caughman, district manager of Monsanto
Broadcasting Co.— WBT and WBTV
(TV) Charlotte,
N.
C,
and
WBTW
Chemical
Co. (All detergent), and W.
rk
et
(TV) Florence,
S.
C.
—
can
boast
a
piece
V.
Pentecost,
district manager of CoLb
of equipment that has brought in new
gate-Palmolive Co. (Brisk toothpaste).
business worth more than twice what it They were home before dark.
cost when it went into operation less
Reporters and cameramen use the
than a year ago. That is the record, one
Cessna for distance coverage when it's
which continues to improve, of the sta- not on a sales run. A December trip
took them to Washington for the FCC
tions' private airplane.
hearings on Charlotte ch. 9, which gave
The twin-engine, all metal, five-seat
Cessna also earns its keep in ways that the community its second vhf station
(WSOC-TV). There crews made sound
don't quite fit into a cost-accounting system. It works for both the sales and news
film of the proceedings, processed it in
departments.
Washington and flew it back to CharIt takes Jefferson executives on sales
lotte for telecast the same night.
nights to Chicago,
Cincinnati.
New
York,
When
Charles H. Crutchfield, execuip
tive vice president and general manager
■S Washingtonr and other points and brings
of the stations, decided last April that
them home the same evening. Whenever time is important, schedules must
a private plane would be an asset to the
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Indians Return to Roanoke, Va.
WDBJ-TV Roanoke Va., in order to promote
the start of Hawkeye, The Last of the Mo-

WMCA
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hicans, aTelevision Programs of America
package, used over 265 spots on the air. The
station also hired an actress to dress as an
Indian and represent the new show on two
of its children's shows and had a western
wagon with two Indians driving it around
town. The series is sponsored by Bunker
canned beef.
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'Cinderella' Set for March 31
RODGERS and Hammerstein will put their
musical talents to work for television for the
first time in the CBS production of Cinderella, Sunday, March 31, 8-9:30 p.m. The
90-minute color musical starring Julie Andrews is billed as a Rodgers and Hammerstein premiere in tv and will be sponsored by
Pepsi-Cola Co. and Shulton Inc., N. Y.
(men's toiletries), through Kenyon & Eck~e
hardt. Shulton,
whose regular agency is Wesley Assoc., has commissioned K&E for
the Cinderella commercials to minimize
"e
integration problems.
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EXECUTIVES of the Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co., Charlotte, N. C, are
ready to board the vehicle that has proven itself a quick route to new sales.
L to r: Virgil Evans, assistant manager director of WBT Charlotte; Kenneth Tredwell, managing director of WBTV (TV) there,- Wallace Jorgenson, WBTV assistant
managing director; pilot Thomas C. McNeil Jr. (on wing), and Charles H. Crutchfield, executive vice president and general manager of Jefferson stations.
be submitted and decisions reached, the
Jefferson operation, he had to find a
versatile staffer to go with it. In Thomas
Cessna covers the miles to reach agencies, representatives and sponsors. A
C. McNeil Jr., an Air Force Korea veteran and commander of a National
typical short hop last fortnight took Virgil Evans, assistant managing director of Guard squadron, he found his man. Mr.
the company, and Paul Marion, WBT
McNeil, when he isn't flying, which is
seldom, serves in a sales development
national sales manager, to Atlanta. Between noon and closing time in Atlanta,
capacity on the ground. He is on call
at all hours to pilot the Jefferson Cessna.
they contacted Liller, Neal & Battle,
Broadcasting
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Marge & Gower Champion on CBS
PAUL HARRISON will produce, and James .
Sheldon direct, The Marge and Gower
Champion Show starting on CBS-TV Sunday, March 31 (7:30-8 p.m., EST), J&M
Productions announced last week. Mr. Harrison isfinishing an assignment as producerdirector of the Eddie Fisher program on
NBC-TV. The Champion show is to alternate with the Jack Benny show and will be
sponsored by American Tobacco Co. for Hit
Parade cigarettes through BBDO, N. Y.
NTA Promotes 'Rocket 86'
AS A MEANS of promoting its new 20th
Century-Fox package of feature films, called
the "Rocket 86," National Telefilm Assoc.,
N. Y., is offering stations buying the films
a promotion piece. It consists of five pocket
books in a slipcase. The books are said to
be a sample of the best sellers and literary
classics which have been adapted for the
screen and are included among the features
in "Rocket 86."
KARD-TV Plugs Color
IN AN effort to make every home in its
area "color conscious," KARD-TV Wichita,
Kan., is sending out color schedules each
month listing the coming month's color
programs. In addition, the station invites
its listeners to send in their color comments,
whether good or bad. KARD-TV has
adopted "Your color station for the center
of the nation" as its trade-mark. It is also
using local papers to advertise color tv and
has rented a showcase at the local airport
which it uses to plug color.
NBC Begins Financial Series
A NEW financial series Pocketbook News,
aimed at the American women who own
more than 70% of the nation's privately
held wealth, started on NBC Radio Sunday
(11:15-11:25 p.m. EST). The weekly analysis
of events affecting home and business is
made by Mrs. Wilma Soss, founder and
president of the Federation of Women
Shareholders in American Business Inc.
'Home' Cookbook Published
RECIPES featured on NBC-TV's Home
program (Mon.-Fri., 11 a.m. -12 noon EST)

More TV Stations use
TSC

REAR

SCREEN

PROJECTION
EQUIPMENT
than all other
makes combined
For complete information,
write or call:
TELEVISION SPECIALTY CO., Inc.
350 W. 3 1 st ST., NEW YORK 1, N.Y.
Phone LOngacre 4-2334
Broadcasting • Telecasting

RADIO IN RARE FORM
MINNEAPOLIS housewives now are
finding it easy to keep up with their
favorite radio programs while shopping at one supermarket in that city:
Tait's Southdale Square Super Value
Store has 18 shopping carts equipped
with portable radios.
Tait's, a large independently-owned
grocery, believes it is the first in the
nation to feature such a service. The
radios are the type designed for use on
bicycles and were adapted for the
shopping carts by store owner Bob
Tait.

Mrff&
Listen

People
AfffPF
^^^^B - ...... TB^^

THE Voice

OF ALABAMA
John Blair & Co.

HOMEMAKER Mrs. Richard Mahnerd and young son seem pleased
with their radio-equipped shopping
cart, and the novel device also attracts the attention of Larry Haeg
(I), general manager of WCCO
Minneapolis-St. Paul, and Allen
Gray,
theLeague
station's
Housewives'
Protective
director.
form the basis of a new cookbook. Cooking at Home, which was placed in distribution last week under the imprint of Dell
Publishing Co., N. Y. Arrangements for
the cookbook were made with Dell by the
merchandising division of California National Productions Inc., an NBC subsidiary.
Y&R Mails Laugh Record
YOUNG & RUBICAM, N. Y., mailed a tv
laugh record — one minute and five seconds
of continuous laughter by the studio audience— to editors. The disc was made during
the filming of "Lucy Does the Tango" on
the / Love Lucy show, which was to be aired
today (Monday). Desi reportedly had to ask
the audience to stop laughing so that the
show could go on.
'Mystery Voice' Contest Held
WGOL Goldsboro, N. C, conducted a
"Mystery Voice" contest last month which
was tied in with its station breaks. The station recorded a series of voices of prominent
public officials and used them as part of its
IDs. WGOL offered free passes to local
theatres to the first person who correctly
identified a voice after it was broadcast. The
station reports that it recorded additional
voices due to the "success of the first series"
and for these, it used merchants and professional men in that city.

THERE'S ONLY ONE LEADER...
KM.F-TV4 MONTANA
THt CONTINENTAL DIVIDE STATION , BUTTE

THE

COMMUNITY-NEWS

VOICE

WSRS

GREATER CLEVELAND'S
NUMBER 1 STATION
SRS "Radio-Active" MBS
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SILENCE

IS GOLDEN

WITH CLEVER maneuvering and
responsible "City Hall" sources,
WTTM Trenton, N. J., came up with
an exclusive recorded program on the
city's 1956 budget — broadcast after a
week's delay.
Members of the Trenton City Commission, representatives of employe,
business and taxpayer groups agreed
to record the show five days before
broadcast and present arguments on
the pros and cons of the proposed increased city budget — with the proviso
they would not release statements until broadcast time.
The story was developed for broadcast on a special public service program, Let's Face It, which WTTM
airs only when major public issues
are involved. Station Manager Fred
Walker served as moderator for the
program.
Newspapers got the story via news
releases after broadcast time and
splashed it on page one — with WTTM
receiving full credit as source for the
"scoop."

KROC-TV Plugs Home Town
CONTINUOUS growth of Rochester
(Minn.) as an industrial area — exemplified

NATION-WIDE

by a new $10 million IBM plant to be built
there — was outlined by Don Perry, KROCTV Rochester, to New York media and timebuying personnel at a party given in New
York by Mrs. Elizabeth Beckjorden, a network-station representative. Mr. Perry also
described KROC-TV's programming policy
which stresses local live and network programs, plus outstanding feature films on
weekends.
Christopher Offers New

Series

MEANS of introducing "constructive values" into television is the theme of several
programs in the new series of 52 Christopher half-hour shows, just completed for the
373 tv stations which schedule the organization's program year-round as a public service. The new series includes Biblical narrations by Sir Cedric Hardwicke and interviews with 42 personalities by Father James
Keller, director of the Christopher movement.
A SNEAK preview of a new tv program,
Private Line — Hollywood, was telecast by
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles for a group of
executives from Revlon and BBDO. The program, packaged by Walt Tibbels and Lee
Savin, features KTTV commentator Paul
Coates and Zsa Zsa Gabor, who interviews
celebrities at home. Robert Stack was interviewed by Mr. Coates in a Person to Person
style and composer Dimitri Tiomkin was
visited at home by Miss Gabor.

NEGOTIATIONS
•
TELEVISION
RADIO
SOUTH

NEW ENGLAND
FULLTIME

REGIONAL
FULLTIME

FLORIDA
DAYTIMER

$40,000.00
Exclusive town of

$65,000.00

$85,000.00

Top independent
in market.
Good facilities.
Growth area.

North Florida profitable operation.

WASHINGTON, D. C.
Wm. T. Stubblefield
1737 DeSales St.,
N. W.
EX 3-3456

initial filming will include "Talent Roundup"
and "Fun with Music" segments, starring
the Mouseketeers and special guests.

Terms 29% down,
balance in 4 to 5
vears.

CHICAGO, ILL.
Ray V. Hamilton
Tribune Tower
DE 7-2755

Beauty — 4th Yr. Vintage — Chosen
IN CELEBRATION of its fourth birthday,
KXLY-TV Spokane, Wash., conducted a
contest for "Miss Channel 4." All entries
were required to be girls four years old. The
station reports that 2,240 little girls entered
the contest. The winners, "Miss Channel 4"
and two princesses, received certificates;
$100 and $25 bonds, respectively; dinner;
theatre passes; oil portraits of themselves
and a new wardrobe.

FINANCING
NEWSPAPER

MIDWEST

$15,000 cash required down.

Mouseketeers '57 Launched
PRODUCTION on the 1957-58 Mickey
Mouse Club tv film series is scheduled to
be launched at the Walt Disney Studios
in Burbank, Calif., today, March 11. It will
feature juvenile entertainers signed after a
state-wide talent hunt in California. The

KTTV Sneak Previews Series

EASTERN

10,000.
$68 million retail
sales in county.

'The Hope that Jack Built'
NATIONAL Assn. of Investment Companies, N. Y., has retained Robert Lawrence
Productions to produce a seven-minute animated cartoon, The Hope that Jack Built.
The cartoon, which tells the story behind
mutual funds, will be made available free
to tv stations requesting a print. Distribution
of the film, which cost $38,500 exclusive
of promotion and distribution fees, will begin this summer.

•

SOUTHWEST
TEXAS
NETWORK

$150,000.00
New facilities with
valuable real
estate.

APPRAISALS

WEST
CALIFORNIA
NETWORK

$70,000.00

Ideal place to live
and work. Terms
one - half down,
balance
in 4^4
vears.

Profitable operation with good

29% down for this
profit maker. Area
is tops for living
conditions.

potential. Terms
are available to
qualified buyers.

Facilities in good
condition.

ATLANTA, GA.
Jack L. Barton
1515 Healey Bldg.

DALLAS, TEX.
Dewitt Landis
(Judge)

SAN FRANCISCO
W. R. Twining
(Ike)

Fidelity
Life Bldg.Union

1 1 1 Sutter St.
EX 2-5671

Call your nearest office of
HAMILTON,
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FOR THE RECORD
'Once Upon a Time'
A PROMOTION booklet entitled, "Once
Upon a Time," which explains the operation
of the radio-tv department of Watts, PayneAdv. Inc., Tulsa, as well as the agency's
over-all operation, is being sent to prospects,
clients and media people. The 16-page pamphlet uses a cartoon character named "Mr.
Advertiser" to take the reader on a picture
tour of the agency.
WCKY Jingles Plug Talent
WCKY Cincinnati last week began using
special jingles on the air to introduce and
promote its personalities and programs.
Samples of the jingles, composed by Johnson-Siday, New York, were also sent to
agencies and advertisers.

CAMERA'S 'THE THING'
BOTH in the air and on the ground,
the seven-pound vidicon camera has
proven its utility to officials of WTVJ
(TV) Miami. Four such cameras —
each measuring 10x4^x7 inches and
using a special double lens adapter and
seven tubes — recently were developed
by Norman Bean, the station's engineering development director.
First on-the-air test for the miniature camera was providing aerial views
of a recent Arthur Godfrey Show from
a blimp over Miami Beach, where the
show was originating for CBS-TV.
Then the small camera was used to
take sideline shots at the New Year's
Day Orange Bowl Classic for CBS-TV.
Both tests were successful, WTVJ officials said.
The new camera was tested with
550 feet of camera cable and performed with a 600-line resolution. All
standard image orthicon, as well as
regular 16 mm motion picture lenses,
can be used on the vidicon camera.
WTVJ's plans for its four vidicons

Station

Authorizations,

(As Compiled by B • T)
February 27 through March 6
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification,
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction per- trans.
— transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc —
mit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — very kilocycles.
SCA — subsidiary communications auhigh
frequency,
uhf
—
ultra
high
frequency,
ant.
thorizations. S A— special service authorization.
— antenna, aur. — aural, vis. — visual, kw — kiloSTA — special temporary authorization. * — educ.
wat s, w— watt, mc — megacycles. ing
D — day. N —
ing
Am-Fm Summary through March 6
In
On
Appls.
Air
Licensed Cps
148
366
Am
3,021
3,001 196
0
53
Fm
540
520 46
PendHearFCC Commercial Station Authorizations
As of January 31,
13
Tv
Am
514
Licensed (all on air)
Fm
31
Cps
airon air
123
24 272
Cps on
notauthorized
2,983
Total
551 241
633
*
120
3 103
1917857
Applications in hearing
3,137
8
62
288
New station requests
0 69
120
New station bids in hearing
155
9
Facilities change requests
101 387
Total applications pending
0
4
0
Licenses deleted in January
8411
0 531
Cps deleted in January
* Based on official FCC monthly reports. These
are not always exactly current since the FCC
must await formal notifications of stations going
on the air, ceasing operations, surrendering licenses or grants, etc. These figures do not include
noncommercial, educational fm and tv stations.
For current status of am and fm stations see
"Am and Fm Summary," above, and for tv stations see "Tv Summary," next column.
New

Tv

Stations

...

ACTIONS
Jacksonville, Fla. — Educational Tv Inc. granted
vhf
mc); ERP
16.4 kw
vis., 491
8.2 kw
aur.;ch.ant.7 (174-180
height above
average
terrairi
ft.,
above ground 521 ft. Estimated construction cost
$349,493, first year operating cost $60,000. P. O.
address % Dr. Heywood A. Dowling, 203 Greenleaf Bldg., Jacksonville. Studio location Tech.
& Vocation High School, King St., Jacksonville.
Trans, location East Bay & Georgia Sts., Jacksonville. Geographic coordinates 30° 17' 09.3" N.
Lat,
44' 52.1"
W. Long.
Trans. GE,Washington.
ant. RCA.
Legal 81°
counsel
Krieger
& Jorgenson,
Consulting engineer George P. Adair Engineering Co., Washington. Principals include Pres.
Dr. Heywood A. Dowling, chiropodist; First Vice
Pres. Dr. Paul L. Johnson, pres. Jacksonville Jr.
College; Second Vice Pres. George S. Davis Jr.,
and Treas. Walter T. Napier. Announced Feb. 28.
San Angelo, Tex. — San Angelo Tv Co. granted

Tv Summary through March 6
Total Operating Stations in U. 5.:
Vhf
Uhf Total
Commercial
381 91 4721
Noncomm. Education 18
5
232
Grants since July 11, 19S2:
(When FCC began
after tvprocessing
freeze) applications
Vhf
Uhf Total
Commercial
347 323 6701
Noncomm. Educational
26
21
472
Applications Hied since April 14, 7952:
(When FCC began
after tvprocessing
freeze) applications
New Amend. Vhf
Total
Commercial
1,065 337
Uhf
Noncomm. Educ. 65
37
866
571
829
Total
1,130
598
1 176 cps (33 vhf, 143 uhf)337 have been 27deleted.
> One educational uhf has been deleted.
* One applicant did not specify channel.
4 Includes 44 already granted.
1,4023
5 Includes 716 already granted.
vhf
3.02 kwterrain
vis., 1.58
aur.;ch.ant.3 (60-66
height mc);
aboveERPaverage
223 kw
ft.,
above ground 264 ft. Estimated construction cost
$59,050, first year operating cost $48,000, revenue
$60,000. P. O. address % First State Bank, Rio
Vista, Tex. Studio and trans, location Cactus
Hotel, Twohig Ave. and Oakes St., San Antonio.
Geographic
coordinates
27' ant.
40" N.Adler.
Lat., Con100°
26'
05" W. Long.
Trans. 31°
Gates,
sulting engineer Guy C. Hutcheson, Arlington,
Tex. Principals are equal partners Lowell Smith
and Joe N. Weatherby. Messrs. Smith and
Weatherby formerly held minority interesst in
KTXL and KTXL-TV San Angelo, respectively.
Announced Feb. 28.
,
Existing Tv Stations .
ACTIONS
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KGUN-TV
Tucson, Ariz. — Tucson Television
Co., ch. 9. Changed from KDWI-TV.
WCDC (TV) North Adams, Mass.— Hudson Val-

MIDWEST

FLORIDA
$65*000.00
An independent in one of
Florida's attractive growth
markets. Liberal financing.
NORMAN BEAN of WTVJ (TV) Miami
compares seven-pound vidicon camera
which he developed for station with
normal-size camera.
call for the installation of two of them
as film camera chains, and use of the
other two in the station's 34-ft. remote
track, thus enabling WTVJ to originate commercials from its remote units
instead of switching back to the station.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

Applications

NEGOTIATIONS

WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Jack V. Harvey
Washington Building
STerling 3-4341

Sfl.9O.OOO.OO
A long established profitable regional facility in a sizable farm market. $50,000
down, balance over five years.

FINANCING

• APPRAISALS
mpany
ATLANTA
Clifford B. Marshall
Healey Building
Jackson 5-1576
March 11, 1957
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1,4675'655

FOR THE RECORD
ley Bcstg. Co., ch. 19. Changed from WMGT
(TV).
APPLICATION
WDSM-TV Superior, Wis. — Seeks cp for new
ant. system and specify trans, location as 4th
Ave. and 10th St., Duluth, Minn.
New

Stations . . .
ACTIONS
Fredonia, N. Y. — Louis W. Skelly granted 1570
kc, 250 w D. P. O. address 3808 Chaucer Lane,
Austintown, Ohio. Estimated construction cost
$6,900, first year operating cost $48,000, revenue
$60,000. Mr. Skelly is commercial mgr., WHOT
Campbell, Ohio. Announced Feb. 28.
Manning, S. C— Clarendon County Bcstg. Co.
granted 1410 kc, 1 kw D, remote control trans.
P. O. address % J. M. Soles Jr., Tabor City, N. C.
Estimated construction cost $14,001, first year
operating cost $28,000, revenue $40,000. Principals
include Mr. Soles, V3; Isadore Kramer, y3, and
Troy McPherson, y3. Mr. Soles is 20% owner,
WTAB Tabor City, N. C; Mr. Kramer, 10%,
WTAB,WTAB.
and Announced
Mr. McPherson
mgr.,
Feb. 28.20%, owner-gen.
Eagle Pass, Tex. — Uvalde Broadcasters granted
1270 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address Box 758, Uvalde,
Tex. Estimated construction cost $16,500, first
year operating
cost partners
$25,000, revenue
$30,000. Principals are equal
E. J. Harpole,
gen.
mgr.
-50%
owner
of
KVOU
Uvalde,
-50%
owner of KVOZ Laredo, Tex., and W. J.pres.
Harpole,
50% owner of KVOU and KVOZ, 26.6% owner of
KVWO
Cheyenne, Tex.
Wyo.,Announced
pres. -66.6%Feb.owner
KVOP Plainview,
28. of

& Frank Co., Portland, Ore. Announced March 4.
Bowie, Tex. — Willie V. Murphy and Carroll C.
Lee d/b as Bowie-Nocona Bcstg. Co., 1410 kc,
500 w D. P. O. address Box 972, Wichita Falls,
Tex. Estimated construction cost $20,090, first
year operating cost $52,000, revenue $57,000. Mr.
Murphy (65%), automobile dealer, and Mr. Lee
(35%), salesman KTRN Wichita Falls, will be
owners. Announced Feb. 28.

Am

APPLICATIONS
Huntsville, Ala.— Leroy Garrett, 1380 kc, 5
kw D. P. O. address 703»/2 S. 14th St., Birmingham, Ala. Estimated construction cost $16,312,
first year operating cost $36,000, revenue $60,000.
Mr. Garrett,
cleaning interests and owner recordMarching 4.company, will be sole owner. Announced
Tallassee, Ala.— Confederate Bcstg. Co., 1300
kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address % Ned Butler, Box
292, Talladega, Ala. Estimated construction cost
$13,000, first year operating cost $20,000, revenue
$26,000. Mr. Butler (33.34%), James T. Hemphill
(33.33%), W. K. Johnston (18.33%) and Joe A.
Armbrester Jr. (15%) will be owners. Mr. Butler,
Mr.
and Mr.
are co-owners
WJHBHemphill
Talladega.
Mr. Johnston
Armbrester
is applianceof
and furniture dealer. Announced Feb. 28.
Augusta, Ga. — Howard C. Gilreath tr/as Dixie
Bcstg. System, 1380 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address
Box 391, Vidalia, Ga. Estimated construction cost
$10,000, first year operating cost $40,000, revenue
$48,000. Mr. Gilreath, mgr. WVOP Vidalia, will be
sole owner. Announced Feb. 28.
Augusta, Ga. — Metropolitan Bcstg. Co., 1380
kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address 904 Grant Bldg., Atlanta 3, Ga. Estimated construction cost $15,378,
first year operating cost $45,500, revenue $60,000.
Sole owner will be Georgia Development Enterprises. Hugh H. Summer, chairman of board,
and Richard A. Granville, executive vice pres.
Announced March 4.
Tawas City-East Tawas, Mich. — Roger S. Underbill. 1050 kc, 1 kw DA-D. P. O. address c/o Mr.
Underhill, 306 Bauch Bldg., Lansing, Mich. Estimated construction cost $28,293, first year operating cost $30,000, revenue $37,500. Mr. Underhill,
35% owner pending application of new am in
East 28.
Lansing, will be sole owner. Announced
Feb.
Madras, Ore. — Reuben K. and Elizabeth J.
Nesvold d/b as Madras Bcstg. Co., 1400 kc, 250
w D. P. O. address Rte. 1, Box 498-A, Tigard,
Ore. Estimated construction cost $17,759, first
year operating cost $29,000, revenue $33,000. Mr.
and Mrs. Nesvold are former employes of Meier

Existing Am

Stations . . .
ACTIONS
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KPER Gilroy, Calif. — Bernard & Jobbins Bcstg.
Co., 1290 kc.
KATT Pittsburg, Calif.— KECC Inc., 990 kc.
Changed from KECC.
WDXR
Ky.— E. Weaks McKinneySmith, 1560Paducah,
kc.
WRKH Rockwood, Term. — Roane Bcstg. Co.,
580 kc.
KQTYCo. Everett,
Bcstg.
1230 kc Wash. — Snohomish County
KRSC Othello, Wash.— Othello Radio, 1450 kc.
Changed from KADM.
KMEL Wenatchee, Wash. — Wenatchee Bcstrs.,
1340 kc. Changed from KWNW.
APPLICATIONS
WNKY Neon, Ky. — Seeks cp to change frequency from 1450 kc to 1480 kc, power from 250
wFeb.to 28.
1 kw and hours from unl. to D. Announced
WCJU Columbia, Mo. — Seeks cp to change frequency from 1450 kc to 1440 kc, power from 250
w to 1 kwnouncedand
Feb. 28.hours from unl. to daytime. AnWDOS Oneonta, N. Y. — Seeks cp to increase
power from Feb.
500 w 28.to 1 kw and install new trans.
Announced
WBLA Elizabethtown, N. C. — Seeks cp to
change frequency from 1450 kc to 1440 kc, power
from 100 w to 1 kw and hours from unl. to D.
Announced Feb. 28.
New

Fm Stations . . .
ACTION
Hagerstown, Md. — United Bcstg. Co. of Western
Maryland Die. granted 106.9 mc, 2.19 kw unl.
P. O. address 2900 Tilden St., N.W., Washington,
D. C. Estimated construction cost $2,500, first year
operating cost $10,000, revenue $10,000. Proposed
station will duplicate operation of WARK Hagerstown. Richard Eaton, pres., also controls
WYOU-WACH-TV Newport News, Va.; WANT
Richmond, Va.; WINX Rockville, Md.; WJMO
Cleveland, Ohio; WOOK-WFAN (FM)-WOOKTV Washington, D. C; WSDD-WTLF (TV) Baltimore, Md., and has tv application pending for
Wilmington, N. C. Action Feb. 28.
APPLICATION
Troy, N. Y. — Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,
91.1 mc, 680 w. P. O. address % Ralph Asher,
same as above. Estimated construction cost
$1,185, first year operating cost $100. Rensselaer
is owner of commercial
WHAZeducational.
Troy.Announced
Station will
be nonMarch
4.
Existing Fm Stations . . .
ACTIONS
Renewal of License
WCME Brunswick, Me.; WFMQ (FM) Hartford,
Conn.; WPFM (FM) Providence, R. I.

—

ALLEN

KANDER

WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
NAtional 8-1990
NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
New York 17, N. Y.

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND SALE
OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
FINANCIAL ADVISERS
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MUrray Hill 7-4242
CHICAGO
35 East Wacker Drive
Chicago 1, Illinois
RAndolph 6-3688

Ownership

Changes
ACTIONS

. . .

WJDB Thomasville, Ala. — Granted transfer of
license from J. Dige Bishop to WJDB Radio Inc.
Corporatenounced
change.
March 4. No change of control. AnWRMF Titusville, Fla. — Granted voluntary relinquishment of negative control of permittee
corp. by Rudi C. Oudshoff (50%) to Richard M.
Fairbanks, licensee of WIBC Indianapolis, Ind.
Mr. Oudshoff is ill and wishes to discontinue his
connection with station. Consideration is nominal one dollar. Announced March 4.
WGLC Centreville, Miss. — Granted transfer of
control from C. M. Treppendahl Jr., Maxwell
Bramlette, D. H. Thornhill and Alvin Sansing to
Paul D'Antoni, James Dowdy and Don Partridge
for $14,000. Buyers are equal partners. Mr.
DAntoni is Natchez, Miss., oil dealer. Mr. Dowdy
and Mr.Announced
PartridgeFeb.are27. announcers-salesmen,
WGLC.
WJQS Jackson, Miss. — Granted assignment of
license from Mississippi Bcstg. Co. to Milner
Enterprises Dae. for $75,000. R. E. Dumas Milner,
automobile dealer, is sole owner. Announced
Feb. 27.
WMBC Macon, Miss. — Granted assignment of
license from J. W. Furr to Robert A. Chisholm
Jr. tr/as Macon Bcstg. Co. for $24,000. Mr. Chisholm has been insurance agent in Georgia and
Alabama and at one time was sales manager of
WTRC Tuscaloosa, Ala. Announced Feb. 27.
KWIK Pocatello, Idaho — Granted assignment
of license from Pocatello Television Corp. to
Pocatello Radio Die. for $33,000. Pocatello Radio
is owned by KOIL Omaha, Neb. Announced
Feb. 27.
WMGM New York, N. Y. — Granted assignment
of
license
from change.
Loew's Inc.
to WMGM
Bcstg.
Corp.
Corporate
No change
of control.
Announced
Feb. 26.
APPLICATIONS
WJDMment of cp(TV)
City, toFla.WJDM
— Seeks(TV)
assignfrom Panama
J. D. Manly
Die.
Corporatenouncedchange.
No
change
in
control.
AnMarch 4.
KIOA Des .Moines, Iowa — Seeks assignment of
license from Town & Farm Co. to Public Radio
Corp. for $185,000. Lester Kamin (99.6%) is also
20.5% owner of WMRY New Orleans and KCIG
Shreveport, both La. and 33%% of WCKG (TV)
New Orleans. Announced Feb. 28.
WFKN Franklin, Ky. — Seeks assignment of license from Franklin Bcstg. Co. to WFKN Inc.
Corporate nounced
change.
March 4. No change in control. AnWEAN, WPJB-FM Providence, R. I. — Seeks
transfer of control of licensee corporation from
all stockholders to voting trustees. Corporate
change. No change of control. Announced Feb. 28.
KILT-TV El Paso, Tex.— Seeks assignment of
cp from McLendon Investment Corp. to KELP
Television Corp. for $750,000. KELP owners are
Joseph Harris (40%), Norman Alexander (40%),
and Richard E. Jones (20%). Mr. Harris and Mr.
Alexander are each 45% owners and Mr. Jones
is
10% ownerMarch
of KXLY-AM-TV
Spokane, Wash.
Announced
4.
KPAN Hereford, KSML Seminole and KTUE
Tulia, all Tex. — Seek assignments of licenses to
Marshall and Clint Formby. Corporate change.
No change of control. Marshall Formby also
owns 28.(40%) of KFLD Floydada, Tex. Announced
Feb.
KLBS Houston, Tex. — Seeks assignment of license from Howard Bcstg. Corp. to McLendon
Investment Corp. for $525,000. McLendon Investment is licensee of KUF Dallas, KELP El Paso,
KTSAAnnounced
San Antonio
Tex.
Feb. and
28. KILT-TV El Paso all
KXYZ from
Houston,
Tex. —Bcstg.
Seeks Co.
assignment
license
Shamrock
to Houstonof
Bcstg. Corp. for $425,000. Houston principals are
Milton R. Underwood (30%), banker, Catherine
F. Underwood (40%), housewife, and David M.
Underwood (30%). Announced March 4.
KWEL Midland, Tex. — Seeks relinquishment of
control of permittee corporation by Jerry Covington thru sale of stock to Ben Harwit. CorpoFeb. rate
28. change. No change of control. Announced
KZEE Weatherford, Tex.— Seeks assignment of
license from Edward E. McElmore and Roy T.
Givson to G-M Bcstg. Co. Corporate change. No
change of control. Announced Feb. 28.
KORDcense Pasco,
— Seeks
assignmentK. ofReid,
lifrom MusicWash.
Bcstrs.
to Wallace
H. B. Murphy, Harold C. Singleton and Gerald
Colkitt, d/b as Music Bcstrs. Corporate change.
No change of control. Announced Feb. 28.
Hearing Cases . . .
FINAL DECISION
KAKJ (TV) Reno, Nev.— The FCC denied petition and supplement by Nevada Telecasting Co.
Broadcasting

Telecasting

CARDS

PROFESSIONAL

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
1735 De Sales St., N. W. ME. 8-5411
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 4-2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE'

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Di. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE *

A. D. RING & ASSOCIATES

Upper Montdair, N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE •

Member AFCCE*

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.

30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE •
L. H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1001 Conn. Ave. Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE*

PAGE, CREUTZ,
STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
710 14th St.,
N. W. 5, Executive
3-3676
Washington
D. C
303 White Henry Stuart Bldg.
Mutual 3280 Seattle 1, Washington
Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER AM-FM-TV
4806 MONTGOMERY LANE
WASHINGTON 14, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE *

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

A. E. TOWNE ASSOCS., INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

RUSSELL
711 14th St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C

P. MAY
Sheraton Blag.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE'

JOHN

Member AFCCE*

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

SERVICE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
Broadcasting

1302 18th St., N.W.
Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

ROBERT L HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
821 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

Member AFCCE*
J. G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

Member AFCCE*
RALPH
BITZER,Bldg.,
Consulting
Suite 298,J. Arcade
St. LouisEngineer
1, Mo.
Garfield 1-4954
"For Retults in Broadcast Engineering"
AM-FM-TV
Allocations • Applications
Petitions • Licensing Field Service

DIRECTORY

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence courses.
Write For Free Catalog, specify course.

Telecasting

KEAR & KENNEDY

RADIO ENGINEERING COMPANY
CONSULTANTS — Specialists in
Television — Radio allocations — installations field— antenna measurements — AM
— UHF — VHF "will consider investing with
Norwood J. Patterson, Owner
new applicants"
1111 Market Street San Francisco, Calif.
MArket 1-8171
March 11, 1957
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENT
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline:
Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday
preceding publication date.
Situations Wanted 20tf per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25tf per word —
$2.00 minimum.
All other classifications 30<J per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads $15.00 per inch.
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 1735 DeSales St. N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
remittance
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward
risk. Broadcastat owneror sreturn.
to box numbersfor aretheirsentcustody
etc., sent
photos,
transcriptions,
All
please).
separately,
responsibility
or
liability
any
repudiates
expressly
ing • Telecasting

RADIO
Help Wanted
Managerial
Somewhere — in a west coast smaller market
there must be a young, aggressive sales manager
who hastentialdeveloped
to maximum
poand who seekshisthestation
opportunity
for further
exploiting his sales ability in a larger California
market. We would like to hear from this man
as the opportunity is unlimited. Send complete
details. Personal interview will be arranged.
Box 729E, B-T.
Wanted for immediate opportunity. One hardhitting time salesman with creative ideas who
thinks he is ready to be a commercial manager
in leading regional station operation in this rich
quarter million market potential. Rush resume
and picture to Box 751E, B-T.
$500.00 per month guarantee on excellent account
list.
metropolitan
market top-rated
stationMississippi
needs salesman
with advancement
to sales
manager and manager. Must have executive ability
and record as real producer. We expand and
promote
within. If you
next job manager. from
Married southerner
28 toclick
33 preferred.
Send
complete resume, late photo to Box 799E, B-T.
Minnesota station wants manager who can sell!
Will sell 25% interest in this news station for
$65,00. Only good producer who can invest need
apply. Tell all first letter. Box 822E, B-T.
Good proposition for producing sales manager,
large eastern market. Box 836E, B-T.
Commercial manager. Assume full sales responsibility for established regional radio and
maximum power NBC basic television station
under construction. Prosperous northeast metropolitan area. Unusual circumstances create exceptional opportunityallforpaid
qualified
person.
Topnotch organization,
benefits
including
retirement plan. Send complete resume. Box
848E, B-T.
5 figure income for top-notch salesman with
management background for leading independent
in Ohio. Box 850E, B-T.
Majoring solid
Baltimore
needs Excellent
an outstandproducer independent
strong on sales.
deal
for good man. Box 851E, B-T.
Pennsylvania station needs an assistant manager
with good announcing background. Job pays
above average salary with commission bonus.
Looking
for young
man atwithmanagement
car. Position permanent
and married
opportunity
soon. Send tape, resume and photo to Box
860E, B-T.
Have opening for assistant sales manager whose
duties will include combination regional and
local selling. Salary commensurate with ability
and past experience. Contact John Conwell,
KOMU-TV, Columbia, Missouri.
Assistant manager. We have an excellent position for an experienced, hard working radio man
trained in announcing and small market sales
and administrative
work.
you can accept
responsibility contact
Bill If
Fillingham,
Manager,
WNAV, Annapolis, Maryland.
Salesmen
Experienced, dependable salesman wanted by
leading station, a 5000 watt fulltime, in midwest
city of 55,000 persons. Competitive market but
staton has fine organization to support salesman's efforts.percentage.
Guaranteed Good
weeklymandrawcanagainst
commission
earn
$5,200-$6,000 first year and more in second. Tell
all about yourself and work record, with, refernces, in first letter. Box 570E, B-T.
Salesman for New Jersey independent. Salary
plus commission. Box 724E, B-T.
Are you ready to step-up in sales work? Here is
an opportunity. Texas. Box 738E, B-T.
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RADIO
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Salesmen

Sales: Fulltime radio station wants progressive
minded time salesman full of ideas, and willing
to work. Good salary, commission arrangement
for
salesman who likes music-news staB-T. creative
tion operation. Family man preferred. Box 795E,
Commercial 1000 watter in Indiana. Guarantee
and commission. Present average $125.00. Box
813E, B-T.
Illinois station hasnouncer-salesman
openingcombination.
for Take
experienced
anover establishedmissions
accounts.
Hourly
wage
for
airwork,
comon sales. Good man will earn over
$5,500 first year, more the second. Single station
market. Tell us all about yourself in first letter.
Box 856E, B-T.
Lion's share of California market available to
man who can handle it. Box 862E, B-T.
Salesman. Draw against 15% commission. West
Virginia market. Car necessary. Money to be
made if you can sell. Unless experienced, let's
not waste each other's time. Box 869E, B-T.
Sales help
salesman
group
on eastwanted,
coast. $125.00
per for
weekmusic-news
plus 15%
commission of all billing over $850.00 per week.
Top Pulse ranked station, more local advertisers
than any other station. Proven man will be advanced. Box 871E, B-T.
Salesman or sales manager, young and eager
to advance, by kilowatt popular music and local
news independent. Guarantee and commission.
KGEN, Tulare, California.
Salesman- — metropolitan market. Excellent opportunity for live wire. WSTC, Stamford, Conn.
Announcers
Immediate opening for man with minimum six
months experience. Salary: $75.00 per week to
start. 40 hour week, overtime pay, vacations,
etc. Must have car. Excellent opportunity for
advancement within chain. Send resume and
tape. Box 678C, B-T.
Job with a future for qualified staff announcer
with several years deejay experience. Illionis kilowatt independent. Newswriting ability helpful.
Liberal bonus, other fringe benefits. Personal
interview necessary. List age, education, experience in detail, Box 761E, B-T.
$600 a month for DJ with glib, fast-paced delivery. Rhyming intros to records. Limited rock
'n
roll, injustmidwest.
good pops
Wanted by
station
Box and
781E, albums.
B-T.
Leading independent station in large southeastern market has opening for combination announcer-engine r with first class ticket. Excellent opportunity and working conditions, send
resume to Box 844E, B-T.
Hundred a week to start for top-notch announcer
with first class ticket. Long established midwest
network station. Box 847E, B'T.
Experienced staff announcer at Illinois daytimer.
Start at $70.00 plus annual bonus. Box 857E, B-T.
Strong Kilowatt independent needs good announcer with flub-free delivery to join excellent
staff. If interested in working in serious radio,
send full details and photo to Box 872E, B-T.
$80.00
weeklyPrefer
to start
top-notch
experienced
announcer.
manfor from
midwest.
Needed
at once. Must have sincerity, and good diction.
Operate board. 40 hour week, paid vacation,
overtime pay. State age, education, experience
in detail, and references. Send with tape to
KFAL, Fulton, Missouri.
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RADIO
Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
1000 watt Mutual radio station with tv in connection needs three competent combo men. Station is located
miles fromMontana.
Glacier
National
Park intwenty-five
beautiful northwest
Applicants must have first phone licenses. Rush
letter, photograph and audition tape to Dick
Vick, KGEZ, Kalispell, Montana.
Immediate opening: Night man, emphasis on
news, 5000 watt station. Call Manager, KGCX,
Williston, North Dakota.
Immediate opening, combo man, first phone,
afternoon shift, new 5kw daytimer. Sales opportunity. Recent graduate acceptable. Emphasis on
announcing . . . contact Manager, KLGA, Algona, Iowa.
Experienced play-by-play baseball announcer
needed immediately. Prefer someone who can
also tion
do for staff
salesSend
work.tape,
Wonderful
right orman.
letter andproposiphoto
to WACL, Waycross, Georgia.
Announcer. Must have experience. Top working
conditions. Air conditioned studios. Profit sharing plan. WCOJ, Coatesville, Pennsylvania.
Jerry Clement formerly WIDE contact Evans,
WSJM, Saint Joseph, Michigan.
Good salaries for top announcer with first ticket
with
emphasisneeded
on airwho
work can
. . .write
also experienced
announcer
copy that
sells . . . contact WLSD, Big Stone Gap, Virginia.
Immediate opening for announcer with first phone
by newspaper
owned am and
station. than
Permanent position.
morefmGresso,
important
experience.
Call Reliability
collect, Fred
WRSW,
Warsaw, Indiana.
Announcer: Immediate opening announcer with
first class ticket. Daytime station in famous recenter. Send
tape Springs,
and resume
Chet Munson, sort
WSPN,
Saratoga
New toYork.
Technical
West coast station wants a vacation relief man,
combination announcer-technician. Must have
first class phone, strong on engineering, possibility of permanent employment. Box 741E, B-T.
First class engineer-announcer for commercial
Indiana non-directional 1000 watt daytimer. Box
813E, B-T.
Chief engineer, Louisiana station. Less than 40
hours;
$90.00 weekly.
Transmitter.
Modern We4room apartment
costs you
$40.00 monthly.
pay all utilities. Box 843E, B-T.
Chief engineer with good maintenance ability for
station in central eastern Pennsylvania. Must
have carbilitiesand
be capable of
assuming
responsifor maintenance,
repair
and purchase.
Chance to install new station in several months.
Good salary to right man. Send photo, resume
and full particulars. Box 861E, B-T.
First class engineer needed at once Ohio 5kw —
$80. to $100. weekly. 48 Hours. Box 873E, B-T.
Chief engineer, strong technical background,
wanted for 5000 watter. Send full information
immediately
to George Morgan, Station KIMN,
Denver 14, Colorado.
Transmitterrectional, 3kwengineer,
phone, Write
1 kw WEOL,
am difm. Carfirst
necessary.
Elyria, Ohio.
Radio station WKOZ, Kosciusko, Mississippi,
needs engineer
withrequired.
first phone
can right
announce. References
Good who
pay for
man.
Contact Mims Boswell, WKOZ Kosciusko,
Mississippi.
Florida new station urgently needs first class
engineer-announcer. Apply immediately to Marlow, WSUZ,salary,
Palatka,
Florida.
Phone East 5-3844.
Excellent
pleasant
conditions.
Experienced 1st phone chief engineer, light announcing duties. Contact WTUS, Tuskegee, Alabama.
Programming-Production, Others
Wanted: Experienced
promotionpandingatmarket
station
...
Salary commensurate
ity. Box 814E, B-T.

copywriter who can handle
growing chainNewandYork.
exinin southeastern
with experience and abil-
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Experienced announcer — ten years play-by-play
sports, authoritative news. Box 792E, B-T.
Red hot hillbilly, different style. Can match any.
Like Tennessee. Box 794E, B-T.
Deep, resonant voice. 4 years staff announcing
experience. Prefer midwest. $90 minimum. Box
796E, B-T.
Announcer-DJ — 6 months commercial experience.
Veteran with college. Operate board. Prefer midwest but will go anywhere. Box 797E, B-T.
Country DJ, announcing school graduate. 6 years
B-T.
experience wants change. Make offer. Box 801E,

Announcer. Mature, single man. Conscientious.
Seeks first radio staff announcing job. Recent
graduate. Box 858E, B-T.

RADIO
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Programming-Production, Others
Administrative opportunity in network for man
experienced in program and production costs in
station in medium size or larger market, willing
to relocate in major market. Degree in accounting of general business preferred. Under 35.
Send detailed resume to Box 823E, B-T.
Immediate opening in metropolitan Ohio city
for experienced continuity girl. Send sample
copy, photo, resume. Box 854E, B-T.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Top tion
advertising
wants to join sales
small executive
city radio large
station organizain south
or midwest. Full information and references to
interst you if you contact Box 802E, B-T.
Manager
manager
independent
station,—southcommercial
or southeast
preferred.
Exceptional
sales record, references. 23 years experience.
Now employed, station sold. Write, wire Box
852E, B-T.
Salesmen
Combo sales-announcing, radio and/or tv. Six
years small market. Sales manager and station
manager experience. Some tv announcing, also
sports and news. Age 30, married, one child, and
college. Prefer Rocky Mt. or northwest station.
Available immediately. Box 793E, B-T.
Salesman, DJ, sports. Six years experience.
Presently
manager,seeking
kilowatt indie.employed
Married. commercial
Veteran, reliable,
larger market and income. Will work hard to
live comfortably. Will consider overseas. Box
839E, B-T.
Announcers
Personality-DJ — strong commercial, gimmicks,
etc., run own board. Steady, eager to please. Go
anywhere. Box 109E, B-T.
Baseball play-by-play announcer, seven years
experience. Finest references. Box 603E, B-T.
Girl personality — DJ, run own board, eager to
please. Free to travel. Gimmicks and sales. Box
688E, B-T.
Sportsman — newsman — announcer, play-by-play
position,
a must.basketball.
Six yearsAlso
experience
in baseball, football,
have news
and
staff experience. Radio and television combined
operation preferable in east or midwest. Box
721E, B-T.
Negro DJ, versatile, all phases. Good board operator, travel. Box 728E, B-T.
Sports only. 12 years large market tv and radio
play-by-play. Major league references. College
grad. Available April 1st. Box 737E, B-T.
Attention mid- Atlantic stations: Have good announcer 6 years experience, with us 3 years,
general staff, emphasis on play-by-play sports
and good music. Experience in all phases medium station operation. Family man, has car. We
are de-emphasising play-by-play sports and good
music, catering more to country music and hiring
new hillbilly DJ, thus will release this man soon.
Can use him few more months, or if necessary
could release him on short notice. Get details
from station manager Box 745E, B-T.
Top-rated DJ . . . relaxed delivery . . . network
sports and news. Desire to relocate in larger competitive market. Married . . . family . . . 27 . . .
college graduate . . . draft-exempt. Presently
employed. Best of references. Prefer personal interview. Tape . . . resume on request. Box
746E, B-T.

Young negro announcer seeks radio or tv station, strong as newscaster as well as DJ. No preference as to location. Box 803E, B-T.
Somewhere in these United States is a combination radio-tv organization which has no fears,
is progressive, has a taut organization, expects
qualitynizesand
production,
which torecogloyalty quantity
and ability,
and is willing
pay
for it. If yours is such an organization and you
need a mature sports director, who has done
news and special features, as well as administrative
relations,
whose why
voice not
presentationandsells,public
and now
employed,
write,
Box 807E, B-T, we could have much in common.
Available:nouncer
Oustanding
play-by-play
anpresently employed
in smallsports
market.
Four years on sportsminded station with proven
ability to create large personal following. Baseball, football,
basketball.
Interested
in aggressive sports
operation.
Presentonlyemployer
knows of this ad and believes I am ready for
larger market. References. Air check tape. Box
808E, B-T.
Young, versatile announcer. Six years experience.
Excellent voice. Strong news and commercials.
26, single, personable. Box 809E, B-T.
Negro. Experienced rythm and blues DJ and
spirituals. Tapes. Travel. Box 810E, B-T.
Announcer. First phone. Experienced. All phases.
B-T.
Morning preferred. Please state salary. Box 811E,
Announcer — 1 year experience 1000 watt station.
Married, veteran, 27. News, DJ, sports. Box
820E, B-T.
Early-mid
DJ, top
women's and
showability
MC
will trade 12morning
years am-tv
experience
to sell snow shovels in July (and everything else
from automobiles to turtle neck sweaters) for
spot with going metropolitan operation. Thrive
on competition. Serously interested write Box
829E, B-T.
Back from IV2 years news, DJ, production work,
intro
tv at Tokyo's
commercial heavy
outlet
(50,000to watts)
... 7 largest
years experience,
on records, news with 2 years play-by-play
. . . will consider any situation offering a challenge . . . where the opportunity, facilities are
mature, quality. Box 832E, B-T.
Veteran DJ-newsman. Tested, tried, proved.
Don't overlook. Box 840E, B-T.

DO

YOU

1. CHARACTER
2. ABILITY

HAVE

Sports director/announcer
— availableemployed.
for baseball.
Married,
college and currently
Air
checks and references. Box 859E, B-T.
Fifteen years radio experience announcing, PD,
sales, sports. Qualified for small station manager.
Will consider all offers. Box 834E, B-T.
Need
toplast
country
I'm your
man. Voted
the topa 25
year. DJ?
Presently
employed
at 50kw.in
6 years experience in all phases. References.
Good voice. Veteran. Operate console. Also sell.
Prefer progressive station, midwest or east. Box
835E, B-T.
Experienced three-way
phone-announcer-salesman.combo-man.
Wants to relocate1st California.
Presently employed. Vet. References. Jack York,
1523 22nd Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Fritz
radio
plus.
game

Van available March 20. America's most exciting new sports
voice operation
seeking sports-minded
and/or
television
in city 35,000
Ex-midwesterner currently completing 100basketball schedule for Southeastern Broadcasting System. Travel anywhere. Highly recommended. $110 minimum. 416 Thirteenth Avenue
East, Cordele, Georgia. Phone 227-W.
Combination men with first phone tickets — top
announcers. We have them! No phone calls. State
proposition first letter. Pathfinder Radio Services.
737 11th Street, N.W., Washington, D. C.
Technical
Engineer, 1st phone, 6V2 years experience radio
and tv. Some microwave experience, college and
night
school;Boxdon't
considered.
827E,drink.
B-T. Only permanent jobs
First phone experience, construction operation,
Gates, RCA 5kw. Middle aged, technical graduate,
prefer Western Pennsylvania. Engineer only. Box
833E, B-T.
Experienced engineer desires to break in as
combo. Travel. Available. Box 842E, B-T.
Engineer, 1st phone, 6 years directional am,
maintenance, possible chief, excellent references,
interested am-tv, prefer west. Box 863E, B-T.
Combo. Experience all phases. Presently chief
engineer. Station being sold. Prefer combo work
with chance of working with chief engineer.
Tape and resume on request. Box 866E, B-T.
1st phone, announcing school graduate, beginner,
no car. Berkshire
7-6721, after
6:00 p.m. Walter
Piasecki,
2219 N. Parkside,
Chicago.
Programming-Production, Others
Program director! 8 years experience. Also salespromotion! Permanent, good! Box 769E, B-T.
(Continued on next page)

ALL

THREE?

If you can answer YES there is a strong active demand for your services. But ... it
takes more than a quick yes to land the
better positions.

Experienced sportscaster desires baseball job for
1957. Tape, references available. Box 763E, B-T.

0. LAf LIltLliiiL requires
the applicat
one's c services
ion ngof of
scientifi
ul marketi
selling
^e successf
^ EXPFR1FNPF
practices by a professional organization, with nation-wide contacts,
exclusively dedicated to the broadcast industry.

Announcer: Eleven years experience, thirties,
versatile, married, vet. Desires early morning
shift within 75 miles of N. Y. Available immediately. Box 766E, B-T.

We invite confidential inquiries, with your resume, for analysis
of advancement opportunities.

Experienced sportscaster — local newsman desires
sportcasting job. Tape, references available. Box
771E, B-T.
Broadcasting
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TELEVISION

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical

Programming-Production, Others
Program director — top disc jockey metropolitan
area available April 1st. Box 804E, B-T.
Need a program director with the right music
formula for your station? Ten years in big,
small stations. Excellent references. Prefer south.
Write Box 806E, B»T.
Need a trained, experienced copy-local news
writer?
"Ideaetc.?
man"Then
or programming,
advertising,
you need me. promotion,
Anywhere
Available March 15. Best references. Box 824E,
B-T.
Smooth, pleasant
Terrific
on baseball,
basketball, football,DJ.
special
events
(Interviews;
From
Eisenhower
down).
Six
years
experience
three years in Chicago area. Some managerial,—
PD experience. University grad. Desire Los Angeles area. Box 825E, B»T.
Available: Sparks, program director. 9 years
experience. Seeking pro basketball, college football. Can sell. Box 826E, B-T.
Hard working sports man desires position in
sports production, assistant sports director, statistician. Excellent play-by-play. Good radio background. Married. Box 841E, B»T.
Taped programs now available — name yours. Pop
—or rock
'n rolltapes
— latinmade
country
and western.
Half,
full hour
for block,
or participating sponsorship. Box 846E, B«T.
Writer
— original
scripts and
Available
after June
graduation.
B.A. continuity.
No experience,
but
capable, eager. Priscilla A. Kiefer, 411 Thurston
Avenue, Ithica, New York.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted
Announcers
Good strong air-salesman. Tv knowledge helpful for top-flight radio-tv operation. Can earn
$5,500.00
year. WHIZ-TV, Zanesville, Ohio.
Gladstonefirst
2-5431.
Technical
Transmitter engineer for vhf station in midwest
metropolitan city. Very finest equipment. One
of nation's
top stations.
experience,
tion, and provide
a recentState
snapshot.
ReplyeducaBox
656E, B*T.

IDEAL

OPPORTUNITY
For top-flight salesmen, who want a salaried position, plus commissions in one of the fastest growing markets in the United States. We need and
want only the best. Our need is brought about by
the tremendous growth of this city and market.
You will find our community offers ideal living
conditions, and your only financial limitation will
be your ability. This is a chance of a lifetime.
Write, wire or call
Earl

Boyle*

Exec. V.P. & Gen. Mgr.
WLEX-AM-TV
Lexington, Kentucky
Page 112
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Wanted — by south Florida vhf a transmitter
engineer. 1 year experience. Write Box 817E, B»T.
First class license tv transmitter operator. Tv
experience desirable but not essential. If you
like skiing this is an unparalled opportunity.
Transmitter at Stowe, Vermont. Station provide
head skis. Liberal food allowance plus mileage.
Reply Chief Engineer, WCAX-TV, Burlington,
Vermont.
Transmitter engineer, vhf, NBC-ABC affiliate.
Supply background of experience and/or training
with salary required. Chief Engineer, WPTZ
(TV), Plattsburg, New York.
Need radio and television vacation relief engineers approximately April through October.
Prefer cense.
menExcellent
with opportunity
first class to
radio-telephone
ligain studio and
field experience in network operations. Reply
NBC, Sheraton Park Hotel, Washington, D. C.
Television engineer. Immediate opening for experienced engineer with first phone. Contact
H. E. Barg, 1015 N. Sixth Street, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
Programming-Production, Others
Storer tional
Broadcasting
New York
NaSales Office, 625 Company,
Madison Avenue,
requires
secretary. Tv traffic experience at station level
extremely desirable. Please write or call Plaza
1-3940, Extension 6, for appointment.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
General or national sales manager. Currently employed outstanding tv representative. Extensive
Madison Avenue selling experience; Station management background including FCC hearings.
Family. Interested moving from N. Y. C. Box
765E, B«T.
Seek major opportunity as righthand to head of
metropolitan
operation
or stations
group. radio,
Productive, versatile
experience
in television,
newspapering. Accomplishments in reporting,
newscasting, editing, programming, promotion,
personnel and public relations, sales management
in above — 100,000 and metropolitan areas. 44 years
old, only three jobs past 22 years, each with
increased responsibility. At present manage
newspaper,
plant,Available
real estate,
company with tvprinting
franchise.
for and
interview
during NARTB Convention in Chicago, elsewhere
before. Box 867E, B-T.
Announcers
Ambitious, willing, determined ... 7 years
radio .show,
. . last50,000
1V2 producing,
rated
watts . . doing
. yearJapan's
intro 5thto
tv . . . seeks experience. Box 831E, B»T.
Technical
Assistant chief engineer is interested in responsible position with progressive organization.
Thoroughly familiar with all technical and administrative phases of television engineering department, including operations, maintenance,
systems
design,
personnel
management,
etc. Prefer west budgets,
or midwest.
For resume
write
Box 740E, B»T.
Chief engineer, competent, extensive experience
as chief vhf and uhf. Box 853E, B«T.
Programming-Production, Others
Tv-radio-dramatic commercial writer, newspaper
reporter,
and news
space job
salesman,
photographer,
B-T.
wants tv time
or radio
in Florida.
Box 800E,
Young man would like a chance to direct,
Presently
announcer and floorman in a large
B-T.
market.
Trained in all phases of tv. Box 815E,
South or southwest. Producer-director-switcher.
Experienced all phases television. Wish to relocate. Complete resume sent upon request. Box
816E, B'T.
Experienced newsman currently employed midwest, seeking better position with opportunity
for advancement. Completely familiar with SOF,
silent film, and still news photography. Conduct
local news program, live and film. Experienced
police beat, and in direction and planning onthe-spot newsfilm coverage. Also experienced
in sports,
play-by-play.
Thirty, refermarried, not a including
drifter. Can
furnish excellent
ences. Box 818E, B-T.

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — ( Cont'd )
Programming-Production, Others
Film-director-editor. Seven years commercialtelevision experience. Have set up and operated
department. Sharp on buying and scheduling.
Top references. Box 821E, B«T.
Television director, short experience, long training,
Willing
work up. Box
Matureseeking
family opportunity.
man available
immediately.
830E, B-T.
Producer-director. years commercial experienced with major east coast vhf. Present employer reference. Relocation due to staff reduction. Available in two weeks. Box 837E, B«T.
Director, experienced. Can do own switching.
Northeastern markets only. For further information write Box 864E, B-T.
Available immediately, practically-trained, topflight production personnel, all categories. Call
Northwest First. Northwest Radio & TV School,
1221 NWwood, 21st,
6, Oregon.
Chicago, Portland
Washington,
D. C. Also HollyFOR

SALE

Stations
For sale: Kilowatt am in northwest college town.
Full price $50,000.00, $10,000.00 down, balance
terms. Write Box 798E, B-T.
Western kilowatt, college town, black operation,
channel permits unlimited, $20,000 down, details
to responsible person. Box 805E, B«T.
Station in growing secondary market with Florida's favorable Paul
living H.
conditions.
Part can84
be financed.
Chapman$120,000.
Company,
Peachtree, Atlanta.
Station withinin day's
Washington,
New
installation
above drive
average
secondaryD. C.
market
offered as sales of asset at $65,000 with $25,000
down. Paul H. Chapman Company, 84 Peachtree,
Atlanta.
Outstanding vhf and am properties now available.
Details available to qualified and identified principals. Ralph Erwin. Broker. Tulsa.
Stations Wanted. Missouri, Kansas, Arkansas,
Texas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Colorado. Ralph
Erwin.
Tulsa. Licensee Broker. 1443 South Trenton,
The Norman Company, 510 Security Bldg., Davenport, Iowa. Sales, purchases, appraisals, handled
with care and discretion, based on operating our
own stations.
Write now for our free bulletin of outstanding
rardio and tv buys throughout the United States.
Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 6381 Hollywood Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Equipment
RCA TT-5A high band transmitter, factory converted to air cooling. Box 263E, B«T.
Western Electric 5 Channel audio console, used
but good condition, complete with rectifier relay
supply,
monitor,Forandfurther
completedetails
facilities
for smallbuiltam in station.
and
price write to Box 845E, B«T.
lkw fm Western Electric 503-B2 transmitter;
Hewlett Packard modulation and frequency mon320 feetEquipment
1% inch now
coaxialin
cable;itor;GERCA ISO-coupler;
four bay antenna.
service. Box 849E, B»T.
For sale: One RCA 70-D turntable complete with
cabinet, filter, two arms (RCA microgroove are
with
and one-mil universal
stylus andhead).
16-inch
ET armcartridge
with vertical-lateral
In
excellent
condition.
$250.00
F.O.B.
Beatrice;
we'll
crate it. Also, one Gates CB-11 turntable chassis
complete with three speeds, $75.00 F.O.B. Beatrice.
We'll trice,
crateNebraska.
it. Write to Bud Pentz, KWBE, BeaFor sale — used 1850-A iconoscope tubes. Still
have plenty of operating hours left, if you are
not too critical. $25.00 each, F.O.B. L. A. Pierce,
WBBM-TV, Chicago 11, Illinois.
Broadcasting
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FOR

SALE

Equipment
375 ft. Blaw-Knox self supporting tower. CAA
lighting consisting of 2 Code beacons and 8
hazard
8-bay Excellent
W.E. clover-leaf
fm
antenna.lights.
Now Also
standing.
condition.
Available
immediately.
Will
consider
any
reasonable offer as is or dismantled and bundled.
WDBJ-FM, P.O. Box 150, Roanoke, Virginia.
Remote control and metering system. Gates M
4657-RCM 14. Like new. Three years old. Complete with tubes and five channels. Manual. Best
offer. WEOK, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

INSTRUCTION
FCC first phone in 12 weeks. Home study or
resident training. Our schools are located in
Hollywood, California, and Washington, D. C.
For free booklet, write Grantham School of
Electronics, Desk H-B, 1505 N. Western Avenue,
Hollywood 27, California.
FCC first phone license. Start immediately.
Guarantee coaching. Northwest Radio & Television iSchool.
ngton, D .C. Dept. B, 1627 K Street, N. W., WashRADIO
Help Wanted
Salesmen

For sale: 600 feet — Z\'a ohm teflon transmission
line. 120 feet — 3V8 — 51.5 ohm steatite transmission
line. 4— 50 ohm to 51.5 ohm matching transformers.—4 45 degree sweep elbows. All material
stored in garage. Contact Harry Hill, WFRV-TV,
Green Bay, Wisconsin. Phone HEmlock 7-5411.
For sale: Several Gates CB-11 turntables. This
is the famous two-speed Gates turntable, with
an adapter for use on 45 rpm. These turntables
have been used as "loaner" equipment, but are
thoroughly
While Quincy,
they last Illinois.
— $75.00
each.
Gatesreconditioned.
Radio Company,

SALES ENGINEERS
Broadcast equipment manufacturer has
opening for sales engineers to call on
radio stations in following territories.
Middle Atlantic
Upper Southern States
Technical background essential, previous
experience desirable. Please send complete resume to
Box 790E, B»T

Phase monitor, Western Electric 2A, near new
condition, two tower monitoring. $285.00 F.O.B.,
Thomas B. Moseley, 6114 Northwood Road, Dallas
25, Texas.
1 Gates BC-1J transmitter been in use sixteen
months and 1 new Gates BC-5P transmitter with
two 1270 crystals and two 960 crystals never been
used just tried. Prefer Collins transmitters. Write
or call D. C. Stephens, Prestonburg, Kentucky,
Telephone 2716.
WANTED

TO

BUY

Equipment
Wanted: Fm antenna power gain of 3, prefer
RCA BF-12-B, will consider any antenna. Box
391E, B«T.
Pre-1940
wanted by libraries
private
collector. 16"
Any transcriptions
label. Old transcription
also purchased, all or part. Box 730E, B«T.
One remote microwave link. State price, make
and condition. Box 819E, B-T.
250 or lkw am transmitter, monitors, console,
etc., 150-70 foot guyed or self-supporting tower.
Box 828E, B«T.

Announcers
HELP WANTED
Metropolitan network station has DJ opening for
good combo-man. Mut be experienced in program
requirements as DJ- newscaster with at least thirdclass license. Age 21-31, reliable, neat with good
reputation. Regular 40 hour week full vacation pay
plus holiday extras. Excellent working conditions.
$100 per week salary guarantee. Big city opportunity for qualified applicant capable of earning
top dollar. If you are that person, send complete
details, recent photo, audition tape to
Box 712E, B«T
MORNING MAN WANTED
Air salesman, family man with good habits,
knowledge of pop music and experience.
Civic-minded personality preferred. Rush
tape and picture, plus expected starting
salary to Ray Starr, Radio Station WJAN,
Spartanburg, S. C.
Technical

Wanted— 250 or 1000 watt transmitter for Conelrad operation. Station KDAN, P. O. Box 1058,
Eurkea, California. Phone HI 2-0611.

Engineer to construct
and become Chief of
new 5kw in Sylvia, N. C. Prefer
Southerner with announcing experience. Also need Chief Engineerannouncer for WMMH, Marshall,
N. C. Send complete resume to
James B. Childress, 34 Maxwell
Street, Asheville, N. C.

250 watt transmitter, turntables, console, and
frequency monitor. Contact Manager, WADE,
Wadesboro, North Carolina.

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical

§
§
§
§
§
£
r

ENGINEER— ILLINOIS
Experienced first phone, airwork not
required.
Complete
responsibility,
maintenance, repair, and operation,
Contact Bob Douglas, WKAI-Radio,
Macomb,
Illinois. Phone
1350 or
1573L.

|
§
£
r
|
J
§

Situations Wanted
Managerial
STATION

OWNERS

If your station needs aggressive manageI can mentbein today's
of help. highly competitive period,
13 years background includes program
and management experience with a proven
sales record in multiple radio-tv market.
Presently earning over $15,000 as sales
executive.
Prefer market of 350,000 or larger.
Correspondence will be confidential.
Reply Box 838E, B*T
INDUSTRIAL ADVERTISERS
This is the age of specialists. Why trust your
fortunes solely to an account man who works
for someone
else?your
Engage
a versatile
caster to scout
stations,
analyzebroadyour
spot/program
effectiveness,
make "guest"
appearances in your
behalf, actively
represent
you
as
a
"company
man".
Thirteen
years
radio-TV all capacities; on-camera personality
to management
positions service.
includingImaginative
public relations and consultation
family man. Will travel. Minimum $10,000.00.
Inquiries invited. Box 868E, B«T
Announcers

WANTED:

Fm transmitter,
associate Delaware.
equipment
Edwin
Kennedy, 1-3-5-10
WTLM, kw,
Wilmington,
Need good used REL fm receiver, 88-108mc. Advise condition and price. WTYN, Tryon, N. C.
Want late model RCA 73 series disc recorder.
Dale Moudy, The Storz Stations, Kilpatrick
Building, Omaha 2, Nebraska.
Qualified operation seeking problem station.
Low down payment. Assume liabiities. Private.
Box 8545, Chicago.

KENTUCKY

— TENNESSEE

H.

CHAPMAN

Top Sports, News, Special Events Man Available
15 years major market radio-TV network experience play-by-play all sports, major league
baseball, college and pro football, basketball,
hockey, track, tennis and golf. Extensive
writing and production background. Top rated
radio-TV sports show and network news
commentary. Policy change has eliminated
current position but present employers will
give excellent references. For full info, write
Box 865E, B-T

AREA

Small to medium market, profitable, $65,000 with half down. Another may be handled with as little
as $20,000 cash down.

Metropolitan market radio station
grossing in excess of asking price
of $105,000. 29% down.

PAUL

RADIO

Single station market, steady history of profits, $80,000 total. Terms.

COMPANY

84 Peachtree Street, Atlanta, Georgia
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ADVERTISING

FOR

AGENCIES

SALE

FOR THE RECORD
Continues from page 108

Stations

Help Wanted
Sales

ADVERTISING

AGENCY

FOR

SALE
Routine

A 5000 watt radio station in one of
RADIO-TV SALESMAN
Experience in servicing and some selling of
accounts essential. Must be good idea man
and know Radio-TV thoroughly.
Will direct work of TV copywriter and work
with top-notch artist.
Agency presently situated in upstate New
York. Salary open. Future limited only by
your ability to service accounts effectively,
prepare and present proposals for new and
increased business.
A good chance to go places in a growing
department of a well-established agency.
Write fully, enclosing photo if you have
one.
Box 565E, B*T
TELEVISION

America's greatest markets today and
tomorrow. Station currently under
construction. Assets include realty,
audio, CP. Principals only, and complete identification requisite. ONLY
buyers who submit complete information and who are acting on their own
behalf ONLY will be considered. No
terms, no adjustments, cash $93,485.00, and only qualified buyers
with ability to meet terms need reply.
Write
Box 870E, B»T

Help Wanted
Technical
Equipment
CHIEF

ENGINEER

Enjoy living in the climate capital of the
world.
Opening for a qualified Chief at Denver's
fastest growing TV Station. RCA equipment.
Channel 2.

NEW

TUBES

-r Excess inventory must be disposed of be- 2
fore end of fiscal year. Will sacrifice at
50% of cost. 891, 891R, 892R, 3K,
[J 20,000LK, 207, 251A, 849, 889, 889A, \
*\ 889RA, 5531, 5606, 6019, 6183. J*
Box 855E, B«T

write or Phone
Ray Gallagher
KTVR

TRADE TV

550 Lincoln, Denver, Colorado.
EQUIPMENT
Situations Wanted
Programming-Production, Others

Want to trade 3 RCA TK-10A studio
camera control units complete with
housing, master monitors and 2 WP-

PRODUCER-DIRECTOR
Eight years experience, network and local.
Desires VHF station in large market. Prefer
southwest. Married, 31 years of age, will
be available in two to three weeks. Call
Hollywood, NO. 5-4501, or write to 2110
E. Live Oak Drive, Hollywood, California, for
more details.

33A power supplies for 3TK-30A field
control units and power supplies.
Otis Freeman, WPIX, 220 E. 42nd
Street, New York 17, New York.
MU. 2-6500.

EMPLOYMENT

SERVICES

TOP JOBS— TOP PEOPLE
We have, or will find, just the person or
job
you'reM. looking
Contact
E. Stone,for.Manager ....
NATIONAL RADIO & TELEVISION
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
5th floor, 1627
Washington,
D. 'K'
C— St.
RE NW.
7-0343
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requesting (1) waiver of rule relating to transfer
of control, (2) reconsderation of June 13, 1956,
order directing that corporation show cause why
cp for KAKJ (TV) should not be revoked, and
(3) grant without hearing of its application for
assignment of cp to Tower Telecasting Corp.
Action Feb. 20. (Corrected item).

TAPE RECORDERS
All Professional Makes
New — Used — Trades
Supplies — Parts — Accessories
STEFFEN ELECTRO ART CO.
4405
W. North8, Avenue
Milwaukee
Wise.
Hilltop 4-2715
America's Tape Recorder Specialists

Roundup . . .
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By the Commission
KXGI Fort Madison, Iowa — Granted increase
power from 500 w to 1 kw; trans, remote control.
KOMBof operation,
Cottage Grove,
hours
6 a.m.Ore.to —6 Granted
p.m. weekspecified
days,
Sunday, 8 a.m. to noon.
Renewal of License
KQFM
(FM)
Portland, Ore.; KHON Honolulu,
Hawaii.
By the Broadcast Bureau
Actions of March 1
WSEV Sevierville, Tenn. — Granted license to
increase power, install new trans, and change
ant. system.
Actions of February 28
The following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: KLAS-TV Las Vegas,
Nev., to 4-30; KFBC-TV Cheyenne, Wyo., to 4-1;
KHSL-TV Chico, Calif., to 6-15.
Remote Control ,
WARF Jasper, Ala.; WKZO Kalamazoo, Mich.;
KSON San
WARN
Aiken,Diego,
S. C. Calif.; KCNA Tucson, Ariz.;
Actions of February 27
WJHL-TV Johnson City, Tenn. — Granted mod.
of cp to change ERP to vis. 263 kw, aur. 132 kw
and make ant. and equipment changes.
WFGA-TV Jacksonville, Fla. — Granted mod. of
cp to install new trans, and ant. system and
change to ERP vis. 316 kw, aur. 200 kw.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Richard A. Mack
Minnesota Television Public Service Corp., St.
Paul, Minn. — Granted petition for extension of
time to March 5 to file exceptions to initial decision re am Feb.
application
of The Rochester Bcstg.
Co. Action
25.
Broadcast Bureau — Granted petition for extension of time to March 26 to file exceptions to
initial
decision
Ala. Action
Feb. re28. application of WSLA Selma.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
Lawrenceville Bcstg. Co., Lawrenceville. 111. —
Granted petition for extension of time to March
15 to file proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law in proceeding on its am application
and that of Southern Indiana Bcstrs. Inc., Newburgh, Ind. Action Feb. 25.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
WJR Flint, Mich. — On oral request of counsel
and with the consent of other parties in ch. 12
proceeding, ordered that further hearing is
scheduled for Feb. 28. Action Feb. 25.
The Westport Bcstg. Co., Westport, Conn. —
Granted motion for continuance of certain proce dings on its am application and those of West
Shore Bcstg. Co., Beacon, N. Y., and James W.
Miller, Milford, Conn.; date for beginning of
evidentiary hearing is continued from April 22
to May 22. Action Feb. 27.
By Commissioner Richard A. Mack
Owensboro Publishing Co., Hatfield, Did. —
Granted petition for extension of time to April
1 to file exceptions to initial decision in ch. 9
proceeding, Hatfield, Ind. Action Feb. 28.
By Commissioner T. A. M. Craven
Cherry & Webb Broadcasting Co.— Granted
petition for extension of time to March 15 to
file replies to the exceptions and motion for
remand
proceeding
new tv. inAction
March on5. application for cp for
By James
Chief D.
Hearing
Examiner
Cunningham
WGMS Washington, D. C— Denied petition to
extent that it seeks intervention in proceeding
on
am application
of Franklin
Broadcasting Co.,
Philadelphia,
Pa. Action
Feb. 28.
Charles W. Dowdy, Tifton, Ga. and Thomas D.
Pickard,
Ashburn, without
Ga.— Granted
Dowdy's
tion for dismissal
prejudice
of hispetiam
application and returned to processing line am
application of Pickard. Action March 1.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
Broadcast Bureau — Granted petition for exBroadcasting
• Telecasting

FOR THE RECORD
tension of time from March 4 to March 18 to
file proposed findings and from April 1 to April
22 for filing of reply findings in ch. 4 proceeding,
Cheboygan, Mich. (Midwestern Bstg. Co. and
Straits Bcstg. Co.) Action March 1.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Clarksburg Publishing Co., Clarksburg, W. Va.
— Granted motion for extension of time to April
1 to file proposed findings of fact and conclussions and for filing replies thereto not later than
10 days thereafter re application of Ohio Valley
Bcstg. Corp. for WBLK-TV Clarksburg, W. Va.,
and for transfer of control of that corporation
from News Publishing Co., Wheeling, W. Va., to
WSTV Inc. Steubenville, Ohio. Action February
28.
March 4 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
Following seek mod. of cp to extend completion dates as shown: KLFY-TV Lafayette, La., to
9-24-57; W JIM-TV Lansing, Mich., to 8-27-57;
KLAS-TV Las Vegas, Nev., to 4-30-57; KYAT
(TV) Yuma, Ariz., KSLM-TV Salem, Ore., to
9-27-57.
License to Cover Cp
WHGR Houghton Lake, Mich. — Seeks license
to cover cp which authorized increase power
and install new trans.
WZYX Cowan, Tenn. — Seeks license to cover

cp which authorized new am.
C— Seeks
to WWWS
cover cp(FM)
whichGreenville,
authorizedN. new
fm. license
WAGA-TV Atlanta, Ga. — Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized changes in tv.
February 28 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
Following
seek
mod. WTVY
of cp (TV)
to extend
completion dates as shown:
Dothan,
Ala.,
to 7-1-57; WWL-TV New Orleans, La.; KHQATV Hannibal, Mo., to 9-24-57; KFBC-TV Cheyenne, Wyo., to 4-1-57.
License to Cover Cp
WARK Jasper, Ala. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized new am.
WSUZ authorized
Palatka, Fla.
which
new— Seeks
am. license to cover cp
WRGR
Starke,
Fla.—
Seeks
license to cover cp
which authorized new am.
WMPL Hancock, Mich. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized new am.
WTRO Dyersburg, Tenn. — Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized new am.
KIRT Mission, Tex. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized new am.
WMIA Arecibo, P. R. — Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized new am.
KRMA-TV Denver, Colo. — Seeks license to
cover
cp which
educational
tv. authorized new non-commercial

Plannin

g

a

Radio

Station?

UPCOMING
March
March
10-11:
Texas
Assn.
of Broadcasters, San
Antonio.
March 15: Board of Governors, Canadian Broadtario. casting Corp., Canadian Senate, Ottawa, OnMarch 13-16 : Assn. of National Advertisers, spring
meeting, The Homestead, Hot Springs, Va.
March 18-21: Annual convention and engineering
show.
Radio Coliseum,
Engineers,New
WaldorfAstoriaInstitute
and Newof York
York
City.
March 20-21:
Michigan Hotel
Assn. Olds,
of Radio
and Television Broadcasters,
Lansing.
March 20-22: Continental Advertising Agency
Network, Rickey's Studio Inn, Palo Alto, Calif.
March 22-23: Alabama Broadcasters Assn. spring
meeting,
Dinkler-Tutwiler Hotel, Birmingham,
Ala.
March 24, 26: Bureau of Broadcast Measurement,
Quebec City, Que.
March 25: Canadian Assn. of Radio & Television
Broadcasters, Chateau Frontenac Hotel, Quebec City, Que.
March 30: Florida United Press BroadcastersTelecasters Assn, Langford Hotel, Winter Park,
Fla.
April
State Broadcasters Assn.,

April 5-6: Oregon
Eugene.
April 6: United Press Broadcasters of Michigan,
Olds Hotel, Lansing.

TELECASTING

You

can

yourself
May 13-15:tronicsAeronautical
and Navigational
national conference,
Dayton, Ohio. ElecMay 15-17: Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters,
Hotel Bedford Springs, Bedford Springs.
May
20-21: Wisconsin
Broadcasters Assn., Hotel
Plankinton,
Milwaukee.
May 22-23: Kentucky Broadcasters Assn., Hotel
Sheraton-Seelbach, Louisville.
June
June
6-7:
Virginia
Assn.
John Marshall, Richmond.of Broadcasters, Hotel

THE BUSINESS WEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION

BROAI

PLEASE
□ 52
□ 52
□ 52
□ 52

April 7-11: NARTB annual convention, Conrad
Hilton, Chicago.
April 8-11: Premium Adv. Assn. of America
annual
PremiumHotel,
Buyers'
Exposition, Navy Pier
and Morrison
Chicago.
April 22: Connecticut Broadcasters Assn., Hartford, Conn.
April 24-26: Annual Conference, American Public Relations Assn., Warwick Hotel, PhiladelApril 25:phia, Pa.United Press Broadcasters of Illinois,
Allerton Park, 111.
April 25-27: Annual meeting of the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies, the Greenbrier,
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
April
25-27: New Mexico Broadcasters Assn.,
Deming.
May
April 25-28 : Annual convention,
American Women
in
Radio
&
Television,
Chase Park-Plaza Hotel,
St. Louis.

1735 De Sales Street, N. W '., Washington 6, D. C.

START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH THE NEXT
weekly issues of BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
weekly issues and BROADCASTING Yearbook-Marketbook
weekly issues and TELECASTING Yearbook-Marketbook
weekly issues and both Yearbook -Mar ketbooks
□ Enclosed
□ Bill
name

ISSUE.
$7.00
9.00
9.00
11.00

save

headaches

by making

your

RCA

single source

of equipment

and

service . . .

RADIO

CORPORATION

of AMERICA

title/ position

company name
address
city
Please send to home address
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EDITORIALS
The Double Whammy
TWO federal commissions (Trade and Communications) are
warming up to put the double whammy on broadcasters and
broadcast advertisers.
The Federal Trade Commission, with a special $100,000 appropriation, has been monitoring radio and tv. As we predicted it
would when it was handed the special fund [B*T, Oct. 29, 1956],
the FTC is working hard to find enough alleged offenses to justify
the congressional appropriation. There is evidence that the FTC
is about to issue complaints.
It is not known whether these complaints will be directed
against advertisers or stations or both. But no matter who is charged
by the FTC, stations can count on being in trouble with the FCC.
That's because the FTC will give the FCC a complete report of stations on which the FTC claims to have found objectionable advertising. The FCC then will "notify" stations of FTC action "in
order that such stations may be fully informed in the matters and
be in a position to consider taking action consistent with their
operation in the public interest."
Translated into English, that statement means that the FCC proposes to scare stations into dumping advertising which the FTC
alleges — but has not proved — to be objectionable. This is a bureaucratic application of guilt by association. Indeed it is conviction by
association with parties that have not yet been convicted or even
tried. The FCC needs only to adopt the ordeal by fire to complete
its retrogression to medievalism.
It is the history of the Trade Commission that far more complaints are issued than cases won. The FTC quashes many of its
own complaints after hearing. When the FTC does issue cease and
desist orders after hearing, the courts not infrequently throw the
orders out. The point here is that an FTC complaint is no more a
proof of guilt than the poison-pen letter written by one neighborhood housewife of another.
Assume that Advertiser A is charged by the FTC with broadcasting misleading advertising on Station B. Advertiser A may present his defense — and indeed win it— before the FTC and the
courts.
Station B, however, is not a party to the FTC proceeding, but
the fact that Station B carried the questioned advertising is inserted
in the station's record at the FCC.
Assume further that Advertiser A eventually wins his case. This
is a process that can take years for final adjudication. Meanwhile,
the license of Station B comes up for renewal at the FCC.
To judge by the tone of the FCC's public announcement, the
station will be pointedly asked what it did about the advertising of
Advertiser A. As a practical matter it will make renewal easier for
the station if it can righteously announce that it dropped the account
immediately upon receiving FCC notification.
But what has it dropped? Advertising which eventually is judged
to be perfectly legal.
That kind of regulation is not only unjust. It is dictatorial.
We hope that broadcasters and advertisers, through their appropriate associations, will unite to petition the government for
redress against grievances which may yet be suffered but are inevitable ifthe FCC is allowed to enforce penalties in cases which
have not been fully resolved.
Television

Is Forever

AS THE great debate over television allocations goes on and
- on, we are appalled by the short-range thinking that seems to
animate both sides. Practically no attention is being given to
obviously well-contrived plans to preempt the lower end of the
vhf band for non-broadcast services, and this when the element of
scarcity for tv broadcasting is causing all the furor.
Heretofore, there's been some conversation but practically no
concern about the covetous eyes that both government (military)
and private industry have cast upon the vhf tv channels. Congress
last week got official notice of this danger in the testimony of FCC
Chairman George C. McConnaughey who alluded to "demands"
for vhf channels 2 through 6. This was followed with a formal statement placed in the Senate Commerce Committee record by Comr.
T. A. M. Craven, the FCC's only engineering commissioner, in
which he guardedly alluded to these developments.
Everyone, it seems, is fearful of talking about this most important
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WHATS MY

LINE

Drawn for BROADCASTING • TELECASTING by Sid Hix
"The name alone is enough, Miss Jones."
long-range phase of the over-all problem — not today or tomorrow,
but perhaps a decade hence. A decade, or a generation, is a short
time indeed in the life of a medium as important to the people as
television.
The military wants low band space for anticipated development
of forward scatter transmission and for aviation communication
in this jet era. Industrial users, whose claims obviously are secondary to those of the public who benefits directly through tv
broadcasting, are not thinking long-range. They want space now,
and their lobbies in Washington are potent. The fact that the preempting of a single vhf channel could totally disrupt existing allocations (there are now 203 stations on chs. 2-6 and 41 on ch. 2
itself) apparently is ignored.
The situation isn't being ignored, however, in FCC inner-circles.
Comr. Richard A. Mack, within the last fortnight, proposed in
executive meeting that chs. 2 to 6 be vacated forthwith either in
the New York-New England area, or east of the Mississippi, or
possibly for the country as a whole, and that the 203 stations be
earmarked for uhf. This was to make way for safety of life and
other non-broadcast services. His motion died for lack of a second.
Anyone in public life who has brushed with tv allocations bleeds
for the suffering uhf operator and, publicly at least, professes that
uhf at all costs must be encouraged and maintained. Not a single
one of the 70 uhf channels should be turned back, they aver. Yet
there are proponents, at this stage, for reduced mileage separations,
indiscriminate drop-ins and directional antennas on the 12 vhf channels, even with five of them in jeopardy.
It takes no engineering genius to divine that the breakdown of
vhf channels now through reduced separations would be as devastating to uhf as if it were atom-bombed. Uhf operators naturally
would rush for the new assignments and could properly claim
priority over newcomers. Uhf would be forsaken.
Television, free television, cannot survive on 12 vhf channels —
or less. Uhf must be upgraded and protected. But those 12 vhf
channels must be kept inviolate too, until more is known about
coverage and propagation — work now being carried on by private
research at the very instance of the FCC through Television Allocations Study Organization (TASO). One of TASO's five cooperating
members — Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters — is currently
making a field study of both uhf and vhf coverage for the FCC at
a cost of more than $100,000.
This doesn't mean that the FCC should stand still. It should
process all existing applications as speedily as possible. It should
consider the Craven Plan as a basis for building upon the present
structure. It should move ahead with its investigation to re-evaluate
the allocation of the spectrum above 25 megacycles — the area in
which vhf tv operates.
The Craven plan presumes that existing mileage separations will
be maintained and that engineering standards will be adhered to.
It should not be otherwise until the engineering facts produced by
the TASO studies supplant the theory on which the present allocations are based.
Broadcasting
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11:15 P. M.
SATURDAYS
AND SUNDAYS

Full Power
NBC Affiliate
316.000 Watts

RED-HOT

WBAL-TV

FILMS

NEWS

SHOWING

IN

FIRST-RUN

BALTIMORE

ON
11

20th

Films

CENTURY

Produced

By

Released

For

20th
TV

THEATRE

Century-Fox
Viewing

For

Studios
First

Time!

The great day has arrived ! The film library of
TWO

SHOWS

EACH

WEEK

"20th Century Theatre" will be televised every Saturday
and Sunday night at 11:15 P.M. This series will carry a
salvo of advertising and publicity unprecedented in the
Baltimore area. Billboards, newspaper ads, on-the-air
promotions, signs on vehicles, and schedule cards distributed through Food and Drug Chains are a part of the
backing this great film show will receive.

PARTICIPATING
ANNOUNCEMENTS

AVAILABLE

20th Century -Fox studio has been tapped and
epic-making pictures will be shown to viewers
in the Baltimore area. These screen classics are
still alive in the minds of the public . . . still as
fresh and stirring as the day they first burst
forth to set new standards in entertainment
achievement. Films that reached the hearts of
all America such as "Miracle on 34th St.",
"Laura", "Lifeboat", "Tobacco Road", "How
Green Was My Valley". Unforgettable casts
. . . Academy Award Winners . . . Comedies . . .
Dramas . . . Mysteries . . . will all be shown on
this new series titled "20th Century Theatre".
Here is a great opportunity for advertisers to
hang their hats on a sure winner, a real
audience-catcher.

A film series of such magnitude is sure to produce abig audience. Get on the bandwagon now!
Contact your nearest Petry office or
WBAL-TV, 2610 N. Charles St., Baltimore, Md.

WBAL-TV
CHANNEL 11 • BALTIMORE
Nationally Represented by THE EDWARD PETRY CO., INC.

IS

Your Radio Spots on

KMBC-KFRM

bm

ihe

To Sell the entire Kansas

Pike

City Trade

Area

Ever since the magnificent new $160,000,000 Kansas
Turnpike opened, smart radio advertisers have been selling this
plus of new customers with KMBC-KFRM. These "pike"
customers are not "pikers" ! They come to Kansas City with
pockets full of money to buy all sorts of things.
They come from far down the pike in the rich
trade area to the west and southwest.
The ability of KMBC-KFRM to give you your pick of the
pike customers is no accident. A look at the map above
will show you why. Note how the broad coverage of
KMBC-KFRM matches the Kansas City Trade area.
And KMBC-KFRM assure you of high listenership —
with potent, personalized programming of Music, News, Sports,
Major League Baseball, Farm Service and Women's Programs.
It all adds up to your best radio buy in Missouri, with
KMBC king-sized listenership in the Kansas City area;
and KFRM (a bonus to KMBC advertisers)
beaming your sales story to the State of Kansas.
MORAL: Send your message down the
Kansas Turnpike via KMBC-KFRM and step-up
your sales in the Kansas City market.
For choice availabilities, call your colonel from
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

KMBCV
The new 234-mile Kansas Turnpike — fast,
easy route
Kansas Cityevery
— brings
sands
of newto customers
day. thouThey
listen to the KMBC-KFRM Radio Team on
the pike and in their homes.

Kansas

City

State of Kansas
the Affiliate
KFRM Basic ABC

'jjg in
the (HearUof
...and
in Television
i/hma America
...
ihe Swing is /o KMdC~TV

DON DAVIS,
President
JOHN SCHILLING,
Executive
GEORGE Vice-President
HIGGINS,
V.P.
Sales Manager
DICK andSMITH,
Manager,
KMBC-KFRM Radio
MORI GREINER,
Manager, KMBC-TV
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They're having a birthday party at
White Columns
the home

in Atlanta —

of the South's first station,

WSB

RADIO

Since we have proudly represented
this great station for nearly twenty-five
of their years, we wish we could
attend the party.

Instead, we'll send greetings
to the South's oldest station in
years, youngest in outlook: WSB,
serving with distinction since 1922.

Radio

Edward
THE
NEW

YORK

•

CHICAGO

•

Division

Retry
ORIGINAL

ATLANTA

•

STATION
DETROIT

•

&

Co.,

Inc.

REPRESENTATIVE
LOS ANGELES

•

SAN

FRANCISCO

•

ST. LOUIS

WIN

YARD

WHERE

ONE

OF

SAT

Complete

the

SQUARE

PRAIRIE

CHIEF

sentence

SOD

SITTING

and

send

your

BULL

entry

to

KW

CHAHHEL

You may

enter as many

9, SIOUX

CITY, IOWA

times as you wish. You have nothing to lose. You have very

little to win, either. This isn't much

THERE'S

ABSOLUTELY

NO

SIOUX

CONTEST

IN

CITY,

of a contest.

SIOUX

CITY

TELEVISION.

IOWA

Serving Iowa's second largest market. Under the same management as WNAX-570
Yankton, South Dakota. Don D. Sullivan, General Manager.

with

18

news

shows

daily

on

WUIM-RADIO
Lansing,

Michigan

say

it

with

music

Published every Monday, with Yearbook Numbers (53rd and 54th issues) published in January and July by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 1735
DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of MaTch 3, 1879.'

This

one

television

station

delivers

four

standard

metropolitan

area

markets

TW
TV
sets

91 7,320
989,605

plus

CHANNEL

8

MULTI-CITY

MARKET

families

3Vi million people
$32/3 billion retail sales
$5% billion annual income

LANCASTER,
NBC
STEINMAN

and

STATION

PENNA.
CBS

. Clair McCollough, Pres.

Representative :
The MEEKER
Company,
Inc.
New York
Chicago a
Los Angeles
San Francisco
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closed

ONLY BEGINNING • Inquiry by Antitrust Div. of Dept. of Justice into sale of
feature film packages to Washington tv
stations [Closed Circuit, March 11] reportedly isforerunner of nationwide check.
It's learned that some 30 agents in field
have been assigned to make individual station investigations, probably to cover about
300 operating stations. Presumably approach isthat block selling may run counter to antitrust laws, in light of motion
picture block booking consent decree oi
1949, and that thesis of right of substitution isn't adequate to circumvent violation.
B»T
DEPT. OF JUSTICE aides acknowledge
that next step is briefing of field agents on
what to look for. Then they begin fanning
out through country on visits to tv stations
and film distributors. In one Washington'
station, more than half-dozen contracts
were "borrowed" by Justice agent.
B»T
SHOWING THE WAY • There's more
than passing significance in research statistics compiled by leading advertising
agency showing that of all media, tv alone
has shown increase in dollar efficiency past
half dozen years. In still another agency
study, network radio gets healthy boost as
low-cost supplement to television, with
data demonstrating how advertiser can
substantially extend saturation by adding
radio frequency to tv impressions at reduced cost-per-thousand home impressions.
B»T
DESPITE contrary reports, General Foods
actually will use more tv and radio and
its budget will be expanded next season
by as much as 10%, it was estimated last
week. Firm spends almost $25 million in
network, another $5 million in spot. Although GF may drop half-hour alternate
week sponsorship of Wells Fargo on NBCTV at end of season, it will pick up another show.
B»T
WAITING IN WINGS • Those home
movies via wired tv distribution systems
percolating in Southwest (Bartlesville,
Okla., number of cities in Texas) aren't
only
onesother
cooking.
understood
two
or three
theatreIt'sexhibition
circuits
are more than just toying with idea, may
announce plunge in next month or so.
Some toll tv advocates not happy on trend,
and are hopeful Commission may authorize experimental tests shortly. Commission
expected to take up subject this week for
third round of discussion but with no
decision likely.
B»T
ON OTHER SIDE of coin is Matthew
Fox, president of C&C Television Corp.
and associated with Skiatron's "SubscriberVision" (pay-tv system), who reportedly

Broadcasting

• Telecasting

has completed transaction with several
Hollywood studios whereby he would
transmit new Hollywood films via wired
television to homes in Fort Wayne area.
Project said to have support of theatre
chain in Midwest. It is understood Skiatron would be responsible for technical requirements ofproject, with starting date
still undetermined.
B»T
NEW REP, NEW CALL • Appointment
of Edward Petry & Co. as exclusive national representatives for WANE and
WINT (TV) Fort Wayne, effective April 1,
made by C. Wrede Petersmeyer, president
of Indiana Broadcasting Co. and executive
of J. H. Whitney Co. stations. Also effective
April 1 is shift in call of tv station to
WANE-TV.
B«T
THERE'S GOOD CHANCE one more
trade group — -Radio-Electronics-Television
Mfrs. Assn. — will join move to simplify
association names. While no announcement was made, it's known RETMA directors discussed matter Friday at Washington meeting following recommendations from three RETMA divisions.
Chances are final action will be taken in
June. Favored names: Electronics Industries Assn. and Electronic Manufacturers
Assn.
B»T
ON OR OFF • Whether Senate Commerce
Committee hearings on FCC will run indefinitely or be concluded abruptly was
big question after two sessions last week
at which members of FCC testified. Republican minority on committee was of
single mind: to cut off any questioning
having to do with pending television cases,
even though they may have been decided
but where petitions for reconsideration or
appeals have been filed.
B»T
DETERMINATION of committee procedure probably will await return, expected
this week, of Chairman Magnuson (DWash.), who was on West Coast last week.
Acting Chairman Pastore (D-R. I.), when
asked how long hearings might run, said
"Like Tennyson's brook, on and on" but
certain of his colleagues were not so disposed and it was obvious that most Republicans wanted to call it quits. Following Friday's rather stormy session (which
saw Sen. Butler [R-Md.] walk out) several
Democratic members felt this phase of
hearing, to all intents, had been concluded.
B»T
PARTING GIFT • Although Kenneth
Cox, Commerce Committee's special radiotv counsel, thinks there are many other
matters committee can look into in its

circuit:

"continuing inquiry" on tv, he feels his
task will be done with drafting of reports
on tv allocations and tv network practices,
which he hopes to complete in couple of
weeks. Before returing to his law practice in Seattle he will recommend other
phases he thinks committee might pursue
in probe.
B»T
FRESHMAN Sen. Frank J. Lausche (DOhio) emerged last week as powerful new
voice on Senate Commerce Committee. At
hearings Thursday and Friday (he presided
second day) he participated avidly in examination of FCC members and asked
penetrating questions, largely in connection with competition in tv. He explained
he was neophyte, having attended only
"three or four meetings," but observers
predicted he, along with Sen. Pastore (DR. I.), chairman of communications subcommittee, would carry brunt of committee's work in broadcast field.
B»T
NEW

RECORD • While NARTB's convention isstill three weeks away, it's obvious from glance at pre-registrations that
all attendance records will be broken.
(Last year registration was 2062.) Total
hit the 1,000 mark Friday when Washington headquarters had 765 management and
235 engineering delegates pre-registered.
Association will have all accommodations
in Conrad Hilton, world's largest hotel,
aside from usual permanent-guest facilities.
These include close to 2,000 sleeping rooms
assigned to broadcasters and two floors of
sample rooms plus entertainment suites.
B»T
REAPPRAISAL of radio-tv phase of People-to-People Foundation Inc., President
Eisenhower's project to further international goodwill and understanding, has
been decided upon because of apparent
differences between government and
broadcaster approaches to ambitious undertaking. As consequence, Frank Stanton, CBS Inc. president, and Harold E.
Fellows, NARTB president, co-chairmen,
have called meeting of broadcaster group
in New York March 22. Broadcasters
want no undue government interference
with their participation in project which
might border on censorship.
B»T
INFECTIOUS TREND • Broadcasters
aren't only ones benefitting from resurgence in radio. Radio set sales of RCA
one of major makers, are running 20%
ahead of comparable period last year.
Transistorized sets get most of credit,
aside from (or because of) fact that people
need radio and therefore keep buying
sets. Presumably other principal manufacturers are enjoying similar gains.
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All-new surveys show again:
When
Kansas

the

youngsters

City

radios

are

stay

Let's look between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday — and see what happens to Kansas
City
listening
"all those
teen-agers"
are radio
at school.
WHB when
continues
its domination!

away

. . .

. . . with

WHB

WHB— FIRST 140 OUT OF 140

According to every major survey, every one
of the 140 quarter hours from 9 to 4 belongs
overwhelmingly to WHB. This, mind
you, when there are no teen-agers available.
No wonder WHB carries regular schedules for
virtually every major Kansas City food
chain — including A & P, Milgram's, Thriftway,
A & G, Wolferman's and Kroger. Let
the Blair man tell you WHB's dramatic 9 to 4
story. Or, talk to General Manager George W.
Armstrong. And while you're at it, get the
whole day and night picture!

PULSE. WHB in first place 140
out of 140 quarter-hours.

10,000 watts — 710 kc.
KANSAS CITY

WHB's share of Area Nielsen
Total Station Audience: 46%.

WHB

V4 HOURS BETWEEN 9 and 4!
AREA

NIELSEN.

WHB

in first

place 140 out of 140 quarterhours.
HOOPER. WHB in first place 140
out of 140 quarter-hours.

l"ODD

STORZ,

President
WDGY
WHB
Minneapolis-St. Paul
Kansas City
Represented by John Blair & Co.
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KOWH
Omaha

WTIX
New Orleans
Represented by Adam Young Inc.
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ALLOCATIONS

QUESTIONS

McC
INDICATES
DELAY
SENATE Commerce Committee wound up tv
allocations phase of its hearings Friday morning with testimony from all members of FCC
except Comr. Robert E. Lee, who filed statement (story page 62).
Hearing, over which Sen. Frank Lausche
(D-Ohio) presided, mainly concerned FCC deintermixture
actions, "Craven plan" and educational tv reservations.
Indication FCC may be somewhat later than
heralded June 30 deadline in issuing its own
report on Barrow tv network study report was
in reply by FCC Chairman George McConnaughey to query if Barrow report couldn't be
obtained before June 30. Mr. McConnaughey
told Sen. Lausche FCC would be lucky to get
"rough draft" of Barrow document by then.
Comr. T. A. M. Craven defended his plan as
supplement to what FCC already has done,
said he didn't feel all-uhf is feasible everywhere,
and said he has had volunteer proposals from
broadcasters to operate on both uhf and vhf
in some big markets. He felt present allocation plan is too inflexible and retards uhf operators, who, he thinks, should be granted
better channels than ones assigned in their localities. He'd try to add new vhfs in single-vhf
markets, but take no action to deter uhf — "a
sick child that needs nursing."
Sens. William Blakley (D-Tex.) and A. S.
Mike Monroney (D-Okla.) quizzed commissioners atlength on educational tv philosophies,
indicating they felt reserved channels should
be held for "generation" or beyond if necessary.
All FCC members present said they were ready
to keep educational reservations if educators
show slightest interest in using them, but each
felt he would vote to make educational assignment commercial under some circumstances.
Both senators appeared mollified at FCC attitude.
Defending deintermixture, Mr. McConnaughey said actions were taken case by case instead of using same set of standards for all. He
felt, too, that Commission's case by case
handling of intercity private relay systems is
"soundest way to do it." Common Carrier Bureau Chief Harold Cowgill said staff had no
information on private relay applicants' claims
they can build and operate relays cheaper than
can common carrier.
Counsel Kenneth Cox questioned Mr. McConnaughey on increase of station purchases
by multiple owners. Mr. McConnaughey said
TOO MUCH

FOR BUTLER

SEN. JOHN M. BUTLER (R-Md.)
staged "walkout" Friday morning from
Senate Commerce Committee hearing
with FCC on allocations, charging committee staff had no right to interrogate
Commission on its individual decisions.
"I think it's an outrageous thing," Sen.
Butler said, "and I'm not going to sit
here and listen to it." He stalked out few
minutes after hearings began. Staff member said later no questions were asked on
individual FCC decisions.
Broadcasting

Telecasting

FIRED

AT

deadline

FCC;

ON
BARROW
REPORT
he was concerned at trend but Sec. 310 (b)
prohibits consideration of comparison factor
in approving sales. FCC, he said, can hold
hearings on public interest aspects of sale. He
saw no need for amending Sec. 310 (b) now.
Committee was told FCC plans to suggest
legislation to remove Communications Act's
ban on FCC members talking to or accepting
advice from general counsel or chief engineer
on cases under adjudication, even though latter
take no part in staff prosecution in case. Commission also will ask for bill to require that
abandoned radio-tv towers and "receiving"
towers be marked and lighted.
Mr. McConnaughey told Sen. Lausche he
felt FCC has power to decide pay tv issue,
although there are "legal questions." Commission has held two recent meetings on toll tv
and plans another "next week," he said.
Church, Refused KFAC Time,
Takes Protest to Commission
FIRST Methodist Church of Los Angeles Friday attacked Feb. 15 action of KFAC Los Angeles terminating church's broadcast of Sunday
services and asked FCC to hold public hearings on cancellation.
Church said that it pays commercial rates
for time used and also asked Commission to
restrain KFAC from dropping program pending hearing. Methodists claimed KFAC told
them reason for cancelling was that services
are "completely incompatible with our program format" and that no other time for
airing of services was available.
KFAC's license was renewed last December,
church said, and application stated that station
devoted 1.79% of broadcast time to religious
programs, with no substantial changes in format contemplated.
May Co. Buys Half of KFAB
SALE of almost 50% of NBC-affiliated KFAB
Omaha from Sidles Co. to May Broadcasting
Co. for $372,000 announced Friday. KFAB is
50 kw on 1110 kc. Sidles Co. owns 48.86%,
Lincoln (Neb.) Nebraska State Journal owns
48.86% and two employes remaining 2.28%.
May company owns 75% of ch. 3 KMTV (TV)
Omaha and 100% of KM A Shenandoah, Iowa.
Three RETMA Directors Elected
THREE new members elected to board of directors of Radio-Electronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn.
Friday at conclusion of three-day quarterly industry meeting in Washington (early story
page 86). New directors are Arthur Chapman CBS-Hytron; W. F. Joyce, Texas Instruments, and C. B. Thornton, Litton Industries.
Congressman Goes After Wis. Vhf
Rep. Alvin E. O'Konski (R-Wis.), licensee of
WOSA Wausau and WLIN (FM) Merrill, both
Wis., Friday asked FCC to shift ch. 9 from
Iron Mountain, Mich., to Wausau and allocate
ch. 8 to Iron Mountain. Mr. O'Konski said
he would apply for ch. 9 Wausau if allocated
there. Ch. 7 WSAU-TV Wausau only v presently assigned there.

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

Late-breaking items about broadcast business; for earlier news, see Advertisers
& Agencies, page 29.
TEA TIME • American Brands, N. Y., for twosecond tea (liquid tea concentrate) which recently named Maxon Inc., N. Y., to handle advertising, planning saturation radio and television as well as newspaper campaigns during hot
weather season. Markets will depend on distribution factors.
PERIPATETIC ACCOUNT • Schick Inc. (electric shavers), Lancaster, Pa., Friday announced
third shift in agencies in three years. Account,
billing total of approximately $5 million ($2.5
million in radio-tv network and spot), will
leave Warwick & Legler June 30 to go with
Benton & Bowles, both N. Y., July 1. Schick
went to W&L from Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.,
in 1955.
SUTTON BUYS BOTH • Sutton Cosmetics
Inc., N. Y., for its deodorant stick, understood
launching 2-week radio-tv spot campaign in
April in five or six markets, will add to lineup
in May and June reaching total of 25. Agency:
Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv., N. Y.
RADIO FOR KENT • P. Lorillard Co., N. Y.,
(Kent cigarettes), placing radio spots in number
of markets starting March 18 for 13 weeks.
Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co. N. Y.
CONFIDENTIAL BUY • Wildroot Co., Buffalo, will sponsor alternate weeks of New York
Confidential, Television Programs of America
fall.
package,
Sat., 10:30-11 p.m. on CBS-TV next
SHOE SPOTS • National Shoes Inc., independent shoe chain, will launch intensive radio
spot schedule in 25 markets this week. Chain
operates stores in New York, New Jersey, Connecticut, Massachusetts and Maryland. Record
spring campaign also will be carried in newsmagazines New
and York.
firm's Children's
Theatre papers
on andWRCA-TV
NORWICH IN 80 • Norwich Pharmacal Co.,
N. Y., for Pepto-Bismol, plans to use television
spot campaign in nearly 80 markets starting
March 24 for four weeks. Benton & Bowles,
N. Y., is agency.
SCOTT RENEWS • Scott Paper Co. (Scotties,
Scotkins and Scott towels) has signed renewal
with NBC-TV for Father Knows Best (Wed.,
8:30-9 p.m. EST) for 52 weeks, effective next
September. J. Walter Thompson is agency,
SPOTS IN AIR • Texas Co., N, Y,, will launch
4-week spot campaign on WOR New York
April 19 using 40 spots per weekend to sponsor news of traffic conditions broadcast from
plane flying over New York-New Jersey-Connecticut area. Called Flying Studio, it will be
presented every 30-40 minutes
startingonat page
4 p.m.9
Continues
March 18, 1957
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CBS Takes Ball From ABC,
Makes Deal for Cooper Series
PROJECTED hour-long western film show,
starring Gary Cooper, that had been pitched
to agencies by ABC-TV for possible sponsorship next fall [At Deadline, Feb. 25], is now
in CBS-TV's camp, it's being revealed today
(Mon.). Contract signed in New York between
Hubbell Robinson Jr., CBS-TV executive vice
president in charge of programming, and H. I.
Prinzmetal, president of Ashton Productions.
CBS-TV, however, will not present weekly
series until fall of 1958.
Mr. Cooper will be host and narrator of
action-adventure series which Mr. Robinson
asserted will be one of major programs on
CBS-TV's 1958-1959 lineup. ABC-TV spokesman said network didn't think hour-long show
could be ready by this fall, asked for half-hour
show, failed and then dropped project.
Busy Summer for 'Ford Theatre'
IN SALE said to represent largest summer
network replacement transaction in company's
history, Screen Gems Inc., New York, reported Friday that 1956-57 and 1955-56 episodes of Ford Theatre have been sold for showing this summer on CBS-TV and either or
both NBC-TV and ABC-TV.
On CBS-TV programs will replace Lineup
with Brown & Williamson and Procter & Gamble continuing sponsorship, and Red Skelton
Show, with Pet Milk Co. and S. C. Johnson
Co. keeping their time franchise as advertisers.
Foote, Cone & Belding, New York, which handles Armour and Pet Milk on George Gobel
Show on NBC-TV and Armour & KimberlyClark on Danny Thomas Show on ABC-TV,
has signed for Ford Theatre but has not decided whether to use one or both networks.
This transaction is separate from regular reruns of Ford Theatre on ABC-TV this summer.
Reach, McClinton Agency Formed
NEW AGENCY, Reach, McClinton & Co.,
New York, formed Friday. Principals are
Charles Dallas Reach, board chairman of
Reach, Yates & Mattoon, New York, which is
absorbed by new company, and Harold L. McClinton, until recently president of Calkins &
Holden [B«T, March 4]. RY&M currently bills
about $8.5 million annually. In new company,
Mr. McClinton becomes president and chief
executive officer and F. R. Risley continues to
head Newark, N. J., office of 25-year-old
RY&M.
Rogers Forms Texas Tv Network
CREATION of new regional network, Texas
Television Network, owned and operated by
Texas Telecasting Inc., announced Friday by
W. D. (Dub) Rogers Jr., president-general
manager of Texas Telecasting. With home offices in Lubbock, system includes KDUB-TV
Lubbock, KPAR-TV Sweetwater- Abilene and
KEDY-TV Big Spring. All three are CBS affiliates. New network plans to develop regional
programming to implement national and local
programming.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

JUDY SUES CBS
SINGER Judy Garland sued CBS Friday for $1,393,333— $1 million for
libel and defamation, remainder for
breach of contract. Miss Garland
charged, in suit filed in New York federal court, that network on Jan. 9 authorized and induced publication in newspapers and other publications of "false
and defamatory matter." Among these
she alleged were such statements as: (1)
she "is known for a highly-developed
inferiority complex," (2) she did not
want to work "because something is
bothering her," and (3) "I don't know
but I wouldn't be surprised if it's beshe thinks she's
terribly fat." CBS
had nocausecomment
on suit.
Another Probe for FCC?
FCC high on list of federal agencies scheduled
to undergo probe by House Commerce Committee's special subcommittee headed by Rep.
Morgan Moulder (D-Mo.), which will look
into administration by agencies of laws creating
them, it's understood. Chairman Oren Harris
(D-Ark.) of parent committee expected this
week to ask $250,000 for investigation which
has blessing of House Speaker Sam Rayburn
(D-Tex.). Further understood tentative plans
call for hiring half-dozen experts in research
and administrative law to make studies and report back to subcommittee in time for hearings
in fall, if found necessary.
Committee

Cuts FCC Budget,

But It's Still Over 1957's
HOUSE Appropriations Committee Friday recommended fiscal 1958 budget of $8,300,000 for
FCC— $650,000 (about 7.3%) less than Budget
Bureau estimates, but $472,000 (about 6.1%)
more than $7,828,000 fiscal 1957 appropriations. Committee report said Commission is
dealing
with rapidly-growing
industry
and the
"it
should exercise
all due diligence
to use
funds provided to the end that prompt and
efficient service is given to the public."
Group recommended $5,950,000 for Federal
Trade Commission, $300,000 less than 1958
estimates but $400,000 more than 1957 appropriations.
UPCOMING
March 18-21: Annual meeting of managers
of CBS owned-and-operated radio stat'ons, 18-21:
Hotel Annual
Pierre, convention
New York and
City.engiMarch
neering show, Institut3 of Radio Engineers, Waldorf-Astoria and New York
Co'iseum. New York City.
March 20-21: Michigan Assn. of Radio &
Television Broadcasters, Hotel Olds,
Lansing.
March 20-22: Continental Advertising
Agency
Palo Alto,Network,
Calif. Rickey's Studio Inn,
March 22-23: Alabama Broadcasters Assn.
spring
meeting,Ala.Dinkler-Tutwiler Hotel,
Birmingham,
March 22' Indiana
Broadcasters
Assn., Indianapolis Athletic
Club.
March 24-26: Bureau of Broadcast Measurement, Quebec City, Que.
For other Upcomings see page 117

Requiem mass will be held today (Mon.) in
New York for REV. JAMES M. GILLIS,
C.S.P., 80, who conducted series of talks on
NBC Radio's Catholic Hour from 1930 until
1947.
RICHARD P. HOGUE, formerly account executive with CBS TV Spot Sales, N. Y., and
previously vice president of Headley-Reed Co.,
appointed general sales manager of WXIX (TV)
Milwaukee. He succeeds THEODORE F.
SHAKER, who transfers to CBS TV sales,
N. Y.
GE Says It Will Oppose
Loss of Schenectady Ch. 6
LONG AWAITED word from General Electric Co. on its attitude toward FCC's move of
ch. 6 from Schenectady, N. Y., where it operates WRGB (TV), to Syracuse, N. Y., issued Friday. The word? Change will be
In statement, GE President Ralph J. Cordiner
said:
fought!"No
- one from the FCC has approached
me with respect to this question. GE broadcast stations will vigorously protest such a
change as being detrimental to the best interests
of the people served by WRGB." J. Milton
Lang, new manager, GE broadcast stations operations, said: "Nobody charged with the authority or responsibility of operating WRGB
was ever approached by the FCC prior to the
issuance
of thisvindicates
order."
Statement
position taken by
WRGB general manager R. W. Welpott, publicized immediately
after FCC's
on deintermixture,
that company
would action
fight loss
of
vhf wavelength [B«T, March 4]. There had been
reports in Washington that FCC had understanding with GE's topside authorities they
would go along with move.
Legally, following steps are due to be taken
involving not only WRGB, but also other operating stations whose vhf channels have been
moved (these include KFRE-TV Fresno, Calif.,
and WTVW (TV) Evansville, Ind.): Issuance
of show cause order, response of stations, and
if objection, order setting issue for evidentiary
hearing.

• BUSINESS BRIEFLY
Continues from page 7
Friday and continuing through Monday 9:30
a.m. Texas Co., through Cunningham & Walsh,
N. Y., has option to renew show, which will
be carried by WOR on weekends throughout
daylight saving time.
SALE PENDS • Cigarette advertiser and major
washing machine manufacturer are expected
to be signed this week by NBC-TV to button
up new Tues. 8-9 p.m. offering next fall featuring Eddie Fisher and George Gobel [B»T,
March 4]. Period becomes available when Big
Suprise ends up this season having just obtained
renewals through end of current program year
from Purex and Speidel. Quiz show otherwise
would have cancelled end of this month.
BUYS BREWING • This is fortnight of decision for ad agencies servicing automotive accounts. Within next two weeks radio and tv
plans for all majors will emerge from series of
deliberations going on around clock across
country. Chevrolet already has made its decision: sponsorship of Sunday 9-10 p.m. every
week for 52 weeks on NBC-TV (story page
ing.
36). Buick and Ford are among those deliberatMarch 18, 1957
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BATTLE OF THE QUIZZES

FCC BACK ON THE HILL

Sponsors make money by giving it
away. Cases in point: Pharmaceuticals'
Twenty-One, Revlon's $64,000 Question 27
AD BUDGETS UP 10% IN 1957
Survey by Assn. of National Advertisers shows over two-thirds of members increasing budgets . .
30
MEDIA STUDIED BY ADVERTISERS
ANA

probe into agency compensation and services will have impact on
radio-tv. No bombshells likely . . . .32

PRUDENTIAL SIGNS PACT
Insurer sponsoring CBS-TV news
package on standby basis, with documentary programs to be featured . . 36
SIMPLE RATE CARDS URGED
Ann Janowicz, timebuyer, tells of
troubles in trying to set up broadcast
schedules from intricate cards that
only a lawyer can interpret 40
ABC NAMES

VICE PRESIDENTS

Accas, Coyle and Rabinovitz elected
to tv posts; Comtois, Riddleberger and
Shaffner get new jobs in radio .... 50
WEAVER'S 'BABY NETWORK'
Former NBC board chairman still secretive about new communications enterprise but may decide to make announcement inmid-April
52
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But hearings are drawing to a close.
Weary senators see little hope for
quick uhf aid, House unit told that
daytime study is coming
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Latest electronics developments on
display and explained at annual convention in New York
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public utility regulation
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subscription including BROADCASTING Yearbook (53d
issue): $9.00, or TELECASTING Yearbook (54th issue):
$9.00. Annual
subscription
to BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING, including
54 issues:
$11.00. Add $1.00
per
year for Canadian and foreign postage. Regular issues:
35 # per copy; 53d and 54th issues: $3.00 per copy.
ADDRESS CHANGE: Please send requests to Circulation
Dept., BROADCASTING • TELECASTING, 1735 DeSales St.,
N.W., Washington 6, D. C. Give both old and new
addresses, including postal zone numbers. Post office
will not forward issues.
BROADCASTING* Magazine was founded In 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title: BROADCASTING*— The News Magazine of the Fifth Estate.
Broadcast Advertising* was acquired in 1932, Broadcast
Reporter in 1933 and Telecast* in 1953.
•Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1957 by Broadcasting Publications Inc.
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CAPITAL

SCENES

ou rarely run across such universal human agreement in the potpourri that is
Washington today. You will find, however, that Washington's most successful advertisers
are in accord over WTOP

Radio. They know that WTOP

gives them ( 1 ) the largest aver-

age share of audience (2) the most quarter-hour wins (3) Washington's most popular personalities and (4) ten times the power of any other radio station in the Washington area.
WTOP
RADIO
Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales
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HOPALONG FREUD rode into Playhouse
90 on March 7, the only problem being
that his horse was slightly lame. The 90minute dramatic show presented "Invitation
to a Gunman," another entry in the everschool of conflicts
"adult westerns."
This
one had growing
so many
and personality
studies that it left the reviewer limp.
^The play focused on a Confederate veteran, refused his land and home by a strong
Union town, who turns to force and fear
to repossess them. Terrorized, the town
hires a professional killer to get him, and
then finds that he brings a cruelty and terror
that's worse. Ninety minutes resolves the
whole thing, leaving the living room littered
with the dead and the viewer slightly taken
aback by scenes of the hired gunman jabbing
a lighted cigar into a man's hand, or slitting
a girl's cheek with a scissors as he attempts
to make love to her.
Excellent photography and competent acting, especially by Gilbert Roland as the
hired killer, did not hide the fact that the
writers tried to probe too many characters.
The sheriff was a coward, hiding behind
his badge; the killer started his life of wrongdoing because of a wrong done to him; the
hero was warped by his lost cause. Only
so much analysis can be done in an hour
and a half.
Dramatic conflict is always weakened
when the audience's sympathy is divided.
"Invitation to a Gunman" was better than
average dramatic fare, on a program that
has done consistently well by its audience,
but the viewer was always aware that the
play was written and produced by men who
had seen not only "High Noon," but probably "Shane" and "Bad Day at Black Rock"
as well.
Production costs: $120,000.
Sponsored by Bristol-Myers Co. through
BBDO, Royal Typewriter Co. and Singer
Sewing Machine Co. through Young &
Rubicam, American Gas Assn. through
Lennen & Newell, and Marlboro cigarettes through Leo Burnett Co., on CBSTV March 7, 9:30-11 p.m. EST.
Producer: Martin Manulis; writers: Leslie
Stevens, Hal Goodman, Larry Kline; director: Arthur Penn; asst. director: Ron
Winston; story editor: Petir Kortner; asst.
producer: Robert Banker.
Cast: Gilbert Roland, Pat O'Brien, Hugh
O'Brian, Anne Brancroft, Ray Collins,
and others.
POCKETBOOK

Television Programs of America, Inc.
488 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100
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NEWS

WOMEN, of whom more than eight million are stockholders, own 70% of the
privately held wealth in the U. S., and if
Mrs. Wilma Soss has anything to say about
it, they are going to be given the facts to
back up their pursestring power.
Mrs. Soss, who is founder and president
of the Federation of Women Shareholders
in American Business Inc., is going to tell
them on her new series called Pocketbook
News on NBC Radio Sunday, 11:15-25
p.m. She is said to be the prototype for
the stockholder-heroine of "The Solid Gold
Cadillac" and a woman to reckon with. On

the second of her weekly programs March
1 0 she gave every indication of living up to
the advance billing.
Mrs. Soss projects herself as a kind of
elderly dowager type, well-heeled but with
a sharp eye for the corporate pennies. When
she identifies one of her sources as "the
president of an international oil company,"
it sounds quite likely. Her comments Sunday
ranged from petticoats (a bear market in
the fashion industry in everything "from
corsets
costume jewelry") to the Suez
fuels). to(little
situation
change in the cost of home
But it was on the subject of the American
Telephone & Telegraph Co. (sometimes
called "widow's stock") that Mrs. Soss
really got her hand in. She noted that onehalf of the stockholders are women, then
she took AT&T gently to task, in firm and
motherly tones, saying women are getting
tired of the same old $9 dividend every year
and implying that the company's pension
plan leaves something to be desired. She
suggested stockholders ask for a substitute
contributory pension plan and a $25,000
ceiling at the April annual meeting. Mrs.
Soss said a former AT&T president is now
getting $91,000 a year, a stipend to which,
she said acidly "he never contributed one
A rider indicates that her views are not
necessarily those of NBC. which is probably
just as well.
Production costs: $500.
penny." sustaining on NBC Radio. Sun..
Broadcast
11:15-25 p.m.
Producer: Allen Ludden; writer-performer:
Wilma Soss.
SEEN & HEARD
"I want Clare Booth Luce to do the script"
and "Fred Astaire to help with the dances,"
Lana Turner sang in a number with Bob
Hope on the latter's Chevy Show (NBC-TV,
March 10). She was joking, of course, but
judging from her appearance on the Hope
program, she certainly could use them.
Widely publicized as the blonde glamour
girl's first live tv appearance (actually she
had made two previous ones: at the Modern
Screen awards dinner a couple of seasons
back and briefly on Ed Sullivan's salute to
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) , Lana Turner's stint
included a dull burlesque-type skit with
Wally Cox and Hope in addition to the
aforementioned musical routine, which was
complete with bumps, grinds and wiggles.
She did look beautiful.
Other guests on the program fared better: Wally Cox and Hope were good for
numerous laughs in a satire on the Presley
craze, and Rosemary Clooney and Hope
scored in a comical western sequence.
Sid Caesar had a good laugh at Sir Lancelot with his "Sir Thanksalot" parody (NBCTV, Sat., 9-10 p.m. EST). But the lampooned knight had the last laugh the following Monday (NBC-TV 8-8:30 p.m.
EST) with a tale in which he did his daring
disguised as a baker — "Sir Crustabread."
If this keeps up, he may be re-dubbed "Sir
Broadcasting
Laughsalot."

Telecasting

Two

billion

dollars

IN previous messages we have illustrated the nationwide trend to voluntary health insurance by showing
the growing millions of Americans who have policies with
insurance companies covering hospital protection, surgical
protection, medical expenses and loss-of-income. Each
of these major types of health insurance reached an
all-time high last year.
This growth can be measured in benefits paid as well
as policies purchased and here too the trend is upward.

in benefits for

American

families

In 1956, the nation's insurance companies paid out a
record-breaking amount of over two billion dollars —
more than five million dollars every single day throughout
theyear.
These huge benefits, all paid to cushion the financial
effects of ill health and accidenfs, show what giant steps
the American people are taking to earn their security
against these common enemies and the vital role the
nation's insurance companies are playing in this triumph.
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FOR INFORMATION CALL
If
' .f > )
NEW YORK
DETROIT
CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD
NEW ORLEANS
TORONTO
711 Fifth Ave. 709 Fox BIdg. 230 N. Michigan Ave. 1334 N. Beeehwood Dr. 1032 Royal St. 102-108 Peter St.
Plaza 1-4432
Woodward 1-3979
Franklyn 2-3696
Hollywood 2-31 1 1
Express 3913
Empire 3-4096

Financing
~
Hi
KIDDER,
PEABODY
6§f CO.—
• Offers outstanding facilities for the issuance
of equity or debt securities, either by private
placement or through
public offering.
• Has arranged private
financings aggregating $700,000,000 in
the past five years
and has underwritten over $1 billion of
public offerings in
the past ten years.

We invite you to
call upon our
experience.

BOOKS

OPEN MIKE

MASS COMMUNICATION, by Erik Barnouw. Rinehart & Co., 232 Madison Ave.,
New York 16, N. Y. 280 pp. $4.50.
ASSOCIATE Professor of Dramatic Arts at
Columbia U. and editor of the Center for
Mass Communication at Columbia, Erik
Barnouw also has been a network script editor and program director of several advertising agencies. His discussion of the mass
media — radio, television, film and press —
and their workings is based on practical experience aswell as theory. In four sections,
he reviews the history of mass communication, describes and analyzes psychology of
the media and its sponsors, a word he uses
to include government agencies and social
organizations as well as business entities.
"Most people are inclined to think of
sponsors as 'they'," Mr. Barnouw says in
his concluding chapter. "A better term
might be 'we.' . . . We the public are, in
a very real sense, the sponsor of sponsors.
We endorse or reject the communications
of sponsors through a constant series of
actions: every time we buy or do not buy
an advertised product; every time we vote or
do not vote in a local or state or federal
election; every time we support or do not
support an organization program; every time
we read or do not read, listen or do not
listen, watch or do not watch.
"Constantly, often unknowingly, we participate inthe decisions of sponsors. We all
share responsibility," he writes, responsibility first to "understand the vast, complex
organization of mass communication" and
next to "promote its use . . . toward ends
in which we believe."
Written for the thoughtful layman, Mass
Communication can be read with profit, if
not with complete agreement, by sponsors
and media executives as well.

Radio's New
EDITOR :

RADIO AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK, 34th
Edition, by the Headquarters Staff,
American Radio Relay League, West
Hartford, Conn. 760 pp. $3.50.
FOR over has
30 years,
the bible
Radioof Amateur's
Handbook
been the
that vast
legion of radio hams who have found in
radio transmitting and receiving a select
hobby. This newest handbook has been
revised and restyled in the light of current
advances in the radio art. The book contains more than 1,350 illustrations, including 502 tube-base diagrams. It also contains an equipment catalog and an index.

KIDDER,
PEABODY
& CO.
FOUNDED 1865
NEW YORK
BOSTON PHILADELPHIA
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
Offices and correspondents in thirty other
principal cities in the United States
Address inquiries to:
ROBERT E. GRANT
Kidder, Peabody & Co.
First National Bank Building
Chicago 3, Illinois
Telephone ANdover 3-7350
Page 16
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TV TROUBLES, a Coyne Electrical School
publication, distributed by Howard W.
Sams & Co., Indianapolis, Ind. 299 pp.
$3.95.
BASICALLY this book is for servicemen,
but it could be put to good use by broadcast
engineers whose friends and neighbors are
always calling them up when something goes
wrong with their tv receivers. What this
spiral-bound, pocket-sized book does is to
take 70 kinds of faulty pictures and crossreference them to about 700 different kinds
of faults in the circuit of a receiver. Straight
to the point, it deals not at all with theory
or principles, but directly to (1) what's
wrong with the picture, and (2) the probable trouble.

Record

What would be the cost of getting 150 copies
of page 27 of the March 4 B»T? This article
[on radio revenue hitting a new record in
1956] would make an excellent mailing piece
for some of our local and regional advertising prospects.
No doubt other stations could make good
use of the piece in their markets.
Raymond M. Beckner, Manager
KRLN Canon City, Colo.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Reprints are available at
$7.50 per hundred.]
Step Forward, Step Backward
editor:
I note in your March 4 issue that program
officials from stations, networks and educational organizations are giving thought to
setting up some type of organization which
would hold meetings and do what has to be
done to improve programming. I was glad
to see that Westinghouse sparked the importance ofprogramming by its own session.
I have endeavored to stir up interest on
the part of broadcasters and at board meetings of the NARTB to set up a forum for
program discussion. I have repeated it at
various times in talks and in letters. Your
item reminded me that I should again.
If the association does not set up a program division soon, then I certainly hope
that program people around the country
will set up their own organization, as have
the newsmen and editors in other media.
And it is my sincere hope that radio and
tv will have separate organizations. The only
way that each of these broadcast media can
become stronger is to go their separate ways,
not only in program planning but also in
management. If NAB is going to be the
new name [of NARTB], it may prove to be
a step backward — a step to get a short name
but an error in developing two media. This
is the time for the industry, the board and
the publishers of papers such as B«T to take
a real look at the problem and forget their
own selfish interests. Radio and tv have
separate advertising bureaus and I think
now is the time to separate the national
management organization.
Edgar Kobak
WTWA Thomson, Ga.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: B'T disagrees with Mr. Kogladbak'stoproposal
give himto a separate
forum.] the NARTB but is
Copywriters
Unite
EDITOR
:
I propose to found a national association
of copywriters for the purpose of promoting
the profession, encouraging one another
in our arduous task of supplying the public
with tolerable copy appeal, and exchanging
ideas about copy themes, appeals and vernacular.
Anyone interested in joining me or helping me organize the copywriters may drop
me a line here at WPCT.
Charles F. Credit, Continuity Editor
WPCT Putnam, Conn.
Broadcasting
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Costume by Clare Potter

You

feel

very

special

on

Red

Carpet*

flights

When you walk along the Red Carpet to your waiting United DC-7
Mainliner® of course you feel like a star of stage or screen ! And
you're greeted like one, too. That's only a part of Red Carpet Service!
Here, on the world's fastest airliner, you'll find luxurious,
relaxing surroundings. Like a pre-dinner cocktail? It's served in an
individual decanter. Dinner? M-m-m-m ! Especially prepared
for you by United's own master chefs.
Then a restful doze . . . You can't be there already ! You are.
And after you leave your big Mainliner your luggage is brought to
you extra-fast. What a wonderful way to travel— Red Carpet Service!
World's fastest airliners— United DC- 7s! Red Carpet nonstop flights: New YorkSan Francisco, New York-Los Angeles, Chicago-San Francisco, Chicago-Los Angeles, Washington, D.C.-San Francisco, Los Angeles-Seattle, California-Hawaii.

Broadcasting

Telecasting

UNITED
AIR

LINES

*"Red Carpet" is a service mark used
and owned by United Air Lines, Inc.
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Boys

Tee V. Watson

for you

KCEN-TV

TpXECUTIVES at J. Walter Thompson
-■--'Co., Chicago, may be forgiven if they
seem high these days on the potentialities
of T. V. — not alone the medium but a staff
member as well.

is

Station

Texas'

5th

Market
Between the first four major markets of
Texas is a giant fifth. Not until KCEN-TV
developed a television service with a tower
TALL ENOUGH
and programming
GOOD ENOUGH was this important fifth
market covered— really covered— by a single
medium. Now, thanks to Nielsen, what we
have always contended is a matter of
record. KCEN-TV is acknowledged as
"THE LEADING STATION IN TEXAS'
5th TELEVISION MARKET."

NEILSEN

NCS

Station

No. of
TV Homes
in Area

No. 2 - November
Daily
Weekly DAYTIME
Monthly
NCS
NCS
Homes
Circ.
Reached
Circ.

KCEN-TV
Station B

106,370
87,040

88,040
66,270

76,760

55,410
SERVING - THE TEM PLE-WACC ■> MARKET

56,700
39,650
AND

ALL

1956
WeeklyNIGHTTIME

Daily

NCS
Circ.

NCS
Circ.

83,010
62,820

68,420
49,940

A L 1. CENTRA L TEXAS

KCEN-TV
INTERCONNECTED
AFFILIATE
33 Counties Served
According to Nielsen
Survey No. 2. Inquiries as to details invited

National Representatives, George P. Hollingbery Co.;
Texas Representatives, Clyde Melville Co., Dallas.

Tee V. Watson, who supervises timebuying on such accounts as Kraft Foods Co.
and Libby, McNeill & Libby, is acknowledged to have justified the hopes of superiors
who hired him nearly three years ago. (He
previously was with Grant Adv.) Ed Fitzgerald, chief timebuyer at the Thompson
agency,
describes
ing" in his
field. Mr. Watson as "outstandIn his present capacity Mr. Watson is
responsible for network, spot and local radio-tv time purchases for six accounts, but
has been occupied primarily for Kraft on
such NBC-TV network properties as Kraft
Theatre and Thursday participations on
Modern Romances, Comedy Time, Matinee
Theatre and Tic Tac Dough. (JWT handles
all Kraft products save margarine, oil, Parkay and confections.) He also is active for
Libby for its vegetables and canned fruit
juices, including the pineapple, newly-acquired from Foote, Cone & Belding.
Mr. Watson reports strong interest in suggestions that paper work on contracts involving radio-tv buyers be cut down and that
agencies, through their legal departments,
assume more active responsibility in this
activity by cooperating with Station Representatives Assn. and other organizations
looking toward creation of a central source
for contracts. In another observation, Mr.
Watson said that some buyers emphasize the
7-9 a.m. period in radio too greatly and that
local stations have been over-zealous in
making accommodations.
Tl/f R. WATSON broke into advertising as
*■ an "estimator" after graduating from
the U. of Illinois with a B.A. in marketing.
Born in Bloomington, 111., on April 3, 1925,
young T. V. went to the local high school.
After completing school, Mr. Watson
joined Grant in 1950 as an estimator, writing up contracts. He became assistant timebuyer and finally timebuyer on such accounts as Folger coffee, Cudahy Packing
Co. and Wander Co.
After joining Thompson's Chicago office
in 1954, Mr. Watson was assigned Bowman
Dairy Co. (spot radio-tv), Elgin National
Watch Co., Employers Mutual of Wausau
(Wis.) and Southeastern Trailways, plus
Kraft and Libby.
During World War II he served in the
Air Sea Reserve as radio operator with a
B-17 crew in the South Pacific. His hobbies
are "family and home" and golf "when time
permits." Mr. and Mrs. Watson (the former
Nan Major) have one child, 20-month-old
Beth Ann, and live in Evenston, 111.
Broadcasting
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We shoot wide here at WSAV-TV.

In fact, our Channel 3 coverage of this

humming southern market includes more counties than any other Savannah
station (NCS No. 2). For a closeup of WSAV-TV's

big-picture coverage and

sales influence, contact us or your nearest Blair man.

REPRESENTED
Broadcasting

• Telecasting
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OUR

RESPECTS

to Herbert

Meat Packers

KINGAN MEATS, through
Lindsey and Co., reports:

"The Cisco Kid played a
iarge part in the most
successful promotion we
have ever run . . . While
I will not give you the actual percentage of sales
increase, I can tell you
that the sales increases
were very substantial."
Ask to see more success stories of
WE WORLDS 6MATESJ SALESMAN!
"THE

Page 20
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KID"

Louis

Krueger

SHORTLY after his graduation from the U. of Illinois School of Journalism in
1931, Herbert L. Krueger started learning about people and their reactions. This
practical course was focused on the way readers responded to what they read in newspapers. His teacher — and employer, too — was Dr. George Gallup, then on the
faculty of Northwestern U., just north of Chicago in Evanston. Mr. Krueger now is
vice president-general manager of WTAG Worcester, Mass.
Traveling around the Midwest and some parts of the East for Dr. Gallup, the
young graduate conducted surveys for metropolitan newspapers, direct mail advertisers and other Gallup clients. In a year or so, Dr. Gallup had left the university to
join Young & Rubicam in New York, so young Mr. Krueger got a job as a reporter
on the Chicago Herald Examiner and later the Chicago Evening American.
Then came the chance to fill a big job in a small institution — editor of a country
weekly, the Lake Geneva (Wis.) News Tribune. Here was a chance to exercise
executive prerogatives, and the ambitious editor promptly changed the name to the
Lake Geneva Regional News and changed the news structure to embrace the entire
resort area in that part of Wisconsin. He took a step that made journalistic history in
Wisconsin when he converted to a tabloid format, the first country tabloid recorded in
the state's journalistic history. In 1936 the weekly was sold so Mr. Krueger went to
work as a reporter and columnist for the Joliet (111.) Herald News.
A job offer from the Worcester (Mass.) Telegram-Gazette took him away from the
Midwest in 1937. He moved to Massachusetts, becoming business manager of the
newspaper, which operates WTAG. In the business role his attention turned to a
general promotion and then sales promotion. At this point a logical development
occurred. His newspaper promotion work inevitably overlapped into similar chores
for WTAG, bringing a combination of experience in research, promotion, newspaper reporting and newspaper-radio business functions.
As a result, Mr. Krueger became commercial manager of WTAG in 1943, completing the transition from newspaper to broadcast activity. He served in this role
until 1951 when he became station manager. After two years in this capacity he was
elected a vice president and director of WTAG Inc. After another two years he was
elected, in September 1955, vice president and general manager of WTAG Inc.
\T WTAG early in the decade Mr. Krueger exposed what he felt was a rank
f\ injustice to aural broadcasting — an unfair tv emphasis in Hooper reports that
gave the aural medium a bad break.
The early-tv-era Hoopers showed tv's inroads on radio but failed to depict its
impact on newspaper and magazine reading. Mr. Krueger contended separate radio
and tv surveys would give a fair picture of the separate broadcast media. Then advertising agencies could evaluate all media covering a market, each in its own relative position. One thing that especially bothered him was the fact that other media
were increasing their rates at the time, backed up by circulation data, while radio
broadcasters were cutting their rates in the face of a record 90 million set circulation.
Explaining his position that radio and tv should be surveyed separately, he wrote
a by-lined article [B«T, May 8, 1950] that brought about a change in the way Hooper
reports were compiled. This new plan of separate surveys gave radio a fair break.
Long a student of broadcast problems, Mr. Krueger served on many industry
committees. Among these were the All-Radio Presentation Committee, Special Test
Survey Committee and the NAB Sales Managers Committee. Their work led eventually to the formation of Broadcast Advertising Bureau, later changed to Radio
Advertising Bureau.
In March 1953 Mr. Krueger was elected NARTB Radio Board member for the
New England district. He winds up a maximum four-year tenure at the April
NARTB convention. Last June he was elected vice chairman of the NARTB Radio
Board and is serving as co-chairman of the NARTB Convention Committee. Other
roles are board member of the Massachusetts Broadcasters Assn. and of the Assn. for
Professional Broadcasting Education.
Herbert Louis Krueger was born in Chicago Jan. 31, 1910. He attended public
schools in the Chicago area. In 1933 he married Ruth Rankin, a classmate at the U.
of Illinois. They have a daughter, Nan, who will graduate from Bucknell U. this
spring, and a son, Richard, a high school freshman.
His activities include Sigma Delta Chi journalism fraternity, Boston chapter, and
member of the administrative committee of the First Baptist Church of Worcester.
Among hobbies are bowling, bridge, tennis and reading. His thwarted ambition: to
be a major league baseball player, a yen that developed on the Illinois varsity.
Broadcasting
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*New

version,

constructed

without

side

tip.

RCA-6326 and RCA-6326-A, designed for use in TV film and slide cameras— both color and
black-and-white— now feature MICRO-MESH.
Micro-Mesh
present-day
five years at
without any

substantially improves the picture quality of TV film cameras— even beyond
high-quality performance standards. Under continuous development for more than
RCA, Micro-Mesh eliminates mesh pattern in black-and-white or color TV
need for defocusing.

Examples of RCA's leadership in the design and manufacture of superior-quality tubes for
telecasting, these vidicons are available through your RCA Tube Distributor.
For technical information
RCA

Commercial

on these and other RCA

Engineering,

camera

tubes, write:

Harrison, N. J.

PICK-UP
TUBES
FOR
TELECASTING
RADIO CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
®
Tube Division
Harrison, N. J.

MILESTONES
Children's Groups Reap Benefits
EMCEED by Bert Parks and Julia Meade
and featuring many name stars, a 16-hour
telethon on WTVJ (TV) Miami closed its
books with $305,277 collected in cash and

ROANOKEBigger than
RICHMOND?

pledges. Donations to this "Crusade for
Children" will aid 18 children's charities
in south Florida.
Christmas Comes in March
SANTA comes twice to orphaned children
in Charlotte, N. C, where Fred Kirby, singing cowboy on WBT Charlotte, holds a
Christmas party each March with church
groups so that children who have no families
may have a double Christmas.
Mobile Unit Fills Need, Plus
ONE HUNDRED and fifty pints of a rare
blood type were received in response to a
request aired on the WXLW Indianapolis
Newsmobile. The mobile unit broadcast a

r>ci

father's request for his son, who needed
ten pints of blood for a heart operation.
WSYR-TV Looks at "Tax Angles"
THAT annual tax dilemma is in focus on
"Tax Angles," a five-week series on WSYRTV Syracuse, N. Y. The program is the
result of joint effort by WSYR-TV and the
Radio-TV Center at Syracuse U.
Citizens Answer WWRI Appeal
CITIZENS of Warwick, R. I., responded
to a 10-hour broadcast appeal by WWRI
West Warwick and donated a total of $1,710
towards an educational trust fund for an
infant found abandoned on the doorstep of
Kent County Memorial Hospital.
Age Cannot Wither Them . . .
"THE WHEEZ KIDS," a basketball team of
staffers at WNAR Norristown, Pa., recently
played a game against the Norristown Police
Force, with receipts going to the area's recreational program for children.
BALTIMORE

WHEN

REACH
YOU

RIDE

WITH

REPRESENTED BY
JOHN

BLAIR

AND

GOODWILL

DOUBLE-BARRELLED community
service was provided a neighboring
town early this month when KBOIAM-TV Boise, Idaho, launched a free
public information and advertising
campaign on behalf of Vale, Ore., merchants, hard-hit by floods.
The Boise station came to the aid of
the stricken Vale merchants after most
of their money had been depleted in a
week-long clean-up job preparatory to
reopening their establishments.
To inform area citizens that Vale

IS EASIER
TO

OPERATION

CO.

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
- ' - • ..• •• ■■>■■'«>■""
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merchants were "open for business"
again, KBOI newscasters broadcast
daily stories on clean-up operations
and the readiness of the store owners
to serve their patrons once more;
KBOI Radio told the story in a saturation of public service announcements over a three-day period, and
KBOI-TV carried the same schedule
on every break during prime evening
hours.

YES, BIGGER...
BIGGER
Richmond

than
by

-sf

Television
Families!
12,800"

'Television Magazine,
March, 1957
Note — Use the count YOU favor,
but it's generally agreed that the
ROANOKE TELEVISION market is
sizeably ahead of the RICHMOND
TELEVISION market.
Check YOUR set count . . .
then BUY Roanoke!
Call, your nearest Peters,
Griffin,
Woodward
"Co/onef",
— or WDBJ
• Television!

[<©)
ROANOKE,

VA.

Owned and operated by
the Times-World Corp.
Broadcasting
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HAPPENS

HERE
when

she

hears

it .

TRANSFER
NBC

RADIO'S

EXCITING

NEW

APPROACH

uses the recognized power and economy of network radio to multiply the effectiveness of all
your advertising and, at the same time, to bring
your over-all cost per thousand way down.
ere s e way i wor s.
Key words . . . significant sounds . . . cause

TO

ADVERTISING...

people to react in certain ways. Imagery Transfer puts this psychological process to work for
you. Using just the right combination of words
and sounds — on radio — you re-awaken automatical y the advertising images of your prodnave airea(jy established with the
consumer through visual media.

PAYS

OFF

HERE
because

IMAGERY
TRANSFER
lets
you fill in the gaps between your once-a-week,
bi-weekly or monthly exposure in the expensive visual media. Because network radio offers
mass coverage at low cost, you can reach your
customers, economically, time and time again.
You can keep the picture of your product foremost in the housewife's mind ... at home
where she uses it ... in the car when she's on
her way to market. With radio and its Imagery

she

buys

it!

Transfer you can literally follow your customers right to the point of purchase. The product
images that you store up with all your advertising then explode into action— buying action.
A call to NBC Radio will bring you a consultant, ready to discuss how Imagery Transfer
can be applied to your advertising.
This is IT! It's ready to do a job for you now.
RADIO NETWORK a service of (

CAPITAL

•

•

•

IN BABIES©

iiitBill

;iiJifIi'I:j;v: *

Washington is full of surprises these days . . . the kind that
can mean a bundle of joy to advertisers as well as parents.

important brand-loyalties that may well last a life-time.

For along with the Capital's expanding wealth and economy, and its bulging metropolitan boundaries, has come a
proportionate increase in brand new prospects.

WRC and WRC-TV, Washington's Leadership Stations,
are firmly established with this growing audience of youngsters. And programming with special appeal and interest
is. attracting them in greater and greater numbers. In appropriate time periods, WRC and WRC-TV now broadcast 50 hours for this age group every week!

Due to the high birth-rate — close to 48,000 last year alone
— more than 35% of the metropolitan area's population is
now made up of children under 18 years of age. Many in
this age group are active buyers already. All of them will
be in the near future. Right now they are establishing

AND

That's another reason more and more advertisers are sroing with the biggest guns in Washington's selling boom . . .
. . . sold by iNE^I

NBC LEADERSHIP STATIONS IN WASHINGTON,
Page 26
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MAKING
There's

method

MONEY
in the

madness

BY

GIVING

of television's

IT

big money

AWAY
quiz

games

the 1 8-capsule bottle. Sales of large Sominex
THE SPONSORS of television's biggest
$85.7 million in 1956. Revlon's "Living
quiz shows last week became embroiled
bottles went up most in the three weeks preLipstick," first product advertised on the
show, quickly fell 30 days behind orders
in a contest of their own — to see who could
ceding Feb. 25 — 47.3% for the 36-capsule
and had to ration shipments to dealers.
give away the most money.
size, 20% for the 72-capsule size.*
Within
a few months after Revlon started
At week's end, Pharmaceuticals Inc.,
Geritol, the tonic for "tired blood" which
backer of Twenty-One on NBC-TV, could
The $64,000 Question, the company's biggets the most attention in Pharmaceuticals'
gest rival, Hazel Bishop, was left wallowing
claim a momentary triumph: the $129,000
advertising on Twenty-One, also has been
in its wake.
pocketed by Charles Van Doren was the moving well. Sales for the 24-ounce size
The $64,000 Question still does wonders
biggest prize ever won by a contestant on
went up 71.4% in the three weeks precedfor
Revlon products. Only recently [B«T,
any television show.
ing Feb. 25, and for the 80-tablet bottle
But Revlon cosmetics, the advertiser on
40% in the 12 weeks preceding that date.
Ian. 22] George Abrams, Revlon vice president, said the company was still discovering
CBS-TV's The $64,000 Question was out to (Increases quoted are above the levels of
make Twenty-One look cheap. Question
corresponding previous periods.)
"a retail gold rush" after products were advertised on the show.
upped its jackpot to $256,000 — and had
Revlon's
sales
have
spurted
faster
than
When Charles Van Doren collected $129,Robert Strom, a 10-year-old prodigy who
Pharmaceuticals',
a phenomenon
had( just won $64,000, in position to go for it. to
the difference between
the two ascribed
lines of 000 (a sum it would take him nearly 30
years to earn at his present professorial
What is the game behind the games on
products. Proprietaries look to steady
tv this year? It could be called: How to growth. Cosmetics are subject to more
salary), he became the symbol of the new
Make Money by Giving It Away.
quiz contestant and Twenty-One became
dramatic movement.
the symbol of the new quiz show.
For the skilled player, this game can be
Revlon's success story has become a
The 1957-style contestant must have
far more profitable than Twenty-One for
classic. The company's sales went from
encyclopedic knowledge and a personality
Charles Van Doren or The $64,000 Ques$33.6 million in 1954 to $51.6 million in
tion for Robert Strom. The winnings in
which projects well on the television screen.
1955 (when Question was introduced) to Mr. Van Doren had both.
the game behind the games can mount into
He lacked, however a third quality
multi-millions:
* Sominex and Geritol figures are quoted from
which is eagerly sought by the producers
Item: Pharmaceuticals Inc. sales this year Food-Drug-Cosmetic Reports, weekly newsletter.
of the rival programs, The
are expected to reach $30
million — $10 million more
$64,000 Question and The
than sales in 1956.
$64,000 Challenge. That is
Item: Revlon sales in 1956
the unexpected association of
ONE KING DETHRONES ANOTHER
were $85.7 million — $34 mila type of knowledge with a
lion bigger than they were in
person who does not seem to
1955 when the company
be the kind to have it— i.e.,
began sponsoring The $64,the 11 -year-old who is an ex000 Question.
pert onsional
finance,
the profesPharmaceuticals Inc. has
wrestler who
loves
had a steady growth since it
flowers, the jockey who is an
began heavy advertising in
authority on art and artists.
1954, but the popularity of
The 1957-type quiz show
must have a whopping prize
Twenty-One and Contestant
Van Doren accelerated the
(in cash) and a store of questrend.
tions, prepared and certified
Says Matthew Rosenhaus,
by scholars, on almost any
president of Pharmacuticals:
subject. In the wings on the
successful quiz show of today
"Television has always been
there must be at least one
successful for us, but the best
return on any tv dollar we
banker, armed guards and a
seminar of Ph.D.s to interpret
ever spent has been realized
answers which the quizon Twenty-One."
master cannot understand.
BELGIUM'S BAUDOUIN
TWENTY ONE'S VAN DOREN
One of the company's
products, Sominex, a sleep
In its present manifestainducer, showed a 68.9%
tion, the quiz has come a
AS the whole world knows, Charles Van Doren came a
cropper last Monday night, victim of lady lawyer Vivienne
gain during the 12-week
long way since its origins in
period preceding Feb. 25 (in
Wax Nearing and a surprising (for him) mental block: he
the days of broadcasting antiquity.
sales reported by a leading
couldn't
name
King
Baudouin
of
Belgium.
The
two
cost
It was less than 20 years
wholesale drug house in a
him $14,000. Thanks to the largesse of tv's moneyed quiz
craze, he has $129,000 (before taxes) left to ease his exile.
market used by many reago that Phil Baker was givsearchers as a representative
ing away $64 tops on radio,
and the audience was looking
area). This sales gain was in
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
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upon that amount as respectable.
Nowadays it is a miserly quiz that dangles
less than, say, $8,000 before contestants,
and to qualify for the big time the show
must be in the $25,000-and-up bracket.
This kind of thing can mount up to real
money. Here are the total distributions by
several of the big money shows:
Revlon's $64,000 Question, granddaddy
of the big money quiz, has doled out $1,219,168 plus 18 Cadillacs as "consolation prizes";
Revlon's and Kent's $64,000 Challenge,
approximately $665,000 in winnings and
$21,000 in consolation prizes; Speidels' and
Purex's The Big Surprise, $500,000 (this
season alone); Liggett & Myer's Do You
Trust Your Wife?, $455,800.
Big money quizzes dot the schedules of
both CBS-TV and NBC-TV. A lpne qualifier on ABC-TV is Treasure Hunt, whose
top cash prize is "only" $25,000 (won twice
this season).

ever, he will keep only $3 of the $50 he
will receive this calendar year.) Of the total
of $133,400 (computed without the raise),
he gets to keep $28,795. The remainder —
$104,605 — will be divided between Washington (which gets $95,622) and Albany,
N. Y., (which gets $8,983). However,
should Mr. Van Doren follow the advice
of tax accountants he will prepay his state
tax (deductible from the federal tax) and
thus increase his take home pay by $8,057 —
to a total of $36,852.
On the other hand, California construction engineer Erik Gude and his wife,
Helena, were more fortunate on Do You
Trust Your Wife? By March 26 their winnings will have amounted to $120,400. But
the Gudes will be paid $100 per week for

On CBS-TV there are Revlon's Question
and Challenge; Liggett & Myers' Do You
Trust Your Wife? (Soon to go off the air);
General Mills' Giant Step, and Whitehalls'
and Kellogg's Name That Tune.
On NBC-TV, there are at least these
shows in the high-brackets: Twenty-One,
The Big Surprise (Speidel and Purex) and
Lanolin Plus' Hold That Note (big jackpots
but not in the class of the first two programs).
To add to these headliners there are the
fringe big money shows: Colgate's The Big
Payoff (gifts), Hazel Bishop's Beat The
Clock (stunts and prizes including cash),
and a sustainer, Two for the Money (smaller
cash awards), all on CBS-TV; Tic Tac
Dough with participating sponsors (a variation of Twenty-One, same packager, same
quizmaster but cash in smaller amounts),
on NBC-TV. There are still others, such
as Queen for a Day on NBC-TV, that goes
in for gifts, or People Are Funny, on the
same network, that uses the stunt and prize
formula.
While a portion of the winnings on these
shows have fattened the bank accounts of
numerous individuals in the country, it can
be assumed that the bulk of the money
flowed to the U. S. Treasury via the Internal Revenue Bureau. The tax situation is
a thorn in the side of show producers who
want the big money figure not only to shock
the imagination but also to attract the
"sky's the limit" contestant who will go for
broke. A contestant, aware of the tax collector in the wings, more often hesitates to
stay in the running when the risk won't bring
him a substantial take-home return.
At least one advertiser, Revlon (Question), thinks it is getting around that point
by setting up a system that will permit a contestant to keep winning to at least a $256,000 level, with tax payments to be made
on the basis of $64,000 in winnings each
year for successive years.
Mr. Van Doren, a bachelor, gets hit hard
by the tax collector. This is how:
His winnings totaled $129,000. His salary from Columbia U. was $4,400 during
1956 and will be raised to $4,500 effective
July 1. (Because of his quiz winnings, howPage 28 • March 18, 1957

HEIR APPARENT to the quiz crown
is 10-year-old Robert Strom, who last
Tuesday won top money on $64,000
Question and became eligible to go
on to that program's new summit:
$256,000. Robert has done well in
other quiz quarters, too; the telescope
he won on CBS-TV's Giant Step,
along with a 4-year college scholarship and a trip around the world.

a period of 23 years and thus be taxed
accordingly at the rate of $5,200 a year.
The $64,000 Question is considered the
forerunner of the big money shows. Its forte
has been the ability of its producers — it is
packaged by Entertainment Productions
Inc., the former Louis G. Cowan firm — to
find unusual contestants.
Its list of big winners is long. The first
$64,000 champion was a Marine, Capt.
Richard G. McCutcheon who won on Sept.
13, 1955, with the correct answers to questions in the food and cooking category.
But it was not only the top winners that
attracted news copy on the program.
A shoemaker from the Bronx, Gino Prato,
whose gentleness and lifelong study and love
of the opera kindled a responsive chord
among millions of viewers, walked away
with $32,000 in winnings on Aug. 9, 1955.
Later he travelled to his native Italy, was
presented courtesy box seats at Metropolitan

Opera and got a new job with a national
shoe company. Soon, he, too, appeared on
Challenge.
A housekeeper-nurse, Myrt Power, was
another $32,000 winner. Her subject: Baselenge. ball. She made another $16,000 on ChalBy now the program had attracted national publicity, and it was up to the show
to sustain interest. This is done with Dr.
Joyce Brothers, an attractive psychologist
who betrayed an unusual interest in being
an expert on boxing. She won $64,000 on
Dec. 6, 1955. A jockey, Billy Pearson won
$64,000 by knowing the answers on great
art and artists on April 17, 1956. He moved
over to Challenge to split a $64,000 take
with actor Vincent Price (same art category) on June 17, 1956. By Oct. 28, 1956,
Mr. Price was again splitting the sum with
fellow actor Edward G. Robinson.
The Question's colleague show is The
$64,000 Challenge, which made its premiere on CBS-TV April 8, 1956. Alternate
sponsors are Revlon and Kent cigarettes.
It had been telecast a total of 48 times
through March 10. Basically, the Challenge
format hinges on its sister program. Winners
who have won $8,000 or more on Question
are eligible to assume the role of champions
and defend their title against challengers. It
is produced by the same packager.
Challenge has come up with some unique
contestants. Challenger 11 -year-old, Leonard Ross, knocked off champion Mrs. Alice
Morgan on the subject of the stock market
last Feb. 10. Mrs. Morgan was no match
for young Ross, even though she had received $32,000 on Question as reward for
her knowledge in the field.
V/But Leonard Ross had already hit the
money ceiling— $100,000— at NBC-TV on
The Big Surprise, making him the top tv
quiz king
of them all — $164,000 in combined winnings.
The other Challenge whiz is Teddy
Nadler (undefeated at this writing), a $70a-week civil service clerk at an Army supply
depot in St. Louis. Mr. Nadler takes on all
comers on any category. He first showed up
on the program last summer splitting a $64,000 check with the brothers Eagan, both
from Hartford, Conn., in August. At this
date (before March 17), Mr. Nadler has
pocketed $88,000. Among his victims have
been restaurant owner Toots Shor (on baseball) and a Babson Institute professor (on
European history).
Robert Strom has a chance to outdo
Leonard Ross, Charles Van Doren and Ted
Nadler, for he is the first to be eligible to
try for the ultimate $256,000 grand prize
now being offered on the Question. With his
ability to calculate, Master Strom should
have no trouble keeping track of his winnings and taxes.
Twenty-One, which started on NBC-TV
last Sept. 12, costs an average $30,000 to
$32,000 per program to produce, has paid
out $246,000 in winnings since that time,
a good part of it to Mr. Van Doren as well
as $49,500 to a college student, Herbert
.Stempel, who was high man on the show
before him. The packager is Barry & Enright, made up of partners Jack Barry, m.c.
on the show, and Dan Enright. It is reported that the sponsor has a per-year ceilBroadcasting
• Telecasting
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THE FIRST to win a major quiz
jackpot was Marine Capt. Richard
G. McCutchen who won $64,000
on Question. He gets his check
from Revlon's Charles Revson.

THE BIGGEST of tv's quiz winners is Wall Street-authority Leonard
Ross. 1 1 -year-old contestant who outpaced his elders in reaching
the rarefied $164,000 plateau. He turned the trick on two shows:
$100,000 on The Big Surprise and $64,000 on Challenge. He is
shown following stock fluctuations on the ticker tape.

THE BEST OFF, taxwise, are Erik and Helena Gude (second couple
from the left), whose $120,400 winnings on Do You Trust Your
Wife? will be paid at the rate of $100 a week, cutting the tax bite
to a less tragic size. Effectiveness of this method will not save the
show. It's slated to be dropped. Quizmaster Edgar Bergen is at right.

THE WORST OFF are
by Randolph Churchill,
Winston, who walked
niless from Question.
March is at right.

represented
son of Sir
away penM.C. Hal

1

THE BEST KNOWN contestants probably
were actors Edward G. Robinson and Vincent Price, who battled to a tie ($32,000
each) in the art category on $64,000
Challenge, sister show to Question. The man
in the middle is host Ralph Story.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

THE HAPPIEST m.c. around is Jack Barry,
who struck it rich with Twenty-One. He
also officiates on the daytime Tic Tac Dough.
After being relegated mainly to kids shows
for years he is, at least momentarily, one of
the hottest things on tv.

THE HARDIEST is NBC-TV's Queen For
a Day, recently converted to television,
which enjoyed many years of popularity on
radio. It specializes in prizes rather than
money, grants the fondest wish of five new
queens each week.
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ing of $520,000 on what it will pay to contestants, with B&E responsible for everything above that amount. Thus, it is estimated, Mr. Van Doren's heavy take has
cost B&E some out-of-pocket money. But
with a current annual gross estimated at
approximately $5 million, B&E (which also
packages Tic Tac Dough and other shows
including Winky Dink on CBS-TV) is receiving its "consolation" in a fabulous buildup of a very valuable property.
On Twenty-One, the contestant starts at
$500 a point. Maximum point per round
is 21, thus making play of the game similar
to Blackjack. After a tie between the contestants, each point is worth $500 more.
After the second round either contestant
can stop or stay pat on his points accumulated. Ifone contestant makes 20 points, the
other 13 points in a round, the winner gets
7 points times $500, or $3,500 for the
round.
Tic Tac Dough, seen weekdays on NBC-

TV, is played similarly to the familiar ticktack-toe game. Each square on the board
is a category. Winners have amassed an
estimated total of $150,000 since the program went on the air last July 30.
Do You Trust Your Wife goes off the
air March 26, having been on CBS-TV since
January 1955. In addition to Mr. and Mrs.
Gude, the high money winners include
Steve and Dorothy Rowlands, who won
$74,000 to be paid out $100 per week over
a period of more than 14 years. Packager of
this program, which features Edgar Bergen
and his dummies, is Don Fedderson Productions. Total winnings from the time it
appeared on the air: an estimated $455,800.
Liggett & Myers is the sponsor, having taken
over from the original advertiser, Frigidaire
Div. of General Motors.
Also on CBS-TV are Giant Step and
Name That Tune (the latter gives away up
to $25,000). Giant Step has just been renewed for 13 more weeks by General Mills

(Betty Crocker products). Entertainment
Products Inc. is the packager and Bert Parks
the master of ceremonies.
This show is for youngsters aged 7
through 17, has a format of eight giant
steps each worth a prize and en route tp
the grand prize of a four-year scholarship
at a college of the youngster's choice, and
travel to foreign lands. Four youngsters have
gone all the way since the show started
last Nov. 7.
ABC-TV's only big-money show is Treasure Hunt with Jan Murray as m.c. and
packaged
Murray'sDavid
Jantone
tions. by
SponsorMr.is Mogen
WineProducCorp.
Two contestants vie on this program. They
are asked four questions, each worth $50.
The one who wins the most gets his pick
from a "treasure chest" containing different
items — a bag of peanuts, an airplane trip, a
pound of charcoal, an automobile or $25,000 in cash. Since its inception on Sept. 7
last year, two contestants have won $25,-
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• That's gist of survey given ANA

spring meeting

• Four-day session held last week

in Hot Springs, Va.

• Successful radio-tv case histories explained
MOST big advertisers plan to boost their
advertising budgets this year by at least
10%, according to survey results released
last week by the Assn. of National Advertisers.
The approximately 350 advertisers represented at the 48th spring meeting of the
ANA last week were told that the special
survey, which brought replies from 278
companies representing close to $1 billion
in annual billing, showed 69% planned to
increase their advertising spending in 1957;
21% expected to maintain their 1956 rates,
and 10% planned to cut back somewhat in
their advertising efforts.
There was no breakdown as to which
media would get more and which would get
less.
It was pointed out that three categories
— building materials and paints, cosmetics
and toiletries, and soaps, polishes and detergents— had maintained a steady upward
trend in apportioning advertising as a percentage of sales in the past three years.
Three other categories (industrial chemicals,
liquors, and watches, cameras and optical
goods) have been putting comparatively less
into advertising; and drugs, footwear, gasoline and lubricants, and transportationtravel-communications have maintained an
even keel.
The 14 other categories have shown "no
consistent trend."
While the ANA survey did not deal with
specific media, other phases of the fourday ANA meeting at Hot Springs, Va., did
— including testimonials to broadcasting
specifically.
Ralph C. Robertson, vice president and
Page 30
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marketing director of Geyer Adv., traced
the 1954 selection of ABC-TV's Disneyland
as a vehicle for American Motors' Rambler
in an examination of "how to get maximum
results from your advertising by gearing
media strategy to marketing needs."
In planning the Rambler campaign, he
told the Wednesday afternoon session,
agency and client were looking for "media
that are hard to ignore," but "couldn't put
the whole budget in television" because it
was necessary also to give the names and
addresses of local dealers. In short:
"We wanted a program . . . that would
(1) deliver immediate buyers; (2) pre-condition the other members of the family to
our kind of car if Pop could be persuaded
to buy it; (3) permit us to pre-condition
tomorrow's buyers without taking any money
away from the primary target for this purpose; and (4) give the dealers . . . the kind
of advertising support that would maintain
their loyalty and enthusiasm."
Disneyland's "pay-off for ABC-TV and
all sponsors," he recalled, "was far beyond
ourHemost
optimistic expectations."
continued:
"Did this media strategy work? Well, I've
been around too long to give credit for
sales increases to any one idea or any one
medium. However, Rambler's share of industry went up 82% in 1955 over 1954, and
the unit volume increased 128%.
"In 1956 Rambler increased its share
again — in fact, Rambler's relative increase
in share . . . was bigger than that of any
American make except a couple of the
low-volume luxury cars."
"The next logical question, of course, is:

if Disneyland has done such a fine job, why
aren't you renewing it for next year? Well,
of course that is a long story in itself which
time does not permit me to cover adequately
— but it is our firm conviction that the media
we use in the future must blanket the total
target: all the members of the family who
drive or ride in automobiles."
Mr. Robertson also raised the question of
whether long identification of a particular
brand with a particular medium can affect
the product's "brand image." Without identifying, he observed:
"I know of one advertiser who is seriously
concerned because he believes that the longtime association of his brand with a particular television vehicle has created an undesirable brand image. In fact ... he authorized asubstantial expenditure for research on this very point, and I am told that
the research confirmed this advertiser's viewpoint. He is now faced with the Herculean
task of changing a negative brand image to
a more desirable brand image.
"Conversely, as a long-time competitor I
was firmly convinced that the use of Hollywood movie stars in Lux toilet soap advertising and the use of the Lux Radio Theatre
combined to form a brand image for Lux
that made it extremely tough for Palmolive,
Cashmere Bouquet, etc. . ."
3 Weeks, $2 Million
How Insurance Co. of North America
Companies used television — -and promoted
that usage — to run up more than $2 million
in sales of homeowner policies in a threeweek span was detailed by Sales Promotion
Manager Samuel R. Boggs 2nd.
Speaking Wednesday afternoon in the
place of North America Companies Public
Relations and Advertising Manager Frank
G. Harrington Jr., who was detained by
illness, Mr. Boggs said the firm launched
a campaign last spring which combined
participations in NBC-TV's Today show —
three participations a week for five weeks — ■
with weekly ads in 450 newspapers for four
weeks.
In the fall, the company launched a new
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

000 — a housewife from Long Island and a
salesman.
Will the big money quiz continue to reap
the attention of tv audience or will it stop
like a rundown timepiece?
Advertisers' results are one part of the
answer. Once sales reflect lagging interest
the programs are bound to be dropped. Two
major casualties on NBC-TV this season
were Can Do which began on Nov. 26 and
ended Dec. 31 under sponsorship of RevIon, and Break the $250,000 Bank which
started Oct. 9 of the same year and went off
last Jan. 15. The latter two programs proved
that a quiz program can't just give money
away and do nothing else. They must have
the attributes of any successful tv program,
a main factor being sustained personality
interest.
Question only recently sagged in its ratings. The opposing Kaiser Aluminum Hour
— a dramatic show on NBC-TV — tied it in
the Trendex rating for Feb. 26.

THE FLOOD'S
AFTER the forced abdication of quizgame king Charles Van Doren last
week, reports circulated that his threeroom walk-up apartment in New
York's Greenwich Village section was
being inundated by free tv sets — allegedly donated by enterprising tv set
manufacturers, disturbed when they
heard
Van Doren didn't have
a set tothathisMr.
name.
Contacted by B«T, he said:
"No, that's not entirely true. I
haven't even gotten the RCA color
set yet." (When he stepped down last
Monday night, NBC and Pharmaceuticals Inc., topped the $129,000 with
"living color.") Mr. Van Doren said

program, expanding both the Today and
the newspaper lineups — and added a gimmick. Dave Garroway, conductor of Today,
was the gimmick. He'd been host to industry
leaders for public relations appearances on
the program, and also had addressed the National Assn. of Insurance Agents.
Accordingly, North America Companies
launched a three-week "Thank Dave Garroway" project in which each agent would
mail to Mr. Garroway a "thanks" card each
time the agent sold a homeowner's or tenant's policy. The project was promoted on
Today during the three-week period and for
two weeks before, and the agents were told
that six winners and their wives would get a
free weekend in New York.

terest and immediacy — were singled out by
Margaret Carson, copy supervisor for Foote,
Cone & Belding, in the feature speech at
Thursday's luncheon.
She played the Pepsodent "yellow went"
radio jingle as an example of "what I mean
by individuality," and showed tv commercials for Raid as displaying "high-rating
interest and high-rating individuality, used
dramatically to sell the product — Raid
reached first place in sales the very first

In all, more than 10,000 cards — each
representing a policy sold — were mailed to
Mr. Garroway. The total, Mr. Boggs said,
not only represented more than $2 million
in sales, but contributed to an overall sales
gain of about 37% for 1956.

She noted that the Kraft commercial
examples."
format of showing only hands — no people —
derived from necessity: Originally, the space
available for production of the commercials
was too small to accommodate a table, so the
dishes had to be placed on the floor and only
close-up shots could be used.
"The technique proved so effective it's

Four important "dimensions" in advertising to women — impact, individuality, in-

year it was in national distribution."
Recipes on tv, she continued, "are a
sure-fire formula. In fact, a recipe that is flat
on the page in print comes to life on tv. The
commercials on Kraft Theatre are good

A TRICKLE
that "as or now, I have one set, and
frankly, if anyone wanted to give me
another one, I'd have to turn it down.
I don't have time to watch one."
Asked what kind of set he received,
Mr. Van Doren hesitated momentarily
(as if assessing a $ 1 ,000 question), then
said, "Oh, yes, Westinghouse." Pressed
for a description, he couldn't give
one, but after B«T's reporter ventured "is it a 21 -inch black-andwhite?" Mr. Van Doren again paused
(perhaps to bite his lip), then repeated,
"Yes,
21 -inch
black-and-white."
Further adetails
were unavailable,
since
Mr. Van Doren had to go back to
opening more fan mail.

still being used today although they have a
large studio now just for production of the
commercials.
"Kraft commercials are simple, straightforward service commercials — with lots of
appetite appeal — and the hard sell for the
product slips in so naturally it gains conviction and memorability."
In some ways, Mrs. Carson thought,
"television is the best thing that ever happened to print." For example, she said,
"it's forced advertising people to think in
terms of pictures and action. Every word on
the audio side of your storyboard has to be
matched with pictures on the video side.
You can have pictures without words — but
if you have words without pictures, you're
back
radio."
Theto importance
of — and need for — corporate advertising, especially in today's vastly expanding economy, was to be stressed
by President Charles A. Holcomb of H. B.
Humphrey, Alley & Richards in a speech at
the final session Saturday morning.
By creating a favorable name for itself
through corporate advertising, his speech
pointed out, a company may achieve many
objectives: attract new stockholders and
thereby help raise money for expansion. For
instance; attract and hold employes in a
tight labor market; contribute to "a favorable legislative climate" and make friends
of "opinion leaders" and news media, and —
most importantly — impress the consumer
and build brand acceptance for both present
and future lines of the company.

HUDDLING AT
Paul West and
on methods of
Broadcasting

THE HOMESTEAD: (I to r) Albert Frey, Dartmouth College; ANA's
J. B. McLaughlin, Kraft Foods Co. Coverage of Mr. Frey's report
agency compensation is on page 32.
• Telecasting

A special off-the-record preview of "Advertising onto awhich
'New J.Look'
entation
WalterAmerica,"
Thompsona presCo.,
Yale U. and Fortune magazine collaborated,
also was scheduled for Saturday morning.
Entertainment highlights included the
spring dinner meeting Thursday night with
a show provided by CBS and featuring singer Teresa Brewer, Alan King, violinist
Florian Zabach, Dancers M'Kay and
Charles, the DeJohn Sisters, and Hank Sylvern and his CBS orchestra. ANA President
Paul West was presented a silver tray marking his 25th year as head of the association.
March 18, 1957 • Page 31

BROADCAST,
BY

ANA

OTHER

AGENCY

STUDY,

BROADCASTING and other media are being brought under the microscope of the
Assn. of National Advertisers' independent
study of advertising agency services and
compensation methods and stand to benefit
from it equally with advertisers and agencies.
This was stressed last Friday by Prof.
Albert W. Frey, of Dartmouth College,
commissioned by ANA last fall to conduct
the study on an impartial basis, in a progress
report to the ANA spring meeting (also see
stories, page xxx).
His final report is due at ANA's fall meeting Oct. 27-30 at Atlantic City.
Prof. Frey made clear that the final report
will be no "bombshell," offer no "radical
recommendations," and advance no pat
"formula," or solution of the controversy
that has revolved around the question of
agency compensation methods for more
than a year. Instead, he said:
"We shall present a report that can be,
we believe, a guide for better advertising
services, and that can thus make this vital,
dynamic force meet more adequately the increasing and varied needs of our individual
businesses and our national economy.
"We aim to help you, the advertising manager, and your corporate management either
confirm the soundness of your media and
agency relationships or help you to improve
them.
"And this studv should be as useful to
aeencies and media as to you."
He did not say in what way it might benefit any of the three.
Under the present generally accepted
system, media grant agencies a commission
— usually 15% — on billings placed with
them. Most agencies and most media members have favored this system, which has
been in effect since long before the advent
of either radio or television. ANA officials
and many advertisers individually, however,
feel that the media commission system has
been in effect so long, and advertising has
changed so much, that the pay system should
be reviewed, at least, if not changed.
Under terms of a consent decree signed
in February, 1956, the American Assn. of
Advertising Agencies agreed, among other
things, not to insist that its members get a
15% commission from media.
This signing has sometimes been hailed
as the starting point of ANA members' move
for a re-evaluation of the commission system.
Prof. Frey told ANA members last Friday, however, that he felt the overall study of
agency services and compensation would
have been "inevitable" anyway. He cited
the immense growth of advertising, its dollar importance to advertisers, its importance
to the national economy.
He said he felt — even before undertaking
the ANA survey — that "inefficiency and
waste" may have crept into it in the past
two decades and that possible "we have been
so carried away with this increase in volume
of advertising that we may have been too
Page 32
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MEDIA

BENEFIT

FREY

SAYS

little concerned with its quality and with the
'machinery' that produces it."
Here is what he said would be in the report to ANA next fall:
"1. We are attempting to describe and
analyze the function of advertising agencies
in today's marketing system. Advertising's
role in the economy has changed to a degree
that makes most desirable a good, hard look
at the responsibilities, contributions, and
functions of the advertising agency under
the new conditions.
"2. We are developing specific information on agency organization, policies, services and methods of compensation. Here we
are examining current agency practices with
the hope that this compilation of data can

Two weeks ending Jan. 26*
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
(Average for all programs: 572,000)
1. People Are Funny
2. Dragnet
3. Great Gildersleeve
4. Gunsmoke (Sun.)
5. True Detective Mysteries
6. Allan Jackson News
7. Gangbusters
Cavalcade of Sports
9.
Bob
& Detective
Ray
Official
10.
EVENING, MULTI-WEEKLY
(Average for all programs: 716,000)
1. Lowell Thomas
2. News of the World
One Man's Family
3.
WEEKDAY
(Average for all programs: 1.145,000)
Helen Trent
Arthur Godfrey
3.
I.
(Norwich-Fri.)
2. Arthur
Godfrey (Staley)
Arthur Godfrey
(Mutual Benefit)
Ma Perkins
6. Arthur Godfrey (Chun King)
Young Dr. Malone
8. Our Gal Sunday (Colgate)
Our Gal Sunday (Scott)
10. Arthur Godfrey
(Norwich-Fri. )

Homes
(000)
1,288
1,240
1,193
859
1,049
811
763
716
763
668

1,526
1,383
1,288

1,908
1,860
1,765
1,765
1,765
1,717
1,717
1,670
1,670

1,622
DAY, SUNDAY
(Average for all programs: 429,000)
1. Woolworth Hour
2. Robert Trout News (10 a.m.) - 1,288
3. Robert Trout News
859
763
(12 noon)
DAY, SATURDAY
1.
(Average for all programs: 811,000)
3. Gunsmoke
2. Robert Q. Lewis (Milner)
1,717
Robert Q. Lewis (Howe)
1,240
1,193

lead to a better integration of advertising
agency service into your total marketing
"3. We are developing information on the
system. of the advertising agency industry.
structure
We feel that only by a thorough understanding of the characteristics of the agency industry as a whole can top management together with advertising management fully
appreciate the problems and functions of
your individual agency. May I emphasize
at this point that we are not studying agencies alone. Obviously one of the most important areas of responsibility is the management of advertising itself. And, of course,
the advertising system obviously involves
media too. As you will see, our study is
concerned with all three.
"4. Since we are finding interesting differences in the working relationships among
advertisers, agencies and media, we shall
describe those that give promise of helping
BACKGROUND: The following programs,
in alphabetical order, appear in this
week's B«T radio ratings roundup. Information is in following order: program name, network, number of stations,
sponsor(s), agency (s), day and time.
Bob & Ray (MBS-500) : Participating sponsors and agencies, Mon. 5-5:45 p.m.
Cavalcade of Sports (NBC-188): Gillette
(Maxon), Fri. 10-10:35 p.m.
Dragnet
(NBC-188):
Anahist, Carter
(Bates), Tues. 8-8:30 p.m.
Gangbusters (MBS-450) : Participating
sponsors and agencies, Wed. 8-8:30 p.m.
Arthur Godfrey (CBS-193) : Chun King
(JWT), 10:45 a.m. Fri. wk 1.
Arthur
(CBS-193)
Mutuala.m.Benefit
(Bozell Godfrey
& Jacobs).
Tues. :10:30
Arthur
Godfrey
(CBS-193): Norwich
(B&B), Tues. 10:45 a.m.
Arthur
Godfrey
(CBS-193): Norwich
(B&B), 11:15 a.m. Fri. wk. 1.
Arthur Godfrey (CBS-193): Staley (R&R),
Fri. 11 a.m.
Great Gildersleeve (NBC-188): Anahist
(Bates), Thurs.
8-8:30: p.m.
Gunsmoke
(CBS-198)
Liggett & Myers
(C&W),
Sun.
6:30-7
Gunsmoke (CBS-200): p.m.
Liggett & Myers
(C&W),
12:30-1
Helen
TrentSat.(2nd
half)p.m.(CBS-193): Mentholatum (JWT), Mon. and Thurs. wk. 1,
Th. wk. 2 12:30-45 p.m.
Allan Jackson News (CBS-186): Chevrolet
(C-E), Sat. 1-1:05 p.m.
Robert Q. Lewis (CBS-198) : L. Howe
(D-F-S), Sat. 11:50-11:55 a.m.
Robert Q. Lewis (CBS-198): Milner (Best),
Sat. 11:45-11:50 a.m.
Ma Perkins (2nd half) (CBS-191) : Lipton
(Y&R), Mon.-Fri. wk. 2, 1:15-1:30 p.m.
News of the World (NBC-188): Pharmacraft (JWT), Mon.-Fri. 7:30-7:45 p.m.
Official Detective (MBS-452) : Participating
sponsors and agencies, Thurs. 8-8:30 p.m.
One Man's Family (NBC-175) : Participating sponsors and agencies, Mon. 7:458 p.m.
Our
Gal Sunday (1st half) (CBS-188):
Colgate
Mon.-Fri.
Fri.
wk. (Bates),
2, 12:45-1
p.m. wk. 1. Tues.Our Gal Sunday (2nd half) (CBS-188) :
Scott (JWT), Wed. 12:45-1 p.m.
People Are Funny (NBC-188) : Anahist
(Bates), Wed. 8-8:30 p.m.
Lowell Thomas (CBS-198) : United Service Div.p.m.
General Motors (C-E), Mon.-Fri.
6:45-7
Robert Trout News (CBS-154): General
Motors (C-E), Sun. 12-12:05 p.m.
True Detective Mysteries (MBS-456) : Par8-8:30 p.m. ticipating sponsors and agencies, Mon.
Woolworth Hour (CBS-209) : F. W. Woolworth (Baker), Sun. 1-2 p.m.
Young Dr. Malone (1st half) (CBS-188):
Scott (JWT), Thurs.-Fri. 1:30-1:45 p.m.
* IN-HOME AUDIENCE: Homes reached
during all or any part of the program,
except for homes listening only 1 to 5
minutes. For a program of less than 10minute
duration,
listening
I min-of
ute or more
are homes
included.
Number
homes ismatedbased
on
47.7
million,
the
estiMarch 1, 1957, total U. S. radio
homes.
Copyright 1957 A. C. Nielsen Co.
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WMAR-TV
to

accommodate

viewers

for

According to the December
THE

would

one

require

THE

2

stadiums
ANGLE

WOMAN'S

telecast

Nielsen Report,

WOMAN'S ANGLE garners a daily audience of more than 80,000 viewers.

From the kitchens of the foremost restaurants
in the East, Ann Mar has culled many tempting recipes from which she demonstrates
unique and economic dishes to delight the
entire family. She recently returned from a
visit to Belgium and treated her loyal following to fascinating European recipes and
graphic film accounts of the trip.

In addition to cooking, Ann Mar also features
interviews with stage, screen and television
stars, gardening and fashion experts, and
guests from other fields of particular interest
to homemakers.
Baltimore's Orioles and Colts draw huge
crowds to Memorial Stadium, pictured above,
as Ann Mar draws her large audience to purchase the products she recommends, as many
successful
ANGLE
will sponsors
attest.

of

THE

WOMAN'S

In Maryland, most people watch WMAR®TV
CHANNEL
SUNPAPERS
TELEVISION
BALTIMOR
E , MAR VIA N D
Telephone MUlberry 5-5670 ★
TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc. New York, Detroit, Kansas City, San Francisco, Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, Los Angelet

What

better way

to demonstrate

the

"personal touch" and "friendliness" of a
bank than with a man whose very nature
personifies these qualities! Such a man
Warren

Culbertson

—

Channel

8's ace

meteorologist and goodwill ambassador
the First National Bank

is

for

in Dallas. As one

bank official puts it . . . "Warren's daily
weathercasts and informal commercials
have provided a stimulus to our advertising program far surpassing
expectations." More

proof that . . .

ADVERTISERS

BIG-TIME
WITH

our own

GET

RESULTS

FAA-TV!

Channel 8 - Dallas
NBC-ABC

Warren Culberfson — Winner of TV Pre-

Covering 564,080 TV Homes
The Great North Texas Market

view 1956 "Personality Award" .
This pocket-size booklet "The Way of
the Weather", edited by Warren Culbertson, has been requested by nearly
25,000 persons. And the only place it
is available is at the information desk
of the First National Bank in Dallas.

If you are looking for big-time results . . .
Call your PET
Page 34
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
you and the other two groups to work together . . . without, of course, identifying
the parties involved . . .
"5. I'm sure you will agree that attitudes
of advertisers, agencies and media toward
one another have an influence on the efficiency and productiveness of the working
relationships among them. We shall, therefore, report on the attitudes of each of the
three groups toward the others . . . We have
not had a single interview in which the subject of agency compensation hasn't come up.
We shall report to you on existing methods
of compensation as we find them and on
opinions of advertisers, agencies and media
toward these methods. We shall report
changes in current methods that are suggested."
Prof. Frey said questionnaires would be
sent to media, advertiser and agency people
within the "next few weeks" and that the
success of the study depended upon the
cooperation of all these people in responding. Thus far, he said, no individual or organization— whether media, agency or advertiser— had shown "the slightest unwillingness to assist."
Other phases of the advertiser-agency relationship figured in other sessions.
An agency guest, President Norman
Strouse of J. Walter Thompson Co., voiced
concern over the number of agency changes
among national advertisers.
Unless agency and advertiser "work jointly to create relationships which will result in
a decreasing number of agency changes
among national advertising accounts," he
told the Wednesday afternoon session, the
objective of creating "wants" which will sustain a$550-600 billion economy five to 10
years hence may not be reached.
To perform real advertising service, he
said, the agency must learn the client's business "in all its aspects" — an expensive process for each — and must become as "wellmeshed with the client's organization as any
integral department of the enterprise."
Accordingly, he said, both advertiser and
agency should show greater determination
to build solid and constructive relationships
so that energies may be devoted "completely" to advertising's basic objectives "and
not dissipated as they inevitably will be during the transition period of agency change."
Nine factors to use in judging whether an
advertiser-agency relationship is a "marriage" or a "mirage" were spelled out Friday
by Melvin S. Hattwick, advertising director
of Continental Oil Co. But the one philosophy which in honest mutual practice "never
fails to make a marriage succeed," he said,
is : "Do unto others as you would have them
do unto you."
The nine factors needed to keep a "marriage" from becoming a "mirage," he said,
are compatibility, creativity, ethical conduct, trust and respect, self-assurance, respect for budgets, profit-mindedness, evaluation-consciousnes , and sense of humor.
These not only form a yardstick by which
to select an agency but might be used just as
profitably to make periodic evaluation of
performance, Mr. Hattwick pointed out.
Mr. Strouse's speech dealt with "agencyadvertiser relationships" as one of seven
Broadcasting • Telecasting

"areas of opportunity" which he acknowledged might also be called seven "problem areas." The others: creativity, personal,
research,
budgeting, marketing, and innovation.
He called for mutual effort by advertisers
and agencies in meeting the challenges posed
in these areas, most demanding of which he
felt might be the personnel situation of the
next 10 years.
Recalling that he told the American Assn.
of Advertising Agencies convention last
spring that agency personnel would have to
be increased by 31,000 (to a total of 75,000)
if advertising volume rises to $15 billion by
1965, he said:
"We must collaborate in making advertising better understood and more respected,
therefore more attractive to young men and
women of creative and selling aptitudes."
TelePrompTer

Gadget

Shown

Meeting

at ANA

SOME three hundred of the nation's leading advertisers appeared engrossed last week
with a display of gadgetry staged for them
by TelePrompTer Corp. at the Assn. of
National Advertisers' spring meeting (see
accompanying stories).
A highlight of the show was the first largescale public demonstration of TelePrompTer's new TeleMation system — said
to give promise of automation in tv program production as well as in "group communications," for which it was primarily
devised [Closed Circuit, March 11].
The TeleMation system uses small metal
strips on the rolling script of the TelePrompTer machine to trigger sound effects
as well as lighting and visual effects on cue
— all automatically. As many as six different
effects can be controlled from one TelePrompTer machine.
When the pre-fixed metal strips reach
their contact points, they activate the appropriate effects, which in the ANA demonstration ranged from turning house lights on
and off to running a tape machine, operating
a slide projector and controlling various
spotlights.
The advertiser audience, who earlier had
heard TelePrompTer President Irving B.
Kahn tell them that American business is
losing millions of dollars each year by
failing to stage company meetings properly,
kept Mr. Kahn and other TelePrompTer
officials on stage for questioning about details, and many followed with a personal
examination of the equipment.
"Before your total company program can
be truly effective with its advertising and
promotion marketing, you have an internal
educational and promotional job to do on
your own people, your local salesmen, your
distributors and your retailers," Mr. Kahn
said.
In addition to the TelePrompTer, TeleMation and allied lighting and sound equipment, the demonstration included closed
circuit television, the service most recently
added by TelePrompTer.
Herbert W. Hobler, vice president in
charge of sales, conducted the demonstration
that followed Mr. Kahn's address.

ANA

Shuffles

Meets,

Hears Budget Reports
THE weather led the Assn. of National
Advertisers last week to reorganize its
spring and fall meeting schedule.
Next year the fall meeting will be held
in November at The Homestead, Hot
Springs, Va., traditional site of the spring
meeting. And the '58 spring meeting will be
held in Chicago, at the Edgewater Beach
Hotel. Meanwhile, this year's fall meeting
will be held Oct. 27-30 in Atlantic City, at
Chalfonte-Haddon Hall.
Officials said that the weather at The
Homestead is more predictable in November than in March and that the resort is
booked up between these times.
Choice of Atlantic City for this fall's
meeting and Chicago for next Spring was
dictated not only by the availability of adequate accommodations, though that is a
major factor since attendance at ANA meetings now runs to more than 500 persons
including wives. Another consideration:
when ANA meetings are held in New York,
Manhattan-based advertisers find their offices are not reluctant to pull them out of
sessions whenever office "crises" arise.
Under the new schedule, the fall meeting (at The Homestead) will become the
"closed" meeting, while the spring rather
than the fall session will be open to agency
and media guests. ANA elections will continue to be held at the fall meeting.
The changes were disclosed at the opening session of last week's spring meeting at
The Homestead (see stories page 30) during
a "re-enactment" by the ANA board of portions of its meeting three weeks ago in New
York.
Other features of the "re-enactment" included reports by ANA President Paul West
and Henry Schachte of Lever Bros., ANA
treasurer, showing the association's income
is currently running about $36,000 a month
and for 1957 will total around $440,000,
of which $332,000 has been budgeted for
spending; that ANA salaries represent about
62% of the total budget, and that membership now stands at 391 full-member
companies and 185 affiliate members.
Ralston H. Coffin of RCA, chairman of
the board's membership committee, followed with plans for a membership drive.
ANA Chairman George E. Mosley, advertising-sales promotion vice president of
Seagram-Distillers Co., wound up the opening session with the first formal address
of the spring meeting, calling for a greater
"qualitative" approach to advertising and
for the development of advertising through
which "people will feel in touch with people."
Factor Plans Spring Campaign
MAX FACTOR & CO., Los Angeles, has
allocated more than $250,000 for a spring
campaign for the company's Curl Control,
using nighttime tv one-minute spots and
newspapers in the country's top 40 markets.
Faith Vent. Anderson-McConnell Adv.
Agency, Los Angeles, is buyer for the account.
March 18, 1957
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PRUDENTIAL
STANDBY

SIGNS

CONTRACT

* Special news shows involved
• Permits flexible scheduling
STANDBY sponsorship of a tv news program under a 5 3 -week network package
arrangement was announced last week by
Merle S. Jones, CBS-TV president, and
Carrol M. Shanks, president of Prudential
Insurance Co. of America. Under the
standby arrangement, the advertiser will be
available to sponsor documentary-type programs on short notice.
Prudential, which next season will pick
up the network's The Twentieth Century
filmed documentary series. In addition, it
will sponsor, as part of the package, six
special 30-minute news programs concerning topics of immediate interest and produced by CBS News under the direction
of News Director John F. Day. These news
programs will comprise part of the overall
Twentieth Century scheme, calling for programs on the past, present and future.
The entire series is under the supervision
of Irv Gitlin, CBS director of public affairs.
Burton (Bud) Benjamin will produce the
"past" segments, and Isaac Kleinerman,
lately chief film editor of the rival Project
XX series on NBC-TV, will be associate
producer. CBS will send four film units
"into the field" to produce the programs.
For Prudential, Twentieth Century will
mean an increased broadcast budget of
$260,000 extra.
Alternate sponsor of You are There until
mid- 1955 with electric light and power companies), Prudential currently is spending
some $35,000 in production costs for the
weekly program. This price applies to the
Air Power series as well, which Prudential
has been featuring in the Sunday, 6:30-7
p.m. EST time slot in lieu of You Are There
since last fall. Air Power will end its 26week cycle May 5, after which You Are
There will return.
Prudential's current contract with CBSTV, negotiated through Calkins & Holden,
New York, ends with the Aug. 25 program.
A new 53-week contract has been signed,
effective Sept. 1. However, in order to allow the four Twentieth Century units sufficient time to complete the filmed series,
Prudential will continue You Are There
through Oct. 13, with Twentieth Century
kicking off Oct. 20. The network still has
on hand some four to five new You Are
There episodes, filmed by TCF Productions
Inc., a subsidiary of 20th Century-Fox Film
Corp., which will be seen on the network
before the series syndicated by CBS Television Film.
According to Peter A. Krug, C&H radiotv director, each Twentieth Century show
will cost "a minimum" of $40,000, thus the
$260,000 budget increase can be considered
a conservative estimate. Mr. Krug admitted
that Prudential wasn't "terribly happy" with
the 6:30-7 p.m. Sunday night time period,
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and the agency was still meeting with the
network to discuss a time change.
According to Mr. Jones, "flexibility is
the keyword ... of the new series." He
pointed out that "flexibility in programming" would permit the network to shift
from a 30-minute program to a 60-minute
program and back again, and that "flexibility in sales" is reflected by Prudential's
sponsorship of news programs on a preemption basis. For John Day's news department, "flexibility" also means that CBS
News can inject any one of its six assigned
programs into the series "at the last moment." Prudential has already sponsored
two such shows, the first, "Moscow Today,"
aired in 1955, and the second, "Cyprus Today," seen last season. Though it is dropping You Are There, Prudential will probably re-run a number of Air Power installments to complete its 1957-58 contract.
ABC-TV Signs Reynolds,
AMC
Future Undecided
REYNOLDS Metals Co., Richmond, Va.,
which has been an NBC-TV advertiser for
over five years, having sponsored such
programs as The Kate Smith Evening Hour,
Wally Cox's Mr. Peepers, Worthington
(Tony) Miner's Frontier, and this season,
Screen Gems' Circus Boy (Sun., 7:30-8 p.m.
EST), will switch to ABC-TV next season
as one of four co-sponsors of Disneyland
(Wed., 7:30-8 p.m. EST).
Reynolds, manufacturer of aluminum
products, will join two other new sponsors in
the series, General Foods Corp., White
Plains (Young & Rubicam, New York) and
General Mills, Inc., Minneapolis (TathamLaird Inc., Chicago). Agencies placing
Reynolds will be Buchanan & Co., New
York, and Clinton E. Frank Inc., Chicago.
This move by Reynolds heightened speculation concerning the future of American
Motors Corp.'s auto divisions as broadcast
advertisers, since Reynolds fills the gap that
will be created Sept. 1 1 when AMC leaves
the show, along with American Dairy Co.
(Campbell-Mithun Inc., Minneapolis).
American Motors Corp. figured prominently in last week's financial news as financier Louis N. Wolf son (Merritt-ChapmanScott, brokers) was reported to be the
owner of the largest single block of AMC
stock — some 250,000 out of 5,670,430 outstanding shares, and that Mr. Wolfson has
been meeting frequently with AMC President George Romney and his fellow executives with an eye towards revitalizing American Motors.
Reports were that Mr. Wolfson, despite
his pronounced enthusiasm about the small
Rambler car (to date, the biggest spot and
network tv user in AMC's lineup of Nash,
Hudson, Hornet, Wasp and Rambler), is
seeking to take AMC out of the auto manufacturing business — the one phase of its
activity that has been consistently losing
money. Instead, Mr. Wolfson would have
AMC diversify into the home appliance
field, enlarging its Kelvinator and Leonard
divisions, both of which do very little, if any,
radio-tv advertising. Spokesmen for Mr.

Wolfson had no comment to make when
asked about the future of AMC.
Ray Mauer, radio-tv vice president of
Geyer Adv., New York, AMC's agency,
told B«T Thursday that "so far as I know,
no plans have been drawn up as yet for
next season." Mr. Mauer added that while
AMC had cut back its expenditures on
Disneyland this season, it had bolstered its
use of spot radio by heavy campaigns placed
on NBC radio's Monitor weekend service.
He declined to list budget figures.

NBC-TV

Signs

For

Million

$12

Chevy
Series

CHEVROLET Motor Div. has signed with
NBC-TV and producer Henry Jaffe Assoc.
to sponsor 52 one-hour shows starring Dinah
Shore and other top entertainers effective
next season. The advertiser will be spending
approximately $ 1 2 million in what is claimed
to be the largest single program sale of television and talent to be signed this year,
The Chevrolet buy marks a top sale for
Robert Kintner. executive vice president of
NBC-TV.
Renewal of its Chevy Show contract with
NBC-TV and extension of the series to a
weekly Sunday night schedule was announced last week by W. E. Fish, general
sales manager of the Chevrolet Div.
The Chevy Show has been following a
semi-monthly format this season, varying
from Friday to Sunday night.
The new contract starts in October and
will run for 52 weeks in 9-10 p.m. slot,
to be vacated by Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, and Aluminum Co. of
America, Pittsburgh [B»T, March 11].
Alcoa has already picked up a Monday night
period and Goodyear is still deliberating on
whether it will go along for the alternate
week.
All the programs are expected to be broadcast in color, originating either in New York
or Hollywood.
While details are still incomplete, Mr.
Fish said that Miss Shore will star in a substantial number of the shows, using the
same variety format "that has made the hour
a high spot on the nation's tv screens."
The Sunday Chevy Show will be in addition to the weekly show starring Pat Boone
on ABC-TV on Thursdays for Chevrolet.
Campbell-Ewald Co., New York, is the
agency.
MBS Signs Seven, Four New;
Gross of $700,000 Expected
NEW and renewal business amounting to
more than $700,000 gross has been signed
with Mutual by seven clients, it was announced last week by Wendell B. Campbell,
RKO Teleradio Pictures vice president in
charge of MBS sales.
A renewal contract by Philip Morris Inc.,
New York, through N. W. Ayer & Son,
New York, for Philip Morris Country Music Show (Fri., 9:05-9:30 p.m. EST) accounts for $157,000 for full-year sponsorship of the program, according to Mr.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

Pepsodent
Of

Ad

Ad

Typical

Goal— Belding

"THE END POINT of selling is to change
a mind," Don Belding, recently retired
chairman of the executive committee, Foote
Cone & Belding, told the Social Science for
Industry Conference held Wednesday in Los
Angeles under the sponsorship of Stanford
Research Institute.

NATIONAL advertising and promotion for Youngstown Kitchen's new Monterey
Future Fashioned Kitchen will be spearheaded by a one-shot Kate Smith Hour April
28 over ABC-TV. Looking over latest plans are (1 to r) : Harry F. Howell, sales
manager; M. L. Ondo, general sales manager, both Youngstown; E. R. Richer, vice
president-account supervisor, Grey Adv. Agency Inc., and C. D. Alderman, Youngstown vice president in charge of sales.

Campbell. The other business is for 13-week
cycles and amounts to $550,000 gross.
New advertisers are Charles Antell Co.,
Baltimore, through Paul Venze Assoc., Baltimore, for four 1 5-minute programs a week,
starting April 1 for two weeks of testing
and resuming April 29 with program selected after testing; Sleep-Eze Co., Los Angeles, through Milton Carson Co. there,
for various Mutual "Multi-Message" participations; Prince Matchabelli Inc., New
York, through Morse International, New
York, for co-sponsorship of Queen for a
Day (Mon.-Fri., 11:30-12 noon EST) and
P. Lorillard Co., New York, through Young
& Rubicam, New York, for "Multi-Message"
participations. Renewals also came from
Carter Products Inc. and American Molasses
Co. for newscasts of Gabriel Heatter.
ABC Signs Reynolds, Norwich
To Plus-$1 Million Contract
AT a cost of more than $1 million, R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co. and the Norwich
Pharmacal Co. have signed to sponsor 38
ABC Radio newscasts each week.
Reynolds, for Camel cigarettes, will sponsor four Monday-Friday ABC Late News
broadcasts and Reynolds and Norwich, the
latter on behalf of Pepto-Bismol, will cosponsor ABC Weekend News broadcasts on
Saturdays and Sundays. William Esty Co. is
agency for Reynolds, and Benton & Bowles
for Norwich.
Logo Forms Tampa Agency
PAUL A. LAGO, formerly president of
Lago- Whitehead Advertising Agency,
Wichita, Kan., has formed a new agency in
Tampa, Fla. — Paul A. Lago Co., at Wallace
S. Building — offering research, merchandising, media, public relations and printed material services to clients. Telephone number
is 2-0315.
Broadcasting
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Food,

Grocery

Items

Called Top Spot Users
FOOD and grocery products continued to
lead the list of national advertisers using
spot radio during the fourth quarter of 1956,
according to a report released today by Lawrence Webb, managing director of Station
Representatives Assn. Inc.
Food and grocery products accounted for
17.1% of total estimated sales of $46,442,000 for the fourth quarter. Tobacco products and supplies dropped to 9% from almost 15% in the third quarter, while television, radio, phonographs and musical instruments, which did not warrant a third
quarter listing, accounted for almost 7%
of total fourth period sales.
The report is based on an estimated percentage breakdown by product category of
the total dollars spent in national spot radio
advertising during October, November and
December 1956.

'Tv Most Intrusive Media/
Says FC&B's E. J. Gerhold
IN ADDRESSING the Magazine Publishers
Assn., Wednesday in New York, Paul E. J.
Gerhold, vice president in charge of research and media, Foote, Cone & Belding,
New York, pointed out "that of all major
media, television would seem to be the most
intrusive. The medium has an obvious ability to command attention and to register
impressions with even unreceptive people.
Defenses against the medium almost demand
physical activity, turning off the set, changing the channel, or leaving the room, for one
reason or another."
"For magazines, on the other hand, the
attention paid to the advertising is entirely
a matter of personal control. Here the interest in the advertising must be high if any
substantial
registration is to be achieved,"
he
said.

"This may mean changing an idea previously held to a new and opposite idea:
from one product to another competing
product. It may be an entirely new product
which the person had either never heard of
before or had only casually noticed. To
change the mind of an individual for whatever reason requires a decision, in effect, a
double decision: a favorable decision and an
unfavorable decision," he said, emphasizing
that while there are a number of guideposts
in selling which should be followed, "creativity remains as the most powerful inAs an example, Mr. Belding cited the
radio
line: "You'll wonder where the yellow
fluence."
went, when you brush your teeth with Pepsodent," and told the story behind it:
"A newspaper campaign for Pepsodent
was under consideration. Copy people in
our New York office submitted all the ideas
they could think of. One of these came from
a girl copywriter, really at the bottom of the
totem pole as far as salary is concerned. She
had in mind showing yellow teeth, and then
white teeth — the before and after technique,
which is often very successful."
Kellogg, Lonsdale Agencies
Merge to Form One Operation
MERGER of two Los Angeles agencies —
Edward S. Kellogg Co. and The Lansdale
Co. — with a combined annual billing that
totals close to $2 million, has been announced by agency heads Edward Kellogg
and Phil Lansdale. The merger was effective
March 1, with the combined agency carrying the Kellogg name, and Mr. Kellogg serving as president.
Wally Seidler retains his post as radio-tv
director of Kellogg, with Alan Berger, who
held that position with the Lansdale comjoiningcombined
the enlarged
radio-tv departmentpany,
of the
agency.
The Lansdale staff has joined the Kellogg
office at 685 South Carondelet, Los Angeles.
Firestone Renews With ABC-TV
FIRESTONE Tire & Rubber Co., Akron,
has renewed The Voice of Firestone on
ABC-TV for the 1957-58 season, it was announced last week by Slocum Chapin, vice
president in charge of sales for ABC-TV.
Firestone did not renew on ABC Radio.
The show has been simulcast since Sept. 5,
1949, and has been on the air for 28 years.
The renewal on ABC-TV, placed through
Sweeney & James Co., Cleveland, calls for
a change in format and a new time period
(Monday 9-9:30 p.m. EST) starting Sept. 5.
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Kent

Is First

Signer

For CBS impact' Plan
A NEW plan for concentrated weekend
selling, dubbed "Impact" and an initial sale
of $1 million gross to Kent cigarettes were
announced by CBS Radio last week.
The plan permits advertisers to sponsor
five-minute segments within 22 established
programs over the weekend at costs ranging
from $1,000 a program down to $800. The
low rate is for advertisers sponsoring 16 or
more segments a week on a 52-week consecutive basis.
Beginning today (Monday) Kent, under
the new plan, will sponsor 16 five-minute
segments a week in ten week-night and
week-end programs. Young & Rubicam is
the agency.
John Karol, vice president, CBS sales, said
that by sponsoring the complete package
an advertiser reaches over eight million different families in a single weekend, an
average of more than three times a family.
He said "Impact" differs from other network plans by offering segments of established programs at fixed times and that it
is not competitive with spot advertising.

according to authoritative estimates, will be
between $10 million and $15 million, with
broadcast media deriving a substantial share.
First inkling of Edsel advertising strategy
will be given by Eldon E. Fox, advertising
manager of Edsel, at a Chicago Direct Mail
Day luncheon April 6. Edsel agency is
Foote, Cone & Belding. The Ford division
now is in the process of completing arrangements for dealer franchises, and the agency
is setting personnel alignment in its Detroit
office to service the account.
LaGrave, Reynolds Join Truppe;
Des Moines Agency Changes Name
WITH the addition of Edward LaGrave Jr.
and Carter L. Reynolds to R. J. Truppe Advertising Agency of Des Moines, the firm
becomes known as Truppe, LaGrave &
Reynolds Adv.
Agency. It also has
moved to larger
Bldg.
quarters
in
theExchange
Insurance

Florida Citrus Commission
Renames Benton & Bowles
WITH a hefty boost in billing almost a certainty for next season, the Florida Citrus
Commission, Lakeland, has given Benton &
Bowles Inc. a unanimous vote of confidence
and told the New York advertising agency
that no other firms will be given an opportunity to make presentations soliciting the
account this spring.
B&B is winding up its second year on the
$3 million-plus account.
The Citrus Commission is a state agency,
which operates on tax money raised through
a levy on citrus fruits, and all competition
for the account is always classified as public
business.
The Commission and Florida Citrus Mutual, powerful growers cooperative, are combining forces to get - a raise in the state
orange advertising tax from three cents a
box to five cents, beginning with the 1957-58
season. The legislature, which meets in
April, is expected to go along with the joint
recommendation, expected to add as much
as $1,250,000 to the billing. Total consumer advertising expenditures the past two
or three years — on oranges, grapefruit and
tangerines — have ranged from 3 to 3.5 million dollars annually.
Edsel Div. of Ford Motor
Plans Radio-Tv Ad Budget
PLANS for spot radio and tv and a series
of "special events" network tv programs are
expected to be finalized by Edsel Div. of
Ford Motor Co. April 1 in connection with
introduction of its new medium-priced
automobile line this fall.
Present recommendations call for a substantial spot radio schedule, spot tv, and
half-a-dozen one-time network properties,
probably starting this summer on a oncea-month basis. Edsel advertising budget,
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MR. TRUPPE

MR. REYNOLDS

Mr. LaGrave
comes to the agency from Lessing
Adv. Co., where he
had been radio-tv
director and account executive
since 1949. At one
time he was an-

MR. LaGRAVE

nouncer for KUSD Vermillion, S. D., and
KTRI Sioux City, Iowa. Mr. Reynolds had
been with KRNT-AM-TV Des Moines for
16 years as announcer, continuity director
and account executive. Mr. truppe has operated his own agency since 1955.
The firm services 30 clients in Iowa,
Illinois, South Dakota and Minnesota.
Lincoln-Mercury Changes

Mind,

Sullivan to be on 'Emmy7 Show
ED Sullivan, who was refused permission
by his sponsor, Lincoln-Mercury, to appear
on the Feb. 16 telecast of the "Emmy" nominations on NBC-TV because of sponsorconflict, successfully persuaded the automaker to let him open the "Emmy" award
show scheduled this past Saturday night.
Both nomination and award programs
were sponsored by Oldsmobile Div. of General Motors Corp. and RCA-Whirlpool on
The Saturday Color Carnival.
In detailing B«T this "two-prong conflict,"
i.e. rival network and rival sponsor, Mr. Sullivan said that Lincoln-Mercury's initial ac-

tion "caused a chain reaction out in Detroit,
whereby all the car manufacturers and their
divisions would not let their entertainers appear on the 'Emmy' show," He cited as examples Jack Benny (sponsored by Chrysler
Corp. on CBS-TV's Shower of Stars), Garry
Moore (Chevrolet Div. of GM is a participating sponsor of his daytime, across-theboard CBS-TV show), and Pat Boone (who
Chevy).
won't appear 'til next fall on ABC-TV for
"I explained to Detroit that as president
of the New York chapter of the Academy
of Television Arts & Sciences, it'd be embar as ing to me not to be able to appear,"
Mr. Sullivan noted. "I also told them that
inasmuch as the first half of the show won't
be sponsored by Olds, the conflict in sponsors would not occur. Furthermore, I reminded them that my name and LincolnMercury's have been linked for so long that
they are
synonymous."
The request waspractically
made two weeks
ago and approval
came March 7. As things stood before showtime, Mr. Sullivan was to open the program,
introduce guests and nominees but would go
off camera by the time the Oldsmobile part
of the program was ready to go on. "However," added a personal spokesman for Mr.
Sullivan, "Ed would have to come back
on should he win an award."
Frederick E. Baker & Assoc.
Buys Stock in Calkins & Holden
FREDERICK E. BAKER & Assoc., Seattle,
and Calkins & Holden, New York, which
since last August have worked hand-in-hand
on the Boeing Airplane Co. account, last
week tightened their relationship when the
Baker agency purchased a minority stock
interest in C&H.
The announcement was made jointly by
Mr. Baker and J. Sherwood Smith, agency
principals. Mr. Baker, senior partner in his
own firm, will become a director of Calkins
& Holden. Mr. Smith declined to say how
much of an interest was purchased in his
agency, but was quite clear in his pronouncement that "the Baker firm does not become
a Calkins & Holden subsidiary." The move,
according to Mr. Baker, will allow his company "to maintain (its) independence as a
regional agency, serving many local and
regional accounts (e.g. Alaska Steamship
Co., Puget Sound Power & Light, West
Coast Telephone Co., Wason Bros, coffee,
etc.) in our own right" while being provided
with the "creative strength" and name of a
national
agency. Baker bills some $2.5 million annually.
Cromwell Oil Extends Spots
CROMWELL Oil Co., Beverly Hills, Calif.,
is expanding its spot radio-tv campaign for
its oil additive which began last December
and now covers San Diego, Los Angeles,
Sacramento, Salinas and San Francisco, all
California, and is starting in Phoenix and
Boise, with Bakersfield, Calif., Seattle,
Wash., and Portland, Ore. to be added
shortly. Anderson-McConnell Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, handles the account. Edith
Crams, media director, is in charge of timebuying for Cromwell.
Telecasting
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gentlemen

prefer
sports
in
Milwaukee

WE
MP
5000 watt power at 1250 k.c.

It used to be blondes, but WEMP has
changed all that! The male population hereabouts is devoted to the Milwaukee Braves,
the Green Bay Packers and the University
of Wisconsin. They get play-by-play sports
year round on WEMP with the Voice of
the Braves, Earl Gillespie, at the microphone.
That means you stand a good chance of reaching
most of Milwaukee's breadwinners with
your message on WEMP . . . and at an
unusually low cost per thousand.

KEY ENTERTAINMENT STATION
SPORTS: Live Play-by-play Milwaukee]
Braves and
Baseball;
U. of Wisconsin
Basketball;
Green Bay Football'
Packer
Football; special sports events,
11 sporlscasts daily.,
BIG 7 RADIO PERSONALITIES:
Records round the clock . . . 24 hours
a day, seven days a ueek . . .
NEWSCASTS DAILY: Gathered and
edited by 6-man WEMP news department
from UP news wire, UP sports',
wire, 2 mobile units, special statecorrespondents, U. S. Weather
wire, Police and Fire Dept. radio,
regular daily telephone contacts, i
represented wherever you live by Headley-Reed

photography NUcsLauritzerj
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ADVERTISERS 8 AGENCIES
out facts for the sake of facts. Too many
PLEA
MADE
FOR
SIMPLE
RATE
CARD
prospects are drugged with diagrams,
IT takes more than columns of figures to
But more important, he said, what acgrogged
by graphs
and smotheredof by
statis-is
tics. . . The
basic fundamental
selling
tually happens at the station after the rate
make a station's rate card of working benefit
to the timebuyer. To make the rate card a card is issued? Is the card followed to a to sell one thing at a time," he noted.
Mr. Flack wondered, too, why set manuuseful tool, it should be as simple as possible
"T"? Are breaks issued on time? Commented
and reflect the confidence of the station in Mr. Margolis: "The rate card can well be
facturers haven't taken advantage of their
issuing it. These, in general, were the points
compared to the printed timetable of a rail- experience in moving black-and-white sets.
road or airline. If the record of the carrier
"Back in the late forties," he said, "it was
brought out during last week's Radio & shows deviations from the timetable with
the tavern, the bar, the cocktail lounge that
Television Executives Society time buying
sold television. In fact, they far outsold the
lateness, unscheduled stops, etc., it is obvious
and selling seminar in New York, by Ann
that the passengers lose confidence and it department and appliance stores. Why don't
Janowicz, timebuyer, Ogilvy, Benson &
we see color sets in hotel lobbies or bar
becomes a target which commuters and pasMather, New York, and Ben Margolis, bussengers jest or sneer about ... we could
iness manager of CBS-TV spot sales.
today?"
readily place the timebuyer in the role of a rooms
Miss Janowicz, in discussing "new trends
Longman Joins JWT April 1;
commuter
on
a
railroad
or
plane
that
does
in rate cards," noted that not all stations
Johnson, Reed Get Promotions
publish their rates, that by the time a buyer
not enjoy a good record. . . ."
DR. Donald R. Longman is joining J. Walter
has gone to the trouble of calling for "rates
Thompson
Co. as director of research in
Flack
Reminds
Execs
on request," he often will "find that what
the New York office April 1 after 23 years
might have been a potential broadcast budget
(has) dwindled to a lukewarm interest in Of (1) Basics, (2) Bars
of research and general marketing experience in industry, business, government and
information after the fact." She felt that
ONE of the nation's foremost exponents of education. He has been serving as manager
this lack of published information was not
salesmanship, Gene Flack, advertising and
of marketing operations of Atlantic Refining
only hard on the timebuyer, but also unfair
sales counsel for Sunshine Biscuits Inc., Long
Co., an active broadcast advertiser.
Island City, N. Y., last Wednesday told
The agency also announced that Arno H.
broadcasters how best to pep up sales.
Johnson,
vice president and director of
His advice to broadcasters: Forget about
research, has been named vice president and
inconsequential facts in your presentations.
senior economist while Dr. Virgil D. Reed,
And to set manufacturers: Sell color tv sets
vice president and economist, becomes vice
through your neighborhood tavern.
president and associate director of research.
Speaking at the monthly luncheon meeting of the Radio & Television Executives
Society at the Hotel Roosevelt in New York,
Agency Network's Convention
Mr. Flack indicated at the outset that "I Opens Wednesday in Palo Alto
won't tell you how to run your business — - LET's Do It Better in '57" is the theme
of the 25th anniversary convention of the
let the government do that." He acknowlContinental Advertising Agency Network,
edged radio and television's "elasticity and
flexibility," and indicated that one-third of to be held Wednesday-Saturday in Palo Alto,
Calif. John F. Arndt, of Arndt, Preston,
Sunshine's
ad budget of $5 million goes
to
broadcasttotalmedia.
ANN JANOWICZ, broadcast buyer,
Chapin, Lamb and Keen, Philadelphia, retirOgilvy, Benson & Mather, who also
But while praising radio and television as
ing as chairman of the network after 25 years
addressed RTES luncheon, listens to "the sellingest" media, Mr. Flack warned
of service, will be honored at the banquet
the executives that many time sales might
Ben Margolis, business manager
on Friday. After management sessions on
easily be lost on the basis of presentations.
CBS-TV Spot Sales.
Wednesday, the convention agenda centers
"We
are
handicapped
by
an
abundance
of
on four panel discussions: "Improving the
to the client and, in turn, disadvantageous
inconsequential facts. . . . There is too much
Agency Product in '57", with Alvin Long
to the station. The published rate card, Miss
research . . . too many predictions. . . . of the host agency, Long Adv., as moderaJanowicz said, "is the one control which
tor; "Let's Do A Better Job of Selling and
And there's a terrific temptation to throw
enables a buyer to negotiate for a client
without the bias of favoritism which was the
operating rule when rate card cutting was
notorious."
HOW PEOPLE SPEND THEIR TIME
Some of the cards received "are so involved and complex one must almost be a
Philadelphia lawyer to interpret them." Complications, Miss Janowicz told the group,
THERE WERE 122,378,000 people in the U. S. over 12 years of age during the
lead to "conflicting interpretations." Not only
week March 3-9. This is how they spent their time:*
must the timebuyer wade through this maze
of facts and figures as well as detailed ex69.9% (85,542,000) spent 1,829.5 million hours
watching television
planations ofhow the various discount plans
56.7% (69,388,000) spent 979.6 million hours
listening to radio
work, but station management should also
81.3% (99,493,000) spent 394.6 million hours
reading newspapers
28.1% (34,388,000) spent 156.5 million hours
reading magazines
bear in mind that "in most agencies billing
22.9% (28,025,000) spent 268.1 million hours
watching movies on tv
is handled by estimators . . . and billing
24.5% (29,930,000) spent 127.2 million hours
attending movies
clerks who are not capable of interpreting
all of the details involved.
These totals, compiled by Sindlinger & Co., analysts, Ridley Park, Pa., and pubAmplification to Miss Janowicz' views
lished exclusively by B*T each week, are based on a 48-state, random sample of 7,000
was offered by Mr. Margolis, who pointed
up that in many cases, actual quotations
interviews (1,000 each day). Sindlinger's monthly "Activity" report, from which these
weekly figures are drawn, furnishes comprehensive breakdowns of these and numerous
listed in rate cards may take on an entirely
other categories, and shows the duplicated and unduplicated audience between each
different meaning when "the management of
specific medium. Copyright 1957 Sindlinger & Co.
station A — may well have a philosophy that
* All figures are average daily tabulations for the week with exception of the "attending
they would rather sell one unit at $100
movies"
category,
whichof isthea cumulative
whereas the management of station B is of
able within
2-7 days
interviewingtotal
week.for the week. Sindlinger tabulations are availthe firm belief that they would rather sell
two spots at $50 with the same return."
Broadcasting
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The

best

things

in

life

If your product is sunshine and blue skies, you've
got it made. But if you sell down-to-earth things
like shiny new cars or good things to eat you know
how important it is to reach the people with the
most buying power.
There's a goodly amount of buying power in Metropolitan Detroit, and WJR is the radio station
that can help you reach it. You see, 81 % of the
purchasing power is controlled by folks 30 years
and over. In an average day WJR reaches more

are

. . . W-H-A-A-T?

! ?

listeners in this select group than the next six
Detroit stations combined!
These figures are through the courtesy of the
Bureau of the Census — and the result of a survey
made by Alfred Politz Research, Inc. They show
just who has the buying power, and how completely WJR reaches them.
If you have something to sell in the Detroit-Great
Lakes area, get in touch with the Henry I. Christal
office nearest you.

The Great Voice of the Great Lakes
Detroit
50,000 Watts
CBS Radio Network
WJR

4

WJR's— primary
coveragepeople
area
over 1 7,000,000
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Using CAAN in '57" with Milton Foland
of Pacific National Adv. Agency, Portland,
Ore., as moderator; "Agency Sales Presentation," with Enno D. Winius of WiniusBrandon Co., St. Louis, as moderator, and
"Building Better Budgets for '57," with
Andy Carpenter of Dan B. Miner Co., Los
Angeles, as moderator. The 15 agency members— who provide their clients with on-thespot service in 23 market areas through their
network membership — have total billings
of over $42 million, CAAN reported.
NETWORK

RENEWALS

Pennzoil Co., of Calif., L. A., renews Bob
Greene's newscasts, Mon.-Fri., 4:55-5 p.m.,
on 68 stations of Don Lee, Arizona and Intermountain networks, through Killingworth
& Assoc., same city.
AGENCY

APPOINTMENTS

American Pop Corn Co. (Jolly Time popcorn), Sioux City, Iowa, appoints Allen &
Reynolds, Omaha.
Lipton Ltd. of London, division of United
Kingdom Lipton Organization, appoints
Johannesburg office of Grant Adv. Inc., to
handle tea account.
Cadbury-Fry Ltd. (chocolates), London, appoints Charles W. Hoyt & Co., N. Y., as its
agency for American division of company.
Standard Television Leasing Inc., appoints
Aaron D. Cushman Assoc., Chicago.
Continental Coffee Co. Thomas J. Webb
(coffee), Chicago, appoints Rutledge & Lilienfeld, same city, effective April 1.
Mite hum Div., Golden Peacock Inc. (Hormonex Beauty Serum, Integrated Therapy),
Paris, Tenn., appoints Grant, Schwenck &
Baker Inc., Chicago.
Capri Records, L. A., appoints Ad-Research
Adv., same city.
SPOT NEW BUSINESS
Gulf Oil Co. (Gulf Trac insecticide), Pittsburgh, planning radio spot schedule for
three weeks to start April 8. Agency: Young
& Rubicam, N. Y.
Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati, preparing
television spot campaign for its Gleem toothpaste at end of March in about 20-25 markets. Contracts are 'til forbid and will be
placed through Compton Adv., N. Y.
General Foods (for its Kool-Shake products) plans to use alternate week of Annie
Oakley in 90 markets. Agency: Foote, Cone
& Belding, Chicago. Sponsorship by General
Foods to last through summer season.
A&A SHORTS
Robert A. Piatt Agency, Chicago, announces
change of name to Piatt & Tauber Adv. Inc.,
with addition of Ronald J. Tauber, sales
manager of Lake Park Motors, as secretarytreasurer.
Yan Auken, Rabland & Stevens Inc., ChiPage 42 • March 18, 1957
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The Next 10 Days
Of Network Color Shows
(All times EST)
CBS-TV
March 19 (9:30-10 p.m.) Red Skelton Show, S. C. Johnson & Son through
Foote, Cone & Belding and Pet Milk
Co. through Gardner Adv. (also
March 26).
March 20 (9-10 p.m.) Hemo the
Magnificent, The Bell Telephone System through N. W. Ayer & Son.
March 22 (3:30-4 p.m.) Bob Crosby
Show, participating sponsors and
agencies.
NBC-TV
March 18-22 (1:30-2:30 p.m.) Club
60, co-op sponsors and agencies (also
March 25-29).
March 18-22 (3-4 p.m.) NBC Matinee Theatre, participating sponsors
and agencies (also March 25-29).
March 18 (8-8:30 p.m.) Adventures
of Sir Lancelot, Whitehall Pharmacal
through Ted Bates and Co. and Lever
Bros, through Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles (also March 25).
cago, announces merger with Hanson &
Hanson, same city.
A&A PEOPLE
Roy Danish, planning-development staff of
McCann-Erickson, N. Y., appointed vice
president
division. of agency's Marschalk & Pratt
George B. Bogart, account supervisor and
second-in-command of Chicago office, Calkins & Holden Inc., N. Y., named vice president in charge of Chicago office. He succeeds Philip M. White, resigned.
Jim Cox, Broadcast Music Inc., both in
Hollywood and N. Y. offices, to AlexanderBailey Adv., Long
Beach, Calif., as
vice president.
T. C. Thompson,
marketing director
of Reddi-Wip Inc.,
L. A., to vice president of sales and
administration.
Arthur White, account executive
with N. W. Ayer &
Son, N. Y., reMR. cox
places Mr. Thompson as marketing director; Bernard Alchon,
sales manager of Py-O-MY (cake mixes),
Chicago, becomes merchandising director
of Reddi-Wip in Chicago, and Robert Dennis, account executive with Dan B. Miner
Co., joins Reddi-Wip as western regional
sales manager.

March 19 (10:30-11 p.m.) Hold That
Note, Lanolin Plus through Russel M.
Seeds (also March 26).
March 20 (7:30-7:45 p.m.) Xavier
Cugat Show, sustaining (also March
22, 27).
March 20 (8:30 p.m.) Masquerade
Party, Associated Products Inc.
through Grey Adv. (also March 27).
March 20 (9-10 p.m.) Kraft Television Theatre, Kraft Foods through
27).Walter Thompson Co. (also March
J.
March 21 (10-11 p.m.) Lux Video
Theatre, Lever Bros, through J. Walter
Thompson Co.
March 22 (9-10 p.m.) The Chevy
Show, Chevrolet Division of General
Motors Corp. through D. P. Brother.
March 22 (10:45-11 p.m.) Red Barber's Corner, State Farm Insurance
Brorby.
Co. through Needham, Louis and
March 23 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Como
Show, participating sponsors and
agencies.
March 24 (9-10 p.m.) Goodyear Playhouse, Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
through Young & Rubicam.
Saul Korshak rejoins Kuttner & Kuttner
Inc., N. Y., as vice president after serving
in home and shopping center construction
field past year.
Joseph Klinge promoted from assistant advertising manager to advertising manager
of Jewel Tea Co., succeeding H. R. Rasmussen, who becomes merchandising chief.
Jerome Agel, handled publicity for U. S.
Steel Curtain Wall at BBDO, N. Y., and
John Lynch, consumer group for U. S.
Steel account, both named account executives in agency's public relations department.
Louis Sidran, account executive-copy writer
at Western Adv. Agency, Racine, Wis., to
Erwin,
capacity.Wasey & Co., Chicago, in similar
Mrs. Bernice G. Preisser, copy writer,
Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, Pittsburgh,
named account executive.
John Edward Prentice, 15-year advertising
veteran, to Larrabee Assoc., Wash., as account executive and director in charge of
Larrabee's new electronics-industrial division. Bette Doyle, formerly radio directorcopy chief, Cohen & Miller Adv., joins
Larrabee as director of printed media.
Lucien Feldon, Republic Pictures International Corp., general manager in charge of
sales advertising-public relations foF British
West Indies, to Robert Otto & Co., N. Y,
as account executive.
Morton J. Chalek, formerly with Coordinated Adv., N. Y., to Joseph Katz Co., same
city, as account executive.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

According
Coverage

WSB-TV

the

to the Nielsen
Service

dominant

Number

Georgia

2

station

The map shows WSB-TV effective coverage
area as determined by Nielsen (March-May,
1956). 136 counties with 536,690 viewer
families are covered by WSB-TV. No other
Atlanta television station covers as many
counties; no other is viewed by as many
families.
In the 50% or better penetration areas:
WSB-TV

covers 100 counties

25% more than Station B
72% more than Station C
WSB-TV

viewed by 419,810 families

7% more than Station B
24% more than Station C
RETAIL SALES*— In the 50% or better
penetration areas, counties covered by WSBTV have retail sales of $2,209,524,000.
This is $135,277,000 more than Station B,
and $456,271,000 more than Station C. For
complete details of the Georgia NCS study
contact your Petry man. Get more for your
money in Georgia. Get on WSB-TV.

SB-TV
W
ATLANTA
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
H. Milton Gurwitz, sales promotion-merchandising director of Jacob Ruppert Brewery (Ruppert, Knickerbocker and Ruppiner
beers), N. Y., to Emil Mogul Co., same
city, as supervisor of Manischewitz Wine
Co. account.
Utdederick J. Dixon, Fuller & Smith &
Ross, N. Y., to William Esty Co., same city,
as assistant account executive.
Sterling Mitchell, account supervisor at
Critchfield & Co., Chicago, to Henri, Hurst
& McDonald Inc., same city, in executive
capacity.
William A. Rockett, in advertising for past
12 years, to Charles F. Hutchinson Adv.,
Boston, executive staff.
Morrie F. Lynch, product sales manager of
corn goods for Quaker Oats Co., Chicago,
appointed eastern division sales manager of
company, with headquarters in N. Y.
Joseph W. Walsh, secretary, Kenyon & Eckhardt marketing and creative plans board,
named premium and contest manager. He
succeeds Nathan K. Steen, appointed merchandising executive.

END

OF HARD

SELL ERA FORECAST

THE days of the loud and repetitive
hard sell are numbered. So reports Horace Schwerin, president of Schwerin Research Corp., refuting the theory of the
late George Washington Hill (American
Tobacco Co.) that good advertising is
based on irritation — repetition until the
public is so irritated, it'll buy a product
because it can't forget it.
Not so, says Mr. Schwerin, who points
out that a test of over 6,000 tv commercials has indicated that the best way
to alienate consumers is to hit them with
a barrage of "loud and repetitive hard
selling," the type of commercial that
"critics view with the greatest alarm."
Mr. Schwerin, speaking Feb. 23 before the Canadian Institute of Public
Affairs in Toronto, said that on the other
hand "the relaxed sell" fails a good part
of the time by insulting "the viewer's
intelligence by cute entertainment rather
than by presenting the product story —
the sort of commerical that critics seem

David L. Hurwood, Young & Rubicam,
N. Y., market research and testing of tv
programs and commercials, to Anderson &
Cairns, same city, as marketing-advertising
research director.

to Inbe essence,
most kindly
disposed reiterated
toward." the
Mr. Schwerin
point taken by his vice president, Don
McCollum, who last year told Radio
Television Executives Society members
that far too often, the men behind the
soft sell sacrificed salesmanship for art's

Frederick R. Hansen, media buyer at Russel
M. Seeds Co., to Aubrey, Finlay, Marley &
Hodgson Inc., Chicago, as media-research
director.

Willis & Assoc., Glendale, Calif., to The Edwards Agency, L. A., as director of media
and research.

Sue James, media director of Harry G.
Walter H. Wright, merchandising-marketing executive, William Esty Co., N. Y., to
Lennen & Newell, same city, as associate
director of merchandising.

sake [B«T, June 4, 1956].
The only way people will be attracted
to the product, Mr. Schwerin noted, is
by the existence of an "active or latent
desire for the product ... or a dissatisfaction with the brand they are using." The
challenge facing agencies and tv film
commercial production firms today, Mr.
Schwerin declared, is that of creating this
product desire.
This may be done through what
Schwerin Research calls the "mood commercial"— one that implies happiness with
the product through such moods as
romance, confidence and individuality.
"The mood commercial," Mr. Schwerin
went on, "by definition eschews so-called
'hard-sell' and leans toward more entertainment value or better aesthetic quality." What is now needed, the researcher
declared, is more subtlety in commercialism. Color, too, will help immensely.
Pointing out that his organization over
the past two years has conducted extensive testing in the area of color tv
commercials, Mr. Schwerin told Institute
members that so far, the average color
commercial has been about one-and-ahalf times as effective as its black-andwhite counterparts.
ager and Charles M. Dering joins marketing
department at Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
Thomas J. Murphy, creative supervisor at
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, to planning and
creative staff of MacFarland. Aveyard &
Co., same city.

Ray R. Serenbetz, assistant controller, General Foods, international division, to Vick
Chemical Co., N. Y., as assistant to president of international division.
Calvin Holmes, copy writer at Calkins &
Holden, Chicago, to Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
same city, as senior copy writer.

SIGNING a contract held by Bob
Murray of the Branham Co. for buying participation schedule on MGM
features over KMGM-TV Minneapolis is Jim Ducey, Cunningham &
Walsh Inc. timebuyer on the J. A.
Folger & Co. coffee account. Between
them is Marilyn Johnson, chosen Miss
KMGM-TV in a recent contest held
in connection
station's Miss
premiere of the with
Metrothefeatures.
Johnson won a trip to New York and
an MGM talent test over a group of
more than 100 entrants in the Minneapolis station's beauty contest.
Page 44
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Gerry Mulderrig, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
N. Y., to Venard, Rintoul & McConnell
Inc., as member of sales force.
Rollin Smith, NBC producer-director, and
Jack Ringstad, arranger-choreographer for
Wayne King Show, join tv-radio department
of Ted Bates & Co., N. Y.
Bill Mathews, merchandising department,
Young & Rubicam, N. Y., to research staff,
radio promotion department, Edward Petry
& Co., same city.

SIGNING a year's contract with
KPHO-TV Phoenix, Ariz., to present
daily announcements on the television
station are executives of the Arizona
Lath & Plaster Institute, Phoenix, a
joint union-management organization.
L to r: Robert Widmark, KPHO-TV
account executive; William F. Mitten,
executive secretary and public relations
director for the union-management
organization, and Howard Stalnaker.
assistant general manager of the station.

William H. Zippier appointed service manBroadcasting

Telecasting

Reprinted from the Houston Chronicle, Feb. 26, 1957
And it didn't just happen. Weeks before the first pro teed off, KTRK-TV's
"pros" were poring over the map you see, planning camera placement, and
introducing a mobile coverage concept to give Falstaff and the viewers an
outstanding show. When the last putt dropped, pro and public alike were
unanimous in their accolades. Just one more example that KTRK-TV's better
planning, better showmanship and greater concern for the best interests of
advertiser and public alike add up to Houston's best buy

Broadcasting
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KTRK-TV
THE
P.
0.CHRONICLE
BOX 12, STATION, CHANNEL 13,
HOUSTON CONSOLIDATED
1, TEXAS-ABC BASIC
HOUSTON
TELEVISION CO.
General Manager, Willard E. Walbridge
Commercial
Manager, Bill Bennett
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:
GEO.
P.
HOLLINGBERY
COMPANY,
500 Fifth Avenue,
New York 36, New York
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FILM
Universal

Tv

week.

Release

Mr. Rackmil explained that "whatever
arrangement we make will be on a lease
basis." The library is said to contain more
than 500 feature films. A spokesman later

Under Consideration
UNIVERSAL Pictures Co. is exploring the
possibility of making its pre- 1948 library of
feature films available to television but "will
never sell the library outright," Milton R.
Rackmil, Universal president, told the company's annual meeting of stockholders, last

THE
IN

10

10

TOP

MAJOR

AS RATED

reported
"responsible
principals"have
of
various tv that
stations
and film distributors
obtained copies of titles of the films but discussions have never reached the point where

FILMS
MARKETS

BY ARB IN FEBRUARY

NEW YORK seven-station market
Day &
Rank
Program Distr.
Mon.
1. Highway Patrol (Ziv)
Thurs.
2. Whirlybirds (CBS Film)
. 3. Popeye
(AAP)
M-F
Sat.
Sun.
Fri.
3. Science Fiction (Ziv)
M-Sat.
5. Looney Tunes (Guild)
Wed.
6. Death Valley Days (McC-E)
Sat.
7. Abbott & Costello (MCA-TV)
Thurs.
8. Guy Lombardo (MCA-TV)
Sun.
of Fort.(ABC
(MCA-TV)
Sat.
10.9. Soldiers
Sheena
Film)

Time
7:00
7:30
6:00
5:30
4:30
7:00
6:30
7:00
7:00
7:00
6:00
6:30

LOS ANGELES seven-station market
Day & Time
Rank Program
Distr.
Mon.
1. Life of Riley
(NBC Film)
8:30
Sat.
2. San Fran. Beat (CBS Film)
Thurs. 9:30
7:00
3. Search For Adven. (Bagnall)
Mon. 8:00
4. Science Fiction (Ziv)
5. Frontier (NBC Film)
Sat.
7:00
Sat.
6. Mr. D. A.
(Ziv)
9:00
9:00
Mon.
7. Highway Patrol (Ziv)
Thurs.
6:30
8.9. B?-at>e
Eagle
(CBS
Film)
Thurs. 6:00
Annie Oakley
(CBS Film)
7:00
10. Popeye
(AAP)
M-F
CHICAGO four-station market
Rank
Program Distr.
1. State Trooper
(MCA-TV)
2. Superman
(Flamingo)
3. Highway Patrol
(Ziv)
4. Sheriff of Cochise
(NTA)
5. Studio 57
(MCA-TV)
6. San Fran. Beat (CBS Film)
7 .City Detective (MCA-TV)
8. Life of Riley (NBC Film)
8. Annie Oakley
(CBS Film)
10. Secret Journal
(MCA-TV)

only dios
remaining
which have Hollywood
held out inproduction
distribution stuof
their pre-1948 films to tv. Paramount officials recently indicated they are waiting for
an offer substantial enough to make television release worth their consideration [B«T,
March 4].

FROM the monthly audience surveys of American
Research Bureau, B*T each month lists the 10 top
rated syndicated film programs in 10 major markets,
selected to represent all parts of the country with
various degrees of competition. Despite all precautions, occasional errors will occur in these tables, due
to use of the same program name for both a syndicated and a network series and the practice of some
stations of substituting local titles (such as [advertiser]
Theatre) for real program names.

12.8
WRCA-TV 10.5
WABD
WRCA-TV 9.5
9.4
WPIX
WRCA-TV 8:7
8.5
WPIX
8.4
WPIX

SEATTLE-TACOMA
four-station market
Rank Program
Day & Time
Distr.
Thurs.
(Ziv)
1. Highway Patrol
Thurs. 7:00
7:30
2. Life of Riley
(NBC Film)
Sat.
7:00
3. Search For Aduent.(Bagnall)
Mon. 7:00
4. Sheriff of Cochise (NTA)
5. Annie Oakley
(CBS Film)
Fri.
6:00
6:00
6. Soldiers of Fort. (MCA-TV)
Mon.
Tues. 6:00
7. Superman (Flamingo)
Wed.
8. Last of Mohicans (TPA)
Thurs. 6:00
8. Wild Bill Hickok (Flamingo)
5:30
10. Long John Silver (CBS Film)
Sat.
6:00

Sta. Rating
KTTV 21.6
KTTV 16.8
KCOP 16.6
KTTV 15.7
KRCA-TV 15.4
KTTV 14.9
KTTV 14.1
KNXT 13.0
KABC-TV 12.7
KTLA 11.9

CLEVELAND
three-station market
Rank
Program Distr.
Day &
Tues.
1. Highway Patrol (Ziv)
Thurs.
2. Soldiers of Fort. (MCA-TV)
Sheriff of Cochise (NTA)
Sun.
4. Range Rider
(CBS Film)
Sat.
5.
FrontierOakley
(NBC Film)
6. Annie
Wed.
(CBS Film)
7. Crunch & Des
(NBC Film)
Sat.
8. Sheena
Wed.
(ABC
Film)
9. Science Fiction
Tues.
10. Kit Carson
(Ziv)
(MCA-TV)
Sun.

WNBQ
Sta.

Rating

ATLANTA
three-station market
Rank
Program
Distr.
1. Badge 714
(NBC Film)
2. Superman (Flamingo)
2. Highway Patrol
(Ziv)
4. State Trooper
(MCA-TV)
5. Science Fiction
(Ziv)
6. City Detective
(MCA-TV)
Amos 'n' ofAndy
Film)
8.7. Soldiers
Fort. (CBS
(MCA-TV)
9. Buffalo Bill, Jr. (CBS Film)
10. Annie Oakley
(CBS Film)

Sta. Rating
KOMO-TV
KING-TV
KING-TV
KING-TV
KING-TV
KING-TV
KING-TV
KING-TV
KING-TV
KING-TV

37.6
35.3
26.6
32.7
24.3
30.5
25.1
23.7
23.7
23.4

10:30
Time
7:00
10:30

Sta. Rating
23.0
24.4
WJW-TV 22.3
KYW-TV
29.7
WEWS
KYW-TV 20.5

6:30
10:30
7:00
6:00
7:00

WJW-TV
WJW-TV
KYW-TV
KYW-TV
KYW-TV
WEWS

Day &
Mon.
Wed.
Fri.
Fri.
Tues.
Wed.
Thurs.
Sat.
Wed.
Mon.

Time
7:00
7:00
7:30
7:00
7:00
6:30
7:00
6:00
6:00
6:00

Sta. Rating
WSB-TV 26.9
WSB-TV 23.8
WAGA-TV 23.8
WAGA-TV 21.9
WAGA-TV 20.4
WLWA 17.9
WAGA-TV 16.2
16.5
WAGA-TV
WLWA 15.6
WLWA 14.5

19.5
17.7
18.5
18.0
17.9

Day &
Wed.
Fri.
Fri.
Fri.
Mon.
Tues.
Fri.
Sat.
Sat.
Sat.

Time
9:30
6:00
8:00
7:30
9:30
9:00
9:30
6:00
5:30
10:00

WNBQ
WGN-TV
WGN-TV
WBKB
WNBQ
WGN-TV
WGN-TV
WBBM-TV
WNBQ

WASHINGTON
four-station market
Rank
Program Distr. Day &
1. Highway Patrol (Ziv) Sat.
2. Soldiers of Fort. (MCA-TV) Mon.
3. Ramar
(TPA) Wed.
4. Jungle Jim
(Screen Gems) Wed.
5. Annie Oakley
(CBS Film) Fri.
6. Superman (Flamingo) Tues.
7. Brave Eagle
(CBS Film) Fri.
8. Celeb. Playhouse (Scr. Gems) Tues.
9. Wild Bill Hickok (Flamingo) Thurs.
10. Buffalo Bill, Jr. (CBS Film) Thurs.
10. Science Fiction
(Ziv) Sun.

Time
7:00
7:00
7:00
6:00
7:00
7:00
6:00
10:30
7:00
6:00
6:00

Sta. Rating
WTOP-TV 21.9
WTOP-TV 18.7
WTOP-TV 17.5
WMAL-TV 17.1
WTOP-TV 16.6
WRC-TV 16.5
WMAL-TV 16.3
WTOP-TV 15.6
WRC-TV 15.3
WMAL-TV 14.9
WMAL-TV 14.9

COLUMBUS
three-station market
Rank
Program
Distr. Day &
1. Highway Patrol
(Ziv) Tues
2. Death Valley
(McC-E) Sun.
3. Sheriff of Cochise
(NTA) Thurs.
4. Soldiers of Fort. (MCA-TV) Wed.
5. Public Defender (Interstate) Mon.
6. Frontier Doctor
(H-TV) Fri.
7. China Smith
(NTA) Wed.
8. Dr. Christian
(Ziv) Sun.
9. Superman (Flamingo) Wed.
10. Hopalong Cass. (NBC Film) Mon.

Time
10:30
9:30
7:30
6:30
6:30
7:00
7:00
6:30
6:00
7:00

Sta. Rating
WBNS-TV 31.1
WBNS-TV 30.3
WBNS-TV 28.5
WBNS-TV 21.1
WBNS-TV 19.4
WTVN-TV 17.6
WTVN-TV 15.9
WBNS-TV 15.3
WBNS-TV 15.2
WTVN-TV 14.3

Sta. Rating
WCCO-TV 18.0
KSTP-TV 17.5
WTCN-TV 16.9
KSTP-TV 14.8
WCCO-TV 14.1
12.3
WCCO-TV 13.7
WCCO-TV 11.5
KSTP-TV 10.6
WCCO-TV 10.2
KSTP-TV

BOSTON
two-station market
Rank Program
Distr.
1. Waterfront
(MCA-TV)
2. I Led 3 Lives
(Ziv)
3. Monte Cristo (TPA)
3. Sheriff of Cochise (NTA)
5. Highway Patrol (Ziv)
5. Superman
(Flamingo)
7. Annie Oakley
(CBS Film)
8. State Trooper
(MCA-TV)
9. Studio 57
(MCA-TV)
10. Frontier
(NBC Film)

Time
7:00
7:30
8:30
6:00
10:30
6:30
5:00
10:30
10:30
10:30

Sta. Rating
WNAC-TV 24.3
31.6
WNAC-TV
WNAC-TV 23.5
WNAC-TV 23.5
WBZ-TV 23.0
WNAC-TV 23.0
WNAC-TV 22.6
WNAC-TV 21.5
WBZ-TV 20.4
WNAC-TV 17.3

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL four-station market
Rank
Program Distr.
Day & Time
1. Wild Bill Hickok (Flamingo)
Sat. 5:30
2. State Trooper
(MCA-TV)
Tues. 9:30
3. Search For Adven. (Bagnall)
Mon. 9:30
4. Studio 57
(MCA-TV)
Wed. 9:30
5. Buffalo Bill, Jr. (CBS Film)
Sat.
a.m. 11:30
6. Annie Oakley
(CBS Film)
Sat. 5:00
7. Sheriff of Cochise
(NTA)
Sat. 9:30
8. Stage 7
(TPA)
Mon. 9:30
9. Superman (Flamingo) Sun. 4:30
10. Life of Riley
(NBC Film)
Sun. 6:00
Page 46

Rating
Sta.
16.6
WRCA-TV 12.8
13.4
WP1X
WPIX

the films were screened.
Univeral and Paramount Pictures are the
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14.8
15.5
14.0
13.8
13.5
12.9
12.5
12.3
12.3
11.9

Day &
Sun.
Wed.
Tues.
Sun.
Wed.
Fri.
Sun.
Sun.
Tues.
Fri.
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S

WHO'
ON

TOP?

LET'S
On December
MGM's

SET

THE

RECORD

STRAIGHT!

15th, 1956, in Chicago (over WBBM-TV)

"HONKY-TONK"

scored an average TRENDEX

rating of

42.4
In last week's issue of Broadcasting •Telecasting another
TV distibutor of feature films boasted that one of its features was
Chicago's top-rated movie for December

with a 31.6 A.R.B.

However, in all fairness we must point out that at the time the regular monthly
A.R.B. diary survey was taken in Chicago, the MGM features had not yet
hit the air . . . and so their relative audience strength
was not measured by A.R.B. in December.
But in January, the regular A.R.B. diary reports gave MGM's
"THIRTY SECONDS OVER TOKYO" an average rating of
43.2

higher than any other feature programmed
in Chicago either for December or January.
We've said it before . . . and we say it again : you just can't beat
those fabulous Metro ratings . .. . anywhere!
WHEN THE LION ROARS ... THE RATINGJSOARS!
MGM
A SERVICE OF
LOEWS INCORPORATED
Richard A. Harper, General Sales Mgr.
701 7th Ave., N. Y. C. 36 • JUdson 2-2000
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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FILM
New Firm
Dallas as

to Help Set
Film Center

A PREDICTION that Dallas would become a major film center was made last
week with the announcement that a new
company has been formed there to produce
films for television, theatres and industry.
Organization of Dallas Film Industries
Inc., was announced by its new chairman
of the board, Wylie Stufflebeme, Texas
banker, who stated that "expansion into this
field is a logical development in the growth
of Dallas, already noted as a center of music,
art and design. The development of this
company should eventually make Dallas a
major factor in national film production."
Production schedule for the firm in 1957
calls for a minimum of 26 half-hour mystery adventure television programs and two
feature films for theatrical release.
In addition to Mr. Stufflebeme, executive
vice president of the First National Bank
of Grand Prairie, the officers of the new
corporation include President Joe Graham,
who is resigning from ABC New York, and
Treasurer Ray L. Miller, vice president of
the Mercantile National Bank of Dallas.
Board of directors consists of H. Thad
Childre, also chairman of the board of
Great Southwest Life Insurance Co.; Vernon
Coe, partner in Dallas law firm of Thompson, Coe & Cousins; J. M. Haggar, chairman of the board, Haggar Co.; Bryan C.
Miller, president, Texas Mills; W. C. Miller,
real estate firm of Bolanz & Miller and a
member of the Dallas city council; Lewis
N. Sparkman, Sparkman-Brand, and James
K. Wilson Jr., vice president, James K.
Wilson Co.

MR. STUFFLEBEME

MR. GRAHAM

CNP 'Silent Service' Series Sold
To 40-odd Television Stations
SALES to more than 40 stations have been
announced by California National Productions for its new syndicated film series,
Silent Service. With sales returns still being
collated, CNP, an NBC subsidiary, reported these:
La Rosa spaghetti, through Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, for showing on
WRCA-TV New York, beginning April 5;
Gunther beer in Baltimore, Washington,
Lancaster, Pa., and Harrisonburg, Va. markets, also via SSC&B; Robert Burns cigars,
through Young & Rubicam, in Baltimore,
Washington and San Francisco markets,
Page 48
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MGM Leases Feature Films
To Three Additional Stations
THE NUMBER of stations programming
MGM feature films last week jumped to 35
as MGM-TV closed three additional stations.
MGM-TV's director of sales, Dick Harper, announced the leasing of the entire
pre- 1949 MGM library of 723 features for
a period of seven years to KOAT-TV Albuquerque and KVOA-TV Tucson. Both
deals
were
negotiated
betweenandKVOA-TV's
President Clinton McKinnon
MGM-TV
PURCHASE of a Warner Bros, film
package has been made by KVVG
(TV) Tulare, Calif. Discussing presentation of the movies, which will
continue on the station through May
14, are (1 to r) John Palmer, of the
William Ayres Co. representation firm,
San Francisco; Ron Freeman, KVVG
general manager, and Mr. Ayres.
and to the Triangle stations (WFIL-TV
Philadelphia, WNBF-TV Binghamton,
N. Y, WNHC-TV New Haven and WFBGTV Altoona, Pa.).
RKO, Ben Fox Discussing
Series for Tv, Movies Abroad
RKO Teleradio Pictures is considering an
arrangement with independent producer Ben
Fox Productions Inc., for a 90-minute film
on the U. S. Coast Guard that would be
aimed for tv exposure in the U. S., and
for theatrical exhibition abroad. As of late
in the week, a contract had not been signed.
RKO Teleradio also said it has been
conferring with nearly a dozen other independents on various deals, the company
expecting to underwrite any ideas it considers to be sound. The firm reportedly has
two other 90-minute films under study.
RKO also is working on two half hour
tv series, Rails (about railroading) and Charter Pilot (an adventure series). It is understood the 90-minute shows would be budgeted at about $100,000 to $150,000. If a
sale to television fails, RKO would market
the film abroad.
In the contemplated contract with Ben
Fox, RKO would supply the financing in return for a 50-50 split in revenue return.
Robert Manby, vice president of the tv division (RKO Television), is negotiating on
behalf of RKO.
Ameche Signed for TPA Series
TELEVISION programs of America has
signed Don Ameche to star in its half-hour
tv film anthology formerly titled Stage 7 and
now to be called Don Ameehe Presents the
Play of the Week, it was announced last
week by Michael M. Sillerman, TPA executive vice president. Mr. Ameche, who is
currently in a Broadway play, has been taking time out from rehearsals to film special
portions of the program. Drewrys Beer &
Ale Ltd., Chicago, through its agency there,
MacFarland, Aveyard & Co., starts sponsorship of the show throughout the Midwest on
April 1. The show already has started on
WGN (TV) Chicago.

Western Sales Manager Maurie Gresham.
In a move marking the first "break-up"
of the Metro package, a half-library consisting of about 350 MGM features went
to WCDA (TV) Albany, N. Y., on a fouryear lease basis. The deal was negotiated
between WCDA's General Manager Thomas
Murphy and MGM-TV's Eastern Sales Manager Pete Jaeger.
NTA Opens Chicago Office
For Booking, Shipping Film
NATIONAL Telefilm Assoc. has opened a
new booking and shipping office in Chicago
to handle the film activity of NTA and the
NTA Film Network, it was announced last
week by Ely A. Landau, president.
The office is located in NTA's midwest
headquarters at 612 N. Michigan Ave. Tom
Carey has been transferred from the company's New York office to take charge of
booking and shipping in Chicago.
The expansion move was said to be
prompted
by NTAstatus
FilmandNetwork's
achieving commercial
by the growing
number of sales on the company's 20th
Century-Fox "Rocket 86" feature film package and other products. In distribution for
two months, the "Rocket 86" package has
been sold in 85 markets, according to Harold
Goldman, vice president in charge of sales.
UPA Opens Chicago Offices
OFFICIAL opening of midwest offices for
UPA Pictures Inc., was announced a fortnight ago following a reception for 500 Chicago representatives of television and allied
fields. The company, which produces the
Boing-Boing and "Magoo" series and other
animated features, will headquarter at 360
N. Michigan Ave. (Telephone Andover 37566) and will turn out tv shorts and commercials. Peter Del' Negro is midwest manager and Jerry Abbott, formerly with Fred
A. Niles Productions and Kling Studios Inc.,
is sales account executive. UPA maintains
headquarters, offices and studios in Burbank,
Calif., and other offices in New York and
London. The Boing-Boing Show is carried
on CBS-TV Sundays.
FILM SALES
National Telefilm Assoc., N. Y., announces
sales of Sheriff of Cochise series to 17 additional stations, bringing total market to
174.
Associated Artists Prod., N. Y., reports sales
of Warner Bros, film library to 12 stations
in nine states. Largest sale, according to
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• Accas, Coyle and Rabinovitz get television posts
• Comtois, Riddleberger and Shaffner for ABC

FIVE YEAR Barter [B»T, March 11
deal was completed between WGRTV Buffalo, N. Y., and C & C Television Corp. for RKO library of
feature films. Seated (I. to r.): Van
Beuren W. De Vries, program director, WGR-TV; Frank O'Driscoll,
sales, C & C Tv Corp.; (Standing),
E. H. Ezzes, vice president general
sales manager C & C Tv Corp.; Joe
Bernard, vice president general
manager, WGR-TV.
AAP, was to WEAR-TV Pensacola, which
bought all of 13 groups offered by Warner
Bros.
Television Programs of America, through
National Export, N. Y., has sold foreign
version of Lone Ranger to WKAQ-TV San
Juan, and WORA-TV Mayaguez, both
Puerto Rico.
FILM PRODUCTION
Desilu Productions Inc., Hollywood, announces production of two new series, The
Wildcatters and This is Alice. Both will be
released through National Telefilm Assoc.
Inc., N. Y.
Official Films Inc., N. Y., announced that
production has begun on two costume-adventure half-hour tv film series, tentatively
titled Pistol Point and The Blade. Series are
being produced by Official Films in association with Sapphire Films Ltd., in England.
FILM PEOPLE
Charles B. Brown, vice president in charge
of film sales, Bing Crosby Enterprises, has
left company which has discontinued production of tv film programs [At Deadline,
March 11], and has not yet announced his
future plans.
Hugo C. Johnson, Washington newsreel
cameraman, to Walt Disney Studio staff as
representative for D. C. area.
FILM DISTRIBUTION
Flying "A" Productions Inc's. Winning of
the West, new adult western series, being
offered for national sale on network and
national spot basis by CBS-TV Film Sales.
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MARKING further organizational expansion of ABC, Leonard H. Goldenson, president of American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres Inc., Thursday announced the election of six vice presidents of ABC, three for
the ABC Television Network, three for the
ABC Radio network. They are:
ABC Television Network: Gene Accas,
administrative vice president; Donald W.
Coyle, vice president in charge of sales development and research, and Jason Rabinovitz, administrative vice president.
For the ABC Radio Network: George
Comtois, vice president in charge of sales;
Stephen Riddleberger, administrative vice
president, research, and Dean Shaffner, vice
president in charge of sales development and
research.
The network also announced two promotions in programming at Hollywood, involving Thomas M. Lufkin and Louis F. Sanman.
Mr. Accas has served as administrative
officer of the ABC Television Network since
February. Prior to that, he was vice president of the Television Bureau of Advertising, which he joined in February 1956.
Before joining TvB, Mr. Accas was with
ABC as director of sales development and
research.
He also held the ABC posts of director
of advertising, promotion, publicity and continuity acceptance, director of sales promotion, and other radio and tv sales development positions. Before going to ABC in
July 1951, Mr. Accas was with NBC and
with Foote, Cone & Belding.
Mr. Coyle was appointed director of sales
development and research for ABC Television in February 1956. Previously, he was
director of research and a research writer
for ABC. Before joining the network in
1950, he was an industrial analyst.
Mr. Rabinovitz was named an administrative officer for the ABC Television Network in February 1957. Previously, he was
head of the ABC cost control unit and assistant controller. Mr. Rabinovitz was head
of stockholder-financial public relations for
United Paramount Theatres prior to joining
ABC in July 1953.
Mr. Comtois was named national sales
manager of the ABC Radio network in January 1956. He had been an account executive with ABC Radio since September 1951.
Prior to joining ABC, Mr. Comtois was
an account executive with MBS and Crosley
Broadcasting Corp.
Mr. Riddleberger was appointed business
manager of the ABC Radio Network in
November 1955. He previously had been a
member of the cost control unit, administrative manager of the tv program department, assistant administrative manager of
the department and radio budget officer
since going to ABC in March 1952.
Mr. Shaffner was appointed director of

Radio

sales development and research for the ABC
Radio Network in February 1956. Previously, he had been director of sales development for ABC, director of research for
ABC Radio, assistant director of research
and sales development for ABC, manager of
television sales development and a sales
presentation writer on joining the network
in 1949.
Meanwhile, two appointments in the program department of the ABC-TV Network,
Hollywood, were announced last week by
Sandy Cummings, manager of network programs, Hollywood. They are: Thomas M.
Lufkin, appointed service manager, and
Louis F. Sanman, appointed production supervisor. Both are effective immediately.
These latest appointments follow the recently announced appointments of J. English
Smith as manager of tv network programs,
ABC, New York, and Sandy Cummings, as

MR. ACCAS

MR. COYLE

MR. RIDDLEBERGER

MR. SHAFFNER

manager of tv network programs, ABC,
Hollywood, named a fortnight ago by James
T. Aubrey Jr., vice president in charge of
programming and talent for the network
[B»T, March 11].
Mr. Lufkin will be responsible for all
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HORIZON
it next month

• To offer big city tv hookup
SYLVESTER L. (Pat) Weaver Jr., former
NBC board chairman, refuses to pull the
wraps from his highly-secret "communications enterprise" until possibly April 1 1
when he addresses the State of Washington
Broadcasters Assn. at Seattle. But it has
become apparent that what Mr. Weaver
has up his sleeve bears all the markings of
NEW CONTRACT for sponsorship of
Mickey Mouse Club during the 1 95758 season on ABC-TV is signed by
Mrs. Elliot Handler, executive vice
president of Mattel Inc. (toy manufacturer). With her is Slocum Chapin,
vice president in charge of sales for
the ABC-TV network. Mattel, which
has been sponsoring one-quarter hour
alternate weeks of Mickey Mouse
Club, is doubling its order next year

agency liaison for both film and live network properties. Mr. Sanman will be responsible for production supervision of live
originations, reporting to Mr. Lufkin who
in turn will report to Mr. Cummings.
Mr. Lufkin joined ABC New York in
September 1953 as tv program assistant. He
was appointed associate director in September 1954 for the network's Voice of Firestone program. In July 1955 he was appointed ABC-MGM coordinator for the network
at which time he transferred to the West
Coast.
Mr. Sanman joined the ABC Television
Network, Hollywood, in March 1954. Previously he was with The Biow Co., Edward
A. Byron Productions and NBC, all New
York.
NBC Radio Three-Week Score
Exceeds $1 Million in Sales
NEW SALES amounting to almost $650,000
net last week brought total new NBC Radio
business placed in the last three weeks to
more than $1 million.
William K. McDaniel, sales vice president,
said the increase results from purchases by
four advertisers. They include a 26-week
participation campaign by Carter Products
Inc. and the first participation schedule on
NBC Radio for the Simoniz Co. The Carter
participation in Monitor, NBC Bandstand,
and News of the World is for its Arrid deodorant, through Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell
& Bayles, and for its Little Liver pills
through Ted Bates & Co. Tatham-Laird is
agency for the Simoniz Co.
Other new advertisers on NBC Radio
are the Kiplinger Washington Agency Inc.
through Albert Frank-Guenther Law Inc.,
and Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp. through
Van Sant Dugdale & Co.
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a daytime tv "baby network."
As outlined to B»T last week by several
agency executives who have been contacted
by Mr. Weaver and his associates, the plan
in essence boils down to this: The Weaver
organization is "selling" advertisers on national coverage of live programming without
having to purchase a full complement of network stations. They could either use this
lineup as a separate purchase or as a supplementary one to their other broadcast activities. Under such a plan the advertiser could
buy a "high-spot network" of top market
stations linked by AT&T cable film and/ or
kinescope for specific program periods.
Some of the cities the Weaver "network"
hopes to link with live programming include
such top markets as New York, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Chicago, Boston, Washington and others of comparable size. San
Francisco and Los Angeles could not be
serviced live, but would be by "hot kine."
No stations have been signed as yet, but
negotiations are going on. Purpose of these
markets would be to get to the source of
what is regarded in advertising circles as
"the 40% potential."
The Weaver group, besides Mr. Weaver,
presently consists — in a highly informal
way — of Fred Wile Jr., former NBC vice
president in charge of tv programming in
Hollywood; Giraud (Jerry) Chester, former
NBC-TV daytime programming executive,
and Peggy Their
Stewart.
Mr.is Weaver's
long-time
secretary.
office
at 430 Park
Ave.,
New York 22; Tel.: Plaza 8-0139.
This "high-spot network" — in actuality,
less of a network per se and more of a
loosely organized federation of top market
stations linked by AT&T cable instead of
affiliation contract — would consist of perhaps a total of 15 stations. These would
carry pre-sold programming during a one or
two-hour block of daytime tv and would
give advertisers the distinct advantage of
being able to reach the largest metropolitan
markets without having to make "mustbuys." The Weaver organization would be
able to tailormake any network to an advertiser's choice, national or regional, and
would not only create and produce programming, but would also rent AT&T facilities
for the sponsor. No program would be placed
without first having been firmly committed
to sponsorship.
Mr. Wile, who went on an extended
European vacation shortly after the Weaver
departure from NBC last year and who

never formally announced his resignation
from that network (although NBC noted informally last week that his resignation became effective last Sept. 30), talked to agencies in New York before returning to his
Hollywood home last week.
According to one top-echelon agency executive, Mr. Wile's main sales point — aside
from the flexibility of station lineups — has
been that each program would be "headed"
by a combination m.c. — supersalesman. The
first such "supersalesman" mentioned to the
agency officials (and his colleagues) has been
Dr. Frances (Miss Frances) Horwich, proprietres of the Ding Dong School, also late
of NBC. Ding Dong School may be offered
for 5Vi hours a week at a yearly package
rate of $1 million.
David Werblin, vice president in charge
of television for Music Corp. of America,
which has been mentioned as one of the
groups that would help Mr. Weaver initially
in packaging his programs, said that "I
know nothing of Pat's plans that will shed
any light on the story." But significantly,
Ted Cott, vice president of DuMont Broadcasting Corp., whose WABD (TV) New
York and WTTG (TV) Washington have
been
mentioned
"pivotal stations"
the
rumored
Weaveras enterprise
(in the insame
manner that they form the anchor of the
DuMont "network" 34-station lineup for
boxing bouts), admitted that he had talked
"some three times" with Mr. Weaver about
"live
programming
syndication."
Otherwise
he declined
to elaborate
on his conversation
with Mr. Weaver.
It is understood that another attractive
facet of the Weaver plan to advertisers is
Mr. Weaver's "complete disinterest" in
"mass coverage." This would make his intent to spot sponsored programs in large
metropolitan areas most suitable to "class
sponsors," i.e. perfume manufacturers and
importers of expensive table delicacies, who
desire national coverage among select consumers.
As to Mr. Weaver, neither he nor any of
his
were to"talking
press"
last spokesmen
week, declining
confirm toorthedeny
the
many reports.
NBC-TV Orders Pilot Films
For Two New Series for Fall
NBC-TV has authorized production of pilots
for two new film series aimed at network
telecast next fall. One is based on William
Hazlitt Upson's Saturday Evening Post
stories about Alexander Botts, Earthworm
tractor salesman. It will be filmed at Sheppard's showroom and proving grounds for
Caterpiller tractors and at studios of NBC
subsidiary California National Productions,
with nightclub comic Don Adams in the
title role. Tom McKnight will produce and
Don Weiss direct. The other is Sky Dogs,
based on official records of exploits of
canine corps of the four armed services.
Ken Murray will produce the series, featuring dogs from Army canine headquarters
at Fort Carson,' Colo. Jean Holloway will
write the series.
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"It has proven to be importantly
less expensive to reach more people
by KYW radio than any other medium now available in Cleveland.
Again I would like to thank you for
presenting us with this saturation
program and for the continuing cooperation that is making it successful." Earl Davis Buick, Inc.

In Cleveland, no selling campaign is complete
without the WBC station . . .
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• But not effective 'til fall
• Night benefits offered now

THE new $1.25 million administrative headquarters for NBC's Pacific Div. is next
door to the NBC "Color City" in Burbank, Calif. Incorporating new construction
ideas — including sun-regulated jalousies on some windows — the building is
painted nautical green to match the rest of NBC's west coast establishment.
ing was Robert Scheutz, manager of plant
NBC Pacific Div. Moves
maintenance and operations, NBC Pacific
Div., who supplied requirements. J. Gordon
Into Burbank Building
Strang, manager of buildings and grounds
for the division, acted as liaison between
LAST weekend the address of NBC's Pacific
NBC and the Twaits Co.
Div. administrative headquarters changed
from 1500 N. Vine St., Hollywood 28, to
3000 W. Alameda Ave., Burbank, Calif., and
New Posts for Berman, Friendly
the phone number from Hollywood 9-6161
In CBS-TV Daytime Structure
to Thornwald 5-7000, as some 250 people
headed by John K. West, vice president in APPOINTMENT of Bertram Berman as
charge of the division, began the trek from
director of daytime program development
their former offices at Sunset and Vine. The
and Edwin S. Friendly Jr. as daytime pronew $1,250,000 building is adjacent to NBCgram director of CBS-TV was announced
last week by Hubbell Robinson Jr., execuTV's "Color City."
tive vice president in charge of network
The move, it is anticipated, will be comprograms. Both Mr. Berman and Mr.
pleted this Friday, when the new L-shaped
Friendly will report to Oscar Katz, vice
three-story administration office building
president in charge of daytime programs.
will be opened to the public in conjunction
with a reception for NBC President Robert
Mr. Berman joined CBS-TV in May
1956, coming from Procter & Gamble Co.
W. Sarnoff, who will preside at the official
opening.
where he was executive producer for Procter & Gamble Productions. Earlier he had
Moving along with Mr. West will be
been production manager for Herb Shriner
Thomas W. Sarnoff, vice president in charge
and with the production staff of WLW and
of the division's production and business
WSAI in Cincinnati.
affairs; Alan W. Livingston, vice president
Before his association with CBS-TV in
for television network programs, and production personnel program producers; the April 1956, Mr. Friendly was a partner in
the radio-tv packaging company of Barry,
division's labor relations department, photoEnright & Friendly, New York. He began
graphic studio, graphic arts group and the
his business career with BBDO, joined ABC
main switchboard. Left in Hollywood are
in 1950 and was named national director
sales, advertising, radio programming, press
of
sales of that network in 1953.
and publicity, and the Ampex video tape recording equipment.
The new structure on the network's 48AT CBS-TV'S BECK
acre Burbank tract brings NBC's investment
in the San Fernando Valley to $13 million,
CBS-TV claimed "a coup" last ThursNBC said last week. In addition to 147
day in persuading Dave Beck president of the International Brotherhood
offices, the building has a large lobby, a photo
gallery and laboratory, a previewing theatre,
of Teamsters to appear on Face The
a covered roof garden and experimental faNation (CBS-TV, 3:30 p.m. EST) and
cilities for RCA laboratories, as well as a
CBS Radio (9:30-9:55 p.m. EST) yesterday (Sunday). Mr. Beck, who has
conference
lounge
adjacent
to
Mr.
West's
executive suite.
been under pressure to appear before
Designed by the Austin Co., the building
a Senate group investigating labor orwas constructed by Ford J. Twaits Co.,
ganizations, has been avoiding newswith R. F. McCaw, NBC facilities adminpapermen and radio-tv newsmen.
istration director, as overall director. AssistPage 56 • March 18, 1957

FOLLOWING
UP changes
ABC-TV's
rate structure announced
lastinmonth
with
emphasis on a new daytime formula [B»T,
Feb. 11 and 18], the network last week announced new Rate Card No. 7. "Several
features of the new rate card present special
advantages for nighttime advertisers effective
March 1 and for daytime advertisers effective Sept. 1," according to Slocum Chapin,
vice president in charge of sales for ABCTV.
For the daytimer advertisers ABC-TV
has established "the new and exclusive Class
D rate" at 33.3% of the evening rate effective Sept. 1, 1957. The rate covers daytime
periods Monday through Friday before
5 p.m. and earlier was heralded as expected
industry.
to
set the pattern in daytime rates for the
"Traditionally the daytime television
rates have been set at 50% of the evening
rate," Mr. Chapin said. "Since tv sets use
in the daytime approximate one third the
nighttime figures, ABC's rate is more
equitable and truly reflects the three-toone ratio," he claimed.
The annual rebate for daytime advertisers
has been extended a half hour, from before
5 p.m. on Rate Card No. 6, to before 5:30
p.m. local time, Monday through Friday,
for a minimum of 26 weeks, firm, with the
exception of participation programs, Mr.
Chapin explained.
In addition, he said, Rate Card No. 7
offers "special incentives" in the way of a
new 5% discount for firm 52-week advertisers. Also, Mr. Chapin said, the advertiser
will be given additional flexibility to earn
the maximum 32.5% discount "which is
7.5% greater than discounts offered by the
A minimum
other
networks." of $5.2 million of gross
billing during the 52 weeks of the advertiser's established discount year will qualify
him for the 32.5% maximum discount.
However, advertisers need not maintain a
set minimum weekly gross to qualify, Mr.
Chapin said. Short term orders and "one
shots" can be used to reach the minimum
annual gross.
ABC-TV's Class A rates apply Monday
through Saturday 6-11 p.m. and Sunday
5-11 p.m. Class B rates are in force Saturday 2-6 p.m. and Sunday 1-5 p.m. Class
C rates include all other times except as provided in Class D.
Federal Court Dismisses
Libel Suit Against Lewis
A LIBEL SUIT against Fulton Lewis Jr.,
Washington commentator heard on MBS,
has been dismissed by a federal court in
Baltimore.
upheld Mr.
claim
that heThe
had court
been illegally
servedLewis'
with
a Maryland summons at his home in District of Columbia. The suit was filed by
Mrs. Pearl Wanamaker, former Washington State superintendent of education, asking a total of $500,000 damages because
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of comments made in a Lewis broadcast
on MBS, also a defendant. MBS claims it
doesn't do business in Maryland.
Other defendants in suits filed by Mrs.
Wanamaker and her husband [B«T, Jan.
7, 1956, Dec. 17] are WCBM Baltimore,
WBOM Salisbury and WJEJ Hagerstown, all
in Maryland. They have filed answers stating
that Mr. Lewis had promptly corrected a
mixup in names during a later broadcast.
First of the series of suits was filed against
KVI Seattle.
WASHINGTON

TO

BE

HQTRS. FOR MBS NEWS
MBS last week announced that its news
headquarters will be moved to Washington,
"where the bulk of headline news now
originates." Robert F. Hurleigh, director of
MBS Washington operations has been named
national news and special events director
for the network, including responsibility
for the news operation.
John B. Poor, MBS president, said Mr.
Hurleigh had been instructed "to augment
and expand Mutual's Washington facilities
in keeping with its designation as news
headquarters." He pointed out that Mutual
is the first network to recognize Washingworld. ton's importance as news capital of the

ERIC PORTMAN AND MARGARET LEIGHTON IN SEPARATE TABLES
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HOUSE
99
All the world's a stage . . . but some stages
are more desirable than others . . . especially
WICU's in Erie, Pa.

A LOOK AT THE BOX OFFICE*

EDDIE FISHER
MICKEY MOUSE CLUB
BIG STORY
PEOPLE ARE FUNNY
FORD THEATRE
LORETTA YOUNG
TV PLAYHOUSE
GEORGE GOBEL
PERRY COMO
CAESAR'S HOUR

National
Average
9.2
16.8
21.7
16.3
13.2
19.9
20.6
26.4
28.5
27.9

WICU
40.0
34.8
49.0
45.0
39.8
44.5
48.0
49.0
49.0
50.0

*Telepulse November 1956

Around WICU, every spot tv franchise shines
on stage with professional luster.
Over at WICU, programming really packs in
the audience for miles around, both matinees
and evenings. (Check box office score .)
Around WICU, clients with a secret yen for
the legitimate stage are launched into show
business with an accent on "business".
Specific marketing details concerning the
Erie stage can be found by taking the aisle
to the far right . . .
PA.

WICU

CHANNEL

An Edward Lamb Enterprise — Ben McLaughlin, General Manager
Represented Nationally By

The Mutual newsroom in New York, Mr.
Poor said, will become a bureau. Chief of
this operation will be George B. Brown,
director of news and special events for
WOR, Mutual's key station in New York.
Mr. Hurleigh has his own daily Mutual
network news program from Washington.
He is president of Radio & Tv Correspondents Assn. He started with Mutual in 1944
when he joined WGN Chicago, heading

EDWARD

RETRY

AND

CO.,

INC.

New York • Chicago • Atlanta • Detroit • San Francisco • St. Louis • Los Angeles
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MR. HURLEIGH

MR. BROWN

that news bureau. In 1954 he moved to
Washington as operational director for
Mutual in the capital.
Mr. Brown has been with WOR since
1945. He was night news editor at WOR,
later
becoming
manager
of the asstation's
division
and then
serving
news news
and
special events director.
The action may be the first step in a
major overhauling of Mutual program service, with heavy emphasis to be placed on
half-hourly newscasts and commentators
[B«T, Jan. 28, Feb. 4]. Details of this proposal were favorably received at a Jan. 3 1
meeting of the Mutual Affiliates Advisory
Committee.
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CBS News and Public Affairs, still quietly
trying to close the door on the Ed MurrowEric Sevareid "affair," last week found itself in the role of target for another charge
of censorship. The shot was fired by the
Rev. Thurston N. Davis, S.J., editor-in-chief
of America, national Catholic weekly magazine published in New York.
Father Davis printed in his March 16
issue "A Radio Sermon That Wasn't Given"
and explained CBS refused to accept the
sermon for the radio network's March 10
Church of the Air series. The magazine
article titled "A Time For Silence Or a Time
to Speak?" discussed growing tension between Protestant and Catholic and was turned
down by CBS as inappropriate material for
the devotional format of the program series.
The disputed sermon, according to CBS
officials, originally was submitted Feb. 25
for tape recording two days later. Pamela
Ilott, director of religious programs for CBS,
explained:
"We informed Father Davis that the style
and general approach of his sermon
on Protestant-Catholic tensions did not fit in with
the Church of the Air program, which is inspirational and devotional in nature. We did
not deny Father Davis time, but asked for
a revision of his message to fit in with the
established character of this program.
"Father Davis' schedule did not allow
him sufficient time to revise his prepared
message and he suggested cancellation of the
program. We offered to reschedule his program as soon as he could find time for the
revision, and furthermore suggested a future
program more appropriate for the discussion of this subject matter. Father Davis
agreed to plan and participate in such a projected program."
The sermon that Father Davis would have
read on the air, and which was subsequently
printed in his publication, explored "the
growing tensions" between Catholics and
Protestants and rebuked the Protestants for
failing to understand Catholic attitudes in
three specific spheres: birth control, censorship and parochial schooling. Among Father
Davis' contentions was that "Protestants
seem to feel themselves almost obligated to
patronize the movie which the Catholics
condemned — just because the Catholics condemned it." Though this may have been
interpreted as a reference
to the recent
"Martin Luther" tv imbroglio in Chicago, no

AB-PT PAYS DIVIDENDS
LEONARD H. GOLDENSON— president of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc. — announced last
week that the board of directors has
declared dividends of 23 cents per
share on the outstanding preferred
and 25 cents per share on the outstanding common stock of the corporation. Dividends will be payable
on April 20, 1957, to holders of record on March 26, 1957.
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MUNCIPAL OFFICES FOR THE CITY OF ERIE
WICU,
OF

THE

ERIE

PICK
■ ■ ■

THE
In the language of show business, a packed house
means a full till and a long run. Likewise, when a
i market area sizzles with restless bulldozers, riveting
guns, expanding industries and additional transportation arteries the forecast indicates a continuation
of "A PACKED
ANCE".
IN THE WICU

HOUSE

MARKETING

EVERY

PERFORM-

AREA, FOR EXAMPLE:

• KAISER ALUMINUM will invest half a million in new plant
facilities.
• CONSTRUCTION contracts of two and a half million were
awarded during just one month — November, 1956.
• FREEWAY — immediate construction of a 46-mile
$62,000,000 roadway will boom new business and up
traffic flow throughout Erie county.
• GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. is continuing a $27,000,000
expansion program. Erie Forge and Steel, Odin Stove
and Bucyrus-Erie announce new plant operations.
No doubt about it, Erie, Pa. is a "PACKED HOUSE"
worthy of every client interested in performing before awell heeled audience.
For immediate seating on the aisle contact Petry or
Ben McLaughlin, WICU Station Manager.

WICU

CHANNEL.

An Edward Lamb Enterprise — Ben McLaughlin, General Manager
Represented Nationally By

EDWARD

PETRY

AND

CO.,

INC.
New York • Chicago • Atlanta • Detroit • San Francisco • St. Louis • Los Angeles
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NETWORKS

PROGRAM SERVICES

mention was made of the incident in Father
Davis' talk.
Father Davis indicated it would not be

AT&T

it up to his readers to decide whether the
speech was "controversial."
LETTS
TO JOIN NBC,
STANTON
PROMOTED
A PRIMARY affiliation contract with
CBS-TV is signed bv Paul De Clouett,
president of KLFY-TV Lafayette, La.,
as Station Manager Dierrell Hamm (1)
and Edward Shurick, CBS television
vice Dresident-stations relations director. watch. KLFY-TV is a member
of Extended Market Plan Group and
becomes a supplementary station of
the network — first EMP station to
achieve this status.

MR. LETTS

ming, promotion and technical facilities and
operations will be assigned to work with Mr.
Stanton. He will guide an intensified company effort to speed the progress of color."
Mr. Letts, 47, joined RCA at Camden.
N. J. in 1929.
In 1956 he was elected vice president and
operations manager.
Mr. Stanton joined NBC in August 1949
as director of the television talent and new
programs department and was appointed
director of the NBC film division in March
Page 60
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Termed a "closed-circuit spectacular, the
telecast will be carried in 55 cities and
viewed by an estimated company audience
of 13,000. The program, titled "Paging
America." will emanate from NBC-TV
studios in New York, starting at 2 p.m. EST.
Facilities are being arranged by Theatre
Network Television Inc.
The program is designed to highlight the
new AT&T yellow pages emblem — an open
classified directory with a telephone near
the lower left-hand corner.
TelePrompTer Names Rosensohn
WILLIAM P. ROSENSOHN has been appointed vice president of the Communications Div. of TelePrompTer Corp..
New York.

1953. He was elected a vice president of
NBC in January 1954.

Formerly
executive vice president
of Sheraton Closed
Circuit Television
Inc.. he has been
with TelePrompTer

In sionFebruary
1956transferred
when NBC's
diviactivities were
to thefilm
Kagran
Corp., Mr. Stanton was elected a vice president and director of the NBC subsidiary.
He was appointed vice president, television
programs and sales, business affairs, for
NBC in September 1956.
WHTN-TV Huntington, W. Va.,
Joins CBS Television Network
WHTN-TV Huntington, W. Va.. has joined
the CBS Television Network as a secondary
interconnected affiliate, it was announced
Friday by Edward P. Shurick, CBS Television vice president and director of station
relations.
Concurrently, Mr. Shurick also announced that two new stations — KWGB-TV
Goodland, Kans. and KTVC (TV) Ensign,
Kans. — had joined the CBS Television network under the Extended Market Plan as
non - interconnected stations, and that
KBAS-TV Ephrata, Wash., had gone on
the air as a satellite of KIMA-TV Yakima,
Wash.
WHTN-TV operates on ch. 1 3 and is
owned and operated by Cowles Broadcasting Co.R. The
station's general manager is
Robert
Tincher.

MR. STANTON

Advertising Drive

To Open on Closed-Circuit Tv
AMERICAN Telephone & Telegraph Co.,
New York, will turn to closed-circuit television on a grand scale this Friday to launch
an intensive advertising campaign on behalf
of the yellow pages of the Bell Telephone
Co.'s directories.

fair to criticize CBS for "adopting and adhering to standard operating procedure in
matters touching public relations." He said
the "censoring" of his speech was "quite
consistent with a CBS policy regarding delicate subjects
However,
he didand
not potential
exonerate controversy."
CBS, but left

• Victor official to be named vp
• Stanton takes charge of all color
HOWARD L. LETTS, vice president and
operations manager of RCA Victor Record
Div., will join NBC April 1 to head the
business affairs department of television programs and sales, Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC
president, announced last week.
Carl M. Stanton, vice president, television
programs and sales, business affairs, whom
Mr. Letts succeeds, has been promoted to a
new position in charge of coordinating all of
NBC's color television operations, Mr. Sarnoff said. Mr. Letts has resigned his RCA
Victor post and will be proposed for election as an NBC vice president at the next
board of directors' meeting, Mr. Sarnoff
said. Mr. Letts and Mr. Stanton will report
to Robert E. Kintner. executive vice president, television programs and sales.
"Mr. Letts bring to NBC almost 30 years'
experience in business and financial affairs,
including more than 10 years in the RCA
Victor Record Div.," Mr. Kintner said. "He
has an outstanding record as an executive
and administrator. I am gratified by his
decision to join NBC during this period of
rapid growth and development.
"Our color activities have been intergrated
with programming, sales and other ma'or
company operations," Mr. Kintner explained. "Key executives in sales, program-

New

KWGB-TV, which joins the network on
or about July 1 under the EMP, is owned
by Goodland Broadcasting Co. Jim Blair is
owner and manager of the station, which
will operate on ch. 10.
KTVC joins the network about April 15
under the EMP. It will operate on ch. 6.
Station is owned by Southwest Kansas Television Co. General manager is Wendell
Elliott.
KBAS-TV Ephrata is the third satellite station of CBS Television affiliate
KIMA-TV Yakima. The other satellites
are KEPR-TV Pasco, Wash., and KLEWTV Lewiston, Idaho. KBAS-TV operates
on ch. 43. President of the station is Thomas C. Bostic.

MR. ROSENSOHN

in chargetv ofactivities
closedcircuit
since that firm acquired the interests
of Sheraton
Closed

Circuit. Mr. Rosensohn is a veteran in the closed-circuit field
and was president of Box Office Television
Inc.
PERSONNEL RELATIONS
Musicians Given $3.9 Million
Out of Performance Trust Fund
MUSICIANS were allocated $3,900,000 out
of music performance trust funds of the
recording industries for the fiscal year ending next June 30, according to a report by
Samuel R. Rosenbaum, trustee of the funds.
The 1956 fiscal year total was $2,800,000.
Funds are derived from fees on production
of recordings, transcriptions and television
films. A sharp increase was noted in the
volume of transactions passing through the
trustee's office.
The report showed that 199 million
phonograph records valued at $197.2
million were sold during the calendar year
1955, bringing total fees to $757,000 under
terms of the 1948 agreement. The tv film
fund produced $387,000 during the 1955
calendar year under terms of agreements
made before 1954. Collections for both
recording and tv film during the 1955
calendar year, under the 1954 united fund
(both recording and tv film), totaled $3,167.000 of which $2,091,200 came from recording and $1,075,800 from tv film. For
the first half of calendar 1956, united funds
amounted to $1,643,100 for recording and
$569,700 for tv film, a total of $2,212,800.
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Don't

forget the NARTB

Convention!

It's April 7-11 in Chicago.

If you can't make it,
read all about it in the
B»T
Even

issue of April 8.
if you make

it,

some of the things
that happen

may be

a little bit hazy (!)
So read
all about it etc.
But whether
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is read by practically

everybody in radio-tv;
the Convention Issue is even more
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—

HILL

REVISITED:

Senators

weary

of vhf-uhf

THE SEVEN FCC Commissioners and staff
are again immersed in regular administrative activities following the second week of
their appearances before Congressional committees last week.
Both the Senate and the House Commerce committees indicated that the Commission's grillings may be at an end — at
least for the time being. On the Senate side
it was a consensus of senators that no major
breakthrough was going to be accomplished
in aid of uhf in the immediate future. On
the House side, the FCC promised to begin
consideration of the daytime broadcasters
petition for earlier commencement of operations and later closing times as well as other
problems, and was informed that a crowded
committee schedule may not permit further
interrogation.
SENATE HEARINGS PALL,
HOPES DIM ON UHF AID
THE FCC and virtually the entire 15-man
membership of the Senate Commerce Committee last Thursday were told by Sen.
John O. Pastore (D-R. I.) that he was
"growing weary" of the two-and-a-half years
of FCC-Senate hearings on the uhf-vhf problems of television.
Acting as chairman of the second round
of current hearings on the television allocations situation (the first session was two
weeks ago) in place of the absent Sen.
Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.), the
peppery Rhode Islander added:
"We don't get anywhere, and there are
so many more important things to do."
Those remarks, and the assents murmured
by other Senators, FCC Commissioners and
spectators alike, pointed up what many
people feel is the growing fatalism of the
senators with regard to any immediate,
clear-cut solution to the uhf-vhf problem.
The hearing last week — continued from
the session which began March 5 — was
highlighted by a long, involved discussion
of the Commission's action last month
against deintermixing Hartford, Conn.
The Hartford case was examined, not
withstanding repeated and strong objections
to acting as "a court of appeals in specific
cases" on the part of Republican Sens.
John W. Bricker (R-Ohio), John Marshall
Butler (R-Md.) and William A. Purtell
(R-Conn.). They were joined by Democratic Sen. Frank J. Lausche (Ohio).
Basic criteria used in deciding not to
remove ch. 3 from the Hartford area, according to FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey were ( 1 ) there was already
another v in New Haven, 25 miles away,
(WNHC-TV on ch. 8) which puts a citygrade signal into Hartford; (2) there would
be a loss of service to 56,000 people; (3)
Connecticut has only two vhf channels
assigned; and (4) there was no significant
use which could be made of ch. 3 if it had
Page 62
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MORE

hassle;

House

FCC
unit

winds

been taken from Hartford. Because of mileage separations and airspace requirements
limiting the height of the antenna, ch. 3
would have had to be allocated so many
miles south of Providence that it could not
have
Island putcity.a city-grade signal into that Rhode
Sen. Purtell, stoutly defending the Commission's action in the Hartford situation,
called attention to the fact that the two
leading networks, CBS and NBC, already
owned uhf stations in the Connecticut
River Valley, and could well afford to stand
up to vhf competition. The effect of a vhf
station on other uhf stations in Waterbury,
Conn., and Springfield-Holyoke, Mass., was
mildly referred to by Kenneth A. Cox,
special counsel for the Senate committee,
who was cross-examining the Commission,
and by Sen. A. S. Mike Monroney (D-Okla.).
Other highlights of last Thursday's hearing (another session was scheduled for last
Friday morning) were as follows:
• Mr. Cox started the hearing by attempting to pinpoint general criteria used by the
Commission in deciding where to deintermix and where not to. Mr. McConnaughey
replied that each case had to be considered
on an individual basis.
• At various times, senators and Mr. McConnaughey emphasized that the problems
were brought about by industry pressures,
not by public objections. It is the public
interest that is paramount, it was agreed
by • all.
Touched on lightly, and never fully developed, was the question whether service
to as many people as possible or a competitive system with multiple services (even
though some people do not receive service)
should be paramount in the Commission's
thinking. Sen. Lausche attempted to bring
this into focus when he admonished the
FCC chairman that there might be a conflict between optimum allocation efficiency
and "exploitation" of the people through
lessened competition.
• Comr. Robert E. Lee, in a statement
submitted to the Senate committee, reviewed
his past thinking on the allocations muddle,
concluded that there was nothing left to do
but to deintermix. This was a "puny" solution, he said, but there is no other path to
follow. It was an effort to see that "the
patient doesn't die, although still severely
crippled." Mr. Lee continued that he favored the move of all tv to uhf as a long
range possibility if research showed that uhf
can be improved over its present technical
status. He said also that he favors simultaneous uhf and vhf operation by the same
station (advocated by Comr. T. A. M. Craven), and the elimination of the excise tax
on all wave receivers in order to persuade
manufacturers to produce uhf sets. He also
advocated allowing subscription television
on an experimental basis on the uhf frequencies (see separate story, page 66).

HEARINGS
up

its questioning

• Chairman McConnaughey agreed with
Mr. Cox that the Television Allocations
Study Organization (TASO) was not going
as far as he had hoped. He explained that
its function was that of propagation research and measurment, not that of equipment development. This was because of the
fear of antitrust violation if cooperating
companies joined in equipment development
and design, FCC General Counsel Warren
E. Baker pointed out.
Sen. Charles E. Potter (R-Mich.) asked
if a government grant for research and development similar to military activities might
not be an answer. Mr. McConnaughey
agreed it might. This is understood to be one
of the basic recommendations in the report
drafted by Dr. Edward L. Bowles, MIT engineering professor, and now being circulated among his nine-man ad hoc committee [Closed Circuit, March 4].
• In response to a series of queries by
Sen. Strom Thurmond (D-S. C), Mr. McConnaughey agreed that mileage separations
should not be changed until the results of
the TASO study are completed. On allocation changes, however, the FCC chairman
was less positive; some changes might be
made in individual cases, he asserted.
Among other senators present at the
Thursday hearing were Sens. William Blakley (D-Tex.) and Norris Cotton (R-N. H.).
All Commissioners, plus top aides, were in
attendance.
DAYTIME
CHAIRMAN

STUDY

COMING,

TELLS HOUSE

THE FCC will "take up in the next three or
four weeks" the petitions of daytime broadcasters asking for stabilized hours of operation, FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey told the House Interstate & ForTuesday.
eign Commerce Committee in testimony
Questioned by Reps. Kenneth A. Roberts
(D-Ala.) and William L. Spinger (R-Ill.),
the FCC Chairman said the Commission
has not acted sooner on petitions filed in
December 1955 by daytime stations because the daytime station operation is "tied
up" with clear channel operation.
Committee Chairman Oren Harris (DArk.), after last week's session, indicated
the committee's crowded schedule may preclude further sessions in the FCC's yearly
appearance before the committee to report
on its progress and legislative recommendations. But, he said, committee members may
submit written questions or put questions in
person when the FCC appears at later sessions.
Other actions
subjectsandcovered
week: FCC's
current
future last
intentions
on tv
deintermixture, tv satellites, applications
backlog, erstwhile-proposed schedule of fees
for various FCC activities, the FCC's tv
Broadcasting • Telecasting

. . you

folks

heard

about

massacre?"
Maine
"Indians? Who's talking history? I mean right now ... up Downeast in Maine. A real
slaughter, the way I hear it. Who? That television station in Bangor — WABI-TV — that's
who ! Tomahawked the stuffings out of the competition in its latest Pulse, Trendex and ARB
surveys! You folks been in Sumatra or someplace? I thought everybody knew about it!"
Bartender Bill at Chandler's (New York hangout for agency chieftains) is hep to the
facts. It's true. WABI-TV has warpathed up a list of first places in audience popularity as
long as the arm you sign contracts with. Just a few samples: every one of the top 15 shows
in a Pulse Study covering nine counties ... 12 of the top 15, the way ARB sees it . . .
absolute No. 1 favorite for network, local, syndicated shows, feature films by all yardsticks.
Maybe it's a massacre, like Bill says. But we prefer to consider this dominance a logical
reward for giving Maine's fast-growing TV audience the best programming with the strongest
signal for easy viewing. It's the same caliber of service that makes WABI-Radio tops in its
medium, too. Teamed together, this pair is an unbeatable way to capture Maine's best customers. If you spend your money anywhere else, it should be tax-deductible as philanthropy.

General manager: Leon P. Gorman, Jr.
affiliated with The Downeast Network - WIDE, Diddeford; WPOR, Portland; WRKD, Rockland; WTVL, Waterville.
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telecasting of color film programs
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color film
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color slide transparencies
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SYSTEM

Stable, drift-free Colorplexer operation.
. 16mm film moves continue
continuously— no
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» No optical and electronic registration problems.
i Self-contained sound track pickup, exciter lamp supply, and
sound amplifier.
Automatic slide changer.
Film runs forward, backward, and m;
Extremely quiet operation.
f/2.0 50mm Xenon lens, with tractica mount,
for Color Slide Unit.
f/1.5 8.5 cm Summarex lens for Color
Cinecon Unit.
Regulated AC and DC nower sunolies.

id on any frame.

The new Polarad Color TV Film and Slide Scanner System make
it possible for the smallest TV installation to transmit a color
signal utilizing the established black and white transmitter.
In addition to the film and slide scanner system, Polarad has
designed fully integrated Color TV units for studio and laboratory. These units provide maximum stability and ease of
operation without additional power units or accessories.

ELECTRONICS

CORPORATION

43-20 34th Street • Long Island City 1, New York
REPRESENTATIVES: Albany, Albuquerque, Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Dayton, Denver, Englewood, Fort Worth, Kansas City, Los Angeles, New York,
Philadelphia, Portland, Rochester, St. Louis, San Francisco, Schenectady, Stamford, Syracuse, Washington, D. C, Winston-Salem, Canada: Arnprior, Ontario.
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SYNCHRONIZING GENERATOR
- MODEL PT-201
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for receiver tests. Used to
drive color bar generators
and other NTSC color TV
generating equipment
COLOR BAR GENERATOR
- MODEL PT-203
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color bar pulse forming unit,
a complete colorplexer,
regulated B+ and filament
supplies. Provides NTSC color
TV test signals, for receivers,
transmitters, networks and
components. Provides
19 different test patterns.
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rack units
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definition color picture is
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quality of NTSC color video
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network study on which a report is due by
June 30, network and station program control, the "Craven Plan" on tv allocations
as it affects educational tv reservations,
broadcaster liability for slanderous remarks
by political candidates, station transfers,
the FCC's policy of diversification of communications media and the meaning of Sec.
307 (b).
FCC Comr. T. A. M. Craven, smarting
from recent criticism that his tv allocations
plan would be detrimental to educational
tv reservations, took a potshot at the Joint
Council on Educational Television.
"The apprehension of educators — fostered
by JCET — is unfounded from my standpoint," said the FCC's "engineering" commissioner. "They never have given me the
courtesy of coming down and even trying
to find out what I meant," he said. Mr.
Craven added that the educators "would
have found more cooperation than they
apparently expected."
Rep. J. Arthur Younger (R-Calif.)
wanted to know what happend to the proposal of about three years ago that the FCC
charge fees for its licensing and other
activities. FCC General Counsel Warren
Baker explained that the Commission was
asked by Senate resolution to hold up
on inuagurating the fee schedule and that the
matter has been pending since then.
Rep Younger said he thought the fees
Lee Urges Use of Toll Tv
SUBSCRIPTION television on the uhf
bands authorized for an experimental period
"would almost overnight" make it feasible
and logical for manufacturers to go into
the production of all-channel sets, FCC
Comr. Robert E. Lee advocated last week.
Such a move, Mr. Lee declared in a statement submitted to the Senate Commerce
Committee, would see applications filed for
uhf in the first 50 markets "in a matter of
weeks".
Mr. Lee urged that pay tv be permitted
on this type of experimental basis on uhf
bands under tight control. The only loser,
he said, would be the entrepreneur.
Gist of Mr. Lee's position — which he has
advocated before, as has FCC Chairman
George C. McConnaughey — was contained
in the last three paragraphs of his statement.
They read:
"It seems to me in all of the deliberations
concerning the allocations problem the most
logical step has been somewhat overlooked.
I am convinced that the approval of subscription tv limited for the experimental
period to the uhf band would almost overnight make it feasible and logical for the
manufacturer to go into all channel set
production which, of course, is the root
of the problem. I would expect that forthright Commission action in this respect
would result in application for uhf stations
in the top 50 markets in a matter of weeks.
"Such an action, I believe, is not only
well within the authority of the Commission,
but is indeed an obligation to further the
use of radio as required by Sec. 303(g) of
the Communications Act. I can find nothing
in the legislative history of the CommunicaPage 66 • March 18, 1957

CURE-NOTHING?
REP. EDMUND P. RAD WAN (RN. Y.) denounced "the greedy promoters of pay television" in a statement entered last week in the Congressional Record. Commenting that
he has been opposed to toll tv since
1955, he opined that pay tv would
"black out the best of free television,"
and called
cure this
for
which
there subscription
is no disease tv. . "a
. When
scheme was first suggested, letters to
the FCC were 16 to 3 in favor of pay
tv," he said, adding that "since the
true picture has been brought home
to the public, the voting has been 9
to 1 against."
should be charged to remove part of the
burden on the taxpayer, but Mr. McConnaughey said he didn't feel fees are in the
public interest and that he thought the rest
of the Commission felt the same way.
The FCC chairman told Rep. Joseph P.
O'Hara (R-Minn.) that he had no comment
to make on whether the tv networks control
stations against the public interest. Mr.
McConnaughey said he feels there are three
"strong" networks, but will wait until the
network study report is out before commentas

Trial

on

UHF

Bands

tions Act to indicate that Congress intended
to deny the public the right to try a new
mouse trap nor can I believe that Congress
at this point would want jurisdiction over
this thorny problem. If subscription tv is
as good as the proponents say it is, this
might well prove to be the solution of the
uhf problem, and if it is as bad as the
opponents say, it will soon be a thing of
the past and the entrepreneur who wanted to
gamble will be the principal loser since
I would seek to control the new baby so
that the public investment is the very minimum. By that I mean that I would seek to
encourage the subscription broadcaster to
install and maintain the equipment on a
moderate lease basis rather than selling it
to the subscriber.
"I do not believe that anything will be
gained by holding evidentiary hearings. The
'pros' will still be for it and the 'cons'
will remain against it. The comments already received fill over 69 volumes each
three to four inches thick. If placed in a
vertical pile they would reach 18 feet. I
am firmly convinced that the issue can only
be resolved by putting the show on the
road and letting the box office tell the tale.
I would, of course, advocate restraints in
order to protect so-called free programming
and I certainly would not authorize it in
a one-station market at this time. Likewise
I would limit by percentage the number
of hours per week on a subscription basis.
Something in the neighborhood of 15%.
Thus if a broadcaster wanted to increase
his subscription time he would have to increase his free time to come within the
percentage limitation."

ing on whether he thinks the three are fully
competitive with one another.
Rep. John V. Beamer (R-Ind.) was concerned about the split vote in many controversial FCC decisions and wondered if the
splits
because
of a failure
"weakness"
in the
law orare
because
of FCC
to establish
"some specific policy."
The FCC chairman said such FCC decisions are the result, "basically," of the
"judgment factor." Unlike some of the
other federal regulatory agencies which have
concrete facts and figures before them, the
FCC has "no fine definitive measuring stick"
to decide on competing applicants, he said.
He didn't see how a law could be written
to set down specifics for an overall policy,
as
suggested
Rep.andBeamer.
facts
differ
in each bycase
I think "The
the public
would suffer if you did," he commented.
In the sale of a station, he told Rep.
Beamer, the FCC can "look to see if it is
in the public interest" — if the purchaser has
a good background and character. Sec 310
(b) of the Communications Act, he explained, provides that in passing on the sale
of a station the FCC may not consider
whether the public interest would be served
by any person other than the proposed purchaser.
Rep. Beamer, referring to a past statement
by Mr. McConnaughey that an applicant's
operation of a newspaper may be an asset in
his application, asked that in such cases why
the FCC couldn't adopt a formula on
whether a newspaper is an asset or deterrent?
The FCC chairman said it would depend
on the facts in each case. The FCC, he
said, has been accused of being both pronewspaper and anti-newspaper in making
decisions. But many times operation of a
newspaper is a factor in favor of an applicant, he said.
The FCC head cited demands on spectrum
space by government and industry users,
which, he said, may result in a loss of the
lower vhf band to tv. Tv then will have
to go to the uhf band, he added.
The FCC chairman noted uhf has been
quite successful in parts of Indiana and
Illinois and felt that with developments coming in uhf transmitters, receivers and greater
power, uhf will be "very comparable" to vhf.
He thought two uhfs could survive in cities
with one vhf.
Rep. Springer, whose district is in southwest Illinois, said there are no stations in
his district. He wondered whether some
of the vhfs assigned to St. Louis shouldn't
be moved to Illinois. Didn't Sec. 307 (b)
provide for tv distribution among states as
well as communities, he asked? Southwest
Illinois, he asserted, isn't getting public
service.
The FCC's Mr. Baker and Mr. McConnaughey explained that the Commission must
consider areas and that tv assignments in
border cities (i.e., St. Louis) can't be compared to those in a whole state.
Rep. Springer asked why a daytime radio
station, which does not interfere with a
clear channel station, shouldn't be allowed to
operate on fixed hours.
Mr. McConnaughey was skeptical of there
Broadcasting
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being any station that wouldn't interfere with
a clear channel station on the same frequency. But if this was the case, he said,
the daytimer would only have to ask and
it would be given a 24-hour operation.
Rep. Walter Roger (D-Tex.) questioned
Comr. Craven on whether the latter's plan
would take away educational tv reservations.
Comr. Craven said he did not propose to
take away existing stations or grants, nor
did he propose to remove any tv reservation
which educators indicate "they want."
Patient, But For How Long?
Mr. McConnaughey said the FCC has
been "very patient'' with educational reservations and thinks channels should be retained for educators if they are going to be
used, but doesn't believe the reservations
should be allowed to "lie fallow forever."
Rep. Peter F. Mack Jr. (D-IU.) wondered
if there is a division of the FCC on the
policy of deintermixture. He cited the six
FCC deintermixture actions in which different commissioners dissented in each case.
The FCC, he said, does not have a broad
deintermixture policy, but only a "patchwork."
Mr. McConnaughey said different FCC
members interpret facts and statements differently in each case; that "one or two"
members may be against deintermixture,
but the others of the Commission think

it should be done on a case-by-case basis.
Referring to Mr. McConnaughey's statement that deintermixture had been successful in Springfield, 111., Rep. Mack said
the people in Springfield (which he represents) don't agree. He wondered if it is
not a violation of Sec. 307 (b) "when you
locate and isolate an inferior service." Referring to the FCC's recent removal of ch.
2 from Springfield, Rep. Mack said there
had been many "rumors" about the action,
which he didn't feel were true, but, he
asserted: "It's almost a disgraceful episode
to follow the ch. 2 application."
Chairman Harris submitted several questions for the FCC to answer in writing.
Among them:
1. Does the FCC set station sales for
hearings, particularly when a multiple owner is the purchaser? The committee chairman suggested the FCC furnish a list of all
station sales for the past five years, with
names of previous owners, new owner and
other stations owned by new owner, with
sales price.
2. Rep. Harris said there were complaints
about "preferences" shown by the FCC in
granting tv licenses. "I know the FCC observes certain standards. Shouldn't these
be incorporated in FCC rules so everybody
will3. know
What them?"
criteria will determine in future
whether a particular area will be deintermixed?

BOXSCORE
STATUS of comparative hearing cases
for new tv stations before FCC:
8
AWAITING FINAL DECISION:
(Figures in were
parentheses
arguments
held.) indicate dates oral
Seattle, Wash., ch. 7 (12-17-56); St. Louis,
Mo., ch. 11 (7-9-56); Orlando, Fla., ch. 9
(6-19-56); Buffalo, N. Y., ch. 7 (9-24-56);
Boston, Mass., ch. 5 (10-29-56); Biloxi, Miss.,
ch.
11-57).13 (12-18-56); Pittsburgh, Pa., ch. 11.
San Francisco-Oakland, Calif., ch. 2 (3AWAITING ORAL ARGUMENT: 3
(Figures
in parentheses
indicate dates initial decisions
were issued.)
Coos Bay, Ore., ch. 16 ( 7-20-56); Hatfield, Ind.-Owensboro, Ky., ch. 9 (2-18-57);
Onondaga-Parma, Mich., ch. 10 (3-7-57).
AWAITING INITIAL DECISION: 3
(Figures
parentheses
indicate dates records werein closed
after hearings.)
Toledo, Ohio, ch. 11 (1-25-56); McKeesportPittsburgh, Pa., ch. 4 (1-7-57).
IN HEARING
6
Sheboygan, Mich., ch. 4; Mayaguez, P. R.,
ch. 3; Victoria, Tex., ch. 19; Beaumont,
Tex., ch. 6; Ponce, P. R., ch. 7; Lubbock,
Tex., ch. 5. Sioux Falls, S. D., ch. 13.
IN COURT
6
(Appeals from tv grants in 17. S. Court of
Appeals, Washington.)
Miami, Fla., ch. 7; Wichita, Kan., ch. 3
Portsmouth, Va., ch. 10; Knoxville, Tenn.
ch. 10; Miami, ch. 10; Supreme Court
Shreveport, La., ch. 12; Sacramento, Calif,
ch. 10; (petitions for writs of certiorari
submitted).
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Probed, Report Shows
FCC members were grilled on who pays
their expenses for inspecting industry broadcast facilities or speaking before broadcaster
groups, according to the hearing record of
the Commission's closed budget session Feb.
15 with a House Appropriations subcommittee, released last week.
During their testimony to justify the Commission's fiscal 1958 budget estimate before
the Independent Offices Appropriations Subcommittee headed by Rep. Albert Thomas
(D-Tex.), FCC members indicated they are
very circumspect in letting broadcast groups
or firms pay the freight when commissioners
put in an appearance at various events.
"I think this Commission has certainly
leaned over backward in being extremely
careful," FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey told the congressmen.
"This kind of travel is quite a burden,"
remarked Comr. John C. Doerfer, who also
imparted that "I don't sleep well in hotels,
and the type of food is a little different. It
upsets you physically."
Regarding the total of $13,000 being
asked for travel by the commissioners,
Comr. Robert T. Bartley said that when the
hosts pay for the travel, food and lodging,
"I wouldn't put in for per diem on a thing
like that, where they are taking care of all
of it."
The Commissioner's fiscal 1958 budget

estimate calls for $8,950,000, an increase of
$1,122,000 over the 1957 appropriation
$7,828,000. However, one sizeable chunk
of the increase — $455,000 — is to cover the
FCC's contribution to the employes' retirement fund beginning in 1958 as the result
of an amendment to the Retirement Act.
Rep. Charles R. Jonas (R-N. C), after
being told by FCC members that many of
the contested tv application cases have been
long drawn out because of the intensity of
competition and the various legal recourses
open to applicants, said he thought the Commission should "put its side of this thing
before the public" when there are long
delays in making tv grants.
Referring to the long-contested ch. 9
case in Charlotte, he commented: "People
can't understand why an application is seven
years in being kicked around by contestants
and by delays of various sorts. They blame
the Commission and they write to their
Congressman to see why he can't get an
investigation by Congress undertaken."
Replying, John L. Fitzgerald, chief of the
FCC's Office of Opinions and Review, said
as far as he is concerned the FCC's public
relations problem "is going to be solved, insofar as it can be, by getting these decisions
out. . . ."
Rep. Jonas thought "you have been a
little
mouthed about
it" and if"you
could close
have eliminated
much criticism
the
newspaper people who write the editorials
knew the full story."

UAW
To

Case

Lower

Returned
U.S.

Court

JUSTICE Dept. officials are preparing anew
to prosecute the United Auto Workers Union for political campaign spending. The
government had charged the union with
illegally utilizing its funds for political telecasts over WJBK-TV Detroit, during the
1954 congressional elections.
Last week the Supreme Court in a 5 to
3 decision ordered another examination of
the government charges of violation of the
Federal Corrupt Practices Act by the union
[B»T, April 30, 1956].
Because of his resignation from the court
on Feb. 25, Justice Stanley F. Reed asked
that his vote not be counted even though
he heard the arguments before the court.
The retired Justice made known his views
after Monday.
the court's decision was handed down
last
The 5 to 3 decision returned the case
to Federal Judge Frank A. Picard in Detroit
who had dismissed the charges which had
been returned by a Federal grand jury in
1955. Judge Picard threw out the charges
Feb. 8, 1956. The Justice Dept. at that time
appealed to the Supreme Court which agreed
to a review.
Justice Felix Frankfurter read the majorityousdecision.
He saidof Judge
Picard'sled "erroneinterpretation
the statute
him to
stop the prosecution prematurely."
Justice Frankfurter's 25-page opinion

ADDING
NEW
TO
AN

IMPORTANCE

IMPORTANT

NEW

WORD!

The newest innovation on the busy media merchandising
horizon is KPIX's 32 page, 3-color PRE-SELL, a "commercial fan magazine" designed to pre-sell retailers on the
television advertising support behind your products.
PRE-SELL gets point-of-purchase action for these reasons: (1) It gets read; (2) It completely blankets the food and
drug trade in The Greater San Francisco Bay Area; and (3)
It's to the point profit-wise. It gives wholesalers and retailers
all the information they need to get behind a product and push.
If you want your products to enjoy the lowest cost-perthousand in Northern California television . . . plus this extra
PRE-SELLing push . . . contact Lou Simon, KPIX Sales
Manager, or your nearest Katz Agency representative.

San Francisco
WESTINGHOUSE
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dealt at length with the background of
congressional action on political contributions. He wrote, "For our purposes, the
indictment charged the appellee (the union)
with having used union dues to sponsor
television broadcasts designed to influence
the electorate to select certain candidates
for Congress in connection with the 1954
elections.
"To deny that such activity, either on the
part of a corporation or a labor organization constituted 'an expenditure in connection with any federal election' is to deny
the long series of congressional efforts calculated to avoid the deleterious influences
on federal elections resulting from the use
of money by those who exercise control over
large aggregations of capital."
The dissent by Justices Warren, Black and
Douglas was particularly sharp. Justice
Douglas read the conflicting views for himself and his colleagues. He said the ruling
"abolishes the first amendment rights on a
wholesale basis."
"Until today," Justice Douglas wrote,
"poltical speech has never been a crime."
Justice Douglas said making a political
speech had always been considered one of
the preferred rights protected by the First
Amendment. The Justice said the principle
applied by the court would make it equally
criminal for a union to use its funds to
print pamphlets for general distribution or
to distribute political literature at large.
The funds used by the union, it was
charged, were in support of Sen. Pat McNamara who defeater Homer Ferguson in
a close election in Michigan in 1954. Sen.
Ferguson was the incumbent seeking reelection at the time.
When the trial came before Judge Picard,
he did not rule on constitutional questions
which were presented by the union attorneys
in the Detroit trial. Nor did the Supreme
Court take up constitutional aspects of the
case. This led observers to point out that
the issue still is basically unresolved and
the case may well be returned to the high
court. It then might be called on to pass
on the constitutional issues.
Roosevelt Promises to Probe
Complaints by ASCAP Members
INVESTIGATION of complaints by "40 or
50" members of American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers about
ASCAP's methods of distributing funds and
its system of voting representation was promised last week by Rep. James Roosevelt (DCalif.).
Rep. Roosevelt, who heads a five-man subcommittee (Subcommittee No. 5 — on distribution problems) of the House Select
Small Business Committee, said his group
will decide in a closed meeting tomorrow
(Tuesday) when hearings will be held.
He said the complaints have come from
both individual members and music publishing firms, the majority located in Hollywood
or New York. The complaints are that
ASCAP's methods of distributing royalty
funds are "unfair and inequitable," Rep.
Roosevelt said, and that individuals and
smaller music publishing firms are receiving
unfair and inequitable treatment in not bePage 70 • March 18, 1957

ing allowed individual voting strength, since
the ASCAP balloting is based on a "compliformula."
The cated
subcommittee,
appointed last week,
also includes Reps. Tom Steed (Okla.) and
Charles H. Brown (Ark.), Democrats, and
Timothy P. Sheehan (111.) and Craig Hosmer
(Calif.), Republicans.
Appeal Filed by Granik, Cook
In WFMJ, WESH-TV Sale Matter
AN APPEAL to the Washington Court of
Appeals aaginst the FCC's dismissal of their
protests of the sale of two Florida stations
[B«T, Feb. 4] has been filed by Theodore Granik and William H. Cook. The
FCC dismissed the two complaints when a
Florida circuit court held that Messrs. Granik and Cook had no claim on the facilities.
hTe stations involved are WFMJ and WESHTV Daytona Beach, Fla., originally owned
by W. Wright Esch.
Mr. Esch sold WFMJ to Emil Arnold
and Harold Kaye, and WESH-TV to WCOA
Inc. (John H. Perry interests). Messrs.
Granik and Cook claimed they had a contract with Mr. Esch to buy the stations. The
Commission's dismissal of their protests last
month was based on the ground that since
the civil court said they had no claim, they
were no longer parties in interest. Last
week's appeal is on the premise that the
Commission erred in this approach.
Over 130 Million Radios
Outside U. S., USIA Says
THERE are 130,498,400 radio sets in use
outside the United States, its territories and
Canada, the U. S. Information Agency said
in a special report last Friday. USIA is the
parent agency of Voice of America.
Information in Broadcasting Yearbook,
compiled by B. F. Osbahr, editor of Electronic Industries and Tele-Tech, shows a
total of 143,500,000 sets in use in the U. S.
at the end of 1956.
The USIA report indicated an increase
of 21,697,300 radio sets outside the U. S.,
or about 20%, since its last similar survey,
dated July 1, 1954. In addition there are
24,747,500 wired radio speakers, mostly in
Eastern Europe, USIA said.
The USIA breakdown of sets in use:
Western Europe, 64,737,100; Eastern Europe, 17,200,000; Arabic countries, 2,141,500; non-Arabic Asia, 4,295,600; non-Arabic
Africa, 1,158,100; Far East, 19,488,000;
Latin America, 21,478,100. USIA said there
are 6,100,000 radio sets and 20,000,000
wired speakers in the Soviet Union.
Gray Sworn in As ODM Head
GORDON GRAY, North Carolina broadcaster-publisher-educator, was sworn in
Thursday by President Eisenhower as director of the Office of Defense Mobilization.
He succeeds Arthur S. Fleming, who returned to the presidency of Ohio Wesleyan
U.
Tenn. Daylight Saving Time Bill
DAYLIGHT saving time — voluntary or
otherwise — has been outlawed by the Tennessee legislature. The bill was passed by the
state senate by a vote of 25 to 2.

Justice,

IBC

Prepare

Proposals for Decree
ATTORNEYS for the International Boxing
Club and the Justice Dept. last week were
preparing decree proposals to be submitted
to the U. S. District Court for the Southern
District of New York. The proposals are
being
as IBC
a result
of the court's
decisionprepared
ruling the
a monopoly
in the
promotion of championship boxing bouts
[At Deadline, March 11].
Both the IBC and the Justice Dept. have
30 days to submit respective proposals as
to terms that should be incorporated in the
decree. It was reported that the IBC was
considering the surrender of one of its
two national telecasts of boxing bouts —
Wednesday night on ABC-TV under the
sponsorship of Mennen and Pabst and Friday night on NBC-TV under the sponsorship of Gillette.
In branding the IBC a monopoly, Federal
Judge Sylvester J. Ryan touched upon the
radio-tv facets of the case when he asserted:
"While the business of staging and promoting these championship boxing bouts
may formerly have been 'purely local affairs,' modern management has made them
vehicles by which television and radio programs may be broadcast and advertising
presented with an attractive nationwide appeal. The Government has established, and
I have found, that the promotion of professional championship boxing contests was
had by the defendants on a multistate basis,
and that it was coupled with the sale of
rights to televise, broadcast and film the
contests for interstate transmission. This,
the Supreme Court has held, constitutes
trade or commerce among the several states
within the meaning of the Sherman Act.'
"As I have found in the factual findings,
the Government has sustained the allegations of the complaint relating to the sale
of radio, television and motion picture
rights to championship boxing fights. This,
the Supreme Court has held, without considering their many other interstate aspects,
is sufficient to bring the business of promoting boxing contests within the Sherman
Act's trade and commerce concept."
Withtrust respect
the government's
action, Mr. toNorris
said it would antinot
affect the IBC's two weekly televised boxing
series on ABC-TV and NBC-TV.
"The antitrust suit applies to championship bouts only and, therefore, will not affect the continuance of our regular Wednesor Friday night
fights," he said
after dayconferring
withnon-title
IBC counsel.
"The Fullmer- Robinson middleweight title
bout — which has been contracted for May
1 at the Chicago Stadium — will be held as
scheduled and telecast in accordance with
the existing contracts entered into several
weeks ago," he added.
ABC reportedly was advised by Lester
Malitz, vice president of Leo Burnett Co.,
and producer of the Wednesday series, that
existing tv rights does not involve title bouts
and can be continued. The Burnett Co. handles the Pabst account.
Broadcasting
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"I guess the first reason would be that we like the programs
we see on Channel 10. The movies are wonderful, you have
most of our favorite big time stars, your news and sports
programs have stories about New Bedford, and we can't
do without your weather forecasts.
Another thing that means a lot is that we get such a good
picture down here on Channel 10".
New Bedford is only part of the important Southeast New
England market delivered by WJAR-TV. Check your
Nielsen NCS2 survey for Channel 10's coverage in Providence, Worcester, Fall River, New London, Taunton and
Brockton.
No other television station covers Southeast New England
like WJAR-TV!

Represented by WEED Television
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switching

color

and

system

monochrome!

New Philco switch provides centralized— transientless— control of
simultaneous color . . . coded-color . . . monochrome for studio control, master control or transmitter
^Before you expand station facilities or update
present equipment . . . get the facts on simultaneous
switching from Philco. This new switch offers significant savings over other systems in requirements
for video processing equipment . . . handles TV
color or monochrome— composite or non-composite
— by remote control.
Only the new Philco switching system permits
use of a single color or two colors alone. The
scope of special program effects is greatly increased
SEE THIS SWITCH AND THE COMPLETE
CONRAD

CINESCANNER

SYSTEM DEMONSTRATED

HILTON HOTEL, CHICAGO, APRIL 7-11, BOOTH

PHILCO.
GOVERNMENT

since switching can be accomplished before the
signal has been color coded.
Audio switching, sync insertion, tally-lights and
change from color to monochrome may be easily
interlocked with video switching. Low voltage DC
Relays eliminate costly video cabling. This new
switching system has been proven over thousands
of hours of operation on RGB and composite
switching. Life tested for more than a million switching cycles without maintenance or failure.
AT NARTB,

#11

CORPORATION
AND

INDUSTRIAL

DIVISION

Philadelphia 44, Pennsylvania • In Canada — Philco Corporation of Canada Limited, Don Mills, Ontario
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APPLICATION for the purchase of the
Consolidated Television & Radio Broadcasters Inc. radio-tv stations in Indianapolis,
Minneapolis and Grand Rapids, Mich., by
Time Inc. for $15,750,000 [B»T, Dec. 24,
1956] was submitted for FCC approval
last week.
Time is buying all Consolidated properties, including real estate firms and an Indianapolis artists' bureau, except WFDF
Flint, Mich.
Acquisition of the Consolidated properties will give Time Inc. its full complement
of vhf television stations. Time already
owns radio and vhf tv outlets in Denver
and Salt Lake City; it is selling its KOBAM-TV Albuquerque, N. M., to KSTP Inc.
(KSTP-AM-TV Minneapolis) for $1.5 million [B«T, Feb. 11].
Last year, the Crowell-Collier Publishing
Co. agreed to buy all the Consolidated radiotv properties for $16.2 million. This sale
floundered late in the year and the contract
was cancelled when Crowell-Collier ran
into financial difficulties. This resulted in the
folding of its three magazines — American,
Collier's and Woman's Home Companion.
Time Inc. radio-tv properties will be directed by Weston C. Pullen, Time Inc. vice
president, named executive vice president
of TLF Broadcasters Inc., Time broadcast
subsidiary. Wayne Coy, former FCC chairman and present 50% owner-general manager of the Albuquerque stations, is scheduled to head Indianapolis and Minneapolis
operations for Time. Eldon Campbell, Time
Inc. consultant on broadcast management,
who has been on special assignment with
KDYL-AM-FM and KTVT (TV) Salt Lake
City, will head the Indianapolis operations,
and Phil Hoffman, manager of KLZ-AM-TV
Denver, will head Minneapolis-St. Paul operations. Time owns 80% of the Salt Lake
City properties (G. Bennett Larsen owns the
other 20%), and 100% of the Denver properties (whose president-general manager is
Hugh B. Terry).
The contract with Consolidated obligates
Time Inc. subsidiary TLF to pay $125,000
earnest money, $125,000 with signing of
agreement (signed Feb. 27), $15,196,400 at
closing date, and $303,600 in escrow. The
$15% million purchase price figures to $105
per preferred share plus dividends and $19
per share of common and Class B stock.
Common and Class B stockholders also will
receive one share of WFDF stock at liquidation of Consolidated.
Balance sheet for Consolidated and subsidiaries asof Nov. 30, 1956, showed total
assets of $10,063,386, of which $2,831,592 were current assets. Current liabilities
totaled $2,607,493; long term obligations,
$2,611,607, and retained earnings, $4,725,543. Net income after taxes and minority
interests for the year ending Nov. 30, 1956,
was given as $767,370.
Consolidated stations, in addition to
WFDF, are WFBM-AM-TV Indianapolis,
Page 74 • March 18, 1957
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WTCN-AM-TV Minneapolis and WOODAM-TV Grand Rapids. WFBM operates
with 5 kw on 1260 kc, is affiliated with
ABC and MBS. WFBM-TV on ch. 6 is
affiliated with NBC. WTCN operates with 5
kw day, 1 kw night on 1280 kc and WTCNTV on ch. 11. Both are affiliated with ABC.
WOOD operates with 5 kw on 1300 kc and
WOOD-TV on ch. 8. Both are affiliated
with NBC. WFDF operates with 5 kw day,
1 kw night on 910 kc and is affiliated with
NBC.
The WFDF balance sheet as of Nov. 30,
1956, showed total assets of $669,957, of
which $106,074 was listed as current assets.
Current liabilities were $73,908; long term
liabilities, $85,000, and retained earnings,
$211,048. WFDF showed a net loss after
tax credits for 1956 of $2,532.
The balance sheet for WOOD stations, as
of Jan. 31, showed total assets of $3,250,786, of which $1,429,388 were current
assets. Current liabilities were listed as
$842,914; long term obligations, $450,000;
earned surplus, $1,624,065, and profit to
date, $87,720. Replacement cost of land,
buildings and equipment was estimated at
$1,215,577.
The contract was given an eight month's
term, renewable at the option of either
party if the FCC has not acted. If the contract is breached, Consolidated receives
$125,000 as damages. The contract also
contains a proviso forbidding the Bitners to
engage in broadcasting within a 75-mile
radius of the three cities for five years.
TLF was set up by Time Inc., publisher
of Time, Life and Fortune magazines, with
$1,250,000 in payment for 100% ownership; $15,400,000 as a loan (repayable in
10 years with 5% interest), and $1.5 million
on a 10-year, no interest note. Roy E. Larsen, Time Inc. president, is president and
chairman of TLF.
Time Inc. preliminary balance sheet for
Dec. 31, 1956, showed total assets of $177,158,000 with current assets of $92,640,000. Current liabilities were given as $29,865,000, long term obligations, $39,883,000
and earned surplus, $62,427,000.
Time Inc. is controlled by Henry R.
Luce, who owns 21.438% of the 1,956,364
shares outstanding. Mr. Larsen owns 6%.
Time once owned WQXR New York and
from 1943 to 1945 owned 12.5% of ABC.
Transaction was handled by Howard E.
Stark, New York station broker, whose fee
was given as $160,000, payable over 10
years.FCC Gets KERO-TV Application
THE FCC last week was asked to approve
the $2.15 million sale of ch. 10 KERO-TV
Bakersfield, Calif., by Kern County Broadcasters Inc. to Wrather- Alvarez Broadcasting Inc.
FCC approval would give the WratherAlvarez company its third television outlet; it already owns KFMB-AM-TV (ch. 8)
San Diego and holds a permit for ch. 13

KYAT (TV) Yuma, Ariz. J. D. Wrather
Jr., who has interests in movie productions
(including television properties Lone Ranger and Lassie), hotels, real estate and oil
investments, also owns 33.4% of WNEW
New York and holds a grant for ch. 44
WJDW (TV) Boston, Mass.
KERO-TV began operating in 1953 and
is affiliated with both CBS and NBC. Its
principal stockholders are Albert E. DeYoung, 51%, and Gordon L. Harlan, 29%.
Contract provides Wrather-Alvarez will
pay $900,000 at closing date; $1,250,000
over a five-year period with 5% interest,
semiannual payments. It also contains a
management contract with Mr. De Young at
$39,000 a year for six years to be general
manager of the station.
Wrather-Alvarez company is owned
38.9% by Mr. Wrather, 38.9% by Maria
Helen Alvarez and 22% by Edward Petry
& Co., station representative firm. Mr.
Wrather and Mrs. Alvarez were associated
in the ownership of ch. 6 KOTV (TV)
Tulsa, Okla. (sold in 1954 for $4 million
to J. H. Whitney & Co.). The Petry company is 51% owned by Edward Petry, 44%
by Henry I. Christal (now operating a station representation firm under his own
name) and 5% by Edward E. Voynow.
The Petry company owns 5% of WTVD
(TV) Durham, N. C. Mr. Christal owns
3.64% of KFDM-AM-TV Beaumont, Tex.
KERO-TV balance sheet as of Jan. 31
showed total assets of $446,045, of which
$304,164 were current assets. Current
liabilities were listed at $129,505; earned
surplus, $223,340, and January profit, $18,654. Depreciated cost of land, buildings
and equipment was estimated at $112,729.
Wrather-Alvarez balance sheet as of Dec.
31, 1956, showed total assets of $4,767,419,
total liabilities of $3,619,767, and retained
earnings of $414,320. Net income after
federal taxes was $409,983 in 1955; $399,672 in 1956.
The Wrather-Alvarez combination is involved in an internal squabble which has
resulted in lawsuits against one another.
Mrs. Alvarez is suing Mr. Wrather, the
Petry firm and others for $10 million and
Mr. Wrather has sued Mrs. Alvarez for $1,250,000 [B«T, Feb. 18].
Haggarty Files Bid
GEORGE HAGGARTY, Detroit-Houston
attorney and oilman, last week asked the
FCC to approve his purchase of ch. 12
KLOR (TV) Portland, Ore., for $1,794,865
from Oregon Tv Inc. [B*T, Mar. 4]. Included in the sale application was an option
Mr. Haggarty has secured from Storer
Broadcasting Co., for the purchase of ch. 27
KPTV (TV) Portland for $1,893,921. The
option, dated Feb. 11, runs for 90 days.
Also included was a letter, dated Mar. 1,
in which Mr. Haggarty informed Storer that
he intended to exercise his option to purchase the NBC-affiliated uhf station. KLOR,
which began operations in March 1955, is
an independent. KPTV went on the air
Sept. 20,mercial1952,
as the
first comuhf station
and nation's
is affiliated
with
NBC. Storer bought the station from Empire
Coil Co., in 1954, as part of an $8.5 million
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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VORTAC—

the neiv, automatic
navigation system for all civil aircraft.

From Federal Telecommunication Laboratories, a
division of International Telephone and Telegraph
Corporation, came TACAN (tactical air navigation)
—to give our military aircraft the pin-point navigational accuracy and reliability, both in distance and
direction from a known point, demanded for military operations at jet speeds.
Because the present nationwide navigation system
for civil aircraft, called VOR, already provides the

IN

THE

SKY

directional information, the government's Air Coordinating Committee decided to add the distance
measuring feature of TACAN— creating a new integrated system called VORTAC. Soon all aircraft—
private and commercial as well as military — will
receive complete navigational information from
either TACAN or VORTAC.
In the skies, over the seas, and in
industry . . . the pioneering leadership
in telecommunication research by
IT&T speeds the pace of electronic
progress.

VORTAC airborne equipment is now available. For
detailed information write to Federal Telephone and
Radio Company, a division of IT&T, Clifton, N. J.
T,-T
INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CORPORATION, ■
67 Broad Street, New York 4, N.Y.
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transaction which also included what is
now WJW-AM-TV Cleveland.
Mr. Haggarty, a native Texan, who is
worth in excess of $3 million, acquires his
first tv property with the purchase of KLOR.
Principals of Oregon Tv Inc. include President Henry A. White (19.34%), Julius L.
Meier Jr. (26.88%), William A. Healy Jr.
(19.34%), Stephen E. Thompson (19.34%),
Robert L. Sabin (7.55%) and others.
The sale contract has the provision that
either party may break it if consummation
has not been completed by July 1. KLOR's
balance sheet, as of Jan. 31, showed current
assets of $309,224, total assets $917,167,
current liabilities $425,000 and deficit of
$119,460. The station had a total income for
the four months ended Jan. 31 of $302,603.
SOUTHERN Michigan Broadcasting Corp.
(Frederick A. Knorr and associates) has
asked FCC approval of its $100,000 purchase of WELL Battle Creek, Mich., from
Federated Publications Inc. Federated publishes newspapers in Battle Creek, Grand
Rapids, Lansing, all Mich., and Lafayette,
Ind.
Mr. Knorr and associates own WKMHAM-FM Dearborn, WKMF Flint, WSAMAM-FM Saginaw and WKHM Jackson, all
Mich., plus a majority interest in the Detroit
Tigers baseball team. WELL balance sheet,
as of Dec. 31, 1956, showed current assets
of $29,663, total assets $37,488 and current liabilities $3,440. Allan Kander & Co.,
Washington broker, handled the sale.
Westinghouse

Opposes

Purchases by Storer
A PETITION asking the FCC to dismiss
Storer Broadcasting Co.'s purchase of
WMUR-TV Manchester, N. H., and sale of
WAGA-AM-FM-TV Atlanta was filed last
week by Westinghouse Broadcasting Co..
licensee of WBZ-TV Boston.
Storer presently owns the maximum number of tv stations (five vhf and two uhf ) and
has contracted to purchase WMUR-TV,
contingent on Commission approval to move
the station's transmitter closer to Boston.
To stay within the ownership limit, Storer
contracted to sell the Atlanta stations to
the Washington Post. This agreement carried aFeb. 15 deadline, which Westinghouse
contends, has not been renewed.
Storer also has asked FCC approval of
its purchase of WPFH (TV) Wilmington.
Del., and WIBG-AM-FM Philadelphia, and
offered to dispose of either WAGA-AM-FMTV or WBRC-AM-TV Birmingham if this
sale is approved.
WBC said that it has protested the transfer of WMUR-TV to Storer, that such a
transfer would be in violation of the multiple
ownership rules in the absence of prior disposal (by Storer) of one of its vhf properties, that the Atlanta transfer is no longer
before the Commission for consideration by
its own terms, and that following the dismissal of the application to transfer the
Atlanta stations, the FCC cannot grant the
application to transfer WMUR-TV since
Storer presently owns the maximum number
of stations permitted.
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Sales of WKJG-AM-TV,
KOB-AM-TV,
Pass FCC
SALES approved last week by the FCC
were topped by the $1,924,000 purchase of
WKJG-AM-TV Fort Wayne, Ind., and the
$1.5 million paid for KOB-AM-TV Albuquerque.
Buying the Fort Wayne properties for one
of the highest prices ever paid for a uhf
station are the Truth Publishing Co. (60%),
Walter R. Beardsley (25%) and Albert G.
Wade (15%). Sellers include Walter L.
Thorns, Clarence L. Shust, H. Leslie Popp,
Earl Groth, Herbert Willis and Edward G.
Thorns, who will remain with the stations
as general manager.
John F. Dille Jr. is president-45% owner
of Truth, which in turn owns WSJV (TV)
WTRC-AM-FM Elkhart, Ind.. and the Elkhart Truth. Mr. Beardsley is president and
substantial stockholder of Miles Labs and
minority stockholder of WTRC-AM-FM.
Mr. Wade is president of Chicago and Hollywood advertising agencies. Channel 33
WKJG-TV is affiliated with NBC and
WKJG, on 1389 kc with 5 kw, is affiliated
with both NBC and Mutual.
Time Inc. and its executive, former FCC
chairman Wayne Coy, sold KOB-AM-TV
to KSTP Inc. to keep within Commission's
five-vhf ownership rule following Time purchase of Consolidated (Bitner) properties for
$15.75 million (see story, page 74), filed last
week for FCC approval. Time Inc. owns
KDYL-AM-FM and KTVT (TV) Salt Lake
City and KLZ-AM-TV Denver and is buying Consolidated radio-tv properties in Indianapolis, Minneapolis and Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Stanley E. Hubbard is president-58.55%
owner of KSTP Inc., which owns KSTPAM-TV St. Paul-Minneapolis and 23% of
KWK-AM-TV St. Louis and WGTO Haines
City, Fla. KOB operates on 770 kc (subject
of litigation with WABC New York, Class
1-A outlet on that frequency) with 50 kw
day, 25 kw night. KOB-TV is on ch. 4 and
both stations are NBC-affiliated.
Sale of WKNK Muskegon, Mich., for
$150,000 to WRGD Grand Rapids, Mich.,
by Nicholas and Gladys Kuris was approved.
WKNK is an independent on 1600 kc with
5 kw. WRGD President Paul F. Eichorn
said a change in the WKNK call letters
would be sought from the FCC.
W. C. Courson and Fred L. Watkins,
WH1E Griffin, Ga., announcers, received
FCC approval for their purchase of that
station for $100,000 from John A. Boling.
Mr. Boling also owns WHBO Tampa, Fla.,
and 50% of applicant for new am in Dublin,
Ga. Independent WHIE is a daytime only
station on 1320 kc with 1 kw.
Also approved by the Commission was
the sale of 75% of KTXL-TV San Angelo,
Tex. Equal-owners B. P. Bludworth and A.
D. Rust sold 50% to Lewis O. Seibert for
$32,288 and assumption of obligations and
Mr. Rust sold his remaining 25% to San
Angelo businessman Roy H. Simmons for
$50,000. Mr. Bludworth retained 25% of
the ch. 8 NBC affiliate. Mr. Seibert also
owns 99% of KGKL San Angelo and 45%
of KPLT Paris, Tex.

CRAVEN TO ADDRESS FCBA
FCC Comr. T. A. M. Craven will be
the featured speaker at the March 22
luncheon meeting of the Federal Communications Bar Assn. in the Willard
Hotel, Washington. The engineering
commissioner will discuss television
allocations problems and will comment on what is known as the Craven
Plan.
'Boston Globe' Asks Hearing
On WHDH-AM-FM Renewal
THE Boston Globe petitioned the FCC last
week to set for hearing the license renewal
applications of WHDH-AM-FM Boston.
The stations, whose licenses expire April 1,
are owned by the Boston Herald-Traveler
Corp. (Boston Herald and Traveler). The
move followed charges by the Globe last
month that the Herald-Traveler was attempting to force a merger between the two
newspapers, or force the Globe out of
business. The Globe also charged that Herald-Traveler principals threatened to use the
tv station (for which it is an applicant and
for which it is reportedly the favored applicant) as an adjunct of the newspaper.
These pleadings were made when it was
reported that the Herald-Traveler was due
to receive the Boston ch. 5 grant by the
Commission but which has not yet been
announced [B*T, Jan. 21].
In last week's pleading. Globe asked the
FCC conduct an inquiry into the HeraldTraveler's use of the radio stations, which,
the Globe claimed, were being used to prothe newspaper's
interests.
Themote Boston
newspaper
imbroglio has
been brought to the attention of the Dept.
of Justice by the FCC, it was understood,
and the Justice Dept. has sent an investigator to Boston to look into the situation
[Closed Circuit, March 4]. Rep. Emanuel
Celler (D-N. Y.) has also expressed an interest in the charges.
WSTV-TV Cancels Application
WSTV-TV Steubenville, Ohio, last week
withdrew its application to move its transmitter nearer Pittsburgh and increase power
from 234 kw to 302 kw. The ch. 9 CBS
affiliate's transmitter presently is located 1.3
miles south of Steubenville with antenna 950
ft. above average terrain. WSTV-TV had
sought authorization for a location 3.5 miles
north of Pittsburgh with antenna 1,022 ft.
above average terrain. The proposed move
had been protested by WENS (TV) and
KWKA-TV, both Pittsburgh.
FCC Grants Glendive Ch. 5
THE FCC last week granted one construction permit for a newtv station and there
was indication that another is forthcoming.
Glendive Broadcasting Corp.. Glendive,
Mont., was granted ch. 5, 4.6 visual power.
Permittee is Lewis W. Moore, owner of
KXGN Glendive. In the ch. 19 Victoria,
Tex., hearing the withdrawal of Victoria
Television Co. left Allkek Television Co.
the only
kek will applicant
receive ch.making
19. it likely that AllBroadcasting
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NBC
On

Takes
Losing

Its Stand
Phila.

Ch.

3

NBC last week filed with FCC its opposition
to the petition to move ch. 3 from Philadelphia to Atlantic City, N. J. [B*T, March 4,
11]. The proposal was advanced by David
E. Mackey, permit holder of ch. 52 WONC
(TV) Atlantic City, on the ground that only
one vhf channel was assigned to the state of
New Jersey and that was actually in the
New York metropolitan area (WATV [TV]
Newark, N. J., ch. 13).
Gist of NBC's opposition and requested
dismissal of the WONC petition was that the
FCC officially declared in the 1952 Sixth Report there was no difference between vhf
and uhf channels insofar as allocations are
concerned. Therefore, NBC pointed out,
the entire allocation to both states must be
taken into account. In addition, it emphasized, ifthere is merit in the argument that
New Jersey should have more assignments,
it is not necessary to remove a channel
from Philadelphia, the fourth market in
the country, nor is it necessary to assign it
to Atlantic City, the 147th market in the
U. S.
Ch. 3, now occupied by NBC's WRCVTV Philadelphia, has been operating as an
NBC affiliate since 1941, the network
pointed out. It operates more than 125 hours
a week and serves almost 6,321,494 people
who reside in its Grade B contour.
WONC was granted ch. 52 in 1953. Mr.
Mackey bought the construction permit in
1954 for slightly more than $10,000, NBC
said.
NBC said if WONC's point is sustained,
"the whole structure of present day television is in jeopardy because it is based upon
a table of allocations which allocates all
channels (vhf and uhf) as a unit and not
upon two plans — one for vhf and one for
uhf."
NBC also noted that there is no "surplusage" of vhf assignments in Philadelphia. It
cited the following cities, each with four
vhf assignments: St. Louis, ninth market;
Washington, tenth; Minneapolis-St. Paul,
13th, and Denver, 26th.
New Jersey, NBC said, "probably has
more television service available than any
other state in the Union for much of the
state receives service from New York City
or Philadelphia or both."
WIIC (TV) Gets Close
To Pittsburgh Ch. 11 Grant
ANOTHER plateau was reached last week
by WWSW Inc. in its effort to bring Pittsburgh its second commercial vhf station.
The FCC announced that it has instructed
its staff to prepare a document affirming the
Commission's July 22, 1955, grant of ch.
11 there to (WWSW [TV]).
The grant had been protested by ch. 16
WENS (TV) Pittsburgh, which sought to
have its application for the channel accepted
by the FCC. Late in February, WWSW
and WENS reached an agreement whereby
the uhf station withdrew its protest [B»T,
March 4]. WENS was paid $200,000 for
Broadcasting
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Flint!

Sell Flint the easy way! Pick the show that's right for your product
... on the station that sells the Flint market best. |. Dan Hunter
sells with music and audience participation weekdays, 4:05-5. 2. Bud
Haggart plays music for adults, mornings from 6 to 9:45.
3. Smilin' Max sells the country set from 5:05 to 6 every afternoon. 4.
Sterling Campbell plays the best from "Many, Many Albums"
Monday thru Thursday nights. 5. Bill Geyer teams with
Bud Haggart for live music on the "Blues Chasers," M-F,
12:15 to I. 6. Betty Clarke has news for homemakers,
1:55-2 each afternoon. 7. Dan Price plays the "Nicest and the
Newest" for busy housewives, 1:05-1:55 each weekday.

wfdf
flint, mkhigan • nk
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY
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expenses and $300,000 for its real estate
by WWSW.
WENS applied for the channel following
an agreement reached between the two
original applicants WWSW and WJAS Pittsburgh, whereby WJAS was given a threeyear option to purchase 50% of WWSW
Inc. WENS appealed to the courts and
received a court order staying the grant
until the Commission ruled on the uhf
station's petition for a rehearing.
Ch. 4 KDKA-TV is the only commercial
vhf station in Pittsburgh.
Appeals

Court

Rules

'Marko' Not A Lottery
TELEVISION stations and the Caples Co.,
Chicago advertising agency, had a green
light last week from the U. S. Court of Appeals that Play Marko is not a lottery.
The program, a bingo-type game tailored
for tv broadcasting, may be undesirable,
Circuit Judge David L. Bazelon wrote in
the majority opinion (for himself and Judge
Charles Fahy), but it is not enough to
"brand those responsible as criminals." Circuit Judge John A. Danaher dissented.
The problem arose in 1955 when the
FCC issued a show cause order why a cease
and desist order should not be issued
against KTLA (TV) Los Angeles, implying
that the bingo-type program violated the
lottery statutes. The Los Angeles station
then cancelled the program. The Caples Co.,
owner of the program, sought an injunction
against the FCC in the U. S. District Court
in Washington, but this was dismissed as premature. The Chicago advertising agency
then asked the FCC for a declaratory ruling.
This was issued by the Commission last year,
holding the game was a lottery. The appealcision
whichfollowed.
resulted in last week's court deAt issue in the proceeding was whether
the requirement that a viewer pick up a
bingo card from retailers stocking sponsors'
products was consideration in the sense of
the lottery laws. A lottery is defined as the
giving of a prize according to chance for a
consideration. The court majority held that
determining that this was consideration
would be " 'stretching the statute to the
breaking point to give it an interpretation
that would make such programs a crime.' "
The quoted words are from the 1954 Supreme Court decision reversing the FCC's
regulations regarding what constituted a
lottery.
Judge Danaher held that this is a specific
finding on a specific case, as recommended
by the Supreme Court in its lottery decision.
Judge Danaher felt that the necessity for a
player to go to a specified retail outlet could
be considered consideration in the terms of
the lottery law. He also felt, he said, that
since the advertising agency arranges the
"stake" for the player — through arrangements with sponsors for prizes, for distribution of the cards, the production staff, etc.,
this provides consideration "as surely as
though the operator of a roulette wheel
staked a player to join in a game at the
casino."
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• Appeals Court reverses grant
• Decision means new hearing
THE FCC erred when it decided that the
consulting contract between Niles Trammell
and NBC was not adverse to Biscayne Television Corp., winning applicant in the longdrawn out Miami ch. 7 case, a unanimous
three-judge U. S. Court of Appeals panel
ruled last week.
The court remanded the case to the FCC
for further proceeding. It noted that its decision does not "necessarily" disqualify Biscayne.
Biscayne won the vigorously contested
Miami ch. 7 grant early last year over three
other applicants: Sunbeam Television Corp.
East Coast Television Corp., and South
Florida Television Corp.
Biscayne is composed of principals of the
co-owned Miami News, the Knight-owned
Miami Herald and Mr. Trammell, former
NBC president, who owns the middle 15%
interest.
At the time of the hearing on applications,
the Miami News also owned WIOD Miami
and the Herald, WQAM Miami. The latter
was sold in mid- 1956 to Todd Storz for
$850,000 in order to comply with FCC rules
prohibiting the ownership of two outlets in
the same service area by one firm. WIOD
became WCKR owned by Biscayne. The ch.
7 WCKT (TV) began operating in the summer of 1956, with an NBC affiliation.
Mr. Trammell, informed of the court
order Thursday, said he regretted the decision, but declined to make a statement
until he had read the details of the opinion.
WCKT will continue to operate, he said,
since the court did not order a discontinuance, he noted. "Under established procedures, Station WCKT will continue its
normal operation as heretofore, pending
final
resolution stated.
of the problems presented,"
Mr. Trammell
The court's opinion was written by Circuit
Judge Charles Fahy, for himself and Judges
Wilbur K. Miller and George Thomas Washington. Judge Fahy pointed out that Mr.
Trammell's consulting contract with NBC
still had four years to run, that the compensation was $25,000 yearly, and that the
"contract provides that Mr. Trammell will
do nothing in conflict with the interests of
NBC and that he can be called upon for advice with respect to sales, station problems,
talent, films and general policy matters."
Citing Mr. Trammell's important position
in Biscayne (he is president and general
manager) Judge Fahy declared that the
failure of the FCC to cite his contract with
NBC as an adverse factor for Biscayne "was
a departure from the Commission's established policy that it is desirable for local
television stations and network organizations
to be independent of each other, and thus
to assure that networks can freely compete
for affiliation with local stations, and local
stations freely compete for network affiliaThe tion. decision
continued:
. . ."
"A person under contract to do nothing
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in conflict with a particular network of the
scope of NBC, from which he receives compensation of$25,000 per annum, considered
with other provisions of the contract to
which we have referred, is contractually
bound to the interests of the network, though
not by the ordinary employe-employer or
officer-company relationship. He is an agent
'serving two principals whose interests may
not always coincide.' Mr. Trammell's relationship with NBC is of a character that is
not unlikely to affect Biscayne's choice of
network affiliation, and NBC's choice of a
local
in the toMiami
area."that Biscayne
In outlet
a reference
the fact
involved the amalgamation of two newspaper and radio interests, Judge Fahy noted
that although Biscayne received preferences
over other applicants in past broadcast experience and past records of its principals,
this may trationhave
resulted
from communication,
their "concenof media
of mass
which is itself an adverse rather than a
preferential factor."
Bay Area, Rochester
Oral Arguments Held
AN APPLICANT'S proposed service to its
coverage area was attacked vigorously before the FCC last week during oral argument on the Oakland-San Francisco ch. 2
case. Counsel for San Francisco-Oakland
Tv Inc. and Tv East Bay Inc. argued that a
grant to the third applicant, Ch. Two Inc.
(which was favored in an examiner's initial
decision), would be contrary to a Commission ruling in the grant of ch. 8 Petersburg,
Va., to Petersburg Tv Corp. (WXEX-TV).
Ch. Two Inc.'s application proposes to
concentrate its programming and advertising
on the East Bay (Oakland) area, locating its
only studio in Oakland. The other applicants
proposed main studios in Oakland with auxilary studios in San Francisco, while programming for both areas. Examiner Thomas
H. Donahue leaned heavily on the "service
philosophy" of Ch. Two in favoring that applicant [B»T, June 25, 1956].
In the Virginia grant, the Commission
ruled that "Petersburg Tv Corp. merits a
distinct preference on the basis of its service
philosophy since it . . . will also program
for the entire service area in contrast to
Southside Virginia Telecasting Corp.'s limited concept of service (i. e., to Petersburg
and southside Virginia only)."
The Broadcast Bureau also questioned the
initial decision in that it was not consistent
with the Petersburg ruling it said.
Ch. Two counsel stated that there are
presently four stations operating in San
Francisco and that Oakland needed the local
service proposed by his client.
Tv East Bay is owned by Edwin A. Pauley
(60.85%, Donald A. Norman and others;
Ch. Two by Mr. Kennedy (10%), his stepson Stoddard P. Johnston (35%), Howard
L. Chernoff (5% ) and 50% by Oakland citizens, none owning more than 5%, and San
Francisco-Oakland by Ward Ingram, William Pabst and Harry Lubke.
A second oral argument was held on the
Commission's 1953 sharetime grant of ch.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

TO

DISTINGUISH

BETWEEN

is to distinguish between Production and Productivity.
Higher production could mean nothing more than additional
employees turning out the SAME
Higher productivity means MORE

AMOUNT

of goods per employee.

goods turned out per employee.

Higher productivity started when some human

being took

a piece of stone broader than his hand and scooped more
dirt with this tool than he could with bare fingers.
Productivity is raised today when management

invents, buys,

and engineers into manufacturing processes new tools to increase
its employees' output. Increased productivity raises
the standard of living by raising earning power.

REPUBLIC
STEEL
GENERAL OFFICES
• CLEVELAND t, OHIO
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10 Rochester, N. Y., to WHEC-TV and
WVET-TV. The grant, which was affirmed
by an examiner's initial decision last summer [B»T, Aug. 13, 1956], had been protested by WSAY Rochester.
Counsel for WSAY, owned by Gordon P.
Brown, charged that operations of the Gannett radio-tv (WHEC-TV) and newspaper
properties constituted a monopoly; questioned financial qualifications of WVET-TV;
and charged that the two stations fixed rates
between them, and that the sharetime stations tied-up two network affiliations, which
kept a uhf station from operating in Rochester.
WVET-TV counsel denied that any advertising policies existed which would adversely
affect its qualifications as a licensee. WHECTV cited figures to show that Gannett has
no communications monopoly and denied
any discrimination against WSAY in the
Gannett papers.
Ch. 10 Miami Grantee Hit
In Protests Filed With FCC
NATIONAL Airlines subsidiary Public Service Tv Inc., grantee of ch. 10 Miami, was
attacked on three fronts last week in petitions to the FCC. Protestants were ch. 17
WIIV (TV) Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., and losing
applicants North Dade Video Co. and L. B.
Wilson Inc.
Both North Dade and Wilson contended
that their applications should have been
granted, asked for a stay of the grant to
Public Service and that the record be reopened. North Dade also asked for oral
argument. In asking for a stay of the
grant, WITV said the Commission, in effect modified its license (through the grant
of ch. 10) without either the show cause
procedure or a hearing, as required by the
Communications Act. The uhf station
claimed the grant would cause it to cease
operations.
Construction Permits Granted
By FCC for Four AM Stations
FCC granted construction permits for four
new radio stations last week.
Ashburn, Ga. — Thomas D. Pickard, 1570
kc, 1 kw daytime. Mr. Pickard has real
estate interests.
Idaho Falls, Idaho — J. Ronald Bay ton,
980 kc, 1 kw daytime. Mr. Bayton also
owns KYTE Pocatello, Idaho, and 50% of
KOFE Pullman, Wash.
Bastrop, La.- — Bastrop Broadcasting Co.,
1340 kc, 250 w unlimited. Bastrop coowners are George H. Goodwin, theatre
interests, and Willis G. Newcomer, real
estate and automobile interests.
Farmington, N. M. — Herman A. Cecil,
960 kc, 1 kw daytime. Mr. Cecil is commercial manager of KOST Texarkana, Ark.
Senate Gets U. S. -Mexico Pact
THE five-year agreement between the United
States and Mexico on use of the standard
radio broadcasting band — signed at Mexico
City Jan. 27 [B«T, Feb. 11, 4]— was received by the Senate last week and referred
to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee.
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• Check on media ads in force
* Number of frauds not told
A Federal Trade Commission spokesman
has refused to say how many fraudulent
and misleading radio-tv commercial cases
under the agency's new radio-tv monitoring
system have been turned over to trial attorneys as a first move toward issuance of
formal FTC complaints. But T. Harold
Scott, head of the FTC's new radio-tv advertising monitoring unit, admitted the unit
has been "very, very busy."
The monitoring setup has been in full
operation at the FTC's nine regional offices
throughout the country, following a month's
trial period at three of the regional offices
[B«T, Jan. 14] and the first batch of FTC
complaints is expected at any time.
The imminence of the first group of complaints follows closely the FTC's announcement that it has inaugurated a long-expected
policy of liaison with the FTC. Under the
liaison, the FTC will furnish the FCC with
identification of radio-tv stations which carry
advertising challenged by the FTC in a
formal complaint or against which the FTC
has issued a "cease and desist"' order [B*T,
March 4]. (Also see editorial, page 116).
Since the initial cases have been processed by the monitoring unit, they now
presumably are being re-screened and formal complaints being drawn up by attorneys
in the FTC's litigation bureau under Joseph
E. Sheehy, director. Trial attorneys in the
litigation bureau receive cases adjudged by
the monitoring unit to be "of interest." A
case which the trial attorneys feel v/ill hold
up is processed and presented to a member
of the five-man commission, who in turn
presents it to the full body to decide whether
a formal complaint should be issued.
Few Formal Complaints
Not all — and in fact only a small number
— of the cases in which an initial investigation is made reach the stage of a formal
FTC complaint, according to Mr. Scott. An
overwhelming number of the investigations
are closed, he said, because somewhere
along the line the FTC finds there are not
enough facts or legal grounds to back up the
investigation; the FTC lacks jurisdiction in
the case; the allegedly offending advertiser
is contacted by FTC staff members, agrees
to discontinue the disputed practice and
gives the assurance it will not be resumed;

and other media involved in FTC's formal
complaints, the agency in most cases does
not identify the station, network or publication.
Mr. Sheehy explained a fortnight ago,
however, that the FTC has no "hard and
fast" policy on whether a station or publication may be identified in the complaint.
The complaints are drawn up by individual
attorneys in the litigation bureau under Mr.
Sheehy, he said, and each attorney has his
own ideas as to what seems to be the "best
pleading
in a speaking,
particular he
case."
Generally
said, attorneys
drawing up these complaints do not "go out
of their way" to identify persons and firms
who are not charged with misleading advertising, such as stations and publications
which carried the challenged advertising.
But the individual lawyer is given leeway
to draw up the complaint as he sees fit, and
sometimes he may feel it is necessary to
specify the station or publication to "show
the type of thing he is talking about," Mr.
Sheehy indicated.
Mr. Sheehy said FTC's liaison policy with
the FCC— in which the FTC will furnish
the FCC with the identification of stations
and networks involved in the challenged
advertising — will not affect the present
method of drawing up complaints. The FTC
will furnish the station identifications to the
FCC on a separate document, he said.
AT&T Off-Air Relay Tariff
To Be Investigated by FCC
AT&T's new tariff for off-the-air relay of
tv programs from a major city to tv stations
in smaller cities [B«T. Feb. 18] is going to
be investigated by the FCC.
The Commission last week ordered the
investigation to determine the reasonableness of the charges. It also made Collier
Electric Co. a party in the investigation.
Collier has been fighting AT&T for permission toestablish a privately-owned microwave system to bring Denver tv signals to
community antenna systems in Sterling,
Colo., Sidney and Kimball, Neb.
AT&T offered off-the-air pickup and relay early in 1955, when many small city
stations objected to the cost of regular, interconnected service. The off-the-air rates
were tailored for each customer. The new
general tariff for this service is based on the
type of equipment plus terminal charges,
with penalty provisions for less than three
years use. The company said the new rates
could mean a reduction of about $42,000 in
the aggregate, or 17% annually to its existing 10 customers.

the case involved is relatively "small" in
comparison with other complaints to the

Bill Would

Extend Licenses

FTC; or the case arises mainly from "private
controversies."
Unless the FTC reaches the stage of
formal complaint, the name of the advertiser is withheld from the public and he
suffers no possibly adverse publicity.
As to identification of individual radio-tv
stations, networks, newspapers, magazines

A BILL to increase the period of broadcast
licenses from three to five years was introduced last week at FCC request by Rep.
Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman of the
House Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee. Provisions of the bill (HR
5935) are the same as those in a measure
proposed in January by Rep. Gardner R.
Withrow (R-Wis.) [B»T, Jan. 28].
Broadcasting
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DEINTERMIXTURE

RULINGS

FIRST official repercussions to the FCC's
deintermixture actions [B»T, March 4] were
received by the Commission last week. They
involved the Commission's actions in St.
Louis, Terre Haute, Ind., and Hartford,
Conn.
Last Wednesday the Commission gave ch.
36 KTVI (TV) St. Louis temporary authority to operate on ch. 2, effective April
15, and Thursday received a blistering attack on the action from Lon Hocker, St.
Louis attorney and head of an organization
which plans to file for the same facility.
Mr. Hocker, president of Louisiana Purchase Co., wired the Commission that his
firm has purchased the site formerly occupied by ch. 14 KACY (TV) Festus, Mo.
(whose cp has been deleted), and is preparing to seek temporary authority to operate on ch. 2. as well as to file an application
for the channel. In requesting an immediate
stay of the authorization, Mr. Hocker said:
"We regard today "s action ... so quickly as
to foreclose opportunity of others to show
that temporary grant to them would better
serve public interests, as in violation of due
process of law1* and
Communications
Act.in contravention of the

transmitter and antenna site until a permanent location meeting mileage separations
from the Terre Haute facility could be selected. Mr. Hocker said his site meets these
requirements (Terre Haute is approximately
150 miles east of St. Louis).

FCC shifted ch. 2 from Springfield, 111.,
and assigned it to St. Louis and Terre Haute,
Ind., in the action that made Springfield all
uhf. KTVI had requested temporary use of
the vhf channel March 8, using its present

IN

SAN

HIT

The Commission's order last week specified General Electric transmitter and antenna, with power not to exceed 1 00 kw and
antenna 591 ft. above ground. The authorization isgood until the outcome of any profacility. ceeding required by applications for the vhf
Ch. 10 WTHI-TV Terre Haute, Ind..
Thursday applied for ch. 2 there. Owned
principally by President Anton Hulman Ir..
it is Terre
Haute's with
only all
operating
tv station. It is affiliated
three networks
and has been on the air since July 1954
with 316 kw.
Conn. Stations Protest
Three Connecticut Valley uhf stations —
WWLP (TV) Springfield, Mass.; WRLP
(TV) Greenfield, Mass., and WHYN-TV
Springfield-Holyoke — protested failure of the
Commission to delete ch. 3 (WTIC-TV)
Hartford. They asked for a stay of FCC
action lifting WTIC-TV's "no construction"
stipulation pending the filing of a petition
for reconsideration.
The stations said they would show in
detail the inconsistent positions which key

members of the Commission have taken in
the deintermixture actions. "Certainly no
single factor can explain the results reached
in Hartford and Madison [a single commercial v was left in Madison, Wis., in
the middle of a predominantly uhf area]
cases on the one hand and the diametrically
opposite actions taken in the other deintermixture cases."
The protestants
pointed out that there
are more operating uhf stations in the Connecticut Valley area (six) than any other
section involved in the deintermixture proceedings. Both WWLP and WHYN are on
the air, while WRLP (satellite of WWLP)
is not.
In the cases decided so far, the Commission added vhf channels to 10 cities and took
v's away from five. Gaining v's were St.
Louis; Terre Haute; Davenport, (Iowa)Rock Island-Moline (111.); Louisville; Santa
Barbara, Calif., and Syracuse, N. Y. Losing
lower band channels were Springfield;
Peoria, 111., Evansville, Ind.; Fresno, Calif.,
and Schenectady, N. Y.
Still to be acted on are proposals to add
vhf channels to Miami, Norfolk, Charleston
and Columbia, S. C, and Duluth, Minn.Superior, Wis.
St. Louis Ch. 1 1 Applicants
Ask FCC to Reopen Record
TWO applicants for ch. 11 in St. Louis
(220 Tv Inc. and St. Louis Telecast Inc.)
last week asked the FCC to reopen the
record and delve into the activities of CBS
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GOVERNMENT

LARGEST
OF ANY

STATION

AUDIENCE

IN IOWA

OR ILLINOIS (outside Chicago)

J
According to Nielsen (Coverage Service, WOCI
TV Leads in ALL Categories: Number of Homes
1
Reached Monthly, Number Reached Weekly . . .
n
Weekly and Daily Daytime Circulation;
Weekly and Daily Nighttime Circulation.

WOC-TV

Coverage

Population
Families
Retail Sales
Effective buying Income
Source

Data

—

1,568,500
484,800
$1,926,588,000
$2,582,388,000
1956 Survey of Buying Income
(Sales Management)
317,902
Advertising Research
Foundation

Number TV Homes
Source

WOC-TV - Davenport, Iowa is part of Central Broadcasting Company which also
owns and operates WHO-TV and WHO- Radio«Des Moines
The Quint-Cities Station— Davenport
and
Bettendorf
in Iowa:
Rock Island. Moline
and East Moline in
Illinois.

WOC
TV
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Col. B. J. Palmer, President
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(a third applicant) after the record was
closed. They asked that the Commission
determine whether "CBS has been guilty of
multiple and serious violations of the antitrust laws" and if "the practices of CBS
and its progressively greater nationwide
dominance in the broadcast field require a
denial
of itsininstant
application."
Record
the case
was closed Dec. 3,
1954, and CBS received a favorable initial
decision last September. It has been reported that a final grant will be made to
CBS by the Commission [B»T, Jan. 21].
Other applicants for the channel are St.
Louis Amusement Co. and Broadcast House
Inc. CBS owns three vhf stations (New York,
Chicago, waukeeLos
Angeles) Conn.).
and two uhf's (Miland Hartford,
Right to Courtroom Coverage
At Stake in Florida Hearing
THE right of a tv newsman to report in a
corridor outside a courtroom is at issue in
Leon County Circuit Court, Florida, at a
hearing to be held Wednesday. A court
test of the refusal of Jack Murphy, tv
cameraman for WTVT (TV) Tampa, Fla.,
to abide by a court order to destory corridor
film footage
follows sentencing of the newsman last Monday.
City Judge John Rudd, of Tallahassee,
held Mr. Murphy in contempt March 4 when
he shipped his film to WTVT instead of destroying itas ordered by the court [B»T,
March 11]. Mr. Murphy was sentenced to
pay a $100 fine or serve 30 days in jail. He
also was sentenced to a brief mandatory jail
confinement while a writ of habeas corpus
was being obtained. This was a technical dedetail to satisfy legal requirements. The writ
was signed by Circuit Judge W. May Walker
who was holding court at Crawfordville,
Fla.
Mr. Murphy was in custody 3Vi hours
at the Tallahassee police station while the
writ was being obtained, permitting a court
test of the city judge's right to order destruction ofpictures taken outside his courtroom. Judge Rudd argued his jurisdiction
extends to the corridor because it is used as
a witness room.
Bill Would Stop Broadcasting
Of Horse, Dog Racing Information
A MEASURE which would prohibit the
transmission of certain gambling information (pertaining to horse and dog racing)
in interstate commerce by communications
facilities has been introduced in the Senate
by Sen. Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.),
chairman of the Senate Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee [B*T, Jan. 14].
The bill (S 1367) is a perennial measure
introduced by the committee chairman at
the request of the Justice Dept.
Weston Named Lee Assistant
ROBERT G. (BUD) WESTON, with the
FCC since 1943, has been named engineering assistant to Comr. Robert E. Lee, replacing William Campbell. Mr. Campbell
has moved to the FCC Network Study Staff
as a consultant. Mr. Weston most recently
was an electronics engineer with the Broadcast Bureau's Rules & Standards Div.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

New

addition

to

the

"family!

Dolores Taschner has been helping make transistors at our Allentown (Pa. ) Works for a little
over a year. She is one of the many people who
have joined Western Electric recently. They

ice or more of it. For it's our job— as the manufacturing and supply unit of the Bell System —
to help the Bell telephone companies meet the
demand for more telephone service. And our

have swelled the size of our "family" from 94,000
to 132,000 during the last two years.
Why the increase? You can look in your community for the reasons ... to the new families
and businesses in town requiring telephone serv-

new people — guided by our veteran workers —
are helping us make more telephones, more wire,
more cable, more central office switching equipment. . . things that help provide even better Bell
telephone service for you and your community.

MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY
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IRE

OUTSTANDING

MEET

OPENING

WORLD'S

BIGGEST

As expressed by IRE, the "lion's share of
this year's major advances in . . . electronics
will be revealed ... (at the) world's largest
gathering of scientific brainpower and equip-

Monthly Coverage
61, 870
27, 360

Station X
Station Y

26, 680

Station Z

23,220

IRE will be host to 50,000 engineers and
scientists expected at the four-day conclave
at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel and Coliseum
ment."
from all over the U. S. and 35 foreign countries. The electronic influx will fill some 70
Manhattan hotels.
Last week, more than 500 giant trailertrucks were arriving in New York from all
parts of the country, bringing electronic
equipment for the 800-odd exhibits that will
fill all four floors of the Coliseum. An army
of 2,000 workmen worked around the clock
since
display.Wednesday to set up the $10 million
When the Coliseum's doors open today
at 10 a.m. for visitors, some 17,000 different
pieces of apparatus — occupying 2x/2 miles
of booths — will be ready for display. Much
of the apparatus itself will be in actual
operation requiring a million w of electrical
power a day to keep it going. IRE claims
that the Radio Engineering Show, which the
IRE holds annually in connection with the
convention, will be the largest and most
complete technical exhibition ever staged
anywhere.
55 Technical Sessions Set

Average Share of Audience
Noon
6 AM
6 PM
Noon
12 Mid
6 PM
40
WMBD
38
36
24
18
16
Station X
23
20
18
Station Y
11
11
Station Z

FOR

30 YEARS
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HEART

J>lA&jt

OF ILLINOIS
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CBS RADIO NETWORK • 5000 WATTS
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., Nat'l Reps.
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OFFERS

. . .

LATEST developments in electronics will
be talked about in technical papers, exhibited and discussed at this year's national convention and Radio-Tv Engineering Show of
the Institute of Radio Engineers which
opens today (Monday) in New York.

WMBD

TODAY

During 55 technical sessions at the Waldorf-Astoria and Coliseum, some million
words or more will be spoken in formal
presentation of more than 280 papers,
covering almost every field and phase of
the modern world of electronic science. Reports will cover the 24 main branches of the
art, ranging from radio astronomy and medical electronics to color television and high
fidelity.
From 2:30 to 5 p.m. today, technical
talks to be held in the Waldorf's Astor Gallery, Starlight Roof, Jade Room, Sert Room,
Grand Ballroom, and in the Coliseum's
Morse Hall, Marconi Hall and Faraday Hall
will range from "Non-Linear Control System" to "Solid-State Devices." Technical
sessions on Tuesday will begin at 10 a.m.
and 2:30 p.m. with two special symposium
sessions at 8 p.m. on the Starlight Roof and
Faraday Hall.
On Wednesday evening, following daytime technical sessions at 10 a.m. and 2:30
p.m., institute members and guests will attend the annual dinner in the WaldorfAstoria Grand Ballroom. Speaker will be
Dr. John A. Hannah, president of Michigan
State U. and former assistant secretary of
defense for manpower. John T. Henderson,
IRE president, will announce the institute's

TECHNICAL
SHOW
annual awards. The toastmaster will be Rear
Adm. Charles F. Horne, Ret., USN, now
of Convair Corp. Spokesman for 75 new
fellows
will be Signal
Maj. Gen.
U.
S. Army
Corps.John D. O'Connell,
The institute's highest technical award,
the Medal of Honor, this year will go to
Julius A. Stratton, chancellor of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology for outstanding contributions to the development
of radio engineering as a teacher, physicist,
engineer, author and administrator.
The Founders Award, given on special
occasions only, will go to Raymond A. Heising, former Bell Telephone Lab engineer,
for helping to establish the IRE headquarters
and other contributions. Oswald G. Villard
Jr., Stanford U., will receive the Morris
Liebmann Memorial Prize, for work in
connection with meteor astronomy and
ionosphere physics.
The Browder J. Thompson Memorial
Prize will go to Dudley A. Buck, MIT,
for his paper on "The Cryotron," a superconductive computer component. The Harry
Diamond Memorial Award will go to George
Goubau, Signal Corps Engineer Lab, for
his research in ionospheric physics and discovery of surface wave transmission.
The Vladimir K. Zworykin Television
Prize will go to Donald Richman, Hazeltine Corp., for discoveries in color television. The W.R.G. Baker Award will go
to three for work in the field of transistors —
Raymond J. Kircher of Hughes Aircraft
Co., and Robert L. Trend and D. Raymond
Fewer of Bell Telephone Labs.
The annual meeting of the institute at
10:30 a.m. today in the Grand Ballroom of
the Waldorf will feature a talk by Donald
G. Fink, director of research of Philco
and IRE editor on "Electronics and the
The 1967."
Radio Engineering Show will display
IRE—
nearly every type and size of apparatus,
ranging from the tiniest transistor to a superpower radio tube 10 ft. high and on to
giant electronic computing machines.
Western States Assn. to Meet
With Ad Problems on Agenda
"ADVERTISING'S Three Biggest Problems" is the topic of tonight's (Monday)
regular monthly meeting of the Western
States Advertising Agencies Assn. at the
Statler Hotel in Los Angeles. David R.
Fenwick, vice president, Elwood J. Robinson
& Co., Los Angeles, will speak on consumer
acceptance; Paul R. Jordan, vice president
and general manager, Hixson & Jorgenson.
Los Angeles, will discuss agency compensation; Dr. Edward C. Rosenow Jr., past president, Los Angeles County Medical Assn.,
will talk on ethics. Raymond B. Gage,
president, C. B. Juneau Inc., Los Angeles,
WSAAA
past president, will preside at the
dinner meeting.
Broadcasting
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BASEBALL

STARS

FOR

YOUR

LOCAL

COMMERCIALS

Herewith is a list of the country's most popular major league baseball players, all of
whomout theare
available
tape record your advertisers' local commercials for use through1957
baseballto season!
Each player's charge is on the basis of $150.00 per minute commercial. The minimum order being for three commercials, one minute each, by the same player — total
$450.00 for use by the same advertiser, per station. Additional commercials available
on the same basis and in minimum units of three at a time.
Rights are exclusive to one advertiser in each city to the particular player or players used. Additional area coverage is extra, as well as the same advertiser using the
commercials on added stations in the same city.
The offers enclosed herewith are subject to:
1. Prior sale. 2. Acceptability of product or service
3. Acceptability of commercial copy.
The method of procedure is to first advise us immediately the name or names of
the ball players you desire and the station or stations call letters. Next, submit triplicate copies of each of the commercials to be recorded for copy approval.
The commercials will be supplied on 7 V2 " tape by us. Breweries and cigarette advertisers will not be acceptable.
Discounts for quantity cities on application.
Mickey Mantle and Yogi Berra of the New York Yankees are also available on the
same conditions as above, the only difference being that the charge is $450.00 each
one-minute commercial for these two stars.
This listing has been compiled by special arrangement with Frank Scott, representing professional athletes, and may be added to or withdrav/n from, from time to
time without prior notice.
BALTIMORE ORIOLES
NEW YORK YANKEES
ST. LOUIS CARDS
Hank Bauer
Tommy Byrne
Gerry Coleman
Joe Collins
Whitey Ford
Bob Grim
Elston Howard
Don Larsen
Gil McDougald
Billy Martin
Bill Skowron
Bob Turley
CLEVELAND

INDIANS

Bobby Avila
Rocky Colavito
Mike Garcia
Bob Lemon
Herb Score
Vic Wertz
CINCINNATI REDLEGS
Ed Bailey
Smoky Burgess
Ted Kluszewski
Brooks Lawrence
Wally Post
Frank Robinson
PITTSBURGH

PIRATES

Bob Friend
Dale Long
Frank Thomas

Ken Boyer
Wally Moon
BROOKLYN

DODGERS

George Kell
Gus Trinados
MILWAUKEE

Don Bessent
Roy Campanella
Roger Craig
Don Drysdale
Carl Erskine
Junior Gilliam
Gil Hodges
Johnny Podres
Sal Maglie
Peewee Reese
Duke Snider
CHICAGO WHITE SOX
Larry Doby
Nelson Fox
Bob Keegan
Sherman Lollar
Billy Pierce
Jim Rivera
BOSTON

RED SOX

Billy Goodman
Jackie Jensen
Willard Nixon
Mel Parnell
Jim Piersall
Mickey Vernon
Sammy White
NEW YORK GIANTS

DETROIT

TIGERS

Ray Boone
Frank
House
Billy Hoeft
Harvey Kuenn
Eddie Robinson
Bill Tuttle
KANSAS CITY A'S
Billy Hunter
Mickey
McDermott
Tom Morgan
Irv Noren
Vic Powers
PHILADELPHIA

PHILLIES

Richie Ashburn
Harvey Haddix
Robin Roberts
Curt Simmons
WASHINGTON

Johnny Antonelli
Whitey Lockman
Red Schoendist

CHARLES
MICHELSON,
45 W. 45th Street
New York 36, N. Y.

BRAVES

Hank Aaron
Joe Adcock
Bob Buhl
Lew Burdette
Bill Bruton
Del Crandall
Johnny Logan
Eddie Mathews
Warren Spahn

SENATORS

Chuck Stobbs
Eddie Yost
INC.
PLaza 7-0695
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• RETMA holds quarterly meet
• Balcom to get Medal of Honor
280,000

Tampa-St.Petersburg
METROPOLITAN

covered

MARKET

by

Television Magazine reports TV
sets in the Tampa — St. Petersburg
Metropolitan Area now total 280,000
— an increase of 60,000 based on new
circulation data!
The WFLA-TV market is BIG! It
offers the second largest metropolitan TV circulation available in Florida
— and, it's also Florida's second and
the
retailnation's
sales. thirty-sixth market in
And that's not all ! WFLA-TV gives
you intensive coverage of this big,
fast-growing metropolitan market —
PLUS a rich 30-county area where
industrial and agricultural payrolls
create steady buying power every
week of the year.
WFLA-TV is the only Florida Station that delivers unduplicated NBC
live programming within its 100-mile
radius.
See your BLAIR-TV man for top
rated availabilities on this sales
powerhouse of Florida's West Coast.

wfla:ty

NBC Basic

m
mntmconnictidi H

National Representative-BLAIR-TV Inc.
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SIX-PHASE program designed to relieve the
shortage of electronic engineers was submitted to the Defense Dept. Friday by Radio-Electronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn. during its
quarterly meeting
in Washington. The
study was made at
the request
fense officials.of deRETMA's program to ease the
engineer shortage
proposes: sponsorship of advanced
study by students;
summer work for
science teachers
MR. BALCOM
and students; workand-study programs; formation of company speakers
bureaus; scholarships, and endowment of
courses. Grayson Swailes. Hughes Aircraft
Co., was chairman of the study committee.
The RETMA board of directors, at a
Friday morning meeting, picked Max F.
Balcom. former RETMA board chairman
and now a director-consultant of Sylvania
Electric Products, to receive the 1957 Medal
of Honor. The award will be presented at
RETMA's annual industry banquet, to be
held next May in Chicago.
Mr. Balcom, active in RETMA affairs
for more than a decade, was named for
the industry's highest award for his industry
achievements over a period of three decades.
The nomination of Mr. Balcom was made
by Paul V. Galvin, Motorola Inc.. chairman of the awards committee and recipient
of the award last year.
Plans for National Radio Week May 5-11
were reviewed Wednesday by the RETMA
Two More News Associations
Hit Ban on Red China Travel
RADIO & Television News Directors Assn.
and Radio and Television Correspondents
Assn. have joined the mounting demand for
the government to lift its ban on travel by
newsmen to Communist China.
Last week, the two organizations addressed separate messages to Secretary of
State John Foster Dulles asking for early
affirmative action which would enable
trained accredited American newsmen to
travel to Red China.
The correspondents' message was signed
by Robert F. Hurleigh, Mutual manager,
Washington; the directors' message was
signed by Theodore F. Koop, CBS news
and public affairs, Washington. They are
presidents of their respective organizations.
Both urged early action because as stated
in the message sent by RTNDA, "the best
way to expose the weaknesses and dangers
of the Red China regime would be to
allow trained reporters to tour the country
and present their findings to the world."
At Mr. Dulles' last news conference he

KEY ROLES at Washington meeting of
Radio Electronics-Tv Mfrs. Assn. last
week were taken by (I to r): James D.
Secrest, executive vice president; Dr.
W. R. G. Baker, General Electric Co.,
RETMA president, and Julius Haber,
RCA, chairman of Public Relations and
Advertising Committee of RETMA's
set division.
Public Relations & Advertising Committee,
headed by Julius Haber, RCA. Joseph M.
Sitrick, NARTB. explained plans for broadcast participation in the all-industry event.
Plans were discussed for a tie-in of Radio
Week with Mother's Day in connection with
RCA's "Say It With Music" promotion,
since Mother's Day is May 12, immediately
following the weeklong campaign.
RETMA members were given a review
of the educational television project in the
Hagerstown. Md.. public schools. This
closed-circuit project, sponsored by RETMA
and Fund for the Advancement of Education (Ford Foundation), is developing teaching techniques for grades 1 to 12.
Industry and government representatives
were guests of RETMA at a Thursday evening reception held at the association's new
headquarters. 1721 DeSales St. N. W.
said the department is continuing "to study
and explore the matter to see whether any
ways can be found to satisfy better the demands for news coverage without seeming
to drop the barriers down generally."
700 Delegates Slated to Attend
AWRT Convention in St. Louis
APPROXIMATELY 700 delegates will explore the role of women in radio and tv
at the sixth annual convention of American
Women in Radio & Television, April 25-28
in St. Louis.
Among slated speakers are Harold E.
Fellows, president of NARTB. Ben R. Donaldson, director of institutional advertising.
Ford Motor Co., will speak on "The Feminine Influence in the Complex World of Advertising." Bea Adams, KMBC-AM-TV
Kansas City, will moderate a panel on women's buying patterns, and Doris Corwith,
supervisor of public affairs programs, NBC,
New York, will head discussion of "Showmanship and Salesmanship." The McCaU's
magazine awards dinner is April 27.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

Advertising

must

Age

reading

says HOWARD
Vice President

is

for

us

H. McCULLY

Morton Frozen Foods, Inc.

"Advertising Age

is must reading for both the writer and our sales promotion

department.

I look forward

not only for information
that we
HOWARD

as to what

is going on, but also as a source of ideas

can use in our selling and merchandising

H. McCULLY

program/'

Up-to-the-minute news of advertising and marketing, reports of
marketing trends, sharp analyses of marketing methods — all are vitally
important these days to the executives who are important to you.

Mr. McCully's first employment took him to
the Kroger Co. 25 years ago, with aspirations
of gaining merchandising experience which
would eventually lead him to the advertising
agency business. In 1953, following advertising and sales managerial positions with
Durkee's Famous Foods, American Home
Foods and Minute Maid Corporation, Mr.
McCully joined Morton Frozen Foods, Inc.
as vice-president in charge of marketing.
Mr. McCully's interest in the development of
frozen food merchandising has absorbed his
time and effort to the point where he never
did get around to the agency business as
he originally contemplated.

®

to my reading of Advertising Age

That's why you will find Ad Age getting "must" Monday-morning,
Monday-evening readership — not only in the offices and homes of those
who activate, but those who influence major market and media decisions.
Morton Frozen Foods, for instance, ranks today as one of the
largest packers of frozen foods and is an important broadcast advertiser.
In this industry where some $6,495,000* was spent
in 1956 on just spot TV, Morton expenditures accounted for
over $467,000** during the first nine months.
Every week, Ad Age gets read, routed and discussed by advertising and
marketing executives at Morton's. Further, 39 paid
subscription copies of AA get "must" reading at the agency handling
Morton advertising, Ted Bates and Company.
Add to this AA's 37,000 paid circulation, its tremendous penetration of
advertising with a weekly paid circulation currently
reaching over 10,000 agency people alone, its intense readership by top
executives in national advertising companies, its unmatched

Q00

total readership of over 141,000 — and you'll recognize in Advertising Age
a most influential medium for swinging broadcast decisions your way.
"Advertising Age, February 18 Issue
**N. C. Rorabaugh Co. for Television Bureau of Advertising
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TO

COVER
OLD
AND
NEW
N.
Y.,
and
Henry
Hulick
Jr.,
WPTF
Raleigh,
NEW technical equipment and ways of
N. C.
modernizing old gear will be demonstrated
Axel G. Jensen, chief, visual and acoustics
to 500 engineering and management deleresearch, Bell Telephone Labs., will address
gates at NARTB's 11th Broadcast Engineerthe engineering luncheon on opening day.
ing Conference, to be held April 8-1 1 during
convention week at the Conrad Hilton
A reception will precede the luncheon.
On the Monday afternoon program, with
Hotel, in Chicago.
Ben Wolfe, WAAM (TV) Baltimore preThe conference has developed into one
siding, will be a series of tv papers opening
of the nation's major technical forums. The
with a report on operating factors of the
four-day program for the meeting next
new Ampex videotape recorder, by Charles
month will cover subjects ranging from
automatic operation of equipment to the Ginsburg, of Ampex Corp. Other afternoon papers: operating experience with
latest in color television.
video tape, Howard Chinn, CBS Television;
Last year's attendance at the engineering
color appearance in tv studio lighting, Rollo
meeting totaled 392 registered delegates.
G. Williams, Century Lighting Inc.; ChromaPresent indications point to approximately
William J. Wagner, KRON-TV San
500, which would be an all-time record, Chron,
Francisco.
according to A. Prose Walker, NARTB
A Monday afternoon panel on color tv
engineering manager. Meetings will be held
test signals will be moderated by C. G.
in the Waldorf Room of the hotel, the same
auditorium used at the 1956 session.
Nopper, WMAR-TV Baltimore. Panel
members are George Nixon, NBC; Richard
Engineering executives will hear about
S.
O'Brien, CBS; Robert Morris, ABC;
such new devices as a Minneapolis Honeywell Regulator Co. automatic recording unit J. R. Popkin-Clurman, Telechrome; James
W. Wentworth, RCA, and John Thorpe,
that will keep a radio station log and mainAT&T.
tain directional arrays in adjustment [Closed
Tuesday morning, April 9, the engineers
Circuit, Feb. 18]. This application of in- will meet jointly with management delegates
dustrial recording techniques will provide
for the formal opening ceremonies of the
automatic records of plate voltage, plate curannual convention. That noon they will
rent and frequency deviation and in addition
hear FCC Chairman George C. McConshow current ratios in directional antenna
arrays.
naughey address a joint management-engineering luncheon. The afternoon session,
General Electric Co. will explain its new
based on radio topics, will be presided over
50 kw am transmitter using about a dozen
by Carl J. Meyers, WGN Chicago. Papers
vacuum tubes, with germanium rectifiers and
include: compatible single sideband system,
other units replacing many tubes. The
Leonard R. Kahn, Kahn Research Labs.;
transmitter can operate unattended.
new type of audio console, Emil P. Vincent;
One of the money-saving features of the ABC; automatic program equipment, John
conference will be a paper showing how
K. Birch, Gates Radio Co.; remote pickups,
"sticky" image orthicon tubes, costing
Harry Dennis, WERE Cleveland, and re$1,200 new, can be given a greatly extended
cording techniques. C. J. LeBel, Audio Devices.
life by means of a mechanical device that
causes the lens plate to oscillate.
Wednesday morning features a joint enRecalling last year's conference and mangineering-management roundtable, with
agement meeting, with its talk-exciting demmembers of the FCC submitting to quesonstration of the new Ampex tv tape retions. NARTB President Harold E. Felcorder, the NARTB Engineering Dept. prelows will address the noon luncheon. George
dicted technical delegates will encounter a S. Turner, chief of the FCC field engineering
number of surprises at this year's meeting.
Programming for the conference is under direction of John G. Leitch, WCAU-AM-TV
BOGEYMEN'S BOOTY
Philadelphia, program committee chairman,
and Mr. Walker.
MORE than a score of prizes, including the annual B*T silver trophies,
The four-day meeting opens Monday,
will be awarded at the annual NARTB
April 8, with greetings from Raymond F.
Convention Golf Tournament to be
Guy, NBC, NARTB Engineering Committee chairman. James H. Greenwood,
held Sunday, April 7 at Midwest
Country Club, near Chicago. The
WCAE Pittsburgh, will preside at the
B»T awards will go to low gross and
morning meeting. Engineering sessions run
low net winners, using blind bogey
on a strict 9 a.m.-5 p.m. schedule. The
handicaps. B«T will provide buses
opening
paper, describing
50 kw
from the Conrad Hilton Hotel, with
am transmitter,
will be GE's
read new
by Neville
tee-off time at 9:30 a.m. at the club,
Mapham, of GE. Other morning papers
located
at Hinsdale, 111. Entries should
include a report by Mr. Walker on NARTB's
be mailed to the nearest B«T office
request to FCC for extension of remote control plus a discussion of automatic logging;
or Washington headquarters. Winners
last year were Merrill Lindsay, WSOY
automatic recording at transmitters, Gustave
Decatur, 111., and Joe Higgins, WTHI
Ehrenberg, Minneapolis Honeywell ReguTerre Haute, Ind., who tied for low
lator Co. (Brown Instrument Div.); radio
gross with 79, and FCC Comr. John
station of the future, John Haerle, Collins
C. Doerfer with low net.
Radio Co., and modernizing transmitters,
Charles Hallinan, WKOP Binghamton,
Broadcasting
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and monitoring bureau, will preside in the
afternoon. Papers include: Color effects,
John H. Roth, Philco Corp.; field intensity
measurements, Howard T. Head, A. D. Ring
& Assoc.; aural standby facilities for tv
transmitters, Mr. Wolfe and Clyde Haehnle,
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati; precision frequency control in minimizing co-channel
interference, Wendell C. Morrison, RCA
Labs.; mobile tv monitoring unit, Raymond
L. Day, FCC.
Both sessions Thursday will be devoted
to television. Clyde M. Hunt, WTOP-TV
Washington, will preside in the morning.
Papers include: color tv film channel amplifiers, M. H. Diehl, General Electric Co.;
video switching, V. R. Hatch, Long Lines
Dept. AT&T; low-power tv station operation, Richard T. Silberman, Kin-Tel; Walter
Reed Hospital color studios, A. F. Inglis and
L. E. Anderson, RCA; 100 kw transmitter
in 316 kw operation, James L. Middlebrooks, KING-TV Seattle; new lease on life
for retired image orthicons, F. Cecil Grace,
Visual Electronics.
Lester H. Bowman, CBS Television,
Hollywood, will preside at the Thursday afternoon session, which winds up the meeting. Papers include: automation in tv programming, A. H. Lind, RCA; tower design,
construction and maintenance, J. Roger
Hayden, Dresser-Ideco Co.; high-gain lowcost emergency or auxiliary antenna system, Peter K. Onnigian, KBET-TV Sacramento, Calif.; predicting operating characteristics of closely spaced antennas on same
tower, Irl T. Newton and Dr. M. S. Siukola,
RCA.
Film

Sessions

WBNS
RADIO
COLUMBUS, OHIO

any

way

you

look

at

it...

Added

To NARTB
Agenda
NARTB last week revised its convention
schedule to include a meeting of tv film producers-distributors and broadcasters. The
two groups will discuss common problems
in a panel session scheduled Monday, April
8, 2-3 p.m. The convention will be held
April 7-11 at the Conrad Hilton Hotel,
Chicago.
Originally NARTB had planned a film
panel Thursday morning, final day of the
convention. The program was to have been
part of a half-day meeting devoted to films
and color television but these panels gave
way to a music contract meeting open to
NARTB members and non-members alike
[B«T, March 11].
NARTB will name a moderator and four
panelists for the Monday film session. Two
panelists will represent film interests, with
the other two coming from broadcast ranks.
The film discussion will wind up at 3 p.m.,
to be followed by a labor relations clinic.
Other Monday afternoon events include a
meeting of fm broadcasters and the program
of the four-day Engineering Conference (see
story pages 88-89).
Convention planners indicated the film
representatives will discuss sales and operating problems with broadcasters, including
rates, bargaining techniques and ways of
building up the future of tv films. Harold P.
See, KRON-TV San Francisco, is chairman
of the NARTB Tv Film Committee, which
Broadcasting

As they say on the Avenue, "Let's upperiscope
and periscope
look around."
AndOhio,
the
farther
up you
in Central
the
more
listeners
you'll
find
tuned
WBNS Radio. With $2,739,749,000 to
to
spend, they, along with Pulse, place us
first in any Monday-thru-Friday quarterhour, day or night. Ask John Blair.
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DENVER
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TRADE ASSNS.
drew up a standard film contract form now
in wide use.
Another convention session of interest to
the film segment of the industry will be the
Tuesday
discussion
of NARTB's
Tv Code. afternoon
Earlier this
year members
of the
Alliance of Tv Film Producers were admitted to the code structure as associates.
The Tuesday afternoon program includes
a tv station organization panel directed by
Charles H. Tower, NARTB employe-employer relations manager. Panelists include
Samuel L. H. Burk, National Assn. of Manufacturers; Donald R. Booz, Jewel Tea Co.;
L. H. Rogers II, WSAZ-TV Huntington, W.
Va., and John S. Hayes, WTOP-TV Washington.
Gen. Alfred M. Gruenther, president of
the American Red Cross and former Supreme Allied Commander in Europe, will deliver the opening address of the Management
Conference April 9. He will speak prior to
presentation of NARTB's 1957 keynote
award for distinguished service to broadcasting. Recipient of this award in absentia
will be former President Herbert Hoover.

GEN. GRUENTHER

OREGON

I

tb

90

MR. BOOTH

Arch N. Booth, executive vice president of
the U. S. Chamber of Commerce, world's
largest business organization, will address
the April 11 luncheon on the subject, "People, Product and Progress: 1975."
Pre-registration for the convention events
will be $25 for the Management Conference,
including three luncheons; $25 for the Engineering Conference, also including three
luncheons; $6.50 for the Monday engineering reception and luncheon; $5 for nonmember tv station delegates attending the
Thursday morning music meeting, only
event open to non-members.
Fellows Urges Sales Push
To Safeguard Prosperity

SEE WEED TELEVISION
PACIFIC N.W.
MOORE 8c ASSOC.
Page 90
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"THE biggest sales push in history" must
be made in the next few months if a depressed economy is to be avoided, NARTB
President Harold E. Fellows said Wednesday in an address to the Hampton Roads
(Va.) Sales Executives Club. He charged
American salesmen with the responsibility
of protecting prosperity now and for many
years to come.
Mr. Fellows predicted the gross national
product will increase about 50% by 1965
and that population will exceed 180 million.
"Here is a lot of product for a vast and
dynamic market," he said, adding, "What
this country needs is not a five-cent cigar
but salesmen who can sell them at two-fora-quarter."

'OLD TIMERS' PLEA
RADIO'S Old Timers' industry organization comprising electronics veterans
of at least 20 years service, has sent
out an S. O. S. for the identity of its
past presidents. The group is seeking
lost records which would enable its
present officers to learn the names of
presidents in the organization's early
days.
Sam Poncher, Newark Electric Co.
and Old Timers' president-treasurer,
asks members with unfailing memories
to contact him before the club's annual reception-meeting prior to the
electronics parts show at the Conrad
Hilton in Chicago next May. A ceremony isplanned for the past presidents.
Alabama

Assn. Meet to Discuss

Ways of Building Radio Sales
WAYS to build radio sales will provide
the theme for the Alabama Broadcasters
Assn. at the annual spring convention to be
held Friday-Saturday in the Dinkler-Tutwiler
Hotel, Birmingham. Julian C. Smith, WAGF
Dothan, will preside.
Speakers include A. D. Willard Jr.,
WGAC Augusta, Ga.; Clarke Brown, of
Clarke Brown Co., station representatives;
Gaines Kelley, WFMY-TV Greensboro,
N. C; J. Bert Smith, Southern Bell Telephone & Telegraph Co.; Aubrey Williams,
of Aubrey Williams Adv. Agency, New Orleans; John W. Jacobs Jr., WDUN Gainesville, Ga., and Milton Paule, National
Research Bureau.
Among those taking part in program
events will be Charles Coleman. Avery-Knodel, Atlanta; Ralph Howard, WHEP Foley,
Ala.; John L. Slatton, WJBB Haleyville, Ala;
J. Dige Bishop, WCTA Andalusia, Ala.;
William S. Baskerville Jr., WKRG Mobile,
Ala.; James W. Whatley, WRFS Alexander
City, Ala.; W. W. Hunt, WCOV Montgomery; Ralph Allgood, WRMA Montgomery,
and Jack Weldon, Associated Press.
New officers will be elected. Frank D.
Benson, WALA Mobile, is program chairman and William O. Mogge, WAPI Birmingham, isin charge of arrangements.
NARTB

Board to Receive Ideas

On Radio Symbol from Committee
A SERIES of visual and aural symbols to
be used by radio stations adhering to the
NARTB Standards of Good Practice will be
submitted to the NARTB Radio Board,
which meets June 20 in Washington.
A special committtee that has studied the
use of symbols is headed by Worth Kramer,
WJR Detroit. Serving on the committee,
which met March 8 at NARTB Washington
headquarters, are these members in addition to Mr. Kramer: Frank Gaither, WSB
Atlanta, who replaced Walter E. Wagstaff,
now of KGW-TV Portland, Ore.; Carleton
Brown, WTVL Waterville, Me., and Cliff
Gill, KBIG Avalon, Calif. John F. Meagher,
NARTB radio vice president, meets with
the committee.
Broadcasting
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STATIONS
WRCA-AM-TV
Realign;
Buck Takes Sales Post
Concentration of marketing activities of
WRCA-AM-TV New York under the direction of Max E. Buck was announced
last week by William N. Davidson, general
manager of the
NBC -owned stations.
Mr. Davidson
cited the emphasis
on marketing as
"another step toward broadening
and strengthening

TEXAS broadcasters look over new Gates auto-station at Monday meeting of
state association (story this page), held at San Antonio. L to r: Dave Morris,
KNUZ Houston; J. C. Kellam, KTBC-AM-TV Austin; Albert D. Johnson, KENS-AMTV San Antonio; George Cranston, WBAP-AM-TV Fort Worth; Larry Cervone,
Gates Radio Co.; Alex Keese, WFAA-AM-TV Fort Worth; Vann Kennedy, KSIXTV Corpus Christi; James M. Gaines, WOAI-AM-TV San Antonio, and James M.
Brown, KONO-AM-TV San Antonio.
Texas Broadcasters Hear Cohn
Warn of Rate Control Danger
CHARGING of fees to view subscription tv
programs might lead Congress and the FCC
into regulation of rates for this service and
perhaps into radio-tv rate control, Marcus
Cohn, of the Washington law firm of Cohn
& Marks, told the Texas Assn. of Broadcasters Monday meeting in San Antonio.
Mr. Cohn said a trend toward public
utility regulation of broadcasting began with
enactment of Sec. 309 (C) of the Communications Act several years ago. This clause,
providing right of protest by broadcasters
after grant of new stations without hearing,
brought attempts to block out competition.
"If you exclude competition, then you invite
regulation of your return," he said.
Subscription tv proponents invite rate
regulation despite their opposition to such
control when they raise dollar questions in
their arguments, he said, adding that since
1954 many of the arguments advanced in
FCC cases have raised economic issues. Tv's
rapid expansion and allocation problems
also raise economic issues, he said. He
estimated that $20 billion has been spent in
a decade for receivers, station construction
and program production.
Dick Pack, program vice president of
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., told TAB
delegates some am stations "don't even have
program managers." He suggested they need
creative programming even if the schedule
lacks big dramatic or musical productions.
"The best independent radio stations and
affiliates, too, have program managers as an
essential
he said. part of their management teams,"
Frequently the program chiefs of tv stations are "glorified operations or traffic
men," Mr. Pack said, pointing to the need
for imaginative and aggressive local programming infilm as well as live shows. He
ascribed the success of WBC's recent Boston
conference on public service programming
[B«T, March 4] in part to the fact that it
spotlighted "the sometimes forgotten man,
the program manager."
Broadcasting
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Songwriter Charges Condemned
By Texas Broadcasters Assn.
TEXAS broadcasters last week joined
Arkansas Broadcasters Assn. in an attack
on "irresponsible" charges made by Songwriters Protective Assn. At its Monday
meeting, Texas Assn. of Broadcasters
adopted a strong resolution condemning
the songwriters for charging broadcasters
with
an attempt to monopolize the music
industry.
The Texas resolution, noting the "unfounded allegations" against the broadcasting industry, denied flatly that such charges
are true and deplored the attempt to show
existence of a conspiracy against songwriters. The SPA was not mentioned specifical y in the resolution.
An Arkansas resolution adopted March
9 observed that SPA had made the conspiracy charges to Chairman Warren G.
Magnuson (D-Wash.), of the Senate Commerce Committee [B«T, March 11]. ABA
contended the charges were not representative of the entire SPA membership and
claimed they reflected on the integrity of
the entire broadcasting industry. ABA
denied the allegations.
SPA spokesmen asked the Senate group
for legislation separating networks from
their record companies, direct FCC supervision of networks and extension of FCC
authority to the field of music.
Agency Network Sets Convention
THE First Advertising Agency Group,
agency network, will hold its 1957 conference at the Hotel Plaza, San Francisco, according to an announcement by W. Arthur
Lee of Lee-Stockman Inc., New York,
chairman of the convention site committee.
The conference will last five days, beginning
July 1, which represents an extra day added
to the usual four, to give time for sightseeing, business and relaxation. Joe Jackson
of Evans, McClure & Assoc., San Francisco,
is chairman of the convention arrangements
committee, and Charles Brown of the
Foulke Agency, Minneapolis, is program
chairman.

the stations'
look on sales outand
While Mr. Buck
will have the new
title
of director of
service."

MR. BUCK

sales, he also will be responsible for functions of the advertising, promotion, publicity
and merchandising departments and report
directly to the general manager.
At the same time Mr. Davidson announced
a realignment of personnel that will make
for fewer men reporting directly to the general manager. In addition to Mr. Buck the
following report directly to the general
manager: Arthur Hamilton, WRCA radio
station manager; George Heinemann, director of programs (also director of programming, planning and development for the
NBC-owned stations); Peter Affe, director
of operations;
ness manager. and Frederick Acker, busiHowever, there are several changes in the
television operation area which will result in
a closer coordination of the station's technical and production operations, Mr. Davidson said. The operations and engineering
departments are consolidated under one
head — Peter Affe.
Other Regrouping
In addition, programming functions including news, weather, special events and
public affairs will, for organizational purposes, come under the supervision of Program Director Heinemann, he explained.
The former WRCA-AM-TV news and
special events department will be divided into
three separate operations with the news department under the supervision of Gabe
Pressman, manager of news; the special
events department under Al Perlmutter,
manager, and the religious and educational
programs under the management of Patricia Farrar. Al Odeal continues as manager of film procurement for WRCA-TV.
In addition, Mr. Davidson announced the
promotion of Tony Kraemer as manager of
advertising and promotion and Joseph E.
Murphy as manager of merchandising.
Mr. Buck, prior to joining NBC in January, 1953 as a director of advertising- promotion-merchandising forWRCA-AM-TV, was
for eleven years vice president in charge
of sales and advertising for Kings Super
Market, a chain of 25 stores in northern
New Jersey.
March 18, 1957
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STATIONS
New Assignments Made by Storer
In National Sales Organization

New ABC Chicago Facilities
Planned for Color Telecasts

New assignments in the national sales organization of Storer Broadcasting Co. were
announced last week in New York by
Maurice E. McMurray, national sales director of Storer stations.
William E. Kelley, who has been in
charge of advertiser contacts, will become
New York sales manager for WJW-TV
Cleveland. Lewis Johnson, formerly midwest tv sales manager, and Paul Evans, midwest radio sales manager, have been moved

NEW technical facilities being -installed for
WBKB (TV) Chicago in the ABC State
Lake Bldg. [B*T, March 4] will permit color
transmission with slight adaptations, besides
increasing tv studio space, according to the
network-owned station.
While ABC-TV has no present color plans
for WBKB, air-conditioning units and lighting circuits to accommodate such transmission have been installed. When color telecasting isfinally set, the station need only
buy color cameras for the transition from
black-and-white.
WBKB plans to complete its move from
the Kemper Bldg. to the ABC State Lake
Bldg. later this month. Three tv studios
will be located on the 12th (top) floor with
a 60% greater area than it now possesses.
One radio studio is being equipped for Chicago originations by ABC radio network.
WBKB's
transmitting
on the Kemper
Bldg. antenna will remain

MR. KELLEY

MR. JOHNSON

from Chicago to New York as sales managers. The former will represent WJBKTV Detroit and Mr. Evans WSPD Toledo,
WJW Cleveland and WJBK Detroit.
Bob Flanigan, assigned to Chicago as administrative head of midwest sales opera-

MR. EVANS

MR. FLAnIgAN

tions, replaces Mr. Evans as midwest radio
sales manager. A new midwest tv sales
manager is still to be announced.
Other New York assignments remain the
same. They are Peter Storer, WBRC-TV
Birmingham, Ala., and WAGA-TV Atlanta;
Don Campbell, WGBS-TV Miami, WSPDTV Toledo and KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore.;
Dan Weinig, WWVA Wheeling, W. Va.,
WGBS Miami, WAGA Atlanta and WBRC
Birmingham. Gayle Grubb continues in
charge of all west coast national sales for
Storer stations.
KVOO-TV Buys Color Equipment
COMPLETE color studio equipment for
origination of film and slide programs has
been purchased by KVOO-TV Tulsa, Okla.
The NBC-affiliated station purchased the
equipment from Philco. The station already
has aired several color shows.

KTWO-TV Casper Takes to Air
KTWO-TV Casper, Wyo., is now in regular operation on ch. 2. Affiliated with ABCTV and NBC-TV, the Harriscope Inc. station conducted a week of testing before its
debut March 1. Owners are Burt L Harris,
former vice president of the Toni Div. of
Gillette Co.; Irving B. Harris, former Toni
advertising director, and Don Paul Nathanson, president of North Advertising, Chicago. They spent an estimated $80,270 to
build KTWO-TV. Harriscope is applicant
for ch. 9 Sheridan, Wyo.
Studio to Get Ampex Recorders
EIGHT Ampex video tape recorders are
scheduled to be installed by April 1 at the
newly-opened RKO-WOR Sound Studios,
established as a division of the parent company, RKO Teleradio Inc.
Formerly operated under the control of
WOR New York, the new unit — termed
"Studio One" — is located at 1440 Broadway, New York City. It has new recording
facilities for sponsors, agencies and musical
organizations. More than 400 New York
agency and production firm officials last
month attended the formal opening of the
new studios.
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Issues New

Rates

A NEW rate card has been issued by KTBCTV Austin, Tex., J. C. Kellam, general
manager, has announced. A class AA period was instituted to cover 8 p.m. to 10
p.m. daily. One time rate is now $525 an
hour. Class C (5 p.m. to 6 p.m.) time, one
hour rate is now $310.
KIRT Mission, Tex., on Air
KIRT Mission, Tex., went on the air Feb.
24. The daytime station, on 1580 kc with
1 kw, is owned and operated by Robert F.
Pool Jr. and Robert F. Pool III. Program
manager is Marcia Davenport.
Broadcasting
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Growing

Value

tion's members file suits against stations
frequently, but ASCAP only recently has
started to publicize them and does so only

of Spots

In Daytime Video Cited
DAYTIME spot values have doubled since
1953, growing at an unprecedented rate
during the past four years, according to a
report prepared last week by the television
division of Edward Petry & Co., New York,
station representatives.
The study, "1957's Greatest Tv Value,"
analyzes factors which have contributed to
the development of the daytime spot and the
attraction of an advertising investment of
over $100 million during 1956. Employing
1953 as a base year, since it marked the
beginning of full daytime programming in
most areas, the Petry study points out that
17 million families have been added to the
tv audience in the past four years — an 80%
increase in set saturation. Applying Nielsen
sets-in-use to the set ownership data for typical months in 1953 and 1956, it is shown
that the average daytime viewership has
doubled in this period.
The report indicates that this massive increase in audience has not been reflected in
the daytime spot rate trend. In 1953, daytime spot rates were generally 50% of the
nighttime level, but today they range between 25 and 35% of class A. This spread
has been further enlarged for daytime announcements bythe introduction of package plans providing for discounts up to 50%
for multiple spot purchases, the report notes.
These developments enable today's daytime tv advertisers to buy announcements
at rates which are in some instances lower
than the 1953 levels for the same periods, it
it claimed. The study compares 1953 and
1957 costs for daytime announcement
schedules for ten Petry represented tv stations including five in the top 20 markets.
Taking advantage of package plans, advertisers can purchase saturation campaigns on
these representatives stations reaching a
greatly enlarged viewership at costs comparable to 1953 levels for similarly heavy
daytime spot schedules.

in what it considers to be "flagrant" cases.
ASCAP indicated "more than a few" suits
against stations currently are pending in
various courts throughout the U. S. but
declined to enumerate them even though
they are matters of public record.

A FROZEN 9, formed from almost
400 pounds of ice, was the piece de
resistance at a reception celebrating
the "unfreezing" of ch. 9 Charlotte,
N. C, and the granting of the channel
to WSOC-TV that city. The reception
served to introduce George Henderson, WSOC-TV general sales manager,
to advertising agencies in the area.
L to r: Larry Walker, WSOC-TV
executive vice president in charge of
television; Earl Gluck, WSOC-AM-TV
president, and Mr. Henderson, formerly with WLW Cincinnati.
than $250 for each unauthorized performance, together with court costs and attorneys' fees.
The ASCAP legal department in New
York told B«T Thursday that the organiza-

Crosley To Begin Construction
On WLWI (TV) Indianapolis, Ind.
CROSLEY Broadcasting Co. plans to start
construction immediately on ch. 13 WLWI
(TV), a new station to be located in Indianapolis, Ind. By a tight four to three vote,
the FCC granted the new channel to the
Crosley
company March 8. [At Deadline,
March 11],
Studios for WLWI (TV) will be located
at 1401 N. Meridian St., Indianapolis. The
transmitters will be built just north of the
city on the northeast corner of 96th St.
and Ditch Rd., Hamilton County. Indianapolis is in Marion County.
Application for the channel was first
made in 1946 when licenses were granted
to Crosley in Cincinnati (WLW-AM-TV),
Columbus (WLWC [TV]), and Dayton
(WLWD [TV]). The broadcasting company
now has five tv station licenses — the maximum number. In addition to the three Ohio
outlets, Crosley also owns and operates
WLWA (TV) Atlanta.
BETTER
BALANCED
MUSIC
PROGRAMMING

yiSSMf
8$IS

Stewart E. Chamberlain,
Prog. -Dir. of KGAK, Gallup,
N. Mexico writes:
"Yah-tah-hay ! from the Indian
Capital of the World! KGAK
in Gallup, N. Mexico is bordered on the north by the Navajo Reservation, and to the
south by the Zuni Pueblo.
"But to get to the point, I
wish to pass
information on along
the usesa little
we have
Library.
made of the wonderful SESAC

Primm of WEYE Charged
In Copyright Breach Case
THREE members of the American Society
of Composers, Authors & Publishers filed
suit last week for copyright infringement
against Waldo W. Primm as owner, operator
and manager of WEYE Sanford, N. C. The
plaintiffs allege that copyrighted songs were
performed by the station without authorization.
The songs involved in the suit are: "We
Kiss in a Shadow," "Something Wonderful"
and "Hello, Young Lovers," all by Richard
Rodgers and Oscar Hamerstein 2nd and published by Williamson Music, Inc.; "At
Sundown" by Walter Donaldson, published
by Leo Feist, Inc. and "Friendly Persuasion" by Paul Francis Webster and Dimitri
Tiomkin, published by Leo Feist, Inc.
The plaintiffs, Messrs. Rodgers and Hammerstein and Leo Feist, Inc., are asking the
U. S. District Court for the middle district
of North Carolina to restrain the defendant
from publicly performing the songs in the
future and to award damages of not less
Broadcasting
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"... I have programmed 'Musical Panorama' three evenings
a week . . . Walt Jaworski and
Walter Solek and their polka
bands have been making a big
hit on 'Polka Time' Saturday
evenings . . . and needless to
say, our listeners thoroughly en'Musicartists
by Maltby'
and the
otherjoyfine
on SESAC.

TRANSCRIBED
OLISEUM

TOWER

LIBRARY
• NEW

YORK

send for prepaid audition discs

1

"KGAK has the 'Original Navajo Hour'. . . our announcer and
DJ, Dana Begay, intersperses
native Indian songs and chants
with the 'N' section of SESAC
which he finds very helpful in
presenting different types of
music to his people.
"Yes, we too, have found that
we get 'Better Balanced Programming' with SESAC."
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STATIONS
Morton
Gen.

Sidley

Mgr.

Named

of KLAC

MORTON SIDLEY. former general sales
manager of KFWB Los Angeles has been
named general manager of KLAC Los Angeles effective
April I. In announcing the appointment, KLAC
President Mortimer
Hall said that Mr.
Sidley tion
will
"funcas general
manager of KLAC
and eventually take
the reins as general
manager of future
stations we expect

to acquire". KLAC
MR. SIDLEY has
appealed for an
fm station in Los Angeles and is seeking
other stations in the west.
Mr. Sidley started in radio as a salesman
for KSFO San Francisco in 1941 and the
following year became sales manager of
that station. In 1945 he joined the Lincoln
Dellar stations, KXOA Sacramento, KXOB
Stockton, KXOL Enchino, all Calif., as sales
manager and in 1953 moved to KFWB.
where he stayed until the station's sale to
Crowell-Collier Publishing Co. Mr. Sidley's
$600,000-plus suit against KFWB and
Crowell-Collier for breach of contract is
awaiting hearing by the Los Angeles Superior Court [B»T. Jan. 28].
KDKA-TV Announcement Sparks
Drive to Aid Injured Athlete
A SINGLE announcement by Carl Ide,
KDKA-TV Pittsburgh newscaster, has
started a nationwide fund-raising drive to
finance treatment for a football player who
has been unconscious for six months.
When Mr. Ide broadcast a news item
about the youth, who has been in a coma
since September, contributions started to
flow though no appeal for funds had been
made. The injured youth is Dick Kadis,
21, of Cleveland, Geneva College (Pa.) football player who was hurt in a game with
Waynesburg College, at Waynesburg, Pa.
Mr. Ide appeared on the Colgate Palmolive Strike It Rich program, CBS-TV,
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday mornings.
He appeared in place of the boy's parents,
who preferred not to make a public appearance. Mr. Ide is donating his Strike
It Rich winnings to the fund for treatment,
which already has cost the Kadis famliy
$50,000. The "Heart Line" contributions on
the CBS-TV program were coming in quantity but had not been tabulated at the weekend.
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. is paying
Mr. Ide's expenses as well as compensating
him for income lost while in New York for
the network programs. Fund-raising campaigns have been started voluntarily by
luncheon clubs, basketball teams, youth organizations and other groups over a wide
area. The Kadis family had sold their house
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and automobile last fall when early treatment and hospitalization quickly ran up a
$30,000 bill. Nationally known neurosurgeons have been consulted, with fear
the youth may be handicapped if he ever
comes out of the coma.
is planning a "Carl Ide Day"
in KDKA-TV
the near future.
Bid by Rea to Buy KUDU
Specifies $162,500 Price
APPLICATION for transfer of KUDU
Ventura, calif., 1 kw station on 1590 kc,
from Voice of Ventura whose principal
stockholder is William H. Haupt, to a group
headed by William Rea Jr., former owner
of CKNW New Westminister, B. C, for
$162,500 is now being prepared for submission to the FCC, it was announced last
week. In addition to the FCC, this transfer
must also be approved by the U. S. District Court in Los Angeles, which for some
years has had jurisdiction over KUDU affairs under Chapter 10 of the Federal Bankruptcy Law. Mr. Rea is also an officer in
Channel City Tv Corp.. applicant for ch. 12
in Santa Barbara.
WOR-TV, Dodgers Together Again
FOR the eighth straight season WOR-TV
New York will cover games of the Brooklyn Dodgers, according to an announcement
by Gordon Gray, executive vice president
and general manager of the station. WORTV will present a total of 103 games during
the 1957 season including 77 home games,
25 road contests and one exhibition meet.
Sponsors will be the F. & M. Schaefer Brewing Co., for the eighth year, and American
Tobacco Co. for the sixth season. BBDO is
the agency. The announcing team will consist of Vince Scully, Al Heifer and Jerry
Doggett.

UP IN THE AIR goes KUGN Eugene,
Ore., to give a broadcast from its
mobile unit during the Willamette
Valley Logging weekend conference.
Some of the segments done by the
team of Tim Metcalf and John
Tasnady
produced
Monitor. were
The mobile
unitonis NBC's
riding
an electric log stacker capable of hoisting 25 tons 30 feet.
Three Broadcasters Buy WLDL
SALE of WLDL LaCrosse, Wis., for
$35,000 to a group of three broadcasters
was announced last week, subject to FCC
confirmation. Buyers are Joe Rohrer,
former general manager of KIOA Des
Moines; Jean Gitz, KIOA treasurer, and
Roy Phillippe, one-time owner of WLDL
when call letters were WLCX. Seller of the
station is L. D. Lyons. Broker was Hamilton, Stubblefield, Twining & Assoc. WLDL
operates on 1490 kc with 250 w.

PLANNING details of a new hour-long live bowling show sponsored by Pearl Brewing
Co. over KENS-TV San Antonio and originating from the station's own alleys in
the basement are (1 to r) Wayne Kearl, KENS-TV commercial manager; Albert D.
Johnson, general manager of KENS-AM-TV; Datus Proper, vice president and general manager of Pearl Brewing; Louis Pitluck, account executive, Pitluck Adv. Agency, which handles business for the beer company, and Dick Dickerson, account
executive with KENS-TV. Entitled San Antonio Bowling, the new show is telecast
each Saturday afternoon and features the top San Antonio area bowlers in double
matches in a three-game series. A total of 350 spectators can be seated in the station's basement for the matches.
Broadcasting
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Stauffer
In Radio,

Promotes
Tv

Two
'HEAVY'

Holdings

BEN LUDY, general manager of WIBWAM-TV Topeka, Kan., last week was appointed national advertising sales director
for Capper-Stauffer Publications, which
owns the Topeka
outlet and three
other radio stations.
In making the
a n n ouncement,
Oscar S. Stauffer,
president of the
publishing firm,
named Thad Sandstrom to replace
Mr. Ludy as general manager of
MR. LUDY
WIBW-AM-TV.
Mr. Sandstrom has
managed KSEK Pittsburg, Kan., one of the
Stauffer properties. Both appointments are
effective April 1, Mr. Stauffer said.
Mr. Ludy, who will headquarter in Chicago, will direct national advertising sales
for the Topeka station; KSEK Pittsburg;
KSOK Arkansas City, Kan., and KGFF
Shawnee, Okla.
WIBW-AM-TV is licensed to Topeka
Broadcasting Assn., owned by Stauffer Publications, and KSOK to KSOK Broadcasting
Co., also Stauffer-owned. KGFF is licensed
to KGFF Broadcasting Co., with Stauffer
holding controlling interest (94% ) in the
property. Licensee for KSEK is KSEK
Brodadcasting Co., controlled by the publishing firm.
WWRI Opens Subsidiary Studio
WWRI West Warwick, R. Jr., has opened its
first subsidiary studio in nearby East Greenwich and has completed equipping a new
mobile unit for broadcasting spot news and
sports in Central Rhode Island. Located at
319 Main St., the East Greenwich studio
broadcasts daily, morning and afternoon, as
an adjunct to regular broadcasting activities.

QUESTIONS

THOSE worried about overweight, the word in Buffalo, N. Y.,
was Call the Doctor on WBEN-TV.
Some 17,670 persons — mostly women— attempted to do just that when
four physicians and another scientist
appeared on Call the Doctor — a special hour-long program — to answer
questions
of obesity."in
A total on
of the
580 "dangers
callers succeeded
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*OId Indian word for Peoria
area meaning "land of plenty."

TOP

reaching the heavily manned switchboard at WBEN-TV studios during
the hour, but only 32 questions could
be answered on the program, which
was transmitted by closed coaxial cable
and microwave from the station to
NBC in New York.
Sponsor — Smith, Kline & French
Laboratories — plans to use a kinescope
made by NBC as a "pilot" for presenting the program in other cities.
On the WBEN-TV presentation Feb.
26, Dr. Joseph Shister of the University of Buffalo's public relations department and moderator of the University's weekly Medical Round-table and
Modern Medicine programs, posed
questions to the four M.D.'s and one
Ph.D. as fast as they could be answered. The five panelists are veterans
of the University's two regular shows
on WBEN-AM and WBEN-TV.

KRKD Signs Consumer Panel
KRKD Los Angeles has entered into an
exclusive radio affiliation with the Continuing
Consumer Panel of Research similar to that
of KTLA (TV) Los Angeles for television
[B«T, Feb. 25]. KRKD plans to use CCPR
members to test and report on new products,
Jack Feldmann, general manager of the station, told B*T, with favorable reports used
to help secure shelf space for them in retail food stores as part of KRKD's merchandising service.
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-
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Only Chicago tops Metropolitan
Peoria in population, income and
retail sales.
to?
PEORIA"SetslnUse"TOP
19 MAJOR TV MARKETS
AGE'COVER
• 28.1 Avg. (7 AM-Midnight)

• 47.6 Avg. (5 PM-Midnight)
• Higher than 19 of the top
major TV markets
(compiled from ARB 11/56)
ONLY

WTVH

DOMINATES

WITH

CBS-ABC:

• 14 of the top 20 shows
• 151 of 196 evening Va hours
(ARB 11/56)
• covers 18 rich counties

EDW. PETRY & CO.
NATIONAL REPS.
affiliated with
Peoria Journal Star
ARRANGING for daily 15-minute newscasts on KFH-AM-FM Wichita, Kan., with
station officials are executives of the Wichita branch of Standard Oil Co. At the signing (1 to r) : George Doyle, KFH news director who will handle the broadcasts;
Thomas P. Bashaw, station manager; C. C. Smith, manager of the Standard Oil Co.
branch; John N. Merrell, KFH sales manager, and E. E. Evans, advertising and public relations man for Standard Oil.
Broadcasting
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STATIONS
WGBI-TV to Become WDAU-TV,
To Increase Power in April
CALL LETTERS of WGBI-TV Scranton,
Pa., outlet now affiliated in ownership with
WCAU Inc., Philadelphia, will be changed
to WDAU-TV in April when the station
increases power from 178,000 w to 1 million w. At the same time a new tower
claimed to be the tallest in Northeastern
Pennsylvania, will be put in operation.
New General Electric transmitter equipment has a capacity of 3 million w. Plans
have been drafted to test output between
1 and 3 million w. The April change will
increase coverage of the ch. 22 outlet to an
area of 14,700 square miles, according to
the station. Two other uhf stations in the
market have been operating with a megawatt power— WBRE-TV and WILK-TV
Wilkes-Barre [B»T, May 14, 1956]. The
new tower is 2,542 ft. above sea level.

C-C Employes Ask
Cut on Plant Sale
SOME 600 ex-employes of Crowell-Collier
Pub. Co. (KFWB Los Angeles) today (Monday) are slated to ask the New York State
Supreme Court to take into receivership the
revenues Crowell-Collier hopes to reap from
the sale this month of its Springfield, Ohio,
printing plant to the Chicago printing film
of R. R. Donnelley and Sons.
These ex-employes — 435 identified in the
petition by name with the other 191 designated "John Does" and "Richard Roes" —
comprise the Crowell-Collier Employes Committee, formed of those New York editorial
and business staff members fired "without
notice" Dec. 14, 1956 — along with some
1,700 others — when C-C folded Collier's
and Woman's Home Companion.
C-C stockholders will meet in a special
session this Wednesday to approve sale of
this plant to Donnelley.
In a reply last week to the complaint
filed Feb. 21 by the ex-employes [B»T,
Feb. 25], C-C, through its attorneys, Moynihan & Wachsmith, denied all four causes of
action and all of the allegations, except
those that said the 626 employes were on
C-C payroll Dec. 14, 1956, and demanded
a dismissal of the charges "with costs." The
ex-employes hope to recover approximately
$1.5 million in severance and vacation pay
as well as retirement benefits.
William J. Seif, assistant treasurer of the
publishing House, confirmed reports that
after the sale of the Springfield plant is consummated, C-C Pub. Co. will own no properties inits own right, but that all operations
will be conducted by its wholly-owned subsidiaries. These include KFWB broadcasting
Corp., P. F. Collier & Son Corp., P. F. Collier & Son (Canada) Ltd., and C-C Clubs
Inc. (mail order records).
Meanwhile, Penn Kimball, one of the
former senior editors heading the employes
group, noted that his colleagues had "talked
with several people in Washington" and had
"discussed" the possibility of a congressional

A CONTRACT promoting the opening of a new Fort Worth, Tex., Slenderella Inc. salon of KFJZ-TV, that
city, is signed by Helen Crane, southwestern vice president of the Slenderella Co. Looking on are Sally Parr
(left), to be featured in the live spot
commercials, and John Hopkins, assistant general manager of KFJZ-TV.
investigation "with two or three committee
chairmen of the Senate." Investigation would
be called to determine "the means wherethe speculative
of
the byfirm
obtained group
power now
onlyin acontrol"
few days
before suspension of the magazines.
KVIT (TV) Sets June Target
KVIT (TV) Santa Fe, N. M., expects to
begin operations on ch. 2 in June from a
transmitter atop Sandia Crest Mountain at
an altitude of 10,793 ft., with power of
.324 kw, according to Judith Lawton, general manager. KVIT studio buildings encompass 14,073 sq. ft., she said. The station has bought the entire package of Warner Bros, feature films.

U. S. Employment Office Helps
Broadcasters Locate Operators
STATE employment service offices of the
U. S. Employment Service have begun maintaining a register of first class radiotelephone operators. Each office will have a
reference list of licensed operators in its
locality.
This will make it simple, it is believed, for
broadcasters to find qualified men and for
operators to have a point of contact.
Broadcasters seeking FCC permission to
use operators of lesser grade than those
required under Commission regulations
have been asked by the FCC's Field Engineering & Monitoring Bureau to first check
employment service offices as well as schools,
to see if operators of the required grade are
available. In the last fiscal year, FE&M conducted more than 9,000 examinations, issued
more than 4,500 new licenses and more than
8,000 renewals.
McGavren-Quinn

Names

Two

In Chicago, L. A. Offices
BERNARD CLARK, since 1949 head of
radio-tv sales for Capper publications (representative of KCKN Kansas City and
WIBW-AM-TV Topeka) has been named
manager of the Chicago office of McGavrenQuinn Co. Robert Allen, former regional
sales manager of KEYT (TV) Santa Barbara, Calif., has joined the Los Angeles
branch of the station representative firm.

Kops Urges Passage of Bills
PASSAGE of two bills strengthening public
access to public records and meetings was
favored by Daniel W. Kops, WAVZ New
Haven, president of Connecticut State
Broadcasters Assn., in a statement to the
General Law Committee of the state Senate.
WFRV-TV Green Bay, Wis., has a new headquarters building designed by Soren
Munkof, the station's executive vice president-general manager. The station has
room for audience shows. It includes a news studio and a color studio.
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He contended the bills offer "further protection of a fundamental right — the public's
right to know." Other Connecticut media
groups are supporting the legislation.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

TRIANGLE

HELPS

TRIANGLE stations WNBF-AM-TV
Binghamton, N. Y., will contribute a
radio and tv communications center
to the Broome County Farm, Home
and 4-H Center to be built in Binghamton, Roger Clipp, vice president
s radio and tv
in
chargeannounced
of Triangle'
.
division
The center will be equipped for
radio and tv agricultural broadcasts.
WNBF-AM-TV plan to originate programs from the center's recreational
and experimental areas.
The stations will increase agricultural programming for the region to
point up the construction of the center
which should not be ready before
1958.

STATION SHORTS
KECC Pittsburg, Calif., announces change
of its call letters to KATT.
KMOX St. Louis announces move of studios
and offices to Ninth and Sidney Sts., that
city. Telephone: Prospect 3-1120.
KUAM-AM-TV Agana, Guam, opens new
office at Bishop Bank Bldg., Honolulu. In
addition KUAM is opening new office on
Okinawa. Address: P. O. Box 359, Naha,
Okinawa.
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HIS
FINGERTIP
This final move is the most important
Your client, your idea, your planning,
one for it vitalizes your efforts, deliveryour
spot
.
.
.'
all
are
dependent
upon
the move this hand makes now.
ing your message to Eastern 0
North Carolina. Youright
needn'tone.worry.
The advertisers
move 1will
i
be the
WNCT
At WNCT this is an "old hand" skilled
know
that!
through experience in precise production. With Emily Post-ish exactness,
this hand "does the right thing at the
right time" hundreds of times a day,
completing work initiated and developed by people he's never seen.

REPRESENTATIVE SHORTS
Robert S. Keller Inc., Chicago, moves to
205 W. Wacker Drive. Telephone: State
2-5096.
REPRESENTATIVE PEOPLE
Matt Boylan, sales executive, Joseph McGillvra Co., N. Y., to television sales staff
of the Boiling Co., same city.
Jack Masla, head of Jack Masla & Co., N.
Y., father of boy, March 10.

PRE-DAWN

COVERAGE

FAST on-the-scene broadcast reports
of a pre-dawn collision of a Navy
tanker and a freighter in the Delaware River the morning of March 7
were provided for listeners by WIP
Philadelphia.
Paul Parker, of the program department, Al Taylor, WIP city reporter and Lee Neal, WIP salesman,
teamed to present an exclusive running
account of the collision of the Mission
San Francisco and the S. S. Elna.
They interviewed survivors and rescue
officials on the scene. Benedict Gimbel
Jr., WIP president and general manager, claimed that no other radio or tv
station in the area had any report of
the ship collision and explosion until
breakfast time.
Broadcasting

The Gates BC-1J One Kilowatt Transmitter
Leads the field in SALES!

• Telecasting

Based on field reports compiled
by Gates sales engineers, BC-1J
outsold all competition during
1956 and came close to equaling the combined sales of any
two competitors, notwithstanding one competitive model less
in price.

GATES

RADIO
COMPANY
QUINCY, ILL., U. S. A.
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS SINCE 1922
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STATIONS
public service for station. He also is responsible for script and traffic operations of station. R. Eugene Hamilton named film editor
and Bruce Kelbel appointed Mr. Hamilton's
assistant at WMAR-TV.
Alan Jarlson, Las Vegas newsman, to
KRAM, same city, as news-special events
director.
Ted Clark, announcer, WITV (TV) Miami,
named director of public service-special
events.
Paul Andrews, editor-writer-lecturer-traveller, to WOR-TV New York, as director of
travel-transportation advertising.
John Highfield, sales representative for Ohio
Bell Telephone Co., in Columbus, to KAFY
Bakersfield, Calif., as account executive.
G. BENNETT LARSON, general manager of KTVT (TV) Salt Lake City, signs the
contract held by Charles C. (Bud) Barry, vice president in charge of television for
Loew's Inc., for the purchase of the MGM library of more than 700 pre- 1949 feature
films. Others at the signing (1 to r, standing): Herb Jacobs, of TV Inc., film buying
office of KTVT (TV); Richard Harper, MGM-TV's new general sales manager, and
C. Pete Jaeger, MGM-TV eastern regional sales manager.
STATION PEOPLE
Ralph Davison Jr., formerly regional sales
manager for KUTV (TV) Salt Lake City,
Utah, and KLIX-TV Twin Falls, Idaho, to
KTVR (TV) Denver as executive vice president and general manager.
Gene Klein, sales manager, WMCK McKeesport, named manager of WLEU Erie,
both Pa.
George Greaves, general executive, KRCA
(TV) Los Angeles, to KBET-TV Sacramento, Calif., as station manager.
T. Richard Dunn, WCHS-TV Portland,
Maine, to WLOB, same city, as chief engineer.
John G. Britt and Carroll Chambers named
station manager and sales representative,
respectively, for WGOL Goldsboro, N. C.
Willard S. Smith, promotion-merchandising
manager,
sales
staff. WJBK-TV Detroit, to station's
Edmond L. Feeley appointed northern sales
manager for KEYT (TV) Santa Barbara,
Calif., succeeding Bob Allen.
Ben K. West, formerly promotion, regional
sales manager at WINT (TV) Fort Wayne,
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Ind., named commercial manager of WTVP
(TV) Decatur, 111.
Jack Lynn, film buyer-manager of film programs, WABD (TV) New York, promoted
to similar capacity with parent DuMont
Broadcasting Corp. (WABD [TV] and
WTTG [TV] Washington D. C). Richard L.
Geismar, assistant treasurer of corporation,
named executive assistant to president.
Harold B. Arkoff, KGIL Sherman Oaks,
Calif., named commercial manager, and Ted
Rogers, KSL-TV and KMUR Salt Lake
City, joins KGIL as account executive.
George L. Kenyon, service coordinator,
WJBK-TV Detroit, named promotion-merchandising manager.
Robert H. Kimball, promotion director,
Crosley Broadcasting Corp., Cincinnati,
Ohio, to WAGA-TV Atlanta as promotion
manager.
Bill Vidal, commercial manager, WBOF
Virginia Beach, to WYOU and WACH-TV
Norfolk, both Va., as sales manager.
Walt Lochman Jr., KCKN Kansas City.
Mo., named local sales manager.
Thomas J. Severin, program manager,
WMAR-TV Baltimore, named director of

stock at ALLIED
Refer to your complete
ALLIED Buying Guide
for station equipment
and supplies. Get
what you want when
you want it. Ask to
be put on our
"Broadcast Bulletin"
mailing list.
ALLIED RADIO
100 N. Western Ave.
Chicago 80
Phone: HAymarket 1-6800

Elizabeth Bain, film director-buyer at WGNTV Chicago, to WBBM-TV, same city, as
film manager.
Hal Moore, WNEW

New York disc jockey,

to additional post as assistant to station's
program manager.
Jack Link, program director at KIDO-TV
Boise, Idaho, to KING Seattle, Wash., in
similar capacity.
Ken Hirsch, promotion director at WKZOAM-TV Kalamazoo, Mich., resigns to freelance in tv writing in Hollywood.
Robert W. Miller, KENS-AM-TV San Antonio, promoted to merchandise-sales promotion director and Dick Wheeler joins
KENS-TV's announcing staff.
Merlin Fisher, copy department, KTVW
(TV) Seattle-Tacoma, Wash., named promotion-publicity director, succeeding Edna
K. Hanna, resigned.
Ellen Edwards, promotion secretary at
WITI-TV Milwaukee, to continuity director,
succeeding Justine Leonard, who has joined
Fromstein & Levy Adv. Agency, same city.
Jack Laflin, sports director, KOCY Oklahoma City, to WCHS-AM-TV Charleston,
W. Va., sports director.
Marie McDonald, woman's director at
KFBI Wichita, Kan., to KARD-TV, same
city, in similar capacity.
Marvin Camp, formerly with news-special
events department of WRCA-AM-TV New
York, to WOR, same city, as assistant news
and special events director.
Frank J. Doherty, announcer-director at
WHYN-TV Springfield, Mass., to WWLP
(TV), same city, in similar capacity.
Frank L. Manley to WNAO-TV
N. C, as account executive.

Raleigh,

Jim McMillen appointed news director for
WKIX Raleigh, N. C. William B. Humble
and Robert J. Fox II to same station as account executives.
Chuck Young named chief of record library
at KYW Cleveland.
Conrad Payeur, from HZA Dharan, Saudi
Arabia, to engineering staff, WEEI Boston.
Broadcasting
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GROCERS GO FOR WCIA (TV) RESULTS
TELEVISION in general and WCIA
a big sell on a traffic item and a meat
(TV) Champaign, 111., in particular get promotion.
credit for a 19Vi% sales increase in the
Tuesday a newscast with local and na95 outlets of the Independent Grocers
tional news coverage— 6:30-6:45 p.m. —
calls for commercials on IGA brands.
Alliance in the east-central Illinois area.
The daytime show, Monday through
The IGA is an association for co-op
buying to compete with the chain stores
Friday, 4-4:30, was selected as the time
wives think in terms of dinner. Low
in volume purchases and merchandising
products.
pressure selling of meats and the whereIGA formerly used newspaper ads.
to-buy angle are featured here.
Finally a ventriloquist m.c, Sheriff Sid,
Now, it has a $60,000 budget carefully
plus western movies, push dairy products
tailored to a four program catch-all audifour times a week from 4:30 to 5.
ence for tv.
No particular merchandising efforts are
WCIA (TV) Champaign, 111., carries
made. Each IGA store is told of the items
the IGA shows. Careful screening of the
which are advertised and features such
personalities on the programs insures
audience appeal, the station says.
items. Point-of-sale streamers and posters back WCIA sales at the store level.
Public Defender gets 9:30 p.m. weekly
The merchants are billed weekly for
exposure. Three full minute commercials
their share of the cost.
are woven into the show; an institutional,

Dave Maxwell, manager of KBIF Fresno,
Calif., to national sales staff of KFRE-AMTV, same city.
Hal Murray and Joel Salter to WDSU-TV
New Orleans as announcer and graphic
artist, respectively.
Alan Douglas, announcer-writer, joins
WEWS (TV) Cleveland as producer-announcer.
William P. Hessian Jr., formerly salesman
at Colgate-Palmolive Co., to WNDU South
Bend, Ind., local sales staff.
Jerry Jones, time salesman for KWKW
Pasadena and KPOP Los Angeles, to KGFJ
Los Angeles, sales staff.
Ed Hart, account executive at WBBM Chicago, to sales and talent staff of KHJ L. A.
Jim O'Leary, sales department, KOYN
Billings, Mont., to KDIX-TV Dickinson,
N. D., in similar capacity.
Gerald A. Walsh, recent graduate of Kent
State U. (Kent, Ohio), to KYW Cleveland,
as assistant record librarian.
Jerry Marshall, former WNEW New York
disc jockey (Make Believe Ballroom) has
joined WMGM, same city.
Gary Owens, disc jockey at KOIL Omaha,
Neb., to KIMN Denver, in similar capacity.
Esther Womer, state finalist in Mrs. America contest, signed by KARD-TV Wichita,
Kans., as hostess of station's Food Fiesta
program.
Jerry Gravett to KWRC Pendleton, Ore., as
comboman; Robert Carlile and Charles
Hughert to WAAM-TV Baltimore, as
cameramen; John Hillsbury to KLOR-TV
Portland, Ore., as floorman; James DeBold
to WFLB Fayetteville, N. C; Dean L. Pond
to KUTV (TV) Salt Lake City, Utah, and
Vincent Coyle to KYOR Blythe, Calif., as
announcer-salesman. All are recent graduates of Northwest Radio & TV School.
Leslie C. Johnson, vice president-general
Broadcasting • Telecasting

manager of WHBF-AM-TV Rock Island,
111., reappointed by Gov. William G. Stratton as member of Illinois Aeronautical Advisory Board.
Harold P. See, general manager of KRONTV San Francisco, elected to three-yeafterm Council.
on board of directors of S. F. Employ-'
er's
Nelson Brown, WNLC New London, Conn.,
program director, elected Speaker of ConnHouse of Representatives.
Lawrence J. Gutter, commercial manager of
WEAW Evanston, 111., appointed section
chairman for crusade of American Cancer
Society (Illinois Div.) during April.
Ken Corbitt, announcing staff of WTVD
(TV) Durham, N. C, named by U. of North
Carolina advertising class to attend Assn.
of Adv. Men & Women's "Inside Adv.
Week" in N. Y., on March 30-April 5.

Biggest Twin Cities traffic jams
are in store aisles —
downtown, uptown, wherever
WLOL's Big 5 disc jockeys
say "Go!" Local businessmen
know that. That's why they
buy WLOL in preference
to any other station.
Cumulative Pulse Audience
gives you the lowdown on
this strong pull. It shows
72.5% of homes in Minneapolis-St. Paul and environs
tuned to 1330 — WLOL — week
in and week out!

Jene Todd, KCBS San Francisco women's
commentator, named chairman of Special
Services
Society. Committee of S. F. Mental Health
W. Frank Harden, managing director, WIS
Columbia, S. C, father of girl.
Chet Behrman, operations director, WFIETV Evansville, Ind., father of girl, Dru
Anne, Feb. 27.
Allen Bonapart, morning news editor at
WIBX Utica, N. Y., father of girl, Beth
Ann, March 11.
Jim Whipkey, newsman, KFOR Lincoln,
Neb., father of girl, Stephanie Autumn,
Feb. 15.
Bill Hanson, WEEI Boston announcer,
father of boy, Feb. 26.
Bob Williams, singer, WBT Charlotte, N. C,
father of girl, Cynthia Ann, March 1.
Joe Pinner, disc jockey, WMBR-TV Jacksonville, Fla., married Peggy Deen, singer,
on March 3.

Top Independent Radio in
MINNEAPOLIS • ST. PAUL
1330 on the dial
5000 watts
LARRY BENTSON, President
Wayne "Red" WiSliams, Mgr.
Joe Floyd, Vice-Pres.
Represented by
AM

RADIO SALES
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• Convention

CHANGE
TO

CAB

to hear motion

• Canadian meet agenda set
CANADIAN Assn. of Radio & Television
Broadcasters may change its name back to
the former Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters.
A motion to that effect, submitted by the
Atlantic Assn. of Broadcasters, will be discussed at the closed business session of the
CARTB convention at Quebec City on
March 26.
During the business session it is expected
that a report of the Royal Commission on
Broadcasting will be discussed. The report
is expected to be tabled with the Canadian
Parliament just before the CARTB annual
meeting starts on March 25. The Royal
Commission sat during most of 1956
throughout Canada and is reporting to the
Canadian government on future financing
of the publicly-owned Canadian Broadcasting Corp., policies on private networks and
competitive television for Canadian cities.
The CARTB closed business meeting is
also expected to discuss a motion that member stations "advise the manager of the
bank with which it does business that the
station opposes bank policy in agreeing
not to use broadcast advertising, and that
as a result the station will refuse to carry
publicity releases issued by banking institutions, and that the station will give preference in its financial dealing to any bank
which
disassociates
itself not
from used
that radio
policy."
Canadian
banks have
or
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COMBINED OPERATION
A BOOKLET combining full program
schedules for a four month period and
advertising rates for 15, 30, 45 and
60-second "spots" for a seven month
period was issued last month by Associated Television Ltd., one of England's four commercial tv companies.
(For sample see cut).
In announcing the publication of
the monthly booklet, Val Parnell,
managing director of ATV, said each
successive booklet will contain "any
changes of programmes and advertising rates that may have been made

since the last one was issued, or any
news of general interest. Each booklet therefore will not only contain the
latest programme information, but
should be recognised as our official

television for many years on a national basis,
although some banks have used both media
locally to announce opening of new
branches. Canada's nine banks are all operated on a national basis, with branches
throughout the country.

The first booklet includes ATV's
new
program schedule effective Feb.
rate card."
16 to June 14, 1957; spot advertisements for the same period; summer
spot rates to Sept. 16 this year, and additional advertising information such
as live commercials, "flashes" with
slides, color commercials, hourly and
full-day spot costs, and others.

Incentives to Youngster
CARTB members will discuss a resolution of the Central Canada Broadcasters
Assn. regarding scholarships for students at
the Ontario government's Ryerson Institute
of Technology, Toronto, as a means towards
attracting more suitable young people to
train for radio and television station work.
The potential of color advertising on television will be featured by John J. Green Jr.,
advertising manager of Fowler, Dick &
Walker, Boston retail store, at the Television Day morning session on March 27. He
will demonstrate with kinescope and slides
the use of color and black-and-white tv advertising byhis company.
Other speakers on Television Day will
be Rodney Erickson, vice-president of
Young & Rubicam, Inc., New York, who
will discuss "A Scientific Approach to Television Sales"; William C. Dekker, vicepresident of McCann-Erickson, New York;
Herb Stewart, CHCT-TV Calgary, Alta.;
Bruce Alloway, CFRN-TV Edmonton,
Alta.; Cliff Wingrove, CFPL-TV London,
Ont.; and Blair Nelson, CFQC-TV Saskatoon, Sask. Fred Lynds, CKCW-TV Moncton, N. B., will introduce a group of local

advertisers who will tell how tv has been
used in building their business.
Radio Day, March 25, will have a panel,
headed by Bill Byles, H. N. Stovin & Co.,
Toronto, station representative, on "Why
I Don't Like Radio." A group of unidentified sponsors will air their complaints to
the Canadian broadcasting station executives. Jack Davidson, Northern Broadcasting Ltd., Toronto, will follow with a panel
of sponsors who have found radio useful
in building their businesses.
The Radio Day audience also will hear
from Barney Corson, Tidy House Products
Co., Shenandoah, Iowa; Fred Gregg, Young
& Rubicam, New York; Arthur Porter, vicepresident of J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York; and Dr. Paul Lazarsfeld, Columbia
U., New York.
Regional meetings will be held during the
convention, with the Atlantic Assn. of
Broadcasters meeting on Sunday, March 24,
and luncheon meetings being held on Monday by the French-language Radio and Television Assn. of Broadcasters, and the Central Canada Broadcasters Assn.
Annual dinner on March 26 will be addressed by Frank G. Clement, governor of
Tennessee.
Broadcasting
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MANUFACTURING
NBC Studies Investing
In Cuban Tv Company
NBC will decide within the next 30 days
whether or not to acquire a 25% interest
in a new Cuban organization covering six
tv stations in Cuba, Alfred R. Stern, director
of international operations for NBC, reported last week. A Cuban syndicate approached NBC several months ago, urging
investment of about $750,000 in the new
company, which is attempting to raise $3
million.
The Cuban group includes the Mestre
brothers, Havana Contractor Alberto Vadia,
and the former owners of Radiotelevision
Nacional, each of whom will acquire 25%
interest. It is envisaged that the new organization, called CMBF Cadena Nacional S.A.,
would take over the assets of Radiotelevision
Nacional, including CMUR-TV Havana
(ch. 4); satellite stations in Santa Clara and
Camaguey, satellites under construction in
Mantanzas and Santiago, plus a 16-hop
microwave, and CMBF-TV Havana (ch. 4),
partly owned by the Mestre interests.
Mr. Stern reported that the negotiations
with the Cuban syndicate are part of a
series of exploratory moves the international
operations unit of NBC has conducted since
its formation last fall [Closed Circuit, Feb.
18]. He said the unit has set up these objectives for itself in countries outside the U. S.;
acquisition of interests in radio and television stations; sale of management services,
including on-the-spot technical and professional assistance; sale of recorded programs
originally carried on NBC.
NBC's international operation, Mr. Stern
said, will have several announcements to
make shortly about specific activities it
will undertake. He added that NBC's research department currently is engaged in
a project to determine where and how NBC
can make a useful contribution at a profit.
Students Seize Radio Station
In Havana During Cuban Revolt
FOR 20 short minutes during last Wednesday's abortive attempt to overthrow the
Batista regime in Cuba, students controlled
Reloj (Clock), a commercial radio station
in an Havana suburb, and broadcast reports
that the revolt was successful, that the Army
had thrown out its commanders and joined
the insurgents.
Following recapture of the station, which
broadcasts news and the time of day, censorship was clamped on radio and tv by
the Ministry of Communications. The order
barred the telecasting of any of the fighting.
Radio Tokyo Buys CBS-TV Films
CBS Television Film Sales Inc. has sold
Annie Oakley, Buffalo Bill Jr. and The Adventures ofChampion to Radio Tokyo Inc.,
Fred Mahlstedt, director of operations and
production, announced last week. Negotiations in Japan were handled for CBS Film
by Sekiya & Co., Tokyo. CBS Film already
has sold The Whistler, CBS Newsfilm and
Terrytoons to Radio Tokyo and is in negotiation for the sale of additional properties
including / Love Lucy, Gunsmoke, The
Phil Silvers Show, Air Power, Whirlyhirds
and San Francisco Beat.
Broadcasting
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HIGH-SPEED
PROMISED

PHOTOS
BY

• Electronic method

VIDEO
predicted

• Would give 5-second prints
A HIGH-SPEED system of electronic color
photography that would provide permanent
prints of pictures taken less than five seconds
earlier at points thousands of miles away
was predicted Wednesday by Dr. Irving
Wolff, vice president of research, RCA.
Speaking to the Boston section of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers,
Dr. Wolff pointed out that techniques now
exist for performing all steps in the photographic process by instantaneous electronic
means "from exposure to final print, and
including the means for storing images in
electrical form on magnetic tape.
"We can now foresee future systems in
which television cameras, magnetic tape recording equipment and electronic printing
techniques will be linked in various ways to
provide versatile high-speed chains with
many applications in the home, in industry
and in defense," Dr. Wolff said.
"With such a system, for example, a newsworthy event in New Orleans, San Francisco, Chicago or another city might be viewed
by a portable television unit carried by a
single newsman. The image would be transmitted instantaneously from the portable
unit to a nearby relay point for transmission
over a closed circuit or network facilities
to New York or Boston, where the image
could be recorded electronically on tape.
"The tape recording could provide a motion picture record for instant viewing or
later playback and rebroadcast. At the same
time, any single section of the tape, corresponding to a single frame of the television
picture, could be played back repeatedly at
high speed to provide a 'still' that could be
printed electronically on paper directly from
a special type of television picture tube. In
this case, the entire process, from exposure
in the distant city to the final print in New
York or Boston, would take some seconds."
Dr. Wolff told the engineering group that
the major elements of such a system already
exist in basic form. He listed these as:
(1) A compact, light-weight television
camera, employing a new V^-inch vidicon
pickup tube and transistorized circuits.
While present developmental types are designed for black-and-white television, he
stated that portable color cameras incorporating these small components are certain to
appear in the near future.
(2) The magnetic tape system for color
television, which makes possible the recording of color or black-and-white signals for
immediate or later playback.
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(3) The RCA "Electrofax" process of
high-speed, direct printing by electronic
means. Dr. Wolff pointed out that progress
will be made in adding color to the Electrofax process to achieve color prints on
paper, and that development is proceeding
on a high-speed system for printing directly
on Electrofax paper from a specially designed television-type tube.
"These comprise all of the elements of a
photographic system," he said. "However,
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a system employing these electronic steps
would be totally novel in its over-all ability
to handle motion and color and to transmit
visual information instantly to remote points
for high-speed recording."
Looking even further into the future,
Dr. Wolff predicted the ultimate development of extremely compact systems for
transmitting and storing pictures.
"In any system using light directly, we are
limited by the wavelength of visible light in
our
ability to reduce the area for storage,"
he said.
"Electronic methods, free from this limitation, give us the potential ability to store
far more information in the same area. In
addition, electronic methods of high-speed
coding will be able to eliminate redundancy
in transmitting and storing visual information. Already, electronic coding techniques
have been applied with great effect to cut
down such redundancy in verbal information. Potentially, therefore, we have a further means for increasing substantially the
amount of picture information that can be
stored in a given area."
Business Up, Reports Sylvania,
Feb. of '56 Sets Sales Record
SYLVANIA Electric Products Inc., New
York, last week reported record net sales
of $311,021,046 in 1956 as against $307,371,315 in 1955. Net income last year
totaled $13,706,189, off slightly from $13,812,970 in 1955.
Don G. Mitchell, the company's presir
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FOR EFFICIENT ELECTRONS
FORMATION of a new scientific
task group for faster utilization of
new electronic discoveries was announced last week by Dr. Clarence
Zener, director of Westinghouse Research Labs., Pittsburgh. Among
projects assigned to the group, called
the Physics Project Laboratory, are
continued development of the image
multiplier tube and several classified
projects for the government. A. E.
Anderson, former executive assistant
to Dr. J. A. Hutcheson, vice president
in charge of research and engineering,
will head the new laboratory. Other
appointments are R. O. Mcintosh as
section manager in charge of tube
laboratory operations and R. W.
Decker and M. M. Wachtel, project
supervisors.
dent and chairman, noted that in the television receiver business Sylvania's dollar
volume was "considerably below expectations last year." He pointed out that it was an
industry wide development attributed to
"excessive inventories."
A heartening note was sounded for the
tv receiver business, however, as Robert L.
Shaw — general sales manager of the company's radio-tv division — reported that tv
set sales in February were more than double
those in February 1955. He said it was the
largest sales increase for that month since
Sylvania entered the tv receiver field in
1949.
Annual

Motorola Inc. Report

Predicts Record '57 Earnings
SYMPTOMS of uneasiness in the radio-tv
production industry apparently are not felt
by Motorola Inc. for 1957.
Expressions of optimism were made by
Paul V. Galvin, board chairman, in his
annual report to shareholders last week. He
confirmed estimates of record sales and reduced earnings for 1956, reporting sales of
$227,562,168 compared with $226,653,953
in 1955 and earnings of $7,966,817 as
against $8,499,539 the previous year [B«T,
March 4]. Mr. Galvin also predicted higher
sales and earnings in 1957.
Lower profits last year were attributed to
"very competitive" tv price levels, plus a
reduced volume of automobile radio sales.
Westinghouse Enters Hi-Fi Field
"THE serious entry of Westinghouse into
the quality
high-fidelity
was announced last week
with the field"
appointment
of
R. H. G. Mathews as manager of a new
hi-fi radio-phonograph department. E. J.
Kelly, general manager of the tv-radio division of Westinghouse Electric Corp., said
his company is building a strong engineering, production, sales and service organization for "this vastly growing market" and
will produce units at "extremely competitive
prices." Mr. Mathews moves to Westinghouse from the Magnavox Co., where he
was director of the hi-fi division.

Wall to Head Broadcast Sales
In GE Technical Products Dept.
APPOINTMENT of John Wall as manager
of sales for broadcast equipment in the
Technical Products Department of General
Electric Co. was to be announced today
(Monday) by Paul
ing.
L.
Chamberlain,
manager of marketIn his new position, Mr. Wall will
be responsible for
nationwide sales of
GE's radio and
television broadcast
equipment.
He formerly was regional
sales manager with
headquarters in
Cincinnati, responsible for broadcast equipment sales in the
northeast region.
Mr. Wall will be located at Electronics
Park, Syracuse, headquarters for the technical products department. The department
develops and manufactures a complete line
of radio and tv broadcast equipment, including high-power antennas, transmitters and
other studio and station equipment. Television equipment includes both black-andwhite and color transmitting gear.
Mr. Wall joined GE in 1928 and has
been cast
associated
with1935.
the company's broadbusiness since
MANUFACTURING

SHORTS

Sylvania Electric Products, N. Y., announces $50 price increase on table and
console model color tv sets.
International Scientific Industries Corp.,
Weston, Mass., announces its new tape
recoder, ISI Model 100, which utilizes magnetic differential clutch brake system, replacing conventional friction clutch and
brake. Recorder has two-speed synchronous
hysteresis motor and positions for six heads
to permit any combination user desires. Teninch reel adapter, VU meter and stereo playback kit are accessories that may be added.

'—positively astounding! It's the
special I'm running over KRIZ
Broadcasting • Telecasting
Phoenix!"

AWARDS
28

Tv, Radio

Given

Awards

by NAFBRAT

CBS-TV's "Our Mr. Sun" and NBC Radio's
Biographies in Sound have won programof-the-year honors in the fifth annual national awards by the National Assn. for
Better Radio and Television. Edward R.
Murrow, CBS commentator, was voted
"Man of the Year in Radio and Television"
by NAFBRAT members for his broadcasts
on the Middle East area.
NAFBRAT President Clara S. Logan announced the winners in 28 categories last
Wednesday. The annual awards covered
programs broadcast in 1956.
Television award winners:
For drama, Playhouse 90 (CBS); for adventure and travel, Wide, Wide World
(NBC); for family situation, Father Knows
Best (NBC); education, "Our Mr. Sun"
(CBS); comedy, Jack Benny (CBS); news,
broadcasts by Chet Huntley and David
Brinkley (NBC); interviews, Person to Person (CBS, Mr. Murrow); popular music,
Perry Como (NBC); classical music, Voice
of Firestone (ABC); quiz program, $64,000 Question (CBS); public service, Jack
Gould of the New York Times (for encouraging greater network television coverage
of United Nations sessions); children's program, Lassie (CBS); teenagers' program,
Youth Wants to Know (NBC); daytime
program, Matinee Theater (NBC); best new
program, Playhouse 90 (CBS), and tv program of the
year, winners:
"Our Mr. Sun" (CBS).
Radio
awards

news, Edward R. Murrow (CBS); education and information, Biographies in Sound
(NBC); popular music, The Woolworth
Hour (CBS); classical music, The Telephone Hour (NBC); literature and philosophy, Invitation to Learning (CBS); children's program, No School Today (ABC);
teenagers' program, Symphonies for Youth
(MBS); agricultural program, National
Farm and Home Hour (NBC); best new
program, CBS Radio Workshop, and radio
program of the year, Biographies in Sound
(NBC).
Zorbctugh Honored By N.Y.U.
GERALDINE Bone Zorbaugh, vice president and general attorney for CBS Radio,
N. Y., and H. Thomas Austern, partner in
the law firm of Covington & Burling, Washington, D. C, were honored last Saturday
by the New York U. Washington Square
College of Arts and Sciences. They were
chosen the "Woman of the Year" and the
"Man of the Year" by the alumni and they
received Alumni Achievement Awards at a
luncheon opening the Alumni's homecoming
program.
AWARD SHORTS
WHLI Hempstead, N. Y., received award
from U. S. Treasury Dept. for "patriotic
service to the community and nation."
Richard W. Chapin, general manager, KFOR
Lincoln, Neb., named "Outstanding Young
Man" by local Jr. Chamber of Commerce.

ACCEPTING an encased Freedoms
Foundation George Washington medal
on behalf of the public affairs committee of WTVJ (TV) Miami from
Mitchell Wolfson (r), station president,
is Miss Lee Waller, WTVJ (TV) program director. The presentation was
made at a special dinner in Miami
honoring the public affairs committee,
which planned and produced the
award winning public service program, Listen to the People, telecast
last July 4, 1956. Mr. Wolfson originally accepted the Freedoms Foundation's top medal for the station in
award ceremonies held last month at
Valley Forge, Pa., [B»T, Feb. 25].

For entertainment, CBS Radio Workshop;
GO, MAN, GO!
The NARTB Convention's April 7-11 in Chicago. Go!
Then read all about it in the April 8 Convention Issue of B. T.

A SPECIAL disaster award for "outstanding cooperation" in aiding flood
victims of eastern Kentucky, Virginia
and West Virginia has been presented
WCKY Cincinnati by the American
National Red Cross. Making the presentation last Wednesday was Gen. Alfred M. Gruenther, (1) Red Cross president, and receiving it was Charles Topmiller, the station's president-general
manager. The award was earned by
WCKY as a result of two nights and
two days of continuous on-the-spot
broadcasting in late January from the
Kentucky flood area. The broadcasts
were made by Paul Miller, WCKY program director; Nick Rice, news reporter, and Adrian Lentz, engineer.
Broadcasting
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MILESTONES
Oldtimers Join in Celebration

WSRS
GREATER CLEVELAND'S
NUMBER 1 STATION
SRS "Radio-Active" MB S

Of WSB's 35th Birthday Event
VOICES from the past augmented those of
the present on WSB Atlanta Friday, as that
ing.
station
observed its 35th year of broadcastTheme of the day-long broadcast event
was "First — for 35 Years" in public service,
news, music, information and entertainment
in the WSB area. Oldtime performers came
to the new WSB plant, "White Columns" to
reminisce about days that began in 1922
when WSB housed its 100 w transmitter in
a room atop the Atlanta Journal building.
"White Columns," today's $1,500,000 headquarters for the 50 kw clear channel station,
was dedicated last April.
Present-day WSB officials participating in
the commemoration were J. Leonard
Reinsch, executive director; John M. Outler, general manager; Frank Gaither, radio
manager; Elmo Ellis, program director, and
Walter Paschall, promotion director. Oldtimers included C. F. Daugherty, former
chief engineer; and former WSB Manager
Lambdin Kay.
Others taking part: Sen. Herman Talmadge (D-Ga.), Atlanta Mayor William B.
Hartsfield; Ed Petry of Petry & Co., Journal columnist Ernest Rogers, glee clubs of
Emory U. and Georgia Tech, the Shrine
Band, Third Army Band and the Decatur
Civic Chorus.
► WTIC Hartford, Conn., NBC charter-affiliate, has observed 3 2d anniversary.

THERE'S ONLY ONE. LEADER...
KMJ-W4
MONTANA
THE CONTINENTAL DIVIDE STATION , BUTTE

► KXO El Centro, Calif., marked its 30th
anniversary with a month-long celebration.
► FREEMAN GOSDEN and CHARLES
CORRELL mark 30th year of broadcasting
as Amos 'n Andy.
► CHARLES PARKER, WDRC Hartford,
Conn., account executive, observing 13th
anniversary with station this month.
► RUTH LYONS, WLWT (TV) Cincinnati,
marked her 11th year on the 50-50 Club
show.
► WWJ-TV Detroit celebrated 10th anniversary March 4.
► WCLI Corning, N. Y., celebrated its 10th
year on air.

LIBEL
SLANDER
PIRACY
PRIVACY
COPYRIGHT
Guard against embarrassing loss
by having our unique, special
INSURANCE
which is adequate and
surprisingly inexpensive.
WRITE
FOR, DETAILS
AND RATES'
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
INSURANCE EXCHANGE
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
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► FRANCOIS POPE'S Creative Cookery
chalked up 300 weeks of telecasting on
WBKB (TV) Chicago with its 1,500th consecutive program March 1.
► THE Edwards Agency, Los Angeles,
has celebrated its eighth anniversary.
► KBOL Boulder, Colof, celebrated 10th anniversary Feb. 15 with move into new offices
and studios.
New
► FORDHAM U.'s WFUV (FM)
York celebrated its 10th anniversary.
► NBC-TV's Home show entered fourth
year on television.

EDUCATION
NBC Educational Shows Start
On 20 Non-commercial Stations
FIRST live interconnected network broadcasts of programs to educational stations began last week under a project conducted
by NBC in cooperation with the Educational
Television & Radio Center at Ann Arbor,
Mich.
Under the plan, NBC transmits a program
each weekday from New York from 6:30-7
p.m. EST to all educational tv stations
desiring the programming. Twenty stations
received the first week's offerings and about
10 more are expected to sign for the service
in the fall when a second 1 3-week cycle will
begin.
Programs deal with American literature
on Monday, geography on Tuesday, mathematics on Wednesday, American government on Thursday and opera history on Friday. They are conducted by specialists in
the various academic fields.
Edward Stanley, NBC manager of public
service programs, who heads the educational
tv project told a news conference last Monday at the premiere of the telecasts, that
NBC-owned stations may obtain kinescope
recordings of the programs for use in their
schedules. He noted that WRCA-TV New
York already has agreed to carry kinescopes
on Saturday, 1:30-2:30 p.m. EST, starting
March 23 and Sunday, 9:30-11 a.m. EST,
starting March 24.
The Educational Television & Radio Center has allocated $300,000 to the project and
NBC has matched this figure, but a spokesman last week said that its share might
reach almost $500,000 because of unanticipated expenses.
NBC producers assigned to the series are
David Lowe, executive producer for the
mathematics program; William Parish,
American literature; Dorothy Culbertson,
world geography; Brice Howard, American
government and Charles Polacheck, music.
The center is consulting with NBC in designing all five programs and also is supplying local loops to connect the educational
stations with the NBC network lines.
Workshops on Farm-Home
To Take Place in Six Cities

Radio

THE first of six Radio Workshops for Agricultural & Home Economics Broadcasters
will be held at the Hotel New Yorker, New
York, April 6-8, according to Max Kirkland,
director of the workshops and radio-tv editor of Rutgers U. College of Agriculture,
New Brunswick, N. J.
Each workshop will be designed to accommodate approximately 100. The others
will be held at three-week intervals in Atlanta, Fort Worth, Chicago, Omaha and
Salt Lake City. They will be sponsored
jointly by NARTB, Dept. of Agriculture,
National Assn. of Tv-Radio Farm Directors, National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters, American Assn. of Agricultural
College Editors, National Assn. of County
& Home Demonstration Agents and National
Project in Agricultural Communications,
Michigan State U.
The programs will include an analysis of
radio problems as related to agriculture,
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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CHILDREN
CHANCE

EASTER

SEALS

15 to April 21, 1957

★ A star-studded array of outstanding talent is cooperating ★
Available free for local and network television and radio use
1957

Teleparade

of Stars

ic Nat "King" Cole * Jo Stafford * Patrice Munsel * Patricia Morison * Hildegarde * Liberace *
* George Burns and Gracie Allen * Ray Anthony it Gene Nelson * Barry Sullivan ir
~k Paul Weston and His Orchestra ~k
A packed 29:20 minutes of solid entertainment!
For TV
For Radio
Quarter hour transcriptions feature Steve Allen, Perry
Dramatic, heartwarming Spots showing crippled children
and Easter Seals at work ... a message from Ivy Baker
Como, Bing Crosby and Parti Page . . . also Milton Cross
Priest, Treasurer of the United States and National Easter
introducing the Chicago Symphony Orchestra . . . Deejay
Seal chairman ... 20 and 45 second cartoon featurettes
interviews with Teresa Brewer, Eddie Fisher, Julius La
Rosa and Patti Page . . . song spots by Doris Day and
. . . other special star spots . . . slides . . . posters . . .
Helen Traubel ... 24 other recorded spots by leaders in
flip cards . . . ideas for a hundred local uses in a big
TV kit.
sports, religion, stage and screen.
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For NETWORK use write

For LOCAL use contact

National Society for Crippled Children and Adults, Inc.
11 South La Salle Street
Chicago 3, Illinois

your state or local Easter Seal Society
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BOOK

PARADE

America's Most Widely
Listened-to Book Program
In Current Release
THESE BOOKS:
"Eli Whitney and the Birth of American
Technology" — Constance Green
"This Hallowed Ground" — Bruce Catton
"Boswell's London Journal" — Frederick
A. Pottle, editor.
"Kipling: A Selection of His Stories and
Poems" — John Beecroft
"Auntie Mame" — Patrick Dennis
"I, Claudius" — Robert Graves
"TheThornton
BridgeWilder
of San Luis Rey" —
"A Night To Remember" — Walter Lord
"P. G. T. Beauregard: Napoleon in
Gray" — T. Harry Williams
"Grimm's
Fairy Tales" — Jacob and
Wilhelm Grimm
THESE REVIEWERS:
Nadyne Wythe Lush; Dore Schary;
Robert Halsband; Lynn Montross; Rosalind Russell; Everett S. Allen; August
Derleth; Kenneth M. Dodson; Harnett T.
Kane; Phil Stong.

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
589 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N.Y.
NEW YORK" • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD • TORONTO • MONTREAL

ALL-AMERICAN

VOICE

GREATER CLEVELAND'S
NUMBER 1 STATION
SRS "Radio-Active" MBS
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EDUCATION

PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS

radio's role in communications, human behavior as affected by radio, audience psychology, planning and promotion and operational research. Among speakers for the
New York sessions are Melvin Goldberg,
director of research, Westinghouse Broadcasting Corp.; Doris Corwith, NBC public
service program director; George Kern, McCann-Erickson account executive, and Merl
Galusha, manager, WGY Schenectady, N. Y.

WMUR-TV Presents Mock Telecast
WMUR-TV Manchester, N. H., presented
a mock telecast for the 47th annual Chamber of Commerce dinner in that city last
month. The auditorium, where the meeting was held, was plunged into darkness and
a tv set lit up showing WMUR-TV News,
Editor Tom Power. He gave a special salute
to the Chamber of Commerce and its officers and used the same format as his
nightly newscast. News film of the guests
and speaker, Harold E. Fellows, NARTB
president, were taken during the dinner and
used a few minutes later for the mock telecast.

CBS Foundation to Award
Fellowships Before May 1
EIGHT FELLOWSHIPS at Columbia U.
provided by CBS Foundation Inc. will be
awarded before May 1, the selecting committee has announced. The CBS fellowships allow a year of study at Columbia for
promising persons working in the field of
radio-tv news and public affairs.
The eight fellows will be chosen from a
total of 140 applications received before
the March 1 deadline, the selecting committee said. Of the 140 applicants, from
35 states and the District of Columbia, 37
are college and university teachers or educational station personnel; 59 are non-CBS
commercial station personnel and 44 are
staff members of CBS Radio and Tv or of
stations owned by CBS.
Walker in Educational Forum
FRED E. WALKER, manager of WTTM
Trenton, N. J., has been selected by the New
Jersey Education Assn. to represent air
media in a statewide conference on public
relations for schools and teachers. He will
discuss use of radio and television by educators. The NJEA meeting will be held at
Trenton State Teachers College, Saturday,
March 23.
Gross Endows Fellowship
THE Julian Gross Advertising Fellowship,
initially endowed at $6,000, has been announced by President Alan S. Wilson of
Hillyer College, Hartford, Conn. Mr. Gross,
president of the advertising agency bearing
his name, was a principal in WNBC (TV)
(formerly WKNB-TV) New Britain Conn.,
before it was sold to NBC.
The fellowship was set up to defray expenses of lecturers and discussion leaders
in special business administration programs
at the college. Main objective of the program, Mr. Gross said, is to develop creative
thinking in more effective use of advertising
and public relations.
Students 'Intern' at CBS News
NINE students from the Columbia U. Graduate School of Journalism have been selected
to serve one-week periods as "interns" with
CBS News during the current spring session,
it was announced jointly last week by Dean
Edward W. Barrett of the Journalism School
and John F. Day, CBS director of news.
The arrangement, which began last Monday,
provides that each of the nine students will
spend a week with the CBS News television
staff as it processes news from the moment
an event occurs until it is broadcast.

Tv Viewers Can Be Winners, Too
MORE than 80 tv stations have signed for
The Hidden Treasure Show — a nationwide
quiz program that features the "Songram
Sweepstakes" contest — it was announced
last week by William Tell Productions Inc.
Home viewers can win $55,000 in cash
prizes. More than 40 million entry blanks
will be distributed, with approximately one
blank for every four persons in the U. S.
CBC's Child Development Series
A SERIES of ten programs on child development starts on April 7 as a Sunday afternoon feature on all Canadian English-language television stations. The series, Family
Circle, will feature films on child development along with live studio discussion based
on the film subject. The series will cover
all stages of child development from birth
to 15 years of age. The program was developed by talks and public affairs department of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.

JOHN S. HAYES, president of the
Washington Post Broadcast Div.,
WTOP-AM-FM-TV and WMBR-AMFM-TV Jacksonville, Fla., scored a
clean beat with an interview with the
first German officer ever to qualify for
landings aboard an aircraft carrier.
Capt. Hans Hefele has been getting a
refresher course at Pensacola. Mr.
Hayes, a member of the Navy Broadcasting Advisory Board, was visiting
the Naval Air station at Pensacola.
The German captain will command
the German Navy air arm. Interview
was carried by WTOP radio and tv.
Broadcasting
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Detroit

OF EARL REVEAL

MANY may have felt like it at one
time or another but it was left to
Earl Reveal of Charleston, S. C, to
do it. Mr. Reveal, watching western
movies on WCHS-TV (ch. 8 in
Charleston), decided he "didn't want
his kids watching those movies on tv."
Not being a man to use words loosely,
Mr. Reveal thereupon fired three .38
slugs through the set.
That ended the immediate annoyance, but the gentleman's woes multiplied. His wife's testimony convicted him of discharging a firearm
within city limits, and he received 10
days in jail and a $25 fine. His
solitude has led him to realize the
long-range futility of his protest;
western movies are still going strong,
and he no longer has the tv set it
took him 18 months to pay for.
The Charleston Gazette (perhaps
transferring a little animosity of its
own) devoted several stories and an
editorial to the incident, but their
stories had Mr. Reveal shooting Arthur
Godfrey. What the paper has against
Mr. Godfrey we don't know, but a
comment of theirs sums up the whole
incident: "The shooting's great on
channel eight."

on
CHANNEL
7
a

9

Days
Week

/

POPEYE has been the kiddies' favorite
way back when! We've teamed him up
Detroit's own TOBY DAVID as Capt.
and have the greatest "sell-faring" team
to talk to those important youngsters
influence a big part of mother's buying.
participation is available.

since
with
Jolly
ever
who
Spot

VMICH.
CKLW
GUARDIAN
BLDG., -T
DETROIT 26,
J. E. Campeau
YOUNG TELEVISION CORPORATION
President
National Representative

WBKB Move Affects Program
WBKB (TV) Chicago has announced that
effective last Monday, it has curtailed its
Movietime, USA late evening film series
and dropped another program to "ease" its
operation during move of facilities of the
ABC o&o outlet to its new quarters in the
State Lake Bldg. [B»T, March 4]. Late
version of Movietime, USA, comprising
20th Century Fox films aired 11:30 p.m.1 a.m., will be dropped Sun.-Thurs. (but
retained on Fri. and Sat.) and replaced
with news, sports commentary and Candid
Camera segments, following the 10 p.m.
Movietime, USA series. Major factor in
the cancellation was a lack of adequate
sales response, according to a station
spokesman. Breakfast Bandstand (7-8
a.m.) also is being dropped by the station,
but the format will be retained in a new
series featuring Ronny Born, it was reported
by WBKB.
NBC-TV

to Salute Baseball

NBC-TV will present an hour-and-a-half
color program entitled Salute to Baseball
on April 13 (Sat., 9-10:30 p.m. EST) with
dancer Gene Kelly as host and Ed Gardner
as monologist. Others who will appear on
the special show are Commissioner of Baseball Ford Frick and 18 major league baseball players. The network also announced
that Leo Durocher, Lindsey Nelsen and
Jim Woods will be assigned as announcers
to NBC-TV's major league baseball series
on Saturday afternoons, beginning April 6.
Telecasting
Broadcasting
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS
o
'Conversation' Returns to NBC
AFTER a three-month hiatus, Conversation
returns to NBC Radio beginning March 21
(Thursdays, 8:30-9 p.m. EST), moving The
Great Gildersleeve to Tuesdays, 8:05-8:30
p.m. Charles Van Doren will be a guest
on the first show and will discuss "What Is
An Educated Man." The show, devoted to
"good spontaneous
Radio
in June 1954.talk," first went on NBC
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TOASTING the contract which gave
KBTV (TV) Denver the exclusive
Butter-Nut coffee television advertising budget in that city are station
personnel, officials of Buchanan Thomas Adv. Co., Omaha, which
handles Butter-Nut, and representatives of Paxton & Gallagher Co., makers of the coffee. Under the contract,
KBTV plans to broadcast three fiveminute weather programs daily, Monday through Friday. On hand at signing (1 to r): Joe Herold, KBTV manager; Don Keough, Paxton & Gallagher assistant ad-sales manager; Jill
Ferris, station staffer who becomes
"The Butter-Nut Weather Girl";
Charles Harding, Butter-Nut account
executive for Buchanan-Thomas, and
R. W. Jacobsen, Paxton & Gallagher
advertising and sales manager.
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Mayor Promotes WTTW's Drive
MAYOR Richard J. Daley proclaimed the
-a
period of March 11-17 as "Channel 11
45
Week" in Chicago, urging citizen support
of WTTW (TV), a non-commercial, educa4)
tional station, in its current fund drive for a
new fiscal year starting April 1. The proclamation claimed WTTW has become an "integral part of the community" and has
"enriched" Chicago area televiewing.
WTTW has raised about $130,000 of a total
$312,000 required to help meet 50% of its
$723,000 budget for the next fiscal year
[B«T, March 4].
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Hickman Begins Series on CBS
A NEW sports reporting series Sport Time
with Herman Hickman, begins today (Mon.)
on CBS Radio and will be heard Monday
through Saturday at 7-7:05 p.m. Mr. Hickman, former football coach at Yale, was
star of the CBS fall series Herman Hickman's Football Forecast. The new series is
sponsored by the North American Phillips
Co. (Norelco electric shavers) through C. J.
LaRoche & Co. and the R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co. through William Esty Co.
CBS-TV Launches Baseball Show
CBS-TV announces it will launch its third
successive season of Baseball Game of The
Week (Sat., 2:15 p.m. to conclusion) on
April 6, with every major league team
scheduled at least once throughout the 26week series. Play-by-play announcers will
be Dizzy Dean and Buddy Blattner. Hugh
Beach will produce the show and Byron
Paul will direct it.

Post Time for 'Flicka'
CBS-TV's My Friend Flicka was scheduled
to begin in the network's Sat. 7-7:30 p.m.
EST time slot last Saturday. It will remain
in that time period for three weeks and will
then move to the Sunday, 6-6:30 p.m. slot
on April 7. The program will replace the
Sunday Telephone Time which will move
to ABC-TV.
Mutual Regroups Evening Shows
MUTUAL last week regrouped its nighttime mystery-adventure, hour-long Mon.Fri. program strips. Only show added is
the Secrets of Scotland Yard which goes
into the 8-8:25 p.m. period on Thursdays.
Mystery shows are heard in the latter period, with the adventure strips broadcast in
the 8:30-9 p.m. slot. The programs make
use of stars such as Clive Brook, Marius
Goring, Sir Laurence Olivier, Michael Redgrave, Sir Ralph Richardson and Orson
Welles.
NCC

to Broadcast to Moslems

PLANS for "a new Christian voice in the
Moslem world" in the form of a 100 kw
radio transmitter in the Near East were
announced last week by the National Council of Churches. Dr. W. Burton Martin,
head of the American Protestant church
group's broadcasting unit, said the new
shortwave transmitter, when constructed,
will beam a cultural, educational and religious program to the whole of the Arabspeaking world. Exact location has not been
decided, he said, but negotiations for a
franchise are in progress. The cost of $250,000 will be met by Protestant foreign missions boards.

ROCK-'N-ROLL 'GONE'
POPULARITY of Elvis Presley notwithstanding, rock-'n-roll music will
be heard
no
more
except Boston.
in a "modified" form — over —WBMS
Norman Furman, station general
manager who made the announcement,
attributed WBMS's decision to the
fact "we now feel this type of music
has become associated with certain unfavorable elements."
The station "will program some
modified rock-'n-roll music on Saturday afternoons, and at the same time
our disc jockeys will attempt to improve the musical tastes of our youthful listeners," Mr. Furman said.
Broadcasting

Telecasting

FOR THE RECORD
Station

Authorizations,

New

Applications

(As Compiled by B • T)
March 7 through March 13
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
oases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction pertrans. — transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc —
mit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — very
high frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency, ant. kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications au— antenna, aur. — aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilothorization. S A — special service authorization
wat s, w— watt, mc — megacycles. D — day. N —
STA — special temporary authorization. * — educ.
tag
ing
Tv Summary through March 13
Am- Fm Summary through March 13
In
Total Operating Stations
in U. 5.:
Appls.
On
Air
Licensed Cps
PendVhf18
Uhf Total
Hear361
Am
3,021
3,001 207
Commercial
1480
53
Fm
540
520 46
Noncomm. Education
5
381
FCC Commercial Station Authorizations
91
Grants since July 11, 19S2:
As of January 31,
(When FCC began
processing
applications
after tv freeze)
472i
Am
Tv
Vhf
51413 272
Licensed (all on air)
57* Fm
Uhf Total
19
2,983
Cps on air
348
323 67 V
120 Commercial
12331
Cps not on air
26
55124 241
633 Noncomm. Educational
Total authorized
21
472
3,137
178
3 103
Applications in hearing
288
8 62
Applications Hied since April 14, 7952;
New station requests
0 69
120
New station bids in hearing
(When FCC began
155
9 53
after tvprocessing
freeze) applications 23«
Facilities change requests
101
387
Total applications pending
New
8410
0
4
Licenses deleted in January.
Amend. 831 Uhf
1
0
1 Commercial
Total
Cps deleted in January
337 Vhf
Noncomm. Educ. 65
37
* Based on official FCC monthly reports. These
1,067
571
are not always exactly current since the FCC
Total
337
598
must await formal notifications of stations going
1,130
27
866
on the air, ceasing operations, surrendering li- 1 176 cps (33 vhf, 143 uhf) have been deleted.
censes or grants, etc. These figures do not include
1,404*
noncommercial, educational fm and tv stations. > One educational uhf has been deleted.
For current status of am and fm stations see 1 One applicant did not specify channel.
Includes 44 already granted.
1,469«
"Am and Fm Summary," above, and for tv sta- 64 Includes
716 already granted.
tions see "Tv Summary," next column.

Tv Stations
ACTION

Glendive, Mont. — Glendive Bcstg. Corp., granted vhf ch. 5 (76-82 mc); ERP 4.62 kw vis., 2.49
kw aur.; ant. height above average terrain -93
ft., above ground 125 ft. Estimated construction
cost $59,400, first year operating cost $64,250,
revenue $87,500. P.O. address % Radio Station
KXGN Glendive. Studio and trans, location
Kendrick Ave. and Valentine St. Geographic
coordinates
26" GE.
N. Lat.,
42' 36"
W.
Long.
Trans, 47°and06'ant.
Legal 104°
counsel
Harry
J. Daly, Washington, D. C. Consulting engineer
John H. Mullaney, Washington. Sole owner is
Lewis W. Moore, who owns KXGN, and has
theatre and realty interests. Announced March
13.
APPLICATIONS
Rome, Ga. — TV Rome Inc., vhf. ch. 9 (186-192
mc); ERP 12 kw visual, 6 kw aural; antenna
height above average terrain 320 ft., above
ground 337 ft. Estimated construction cost $142,
869, first year operating cost $89,000, revenue
$118,000. Post Office address 105 E. Fourth St.,
Rome. Studio location Rome. Trans, location
Floyd
Geographic
coordinates
34°
15' 15" County,
N. Lat., Ga.
85= 10'
11" W. Long.
Trans, and
ant. RCA. Legal counsel Benedict Cottone, Washington, D. C. Consulting engineer W. J. Holey,
Atlanta, Ga. Principles include James H. Scarborough (29.59%), Rome banker, and Geraldine
M. Scarborough (29.59%), housewife. Announced
March 13.
Manchester, N. H. — Television for New Hampshire, Inc., vhf ch. 9 (186-192 mc); ERP 288 kw
visual, 144 kw aural; antenna height above average terrain 1026 ft., above ground 241 ft. Estimated construction cost $501,420, first year operating cost $530,850, revenue $525,000. P. O. address % Robert P. Burroughs, 1051 Elm St.,
Manchester. Studio location Manchester. Transmitter location Hillsboro County, N. H. Geographic
coordinates
Lat.,counsel
71° 35'McKenna
22" W.
Long. Trans, 42°
and .58'
ant. 59"
GE. N.Legal
and Wilkinson. Washington, D. C. Consulting
engineer Commercial Radio Equipment Co.,
Washington. Principals include Mr. Burroughs
(38.45%), pension plan consultant, and Richard S. Robie (38.45%), auto rental owner. An-

65s
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NEGOTIATIONS
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RADIO
• TELEVISION

FINANCING
• NEWSPAPER

•

APPRAISALS

EASTERN

MIDWEST

SOUTH

SOUTHWEST

NEW ENGLAND
FULLTIME

REGIONAL
FULLTIME

AM & TV
NETWORK

TEXAS
NETWORK

$150,000

$150,000

$1,750,000

$250,000

This market repre-

Real estate valued

sents high income

at $70,000. Long

and growth. Profit
makers. Terms

record of earnings.

and owning in this
market. Terms of

available.

Some financing.

one-half cash.

Terms are available for this exclusive market.

29% down and
balance five years.
Good equipment
and real estate.

High profits.

Ideal for owner-

Combo operation.

operator.

WASHINGTON, D. C.
Wm. T. Stubblefield
1737 DeSales St., IN. W.
EX 3-3456

CHICAGO, ILL.
Ray V. Hamilton
Tribune Tower
DE 7-2755

ATLANTA, GA.
Jack L. Barton
1515 Healey Bldg.
JA 3-3431

DALLAS, TEX.
Dewitt (Judge) Landis
Fidelity Union- Life Bldg.
RI 8-1175

WEST
NORTHWEST
FULLTIME

$95,000
An owner-manager
will enjoy living

SAN FRANCISCO
W. R. (Ike) Twining
111 Sutter St.
EX 2-5671

Call your nearest office of
HAMILTON,
Broadcasting
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STUBBLEFIELD,

TWINING

&
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FOR THE RECORD
nounced March 12.
Existing Tv Stations . . .
ACTION
WARD-TV Johnstown, Pa. — Granted mod. of cp
to change frequency to ch. 19 (500-506 mc);
change studio location to Vi mile north of
Frankstown Rd. (Rte. 53) and 1.56 miles east of
jet. of Stony Creek and Conemaugh River,
Conemaugh Twp., change ERP to 81.5 kw vis.,
44 kw aur., install new trans., change ant. and
make other equipment changes. Request waiver
of Sec. 3.613 of Commission rules. Announced
March 13.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WETJ(TV)
Fla. — Educational
Television Inc.,Jacksonville,
ch. 7.
KABL-TV
Helena,
Mont.—
Helena T. V. Inc.,
ch. 10.
KEDY-TV Big Spring, Tex. — Texas Telecasting
Inc., ch. 4. Changed from KBST-TV.
KtfED (TV) Salt Lake City, Utah— University of
Utah, ch. 7. Changed from KUTA(TV).
Translators

. .
ACTIONS
Brownlee Power Plant Camp, Ore. — Idaho
Power Co., granted ch. 76 (842-848 mc) to rebroadcast ch. 7 KIDO-TV Boise, Idaho. P. O. address see above. Trans, output 10 w, ERP to community 68.8 w. Estimated population to be served
500. Estimated construction cost $3,500, first year
-operating cost $400. Announced March 13.
Oxbow Power Plant Camp, Ore. — Idaho Power
Co., granted ch. 70 (806-812 mc) to rebroadcast
ch. 2 KBOI-TV Boise, Idaho. P O. address see
above. Trans, output 10 w, ERP to community
68.8 w. Estimated population to be servied 300.
Estimated construction cost $3,850, first year
operating cost $400. Announced March 13.
Brownlee Power Plant Camp, Ore. — Idaho
Power Co., granted ch. 72 (818-824 mc) to rebroadcast ch. 2 KBOI-TV Boise, Idaho. P. O. address Box 770 Boise. Trans, output 10 w, ERP to
community 68.8 w. Estimated population to be
.served 500. Estimated construction cost $3,500,
first
13. year operating cost $400. Announced March
Oxbow Power Plant Camp, Ore. — Idaho Power
Co., granted ch. 74 (830-836 mc) to rebroadcast ch.
7 KIDO-TV, Boise, Idaho. P. O. address see above.
Trans, output 10 w, ERP to community 68.8 w.
Estimated population to be served 300. Estimated
construction cost $3,850, first year operating cost
$400. Announced March 13.
New

Am

Stations
ACTIONS
'granted
Colorado
Co.,
1580 Springs,
kc, 500 w Colo.
D. P.— Western
O. addressBcstg.
Box 1319,
'Lubbock,
Tex.
Estimated
construction
cost
$34,1200, first year operating cost $60,000, revenue $65,000. Principals are equal partners David P. Pinkston (50%), general manager at KDAV Lubbock,
and Leroy Elmore, 30% owner of KDAV. Announced March 7.
Daytona
Beach,
Bcstg.
Corp., granted
1380 Fla.
kc,— 1Volusia
kw D. County
P. O. address
913V2 Main St., Daytona Beach. Estimated construction cost $12,500, first year operating cost
$34,740, revenue $43,300. Principals include Pres.
Lyman W. Menard (42.6%), former announcerengineer WNDB Daytona Beach, and Vice Pres.Treas. Julia
(42.6%), housewife. Announced F.
March Menard
7.
Ashburn, Ga. — Thomas D. Pickard, granted 1570
kc, 1 kw D. Post Office address P. O. Box 434, Tifton, Ga. Estimated construction cost $15,635,
Southern

Network

first year operating cost $27,500, revenue $36,000.
Mr. Pickard
holds
nounced March
13. real estate interests. AnAthens, Ga.— Southeastern Bcstg. System,
granted 1470 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address % James
S. Rivers, P. O. Box 432, Cordele, Ga. Estimated
construction cost $22,475, first year operating cost
$36,000, owns
revenue
Soleandowner
James
Rivers
WMJM$60,000.
Cordele
90% of
WTJMS.
East Point, Ga. Announced March 7.
McRae, Ga. — Radio Telfair, granted 1410 kc, 1
kw D. P. O. address % Miles H. Ferguson, Box
1640, Columbus, Ga. Estimated construction cost
$29,219, first year operating cost $48,000, revenue
$52,000. Principals are equal owners Allen M.
Woodall, 50% owner of WDAK Columbus, Ga.,
and 30% owner of WGEA Geneva, Ala.; Miles H.
Ferguson, sales manager of WDAK, 25% owner
of WJHO Opelika, Ala., and 25% owner of
WGEA; W. Newton Morris, 40% owner of WMLT
Dublin, Ga., and George T. Morris — father of
W. N. Morris — 60% owner of WMLT. Announced
March 7.
Idaho Falls, Idaho — J. Ronald Bayton, granted
980 kc. 1 kw D, remote control trans. P. O. address
Box tion356,
Pullman,
Estimatedcostconstruccost $13,568,
firstWash.
year operating
$32,000,
revenue
$36,000.
Mr.
Bayton
50% owner
partner-mgr.,
KOFE Pullman, Wash., and is100%
KYTE
Pocatello, Idaho. Announced March 13.
Georgetown, Ky. — Robert E. Johnson, granted
1580 kc, 250 w D. P. O. address % Southwest Tv
Sales & Services, 6811 Southside Dr., Louisville,
Ky. Estimated construction cost $14,577, first year
operating
cost of$18,000,
revenueTv $26,000.
Johnson is owner
Southwest
Sales & Mr.Services.
Announced March 7.
Bastrop, La. — Bastrop Bcstg. Co., granted 1340
kc, 250 w unl. Post office address % Willis G.
Newcomer, P. O. Box 472, Bastrop. Estimated
construction cost $14,763.25, first year operating
cost $36,000, revenue $50,000. Principals are equal
partners George H. Goodwin, motion picture
theatre
interests;
and Willis
G. Newcomer,
real
estate and
automobile
interests.
Announced
March 13.
Rayville,
Charles L.Bcstg.
Planchard
and H. 990E.
Ratcliff
d/b La.as — Richland
Co., granted
kc, 250 w D, remote control trans. P. O. address
8054 Jefferson
Highway,
Baton Rouge,
mated construction
cost approx.
$12,331, La.
first Estiyear
operating cost $12,381, revenue $24,000. Mr. Planchard is 16% owner-former general manager,
KNOC Natchitoches, La. Announced March 7.
Farmington, N. M. — Herman A. Cecil, granted
960
kc, 1Ark.
kw D.
P. O. address
1115 Linden,
Texarkana,
Estimated
construction
cost $16,470,
first year operating cost $31,200, revenue $44,400.
Mr. Cecil is March
commercial
Announced
13. mgr., KOSY Texarkana.
Bamberg, S. C. — Bamberg County Bcstg. Corp.,
granted 790 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address % A. T.
Fisher Jr., Barringer Bldg., Columbia, S. C.
Estimated construction cost $21,000, first year
operating cost $36,000, revenue $48,000. Principals
include Lewis F. Brabham, 50% owner-editor,
Bamberg
E. Brabham,
50% Farmer
ownerpublisher Herald;
Bamberg P.Herald;
part owner,
and South Carolina Legislator; A. T. Fisher Jr.
and Joe Speidel HI, co-owners, Speidel-Fisher
Bcstg. Corp. (WOIC Columbia, WPAL Charleston,
and 75%, WQOK Greenville, all S. C). Each
owns 25% of applicant. Announced March 7.
APPLICATIONS
Sheffield,
Ala.—
Iralee
Benns
tr/asaddress
Sheffield%
Bcstg. Co. 1290 kc,
1 kwW. D.
P. O.
Mrs. Benns, 225 Bessemer Superhighway, Birmingham. Estimated construction cost $11,500,
first year operating cost $40,000, revenue $50,000.
Mrs. Benns, 20% owner, president-director-manager WVOKnouncedBirmingham,
will be sole owner. AnMarch 12.
Lompoc,
Calif.
—
Thomas
tr/asoffice
Elson Electronics Co. 960 kc,B.500Friedman
w D. Post
address
%
Mr.
Friedman,
235
Quadro
Dr.,
Pacific Palisades, Calif. Estimated construction cost
$16,502, first year operating cost $48,000, revenue
Eastern

$75*000.00

$100,000.00

Profitable fulltime operation in one of the south's
solid markets. Ideal opportunity for owner-operator.
Can be handled with $25,000.00 cash.
NEGOTIATIONS

Network

Unusually attractive financing on this fulltime facility in an eastern state
capital. Excellent market potential.

• FINANCING

Blackburn

• APPRAISALS
YYLpani]
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ATLANTA
Clifford B. Marshall
Healey Building
Jackson 5-1576

WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Jack V. Harvey
Washington Building
STerling 3-4341
mmmmmmmmxmmmmmmmmm'..^.
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$55,000. Mr. Friedman, chief engineer Empire Coil
Co. licensee of WXEL (TV) Cleveland, Ohio,
KPTV (TV), Portland, Ore. and KCTY (TV)
Kansas City, Mo., will be sole owner. Announced
March 13.
Oak Grove, La. — Carroll Bcstg. Co. 1460 kc,
1 kw D. P. O. address % E. R. MrCormick, Oak
Grove. Estimated construction cost $16,630, first
year operating cost $27,000, revenue $33,000. Equal
partners are Mr. McCormick, gas company owner,
W. O. James,
drugs,March
and D.
theatre
owner. retail
Announced
12. B. Fiske,
Oil City, Mich. — Central Michigan Bcstg. Co.
1370 kc, 2435
5 kw Holland
D. P. O. Ave.,
addressSaginaw,
% MiltonMich.
L. Greenbaum,
Estimated construction cost $36,553, first year operating cost $50,000, revenue $55,000. Mr. Greenbaum
(25%), consultant with Knorr Bcstg. Co., and
Knorr Bcstg. Co. (75%), licensee of WKMH-AMFM
Dearborn,
WKMFwillFlint
WSAM-AM-FM
Saginaw
all Mich.,
be and
owners.
Announced
March 12.
Remsen, N. Y. — Town and Country Bcstg. Co.
1480 kc, 1 kw D. Post office address % Gerald W.
Prouty, 113 Summit St., Boonville, N. Y. Esticonstruction revenue
cost $15,077,
first year
ing mated
cost $36,500,
$45,000.
Mr. operatProuty
(8.2%),ville,former
announcer-engineer
WBRY
Boonand Edwin L. Slusarczyk (90.2%), former
station manager
WBRV,
will
be
owners.
Announced March 13.
Fredericksburg, Va. — T. Harry Gatton tr/as
Historyland Radio, 1270 kc, 500 w D. Post Office
address % Mr. Gatton, 2715 N. Westmoreland St.,
Arlington, Va. Estimated construction cost $5,230,
first year operating cost $36,000, revenue $48,000.
Mr. Gatton, former gen. mgr. WSIC-AM-FM
Statesville,
March
13. N. C, will be sole owner. Announced
Existing Am

Stations . .
ACTIONS

CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KNOT
Prescott,
Ariz. — Thunderbird Bcstg. Co.,
1450 kc.
KCTU
Tucson,
Ariz. — Associated Bcstrs. of
Tucson, 790 kc.
KFAY
Fayetteville,
Ark. — Stamps Radio Bcstg.
Co., 1250 kc. .
KUDY Littleton, Colo.— Skyline Bcstg. Inc.,
1510 kc.
WAVP
1390
kc. Avon Park, Fla. — Paramount Bcstg. Co.,
WHIYvisionOrlando,
Radio & TeleBcstg. Corp., Fla.—
1270 Orlando
kc.
WQXT
Palm
Beach,
Fla.—
Palm
Inc., 1340 kc. Changed from WWPG. Beach Radio
WILZ
Isles
Bcstg.St.Co.,Petersburg
1590 kc. Beach, Fla. — Holiday
WSIZ
Douglas,
Ga. — Fernandina Beach Bcstrs.,
kc.
1480 kc.
KGRN Grinnell, Iowa — Grinnell Bcstg. Co., 1410
kc WSJC
Bcstg.
Co.,Magee,
1280 kc. Miss. — Southeast Mississippi
WMNS Olean, N. Y. — Olean Bcstg. Corp., 1360
WKDX
1400
kc. Hamlet, N. C— Risden Allen Lyon,
WSMF
N. C— Agricultural Bcstg.
Service, Murfreesboro,
1430 kc.
KBZY Salem, Ore.— Salem Bcstg. Co., 1490 kc.
Changed from KOCO.
KEPS Eagle Pass, Tex.— Uvalde Bcstrs., 1270 kc.
APPLICATIONS
KAFA Colorado Springs, Colo. — Seeks cp to
change hours from D to unl., power from 1 kw
DMarch
to 50013. w N, 1 kw D and DA-N. Annnounced
WCAW Charleston, W. Va. — Seeks cp to change
frequency to 680 kc, ant.-trans. location, change
ant. trol.
(decrease
Announcedheight)
March and
13. delete remote conWWTB Tampa, Fla.— Seeks cp to increase
power
to
kw, change
ant.-trans. location,
change
ant.5 (increase
trans. Announced
Marchheight)
13. and install new
KCHA Charles City, Iowa — Seeks mod. of cp
to increase power to 500 w and change type trans.
Announced March 13.
WTJS Jackson, Tenn. — Seeks cp to increase D
power to13. 5 kw and install new trans. Announced
March
WLAU Laurel, Miss. — Seeks cp to change hours
to
D, frequency
to 1600 kc, March
power to13. 5 kw and
trans,
location. Announced
Existing Fm Stations . . .
ACTIONS
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KPUL(FM) Association
Los Angeles,
Calif.—mc.Echo
Park
Evangelistic
Inc., 103.5
Changed
from KFSG-FM.
WQXT(FM)
Beach, Fla.—
Beach
Radio
Die, 97.9Palm
mc. Changed
from Palm
WWPG-FM.
WARK-FM
Hagerstown, Md — United Bcstg.
Continues on page 116
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PROFESSIONAL

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Office*
1735 De Sales St., N. W, ME. 8-5411
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 4-2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE*

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
». 0. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE*

A. D. RING & ASSOCIATES
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

CARDS

Upper Montclair, N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-01 1 1
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE *

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.

L. H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1001 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE*

PAGE, CREUTZ,
STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
710 14th St.,
N. W. 5, Executive
3-8670
Washington
D. C
303 White Henry Stuart Bldg.
Mutual 3280
Seattle 1, Washington
Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A EARL CULLIIM IP
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.

LYNNE C SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER AM-FM-TV
4806 MONTGOMERY LANE
WASHINGTON 14, D. C.
Oliver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
Executive 3-1230
Executive 3-5831
Member AFCCE*

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

A. E. TOWNE ASSOCS., INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

RUSSELL P. MAY
m 14th St., N. W.
Sheraton Bids.
WesMnfton 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE *

JOHN

Member AFCCE*

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.

Hiland 4-7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
1316 S. Keamey
Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

SERVICE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
Broadcasting

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence courses.
Write For Free Catalog, specify course.

• Telecasting

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N.W.
Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

DOBEDT 1 UAMUETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
821 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

Member AFCCE*
J. G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

Member AFCCE *
RALPH
BITZER,Bldg.,
Consulting
Suite 298,J. Arcade
St. LouisEngineer
1, Mo.
Garfield 1-4954
Tor HecvHt m Broadcast Engineering"
AM-FM-TV
Allocation* • Applications
Petitions • Licensing Field Service

DIRECTORY

RADIO ENGINEERING COMPANY
CONSULTANTS
— Specialiits
in
Television
— Radio allocations
— installations field— antenna measurements — AM
— UHF — VHF "will consider investing with
Norwood J. Patterson, Owner
new applicants"
1111 Market Street San Francisco, Calif.
MArket 1-8171
March 18,^^^^^^^^^^^
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline:
Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday
preceding publication date.
Situations Wanted 20tf per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 250 per word —
$2.00 minimum.
All other classifications 300 per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads $15.00 per inch.
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 1735 DeSales St. N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance
risk. Broadcastat owner's
to box numbersfor aretheirsentcustody
etc., sent
AU transcriptions,
please). expressly
separately,
ing • Tblecastino
repudiates photos,
any liability
or responsibility
or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted
Managerial
wanted ior immeuicjtt; u^^uimmij. vT
creative ideas who
salesman with
hitting timet ready
to be a commercial manager
thinks he is
rich
in leading regional station operation in this
quarter million market potential. Rush resume
and picture to Box 751E, B-T.
account
$500.00 per month guarantee on excellenttop-rated
marketnt to sales
anadvanceme
metropolit
i
Mississipp
list
with
station needs salesman
and manager. Must have executive ability
manager
and record as real producer. We expand and
next job manwithin. If you
promote
Send
33 preferred.
28 toclick
Married southerner
ager. from
799E, B-T.
Box
complete resume, late photo to
can sell!
Minnesota station wants manager whostation
for
Will sell 25% interest in this news invest need
$6,500. Only good producer who can
apply. Tell all first letter. Box 822E, B»T.
station needs an assistant manager
Pennsylvania
pays
with good announcing background. Job bonus.
above average salary with commission
man with car. Posifor young
Looking
opportunity at management
and married
tion permanent
soon. Send tape, resume and photo to Box
860E, B-T.
Radio station manager with successful sales
background. Immediate opening. Independent
firm willing to spend money on solid promotion.
Our station is a 250 watt full time operation in
aThefastman
growing,
medium-size
Coastandmarket.
we select
must haveGulfideas
above
all, be willing to work. Box 923E, B-T.
Will share profits with right manager. Must have
successful record as salesman. Midwest metropolitan market. Send details first letter. Box
927E, B-T.
Salesman
Experienced, dependable salesman wanted by
leading station, a 5000 watt fulltime, in midwest
city of 55,000 persons. Competitive market but
station has fine organization to support salesman's efforts.percentage.
Guaranteed Good
weeklymandrawcanagainst
commission
earn
$5,200-$6,000 first year and more in second. Tell
all about yourself and work record, with references, in first letter. Box 570E, B-T.
Salesman for New Jersey independent. Salary
plus commission. Box 724E, B-T.
Are you ready to step-up in sales work? Here is
an opportunity. Texas. Box 738E, B-T.
Commercial 1000 watter in Indiana. Guarantee
and commission. Present average $125.00. Box
813E, B-T.
Salesman. Draw against 15% commission. West
Virginia market. Car necessary. Money to be
made if you can sell. Unless experienced, let's
not waste each other's time. Box 869E, B-T.
Sales help wanted, salesman for music-news
group on east coast. $125.00 per week plus 15%
commission of all billing over $850.00 per week.
Top Pulse ranked station, more local advertisers
than any other station. Proven man will be advanced. Box 871E, B-T.
Outstanding ten year old daytime in midwest
city of 25,000
arrangement thatoffers
pays upa salary-commission
to 40%. $4000 billings
will pay you $800 per month. No ceiling. We
will match your new billing up to $1,000 with
established billing, and give you full commission on total. $400 per month guarantee for
three months. Protected account lists. Only experienced, proven salesman considered. Please
send full details on personal and employment
background. Each application will be held confidential until closing arrangements are imminent. Write Box 894E, B-T.
Page 112
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RADIO
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Salesmen
Top salesman . . . for CBS outlet in 70,000
metropolitan market — 150,000 basic area. This is
SRDS number 1 retail sales per household city,
but
Don't fool can
us make
or yourself.
man it's
who tough.
likes southwest
$10,000 Top
annually. Contact Elliott, KOSA Radio, Odessa,
Texas, with background.
Salesman on new 5000 watt daytimer. Must be
experienced with proven record, ideas for commercials. Good voice desirable but not necessary. Very competitive market. WHIY, Orlando,
Florida. Fort Gatlin Hotel.
Announcers
Immediate opening for man with minimum six
months experience. Salary: $75.00 per week to
start. 40 hour week, overtime pay, vacations,
etc. Must have car. Excellent opportunity for
advancement within chain. Send resume and
tape. Box 678C, B-T.
$700 a month for DJ with glib, fast-paced delivery. Rhyming intros to records. Limited rock
'n roll, mostly
good pops
station
in midwest.
Box and
781E,albums.
B-T. Wanted by
Strong Kilowatt independent needs good announcer with flub-free delivery to join excellent
staff. If interested in working in serious radio,
send full details and photo to Box 872E, B-T.
Announcer or salesman to invest $12,000 — $9,000
cash for V2 interest. N. W. full time remote will
be built early spring. Box 897E, B-T.
Hundred a week to start for top-notch announcer with first class ticket. Long established
midwest network station. Box 898E, B-T.
Experienced announcer, mature, 4 years experience. Presently employed. Good on news
and relaxed disc jockey. Box 900E, B-T.
Want to work for a swinging outfit? We need
at least three good DJ's who know the music
and know
news how
operation.
Top Send
pay for
DJ's
who
not to talk.
tape those
and backtape. ground to Box 916E, B-T. We will return your
Southwest radio-tv operation wants a better than
average announcer. We want a man capable of
handling any phases of radio, with chance to
work into tv. Prefer experienced, family man
seeking permanency in community of 28,000.
If you're really good, we want you. Send complete details, photo, tape. Box 952E, B-T.
Wanted: First phone combo man strong on news
and DJ show, start immediately, send tape, picture, background. KALV, Alva, Oklahoma.
Experienced play-by-play baseball announcer
needed immediately. Prefer someone who can
also do staff or sales work. Wonderful proposition for right man. Send tape, letter and photo
to WACL, Waycross, Georgia.
Announcer. Must_ have experience. Top working
conditions. Air conditioned studios. Profit sharing plan. WCOJ, Coatesville, Pennsylvania.

RADIO
Help Wanted—
Announcers (Cont'd)
Need experienced announcer. Desires to work
with a fast moving and aggressive organization.
Contact Charlie
Holt, Radio Station WHSY, Hattiesburg,
Mississippi.
April opening for experienced all around staff
announcer. Excellent chance for advancement.
Send resume, tape, photo to Jack Roach, Program Manager, WKBZ, Muskegon, Michigan.
Combo man with first phone . . . emphasis on
announcing . . . $80 for 40 hour week, addition
to staff . . . phone collect, WMIC, Monroe, MichCherry 1-5554. Ask for George Stearns
or Bob igan.
Norwood.
Immediate opening for good all around, experienced announcer. Telephone Maynard Dillabar,
General Manager, WMVA, Martinsville, Virginia,
phone 2152.
WOMT at Manitowoc, Wisconsin, is auditioning
experienced announcers. Position now open.
Jerry Clement formerly WIDE contact Evans,
WSJM, Saint Joseph, Michigan.
Good salaries for top announcer with first ticket
with emphasis on air work . . . also experienced
announcer needed who can write copy that
sells . . . contact WLSD, Big Stone Gap, Virginia.
Station on air mid-April needs 2 more deejays
who know pop music, can deliver commercials
in natural, ingratiating style. Competition will
be good. We want to meet it with the best we
can find. Good pay in progressive southern city.
Tapes, resume to WRKE, American Theatre
Building, Roanoke, Virginia.
Announcer: Immediate opening announcer with
first class ticket. Daytime station in famous resort center. Send tape and resume to Chet Munson, WSPN, Saratoga Springs, New York.
If
you todon't
evening work
— withfea-a
chance
showobject
some tooriginality
on show
turing news and local remotes with music, send
a tape, photograph and references. Some experience necessary although you would be
teamed with another announcer. WTAX, Springfield, Illinois.
Ground floor opportunity. New 1 kw daytimer,
music-news format. Taking air in April. Good
salaries for qualified announcers. Copywriting
helpful. Excellent hunting, fishing territory in
Central Louisiana. Rush returnable tape, resume, photo. James H. Martin, Delhi, Louisiana.
Technical
First class engineer-announcer for commercial
Indiana non-directional 1000 watt daytimer. Box
813E, B-T.
Chief engineer with good maintenance ability for
station in central eastern Pennsylvania. Must
have carbilitiesand
be capable of
assuming
responsifor maintenance,
repair
and purchase.
Chance to install new station in several months.
Good salary to right man. Send photo, resume
and full particulars. Box 861E, B-T.
First week
phone transmitter
man with watch,
s*ales remainder
experienced.sales20
hour
with guarantee and commission. Regional station in west. Box 902E, B-T.
Small radio-television operation in Hawaii has
immediate opening for a chief engineer. No
announcing, but good technical qualifications
needed. Only qualified men please apply. Write
Box 921E, B-T.
Chief engineer!
Strong on experience.
engineering, Eastern
maintenance, also announcing
seaboard independent. $6,500.00 a year to start.
All details first letter. Box 931E, B-T.
Wanted immediately, first phone engineer. Must
have experience. Permanent position for right
man. All maintenance and engineering, no announcing. Contact Box 948E, B-T.

Announcer with 1st phone — could make extra
money selling. WCER— Box 269, Charlotte, Michigan.
WDOE, Dunkirk, New York, has immediate
openings and
for engineers.
combo men,
personality
salesmen
Contact
Dick BurtDJ's,at
Dunkirk, 7756.

Engineer - announcer — first phone required.
Maintenance and board shift. $390 per month.
Contact KCOW Radio, Alliance, Nebraska.

Immediate opening experienced night announcer.
40 hour week, $70.00. Airmail tape and photo to
John Paras, WFBL, Fayetteville, North Carolina, or call 2-7136.

Chief engineer, strong technical background,
wanted for 5000 watter. Send full information
immediately to George Morgan, Station KTMN,
Denver 14, Colorado.

One engineer or combination announcer-engineer
for station in South Carolina. Have remote control. Box 955E, B-T.

Broadcasting
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RADIO

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
combination engineerWanted
must havey— a first class ticket. Good
announcerimmediatel
salary. Send your tape and data to L. Lansing,
WBRV Radio, Boonville, New York.
Imclass license or combo.EscanEngineer with firstCall
Manager, WDBC,
mediate opening.
aba, Michigan.
engineer-anMature, responsibl
fm
beautifuled mountain
nouncer for work e, atexperienc
transmitter. Single man. Car necessary. Starting
quarters
e
comfortabl
plus
pay $70.00 per week Responsible job with futand excellent meals.
, full resume exphoto, references
ture Send
WMIT, Charlotte, North
Carolina. perience and interests.
Immediate openFirst class engineer-announcer.
salary requirements.
ing. Send tape, references,
Carolina.
South
WMYB, Myrtle Beach,
watt daytime station
Engineer, first phone. 5000 experience
preferred.
Island. Some
Long
on
Station WPAC, Patchogue, Long Island, New
York.
Temporary opening, two to three months work.
Same conditions other ad this column. WMIT,
Charlotte, North Carolina.
Wanted: Transmitter engineer. Car necessary.
Paid vacations and other benefits. Send references and salary requirements to WTIM, Taylorville, Illinois.
Programming-Production, Others
Copywriter. Virginia independent looking for
fast worker who writes clean, selling copy. Air
experience helpful. Financial future assured good
worker. All replies kept confidential. Box 532E,
B-T.
Wanted: Experienced copywriter who can handle
promotion at station in growing chain and expanding market ... in southeastern New York.
Salary commensurate with experience and ability. Box 814E, B-T.
Administrative opportunity in network for man
experienced in program and production costs in
station in medium size or larger market, willing
to relocate
in major
market.preferred.
Degree inUnder
accounting of general
business
35.
Send detailed resume to Box 823E, B-T.
Immediate opening in metropolitan Ohio city
for experienced c»ntinuity girl. Send sample
copy, photo, resume. Box 854E, B-T.
Newsman — work as second man in newsroom
named local
one news.
of theEdit
northwest's
and
write
wire copy.best.
SomeGather
air work.
Consider sharp journalism grad. Salary open.
Pleasant community . . . progressive station
. . . in southern Minnesota. Box 891E, B-T.
5 kw Mutual station, central U.S., desires experienced, aggressive program director, who knows
successful metropolitan radio. Need good idea
man to build ratings. Excellent opportunity.
Good salary. Send air check and full info to
Box 913E, B-T.
Girl Friday. Navy town, lovely Chesapeake Bay
area. Men outnumber women 10 to 1. Girl handles phones, secretarial, commercials, announcing
and, if satisfactory, guarantees one year — marriage or no. Send qualifications, WPTX, Lexington Park, Maryland.
Wanted: Newsman to gather, write and broadcast local news. Good opportunity. Send audition
and complete resume to WSOO, Saulte Ste
Marie, Michigan.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Top advertising sales executive large organization wants to join small city radio station in south
or midwest. Full information and references to
interst you if you contact Box 802E, B-T.
Station manager — long experience, energetic
middle
efficientgood
operator
— getsbuilder.
things done.
Strong age
on sales,
business
Good
character. Prefer south. Box 892E, B-T.
Mature, experienced manager wishes locate
where he can direct both sales and administration. Prefer red operation in market large
enough for growth. Will invest. Write Box 899E,
B-T.
Manager who sells. Midwest desired, five years
experience all phases, strong on sales. Ready to
assum position of working manager. 29, married,
veteran, college graduate. Box 907E, B-T.
Broadcasting
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RADIO
WHAT
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Managerial
Solid proof, experienced all phases. Sane, sober
family man.ganization
36.and good
Still believe
salesmanship,
orradio guarantee
profits.
Presently employed Denver. Rockies or southwest only. Box 914E, B-T.
Young family man experienced in all phases
of radio and 1st class license desires opportunity
to manage station with possibilities. Presently
employed. Box 918E, B-T.
Look: Manager, salesman-chief engineer, announcer, sports play-by-play. All in one man.
Presently employed. Young — family — 7 years experience. West. Available May. Box 925E, B-T.
If you need an assistant manager or program
director investigate my qualifications. Four
years PD in 250 watt station — broad experience
and announcing. Box 936E, B-T:
General manager desires to make change. Six
years experience as manager of 1000 watt station in market of 50,000. A, thoroughly experiin allcharacter
phases of
referencesencedas to
and radio.
ability.First
Age rate
33, college
and family. No tv experience, but recently
completed tv night course in local university.
Box 944E, B-T.
Manager, who can sell. 8 years small market
Iowa. Heavy in sales and promotion. Interested
Florida location. Others considered. Box 951E, B-T.
Managerial. 7 years radio, all phases. 3 years
as assistant manager and manager of eastern
Pennsylvania 250 watter in two station market
of 23,000. Good record . . . hard worker . . .
available immediately. Write James Stock, 405
6th Street, Sunbury, Pennsylvania.
Salesmen
Young, ambitious, seeking sales position with
future. Have car, will travel. Now employed
at major network station. Will consider all
replies. Box 935E, B-T.
Announcers
Personality-DJ — strong commercials, gimmicks,
etc., run own board. Steady, eager to please. Go
anywhere. Box 109E, B-T.
Girl personality — DJ, run own board, eager to
please. Free to travel. Gimmicks and sales. Box
688E, B-T.
Baseball play-by-play announcer, seven years
experience. Finest references. Box 603E, B-T.
Negro DJ, versatile, all phases. Good board operator, travel. Box 728E, B-T.
Top-rated DJ ... 8 years midwest experience . . .
relaxed delivery . . . network sports and news.
Desire to relocate in larger competitive market.
Married . . . family . . . 27 . . . college graduate
. . . draft-exempt. Presently employed. Best of
references. Prefer personal interview. Tape . . .
resume on request. Box 746E, B-T.
Staff announcer, first phone, no maintenance, experienced, married, vet. Box 767E, B-T.
Deep, resonant voice. 4 years staff announcing
experience. Prefer midwest. $90 minimum. Box
796E, B-T.
Country DJ, announcing school graduate. 6 years
B-T.
experience wants change. Make offer. Box 801E,
Negro. Experienced rythm and blues DJ and
spirituals. Tapes. Travel. Box 810E, B-T.
Announcer — 1 year experience 1000 watt station.
Married, veteran, 27. News, DJ, sports. Box
820E, B-T.
Need a successful country DJ with a proven
record, that can really sell on the air? Voted
in top 25 last year. Presently employed at 50 kw.
6 years experience in all phases of radio. Exvoice. HardVeteran.
worker. Desire
Dependable.
Excel-at
lentcellent
references.
relocation
progressive
station in larger market. Box 835E,
B.T.
Sports director/announcer — available for baseball.
Married, college and currently employed. Air
checks and references. Box 859E, B-T.
Morning man with ability plus. Have own format
— write own copy. At present recording with
major label. 10 years experience as C&W deejay.
Humorous, folksy type personality. Strong delivery. Available about April First ... all offers
considered . . . will relocate. Box 895E, B-T.

OF

A

LOT

DIFFERENCE

THERE

IS

IN

APPROACH!

For example, take the technique
of negotiating for the purchase or
sale of a station as contrasted to
simply listing stations that are
available.

We

are negotiators. We

have

no "listings". Thafs why we know
about certain properties whose
owners will consider a solid offer
from a competent broadcaster —
and no one else.

Tell us your background, your
geographical preferences and your
investment potential, and we'll go
to work for you.

You'll find there is a difference
in this approach. It brings results.

ALLEN

AND

KANDER

COMPANY

Negotiators for the Purchase and Sale!
of Radio and Television Stations
Washington
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
New York

National 8-1990 ;

60 East 42nd Street Murray Hill 7-4242 ;
Chicago
35 East Wacker Drive Randolph 6-3688
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Help Wanted— -(Cont'd)
Announcers

Experienced married announcer desires permanency. Conscientious, veteran, 2nd phone. Strong
DJ. Box 896E, B'T.
Experienced negro staff DJ; non-regional, glib
ad-lib. Production minded. Gimmicks. Experience. Sales. Box 906E, B'T.
Top
country
DJ personality-announcer-musician.
Guitar. Third.
Fifteen years experience. Box
915E, B'T.
Attention Florida . . . top rated morning man
. . . program director of 5 kw middle Atlantic
market of 228,000. Present position five (5) years.
College, draft exempt, 29. Network quality voice
. . . excellent administrator and idea man. $6,000.00 minimum. Interview and audition in person week of March 25. Box 917E, B'T.
Seven years radio-tv experience . . . sports-newscommercial . . . also top play-by-play all sports
. . . location secondary to opportunity . . . available immediately . . . all replies promptly answered. Address Box 919E, B'T.
Proven early morning farm and ranch format.
Good, solid news delivery, smooth, effective commercials. Seeking permanent connection with
established station in large market. Texas major
market background. Box 922E, B'T.
Hard hitting salesman-announcer, proven sucB'T. cessful radio experience. Prefer west. Box 924E,
Have just completed a course at a Canadian radio school and would like employment as an announcer. Will go anywhere. Available after
April 22. Box 926E, B'T.
Sincerity most prominent characteristic. Married, veteran. Strong news, commercials. Classical deejay. Box 934E, B'T.

Deejay . . . successful record — quarter million
market desires permanency larger market with
some television. Twelve years radio experience.
Presently earning more than $5,500 per year.
Box 941E, B'T.
Not another announcer, but a strong personality
with outstanding background, including network. Special emphasis on MC, news and playby-play. Best references. Box 946E, B'T.
Play-by-play, all sports, staff, currently sports
director, southwest. Seek station with heavy
sports schedule. Box 949E, B'T.
Family man, 5 years experience including top
market, college grad wants staff deejay spot
with wide awake operation or PD with small
growing operation Midwest. Write or call Bob
Allen 53 Waldo, Pontiac, Michigan.
Want job Chicago or Chicago suburb radio station, preferably announcing and/or piano. Studied
announcing Loop college. Experience station outside Chicago. Korean veteran. Will accept starting salary, $80 week. Write: Bill Olson, 6714 N.
Campbell Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.
Announcer: Will be discharged from the Air
Force January, 1958. Completed announcer
school, FCC ticket, experience and can operate
own board. Would like position in or around
Washington, D. C, or some part of Virginia, North
Carolina, or Maryland. Desiring permanent job.
Not a drifter. Make me an offer. Contact A/1C
Ted Gray, Box 795, Scott AFB, Illinois, or Phone
Adams 6-2373.
Negro deejay— 4 years experience — hard punching commercial-news. Rudy Rutherford, 9 Palisade Ave., Jersey City 6, New Jersey.
Northeast, high voice, light experience. Gene
Tully, Castle 3-1540, Box 122, Manasquan, New
Jersey.

Television newsman. Television and radio for
long established, Ohio, metropolitan station. Experienced in radio news with tv potential, airman, leg-man, writer, journalism background
preferred, stable and competent, individual wishing to develop with successful, established growing
organization,
age neat
25-35.
No bigguyshots
solid, substantial,
appearing
who— just
wantsa
to advance to a better opportunity. Reply Box
957E, B«T.
Technical

Technical

Television engineer. Immediate opening for experienced engineer with first phone. Contact
H.
E. Barg, 1015 N. Sixth Street, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.

Your First Class Commercial
Qet
F. C. C. inLICENSE
12 Weeks!
More Jobs Than We Can Fill
Jobs
in
radio-TV-electronics
goinglicense
begging.
COMMERCIAL
(not amateur) are
F.C.C.
is yourA
ticket to higher pay and more interesting employment.
We
train
you
quickly
—
then
help
you
find
the
job
you
want!
Grantham Training Is Best
GranthamparingSchool
Electronics
SPECIALIZES Wein train
prestudents toofpass
F.C.C. examinations.
you quickly and well. All courses begin with basic
fundamentals
NO license
previousin training
ners get 1st —class
12 weeks.required. BeginA few of our recent gradHera'cs froof.
Pmnil nates, the class of license
tiere
they
got and how 1(mg -t
took them:
License Weeks
Lawrence
L. Alzheimer.
B. A. Willms,
1401 E. Collins,
Muriel, Mont. „ 1st 4
Orlando, Fla.
1st 12
J. E. Murphy. Wesley Hotel,
Washington,
D.
C.
1st 12
Robert Todd, 216 West End Ave.,
Cambridge,
Md.
1st 13
David Seigler, 216 Dowling,
Walterboro, S. C.
1st 10
W. Reynolds, 238% Washington Blvd.,
Venice,Jones,Calif.
1st 19
Richard
Station KGHF,
Pueblo, Colo.
1st 13
Joe
Davis, 6332
Waynesboro,
Miss.
1st 11
W. D.C. Mains,
S. Paramount,
Rivera, Calif.
1st 12
Learn By Mail or In Residence
Correspondence
training from
Washington. D. C, and
Hollywood,
classes
held Calif.
in bothAlso,
cities.resident DAY and EVENING
MAIL TO SCHOOL

NEAREST

YOU

Grantham Schools, Desk 12-D
821
19th Street
N. Western
Ave.
Washington
6, D.N.W.
C. f|Q
UIY 1505
Hollywood
27, Calif.
Please send me your free booklet, telling how I can
get my commercial FCC license quickly. I understand
there is no obligation and no salesman will call.
Name
„
Address
City
State
I am interested in: □ Home Study, □ Resident Classes
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Radio operator desires broadcast engineering
work in regional broadcast station. Hold first
phone ticket and a ham license. Box 950E, B'T.
1st phone, married, mature. 2 years all phases
broadcasting experience. Box 954E, B'T.
1st class engineer-announcer dependable, neat,
non-drinking, married and family; experienced
5kw directional operation. Wishes to relocate,
must be permanent, prefer northern California,
Oregon, Washington, or Nevada, will consider
elsewhere. Available immediately. Durward Cun1214 Nogales Avenue, North, Sacramento 15, ningham,
California.
Programming-Production, Others
Available: Sports program director. 9 years
experience. Seeking pro baseball, college football and basketball. Can sell. Box 826E, B'T.
Hard working sports man desires position in
sports production, assistant sports director, statistician. Excellent play-by-play. Good radio background. Married. Box 841E, B'T.
Experienced news-continuity man, college graduate . . . married. Employed, relocate midwest.
References. Age 26. Box 910E, B'T.
Ten year : Traffic-programming-announcing-local news
both network
and present
independent
north-If
east stations.
Seven years
station.
you contemplate
experienced worker, aandstaffofferchange,
securitycanletplace
me send
full resume, references, salary requirements.
Family man, thirty, sober. Willing to locate
wherever opportunity arises. Replies confidential. Box 920E, B'T.
Future Emmy winner asks start, opportunity
radio-tv New York City. Box 929E, B'T.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted
Announcers
Midwest am and tv stations wants announcer.
Must be experienced in radio and familiar with
tv. And a director with good tv background.
Apply letter
and for
photo
are permanent positions
rightonly.
men.These
Address
Box
942E, B'T.
Experienced tv announcer wanted by vhf in
major southwestern market. Good salary and
working conditions. Please send photo and short
resume of experience to Box 947E, B'T.

Transmitter engineer for vhf station in midwest
metropolitan city. Very finest equipment. One
of nation's
top stations.
experience,
tion, and provide
a recentState
snapshot.
ReplyeducaBox
656E, B«T.
Wanted — by south Florida vhf a transmitter
engineer. 1 year experience. Write Box 817E, B'T.
Wanted at once: Two tv transmitter engineers
in major southwestern low channel vhf. Good
salary and working conditions. Send resume
or contact. Box 890E, B'T.
First class licensed engineer desiring television
experience at small market aggressive station.
Write shot,
giving
minimumtraining,
salary age,
for 48martial
hour status,
week. snapChief
Engineer, KCMC-TV, Texarkana, Texas.
Opening for control operator and maintenance
engineer with first class license. Contact KHADTV, Laredo, Texas.
First class license tv transmitter operator. Tv
experience desirable but not essential. If you
like skiing this is an unparalled opportunity.
Transmitter at Stowe, Vermont. Station provide
head skis. Liberal food allowance plus mileage.
Reply
Vermont.Chief Engineer, WCAX-TV, Burlington,

Situation Wanted
Managerial
I know television and radio operation from administration to engineering.
Ninesalesyears
gerial experience
. . . strong on
. . . manadesire
to
put
my
knowledge
to
work
for
organization
offer future. College graduate, family man in
early thirties. Known in industry . . . excellent
references. Can meet you at convention. Write
Box 953E, B'T. Replies confidential.
Announcers
Employed television announcer desiring larger
market. 2V2 years on-camera, solid radio background. Tape-references. Box 903E, B'T.
Technical
A good chief's
hard toambitious,
find. Here's
one for and
the
asking.
Experienced,
intelligent
solves the problems. Inquiries appreciated. Box
928E, B'T.
1st phone. 1 year transmitter experience. Deposition inBlvd.,
east. Binghamton,
Have car. Contact
Rosenfeld, sires
8 Grand
New York.
Programming-Production, Others
Producer-director, 31. 4 years medium market
vhf. 7 years radio-tv announcing. Desire large
metropolitan market, permanent. Degree. Excellent background, experience. Box 747E, B'T.
Desire return to first love! Nine years radio-tv
experience, midwest. All phases, announcing to
program director.
CurrentlySeeking
public man
relations
executive,
east. 31, married.
with
ideas, solid station background? Interested in
program, operations director, assistant manager.
Box 943E, B'T.
Convinced the creative programming people
gone? Vast experience in all phases of tv programming including network is available to
B'T.
progressive
unlimited
tive future.organization,
Outstanding offer
references.
Box execu945E,
Experienced
copywriter Send
and particulars
tv production
employee for tv
to Post
Office Box
271,station.
Muncie, Indiana.
Available immediately, practically-trained, topflight production
personnel, Radio
all categories.
Call
Northwest
First. Northwest
& TV School,
1221 NWwood, 21st,
Portland
6,
Oregon.
Also
HollyChicago, Washington, D. C.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

FOR

SALE

Stations
For sale: Kilowatt am in northwest college town.
Full price $50,000.00, $10,000.00 down, balance
terms. Write Box 798K, B»T.
Need additional
applybe forat vhf
television in choice financing
location. toWill
NARTB
Convention. Box 905E, B»T.
For sale in Texas: Absentee owners willing to
sell 250 watt fulltime independent in fast growing industrial and oil center. $25,000 down and
5 year terms. Contact owners at Box 939E, B«T.
Kentucky small market station showing profit.
$80,000. Terms. Paul H. Chapman Company, 84
Peachtree, Atlanta. Another station in this general area showing smaller profits and priced
lower.
Outstanding VHF Television. Southwest. A single
station market, not dominated by any other station. Nearest competitive TV more than 110 miles
distant. Owner states market in excess 140,000.
Dry, healthful year-round climate. Offered for
privateable upon
salewritten
to qualified
principals.
Details $50,000
availrequests
only. Requires
cash down. Ralph Erwin. Broker. Tulsa.
Southwest AM. Diversified market 70,000. Combination operation.
aquatic $25,000
resort
area. Present
owner Year-round
retiring. Requires
cash down. No information by telephone. Ralph
Erwin. Licensed Professional Broker. 1443 South
Trenton. Tulsa.
The Norman Company, 510 Security Bldg., Davenport, Iowa.andSales,
purchases,
handled
with care
discretion,
basedappraisals,
on operating
our
own stations.
Write now for our free bulletin of outstanding
radio and tv buys throughout the United States.
Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 6381 Hollywood Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Equipment
RCA TT-5A high band transmitter, factory converted to air cooling. Box 263E, B«T.
lkw fm Western Electric 503-B2 transmitter;
Hewlett Packard modulation and frequency monitor; RCA ISO-coupler; 320 feet 1% inch coaxial
cable; GE four bay antenna. Equipment now in
service. Box 849E, B»T.
RCA BTA-5F 5000 watt am transmitter complete
with two sets of tubes, 5 years old. $7,950.00. Box
893E, B-T.
Moving control
to transmitter!
sellold,
Gatesfor RDC-10
remote
unit, twoWill
years
$900.00
cash! Contact Hugh Neeld, KERC, Eastland,
Texas.
For sale: One General Electric NKW fm amplifier, model 4BF3A1, with four GL 5518 tubes.
Pricelins in
Sacramento:
Col37M4 side
mount ring$2,800.00.
antenna.Also,
Price one
: $700.00.
For information
contact
KGMS,
Hotel
Sacramento, California.
For sale: Collins 21 A broadcast transmitter . . .
good condition. KLPM, Minot, North Dakota.
For sale
— used
1850-^ iconoscope
have
plenty
of operating
hours left, tubes.
if you Still
are
not too critical. $25.00 each, F.O.B. L. A. Pierce,
WBBM-TV, Chicago 11, Illinois.
375 ft. Blaw-Knox self supporting tower. CAA
lighting consisting of 2 Code beacons and 8
hazard
8-bay Excellent
W.E. clover-leaf
fm
antenna.lights.
Now Also
standing.
condition.
Available
immediately.
Will
consider
any
reasonable offer as is or dismantled and bundled.
WDBJ-FM, P.O. Box 150, Roanoke, Virginia.
DuMont539-G
247 disc
'scope.
Daven Sorenson
h-693 att. 5net.
child
recorder.
kw Fairelectronic regulator. Int. Diesel 10 kw gas engineer
generator. Comm. Prod. #46 auto dryair. REL
646 fm receiver. W.E. 54A 6 section cloverleaf.
RCA BF12B bay pylon. Guy C. Pauer, WEJL,
Scranton, Pennsylvania.
Mobile broadcast studio. Converted airline bus.
Completely equipped. Reliable range 20 miles.
WEOK, Poughkeepsie, New York.
Mobile recording and sound truck. 1956 Volkswagen panel truck with Onan 2 kw 60 cy generator (pushbutton start), Vornado 3,i ton air
conditioner, Rek-O-Kut B-16H turntable with
Pickering arm and holes drilled for Livingstone
stereo-binaural arm, Berlant BR-1 tape recorder,
96 pair broadcast patch bay with patch cords,
fluorescent lighting, acoustical tile ceiling. Truck
insulated with fiberglass and above equipment
is installed in angle iron frames but without
audio orment power
The value
the equipalone, notwiring.
including
partialof installation
already completed, is over $4,000. Will accept
first offer over $3,150. Russell Cowles, 2318 Park
Avenue, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

SALE — (Cont'd)
Equipment
1 Gates BC-1J transmitter been in use sixteen
months and 1 new Gates BC-5P transmitter with
two 1270 crystals and two 960 crystals never been
used just tried. Prefer Collins transmitters. Write
or call D. C. Stephens, Prestonburg, Kentucky,
Telephone 2716.

RADIO

FOR

WANTED

TO

BUY

Stations
Will purchase all or part interest in local or
regional station or CP. No brokers. Write fully in
confidence. Box 904E, B-T.
Equipment
10 kw tricfm
transmitter
— preferably
Western
Elecin good
condition.
Also need
recording
lathe
—
state
age,
price
and
condition
first
letter.
Box 930E, B'T.
General Electric 3kw fm amplifier with power
supply.B«T.
State year, condition and price. Box
940E,
Fm frequency and modulation monitor. Must
be unmodied and in good operating condition.
M. D. Buchen, KFSG, Los Angeles, California.
Fm transmitter, 1-3-5-10 kw, associate equipment
Edwin Kennedy, WILM, Wilmington, Delaware.
250 watt transmitter, speech console, peak limiting amplifier, turntables, microphones. Good condition. Harry Layman, 3132 North 15th Avenue,
Phoenix, Arizona.
Wanted immediately, 50,000 watt used transmitter. Complete details, price, terms, make, age,
condition. Also wanted 2 360-ft. towers. Write
Box 8, Beverly Hills, California.
INSTRUCTION
FCC first phone in 12 weeks. Home study or residentwood,training.
Ourandschools
are located
California,
Washington,
D. C. inForHollyfree
booklet, write Grantham School of Electronics,
Desk H-B, 1505 N. Western Avenue, Hollywood
27, California.
FCC first phone license. Start immediately.
Guarantee coaching. Northwest Radio & Television iSchool.
ngton, D .C. Dept. B, 1627 K Street, N. W., WashFCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed
instruction by master teacher. Phone FLeetwood
2-2733. Elkins Radio License School, 3605 Regent
Drive, Dallas, Texas.
RADIO
Help Wanted
Salesmen

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
NEGRO DJ— SALESMAN
Progressive
station
in major
midwestlooking
market with large
Negro
population
for well experienced DISC JOCKEY who
can sell and service his own air time.
Must be forceful air-personality, good
salesman, working hard long hours. Experience in announcing and selling essential. Opportunities unlimited — right
man can ticulars
earnand audition
over $15,000.
tape Mail
to full parBox 911E, B-T
J MORNING MAN WANTED
* Air salesman, family man with good habits,
f knowledge of pop music and experience.
* Civic-minded personality preferred. Rush
J tape and picture, plus expected starting
* salary to Ray Starr, Radio Station WJAN,
* Spartanburg, S. C.
Technical
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★A*
ENGINEER
££
First class engineer
for routine mainte- *jf
-fc nance of 250 watt station plus servicing of 4.
■jc wired music accounts and supervision of
■fc installation of new wired music accounts, jf
M $100 salary plus car allowance. Send appli- *
■¥ cation to
Jt+
Box 956E, B-T
*
★★*★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★*★★★★★★★★★★

COMMUNICATIONS

Outstanding opportunity for man experienced in communications range from 2
to 30 megacycles. Power from 250 watts
to 50 KW. Permanent. Advancement. Enjoy the opportunities of small midwest
city. Send complete details and recent
photo to Personnel Director, Gates Radio
Company, Quincy, Illinois.

WANTED
By Radio Station CHUM
Toronto, Canada
Salesman who can sell time to Retailers. Toronto, Canada, is a market
of one and a half million and is served
by four local stations. CHUM— 1050
kc is now a 1,000 watt daytime station
but is switching to a 24-hour operation at 2,500 watts May 1st next. A
good salesman who will work can
make real money in this market. Apply
by letter, to Edd Harris, Radio Station CHUM, 250 Adelaide West,
Toronto 1, Canada. Give age, experimation.ence, marital status, and other inforSALESMAN
Experienced, dependable National Radio
Salesman
wanted by
50 KWExcellent
— Clear
Channel station
in leading
Midwest.
base salary plus a realistic incentive plan.
Experience in National Sales and record
of sales performance are of primary
importance.
Send
resume with photo to
Box 921E, B'T

ENGINEER

Situations Wanted
AT CROSSROADS— WHICH WAY?
Managerial,
Talent
14 years
experience insales
radio and/or
and TV both
local and
network. Emcee, Producer and Packager. 7 years in
radio
and
7
years
in
television.
Desire
permanent
future with a progressive station or station group that
affords entlyopportunity
to grow. Will
Finest happily
references.
Pressituated in Chicago.
go where
future lies. College, married, 31. Bos 908E, B«T.
ADVERTISERS-AGENCIES
Help Wanted

TV

AD

MANAGER

Nat'l
seeks
and
spot

cosmetic infr. located in N. Y.
man with thorough knowledge
experience in all aspects of
TV — time buying, mkt. research, station statistics, script writing and film production. State experience and salary desired.
Box 938E, B*T
March 18, 1957
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FOR

FOR THE RECORD

SALE

Continues from page 110
Co. of Western Md. Inc., 106.9 mc.
WHRB-FM Cambridge, Mass. — Harvard Radio
Bcstg. Co., 93.5 mc.

Equipment

RCA

TV

Equipment

for

LEASE

Ownership

or
SALE
This is your opportunity to get
into the TV business at minimum
of cost. Complete UHF Channel
36-TV station, from live camera
to antenna. All RCA equipment,
used only 14 months. Save tax
dollars by low monthly lease plan
or buy part and lease part. Save
72% on the package.
VHF'er mitter
may
have all but transand antenna.
Get full details NOW
Harold H. Thorns
75 Elk Mt. Scenic Highway
Asheville, N. C.
TAPE RECORDERS
All Professional Makes
New — Used — Trades
Supplies — Parts — Accessories
STEFFEN ELECTRO ART CO.
4405 W. North Avenue
Milwaukee 8, Wise.
Hilltop 4-2715
America's Tape Recorder Specialists
WANTED

TO

BUY

Stations
Young broadcasting ex interested
in buying all or part interest in small
or medium size radio station. Prefer
midwest or east. May I talk with you
during NARTB Convention in
Chicago?
Box 909E, B»T
EMPLOYMENT

SERVICES

TOP JOBS — TOP PEOPLE
We have, or will find, just the person or
job
you'reM. looking
Contact
E. Stone,for.Manager ....
NATIONAL RADIO & TELEVISION
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
5th floor, 1627
'K' St.
Washinfton,
D. C—
RE NW.
7-0343
Page 116

Allocations ....
New Orleans, La. — Retained ch. 4 and added
ch. 12, giving that city chs. 4 (WWL-TV), 6
(WDSU-TV), *8 (educational WYES), 12, 20
(WMJR-TV),
26 (WCKG-TV), 32 (WWEZ-TV),
and
61.
Lake Charles-Lafayette, La. — Added ch. 3 to
area, supplementing Lafayette's present chs. 10
(KLFY-TV),
38 and 67 *19
and (educational
Lake Charles'
present chs. 7 (KPLC-TV)
reservation), 25 (KTAG-TV), and 60.
Houma, La. — Added ch. 11 to present ch 30.
Beaumont-Port Arthur, Texas — Added ch. 12
to present chs. 4 (in hearing), 6 (KFDM-TV), 31
(KBMT [TV]), *37 (educational reservation).
Because no changes are required in existing
authorizations, Commission denied requests by
WJMR-TV,
KTAG-TV
Lake
Charles, and New
KBMT Orleans;
(TV) Beaumont,
for show
cause orders to shift channels. The Commission
changed slightly boundaries of Zone III to more
closely
approximate
shore a line.
Commissioner
Lee concurred
and issued
statement.

• March 18, 1957

Changes
ACTIONS

. . .

WJHB from
Talladega,
— GrantedJames
assignment
license
W. K.Ala.Johnson,
Hemphillof
and Ned N. Butler d/b as The Confederate Bcstg.
Co. to The Confederate Bcstg. Co. through sale
of 15% to Joe A. Armbrester for $2,500. Mr.
Johnston and Mr. Hemphill each retains V3 share.
Mr. Butler will own 18%. Announced March 13.
WHTB-AM-FM Talladega, Ala. — Granted transfer of control from Talladega News Pub. Co. to
Talladega Pub. Co. Latter is new corporation
formed on consolidation of weekly Talladega
News and Daily Home. Assignee will own same
share, 78.5% as has been held by News Pub. Co.
Announced March 13.
KLYR Clarksville, Ark. — Granted assignment
of cp from Pat Spencer Goolsby and Chester
Wilkerson d/b as Peach county Radio to Roy
Forrester and Reece Adkinson d/b as Clarksville
Radio Bcstrs. for $11,520. Mr. Forrester owns
Morrilton, Ark., appliance firm and Mr. Adkinson
Russellville,
Ark.,
nounced March
7. tv sales-service firm. AnKSLR of
Oceanside,
— Granted from
transfer
control
licensee Calif.
corporation
C. W.of
Shancks,
Nathaniel
P.
Maurer
and
Walter
Johnson to Courtland W. Shancks, et al, for $43,800.
Mr. Shancks
is
Oceanside
appliance
dealer.
Announced March 13.
WHIE Griffin, Ga. — Granted assignment of
license
Bcstrs.announcers
Inc. to W. atC. WHIE,
Courson and from
Fred Gateway
L. Watkins,
for $100,000. Announced March 13.
WTWA Thomson, Ga. — Granted acquisition of
control by Frank F. Hash through purchase of
15.2% from Edgar Kobak for $3,800. Mr. Hash,
gen. mgr., will
own 13.
55.2% and Mr. Kobak 36.8%.
Announced
March
WKJG-AM-TV Fort Wayne, Ind.— Granted assignment of license from Northeastern Indiana
Bcstg. Co. to WKJG Inc. for $1,925,000. Truth Publishing Co., licensee of WSJV (TV) and WTRCAM-FM
Elkhart, March
Ind., is13. 60% owner of WKJG
Inc.
Announced
WPTX
Lexington
Park, Md.J.— Thomas.
Granted transfer
of control from William
Stanley
Graziadio, Joseph Connolly and Joe Milsop to
James S. Beattie and Arthur A. Snowberger for
$14,500. Mr. Beattie owns advertising agency,
Washington, D. C. Mr. Snowberger is manager,
WOOK
March 7.and WFAN (FM) Washington. Announced
WKNK Muskegon, Mich. — Granted assignment
of license from Nicholas W. and Gladys Kuris to
Music Bcstg. Co., for $150,000. Paul F. Eichhorn
is president of Music Bcstg. Co., licensee of
WGRD Grand Rapids. Announced March 13.
WACR Columbus, Miss. — Granted assignment
of license from J. W. Furr to James W. Eatherton
for $60,000. Mr. Eatherton is former sales manager
of WCBI Columbus, Miss. Announced March 7.
KOB-AM-TV
Albuquerque, N. M.— Granted
SERVICES

Point-of-Purchase display cards, toppers, shelf talkers and bumper strips.
Dragon Printing Works
P. 0. Box 443
Cincinnati 1, Ohio

transfer of control from Time Inc. and Wayne
Coy to KSTP Inc.. through sale of 100% for $875,000. Buyer is licensee of KSTP-AM-TV St. Paul,
Minn., owns 23% of KWK-AM-TV St. Louis, Mo.,
and 23%,13. WGTO Haines City, Fla. Announced
March
KTAT Frederick, Okla. — Granted assignment of
license from J. D. Jones Jr., Ronald W. Wheeler
Jr. and Winston A. Jones, partnership d/b as
Frederick Bcstg. Co., to Ronald W. Wheeler Jr.
tr/as Frederick Bcstg. Co. through sale of 60%
for $11,353. Announced March 7.
— Granted
transfer
of KCUL
controlFort
fromWorth,
E. D. Texas
Rivers,
Sr., to Kurt
A.
Meer; involves exchange of 69.77% stock owned
by Rivers in KCUL for 25% of stock owned by
Meer in WMIE, Miami, Fla. Action March 13.
KNEW Spokane, Wash. — Granted transfer of
control from Scripps League Newspapers Inc.,
Burl C. Hagadone and Harry Henke Jr., to Mount
Rainier Radio & Television Bcstg. Corp., through
sale of 100% for $422,649. Mount Rainier is licensee of KJR Seattle, Wash.; KXL Portland,
Ore., and KHMO Hannibal, Mo. Lester M. Smith
and Lincoln Dellar are co-owners of Mount
Rainier.
Latter owns
and KCCCTV Sacramento,
Calif.KXOA-AM-FM
Announced March
7.
KVWO Cheyenne, Wyo.— Granted transfer of
control of licensee corporation from W. J. Harpole, Troyce Harrell, Kermit Ashby, and Arthur
Kline to A. C. Etter, E. L. Thornton, W. P.
Wright and N. E. Jorgensen for $57,000. Mr.
Wright owns 18.6% KWKC Abilene, 6.8% KRIG
Odessa, both Tex., and 19% KTOW Oklahoma
City, Okla. Mr. Thornton owns 14.1% KWKC and
19% KTOW. Mr. Etter owns 25% KWKC, Mr.
Jorgensen owns 25% WMEG Eau Gallie, Fla., and
25% WALY Herkimer, N. Y. Announced March 13.
APPLICATIONS
KEYT (TV) Santa Barbara, Calif.— Seeks aslicense fromCorp.
Santato Barbara
Broadcastingsignmandent ofTelevision
Key Television
Inc. for $1,370,000. Principals include William F.
Luton wife.
(41.67%)
Nancy 13.Luton (41.67%), houseAnnouncedandMarch
WEAW-AM-FM Evanston, 111.— Seeks transfer
of control of licensee corporation from Leonard
V. Dayton to Mr. Dayton and Jane A. Dayton.
Corporatenounced
change.
March 13. No change of control. AnWISKcense St.
Paul,
— SeeksAntonio
assignment
of lifrom Victor Minn.
J. Tedesco,
S. Tedesco
and Nicholas Tedesco to Victor and Nicholas.
Antonio
be paid13. $75 each week of his life.
Announcedwill March
WWSC Glens Falls, N. Y. — Seeks transfer of
control of licensee corporation from Alexander
P. Robertson and Glens Falls Post Co. to Martin
Karig for $8,000. Mr. Karig, who will own 75%
is minority
WNDR gen.
Syracuse,
treasurer WSPN stockholder
Saratoga Springs,
mgr. WWSC
and controls
WIPS
Ticonderoga,
all
N.
Y.
Announced March 12.
WGWR-AM-FM Asheboro, N. C— Seeks positive control of licensee corporation from W. C.
and Pearlie M. Lucas to Roy Cox for $25,000.
Mr. Cox has Asheboro newspaper and real estate
interests. Announced March 13.
WDDY Gloucester, Va. — Seeks transfer of control of licensee corporation from S. L. Goodman
to Charles E. Springer for $8,338.50. Mr. Goodman, 100% owner WILA Danville and WYTI
Rocky
and 60%
WYSR Franklin
will be Mount
sole owner.
Announced
March 13.all Va.,
WLDLcense LaCrosse,
Wis. — Seeks
of lifrom Lyons Bcstg.
Co. toassignment
LaCrosse Radio
Inc. for $35,000. Owners will be Joseph H.
Rohrer (51%), former gen. mgr. KIOA Des
Moines, Iowa, Roy L. Phillippe (25%), former
331/3% owner WLCX LaCrosse, and Jean Gitz
(24%), iy2%
owner KRDO-AM-TV
Colorado
Springs,
Colo. Announced
March 13.
Hearing Cases . . .
INITIAL DECISION
Onondaga, Mich. — Hearing Examiner Annie
Neal Huntting issued an initial decision looking
toward grant
of applications
of Television
poration of Michigan
Die, and
State BoardCor-of
Agriculture for new tv stations on ch. 10 on a
share-time basis. Subject to condition that State
Board of Agriculture shall surrender its permit
for station WKAR-TV (ch. 60), East Lansing,
Mich., and denial of competing applications of
Triad sionTelevision
Booth Radio
& Televi-&
Stations Die, Corp.,
and Jackson
Broadcasting
Television
Corp.,
seeking
same
ch.
in
Parma,
Mich. Announced March 7.
Routine

Roundup . . .
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By the Commission
Pacific Bcstrs. Oxnard, Calif. — Designated for
hearing application for new am station to operate
on 1520 kc, 250 w, DA-1, unl. Made KUDU
Ventura-Oxnard, a party to the proceeding.
Comr. Bartley
Action
March 6. dissented and voted for grant.
WNAE1 kwWarren,
from
to 5 kw.Pa. — Granted increase power
KOCS Ontario, Calif. — Granted change operation from 250 w, D, to 1 kw, DA-1, unl. EngineerBroadcasting • Telecasting
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ing conditions.
KBND Bend, Oreg. — Granted change operation
from 1 kw, unl. DA-N, to 1 kw, 5 kw-LS, DA-2.
Engineering conditions. Action March 13.
WMYR
Fort Myers, Fla.-FCC
dismissedDec.petition for reconsideration
directed against
19,
1956, grant without hearing of application of Sunshine
State
Bcstg.
Co.,
Inc.,
for
a
new
am
to
operate on 1420 kc, 1 kw D, in Bradenton, Fla.
Video Independent Theatres Inc.-KSOO-TV
Inc., Sioux Falls, S. Dak.— Designated for consolidated13.hearing
applications
for new tv stations on ch.
Action
March 13.
Denver T. Brannen Panama City, Fla.-Mel
Wheeler Panama City Beach, Fla.— Designated for
consolidated
for new
am stations on 1290hearing
kc, 500applications
w, D denied
petition
by
Brannen insofar as it requests dismissal of Wheeler application and dismissed insofar as petition
relates to
missed. applications
Action March 13.which have been disValley Bcstg. Co. Bakersfield, Calif.-Southwest
Bcstg. Co., Inc., Palmdale, Calif.-O. K. Bcstg. Co.,
Bakersfield, Calif. — Designated for consolidated
hearing applications for new am stations; Valley
and Southwest seeking 1340 kc, 250 w, unl., and
O. K. seeking 1350 kc, 1 kw, D; made KMAK
Fresno, KATY San Luis Obispo, KFAC Los Angeles, andceeding.
KIST
parties to proAction Santa
March Barbara,
13.
Renewal of Licenses
KUTI Yakima, Wash.; KERC Eastland, Texas;
KEEP Twin Falls, Idaho; KBYR Anchorage,
Alaska; WAAB Worcester, Mass.; WADK Newport, R. I.; WALE Fall River, Mass.; WBEC
Pittsfield, Mass.; WBMS Boston, Mass.; WBRK
Pittsfield, Mass.; WBRY Waterbury, Conn.; WBSM
New Bedford, Mass.; WBZ Boston, Mass.; WCAX
Burlington, Vt.; WCOU Lewiston, Me.; WCSH
Portland, Me.; WEAN Providence, R. I.; WEE1
Boston, Mass.; WELI New Haven, Conn.; WESO
Southbridge, Mass.; WESX Salem, Mass.; WFAU
Augusta, Me.; WFEA Manchester, N. H.; WFGM
Fitchburg, Mass.; WGAN Portland, Me.; WGHM
Skowhegan, Me.; KG A Spokane, Wash.; KMPC
Los Angeles, Calif.; WEIM Fitchburg, Mass.;
WHAY New Britain, Conn.; WIKE Newport, Vt.;
WJAR Providence, R. I.; WJDA Quincy, Mass.;
WJOY Burlington, Vt.; WKBR Manchester,
N. H.; WKNB New Britain, Conn.; WKNE Keene,
N. H.; WKOX Framingham, Mass.; WKTQ South
Paris, Me.; WLAD Danbury, Conn.; WLAM
Lewiston, Conn.;
Me.; WLBZWMAS
Bangor,Springfield,
Me.; WLCR Mass.;
Torrington,
WMMW Meriden, Conn.; WMOU Berlin, N. H.;
WNAC Boston-Lawrence, Mass.; WNBH New
Bedford, Mass.; WNEB Worcester, Mass.; WNHC
New Haven, Conn.; WNIX Springfield, Vt.;
WNLC New London, Conn.; WNLK Norwalk,
Conn.;ton, Mass.;
WCOPWOCBBoston,
WHMPMass.;
NorthampWest Mass.;
Yarmouth,
WOTW
Nashua, N. H.; WPRO Providence, R. I.; WRDO
Augusta, Me.; WRKD Rockland, Me.; WRUM
Rumford, Me.; WSAR Fall River, Mass.; WSKI
Montpelier, Vt.; WTAG Worcester, Mass.; WTAO
Cambridge, Mass.; WTOR Torrington, Conn.;
WTVL Waterville, Me.; WTWN St. Johnsbury, Vt.;
WWNH Rochester, N. H.; WWRI West Warwick,
R. I.; WWSR St. Albans, Vt.; WBEC-FM Pittsfield, Mass.; WBSM-FM New Bedford, Mass.;
WCOP-FM Boston, Mass.; WEEI-FM Boston,
Mass.; WHAI-FM Greenfield, Mass.; WKBR-FM
Manchester, N. H.; WMAS-FM Springfield, Mass.;
WMMW-FM Meriden, Conn.; WMOU-FM Berlin,
N. H.; WNAC-FM Boston, Mass.; WNBH-FM New
Bedford, Mass.; WNHC-FM New Haven, Conn.;
WOCB-FM West Yarmouth, Mass.; WOTW-FM
Nashua, N. H.; WPJB-FM Providence, R. I.;
WPRO-FM Providence, R. I.; WTAG-FM Worcester, Mass.; WTIC-FM Hartford, Conn.; WXHR
Cambridge, Mass.; WBZ-TV Boston, Mass.;
WGAN-TV Portland, Me.; WJAR-TV Providence,
R. I.; WNAC-TV Boston, Mass.; WNHC-TV New
Haven, Conn.
ACTIONS IN DOCKET CASES
Bethesda,
Md. — Music
FCC denied
a petition
Friends of Good
and affirmed
order by
of
Chief Hearing Examiner which denied the former
leave to intervene in proceeding on assignment
of license and cp of station WGMS Bethesda and
licensee of WGMS-FM Washington, D. C, from
The
GoodInc.Music Station Inc., to RKO Teleradio
Pictures
San Francisco, Calif. — FCC denied petition by
Milton Stern Jr., protestant, to enlarge issues in
proceeding on assignment of license of KEAR
San Francisco from Bay Radio Inc., to Mid-America Broadcasters Inc.
Lansing, Mich. — FCC ( 1 ) dismissed as moot
motion by Booth Radio and Television Stations,
Inc., whose application for new am has been dismissed; (2) granted in part petitions of Knorr
Broadcasting Co., Lansing and WGN Chicago,
111., to extent of placing burden of proceeding
with introduction of evidence under Issue No.
4 upon WGN with respect to a showing of its
program service, and in all other respects the
burden as to Issue No. 4 and other issues in this
proceeding remains with applicants — Knorr
Broadcasting Corp., Lansing; Capitol Broadcasting Co., East Lansing, and W. A. Pomeroy,
Tawas City-East Tawas, Mich.; and (3) denied
petitions in all other respects.
Murphy, N. C— FCC remanded proceeding on
applications of Cherokee Broadcasting Co. and
Telecasting
Broadcasting

Valley Broadcasting Co. for new am on 600 kc,
1 kw, ceive
D, to
examiner
for further
hearing to
reevidence
and prepare
supplemental
initial
decision with respect to effect grant of am to
WFSC
Franklin, N. served
C, hasby upon
the "white"
area kee
proposed
Cheroand upon tothebe choice
of Valley
Valley and
to receive
grant; however, in lieu of above, the Commission
will, upon receipt of stipulation by parties as to
new facts and written agreement by them to
waive further
issuance
of supplemental initial hearings
decision, and
reopen
the record
for
receiptsion of
stipulated
facts
and
prepare
its
decitaking such facts into account along with
thosecastinBureau
present
record;meeting
and ordered
Broad-to
to schedule
with parties
ascertain whether stipulation as to facts and
waiver of further hearing can be achieved and to
report results of meeting to Commission.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner T. A. M. Craven
KCCC-TV
Sacramento,
— Granted
tion for extension
of time Calif.
to March
6 to filepetiits
opposition San
to the
"PetitionCalif.,
for Review"
filed by
KSAN-TV
Francisco,
in proceeding
on
application of KOVR Stockton, Calif., for cp
to change transmitter site, etc. Action March 5.
By Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham
WOL Washington,
— Granted petition
requesting interventionD.orC.clarification
of hearing
order in proceeding on am applications of Washington Broadcasting Company, Manassas, Va.,
et al., and petitioner is authorized to participate
in proceeding, not only as competing applicant,
but, as well, in the capacity of intervening party
with reference
to issueoperation
of prospective
interference which proposed
of O. K. Bcstg.
Corp., Triangle, Va., one of applications here
involved,
March 5. would cause to station WOL. Action
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
C. L. Trigg,
Tex. — Granted
motion
for
extension
of Lubbock,
time to March
8 to reply
to the
"Petition
for
Leave
to
Amend"
filed
by
Texas
Technological
College in ch. 5 proceeding. Action
March
5.
March 13 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
Following seek mod. of cp to extend
tion dates as shown: WGBS-TV Miami,
5-20-57; WDBJ-TV Roanoke, Va., to
KETA (TV) Oklahoma City, Okla., to
KOED-TV Tulso, Okla., to 9-21-57.

annmg
P

a

Radio

Station?

compleFla., to
10-4-57;
9-18-57;

March 12 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
WRLP (TV) Greenfield, Mass.— Seeks mod. of
cp to extend completion date.
License to Cover Cp
WWTV (TV) Cadillac, Mich.— Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized new tv.
RENEWAL OF LICENSES
WIDE Biddleford, Me., WMOO Milford, Mass.,
WCAT Orange, Mass.
REMOTE CONTROL
WARF Jasper, Ala., KOMA Tucson, Ariz., KSON
San Diego, Calif., WKZO
Kalamazoo, Mich.,
WARN Aiken, S. C.

You

can

yourself

save

headaches

by making

RCA

UPCOMING
March
March 18-21: Annual convention and engineering
show,
of Radio Engineers, WaldorfCity. Institute
Astoria
and New York Coliseum, New York
March 20-21:
Michigan Hotel
Assn. Olds,
of Radio
and Television Broadcasters,
Lansing.
March 20-22: Continental Advertising Agency
Network, Rickey's Studio Inn, Palo Alto, Calif.
March 22-23: Alabama Broadcasters Assn. spring
Ala.
meeting, Dinkler-Tutwiler Hotel, Birmingham,
March 24, 26: Bureau of Broadcast Measurement,
Quebec City, Que.
March 25: Canadian Assn. of Radio & Television
Broadcasters,
bec City, Que. Chateau Frontenac Hotel, QueMarch 30: Florida United Press BroadcastersTelecasters Assn, Langford Hotel, Winter Park,
Fla.
April
April 5-6: Oregon State Broadcasters Assn.,
Eugene.
April 6: United Press Broadcasters of Michigan,
Olds Hotel, Lansing.
April 6: Daytime Broadcasters Assn., Sheraton
Hotel, Chicago.
April
7-11:Chicago.
NARTB annual convention, Conrad
Hilton,
April 8-11: Premium Adv. Assn. of America
annual
PremiumHotel,
Buyers'
Exposition, Navy Pier
and Morrison
Chicago.

your single source

of equipment

and

service . . .
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THE SITUATION: Robert D. Murphy
of KOA-TV Denver [B»T March 4]
criticized those agencies which draw a
15% commission yet rely on the station
to do much of the commercial preparation. In the March 11 issue Don Amsden
of Allen & Reynolds agency, Omaha,
Neb., answered him, principally to the
effect that while the situation does exist,
it is it.
the station's fault for putting up
with
Now comes another agencyman's
viewpoint. The writer, radio-tv director
of a southwestern office of a major national agency, prefers to remain anonymous.
I BELIEVE I can speak with authority
on this particular subject, having been
on both sides of the fence. For five years
I was a producer-director-writer for [a
well-established vhf station in a major
southwestern market], and believe me,
what the article [Murphy's] has to say is
true beyond words. The woods are full of
agency tv "experts" who do not know
the difference between an 8-inch lens
and a title card. These gentlemen confuse and confound the life of station
production people with their garbled instructions which often arrive some two
and one-third minutes before air time
and with which the agency expects a
"production" type commercial. Forgetting, or more likely, not being aware in
their blissful ignorance, of problems involved in lighting, make-up, location of
props, unloading and reloading slide and
film projectors, setting up cameras, etc.,
they generally tear to pieces an already
well rehearsed program or commercial.

What's Your Shoe Size?
|
But there is another shoe about, and
| there are feet available which it will fit.
| No one works harder or more "ulcer| ously" for his dollar than the agency's
| tv director. His hours are long and
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
II
\

lonely. Many's the time I and my fellow
agency men work far into the night. All
of us work six, many of us, seven days
a week ... 10, 12, 14 hours a day. You
station people might laugh, but brother,
it's true! Then, when we do bring our
hard-earned commercials to the station,
we meet with an indifference and lack
of interest that's appalling! These boobs
take the finished work from you with a
snarl, "Late again, eh?" (the spot runs
the next day) and then proceed to make
hash of it on the air, simply because
they have no personal interest in it. "So
it don't look so hot ... so what? Why,
we got 15 live spots to handle tonight
... they can't all be perfect!" So they
run through it once, quickly, to get the

|| thing out of the way. "Hey, camera one,
you're out of focus on that pan shot . . .
remember when we get on the air . . . and
II
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say, Joe, if you get time before you go
for coffee, change the backlight and move
the fill more to the left."
That's it! One rehearsal, maybe. A
few suggestions to the crew ... if they
follow them, OK ... if they don't, OK.
I mean after all, "We got 15 live commercials tonight, they can't all be perfect! Just good enough so the sponsor
or the agency can't ask for a make
good." So you sit in the control room
or at home, watching, and the energy
and ambition sink right out of you when
you see your finished product on the air
. . . and you begin to wonder whether
it's all worth it or not!
Most production people are unable or
unwilling to think for themselves. There
are exceptions, of course. But thinking
for oneself implies the assumption of a
certain responsibility. And when you
assume responsibility and something goes
wrong, BANG, you're it! Example?
Slide and copy do not agree! Well, obviously, something is wrong. Sure,
chances are the agency goofed. But
whatever the error, instead of double
checking the copy and slides to get the
right one, the production people run it
the wrong way. After all, that's what
the copy says! It's wrong, everyone concerned knows it's wrong, but nobody will
assume any responsibility to change it,
even if the correct slide is readily available and right in front of the projectionist's or the director's nose . . . he will not
change it!
Now it's true that a great number of
agency tv men do not have any technical
knowledge of the medium whatsoever.
And some of the shots or effects they call
for are not only impossible but tremendously funny. For example : A long commercial, obviously written for radio with
but one video instruction . . . "PAN
PRODUCT" — the product in question
being a can of peas. Or a piece of agency
copy calling for "CLOSE UP OF ROSE
BUSH, FULL LENGTH." Regardless
of the lack of knowledge with which an
agency tv man begins his venture into
the realm of electronic communication,
he will learn all he can in the shortest
possible time, // someone will take the
time and trouble to teach him. It cannot
be learned by reading a book!
If you call "X" agency and say, "Buster, we can't super this price slide you
sent us over the product," tell him why!
He'll understand, or at least, he'll try
to understand. Better still, bring him out
to the station and give him a run down
on
facilities
so he
the
sameyourmistake
more
thanwon't
two make
or three
times. Tell him what a "super" slide is,
tell him you have two film chains, or
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one film chain, tell him the difference
between a balop and a 2 x 2 slide and
a title card. Show him what these things
will do for him. Have your art director
show him how much of his slide or balop
or title card is usable for copy area. Show
him what your camera lens compliment
will do, explain to him the difference
between a 35, 50, 90, 135 and 8-inch
lens. If you have a Zoomar, show him
what it will do for him and for his client. Do the same thing if you have a
special effects amplifier.
Above all, take him into your confidence. Explain to him exactly what
you can do with your equipment and
what you can't Show him how to indi
cate the use of various pieces of equipment or how to call for different visual
effects in his video instructions. Explain
to him a long shot, a medium close up,
a close up, an extreme close up. Tell
him why you can't or won't shoot down
key . . . tell him what down key is! Treat
him like a baby unable to walk as yet
. . . lead him around. In the end, it will

M
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pay off
He'll earn |i|
that
15%likeanda slot
then machine.
some!
Respect for Clients, Please
Now there s one other thing of vital
importance for all station people dealing
with agency people. Whether you recognize the situation or not, the agency
is your client. It is usually at the behest
of the agency that his client uses your
facility. The agency pays the bill, in turn
the client pays the agency. It has been
known for an agency client not to pay
his bill. This does not relieve the agency
of the responsibility. The agency still
pays
station's bill, whether the client
does the
or not.

||

In many larger markets, nearly all
business is placed through agencies. Most
stations in these markets do not even
maintain staffs to handle direct business.
So any way you look at it, the agency
is a pretty important cog in your machine, and the agency tv man works
from 50 to 70 hours a week to keep that

||
||
|§
||
||
||

cog going. There's no such thing as a 40hour week with time and a half for overtime or double time on holidays for him.
His interest is in one thing. Getting the
most circulation for his sponsor s adverUsing message at the lowest cost in the
most professional manner, to obtain increased sales. If he succeeds, through
your facility, then you get more business,
the agency gets more business, the client
gets more business and everyone is happy
with the big shower of dollar bills. And,
if it takes the agency tv man 24 hours
a day seven days a week to achieve this
end, then he works 24 hours a day, seven
days a week.
r:/7:7"v::7..:r^
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SHORT-CHANGE

DIFFERENCE in techniques used in measuring print media and radio leaves the latter
holding the short end of the stick, Walter B.
Dunn of H-R Representatives, New York,
the Pittsburgh
atoldcondensed
text. Ad Club last week. This is

THE LAST TIME I was here, the speaker, a station representative set about crucifying all ratings; then he proceeded to build one
up, a messiah of his own persuasion. From iconoclasm he turned
into an acolyte at the altar of Alfred Politz.
I was a little confused. Evidently the distinction was that his
man didn't try to tell you how much audience your station had;
he told you how much penetration you had. Since audience is
people and penetration is people, it was a fine line he was walking.
Actually the broadcasters' problem is not too many ratings, but
too many ratings by print people working with samples much too
small, with limitations adequate for the finite character of prints
limited circulations, addicted to partisan techniques all subject to
absurdities and faddishness ... all subject to deliberate misinterpretation byour competitors.
It's
easy
enough to pillory any rating service by listing its booboos. For instance:
4 One service found a rating for a station off the air.
4 One service contained six tabulation errors on one summary
page — all in favor of the subscriber.
4 One service found up to 77% more children 4-11 years of
age than actually existed viewing Disneyland in one of the major
markets.
/ One report of a major market in February last year found
10% more families than existed in the area listened to Mickey
Mouse during the measured period.
4 One service blasted the diary method in its pitches and in
its promotion. Three years later, hot and cold running diaries wired
for sight and sound outnumbered machines four-to-one in its latest
service. Little wonder that more children 4-11 were listening to
the financial news report at 8 a.m. than adults. This is classic by
now. Evidently there are thousands of Lenny Rosses languishing
undiscovered in the primary grades of Los Angeles.
It is always important to remember when using a given rating
service or comparing one with another, that different techniques
measure different things at varying measures of efficiency and,
furthermore, have an inherent built-in bias or two peculiar to their
method.
Equally as unfair to broadcasting as limitations imposed on it
by the finite techniques developed to measure print media is the
small sample. This is our curse! This is the cross we bear. There
is not a PhD worth his salt who can't prove beyond the shadow
of a doubt that every iron clad theory of statistics is solidly behind
him, backing him up four square!
But speaking of small samples, a vice president of the Hooper
service admitted under oath back in 1947 that his firm completed
only one plus call per quarter hour to a home that had a set-in-use.
I insist that this is why radio sets-in-use has fallen so. I insist
that this is why daytime tv ratings are so erratic. When mama
turns off her set, puts her hat on, and slams the door behind her,
sets-in-use in V/i Pacific markets drops to zero, according to this.
In most rating services, one home usually equals one-third of
a rating point. Often a buying decision is made on as little as .3
of a rating point. So, if Mama snaps off Queen to change diapers,
Queen may lose one-third of a point and your station may lose an
advertiser. Nielsen Radio Index Pacific is worse. With only 165
families, one West Coast mama represents .6 of a point.
Now I want to make one of the points I came here to make.
There is a big discrepancy a mile wide between the probability
sample of 1200 and the active sample of 100, which you get down
to when sets-in-use is 8 to 12%.
When Mr. Nielsen tells you how many sets are turned on, he is
using his probability sample, or as near to it as 10% mechanical
failure will allow. At least all 1,080 working Audimeters are working to furnish an answer — yes or no — as to which of them are
Broadcasting
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using their sets and which are not. But when only 100 homes try
to tell me which of 2700 radio stations got the brass ring at the
park last Saturday, then this cottonhead is getting off the merrygo-round.
there's
a big spread between the full probability sample and
theYes,
active
sample.
If we must be measured by such samples; if we must be measured by techniques and theories developed before radio was born,
then I insist — let us make competitive media take our medicine.
Or more properly, suffer their own medicine.
Let's measure them the way they measure us.
The Southern California Broadcasters Assn. underwrote just such
a measurement last year.
This survey, conducted by The Pulse, Inc., used the same general research techniques as those employed by Dr. Starch and by
previous surveys sponsored by The Advertising Research Foundation. Interviewers carried copies of the Los Angeles Mirror News
and Los Angeles Herald Express for Thursday afternoon, April 26,
and copies of the Los Angeles Times and Los Angeles Examiner
for Friday morning, April 27.
Persons who had read any of the newspapers were invited to
look at the advertisements while turning each page slowly. Each
page of the newspaper was scanned separately and identification
or recognition of the advertisements was noted. It was not necessary for the ads to have been read in whole or in part. Recognition of having seen or noted that ad was sufficient for credit to be
This interviewing technique is similar to that employed by other
given.
research organizations in the newspaper field. However, the survey had one important difference.
The difference between The Pulse surveys and other newspaper
readership surveys is largely in the method of presentation of the
data. For example, "continuing studies" of newspaper reading
previously conducted by the Advertising Research Foundation were
based on "readers" of the newspaper. First, a person who had
read the newspaper was found, and his recognition of having seen
the ads in the paper was recorded. The readership percentages reported are based only on readers of the newspaper. Twenty per
cent observation, therefore, means that 20% of the readers of that
issue of the newspaper saw the advertisement, with no relationship
to market penetration.
Figures obtained by this fnethod cannot be projected against the
total market but only against the newspapers' circulation. The
mighty Los Angeles Times, for instance, reaches only 19% of Los
Angeles.
WHY RADIO'S NOT COMPARABLE
Radio research, on the other hand, has always been based on
percentages of the total market or on total radio homes, which in
the Los Angeles area constitute 99% of the total market. Thus
radio ratings have never been comparable with newspaper ratings
obtained by previous methods.
In order to obtain comparability with radio research, this [Pulse]
survey showed all percentages on a base of total homes in the Los
Angeles area.
According to ABC statements, the four Los Angeles metropolitan dailies had coverage of the Los Angeles city zones as follows:
Examiner
15%; Herald-Express 16%; Mirror-News 12%; Times
19%.
From the figures, it is apparent that the largest degree of observation an advertisement could receive in the Los Angeles Times
is 20%. This figure would be reached only if the advertisement
were read or observed by someone in every home reached by the
Los Angeles Times. Thus a 20% rating for an advertisement would
correspond to 100% rating obtained by conventional newspaper
readership studies.
A 25% observation obtained by usual methods would result in
a 5% rating based on percentage penetration of homes.
Obviously, rating percentages shown in this presentation will be
much lower than those normally shown for newspapers. This does
not mean that fewer readers were found, but merely that the percentages are lower, being of a larger base. For the first time peneMarch 18, 1957 • Page 119

OPINION
tration of newspaper advertisements is presented on a basis directly
comparable to the penetration of radio broadcasting.
- In order for a home to be counted, it is only necessary for one
person in that home to have read the advertisement. Naturally,
there will be some homes in which more than one person may have
seen the same advertisement. This home is counted only once.
This procedure is again parallel to the procedure used by Pulse
in radio surveys. Radio ratings are also based on home coverage
although there is usually more than one listener per home.
Inspection of the pages from the Los Angeles dailies used in the
survey indicates that large amounts of space are usually necessary
for ads to achieve significant ratings — and even large space is no
assurance in some cases.
A full-page Broadway Department Store ad on the back page
of Section I in the Los Angeles Times had a nine rating, which
means that 171,000 families read this ad. The base published rate
for a one-page ad in the Times is $2,257.00. Divide 171,000 families int© $2,257.00 and the cost per thousand would be $12.61. Let's
suppose that the Broadway Store gets a whopping 50% discount
from the published rate. The cost per thousand is still over $6.00.
A 4.0 rating, on the other hand on a Los Angeles radio station
would cost only 52^ c/m; on tv $2 or $3 c/m.
At this point the newspaper will remind you that you can only
sell one item in a minute ad, while a full page can carry up to 25
items. Granted! But for $2,200.00 you can buy five one-minute
announcements at published base rate on each of 13 different stations in Los Angeles, or a total of 65 minutes with 125 rating points
instead of only nine points.
Let's look at a few [in Los Angeles newspapers]:
A DuPont ad [quarter-page in Examiner] cost $46.23 per thousand. Maybe that's why it's using radio in L. A. this year.
Surf's 3.2 [with % page in Herald & Express noted by 3.2%]
pulled an $11.45 c/m, but Lever has always demanded $1 per
thousand out of radio, when measured by the entire population.
Another c/m admirer [Colgate in the Herald & Express, noted
by 3.0%] paid $21.98.
One [Shell quarter-page in Examiner noted by 1.8%] cost $760
or $22.24 per thousand.

It is readily apparent that ratings are low and costs per thousand
are consequently high. This does not intend to suggest that newspaper advertising has not been successful through the years —
just costly!
This suggests that similar broadcast ratings, which have also
been successful through the years, are tremendously under-priced
and represent the best bargain that either a retailer or a national
advertiser can lay his hands on.
TvB commissioned Pulse to do a study of newspaper readings
vs. tv viewing. Random sample personal interviews and the usual
day-part reconstruction used in all Pulse studies featured this 600
home study. The week was the week beginning Sept. 5, 1956. It
shows the homes occupied with "newspaper-in-use'* and "Tv Sets
in Use" by quarter hours during the day.
At any time in the 18-hour period — 6 a.m. to 12 midnight — on
the average day, one or more members of 8.6% of all U. S. households were reading newspapers in or out of the home, as revealed
by quarter-hour averages. The comparable quarter-hour average
for tv viewing was 16.5% for all U. S. households. Note that
no time after 10 a.m. does newspaper reading ever match viewing.
And, in conclusion:
(1) The radio industry is not critical of newspapers as an advertising medium, but feels that the use of radio and newspapers
together will make for better advertising dollar productivity. ARB
studies made among shoppers in department stores show that as
many as 50% of the population never read a newspaper.
(2) By cutting down the size of the full-page ad to a lesser
size, sometimes the actual readership of a newspaper ad increases.
The money saved in this manner will enable an advertiser to reach
that 50%.
(3) That the cost-per-thousand analysis between radio and
newspaper shows radio to be the lowest cost-per-thousand medium
by an overwhelming margin.
(4) When newspaper ads get down to a quarter-page or smaller
the readership is very small and in some cases negligible.
(5) When the audio versus sight argument occurs every broadcaster can clobber it by giving actual case histories of comparable
advertisers who are using his medium successfully.

PLAYBACK
QUOTES
TV

AND

CULTURE

Robert F. Carney, board chairman,
Foote, Cone & Belding, addressing a
meeting at Town Hall, Los Angeles,
March 5:
ANY OF YOU who have seen the calibre
of programs broadcast by the BBC would
agree that insofar as the quality of the
writing, casting, setting and producing is
concerned, there is no comparison between it and American television. The
reason is that BBC simply does not have
the funds to purchase talent in the same
way that American producers and broadcasters do.
Starting a little over a year ago Great
Britain has had both sponsored and unsponsored tv. Preliminary figures show
that two-thirds of the people have chosen
commercial tv in preference to the BBC.
Research conducted in London showed
that 86% of the viewers found television
advertising interesting and more than
50% were greatly interested. Apparently,
far from rebelling against the invasion
of their privacy by advertisers, this very
literate people welcomes advertising on tv.
In the U. S. Meet the Press, Omnibus
and Youth Wants to Know, to name just
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a few, are programs with a high educational value. Hallmark Greeting Card Co.
introduced Shakespeare to America on a
scale which would not have been possible
without advertising.
I submit that our cultural level is being
raised — not debased.
TV AND

EDUCATION

Charles A. Batson, vice president-managing director of WIS-TV Columbia,
S. C, and president of the South Carolina Radio & Tv Broadcasters Assn.,
writing in the February issue of the
South Carolina Education News:
WE invite you to test yourself and see
whether you are making the most of
some rare cultural opportunities which
are presenting themselves regularly. Here
are five of the more interesting offerings
of the current season. How many of
them did you see?
"Man And Superman" (Hallmark Hall
of Fame, NBC-TV), Amahl and the
Night Visitors (NBC-TV), At Year's
End— 1956 (CBS-TV), "Our Friend the
Atom" (Disneyland, ABC-TV), "Festival of Music"
(Producers Showcase,
NBC-TV)
.
Audience surveys and the law of av-

erages predict that you missed a majority
of these programs — and that students
missed a larger percentage.
This points up one crying need: to better and more efficiently utilize the large
amount of inspirational and informational programming which is now on
the air. In television, as in reading, we
must learn to be selective; we must be
willing to take the trouble to check advance schedules, to read the notices, to
plan our television viewing.
SCRIPTURE APPLIES
Rev. James E. Wagner, president of the
Evangelical and Reformed Church of
Lancaster, Pa., speaking at dedication
ceremonies
of WGAL-TV's new studios
Feb.
24:
TUCKED

DOWN

in the last verse of the

tenth chapter of Ecclesiastes is the following: "A bird of the air shall carry the
voice, and that which hath wings shall
tell the matter." That, I should say, is
the perfect poetic description of the
miracle of wireless communication which
came upon us first with the advent of radio and has reached new heights of technical perfection with television.
Broadcasting
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Barney O'Lavin runs a travel service in
Fargo, N. D. He is an erstwhile broadcaster:
from 1935 until 1946 (with time out for
Marine service in World War II) he was
with WD AY Fargo, and was general manager of that station. From 1946 until 1953
he operated an advertising agency in Fargo,
then branched into the travel field. His remarks about the potential of travel advertising, recorded in an interview with B»T
editors, could suggest new sales activity in
that quarter.
Q: Actually, you're a sort of triple-threat
guy. You've sold time and you've
bought
and field.
now you're
a specialist in thetime
travel
As I understand
it, you feel there is a tremendous
amount of untapped revenue for radio and television in that field.
A: That's correct. I feel that travel advertising, the carriers especially, haven't been
using radio very much but have been using
a lot of newspapers and magazines.
Q: How much would you estimate overall that the carriers spend in advertising?
A: I'd say in the neighborhood of $75
million. The airlines spend about $43 million, mostly for newspaper and magazine
space and I guess a small amount of that is
devoted to radio and tv.
[Editor's Note: PIB credits travel, hotel
and resort advertising with $649,581 on tv
networks in 1956.]
Q: Does this $75 million figure go for
domestic or foreign travel?
A: It's both, it's all travel advertising, all
carrier advertising.
consideration
the hotelsI'mandnot
the taking
resorts into
and
the various government tourist bureaus who
are also becoming quite large spenders.
Q: How much money is spent for travel
each year?
A: It is estimated at $5 billion.
Q: Now how does your business break
down?
A: The travel business is just like anything else. In modern business today you
have to have volume and you can't get it
by selling individual tickets, airline or steamship, one at a time. You get your volume
in group movements. It's no more work to
set up arrangements for 50 people than it
is for one. I've become a tour operator out
of necessity.
Q: How do you advertise your tours?
A: To promote a tour, radio has been
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

TRAVEL:

A

WAITING

TO

$75
BE

MILLION
SOLD

my best source of advertising. With radio
you can describe to your prospects just what
they're going to do and see if they take your
tour. Yon can paint a word picture of
what they're going to see, what it is going
to cost them. I've asked some people whom
I've had on trips. "Why did you go? Why
are you with me?" And I've had so many of
them say, "You made it sound so good."
Q: What sort of copy do you use?
A: I've been able to take a couple of
radio stations in our area — WDAY in Fargo and WNAX in Yankton, which is near
my
Siouxthem
Citythat
office
— andforI've
able
to show
a tour
theirbeen
listeners
is a good audience promotion vehicle for
them. So I've really not organized it as an
O'Lavin tour but as the radio station's own
tour. Of course, I handle all the arrangements. We generally take someone from the
station along and carry a tape recorder to
interview these people while we're on the
tour. This gives a lot of interesting, on-thespot comment that they can send back
home for delayed broadcast.
Q: And you'd call this the WDAY tour
to the Eastern historic spots? Or the
WNAX tour?
A: That's right.
Q: Based on the results you have achieved
in the limited use of radio in your
area, which is North Dakota, South
Dakota, Iowa and Nebraska, you feel
that the carriers are overlooking a
very important bet and also that the
sales people in radio and television
likewise have not exploited this thing?
A: That's correct. It's easy to criticize, of
course, and I try to make it in a constructive
manner. But the newspapers and the magazines, Ithink, have jumped on the bandwagon very well in developing travel departments and travel editions. They realize that
people are interested in travel, that it's good
reading, it's interesting copy, it's something
that so many people want to do and know
about. So they have developed these travel
departments and travel editions and naturally that attracts travel advertising because
here's somebody doing something to promote travel. So they go to the prospective
carrier advertiser and say, "Look, here's
what we're doing. Why don't you buy an ad?
We have this many readers." I think that
radio and tv could do the very same thing
by taking a certain period of time once a
week or more frequently and aiming it right
at the same audience and the same advertiser.
Q: Like Wide, Wide World, for instance?
A: That's a very good angle. Here's
another thing, radio is so flexible and tv,
of course, is becoming more flexible that
they're natural media for picking up broadcasts here and there and going to remote
corners right now which the printed media
can't do.
A recent issue of Travel News — that's
the travel agents' trade paper — carried a

BY

ACCOUNT
RADIO-TV

media section which listed about 100 newspapers and 70 magazines with regular or
special travel sections or editions. It may or
may not be significant that no radio or tv
stations or networks were listed.
Q: Do you think primarily if this as a
local promotion for radio and television stations in cities all over the
country or do you think of it primarily
as being sold on a national basis?
A: Well, you have two different things
here. You have the international carrier
that's going all over the world and the domestic carrier that's just within the United
States but still nationwide and then you have
the feeder lines that are just out in certain
areas. So you have regional spot business,
you have national spot and complete network coverage possibilities.
Q: Do you envision the job as being
mainly to get more people to travel?
A: That's the big job. We in the travel
business feel we are competing for that surplus dollar and we're trying to get it spent
for a trip rather than a new tv set or a
car. There are two big jobs to do: First,
to create the desire to travel and then direct
them to the carrier, regardless of what type
it is.
Q. Do you think primarily of this as a
chance for somebody like you to get in
and promote tours from your locality
and to create new business right
there?
A: I've found that you can sell a trip to
a person who had absolutely no intention
of going. I've done it. They listened and
said, "Well, that sounds like a good idea."
They have the time and the money so it's
just a matter of convincing them that they
ought to do this instead of buying a new
automobile. Once we get them started I find
that there are many, many repeat customers
because they find that it's carefree and it's
easy. So that's what makes the ball roll.
Q: If you were again in the commercial
department of a broadcasting station,
what exactly would you do to go after
this travel business?
A: It's very easy to give advice but here
it is anyway. I'd say it applies to stations in
large cities and to networks. To start with,
I'd develop a program once a week devoted
to travel, appoint a travel editor to handle
it, and have this travel editor do some travelling. I'm sure that I don't have to spell out
any further how a broadcaster should build
his show. Then get out calling on the carriers, tourist bureaus, resorts, etc., to sell it.
Collectively the association [RAB, TvB] also
can do a job of selling their media.
Q: If RAB and TvB could stimulate the
idea of using radio and tv as media
to promote travel, then you could
make a sale at the local level through
their national promotion.
A: Yes. Now it's up to somebody to push
it some more, to get some of that dough.
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Giveaway

Inflation

TT REQUIRES no special foresight to predict that the giveaway
*■ craze on television is about to get out of hand.
The success of The $64,000 Question has been overshadowed
by the success of Twenty-One.
To counterattack, The $64,000 Question has raised its jackpot
to $256,000, nearly twice the $129,000 which Charles Van Doren
won last week on Twenty-One.
For the moment the quarter-million dollars that is Question's
new prize is the biggest on the air, but we have no doubt that the
producers of other quiz shows are even now seeking the financing
to top it.
The fact is that despite the lavish money which individual contestants have won, the average, per-week program expense of such
shows as Question and Twenty-One is not at all spectacular, by
comparison with the costs of ©ther kinds of television programming.
The $64,000 Question has given away $1,219,168 in the 88
weeks it has been presented. That averages out to under $14,000 a show. Is there any other program type which could have
brought Revlon so big an audience so cheaply?
It is for this reason — the promise of high ratings at low perprogram cost — that we confidently, but morosely, predict an increase inthe number and munificence of television giveaways. There
will be more and bigger giveaways before there are less, but there
definitely will be less eventually.
To substantiate that last prediction, one needs only to refer to
radio of 10 years ago. In 1948, when the radio giveaway craze
was at its silliest, at least a million dollars worth of prizes was distributed. Inthe summer of that year, no fewer than 48 giveaways
were regularly scheduled on the radio networks. On so rich a diet,
listeners became jaded, and the giveaways virtually disappeared.
The same fate awaits the television giveaway — unless, contrary
to all programming history in radio and television, the networks
resist the urge to try to top the two shows which are now hits by
introducing a rash of imitations.

Education

and

Education

A NY taxpayer even remotely acquainted with the sensitive art
of broadcasting would not have been proud of his duly elected
representatives in Congress if he had happened to sit in on the
House Interstate Commerce Committee meeting with the FCC last
week. The general tenor of interrogation was below that 13-yearold level to which some members of Congress have accused broadcasting of catering.
It was quite a revelation to those who were there. Obviously
there had been considerable indoctrination on particular subjects,
such as the educational reservation matter, deintermixture, and
the qualities of uhf versus vhf. But after the parroted questions
had been asked there was practically no follow through because
the interrogators obviously didn't know where they were headed.
Several times members didn't even detect answers that were not
responsive.
This is a glaring example of the utter lack of education of members of the House on broadcasting matters — unless it is what appears on the screen or comes out of the horn. On the other hand,
the questions of educational broadcasting were well-planted — proof
that the Joint Council on Educational Television is doing a
creditable job of lobbying and thereby of building the case for
its own perpetuation through continued endowments from the Ford
Foundation.
It was the first time in several years that the House Committee
had attempted to dig into FCC affairs. The big show has been on
the Senate side, where staff experts and a series of teams of informed special counsel have hit pay dirt to the extent of making
headlines.
After the performance last week, the Senate Committee need
not worry about its FCC investigatory laurels. There's no contest.
But there is need for concern about the peregrinations of JCET,
on both sides of Congress. It has created an aura of sanctity about
the educational reservations. The educators obviously contend
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Drawn for BROADCASTING • TELECASTING by Sid HIx
"Him? He's the station owner who won all those merchandising
awards last year!"
that the greedy broadcasters want to divest them of their television
heritage and deprive the youth of America of adequate education.
Evidently little or nothing has been done to counter this pious,
self-serving, wholly fallacious talk.
The legislators are not told that the Sixth and Final Report of
the FCC adopted on April 14, 1952, and setting aside 242 educational reservations, specifically provided that the educational reservations should be "reviewed" a year later. Next month five
years will have elapsed, and there still has been no review.
To date, the statistics show that of the 257 reservations (the number was increased after the Sixth Report) a grand total of 24 now
are on the air. There are 23 construction permits outstanding and 9
applications pending. That after nearly five years. The question
logically arises: How long is a reservation a reservation?
The FCC, under the law, has an affirmative duty to allocate
available facilities. Each day a tv assignment is not in use is a day
gone forever. Section 1 of Title I of the law creating the FCC
states that the agency was created "to make available so far as
possible, to all of the people of the United States a rapid, efficient,
nation-wide, and world-wide wire and radio communications servThe
we contend, is derelict as long as it allows valuable
ice. . . FCC,
."
channels to go unused in a television economy where scarcity is the
major problem.
Bandwagon
"V[OW
NARTB
to become
NAB again,
we
note that
withtheinterest
that istheabout
Canadian
Assn. the
of Radio
and Television Broadcasters is considering a change back to just plain
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters.
That, as we said in the case of NARTB, is as it should be.
"Broadcasting" is all-inclusive. It covers all modes of transmission to the public, whether by sight or sound. The same people,
to a large degree, are in both. Substantially the same advertisers
buy time through the same agencies for both radio and television
broadcasting. And both are governed by the same statutes.
The NARTB change isn't automatic. The joint board at its
meeting last February unanimously recommended the change, and
the matter will be discussed at this fall's regional meetings, after
which a referendum ballot will be asked with a view toward reversion by Jan. 1, 1958.
It looks from here as if it's all over but the ballot-counting, and
the changing of letterheads, insignia, name-plates and calling cards.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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The January '57 ARB for the St. Louis Metropolitan Market shows
KWK-TV the number 1 station— LEADER in 280 of 472 quarter-hour
periods measured— 99 more than the No. 2 station in St. Louis!

KWK-TV rated number 1 in 120 of 200 Daytime periods— 47 more
than the No. 2 station— and was on top in 79 of 140 periods between
5 p.m. and midnight— 21 more than the No. 2 station in the market!

The average Share-Of-Audience Sunday through Saturday, 6 p.m. to
midnight, for KWK-TV was 55.8—13.6 more than the No. 2 station
and daytime KWK-TV personalities dominated their time periods!
o
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PROVEN KWK-TV LEADERSHIP— The station that dominates the
telecast day in St. Louis! Take it from the current (and past) ARB!
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Paramount goes into closed circuit pay tv

Spot tv in '56: Buyers, brands, dollars
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REMAINDER

loowa has six Metropolitan Areas which, all combined, do 35.8% of the State's total retail sales.
A number of radio stations can give you good coverage
of ONE Metropolitan Area . . . but WHO gives you high
coverage of virtually ALL Iowa Metropolitan Areas,
slus practically all the REMAINDER of Iowa, too!

Ask us — or PGW — for all the facts!

IOWA
WHO Radio is part of
Central Broadcasting Company,
which also owns and operates
WHO-TV, Des Moines
WOC-TV, Davenport

Wl

FREE MERCHANDISING!
^HO Radio maintains one of the nation's most comprehensive and successful FREE merchandising services
in 350 high-volume grocery stores for FOOD advertisers who buy $300 gross time per week; in 250 highvolume drug stores for DRUG advertisers who buy
$250 per week. (A $200 Food plan is also available).
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RETAIL SALES
1956 Consumer Market figures

for Iowa ¥MM
Des Moines . . , 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.,
National Representatives

Hut UJLsJjuuj^ KAojdutk.

wit qJ^ajl

fastest ycowKg. moJti^tl In -^w^Xlcgl
Aluminum, Chemicals, Steel, Coal — these and many other
basic industries — booming, expanding, growing — in the
Greater Wheeling Market, the "rich Ruhr Valley of
America." How do YOU figure in this picture of industrial
expansion? Project your sales in America's industrial
heartland by using the dominant advertising medium,
WTRF-TV, consistently outdistancing the competition
in every accredited measurement of audience survey. The
eyes of the valley are on WTRF-TV!

* vq

station

Wheeling

worth

7, West

watching''

Virginia

For availabilities and complete
coverage information — Call
Hollingbery, Bob Ferguson,
VP and General Manager,
or Needham Smith,
Sales Manager.
CEdar 2-7777

reaching a market that's reaching

nDbDc
316,000 watts
Equipped for network color

new

importance!
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INDIANA'S
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251,970
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TV

MARKET

Homes

ABC

HAUTE,

Networks

INDIANA

WTHI-TV
ROLLING
LOS
ANGELES.

CO..

NEW
SAN

YORK
CHICAGO.
FRANCISCO,
BOSTON

and RADIO, too!
T.M.-CBS-TV

Published every Monday, with Yearbook Numbers (53rd and 54th issues) published in January and July by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 1735
DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of MaTch 3, 1879.
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KRLD
CBS
- Dallas

Radio
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More
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than
in
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the

other

entire

full-time

state

of

station

Texas

• • •

KRLD
is the Only Full - Time 50,000
Watt Station in Dallas - Ft. Worth Area
KRLD does not share time and frequency with any
other station. One station — one order means greater
frequency discounts — full, accurate coverage at
minimum cost. KRLD is centrally located in Texas'
richest and most progressive area. Few natural barriers impede its full-time 50,000 Watt signal, giving
you adequate coverage of the West and Southwest
at a lower cost per 1,000 listeners. For the best buy,
better buy KRLD. Check with a Branham man.

More

Listeners

More

Coverage

less Cost per 1000
COMBINED

MAKE

KRLD
KRLD

Radio

CBS

The radio station of The Dallas Times Herald, owners and operators
of KRLD-TV, telecasting with maximum power from the top of
Texas' tallest tower. Herald Square, Dallas 2. The Branham Company, exclusive representatives.
CLYDE W. REMBERT
JOHN W. RUNYON
President
Chairman of the Board
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CAPITAL CAPITAL GAIN • In final
contract stage last weekend was projected
sale of KOWH Omaha, first station in
Todd Storz group, to William Buckley,
publisher of National Weekly, New York
distributed newsletter, and associates, for
approximately $800,000. Mr. Storz, native
of Omaha, understood to plan permanent
residence in Miami, where his group recently acquired WQAM. He will establish his headquarters there for other stations in group (WDGY Minneapolis; WHB
Kansas City and WTIX New Orleans).
B»T
KOWH was acquired by Storz in 1949
from Omaha World-Herald for $75,000.
Station operates on 660 kc with 500 w day.
Handling transaction, which would be subject to usual FCC approval, is Hamilton,
Stubblefield, Twining & Associates.
TIMES HAVE CHANGED • New crop
of visitors is being seen regularly in advertising agency offices these days. It consists of high-level television network executives. Speaking of current three-network
battle to sign tv business, radio-tv vice
president of one agency said: "I've been
here five years, but this is the first time
network guys of this high level have come
to my office. It used to be that we met in
theirs."
B»T
UPCOMING soon will be appointment of
new chairman of Television Code Review
Board because of request from G. Richard
Shafto, president and general manager of
WIS-AM-TV, Columbia, S. C. to be relieved. Mr. Shafto, who has served two
years, has advised NARTB President Harold E. Fellows that pressure of other activities precludes his continued association witli
code activities beyond NARTB convention
next month.
B»T
ANYBODY'S GUESS • Almost anything
can happen at FCC's session tomorrow
(Tuesday) on subscription tv. Several different viewpoints have been advanced on
how toll tv might be tested, ranging from
rigid experimentation on selected uhf
channels (Lee plan) to no limitations.
Whether all viewpoints can be reconciled
is question. Proposal may still be referred
to Congress for legislative guidance, although tenor at FCC session last week was
in favor of action on some sort of experimental basis, possibly after definitive hearing.
B«T
TO BE resolved is question whether toll tv
constitutes broadcasting or is common carrier. If it is construed as broadcasting, it
would not be subject to rate regulation.
Opinions on overall topic are so varied it's
hard to say what will evolve, if anything.
But there is possibility of some action on

Broadcasting
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broad basis, although certain members of
Commission feel that consideration on such
meager knowledge is exceedingly dangerous and premature.
B»T
BRIGHTER DAY • Daytime television
apparently is looming brighter and
brighter, with such advertisers as WarnerLambert and Purex currently talking to all
three networks about daytime sponsorships in addition to new buys already
placed by Lever Bros, and Procter & Gamble (see story page 35).
B»T
WARNER-LAMBERT understood to have
placed orders with NBC-TV for alternateweek sponsorship of Crisis (Mon., 9:3010:30 p.m.) and alternate weeks of Jane
Wyman show (Tues., 9-9:30 p.m.) — in addition to its daytime tv shopping. Agency is
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bavles, New
York.
B»T
CLOSED RECORD? Court of Appeals
decision in Miami ch. 7 case, wherein Niles
Trammell's consultancy contract with
NBC was belabored, has FCC in tizzy. It
isn't sure precisely which way to move
since record in case presumably cannot
be reopened to take additional testimony.
Prospect of appeal to Supreme Court on
ground that appellate body substituted its
judgment for that of FCC is regarded as
remote [B»T. March 18; see page 52 this
issue].
B»T
MR. TRAMMELL, former chairman and
president of NBC, and president-general
manager of WCKT (TV) Miami, is believed willing to forego remaining three
years of his $25 ,000-per-year consultancy ,
but question is how this can be considered
by FCC if procedures preclude reopening
of record. Both FCC and Biscay ne counsel
last week were exploring prospects of reargument of case before Commission as
possible way out.
DRESS REHEARSAL • All members of
FCC met at luncheon session with brass
of NARTB for dry run on panel discussion scheduled for joint radio-tv session
of NARTB Convention in Chicago on
Wednesday, April 10. In addition to
NARTB President Harold E. Fellows, who
will be moderator, other NARTB executives at dress rehearsal luncheon were Vice
Presidents Thad Brown and John F. Meagher; Vincent Wasilewski, manager of government relations; Robert L. Heald, chief
attorney, and Howard H. Bell, assistant to
president.

B»T
RESPONSIBILITIES of being on camera:
FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey
had speech prepared for delivery at
NARTB convention (subject not known)

circuit

when he learned CBS was scheduled to telecast his address. Now entire speech has to
be written so public viewers won't be befuddled by esoterics of broadcasting and
such trade jargon as Sec. 315, Sec. 309 (b),
allocations, uhf, vhf, etc., etc.
B»T
BRANCHING OUT • Television Bureau
of Advertising will open western office
with full-time executive in charge. Location and executive will be chosen by TvB
board which meets during NARTB convention next month. Choice for site is
between Los Angeles and San Francisco.
B»T
NEARLY 90 persons — including Tom
Slater, director of television and radio and
visual communication in Cleveland office
of Fuller & Smith & Ross — will move to
Pittsburgh where F&S&R will open new
office sometime in May. Agency will move
some people from New York office as well
as from Cleveland.
B»T
McCONNAUGHEY SWEEPSTAKES •
Candidates continue to pop up for job
that isn't yet vacant — chairmanship of
FCC. Chairman McConnaughey hasn't yet
officialy announced whether he will accept
reappointment when his term expires June
30, but GOP Sen. Bricker (R-Ohio), told
B«T last week that he is supporting him for
"no".
reappointment. Asked whether Mr. McConnaughey had indicated he would not
seek reappointment, Mr. Bricker responded
B»T
ONE of most active campaigners for McConnaughey post on if-and-when basis is
former Sen. George Bender, Ohio Republican, whose business is insurance. And
newest name to emerge is that of Robert
L. King, assistant to Vice President Nixon.
B»T
UNDER BUSHEL • Radio-tv impact on
Institute of Radio Engineers' spectacular
but complex convention-radio show in
New York last week, biggest in history
(see story page 68) was all but hidden
under umbrella of military-industrial wizardry (guided missiles, computers, radar,
telemetry, nuclear science, ultrasonics,
even electronic medicine and photography). As electronics industry bursts at its
seams, radio-tv has become but one facet
among many, may result in reemphasis on
NARTB's upcoming annual engineering
show where broadcast inventors — and
their developments — can bask in spotlight.
B»T
WESTINGHOUSE Broadcasting Co. will
announce this week opening of Washington
news bureau to service its own stations.
Man in charge reportedly will be Rod McLeish now news director of WBZ, Westinghouse's Boston radio station.
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Trendex?

Nielsen?

Hooper?

Pulse?

When surveys differ substantially, you've got a real problem if you lean
more to one than to the others.
But in Minneapolis-St. Paul, whatever report you like best, you can use
it to buy prime availabilities in many first-place segments on WDGY.
When you buy Minneapolis-St. Paul, don't rely on old, out-dated information, which won't tell you, for instance, that Trendex now has WDGY
in first place in audience, morning, afternoon, and all day.
Let Blair bring you up to date on what Storz Station programming has
done to Twin Cities' radio listening. Or, talk over the new figures (and
what they mean) with WDGY General Manager Steve Labunski.
50,000 watts and a
nearly perfect-circle daytime signal
WDGY

Today's

•

PAUL

Radio

WDGY
WHB
Minneapolis-St. Paul
Kansas City
Represented by John Blair & Co.
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CBS
HAS GOOD
'56: REVENUE
UP 12.1%
REACHING new highs in volume and profitacrease
said. of CBS-Hytron's share of market, report
bility, CBS Inc. in 1956 racked up net revenues
and sales totaling $354.8 million, up 12.1%
On color tv, report said public "continued
from 1955, while consolidated net income
slow to accept" it, and "development of a mass
gained 21.5% to reach $16.3 million, according
market here continues to lie in the future." But
to annual report to stockholders which is be- CBS-TV and CBS-Hytron "continued to coning released today (Mon.). Based on shares outtribute to the eventual maturity" of color, restanding, earnings were $2.17 per share as
port continued. CBS-TV averaged one color
against $1.83 in 1955.
broadcast per day in 1956; CBS-Hytron "refrained from mass production of color tubes
In addition, cash dividends of 90 cents per
share and stock dividend of 2% were paid. in 1956" but through research and cooperation with set manufacturers will be in position
Gains were recorded despite losses in one dito start "as. market conditions indicate" and,
vision (CBS-Hytron, maker of tubes and semimoreover, is "developing a patent position" in
conductors) and liquidation of another (CBScurved screen-mash color tube field.
Columbia, set manufacturing division).
Board Chairman William S. Paley and PresiMessrs. Paley and Stanton said they "look
to the future with confidence. Assuming that
dent Frank Stanton reported CBS Radio "conneither formal legislation nor administrative
tinued to be profitable and to lead all comrules might be enacted or created in Washpetitors in volume of sales"; CBS-TV boosted
ington which would hamper the broadcasting
advertising revenues 18.3% and continued as
industry, we believe that 1957 will be a year
"the largest advertising medium in the world";
in which CBS can realize expectations comColumbia Records' sales gained 50%, reachparable with the growth, strength and stability
ing new peak; CBS Labs "directed an increasing
amount of its work toward military and in- of the recent past."
Other 1956 highlights: "Central fact" about
dustrial projects," and CBS International "had
a gratifying second full year of operations, in- CBS Radio business was "upsurge of advertising activity" which "together with the audience
creasing its sales volume by 80%." Losing division, CBS-Hytron, tripled its dollar volume in response to new and established programs offered solid ground on which to build further."
semiconductors and expanded in tube replaceExcept for uhf ch. 18 WHCT (TV) Hartford,
ments, but original tube sales were "severely
acquired in September, CBS-TV's o&o's gained
24% in gross billing; CBS Television Film
hampered" by reduced number of tv and radio
set manufacturers, 22 of which ceased operaSales' gross billings were up 18%; Columbia
tions or merged, Messrs. Paley and Stanton ' Records'
phonograph sales volume was up
34%.
noted. Outlook, however, is for substantial inAND
CBS
EXECUTIVES
BOARD CHAIRMAN William S. Paley and
President Frank Stanton, with aggregate remuneration of$300,000.16 apiece, were highest
paid officers or directors of CBS Inc., in 1956,
according to proxy statement now being circulated to stockholders in preparation for annual
meeting April 17. Newsman Edward R. Murrow was next with $177,233.24.
This represented change from 1955 when
Mr. Murrow led with $316,076, followed by
Mr. Stanton with $281,522 and Mr. Paley with
$225,000 [B*T, April 9, 1955]. Mr. Murrow's
$177,233 in 1956, "primarily for his services
on CBS Radio and CBS-TV network programs," did not include his share of royalties
paid to Persons to Persons Inc., which totaled
$151,800 up to Oct. 10 when he resigned from
board (proxy statement covers only period of
board service). Mr. Murrow, his son, Casey,
and his mother, Mrs. R. C. Murrow, owned
32Vi% of Persons to Persons Inc., until June
1, 1956, when their holdings increased to 54%.
Royalties paid to Persons to Persons in 1955
totaled $105,600.
J. L. Van Volkenburg, who retired as CBSTV president at end of 1956 (but continues as
CBS Inc. board member and consultant), received $134,961 aggregate remuneration in
1956; Arthur Hull Hayes, CBS Radio president,
$65,000; Charles F. Stromeyer, president of
CBS-Hytron during 1956, $60,000; Henry C.
Bonfig, president of CBS-Columbia until that
division was liquidated last year, and now
CBS Inc. vice president, $56,346, and Goddard
Lieberson, president of Columbia Records,
Broadcasting
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FARED
WELL,
TOO
$48,000. Law firm of Rosenman Goldmark
Colin & Kaye was paid $204,400 for legal
services.
Amounts paid, or set aside, under pension
plan during 1956 included $16,526 for Mr.
Paley; $16,500 for Mr. Van Volkenburg; $12,335 for Mr. Stanton; $9,653 for Mr. Hayes;
$7,286 for Mr. Lieberson; $3,553 for Mr.
Stromeyer.
At annual meeting stockholders will vote on
14 directors (seven to be named by owners of
Class A stock, seven by Class B). Management
nominees, all for re-election: Class A, Messrs.
Bonfig, Hayes and Van Volkenburg and J. A.
W. Iglehart, Robert A. Lovett, Millicent C.
Mcintosh, and Samuel Paley; Class B, Messrs.
William Paley, Stanton and Lieberson and
Arthur L. Chapman, Ralph F. Colin, Merle S.
Jones, and Leon Levy.
Report also shows that Board Chairman
Paley and "associates" own 164,626 shares of
Class A and 798,768 of Class B.
BMI-ASCAP Hassle Checked Out
SENATE Commerce Committee special radio-tv counsel Kenneth Cox and communications counsel Nicholas Zapple spent two days
in New York "checking out facts" alleged
against BMI-broadcasters by ASCAP-backed
Songwriters Protective Assn. — despite skepticism expressed by staff [B«T, March 11] about
approach of SPA in latter's demands for hearing, both in writing and in earlier meeting with
Sen. John O. Pastore (D-R. I.), head of Communications Subcommittee.

•

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

Late-breaking items about broadcast business; for earlier news, see Advertisers
& Agencies, page 32.
UPS THE ANTE • Polaroid Corp. (Polaroid
Land cameras) Cambridge, Mass., has supplemented its "shared sponsorships" in NBCTV's Steve Allen Show (Sun., 8-9 p.m. EST)
with participations in April 21, May 5, 12, 26,
June 9 and 23 telecasts. Doyle Dane Bernbach,
N. Y., is agency.
IN THE MARKET • E. J. Gallo Winery, Modesto, Calif., through Doyle Dane Bernbach,
N. Y., scouting availabilities in at least 40 east
and west coast markets for tv spot campaign
starting in May for indefinite run.
LUCKY IN RADIO • American Tobacco Co.
(Lucky Strike cigarettes), N. Y., planning additional radio spot campaign to start April 15
for eight weeks in nearly 90 markets. BBDO,
N. Y., is agency.
BIG BUY • Greyhound Corp., Chicago, buying radio and television spot campaign in 150
markets, starting early in April for 13 weeks.
Agency: Grey Adv., N. Y.
ON THE ROAD • Oldsmobile Div. of General
Motors Corp., Lansing, Mich., buying two-week
tv spot campaign to run April 13-26 in limited
number
is agency.of markets. D. P. Brother Co., Detroit,
BACK FOR MORE • General Foods (CertaSur-Jel), N. Y., whose present radio spot campaign closes at end of March, will probably
return to air two weeks later with additional
markets. Decision on extension and additions
is agency.
expected shortly. Young & Rubicam, N. Y.,
is
GOODYEAR ON MONDAY • Goodyear Tire
& Rubber Co., through Young & Rubicam,
N. Y., has placed order with NBC-TV for
alternate Mondays, 9:30-10 p.m., joining Aluminum Co. of America, through Fuller & Smith
& Ross, N. Y., as alternate sponsors. Both
agencies and clients are expected to go for
dramatic film show featuring multiple stars.

Jansky to Receive Hoover's
Keynote Award From NARTB
NARTB's annual keynote award, which this
year honors ex-President Herbert Hoover,
will be received on behalf of Mr. Hoover during the NARTB convention in Chicago by C.
M. Jansky Jr., board chairman of Jansky &
Bailey, consulting engineers. Presentation will
be made at formal opening of management
session, Tuesday morning, April 9 (see early
convention story page 92).
Mr. Jansky is one of small group of radio
pioneers who took part in all four Hoover
conferences on radio regulation prior to enactment of original Radio Act of 1927.
March 25, 1957 • Page 7
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Hyde, Bartley Dissent on FCC's
Dropping Economic Criterion
FLAT CONTRADICTION to majority opinion
that FCC has no power to consider economic
impact of new station on existing station
was basic premise of dissents by Comrs. Hyde
and Bartley in Cleveland, Tenn., protest case
(see page 42). Decision also carried concurring
statement by FCC Chairman McConnaughey.
who added to majority opinion view that if the
Commission had jurisdiction to consider competetive and economic situations, it would have
to adopt rule defining public interest guide
posts.
Mr. Hyde, holding that Commission should
not decide economic impact of new station
on existing outlet as matter of policy, stated he
believes Commission has authority to consider
economic impact. Commission majority reached
decision, Mr Hyde said, by calling portions of
1940 Supreme Court decision in Sanders case
as obiter dicta and treating it as erroneous.
Mr. Bartley said he cannot join majority
in "disavowal" of Commission's jurisdiction
"solely upon the basis of a chosen interpretation of certain language used by the Supreme
Court in the Sanders case, upon which even
theHelegaladded
profession
is divided."
he found
it difficult to believe
that Supreme Court would use " 'superflous
language' " in important decision. He called
questioned language "pointed and meaningful."
Majority's viewpoint that Congress has not
seen fit to clarify economic injury scope, Mr.
Bartley said, is not significant; Congress has
been aware for many years of Sanders case
and Commission's practices in this area.
Craven Defends His Plan,
Poses 'Answers7 to Critics
FCC COMR. T. A. M. Craven defended principles of so-called Craven plan before capacity
luncheon meeting of Washington radio-tv lawyers Friday. In speech to Federal Communications Bar Assn., engineering commissioner
ticked off three "answers" to objections which
have been voiced to his suggestion Commission
delete table of allocations:
(1) Mileage separations will not be compromised, must be maintained at least until
propagation characteristics being researched by
Television Allocations Studv Organization are
totted up and submitted to FCC.
(2) Tv will not go way of am; standard
broadcasting separations based on contour protection; tv on mileage separations. There is
no kinship between two services.
(3) Protection against encroachments on existing stations' coverage, now aided by rulemaking requirements, can still be continued;
abolition of rule-making provisions can result
in speeding up application processing, grants,
etc. He also called for the retention of present
reservations for educational tv through "declarations ofintent" for specific communities.
Mr. Craven emphasized his ideas were not
concrete proposals, merely suggestions to be
considered in establishing new, broad television
allocation policy. Objectives, he said, are (a)
maximum spectrum utilization; (b) take government out of planning; free television of government regulatory inhibitions; (c) better technical knowledge and usage.
Table of allocations. Mr. Craven declared,
Broadcasting
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has served its purpose; it now impedes free use
of facilities. It fosters monopoly in many locations and hampers free competition in many
others.
Uhf, Mr. Craven stated, must be developed
and stimulated. He said his feeling is that
uhf markets must be protected against "infiltration" of vhf signals. Uhf can be encouraged,
he said, by permitting dual operation by same
broadcaster on uhf and vhf in same city.
Since Craven plan is under consideration by
FCC. no questions were permitted from floor.
Time Inc. Gains 'Notable'
In 1956, Annual Report Says
TIME Inc. stations last year "reflected notable
gains" and "improved profits" from higher
revenues and "cost control measures," the company is reporting to stockholders today (Mon.).
In annual report. Time President Roy E.
Larsen and Board Chairman Maurice T. Moore
noted that company's broadcasting gains preceded its more than $15.7 million purchase last
month of Consolidated Television & Radio
Broadcasters Inc. properties in Indianapolis,
Minneapolis-St. Paul and Grand Rapids (Bitner
stations). Report takes in KLZ-AM-TV Denver
and 80% of KDLY-AM-FM and KTVT (TV)
Salt Lake City as well as KOB-AM-TV Albuquerque, latter to be sold by Time Inc. and
Wayne Coy to KSTP Inc. for $1.5 million.
Last year was Time Inc.'s greatest in growth
in both business volume and net income in 34year history, said report, which showed net
income of $13,850,000 or $7.10 per share of
common stock last year compared with $9,196.000 or $4.72 per share year before. Revenues
totaled $229,374,000, up 15% from 1955. Dividends paid last year were $3.50 per share or
$6,824,000 total compared with $2.75 per
share and $5,261,000 in 1955.
WRAK-AM-FM-TV Transferred
FORMAL TRANSFER of WRAK-AM-FMTV Williamsport, Pa., from WRAK Inc. to
Steinman Stations was effected last Friday.
Clair McCullough, president of Steinman Stations, said plan to activate cp for ch. 36
WRAK-TV would be undertaken promptly. Tv
station has never been on air. Purchase price
was $125,000 [B«T, Feb. 11].
Liveright Gets Three Months
HERMAN LIVERIGHT, 45, former program
director of WDSU-TV New Orleans, was sentenced Friday by U. S. District Court (D.C.) to
three months in jail and fined $500 for contempt of Congress. Mr. Liveright had failed to
answer questions about alleged Communist
party ties. Mr. Liveright lost job at WDSUTV after refusing to answer Senate Internal
Security Subcommittee questions year ago.
UPCOMING
March 24, 26: Bureau of Broadcast Measurement, Quebec City, Que.
March 25: Canadian Assn. of Radio & Television Broadcasters, Chateau Fror.tenac
Hotel, Quebec City, Que.
March 30: Florida United Press Broadcasters-Telecasters
Winter Park, Fla.Assn., Langford Hotel,
For other Upcomings see page 106

LOU JACOBSON, formerly supervisor of creative broadcast activities at Leo Burnett Co.
and previously manager and co-owner of
WEHL Bradenton, Fla., appointed head of
radio-tv production at Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
Chicago.
WILLIAM CRUMLEY promoted to vice president in charge of research and director of
Young Television
JAMESelected
F. O'GRADY,
assistant Corp.
sales and
manager,
to
board of directors. Mr. Crumley has been research director of Young Tv since 1955
and earlier had been with Pulse Inc.
TERRENCE McGUIRK, sales manager in
special unit of CBS-TV's Extended Market
Plan, named account executive for CBS Television Spot Sales, N. Y., replacing RICHARD
HOGUE, named general sales manager of CBSowned WXIX (TV) Milwaukee.
NBC-TV Names New Executives
In Day, Night Programming
SEVERAL executive promotions and appointments in NBC-TV program department announced late Friday by Robert F. Lewine, vice
president for tv nighttime programs, and Mort
Werner, vice president for tv daytime programs.
New assignments in nighttime programming:
John N. Calley, general program executive,
named manager, program services: Alvin Cooperman, Perry Cross and Joseph Cunneff named
directors, tv network nighttime programs; William Hammerstein, producer, named director,
program submissions.
In addition, Ross Donaldson, former manager of writing services, was named manager of
program submissions; Leroy Passman continues
as manager, program administration: David W.
Tebet, former general program executive,
named manager, special programs.
In daytime programming Mr. Werner announced these appointments: Carl Lindemann
Jr., formerly program supervisor, to be director,
daytime programs, tv network, and William V.
Sargent, former director of administration for
tv network, to be director of Today-HomeTonight programs.
Daytime Radio Subcommittee
Formed; Hearings in Late April
APPOINTMENT of Special Daytime Radio
Broadcasting Subcommittee of Senate Small
Business Committee, with Sen. Wayne Morse
(D-Ore.) as chairman, being announced today
by chairman of parent committee, Sen. John
Sparkman (D-Ala.). Other two members are
Sens. Alan Bible (D-Nev.) and Andrew F.
Schoeppel (R-Kan.).
Probe is based on complaints by Daytime
Broadcasters Assn. that FCC has failed to
take action on DBA petition and other daytime
complaints.
KTVI (TV) Files for Ch. 2
KTVI (TV) St. Louis Friday filed formal application with FCC for ch. 2 that city. Station's ch. 36 was shifted to Springfield, 111., in
exchange for ch. 2 and KTVI was given temporary authority to operate on vhf that channel
[B»T, March 18. et seq.]. Louisiana Purchase
Co. filed earlier in week for same facility (see
story, page 48).
KODY

Sold for $210,000

KODY affiliated)
North Platte,
Wyo. (250
w onAlexander.
1240 k'c.
NBC
sold Friday
by John
George B. Dent Jr. and Townsend E. Dent to
Hartley Samuels, former ABC executive and
owner, WDLB Marshfield, Wis., for $210,000.
Transaction handled by Allen Kander & Co.
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U. S. Patent
Office
Copyright 1957 by Broadcasting Publications Inc.
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greatest!

FIRST RUNS -No.
SECOND
49.4

THIRD

1 ratings everywhere!

RUNS- No. 1 (or "Top Ten") everywhere! Second runs already sold in 163 markets!

RUNS- No. 1 in Boston, No. 8 in Cleveland!

RENEWALS
and 1960!
78 HALF

1st run #1
2nd run 5

*1

run *2

2nd

the

run *8

- Nearing 100%, many right thru 1959

HOURS

ADVENTURE

OF THE

PROGRAM

HIGHEST-RATED

IN TV FILM

HISTORY

Don't miss the boat... Sign aboard today with
your nearest MCA

TV bos'n...for another WATERFRONT

mca

tv

America's No. 1 Pilot of Television Film Programs
Source: ARB and Pulse, 1955, 1956, 1957.

hitch...

has ranked
in virtually every market
rated by ARB and PULSE*.
# 1 in Sacramento
# 1 in Houston
#1 in Fresno
#1 in San Francisco
#1 in Cleveland
#1 in Los Angeles
#1 in Terre Haute
#1 in Bakersfield
# 1 in Philadelphia
# 1 in Wilmington
# 1 in Spokane
#1 in Baltimore
# 1 in Kansas City
#1 in San Antonio
# 1 in Detroit
#1 in Portland
#lin Salt Lake City
# 1 in Dayton
What's

your

port

o'call?

#1 in Washington, D.C.
# 1 in Omaha
#1 in Jacksonville
# 1 in Boston
# 1 in Phoenix

598 Madison Avenue, N. Y. 22, N. Y.
(PLaza 9-7500) and all principal cities

# 1 in Hannibal-Keokuk
#1 in Santa Barbara
#1 in Rock Island-Davenport
#1 in Pueblo

A roland reed production created and
produced by Ben Fox, executive producer, Guy V. Thayer

# 1 in Rochester, Minn.
#1 in Toledo
# 1 in Charleston-Huntington
1955,56,57

IN REVIEW
THERE

SHALL

BE NO

NIGHT

IN dramatic production, the sum total must
somehow equal more than the total of its
parts, and in this respect the Hallmark Hall
of Fame production of Robert Sherwood's
"There Shall Be No Night" was not a success. Itoffered an excellent cast in a meaningful play, yet somehow it failed to generate any real sense of dramatic excitement.
In its portrayal of what was happening
to families all over Europe in 1939, "There
Shall Be No Night" was a tragic symbol.
For its recent production, the setting of the
play was changed from Finland 1938-39 to
Hungary 1956. There was no sense of unfittingness about this transition, for Mr.
Sherwood's words could have been written
last fall, and the transposition was deftly
handled.
In the story of a family of brilliance and
charm, caught in recent events in Hungary,
Charles Boyer made his first live tv appearance. It was an auspicious start. As Dr.
Karoley Valkay, Nobel prize winner who
learns that the scientific approach must be
forsaken in times of stress, Mr. Boyer
handled his part with ease and assurance,
developing it as the play progressed. Unfortunately, the same cannot be said for
Katharine Cornell, who just didn't seem to
be trying. In general, however, all the parts
were well done — special plaudits to Mr.
Boyer and to Ray Walston as Dave Corween,
an American broadcaster (who switched his
allegiance from CBS in the original play to
NBC in this production).
Perhaps the production lacked tightness;
perhaps its failure lay in the fact that the
point of the play is too obvious for an
audience that has lived through the last
20 years. For Hallmark Hall of Fame, A
for effort, B for results.
Production costs: Approximately $100,000.
Sponsored by Hall Bros. Cards, Kansas City,
through Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago,
on NBC-TV March 17, 7:30-9 p.m. EST.
"There Shall Be No Night," by Robert E.
Sherwood. Adapted for tv by Morton
Wishengrad.
Executive producer: Mildred Freed Alberg;
producer-director: George Schaefer; assoc.
producer-director: Robert Hartung; scenery: Robert Wightman; costumes: Noel
Taylor; unit manager: Tom Madigan;
assoc. director: Eleanor Tarshis; program
supervisor: Joseph Cunneff.
TRUE STORY
THE ACCOUNT of a man frantically seeking an alibi in a murder he obviously didn't
commit — the plot of NBC-TV's first True
Story dramatization this season — came off
well, if only because it was off the muchbeaten True Story path.
Kathi Norris, who introduces each chapter of the weekly series, set the story line,
describing it as a "series of fascinating coincidences." Itwas that and a bit more —
several cuts above what one might anticipate as soap opera and faintly suggestive,
in its treatment, of such old worthies as
Sure As Fate, Suspense and The Web —
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

minus any violence.
Frank Ellis is picked up by police for
the murder of Ceil Bishop. He insists he
left Alice Wood's home about 8:15 p.m.,
stopped at a bar and remained until 2 a.m.
The camera traces Mr. Ellis' movements
(even as he couldn't).
The trick is to account for his presence
during those vital hours. Mr. Ellis recalls
the name of the bar, two strangers he engaged in casual conversation (a furrier
named Wallace and a tv fight fan) and an
engaging blond who met the furrier during
the evening. Mr. Wallace won't admit that
he was in the bar and, to complicate matters,
the bartender passed away the night before.
So Mr. Ellis ends up behind bars until
at the end, police haul in Louie Stanton, a
parolee also hard-pressed to establish his
whereabouts. The climax: He was the other
stranger in the bar, giving unimpeachable
alibis for both.
. .
Production costs: $25,000.
Half the program sponsored by Sterling
Drugs Inc. (the other half sustaining)
through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample on
NBC-TV, March 16, 12-12:30 p.m. EST 7
Producer: Wilbur Stark; director, Tom
Reynolds; packager, Stark-Layton Inc.;
various writers; story editor and narrator,
Kathi Norris.
Cast: Bert Freed, Phil Abbott, June Dayton,
Jim Boles, Boris Aplon.
SEEN

2
big favorites in
Youngsrown, Ohio

SUSIE SIDESADDLE
BOTH SEEN DAILY ON

& HEARD

The Emmy acceptance speeches (NBC-TV
March 16), with but few exceptions, followed the same old dull pattern: "I couldn't
have done it without the help of hundreds
of persons behind the camera." Notable
departure: Loretta Young, winner of the
Emmy for the best continuing performance
by an actress in a dramatic series. Looking
particularly beautiful and with her customary poise, she said simply, "That's the
nice thing about television: you do something you love to do and you win prizes
The most embarrassing moment was profor it!"vided by Nanette Fabray, honored for the
best continuing performance by a comedienne. Miss Fabray turned to her former tv
"husband" Sid Caesar and said: "You've
got one wife left, Sid, hold on to her!"
The video camera then panned to a closeup
of Mr. Caesar, looking understandably
stunned.
Taking advantage of the spark of life still
left in two veterans of the tv circuit, NBCTV has unearthed Masquerade Party and
The Vise (now Detective's Diary). Masquerade Party is a ripe old quiz show, having been around since 1952, and returning
to NBC-TV after stints on both other networks. Itall seemed a little familiar, but it's
still a passably pleasant way to spend a
half-hour — a good thing, as it's apt to be
with us forever. Detective's Diary, on which
the sponsor has enjoyed considerable mileage, follows Mark Saber through a quick
crime and dispatch of same, but it proved
to be vastly more satisfying than the present
Mark Saber series.

WFM
J-T
V
CHANNEL 21
Here's what A.R.B. for Nov. '56 says
SUSIE and POPEYE31.9
STATION "B" PROGRAMS
20.8
Mon.-Fri. — 5:30 to 6:30 PM
In the big Youngstown, Ohio
Market the Combination of Susie
Sidesaddle and Popeye produce a
rating of 31.9 including a big adult
audience.
There are a few one-minute live
or film availabilities in this top
rated time period.
Call Headley-Reed or Mitch Stanley, station mgr. Sell the Youngstown, Ohio Market with Channel
21 NBC.
Your Good Neighbor Station

TV
CH.
WFMJ
NBC
it

21
OHIO

YOUNCSTOWN.
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This one record, capturing the majestic golden voice of
the great Enrico Caruso, originally sold for
about $1.00

can

you
guess

its

value

today?

Television

Division

Edward
THE
NEW

YORK

• CHICAGO

ORIGINAL
• ATLANTA

This original Zonophone
is now

worth

more

record of Caruso with arias from Tosca,

than $100.00 . . . and re-issues of other Caruso

records are still soaring into the uncounted
Similarly, many
song, are worth

millions.

television time periods, bought

originally for a

their weight in gold today. Fortunately, however,

you can still secure valuable Spot TV

franchises in important mar-

kets .. . buys which you can count on to soar in value in the months
ahead.

For all the facts and data on such time periods, and their longrange potentials, consult with us. We
able our many

facilities and

will be happy to make

avail-

special services to help you with

your Spot TV planning.

In spot TV,

too

. . . value

WSB-TV
Atlanta
KERO-TV
Bakersfield
WBAL-TV
Baltimore
WGN-TV
Chicago
WFAA-TV
Dallas
WESH-TV
Daytona Beach
WTVD
Durham-Raleigh
WICU
Erie
WNEM-TV
Flint-Bay City
KPRC-TV
Houston
WHTN-TV
Huntington
WJHP-TV
Jacksonville
KARK-TV
Little Rock
KCOP
Los Angeles

Petry
STATION
DETROIT

&

increases

with

time!

WISN-TV
Milwaukee
KSTP-TV
Minneapolis-St. Paul
WSM-TV
Nashville
WTAR-TV
Norfolk
KMTV
Omaha
WTVH
Peoria
KC RA-TV
Sacra mento
WOAI-TV
San Antonio
KFMB-TV
San Diego
KTBS-TV
Shreveport
WNDU-TV
South Bend-Elkhart
KREM-TV
Spokane
KOTV
Tulsa
KARD-TV
Wichita

Co.,

Inc.

REPRESENTATIVE
• LOS

ANGELES

• SAN

FRANCISCO

• ST.

LOUIS

BOOKS

Just in!
Seattle • San Diego
San Francisco
OUTRATES

ALL

COMPETITION
FIRST

RATED

TELECASTS
22.3 KING, Pulse 2/6/57
23.5 KFMB, Pulse 2/6/57
16.4 KPIX, Vldeodex 2/5/57

HISTORY AS YOU HEARD IT, by Lowell
Thomas. Foreword by William S. Paley.
486 pp., $4.95, Doubleday & Co., New
York, 1957.
LOWELL THOMAS may not be the best
radio commentator of the lot, but he certainly appears the most durable one. This
book does not pretend to be an anthology of
Mr. Thomas' "best broadcasts." Neither
does it live up to its rather grandiose promise (as stated on the book jacket) of trying
to cram between hard covers "25 years of
history reported day-to-day as it happened,"
but then it doesn't have to. There's just
enough in this book to give the casual reader
a fairly good idea of what happened between Sept. 29, 1930 — Lowell Thomas' first
CBS Radio newscast — and Sept. 26, 1955,
where he rather abruptly leaves us to wonder
whether President Eisenhower will survive
his heart attack.
There's also enough in the book to see
why Mr. Thomas has become an institution
of sort — the little homey touches such as
calling dictators by their first names ("it
looks like Adolf . . .") or using his tonal
inflections to cast just enough doubt on
someone's statement to make him out a
liar ("The Russians have broken through
... so says Moscow . . .").
Perhaps the most interesting part of the
book is to be found in the foreword. In
it, CBS Board Chairman William S. Paley
explains how the network came to find the
golden voice of Mr. Thomas. It appears
that after Floyd Gibbons and his sponsor,
The Literary Digest (swallowed up by
Time Inc. after the rout of Al Landon by
FDR in '36) reached a parting of the ways
in 1930, the network found itself in a
corporate pickle. Then along came Thomas,
hailed far and wide as the discoverer of
T. E. Lawrence (of Arabia fame), only he
didn't know how to do a news broadcast.
Lent a braintrust by the sponsor consisting
of Ogden Nash, Jesse Butcher, Dale Carnegie and Prosper Buranelli, Mr. Thomas
sent the first three away, kept Mr. Buranelli,
and has, despite the pun, prospered ever
since.

Television Programs of America, Inc.
488 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100
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TELEVISION ENGINEERING HANDBOOK, edited by Donald G. Fink. McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York. $18.
FIRST handbook on television engineering
is the designation the publisher gives this
compendium of the engineering aspects of
the visual art. Written by 33 specialists,
the volume runs the gamut from tv standards to colorimetry, from camera to the latest 21 -inch color receiver. Not only are
U. S. systems , and standards dissected, but
also those of Great Britain, France and
other CCIR countries. The contributors
number outstanding authorities in both the
manufacturing and broadcast field. Not
the least recommendation for this handbook
is the editorship of Don Fink. Mr. Fink,
now director of research for the Philco
Corp., was formerly editor of Electronics
Magazine and of the Proceedings of the
Institute of Radio Engineers; vice chairman,
National Television System Committee, and
a man who has done yeoman service in
professional activities in television.

OPEN MIKE
Bouquet
editor:
Thanks for your carefully handled story
concerning the editorializing issue [involving
CBS actions in regard to commentators Ed
Murrow and Eric Sevareid; B«T, March 11].
I appreciate your taking the time to go into
the matter thoroughly, and to write a fair
and accurateJohn
story.
Day
Director of News
CBS New York
How High the Moon?
editor:
I was pondering the future of radio recently, and here is what one of your Classified ads might look like in the year 2057.
Help Wanted
Small market network affiliate on
Moon has opening for morning man.
Must be able to run own board and
space car. No drifters, floaters, or
space-bums need apply. Good opportunity for sober, reliable man with
highly developed respiratory system.
Phil Painter
WSOU-FM South Orange, N. J.
Half Right
editor:
In re your story [B«T, March 18] about
Mr. Reveal who likes his tv set so well that
he shot three slugs into it: I hasten to point
out that WCHS-TV is in Charleston, West
Virginia, rather than South Carolina as reported in your story.
Bruce M. Johns
Promotion Director
WCHS-TV Charleston, W. Va.
editor:
Your article on the Pittsburgh address of
Walter B. Dunn of H-R Representatives
[B»T, March 18] was gratifying, but as a
member of the Pittsburgh Radio & Tv Club.
I would like to point out that it was this
organization and not, as was stated, the Pittsburgh Ad Club which Mr. Dunn addressed.
The Pittsburgh Radio & Tv Club has been
meeting every other week for more than 10
years and has been largely responsible for
the congenial relations among officials and
staff members of Pittsburgh district stations.
Philip L. Davis
Promotion Manager
WWSW Pittsburgh
Chevalier Fan
editor:
As an admirer of your television reviews.
I was disappointed in your comments on
Maurice Chevalier's Paris. One reason it
appealed
to usual
me wasstereotypes
the fact of
thatFrance.
he didn'tIf
play up the
Chevalier had appeared in his usual singing
role, it would have made this into an ordinary musical. I think you missed the point.
Elizabeth Turnell
Greencastle, Ind.
Broadcasting
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HOTTEST

Recent headlines in the trade and daily press show that
the hottest news in broadcasting today is news itself.
Independents, affiliates, networks alike are programming

more

newscasts — and winning and holding more listeners, selling more sponsors.

More

Mostly with U.P. news. It's a two-way first.
stations — 1800 — air it. More sponsors — 200 kinds — buy it.

Our 10 new pocket-size folders tell why. If you would like a set,
drop us a note, at 220 East 42nd Street, New York.

P. NEWS PRODUCES

! ft

»

There's

more

to Florida

I

The surf still lures millions of vacationists, but Florida
water now has another, broader meaning: unlimited supplies
of fresh industrial water, and busy deep-water harbors . . .
attracting millions of dollars in industry and shipping to
the northern part of the state.

There's Jacksonville,
for instance
. ..major seaport and hub of a $1,660,000,000 market.
The Southeast's fabulous growth has centered here, bringing
population increases 256%

greater than the national average

in five years . . . bringing more than 600 manufacturing
enterprises . . . bringing 6,475,480

tons a year of imports

and exports to Jacksonville's superb land-locked harbor.
As the N. Y. Herald Tribune said: "Jacksonville is a giant
distribution and service center."
and

M

VIM

T\

taps for you the enormous

is the television giant which

new spending power of 272,500

television families in 67 Florida and Georgia counties.
WMBR-TV

reaches three times as many television homes

as its competition* — and delivers five and a half times the
average audience!**
Channel 4, /acAso/m/Ze-liVMBR'TV
Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division
Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales

*NCS #2, updated to 2-1-57

**Lalest ARB ■

IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST
McGannon Says WBC Plans
1958 Public Service Meet
THE BOSTON conference on local public
service programming will be repeated in
1958, it has been announced by Donald H. McGannon, president of the Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. — under whose
auspices4]. the conference was held [B«T,
March
Mr. McGannon said, "We feel this decision was indicated by the enthusiasm with
which the conference was accepted and by
the spirit of mutual cooperation displayed
by broadcasters and educators who came
from all over the country to pool their ideas
and viewpoints toward the common goal of
improving broadcasting's service to the pub"Our experience with the Boston conference far exceeded our expectations but
also brought us to the awareness that much
remains to be done in this area of programming. We hope that the experiences gained
to date,
lic." plus the high level of enthusiasm
reached, will let us go even beyond the
results achieved this year," he added.
Site of the 1958 conference has yet to be
selected.
VA

Dairy Renews

MAOLA MILK & ICE CREAM CO.,
North Carolina, sponsor of Cisco
in Wilmington for third year and
in Greenville for one year, enthusiastically states through Walter J. Klein, Inc.:

"Sales have jumped in
both markets as result
of the TV series and
Cisco's sRanchers Club'
activities. Each Rancher
(boy or girl) signs a
pledge to drink 3 glasses
of milk a day."
Ask to see more success stories of
THE WORM'S 6REATES7 SALESMAN!
"THE

CISCO

KID"

Record Thanks Broadcasters

IN ORDER to say "thank you" to the stations carrying its Here's to Veterans public
service program, the Veterans Administration in Washington is mailing a "record of
appreciation" to station personnel. The disc
contains highlights of past broadcasts of the
musical series and a message to broadcasters
from Veterans Administrator Harvey V.
Higley. The VA reports that the program
is now aired by 2,400 stations across the
country and says it has "proved to be one
of our most important means of providing
essential information and advice to veterans." VA estimates that radio stations
donate more than $5,000,000 a year in
public service time for the series which is
now in its tenth year.
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of the undertaking
is to buildcommunity
WTTM's
listening
audience through
service programs of wider interest and
at the same time to improve the quality of these programs, according to
Station Manager Fred E. Walker.
The logical way to achieve such
ends, WTTM reasons, is to train program participants for their radio jobs.
This is the kind of action envisaged
by Project A. The project calls initially for seven weekly workshops from
April 2 through May 21. PTA's, religious groups, service
women's
organizations,
youth clubs,
organizations,
educators and labor groups each will
devote one evening to learning how
best to tell their stories on the air.
Members of the WTTM Community
Program Committee have been assigned to handle individual workshops
with an instructor staff made up of
WTTM air personalities, news director and program director. Miss Elizabeth Dillon, drama-radio instructor of
Trenton Central High School, is chairman of Project A. Students are enrolling now by means of registration
forms sent out by WTTM.

'Get Your Salk Shots Here'
KAYO Seattle, Wash., added a 'shot in the
arm' to its regular programming on March
7 when it joined in the city-wide "Wipe Out
Polio" campaign. The station arranged to
have a doctor in one of its studios, and after
broadcasting its offer, gave 111 free polio
shots. The same service will be offered for
follow-up shots.
WJAR-TV Sparks Salk Drive

KRLD-TV Dallas, cooperating with the
Dallas Times Herald, collected $13,000 in
a Carrier Crusade for Freedom drive. The
station televised the weighing-in of contributions collected by the paper's carriers
along their routes.

STATE leaders joined with WJAR-TV
Providence, R. I., in 14 on-camera appeals
for 100% protection against polio with Salk
day.
vaccine. Tying-in with the station's campaign for state-wide vaccination, WJAR-TV
was saluted on NBC's Home show the same

WBZ Helps Talking Book Service
WBZ Boston has sent a group of used
transcriptions to the American Printing
House for the Blind, where they are used
for the "Talking Book Reader's Digest." The
"Talking Books" are distributed free of
charge each month to the blind, and the station contributes its transcriptions twice a

Film Spotlights School Needs
THE critical needs of many D. C. public
schools were spotlighted in a special film
prepared by WTOP-TV Washington, D. C.
Prepared in collaboration with the D. C.
League of Women Voters, the film was
shown on The Donna Douglas Show.

Good Scouts to the Rescue

PHILADELPHIA radio and tv executives
are lending support of their media to a drive
to raise $1,000,000 for a new Girl Scout
camp site in the Philadelphia area.
•

IN TRENTON

Freedom Crusade Nets $13,000

year.
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TRAINING

WTTM Trenton, N. J., prides itself
on its community service programs.
But the station is aiming even higher,
with a double-barreled new citizentraining workshop series called Project A for Action. The twofold aim

Quick Service for Public Service
KRON-TV has established a new system
for more rapid processing of emergency requests for service announcements by public
organizations. Their "Neighbor in Need"
service will enable emergency announcements to be aired within a matter of minutes.
Broadcasting
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D

I

O

KNOCKS

EM

DEAD

IN

NASHVILLE

WKDA

STA.A STA.B STAC STA.D STA.E STA.F
2.3
10.8
14.4
11.0
27.2
17.7
10.1
NOVEMBER
OCTOBER3.2
2.9
10.3
14.4
3.1
28.1
18.4
DECEMBER
NOVEMBER3.0
2.4
17.3
31.6
10.9
13.9
DECEMBERJANUARY
8.7
13.6
17.4
7.9
2.3
32.7
FEBRUARY
JANUARY9.7
1.7
NOTE: WATCH FOR THE NEW PULSE
MONTHS
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OUR
to Robert

Across-the-Board
All Aboard

Union

RadioPacific

If you're coming or going in Southern
California (and most of the area's 7
million usually are) Union Pacific will
reach you . . . via radio.
UP hits solidly every day at the 99%
radio homes and 80% radio-equipped
cars (IV4, cars per family!) with a
triple punch:
1. MORNING NEWS on KBIG, covering all Southern California from
Catalina.
2. CLASSICAL
KFAC

MUSIC evenings on

3. NIGHT NEWS on KNX-CBS
To bolster this year-round schedule,
UP buys saturation spots for specific
promotions like Vacation Family Plan
and inauguration of the "City of Las
Vegas".
"Practically everyone travels in Southern California," says UP Los Angeles
ad manager Paul Beach. "We put a
substantial share of our budget in
radio because it reaches practically
everybody, consistently and economically." Marion Welborn, vice-president,
Adds
The Caples Company ad agency: "We
picked KBIG 3 years ago as a basic
for Union Pacific, because its powerful signal gives us coverage of 8
counties at low cost — per — thousand.
Results have dictated our renewal for
1957." shares with two other stations
KBIG
gratification for another "well done"
from a contented Southern California
Radio client.

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeles 28, California
Telephone: Hollywood 3-3105
Not. Rep. WEED and Company
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RESPECTS
Francis

Hurleigh

ALTHOUGH Bob Hurleigh's responsibilities with Mutual have become increasingly
administrative, the new MBS national director of news and special events still
thinks of himself as a working newsman and still looks forward with excitement to
his morning newscast on the network.
Mr. Hurleigh's latest move up in the Mutual hierarchy came with the network's
shift of its news headquarters from New York to Washington [B«T, March 18],
"where the bulk of headline news now originates." He didn't have to move at all
physically, for he has headed Mutual's Washington news operations since 1955.
The new MBS news chief is one of those broadcast figures who stuck with radio
through thick and thin and whose words are being heeded again now that radio's resurgence makes itself felt. The industry as a whole, he believes, "has not yet started
to think of radio in specific terms of its importance in the field of information and
entertainment." During the advent of tv the executives in radio became the executives
in the more lucrative, but also more costly, new medium, he says, and many of them
"let radio slide."
"Now," the Mutual executive says, "we have to think of radio in news terms —
not as competing with tv, but in specializing in what is best for radio, which, he
believes, "pre-eminently outdistances tv, day in and day out, in the handling of spot
Robert Francis Hurleigh entered radio news at 21 after four years successively
as usher in Washington's William Fox (now Loew's Capitol) and RKO theatres and as
a news."
copyboy on the old Washington Times. Born July 28, 1912, on Maryland's Eastern
Shore (Crisfield), he lived with his mother in Baltimore after his father died when
he was three. He attended McDonogh Military School, later moving to Washington
and going to McKinley High.
He began with WOL Washington as a newscaster in 1933, stayed about a year,
touched down briefly at WJEJ Hagerstown and WFMD Frederick, both Maryland,
then went to WFBR Baltimore in 1935 as news director. There he organized the Radio
Correspondents Assn., predecessor of the present Radio-Tv News Directors Assn. and
first such group in the broadcast field, becoming its first president. In 1940 he joined
the AP's radio subsidiary, then the Press Assn., as an editor and in a few months
organized its Central Div. in Chicago as manager in charge of sales and editorial
functions. In 1941-42 it was second of the three divisions in sales.
He served CBS' WBBM Chicago as commentator from 1942-44, then joined
WGN, Mutual outlet there, to reorganize the news department as news director, and
became news director of WGN-TV when it went on the air in 1948. He added duties
as midwest news chief for MBS in Chicago later that year. Early in 1955, he moved
to Washington to head Mutual's news operations in the Nation's Capital.
Mutual currently is awaiting an FCC decision in its proposed purchase of WGMS
Washington, 5-kw outlet. When and if the Commission approves the sale, which is
contested, Mr. Hurleigh would add duties as general manager of the station.
BOB Hurleigh has had his own network newscast since 1948, and remembers
one exciting experience in 1953 during a strike at WGN by the American
Federation of Tv & Radio Artists.
He was called upon, as a WGN executive and "as the father of five children,"
to take over the Johnson Family program, a daily 45-minute show featuring the
"home life" of Cliff Johnson, WGN performer, and originating from the Johnson
home. Mr. Hurleigh aired his own MBS news program, then with his family
switched immediately to the Johnson program, all originating from Mr. Hurleigh's
home in Barrington, 35 miles from Chicago. This lasted two weeks and earned not
only WGN's gratitude, but a deluge of letters and new listeners to the news show.
Co-starring were Mrs. Hurleigh, the former Marjorie Marie Peterson whom he
married in Baltimore in 1939, and the rest of the Hurleigh tribe: daughters Maryland,
Robin and Jan, now 14, 11 and 5, and sons Bobby and Steven, now 12 and 7.
Mr. Hurleigh, who last Saturday was seated as president and executive committee
chairman of the Radio & Tv Correspondents Assn., comprising radio-tv newsmen
who cover Congress and the White House, at that organization's annual dinner,
found he had a lot of other friends when he left Chicago in 1955.
The Chicago Press Club, which he helped reactivate in 1949 after it had been inactive 10 years (he browbeat 300 newspaper and radio-tv newsmen into contributing
$15 apiece), gave a testimonial dinner when he left. He had served as president. The
1,000 people attending gave him a new Cadillac and a 4x5-foot painting, a duplicate
of which now hangs in the club's lobby. It shows a newsboy holding aloft his newspaper, with a radio tower and the Statue of Liberty in the background.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

S. S. "United States". Built at Newport News, Virginia. Fastest, most
modern passenger ship ever built in this country. Length, 990 feet. Beam,
101 feet. 175 feet from keelson to funnel-top. Cost, over $70,000,000.00.
She cost more
WTAR-TV

than $70 million dollars! Yet the folks who

could buy a "S. S. United

watch

States" every 10th working

day in the year ! For, Sales Management's Survey of Buying Power
shows that WTAR-TV's Coverage Area has an estimated Total
Effective Buying Power of more than $2,407,998,000.00.
That's a lot of market.

And

WTAR-TV

is the

only station you need to reach it. WTAR-TV
operates with maximum power and tower on
far-reaching Channel 3.
IT IS TIDEWATER

VIRGINIA'S

VHF STATION WITH 7 YEARS'
TELECASTING
EXPERIENCE

(Based on Measured Contour Map by Jansky & Bailey)
5 of Virginia's Busiest Cities are
within WTAR-TV's Grade-A Signal.
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Wfll-f¥
CHANNEL 3, NORFOLK, VIRGINIA
Business Office and Studio — 720 Boush Street, Norfolk, Va.
Telephone: Madison 5-6711
REPRESENTATIVE: Edward Petry & Company, Inc.
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ON

ALL

ACCOUNTS
Lucian R. Bloom

T N this age of specialization, Lucian Robert
A Bloom, 44-year-old media department
manager of Cunningham & Walsh Inc. —
dubbed "Oney" by his friends and colleagues
— truly lives up to the title of this column:
he With
is, in C&W
every since
sense, the
up "on
first all
of accounts."
the year,
Mr. Bloom has behind him some 20 years
of media experience, nearly all of them spent
in two advertising agencies, Geyer, Cornell
& Newell (now Geyer Adv.), and Kenyon
& Eckhardt.
A Chicagoan, '"Oney" Bloom entered the
agency business by way of South Bend, Ind.
(Notre Dame U., '35), and Oneida, N. Y„
where he was a salesman for Community
Silver (Oneida Ltd. Silversmiths), then
serviced by GC&N. The following year, he

A leading
viewers

coffee

manufacturer

for just 79c

Channel

joined the agency "as an office boy," and
by 1941 was media director of the Detroit
office, devoting most of his work on the
Nash-Kelvinator account.
After the war (he worked in a defense
plant) Mr. Bloom first returned to the Detroit office and then in April 1950, moved
to Kenyon & Eckhardt's Detroit office, also
as media director. In 1954 he was transferred to K&E's New York headquarters,
and remained there as media supervisor
until last December.
"Torn" between print and broadcast media, Mr. Bloom will not allow himself to
be pinned down so far as expressing partiality for one over the other — "I appreciate
the importance of both." He is not so reticent to express himself to station representatives.

buys

on KCRG-TV.
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9 — Cedar Rapids — Waterloo,
ABC-TV for Eastern Iowa
The Cedar Rapids Gazette Station

* Based on Nov. ARB survey.
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a thousand
us who!)

Iowa

T^OR example, starting today (Monday),
*■ "Oney" Bloom will begin asking the reps
who call on his timebuyers to "put some
standardization into your procedures." He
says it's particularly annoying to him to see
his people fight their way through "cloggedup
availabilities."
that reps
should
include with Hetheirbelieves
availabilities
the
pertinent information requested by the buyers— adjacencies, ratings, and availabilities
in time segments specified . . . and in a
standardized form.
An avid philatelist (over the past 25
years he has assembled a staggering stamp
collection), Mr. Bloom makes his home in
New Canaan, Conn., with his wife, the
former Jane Carrington (whom he married
in 1940) and son Jim, 14.
When not soaking envelopes in lukewarm
water, he is frequenting ice-cold streams,
trout fishing. An agency man to the last,
Mr. Bloom insists that after a few hours of
fishing, there's nothing as good as a hot
cup of Folger's coffee — J. A. Folger & Co.
coffee, that is, one of C&W's most active
spot users.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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IN

RESULTS

MICHIGAN'S

BIGGEST

MARKET

WKMH

HAS

THE

POWER

TO

the listener . . .

REACH
5000 watts going strong! WKMH

cost-per-thousand is lowest of all stations at all hours!*

HOLD

the listener . . . with the tops of today's

most popular features in music, news and sports, 24 hours a day!

the listener . . . consistent use of WKMH

SELL

by Metropolitan Detroit's most astute buyers proves WKMH's

power to produce results!

*6 A.M. to 6 P.M.

For
SAVE

SAVINGS:
15%
UP TO

by using two or more of
these powerful stations:
USE ALL 4 STATIONS . . .
SAVE 15%

Fred A. Knorr, Pres.
John Carroll, Mg. Director

WKMH
Dearborn
- Detroit

WKMF
Flint, Mich.
USE ANY 3 STATIONS . . .
WSAM
SAVE 10%
Saginaw, Mich.
USE ANY 2 STATIONS . . .
WKHM
SAVE 5%
Jackson, Mich.
Jackson Broadcasting & Television Corp.

Represented by Headley — Reed
KNORR
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By

showing

what

CBS

the

day

they

most

most

Television

greatest

and

largest
medium

like

to

see

attracts

audiences

night

single
in

people

the

and

is

the

advertising
world

. . .

1. CBS Television broadcasts 8 of the
10 most popular nighttime programs
... 6 of the top 10 during the daytime
(FIRST FEBRUARY 1957 NTI).
2. The number of people who actually
watch the average program— not the
total number of people who casually
tune to a network sometime during
the course of the broadcast week.
3. CBS Television daytime programs
deliver a 23% larger average audience
than the only other network with a
daytime FRIDAY.
programFIRSTschedule
MONDAYFEBRUARY(7am-6PM.
1957 NTI).
4. CBS Television nighttime programs
deliver a 21% larger average audience
than the second ranking network. . .
79% larger than the third (6 pm11 PM. SEVEN NIGHTS OF THE WEEK. FIRST
FEBRUARY 1957 NTI).
5. Today, as in 1956, 1955 and 1954.
6. According to the most recent PIB
figures, CBS Television is earning a
21.5% larger share of America's total
advertising appropriation than any
other single advertising medium.

MOST

EYES

IN

ARE

ON

KTHV

ARKANSAS!

KTHV is seen, heard, and gets regular viewing response
throughout MOST of Arkansas! Please study the mail map
above. Notice that it includes 62 Arkansas counties — notice
KTHV's penetration to all six surrounding State borders, with
mail actually being received from viewers in Mississippi,
Missouri, Oklahoma and Texas!
With 316,000 watts on Channel 11 and with the tallest antenna
in the Central South (1756' above average terrain) KTHV
sells most of Arkansas.
Your Branham

man has all the big KTHV

facts. Ask him!

Channel
LITTLE
316,000

11

ROCK
Watts

Henry Clay, Executive Vice President
B. G. Robertson, General Manager
AFFILIATED WITH KTHS, LITTLE ROCK AND KWKH, SHREVEPORT
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DuMONT

PAYS

$7.5

MILLION

o

Going

price

still going

up

•

Sale,

radio's

highest,

ranks

NEW YORK'S much-traded WNEW has hit
a new high. The station, which was worth
$2.1 million to Richard Buckley and associates when they brought it in 1954 and $4
million-plus when they sold it to Mr. Buckley, J. D. Wrather Jr. and John L. Loeb in
1955, was worth $7.5 million to DuMont
Broadcasting Corp. last week.
It not only was the highest price in the
history of radio, but ranks third among all
single station transactions. The top two:
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh for $9.75 million
in 1954 and WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia for
$8.5 million in 1953.*
Two other transfers boosted last week's
dealings to the $8,208,000 level. WEAT-AMTV West Palm Beach, Fla., was sold for
$600,000; WBOW Terre Haute, Ind., for
$108,000.
WNEW New York, which brought a thenrecord radio station price of $4 million-plus
some 17 months ago, was sold last week for
about 90% more, another record.
In a transaction that had been in negotiation for several weeks [Closed Circuit,
Feb. 25, et seq.], DuMont Broadcasting
Corp. acquired the singularly successful independent for approximately $7.5 million in
cash and DuMont stock.
Sellers are Richard D. Buckley, president
and part owner of WNEW, who is taking
DuMont stock for his 25% interest in the
station and will continue as president of DuMont's new WNEW Div.; and J. D. Wrather
Jr. and John L. Loeb, each of whom has
37.5% of WNEW and will be paid on a
basis of 75% cash and 25% DuMont stock.
The transaction is subject to the customary FCC approval. Applications are expected to be filed with the Commission
within about two weeks.
In taking his share of the purchase price
in stock, Mr. Buckley will become the second largest single stockholder in DuMont
Broadcasting, with approximately 10%.
Paramount Pictures Corp., with 26.6%, is
the largest. DuMont Broadcasting which
owns WABD (TV) New York and WTTG
* WDTV (TV)Co. was
Westinghouse
Broadcasting
from bought
DuMont by
Broadcasting,
and
call
letters
subsequently
were
changed
to KDKATV.
WPTZ (TV) was bought by Westinghouse from
Philco. Westinghouse in turn sold the station to
NBC in the station swap involving WBC's KYW
and
WPTZ plus
for NBC's
WTAM NBC
and WNBK
Cleveland
$3 million.
changed (TV)
the
Philadelphia call letters to WRCV-AM-TV.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

for New
third

York

FOR
independent

in broadcast

(TV) B.Washington,
wasin "spun
from
Allen
DuMont Labs
the falloff"
of 1955.
Mr. Buckley also will become a vice president and director of DuMont Broadcasting.
No executive changes at WNEW are contemplated.
In announcing the sale, DuMont President Bernard Goodwin and WNEW President Buckley and Board Chairman Wrather
voiced confidence that the combination of
WNEW and WABD would result in a much
stronger broadcasting operation in New
York. They said they expected WABD and
WTTG to become as successful in the independent tv field as WNEW is among radio
independents. The fact that all WNEW
stockholders are acquiring substantial stock
interests in DuMont was seen as tangible
evidence of their confidence in the WNEWWABD-WTTG combination.
WNEW, a 50 kw operation on 1130 kc,
has long been acknowledged as one of the
country's leading independents. Mr. Goodwin said WABD was now operating in the
black and that WTTG would move out of
the red very shortly.
WNEW showed an earned surplus for the

WNEW

history

12 months ending Jan. 31 of $352,870. Its
balance sheet, submitted with a license renewal application to the FCC earlier this
month, showed total assets of $3,457,932, of
which $1,084,096 was listed as current assets. Current liabilities totaled $588,691.
Listed as debts due within one year was
$650,000 to Bankers Trust Co., $150,000
to officers' stock purchase agreements, $52,121 to employes' stock purchase agreements, and $50,000 brokerage fees. Long
term obligations included $550,000 due
Bankers Trust Co. $461,750 officer trust
agreement, $387,500 stockholder loans, and
$25,000 brokerage fees.
The DuMont company, on the other
hand, showed a deficit as of Dec. 29, 1956,
of $1,559,639. The company's balance sheet
filed with WABD's license renewal application to the FCC listed total assets of $6,099,384, of which $1,045,802 was given as
current assets. Current liabilities were shown
as $3,256,901, plus a Bank of New York
loan, due Feb. 15, 1957, of $500,000, and
a loan from Allen B. DuMont Labs of
$384,731.
The $7.5 million sale price — for which

THE BIGGEST radio station sale of all time: (1 to r) Bernard Goodwin, president of
DuMont Broadcasting; J. D. Wrather, WNEW board chairman, and Richard D.
Buckley, WNEW president-general manager.
March 25, 1957
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DuMont buys WNEW on "an even balance
sheet basis," officials explained — exceeds by
better than $3.4 million the $4,076,887.67
which Messrs. Buckley, Wrather and Loeb
paid for WNEW when they bought it from
Mr. Buckley and a group of his associates
in October 1955 [B«T, Oct. 31, 1955]. Mr.
Buckley and associates had acquired it in
1954 from the William S. Cherry interests
for about $2. 1 million.
The two latest WNEW transactions do
not represent consecutive records for radio
station sales. Between them stands the $5.3
million paid by Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co., in buying WIND Chicago (560 kc, 5
kw, also independent) from Ralph L. Atlass
and associates last summer [B»T, Sept. 3,
1956].
WNEW's acquisition by DuMont is subject to DuMont stockholder approval, but
officials anticipate no problem on that score.

It will be submitted to the regular meeting
of stockholders on May 13. A majority vote
is necessary for approval.
The purchase also involves the offering
of approximately 300,000 additional shares
of DuMont stock. Each current stockholder
will be offered one new share for each three
he now holds. There currently are about
900,000 shares outstanding.
Officials said Paramount, as largest single
stockholder, not only endorsed the purchase
but would buy its full quota
The stock offering will be underwritten
by Kuhn, Loeb & Co. and Carl M. Loeb,
Rhoades & Co. John Loeb, one of the present WNEW owners, is senior partner of Carl
M. Loeb, Rhoades & Co.
When DuMont Broadcasting was formed
in the 1955 "spin-off," officials said the
company would "take steps to acquire or
establish as many television and radio sta-

tions in important markets in the country
as FCC will approve." Last week, following
announcement of their first acquisition, they
acknowldeged that they were interested in
"further expansion," but said that at the
moment they had no definite plans.
Mr. Wrather, young Texas and California
industrialist (oil, real estate), has a grant
for ch. 44 WJDW (TV) Boston. He owns
38.9% of Wrather-Alvarez Broadcasting
Co., which owns KFMB-AM-TV (ch. 8)
San Diego, holds a grant for ch. 13 KYAT
(TV) Yuma, Ariz., and is paying $2.15 million for ch. 10 KERO-TV Bakersfield, Calif.
[B»T, March 18]. Mr. Wrather also owns
the Lassie and Lone Ranger series.
$600,000 for WEAT-AM-TV
FCC APPROVAL was sought last week for
the $600,000, plus obligations, purchase of

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES

DICHTER
TO

UNVEILS

PRE-TEST

TV

NEW

METHOD

COMMERCIALS

• Its name's a mouthful: Motivating Response Patterns
• It measures how people feel about tv advertisements
• Its advocates think it supersedes older techniques
TELEVISION commercial research to date
has been a million dollar dud.
That's the impression Dr. Ernest Dichter,
president of the Institute for Motivational
Research, left with members of the American
Marketing Assn. last week as his organization unveiled its new testing service, Motivating Response Patterns.
Speaking before two separate AMA
luncheon sessions — the first on Tuesday at
Chicago's Carson, Pirie, Scott & Co. department store, the second on Thursday at New
York's Hotel Biltmore — Dr. Dichter and his
colleagues not only hailed MRP as the first
effective means of
pre-testing television commercials,
but also said that
most of the methods employed over
the past decade
were "unreliable"
and "misleading."
Describing MRP
as "the end result
of a 20-year search
for a pattern of response that motidr. DICHTER
vates marketing behavior," Dr. Dichter told AMA members
that his institute's theory "combined the
statistical approach to research with that of
practical experience."
Albert Shepard, executive vice president
of the Croton, N. Y., research organization,
told how MRP could best serve the advertiser and his agency in bettering tv commercials.
Mr. Shepard first traced the history of
MRP's development and noted that it combined Dr. Dichter's studies at both CBS and
Page 32 • March 25, 1957

J. Sterling Getschell Adv. with test runs on
1 17 tv commercials submitted by 29 advertisers (the latter over the past six months).
Some 200,000 men, women and children
were exposed to commercials of 700 brands.
He said that "while we do not yet have all
the answers," the institute feels safe enough
to challenge traditional research theories.
"The past studies on behavior, such as
'like-dislike' or 'recognition-recall' were incomplete and often misleading," Mr. Shepard said. "For example, is it reliable to base
a commercial's effectiveness on the fact that
a consumer buys product 'A' over product
'B'? No, because you must first know why
thetheconsumer
picked brand
A'."to(This
is
basis of has
motivation
research:
find
out why they buy what they buy.)
Mr. Shepard noted that "recognition and
recall of an advertising slogan does not insure the translation of this slogan into sales
effectiveness." He cited several well-known
slogans, among them "what'll you have?"
and noted that while 9 out of 19 people will
immediately chant "Pabst Blue Ribbon
Beer," this method "has not solved Mr.
[Marshall S.] Lachner's problems, nor that of
Leo Burnett." (Mr. Shepard was referring
to the current solicitations by a number of
agencies for the Pabst account now serviced
by Burnett. Mr. Lachner is Pabst Brewing
Co.'s president.)
He went on to describe the "like-dislike"
method of testing as "unreliable." By asking
people what they liked or disliked about a
certain commercial without stopping to ask
why, Mr. Shepard continued, "you are listening to the critics — the people who judge
a commercial on the basis that it is a commercial, and these people represent a narrow and biased sample of maybe only 15%.

The other 85% judge the commercial emotionally, perhaps unreasonably, but they,
and not the critics, represent the con"Some commercials," Mr. Shepard said,
"are like a blindfolded salesman talking to
asumers."
gagged
customer."
The salesman
cannot
look
through
the tv screen
and judge
the
effectiveness of his talk, and the viewer
cannot tell the television salesman what she
thinks of his commercial. He cited as an
example the anxiety expressed in the agencies servicing the Revlon account in the
early days of The $64,000 Question.
"Those boys," Mr. Shepard recalled,
"were terribly worried about the fluffs Hal
March made when he delivered the very
first commercials. They were afraid that in
fluffing, March may have left out several
important sales points. But when we checked
the audience, we found the people were delighted with the show's spontaneity, with its
almost casual approach to the commercials."
He added, "Perhaps the agencies ought to
write in a few more fluffs in their tv comAnother "erroneous concept" hit by Mr.
Shepard was the inclination of some agenmercials."
cies to judge the commercial's impact by the
reaction of its various sales points on the
test viewer. "Tv commercials must be judged
as a whole," he said, "for the total impression may be more — or less — than the sum
of its parts." Accept or Reject
As an example, he cited a Philip Morris
cigarette film commercial which showed a
farmer astride his tractor, stopping to pull
out a Philip Morris. "Now the viewer was
ready to accept this," Mr. Shepard explained, "until a woman's hand popped out
of the side of the screen, lighting the man's
cigarette, and this gave way to the anThe abruptness of the juxtaposition, he
nouncer."
noted, "jarred" most viewers. Instead of accepting the commercial,
would
now reject
it, criticizeheitsaid,
by "they
saying,
for
instance, 'Bet that announcer got his shoes
"
The muddy
next point
by farm.'
Mr. Shepard
was
on that
out raised
pretty
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WEAT-AM-TV West Palm Beach, Fla., by
Palm Beach Tv Inc. from RKO Teleradio
Pictures Inc. Palm Beach principals and
Rand Broadcasting Co. (Rex Rand), 80%,
and Bertram Lebhar Jr., general manager of
the station, 20% .
Mr. Lebhar became WEAT-AM-TV general manager last fall and at that time secured an option to purchase the stations,
which he has assigned to Palm Beach Tv. He
has an option to purchase an additional 5%
of the stock from Mr. Rand.
In addition to the $600,000 purchase
price, Palm Beach will pay all losses incurred by WEAT-AM-TV from Oct. 1,
1956, to closing date of sale and will pay
the cost of all equipment purchased during
that period. The contract calls for RKO to
retain all current assets and liabilities when
the sale is consummated.
Mr. Rand owns WINZ and 20% of cp

for ch. 33 WMFL (TV), both Miami, and is
applicant for a new am in Tampa, Fla. RKO
owns the Mutual Broadcasting System,
Yankee and Don Lee networks, WOR-AMFM-TV New York, WNAC-AM-FM-TV
Boston, KHJ-AM-FM-TV Los Angeles,
KFRC San Francisco, WHBQ-AM-TV
Memphis and has purchased WGMS-AMFM Washington, subject of a protest hearing. RKO purchased WEAT-AM-TV in July
1955 from Robert Meachem interests for
$301,000 [B*T, Aug. 1, 1955].
The WEAT-AM-TV balance sheet, as of
Dec. 31, 1956, showed current assets of
$67,498, total assets $413,470, current liabilities $485,338, with net loss of $71,868.
The Rand Bcstg. balance sheet for the same
date listed current assets of $152,772, total
assets $321,031, total liabilities $162,385 and
net worth of $158,646. Ch. 12 WEAT-TV is
affiliated with ABC and CBS. NBC-affiliated

that while the test audience sees the commercial as one commercial, "the mass viewer
sees 100 — sees the commercial within the
changing climate of other commercials of
your brand, competitive commercials, all
other tv commercials and program mood."
He added, "Then, too, many commercials
don't tell you what you're supposed to do
after being 'sold'."
Motivation Research Pattern testing, he
asserted, has changed all this. MRP consists of a battery of seven different tests. To
begin with, a group of viewers, selected by
such characteristics as sex, age and buying
habits, are placed in the institute's "living
laboratory," a realistic living room designed
for family viewing in a home-like atmosphere. Then, they are not merely given a
series of commercials to watch, but whole
programs, in which the commercials are
placed. This is to insure the proper reaction,
similar to that in the home.
The first two tests ask the viewer to answer himself on the following: "Is this commercial addressed to me? Is it reading my
mind?"; then to describe his emotional reactions: "Ifelt as if I were participating" or
"it makes me want to buy the product."
Mr. Shepard noted: "We want to know how
the commercial affects the viewer, not what
he thinks about it."
Tests three and four ask the viewer what
he remembered seeing in the commercial,
then, separately, what he remembers hearing. "If the two don't mesh," Mr. Shepard
said, "then something needs fixing." The
fifth and sixth tests in effect place the viewer
in the role of an advertising executive trying to decide the frequency of commercial
repetition. "That is to say," Mr. Shepard
noted, "given 30 commercials, how would
you space them over a year's time; how
frequently would you show them, repeat
them, and in what groups or cycles?"
In the last test, hidden cameras are pointed
at the audience to record their reaction,
their facial expressions, movements and the
like during the run of a commercial. This
film is then played back in synchronization
with the actual commercial, so that the
testers can spot at a glance how any segBroadcasting
• Telecasting

ment of a commercial — or the whole —
strikes the viewer.
Harry Wayne McMahan, formerly on the
creative plans board of McCann-Erickson
and an independent tv film commercial producer, now a tv consultant, told the group
that initial reaction by tv copywriters has
been "overwhelming." He said, "They look
to MRP as the best first valid research tool
in years, one that will break the barrier between research and creativity in the agency."
BBDO and its client, Wildroot Co. (hair
tonic), Buffalo, have signed up for MRP, as
have "nine others." Dr. Dichter told B»T.
Dairy

Assn.

Raises

Radio, Tv Ad Budget
AMERICAN Dairy Assn. will increase its
consumer non-brand advertising program by
$400,000 this year, with network radio-tv
getting well over half of an approved $5,170,000 budget.
The association voted to sponsor CBSTV's / Love Lucy on alternate weeks starting in September (Gold Seal Co. [glass
Wax], Bismarck, N. D., reportedly is set to
buy the other half) and to buy a series of
spot announcements on NBC Radio on an
in-and-out 52-week basis. Agency for both
accounts is Campbell-Mithun Inc.
Another network tv property may be purchased later in the year. Spot radio-tv also
is being considered, although no plans are
set at this time. Delegates approved the advertising program at American Dairy Assn.'s
1 8th annual meeting in Chicago last week.
After recommendations were approved earlier by its executive committee. National
newspapers and magazines also will be
utilized.
The 1958 consumer advertising program
is expected to run even higher than $5 million, according to Martin J. Framberger,
general manager of American Dairy.
Campbell-Mithun has an option to buy
selected showings of / Love Lucy films over
recent years at a day and time still to be
announced by CBS-TV. Purchase comes
after the decision to drop quarter-hour sponsorship of ABC-TV's Disneyland after three

WEAT is on 850 kc with 1 kw.
R. C. Crisler, station broker of Cincinnati,
handled the sale.
$108,000 for WBOW
THE PURCHASE of WBOW Terre Haute,
Ind., by a group of Chicago businessmen,
headed by Jerome W. O'Connor, for $108,000 was announced last week. The O'Connor
group is buying the 250 w NBC affiliate
(1230 kc) from Banks of the Wabash Inc.,
whose president is Alvin Eades.
Mr. O'Connor, Chicago radio and tv announcer, owns a small tv film firm, WPFA
Pensacola, Fla., and 50% of KLEE Ottumwa, Iowa. WBOW went on the air in 1927 as
WRPI. The call letters were changed in
1929 when it was taken over by the present
owners. Haskell Bloomberg, Lowell, Mass.,
business broker, negotiated the sale.

years, effective Sept. 4, because of "increased production costs" and claims the
"audience is now dominated by children
while the association's advertising effort is
directed primarily at adults." Cost of Disneyland toAmerican Dairy during the 195657 season was understood to run about $2.8
million.
Aside from the Disneyland show, the association's other main activity was in print
media with overall budget in excess of $4.5
million. The organization also was authorized "to find one or more new television
properties," with / Love Lucy as a starter,
although actual buys were not revealed.
"Network spot radio" plans actually call
for participations and station breaks totaling
a maximum of 15 minutes per week, over
one-to-two-week periods, 26 out of 52
weeks during the 1957-58 season. They will
be selected in the 10 a.m.-3 p.m. time slot,
although identity of the networks and actual
buys have not been finalized.
Simoniz Signs with CBS Radio
To Sponsor Seven New Shows
SIMONIZ Co., Chicago, has created a
"unique buy" on CBS Radio with a purchase
grossing the network approximately $700,000, it was announced Wednesday by John
Karol, vice president in charge of network
sales, CBS Radio.
In the contract, which becomes effective
March 28, Simoniz will make use of the
double advantages of CBS Radio's weekend
and nighttime programming, with sponsorship of nine five-minute shows Thursday
and Friday nights and throughout the day
on Saturdays, Mr. Karol said.
The programs are News Analysis With
Eric Sevareid and George Herman and the
News on Thursday and Friday nights; two
CBS sports programs, Saturdays at 12:55-1
p.m. EST, and 5-5:05 p.m. EST; and three
Saturday CBS news programs, including
Dallas Townsend and the News at 11-11:05
a.m. EST, Ned Calmer and the News at 22:05 p.m. EST, and Wells Church and the
News at 6-6:05 p.m. EST. Agency for
Simoniz is Young & Rubicam, Chicago.
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THREE of advertising's most important
problems — ethics, consumer acceptance and
agency compensation — got a thorough going
over Monday at a dinner meeting of the
Western States Advertising Agencies Assn.,
in Los Angeles.
Chosen to speak on ethics was Dr. Edward C. Rosenow Jr., past president of the
Los Angeles County Medical Assn. He was
selected, according to Ray Gage, past president of WSAAA, program chairman, because no advertising man could believe completely in the ethics of any of his fellows.
Dr. Rosenow pointed out that the medical
profession had had a little more experience
with ethics than advertising, medicine's code
dating back to Hippocrates.
Whereas most business codes seem designed chiefly to protect the businessman
against unfair competition, Dr. Rosenow
said, the medical code is more of a set of
standards by which the physician can measure his own professional behavior and is designed entirely for the protection of the
patients. He admitted under questioning that
the problems of advertising and medicine
are somewhat different, inasmuch as the advertiser isgoing out seeking customers and
inviting them to buy, whereas the doctor,
forbidden by ethics from advertising, is
called by his patients when they feel the
need for his services.
Dave Fenwick, vice president and creative director of Elwood J. Robinson & Co.,
Los Angeles, declared that advertising has
done a great job in securing public acceptance for the goods and services of countless
advertisers but a very poor job in securing
public acceptance for advertising itself.
The Public's Attitude
"The public assumes that advertising per
se is questionable, if not actually evil," he
stated, pointing out that in addressing nine
public meetings recently, he found no one
who knew that Smokey the Bear was a creation of advertising, no one who realized
that advertising men were giving them time
and talent freely for public service campaigns such as those put on by the Advertising Council, no one who remembered
that the Better Business Bureau idea was a
conception of advertising.
Mr. Fenwick urged that advertising undertake to advertise itself, noting that the
Stock Exchange by its own advertising and
that of its member companies had managed
to remove the bad connotations of the term
"Wall Street" that previously were so closely
associated with it. Yet, he said, "advertising
has no public relations council. BBDO has
not done for itself or for advertising the
same kind of a job that Merrill Lynch,
Pierce, Fenner & Beane has done for itself
and for the Stock Exchange."
Where the other speakers talked informally, Paul Jordan, vice president and general manager of Hixson & Jorgensen Advertising, read his remarks on the commission method of agency compensation, rePage 34
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porting that as member of the Southern
California Council of the AAAA he had
been advised that his words on this topic
must
delivery.be cleared by legal counsel before
He traced the history of the commission
method and emphasized that the word method, implying flexibility and the possibility of
change as desired, was the one he wanted
to use rather than system, with its connotation of fixed rigidity. Mr. Jordan noted that
in the final analysis it's up to the media to
decide "to whom they will allow commission, ifany, under what circumstances, how
much they will allow and what their rates
In return
should
be." for the commissions, he said,
agencies render many services to media.
"Agencies develop new business for media,
developing new advertisers and helping them
to grow. . . . Agencies also reduce mortality
among advertisers, among the medium's
customers. Studies show that agency-placed
advertising has been more consistent, more
regular, continued longer and grew faster
as compared to that placed by advertisers

"But the
great service to media,"
directly.
. . agency's
."
Mr. Jordan stated, "and to all advertising,
is its dedication to successful creative work
— the overruling idea of creating advertising
that sells. . . . The agency serves and works
with all media, but is neutral among them. It
recommends whatever media are most likely
to make advertising succeed."
Cross, Bergmann, Martell
Become VP's at Grey Adv.
THREE EXECUTIVES — Christopher
Cross, Howard L. Bergmann and Richard
J. Martell — have been appointed vice presidents by Grey Adv. Agency, New York,
it was anounced Thursday by Lawrence
Valenstein, chairman of the board.
Mr. Cross, director of the agency's publicity-promotion department, joined Grey
in 1954 and was formerly with Kenyon &
Eckhardt, British Broadcasting Corp. and
Mutual.
Mr. Bergmann, director of the sales promotion department, went to Grey in March
1956 from Seventeen magazine. Before that
he was sales promotion director of the LilyTulip Cup Corp.
Mr. Martell, account executive at Grey,
started at the agency in 1951 with a background in retail advertising and marketing.

CJ O L O R
The Next 10 Days
Of Network Color Shows
(All times EST)
CBS-TV
March 26 (9:30-10 p.m.) Red Skelton
Show, S. C. Johnson & Son through
Foote, Cone & Belding and Pet Milk
Co. through Gardner Adv.
March 27 (3:30-4 p.m.) Bob Crosby
Show,
cies. participating sponsors and agenMarch 31 (8-9:30 p.m.) Rodgers and
Hammerstein's "Cinderella," special
show with Julie Andrews, Pepsi-Cola
Co. and Shulton Inc., both through
Kenyon & Eckhardt.
April 3 (8-9 p.m.) Arthur Godfrey
Show,
cies. participating sponsors and agenNBC-TV
March 25 (9:30-10:30 p.m.) Robert
Montgomery Presents, S. C. Johnson
& Son through Needham, Louis &
Brorby and Mennen Co. through Grey
Adv.
March 25-29 (1:30-2:30 p.m.) Club 60,
cooperating sponsors and agencies.
March 25-29 (3-4 p.m.) Matinee Thecies. atre, participating sponsors and agenMarch 25 (8-8:30 p.m.) Adventures of
Sir Lancelot, Whitehall Pharmacal

through Ted Bates & Co. and Lever
Bros, through Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles. .
March 26 (10:30-11 p.m.) Hold That
Note, Lanolin Plus through Russel M.
Seeds (also April 2).
March 27 (7:30-7:45 p.m.) Xavier Cugat Show, sustaining (also March 29,
April 3).
March 27 (8:30-9 p.m.) Masquerade
Party, Assoc. Products through Grey
Adv. (also April 3).
March 27 (9-10 p.m.) Kraft Television
Theatre, Kraft Foods Co. through J.
Walter Thompson Co. (also April 3).
March 28 (10-11 p.m.) Lux Video
Theatre, Lever Bros, through J. Walter
Thompson Co.
March 29 (10:45-11 p.m.) Red Barber's Corner, State Farm Insurance
Brorby.
Co. through Needham, Louis &
March 30 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Como
Show, participating sponsors and agencies.
March 31 (9-10 p.m.) Alcoa Hour,
Aluminum Co. of America through
Fuller & Smith & Ross.
April 1 (8-9:30 p.m.) Producers' Showcase, "The Great Sebastians," with
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne,
RCA-Whirpool-Seeger through Kenyon & Eckhardt and John Hancock
Mutual Life Insurance Co. through
McCann-Erickson .
Broadcasting
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ABC Signs With Boxing Club
To Continue Bouts on Radio-Tv
ABC and the International Boxing Club last
week signed an agreement to continue
Wednesday Night Fights on ABC-TV and
ABC Radio (Wed., 10 p.m. EST to conclusion) for two years effective June 1.
Total program, time and rights to the boxing
bouts were estimated to cost nearly $10
million.
Oliver Treyz, vice president in charge of
ABC-TV, announced that the Mennen Co.,
Morristown, N. J., through McCann-Erickson, New York, has signed to co-sponsor
the bouts over ABC-TV for another 52
weeks beginning June 1. He added that
Pabst Brewing Co. has not renewed its cosponsorship and indicated that a major cigarette company might sponsor the bouts
along with Mennen. The ABC Radio broadcasts are offered for local cooperative sponsorship.
Lester M. Malitz, vice president of the
Leo Burnett Co., New York, has resigned
from the agency, effective June 1, to produce Wednesday Night Fights.
An IBC spokesman voiced the belief that
the recent Federal court decision calling the
IBC "a monopoly" was not likely to have
any effect on the telecasts, except for those
of championship bouts. He noted that the
decision dealt solely with the promotion of
championship bouts and added that further
comment would be forthcoming when the
court hands down its decree.
Lever, P&G Pay $6.5 Million
For Daytime Berths on NBC-TV
LEVER BROS., New York, and Procter &
Gamble, Cincinnati, have signed a 52-week
advertising schedule totaling $6.5 million
in gross billings on four NBC-TV daytime
programs, William R. Goodheart Jr., vice
president, NBC-TV network sales, announced last week.
Lever Bros. (Wisk), through BBDO, New
York, has ordered the second quarter hour
of Truth Or Consequences (Mon.-Fri.,
1 1 : 30-noon EST) on Wednesday and Friday; the first quarter hour of Comedy Time
(Mon.-Fri., 5-5:30 p.m. EST) on Wednesday, and the first segment of The Price Is
Right on Friday. The Wednesday sponsorships will begin May 1 and the Friday sponsorships May 3.
P&G, through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
New York, will advertise Lava soap and
Dreft on four 15-minute segments each week
of Tic Tac Dough (Mon.-Fri., noon-12:30
p.m. EST). The schedule starts the week
of April 1.
Evinrude Motors Signs First
For ABC-TV's 'Film Theatre'
EVINRUDE Motors, a division of Outboard, Marien & Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, is
the first sponsor to sign for ABC-TV's Hollywood Film Theatre, Harold Wettersten,
Central Division sales manager of the ABC
Television Network, announced Thursday.
Hollywood Film Theatre, with American
feature films shown for the first time on a
Broadcasting
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AGREEMENT to continue Wednesday
Night Fights is signed by officials of ABCTV and IBC. L to r: Oliver Treyz, the network's vice president for television; Lester
Malitz, the show's producer; James D.
Norris, IBC president, and Leonard V.
Colson, advertising director for the Mennen Co., co-sponsor.
network feed basis, has its premiere Sunday,
April 7, 7:30-9 p.m. EST.
Evinrude will sponsor one participation a
week starting April 7 through CramerKrasselt Co., Milwaukee. Initial Hollywood
Film Theatre offering is to be "Rachel
and the Stranger," starring Loretta Young,
William Holden and Robert Mitchum. Film
is the first of 26 acquired from RKO to be
shown.
Radio-Tv Figure for First Time
In Eagle Pencil Campaign Plan
EAGLE PENCIL CO., New York, has allocated a half-million dollars to advertise its
pencils, marking the largest campaign in
the history of the 101 -year-old company.
Television and radio on a limited basis will
be used.
The firm is mailing a complete merchandising kit which features its slogan "Eagle
is on the move" to its dealers. The 1957
advertising schedule is considered to be the
biggest ever in the wooden lead pencil
industry. Aside from print media, Eagle
will enter television for the first time in
market tests in Hartford, Conn., and Portland, Ore., via the CBS spot tv test proEagle also is using radio for the first time
gram.
this year with 20-second and one-minute
spots for Mirado, its top selling brand, in
New York City on the following shows:
Jack Sterling on WCBS; Bill Cullen, WRCA;
George Skinner, WABC, and Ted- Brown on
WMGM. BBDO New York, is agency for
Eagle.
New Sponsors, Renewals Total
$420,000 for ABC Radio Sales
FOUR new sponsors and renewals from
three other advertisers, covering $420,000
in contracts, were announced Wednesday by
George Comtois, vice president in charge of
sales for the ABC Radio network.
Newly signed sponsors:
Asco Electronics Inc. for Don McNeill's
Breakfast Club, five-minute segments on
Thursday morning starting April 25 and
Tuesday morning effective May 21. Jerome

O'Leary Adv., Boston, placed account.
Dixie Cup Co., Easton, Pa., for Breakfast
Club, five-minute segments on Wednesday
morning, starting April 24 through Hicks &
Greist, New York.
Fred Fear Easter Egg Color Co., Brooklyn, also for Breakfast Club, Tuesday, April
16 and Wednesday, April 17, both fiveminute spots, through Ted Bernstein Assoc.
Good Housekeeping of New York for
When A Girl Marries, five-minute segments
on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday effective March 19. Grey Adv. placed
account.
Renewals for Breakfast Club included
Drackett Co., Cincinnati, Thursday and Friday, five minutes each, in behalf of Twinkle,
effective April 4, through Ralph H. Jones
Co., Cincinnati. General Foods Corp., White
Plains, five minutes, Monday through Friday in behalf of Post Cereals, a 52-week
renewal starting April 1 . Agency is Benton
& Bowles, New York. Sandura Co., Philadelphia, five-minute segment on Tuesday,
effective April 8, through Hicks & Greist.
Buick Signs With ABC-TV
For New Half-hour Show
AUTOMOTIVE business became an ever
larger factor in ABC-TV program plans for
next season, as the Buick Div. of General
Motors Corp. last week picked up an alternate-week sponsorship of a new program
that will go into the Friday, 8:30-9 p.m. EST
By its contract with ABC-TV, Buick joins
period. Plymouth and sister Chevrolet (dealDodge,
ers) on the ABC-TV automotive roster. Actually, Chevrolet now is in the Friday halfhour in which Buick will park every other
week in the fall. Current show there is
Crossroads for which no plans have been
announced. Chevrolet switches next season
to sponsorship of a half-hour Pat Boone
show, probably on Thursday night.
New Trucks to Be Introduced
On Network Radio, C-C Video
INTERNATIONAL Harvester Co., Chicago, will celebrate the 50th anniversary
April 4 of its trucks division and the introduction of thetrucks
1957 via
"Anniversary
Line" and
of
international
network radio
closed circuit television.
For its first network purchase of any kind
since sponsoring "The Halls of Ivy" (with
Ronald Colman and Benita Hume) on NBCTV in 1955, IH will present a 55-minute
"Radio Spectacular" on NBC Radio, 9:0510 p.m. EST. The "Golden Anniversary
Party" will be carried on the full NBC Radio
network (linking 186 markets) and will
feature Alfred Drake, Mimi Benzell, The
Ray Charles Singers and The Harry Sosnik
Orchestra.
Earlier that day, the advertiser will stage
a 52-city closed circuit telecast from Chicago via the facilities of TelePrompTer
Corp., New York. More than 14,000 viewers
— including dealers, IH executives and salesmen— are expected to see the unveiling of
the new "a-line." Both radio and closed circuit programs are being serviced by Young
& Rubicam, International's agency.
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in service charge billing, but its reasons
now for leaving are not as clear. And Prudential's Mr. Kennedy did not wish to detail them.
"We knew of Hay's situation up at Calkins & Holden," Mr. Kennedy reported
Wednesday, "and knew of his desire to
continue working with us. But we didn't
know his plans at the time he left and
neither, frankly, did he." Asked if Mr.
McClinton had made a "pitch" for the account, Mr. Kennedy said, "No, the decision to leave Calkins & Holden was strictly
ours and unprompted by what Mr. McClinton may have discussed with Mr. Shanks
during his last days at the old agency."
For Reach, McClinton & Co., which currently bills in the neighborhood of $8 million, the gain of Prudential and Berlitz and
their combined $6.1 million, will take it
beyond $14 million billings annually. Last
year, Reach, Yates & Mattoon caught the
industry's attention when it captured the
International Latex account. For Calkins
& Holden, billing a total of $15.5 million,
the loss of Prudential and Berlitz will take
it below the $10 million mark. Among its
remaining "big accounts" are Gulf Oil
Corp., C. F. Mueller Macaroni, the New
York Stock Exchange, Boeing and Eastman
Chemical Corp.

$6
MILLION
PRUDENTIAL
ACCOUNT
PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE Co. of
lenged by Henry M. Kennedy, executive
America, Newark, N. J., last week announced
director of Prudential advertising and pubthe resignation of Calkins & Holden, New
Kennedy McClinton
noted that was
"so
far lic
as relations.
we wereMr.concerned,
York, as agency for its $6 million account,
and the subsequent appointment, effective
the top man on the account. He had directed the successful advertising program
May 15, of the newly-formed Reach, Mcand he was most intimately connected with
Clinton & Co., New York. C&H had serviced
our television plans. It was for that reason
the account for seven years.
The shift followed by only 48 hours the that we looked to him as the chief archireorganization of the old Reach, Yates &
(Intectaof our
sense,strategy."
both are right. Although Mr.
Mattoon agency, whereby H. L. (Hay) McRobb was the account supervisor on recClinton, former C&H president, becomes
ord, under C&H operating procedures, each
president of the new agency [At Deadline,
March 18].
of the agency's four senior partners — J. S.
Smith, Michael E. Carlock, Paul Smith and
Moving with the Prudential account (now
billing $5 million, with an additional $1 Hay McClinton — was in charge of one or
more accounts on a policy level. Prudenmillion set aside for the 1957-58 fiscal year)
will be The Berlitz School of Languages of eration.)
tial was in Mr. McClinton's sphere of opAmerica Inc. (billing over $100,000 annuMr. McClinton's name and that of Prually, some of it in radio spot) and three of
dential have been linked ever since the day
the agency's executives: Robert W. Robb,
in
1950
when the former resigned as vice
vice president and account supervisor on
president of N. W. Ayer & Son to team up
one of the world's biggest ($8.2 billion in with Mike Carlock, then Prudential account
new policies for 1956 alone) underwriting
firms; Tom Crolius, Prudential account ex- executive at Benton & Bowles, to form the
nucleus of Carlock, McClinton & Smith.
ecutive, and Philip M. White, vice president
(Paul Smith had been head of his own agenand manager of C&H's Chicago office, who
cy). Hay McClinton had been a college
probably will open and head Reach, McPabst Expected to Decide
Clinton & Co.'s new office in that city. friend of Carrol M. Shanks, Prudential's
president, at the U. of Washington — a close
Burnett Status This Week
Marce Mayhew, art director on the Prurelationship which has lasted to this day.
dential account, also is moving to Reach,
After Carlock, McClinton & Smith merged
McClinton.
DECISION by Pabst Brewing Co. is exwith Calkins & Holden, also in 1950, one
Though Calkins & Holden officials were
pected by week's
it will
retain Leo
Burnett end
Co. onas whether
agency for
its
of the first accounts to join that agency was
certain that no other accounts would move
Prudential. (When the name Calkins &
$7-8 million advertising account.
(just as they had been certain Prudential
Pabst reportedly heard presentations last
would stay), there also were rumors that the Holden, Carlock, McClinton & Smith Inc.
proved unwieldy, the principals agreed, four
week by Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc.,
$2 million Boeing Airplane Co. account
with Lennen & Newell and Geyer Adv. on
years later, to drop the last three names).
(also serviced by Mr. Robb) would possibly
Prudential — whose Gibraltar trademark
join the exodus, and that there was a
this week's agenda. Over half dozen agencies
was formulated in 1896 by J. Walter
are actively seeking the account, according
"chance" that the $1 million New York
to Richard H. Hehman, Pabst marketing
Stock Exchange account (which is actively Thompson — had been serviced by numerous
director, although the brewing company
other agencies, among them, Cecil & Presbeing sought by a number of other agencies)
brey
and
Benton
&
Bowles.
It
left
B&B
in
did
not itself actively solicit presentations
might also leave Calkins & Holden. (How1950 for C&HCM&S over a disagreement
[B«T, March 11].
ever, because of the recent "affiliation" between Boeing's local Seattle agency, Frederick E. Baker & Assoc., whereby that agency has purchased a minority stock interest
in C&H [B»T, March 18], a move by Boeing
HOW PEOPLE SPEND THEIR TIME
to RM remains a slight possibility).
The realignment in agencies will "definitely not affect" Prudential's media strategy
for the 1957-58 season, according to Mr.
THERE WERE 122,378,000 people in the U. S. over 12 years of age during the
Crolius. "Everything," he emphazied, "will
week March 10-16. This is how they spent their time:*
stand as is— the CBS-TV You are There,
Air Power and Twentieth Century series —
WATCHING TELEVISION
71.3% (87,256,000) spent 1,854.7 million hours
as well as the plans to enlarge our tv expendLISTENING TO RADIO
57.5% (70,367,000) spent 985.6 million hours
382.5
million
hours
READING NEWSPAPERS
80.1% (98,025,000) spent
itures next season." Prudential's broadREADING MAGAZINES
30.2% (36,958,000) spent 159.7 million hours
cast plans had just been firmed up when
WATCHING MOVIES ON TV
25.4% (31,084,000) spent 276.3 million hours
the "Rock" started to roll [B»T, March 18].
ATTENDING MOVIES
24.0% (29,405,000) spent 1 25.0 million hours
To Calkins & Holden, the move came
as a "complete shock." Only two weeks
These totals, compiled by Sindlinger & Co., analysts, Ridley Park, Pa., and pubago, Board Chairman J. Sherwood Smith
lished exclusively by B«T each week, are based on a 48-state, random sample of 7,000
had said that "Prudential was as solid as
interviews
(1,000 each day). Sindlinger's monthly "Activity" report, from which these
the rock it represents." Mr. Crolius amweekly figures are drawn, furnishes comprehensive breakdowns of these and numerous
plified his former boss' statement by sayother categories, and shows the duplicated and unduplicated audience between each
ing, "No one here — perhaps outside of
specific medium. Copyright 1957 Sindlinger & Co.
Robb and myself — knew of what was go* All figures are average daily tabulations for the week with exception of the "attending
ing on, and we weren't even sure ourselves."
movies"
category,
whichof isthea cumulative
able within
2-7 days
interviewingtotal
week.for the week. Sindlinger tabulations are availMr. Smith also was surprised because "Mr.
McClinton never had anything to do with
servicing the account," a statement chalTelecasting
Broadcasting
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Dominance

market
in

figure

the

15.6%

rich

after

market

Richmond

TV

figure
area

FOOD

DOMINANCE
WXEX-TV

$230,866,000

100%

Station B'
Station C

$199,661,000
$199,700,000

86.2%
86.5%

DRUG*
20.2% NA
NCE
I
M
O
D
WXEX-TV
Station B
Station C

$12,205,000
100%
$10,130,000
83%
$10,155,000 83.3%
'Cosmetics, toiletries, packaged medications

AUTO*
21.8%
E
DOMINANC

Gas-Oil*
23.4%
NCE
A
N
I
M
O
D

WXEX-TV
Statio n B
Station C

WXEX-TV
Station B
Station C

$170,145,000 100%
8 1 .7%
$ 1 39,070,000
$139,691,000 82.1%
'Automobiles, tires, batteries, accessories

All figures represent Grade B area coverage

Tom Tinsley, President NBC

BASIC-CHANNEL

$73,806,000
100%
$59,529,000 80.7%
$59,812,000
81%
*Gas, oil, lubricants

Source: Sidney Hollander Associates

8

Irvin G. Abeloff, Vice Pres.

National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington.
Forjoe & Co. in Chicago, Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Dallas, Atlanta.
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OUR client WBRE-TV
TO:
Your Not Seventeen ads have been unusually attractive . . . your animal
tie-in to the Seventeen County Coverage theme . . . terrific. But . . . just
for the fun of it I'd like to make a few minor changes.
DOUG BROWN, Sales Representative
Headley-Reed Company

NOT

^Arc

SEVENTEEN

card

. .

■n
National and Regional Advertisers
WBHE— TV'S
now getting
are
17 COUNTY
COVERAGE
As a Basic NBC-TV Stati
every NBC Networl show to this big 17 C
factory,
mining, industrial
list
ol eighteen
consistent andregional and nat
the
past
12-months
you'll get some id.
buy in Northeastern and
Pennsylvania:
"Stage 7". . . Chef Boy ArDee; "Man Called X'
house".. .. National
. Esso Standard
Co.; ar"Guy Lombard
714".
BohemianOil Beer
Value FictTr<
hanna Froien Foods and Savarln Coll. de; Top"Science
and Gentleman Janitor; "Dr. Hudson
. RalerJournal".
PaintMills;C
Patrol". . . Ballantine Beer; "I Spy". .s .Secret
Club Beer; „■"Stars
Grand 01 Opry". and. Pillsbury
Clark Bars.
"LittleofRascals".
wl Rep,

'fA -TO*

LYCOMING
IOC
PIKZ
SUSQVEHRNNACARBON
BfiADFQBD
1MB
TV Channel 28
WILKES-BARRE, PA.
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How do you like this for a "blue pencil" job? If you can't
read it tell Doug or me . . . we'll send you a copy of the
original.
March 25, 1957

DAVID M. BALTIMORE
Manager WBRE-TV
Broadcasting
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ADVERTISERS S AGENCIES

MEDIA
VIE
FOR
TEEN-AGERS'
TIME
listening to radio (nearly 2.5 hours a day)
THE American "teen-ager," often the most
damned, also seems to be the most soughtthan
the telephone."
after.
He they
wentspend
on toon quote
the Gilbert study,
In fact, the various media are so much
which says that teen-agers "consider the
radio receiver even a more important autoin hot pursuit that their attempts to prove
mobile accessory than fenders or tops . . .
teen-agers prefer radio over television, or
and many youngsters, with school grades
television over radio, or newspapers over
both radio and television, are assuming all to sustain the proposition, contend that they
study to the accompaniment of radio prothe proportions of what some industry peogramming." Also backing RAB's contention
ple call "a rating rat-race."
Several years ago, when Cunningham & is something called "The Student Market Inwhich notes nearly 8 percent of the 7
Walsh's "Videotown" survey reported a milliondex"male
high school students own cars,
marked decline in teen-age televiewing, sev"in
itself,"
noted
RAB, "a sizable radio aueral motion picture journals, backed up with
dience." Then there is Motivational PublicaGeorge Gallup's statistics, attempted to
Inc., which
states
remain tvardent
prove that the teen-agers simply had taken
radio tions
fans
. . . and
are "they
less ardent
fans
a "stroll" from tv into the neighborhood
than
any other
TvB that
challenges
this
movie house. Hollywood still claims "we've
statement
when group."
it declares
of the 57.2
got the teen-ager" and has stepped up pro- per cent of teen-agers who read newspapers,
duction of films designed expressly for
75.5 percent of these watch tv, and spend
"rock 'n' rollers" — the "teen" group.
six times the time with tv that they do with
Now, Eugene Gilbert & Co., youth re- newspapers. But Motivational Publications
search organization, has come up with sta- Inc. goes on to put a well-placed finger on
tistics that impressed both Radio Advertiswhat the champions of radio regard as the
ing Bureau, the Bureau of Advertising, and
prime factor in the listening v. seeing battle.
the American Newspaper Publishers Assn.
"Radio," says Motivational Publications,
— but for totally different reasons.
"gives them the music they feel to be uniqueTelevision Bureau of Advertising, on the
ly theirs, a form of entertainment which,
other hand, was left cold by the Gilbert re- unlike tv, demands rather than deters physiport, which said, among other things, that
cal activity (i.e., dancing). It is like a thread
"television seldom keeps teen-agers in- which the teen-agers use to weave themselves
a social life which is distinctly their own. It
doors."
TvB instead retained Pulse Inc. which
follows, then, that radio remains an enormously effective medium for reaching the
found that the kids spent far less time with
newspapers than anyone hitherto supposed
teen-age market."
and that they are really "television's most
Other Support Cited
loyal fans."
Others cited by RAB in support of its
RAB's Sherril Taylor said last week
Scholastic Magazine's 1956 Youth
that "boys like girls at least as much as thesis:
they like football, hot rods, and fishing . . . Market Consumer Survey and Advertest Research Study for 1955 — 85 percent of all
girls like boys . . . but both like — and listen
high-school students own their own radios,
extensively to — radio." He explains that ra35 percent of all metropolitan teen-agers
dio advertisers have learned that the unbeatable combination which makes for top prefer radio, while 1 1 percent like newspapers and 8 percent magazines; Chrysler
sales in the teen-age market is "to dispatch
it by radio along with a generous portion of Events Forum — 43 percent of its teen-age
sample get more information from radio
pop music, news, weather reports and even
than it does from either television, newstime signals (as ridiculous as this may seem
papers and magazines; College Radio Corp.
to parents)." He cited statistics showing that
— 87 percent of all U. S. college students
in metropolitan markets where tv ownership is highest, nearly 80% of teen-age girls have radios in their dormitory or fraternity house rooms.
own personal radios, and "spend more time
TvB's sales development director, George
Huntington, reported that unlike RAB's
and ANPA's Gilbert Survey, which asked
FLOWING COMMERCIALS
its questions on a preferential basis ("what
do you like best?"), his organization's Pulse
SPECTACULAR treatment of comsurvey used the "association-recall" method
mercials will be featured on CBS-TV's
of reconstructing the previous day's activione and one-half hour production of
ties (similar to Pulse's techniques of arriving
"Cinderella" on March 31, according
at rating data). TvB's reports indicated that
to J. Charles Derrick, advertising vice
during the course of a seven-day week, 65
percent of all the people sampled (men,
president of Pepsi-Cola Co., co-sponsor
of the program. All Pepsi commercials
women, children) read newspapers, but 57.2
will use the Rodgers and Hammerpercent of the teen-agers read newspapers —
stein music from earlier portions of
12 percent less. Throughout the TvB report,
the program and will be spaced so
newspapers come off second best to television, but the interesting thing in the report
they "flow" along with the story, according to Mr. Derrick. More than
is that radio isn't mentioned at all. Comone hundred persons were involved
mented Mr. Huntington: "we used newsin preparation of the commercials.
papers as a sort of 'benchmark' — as a basis
of comparing an old, established medium
Broadcasting
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withWhat
a new
of one."
the ANPA? How does its interpretation ofthe Gilbert survey stack up with
RAB's? The Bureau of Advertising says that
"newspapers, with a vote of 54 percent, are
regarded as the advertising medium of 'most
practical value' by teen-agers." Television,
according to ANPA, got "a vote" of 17
percent, while radio came off third-best with
16 percent. Magazines placed fourth with
13 percent of the total. ANPA also notes
that according to Gilbert, teen-agers, asked
which media they "used more than a year
ago," replied as follows: 52 percent for
newspapers, 43 percent for radio, 39 percent
for magazines and 29 percent for television.
Gardner Advertising Reports
Record Billings During 1956
GARDNER Advertising Co., whose headquarters is in St. Louis, reported 1956
billing at $20 million, the largest in the 54year-old agency's history. Charles E. Claggett, president of the agency said the gain
was more than two-and-a-half million more
than previous year's billing.
The agency is expanding its present offices at a cost of $250,000. Present personnel now numbers 238, The firm also has
offices in New York and Hollywood.
Simons New

B&B V.P.

GEORGE E. SIMONS, former Kenyon &
Eckhardt vice president and account executive has joined
Benton & Bowles,
New York, as vice

JUL
MR. SIMONS
H&R

Names

president
and ac-it
count supervisor,
was announced last
week by B&B
President Robert
E. Lusk. Before his
association with
K&E, Mr. Simons
was advertising director of the Crosley-Bendix Div.,
Avco Mfg. Co.
Carayas Media

Chief

MARIA CARAYAS, formerly chief timebuyer at Hilton & Riggio, New York, last
week was promoted to media director of
the agency, a new
post. Time and
space tions
buying
funchad been
handled independently heretofore.
With H&R since
January 1954, Miss
Carayas
timebuyerhadat been
Roy
S. Durstine Adv.,
New York (194753), and before
Miss carayas that, worked with
Alan Kent and
Herbert Austin Croom-Johnson as a writer
of singing commercials.
March 25, 1957 • Page 39
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Lever Names Eaton, Hobson
To Radio-Tv, Art Positions
APPOINTMENTS of Howard Eaton Jr. as
media manager of radio and television and
of Jack Hobson as art director were announced last week by Lever Bros., New
York.
Mr. Eaton, who was formerly tv account
representative with Young & Rubicam, suc-

MR. EATON

MR. HOBSON

ceeds Stanley H. Pulver, resigned. Mr. Hobson, who will direct the art department of
the Lever promotion services division, was
formerly vice president of Boyan & Weatherly Adv.
Sims Leaves Colgate-Palmolive
RESIGNATION of William Lee Sims II as
president and director of Colgate-Palmolive
Co., New York, last week was announced
"with regret" by E. H. Little, board chairman and chief executive officer. Mr. Sims,
with C-P since 1924, had been a director
since 1946. He was elected president in
July 1955, two months after Joseph H. McConnell, former NBC president, resigned to
go with Reynolds Metals Co. Mr. Sims
said he has "for some time felt the need to
devote more of his time to personal affairs,"
which include the operation of his Florida
citrus groves. Mr. Little will now serve as
both chairman and president of ColgatePalmolive.
Mattress Tv Spot Drive Coming
TV SPOT campaign will be launched in
April by several independently-owned company plants of Spring Air Co. (mattresses,
box springs), Chicago cooperative organization. Some 30 local companies are expected
to buy time, through their individual advertising agencies, for spots on at least 70 stations throughout the country to coincide
with a national magazine advertising campaign. Spring Air Co.'s national agency is
R. M. Loeff Adv., Chicago. Spots were
filmed by Lewis & Martin Films Inc., same
city.
Kent Cigarettes Y&R Account
P. LORILLARD Co., (Kent cigarettes),
New York, which is placing a radio spot
campaign that started March 18 for 13
weeks, is handled by Young & Rubicam,
New York, and not J. Walter Thompson
Co., New York, as was reported in B«T
March 18.
Page 40
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Nielsen Study is RTES Topic
PANEL of four — Daniel Denenholz of the
Katz Agency, Ward Dorell of John Blair
& Co., Robert Hoffman of WOR New York
and Robert Kibrick of Kenyon & Eckhardt
— has been selected to question John
Churchill, vice president of A. C. Nielsen
Co., at a special forum tomorrow (Tuesday)
on Nielsen Coverage Study No. 2 radio data.
Mary McKenna of WNEW New York will
moderate; Claude Barrere of Radio & Television Executives Society, sponsor of the
event to be held at the Palm Terrace Room
of New York's Roosevelt Hotel, will be
chairman.
Blue Plate Buys Eight Markets
BLUE PLATE Foods, New Orleans (food
product distributor), has purchased // You
Had a Million, MCA-TV's newest film
series for eight southern markets in six
states starting early in May. The show originally was heard as The Millionaire on CBSTV. Blue Plate has an option on the show
for possible sponsorship in 20 other southern markets. Fitzgerald Adv. Agency, New
York' is agency for Blue Plate.
SPOT NEW BUSINESS
McCuIIoch Motors Corp., L. A., launched
seven-week radio spot campaign on March
11, using some 6,000 spots on 87 stations
in 11 western states and British Columbia.
Campaign is to advertise power chain saws
for logging and farm use. Spots are scheduled in early morning hours between 6 and
8 a.m. Campaign was prepared and placed
by Stromberg, Lavene, McKenzie, same city.
NETWORK

NEW BUSINESS

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. (Camel cigarettes), through William Esty Co., and
Midas Muffler Co., through Bozell & Jacobs
Inc., buy new Paul Harvey newscast on
ABC Radio, Mon.-Fri., 5:30-35 p.m. CST,
effective April 1.
Williamson-Dickie Mfg. Co. (work clothes),
Ft. Worth, Tex., signed as participating
sponsor of ABC-TV Ozark Jubilee (Sat., 1011 p.m. EST), effective March 23, through
Evans & Assoc. Company will alternate
with American Chicle Co.
NETWORK

RENEWALS

Hartz Mountain Products, through George
H. Hartman Co., Chicago, renews its weekly
participation in Circus Time (Thursday, 8-9
p.m. EST).
AGENCY

APPOINTMENTS

Best Foods Inc., S. F., appoints Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, same city, for Nucoa margarine, effective April 17.
RCA Victor Distributing Corp., Chicago
city.
branch, appoints Kenyon & Eckhardt, same
Allstate Insurance Co. (subsidiary of Sears,
Roebuck & Co.), Chicago, appoints Leo
Burnett Co., same city.
International Scientific Industries Corp.,
Colorado Springs, Colo., appoints Beauvais,

Wenning & Zitso Inc., Lexington, Mass.,
its new high fidelity tape recorders and
speaker systems.
Forest Lawn Memorial Park, Glendale,
Calif., which pioneered in use of radio advertising bycemeteries, appoints McCannErickson, L. A., effective June 1.
A&A PEOPLE
Kenneth A. Bonham, assistant to president
of American Home Products, N. Y., to
executive vice president and general manager, Whitehall Pharmacal Co., a division
of AHP.
Norman Lauchner, account executive at
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y., named
vice president.
Philip M. White, vice president of Calkins
& Holden Inc., and head of agency's Chicago office, resigned March 13. He will announce future plans later.
Robert Terry, formerly with Goetz Brewing
Co., and Blatz Brewing Co., appointed advertising manager of G. Heileman Brewing
Co. (Heileman's Old Style Lager beer).
Fred M. Parke, vice president of Johnson &
Lewis Adv., S. F., to First Western Bank &
Trust Co., same city, as advertising manager.
Scott C. Rexinger, sales manager for electric housewares at Toastmaster Products
Div. of McGraw-Edison Co., Elgin, 111., assumes executive sales functions with responsibility for all Toastmaster domestic
appliances.
Gene E. Bryson, Wasey & Co., L. A., to
McCann-Erickson, same city, as account
executive.
J. P. Stewart, advertising account executive
with national agency, to Ruthrauff & Ryan,
Houston, in similar capacity.
Len Giarraputo, NBC, New York, to Hockaday Assoc., same city, as account executive.
Robert L. Finch, vice president of Lester L.
Jacobs Inc., Chicago agency, to Grant,
Schwenck & Baker Inc., same city, as account executive.
Joseph A. Heyman, formerly chief copywriter in sales promotion department, Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Co., N. Y., to Hicks &
Greist, same city, as assistant account supervisor.
Val Ritter, media buyer at N. W. Ayer &
Son, to Cunningham & Walsh, both N. Y.,
as head timebuyer on Folger coffee. Gary
Pranzo, formerly an estimator at C&W,
N. Y., promoted to timebuyer on Brisk
toothpaste and Super Suds.
William H. Green, vice president and senior
account executive, Kenyon & Eckhardt,
N. Y., elected to board of directors of N. Y.
chapter of Sales Promotion Executives.
Thomas L. Smith, 79, former president and
board chairman of Standard Brands Inc.,
died March 5, at his home in Summit, N. J.
Robert Madison, 30, production manager,
Al Paul Lefton Adv., Chicago, died Mar. 15.
Broadcasting
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PARAMOUNT
Subsidiary

seeks

OPENS
wired

PARAMOUNT Pictures announced last
week it was going into business with closedcircuit subscription television now and was
ready to get into broadcast toll tv if and
when the FCC approves it.
The major motion picture producing
company is taking the plunge into toll tv
through its subsidiary, International Telemeter Corp.
In the words of Lou Novins, secretary
and assistant to the president of Paramount
Pictures and vice president and general
manager of Telemeter:
"The academic stage of pay-as-you-see
television has ended. As of today Telemeter
is in business."
Mr. Novins, in company with Barney
Balaban, Paramount president, and Paul
MacNamara, Telemeter vice president, presided at a demonstration of what was described as a refined Telemeter subscription
system at the ITC laboratories in Los Angeles last Thursday.
The new system, Mr. Novins, said, is
now ready to go, distributing programs to
home viewers by wire lines. Closed-circuit
transmissions within a community are not
subject to FCC approval.
But the Telemeter system works as well
for broadcast toll tv as for wired transmissions, Mr. Novins said, and in his view the
FCC will soon get around to acting on
broadcast subscription television.
"It is not unreasonable to hope for experimental authorization," he added.
The Telemeter system works equally well
with color tv as with black and white, Mr.
Novins said.
Invitations are going out to motion picture exhibitors all over the country, to operators of community antenna systems and
to others who may be interested in operating
closed-circuit toll tv systems. They are being
asked to come in, inspect the Telemeter
equipment and place orders now.
The Telemeter system includes a studio,
occupying only 400 square feet of floor
space (it could be installed in a theatre
lobby), wire lines connecting the studio to
the homes of subscribers, and Telemeter attachments about the size of portable radios.
These units, it was explained by Paul
MacNamara, Telemeter vice president, are
built to receive payment in coins for programs whose prices may vary from 5 cents
to $2, and to record which programs were
paid for. The units include a credit storage
arrangement whereby programs may be prepurchased, and have a built in "barker"
which announces what programs will be offered at what price and at what time.
The system can handle one, two or three
pay channels in addition to the free tv
channels already available in the community, Mr. MacNamara said. He emphasized that no free channels will be eliminated by a wired Telemeter installation.
Telemeter wire signals are sent at frequencies below the vhf band and so are not
Broadcasting
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subscription

SHOP

IN

business,

available to sets until a converter is installed. The converter changes these signals
to either ch. 5 or ch. 6.
The viewer turns his set to the Telemeter
channel before turning on the attachment
to get Telemeter programs. For use with
community antenna systems, Telemeter has
a special "on-channel system" which distributes scrambled signals that are unscrambled after payment.
Studio equipment for the closed-circuit
system demonstrated Thursday in Los Angeles was built by Hallamore Electronics
Co. and included a master control console
containing audio and video facilities for
both live and film programs (priced at slightly under $10,000) and two 35 mm film projectors (costing about $5,000 each) or 16 mm
projectors (costing about $2,000 each).
Maximum studio cost with three full sets
of 35 mm projectors was placed about
$40,000.
The cost of installing Telemeter attach-

BOX

OFFICE

IN

HERE'S how a subscriber works a
Telemeter gadget:
• He turns on his tv set and the
attachment and hears the barker announcing what is playing on the telemeter channels, telling the price and
giving other information.
• At the same time the price window on his Telemeter attachment
shows the price of the Telemeter pro• The subscriber pays for the program.
gram by putting nickels, dimes, quarters or half-dollars into the attachment's
coin slot. After this the program picture and sound are available on his
set. He may now turn off the barker
on the attachment and watch the program. When it is over, his attachment
will be returned to the unpaid state.
• After payment, a recording of the
ments to receivers and wiring connecting
homes to the studio would depend on a variety of factors, such as density of population, but studies indicate it would not be
less than $25 nor more than $50 per home,
Mr. Novins said.
He placed the minimum number of installations for an economically practical system at between 2,000 and 2,500.
ITC is planning to issue exclusive franchises for Telemeter system on a basis of
leasing rather than selling the equipment,
Mr. Novins said.
Arrangements will be kept flexible to
allow for the differing problems of financing, taxes, etc. but the lease arrangement
will be basic. It will doubtless include a
percentage-of-gross provision, but Mr. No-

on-air

TOLL

TV

if authorized

vins could not say what terms would be because they have not been worked out.
In answer to how soon a Telemeter system could be installed Mr. Novins said
discusssions were underway with four companies for the manufacture of receiver attachments, and his guess was they could
be ready for delivery in about six months.
Paramount President Barney Balaban in
answer to questions about programming
said he believed the operators of pay-see systems would have no trouble getting motion
pictures in whatever quantity they desired.
He pointed out that the Telemeter system
is not broadcasting but rather is an extension
of the theatre to take picures into homes
instead of bringing people into theatres.
This system, he said, avoids the many technicalities that have accompanied the sale
of theatrical film for use on television.
Whether exhibitors who add pay tv to
their theatre operations will program such
home service day-and-date with their the-

THE

PARLOR

identity of the program is made automatically within the box.
• If the subscriber puts more than
the required amount into the box, he
receives credit for the overage. The
amount of his credit appears in the
credit window on the box. Money may
be put into the box anytime in order
to store up credit to the maximum of
• Once a month the Telemeter service man visits the home, checks the
operation of the attachment and removes the cash drawer. Attached to
$2.
the cash drawer is the recording of
program identity which has been
made.
• This recording is tabulated and
forms the basis of payment to the suppliers of entertainment just as gate
receipts do in a theatre.
atrical showings or whether the films will
be shown first in the theatre and later in
the home remains to be worked out, Mr.
Balaban said.
He said movie producers would cooperate
with
ments.theatre operators in Telemeter experi"These boxes may well represent a revolution in the history of entertainment," Mr.
Balaban said, admitting the possibility that
they may cause exhibitors to close down
more movie theatres. But he added they may
also lead to a demand for movies, causing
producing firms to step up present output.
Motion picture producers will have to go
along Mr. Balaban said, as no one company can keep pay-as-you-see going for
very long. He noted that television is rapMarch 25, 1957 * Page 41
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idly running through the supply of motion
pictures that have been made available to
it. He repeated his standard statement that
the backlog of Paramount films will be released to tv when the price is right.
A few years back, he said, economics
did not justify the release of Paramount
films for tv.
"We'd have been derelict in our responsibilities ifwe had released them then," he
said, "and we'd be equally derelict if we
didn't release them when the economics are

ECONOMIC

right."
Mr. Novins said it is significant that opponents of pay tv are arguing against any
kind of a trial. "If they had any real doubt
of public acceptance, they would be urging
us to make a trial," he said.
The Telemeter coin-box demonstrated
last Thursday was said to be an improved
version of the models used in the company's
well-publicized toll tv venture in Palm
Springs, Calif.
During the winter seasons of 1953-54-55,
the company operated a toll tv system which
was connected to the Palm Springs community antenna system (which also was
owned by Telemeter).
When B»T inspected the Telemeter operation in Palm Springs in late April, 1954,
about 200 coin-box units were in service
[B«T, May 3, 1954]. In the early stages of
operation, it was then said, mechanical
failures were encountered, but by spring of
1954 most had been eliminated.
The program fare supplied to Telemeter
subscribers was mostly movies, although a
few sports events were offered too. At that
time the lowest price charged for a movie
was 75 cents, the highest $1.35.
Barry & Enright Negotiating
Production Unit Sale to NBC
QUIZ PROGRAM packager, Barry & Enright Productions, New York, last week authorized Music Corp. of America, its agent,
to negotiate the sale of the production unit
to NBC.
B&E currently is grossing an estimated
$5 million. It packages Twenty-One and
Tic Tac Dough on NBC-TV, and also owns
Winky Dink on CBS-TV. Quizmaster
{Twenty-One and Dough) Jack Barry and
Dan Enright are partners in the firm. It has
been conceded generally that B&E's assets
have risen considerably since Twenty-One
and Charles Van Doren made their splash
in the Monday night period on NBC-TV
[B«T, March 18].
Copies Readies Plans
To Offer 'Play Marko'
GIVEN the go-ahead by the U. S. Court of
Appeals [B»T, March 18], the Caples Co.
last week was dusting off its Play Marko
bingo card game and mapping plans to offer
it to sponsors.
Don J. Powers, vice president, Caples
Co., said the agency must first resolve some
"problems of mechanics" before clearing
the way for reinstatement of the program.
The bingo type game at one time appeared
in approximately 25 markets under sponsorship of food chains and other advertisers.
Page 42
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FCC

INJURY

REVERSES

APPEALS
1 5-YEAR

• Such issues not within its scope, Commission

OUT
POLICY

says

• But Comrs. Hyde, Bartley dissent on this point
• Statement comes with Cleveland, Tenn., decision
THE FCC has permanently barred any
further economic injury appeals — unless the
courts reverse the five to two decision which
was due to be released Friday.
The federal agency simply said that it did
not have the legal authority to consider the
effects of a grant of an application for a
broadcast station on the fortunes of an existing station.
It went further, however. In one of the
frankest pronouncements of its authority
and limitations, the Commission said it only
had the power to regulate "with respect to
electrical interference and with respect to
qualifications of the licensee or applicant."
The Commission, its statement continued,
does not follow a policy of "determining the
need for a station in a given community. . . .
That is left to the genius of free enterprise."
Need is, however, taken into account when
there is a question of equitable distribution.
The FCC's acknowledgment that it does
not have jurisdiction to determine the economic impact of a new grant on existing
outlets is a reversal of a policy of more than
15 years standing. In that time, the Commission has accepted for review many appeals to rescind or refuse an applicant for a
new station on the grounds of economic injury. It has, however, steadily maintained
that as a matter of policy the impact of a
new station or an existing station was speculative and was not sufficiently proved to
justify the denial of a proper applicant.
Acceptance of the theory that economic
protection can be granted existing stations,
the Commission bluntly stated, implies the
adoption of a common carrier concept, including rate regulation. This is specifically
vetoed by the Communications Act, as well
as by Congressional intent, the Commission,
declared. It emphasized that the Communications Act clearly forbids broadcasting to
be considered a common carrier, and affirms
broadcasting as a free, competitive business.
The Commission's decision, written personal y, itis understood, by Comr. John C.
Doerfer, came almost exactly two years
after the FCC granted a 1 kw daytime on
1570 kc to what is now WCLE Cleveland,
Tenn. Cleveland, according to the 1950
census, has a population of 12,605. The
Friday decision affirmed this grant.
Following the grant in April 1955 (the
station has never been on the air), a protest
was filed by WBAC Cleveland, Tenn. (Robert W. Rounsaville) . WBAC operates on
1340 kc with 250 w unlimited and was
founded in 1945. The case was set for hearing on the basic issue of whether the economic potential of Cleveland was such that
two stations could not survive, or if they
did, their services would be so degraded

as to be against the "public interest, conand necessity."
This is the
touch-in
stone of venience
affirmative
Commission
action
granting an application for a broadcast facility. There was also a financial qualification
issue which the FCC found in favor of
WCLE.
Hearings before FCC Hearing Examiner
H. Gifford Irion ran for four days in September 1955 and the record was closed Sept.
30 of that year.
Three months later, in November 1955,
Mr. Irion issued his initial decision recommending that the Commission affirm its
April grant to WCLE and deny the protest.
After various pleadings concerning the
initial decision, the Commission in May
1956 asked all parties, including the Broadcast Bureau, to file legal briefs on the juridical question of whether the Commission
has the power to protest existing facilities
from competition, even if it would desire to
do so.
Friday's decision did not find favor with
all commissioners. Comrs. Rosel H. Hyde
and Robert T. Bartley, although concurring
with the affirmation of the WCLE grant,
dissented strongly to the majority's viewpoint that the Commission does not have
the legal authority to take into account competitive economic injury to existing stations.
It is interesting to note that three of the
five commissioners who constituted the majority cut their regulatory eyeteeth on state
public utility commissions. These are FCC
Chairman George C. McConnaughey, Richard A. Mack and Mr. Doerfer.
The key phrase in the Commission's 12page decision was this:
"Restriction of competition is a corollary
of exclusivity, and exclusivity is tolerable
only by the application of pubic utility conor techniques."
The ceptsbasic
court case on this subject, the
Commission said, was the 1940 Sanders case
where the U. S. Supreme Court upheld the
FCC in granting two applications for
Dubuque, Iowa. One was the move of then
WKKB East Dubuque, 111., across the Mississippi River to the parent city; the other
was the application for a new station by the
Dubuque Telegraph-Herald (now KDTH).
WKKB claimed the area could not support
both stations. The Commission refused to
accept this objection. The case was carried
to the Supreme Court which held that it is
not the purpose of the Communications Act
to protect a licensee against competition.
However, the court held that the effect of
competition on the service to the public
cannot be disregarded.
This meant, the Commission decided last
week, that "It was the economic injury to
the respondent from competition and his
Broadcasting
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GOVERNMENT
right to appeal — not the adverse effects of
service upon the public — which were at issue and decided.
The Commission stated:
"We take this opportunity now to disclaim any power to consider the effects of
legal competition upon the public service in
the field of broadcasting. We say 'legal competition' todistinguish it from unfair competition, practices in restraint of trade, or
conspiracies to monopolize, against which
there are specific statutory directives."
If, as argued by WBAC in the Cleveland
case, the Commission has the right to take
economic factors into account, this "inevitably results in the application of common carrier or public utility concepts to
the broadcasting industry — a contradiction
which cannot be read into the Act by interpretive construction or superimposed by administrative action."
This common carrier approach, the Commission said, has certain characteristics. One
of these is the power to deny a certificate
of authority to a would-be competitor in
the same area as an existing common
carrier, the FCC noted. It continued:
"An accepted ground, amongst others,
is that duplication of capital facilities leads
to economic waste and hence is contrary to
the pubic interest. Not all who aspire to be
common carriers can embark upon such
an enterprise — even upon an assertion that
with superior experience and financial resources the applicant will render a better
service. The regulatory agencies, generally,
have the power to set standards of service
and to compel an observance thereof by the
existing common carrier . . .
"Implementing, by restricting competition the 'public convenience and necessity'
standards of the common carrier act (Title
II) does not warrant the same implementation in providing the the 'public interest,
convenience and necessity' standards of the
broadcasting provisions of Title III. And
yet it is essentially the common carrier regulatory tools which the protestant contends
we should apply to broadcasting in our
consideration of whether or not to grant an
authorization to any one aspiring to be a
competitor. In addition to ascertaining market potentials as the protestant would have
us do, we would ultimately be asked by applicants toweigh and appraise the efficiency
and ingenuity of existing broadcast management. This, in turn, would require devising
a system of uniform accounts in order to
make valid comparison and appraisal. Depreciation accounting as well as the prudence
of investments would also be urged as a
legitimate issue in such contests. A host of
other but similar common carrier techniques
could with plausibility be thrust upon us.
Restriction of competition is a corollary of
exclusivity, and exclusivity is tolerable only
by the application of public utility concepts
or techniques. When common carrier techniques are employed in the broadcasting
business to the extent necessary to accomplish the objectives urged upon us, a subtle,
indirect, but nonetheless a real transformation from competitive regulatory practices
to public utility regulation will inevitably
result. This we deem contrary to the specific
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provisions of the Communications Act, the
intent of Congress, and the interpretation of
that Act in the Sanders case."
Bill by Potter Proposes Repeal
Of Communications Act Protests
REPEAL of Sec. 309 (c) (protest provision)
of the Communications Act is proposed in
a bill (S 1577) offered last week by Sen.
Charles E. Potter (R-Mich.), a member of
the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee.
Sen. Potter, who introduced the measure
"by request," said the proposal was the result of various expressions of opinion coming from his constituents Like a similar
bill introduced in the House by Rep. Joseph
P. O'Hara (R-Minn.) [At Deadline, Feb.
18], S 1577 carries a "saving clause," providing that present provisions will remain
in effect regarding grants made by the FCC
before enactment of the bill if the protestant
acts within 30 days of the grant.
FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey has said the Commission approves
repeal of Sec. 309 (c) but the FCC has
made no formal recommendation to Congress for such legislation.
House Committee Asks $250,000
To Check Up on Federal Agencies
THE House Administration Committee at
its next meeting on or before April 10 will
consider a resolution asking for an additional $250,000 for the House Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee.
The $250,000 would be used by the Com-

HEARING,
TO

FCC

merce Committee's Special Legislative Oversight Subcommittee headed by Rep. Morgan
M. Moulder (D-Mo.) to carry on an investigation into whether federal agencies, including the FCC, are properly administering
the laws creating them.
The resolution (H Res. 191) asks that
the presently-approved $100,000 funds for
the full committee be increased to $350,000.
It is understood the extra $250,000 for the
Moulder probe has the backing of House
Speaker Sam Rayburn (D-Tex.) and thus
is likely to be approved.
The subcommittee, it is understood, will
hire a staff of several experts in research and
in administrative law to make studies and
report back to the subcommittee in time for
hearings in the fall, if necessary [At Deadline, March 18].
H Res. 191 was introduced by Rep. Oren
Harris, chairman of the House Commerce
Committee, as an amendment to H Res. 152,
which was approved Feb. 7 and provides
$100,000
in
1957. for the parent committee's work
Proposes FCC Charge Fees
PROPOSAL that FCC charge fees for its
services to radio and tv broadcasters was
made by Rep. Charles A. Vanik (D-Ohio)
in a talk on the House floor Wednesday.
"There is no justification," he said, "to
charge all the people of the United States
collectively for the preponderance of private
service which is rendered by the FCC to
the private radio broadcasting and television industry."

SUBPOENA
NETWORK

THE FCC's network study staff was armed
with a big stick last week — in order to be
able to prod recalcitrant segments of the
broadcasting industry to furnish information
when requested.
That is the essence of the Commission's
action announcing that it had given Dean
Roscoe R. Barrow authority to hold hearings and even to issue subpoenas.
Dean Barrow, it is understood, has found
some broadcasters unwilling to immediately
turn over to his staff information requested.
These elements (and they include networks,
film distributors, and other components of
television) have not exactly refused, but have
hedged their answers to requests for information in this manner: (1) The information
is competitive; can we be certain it won't
leak; (2) We'll be glad to give you the information ifyou show us you are getting the
same data from competitors; (3) Be glad to
furnish the requested information — and
months go by without a word.
In its announcement last Thursday, the
Commission related that it had found most
people and companies cooperative in furnishing information.

POWER

STUDY

GIVEN

GROUP

"However," the statement read, "certain
persons, firms and companies have ignored
the request or have expressed reluctance to
provide voluntarily information which is
essential to the study. Also, preliminary
evaluation of some of the data and information indicates that in some areas it may be
necessary to obtain further information of
a more specific character."
Because of this, the FCC declared, it has
been found necessary to convene an "investigatory" proceeding "for the production
of documentary and oral evidence." The
order provides, the Commission stated, that
any member of the Network Study Committee or other Commission personnel who
may be designated may act as presiding
officer at such hearings for the purpose of
taking evidence and issuing subpoenas "or
other process in connection with the proceedings." These proceedings will be convened
at such times or places as the Committee may
direct.
The Network Study Committee of the
FCC comprises FCC Chairman George C.
McConnaughey, and Comrs. Rosel H. Hyde,
John C. Doerfer and Robert T. Bartley.
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GOVERNMENT
MORE

DEINTERMIXTURE

THE FCC last week cleared up the remaining five of its original 14 deintermixture
proposals — and went one step further.
Announcing orders to the staff, the Commission instructed papers to be drawn to
accomplish the following:
• Add ch. 6 to Miami, Fla.
• Add ch. 4 to Charleston, S: C.
• Add ch. 13 to Norfolk-PortsmouthNewport News, Va.
• Add ch. 10 to Duluth, Minn.-Superior,
Wis.
A proposal to add ch. 5 to Columbia,
S. C, will be denied, the Commission reported.
In New Haven, the FCC proposed to
move ch. 8 out of that city, where it is
now occupied by WNHC-TV to the Providence, R. I. -Fall River-New Bedford, Mass.,
area. In exchange, the Commission proposed to move ch. 6 from New Bedford,
Mass., to New Haven for WNHC-TV.
Ch. 6 was allocated to New Bedford last
year. Before that it was assigned to WNHCTV in New Haven, but ch. 8 was substituted
in 1952 when the Commission issued its
Sixth Report and Order lifting the freeze on
tv applications.
WNHC-TV is owned by the Radio-Television Div. of Triangle Publications Inc. (Philadelphia Inquirer-WFIL) , which bought
the ABC affiliated outlet and its am and fm
adjuncts last year for $5.4 million.
The proposal to switch channels in New
Haven was affirmed by all commissioners
except Comr. Robert E. Lee, who dissented.
Comr. John C. Doerfer abstained.
The Commission's announcement pointed
out that transmitters for ch. 8 in Providence
and for ch. 6 in New Haven would have to
be sited carefully in order to meet mileage

CLEARED

separations.
In New Haven this means, it was understood, that WNHC-TV would have to move
its transmitter northward toward Hartford
in order to meet the 170-mile separation between it and ch. 6 WFIL-TV Philadelphia
(also owned by Triangle Publications).
Commenting on the proposals, Roger W.
Clipp, Triangle vice president-general manager for broadcasting, said last week: "Our
engineers are studying the proposal. If it is
practicable and feasible and can provide
additional service to the people of Connecticut and Rhode Island, Triangle will not
object despite the aditional costs which are
The cost of moving WNHC-TV's transmitter, building a new tower and buying a
apparent."
new transmitter and antenna to operate on
ch. 6 has been estimated as high as $250,000. It was noted that the move of ch. 6 to
New Haven was predicated on the move
of that same frequency from Schenectady,
N. Y., to Syracuse, N. Y., as ordered by
the Commission earlier this month [B»T,
March 4].
Comments on the New Haven proposal
were requested by April 29.
The addition of ch. 6 to Miami will give
that city its fourth commercial tv channel.
Miami now has the following stations operating: Educational WTHS (TV), ch. *2;
WCKT (TV), ch. 7; WTVJ (TV), ch. 4;
WITV (TV), ch. 17; WGSB-TV, ch. 23.
There are also two grantees: WPST-TV.
ch. 10, and WMFL (TV), ch. 33.
A third commercial vhf channel assigned
to Charleston leaves the new v, an educational vand commercial u open for applications. Operating in Charleston are WUSNTV, ch. 2, and WCSC-TV. ch. 5.
Norfolk will be getting its third vhf assignment. Already operating are WTAR-TV,

CASES
LEFT
IN THE
'MILL'
THE FCC has wiped the slate clean on ch. 12 and add uhf, making city prepending deintermixture proposals — but dominatly vhf or uhf.
still awaiting action are almost 30 moves
Erie, Pa. — Move ch. 12 to Cleveland.
to add or subtract vhf channels.
Ohio, to make Erie all uhf. WICU (TV)
Deintermixture still pending involve
operates on ch. 12.
these cities:
Knoxville, Tenn. — Add ch. 7 to KnoxFt. Smith, Ark. — Move ch. 5 from
ville from Spartanburg, S. C, to make
Ft, . Smith to Fayetteville, Ark., making
Knoxville all vhf; Spartanburg all uhf.
Ft. Smith all uhf. KNAC-TV is operating
Also move ch. 7 to Columbia, S. C, and
on ch. 5
Augusta, Ga.
Raleigh, N. C. — Move ch. 5 from
Sacramento, Calif. — Add ch. 12 to
Raleigh to Rocky Mount, N. C, making
Sacramento from Chico; add ch. 1 1 to
Raleigh all uhf. WRAL-TV is operating Chico from Yreka; add ch. 8 to Yreka.
on ch. 5.
KHSL-TV Chico operates on ch. 12.
Corpus Christi, Tex. — Add ch. 3 to
San Francisco, Calif. — Add ch. 13 to
Corpus Christi from Nuevo Laredo; move
San Francisco from Stockton; add ch.
ch. 13 to Nuevo Laredo from Laredo;
6 to Stockton; remove educational reseror delete chs. 6 or 10 from Corpus
vation on ch. 6 in Sacramento.
Christi or reserve chs. 6 or 10 for eduFlint,
Mich. — Move ch. 12 from Flint
cation; or add ch. 2 to Corpus Christi,
making Corpus Christi all vhf or all uhf. to Ann Arbor, Mich. WJRT (TV) holds
a grant for ch. 12 Flint.
KRIS-TV operates on ch. 6 and KSIXCharlotte, N. C. — Delete ch. 9 from
TV on ch. 10 in Corpus Christi.
Charlotte, to make city predominatly uhf.
Jacksonville, Fla. — Change educational
reservation from ch. 7 to uhf, or delete
Gulfport, Miss. — Change educational
Page 48
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ch.
ch.
the
ch:

3; WVEC-TV, ch. 15 and WTOV (TV),
27. WAVY-TV ch. 10, is about to go on
air. Educational ch. 21 and commercial
33 are allocated, but not granted. Substitution of ch. 12 for ch. 13 at New Bern will
mean that cp-holder WBNE-TV New Bern
will move from ch. 13 to ch. 12.
Assignment of an extra vhf to DuluthSuperior will give that city its third commercial vhf. Now operating are KDAL-TV,
ch. 3, and WDSM-TV, ch. 6. WFTV (TV)
holds a permit for ch. 38. Still available are
educational ch. *8 and commercial ch. 32.
The proposal to add ch. 5 to Columbia,
S. C, in addition to its present ch. 10 (on
which WIS-TV is now operating) was made
by ch. 67 WNOK-TV that city. Also available are chs. 19 and 25.
Earlier this month the FCC acted on deintermixture proposals in 10 cities, resulting in the proposed removal of the single
vhf channel in Springfield and Peoria, 111.;
Elmira, N. Y.; Fresno, Calif., and Evansville, Ind.; two vhf frequencies from the
Albany-Schenectady-Troy, N. Y., area. It
also added additional vhf channels to New
Orleans, Houma, Lake Charles-Lafayette,
La., and Beaumont-Port Arthur, Tex., subject to further proceedings.
The vhf channels deleted from the deintegrated cities were assigned to St. Louis.
Davenport-Rock Island-Moline, Santa Barbara, Terre Haute, and Syracuse.
KTVI (TV) Readies to Shift
From U to V in St. Louis
AMIDST protests against its planned ch.
2 operation, KTVI (TV) St. Louis went dark
on ch. 36 last Wednesday midnight in preparation to begin operations on the vhf
channel April 15, authorized by the FCC
in its 4].
deintermixture rulemaking [B»T,
March
Filed last week with the Commission
were petitions by Louisiana Purchase Co.

reservation from ch. 44 to ch. 13 to
make city all commercial uhf.
Columbus, Ga. — Move ch. 4 from
Columbus to Panama City, Fla., or to
Dothan, Ala., to make city all uhf.
WRBL-TV Columbus operates on ch. 4.
Those are the deintermixture petitions.
The Commission also has these drop-in
petitions to handle:
Carter, 111., add ch. 13; Harrisburg.
111., add chs. 3 or 8; Carbondale, 111., add
ch. 3; Clearfield, Pa., add ch. 3; Lamar.
Colo., add ch. 12; Moultrie, Ga., add ch.
8; North Platte, Neb., move ch. 9 from
Hay Springs, Neb., and add ch. 4 to
Hay Springs; Bunnel or New Port Richey,
Fla., add ch. 10; St. Joseph, Tenn., add
ch. 11 (from Lexington, Tenn.); Ainsworth, Neb., add ch. 3; Vancouver or
Longview, Wash., add ch. 2; Presque
Isle, Maine, add ch. 10; Farmington.
N. M., add ch. 12; Thermopolis, Wyo..
add ch. 3; Wausau, Wis., add ch. 9 from
Iron Mountain, Mich., and add ch. 8 to
Iron Mountain; Waycross, Ga., add ch.
6; Brookings, Ore., add ch. 6.
Broadcasting
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STORER
W$PD-TV
Toledo, Ohio

BROADCASTING
WJW-TV
Cleveland, Ohio

WSPD
Toledo, Ohio

WJW
Cleveland, Ohio

WJBK-TV
Detroit, Mich,
WJBKMich.
Detroit,

Atlanta, Ga,
WAGA-TV
WAGA
Atlanta, Ga.

COMPANY

KPTV
WBRC-TV
WGBS-TV
Miami, Fid.
Birmingham, Ala.
Portland, Ore.
WBRC
WWVA
WGBS
Birmingham, Alo. Wheeling, W.Va.
Miami, Flct.

GOVERNMENT
seeking (1) temporary authority to operate
on the same ch. 2 and/ or a comparative
hearing among qualified applicants, (2) immediate stay of the grant of temporary authority to KTVI and (3) protest against the
reassignment of ch. 36 to Springfield, 111.
La. Purchase Co., headed by St. Louis attorney Lon Hocker, also filed an application last week seeking a construction permit for ch. 2.
Opening its battle on a second front, La.
Purchase Thursday went to the U. S. Court
of Appeals in Washington for permission to
file petition for writ of mandamus (to force
the Commission to stay its temporary authorization toKTVI). Without an argument
by counsel, the three-judge court (Wilbur K.
Miller, David L. Bazelon and John A. Danaher) refused to accept the petition.
Additional opposition came from Cape
Girardeau Tv Co. (V. W. Lillard), which
had sought assignment of ch. 2 to that Missouri city in the FCC proceedings. Cape
Girardeau claimed that it had been deprived
of due process of law and injured by the
Commission's action. It opposed any use of
ch. 2 in St. Louis and/or ch. 36 in Springfield until the courts have reviewed the
Commission action.

BOXSCORE
STATUS of comparative hearing cases
for new tv stations before FCC:
AWAITING FINAL DECISION: 8
(Figures in parentheses indicate dates oral
arguments were held.)
Seattle, Wash., ch. 7 (12-17-56); St. Louis,
Mo., ch. 11 (7-9-56); Orlando, Fla., ch. 9
(6-19-56); Buffalo, N. Y., ch. 7 (9-24-56);
Boston, Mass., ch. 5 (10-29-56); Biloxi, Miss.,
ch. 13 (12-18-56); Pittsburgh, Pa., ch. 11.
11-57).Francisco-Oakland, Calif., ch. 2 (3San
AWAITING ORAL ARGUMENT: 4
(Figures in parentheses indicate dates initial decisions were issued.')
Coos Bay, Ore., ch. 16 ( 7-20-56); Hatfield, Ind.-Owensboro, Ky., ch. 9 (2-18-57);
Onondaga-Parma, Mich., ch. 10 (3-7-57);
Toledo, Ohio, ch. 11 (3-21-57).
AWAITING INITIAL DECISION: 3
(Figures
parentheses
indicate dates records werein closed
after hearings.)
McKeesport-Pittsburgh,
Pa., ch. 4 (1-7-57).
Ponce,
P. R., ch. 7.
IN HEARING
5
Sheboygan, Mich., ch. 4; Mayaguez, P. R.,
ch. 3; Victoria, Tex., ch. 19; Beaumont,
Tex., ch. 6; Lubbock, Tex., ch. 5; Sioux
Falls, S. D., ch. 13.
IN COURT
6
(Appeals from tv grants in U. S. Court of
Appeals, Washington.)
Miami, Fla., ch. 7; Wichita, Kan., ch. 3;
Portsmouth, Va., ch. 10; Knoxville, Tenn.,
ch. 10; Miami, ch. 10; Supreme Court:
Shreveport, La., ch. 12; Sacramento, Calif.,
ch.
10; (petitions
for writs of certiorari
submitted)
.

La. Purchase's formal application for ch.
2 disclosed nine stockholders in addition to
Mr. Hocker. They include William O. and
Charles W. DeWitt, former majority stockholders of the old St. Louis Browns; Ethan
A. H. Shepley.trustee of educational KETC
(TV) St. Louis; John R. Shepley, less than
1% owner of KWK-TV St. Louis, and
Shreveport-New Orleans Group
George J. Nooney. Mr. Hocker is a former
director of Globe-Democrat Publishing Co..
Will Apply for Letter's New V
FORMATION of a $500,000 corporation to
23% owner of KWK-TV.
The applicant proposed a power of 100
apply for ch. 12 New Orleans was announced last week by E. Newton Wray,
kw, RCA antenna 995 ft. above average terrain, estimated construction costs of $448,
president-general manager of KTBS-AM-TV
352 and $1,500,000 for first year operation.
Shreveport, La. The new company, Crescent
La. Purchase said that it has acquired an opInc., has subscribing stocktion to purchase the site of deleted ch. 14 City Telecasters
holders divided equally between residents of
KACY (TV) Festus, Mo. [B«T, March 18],
Shreveport and New Orleans.
as a location for its antenna-transmitter. '
Shreveport subscribers include, in addition
This
location, 5 miles northwest of St. Louis
to Mr. Wray, George D. Wray, Charles W.
suburb Kimmswick, Mo., meets all mileage
separation from ch. 2 Terre Haute, Ind., as , Wray, Dr. John A. Hendrick, Dr. Robert
S. Hendrick, Justin R. Querbes Jr. and
opposed to the KTVI site, applicant claimed. '
Patrick J. White. Investments by New
Orleans stockholders are being handled
CBS Argues Against Reopening
through the office of Ernest A. Carrere Jr.
Record on St. Louis Ch. 11
Ch. 12 was assigned to New Orleans, the
THERE were no new facts in a joint request
third vhf allocation to that city, earlier this
by two applicants to reopen the record in month by the Commission in its deinterthe St. Louis ch. 11 proceedings [B«T,
mixture actions [B»T, March 4].
March 1 8], CBS told the FCC in asking that
the petition be denied. Seeking further hearings are 220 Tv Inc. and St. Louis Telecast
Tries Again for New Orleans
Inc. CBS reportedly has received a favorOPERATING ch. 20 WJMR-TV New Orable vote for the channel by the Commisleans petitioned FCC a fortnight ago for
sion [B»T, Jan. 21].
temporary authority to operate on ch. 12,
Each charge made by the petitioners has assigned to New Orleans in deintermixture
been "specifically controverted by CBS," the proceedings [B«T, March 4]. Station had
network said, and the petition should be deasked for show cause order to change to
nied because it offers no "justification whatthat channel, which was denied by FCC
ever for the petitioners' unseemly timing."
March 8. Present request differs from earTelecast Inc. and 220 Tv had asked the FCC
lier petition, WJMR-TV said, because it is
to determine whether CBS was guilty of
antitrust violations and its dominance in seeking temporary authorization rather than
radio-tv.
permanent modification of cp.
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WDSU Inc. Seeks Ch. 12
At Beaumont-Port Arthur
FIRST application for newly assigned ch.
12 Beaumont-Port Arthur, Tex., was filed
Friday
WDSU . WDSU
Inc. (WDSU-AM-FMTV New byOrleans)
proposes 316 kw,
$884,000 to build and $636,000 for first
year's operating cost. WDSU interests (Edgar Stern and associates) hold almost 70%
of WAFB-AM-FM-TV Baton Rouge, La.,
and 51% of WDAM-TV Hattiesburg, Miss.
KBMT (TV) Beaumont earlier this month
requested authority to begin temporary operation on the Beaumont-Port Arthur ch. 12.
KBMT, on ch. 31, operated for two years
prior to going dark in mid- 1956.
KFDM-TV Beaumont, on ch. 6, is the
only station operating in the area. Port
Arthur College received a grant last week
for ch. 4 there, following a merger agreement with Jefferson Amusement Co.
Mohawk Still Wants Ch. 2
Or Ch. 7 in Utica, N. Y.
MOHAWK VALLEY TV Inc. last week
asked the FCC to reconsider its request for
assignment of ch. 2 to Utica, N. Y., or in
lieu of that, assign ch. 7 to Utica. Mohawk
had sought the assignment of ch. 2 there,
which request the FCC failed to act on in its
deintermixture actions early this month
[B«T, March 4].
Mohawk said ch. 7 could be assigned to
Utica by adding ch. 9 (deleted from Elmira.
N. Y.) to Syracuse, N. Y., in lieu of ch. 8;
moving ch. 8 to Carthage-Watertown. N. Y..
for that hyphenated area's ch. 7.
Public Service Answers Attacks
On FCC Grant of Miami Ch. 10
ATTACKS on the grant of ch. 10 in Miami
by two losing applicants and WITV (TV)
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. [B«T, March 18],
were answered last week by winning applicant Public Service Tv Inc., subsidiary of
National Airlines.
Public Service told the FCC that all three
petitions should be denied. In support of
this stand, it said that WITV's position
already had been considered by the Commission and the courts in that station's
protest of the grant of ch. 7 (WCKT [TV])
Miami. As to petitions filed by L. B. Wilson
Inc. and North Dade Video Co., Public
Service said that matters raised by them are
a part of the record in the proceedings and
that no new evidence was presented.
FCC Delays WWBZ Edict
THE FCC has delayed announcing supplemental initial decision in order to review
the hearing examiner's findings in the renewal of license hearing of WWBZ Vineland, N. J. The broadcasting of horse racing
information, which was the reason for the
denial of renewal, has not been a part of the
station's programming for over two years.
WWBZ first applied for renewal in February 1952, and was denied in November
1955 [B«T, Feb. 18].
Broadcasting
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LIVE-COLOR
enthusiastic

SURGERY
public

response

met

with

at KOMO-TV,

Seattle

Editorial writer Louise Bresky of The Seattle Times had this to say about the program :
"The human heart — symbol of man's spirit and essence of his existence — made its American
open-circuit color television debut ... in one of the most absorbing telecasts of the season . . .
done with taste and a flattering assumption of viewer-maturity."
There was the question, before this operation was telecast, of what public reaction would
be. Quite possibly it would stir up controversy and criticism.
The response was overwhelming — and unanimously favorable. "Truly remarkable," "Educational,"
"Designed to inspire confidence in surgery". .. phrases extracted from the many letters received.
If the viewer's intelligence is respected, rare indeed is the area of life where the camera
need fear to tread. As a result of this colorcast — the first of its kind in the world — we
re-confirmed our belief that the public is appreciative of that which stirs . . . stimulates . . .
and educates. The horizons of our medium are unlimited.

for greater

Broadcasting

influence
CHANNEL 4

NBC

GET THE FACTS FROM YOUR

NBC
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Sarah

Bernhardt

got

$1,000

a

That's the late Fred Allen talking on "Books
and Voices." The conversation continues.
"You had to pay her every night . . . when
the sun went down. She was always afraid
that she would die during the night and you
might owe her something."
Here's Grace Metalious defending her
"Peyton Place." "I don't think it's terribly
fair of anyone to say I was making an effort
to be deliberately shocking. I was not. I did
the best job I knew how with the characters
I had to work with."
It's not always authors who speak. Another evening a college girl describes the
heroine of a recent novel. "She seems to be
the tiredest young lover I've ever read of!"
Books come alive on WBC's new radio program "Books and Voices," a sort of literary
salon of the air. John K. M. McCaffery of
"Author Meets the Critics" and TV newscasting fame is the moderator and editor. By
adroitly mixing specially taped interviews,
authors' readings of their own works, and music
with his book reviews, he adds the dimension
of sound to modern literature. George Bernard
O. . . Wilson, Taft
Shaw . . . Dylan Thomas
q
and Teddy Roosevelt — the people who make
books worth reading make wonderful listening on WBC.
"Books and Voices" follows the WBC
tradition of great public service programs designed to entertain while informing. Its enthusiastic reception wherever aired confirms
our belief that broadcasting is most effective
on stations that have earned the respect and
confidence of the communities they serve.

WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING
COMPANY, INC.
RADIO BOSTON, WBZ + WBZA: PITTSBURGH, KDKA:
CLEVELAND, KYW: FORT WAYNE, WOWO: CHICAGO. WIND:
PORTLAND, KEX
TELEVISION BOSTON, WBZ-TV: PITTSBURGH, KDKA-TV;
CLEVELAND, KYW. TV: SAN FRANCISCO, KPIX
WIND REPRESENTED BY A M RADIO SALES
KPIX REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY. INC.
ALL OTHER WBC STATIONS REPRESENTED BY
PETERS. GRIFFIN. WOODWARD. INC.

"Books and Voices," Bergen Evans' "Of Many Things,"
and Helen Parkhurst's "Growing Pains," are available
to educational stations everywhere, on request to Richard
Pack, Vice President-Programming, of Westinghouse
Broadcasting Company, Inc.
PROGRAM THEMES IN THE
"BOOKS AND VOICES" SERIES:
"Much Ado About Me" by Fred Allen
"Bonjour Tristesse" and "A Certain Smile" by Francoise Sagan
"A Treasury of Jazz" by Eddie Condon, and "History of
Jazz" by Hodier
"Peyton Place" by Grace Metalious, and "With Love From
Gracie" by Grace Heggar Lewis
"This
WarHallowed
books Ground" by Bruce Catton, plus other Civil ,
"Poetry of Dylan Thomas" by Dylan Thomas
"The American Presidency" by Clinton Rossiter
"American Heritage Reader" and "Our Literary Heritage"
by Van Wyck Brooks and Otto L. Bettmann
"George Bernard Shaw" by St. John Irvine
"Circle of Guilt" by Fredrick Wetham
"Children's Books and Records" — a review
"North With the Spring" and "Autumn Across America" by
Edwin Peale, plus other nature books

GOVERNMENT
BMI
VIA

ENTERS
ASCAP

PROBE
CHARGES

• Proposed study broadened
• House unit to eye squabbles
PROPOSED investigation into voting and
royalty distribution squabbles within the
American Society of Composers, Authors
& Publishers by a House subcommittee will
be broadened to include a probe of ASCAP
complaints against Broadcast Music Inc., a
spokesman said last week.
Joseph L. Nellis, special counsel for the
House Small Business Committee's Subcommittee No. 5 (distribution problems) headed
by Rep. James Roosevelt (D-Calif.), said he
hopes to hold a closed conference May 1 1
with both ASCAP leaders and members
who
have complained
that ASCAP's
royalty
distribution
methods and
election formula
are "unfair and inequitable" [B»T, March
18]. There are some 60 complaints against
ASCAP, he said.
Sometime after that he will talk to BMI
executives, with a hearing to be scheduled
afterward, probably in New York, Mr.
Nellis said.
Queried on why the subcommittee plans
to hold a two-pronged probe — one into
intra-ASCAP difficulties and the other into
ASCAP's charges that BMI and broadcasters discriminate against ASCAP music — Mr.
Nellis said that any investigation involving
ASCAP "sooner or later" involves BMI. He
read part of an ASCAP letter to the subcommittee citing charges identical to those
made against BMI in the hearings held in
New York last fall by the House Antitrust
Subcommittee.
The Roosevelt subcommittee counsel said
hearings would be held because facts cannot always be obtained from reading records
(presumably the record of the House Antitrust Subcommittee).
"Our interests are different" from those of
the Antitrust Subcommittee, which was
looking for instances of monopoly, he continued. The Roosevelt subcommittee is interested in determining "if the small busines man isbeing squeezed," he said.
Unlike the Antitrust Subcommittee, which
did not take its testimony under oath, the
House Small Business Committee and its
subcommittees have a policy of always
swearing in witnesses, Mr. Nellis said. BMI
representatives had complained that ASCAP
witnesses testifying before the Antitrust Subcommittee later refused to affirm charges
made there when testifying later under oath
in the Songwriters of America suit against
BMI and broadcasters.
Evins Group Charges Monopoly,
Wants Agencies Under Congress
REP. JOE L. EVINS (D-Tenn.) last week
recommended that appropriate legislative
committees of the House consider the recom endations ofthe House Small Business
Committee and its Subcommittee No. 1,
which he heads.
The small business group's report [B»T,
Jan. 7] charges monopoly in broadcasting
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WINNER'S BURDEN
CONGRESS may be busy, but even
that body finds it hard to ignore the
problems besetting the recently-deposed tv quiz contest hero, Charles
Van Doren.
Rep. Walter Rogers (D-Tex.) and
Rep. Edgar W. Hiestand (R-Calif.)
both entered newspaper articles in the
Congressional Record last week which
played up the huge income tax bite
being taken from Mr. Van Doren's
contest winnings of $129,000 on NBCTV's Twenty-one quiz show.
Rep. Rogers said the tax take
(leaving Mr. Van Doren only about
$29,000) "clearly and concisely points
up one of the grave dangers of the
individual-incentive philosophy . . . ."
Rep.
Hiestand
the "real
winner"
was not
Mr. VansaidDoren.
but the
U. S.
Treasury.
and other industries and recommends legislation to remove the "centralized power of
the Executive Branch" over federal regulatory agencies by giving complete control of
them to Congress. The report was based on
hearings last year by the Evins subcommittee. All Republican members of the Small
Business Committee dissented to the report.
Last week. Rep. Evins entered lengthy
excerpts from the report in the Congressional Record after House approval of HR
6070, providing fiscal 1958 funds for federal
agencies. He said he joins House Speaker
Sam Rayburn
(D-Tex.) in by
the the
latter's
request for an investigation
House
Commerce Committee's Special Legislative
Oversight Subcommittee on whether federal
agencies are carrying out the laws enacted
by Congress (story page 46).
Rep. Evins said the Small Business Committee report has been "highly commended
by lawyers, business concerns, and by many
officials of our independent agencies and
commissions themselves."
Stennis Seeks Govt. Ad Report
SEN JOHN STENNIS (D-Miss.) has asked
for a detailed report from Defense Dept.
on how much is being spent on recruiting
advertising by the various armed services,
which, he feels, are spending "too much
money" on tv, billboard and other advertising. "It seems to me that every time I
turn on the tv there is some new appeal for
the Navy, the Army, the Air Force or the
Marines to join," he said. Sen. Stennis is
acting chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee.
Bills Would Prohibit DST
PROHIBITION of the use of Daylight Saving Time is proposed in a bill (HR 5771)
which has been offered by Rep. Harley O.
Staggers (D-W. Va.). The bill, identical to
one introduced in the 84th Congress by Rep.
Staggers, would make it a misdemeanor to
use any system but Standard Time, with a
fine of $100 for violation, effective next
Jan.
Rep. Joseph
(R-Minn.)
also is1. author
of bills P.to O'Hara
outlaw DST.

'Budget' Committee Proposals
Introduced in Senate, House
PROPOSALS for a joint House-Senate
"budget" committee — to act as a watchdog
over the Bureau of the Budget and federal
agencies in their requests of funds for the
latter — have been introduced in both the
House and Senate.
HR 5753, authored by Rep. Peter W.
Rodino Jr. (D-N. J.), calls for seven members of the Senate Appropriations Committee and nine members of the House Appropriations Committee, with the majority
party holding the balance of power.
A proposal (S 1585) by Sen. John L.
McClellan (D-Ark.) — introduced in behalf
of himself and 61 other senators — would
fix such a joint committee membership at
seven members each from the respective
House and Senate appropriations committees. Similar measures have passed the Senate in the three previous Congresses, but
have never been brought to a vote in the
House, Sen. McClellan said.
As envisioned by Sen. McClellan, the
joint committee would inform itself and in
turn inform Congress on the fiscal requirements of the various government agencies
instead of depending entirely on information submitted by the Budget Bureau and
the respective agencies. The proposals follow recommendations made by the Hoover
Commission, he said.
A bill (HR 6128) identical to the McClellan proposal was introduced by Rep.
Marguerite Still Church (R-IU.).
Bill Would Stop Withholding
Of Government Information
SEN. Thomas C. Hennings Jr. (D-Mo.)
has introduced a measure in the Senate
which would prevent government information being withheld from public perusal.
The bill (S 921) is a follow up to the
formation of the Senate Constitutional
Rights sub-committee which is headed by
Sen. Hennings [B«T, Jan. 14].
The Hennings sub-committee has its
counterpart in the House which is headed
by Rep. John E. Moss (D-Calif.). The purpose behind both committees is to shake
loose information which has been classiment.fied by the executive branch of the governMotion for Rehearing Denied
Lar Daly by U. S. Appeals Court
MOTION for rehearing on an appeal for
suspension of FCC directives was denied in
U. S. Court of Appeals a fortnight ago when
Lar Daly, perennial political aspirant, sought
a time extension to April 22 to prepare a
new petition.
Mr. Daly sought a declaratory judgment
that the directives were "unjustified" and
asked they be set aside by order of the
Seventh District (Chicago) Appellate Court.
According to the FCC directives, issued
April 11 and Oct. 31, 1956, Mr. Daly was
not a legally qualified candidate under Sec.
315 of the Communications Act and there
fore not entitled to equal time sought from
the major radio-tv networks.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

Celebrating
of
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to
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Ranchers

MURRAY

COX

Farm

Editor

WFAA

Radio

It's hard on the nerves . . . Murray bounding into the studio about 5 minutes before
air-time. But that's what it takes to get
his first-hand information. Almost 30,000
road miles a year . . . hitting the back
roads . . . talking to farmers, to civic
clubs, to rural youth organizations.
April 1st marks Murray Cox's "10th Anniversary" on WFAA Radio. The tributes
paid him on this occasion have been many
. . . the most rewarding of these coming
from the everyday farmers and ranchers
saying, "Thanks, Murray, for the wonderful help you've given us!"

WFAA
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Studio

Live

Camera

Broadcast

Camera

Design

Equipment

Standards

Economy

For the first time the economy
camera

Combines

of

the

with

for

Use

Broadcast
Operating

Vidicon

Tube

of vidicon operation is available in a live studio

designed to Broadcast standards. RCA

Broadcast

engineers have incorpo-

rated the latest in techniques and circuitry into the TK-15 Vidicon Camera
studio use. The result is a camera

which offers the same

venience asother RCA Broadcast cameras.
card commercials,
adequate

live news

programs

for TV

kind of operating con-

It provides high-quality pictures for flip

and other scenes on which the light level is

for vidicons.

See your RCA Broadcast Sales Representative for additional information; or write for illustrated brochure containing complete particulars.
In Canada: write RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.

RADIO

CORPORATION
BROADCAST

AND

TELEVISION

of

AMERICA

EQUIPMENT

Camden, N.J.

These

Advanced

Features:

• EXCELLENT PICTURE QUALITY WITH PROPER LIGHTING
• BUILT-IN 7" VIEWFINDER, 4 LENS TURRET FOR BROADCAST TYPE OPERATION
• QUICK AND PRECISE OPTICAL FOCUS ASSURED BY
NON-LINEAR FOCUS MECHANISM

• SIMPLIFIED SET-UP AND OPERATION PROVIDED BY
FEEDBACK STABILIZED CIRCUITRY
• 14-INCH RACK-MOUNTED OUTPUT AMPLIFIER MAY
ALSO BE HOUSED IN FIELDCASE FOR REMOTES
• COMPLETE

ACCESSIBILITY OFFERED BY VERTICAL

CHASSIS CONSTRUCTION
CHASSIS

WITH HINGED SUB-

GOVERNMENT
Celler Group to Hold Hearings
On Baseball Antitrust Proposal
THE House Antitrust Subcommittee will
hold hearings on pending baseball bills,
Chairman Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.) said
last week. Rep. Celler earlier had said he
did not feel hearings were necessary.
Kenneth Harkins, subcommittee co-counsel, said several other bills currently undergoing hearings by the subcommittee will
receive priority, however. Rep. Celler and
Rep. Patrick J. Hillings (R-Calif.), a member
of the parent House Judiciary Committee
also headed by Rep. Celler, both have introduced bills to place baseball under antitrust laws.
The bills were offered following a U. S.
Supreme Court decision last month making
professional football subject to the antitrust
laws [B»T, March 4]. Rep. Celler later had
said he saw no need for hearings, but Rep.
Hillings and Rep. Kenneth Keating (RN.Y.), a subcommittee member, both called
for hearings.
Rep. Celler reported his changed decision
on hearings after learning that Baseball
Commissioner Ford Frick had invited the
16 big league club owners and major and
minor league officials to a meeting to determine policy on baseball legislation.
Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.) is author of
a bill to exempt football, baseball, basketball and hockey from antitrust laws. This
bill was referred to the House Commerce
Committee, of which Rep. Harris is chairman.
Rep. Magnuson Seeks Comments
On Tv Booster Licensing Bill
REP. DON MAGNUSON (D-Wash.) said
last week he has asked for the views of
the FCC, Defense Dept., Civil Defense
Administration and the Bureau of the Budget on his bill (HR 2225) which would
require the Commission to license tv booster
stations.
More than 25 booster stations in the state
of Washington and 200 elsewhere now are
operating, he said, and his bill calls on the
FCC to license them.
He noted two booster stations in Washington have been permitted to remain on
the air pending resolution of appeals of
FCC cease-and-desist orders and that the
FCC has not pressed its cease-and-desist
orders against several other tv boosters in
the state. More tv boosters are being put into
operation in Washington and elsewhere,
he added.
Warson Corp. Denies Making
False Ad Claims for Product
THAT

its tv, radio and newspaper advertising claimed Warsene capsules are an effective treatment against the pains of arthritis and rheumatism was denied by the Warson Products Corp., St. Louis, Mo., in answer to a complaint issued by the Federal
Trade Commission.
Located at 314 North Broadway, St.
Louis, the company denies the FTC complaint, issued Jan. 18, of misrepresenting
its product as an effective treatment for
arthritis and rheumatism. The FTC charge
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Removal of All-Channel Set Tax
Not Mentioned in Omnibus Bill

WHEN senators get together, the subject under discussion is not necessarily lawmaking. The topic being discussed here is a birthday cake for
Capitol Cloakroom, CBS Radio public
affairs program which begins its 10th
year on the air April 1. Each of the
three senators above is giving Ray
Holland, head baker of the Senate
Restaurant, his idea of what it should
be. L to r: Everett Dirksen (R-Ill.);
Mr. Holland; Ralph E. Flanders (RVt.), and John J. Sparkman (D-Ala.).
Mr. Holland diplomatically refused to
say which recipe he'll use.
asserts that the capsules will do no more
than give temporary relief for minor aches
and pains.
The corporation says it has claimed that
Warsene capsules (1) contain several active ingredients; (2) are made like a doctor's prescription;
new and substantially different (3)
kindareof apreparation;
(4)
are a buffered formula and will not cause
stomach upset, and (5) are the result of research done by and for the company. Warson officials deny these claims are false, and
ask the FTC to dismiss its complaint.
Bill Cutting FCC, FTC Budgets
Passes House, Goes to Senate
THE House passed Wednesday the Independent Offices Appropriations bill (HR
6070) for fiscal 1958 and sent it to the
Senate. The House, following the recommendations of the House Appropriations
Committee, cut the FCC budget from the
$8,950,000 estimate of the Budget Bureau
to $8,300,000, a difference of $650,000.
The FTC budget was cut from the $6,250,000 estimate to $5,950,000. a reduction
of $300,000.
In the Senate the bill will be referred to
the Senate Appropriations Committee's Independent Offices Appropriations Subcommittee headed by Sen. Warren G. Magnuson
(D-Wash.), who also is chairman of the
Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee.
The House-approved FCC budget, with
the $650,000 cut, still is $472,000 more
than the 1957 appropriation of $7,828,000,
but the Commission for fiscal 1958 must for
the first time contribute $455,000 to the
employes' retirement fund — which almost
completely offsets the increase.

AN OMNIBUS BILL making a number of
technical changes in excise tax law — which
was being drafted last week by the House
Ways & Means Committee — will contain
no proposal on the removal of the 10% federal manufacturers excise tax on all-channel
tv sets, a spokesman said Wednesday.
The proposal to remove the tax on tv
sets which receive both uhf and vhf programs is being deferred for action at some
later time, but he was unable to say when
such action would come. Broadcasters, the
Senate Commerce Committee and RETMA
called for removal of the tax as a major
means of helping uhf television during hearings last November and December by the
committee's Excise Taxes Subcommittee
headed by Rep. Aime J. For and (D-R. I.).
The measure being drafted last week is
a "clean bill"; i. e., contains a minimum
of controversial proposals which would make
it subject to extensive debate or amendment
on the House floor, the spokesman said.
The bill would levy a new 10% excise tax
on tape and wire recorders.
Commission Compiling Answers
To Commerce Committee Queries
THE FCC still was drafting replies last
week to written questions submitted by
several senators the week before during the
Commission's appearance before the Senate
Commerce Committee.
Most pointed questions came from Sen.
Thomas C. Hennings Jr. (D-Mo.), who
asked about antitrust questions that might
be involved should the FCC make a tv
grant to CBS in the contested four-way ch.
1 1 case pending in St. Louis. Sen. Hennings
first brought up the subject in correspondence with the FCC, although not referring
to the ch. 1 1 case by name [B«T, March 11].
Other questions concerning tv translator
stations and tv boosters came from Sens.
Wayne Morse and Richard L. Neuberger,
both Democrats of Oregon, and Sens. Mike
Mansfield (D-Mont.) and John A. Carroll
( D-Colo. ) . All four senators were concerned about the effect translators and
boosters
munity. might have on existing stations or
local tv channel assignments in a comThe FCC testified in the Senate committee hearings that it is being careful in
granting translators in communities where
competition would be given local or possible
future local stations.
Neuberger Wants Govt, to Pay
SEN. RICHARD L. NEUBERGER CDOre.) has proposed that the federal government bear the basic election costs of candidates campaigning for federal offices. His
latest proposal was in testimony March 14
before the Senate Special Lobby Investigating Committee. The Oregon Democrat introduced legislation to this effect in the 84th
Congress.
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This group of mountain-ringed
radio stations, purchased as a unit, delivers more radio homes than any
combination of competitive stations
. . . at by far the lowest cost per thousand. (Nielsen & SR&D)
They serve this amazingly rich
inland market — with more people
than Iowa — and effective buying income of almost $4.3 billion, nearly
triple that of the metropolitan Dallas
market. (Sales Management's
Copyrighted Survey)
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Sacramento, California
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GOVERNMENT
Storer
At Sale

Lashes

Back

Objectors

STORER Broadcasting Co.'s fight to acquire
ch. 9 WMUR-TV Manchester, N. H., and
move it closer to Boston got down to bare
knuckle level last week. In a hard hitting
reply to last month's McFarland letter
from the FCC, Storer fired back a 72-page
printed brief in which it accused objectors
to the sale and move of being animated
purely by competitive reasons.
The Commission, it is understood, considered the Storer filing last Wednesday at
regular meeting day, but failed to reach a
conclusion.
Pendency of an application by Television
for New Hampshire Inc. for the ch. 9 facility pending license renewal was understood
to have caused Commission to defer action
till next week. WMUR-TV's license expires
April 1.
On the horizon, it is reported, is a massive
objection to the move and sale to be filed by
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., owner of
WBZ-TV Boston. Storer's purchase and the
ch. 9 move to the area of Georgetown,
Mass., has been opposed by not only WBC,
but also WNAC-TV Boston and a group
calling itself Committee for New Hampshire Tv.
The move is necessary, Storer and
WMUR-TV declared, because otherwise
Manchester will lose its station. Boston stations regard Manchester in their coverage
areas, the brief stressed, and the only way
WMUR-TV can remain operative is to
make the move closer to Boston.
To Be Manchester Station
However, it was emphasized that WMURTV would continue to be operated as a
Manchester station. Storer even offered to
accept the Commission approval, conditioned on operation as a Manchester station.
One issue has been whether WMUR-TV at
its new site can put a city-grade 77 dbu
signal over all of Manchester. This can be
done, it was declared, and if it is shown in
actual operation that there is a discrepancy,
the grant can be revoked.
Storer offered to commit himself to originate all film programs and 50% of the live
programs in Manchester; to establish a rate
card for Manchester advertisers that would
be half of that charged Boston advertisers,
and to maintain a full operational staff (program, sales, engineering, administrative and
executive) in Manchester. It also said it was
prepared to spend $300,000 in building news
studios and offices in Manchester.
Storer also answered the question of concentration ofcontrol by detailing ownership
of other multiple owners, including networks indicating that Storer concentration
is least of all.
Internal Revenue

Axe Misses

Star's Personal Corporations
RADIO, TV and Hollywood stars and independent producers who have personal
holding companies have been accepted as
business corporations and will pay the regular 52% corporation tax, the Internal RevePage 62 • March 25, 1957

nue Service ruled last week.

NARTB

The new ruling was, in effect, a compromise. IRS had written some regulations last
year which would, for tax purposes, have
invalidated the holding companies and subjected some of the industry's biggest money
makers to personal income tax payments as
high as 92%. Moreover, under the previous
regulations, the higher income tax would
have been retroactive to 1954 [B«T, Jan. 28].
IRS ruled last week that if overhead costs
are at least 20% of the gross income of the
company, the 52% corporate tax prevails.
But if the "name" should pay out less, then
he would be subject to the higher personal
income tax rate even with the corporation
behind him.

For

Bill Would Extend Licenses
To Five Years For AM-FM
BILL to extend the license periods of am
and fm broadcast stations — but not tv
broadcast stations — from three to five years
was offered last week by Rep. Donald E.
Tewes (R-Wis.). But the Wisconsin Republican said a mistake had been made in drafting the bill and he would withdraw it and
submit another to authorize extension of
television licenses, too, at the suggestion of
the FCC.
Rep. Tewes said he offered the measure
(HR 6216) after being asked to introduce
a bill to extend broadcast licenses by the
Wisconsin Broadcasters Assn. But the state
group did not ask specifically for license extension for am and fm broadcast stations
only, he said.
Bills to extend to five years the license
periods of both am-fm and tv broadcast
stations have been introduced by Reps.
Gardner R. Withrow (R-Wis.) and Oren
Harris (D-Ark.).
Charles Frederick Becomes
12th FCC Hearing Examiner
FCC last week named Charles J. Frederick,
an attorney with the office of Opinions &
Reviews, to the position of hearing examiner. Mr. Frederick served as hearing examiner on a temporary basis from 1953-55.
Following World War II Army service,
Mr. Frederick practiced law in Dallas. He
also was associated with the National War
Labor Board and Civil Aeronautics Board
and in 1948 became special assistant attorney general of the State of Iowa. He joined
the
FCC
the and
hearing
in
November in1953
went examiner's
from there post
to the
Broadcast Bureau.
With Mr. now
Frederick's
appointment
Commission
has 12 such
examiners. the
KGW

Teamster Tapes Subpoenaed

TAPED interviews by KGW-AM-TV Portland, Ore., with Clyde Crosby, Portland
teamster union official, have been subpoenaed bythe special Senate Labor Racketeering Committee headed by Sen. John
McClellan (D-Ark.), the stations have reported. The tapes were aired on KGW and
KGW-TV news programs The Senate group
currently is investigating alleged labor union
racketeering in Portland.

Asks

Small

Relief

Stations

NARTB last week asked Congress to exempt
small-market radio and tv stations from
the overtime provisions of the Wage-Hour
Act in testimony before the House Labor
Standards Subcommittee headed by Rep.
Augustine B. Kelley (D-Pa.).
Charles H. Tower, NARTB employeremploye relations manager, was flanked at
the hearing by John L. Cole Jr., general
manager of WHLF South Boston, Va., who
appeared as a "typical small-market broadcaster" and tecited his troubles under the
overtime provision.
Mr. Tower said small-market broadcasting from an economic point of view is a
local product market industry similar to
those industries which have been excluded
from the minimum wage and overtime provisions of the act. Some of these exempted
industries are directly competitive with
broadcasting, he said. NARTB does not
ask exemption for small market broadcasters
from the minimum wage provisions, he
noted.
NARTB asks overtime exemption for
small-market stations, he said, because the
size
of the market
the and
"moststructure
significant
determinant
of the islevel
of
revenues and costs and because it will place
all stations in a market on the same competitive basis" where wage-hour regulations are concerned. NARTB doesn't believe
such an exemption would alter significantly
the employment and compensation levels
in small-market broadcasting, Mr. Tower
added.
Small markets would be determined as
cities, towns and other political subdivisions
of 50,000 population or less which fall
outside standard metropolitan areas.
There would be 1,937 radio and 156 tv
stations, affected by such an exemption,
according to NARTB estimates, the House
group was told. Some 16,000 employes of
these stations would be affected, he said.
Mr. Tower made a similar argument in
testifying March 1 before the Senate Labor
Subcommittee headed by Sen. John F.
Kennedy (D-Mass.).
FCC Protest Filed by KIKI
Requests Stay of KHVH Grant
KIKI Honolulu, Hawaii, has filed a protest with the FCC of the Feb. 2 grant of
a new am station (KHVH) in Honolulu to
Kaiser Hawaiian Village Radio Inc. [B»T,
Feb. 18] and asked that the grant be stayed.
KIKI questioned the economic ability of
Honolulu to support a 10th am station, the
financial qualifications of the grantee and
the character qualifications of 50% owner
Hal Lewis, KGU Honolulu disc jockey.
The protestant claimed that the nine
operating stations in Honolulu had a combined profit of $65,000 in 1955. KIKI also
charged that Mr. Lewis had indicated on
the air during purchased time on other
area stations that KHVH already was broadcasting. Kaiser is the permittee of ch. 13
KHVH-TV, which also is facing an economic injury protest.
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GOVERNMENT
KELP, KILT-TV Sale
Receives FCC Approval
THE sale of KELP and KILT-TV El Paso,
Tex. was among 11 approved by the FCC
last week. McLendon Investment Corp. sold
the stations to KELP Television Corp. for
$750,000. KELP owners are loseph Harris
(40%), Norman Alexander (40%) and
Richard E. Jones (20%). The new owners
operate KXLY-AM-TV Spokane, Wash.
Some of the other sales approved are:
Town & Farm Co. sold KIOA Des
Moines, Iowa to Public Radio Corp. for
$185,000. Public owner, Lester Kamin,
owns 20.5% of WMRY New Orleans and
KCIG Shreveport and 33*6% of WCKG
(TV) New Orleans.
Lucille R. Lansing sold 20% interest in
KLTV (TV) Tyler, Tex. to Marshall Pengra
for $7,460. Mrs. Lansing owns KGKB Tyler and Mr. Pengra owns 33V3 % of WATO
Oak Ridge, Tenn.
The Northern Corp. sold WMEX Boston,
Mass. to New England Radio Corp. for
$25,000 plus assumption of liabilities. New
England equal partners are Nisse Grossman, Maurice Grossman, Reuben A. Grossman, Charles I. Seigal and Samuel P.
Cohen. All have lumber interests.
Skagit Bcstg. Co. (C. H. and Edna
Fisher) sold KAGT Anacortes, Wash, to
Fidalgo Bcstg. Inc. for $40,000. James C.
and Diane W. Frits are Fidalgo owners.
FCC Approval Asked For Sale
Of KVDO-TV Corpus Christi
SOUTH TEXAS Telecasting Co., last week
asked the FCC to approve its purchase of
KVDO-TV Corpus Christi, Tex. [B*T, Jan.
14], for $194,000 (including obligations not
to exceed $100,000). South Texas principals include Hubert J. Schmidt (former
KVDO-TV employe), 17%; E. J. Healey,
17%; President Jose Garcia, 9%; Gabriel
Lozano, Celso Guzman, Joe Garza and
Nestor Cuesta (all present stockholders of
the station), and others.
Mr. Lozano is the current president of
KVDO-TV.
Mr. Garcia is president of
KCCT-AM-FM
other'
principals in SouthCorpus
Texas Christi
also haveandinterests
in KCCT-AM-FM.
Ch. 22 KVDO-TV is affiliated with ABC
and CBS. The station's balance sheet, dated
Dec. 31, 1956, listed current assets of $24,251, total assets $156,440, current liabilities
$29,400 and a deficit of $54,718. Corpus
Christi has two operating vhf stations, ch.
6 KRIS-TV and ch. 10 KSIX-TV.
WBBR Sale Gets Green Light;
Protest of WEVD Dismissed
FCC last week dismissed a protest of WEVD
New York and made effective its Dec. 12,
1956, grant of the sale of WBBR Brooklyn,
from Watchtower Bible & Tract Society of
New York to Tele-Broadcasters of New
York Inc. Tele-Broadcasters paid $133,000
for the station.
WEVD had requested that its protest be
dismissed. WBBR, WEVD and WHAZ Troy,
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N. Y., share time on 1330 kc. WEVD had
claimed that Tele-Broadcasters was not financially qualified to operate the station
and that the conditions of the sale were
repugnant to the public interest. WBBR
has been operating as a non-commercial
religious station. Tele-Broadcasters plans
to operate it commercially.
FCC Finalizes Ch. 11 Grant
In Pittsburgh for WWSW Inc.
CH. 11 WIIC (TV) Pittsburgh was given
a go-ahead signal last week when the FCC
finalized its July 22, 1955, grant of that
facility to WWSW Inc. The station was
authorized to operate with 316 kw and antenna 1,000 ft. above average terrain.
Ch. 16 WENS (TV) Pittsburgh had protested the grant, claiming that an agreement
between WWSW Inc. and then competing
applicant Pittsburgh Radio Supply House
Inc. (WJAS that city), which gave Radio
Supply an option to purchase 50% of
WWSW Inc., constituted a new applicant.
WENS sought to have its own application
for the channel accepted by the FCC.
An agreement was reached late last month
[B»T, March 4] whereby WENS dropped
its protest and application. In return,
WWSW Inc. paid the uhf station $200,000
for "out-of-pocket" expenses and $300,000
for its studio-office building and land. WENS
was given a three-year lease, to the property
in return for $400 monthly rental.
Oscar Schloss is president of WWSW
Inc., which is owned by the Pittsburgh
Post-Gazette (William Block, publisher).
The same interests own the Toledo Blade
and is one of seven applicants for ch. 11
Toledo. ( An initial decision was issued last
week in the Toledo case, going against the
Blade, see below.)
WIIC will be Pittsburgh's second commercial vhf station. Already on the air, in
addition to WENS, are ch. 2 KDKA-TV and
educational ch. 13 WQED (TV). Awaiting
an initial decision is the case involving five
applicants for ch. 4 there.
Bond Favors Great Lakes
Over Field of 6 for Ch. 1 1
THE

application of Great Lakes Broadcasting Co. for a new tv station on ch. 1 1
in Toledo, Ohio, was favored over six competing applicants in an FCC hearing examiner's initial decision issued last week.
Twelve stockholders have varied interests
in Great Lakes, headed by President Arthur
W. Reichert ( 14.7%).
Losing applicants: The Toledo Blade
(William Block and Paul Block Jr.), WTOD
Toledo (headed by multiple-station-ownerindustrialist Edward Lamb, 46%), Citizens
Broadcasting Co. (Local 12 of United Automobile Workers [AFL-CIO] and the Toledo
Industrial Union Council), WTOL-AM-FM
Toledo (Frazier Reams, former congressman
[Ind.-Ohio], 70%), Maumee Valley Broadcasting Co. (47 stockholders headed by
President Bernard R. Baker II) and Anthony Wayne Tv Co. (20 stockholders
headed by President Mason B. Jones).
Examiner J. D. Bond favored Great Lakes

— but not necessarily over all applicants in
each category — in the area of diversified
local business interests and civic activities of
its principals (11 of 12 stockholders are
Toledo residents), over-all merit of the programs proposed, integration of ownership
and operation and diversification of control
of communications media. Mr. Bond cited
the past broadcast experience of the only
Great Lakes principal not a Toledo resident.
Seymour N. Siegel, since 1947 director of
radio communications for New York City
(WNYC-AM-FM).
The favored applicant proposed a power
of 316 kw, antenna 879 ft. above average
terrain, estimated construction costs of
$747,411 and $800,000 for first year operation.
FCC Okays Transmitter Moves
At Rock Island, Philadelphia
THE FCC last week approved two tv transmitter moves. WHBF-TV Rock Island, 111.
(ch. 4), is moving its transmitter about 15
miles southeast of that city, which will put
a grade B signal in Peoria (recently deintermixed to all uhf) and extend service to
Galesburg. Peoria's vhf ch. 8 was moved to
the Davenport-Rock Island-Moline area in
the FCC's deintermixture actions early this
month [B»T, March 4].
WRCV-TV Philadelphia, Pa., plans to
share its antenna with WFIL-TV and move
its transmitter about four miles southwest of
present location. The WRCV-TV move was
approved, but the FCC said it reserved the
right to take future action depending on the
outcome of the government's antitrust suit
against
RCA-NBC
in Philadelphia [B«T.
March 10,
1956].
FCC Terminates Rule Making;
One-City Identification Remains
ALMOST

a year to the day after it instituted rule making proceedings on tv
station identifications to more than one
city, the FCC denied petitions for amendment of the rules by WVEC-TV Hampton,
Va., and WDSM-TV Superior, Wis.
However, in refusing to amend the rules
governing location of main studios and
identification, the Commission said "although we do not believe that blanket exceptions should be permitted ... we do not
on the other hand conclude that it would
not necessarily be in the public interest to
deny all requests for the authorization of
official
city identification."
The multiple
Commission
said it would review
future requests by stations to identify itself with more than one city "in the light
of all the relevant local circumstances."
The Commission issued its proposed rule
making March 21, 1956, to change the
present stipulation that stations are licensed
to serve and identify themselves with only
one "principal community." A station may
request authorization to identify itself with a
city lacking a commercial channel assignment, provided it is located within 15 miles
of the city to which the channel is assigned.
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"One of the things I
look for when selecting
stations is service.
That ' s why I always
consider WLW Stations
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Construction Permits Granted
By FCC for Five Am Stations
THE FCC last week granted construction
permits for these new radio stations: Grand
Junction, Colo. — Mountain States Broadcasting Corp., 620 kc, 10 kw daytime. E.
Anson Thomas, former manager of KFXJ
Grand Junction, is president and 51%
owner of permittee corporation.
Panama City Beach, Fla. — Regional
Broadcasting Co., 1480 kc, 500 w daytime.
Regional co-owners are Harold E. and Helen
W. King. Mr. and Mrs. King also own
KBTM-AM-FM Jonesboro and KGHI Little Rock, both Ark.
Cedar Falls, Iowa — Jane A. Roberts,
1250 kc, 500 w daytime. Mrs. Roberts and
her husband, Cecil, own KREI Farmington,
KCHI Chillicothe and KBIA Columbia, all
Missouri, also KCRB Chanute, Kan., and
WINI Murphysboro, 111.
Lake Providence, La. — Radio Service
Co., 1050 kc, 250 w daytime. Equal partners
are Emmet H. McMurry and Frank W.
Baldwin, owners of WJPR Greenville, Miss.
Richwood, W. Va. — Royal Bcstg. Co.,
1280 kc, 1 kw daytime. Equal partners are
David B. Jordan, 25% owner of WNRG
Grundy, Va., Herman G. Dotson, 50% of
WNRG and John B. and Don C. Dotson,
coal interests.
FCC Grants Am at Phoenix
After Poole Drops Protest
FCC last week dismissed the protest of John
Poole Broadcasting Co., at Poole's request,
to the Dec. 5, 1956, grant of a new am at
Phoenix, Ariz., on 740 kc, to Q Broadcasting Co. (KEUQ) and made the grant effective immediately.
Poole had protested the grant, claiming
it planned to file for the same facilities but
did not do so when an agreement was
reached with Q to purchase an interest in
the station, which agreement, it said, was
not honored [B*T, Feb. 4]. The Commission
set the grant for hearing on the basis of the
Poole protest.
KEUQ said there had been a misunderstanding concerning the agreement and offered (1) to give Poole an option to purchase stock in the station or (2) pay Poole
$4,500, which represented Poole's expenses
in preparing an application and subsequent
protest. Poole informed the Commission
that it was taking the second choice. Poole
owns stations in Los Angeles, Fresno and
Avalon, all Calif.
WPAB Bows Out of Ch. 7 Race,
Leaving One Tv Bidder in Ponce
WPAB (Portorican-American Broadcasting
Co.) Ponce, P. R., last week withdrew its
application for ch. 7 there, leaving George
A. Mayoral-William Cortada as the only
remaining applicant. Comparative hearings
on the qualifications of the two applicants
were scheduled to begin before an FCC hearing examiner next month.
Portorican-American asked the Commission to withdraw its application because of
the health of its president, general manager
and major stockholder, Alfonso Gimenez
Aguayo. Mr. Gimenez was advised by his
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doctor not to assume the additional duties
necessary in preparing and taking part in a
comparative hearing, plus the construction
and operation of the ch. 7 station if awarded
Mr. Mayoral is executive vice president of
grant.
WJMR-TV New Orleans and WORA-TV
Mayaguez, P. R.
Committee

Dismisses Petition

About 'Luther' Cancellation
THE Action Committee for Freedom of
Religious Expression last week asked the
FCC to dismiss its petition asking for a
hearing on the license renewal of WGN-TV
Chicago [B«T, Feb. 25], at the same time
indicating the Commission may need to act
on its own.
The hearing was requested following
WGN-TV's cancellation of the "Martin Luther" film just before Christmas 1956. It was
charged that the station had failed to meet
its public service obligations. The film subsequently has been scheduled for showing
by WBKB (TV) Chicago April 23 and
recently was shown on WISN-TV Milwaukee.
The immediate goal of the Action Committee will have been achieved with the
showing of the film by WBKB, the committee said in dismissing its petition. The
group, which represents the Church Federation of Greater Chicago, the Lutheran
Council of Greater Chicago, the Midwest
Region of the National Assn. of Evangelicals, plus 40 other religious and lay groups,
ing.
said that it had sought to avoid "censorship"
by bringing facts to the public in the hearMany discussions were held with leaders
in the broadcasting industry prior to filing
of its petition for a hearing, the Action Committee said, "but at no time were representatives of the Action Committee . . . offered
the opportunity of discussing the matter
with those responsible for the policies of
WGN-TV. . . .
"In view of the momentous nature of this
problem, it may be that your Commission
will feel that its statutory responsibilities require further exploration of this matter.
Certainly any dereliction upon the part of
WGN-TV cannot be cured by the deed of
WBKB," the committee concluded.
Clarksburg Fight Ends
THREE year-long fight by the Clarksburg
(W. Va.) Exponent-Telegram against the
$250,000 sale of WBLK-AM-TV Clarksburg and WPAR-AM-FM Parkersburg, W.
Va., to WSTV Inc. (WSTV-AM-FM-TV
Steubenville, Ohio) came to an end last
week when the newspaper filed a request
with the FCC withdrawing its protest.
The withdrawal request was conditioned,
however, on the Commission granting the
sale to the WSTV Inc. interests (BerkmanLaux and associates). Included also was a
notice that WSTV Inc. would reimburse the
newspaper for up to 40% of the cost of
prosecuting the sale, but in any event to pay
the newspaper not more than $1 2,600.
Cecil Highland, publisher of the Clarksburg Exponent-Telegram died last year.

KIVA (TV) Moves to Block
Wrather-Alvarez Ch. 13 Plan
CH. 1 1 KIVA (TV) Yuma, Ariz., last week
asked the FCC to delete authorization of
Wrather-Alvarez Broadcasting Co. to construct atv station (KYAT [TV]) on ch. 13
Yuma, or in the alternative, designate for
hearing W-A's request for extension of its cp.
W-A, whose KYAT cp expires today
(Monday), has asked the FCC to reallocate
ch. 13 to El Centro, Calif. KIVA charged
that W-A does not intend to construct and
operate a tv station in Yuma and is requesting an extension of the KYAT cp "merely
for the purpose of obtaining a favorable
consideration upon its rulemaking petition
so that it may file an application for modification of its construction permit to change
the
El Centro."
KYAToperating
received assignment
its grant intoJanuary
1956.
Also last week, KXO El Centro informed
the Commission that it would apply for ch.
13 if that facility is reassigned to El Centro.
Utah Votes Recreational Funds
To Build Translator Stations
A BILL permitting counties, municipalities,
school boards and other governmental subdivisions to use recreation funds to build
and operate tv translator stations became
Utah law a fortnight ago when signed by
Governor George D. Clyde. The bill passed
by 19-6 in the Senate and in the House by
49-9. It was expected that the new law would
addstations.
70,000 Television
viewers to isSalt
Lake (in
City's
tv
defined
the three
final
form of the bill) as a recreational and educational facility, along with parks, playgrounds and swimming pools, eligible for
funds raised by taxation.
Seeks Nacogdoches, Tex., Ch. 19
EAST TEXAS Broadcasting Inc. has applied
for ch. 19 Nacogdoches, Tex., seeking 20.1
kw with antenna 292 ft. above average terrain. The applicant estimated construction
costs at $42,500, with $45,000 for first year
operation.
East Texas principals are equal-owners
Lee Scarborough, T. Gillette Tilford and Joe
D. Prince. Mr. Scarborough owns KELSFM Nacogdoches; Messrs. Tilford and
Prince are local businessmen. The station
would be built at the site of KELS-FM, two
miles southeast of the city.
Celler Offers Passport Bill
A RESOLUTION (H Con Res 153) was
introduced last week by Rep. Emanuel
Celler (D-N. Y.) to express congressional
intent that the State Dept. should grant a
passport for reporting in foreign countries
to any duly accredited newsmen assigned
abroad by his employer. In a statement accompanying introduction of the measure,
Rep. Celler criticized Secretary of State John
Foster Dulles' recent action in withholding
passports from newsmen for Red China and
said, "It is eminently unfair to our press to
intimate, as Mr. Dulles has intimated, that
accreditied newsmen would be easy prey for
Chinese propaganda."
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The one advertising medium that qualifies as
the constant, inseparable companion of the
American people is receiving new attention
from experienced advertisers. They're finding
radio's tremendous power can be used with
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Alfred Politz Research, in 5 separate major
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One station
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MANUFACTURING
TRANSISTOR'S
HIGHLIGHTS

POTENTIAL

IRE

EXHIBIT

FOR
TV
IN N.Y.

• Transistors to affect future set design size
• Will increase performance, life expectancy of sets

• Magnetic tape recording, color tv sessions also heard
able receiver that employs a complementary
THE TINY transistor — which is rapidly resymmetry audio output stage.
of "
manythe phases
tube — inwas
placing the vacuum
In a talk to newsmen on Monday — the
the electronics
industry
hero of
IRE convention was held from Monday
last week's convention-exhibit of the Institute of Radio Engineers in New York.
through Thursday — Dr. Malcolm H. Hebb,
Hinted at the technical sessions was the
manager of general physics research at General Electric's research lab, presented his
far-reaching and revolutionary effect on tv
views on "New Frontiers in Solid-State
circuitry, design and actual size of sets that
the transistor holds for the future. Tv reMuch of the current high interest in solidceivers in years ahead can be expected to
state
research has been stimulated by the
be smaller, more compact, render a better
Physics."
"solid-state's
most glamorous product: the
performance and have a longer life extransistor," Mr. Hebb asserted. The transispectancy, the engineers were told.
tor business, non-existent only five years
Although the transistor was the topic
ago, totaled about $12 million in 1955,
most talked about by scientists, the IRE's
grossed $30 million in 1956 and by 1960,
wonder show and technical sessions freshhe estimated, should reach $200 million.
ened a multitude of aspects of future elecNew applications for the transistor are
tronic developments. Among these were
around the corner, Mr. Hebb continued,
latest advancements in automation, earth
citing as an example its use in the transsatellites and guided missies.
atlantic telephone cable. He estimated that
While actual broadcasting developments
of 12 million transistors made last year,
about half were used for entertainment,
revealed were few, many advances of related importance were stressed. Sessions
mainly personal portable radios and some
touched on magnetic tape recording, on
for automobile radios. About one-eighth
color tv design advances, on video test sig- of the total went into communications service and another eighth into computers and
nals (see separate story), on an "electronic
digital devices with a quarter in such other
bridge" that bypasses need of relays and
cable, on automation and "micro-miniaturapplications as hearing aids.
Mr. Hebb anticipated still greater growth
ization."
in transistor sales, 25 million this year, perPose High Barrier
haps as many as 400 million in 1965 with
Experimental work in the laboratory has
most
uses at first relying heavily on enterpointed the way for developments to come
tainment— i. e., radio and tv sets.
in applying the transistor to tv set circuitry.
He predicted that portable, table and
As yet there are requirements in the tv set clock radios will be nearly 100% transiswhich pose a high barrier for the transistor.
torized and that "extensive use in television
These basically center on the high power
can be expected, depending on some comsupply source.
plicated economic and design factors."
But, as expressed by E. M. Creamer Jr. of
At the same time he pooh-poohed the
the Philco Corp., laboratory study of the
death of the vacuum tube, indicating that
transistor in tv receiver design, while in the
new advances in its use and capability will
elementary stage, is progressing.
make for healthy competition in electronics
between the transistor on the one hand, and
Monochrome sets employing transistors
the vacuum tube on the other.
already have been built in the laboratory.
Transistor use in color receivers is also
Word of a highly technical phase of elecdeemed probable, although the high power
tronics— a study of equipment reliability —
problem becomes more acute than with was disclosed Thursday at the IRE. Work
black-and-white.
along this front has been lodged with the
Best progress to date has been made in Defense Dept., which is under pressure of
the portable tv set. Experimental receivers,
the military's guided missile program. Expressed simply, reliability evaluation means
which have made partial use of transistors,
have a small picture tube size (8 to 10-inch mathematical methods of taking the bugs
out of a system. One commercial application
screen). This points up the problem of employing transistors in circuitry — the picture that may result: tv and radio sets that will
tube is too big for transistors to work propfunction "indefinitely" without failure.
erly.
Federal Telecommunications Labs, research division of International Telephone &
An RCA speaker — Larry A. Freedman
Telegraph Corp., displayed equipment that
of RCA Labs in Princeton, N. J. — outlined
design considerations in the first stage of can handle simultaneously at least 1 20 telephone channels along with a tv program.
transistor receivers. His paper analyzed
noise performance in the broadcast band
Among the links of this type planned or
of a transistor r-f stage fed by a capacitive in the process of installation by Federal is
type antenna. An RCA Labs colleague, D. a 238-mile system between Puerto Rico and
D. Holmes, discussed a six-transistor port- the Dominican Republic and a 240-mile
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bridge between the Mediterranean islands
of Sardinia and Minorca to form the backbone of a communication link connecting
Spain and Italy. Still other links for military
use are being installed in Europe and North
Africa.
Of interest in the radio-tv field was a report on the use of mountain obstacles to
strengthen radio and tv signals. This is a
reverse English type of theory that finds
mountains can bend uhf waves toward the
earth instead of blocking them. In technical
language, the phenomenon is known as "obR. E. Lacy of the Signal Corps' engineering labs at Fort Monmouth, N. J., described
a seriesstacleofgain.'"tests made at 40 different locations in California. He reported that the
tests verified that sharp mountain peaks
blocking the transmission path between the
transmitter and receiver actually strengthened (that is, improved) the signal on the
other side by as much as 100 million times
compared to what it would have been with
no mountain in the way.
Mr. Lacy's tests were conducted over a
wide range of frequencies above 50 mc

ENGINEERS WOOED, PURSUED
A BIG SEARCH was on last week
for the man who "has engineering
degree, will travel." This was the unofficial theme of one well-publicized
phase of the Institute of Radio Electronics convention held in New York.
With a critical shortage of technicians,
most large electronics firms were
openly running recruiting campaigns
at the IRE meeting; New York newspapers ran big advertisments presenting hours and places for interviews;
the west wall of the ground floor at
the Coliseum had a bulletin board listing more than 1,000 jobs, and many
companies had hospitality suites for
interviewing in the larger. New York
hotels. One company advertised a
$500 reward for an electronics en"youroffered
man or
and still
other gineer—
firms
suchyou,"
inducements
as a more desirable climate or a more
promising future.
(range used for vhf and uhf television as well
as other communication services).
Actually this result was first noticed by
American soldiers during the Korean War.
They discovered that radio reception was improved inthe mountainous terrain, but could
not account for it.
It later was found out that uhf radio
waves, which act similarly to light waves,
bend toward the ground when passing over
sharp mountain ridges. Now, according to
Mr. Lacy, the tests in California have made
it possible to compute the obstacle gain accurately and to locate transmitting and receiving sites to take advantage of the phenomenon.
Color television came in for a brief look
in a Wednesday afternoon session. Aside
from a review of proposals for color tv
Broadcasting
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standards in Europe, technical papers at the
meeting narrowed down to one on the singlegun Choromatron tube (Lawrence tube) and
three papers on Philco's development of the
"apple"
beam color
system.
J. B. Chatten
and R.
K. Gardner of Philco
explained how the color selection mechanism
in the "apple" system differs from that in
the three-eun display tube.
Another Philco group spoke on recent improvements inthe apde tube, citing greater
brightness, color saturation, contrast and
changes in the screen and index geometry
which have eliminated certain receiver functions.
A paper on a high-light aperture equalizer
that is designed to restore fine detail to tv
pictures — that is, making them sharp and
crisp but without bringing up the noise to
anv proportionate extent was delivered by
Michael V. Sullivan of CBS Labs.
The equalizer is an improved circuit for
use in the wideband video circuitry that restores high frequencies to proper amplitudes.
The present method of equalizing is a transversal-type filter circuit that has a severe
limitation of increasing high frequency noise
in the picture signal along with the high frequency information.
Mr. Sullivan's paper explained that the
new equalizer circuit sharpens the picture by
equalizing only the high-lights of the signal
where the human eye is most sensitive to
details and noise is kept at a minimum. It
was noted that in many picture signals such
as those obtained from an image-orthicon
camera, noise is concentrated in the blackto-gray or low-light region. Various technical papers on radio propagation measurements and tests were presented, along with
reports on develottments in grids, cathodes,
power vacuum tubes, antennas, etc.
Magnetic Field Covered
In addition to various talks on magnetic
tape developments, Clarence B. Stanley of
Ampex described an approach to the quantitative methods of evaluating magnetic recording system performance; and P. C.
Goldmark and J. M. Hollywood of CBS
Labs explained the "reverbetron."
This instrument is a special tape recorder
that can be used to create an echo chamber
effect. The magnetic tape reverbetron includes aconventional tape recorder transport mechanism with a total of five playback
heads and one recording head used to produce the echo effect.
Still other sessions dealt with high-fidelity
developments and automation aspects of
electronics.
Dr. John A. Hannah, president of Michigan State U., was the speaker featured at
IRE's annual dinner on Wednesday. He
stressed the plight of higher education that
has had greater demands pressed upon its
facilities and called on American business to
increase its assistance.
IRE's annual awards were presented at
the dinner. The highest technical award, the
Medal of Honor, went to Julius A. Stratton,
Chancellor of Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, for contributions to radio engineering developments; the Special Founders Award was made to Raymond A. HeisPage 70 • March 25, 1957

ing, former Bell Telephone Labs engineer,
in helping to set up IRE headquarters and
other contributions; The Morris Liebmann
Memorial Prize was received by Oswald G.
Villard Jr. of Stanford U. for work on
meteor astronomy and ionosphere physics.
The Browder J. Thompson Memorial
Prize went to Dudley A. Buck, MIT, for a
paper on "The Cryotron," a super-conductive computer component; The Harry Diamond Memorial Award was made to George
SINGLE

SIDEBAND

WAY

DOUBLE

THERE

TO

Goubau of the Signal Corps Engineering
Lab for research in ionospheric physics and
discovery of surface-wave transmission.
Donald Richman's discoveries in color tv
won the Hazeltine Corp. technical expert
the Vladimir Z. Zworkin Television Prize,
and the W. R. G. Baker Award went to three
people for work on transistors (Raymond J.
Kircher of Hughes Aircraft Co. and Robert
L. Trent and D. Raymond Fewer of Bell
Telephone Labs).
SYSTEM

OPENS

AM

is a new system of standard broadcasting on the air in the United States — and
it could, in the ultimate, double the number
of am radio stations in the country.
It is called "Compatible Single Sideband
System" and is the development of Kahn
Research Labs., Freeport, L. I. The new
system is being tested on WMGM New
York and has caused station operators
throughout the country and abroad to display "considerable interest," according to
Leonard R. Kahn, president of the laboratories bearing his name.
The system is designed to reduce fading
at night, co-channel and adjacent channel
interference during the daytime, and improve fidelity as compared to standard double sideband transmissions. One indication
of broadcasters' interest is the whirlwind
speaking tour before professional groups on
which Mr. Kahn has embarked. He was invited to talk before the convention of the
Institute of Radio Engineers last week (see
story, page 68), will appear before the Radio
Club of America in New York Thursday,
and will speak at the NARTB convention in
Chicago next month.
For the past month the system has been
tested on WMGM with programs and signal
broadcast daily on 1050 kc from 3 to 4:50
a.m. Only the lower side of the standard
transmission band, along with the Kahn
adapter, is being used with the upper portion
of the band filtered out. Listeners are able to
receive the signals on standard am receivers
and, according to Mr. Kahn, optimum reception isobtained by detuning from IVi
to 2 kc below 1050 kc.
Mr. Kahn claimed that CSSB reception
on 1050 kc is "even better" than standard
double sideband transmission.
A spokesman for WMGM, who noted
that a full report of the tests will be made
to the FCC, which granted approval for the
experiment, told B«T that engineers and
other officials of the station are "tremendously excited" by the system and consider it
a "revolutionary development." He said
fidelity has been "very clear" and interference "greatly reduced." The tests on
WMGM will continue through June.
Mr. Kahn told B«T that in the past month
he has been "flooded" with requests for information about his system and about possible tests from broadcasters in the U. S. and
Europe, and indicated that tests shortly will
begin overseas. He observed that the Voice
of America has been using the system on its
Munich transmitter for about five months.

STATION
TOTAL
His system, Mr. Kahn said, differs from
other methods of single sideband amplitude
modulation in use in non-broadcast fields, in
that the broadcast signal is modified in such
a way that standard am receivers need no
adapters. Transmitter adapters, he revealed,
can be bought by stations for about $10,000
and can be used with high-level, low-level
Chireix and Doherty type transmitters.
Since the system reduces the amount of
spectrum space used, Mr. Kahn said, it
could provide room for more am radio stations throughout the country. By reducing
co-channel interference, the system could
result in less station separation, he said.
In his technical discussion of CSSB before
the IRE, Mr. Kahn explained that his system alters the amplitude modulation and
phase modulation components of the single
sideband wave in such a manner as to eliminate all harmonic distortion in the envelope
of the single sideband signal.
Aside from requiring only half the spectrum space of the present broadcast system,
CSSB's other advantages also were detailed
in the technical paper. On improving cochannel interference, Mr. Kahn explained
that if co-channel stations causing mutual
interference were equipped with CSSB

equipment, "there is a possible signal-tointerference gain of 30 DB when using special receivers. Tests and analyses of a number of standard home receivers indicate an
approximate 6 to 8 DB gain in signal-tointerference. In addition to this effect, there
is a reduction in beat note distortion which
in am systems is caused by the phase beating
of interfering carriers."
On adjacent channel interference, the
paper explained CSSB "should provide a
greater improvement in adjacent channel interference than co-channel interference."
CSSB "reduces selective fading distortion," Mr. Kahn said, which "would increase
nighttime coverage. It may be shown that
fading distortion is mainly caused by incorrect relative phasing between the carrier
and the sidebands. When the carrier differs
by 90 degrees from its correct phase, the
signal, demodulated by an am detector, is
completely
The phase distorted."
relationships between the CSSB
signal components are not critical and tests
have shown that CSSB greatly reduces fading distortion, he added.
"This insensitivity to phase deviation is
another reason for the reduction in cochannel interference," he explained. "When
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the undesired signal has a carrier frequency
approximately equal to that of the desired
carrier frequency, the combined carriers will
be phase modulated at a low frequency rate.
This wave will then go in and out of proper
phase and there will be a form of beating
distortion. CSSB reduces this problem."
On improving fidelity, Mr. Kahn told
IRE, CSSB waves require only one-half the
normal bandwidth and "there is a possible
3 DB improvement in signal-to-noise. Full
advantage of this signal-to-noise improvement would require more selective receivers.
However, many home receivers are now too
narrow for proper double sideband operation and therefore high frequency, high intelligibility components of voice are attenuated. Therefore, CSSB offers improved fidelity or improved signal-to-noise."
New

Video

Test

Signal

Techniques Discussed
TECHNICAL experts in tv are confident
that a video test signal could be transmitted
successfully during the vertical blanking interval of program transmission.
This was the consensus of experts at a
panel session last Tuesday on "New Operational Techniques Concerning Video Test
Signals" at the Institute of Radio Engineers
convention in New York (see stories, page
68 and 74).
The video test signals of various amplitude and frequency would be transmitted on
a continuous basis during normal program
transmission.
Advantages and possibilities for use were
described to B«T as follows:
\/ FCC could at any time determine
certain characteristics of a station's tv signal
(for example, frequency response) by running out its field truck.
\J Permit the station to fix its light levels
by testing the levels of network transmission.
\/ Help the tv repairman in the home.
\/ Eventually — once the signals are
standardized and know-how of additional
complexity is learned — it will be possible
for the networks and stations to use a cue
system.
The signals would appear on either the
top and bottom and in the corners of the
video tube. Since the tube is overscanned,
the signals will not be visible to the public.
The testing device would be used for both
black-and-white and color tv.
These test or extra signals are pulses of
various amplitudes and frequencies and, in
color, in various phases. It was conceded
by the panel members that a test signal in
the vertical period was desirable in determining the working of the transmission system.
Sending the test signals would change the
standard of the broadcast signal, particularly
in the field sync. A challenge to the engineers
is the composition of standards which would
bar any deterioration to the picture, particularly on marginal receivers.
R. N. Harmon, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., New York, was chairman of the
panel which included: J. R. Popkin-Clurman
and F. Davidoff, Telechrome Mfg. Corp.,
Amityville, N. Y.; J. W. Wentworth RCA,
March 25, 1957
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Camden, N. J.; R. M. Morris, ABC, New
York; W. B. Whalley, CBS, New York; H.
C. Gronberg, NBC, New York; J. Thorpe,
AT&T, New York; E. W. Chapin of FCC;
A. St. Marie, CBC, Montreal.
At the IRE technical sessions, NBC provided a paper on the video test signal proposal, entitled "A Dynamic Standard Signal
for Color Television Systems."
The paper explained that it was felt
necessary to transmit "some type of information that would establish a signal reference level" in order to improve both monochrome and color tv broadcasting.
NBC said the signal inserted for a short
period in the vertical blanking interval
"permits the establishment of the following
amplitudes or levels: sync, burst, chroma
andDifferential
white." gain and phase measurements,
the paper continued, may be made of the
system while it is carrying a tv program.
NBC discussed the philosophy and evolution of the signal and the means for electronically generating and inserting the signal
into the tv system. Tests made were described and their meaning evaluated.
Zenith Reports Earnings,
Sales Drop in '56 Statement
ZENITH Radio Corp. last week reported
a $1,855,774 decrease in earnings for 1956
and an $11,375,150 reduction in consolidated sales, along with reduced inventories,
in its annual statement for stockholders.
Earnings for 1956 totaled $6,178,717 and
consolidated sales, for the year, $141,529,855, reported E. F. McDonald Jr., Zenith
president. Corresponding figures for 1955
were $8,034,491 and $152,905,005, respectively, Mr. McDonald said.
Last year's earnings represented $12.55
per share, second highest in any complete
fiscal
periodnoted.
in the company's history, Mr.
McDonald
He pointed out several factors "aggravating" radio-tv set industry problems in 1956,
among them: firms which went out of business, inventory liquidation, introduction to
low-cost portable tv receivers "priced with
practical regard to manufacturing costs,"
and "premature and unwarranted emphasis
on color television as a competitor for black
andZenith
white."
moved to counter an industry trend
the last six months of 1956 by increasing
its average unit price for tv over the first
half of the year, Mr. McDonald said. The
company's production and sales of radio
receivers gained substantially in 1956, with
increased percentage of total radio and high
fidelity sales.
RCA Ships to Four
NEW equipment shipments reported last
week by RCA included a 2-kw transmitter
to KOMO-TV Seattle (ch. 4), visual portion
for standby; a 12-section superturnstile antenna to KETV (TV) Omaha (ch. 7); a
12-section superturnstile to WSOC-TV Charlotte, N. C. (ch. 9), and a six-section superturnstile used antenna to KHVH-TV Honolulu (ch. 13).

Sales Losses in '56
Reported by DuMont
ALLEN B. DU MONT Labs last week reported aloss of $3,887,000 on sales of $47,401,000 in 1956 after a tax carryback of
$1,262,000, and a reserve of $1,688,000,
as compared with a loss of $3,674,000 on
sales of $66,378,000 in 1955. The lower
sales figures for 1956 were said to reflect
the absence of broadcasting income since
the spin-off of the DuMont Bcstg. Corp. in
December 1955.
D. T. Schultz, DuMont Labs president,
advised stockholders in the company's annual report that losses from product in television (tv sets, cathode-ray tubes and television transmitters) "overbalanced the profitable and improved results of the remainder of the company's operations." He said
DuMont's policy in television will be to
concentrate "entirely in the highest quality
portion
of the also
receiver
Mr. Schultz
notedbusiness."
that last September DuMont Labs entered into an agreement with Chromatic Television Labs.,
whereby DuMont has undertaken a program designed
gun color
tube to
and put
the Chromatic's
color tv set singleusing
this tube into production on a practical,
commercial basis.
Mr. Schultz reported that the company
had made "positive gains" in areas of the
electronics business away from television.
He referred to "increased volume and
profit in instruments and special tubes and
"to the strengthening of the Government
and research divisions to increase the company'sdefense
participation
in theand
important
electronic
production
development
A complete redesign of manufacturing
facilities
for production of DuMont televibusiness."
sion receivers, high fidelity equipment and
radios is being effected at the East Paterson
plant of DuMont.
Production will be interrupted while
plant re-layout is completed during the
month of April, although there will be no
disruption of distributor and consumer
service.
Keachie Named to New RCA Post
APPOINTMENT of James H. Keachie as
manager of the RCA Washington (D. C.)
broadcast office was announced Thursday by
Dana Pratt, manof broadcast
field agersales,
RCA
broadcast vision
andequipment
teledepartment.
Formerly an RCA
broadcast field sales
representative in the
Cleveland regional
office, Mr. Keachie
has been with the
corporation in
broadcast sales and

MR. KEACHIE
engineering
activities since 1936. He succeeds C. D. Pitts,
who recently was advanced to manager.
RCA Radiomarine Sales, San Francisco
district.
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756

EXHIBIT

AT

IRE

FOUR floors of New York's huge Coliseum
were packed with exhibitions of latest
electronics developments at the Radio Engineering Show held last week in conjunction with the Institute of Radio Engineers'
45th annual convention (see story, page 68).
At least 756 exhibitors displayed their
wares at Electronics Row, about 45 more
than
in vied
last year's
exhibits
with themammoth
attention exhibit.
and timeThe
of
some 50,000 engineers from all over the
world, who could attend 55 technical sessions
fat which some 280 papers were presented).
Among the electronic apparatus and
techniques shown or demonstrated:
A commercial over-the-horizon microwave system that utilizes a frequency band
broad enough to carry tv signals was unveiled by Federal Telecommunication Labs,
a division of International Telephone & Telegraph Corp. The system uses the technique
of transmitting microwaves into the troposphere and recapturing them by reflection
at a point beyond the earth's curvature.
Federal Telecommunication and its sister
division. Federal Telephone & Radio Co.,
also displayed a new solid-state switching
diode to make telephone switching devices
all-electronic; a four-foot long cylinder
traveling wave amplifier tube that can transmit microwaves on all frequencies without
tuning adjustments and said to have almost
"unlimited usage for radio and tv"; a vhf
spectrum recorder that gives continuous and
simultaneous visual recordings of all transmis ions inthe vhf range from 30 to 330 mc;
an uhf millivoltmeter to calibrate signal generators, to determine signal levels and to
measure minute voltage levels.
Other equipment by Federal: a line of
vacuum tubes for multiple uses in radio,
radar and similar transmission; various types
of new cable including one for super-high
temperatures, and samples of miniature
coaxial cable; a vhf power signal generator
to provide enough amplitude to permit readings throughout the vhf band; a new bar
graph oscilloscope that permits simultaneous
display of 40 separate signals; and still other
measuring systems.
New Picture Tubes Shown
In RCA's exhibit, the firm's new line of
1 1 0-degree tv picture tubes and its latest
color picture tube development (in all-glass
envelope) were featured, along with tv
camera tubes — from the image orthicon
used in standard studio cameras to the tiny
'/i-inch Vidicon camera tube for miniature
tv cameras.
Nearly 100 RCA electron tubes were on
display. These ranged from the tiny "pencil"
triode to super-power tubes for uhf use and
in tv transmitters. Various RCA transistor
types, including a "drift" transistor, were
included. Two-way field radio telephones
(walkie talkie) of the World War II type on
up to the latest transistorized models were in
the RCA exhibit, as well as liaison communications unit for airborne use and other
equipment applicable to military uses.
RCA's exhibit was of an unusual design,
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40-feet long and rotund-shaped. A mural of
original sand sculpture depicted current
applications of electronics in varied industries. A special treatment of colored lights,
inspired
RCA'sreflected
color tube,
played on the
bas reliefby and
a kaleidoscope
of
color.
The current reduction made in the depth
of portable and monochrome tv sets was
dramatized by suspending the new tube by
nylon cord against a lucite panel on which
the old tube type was superimposed.
A novel feature of the engineering show
this year was the Princeton Tube Collection,
sponsored by the Mycalex Corp. of America
and the IRE. This consisted of more than
6,000 tubes ranging from the earliest Edison
"effect" to the most modern 600 kw tube.
Described as one of the most comprehensive
kinds of collections in the world, the exhibit
presented an historical panorama of electronics and was displayed to mark the 50th
anniversary of the patenting of the original
electron tube.
Included were nearly 30 original specimens of tubes made by Thomas A. Edison,
Fleming "valves," and original examples of
the de Forest electron tube. Samples of more
than 40,000 different types of tubes which
have been developed and which have contributed to the electronics field were seen.

with dual and differential input features,
and various new oscilloscopes.
Transistor developments highlighted
Philco Corp's display. Philco showed all of
its transistor line with emphasis on new
silicon and micro alloy types.
General Electric had a wide range of
electronic developments, such as a new line
of encapsulated resistor-capacitor networks
having radio and tv receiver applications
in coupling, pulse-forming, and r-c filter
networks; a voltage tunable magnetron
(small metal and ceramic tube) that can
control the frequency of electronic defense
equipment; a high-power transmitting tube
with a new cathode for use in scatter propagation, tv and data-link systems.
Assembled glass envelopes for vidicon
tubes; metallized printed circuit board made
of Fotoform glass; a new electrolytic level
switch and an addition to its low-power glass
resistor line, the LP- 10, a 10-w unit available
in ratings from 200 to 70,000 ohms and said
to be specifically designed for tv, radio and
hi-fi systems.
New developments in transistor uses were
shown by Texas Instruments Inc.; new
copper-clad material engineered especially
to meet needs of radio and tv set makers
was premiered at the show by Formica
Corp., and for the first time in IRE show
history, a special area was set aside for
the display of electronic developments by
1 1 British firms or their U. S. representatives.

Evolution of Tubes
At its exhibition booths, Sylvania Electric
Products had on display a dramatization
of the tv picture tube's evolution from the
tadpole-appearing long tail, small screen
(10-inch) tubes of 11 years ago and the
interim sizes and shapes along the trend
toward shorter tubes with larger picture
area. Latest model was the lightweight, 110degree magnetic deflection tube of the Sylvania line.
Other Sylvania features included two highfrequency decade counter tubes; a "white
noise" vibration test on realiability of subminiature tubes; power transistors; photodiodes and counter tubes and a new microwave display device called the "WamoAside from the maze of technical equipscope."ment, the IRE show — the "greatest on earth"
for the electronics field — highlighted an
"Operation Snow White." The latter was
sponsored by General Electric which had
nine girls operating in a miniature plastic
factory room where they produced high
reliability electronic tubes. The girls worked
with their hands under glass and wore
dacron uniforms to avoid dust and lint.
Test instruments for transistor application were among testing equipment, counters, totalizers and nuclear instrumentation
shown
Mass. by Baird-Atomic Inc., Cambridge.
Allen B. DuMont Labs' exhibit booths
included a cathode-ray tube that writes
faster than the speed of light (for counting
high-speed nuclear reactions); a transistorized pre-amplifier (for use with oscilloscope); a vacuum tube voltmeter that combines 100 millivolt full scale sensitivity

Medium-Priced Tape Recorder
Introduced by Bell & Howell Co.
BELL & HOWELL Co. last Thursday announced its entry in the medium-priced tape
recorder field with the unveiling of a new
unit (Model 775) designed for widespread
use.
Carl Schreyer, B&H merchandising manager, reported
a "pause"
feature is
particularly
useful
not onlybutton
in transcription
and dictation work but also during other
recording and playback for interrupting
sound momentarily without stopping the
mechanism. Tape motion can be halted
instantly during recording and playback as
if with the use of a remote-control foot
The new model represents Bell & Howell's
third in the tape recorder field, with sugpedal. gested list price of $189.50 compared to its
Stereotone (at $249.50) and Miracle 2000
($299.50) units.
Future Scientific Developments
Predicted by Sarnoff in Article
BRIG. GEN. David Sarnoff, RCA chairman
of the board, predicts a single atomic battery will give a house electricity for many
years; jet-propulsion and rocket-type vehicles will carry world commuters at speeds
up to 5,000 miles an hour, and electronic
machines instantaneously and accurately will
translate one written language into another.
He predicted these advances in his article,
" What I See Ahead," appearing in the April
Reader's Digest.
Even though invention and technology
have traveled further in the last half-century
than in all man's previous history, General
Broadcasting
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RADIO
POWERHOUSE

Sarnoff is convinced that past scientific triumphs will be eclipsed in the next 20 years.
He says that those single atomic batteries
will not only supply electricity for homes
but also for industrial plants. "At the same
time the energy of the sun's rays will be
effectively harnessed," he declares, citing a
small radio powered by solar energy which
he now has, the power of which is stored by
a device that catches enough sunlight during
the day to operate the radio at night.
In conclusion, General Sarnoff states: "As
Isaac Newton said, we are merely picking
up pebbles on the beach while the great
ocean of truth lies undiscovered before us."
RCA

TO

OFF

NEW

TAKE

WRAPS

EQUIPMENT

• Chicago exhibits set
• Over 15 new developments
FIRST public showing of more than 15 new
RCA developments in studio and transmitting equipment for radio and television stations will be made by RCA at the 35th annual NARTB Convention April 7-11 in
Chicago.
JOE

"Much of the new equipment will be installed and operative in a complete RCA
color television studio, which will be in
continuous operation during the NARTB
show," E. C. Tracy, manager, RCA Broadday.
cast and Tv Equipment Dept., said Thurs-

SAYS

YOU

CAN

BLOW
AROUND

A

RING
THAT!

Joe stokes a massive
market in his new regional station. KELO
RADIO'S new 1 ,032-f t. tower
(the equivalent of 13,600
watts) erases county lines . . .
a few state lines too . . . and
delivers you multi-city
coverage on one single rate
card. What a radio
powerhouse! What a buy
for moving merchandise on
a regional market scale!

RADIO
SIOUX FALLS, S. D.
One ofStations
the Midwest's
affiliated Leading
with NBCRadio
JOE FLOYD, President
Evans Nord, Gen. Mgr. Larry Bentson. V.P.
Represented by H-R
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Highlights of the RCA display include
new products and equipment which will be
exhibited
for the first time. Among these
are:
(1) A high quality monochrome television
studio camera (TK-15), engineered with a
vidicon pickup tube and advanced electronic
circuitry for maximum economy in broadcast operations. Its features include a seveninch kinescope viewfinder. Four-lens turret,
built-in video operating controls and a new
type non-linear optical focus which provides quick, precise focusing of subject at
any point in the camera's viewing range.
(2) A "revolutionary" traveling wave
antenna for operation in the vhf tv high
band. Engineered with a slotted cylinder and
a simple feed system, the new vhf antenna
provides optimum vertical patterns and features a simplified structure with less windload and no protruding elements, RCA reported.
(3) A professional-type slide projector
for tv stations which features a loading
capacity of 36 two-by-two inch color or
monochrome transparencies. Incorporating
various operating features and convenience
suggested by broadcasters in an RCA survey, the new projector (TP-7A) can be used
with virtually all types of tv film camera
systems.
(4) Two compact vhf high-band, 500-w
tv transmitters designed for economical lowpower originating or satellite operation. One
model (TTL-500AL) is designed for operation on ch. 2 through 6; the other (TTL500AH), for ch. 7 through 13.
(5) A major development scheduled for

availability this year, RCA said, is a 21inch color monitor for presentation of color
pictures from live and film cameras. Engineered for "a new high-level of stability
and uniformity, the 21 -inch color monitor
(TM-21) meets the need for a monitor capable of providing a comparison analysis of
the performance of station color studio and
transmitting
equipment."
(6) Universal
coaxial transmission lines,
designed to simplify installation and to minimize maintenance need and procedure.
Featuring fool-proof assembly features, the
lines are simply and quickly connected by
means of novel air-interlocking connectortype flanges gripped by Marman clamps.
RCA reported. The new coaxial transmission
lines include 3Va inch and 6'/s inch series,
suited for use on ch. 2 through 83, and a
9-inch series for ch. 2 through 40. The latter
features waveguide power ratings and efficiency, RCA explained.
(7) A new-type RCA stablizing amplifier
(TA-9) designed to eliminate such low frequency disturbances as hum, bounce, surge,
and tilt in both color and monochrome television transmissions.
Numerous new video studio products and
equipment displays are planned, including
an orbital wedge for the RCA TK-41 color
tv studio camera; 17-inch and 21 -inch
utility monitors (TM-8C); a monochrome
AGC amplifier (TA-21A); a switching control panel (TS-21A); and a complete line of
accessories for rack mounting the RCA
TVM-1A broadcast microwave system in
permanent installations.
Also to be exhibited is RCA's full line of
audio and am equipment, including new
products which will be shown publicly for
the first time. Designed for television as well
as radio station application, the audio equipment is designed to simplify studio layout,
increase operating efficiency, and extend
signal handling capabilities, RCA said.
Other Displays Planned
Features of the audio and am equipment
display will be:
(1) An automatic gain controlled program
amplifier (BA-25A), a level control unit designed to automatically control audio program level.
(2) A transistorized portable amplifier
(BN-6A) for use in remote radio and television broadcast service. Claimed to be by
far the lighest equipment of its type so far
developed, the transistorized amplifier is a
four-channel type designed to provide the
amplification and control facilities for transmission of remotely originated signals to a
broadcast studio via telephone lines. It
weighs only 15 pounds.
(3) A transistorized audio tape recorder
(SRT-2), incorporating design advances such
as transistors, etched circuits and electrodynamic operation, which eliminates parts
formerly required to change speed and direction. It is virtually non-microphonic and
hum-free, RCA said.
A highlight of the am equipment display
will be a completely equipped radio station
in simulated operation. An RCA one-kilowatt am radio transmitter (BTA-1MX) will
be shown in a typical station set-up with inBroadcasting
• Telecasting
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MANUFACTURING
put and monitoring equipment. The 1-kw
transmitter is designed for maximum economy in operation and maintenance.
RCA's 50-kw am "ampliphase" transmitter (BTA-50G) also will be displayed to
highlight the new design approach for high
power am transmission. Remote control
operation is a feature.
Much of the RCA color tv broadcast

deceptive claims," and a hearing delay on
the complaint.
FTC issued a complaint against the two
organizations Feb. 18 and set a hearing
for Chicago April 25, also naming U. A.
Sanabria and Helen G. Sanabria as "allegedly" controlling officers of both firms. Mr.
Sanabria subsequently denied the accusations and told B*T they would be fought
"vigorously." Counsel for the two firms is
I. Harvey Levinson, Chicago.
Mr. Levinson said an extention of time
is needed because American Television Inc.
has been in bankruptcy since last May and
operating ' in receivership, with its records
tied up in proceedings. It operates a
school for engineers in addition to its manufacturing activity. DeForest-Sanabria Corp.
was formed in 1940 and is engaged in set
manufacture and retail-servicing functions.
FTC charges the companies with using
"bait advertising" and misrepresenting the
price of their sets, along with guarantees, in
radio, tv, newspaper and periodicals.
The firms have used limited radio-tv announcements and programs, placed directly,
in Chicago and elsewhere, including Ohio,
Michigan and Oklahoma, but the bulk of
American Tv advertising is in newspapers,
frequently full-page ads, that firm says.
American Tv was involved in FTC proceeding from 1943 to 1949 when a complaint
about its student tv courses was dismissed.

equipment will be displayed "at work" in
typical broadcast operations. A TK-41 live
color camera chain, set up in a studio complete with lighting and scenery, will be
used as a continuous source of live color
pictures. Featured in the studio operation
will be latest RCA equipment for origination
of colorcasts from both live studio presentations and motion picture films and slides.
The new TK-15 vidicon studio camera will
also be in continuous operation in the RCA
studio.
The RCA color exhibit will include an
operating three-vidicon color tv film camera
system, introduced several years ago, which
is widely-used by tv broadcasters.
Chicago Set Makers Ask FTC
For Time to Reply to Charges
COUNSEL for American Television Inc.
and DeForest - Sanabria Corp. reported
a fortnight ago the two companies have been
granted extension of time for reply to
charges by Federal Trade Commission they
engaged in "bait advertising" and "other
KTRI
ec

5kw

—

KTRI
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RCA, Camden, N. J., reports shipments of
50 kw transmitter to WSOC-TV Charlotte,
N. C, used 2 kw transmitter to KHVH-TV
Honolulu and custom built 12-section superturnstile antenna to WFGA-TV Jacksonville, Fla.
DuKane Corp., St. Charles, 111., announces
new device designed to produce sound
waves by non-mechanical means and replace
use of diaphragms for reproduction in
speaker system now in production. Called
"Ionovac," it is described by company as
"first practical unit of its kind and will be
used at outset in hi-fi phonograph records."
MANUFACTURING PEOPLE
Warren F. Morgan, sales manager, Federal
Electric Corp. (service and maintenance organization of International Telephone &
Telegraph Corp., Clifton, N. J.), elected vice
president in charge of customer relations.
—i
James Conto, sales engineer. Federal Telephone & Radio Co., named sales manager
of the ducsemi-contor div i s i o n .
Latter also is
FT&T division.
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There IS a difference in audiences. Ours is the
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adult audience, especially the ladies who
spend the family budget. Our music is attractive: memory snappers, toe tappers, old
favorites. In addition to the top forty, we
feature the top 6,000 tunes . . . and complete

TO

^[ocal news coverage. For the third straight
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Michael Balog, manager of Sylvania Electric Products' receiving tube plant in Mill
Hall, Pa., named general manufacturing
manager of company's new semiconductor
division. Reginald A. Young, manager of
Sylvania's tube feeder plant at Houtzdale,
Pa., succeeds Mr. Balog.
James Conto, sales engineer, components
division of Federal Telephone & Radio Co.
(division of IT&T), named sales manager
of company's semiconductor division, and
Max Enderlin, aircraft program director for
Federal,ductornamed
division. chief engineer of semicon-

D. Y. Smith, vice president and general manager, RCA Tube Div., Harrison, N. J., appointed co-chairman of Cooper Union (N.
Y.) Alumni Assn. drive for $7.5 million
expansion and development fund.

EVERETT - McKINNEY, Inc.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
KTRI

Charles J. Simon,
sales manager for
broadcast equipment. General
Electric Co., named
sales manager for
industrial tv in
GE's technical

E. V. Space, RCA, Camden, N. J., semi■H conductor division, named manager of
equipment and production development.

REPORTER

FORT DODGE
SERVING ALL
OF IOWA

SHORTS

TO
KTRI

Dr. Harold H. Beverage, vice president of
RCA Communications Inc., and director of
its radio research laboratory, will receive
Lamme Gold Medal of American Institute
of Electrical Engineers at June 24 meeting
in Montreal. Dr. Beverage, co-inventor of
wave antenna and diversity system for high
frequency reception, will be cited for
"pioneering and outstanding engineering
achievements."
Broadcasting
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$43,522,551

REPORT
SHOWS
ing can be seen in the differential between
NETWORK tv gross billings of $43,522,551
it and ABC-TV. According to the January
for January were reported Thursday by Publishers Information Bureau. This represents
figures,
amount. CBS-TV billed three times ABC-TV's
a gain of 1 1.9 per cent over the $38,897,617
grossed in time charges in the same month
[Also see network and spot tv billings by
of 1956.
advertiser for 1956 on page 136.]
This was a climbing start in 1957 for each
Table of gross time charges for network
of the networks. CBS-TV, with more than
$20 million in January, was 13.5 per cent
tv with January comparisons and total, folahead of its mark a year ago. NBC-TV
lows:
maintained about the same gain, grossing
JANUARY
JANUARY
%
1956
over $16.6 million, or 13.3 per cent above.
Change
1957
ABC-TV, which is girding its business slate
4.1
for next season brought in 4.1 per cent
11.9
13.5
$ 20,231,474
6,645,581
13.3
$ 17,820,455
6,382,046
above its January 1956 level for a total of ABC-TV
CBS-TV
more than $6.6 million.
16,645,496
14,695,116
NBC-TV
Total
CBS-TV's wide lead in reported gross bill543,522,551
$38,897,617
CBS

revolution!
There are all kinds, but if you
want to get in on the rating revolution that's taking place in
Southern California, move a
little closer. . .
In January, 1953,
KTTV's nighttime share
of audience was 9.9. Last
January, it had nearly
doubled —17.6 to be
exact.
This is a popular revolution...
sparked bythecontinuing, growing audience acceptance of the
alert independent production
and programming that has become abuy-word for KTTV.
Want to start a sales revolution
1
with your product?
Get full instructions from your
wide-eyed, dedicated Blair man,
today . . .

Los Angeles Times-MGM
Television r
|
Represented nationally by BLAIR -TV
♦ARB Share Of Audience
6:00 PM — Midnight
Sunday through Saturday
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Meet With Top Execs
TOP CBS executives met with management
representatives, of CBS Radio owned stations for a Monday through Thursday session last week in New York to discuss operational problems that prevail in large metropolitan markets.
Reflecting the scope of the session was the
report that the network's top programming
executives — Howard G. Barnes, CBS Radio
vice president in charge of network programs; Louis G. Cowan, CBS vice president;
Sig Mickelson, CBS vice president in charge
of news-public affairs; Irving Gitlin, CBS
director of public affairs, and Carroll Hansen, coordinator of network news and sports
— took part in a discussion of "problems
and prospects" in radio programming this
year, next year and five years from now.
The objectives of CBS Radio and the
related role of the owned stations; a report
by the stations on their sales pictures; an
analysis of audience trends, including a
report by Richard Hess, director of research,
CBS Radio Spot Sales, were on the agenda.
The meeting moved into other topics as
well. Talk about the FCC-Washington scene
was led by Ralph Hardy, CBS vice president in Washington; Geraldine Zorbaugh,
CBS Radio vice president and general counsel, and Robert Dunne, CBS Radio assistant
general attorney.
In addition, Louis Hausman, CBS Radio
vice president in charge of advertising and
promotion, reviewed problems in that activity on the owned station level; George
Stadtmuller, director of CBS accounting,
talked about efforts in simplifying contracts
and order forms; William C. Fitts Jr., CBS
vice president in charge of labor relations,
spoke on his field, and personnel was discussed by Robert Kalaidjian, director of
personnel relations, and Charles Burt, personnel administrators, both CBS.
Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS president; Arthur
Hull Hayes, CBS Radio president, and James
M. Seward, executive vice president of CBS
Radio, were among the network officials
attending. Others in attendance included
Gordon F. Hayes, general manager, CBS

Radio Spot Sales; Fred Ruegg, general manager, KNX Los Angeles and the Columbia
Pacific Radio Network; Thomas Gorman,
general manager, WEEI Boston; Carl S.
Ward, general manager, WCBS New York;
Edward W. Wood Jr., general manager,
Housewives" Protective League; Robert Hyland, general manager, KMOX St. Louis,
and Henry Untermeyer, general manager,
KCBS San Francisco.
KETV (TV) Signs to Become
Primary Affiliate of ABC-TV
SIGNING of KETV (TV) Omaha as a primary affiliate of ABC-TV was announced
jointly last week by Eugene S. Thomas, general manager of the station, and Alfred R.
Beckman, vice president in charge of station
relations at ABC-TV. The station is scheduled to go on the air next September.
KETV is owned by the Herald Corp., a
wholly-owned subsidiary of the Omaha
World-Herald. It will operate on ch. 7 with
316 kw visual and 158 kw aural. Both
Messrs. Thomas and Beckman hailed the
affiliation as bringing ABC's top programs
live to the market and "at their regularly
scheduled times."

ALFRED R. BECKMAN (I), vice president in charge of station relations for
ABC-TV network, and Eugene S.
Thomas, general manager of KETV
(TV) Omaha, shake hands following
signing of contract for the station to
become an ABC-TV primary affiliate.
Broadcasting
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Catwalk along each
side of top platform
will make microwave
dishes easy to reach.
♦TRADE MARK

LATEST
731 ' Ideco guyed tower with
triangular top platform, 1 05'
long on each side, supports
three RCA antennas:TF-l 2BH
for WAAM, TF-1 2BH for
WBAL-TV, TF-6ALforWMARTV. The structure is designed
for a uniform wind loading of
70 lbs. per square foot. Obstruction light control panels
are located in all three transmitter buildings.
Visit Ideco Tower headquarters at the Conrad
Hilton . . . NARTB,
April 7-12
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OF

TOWER

LEADERSHIP

This Ideco-developed triple antenna "candelabra" tower, going up at Baltimore, saves each station on land cost . . . enables each station to utilize the
area's best tower location . . . simplifies air space clearance problems.
It's a new achievement in tower engineering by the creators of the only dual
candelabra design . . . still another first in Dresser-Ideco's record of antenna
tower innovations.
When advances like this in tower design and construction continue to come
from but one source, there's but one conclusion . . . Dresser- Ideco has the
know-how to solve your tower problems.
So whether it's a complex candelabra ... a head-in-the-clouds structure
... or a more usual tower . . . you can look to Dresser-Ideco today to make
your tower dreams a reality tomorrow.
Plan now to talk tower with Dresser-Ideco or your nearest RCA Broadcast
Equipment representative.

DRESSER-IDECO
COMPANY
DEPT. T-10 • COLUMBUS 8, OHIO
Branch: 8909 S. Vermont Ave., Los Angeles 44, Calif.
TALL OR SHORT ... FOR TV, MICROWAVE, AM, FM . . . IDECO TOWER "KNOW-HOW" KEEPS YOU ON THE AIR
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Pre-Summer Lay-offs At NBC
Now Believed To Be About 40
VICTIMS of NBC's pre-summertime cutback in personnel, placed unofficially at
about 20 earlier this month [B»T, March 11],
was acknowledged last week to have grown
to about 40, mostly in programming and
sales.
Among those reportedly being let out
were some NBC personnel assigned to programs that are primarily "outside" packages
and others who were the victims of reorganization. Among those in the former
group was George McGarrett, NBC producer on the Perry Como Show. The latter
group was said to include Eric Hazeldoff,
director of tv program sales, and Roy Porteus, manager of sales for the Today, Home
and Tonight group, although officials said
Mr. Porteus may be reassigned to an NBC
Radio post rather than released outright.
Adams, Giesen Join ABC-TV
In New Programming Positions
APPOINTMENT of Robert Adams and
Rowe S. Giesen to new programming posts
at ABC-TV is being announced today (Monday).
Mr. Adams, formerly with CBS-TV Hollywood, has been made executive producer
with ABC-TV's Hollywood program department and will report to James T. Aubrey
Jr., ABC vice president in charge of pro-

AWARD

gramming and talent.
Mr. Giesen, formerly associated with
ABC-TV, CBS-TV and advertising agencies
on the West Coast, becomes ABC-Disney
coordinator with his office at Walt Disney
Studios, Burbank. He will report to Sandy
Cummings, manager of tv network programs, ABC western division.
Mr. Aubrey said Mr. Adams' addition to
the tv network department "reaffirms" ABC's
strengthening of its overall program operation by bringing creative strength to the
Hollywood operation. He will act as liaison
between ABC's Hollywood department and
New York headquarters and will be responsible for the development of new live
and film properties as well as supervision
of programs already established.

York, has been named manager of program
sales, succeeding the late Thomas D. Connolly who died last month. Theodore F.

MR. KLAYER

MR. MAXWELL

Klayer Network Sales Manager
In CBS-TV Promotions, Shifts
AS PART of a series of promotions and
shifts in assignments, George Klayer, eastern sales manager of CBS-TV, last week
was advanced to network sales manager,
assuming the post relinquished by Thomas
H. Dawson, who was named vice president,
network sales last month [B«T, March 4].
Changes stemming from Mr. Klayer's
promotion included the appointments of
Sam K. Maxwell Jr., midwestern sales manager, as eastern sales manager and Roland
Blair, account executive for CBS-TV in
Chicago, as midwestern sales manager.
Robert Hoag, account executive in New

WINNER

MR. BLAIR

MR. HOAG

Shaker, sales manager of CBS-owned
WXIX-TV Milwaukee, has been shifted to
the New York office of network sales as an
account executive.

-BREAD

WINNER

Recently, a 50,000 watter, a 30 year old
Milwaukee Journal-owned station and WHLS
(250 watts) climbed to the top rung in the tabulation of wireworthy news stories.
The restless bird-dogs of WHLS contributed
hundreds of news stories during 1956 — 379
of which the Associated Press accepted for
their national significance.

to oe cv \ted at
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The intense listener interest around WHLS

e.
se rV\cand
^lecond
^
led on ebonV- vndw^,
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(the vital Port Huron-Detroit market area)
plus the aggressive newscasting of U full time
newsmen is just the buying climate for spot
commercials.
Call in your story to Gill-Perna, our
national representative. We'll give it
buying significance.

30250
WHLS

REPRESENTED
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QQc5 FlOr IUI I ^es' per-thousand-per-commercial minute
£.OT [3UI ml for 52-time buyers of KYW-TV's big-hit SIX
O'CLOCK ADVENTURE. Scheduled weekdays 6:00-6:55 PM,
its January ARB 5-day average was 21.4 — better than twice the
combined competitive averages.
Get ahead now in KYW-TV's great 1,288,156 home-market. For
action call Albert Krivin, KYW-TV, "Bink" Dannenbaum, WBC,
or your P.G.W. Colonel.

CLEVELAND

WESTINGHOUSE
BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.
RADIO BOSTON, WBZ + WBZA; PITTSBURGH. KOKA: CLEVELAND, KYW. FORT WAYNE, WOWO: CHICAGO, WIND; PORTLAND, KEX
TELEVISION BOSTON, WBZ-TV; PITTSBURGH, KDKA-TV: CLEVELAND, KYW-TV: SAN FRANCISCO, KPIX
WIND REPRESENTED BY A M RADIO SALES • KPIX REPRESENTED BY THE KAT2 AGENCY. INC.
ALL OTHER WBC STATIONS REPRESENTED BY PETERS. GRIFFIN. WOODWARD. INC.
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CBS-TV
Turns to VTR to Solve Time Problem
MAJOR operational changes will be put ply moved one hour earlier. In other words,
into effect by CBS-TV with the April 28
the composite program structure will somewhat ease the annual summer disruption of
start of daylight saving time in an effort to
retain the usual time periods— insofar as
programs in the central standard time and
possible — for programs broadcast in areas
mountain standard time areas."
remaining on standard time.
As an example of how the plan will work,
he said the Ed Sullivan Show, which will
CBS-TV's DST plans, announced by sales
administrative vice president, William H.
originate live at 8-9 p. m. EDT on Sundays,
Hylan, last week, will rely heavily on the
will be tape-recorded on the West Coast,
use of Ampex videotape recording equipplayed back at 8-9 p.m. Los Angeles time
and simultaneously fed back to stations in
ment— as is true in the case of NBC-TV and
the
central time zone for broadcast at 9-10
ABC-TV. Mr. Hylan said CBS-TV's use of
VTR will make possible a major revision of p.m. CST, and in the mountain time zone at
the West Coast repeat schedule to achieve
8-9 p.m. MST.
Meanwhile, NBC-TV issued a recap and
an originating sequence that will avoid product conflicts.
amplification of its own DST plans [B»T,
In addition, he said, a composite proFeb. 18]. Programs on interconnected affiliates in standard time areas will be seen
gram structure has been developed for central and mountain standard time areas which
one hour earlier than usual, with these exwill embrace (1) elements of the revised
ceptions: (1) mountain time zone areas,
west coast repeat schedule; (2) special taped
NBC-TV programs broadcast, at 7:30-8 p.m.
and film shows from Hollywood, and (3) EDT, Monday through Saturday, will be
elements taken from the full network feed.
seen at the same local time (5:30-6 p.m.
Where it has not been possible to retain
MST), and daily programs at 8-9 p.m. EDT
the usual time periods for programs in areas
will be seen at 8-9 p.m. MST; (2) in central
remaining on standard time, Mr. Hylan said,
standard time areas, NBC-TV programs
scheduled at 7:30-8 p.m. EDT, Monday"our efforts have been directed to the deFriday, will be seen at the usual hour, while
livery of alternate time periods which are
more attractive and have greater audience
programs scheduled at 8-9 p.m. EDT will
potential than would have been possible if be carried at 9-10 p.m. CST.
DST runs from April 28 through Oct. 26.
programs in standard time areas were simABC Advisory Board Meeting
Set For April 3 In New York
CURRENT and future network program
plans are expected to be emphasized at an
April 3 meeting of the ABC Radio Stations
Affiliates Advisory Board, at the Savoy Plaza
Hotel in New York.
In addition to the station executives, a
number of ABC officials including Leonard
H. Goldenson, president of the parent American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, and
Edward J. DeGray, vice president in charge
of station relations for ABC radio, will attend.
Members of the advisory board include:
Simon Goldman, general manager of WJTN
Jamestown, N. Y., District 1; J. P. Williams,
executive vice president of Great Trails
Broadcasting Corp. and general manager of
WING Dayton, Ohio, District 2; Ben A.
Laird, president and general manager of
WDUZ Green Bay, Wis.. District 3; T. B.
Lanford, president of KALB Alexandria and
KRMD Shreveport, La., District 4; C. B.

scientific meeting, the doctors will receive a
special direct mail announcement of the tiein, which will urge the physicians to ask
their patients to listen to Young Dr. Malone
and the tribute to AAGP. The doctors' tv
group also is releasing the story to science
editors on newspapers, syndicates and specialized publications.
CBS Radio recently launched this concept
of public relations and promotion with a
tie-in involving the network's Woolworth
Hour program and the Boy Scouts of
America.

Locke, general manager of KFDM Beaumount, Tex., District 5; William Grove, vice
president and general manager of KFBC
Cheyenne, Wyo., District 6; James Wallace,
president and general manager of KPQ
Wenatchee, Wash., District 7, and J. S.
Younts, president and general manager of
WEEB Southern Pines, N. C, District 8.

CBS News Appoints Karasik
Correspondent, Shifts Others
PROMOTION of a reporter to full-time
correspondent and two news reassignments
were announced last week by John F. Day,
director of CBS News.
Effective immediately, Dan Karasik, who
joined CBS in 1954 as a reporter-contact
and last fall was sent to Vienna on an emergency basis during the Hungarian uprising
(and who actually participated in the rescue
operations that followed the Soviet counterattack on Budapest), has been appointed to
the staff of CBS News correspondents. (According to Mr. Day, there is "a vast difference" between a reporter or newsman and a
"correspondent." Latter are retained by
contract and "much higher pay.")
Mr. Karasik will be assigned to the Austrian capital to service both CBS Radio and
CBS-TV news programs from the Balkan
region. In effect, he will be the first fulltime correspondent there since early 1955,
when Alexander Kendrick was shifted to
the London bureau under Howard K. Smith,
chief European news correspondent for the
network.

CBS Radio's Promotion Drive
Tied in With Doctors' Meeting
CBS RADIO'S second project in its national
publicity and promotion campaign to reach
special audiences will be tied in with the
annual scientific assembly of the American
Academy of General Practice today (Monday) and tomorrow in St. Louis. AAGP
consists of more than 22,000 family doctors
from coast to coast.
On the convention dates, characters in
CBS Radio's Young Dr. Malone daytime
serial will discuss the importance of the
academy and the contributions of general
practitioners. Prior to the broadcast and the

Scheduled
for reassignment
"shortly" and
are
Richard
Kallson,
formerly in Singapore
for the past few months attached to the
U. S. Navy's "Operation Deepfreeze" taskforce in Antarctica to gather reports on the
1957-58 International Geophysical Year,
and Peter Kalischer, formerly head of
Crowell-Collier Pub. Co.'s Far East news
bureau in Tokyo, and for the past month,
stationed in Washington for CBS News. Mr.
Kallson will be stationed in Beirut, Lebanon,
and Mr. Kalischer will return to Tokyo,
succeeding Robert Pierpoint, who in turn
will be reassigned to CBS News in Washington.
MBS Sets Affiliate Meeting
THE annual pre-NARTB convention meeting of the affiliates of MBS is to be held in
Chicago Sunday, April 7. The meeting is
set for 3 p.m. in the Beverly Room of the
Conrad Hilton Hotel. Network President
John B. Poor heads the MBS delegation.
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Brennan to CBS Western Post
APPOINTMENT of William H. Brennan
Jr. as western division manager, station relations, CBS Radio, was announced Thursday by William A. Schudt Jr., vice president
in charge of station relations. Mr. Brennan
will assume his duties today (Monday) although the reopening of the network's office
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
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in Columbia Square,
take place until April
Mr. Brennan has
CBS since 1942 as a
NETWORK

Hollywood, will not
15.
been associated with
producer-director.

C&C
TV, UNIONS
CLEAR
RKO
MOVIES
• 83 post-'48 films involved
• Deal said to be $1.3 million

PEOPLE

Anthony Liotti, sales presentation writer,
NBC Spot Sales, named radio-tv research
supervisor for department. He succeeds John
Scanlan, named project supervisor in corporate planning, NBC Research & Planning.
Charles W. Christenberry Jr., formerly with
N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y., as tv director,
assigned production and direction responsibilities for ABC-TV's This Is Galen Drake
(Sat., 7-7:30 p.m. EST).
Sidney C. Furst, research account executive,
BBDO, N. Y., to ABC radio network, same
city, as sales presentation writer.
David Schoenbrun, CBS News Paris correspondent, isauthor of As France Goes,
study of internal and external French politics, published by Harper & Bros., N. Y.
Lester Zimmerman, associate producer and
talent buyer for Arthur Murray tv series, to
CBS Radio press information department.
Bill Parry, executive director of sports for
Columbia Pacific Radio Network, resigns
to return to Pacific Coast Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference as director of radio and
tv.

AVAILABILITY of post- 1948 feature films
to television on an increasing scale was foreshadowed last week when C&C Television
Corp. announced clearance of 83 RKO
motion pictures by the Screen Actors Guild,
the Screen Writers Guild and the Screen
Directors Guild. Although the price paid
the guilds by C&C Tv was not divulged, it
was estimated at about $1.3 million.
E. H. Ezzes, vice president of C&C,
stressed that the agreement with the guilds
does not set a precedent for the industry
since individual tv film distributors must
negotiate with the talent union on their feature film libraries. It is to be expected,
nevertheless, that other major distributors,
such as Associated Artists Productions,
Screen Gems, Universal-International and
others, now will seek to make settlements.
The RKO films are said to be the first of
their vintage to be made available to tv, except for product that was filmed abroad and
those obtained by bank foreclosures, which
are not subject to guild regulations. C&C
Tv said 72 of the 83 films would be released
immediately to the stations they have signed
under its "barter" plan [B«T, March 11] and
the remainder will be turned over to tv at

RATED

STATION

IN
JACKSONVILLE,

announces

FLORIDA

appointment

4

JACK
MASLA
& Company,
551 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, New York
YUkon 6-7370

(^xctudiue

Rational

Inc.

i^epreientative

Effective Immediately
NEW YORK . . . CHICAGO ... LOS ANGELES . . . SAN FRANCISCO
Latest Pulse and Hooper reports.
Average Va hour ratings, Monday thru Friday, 7 A.M. to 7 P.M.
FIRST, all day Saturday and Sunday, too.
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each for the tv rights to the RKO features
[B«T, Dec. 24, 1956].
Titles of some of the 83 films:
"Affair with a Stranger," Jean Simmons,
Victor Mature; "Angel Face," Jean Simmons, Robert Mitchum; "Born to Be Bad,"
Robert Ryan, Joan Fontaine; "Double Dynamite," Frank Sinatra, Jane Russell; "A
Girl in Every Port," Groucho Marx, Marie i
Wilson; "His Kind of Woman," Jane Russell, Robert Mitchum; "Macao," Robert
Mitchum, Jane Russell; "Narrow Margin,"
Charles McGraw, Marie Windsor; "On
Dangerous Ground," Robert Ryan, Ida Lupino; "The Racket," Robert Mitchum, Robert Ryan; "Second Chance," Jack Palance,
Robert Mitchum; "Two Tickets to Broadway", Tony Martin, Janet Leigh, and "The
White Tower," Glenn Ford, Claude Rains.
Screen Gems Series Sold
To WABC-TV, 11 Others
SCREEN Gems' newest feature film package, "Hollywood Premiere Parade," consisting of 39 top-rated features from the
Columbia Pictures library, was sold in 12
markets in its first week of availability,
Jerry Hyams, director of Syndicated Distribution, announced Thursday. The initial
sale was to WABC-TV New York, which
will launch a late-evening first-run policy
on April 1.
Eleven additional stations included KRON

WIVY
HIGHEST

the completion of their theatrical playoffs.
Matthew Fox, president of C&C Tv, has !
been negotiating with the guilds for more i
than four months. As long ago as last December, the Screen Actors Guild reported
the union had agreed to accept a total of
$715,000 for tv release of the films. At the
same
time, Mr.
was said guild
to have$235,000
offered 1
the writers
and Fox
the directors

(TV) San Francisco; WTVN-TV Columbus, Ohio; WSM-TV Nashville, Tenn.;
WREC-TV Memphis; KTVK (TV) Phoenix; KSL-TV Salt Lake City; WTIC-TV
Hartford, Conn.; KCRA-TV Sacramento,
Calif.; WEEK-TV Peoria, 111.; KBAK-TV
Bakersfield, Calif., and KONA-TV Honolulu. Present negotiations indicate that the
package, which includes such productions
as The Awful Truth and Talk of the Town,
will be sold in 24 additional markets within
the next two weeks, officials said.
AAP Announces Warner Sales;
15 Stations Buy Package
NEW sales of its Warner Bros, package of
features and cartoons (including Popeye)
were announced last week by W. Robert
Rich, general sales manager of Associated
Artists Productions.
Among the stations buying the features
were WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va.;
WEAR-TV Pensacola, Fla.; KHVH (TV)
Honolulu, T. H.; WNYT (TV) Buffalo;
KDWI-TV Tucson; KOOL-TV Phoenix;
KTWO-TV Casper, Wyo.; KOAT-TV Albuquerque, and WTMJ-TV Milwaukee.
Cartoons were sold to WCYB-TV Bristol,
Va.; WPTA-TV Fort Wayne; WFGA (TV)
Jacksonville, Fla.; KOLN-TV Lincoln,
Neb., and KAKE-TV Wichita, Kans. Warner cartoons also were purchased by
WCCO-TV Minneapolis and WFGA.
Broadcasting
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Tourists "get away from it all" at Cape Hatteras National
Seashore Recreation Area — part of our National Park System.

The

Outer

Banks— where

the

ghosts

of early America

still walk

Off the Carolina coast, where Cape Hatteras points seaward, isa thin ribbon of islands called the Outer Banks.
This lonely, windswept stretch has always been wild and
primitive. Yet it has known some of the great names of
history ... Sir Francis Drake . . . Blackbeard the pirate
. . .Virginia Dare, the first English child born in America
. . . Orville and Wilbur Wright, who made the first airplane flight at nearby Kitty Hawk.

Lost Colony" telling the story of the settlement that
mysteriously disappeared almost 400 years ago. •
Will you see Blackbeard looting an old windjammer?
Will Drake come trudging up over the next dune? Probably not — but you'll see a corner of America as the first
"tourists" saw it. And standing in this wild land, and
thinking back to the hardy breed that peopled it, you'll
know what made America great . . .

Today these scenic and historic treasures are preserved
for you as part of the National Park System. Here, just a
short drive from the main North-South routes, you can
fish or swim in the sparkling surf, climb magnificent sand
dunes along a virgin beach, or explore old wrecks of ships
that foundered in the dread "Graveyard of the Atlantic."
A highlight of the summer season is the pageant, "The

FREE Tour Information —
If you would like to visit the Outer Banks, or drive anywhere in the U.S.A., let us help plan your trip. Write:
Tour Bureau, Sinclair Oil Corporation, 600 Fifth Avenue, New York 20, N. Y. — also ask for our colorful
National Parks map.

SINCLAIR SALUTES THE AMERICAN NATURE ASSOCIATION . . .
a scientific and educational organization, for its achievements
in protecting America's forests, wildlife, soil and water. Since
its founding in 1922, the Association has been a staunch supporter of the National Parks and a zealous protector of a basic
part of American life.
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(253,000 People)
Annual per capita Effective Buying Income
($200 above the national average)
$1,827*
Annual per family Effective Buying Income
($500 above the national average)
55* market by placing a
"Stake out your claim" $on
5,9this
schedule of advertising on WOC — NOW!
WOC is 5000 watts ... 1420 Kc ... and an NBC
Affiliate.

Beeland-Wood Films Organized
As Film Company in Atlanta
INCORPORATION of Beeland-Wood Films
Inc., Atlanta, Ga., a film producing, processing and service firm serving the southeastern United States, was announced last
week by Charles D. Beeland Ir., president
and executive producer of the new company.
Originally formed in 1935 as Beeland
Film Producing Co. of Atlanta, the new
corporation will be under the executive direction of Bernard I. Ochs, vice president
and general manager and a member of the
board of directors. Mr. Ochs formerly was
general sales manager of WLWA (TV),

*Sales Management's "Survey of Buying Power - 1956"
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
Ernest C. Sanders, Manager
Mark Wodlinger, Sales Mgr.

CB3

E3H
WOC
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives

Tri-City Broadcasting Co., Davenport, Iowa

Attention
NARTB

GOLFERS

Crosley Bcstg. of Atlanta Inc. and southeastern representative for Crosley Bcstg. Co.
Beeland-Wood Films will continue to occupy their present Spring St. headquarters,
Mr. Beeland said.
The company's activities will cover a wide
range in the motion picture field, including
animated and live action, silent and sound,
black and white and color, and cinemascope. In addition to the film production,
the
corporation maintains a complete film
laboratory.

Hp
J
B»T's annual Blind Bogey Golf Tournament will be held Sunday,
April 7, at the 27-hole Midwest Country Club (above), Hinsdale, 111.
Over 20 prizes, including B*Ts silver trophies for low gross and low
net, will be awarded. Tee-off time is 9:30.
MAIL

THIS

BROADCASTING

RESERVATION

TODAY,

TO:

• TELECASTING 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Wash., D. C.

Name

Firm
I will want a ride to the club □
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Tee-off

time:

Other officers for the new organization
are chairman of the board, L. Keith Wood,
president of Wood & Hoelsher Inc., manufacturer's representatives; executive vice
president,
John
Davis,
Southern
division managerA. of"leff"
Official
Films
Inc.;
general counsel, Dan MacDougald, senior
partner in the firm of MacDougald, Feagin
& Williams; treasurer, Paul K. Hoelsher,
vice president and sales manager of Wood
& Hoelsher Inc.
United Artists to Become
Public-Owned Corporation

Address

April 7

LOOKING at a French camera are officers of the newly-formed BeelandWood Films Inc., film producing and
servicing firm in Atlanta, Ga. L to r:
L. Keith Wood, chairman of the board
of the new company; Charles B. Beeland Jr., president and executive producer; Dan MacDougald, general
counsel and John A. "Jeff" Davis,
executive vice president.

9:30

a.m.

UNITED Artists Corp., New York, Wednesday disclosed plans to become a publicowned corporation next month through issues of 6% convertible subordinated debentures due in 1969 and 350,000 shares of
common stock. The first public offering is
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

designed to raise an estimated $15 million
for UA.
United Artists, which functions as a releasing company for films produced by independent companies, has released packages
of feature films to tv, including groups of
post- 1948 features. These latter pictures did
not require residual payments to talent guilds
since many were produced abroad and others were obtained from foreclosures by
banks.
Heavy
Set

Film

This

Pulse,

Nielsen,
All

Cumulative

Pulse

Agree!

by Fox

IN AN EFFORT to lure a larger audience
away from television sets into theatres, 20th
Century-Fox this year will launch its heaviest film production schedule since 1940,
Spyros P. Skouras, Fox president, stated
last week. He set the number of pictures to
be produced this year at 65, and said the
budget for the films would "pass way beyond" the $50 million spent on new motion
pictures last year.

"I'm taking the biggest chance of my
career," Mr. Skouras said. "We can co-exist
profitably (with television) only by giving
people better entertainment and getting them
away from easy entertainment. This company has dedicated all its resources and
efforts to one proposition: to keep the theatres in the United States prosperous."
Mr. Skouras voiced the view that proposals to put new films on pay television
would "destroy the theatres" and be "detrimental to the artistic values" of the films
produced. He explained that producers are
not likely to risk investing several million
dollars on a film for paid television, on which
income is "uncertain."
Form Firm

FORMATION of a new tv film commercial
and theatrical cartoon production firm,
Pintoff-Lawrence Productions Inc., New
York, was announced last week by its two
principals, Robert Lawrence, former head
of his own production firm, and Ernest
Pintoff, formerly with CBS Terrytoons Div.,
CBS Inc. Address is 129 W. 52d St., New
York 19. At Terrytoons, Mr. Pintoff most
recently created and designed "Flebus," a
theatrical cartoon feature that will be distributed nationally this spring by 20th Century-Fox Film Corp. Mr. Lawrence's firm
specialized primarily in tv commercials and
industrial films and has branches in Hollywood and Toronto.
NTA

Hooper,

Schedule

Year

Pintoff, Lawrence

UNANIMOUS!

Radio

Station

in

Houston

is

HOOPER

(Dec. 1956-Jan. 1957) K-NUZ leads all stations by a wide
margin . . . 26.6% of the morning audience and 32.2% of the
afternoon audience. This is almost double the audience of the
second station from 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

PULSE

(Oct.-Nov. 1956) K-NUZ is No. 1 in all rated time periods Monday through Saturday. Nine of the top ten five-time a week
shows belong to K-NUZ.

NIELSEN

(Dec. 1956) K-NUZ is No. 1 in Total Day Audience 6:00 a.m. to
12:00 Midnight, and K-NUZ is No. 1 in total audience 6:00
a.m. to 12:00 Midnight in the NSI area. K-NUZ is almost double
the second station in the Metro audience!

CUMULATIVE PULSE FOR HARRIS COUNTY (Nov. 1956) K-NUZ reaches
more homes in Harris County (home county) than any other
Houston station on a daily basis and a weekly basis. K-NUZ
delivers 226,200 homes in Harris County weekly or 74.2% of
all homes in Harris County weekly.
Now ... K-NUZ is the Leader by a GREATER
MARGIN — Yet the rates are Low, Low, Low!
Join the Rush for Choice Avails.
In Houston the swing is to RADIO ... and Radio in Houston is . . .

Signs Jessel

GEORGE JESSEL has been signed by National Telefilm Assoc. for a new series of 39
half-hour variety shows to be called George
Jessel's Music Hall, it was announced Thursday by Oliver A. Unger, NTA executive
vice president.
Mr. Jessel will produce and host the show
and recall the golden days of show business
before presenting filmed versions of famous
acts by the theatre's top performers.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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A

SOUNDING!
As any old riverboat-man will
tell you, the best channel runs
deep and lets you travel fastest.
Same is true today with television throughout this busy Ohio
River Valley of ours.
No advertising medium gives
you such smooth sailing into
over 100 of its high-producing
counties as WSAZ-TV ... no
station's influence runs so deep
with almost three-quarter million
TV families comprising America's 23rd television market.
Today the nation's heaviest concentration ofindustry crowds the
banks of the Ohio — generating
within the WSAZ-TV area a buying potential nearly /our billion
dollars deep! You can reach it
surely via WSAZ-TV's Channel
3, without fear of shoals, snags
or backwaters. You'll travel, too,
in company with many of America's most successful advertisers.
Any Katz office has the latest
soundings for your inspection.

HUNTINGTON-CHARLESTON, W. VA.
Aftiliated with Radio Stations
WSAZ, Huntington & WKAZ. Charleston
LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT
Represented by The Katz Agency
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Film Workshop to Explore
New Commercial Techniques
LATEST techniques in the television film
commercial will be described in a presentation and workshop conducted by the Film
Producers Assn. of New York April 7 at
the Avon Theatre in New York.
The association has invited more than
1,200 advertising executives of companies
and agencies from all over the country to
attend the event, which will be held at 3:306 p.m. The presentation and workshop will
consist of screenings of new test film footage embodying new production ideas and
techniques and comments by FPA members.
Questions from the audience will be
answered.
Among the developments to be touched
at the meeting, which will be led by Harold
E. Wondsel, FPA president, are: a new
anamorphic or wide angle lens technique,
new forms of animation, rear screen projection, silhouette lighting, the Ampex picture and sound tape, specialized photography
for jewelry, and converting of black and
white to color.
Official Announces Re-entry
Into First-Run Tv Syndication
RE-ENTRY of Official Films Inc. into the
first-run tv film syndication field was announced last week by Harold Hackett, president. Since 1953 the company has concentrated on network sales of tv film series and
on the sales of across-the-board ("strip")
programming.
A revolving fund of "several millions of
dollars" will be set aside for the production
of several first-run series marked for syndication, according to Mr. Hackett, and an
expansion in the company's sales force will
be undertaken. The company currently is
producing two costume-adventure series —
The Blade and Pistol Point, Mr. Hackett
said, and at least one of the two will be
released to the syndicated market in September. Official plans to release three firstrun series to the syndicated market in the
coming year, he added.
Wondsel Leaves Sound Masters;
Plans New Film Production Firm
HAROLD E. WONDSEL, for twenty years
president of Sound Masters Inc., New York
film production company, has announced
his resignation effective immediately. With
plans to open his own film production organization within two weeks, Mr. Wondsel
currently is completing arrangement to acquire studio facilities in midtown New York
and is clearing a name for his company
with New York State authorities.
He will be joined in the new undertaking
by Robert Carlisle, former partner of film
producer Jerry Fairbanks, as vice president
in charge of production. Tom Dunphy, former vice president of Sound Masters, will
be vice president in charge of television,
Mr. Wondsel said, and Jean Blake will serve
as consultant. Mr. Wondsel recently was
elected president of the Film Producers
Assn. of New York.

Hawks-Bowers to Make Films
HAWKS-BOWERS Productions has been
formed as a motion picture and television
production company by William Hawks,
veteran Hollywood producer and William
Bowers, screen writer for more than 20
years. Associated with them is Bud Ward,
who has a radio-tv production and agency
background. He will act in a sales capacity
and as assistant to Mr. Hawks. Negotiations
are already underway for sale of the first
Hawks-Bowers series of tv films, the company reported. But full activity must await
completion of The Law and Jack Wade,
which Mr. Hawks is producing and Mr.
Bowers writing for M-G-M. Hawks-Bowers
Productions is located at 404 N. Roxbury
Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. Phone: Crestview 4-7551.
Fellows, Basch Establish Firm
DONALD FELLOWS and Harry Basch,
formerly with Animotion Assoc., have announced the formation of a partnership
under the firm name Soundtracks. The company will create and produce dialogue and
musical soundtracks and jingles for radio-tv
spots and industrial films. Its address is 236
W. 55th St., New York.
Mr. Fellows, sales director-singer-producer for Cummings Productions, also is a
freelance producer-singer for radio-tv commercials. He appeared as Ensign Pulver in
the Broadway production of "Mr. Roberts."
Mr. Basch has also done freelance production of commercials as well as radio-tv
acting and announcing. He was formerly a
producer with WHCU Ithaca, N. Y.
Film Assembly Agenda Set
AGENDA for the fourth annual American
Film Assembly, to be held at the Statler
Hotel in New York April 22-26, has been
released by the Film Council of America.
Highlight of the week-long convention will
be the golden reel 16 mm film festival and
35mm sound slidefilm gold and silver
awards, to be screened, judged and announced at the Assembly. Workshops and
films in four sections — education, industry,
cultural and medicine — will be stressed at
this year's assembly, with the golden reel
awards banquet scheduled for April 25.
Landay Named Texanco V.P.
APPOINTMENT of Jerome M. Landay to
vice president of Texanco Enterprises Inc.,
New York, was announced last week by
Tex McCrary, president of the syndication
unit. Mr. Landay, formerly executive producer of Tex and Jinx McCrary's WRCAAM-TV New York programs, has headed
up the syndication unit since late last year.
Before rejoining the McCrarys (he originally
had worked with them in 1953-54 after
associations with TelePrompTer and WNEW
New York), Mr. Landay was news and
special
events director at KDKA-AM-TV
Pittsburgh.
Broadcasting
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FILM PEOPLE
Howard F. Magwood, freelance tv film
producer-director, appointed vice president
in charge of tv production, Sound Masters
Inc., N. Y.
Fred V. Davis, former advertising manager
of Crowell-Collier Pub. Co., Detroit office,
has been appointed manager of the newlyopened Detroit office of TNT Tele-Sessions
Inc. (affiliate of Theatre Network Television
Inc.), as manager.
Jack Pearl, retired radio personality ("Baron
Munchausen"), has been signed to make
series of Rambler radio spot announcements
for American Motors Corp., which are being
used on NBC's Monitor.
Norman Foster, who directed Davy Crockett
sequence of Disneyland, named by Walt
Disney Productions to direct Zorro series
which is scheduled to start on ABC-TV this
fall.
Helene Thomas, production supervisor for
Eddie Fisher programs on NBC Radio and
NBC-TV, to Texanco Enterprises Inc., N.
Y., as assistant to Jerome M. Landay, newly
appointed vice president of Tex & Jinx
(McCrary) syndication unit.
David W. B. Hunt, head of David Hunt
Assoc., Oklahoma City, and Kenneth Edward Fay, TV Programs of America, N. Y.,
joins sales staff of Associated Artists Productions, N. Y.
FILM PEOPLE
John Morgan, procurement manager for
Encyclopaedia Britannica; Walter L. Thrift,
lithography field; Clyde T. Coulter, appliance field; James M. Robinson, Research
Institute of America, N. Y., and Harold C.
Tunison, Broadway Dept. Store, L. A., all
join Television Programs of America, N.
Y., as account executives. Their areas are
St. Louis, Southeastern Div. TPA, Toledo
(Ohio), Raleigh (N. C), and Davenport
(Iowa), respectively.
Frank Fitzgerald, formerly with sales staffs
of NBC-TV and MCA-TV, to Ziv Tv Programs, N. Y., national sales force.
FILM RANDOM SHOTS
Robert Lawrence Productions Inc., N. Y.,
announces formation of creative department
to provide counselling service for advertisers
and their agencies in planning film commercials and industrial films in pre-production stage. Department will be headed by
William Bernal, creative supervisor, and
Stanley Mills Haggart, creative art director.
Telenews Film Corp., N. Y., has moved to
new offices at 850 10th Ave., N. Y. 19,
Telephone: ludson 6-2450.
Fred Niles Productions, Chicago and Hollywood, to establish Paris branch headed by
Robert L. Fierman.
Screen Gems, N. Y., has opened offices in
Philadelphia at 123 South Broad St., with
George Hankoff as sales representative in
Philadelphia, Washington and Baltimore.
Telephone: Pennypacker 5-3706.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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TRADE ASSNS.

Marye Leaves KARD-TV Post,
Joins Vandivere, Cohen & Wearn

20-PLUS

R. B. MARYE

Kan.

has resigned as vice president and chief engineer of KARD-TV
Wichita, Kan., to
join the consulting
engineer firm of
Vandivere, Cohen
& Wearn, Washingington, D. C.
Mr. Marye, native of Baltimore,
Md., is a veteran in
his field. He formerly was associated with KTVH
MR. MARYE
(TV) Hutchinson,

Services Held for Miss Karri
FUNERAL services were held in New York
March 15 for Estella H. Karn, 64, personal
representative and partner in Mary Margaret
McBride's radio broadcasts for 20 years.
Miss Karn, who also handled promotional
activities for other entertainers, died in Doctors Hospital, New York, after a long illness.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE PEOPLE
Joe Donahue, formerly head of radio-tv,
Famous Artists Corp., Beverly Hills (Calif.)
talent agency, to Ad Staff Inc., L. A., as vice
president. Company recently was formed to
create radio-tv spots for national advertisers.
Ken Miller, southwestern newsman, opens
Ken Miller Public Relations at 510 TriState Bldg., Tulsa, Okla.
William F. Corcoran, formerly member of
publicity staffs of Benton & Bowles and
CBS-TV Hollywood, to editorial staff of
Daniel J. Edelman & Assoc., N. Y. and
Chicago public relations firm.
William T. Stubblefield, of Hamilton, Stubblefield, Twining & Assoc., station broker,
signed recording contract with Imperial
Records. First releases are whistling solos,
"Blue Indian Summer" and "With Mighty
Hands," with orchestra and choral accompaniment.
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CONVENTION

OVER a score of broadcast conferences
ranging from network affiliate meetings to
technical sessions will be held during
NARTB convention week in Chicago, April
7-11. Most of the meetings will be held at
the Conrad Hilton Hotel Sunday and Monday before formal management sessions get
under way.
A number of meetings not appearing on
NARTB's official records will be held over
the weekend, such as a meeting of Daytime Broadcasters Assn. scheduled Saturday,
April 6, at the Sheraton Hotel. Sen. Wayne
Morse (D-Ore.) will address the DBA luncheon session. Others are being arranged.
Latest NARTB tabulation of advance registrations showed 934 management and 294
engineering, a total of 1,228, compared to
915 management and 249 engineering or a
total of 1,164 for the comparable period in
1955. Everett E. Revercomb, NARTB secretary-treasurer, estimated the association
could assure rooms in the convention hotel
to those who registered prior to March 25.
Advance registrations, at $25 each for
management and engineering meetings, close
March 27. After that the registration fees
will be $27.50. A special $5 registration is
provided for non-member tv stations, invited
to take part in a music contract meeting
Thursday morning, April 11.
The annual NARTB Convention Golf
Tournament will be held Sunday, April 7,
at Midwest Country Club, near Chicago. A
long list of prizes, including the annual B«T
silver trophies for low gross and low net
winners, will be awarded. B*T will provide
buses from the Conrad Hilton Hotel, with
tee-off time set for 9:30 a.m. at Midwest
Country Club, near Chicago.
Among special convention features not on
the official NARTB program are these:
Sun., April 7 — 8 a.m.-3 p.m., General
Electric Co., news conference, reception;
8 a.m., Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters, board breakfast; 9 a.m., buses leave
Conrad Hilton for golf tournament; 9 a.m.5 p.m., Assn. for Professional Broadcasting
Education, board meeting; 10 a.m., BMI
board meeting, luncheon; 10 a.m. -12:30

Most

Independent

HUDDLES

WEEK

p.m., Assn. of Maximum Service Telecastters membership meeting; 2 p.m., ABC-TV
affiliates meeting; 3 p.m., MBS affiliates
meeting; 4:30 p.m., MBS affiliates reception;
5:30 p.m., ABC reception.
Mon., April 8 — 8 a.m., Quality Radio
Group breakfast; 9 a.m., Clear Channel
Broadcasting Service meeting; 9 a.m.-5:30
p.m., APBE meeting; 11 a.m., Community
Broadcasters Assn.; 11 a.m.- 12 noon, Tv Pioneers organization meeting (story, page
94); 5-7 p.m., Venard, Rintoul & McConnell,
film, "Postmark Europe"; 5:30-7 p.m., Community Club Services reception; 6 p.m.,
Associated Artists Productions reception;
8:30 p.m., APBE meeting.
Official registration opens 7 a.m. Sunday.
Exhibits in the lower lobby Exhibition Hall
and the fifth and sixth floors are open Sunday from 12 noon to 6 p.m.
Engineering conference sessions open at
9 a.m. Monday [B»T, March 18]. Among
scheduled NARTB meetings that day are an
fm meeting, 1:30-3:30 p.m.; tv film panel,
2-3 p.m.; labor clinic, 3:30-5:30 p.m. Edward A. Wheeler, WEAW-FM Evanston,
111., chairman of the NARTB Fm Committee, will preside at the fm panel discussion.
Harold P. See, KRON-TV San Francisco,
chairman of the NARTB Tv Film Committee will preside at the tv film panel. Among
participants will be Campbell Arnoux,
WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va., chairman of the
NARTB Tv Board. Leslie C. Johnson,
WHBF-AM-TV Rock Island, 111., chairman
of the NARTB Employer-Employe Relations Committee, will preside at the labor
clinic. A slide film presentation on wage
bargaining will be shown. Peter Seitz, New
York arbitrator, will discuss methods of
settling labor disputes. A series of case histories will be reviewed by the panel.
Formal management convention proceedings open at 10:30 a.m. Tuesday. Kenneth
L. Carter, WAAM (TV) Baltimore, Convention Committee co-chairman, will preside.
Gen. Alfred M. Gruenther, president of
the American National Red Cross, will be
the morning speaker. NARTB President
Harold E. Fellows will present the annual
keynote award honoring former President
Herbert Hoover.
Herbert L. Krueger, WTAG Worcester,
Mass., will preside at the Tuesday luncheon,
with FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey as speaker. Mr. Krueger will preside
at an afternoon radio management meeting.
Speakers will be John M. Outler Jr., WSB
Atlanta, NARTB Radio Board chairman;
Grover C. Cobb, KVGB Great Bend, K3n.,
NARTB Am Radio Committee chairman;
Lawrence Webb, managing director of Station Representatives Assn.; Arthur Hull
Hayes, CBS Radio president, and Adm.
Frederick J. Bell, executive vice president.
National Automobile Dealers Assn.
A Tuesday afternoon tv management
meeting, with Mr. Carter presiding, will include atalk by Dr. George R. Town, executive director, Television Allocations Study
Organization; a color tv discussion; tv code
Broadcasting • Telecasting

NETWORKS

TO AIR TALKS
SEVERAL NARTB convention features during April 9-11 management
portion of the Chicago meetings will be
brought to the public by network radio-tv hookups, it was learned at the
weekend. ABC will simulcast NARTB
President Harold E. Fellows' Wednesday luncheon talk live on its radio and
tv networks. CBS-TV will carry FCC
Chairman George C. McConnaughey's
Tuesday luncheon talk live and record
it for radio repeat. The opening address Tuesday by Gen. Alfred M.
Gruenther, president of the American
National Red Cross, also will be taped
by CBS Radio. NBC Radio will carry
Gen. Gruenther delayed. MBS was
working on a series of convention pickups. A Voice of Democracy contest
winner will appear on the ABC Breakfast Club.
session with Edward H. Bronson, NARTB
tv code director, and G. Richard Shafto,
WIS-TV Columbia, S. C, chairman of the
NARTB Tv Code Review Board; tv management organization panel. On the management panel will be Samuel L. H. Burk, National Assn. of Manufacturers; Donald R.
Booz, Jewel Tea Co.; John S. Hayes, Washington Post Broadcast Div., and Lawrence
H. Rogers II, WSAZ-TV Huntington, W.
Va. The annual convention reception and
banquet will be held starting at 6 p.m.
A joint radio-tv management session is
scheduled Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. The program includes a talk by Robert D. Swezey,
WDSU-TV New Orleans, chairman of the
NARTB Freedom of Information Committee; film on courtroom radio-tv; FCC panel,
with all seven members taking part. A convention business session is scheduled at 12
noon. President Fellows will address the
luncheon.
A radio meeting Wednesday afternoon includes aRadio Week rally; Radio Advertising Bureau presentation with Kevin B.
Sweeney, John F. Hardesty and Sherril'
Taylor, president, vice president-general
manager and vice president-promotion director, respectively.
An audience-counting panel includes E. K.
Hartenbower, KCMO Kansas City, chairman of the NARTB Radio Research Committee, and Ward Dorrell, John Blair & Co.
vice president-research director.
Thursday morning will be featured by a
radio management conference and a tv session for tv members and nonmember stations at which music licensing will be discussed. On the radio agenda are A. Prose
Walker, NARTB engineering manager, reviewing engineering progress; Myron Jones,
WJET Erie, Pa., and L. J. Cervone, Gates
Radio Co., discussing automatic programming; punch-card program logging, by Service Bureau Corp.; wage-hour discussion by
Charles H. Tower, NARTB employer-employe relations manager.
Arch N. Booth, executive vice president,
U. S. Chamber of Commerce, will be Thursday luncheon speaker. A tv sales meeting in
the afternoon features a Television Bureau
Broadcasting
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The Gates BC-U One Kilowatt Transmitter
Leads the field in PERFORMANCE!
Response, distortion and noise
pleases the most exacting engineer.
Extremely low harmonic radiation.
Negligible intermodulation. BC-1J
is known as an easy modulator
because of abundance of R.F. drive
and high power capabilities of
883A modulators ... a transmitter
that sounds as good as the published specifications.
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TRADE ASSNS.
of Advertising presentation by Norman
Cash, George Huntington and William Colvin, president, assistant to president-sales
development director and station relations
director, respectively. Final convention feature will be election of four directors to the
NARTB Tv Board.
Members of the convention resolutions
committee are D. Lennox Murdoch, KSLTV Salt Lake City, chairman; Paul F.
Braden, WPFB Middletown, Ohio; Harold
P. Danforth, WDBO-TV Orlando, Fla.; John
S. Hayes, Washington Post Broadcast Div.;
Richman Lewin, KTRE Lufkin, Tex.; Hugh
O. Potter, WOMI Owensboro, Ky., and F.
C. Sowell, WLAC Nashville. Resolutions
must be submitted by 5:30 p.m. April 9.
On the convention credentials committee
are Ray V. Eppel, KORN Mitchell, S. D.;
David M. Baltimore, WBRE-TV WilkesBarre, Pa.; J. L. Bowden, WKBN Youngstown, Ohio; V. V. Clark, KOOK Billings,
Mont.; Robert W. Dillon, KRNT-TV Des
Moines; Len Higgins, KTNT-TV Tacoma,
Wash., and Harold Tanner, WLDM Detroit.
Television Pioneers to Meet
April 8 at NARTB Convention
TELEVISION Pioneers, a new society of
broadcasters who were active in the early
days of the video art, will hold an organizational meeting Monday, April 8, 11 a.m.,
during the NARTB convention in Chicago,
according to W. D. "Dub" Rogers Jr., president of Texas Telecasting Inc. and chairman of the organizing committee.
The group is principally social in nature,
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Mr. Rogers said. Over 100 pioneers are expected to attend the charter meeting, to be
held in the Lower Tower Room of the Conrad Hilton Hotel. Other members of the
organizing group are Campbell Arnoux,
WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va.; George M. Burbach, KSD-TV St. Louis; John E. Fetzer,
WKZO-TV Kalamazoo; Glenn Marshall,
WMBR-TV Jacksonville, Fla.; Clair R. McCollough, WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.; Richard B. Rawls, KPHO-TV Phoenix, Ariz.;
Clyde W. Rembert, KRLD-TV Dallas; P.
A. Sugg, WKY-TV Oklahoma City, and
Harold Hough, WBAP-TV Fort Worth.
Advertising Council Re-elects
Officers, Names New Directors
ALL current officers of the Advertising
Council were re-elected to their posts, and
eight new board directors were chosen at the
annual meeting of Council directors.
Louis N. Brockway, executive vice president of Young & Rubicam, New York will
serve another one-year term as chairman
of the board of the Council.
Re-elected as vice chairmen of the Council's board were Lee H. Bristol, president of
Bristol-Myers Co.; Leo Burnett, chairman of
Leo Burnett Co., and John C. Sterling, chairman of This Week magazine. Chosen again
to serve as Council secretary and treasurer,
respectively, were Frederic R. Gamble, president of the American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies, and Paul B. West, president of the
Assn. of National Advertisers.
Fulltime officers continuing in their present posts are Theodore S. Repplier, president; Allan M. Wilson and George P. Ludlam, vice presidents.
New directors elected to the Ad Council
board were E. C. Donnelly, Jr., president of
John Donnelly & Sons; Merle S. Jones, president of CBS Television; Robert Kenyon,
president, Magazine Publishers Assn.; Robert R. Mathews, vice president, American
Express Co.; L. H. Odell president MBS;
Niles Trammell, president-general manager,
WCKR-WCKT (TV) Miami and Lawrence
Valenstein, chairman of the board, Grey
Advertising.
Broadcasters' Promotion Assn.
To Issue Bulletins to Members
A SERIES of monthly service bulletins —
covering sales, audience, merchandising and
personnel placement promotion — are to be
issued to members of Broadcasters' Promotion Assn.
In other news from the Association, David
E. Partridge, advertising-sales promotion
manager of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
and BPA president, announced that Ell
Henry Jr., ABC Central Div. publicity-promotion director, will serve as chairman of
BPA 1957 convention committee. The meeting will be held Nov. 1-2 at the Sheraton
Hotel, Chicago.
Jim Allen, WBZ-TV Boston advertisingsales promotion manager, is chairman of
sales promotion bulletin. Gene Godt, promotion director of WCCO-TV Minneapolis,
heads the audience promotion bulletin. Jack
Frazier, client services director, WLWWLWT (TV) Cincinnati, directs merchandising service bulletin, John M. Keys, ad-

vertising-promotion-merchandising director,
WMAQ-WNBQ (TV) Chicago, is in charge
of the employment bulletin.
St. Louis Media Club Elects
Hyland, Weis to Top Posts
ELECTION of officers for the newly-formed
Media Club of St. Louis, composed of some
300 business leaders and advertising and
journalistic executives connected with the
field of communication was announced last
week.
Robert Hyland, general manager of KMOX
St. Louis, was chosen president, and C.
Arthur Weis, president of the St. Louis
Globe Democrat, elected chairman of the
board of directors of the new organization.
Other officers elected for the group are
vice president, John H. White, sales manager
of Ziv Television Inc.; secretary, J. Michael
Hadley, Curtis Publishing Co.; treasurer,
William
O'Donnell, sales manager of
KXOK St.C. Louis.
The 23rd floor of the Lenox Hotel will be
remodeled and refurnished to provide facilities for Media Club activities.
Named as Media Club directors: Harry
Chesley, executive vice president, D'Arcy
Adv. Agency; Charles Claggett, president,
Gardner Adv. Agency; Robert T. Convey,
president, KWK Inc.; Alfred Fleishman,
president, Fleishman-Hillard Inc. (public relations); Harold Grams, program director,
KSD-TV St. Louis; Robert Hetherington,
KATZ St. Louis; Richard Lynch, president,
Lynch, Hart & Stockton, advertising agency;
Ted Parmalee, St. Louis manager, Moloney,
Regan & Schmitt, national newspaper representatives; Fred Rowden, advertising director, Pulitzer Publishing Co., and Joseph
Wahler, manager, St. Louis bureau of Newsweek magazine.
DBA

Schedules April Meeting

DAYTIME Broadcasters Assn., — comprising operators of day-only stations seeking
extension of FCC time limitations — will meet
Saturday, April 6, at the Sheraton Hotel in
Chicago, according to Ray Livesay, WLBH
Mattoon, 111., DBA board chairman. Sen.
Wayne Morse (D-Ore.) will address the
luncheon session. Benedict P. Cottone, DBA
attorney, also will take part in the meeting.
TRADE ASSOCIATION PEOPLE
Bob Marks, president of Marks Music Publishing Co., re-elected president of Calif.
Copyright Conference (organization of
executives of companies owning or using
copyrights). Other officers re-elected: Bob
McClusky (Billboard), vice president; Frania
Pasternacki, secretary; Alene McKinney
(music director of KBIG Catalina), treasurer.
TRADE ASSOCIATION SHORTS
Western States Adv. Agencies Assoc. announces move to 730 S. Western Ave., L. A.
Telephone: Dunkirk 7-3371.
Natl. Electronic Distributors Assn. announces move to 343 S. Dearborn St., Chicago. Telephone: Harrison 7-5526.
Assn. of Electronic Parts & Equipment
Mfrs. announces incorporation under Illinois
laws as non-profit trade association.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting

"Amazingly Versatile"...
That's What Audio Engineers Say About

The

Electro-Voice
Model

646

Omnidirectional
Lavalier

Dynamic

Microphone

With Variable Response Control
Weighs only 6V2 ounces, less cable.
Wa x 6lA inches long
This remarkably small and inconspicuous microphone is
widely used and highly praised by TV and broadcast audio
engineers. Hung on a neck cord, it frees hands of announcer or performer for demonstration or dramatic effects.
Exclusive Variable Response Control permits positive
screwdriver adjustment for rising or flat high-frequency
response. Where concealment is desired, the 646 easily
hides under a tie, behind props. Like all E-V microphones,
maintenance costs are extremely low. Indestructible
Acoustalloy Diaphragm and all the other E-V quality features save you money. Frequency response: 50-10,000 cps
— high frequency response, variable. Choice of 50, 150 or
250 ohms. Includes neck cord, clip and cable. List, $147.50.
Electro- Voice is the Major Supplier to the Broadcasting, Telecasting and Recording Industries. E-V
Broadcast Microphones are Sold Only Through authorized Distributors.

j

E-V Model 655C
E-V Mode! 655C

The Broadcast
World's finest
T-V
and
microphone
Model 655C, designed to be heard,
not seen.phone inthe
It's world,
the widest-range
encompassingmicrothe
entire audio range and more. Easy to
use, outstanding for single-mike pickup applications. Integral blast filter
and Acoustalloy diaphragm. $200 List
(less stand).
E-V Model 666 Variable
"D" Cardioid-a triumph

formance ata modest price, choose
this quality microphone. It has a uniform cardioid pattern at all frequencies, permits close talking without bass
accentuation, has blast filter and exclusive Acoustalloy diaphragm. $140
List (less stand).
Model 654, a low-cost, high-quality
unit, is similar in design to the 655C.
Essentially
15,000
fine
for
all-aroundflatuse.to $95
List cps,
(less it's
stand).
Model 649 Lavalier, created for TV,
is a small, slim omnidirectional unit
providing smooth response and high
output. Requires no closely-associated
auxiliary equipment, can be worn on
neck cord, hand-held or used on
stand. Has E-V Acoustalloy diaphragm.
$115 List.
E-V Model 635
-"Workhorse of the Industry"
Extremely rugged— engineered for
group pick-up, sports, special events
and mobile applications— indoors or
outdoors. Low initial cost, lowest maintenance cost. $80 List (less stand).

of electro-acoustics
Smallest and lightest of the cardioids, only 1 loz., this widely used
E-V mike features the exclusive, patented Variable D®. Variable D means
artists can work twice as far away from
the 666 as from conventional microphones, yetthere is virtually no proximity effect— sound quality doesn't
change as artists move in close. Interwire screen
prevents "popping."
$255 nalList
(less stand).
M^del 665, for superb cardioid perGet ALL the Facts on E-V Professional Microphones.
Write for Catalog 120-BT73 TODAY.
®

BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN
ELECTRO-VOICE, INC.
Canada: E-V of Canada Ltd., 73 Crockford Boulevard, Scarborough, Ontario
Export: 13 East 40th Street, New York 16, U.S.A. Cables: ARLAB
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STATIONS
things you need
to know about

2

LaGrange,

Georgia

WMT-TV Inc. Directors
Promote Three Officials
THREE executives of WMT-TV Inc. Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, were promoted at a meeting
earlier this month of thedirectors.
station's board of

Callaway Towels
ONE:
and Carpets — we
believe them to be the very
finest — are made here!
Radio Advertising is still
very effective and productive
in this market — despite what
TV is supposed to be doing. As
a matter of fact, WLAG has
more local and national advertisers than ever before — be-

TWO:

William B. Quarton, who was serving dent
as vice
presiand general
manager
TV, wasof WMTnamed
executive vice president of the station.
He also serves as
vice president and
general manager of
WMT.

WLAG

cause we're offering MORE
RESULTS per dollar spent.
Check with Indie Sales or the DoraClayton Agency for availabilities.

TRIES OWN

Appointed vice
president in charge
of sales was Lewis Van Nostrand, who was
general sales manager for the tv station.
Mr. Van Nostrand also is commercial manager for the radio station.
Douglas B. Grant, formerly director of
operations for WMT-TV, was named vice

Georgia

YOUR

BEST

in Northeast

W

TIMEBUYERS!

TV

BUY

Pennsylvania

advertising
and sponsors"
ought to knowagencies
about WHDH
early in
the game. To this end, WHDH is
running a 13-week schedule of 30-second sign-off announcements on the
student-run campus station WHBS
(operating four days weekly, 7-11
p.m.), briefly
WHDH's
tributes. Thementioning
schedule cost
$47.50. at-

Burke Splits News Conference
After Press Objects to Radio-Tv
LOS ANGELES newspaper reporters last
Monday persuaded a high naval officer to
exclude radio-tv newsmen from a news conference, and then hold a special broadcast
session
explaining
don't like
their work
recordednewspapermen
for another medium.
Adm. Arleigh Burke, Chief of Naval
Operations, agreed to hold the separate
broadcast conference after Ed Prendergast,
of the Herald-Express, objected on behalf
of newspaper reporters to the presence of
broadcast newsmen.
KNX Los Angeles went on the air later
in the day with a statement answering the

MR. GRAN
MEMO:

THE "get 'em while they're young"
philosophy has carried WHDH Boston
to the college campus. General Manager Bill McGrath
of Harvard
Businessfigures
School"themendozens
who
will end up behind the desks of major

MR. QUARTON

WLAG
LaGrange,

TONIC

NOSTRAND

president in charge of television operations
for the station.
Principal stockholders in WMT-TV Inc.
are American Bcstg. Stations (51%); William B. Dolph, president of the company
(29%), and Mr. Quarton (20%).

newspaper
position.
Prendergast's
jections were
included Mr.
by tape
recording. obCarroll Alcott, KNX newsman, cited the
newspaper claim that news conference statements are "irrevocably recorded" suggesting
public figures call news conferences at their
own peril and give their opinions for the
record. He noted that broadcast reporters
ask questions too, as penetrating as those
submitted by their newspaper colleagues.

ILK-TV

Cost-per-thousand

is

10%
LOWER
than its nearest rival
Cost-per-thousand
STA
STA STA
WILK-TV
ABC
CLASS A
2.71
2.84 7.50 2.73
7:30-10:30 PM
Average
5-11 PM
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REPRESENTING nearly 135 years of radio and television experience, five veteran
broadcasters chat at last week's 35th anniversary party for WFIL Philadelphia, which
opened as WFI on March 18, 1922. L to r: Jack Shantz, WFIL chief engineer who
has been with the station for 30 years; Roger W. Clipp, vice president of the radio
and tv division of Triangle Publications Inc., station licensee, in broadcasting since
1928 and general manager of WFIL for 25 years; Max E. Solomon, salesman for the
station for 25 years; Ednyfed Lewis, general manager of the old WFI, and Harold
Simonds, salesman with the station since its 1922 inception.
Broadcasting
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DO BROADCASTERS have to accept P. I.,
bait-switch, hard (and long) sell advertising?
That question is asked with embarrassing
frequency in circles where opinions count:
such as the FCC, which has something to
say about a station's staying on the air; the
Federal Trade Commission, which has something to say about what constitutes legitimate
advertising, and Madison Ave. (the one
in New York and others across the country),
which has something to say about the company itwants its clients' advertising to keep.
If you get an answer to the question at all,
it's likely to go something like this: "C'mon,
mister, let's face the facts. Sure we'd like
to give up the pitch deals. Sure we'd like to
space out those commercials. Sure we'd like
to live by the code. But we also like to eat.
We've gotta have those accounts to stay in
business."
But do you? This is a story about a
radio-tv operation that thinks not, and which
has had experience on both sides of the
street.
'"PHERE are four commercial tv stations
*■ operating in Chicago. Three are network
affiliates; the fourth, WGN-TV, is an independent.
This is no easy competitive situation. In
it, WGN-TV found itself associated with
the type of advertising loosely-described as
"objectionable": vacuum cleaners and sewing machines, storm windows, phonograph
records, glass cutters and other mail order
items of similar nature.
That was the case until eight months ago,
when it set out to prove, to its own satisfaction and that of the industry, that it's
not only possible but highly profitable to
"go straight." In the words of Ward L.
Quaal, vice president and general manager
of the Chicago Tribune radio-tv properties
(WGN Inc.), "We found we could live
better with the code than without it."
Witness these developments:
• WGN-TV eliminated $595,000 worth
of "screaming, finger-pointing and hard sell"
commercials and "pitch" programs (including mail order) during the last six months
of 1956, but rebounded with these billings
increases:
• August up 3Vz% over the same month
in 1955; September "slightly over" 1955;
October 8Vi% over September and 5%
over the previous year; November 10% over
October and 13% over the previous year;
December 12% over December 1955; January 1957 7% over January 1956.
• A more equal split between national
spot and local billings (48% national-52%
local in January 1957 against 25% national75% local in January 1956).
• Not a single sponsor lost during the
Code transition period.
• Billings out of the New York sales
offices up 43% for August-December 1956.
• Rates increased an average 20% .
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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It's reliably reported that WGN-TV
grossed $6-7 million during 1956, $1-1.5
million more than in 1955.
Compliance with the commercial time
specifications of the NARTB Tv Code did
not come overnight. The station joined the
association last July 1, then mapped out
the changes to bring practices in conformance with the Code by Nov. 15. This,
roughly, is how it was worked out:
On 30-minute shows, commercials were
cut from 6 to 4:30 minutes by Sept. 15,
and from 4:30 to 3 minutes by Nov. 15.
On 60-minute shows, commercials were
cut from 12 to 9 minutes by Sept. 15, and
from 9 to 6 minutes by Nov. 15.
On 90-minute shows, commercials were
cut from 18 to 14 minutes by Sept. 15, and
from 14 to 10:15 minutes by Nov. 15.
(Ail above are for programs in Class A
time.)
It should be pointed out that the bellwether of WGN-TV's feature film hold on
televiewers in recent years has been its 10
p.m. slot — the first hour of which falls in
Class A time permitting six minutes of commercials. The remaining 30 minutes are
Class C, allowing 4:15 minutes.
As one observer pointed out, "You no
longer can go to the icebox for a sandwich
and a bottle of beer when the commercial
comes
on." innovation instituted by Mr.
Another
Quaal provides for elimination of middle commercials in
all news programs
on WGN-AM-TV.
WGN Radio newsmen also are permitted to extend
their shows when
news warrants additional treatment.
The policy has
been cleared with
advertisers
involved.
MR. QUAAL

Mr. Quaal, a retiring member of
the NARTB Tv Board, was appointed general manager of the Tribune properties last
June and took command Aug. 1 after severing his 5-year association with Crosley
Broadcasting Corp. as vice president and
assistant general manager. He actually
started his career with WGN in 1941, leaving eight years later to become director of
the Clear Channel Broadcasting Service.
It came as a distinct shock to Chicago
trade circles — and especially to clients —
that Mr. Quaal "meant business" when he
preached the radio and tv codes. Many an
advertiser who theretofore had used WGNTV as a weapon for driving down prices on
feature film at opposing stations found the
situation changed.
Mr. Quaal spent much of his early days

LIKING

money,
at WGN

says

IT

WGN-TV

Inc. trying to win friends and influence clients.

The problem was two-fold: to convince
advertisers they could comply with code
provisions and to reassure them that they
could simultaneously increase the impact
and effectiveness of their tv advertising.
One sponsor, who shall be nameless,
threatened to cancel and sue WGN for nonfulfil ment ofcontract. It took some doing
to dissuade him from that course and to
persuade him to tear up the old and sign
a new 52-week contract, knowing full well
that hard sell pitches were out the window.
It was worth the effort: he now attests that
compliance with the code was about the
best thing that ever happened to business,
and subsequently bought a new half-hour
show.
What WGN-TV accomplished in tv, WGN
has achieved on a more modest scale in
radio. Just as the tv outlet enjoyed the best
November in its 9-year history, so, too,
WGN racked up its heaviest gross billing
in 32 years. The chief developments were
these:
• Billings rose 5% the last half of 1956
over that period the previous year and
\Vi% over the first six months of 1956.
The station not only recouped lost but added
new business.
• Business placed November 1956
through January 1957 increased 8% over
those three months in 1955-56, with nearly
a 19% jump recorded for this past January
over that month last year.
• The composite July-October period in
1956 was up about 1% over 1955's, reflectstation's transition period when sales
wereing the
unsettled.
• WGN's New York (national) billings
rose 14% the last six months of 1956 over
the previous year.
WGN started dropping mail order and
per inquiry advertising as early as last July,
despite the fact that such business, according to estimates, ran anywhere from $125,000-$ 150,000 annually and that, pro-rated
the first six months of 1956, provided a
substantial loss of revenue to the station- — ■
one recouped the last half of the year (see
above): In eliminating this type advertising
WGN, like WGN-TV, lost not a solitary
client and actually registered more business.
Again, comparisons of revenue before
and after more strict compliance with the
codes are secrets closely guarded in Tribune
Tower. But reliable estimates place radio
billings for 1956 around $1.6 million, an
increase over the previous year.
Unlike its tv counterpart, WGN Radio
pared its commercial lengths in one step
last July. They went from 1:30 to 1:15 for
five minutes; 2:15 to 2:10 for 10 minutes;
3:15 to 3:00 for 15 minutes, and 5:00 to
4:15 for 30 minutes.
March 25, 1957
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WISN-TV Scores High Rating
In Premiere of 'Martin Luther'
MORE THAN 56% of Milwaukee area
residents who had their television sets on
the night of March 8 watched the world
tv premiere of "Martin Luther" over WISNTV that city, according to an American
Research Bureau survey made during the
first half hour of the show (10:30-11 p.m.
EST).
John B. Soell, general manager of the
station, said ARB reported that 26.6% of
all potential viewers saw the film. The total
viewership of all other tv stations was 20.6% ,
the ARB figures showed.
WISN-TV scheduled the March 8 showing of "Martin Luther" late last month
[B»T, March 4] after WGN-TV Chicago
had cancelled a scheduled presentation of
the movie last December [B*T, December
24, 1956]. Towne Commercial Sales Inc.,
a subsidiary of Towne Realty Co., sponsored the film on the Milwaukee station.
Outcome of a protest petition to the
WGN-TV cancellation, filed before the
FCC by the Protestant Action Committee
for Freedom of Religious Expression, is
still pending.
Sidley, Laufer Buy Into Stations
MORTON SIDLEY, who becomes manager
of KLAC Los Angeles on April 1 [B»T,
Mar. 18], has acquired 10% of the stock
in Television Co. of America, owner of
KSHO-TV and KBMI Las Vegas, and Ira

CROSLEY Broadcasting Corp. will invest about $2 million for the construction of
a new television station in Indianapolis and will include this studio building, according to James D. Shouse, Crosley chairman and a vice president of Avco Mfg. Corp.,
parent company. FCC's grant for construction of the station was made March 8
[B*T, March 18, 11]. The station, WLWI (TV) (ch. 13), is to go on the air in
September. The grant raises the number of Crosley-owned vhf stations to five.
Laufer, former account executive of KFWB
Los Angeles has acquired 20% of the TCA
stock, it was announced by Arthur B.
Hogan, president of Albert Zugsmith Corp.,
station and newspaper broker. The four
former owners of the Las Vegas stations:
Frank Oxarart. John D. Feldmann, Albert
Zugsmith and Mr. Hogan, remain as stockholders, with their shares reduced to \1Vi%
each. Mr. Laufer will assume the position
of general manager of the Las Vegas stations, Mr. Hogan said, adding that details
of the transaction would be filed with the

FCC, although the Commission's approval
is not required, since there is no transfer of
control.
Nason

Heads

WGBI

Scranton,

Replaces George D. Coleman
RICHARD E. NASON has been named
general manager of WGBI Scranton, Pa.,
Mrs. M. E. Megargee, president of the station, announced. He replaces George D.
Coleman, who relinquishes the post after
27 years.

BETTER
BALANCED
MUSIC
PROGRAMMING
Ian S. Lansdown, Owner &
Gen. Mgr. of KRKS, Ridgecrest, Cal. writes:
"Thanks to SESAC, we are off
to a very satisfactory start here
in Ridgecrest.
"Despite unexpected delays,
competition, and a complex and
diverse listening audience, we
have been able to capture a very
sizable and responsive following. This has resulted in the
signing of long-term contracts
by mostchants in town.
of the leading mer"It is my firm belief that the
use of the SESAC Library material in balancing out our programs, is the main single factor
in gainingdience. and
holding
auNo matter
whatour type
program we are presenting we
usually alternate a SESAC
transcription with each record.
Since SESAC has the unique
quality of falling within a certain category and yet being acceptable to a great variety of
listeners, we are able to offer
definite program types and still
happy.majority of the listenkeep ersthe
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"This makes us happy to have
chosen SESAC."

MR. COLEMAN

MR. NASON

Mr. Nason has been in the radio and tv
industry for 15 years. He previously had
been general manager of the Agnes Jane
Greer
burgh. stations, with headquarters in PittsMr. Coleman was general manager of
WGBI-TV until that property was acquired
by the Philadelphia Bulletin. After a short
vacation he plans to continue in the broadcasting field.
Cornelius Craig Dies at 88
CORNELIUS A. CRAIG, 88, founder of
the National Life and Accident Insurance
Co. which owns and operates WSM-AM-TV
Nashville, Tenn., died last Tuesday after
a long illness. Mr. Craig founded the insurance company in 1902, and in 1925
started WSM where the Grand Ole Opry
was originated.
Survivors include his son, Edwin W. Craig,
board chairman of National Life and WSM
Inc., station subsidiary.
Broadcasting

Telecasting

OPERATION

COLORCAST

WWJ-TV Detroit a fortnight ago carried live in color a one-hour portion of
a heart operation. The colorcast of the
operation, performed by a team of
surgeons in Grace Hospital required
unsticking one of the heart valves.
Carried in the 10:30-11:30 p.m. slot,
it earned wide acclaim from viewers
and the press. The surgical performance was done through the cooperation of the station, Smith, Kline &
French Laboratories, Philadelphia,
and medical societies and heart associations.

303 Radio Stations to Carry
Indianapolis Speedway Race
LISTENERS tuned into 303 stations in 46
states this year will hear half-hour broadcasts of the annual 500-mile speedway classic
from Indianapolis May 30. They also will
hear broadcasts of the qualifying trials for
the races set for May 18, 19, 25 and 26.
All broadcasts will originate as usual
through the facilities of WIBC Indianapolis,
key station in the Indianapolis Motor Speedway Network which has confirmed 303 stations for this year's 500-mile classic.
Sid Collins, WIBC sportscaster and a
nine-year-veteran of speedway reporting,
will be chief announcer for the race, and
he will be assisted by 10 announcers from
five Indianapolis stations (WIBC, WFBM,
WIRE, WISH, WXLW). Continuing as producer of the show will be William Dean,
WIBC program director. Technical operations will be directed by Robert Minton, the
station's chief engineer.
WANE-AM-TV Plan to Occupy
New Quarters About Sept. 15
J. H. WHITNEY & Co., which last week
announced that WINT (TV) Fort Wayne
will change its call letters to WANE-TV on
April 1 [Closed Circuit, March 18], has
announced that WANE Fort Wayne and
WANE-TV will move into combined quarters about Sept. 15.
Constructon of the new studio and office
facilities will begin shortly on West State
Blvd. in Fort Wayne. It also was announced
last week that Edward Petry & Co. will be
national sales representatives for both stations. They were acquired by the Whitney
firm Nov. 15, 1956. Other Whitney properties are WISH-AM-TV Indianapolis, KOTV
(TV) Tulsa, Okla., and KGUL-TV Galveston-Houston, Tex.
WPET Names Simmons for Sales
APPOINTMENT of Simmons Assoc., New
York and Chicago, as national sales representative of WPET Greensboro, N. C, has
been announced by Hugh Holder, president
of WPET and William Mitchell and Robert
Montgomery, vice presidents. WPET
changed hands last month when the FCC
approved its sale to the present owners. It
operates daytime with 500 w on 950 kc.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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WSAU-TV
WAUSAU, WISCONSIN

CELEBRATING its 35th anniversary, WBT Charlotte, N. C, played host to the New
York staff of its national spot representative, CBS Radio Spot Sales, at a luncheon in
New York's Hotel Ambassador. Among those attending were (1 to r) Gordon F.
Hayes, general manager of CBS Radio Spot Sales; Charles H. Crutchfield, executive
vice president-general manager of WBT; Jules Dundes, vice president in charge ot
station administration for CBS Radio, and Paul Marion, WBT national sales manager.
WIVY Appoints Masla
WIVY Jacksonville, Fla., has named new
firm of Jack Masla & Co., New York, as
national sales representative effective immediately. Masla firm organized fortnight
ago with Jack Masla, former New York executive vice president of Burke Stuart Co.,
as president [B«T, March 11].
REPRESENTATIVE PEOPLE

MY NAME IS . .
§>U* SWPtt
I'M A TELESTATION
YOUR JOB . . . INVESTIGATE
YES MAM, THIS IS THE
MARKET.
COVERS AIL NO. CENTRAL
WISCONSIN
EXCLUSIVE COVERAGE!
CHECK OUR "M.O."
(Method of Operation)

Frederick W. Krais, William G. Rambeau
Co., N. Y., and George W. Kupper, N. Y.
advertising office of Detroit News, joins
Peters, Griffin, Woodward Inc., same city,
as tv account executives.

Total Retail Sales $567,064,000
Gross Farm Income $207,408,000

Joe Story, formerly general manager of
KCKN Kansas City, to KCMO-FM-TV,
same city, sales
staff. He previously
was in charge of
sales for Kellogg
Co., in Kansas City
market.
Richard

Robert H. Karpas, ABC Radio's co-op sales
department, to Devney & Co., N. Y.
Jack Carter, tv promotion writer, Edward
Petry & Co., father of girl, Joanne, March
11.
KGNO Dodge City, Kan., appoints Venard,
Rintoul & McConnell Inc.
James McClain, general manager, KFDA
Amarillo, Tex., to Arnold Stations (WINN
Louisville, WALT Tampa, WTAM Decatur
[Ga.], WMFJ Daytona Beach), as vice president in charge of sales. He will headquarter
at WTAM Decatur.
Bertram Libin, local sales manager, WMAL
Washington, named general sales manager.

Grand

named sales manager for KAIR
Tucson, Ariz.

Ralph Conner, sales executive in N. Y. office
of Headley-Reed Co., to radio sales staff of
The Boiling Co.

STATION PEOPLE
THE FACTS:

Richard E. Block, promotion manager,
KCRA-TV Sacramento, Calif., to KROMTV San Francisco, as director of sales promotion-merchandising.

Vic Ludington,
MR. story

WOAY
- TV Oak
Hill - Beckley,
W.
Va., promoted to station manager.
Bob Andrews, WPDQ Jacksonville, Jim
Driscoll and Tom Fallin, WROD Daytona
Beach, join WNTM Vero Beach, all Fla.,
as manager, sales manager-announcer, and
music director, respectively.
Charles E. Sullivan, commercial manager,
KAYO Seattle, promoted to assistant station
manager, and Gil Bond, sales manager for
KOL, same city, joins KAYO in similar
capacity.
Howard Van der Meulen, advertising-sales
promotion
department, WBUF (TV) Buffalo,
licity.
N. Y., named manager of press and pubTHE

PEOPLE'S

CHOICE

Claude R. Scott, chief engineer, KNAC-TV
Ft. Smith, Ark., to KTBS-TV Shreveport,
La., in similar capacity.

WAUSAU,
WIS.-BY
OWNED AND OPERATED
WISCONSIN VALLEY TELEVISION CORP.
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Charles W. Curtin, formerly with WEATTV West Palm Beach, Fla., to WCKR Miami, as promotion manager.
Charles Blair, staff engineer, WAAM (TV)
Baltimore, named transmitter supervisor.

WSRS

GREATER CLEVELAND'S
NUMBER 1 STATION
SRS "Radio- Ac five" MBS
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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AWARDS

CBS-TV
TAKES
EDGE
IN EMMY
TV HONORS
• Wins 14, one over NBC-TV
• 'Playhouse 90' scores high
CBS-TV and NBC-TV came away with a
near-even split in the 1956 "Emmy" awards
announced and presented by the Academy
of Television Arts & Sciences on a 90minute NBC-TV colorcast March 16. The
network score: CBS-TV 14, NBC-TV 13,
ABC-TV 2.
Individuals and/or programs mentioned
the most were Sid Caesar and his Caesar's
Hour (NBC-TV); Playhouse 90 and its
"Reouiem for a Heavyweight" (CBS-TV),
and Edward R. Murrow (CBS-TV).
For the "best engineering or technical
achievement" category Ampex and CBS-TV
shared a dual entry — Ampex for the development ofvideo tape and CBS-TV for its
further development and practical application of the technique.
Included this year were local Emmy
awards for New York and Los Angeles.
Here is how Playhouse, Caesar's Hour,
Mr. Murrow and Phil Silvers divided up
many of the awards:
Playhouse: Best new program series originated during the year; its "Requiem" was
voted best single program of the year; Jack
Palance, star of "Requiem," best single performance ofan actor; Rod Serling, writer of
"Requiem" best teleplay writing of one hour
or more; Ralph Nelson, director of "Requiem," best direction of one hour or more;
Albert Herschong, art director of "Requiem," best art direction of one hour or
more.
Caesar's Hour: Best series of one hour or
more; Sid Caesar, best continuing performance by a comedian in a series; Nanette
Fabray, best continuing performance by a
comedienne in a series; Carl Reiner, best
supporting performance of an actor; Pat
Carroll, best continuing performance of an
actress.
Edward R. Murrow: Best news commentator; See It Now, best public service series;
Years of Crisis, a yearend report with Mr.
Murrow and CBS correspondents, best coverage of a newsworthy event.
Phil Silvers Show: Best series of a half
hour or less; and his comedy writing team,
best of a variety or situation comedy show.
Other awards:
Best continuing performance in a dramatic series (actor): Robert Young, Father
Knows Best (NBC-TV) .
Best continuing performance in a dramatic series (actress): Loretta Young, Loretta Young Show (NBC-TV).
Best single performance (actress): Claire
Trevor, Producers' Showcase — "Dodsworth"
(NBC-TV).
Best male personality (continuing performance): Perry Como (NBC-TV).
Best female personality (continuing performance): Dinah Shore (NBC-TV).
Best teleplay writing, half hour or less:
James P. Cavanagh, "Fog Closing In," Alfred Hitchcock Presents (CBS-TV).
Best direction, half hour or less: Sheldon
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

take

and get the whole
rich northern
Florida market, that
The PERRY

STATIONS
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other media can . . .
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Leonard, "Comeback," Danny Thomas
Show (ABC-TV).
Best art direction, half hour or less: Paul
Barnes, Hit Parade (NBC-TV).
Best cinematography for television: Norbert Brodine, "The Pearl," Loretta Young
Show (NBC-TV).
Best live camera work: "A Night to Remember" on Kraft Television Theatre
(NBC-TV).
Best editing of a film for television : Frank
Keller, "Our Mr. Sun," AT&T science series
(CBS-TV).
Best musical contribution for television:
Leonard Bernstein, Omnibus (ABC-TV).
Local awards in New York: Most outstanding live local program, Night Beat
on WABD (TV) ; best documentary or educational program Camera Three on WCBSTV; best news program, 11th Hour News
with John K. M. McCaffery, WRCA-TV;
best children's or teen-age program. Children's Theatre on WRCA-TV and On the
Carousel on WCBS-TV; most outstanding
male personality, Mike Wallace (WABD);
most outstanding female personality, Jinx
Falkenburg McCrary (WRCA-TV) ; special
station achievement, dual to WABD (TV)
for Night Beat and WPIX (TV) for United
Nations coverage.
Emmys presented in Los Angeles: Best
entertainment show, Stars of Jazz on KABCTV; best documentary or educational program, Harvest with Dr. Frank Baxter on
KRCA
(TV); best children's program,

CALL
for

Graybar

FIRST

Microphones,

Faith of Our Children on KRCA; best news
program, Big News on KNXT (TV); best
sports show Gil Stratton's Sports News on
KNXT most outstanding male personality,
Clete Roberts on KNXT; most outstanding
female personality, Eleanor Powell on
KRCA; best local program outside Los
Angeles (program originated locally but
seen outside of city), Confidential File on
KTTV (TV), special station achievement
award to KNXT for general overall excellence in public service and honorable mention for public service standards.
RAB Sets April 30 Deadline
For 'Radio Results' Entries
ENTRIES in the fifth annual "Radio Gets
Results" contest for member stations of the
Radio Advertising Bureau must be received
by April 30, RAB has announced. The competition is designed to locate outstanding
examples of successful use of radio by local
advertisers. Case histories will be judged by
a national panel of advertising authorities,
and plaques in ten classifications of local
business will be awarded.
AFA Sets Deadline for 'Hall'
CLOSING date for nominations for the Advertising Hall of Fame is April 20, it was
announced last week by Gilbert T. Hodges,
chairman of the Hall of Fame Managing
Committee of the Advertising Federation of
America, which sponsors the project. Nomination blanks may be obtained from AFA,
250 W. 57th St., New York, N. Y.
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AIR

Stuart F. Louchheim, president of Stuart F.
Louchheim Co., and president of Academy
of Music of Philadelphia Inc., named recipient of NBC Public Service Award for
his Centennial Concert and Ball. Concert
was given on behalf of fund for restoration
of Academy of Music.
Sam Gallu. president, Sam Gallu Productions, Hollywood, and producer of ABCTV's Navy Log series, received Navy Distinguished Public Service Award, for his
"unselfish interest and untiring and patriotic service" to Navy. Award was made by
Secretary of Navy Charles S. Thomas.
KBTV (TV), Denver Post and Denver
Chamber of Commerce, commended by
Colorado State Legislature with official citation read into legislature's records. They
were cited for their "outstanding contribution, through publicity, to better public understanding of the state congress and its
members" through KBTV's Heart of the
Empire which is presented weekly by station
in cooperation with Post and Chamber of
Commerce.
Joseph B. Matthews, assistant general manager, WLOW Norfolk, Va., received Distinguished Salesmanship Award for 1956
at annual Hampton Roads Sales Executive
Club "Sammy Awards" dinner. He was
credited with being responsible for "more
WLOW sales than any other account executive" in station's 10-year history.

KNXT (TV) Los Angeles has received Calif.
National Guard Meritorious Service Award
for 1956 "in appreciation of patriotic cooperation insupport of the Calif. National
WMBR-TV Jacksonville, Fla., cited by local
chapter of Muscular Dystrophy Assn. of
Guard."
America for its participation in "furthering
the causes of the association."
KDYL-AM-FM-KTVT (TV) Salt Lake City
received Treasury Dept.'s "Minute Man
Award" for their assistance to U. S. Savings
Bonds division which "resulted in Utah's
placing fourth in the nation in percent of
increase in sales during 1956 over 1955."
KRLD Dallas received award from local

ELECTRICAL
ON

Detroit,

received plaque for WJR's "years of distinguished service to the United Foundation" from Walter Laidlaw, head of Detroit
Torch Drive.

Reproduction

READY NOW - YOUR FREE BULLETIN ON "ENGIt
SOUND PRODUCTS" 34-poges packed with ill
specifications and operating data on ALTEC so
ucts. Order your copy from GRAYBAR ELECTR
PANY, INC., 420 LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK

TO

John F. Part, president of WJR

you need

Top audio quality is a certainty when you use the
best microphones, amplifiers and loudspeakers you
can get . . . ALTEC . . . via Graybar. Count on help
from Graybar, too, on any problem of selection of
anything electrical for station maintenance or expansion. Your nearest Graybar Broadcasting Specialist becomes your consultant on any phase of
radio or television engineering — the instant you
call him.

EVERYTHING

SHORTS

John Rovick, KTTV (TV) Los Angeles personality, received award from general chairman of Arthritis and Rheumatism Telethon
conducted over KTTV. Mr. Rovick conducted "Shake-A-Thon" during which he
spent 10 consecutive hours shaking hands
and accepting contributions from youngsters.

for everything

Amplification,

AWARD

IN OVER
130 PRINCIPAL CITIES

Press Club for "best monthly coverage" of
public service on part of newspaper, radio
or tv station for its issuing of frequent bulletins on weather during recent icy road
conditions.
Broadcasting
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FOR THE RECORD
Station

Authorizations,

Existing Tv Stations . . .
ACTIONS

Applications

(As Compiled by B «T)
March 14 through March 20
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — very trans. — transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc —
high frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency, ant. kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications au— antenna, aur. — aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilothorization. S A — special service authorization
STA — special temporary authorization. * — educ.
wat s, w— watt, mc — megacycles. D — day. N —
Am-

Am
Fm

Fm Sui mmary through March
Appls.
On
PendLicensed Cps
Air
ing
212
361
3,021
540
3,001
520
46
54

20
In
Hearing
148
0

FCC Commercial Station Authorizations
As of February 28, 1957 *
Am
Fm
513
Licensed (all on air)
3,000
16
Cps on air
13331
Cps not on air
Total authorized
55210
230
3,164
119
Applications in hearing
New stations requests
303
67
0
New station bids in hearing
146
11
Facilities change requests
900 112
Total applications pending
0
2
Licenses deleted in February
0
0
Cps deleted in February

290
Tv
225
123
638
70
10
56
45
353
0
1

on official
FCC current
monthly since
reports.
are* Based
not always
exactly
the These
FCC
must await formal notifications of stations going
on the air, ceasing operations, surrendering licenses or grants, etc. These figures do not include
noncommercial, educational fm and tv stations.
For current status of am and fm stations see
"Am and Fm Summary," above, and for tv stations see "Tv Summary," next column.

Tv Summary through March 20
Total Operating Stations
in U. $.:
Vhf18
Uhf Total
Commercial
5
Noncomm. Education
381
91
Grants since July 11, 7952:
(When FCC began
after tvprocessing
freeze) applications472i
Vhf
350
Total
323
Uhf
Commercial
26
Noncomm. Educational

Translators
ACTION

Applications filed since April 14,21 7952.*
(When FCC began
after tvprocessing
freeze) applications
New Amend.
Total
Vhf
673'
832 Uhf
Commercial 1,069
Noncomm. Educ. 65
37
27
571
337
869
598
Total
1,132
337
472
1 176 cps (33 vhf, 143 uhf) have been deleted.1,4063
1 One educational uhf has been deleted.
' One applicant did not specify channel.
• Includes 44 already granted.
r- Includes 718 already granted.
65*

NATION-WIDE

WJBF (TV)site
Augusta,
change
transmitter
(ch. 6)Ga.to— Granted
point near
Beechin
Island, S. C, about 10 miles southeast of present
site, increase antenna height from 610 to 1370
ft., and make
in antenna system. Announced Marchchanges
20.
WHBF-TV Rock Island, 111.— Granted mod. of
cp to move transmitter (ch. 4) about 15 miles
southeast of city, increase aural ERP from 50 to
70
increase antenna
1000kw,ft.and
Announced
March 20.height from 380 to
WRCV-TV
Pa.—3) Granted
tion to move Philadelphia,
transmitter (ch.
about fourapplicamiles
southwest of present location and install new
antenna to
usedprejudice
jointly with
WFIL-TV Philadelphiabewithout
to whatever
action
may be necessary or appropriate as a result of
any final judgement which may be entered in
pending antitrust action in United States of
America v. Radio Corp of America and National
Broadcasting Co., filed in U. S. District Court
for Eastern District of Pennsylvania on Dec. 4,
1956. Commissioner
Announced
March 20.Mack abstained from voting.
APPLICATION
KJEO (TV) Fresno, Calif.— Seeks cp to change
ERP to 380 kw vis., 190 kw aur. and install new
trans, and DA. Announced March 14.

NEGOTIATIONS
•
RADIO
• TELEVISION

Boise City, Okla., City of Boise City — Granted
23'
ch. 70 (806-812
ch. 4 KGNC-TV
Amarillo,
Tex. mc)
P. to
O. rebroadcast
address % Millard
Fowler,
Mayor. Trans, output 10 w, ERP to community
53.9 w. Estimated population to be served 4,000.
Estimated construction cost $5,107, first year
operating cost $1,580. Announced March 20.
New

Am

Stations . . .
ACTIONS

Grand Junction, Colo. — Mountain States Bcstg.
Corp., granted 620 kc, 10 kw D. P. O. address %
E. Anson Thomas, 1102 Elm Ave., Grand June1,469'

FINANCING
• NEWSPAPER

•

APPRAISALS

EASTERN

MIDWEST

SOUTH

SOUTHWEST

WEST

FULLTIME
EXCLUSIVE

FULLTIME
WANTED

DAYTIME
INDEPENDENT

TEXAS
INDEPENDENT

CALIFORNIA
INDEPENDENT

$40,000

$125,000

$150,000

$150,000

Middle Atlantic

One of the better

owner-manager.
$15,000 down.

We have a highly
qualified buyer for
a good market in
Michigan, Indiana,
Illinois or Ohio.
Can pay $35,000
cash down.

$70,000
Exclusive market.

WASHINGTON, D. C.
Wm. T. Stubblefield
1737 DeSales St., N. W.
EX 3-3456

CHICAGO, ILL.
Ray V. Hamilton
Tribune Tower
DE 7-2755

ATLANTA, GA.
Jack L Barton
1515 Healey Bldg.
JA 3-3431

States. Break-even
operation. Needs

Top class market.
Diverse economy.

Substantial real

Good earning record. Terms avail-

Profit maker. Some

estate. Near coast.

able.

terms available.

$25,000 down.

growth markets.

DALLAS, TEX.
Dewitt (Judge) Landis
Fidelity Union Life Bldg.
RI 8-1175

SAN FRANCISCO
W. R. (Ike) Twining
111 Sutter St.
EX 2-5671

Call your nearest office of
HAMILTON,
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

STUBBLEFIELD,

TWINING

&

ASSOCIATES
March 25, 1957
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FOR THE RECORD
tion, Colo. Estimated construction cost $50,609,
first year operating cost $75,294, revenue $84,000.
Mr. Thomas, former manager, KFXJ Grand
Junction, is March
president-51%
owner of applicant.
Announced
20.
Panama
City
Beach,
Fla.
—
Co.,
granted 1480 kc, 500 w D. P. O.Regional
address Bcstg.
P. O. Box
794 Jonesboro, Ark. Estimated construction cost
$15,600, first year operating cost $48,000, revenue
$66,000. Principals include equal owners Harold
E. King and Helen W. King, owners of KBTMAM-FM Jonesboro, Ark., and KGHI Little Rock,
Ark. Application for transfer of control of tv cp
(KBTM-TV)
to Central
Sales, pending at
FCC.
Announced
March South
20.
Cedar Falls, Iowa — Jane A. Roberts, granted
1250 kc, 500 w D. P. O. address 909 Michigan
Ave., Farmington, Mo. Estimated construction
cost $17,500, first year operating cost $36,000,
revenue $50,000. Mrs. Roberts and her husband
Cecil own and operate following stations: KREI
Farmington, Mo.; KCHI Chillicothe, Mo.; KBIA
Columbia, Mo.; KCRB Chanute, Kan., and WINI
Murphysboro, 111. Announced March 20.
Lake Providence, La. — Radio Services Co.,
granted 1050 kc, 250 w D. P. O. address % Emmet
H. McMurry Jr., P. O. Box 661, Greenville, Miss.
Estimated construction cost $16,000, first year
operating cost $36,000, revenue $48,000. Principals
are equal partners Emmet H. McMurry Jr. and
Frank W. Baldwin, owners of WJPR Greenville.
Announced March 20.
Richwood,
Va. —P.Royal
Bcstg. %Co.,David
grantedB.
1280
kc, 1 kwW. D.
O. address
Jordan, Box 245, Grundy, Va. Estimated construction cost $20,530, first year operating cost
$38,000, revenue $50,000. Principals include David
B. Jordan, 25% (25% owner of WNRG Grundy);
Herman G. Dotson, 25% (50% WNRG); John B.
Dotson, 25% (coal interests); Don C. Dotson,
25% (coal). Announced March 20.
APPLICATIONS
Marlboro, Mass. — Marlboro-Hudson Bcstg. Corp.,
1580 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address % David M. Myers,
455 Main St., Fitchburg, Mass. Estimated construction cost $10,265, first year operating cost
$65,000, revenue $75,000. Mr. Myers, owner WFGM
Fitchburg, will be sole owner (contingent on
change
in facilities of WFGM). Announced March
18.
Windom, Minn.— North Star Bcstg. Co., 1580
kc, 250 w D. P. O. address 14 18th Ave. So.,
Hopkins, Minn. Estimated construction cost
$8,280, first year operating cost $40,256, revenue
$98,200. North Star owners are Paul C. Lund
(37.5%), former station manager KGAC St.
Peter, Minn., Eugene H. Frisk (37.5%), former
employe KGAC, and Robert D. Thompson (25%),
HoneywellnouncedRegulator
Co., Minneapolis. AnMarch 15.
Belzoni, Miss. — Roth E. and Lucille Hook d/b
as Humphreys County Bcstg. Co., 800 kc, 250 w
D. P. O. address % Mr. Hook, Aliceville, Ala.
Estimated construction cost $13,112, first year
operating cost $24,000, revenue $36,C00. Mr. and
Mrs. Hook will be equal partners. Mr. Hook owns
49% WRAG Carrollton, Ala., 45% WMAG Forrest,
Miss., 75% WRUS Russellville, Ky., and 20%
WDOB Aliceville. Mrs. Hook owns 30% WDOB.
Announced March 19.
Socorro, N. M. — John Blake, 1290 kc, 1 kw D.
P. O. address % Mr. Blake, Box 608, Grants,
N. M. Estimated construction cost $21,730, first
year operating cost $20,000, revenue $30,000. Mr.
Blake, owner KMIN Grants, will be sole owner.
Announced March 19.
Pennington Gap, Va. — Lee County Bcstg. Co.,
1570 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address Pennington Gap.
Estimated construction cost $17,325, first year
operating cost $29,000, revenue $35,000. Lee coowners are Arnold H. Johnson, clergyman and
florist, and Daniel Gabriel, doctor of medicine.

APPLICATIONS
WJVAfrom
South
Seeks"
cp tonewincrease
power
250 Bend,
w to 1Ind.
kw — and
install
trans.
Announced March 14.
WNKY Neon, Ky. — Seeks cp to change frequency to 1480 kc, power to 1 kw, hours to D
and install new trans. Announced March 15.
WCHB Inkster, Mich. — Seeks cp to increase
power from 500 w to 1 kw, install new trans,
and change DA. Announced March 14. _
WGUY Bangor, Me. — Seeks cp to change fre1250 kc,andpower
to 5 studio
kw, install
DA-Nto
and newquency totrans.,
change
location
Brewer, Me. Announced March 14.
KOCO
Salem,locations
Ore. — Seeks cp to change ant.trans.
-studio
Announced
March 15. and install new trans.
New

Fm Stations . . .

APPLICATION
Riverside, Calif. — Richard C. Simonton d/b as
Telemusic Co., 99.1 mc, 11.4 kw unl. P. O. address

$150*000.00

NEGOTIATIONS

WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Jack V. Harvey
Washington Building
STerling 3-434T
•

Stations . . .
ACTIONS
WCAS Gadsden, Ala. — Granted change from 1
kw, D, to 5 kw, DA-D. Announced March 20.
Athens,
Ga.— Granted
kwWRFC
to 5 kw.
Announced
March 20.change from 1
WACL Waycross, Ga. — Granted change from
1 kw, DA-N March
unl., to20.1 kw-5 kw-LS, DA-N, unl.
Announced
KWEI Weiser, Idaho — Granted change from
1240 kc, 250
w 20.
unl., to 1220 kc, 1 kw, D. Announced March
Renewal of License
KWIQ Moses Lake, Wash.; KABC Los Angeles,
Calif.; WARE Ware, Mass.; WCME Brunswick,
Me.; WDOT Burlington, Vt.; WDRC Hartford,
Conn.; WGAW Gardner, Mass.; WHWB Rutland,
Vt.; WICC Bridgeport, Conn.; WMOO Milford,
Mass.; WPAW Pawtucket, R. I.; WTSL Hanover,
N.
H.; Amherst,
WTSV, WTSV-FM
Claremont,
H.;
WAMF
Mass.; WBUR
Boston, N.Mass.;
WEItS Boston, Mass.; WGBH-FM Boston, Mass.;
WHSR-FM Winchester, Mass.; WMUA Amherst,
Mass.; WCSH-TV Portland, Me.; WCAX-TV
Burlington, Vt.; WERI Westerly, R. I.; WWONAM-FM Woonsocket, R. I.; WICE Providence,
R. I.; WNAB Bridgeport, Conn.; WCCC Hartford,
Conn.; WCNX Middletown, Conn.; WAVZ New
Haven, Conn.; WATR Waterbury, Conn.; WGUY
Bangor, Me.; WPOR Portland, Me.; WBOS
Brookline (Boston), Mass.; WORL Boston, Mass.;
WHAV Haverville, Mass.; WREB Holyoke, Mass.;
WCCM Lawrence, Mass.; WCAP Lowell, Mass.;
WLLH-AM-FM Lowell, Mass.; WHIL Medford,
Mass.; WMNB North Adams, Mass.; WPLM Plymouth, Mass.; WACE Chicopee (Springfield), Mass.;
WSPR Springfield, Mass.; WTXL W. Springfield,
Mass.; WCRB-AM-FM Waltham, Mass.; WJWG
Conway, N. H.; WHEB Portsmouth, N. H.; WHIM
Providence,
Rutland, Vt. R. I.; WRIB Providence, R. I.; WSYB

$65*000.00

March 25, 1957

A long established profitable regional facility in a sizable farm market. $50,000
down, balance over five years.

• FINANCING

^$Lacl<burn
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Existing Am

MIDWEST

Florida's attractive growth
markets. Liberal financing.

% Mr. Simonton, 6906 Santa Monica Blvd., Los
Angeles, Calif. Estimated construction cost $14,000, first year operating cost $18,000, revenue
$15,000.
Simonton,KITO
36%%Sanowner
KRKD-AMFM LosMr.Angeles,
Bernardino
and
25%
KULA-AM-TV
Honolulu,
will be
sole owner.
Announced
March Hawaii,
14.
Ownership

FLORIDA

An independent in one of

I

Announced March 15.
Auburn, Wash. — John W. Mowbray and Edward
Garre d/b as Auburn Bcstrs., 1220 kc, 250 w D.
P. O. address 1110 5th Ave., Auburn. Estimated
construction cost $11,925, first year operating cost
$42,000, revenue $52,800. Mr. Mowbray, Hugh
Feltis
& Assoc.
(radio-tv
representative),
and
Mr. Garre,
account
executive
KMO Tacoma,
Wash, are co-owners. Announced March 18.

• APPRAISALS

mpany
ATLANTA
Clifford B. Marshall
Healey Building
Jackson 5-1576

Changes . . .
ACTIONS
Moines,
GrantedCo. assignment
of KIOA
licenseDesfrom
TownIowa& — Farm
to Public
Radio Corp. for $185,000. Lester Kamin (99.6%) is
also 20.5% owner of WMRY New Orleans and
KCIG Shreveport, both La. and 33%% of WCKG
(TV) New Orleans. Announced March 20.
WMEX to Boston,
Mass. — Radio
GrantedCorp.
assignment
license
New England
for $25,000of
plus assumption of liabilities, the exact amount
of which was not stated. Principals are Pres.
Nisse Grossman (20%), Treas. Maurice Grossman
(20%), Asst. Treas. James Lucas (no stock), Clerk
Jerome E. Rosen (no stock), Reuben A. Grossman
(20%), Charles I. Seigal (20%), and Samuel P.
Cohen (20%). All, except Mr. Rosen, are owners
or employes of New England lumber concerns.
Mr. Rosen is attorney. Announced March 2.0.
WTOK from
Meriden,
Miss.Television
— Granted Corp.
assignment
license
Southern
to Frankof
E. Holladay, Joseph W. Carson and John S.
Primm d/b as New South Bcstg. Corp. for $56,200.
Mr. Holladay, 25% WLSM Louisville, 20% WCLD
Cleveland, 50% WNSL Laurel, all Miss., Mr.
Carson, 20% WCLD, 25% WLSM, 50% WNSL,
Mr. Primm, 25% WLSM, 20% WCLD, will be
equal partners. Announced March 20.
KBMY from
Billings,
— Granted
assignment
license
Don Mont.
C. and
John W.
Foote andof
estate of Rockwood Brown, deceased, to Horace
S. Davis (37i/2%), Elizabeth H. Brown (25%) and
nine others.
$59,000 will
Foote.
Announced
Marchbe paid
20. to Don and John
KUMA from
Pendleton,
Ore. — and
Granted
license
C. H. Fisher
Edna assignment
E. Fisher d/bof
as Pendleton Bcstrs. to Pendleton Bcstg. Co. for
$60,000 and assumption of obligations. Pendleton
Bcstg. Co. principals: C. O. Fisher, 20%; Jane
G. Fisher, 20%, and Nancy A. Harrison, 20%, all
children of assignors, and Theodore A. Smith,
station tainedmgr.,
2.5%. Fisher
Remaining
stockown
to be
rein treasury.
children
KUGN
Eugene, Ore., and have application pending to
buy KOCO Salem, Ore. Announced March 20.
KELP, KILT-TV El Paso, Tex.— Granted asnt of cp from McLendon
Corp.
to KELP signmeTelevision
Corp. forInvestment
$750,000. KELP
owners ander
are(40%),Joseph
Harris
(40%),
Norman
Alexand Richard E. Jones (20%). Mr.
Harris and Mr. Alexander are each 45% owners
and
Mr. Jones
10% ownerMarch
of KXLY-AM-TV
Spokane,
Wash. isAnnounced
20.
KPAN Hereford, KSML Seminole and KTUE
Tulia,
all
Tex.
—
Granted
assignments
to Marshall and Clint Formby. Corporateof licenses
change.
No change of control. Marshall Formby also
owns (40%)
March
15. of KFLD Floydada, Tex. Announced
KMLW
Tex. — Seeks
transfer E.of Reagan,
control
of licenseeMarlin,
corporation
from Charles
Hugh M. McBeath Jr., Duane W. Ramsey and
Jerry S. Hughes to M-L Radio Inc. for $47,500.
M-L principals are Louis F. Leurig (50%), H. A.
Rosenberger advertising agency, Peter Miller
(40%), owner of Daily News-Tribune, LaSalle,
111.,
Frederick
C. MillerFeb.(10%),
WLPOandLaSalle.
Announced
28. sec. -dir. of
Tex. — Granted
relinquishment
ofKWEL
controlMidland,
of permittee
corporation
by Jerry
Covington through sale of stock (35%) to Ben
Harwit for $350. Announced March 20.
KLTV (TV) Tyler, Tex. — Granted assignment
of license from Lucille R. Lansing to The Channel 7 Co., for $7,460.32. Ch. 7 owners are Mrs.
Lansing (40%), owner KGKB Tyler, Gerald H.
Lansing (40%), gen. mgr. KGKB and KLTV (TV)
and Marshall Pengra (20%), 33V3% owner WATO
Oak Ridge, Tenn. Announced March 20.
KAGT Anacortes, Wash. — Granted assignment
of cp from C. H. Fisher and Edna E. Fisher d/b
as Skagit Bcstg. Co. to Fidalgo Bcstg. Inc. for
20.
$40,000. James C. and Diane W. Frits of Anacortes
are equal partners in Fidalgo. Announced March
APPLICATIONS
KBIFcenseFresno,
lifrom John Calif.
Poole— Seeks
Bcstg. assignment
Co. to KBIF ofInc.
for $40,800. David T. Harris (25.5%), station
manager KWG Stockton, Calif., Ethan Bernstein
(25.5%), salesman KM J Fresno, and John Poole
Bcstg. Co. (49%), licensee KBIG Avalon, KBIF
Fresno, owns cp for KBID-TV Fresno and KBIC
Los Angeles,
all Calif., are owners. Announced
March
19.
WD?A Annapolis, Md. — Granted assignment of
license from Norwalk Bcstg. Co. to WASL Die.
Corporatenounced
change.
March 15. No change of control. AnWELL
Battle
Mich.Publications
— Seeks assignment
of license from Creek,
Federated
Inc. to
Southern Michigan Bcstg. Corp. for $100,000.
Principals include Frederick A. Knorr (23.8%),
Walter O. Briggs Jr. (14.27%) and six others.
Announced March 18.
WOOD-AM-TV Grand Rapids, Mich., WTCNBROADCASTING
• TELECASTING

PROFESSIONAL

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
1735 De Sales St., N. W. ME. 8-5411
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 4-2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE*

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE *

A. D. RING & ASSOCIATES
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

CARDS

Upper Montclair, N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-01 1 1
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.

L H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1001 Conn. Ave. Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE *

PAGE, CREUTZ,
STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
710 14th St.,
N. W. 5, Executive
3-5670
Washington
D. C.
303 White Henry Stuart Bldg.
Mutual 3280 Seattle 1, Washington

1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER AM-FM-TV
4806 MONTGOMERY LANE
WASHINGTON 14, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE*

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924
Member AFCCE "

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg.
NA 8-2693
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

A. E. TOWNE ASSOCS., INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

RUSSELL P. MAY
Sheraton Bldg.
711 14th St., N. W.
Washington S, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE *

JOHN

Member AFCCE *

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

SERVICE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE FOR AM-FM TV
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
Broadcasting

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence courses.
Write For Free Catalog, specify course.

• Teleca STING

KEAR & KENNEDY

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
821 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

J. G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

Member AFCCE *

D

IRECTOR

RALPH
BITZER,Bidg.,
Consulting
Suite 298,J. Arcade
St. LouisEngineer
1, Mo.
Garfield t-4954
"For Results in Broadcast Engineering"
AM-FM-TV
Allocations • Applications
Petitions • Licensing Field Service

Y

RADIO ENGINEERING COMPANY
CONSULTANTS
— Specialists
in
Television
— Radio allocations
— installations field — antenna measurements — AM
— UHF — VHF "will consider investing with
Norwood J. Patterson, Owner
new applicants"
1111 Market Street San Francisco, Calif.
MArket 1-8171
March 25, 1957

•
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AM-FM Minneapolis, Minn., WFBM-AM-TV Indianapolis, Ind., KLZ-AM-TV Denver, Colo, and
KDYL-AM-FM-TV Salt Lake City, Utah— Seeks
assignment
of licenses
vision & Radio
Bcstrs.from
Inc. Consolidated
to Time Inc.Telefor
$15,750,000. Time Inc., publisher of Time, Life
and SportsnouncedIllustrated,
will be sole owner. AnMarch 20.
WWHG- AM-FM Hornell, N. Y. — Seeks acquisition of negative control of licensee corporation
by Alfred and Saul Dresner from Frederic D.
and Alma E. Schottland for $15,750. The Dresners
will be sole owners. Announced March 15.
WGOL Goldsboro, N. C— Seeks transfer of
control of licensee corporation from Lawrence
B. Carr to John L. Henderson, La Mont L. Edgerton, John R. Crawford Jr., Raymond A. Bryan,
Benjamin F. Carr and Cyrus E. Worley for
$1,625. They will own 52%. Announced March 19.
KRUL from
Corvallis,
— Seeks
license
Pacific Ore.
States
Radio assignment
Co. to Bentonof
Bcstrs.
Inc., for chief
$10,000.engineer
Equal partners
are Rob-C.
ert G. Beattie,
KRUL, Donald
Wilkinson, chief engineer KPDQ Portland, Ore.,
and Dale K. Allison, program director KPDQ.
Announced March 15.
KLOR (TV) Portland, Ore.— Seeks transfer of
control visionofInc.licensee
Oregon Teleto Georgecorporation
Haggarty from
for $1,794,865.
Mr.
Haggarty,
attorney
and
banking
interests,
will
be sole owner. Announced March 19.
WNOW-AM-FM-TV
Pa.— Seeks
assignment of license from H.York,
J. Williams
(deceased),
M. E. Cousler and Lowell W. Williams to Mr.
Cousler and Mr. L. W. Williams d/b as The Helm
Coal Co. for $125,731, paid to Mr. H. J. Williams
estate, liams
Mr.(37.5%)
Cousler
(62.5%) Announced
and Mr. L.March
W. Wilare owners.
19.
KRGV
Weslaco,
Tex.
—
Seeks
assignment
license from Taylor Radio & Television to KRGVof
Television Inc. Corporate change. No change of
control. Announced March 19.
Allocations

. . .

ACTIONS
Notice of Proposed Rule Making
The Commission invites comments by April 29
to notice of proposed rule making initiated by it
looking toward assigning ch. 8 to the Providence,
R. I.-Fall stituting
River-New
Mass.,Haven,
area byConn.,
subch. 6 for ch.Bedford,
8 in New
and deleting
ch.
6
from
New
Bedford.
Transmitters for ch. 8 in Providence area and ch. 6 in
New Haven would have to be located to meet
minimum
WNHC-TV
now licensedspacing
on ch. requirements.
8 in New Haven.
Comr. Leeis
dissented, Comr. Doerfer abstained from voting.
The Commission invites comments by April 10
to
rule-making
(TV) Fortto
Wayne,
Ind. to petition
shift ch. by31 WINT
from Kokomo
Marion and ch. 29 from Marion to Kokomo so as
to enable WINT (ch. 15) to utilize a site within
the city of Fort Wayne.
Instructions on Tv Channel Changes
The Commission on March 19 directed preparation of documents looking toward actions in tv
channel assignment proceedings as follows:
Miami, Fla. — To add a fourth commercial vhf
outlet (ch. 6) to present four vhf (one educational) and two uhf assignments.
Charleston, S. C— To add a third commercial
vhf outlet (ch. 4) to present three vhf (one educational) and one uhf assignments.
Columbia, S. C. — To deny a proposal to add a
second vhf outlet (ch. 5) to its present one vhf
and three uhf (one educational) assignments.
Norfolk-Portsmouth-Newport News, Va., New
Bern N. C— To substitute ch. 12 for ch. 13 at
New Bern so as to add a third vhf outlet (ch. 13)
to
area's present
two vhf
and fourhasuhfa
(oneNorfolk
educational)
assignments.
WNBE-TV
construction permit for ch. 13 at New Bern.
Duluth, Minn.-Superior, Wis.— To add a third
commercial vhf outlet by shifting ch. 10 from

ALLEN

Hibbing, Minn., and Hancock, Mich., thus giving
Duluth-Superior four vhf (one educational) and
two uhf assignments; to deny changing educato ch. tional
32. reservation at Duluth-Superior from ch. 8
Pittsburgh, Pa.— FCC on March 13 directed
preparation of document looking toward affirming its July 22, 1955 grant to WWSW, Inc., for new
tv (WIIC [TV]) to operate on ch. 11 in Pittsburgh
and modifying construction permit to increase
ERP to 316 kw visual, 150 kw aural and ant.
height to 1,000 ft., change trans, and ant., change
studio location.

cp (which authorized new tv) to change studio
location to 853 Copley Rd., Akron.
WFMJ-TV Youngstown, Ohio — Seeks license to
cover cp (which authorized new tv) to change
studio
town. location to 101 W. Boardman St., YoungsWGLV (TV) Easton, Pa.— Seeks license to cover
cp which authorized new tv.
WSLS Roanoke, Va. — Seeks license to cover
cp
which and
authorized
in DA-D
install increase
new trans.D power, changes

PETITIONS

March 14 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp

KHUM-TV Eureka, Calif.— Seeks amendment
of Sec. 3.606 by instituting rule-making to add
ch. 6 to Eureka in lieu of ch. 13 presently assigned. Petitioner also requests issuance of order
to show cause why KHUM-TV permit should not
be
changed
March 15. from ch. 13 to ch. 6. Announced
WKNE-TV Keene, N. H.— Seeks institution of
rule-making to delete ch. 11* at Durham, N. H.,
and specify ch. 11 at Keene for commercial use;
and to delete ch. 45 at Keene, specify chs. 75,
76 or 83 at Durham for educational use. Petitioner further requests issuance of order to show
cause against
WKNE-TV requiring it to shift asMarch 15. signment from ch. 45 to ch. 11. Announced

UPCOMING
Routine

•

March 25, 1957

Roundup

. . .

March 19 Applications
ACCEPTED
FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
WINT (TV) Fort Wayne, Ind.— Seeks mod. of
cp to extend completion date to 10-1-57.
KSHO-TV Las Vegas, Nev.— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 9-13-57.
WEHT (TV) Henderson, Ky.— Seeks mod. of
cp to change studio location to Evansville, Ind.
and request waiver of Sec. 3.613 (b) of Commission's rules.
March 18 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
Following seek mod. of cp to extend completion dates as shown. WLEX-TV Lexington, Ky.,
to 10-4-57, WDSU-TV New Orleans, La., to
4-20-57, WNBE-TV New Bern, N. C, KLSE (TV)
Monroe, La., to 6-15-57, WKLV Blackstone, Va.
March 15 Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of Cp
Following seek mod. of cp to extend completion dates as shown. WTVO (TV) Rockford, 111.,
to 7-6-57, WAGM-TV Presque Isle, Me., to 9-8-57,
WYOK-TV Meridian, Miss., to 7-1-57, WHEN-TV
Syracuse, N. Y., to 7-1-57, WBRO-FM Birmingham, Ala., WCNS (TV) Baton Rouge, La., WPAGTV Ann Arbor, Mich., to 4-10-57, KOAT-TV
Albuquerque, N. M., to 10-1-57.
License to Cover Cp
WAKR-TV Akron, Ohio— Seeks license to cover

KANDER

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND SALE
OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
/
FINANCIAL ADVISERS
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KDSJ-TV Deadwood, S. D.— Seeks mod. of cp
to extend completion date to 8-15-57.
License to Cover Cp
WRGP-TV Chattanooga, Tenn.— Seeks license
to cover cp (which authorized new tv) to specify
nooga. location as 1214 McCallie Ave., Chattastudio
WLOL-FM Minneapolis, Minn. — Seeks license to
cover cp which authorized new fm.

WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
NAtional 8-1990
NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
New York 17, N. Y.
MUrray Hill 7-4242
CHICAGO
35 East Wacker Drive
Chicago 1, Illinois
RAndolph 6-3688

March
March
26: Bureau
Quebec24, City,
Que. of Broadcast Measurement,
March 25: Canadian Assn. of Radio & Television
Broadcasters,
bec City, Que. Chateau Frontenac Hotel, QueMarch
30: Florida United Press BroadcastersFla.
Telecasters Assn., Langford Hotel. Winter Park.
April
April 5-6: Oregon State Broadcasters Assn.,
Eugene.
April
UnitedLansing.
Press Broadcasters of Michigan,
Olds 6:Hotel,
April
Daytime Broadcasters Assn., Sheraton
Hotel,6: Chicago.
April
7-11:Chicago.
NARTB annual convention, Conrad
Hilton,
April 8-11: Premium Adv. Assn. of America
annual
PremiumHotel,
Buyers'
Exposition, Navy Pier
and Morrison
Chicago.
April 22:ford, Connecticut
Broadcasters
Assn., HartConn.
April
Film Assembly, Statler
Hotel,22-26:
New American
York.
April 24-26: Annual Conference, American Public Relations Assn., Warwick Hotel, PhiladelApril
25:phia, Pa.United
Press Broadcasters of Illinois,
Allerton
Park, 111.
April 25-27: Annual meeting of the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies, the Greenbrier,
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
Deming.
April
25-27: New Mexico Broadcasters Assn.,
May
April 25-28: Annual convention, American Women
in Radio & Television, Chase Park -Plaza Hotel,
St. Louis.
April 26: United Press Broadcasters of Mississippi, Buena Vista Hotel, Biloxi.
May
1-3: Electronic
Components Symposium,
Morrison
Hotel, Chicago.
May 2-3: International convention of International City.
Advertising Assn. Inc., Hotel Roosevelt.
New York
May 5-11: National Radio Week
May
6-8: Annual
Assn. Toronto,
of Canadian
Advertisers,
Royalmeeting,
York Hotel,
Ont.
May 13-15:tronicsAeronautical
and Navigational
national conference,
Dayton, Ohio. ElecMay
Pennsylvania
Hotel15-17:
Bedford
Springs, Assn.
Bedfordof Broadcasters,
Springs.
May
20-21: Wisconsin
Broadcasters Assn., Hotel
Plankinton,
Milwaukee.
,
May 22-23: Kentucky Broadcasters Assn., Hotel
Sheraton-Seelbach, Louisville.
June
June
VirginiaRichmond.
Assn. of Broadcasters, Hotel
John 6-7:
Marshall,
June 17-19: NATRFD Spring Meeting, Washington.
June
19-21 : Annual
Broadcasters,
Jaspermeeting,
Lodge, Western
Jasper, Assn.
Alta. of
Broadcasting
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
• DEADLINE: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday preceding publication date.
• SITUATIONS WANTED 200 per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 250 per word— $2.00 minimum.
• All other classifications 300 per word — $4.00 minimum. • DISPLAY ads #15.00 per inch.
No charge for blind box number.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent to
box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting • Telecasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO

RADIO

RADIO

Help Wanted

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Salesmen

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

If you are a hard-hitting direct salesman who
wants to combine tremendous money making
opportunities with southern California climate
with the top station in a metropolitan market,
send details to Box 105G, B'T.
Salesman. New station. Excellent but competitive
B»T.
southern market. On air mid April. Box 107G,

Immediate opening. Experienced country disc
jockey. Must know country music and be good
pitchman. Daytime. Leading southern California
country station. Salary to $100.00 week. Send
references, photo, complete experience first letter. Box 101G, B'T.
$450
month
start Long
for top-notch
with afirst
class toticket.
establishedannouncer
midwest
network station. Box 113G, B'T.

Wanted: Complete staff for new 50 kw station
in California. All inquiries confidential. Need
aggressive manager, sparkling personalities and
office secretaries. Write Box 8, Beverly Hills,
California.
Managerial
Wanted for immediate opportunity. One hardhitting time salesman with creative ideas who
thinks he is ready to be a commercial manager
in leading regional station operation in this rich
quarter million market potential. Rush resume
and picture to Box 751E, B'T.
Minnesota station wants manager who can sell!
Will sell 25% interest in this new station for
$6,500. Only good producer who can invest need
apply. Tell all first letter. Box 822E, B'T.
Here's a chance of a lifetime for program director or chief announcer to step up to management
level. Growing organization in eastern United
States needs a young married man with car for
assistant managers position. Job offers opportunity at managership in near future. Send tape,
resume, photo to Box 861E, B'T.
Will share profits with right manager. Must have
successful record as salesman. Midwest metropolitan market. Send details first letter. Box
927E, B'T.
Need energetic, experienced young radio man
strong on sales seeking first opportunity as manager. Salary plus override on station gross. Box
138G, B'T.
$500.00 month guarantee — excellent account list.
WOKJ, Jackson, Mississippi's top Hooper station
needs salesman — advance to sales manager and
manager. We recognize ability and intelligence.
Married southerner, 28-33 preferred. Resume —
photo, Box 2667, Jackson, Mississippi.
Salesman
Experienced, dependable salesman wanted by
leading station, a 5000 watt fulltime, in midwest
city of 55,000 persons. Competitive market but
station has fine organization to support salesman's efforts.percentage.
Guaranteed Good
weeklymandrawcanagainst
commission
earn
$5,200-$6,000 first year and more in second. Tell
all about yourself and work record, with references, in first letter. Box 570E, B'T.
Outstanding ten year old daytime in midwest
city of 25,000 offers a salary-commission arrangement that pays up to 40%. $4000 billings
will pay you $800 per month. No ceiling. We
will match your new billing up to $1,000 with
established billing, and give you full commission on total. $400 per month guarantee for
three months. Protected account lists. Only experienced, proven salesman considered. Please
send full details on personal and employment
background. Each application will be held confidential until closing arrangements are imminent. Write Box 894E, B«T.
Help wanted: Radio salesman. Progressive local
is revising sales department. Will consider applicant with ability and sound record interested in
a permament position. Box 972E, B'T.
Northeastern Ohio, substantial market, unusual
opening for top-notch man with proven sales
record to handle lucrative account list. Should
earn $9,000 first year. Liberal draw against 15
percent commission. Send complete resume and
references, Box 978E, B'T.
Northwest growing market needs top salesman
for top station. Liberal draw against 15%. Box
100G, B'T.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

Pacific northwest . . . wanted aggressive time
salesman. No guarantee, small expense account,
poor working conditions, long hours, eight day
week, no vacations, unlimited future. 13 station
market, competition like mad. Population over
one million. Rich market, top station personality,
all music-news. Fastest growing station in the
area. No drifters, drunks, hot shots or crooks.
If you just
think
. you itcantakes,
sell experience,
. . . don't
bother.
If you
have. . what
self confidence, dependability, and a will to succeed, write Box HOG, B'T.
Opportunity for radio salesman to move up the
ladder to a big station in a major market. Sales
representatives
wanted
by 50,000
channel station in the
midwest.
Thiswatt,
majorclearnetwork
affiliate
recognized
of the country's
top
stations. isOnly
interestedas inonesomeone
who believes
in radio . . . and good radio. Send full details
to Box 119G, B'T.
Progressive daytime station needs thoroughly
competent and experienced salesman. Salary $100
weekly plus percentage. Box 137G, B'T.
Salesman needed for small market independent
station — salary plus commission. WGCD, Chester,
South Carolina.
Salesman on new 5000 watt daytimer. Must be
experienced with proven record, ideas for commercials. Good voice desirable but not necessary. Very competitive market. WHIY, Orlando,
Florida. Fort Gatlin Hotel.
Announcers
Want to work for a swinging outfit? We need
at least three good DJ's who know the music
and
news how
operation.
Top Send
pay for
DJ's
who know
not to talk.
tape those
and backtape. ground to Box 916E, B'T. We will return your
Experienced
morning
man-salesman
combination.
17,000 east North
Carolina
market. $80.00
salary,
expenses, 10 percent commission. $5,200 easily
first year. Send complete data. Box 961E, B'T.
Experienced morning man wanted by kilowatt
N. C. station. Good future for stable announcer
with progressive station in single station market.
Send full particulars first letter. Tape will be
requested later. Box 967E, B'T.
Announcer. Strong news. Have car. Small station
in eastern
York.to No
get for
along48
with
staff. New
Willing
do "star".
all jobs.Must
$70.00
hours, talent extra. Send resume, tape, picture
and references. Box 966E, B'T.
Top, experienced DJ. Morning man who can
stand promotion. Must be versatile with top
voice. Midwest. All replies treated confidentially.
Send proof of performance and full data. Write
Box 970E, B'T.
DJ wanted by best Negro radio station in largest
metropolitan city. Must be experienced. Send
tape, resume to Box 981E, B'T.
Announcer, strong air salesman. Permanent, fast
growing Washington, D. C, station. Minimum 3
years experience. Tape and salary desired. Box
983E, B'T.
Top midwest station needs experienced announcer immediately. Fine opportunity in corporation owning radio and tv stations. Give all
information, plus photo in first letter, including
credit references. Send audition, tape or record.
Box 984E, B'T.

Announcer-salesman, 5 years minimum experience.phasisNoon drifters,
plus commission.
Empop show salary
afternoon.
Central Virginia
B'T.
kw
daytimer.
If
you're
not
good
don't
bother
us.
We'll pay good to the right man. Write Box 118G,
1000 watter, near Philadelphia, needs disc jockey.
Salary,able.talent,
Box 129G,profit
B-T.sharing. Parttime sales availNegro DJ. Big opportunity in major market
with Number 1 negro station, must have outstanding voice and personality with radio experience, write immediately with audition tape following. Box 132G, B'T.
Southwest desert area . . . fast growing city . , .
wonderful climate . . . hours 9:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m., Sundays off. Must be able to sell on air
and take orders without question. Knowledge
of news and music necessary. Work board and
turntables. Restricted license required. $75.00
B'T.
week to start. Open May 1st. Reply Box 139G,
Texas only. Big city wages — programming for
two Texas announcers seeking improvement. Will
audition by telephone. Call Dick Clark, KTEM,
Temple, Texas. PR 3-5252.
WFRL, Freeport, Illinois, has immediate opening
for experienced staff announcer. 48 hour week,
overtime over 40 hours, paid vacations, free
insurance, daytime operation. Write or call Bud
Walters.
Combo man with first phone . . . emphasis on
announcing . . . $80 for 40 hour week, addition
to staff . . . phone collect, WMIC, Monroe, Michigan. Cherry 1-5554. Ask for George Stearns
or Bob Norwood.
Immediate opening for good all around, experienced announcer. Telephone Maynard Dillabar,
General Manager, WMVA, Martinsville, Virginia,
phone 2152.
Wanted: At least 3 good solid radio men, including 1 first phone, on top-rated music, news,
sports station in midwest! If you're fully exdon't write
phoneHurry!
Murray, 4-5425
in Ottumwa,perienced,Iowa,
after. . 4. p.m.
Radio regional midwest CBS station has immediate opening for staff announcer. Minimum of
two years experience on-camera tv experience
helpful as job includes work on full vhf CBS
affiliate. Send audition tape, picture and full
background to Merritt Milligan, Assistant Manager, Lee Broadcasting Co., Quincy, Illinois.
Technical
Chief engineer, Louisiana station. Less than 40
hours;
$90.00 weekly.
Transmitter.
Modern We4room apartment
costs you
$40.00 monthly.
pay all utilities. Box 843E, B'T.
Expanding organization needs a chief engineer
with good maintenance ability. Must have car
and be able to assume responsibility for repair
and purchase. Good salary. Possibility of installing new station in near future. Send photo
and resume to Box 860E, B'T.
March 25, 1957
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
Programming-Production, Others
Small radio-television operation in Hawaii has
Administrative opportunity in network for man
immediate opening for a chief engineer. No
experienced in program and production costs in
announcing, but good technical qualifications
station in medium size or larger market, willing
needed. Only qualified men please apply. Write
to relocate
in major
market.preferred.
Degree inUnder
accountBox 921E, B'T.
ing of general
business
35.
Send
detailed
resume
to
Box
823E,
B'T.
Wanted immediately, first phone engineer. Must
have experience. Permanent position for right 5 kw Mutual station, central U.S., desires expeman. All maintenance and engineering, no anrienced, aggressive program director, who knows
nouncing. Contact Box 948E, B'T.
successful metropolitan radio. Need good idea
man to build ratings. Excellent opportunity.
Good salary. Send air check and full info to
First ticket engineer-announcer for new station.
Advancement opportunities . . . $95 per 44 hour
Box 913E, B'T.
week. Box 968E, B-T.
Workhorse program director to gather, write,
First class engineer needed at once Ohio 5 kw —
announce
news, network
handle copy,
traffic,
tion. Northlocal
Carolina
affiliate.
Youpromoname
$90 to $100 weekly — 48 hours. Box 974E, B'T.
salary. Write fully. Box 962E, B'T.
First class engineer for central Indiana CBS
affiliate 250 watts. Light announcing and mainteProgram director wanted. Top 1000 watt midwest
nance. Permanent position. Week-ends off. Some
independent has opening for creative, aggressive
overtime. Box 979E, B'T.
PD. Must have knowledge of full station operation, strong on follow-through, promotion, and
sales-minded.
Write Box 970E, B'T.
Engineer
-announcer
—
first
phone
required.
Maintenance and board shift. $390 per month.
Contact KCOW Radio, Alliance, Nebraska.
Newsman wanted for 5 kw Ohio major market.
You must be seasoned reporter and newswriter
First-phone
operator.
opening.
Full as well as good rapid fire airman. Right pay to
particulars first
letter. Immediate
WASA, Havre
de Grace,
right man. No rip and run boy need apply.
Maryland.
Box 103G, B-T.
Experienced
newsman who write-air local newsWanted
immediately
—
combination
engineerannouncer must have a first class ticket. Good
casts. Write KXIC, Iowa City, Iowa.
salary. Send your tape and data to L. Lansing,
WBRV Radio, Boonville, New York.
New daytime kilowatt station. Needs news director; announcers; copywriter; other staffers. InChief engineer for new 5000 watt daytimer. Send
terested in a progressive operation in the prime
complete details and salary first letter. WHIY,
beef center of the world? Shoot all details first
Fort Gatlin Hotel Building, Orlando, Florida.
letter to Steve Bellinger, WRAM Monmouth,
Illinois.
Mature, responsible,
engineer-announcer for work atexperienced
beautiful mountain
fm
Situations Wanted
transmitter. Single man. Car necessary. Starting
pay $70.00 per week plus comfortable quarters
and excellent meals. Responsible job with futture. Send photo, references, full resume exManagerial
Carolina. perience and interests. WMIT, Charlotte, North
Mature, experienced manager wishes locate
where he can direct both sales and administraFirst class engineer-announcer. Immediate openB-T.
tion. Prefer red operation in market large
ing. Send tape, references, salary requirements.
enough for growth. Will invest. Write Box 899E,
WMYB, Myrtle Beach, South Carolina.
Wanted: Transmitter engineer. Car necessary.
28 year old radio network executive
Paid vacations and other benefits. Send refer- Aggressive
heavy agency and station contact experience
ences and salary requirements to WTIM, Taylor- with
desires
position
with radio or tv station as
ville, Illinois.
station manager, assistant manager, or sales
manager.
Present
salary $7,500, married with two
Temporary opening, two to three months work.
children. Will relocate. Box 971E, B'T.
Same conditions other ad this column. WMIT,
Charlotte, North Carolina.
Manager-sales manager. I have proven record of
sales results and managerial experience. Radio
Programming-Production, Others
or television. Box 973E, B-T.
Wanted: Experienced copywriter who can handle
Manager-sales manager— regional station experience in management and sales. Excellent reputapromotion at station in growing chain and extion and dependable. Available for interview now
panding market ... in southeastern New York.
Salary commensurate with experience and abil- or during NARTB Convention, Chicago. Box
ity. Box 814E, B'T.
124G, B-T.
Radio stations throughout the country are
rapidly converting to "combo operation".
ANNOUNCERS
Keep pace with the trend — protect your security—get your first class F.C.C. license without delay. Put yourself on the preferred list
for better, higher-paid positions. A first class F.C.C. license gives you the advantage over
otherwise equally qualified applicants. We have trained thousands and can prepare you,
too, for a first class F.C.C. license in a minimum of time. Our 32 page booklet, Opportunities in Electronics, explains how you can prepare for this all-important license quickly,
through home study or in resident classes. This booklet is free. Write for it today.
Our Guarantee
FCC-Type Exams
If yon should fail the FCC
FCC-type tests are used
throughoutthe Grantham
exam after finishing our
course. Constant practice
course, we guarantee to
with these FCC-type tests
give you additional training at NO ADDITIONAL
helps yoo prepare for the
COST.
actual FCC examination.
MAIL

COUPON

SCHOOL

NEAREST

YOU

GRANTHAM
SCHOOLS,
Dept. 12-E
OR
1505 N. Western Ave., Hollywood 27, Calif.
821 19th St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Please send me your free booklet, telling how I can get my FIRST CLASS
license quickly. I understand there is no obligation and no salesman
FCC call.
will
Name.
.City.
Address.
.State.
I am interested in: □ Home Study O Resident Classes
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Situations Wanted — ( Cont'd )
Managerial
15 years in radio (12 years Pittsburgh market).
2 years tv. DJ, salesman, PD, B.S. and Masters
Degrees. Have family. Can show highest recommendations and references. Looking for secureexecutive position with loyal organization in
large market. Can guarantee results. Available
immediately. Write 406 Jennings Street, phone
3-2128. Tallahassee, Florida.
Sick station? If yours is suffering from lagging
sales, bad programming, increasing competition,
etc., and you need help, a successful management
team is available. Write full particulars, in
strictest confidence, to Box 131G, B'T.
Salesman
Successful salesman — sports director, seeks more
lucrative opportunity. College, married. Box
985E, B-T.
Announcers
Personality-DJ — strong commercials, gimmicks,
etc., run own board. Steady, eager to please. Go
anywhere. Box 109E, B'T.
Girl personality — DJ, run own board, eager to
please. Free to travel. Gimmicks and sales. Box
688E, B'T.
Deep, resonant voice. 4 years staff announcing
experience. Prefer midwest. $90 minimum. Box
796E, B-T.
Early-mid
DJ, top
women's and
showability
MC
will
trade 12morning
years am-tv
experience
to sell snow shovels in July (and everything else
from automobiles to turtle neck sweaters) for
spot with going metropolitan operation. Thrive
on competition. Seriously interested write Box
829E, B-T.
Sports director/announcer — available for baseball.
Married, college and currently employed. Air
checks and references. Box 859E, B*T.
Top
country
DJ Fifteen
personality-announcer-musician.
Guitar.
Third.
years experience. Box
915E, B'T.
Play-by-play, all sports, staff, currently sports
director, southwest. Seek station with heavy
sports schedule. Box 949E, B'T.
Summer-replacement announcer. 5 months in
radio, 2 years college. 963E, B»T.
Employed announcer-DJ. 3V2 years experience.
Relaxed delivery. Afternoon, evening shift. Desire northeast. Box 964E, B'T.
Baseball play-by-play announcer. Seven years
experience. Finest references. Box 975E, B'T.
Position with opportunity to do play-by-play
baseball. Two years experience play-by-play,
radio-tv news and sports. University Journalism
degree, age 25, single, draft free, travel anywhere,
references. Box 976E, B'T.
Available July 1st radio or tv on at least one
year's contract. Announcer: 15 years experience,
station and network. Top newsman, strong commercial (copy or adlib), top mail-pull, personality DJ or staff; solid seasoned. Plus wife: Experienced,
Women's
or Mr. for&
Mrs. show. professional.
Single deal
for manprogram
or package
team. dium
Prefer
southeastern
states,
small
or me-it
market. Salary: Your top dollar, name
. . . will earn it! Tapes, photos, film, details
available. Must make deal before May 30th.
Box 980E, B'T.
DJ, first phone, announcing school graduate. State
salary and particulars. Box 988E, B'T.
Announcer-engineer — first phone, six years fulltime cial
announcing,
can handle
records,Young,
speevents. Morning,
daytime,news,
evening.
B'T.
dependable, excellent references. Married, one
child. Prefer east. No maintenance. Box 990E,
Qualified, dependable, young, mature minded,
desires work in or near Baltimore. Married.
$75.00 week minimum. Box 991E, B'T.
Sports director
directorExcellent
or staff) play: '56
Associated
Press (program
award winner.
B-T.
by-play all sports. Southeastern conference, big
seven and Atlantic Coast. Family man seeks
permanency. Best references — tapes. Box 992E,
B'T.
Experienced
— newsman
desires fulltime
sports sportscaster
minded station
in Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, or Illinois. Box 995E,
Want to move up? What can you show us?
Versatile staff announcer with several years solid
experience wanted by kilowatt indie in fast
growing Illinois community. Liberal bonus, inother benefits.
Require inpersonal
view.surance,
Include
age, education
resume. interBox
996E, B-T.
Broadcasting
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

TELEVISION

RADIO

RADIO

Situations Wanted — ( Cont'd )
Technical

Experienced first class announcer with first class
ticket wants first class job. Box 999E, B«T.

Want transmitter position, 1st phone, 2 years
experience, west. Box 104G, B-T.
Chief engineer, experienced, first class arriving
Miami Beach April 2nd, lucky employer will be
contacted
Aprilonly,
3 andwillavailable
April tv5thbutanywhere Florida
also consider
no
experience in this field. Walter Hoffman, Box
710, Miami Beach 39, Florida.

Attention, Texas (only) . . . announcer-DJ,
5 years experience, 24yz, married. Box 102G, B«T.

Programming-Production, Others

Announcer presently employed seeks position in
Atlantic Coast station. 1V2 years experience. For
tape and information write Box 106G, B«T.

Need aI good
assistant
managerin with
knowhow?
have PD11 oryears
experience
all phases
of
radio
at
your
disposal.
I'm
ready
to
change
the better. Are you? Write Box 977E, B-T. for
Need an outstanding tv-am promotion man? I
have
the inbroadcasting
field .ten
. . years'
the lastexperience
four have inbeen
promotion
and publicity in the midwest and the south.
I consider myself (and my employers agree) an
idea man, excellent manager and writer, and
have ence
supervised
others in many
and audipromotion campaigns.
Want sales
an intelligent
worker and executive, college graduate (sales
experienced,
and rarin'
to go? Box
Just 120G,
give
me
the word!too),
West28 Coast
preferred.
B-T.

Relaxed and unique personality, the informal
style that sells. Desire medium market, married,
vet, experienced. Box 998E, B'T.

Good ence
music
director-announcer.
3 years
experi5000 watt
educational station.
Handle
all
phases of operation. Desire summer replacement
position. Salary open. Box 112G, B»T.
Sportscaster — powerful delivery, knowledge of
baseball. Tape, references. All offers considered.
Box 114G, B-T.
Experienced all phases radio-tv. Dependable,
good
B«T. background, prefer east coast. Box 116G,
Announcer: 14 years experience, 35, married.
Desires northeast. Special talents. Box 122G, B-T.
Announcer, conscientious. Seeks first radio announcing job. Can operate board. Box 123G, B-T.
Colored female: Aggressive, 6 months working
south, prefer midwest. DJ, run board. Box 127G,
B-T.
Combo ence.
man,Available
25, 5April
years 20,college,
2 yearsminimum
experianywhere,
$100 week. Box 130G, B-T.
DJ-staff — presently employed top southern market seeks relocate northeast-Florida-California.
Box 135G, B-T.
Announcer: Negro, 12 years diversified experience including network — television — excellent diction— quality voice — unique showmanship-salesmanship — degree- Journalism — perfect character
references — recommendations — progressive ingenuity— immaculate. Desire better position. Minimum
$150.00 notice
week. necessary.
Age 36. Tape
able.salary
Two weeks
Box avail136G,
B-T.

Idea man, radio-tv, copy, news, PR. Full department operation.
East,
northeast
preferred
— permanence desired.
Sincere
answers
requested.
Box 143E, B-T.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted
Managerial
Have opening for assistant sales manager whose
duties will include combination, regional and
local selling. Salary commensurate with ability
and past experience. Contact John Conwell,
KOMU-TV, Columbia, Missouri.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Salesmen
Salesman, veteran or draft exempt, with one to
three years radio — television sales experience.
Good opportunity to become part of established
station in expanding market. Write Personnel
Department, WSBT-TV, South Bend 1, Indiana.
Announcers
Midwest am and tv stations wants announcer.
Must be experienced in radio and familiar with
tv. And a director with good tv background.
Apply letter
and for
photorightonly.
are permanent positions
men.These
Address
Box
942E,
B-T.
Experienced
tv announcer wanted by vhf in
major southwestern market. Good salary and
working conditions. Please send photo and short
resume of experience to Box 947E, B-T.
Announcer. Television and radio for long-established, perienced
Ohio, inmetropolitan-market
station.stable,
Exradio with tv potential,
competent, good education, wishing to develop
with a successful growing oragnization, age
B-T. No big shots — just a solid, substantial, am25-35.
neat-appearing
guy whoReply
wantsBox to986E,
advancebitious,
to a better
opportunity.
Technical
Wanted at once: Two tv transmitter engineers
in major southwestern low channel vhf. Good
salary and working conditions. Send resume
or contact. Box 890E, B-T.
First class license tv transmitter operator. Tv
experience desirable but not essential. If you
like skiing this is an unparalled opportunity.
Transmitter at Stowe, Vermont. Station provide
head skis. Liberal food allowance plus mileage.
Reply
Vermont.Chief Engineer, WCAX-TV, Burlington,
Television engineer. Immediate opening for experienced engineer with first phone. Contact
H. E. Barg, 1015 N. Sixth Street, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.

PRACTICAL
EXAMPLE-

Announcer: B.A. Degree Speech, Radio and Tv
Communications; B.S. Degree Agriculture,
University of Illinois; experienced farm advisor.
Strong on news and commercials. Age 27, single,
presently employed night operations, NBC Chicago. Bob Reynek, 625 Clinton Place, River Forest,
Illinois. Forest 9-8087.
Floridian desires permanent change to home
state. Experienced DJ, newscaster, reliable. Box
20, LaLuz, New Mexico.
California stations attention! Five years experience top DJ, newscaster, married, dependable.
Now in Beverly Hills waiting for your call. Can
work tomorrow. Phone Crestview 1-4824.
Need a young announcer for sports staff, vet,
married, college grad. Willing to learn, ambitious,
available immediately. Box 334, Logan, West
Virginia.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

is a

example

typical
of

the

practicality of ALL
Northwest training.
students areThese
actually

B.A. Degree speech experience WBYS, Canton,
Illinois. Single. Nick Alexander, 263 Palatine
Road, Arlington Heights, Illinois. Clearbrook
3-4136.

University graduate, with one (1) year commercial experience, prefers Michigan. Can operate
own board. Strong on music and news. Also interested in sales. Chas. Frey, IVanhoe 2-1928,
or write 1717 Drexel Road, Lansing, Michigan.

TRAINING

This

DJ with 3 years experience, news, sports, family. Can sell. Box 140G, B-T.

Staff and sports announcer wants immediate
appointment. Mature experienced voice on news,
commercials, DJ, play-by-play. Married, third
ticket. Raymond Damgen, % A. Marmalich, Route
1, Williamsburg, Pennsylvania.

TV

doing a live remote
from a recent
movie premiere.
All Northwest
classes are trained
using methods

like

these — letting students work in a
practical manner
with everyday
Telecasting problems. For fop TV
people
Birrel.

call John

NORTHWEST
Television
SCHOOLS

- Radio Division
HOME
1221 N.OFFICE,
W. 21st■ Avenue
Portland,- Oregon • CA 3-7246

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
1440 North Highland
HO 4-7822
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
540 N. Michigan Avenue
DE 7-4504
WASHINGTON, D. C
1 627 K Street N. W.
RE 7-0343
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INSTRUCTION

SALE

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Stations
The Norman Company, 510 Security Bldg., DavenProgramming-Production, Others
port, Iowa. Sales, purchases, appraisals, handled
with stations.
care and discretion, based on operating our
own
Television newsman and photographer. Require
some on-camera ability, mostly aptitude with
cameras and newsroom familiarity. Will train
Write now for our free bulletin of outstanding
man with limited experience and good potential.
radio and tv buys throughout the United States.
Address Program Director, WOC-TV, Davenport,
Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 6381 Hollywood Blvd.,
Iowa; include complete resume and salary re- Los Angeles, Calif.
quirement.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager-sales manager — television and radio experience in management and sales. Television
station making money but recently sold. Dependable. Available for interview NARTB Convention, Chicago, or earlier. Box 125G, B-T.
Operation/program manager. Experienced, mature executive (10 years tv-radio) ready to move
into position of greater responsibility. Married,
three children. Currently program manager (4
years) medium market CBS basic vhf. Full resume on request. Box 133G, B-T.
Announcers
Assistant director-cameraman, 4 years experience; presently employed. Desires permanent
association established operation. Excellent refernces. Box 989E, B-T.
Technical
Engineer — fully qualified studio/transmitter operations or supervisory. Mature. Box 657E, B-T.
1st phone, experienced 5 years tv, iy2 am chief,
6 years communications and electronics. Permanent only. Box 993E, B-T.
Program m ing-Prod action , Others
Producer-director, 4 years experience medium
market vhf. Desires progressive major market,
permanent. Degree. Excellent background, experience. Box 747E, B-T.
Film director and film editor desires position.
Will go anywhere, but prefer the south. Can take
over entire department with guaranteed results.
Know buying, booking film and other details
down to handling of the film itself. No worries
over timing, editing, blooping and screening.
Phone, or write Box 965E, B-T.
Film market,
director-editor.
employed
in top
ten
desiresCurrently
employment
elsewhere.
Eight years commercials-television experience,
sharp on buying, scheduling, editing and operating department. Top references. Box 997E, B-T.
Television
operations
super-in
visor wantsproducer-director
opportunity to — work,
advance
larger television operation or agency. College
graduate. Began at bottom tv ladder. Seven
years experience in every phase television. Ambitious, versatile, imaginative, good ideas for
low budget production. An asset to any organization offering permanency and challenge. Box
111G, B-T.
Art director, understanding small and large sales
markets, experienced in tv, slides, commercial
displays, set designs, production and direct
mailers. Experienced in both television and moton pictures, now employed as television art
director in Las Vegas, Nevada. Box 115G, B-T.
Available immediately, practically-trained, topflight production personnel, all categories. Call
Northwest First. Northwest Radio & TV School
1221 NW 21st, Portland 6, Oregon. Also Hollywood, Chicago, Washington, D. C.
FOR

SALE

Stations
For sale: Kilowatt am in northwest college town
Full price $50,000.00, $10,000.00 down, balance
terms. Write Box 798E, B-T.
For sale: 250 watt station in southwest. Qualified
buyers may write owners. Box 982E, B-T.
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Equipment
RCA BTA-5F 5000 watt am transmitter complete
with two sets of tubes, 5 years old. $7,950.00. Box
893E, B-T.
Complete mobile studio, 27' custom trailer with
rear platform,
range,
lavatory, with
removable folding
beds. refrigerator,
Can be purchased
or without communications receivers, jeep and
console. New condition throughout. Pictures,
prices on request, terms can be arranged. Box
108G, B-T.
For sale:
One4BF3A1,
Generalwith
Electric
fm amplifier, model
four NKW
GL 5518
tubes.
Pricelins in
Sacramento:
$2,800.00.
Also,
Col37M4 side mount ring antenna. Price:one$700.00.
For information
contact
KGMS,
Hotel
Sacramento, California.
For sale — used 1850-A iconoscope tubes. Still
have plenty of operating hours left, if you are
not too critical. $25.00 each, F.O.B. L. A. Pierce,
WBBM-TV, Chicago 11, Illinois.
375 ft. Blaw-Knox self supporting tower. CAA
lighting consisting of 2 Code beacons and 8
hazard lights.
8-bay Excellent
W.E. clover-leaf
fm
antenna.
Now Also
standing.
condition.
Available
immediately.
Will
consider
any
reasonable offer as is or dismantled and bundled.
WDBJ-FM, P.O. Box 150, Roanoke, Virginia.
For sale: General Electric limiting amplifier type
BA-5-A model 4BA5A1. In very good condition.
Radio Station WINN, Louisville, Kentucky.
WANTED

TO

BUY

Stations
Would like to invest $5,000 with or without services in new vhf station. Box 960E, B-T.
Experienced broadcaster, sound financial background, seeks manager-ownership profitable am
station, medium market, N. Y., N. J., Pennsylvania, New England. Reply fully. Box 121G, B-T.
Wanted to buy: Small market station, preferably,
but not necessarily, daytimer. Single station
market preferred. Can arrange meeting at
NARTB Convention in Chicago. No brokers. All
B-T.
inquiries confidential. Write or wire Box 126G,
Private coneservative service. Texas, Louisiana,
Arkansas, Colorado, Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma.
Ralph Erwin. Licensed Broker. Box 811. Tulsa.
Equipment
General Electric 3kw fm amplifier with power
supply. State year, condition and price. Box
940E, B-T.
Used equipment suitable for new 250 watt station, and 100 foot tower. Box 109G, B-T.
Want video low pass filter DuMont 5397A or RCA
MI27132. KSPR-TV, Box 930, Casper, Wyoming.
Wanted 10 kw amplifier for 100 fm band. Must
be reasonable and good condition. George Woods,
Rome Sentinel Company, Rome, New York.
Wanted: Equipment for complete 1 kw station.
Tower height 195 feet. Cash available. R .R.
Owen, P.O. Box 1640, Columbus, Georgia. Telephone FA. 2-8828.
INSTRUCTION
FCC first phone in 12 weeks. Home study or
resident training. Our schools are located in
Hollywood, California, and Washington, D. C.
For free booklet, write Grantham School of
Electronics, Desk H-B, 1505 N. Western Avenue,
Hollywood 27, California.

FCC first phone license. Start immediately.
Guarantee coaching. Northwest Radio & Television iSchool.
ngton, D .C. Dept. B, 1627 K Street, N. W., WashFCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed
instruction by master teacher. Phone FLeetwood
2-2733. Elkins Radio License School, 3605 Regent
Drive, Dallas, Texas.
RADIO
Help Wanted
CAREER OPPORTUNITY
For Television research account representative with a fast-growing,
aggressive research company.
We are looking for a young man
who is just starting his career in
broadcasting or advertising but
who already has some experience
in the field, either in station or
agencytraining,
work. his objective will be
After
to help station and agency clients
make more effective use of our television audience research services.
He should be able to work effectively with all levels of people, be
aggressive and noted for his good
judgment and be eager to accept
responsibility. This position involves
resonable amount of travel in Eastern States and fine advancement
opportunities.
If interested please send letter outlining reasons you feel qualified. Include salary requirements.
Box 117G, B«T
Salesmen
SALES ENGINEERS
Broadcast equipment manufacturer has
opening for sales engineers to call on
radio stations in following territories.
West Coast
Upper
Southern
States previous
Technical background
essential,
sales experience desirable. High remuneration. Please send complete resume to
Box 790E, B«T
SALESMAN
Experienced, dependable National Radio
Salesman station
wanted by
50 KWExcellent
— Clear
Channel
in leading
Midwest.
base salary plus a realistic incentive plan.
Experience in National Sales and record
of sales performance are of primary
importance.
Send resume with photo to
Box 142G, B-T
Announcers
ARE YOU OUR MAN?
We have an above average job for an
above average first phone announcer.
Ordinary maintenance plus disc emcee
shift. Must be friendly, sincere, yet hard
hitting
waker-upper
morningWe shift.
competition
bites ourfor dust!
want Theto
keep it that way. Car essential. Floaters,
prima donnas and drunks we can hire by
the dozen. You must be above average.
Send picture, tape and full details including President,
salary requirements
to GeorgeRANCH,
Gothberg,
WFPA-RADIO
Fort Payne,
Alabama.
Job open April
1st.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

EDUCATION
RADIO
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
*
ENGINEER
■fc
First
class
engineer
for plus
routine
mainte•fc nance of 250 watt station
servicing
of
-ts wired music accounts and supervision of
-S installation of new wired music accounts.
-it $100 salary plus car allowance. Send appli■♦c cation to
•*
Box 956E, B-T

*
j±
)f
*
*
*

WANTED
Chief Engineer-Announcer. 1 kilowatt,
Daytime independent, Florida East Coast.
Salary — $100.00 per week. If you have
had no practical experience please do not
reply to this ad. Send all information to
Box 128G, B»T
Situations Wanted
Managerial

Management
Seeking a responsible management position
with group or metropolitan operator. More
than twenty years radio and five years tv
experience, last fifteen with group operator
in top market. Excellent reasons for requiring a change. Background includes all phases
of station operation. Would be very interested
in operator proposing planned multiple operation. Will be at NARTB, Chicago. Reply
Box 141 E, B*T
FOR

SALE

Stations
See Haskell Bloomberg
Radio and Television
?uiine4i tLJrofcer
And Muriel Bloomberg, Ass't
NARTB CONVENTION, CHICAGO
SUITE 833-834A
CONRAD HILTON HOTEL
Equipment
TAPE RECORDERS
All Professional Makes
New— Used— Trades
Supplies — Parts — Accessories
STEFFEN ELECTRO ART CO.
4405 W. North Avenue
Milwaukee 8, Wise.
Hilltop 4-2715
America's Tape Recorder Specialists
WANTED

TO

BUY

Stations

*
*

*
*
*

Educational Radio, Television
To Be Theme of Chicago Meet
THE RELATIONSHIP between educational
radio-tv production sources and stations
will be reviewed at a conference to be
conducted by Illinois Institute of Technology
for media and education representatives in
Chicago April 12.
The conference is expected to draw about
70 representatives of Chicago area broadcasting stations, newspapers, and colleges
and universities, with evaluation of educational radio and television as main agenda
theme. The meeting will be held in Chicago's Commons Bldg.
Michigan State U. Schedules
Television Workshop Courses
COURSES in the fundamentals of broadcasting and in directing for television will
be offered to industry members, educators
and community-school leaders during the
seventh annual summer television workshop
of Michigan State U., East Lansing, Mich.,
it has been announced. The workshop will
be held Aug. 5-23.
Courses will be given on a credit and
non-credit basis. Advanced students who
BONING UP FOR BUSINESS
EDUCATION can be made appealing
on a commercial station. WBCM Bay
City, Mich., is demonstrating this point
with its new Spanish Speaking by
Radio, which went on the air for the
first time early this month. Already
the show has enrolled 300 students.
The special appeal of Spanish speaking is its specific business value to
listeners, who every year employ a
large number of Mexican workers on
farms in the area. The population is
nearly doubled by Spanish-speaking
workers during harvest.
Listeners quickly rallied around
Spanish Speaking when it went on the
air. But WBCM was reluctant to
accept the idea when it was first presented by Bay City Junior College.
Once the decision was made in favor
of the program, however, a high school
teacher, and representatives of the
college and Michigan Manpower Farm
Service Div. took to the air with
lessons two evenings a week. Listeners
have accumulated steadily in the weeks
since then. Their number is measurable because each student orders a $3
Spanish manual from WBCM. which
turns proceeds over to the college.
EMPLOYMENT

SERVICES

Planning

a

Radio

Station?

You

can

yourself

save

headaches

by making

RCA

your single source

of equipment

and

service . . .

RADIO

CORPORATION

of AMERICA
STATION OWNERS
Florida, Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois
and adjacent state. Am private party interested in purchasing station billing $75
to $150,000. All replies strict confidence.
Principals only. Will indentify self completely. Financially responsible.
Box 987E, B«T
Broadcasting
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TOP JOBS— TOP PEOPLE
We have, or wiU find, just the person »r
iob
you'reM. looking
Contact
E. Stone,for.Manager ....
NATIONAL RADIO & TELEVISION
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
5th floor. Ifi27
'K' St.
Washington,
D. C—
RE NW.
7-0343
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EDUCATION

INTERNATIONAL —

CONN.

BILL SUPPORTED

ENGLAND'S

CONNECTICUT State Board of Education last week urged the legislature's
education committee to approve a bill
appropriating $585,000 for construction of the state's first educational tv
station. Dr. William J. Saunder, state
education commisioner, told the committee that educational tv is "the most
important medium since the invention
of movable type." Joseph V. Heffernan, NBC vice president, also went
on record in favor of the measure.
Similar bills, however, have failed in
past legislative sessions.

have completed previous MSU workshops
or have acquired equivalent background
in the medium will be eligible for tv directing theory-and-practice and control room
sessions.
Seminars and lab meetings will be conducted at WKAR-TV East Lansing, operated by the university.
RCA to Finance Scholarships
RCA will finance 30 scholarships to encourage students to enter science teaching, the
company's education committee announced
last week. Twenty colleges and universities
were selected after a survey found "marked
shortage" of qualified teachers, particularly
in rural areas. Dr. C. B. Joliffe, RCA vice
president and chairman of the education
committee, said some scholarship students
"eventually will be tomorrow's scientists,
making valuable advances in the field of
electronics for the home, industry, and national defense."
EDUCATION

PEOPLE

Lou Peneguy, radio-tv instructor in Washington and Boston and working on tv development for Times Picayune Publishing
Co., New Orleans, to Alabama Educational
Tv Commission, Birmingham, as director
for coordination-information.

BROADCASTING
TELECASTING
PLEASE
□ 52
□ 52
□ 52
□ 52

Presentation of livelier — yet "impartial,
factual" — programs is being accomplished
news."
with
little direct comment, or even narration, by ITN newscasters, he added.
In Washington to interview leading legislators on the Administration's Middle East
policies,
most of consist
England'sof
commercialMr.tv Day
news said
presentations
filmed reporting of interviews and action
"with very little comment by ITN newscasters." This differs from American network
newscast personalities whose programs include more commentary and analysis of
news (e.g., Edward R. Murrow, Eric Sevareid, Fulton J. Lewis Jr., etc.), he stated.
Any "editorializing" by ITN newscasters
is done through interviews of officials, not
by direct commentary, Mr. Day added. "Of
course, we sometimes look for certain answers to specific questions," he admitted,
"but our editors do not direct our line of
Mr. Day, one of four newscasters in
questioning."
England's combined news operation (ITN)
for its four commercial television companies, said "we have a duty to get a fair
balance of opinion on our programs."
The 33-year-old newsman said, "ITN
invites officials of different political loyalties
to comment in interviews on its programs,
but it does not — it would not — select its
newscasters for their varied political leanings." (In contrast to ABC-TV's "spectrum
system" in which the network presents
news commentators and analysts of known
and varied political opinions — from right
to left [B*T, March 11].)
Mr. Day said the commercial tv com-

THE BUSINESS WEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
1735 De Sales Street, N. W ., Washington 6, D. C.

name
address
city
Please send to home address ■
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NEWS

'LIVELIER'

THAN
BBC'S,
NEWSMAN
DECLARES
panies, Associated Television Ltd., AssoENGLAND'S commercial International
ciated-Rediffusion Ltd., Granada Tv NetTelevision News (service) is presenting
work Ltd., and Associated British Cinemas
more "robust, virile" news programs than
is the BBC, Robin Day, ITN newscaster,
[Television] Ltd., "need a combined news
said in an interview in Washington this operation — at least for the present — to promonth.
vide stronger competition for the BBC. This
is not necessarily permanent, however," he
Mr. Day noted that ITN's newscasters
are becoming "personalities known and
said.
"Each of the four commercial tv comrespected by viewers whereas BBC commentators are more like readers of the
panies originates its own five to 10 minute

START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH THE NEXT
weekly issues of BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
weekly issues and BROADCASTING Yearbook-Marketbook
weekly issues and TELECASTING Yearbook-Marketbook
weekly issues and both Yearbook-Marketbooks
□ Enclosed
□ Bill

company name

ITN

ISSUE.
$7.00
9.00
9.00
11.00

title/position

regional newscasts, but all four work together on coverage and presentation of national and international news," Mr. Day
stated. "For this broader news coverage,
the companies share the week — that is, each
one presents newscasts and political documentary, discussion or panel type programs
on scheduled days of the week for specific
parts of the country."
"ITN broadcasts a daily minimum of 20
minutes of straight national and international news, plus longer weekly political
discussion programs and foreign affairs documentaries," heexplained.
Both commercial tv companies and the
BBC presently operate only between the
hours of 3 p.m. and 1 1 p.m. daily except
Saturday when they broadcast until 12 midnight, Mr. Day noted.
"There are no plans to expand the regular tv hours into the morning field," he declared. "There isn't any demand for morning television in England — I don't think it
would be very popular. The morning hours
will be used for educational tv, he added.
(An experimental service in school television will be started this fall bv BBC in conjunction with the School Broadcasting Councils, and Mr. Day said commercial companiesfield.)
also are planning to enter the educational
Others Being Formed
Two or three more independent television companies for ' southwest England,
Wales and Scotland "are in the formation
stage," the ITN newsman said. Though
the BBC presently has a monopoly in the
radio field, which "is not a very hot issue
now, I think commercial radio will come
into existence fairly soon," he stated.
Prior to joining ITN as its first newscaster in August 1955 — one month before
the first commercial tv program was telecast— Mr. Day was a BBC current affairs
producer and broadcaster. Earlier, he
was assistant director of the Washington office of the British Information Services under
the late Charles H. Campbell.
With ITN he has specialized in political
interviews and reports. Last year he covered
the various party conferences in England
and got a filmed report from Port Said during the British occupation there. Mr. Day
also has interviewed such celebrities as
Marilyn Monroe, Harold Stassen, Arthur
Miller and former President Harry S. Truman when Mr. Truman received his honBroadcasting
• Telecasting

AGAINST EQUAL ACCESS
TAKING issue with American television station officials seeking equal access with newspapers for tv camera
coverage of courtroom trials, Mr. Day
also noted in the interview:
"I am not in favor of tv or still
cameras in a courtroom because their
use, I believe, would interfere with the
proper conduct of justice. A man is
put on trial to face a jury of 1 2 of his
fellow peers, not millions of tv viewers.
"In England, it is the law of the
land that no press pho'o^ranhs or tv
film shall be shot in a courtroom, or in
the precincts of a court building. The
BBC got into trouble a while back at
the Old Bailey (jail) for violating
this," he added.
However, the ITN newscaster said
he would like to see the camera ban
lifted on covering sessions of Parliament. "In this case it is not the law
of the land, but rather a rule imposed
by authorities. I think people should
see Parliament in action; it would
greatly increase their interest in their
government," he said.
orary degree from Oxford last year.
In Washington, Mr. Day interviewed
Senators Green (D-R. I.), Humphrey (DMinn.), Knowland (R-Calif.) and Wiley
(R-Wis.) on the administration's policies in
the Middle East and the approved Eisenhower Doctrine. He also interviewed White
House Press Secretary James C. Hagerty on
the President's health. Their comments,
along with those from editors, college students and the "man in the street" in New
York City, were used on his new weekly
foreign affairs program entitled Roving Report. The first program was aired March 19
on the eve of President Eisenhower's Bermuda conference with British Prime Minister Harold Macmillan.
Soviet East Germany

to Adopt

Western Europe's Tv Standards
SOVIET RUSSIA'S German zone plans to
abandon its television standards this fall. The
area had been compatible with tv in Soviet
satellite countries, but will adopt those
standards of the Western European CCIR
(International Radio Consultative Committee of the International Telecommunications
Union).
The announcement, made in Berlin last
week, will make the Soviet Zone's tv service
compatible with television in West Germany
and in other countries in Free Europe, except that of France which has separate
standards.
The change will include the adaptation
of East Germany's four television transmitters to the new standards. Also the area's
65,000 tv sets now in use will be adapted to
the CCIR standards cost-free.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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ONE
FIRST

OF THE

100

MARKETS

INTERNATIONAL
CARTB

CONVENTION

32d ANNUAL meeting of the Canadian
Assn. of Radio & Television Broadcasters
opens today (Monday) at the Chateau Frontenac in Quebec City.
First on the agenda of the three-day convention is Radio Day, opening today at
9:30 a.m. The entire day will be devoted
to discussion of radio and radio sales by
members, agencymen and advertisers [B»T,
March 11.].
Tomorrow (Tuesday) will feature the association's annual meeting, topped by the
annual dinner, to be addressed by Tennessee Gov. Frank G. Clement. Wednesday
is Television Day, with speeches, panels and
discussions by members and guests.
Special discussions on the Bureau of
"
H
RADIO & TELEVISION
t
u
i h
Broadcast Measurement, Canadian Radio
Week and the problems of station representthe station
atives will be among topics taken up at
Tuesday's business session. Agenda for
of marketing success
the closed meeting also calls for reports from
the president and executive vice-president
and a discussion on personnel problems.
in the Quad-Cities
The closed meeting of the CARTB will
deal with various committee reports and
election of directors for the year. The panel
discussion on the Bureau of Broadcast
Measurement and its time-period-audience
surveys will be headed by Clyde MacDonald,
BBM research director, and will include
REPRESENTED BY AVERY-KNODEL. INC.
Ramsay Lees of Batten, Barton. Durstine
&
Osborn of Canada, and C. W. Fenton.
BHBHHBBBHHHBHBBHBHHHB
CARTB sales director, all of Toronto, Ont.
Annual meeting of the BBM will follow
the CARTB business session.
Plans for Canadian Radio Week (May
MP
| 5-11), also are to be outlined tomorrow at
the closed convention meeting.
*6 Accordi
ng
The CARTB, in conjunction with the
to the
Radio-Electronics-Television Manufacturers
I 99
Assn. of Canada, has planned for a full week
of promoting the medium.
Record4
1
Continuities for April
CARTB has prepared for its 173 member stations and the stations of the Canadian
A daily almanac . . . each a
Broadcasting Corp. a kit in English and
five-minute program packed
with information about the imFrench of special promotion messages and
portant happenings throughout
jingles on discs to help increase radio set
the world.
sales. Window streamers and place mats featuring Canadian Radio Week have been preApril's "According to the Record" includes stories about the
end of the Civil War, sinking of
CANADIAN REPORT DUE
the Titanic, Washington Irving,
Robert Edwin Peary and other
THE long awaited report of the Royal
significant and entertaining
Commission on Broadcasting, headed
highlights and sidelights of the
by R. M. Fowler of Montreal, is to
years past.
be presented to the Canadian governBMI's "According to the Recment this week. The commission's report and recommendations have been
ord" package contains a full
printed in English and French, and
month's supply of continuities
. . . Highly commercial . . .
will deal with the problem of financing
Now in its 13th successful year.
the government's Canadian BroadcastFor sample scripts please write
ing Corp., the opening of tv channels
to Station Service Department
for competitive tv in metropolitan
areas, establishment of an independent
tribunal to regulate and administer radio and tv for government-owned and
privately-owned stations, and other
BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
problems of Canadian radio-tv devel,'589 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N.Y.
opment.
,dEW YORK . CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD • TORONTO • MONTREAL
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OPENS

TODAY

pared for distribution by local stations across
Canada in stores and hotels. An idea book
has been prepared for the use of stations, for
contests, sales and other tie-ins with Canadian Radio Week. Three hundred radio sets
have been donated by the manufacturers for
prizes in local contests.
Plans for Canadian Radio Week were
prepared by a CARTB committee and the
Broadcast Advertising Bureau division of
the CARTB, under chairmanship of Howard
Caine, owner-manager of CHWO Oakville,
Ont. Other committee members are Deny
Whitaker, CHML Hamilton, Ont.; Allan
Waters, CHUM Toronto, Ont., and Charles
Fenton, BAB-CARTB Toronto office.
Second

BBM

Survey

Underway in Canada
A SECOND time period audience study
now is being undertaken by the Bureau of
Broadcast Measurement, Toronto, Ont.,
Clyde H. McDonald, BBM research director, announced at a special meeting called at
Toronto. Advertising agency and broadcast station executives from southern Ontario attended the BBM meeting March 6
to hear facts about the new study and to
ask questions on the first study which recently was released.
In the current study, 30 city areas with
a population of 50,000 or over, as against
19 in the first study, will be sampled on a
seven-day week basis, as against six in the
first study. The balance of the country will
be reported for four days, rather than for
three days as in the November study. The
country is being broken up into 159 areas
instead of 144 in order to give better definition to station coverage areas.
It is estimated that the spring study will
be ready for release eight weeks after field
work is completed. Twelve to 14 weeks
elapsed during the first study. Out-of-home
listening and viewing will be reported on
three hour intervals instead of six hour intervals inthe first report. Experience in size
of sample and physical methods of recording
and tabulation are being incorporated in the
spring study to speed up its release.
McDonald Plans Research Firm
CLYDE McDONALD, research director of
the Bureau of Broadcast Measurement,
Toronto, Ont., plans to form his own research organization and specialize in radio
and television marketing research. If approved by the board of directors of BBM,
this research organization will handle the
time-period-audience surveys for BBM, a
project which Mr. McDonald started last
year and on which he currently is employed.
Canada's Western Assn. to Meet
ANNUAL meeting of the Western Assn. of
Broadcasters is to be held at Jasper Park
Lodge, Jasper, Alta., June 19-21, with the
first day to be devoted to a golf tournament
and the last two days to business sessions,
according to Bob Buss, CHAT Medicine
Hat, Alta., and WAB president.
Broadcasting • Telecasting

Can
co-exist

your
with

captive

business
70

million

people-?

As long as an Iron Curtain shuts off the satellite countries
of Europe, the framework and future of free enterprise
will be in danger.
There is proof before us every day that the world can prosper fully only when men everywhere are free to choose their
own way of life, build their own businesses and till their own
land. Yet behind the Iron Curtain 70 million people are still
virtual prisoners of the Communists.
There are a number of ways you and other American
businessmen can help these people, yourselves and the
world. One of the most direct is through Crusade for
Freedom, sponsor of Radio Free Europe.
For six years, this powerful overseas broadcasting
operation has been beaming the truth into five key satellite countries. It has been outstandingly successful.
The Communists have spent fabulous sums trying
unsuccessfully to jam RFE's programs. The bill for
this last year in Poland alone was estimated at
$17,000,000. Two-thirds of this amount will support
the entire RFE operation for another critical year!
And we know from letters and reports that truth
from Radio Free Europe has helped keep alive the
desire for freedom. The proof is history.
So give your generous support to Crusade for
Freedom in aiding these 70 million captives. If
you don't send them the truth— who will?

Some ways business executives have
helped. Check the ones you are interested in.
□ Display Crusade material on your company bulletin board.
□ Plan a paycheck stuffer to inform your employees
of the importance of the Crusade for Freedom.
□ Plan to conduct an in-company solicitation.
□ Match employee funds with your Truih Dollars.
For campaign material
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and information write CRUSADE
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FOR FREEDOM,

345

f East 46th St., N. Y. C. 17.
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• Two ams, one tv suggested
• Transport Dept. to act now
CANADIAN radio and television stations
were recommended for increased power,
change of ownership and new stations were
recommended for licensing at the March 15
meeting of the board of governors of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. at Ottawa.
Recommendations move to the Dept. of
Transport, which issues licenses.
The March 15 board meeting heard three
applicants for a Richmond Hill, Ont., am
license for the second time at the request
of the Dept. of Transport, and the CBC
board again made the same recommendation. John O. Graham, Toronto lawyer,
was recommended for a 500 w facility on
1300 kc in the Toronto suburb. The two
other applicants. William Haskett and Elwood J. Reid, both of Newmarket, Ont.,
were denied. The CBC's recommendation
to grant Mr. Graham the license last October had been questioned by the Dept. of
Transport.
In again recommending Mr. Graham,
the CBC board stated that "Richmond Hill
is more likely to develop an economic basis
for good community service for the general
area. The board was more favorably impressed by the plans of Mr. Graham for
the operation of a station than those of the
other two applicants." The CBC board recommended that no other application for this
area be considered for a year from the time
Mr. Graham begins operation, if he is
granted the license. Both Newmarket and
Richmond Hill are northern suburbs of
Toronto.
Lloyd Olan of Huntsville. Ont., was recommended for a license for a 250 w station
on 1340 kc at Huntsville, about 160 miles
north of Toronto, in a popular summer and
winter resort region.
Okanagan Valley Television Ltd., Kelowna, B. C, was recommended for a television
license with three transmitters. The corporation consists of radio stations CKOV
Kelowna, B. C; CKOK Penticton, B. C;
and CJIB Vernon, B. C. Main transmitter

is to be at Kelowna on ch. 2, with 3.7 kw
visual. A satellite at Penticton is to be on
ch. 13 with 300 w visual. Another satellite
at Vernon is on ch. 7 with 310 w visual
power. The CBC board stated that this "provides agood arrangement for the particular
terrain and conditions in the Okanagan Valley" of the Rocky Mountains. The stations
will handle national as well as community
telecasts.
Change of ownership was granted to
CHCT-TV Calgary, Alta., from Calgary
Television Ltd., to Fred Shaw, president and
managing director of CKXL Calgary. All
three Calgary radio stations, CKXL, CFAC
and CFCN, have had equal interest in
CHCT-TV. Under the CBC recommendation control will be with Fred Shaw.
CKSO-TV Sudbury, Ont., oldest privatelyowned Canadian tv station, has been recommended for an increase in power from
1.74 kw visual to 30 kw on ch. 5.
Radio station power increases recommended were for CKOT Tillsonburg, Ont.,
from 250 w to 1 kw daytime on 1510 kc;
for CHRC Quebec, from 5 kw to 10 kw on
800 kc; and for CHEX Peterborough, Ont.,
from 1 kw on 1430 kc to 5 kw on 980 kc.
Application for a radio station at the new
aluminum smelter town of Kitimat, B. C,
was recommended for deferment until the
report of the Royal Commission on Broadcasting is handed to the Canadian Parliament and outlines policies for new areas
such as Kitimat.
A number of stations were granted permission for share transfers including CKLW
Windsor-Detroit, for transfer of 100 common shares.
Bavarian Radio Suit Appealed
To West German Supreme Court
THE West German Newspaper Publishers
Assn. has appealed to the West German
Federal Supreme Court to rule against any
commercial tv operations by Bavarian Radio,
a non-profit, state-operated organization.
The appeal followed rejection of the
newspaper
suit against
Radio by apublishers'
Munich court
on the Bavarian
grounds
that the court considered itself incompetent
to decide how the company, a publiclyowned institution, should handle its tv broad-

Also send for details on the new Lawrence Welk Library Package;
and Sound Effects Library; and, Standard Shorty Tunes.
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casting, be it commercial or not.
The publishers' association late last year
had filed a suit in the Munich court against
Bavarian Radio and Radio Free Berlin, also
state-operated, for presenting commercial
segments in their tv programs [B»T, Dec.
24, 1956]. The publishers contend that only
private companies should have commercial
advertising in their television programming.
They are seeking the establishment of such
private tv companies.
Bavarian Radio explained its commercial
tv operations earlier this month [B*T,
March 4] by stating that all funds it receives
through a contract with Bavarian Commeretc.) cial Television Corp. are used to subsidize
organizations outside the broadcasting field
(i. e., local theatres, symphony orchestras,
World Ad Film Festival Set
For This Autumn at Cannes
THE fourth annual International Advertising Film Festival has been announced for
Cannes at the Palais des Festivals Sept. 21
through Sept. 26.
International Screen Advertising Services,
organization which inaugurated the function
at Venice in 1954, is working on this year's
event in conjunction with the International
Screen Publicity Assn. The joint executive
committee includes Ernest Pear and Jacques
Zadok, president and vice president, respectively, ofISAS; Jean Miheur and Peter
Charles Ruedi, president and vice president
of ISPA, and Peter Taylor, who again is
director of the festival and in charge of
arrangements. Festival headquarters is at
17 Berkeley St., London.
The festival is planned to create an opportunity for simultaneous presentation of
different techniques of screen advertising
used throughout the world.
Canadian Tv Set Production
Drops in Month of January
FACTORY production of television sets in
Canada in January totaled 33,426 units,
compared with 58,556 in January 1956,
according to a report of the Radio-Electronics-Television Manufacturers Assn. of
Canada. Television set sales to dealers in
January 1957 amounted to 39,426 sets, with
15,577 sets sold in the province of Ontario,
8,649 in Quebec, 11,184 in the four western provinces and 4,016 in the four Atlantic
coast provinces.
Radio receiver factory production in January was up to 39,072 units compared with
38,034 units in January 1956. Radio receiver sales in January totaled 44,632 units,
of which 24,016 units were sold in the
province of Ontario.
Y&R Opens Caracas Office
YOUNG & RUBICAM has opened an office
in Caracas, Venezuela, under the management of Jorge Cardoze, former assistant
manager of the Mexico City office. The
new branch will provide copy, art, production, contact, media and radio-tv services
for Cluett-Peabody & Co., Sanforizado, Bristol-Myers Co., Cinzano de Mexico, the
Esterbrook Pen Co., General Foods Corp.
and Johnson & Johnson.
Broadcasting
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For A Tough Grind. This mill is used to grind the highly abrasive, low-grade iron ore called Taconite. Rolled Steel
Plate Lining, bolted to the inside surface of the large revolving cylinder, lifts and tumbles the load and also protects
the shell from the grinding action of the steel rods and the ore. This lining, especially made for such service, processed
1,100,000 tons of Taconite— another outstanding performance of USS Lo rain-Rolled Plate Linings.

Steel Spider Web. If you ever needed it. here's proof that amazing things can be
done with steel. This is an 83-foot-high dome for a potash storage building that will
be covered with steel sheets. This complicated structure was prefabricated and
erected by American Bridge Division of U. S. Steel.
Homemade Bread, in a "Tin" steel
Pan. Commercial bakers, who can afford and demand the finest, say that
"tin" bread pans give them a bigger,
better
loaf of made
bread. from
These steel
"tin"sheets,
pans
are actually
coated with a thin layer of pure tin.
USS Tinplate, we call it. You can buy
pans of this type at any department or
variety store.
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UNITED

STATES

STEEL

AMERICAN BRIDGE . . . AMERICAN STEEL 8 WIRE and CYCLONE EENCE . . . COLUMBIA-GENEVA STEEL
CONSOLIDATED WESTERN STEEL . . . GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING . . . NATIONAL TUBE ... OIL WELL SUPPLY
TENNESSEE COAL £ IRON . . . UNITED STATES STEEL HOMES . . . UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS
united STATES STEEL supply . Divisions of UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH
UNION SUPPLY COMPANY ■ UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY • UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY
SEE THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR. It's a full-hour TV program presented every
other Wednesday evening by United StJtes Steel. Consult your newspaper for time and station.
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Stations Being Sued
By Ontario Government
CANADIAN Broadcasting Corp. and radio
station CKEY Toronto, along with three
Toronto dailies, the Telegram, the Star and
the Globe and Mail, are being prosecuted
by Ontario Attorney-General Kelso Roberts
under Canadian Lords Day Act for publishing and disseminating news on Sunday.
The action, announced Tuesday, followed
appearance March 17 of the first Toronto
Sunday newspaper, the Toronto Sunday
Telegram. Prosecution of the Sunday Telegram was intimated prior to publication by
the Lords Day Alliance Organization on
grounds that the newspaper did not come
under exceptions of the Lords Day Act as
being "works of mercy and necessity." Telegram publishers complained that other newspapers worked on Sundays and that the
government's CBC and other radio stations
disseminated and sold news on Sundays.
Attorney General Roberts in announcing
prosecution pointed out the necessity to clarify legal and policy decision under Lords
Day Legislation. He stated that "it is
important to understand what this law is
and what discretions and exceptions are and
how they apply. There is also a question to
be determined of the effect of tolerances
which have been developed under this law
because of change in times and conditions
since its passage more than 50 years ago."
In preparation for prosecution against
radio and television stations and newspapers,
Ontario provincial and Toronto metropolitan area police checked on work going on
at all radio television stations and newspapers in Toronto March 17. The Lords
Day Alliance Organization prior to the
government announcement requested prosecution only of the Toronto Sunday Tele-

THERE'S ONLY ONE LEADER...

gram.
The Lord's Day Act, passed in 1906, is a
federal law prohibiting business on Sunday
except for works of mercy and necessity.

KMLF-TV4 MONTANA
THE CONTINENTAL DIVIDE STATION , BUTTE

CBC

Fiscal Funds increase

CANADIAN Broadcasting Corp. received
$8,300,000 from the Canadian Treasury in
the fiscal year ending March 31, 1957, as
compared with $8,100,000 the previous year,
according to the white paper of government
receipts and expenditures tabled in the Canadian Parliament a fortnight ago by Finance Minister W. E. Harris. Revenue received from the 15% tax on television and
radio sets, radio tubes and phonographs was
$19,000,000 in the 1956-57 fiscal year, compared with $22,800,000 in the previous year.
There was no change announced in the 15%
excise tax on radio and tv sets and tubes in
the budget announced by the finance minister on March 14. This tax is earmarked for
financing the CBC.
CKOY
WSRS

GREATER CLEVELAND'S
NUMBER 1 STATION
SRS "Radio-Active" MB
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Newscaster

of death was attributed to a heart attack —
his second in eight months. Surviving are
his wife and two children.
INTERNATIONAL SHORTS
CHED Edmonton, Alta., has increased
power from 1 kw to 10 kw on 1080 kc.
Mil-ko Products Ltd. (food products), Toronto, Ont., using alternate weekly sponsorship of Canadian film show, Adventures of
Pierre Radisson, on 32 English language tv
stations. Agency is W. A. McCracken Adv.
Ltd., same city.
CFAM Altoona, Man., has issued Rate Card
No. 1, with rates starting at $33 for halfhour Class A time.
Savage Shoes Ltd., Toronto, Ont., and FryCadbury Ltd., Montreal, Que. (chocolates),
has started British film The Adventures of
Sir Lancelot, weekly on 28 tv stations across
Canada. Agencies are Breithaupt Milsom
Ltd., Toronto, and Harold F. Stanfield Ltd..
Montreal, respectively.
INTERNATIONAL PEOPLE
Trevor G. Goodman, account supervisor,
Young & Rubicam, Toronto, named vice
president and manager of Toronto office,
succeeding R. B. Collett, resigned to become advertising advisor to marketing divisions of Lever Bros. Ltd., Toronto.
A. J. Hopps, assistant manager of CFRN
Edmonton, Alta., named manager of station, and S. S. Lancaster to manager of
CFRN-TV Edmonton.
Bill Carter, chief engineer of CKLW-AMTV Windsor-Detroit, retires after 25 years
with station and is succeeded by Stewart
Clark, who has been with CKLW in technical and maintenance supervisory capacities.
Karl A. Steeves, national account executive.
Radio Advertising Bureau, N. Y., appointed
director of television sales section, Canadian
Assn. of Radio and Television Broadcasters.
Mr. Steeves will headquarter in Toronto,
at CARTB's sales offices.
John Bradley, Stewart-Bowman-Macpherson
Ltd. (Toronto), Hedleigh Venning, advertising director, Shiriff-Horsey Corp. (food
products), same city, and Peter Hilton,
Hilton & Riggio Inc., N. Y., have formed
advertising agency named Bradley, Venning
& Hilton Ltd. Address is 11 Yorkville St.,
Toronto.
1IIIIIIIIIIIHIII liii'iiil'limoiiilHiiiiillllIM Hiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuillllllllllllll

Martin Dies

LARRY MARTIN, 44-year-old newscaster
for CKOY Ottawa, died March 14 in a
committee room in the Parliaments Bldg.,
while preparing a broadcast high-lighting the
House of Commons budget report. Cause

EAR CHANEL BuX No. 8 N. LAREDu, TAMPS. MEX.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim iiiiiiiiiiiiiihimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii mini
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS
WABC-TV New Sales Plan
To Be Started April 1
WABC-TV New York has created a new
sales plan and program format for The
Night Show effective April 1, the starting
date for the first-run package group of Columbia pictures recently purchased, according to Robert L. Stone, vice president in
charge of WABC-TV.
All one-minute participations will be
priced at the regular card rate subject to
frequency discounts and the Night Show
no longer will come under the "7-14" package plan, he explained, except for 10-second
ids, although minutes may contribute toward minimum totals needed under the existing plan.
The new films will start on the same evening as the premiere of the John Cameron
Swayze news program at 1 1 p.m. The film
show will have an off-camera host to maintain storyline and give voice commercials.
Break each quarter-hour will consist of two
one-minute spots separated by local identification. WABC-TV is devoting extensive
advertising, publicity and promotion campaign to both the new film series and the
Swayze newscast.
KROW Publishes Survey Results
On Area Grocery Distribution
ENTITLED Pattern of Distribution, an
extensive study of grocery brands in the
San Francisco-Oakland market has been
published by KROW Oakland, Calif. Copies
of the 51 -page book, together with a companion sales presentation on the station, are
being sent to grocery product manufacturers,
their distributors or selling agents and advertising agencies.
It treats not only quantitative distribution
of hundreds of grocery brands, but, as its
title implies, the degree of penetration in
various segments of the market, establishing the distribution pattern. Products are
listed under 95 categories in the table of
contents. Overall figures are given for sales
in East Bay and West Bay counties, individual, independent and chain stores.
Pattern was conceived and research directed byJ. G. (Gil) Paltridge, vice president

SURROUNDING Comdr. Edward
Whitehead, president of Schweppes
(USA) Ltd. (tonic water), are staffers
of WARL Arlington, Va., who are
conducting a "Whisker Derby" to
raise $100,000
children's Va.
rehabilitationfor
center ata Leesburg,
The commander has been named honorary judje in the contest among
WARL listeners for $1,000 in cash
prizes and a $1,000 mink stole for
the winner's wife or friend. Serving
as inspiration to contestants are (1 to
r) front row around the commander,
Bob Cobbins, WARL commercial
manager; John Galloway, program
director; Don Owens, chief announcer; (standing) Jock Lawrence,
news chief; Ray Armand, WARL vice
president, and George Crump, executive manager. HRH Phillip, Duke of
Edinburg, asked by WARL to support the effort by not shaving his seabeard, sent a friendly reply to the
station expressing regret that the
WARL cable reached him after he
had shaved.

and general manager of KROW. A. Lee
Bowman of Reinhardt Advertising Inc.,
Oakland, KROW agency, collaborated with
Mr. Paltridge. Figures were gathered by
supervised inventory of a cross section of
stores in the six Bay Area counties.
KTTV's 'Key Question'
A NEW hour-long quiz program, The Key
Question, had its premiere on KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles Sunday, March 24. Winners
on the show receive automobiles. The program is being sponsored and emceed by
Bob Yeakel, a local automobile dealer, and

*3YWAJ

will
rooms.be telecast from the sponsor's sales-

"My husband listens to KRIZ
Phoenix twenty-four hours a
day."
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

WFIG Promotes 17th Anniversary
WFIG Sumter, S. C, bought space at so
much per inch from the Sumter Daily Item
and presented a WFIG Supplement to promote the station's 17th anniversary. After
buying the space, WFIG resold it for double
the amount, plus card rate for radio time,
to advertisers and reports it made a "substantial profit." In addition to the advertisements, the 16-page supplement carried
articles about the station and its personnel.

OA

REVOLUTION!
There are all kinds, but if you
want to get in on the rating revolution that's taking place in
Southern California, move a
little closer. . .
In January, 1953,
KTTV's nighttime share
of audience was 9.9. Last
January, it had nearly
doubled —17.6 to be
exact.
This is a popular revolution...
sparked bythecontinuing, growing audience acceptance of the
alert independent production
and programming that has become abuy-word for KTTV.
Want to start a sales revolution
with your product?
Get full instructions from your
wide-eyed, dedicated Blair man,
today. . .

Los Angeles Times-MGM
Represented nationally by BLAIR -TV
r~~l^
6:00
— Television
Midnight
Of Audience ^
*ARB PMShare
Sunday through Saturday
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In The SCRANTON

MARKET

5.2
Chart based on average
Pulse ratings for 12 quarter
hours . . . 6:00 to 9:00 AM
. . . November, 1956
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'Off to Adventure' for Children
A NEW religious tv film series, said to be
the first national program of its type produced expressly for children, has been set
on 35 stations throughout the country.
Called Off to Adventure, the quarter-hour
weekly program series is designed to teach
children to understand other peoples and
their cultures. It was produced by the National Council of the Churches of Christ
in U. S. A.
WHEN Broadcasts From Jet Plane
JOHN SCOTT, news director of WHEN
Syracuse, participated in a direct broadcast
from a jet plane to the Central New York
listening audience. Mr. Scott took off from
Syracuse's Hancock Field in a T-33 jet
trainer to demonstrate how, in a national
emergency, the Air Force could take over
communications and keep the public informed. Mr. Scott broadcast to the air force
base
which
in turn relayed
to calls
WHEN's
studios.
He answered
some ofit the
that
were made to the station and several people
were able to carry on a two-way conversation with Mr. Scott by listening to the radio
as he and an Air Force Lieutenant flew over
the area.
KPHO Covers Jaycee Rodeo
WHEN KPHO Phoenix, Ariz., covered the
Phoenix Jaycee's World Championship
Rodeo parade on March 14, it connected
its radio line with a public address system.
This was done so that nearby parade-watchers could hear KPHO's description. The
parade consisted of floats and horses which
KPHO newsmen colorfully described. The
procession was covered by Johnny Green,
Chuck Warren and Hal McWilliams.
WOV's 'Pick-A-Pocket'
WOV New York is using an in-store promotion entitled "Pick-A-Pocket." A model
TOWN MEETING UPDATED
SKOWHEGAN, ME., like many
other New England towns, continues
to be governed by the classic town
meeting. But WGHM Skowhegan,
after boosting attendance at the last
official parley, added a modern element to the antique system. It took
microphones into the hall and broadcast the four-hour meeting live.
The coverage came about in a democratic way — by popular demand.
WGHM had been promoting the
March 9 meeting on the air. On March
8 the station decided to ask listeners
if they would like to hear proceedings
on the radio, for the benefit of those
who were ill and those who couldn't
get away from jobs for the 1:30 p.m.
meeting. The listeners' vote "yes" resulted in a non-stop, four-hour broadcast of the town meeting. And they
followed up, WGHM says, with letters, phone calls and messages that
indicated a large and attentive audience at home all afternoon.

REAR ADMIRAL William R. Smedberg III, superintendent of the Naval
Academy, Annapolis, Md., appeared
on WRVA-TV Richmond, Va., to
help launch the series, Men of Annapolis. The admiral is shown with
Barron Howard (1) station manager,
and C. T. Lucy, president of Richmond Television Corp.

wears an apron with several different pockets, each containing a number, and lets the
customer choose a pocket. Then a question
is taken from the pocket. Whether they
win or lose, each participant receives samples of the sponsor's product. Some of the
promotions are broadcast. So far, the quiz
has been presented in supermarkets, specialty shops and dime stores in predominantly
Negro neighborhoods.
Hay ward Signs CBS-TV Contract
BROADWAY, film and tv producer Leland
Hayward has signed an exclusive, five-year
pact with CBS-TV, effective immediately, it
was announced a fortnight ago by Hubbell
Robinson Jr., CBS-TV executive vice president in charge of programming. Under
terms of the contract, Mr. Hayward, who
has been credited with creating NBC-TV's
Producers' Showcase, will produce one 90minute show a year and create annually a
program series to be co-owned by Mr.
Hayward and CBS. The contract was negotiated through MCA Ltd.

TELEVISION SPECIALTY CO., Inc.
350 W. 3 1 st ST., NEW YORK I, N.Y.
Phone LOngacre 4-2334
Broadcasting
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Chief Photographer Moore (at camera) and Bill Gordon film
sequence in one of WFMY-TV's studios. Moore won 1st place
STUDIO

WORK

OR NEWS

WFMY-TV

COVERAGE

catches

in Spot News Division and 2nd place in Feature News Division
of the Carolinas Press Photographers' Association contest.
...

every

detail

with
high-speed
Du Pont
931
Film
FOR MORE INFORMATION contact your nearest
»TN the studio or out on a news asused for telecast less than two hours
Du Pont Sales Office or write: Du Pont, Photo
X signment, you must have a fast after we left the scene. And every foot
Products Dept.. Wilmington 98, Del. In Canada:
DuPont Company of Canada (1956) Limited,
film for TV. That holds true for procToronto.
of
film
was
good—
that's
the
kind
of
job
Du Pont 931 can handle!
Atlanta 8, Ga
80S Peachtree Building
essing as well as emulsion speed," says
Boston 10, Mass
140 Federal Street
Luther V. (Buddy) Moore, Chief Pho"DuPont Type 931 Film is excellent
Chicago
30,
III
4560
Touhy
Avenue, Lincolnwood
for studio work, too. It can be used for Cleveland 16, Ohio
tographer for Station WFMY-TV,
20950 Center Ridge Road
Greensboro, North Carolina.
Dallas 7, Texas
1628 Oak Lawn Avenue
negative as well as positive transmisLos Angeles 38, Calif 7051 Santa Monica Blvd.
sion, reproduces natural-looking skin
New York 11, N. Y
248 West 18th Street
"For example," Mr. Moore continues,
Philadelphia, Pa. .308 East Lancaster Ave. , Wynnewood
tones and never blocks up on an optical
"I used Type 931 to cover a disastrous
Export N emours Bldg., Wilmington 98, Delaware
sound track — thanks to its wide latifire in Winston-Salem — 26 miles from
our studios. We shot over 800 feet of
tude. It's Motion
easy to see
why we're
sold onat
Du Pont
Picture
Film here
film under conditions that ranged from
bright sun to heavy rain. The film was
*«. u.s.r« Of?
WFMY-TV!"
Better Things for Better Living . . . through Chemistry
DU
PONT
MOTION
PICTURE
FILM

Mr. Moore captures the news for WFMY viewers
with Du Pont Type 931 High Speed Rapid Reversal Motion Picture Film.
Broadcasting

Telecasting

DuPont Representative Del Billings (right) discusses
continuous reversal processing of Du Pont Film
with Chief Photographer Moore.

Buddy Moore and Del Billings examine clips shot
on Du Pont film. Billings keeps station informed
of latest filming developments.
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HIGH-GAIN
omnidirectional
VHF

TV transmitting

ANTENNA

NBC Stations Sponsor Contest
NBC's owned and operated stations are
awarding sets of the Book of Knowledge to
students who submit the best 50-word editorials explaining how their cities can better
service the public needs. The project is in
cooperation with the Grolier Society (New
York publisher of the books) and is taking
place in Hartford (WNBC [TV]), Philadelphia (WRCV-AM-TV), Buffalo (WBUF
[TV]), Los Angeles (KRCA [TV]), and San
Francisco (KNBC [TV]).

WTRF-TV

Tells Ohio Valley Story
The story of industry expansion and revitalization in the Uoner Ohio River Va'tey
was presented on March 17 by WTRF-TV
Wheeling W. Va. Entitled Impact, the program told the stories of steel, chemicals,
glass, aluminum, manufacturing, pottery

AMCI
TYPE 1046
Channels 7 through 13
Shown above is the five-bay
array recently installed for Station
witn , Channel 7, in Washington,
North Carolina. With a gain of 19.4,
a single 6-Vs" coaxial transmission
line feeder and in conjunction with
a 20 kw transmitter, the antenna
radiates an ERP of 316 kw AMCI
Type I null fill-in assures proper
coverage even in close to the tower.
Write for Bulletin B-105
ANTENNA SYSTEMS — COMPONENTS
AIR NAVIGATION AIDS — INSTRUMENTS
4SSk
^^W*
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Manufacturing Co., Inc
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and their allied industries. The station used
actual films of the industries' operations.
WTRF-TV reportedly spent six months in
preparing for the show.
WTOP-TV Finds 'Mr. Senator7
WTOP-TV Washington recently conducted
a search on its Panorama Potomac for the
man who most resembled the cartoon-type
drawing selected as the symbol for the Washington baseball club. The winner, Mr. G.
Raymond Zepp, received two reserved-seat
season passes to the Senator's ball games.
Hats On for WBUF (TV)
WBUF (TV) Buffalo, N. Y., is distributing
red, dayglo beanies to agency people all over
the country. The hats proclaim that
"WBUF, Channel 17, NBC in Buffalo,
N. Y., now reaches more than 208,000
homes on the Niagara Frontier."

'2000 A. D/: STIMULUS TO SCIENCE
SCIENTIFIC education, dramatic action and showmanship are combined in
2000 A.D., weekly show on WBZ-TV
Boston designed to help find young men
and women interested in science careers.
Sponsored by International Business
Machines Corp. and presented on Sunday afternoons, the program is produced
by Dr. Jonathan Karas, professor of
physics at New Hampshire University
who also acts as host for the series.
On the program, Dr. Karas has demonstrated the effectiveness of new asbestos suits by personally walking safely
through a 1500-degree fire; has set off
space rocket motors, and has driven a
35-ton tractor length-wise over an autoCLAD in asbestos suits. Dr. Jonathan
mobile, crushing it to a height of less
Karas, professor of physics at New
than 12 inches.
Hampshire and host of the 2000 A. D.
He has also narrated the televising of
program over WBZ-TV Boston, and an
a head-on crash between a remote-conunidentified associate walk safely
trolled auto traveling at 65 miles an hour
through a 1500-degree fire.
and a stationary 30-ton truck, noting
the impact on a life-sized dummy inside
tipn and new developments in opthamalthe car. Another show featured an earth
ogy was the donation of his eyes to the
satellite like the one scientists plan to use
Boston Eye Bank by Merrill D. Aldrich,
the late mayor of Taunton, Mass. After
this geophysical year to circumnavigate
the globe.
viewing the telecast, Mr. Aldrich ordered
that if he died on the operating table
From these and many other eventful
programs IBM, in nearly two months
his eyes were to go to the bank. Followsponsorship of the series, has received
ing his death, Mr. Aldrich's eyes went to
two blind women, one totally blind, and
many inquiries from university professors, technicians and even high school
the other, a 21 -year-old mother of three
children, almost totally so.
students interested in building scientific
careers. Since IBM bought the program,
IBM agreed to sponsor the show over
American Research Bureau ratings have
Westinghouse
Bcstg. Co.'s
WBZ-TV Bosgiven it a 327% increase.
ton after its officials
and representatives
Since its inception in August, 1955,
of Benton & Bowles Inc., WBC's agency,
saw a review of some of the programs.
the program has been honored many
times with citations from scientific and Each week's show receives advance and
engineering organizations throughout
follow-up coverage by New England
the nation for its potential educational
newspapers. Publicity on 2000 A.D.
force. Among recent awards was a cita- pointing up the scientific importance of
each show, is mailed weekly to high
tion presented to Dr. Karas by the Amerschools and colleges in the area. And Dr.
ican Chemical Society for his and show's
efforts in this particular field.
Karas promotes the program by his many
Probably the most dramatic and heartspeaking engagements before high school
warming result of a recent 2000 A.D.
and college students and engineering societies.
program on a corneal transplant operaBroadcasting

• Telecasting

Don't

forget the N ART B Convention!

It's April 7^11 in Chicago.

If you can't make it,
read all about it in the
B»T
Even

issue of April 8.
if you make

it,

some of the things
that happen

may be

a little bit hazy (!)
So read
all about it etc.
But whether

you make

your advertisement

it or not,

should be

in the April 8th Convention
B«T

Issue.

is read by practically

everybody in radio-tv;
the Convention Issue is even more

Deadline

so

for space reservations: April 7.

Executive and Publication Headquarters
B*T Building, 1735 DeSales St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.

NEW YORK
444 Madison
Plaza 5-8355
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CHICAGO
360 N. Michigan
Central 6-4115

HOLLYWOOD
6253 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood 3-8181
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KDKA

Exposition which was held in the Hall. The
guides were Dr. I. M. Levitt, director of the
Fels Planetarium, Franklin Institute, and
Al Taylor, city reporter for WIP.

Credited With Scoop

PITTSBURGH newspapers and press associations reportedly gave credit to KDKAAM-TV Pittsburgh on March 15 for a complete scoop covering the police scandal that
has rocked the city. Bill Burns, newsman,
interviewed Shirley Cavanaugh, who was
held f©r shooting Lt. Allen Carnahan, head
of the vice squad. Miss Cavanaugh was interviewed on film when she was first released from jail. She disappeared after the
interview, with KDKA being the only source
of news on one of "the most exciting news
stories in the city's history."

Terhune Rights Acquired
MICHEL KRAIKE PRODUCTIONS Inc.,
Beverly Hills, Calif., has acquired rights to
the complete works of the late Albert
Payson Terhune, the new firm has announced. The material will be used in a tv
series to be called Dogs Courageous, written by John McGreevey, with pilot shooting
to begin today (Monday). William Morris
Agency is representing Kraike on this and
future projects.

WIP Covers Atomic Exposition

WOKO

A personally conducted tour of the International Atomic Exposition was broadcast
over WIP Philadelphia from Convention
Hall on March 12. Listeners heard the
sound of an atomic reactor and other nuclear
appliances that were on display during the
International Nuclear Congress & Atomic
SCHOOL

SPORT

SCORES

IN one of the country's most basketballminded states, WJOB Hammond, Ind.,
has built its schedule of area high school
games to record heights. Under extensive exploitation, the games have become big business for the station and
for the schedule's largest sponsor, PepsiCola Bottling Co. of East Chicago, 111.
By the end of its record 20-week season this month, WJOB will have broadcast play-by-play coverage of 145 games
at 58 schools in Indiana and Illinois. To
feed interest, WJOB some days schedules
two live games in the afternoon, one in
the evening and a tape recorded rebroadcast later that night. Listeners to
regular and tournament games totalled
2,120,000 during the season, WJOB estimates.
Of the $50,000 revenue WJOB realizes each year from high school sports
broadcasts, it spends one-tenth on pro-

CITY bus lines are one of the routes
to promotional success for high school
basketball games on WJOB Hammond, Ind.
motion. The program for Pepsi involves
4,000 point-of-sale posters, signs on city
buses (see photograph) and game distribution of Hi-Notes, a program-news
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Covers Crime Reenactment

WOKO Albany, N. Y., recently broadcast
the reenactment of a daylight robbery.
Using a traveling microphone, two WOKO
news reporters, Geoff Edwards and Leo McDevitt, were on-the-scene when the alleged
thief retraced his steps for the State Police.
FOR

WJOB

brochure published by WJOB and distributed to students at each game. Student interest in the weekly editions of
Hi-Notes is such that not a discarded
one is to be found in the gym after
games. Features of the four-page PepsiWJOB promotion folder are student gossip, record favorites, sports features and
game lineups.
Another WJOB promotional device is
a series of monthly student dances, the
Pepsi-Parties, presided over by station
disc jockeys.
The local Pepsi bottler, a year-around
heavy radio user, selects games from the
WJOB high school schedule in areas
where it needs an extra push, and WJOB
sells the rest to non-competitive accounts.
Actually, such areas for Pepsi are becoming rare. The East Chicago firm has
one of the country's highest per capita
consumption among the area's two million population. This is attributed primarily to use of radio.
E. J. Higgins, president of the bottling
concern, asked WJOB this year to add
Chicago Heights, Park Forest, Blue Island and Harvey, 111., to the Pepsi basketball schedule. With radio as the only
new promotional tool, he since has reported a greater sales increase in that
area than in any other portion of his
market, increasing the number of retail
outlets in those towns approximately
50%. Pepsi, in addition, was able to
secure the soft drink concessions in these
schools for the first time. Most other
schools and stadiums in the WJOB coverage area already have exclusive Pepsi
concessions. The firm also has installed
Pepsi scoreboards in gymnasiums.
WJOB has numerous criteria of its
success with the high school sports campaign for Pepsi-Cola. The most persuasive: The sponsor has signed a new contract for a repeat next year.

Which

CERTAINLY, you know what you're
doing ! But who are you to say that
this baby, that gal, will rule the raves
straight across the country? Why not
pretest your talent . . . put it on film
. . . show it to audiences — of all types,
all locales. Then you'll know in
advance. What's more you enjoy the
advantage of easier programming,
deeper coverage . . . when you
USE EASTMAN FILM.
For complete information write to:
Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N.Y.

Do it IN COLOR

. . .

You'll be glad you did!

East Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue
New York 17, N.Y

AgeiF
Motion

I
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WHAT

TV

NETWORKS

ARE

LOS ANGELES is the home town of one of television's biggest
rivals — the movie industry. It also is home for Richard Moore of
KTTV (TV), perhaps the most outspoken opponent of network
operating practices. President Robert W. Sarnoff of NBC walked
into the enemy's camp last Friday, armed with an eloquent statement of the network case. It follows:
THIRTY-ONE years ago, there were no networks. Today, there
are three national television and four national radio networks servicing hundreds of radio and television stations. The networks have
created electronic freeways of the spectrum, their broadcast signals
criss-crossing the nation to hundreds of affiliated outlets, building
mass audience circulation so that thousands of independent radio
and television stations have found the ready-made audience base
on which to grow and prosper.
This network story is truly an American business romance.
Someday, it will be chronicled, as it should, by an American Boswell. Right now, unfortunately, the networks lack the time for even
social chit-chat with a Boswell. They are too busy defending themselves, indeed justifying their very existence, despite the recognition
of their vital role as the foundation and creative spark of American
broadcasting.
I know you will take no offense if I point out that some of the
more strident attacks on the networks are being mounted in Los
Angeles and Hollywood. There are those in your community who
say the networks are monopolists, that they corral too much of
the broadcast day for their own use, that they hold too tight a rein
on their program schedules.* There are others who want coin
boxes attached to home television sets. They seek to erect toll
booths on broadcasting's electronic freeways, and exact tribute for
the programs which advertising now supports. They are the advocates of pay tv, more properly called "pay-or-you-don't-see-tv."
'SHARE-THE-NETWORKS' PLANS
If it were not irreverent, I might suggest that some of the
more zealous foes of the networks grew up in Los Angeles a generation too late. As a boy, I recall visiting here when lady evangelists
were popping out of the ocean, when painless dentistry blanketed
the billboards and when share-the-wealth slogans pointed the way
to Utopia. Now the slogan is "share-the-networks," and our critics
suggest numerous methods, all guaranteed painless. In the Utopian
tradition, they would barbecue their pig by burning down the whole
sturdy house of networking.
In facing their proposals, we can assume two positions of rebuttal.
We can match them with equal stridency; we can smog up the
issues, you might say. Or we can repeat, and keep repeating in the
most direct possible language, the story of what networking is and
does, and how the network system serves the welfare of the American people. This is the approach I have been trying to follow, although with what success I do not know.
In telling the network story, I like to begin by telling what the
networks are not. First, and above all, they are not monopolies.
How can a state of monopoly exist when three television networks
are locked in a no-quarter, marathon battle for audience favor,
when they compete relentlessly for talent, programs, station affiliations, and sponsors? In television, if you swivel your chair twice,
a multi-million dollar account can whiz by you. I can face you
without the trace of a blush and say that network broadcasting is
the most fiercely competitive business in America today. It is free
enterprise in the most pure and generic meaning of the term.
Second, networks are not the playthings of a few exhibitionists
who select by whim what the American public must see. A show
that fails of public acceptance soon fails of sponsorship. Overnight itcan change from a profitable operation into a costly liability.
Programming commitments are arrived at only after exhaustive
research and the most careful study by serious-minded and experienced executives. The networks are now in their spawning
* Mr. Sarnoff obviously refers to the charges Richard Moore of KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles made before the Senate Commerce Committee March
26, 1956 [B»T, April 2, 1956].
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season for next fall's new programs. In this effort, NBC, for one, is
risking many millions of dollars. If we fail to sell these new programs, or even if we do and they fail the test of public acceptance,
we will be in the same position as the automobile manufacturer
who builds his rear fin too high. That can be embarrassing.
It is true that we have a few exhibitionists in our business, and
they leave a grey-flannel taste in some mouths. So, unfortunately,
do the motion picture companies; and a warped picture of Hollywood results. So, too, do the advertising agencies where the label
of hucksterism clings. But in each of these related enterprises, the
antics of the few do not cast the mold of the business. Their true
character is seen in their leaders, men of national stature like Sam
Goldwyn and Spyros Skouras in the motion picture field; Sig
Larmon, Ben Duffy, Marion Harper and Stanley Resor in advertising; Bill Paley and my father in broadcasting. All of them possess
a blending of sound business judgement, creative instinct and a
strong sense of public responsibility. They are all guided by a
single purpose: to build a sturdy and profitable business and, in
doing so, to contribute to the upthrust of the American economy.
Finally, in the area of what a network is not, it is not a public
utility. It does not charge the public for a service, it is not protected
from competition, and it has none of the characteristics of a
public utility. The networks do assume heavy responsibilities for
public service, because they recognize that their success depends
upon how well they satisfy the many diverse interests of the national
public. But this assumption of responsibility does not make them
public utilities.
The network service reaches the public through hundreds of
affiliated stations — almost all independently owned and operated.
All these stations are licensed by the government, because use of
the limited radio spectrum requires federal administration. But networks are not licensed, nor should they be. They provide a national
programming and advertising service drawn from many sources —
program packagers, film syndicators, talent, advertising agencies
and sponsors. Government regulation of the network service, to be
effective, would impel regulation of all these elements contributing
to it. This would move the government into large new areas of our
free economy.
So this is what networks are not. Now, what are they?
Networks are the only organizations in broadcasting which offer
a comprehensive national program service to stations and the public,
day in and day out, regardless of whether or not the programs are
sponsored.

TV OUTPUT 12 TIMES HOLLYWOOD'S
Their programs are as wide-ranging and different as the public
tastes to which they respond. The elements of their service fall
into four broad categories, with considerable overlap among them.
First, there are primarily entertainment programs, live and film,
color and black-and-white, forming the bulk of the network program schedule. They are not just a series of isolated shows, but a
program structure, embracing all standard forms of show business,
plus new forms created by television itself. This year the three
television networks will present 12 times as many hours of entertainment as the entire output of Hollywood feature pictures. Not
all of it will be great entertainment, but some of it will, and even
the routine shows will entertain millions of Americans. ' Some
critics say much of it is dull stuff, but the people seem to disagree.
The American public devoted 15% more time to watching television this season than last year. Television commands more of their
time than any other leisure activity.
Second, there is the category of network service in news, special
events and public information. We maintain a nationwide and
worldwide news organization of hundreds of cameramen, reporters
and commentators to cover developments from the scene as they
occur. An uprising in Cyprus, the political campaigns, a World
Series game, or a presidential address — the networks are there,
A third area of network service is loosely described as "public
service" programming, and definitions of what it is are murky. In
the full range of network programming, there are shows of varyBroadcasting
• Telecasting

So You're Going to Have a Tower
or What

to Do Til the Doctor Comes

"Duilding a new tower is an enervating experience. It takes
something out of you, including money. Since we are working on our third, we feel strangely well qualified to comment,
and are willing to share our knowledge.
First you need a television station. We were fortunate there—
we have one with a Pulse showing 1 5 out of the top 1 5 oncea-week shows, 10 of the top 10 multi-weekly shows and a shareof-audience measured by 418 out of a possible 461 quarter-hour
firsts.
Then you need a phone. You say, "Hello, Ideco? Send us the
third tallest tower in the world." (We're not greedy.)
It arrives.
(If you aren't used to freight bills, prepare yourself
for
a shock.)
"Let's put it there," the chief engineer suggests. He has found
a delightful monadnock some 28 miles north of town which
will help put the antenna 1,450 feet above average terrain.
You dig assorted holes and build a one-story skyscraper for the
transmitter, pour about 100 cubic yards of concrete and use 65
acres of good Iowa soil for a couple hundred miles of guy cables.
Things go up and up. The crew members woof and woof-woof
their way into the sky; the headache ball rolls up and down
on a sky hook; you put out bulletins like "Up to 300 feet,"
"Up another 120 feet today," "Up 1,000 feet."
You think of everything— you think.
But you forget to turn off the wind.
One day the rigging starts humming, the six-inch steel shafts
vibrate, a temporary guy wire snaps and the foreman calls the
crew way.
off the tower. Nobody can do a thing except get out of
the
In an hour you have the tallest horizontal tower in the world.
You order a new tower.*
Moral: Dont forget to turn off the wind.

WMT-TV
CBS Television for Eastern Iowa
Mail Address: Cedar Rapids
National Reps: The Katz Agency
*(NCS
Meanwhile
No. 2).you use the 703' job which covers

counties with 344,380 tV homes

OPINION
ing cultural and intellectual degree, and people who talk about
"public service" shows generally mean those of the highest degree —
particularly when unsponsored. But I personally think a broadcast of the Old Vic Theatre's "Romeo and Juliet" is no less a
public service function because it is sponsored. Nor, in my opinion,
does advertising support make Meet the Press or See It Now of
less public value. Throughout the year, the network schedules are
studded with such programs, both sponsored and unsponsored.
Some examples are Wide Wide World, Omnibus, and the NBC
Opera Theatre.
The fourth category is the least publicized and, for that reason,
perhaps, the least appreciated. It embraces the area of direct assistance tothe government and to scores of worthy causes that rely

A SARNOFF

SAMPLER

"Networks have created electronic freeways of the spectrum .. . others seek to erect toll booths on [these] freeways."
"In television, if you swivel your chair twice, a multi-million
dollar account can whiz by you."
"There are a few exhibitionists in our [tv] business, and they
leave a grey-flannel taste in some mouths."
"The networks have been investigated from Dan to Beersheba, and still the investigations and studies continue."
"Our critics . . . would barbecue their pig by burning down
the whole sturdy house of networking."
"If we fail to sell these new programs ... we will be in the
same position as the automobile manufacturer who builds
his rear fin too high. That can be embarrassing."
on public support. Last year, the three networks gave millions of
dollars of air time to support Army recruitment, Civil Defense,
"Get Out and Vote," and Hungarian relief. Appeals for the Heart
Fund, for CARE, for cancer funds, for the Red Cross, dotted
the networks. If you bought at going prices the 3,000 announcements NBC Radio and NBC-TV donated last year to these causes,
you would be out of pocket $9 million — and the other networks
did as well. Every station gives staunch support on the local level,
but networking is the only means of placing this important type of
information simultaneously before the nation.
If this seems boastful, there is reason for it. Like the next fellow,
the networks enjoy doing good things and then talking about them.
More important, if they don't talk about them publicly, even boast
a little, there is the possibility they won't be able to continue doing
them — because the attacks on the networks are centered on the two
things that make possible this well-rounded schedule of national
service. They are, first the networks' responsibility for determining
their own program schedules; and, second, the networks' method of
clearing broadcast time for these programs over affiliated stations.
Each advertiser, outside producer or film supplier is interested
primarily in his own program, not in an overall program structure.
That is why networks must be free to produce and to select programs for their own schedules. If they were prohibited from doing
so, they would be unable to program for the varied tastes of 165
million highly selective Americans. The concept of a balanced
service and networks, as we know them, would cease to exist.
Our clearance arrangement with stations — known as "option
time" — is the very thing which enables simultaneous national broadcast of the network programs. Through it, a network can give advertisers assurance of national circulation for the programs they
sponsor. Through it, our affiliated stations can rely on a regular
schedule of network programs to increase their total audience.
Yet these two keystones of the network operation are the two
under heaviest attack by interests who regard them as obstacles to
their own ambitions. Their proposals, if adopted, would not only
disrupt the network service, but would deprive networks of the
resources which support non-revenue producing services, and which
permit them to plunge into uncharted program areas, to innovate and
improvise, and keep the medium fresh.
The Washington interview and commentary programs, most of
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them unsponsored, would be likely casualties. The costly NBC
Opera Theatre might not be supportable. Ambitious projects now
on the drawing boards would gather dust there. The world wide
news organizations would become a financial burden perhaps too
heavy to shoulder. And noncommercial projects such as NBC's
programs for the nation's educational television stations, which
started this month, would become an unheard-of luxury.
We are now hip-deep in color television. In 1955 we completed
in Burbank the world's first studio constructed expressly for colorcasts. Last year and this, NBC will spend about $20 million on the
advancement of the color art. As businessmen, you will appreciate
that this type of commitment can be made only when the meatand-potatoes end of the business is producing well. But that, of
course, is the secret of all technological progress, and broadcasting
is by no means unique.
Those organizations which attack the network structure do not
propose to substitute a balanced service of their own, including
news and information, special events, cultural programs or special
government and charitable presentations. They are interested only
in the profits from one category of service — the entertainment
programs. To the degree they succeed in impairing the network
structure — to that same degree, a great deal of unique public value
will disappear from national television.
This is a bleak picture I draw — and while I believe it to be realistic, itis only part of the total picture. The fact is that people other
than those with financial interests are concerned about it. Television
has some strange qualities, and it is in the nature of men to be
suspicious or fearsome of that which is strange. We have seen tv
alchemy at work in recent weeks. A young college instructor answers quiz questions and overnight becomes a national hero. Hundreds of women propose to him, the movies make him offers, Time
magazine puts him on the cover. Before him there was a Marine
sergeant on another quiz show; before that, an elfin lady in "Peter
Pan." When the camera focused on them, activity in our country
came almost to a standstill, and they became the intimates of
millions. This is television's unique power; in its high moments, it
can since
capture
the country's
collective imagination as nothing before
or
has ever
done.
This power causes concern, both in government and out. A tv
camera in a legislative hearing can influence the political future of
a national figure, as it has done. It can also give a political leader exposure that years of barnstorming would not rival.
CONFIDENT

OF THE VERDICT

It is a natural tendency in the face of something new and powerful, I believe, to seek ways to harness it, to make sure that its
power does not in the classic sense corrupt or harm. There is great
government interest in network television today. During the past
year studies have been conducted by three different congressional
committees, by the FCC and by the Dept. of Justice. The networks
have been investigated from Dan to Beersheba, and still the investigations and studies continue. It is my earnest hope that they will
not be sidetracked by the claims of self-interested groups, but that
they will test these claims by the one basic issue: will the public
interest be advanced if network service is curtailed or crippled?
The question must be weighed in terms of today's service compared with the program service that would be left if the network
structure were dismantled. I am confident of the verdict when all
the facts are in.
As long as we are permitted to do so, NBC will maintain a
balanced program diet. We will hold to our belief in live color
shows as the best hope for television's future. We will continue
to draw from all creative sources, including your great film industry. And we will marshal our resources behind new and exciting program innovations — particularly in preparation for the promising age of live international television ahead.
I am optimistic, despite the problems of the moment. Los Angeles had its problems acquiring its freeways. The networks have
their problems in preserving the national freeways for broadcasting
which were created to serve the public. As long as they both accomplish their intended missions, yours in opening a city to greater
commerce and residential expansion, ours in opening our country
to instantaneous national communications, I think they were, and
are, worth fighting for — even if it takes 24 minutes of your valuable
time for me to explain why.
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TO

DISTINGUISH

BETWEEN

AND

is to distinguish between a natural law and a man-made
Prices go higher in a time of shortage when
exceeds supply . . . demand inflation.
Prices go higher when
more . . . wage inflation.

demand

people are paid more without producing

In either case somebody
the people who

condition.

gets hurt: the buyer in the first case;

don't get a raise, in the second.

The antidote to demand
to end shortages.

inflation is increased production,

The antidote to wage inflation is increased productivity,
to justify higher wages.
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IS THERE
YES,

SAYS

A

FUTURE
THIS

IN TIMEBUYING?

AGENCY

PRESIDENT

Agency timebuyers, like all other professionals, must
face up to the question of whether their line of work
is the right one. Those who might have doubts on
that score were given advice last week by a person
well-qualified to give it: President Bill Steers of
DCS&S. His remarks, reproduced below, were delivered to the Radio-Television Executives Society.

William E. Steers, President
Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield
THE TWO questions posed in your program
were:
1. Should you remain in media work?
and 2. Do the opportunities outweight the
limitations?
I'm sure the opportunities outweigh the
limitations.
Whether you should remain in media
work can only be answered by the individual
himself.
Let's take the opportunities. I think the
greatest opportunity media offers is the opportunity for knowledge — knowledge of the
whole advertising function. And if it were
physically and mentally possible to take advantage of all the opportunities for knowledge we would be in great demand.
The advertising function has three basic
parts. It starts with research and is followed
by two creative areas; namely copy that influences the market as defined by research,
and media which reaches the market as
defined by research.
Both of these basic functions — copy and
media — go along together. Therefore, media
work, or should we define it as the media
function, is not only a vital part of the advertising function but has the opportunity
to influence both research and copy.
In my opinion the media function might
be termed the engineering function of advertising. How important a part it plays is in
direct relation to how important you are
able to make it with the knowledge you
have acquired.
To put it another way, there are three
broad areas of contribution that can be made
to advertising — media, copy, and research.
Therefore, the successful advertising man,
I'm assumingin he's
can only makeof
aandcontribution
one smart,
or a combination
these areas of knowledge. An individual
who is not making an important contribution
in one or more of these areas is not a very
good advertising man.
Now if you will agree with me for the
moment that it's knowledge that one must
have to make a contribution, I think I can
prove to you that media offers a better opportunity for a deeper knowledge of the
overall advertising function than any other
phase of the advertising business.
A deep knowledge of media means a deep
knowledge of people — their likes, their dislikes and their motivations. A deep knowledge of media should make an individual a
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good judge of copy — not a copywriter but a
contributor to copy strategy and he must
know and understand copy to buy media
well. A deep knowledge of media should
make an individual well qualified to contribute to research design, not a technical research man but a man well qualified to help
determine the direction of research.
In my opinion, a media man has a greater
variety of contacts for knowledge than anyone else in the agency. These contacts with
smart and able people can further add to
an individual's knowledge of the business.
Furthermore, media work takes its people,
or should take them, into the activities of
their clients' competitors. The knowledge
and understanding of what your competitors
are doing — is a source for determining their
philosophy of advertising as well as a means
of determining their whole marketing strategy. Anyone who holds this knowledge is
valuable to his agency and clients.
Chance for Knowledge
Certainly, I think we can conclude that
no type of work offers the opportunity for
more knowledge of marketing than does
media.
Certainly, the opportunities outweigh any
limitations that there may be. I must agree
there are limitations but I don't think they
are any greater than they are in any other
phase of the advertising business.
What are the limitations?
Possibly the importance — or rather lack
of importance placed on the media function
by the remainder of the advertising fraternity.
They really believe its important but in
many cases they have usurped the function.
They believe they are media experts. We can
only correct this by knowing more than
they do. Most successful advertisers insist
on media specialists and we know that
agencies as a whole have a larger proportion
of salary overhead in media than they ever
did. The media contribution by specialists is
increasing.
Another possible limitation in media
work one might say is that progress seems
slow. I'd admit that — but it's true of any
craft — and media work is a skill that only
knowledge and understanding can develop.
Research and copy are the same.
Another limitation one might feel is that
the salaries are low. I think this also is true

of any craft where skills must be developed.
Furthermore, I don't believe that if there
were a limitation here that it's as bad in
relation to other agency operations as it
used to be.
The other questions raised were "Should
you remain in media?" and "Should you
make it a career?." These are obviously
questions only the individual can answer.
However, I think you might find the
answer in three criteria or factors that can
be applied to any job in any sphere of activity. Irefer to three basic factors which I call :
1. Chemistry; 2. Opportunities for advancement; 3. The remuneration.
Under chemistry, I refer to the natural
aptitude of the individual for media work —
does he or she like it— do they find it
stimulating and rewarding. Under chemistry
I refer also to the respect the individual has
for the people he works with and works for.
I also refer to the respect that the individual's
associates and his superiors have for the individual's contribution to the media function.
In other words, is the atmosphere pleasant,
stimulating, and rewarding?
The second factor I call the opportunities
for advancement. Are there opportunities for
further knowledge and growth within the
media function of the company you work
for? Also, are there opportunities for overall
growth of the company?
The media function and the people that
contribute to the media function are every
day growing more important. As I said before, most successful advertisers place great
emphasis on media knowledge and the contribution of the media function. Furthermore Iknow of no success that came about
without good media selection, whether it
was by luck or by skill.
The third factor of job evaluation, or it
might be termed career planning, is the remuneration for that particular job. I don't
suggest anyone work for nothing no matter
how good the chemistry or the opportunities. On the other hand, no amount of money
can offset a complete lack of good chemistry
and no opportunities for growth.
The advertising business offers many opportunities but media offers the opportunity
of developing a craft skill that is readily
marketable and in my opinion increasingly
so, and a craft skill that is essential to every
advertising operation.
People, like products, develop images.
And if that image is a craft skill like media,
an individual develops a greater marketing
value than one without any image. With his
intimate knowledge of the advertising function and a specialty of media, he can make
an excellent account man, an excellent account supervisor, and with a little bit of
luck, he might be president.
Media possibly more than copy and research offers a great opportunity to excel.
Competition is keen but not as rough as in
research and copy where you find experts
outside as well as in an agency.
And if an individual excels in any single
phase of the advertising function — the industry will listen attentively to his conadvertising. tributions and thoughts in other phases of
Broadcasting
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PLAYBACK
QUOTES
IN RE COMMERCIALS
Ben Strouse, president-general manager
of WWDC-AM-FM Washington, D. C,
addressing the Boston Broadcast Executives Club March 21.
MY MAIN POINT is that, in general,
radio commercials are improving. Many
are entertaining and many are informative
and I honestly believe that most people
are interested in informative advertising.
I believe that some women buy newspapers to read department store advertising. I. myself, read the ads more carefully than the articles in Fortune magazine, and when I look at the New Yorker,
I rarely read the stories but I pay an
awful lot of attention to the cartoons
and the ads.
So why shouldn't that apply to radio?
Could that explain why sometimes heavily commercial shows have higher ratings
than sustaining programs? Is there anything on your station more pleasant to
listen to than Julie London singing the
Marlboro song? Anything more entertaining than the Fels Naptha "Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to the Clothes
You Love" jingle? Any better music on
the air than some of last year's Ford
commercials? And aren't the wonderful
commercials of the Pear Bureau, the
Maine Sardine people, the lamb or pork
producers of extreme interest to the
housewife? And aren't the local commercials for supermarkets, drug chains, department and specialty stores newsworthy?
Has anybody got the courage to try 15
minutes of straight, uninterrupted but
well-selected one minute spots the same
hour every day for a number of weeks?
Would the audience increase or decrease?
I don't know. You don't know. The FCC
doesn't know and the agencies and advertisers don't know. Sure, you would
antagonize the critics — the holier-thanthou, self-appointed monitors of public
taste
— but a station's audience might increase.
I've been in this business since 1942.
And the only thing I have learned is that
I don't know the answers.
BLESSING IN DISGUISE
Walt Disney, accepting the Milestone
Award of the Screen Producer's Guild
Feb. 17:
CONSIDER a selling medium that I believe is now socially acceptable around
here — television. Television came to us
as what is loosely known as a blessing in
disguise. First off, we went into shock,
or the "let's get a stick and chase it under
the porch" phase. Then came the beatdown or "if we can't lick 'em, let's join
'em" era. Now at last, I think we're coming into a period where both the picture
and television industries can view each
other with relative calm and find some
methods of common benefit.
If 1 956 was a crucial year for the film
industry, it was also a year of crisis for

WORTH

REPEATING

the television industry. During this time,
television admittedly turned to Hollywood, not only for old movies, but for
more production techniques, creative talent and a good hard look at something
we laughingly
done
this
for them, I call
think"costs."
we shouldHaving
be equally
gracious and see what we can swipe from
them in return. Because, like it or not,
I think there's much I've learned from
television.
First, instead of talking about it, television has given immediate opportunity
to young directors, writers and players.
They believe in new ideas. They take
chances, and if they fall on their faces
they fall forward, not back on their
fannys. Television has opened doors to a
new wealth of story and entertainment
material.
In the picture business, it was as much
as your professional life was worth to
experiment with odd lengths and off-beat
forms of entertainment. Television is a
great laboratory in which we can probe
the receptivity of theatre audiences to
education, science, fine arts, philosophy,
religion, social problems — and through
this, fix realistic new horizons for the picture industry of the future.
The television screen is, after all, only
an extension of the motion picture screen,
and its audience is a direct likeness of
our potential market. Television has done
many jobs for us we have not been able
to do ourselves. From the sheer bulk
of material pushed through the television
tube daily, it has dulled the sense of people
to ordinary entertainment values — and,
under this pressure, it is forging a new
selective audience, with a special capacity
for quality entertainment.
15 TV JOURNALISM?
Anne W. hangman, writing in the March
16 issue of The Nation:
TELEVISION'S attempt to make daily
journalism one of its functions has not
succeeded. Dissatisfied viewers, querulous
tv critics, reluctant newscasters all attest
that news has somehow missed the channel boat. A close look shows that the
failure has deep causes: the pattern of
the medium — which applies with fair
comfort to drama, panel shows, quiz
shows, and can even be stretched to accommodate documentaries, news-in-depth
studies, music and opera — does not fit
the cloth of journalism.
The pattern requires that what appears
on the home screen must entertain the
viewer and that it must observe the first
rule of good hucksterism — offend nobody.
Journalism, on the other hand, sells news
and opinion for a profit; a newspaper is
held to account for the accuracy of the
news and the responsibility of the opinion
that it disseminates. It could hardly survive with a conception of news as being
either consistently amusing or consistently
neutral.
It is high time that tv news grew

up. It should stop trying to be entertainment and start trying to be valid
journalism. And what it needs to be objective and effective journalism is a frank
admission that opinion is opinion. If tv
hired commentators for the vigor and
variety of their viewpoints, urged them to
present and interpret the news according
to their best convictions, allowed them
to use film to back up and make vivid
their impressions and did not restrict them
to their present function as caption writers for news footage, it would very soon
attract men of stature to add to the very
few operating today.
PERPLEXED

POET

John E. Fitzgerald, writing in our Sunday Visitor, Catholic newspaper, Feb.
24, and quoted by Bishop Fulton Sheen
on his ABC-TV program:
"conversation with a television set"
Q. Lovely image on my screen
What's become of Bishop Sheen?
Has he goofed or gone astray?
Have they taken him away?
I miss his robes, his kindly face
His brilliant words, his style and grace
His warmest blessing at the end
Oh, have we lost our learned friend?
A. No, dear viewer, the screen did sound.
Bishop Sheen is still around
Still as good as he used to be
Each Monday eve on ABC
But lost amid the screams and hollers
Of a hundred thousand dollars
Is Sacrificed
your church's
brilliantOne?
son
to Twenty
Q. Must wisdom and the spoken word
Always run a tired third?
Must there be the battle juicy
Lucy? Bishop Sheen and / Love
'Tween
A. You face your problem and you
meet it
hoary
You cannot have your cake and eat it
The screen replied with language
What's the Bishop's category?
Q. Must I love my Lucy less?
Can't I tune to CBS?
Can't I channel my tv
To Twenty One on NBC?
Why must matters miscellaneous
Be always scheduled simultaneous?
A. What matters you know how to live?
Oh how to pray or how to give?
Or how to love or how life's going?
flowing!
What matters this? The money's
It matters little how to act
Just pluck from air the flying fact
for the "What"
We pay
Who
cares
for the
the angels
"Why"?
What
matters
Just measure the sky
Sorry, Bishop, I cannot stay
away!
They're going to give Ft. Knox
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TvB

TOP

tabulations

200

show

ADVERTISERS

Procter

PROCTER & GAMBLE, by now acknowledged champion in television billings,
claimed that title again in 1956 with a total
of $60,971,527 in national buying, network
and spot. This becomes known today
(Monday) with publication by Television
Bureau of Advertising of its tabulations of
spot buying by the top 200 clients.

&

Gamble

first

with

Figures previously available from Publishers Information Bureau [B«T, March 11]
on network billings showed P&G with a
total of $43,449,027. The new TvB figures
add $17,522,500 in spot to that amount.
TvB credits spot tv with $397,498,000 in
1956 billings.
The complete TvB top 200 list appears

Total
Network
Spot
<£(.C\ Q7 1
$17,522,500 $43,449,027 i>ou,y / 1 ,jz /
1 PROCTER & GAMBLE
1 <\ ">1& 5A1
2 BROWN & WILLIAMSON 11,288,600
/o,jui
-11J,Z
C 1 A/1
<:<)Q
3,987,901
3 GENERAL FOODS
9,415,900 15,688,789
AO A/1 1
4> STERLING DRUG
111/1
1 ,4DZ,U41
8,823,300
2,638,741
O A<A ini
5 PHILIP MORRIS
680,803
7,369,400
AGO
7 314 700 19 880 282 T7
z /, 1J Q/l
y4,ysz
6 COLGATE-PALMOLIVE
5
R?0
4A0
7 WARNER-LAMBERT
A/,3oj,
CIA H/ jZ
A1
<taa
8 CONTINENTAL BAKING
J,c in
/ jZ,JUU
o,57y,743
1
sin
n5?
9 NATIONAL BISCUIT
J, J jO,JUU
7,346,552
1,01 U,UjZ
5 3 54 70f)
4 48 S 467
10 MILES LABS
y,o4U,
A O A C\ A11 67
ZL"~7
1AA11
1 r\
4 810 5A0
1 53 io,
6 en?
101 919
11 KELLOGG
y i2,4iy
C
1
1
*7
1C
1
12 CARTER PROD.
5,337,353
4
nnn
1
1
37?
643
J J J ,WU
13 LEVER BROS.
15,857,643
.4 a c C\ CAA
none
14 ROBERT HALL
4,4jU,JUU
4,450,500
"7
~1
Q
£
1
1
A
a a aa oaa
15 LIGGETT & MYERS
4,4UU,yUU
12,187,014
A TOO TrtH
11 , Atoo,
HI 11 Q14A
16 BULOVA WATCH
4,zyo, /UU
I ,4 //, J04
5,771,084
1 OA1 AAA
9 TO< A^ £
3,oUl ,UUU
17 AT&T
Z,Zoj,Ujo
6,086,036
"i £-C\~l CAA
3,6y7,5(JU
3,o3
1
,yyy
18 COCA-COLA
7,329,499
"i A O £L O A A
19 GENERAL MOTORS
iy,uoo,o4o 22,573,446
1 A "> 1 Z' /111
20 FORD
3,332,600 10,316,421
13,649,021
21 MAX FACTOR
421,247
3,181,700
3,602,947
22 CORN PROD. REFINING
1,855,366
2,849,400
4,704,766
none
23 HELAINE SEAGER
2,781,000
2,781,000
24 CHARLES ANTELL
none
2,774,200
2,774,200
25 NESTLE
2,374,900
2,892,319
5,267,219
i jj,jy3
26 HAROLD F. RITCHIE
2,341 ,7UU
2,497,293
i i m r\f\f\
none
2,192,000
27 ESSO
2,192,000
1 1 A O ZTAA
28 P. LORILLARD
->,3Z4,o43
2,148,600
7,473,443
1 AAA 1AA
29 SHELL OIL
none
2,000,200
2,000,200
i nm c\c\c\
none
30 PEPSI-COLA
i,yy3,oou
1,993,000
1 AT^ CAA
31 FLA. CITRUS COMM.
1,972,500
1 — n 63,972
rfi A1A
2,036,472
32 AMER. HOME PROD.
1,965,900 15,758,019 17,723,919
33 PABST BREWING
1,962,600
1,461,195
3,423,795
34 R. J. REYNOLDS
1,952,800 11,424,421
13,377,221
35 MINUTE MAID
375,023
1,939,000
2,314,023
36 BLOCK DRUG
396,126
1,937,800
2,333,926
37 CHRYSLER
1,914,200 18,198,264 20,112,464
38 P. BALLANTINE
91,971
1,852,300
1,944,271
39 REVLON
1,817,900
6,850,428
5,032,528
none
40 NORTHERN PAPER
1,798,700
1,798,700
41 GILLETTE
1,782,900 15,257,871
17,040,771
655,077
42 GROVE LABS
1,696,100
2,351,177
none
43 FOLGER COFFEE
1,627,100
1,627,100
none
44 NEHI
1,614,200
1,614,200
none
45 PETER PAUL
1,546,800
1,546,800
2,101,694
566,994
46 ANHEUSER-BUSCH
1,534,700
47 STANDARD BRANDS
4,412,411
1,512,800
2,899,611
48 WESSON-SNOWDRIFT
1,498,000
2,764,658
1,266,658
none
49 PIEL BROS.
1,485,300
1,485,300
5,206,431.
50 BORDEN
1,483,500
3,722,931
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51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

IN

SPOT

$17,522,500

TV

in

'56

on this and the facing page. Additionally,
B«T has listed the network spending by
each client in TvB's tabulation, and has
computed the total national billings. Companies are ranked in order of their spot
buying, however, not on the basis of total
national spending.
On following pages appear other tables

Total
Network
1,480,400
$
; 3,496,861
AMERICAN CHICLE $
2,016,461 :
Spot
CHESEBROUGH-PONDS
1,425,400
1,718,344
3,143,744
1,407,100
none
4,760,458
3,353,358
RCA
1,348,900
CARLING
1,348,900
none
FOOD MFRS.
1,344,600
1,344,600
H. J. HEINZ
1,334,300
1,673,820
3,008,120
none
INTL. LATEX
1,323,000
1,323,000
none
BETTER LIVING ENT.
1,312,400
1,312,400
HAMM BREWING
369,960
1,309,100
1,679,060
none
1,307,700
none
1,307,700
AVON
1,291,100
1,291,100
BENRUS
STANDARD OIL (iND. )
845,138
2,092,338
1,247,200
NATL. DAIRY
1,246,500
5,628,107
6,874,607
SOCONY MOBIL
none
1,228,700
1,228,700
842,460
FALSTAFF BREWING
1,224,400
2,066,860
591,403
ASSOC. PROD.
1,223,000
1,814,403
BEECH-NUT LIFE SAVERS 1,219,600
354,338
1,573,938
AMERICAN TOBACCO
1,206,300
9,387,768 10,594,068
317,479
SEVEN-UP
1,201,500
1,518,979
CAMPBELL SOUP
4,415,970
1,196,300
5,612,270
CARNATION
1,154,300
2,509,406
3,663,706
RALSTON-PURINA
2,029,343
3,173,143
1,143,800
none
1,140,000
SIMMONS
none
1,140,000
GALLO WINERY
1,130,800
1,130,800
PHARMACEUTICALS INC.
1,108,600
6,272,787
7,381,387
none
PACIFIC COAST BORAX
1,097,900
1,097,900
4,091,533
SWIFT
1,091,900
5,183,433
HILLS BROS. COFFEE
none
1,077,400
1,077,400
TOP VALUE ENT.
none
1,041,500
1,041,500
GENERAL ELECTRIC
1,039,800
9,146,004
8,106,204
none
SALADA TEA
1,006,600
1,006,600
413,730
999,100
WM. WRIGLEY
1,412,830
996,700
KIMBERLY-CLARK
1,273,706
2,270,406
993,500
LIPTON
1,342,572
2,336,072
978,400
SAFEWAY STORES
none
978,400
965,700
none
TEA COUNCIL
965,700
942,200
E. I. DUPONT
1,404,990
2,347,190
none
916,300
916,300
STOKELY-VAN CAMP
914,600
BEST FOODS
2,419,882
3,334,482
902,800
none
902,800
a&p
893,300
WILDROOT
1,378,311
2,271,611
176,000
892,000
GLAMORENE
1,068,000
877,400
ARMOUR
3,085,325
3,962,725
864,000
BRISTOL-MYERS
9,132,455
9,996,455
none
848,600
848,600
M.J.B.
848,200
848,200
none
WARD BAKING
822,000
822,000
none
TAFON DISTRIB.
SUNSHINE BISCUIT
810,100
none
810,100
ADELL CHEMICAL
807,600
807,600
none
799,675
AMERICAN BAKERIES
797,300
Broadcasting 2,375
• Telecasting

of value to anyone concerned with the buying and selling of television time. A bybrand breakdown of the total spot expenditure for the top 25 spot advertisers, from
Procter & Gamble's $17,522,450 to Nestle's
$2,374,920, appears on pages 138 and 140.
On this page is a list of the top spot clients
for the 10 agencies which TvB ranks as
the biggest in spot billings.
Pages 140 and 141 carry a TvB breakdown of national spot tv spending by product classifications, with expenditure of the
largest single brand shown for each.
TvB's spot tabulations were prepared from
data compiled by N. C. Rorabaugh Co.

TOP

BRANDS

AT THE TOP AGENCIES

1. TED
BATES
Viceroy
!J>J,3 / j,29U

2. MCCANN-ERICKSON
Bulova
3. YOUNG & RUBICAM
Piel
Beer
Kellogg
4. LEO BURNETT

3>4,2yo,o5U
$1,485,300
$4,810,530

5. BENTON & BOWLES
Maxwell House

6. DANCER-FITZGERALD-SAMPLE
Bayer Aspirin
7. BBDO
Lever's Wisk
8 T WAT TFP TWHMPSON
Ford
9. COMPTON ADV.
P&G's Dash
10. WILLIAM ESTY

$3,012,640
$1,874,410
$2,981,590
3>l,693,o8U

$5,461,900
Colgate's Brisk
$1,412,400
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:
Agencies
were
ranked
by
TvB
without specifying total spot billings
for each.]

Total
Network
795,700 $
5
101 SEALY MATTRESS $ Spot
73,756 5 869,456
none
102 RATH PACKING
790,600
790,600
none
778,400
103 PLOUGH INC.
778,400
104 REPUBLICAN PARTY
774,100
2,255,025
1,480,925
none
105 DORMIN
762,700
762,700
106 WM. B. REILY
758,700
764,407
5,707
107 PROCTOR ELECTRIC
755,400
755,400
none
108 READERS DIGEST
745,000
13,773
758,773
721,500
none
109 RAYCO
721,500
none
HOSARDEAU INC.
717,800
717,800
none
Ill DR. PEPPER
716,800
716,800
none
707,800
112 CREAM OF WHEAT
707,800
none
113 LANGENDORF BAKERIES
700,700
700,700
114 DUNCAN COFFEE
700,200
none
700,200
692,200
115 NATIONAL BREWING
706,036
13,836
692,200
116 PILLSBURY
4,897,602
5,589,802
828,982
691,500
117VICK CHEMICAL
1,520,482
688,100
394,611
118B. T. BABBITT
1,082,711
none
680,600
119 LUCKY LAGER BREWING
680,600
none
678,200
120 KROGER
678,200
675,700
121CLOROX CHEMICAL
675,700
none
none
675,500
122 SINCLAIR REFINING
675,500
669,000
123 GENERAL MILLS
10,560,113
9,891,113
none
124 PAXTON & GALLAGHER
665,800
665,800
none
663,100
125 SAN FRAN. BREWING
663,100
none
660,400
126LIEBMANN BREWERIES
660,400
none
657,100
127 LEWIS FOOD
657,100
653,200
128 STUDEBAKER-PACKARD
1,322,888
1,976,088
none
648,000
648,000
129 SCHAEFER BREWING
none
639,500
130 GREYHOUND
639,500
638,400
131 SCHLITZ
2,544,207
3,182,607
none
132 PHILLIPS PETROLEUM
638,400
638,400
622,500
622,500
133 BUITONI PROD.
none
619,200
134 QUAKER OATS
2,908,511
3,527,711
none
607,000
135 DREWRYS
607,000
136 MENNEN
595,500
2,655,631
3,251,131
none
594,100
137 WIEDEMANN BREWING
594,100
none
585,400
138 HEILEMAN BREWING
585,400
584,300
139 GENERAL CIGAR
1,282,284
1,866,584
none
580,900
140 W. F. MCLAUGHLIN
580,900
none
572,200
572,200
141 DUFFY-MOTT
none
142 OSCAR MAYER
567,400
567,400
none
143 JACKSON BREWING
566,700
566,700
none
566,300
144 BLUE PLATE FOODS
566,300
none
564,600
564,600
145 GROCERY STORE PRODS.
700,308
146 EMERSON DRUG
562,700
1,263,008
611,658
555,700
147 MARS
1,167,358
none
543,000
543,000
148 RICHFIELD OIL
none
537,500
537,500
149 STANDARD OIL (OHIO)
] 50 SIMONIZ
537,200
1,324,464
1,861,664
Broadcasting • Telecasting

151 GOLD SEAL

$

152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161

CBS INC.
GENERAL BAKING
U. S. TOBACCO
WELCH GRAPE JUICE
PRESTO INDUSTRIES
B. C. REMEDY
DUQUESNE BREWING
FOREMOST DAIRIES
WALGREEN
CONTINENTAL OIL

162
163
164
165
166
167

MONARCH WINE
ARMSTRONG RUBBER
HOUSEHOLD FINANCE
PETRI WINE
DRACKETT
RUPPERT BREWERY

168
169
170
171
172
173

AVOSET
STANDARD OIL (CALIF.)
ASSOC. HOSPITAL SERV.
GUNTHER RBEWING
BANK OF AMERICA
REV. ORAL ROBERTS

174
175
176
177
178
179
180

COTY
V.
LAROSA & SONS
DEMOCRATIC PARTY
G. H. P. CIGAR
LONE STAR BREWING
INTERNATIONAL SALT
QUALITY BAKERS

181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190

FRITO
HOLSUM BAKERIES
HUDSON PULP & PAPER
REGAL PALE BREWING
LIBBY, MCNEIL & LIBBY
MONTGOMERY WARD
AMERICAN STORES
THOMAS LEEMING
S. F. WHITMAN
INTERNATIONAL MILLING

191
192
193
194
195

PHARMA-CRAFT
STROH BREWING
SLENDERELLA
T CO.
GRAN
GENERAL TIRE & RUBBER

196
197
198
199
200

CLINTON SHOE
BROWN
PAN-AM SOUTHERN
BAIRD'S BAKERIES
FRONTIER FOODS

Total
535,500 $ Network
854,807
Spot
5 1,390,307
528,600
1,137,820
1,666,420
none
526,500
526,500
524,400
none
524,400
523,300
759,858
1,283,158
522,500
none
522,500
749,393
514,500
234,893
512,800
528,775
15,975
none
510,500
510,500
none
508,600
508,600
none
507,900
507,900
none
505,900
505,900
602,812
504,100
98,712
none
503,500
503,500
none
497,300
497,300
493,900
528,050
34,150
none
489,400
489,400
none
478,300
478,300
474,400
474,400
none
473,000
473,000
none
464,600
none
464,600
462,100
none
462,100
none
460,800
460,800
458,600
none
458,600
none
455,700
455,700
453,300
1,167,175
1,620,475
none
435,800
435,800
432,400
none
432,400
430,900
none
430,900
none
424,300
424,300
424,200
504,054
79,854
none
422,500
422,500
419,500
419,500
none
412,600
none
412,600
none
412,400
412,400
410,100
410,100
none
none
409,200
409,200
408,500
none
408,500
403,200
none
403,200
none
402,600
402,600
401,300
635,010
1,036,310
401,300
none
401,300
399,200
399,200
none
397,100
397,100
582,068
186,168
395,900
383,400
none
383,400
716,199
383,100
333,099
381,800
none
381,800
none
379,000
379,000
none
378,200
378,200
CONTINUED
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HOW
KCRA-TV
Plus

20*

Century Fox*

THE

SPLIT

TOP

THEIR

PROPTFR Jir PiAMRT F rn
American Family Detergent
American Family Soap
Biz Liquid Detergent
Big
Peanut Butter
CamayTop Soap
Cheer
Comet
Crest
Crisco
Dash
Dreft
Drene Shampoo
Duz
Fluffo
Gleem
Ivory Bar Soap — Laundry
Ivory Flakes
Joy
Ivory Snow
Ivory Toilet Soap
Jif Peanut Butter
Lava Soap
Lilt Home Permanent
Oxydol
Pin-It Home Permanent
Prell Shampoo
Secret Cream Deodorant
Secret Home Permanent
Shasta Shampoo
Spic
Tide & Span
Velvet Blend Shampoo
Whirl Liquid Shortening
Zest Beauty Bar
oKUWIN

KCRA-TV controls more firstrun, first-quality feature films
than all other Sacramento
stntjons combined. Top motion
pictures every day. . .
not just rating week!
NEW!
"Three Star Theatre"
every night

PARTICIPATIONS

AVAILABLE

SACRAMENTO'S HIGHEST
RATED LATE MOVIEf
Three Star Theatre

Average
ARB

1 Q Q
lU.Z

Average
Share

0

f ARB, Sacramento, Feb. '57
Ask Petry about the Highest Rated
NBC Station in the West.

KCRA

TV

|? Serving 28 Northern Calif:|| ornia and Nevada Counties
Sacramento, California
Page 138
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CLEAR

CHANNEL:

25

BUDGETS
$17 ^77 4^0
217,7<s0
29,140
61,570
633,770
109,560
783,770
400,960
2,818,170
25,100
1,693,880
134,980
ri213,^70
At) r r\r\
743,500
147,610
1,609,620
15,680
1,024,660
751,390
15,720
47,650
1 ion (ifin
1,785,900
1,288,630
201,570
H A no A
774,2^0
226,030
7,210
27,390
3,730
9,170
991,250
513,820
39,860
36,930
139,020

& WILLIAMSON 1UHAC-

Du Maurier
Kool
Raleigh
Viceroy
Tube Rose Snuff

SPOT

n 421,680
n jo A on
1 rino /?OA
3,743,420
1,733,680
e ono16,550
or\/\
5,373,290

Baker's Cocoa
1,520
2,300
Baker's Frozen Cocoanut
Baker's Cocoanut
Baker's Inst. Chocolate
1,020
1 don44,350
ccn
l,z3U,obO
Birdseye Frozen Foods
Birdseye Frozen Poultry
21,580
Bliss Coffee Inst. /Reg.
3,040
Bliss Coffee Reg.
430
Gaines Dog Food
31,600
Go Ironing Aid
22,040
Good Seasons Salad Dressing
2,600
615,400
Jello Gelatin Dessert
Jack & Jill Cat Food
3,250
Jello Puddings
344,860
168,600
Kool Aid
44,920
Kool Shake
Maple-Del Syrup
Maxwell House Coffee Inst.
9,960
Maxwell House Coffee Inst./Reg. 4,318,140
312,110
831,650
Maxwell House Coffee Reg.
Minute Potatoes
4,370
Minute Rice
Perkins Lemonade Mix
17,610
129,090
Post Toasties
6,820
421,820
Post's Cereals
70,570
Post's Grape-Nut/Flakes
82,690
Post's Sugar Crisp
12,890
Post's Sugar Rice Krinkles
25,900
Sanka Coffee Inst.
151,700
Swansdown Cake Flour
Swansdown Cake Mix
416,780
Yuban Coffee Inst./Reg.
19,990
Yuban Coffee Regular
45,680
STERLING DRUG INC
35 8,823,300
2,994,960
Bayer Aspirin
17,680
Bayer
Aspirin
—
Children's
Campho-Phenique
17,340
229,530
635,830
Dr. Caldwell's Laxative
Dr. Lyons Dentifrices
114,640
Double Danderine
438,390
Energine
Fizrin
1,178,190
141,970
Fletcher's Castoria

CLIENTS

BY

BRANDS
101,280
Haley's Boostered Aspirin
Haley's M. O.
851,930
145,400
Instantine
149,900
Ironized Yeast
Molle Shaving Soap
288,090
172,080
Pepsomar
Phillip's Milk of Magnesia
1,262,070
Phillip's
Milk of Magnesia
Toothpaste
44,860
39,160
Z. B. T. Baby Powder

PHILIP MORRIS & CO. .
Bond Street Tobacco
Marlboro
Parliament
Philip Morris
Spud
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE CO.
Ad Detergent
Ajax Cleanser
Brisk
Dentrifice
Cashmere Bouquet Soap
Colgate Bar Soap
Colgate Dental Cream
Colgate Lustre Net
Colgate Shave
Cream
Deodorant
Beauty
Soap
Fab Detergent
Florient Air Deodorizer
Glance Shampoo
Halo Shampoo
Kan-Kil
Lustre-Creme Shampoo
Merry Detergent
Palmolive Shave Cream
Palmolive Shave Lotion
Palmolive Soap
Rapid Shave Cream
Vel Beauty Bar
Vel Detergent
Veto Deodorant
WARNER-LAMBERT PHARMACEUTICAL CO., INC
Anahist Cough Syrup
Anahist Nasal Spray
Super Anahist
DuBarry Light and Bright
Hudnut Home Permanent
Listerine Antiseptic
Listerine Dentifrice
Quick Home Permanent
Richard Hudnut Cosmetics

$ 7,369,440
3,404,200
3,380
640,180
3,079,480
242,200
S 7,314,700
167,320
144,420
22,730
1,447,160
193,230
2,539,320
442,500
8,240
253,800
65,880
280,910
5,200
7,630
1,880
23,430
46,640
498,240
2,660
7,560
343,080
131,120
598,660
83,090

5,820,440
12,840
4,620
2,748,690
14,290
3,980
1,341,500
1,291,060
336,030
67,430

CONTINENTAL BAKING CO
$ 5,732,480
Certified Bread
14,520
County Fair Bread
33,480
Daffodil Farm Bread
56,280
Fruit Cake
1,330
Hall Pride Cake
2,970
Hostess Cakes
719,400
Morton Frozen Foods
1,160,270
Profile Bread
975,460
Staff Bread
292,400
Twinkies
75,600
Wonder Bread
2,366,080
Wonder Brown and Serve Rolls 3,770
Wonder Buns
25,050
Wonder Rolls
5,870
NATIONAL BISCUIT CO
$
983,060
5,536,500
Dromedary Cake Mix
Dromedary Foods
12,470
Home Town Bread
142,210
Master Plan Bread
77,370
9,020
Milk Bone
Millbrook Bread
20,320
Nabisco Cookies and Crackers
3.059,090
178,110
Nabisco Shredded Wheat
203,670
Nabisco Shredded Wheat Jrs.
166,270
Nabisco Various Cereals
NBC Bread
170,340
Pal Dog Foods
23,150
12,930
Ranger
Joe Cereal
Rice Honeys
154,060
324,430
Wheat Honeys
continued
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NOTICE TO EDITORS — This advertisement currently appears in leading national magazines. For more than 30 years, Metropolitan Life has
sponsored similar messages on national health and safety. Because
of public interest in the subject matter of these advertisements,
Metropolitan offers all news editors (including radio news editors),

free use of the text of each advertisement in this series. The text may
be used in regular health features, health columns or health reports
with or without credit to Metropolitan. The Company gladly makes
this material available to editors as one phase of its public-service
advertising in behalf of the nation's health and safety.

i(
The doctor's coming right away!"
year contact with you can help ease many
condition . . . with proper diet and sensible
In an hour of urgent need, you may have
worries which illness often magnifies.
had the feeling of relief and reassurance
habits of work, sleep and relaxation.
that comes when your family doctor steps
Your friend, the family doctor, is the
Whether your doctor is called for a serithrough your doorway.
first to know when hospital care is needed
ous emergency or a minor illness, he brings
. . . and when a specialist should be called
to you the latest developments of medical
Of course, any physician would respond
to advise and assist him.
science. These include new methods of dito an emergency call. It is not quite the
same, however, as having your own doctor
agnosis, new drugs and treatments for reSpecialists, because of their detailed
storing health or controlling many diseases.
who has known you through the years.
knowledge and experience in diagnosing
When he comes, you rely on him not only
He also brings to you his own broad knowland treating diseases falling within their
as a physician, but also as a friend.
edge of medicine gained through years of
particular field, are important allies of the
study in schools, hospitals and clinics.
family doctor.
This warm relationship can be very important ... as important, in a way, as the
There are other equally good reasons for
Your family doctor will welcome an inhaving a family doctor. When you go to
vitation to become a "part of your family
doctor's knowledge of medicine. This is
because the family physician, in treating
him for periodic health check-ups, he can
circle." One of the most practical steps,
often detect trouble early and start prompt
a patient, considers not only the current
therefore, that you can take for future
treatment. Moreover, by consulting your
medical phases of the case, but also the
health and happiness is to consult your
doctor periodically, you get his advice
family doctor now . . . and keep in touch
patient's personal medical background.
about how to help keep in good physical
with him over the years.
Furthermore, a doctor who has year-to-

COPYRIGHT
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LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

Metropolitan

Life Insurance Company
(A MUTUAL COMPANY)
1 Madison Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.
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10. MILES LABORATORIES INC
$ 5,354,730
Alka-Seltzer
4,498,070
Bactine
284,950
Nervine
43,450
One-A-Day Brand Vitamins 429,980
Tabcin
98,280
11. KELLOGG COMPANY
$ 4,810,530
All Bran
33,150
Corn Flakes
52,640
Fizz-Ade
72,510
Gro-Pup Dog Food
81,120
Rice Krispies
10,660
Special K Cereal
1,028,600
Sugar Frosted Flakes
49,770
Sugar Corn Pops
143,760
Sugar Smacks
4,290
Various Kellogg Cereals 3,334,030
12. CARTER PRODUCTS INC.
$ 4,535,210
Arrid Deodorant
1,470,260
Carter's Little Liver Pills 1,202,670
Colonaids
310
Nair
1,074,830
Rise Shaving Cream
787,140
13. LEVER BROTHERS CO
$ 4,535,010
Breeze
64,620
Dove Toilet Soap
497,710
Good Luck Margarine
51,730
Hum Detergent
18,420
Imperial Margarine
1,378,220
Lifebuoy Soap
77,570
Lucky Whip
5,720
Lux Liquid Detergent
15,810
Lux Toilet Soap
57,950
Pepsodent
118.390
Rinso
288.680
Silver Dust
63,500
Surf Detergent
22,280
Wisk
1,874,410
14. HALL, ROBERT, CLOTHES
$ 4,450,490
Clothes
4,450,490
15. LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO. $ 4,400,900
Chesterfield
1,106,590

PRODUCT

L & M

16. BULOVA WATCH CO
$ 4,298,650
Bulova Watches
4,298,650

18. coca-cola
co./bottlers ..'..$ 3,697,460
Buck Beverage
7,660
Coca-Cola
3,683,910
Delish Bottled Drinks
5,720
76
170
19. GENERAL MOTORS CORP
$ 3,486,820
AC Spark Plugs
124,510
All G. M. Cars
29,630
Buick Cars
75,970
Cadillac Cars
580
Chevrolet Cars
953,220
Chevrolet Trucks
18,090
Delco Appliances
18,360
Delco Batteries
49.530
Frigidaire Appliances
67,070
G. M. Trucks
1,140
Institutional
2,270
Oldsmobile Cars
1,516,611
Pontiac Cars
544,780
Saginaw Power Steering 86,100
20. ford motor co
$ 3,332,620
Ford Accessories
6,220
Ford Cars
2,981,550
Ford Tractors
26,940
Ford Trucks
113,980
Lincoln Cars
95,990
Mercury Cars
107,900
21. FACTOR, MAX, & CO
$ 3,181,730
Courtley Deodorant
1.040
Courtley Toiletries
9,010
Dri-Mist Deodorant
427.180
Max Factor Cosmetics 1,923,600
Max Factor Creme Puff
11,390
Max Factor Deodorant
1,120

ON

Product
Classification

Estimated
Expenditure

Leading Brand

AGRICULTURE
Feeds, Meals
Miscellaneous

$ 1,225,000
937,000
288,000

Purina Chows
Charles Pfizer Animal
Medicine

$ 157,060
32,150

ALE, BEER & WINE $34,237,000
Beer & Ale
30,427,000
Wine
3,810,000

Ballantine Beer & Ale
Gallo Wine

1,852,280
1,091,980

AMUSEMENTS,
ENTERTAINMENT

MGM Pictures

AUTOMOTIVE
$12,912,000
646,000
Anti-Freeze
Batteries
378,000
Cars
8,539,000
Tires & Tubes
1,265,000
179,000
Trucks & Trailers
Miscellaneous Accessories
& Supplies
1,905,000
BUILDING MATERIAL, EQUIPMENT
FIXTURES, PAINTS $3,422,000
Fixtures, Plumbing,
593,000
Supplies
Materials
609,000
March 25, 1957
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Estimated
Expenditure

Zerone & Zerex
Everyready
Ford
Armstrong
Ford Trucks

105,670
221,530
204,320
2,981,590
504.100
113,980

Rayco Auto Seat Covers

696,830

Anchor San. & Amer. Heating— Heating Supplies
Bethlehem Steel Products

113,930
181.510

SPOT
Product
Classification
Paints
Power Tools
Miscellaneous

11,390
5,720
6,800
781,480

22. CORN PRODUCTS REFINING CO. . $ 2,849,350
Bosco Chocolate Syrup
1,842,280
Karo Frosting
30,280
Karo Table Syrup
23,590
Kasco Dog Food
308,520
Mazola Oil
91,910
Niagara Starch
145,630
Now Instant Cake Frosting 8,820
Nu-Soft Fabric Softener 372,070
Saybon
22,090
Zuma Salad Dressing
4,160

17. AMERICAN TEL. & TEL. CO. . . .$ 3,800,990
Includes all regional telephone
companies
3,800,990

BREAKDOWN

$560,000

Max Factor Erace
Max Factor Hi-Fi
Max Factor Pancake
Sof-Set Hair Spray

3,294,310

23. SEAGER, HELAINE, CO
$ 2,780,980
Drops of Gold
358,260
Majitinje
494,650
Pink Ice Cosmetics
1,890,090
Tint-N-Set
37,980
24. ANTELL, CHARLES, INC
$ 2,774,170
Charles Antell Cosmetics 1,686,160
Charles Antell Spray Net
31,410
Chignon
120
Custom Mop
110
Formula #9 Hair Cream
112,190
Formula #9 Shampoo
221,330
Hair Curlers
470
Reddi Kit
140
Sando Reducing Aid
35,900
Slim Magic
194.130
Star Nail
8.930
Super Lanolin Liquid Makeup 483,280
25. nestle co
$ 2,374,920
Decaf Instant Coffee
717,320
King Mallow
4,510
Maggi Protein Drink
28,610
Nescafe Instant Coffee
324,130
Nestea Instant Tea
95,750
Nestle's Chocolate Bars
45,750
Nestle's Cookie Mix
1,030
Nestle's Everready Cocoa
44,280
Nestle's Instant Coffee
1,098,010
Nestle's Quik
15,530

TV'S

$397.5

Estimated
Expenditure
892,000
777,000
551,000

CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS,
ACCESSORIES
Clothing
$8,688,000
6,929,000
Footwear
Hosiery
1,468,000
202,000
Miscellaneous
89,000
CONFECTIONS &
SOFT DRINKS
$21,576,000
Confections
9,766,000
Soft Drinks
11,810,000
CONSUMER
SERVICES
$12,545,000
Dry Cleaning & Laundries 112,000
Financial
1
Insurance
1 ,907,000
,758,000
Medical & Dental
159,000
Moving, Hauling, Storage 408,000
Public Utlities 5i,366,000
Religious, Political,
Unions
1,066,000
Schools & Colleges
83,000
686,000
Miscellaneous Services

MILLION

Leading Brand

Estimated

Expenditure
Fuller Paints
154,530
Roto-Rooter
269,920
E. I. DuPont de NemoursInstitutional 222,270
Robert Hall Clothes 4,450,490
Buster Brown Shoes 265,560
Tru-Craft Hosiery
56,930
Karl's Shoe Stores
57,810

M & M Candy
Coca-Cola

1,094,280
3,683,910

Professional Laundry Assoc. 38,650
Household Finance-Loans 493,430
Blue Cross Services 399,440
Texas State Optical Serv. 71,310
Bekins Moving & Storage 113,390
Amer. Tel. & Tel.
3,800,990
Republican Party
774,100
Isabells Univ. of Beauty Cult. 25,910
Slenderella Reducing Salons 399,180
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING

Product
Classification
COSMETICS &
Cosmetics

Estimated
Expenditure
t^d 940 flflfl
9,OOO,UU0

Deodorants
Depilatories
Hair Tonics & Shampoos
Hand & Face Creams,
Lotions
Home Permanents &
Coloring
Perfumes, Toilet
^Vaters, etc.
Razors, Blades
Shaving Creams,
Lotions, etc.
Toilet Soaps
Miscellaneous
DEN I AL
PRODUCTS
Dentifrices
Mouthwashes
Miscellaneous

3,243,000
1,226,000
6,783,000
606,000
3,826,000
i oao aaa
cc^ Ann

407,01)0

$13 202 000
11.093,000
1,396,000
713,000

DRUG PRODUCTS $32,026,000
Cold Remedies
6,274,000
Headache Remedies
4,934,000
Indigestion Remedies
7,451,000
Laxatives
4,175,000
Vitamins
1,487,000
Weight Aids
1,423,000
Miscellaneous Drug
Products
5,039,000
Drug Stores
1,243,000
FOOD & GROCERY
PRODUCTS
$107,615,000
Baked Goods
19,879,000
.Cereals
Coffee, Tea & Food
Drinks

8,533,000
22,367,000

Condiments, Sauces,
Appetizers
Dairy Products
Desserts
Dry Foods (Flour, Mixes
Rice, etc.)
Frozen Foods
Fruits & Vegetables,
Juices (except frozen)
Macaroni, Noodles,
Chili, etc.
Margarine, Shortenings
Meat, Poultry & Fish
(except frozen)
Soups (except frozen;
Miscellaneous Foods
Food Stores
GARDEN SUPPLIES
&- EQUIPMENT
GASOLINE &
LUBRICANTS
Gasoline & Oil
Oil Additives
Miscellaneous
HOTELS, RESORTS,
RESTAURANTS

Leading Brand

Estimated
Expenditure

Helaine Seager-Drops
of Gold & Pink Ice
Arrid
Nair
Brylcreem
Sof-Skin Hand Cream

2,248,370
1,470,260
1,074,830
1,913,500
114,140

Sof-Set Hair Spray

781,480

Sardo Bath Oil
Gem

717,840
237,950

Q-Tips Cotton Swabs

Crest
Listerine Antiseptic
Polident
Super Anahist
Bayer Aspirin
Alka-Seltzer
TD Vi illmc Ivllliv
1\/T"i 1 lr \JJl
/~i P lVXdgllColcl
TVTa <SY\ a
■tllilllfJo
Geritol
Tafon
Nytol
Walgreen

787,140
1,288,630
67,910

2,818,170
1,311.500
421,310
2,748.690
2,994,960
4,4^8,070
1 262 070
490,060
7'30 000
640,620
JUO ,oov

Product
Classification

HOUSEHOLD
FURNISHINGS $3,805,000
Beds, Mattresses, Springs 3,165,000
Furniture & Other
Furnishings 640,000
HOUSEHOLD LAUNDRY
PRODUCTS
$16,286,000
Bleaches, Starches 1,672,000
Packaged Soaps,
Detergents 13,352,000
Miscellaneous 1,262,000
HOUSEHOLD PAPER
PRODUCTS
$5,329,000
Cleansing Tissues 1,615,000
Food Wraps
967,000
Napkins
1,180,000
Toilet Tissue
519.000
Miscellaneous 1,048,000
HOUSEHOLD,
GENERAL
$3 075,000
Brooms, Brushes,
384,000
Mops,, etc.
China, Glassware, Cockery,
Containers
95,000
Disinfectants, Deodorizers 490.000
Fuels (heating, etc.)
161,000
Insecticides, Rodenticides 521,000
Kitchen Utensils
42,000
Miscellaneous
1,382,000
NOTIONS
PET PRODUCTS

National Biscuit
Cookies/Crackers
Kellogg Cereals
Maxwell House Instant
Coffee

3,059,090
4,810,530

Estimated
Expenditure

PUBLICATIONS

$456,000
$4,658,000
$1,366,000

SPORTING GOODS,
BICYCLES, TOYS $1,440,000
Bicycles & Supplies 86,000
General Sporting Goods 54,000

Estimated
Leading Brand

Expenditure

Simmons Mattresses

1,140,020

Simmonds
Reupholstering Co.

113,080
675,660

Clorox
Wisk
Borax

1,874,410
805,850

Northern Tissues
Waxtex
Delsey
Kleenex Napkins

1,072,790
416,330
385.380
358,880
375,720

Flav-R-Straws

Bissell Carpet Sweeper

147,210

Pine
Pyrex
Olga Ovenwear
Sol
Coal Co.
Insecticide
Raid
Better Living Enterprises —
Household Products

205,050
30,370
136,720
38,590

Crown Zippers

636,200
114,580

Hunt Club Dog Food

803,600
744,990

Reader's Digest Magazine

Toys & Games
1,233,000
Miscellaneous 67,000

Schwinn Bicycles
Remington Guns &
Ammunition
Lionel Trains
Evinrude Outboard Motors

35,940
298,620
44,160

983,060
1,230,660

Florida Citrus Commission

STATIONERY, OFFICE
EQUIPMENT
$239,000

Instant Grip Cement

55,310

1,972,450

2,052,000
4,893,000

Buitoni Products
Snowdrift

465,650
l,4oo,500

5,931,000
783,000
6,384,000
5,165,000

Oscar Mayer Meat Products

TELEVISION, RADIO,
PHONOGRAPH, MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS $2,360,000
Antennas
393,000
Radio & Television Sets 903,000
Records
83"i 000
Miscellaneous 229,000

CDR Rotor Antennas 164.260
RCA Radio & TV Sets 297.P30
Columbia Records
422,490
Columbia Phonographs 81,220

TOBACCO PRODUCTS
& SUPPLIES
$30,390,000
Cigarettes
28,872,000
Cigars, Pipe Tobacco 1,518,000

Viceroy
5,373,290
El Producto Cigars
370,800

TRANSPORTATION &
TRAVEL
$2,866,000
Air
1,181.000
Bus
806,000
Rail
796.000
Miscellaneous 83,000

National Airlines 260,930
Greyhound Buses
639,470
Great Northern Railway 195,210
Home Lines Boat Travel 29,020

WATCHES, JEWELRY,
CAMERAS
$7,066,000
Cameras, Accessories,
Supplies
336,000
Clocks & Watches 5,705,000
Jewelry
213,000
Pens & Pencils
812,000

Kodak Cameras
160,590
Bulova Watches
4,298,650
Helzbergs Jewelry
42,180
Paper-Mate Pens
249,990

MISCELLANEOUS $4,583,000
Trading Stamps
1,281,000
Miscellaneous Products 1,333,000
Miscellaneous Stores 1,969,000

Top Value Trading Stamps 1,041,480
Vic Tanneys Gym
263,010
Montgomery Ward
410,090

5,167,000
7,6f2.000
1,478,000

Sterling Salt
Borden Dairy Products
Jello Dessert

4,318,140
430,850
597,310
615,400

4,720,000
6,495,000

Dromedary Cake Mix
Birdseye

6,106,000

$413,000
$16,030,000
15,372,000
452,000
206,000
$290,000

HOUSEHOLD CLEANERS,
CLEANSERS, POLISHES,
WAXES
$ 6,863,000
Cleaners, Cleansers
3,130,000
Floor & Furniture
952,000
Polishes, Waxes
Glass Cleaners
523,000
Home Dry Cleaners
1,595,000
Shoe Polish
194,000
469,000
Miscellaneous Cleaners

Campbell's
Heinz
"57" Varieties
A & P Food Stores

Fertilizer

COO CCA
567,430
OOo.uOU
902,830
44,910

Esso Gas & Oil
2,190,780
Bardahl
347,110
Alemite Lubricating Systems 127,890
Howard Johnson's

Spic & Span
Simoniz Hi-Lite Polish
Glass Wax
Glamorene
Esquire Shoe Polish
Drano Drain Cleanser

HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENTAPPLIANCES
$7,735,000
RCA Appliances
Broadcasting
Telecasting

$92,270

991,250
227,850
293.950
891.960
83,570
239,720
1,110,100

TOTAL

31,870

$397,498,000
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Strictly Business
THE broadcast media, it seems to us, can take heart from at least
two developments at the Assn. of National Advertisers' spring
meeting a fortnight ago.
It must certainly be encouraging to all media to note that ANA's
special survey of advertising plans, which brought replies from
companies representing close to $ 1 billion in annual billings, showed
that almost seven out of ten of those who answered said they expect to increase their advertising budgets this year (by a median
figure of 10%). Moreover, 21% plan no change in rate of spending,
leaving only 10% who plan to cut back.
The moral for broadcasters is simple: Go after the biggest possible share of that extra money.
There is room for optimism, too, about Prof. Albert W. Frey's
interim report on the ANA-commissioned study he is making on
the controversial subject of agency services and methods of agency
compensation. While not very illuminating as to what the study's
final findings may be, Prof. Frey made clear that in making the
study he is beholden to no one, that it will be as objective as he can
make it. He promised no "bombshell" and no "radical recommendations," but rather "a guide for better advertising services."
This strikes us as an eminently sensible approach. "Radical
recommendations" could hardly do less than fan the controversy
which broke out more than a year ago and since has gradually
subsided. Strife and heat are not conducive to thoughtful settlement of issues as fundamental as that of how agencies should be
paid. Whether the media commission system is ultimately retained,
abandoned or modified. Prof. Frey seems to be taking the only
course that is apt to lead to a solution that will be mutually agreeable in the long run.
Intermission
AN UNEASY hiatus prevails on the regulatory scene. Both
- Senate and House Commerce Committees, charged with communications legislation, have completed the first installment of their
inquiries into the FCC. Whether other hearings are intended in
the immediate future isn't clear.
What is known is that at least a half dozen separate inquisitions,
studies and inquiries involving television are in the works and are
bound to erupt in the form of reports, proposed legislation or antitrust actions in the months ahead. And add to that the new "liaison"
between the FCC and the Federal Trade Commission on false or
misleading advertising on the air — a sort of back-door approach
to censorship.
We're not sure our accounting is complete, but here's a lineup
of scheduled events that are bound to provoke more confusion and
peril for broadcasters and introduce a new element of instability in
broadcaster ranks:
1. The Celler Antitrust Subcommittee report based on the
Foley Square Courthouse hearings last fall, now being drafted in
tight security by the committee staff. The very manner in which
the hearings were conducted augurs a severe indictment of network practices, purported monopoly in music performance and
other wrongdoings.
2. Release by the Senate Commerce Committee of the majority
(Democratic) report on its inquiry into network operations, prepared under the direction of Counsel Kenneth Cox. This probably
will be less violent than the Celler report, but nevertheless is likely
to criticize network operations and the FCC's administration of the
network-monopoly provisions of the existing regulations.
3. First report of the FTC to the FCC on its "monitoring" of
television and radio programming which is bound to find excesses,
imagined or real. Some advertisers and stations are bound to be embarrassed through adverse publicity which many newspapers will
play to the hilt because they don't like broadcast competition for
the advertising dollar.
4. Report, by June 30, of the FCC Network (Barrow) Study
Group, even though it may be in rough draft, which will throw
the book at the networks on option time, must buys, multiple ownership, film syndication and representation of affiliates. The Barrow
staff won't be ready (it probably would take two years to digest
the stuff they've accumulated through interview and questionnaire),
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Drawn for BROADCASTING • TELECASTING by Sid Hix
"1 kept telling him, 'Keep your eye on your job — quit looking into the
camera'!"
but
since the appropriation runs out June 30 it must wind up then.
Whether the FCC will release the report or merely use it as a
basis for its own consideration remains to be decided.
5. Pursuance by the Antitrust Division of the Justice Dept. of its
suit against RCA-NBC on the Westinghouse Philadelphia-Cleveland radio-tv "swap" in which the government alleges "coercion"
and which could have a bearing on network and equipment-manufacturer ownership of stations.
6. Continued inquiry by the Antitrust Division of network operations conducted during the past year and likely to continue for
months, in the light of the statement before the Celler Committee
last fall by Assistant Attorney General Victor Hansen of possible
"divestiture" proceedings against the networks.
Such is the gloomy outlook for the weeks and months ahead.
Few, if any. fields have been subjected to this sort of regulatory
ganging up in our times, under the guise of public interest.
The amazing thing is that the public not only hasn't complained,
but affirmatively approves of its broadcast service. Because that
is so, the public will never condone overt acts that will do violence
to the programming it is now getting. But in the process some
entrepreneurs are likely to get hurt.
Good or Bad, It's Legal
NOW that the U. S. Court of Appeals has decided that the FCC
was wrong in declaring Play Marko a lottery [B»T. March 18],
we hope the Commission will be dissuaded from further adventures
into program censorship.
This is the second time the FCC has made trouble for itself in
high courts by trying to write rules against giveaway programs.
The first occurred in April, 1954, when the U. S. Supreme Court
rebuffed the Commission.
Both these cases hinged on the relatively narrow legal point of
whether a lottery was involved. The Supreme Court case originated
in 1950 when the FCC sought to identify as lotteries many of the
most popular giveaways then on the air. The Appeals Court case
started in 1955 when the FCC began proceedings against the single
program, Play Marko, on the same grounds.
But in both cases there were broader implications than the
question of possible violation of the lottery laws. Certainly in the
first case and perhaps in the second, the FCC was attacking a
general type of programming. In doing so, it was flirting with, if
not actually embracing, censorship.
We place ourselves second to none in our dislike of the unrestrained use of giveaway programming. It is bad broadcasting,
in our view, to substitute the giving of a prize for the creation of
an imaginative show.
But it is not the business of the FCC or any other arm of government to usurp the broadcaster's right to accept or reject the use of
giveaways. It would be a dark day not only for broadcasters but
also for the public if the government became the program manager
of U. S. radio and television.
Broadcasting

• Telecasting

"Spectacular"
from
Houston
The Houston Rodeo, starring Roy Rogers and Dale Evans, was
carried by NBC as a Chevy Show "spectacular" via the production
facilities and engineering of KPRC-TV. Forty-five KPRC-TV personnel, seven cameras (two suspended from the Coliseum ceiling) and
275,000 watts of additional lighting were used for the hour-long
program which included live commercials from the rodeo arena and
the KPRC-TV studios.
KPRC-TV experience, instrumental in the success of this show,
is equally important to your Houston selling success. Buy KPRC-TV
and know you're right in the Houston market!
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